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AND CIR^JLAT^S THROUGHOUT THE WORUD
No. 980. Vol. 28.
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MOTOR |f|n| CYCLES
1922 %;# PRICES

STARTLING REDUCTIONS
'£ .N." 2i ii.p. i speeds, disc clutch, shaft and bevel drive modet
is a sturdy, reliable, go-anywhere mount of moderate weight, with

simplicity as its keynote.

7 U.p., ^-cylinder, shaft drive "F.N." is the ideal machine fot

Sidecar use. Smooth, powerful, flexible, economical, and reliable.

With "F.N." Coachbuill Sidecar on strong chassis, wheel in

frame, 3-inch tyre.

DE LUXE MODELS WITH SUPER POWER
PLANTS AND OVERHEAD INLET VALVES

3 h.p. De Luxe Lightweight, single cylinder, hand and toot con
trolled clutch. Very low frame. Bristling with refinements.

8 h.p., ^-cylinder, 3 speeds, engine clutch, ball bearings,

mechanical lubrication. The machine tor either the speed solo O 1 OC
rider or discriminating sidecar user. »AOO

£55
£95
£127

£72

With Coachbuill Sidecar. £167
"CAR PRACTiCE AT MOTOR CYCLE COST."

"F IV "fFndlanrh T tA Efenrao Works, Kimberley Roaar .m. y I^IiyiailU ;, I>IU., willesden Lane, London, N.W.6
Telephone—Willesden 2305. Telegrams—"Efenrao. Brond London'

LATEST RECORDS OF
Tke

Th first occasion a four-valve engine has ever been credited

with the Blue Riband cf track achievements—the 500 c a
One Hour Wo'ld's Record—was t^at upon which Major
F. B. Halfcrd.onthefamous3JnpO.Hy. TRIUMPH,
covered Lie remarkable distance of 76 miles. 1.301 yards
= 76.74 m.o h.

Major Halford has also broken the following British and
World's Records. Class C. 500 tc. :—

BRITISH RECORD.
1 MUe (Flyinff). 41.0 sees., speed 87 80 m p.h

WORLDS RECORDS.
1 Mile (Fly'g). 42.90 s.,sp. 83.91 m.p.h. (meantime'
50 Miles (Sid's), 38m. 49.4s.,speed 77.27 m.p.h.
On-? Hour .. 76m. 1,301 yds. sp. 76.74 m.p.h.

Subject '0 A.C-U. and F.I.CM Confirmation

TRIUMPH CYCLE CO., Ltd., COVENTRY
London : 218, Great Portland Street, W.l
and at Leeds. Manchester, and Glasgow

AGENTS EVERYWHERE

1922 Sporting Model.

Supplied to fit any make of Motor Cycle.
The product of 20 years* riding and manufacturing experience.
More comfortable than most heavy touring models. Graceful
and distinctive appearance. Strong enough for use with 8 h.p.
machines, light enough for use with 3\ h.p. sporting mounts.
£23 10 ready for the road.

COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE FREE ON REQUEST.

Bad weather wont
keep you indoors

if you own an

Qv\EG\
Weather- proofing the rider has

been brought to a fine art on the
new 3 h.p. model— a machine you
should know all about before
making your choice.

W. Montgomery & Co., Coventry
FROM 66 GUINEAS

W. J. GREEN, Ltd.

Omega Works,
COVENTRY

London

:

Bartletts, 03, Grea:
Portland Street, \V

B'ham : Goughs,
rS.^a, Brond Street.

COPYRIGHT—REGISTERED AS A NEWSPAPER FOR TRANSMISSION IN THE U.K.
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A BearUmore-Precision rider in the KUmacolm Uplands, Renfrewshire

When the going is rough, the gradient

single-figure, the wind head on, the rain

lashing your face—that's when you learn

the sterling value of a good spring frame.

No need to glue your eyes to the road on

the watch for potholes or boulders. They
are damped out for you. When you're

fighting adversity in the saddle a good

spring frame is half the battle.

The Beardmore-Precision design com-

bines Comfort with Safety because it

cannot distort and upset the steering

;

with Strength—the strength of a battle-

ship—because of the patent pressed-steel con-

struction. No need for a saving clause in our

guarantee to say you " musn't misuse the frame.

You cant!

EjXpOrt flOUSeS SriQ should get in touch with usatonce. I

4 . /"x The 1922 4^ h.p. spring-frame
|

AgentS UVerSeaS Beardmore-Precision ("big-single" i~ four-stroke with automatic lubrica-

tion, detachable cylinder head, three-speed gear in unit with engine and I

ill-chain drive) is ideal for colonial conditions. "The Motor Cycle" I

remarks (ioth Nov. j that the pre-war "Precision" of this power was sold
|

overseas in greater quantities than at liomc. Our Service-after-Sale, too, is as .

efficient now as it was then.

F. E. BAKER, LTD.,
(Associated with William Beardmort & Co.. Ltd.l

Precision Works, King's Norton.

Phone: King's Norton 184-5.

Grams: Bachuck, Kingsnorton.
London Depot : 112, Gt. Portland Street, W.t
Scotland : James Robertson, 48, West Nile Street

Glasgow.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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INDEX

A.A. Scouts on the Boulevards of Nice, The, 1S2
Abriachan, 97
Accelerates, Why An Engine, 296
Acceleration and Brake Tests, 574
Accumulators, Fuller Block, 644
Acetylene Refiner, Star, 82

A.C.U. and Private Trials, The, 314
— and the Trade, The, 623
— General Committee Meeting, The, 221

Meeting of the, 126— One-day Trial, The, 232
: for Stock Machines, The, i09

— Stock Machine Trial, 23
Airco Exhaust Valve Radiator, The, 530
Air Inlets, Uncontrolled and Controlled, 445
Airman in the Mummer's Role, 289
Airolite, The, 644
Air Valve, Atomiser Co.'s Extra, 11
Alignment, Sidecar, 135
All-night Run into Scotland, 881
Alty-Bady in the Dark, Climbing, 343
Amateur Race in the I.O.M., An (leader), 415
— Road Race, An, 451

The, 549— T.T., An (leader), 1

American Scooter, The Latest, 370
Among the Accessories, 11, 82, 144, 220, 272, 530
Amulree, 97
Announcing the T.T. Results, 679
Annual General Meeting of the A.C.U. , 126
Anti-Dazzle Reflector, Wanted : An, 469
Anzani V. Twin Engine, A British, 402
Appearance, 555
" Arctic " Trial, Results of, 472
Artie Valve, The, 272
Aquamac Suit, An, 130
As Others See Us (leader), 193
Assembled Machines, 62
Astra Dimmer, The, 272
Atlas Lightweight, The, 303
Attention to the Magneto, 833.

Austin Pillion Seat, The, 539
Australian Six Days' Trial, An, 470
Auto Cycle Union Notes, 156

One-day Trial, 316
Autogear Three Wheeler, The, 877
Average Speed Indicator, An, 40

Recording the, 173
Awards in S.W. Trial, 734

Bailey's Shock Absorber, S. L., 234
Baker's Rubber and Canvas Belt (patent), 74

Balance, Steering, 175
Balancing, in a New Sense, 307
Ballot, Awards by (leader), 321
Bancroftian Oil Can, 220— Self-contained Soldering Iron, 82
Barker Prop Stand, The, 272
Bax Sidecar Coupe Top, The, 359
Beacon, The Worcestershire, 234
Beauty Spots of the West, 836
Beauvais', Mr. C. F., Single Track Two-seater, 71

Bednall Helmet and Goggles, 769
Belgian Grand Prix, The, 230— Motor Cycle Show, Exhibitors at the, 51

Bellairs' Prop-Stand; The, 530
Belt, Baker's Rubber and Canvas (patent), 74
— The Service Super, 82
Binks, A New, 882— Petrol Filter, 413
Birmingham Inter-Club Trial, 659— M.C.C. Sporting Trial, 22
Blackburne Engine, Obtaining the Best Results from

an 8 h.p., 262
Blackbourne Twins New Medium Size, 637
Bleriot Engines, 164— Two-Stroke Twin, The, 165
Blue Mountains to Jenolan, Through the, 796
B.M.C.R.C. Meeting at Brooklands, 814
Boat Race, At the, 454

Boat Sidecar, Ford Collapsible, 197
Bonus Bugbear, The, 801, 872
Border, Club Life Across the, 102
Boys and Girls, Motor Cycles for, 226
Bvadshaw Single Cylinder Engine, 598
Braking Considerations, 332
—

- Systems of To-day, 268
Bramham Monocar, The, 545
Brescia, The Circuit, Di, 569
Brierley Petrol Lock, The, 220
Brighton Road, The, 870
" Brig. O. Brown," 97
Brillig Petrol Vapour Lamp, The, 220
British Anzani V. Twin Engine, A, 402— Industries Fair, The, 303
Broads, The, 392
Brookes Miniature Map Measurer, 806
Brooklands, A Royal Meeting at, 550— as a Social Rendezvous, 327— B.M.C.R.C. Meeting at, 814— Meet. First 1922,. 483— Mounts and Riders, T.T. at, 622— Re-opened, 168— Royal Race Meeting at, 688— 200 Mile Sidecar Race at, 271— The Navy at, 846

Tourist at, 305
Brown & Roper Mono Track Car, 72
Brown's Petrol Tank Attachment, J. R., 234
Brough, 496 c.c. Sports, 841
Brussels Show, The, 347
B.S.A., Shrunk on Copper Fins, 233— Works Trial, 650
Buckland & Burrell Dimmer, The, 413
Bulbs, Notes on Electric, 600
Buyers' Guide of 1922 Models, 433
Buying a Second-hand Machine, 167

Cairn O' Mount, 99
Camouflaging a Spring Frame, 212
Capacities, Cylinder, 825
Cape of Good Hope, Round About the, 839
Carbide Carrier, The Samson, 272
Car-Owner on Two Wheels, A, 761
Carrbridge, A Scene Near, 131
Carrier Case, The Wearprufe, 272
— The Samson Carbide, 272
Car T.T. Races, Results of the, 843
Caton Four-Speed Gear Box, 345
C.C. or H.P., 339
Championship, Club Team, 817— The Club Team, 842
Chain Lubrication, 569
Chains, Care of, 805
Channel Isles Classic, A, 882
Channon Tube, The, 881
Chassis Design, Sidecar, 19S
Cheapest Transport for Two, The, 424
Chicago, Motor Police in, 455
Oliver's Hand Windscreen (patent), 75
Choice of a Solo Machine, The, 838
Cinema, The Motor Cvcle and the, 73
Circuit, Di Brescia, The, 569
Citv Dweller, The Motor Cycle and the, 450
Glayrite Electric Horn, 769
Cleaning Leather Coats, 156
" Clear-Hooter " Electric Horn, The. 144
Climax Two-Stroke Engine, The, 539
Clincher Tyre, New, 806
Club Debates, 263— Enterprise, 267— Life across the Border, 1 02— News, 20, 54, 83, 126, 151, 154, 222, 252, 277, 309,

315, 350, 370, 411, 446, 483, 504, 522, 540, 552,

572, 624, 646, 660, 678, 709a, 770, 820, 858, 884
— Pennants and Badges, 504
— Team Championship, 817

r— The, 842
Coach, A 1£ h.p. Motor, 272
Collyer Plug Locating Device, The, 82
Colmore Cup Results, 317

Colmore Cup Trial Entries, 247
— — Notes, 279

The, 76, 214, 281
Comcar, The Gillies, 26
Competitors' Impressions of the London-Exeter Run, 16— in the Paris-Nice Trial, 311
Complementary Pastimes, 418
Compression Tap, Quickways Sparking Plug and, 769— Tube, The, 344
Concentric Non-leaking Petrol Tap, 806
Confusing Classification (leader), 292 ,

Constantinople, In and Around, 133
Contrasts on the Riviera, 260
Conversion to Countershaft Chain Drive, 212
Co-operation, Fruits of, 621
Coram Copper Exhaust System for Douglases, 82
Countershaft Gear on an old Machine, 145
Country Diary, A Motor Cyclist's, 590
Coupe; Top, The Bax Sidecar, 359
Course, Gear Rations for the T.T., 348
Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. Solo Trial, The, 218

Motor Clubs Trial, 818— Mascot Medium Weight, The, 567
Cover, Coverley Saddle and Tank, 265
Coverley Saddle and Tank Cover, 265
Crash Helmet originated, How the, 854
Crosswaite Prop Stand, The, 272
Current Chat, 25, 53, 76, 125, 152, 188, 214, 244, 278,

310, 342, 377, 404, 454, 486, 510, 607, 518, 544, 588,

645, 660, 676, 709, 721, 771, 812, 850, 883, 892
Cycle Car, The Bow V, 840— Foster, 196

Tondeur, 196
Cyclone Radial Engine, The, 39
Cylinder Capacities, 825

D
Dance in the Isle of Man, T.T., 314
Dangerous Bends, 334— Corner Eliminated, A, 293
Decarbonisation, the " Vril Stick " Mechanical, 220
De Dion-engined Motor Cycle, B. F. C. Fellowes', 66
Dee's Mono Car, Mr. F. C, 71
Demonstrating the Stability of a Scott Motor Cycle, 178
Detecting Faults in a Lighting Circuit, 299
Devonshire Hill, On a New, 867
Diary, A Motor Cyclist's Country, 174
Diary for 1922, The Motor Cyclist's, 157
Dickinson Two-stroke Engine, The, 566
Dimmer, The Astra, 272

Buckland and Burrell, 413
Dimming Device, The Wheadon, 644
Dirt Track Racing in the U.S.A., 49
Disabilities, Despite (leader), 233
Disabled Rider's Mount, A, 667
Dogged by Ill-luck, 807
Doleman Machine Tool Type Gear, 51

Dome Handle-bar " Dimmer," The, 144
— Sparking Plug, The, 11

Do not Expect too Much, 203
Doone Countrv, In the, 671
Dot, An 8 h.p. Sports, 539
~- Lock, The, 530
Double Spark Plug, The Runbaken, 272

Douglases, Coram Copper Exhaust System for, 82

Dovedale, Derbyshire, 340
Dublin Hill Climb, 587
Durweston, near Bradford, 827

Dynamo Lighting Set for 25/-, A, 248
Dynamos from old Magnetos, 502

E
Easter Two-day Highland Trial, 520
—with the Clubs, 490
Easting Screens, One of the First, 197
East Midland Centre A.C.U. Open Trial, 406

Hill Climb, 637
. 1— Trial Results, 472
Easy Starting from Cold, 430
Economic Flat Twin Lightweight, The, 247
Edward M. IHffe, Sir, 780



IV. INDEX

E.H.C. Generator, The, 145
Eight Thousand Miles on a Sidecar Substitute, 830
Electric Bulbs, Notes on, 600— Horn, The " Clear Hooter," 144— Lighting, Grose, 144— Sidecar, An, 156
Electrical Fittings (leader), 1—

- v. Hand-timing, 467
Elverson Four-cylinder Engine, The, 344
Empire Extra Air Valve, 11
Enfield Sports Model, The, 539
Engine Design, Modern Practice in, 324— Starting in Wintry Weather, 72— The Climax Two-stroke, 539

Cyclone Radial, 39— White and Poppe Two-stroke, 244
Engines and their Position in the Frame, 70— Bleriot, 164
Entries for the T.T. Races, 453
Essex M.C. Hill Climb at Kop, 410

Winter Trial, 240
Evolution of the Motor Cycle, 700
E.W.L. Radiator, The, 530
Exhaust System for Douglases, Coram's Copper, 82
Experiences with a Potterbus, 67

Exploring the Hebrides, 496
Extending the Organisation of Motor Cyclists, 453
Extra Air Valve, Atomiser Co.'s, 11

Ex-W.D. Machine, Improving an, 807

Fair, British Industries, 303
Famous Scottish Hills, 96, 230
Feminine Goggles, Through, 107, 297, 466, 530, 712

F.I.C.M. Weight Limits (leader), 1

201
Filing Tempered Steel, 871
Film, Success of The Motor Cycle, 157— The Motor Cycle, 21, 53
Fins, B.S A. Shrunk-on Copper, 23S
Fire Brigade, Harley-Davidson Sidecars used by Paris,

310
Five Hundred Mile Race, The 1922, 156
Fletcher, Prop Stand, 28
Flexible Sidecar, Testing an Experimental, 866
Folding Metal Hood, The Reynolds,. 302
— Sidecar, The Hopley, 301
Foot Control for Moss Gears, 264
— Gear Control, 51
Ford Collapsible Boat Sidecar, 197

Foster Cycle Car, The, 196
Four-cylinder Engine, Elverson, 244

Motor Cycle, The Low, 228
Four-speed Gear Box, The Caton, 345
France in Twelve Days, Encircling, 409
— Progress of the Tour de, 452
France's Premier Event, 879
France, Taking a Motor Cycle to, 529
— The Grand Prix of, 394
— The Tour de, 80, 192, 368— Tour de, 1922, 22
Freak Hills in Trials (leader), 415
— Trials and the Second-hand Market (leader), 223

Manufacturers and, 280
French Non-stop Trial, 266— One-day Trial, A, 185
— Side-by-side Twins, 164
Front Wheel Driving and Steering, 877

F.R.S. Horn, The, 144
Fruits of Co-operation, The, 621
Fuel Consumption Tests, 382
Fuller Block Accumulators, 644

Gamage Anti-dazzle Goggles, 82
— Helmet, The, 530
Garage Charges, Varying (leader), 193
— in the Home, A, 141
Gear Controls on Modern Machines, 828

—Doleman's Machine Tool Type, 51
— Foot Control, 51
—Ratios for the T.T. Course, 348
Generator, The E.H.C, 145

Germany, Number of Motor Cycles in, 300

Gerrard Lightweight Sidecar Outfit, The New, 156

Giesberger Gyroscope Two-wheeler, 71

Gillies Comcar, The, 26
Girling's Interchangeable Wheel, 233

Glasgow Holiday Trial Results, 569

Glendoe, 100
Gloucester Roads, 225

Goggles, Gamage Anti-dazzle, 82

Gold Shock Absorber, The, 144

Gordon's Sidecar Attachment, 234

Goulding Sidecar, The, 265

Grado Self-centering Valve Facing Tool, The, 220

Graham Electric Horn, The, 806

Grand Prix, The, 879
_ _ of France, The, 394

The Belgian, 230
Great Game, The, 84

Gri Engine, The, 155
.Grose Electric Lighting, 144

Grose Luggage Grid, 197— Oilcan, The, 144— Plug Terminal, The, 530— Silencer Extension, 272
Guide to London—Edinburgh Run, 735
Guide to London—Land's End Trial, 474
Gulson Carrier for Plugs, The, 806
Gyroscopic Mono-track Car, Wolseley, 72

H
H.A.H., Inspection Lamp, 806
Hall Morgan Jack, The, 220
Handling Sidecars, 575
Hardening and Softening, 800
Hare that Jumped, The, 816
Harley-Davidson Sidecars used by Paris Fire Briagde,

310
Harper Three-wheelers in the Snow, 125
Haunt of the Grayling—Dovedale, Derbyshire, 340
Head Lamp Glare : Can it Be Overcome ? 286
Hebrides, Exploring the, 496
Helmet, Originated, How the Crash, 854
— The Gamage, 530
Higham's Sidecar Coupling (patent), 75

Higher Insurance Premiums, 420
Highlands with a Sidecar Outfit, In the Western, 365
Highland Trial, Easter Two-day, 520
Highways, England's, 827
Hill Climb at Peny-Ball, Holywell, 627

East Midland Centre, 637
— Climbing in the Riviera, 413— Climb, Southern Clubs, 734

South Midland Centre (A.C.U.) Open, 586
— On a New Devonshire, 867
Hills, Famous Scottish, 96
Hints on Trial Riding, 38
Holland, A Motor Show in, 457
Holt Sidecar, The, 237
Home, A Garage in the, 141
Hopley Folding Sidecar, The, 301
Horn. The F.R.S. , 144
How to Climb Freak Hills, 64
Humidifier, The Link, 75
Hunt Inspection Lamp, 769
Hyatt Petrol Tap, The, 272

Ice, The First Motor Race on, 53

Ideas : Useful and Ingenious, 142, 204, 318, 333-500,

730
Illuminated Signpost at Wrotham Heath, An, 278

Imports and Exports (1921), 109

376, 650
Impressions of the Scottish Show, 154

Lightweight and Junior Races, 742

Improving an Ex-W.D. Machine, 807

Impulse Starter, The S.A., 55

In Aid of Charity, 650— and Around Constantinople 133

Indian Machine, Kickstarter for Old Type, 11

Inspectors, Sidecars for Motor Bus, 395

Insurance Premiums, Higher, 420
— Problems, 857, 871— The Question of, 267

Interesting Designs, 187
International Six Days' Trial, This Year's, 840

— Touring, 199
Inter-Varsity Hill Climb, 188

In the Centre of Paradise, 417a
Doone Country, 671

Land of Sunshine, 336
Ireland, Control of the Snort in, 345
— Easter Two Days' Trial in, 521
— Motor Taxation in, 251
— Road Racing in, 330
— Classic Trials, 708d
Irish Olympic Games, 382
— Reliability Trials, 778
— Road Races, Official Sanction for, 691

— Trials, Forthcoming, 192
Isle of Skye, To the, 105
Italian Records, Coincidence in British and, 59

— Three-wheeler, An, 237

' Jack, The Hall Morgan, 220

J.A.M. Sparking Plug, The, 11

Jebon Automatic Lubrication, 82

Jeff Tube, The, 244
Jenolan, Through the Blue Mountains to, 796

John Bull Handle Bar Muffs, 220

Junior Races, Impression of the Lightweight and, 742

K
" Keep to the Left " Pavement Rule, 209, 837

Kenmore, 98
Kickstarter for Old-type Indian Machines, 11

K.L.G. Plug, A New, 769
" Kool-plug " Radiator, The, 272

La Turbie Hill Climb, 413
Ladies in Colonial Type Trials, 861
Lakeland Trials Route, Searching for a, 560
Lake Vyrnwy, 138
Lamp, The Brillig Petrol Vapour, 264
Lamplugh Mechanical Oil Pump, The, 238
Lamps for the New Machine, 52
Land of Sunshine, In the, 336
Land's End to John o' Groats' Trial, 189, 315
Lap Scores of the T.T. Races, 772
Last Word on the T.T. Practising, 733
Lathe, The Patrick, 265
Laws, Suggested New Motor (leader), 463
Le-Vack on an 8 h.p. Brough-Superior-Jap, 405
Leader, 1, 31, .61, 93, 126, 161, 193, 257, 292, 321, 354,

385, 415, 463, 493, 523, 355, 593, 625, 661, 695,
Leather Coats, Cleaning, 156 [741, 789, 825, 861— Wearing, 417b
Little Gruinard, 101
Lock, The Brierley Petrol, 220

D.O.T., 530
Lodge Racing Plug, A New, 537
London-Coventry-London Trial, 659

Edinburgh Results, 860
Run, 447

Guide to, 735
The, 774
This Year's, 549

Londoners and a Northern Rally, 266
London-Exeter-London Run, 12

Run : Competitors' Impressions, 16
Trial Results, 57

Land's End Trial, The, 209, 512
Results, 565

Left, Keep to the, 837
Leg Guards on Twin Machines, 110— Screen, Slater's (patent), 74

" Letters to the Editor, 26, 45, 86, 146, 177, 205, 240,

273, 304, 335, 369, 398, 458, 478, 504, 541, 576,
604, 639, 672, 736, 783, 808, 844, 873

Light Car v. Motor Cycle, 866b
Lighting Circuit, Detecting Faults in a, 299
— Grose Electric, 144— Set, The Wates Accumulator, 210— Siemens Dry Battery, 130, 210
Light on a Lighting Problem, 169
Lightweight and Junior T.T. Races, The, 727

Races, Impressions of the, 742— T.T., A 61— The Economic Flat Twin, 347
Link Humidifier, The, 75
London to Holyhead Trial, The, 550

Results of the, 585
— Rally, Enjoyable N.W., 780
Low Four Cylinder Motor Cycle, The, 228
Lubrication, Jebon Automatic, 82
— Chain, 569
Lugano Lake, 80
Luggage Grid, The Grose, 197
Lutece Motor Cycle, The, 164

M
" Machine Tool " Type Gear, Doleman, 51

Magneto, Attention to the, 833
— Pronunciation of, 47
Manufacturers and Freak Trials, 280
Manx Week, A Pressman's, 798
Map Reading for Motor Cyclists, 140
Martinsyde, The Quick Six, 599
Masses, The Sport and the, 789
Mauser Single Track Runabout, The, 71.

McKechnie-Victor Spring Frame, Testing the, 253

M.E.A. Radiator for Douglas Valve Caps, 530
Medsteads' Shaft Transmission (patent), 75

Meet, The Richmond, 519
Mellano Cup Trial, The, 452
Mexican Plains, A Highway Across the, 465
Midland Centre Open One-day Trial, 890
Milestones in the Tourist Trophy Races, 708
Miles per Hour v. Gear Ratios, 61
Model Motor Cycle, A, 53
Modern Frame Design, 101
— Practice in Engine Design, 324
Moistening the Mixture, 75
Monocar, The Bramham, 545
Morgan Jack, The Hall-, 220
Motor Coach, A li h.p., 272— Cycle and the Cinema, The, 73

Holiday in London, A, 42
The Cygnet, 230— Cycles for All Purses, »52
for Boys and Girls, 226
at the Scottish Show, 114
Overseas, 562— Cyclist's Country Diary, A, 174, 590

— Gear & Eng. Co. Valve-cutting Tool, 11

— Taxation, 10— Tax Revenue and Road Classification, 298
Moss Gears, Foot Control for, 264
Mowbray, Bellairs & Co. Prop Stand, 82

Mud, The Way of the, 68
Muffs, John Bull Handlebar, 220



INDEX v.

N
Naturalist on a Motor Cycle, The, 629

Navy at Brooklands, The, 848
Neal and Doherty Spring Fork, The, 233

Ner-a-Car, Experiences with the, 761

Newark, Replacing a Dangerous Bridge Near, 188

New Gerrard Lightweight Sidecar Outfit, The, 166
— Year, The (leader), 1

North-Eastem A.A. Affairs, 198

Novelty Club Event, Successful, 432

N.W. London M.C.C. London-Gloucester Trial, 56
_J Trial to Gloucester, 24.

Rally, Enjoyable, 780
Norris Streamline Sidecar, 59
Nortons at Last, Overhead Valve, 380
Norton Gathering, A, 316
Notes for the Novice, 135
Norton's Trip to South Africa, Mr. J. L., 150
Nova Scotia, Touring in, 328

o
Obtaining the Best Results from an 8 h.p. Blackburne

Engine, 262
Occasional Comments, 2, 32, 62, 94, 181, 224, 194, 258,

292, 322, 356, 390, 422, 464, 494, 524, 550, 694,
620, 662, 696, 759, 790, 826, 862

Official Test of Stock Machines, 362
— Sanction for Irish Road Races, 691

Oil Cooling and Its Merits, 598
— Can, Bancroftian, 220

The Grose, 144— Pump, The Lamplugh Mechanical, 230
— Where it is not Needed, 762
Old Wyche Road, The, 167
Olympia, An Enlarged, 173
— The New, 210
Olympic Games, Irish, 382
On a New Devonshire Hill, 867
— Balls and Rollers, 78
— Scottish Hills, 664— the Cumbrian Hills with a Sidecar, 767

One Hundred Miles per Hour, (leader), 385
M.P.H. with a 500 c.c. Engine, 386

— Thousand Weeks of the Motor Cycle, 697
— Make or Many ? 263
On the Hills of the West, 396
Oscilloscope, The, 202
O.S. Magnetic Speedometer, The, 381
Overhauling an Old Machine, 176
Overhead Valve Nortons at Last, 380
Overseas Conditions, 50— Motor Cycles, 562

Palmer Rear Suspension Set, The, 112
P. and P. Two-stroke, The, 511
" Pannier " Trunk, Robini, 82

Paradise, In the Centre of, 417a
Paragon Folding Sidecar, The, 359
— Lightweight, The, 212
Paris-Nice Trial, Competitors in the, 311
— Pyrenees Trial, The, 869— Nice Trial, This Year's, 152
Passengers, Fair and Otherwise, 428
Passenger Machine Topics, 196, 301, 358, 476. 527a,

596, 763, 802, 864
Patrick Lathe, The, 265
Patrols for I.O.M., Motor Cycle, 861
Pendine Sands, 50 Mile Race on, 779
Pennants and Badges, Club, 504
Pessimists, A studv for, 389
Petrol lock, The Brierley, 220— Tap, Concentric Non-leaking, 806

The Hvatt, 272
Pictorial Echoes of the Land's End Trial, 527
Pidko Cap, The, 769
Pillion Riding, Plain Words on, 482— Seat and Saddle, The XX. all, 144

The Austin, 539
Piston Tool, Robertson's, 220
Plain Words on Pillion Riding, 482
Plug, A New Lodge Racing, 537
— Locating Device, The Collyer, 82
Plugs, Gulson Carrier for, 806
Plug, The Runbaken " Double-Spark," 272
Pocklington Variable Jet, Sutton, 220
Police in Chicago, Motor, 455— Sportsmanship, 221
Potterbus, Experiences with a, 67

Premiums, Higher Insurance, 420
Preparing for the Tour, 431
Pressman's Manx Week, A, 798
Prices of Second-hand Motor Cycles, 157
— Second-hand, 54, 568
Private Owners, A T.T. Race for, 170. 231
Prop Stand, The Baker, 272

The Crosswaite, 272
Fletcher, 28
Mowbray, Bellairs & Co., 82
Tubular, 272

Pump, The Lamplugh Mechanical Oil, 238
Puncture Proofing, 344
Purdy's Safety Supports (patent), 74

Questions and Replies, 29, 58, 90, 127, 158, 181, 201,

254, 288, 319, 339, 383, 414, 461, 491, 508, 653, 608,

647, 692, 739, 787, 822, 847, 893
" Quick Six " Martinsyde, The, 599
Quickway's Sparking Plug and Compression Tap, 769

R
Race, An Amateur Road, 451— for Private Owners, A T.T., 231— on Ice, The First Motor, 53— The Amateur Road, 549

1922, 500 Mile, 156
Races, Two Hundred Mile Sidecar, 852
Radial Engine, The Cyclone, 39
Radiation of Heat, 426
Radiator for Douglas Valve-caps, M.E.L., 530
Railways and Road Rates, 270
Rating of Engines, Rational, 451
Ramont Sidecar Rug, The, 144
Ramstedt Route-card Holder, 530
Rasser two-stroke, Train-engined, 289
Ravenstonedale, 561
Real worth of the Motor Cycle, The, 427

Rear Lights for All (leader), 321
on Vehicles, 869

Recent Patents, 74, 233, 708b
Record Broken, Twelve Hour 500 c.c, 891

Recording the Average Speed, 173
Record 24 Hours, 891
Records, Coincidence in British and Italian, 59
— Timing High-speed, 628
Redbourne, Mirror near, 827
Referendum, Taxation, 376
Regulating Road Traffic, 473
Regulations for the T.T., 189
Rejuvenating an Ancient Engine, 66
Replacing a Dangerous Bridge near Newark, 188

Research Work and Motor Cycles (leader), 257
Rest and be Thankful, 99
Retrospect, 1921 in, 4
Revenue and Road Classification, Motor Tax, 298

Reynolds Folding Metal Hood, The, 302
Ricardo Pistons for Motor Cycle Engines, 3
Richmond Meet, The, 519
" Rivals," On the Summit of the, 78
Rival to Beggar's Roost, A, 528
Riviera by Motor Cvcle, To the, 34
— Contrasts on the, 260
— Hill Climbing in the, 413
Road Impressions of the Scott Squirrel, 634
— Racing in Ireland, 330
Road Tests of New Models

—

8 h.p. Brough Superior Outfit, 312
" Light SLx " B.S.A., 498
243 c.c. Calthorpe two-stroke, 570
4 h.p. Harley-Davidson, 216
6 h.p. Martinsyde, 172
496 c.c. V-twin Martinsyde, 834
2} h.p. Raleigh, 393
349 c.c. Royal Ruby, 868
Chain-driven Zenith-Bradshaw Sidecar Outfit, 894

Roads to be Avoided, Some, 487
Robertson's Piston Tool, 220
Robini " Pannier Trunk," The, 82
— Windscreen, The, 806
Rollers, On Balls and, 78
Romance and the Sidecar, 535
Route-card Holder, Ramstedt, 530
Rowe's Valve Mechanism (patent), 74

Royal Meeting at Brooklands, A, 550— Motor Race Meeting, 643
— Race Meeting at Brooklands, 680
Rudge Chain Rivet Extractor, The, 11
— Machines in Preparation for the T.T., 581

Rug, The Ramont Sidecar, 144
Runbaken " Double-spark " Plug, The, 272
— Sparking Plug Box Spanner, 530

Russian Purchase of British Motor Cycles, 357

S.A. Impulse Starter, The, 55
Saddle, The X.L. all Pillion Seat and, 144

Safety Supports, Purdy's (patent), 74

Salcombe, Passenger Machines on, 12

Sales by Sidecars, 382
Samson Carbide Carrier, The, 272
Scandinavia, Motor Cycles in, 171

Scientific Layman Criticises, 819

Scooter, The Latest American, 370

Scores of the Races, Lap, 772
Scott Motor Cycle, Demonstrating the Stability of a,

17S

Scottish Hills, Famous, 96, 230
Impressions of the, 154
Motor Cycles at the, 114

— Six Days' Trials, 219

Scottish Trials, Route of the, 453, 489— Six Days' Trials, The, 532, 582
Described, The, 610
Official Results, The, 621

In, 630
Scott Squirrel, Road Impressions of the, 534
Searching for a Lakeland Trials Route, 560
Second-hand Machine, Buying a, 167

Motor Cycles, Prices of, 157
Prices, 54, 239, 352, 568

Seeking the Ideal, 841
Service Footboards, 530— Super Belt, The, 82
Sgonina-Special, The, 545
Shaft Transmission, Mepstead's (patent) 75
Shock Absorber, The Gold, 144
Show, The Brussels, 347
Side-by-side Twins, French, 164
Sidecar Alignment, 135— and the Small Car, The, 1— An Electric, 156— Attachment, F. Gordon's, 234— Chassis Design, 190— Coupling, Higham's (patent), 75— Norris Streamline, 59— Race at Brooklands, 200 Mile, 271
— Testing an Experimental Flexible, 866— The Goulding, 265

Holt, 237
Hopley Folding, 301
Paragon Folding, 359

Singapore to London, From, 585
Single Track Carette, The, 71
Six Cylinder Motor Cycle, A, 143— Days in Scotland, 630
Skids, Sidecar, 861
Skye, To the Isle of, 105
Slater's Leg Screen (patent), 74
Sledging in America, Motor Cycle, 134
Snow Causes Curtailment of Western Centre Trial, 448— Harper Three-wheelers in the, 125
Sociable, Practical Notes on a Scott, 830
Social Rendezvous, Brooklands as a, 327
Soldering for Amateurs, 718— Iron, The Bancroftian Self-contained, 82
Solution Storage, Safe, 530
Some Notes on Sparking Plugs, 77
Sidecar Races, Two Hundred Mile, 852— Romance and The, 535— Seat, The V.H.L. auxiliary, 144— 200 Miles Race, The, 650
Sidecars for Motor Bus Inspectors, 395
Sidecar Fuel Consumption Test, A, 249
Sidecars, Handling, 575

Long Ago, 716
Sidecar Skids, 861
Sidecars, Unmechanically fitted (leader), 523
Sidecar, Which Side for the, 867
Side-wheel, The, 377
Siemens' Dry Battery Lighting, 130, 210
Signals, Drivers', 153
Silencer Extension, The Grose, 272
Silver Prince Lightweight, The, 843
South African Road Conditions, 568
Southend Club's Hill Climb, 734
South Midland Centre (A.C.U.) Open Hill Climb at

Kop, 586
Clubs at Brooklands, 734

Spanner, Runbaken Sparking Plug Box, 530
Spare Part Prices (leader), 493
Spark-gap, Sparxsekas, 11
Sparking Plug Box Spanner, Runbaken, 530
— Plug, The Dome, 11

J.A.M., 11— Plugs, Some Notes on, 77
Sparklets, 30, 60, 92, 128, 160, 183, 256, 213, 320, 341,

384, 416, 462, 492, 509, 592, 609, 648, 788, 824,

849, 894
Sparks and the Two-stroke, Two, 559
Sparxsekas, Spark-gap, 11
Speedometer, The O.S. Magnetic, 381

Speed Possibilities. 1922 : 538— Trials at Weston-super-Mare, 215
Speedway, A 500 Mile, 708c
Speedwell Guard, The, 110
Spittal of Glenshee, 100
Sports Dot, An 8 h.p., 539— Model Coventry-Eagle, A Modified, 554

The Enfield, 539
Spring Fork, The Flexifork, 51

Neal and Doherty, 233
— Frames, 366
Stability of a Scott Motor Cycle, Demonstrating the,

Star Acetylene Refiner, The, 82
Starting from Cold, Easy, 430
Staxton Hill Climb, The, 521
Steel Tubing, Weldless, 41
Steering Balance, 175
Stiffening the Classic Runs, 192
Stock Machines, The A.C.U. One-day Trial, 109

Official Test of, 362
Trial, A.C.U., 23

Study for- Pessimists, A, 389
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Sutton Bank Hill Climb, 551
On, 603

Super-sporting Trials, 403
Surbiton Motor Clubs' Team Contest, 548
S.W. Centre Open Trial, 600
— Trial, Awards in, 734

Tale of a Trail, A, 316
Talla Linn, 98
Tank Attachment, U. R. Brown's Petrol, 234
Tap, Concentric Non-leaking Petrol, 806
Taunton-Minehead Road, The, 510
Taxation in Ireland, Motor, 251— Motor, 10— Referendum, 376— Schemes, Alternative, 835
Team Championship, The Club, S42— Contest, Surbiton Motor Club's, 548
— Trial, The M.C.C., 886
Technical Aspects of the T.T., 792
Terminal, The Grose Plug, 530
Territorial D.R.'s, 32
Test or a Definition ? A (leader), 353
Testing the McKechnie-Victor Spring Frame, 253

Three Miles a Penny, 501, 522— Wheeler, An Italian, 237
Throttle Auxiliary Control, Watkinson & Northedge, 11

Through Bush, Flood and Veldt, 150
— Feminine Goggles, 107, 297, 466, 530, 712
— Ireland on a Motor Cycle, 294
— the Blue Mountains to Jenolan, 796
Timing High Speed Records, 628— Sprint Records, 503
T.O.M. Luggage Straps, 769
— Windshield, The, 597
Tondeur Cycle-Car, The, 196
To the Riviera by Motor Cycle, 34
Tour de France, Progress of the, 452

Reliability Trial, The, 409
Scenes on the, 462
1922, 22, 368

The, 80, 192, 489, 518
Touring in Nova Scotia, 328
— Without the Sidecar, 287
Tourist at Brooklands, The, 305
Trade, and the A.C.U. 623
Traffic, Regulating Road, 473
Train-engined Rasser Two-stroke, The, 289

Travers Trophy Trial, The, 551

Trial, A.C.U. Stock Machine, 23
French One-day, 185— An Australian Six Days, 470

— Birmingham Inter-Club, 659
— Birmingham M.C.C., Sporting, 22
— B.S.A. Works, 650
— Competitors in the Paris-Nice, 311
— Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Club, 818
— Cumberland Countv M.C.C. Open, 657
— Easter Two-dav Highland, 520
— East Midland Centre A.C.U. Open, 406
— Entries, Colmore Cup, 247
— Essex M.C. Winter, 246
— for Works Staff, A, 547
— French Non-stop, 266
— in Ireland, Easter Two-day, 521
— London-Coventry-London, 659

Land's End Results, 565
— Notes, Colmore Cup, 279— N.W. London M.C.C. London-Glouce;ter, 56
— Results, The London-Exeter, 57

Trial. S.W. Centre Open, 690— The A.C.U. and Private, 214
Auto Cvcle Union One-day, 316
Colmore Cup, 214, 281
Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. Solo, 218
London-Land's End, 512

-Holyhead, 550
Mellano Cup, 452
M.C.C. Team, 886
Midland Centre Open One-day, 890
Paris—Pyrenees, 869— — Tour de France Reliability, 409
Travers Trophy, 551

— This Year's International Six-days', 840
Paris-Nice, 152

— The Western Centre A.C.U. Twelve-hour Reliability,

125
West Kent M.C. Speed Judging, 184

— Through Belgium and France, A, 451
— to Gloucester, N.W. London M.C.C, 24
— Victory Cup, 53— Western M.C.C. (Glasgow) New Year, 56
— Yoikshire Centre A.C.U. Colonial, 855
Trials, Forthcoming Irish, 192
— Manufacturers and Freak, 280
— Snow Causes Curtailment of Western Centre, 448
— Riding, Hints on, 38— The Scottish Six-days', 532

Six-days' Scottish, 610
Trinafour, 99
Triumphs for the T.T., 546
Triumph, Tuning a 4 h.p., 360
T.T., A Lightweight (leader), 79— Amateur, An (leader), 1— and the Public, The, 593
— Course, Gear Patios for the, 34S
— Dance in the Isle of Man, 314
— Dates (leader), 1

21, 53— Notes and News, 490, 537, 580, 601, 649, 680
— Practising, Last Words on the, 733

Revealed, What the. 731
— Race for Private Owners, A, 170, 231
— Races, Entries for the, 453

The, "707

Lightweight and Junior, 727
Who Suggested the, 271

— Regulations for the, 189
— Results, Announcing the, 679
— Technical Aspects of the, 792
— Triumphs for the, 546— Warning Signs, 486— Winning a, 765
Tube, The Channon, 881

ComDression, 344
Jeff, '344

Tubing, Weldless Steel, 41
Tubular Prop Stand, The, 272
Tuning a 4 h.p. Triumph, 360
Two Hundred Mile Sidecar Races. 852
— Sparks and the Two-Stroke, 559
— -Stroke Engines in Practice, 668

Engine, The Climax, 539
Dickinson. 566

Train-Engined Rasser, 289

u
U.S.A., Dirt Track Racing in the, 49
— The Motor Cycle Movement in the, 209

Valve Bounce Made Visible, The Oscilloscope, 202 '

— Cutting Tool, Motor Gear & Eng. Co., 11— Facing Tool, The Grado Self-centering, 220— Mechanism, J. Rowe's (patent), 74— The Artie, 272
Variable Jet Automatic Carburetter, The Wex, 567

The Sutton-Pocklington, 220
V.H.L. Auxiliary Sidecar Seat, The, 144
Victory Cup Trial, The, 53— Over Freak Hills, 373— Trial Results, 412

The, 373
Viratelle Engine, The Water-cooled, 165
" Vril Stick " Mechanical Decarbonisation, The, 220
Vrynwy, Lake, 138

w
Warning Signs, T.T., 486
Wates Accumulator Lighting Set, The, 210
Watkinson & Nortledge, Auxiliary Throttle Control, 11
Way of the Mud, The, 68
Wealing Leather, 417b
Wearprufe Carrier Case, The, 272
Weather Proofed Machine in a Trial, 694— Protection on Two Wheels, 538
Weight Limits, F.I.C.M. (leader), 1

201
Weldless Steel Tubing, 41
Welsh Speed Championships, 778
West, Beauty Spots of the, 836
Western Centre A.C.U. Twelve-hour Reliability Trial,

125
Trial, Snow Causes Curtailment of, 448

— Highlands with a Sidecar Outfit, In the, 355— M.C.C. (Glasgow) New Year Trial, 56
West Kent M.C. Speed Judging Trial, The, 184
Weston-Super-Mare, No Speed Trials at, 215
West, On the Hill of the, 396
Wex Variable Jet Automatic Carburetter, The, 567
What I Rode in 1921, by " Ixion," 136— the T.T. Practising Revealed, 731
Wheadon Dimming Device, The, 644
Which Side for the Sidecar ? 867
White & Poppe Two-Stroke Engine, The, 244

Who Suggested the T.T. Races ? 271
— Will Win the.Senior T.T. ? 711

T.T. ? 666
Why an Engine Accelerates, 296
Windscreen, Chiver's Hand (patent), 75
Win for the Duke of York, A, 814
Winkle Licence Holder, 806
Winning a T.T., 765
Wolseley Gyroscopic Mono-track Car, 72

Wooler, The Chain-driven, 3S1
Worcestershire Beacon, The, 234
Works Staffs, A Trial for, 547
Wrotham Heath, An Illuminated Signpost, 278

W.T. Self-contained Lamp, 769
Wyche Road, The Old, 167
Wve Valley from a Pillion, The, 235

Yorkshire Centre .'A.C.U.) Colonial Trial, 85

Results, 885

Zenith Three-speed Model, 878
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The New Year.

AT
the beginning of a new year it is interesting

to pause a moment and reflect upon the

outstanding impressions of the old year.

The last six months of the year 1921 were
not distinguished by big sales in the motor

cycle industry, but a number of circumstances

combined to make trade bad. Lack of orders

from overseas checked demand, though, fortunately,

these adverse conditions are regarded as of a tem-

porary nature. Indifferent export facilities, the

unsettled state of Irish affairs, and high prices

all limited the market. Towards the end of the

year, however, prices dropped to a considerable

degree, and a steady business was done at the

Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

More encouraging than the actual number of

sales was the enormous interest displayed by the

public, which is confirmed by the large number of

orders and promising enquiries received by manu- '

facturers since the Show. This feature has been
particularly marked, and some few manufacturers
who came away from Olympia barely satisfied are

'now busily producing to meet the demand for their

good, which arose and extended very promisingly

with the close of the year.

The outlook for the New Year is distinctly

brighter. . With reviving trade, the stabilisation' of

prices, the steady progress in design, and the

more hopeful political outlook, there is excellent

promise of a busy spring. Prospects for the trade

are hopeful, and prospects for the riders are equally

bright, since never before have such admirable

machines of every type been offered at such com-
paratively low prices, and, withal, running expenses

are appreciably reduced, thanks to considerable

reductions in the cost of the main necessities,

i.-e., petrol, oil, and tyres. Therefore, we feel

that, in offering our readers our heartiest good
wishes for the New Year the future outlook may
truthfully be said to be far and away more
encouraging than was the case twelve months ago.

Electrical Fittings.

NOW that electrical equipment is being so
universally applied to motor cycles, a word
to those responsible for the production of
the smaller detail fittings will not be out
of season.

In a somewhat rough and ready way a fairly

satisfactory standardisation of sizes was attained
in the electrical trade before it became of great
interest to motor cyclists, but withal, due to the
enormous use of presswork in lamp fittings, switches
and other parts, the standard of interchangeability
is of the rough and ready order.

Ostensibly, all bulbs and bulb-holders of the
s.b.c. (small bayonet cap) variety are of the same
size, but it frequently happens that a replacement
bulb cannot be inserted into a holder without en-
largement of the latter, while in the case of the
single contact type of bulb, the small blob of solder

over the end of the "earth" wire on the bulb
cap prevents the complete insertion of the latter

in the holder.

Another direction in which head lamp bulbs
might be improved is in the positioning of the fila-

ment in relation to some definite point, such as

the pins of the bayonet cap ; this would avoid the
frequent difficulty experienced when a new bulb
is found to need more adjustment to secure correct

focus than the mechanism of the head lamps per-
mits. In many cases head lamp focussing adjust-
ments might with advantage be giveq a wider range.

Tumbler switches, and suchlike fittings, although
satisfactory in, the ordinary indoor applications of
electrical apparatus, are neither weather nor vibra-
tion proof, and the electrical trade has much to
learn in this direction. The highly-elaborated
products of motor cycle lighting specialists, of
course, seldom merit criticism, and these remarks
are chiefly made in the interest of those motor
cyclists who equip their machines with the ordinary
electrical fittings of commerce such as are obtain-
able from cycle and electrical accessory dealers.
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Nemesis.

EVERY sport has its liars. Anglers still enjoy

priority in popular estimation, but when some
Gilbert White has arisen to write a motor cycle

Selborne, we motor cyclists will push the angler down
one place. Our commonest and least convincing liars

are those who tell all and sundry that they never have

"a niite of trouble." .Now I happen to be Greek
to the core, though the world only knows me as a

twentieth century penny-a-liner. [You know you get

a lot more than that !

—

Ed. I know it sounds more,

but think of my running expenses!

—

Ixion.] As I

was saying when this rude person interrupted me, I

anv a Greek, and therefore I believe in Nemesis.

Nemesis was a goddess of the malevolent kind, who
adjusted the balances of fate for- profiteers, and
Cuthberts, and people of that sort. So after a 1921

sea'son in which I hardly experienced even one trivial

stop, I prepared myself for a troublous winter, knowing
that the gods are just. It has begun. Item No. 1. I

was hogging to catch a distant train on a cold, dark,

wet night, my mount being a cycle car. Suddenly,

just when the one and only hill of the trip loomed
ahead, the sharp, crisp bark of the engine suddenly

diminuendoed to a noise which I can only describe

as the sort of sound which cottonwool would make if

it were audible. Anon it seized. ' When I at last

regained civilisation, in true Greek fashion I poured

a small libation to Nemesis. Beer, of course; wine

is too costly nowadays.

False to my Convictions.

EUT the lady wasn't appeased. I shall never

again try to economise in religious matters. A
goddess who has been accustomed to libations

of thick wine for 3,000 years evidently takes no account

of the watery stuff which passes for ale nowadays.

So she got me .again next time out. Once again I

was driving a cycle car. Let me premise that I have

frequently denounced the silly practice of " blacking

out," i.e.; extinguishing one's head lamps on meeting

another vehicle. Moreover, I have rashly sworn that

I would never adopt it. This was how Nemesis

squared the account between us. I had just reached

a road full of traffic but devoid of garages when all

my five electric lamps proceeded to go out. I trod

on everything hard. The lamps shone out again. In

this fashion we progressed. I had no inspection- lamp.

I did not even know where the batteries were kept

on the cycle car, which was on a press trial, and not

my own. When the lamps developed a knack of going

out for as much as fifty yards at a time, I stopped,

and struck matches. There were literally miles of

very thin, semi-insulated cable, precariously affixed to

the one-piece three-ply body by little hanks of leather

and brass screws, after the fashion of a gardener tying

up fruit trees. Suffice it to say that I eventually

reached my destination, after many hairbreadth

escapes. Perhaps Nemesis will now be satisfied. At

any rate, I spilt a few drops of port on the garage

floor when I got home.

Anachronisms.

THAT is the only long word I know. It was a

pet word of my colonel's in the great war, and

I took it up to curry favour with him. Unfor-

tunately, I didn't quite understand it, and when I

applied it to a bad egg, he expounded its true meaning

to me at length. It means a tollgate. The other

week I remarked that tollgates were moribescent, so

to speak—dear me, that colonel has a lot to answer

for—and ever since I have had a perfect avalanche

of letters from irate motor cyclists, whose jaunts

awheel are hampered by these survivals of the Middle

Ages. The most pathetic is from a gentleman resident

in Barmouth and fiance to a damosel at Portmadoc.

These conditions imply a quite expensive spruceness

in personal appearance. Buttonholes. New chamois

gloves. Then there are chocolates. Finally, two

shilling tollgates in as many miles. And the Govern-

ment appeals to us to be economical, and lend it

our money ! Another wistful epistle is signed by a

Bachelor of Divinity belonging to one of the Noncon-
formist denominations. I understand that a padre of

this connection usually serves about half a gross of

chapels dotted over a huge area. My correspondent

labours in a part of the country which simply bristles

with tollgates. Here is' a chance for the Ministry of

Transport to wield the super-axe with great popularity.

Decanted from a Sidecar.

PROPOS of my yarns of humorous
,
incidents

connected with trailers, a Southend reader

claims to have seen a lady neatly decanted from
a sidecar without the driver's knowledge. 'Twas years

ago, and the sidecar was of the wicker variety, with

nothing in front of its occupant except a low basket-

work sill. The outfit was rounding a sharpish corner

and the lady was leaning forward at the time. The
sidecar bobbed over a pot-hole, and the lady was
gently lobbed out/ what time the driver was staring

hard round the corner to make sure nothing was
coming. Informant infers that the pair were married,

as the man laughed consumedly when he returned a

few minutes later to pick. up his passenger, whilst the

lady was extremely irate, although she had landed

on her feet and was not in the least damaged. My
only contribution to this new branch of funny yarns

must be that once upon a time I was riding solo behind
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Occasional Comments.—
a sidecar when I saw the sidecar wheel detach itself

from the axle, run ahead of the sidecar, and finally

deposit itself in the ditch. What happened to the

outfit meanwhile? Certainly — the driver tilted it

over towards the other side, and drove it merrily

along poised on the bicycle wheels. After a lively

altercation between driver and passenger, the outfit

gradually slowed down. At last the bottom of the

sidecar touched earth, there was a scrunch and a slew

round, after which two frightened and angry men stood

in the middle of the road and cursed very solemnly

indeed.

Oversize Tyres.

Y postbag continues to bring testimony that the

fitting of tyres on motor bicycles up to

500 c.c. is the surest method of avoiding

punctures and of reducing tyre costs. From a number
of letters I cull one signed by Mr. Howard Yeoman,
of Madras. He finds it possible to use 28 x 3™. Fire-

stone tyres on Triumph and B.S.A. sidecars. After

2,500 miles the back tyre evinces no perceptible wear
whatsoever, and remains untouched. 2,500 miles is

a distance which would see a third back tyre of the

standard size well advanced in wear on some outfits

driver, by the engines mentioned. Lots of 500 c.c.

sidecar men, using their machines for multi-stop work,
find it impossible 'to get a 2,j4irl. tyre to last 1,500
miles. On all machines which will accept a 3111. cover,

"he experiment is obviously indicated, and should
asually meet the case. Anyhow, there is already a

llistinct tendency to fitting larger tyres as standard on
he so-called dual-purpose machine.

Ricardo Pistons for Motor Cycle Engines.

SOME years ago I formed what the maidens term

a " pash " for steel pistons of the perforated

hour-glass pattern. Their sole merits were that

they reduced oil friction and lightened the reciprocating

parts ; so far as cooling went—a very vital point with

air-cooled engines—they were probably inferior to
' the cast iron parts which they replaced ; but, never-

theless, they gingered up two or three of my engines

very considerably. It follows that when aluminium
pistons began to be talked about, and I saw improve-
ments in cooling added to the two merits of the lantern

waisted steel piston, I began to get excited. I am not

asserting that all my aluminium pistons have proved an

unmixed joy. The best aluminium piston is more sensitive

to under-lubrication than any of its rivals ; and some
aluminium pistons are marketed by firms who would
be sorely taxed by having, to design a boot-scraper.

But one or two firms have at last acquired a painful

knowledge of the main snags which beset the appli-

cation of aluminium alloys to pistons, and I rejoice

to-see that the Ricardo piston is at last standardised
to fit all the best-known motor cycle engines. These
pistons have figured in most of the finest Brooklands
records, and should be of interest to any knuts with

ambitions in speed events next competition season.

They are not cheap, ranging from 47s. 6d. upwards;
but honour is cheaply purchased at that figure, and
the man without a Ricardo piston who runs up against

the man who has, deserves a licking, and will usually

get it. Prolonged track tests by the crack tuners of

the motor cycle factories have been a potent factor in

the details of the design of these special pistons, which
may therefore be regarded as cheap.

Even fairly familiar landscapes assume quite a different aspectwhen the trees have shed their leaves. The illustration depicts a Welsh beauty
spot which will hardly be recognised by those who have only visited the place in summer. The scene is on the Leeke, between Moid and
Kuthin, North Wales. '
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PROGRESS IN DESIGN.

T HE motor cycle no longer provides merely a

seasonal pastime, for most of us ride through-

out the year, summer and winter, wet or fine.

Nevertheless, the end of the year and the recent motor
cycle Show provide us with an admirable opportunity

for studying the progress made in the design of our

favourite mounts. Every year the observant will note

improvements in detail, though it is but seldom that •

any radical changes obtain a grip 011 the buying public

in the course of twelve months ; rather do the improve-

ments come gradually. Recently we have reached a

stage which we have been slowly approaching for some
years, when engines of ,350 c.c. or less have become
acknowledged as sufficient for all normal solo purposes.

This is perhaps the most noticeable feature of the

year, and proves thirf engineering progress has enabled

our designers to obtain and maintain a very much
higher power output for a given capacity. The net

result is that we are now able to buy lighter, cheaper,

and handier machines, capable of as high performance
as previous solo models of considerably greater

capacity.

Greater Comfort.

As a matter of fact, the improvements which have

made these facts possible extend also to the larger

classes, and the latest big twins are capable of higher

sustained speeds and lower petrol consumption than •

ever before. Of hardly less importance to the average

of ^tackling the normal diamond"

motor cyclist are the

have taken place

since the w a r.

Spring frames,

spring saddle sus-

pensions, adjustable

footrests, rational

footboards, larger,

tyres, and improved

m u d g u a r d i n g ,

though details in

themselves, all help

towards the general

comfort of the rider,

while a new type of

vehicle, the open-

framed runabout, is

being steadily de-

veloped, and will

provide a means of
transport for many
business men and
elderlv persons of

both sexes who

improvements in comfort which

One of the bends on six-mile Applecross, which, included in a trial last summer for ihe

first time since 1914, demonstrated the motor cycle's progressive improvement in

efficiency during that per:cd.

would be nervous

frame motor cycle.

Perhaps this latter type of vehicle makes no great,

appeal to the sporting motor cyclist, but we must
remember that, in spite of the enormous number of

motor cycles on the. road, only the fringe of the market
has, as yet, been touched ; and there are thousands

of people who require a safe, effortless, and comfort-

able means of transit obtainable at a reasonable price.

Simplification.

There is a tendency, also, towards simplifying

controls, and though this is not as yet very marked,
it is of considerable importance. Many prospective

purchasers are deterred by the number of controls

fitted to the average motor cycle, and, in consequence,
single-lever carburetters and automatic oiling systems

are steps in the right direction. The ideal machine
for the multitude would have but one control in

addition to brakes and change-speed lever.

In the matter of reliability we have now reached-
a stage when any reputable make may be considered
as satisfactory under all normal touring conditions.

Again, the low-priced two-wheeler of normal design

is making rapid strides, and the day is not far distant

when the artisan, living some miles from his daily

work, will proceed thither on a simple and foolproof

motor cycle tvell within reach of his purse.

Modern reliability trials have done much to improve
the touring machine, but we must not forget the

enormous market
for the simplest

possible machine,

which will never be

required to tackle a

serious hill, and will

ultimately replace

the pedal cycle to a

very
r

large extent.

Fortunately, it is

clear that, some of

our designers have

this matter in hand,

and there h a s

appeared a number
of simple two-

strokes which are

well on the way to

achieving this ideal,

though there is still

some distance to

travel as regards

price.
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COMPETITIONS ON ROAD AND
TRACK.

FROM all points of view what may be called

the sporting side has enjoyed a wonderful year

in 1921.

There are still people who cannot understand why
competitive motor cycling should be regarded as a

sport. They imagine that the personal element affects

very little the success or otherwise of a particular

"machine in a reliability trial, race, or similar event.

Of course they are wrong. One has only to consider

the entry lists—more often than net record entry lists

—of last year's competitions to prove them so.

It is admitted now that there were too many " open

events " in 1921 ; yet only a negligibly small propor-

tion failed to achieve remarkable success. The number
of amateur riders, who gravitated from participation

in their local club " prowls " to an endeavour to win

honours in the classic affairs, was, in no small degree,

responsible for the record interest- and support be-

stowed on competitions, which justified inclusion in our
" Important Dates" column.

There is another aspect to the question, however—in

some respects a more important one. The sporting

appeal may be likened to the sugar coating ; the pill

is intended to cure weak designs. And if it does not

cure, it certainly kills.

For the purpose of review, last year's competitions

may be divided into two arbitrary sub-divisions—reli-

ability trials and speed events (the latter including

races, hill-climbs, timed speed trials and records).

RELIABILITY TRIALS
THEORETICALLY the English Six Days Trials

rank as the most important of the year. In a

commendable attempt to make them more useful,

however, the A.C.U. decided to include fuel con-

sumption, brake, silence, and speed tests, with the two-

fold result that many important manufacturers with-

held their support on the score that they objected

to being dictated to, and that the road portion of

the trial became too ridiculously easy, both from the

IN THE A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIALS.
(Left) Competitors lined up at Brooklands preparatory to their

start on the open road.

(Above) Sidecar competitors passing through Yeovil.

sporting riders' and the spectators' points of view.

Porlock and- Lynton were the worst, almost the only

hills, and, as it refused to rain, not many marks were

lost on tlie score of hill-climbing. The Brooklands
speed test, on the other hand, provided several eleventh

hour surprises. New Imperial, A.J.S. (two classes),

Rover, and P. and M. won the coveted team awards.

In entry, in difficulty, and in interest, the Scottish

Six Days event, organised by the Edinburgh M.C.
during the hottest week in summer, took a premier

position. Dry weather until the last day cheered the

competitors and disappointed the club ; but one or two
new mountaineering " finds "—including the seem-

ingly never-ending Cork-screw at Inverfarigaig—and
the reappearance of some old friends in the shape of

the six-mile Applecross and the deceptive Glendoe,

more than equalised matters. Prospective buyers

should look down last year's Scottish award list

;

only good riders on sound machines gained "golds."

Sunbeams gained the team prize and generally made
an excellent showing.

On the Continent.

It is a pity that the third long-distance trial of the

year was not better supported, for the International

event, held in Switzerland at the beginning of August,

offered climbing tests of a severity that Great Britain

cannot provide. Switzerland again won the Inter-

national Trophy, but outstanding performances were

made by individual British riders.

Much of the above comment applies also to the

Paris-Nice Trial. The previous year's debacle pro-

vided a possible reason for the absence of British

entries ; but, as it turned out, the organisation was

quite good.

Of the multitudinous one day open trials, the A.C.U.
event in April, which included a class for stock

machines, deserves special mention. It was not of

-great severity, but finished with a speed test at Brook-

lands. The result was curious; forty-three " ordinary
"

and seventeen " stock" machines started; sixteen and

ten respectively gained first class certificates. Raleigh,

Humber, Triumph, P. and M., Norton, Levis, A.J.S.

sidecars (two), and Morgans (two), were the successful

ten.

The spring trials proper started earlier than this—on

March 10th to be exact—with the classic, if closed,

A15
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Col-more
_
Cup Trial of the Sutton Coldfield Club.

158 entries, good weather conditions, but considerable
rusty driving were the salient features. Of the same
nature, but slightly more difficult, was the Birmingham
M.C.C. trial for the Victory Cup. The Old Wyche
(possibly for the last time) caused few failures. 0.
Hayes (3-! Sunbeam), an amateur rider, and Bert Ker-
shaw (2§ Verus) were the respective trophy winners in

these two events.

Easter "brought the Richmond Meet and the first of
the M.C.C. 's-big 1921 events—the London-Land's End
Run. With an iS m.p.h. minimum over Porlock and
Lynton. and some rain, most of the competitors con-
sidered that the M.C.C. was unduly depreciatory.
The Jarrott and Captain's Cups were won by F. A.
Longman (3$ Ariel) and F. W. Giles (7 A.J.S. sc.)

respectively,

held a team trial, dammed watersplashes (the com-
petitors would have substituted an " n " in the adjec-
tive) causing much unfavourable comment.

In quick succession now came the Arbuthnot Trophy
,

Trial—a naval officers' joy-ride—won jointly by -
i

Lieutenant T. H. Back (4 Triumph), C. Plumer (3% 1
Sunbeam), P. V. James (5 N.U.T.), and Sub-Lieut.

|H. C. Chads (4 Triumph), and an open trial at I

Bournemouth with a novel " observed driving " test.

Ilkley and North Wales.

Clashing with the Scottish Six Days, the Ilkley
Trial nevertheless attracted sixty-eight sportsmen, who
knew what to expect—and got it. F. W, Giles (7
A.J.S. sc.) made "the best individual performance."
Alt-y-bady and an absurd watersplas'h darkened the I

clean sheets of seventy-six out of ninety starters in a

North Wales open event three weeks later, when G.

At the start of the Junior T.T. race
—

" No. 1
" has got the

Eric Williams (2f A.J.S.), and D. Prentice (2| New Imperial).

Because it was a two-day event, the trade refused
support to the enterprising Western Centre's trial on
April 8th and 9th. No fewer than nineteen club teams
alone agreed that it was a most enjoyable and sport-

ing affair. Awarded for the most outstanding per-

formance, the White Challenge Cup went to A. T.
Colcombe (4 Indian).

Nine Hills in Twenty Miles.

A fortnight later, the Midland Centre succeeded in

staging nine nearly-freak climbs in twenty miles in

the course of a stiff day around Stroud. Next week
the Newcastle and District M.C. shared two open
permits with the Ealing Club, which chose London
to Holyhead.
More records were broken by the M.C.C. London-

Edinburgh run at Whi.tsun, made more difficult by the

inclusion of Buttertubs Pass.

Then, a pause for the T.T., and the Sheffield and
Hallamshire M.C.C. won the M.C.C. club team cham-
pionship, taking home The Motor Cycle Cup for the

second time. On the same week-end the N.W. Centre

*i6

word go. (Insets, from left to right) H. R. Davies (2f A.J.S.),

the winners of the Senior, Junior, and 250 c.c. classes respectively.

F. Burns (3A- Sunbeam) scored another amateur's suc-

cess by annexing four of the chief awards ; and, on the

Saturday after, Wrynose Pass proved just as deadly
in a Cumberland event. Bert Kershaw added to his

and the New Imperial's laurels in this case. Wonder-
ful weather saved (or ruined, according to viewpoint)

the Liverpool M.C. Reliance Cup Trial, the actual

route being quite as difficult as the earlier North Wales,
scramble. Reg. Brown (3J- Sunbeam sc.) and G. W.
Shepherd (8 Excelsior sc.) tied for the Reliance Cup.
On the following week-end the Edinburgh M.C.

" released " a wonderful hill in a local park for the

benefit of returning competitors in the Scottish Two
Days Trial.

Towards the end of September a team of English

riders, at home, easily beat the representatives of

Holland. Birdlip caused many Dutch failures. On
the same week-end the M.C.C. proved that Kent has

possibilities for a solo machine trial.

Fifty heroes faced the starter in the Scott Trial,

"open" only in that open country was traversed;

October failed to provide real October weather,
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As a contrast to the picture on the preceding pag_e, this scene at the simultaneous start ot all the 500 c c. machines in the Grand Prix is

illuminating. (Inset) A. Eennett (3A Sunbeam) the winner.uminating.

however. J. Whalley, of T.T. fame, this time on a

Sunbeam, won the amateur class, and C. P. Wood

(of Scott) the trade prize. Next Saturday was

summer-like, but the M.C. and A.C. found more

precipices around Stroud than the local goats knew

of. W. B. Gibb (3i Douglas) was the star performer,

consequently gaining the M.C. and A.C. Trophy.

A little more rain would have made High Oak even

more interesting in the early November West Midland

Trial, but the observers had far from a dull time as it

was. Ariel and Sim-Vitesse teams tied for The Motor

Cycle award; the Norton private owners' prize went

to L. Crisp (4! Humber).
There were two Christmas holiday events—the classic

London-Exeter run of the M.C.C. and the open twelve

hour London-Gloucester-London trial of the North-

west London M.C.C. Both received most encourag-

ing support, and the M.C.C. run in particular, aroused

great public interest.
~ Weather conditions were

what might have
been expected,

but there was
a good propor-

tion of finishers

SPEED
EVENTS.

Road Racing.

UN Q U E S -

tion ably
the most

important motor
cycle speed event

in the world, the

T.T. races in the

I.O.M. last
year produced
some sensational

results. J

.

Whalley, on a

2^ h.p. o.h.v.

Massey - Arran,

made a lone but

jjtirring fight in

the Junior Race
against five

BRITISH VICTORY IN BELGIUM.

Hassall (31 Norton), snapped immediately alter winning the Belgian Grand Prix Race

A.J.S. lightweights. Misfortune overtook him in the

last lap, while he was still a possible winner, and

Eric Williams, on one of the Wolverhampton
machines, won, for the second time in his career, at

the record speed of 52.1 m.p.h. Douglas Prentice,

on a 2\ h.p. New Imperial, secured victory and- The

Motor Cycle Cup for a four-stroke in the 250 c.c. class.

After running second for a number of laps to a

variety of leaders, H. R. Davies, on a 350 c.c. A.J.S.,

beat every 500 c.c. machine in the Senior Race at the

remarkable, and again record, -speed of 54.49 m.p.h.

F. G. Edmond (3$ Triumph) made the fastest lap

at 56.44 m.p.h., but his luck did not hold and he

failed to finish earlier than seventh.

Two Sunbeams, ridden by A. Bennett and T. C.

de la Hay, made a clean sweep of the French Grand
Prix at Le Mans ; and H. Hassall, on a Norton,

secured a noteworthy win in the corresponding Belgian

event, bringing a Continental award to Birmingham.
Thus British

machines proved

their superiority

in the three great

international road

races.

Brooklands
Racing.

On the track it

was a year of

unparalleled acti-

vity, and, to give

due credit to

every more or less

outstanding suc-

cess', would re-

quire the best
part of this issue

of The Motor

Cycle. Taking,

therefore, t h e

:
' more

'

' note-

worthy achieve-

ments, the 500

Mile Race cannot
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lightly be dismissed. It was the first long distance

event of its kind, and proved an immense success.

The Miller Gold Cup, the premier award, for the

first man home irrespective of class, went to H. Le

Vack, who piloted a 7-9 h.p. Indian over the

distance that London is from Perth at an average speed

of 70.42 m.p.h. An amateur rider, E. W. Parham,

on a 5-6 h.p. flat twin Coventry-Victor, led the 750

c.c. class at 56.00 m.p.h., but V. Horsman's 490 c.c.

Norton, which won the hotly-contested 500 c.c. class

at 62. 31. m.p.h., was faster. . A 2^ h.p. Ivy two-stroke,

ridden by N. Norris, and a 7.\ h.p. New Imperial, with

1921 (published on December 15th, 1921) reveals

many changes and, an encouraging point, a consider-^.

ably greater variety of names—both of riders and
machines. Records^ are far from ; being anybody's
monopoly nowadays.
A speed of 100 miles an hour on a motor cycle

was for the first time recorded in this country, when,
towards the end of April, D. H. Davidson, on a 7-9
h.p. Harley-Davidson, just succeeded in exceeding the

magic figure. On the very next day, however, Le Vack"
attained no less than 106.52 m.p.h. on an Indian, and
has more recently increased this to 107.55 m.p.h. In
the 500 c.c. class R. N. Judd (Norton) topped ninety

. FIVE HUNDRED MILE RACE.

Over fifty competitors starting on their Marathon around Brooklands track—a striking spectacle. Below are the winners of the five classes.

and their speeds :

H. le Vack (7-9 Indian) E. W. Parham (5-6 Coventry V. Horsman (3J Norton), N. Norris (2f Ivy), Bert Kershaw (2{ New
70.42 m.p.h. Victor), 56.00 m.p.h. 62.31 m.p h. 51.69 m.p.h. Imperial), 50.34 m.p h.

Bert Kershaw "up," were first in their classes at

51.69 and 50.34 m.p.h. respectively. Three Martin-

sydes gained the team prize.

B.M.C.R.C. Meetings.

B.M.C.R.C. meetings at Brooklands took place

approximately once a month, and, towards the end of

the " season," scratch championship races were held.

Extraordinarily keen finishes were the rule, and, there-

fore, considerable credit attaches to the " champions,"

who are : J. V. Prestwich (2J Diamond-Jap), E. Rem-
ington (2J Blackburne), J. Emerson (3-J- Douglas), C.

G. Pullin (6 Douglas), and C. F. Temple (7-9 Harley-

Davidson) in the solo events, and D. R. O'Donovon

(4 Norton sc.) and C. F. Temple (7-9 Harley-David-

son sc.) in the sidecar heats.

Records.
Records have been broken in a wholesale fashion,

and a comparison of the list (published on January

6th, 1921) of 1920 with the corresponding table for

for the first time, but G. Dance, on an o.h.v. Sun-
beam, has since sent this up to 93.99 m.p.h.

For the first time in history a four-valve single

holds the much-coveted, and, consequently, the much-
broken, 500 c.c. hour record, F. B. Halford, on an

o.h.v. Triumph being the successful rider. Thereare
now, too. a couple of times in the 750 c.c. class, made
by H. H. Bowen (6 Martinsyde), which beat the

hitherto all-conquering " 3^-'s."

Two-strokes hold a much stronger position than at

the end of 1920, fine records standing to R. N. Judd
and D. R. O'Donovon (Velocettes), N. Norris (Ivy),

and J. F. Newey (New Comet-Climax sc).

New Imperial, A.J.S., Douglas, and Norton are,

of course, well represented, in addition to. the makes
already mentioned.

Speed Trials and HilUclimbs.

As a general rule speed trials and hill-climbs are

almost identical events, and last year they attained
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WINNERS OF THE B M.C.R.C. CHAMPIONSHIP RACES.
D. R. O'Donovon C. G Pull in J. V. Prestwich C. F. Temple (7-9 E. Remington (2f

(4 Norton)—603 c.c. (6 Douglas)— 750 (2i Diamond-Jap)— Harley- Davidson)— Blackburne) — 350

sidecars cc. solo machines. 250 c.c. solo 1,000 c.c. sidecar and c.c. solo machines.

machines. 1 ,000 c.c. solo.

great popularity, notwithstanding the fact that the

real thrill of racing is usually absent. This latter

•criticism does not apply, however, to meetings on the

sands, where scratch races were actually staged, such

as^a typical example,—the Welsh open championships
at Pendine Sands on August 25th. Scotland, too,

held speed championships on the Saturday before the

Scottish Trials.

With well over a dozen open timed speed trials or

hill-climbs, and one or two of them with thirty to

forty classes, it would appear, at first sight, difficult

to pick out the most successful riders. However, as

George Dance, on his wonderful Sunbeam, almost in-

evitably irrade fastest time of the day, he stands out

MOTOR CYCLES

THE year 1921 opened with a new system of

taxation for all classes of motor vehicles. The
owner of the lightweight came off fairly easily,

and only had 10s. added to the.^i he had to pay
previously, but the owner of a motor bicycle weighing

over 200 lb. was mulcted of three times the original

fee, and he had to pay £\ extra for the privilege

of drawing a sidecar. This means that the rider of

a machine of average weight has to pay three .times - .

the amount he was forced to- contribute before the

new regulations came into force, but even then his fate

is a great deal better than that of the car owner,
as the initial motor cycle tax was proportionately

small. Of course, the consequent elimination of the

petrol tax of sixpence per gallon was decidedly

beneficial to all motorists, especially those whose
mileage is extensive.

So far as the year 1921 is concerned, the taxation

scheme appears to have worked smoothly, and we
rarely receive letters from readers who have difficulties

J. Emerson (3A

Douglas)—500 c.c.

solo machines.

most .distinctly as the premier rider in this class of

event. . At the Norfolk Open Speed Trials on Septem-
ber 8th he more than once streaked down the dusty

course at. over 90 m.p.h. H. Le Vack (Indian), who
won The Motor Cycle Cup at the Doncaster event later

in the year, and G. W. Walker (3J Norton) have also~

both gained a valuable collection of premier awards at

these events; and there are twenty or so other names
that immediately occur in seeking to honour .our

speedmen.
During the year the records for Sutton Bank, Style

Cop, Kop Hill, and Penkridge Bank have all been

bettered.

No wonder 192T has been called a speed year.'

AND THE LAW.
with the taxation authorities ; only occasionally do

we hear of cases of motor cyclists failing to under-

stand the use of the registration book, which has to be

forwarded to the registration authority so soon as a

change of ownership takes place.

In August last an order was made rescinding the

war time lighting regulations, with the result that not

. only pedal cycles - but solo motor cycles; as well were

allowed to dispense with their tail lamps. Now, from

the motor cyclist's point of view this was undoubtedly

a saving of trouble and a great blessing, but from the

point of view of other road users it is a severe dis-

advantage. Every motorist who has any consideration

for himself and other people using the King's highway
must know how dangerous it is to overtake a vehicle

the rear of which is not illuminated in any way, and
how many an accident has occurred through neglect

of this precaution. It is hardly to be conceived, there-

fore, that the authorities will allow this state of affairs

to continue much longer. But to deal with the present:

RECORD-BREAKERS OF NOTE.

F. B. Hallord, holder o!

the 500 c.c. hour record, on
a four-valve Triumph.

D. H. Davidson (7-9

Harley-Davidson), the first

British motor cyclist to

attain 100 m.p.h.

Geo.Dance, who has

recorded 93'99 m.p.h

on a 3| h.p. Sunbeam.

J. F. Newey (2j New
Comet Climax sc), the only

holder of sidecar records on

a two-stroke.

R. N )udd (3i Norton),

who first exceeded 90 m.p h.

on a 500 c.c. machine.

B3
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cases have occurred of motor bicycles being stopped

by the police for not carrying a rear light, but we have

been unable to trace cases of actual fines being imposed

for this alleged offence, and certainly no test case has

been fought by any of the motor cyclists' organisations,

though we know that they would be ready and willing

to take up a matter of this kind on general principle.

Speed and Silence Requirement.

There is one point for wrhich motor cyclists may be

truly thankful, and that is the practical disappearance

of the speed limit police trap. Police persecution is

not yet a thing of the past, but it is nice to know
that if the average motor cyclist drives carefully in

congested areas he need not fear any trap on the

open road. Thf; fact, however, remains that the

police are in certain districts extraordinarily strict as

regards silencing, and we must say that in many cases

THE OU
TURNING from the retrospective to the future,

the outlook- for 1922 is brighter than the most
sanguine prophet expected it to be a few

months ago. There is a genuine note of optimism
in all motor cycle circles, which' is the outcome of the

Olympia Show, at which it was proved that public

interest in motor cycles is greater than ever.' This

is confirmed by the fact that the circulation of. The
Motor Cycle Show number was over 140,000—a sign

of its popularity as well as of the enthusiasm for the

machines with which it deals.

It is now fully realised that almost any good make
of motor cycle may be regarded as reliable, and that

the motor cycle provides the most economical form

of mechanical transports for one person or whole
families. It is no longer exclusively classified among
sports and pastimes, for the motor cycle is already

their action is only too well justified. Undoubtedly,

motor cyclists are themselves to blame, as many love

the healthy bark of a well-tuned engine, which,

unfortunately, is the one thing which the general

public absolutely detests. The manufacturers are also

likewise in the wrong for aiding and abetting these

noise enthusiasts by turning out and selling machines

which must of necessity be inadequately silenced.

It was definitely established at the last A.C.U. Silencer

Trial, held in 1913, that the ideal silencer was as large

an expansion chamber as can be fitted and a long exit

pipe, such a device giving practically no back pressure

and considerably reducing the noise of the exhaust

gases. At ordinary speeds, however, there are many
machines which are extremely quiet with a " straight

through " exhaust pipe. If a machine can be silenced

without losing power, there surely can be no objection

to rendering the exhaust reasonably quiet, provided

the owner obtains the liveliness and speed he requires.

IXOOK.
a utilitarian vehicle as well as a means of providing

the youth of this country with a fascinating and health-

giving pastime.

Prices for 1922 are considerably below those obtain-

ing twelve months ago, and the public which with-

held purchasing last year owing to the falling prices

has now greater confidence that prices are definitely

stabilising.

On every hand we hear expressions of satisfaction

with the prospects for the New Year, and already

vacant places are being filled in motor cycle factories,

which gradually alleviates the unemployment problem.

The prospects of a peaceful Ireland, again, also are

having a beneficial effect, and, altogether, the outlook

for 1922, so far as the motor cycle movement is con-

cerned, is better than was anticipated, and may be

regarded as satisfactory.

MOTOR TAXATION.
Estimated £5,000,000

IT
is sometimes overlooked that, whilst the financial year
for ordinary taxation begins in April and ends in March,
the financial year for motor taxation licences ends on
December 31st. If, therefore, any alteration, either in

principle or detail, is to be' secured for 1923, statutory
authority must be obtained by the Finance Act, 1922, which
will be originated by the introduction of the Budget in April
next.

From August, 1915, to March, 1920, the State benefited
to the extent of £12,700,000 from special taxation, which at
the outset was specially earmarked for the roads. The sum
of £8,250,000, which was transferred from the Treasury to
the Road Fund at the end of the war, was not in the real
sense a set-off against these diverted revenues. It was a

'

contribution in respect of road depreciation due to war
conditions.

Even assuming the contrary, the Exchequer made a profit
of nearly four and a half millions from motor taxation during
the war period.

What was the estimated revenue required, what, on the
latest figures, is the yield of taxation, and what is likely
to be the yield for 1922?
The second paragraph of the report of the Departmental

Committee states that the problem was to raise " an annual
net revenue, provisionally estimated at £7,000,000." That
was the task set the Motor Legislation Committee This
£7,000,000 net became £8,000,000 gross after adding the
costs of collection and the sum to be paid local authorities
in lieu of carriage licences. By the end of November—that -
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Excess in Two Years.
is, after eleven months' operation of the scale—the gross yield
exceeded £10,500,000. It is reasonable to assume a gross
yield of £11,000,000 for the full year.

The highest estimates of the Chancellor of the Exchequer
and of the Ministry have never assumed a greater gross
yield than £9,025,000. On April 20th, 1920, Sir Eric Geddes
stated in the House of Commons that "£7,000,000 or

£8,000,000 a year is necessary," and on April 27th that the
object is "to raise, roughly, £8,000,000 a year." Therefore,
on the highest estimate of the sum required, there will be
this year an excess of nearly £2,000,000.
What of 1922? As the present scale of taxation eannot

be altered during that year, an increase of a million over the
1921 yield is probably an under-estimate. An^excess of

£5,000,000 in two years may be regarded, therefore, as a
certainty.

Opinion amongst manufacturers, -dealers, and users of

private and commercial vehicles is practically unanimous
that, apart from the unjust and anomalous incidence of

burden inseparable from the present system of taxation,
the scale upon which the duties are levied has produced
already a serious restriction upon the development of mechani-
cal road transport.
The Motor Legislation Committee is working hard to

secure an alteration in the taxation scheme, but prospects
are not hopeful unless all sections of motor vehicle owners
unite for the presentation of an agreed case for consideration
by the Government Departments concerned in the early days
of this year.
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Combined Waterproof Terminal

and Spark-gap.

By means of an

insulating bush in the
" Sparxsekas "

ter-

minal, the hx wire it

insulated from the

central electrode, but

a spark gap is pro-

vided inside the glass

dome, the spark being

visible although to-

tally enclosed by the

chamber. The gap

is adjustable by means

of washers. (Clifford

Pressiand, Hampton
on-Thames.)

Easy Starting and
Economy

Simply a handle-bar con-

trolled extra air valve sur-

rounded by absorbent
material, the Atomiser Co. s

(East Bclden, Durham)
Economiser may also be

soaked with petrol to act at

a priming device

An Automatic

Extra Air Inlet.

At small throttle

openings, when the

suction in the induc-

tion, pipe is greatest,

the Empire extra air

valve automatically

admits extra air It

may be booked out

of action if required,

by the coil spring

and loop provided.

(New Motor Speciality

Co., Ltd., 11 3, Oxford

Street. London, W.I.)

To Prevent Oiled Plugs.

As the upper section of the electrodes,

etc., shows, the Dome plug embodies a

spark-gap actually at the firing points, since

the current has a double gap to jump before

it reaches earth The plug may be entirely

dismantled for cleaning. (Roth and West

67, Ccwlev Road. London. S.W.I 4.)

An Air-cooled

Plug.

Vv ith an enormously

stout centra] electrode and

air-cooling holes in the

body, the J.A.M. sparking

plug should never become

excessively hot. (The

Hobson Manfg. Co., 29,

Vauxhall Bridge Road.

London. S.W.I.)

Simple and Neat.
Nothing could be simpler than the

chain rivet extractor supplied with al 1

three-speed Rudge machines

Renewing
Valve Seats.

For re-cutting valve

seats, this tool is made
by the Motor Gear
and Engineering Co.,

Ltd., Kingswood
Works, High Road,

Seven Kings, Essex,

to suit a variety of

different engines

When the Throttle Wire Breaks.

Ultra - cautious motor cyclists will

welcome this device which is intended

to be carried in the tool-bag until the

throttle or clutch wire breaks. (Watkinson

and Northedge, Palatine Villas Morton

near Alfreton.)

Kick-starter for an Old Machine.
Working en a simple ratchet principle,

this kick-starter has been specially designed

fortheold type two-speed Indian machines.

It fits on the outer clutch plate, and it is

only necessary to send this when ordering.

50/- (C. Hopkins. 283. Foleshill Road,

Coventry.)
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Record Success of the M.C.C.
Classic Holiday Trial. Mixed
Weaiher and a New Hill.

UHTHERE you are, then!" The
1 idiotically popular catch-phrase of

the moment, echoing and re-echo-
ing among a 300 strong crowd of strangely
garbed motorists at and around the
Bridge House Hotel, Staines, very appro-
priately expressed the spirit of the occa-
sion—the start df the M.C.C. London-
Exeter-London run on Monday night last

week.
The 1921 event assumed more than ever

the nature of a gigantic re-union of the
keenest motor cyclists in the country.
One must be keen to leave a cosy fireside

on Boxing Day for the purpose of riding
through the night to Exeter, then back,
under proverbially severe weather condi-
tions, and by no means over the easiest
route.

High Proportion of Finishers.

Exactly 200 hundred drivers of solo
machines, sidecars, or three-wheelers, as
indicated by the entry list, decided to
include a mass visit to Devonshire in their
Christmas festivity programmes ; and 186
actually started—64 solo, 107 sidecars, and
15 three-wheelers. Of these no fewer than
151 (49 solo, 89 sidecars, -and 13 three-
wheelers) checked in at the finish on the
following night, although one or two of
these "finishers" had gone no further
than Salisbury

!

It did not actually rain at the start,
and some were rash enough to hazard
that the long run of suitably wet Boxing
nights was at last to be broken. Few of
these false prophets were taking any
risks in the matter of clothing, however,
and if the members of the general public

The assembly at Staines, where the start of the trial was made at 8 p.m.

who lined the starting point in two long
avenues -were entirely disinterested in
motor cycles (which, emphatically they
were not), they would have spent an
interesting time in viewing the variegated
clothing schemes. Nevertheless, here and
there, were heroes, obviously new to the
run, who had casually flung on old coats
on the basis- perhaps that they had proved
effective in the past during an afternoon's
summer rain.

The machines and their lighting
arrangements were also very varied.
Brand new, old, and old and obsolete
outfits "were indiscriminately formed two-,
deep in a long line leading to Mr. Bid-
lake's car, when A. C. Rhodes on a four-
valve Triumph, looking "straight from
the crate," and G. E. Cuffe (2^ Metro-

Tyler) received the word to go. There-
after the remainder were despatched in*

pairs at one-minute intervals, having sur-
vived a battery of flashlight photo-
graphers, dismal farewells from friends,
who were "going by car for a change
this year" (!), and queries of "What
petrol (carburetter, plug, or chest-pro-
tector, etc.) are you using ?

"

Born 1899, still going Strwg !

B. F. C. Fellowes' 2| h.p. De Dion
Bouton (" ne fronti crede") of 1899 vin-
tage was undoubtedly the oldest machine,
but it was too well modernised to be the
least modern. For example, W. Hill's 8
h.p. Chater-Lea sidecar outfit was very
much pre-war. and, despite a carrier that
came " unstuck " every quarter of an

V. Gaytord and I'. C. Townshend, both riding 3| h.p. Zenith-Bradshaw machines, leaving Salisbury
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Passenger Machines on
Salcombe,

(I) C. E. Bennett (8 Morgan) followed by two more three-wheelers. (2) Extreme types, both climbing well—C. Nott (1 Matchless sidecar;

and G. F. Mason on a 375 c.c. Connaught outfit. (3) The re-designed 4 h.p. Douglas makes a fine ascent in the hands of G. Kuhn, who has

just overtaken W. Hill (8 Chater-Lea sidecar). (4) W. Joyce's Grand Prix Morgan passes two less successful sidecarists. (5) Smiling com-

petitors in the check at the top of the hill. (6) On the level once more, just beyond Salcombe—F. W. Giles (7 A.J.S sidecar) and

H. L Miserey (7 Matchless sidecar).
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London-Exeter-London.—

hour or so, with the inevitable conse-

quences to a cheap acetylene tail lamp, it

completed the run with remarkable con-

sistency, failing only on Salcombe.
E. H. Fielden's belt-driven Norton

also had obviously seen several summers
since it left a showroom ; in this case a

Mabon gear gave a low—ratio of only 8

to 1, but Fielden was observed in trouble

early in the night, and he failed to finish.

There were also several fairly ancient

Triumphs and a far from new 2| h.p.

Zenith.

Interesting Entries.

Among the other machines that at-

tracted special attention were : S. S.

Debenham's 10 h.p. Campion, which was
fitted with a Jardine four-speed gear
box; J. Wallis's 7-9 h.p. Reading-Stan-
dard, which hauled two full-sized pas-

sengers in a Plus One sidecar ; Neville
Hall's little two-stroke O.K. outfit, upon
which he made a star performance ; the

4j h.p. Beardmore-Precision, driven by
Eli Clarke, jun., who, however, experi-

enced much bad luck ; and the three
Ner-a-cars.
There was no unanimity in lighting

equipment. The general idea appeared to

be to mount as many lamps as possible

on the available space, although more than
one of the solo men were content with a
single acetylene head lamp fed by a soli-

tary standard generator.
Since, including cars, the procession of

competitors extended to nearly sixty
miles along the road, it is impossible to

fjpra@ais
Watson-Bourne's Brough Superior has a

saddle tank, underneath which 'are

carried the high-tension leads to the
plugs ; water drained in and a concealed
"short" developed, which took quite a
lot of unearthing (no pun !). A. C.

Rhodes (o.h.v. Triumph) repeated his

Land's End mishap, and took rather a
nasty toss.

Onwards to Yeovil lone enthusiasts here
and there kept vigil by the roadside,

but mainly it was rain, and then more
rain. Hot coffee, as usual, at Moffatt's
garage was something to look forward
to ; then even the weather gods cheered
up, and when Chard Hill was climbed
(by 99% successfully) it was once more
dry overhead. There was a check at the
summit, and another at Honiton.
Peak Hill, ascended just before dawn,

was in an extremely bad condition, and

JANUARY 5th, ig*2..

from being a freak hill, and failures,

except from baulking, were in most
cases inexcusable.
The O.K. sidecar outfit again dis-

tinguished itself with a slow but very
sure climb, in contrast to one or two
of its immediate predecessors and fol-

lowers, notably A. P. McGowran (4

Triumph sc), "who changed up just
after the steepest portion, and C. G.
Pullin (6 Douglas sc). Most of the
horde of Matchless sidecars toyed with
the hill, but no more effectively than
W. C. Hemy's 2J h.p. A.J.S. outfit or
jG. R. Claridge's Triumph. The 350 c.c.

Ivy outfit, driven by P. A. Hopkins, was
also very sure of its capabilities.

Among the soloists, the lightweights
were both best and worst, although the
majority of those that were fully expected
to fail had retired long before ! Except-

say definitely where and when ii; started
in real earnest to rain. But nobody
crossed Salisbury Plain without getting
his share, and, for most, those dreary
stretches before and after the supper stop
at Salisbury itself were a continual battle
with the elements. A high-pressure gale
from a threequarter front direction bore
the water in sheets against the riders,

made driving almost dangerous for the
soloists and most unpleasant for all, and
ruined the reputations of several water-
proof coat manufacturers.

Cui'ious things began to happen to

the machines. For example, J. A.

bS

skids and wheel slip respectively caused
many solo and sidecar failures. Parsons
chains saved several of the small three-

wheelers. Peak was not a non-stop
section, but the usual check at the top

-

suitably penalised most of the failures.

Much of the next thirteen and a half

miles to Exeter consisted of extremely
slimy, narrow, and twisting lanes, and
falls were common occurrences.
Two hours and a quarter were allowed

for breakfast, and a start was made on
the return journey. Forebodings regard-
ing Salcombe Hill proved not unfounded.
Although greasy in patches, it is far

(Left) C. C. Labin (Zenith-Bradshaw), one

of the travelling marshals, and H. R. Hancock

3£ (Lea-Francis), near Sidmouth.

(Right) On a picturesque portion of the

route near Coombe Bissett—S. S. Debenham

(10 Campion sidecar).

ing W. E. Line's New Hudson and one
of the L.S.D.'s, all the three-wheelers

(mainly Parsons-aided) were good.

Failures here, by the way, were penalised

irrespective of arrival time at the subse-

quent check.

Improved Weather.

Last year's route was rejoined a mile
or- two further on, and through Lyme
Regis, Dorchester, and Blandford to the

lunch stop at Salisbury bright sunshine
cheered the sleepy drivers and warmed
the sleeping passengers.

Little batches of local motor cyclists

were congregated on almost every up-
grade to witness the passage of the com-
petitors, and by the eager way in -which
they followed every movement they were
obviously making most absorbing com-
parisons of the various machines' "hill-
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DETAILS OF INTEREST ON
COMPETING MACHINES.

Twin head lamps, with a generator

attached to each exhaust pipe, on A. C.

Rhodes's Triumph.

climbing " capabilities. This greatly

amused most of the drivers, who
"T.T.-ed" up each of these (un-

officially) observed sections with much
danger of getting- more than fifteen

minutes ahead of schedule. There was
an extraordinarily well camouflaged
secret check near Salisbury, but memories
of a similar occurrence in this area last

year made for general caution. Never-
theless, our own observations proved that

Fallolite lamp and dissolved acetylene

cylinder carried on W»P. Brandon's Triumph

sidecar

A small lighting dynamo driven by round

belt from a pulley on the countershaft of

E. Foster's Raleigh.

quite a number unknowingly lost their

"golds" at this point.

Only an hour was allowed at the lunch

stop, and the travel-stained survivors

were despatched on the last lap over the

same route as the previous night, but, of

course, in the reverse direction. All had
to light up before arrival at Staines, and
the last twenty miles were rather diffi-

cult to follow. There were no enthu-

siastic spectators grouped on every corner,

iio urging on by the police force (as fur-

ther westl. and no illuminated arrows.

G. Brough (8 Brough Superior), al-

though actually " No. 3," contrived,

without imperilling his fifteen minutes-

ahead allowance, to arrive first, much to

the delight of the spectators and the daily

Ordinary gas engine drip feed lubricator

and feed pipes to chains on Pike's Levis.

newspaper reporters, some of whom
obviously fondled the idea that the event
was a race.

Claim cards were signed—these were
intended to help the club to eliminate
the unsuccessful without unnecessary
delving into statistics—number plates re-
turned, and the strenuous 319^ miles run
became a thing of the past. All honour
to the finishers !

THUMB JWKHfSynr
CLOCK & BOUTE mHCRTOI^

THira, switch
/or SPLEMnfUE,

Method adopted by H. B. Browning

(2| A.J.S.) to illuminate his route indicator,

clock, and speedometer.

A. P. McGowran t4 Triumph sidecar, on the lower part of Salcombe Hill. He made a very good ascent.
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COMPETITORS' IMPRESSIONS.
To Exeter and Back on an Old

Machine.
By W. A. FELL-SMITH.

THERE is a question as old as the

"Exeter" itself which an ever-

increasing body of motorists ask

themselves year by year, and which we
again asked in the small hours of

Tuesday morning, December 27th, 1921,

while battling our way towards Exeter in

the teeth of a hurricane.
" Why are we all doing this when we

ought to be in bed ?
"

The answer is to be found at Staines

for those fortunates who, having success-

fully completed their journey to time,

experience a feeling of something accom-

plished in spite of difficulties, inter-

mingled, perhaps, with -just a little

personal vanity and pride in their

machine. The many familiar faces

"

appearing annually in this event are

proof of its peculiar fascination, which,

once tasted, cannot be denied.

Once more we took a sidecar through

the trial, but a hitch at the last moment
necessitated a change of mounts, and
we had to fall back on an old friend, an

now set out to " blind,"

but trouble with the tail

lamp bulb delayed us,

and we reached the foot

of Peak Hill only six

minutes ahead of time.

This narrow margin
proved none -too much,
for, to our dismay, the

back tyre chose this un-

fortunate moment to go
flat. Finding the valve
slightly loose, we blew
the tyre up, and it

held, and a successful

climb brought us to the
summit dead on time.

From here to Exeter
the road is narrow and
winding, and our efforts

to put time in hand in

case of further trouble
were unavailing, but
fortunately the tyre still held up.

The Return.

On returning to the garage after break-

fast, however, we found the offending

tyre quite flat, and there was nothing for

it but to change the wheel after leaving

Much curiosity was aroused as to how the occupants got inside

this Tamplin coupe ; the solution is that the upper portion

hinges bodily.

An early change down to bottom gear
caused our hopes of making a clean

ascent to sink, and these completely
vanished when we rounded a corner to

find crowds of spectators and several

hundreds yards of greasy 1 in 6 con-

fronting us, for our back tyre was nearly-

smooth and three-ribbed ! Part of the

way up this portion our engine emitted
several loud knocks, but slightly retarding

the spark did the trick, .and away we
went, completing the climb with a feel-

ing of mild surprise that it had been
accomplished so easily, comparatively
speaking, of course.

Reliable Lighting Arrangements.

The worst was now over, the sun was
shining, and up went our spirits again.

To describe the rest of the trial would
be mere monotony, for nothing of in-

terest occurred. We had to light up
again at Hartley Row. but this presented

(Left) Riders of V twin solo

mounts—E. H. Gifford and A. A.

Symes, both on 31 h.p. Martinsydes.

(Right) Over the crossing at Coly-

ford, W. E. Churchill (2J Sirrah)

and 0. P. C. Collier (2| Edmund).

8 h.p. Blackburne, with 14,000
miles to its credit, which started
life in the 1919 "Exeter." At
such short notice we were un-
able to make careful prepara-
tions, and the glow of the front
cylinder during the night re-

minded us of fireside and home,
and caused us to hope that the
rumoured severity of Salcombe
Hill was exaggerated !

Chard Hill.

As far as Salisbury all was plain sail-
ing except for a violent head wind, but
here the fun started, for torrents of rain
fell and beat straight in our faces.
Before reaching Chard Hill, however, it

had passed off, and we made an easy-
middle gear ascent in comparative
comfort.
Remembering the difficulties of the

course between Honiton and Exeter, we

the check, adjustments inside the control

being forbidden. This took only four

minutes to accomplish, but the tyre on
the spare wheel required blowing up, and
we finally left Exeter ten minutes behind
time. This had to be made up before

the Salcombe Hill check, only fifteen

miles away ; but by dint of driving
" all but," we arrived three minutes ahead
of time, and rushed the hill with a hot

engine, having considerable qualms as to

the possibility of success.

no difficulty with the ever-reliable D.A.
to head lamp and dry battery to sidecar

and tail lamp system, which we invari-

ably adopt for its simplicity and certainty

on competitions.

We checked in at Staines, feeling per- -

fectly fresh ; and, having put in our
claim for a gold medal, set off for'

London, feeling at peace with the world
and in particular with the M.C.C. for

having provided us with such a thoroughly-
enjoyable outing.
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London-Exeter-London.
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On a 4 h.p. Sidecar.

By "DUCDAME.'

WHY do we do it? Frankly, I do

not really know. But the spirit of

adventure must have a lot to do

with it. Also, it follows closely on the

Show, and when you meet the "hoys"
there, and the question is asked, "Are
you going to Exeter this time? " you say,

"Yes," of course. To say "No," with-

out a very good reason, suggests that you

are afraid of a little ( ? ) rain—a butter-

fly rider, in fact—and not to be counted

with the real sportsmen. (No man who is

not a sportsman goes, on more than one

"Exeter.")
Immediately you say " Yes," you find

out what a lot of friends you have:
"Good man, put it there. I am going

also. Let's send our entries, together."

No Signs of Rain.

Good wishes simply shower on you
while you prepare the machine. Then
the usual last minute adjustments, the

usual blind up to Staines in the after-

noon, and then more reunions, more good
wishes, the bustle and crowd and smell

of burning oil, and you take your place

in the long line leading to the timekeeper

and starter, moving up a few yards at

a time until it comes to your turn. Then :

"Get ready," "Ten seconds," "Go!"
and you are off with all the precision

of a Brooklands event.

"I think it is going to be nice to-

night—no signs of rain," you observe to

your passenger, who is studying route

card and watch.
Knots of interested people are grouped

at corners and outside garages to cheer

and shout unintelligible things to you as

you pass.

As we get on to higher ground the

wind is rising and' rain commences to fall,

the wind increasing to a raging gale

on the port bow as we near the Plain.

Luckily our lamps are electric, for one

R

*7

A scene at the White Hart Hotel, Salisbury,

and J. R. G. Hall, all riding Harley-Davidson
is seen on the extreme left. -

of our neighbours appears to be enjoying
the job of lighting his sidecar lamp and
tail lamp alternately. Every few miles
we see him pulled up by the roadside
and striking match after match, then a
few minutes later he roars past, to stop
again a little further on and repeat the
performance. Then that awful wind that
blows large pieces of flint about and seems
to get under the sidecar as if intent on
overturning the outfit. I do not know
how the solo riders fared in this. Pos-
sibly some of them got on to more
sheltered roads before the wind became
so strong. But we came across one or

two machines obviously suffering from the

Competitors at the White Hart Hotel, Salisbury, about to resume the journey. The lady

passengers looked particularly comfortable, thanks to the efficient weather protection of

modern sidecars.

J. A. Masters, H. R. Harveyson, C. F. Temple,
sidecars. H. Karslake (Brough Superior sidecar)

results of a crash. Second gear on a
gradient of about 1 in 25! This is get-'

ting serious, but there are others worse
off, for we overtake a big twin outfit

which is apparently in bottom! Huge
hoods and screens may jje all right from
the passenger's point ,gf view, but 1

The Supper Stop.

Salisbury at last, and supper. As we
run into the town we notice one of the
unfortunates pushing his disabled machine.
Hard lines ! But it is all in the game.
The hot supper improves one's outlook
on life wonderfully, and one " buckles on
one's armour" (I mean "oilies") to face

the weather once more. It is raining in

earnest now, and there is a quart or so

of water in the sidecar seat. This is

soon mopped out, and we are all aboard
and off again on the second stage. Now
it is the rain's turn, and the deluge of

huge drops, hurled into one's face and
eyes by the wind, make it well nigh im-
possible to see. But we carry on some-
how, using one eye at a time, to Yeovil,

where we pull up for petrol and a cup
of coffee " with Mr. Moffat." The petrol

consumption is very heavy as a result of

the head wind. Then on to Chard. The
rain has ceased now, and Chard Hill

presents no difficulty. One wonders if

this hill ever saves a gold medal. The
stars are shining as we sign the check

sheet at Honiton,' the elements having
apparently decided to give up the con-

test. Peak Hill now has to be tackled.

This appeared to be in a looser condi-

tion than last year, and a certain amount
of whe^l spin makes careful driving neces-

sary. Another check sheet to sign, and
then on to Exeter well up to time.

Several familiar figures failed to put

in an appearance at breakfast, and no

riders seemed to know what had happened
to them after Salisbury. As we walked
(by choice) back to the garage after

breakfast, the weather gave promise

—
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which was fulfilled later—of being fine,

and the return journey proved a joy ride

in glorious sunshine. "Salcombe Hill -was

unknown to us, but there was nothing -

worse than a certain amount of grease,

however, and it was climbed mostly on

second gear. Lyme Regis looked very

pretty with the sun sparkling on the

sea. Everyone was on the look out for

secret checks now, and, with the excep-

tion of occasional stops to keep within

schedule time, there were few incidents.

On to the Finish.

After lunch at Salisbury, more easy

going with an. eye on the time. (What a

nuisance the secret check is !) Near
Whitchurch a remark about the time

produced no reply from the passenger,

and a glance showed that he was sleeping

peacefully and looking quite contented

!

A few miles further on the lights were
switched on again, and Staines was
reached without mishap a few minutes

in front of schedule. After signing the

sheet and claim card, we hand in our

numbers and receive our "wages" in a

neat brown envelope. Glad to be back ?

Yes ! But very glad we went. Another
happy memory of excellent organisation,

cheerful company, and a "no trouble"
run.

I express my personal thanks to the

men who stood at corners in vile

weather to see that we did not go astray.
" A health to you, gentlemen ;

you
deserve a more interesting job."

I did not know there were so many
telegraph poles in England. We seemed

to pass millions, with their glistening

wires; it appeared as if they ran from
London to Exeter without a break.

The officials were great sports, and

did their utmost for all of us. The other

competitors, too, were very sporting, and

never hesitated to pull to one side to let

A Bijou Sidecar and Limousine
Cars.

By NEVILLE HALL.

WELL, it is finished at last, my first

London-Exeter ! I am glad it

rained, because next year, at the

finish of the 1922 London-Exeter, I, too,

shall say,
'

' Ah, this is nothing ;
you

should _have been in last year's run.

This has been a picnic."

I suppose it was for many, especially

those of the car brigade, but it is not all

fun coaxing a 293 c.c. outfit through
without even plugs burning out or grow-
ing whiskers.

About the same age as its driver, B.F.C.

Fellowes' De Dion engined machine is well-

known at the M.C.C. long-distance runs.

me pass, only they knew not that I

was then all out, and had been for some
time. I would have given a lot for an

extra cylinder once or twice. The hills

were not too bad at all—Peak, I think,

the worst, but perhaps it was because

we took it in the dark. Chard was quite

easy, and Salcombe also, although the

gradient of the latter was pretty stiff.

I confess that I expected plug trouble. -

I was very lucky. My back chain

slipped off once, and that was my own
fault in running it on the slack side.

JANUARY 5th, 1922.

I had no difficulty in keeping up to I

time, nor in hill-climbing.

We picked up one very nice gauntlet

glove, fur covered, which Mr. Bridgman
took charge of at the finish. I certainly

think the competitors could have been
started a couple of hours earlier to

enable some of the late comers finishing

in daylight, and also I would bar all

closed cars. It made me quite bad
tempered at breakfast, sitting with my
face burning and eyes achingt to see the

limousine lads strolling in with posh
creases in their trousers and every hair

in place. It is not fair to the motor
cyclists-

The Adventures of a 1899 De
Dion-engined Machine and its

Rider.
By B. F C. FELLOWES.

THOROUGHNESS is very essential in

all things, and especially so to be
successful in a long winter trial like

the London-Exeter. My machine, when
at last ready after overhauling from A
to Z, received its usual test by taking a

passenger on the carrier, and climbing

nicely on top gear two particular pimples

near my home. On the level I insist on

getting the speedometer needles pointing

to quite a respectable figure at which I

feel well satisfied.

As the 150 miles run to the starting

point is always my surest test that all is

O.K., I forsook tuning for a jolly

Christmas_party, where time went all too

quickly, and getting to bed at 2 a.m. re-

sulted in my oversleeping till 9 a.m. on
Boxing Day.

I dare not risk the whole journey by
road in consequence, so decided to do the

first hundred miles by train, and ride

from Luton to Staines, and, luckily, I

met a fellow competitor on the same
train.

We helped each other to get the

machines on board (lifting his " 'bus

"

very tenderly, because in all truth it was
a very "Superior" one with dazzling

plate and enamel).
At the first stop we decided to see if

the cycles were still all right, "and, on
entering the van, were horrified to find

E. M. Chudley, on a 4h.p. Indian, and E. V Cox with his 5-6 h.p. A.J.S. sidecar, near Charmouth
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them in a ju-jitsu grip on the floor. A
murderous glint was in my companion's
eyes, and he did not sing carols. Whilst
busy getting them upright again, the
train moved off, and we finished the next
lap in a pitch dark box. However,
Luton at last : a brisk run of forty-three
miles to Staines, replenishments in plenty
for man and machine, and into war paint
ready for the fray; 8-9 p.m., and the
timekeeper's quiet "Go!" and I was
away (with perhaps the most undignified
6tart of any competitor, for mine Jias not
the luxury of a kick-starter).

Up to Salisbury the weather had been-
fairly kind, but from there onward to
Yeovil a severe head wind and drenching
rain made the going very hard, and I
only kept up the average with difficulty.

The thought of hot coffee at Yeovil
acted almost as a magnet, and ere long
I was enjoying our host's hospitality. I
join with all the competitors when I

shower blessings on Moffat, of Yeovil.
Up to Chard Hill the glittering medal

was well within my grasp, and I climbed
the hill non-stop with ease; but soon after
my first and only trouble befell me : the
oil pump refused to function, and much

'9

valuable time was lost investigating. The
trouble was a choked oil pipe, but my en-
deavours to force the oil through resulted
in a bent plunger.
On Peak Hill I met mv Waterloo, and

decided that a two-speed gear with IO3
to 1 as bottom was not good for Devon-
shire, particularly with a 2|- h.p. machine
weighing over 2 cwt.

" Imade Exeter at last; thirty minutes
behind schedule time ; and, though the
coveted gold was now lost, I still deter-
mined to try for the lesser honour.
On the return journey, however. I bit

the dust yet again at Salcombe Hill.

SALCOMBE Hill, although somewhat
more difficult that last year's chief
test gradient (Trow), Was not so bad

in surface as had been anticipated, and
its gradient at the worst point could not
be steeper than 1 in 6. .

To the solo men the hill gave very
little trouble; in fact, it would be hard
to select anyone as having outs'hone his
fellows. What failures there were would
be attributed largely to bad luck, rather
than lack of power. The sidecar per-
formances Were disappointing in some
cases. On the one hand, we had the.baby
tvve-strokes making excellent climbs, and

ON SALCOMBE HILL. By an Observer.
on the other 8 h.p. outfits were failing

long before the really steep gradient was
reached. True, one or two of them had
seen quite a few birthdays, while others
were suffering from slight over-gearing.

The fastest climbs were undoubtedly
made by B. S. Allen, on the rigid frame
Matchless outfit, and J. D. Marvin (8

Brough Superior sc). Which of the two
had the honour it would be hard to

say, but both rather upset the equanimity
of the spectators. E. J. L. Strong (7-9

Harley-Davidson sc.) was also well to the
fore on speed, while for good steady
climbing the spring frame Matchless

was much in evidence. H. W. Glen-
dinning demonstrated very thoroughly
that the 4 h.p. Powell is a sidecar mount
quite worthy of attention. Giles and
Hemy (both on 7 h.p. A.J.S. sidecars)
were very sound, Ciiles, as usual, being
rather spectacular. W. H. D. Steer (8
Zenith sc.) found trouble on the corner,
his Gradua gear being hardly low enough
tor the task. W. Hill's rather ancient
8 h.p. Chater-Lea refused the gradient
quite early, while G. Kuhn (4 Douglas
sc.) went by him in great, style. E. J
Pittock (3-| Scott sc.) also came to a
standstill.

HOW
i Out of the 186 starters in the solo,

sidecar, and three-wheeler classes, the
following checked in at the finish :

MOTOR BICYCLES.
A. C. Rhodes O'/i Triumph).
G. E. Cuffe (2V2 Metro-Tyler).
G. Brough (8 Brough Superior).
B. H. Davidson (4 Indian Scout).
G. Hicbardson (2"ji Raleigh).
R. L. Richardson (3V> Alecto).
E. H. Gilford (3"/2 Martinsyde).
A. A. Symes (3l«, Martinsyde).
T. L. Daniels (3'i Douglas).
B. F. O. Fellowes (2% De Dion Bouton).
H.- F. Fellowes (Sta Norton).
H. W. Deacon (3 1/, Norton).
R. V. Saltmarsh (4 HarlevDavidson)
A. S. Pinchbeck (3 A.B.C.).
W. Milligan (3>/2 Sunbeam).
A. Milward (3 A.B.C.).
L. N. Stannah (4 Triumph).
H. C. Nias |4 Triumph).
V. Gayford (3 1/, Zenith).
F. C. Townshend (3'A Zenith-Bradshawl
W. D. Pugh I3 1/- Zenith-Bradshaw)
W. W. E. Clarke (2% Triumph Junior).
E. J. Kehoe (3'/2 Rudge Multi).
J. J. Boyd-Harvey (3V2 Scott Squirrel).
C. Lintott (4'A Humber).
J. A. Hoult (3% Scott).
Ivan F. Anderson (214 Connaught).
C. C. Labin (4 Zenith-Bradshaw).
H. R. Hancock (3 1

,:, Lea-Francis).
F. R. Cotgrove (3 A.B.C.).
0. P. C. Collier (2% Edmund).
W. G. Churchill (23,i Sirrah).
H. B. Browning (2 5i A.J.S.).
R. C. Staunton (4 Triumph)
B. Gold (2% Coulson-B.).
H. Gold (2'i Francis-Barnett).
H. H. Robinson (2% Wooler).
A. G. Wall (2'/J Cedos).
W. J. Thomas (3 Ivy).
E. Foster (5-6 Raleigh),
E. M. Chudley (4 Indian Scout).
A. M. Knill (4 Indian Scout).
H. J. Scale (2% New Scale).
R. G. Spikins (8 Brough Superior)
William H. Wells (5 N.U.T.).
F. K. Parson (2y Ner-a-Car).
R. W. Learned [2><& Ner-a-Car).
L. Pulham (2% Trump.Jap).
F. E. Salter [2% Zenith).

SIDECARS.
P. W. Moifat (6 Douglas).
E. A. Wright (3'/2 Sunbeam).
E. Atkins (3'/2 Ariel).
P. W. Wbite (8 Sunbeam).
T. J. Ross (7 Matchless).
R. C. Boxer (7 Matchless).
E. V. Cox (6 A.J.S. ).

E. S. Powell (6 A.J.8.).
J. A. Peacock (8 Matchless).
Clifford Wilson 14% Quadrant).
W. A. Fell-Smith (8 Brough Superior).
8. C. Tait (8 Brough Superior).

THE COMPETITORS FARED.
H. Clennell (8 Brough Superior).
H. Woollen (6 Martinsyde).
J, T. Bashall (6 Martinsyde).
W. H. Bashall (6 Martinsyde).
D. 8. Parsons (8 Matchless).
G. Nott (7 Matchless).
F. W. Stevenson (5 Brough).
E. S. Burnett (4 Triumph).
A. H. Nelson (4 Triumph).
W. F. Guiver (7-9 Matchless).
R. J. Andrews (4% B.S.A.).
V. F. Long (8 Excelsior).
William King (7-9 Harley-Davidson).
J. G. Hann (8 New Imperial).
P. Pehrson (4 Dunelt).
C. W. Vallings (4 Dunelt).
R. B. Clark (8 Matchless).
J. A. Hilger (5 Rover).
T. E, Ranger (8 Matchless).
J. A. Masters (7-9 Harley-Davidson).
H. R. Harveyson (7-9 Harley-Davidson).
C. F. Temple (7-9 Harley-Davidson).
H. Karslake (8 Brough Superior).
F. J. Ellis (7 Matchless).
G. D. Hardee (7 Matchless).
C. R. Collier (7 Matchless).
A. H. Ilsley (7 Matchless).
F. Macdonald (8 Matchless).
J. Graham (7 Matchless).
H. L. Misorez (7 Matchless).
F. W. Neill (7-9 Matchless).
Cecil Nott (7 Matchless).
D. D. Tilt (4 Triumph).
-A. A, Attwood (4</2 Quadiaut).
W. Reginald Brewn (3"/3 Sunbeam).
G. J. C. Chambers (8 Royal Enfield).

R. Charlesworth (8 Zenith).
Frank Pownall (8 Royal Ruby).
W L. Gard (7 Matchless).
F. W. Giles (7 A.J.S.).
J. G. Biss (4 Norton).
W. C. Hemy (2% A.J.S.).
8. 8. Debenham (10 Campion).
W. L. Danskin (7-9 Rudge-Whitworth).
F. T. Sibley (7-9 Rudge-Whitworth).
E. J. L. Strong (7-9 Harley-Davidson)
George F. Mason (3V. Connaught).
J. Wallis (7-9 Reading-Standard).
A". C. Ward (4 Triumph).
H. W. Glendinning (4 Powell).
A. 8. Guthrie (3 A.B.C.).
J. D. Marvin (8 Brough Superior).
S. Julian (7 A.J.8.).
W. Julian (7-9 Matchless).
N. 0. Dear (8 Sunbeam).
J. G. Goodenough (4 Norton).
B, 8. Allen (7-9 Matchless).
P. A.Hopkins (3 Ivy).

0. R. Claridge (4 Triumph).
R. H. Attwood (4 Norton).
A. J. Agg (7 A.J.S.).
W. Bucknell (8 Matchless).
A. F. Pulling (8 Royal Enfield).

B. J. Sims (8 Bat).
P. Cunningham (3V2 P. and M.).
L. Welch (414 B.S.A.). .

William Hill 18 Chater-T.ea).

A. "P. McGowran (4 Triumph).
G. Packman (8 Matchless).

E. J. Pittock (2% Scott).
G. Kuhn (4 Douglas).
L. Heller (4 Douglas).
E. J. Hardwick (4 Triumph).
O. 8. Bridcutt (4>i> Dunelt).
C. G. Pullin (6 Douglas).
Neville Hall (2% O.K. Junior).
J. A. Watson-Bourne (8 Brough Superior).,

THREE-WHEELED CYCLE CARS.
W. Joyce (8-10 Grand Prix Morgan).
A. J. Sproston (10 Morgan).
W. H. Elce (8-10 Morgan).
Joseph Richardson (8 Morgan).
H. Beart (8-10 Morgan).
W. E. Line (10 New Hudson).
W. G. Boyer (8 Morgan).
O. E. Bennett (8 Morgan).
F. A. Longman (8-10 L.S.D.).
W. E. Cornwall (9.2 Castle Three).
8. A. McCarthy (8 Morgan).
H. W. Holmes (8 Morgan).
H. E. K. Sawtell (10 Morgan).

Retirements.
The following retired :

Motor Bicycles.
P. Street (31/, Sunbeam).
F. V. Edwards (4% B.S.A.).
W. Bray (31/. Sunbeam).
C. J. Wheeler (3% Scott).
P. Pike (214 Levis).
W. Veasey (3Vr Martinsyde).
J. A. W. Armstrong (2\'„ Metro-Tyler).
P. H. Copland (2% Douglas).
G. S Wright (2y2 Connaught)

_ H W. Harrington (2% Verus-Jap).
E. H. Fielden (4 Norton).
Martin O'Reilly, 5 N.U.T.).
C. L'Estrange (2 J4 Ner-a-Car).
P. L. B. Wills (3% Rudge Multi).
T. P. .Manifold (3 A.B.C.).

Sidecars.

C. W. E. Gaulder (4V2 Quadrant).
G. A. Pidgeon (41/. Quadrant).
J. C. Sanfoid (5 Rover).
C. F. Plowman (3VJ Sunbeam).
B. E. Belfield (7-9 American X).
L. Arnold (8 -Matchless).
W. P. Brandon (4 Triumph).
8. Farley (10 Ace).
J. R. G. Haill (7-9 Harley-Davidson).
Eli Clark, Jun. (4% Beardmnre-Precision).
K. Campbell-Cullen (5-6 A.J.S.).
A. F. Scroggs (3'/2 Sunbeam).
R. Newitt (3'A Douglas).
W. H. D. Steer (8 Zenith).
D I Stone 112% Orbit)
H. H. Saddington (5-6 James).
J. McBirnie (7-9- Indian).
C. N. Green (5-6 Rover).

Three-wheeled Cycle Cars.
G. W. Shepherd (8-10 L.9.D.).
F. H. Douglass (10 Morgan).
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Essex M.C.

The annual dinner takes place at 7 p.m.
on Saturday next at the Venetian Room,
Holborn Restaurant, with Mr. S. G.
Gumming in the chair. It will be
attended by numerous celebrities in the

motor cycle world, and an excellent con-

cert programme has been arranged.

Worcester and District M.C.C.

, Earl Beauchamp (patron of the club)

took the chair at the recent annual dinner,

being supported by Viscount Deerhurst,
Mr. T. W. Badger'y (president) and Mrs.
Badgery, the Mayor of Worcester (Mr.
Samuel Southell), Aid. A. Carlton, and
a representative assembly, including

several well-known riders and motor cycle

manufacturers.

North-western Centre A.C.U.

The annual general meeting of the

centre was held recently at the Albion
Hotel, Manchester, and was fairly well

attended. The following officials for 1922

were elected : Chairman, Mr. S. W.
Phillpott (Liverpool) ; vice-chairmen, Mr.
H. Marsden (Stockport) and Mr. V.
Horsman (Liverpool) ; treasurer, Mr. A.
Taylor (Blackpool) ; auditor, Mr. G. E.
Watts (Stalybridge) ; and delegates to the

A.C.U. General Committee, Messrs. V.
Horsman, H. Reed, and J. H. Place.

Two new clubs were admitted to the

centre, viz., Chester and Buxton, making
in all twenty-three clubs.

Stourbridge and District M.C.C.

The club held its annual one-day reli-

ability trial for the "Heroes" Cup on
Tuesday, December 27th. starting from
the club headquarters at 9 a.m. The
morning route included High Oak and
Flagstaff Hills, the former being in a bad
condition, and only four clean climbs were
recorded. A stop and restart test was
held on Flagstaff, and a. flexibility test

on the upper part of Kinver Edge Hill

;

and from here to the lunch check a short

stretch of colonial section was included.

After lunch a fifteen-mile circuit was
taken, including Hagley Wood, Shut Mill,

and Beacon Hills. The following tied

with no loss of marks, and the winners
were arrived at by means of the flexibility

tost : W. Worrall (Sunbeam), W. H.
Clare (Sunbeam), F. J. Price (Diamond),
and J. A. Chadwick (A.J.S.). Results :

HEROES CUP (Best Performance).-W. Worrall
[Sunbeam).
COMMITTEE CUP (Best Amateur Performance).

—W. H. Clare (Sunbeam).
SPECIAL AWARD (Given by J. Dosher, Esq.).

—F. H. Godfrey (Massev-Arran).
SILVER MEDALS.-Class A. F. J. Price (Dia-

mond); Class B, W. Worrall (Sunbeam); Class C,
C. Greenwood (Sunbeam sc),
BRONZE MEDALS.—H. Robinson (Triumph), F.

If. Godfrey (Massey-Arran), and T. C de la Hay
(Sunbeam sc).
SRECIAL AWARD (Loss of no marks and not

oualifving for anv premier award).—J. A. Chad-
wick (A.J.S.).

L"4

Bulwell M.C.C.

As the result of a recent meeting of

prospective members, a club has been
formed as above, Mr. Chas. Marriot,
110,- Commercial Road, Bulwell, Notts.,

acting as secretary pro tern. Another
meeting of all interested has been called

for the 19th inst.

Doncaster and District M.C.C.

There was a company of nearly fifty

at the club's annual dinner at the Bed
Lion Hotel, the president, Councillor J.

Franks,, being in the chair. Many valu-

able trophies, including The Motor Cycle
Cup, won by H. Le Vack in the open
speed trials, were presented during the
evening.

Warrington M.C.

J. Caldwell (10 Morgan) proved the
winner of the Ireland Rose Bowl in the

club's Christmas holiday trial, held on
December 27th. H. Baldwin (4 Norton
sc.) and T. L. Hatch (8 Royal Enfield

sc.) were second and third respectively.

The "single-gear" and "two-stroke"
prizes were won by C. Bennett (2£ Levis).

Bohemian M.C.C. (Southampton).

A motor cycle club has at last been
formed in Southampton, and has been
christened as above. It is the outcome
of a" party of enthusiasts who met occa-

sionally for a jaunt in the New Forest;
- this was followed by an impromptu hill-

climb, and within a fortnight the club

was formed, and boasted thirty members.
Taking into view the fact that the weather

• is hardly conducive at this time of year
to motoring, the start made is a very
promising one. A novel feature is that

there are no rules or regulations of any
description. A most interesting pro-

gramme has been arranged. Trade and
professional riders are entirely excluded.
Intending members are requested to apply
for particulars to the hon. secretary, Mr.
L. W. Gunnell, 52, Polygon Road,
Southampton.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

The route of tire club's holiday trial

lay for the most part in the northern
portion of Co. Wicklqw, and in its ninety-
one miles embraced most of the well-

known test hills in that district. The
entry was rather small, and only nineteen
of those who had sent in their names
took part in the event. Seven of these
were on sidecar machines, but only one
of these succeeded in completing the
course, as follows :

P. H. Hurse (4?i B.S.A.), R. H. Hill (2V, Velo-
'

cette), J. A. Carville (2V, B.S.A.), G. A. Daly (4
Triumph), R. Murphy (4 Triumph), Jas. Browne
(3% Douglas), H. Adair (414 B.S.A. sc), J. Healy
(4>A James), W. T. Malcolmson (G.N.), R. Hum-
phreys (2V, Velocette), D. Allen (214 Sun), T. J.

Slevin ;2V, Velocette),~and A. Carton (3V, Norton).

Cumberland County M.C.C.

Over a hundred sat down at the
annual dinner, which was held on Friday
evening, December 23rd, 1921, in the
Crown and Mitre Hotel, Carlisle, Mr. W.
Theodore Carr, M.P., presiding.

Uxbridge and District L.C. and M.C.C.

Held over a fairly stiff course of about
eighty miles, the reliability trial for the
Thomas challenge cup had quite a good
entry. Results : 1, H. H. Robinson (2J
Wooler) ; 2, R. F. Eagle (2£ Diamond).
This club is holding its first annual dinner
on Wednesday, January 18th, at 8 p.m.,
at the Chequers Hotel, LT.xbridge. Tickets
can. be obtained from the hon. sec, Mr.
F. F. Hickman, Uxbridge.

Cork and District M.C.C.

Owing to the state of the roads in the
district, the- Cork club was compelled to

select a circular course for the Boxing
Day trial. It embraced a good deal of

difficult country, as may be deduced
from the fact that the full marks were
secured by those who maintained a
minimum speed of fifteen miles per hour.
The circuit had to be covered three
times, and, in addition to a check at the
end of each circuit, the lap times were
taken at two other points to decide the
places of those who made non-stop runs
and were on time at the open checks.
Twenty-four competitors took part in the.

trial, and quite a number of new
machines were seen in competition, in-

cluding a four-valve Triumph, ridden by
Mulligan.

Mansfield and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Local riders more than held their own
at the speed trials on Boxing Day, the
star performance being made by F.
Sissons (3^ Norton), who won seven firsts.

There were over a hundred entries.

Results :

UNDER 300 c.c—1, J. C. Nichols (2V> J.A.P.),
26Js.
UNDER 350 c.c—1, J. C. Nichols (2'i J.A.P.),

26{s.
EXPERTS (Under 550 c.c.).— 1, J. H. Simpson

(2% A.J.S.), 20Js.
UNDER 550 c.c— 1, F. Sisson (3 1

/., Norton). 19£s.
EXPERTS (Under 550 c.c).— 1, F. Sisson (3V„

Norton),. 19Js.; 2, E. Searle (3V, Sheffield-Hender-
son).
UNLIMITED TWO-STROKES.— 1, F. Nash

(Scott), 24s.; 2, J. R. Sylvester (2V, Velocette).
UNDER 750 c.c— 1, F. Sisson (3V, Norton),

lB|s. ; 2, V. Hancock (3 A.B.C.).
UNDER 750 c.c. (Experts).—1, F. Sisson (3V-

Norton), 188s.; 2, F. Hatton (6 Douglas).
UNLIMITED SOLO.— 1, F. Sisson (3>A Norton),

183s.; 2, V. Hancock (3 A.B.C.).
UNLIMITED SOLO (Experts).—!," F. Sisson

(3V, Norton). 18|s.; 2, F. Hatton (6 Douglas). -

UNLIMITED SIDECARS.— 1, F. Sisson (3V3 -

Norton), 25s.; 2, R. Heelis (7-9 Indian).
350 c.c. SIDECARS (Open).—J. H. Simpson (2%

A.J.S.), 24|s.
650 e7c. SIDECARS (Open).— 1, E. Searle (3VS

Sheffield-Henderson), 22§s. ; 2, F. Sisson (3%
Norton). _
750 c.c SIDECARS (Open):— 1. F. Hatton (6

Douglas), 22s.; 2, F. Sisson (3V: Norton).
UNLIMITED SIDECARS (Open).— 1. F. Hatton

(6 Douglas), 22s.; 2, F. Sisson (3y2 Norton).
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The Patent Jardine

FOUR-SPEED
Gear Box

may be fitted, without frame alterations, to the following

makes of motor cycles (1922 countershaft models):

Armis. Francis -Barnett. N.U.T.

Bat. Glendale. Omega.
Beaumont. Hoskison. Overseas.

Blackburne. Henley. Pax.

Brough. Invicta. Powell.

Brough- Superior. Lincoln Elk. Quadrant.

Campion. L.M.C. Rex.

Garfield. Marloe. Royal Ruby.

Coventry Acme. Massey-Arran. Sheffield -Henderson

Coventry Victor. McKechnie. Slaney.

Coventry Eagle. Mohawk. Triumph.
Coulson. Monopole. Trump.
Dalton. Mountaineer. Verus.

Dot. New Comet. Victoria.

Dunelt. Nickson B. Vindec
Duzmo. New Era. Wilkin.

Excelsior (British). New Scale. Wolf.

Edmond. Norton. XL.
Endurance. New Hudson. Zenith.

When you order a new machine, specify a

Jardine Four-Speed Gear Box
Catalogue and Particulars from

JOHN JARDINE, Ltd., Deering St., NOTTINGHAM
In ansiuering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." C5
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-tta& aMf
\

No.

\
No.

1 is sold in the New \

Khaki Can.

3 for Commercial Vehicles \

in the Blue Can. \

British Petroleum QM
22.FENCHURCH ST, LONDON E,C,

HAGG TANDE
- MOTOR CYCLE -

CHEAPEST FORM OF MOTORING FOR TWO

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

Price at Works £95 as illustrated.

Deferredpayment by arrangement. Sendusyour enquiries.

Agents—

TAYLOR & HAYTER,
Engineers,

Park Street, nr. ST. ALBANS.
Extract from "Daily Mail."

"The only real dual purpose machine ever placed on the market.

Convert your Existing Acetylene

Lamps to Electric for 45/-
Bother no 'longer with odorous and troublesome acetylene—just switch on

and flood your path with brilliant Electric Light. You can equip your Cycle

with new lamps or convert your existing Lamps to Electric with

\^\Selectric conversionsets
Solo Lighting Sets. Conversion set with new tail lamp £2 : 5 :

Complete set witli new head and tail lamp... £4 : :

Sidecar Combination Lighting
Sets.

Conversion set with new side and
•ail lamp £3 : 15 :0

Complete set with 5 inch

head lamp... £5:10:0
Complete set with 7 inch

headlamp... £6 : 5 :

EXCEPTIONAL ACCUMULATOR OFFER i !

Hart or Peto and Radford Manufacture.
In metal case with strap handle.)

4 Volts

12 amps, actual. 24 amps

Q™* 1* P
each

1 14/-
2 13/-
3 12/8
4 12/3
6 12/-

Size 5I x 3} x 3|
All above prices include free delivery

Retail
Offices -

Why not write to-

day for illustrated

list giving prices 0/

complete sets for

Solo and Com
tination work, con-

version sets foi

existing la mps,
accumulators, and
oitr motor cycle

electrical fittings.

WATES BROS.,
- 5, High Street, Bloomsbury, W.C
- 132, Charing Cross Road, W.C.2

. ignition.

Total
price

14/-
26/-
38/-
49/-
72/-

c6 In answerina these advertisements it is desirable to mention ''The Motor Cycle,.
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T.T. DATES.
Further Opinions on (he Advisability oJ Holding the Races near Whitsuntide.

SINCE we pointed out the unsuitability of the dates

fixed for the Tourist Trophy races we have
received many letters from riders and manufac-

turers expressing surprise that the week preceding

Whitsuntide should have been chosen—the busiest

period of the manufacturer's year. Secondly (although

this is not so important), the annual London-Edinburgh
holiday event starts on the day following the Senior

race, and with this clashing of dates public interest

would be divided.

Several of our correspondents have suggested that

the M.C.C. classic be postponed, but one cannot
ignore the importance of this event, which is and

.

always lias been a holiday run, and last year

attracted something like 400 entries.

Below we give extracts from further letters received

on this important subject, and in, the meantime one
hopes that the A.C.U. and R.A.C..will be able to

arrange more suitable dates by postponing, for a

week or so, the car race, which, at present, restricts

the choice _of dates for the motor cycle event.
.

All motor cyclists desire to see the 1922 T.T. races

an unqualified success. By dint of hard work and
careful organisation, the Auto-Cycle Union has created

an event regarded by the whole world as a classic

race, and. any circumstance likely to restrict further

progress or minimise its importance is to' be deplored.

What every sportsman wishes to see is a fully repre-

sentative entry list for the blue riband event.

The views of Mr. D. S. Alexander—a well-known

T.T. competitor, who js also 1 an agent-—follow:

"I have noted very carefully all you say with regard to

. the Junior and Senior T.T. races being held on May 30th
and June 1st, and I should have been only too pleased had
they been held earlier, but I am quite satisfied with the dates

already set upon. In 1914 the T.T. race was held in May,
and . I think that for most agents and motor cycle dealers

of Britain the earlier it is held the better, and to corroborate

my statement, one of the best financial years for both agents
and manufacturers was 1914.

" With regard to Scotland, at any rate, the Whitsuntide
holiday does not affect ourselves, and at times such as the
Whitsuntide holidays ought not to interfere with business.

" With regard to the second clause of your letter, the
date of the London-Edinburgh run could easily be altered

bv the A.C.U.* to meet such an important event as the

T.T. race.
" Undoubtedly, from the points of view of manufacturers,

agents, and prospective purchasers of motor cycles, the T.T.
race is our finest advertisement, and the earlier it takes place

the better it is for the agents, as very often prospective pur-

chasers hold over their orders until such time as the official

intimation of the result of such races or events as the T.T.
race is given out. Talking personally as an agent in Scot-

land, I find that this great trial is responsible for a great

amount of business, and would prefer greatly that it took
place in the earlier part of the year.''

[*The London-Edinburgh run being a closed event organised
by the Motor Cycling Club, the A.C.U. has no jurisdiction

in the matter.

—

Ed.]

Mr. Hugh Mason, a T.T. winner and manufacturer

of N.U.T. motor cycles, writes:
" The writer agrees with you that from a manufacturer's

point of view the time is unsuitable, as the week before the
Whitsuntide holidays is usually one of the busiest in the

season. He is also of the opinion that it is a great mistake
that this should clash with the date of a classic event such

as the London-Edinburgh."

The Hobart Cycle Co., Ltd., state:

"Our opinion is that the T.T. races should take place

between Whitsuntide and August."

Mr. Fre£> W. Dixon, who put up such a splendid

race last year and was runner up, is another who
deplores the dates chosen. He writes :

"To give these races the publicity they deserve I cer-

tainly consider it unwise to choose a date which clashes With

an event such as the London-Edinburgh.
" For my part, I am most concerned about the weather

conditions, both for early morning practice and the actual

races. If there is any danger of this earlier date, viz.,

June 1st, giving us any less favourable weather than we
have been favoured with in the past, I should strongly

favour holding the T.T. later in the season, and chance the

condition of the roads after the car race."

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" FILM.
FOR three days just before Christmas The Motor

Cycle film was shown, for the first time in

Scotland, at the Cinema House, Renfield Street,

Glasgow, on behalf of the Western M.C.C. Mr. J.

Robinson, the secretary of the club, now writes :

" The Motor Cycle film arrived as per schedule, and was
duly exhibited on the 15th, 16th, and 17th ult. The exhibi-

tion has proved a great attraction to motor cyclists, not only

of Glasgow, but also from outlying districts, who have been
glad to. avail themselves of an opportunity of becoming
acquainted, through the film, with the methods of and with
the territory over which these events of first-rate importance
were run. The only criticism which I have heard is that

.there is not sufficient of it, especially the T.T. races. I

have to thank you on behalf of the club for the thorough
manner in which you have carried through your part of the
arrangements, and hope that other clubs will find the exhibi-

tion as interesting as we have."

On Friday and Saturday of the same week the York
and District M.C. showed the film—on Friday at a

private exhibition to club members, and on Saturday

at the Grand Picture House, Clarence Street, York.

Mr. E. Wasling, the hon. secretary, says

:

"
. . . the members present were highly pleased with

the picture . . . everything went off very satisfactorily

. the film was greatly appreciated."

On Wednesday of last week the Yeovil and District

M.C.C. exhibited the film in Yeovil. Mr. C. G.

Clapshaw, the hon. secretary of the club, writes:

"... The film was much appreciated by the audience,

including a large number of non-motor cyclists. The Picture

Palace was packed, and a few had to stand. I am sure that

the film will be the means of gaining one or two more mem-
bers for the club ; in fact, I had two enquiries from pro-

spective members at the show."

Mr, John Howell, hon. secretary of the Worcester

and District M.C.C, writes:

" It was shown at the Silver Cinema, Worcester, with

huge success, and the only thing about it is that there is

not enough of it. There is no doubt that this film has made
history in the motoring world, and it is an effort on which

you are to be congratulated."

On Monday next it will be shown at Dewsbury on

behalf of the local M.C.C, and on Wednesday at

Clitheroe.
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A SUPER-SPORTING TRIAL.
An Arduous Day af Chrisfmas-iims for Birmingham M.C.C. Members.

MEMBERS of the Birmingham M.C.C.
recently asked for a super trial

with a few stunt sections in it.

They certainly had their desires satisfied in

the half-day trial held on December 27th.

There were included a colonial section :

no fewer than four splashes ; five special

tests, including a slow climb, brake test.

acceleration test, and two grass tracks

:

and five test hills close upon each other,

including the Beacon, Romsley, and
Fordrough.
The last event of the year for the Bir-

mingham Club, the trial attracted no
fewer than forty-one entries. A circular

route of about sixty miles started from
the Sanatorium, Yardley Road. Here the

competitors were supr> L:"d with refresh-

ments by Mrs. Riley, wnose kindness was
greatly appreciated.

Early Difficulties.

The first man left at 11.1 a.m.. pro-

ceeding to the colonial --action at Bacon's
End, near Coleshill : and, judging by the

grease, " Bacon's End " is a very appro-

priate name.
There were ten failures here, as the

" roads " were in a very muddy condition,

and wheel grip was a matter of luck.

Competitors now returned to the start-

ing point, where a time check was held,

many checking in late.

Next followed the splash section. At
the first obstacle the approach was bad,

as the riders had to slide down a greasy

bank, before taking to the water. The
crossing itself was easy, but five failures

were recorded. The other three fords

were more formidable, and a greater

number failed to negotiate them.
Prior to this, some excitement was

caused by F. Hallam tackling the first

splash in the wrong position, which re-

sulted in his machine being submerged
over the hubs. Several of the spectators

liplfEfl

Even though the ford at Ya/dley was obviously destined not to baulk competitors, many
spectators gathered to watch the fun. A. Watson (Sunbeam), followed by G.I.Francis
(Francis-Barnett).

had to come to his aid to haul the
machine up the bank.
The stop and start test accounted for

eight failures, and the brake test for

three : but the various hills were sur-

mounted with very little difficulty.

In the slow climb Bert Kershaw put
up an excellent performance, but was
penalised for putting his foot to the

ground. H. C. Jennens also made a very
good show. In the sidecar class D.
Jenkins made an outstanding climb.

G. Butcher charged the bank on Romsley
Hill, and came to a standstill.

One of the competitors entered with the

idea that trials were useless, as such
things as splashes and hills could be
negotiated by anyone with ease. Unfor-

tunately, he failed in the various tests,

and eventually retired.

Out of the forty-one who started, only

twenty-four checked in at the finish, and
of these there were about three who were
on time.

Rev. J. M. Philpott (2i Velocette) on the leaf-strewn track near Romsley.

THE 1922 TOUR DE FRANCE.
"THE Moto Cycle Club of France is

X organising the Tour de France from
March 25th to April 9th, and a copy

of the, rules and regulations reveals some
interesting facts concerning the trial.

The journey starts from Paris, and con-

sists of a tour round the whole of
France. Every third day or so an exhi-

bition of the competing machines is to

be held ; for example, the first three
days carry the competitors from Paris
to Bordeaux, when there is a day of
rest for the purpose of exhibiting the
machines. The next three days machines
pass through Toulouse, Avignon, to Nice,
where an exhibition will be held.

Thence the , route leads from Nice -to
Grenoble, then to Besancon, and from
Besancon to Strasbourg, where another
exhibition will be held. The next two
days will be spent in travelling from
Strasbourg to Lille, via Nancy and
Rheims, followed by an exhibition at
Lille, while the final stage will be from
Lille to Paris.

; Some interesting country will be
traversed, and the length of the trial,

some 2,700 miles, will impose severe tests

upon the machines, as it is reasonable to

suppose that all the roads will not be
of billiard-table smoothness. In the
southern part of the run, the foot hills

of the Pyrenees and the Maritime" Alps
will be crossed ; while after these a con-
siderable portion of Alpine country will

be crossed. Other mountain : ranges
which the competitors will have to. cross

will be the Jura and the VosgesV -

As the trial is of an international
character, it will be held under the
F.I.CM. rules, and competing machines
will have to conform to these conditions.

c8
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Oimcs to Cigrjt TLamps.
Jan. 5th 5.3 p.m.

„ 7th 5.6 „
9th 5.9. „

., llth 5.12 „
Number plates to be illuminated tiLirty minutes

earlier, vide Road Vehicles Registration and
Licensing Order (1921).

Special ^features.

1921 IN RETROSPECT.
THE LONDON-EXET£R-LONDON RUN.
NON STOP HILL CLIMBING IN THE DARK.

To All Readers.

A Happy New Year

!

Praise tor Police.

We have had several letters from
London-Exeter competitors appreciating
the services of helpers and police, who,
through the long, wet, and windy night

directed the riders on their muddy way
to Exeter.

Steel Tubing.

A most interesting paper was read
before the Institution of Automobile
Engineers on Tuesday last. Mr. W. W.
Hackett, who is connected with one of

the best known steel tube concerns in the

world, described some tests, the results

of which are of extreme value to motor
cycle manufacturers. He pointed out the
suitability of high carbon steel tubes for

motor cycle construction and the import-

ance of correct lug design.

It was clearly demonstrated that in

many cases fracture cannot be prevented
by increasing gauge, but may be cured
by tapering the tube or gauge. The whole
paper led to the conclusion that motor
cycle frames can with advantage be made
lighter than at present.

New Motor Knights.

The New Year's list of honours in-

cludes Mr. Alfred Samuel Mays-Smith,
president of the Society of Motor Manu-
facturers and Traders, who is granted
a knighthood ; and Mr. William Males-
bury Letts, managing director of Cross-

ley Motors, Ltd., to be a Knight of the
Order of the British Empire.

Licences.

Renewals of licences for motor cycles

are now necessary, and should be
obtained from the office from which they
were issued last year, or from a main
post office. The annual licences cost :

For lightweights under 200 lb. 30s., or

with sidecar 50s. ; over 200 lb. 60s., or
with sidecar 80s. ; three-wheelers 80s.

Quarterly licences are now issued at the
following rates : Motor bicycles under
200 lb. 10s., with sidecar 15s. ; over
200 lb. 20s., with sidecar 25s. ; three-

wheelers 25s.

Motor Cycle Club for Great Yarmouth.
Referring to the recent paragraph in

these columns suggesting a motor cycle
club for Great Yarmouth, Mr. R. A.
Lower, hon. general secretary of the Nor-
folk M.C. and L.C.C., points out that
this club was originally caVed the Yar-
mouth and District M.C.C., and that at

present it has a number of members
belonging to the latter town. The speed
trials referred to were actually run by the
Norfolk Club, and Mr. Lower suggests
that Yarmouth motor cyclists who wish
to join a live club should become members
of his organisation.

AT THE SUMMIT OF KOP.
Beneath the setting of the crescent moon, the competitors thundering up the gradient,

and the long procession of lights in the valley beyond Princes Risborough was an
impressive sight to the watchers at the hill-top in the annual London-Gloucester Trial.

Observed Hills at Night.

Peak Hill in the London-Exeter trial

and Kop Hill in the London-Gloucester
will do much to harden trials riders to

observed hills in the darkness. In the
latter trial the hill was actually in a
non-stop section, and, although easy, ac-

counted for many failures. We await"
with trembling the inclusion of a really

freak hill to be climbed after dark.
What about Park Rash or Alt-y-Bady
at 11 p.m. ?

A.C.U. Stock Machine Trial.

Preliminary arrangements for the
second trial of standard stock machines,
to be held on Wednesday, March 15th,
are being made by the A.C.U., and,
although the complete regulations are not
yet available, many prominent manufac-
turers have expressed their desire to
enter motor cycles or cycle cars. For this
trial machines are selected at random
by A.C.U. representatives from the stocks
at the makers' works or at the premises
of their agents, and no special prelimi-
nary preparation of them for the contest
is allowed. It will thus be readily appre-
ciated that machines which score successes
in the event are really identical with
those which the public can buy, and the
trial, therefore, is of great practical
value.

The Motor Cycle in America.
The marketing of motor cycles in the

United States of America is exercising
the minds of sales and financial experts
at the present time. The following
statement appears in Automotive Indus-
tries as being from within, the motor
cycle industry: "We strive to reach a
field of dignified clean cut riders. To do
so we educate them in terms, of .exalted
speed and dare-c'evil exploits of' track
burners. We bemoan the presence of
public disfavour, and to remove it we
increase the burden by eternally shout-
ing speed, speed, and more' speed."
In Great Britain the motor cycle has

taken its place in all spheres of utility,
and speed is not the chief factor.

.

New Rule of the Footpath.

Citizens generally , will welcome the
announcement that the Bristol Watch
Committee has

,
definitely abandoned the

bad old rule, so far as pedestrians
are concerned, and requests the public
to keep to the left of the pavement,
commencing from New Year's Day. It
is obvious that, if people walk on the
left-hand side of the pavement, they will
face vehicular traffic in the adjacent part
of the road, and that in consequence fewer
accidents will be caused when they step

-into the- roadway than is the case at the
.present' time, when silent and swift motor
vehicles overtake from behind. The idea
of inaugurating the new rule of the road
on New Year's Day was happy and
appropriate.

eg
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NON-STOP HILL-CLIMBING IN THE DARK.
Sporting Open Twelve Hours
Trial to Gloucesler of (he N.W.

London M.C.C.

Mishaps and Failures in the

Darkness.

AMONG the winter competitions the
London - Gloucester - London open
trial ranks next in importance to

the M.C.C. London-Exeter run. This
year the N.W.L. M.C.C. was forced to

change the starting point, and chose the
western entrance to the Hendon Aero-
drome—quite an excellent place—though
rather out of the W'ay. Following on a
rainy and windy day, to say nothing of

a wild night, Saturday morning broke
fine and chilly. The remnant of the
storm had veered towards the North, and
was still Mowing strongly, but was
rapidly drying the rain-sodden roads.

Some of (he Competitors.

A glance round the competing machines'
revealed some interesting details. B.
J. Pooley, riding a Velocette, is the
fourteen year old son of the organising
secretary of the club, and such a ride as
this is no small effort for a schoolboy.
J. A. Newman was riding the Douglas
he used in the International Six Days
Trial. F. W. Stevenson (5 Brough sc.)

carried his dynamo behind the mag-
neto of his flat twin engine, driving it

by means of an enclosed chain—a very
neat, arrangement. Several new models
made their first appearance in open
competition on this the last day of the
old year. F. D. Winslow and J. W.
Trbughton both rode samples of the new
X.L., C. C. Labin and S. E. Longman
rode new Zenith-Bradshaws, B. N.
Taylor was on a Hagg tandem, and his
companion, B. N. Thomas, also drove
one of these machines with a passenger
on the back seat. C. W. Lewis drove
a new 4^ h.p. Beardmore-Precision.
There were several lady drivers : Mrs.

Janson, of Ner-a-car fame, whose machine
ran very well ; Mrs. Hardee, so well

A group of competitors near Birdhp on the

sidecar), J. W. Troughton (41 X.L.), an

known to our readers; and Miss Padgett,
who piloted one of the T.B. cycle cars.

Once the rough roads of Hendon were
left behind, the going was quite good.
C. W. Bairstow (Indian sc.) was early

in trouble, and stopped to make an ad-
justment at the top of Stanmore Hill,

and pulled up again in Watford High
Street. Beyond the latter town we

A flat twin on Birdlip during the return journey—F. W. Stevenson (5 Brough sidecar).

outward journey—H. Le Vac); (7-9 Indian

d Miss H. Padgett (8 T.B. cycle car).

noticed Harding (Triumph) making up
lost time. Near Boxmoor Howe's Martin-
syde, which had been running faultlessly,

developed slight misfiring, which gradu-
ally became worse. Carburetter trouble

was suspected, and some time was spent
investigating matters, which resulted in

his being late at the check outside Tring!

the Morning Non-Stop.

Here a turn to the left was taken,
• and the interesting and tricky morning
non-stop section was entered. Soon
Waterworks Hill was reached, the sur-

face, like that of others in this section,

being moist and rough. It was some-
what steep, possessed an awkward
corner, and accounted for more than one
failure, as it proved the undoing of H.
J. Curtis (Triumph), who w-as seen look-

ing disconsolately at his mount—mag-
neto trouble was said to be the cause

of" his failure—L. L. Newman (Duzmo),
and Phillips (Norton).' The non-stop

section introduced the riders to several

hills which occurred in the course used
last year by the M.C.C. in the team trial

for The Motor Cycle Cup: but they were
reached by devious ways, and often came
as a surprise even to those who knew
the route to which we have referred.

There were several cases of sparking plug

trouble over the hilly section. Two of

these were Winslow (on the X.L.) and
Neville Hall (O.K. sc), who was driving
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,
Non-stop HH.-elimbing m the Dark.—

\ the same miniature sidecar outfit he used

in the Exeter run.

After passing the main entrance to

Chequers—the Prime Minister's residence
! —an acute bend was taken to the right,

which was exceedingly rough and awk-
: ward to negotiate.

A
, /hyteleaf Hill

i accounted for several failures, and proved

to be the undoing of Pooley (Velocette),

Here Howe's Martinsyde, which had been
persistently firing on one cylinder since

the beginning of the section, made a

splendid climb, only to fail miserably

on Kingston Blount, the last hill in the

section. The trouble was discovered at

this point to be caused by too long a

i
high-tension wire, the insulation of which

had been burnt through in three places.

After Whyteleaf came the descent of

Kop, followed by the negotiation of

Princes Risboro' village, where, owing
to a petrol lorry driver failing to signal

he was about to make a turn, a regular

melee occurred, in which Le Vack and
Davidson (driving Indian sidecar outfits)

and Howe (Martinsyde) were involved.

Happily, all extricated themselves with-

out accidents.

Clear ol Checks Again.

Next ensued a piece of easy country

through Chinnor and the final piece of

the section, the ascent of Kingston. Blount
leading to the top of Aston Rowant, half-

way down which the check was situated

marking the termination of the non-stop

section. From the Lambert Arms on to

Oxford the roads were excellent and dry.

R. P. Purnell's tiny J.E.S. was too

highly geared, and failed on several of

-the hills. Bourne (New Imperial) was
reported to have had trouble with a

slipped timing wheel, Crabb (Cleveland)

to have had plug trouble in Cirencester,

and Stone (Orbit sc.) to have experienced

a twisted frame. The luncheon arrange-

ments were excellent, and the same may
be said of the organisation throughout the

trial.

f§5iilI(|pLE

The Homeward Journey

After lunch Birdlip had to be negoti-

ated, and though this is a long and trying
climb of over a mile, and with a maximum
gradient of just under 1 in 6, the wind
was behind the competitors, the surface

was excellent, and there were few failures.

With the keen north-west wind at the

back of the competitors, the return

journey was more comfortable than the

outward trip, even though the tempera-
ture had fallen considerably.
The weather during the night portion

of the trip was as fine as it had been
during the day, but one or two incidents

marred the return journey. C. Chawner
(Coulson) was dazzled by the head lights

of an oncoming car and was thrown,
breaking his leg. The night non-stop
section covered the same district as that

traversed in the morning, but somewhat
shorter. Here, J. T. A. Temple (3£

Norton) left the road and collided with
a competing car on regaining it. Gwynn
(Grigg) missed his way, and lost his non-
stop here.

Hill-climbing in the Dark.

It was approximately 6.45 p.m. when
the watchers on Kop Hill, in the home-
ward non-stop section, saw the gleaming
head lamps of the competitors creeping
along the road in the valley below. In
accordance with the meteorological fore-

casts, visibility was good, and a crescent

moon was setting according to programme.
The sinuous nature of the non-stop

section made schedule riding difficult,

especially for the solo men.
Well on time the two 6 h.p. Martinsyde

sidecars, driven by G. Baxter and R.
Hart, came up the hill together, closely

followed by S. R. Axford (8 Brough
Superior sc).

Although Kop Hill is not very severe,

its rather loose surface and the darkness
combined to make things difficult, and
several failed. Excellent climbs were
made by N. V. Young (4-^ Sunbeam sc),

25

L. Welch (4i B.S.A. sc). J. W. Trough-
ton (4i X.L.), N. Hall (2| O.K. sc), L.

Nicholson (2| Omega), Mrs. G. M. Janson
(2^ Ner-a-car), Mr. H. Hardee (8 Match-
less), G. W. Shepherd (8 L.S.D.), S. A.
McCarthy (8 Morgan), H. W. Holmes (10

Morgan), and Le Vack and D. H. David-
son (7-9 Indian scs.). D. J. Stone (2|

Orbit sc) was late, but climbed well.

Most of the solo riders had no diffi-

culty, and in many cases it was impos-
sible to see their numbers, so that

several good ascents go unrecorded.
Of the unfortunates, R. A. Bull (8

Matchless sc.) was late and failed un-

accountably; J. C. Lowe (4j James sc),

W. G. Crabb (2| Cleveland), and Miss
Padgett (8 T.B.) all needed help. F. G.
Morgan's (2| Cotton) belt broke when he
was going well, and his team mate, W.
Brooke, was all over the road with legs

trailing, as though he had a flat tyre.

W. R. Gray-(2| Coventry Eagle) stopped
near the top observer, thinking he had
reached the check, and had difficulty in

restarting. V. Gay ford (3^ Norton sc),

and J. A. Peacock (8 Matchless sc.) both
climbed, but with their passenger on the

carriers—surely unnecessary.

Lighting Equipment

On the hill the lighting equipment on
the majority of the machines functioned
well, but C. C. Labin (3i Zenith-Brad-
shaw) came up with no lights at all, and
stopped ultimately. G. E. Cuffe's (2^
Metro-Tyler) Fallolite head lamp only
emitted a dull blue glimmer like a glow
worm in a bottle, while E. W. Howard
(3^ N.U.T.), despite two head lamps,
only had a spot of light about one length
ahead. Electric lighting was used on
most of the sidecars. Arrowing through-
out the non-stop section was good, but
the route was tricky. After the descent
to the Whyteleaf check, where many
were late, easy roads were followed to

the finish, where approximately seventy
checked in.

COMPETITORS ON THE MORNING NON-STOP SECTION.

C. Barham, on a 2J h.p. Warnes, with Barr and Stroud engine. C. L. Sprosen 0} Connaught sidecar) climbing Dunsmore Hill
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

AD letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street. Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

TWO-STROKE FAILINGS.
Sir,—Perhaps the "Satisfied Rider" of your issue of

December 15th may like to know that I, too, possess a
Sun-Vitesse (269 c.c.) that does burn its top piston ring.

Slough. E.D.

WHICH IS THE MOST ECONOMICAL DUAL-PURPOSE
MACHINE?

Sir,—If you will allow me, I should like to start a discus-

sion on the " most economical dual-purpose motor cycle."

The machine in question should be preferably a 4 h.p.

single-cylinder, though other types are not excluded.
Economy should include alt expenses which are ordinarily
incurred by the average motor cyclist.

I have no opinion on the subject, but should be interested

to know some views of other motor cyclists.

J. C. BARLOW.
TYRE FITTING AIDS.

Sir,—Please allow me to endorse " Ixion's " remarks re

the Ewart tyre fixer ; it is absolutely " the goods."
I am employed in a large garage as vulcaniser and tyre

fitter, and we recently had the aforementioned gadget in-

stalled, and since then it has been quite a pleasure fitting

tyres. A few days ago, with its assistance, I was able to

remove a cover and tube off a Sunbeam wheel, fit a new
Miehelin Cable cover and tube (820x120 mm.), and pump
up to the required pressure in twelve minutes, so that speaks
foi' itself. HF3807.

Nottingham.

OBSTINATE VALVE CAPS.
Sir,—I notice in "Occasional Comments" " Ixion " is in

search of an anti-binding compound. I can recommend that,

used by all steam turbine builders, namely, graphite and
boiled oil. This is applied to the bolts, subjected to the

heat of superheated steam, and I can vouch for it being
"the goods." It can be bought ready mixed in tins from
any engineers', stores. S. HENDERSON.

Sir,—I note in your valuable journal that "Txion" is in

trouble with immovable valve caps.

I find the best and most sure way of removing these obsti-

nate parts is to dope them well with turpentine, then obtain
about 4ft. of large diameter gas pipe, and slip the end of the
spanner into one end of the pipe. Now heave as much
weight as possible on the other end of the pipe, and I

guarantee something will go—either the valve cap will give
in, or he will tear the engine clean out of the frame.

C. H. WAIN-WRIGHT.
T.T. OR LONDON-EDINBURGH.

Sir,—If the T.T. clashes with the London-Edinburgh, drop
the London-Edinburgh, an event only retained for senti-

mental reasons, and serving no useful purpose, either for
the improvement or demonstration of the modern motor cycle.

When a baby two-stroke takes a sidecar up Porlockand
Lynton (to say nothing of the Scottish Six Days hills), the
presentation of a gold medal to the driver of any mechanically-
propelled vehicle for a run to Edinburgh in the summer is

farcical in the extreme. Members of the Motor Cycling Club
can well take their club runs in smaller bodies, and the
trade confine their entries to the really severe competitions.
What about the rights of other road users? Just fancy
meeting a fifty-mile string of competitors on a dusty road.
Send these gold medal hunters to the Welsh mountains and
limit the entries. A. V: SMITH. '

ci6

MOTOR CYCLISTS IN DREAMS.
Sir,
—"A Motor Cyclist in Dreams" will no doubt find

Miss or Mrs. Maude Stansfeld's advice rather tedious to

follow, but I can assure him that if he will turn his money
and carefully say " Hey presto, abracadabra !

" three times

everv time he hears the clock strike thirteen, he will find

this "equally effective. EDWARD DUNNE.

SUPERLATIVE ELEVATIONS.
Sir,—Having due regard for the claims of your Aberdeen

correspondents on this matter, I should like to point out

where there is a road in Perthshire that takes some beating

as a claimant for the title of "Highest Road in Scotland."

This is not a public road, but leads to the shooting lodge

of Felar on the Duke of Atholl's estate, and branches off

the Pitlochry-Kirkmichael road at a point near the village of

Straloch. It rises to a height of about 2,300 feet, which is

100 feet higher than the Cairnwell, and is kept in perfect

condition. I have been over this road and the Cairnwell

many times, both with car and motor cycle, and have also

made acquaintance with Kenmore and Amulree hills, but I

consider any of those mere child's play compared with the

Straloch-Felar road. T. ROBERTSON.

POSITIVE PRESSURE LUBRICATION PUMPS.
Sir,—As a motor cyclist who is a believer in automatic

lubrication of motor cycle engines, I have read with interest

"Mr. Cochrane's reply to your criticism of the Showell rotary

pump. I cannot understand how pressure can be produced
by an arrangement of this description ; and, for lubrication

to be reliable, pressure is essential.

Another point which does not quite inspire confidence

in my mind is that the oil is controlled by a needle valve,

which means a restricted passage. In cold weather this must
be far from reliable, owing to the congealing of the oil and
necessitating, as it would, continual adjustment. Past
experience of others, as well as myself, with a well-known
type of spring-loaded pump with a drip feed has demon-
strated that it is not reliable in cold weather, and that

frequent adjustments have to be made.
To my mind, for satisfactory lubrication, a positive pressure

is essential, and must be fitted with a device for varying the.

quantity of oil

pumped. ,^m <^p»#
?

DUDLEY. mt
Dudley. ViSis£&x!**m

The Gillies Comcar, a three-wheeler with front wheel steer-

ing and engine in front of the chassis. The drive is by
propeller shaft through bevel gears on the back axle, a three-

speed and reverse gear being fitted. The machine, which is

made by Gillies Brothers, Bexley, Kent, is equipped with wind-
screen and hood,and has wheel steering, a dry plate clutch and
a kick-starter.
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ELIMINATING VALVE CLATTER.
Sir,—In the issue of December 15th " Multi " suggests a

method of silencing Eudge valves.

I quite agree with "Multi" that the clatter does not

come from the overhead gear, but from the timing wheels,

but hardly think that blocking up the holes between the tim-

ing case and crank case is practicable without providing

some other crank case compression release.

I should be interested to know how ; 'Multi's" engine

behaves, and whether he- has noticed any "oil slinging."

Pimlico, S.W.I. KTJLTI.

Sir,—We have noted with great interest the various

"gadgets" suggested to allay the noise emanating from the

Eudge overhead inlet valve gear.

But surely the most efficient device, and certainly the

most mechanical, has not been mentioned, viz., the makers'

own eccentric rocker adjuster.

In our experience, if this is set to give no clearance when
hot (it can be adjusted from the saddle), the Eudge engine

is no more noisy than the average highly efficient unit.

Certainly the overlap cam in the racing machine sometimes
causes a pronounced "ring," but, of course, speed settings,

with their quick valve lifts and drop, must always provoke
more noise than standard, more especially with valves of the

diameter used in the Eudge engine.

The perfect quietness of the Multi gear and belt drive,

and the efficient silencing arrangements, both serve to accen-

tuate any engine noise, which perhaps would not be apparent
with a chain drive or gear box.

Even with a Eudge, which has not received the attention

it deserves, one can pardon slight noise whilst experiencing

the delightful sensation of 40 m.p.h. with the engine just

ticking over on a 3J to 1 gear. CLEAEE AND CO.
Woolwich, S.E.18.

TWO-SEATED SIDECARS IN TRAFFIC.
Sir,—At the risk of a crushing reply, may I, as a con-

sistent and experienced roadman, raise a point overlooked
in your comprehensive Show report and criticism numbers ?

Be the driver ever so careful, a heavy sidecar outfit, even
after long acquaintance, lends itself to miscalculation when
subjected to close clearances in traffic^ etc. From three

personal experiences, I have learnt to give the man "cutting
in " ample room, despite personal precedent claim to right

of way. Only in the first case could I reasonably decry

reckless driving. As a mere cyclist, these encounters have
been greatly to the detriment of my front wheel, and it is

therefore with considerable trepidation that I, for one, view
the advent of vehicles of the taxi-sidecar and O.E.C. produc-

tion class. From a study of some of these monsters, it would
seem that the driver must lose sight of the overtaken well

before the rear of the latter is parallel with the front of the
former. Thereafter the position and safety of the near side

vehicle is a matter of mere conjecture.

I shall no doubt be informed that the minimum clearance

being known, trouble is avoidable. Military experience of

visual measurement even is a sufficient answer. In any
case, the liability, under normal circumstances, rests with
the overtaker until the rear of his vehicle is clear of a

parallel line based on the front wheel of the overtaken.
F. C. PEACOCK.

GERMANY—AS SEEN BY A BRITISH MOTOR CYCLIST
Sir,—As a reader of your paper from 1903 up to the present

time, I am sending you a few notes on the pastime from the

point of view of a Britisher who is living abroad.

Conditions as regards motor cycling out here are very
different from those at home. Until quite recently, petrol and
oil were almost unobtainable, except in the larger towns, and
there the supply was uncertain, consequently long journeys
entailed the carrying of supplies with one. Things are now
better, however, and petrol and oil are obtainable at cheaper
prices than at home, petrol costing somewhere about 2s. per
gallon and oil about 4s. 6d., in small quantities.

Eepairs are a vexed question. Spare parts for English
machines are, of course, out of the question, except direct

from home, while spares for German machines are to be had
immediately from the agents, also certain American machines,
notably Indian and Harley-Davidson. The Indian was the
first machine to be represented here, a Cologne firm having
secured the agency somewhere about the date of the ratifica-

tion of peace. German mechanics, as far as repairs to motor

cycles go are hopeless. Some of the examples one sees here

of sidecars off Douglas machines fitted to Triumph machines

by German mechanics are enough to make one weep. The

usual German idea seems to smother the whole affair with

brightly coloured paint and cheap nickel-plating. the

mechanical side of the question is ignored, and anything

which has to be made specially is a hopeless bodge.

Mostly the machines out here are Triumphs (solo and

sidecar) and 4 h.p. Douglas sidecars—all ex-Army machines,

and, consequently, most of them in hardly the best of condi-

tion. The writer uses a Victory model Matchless, 8 h.p.

J. A. P., with additions. This turnout causes immense attrac-

tion wherever it stops, and the various Germans seem quite

astonished to find a British machine that is not a Douglas

or Triumph.
The roads here are fairly good, but are deteriorating.

Those near the towns are bad, while those in the country,

for instance, the Eifel district, are very fine; but, on the

whole' they are not good. The need for a properly sprung

frame is very apparent; also large tyres. The N.S.U.

machine is an example of a simple and efficient spring frame

machine, without any gadgets, and as it has a 700x80 mm.
back wheel (for a 4 h.p. model), it is a very comfortable

machine to ride, and is capable of maintaining a high speed

over atrocious roads without discomfort. However, for really

bad roads, one must go to Belgium. The writer has twice

travelled from Cologne to Brussels, and can say, without

reserve, that he has never seen such awful roads before. The

bad parts start some miles before Liege, and continue for a

considerable distance past that place, the surface being pave.

Another stretch is that through Louvain into Brussels—about

thirty miles—where it is positively dangerous to travel more

than' 10 m.p.h., owing to the danger of the front forks

collapsing or the frame breaking.

Tyre trouble is very common, owing to the roads being

mostly pave, on which the various puncturing agents, nails,

etc., rest, and do not get pushed into the road material, as

they would if it were dirt or some such substance. It is no

common occurrence to get four punctures on a short journey ;

while, a short time ago, the writer had no fewer than nine

on a journey of 239 miles. Some sort of nail catcher is

absolutely necessary.

Plenty of power is needed out here, if one would travel

far afield and see the best scenery. Hills of four and five

miles long are common, some of them needing second gear

for a mile or two, and others are worse. For instance, two
hills on the road from Trier (Treves) to Mayen, near Ander-

nach, on the road to Coblenz, where the writer recently came
down for about 200 yards with the back wheel locked, and
was totally unable to pull up—this with a studded Dunlop
Magnum on the back wheel. These hills have several hairpin

corners also. This is a main road, not a byroad. The road

from Heimbach over the hills to the Gemunder Talsperre may
also be instanced.—a sort of miniature Alpine pass, with
about six or seven hairpin corners, mostly a second gear hill,

and about five miles long altogether. C. E. CLAEK.
Cologne.

When rectifying a defect in his lighting set, the Dublin owner
of what remains of this Matchless sidecar outfit had the

machine literally swept out of his hands by a runaway char-a-

banc. Moral : keep out of the way of chars-a-bancs when
attending to your lamps.

CI 7



Prop stand for

a Triumph, made
by E. Fletcher

and Co., Allesley.

Coventry.
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WASTED SPEEDOMETER DIAL.
Sir,—What is the good of putting a ^pasdometer which

reads from 10 m.p.h. to 80 m.p.h. on a standard baby tour-

ing machine ? Most seem to miss out the first five, and
pack the next five into a- quarter of an inch, ten to twenty
in half an inch, and the- rest of the figures spread out so

that you can tell if you are going at 59§ or 60. The only
two that I have noted which start at are the Bonniksen
and the Stewart, but the latter goes up to 75, and 40 is

enough for most people. X.Y.Z.
Birmingham.

A PROP STAND.
Sir,—H e r e w i t h a

prop stand which
deserves no patent
lights, it is so simple.

I have fitted it on a
T liumph, and it

answers perfectly.

F. W. H. HARRIS,
E. Fletchek and Co.

CLUTCHES FOR
SINGLE-GEARED
LIGHTWEIGHTS.
Sir,—In a recent

issue you detailed the

new Yilliers engine-

shaft clutch. I fitted

this clutch to my 2^
h.p. two-stroke a few weeks ago, and have great pleasure in

stating that it acts perfectly, and I consider it has greatly

enhanced the value of my machine. There is now no need

for a running mount : one can sit in the saddle, let in the

clutch, and glide away. In traffic it makes all- the difference

in the world, allowing the rider to stop without stopping

his engine, and to start again immediately the road is clear.

The usual disclaimer. (Rev.) H. MUDIE DRAPER,

UTTERLY AMAZING SPEEDS.
Sir,—At not infrequent intervals correspondents to your

eagerly read periodical, whilst writing of other subjects,

throw* in a casual reference to the utterly amazing speeds

it is the daily habit for them to perform on their ordinary

touring machines. In some instances their inherent modesty
impels them to claims of noviceship in the self-same breath

proclaiming their Brooklandian speeds. The temerity even

to whisper of some of the mad meteoric speeds boldly

claimed by them is beyond such a timid nature as mine,

but I do dare refer to one of the more modest, to wit, a

standard Triumph, which, with an avowed novice as driver,

will "do 60."

Super-abundant and concentrated bitterness only has
attended my efforts to persuade similar " ordinary standards

"

to attain such a delirious bustle as a mile a minute.
Would the illustrious omniscient ones impart of their

wisdom, and thus show the lowly of intelligence how it is

done? ENFIN.
Bromley.

UNDER-INFLATION OF TYRES—AND THE EFFECT.
Sir,—I have just read with interest your correspondent

" Ixion's " remarks on the subject of stone cuts. The
reason for their prevalence is, I am convinced, the fact

that, owing to the present shocking state of the roads, 90%
of riders go aboub with their tyres under-inflated—at any
rate, according to pre-war standards—because they prefer

to let their tyres suffer, rather than their comfort.

I always drive my 6 h.p. sidecar with the tyres as

hard as I can get them, and in the course of 8,000 miles
covered in about a year, including a certain amount of com-
petition riding, I have suffered no bursts and only three
punctures (two of them on good main roads).

A short while ago I went down to Devonshire, and
covered over four hundred miles in three days. I quite

forgot I had pneumatic tyres on the machine, both on
account of freedom from trouble and of soreness that per-

sisted for days after my return !

Until the roads are improved, there would appear to be
no way out ; either tyres or bones must suffer. Personally,
I prefer the latter, as it costs nothing, and is only tem-
porary in its effects. OLIVER H. CLARK.
ci8
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LUCK.
Sir.—It is not often that one strikes such luck as I did

a short while ago. The back tyre of my motor cycle
punctured—a two inch gash—on a very, stony byroad in

hilly country ; I had been very foolish in venturing alone
there. To my dismay I discovered that I was without a
repair _ outfit, and, according to the map, it was four or
five miles to a village of any size. The prospect was far from
pleasant ; there was a long wearisome push in front of me.

I was contemplating the hills I would have to get up, when,
at that very moment, a big motor spirit lorry appeared round
the corner. It was practically empty ! Before long, the
machine and I were "on board" making for a garage in

the next village, five miles distant. H. S. PRATT.

WOOLLY THROTTLES.
Sir,—Thinking your readers might be interested, I venture

to relate a little experience that befell me the other evening
when returning from a run.

After-slowing up near Hammersmith to allow passengers to
board a tramcar. I engaged gears, and was preparing to

accelerate when my machine gave a roar and stopped. On
checking over, I found everything in apparent good order

—

plenty of petrol, valves O.K., gears properly home. etc.

-Mystified I put the machine on the stand, and was walking
round to the near side to inspect the magneto when I felt a
tug at my neck.
The " mystery " was solved. The day being cold I was

wearing a very long scarf of fine wool, which I allow to hang
almost to my knees. It had worked free from underneath
me, and one end had been sucked through the long air pipe
fitted to Amac carburetter on the Sports Sunbeam, and was
firmly wedged in the slides. S. F. SEYFRIED.

|

[Instances of this kind spoiling a non-stop run in a trial

have been recorded.

—

Ed.]

AFTER PROLONGED USE.
Sir,—I have thought for some time if riders who have used

a motor cycle for a long period, say, 15,000 miles and over,
would detail a list of replacements used during this period
it would be interesting to- see if readers could indicate the
make of machine used. If they can do so with reasonable
certainty, surely manufacturers would gain as much know-
ledge of notorious weak parts as any trial could supply.

I have just completed 17,000 miles since June, 1919, using
my machine daily winter and summer, and the following is a .

list of new parts required : One new fork spring, two pairs of
tappets and guides, one new exhaust valve and three springs,
three new bearings for the pulley side of S.A. gear box, one
new rear spindle and two sets of cones, one new set of head
races complete, six new Bowden controls for the clutch and
one new gudgeon pin and bush.
The main engine races, big end timing bushes, etc., show

no appreciable wear. The machine, a 4 h.p. Triumph, was
purchased from W. H. Elce and Co., June, 1919.

CHARLES L. WILLCOX (Major).
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Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists.
Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle. O

'MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM.'
The standard handbook on the motor cycle. P

Price net, 2/6. Bypos v 2/io
£j

•HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." =
New Edition. Just Published. Priceuet, 2/- Bypost, 2/3. D

D "TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying P

D then when found. Fourth Edition. P
D Price net, 2h By pos., 2/3. P
D ' TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." g~ A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from ths rider's poin; ~
^ of view. Price net. 3- By post, 3/3.

~

q 'MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
By " Ixion," of Tka Motor Cycle.

Pries net, 5- Bypost, 5/3. D'

D THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS. P
D Set of Three Maps—England and Wales. Scotland, P
D London. Set of three, complete iu case. Price net, 5 /6. P
P Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and P
P Wales, London. Price net, 4 /6. By post, 4 /8, P

' THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK. n
With 32 pages of Road Maps Price net. <=, I Bv nnst. < U ^

£ Obtainable bv post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS °
tj Ltd., Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading bj

!= Booksellers and Railway Bookstalls. y
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A selection ot questions 01 general interest received irom readers and our 1 oil > thereto. All questions shoull be addressed to trie Eiitor,
,( The Mo.or C/cle,

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not musl be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply. Corre-

spondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper enly, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy lor ease of reference. Letters containing

legal questions should be marked "Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be deal

with by the A.A. and M.U.. who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in an'

particular locality.

MAGNETO FOR 90° TWIN.
Will a 180° twin magneto be

suitable for a 90° twin engine if

run at twice crankshaft speed ?

—F.E.E.
A 180° twin-cylinder magneto running at

twice crankshaft speed would be quite

unsuitable for use with a 90° engine, as

there would be a spark at the bottom of

the induction stroke while the inlet

valve was still open, and there would be

in consequence every possibility of the

carburetter being set on fire.

REDUCING GEAR FOR SIDECAR WORK.
A sidecar recently having been

tri fitted to my three-speed 4 h.p." Coulson B, I find it desirable to

_lJ reduce the gear ratios. The
engine-shaft sprocket has fifteen

teeth, and is therefore quite small

enough already ; the countershaft
- sprocket has thirty teeth. (1.) How
much larger should the countershaft

sprocket be to give satisfaction? (2.)

Where would you recommend me to get

such a sprocket?—W.B.R.

(1.) The countershaft sprocket would

.need to be larger by three or four teeth.

(2.) We do not know of anyone who would

supply you with a new sprocket, as the

makers only produce those with thirty

teeth, and the sprocket is part of the

clutch. It would be an easier matter to

fit a smaller belt pulley, say one about

,7in., in place of the 8in. pulley as fitted

to the gear box. . A number of firms

specialise in the making of pulleys.

NO SPEED.
Some little time ago I pur-

chased a Sun motor cycle with a

Villiers two-stroke engine of 1918

manufacture, single-speed model.

The utmost speed I can get is

about 20 m.p.h. Surely, this is very

low? I decarbonised the engine a short

time ago and fitted one new ring and

a new gudgeon pin. I am using a 27

Amac jet, and with this can open full

• air quite easily ; but after opening the

petrol lever half-way no more speed is

perceptible. The engine does seem to

be fairly powerful, because it will pull

up a- hill just as fast as it travels on

the level.—C.W.C.M.
Presumably the trouble is due to the

ignition being permanently late. Time
so that the spark occurs on top dead

centre with the magneto control fully

retarded ; also make quite sure that the

belt is not slipping, -as this may account

for a good deal of your trouble.

important 4Dates.

Fri., Jan. 27th, to Sat., Feb 4th—
Scottish Car and Motor Cycle Show.

Sun , Mar 5th — Argenteuil Hill-climb

(France).

Mon., Mar. 6th — La Turbie Hill-climb
(Nice).

Wed., Mar lFth—A.C.U. One-day Trial

for Stock Machines.

Thurs. Mar. 23rd—East Midland Centra
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., April 1st—Western Centre A.C U.-
Open Hill-climb.

Sat., April 8th—B.M.C.R.C, Members'
Meeting at Bropklands.

Fri., April 14th, and Sat., April 15th-
iVl.C.C. London-Land's End Run.

Sat . April 22nd—N.-Eastern Centre
A C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., April 29th—S. Midland Centra
A.C.U. Open Hill-climb.

Mon , May l«t, to Sat., May 6th—Scottish
Six Days Reliability Trials

Sat., May 13th—Northern Centre A C U
Open Reliability Trial

Sat., May 20th—S.-Western Centre
A.C.U Open Reliability Trial.

Tues., May 30th—Jun'or Tourist Trophy
Race

Thurs.. June 1st—Sanior Tourist Tro-h/
Race

DISADVANTAGES OF SIDE-BY-SIDE TWIN
CYLINDER ARRANGEMENTS.

Can you tell me why on one

S
occasion when describing certain

French machines you referred

to side-by-side twin four-strokes

as being probably the most un-

suitable engines for motor cycles ? Is

it in connection with firing periods or

balance, or do both cylinders fire at the

same time? I should like to say I ad-

mire the appearance of machines using

this type of engine.—A.A.
The great objection to side-by-side twin-

cylinder engines is that, if the crank is

arranged so that the firing intervals are

equally spaced, the balance is no better

than that of a single-cylinder engine;

whereas if good balance is obtained, the

firing intervals (in a four-stroke engine)

are uneven, and the torque is bad. More-
over, in the latter case (when the cranks

are set at 180°) there is an objectionable

"couple" caused by the off-setting of the

two throws of the crank, which tends to

set up an excessive amount of vibration,

especially if the distance between the axes

of the cylinders is very great. This
vibration is very noticeable when the

engine is set across the frame.

CHARGING FROM A LIGHTING CIRCUIT.

I purpose fixing up a resistance

for charging accumulators with-

out using lamps or at most two
lamps. Kindly tell me what I

shall require to pass 2-2£ amps,

on a circuit of 230 volts.—W.J. li-

lt is certainly possible to charge accumu-
lators from a 230 volt circuit, provided

the current is continuous and not alter-

nating. This method of charging is not

at all economical, and is not really to be

recommended for occasional work. You
would obtain fuller information on the

subject in any of the popular handbooks
dealing with small electrical apparatus.

CHANGING OILS.

In a recent article it was
stated that it was injurious to

the engine to change lubricating

oils. I have a 1920 8 h.p. Sun-

beam outfit, and have frequently

changed oils when the particular re-

commended brand was unobtainable. 1

have always made sure that it was a

good oil I used (known maker and
sealed tins, etc.), and I would be glad

of your assurance that I have not been

wrong in doing this.—W.J.T.
It is not absolutely injurious to the

engine to change lubricating oils, pro-

vided that the new oil is of the same
base—that is, if a mineral oil has been

used, the change to another mineral oil

of different brand will do no harm, pro-

vided it is suitable for the engine in other

respects. With your machine any good

brand of air-cooled oil in sealed tins

should be satisfactory.

LIGHTING NUMBER PLATES.
Recently I was pulled up by a

policeman, who said : " Why
haven't you one of your number
plates illuminated?" I told" him
the rear one was. He said : " It

is, but not sufficiently ; one (the front

or the rear) must be illuminated so that

it can be read at a distance of forty

yards away." I am not quite sure

whether a number plate need be illu-

minated on a solo motor cycle. My
rear lamp is an ordinary one with a

small lens in the side.—L.W.R.
It is necessary that one number plate

shall be clearly illuminated even on a

solo machine. If the front numbers are

illuminated by the head lamp, there is. no
need to illuminate the rear number plate.

They must be easily read, of course. At
the present time it is not necessary to

carry a rear light on a solo machine
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READER'S REPLY-

CHOOSING A COMMERCIAL TRAVELLER'S
MACHINE.

I notice "S.L.S.," a commercial
traveller, asking for advice in choosing
a suitable mount. Having in daily use
for business and pleasure an 8 h.p.

Matchless-M.A.G., I should strongly

advise him to get a similar machine,
which will give him excellent results, and,
in my opinion, is the finest business
proposition in motor cycles—a machine
built to "stand up to it." I know that

I am not alone in this opinion. / Of course,

I fully understand that "S.L.S." asked
about a lightweight, and also that he says
his means are very limited. Still, not-

withstanding this, I would strongly advise

him to make it a Matchless. The spring

frame is greatly appreciated on the
present-day road surfaces.—W.R.C.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions published

under this heading should be sent to the

Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street. Coventry, when they will be for-

warded direct to the querists concerned.

"R.E.K-P." (Deal).—Speed, silence-,

comfort, and economy of the 5 h.p.

N.U.T. and 5-6 h.p. Raleigh.

"A.-B.C." (Shrewsbury).—Tube pro-

tectors and other puncture-proof devices.
" C.C.L." (Harringay, N.).—Any kind

of puncture-proof band for inserting

between the cover and tube, of driving

wheel of sidecar outfit, slowing effect,

chafing of inner tube, etc.

"W.W.L." (Woldingham). — Degory
and Mills carburetters on 2| h.p. Douglas.

"T.G." (Harrow).—Best carburetter

and adjustment for 1916 5-6 h.p. Clyno
sidecar, with extra passenger.

"H.R." (Motherwell). — Will this

reader please forward his address?
" J.W.B." (Birmingham). — Tuning

hints for speed with 4 h.p. Douglas (solo

. and sidecar), W.S.R. or similar variable

jet adapters.
" J.F." (Scarborough). — Ner - a - car :

Consumption, wear on friction drive,

climbing, reliability, and comfort.

"W.H.E." (Ormskirk).—4 h.p. 1921

Blackburne, solo or sidecar : Reliability,

consumption, and general hints. -

Lighting from the Magneto.

An electric lighting equipment which
derives its current from the magneto
will shortly be marketed by F.R.S.
Lamps, Vere Street, Birmingham. It is

only suitable for single-cylinder machines.

A Satisfactory Liquid Soap.

Some time ago we received a sample of

Horto liquid soap. Unfortunately, the
makers' name and address is not on the
tin so we are unable to give credit where
it is due. This soap, which is particularly

- effective in removing dirt and grease,
lathers well even in the hardest water.

Scooter Price Reductions.

A general reduction in price has been
made on the Autoglider machines, which
are now made by the National Manufac-
turing Co., of '19-20, Charlotte Street,
Birmingham. The 1922 figures now range
from £30 to £45, with £3 10s. extra for

a handle-bar clutch. Spare parts for the
machines made by Autogliders, Ltd., are
available from stock.

Chain-driven 6 h.p. Ariel Retained.

At the Olympia Show it was projected
that the 6-7 h.p. Ariel would be sold
with belt final drive only, the all-chain

model being equipped with an 8 h.p.

engine. It has now been decided to

continue the 6-7 h.p. all-chain model as
well, its price being £117 or £152 10s.

with sidecar.

Running Hints for Morgan Drivers.

Some useful wrinkles concerning the
maintenance of the Morgan Runabout are
embodied in a booklet recently issued by
the Morgan Motor Co., Ltd., of Malvern.
The instructions are rendered clear by
excellent sketches and photographs, and
special information is given regarding
lubrication. A list of spares is also given.

JANUARY 5th, 1Q22.

An Unlimited Guarantee against Valve

Breakage.

In a catalogue just received from G.R.I.
Motors, Ltd., of 79, West Regent Street,

Glasgow, particular attention is drawn to

the fact that the poppet valve of the 350
and 500 c.c. Gri engine is guaranteed for

an indefinite period. It will be recol-

lected that in this engine use is made of

a combined rotary distribution valve and
a single poppet valve, which controls the
exhaust opening and inlet closing, remain-
ing off its seating throughout the whole of

this period. These valves are situated in

the cylinder head and driven by roller

chain.

Catalogues Received.

Saxelbys, Ltd., St. George's Works,
Coventry : Under the general name of

Saxessories are described in a twelve-

page list pillion seats, auxiliary seats for

children and adults (suitable for use in

sidecars, cycle cars, or cars), and a variety

of chain rivet extractors for cycle and
motor cycle chains.

Moss Gear Co., Ltd., Crown Works,
Aston Manor, Birmingham : A complete
description of the Moss three-speed light-

weight gear. Useful hints on the care

and adjustment of the box are carefully

described and clearly illustrated, and a

spare parts list is included.

J. B. Brooks and Co.,. Ltd., Great
Charles Street, Birmingham : Leaflet de-

scribing the Brooks cantilever saddle and
showing method of attachment to the
motor cycle carrier.

New Imperial Cycles, Ltd., Princip-

Street, Birmingham : A leaflet giving
particulars' and prices of New Imperial
solo and sidecar machines, including the
250 c.c. model, which won The Motor
Cycle Gup in the lightweight class of the
Junior T.T.
W. and F. Wills, Ltd., Bridgwater :

Price list of^ cylinder grinding, including

cost of fitting new pistons.

A. E. Radnall and Co., VauxhalL
Works, Dartmouth Street, Birmingham :

Leaflets concerning the 1922 Radco motor
cycles and sidecars, dealing with the 2j
h.p. sidecar outfit and four other two-
stroke models, amongst which a lady's

model with drop frame, two-speed gear,

clutch, and kick-starter may be mentioned.

In following the general idea of the Scotl Sociable, the Martin Rocking Fifth Wheel Co., of Springfield, -Mass., U.S.A., has aimed at

extieme simplicity. This company's machine, known as the Scootamobile, is said to be capable of 30 m.p.h. on a petrol consumption at the

rate of 75 m.p.g.
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Logic
When you find certain machines which year after year put up good pei\
(crmances in Reliability Trials, and compete with success in the grea
race in the Isle of Man—you can be sure they will give you good
service on the road.

When you find a firm of Agents—keen riders with a long record o*
successes on both road and track, who have enjoyed for 12 years the
confidence of Motor Cyclists—then you can be equally sure of the best
of service, and can rely on their advice in the selection of a new
machine to suit your special needs.

iODFREY'S have the finest selection of new 1922 Models, and
cordially invite you to visit their Showrooms. Full lists and any
catalogue sent on request.

FOR CREDIT TERMS WE CHARGE ONLY 4%
First deposit one quarter of the amount, and the balance in twelve equal monthly instalments

If you desire us to take your present machine in part exchange
send full particulars.

A few examples selected from our full stock of New Models.

NEW 1922 MODELS.
SOLO. SOLO.

LEVIS Model S, 2-speed gear

Except in those cases where
higher rates are fixed by the

Manufacturers.

A.J.S., 2J h.p.. Sports Model Bi £85
B.S.A., 4i h.p., Model H2 £110
B.S.A., 6 h.p., Model E £132
COVENTRY EAGLE, 4i h-P- vsp... £110
EXCELSIOR, 2jhp £39 18
INDIAN Scout, 4 h.p £112
INDIAN Scout, elec. equipment £130
INDIAN Standard, 7 h.p., spr'g frame £122
INDIAN Chief, electrical equipment £160
LEVIS Popular £48

COMBINATIONS.
A.J.S., 7 h.p., Standard £175
B.S.A., 6 h.p.. No. 3 B.S.A. Sidecar £164

INDIAN Scout, Sports Sidecar £142

INDIAN Standard Combination £157

MATCHLESS, Model H Combination £170

MORGAN, Popular Model £150

QUADRANT, 41 h.p., all-chain £105

SCOTT, 3l h.p-. Scott Sidecar £145

SCOTT Squirrel, Sports Sidecar £135

TRIUMPH, Type H, Gloria Sidecar £145

TRIUMPH, Type SD ; Gloria Sidecar £160

£58
LEVIS, Model S, 2-speed gear, with

kick-starter £60

£83 10

£100

MASSEY-ARRAN, z-»- h.p., Sports

RUDGE, 3j h.p., 3-speed, k -s. .

.

SCOTT, 3| h.p., Standard £110
SCOTT Squirrel, 3! h.p £105
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model H £105
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model SD £115

LIGHT CARS.
A.B.C., 12 h.p., 2-seater, 4-speeds,

Sporting Model £295
A.B.C. 2-seater, 4-speeds, Standard

Model £325
BAYLISS-THOMAS, 10 h.p., 4-cyl.,

water-cooled engine, full equip-
ment, including Lucas elec. set £315

G.N., 8 h.p., 2-seater, 3-speeds, full

equipment, including dj'namo
lighting and spare wheel £225

ROVER, 8 h.p., 2-seater, dynamo
lighting, hood, screen, spare
wheel, painted buff £220

m

For Special Bargains in Shop-soiled 1921 Models (Brand New and Unused) and sound
and fully guaranteed Second-hand Motor Cycles, write for full list.

Spare Parts for B.S.A., INDIAN, LEVIS, SCOTT, always obtainable at Godfrey's

GODFREY'S Lm *

208, Gt. PORTLAND St.,

LONDON, W.l.

'-'-%

rrffl
'Phone

:

Langham 1300.
(2 line?)

WW
!

i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i >!i!i \\i\ \\\\\\\\i\

In answering this advertisement it is desirahle to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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You will never again be stranded with a punctured tyre— never again

dread bits of glass, flint, and nails, if you fit the TUBE PROTECTOR.
The Tube Protector is a flexible layer of thin pieces of hard metal

(arranged as in a coat of mail) enclosed in canvas, and fits between the

outer cover and the inner tube of your tyre. No matter what sharp

matter pierces the outer cover, it cannot penetrate the Tube Protector

—cannot possibly pass through to the inner tube.

The Tube Protector is easy to fit, is light in weight, and causes no
triction. It allows you to wear down the outer cover to almost nothing

Think of the saving in time, money, labour, and patience.

Ask your dealer to fit TUBE PROTECTORS to your motor cyele tyres

ube frotector
Liberal terms to factors and retailers.

PROTECTORS for MOTOR CYCLES 17/11 each.

Sole Agents ;

A. Stuart Morris & Co.,

Head Office : 101, Leadenhall St., E.C.3

An Offer!
We will buy your present magneto.

Write jor

part icu lars

0/ the B.T.H.

Sparklight.
"

Quote CM22U

should you desire to re-

place it with a B.T.H.

" Sparklight " combined

ignition and lighting set.

"Sparklight" Sets can now

be supplied in three types,

for two-stroke and four-

stroke single solos; and

four -stroke single com-

binations, complete at

£13 10s., £16 16s., and

£17 10s. respectively,

and for your replaced

magneto we offer

£2 10s

The
British Thomson-Houston
Company . Limited,
Lower Ford St., Coventry.

Rigidity in the frame means great

er strength in the machine and
greater safety for the Rider.

REYNOLDS'
Butted Tubes
mean maximum rigidity, and thus

ensure that desirable " greater

strength and greater safety,"

Speciiy and insist on REYNOLDS'
Tubing in your 1922 mount.

Tim Patent Butted Tube Co., Ltd.,

Hay HaU Works, Tyseley, B'ham.

In answering these advertisements it is

HAVJIAH. WORK5JJ

desirable ta mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
-First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
itional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

re charged double rate. Each paragraph is

barged separately. Name and address must

e counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
pecial terms to regular trade advertisers will

a quoted on application.

Postal Orders" and Cheques sent in payment for

ivertisements should be made payable.^—-r"co"
) ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed^

—*—

'

reasury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

ansit, should not be sent as remittances.

All advertiS3ments in this section should be

scompanied with remittance, and be addressed

) the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Dorset

louse, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or 19,

lertford Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion

itters should be posted in time to reach the

ffices of "The Motor Cycle," by the first post

n Friday morning previous to the day of issue.

,dvertisements that arrive too late for a par-

cular issue or that are crowded out will auto-

latically be inserted in the following issue unless

ccompanied by instructions to. the contrary.

All tetters relating to advertisements should

iote the number which is printed at the end of

ich advertisement, and the date of the issue

i which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

• printers' errors, although every care is taken

I avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be
dressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office,

hen this is desired, the sum of Gd. to defray the cost of

jfstration and to cover postage on replies must be added
the advertisement charge, which must' include the

>rds Box 000, c/o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number
II apDeac in the advertisement. All replies should be
[dressed No. 000, c/o '*The Motor Cycle," Dorset House,
idor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who reply to Box No.
vcrtisements are warned against sending remittance through

s post except in registered envelopes; in all such cases the

e of the Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope

ould be clearly marked " Deposit Department."

In the case of motor cycles offered for sale under a box

imber, as it is unusual for these to be sold without first

ing inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

uilitate business by embodying in their advertisements

me mention of the district in which the machine

lered may be seen and tried.

WT DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

ly deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

jposit Svstein. If the money be deposited with "The
ator Cycle,*' both parties are advised of this receipt,.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

ods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

lount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, but

the event of no sale each party pays carriage one way.
le seller takes the risk of damage in transit. For all

ansactions up to f.io, a deposit fee of if- is charged ; on
ansactions over £10 and under £50, the fee is 2 (6 ; over

o and under £7.5. 5-/- ; over £75 and under £100, 7/.6 ;

id on all transactions over £100, i%0 All deposit

atters are dealt with' at Dorset House, Tudor Street,

radon, E.C.4, an(i cheques and money orders should be

ade pavable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.

The letter V D. " at the end of an advertisement is, an

lication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

e Deposit System- Other advertisers may be equally

sirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Headers who reply to advertisements and receive no

swer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

sncB as an indication that the goods advertised have

eady been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

iny enquiries that it Is quite impossible to reply to

;h one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

£75.—Clark, 7 Exhi-1921, new condition;
on itd., B.VV.7. [2941

fi^ltes
C^£^=<ffl

TAYLORS

Sole Londcn and District Distributing Agents
fcp A.J S., Excelsior, and Dunelt . Motor Cycles.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
A. B.C.

1 Q21 A. B.C., speedometer, Cowey Wn, tax paid,
-LtJ' specially tuned engine, absolutely as new; £65;
exchanged or deferred payment.—Edwards, 50, Hairing-
ton Ed., South Kensington. [3203

A.B.C., 1920, mileage 900, fully equipped, speed-
ometer, etc., absolutely as new, very fast; £65 for

quick sale; owner bought car.-
Earlsfield, S.W.18.

143, Ravens bury Rd.,
[3653

A -B.C.,
A. ligt

THERE is far more satisfaction and much greater

security in buying a good machine from a reliabl

Agent than in picking it up anywhere—you know
what we mean. Taylors haveM years of honest

trading at the back of them, and a reputation second

to none amongst Motor Cycle dealers. There is a

reason ! ! Taylors have always made it their business

to take just as much interest in their customers as in

their prospective customers ; in other words —
Taylors give real service.

SOME TYPICAL EXAMPLES
OF MOTOR CYCLE VALUE

latest, as new, kick starter, Lucas dynamo
ghting, Lucas electric and Cowey meclianical

horns, Watford trip speedometer, mascot, magneto cut-
out, twin copper exhausts, handle-bar muffs, 2 pannier
bags, sundry spare?, last, a real 60 m.p.h., 1,300 miles
only, insured May ; only reason selling:, bought car

;

exceptionally smart 'bus; offers.—Box 7,971, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [3319

Ace.
"I Q2l Ace, standard or electric, brand new, but shop-
-L*/ soiled, at very low prices.— 14, tit. Marlborough
St., W.l. [1855

Acme.
ACME 8h.p. 1921 Combination, 3-^eater sidecar with

taxi chassis, screens, speedometer, lamps, spare
wheel, low mileage; also sectional parage, 1 6ft. x 10ft.

;

£170 lot.—Woolard, 53, Stanmore Rd., Stevenage.
[3508

A.E.L.
SHOP-SOILED A EL. 2tfh.p„ 2-stroke, 2 speeds,

kick starter, used for one or two demonstrations
only; list price £57, accept £48.—Dunwell's Garage,

i
Wigan. Tel.: 328. [C7 66

A.J.S.

CROSS is agent for A.J.S. for Rctheiham and di*
t

£175
£85

7 h.p. Comb.

2| h.p, Sports

Excelsior i **: comb £133
Excelsior h P £39-18
Dunelt 4Jh P comb £113 - 8
Quadrants comb £105
Morgan - £150
Send for detailed specifications of any of the above
machines, or ask for Catalogue descriptive of any other
make of machine required—we can supply promptly.
Any Motor Cycle can be purchased on our Extended
Payment System. Application form sent on receiptof

postcard.

SPECIAL.
We have an excellent stock of High-class Shop-soiled and
Second-hand Motor Cycles and- Combinations to offer" at
very attractive prices for cash or purchase out of income.

Please write for detailed list.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms

—

Motor Cycles and Cars,

52-53, Sussex Place. South Kensington
Accessories, Spare Parts, and Repairs,

21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.I
Wholesale

—

33, ALFRED PLACE. W C-1.
Garage: Tottenham Court Road, W.l.

'Phones: Accessories and Repairs. Museum 12^0.
Motor Cycles and Cars, Kensington 7260.

Telegrams: i( Dynnmetro, Westcent, London. "'

trict; 1922 models in stock. [X4445

A.J.S.—Quickest deliveries all models —Merrick's
Stores, ListorhiUs Rd., Bradford. Tel..- 2439.

LEEDS.-6h.p. A.J.S.,
box

; £58; exchan;

[1163
Henderson sidecar, 3-speed gear
;es.—89, Spencer Place, Leeds.

[3457
6h.p. A.J.S., Lucas dynamo lighting set, com-

plete, and tax paid; £135.—Cross, Agent, Rother-
[X4517

22 A.J.S., the elite of motor cycles, all models.—
am E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St.,

Greenwich, S.E.10. [3799

A.U.S-. 1916 Combination, hood, screen, lamps, horn,
speedometer, insured, 3-speed; £80.-57, May field

19 s

ham.

19 2

Rd., Sanderatead, Croydon. [3275

A.J.S. 2^'h.p. Model
bination likewise

change.

19 20

B, £85; early delivery; corn-
May we discuss your ex-

Wealdstone. [3740-Bunting's,

(October) A.J.S. Combination, dynamo, spead

F.O.C.H. for
payments.

ometer, spare wheel, as new; £130.—Levitt, 80,
Streatham High Rd. 'Phone; 2701. [3798

A.J.S.; cash, exchange, or deferred
Sound second-hand machines in stock.

5, Heath St., Hampstead. (Near tube.) [3372

-10 20 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, C.A.V., Watford
J-*-' speedometer, spare wheel and tyre, all tools, perfect
condition; best offer above £130'.—Nicholson, 26, Budge
Row, Cannon St., E.C.4. [3411

1 Q22 A.J.S. Lightweights, 2%h.p.. All models can be
JL*7 supplied from stock. Book your orders now and
save disappointment. Official agents for this famous
lightweight—F. E. Wootten, Ltd., High St., Oxford.
'Phone: 308. [1967

Svare Parts

:

A.J.S. Spares.—Immediate delivery.
St., Ealing'-

- Kays, 8, Bond
[3608

A.J.S. Spares
;

prompt delivery. — Cyril Williams,
•Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. T.A. : Parts.

[7901
Allday s.

LATE 1917 Alldavs Allon, 2-speed, fully equipped;
£36, nearest.'-rBergholt, High St., Harpenden.

[3410
1 Q18 Alldays Alton, just overhauled, lamps, etc.:
J-*/ £27/10.—Goad, 122, Maida 'Vale (Private
House Garage). 'Phone: Hampstead 1353. . [3602

ALLDAYS Allon 1921 3-speed Combination, kick
starter, clutch, equipped, speedometer, mudshields,

insured ; £70 ; deferred payments.—Parker's. Bradshaw-
gate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X4489

American X.

American X.—One or two brand new but shop-
JLt7 soiled for

borough St., W
sale at bargain prices.—14, Gt.

Antoine.

3h.p. Antoine, good tyres
;

lamps, horn, M-L

Marl-
[1854

44 B. and B.; trial

End Lane, Fulham.
£12/10.—C.

A id en.

mag.,
Houlston, 22, Land's

[3589

22/10.—Arden-Villiers, tax paid 1922, late model,
2-speed countershaft, accessories; bargain.—8,

High St., Wandsworth. [3796
£ :

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end o( each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B17
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

19

Ariel.

ARIEL.—Ail models, cash or gradual payments.
Spares supplied from stock.—West Central

Agency, Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.—
6-7h.p. Ariel combination, 1921, shop-soiled

only; reduced to .£139; no extra, charge for easy terms.
[3691

ARIEL 3V>h.p. 1919, and Million! sidecar, wind
screen, speedometer, etc., in good all-round condi-

tion; £70.-62. Belgrave Rd., Corstorphine, Edinburgh.

(D) £3316

ARIEL Motor Cycles are the last word in reliability.

We have always in stock the reliable motor
cycles; trade supplied.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill,

and Woodside Parade, N. Finchley. [0378

1Q21 Ariel Combination, 4Voh.p., 3-speed, all-chain,

X*/ wind screen, Klaxon, indistinguishable -from

new, mileage under 100; £85; exchanges or deferred
payments.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Ken-
sington. [3769

Spare Parts

:

ARIEL Spares for all models, post free.—Ariel Ser
vice Depot. Jones' Garage, Broadway, Muswell

Hill. N.10. [0742
Bat.

BAT, 1914, 6h.p. J.A. P. , 3 speeds, clutch, kick
starter, tyres good lamps; 45 gns.—50, High

St., Langholm, N.B. [3388

1 Q12 Bat-Jap 6h.p. Twin, 2-speed countershaft gearlv box, kick start, all chain, hood and screen, C.B.
sidecar; offers over £40.—Ciapp, Adam St., Burnham-
on-Sea. [3565

Ueardmore
"I Q21 Beardmore-Precision 2 1

/l>h.p., 2-speed, all chain
X *J drive, spring frame, mileage 1.000 ; genuine
bargain, £47/10. — Dean. Brent Valley Golf Club,
Church Rd.. Hanwell, W. [3434

Blackburne
"1 Q20 Blackburne 4b. p. Combination, 3-p=peed. clutchA" and K.S., Lucas dynamo, fully equipped, excel-

lent condition; £100; deferred payment or exchangee.—
Edwards 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [1673

BLACKBURNE 1920 4h.p. Combination. £82; also

1920 8h.p. combination, with Henderson Elite
sidecar, £108; exchanges.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,
Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80...

[3634
Bown.

21 2%h.p. Bown-Villiers, 2 speeds, excellent con
"ditioa; £35.—Dosser, Slingeby, Malton. [3265

Bradbury.
BRADBURY 4h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, good tyres,

"unninrr order; 26 gns.—30, Norinonton Av,
Wimbledon Park. [3494

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-
" 2%h.p. Bradbury, new 1921, £70; and 6h.p.

Bradbury combination, new 1921, £135 ; no extra
charge for easy terms. [3692

£50.—4*4h.p. Bradbury coochbuilt ooniMuation, 2-

speed, large underslnng sidecar, plating and
enamel all in perfect condition.; seen by appointment.—
Bryant, 51, Barrett's Grove, Stoke Newington. [3292

Biough Superior
BRAND New Brough Superior Combination, lavishly

equipped, 8h.p. o.b.v. J.A. P.; ccst £214, accept
£135.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [3441

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd.. Service Depot,
and sole London agents for the Brough Superior,

the sporting rider's ideal.—Immediate delivery of 1922
models at reduced prices. Mark I., 90 x 77 V;?, o.h.v., 3-

epeed, clutch, and kick starter, £150; Mnrk I., sporting
combination, step, mat, screen, etc.. £180, or with
special side valve J.A. P. engine, same price; Mark
II. 6.5, mag., 72x90. 3-speed, clutch, and kick starter.
£125; sporting combination, step, mat. screen, etc.,
£150. Demonstration models in stock. Catalogues sent
post free on request.—The Allen-Bennett Motor Co
Ltd., 9-10-11, Royal Parade, London Rd.. West' Croy-
don. 'Phone: Croydon 2450 T0733

B.S.A.
TD.S.A. 1922 Models in stock; catalogue with pleasure.

B.S.A. Specialists.—County Cycle and Motor Co., Broad
St., Birmingham. [4420

"1 Q 15 B.S.A. 4%h.p. Countershaft Combination,
J-tf good condition guaranteed, new lamps, etc -

£58/10.-Below.
"IQ14 B.S.A., discs, lamps, long exhaust, sporting
J-*J mount, fine condition; bargain, £30—Goad
122, Maida Vale (Private House Garage). 'Phone-'
flampstead 1353-. [36oi
XVO.C.H. for B.S.A.'s; cash, exchange, or deferred
J- payments. Sound second-hand machines in stock
—5, Heath St., Hampstead. (Near tube.) [3370

Q O GNS., exchange.—1920 B.S.A. 4%h.p., clutch,*J*J kick start, luxurious 2-seater sidecar, hood, screen,
new condition ; any examination, trial.—Below.

QO GNS., bargain.—1913 B.S.A. 3V>h.p., 2 speeds,
<J/V chain drive, kick start, footboards, Canoeletl
poach sidecar—Seabridge, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich
Sydenham 2452. [3667

Most

I

Well-known
in stock.

makes

£220, or
£55 down, and balance in
11 instalments of £16 2 6

ENFIELD Comb.

£140 (Jg"S5?i), or

£35 down, and balance in
1 1 instalments of £10 5 3

.^MORGAN
£150, or

£37 10 down, and balance in

11 instalments of £11

O.K. -Junior.
38 gns., or

£V 19 6 down, and balance
in 11 instalments of £2 18 6

COVENTRY
PREMIER
£250, or

£62 5 down, and balance in

11 instalments of £18 7

Gradual Payments, 4% of the total sura.

<>r 7h% °Q tne balance.

LAMB'S
LTD.,

50, High Road, Wood Green,
London, N.22.

'Phone: Hornsey 1956.

151, High Street, Walthamstow,
London, E.17.

'Phone : Waltharnstow 169 (2 lines).

387, Euston Rd., London, N.W.I.
'Phone: Museum 4976.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A., 1922, Model K2. just delivered, chain dri
etc.; £110.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishoyjsgate A

Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0C

B.S.A., 1922 models, for immediate delivery; ca
exchange, deferred payments.—Newnham Mo

Oo.j 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hamm
smith 80. [36 '

1 Q20 4J4h.p. B.S.A. Combination, 3 speeds, elo
J-tf horn, etc., good tyres, and only done small rrr. I

age; price £65. or near offer.—Dunwell's! GaKl .

Wigan. Tel.: 328. [07

B.S.A.—Being official agents we have them alwe
in stock, and immediate delivery can always

given.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, and Woodsi
Parade, N. Finchley. [03

"D.S.A. 1920 Henderson Elite Combination, speed
-L> meter, lamps, horn, discs, exceptionally smai
£92; Canoelet combination, electric lighting, £82.
Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [21!

B.S.A. 1921 4i,4h.p. All-chain Drive Combinatic •

H2 sidecar, wind screen, Cowey, spring sej

pillar. Lucas Magdyno lamps and horn; £150.—Cc
Linslade Nurseries, Leighton Buzzard. [24>

B.S.A. 41
/4h.p., all chain, De Luxe sidecar, brai I

new, carries makers' guarantee; £115.—Vivij 1

Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 23-34, Wodstock St. (off Ble: i»

heim St.). New Bond St., W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 655 I

[33*

B.S.A. 1921 6-7h.p. Combination, Lucas dynan I

lighting, spare wheel, speedometer, fully equippei
,

small mileage, £155; also several 414h.p. combination: i

exchanges.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmit <

Rd., W.6. 'Phone": Hammersmith 80. [364

Svare Parts:

B.S.A. Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8. Bon
St., Ealing. [360 "

B.S.A. Specialists.—All spaTes bv return.—County CycKi
and Motor Co., Broad St., Birmingham. [332

'

T> -S.A. Spares can be had by return, post free, frot 9
i+* Jones' Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill. N.10. J|

[074.

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam 2

bridge.—B.S.A. spares by return ; no waiting I

Trade supplied. [367

GODFREYS'. Ltd., 208. Great Portland St.. London
]

W.l.—Complete stock of all B.S.A. spare part
;

always io stock. Write for free spare part list. [075( 1

Calcott.

I Q15 Calcott 2>£h.p. 4-stroke, nearly new tyre, belt
|J-*7 aluminium footboards, copper exhaust, snip; I

£18/10—76, Cromwell Rd., Luton. [354£ I

Calthorpe.

Oih.p. Calthorpe, 2-stroke, 2 speeds, overhauled, per-

<*4 feet: £20—Dosser, Slingsby, Malton. [3264

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
2%ih.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 1920, 2 speeds; £30: no

extra charge for easy terms. [3687

CALTHORPE Junior Lightweight, 2-speed, good
order; £16, snip.—28. Woodford Rd., Forest Gate,

E.7. 'Phone; Stratford 2598. [3553

CALTHORPE 1921 Combination, actually in stock
lor immediate delivery; cash or deferred terms;

place your orders with the Calthorpe specialists.—
Burlington Motors, Ltd., Clapham Common, S.W.4;
'Phone: Brixton 2417. [0509

Chater-Lea.

CHATER-LEA 1922 8h.p. Combination in stock;
£147.-Tuck Bros., 154, Blackhorse Rd., Waltham-

stow. [2820

Chater-Lea.Fafnir.
CHATER-LEA-FAFNIR 3i,4h.p. Combination, 2,

speeds, complete, good order; £22.—Reeves, Three
Bridges, Sussex. [3492

Chater-Lea-Jap.
CHATER-LEA, 6h.p. J.A.P., 3-speed. chain-drivers:

splendid condition; £48.—Barr, Walton-on-Naze.
[3331

Cleveland.

CLEVELAND 1920 3h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kicB
starter, equipped, as new; £48; deferred payment*.

—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245. Deansgate,'
Manchester. [X4486

Clyno.

CLTNO Combination, 2-speed, kick start, spares, etc.]]

38 gns.—15, Norte St, Plymouth. [3506

CLTNO 1920 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, condition abso-1

lutely perfect; £37/10.-15, Grange Rd., Ealing.
[32161

CLYNO 1917 5-6h.p. Combination, in excellent con-3
dition, a real bargain; £48.—Marble Arch Motorl

Exchange, 135, EdgwareRd., W.2. [3791

"I Q 15 Clyno Combination, 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, justl
JL*/ thoroughly overhauled and fitted bulbous bacra
6idecar; £48/10.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale (Private]
House Garage). 'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [36051

MISS DOOLEY.—5-6h.p. 3-speed K.S. 1915-16-17:
Clynos, all renovated and thoroughly overhauled'

engines and gear boxes; seen any time by appointments
prices from £55 to £65 each.—Please apply to Miss E.
Dooley, 33, Killyon Rd., Clapham, S.W.8. [3395

Bit All letters relating to advertisements shou
Motor Cycles ad

Id quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue,

vertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Hunlber.
•TrurRFR 1922 41,ih.p., sports model, speciallyU
fJ2™*ngiSi fast aid ?eliable, admitted best

alue obtainable in sporting machines; £100, m
took; illustrated pamphlets, etc., from Cambridge

gents. - Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cam-

bridge I3633

Indian.

T-9h.p. Clutch Model Indian; £35.-59, Palfrey Place,

i Dorset Ed., Claphaui Ed., S.W.8. ^574

7-9h.p. 1915 Clutch Model Indian, overhauled; details

post ; exchange lightweight, Douglas preferred.—

/ranch, Circle, Tredegar. [3313

I Q16 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian Combination, splen-
:L*7 did order; £48.-28, Woodford Rd., Forest Gate,

S.7. 'Phone: Stratford 2598. [3551

I O GNS.—Super sports Indian, countershaft gear
J-*/ box, discs, fully guaranteed; wire to secure.—

iamsden's, Maybell Av., Blackpool. [3333

£65.-1918 Indian 7-9h.p., tax paid 1922, power-
plus, coach combination, 3-speeds, clutch., kick

;tarter; bargain.— 8, High St., "Wandsworth. [3793

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, in very fine condition

;

£85; exchanges.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,
'.hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.

[3635

INDIAN Powerplus Sprnng-frame Combination, 1916,
not W.D., side-by-side valves, discs, accessories,

excellent order; £55.—Cranleign, College Slip. Bromley.
Kent. [PJ [3509

POWERPLUS Indian Combination, 1918 7-9h-p., 5
speeds, clutch, kick starter, Millford touring side-

ar, accessories, splendid condition; bargain, £65.-63,
Solon Ed., Brixton. [3581

1 Q20 Indian 7-9h.p., 3-speed, unscratched; exchange
Lt/ 16H Norton, Indian Scout, etc., or sell; machine
.:oo heavy for owner; cash either wav.—Dawson, Drum-
nond Ed., Ilkeston. [358C

INDIAN, 1919, 7-9h.p., spring frame, Powerplus,
lamps, horn, etc.. splendid condition ; £57 / 10.—

(Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate A v.. Camomile St.,

,E.C3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0072

"I Q"17 7-9h.p. Indian Combinatiou, spring frame, 5-

'J-tJ speed, kick start, overhauled, Millford red side-
bar, as new, very fast, good order; cash wanted, 48 gns.
j-Ogden, 11, Thomas St., King's Lynn. [3715

!"| Q20 Powerplus Indian Outfit, sporting sidecar, elec-
-Lf trie lamps and Lucas acetylene lamps, 2 sprockets,
[large exhaust pipe and silencer ; must be cleared ; best
(after over £65 the lot.—Box 259, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[X4414
INDIAN 1919 7-9h.p. Combination, Powerplus

model, electric lighting throughout, electric horn,
iiscs, etc.; £72/10.—Elce, Ltd.. 15-16, Bishopsgate
Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548.

[0074
1 Q19 Powerplus Indian, perfect condition, C.S. 3
J- v speed, K.S., dual clutch, lamps, horn, pump

;

£70, or close offer; trial.—R. W. Smith and Co., Auto-
1 mobile Engineers, High St., Eltham. 'Phone; 230
[Lee Green. [3567

Snare Parts

:

INDIAN Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bon-
St., Ealing. [3614

INDIAN.—New aDd second-hand spares in stock for
all models.—Langford's, 37, Cricklewood Broad-

way, London, N.W.2. [3517

GODFEETS', Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London,
W.I.—Complete stock of all Indian spare parts

always in stock. Write for free spare part list. [0752

INDIAN.—The Dennis Accessories Stores, 89, Brixton
Ed. ("Phone Brixton 3129), can supply all 7-9h.p.

parts from stock, new, including all types of forks.
They also specialise in Indian repairs. [1594

Ivy.

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bit-
- mingham, wholesale Ivy agents, have all models

in stock, including lady's model, price £69; get list.

[0710

Ixion.

I5ION-VILLIERS, 2%h.p., 2-speed, lamps, insured;
seen by appointment; £27-—Withers, 14, East

Hill, Wandsworth, S.W.18. [3526

James.

1 Q16 James, 3>£h.p., clutch, K.S., needs attention;
J-*-* nearest to £40.—Hodges, Station Rd., Hartle-
bury. [3566

JAMES 6h,p. 192C (July) Twin Combination, excel-
lent condition, complete ; £1 25.—A. J. Hooper,

Builder, High Ed., East Finchley, N. [3505

JAMES Lightweight (Dec, 1920), fully equipped,
2 speeds, fast, guaranteed perfect, any trial;

£35; exchanges.—7, Cowdrey Rd., Wimbledon. [3403

JAMES 1916 3&h.p. Twin Sports, eouipped, indis-
tinguishable from new; £70; deferred payments.

-Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate,
Manchester. [X4491

JAMES, 1920, 5-6h.p., with Lucas dynamo lighting,
£110, exchanges; also another at £115; also two

4 1>4h.p. combinations at low prices.—Newnham Motor
Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammer-
smith 80. [3632

TYRES

We lead the way
to Tyre Bargains.

Size. Make.
Our
Price

List
Price

24x2 Palme- Ribbed 21/-
-5 24x2J Clincher de Luxe Heavy 25/-
m 26x2 Engiebert Passenger 19/6 51/

Englebert Touring
Bates Special Heavy

15/- 4«/-
26x21 31/- si/-B Palmer Cord 29/-

27/9
53/°
68/B S. Moulton Extra Heavy—

i

Clincher de Luxe Heavy 25/- 54/°a Hutchinson T.T. 23/- i6 /6
BQI Engleberi Touring

Wood Milne Special
16/6" 13/6 53/9S -6x2g Palmer Cord Heavy .... 30/- 62/-

Hutchinson T.T. Rub. S. 27/6 59/9
IB Clincher de Luxe Ex. Hy. 25/- 68/6

26x2J Goodrich Safety Tread .

.

45/- 52/6

Baa Bates Special Heavy 35/- 68/6
Clincher de Luxe Heavy 27/6 iS/q

Bf Wood Milne Ex. Heavy 16/6 72/3
ma Wood Milne Special . .

.

13/6 63/9g 28x3 Goodrich Safety Tread.

.

48/- roo/-n 39/6 T00/9S 650 65 Goodrich Safety Tread .

.

407- 67/6D Best French R. Non-skid 25/- 70/-B Wood Milne Special 13/6 64/9
'60x80 Beldam Bulldog 61/-

„ Firestone: R. Non-skid .

.

58/- 87/8

g
S X11RFQ NEW AND FULLY," IUDCO GUARANTEED.

Our List
Price. Price

24x2 4/6 9/-
26x2 4/9 10/-

26X2J 7/- 10/3
26x2J 7/9 11/3

700x80 ..

: BELTS
I

Bates, Lycett.

I etc. Per foot.

Our List Sg*
Price. Price mm *

26x2* 1 „,, . ea>.
x2i |8/9 13/3 M J

26x2.V 8/9 12/9 ™«*
28x3" 7/6 — !5"i

10/- .. 15/9 SJ

IN STANDARD
LENGTHS.

fin. fin. |in. iin. tiiri

1/6 1/7 1/10 2/2 2/8u
' These Special Clearance Lines are sent 5L-»
! Carriage Paid on 7 Days' Approval against £ *.

remittance. Trade supplied. Write to-day. wa "

SBIlllllBElBBIIIBIBBilBinin^I/.WMrVAWWiVAVVJVi,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

JAMES Combination (1919), 5-6h.p., Easting, Millers
lamps, speedometer, leg guards, spring saddle pillar,

excellent tyres; £100.-52, Derby Ed., Ipswich. [3213

J.E.S.

J.E.S. lh.p. Motorcyclette, running order, dynamo
lighting; £15, or near offer.—G. Robinson, 186,

The Rye, S.E.22. [3519
Kerry.

SNIP.—3V>h.p. Kerry motor cycle, complete, less

mag., mechanically sound; £4/10.-7, Cowdrey
Rd., Wimbledon. [3405

Kingsbury.

NEW 1921 Kingsbury 2 34h.p., 2-speed; cash wanted,
£38.-365, King St., Hammersmith. [3619

Levis.

TJREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Levis.

LATEST Improved Models for immediate delivery at

1922 reduced prices.

POPULAR 2!4h.p. Single-gear Levis, £48 ;
Model S

2i/lh.p., 2-speed, clutch, £58, or with kick starter

£60 ; easy payments only 4% extra ; carriage paid to

any address. Buy your machine direct from the Levis

specialists.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Bir-

mingham. [0741

LEVIS 2%h.p. Single, excellent condition, all on;

first £22.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [3431

Q3h.p. Levis; £24/10; splendid order throughout.—
«4 Speechley, 86, Churchfield Rd., Acton, w - 3 - ..

LEVIS 1917 2Mh.p., perfect order, engine just re-

newed; £30; week-end only.—18, Gloucester Rd..

Teddington. [1395

SPECIAL Offer of a few slightly showroom soiled

250 c.c. T.T. model Levis motor cycles: list price

£65, reduced to £55; makers' speed guarantee of 50

m.p.h. with each machine; easy payments only 4% extra:

carriage paid to any address.—The Premier Motor Co
Aston Rd., Birmingham. 10740

Spa re Pa rtz :

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge —Complete Levis illustrated list, post

ree. C3677

GODFREYS', Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London,

W.l —Complete stock of all" Levis spare parts

always in stock. Write for free spare part list. [075i

Martinsyde.

D. & S. Autocar Co. are agents for Martinsyde. Early

deliveries all models-33, The Parade, Spiders

Green. -
.

[3572

1 O20 Martinsyde Combination, all-chain drive, lavishly

15? equipped; any trial; £75.-24, Balliol Rd., North

Kensington. [3445

1 Q20 6h.p Martinsyde Combination, complete with

At/ accessories, and in very good condition; price

£80.—Dunwell's Garage, Wigan. Tel.: 328. [0763

1 Q20 Martinsyde 6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, clutch,

J-«? KS fully equipped, hood and screen; £103:

deferred payment or exchanges—Edwards. 50, Harring-

ton Rd., South Kensington. [1675

MARTINSYDE 1922 Sports and Touring Solos and

and Combinations; for immediatte delivery;

cash exchange, deferred payments.—Newnham Motor

Co , 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone :
Hammer-

smith 80. I3625

MARTINSYDE 6h.p. Combination, late 1920, 1921

frame, Lucas dynamo lighting, Cameo screen,

Stewart speedometer, Cowey horn-, splendid condition,

just overhauled, licensed 1922; owner going abroad;

£140 or near offer; examination by appointment, Acton,

W.—Box 7,985, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3o83

Matchless.

A UTHORISED Service Depot.

ALL Matchless Models in stock; best stock of sparos

in London.—Knight Traction Co.. Ltd., Upper

Tooting Rd., S.W.17. 'Phone: Streatham 2390. Trade

supplied.

CROSS, Rotherham, for Matchless

stock; £170.

ORDER THE

TheName TheFirm-

WAV
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE

264-266.VAUXHALL BRIDGE R?,VICT0RIA.S.W.1

98. VICTORIA STREETjLONDON.S.W.1. cV AT
44. SURBITON ROAD. KINGSTON-ON-THAMES
4 Please address allpost orders to-Vauxhall Br/dje Road. .-

?.'• TELEPHONE --VICTORIA 6553 (r 655* '

OUR AtiENT IS THE PILLAR-BOX

new models in
[X4446

TASSELL, la, Bloomfield Rd., Plumstead, for any-

thing Matchless. Deferred payments. Spare Parts.

1 «\ 20 Matchless Magdyno Combination, speedometer.

XtJ etc.; £110.-Rackham, Charlton House, Old Charl-

ton.
[3354

MATCHLESS Brand New 1921 Combination, spare

wheel, screen, one only left; £150.-7, Exhibition

Rd., S.W.7. I2197

MATCHLESS 1920 Magdyno Combination, just over-

hauled; bargain, £108.-Clark, 7, Exhibition

Rd., S.W.7. t2942

rr»21 Matchless Combination, Magdyno lighting,

tf brand new, unused; £158: owner must sell.—

41, Madrid Rd.. Barnes, S.W. [1676

MATCHLESS Combination, M.A.G. engine, single

Amac, 3-speed, hood and wind screen; sacrifice

£68- evenings.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [37ao

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each ad

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desi

vertisement, and the date o{ the issue,

ed, marked (P).

B2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Matchless.

F.O.C.H. for Matchless; cash, exchange, or deferred
payments. Sound second-hand machines to stock.

Hampstead. (Near tube.) [3371-5, Heath St.,

SEND Your Order along
' secure satisfaction*.

MATCH-LESS
speeds, clutch.

MATCHLESS 1922 Models from stock; exchanges or
easy payments; trial run any time.—Agents, R.

B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [2198

1Q22 Matchless Models; immediate deliveries at list

J- «7 prices ; deferred payment and exchanges.—Ed-
wards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [2376

SHEFFIELD Agent for Matchless. All models in
stock. Sporting models £130, standard models

£170.-A. J. Stacey, 12, Eeclesall Rd., Sheffield. [0574

WAtTCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.—
8h.p. Matchless combination, sports model, new

1921; reduced to £149; easy terms no extra charge.
[3695

MATCHLESS 1914 8h.p. Combination, countershaft
gear, chain drive, kick start; £45.-28, Wood-

ford Rd., Forest Gate, E.7. 'Phone: Stratford 2598.
[3550

~| Q 22 Sports Matchless, sold, mileage 200, indisf in-
Xt/ guishable from new; 108 gns,, or with new side-

car 1 3 3- gns.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South
Kensington. [2377

MATCHLESS, 1922 models, for immediate delivery;
cash, exchange, deferred payments.—Newnham

Motor Co., 225, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone:
Hammersmith 80. [3624
Qfth.p. Overhead Valve Matchless-Jap, special T.T.
^W4- model, condition, appearance, brand new, new
spare races, new tyres; £32.—Malvern Ed. Garage,
Thornton Heath, Surrey. [3"542

PHONE: Greenwich 751. - Matchless: All 1922
nibdeis.^Sam E. Clfmlvnui, the agent with a repu-

tation second to none. Make it a Matchless for 1 922,
The machine of no regrets.-

fiow to Sam E. Clapham, and

'

tJnliinited Matchless service.

'

Personal'.attention to every detail. Cash, exchange, easy
terms. Sam E. Chrpham's compliments to old and new
clients for 1922 season.—Note address: Sam E. Cla-pham
'Motors), 27, iStockwell St, Greenwich, S.E.10. [3149 '

Sports Combination, 1921, new, 5
tch, kick starter, etc., shop-soiled;

£150-.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile
St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0067

MATCHLESS Combinations.—Book your orders witl;

Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E., or 'Phone Lee
Green 744 for immediate delivery of 1922 modeis. Ex-
changes and gradual payments arranged. [2163

MATCHLESS Combination, late .1920, 8h.p. J.A.P.,
spring frame, detachable wheel*5

, hood, screen,
lamps, in excellent condition • £90.—Kinsey and Co.,
352, Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. 'Phone: 1129.

[3587
MATCHLESS Model H., late 1920, Lucas acetylene

lamps, speedometer, hood, screen, spare wheel, tyres
nearly new, front band brake, plenty spares and acces-
sories; £140, or near offer.—49, Wyndham Rd., Salis-

bury. [3343

1Q21 Matchless Combination, D.A. front light [2
J.v_I).A, cylinders), electric sidecar and rear light r spare
wheel. Easting screen, hood, Klaxon, speedometer, engine
perfect, all in good conation, including Autocar insur-
ance covering all risks (premium £10 paid November)

;

a bargain at £130.—Write N. Ross- Adderson, Cumber-
land- Lodge, Farnborough, Kent. [3652

MATCHLESS.-We are the recognised North London
agents for the delightfully sprung and practically

designed Matchless combination; the Rolls-Royce on
three wheels; immediate delivery from stock, for cash,
deferred payments, or exchange; trade supplied; all

spares in stock.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill; N.10, and
at Woodside Parade, North Finchley. [0381

Svnre Part*

:

MATCHLESS Spare Parte for J.A.P. or M.A.G
can be had by return, post free, from Jones'

Garage, Service Depot, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10
[074 r

M.M.C.
23h.p. M.M.C. a.i.v. E.I.C. Magneto, B. and B. car-
4 buretteiv first-class condition; £8, carriage paid.

—Kerswell, Lawrence Hill, Bristol. [3398

Alotosacoche.

3h.p. Motosacoche, good order, mag. ; £-12.-

Sadberge, Darlington.
-Binks,
[345S

NER-A-CAR, Aug.,
perfect; £50; n

London Rd., Hitchin.

Ner a=Car.
.,1921, mileage 1,200, condition

exchanges.—Hollas, St. El
[3

New Hudson.

6 h.p. Twin New Hudson, 3-speed, clutch, completely
equipped; £37/10.-4, Station Buildings, Woodside

S.E.25. [3471

£22.—New Hudson, J.A.P. 2lih. p., 3 speeds, clutch,
Bosch watertight, front, rear stands, 2 &raEes,

lamps, horn, beautiful condition, absolutely sound- trial
—89, East Hill, Wandsworth. '[3710

New Imperial.
£28\-r=-2^£S.p\ New Imperial, 2-speed, in splendid

running order.^King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

innovation.

NEW 1922 MODELS
A.J.S. 2f H.p. Standard £85

„ 2-J h.p. Sports £85

„ 7 h.p. Combination .£175

ENFIELD 2i- h.p. Standard £55

„ 8 h.p. Combination . . . £140

(dynamo lighting £18 extra)

DOUGLAS 2| h.p. 2-speed £75

„ 3£ h.p. Sports ...... £130

,, 4 h.p. Combination . .£135

„ 6 h.p. Combination . .£165

(price includes accessories)

MATCHLESS 8 h.p. Sports £130

„ 8 h.p. Combination £170

Also B.S.A., ARTEL, and ZENITH-
BRADSHAW Motor Cycles

ANY MAKE SUPPLIED.

Startling Reductions.
1921 2$ h p. DOUGLAS £60

1921 2i h p. FEDERAL £40

1920 21 h.p. LEVIS , £29

1921 8 h.p. ACMECombination £120

1920 8 h.p. SUNBEAM Combination £130

SEVERAL MORE.

\

IT WILL PAY YOU TO

WRITE US.

DO IT NOW!
Deferred Payments

R.BAMBER&Co.,Ltd.
2, EASTBANK STREET,

S0UTHP0RT.'Phone: 607.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

KTEW IMPERIAL 3-speed 350 c.o. Super SportsLI J.A.P., scarcely used; £68.—Clark, 7, Exhibition
Rd., S.W.7. . [2195
CHART Outfit, New Imperial 1920 8h.p., roomy
^J sidecar, Easting screen, electric lamps; £90 cash.
—Bunting's Exchange, Wealdstone. [3738
TX7"AUOHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.— '

»" 2^h.p. New Imperial, 2-speed only, £63; also
2-speed clutch and kick start model, £69; easy terms
arranged. [3696
TVTEW IMPERIAL, 1922, 2?'4h.p., Model No. 1, 3
J-" speed; in stock ior immediate delivery; £63 —
Elce, Ltd., 15-16. Bishopsgate Av„ Camomile St., .

E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0070

Norton.
DREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Nortons:

T\JO. 9, 3y2h.p„ belt drive, £80; 16H 3-speed T.T.,x * £115; Big 4, 3-speed, £120; easy payments 4%
extra.—Immediate delivery from the Norton Specialists-;
The Premier Motor Co., Aeton Rd., Birmingham. [0625

IfJH Norton, 1920, fully equipped, long plated ex-
J-v* haust, excellent;. 80 gns.

"IC421 Norton 4h.p. Sports, long plated exhaust,
-i-t/ footrests, as new; 82 gns; exchanges.—Kent's,
417,- Lord St., Sonthport. [3384

NORTON 1921 Models.-Sole district agents, Wessex
Motors, Ltd.. 60, Catherine Street, Salisbury.

'Phone: 72.. [0717

NORTON 3Wi.p. Combination and ca^h, for late
Big 4 or Sunbeam 8h.p., or sell £73—Water-

house, 1. Fairhaven Rd., Bolton. [£4358

]Ck21 Norton 3IAh.p., chain drive, mileage 2,800,
** dynamo lighting, B.R.S. engine, 2 pairs handle-

bars; cost £170; offer-.—Quirk. Kifcwick. [X4497

BIG 4 Norton Combination, chain driye, Lucas lamps,
horn, leg shields, epeedoineter, wind seen, first-

class condition; £72.—Warwick, Hinckley rd., Leicester.

[X4494
NORTON 16H, specially built frame, exceptionally

low, I.O.M., built for chain belt 1920, foot gears,
Cowey" horn. Tan-Sad,
Allington, Northwood.

2 generators

;

£80.—newm-,
[3293

SPORTS Norton, 16H, 1921, fully equipped,. low mile-
age, Ricardo piston, close Tatios, mechanically per-

fect ;

folk.-

nearest- £95, or lightweight part exchange
-Box 7,944, e/o The Motor Cycle.

Nor-
[3237

"I <£|21 4 1 jh.p. Norton Family Combination, Sturmey-
jl*J Archer, all-chain drive, Lucas Magdyno, Bonnik-
sen, 700 x 80 tyres, 2-seater sidecar, mileage under 5,000

;

£135.—Rothwell and Milboume, Cowleigh Garage, Mal-
vern. [3317

NORTON, 1921, Model 16H, 3V'=h.p., mileage 2.000,
complete, lamps, speedometer, all accessories, Tan-

Sad, copper exhaust, Bosch mag., fast machine ; any
trial: £110—Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchley Rd.,
Hampstead 7822. [3768

SPECIAL Competition Nortons. winners of numerous
awarcfe for speed during past season : SV^.p.

B.R.S., single gear, like new, £50; 3l'
2h.p. 1921 B.R.S.,

3-speed, close ratio gears, sprockets 13 to 20 teeth, ,

numerous spares, racing sidecar if required, no reason-
able offer refused; 6 months' guarantee with each ma-
chine—Caldwell, 60, HorsemaTket, Warrington. [X4524

Swire Parts ;

St., Cam-
List free.

[3678

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green
bridge.—All Norton parts by return.

N.U.T.
1 (1120 Magdyno N.TJ.T. Combination, all accessories
J.«J be it offer over £90
St., King's Cross.

new condition.—79, Judd
[3254

with Lucas dynamo lighting;NUT 1920 3V,b.p.,
£85; exchanges. — Newnham Motor Co., 225,

Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.
[3629

OK
£22/10.-O.K.-J.A.P. (tax paid 1922) 2\;h.p„ 2-

speed countershaft, all accessories.— 8, High St.,

Wandsworth. [3795

~|Q21 2-speed O.K.-Vifliers, lavishly equipped, abso-
'X*7 lutely unscratched; £39; evenings.—67, Fernlea
Rd., Balham.

AUCHOPE'S, 9,WJ

[3782

Shoe Lane, London,- E.C.4.—
2*ih.p. O.K. Jnnioi', 2 speeds, 1917; £30: easy

terms no extra Charge. [3686

O.K., 1920-21, 2V-ih.p.-, single-speed, accessories, very

good condition; ^27.—Newnham Motor Co,, 223,
Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.

[3633

1 Q16 O.K. Junior, 2Vdh.p., 2 speeds, cylinder re-

X.t/ ground and fitted new piston, etc., nearly new-

tyres and belt, equipped, real snip; £25.-76, Cromwell
Rd., Luton. [3549

Omega.

OMEGA 1922 Model.—For earliest deliveries write

to London Motors, 61, Holborn Viaduct London,
EC.l, sole distributing agents lor the following coun-

ties * Bedfordshire, Berkshire, Northamptonshire, Suf-

folk' Cambridgeshire, Hampshire, Oxfordshire, Sussex,

Huntingdonshire, Norfolk, Rutland. Kent, Hertford-

shire, Surrey, Essex, and Buckinghamshire, with the

exception of a 20 mile radius of London. [2417[X4509

B22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Triumph.
IUMPHS.—A fine assortment of

stock at prices to suit all.—Koss.

-Baker, Wang
[3392

all models in

86, High Rd..
[4485

p. 3-speed Triumph, fully equipped, splendid condi-

tion; 35 bus.. ofiers.-19, Streatley Ed., Bronde|

).C.H. the Triumph agents: cash, exchanges, or

deferred payments.—5, Heath St., Hampstead
,r tube.) t3369

.IT7MPH Junior, good condition; £33, or ex-

change.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place, Leam-
,n Spa. [X4573

12 Triumph, clutch, Bosch, recently overhauled,

good running order ; offers solicited.

Suffolk.

HUMPH and Gloria Model H Combination, all

accessories, late model; £72/10.-365, King St.,

imersmith. [2934

HUMPH, 1920, Gloria coachbuilt sidecar, recently

overhauled by Triumph Co.
s, Tamworth.

HUMPH Coachbuilt Combination; £48; splendid
order throughout.—Speechley, 86, Churchfield
Acton, W.3. [3240

HUMPH 1920 Countershaft, £70; a sDip; another
older but running splendidly, £40.—Bunting's

aange, Wealdstone. [3739

1
13-14 3-speed Triumph, long exhaust, latest

frame and tank, fully equipped; £34.—116.

:ing Rd., Guildford. [3555

|1B Countershaft Triumph, £48; perfect; ditto
' 1920 combination, as new, £80.-24, Balliol

North Kensington. [3444

"AUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.
Triumphs, all 1922 models supplied promptly

tesy terms or exchange. [3698

422 Triumph, all models, a_t list prices ; deferred

-Jones, Rectory, Newton
[X4579

all

payment or exehanges.-
Rd., South Kensington.

)20 Triumph, 4h.p., ...

has only been ridden solo;

Edwards. 50. Harring-
[1678

in good condition, Lucas lamp,
£80.—Lt. Back, R.N.,

[.S. " Mackay," c/o G.P.O. [3325

1 21 Triumph, chain drive, equipped, mechanically
perfect, unsciatched, done less than 50 miles;

[3287

Easting wind

-108, I.W.18.Lyford Rd.,

JIUMPH 1919 4h.p. Combination
screen, lamps, etc., good condition; seen any time:
-Snow, Laurel St., Dalston, E.8. [3260

3IS Week's Bargain.—1914 Triumph 4h.p. 3-speed
C.B. combination', all on, new Dunlops, guaranteed

ect; £45.-1, Priory Rd., Kew Green. [3482

)20 Baby Triumph, just overhauled, in excellent
condition, many accessories; £40, or nearest.

—

s, 20, Kendall Av., Sanderstead, Surrey. [3545

SIUMPH Combination, 1914, Grado gear, fully

equipped, and perfect; £32/10.—Claphnrn Motors,
h St., Clapham. 'Phone: Latchmere 4290. [3279

rAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.—
21.4h.p- Triumph Junior. 1921, tax paid, fully

ired. all accessories; £50; easy terms arranged.
[3699

BSOLUTELT Latest S.D. Model Triumph, Cowey
speedometer, Lucas lamps, nearly brand new, guar-

ded : £85.—Archibald, Selly Oak, Birmingham. [3215

RIUMPH 1920 2i/ih.p. Junior, Lucas lamps, first-

class condition; £42.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,
nmersmith Rd., W.6.- 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.

)20 Triumph-Gloria Combination
shields, Cameo, in perfect order, "fully equipped

15; after 7—45a, Duntshill Rd., Earlsfield, S.W.18.
[3785

ElIUMl'H 4h.p., 1918, 3-speed, fully equipped, spares:
£49, nearest, or part exchange 7-9h.p. combination.

ennell, 4, Foulis Terrace, South Kensington (2542).
[3318

)13 Triumph 3J/2h p., 3^speed, clutch, excellent con-
dition, -tyres good, plating, enamel unscratched,

ed during war

:

II, Swindon.
send photo; £50.—R.M. 27, The

[X4516
Ih.p. Triumph, N.S.U. gear, good tyre and all ac-
2 cessories; £24/10.-26, Tulse Hill, Brixton
lf-minute from Brixton Skating Rink). 'Phone :

rton 1292. [3728

RIUMPH, 1922 models, for immediate delivery;
cash, exchange, deferred payments.—Newnham

tor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone :

[nmersmith 80. [3626

RIUMPH 1913 3V>h.p.. 3 speeds, clutch, coachbuilt
sidecar, equipped, good condition : £53 ; deferred

ments.—Parker's, Bradshawgate. Bolton: also "245,
uxsgate, Manchester. [X4485
RIUMPHS.—We are the North London agents, and
can deliver from stock for cash, deferred pay-

tits, or exchange.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, and
odside Parade, N. Finchley. r0382

RIUMPH H. Combination, October, 1920, luxurious
Sandurn sidecar, screen, hood, grid, Lucas lamps,

n, speedometer, spares, perfect ; 95 gns. ; exchange.
ieath, 168, Wellington Rd. South, Hounslow, Middle-

[3274

WHICH IS YOURS?
1922 LIGHT CARS.

AIREDALE 11.9 h.p. 4-seater .... £475

CALTHGRPE 10 h.p. 2-seater. . . . £355

I"

CALTHORPE 10 h.p. 4-seater. . . . £375

CALTHORPE de Luxe 2-seater . . £410

CALTHORPE de Luxe. 4-seater . . £435

COVENTRY PREMIER 4-wheeler £250

L.S.D. 3-wheeler, All on £165

LAGONDA (Coupe or 4-seater) . . £395

STANDARD 8 h.p. (2 or 4-seater) £325

STANDARD 11 h.p. 2-seater .... £515

STANDARD 11 h.p. 4-seater .... £525

1922 MOTOR CYCLES.
B.S.A. 4i h.p. Chain-Belt £107

B.S.A. 4i h.p. All-Chain £110

B.S.A. 6 h.p. Light Comb £164

B.S.A. 8 h.p. Comb £185

BRADBURY 4h.p.,3-sp., All-Chain £92

BRADBURY 6 h.p. Comb £146

DOUGLAS 2} h.p. 2-speed, All on £75

DOUGLAS 2| h.p. 3-speed, All on £90

DOUGLAS 3£h.p.'3-speed Sporting £130
EDMUND-BLACKBLRNE 2J h.p.

2-speed, spring frame £85

ENFIELD 8 h.p Combination £140

g ENFIELD 2i h.p. 2-speed £55

LEVIS Popular 2i tip £48

LEVIS 2J h.p. 2-speed £58

LEVIS 21 h.p. 2-speed, kick-start £60
MARTINSYDE 6 h.p. Combination £160
NEW IMPERIAL 2f h.p. 3-speed 60 Gns.
NEW IMPERIAL 2| h.p , All-Chain £73

NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Comb. . . £145

NORTON Big Four Combination £149 10

NORTON 3* h.p. 3-speed £115
NORTON Big Four £120
REX-ACME 2-5- h.p 2-speed £50

[3637
! REX-BLACKBURNE 2J h.p £69 15

peedometer, leg
, REX.ACME 8 hp Combination. . £150

ROYAL RUBY 2| h.p. 2-speed. . . . £70
SCOTT-SQUIRREL 3i h.p. 2-speed £105
SCOTT 3J h.p. 2-speed Comb. . . £145

SUNBEAM 3* h.p. (New Type) 120 Gns.
SUNBEAM 4i h.p. (New Type) 135 Gns.
SUNBEAM 3ih.p. Combination 162 Gns.
SUNBEAM 8 h.p. Combination. . £217 7

TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Chain-Belt .... £105
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. All-Chain £115
TRIUMPH JUNIOR 2J h.p. £65

EXCHANGES AND DEFERRED
PAYMENTS QUOTED

Second-hand Machines in great variety from (25.

Send for latest list.

The Halifax Motor Exchange,

25, Horton Street, Halifax.

'Phone: 1400. 'Grams: Perfection.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Solo, 3-speed Sturmey-Archer
countershaft gear box, lamps, excellent order

;

£55.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.,
W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [3636

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., 1918, with Millford sidecar,

speedometer, lamps, and horn, discs; £75; ex-

changes.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.,

W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [3631

TRIUMPH 1910 3V-h.p. T.T.. Philipson pulley,

dropped frame, equipped, speedometer, good condi-

tion ; £30; deferred payments—Parker's, Bradshawgate.
Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X4484

TRIUMPH 1919 Countershaft, 3 speeds, clutch, kick

starter, beautifully polished gear box and crank

case, enamel and plating as new. a most magnificent

machine; gift, 79 gns; exchange entertained.—53,

Swaffleld Rd., Wandsworth. [3510

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Combination, complete equipment,
very carefully looked after, splendid condition;

£75, or close offer.—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd.,

23-24, Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.), New Bond
St., W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 6559. [3365

"1 Q20 Triumph Combination, countershaft, 4 electric

lt» lamps, 2 accumulators, Bonniksen speedometer,

new tvres, belt, special sporting Canoelet, aluminium
dash, Avro wind screen, switchhoard, clock; £90

;
—23,

Tivoli Rd., Crouch End. Hornsey 792. L370f

1Q20 Renovated Triumph (makers' guarantee), Dun-
-Lt7 hill sidecar with hood, wind screen, and luggage

grid, trip speedometer, lamps, horn, many spares, insured,

superb condition, very fast; £85.-Owen Roberts, 2, St.

Mark's Sq., London. N.W.I: 'Phone: Hampstead 4108

~l Q|21 Triumph Combination, issued new October, 1921.
J-<? 4h.p. (Model H.), Montgomery sidecar, equipped

with 3 lamps and horn, mileage only 300, condition

and appearance as new, end of term bargain, and quite

unrepeatable at £107/10 cash.-The Laytoa Garages, 90,

High St., Oxford. L3655

Syare Parts

:

rpRIUMPII Spares; immediate delivery.—Kays, 8.

JL Bond St., Ealing. [3615

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd.. Green St., Cam-
bridge, the Triumph specialists. Every part in

stock. I3681

TRIUMPH Spare Paits for all models, also Sturmey-

Archer gear parts from stock,_ post free.
Broadway,

[0746

-Every part,' any

overhauls by specialist.—Jones' Garage,

Muswell Hill, N.10.

TRIUMPH Parts, 1904 to 1921
year, in stock, new or secona-iuinu, giuiiauuseu

serviceable. Enclose stamp for reply. Why not second-

hand goods in place of new while prices are so high?

Half the price: satisfaction guaranteed.— Forfield Motors

11, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [i.45o9

Trump.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.—
2%h.p. Trump-Jap, 2-speed mode!, new 1922;

£60; easy terms arranged. [3700

Velocette.

LATE 1920 Velocette, 2 speeds, all

£45.—Kay, Ambergate, Derbyshire.

chain driven

perfect

;

[3527

VELOCETTE, 2-speed, 1915, chain driven, excellent

condition, new tvres; £25.-Colonial Motor Co..

104a, Einchley Rd., N.W.3.N.W.3.

Verus.

carburetter, silencer.VERUS 2-stroke, 1920, mag.,
perfect condition, £10 lowest, car generator, 10/-.

—3, Hampton St., Birmingham. [X4456

iQ2i Verus, 4h.p. Blackburne engine, 3-speed, clutch,

J-«J K.S., perfect condition throughout: £78:

deferred payment and exchanges.—Edwards. 50, Har-

"rington Rd.. South Kensington [1672

1 Q20 Verus 2%h.p., single speed, good as new, elec-

AtJ trie light outfit, good accessories, suit overalls
J insurance; lot cost over £75;

accepted: appointment only.

—

- Wandsworth, S.W.18. [3178

(5ft. 6in.), tax paid,

best offer over £45
Schofield, 25, Santos Rd

Williamson.

WILLIAMSON 8h.p. w.c. Combination, 3 speeds,

clutch, kick starter, all-chain, fully equipped, and
perfect- £49/10.—Clapham Motors, High St., Clapham.

'Phone! Latchmere 4290. [3278

Wolf.
(tax paid 1922) 23^1.]^, single^£18/10.—Wolf-Jap ,

speed, good going order

Wandsworth.

XTT-OLF 2%h.p„

bargain.— 8, High St.,

[3797

2-speed, new T.B. mag., appearance
ine recently overhauled; £35, or

nearest.—Hughes, Freelauds, Gronant, Prestatyn. [3218

WOLF 2*h p., 2-speed and clutch; £26; very good

order! exchanges.-Newnha-
Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone

Wooler.

Hammersmith 80.
[3630

T.T. Wooler, 9-speed,

hausts, fast, conditionals^ new
Greenhill House,

clutch, o.h.

l „as ne
Ripley, Derby.

r., long copper ex-

£55.— S. Blackwell,
[3353

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Wooler.

WOOLER, 1920, 140 m.jJ.g., excellent condition,

lamps, horn, etc.; £43, offer.—7, Birkbeck Man-
sions, Biikbect Ed., Hornsey, N.8. [3417

STECIAL Bargain.—2%h. p. Wooler new, shop-soiled,
1920 model, complete with lamps and horn,

variable gear; reserve price £70; first offer ahove
secures; an opportunity not to be missed.—Mebes,
156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone : Langham 2230.

[3364

Zenith.

ALLAN GEUZELIEE, Specialist in Zenith motor
cycles.

1Q21 8h.p. Clutch Model, shop-soiled, £112.

"I Q21 8h.p. Sports, shop-soiled, £95.

iqzo 6h.p. Clutch Model, £100

1 Q20 8b. p. Sporte, £90.

|Q21 3y2h.p. Bradshaw, only ridden once, £105.

| Q21 6h.p. Special, 750 c.c, as new, £75.

1 O20 8h.p. Clutch Model, as new, £90

1Q 21 5h.p. Sports, £60.

AN Opportunity! Don't miss it.—1922 3-speed chain
drive Zenith-Bradshaw tor immediate delivery, £119.

I
CAN Give You Immediate Delivery of any 1922
model, and can supply within 24 hours nil spare

parts. Complete overhauls and tuuing a speciality.—Allaa
Gruzelier, Ulster Chambers, 168, Eegeut St., W. Ri'sen,
205: [3085

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.—
3 l/2hp. Zenith-Bradshaw; new price £105; easy

terms arranged. [3701

DEANK WHITWORTH, Ltd , 139, New St., Bir
-T minghaiu, lor immediate delivery fioiu stock of
Zenith-Bradshaw: price £118.

THIS WEEK WE REPEAT

[0711

London, E.C.—
Sh.p. Zenith and sidecar, 1920, excellent con-

dition, fully equipped; £97/10. [3702

-Zenith 1919 5h.p. Sports, equipped, stored
rly 2 -years, guaranteed perfect; 100 miles trial;

-486, Eadclifle Ed., Bolton. [3217

TyAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane,

ditii

STOP,
nearly 2 .years, guaranteed perfect;

£60.- "

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, ' London, E.C.4.-
8h.p. Zenith and limousine, 1920, fully equipped;

£97/10 ; easy terms no extra charge. [3690

1 Q21 Sports Zenith, special 750 c.c. J.AP
J-tf small mileage, condition as new
Engineering Works, Ltd., Guildford.

engine,
£85 ,—Weyside

[3706

F.O.C.H., the Zenith agents; cash
t

deferred payments

;

in stock.

-

... exchanges, or
sound second-hand machines

—5, Heath St., Hampstead. (Near tube.)
[3368

£55.—Zenith 5-6h.p., tax paid 1922, countershaft,
clutch, kick starter, coach sidecar, hood, screen,

all accessories, speedometer.— 8, High St., Wandsworth.
[3794

"J
Q21 Zenith, 90 bore, o.h.v., J. A. P. engine, has ex-

it/ ceeded 82 m.p.h. in open speed trial, absolutely
perfect; £97/10—W. J. Bladder, 52. Sidbury, Worcester.

[X4496
"I Q21 5h.p. Sports Zenith, ns now, all on, tax paid,X £7 insured, £70 ; or exchange N.U.T. same date, or
Sunbeflui and £10.—Turner, Hirwain, Ladbroke Ed.,
Redhill. [3352

8h.p. Zenith, countershaft, clutch, believed 1916-17,
engineer owned, perfect condition, £62 ; Douglas

sidecar for same, new Easting, £10.—Smith, 59, Pail;
Rd., Forest Hill, S.E.23. [3459

ZENITH-BRADSHAW Models, for immediate de-
livery; cash, exchange, deferred payments.—

Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [3627

ZENITH 5-6h.p. Sports, new May last, negligible
mileage, fitted many accessories, including acety-

lene and electric lamp sets; owner selling through nines*-
price £95.—J. Green, " Glovers," . Bexhill. [3255

ZENITH 1920 6h.p. Sports, speedometer, horn
lamps, insured, new condition, £72; 1920 8h p

countershaft combination, Lucas electric lighting
£106.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7." [2200

"J
Q22 Zeniths, all models.—5h.p. J.A.P., counter-J-y shaft, £118; with sidecar, £147; immediate

delivery; actual Show model in stock. Order early —
South Eastern Garage, Heme Hill, S.E.24. [3598
ZENITH, 1921, 8h.p„ countershaft model, with Swan

sporting sidecar, Lucas lamps, nraM-.ir.nllw
:hangi

223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6
80.

. practically new
Newnham Motor Co.,
Phone : Hammersmith

[3638
SPECIAL Sh.p. Sports Zenith, Dec, 1920, fitted

TT. bars, racing pulley, F.E.W. valve attachm
adjustable jet, lamps, horn, knee-grips and
machine in perfect and unscratched condition •

going abroad; £100. -Harris, 11, Brecknock Ed'

with
ents,

spares,
owner
N.19.
[3359

LAST WEEK'S
OFFER. AT TIME OF GOING TO
PRESS, SOME OF THESE ARE
STILLLEFT,WHILESOME OFTHEM
ARE SOLD, AND BY THE TIME
THIS APPEARS IN PRINT, OTHERS
MAY HAVE GONE. STILL WE
SHOULD BE PLEASED IF YOU
WILL DROP US A NOTE IF ANY
OF THE FOLLOWING MODELS
INTEREST YOU.
List Price. Sale Price.

£160 o—1921 8h.p. ENFIELD Combination.
Never such value offered £123

£182 o—1921 Sh.p. ENFIELD Combination,
fitted with Lucas Magdyno electric

lighting. Ready for the road at a
record value price £140 "0

£Z55 0—1921 6h.p. MARTINSYDE Combina-
tion, 3-speed, clutch, and kick-starter.

Compare value with elsewhere £129

£209 12—1921 8 h.p. REX Combination, Rlack-
burne engine, all-chain drive. A Rolls-

Royce outfit at the price of a cheap
motor cycle' £140

£165 o—1921 7-9 h.p. AMERICAN X, 3-speed,
clutch, and kick-starter. An un-
approachable value ... '. £98

£112 o—1921 3 ih,p. COVENTRY -EAGLE,
3-speed, clutch, and kick-starter.

Just the price of a lightweight £79 10

£135 o—1921 4 h.p. ARM IS, twiiiM.A.G. engine,
2 -speed, clutch, and kick-starter.

Speed going cheap. Don't miss this

chance £72
£r20 o—1921 4 h.p. B.A.T., twin J.A. P.,

.3-speed, clutch, and kick-starter.'

50% reduction, a chance which won't
occur again £80

£65 o—1921 2! h.p. LEVIS, T.T. model,
guaranteed 50 m.p.h. This oppor-
tunity should be snapped at once.. £49

£80 15—1921 2,2 h.p. INVICTA-J.A.P-, 2-sp.,

clutch, and kick-starter. The last

one left. Grab it ! £61

£105 o—1921 2j-h,.p. DOUGLAS, 3-speed,

clutch, and kick-starter. Only one
left. Startling value £73

£120 o—1921 2$ h.p. WILKIN, sports model,
3-speed, all-chain drive. Absolutely
giving away, this splendid machine £82

£99 I5—1921 2f-h.p. MASSEY-ARRAN, 2 sp.,

discs. Compare our prices with
others £72

£110 o—1921 4i h.p. B.S.A., Model H2,
3-speed. clutch, and kick-starter.

Value which you cannot fail

to appreciate £88
£210 —1921 10 h.p. ACE, 4-cylinder, 3-speed,

clutch, and kick-starter. This mag-
nificent 4-cylinder machine going at
almost half-price , £1 20

£184 9—1921 6-7 h.p. B.S.A. Twin Combina-
tion, spare wheel, and sidecar,

windscreen. Wonderful value. . , . £160

How is it done ?

Where is the Profit? you will ask.

We can assure you there is no profit, but

a very considerable loss on our own cost

on every one of those machines—but we
sell such large numbers during the season
that we can afford to lose on what are left

over at the end of the year.

OUR LOSS IS YOUR GAIN
IF YOU NOW SEIZE THE

OPPORTUNITY.

ALEXANDER'S
113-115, Lothian Rd., EDINBURGH
272-274, Gt. Western Rd., GLASGOW

E26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

1 Q22 Zenith-Bradshaw in stock for immediate del
J-*-' liveiy; _£118; cash, exchange, or extended pay 1

Allen-Bennett Motor Co., Ltd., 9-10-11, Rava
'Phone : Croyao]

ments.
Parade, London Rd
2450.

West Croydon.
W73<

8 h.p. Countershaft Zenith Montgomery Sports Com J

bination, brand new 10/10/21, done 300, electr.i< A

lighting, Cowey speedometer, fully insured, splendic j
sporting outfit ; £113, or near.— 105, Wentwoith R4 \

Golders Green. [3051 •

ZENITH Combination, 5-6h.p., late model, counter
j

shaft, clutch, kick starter, Einks, Millfoid touring
f

sidecar, luggage grid, hood and cover, wind screen, lamps i

Klaxon, accessories, condition as new; bargain, £60.- ^

63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [3582
'

ZENITH Standard 5h.p., perfect condition intern-
j

ally and externally, extra fittings, polished
!

copper tank, drip feed, Senspray, pre-war Bosch, horn, v

lamps, tools, spare valves, plugs, belt, tube, tyre (new
]

Dunlop), Amac carburetter; £50.-13, Westmoreland a

Rd., Barnes. [3436

ZENITH, 1921-22, with 1921 Gloria sidecar, 8h.p. 1

twin J.A.P., countershaft model, with clutch andij
kick start, complete lighting set, horn, Cameo wind I
screen, side shield, luggage carrier, etc., in new con-'H

dition throughout; sacrifice, £118.—Teeth, 769, Rom-

3

ford Rd., Manor Park, London, E. [3522

'

Ladies* Motor Cycles.

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-
j

iningliani, distributing agents for the Lady's Ivy, I

daintiest of all ladies' machines; £62, complete. Send I

for list. [0724

Miscellaneous
"lyriNIATURE Motor Cycle, splendid order; £ 18-—

|

57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [3560

6 h.p. Combination, £20; Morgan type 3-wheeler,
m<

'

modern, £40.—H. R
Finchley, London,

Hall,

AL

Hutton Grove, Tsorth
[3356

ALLBER Garage, Thornsett Rd., Earlsfield, London,
S.W. (opposite Earlsfield Station, L.S.W. Ry,>.

|

'Phone : Latchmere 4388. We supply for cash, ex- <

change, or easy terms, giving delivery on deposit. Some
\

New Year bargains below :

ALLBER.—1921 A.B.C., complete with lamps, Cowey
horn and speedometer, in new condition, perfect,

tax paid; £75.

ALLBER.—1921 Mars-Jap, special 350 c.c. engine,

Burman 2 speeds, clutch, kick starter, disc wheels,

beautiful machine as new, tax paid; £53, complete-

LLBER.—James 19X9 2-stroke, 2 speeds, all acces-

sories, tax paid, in good order; £35.

ALLBER.—Sun-Villieis, 1916, 2%h.p., 2-stroke, all

accessories, in good order, tax paid; £25.

ALLBER.—Douglas, 1917, 2%h.p., 2 speeds, all acces-

sories, tax paid, in splendid condition; £38.

ALLBER—1919 4h.p. Douglas, 3 speeds, clutch, kick

starter, new tyres, all accessories, tax paid; £58;
in new condition,

ALLBER.—1918 P. and M., 2 speeds, kick starteiy

all accessories, in good order, tax paid; £37/10.

ALLBER.—1916 Calthorpe-Jap, Enfield 2-speed gear,

all accessories, tax paid, in good order; £28.

ALLBER.—1914 B.S.A., 2 speeds, good tyres, tax"'

paid, in splendid condition, all accessories; £32.

ALLBER.—1917 light sporting Douglas combination,
2%h.p., 2 speeds, all accessories, tax paid, in'

splendid condition ; £42.

ALLBER.—1914 Humber coachbuilt combination,
4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick starter, new tyre, all

accessories, tax paid, in new condition; £42.

ALLBER.—1915 Scott combination, with 1920 im-
provements, sidecar fitted, hood and screen, good

tvras, tax paid, in first-class order, electric lighting,

etc.; £48/10.

ALLBER.— 1921 Quadrant combination, 3 speeds", J
clutch, kick starter, all-chain model, all acces-

'

sories, speedometer, wind screen, tax paid, in splendid^
order; £65. [3446

B.S.A. 2-speeds, splendid order, £35; Triumph with-i
S,A. countershaft, £40; 3Uh.p. Humber com-'

bination, £30; many others.—Bunting's Exchangew
Wealdstone. [3741''

TJNTING'S Buy, Sell, or Exchange any make of 1

motor cycle. State your requirements. We under-;
take to do your business and give you satisfaction. Dis-^
tance immaterial.—Bunting's Motor Exchange. Weald-
stone. [9650

F.O-C.H. for second-hand cycles, combinations, and
runabouts at bargain prices ; exchanges arranged.

Any new cycle, combination, or car supplied; cash or
easy payments.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St.,

Hampstead fnear Tube). -'Phone: Hanipst&id 3752.
A

Hours : 9-7, including Saturdays. [3374

23.h.F. Levis 2-stroke, running order, bargain, £22/10;,
4 ^/oh.p. Ariel combination, 3-speed, kick start, C.B.'j

sidecar, funning order, £32/10; 1918 Clyno combination,
-j

3 speeds, kick start, lamps, horn, etc., good running 1

order- £77/10.—Scotia Motor Works, 80, Upper Tooting*']

Rd, London, S.W.17. 'Phone: Streatham 2707. [3665
3
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange—Great bargains.

100 motor cycles, combinations, to choose trom.

—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Buy your motor cycle off the old-

established firm, backed by 24 years experi-

ence. Satisfaction guaranteed.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Easy terms. Easy terms. First

deposit secures immediate delivery any machine.

—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Torpedo 3'/2h.p., mag., Grado
gear, kick starter, runs splendidly, 23 gns.—

Below.

WANDSWORTH—Vindec with sidecar, 3V2h.p., 2-

speed box, kick, lamps; 26 gns—Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Sun lightweight, 2M,h.p., mag.,

nice little runabout machine; only 19 gns.—
.Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Rudge, 3%il.p., clutch model,

mag., fine running machine; cheap, 29 gns.

—

Below.

'ANDSWORTH—Singer 2lih.p._ lightweight, 3

speeds, clutch, lamps; little beauty; 32 gns —
'Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Rex, with coachbuilt sidecar,

5h.p. twin, Grado gear; sacrifice, 29 gns.—Below.

7h.p. twin, mag., 2

24 gns.— Below.

TI7ANDSWORTH.—Bradbury 4h.p., mag., 2 speeds.

W^

WANDSWORTH.-Minerva
speeds, drive away

;

Palmer tyres, very fast; gift, 29 gns.—Below.
-WANDSWORTH.—1920 T.D.C. de luxe_ 2^h.p.,

VV scratched, 27;ih.p., 3 speeds; who wants, 68 gns.

—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph coachbuilt combination.
4h.p., 5 speeds, lamp; nice outfit; 55 gns.—

Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph, 3^h.p., 3 speeds,
clutch, smart machine; only 46 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH. -Scott, reconstructed, twin, water-
cooled, very nice machine, extra fast; 39 gns.

---Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Indian beautiful coachbuilt com-
bination, 7b. p. twin, 2 speeds, lamps; 58 gns.

,—Below.

Indian, fine machine, 7h.p. twin,
49 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.
2 speeds, lamps

WANDSWORTH.—Bat-Jap coachbuilt combination,
8h.p. twin, 3 speeds, lamps; 55 gns.—Below.

coachbu ilt combina-
3 speeds, lamps; 75

WANDSWORTH.-Matchless
tion, 7h.p. twin M.A.G.,

gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—F.N. fine coachbuilt combina-
tion, 5-6h p., 3 speeds, speedometer, lamps; 5S

gns.—Below

WANDSWORTH. — Alldays-Matchless coachbuilt
combination, 4V2h.p., 3 speeds, screen, lamps;

55 gns.—Below.

-

-Indian fine Powerplus combina-
3 speeds, lamps; gift, 75 gns.—

Scott, almost new ridden about
coachbuilt combination; cheap ; offers.—

WANDSWORTH.-
tion, 7-9h.p.,

i Below.

WANDSWORTH
500,

I Helow.

WANDSWORTH.— 1921 Bradbury coachbuilt com
bination, 4b. p., 3 speeds, as new ; 89 gns.—

I Below.

WANDSWORTH.-1920 Bradbury coachbuilt com-
bination, 4h.p., 3 speeds, everything fitted; 79

I gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—1921 Triumph coachbuilt com-
bination, 4h.p., 3 speeds, everything fitted;

\t 96 gns.—Below.

1920 B.S.A. coachbuilt combina-
79

WANDSWORTH
tion, 414h.p.

f 3 speeds, everything fitted

WANDSWORTH.—1920 Sun-Vitesse, 2^h.p„
speeds nearly new; beauty ;_ 39 gns.—Below.

|

"l*TANDSWORTH.—Zenith 4h.p. J.A.P., clutch, kick
I »» starter, lamps, splendid machine; 49 gns.—
;
Below.

WANDSWORTH.—T.D.C. lightweight, 2%h.p„ mag.,
good tyres, drive away; 19 gns-—Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Peugeot 5h.p. twin, wants over-
hauling, 1 5 gns ; Matchless-Jap, wants over-

i hauling, 16 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Exchanges.—Wandsworth Motor
Exchange. Ebner St., Wardsworth Town Station)

• Phone: Latchmere 4686. [3743

NEW Tear's Gifts— 1921 Endurance, 2-speed, £32-
1920 Omega-Jap. 2-speed, £35; 1919 Overstone-

IVilliers, 2-speed; 1919 Diamond, £23; 1920 Hoskinson,
,2-speed, kick start, hand clutch, £39; Calcott, £16; New
Hudson-Jap, 3-speed, £20; Connaught, £23; 3yoh.p.
[Premier 3-speed countershaft combination, £39; 1920
|S&h.p. James twin De Luxe, 2-epeed, hand clutch,
£32/10; 1920 7h.p. water-cooled light car, 6 detachable
-wheels, dickey seat, electric lighting, £79. All machines
fully equipped and guaranteed.—Willetts, Rookery, Lanes-
jield, Ettingshall, Wolverhampton. [X4526

VlEiElEls
TWO -STROKE
ENGilil

DO NOT
MAKE

FREAK ENGINES
NOR DO WE
EMPLOY

PROFESSIONAL

RIDERS-

VILLIERS
ENGINES

WIN

Gold Medals
ON THEIR OWN

MERIT
New Illustrated Booklet Free

theWJLLIERS
ENGINEERING C?l^?-

SUNBEAM STREET
WOLVERHAMPTON

£111
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

BARGAINS.—New O.K.'s, Ariels, Harleys, Omegas,
Quadrants; exchanges entertained. — Booths

Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—1920 Matchless combination, detach-

able wheels, £130/10/6; 6h.p. Zenith combina-
tion, £49/10/6.—Booths' Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—1917 Allon, 3-speed gear, clutch, kick

starter, lamps, speedometer, £42/10/6.—Booths'
Motories.

OOTHS' Bargains. — Free engine Triumph,
£22/10/6; 4-cyl. F.N., 2 speeds, £29/10/6.

OOTHS' Bargains.— 1920 Williamson 6h.p. com-
bination, £95/10/6; another, dynamo lighting,

£115/10/6.

OOTHS' Bargains.—Harley-Davidson combination,
mileage 300. £139/10/6; 3h.p. Humber,

£10/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—1915 B.S.A. combination,

£55/19/6; 1920 Wooler, £49/19/6; 3h.p. 2-speed

Enfield, £29/10/6.

OOTHS' Bargains.—8h. p. Premier combination,
£49/10/6; 1914 Phelon and Moore, £35/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—1917 4h.p. Douglas, £59/19/6;-
1919 4h.p. Douglas combination, £89/10/6;

another, electric lighting, £95/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.-1916 Douglas, £47/10/6; 1920
Morgan de luxe, M.A.G. engine, speedometer,

£165/10/6; 1920 3'/»h.p. Ariel combination, £85/19/6;
G.W.K. light car, £139/10/6; 1922 new 4'/2h.p. Quad-
rant combination, £100.—Booths' Motories, Halilax.

,2311
BUTTERWORTH'S. Butterworth's. Butterworth's.

—Sunbeam combination, 1919, £75; Sunbeam
solo, 1914, £52/10; Premier 1914 countershaft, 3-'

speed, kick starter, Canoelet sidecar, £45 ; Enfield 3h.p.

twin, 1915, 2-speed, kick start, £34; Enfield twin,
2":

4h.p., 2-speed, 1912, good order, £27/10; J.A.P.
solo, 3V'h.p., o.v , in good order, £16/10; Douglas,

1914, T.T., 2%h.p„ 2-speed, £38- J.E.S. lightweight,

handy machine, £15; Minerva, 2h.p., m.o.v., splendid

order, £9; Auto-wheel, with gent.'s cycle attached,

dynamo lighting, £18, or separate; Victor 1915 cycle

car, 2 speeds, reverse, 2-seater, £85; Peugeot 25h.p.

chassis, less engine, £12; Indian spares, N.S.U. spares,

J.A.P. spares, second-hand tyres—in fact, we have got

something of everything; any reasonable offer accepted.

-Butterworths' Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill.

'Phone : Streatham 2813. [3495

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
r^lASH

YXTAITING

"EiOB Motor Cycles,

COMBINATION or Solo, any Quantity, any make,
«ny condition. Exchanges a speciality.—T. and

U Motor Co.. Ltd.. 372, Euston Ed.. N.W.I. Museum
C581. [5564

/"~1ASH.

TF You Wish

rrio Sell your motor cycle for cash,

WE are buvers for motor cycle and combination.
We give full market price, and pay cash on

spot —Write, 'phone, or call, Percy and Co., 314 and
316, Euston Rd., N.W.I. 'Phone : Museum 1337.

[3472

XXT- T. DUNN, Ltd., always buy.

FULL Market Value given for modern solos, com-
binations, and evele cars. Call, write, or 'Phone

Museum 5391—W. T. Dunn, Ltd., 326, Euston Rd.,

London. [0332

DOUGLAS or Triumph, cheap for cash.—Thompson,
32, Clarence Rd., Kentish Town. [3327

WANTED, 2?ih.p. Douglas, not earlier 1913, cheap
for cash.-King, Egrove, Oxford. [X4513

-Cross, 2,

[3481

COMBINATION, good, give to £70; also solo.—W.
B. Walton, Tumlee Rd., G'.ossop [X4408

ood solo or combination for cash.—C.S.,

Tel. : E3155. [3776

combination or solo, must be
Egrove Farm, Oxford. [X4512

SCOTT Combination, with touring body.

Southwood Lane, Highgate. N.6.

"ITTAN TED. _
VV 14, Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3

WANTED, B.S.A.
modern.—King

1AA Big Twins wanted, spot cash.—Wandsworth
J.UU Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth. [3744

-|/\A Indians, Harlev-Davidsons :
spot cash.—Wands-

J.UU worth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth.
[3745 -

ANTED 1919-20-21 8h.p. Sunbeam combination;

cheap for cash.—Parry, Chapel Lane, Chester.
[3462

WANTED, motor cycle, m.o.v., condition immaterial:

cheap for cash;—51, Melgmed Rd.. Highbury.
[3450

WJ

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Tbe pre-eminent place

for the disposing' of motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garnge, Tooting, -will make yon a cash
offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure of a

good cheque if you sell your machine at Palmer's
Garage.

"OALMER'S Garape, Tooting.—Thousa lids of men have
-*- sold their machines here.

Tooting, make a speciality 01

the weekly auction sale every
"pALMER'S Garage,
-*- motor cycles in
Thursday at 2.

"DALMER'S Garage,
*- incurred until 7

Tooting.—No garage charge i.
K

"ays' notice is given.

"pALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machine.*
-»• from any London railway station. The auction
sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash offer not
-* accepted, machine can be included in auction sale,
held every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fix the price and
we do the rest.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms : Selling com-
mission 7V2%, not chargeable unless machine is

sold. If no sal© a nominal auction fee is charged

-

For motor cars, 20/-; motor cycles under .£50 value.
5/-; ditto over £50 value, 10/- When we effect a

sale these charges are cancelled and commission charged.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogues free. Tel.

:

208 Streatham. T.A. : Palmer's Garage. Tontine.
[3'663

MATCHLESS Family Model; best bargain ott'erei

for lowest spot cash.—Box 7,914. c/o The Moto
Cycle. [3028

cash wait-
Kilburn.

[3428

WANTED, combination, solo, reasonable;
ing.—Mosedale, 30, Canterbury Rd.,

N.W.6.

1 A i\ 4-cyl F.N.'s, Hendersons ; spot cash.—Wand.*
Ebner St., Wandsworth

[3746

WANTED, motor cycle, in exchange for 3-spced
gent's ovcle and £10, or sell £8/10.-194. Plaistow

Rd., West Ham. [3285

Martinsyde Combination
cheap for cash.—Box 7,970, c/o

["3310.

Omega 2-stroke combine

worth Motor Exchange,
(Town Station).

HARLEY-DAVIDSOX
1919 or later,

K'he Motor Cycle.

~\\JANTED, Connaught
*' tion, late date; must be cheap.—Ashe, Athlone

Ashford, Middlesex.

WANTED, modern
cheap for cash.-

[3272

lightweights and combinations,
Patterson, 12, The Quadrant,

[9502Winclmioie Hill, N.21

WANTED, 1921 Sunbeam or Triumph,
condition. State full partic-

"

7,943, c/o The Motor Cycle. (D)

M.A.G
:ash wa:

Full particulars, 114, Bishop Rd

guaranteed
.—Box
[3236

MATCHLESS 2-seater, M.A.G., Magdyno, good con-
dition essential :_ cash waiting for best offer.—

Bishopston, Bristol.
[3438

CASH Waiting; solo and combinations, good prices
given.—Write, 'phone, or call, Edwards, 50, Har-

rington Rd., South Kensington. 'Phone : Ken. 3709.
[0604

WANTED Urgently for Cash, modern Triumph.
also modern lightweights, must be sood condition

and cheap—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone : Hamp-
stead 1353. [3607

WANTED, 3h.p. Enfield or Matchless combination
(twin sidecar), must be cheap; write full par-

ticulars, including age.—32a, Barnard Rd., Clapham
Junction, S.W. [3784

CASH on Sight for new and second-hand motor cycles
and combinations, any make or condition.— Call,

write, or 'phone, Short and Glass, Ltd., 485-493, Upper
Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone: Richmond
2362 aud 2363. [0372

SEND Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cash

offer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest
station Wimbledon. We will collect from any London
station. Machine can be included in auction sale
if desired.—Sole address : Palmers Garage, Tooting.

[3660

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.
Burman gear, Lucas

. Pyrene
extinguisher, spare wheel, complete with meter and
insurance until May; 200 gns. ; only used 6 weeks.—
Watsonian. Conyber? St., Birmingham. [3733

EXCELSIOR 8h.p. Blackburue,
Magdyno, Wittsonian cab with roof light.

A.C. Sociables, by the A.C. Co.,
abouts, take 2 persons anywhere,

TRICARS FOR SALE.
the A.C. Co.. dependable run-

good condition
and appearance, fully equipped; from £50 to £85;
trial.—29, Allsop St., Upper Baker St., London, N.W.

[3533

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
"I Q21 Young's Cycle Attachment, practically new;
J-«7 £12.-37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton. [3253

Auto-Wlieel, perfect condition, clips for tli-

vcle: £18.-Day, 2, Bond St., Nuneaton. I

[X4411

j

WALL
cycle or

PtilLlPSdFJS
PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
AND GEAR COMBINED.

Philipson's
Latest

!

GOVERNOR PULLEY AND
VARIABLE GEAR COM-
BINED WITH FLY WHEEL
for all two-stroke engines.

The Tightest, Speediest, and
Simplest Gear on the market
(or direct belt-driven 2-stroke

and 4-stroke engines.

ONLY adds 2 !b. (approx.) to the

weight cf a 2-strokernachine, and 6 lb.

(approx.) to the weight of a 4-stroke

machine.

During the past week we have
fitted the following machines:

2-stroke. 4-stroke.

LEVIS, TRIUMPH,
O.K., NORTON,
CALTHORPE. ROVER,
VILLIERS, SINGER,

etc. COULSON-
BLACKBURNE

We are now in a position to supply
the Philipson Pulley to lit J.A.P.
engines without any alteration to

the machine or " staggering " ot

the engine.

Our Flywheel Governor converts a

single-speed 2-stroke into aspeed model
—ike lightest speed model on the market!

THE ONLY GEAR WITH
NO END THRUST.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Send, joy Illustrated Booklet

No gear box friction.
No grinding noises.
No wheels or pinions
to chew up.

What is your make ? Write us

REDUCED
FRICE £7 7 Carriage

Paid.

Philipson & Co., Ltd.,
Astley Bridge, BOLTON, Lanes.

(Established over 5 years.)

C.rnms : 'Safety. Bolton. Pnooe : 147 Eagle

K
MOTOR SCOOTERS.

INGSBUEY Scooters and Spare Parts.— 3,
Slews, George St., W.l.

- mg,
Co.. 314,

[3473

Kendall's
[5334

"DEAND New Autoped Scooter, dynamo lighti
£-» Hbb.p., single-speed; £15.—Percy and Co., 3
Euston Ed., N.W.I.

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
TTOODS, double texture twill, brass or nickel fittings,.'
-"-J- to fit any sidecar, from £ 2 —Below.

WIND Screens, adjustable, with apron, 30/- and 35/-.
Hoods re-covered, new celluloid fitted to wind

screens.—Collins and Son, rear of 84, High St., Putney, I
s -w

-
; [3735

"

TOASTING Wind Screen and Apron, splendid condi- i
J-J tion; 55/-.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [X4514
TXEECULES Hoods and Aprons. Write for list-i
-«--«- Hercules Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters Ed., Tntten- I
barn. [3230

"DENSOC Co.—We- are actual manufacturers of hoods,
J-t screens, and aprons. Send for list. — Eennno't
Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marlborough Ed., Upper Hollowaj, 1
^!9- [2321

"DENT Hoops, hood fittings, straps, turnbuttons, ',

-1-* twills, etc.; hardwood polished wind screens, ^
27/6.—Henry Jones, 778, High Rd., Tottenham, Lon-
don. [3772

ROBINI Mfg. Co.—The Bower adjustable wind screen,
'

made of celluloid and thick twill, all enamel fittings,
complete with Coverall apron ; 35/-, carriage paid. Money :

returned if not satisfied.—'Phone : Brixton 1685.—
Eobmi Manic. Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W.>'<

[3723
BODIES.

RENNOC Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacturers, 35 3
models, also several clearance, cheap to clear.

RENNOC Co. specialise in repairs, repainting, and
upholstering.—Eennoc Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marl-

borough Ed., Upper Holloway, N.19. [2320

TRADESMAN'S Sidecar, box body, good order, cheap,
,

J- £3; good underslung Henderson chassis, 4 fitting,
I
good order, £3/10.-11, Thomas St., King's Lynn. [3716

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, first-
class finish ; l)ave a few coachbuilt bodies, clear-

ance lines from £5 each ; extra good value. — The
[

Willovvbrook Motor Co., Leicester. [0336

LOOK.—New Sports Sidecar Bodies, handsome stream-
line type, for £2/12/6, un-upholstered. iiupaiirted;

I
completely finished ready for chassis, £3/15; all car-*;

I
riage paid. State colour required. Can be fitted to I

any -chassis.—Carlton Sidecars, 18, Midland Ed.,
'

I

Carlton, Nottingham. [3315

SIDECAE Body Designs for the trade only. Work-3
ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of original.

[

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.— ;

i Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers '

1 to the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when I

designing new ideas.—20, Tudor St.. London, E.C.4.
[0004

ROBINI Manufacturing Co.—Wonderful bargains in

coachbuilt bodies of mauy different types, sports,

]
etc., complete with coverall aprons, £8; 2-seaters,;j

£10/10. Catalogue on request, A few shop-soiled*
bodies at £6/15. 2-seater Millford body on Minted
chassis, complete with tyre and tuhe and all fittings, '

I
suitable for any machine, slightly used, £11/10, a

'

bargain. Carriage extra. See Sidecar column.—'Phone: i

Brixton 1585.—Eobini Manufacturing Co.. 1 and 3,1
Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W. [372E

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s
pOH

GANDHAM. the smartest sidecar specialists.

SANDTJM Sidecars.—Our pre-war prices were the talk

of the show; £14 to £50. Write for new catalogue.

SANDTJM (V-shaped) Wind Screen, a hood, screen,

and apron; £2/15 and £3/18. Write for list.

SANDUM (V-slraped) Wind Screen.—Our South London
agent writes: "An instantaneous success: sold

out; send further supply." Agents, get in touch with us.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd.. 336, Gray's Inn
Rd., W.C.I. 'Phone : Museum 3427. [0019\

CrnEE, Free, Free.

AS An Advertisement for one month qnly
L

to each

purchaser of every
screen value 30/- free.-

idecar we are giving a wind]
Below.

COACHBUILT Bulbous JBack Models, complete with
;

wind screen, from' £6; polished aluminium, from

£7. Bodies can be painted and upholstered to cus- .

tomers' requirements. Bodies iu stock to suit all makes.

WE Specialise in Repairs, repainting, and reupbol-

stering.—Below.

CHASSIS, underslung; models, from £7/7. We
specialise in frame repairs of all kinds.

ALSO Few Secoud-hand Chassis for Sale.—Collins an|

Sous, rear of 84, High St., Putney, S.W. [3736

RUDGE Sidecar, in perfect order; £6/15.-77, Acre

Lane, S.W. 2. [3465

B28 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
/TIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are

A guaranteed 3 years.

/TIDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis ior

X high-powered machines : Zenith, Harleys, Indians,

;w Imperials, Sunbeam, Blackburnes, etc.

NDIANS with kick starter on left present no diffi-

culty with Middleton's special model.

TIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs of all

X kinds. Twisted motor -cycle Irames and forks

omptly corrected.

IECOND-HANDS of various makes for sale. Your
> old sidecar taken in part exchange.

TIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
'A safer and more comfortable, but are faster od
:d roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not
tsh into them.

/TIDDLETON'S London's oldest established sidecai
'X makers, wholesale, retail, and export, 27, Stroud
reen Rd., Finsbury Park {near Tube). 'Phone: Horn
y 1584. [0522

1RITUBE Sidecars are most unique. Scientifically
designed, made of finest materials.

"JRITTJBE Chassis, constructed of steel lugs, straight
steel tubes, with welded joints.

1RITTJBE Sidecars are light. Supplied with either
sporting or touring coachbuilt bodies.

^RITTTBE Sidecars. One price, JE15/10. Write for
- booklet.—Davis Bros., Church St., Rickmansworth.
'hone: 5. [1331
" IGHT Watsonian, complete as new, £7/10; Gloria,
-I off Triumph, £7.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham.

[3432
fENITH Super Sporting Sidecar, all fittings, apron,
i tyre; £10.—Barnes, 83c, Trinity Rd., Tooting,
W.17. [3540

JIDECARS.—Several very cheap, room wanted, also
' Douglas chassis.— 57, Kenbury St., Camberwell,
mdon. [3561

JIDECAR, Canoelet chassis, handsome, new coach
> body; first £7.-637, Seven Sisters Rd., Totten-
»m, N.15. - [3718

ITARLEY R.H. Sidecar, 1918, offers; Philipson
•J- pulley, £5/5.—Larter, Twyford, Bishop's Stort-
trd, Herts [3435

2PORTING Float Sidecar, complete, unused, "smart,
3 painted royal blue; £15.—Colonial Motors, 104a,
mchley Rd. Hampstead 7822. [3766
> ENNOC Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens, largest
* etoek in London, actual manufacturers through-
it. Send for our catalogue, 32 pages, 80 illustrations.

;>HCENIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by the
Rennoc Sidecar Co.

3 ENNOO Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian
-1/ motors, with left-hand kick starters, and can
jliver.

;> ENNOC Co. have 50 secondhand and clearance
«< sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear at knock-
it prices. Note: Write for special clearance list.

5 ENNOO Co. have the finest selection of completeX sidecars in the trade.

5 ENNOC Co. undertake repairs to any make of side
-** car; repainting and reupholsterini* a speciality.

3 ENNOC Co. have in stock sidecars to fit all makes
-* English and American.

3 ENNOC Co. again ask you to send for their
-w catalogue, the most comprehensive issued by any
anufactuvers.

Upper
[2319

DTJDGE Coachbuilt Sidecar, 26x2V2 heavy Dunlop,
-V suit any machine, first-class condition, no
lbbish; £10, carriage paid.—Kerswell, Lawrence Hill,
nstol. [3397

BARGAINS.—Gloria cane sidecar, £6/19/6: Ruby
coach sidecar, £9/10/6; Hercules coach, £9/10/6-

rge Bowser seat child, £12/10/6.—Booths' Motories'
alifox.

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled £27/10 sidecar, suit
Triumph, U.S.A.. £18/15/6.—Booths' Motories,

[alifax.

3ARGAINS.—New large size coach bodies, locke
under seat, £6/19/9; featherweight sidecar

12/10/6; cane sidecar, £6/10/6.—Booths' Motories'
ortland Place, Halifax. [2312

Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Saves
garage worry cud expense. Attached to motor

ill go through passage 28in. Tandem and single
Jdies fitted.-Hopley.

FOLDING Sidecar.—When ordering
. specify a Hopley folder. Suits motors „
)n.p. Can be changed from pleasure to commercial
l few seconds. Detachable wheels can be fitted
ested 7 years—Hopley, Upper Highgate St.. Binning-
*m - [0152
3ASTONES for Sidecars. You cannot do better

,,,,„7;SldfcaJ.8 ' complete, slightly soiled, from
13/17/6; bodies from £4; also a few Montgomery
o. 1 and sporting models, slightly soiled, to be
eared cheap.—228, Pentonville Rd.. King's Cross

2481 North. [3000

> ENNOC Motors, Ltd.. 155a, Marlborough Rd.,
*< Holloway, N.19. 'Phone: Hornsey 1589.

HDECAR.-

\^lAVTO-(pflPACE^i7

Our Programme
for 1922 . . . .

II IBARIEL, B.S.A.,
DIAMOND, DOUGLAS,
EDMUND, ENFIELD,
HUMBER, INDIAN,
MASSliY-ARRAN,
MATCHLESS, NORTON,
RUDGE, SCOTT,
SUNBEAM, TRIUMPH,
AND VELOCETTE

MOTOR CYCLES,
Also

BELSIZE - BRADSHAW,
GROUCH, WOLSELEY,

LIGHT CARS.

THIS list of motor cycles and light

cars we are offering for 1922 has
been chosen with exceptional care, and
it embodies our unique experience of
what is best and soundest in both. Whatever
your requirements, there is one machine or cai

in this list that will meet them as well as they
possibly can be met. Let it be your guide, and

you will not go wrong -— but you can make
assurance doubly sure by writing to us, and en-
listing our help in making a choice. This service

is always freely at your disposal.

i| Ask also for our list of 1921 and other slightly-

used models ; all in the finest running order,

sold with our guarantee — MACHINES YOU
CAN DEPEND UPON AT NO HIGHER
COST THAN ORDINARY "SECOND-HANDS."

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
WILLOWBROOK Royal Leicester Sidecars, smartest

designs, first-class finish
;

prices from 17 gns.
Write for catalogue. Repairs undertaken, hoods, wind
screens, etc.—The Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester.

0335
"I Q21 Indian Millford Sidecar, complete with fittings
J-w for attachment to left-hand kick starter model
Indians: cost over £32, our price £16.—Smith's, 86,
Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station).

[3376

£5 for a complete renovated Douglas underslung
chassis, all springs and arms* wheel, etc., suit-

able for any maka of machine to order.—Old Man Hep,
19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8.

[3532
PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,

has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itself

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,
and, when folded, combination will pass through a
30in. doorwav. Call and see it demonstrated.—Wincycle
Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. 10388

ROBINI Mfg. Co.—End. of season's bargains. Under-
slung chassis, complete with new tyre and tube,

and body, complete with Coverall apron, £14.; Mill-
ford chassis, complete tyre and tube, etc., new bulbous

j

back body, complete with adjustable wind screen and
apron, £12/15, wonderful offer ; underslung chassis,
all replated and enamelled, as new, with new tyre and
tube, £7; Millford chassis, complete with new tyre
and tube, all fittings, £5/10; shop-soiled underslung
chassis, with tyre and tube, £9; carriage extra. See
Body column.—'Phone : .1585 Brixton.—Robini Manfc.
Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W. [3721

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

A. P. REY, 378-384, Euston Rd., N.W.I.—Call and
inspect.

MORGANS, all models; also second-hand De Luxe
and Grand Prix's, in good condition.

COVENTRY PREMIER, 1922, 4-wheeler model,
£250; one, shop-soiled only, £227/10.

£220; one second-hand, good

with dynamo, very

IB II

your motor
up to

ondon, N.l. Tel.

TOLLADY,
General Manager.

90, High Street, OXFORD,
and London Road, BICESTER.
H'Phona ; 581 & 784. Oxford.

Phone:
; 35, Bicester.

Grams : " Integrity, ' Oxford and Bicester.

H.G.T

ROVER 8h. p. Model,
condition, £160.

G N
e ;

all models; also 1920,
good order, £132/10.

EXCHANGES or deferred payments arranged.—
'Phone : Museum 6436. [3591

BEDELIA.—The new 1922 model 8-10h.p., with air-

cooled or water-cooled engine.

BEDELIA.—Air-cooled model, £185; water-cooled
model, £ 195 ; immediate deliveries ; trial runs

free.

BEDELIA.—Catalogues free from L. N. Palmer, sole
concessionnaire for the British Empire.—Palmer's

Garage, Tooting. [3658

MORGANS, second-hand, several in stock.™A. P.
Rey, 378-384, Euston Rd. 'Phone : Museum

6436. [3592

HALIFAX.—Morgan 8h.p., £105; another, with hood
and screen; £95.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton

St., Halifax. [3360

1 A n -P- Light Car Chassis, water-cooled J.A.P. engine;
-*-V £55.-59, Palfrey Place, Dorset Rd., Claphair
Rd., SAV.8. [3576

BLERIOT-WHIPPET, 1920; exchange for good com-
bination and cash.—59, Palfrey Place, Dorset Rd.,

Clapham Rd,, S.W.8. [3578

GARDEN Monocar, 1919, very little used, as new;
accept £58 to clear.—Marble Arch Motor Ex-

change, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2. [3790

T.B. 8h.p. Blackburne, best 3-wheeler extant, not
driven 600, Lucas Magdyno, like new; £170.—

Bunting's Exchange, Wealdstone. [3742

BROUGH Engined Runabout,
hauled and repainted, smart

thoroughly over-
seen by appoint-

Russell, Burpham, Guildford. [3416

MORGAN 1920 De Luxe, w.c, all accessories, as
nev ; any trial ; £1 10 ; combination part.—C.S.,

14, Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3. Tel.: E. 3155. [3778

TAMPLIN, 1920, used 3 months, new tyres, spare
belt, engine perfect, 75 miles to gallon, very fast;

£65.—Major Sharp, Broomfield Lodge, Chelmsford. [3357

SUPER Premier 3-wheeler, like new, dynamo lighting,
' spare wheel, oil accessories; £200, bargain; ex-

changes entertained.—Symes, Bishops Waltham, Hants
[327C

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.—
G.N. cycle car, touring model, saxe blue finish,

all-weather model; price £215; easy terms arranged.
[3703

A.C. 2-seater, wheel steering, hood, screen, lamps,
overhauled, newly painted, any trial; 58 gns; ex-

change motor cycle.— 1, Ebner St., York Rd., Wands-
worth. [3621

NEW and Second-hand Light Cars and Cycle Cars,
all makes ; good selection in stock ; cosh, easy

payments, or exchange.—Service Co..

W.C.I.

98

292. High Holborn,
[0673

GNS.—1921 Garden 2^eater de luxe, electric
lighting, detachable wheels, hood, screen, cost

£155, about 500 miles, indistinguishable from new.—
Below.

QCb GNS.—1914 Crouch 2-3-seoter, 8-10h.p. twin

-

O */ woter-eooled, detachable wheels, equipped, smart.

—Seabridge, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich. Sydenham
2452. Exchanges a speciality. [3669

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B29
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
BAYLISS-THOMAS, 1922 lOh.p. model, 4-cyl. water-

cooled engine, 3 speeds. Magdyno; 300 gns. : im-

mediate delivery.-Godfrey's, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St.,

London, W.l. f0736

MOEGANS, 1922 models in stock. Immediate de-

livery to any specification. Official agents and
trade distributers. Spares for all models. Exchanges,
extended terms.—Below.

"DOVER Light Car, new 1922 model, 8h.p.; imme-
-EV diate delivery; electric lighting, etc.; £220;
authorised agents.—Below.

G.N., 1922 model, with dynamo lighting, dickey

6eat, and door; in stock at the moment; £225 —
Below.

CARDEN Ocle Car, 1921, complete with electric

lighting and usual equipment; £72/ 10.—Below.

["ORGAN Aero, 1920, J.A.P.. w.c. lamps, horn,

etc., splendid condition throughout; £135.-

Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,

E.C.3

M c

'Phone : Avenue 5548.
Camomile St.,

[0075

MORGAN, 1919, G.P., w.c. J.A.P. engine, ]ust re-

painted, new hood cover, complete with 4 lamps,

spare cover, tools, etc.; £120.—Hardy, 45, Beauchamp
Av., Leamington, [X4403

-l Q21 Bleriot-Wbippet, hand starter, electric lighting,

13 spare wheel, condition as new; 85 gns. ; excnanges

or defened payment.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd.,

South Kensington. [320b

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.—
New 1922 Morgan Grand Prix, Show model,

special Show finish, fully equipped; price £180, plus

cost of extras ; cash or easy terms. [3704

RENAULT 20h.p. Landaulet
Acre Lane,

£95.
S.W.2.

.C.H. 1915 Tourer, 15h.p., smart, reliable;

CARDEN 1921 De Luxe Model, dynamo lighting,

clock, speedometer, ampmeter, electric horn, lots

of spares, condition as new, cost over £200; £105.

—

Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchley Rd. Hampstead
7822. _ [3'65

CARS FOR SALE.
perfect; £95. — 77,

[3458

£110;
Putney.
[X4554

JCRIPPS-BOOTH 1916-17 2-seater, all improvements;
£145.—Miss Patmoor, 106, Acre Lane, Brixton.

S.W.. [3466

1RTJMBULL 2-seater, 1917, lOh.p., 5 wheels; any
trial; combination part.—Terrace Garage, Chis-

wick. [314551

order, Bosch, Binks,
21, Chichester St.,

[3709

XV combination part.

S 1

S.\

T

83, Clarendon Rd.,

8h.p. Rover 2-seater, running
good gears; £15.—Hedges,

Paddington.

ROVER Cars.—1922 8h.p. model; price £220; enrlv
deliveiv.-Godfleys', Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St..

London, W.l. [0350

DAIMLER 15h.p. 7-seater Tourer, C.A.V., perfect;
£160, or part exchange.—8, Crowhurst Rd.,

Brixton, S.VV.9. [3469

"I Q19 Ford Tourer, electric lights, perfect, R.H.
-I-*7 exchange *olo or combination; sell cheap.—

1

Valney St., Tooting. [3301

PEUGEOT, lOh.p., with dickey, 4 speeds, 5 rims,
really good, smart; £145; combination part.—

Terrace Garage, Chiswick. [X4553

BAYARD 1914 2-seater, dynamo lighting and start-
ing, whole outfit as new; combination part; sell

£175.—Terrace Garage, Chiswick. [X4552

BAEGAIN.-lOh.p. 2-cyl. De Dion, 2-seater, Bosch,
Zenith, lamps, hood and screen; £46/10, or offer.

—Bonner, 1, Bridgeway, Wembley. [3257

"DOVER Cars.—The famous 19^2 8h.p. models in
-tV stock for immediate delivery; £220.—Eagles and
Co., 275, High St.. Acton, London. [0761

COVENTRY PREMIER, 1922, 4-wheeI model; £250;
immediate delivery; cash or deferred payments.—

Ratclifte Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [0730

SHEFFIELD-SIMPLEX 30h.p.. 1914, interior drive
saloon, C.A.V., 6 detachable wheels; £285.-10,

Thornbury Rd., Clapham Park, S.W.4. [3467

LANDAULET, 16-20h.p. Dennis, leather upholstery,
gate change, splendid condition, private property;

£80—Scrase, 381, Battersea Park Rd., S.W. [3214

HUMBERETTE 8h.p., air-cooled, in excellent con-
dition, new hood, tools, etc.; accept £68.—Marble

Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2. [3789

ROVER 8h.p. Light Car, 1922 models, dynamo
lighting; £220 cash; deferred payments 4%

extra—RatcliHe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
[0729

HALIFAX.—Jowett 2-seater, Sept., 1920, moderate
mileage, many extras, £245: 1920 8h.p. Richard-

son, dickey seat, £140.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton
St., Halifax. [3361

EXCHANGES a Speciality.—Good modern 2 and 4
seaters always in stock at bargain prices. Your

motor cycle taken in part exchange.—Seabridge Motors
Hansler Rd., Ea6t Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. [3670
Q19 Chevrolet Touring Car, dynamo lighting, self-

J-«J starter, 5 detachable wheels, repainted as new
any trial given; bargain, £160, or exchange motor
cycle or combination with cash.—5, Norwood Rd
Harne Hill, S.E.14. [3599

CARS FOR SALE.
WEST NORWOOD 1-Christmas bargains, all reads

for the new tax Quarter. Open Monday 10-4.

WEST NORWOOD! — Advertised dates guaranteed
accurate. Many cars really exceptional condi-

tion. Exchanges entertained.

WEST NORWOOD 1 — 6h.p. Rover 2-seater, mag.,
Zenith carburetter, £35; 1915'A Warrick Auto-

carrier, £45.

WEST NORWOOD !-20-28h.p. Darracq chassis, £50;
Alldays van, £60; lOh.p. Adams 4-seater, £65.

WEST NORWOOD!—lOh. p. Sizaire Sporting 2-seater,

£75 : Indian combination, £75 ;
White steam, £85.

WEST NORWOOD !—12h.p. Duhanot three-seater,

dickey, monobloc, £85; 3-ton 1913 worm drive
De Dion, £85.

WEST NORWOOD!
ables, sump,

12-14h.p. Unic van, detach-

£95; 3-ton L.G.O.C- lorry, good.

WEST NORWOOD! - 13.9h.p. Darracq 2-seater,

dickey, 4-cyl. monobloc, enclosed valves, gate, re-

painted, £125.

WEST NORWOOD!—1913 coupe light car, 8-10h.p.,

,

smart, £125; 30-cwt. Gobron-Brillie lorry,

solids, £125.

WEST NORWOOD !-10h.p. 1915 Whiting-Grant
light car, 4-cyl., monobloc, £125; G.W.K.. 2-

seater, exceptional, £135.

WEST NORWOOD!—15-20h.p. Mitchell semi-sporting
2-seater, £135; 1-ton Ford, solids, mag., roomy,

£135.

WEST NORWOOD!—12-15h.p. Gladiator, torpedo,

£135; 4-cyl. Sizaire-Naudin torpedo 2-seater,

dickey, smart, £135.

EST NORWOOD!—18h.p. 6-cyl. streamline

tourer, £150; 16h.p. Bell landaulet, enclosed

valves, £150.

"VX7EST NORWOOD !-10h.p. 4-cyl Swift light CMB

W1

enclosed valves,

bulance, £165.
£150; 16-22h.p. Napier ex-am-

Smait 12-141). p. Fiat Inndau-
monobloc. £165; lOh.p. Singer

15.9h.p. Airol-Johnston stream^
enclosed valves,

WE
1S

WEST NORWOOD
let, 4-speed

.ight car, £175.

WEST NORWOOD
line 4-seater, detachable wheel!

repainted, nice, £185.

WEST NORWOOD!- 2-ton 1915 Palladium, worm
drive, £185; 3-ton Kelly-Springheld, exception-

ally good one, £185.

WEST NORWOOD !—Smart lOh.p. Brennabor stream-
line 4-seater, steel wheels, 4-cyl. monobloc,

smart; £185.

EST NORWOOD!—Exceptionally fine Iris landau-
£185; lb-ZOh.p. Studebaker coupe, starter,

dynamo, £185.

WEST NORWOOD !—15.9h.p. Gregoire streamline
4-seater, Michelin. wheels, 80 x 160 engine, en-

closed valves; £245.

WEST NORWOOD!—15.9b.p. Fiat 3
,i landaulet, en-

closed valves, smart, cloth interior; nice bar-

gain, £245.

WEST NORWOOD !—3-ton Vinot, £250; 3-ton Bel-
size, £285; 2-ton Leyland, worm drive, enclosed

valves, £285.

NORWOOD! —Minerva, 6-cyl., streamline,

£285; 4-ton Scout, £235; 22.4h.p. Fiat % lan-

daulet, enclosed valves, £285.

WEST NORWOOD !—Exceptional 1918 Calthorpe
coupe self-starter, dynamo, £325; interior drive

6-cyl. double cabriolet, £ 350.

WEST NORWOOD!—20-seater Hallford carriers,;
ehar-a-bano lorry, 4-speed, enclosed, fine eondition;

offers, nearest £350.

Interior drive Darracq saloon,
bulbous-back 4-1

£385.

-Exceptionally smart 1913 Dar-

WEST

WEST NORWOOD
£385 ; 25h.p. Sheffield-Simplex

seater, dynamo start, i

WEST NORWOOD!
racq, interior dn

detachable wheels; £450.

"VX7'EST NORWOOD!—Austro-Daimler_ 20-27h.p. ii

escep-terior drive all-weather saloon, dynamo,
tionally smart; bargain, £450.

WEST NORWOOD!—19.6h.p. Napier sporting 4-1
seater, barrel-side coacfrwork, bull-nosed radiator,

cantilevers, worm drive; £550

WEST NORWOOD!—16-20h.p. Wplseley interior-drive
:

saloon, self-starter, dynamo lighting. Rudge-Whit-V
worth detachable^, worm drive; £650.

WEST NORWOOD !—Uniquo Sunbeam lOh.p. super-
landaulet, magnificent coachwork, mother-o'-pearl

fittings, particularly smart; £750.

DOUGLAS S. COX, the Absolutely Straight Motor,
Man, 6, Lansdowne Hill, West Norwood. (Estab-

lished 1902.) ['206

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
DELIVERY Von, Decanville, sell £100. Wanted, car,j

combination, runabout-—4a, Maple Rd., SurbitonJ
[3380

B30 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
I 0.5h.p. Loco 30-cwt. Lorry, perfect, any examina-
\-& tion, new tyres; bargain/ £40.—Malvern Ed.
farage, Thornton Heath, Surrey. [3543

HfTAtTCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
VV 1922 2%h.p. New Comet, 3-speed Sturmey-
Lrcher. with tradesman's carrier attached, roomy,
uitable fishmonger, grocer, baker, etc.; £91/7. [3705

ROBINI Manfc. Co.—Commercial box carrier bodies,

3 doors opening on chains, top and each end, very
oomy ; £7/10, wonderful offer ; carriage extra.—
Phone : 1585 Brixton.—Robini Manfc. Co., 1 and 3,

^ulse Hill, Brixton, S.W. [3722

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
rET Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Loudou, E.C.4, lor

estpy terms. [8428

ETTANTED, someone to finance deferred payments on
VV motor cycle deals.—Box 270, c/o The Motor
'ycle. [X4515
SECOND-HAND Models at specinl rates. Send your
J* requirements.— Halifax Motor Exchange, Hoiton
.t., Halifax. [3363

FOE Best Treatment and best terms for light cars,
cycle cars, or motor cycles of any make, new or

acond-hand. write Service Co., 292, High Holbom,
F.C.I. [0672

ENGINES.
18 Harley Engine, complete, and like new; £26/10.
-7, St. Mark's Mansions, N.4. [3226

Ih.p. Douglas Engine, complete with magneto; £12.—
* Snow, Laurel St., Dalston, E.8. [3261

VJ\A.G. Engine, 3y.h.p. twin, overhead valves, brand
.IX new; £16/ 10.—West, 50, Maldon Ed., Acton,
V.3. [3569

2h.p. J.A.P. Engine, Oct., 1919, excellent condition,
J complete; nearest £40.-22, Brookheld Ed., Chis-
ick. [3082

|
Q20. M.A.G. 8h.p., A.C., Thomson-Bennett, no
Lv ; pipes, splendid condition; £20, or near offer.

—

[.ailway Hotel, Yarm-on-Tees. [3571

>3.h.p. 2-stroke Engine, 1922, brand new, eminent
^ 4 make, complete, less magneto and carburetter

;

8.—M. Supply, 1, Gosta Green, Birmingham. [3280

l/TOTO-EEVE Latest 4h.p. Twin, o.h.v.'s, Bosch,
*-*- very fast, perfect ; ,£14 ; exchange good late
%h.p. single and mag.—87, Lordsmill St., Chesterfield.

[X4523
>3h.p. (1922) Brand New C.A.V. Mag., B.B. carbu-
^ 4 retter, guaranteed perfect, approval willingly

;

12/10, bargain.—Grant, 1, Gosta Green, Birming-
am. [3490

JfiLu.p. Villiers Type Engines. A few at £5/15. En-
* 4 gines bought, sold, or exchanged. We are experts
t engine repairs. Write requirements.—Auto Eng. Co.,
idgwick Mill, Coventry. [X4541
aEPPELTHWAITE'S.-6h.p. De Dion and M.M.C.,

both w-c, £8 each; 8h.p. A.C. J.A.P. V twin,
.16; 5-6h.p. Rex, a.i.v., almost new, £7/10; another
:ss piston, £4/10; 3y2h.p. Alldays (beauty) £4/15;
;ate requirement. 'Phone: 1958 Brixton.—19, Wil-
li Ed., South Lambeth, London, S.W. 8, [3531

BEAND New Precision Engines, 3'M.p., 2-stroke
complete with magneto, large exhaust box and

xtension pipe, £15; Clyno 6h.p. engines, fitted new
arts, £8/10; P. and M. engines, £6; B.S.A. 3M>h.p.,
a new condition, with belt pulleys, £8.—Marble Arch
lotor Exchange, 135, Edgware Ed., W.2. 'Phone

:

'add. 789. . [2967

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
LJ.B.I.

H,B. Ignition Co. carry large stocks of new and
second-hand magnetos. Thomson-Bennett 42, 45,

0, 55, and 180°, single and twin.

H.B. Specialise in T-B. for fixing on Triumph, P.M.,
B.S.A. . J.A.P., Douglas, etc., £2/10, postage 1/6;

I.A.V. clock twin, for 2%h.p. Douglas, etc., £2/15.

LT.B. will take your old magneto in payment.

H.B. sends all magnetos on approval against cash.
Every magneto dispatched carry H.B. 12 months'

B. Ignition Co. ('Phone: Brixton 610), 78, Now
Park Ed., Brixton Hill, London. [0694

AGNETOS 50% Below List.

B
\L
A PPLT Vale Engineering Syndicate, 9 and 10
;». Brown's Buildings, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3. Tel
tentral 877. [0698
"t.A v". Magneto, suitable 2%h.p. Douglas, guaranteed-—

'
£2.—Bernard, Queda, Shepherdswell, Dover. [3296

DOSCH and M-L. Singles, variable ignition; 30/-
*-> guaranteed.—84, Greenside Rd., Croydon. [3544

F^T, T
rX

in
'
CA -Y

- mas. practically new; bargain,
t- £4.—Thomas, Twycross, Tenby, Pembrokeshire.

Vf-L Magnetos, new, list £8/10; our price £6-
iTooo

Colomal Motors, 104a, Fincbley Ed. Hampstead
7822. [J767
T7".L.G. W.D. Sparking Plugs, wonderful value, 4 foi"- 5/-, post free.-Thompson. 59, Queen St.. Wolve"
hainpton. * [794^

A RESOLUTION
which it will
pay you to keep.

Make a resolution to get your
1922 mount from the Service Co.

and keep it, for it will pay you
in the end. Firstly, you are cer-

tain that the price will be a rock
bottom figure consistent with
thorough reliability, in the
machine you buy. Secondly,
you will know that the cycle has
been completely overhauled in

our own workshops by experts.

And, lastly, you will have a three
months' guarantee given with
your purchase.

Here's a fine Selection
of Second-hand Machines.

1916 Douglas, 2-J b.p., 2-sp., accessories,

£45
1921 O.K -Junior, Villiers engine, 2-sp.,

£42 JO
1920 New Imneria'.-Jap, 2J b.p., 2-speed,

accessories .. .. £47 10
1918 P. & M.,3ih.p.,2-speeds,etc. £55
1917-18 Clyno* 5-6 b.p., 3-speed com-

bination, renovated as new £90
1918 New Imoerial, 8 h.p. J.A.P. 3-sp.

combination, overhauled as new,
£97 10

1920-21 B.S.A., and Grindlay de Luxe
sidecar, hood, screen, Tan-sad,
speedometer and numerous spares,

£.37 10
rgl6 3.^ h.p. Sunbeam Combination,

£87 10
rgrg-20 Douglas Combination, 4 n -P-

all accessories .. .. £87 10
1920 Francis-Barnett, 2% h.p. J.A.P.,

2-speed, clutch, speedometer and
accessories . . . . . . £ 5 5

1918 Triumph, 4 h.p., 3-speed, counter-
shaft £60

1919 iinfield, 3 h.p., twin, all accessories

£50
1916 Douglas, 2| h.p., 2-speed, renovated

as new, lamps, horn, etc, .. £55
Etc., Etc.

If the machine you fancy is not
listed, write for full list post free.

Extended Payments, deposit one-fifth or
more, and the balance plus y\% in r?

monthly payments.
Bonus for regular payment

We have a few brand new 1921 machines
which we are offering at greatly reduced

prices including.

2j h.p. Enfield lightweight, 2-sp. £50
5-6 h.p. Brough flat twin combination,

hood, screen, all lamps and screen

£150
3 h.p. Clyno spring-frame combination,

spare wheel and tyre, screen £ 1 50
6-7 h.p. B S.A. combination, 3-speed,

detachable wheels .. £147 10
8 h.p. Zenith, clutch Model H. . . £ 1 1 5
3ih.p. P. &M. 2-sp., hand brake £95 10
4.| h.p. Ari*l, 3-speed, all-chain.. £95

EXTENDED
PAYMENTS

Telephone
Holborn 6430.

Telegrams
''Admittedly. London.

289-293, High Holborn, London.

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
rjOVl|jNMENT Surplus Magnetos (unusedl.

HAVING Purchased the entire stock ot the follow-
ing makes of magnetos, we are able to offer tbera

at huge discounts.—Below.

"DOSCH Single, clock or anti, £3; Thomson-Bennett
-*-* single or twin, clock or anti, 42, 45, 50, 55, and
180 degrees, £2/15; C.A.V. single or twin, clock or
anti, £2/10; special long driving spindle for Kudgo,
fitted to any of the above magnetos, 10/- extra. Postage
on the above 1/6 extra.

THESE Magnetos are fitted with variable ignition
and leads, and are fitted with baseplates ready to

be immediately fitted on. Please state make of engine
when ordering.

GOVEPNMENT Surplus.—New plugs in boxes: A.C.
(Titan), 1/6 each; K.L.O., types F8, F6, F5, and

R3, 1/8 each; Lodge, types R and E3, 1/8 each. Post-
age on orders of one plug 3d., four or more post free.

HIGH-TENSION Wire, new, unperished: 9mm., 5d_

per yard. 25 yard eoil 8/6, postage on coil 1/-;

7 mm., 4d. per yard, 25 yard coil 6/-. postage on coil

9d. ; 3 mm., 2d. per yard, 25 yard eoil 2/6, postage
on coil 6d. All goods on approval per return post ou
receipt of cash. Money refunded if not satisfied.

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd., 51a,

New Park Ed., Brixton Hill. London, S.W, Tel.:

Streatham 2898. T.A. : Ignitionac, Brixstret, London.
• [2472

BOSCH 1-cyl., weatherproof, and as new, variable

ignition; 57/6 delivered.

THOMSON-BENNETT and M-L.'s, of Coventry, 1-

cyl. A.D.S. or P.L.R. types, 37/6 delivered, suit-

able for stationary engines; if variable ignition, 10/-

extra.

C.A.V., as new, suitable for 2 or 1-cyl. lightweight

motor bicycles, height 4^in., breadth 2%in.,

depth 4V>in., variable ignition and short-circuiting ter-

minal, guaranteed platinum points, and workmanship
of the finest; 2-cvl. fires at 180°; all working parts

are interchangeable with C.A.V.'s, types KU1 and.

2 ; 50/- delivered.

THOMSON-BENNETT, types A.M. 1 and 2, as new,

variable ignition and short-circuiting terminal

;

A.M. 2 fires at 180°; 52/6 delivered.

THOMSON-BENNETT 4-cyl.. variable ignition;

£5/5 delivered.

B —Any of the above magnetos supplied, clock or

. anti-clock. When ordering state which when
looking at driving end, and whether 1, 2, or 4-cyl.

CA.V. 2-cyl. Clockwise Aeroplane Starting Mag-
netos, platinum points, workmanship of the

finest, and all working parts are interchangeable with

C A.V.'s, type KU2, perfect for plug testing; one car-

riage paid, 35/-; lots of 6, rail forward, 22/6 each;

of 20 at 21/6 each; of 100 at 20/-.

AGNETOS Leave our Works in perfect condition.

N J

M

D^

GUARANTEE.—Will replace within one month, or

refund cash if unsatisfactory.

IfALE Engineering Syndicate, 8-11, Brown's Build-

V ings, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3. Tel.: Central 977.

MAGNETO Sprocket Manufacturers; 7-tooth to 24-

tooth from stock.—Ridington. Southampton St.,

Camberwoll. [3002

-l Q TWIN Magnetos, suit Douglas, use as singles,

J-O new, at £2/19/6, variable, real snips.—Aeros.

Littleover, Derby [X4170

THOMSON-BENNETT New Magnetos, single, anti-

clock, fixed ignition, complete, 27/6, plus carriage

1/6.—Dowell, Pyrford, Surrey. [3732

YNAMOS. Dynamos.—Lucas E3 6 v. 5 amp.,
specially made for motor, cycles, new, £5/15;

others. £5.—Jenner, 165, Church Rd., Mitcham. [5703

DASH Switchboards, 4-way, with ammeter, 20/-: with
ammeter and voltmeter, 35/- each nett.—Leslie

Dixon and Co. (Dept. H.I.), 9, Colonial Av., Minories,

E.l. (0760

CHELTENHAM.—Repairs to magnetos, self-starters,

lighting plants, etc. ; London experts employed.—
Norwood Magneto Works, 95, Bath Rd., Cheltenham.
'Phone: 1256. [0758

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, new, guaranteed
perfect, slightly soiled, single or 180° twin, vari-

able ignition, switch terminal, clock or anti; £2; post-

age 1/6.—Brockbank, 58, Lord St., Southport. [0756

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.—We repair
Continental magnetos only. By specialising on

Bosch, U.H., Eisemann, Mea, Splitdorf, Dixie, and
Berling magnetos, we can naturally give you better
service.

PRICE: Rewinding 18/-, condensers 10/-, platinum
screws (Bosch standard) 6/-, remagnetising 2/6,

slip rings 6/6, H.T. terminals 4/6. Our price for

overhauling a motor cycle magneto ranges between
20/- and 35/-, and never exceeds the latter figure.

Guaranteed for 12 months, and redespatched to you
in 2 days.

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co., 13, Ilardwick
Rd„ Chiswick, London. [3758

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each' advertisement, and the date of the issue. B31
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. for Aiirs and

new magnetos.—See below.

RELIANCE guarahtee'to return your magneto within
3 days, and if necessary 24 hours, with a written

guarantee fur 12 months.

RELIANCE test every magneto after repair under
all running conditions, and, as we contract for

many of the largest "concerns, you need have no hesita-

tion in placing your repairs -and orders with us.

RELIANCE manufacture and stock spares for

Thomson-Bennett. E.I.C., Splitdorf, U.H., Bosch,
Dixie, etc.; special line genuine platinum screws for

every make, 12/- per pair.

RELIANCE will be pleased to give advice free of
charge upon any qe^tion concerning ignition

troubles, as we place our long-standing experience at

your disposal, and old and new customers -may- be cer-

tain of getting the usual promptness and courtesy that

we have always endeavoured to give.—Reliance Magneto
Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London, E.C.I.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., 283, St. John
St., E.C.I, for new and second-hand magnetos.—

See below.

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, new and unused,
isingle-cji., clock and anti, suit any machine, price

55/-; twins, 45. 48, 50, 55, 60, 180 decrees, for J.A.P.,
Clyno, Douglas, etc., price 55/-. See our guarantee.—
Below.

C.A.V. Magnetos, new, single-cyl. and 1S0° twin.?,

clock or anti. ideal for Douglas, Levis. Cnlthorpe,

O.K., or any lightweight; these magnetos are of the
finest workmanship throughout; price 55/-. See our
guarantee.—Below.

BOSCH D.A.L. Magnetos, soiled only, otherwise as
new, single c'yl., suitable for any stationary en-

gine or big single, £3/15; twins, any degree, -^idy

to drop on Indian, Harley, or any big twin, £4/5; a
powerful spark at low speed, ensuring easy' starting.

All the above magnetos are variable ignition and fitted

short-ciTcuiting switch. See our guarantee.—Below.

GUARANTEE. — EveTy magneto that leaves our
works, no matter what the price or make, carries

n written guarantee. Not merely a guarantee that same
is in good order at time of sale, but a plainly written
statement that we guarantee every machine against all

defects for a period of 12 months. This, we maintain,
justifies us uLcharging a few shillings more than cer-

tain of our competitors.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. hold one of the
largest stocks in London, and can be depended

upon for a straight deal at the right price. When
buying it pays to deal with a firm of repute.

RELIANCE cordially invite customers to their works
to see any of the above on test. Magneto list

giving full particulars sent upon application.—Reliance
Magneto Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London,
E.C.I. [6616

C.A.V. Magnetos : Extraordinary Bargains.—Brand
new 180° twin or single-cyl.. 39/6, carriage free.

. Every magneto thoroughly tested before dispatch ; ap-

proval against cash.—Langiord's, 37, Cricklewood
Broadway, London, N.W.2. [3514

MAGNETOS.—Surplus 400, new, with sets of spares,

Bosch, C.A.V., B.E. Co., Dixie, E.I.C., Eisemann,
Ericsson, G. and A., Hill, Morris Lister, Siinme, Split-

lorf, Thomson-Bennett ; inspection in London.—Full
larticulars from Honeywill Bros., Machinery Depart-
ment, 79, Mark Lane, London, E.C.3. [3759

QURPLUS Magnetos (with written guarantee one year).a —M-L single, 35/-; B.L.I.C. ditto, advance-retard,

%21-x Bosch ditto, 45/-: Thomson-Bennett and C.A.V.
singles and twins, 50/-; spares for all makes; magneto
-epairs of every description.—Whitdnle Magneto Service,

Cherry Orchard, Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 1625. [2585

Q f\ I _ Each.—Not the price of a small repair job.
&\j I

~ Splitdorf magnetos, single, anti, variable
ignition, and guaranteed. These are the real thing,
not converted starter magnetos (the only fault is, we
sell them too cheap); 30/- each.—Marble Arch Motor
Exchange, 135, Edgwa-re Rd., W.2. 'Phone: Padd.
789. [2965

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. (estab-

lished 1912), contractors to H.M. Government,
and officially appointed by the R.A.C. Magneto re-

pairs of every description; all repairs at lowest pos-
sible prices, and strictly guaranteed. We can mostly
return them within 24 hours. We have several new
and second-hand single and 2-cyI. magnetos in stock,
all guaranteed.—The Magneto Repairing and Winding
Co.. 78, Harapstead Rd.. Euston, London, N.W.I.
'Phone; Museum 1158. T.A. : Kumagnelec, Eusroad,
London. [2445

EUSTON Ignition Co.'s 24-hour repair service.
Guaranteed repairs to all types of magnetos;

Splitdorf and Dixie specialists; official Indian elec-
trical service station; Thomson-Bennett repairs and
spares. All repairs are tested on an approved A.I.D.
test bench before despatch, and therefore carry our
guarantee for 12 months. We hold the largest stock
of guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degrees;
spare parts for all makes in stock; charged accumu-
lators, all voltages, always ready in stock ; plugs,
cables, f/o-watt and vacuum bulbs, all voltages. We
give you real live service always.—Euston Ignition Co.,
329, Euston Rd., London, N.W.I. 'Phone : Museum
5034. T.A. : Magdyno, Ensmfld. f-ondon rrj263

Insurance Policy

aaaa*c

4fgthumi]r
THIS space will be oc-

cupied each week with

copies of letters from

Policy holders who have

made claims. Original

letters may be inspected.

Dear Sirs,

I beg to acknowledge receipt

of cheque . . . in settle-

ment of claim, and wish to

thank you for the prompt
attention and extreme courtesy

you have- shown in this trans-

action. Assuring you of my
future support.

Yours faithfully,

The only Sale Test
of Insurance is
Claims. We settle
Claims promptly.

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

fIncorporating Tfie Autocar Insurance
Dzbaruncut. Established 1904).

Head Office:

77, Cheapside, London, E.C.2.

Telephone: City 9831 and 9832.

Telcsrams: " Autoinsuv*.. Cent, London."

•»»»••»••••»••••••••••

TYRES.
ISS DOOLET.—28x3 Dunlop butt-ewled tubes
anil Palmer endJeze at 5/- each.

ISS DOOLEY.—26x3 Dunlop butted at 6/- eachJ

M
N
M

M
M :

"ft/flSS DOOLET.—26x3x2>£ Moseley at 5/-. each.

ISS DOOLEY.—Please apply for above to Miss E.
Dooley, 33, Killyon Ed., Clapham. E3396

EW Retreads, 26x2% 18/- each, 700x80 18/-
each.— 17, Heaton Rd., Miteham. [3433

OTOR Cycle Tyres on Easy Terms, standard urates;
list post free.—J. G. Graves, Ltd.. Sheffield. [0589

TYRES, Bates heavy 26x2*4, shop-soiled only, 35/
;

each, post free; not clearance.—Whyman and Gray,
Stanley Rd., Gullane, N.B L3299

rHE Difference between a good retread and u had
one is its mileage. Try ns. Watch lesults.— Melton

Knbl-er Woiks, Melton Mowbray. i0636

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.—Great reduction in covers and
tubes. All goods sent on 7 days' approval, car-

riage paid, against remittance.

ECONOMIC—24^2% loversize 2in. rims) Clincher de
-* J Luxe heavy. 25/-, listed £2.

ECONOMIC—26x254 Dunlop heavy, 37/3; Bates
W.D.. 30/-; Palmer WML, 33/-; special heavy

tubes, 6/-.

CONOMIC—26x2% Bates special heavy W.D.,
30/-; Hutchinson T.T., 29/-; special heavy tubes,E

ECONOMIC—26x2i/2 x2i4 Goodyear clearance, 42/6;
Avon rubber stud extra iieuvy, 30/-; Clincher d€

Luxe. 30/-.

CONOMIC—650X65 Goodyear clearance. 30/-;
700x80 Goodyear clearance, 50/-; tubes, W.I).,E

E

IECONOMIC—
Fully guaranteed Dunlop rubber stud,

J 24X2 22/6. 24X2& 24/9, 26x2 24/6, 26x2}$
25/9.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Rd., S.E.14
'-i (near Town Hall). 'Phone: New Cross 1393. [1978

TRY Our 3,000 Mile Retread.—Repairs ot every

description. High-class workmanship guaranteed.

Return carriage paid—Buxton Vulcanising Co., Buxton,
Derbyshire. [4255

BURST Motor Cycle Tyres, chafed beads, remoulded,
made perfect, tube vulcanising, butt-ends fitted,

tetreading- send for list.—Melton Mowbray Rubber
Works. Meltcn Mowbray. [0347

STARTLING Offer.—New Beldam covers, 26x2 or 2%
IO 20/- each, 26x2% 30/-, 28x3 35/-, 650x65 40/-,

700x80 45/- each; new Avon or Michelin steel studded

covers, W.D , 700x65 35/- each.—The Homerton Rubbei
Works, Brooksby's Walk, Evomerton, E.9. [0331

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.
—Bargain covers, 26x2*4 Pedley, 15/-; 26x2^

Wood-Milne, 15/-; 26x2^ Dunlop, 27/6; 28x3 heavy
Avon, 35/-; 650x65 Avon, heavy, 35/-; clearance

tubes, all sizes, 4/6; best make 6/6. All guaran-

teed and sent on 7 days' approval. [3685

HARVEY'S Garage.—All guaranteed and sent on
approval : 26x2*4 Beldam steel-stud 24/6, Wood-

Milne 13/-, Avon Stonehenge 22/-, 26x2VjX2i/4 Avon
rubbsr-stud 24/6, 26x2»A Wood-Milne 13/6, 650x65
Wood-Milne 13/6, Goodyear 25/-. Dunlop grooved 39/-,

Avon 3-rib 52/6, 700x80 Wood-Milne 13/6, Avon 3
rib 34/6, brand new Dunlop tubes 5/3; postage 1 /-.—

47, South Lambeth Rd., 8.W. [339S

TANKS.
TANKS for B.S.A., new, 42/6; 1910, 1921.^Coventr]

Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry. [3261

TANKS for Triumph, new, 42/6; 1910,- 1921.—Cov
entiv Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry.

[3261

COVENTRY Tankers, Ltd.. makers to the prineipa
rnauufaeturers ; petrol tanks for any style supplied

extra capacity.—Hearsall Works, Coventry. [326*

TANKS Made or Repaired, re-ennrnelled, lined, trans
leired: handle-bars, etc., plated. Established 3(

years.—Attwpod's, 86, Rosebery Av., London, E.C.I.
[699";

TANKS Re-enamelled to rat-tern. High-class worl

only.—D. Jenkins and Sons, 6, Richard St., Atkin
son St., 'Deansgate, Manchester. Established 25 years

[360]

TANKS Re-enamelled, makers colours, design an<

transfer, first-class work: prompt return.— Donalds
Enamellers to the Leading Manufacturers, 138, Glove
St., Deritend, Birmingham. [X44Q<

TANKS Repaired, re-enamelled, makers' latest colours

designs, and transfers guaranteed. Dents oblitei

ated, seam, fastening, partition repairs, etc. Quick sei

vice.—Park Works, la. Paradise Rd., Highbury, London
N.5. [313:

BRAND New Clvno Touts with all fittings, includ

ing Best and Lloyd lubricator, 50/-; withou
fittings second-hand, in perfect condition, 18/-.-

Marble Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2
'Phone : Padd. 789. [2961

TANKS of every description replaced, repaired, ani

re-enamelled at our own works ; all kinds a

fittings stocked; quick service and reasonable charges

Illustrated list free.—A. Green, Water St.. Chapel St,

Gilford. Manchester. Tel.: 2191 Central. 1025'

B32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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BELTS.
NEW Clipper Belts.—8ft.

x

3
.4 i

13/-, Sit. 6in.x%iu. 14'-.

W.D. ]ie!t<=, 6ft. 6in.x%in., :

clearance, 61t. 6in.x r?iin.,

6ft.xlin., 8/6.

H. EMANUEL and Co., Tyre Factors, 27, Belgrade
Rd., Stoke Newington, N.16. Stores: 37a, Balls

. 11/6, 8ft 6in.xKin.
8ft. 6in.xlin. 16/9.

10/-; new Pedley belts
10/-; clearance belts,

Dalston 3161
[0726

Pond lid., Dalston, Loudon, N.

CARBIDE.
FINEST Carbide, cwt. lots 22/6, f.o.r., o.w.o. ;

packed
in lb. tins, gross or half gross lots. 5/9 per dozen.

—Sports Depot, Denby Hale, Huddersfield. 12443

CARBIDE, highest qualitv, 22/- cwt., 15/- % cwt
9/6 28 11)., 5/6 14 lb'., carriage forward, drums

free—Kemp's Garage, Importers, Louth, Lines. [X4483

BEST Quality Carbide, 24/- per cwt., 28 lb. 8/6,

drums free. Any quantity supplied from V2 lb.

tins to 2 cwt. drums. Only the best brands stocked.
Trade enquiries invited.—Dargue, 57. Grey St., New-
rostle-011-Tyne. [6900

CARBIDE, guaranteed maximum gas yield, British
Acetylene Association standard, 21/6 cwt., drums

free, all meshes; stock at 22 depots; immediate de-
livery.—Elloc Cycle Works, Importers, Gedney Drove
End, Wisbech.

'

[3590

CARBIDE, finest quality, giving 100 per cent, pure
gas yield, all sizes, cwt. 26/6, Vfe-cwt. 16/3, 28 1b.

9/6, drums free; support the old firm; established over
30 years; satisfaction guaranteed.—Young, Importers,
Misteiton. Somerset. . [9557

CARBIDE.—Immediate delivery of nil sizes in 1 lb.,

2 1h., 4 lb,, and 7 1b. lever lid tins, and 2 cwt.
drums, labelled or plain for retailers' own labels, quality
guaranteed, and, all standard sizes supplied by the
cheapest firm in the trade.—The Premier Lamp and
Engineering Co., Ltd., Moorfield Works, Armley, Leeds.

[3286
CARBIDE, finest quality obtainable, brilliant, last-

ing, 25/- cwt., drum free, cash with . order, free

on rail, Aberdeen, Bristol, Cardiff, Edinburgh, Glas-
gow, Gloucester, Grimsby, Hull, Leeds. London,
Lowestoft, Liverpool, Lincoln, Manchester, Newcastle,
Preston, Port Talbot, Runcorn, Sharpness, Swansea.
Yarmouth.— E. C. Maddock, Wareham, Dorset. [3761

PATENT AGENTS.
CONSULTING Patent Agency, 253, Gray's Inn Rd.

London.—Aero and aircraft engines. [2416

J.
E. S. LOCKWOOD, 3, New Street, Birmingham.
'Phone: 5816 C. ' Patents guide free. [9057

PATENTS Advice, handbook free-King, Registered
Patent Agent, 146a. Queeu Victoria St., E.C.

35 years' references. [0129

W. BRYSON, B.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E., Chartered"
Patent Agent, 29, Southampton Buildings.

London. W.C.2. 'Phone; Museum 3651. [9242

AGENCIES.
THE Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., require sole ngent-

for their celebrated motor cycles in districts where
they are not -already represented. Trade only.—Write .for

lists and terms to the Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., 248.
Alexandra Rd., Hornsey, N.8. [6245

CONTINENTAL Traveller (English) for Belgium, Hol-
land, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, wishes to repre-

sent a good English house for low priced lightweight.'
Al connections.—Rolfe, Box 7,999, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[3753

INSURANCE.

£3 Covers All Risks for 2^h.p., others at competi-
tive rates.—Ernest Bass, 40, Chancery Lane,

1V.C.2. 'Phone : Museum 2234. [0OO5

ROYS, Ltd., Insurance Brokers.—Agents for all com-
panies and Lloyd's. Insurance of every descrip-

;iou effected. Enquiries invited.—170, Gt. Portland
3t., London. [0055

£4/5/6 secures Full Tolicy for Cycle Cars, Morgans
and the like up to £175 value; £3/5/6 covers 4h.p.

:ombinations; £4 covers 6b. p. combinations. Prompt
ettlement. Immediate cover.—John Clements and Co..
insurance Brokers, 65a, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.I. [3408
' rrrnE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy is the policy
J- authorised by " The Motor Cycle," and covers

ootor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for private
mrposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximum
lenefits, minimum rates. Full particulars and pro-
pectuses on application.—The Autocar Fire and Acci-
lent Insurance Co., Ltd., 77, Cheapside, London, E.C 2

[0007

TJITION.
LTOTJSE and Estate Agency, Auctioneering, etc

—

11 Train by post for this paying profession. Start
1
Imsiness of your own. Prospectus free.—Agricultural

correspondence College (Dept. T). Ripon. [0389

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
P XPERT on Works Efficiency, production, costs, de-
L-J velopment of inventions and experimental work
-W. H. Sumner, A.M.I.Mech.E.. M.I.A.E.. 28 and 30rictona St.. Westminster. S.W.I. 'Phone: Victoria
573 and 1702. [9301

FOR YEARS

!

manufacturers have been striving to
evolve a steel that would stand up
indefinitely to the high and heavy duty
required in valves of high speed engines.
At last it has been solved.

I am now in a position to supply a
limited number of valves for 4 h.p.

and 2§h.p. Douglas Engines that are
unbreakable, and to prove my word
every valve that I sell will carry my
mark and number, and will be guaran-
teed for 12 months from the date of

delivery. If, during that time, despite

how many thousands of miles you have
covered in that period, one of these

valves break, return it and the invoice,

and get your money back. In addition
to being

UNBREAKABLE
It does not

PIT
It does not

SCALE
It does not

BURN
It rarely needs

Grinding In;
It, therefore,

Saves the Seating
and prevents

Air Leaks
as the stem is very hard and
does not wear in the guides.

Obviously, the valve is expensive, and
is likely to be until the steel can be
produced in extremely large quantities,

but I know of manufacturers who,
to-day considerthe value of an unbreak-
able valve almost priceless. Rumour
in last season's T.T. Race told us of
wonderful valves which cost /j each,
yet I doubt whether they were un-
breakable as mine are. Considering
the quality, 9/- for 2 J h.p., and 10/-
for 4 h.p., are quite reasonable, Orders
will be executed in strict rotation.

Trade Enquiries Invited.

Valves for any other make of engine
or car made to order in single sets

14 days from date of order.

Prices on submitting samples.

AgGyubm,

Official Douglas Agent,

140, Victoria Street,
BRISTOL.
Telephone 3792.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
T.T. Races, 1922.—Adveitiser, experienced motor

cyclist, used to all makes, and capable of doing own
tuning, seeks engagement for Senior or Junior race.
Large fee or salary not required.—Eos 7,998, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [3752

SITUATIONS VACANT.
WANTED, keen motor cyclists, London and dis-

trict, with a lew spare hours weekly, evenings
or week-ends; interesting proposition, lro canvassing;
30/- to £3 earned weekly.—Box 7,997, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [3749

SHEET Metal Work—Traveller wanted on commis-
sion for sale of all kinds tinplate and sheet metal

goods; must have soimd connection amongst motor cycle

manufacturers and hardware factors.—Write. Box S94,
Williugs, 30, King St., Govent Garden, W.C.2. [3312

REQUIRED, Foreman to take charge of motor
cycle and cycle assembly and repair departments

by large works in North of England: must be con-

versant with all modern methods, and have held similar

position previously.—Apply in confidence, stating age,

salary, and experience. Box 260, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[X4444

WANTED (London suburb), thoroughly competent
working mechanic with extensive repairing .ex-

perience; proficient in turning, screw-cutting, brazing,

wheel building, engine and gear overhauls; good driver

and demonstrator; exceptional opportunity for sound
reliable mechanic desirous of securing permanent lucra-

tive position bv conscientious honest work: co-partner-

ship terms with minimum weekly drawings, no capital

required; Fidelity Society guarantee; only absolutely

competent mechanics need apply ; write fully.—Box
7,980, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3377

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

MOTOR Cvcle. old-established, main road Snrrev

;

well stocked. About £800; part remain. Active

partner willing take half share considered.—Box 7.982.

c/c The Motor Cycle. . [3379

CYCLE, Motor Cycle, and Electrical Business for

sale in Kent; turnover £4,000 year; position m
High Street: good clean stock; sell or lease premises.

Above is an excellent lot; best reasons for selling-

Box 7,969, e/o The Motor Cycle. [3309

FINANCIAL.-PARTNERSHIPS.
ACTIVE Partnership Required in motor cvcle or car

repair business. Capital available. Midlands pre-

ferred, but not .essentia].—Reply in confidence, Box
7,983, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3381

YOUNG Man, with £250 and all-round knowledge

of motor cycle repairs, required as working

partner in private limited company, salary and share

of profits.-829, Fulham Rd., &.W.6. [3407

THE Inventor of a Carburetter, who, judging hy the

reports received from motor cvcle manufacturers

and others, has struck a real good thing, is desirous of

meeting someone with capital with a view to a partner-

ship. A keel motorist preferred.—Write to I.M.. Co
The Manager, London County and Westminster Bank.

Farnham, Surrey. [3324

PATENTS.

WE Buy Sell, and Finance Inventions and Patents.

and advise on their marketing.—Send postcard for

full particulars to Dept. C, Inventors' Sales Agencv.

22-24, Spencer Av., Coventry. [3717

GARAGES.
PRIVATE Garage to let in Douglas for 12 cycles for

coming races. Workshops.—Apply, Tremissarv

Lodge, Isle-of-Man. [o224

GENERAL TRADE.
AUCTION Sales.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting, the

oldest solely motor auction rooms in London.

Terms 7V»%, not chargeable if machine unsold. Motor
cvcles and" cars bought and sold for cash. Nearest goods

stations. Falcon Lane. L. and N.W.R.; Wimbledon, L.

and fi.W.R. and G.W.R.—Sole address; Palmer's Gar-

age, Tooting. I3661

WANTED.
SCOTT Front Forks or other parts; state price and

condition.—79, Berkley St., Liverpool. [3281

N.S.U. Gear, fit Triumph, any condition, clieap.—

250, New John St. W., Birmingham. [X4405

WANTED, Morgan, exchange countershaft Zenith
and cash.—Sapsford, High St., Cheshunt, Herts.

[3390

SIXTY Cars for Exchange: postcard procures list.

Call.—Douglas S. Cox, Motors, West Norwood.
[1043

LIGHTWEIGHT Frame, complete, late pattern, suit

Villiers.—R.S., 42, Standen St., Tunbridge Wells.
[3500

SPORTING Sidecar wanted, for Triumph, must be
' cheap ; cash waiting.— G. A. Warren, Hindoo,

Wilts. [3507

WANTED. Triumph, B.S.A., and Douglas spares,
1912-21; cheap.— 23, Jupiter Terrace, Well Hall.

S.E.9. [3455

SIDECAR,- Henderson spring frame or B model, or

Hopley folding, for Triumph.—8, Cheshaul Villas.

Pinner: [3294

All letters relating to advertisements should ouote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. ai?
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WANTED.
WANTED, 3-wheeW,

ditiou ; must be
Winchestei.

chassis or complete, any con-

!

cheap.—Bunting, Flowerdown,
[3539

WANTED, large or 2-seater sidecar with enclosed
wheel; state age and condition.—25, Wallwood

Ed., Leytonstone. [X4503

WANTED, Hailey-Davidson parts, sidecar chassis for
same; repairs not objected to.— 2, Fortunesato

Rd., Hailesden, N.W. [3588

TTTANTED, steel balls, any Quantity, 3-16in., *4in.,
VV and 5-1 6in.—Cromwell Engineering Co., 327,
Putney Bridge Ed., S.W.15. [3308

WANTED, good up-to-date second-hand motor cycle
accessories; state particulars and price.—Service

Co., 292, High Holborn, VV.C.l. [0671

WANTED,
G.N.'s, i!

Euston Ed.

second-hand Morgans, Rovers, and
good condition.—A. P. Rev, 378-384,

Phone: Museum 6436. [3593

£12 Offered for Heavyweight Gear, 1921 Sturmey,
Juckes, Jardine, or good offer any other approved

type, date.—Haydock, Park Ed., Coppull, Chorley.
[X4521

WANTED, Triumph countershaft crank cases, fly-

wheels, S.A. gear boxes, parts, or empty cases;
ariy quantity purchased.—Hole, 129, Park Lane, Car-
shalton. [9767

WANTED to Purchase Outright for cash, bankrupt
stocks. W.D. spares, miscellaneous spares. Send

full particulars.—McNeille and Piatt, 57, Gt. George
St.. Liverpool. 'Phone : 1092 Royal. T2489

WANTED, cheap, water-cooled engines, about 8h.p.
V twin or flat twin preferred, condition immaterial.

Also 3-speed and reverse ail-chain gear boxes, well-known
makes desirable.—Particulars and lowest to Blackler, 66,
Union St., Torquay. [3734

FOR 1913 2 3*h.p. Sunbeam, frame centre only (i.e.,

without fork or rear wheel brackets, engine plates,

etc.), in thoroughly sound condition; broken and brazed
;irticle not wanted: also leakless tank and rear stand
for same machine; moderate prices.

—
"Write. Ivan gar,

Wo Godfrey*. 208, Gt. Portland St., W-.l. [3321

EXCHANGE.
etc.. value £20, for sidecar.—29, Kin'gs-
Goodmayes. [3391

OUGLAS 4h.p. for Triumph 4h.p., or offer.—

8

JAZZ Drums,
wood Ed.

D
19 19% P. and M. Combination, and cash, for higher

h.p.—4a, Wyfold Ed., Fulham. [5502

SOPWITH Pup Fuselage, 80h.p. Le Ehone, for motor
cycle.—44, Denman Drive, N W.4. [3358

EXCHANGE Scott Combination, perfect order, for

solo and cash; sell £45.-58, Harringav Ed., N.15.
[3221

BtUCK 4-seater, 15h.p., Warland rims; exchange
combination ; £75.—Hillrise, Surbiton Hill Ed.,

P.W. [X4544

EXCHANGE 3'yh.p. P.M. combination, perfect, and
cash, for higher power.—29, Kilmaine RJ., Ful-

ham. [3351

£5 and 2 ri'
4h.p. Singer, 1914, for single S^h.p.,

Triumph preferred.—19, Pym St., Walton, Liver-
pool. [3513

"1Q20 A.B.C. ; exchange combination, cash either war.
-Af —59, Palfrey Place, Dorset Ed., Clapham Ed..
S.W.8. [3577

"I Q21 2-speed O.K.-Villiers, exchange higher power
J- *J solo, late model ; evenings.—67, Fernlea Ed.,
Balham. [3783

3 ih.p. Singer Combination and cash, for good 1920
2 8h.p. combination.—Bruce, 122b, Chase Side,

Enfield. [3423

REX 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination* tax paid 1922,
all on; exchange for solo and cash.—23, Earratt

A\., N.22. [3449

EXCHANGE Special Sporting 6-8h.p. Eex, 2-speed,
starter, perfect, for lower power.—27, Corinne

Rd., N.19. [3557

UNIO Taxicab, 12h,p., 2-cyi., overhauled, new parts,

bodv as new; any exchange considered.— 63, Solon
Ed., Brixton. [3584

POWERPLLTS Combination, perfect condition; ex-
change with cash for Morgan.—26, Lower Park

Rd., Peckham. [3440

MORRIS-COWLEY 1917 4-seater, perfect, smart,
dynamo; £225; combination and cash.—54, Coval

Rd., Mortlake. [X4547

"I Q12 Darracq Van, 4-cyl., overhead valves, gate, smart
X-*J body; exchange.—South Western Garage, New
Maiden, Surrey. [3452

BTJICK 1918 Ton Chassis, dynamo, 5 rims, whole
as new; combination part; reasonable.-^Yellow

Garage, Surbiton.

MARTINSYDE 1921 Combination, .

cash, for Morgan or Eover; appointment
Kew Rd., Kew.

1 Q21 3%h-p. N.U.T.
JLtf Morgan or lightweight.
Earlsdcn, Coventry.

HTJMBERETTE 2-~seater, 1914,
equipped; £60; combination

Fassett Rd., Kingston.

[X4545

perfect, with
-268,
[3491

Lucas Magdyno lighting, for

102, Westwood Rd.,-
[X4575

fast, reliable,
- Springhurst,

[X4543

BASTONES
Established 16 Years.

No Better or cheaper House.

NEW CLEARANCE LENES,
APPROVAL AGAINST CASH.

CARRIAGE PAID.

WOOD-MILNE Key Grip COVERS
26X2J 3-ply 13/6

26 x l\ \
f-piy Extra Heavy • • 16/6

GOODYEAR All-Weather Tread
COVERS. Extra Heavy.

26X2J Diamond Pattern .. 26/-

GOODRICH Safety-TreadCOVERS
Extra Heavy,

26X2J
26X2iX 2 J
26X z\
650 X 65
26 x 3 for 650 x 65
28 x'3

28/-
36/-
35/-
40/-
48/-
48/-

CLINCHER Rubber Non-Skid

COVERS.
24 x 2 \ De Luxe Heavy .

.

23/6
26x2 .. 23/6
26X2| 25/-
26 x 2 1 Extra Heavy .. .. 27/-
26X2|x2j Heavy .. .. 30/-

650x65 Dreadnought 3-ribbed 39/-

700 x 80
to fit } De Luxe Extra Heavy 47 /-

650 x 65

MISCELLANEOUS COVERS.
26 x i % Best British Make .

.

14/-

26 X 2 Englebert Passenger .. 19/6
26 x i\ Hutchinson T.T. .

.

23/-

26X2-I 27/-
28x3

]

to fit [ Best British Make
28x2}-)
26x3 Englebert Rubber Stud .

26 x 2^ Michelin Fine Ribbed .

26 x 2 1 Englebert (wired edge)

.

45/-

25/-
21/-
25/-

Distributing Agents for the Famous

MONTGOMERY SIDECARS
New 1922 Models in Stock.

Montgomery Bo-Peep Sidecar Screen,

easily fitted to any Sidecar .. £3 10 O
Easting Screens £3 18 O

Sidecar Bodies {various models) from £4 O O

TUBES.
Goodrich, Clincher, and Hutchinson.

26x2^ and 26 X2| .. each 6/3
650x65)
700 x 80 \ .

.

. _. . each 7/6
28x3 I

Hours of Business

—

9 till 6; Saturdays, 9 till 1.

228, Pentonville Road,
King's Cross, London, N.l.
;Pbone :-2*8i North. 'Grams : 'Bastooes, London'

EXCHANGE.
O^SEATER G.W.K., perfect throughout; exchange •

™ solo or combination, or sell cheap.—Jones, c/o---
Eton Garage, Balham. [3300

PERRY 1914 Twin 8h.p. 2-seater, 5 wheels, equipped,
,

new tyres; £110; combination part.—Hillrise, I
Surbiton Hill Rd., S.W. [X4542 I

RTJDGE Multi, 1920'/^, hot stuff, for lug twin, solo, \
or combination.—Southouse, c/o James Kane, Ltd.,

Kyrwicks Lane, Birmingham. [3210

1 Q-14 Mathis 2-seater, lOh.p., 5 wheels, electric, fast,*:
-L*7 nice order, repainted; £150; combination part, i

—Norlands Garage, Mortlake. [X4546 :

HALIFAX.— 50 second-hand machines and combina-
tions

: keen exchanges. Get hat.—Halifax Motor
Exchange, Norton St., Halifax. [5362 .

EXCHANGE Morgan 1915 De Luxe, good tyres, nice|
order; £75 ; exchange valve combination and

cash.—54, Coval Rd., Mortlake. [X4550 I

CLYNO Combination, 2-speed, kick start, splendid „-

condition; £58; take lower power part.—57, Ken-
bury St., Camberwell, London. [3559

"I Q21 Scott, for all-chain Triumph, Sunbeam, oil
-«-*' similar; would consider N.U.T. and little rash. - I

Box 7,948, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3239
.

EXCHANGE 1921 A.V. for combination or ^olo.—
Newnham Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith Rd.,

W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [3647

1 Q21 Scott Squirrel; perfect condition, fully equipped,
J-*/ for 1920 Henderson or Ace solo; sell £90 nffeis.

-Box 7,996, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3748

EXCHANGE, 1920 G.N., dynamo lighting, splendid^
condition, for Morgan or combination and cash,

;

or -sell.—24, Geraldine Rd., Chiswick. [3460

EXCHANGE 1914 3"^b.p. Precision, excellent order*-.!

for 1910-12 Scott, other 2-stroke considered, sell •

£28.—Box 7,981, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3378

GOOD Second-hand Motor Cycle or Combination,
taken in part exchange for new, any make.

—

Percy and Co., 314, Euston Rd., N.W.I. [5474

EXCHANGE 1920 G.N., splendid condition, for I

combination and cash, or sell £120.—C.S., 14,4
Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3.. Tel.: E. 3155. [3779 i

ALLDAYS 12h.p. 4-seater, modem body, unscratched,|
remarkably good condition; value £150 ; any ex-

change considered.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [3585JJ

EXCHANGE Beautiful 1916 Overland 15.9h.p.^
Coupe, starter and lighting, for combination or

j G.N. and cash.—24, Geraldine Rd., Chiswick. [34611

STUDEBAKER 1913 2-seater, 15h.p., £60 recon-]
ditioning bill just paid, now nice; ;£J.30;_ com-

bination part.—Morlands Garage, Mortlake. [X4548"

EXCHANGE 3-4h.p. National Gas Engine, mag.j
ignition, complete, and perfect, as new, for com-

bination or solo.—1, Priory Rd., Kew" Green. [3483 '

41h.p. B.S.A. Combination and 2%h.y. Enfield; ex-J
4 change for higher power combination, Enfield.!

preferred.—Towndsend, Applegate St., Leicester. 1X4493

ENFIELD Combination, perfect condition, fully *

equipped, for w.c. Morgan de Luxe, cash adjust*
ment—Lonsdale, 28, Salisbury Rd., Bexley, Kent. [3486

T Q 19 Indian Combination, speedometer, Easting,
X«7 d.A. lighting, £80; exchange A.B.C.—21, -

Whiteheads Grove, Chelsea. "Phone : Ken. 146.
[34274 h.p. Regal o.h.v , 4-speed Jardine, C.S., K.S., never

4

been on the road : in for higher power or Ford
'

chassis, any condition.—Box 7,995, c/o The Motor Cycle, i

[3747 ]

EXCHANGE 1922 Coventry Premier, brand new,
~

:

for combination and cash.—Newnham Motor Co., I

223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith*:
80. [3650

EXCHANGE Twin 2-speed Motor Cycle, Bosch mag.,.*
good tvres, good solo or sidecar machine, for

good 2-speed lightweight.—Box 265, c/o The Motor -

Cycle. [X4480

EXCHANGE Rover, 8h.p. 1922, brand new, fori
combination and cash.—Newnham Motor Co.,

223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith,
j

80. [3645 I

LEVIS 2 14h.p. Sports Model, perfect, smart appear- i

nnce, and about £8 foi countershaft machine suit-

able sidecar work. Triumph preferred.—35, Bective Rd.,
Putney. [3271

HUMBERETTE, 1914, thoroughly overhauled and I

repainted last month, fully equipped; exchange
combination or sell £75—17, Sussex Rd., New Maiden, I

Surrey. - [3426

"I O 19 Countershaft Triumph, lamp?, horn, new tyres

Jl*/ and tubes, for 1921 5-6h.p. countershaft Zenith, .

cach adjustment.—F. Kuott, 35, Southampton St., -

Reading. [3342
jEXCHANGE Your Present Machine for a new car
]

or motor evele through the Newnham Motor

-

Co, 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammer-
smith 80. [3651

EXCHANGE Good Typewriter, gramophone, and j

records, gent.'s cycle, new gold albert, and cash,

for motof cyclfe or combination.—Box 267, c/o The
Motor Cycle [X4482 >

EXCHANGE 1920 G.N., with dynamo lighting, good

condition, for combination and cash.—Newnham -

Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. '"Phone: I

Hammersmith 80. [3649

Ai8 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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EXCHANGE.
IVTHK, Capstan. 6^in. centre, nearly new, 2 3-jaw

j chucks, 20 collets, countershaft wire feed; offers;

exchange motor cycle.— 5, Addison Av., Holland Park,

W.ll. Park 2071. [3657
|

EXCHANGE 1920 IuYicta, 2%h.p. J.A.P. engine, 2-

speed, legshield*, Inmpe, practically new, and!
-about £20, lor an A B.C., Triumph, N.U.T.—37, Arling-

ton Rd., Surbiton. [3252 ,

F.O.C.H. are noted for fair exchanges.—Fair Offer
\

Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead. (Near
tube.) 'Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours : 9-7, m-
eluding Saturday's. [3373

KilN. Columbia Screw-rutting Lnthe, new condition,
O 2 complete with chuck, face plate, change wheels,

overhead gears; exchange.—Ward, South Western Garage,

New Maiden, Surrey. [3453

rft 20-21 AT, Monocar, Sh.p.. 2-speed (2 seats}, original
** tyres, lighting set, Khixon, screen, petrol carrier,

absolutely unseratched, guaranteed; sell £70; exchange.
-89, East Hill, Wandsworth, [3713

EXCHANGE 1914 Arden 2-seater for combination,
or sell £45; would pay cash difference up to

£100.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.,
AV.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [3648

1iftl9 Carden-Tamplin 2-seater, 8h.p. J.A.P. , Sturmey-
J-w Archer 3 speeds, electric lanipf, horn, Quarter's

" tax; £70, or exchange sporty motor cycle.—Gordon,
120. Ridley Rd., Forest Gate, Essex. [3346

VTATCHLESS Combination, 3-speed, tandem sidecar,
i" t- lamps, horn, hood, screen, speedometer, over-

hauled (receipts shown), for familv Morgan or similar.

—Write, 21, Heath Drrve, Potters Bar. [3348

EXCHANGE 1918 Singer 2-seater. with dickey,
dynamo lighting, self-starter, new condition, for

combination and cash.—Newnham Motor Co.. 223,
Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.

[3646
EXCHANGES n Speciality.-Motor cycles taken in

part exchange for small and large 2 and 4-seaters:
bargain prices.—Senbridge, Hansler Rd., East Dnlwich.
Hours 10-5.30, or appointment (not Sundays): Syden-
ham 2452. [3671

G.N"., 1921, 7-Sh.p., electric lights, hood and screen,

mileage 1.000, un scratched, any trial, £150, cost
over £200; exchange for Morgan or 1920 combination
and cash.— Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk
Farm Tube Station). [3375

A LLDAYS 2-seater, 8h.p., 3-speed and reverse, worm
-£a drive, 5 Riley detachable wheels, hood, side
curtains, in perfect condition, exchange for light-
weight and "cash, or sell £ 105.—Watson, 6, Caven-
dish Parade, Clapham, S.W.4. [3464

NFIELD-ALLDAYS 2-seater, 8h.p., 3 speeds, re-

verse, under-worm drive, 5 interchangeable wheels,E
5 lamps, horn, speedometer, perfect little car, for motor
cycle, sell £90 cash either wav.—The Mews, Victoria
Rd., Clapham. 'Phone: Latohniere 4290. [3534

EXCHANGE the following for combination and
cash adjustment either way.—1919 lOh.p. Singer

2-seater car, dynamo lighting, also 1914 G.W.K., in
grand order, electric lighting, both fullv equipped.—
28. Woodford Rd., Forest Gate, E.7. 'Phone : Strat-
ford 2598. [3554

REPAIRERS.
NY

ARMSTRONG or Sfurmev-Archer Geais Repaired
promptly ;md efthueutlv.— C'oimtv Engineering Co.,

fiounslow. [0517

WHITTAIX for Welding. Aluminium expeits
Prompt delivery.

WHITTALL.-r'istons complete for Triumph, Pre-
mier, J.A.P., Bradbury, E.S.A., Douglas, Sun-

beams, etc.
:
14/- to 24/-, on approval, exact to pattern.

WHITTALL.—Cylinders regrouud and new complete
pistons fitted from £2, perfection guaranteed.

Twelve years' first-class reputation. Pistons to pattern
or sketch.—Whittall Machinists Co., Whittall St., Bir-
mingham. [0017

C.
R. FOSTER, of Leeds, is the original cylindei
grinding specialist.

CYLINDER Grinding by Foster, of Leeds, has rro
equal. Price, complete with piston, from £2.

£1,000 is the value of the machine and equipment
that will grind your cylinder at our works.—

Foster, of Leeds, 170, Cardigan Rd. [0003

RMSTRONG and Sfnrmey-Arrher Gear Specialists.
Repairs while you wait.—Tavistock (below).

RMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears completely
assembled for 6/- in 2 hours.—Tavi-toek (below).

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Parts at cut
prices by return of post.—Tavistock (below).

EARS, shafts, valves, etc., for car or cycle, made
promptly.—Tavistock (below).

GEARS.—Send all gear repairs and replacements to
Tavistock Engineering Co., 254a, Portobello Rd.,

~ North Kensington, London. 'Phone: Park 643. [3719
CYLINDERS Reground, new pistons fitted with

rings and gudgeons, from 22/6.—Below.

ENGINES Overhauled in 5-6 days. SpecialHv :

Triumph and Premier. Spare parts supplied
(see Parts arid Accessories also).—W. R. S. Fiddian,
Bush Lane House, Bush Lane, E.O.4. T3414

A
A

G

TO
TRIUMPH RIDERS

Triumph Clutch Peda
Convert your clntcli to foot, as W-ill asliatul con-
trol. Simploto tit by any amateur in a fewfl /„
minute.*. Price^/

Rubbers (or Triumph

Price 2/6

Sidecar Lamp
Bracket for Douglas

Sidecars.

Price 2/-

Trade Sin'plie 1. Carriage find I ostag2*xtra."

BURLI NGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO. LTD.,
7, South Side,Clapham Common,S.W.4
'I'hone: Brix'ov 2417. Wiie>: Btirtinptan Motors,

Clapham
Just by Clapham Common Underground Station. -

Vs

Ulil'AIRERS.
ENGINE Overhauls, quality work only, cylinders re-

ground, pistons, valves, bushes, etc.—Below.

PISTONS for even- standard motor cycle in stock
from 14/- each.—Below.

rf^YLINDER Grinding, onr speciality 2 7
<\\\.f}. Roughs^ reground, fitted with new piston, rings, and

gudgeon, 25/- each.—Below.

T^RIUMPH, J.A.I'., Bradbury, and nil 3Vjh.p., 4h.p.,A cylinders reground and fitted new piston, rings,
nnd gudgeon, 35/-; returned in 48 hours.—Below.

QUALITY and Satisfaction is our motto. Entrust
^c* your work to specialists and get a guaranteed
repair. — C.M.D. Engineering Co., Leamington Spa.
'Phone: 768. [9659

TXUB Gears.—Great reductions in prices of replace-
J-J- ments for Sturmey-Archer and Armstrong gears.

HUB Gears.—Wheels repaired and returned within
the week; send for latest price lists.

HUB Gears.—Why pay an extortionate price for
fitting a few new parts to an old gear?

HUB Gears.—We undertake to supply the complete
new internal portion of the gear mechanism less

main driver for £5.

HUB Gears.—A. F. Lewis, Cbarlestown, Weymouth.
Look out for the Lewis patent 2-speed counher-

shaft gear and clutch [0747

DOUGLAS Overhauls.—We specialise in overhaul in?
and repairing Douglas machines.—Tavistock

(below).

DOUGLAS Overhauls.—Send your Douglas to us for

reliable, efficient, and cheap . repairs.—Tavistock
(below).

DOUGLAS Overhauls.—Don't have your machine
spoilt by amateur mechanics.—Tavistock En-

gineering Co., 254, Portobello Rd., North Kensington.
London. 'Phone: Park 643 [3720

WELDING Aluminium Crank Case*, gear boxes by
experts; immediate attention; seasonable prices.—

Below.

7"ELDING Broken Cylinders, flahges, combustion
experts of 11 years' experience.—Below.

CYLINDER Grinding on latest machinery, installed
since hostilities ceased ; accuracy guaranteed

;

new pistons fitted.— Sadgrove and Co., 140, Conybere
St.. Birmingham. [4769

STOVE Enamelling.—Frames, 10/-; wheels, 9/-:
tanks, makers' colours; plating.—De la Cour, 298,

Kennington Rd., S.E. - [3708

FOR Expert Engine O-verhnuls, cylinder grinding,
new pistons, and spares, Hedley and Co., Forth

St., Newcastle-on-Tyne. [1333

FHAME, chassis, and tank repairs, enamelling and
pointing by experts; prompt deliveries.—Langham

Co., Fitzroy St., Leicester. [6097

INDIAN Owners.—If you have trouble with your ma-
chine, .send to Indian repair specialists, Dennis,

89, Brixton Rd., London. [1853

ENGINES Rebushed, overhauled, rings fitted, com-
pression guaranteed; singles 30/-, twins 40/ ;

returned 3 days.—Below.

VALVE Seats, rebuilt from 10/- valves 5/-, valve
guides 4/-, valve cups 4/-, piston rings 1/6.—

Below.

CYLINDERS Rebored, fitted with new piston, from
30/- to 40/-.—Turner Bros., Engineers, Summer-

seat, Manchester. [2298

J.A.P. and Blackbnrne Engine Experts; reasonable
and reliable.—Kingsbury ' Garage, Edgware Sd.,

Hendon. 'Phone: Kingsburv 134. [4209

WELDING.—Broken cylinders, crank cases, etc., made
like new; work guaranteed; quick return.—Tonge

Welding Co., Morton St., Middleton, Manchester. [6302

CYLINDERS Reground, new pistons complete, fitted

from .25/-, work guaranteed, good deliveries.—

Shortridge, 18, Boughton R-d., Brownsover, Rugby.
[X4507

ALL Manner of Repairs, rebuilds, etc., to any pat-

tern " First-class enamelling. Reasonable charges
and quick delivery.—Day, 27, St. Luke's Rd., Birming-
ham. [3393

ENAMELLING, Plating.—Tanks enamelled as before-
handle-bars, etc., plated.—Send to Murray's Plating

Works, Union St., Coventry. Platers and enamellers to

the trade. [0024

CYLINDER Grinding, new pistons, etc.; accurate
and highly finished work; prompt delivery; price

list on application.—W. and F. Wills, Ltd., Engineeis.

Bridgwater. [0728

FRAMES.—Repairs and alterations; special frame;
and tanks built, any design: enamelling nnd

plating.—A. Pilkington and Co., 390, Lichfield Rd..
Birmingham. [8466

FRAME Repair Specialists.—New tubes, forks, stay*,

cut-downs, etc.; euamellfng and plating at lowet
prices; quick despatch.—A. E. and F. Erittain, Bentlev

Lane, Walsall- [2622

CYLINDER Grinding, new pistons, rings, and
gudgeons, 85 mm. J.A.P. 'fi, etc., 29/6; other sizes

on request. Ahmiininm pistons i f desi red. — Yutca a
Engineering Works, Walsden. [9642

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. AIQ
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REPAIRERS.
WELDING.—Broken flanges, aluminium cronk eases,

cracked water jackets, valve seatings, welded
and machined complete; scored bores filled in and
ground to existing pistons.—Below.

CYLINDERS Reground, new pistons fitted complete,

in cast iron or aluminium.—West London Weld-
ing Co., Esses Place, Chiswick. 'Phone: Chiswick
536. tO415

COULSON Kepair Specialists. Spares for all models
stocked. Trad© inquiries invited. Tube bending,

welding, brazing, and enamelling.—H.W.H. Engineering
Co., 40, Old Town, Clapham, S-W.4. [2537

SEND Tour Engine to me to be thoroughly over-

hauled and rebushed; singles 40/-, twins 60/-;
ether repairs quoted for.—Terry, 16, Grove Parade.
East Finchley. Theme: Finchley 2261. [2951

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Bepairs and Overhauls.-We
are now able to put work in hand without de-

lay; skilled staff under careful supervision.—Harley-
Davidson Motor Co., Ltd., 74, Newman St., London,
W.l. [0043

WE can bring your machine up-to-date and make
it into a countershaft model by fitting a new

back, with Sturmev-Archer gear box: any machine con
verted.—A. Pilkington and Co., 390, Lichfield Rd.. Bir-

mingham. [3673

CYLINDER Grinding and new pistons at cut prices.

We specialise in high-class work and quick de-

liveries for all classes of engines. Discounts to traders.—
Kellett and Collinson, Ltd., Havelock Works, Great
Horton, Bradford. [8629

CYLINDERS Regroiind, accurate finish, compression
guaranteed : Triumph, Rover, Premier, etc.,

57/-; all 2?4h.p. single, 33/-; twins, 2^h.p. Douglas,
55/-; J.A.P.. Indian, James, 60/-; complete with
pistons and rings.

PISTONS.—Every pattern, standard or oversize, in
stock; low price.

PISTON Rings, high grade; none better; thousand
of testimonials; oversize or step cut 2/-, standard

1/6 each; return post.—Patent Rings, 30, Wigan Rd..
Atherton. [5191

V.S. ilotor Cvcle Agency.—Supplying spares and over-

hauling V.S. 2-epeed gears, which are also fitted

to Matchless machines, etc. New and second-hand V.S.
P-sneed gears in stock.— Geiger, 24, Mansfield Rd., Gospel
Oak, London, N.W.3. [3760

PACK All Your Troubles in a sound box and for-

ward immediately to Bishop, Engineer, Cotham
ltd.. Bristol. Unobtainable parts for all makes in two
days. Every description of machine work undertaken.
and every job guaranteed. [3297

WELDING, Welding, Welding.—Welding done by
experts; cylinders, crank cases, gear boxes,

t istons, cranks, flanges, etc. : aluminium a speciality

Xo cure no pav, and all work returned in 6 days.—

H

Vienv. 105, Bissell St., Birmingham. [0023

BEACH Engineering Co., 42, Earl St.. Coventry
Engines rebushed, cylinders reground, aluminium

ur C.I. pistons fitted from £2; connecting rods rebushed
v:ilves 5/-, guides 3/6 ; pistons complete from 25/-

iiHgs 2/-: valve caps 4/6; other repairs quoted for. [0593

CYLINDERS, Humber, Rex, Triumph, Premier, few
2 1 -jh.p. Singers, and 41/2h.p. with chipped fins:

Coventry's best productions : guaranteed genuine, not
imitations. Cylinders ground on our new Heald grinder-

old rvlinders made new.—Crown MotorWorks, Veequerav
St., Coventry- [X4577

N.S.TJ. Gears. N.S.U. Gears. N.S.U. Gears.—Butter-
worth's Garage can undertake the repair of these

gears at short notice. Good stock of replacements
always available. Send gear along to us.—Butterworth's
Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. 'Phone

:

Streatham 2813. [3496

HUB-GEARED Machines Converted to Counter-
shaft, or conversion sets supplied to suit all

makes; gear boxes and spare parts for same in stock;
recommended by the leading motor cycle manufac-
turers. — Sheldon Engineering Co., Bayley Lane,
Coventry. 'Phone : 634. [.3594

BLACKBURNE Spares.—Send to us the manufac-
turers, for all spare parts ; prompt service,

reasonable prices. Repairs and complete overhauls
to Blackburne or any make of machine; enamelling
(tanks a speciality), nickel plating, etc.—Osborn En-
gineering Co., Gosport, Hants. [0652

FRAME and Chassis Repair Specialists. Cut-downs,
new forks, back stays, chain stays ; fixed and hub

gear machines converted ; tube bending and machinery
of everv description; obsolete parts made to order:
urgent jobs returned in 12 hours.—The Enfield Engi-
neering Co., 31, Silver St., Enfield. . [S043

DOUGLAS Specialists.—We have built over 100
Douglas machines this past season. Send us your

repairs. All partis in stock. Complete overhauls, in-

cluding enamelling and plating, in ten days. We pay
carriage one way.—The Winstan Henney Motor Co., 63,
SoutirEnd, Croydon. 'Phone: 2431. [2890

SPEEDOMETER Repairs.—Caution !—We beg to ad-
vise owners of Stewart speedometers that repairs

can only be satisfactorily carried out by the makers,
who alone possess the proper facilities for repair and
subsequent necssary calibration of their instrument.
We accept no responsibility for the working of instru-
ments sent elsewhere which nullifies our guarantee.—
The Cooper-Stwart Engineering Co.. Ltd., 1 1 , Broad
St., Bloomsbury. London, W.C.2. [2950

Sturm ey-Archer and Armstrong Gears-
Immediate Repair*. All' parts for all types in stock.

Quotations despatched same day as gear is received.

STTJRUEY- ARCHER. COUNTERSHAFT GEARS, lull

range of 2 and 3- speed parts in stock- Any type of gear re-

placement made to pattern for motor cycles and cars. In-

struction sheets and price lists by return oi post ; send stamps.

(We donotrepairpushcycleEears.) UseomGeai Oil, specially

prepared for Hub aod Countershaft Gears in Quart tins, 3/-,

per tin. post free 3/6. Sturmey Countershaft Gear Boxes in

stock, wholesale and retail—2-speed fill, S-speed «17.

CROMWELL ENGINEERING CO.,
327. PUTNEY BRIDGE ROAD, S.W.15.

Telegrams and Telephone—Putney 1601.

Send Repairs to Putney Station (L. t£ S.IP.EJ

For the convenience of customers we have altered

our business hours asfollows :—Weekdays, including

Saturdays, 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Start the New Year by fitting

PATENT)

a 1 SUPER DISCS
,Jp%, Jj

Their Central rising plates make
Jf fitting a simple matter, and, be-

^JW W~ =ides the hours ol wheel cleaning

^ -*&r
*key w^ save y-on >

tney w^* ac^
^^i^^^ -\ touch of refinement to your

machine or combination.

BLACK. Price 27/6 per wheel. Polished.

Write 1or out New Illustrated List.

COfiNEftCROFT, LTD., Ace Works, COVENTRY.

STURMEY-ARCHER and
ARMSTRONG

Hub or Countershaft Gears
repaired while you wait.
Actually in Stock—New Sturmey-Arehor
Countershaft Gear and Boxes spare parts.

Send for illustrated list. Trade supplied,

bend wheels, Hounslow L.S.W. Railway.

COUNTY ENGINEERING CO.,
64. Staines Road, HOUNSLOW,

YVires: 'Three-speed. Homislow.' 'Phone: Houns'ow 322

AFTER THAT DIRTY JOB

SNOWHYTE
will clean the hands with or without water

and leave them soft and supple.

NOSAND OR GRITINSNOWHYTE.
In tins, Car iize, !/ Cycle size, 6d.

l-rorn Garages, Cycle Stores, Ironmongers, etc.

SNOWHYTE Co., 1-3, Pocock St, LONDON, S.E.I.

( &AVC PtTROL JET 1

CONTROLLED

Variable Jet Attachment gives

increased m.p.p.. power, aud easy start-

ing. Can he fitted to most carburetters.

State make, date, and type of carbu-

retter length of jet Including plug.

35/-.—Sutton Pocklinston i Co:, 111.

Cierkenwell Rd E.C.I IFrf(c/or Leaflet-

REPAIRERS.
GODFREY'S, Ltd., 203, Gt. Portland St., L< -Jon

W.l, specialists in motor cycle repairs ci -all
descriptions. Completely equipped workshop? at 14,
Miller St., Camden Town, K.W. IPhone : Museum
2434), which afford exceptional facilities for o?eihauls
and repairs at moderate prices. Estimates given. [0639

ACETYLENE and Electric Welding.—Broken Ganges,
cracked water jackets, scored bores, worn bearings

built up: aluminium gear boxes, crank cases, any
broken motor part welded and machined up and re-

turned in 7 days; 14 years' experience.—Lincoln ,lt:ffiies,

Jun., Gun and Motor Maker, 120, Steelhouse Lane.
Birmingham. 'Phone: Central 729. [2818

WHITE and Watson, motor cycle repair specialists.

Another reduction in reboring prices. Douglas
riders, now is your opportunity. 2^4h.p. and 4h.p.
Douglas cylinders reground and fitted with 2 new
pistons complete, 35/- and 45/- per pair. Other cylin-

ders at the following rates: Up to 65 mm. 22/6-
70 mm., 27/6; 80 mm. 32/-; 85 mm. 35/6; and over.

37/6; 2-strokes extra; aluminium pistons, Brico Tings

only fitted to our rebores; engines rebushed, re-

balanced, and overhauled. Gear boxes overhauled
and replacements machined.—White and Watson. 80.

Belvedere Rd., S.E.I. [5400

IF Onlv the Best will satisfy von, then the Tennant
Engineering Co., 238, Bristol St., Birmingham,

alone can please you. Super-critical you may be, but

their work will pass your inspection down to the last

detail. Xo firm has more experience, no firm has keener
workmen, no firm has greater or better facilities for

turning out perfect work, and no firm will strive more
to give you satisfaction. Cylinders rebored and fitted

new pistons. Rebushing of every description. Engines
completely overhauled and returned full of vigour and
vim. Frames altered and repaired. Everything

fullv guaranteed and at competitive prices. Official

repairers to A.C.U. and R.A.C.-'Phone: Mid. 19
r

2 8,

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.

NOTE: In addition to advertisements under

this heading, advertisements ol Spare Parts tor

individual makes of motor evcles will be found it

the end of the advertisements of such makes m
the classified vages of " Motor Cycles lor Sale."

("^OU-XTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.

AUSTER -Wind Screens, Triplex glass, adjustable

aluminium fittings, 13x6^in., 10/-. post free-

ELECTRIC Inspection Lamp, to fit oyer speedo-

meter, complete with bulb and cable, 2/6 each.

EXHAUST Boxes, Douglas 2JOi.p., 15/-; Douglas

4h.p. clutch races, 2/6; screwdrivers, 6in„ 8m.,

10in„ 10d., 1/-, and 1/2 each.

HIGH-TEXSION Wire, 9 mm. 5d. per yard, 25

yard coil 8/6; 7 mm., 4d. per yard. 25 yard coil

6/-- 5 mm. 3d. per yard, 25 yard coil 4/-; 3 mm., 2d.

per yard, 25 yard coil 2/-; postage on coils, 5 mm. and

upwards 1/-, 3 mm. 9d.

ALL Goods on approval per return post on receipt

of cash; money refunded if not satisfied.

COUXTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd., 51a,

New Park Rd., Brixton Hill, London, S.W. Tel.:

Streatuarn 2893. T.A. : Ignitionac, Brisstret, London.
[2473

>.M.-Gears £3, engines £8, chain sets 25/-, -tail pieces

4/6, valve caps 2/9.

Pil —sidecar chassis, stoved enamelled, plated Strings,

tyre and tube, £4/10; toolbags, 4/6.

P ~Vi —Every part P.M.. less chain cases.—Weldius Co.,

55, St. James's Ed., Bermondsey. l3786

PRIDE and Clarke for ex-W.D. lamp sets at bar-

gain prices.—Below.

O T / P BnTS largest eize P. and H. No
/* J / O 6et ;

mediujn size set P. and H
25/6; lamps alone, 10/6.—Below.

127 lamp
H. Xo. 125,

O K / £i Buys medium size ebony finish Miller 31H
40/0 lamp set; lamps alone. 9/-: Lucas Xo. 462

lamps 12/6: P. and H. generators, 14/-: Eood ^econd-

liaud generators, 6/-; rear lamps, 3/7 :
postage on lamps.

1/6.—Below.

DOUGLAS 23il.p. Xew Cylinders, 25/-; crankshafts,

2'Jand 4h p., 25/-; connecting rode, 15/6; pistons,

fip. rin»s 1/-; gudgeon pins, bushes, tappet guides,

1/6 'each T chain wheels, 5/-: Renolds chains. 7/-; genuine

Douglas tool rolls, 16.'-.—Below.

PRIDE and Clarke.—All spares for 2»ih.p. Douglas

in stock. Postage extra; stamp repl^-Pridc and

Clarke. 156, Stockwell Rd.. Brixton S.W.9. TeL:

898 Brixton. Entrance to garage, Garden Row. [3714

IXDIAX Front Forks, gear boxes, and engines, and

all rarts for same.—Below.

IXDIAX Intake Domes, carburetters, magnetos,

clutches, kick starters—Below.

IXDIAX Carriers, chains, and guards, springs,
~

sprockets: in fact, everything lor 7-9h.p.; all

raits absolutely new.-Dennis Accessories Stores, 89.

Brixton Rd, London. Specialists in Indian Repairs.

•Phone: Brixton 3129. 1113!>

A2o AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
LYNO.

LYNO 5-6 and 8h.p. Spares, enormous stock, un-
' doubtedlv we hold the largest stock in England,

genuine Clyno parts, brand new.

[ARBLE Arch Motor Bxchange.—No ridiculous

prices Trade supplied. Liberal discounts on

antities. Send stamp for our Clyno list and com-

:e prices.

ILYNO Centre Frame, 6 or 8h.p- 50/-; rear por-
' tions, 35/-; tanks complete with all fittings, hi-

ding Best and Lloyd lubricator, 50/-; front stands,

S; rear stands, 8/6; Brampton spring forks, £3/10;
l?x, £3/15; wheels, 26in. or 28in., 38/-; mudguards,
impton, front 12/-, rear 10/-; handle-bars, 8/-;

tal tool boxes, to fit on top tube, 5/-; sidecar

shions, 7/6; sidecar C springs, 17/6 pair; aluminium
itboards, 10/- pair; hundreds of other parts, all

ind new.

fr/YNO 6h.p. Gear Boxes, 3-speed, K.8., foot-con-
' trolled clutch, as new, £8; brand new, £12.

COMPLETE Set as follows : Clyno 8h.p. frame, com-
' plete, fitted with spring seat pillar, latest Brarnp-
i Biflex forks, 2 gallon tank, complete with all

tings, including Best and Lloyd lubricator, 2 inter-

angeable wheels, 26in. or 28in., back driving sprocket,
ted with internal expanding Ferodo-lined brake, 3-

:ed gear box, kick start, hand-controlled clutch,
ndle-bars, front and rear stands, front and rear
adguards, carrier, wheel spindles ; what a gift for

!5 ; list price, over £60.

IEMEMBER the Above are all brand new and per-
fect Clyno parts, and would be ideal for the

ting of 8h.p. J.A.P. or similar engines. (Please
te we have only 11 more of these sets left out of
total of 73.)

".A.P. 8h.p. Spares.—Cylinders, rear only, 35/-; new
crank cases, 35/- each; double cam gear wheels,

6; crank pins, -driving side shafts, and timing side
alls, 3/- each; mainshaft timing wheels, 2/- each;
ston rings, 9d. each; valves, 3/6 each; gudgeon pin
ishes, 1/6 each; all brand new.

jh.p. Douglas Water-cooled Cylinders, brand new,
' 45/- each; new pistons, 12/- each; new crank-
afts, 35/- each.

i'sX'.i
COVENTRY Chain, 5ft. 2in. lengths,
J new, 17/64 a gift.

7"ERY Special Offer to clear a real bargain.

' AA LEATHER Helmets," soft tan, leather-linedW chamois, 4/- each; a real bargain.

30XES of 50, prepared patches; 3/- -each; real
-> bargain.

BELT Rims, brand new, 19in. outside diameter
2V.iin. wide, for % or % belt, 5/- each. The

)ove are 2%h.p, Douglas size; various other sizes in
ock, new and second-hand.

pRIUMPH Toolbags, leatheries, Empire de luxe
L fitted N.P. lock and key; 6, 6 each.

TJCAS Major Girder Wrenches, 7]/.in, genuine,
J listed 13/6; our price 7/-.

i/TAGNETOS.—Splitdorf single, anti, variable, guar-
f± anteed perfect, 30/-. Please note, these are not
nverted starter magnetos. They are the real thing.

ENGINES.—Brand new 1921 Precision 3V»h.p. 2-
•J stroke, detachable cylinder head, complete with
ag., exhaust box, and long extension pipe, £15;
lyno 5-6h.p. new parts fitted, £8/10.

DEAR Lugg
-V bargain.

ge Carriers for Sidecar; 8/- each; a

3RAMPTON Biflex Latest Type Heavyweight Spring
Forks, £3/15 pair, list price over £10.

D.S.A. Frame Centres, 35/-; carriers, 10/-; rear
-* mudguards, 8/-; valves, complete spring, cup, and
)tter, 5/- each; fork springs, large 2/-, small 1/-.

> A A CLYNO Metal Tool Boxes, to fit on top tube,
J"\s very special price to clear; 5/- each; listed
7/6.

tfEW IMPERIAL 8h.p. Spindles, complete with
i nuts, cones, and dustcaps, back and front; 4/-
air.

JCOTT Rear Carriers,
J clear.

brand new; 10/- each, to

> K A CLYNO Metal Cases, for carrving spare tube;Jon 1/9 each to clear; listed 4/6.

XAA TERRY'S Spring Fork Links, suitable forJ"Vf Druid and other forks, listed 15/-; our price
d clear, 5/- pair.

RAND New 28x3 Butt-ended Tubes, in boxes;
5/- each.

PAIRS Sidecar C Springs, Clyno (Terry), 4-

leaf, bushed, very special offer; 17/6 pair.

SIDECAR Cushions, well sprung and padded,
to clear; 7/6 each; pillion seats 7/-; real

B
$00
L50
argain

E
>AA pAIR B.S.A. Footrests, cranked and adjust-
WW able, suit any machine, listed 21/-; our price
;/- pair.

> K A AUTO-KRAT Mechanical Horns (these are
W«i\7 really a first-class article), listed 27/6; our
trice to clear, 9/6 each.

(This advertisement continued in third column.

J

.I.C. Contact Breakers,
clear.

brand new; 10/- each to

QUICKLIT
Incandescent Petrol Gas Lamp.

THE QUICKLIT LAMP CO.,
Proprietors: (Frank Dunderdale, Ltd),

61, Lower Mosley Street, MANCHESTER.
'

PIiqii e : Cent. 1336.

173, Gt. Portland Street.
Telephone—Langham 1257.

H I RE
Motor Cycles and Combinations.

Any period from one dav
A GOOD SELECTION OF 1922

MODELS IN STOCK
Easy payments taken on new machines,

and exchanges entertained.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
1920 JAMES, 2-stroke, 2-speed £45
rgig ZENITH, sports, 6 h.p £95

1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and Sidecar £6C
1020 LEA-FRANCIS and Sidecar, all access. £110
1018 HARLEY-DAV1DS0N £85

1919 ai h.p. NEW IMPERIAL 2-speed,
clutch, and kick-starter £50

1919 TRIUMPH , all accessories £80
1921 MARTINSYDE Combination, all access. £120
1921 6 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Combination,

all accessories £115
1920 TRIUMPH, all accessories £80
1920 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Combination,

all accessories £125
1921 ij h.p. COULSON, all accessories £68
1920 4-speed, A.B.C., as new, all accessories £75

G.N'S. COVENTRY PREMIERS I jU QTOftfcfMORGANS, ROVERS,'"»IUWft
REPAIRS.

Good Machines taken in for Salo
on Commission

New Imperial Spare Parts Stockists.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
BULB Horns, nickel or black, exceptional value,

to clear; 10/- each; half usual price.

P.
and M. Spares.—New Renolds gear chains, 10/-

each; handle-bars, 10/-; rear brake, complete

with drum to screw on rear hub, 30/-; tool bags, 8-

each; valves, 3/-; cylinder, 1909-1913, 40/-; all above
brand new.

CARRIAGE on All Above Extra. Large stocks of

other interesting parts. Cheques and P.O. s

should be made payable to Marble Arch Motor U-
change, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2. 'Phone ; Padd 789.

'Grams : Archmotex, Edge, London. 137&8

CLYNO.—All parts at quarter list prices; write re-

quirements.—Llanage,

BOWDEN Inner Wire, Id. it.; outer. 4d. ft; new;
Triumph connecting rods, complete. 2/o; post-

age extra. — Llanage, 79, Waverley Rd., Redland,

Bristol. [3323

rpoOL Rolls, strong leather, with strap and pockets,

7xl8in., 3/-; other sizes made— Below.

IEATHER Knee Grips with oval pads, 5/6 pair.

J carriage paid; cash . refunded not approved.—

Below.

IEATHER Leggings to measure; illustrated list and
J instructions lite from makers.—County Legging

Co., Franchise St., Perry Ban, Birmingham. I3a55

BINKS Carburetters.—Large stock ready for imme-
diate delivery.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

BINKS Carburetters—We specialise in these; all

models supplied.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

BINKS Carburetters.—We take your old carburetter

in exchange.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

BINKS Carburetters for Douglas, Scott, Indians,

Harley-Davidsons, Triumphs. — Booths Motories,

Halifax.

BINKS Carburetters enable your engine to tick

over; try one.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

BINKS Carburetters save petrol and give more

power.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

BINKS Carburetters.—Let us take your old carbu-

retter in exchange.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

NEW Sidecar Wheels 19/9, hubs 10/6. rims 5/9.

sidecar blades with valance 8/9, with stays and

lug 19/9, springs 12/6, ZVt or 2% tyres 17/b.-

Booths Motories, Halifax.

MAGNETOS, Bosch and C.A.V., weatherproof,

cheap; magneto for Douglas, 45/-. — Booth;,

Motories, Halifax.

1KA CARBURETTERS—Nearly new 1920 carbu-

lOU letters; B.S.A. , 38/6; Brown and Barlow

nilot iet, 45/-; double lever Amac, 45/-; automatic

imac 32/6; Capac for Douglas. 32/6; 1921 models

Capac, 38 6 Flexi and S.U. for Douglases, 30/-; good

BrSwn and Barlows and Amacs, 22/6;
.
1920 Bulks

50/-; carriage 1/3 extra.-Booths Motories, Portland

Place, Halifax. l" i3

(COPPER Exhaust Pipe, polished, all sizes stocked,

J straight, from 2/3 foot; bending a speciality.—

Evans.

TRIUMPH Pipes, special offer, complete with clip;

long copper 14/6, steel 13/-, plated 18/-.-Evans.

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p. ; copper 12/6 pair, steel 10/-,

plated 17/6.—Evans.

T>UDGE, Sunbeam, RoverT Norton, copper 20/-, steel

-ti 16/-- New 'Imperial, Omega, Levis, etc., copper

14/-, steel 10/6; all T.T. bends-Evans.

MUFFLER Ends (Norton pattern), detachable, fish-

tailed, to suit above, various sizes stocked, from

2/6.—Evans.

FOOTEOARDS, solid aluminium, npcurved front

and heel piece, with adjustable clips, 15/- pan ;

with fittings for Douglas. 15/-; for Triumph, 16/-.-

Evans.

WHEELS fiom 42/- pair; specials built to order;

any parts supplied.—Evans.

TOOL Boxes, aimoured, suit Triumph, etc., 10/9

pair; with locks, 13/- pair.-Evans.

HANDLE-BARS, plated, Triumph pattern, W.D.

or D.R.. 7/8in. 14/-, lin. 15/-.-Evans.

LEGSHIELDS, suit all machines, enamelled and gold

lined, complete, 13/6 pair; aluminium, 15/- pair.

—Evans.

BELT Rims, anv size to order, 16/6; spring forks

from 60/r.—Evans.

TAN-SAD Pillion Seats brand new, to clear, 29/6

each.

CARRIAGE Free, cash with order, discount to trade.

-Evans Bros., Brougham St., Hockley, Binninghaui.
t-X-4b2b

STURMEY-ARCHER Gear Boxes, brand new; in

6tock.—County Engineering Co., Hounslow. [0518

GEAR Box, 3-speed and clutch, latest type; price

£12/10.—Sinclair, 32, Charing Cross, London. 1259b

N
19

S.U. Gears, fit Bradbury, N.SU., Rex, Royer,

etc.; £5/10.-Box 8.002, c/o The Motor Cycle
- - L375D

11 Douglas 1910 Replacement Parts: cash ap-

proval anywhere.—35. Clifford St.. Manchester,

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A2I
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„ PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
DOUGLAS 2%h.p. Cylinders, new, fins chipped,

20/-; Douglas semi-T.T. bars, 12/-.

P.
and M. Sidecar Springs, new, 15/- pair; P. and
M. luggage cairiers, fix on sidecar, 10/-; P.

and M. handle-bars, 12/-.

K (\ PREPARED Patches in tin, 3/- each; Terry
O " pillion seat springs, 2/- doz.

(^LYNO Parts.—Quantity of Clyno parts to be I

J cleared, separate or in one lot.

CLYNO, complete sets {less engine).—It will pay
you to get our prices.

ALL above carriage extra; stamp for reply; approval
against cash.—W.J.C. Motor Co., "

Av., Holland Park, W.ll. Park 2071.
5, Addison

[3656

DOUGLAS 2%h.p. Unused W.D. Spares; bargain
prices; illustrated liets free.—McNeill© and Piatt.

DOUGLAS 3V^h.p. 1914 Unused W.D. Spares; bargain
prices ; lists free.—McNeille and Piatt.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Unused W.D. Spares; bargain
prices; illustrated liets free.—McNeille and Piatt.

RUDGE, Scott, B.S.A., unused W.D spares; bargain
prices; illustrated lists free.—McNeille and Piatt.

ZENITH 3%-4h.p. Unused W.D. Spares; bargain
prices; illustrated lists free.—McNeille and Piatt.

STURMEY-ARCHER 3-speed Gear Boxes, complete,
brand new; £13/10.—McNeille and Piatt.

CARRIAGE Extra. Cash returned if not satisfied.

All spares sent per return.—McNeille and Piatt,
B7, Great George St., Liverpool. 'Phone: 1092 Royal.

[*078

N.S.U. Gear, new, less controls, Bradbury, £5/15;
Philipson, 90/-.—Bos 8,000, c/o The Motor

Cycle. [3754

MEDIUM Weight Druids £3, lightweight forks £2,
clutch wheel and control £2/10.-17, Ashover Rd.,

Leicester. [3563

P.
and M.—Incomplete machines, £17/10; 1918
machines, renovated as new, £50, guaranteed.—

Below.

P.
and M.—Engines, £7/10; gears, £5; forks, 70/-;
tanks, 15/-; wheels, 35/- pair.—Below.

P.
and M.—All new. Magnetos, 45/-; chain case,

5/6; chain case sets, 32/6; saddles, 25/-; valves,

5/-; piston rings, 1/-; bushes, 1/-; drip feeds, 10/6;
frames, 25/-; footrest rubbers, 2/- pair; valve caps,

4/6.—Below.

P.
and M.—New tyres, 17/6. All spares stocked.
Immediate delivery. Enquiries, stamp, please.

—

Below.

P. and M—The Specialist and Agent, Lewis M.
Inman, Durham

"Phone : Waterloo 296.
Rd., Seaforth, Liverpool.

[3595

TRIUMPH and Premier Spares, new and second-
hand, most varied assortment in the kingdom.

—

Forfield (below).

TRIUMPH Frame Centres, 1908-13, 32/-; cylinders,
1905-21, new, £3/ 15.—Forfield Motors (below).

TRIUMPH Tanks complete, 1908-13, 32/-; pistons,
new, -1905-21, 21/6.—Forfield (below).

TRIUMPH Countershaft Carburetters, 36/6; front
guards, wide bottom type, 16/6.—Forfield Motors

(below).

TRIUMPH Tvpe Extra Wide Tanks, complete, new,
2% gallons, 60 /-.—Forfield (below).

TRIUMPH Driving Sprockets, 8/-; chains, 6/-; chain
covers, new, 18/-.—Forfield (below).

TRIUMPH Parts for any year's model, new or
second-hand, quoted on request.—Forfield (below).

PREMIER.—All parts in stock : Flywheels, cylinders,
pistons, valves, valve caps, connecting rods, crank

cases, cams, frames, forks, wheels, etc., new or second-
hand.—Forfield (below).

J.A.P., Douglas, B.S.A., Singer, Rex, P. and M., and
other spares; all replies per return.—Forfield

Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [X4535

GRADO Gears, suit 4h.p., 60/-; wanted, N.S.U.,
any condition, cheap.—Box 8,001, c/o The

"Motor Cycle. [3755

EXHAUST Lifters, etc. ; Bowden controls, complete
with adjusters, 5/-, 52/- doz.—61. Clarence Rd.,

Teddington. [3344

SEND for our Helmet aud Tyre Price List.—Emanuel
and Co., Tyre Factors, 37a, Balls Pond Rd.,

Dalston, N.l. [0738

23h.p. Douglas.—Frames, sound, enamelled, £3/10;
-4

; front forks for same, complete and sound, 30/-.—Dowell (below).

231i.p. Douglas.—Front cylinders, new, 25/-; main ball
4r races, new, 13/6 pair: gear box ball races, 3/-

each,—Dowell (below).

P.
and H. Lamp Sets, largest size, new, with Miller
generator, 27/6.—Dowell (below).

2 .3.h. p. Douglas Spares.—Full range of new and second-
4 hand parts always in stock : stamp for reply,

please; carriage extra.—Dowell, Pyrford, Surrey. [3731

BINKS Carburetters, all models; libeial exchanges;
used Amac, B. and B., from 8/6.—Lockhart, East

Markham, Newark. [5349

MUDGUARDS.
New wide pattern, as illustrated, suitable for Triumph
and B.S.A., 25/6; Triumph new wide back, 16/6;
Triumph pattern complete with stays, 12/6; Douglas
T.T. 10/6, touring 25/-.

Aluminium Valve Caps
as used in T.T. races, suitable for

Douglas, Triumph, Sunbeam,
Norton, J.A.P., etc., 5/- each.

HANDLE-BARS.
suitable for Triumph W.D., Douglas
T.T.,- complete with grips, 17/6;
also shop-soiled T.T. and touring,
lin. stem, iin. top, 10/- pair.

LEATHER
HELMETS.

The Brooklands leather and
fleece-lined, 7 /6 and 10/6.
R.A.F. Pattern, trimmed fur
and fleece, 21 /- ; fur and
chamois lined, 25/-; lined
throughout fur, 30/-. Long
R.A.F. Winter Pattern, half
lur-lined, 27/6: fur and
chamois, 32/6.

2f DOUGLAS SPARES.
SOILED.

Ex Government Stock. All guaranteed. Driving
Chains, 8/-: Front Brakes, 12/6; Pulleys, 7/6;
Sprockets, 4 /6 ; Chain Wheels, 7 /6 ; Valve Guides, 1 /6

;

Valves, 3/-; Amac Caps, 2/-; Rocker Arms, 4/9;
Petrol Pipes with union nuts, 1 /6 ; Hubs, 18/6; Piston
Rings, 1/-; Front Forks only, 30/-; Fork Links, 1/-;
Magneto Studs, 2d. r Frames, £4: Front Stands, 3/6-
Undershields, 7/6 ; Cylinders, 25/-; Chain Covers, 3/6

EXHAUST PIPES.
Straight through, direct from engine. No back pressure.
Heavy nickel-plated. Douglas n\ h.p., 21 /- pair.
Triumph, Rudge, Rover, Sunbeam, complete with
removable fish tails, 21 /- ; Copper, 27/6. All in stock.
No waiting. Illustrations post free.

SPECIAL OFFER IN MOTOR GAUNTLETS.
(Slightly soiled.) Pair

Asbestol Horse Hide 8/-
„ Fur backed 8 /-

„ Gloves, guaranteed for two years 8/-
Sheepskin Gauntlets, lined natural wool 8/-

Send for a pair on approval.

Douglas, Triumph, J.A.P., Norton, Levis, B.S.A., Enfield.

Villiers, Rudge, and Sturmey-Archer. All Parts in Stock.
Complete Illustrated Lists, post free.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
THE Effra Motor Works.—A few more machines, -

Olyno combinations, fine order and^condition, ride
"

away; £55.—Below.

CLYNO Ammunition Carrier, new, less gear bos,
!

£40; also some complete; few P. and M. machine* -

and sidecars.—59-63, High St., Clapham, S.W.I. [3234

ROBINI Manufacturing Co.—Triumph. Special ofler.
Back stands, 11/6; silencers, 12/6; long exhaust

pipes, 14/6.—Below.

DOUGLAS 4h. p.—Silencers. 11/6; valanced mud- \
guards, complete, 25/6 pair; frames, as new, £4/5.

—Below.

DOUGLAS 2^,h.p.—Silencers, 10/6; frames, as new, ;

£4; back stands, 9/6; carriage extra.—Below.

LEATHER Driving Gauntlets, fleecy lined, 6/6 pair;
wonderful offer; carriage extra.—'Phone : Erixton

1585.—Robini Manufacturing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill,
Brixton, S.W. [3724

LUCAS Acetylene Lamps for combination, equal new,
headlight King Road; 75/-.—Manley, 40, Innei-

biook Rd., Torquay. [3225

CLYNO Spares for parts, 5/6; 8h.p. and 2-stroke.

—

Write, Claridge's, Clyno Specialists, 8, Chandos
Rd., Redland, Bristol. [3326

1KA SCREWS, nuts, washers, set screws, 3/-; 144Iwv bright steel bolts, 2/6; 72 bright hexagon
nuts, 2/6.—See below.

tJQ BEST Spring Washers, 3-16in. to Wa., 1/9; 36
* /W castle nuts, %w. to Mrin., 1/9.—See below.

1 A A Coppered Bifurcated Rivets. 8d. ; 12 8in.
Xrtrt hacksaw blades. 1/6: any of the above car-
riage paid.—Wood, Tithebarn St., Preston. [S4268

BASTONE3.—Blackburne 4b.p. engine, with Amac
carburetter and Thomson-Bennett magneto and

control; real bargain, £23.

BASTONES.—Blackburne 8h.p. twin engine, with car-
buretter; £30.

BASTONES—Grado Multi pulley, with kick starter,
leeB control handle and bracket; £3/10.

BASTONES.-Set of 4 wheels, 26X,2%>C8& wheels
with front and back axle for cycle car; £5.

BASTONES.—Bowden front brakes, complete, 11/- and
15/-; Bowden magneto control, 11/-.—228, Penton-

ville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel.: 2481 North.
[3770

P. and M. Frame, forks, wheels, tank, engine, carbur-
etter, magneto, all in good condition; £14.—Box

273, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3338

STAINLESS Steel Valves banish all valve trouble;
any pattern ; 10/- each, post free.—Capacity Eng.

Co., Broseley, Shropshire. [5036

FOOTBOARDS aluminium, for P. and M/s and
Triumph; 10/6 pair; postage 1/-; any type

made; trade supplied.—Below.

P. and M.'s Aluminium Chain Copers, with loose
caps and back guard; 29/- set; postage 1/3.

—

Below.

NUMBER Plates, aluminium, polished letters and
border; cycle 10/6 pair, car size 15/-.—Towler,

22, Thorn St., Burnley. [3307

STURMEY J.S. Hub, complete, all controls, pedalling
gear, Triumph adjustable pulley; first £5.—Denny

Bottom P.O., Tunbridge Wells. [3276

TRIUMPH Cylinders, second-hand and new, ell

models in stock; also all parts, second-hand and
new; enquiries invited.—Below.

ALBION 2-speed Gear Boxes, also clutch kick-start
models, in stock; second-hand plain 2-speed,

£3/10: Roc ditto, £3/5; - Sturmey 3-speed heavyweight,
£11/15; also new ones; exchanges entertained."—Below.

BRAMPTON Spring Forks, heavyweight, new, £3/10;
lightweight ditto, £3; Arden lightweight spring

forks, £2; Druid heavyweight, £3/5.—Below.

WILLIAMSON. Singer, Premier, Rex, and Arden
parts, new and second-hand. Let me quote you.

—Alf. Holland, Hearsall Lane Comer, Coventry.
'Phone: 1945. [X4578

DOUGLAS Patent Leather Mudshields, no-rattle

attachments, complete, 5/-, postage 1/-.—Basker-
ville, School Rd., Hale, Cheshire. [3273

GENUINE Douglas Patent Leather Mudshields,
with attachments, noiseless; 5/-; postage 1/-.—

Baskerville School Rd., Hale, Cheshire. [3572

ARMSTRONG 3-speed Wheel, guaranteed as new, con-

trols, back stays, £9; Rex frame, complete. £1.—
Brownlow Cottage, Pleasington, Blackburn. [X4413

LAMPS.—P. and H. and Miller, all sizes, recondi-

tioned, guaranteed complete and good working
order, 7/6 each; Lucas, 10/-; post 1/-.

GENERATORS.—All full size, overhauled, and
j

tested; 7/6; post 1/-.

REFLECTORS.—P. and H., large Man gin mirrors,
5/-; smaller sizes for Miller and- Lucas, 4/ : .;

post 9d.

SMALL Parts.—Burner holders, reflector studs,

wing nuts, etc., at reasonable prices ; old lamps,
generators, or other accessories needing repairs taken
in part payment for new or reconditioned accessories

in stock. |

ALL Goods sent on approval on receipt of cash.—
Snodgrass, Ambleside Rd., Lightwater, Bagshot,

I Surrey. [3329

A2 2 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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The Dates of the T.T.
'N the last two or three issues of The Motor

Cycle we have discussed the suitability of the

dates chosen for this year's Tourist Trophy
races. The view has been expressed in many
quarters that the Tuesday and Thursday of

the week preceding Whitsuntide cannot be regarded

as the most suitable to ensure a representative

entry from the trade, since the week prior to

this Bank Holiday is quite the busiest of the

manufacturers' year. In view of the opinions

which were published in The Motor Cycle from the

different manufacturers and riders on the subject

of the dates, we are informed by the secretary,

Mr. T. W. Loughborough, that the Auto-Cycle

Union Management Committee met and considered

the matter afresh, and it must be confessed that,

after careful reinvestigation, an easy solution of

the difficulty is not clearly apparent.

The Isle of Man authorities have been consulted

with regard to other dates, and have agreed to

Tuesday, May 23rd, and Thursday, May 25th,

being available if the A.C.U. decide to hold the

races a week earlier. The only objections raised

against this course are the slightly reduced day-

light available for practising, and the fact that only

a single daily sendee of small steamers could be

relied upon. If the Isle of Man Steam Packet

Co. could be prevailed upon to extend the facilities

they have offered for a double daily service one

week earlier, the air would be cleared.

The A.C.U. has further considered the advis-

ability of anticipating the present date by one

day, i.e., holding the event on the Monday- and
Wednesday, but then difficulty arises as to the

examination, of the machines, which, it is apparently

thought, must take place the day prior to the race.

Of the different alternatives discussed, and
knowing as we do the feeling of' an important

section of the trade and T.T. following affected,

a decision to hold the events on Tuesday, May
23rd, and Thursday, May 25th, would be calcu-

lated to give the greatest satisfaction.

In urging this course we should like to make it

quite clear here that our sole interest in the question

of the dates is to see that the greatest number is

satisfied, and we fully appreciate the quandary
in which the A.C.U. is placed. The Tourist

Trophy race is regarded as the blue riband event

of the motor cycling world. Any factor which is

likely to detract from the importance of the race

is to be deprecated.

We understand that the position at present is

that the A.C.U. has laid the facts before the

Manufacturers' Union, whose representatives will

no doubt consider the matter further and find a

way out of the present impasse. In brief the makers
of the Norton, Sun, New Comet, Velocette, Levis,

New Imperial, Ivy; Omega, Scott, N.U.T.,;
Hobart, and Indian, have given it as their opinion
that the date a week preceding the Whitsun Holi-
days is unfortunate from the manufacturers' point

of view, quite apart from the expressed opinion of

the leading agents and riders, and, in view of

this evidence, the subject cannot lightly be dis-

missed.

An Amateur T.T.

SEVERAL correspondents have proposed an
amateur T.T. race—an excellent suggestion,

but one not so easy to follow as it would at

first seem. The whole question depends upon
the definition of an amateur. In the early

days of cycling the National Cyclists' _ Union
attempted to define an amateur and failed hope-
lessly. Since its foundation nineteen years ago
the A.C.U. has often discussed the same matter,

but has likewise failed, and the problem seems to

be insolvable.

At the present moment a private owner is

perfectly at liberty to enter for the T.T., but
unless he is a super-man on a super-machine he
has little chance of getting placed, to say nothing
of winning. Nevertheless, private owners do enter
every year, and we greatly admire their sports-

manship.

-

-

-

<

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the back covin.
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Territorial D.R/s
To) EADERS " who belong " tell me that a territorial
jJV\ D.R. section makes a delightful motor cycle

coterie. This being so, it is rather surprising
that some of the signal companies are far below
establishment so -far as D.R.'s are concerned. For'
example, I hear of one London signal company which
is over threequarter strength, and yet has so far
attracted but one solitary D.R. in lieu of the twenty-
first figuring on establishment. Any readers interested
in such openings should enquire at the nearest terri-
torial headquarters.

Another Puzzle.
READER forwards another brain-tester for
.motor cyclists on winter evenings-. Bramco,
Ltd., of Coventry, advertise stationary engines

to run on fuel oil or paraffin, and their folder states:
' carburetter,

vaporiser.,

hot bulb.

NO <
maSneto -

]
battery,

spark plugs,
coil,

wiring.

He enquires, "How does the beastly thing go?"
—and enquires for a motor cycle engine of similar
simplicity.

Jekyll and Hyde.
SUDDEN discoveries that our friends lead double

lives are very painful. To think that I have
known that sound motor cyclist, -H. Mortimer

Batten, all these years without suspecting that the
motor cycle was not his "only love. Scanning the
Christmas volumes last month, what "did I find
but an opulent publication entitled "Habits and
Characters of British Wild Animals '.'- from his pen.-
Priced at a guinea, too. "Judging from the press
reviews, Batten is a man of parts. When he sees
a sparrow seated on a bough with its head. on one
side, he knows exactly what it is thinking about, just
a,s he knows what is the matter when his engine back-
fires through the carburetter. Some years ago, I

entered into the vie intime of another famous motor
cyclist. His den, instead of being adorned with
buckled connecting rods and hill-climb medals as I

had anticipated, bristled with chessboards, and his
daily post consisted mainly of postcards bearing such,
legends as " Kt to KB6 " in twenty different languages.
His books, instead of dealing with the internal com-
bustion engine, were philosophical, and tackled such
brain-twisting subjects as whether we actually exist, or
merely fancy that we do. What a miserable one idea
sort of a chap I am, compared to these stalwarts. I

must take up Esperanto or vegetarianism !

ai6

Belt-drive on the Peters.

<&\
GOOD many visitors to Olympia, in company with

no small section of the technical press, struck,

me as quite failing to recognise the significance

of belt drive on the new Peters motor bicycle. For
years past we have all prattled of the great yearning

in the public breast for a " Ford " motor bicycle.

. Considering that the Peters specification includes a

fully-sprung frame and electric lighting at a price

of fifty-five guineas, it may rank as the nearest

approach to the Ford two-wheeler which we have yet

seen. Let us grant by all means that belt drive is

obsolescent in that stratum of the motor cycle world
where cups and speed and medals are the only

things that really count. On the other hand, belt-

drive is the cheapest transmission going from a proJ
duction standpoint. It is the lightest drive available

from the standpoint of a weak and lazy drive™
It is the simplest and cheapest drive from the

standpoint of a man who wants to keep repairs

down to the minimum. From a road point of

view it is—in conjunction with such an infinitely

variable gear as the Peters, Rudge, or Zenith—far, far

pleasariter than a two-speed gear and chain drive

(the only known alternative on a " Ford " bicycle).

Reliability up steep hills in bad-weather is its one and
only crab ; and even this "crab only becomes serious

,

if a sidecar is attached. Now the Peters is a 350 c.c.

two-stroke—obviously a solo mount, pure and simple.

Moreover, 90% of the potential buyers of a " Ford "

bicycle live in fiattish districts. So don't you agree

that the Peters man knew what he was doing when
he laid out a belt drive ?

Belts at their Best.

SINCE the autumn of 1920 I have personally run 5

a small two-stroke with combined drive as a

utility runabout, and in the whole of the period

I have never had to touch either the belt or its

fastener. It- is true that the machine has not done
a colossal amount of steep hill work, but it has often

been out in rain, and frequently clambers up half
j

a mile which brings practically all cars down to their]

bottom ratio. The record struck me as unusual, ancfl

I asked in this column for similar experiences. I

received quite a lot. My conviction is in solo, work!
over ordinary roads with alight load and a front pulleya

of decent diameter a good, modern 7gin. or iin. belt;

will run tremendous distances without causing Its
J

owner any trouble . at all. Heavy loads (especially!

sidecars), engines with a jerky torque, undersized!

belts (iin. behind 8 h.p.), stunt driving, and wornl
pulleys are to blame for most of the belt exasperation!

which one remembers. The average ratio on which!
the belt of such a machine as the Peters will run is 1
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probably over 5 to 1; and under such conditions a

belt should give excellent service. To my mind, it

would have been rank bad policy to put a gear box

and a chain on the Peters.

Yet Another Argument.
NY rider who has comparative experience of

lightweights with two and three-speed gear

boxes respectively will plump' for a three

speeder every time. The lack of a middle ratio tends

to inspire a top which is too low, and a bottom which

is too high. On the road these faults imply engine

fuss when hogging, and anxiety on encountering a

really bad hill. Most makers of chain-drive layouts

quote for a three-speed box as an option, and the

jxtra charge is round about ^5. If the variable belt

drive is genuinely applicable to lightweight pro-

positions, as- the Peters proclaims, you get about a

dozen gear ratios ; and instead of paying extra for

them, you actually save money on them. It is un-

questionably a great pity that our big trials, as hereto-

Fore organised and run,, definitely .penalise such a

layout as applied to the machines which logic equips

with this drive. As a journalist, I would not attempt

to report a modern Six Days on a belt driver. Few
orofessional competition riders would voluntarily com-
pete on such a drive. The conditions of a Six Days
inflict the utmost penalty on such shortcomings as

33

the drive possesses, and withhold from it every atom
of credit which it can justifiably claim. In 1921 the
A.C.U. broke new ground by taking note of oil and
petrol consumption. Perhaps in 1922 they will see
their way to recognise low weight -and small cost.

Flywheel Lighting Dynamo.
A T the- Show many visitors to the gallery stared at

the brilliant light flung abroad from the Villiers

flywheel, and on their return to lower levels they

gazed at the large outside flywheels on some of the

big four-stroke engines. Then they fell to wondering
when four-strokes would enjoy the benefits of flywheel

lighting, and whether such installations would cost

as much as the separate dynamos do

!

350 c.c. to the Fore.

ADVANCE in design is nowhere more impressively

demonstrated than in such programmes as the

Raleigh and A.J.S. Both firms deliberately

ignore the 500 c.c. engine which has dominated our

touring market for so many years. Each firm selects

a biggish twin for sidecar work, and specialises in a

light, high-efficiency 2f h.p. for the solo man. It is

only a few years ago that the thought of unrestricted

touring on a 2| h.p. machine seemed like a Christmas
nightmare. To-day many hardy spirits attach sidecars

to machines of even less than

to. go almost anywhere with them.

and manage

WINTER OR SUMMER, RAIN OR FAIR, TRIAL ENTHUSIASM IS AS KEEN AS EVER IT WAS.
A scene in the Birmingham M.C.C. Christmas trial. The foremost riders are Brandish (Triumph), Randle (Scott), and Walford (Triumph).

A17
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C. B. WATERLOW.

The writer and the A.J.S., on which he accomplished

. his ride to the South of France.

Just before reaching Castellane a minor Alpine pass has to be ascended. It present,

some of the grandest and most rugged scenery of the whole route.

A Motor Cyclist's Trip to (he South of France.

TO thread the streets of Paris on a solo machine
requires skill, enterprise, confidence, and a

cool head ; therefore, those motor cyclists who
undertake the winter journey^to the South of France,

and the vastly greater number who make such a

trip the subject of their contemplations, may avoid

the heart of the capital by skirting round the fortifica-

tions, as the writer has often done.

Travellers landing at Dieppe or Havre, and avoid-

ing Paris by passing through Rouen, Evreux, Dreux,

and Chartres, can -conveniently join the routes here

described at Auxerre, which is also a good stopping

place for the night.

Those who work out I'Tsrsr*'.- 'UTTi iii'wiiT
their own routes through 4§3toKJI
France with the aid of
Taride maps should note

that the roads marked as

being the largest and most
important, generally along
river valleys, almost always
make far worse going than
the smaller roads, because
they are subject to heavy,
industrial traffic, and road
repairs in France are not
at present able to keep pace
with the wear and tear of
the great routes nationales.

Though familiar with
the whole road from the
Porte d'ltalie, by which
one leaves Paris, to the

Cote d'Azure, the writer

had not until recently
Al8

The Elephant Rock near Barbizon in the forest

of Fontainebleau.

accomplished this journey on a motor cycle. A 2§ h.p.

A.J.S., however, the first of its kind to find a per-

manent home in France, has now- reeled off the kilo-
]

metres of this long trail and made its debut upon
the Riviera.

More than six miles of -pave have to be negotiated

after leaving the gates of Paris, and, though painful

enough, it is not nearly so bad or so long as on certain

other, exits from the city, notably the main road to

the battlefields round Verdun through Meaux and
Chateau-Thierry, which has twenty miles of appalling

pave. Once through Juvisy the road to Fontainebleau

is magnificent-—a tarred

surface, broad and
straight, that makes one

wonder why 40 m.p.h.

seems so very slow.

The forest of Fontaine-

bleau, in autumn especially,

is truly regal. There is

also much that should be

seen there if the wayfarer
has time to spare. The
whole region is a chaos of

. rocks and sand incapable

of ^ordinary cultivation,

and some of the rocks- take

fantastic shapes ; there is

one near the delightful

village of Barbizon that is

an excellent imitation of an

elephant, and others take

the form of gigantic stone

mushrooms. The palace

. o f Fontainebleau is a
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To the Riviera by Motor Cycle-

museum of departed splendour and luxury, full of

art treasures of great beauty, the nature and history

of which are explained by a loud-voiced French guide.

Onwards to Sens/ Villeneuve-sur-Yonne, Joigny,

and Auxerre the road is generally in fair condition,

and any of these towns can be recommended as a stop-

ping place for the first

night out from Paris

;

but Auxerre, 161 kilo-

metres (about a hundred

miles) from the capital,

is particularly con-
venient and good as

. regards the accommoda-
tion obtainable.

With the exception of

the forest of Fontaine-

bleau and a little of the

valley of the Yonne at

Joigny, the route so far

is not remarkably pic-

turesque ; but, proceed-

, jng southwards from
< Auxerre to Avallon, this

river valley is most

lovely, especially in the

mornings and evenings
: of still autumn days.
' Avallon is a delightful

old country town with a

very ancient cathedral, ramparts, and a wonderful

I
panoramic view over the river valley, here deepened

almost to a gorge. It is' a convenient stopping place

for lunch on the second day from Paris.

Roads Not so Bad as Reported.

Southwards through Saulieu and Arnay-le-Duc to

Chagny, the road is for the most part good, but the

stretch that follows to Ohalon-sur-Saone is notoriously

bad, and must be taken slowly. Having traversed this

road half-a-dozen times with different vehicles without

breaking anything, I cannot agree with the articles

on foreign touring published last spring in a certain

important British daily, in which it was held that

fractures are inevitable on this section of the route.

One can. however, make a detour which will not cost

Outside the Hotel du Levant in picturesque Castellane.
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much in distance by passing through the famous old

town of Beaune, where the real vintages of Burgundy
can be sampled in their native purity, and where the

old Hotel de^la Postc has an excellent and well

deserved reputation.

Chalon-sur-Saone is rather a tiresome town to get

through, but one cannot go wrong lay following closely

the right bank of the

river Saone, along which
lies the main road to

Macon and Lyon. It

is best to avoid both
these . cities because of

the state of the roads

and the traffic and pave
of Lyon, and because

the road further to the

east is far more beauti-

ful and also shorter than
the Saone-Rhone valley

route. Turning to the

left, therefore, at Tour-
nus, we make for
Bourg-en-Bresse, which

is a convenient stopping

place for the second

night, 248 kiXometres

(155 miles) fro m
Auxerre, a distance

usually quite sufficient

for one day's run. For
the last thirty kilometres into Bourg the road is almost

perfectly straight, making one long for racing speeds.

Amongst the Mountains.

From Bourg to Amberieu the route follows the valley

of the Ain. but after the latter town there comes a

wonderful change in the scenery, and the traveller ex-

periences fresh sensations. Bearing to the left the road

plunges straight into the heart of the Jura mountains,

the foothills of which will have been observed run-

ning parallel with the route all the way from Bourg.

It is a fine piece of scenery, this passage of the Jura,

and it is very remarkable that one reaches the Rhone
valley on the other side of this range at Culoz without

any serious climbing.- The Jura mountains are full

of clefts and defiles of this kind.
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PARIS TO THE RIVIERA.—Tabulated Itinerary with Hotels.

Dis-
tance. Total.

Kilometres.
Paris (Porte d'ltalie)

Fpntainebleau . . 55 —
Sens
Villeneuve-sur-
Yonne . . ... . .

.

r3

Joigny 16
Auxerre 24
Avallon 51
Saulieu 38
Chagny 57
ChAlon-sur-Saflne 30
Tournus 28
Bourg-en-Bresse

.

44
Amberieu 31
Culoz 55

NOTE,

54 109

122

138
162
213
25 r

308
"338

366
410
441
496

Hotels.

Numerous ; Hotel de France et d'Aneleterre
(opp. Palace) is principal.

Hotel de Paris, Rue de la Republique.

Hotel du Dauphin, Rue Carnot.
Moderne Hotel, Route d'Auxerre.
Hotel de l'Epee, Rue du Temple.
Hotel du Chapeau Rouge, Rue de Lyon.
Hotel de la Poste, Rue Grillot.

Hotel Modeme, Boulevardedela Republique
Hotel du Sauvage, Rue de la Republique.
Hotel de l'Europe, Place Grenette.

A-ix-les-Bains

Dis-
tance. Total.

Kilometres.

24 520

Chambery ...... 14
Grenoble <i6

Pont de Claix .

.

8
Monestier de
Clermont 26

Col du Fau 3
Col de la Croix
Haute 32

Sisteron 73
Digne- 42
Castellane 54
St. Vallier 52
Grasse 12
Cannes 18

534
5S0

614
617

649
722
764
8r8
870
882
900

Hotels.

Numerous, but mostly shut in winter:
Hotel Dauphinois, Av. de Tresserve.

Hotel de France, Quai Nezin .

Grand Hotel, Rue de la Republique.

Touring Hotel at Lus-la-Croix Haute.
Hotel des Acacias.
Hotel Boyer-Mistre, Boulevarde Gassendi
Hotel du Levant, Place de la Grave.

Hotel Victoria, Av. Riou-Blanquet.
Innumerable hotels and " pensions."

About 20 kilometres can be saved by taking the direct route from Bourg to Grenoble instead of passing through Aix-les-Bair.r

and Chambery. Note : One kilometre equals five-eighths of a mile approximately.)
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Having crossed the Rhone, Ave are in the French
Alps and the Department of Savoie. Everyone has a

special preference—very deep-rooted in the case of
primitive peoples—for some particular part of this

earth, natal soil in the majority of cases; but for me
S.avoie is the loveliest land in all the world. When
autumn turns the vines to brilliant yellow and purple, -

and tall, slender poplars shine in the sun like pillars of
gold against blue mountain backgrounds ; or when snow
leave? the heights in spring, and gentians and narcissus
appear; then this country is a scene of living beauty,
and the rich fertility and peace of the land are like the
fulfilments of all one's desires.

LaKe and Mountain Scenery.
The Lac du Bourget, close along the east bank of

which the road passes to Aix-les-Bains, is the largest

lake in France, and Aix-les-Bains is undoubtedly one
of the finest touring centres that can be found. The
route through Chambery to Grenoble down the right
bank of the Isere is now in good
condition, and includes no hills

worth mentioning. . Although the

route here described has now
traversed nearly 150 kilometres of
mountain country through the
Jura and the Alps, no long ascents
have yet been met with, the climb-
ing beginning in earnest only after
Grenoble. From Bourg to
Grenoble it may be noted that
there is a shorter route available
via Lagnieu, St. Genix, L e s

Echelles, and St. Laurent du Pont
at the foot of the mountains' of
the Grande Chartreuse; but the
-route via Aix-les-Bains and
Chambery is recommended a s

being the better and more pic-
turesque road, and either of these

Between Digne and Barreme the
road to the Riviera passes through
a deep ravine.

UlOTotejLE JANUARY 12th, igi

two towns
are good
places a t

w h i c h to

stop for
lunch.

. If this
journey is

undertaken
in mi d-

w inter it is

wise when
passing
Grenoble to

inquire at

the Syndi-
cat d 'Initi-

ative, 2.

rue Mon-
lorge, if
the road is

Not an aeroplane photograph, but taken from the rock above Castellane
on which stands the chapel of Notre Dame de la Roche.

The bridge across the Durance at

Sisteron. showing the remarkable verti-

cal stratification of the walls of rock
between which the river flows.

likely to be blocked by snow.;,
The route followed and about tol

be described is kept open
throughout the winter in so far,

as is possible, being only blocked
for short periods after excep-
tional snowfalls. The highest
pass, the Col de la Croix Haute, %
is less than 4,000ft. If, how- ,4

ever, on arrival at Grenoble it |

is found that the road further

on is impassable, there is nothing
.

for it but to return to the Rhone
valley at Valence and pursue thei
journey via Orange, Avignon,
Salon, and Aix-en- Provence, m
route that is about 100 kilometres

longer and a hundred per cent,

worse as regards road surfaces. I

Assuming that the mountain
road is clear, we leave Grenoble by the fine avenue of.

the Route de Pont de Claix and bear to the right at

this place, passing through Vif and Monestier de Cler-

mont to the Col du Fau (2,925ft.), a long, well-graded
rise through glorious scenery ; but it is on passing thei

top of the Col du Fau that the most splendid view
is seen on a clear day. The high Alps of Dauphine
lie to the left, the peaks of Mont Pelvoux and La
Meije dazzling in everlasting snow, with a great tumble
of lesser mountains and ravines in the middle distance.

'

On the Heights

The winding, undulating road from the Col du Fau
to the Col de la Croix Haute about thirty kilometres

further on has all the beauties with which nature could"
endow it. Spinning along on my sturdy little A.J. S.,

it was hard to keep the attention fixed, and close atten-

tion is needed for this road. There were maple trees!

and other bright autumn foliage, shining after recent]

A20
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ins with ever}- hue of warm colour against dark

id velvety pines and fantastic rocks towering into the

y on the right, and all the way on the left the

underfill view of the high snow mountains patched

ith sunshine and cloud.

The Col de la Croix Haute brought my second speed

to use for the first time for any considerable dis-

nce, but the admirable little engine showed no signs
' excessive heating. The top of this pass is cold and

mewhat forbidding, and the southern side is far more

eak and less picturesque than the northern slope, as

very often the case on Alpine ranges ; but the road

1 the southern side affords very good going, as it

:scends gradually and in long, straight stretches in-

;ad of the usual hairpin bends. One can always

ike up time on this section of the route if desired.

Wonderful RocK Formation.

This valley of the little river Beuch is one of- the

ist attractive of Alpine glens, and it is not until

steron is reached that anything very remarkable is

sn. Sisteron is a wonderfully picturesque place built

the confluence of the Beuch with the Durance,

lere the river passes through a natural gateway of

rpendous rocks. The town has but one very narrow

'eet, from which radiate upwards and downwards,
right and to left, strange, dark, sinister-looking

lirways with sombre arches and unpleasing odours.,

ie place is overshadowed by a mediaeval fortress

rched on the rock overhanging the right bank of the

'er. Travellers will find this town both interesting

d hospitable.

From Sisteron to Digue the aspect of the country

less rugged, and one begins to feel for the first time

at this is really the South. There is an extra

illiance in the light and a gentle, genial feeling in

s air that comes as a surprise and a delight to the

anger from the North. Twice during last autumn
had occasion to pass this way. and the second time,

ling my 2§ h.p. A.J.S., the atmosphere was mar-
llouslv clear and bright, and free from dust and

dB
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flies. On the next section of the road, between Digne
and Castellane, where there is some of the grandest

scenery of the whole route, the setting of autumn sun-

shine and brilliant colour was splendid and beyond
all description.

A minor pass has to be ascended before dropping

down into Castellane. It is minor in that it does,

not rise above 3,000ft., but it is fairly steep, with

many bends, and has been known to be blocked with

snow when the Col de la Croix Haute, a hundred miles

further north, has been clear. Near the top there is

a piece of utterly wild and fantastic scenery of the

kind that must have inspired Dore for his illustra-

tions of Dante's " Inferno." The road passes through
an arch in a spur of the mountain and skirts round a

stupendous " devil's punch bowl," the walls of which
are solid rock with scarcely a vestige of vegetation.

The descent into Castellane is distinctly dangerous
for the unwary solo rider. The bends are deceptive,

as is also the gradient, and if one fails to get round
a hairpin there is nothing to prevent a plunge into

the void, which would probably be the end, so far as

earthly "affairs 'are concerned. Castellane itself is a

sleepy little place nestling in a fertile oasis in the

heart of most wild and rugged mountains, under the

shadow of a rock that rises vertically about 506ft.

above the town, with a little chapel and a large statue

of the Virgin Mary on top of it. The walk up to

this little chapel of Notre Dame de la Roche is well

worth the half hour that it takes.

A Lonely and Dangerous Road.

Those who wish to go direct to Nice without touch-

ing Cannes, would not pass through Castellane, but

would turn to the left at Barreme and proceed through

St. Andre, Puget-Theniers, and the valley of the Var,
which' route involves no climbing. The last stage of -

the journey from Castellane to Cannes via St. Vallier

and Grasse is the wildest and most desolate part of the

whole- route. To be seriously en panne midway be-

tween Castellane and St. Vallier would be a most un-

pleasant predicament. Part of the road is hewn out

Above St. Vallier, the cold bleak summit of the last pass before dropping down into the Riviera.

B2I
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To the Riviera by Motor Cycle—

of an almost vertical precipice, and the remarks already

made about the desirability of avoiding a plunge into

the void are equally applicable to this section of the

route. About fifteen kilometres before St. Vallier the

fusi. glimpse of the Mediterranean may be seen on a

clear day, just where the far distant Esterel Mountains

jut out into its amazing blue ; but from the top of the

last ascent above St. Vallier one comes suddenly upon
" the Riviera " spread out 3,000ft. below, a wealth

of luxuriance washed by the wonderful Mediterranean

blue.- The contrast is great: one is cold, perhaps

chilled to the marrow, and, descending, the scent of

flowers comes up to meet one with' ever-increasing

warmth in the air.

The journey is nearly over now, and I have barely

spoken of the behaviour of the sturdy little machine

that carried me with bag and baggage. The object of

these notes, however, is not to praise a good machine,
but, instead of painting the lily, to sketch this long

route in all its principal features. The qualities I

sought in taking the machine were reliability, dura-

bility, ability to climb anything, and the minimum of
labour in upkeep, speed being a secondary considera-

tion. I did not believe that any French machine could
fill the bill, even after seeing the last autumn Salon-

in Paris, and in my little A.J.S. I have all the

qualities postulated and a fine turn of speed as well.
,

Descending through Grasse, the centre of the per-,

fumery industry of France and a very pretty place'

as well," upon the Riviera at Cannes is like entering

another world—palm trees and roses after stunted

bushes and rugged rocks. My journey ended at the

little village of La Napoule, at the foot of the Esterels.U

HINTS ON TRIALS RIDING.
The Important Question of Riding Position, Tuning, and Clothing.

WITH the approach of spring many riders, who,
during 1921, passed through their riovitiate

stage, will be thinking of entering some of

the big competitions to make a bid for fame. To such
the following brief hints may serve to reduce the likeli-

hood of trouble or annoyance on the road. The great

thing on a strenuous reliability trial is to keep fit and
avoid over-fatigue in every way possible. " No
trouble " is the best assurance against weariness, for it

' is surprising how quite a small hitch in the smooth
working of things, such as some unimportant item on

the machine constantly working loose and requiring re-

adjustment, takes the stuffing out of one on a difficult

day's riding.

Riding position is all important, and the least tiring

position is calculated to be the one to which you are

most used. Do not make the mistake, then, of altering

the height of your handle-bars or monkeying with the

position of your saddle during the final tuning. An
alternative position for the feet affords relief, and
the riding -position should be such that the saddle can

be relieved of all weight by the rider standing on the

rests without Tiaving to pull on the bars in a back-

ward direction.

Detail Care and Kit.

Do not carry any superfluous kit. The keys belong-

ing to the machine, a large shifting spanner, screw-

driver, -valve cap key, insulation tape, pliers, tyre levers,

copper wire, etc., occupy the right-hand carrier-bag,

while the other is left at liberty for the repair outfit,

which should be very complete, spare plugs, tightly

packed chain links, and spare nuts and bolts, and so
on. this lot being tightly jammed with dusters in the

hope that you may not have to disturb them. Carry
"

a smali shifting spanner- and a small screwdriver in

your overall pocket—or better still in a compartment
of your haversack, which can also contain a duster and
minute repair outfit. Roll your spare tube neaflv in

American cloth and strap it securely to some clean
part of your machine, possibly in the rear wheel fork

under your saddle. This is a thing you may want
quickly, so do not use string, which you are sure to

cut when the time comes, leaving yourself without the

necessary means for attaching the discarded tube.

String is best eschewed for all purposes, as straps give

a better grip and are easily undone. If you carry m
spare outer cover, therefore, strap it under the flapper

bracket, using three or four short straps.

Do not postpone your final tuning till the day before"!

the event. Fit your new tyres several days before-a

hand, and likewise make all other adjustments, attach

all accessories—in fact, have the machine all ready!
just as you intend to ride in the competition fully a|
week before the event, so that you will have tested!

everything and given things time to settle before the

.

trial takes place. If there are any nuts or bolts that

insist on working" loose, clean the threads thoroughly
with petrol, thus removing all grease, and if after this

they still work loose a little seccotine smeared on the

thread will doubtless give the desired hold. Seccotine

and insulation tape are good friends to every coithj

petition rider.

Wheel and Head Bearings.
The present-day reliability trial generally affords al

good deal of rough riding, and this year the roads are|

as rough as ever ; therefore, look to your wheel bearfl

ings and particularly the steering head—slackness in|

the latter will affect the steering adversely, and may
lead to frame breakages.

A variety of weather is always- encountered during

events of any length, and clothing is a problem. ,

Generally il is intensely hot with bitterly cold storms

on the hills, or baking one day and wet and chilly the

next. To be over-clothed during the hot spells is

almost as bad as being under-clothed during the cold
,

spells, and the best plan is to carry a thoroughly warmj
waistcoat which can be stowed in a haversack whena
not wanted. One pair of hob-nailed boots and an
alternative pair of gum boots make sure of one's feet,]

and a good soft woollen muffler is, of course, essential. 1

It is a mistake to encase one's legs in cumbersome
overalls, as over-clothing of this kind means that

failure on a hill leads to violent perspiring, succeeded
by chill during the open riding later. In my opinion,

it is more dangerous to over-clothe for these really
]

strenuous events than it is to err in the opposite

direction, and one certainly need not clothe morel
heavily than for ordinary touring. Chinook.
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A THREE-CYLINDER ENGINE FOR CYCLE CARS.

MANY claims for favourable con-

sideration from designers and
manufacturers are evinced by the

radial type of engine—a fact more than

once mentioned at some length in past

issues of The Motor Cycle.

Up to the present only one designer

has tackled the problem of evolving a

commercially possible radial for motor

cycle use, which, as a lightweight engine,

was fully described in our pages. The
same designer has now evolved a much
more ambitious engine (still adhering to

the three-cylinder layout), which, named
the Cvclone, is being manufactured by
the S.Y.S. Engineering Co., Ltd.,

Cyclone Works, Cardigan Road, Leeds.

Advantages of Radial "Threes."

Briefly to recapitulate the well-known
points of the three-cylinder radial

engine : It is compact, fairly light for

a given capacity, and may be rendered
very simple in construction. In a motor
cycle frame it is easier to house than a
flat twin; in a cycle car it is no more
cumbersome than a V twin. In smooth-
ness and continuity of torque it

The Cyclone Unit, a Long-sfroke
Radial of 963 c.c. Capacity. Ex-

tensive Interchangeabilily of Paris.

Two views showing the

clean and straightforward

lines of the 7.5 h.p.

Cyclone engine. It is
,

about 22in. across the

two lower cylinders and

20in. high. The end

view shows that the width

is no greater than that of

a single or twin.

approaches the four-cylinder very closely,

and in consequence enables a light trans-

mission to be used with safety.

Turning now to the unit under review,

the crank case, of aluminium, is in two
symmetrical halves, and the cast iron

cylinders (63.5x101.6 mm.) are held
down on studs in the usual way. The
combustion heads are of the T-shaped
variety, and the cast iron pistons have-
deeply concave tops. Access to the

valves is gained by means of valve
caps, which are provided with cooling

flanges, and a similar cap is arranged in

the centre of each cylinder head. Cast
integrally with the crank case sections

are extensions which house the timing
gears ; these gears consist of a stationary

internally toothed ring, a toothed wheel
carrying four cams, and an eccentric

mounted on the crankshaft. In its

oscillations the eccentric causes the wheel
to roll round the ring, and the cams are

brought in turn under the tappets

;

Section and general arrangement drawing
of the Cyclone three-cylinder radial engine

;

the simplification of parts and the sym-
metrical arrangement on each side of the

central line are noteworthy

obviously as there are four cams on the
one wheel, this must revolve, only once
to eight revolutions of the engine crank-
shaft.

Each timing case is enclosed by a cover,
and the crankshaft runs on plain bearings,
four in all, pressed into these covers and
into the crank case itself. Symmetry of
parts on either side of the centre line of

the engine is followed in the crankshaft,
which is a massive assembly. The shafts
are secured by flanges and studs to heavy
discs, which incorporate the balance
weights. One plain floating bush is used
common to the three big ends, two of

which are forked. Lubrication is effected
by a gear pump in a separate sump, oil

being delivered by a branched lead to
both timing gears, from which it works
along the main bushes to the crank webs,
where it is collected in annular recesses
and passes through holes which open on
to the cheeks of the big end.

Accessibility of External Fittings.

The tappets, which are adjustable, pass .

out of the timing case by way of bronze
guides, and the same material is also used
for the valve guides. Split collars in

recesses on the valve stems are used to

retain the spring cups. Although the
appearance of radial engines is often

marred by masses of external pipe work,
the exhaust and inlet connections of the
Cyclone engine are particularly neat.

Here again all the pipe work is sym-
metrical on both sides. Projecting
slightly from each valve pocket is a

transverse tubular portion of the cylinder

casting. Pulled into this by a single

central bolt are two angle lugs into which
the pipes are secured.

One timing cover has an extension,

housing a worm-driven transverse triaft

which drives the magneto at threequarters

engine speed ; incidentally, the magneto
is of the swgle-cylinder type with two .

contact breaker cams, sparking twice per

revolution. From the transverse shaft is

also driven by worm a vertical shaft at

half engine speed. On the top of this

is the high-tension distributer, and below,

in the sump, the oil pump.
A23
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The cylinder has seven cooling flanges

of enormous area in relation to the bore.

Below is shown the method of securing

the induction and exhaust pipework.

A noticeable feature of the engine is

the remarkably cool running, due both

to the vaned flywheel and to the enormous
cooling area of the seven ribs on the

cylinder ; the valve chests are also well

separated from the cylinder barrels. Such
a wide stroke-bore ratio as that found in

the Cyclone engine is unusual in motor
cycle engine practice, 1:1.26 being an"

extreme" in so-called long stroke engines,

yet the ratio in the Cyclone is 1 : 1.6.

Ample Speed and Power.

On the test bench we observed an

engine working, and noticed that its range
of smooth running varied between about
600 and something well over 3,000 r.p.m.

(the rev. counter did not register beyond
the latter figure) ; while on the road in

a light cycle car we found that the

speed obtainable was extremely high.

No speedometer was fitted, but the

speeds attained were certainly as high as

those with which we are familiar on a

JANUARY 12th, IQ22.

certain make of'cycle car noted for high

touring speeds.

Very simple holding-down arrangements
only are needed to secure the unit, a pair

of triangular plates being held at each

Showing the simple and sturdy con-
struction of the crankshaft assembly and
balance weights of the Cyclone unit.

side by two of the crank case bolts, and
the engine can thus be housed in a
cycle car chassis or motor cycle frame
with ease.

AN AVERAGE SPEED INDICATOR.
The Possibility of Constructing an Instrument for Direct Indication of Average Speed,

THE speedometer is a very fascinating

instrument. It advises the rider at

a glance of the speed at which he

is travelling and the mileage he has

covered. But I feel sure many will agree

that, if the instrument indicated the aver-

age speed instead of purely a velocity, we
should not only find it more useful, but

should derive from it a pleasure of much
more permanent character.

For instance, it would give us great

satisfaction to know the average speed at

the end of a day's run. Or, in a relia-

bility trial, anyone armed with this instru-

ment could not fail to come in within the

scheduled time.

Is it Possible?

Having broadly indicated its sphere of

utility, we will investigate the possibility

of constructing such an instrument.

Bearing in mind that the. average speed

is equal to the ratio of total mileage to

total time, the question merely resolves

-is numerically equal to the tangent of

included angle between the base and the

hypotenuse; then, if the base represents

mileage and perpendicular time, the

average speed is equal to the ratio

between the two factors. Therefore, it

follows that the average speed is directly

proportional to the tangent of the in-

cluded angle. -

An instrument so constructed is shown
diagrammatically in the accompanying
drawing, and the sketch represents the

probable appearance of the finished article

produced commercially.

The Device Described.

Referring to the drawing, it will be
observed that a direct application of the

principle previously described is made.
So that if the arm A progresses according

to the mileage covered, and the arm B
advances at a constant speed, we are

able to reproduce a condition compar-
able to that of a. height and base, in a

Diagrammatic arrangement of the average speed

meter "described in the accompanying article; the

letters are referred to in the text. An imaginative

sketch of the external appearance of the proposed

apparatus is also shown above

itself into either one of two things—

a

simple type of dividing machine or sub-

tracting machine on the logarithmic pro-

portion. However, the former type of

machine seems to lend itself for this par-

ticular application. -

It is well known that in a right-angle

triangle the height divided by the base

A24

movement of the beam C to the pointer
D by means of a series of links E, which
are so arranged as to produce a parallel

motion, and an addition of a suitable
scale F enables a direct reading of aver-
age speed in miles per hour to be made.

Mechanical Features.

It will be seen that the arm A is pro-
pelled by the action of a screw thread
G, which is driven by a worm H, and
the same method of propulsion is applied
to the arm B. But, in order to obtain a
constant rate of progression, a. friction

drive I and an escapement mechanism
J, similar to that of a watch, are inter-

posed between the worm drive H and the
screw thread K.
The pointers attached to the arms A

and B indicate, in conjunction with the
respective scales L and M, the magnitude
of both time and mileage independently
of the average speed.

The letters N and O in the drawing
signify arm-supporting members.

Noall.
[An average speed meter, the invention

of Dr. A. M. Low. was about to be
produced commercially in 1914 imme-
diately prior to the war.

—

Ed.]

right-angle triangle. Further, by intro-

ducing the sliding beam C connected to

both arms, we get the effect of having

the remaining component, namely, the

hypotenuse. Since it was found that the

slope of hypotenuse with respect to its

base is directly proportional to the aver-

age speed, we proceed to transmit the

BIRMINGHAM CLUB'S
SPORTING TRIAL.

RESULTS of the Birmingham M.C.C.
sporting half-day trial, described

last week, are now to hand, and
are as follows :

SILVER CUPS FOR BEST PERFORMANCES.
—Solo: B. H. Riley (2»i A.J.S.). Sidecar: H.
S. Perry (6 B.S.A. sc).

GOLD MEDALS—G. F. Barrett (2-;i T.B.), A.
Thrush (3V- Sunbeam), D. Brandish (4 Triumph),
G. Butcher (3'A Sunbeam), A. Watson (3V2 Sun-
beam sc.), T. It" Walker (6 B.S.A. sc), and H. V.
Collins (3'!. Norton sc).

SILVER MEDALS.—B. Kershaw (25,4 New
Imperial), T. Wooley (2',.'i Sun-Vitesse), G. C.

Jenkins (.4.14 B.S.A. sc), and B. L. Bird (6 B.S.A.
sc).

BRONZE MEDAL.—K. G. Uzzel (8 New
Imperial sc).
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WELDLESS STEEL TUBING.
The Use of High Carbon Steel and Tapered Lugs.

IN the last issue of The Motor Cycle

we referred briefly to a paper read
before the Institution of Automobile

Engineers by Mr. W. W. Hackett. So
interesting and important were its con-

tents that we make no apologies -for

reprinting extracts which should be of

tlie greatest value to manufacturers.
The author referred to a series of

failures caused by unsuitable lugs. The
chief fault of some of those used in the

earlier days of the 'motor cycle industry
was that the outlets were too strong,

On motor cycle frames it is possible carbon steel, and lin. x20g. high carbon

to decrease the weight of the tubes steel is much stronger than the lin. Xl6g.
greatly by a proper distribution of the low carbon steel. Also, it has been found
strength. The motor cycle manufacturer that the lin. X 20g. high carbon steel is

knows at which part of the frame as strong as lin. X 15g. low carbon steel,

breakage occurs. In many instances the Other tests have been carried out on
front down tube has been the vital part, this question of the value of steels con-

and -the break has occurred close to the tabling varying percentages of carbon

top lug. It is much better to put in a when brazed, and all the results have
taper gauge tube to prevent the trouble
than merely to increase the gauge. If a
12 gauge down tube has previously been
used, a tube of the same weight, but

and case after case of tube failure tapered from 10 to 14 gauge in its entire

occurred, tubes often breaking off so

cleanly as to give the appearance of
having been cut through. As the broken
tubes could be flattened, it was provable
that they were in a ductile, and not
brittle, condition, and a seii2s of tests

was carried out in order to prove that

length, will,- no doubt, remedy the
defect. The tube is stronger because of

its added thickness at the critical point,

and also because the tapered gauge
enables the fatigue to be carried away
from the lug. A 12 to 15 gauge or a

12 to 14 tapered gauge would be stronger

C3 r

The curved outlets on the left are suggested as being stronger and
rrore suitable than the usual square type.

the fault lay in the excessive strength of than the 12 gauge plain tube,

the lug outlets. A lug having
strong outlets was taken, and one
outlet only was tapered off. A
piece of tubing of usual size and
quality was brazed into the lug,

the lug then being firmly secured

,
to a plate. The ends of the tube
were then moved by an eccentric

and connecting rods, giving a
half-inch movement to each end
at a speed of about 400 r.p.m.
Each time the experiment was
tried the tube broke off cleanly
close to the thick outlet, whereas
it was always intact at the
tapered, outlet.

In another test, two tubes brazed into

lugs with* a thick and Hie other with a

tapered outlet were held rigidly by the
lugs, and similar weights were applied
at the ends. The tube brazed into the
lug with tapered outlet bent with an
easy curve, but that brazed into the lug
with a- strong outlet bent abruptly close

to the lug.

Alternating stress tests were also

carried out on a number of tubes held
in grips, half of which had tapered out-

lets and the others strong outlets. When
the taper grip 'was used the average
number of revolutions before breakage
occurred was 248,371, but when the
strong outlet was used, breakage occurred
after only 120,545 revolutions, or less

than half the number experienced in the
case of tapered outlets. Another interest-

ing feature of the same test was the
spiral form -of the break of the tubes
held in taper grips, "which seems to prove
that the fatigue is shared over a large
area,, as this form of break never
occurred when the tube was held in grips
with strong outlets, the fractures being
distinctly localised.

Strength by Tapering.

Quite a number of running tests on
front forks of various tapers were carried
out, reducing to what may be thought
to be ridiculously small diameters at the
bottom of the fork, but the life of the
fork increased as the size at the bottom
diminished. In many cases weight can
be saved and increased strength can be
given by a tapering of the tube in

diameter or in the gauge.

3

proved unquestionably that by using a

0.5% carbon steel a greater strength can

be obtained with a less weight than by
using a low carbon steel.

Greater Elastic Limits.

High carbon steel tubing of lin. x20g.
is practically as strong as lin.xl5g. low
carbon steel, yet it is only one-half as

thick. This, of course, is owing to the

fact that after undergoing the brazing-

process the elastic limit of a 0.5% carbon
steel is about twice as high as that of

a 0.15% carbon steel at the

brazed joint, and consequently

the high carbon steel is able to

stand much more stress than a

low carbon steel.

The author has found in the

past great opposition to the use

of high carbon steel tubing, and
it has been urged that such
tubing must of necessity be
brittle. This is not so ; in the-

bright state almost as good
flattening results can be obtained

as with the low carbon steel.

It is not suggested that only

high carbon steel be used, as

where the low carbon tube has proved
satisfactory, there is no need to go to

the added expense of the higher quality

material, but if motor cycle designers

will look -back a few years, recall the

increasing weight of the machine caused

by substituting tubes of a heavier gauge
for those that have failed, and try

The lugs should be kept as light as
possible at the outlets, and a lug with
a curved shape at the outlet is better
than one with the square cut outlet
generally used.

High Carbon Steels.

From experiments carried out during
the war period on aeroplane tubing, it higher carbon steel instead, a lighter,

stronger, and more resilient machine will

be the result.

There is one other point. It is always
possible for steel supplies to be received

in a mixed condition. The tube, maker
may get some wrong billet from the steel

maker, or mistakes may occur in transit

or in the tube works. There is also a

chance that the motor cycle maker may
mix qualities in his stores. If any test

is to be made to check the carbon con-

tents on commercial lines, that test must
be a cheap one. The " spark test " for

carbon is a quick method, and, in the
hands of a capable and properly trained

man, the percentage of carbon in the

steel can be determined to within 0.25%.
The author is indebted to Messrs. Hans
Reno-Id] Ltd., for his knowledge of this.

When a piece of steel is pressed against

a grinding wheel, a shower of sparks
is 'produced, and this shower may be
called the "spark-sheaf." The spark-

sheaf consists of spark rays, or lines of

light produced by the flight of the
sparks, and spark pictures, which are
small explosions appearing along the
spark rays. It is from the spark pictures

that the percentage is estimated, since the
brighter and more numerous the spark
pictures the higher the carbon content.

was found that excellent results could
be obtained by using 0.5% carbon steel
tubing, giving in the bright or blued
state a yield of 40 to 45 tons per sq. in.,

and - an ultimate stress of 45 to 50 tons
per sq. in. When annealed, the steel
should give 23- tons per sq. in. yield, and
35 tons per sq. in. ultimate. The author
found, however, that in the motor trade
there was no inclination to use these high
carbon steel tubes, and opinions were
expressed that tire tubing from this steel

would of necessity be brittle. Whilst it

is recommended that care should be taken
with the heat-treatment, the whole of
the author's testing has been carried out
on joints brazed in his shojis in a com-
mercial manner, with no more care taken
than in ordinary production. Although
hundreds of tests have been carried out,

he has not had a contradictory result :

0.3% earbon tubing has always been
better than 0.15%, and 0.5% always
superior to 0.3%; lin:x20g. high carbon
steel is much stronger than the lin. x 18g.

medium carbon steel. Again the lin. x
20g. high carbon steel is as strong as

the lin. X 17g. medium carbon steel, and
much stronger than the lin. X 17g. low
carbon steel ; lin. X 18g. carbon steel is

as strong as the lin. x 15g. medium
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As at St. Mark's, Venice, the pigeons at St. Paul's are so tame that they will feed out of the hands of the stranger.

The Melropolis as seen by a Provincial Molor Cyclist.

IT
is a trite saying that the average Londoner knows
less about London than most provincial visitors,

but it is probably true that the majority of London
motor cyclists know and appreciate its many charms.

Nevertheless, it is the visitor to the Metropolis on- a

sight-seeing expedition who learns more of the world's

largest city than most of those who are daily within

sound of Bow Bells, for one seldom appreciates that

which is near at hand.

Hundreds of provincial motor cyclists annually visit

London, but even after many visits, they seldom know
more of London than is bounded by Olympia and the

West End, while those who have to cross London
en route from one part of the country to another usually

consult maps and guides as to the most convenient

way of avoiding the heart of it, always having, in

mind a dread of London traffic 'which is immediately

dissipated once the streets have been negotiated.

Imaginary Terrors of Traffic Driving.

Ask almost any provincial motor cyclist his opinion

of a motor cycle holiday in London, and one receives

aii exclamation of surprise,' if. not of derision; yet

to drive in London streets is far easier than in many
.a country market town. Given a modern machine

with a tractable engine and a smooth hand-operated

clutch, no provincial motor cyclist need hesitate

about spending a holiday awheel in the heart of

the British Empire.
True, such a holiday will be entirely different from

a tour or a stay at a seaside resort ; it will not be so

restful perhaps, but for the energetic sightseer London
has no compeer. It abounds in interesting show-

places, which form the key to history and to the

development of our great country.
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The business man visiting the Metropolis who,

with an evening to spare, takes a trip on the top of

a
r

bus may think that he is seeing London, but he

is only obtaining a superficial glance, and, while the

Fleet 'Street journalist who takes a short cut .through

the Temple may " feel " the atmosphere of this quaint

"and peaceful corner of a hurly-burly world, he rarely

"troubles to investigate the fund of interest there is

within a yard or so on either hand. No, one cannot

obtain a proper idea, of London, its beauty, its

romance, and its interest by hurrying on as a passer-

by, neither are all the places which are worth visiting

on the lists of amusements or museums, nor are they

depicted on picture postcards or otherwise advertised.

Having spent fourteen whole days exploring the

Metropolis with a motor cycle and a further fourteen

evenings afoot, the writer—a provincial motor cyclist

—has decided that a month is barely sufficient to

exhaust the recognised show places alone.

All London Available.

But it is not everyone who wishes to explore museums

and the tombs of our famous dead. Nevertheless,

any motor cyclist holidaying in London owes it to

himself to see Westminster Abbey, St. Paul's, and the

Tower of London ; the rest may be missed, if desired,

for a half-day in the Abbey alone will be sufficient

to convince him that London deserves the honour paid

to it by the whole world.

During the holiday referred to, a sidecar outfit was

used every day. Accommodation was found in West

Kensington, and the machine was garaged. at a mews
at the end of Russell Road, which is opposite the

Addison Road entrance to Olympia, with the railway

in between.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC
REMINISCENCES

OF

A MOTOR CYCLE
HOLIDAY IN

LONDON.
All the metropolis is not a seething

mass of traffic, as is usually supposed

by the provincial. It is within the

City o{ London itself that the streets

are most crowded, but in the City of

Westminster there is room for the

motor cyclist sightseer. It is this

part of London that contains the

show places so beloved by the visitor.

(1) The Cenotaph in Whitehall, where many Government buildings are situated.

(2 and 3) On the Terrace at Richmond—one of the beauty spots of Greater London, but where the police are not sympathetic to

sightseers on wheels, and do not allow the motor cyclist to stand for long in order to admire the view.

(4) Westminster Abbey, often overlooked by the passing motor cyclist, whose eyes are attracted by the imposing Mouses of Parliament

on the other side of the street.

(5) Sunday naming on the Embankment ; on week days this fine road is a taxi drivers' " T.T." course. Cleopatra's Needle is seen on the left
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A Motor Cycle Holiday in London—

This is about as. near to the most interesting parts

of London as it is possible to obtain garage accom-

modation—for the garaging difficulty is very acute,

and any stranger arriving at, say, the Marble Arch.

Piccadilly Circus, or Trafalgar Square would find it

difficult to find lodging for his machine. But for this,

an hotel near the Embankment or in the Russell Square

district would have been preferred. However, West

Kensington was found- to be quite convenient as a

centre not only for London itself, but for the surround-

ing suburbs which were explored in turn—and, in

many cases, with disappointment. Golder's Green,

for example, so Continental at first sight, seemed but

a community of dolls' houses, and most other suburbs

known by name to the provincial disproved the popular

fallacy that London is a superior place in every way.

Greater London.
London stretches- out its suburban lines of railways

and tubes, and almost any suburb within these areas

compares unfavourably with the resid&ntial districts

of most large cities.
* There are exceptions, of course^

Richmond, for instance, would be exceptionally nice

if it were not for the trippers who reduce it to a some-

what- cheap resort on Saturdays and Sundays. Not-

withstanding, it is well worth a visit—on any other

day—for the view from the Terrace across the twining

Thames is superb. Taken on the whole, however,

London has not much to offer to the provincial in the

way of scenery, especially if the visitor be from such

beautiful counties as "Warwickshire or Gloucestershire,

and the lack of hills worries those from further North.

Southward of Croydon, in the Weybndge district

or on the Surrey Downs, there is much to interest the

motor cyclist in search of. beauty, but it is in London
itself that the greatest charm lies, and after these

trips to the outside this fact was borne upon the writer

every time.

A motorist since the, beginning of motoring, . the

writer on this holiday discovered the most uninteresting

route he has ever traversed. This was from the

Metropolis to Southend-on-Sea via Ilford. If it is
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possible to find a more dull forty miles then it is

from Southend-on-Sea to London via Grays.

The journey was undertaken on a Sunday, when
life on the Commercial Road could be .studied at its

best. Anyone undertaking the trip should first read
" Limehouse Nights," and, on his trip through White-
chapel , he will see all the characters Thomas Burke
has sketched in his stories.

Open Spaces—Within and Without.

These outside trips may not be so interesting as

the " exploration of Hyde Park, the Green Park,

Kensington Gardens, The Mall, or the Embankment,
hut it is impossible to grasp fully the atmosphere of

London without knowing to what it forms the centre.

Advantage was taken of an opportunity of seeing

Brooklands, with the result that all preconceived ideas

of the track were changed. The provincial motor
cyclist who has never visited the famous racecourse

at Brooklands should make a point of doing so.

Altogether, it was a most interesting holiday, and
one which helped each member of the party better

to appreciate why London cannot be compared with

any other city -in the kingdom.
Not least among the interests for the driver was

the negotiation of London traffic. First impressions

are that all vehicles are driven too fast, but so well

regulated is the stream, and so well understood the

rules of the road, that speeds which would be most
- dangerous in provincial cities are quite safe^ One
thing is certain, if every motorist spent a week every

.year in London with his machine, he would be a

better driver when in the provinces, for there the

policeman must be obeyed, and it is inviting police

action, with probably severe results, to deviate from
the cast iron rule that all traffic passes t^ the left

of the " refuges " in the centre of the roads

The same sentiment applies also to policemen, for

it is certain that if the police of the provinces served

an apprenticeship in the Metropolis, traffic regulation

would be greatly improved. As for London policemen
themselves, there is not a more courteous and patient

body of men in any sphere of life.

Alon°side the Thames at Kingston—one of the several interesting resorts to be visited during a motor cycle holiday in London
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor St., E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address

MAXIMUM SPEEDS OF TWO-STROKES.
Sir,—I have a Revere-Villiers, and can do 40-45 m.p.h. on

a 5j to 1 gear, 25 jet, Shell spirit, and Speedwell oil.

Recently I came from Coventry to Leicester, via Bedworth
and Sharnford, nearly '. thirty miles, in one hour, and the

engine "was as cool at the finish as at the start. I may say

that my machine is a 1915-16 model. AY 4417.

Leicester;

Sir,—I was interested in "Kelly's" letter in The Motor
Cycle of December 15th, 1921. Something must have been

wrong with his Velocette if it would not do more than 38

m.p.h. and 120 m.p.g.. I have a 1920 Velocette two-stroke,

and I can do 45 m.p.h. and 140 m.p.g.

If 38 m.p.h. gets on his nerves, I should like him to do

about thirty miles on my Velocette with it wide open.

No, it would not overheat, although 2^ h.p. two-strokes may
be called 2£ h.p. Tink-a-Ponks. I get there every time.

I shall be tuning it again soon, and hope to attain 50 m.p.h.

by Cowey speedometer;
"Could anyone put forth the proper pronunciation of

Velocette? I have heard four^different ways.
Banbury. WE TWO.

Sir,—I am rather interested in the letter of one of your
corespondents (" AR 8414"), who says that the maximum
speed of his Villiers-engined Revere is not more than 38

m.p.h. I have one of these machines, a 1920 model with

Amac carburetter (jet 24) and a Sturmey-Archer two-speed

gear, and have obtained just over 40 m.p.h. on the level.

If the machine belonging to your correspondent has a

Sturmey-Archer, I think he may find that his clutch is

'

slipping, as this trouble has occurred with mine. To remedy
this, take off the cover held by three small nuts, and then

it may be found that the large nut inside has worked loose.

Nottingham. C.W.B.

GEAR CHANGE DIFFICULTIES WITH A SLIDING
PINION BOX.

Sir,—It would be interesting to know whether any riders

of 3^ h.p. three-speed Rover motor cycles have experienced

difficulty in the gear and clutch control of their machines.

I ride" a 1920 model solo, with standard gears, and find it

quite awkward to change up when starting, as it is quite

easy to miss the second gear position.

Changing down is also rather awkward, and the engine

seems to race wildly, although the throttle is greatly reduced.

It seems that there is too much of a drop in the ratio.

The clutch control being by foot is, of course, rather_

awkward for solo work, but is otherwise well up to its work.
S. TOUERER.

THE WORLD'S BEST ROADS.
Sir,—For some months the continual grumble anent our

roads has raised my ire (I know to grouse is the greatest

joy of every Englishman, but if only he realised that this

continual belittling of his country is taken for the truth

abroad he might cease ; why not a little American " world's

best"?), and "Overseas Triumph" puts the lid on it. I

should like to inform him that from the many enquiries I

have made, I have drawn the correct conclusion, I think,

that England has easily the world's best roads, and, above

all, how beautifully Tarmacced are all, practically speaking,

of our small roads.

With regard to the last part of his letter, may I put one

question? What happens when it rains? Having lived in

France now for two years, and done some 8,000 miles there,

I should -like to say that the answer to the above question,

coupled with ever such a small amount of traffic, gives a

result absolutely- unknown in England for " appalhngness.

In conclusion, I am compelled to make what may seem

rather a sweeping statement, but in four months spent m
England last summer, and every minute possible in the

saddle, I never saw a bad road, and never either hit or saw

a single pot-hole worthy of the name. (This applies only to

the country south of Norfolk, as I did not go further North.)

H. BEACON.
HEAD LAMP DIMMING.

Sir,—I would like to take the opportunity of replying to

your corrrespondent Mr. Ernest Wm. Troughton m your

"issue of December 29th in order to defend the "Inter-

departmental Lights on Vehicles Committee."

I am not in any way connected with the committee, but,

nevertheless, one feels' that your correspondent's letter, in

spite of its inaccuracies, is liable to give motor cyclists and

others the erroneous impression that the Americans have

really produced an efficient anti-dazzle lamp which does not

reduce the intensity of the light beam whereas our committee

has failed.

This, however, is most decidedly not the case; and,

furthermore, the statement of the' English committee is

essentially correct at this date, namely, that "it is not

possible to eliminate dazzle (in motor car lights) and at the

same time leave an adequate driving light.'

I would first of all like to draw your attention to the

sketches published. The one on the left shows the parallel

An inspector employed by the Devon General Omnibus and

Touring Co., Ltd., for checking passengers' tickets on 'bus routes,

and generally acting as despatch rider for the company's manager.

The work is strenuous, as it means being out everyday all the year

round on South Devon roads and much cross-country work when
cutting across from one route to another. The machine is a

P. and S. two-stroke, and during the first month on service the

inspector covered 1,400 miles, in the second the monthly mileage

went up to 1,600, and the third to 1,800.
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beam emerging from the prism in a manner and' direction

which is utterly impossible for it to achieve. This point is

unimportant, except that it shows the inventor to be in-

sufficiently acquainted with his subject. The sketch upon

the right' hand is even in a worse condition. If the front

prism is composed of a number of lenticular cylindrical strips,

then the parallel beam from inside the lamp would be thrown

to a series of foci parallel to, about 2in. or so in front of,

the lamp, in which case the beam is no longer parallel (as

shown), but divergent in a horizontal plane and weakened

in intensity inversely as the square of the distance from

the lamp.
Secondly, I would suggest that if the only function of the

prism is to deflect the rays on to the ground, why have it

at all? Why not tilt the lamp downwards?
Thirdly, your correspondent's statement that this device

(or any other device) can "give, without loss of light, "wide

depression and no glare " is incorrect, and in contradiction

to the most elementary laws of optics.

Fourthly, if your correspondent is correct when he states

that " thi's lamp gives a beam 50ft; wide at 100ft. distance

from the lamp, and of sufficient intensity to make riding

possible," then the candle-power of the head light must be

enormous ; because one must remember that without this-

device, and using a 6in. diameter lamp with an electric

filament &in. long and about -f^oin. in thickness and parabolic

reflector about lin. focus, the size of the projected filament,

when the rays are parallel, will be about 13ft. high and 1ft.

broad at a distance of 100ft. from the lamp, and now, if

one places the device in position, this patch of light (13ft. x
lft.) is drawn out 50ft. in a horizontal plane, so that the

intensity of the patch has now been reduced to one-fiftieth

of its original value ! Surely this is a reduction in intensity.

The elimination of glare without loss of light cannot depend

upon deflections, deviations, dispersions, or diffusion, and it

is surprising that people have endeavoured, and are still

endeavouring, to solve the problem upon these lines and

through these agencies. ROVER.
London, N.19."

SUPER SPORTS MODELS ON THE ROAD.
Sir,—I was intensely interested in your report of your

road test of the four-valve Triumph in the issue of The
Motor Cycle for December 29th, 1921, more especially as I

am the proud owner of a rival 1922 sports model—to wit,

the long-stroke T.T. Sunbeam. My machine is one of the

two Show models, and, although a side-valve engine is

used, this is, of course, super-efficient ; and, after reading

your remarks on the road performance of the Triumph, it is

easy to see that my engine has many features in common
with this. For instance, my engine is also very sensitive

Are English riders becoming "soft" through the easy road conditions in this country?

The English correspondent to an American journal saysthey are, forgetting the hundreds who

compete in such events as the annual " London-Exeter." The above illustration depicts how

the enthusiasts start off in rain, gale, and darkness on the 320 miles run of 24 hours duration.

to ignition variations, and here, again, the top gear is high
—4.1 to 1—and consequently one potters through busy
thoroughfares on the second gear of 6 to 1, and should
accelerate to at least 30 m.p.h. before changing up !—that
is, if the engine is to- be humoured as such a fine specimen
thoroughly deserves to be.

The "slap" of the aluminium piston is very apparent
unless tha revs, be kept up, more so than in the case of the
85x88 mm. sports Sunbeam engine which I owned last

summer. The extra resonance of the deeply finned cylinder
and the hefty punch behind the 5.9 to 1 compression ratio .

are probably chiefly accountable for this increased noise. The
acceleration of this engine, however, can only be described
as extraordinary, and, worst of all, there is no carrier to

fall back on to if the throttle be opened too suddenlv !

Amersham. HARMONY.
72 M.P.H. ON A PRE-WAR SINGLE.

Sir,—With reference to " Old 'Un's " claim to do 72
m.p.h. on a pre-war Triumph. I do not claim to do any-
thing like this speed, but, being a sportsman and a good
loser, I am prepared to take him on. If he wins,. I will

make him a present of my machine, which is a 1920 8 h.p.

sporting Zenith, fully equipped. L. MAYNARD.
WHICH JS THE WORLD'S CLEANEST MOTOR CYCLE?

Sir,—I have read with very much interest in recent issues

of your paper the correspondence in connection with the
query as to which is the "world's best motor cycle," and,
although this raised some very interesting points, in my
opinion there is still another point to be considered in this

connection, and I should like to know from your readers
which they consider to be "' the world's cleanest motor
cycle " to -fide.

After many years of considerable experience in riding
different makes of machines, for the past twelve months 1

have been riding a Matchless Model H2 sidecar outfit, and,
without fear of contradiction, I consider this to be absolutely
the machine for cleanliness.

It may interest you to know that, day in and day out, I

ride this machine up to business and home every day, wet
or fine, without the use of any overalls whatsoever, and I

still have to learn of another machine which will permit this.

I can only conclude by giving a slogan :
" Matchless is

matchless for cleanliness." W. PRATT.

WATER POWER FOR LUCAS DYNAMO.
Sir,
—"H.M.B." seeks information re house lighting from

a Lucas dynamo. It should be quite feasible to drive this

dynamo by means of a water motor. The ideal arrangement
would be to direct-couple the turbine • to the dynamo by

means of a flexible coupling.

Data.—Assuming dynamo has an
output of 100 watts. 100 watts =
0.134 electrical horse-power (e.h.p.j.

At an efficiency of 60% dynamo
would require at coupling 0.223 h.p.

Turbine, therefore, has to develop

0.223 brake - horse - power (b.h.p.).

Assuming efficiency of turbine to be

50%, then h.p. applied to turbine

impeller has to be 0.446= 14,718

ft. -lb. Quantity of water required

to develop 14,718 ft.-lb. at a head
of, say, 100 feet = 147 lb. per minute
= say fifteen gallons per minute. If

a battery were arranged to "float"
across dynamo, governing mechanism
could be dispensed with on the tur-

bine, as the battery would keep

the load on dynamo approximately

constant.
Candle-power Available.—TJsingj

"gas-filled" lamps, the dynamo (if.

100 watt) would be good for approxi-

mately 140 c.p. By, however, suit-

ably grading the capacity of battery,

the' lighting capacity of plant could

be considerably increased by taking

energy from dynamo and battery

simultaneously, and running generat-

ing set " overtime " to recharge

battery. HYDRO-ELECTRIC.
Garnant.
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PRONUNCIATION OF "MAGNETO."
Sir,—With reference to the above in The Motor Cycle of

December 15th, the following extracts may be of interest

to " Puzzled," although I am afraid he will still be puzzled :

Nuttall's Standard Dictionary

Magnetize—Mag'-ne-tize.

Magneto-electric—Mag-ne'-to-e-lek-trik.

Magnetograph—Mag-net'-o-graf.

Murray's Oxford New English Dictionary.

Magnetize—Mre-gnet-eiz.

Magneto—Maa-gni-to.

Magne-to-electric. —

Webster's Dictionary

Magnetize—Mug'-riet-iz.

Magneto—Mag'-net-o\

Magnetograph—Mag'-iiet-o-graf

Southfields, London, S.W 1 E.J.B.

[The lesser known accents used are illustrated in the various

dictionaries mentioned as follows

'' e " as in " addgd
"

i
" as in " thief".

"

'* a " as in " gm "

"e" as in "end.
1 " recejit.

"

' o " as in ' gbey
'

'

—Ed ]

SIDECAR FUEL CONSUMPTION RECORDS.
Sir,—During the Christmas holidays I made the following

experiment. I put one gallon of petrol in the tank, and
set off on a jaunt over give and take roads.

My average speed worked out to just under 45 m.p.h., and
after running 190 miles I ascertained the amount of petrol

left in the tank. Much to my astonishment, there was
one gallon and a half of the precious juice

!

My mount is a 1918 3£ h.p. Conkout, fitted with a Spitfire

carburetter with six jets. Sidecar, home-made, consisting

of a Ford body mounted on ordinary chassis. I travelled

with five up. ' MTJTT.
New Maiden.

Sir,—Recent correspondence has called forth some remark-
able statements from Triumph riders. There were two which
particularly interested me. The first was that of " Top-hole."
One hundred and forty miles per gallon is indeed good, and
so is 64 m.p.h any time (with a sidecar !). Generally, when
speeds such as these are indicated, I take it to be time for

a speedometer overhaul. On one occasion my own speedo-
meter registered 72 m.p.h. as I was wheeling the machine
from a garage. NON SEMPER MENDAX.

St. Ives.

Sir,—The touring of a loaded pantechnicon across a couple
of thousand miles of level going, using only Woodbine smoke
as fuel, would no doubt be quite a simple matter to

"Top-hole." SCOTT.
Leicester.

Sir,—With a machine in good condition, coupled with
good driving; one ought to obtain at least 80 ni.p.g. on a
4 h.p. outfit. May I give a few reasons for high consump-
tion, i.e., under-oiling, carburetter float badly functioning,
spark too advanced or vice-versa, too high gear, insufficient
attention to the air lever, improperly overlapped valves, and,
the most common of all, a large jet. An engine must be
oiled in proportion to its work, and not a pumpful of oil

every so many miles, which is usually the idea of .a learner.

JAS. REECE.

Sir,—The appreciative letters of Triumph machine riders
who do umpteen miles per gallon have set me wondering
again what is the matter with mine.. As regards power and
reliability I have nothing but praise, and have done tours
of weeks' duration with sidecar passenger and luggage and
nothing happen to the engine. I have never got more than
50 m.p.g. running with empty sidecar. A.CM.
London, N.16.

Sir,—Dozens of riders of my acquaintance would never
claim more than 65 m.p.g. with the old 3^ h.p. Triumph and
coach sidecar. I cannot understand how it is possible to get
more than twice that figure with a 4 h.p. outfit, as " Top-
hole " states.

Can a meet be arranged for Triumph sidecar outfits some
Saturday afternoon so that a test may be made? Each com-
petitor to have a measured pint of petrol, and see how far he
can go on the allowance. I would be pleased to organise the
meet. Will correspondents please send particulars as follows :

(1.) Year of machine. (2.) Type and make of sidecar.

(3.) Type of screen. (4.) Weight of outfit. (5.) Carbu-
retter and jet number. (6.) Gear ratios. (7.) Oil used

and mileage per pumpful. (8.) Other particulars of interest.

Esher (on the Portsmouth Road) may be a convenient
meeting place. H. B. BOOTH.

Sir,—If it were possible to complain of the Triumph
sidecar owners' admirably furnished m.p.g. statistics, it

would be on the score of modesty. " Top-hole " made a more
skilful stab at Truth than his different confreres; but even
he lamentably falls into modest ways during the course of his

peroration by claiming a trifling speed of 64 m.p.h. with his

trusty outfit and' spares. " ONION.
Shortlands.

Sir,—A correspondent signing himself "Top-hole" claims

120 to 140 m.p.g. and 64 m.p.h. with a 1917 Triumph and
sidecar (with passengers).

I fail to see what good the making of such ridiculous

statements does to the motor cycle movement. What
chance would a professional stand against a machine of this

type, either in a petrol consumption test or a speed trial,

if the claims made were true ? Give some people a lowish

gear, a noisy exhaust, and a flying helmet, and Brooklands

looks small.

Another correspondent, signing himself "Old 'Un," claims

to have covered the mile (on the road) in 50s. (equal to 72

m.p.h.) on a pre-war single-gear Triumph. "Old 'Un"
made a mistake in the timing : he should have said lm. 50s.

I am thinking of the fact that Dan Bradbury was the first

man to exceed 70 m.p.h. on a 500 c.c, and that on a Norton
in 1911. L. W. E. HARTLEY.

Sir,—I purchased a 1921 Triumph machine and light

sidecar last May, and my average is only fifty-eight miles

per gallon according to a Stewart trip speedometer, this

district (near March) being quite flat.

Up to the present I have only done 1,724 miles, and
have had the machine decarbonised once.

I note the secret mentioned by " Entirely Satisfied "
; my

gear is 5 to 1 top, every attention is given to valves and
oiling engine, but I cannot obtain this big mileage, and there

are several more in this district. A. E. FISHER.

[From the mass of letters we have received on this subject,

of which the above is a representative selection, it is

evident that many readers did not take "Top-hole's"
claim of 140 nxp.g. and 64 m.p.h. in the spirit it was
written. Mr. A. E. Fisher, whose letter appears above,
also forwards us a reply' which he received from the
Triumph Cycle Co. on the question of fuel consumption.
According to the makers, approximately 70 m.p.g. should
be obtained with a 4 h.p. Triumph fitted with a light

sidecar.

—

Ed.]

ELIMINATING MECHANICAL NOISE.
Sir,—I wish to thank all those readers who have so

kindly replied to my query regarding the silencing of the
Rudge valve gear. I am rather at a loss -to know which
gadget to try first-!

While my query w-as meant to apply to the inlet valve
gear, I would like to point out that the majority of the
noise comes from the inside of the timing case, not from the
mechanism outside it. The noise from the overhead rocker
is merely a slight but annoying clatter, while the timing
wheel noise is a decided "clank." It appears to me that
this is unavoidable, due to the long train of wheels employed,
thus exaggerating the backlash. One of your correspondents
suggests filling the timing case with vaseline after closing
up all holes from the crank case. I would like to ask him
two questions. What happened when the engine was hot?
I should be inclined to think that as soon as the grease
melted the noise would be in evidence again. Secondly, how
many "horse-power" did it take to turn the engine over
to start on a really cold morning ? Even as it is, my
engine requires priming to free the piston and gears when
the weather is at all on the cold side. But the timing case
full of solid vaseline—ugh ! MULTI-GEAR.

South Norwood.
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REVIVING THE AUTOMATIC INLET VALVE.
Sir,—Is " H. Le Fe " seriously suggesting that an engine

of the size which he suggests fitted with an a.i.v. would
have the same or better power curve than with m.o.i.v. ''.

Does he suggest that a 2^ h.p. (250 c.c. ) J. A. P. engine, if

it were converted to a.i.v., would rev. at 10,000 per minute,
or would have a peak at about 7,000? Let us have sugges-
tions, but let them have a basis on reason. After all,

with present fuel, the only way to get more power from an
engine is to raise the peak of the power by increased r.p.m.
This considered, a.i.v. is a retrograde step.

L. W. E. HARTLEY.

Sir,—I enclose a sketch (not strictly to scale) of a valve
gear idea which has occurred to me, and which might prove
of interest to you or your readers, especially at present,

when there seems to be a revival of interest in automatic
inlet valves.

Its action will, I think, be fairly obvious, and is similar,

I imagine, to that of the G.R.I, engine. It would appear
to have the advantage over the latter of entraining a very
small percentage of ex-

haust gases with the
mixture and of expelling

_very little mixture with
the exhaust—only the
volume V between
valves.

The advantage of the
very large central valve,

open over two strokes

and cooled by the in-

coming mixture, is

obvious. The concentric

automatic inlet and ex-

haust valves, working
under comparatively
cool conditions, could be

made of duralumin, en-

suring greater rapidity

of action. The main
valve seating would be
renewable, and could be

Oil. DUCT5.

Concentric automatic inlet and

exhaust valves suggested bv

"W.K."

made of stainless steel, or something equally suitable. A
detachable cylinder head would hardly seem necessary. The
valve chamber could be held down and secured by long

(external) vertical bolts and cross pieces.

If the automatic valves are still objected to, it might be

worth while to secure the other advantages of the valve

gear. In this case the concentric inlet and exhaust valves

could be mechanically operated. For instance, the tubular

stem of the inlet valve could be carried up through the top

wall, like the main valve stem, and operated by a rocking

lever from a groove cam on a vertical half-time shaft. This
would cause the inlet valve to be alternately pushed down
and raised up from its closed position, carrying the exhaust
valve with it on the lift movement.
The main valve would in this case, of course, be also

operated directly from the half-time shaft, like the Reyre
Newson and some other make whose name I have forgotten.

Stafford.
.

W.K.
[It is hardly correct to liken this design to the G.R.I. , which
has a single poppet valve and a rotary distributing valve.

—Ed.]

Sir,—Without wishing to raise a_ heated controversy in

relation to a.i.v. v. m.o.i.v., I should like to point out to

"H. Le Fe " that he would not get the same results from

a 2 h.p. M.A.G. twin by replacing m.o.i.v. with a.i.v.'s.

I have been experimenting with a 2 h.p. four-stroke Moto-

Reve twin (which is out of the same stable), 1912 model,

a.i.v. over exhausts. I purchased another Moto-Reve (1911)

for the sake of a new magneto and for spare parts; in fact,

the exhaust valves of this latter engine are now the m.o.i.v.

of the former. Both these machines ran well, but after full

throttle for three or four miles would dry up. I drilled

holes in the crank case tops, which improved them, and
made them go farther before this happened. However, I

made one decent machine out of two ; I dropped the straight

top tube considerably, lowered the engine in the frame, and
also the saddle position. I fitted a spring frame, T.T. bars,

a 2| h.p. Douglas two-speed gear box, and a new magneto
and carburetter. I rode this machine for several months,
and by going steadily and using bottom gear for hills could

JANUARY 12th, ig22.

travel long distances; but to take a hill on top or all out

on level would soon pull it up and stop. I fitted the machine
with m.o.i.v. Without altering anything else except inlets

and operating mechanism, I find that the result is quite a

revelation in the starting and running. I have quite one-

third more power, take all decent hills on top, and reel off
-

mile after mile with no attempt ^at drying up, and the

engine does not require priming and the carburetter flooding.

I have a slightly higher petrol consumption. In reference

to " H. Le Fe's " last remark that the M.A.G.'s power
is derived from "large inlet valves" and modern construc-

tion, all V twins and horizontal twins, even the very old

type, could rev. owing to an impulse every revolution, and
the modern twin more so from overlap given to the valves.

Therefore by reintroducing a.i.v. to this engine he would lose

the advantage of overlap and a full cooling charge, the old

fault of heating up and falling off of power resulting.

Hampton-in-Arden. L'ABEILLE.

NO ENGINE AND FRAME NUMBERS—NO LICENCE!
Sir,—I wonder if many oi your readers have had as much

trouble as I have to renew my licence for 1922 ! According
to my registration book, the renewal form R.F.la is obtain-

able from a money order post office, but I tried five on
Saturday, December 31st, without success, amongst them the

General Post Office in this city. Of course, the local registra-

tion office was closed for the half-day. Eventually in disgust

I left it until January 2nd, though I must confess I derived

some amusement from the various excuses offered for having

no forms.

The most amusing part, however, occurred when I visited

the local registration office. Here I was refused a renewal

of my licence because I did not know the engine number
and frame number of my machine. In vain I offered to

let the clerk come outside and find the vanished numbers,
and I explained that two motor engineers in the city had
already made a fruitless search for them. The clerk was
adamant

—

:
" no numbers, no licence." I was told and I was

even threatened with a fine for not having supplied earlier

numbers which apparently do not exist

!

-I was thereupon ordered to have numbers put on if -I

wanted a licence
—"any number would do." Now I know

the law is supposed to be "an ass," but surely it is not

such an ass as to insist on entirely fictitious numbers being

placed on one's machine. Perhaps one of your readers can

enlighten me on this point. It seems to me if I do as I

am ordered (and I can see no alternative if what I am told

is true), and I subsequently sell my machine as a " 1917
"

model, a purchaser might later return and accuse me of fraud,

as the engine number of the 'bus showed that it left the

works in 1910!

Perhaps any other readers who have experienced the same
difficulties and wasted the same time will voice a complaint,

with a view to ending these continual and annoying "pin-

pricks" by the authorities. ALLON.
Norwich..
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° Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists.
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Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle.

MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM.'
The standard handbook on the motor cycle.

Price net, 2/6. By po£t 2 /la

HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
New Edition. Just Published. Pricenet, 2/- Bypost, 2/3.

D -TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
D A system tor tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying
D them when found. Fourth Edition.

D Pricenet, 2/- Bypost. 2/3.

'TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's pour
of view.

a
n

Pricenet, 3/ By post," 3/3. g
D
° -MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."

By " Ixion," of The Motor Cycle. rj

n Pricenet, 5- By pott, 5/3- D
D ' THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS, D
D Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, O
D London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5 /6. D
D Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and D
n Wales, London. Price net, 4 /6. Bypost, 4/8. D
° •' THE MOTOR CYCLD " ROUTE BOOK. °

With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 5 /. By post, 5/4. ^}
E! Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from 1L1FFE & SONS id
~

Ltd., Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading ~
° Booksellers and Railway Bookstalls. "
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DIRT TRAZK

the U.S. A.

The Risk of Riding Big Capacity High Speed Machines on Half-mile

(o Ihe Lap Dust Tracks. By e. b. holton.

M OST of the popularity motor, cycle racing has

gained in the United States is due to com-

petition on half-mile dirt-surfaced tracks.

Originally constructed for trotting and pacing races

for horses, these ovals, dot the map from Maine to

€alifornia. For a time during the ascendency of the

automobile the tracks lay idle, the stands and fences

decayed, while the tracks themselves were grass-grown

and neglected. Then the motor cycle was rolled out

upon the neglected surfaces, and like a prairie fire the

idea of competition between machines swept through

the country.

While many of the tracks are one mile to the lap,

the majority are of the shorter distance. Through

Ohio and Indiana,- especially, the races are the real

sport of motor cyclists. As many as three meets within

a radius of eighty miles have been held in the State

of Ohio on the same day, and all drew paying crowds.

Fences. Poles and Dust.

Wise rules restricting the size of engines permitted

upon half-mile tracks have tended to^ cut down the

accidents that go with speed competitions, but there

are two evils over which the M. and A.T.A. (the

governing body) has

cause a fatality now
and then. These
are dusty tracks

and fences that sur-

round the oval,

either on the pole

or the outer edge.

With three men
fighting for the lead,

a heavy plume of

dust hangs over the

track, and in spite

of "precautions such

as calcium chloride

or light oil spread

on the surface, a

haze is raised that

is difficult to pene-

trate with the eye.

Fences should be

torn down. They

no control, and they serve to

Rounding a comer at 60 m.p.h. on a dirt track in America. Mote the sidecar

wheel leaning over at the same angle as the bicycle wheels.

claimed as a victim one of the best competition men
in the' United States, when Albert Burns crashed into

a pole on the Toledo track in August last. Because

the track owners do not wish to have their fences

removed, motor cycle promoters and riders are willing

to " take a chance " that no one will be hurt during

the meet.

For a time during the past racing reason it looked

as though sentiment favoured barring sixty-one cubic

inch engines (1,000 c.c.) from competition, except on

speedways of more than one mile to the lap. Some-
thing should be done regarding the restriction of sizes

in competition, but so long as the trade dominates the

M. and A.T.A. Competition Committee, nothing will

happen.

Big Capacities Favoured.
At Chicago an attempt was made to put on a 37m.

(600 c.c.) class, which would develop racing between

.

the various sport models. The factories put " thumbs
down " on the proposals, however, asserting that they

did not care to develop another size of racing eigine.

With the rank and file of the M. and A.T.A. supine, the

trade will " get away '-' with their dictatorial methods.
That 6iin. motors have developed beyond the

.

bounds of safety is

MEMgHMBBEfaJBIK. v -y
proved by a glance

|||.
at the M. and

tr..'. A.T.A. records
made last season in

competition and
against time.

Fred Ludlow
(Harley - Davidson),
on the one mile

dirt track at
Syracuse, N.Y., won
six short distance

M. and A.T.A.
champ i on ships,
averaging over 80
m.p.h. in the races.-

under ten miles and
crowding 78 m.p.h.

in. the twenty - five

and fifty miles'
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Dirt Track Racing in th3 U.S.A.—

events. That was in competition

Gene .
Walker (Indian), on a

Maxwellton, St. Louis, Mo

JANUARY 12th, 1922.

with seven others.

one-mile track at

on November 8th,

asa-mst time mai'i fromcreated a new set ot

one to ten miles. The mile was ridden in 42.5s.,

approximately 85 m.p.h. The five, miles new stands

at 3m. 38s., averaging 43- 6s -» or 83 m.p.h. vhile the

ton niides • mark is 7m. 2,3. 6s., or about 80 m.p.h.

In the sidecar races," too, high speeds for one mile

tracks are again apparent. Floyd Dreyer, with an

Indian-Flexi outfit, set up a row of new figures at

Toledo, Ohio-, the day Burns was killed. Dreyer's

time of 5i%s. for one mile hovers around 70 m.p.h.,

and from that distance on up to twenty-five miles he

circled the track averaging 65 M.p.h. for the ride.

OVERSEAS CONDITIONS: Gaining First-hand Information.

FROM time to time we have
beeif able to give a few notes

with regard to Mr! J. L.

Norton's overseas tour. . It

will be remembered that the trip

was undertaken partly with the idea

of obtaining first-hand information
of the conditions under which British

motor cycles have to operate in -other

lands.

The illustrations which we are now
able to publish by the courtesy of .

Norton Motors, Ltd., show Mr.
Norton's Big Four sidecar outfit

under various "road" conditions in
South- Africa. The photographs were
taken by Mr. Norton and his com-

fm^riMWgntTT^T—'-

:i .1

pariion on a trip between Durban
and Johannesburg, and show the
state of the "main road."

Lessons Learned.
Two of the photographs em-

phasise the need of good ground
clearance, stout wheels and spokes,
and wide mudguard clearance,

while another shows the necessity

for waterproof ignition appliances.

Conditions such as this would
delight the hearts of the organ-

isers of the Seott trial, but would
daunt some of the fair weather
riders in this country.
Odd photographs of bad roads

often reach us, but it is seldom
that they convey such a clear

impression of the actual condi-

tions encountered in a long-

distance, trip over main roads.

FROM DURBAN TO JO-BURG
(Top) This picture provides a good

example of the conditions encountered

on the best road between Ladysmith and

Newcastle.

-~

1

(Centre) "One of seven fords and by no means the deepest." Mr. Norton, who is seen in the

saddle, states that he crossed more than thirty-five spruits on this trip. (Bottom) 1 he outfit sun*

in mud and sand almost to the axles ;
good clearance between tyre and guard is obviously a necessity.
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AN ENGIlNE SHAFT
THREE-SPEED.

" Machine Tool " Type of Rocking
Pinion Gear for Motor Cycles.

THOUGH there are a number of new
countershaft gear boxes on the
market, there are but few engine-

shaft gears of modern design. This is.

rather curious, since a smaller and
lighter box might be employed if run
at engine speed. Such engine-shaft

gears as are marketed are of the epi-

cyclic type, and consequently the three-

speed gear which has been evolved by
W. Doleman, of 44, King Edward Road,
Coventry, is of considerable interest.

Doleman 's engine shaft three-speed gear.

All ratios are, indirect, and engagement is

effected by a rocking motion "of the inter-

mediate gear shaft.

In this gear a single pinion is mounted
on the engine-shaft, "and three pinions

are keyed to the pulley, in which
is placed the clutch. The connection
between these shafts is by means of three

gears mounted intermediately and rocked
into engagement as required. There is

no sliding motion. The gear which we
inspected was attached to a 6 h.p. single-

cylinder Condor engine, and has, we are

told, been in use for seven years, so that
it may fairly be claimed to have been
tested out.

Not Unduly Clumsy.

Even in its rough state, the experi-

mental box is not unduly clumsy, though
it will be considerably neater and lighter

in its marketable form. One of the at-

tractions claimed by the inventor is that

almost any existing single-geared or hub-
geared machine can be converted without
any structural alterations. The gears are

shifted by a lever extending upwards
from the box to the side of the tank

;

and, though the clutch in its present form
is pedal-operated, it would be easy to

provide a handle-bar control. . Experi-
mentally, a kick starter is connected to

the pulley shaft through a short chain.

FOOT GEAR CONTROL.
Suggested Single Pedal Operation

for Three-speed Gear Boxes.

THAT a great many riders prefer foot

gear control is very evident by the
way in which D.R.'s and others

almost invariably adapted the earlier

Sturmey levers to a "pedal change," but
a simple and sure foot-operated system
for a three-speed gear box has yet to

appear on the market. Many difficulties

confront the would-be designer. Con-
siderable interest, therefore, attaches to

this suggestion of a reader (Mr. G. F.

Godfrey, 45, Charles Street, Great Berk-
hamsted, Herts.).

Briefly, a vertical pedal works in guides

in the footboard, and is linked at its

lower extremity to a long pivoted lever

(one end only shown), which in turn is

linked to the gear actuating arm on the

gear box. Pressure on the pedal, of

course, extends the tension spring. When
only one horizontal pivoted lever is used,

the design is only applicable to gear boxes
in which the gear actuating arm moves
vinvard to change up; it should not be
difficult, however, to arrange it for use

with the more common type of box,
where the arm is down in' top gear.

Semi-automatic Operation.

In action, the pedal is pressed down to

change up, the action of the spring being
_

sufficient to change down. Now comes
the ingenious point of the idea. A spring

catch engaging in slots in the pedal is

released by a wedge soldered on to a

bared portion of the clutch wire. As
soon as the clutch is sufficiently released,

the wedge clears the projection on the

catch, which then flies back, thus engag-
ing the next slot and locating the next
gear position. Gear changing, therefore,

amounts to- lifting the clutch lever and
pressing the pedal to change up, and
simply lifting the clutch lever to change
down.
Although there is a considerable amount

of "timed mechanism" in this design

that would have to be kept in constantly

correct adjustment, there appears to be
no inherent objection to the general prin-

ciple. And it would be very convenient

!

SI

SIMPLIFYING FORK
SPRINGING.

Workmanlike Simplicity a Feature
of the Flexifork.

ALTHOUGH spring fork designs are
almost too numerous to mention,
the latest example of a design

which was first exhibited at the 1920
Olympia Show contains several, details

worthy of comment and praise.

Known as the Flexifork, and manufac-
tured by the Flexifork Manufacturing
Co., Ltd., of Tyseley, Birmingham, the
springing device under review ombines

both vertical and hori-

zontal motions with the
simplest possible con-
struction. Only one
rocking link is em-
ployed, and the only
exposed springs are of

the leaf type.
Briefly, the fork con-

sists of two trussed
vertical tubes swinging
from the steering
column crown on a one-

piece stamped shackle.

Inside the tubes
are compression springs,

which support plungers
connected together by a

bridge piece, and the
crown is connected to

the bridge by an up-
right laminated spring.

The distance between
bridge and crown being
inextensible in a ver-

tical direction, an up-

a t 1 ward displacement cfA snrmg fork ., u 1 u • -n.the wheel results in the
internal coil springs

being compressed against

the plungers as the

shackle swings upwards.
In addition to vertical motion, the force

of the front wheel striking obstacles is

converted to a horizontal swinging of the

fork about its front shackle spindle, and
this movement is checked by the leaf-

spring, which is curved forward slightly.

Altogether, the fork is a most workman-
like design, and the simplicity of its con-

struction, allied with the range of its

movement, should ensure its acceptance
in the front rank of proprietary com-
ponents.

of simple design

employing leaf
and coil springs

—the Flexifork .

How Mr. G. F. Godfreys scheme for

foot-gear change might be adapted is

illustrated by this drawing. The inset

shows the action of the clutch-wire-oper-

ated spring catch.

EXHIBITORS AT THE BELGIAN
MOTOR CYCLE SHOW.

ALTHOUGH motor cycles were shown
at the last Belgian Automobile
Show, there is to be a second motor

cycle show in Brussels. It will be held

from February 25th to March 5th in the

Palais Degmont, and the following

machines will be represented : James,
Norton, Henderson, Rudge, P. and M.,
Triumph, A.J.S., Sunbeam, Dunelt,

Radco, B.S.A., Harley-Davidson, A.B.C.,
Gnome-Rhone, Janoir Rally, Ace, Evans,
Indian, Gillet, Bleriot, Sarolea, Arco
(sidecars), American X, Griffon, Rush,
Hinstin, Peugeot, and Salmson cycle

cars.

A large number of tyres and accessory

firms will also have stands at the Palais.

c.5
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Lamps for the New Machine.

)
Wise Hints on (he Selection of Lighting Equipment. Some Particular Instances Discussed.

AT this time of the year a great many riders are

anxiously considering what lighting installation

they shall adopt on the machines on which they

will take the air of 1922.

The points which concern us are weight, cost,

convenience, reliability, light, and—in a few cases—
horse-power. The following principles may be laid

down quite dogmatically, as governing all selection :

(1.) An acetylene generator set is still the cheapest

system available, and must be adopted where economy
really matters. A small set of the " bobby-dodger "

variety can be obtained as low as 30s. complete.

(2.) Tail lamps are no longer legally compulsory

on solo machines. The wise rider will still use one,

as they make for safety in heavy traffic, and whenever

the machine is stationary on the rOad after dark. Dry
battery tail lamps are very cheap to maintain.,

(3.) Electric installations which utilise the surplus

current generated by the magneto to charge an accu-

mulator give just enough light for a medium-powered
.

machine, and no more.

(4.) Dry battery head lamps are quite as expensive

as outfits which give a really long ray, and cannot

afford sufficient light for a fast machine. They are

to be recommended for intermittent pottering after

dark, when convenience is of more account than light

or speed or economy.

(5.) Most powerful sidecars demand the equivalent

of two good head lamps; the toy side lamps often

fitted are no real use to hard riders.

(6.) Electric head lamps, fed from accumulators

of which the discharge rate is not artificially limited,

give a far better light than any rival system ; and

should certainly be used by riders whose vision is

below par.

(7.) Dissolved acetylene is heavy; not too cheap;

handicapped by the awkward size of the gas cylinder.

Its ray is steady, and its reliability absolute. As an

illuminant, it is quite the most efficient for the hard

rider who cannot afford a dynamo, and who possesses

good facilities for charging accumulators.

(8.) Fast machines should not have heavy outfits

permanently fixed to their handle-bars;- a big 20 a.h.

accumulator is quite out of place on a T.T. bar. A
light gas lamp, removable by unscrewing two nuts, is

the only fitting equipment for a sports 'bus.

(9.) Dynamo outfits absorb at least ^V h.p., and

are therefore out of place on a machine which is

expensive because it is designed to furnish the maxi-

mum b.h.p. with a minimum weight.

(10.) The dynamo outfit is without a rival on the

de luxe heavy touring machine.

These principles may now be applied- to a few

individual cases, by way of illustration.

c6

Miss Ruth Jones is district commissioner for the

Girl Guides,- and papa is buying her a baby two-

stroke. Papa supplied the Allies with gas masks
during the war, and need riot look .twice at a Fisher.

Recommended.—Such a set as ' the B.T.H.
Sparklight, supposing the lady's choice does not

possess a flywheel magneto.
Major Vere de Clare (retired) ; lives in four country

cottages, which he has converted into a bijou residence.

2 T
/i miles from the club and golf links. Pension—not

too extensive. His transport is a rather aged 2 3^ h.p.

Douglas. He is elderly, and never rides fast; doesn't

keep a man ; hates messing round with the machine.

Recommended.—Dry battery head and tail

lamp, such as Hunt, Ward and Goldstone,

Siemens, etc. Fair light, no trouble, not ex-

pensive, quite reliable.

Doctor John Brown (late R.A-M.C.) has bought a

small rural practice with his gratuity. Has also

recently married.- Funds not too ample. Rides an

ex-W.D. Triumph, and has to look at every shilling.

Goes out every night, and several times a night.

Recommended.—Should touch his favourite

aunt for a Maglita or Magdyno. Otherwise, dis-

- solved acetyleneor a first-class generator set, with

dry battery tail lamp in each case.

Eric Smithers; jeweller in a small town; courting

a damsel five miles away. Rides a 5-6 h.p. sidecar.

Saving up to buy furniture. Wears pince-nez, and
frequents twisty lanes, when he is rather exalted after

a long evening with his fiancee.

Recommended.—See advice offered to Dr. J.

Brown, above ; but should fit two head lamps.

George Sparks; one of the boys. Rides a Brook-

lands Special Norton rather well. Races on it in

the season. Money no object.

Recommended.—Dry battery tail lamp (easily

unstrapped). Lamp-cum-gcnerator set on double

handle-bar bracket, of the type secured by two

nuts, and unscrewed in a moment.
Abraham Steadyman ; draper in urban district.

Just moderately prosperous. Eschews night driving

when possible. Aged 32. Has a brother-in-law who
runs a garage. Rides a B.S.A. solo.

Recommended.—Handle-bar set with accumu-

lator, minus dynamo; ,£5-^8 being quite enough

to pay for occasional use, and recharging (in

the family) being a simple matter.

Percy Fitzcash ; age 19. Has an honorary post

in papa's business, pending a directorship on his

2 1 st birthday. Rides a new machine every six months.

Seldom to bed the same day on which he got up.

Recommended.—Full dynamo equipment, and

hang the expense. Road Rider.
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Ohnes to Cigl)t Camps.
Jan. 12th ... ... 5.13 p.m.

„ 14th 5.16 „
„ 16th 5.19 „
„ 18th 5.22 „

Number plates to be illuminated thirty minutes
"

earlier, vide Road Vehicles Registration and
Licensing Order (19211.

Special .features.

TO THE RIVIERA BY MOTOR CYCLE
DIRT TRACK RACING.

LAMPS FOR THE NEW MACHINE,

The Scottish Motor Show.
230 firms will exhibit at the Scottish

Show, which opens on the 27th inst. at
Kelvin Hall, Glasgow.

Popular Trial in Early Spring.

Saturday, March 18th, has been fixed

as the date of the Birmingham M.C.C.
Victory Cup Trial, which, although not
officially "open," generally attracts a big

entry from all over the country.

An R.A.F. Reunion.

Under the chairmanship of Brig. -Gen.

Bagnall-Wild, C.M.G., C.B.E., the
second annual reunion dinner for officers

attached to Martlesham Heath Experi-
mental Station will be held at the Cafe
Royal, Regent Street, London, W. The
date fixed is Friday, January 20th, at

7 p.m. Old members should communi-
cate with Capt. P. G. Robinson, Room
A 139, Air Ministry, Kingsway, W.C.2.

.

The T.T. Dates.

In addition to the many opinions con-

cerning the unsuitability of the pre-

. Whitsun' week for the T.T. races, we
have received a cablegram from Mr. W.
H. Wells, of the Indian firm, reading as

follows :
" Consider holding Tourist

Trophy races just preceding Whitsun
holidays detrimental to traders and
manufacturers' interests. Suggest Sep-

tember most suitable."

In testing the opinion of those who
entered last year, we did not receive any
which did not support our view, and
action is now being taken to consider an
amendment of the suggested dates. We
deal with this subject in the leading
article of this issue.

Information Wanted Regarding Trials

Accident.
We regret to have to announce that C.

Chawner (a Coulson rider) was rather
seriously injured in the recent London-
Gloucester trial. While near Wheatley
he was dazzled by the head lights of an
approaching car, which suddenly turned
down a side turning without warning,
with the result that he collided with it.

Mr. C. H. Alcock, London Motors, Ltd.,

61, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.I, will

be very grateful if anyone who witnessed
the accident will communicate with him.

—** :*~'-.:rv ;^JiA, :-
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THE FIRST MOTOR RACE ON ICE. On Thursday of last week, two Harper
runabouts, driven by Mr. R. O. Harper, the designer, and Capt. Armstrong Graham
respectively, competed in a race at the Manchester Ice Palace The rink measures
150 X 105ft., yet an average speed of 23 m.p.h. was attained by the first mentioned driver

who won this extremely novel and interesting event by fifty yards.

The Car T.T.

Three each—Sunbeams, Vauxhalls, and
Bentleys—have been entered for the big

car race in June next. ' For the 1,500

c.c. class three Sunbeams, one A.C.,

three Aston-Martins, three Crossley-

Bugattis, one Hillman, three Talbot-

Darracqs, and one Alvis are entered.

"The Motor Cycle" Film in the North.

To-day the Colne and District M.C.C.
is showing The Motor Cycle film, and on
Saturday the Leeds and District M.C. is

arranging an exhibition. On Monday it

goes to Widnes, where it will be shown
at the Co-operative Hall by the local

Motor Cycle Club ; on Tuesday at the
Engineering Lecture Theatre of the Liver-

pool University ; and on the following

day at the Kinema Exchange, Bold
Street, Liverpool, on behalf of the Liver-

pool Motor Club. Appreciations of the

film continue to reach us from wherever
it is exhibited.

A MODEL MOTOR CYCLE.

This interesting model is being exhibited

at the Model Engineers' Exhibition during

the present week. It is fitted with a J h.p.

two-stroke petrol engine and carburetter,

and is an actual working model. The
engine works perfectly well with coil ane
accumulator ignition, no magneto being

made sufficiently small for use with this
" miniature."

Reunion Dinner.

It is proposed to hold a reunion dinner
of officers of the late No. 1 Aeroplane
Supply Depot (St. Omer, Marquise, and
Cologne), to take place at the Hotel Cecil
on Saturday, the 28th inst., at 7 p.m.
All those interested are asked to com-
municate with Capt. J. F. Bargman at
Inglefield, Osborne Road, South Farn-
borough.
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PRICES OF SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES.
The Cost of Year-old Machines Compared To-day wilh a Year Ago.

IT cannot be considered surprising that

second-hand machines may be bought
much more cheaply to-day than was

the case a year ago. Prices of new
mounts have fallen greatly in the inter-

val—a state of affairs that tends to cause

chaos in the second-hand market. Now,
however, things are calmer, for it is

generally realised that 1922 prices have

been stabilised for some time to come,

and it is thus possible to form fair aver-

ages for the majority of the second-hand

models being offered to the public.

To-day and Twelve Months Ago.

Taking some typical prices of year-old

machines this and last year, it will be

found that the solo A.B.C. has dropped

from £118 to £70, A.J.S. sidecar outfits

from £202 to £180, the 2| h.p. Douglas

from £89 to £62, 7-9 h.p. Harley-David-

son sidecars from £199 to £150, 8 h.p.

Matchless sidecars from £191 to £140, 3i
h.p. Norton from £112 to £102, 3£ h.p.

Rudge from £95 to £72, 3i h.p. Sunbeam
from £140 to £106, and 4 h p. Triumph
sidecars from £148 to £107 10s.

It should be appreciated, however, that

the present is usually the period when
prices are at their lowest, and also that

the above averages are governed by con-

ditions external to what might be the

actual state of affairs were there a.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

This well-known Midland club is hold-

ing a ball on the 20th inst. Mr. Eric
Barnett, of Francis and Barnett, Lower
Ford Street, is organising secretary.

Sutton Coldfield and N. Birmingham A.C.

The ninth annual dinner and prize dis-

tribution of this club will be held at the
Royal Hotel, Sutton Coldfield; on the
20th fast.

Midland Cycling and Athletic Club.

The annual prize distribution of the
club took place last Friday evening at
the White Horse Hotel, Congreve Street,
Birmingham, and was attended by many
prominent members of the cycle and motor
cycle world. The President, Mr. Chas. F.
Dawes, took the chair, and made the pre-
sentations midway between a very enjoy-
able concert.

In addition to the trophies, there were
thirty gold medals, seventeen gold-centre
medals, and twenty -'eight 'silver medals
presented.

Cumberland Couuty M.C.C.

Mr. T. W: Loughborough, A. M.I. A. E.,
_ secretary of the Auto Cycle Union, will
occupy the chair at a lecture to be given
to the club by Mr. V7. Theodore Carr,
M.P., on Saturday, January 14th. The
club will meet at the Crown and Mitre
Hotel, Carlisle, at 8 p.m. ; and Mr.
Carr's lecture, which will be illuminated
by some interesting iantern slides, will
be entitled " Motoring : Ancient and
Modern." All motor tvclists and motor-
ists are cordially inviied to attend.

cS

larger number of machines offered on
which to base average figures.

The table below gives the average
prices, where possible, of the 1919, 1920,

and 1921 models advertised in the classi-

fied miscellaneous advertisements in the

current issues of The Motor Cycle.

1919. 1920.

3 h.p. A.B.C £60
10 h.p. Ace —
8 h.p. Acme sc. . . . . —

. —
6 h.p. and 7 h.p. A.J.S. sc. £115 £140

Allon £30
Allon sc —
American X sc —
6-7 h.p. Ariel sc

3! h.p. Ariel sc £(0 —
4^ h.p. Ariel sc —

,

—
Beardmore-Precision '

—

4 h.p. Blackburne sc — £83
5 h.p. Blackburne sc — £115
Bown-Villiers —
2 J- h.p. Brajbury .., —
31- h.p. Brough —
8 h.p. Brough Superior .

.

—
4i h.p. B.S.A. sc £75 £87
C-7 h.p. B.S.A. sc — —
21 h.p. Calthorpe — £30
Cleveland — £48
21 h.p. Clvno — £37
24 h.p. Connaught — £28
4 h.p. Coulson-B sc — £60
2 h.p. Coulson-B —
2J h.p. Douglas '... £47 £46
4 h.p. Douglas sc £72 /10 £95
3} h.p. Douglas. — —
4 h.p. Dunelt sc — —
2J h.p. Enfield £34
8 H.p. Enfield sc — £105

2J h.p. Francis-Barnctt ... — £56

1931.

£70
£148
£170
£180

£70
£122
£139

£85
£47/10

£155
£30/10
£70
£80

£118
£137/10
£147/10

/10 -
/10 -

£68
/10 £62

£80
£100
£42

CLUB NEWS.
Herts M.C. and L.C.C.

A most interesting paper-chase was held

recently in the Puckeridge district, and
some fifteen competitors ploughed their

way over a fifty miles course, many false

trails being laid. A silver medal was
awarded to T. D. Chapman (8 Zenith sic.-),

and a bronze medal to G. Chaplin (3J
Scott).

Public Schools M.C.C.

Col. F. Lindsay Lloyd, C.M.G., occu-

pied the chair at the annual dinner, which
was held at the Public Schools Club, 61,

Curzon Street, London, W.l, at 7.30 p.m.
on Thursday last. Immediately after the

dinner the prizes gained during the season
were presented. The challenge cup for

the highest aggregate of marks during the

season was earned by the secretary, Mr.
H. B. Browning, who resigned this in

favour of Capt. R. C. Charlesworth. The
prizes were unique, and consisted largely

of neat, artistic miniature silver cups. L.

Yeowell, who won the Brooklands race,

was presented with a tobacco jar and a

set of Dunhill pipes. No medals are

presented by the Public Schools M.C.C.
After the prize-giving, the annual

general meeting of the club took place. It

was agreed that the subscription for the
year 1922 should be one guinea, while a

further sum of 10s. 6d. would cover the

entry for all competitions. Col. Lloyd
offered to present the club with a cup
and also the use of Brooklands track on
a Saturday afternoon (when not engaged)
for an impromptu race meeting. The
secretary's address is 14, Hogarth Road,
London, S.W.5.

1920. 1921.

£110 £150
£112 £120
£126 —

£50— £110.
£65 —
£117 —
£35 —
£38 —
£86 A40
£115 £140

£50
£90 —
£82 £102/10

£135
£87/10 —

£39— £112— £142/10
£105 —
£85 - £135

£155
£65 £72
£70 —

- £95
£65 £115

£106— £125
£147/1C —
£75 —
£90 / 107/10
" - ^85
£H £50

£78 —
T45 —
£52/1' —
£90/11 i miio
£100 mi

1919.
7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson sc. —
4 h.p. Harley-Davidson .

.

—
10 h.p. Henderson sc —
2£- h.p. Henley —
4 h.p. Hoskison —
7-9 h.p. Indian sc £71/15
6 h.p. James sc £100

2J h.p. James —
21 h.p. Kingsbury —
6 h.p. Martinsyde sc —
8 h.p. Matchless sc —
Ner-a-car —
8 h.p. New Imperial sc. .

.

—
31 h.p. Norton —
4 h.p. Norton sc —
31 h.p. N.U.T —
2.1 h.p. O.K —
31 h.p. P. & M. sc £47/10
5-6 h.p. Raleigh sc —
8-10 h.p. Reading-Standard sc. —
31 h.p. Rover sc -

—

5-6 h.p. Rover sc £72 /10

8 h.p. Royal Rub\- sc. . . .
—

31 h.p. Rudge ...'. £37
31 h.p. Rudge sc —
3| h.p. Scott £50

3-J h.p. Scott sc —
21 h.p. Sun-Vitesse "£33 ,'10

3i h.p. Sunbeam sports ... —
31 h.p. Sunbeam sc £111
8 h.p. Sunbeam sc. £120
4 h.p. Triumph chain-belt. £83
4 h.p. Triumph ,, sc. £85
4 h.p. Triumph chain ... —
2} h.p. Triumph —
2J h.p. Velocette £45
4 h.p. Verus : . . .

.

—
2J h.p. Verus —
2^ h.p. Wooler —
8 h.p. Zenith —
8 h.p. Zenith sc —

Essex M.C.

One of the oldest clubs in the king
dom, the Essex Motor Club, was favoured
with the company of many distinguished

pioneers of the sport on the occasion of

its sixteenth annual banquet at the Hol-
born Restaurant, London, on Saturday
last. Mr. Sidney G. Cummings was in

the chair. An excellent dinner was pro
vided, whilst the many musical items de
manded no less appreciation. The pro
ceedings were confined solely to speeches,

since it had been decided to exclude the
prize . distribution—usually a somewhat
laborious business. Following the Chair-
man's toast of "The-King," Mr. Duncan
Watson, proposing the toast of " The
Club," paid a strong tribute to Mr. Geo.
Reynolds, the founder, and to the untiring
efforts of Mr. Ernest J. Bass, the hon.
secretary. The club had achieved much
in the past, and had acquired a high re-

putation, and as for the future there was
little doubt that the Royal Brooklands
meeting, fixed for May 20th, would at-

tract a record number of competitors and
spectators, and create for the club the
popularity it deserved^

Mr. Geo. Reynolds, in reply, said that

the past year had been an unusually
successful one, in which no fewer than
£400 had been expended on awards, and
the annual turnover exceeded £3,000. The
outing for crippled children had given
much pleasure to many little ones, whose
lot was a very hard one, and the support
given by the members was most encourag-
ing. It was hoped that the same support
would be given to the Brooklands race
meeting and carnival on Mav 20th. when
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Club News

—

H.R.H. the Duke of York had graciously
promised to be present, and the proceeds,
exclusive of expenses, would be given
to charities nominated by His Royal
Highness.

Avon M.C.C. (Bristol).

A club has been formed as above with
headquarters at the Bush Hotel, Totter-
down. It will deal mostly for the touring
motor cyclist with social runs and an occa-
sional sporting event. The club flag is

pennant shape, 9x5in., colours being dark

JpTOllgpiU!
blue and yellow (vertically), blue to flag-

staff. The hon. secretary is Mr. Conrad
Alien, to whom all communications should
be addressed at headquarters.

Birmingham M.C.C.

Only nine competitors qualified for gold
medals in the very sporting Boxing Day
trial described last week. Full results
were :

SILVER CUP FOR BEST SOLO PERFORM-
ANCE.—B. H. Riley (2=4 A.J.S.).
SILVER. CUP FOR BEST SIDECAR PER-

FORMANCE.—H. S. Perry (6 B.S.A. sc.).

GOLD MEDALS—G. J. .Francis (2% Francis-

55

Barnett), A. Thrush [3% Sunbeam), D. Brandish.
(4 Triumph), G. Butcher (3'/. Sunbeam), T. Wat-
son (3V2 Sunbeam sc), T. H. Walker (6 B.S.A.
sc.), and H. V. Collins (3V2 Norton sc).
SILVER MEDALS—Bert Kershaw (2% New Im-

perial), T. Wooley (2',<> Sun-Vitesse), G. C.
Jenkins (41/, B.S.A. sc), and B. L. Bird (6
B.S.A. sc).

Cork and District M.C.C.

The results of the St. Stephen's Day
trial are as follows :

SOLO CLASS.-l, C. W. Manley (3% Triumph)

;

2. R. S. Russell (3 r:i Scott); 3, E. Manley (3V>
Triumph). Novices' Prize: J. J. Ahearne.
SIDECAR CLASS.— 1. E. B. Russell (5 Brough)

;

2. J. Gibbings (6 A.J.S.); 3, C. S. Harlord (8
Blackburne).

A Magneto Attachment for Easy Starting.
The S.A. Impulse Starter.

IN the car world the type of delay
action magneto coupling known as
an " impulse starter " has already

achieved some popularity, but hitherto
the use of these devices has not been
largely applied to motor cycle engines.

The term "impulse starter" is a mis-
nomer, as the apparatus is merely an aid

to starting by the ordinary methods of

rotating the engine. Briefly, all these
fitments follow the same general plan,

wherein the driving element of the mag-
neto transmission is connected to the
armature by a spring-loaded device

^gS^-"'*^

The complete assembly mounted on a

Triumph machine by means of the special

extension base plate.

which operates at very low speeds only.

The armature is not rotated at low speeds
throughout a portion of the engine's cycle

of rotation, the magneto drive meanwhile
winding up a "clock" spring; when the
engine has just passed its normal firing

point, the wound-up spring is releasee]

by a cam action, and the magneto arma-
ture is flicked rapidly over its maximum
position by the freed power stored in the

coiled spring, and an intense spark is

given by a magneto speed which bears

no relation to the speed of the engine.

As soon as the engine fires and runs at

a reasonable speed, the impulse device is

automatically cut out, and the magneto
coupling runs solid, giving an ordinary

drive.

Construction Details.

Following the general lines above de-

scribed, the S.A. impulse starter, made

A Device to Minimise the
the Engine.

by S.A. Impulse Starter, Ltd., of 77, St.

Mary Street, Cardiff, is a typical example
of its kind, and appears to have been
thought out with due regard to the
mechanical conditions under which it

must work.
In fitting the S.A. starter to a motor

cycle magneto, there are two parts which
must be permanently secured to the mag-
neto. The first is an extension base plate,

which places the magneto on its platform
in correct" relation to the driving sprocket,
allowing for the width of the additional
parts; and, secondly, the back plate of

the starter itself, which is fitted to the
end of the magneto, and through which
the armature spindle projects. This back
plate contains an annular ridge, which
has a small depression at one point.

Mounted on the spindle is the body of

the starter, which carries on its back a
rocking lever—two for a twin-cylinder
machine—carrying two rollers at one end
and a heavy mass of metal at the other.

On the front of the body a/© cast two
blocks, diametrically opposed, and the
centre provides an anchorage for the
"clock" spring. Running on this por-
tion on ball bearings is the driving ele-

ment on which the sprocket is mounted.
This piece has also two blocks corre-

sponding to those on the main body, and
also has a cam (or cams) which projects

as far as. and runs beside, the annular
ridge in the back plate. The free end

Mam components of the S.A. impulse

starter. At the top are the body and cam
plate ; below, the two are assembled ready

for insertion within the stationary back plate.

Physical Effort of Starling

of the coiled spring is formed with a
loop, and engages one of the blocks on
the cam plate.

The Device in Action.

In operation the engine is slowly
rotated, the two blocks on the cam plat©
and body of the starter respectively being
held together by the peculiarly shaped
depression in the coiled spring. The
magneto armature is rotated until the
piston approaches the top of the compres-
sion stroke. At this moment the roller

S.A. impulse-starter fitted to

an M-L magneto.

end of the lever on the body drops into

the recess of the annular ring on the
fixed back plate, so locking the body and
with it the armature. The sprocket and
cam ring travel on (with the rotation of

the engine), the block on the latter pull-

ing on the spring, which is thus wound
up until the piston has just passed top
dead centre. At this moment the cam
comes into engagement with one of the
rollers on the rocking lever, releases it

from its engagement with the back plate

recess, and allows the spring to flick over
the armature, so that it catches up the
sprocket, at the same time producing a
spark of good intensity, for, obviously,

the ignition control is not retarded,

although the spark occurs after top dead
centre.

As soon as the engine speed exceeds
about 80 r.p.m., the heavy mass at the
end of the rocking lever throws out by
centrifugal force, and the device then
runs as a solid coupling by virtue of the

fact that two blocks—one on the cam
ring and one on the body—are locked

together by the previously mentioned de-

pression in the end of the spring.

eg
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NEW YEAR TRIAL IN SCOTLAND.
Point to Point Run to Perth

o5 the

Western M.C.C. (Glasgow).

BRIGHT weather and good roads
made the Glasgow Western M.C.C.
New Year "point to point" run to

Perth a most enjoyable outing.

The run was the same as previous
years—to Perth and back, with checks
at Stirling both ways.
Amongst the competing machines there

were several new models, some of which
had not been seen in competition on the
northern side of the Border before.

Pi. Watson was riding a 1922 Martin-
syde sidecar outfit, and G. Templeton
was riding a 3g h.p. of the same make.
The Royal Scot, ridden by J. Donaldson,
did credit to itself on this its first ap-
pearance in competition work.

Youthful Enthusiasts..

J. Bell (7 A.J.S. sc), who is only
fourteen, and his passenger who is rather
less, had difficulty in holding their
youthful spirits in check. They confided
to our representative on the return
journey that they thought these trials

tame affairs.

Of the thirty-five starters twenty-two
finished. The large number of first-

class awards is a striking contrast to

last year's results, when, with a larger
entry, only seven competitors finished.

This is accounted for by the exception-
ally fine weather. Results :

FIRST-CLASS AWARDS.—F. J. Manning (6
A.J.S. sc.), J. McFadyen (8 Sunbeam sc.), G. T.
Templeton (6 Martinsyde), J. Parker (3 l/> Rudge),
J. Lloyd (3V2 Norton), G. Gordon (2% New

Geo. Kelly (2| A.J.S. sidecar) checking in at Perth during the point to point run of the

Glasgow Western M.C.C.

Imperial), J. Bell (7 A.J.S. sc), G. Mann (6
A.J.S. sc), A. Neilson (7 A.J.S. sc), R. Watson
(6 Martinsyde sc), D. Skeoeh (7-9 Harley sc.),

W. Kennedy (2}S Glyno), T. McCreadie (3y2 Sun-
beam), J. Donaldson (2":i Royal Scott sc), G.
Hope Wilson 12^4 Barr and Stroud sc), G. Kelly
(2-)i A.J.S. sc ), R. D. Robertson (8 Matchless sc).

F. M. Batxer (G.N.), A. Hunter (6 Ariel sc), H.
G. Deas (2^4 Royal Ruby sc), A. Robertson (8
Enfield sc), and B. Gold (8 Blackburne sc).
PRIVATE OWNERS' SPECIAL PRIZE, for

smallest power sidecar outfit (five gallon drum ol

oil, presented bv British oil and Turpentine Co.,
Ltd.).—H. Go-don Deas (2% Royal Ruby sc).

LONDON-GLOUCESTER-LONDON TRIAL RESULTS,
Only Five Competitors Retain absolutely Clean Sheets. N.W. London M.C.C. wins Team Prize

RESULTS, . subject to A.C.U. con-
firmation, have now been issued
for the London-Gloucester-London

open trial of the North-West London
M.C.C.

Five competitors onlv lost no marks

—

W. H. Hardman (7-9 Matchless sc), J.

K. Flemons (7-9 Harley- Davidson), S.

R. Axford (8 Brough Superior sc), H.
James (3g Norton), and H. W. Deacon
(3j Norton). The special awards were
therefor© decided on total time errors at

the various checks as follows :

-W. H Hardman (8

Flemons (7-9

Newman (3^

M. Hardee (8

General Cup.-
Matehless sc).
Novice Cup.—J. ]

Ha'rley-Davidson).
Expert Cup.—J.

Douglas).
Ladies' Cup.—Mrs.

Matchless sc).

Silver cups for having obtained over

95% of the marks each way were
awarded to the following :

G. Baxter (6 Martinsvde sc). R. Harte (6 Martin-
syde sc), D. F. G. Fitzgerald (31/. Norton), H.
James (3Mz Norton), H. W. Deacon (31/, Norton),
S. R. Axford (8 Brough Superior sc), E. W. T.
Howard (3>A N.U.T.), T. W. White (8 Sunbeam),
J. A. Newman (3>/2 Douglas), R. B. Clarke (8
Matchless sc), F. W. Stevenson (5 Brough sc), L.
Welch (4"i B.S.A.), H. W. Holmes (10 Morgan),
J. W. Troughton 1414 X-.L.), W. H. Hardman (7-9

CIO

Matchless sc), W. L. Handley (2% O.K. Junior),
L. P. Walter (4 Triumph), W. E. Line (8-10 New
Hudson cycle car), W. Brandish, Jun. (41/1

Humber), B. L. Bird (6 B.S.A. sc), J. S. Walker
(6 B.S.A. sc), J. A. Peacock (8 Matchless sc),
H. Beart (10 Morgan), V. Gavford (31/. Norton
sc), J. K. Flemons (7-9 Harley-Davidson), E. S.

Burnett (5-6 Raleigh), W. G. Harding (4 Triumph),
R. Pugh (4 Triumph sc), L. Nicholson (2%
Omega*, Mrs. Hardee (7-9 Matchless sc), J. C.
Mebes (8 T.B .cycle car), A. H. Rowe (10 Morgan),
S. S. Barker (3V2 Sunbeam). H. Le Vack (7-9
Indian sc), D. H. Davidson (7-9 Indian sc), and
E. Pond (4 Triumph).

As S. E. Longman (34 Zenith-Brad-
shaw) stopped to assist Temple, it is

expected that the time he lost would
qualify him for a silver cup.

The following were awarded silver

spoons for having obtained 90% of

marks each way :

J. C. Lowe (41/, James sc), S. A. McCarthy (8

Morgan), W. F. Winslow (4% X.L. sc), N. V.
Young (4'i Sunbeam sc), E. J. Cross (7-9 Harley-
Davidson sc), L. V. Freeman (8 Sunbeam sc), J.

Wallis (7-9 Heading-Standard sc), F. G. Morgan
(2% Cotton), C. W. Ramstedt (2% Cotton). W.
G. Crabb (2% Cleveland), G. W. Sheppard (8

L.S.D.), and O. B. Smyth (3% Sunbeam).

Certificates for finishing the double

journey within thirty minutes of the

scheduled finish were awarded to the

following :

H. D. Cuddeford (5-6 A.J.S. sc), A. H. S. Love
(31/, Norton), J. L. Johnson (4 Triumph), M. R.
Gray (3 Coventry-Eagle), A. B. Bourne (214 New
Imperial). T. Clutterbuck (4 Triumph), R. A.
Bull (8 Matchless sc), D. A. Griffiths (3i/

2 Norton),

E. F. Shildon (5-6 Raleigh), M. Pearson (4
Triumph), D. J. Stone (2% Orbit sc), G. E. Cuffe
(21/, Metro-Tvler), C. C. Labin (3»A Zenith-Brad-
shaw), R. P. Purnell (1% J.E.S.), and W. Brooke
(2% Cotton).

The Winning Team.

The Service Challenge Cup, presented

by the Service Co., Ltd., for the best

performance of a club team, was awarded
to the North-West M.C.C. team con-

sisting of D. F. G. Fitzgerald (34

Norton), H. James (3£ Norton), H. W.
Deacon (3£ Norton), H. D. Cuddeford
(5-6 A.J.S. sc), S. E. Axford (8 Brough
Superior sc), and H. E. K. Sawtell (10

Morgan). The Oxford M.C.C. team
was second and the North London
M.C.C. third.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" IN
FRANCE.

Several of our readers in France have
drawn our attention to the fact that they

are being overcharged for their copies of

The Motor Cyclt. In cases where more
than one franc sixty centimes is charged,

will readers please send to the publishers,

Iliffe and Sons Ltd., Dorset House, Tudor
Street, London, E.C.4, particulars of the

name and address of the newsagent?
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The London-Exeter Results Summarised.
Analysis of Official List of Awards. Only 15% Reiiremenls Despite Severe Conditions.

OF the 275 intrepid riders who com-
peted in the 1921 London-Exeter
London twenty-four hours run, over

56% secured gold medals over 23% silver

medals. A little over 15% retired, and
the . difference is made up'by those who
finished but failed to qualify for any
award and those who were disqualified

(usually through being ahead of time at

the secret check).

Percentages oE Retirements.

Taking the various, classes of vehicles

separately, the cars head the list with
only 7.8% retirements, three-wheelers
come next with 13.3%, sidecars 17.7%,
and solo machines 23.4. At first sight

the last mentioned figure appears unduly
high, but it must be remembered that
conditions were very much against the
single track machine.
From the point of view of reliability,

the majority of those who were disquali-

fied should be considered in a favourable
light, as in most cases disqualification

was due to their being too early at the

secret check, while in a few cases lamp
troubles caused loss of awards. In one

case only was disqualification due to any
point in connection with replacement of

a broken part in a control.

Popular Trials Macliinss.

As regards the performance of

different makes of machines of which
more than three were entered, the

following figures are of great interest :

As will be seen from the following per-

centage tables, the cars also gained the

highest percentage of gold medals, side-

cars were next, and the solo machines just

led the three-wheelers. However, only

fifteen three-wheeled cycle cars started.

THE RESULTS AT A GLANCE.
297 entries.
275 started.

155 gold medals (56.36%).
64 silver medals (23.2%).
3 no awards.

10 disqualified
43 retired (15.6%).

No. of machines
which started.

23 Matchless
13 Triumph ..

11 Morgan
9 Sunbeam .

8 A.J.S.
7 Hailsy - Davidson
7 Zenith
7 Brough Superio
7 Douglas ..

6 Martinsyde
6 Norton
5 A.BiC.
4 Indian
4 Rudge"
4 Scott
4 Quadrant

Gold Silver Also
medals, medals, finished.

20
5
5
3
4 .

6
5
5
1

5
4
1

3
2

'

2

How the Solo Riders
Fared.

72 entries.
64 started.
26 gold medals (40.6%).
20 silvermedals (31.2%).
3 disqualified.

15 retired (23.4%).

The Sidecars.
110 entries.

107 starters.
56 gold medals (52. 3%).
26 silvermedals (24.3%).
1 no awards.
5 disqualified.

19 retired (17.7%).

Three-wheeled Cycle
Cars.

18 entries.

15 started.
6 gold medals (40%).
6 silver medals (40% >

1 no awards.
2 retired (13.3%).

Cars.
97 entries.

89 started.
67. gold medals 175. 2%l
12 silvermedals(13.4%)
1 no award.
2 disqualified.
7 retired (7.8%).

I he Competitors' Machines Alphabetically Arranged—How They Fared.

A.B.C.
A. Milward. Gold medal.
A. S. Pinchbeck. Silver medal.
F. R. Cotgrove. Silver, medal.
A. S. Guthrie (is J. Silver medal -

T. P. Manifold, Retired.

ACE.
S. Farley (sc). Retired..

A.J.S.
E. V. Cox (6 sc). Gold medal.
F. W. Giles (7 sc). Gold medal.
W. C. Hemy (2% sc). Gold medal.
S: Julian (7 sc). Gold medal,
E. "S. Powell (6 sc). Silver medal.
A. J. Agg (7 sc). Silver medal.
H B. Browning (2%). Silver medal.
K. Campbell Cullen (6 sc). Retired

ALECTO.
R. L. Richardson. Silver medal

AMERICAN X.
B. E. Belfield (sc). Retired.

ARIEL.
E. Atkins (3% sc). Gold medal

BEARDMORE-PRECISION.
Eli Clark, Jun. (4'/j sc). Retired.

BAT.
B. J. Sims (8 sc). Silver medal.

B.S.A.
R. J. Andrews (4Vi sc). Gold medal.
L. Welch (4V4 sc). Silver medal.
F. V. Edwards (41.4). Retired.

BLACKBTJRNE.
W. A. Fell-Smith (8 sc). Gold medal

BROUGH.
F. W. Stevenson (5 sc). Gold medal

BROUGH SUPERIOR.
G. Brough. Gold medal.
R. G. Spikins. Gold medal.
H. Karslake (sc). Gold medal
J. D. Marvin (sc). Gold viedal,

J. A. Watson Bourne (sc). Gold
medal.

S. C. Tait (:c). No award,
H. Clennell (sc). Disqualified."

CAMPION.
S. S. Debenham (10 sc). Gold medal.

CASTLE THREE.
W. E. Cornwall. Gold medal

CEDOS.
A. G. Wall. Silver medal.

CHATER-LEA.
W. Hill (8 sc). Silver medal.

CONNAUGHT.
Ivan F. Anderson. Silver medal.
G F. Mason (sc). Silver medal.

G. S. Wright. Retired.
" COULSON.

B. Gold (2%). Gold medal.

DE DION BOUTON.
B. F. C. Fellowes. Silver medal.

DOUGLAS.
C. G. Pullin (6 sc). Gold medal.
T. L. Daniels (3V>). Silver medal
P. W. Moffatt (6 sc). Silver medal
G. Kuhn (4 sc). Disqualified.

f

L. Heller (4 sc). Disqualified*
P. R. Copland (2%). Retired.
R. Newitt (3% sc). Retired.

DUNELT.
O. S. Bridcutt (sc). Gold medal.
P. Pehrson (sc). Silver medal.
C. W. Vallings (sc). Silver medal.

EDMUND.
O. P. C. Collier (2%). Gold medal.

EXCELSIOR.
V. F. Long (8 sc). Gold medal

FRANCIS-BARNETT.
H. Gold (2'J4). Disqualified.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.
R. V. Saltmarsh (4). Gold medal
W. King (7-9 sc). Gold medal
J A. Masters (7-9 sc). Gold medal.
H. R. Harvevson (7-9 sc). Gold medal
C. F. Temple (7-9 sc). Gold medal.
E. J. L. Strong (7-9 sc). Gold medal
J. R. G. Haill (7-9 sc). Retired.

HUMBER.
C. Lintott (4y2 ). Disqualified^

INDIAN.
D. H. Davidson (4). Gold medal.
E. M. Chndlev (4). Gold medal.
A. M. Krill (4). Gold medal,
J. McBirnie (7-9 sc). Retired.

IVY.
P. A. Hopkins (3 sc). Gold medal
W. J. Thomas (3). Disqualified*

JAMES.
H. H. Saddington (5-6 sc). Retired.

LEA-FRANCIS.
H. R. Hancock (3%). Silver medal

LEVIS.
P. Pike (2l,i). Retired.

L.S.D.
F. A. Longman. A7 o award.
G. W. Shepherd. Retired.

MARTINSYDE,
E. H. Giflord (3%). Gold, medal.
A. A. Symes (3 1/,). Gold medal
H. Woollen (6 sc). Gold medal.
J. T. Bashall. (6 sc). Gold medal.
W. H. Bashall (6 sc). Gold medal.
W. Veasey (3V>). Retired.

MATCHLESS.
T. J. Ross (sc). Gold medal.
R. C. Boxer (sc). Gold medal,-.

D. S. Parsons (sc). Gold medal
G. Nott (sc). Gold medal,
W. F. Guiver (sc). Gold medal.
R. B. Clark (sc). Gold medal.
T. E. Ranger (sc). Gold medal.
F. J. Ellis (sc). Gold medal.
G. D. Hardee (sc) Gold medal.
C. R. Collier (sc). Gold medal.

* Too early at secret check

A. II. Ilsley (sc). Gold medal
F. Macdonald (sc). Gold medal.
J. Graham (sc). Gold medal.
F. W. Neill (sc). Gold medal
W. L. Card (sc). Gold medal.
W. Julian (sc). Gold medal
B. S. Alan (sc). Gold medal.
W. Bucknell (sc). Gold medal,
G. Packman (sc). Gold medal
J. A. Peacock (sc). Gold medal
H. L. Miserez (sc). Silver medal.
Cecil Nott (sc). Silver medal.
L. Arnold (sc). Retired.

METRO-TYLER.
G. E. Cuffe (2V.). Gold medal
J. A. W. Armstrong (2%). Retired.

MORGAN.
W. H. Elce. Gold medal.
J. Richardson. Gold medal.
C. E. Bennett. Gold medal.
II. W. Holmes. Gold medal.
H. E. K. Sawtell. Gold medal
W. Joyce. Silver medal.
A. J. Sproston. Silver medal.
H. Beart. Silver medal.
W. G. Bover. Silver medal,
S. A. McCarthy. Silver Medal
F. H. Douglass. Retired.

NER-A-CAR.
F. K. Parsons (21/4). Silver m.edal
R. W. Learned (21/,). Silver medal.
C. L'Estrange (2Vil- Retired.

NEW HUDSON (Three-wheeler).
W. E. Line. Silver medal

NEW IMPERIAL.
J. G. Hann (8 sc).. Retired. .

NEW SCALE.
H. J. Scale (2%). Gold medal.

NORTON.
H. F. Fellowes (3V,). Gold vicdal.
H. W. Deacon (31/™). Gold medal.
J. G. Biss (4 sc). Gold medal
J. G. Goodenough (4 sc). Gold medal.
R. H.' Attwood (4 sc). Silver medal
E. H. Fielden (4). Retired

N.U.T.
W. Heniv Wells (5). Gold medal.
M. O'Reilly (5). Retired.

O.K. JUNIOR.
Neville Hall (2% sc). Disqualified."

ORBIT.
D. J. Stone (2)4 sc). Retired.

P. AND M.
P.Cunningham (3V> sc). Silver medal

POWELL.
H. W. Glendinning (4 sc). Silver

medal.
QUADRANT.

A. A. Attwood (41/, sc). Silver medal
C. Wilson (4V> sc). Disqualified.*
C. W. E. Gaulder (41/, sc). Retired.
G. A. _Pidgeon (4y2 sc). Retired.

READING-STANDARD.
J Wallis (sc). Silver medal.

t No lights.

RALEIGH.
G. Richardson (2%). Gold medal.
E. Foster (5-6). Silver medal.

ROVER.
J. A. Hilger (5 sc). Silver medal.

J. C. Sanford (5 sc). Retired.

C. N. Green (5 sc). Retired.

ROYAL ENFIELD.
A F. Pulling (8 sc). Gold medal
G. J. Chambers (8 sc). Retired.

ROYAL RUBY.
F. Pownall (8 sc). Silver medal

RUDGE.
W. L. Danskin (7-9 sc). Gold medal

F. T. Siblev (7-9 sc). Gold medal
E. J. Kehoe (3V>). Silver medal.

P. L. B. Wills (31/2). Retired.

SCOTT.
J. A. Hoult (3%). Gold medal.

J. J. Boyd-Harvey (31/2). Gold medal

E. J. Pittock (3% sc). Silver medal.

C. J. Wheeler (3%). Retired.

SIRRAH.
W. G. Churchill (2%). Silver medal

SUNBEAM.
P W White (8 sc). Gold medal.

Reg. Brown (3 sc). Gold medal
E A. Wright (3V> sc). Gold medal
W. Milligan (3V:). Silver medal
N C. Dear (8 sc). Silver medal.

P. Sneet (3V-)- Retired.

W. Bray (3%). Retired,
,

C F. Plowman (3V, sc). Retired.

A. F. Scroggs (31/2 sc). Retired.

TRIUMPH.
A. C. Rhodes (3V,). Gold medal.

R C. Staunton (4). Gold medal.

A. H. Nelson (4 sc). Gold medal
G R. Claridge (4 sc). Gold medal.

A. P. McGowran (4 sc). Gold medal

L N. Stinnah (4). Silver medal
H. C. Nias (4). Silver medal.

E. S. Burnett (4 sc). Silver medal.

D. D. Tilt (4 sc). Silver medal.

A C. Ward (4 sc). Silver medal.

W W. E. Clarke (214). Silver medal

E J. Hardwick (4 sc). Silver, medal
W. P. Brandon (4 sc). Retired.

TRUMP-JAP.
L. Pulhom (2'/4 ). Silver medal.

VERUS.
H. W. Harrington (23,4). Retired.

WOOLER.
H H. Robinson (2";4). Gold medal.

ZENITH.
V. Gaviord (31,.). Gold medal
F. E. 'Salter (2?)4). Gold medal
R. Charlesworth (8 sc). Gold medal
' ". H. D. Steer (8 sc). Retired.

ZENITH-BRADSHAW.
F. C. Towushend (3V"). Gold medal
C. C. Labin (3V.). Gold medal.
W. D. Push (3W. Silver medal.
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A selection cf questions of general interest received from readers and oar replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must bs accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-
taining legal questions should be marked '" Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle" desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

.of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way {enclosing a zd. stamp), and will be dealt

with by the A.A. and M.U., who arc regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality.

BELT DRIVE FOP A STATIONARY
MACHINE.

I require a good, strong belt,

fin. groove, speed about 750 feet

per minute, load 1 h.p. at most.
This is for commercial use, rim-
ing eight hours per day. Are

there any makers of belts for motor
cycles likely to be satisfactory for my
purpose, and will the grooved pulleys
require to be specially made?—J.H.

Either the Whittle or Forward makes of

combined leather and steel link belting
should answer your purpose. It is neces-

sary to use grooved pulleys with an
included angle of 28°.

SWIVELLING AND TILTING HEAD LAMPS.
Why does the law require

motor cycle head lamps to be so

constructed, fitted, and attached
as to prevent vertical movement,
or use as a searchlight, of the

light exhibited by the lamp, and does

the same ' apply to motor car head
lights?—H.S.

There is no law such as you outline.

You are apparently referring to one of

the Defence of the Realm regulations,

which was only enforced during the war.
So far as cars are concerned, head lamps
must be fixed rigidly. They are not
permitted to be swivelled with the
steering, etc.

THE RIGHTS OF THE DOG.
Will you kindly inform me if

a motor cyclist is liable at law
for killing a dog (or even injuring

it) with his machine on the public

highway?—F.S.T.
The answer to your query depends upon

"Jmportant £>alcs.

Fri , Jan. 27th, to Sat., Feb 4th—
Scottish Car and Motor Cyc'e Show.

Sun, Mar 5 th — Argenteuil Hill-climb
(France).

Mon. Mar. 6th— La Turbie Hill-climb
(Nice).

Wed., Mar. 1 5th—A.C.U. One-day Trial
for Stock Machines.

Thurs., Mar. 23rd—East Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., April 1st—Western Centre A.C.U—
Open Hill-climb.

Sat., April 8th—B.M.C.R.C, Members"
Meeting at Brooklands.

Fri., April 14th, and Sat., April 15th—
M.C.C. London-Land's End Run.

Sat., April 22nd—N.-Eastern Centre
A C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., April 29th—S. Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Hill-climb.

Mon , May 1st, to Sat., May 6th—Scottish
Six Days Reliability Trials

-

Sat., May 13th—Northern Centre A C U
Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., May 20th—S.-Western Centre
A.C.U Open Reliability Trial.

Tues., May 30th—Junior Tourist Trophy
Race.

Thurs.. June 1st—Senior Tourist Trophy
Rice

whether there is negligence on the part

of the motor cyclist or not. A dog has a

perfect right to be on the highway, and

a motor cyclist must proceed sufficiently

carefully to prevent ar" injury to it; but

if the dog rushes across the road suddenly

while the motor cyclist is riding care-

fully, then the latter is not liable.

AN
AMERICAN
SCOOTER.

Simplicity and cleanliness of design is the keynote of this Briggs and Stratton scooter, which

is fitted with a 2 h.p. four-stroke engine. It is claimed that 100 m.p.g. can be obtained with

the machine which, fully equipped, weighs but 1 10 lb.

ENCLOSING A CHAIN.
I am making a chain case (oil .

bath) for the engine chain of my
4 h.p. Blackburne motor cycle,

with Sturmey-Archer gear box.

Will it be necessary to put oil

channels on the top half where the .fly-

wheel leaves and the gear box shaft

enters the gear box to stop the oil

being thrown about? If so, can you
suggest a suitable way of making them,

as there is very little room ?—C.B.

We are not quite clear as to your
query, and imagine that you are embark-
ing upon a very difficult undertaking in

endeavouring to make an oil bath chain

case for use in conjunction with the

Blackburne engine and Sturmey-Archer
gear box. Neither of these units lends

itself to oil bath protection of the

primary chain, especially if the final

transmission is by belt; the clutch,

moreover, is not intended to run in oil.

CHANGING A CYLINDER.
Would you kindly answer a few

~Zr\ questions concerning fitting a" Triumph cylinder to (I believe)

_sJ a 1914 Premier motor cycle? The
one I have on at present is, of

course, a Premier cylinder with auxiliary

exhaust valve. I have experienced

trouble with the exhaust valve seating.

It has cracked twice, and each time I

have had it welded, but it has cracked

again for the third time. (1.) The h.p.

is 3£ ; the bore and stroke are 85 X 88

mm. Could I fit a 1913 Triumph cylin-

der with a bore and stroke of 85 x 88

mm.? (2.) Would the valve stems

come in line with the tappet rods? (3.)

Would the stud holes at the foot of

the cylinder come in line with the studs

on the crank case? (4.) Should I have
to fit a new piston?—T.V.D.

(1.) We believe that with a little ingenuity

you could fit a 1913 Triumph cylinder to

your 1914 Premier engine. (2.) We can-

not give you any detailed information re-

garding the conversion, but if the valve

stems do not come in line there will be

no objection to fitting tappets with very

large heads. (3 ) The studs might require

some adjustment, but we do not think

there will be any great difficulty. (4.)

If possible, it would be advisable to fit a

Triumph piston for use with the Triumph
cylinder, but you should take care that

it is the same weight as the piston which

is removed. If the Premier piston is the

same height above the gudgeon pin as a

Triumph piston, there would possibly be

no need to change, as the compression

ratio would approximately be the same.

Ci6
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COINCIDENCE IN BRITISH AND ITALIAN

RECORDS.

By a curious coincidence, Frederico Delia Ferrera (inset), on the above o.h.v. twin bearing

his name, recently set up an Italian mean speed record for the flying kilometre in the 500 c.c.

class in exactly the same time as R. N. Judd's Brooklands record on a Norton. The two

Italian times were 26'2 sec. and 25'6 sec. = 25'9 sec. mean speed == 86'37 m.p.h.

40:

GEAR RATIO FOR SPEED EVENT.
Aie the following figures

correct to give a 3 to 1 top gear :

Size of belt drum, 17^in. ; size

of belt pulley, 7ih. ; number of

teeth on the driving sprocket,

and number of teeth on the engine
sprocket, 34? Will this be a suitable

gear for a 2J- h.p. two-stroke with the
engine tuned up for a speed test on
the level? If not, please give your
opinion as to the most suitable gear
ratio to be used.—J.W.

The dimensions which you give are

correct for a gear ratio of 3 to 1. This
ratio, would be most unsuitable, and we
do not recommend you to gear higher
than 5 to 1. On this gear the engine, if

in perfect condition, should give up to

50 m.p.h.

ACCUMULATOR LIGHTING.
Thinking of changing over

from acetylene to electric light-

ing (accumulators), I should
like to . know : (1.) How* do
accumulators stand up on a 4j

h.p. solo machine. as regards length of

service. (2.) What capacity would be
required? I do from half to one hour
daily after dark, and desire a light

equal to that obtainable from the best

acetylene lamps.—T A 250.

(1.) Any good accumulator should stand
up quite well on a 4^ h.p. solo machine,
but we do not recommend that you carry
it on the handle-bars. It is best firmly

clamped to the saddle tube of the frame.

(2.) In order to get a light approaching
what you require, the head lamp should
have a 6 , volt 3 amp. bulb (for the tail

lamp 6 volt .2 amp. would be sufficients

and to maintain these bulbs it would be
necessary to use a 6 volt 20 amp. (light-

ing) accumulator. This size would be
fairly bulky and heavy, and the maximum
duration of lighting from one charge
would be approximately six hours (pro-

bably rather less). It would therefore

be advisable to use a dynamo so that the
size of the battery might be cut down
somewhat.

FITTING OVERSIZE TYRES.
Being anxious to fit oversize

tyres (Sin. if possible) to my 1919
4' h.p. Douglas, I wrote to two or

three tyre companies and asked

their advice. I said that, as

supplied, the machine had 26 x 2§iri.

tyres on 26 x 2§in. rims. But I was
assured by two tyre companies that, in

reality, the rims were 26 x 2^in. D2.

Which is right, and what does the D2
stand for? I also notice in the lists

rims whose sizes are shown as Dl, D2.

D3, CC1, CC2, CI, C2, OS, C3, B7, B8,

and so forth. Will you be so kind as

to explain these terms ? Also, what is

the approximate size, in inches, of the

650x65 mm. tyre?—G.B.

The rims fitted to the 4 h.p. Douglas

machines are the British standard size

D2, and will take 26 x 2-iin., 26 x 2|in.,

and 26 x 2^ x 2^m. tyres. All these sizes

are made for the B.S.D2 rim ; but you
will also find that it is possible to fit the

majority of 28x3in. covers on the same
rim, as many riders have described in

our pages. You will find a full list of

standardised rim dimensions in " Motor
Cycles and How to Manage Them." The
650x65 mm. size equals 26x2^in.
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AN OLD TWO-SPEED HUB
I have recently become pos-

sessed of a rather old type of

Matchless twin, fitted with a

Roc two-speed gear, pedal start.

.The engine runs very well in-

deed, but the Roc two-speed is a little

bit uncertain, and the wheel itself

wobbles quite a lot. Can you tell me
where I can procure a booklet or any
information on the working of this

gear which will help me in making it

efficient ?

—

Novice.
It is now almost impossible to get a

booklet dealing with the Roc two-speed

gear. We should imagine, however, that

the gear fitted to your machine is not a

Roc," but a Vindec, which was standard

with early Matchless machines. You can

easily tell whether this is so by^ the

controls. The Roc is controlled entirely

by pedals—one for the high gear, one for

the low gear, and one for the brake.—and

has a live axle with projecting dog for

handle starter. The Vindec is con-

trolled by a large hand lever working in

a long notched quadrant at the side of

the tank ; it has a free-wheel for starting

by means of pedalling gear.

HIGH SPEED FROM A TOURING MACHINE
WANTED.

(1.) What would be the best

timing for the valves of a 1918

4 h.p. Triumph for speed? (2.)

What is the best sort of cam
to use—quick opening and

closing, quick opening and slow closing,

or slow opening and quick closing ?

(3.) Would it be advisable to advance

the spark further than standard ? (4.)

Would these alterations greatly incon-

venience running in traffic? (5.) Is

it advisable to fit a spark intensifier

consisting of a spark, gap in series

with the high-tension terminal ? Is

it likely to injure the magneto?—
R.C.H.K.

(1, 2, and 3.) Your questions involve a

great deal of experimenting, and it is

impossible to lay down any hard and

fast rules for obtaining speed. In any

case, your machine is not of a type

primarily designed for speed work, and

it is very doubtful whether you can

attain your object without going to con-

siderable expense. Carefully tuned, and

using standard parts, only, 55 to 58

m.p.h. might . be attained. (4.) The
running of the machine might not be

nearly so pleasing in traffic, etc. (5.) A
spark' gap, if not too wide, is not likely

to injure the magneto, but there is no

special object in "fitting it to a machine

like the single-cylinder Triumph.

A streamline sidecar embodying an electric lamp at the nose. 1 his smart aluminium body
was made by Mr. C. E. Norris, Trent Bridge, Nottingham.
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CHOOSING A HILL FOR A SPEED CLIMB
It is our intention to hold a

@ climb in the near future for a
few (approximately thirty) of

the local would-be speedmen.
This climb is, of course, not in

"connection with any club, but merely
a sporting run for some sporting

machines, over which the owners have
occasional hot words. The informa-
tion we require especially is under the

following headings : (1.) What is a

suitable hill as regards gradient, sur-

face, and length? (2.) What police

regulations are there, and what are

the means of obtaining police permis-
sion, if necessary? (3.) What is a

good but simple method of timing ?

(4.) Over what distance are competi-
tors usually timed? (5.) What dis-

tance is usually allowed for a flying

start ? Our district is purely agri-

cultural, and therefore we think there

should not be many difficulties in our

way.—M.D.S.

(1.) (a) Gradient is a matter for choice

—

the steeper the better
;

(b) the surface

should be as smooth as possible
;

(c) half

a mile or one kilometre. (2.) Actually

any competition which involves speeds

above the legal limit of 20 m.p.h. is

illegal if held on a public road. The
best thing to do is to obtain police per-

mission from the Chief Constable of your

district. (3.) The simplest method of

timing (presuming that you cannot use

a portable telephone between the starting

and finishing of points) is to have the

timekeeper at the finishing line, in such

a position that he can keep the starter

in sight. If the starter uses a flag, the

timekeeper can start his watch at the

fall of the flag, and stop it as the com-

petitor crosses at the finishing line. (4.)

The distance depends upon the hill

—

usually half a mile or one kilometre

;

sometimes it may be one mile, or even

more. (5.) About two hundred yards.

CONVERTING TWIN MAGNETO TO
SINGLE.

I have an ex-W.D. twin-cylin-

^Tl der Thomson-Bennett magneto" which I am converting for use

_LJ with a two-stroke single-cylinder

engine. I have already removed
one carbon brush and both cams, and
I am fitting a new cam of 200°. (1.)

In what position should this cam be

fitted in relation to contact breaker?

(2.) Should the contact points open the

same time as the carbon brush enters

on to the brass segment on slip ring,

and remain open until the brush has

passed over the whole length of this

segment, which you will note only cir-

cuits about half of slip ring ?
,
In other

words, should the period of open points

be at the same time as the period of

brush passing over brass on .slip ring ?

—A.G.

(1.) Your best plan is to fit the new cam
so that its leading edge coincides with the
position previously occupied by the lead-

ing end of one of the cams which you
have removed. (2.) The brass segment of

the slip ring should be under the fibre

brush when the contact points open, but
there is otherwise no exact position for

duration of this period, as its only func-

tion is to provide a path to the carbon
brush when the current flows.

Cl8

READER'S REPLY.

BLACKING CYLINDERS.
lie "J.H.R.'s" query c:i blacking

cylinders, which occurs on the "Ques-
tions and Replies" page of your issue of
December 29th. May I be allowed to

state that a white surface, is a good re-

flector, both of heat and light, but "a
very bad radiator, a black surface being
by far superior as regards radiation.
Good absorbers are also good radiators.—Wellersset.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers 1

replies to questions published
under this heading should be addressed
c/o the Editor, when they will be for-

warded direct to the querists concerned.

" Beginner " (Merton).—2| h.p. Doug-
las, 1921-22 : Speed, running costs, and
reliability on long journeys.

"A.D.P." (Baldonnel).—1921 A.B.C. :

Reliability when modified, modifications
and improvements recommended, valve
gear noise, and largest tyres that can be
fitted. -

"E.B." (Manchester).—Best mechani-
cal pump on 4 h.p. Triumph, m.p.g., oil

consumption, and best setting of ad-
j ustment.

"L.G'.J." (Heme Hill).—4^ h.p.

B.S.A. sidecar, chain drive, compared
with Carden, A.V., or Tamplin cycle
car; is B.S.A. sidecar preferable to'

other proprietary make?
"G.A.H." (Birmingham).—1921 8 h.p.

Enfield (Vickers engine) : Consumption,
speed, climbing, control of gear in

traffic, lubrication, and cooling.

"C.P." (Clapham, S.W.). — 7 h.p.

four-cylinder F.N. : Reliability, accessi-

bility for tyre and mechanical repairs,

consumption (solo), liability to skidding
compared with other solo machines.

cv

IN THE LONDON-EXETER RUN
A Norton rider, H. F. Fellowes, above

Lyme Regis.

Calendars tor 1922.

We have to thank the following firms

for sending us their very artistic

calendars : The British Piston Ring Co.,

Ltd., Abdulla and Co., Ltd., Brown
Brothers, Ltd., Shell-Mex, Ltd., Philip-

son and Co., Ltd. (Bolton), and Hender-
son Sidecars (Sheffield).

Carriage Paid.

Most motor cycle manufacturers are

now .sending out their machines carriage

paid to any part of England, Wales, or

Scotland. Humphries and Dawes, Ltd.,

of Hall Green, Birmingham, advise us

that O.K. machines will be delivered free

of all carriage charges to any part of

Great Britain.
'

Melbourne-Sydney Record.

The road record from Melbourne to

Sydney, which stood at 23h. 41m., was
broken by H. R. Hodgson, of Sydney,
just before Christmas. Riding a 7-9 h.p.

Harley-Davidson with Dunlop tyres, he
accomplished the journey in 18h. 11m.,
averaging 31 m.p.h.

Fixing 1922 Prices.

In order to stabilise the market as far

as possible, there will be no change during
1922 in the prices of the electrical equip-

ment and accessories manufactured by
A. H. Hunt, Ltd., of Croydon. An an-

nouncement to this effect was made at

the recent Olympia Show.

Catalogues Received.

Coventry Eagle Cycle and Motor Co.,

Coventry : A catalogue of thirty-two

pages, well illustrated, and showing the
complete range of Coventry Eagle motor
cycles.

Stanford Sidecar Co., Sampson Road
North, Birmingham : Giving essential

details of the Stanford sidecars and the
Universal" windscreen.
County Cycle and Motor Co., Broad

Street, Birmingham : Folder describing
the County B.S.A.-Canoelet taxi-sidecar

outfit, giving prices, estimated running
costs, and similar figures of use to those
contemplating establishing a sidecar-taxi
business.

James Grose, Ltd., 4, Old Jewry,
Cheapside, London, E.C.2 : A very com-
prehensive accessories catalogue contain-
ing practically everything for the motor
cycle, and incorporating several new
lines. A supplementary sheet has been
issued, which shows great reductions in
prices, and anyone already possessing the
catalogue may have one on request.

Hazlewoods, Ltd., Albion Mills, Cov-
entry : Folders describing and illustrat-

ing the various Hazlewood machines.
For 1922 new prices are announced, the

2f h.p. J.A.P.-engined model being
offered at £67, and th> 6 h.p. sidecar
outfit at £118, the latter bfeing a surpris-

ingly low figure in view of the excellent
specification.
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London—Exeter
and back again.

A Jardine rOUR-
peed Gear

was fitted to S. S. Debenham9

s

10 h.p. Campion Sidecar outfit,,

which completed the double
journey without trouble and
gained a

Gold Medal.
YOU can depend on equal reliability when YOUR
machine is fitted with a Jardine Four-Speed Gear.

Catalogues and Particulars from—

JOHN JARDINE, Ltd., Deering St., NOTTINGHAM. ££-

In ansiverinr/ this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." C19
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KeenlourTveeplourlyres

in Time —
pNEUMATIC tyres
^ (and tubes) are made
to give the greatest
efficiency for a given
weight and pressure.
Unless you ensure and
maintain the known
pressure, your tyres will

not give the mileage
and efficiency for which
they are designed.
"Schrader Universal" Tyre Pressure Gauge
enables you to Lest the air pressure in your
tyre quickly, and assures you an appreci-
able difference in the " tune " and running
costs of your motor cycle.

Table of Correct Air Pressures for all

well-known makes of tyre will be sent
post free on application.

A. SCHRADER'S SON, INC.
British Factory :

Victoria Ro\. Willesden Junct., London, N.W.I
Manufacturer of the '" Schrarte- Universal" Tyre Valve.

mOs

9
m
m
m

TYRE PRESSURE GAUGE

One of the joys of motoring in the

L.S.D.
Is its ability to climb practically all main'
road hills on top.

It also saves time and money.

Have you had that experience yet?
Write us for Demonstration.

SYKES 6 SUGDEN, Ltd,
UNTHWAITE, •&««.•

HUDDERSFIELD. "«&»»

NO MORE PERPLEXITY
8,6 each. Post Free.

Write for leaflet A jE.

2. Definitely enables you to see a
spark take place at Plug Points.

3. Whether sparking regular or not.
i. Whether points sooted or insu-

lator cracked.
5. Indicates " shorted " Plug.

SIMPLY A MATTER
OF PRESSING THE

flj BUTTON—
THE RUNBAKEN

M»L Spark AMPLIFIER
AND TESTER ! !

(Patd. 13980)

This highly finish-

ed accessory is

quickly .fitted to

aiiy type of plug,

and with its aid, besides

giving the generally
recognised advantages
of an extra spark gap
in the high tension
current, has also the
following advantages :

>. Confirms Magneto
and High Tension
Wire O.K.

Will cut out cylinder for testing

purposes.

Acts as thief-proof device.

Never necessary to take out
Plugs except when faulty.

THE RUNBAKEN MAGNETO CO., LTD.,
WORKS: DERBY ST., CHEETHAM, MANCHESTER.

'Phone: City 8266 (3 lines).

MANCHESTER: 288, Deansgati - - - 'Phone: Central 7342LONDON : 142, Gt. Portland St. W.t - - 'Phone: Museum -5905
LEEDS : 94, Albion Street - -'.--. . 'Phone- 27219
LIVERPOOL : 65, Renshaw Street - - 'Phone: 605 Roval
BIRMINGHAM: 192, Corporation St. - - . 'Phone : Central 20S9
BRISTOL : 14, Colston Street .... 'Phone i7^s
SCOTLAND : F. W. Murray, 34-36, Bath Street,

„„„... .. _ Glasgow 'Phone: Douglas 173+
PARIS : 40, Ruo Brunei - .... 'phone: Roquette 1442

THE "EVER-READY"'

SOLDERING
OUTFIT

Price 7/6
Postage 6d. extra.

Heated by Spirit.

READY IN
2 MINUTES.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

EFI1HFD Xt Cn Wood Lane Harborne,
. I lOtlLiti IX I/O., BIRMINGHAM.

C20 In answering these advertisements U

SPEEBlOMMOTOR Of
HIGH GRADE

AND
UNEXCELLED
FOR CYCLES.

John S. Morris& Son (Oils), Ltd., Cross Lane Oil Works, Manchester

/* desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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WHEREVER THE MEETING PLACE
the enthusiastic popularity gained by the

incomparable EASTING WINDSCREENS
is an outstanding feature.

Underneath its handsome streamline qualities

are many simple perfected mechanical refine'

ments, providing adjustments to any position,

enabling pronounced ease of entry or exit, and
the well balanced design has occasioned favour-

able comment wherever it is seen.

It is the one efficient means of realising perfect

protection from any weather conditions. Wind,
rain, dust, and cold, it streamlines the sidecar,

increases the speed of the combination, and no
glass to break in case of accident.

Fitted and recommended by many eminent
motor cycle and sidecar manufacturers.

REDUCED R0YAL - £S ° °
ms¥^¥7c STANDARD. £3 18 O

. r*Kll_fc.O BABY ... £3 OO
SPECIAL NOTE—Complete sets oj Royal fittings for

converting "Standard" models to "Royal," giving simplified

adjustment to any position—and quick, easy entry or exit,

price 45/-

New Celluloids can be fitted and returned in three days.

Royal and Standard 20/., Baby 16/».

EASTING WINDSCREENS LTD.,
132, STEELHOUSE LANE, BIRMINGHAM.

a a a
London Office & Service Depot

:

24, FINSBIRY SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.
Telephone '"" '

_ Clerkenwell 1904.

WHOLESALE STOCKISTS: ATJ'STKALIA— J. J. Wilkin* .6 Po'lS,

56o. Giorse St.. fydnej-. IRELAND—C E. Jacob, 18, Great B una-
wick St.. Dublin. tCOl'LAND-Or all factors.

Pole M mifac'urinR Rights in U.S.A.: Messrs. Skilan, Deck & Co.
Inc., 68-72, East 181st. St., New Yoik.

BENETFINKS
January Tyre Offers
H= PRICES FURTHER REDUCED =n

The following Surplus and Clearance Covers are offered subject

to being unsold. Order immediately to prevent disappointment.

Size. Make. Price.

26 X 2 Avon Rubber Studded 15/-
26 X 2 Englebert, Heavy Passenger

26 x 2b Wood-Milne, 3-ply new .. .. ..

26 X 2i Avon Rubber Studded

26 X 2| Wood-Milne Extra Heavy Comb. W.D. . .

26X 2| Clincher Extra Heavy de Luxe W.D. . .

Extra Heavy Rubber Studded New .

.

26x 21)
to fit 2b'

26x 2£[ Wood-Milne 4-ply Extra Strong New.

to fit 2&| Wood-Milne 3-ply Special, New

650x65

26 X 3 Englebert Heavy Touring

28 X 2\ Wood-Milne Extra Strong, 4-ply

CARRIAGE PAID.

INNER TUBES.
Endless. Guaranteed fresh and perfect

Sizes : 26 x 2, 26 x 2£ 26 x 2|, 26 X 2£
26x3, 28x3, 650x65, 700x80

Post Free.

= VALUE IN ACCESSORIES =i

19/-

12/9
15/-

20/-

23/9

25/-

16/-
12/9
12/9
20/-
15/-

6/6

LICENCE CARD HOLDERS.
Is yours satisfactory? If not, change. Price
it when fitting a new licence. The t\ It*
holder illustrated is of Aluminium, £. \%
with only two nuts and bolts. Fits any ~ /

bar, and is absolutely waterproof. post free.

OTHER TYPES.
For Number Plate . . . . . . Price 2

Ditto, in finest nickel.

.

For Handle-bar, Brass, Nickel-plated
All post free.

MOTOR
CYCLE
WATER-
PROOF
COVERS.

Made from
Government Proofed Cambric eyeletted at each
corner. Light and compact. Absolutely • C /

waterproof. Solo size, 9' x 6'. Post free. «*/ '

Combination size, o'x 9', or 12' x 6'

"HAYIWARKET"
MECHANICAL HORNS

Push down action
Top tube fitting.

Black finish. Price Q / g
post free '

' U-NEAD-IT"
TYRE CEMENT.

The finest tyre cement
sold. Repairs tyres cut
in a few minutes, and
tyre can be used imme-
diately after.

Just fill up with petrol,

clip on to burner, and it

will give a good light for

two hours. Our
price, post free 2/3

U-NEAD IT"
REPAIR OUTFIT. :

Motor Cycle Outfit Solu-j

tion and Cement in special

:

combinations tins O / — •

Price, post free

CHEAPSIDE. LONDON, E.C.2
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FIT

SHOWELIS

ROTARY

PUMP
AND

SAVE

POUNDS"<m
Economical
&11MPLE AUTOMATIC LUBRICATION
Safe

**. can be supplied to work in conjunction y«*

\ with your existing spring .*

\loabed hand pump/
\ FOR 15/6 THE SET./

SEND FOR BOOKLET-

MONEY
CAN BUY
NO MORE
than the perfection of any Canoelet model.

All that is known about Sidecars, gathered in

the years of our specialised experience, is

embodied in every Canoelet model, which 13

recognised as the quintessence of comfort and

durability,—whichever one you choose. We
^ave plain and luxurious models to suit all

needs, but anything more expensive than can

be found in our catalogue is money wasted

Choose a Canoelet, money can buy no more

MEAD & DEAKIN, Bir£H8?S&am.

CANOELET
KICBD

E.SHOWELL&SONS LTD., works:

radeMark; 1*, NEW ST., Stlrehley,

" E.S.S." B I RWfl INGHAHfl.»™ Birmingham.

<SCJ

«§3J

„ -«<S>

London -Exeter
on

SNOWDRIFT
DECEMBER, 26-27, 1921.

C. C. LABIN, riding a 3J h.p. OIL-COOLED Zenith-

Bradshaw, GOLD MEDAL.

OLIVER CLARK, driving an AIR-COOLED G.N.,

GOLD MEDAL.

TWO ENTRIES-TWO GOLDS.

Snowdon Sons & Co., Ltd., are proud of this

100% success. The type of engines concerned

(admittedly the most exacting on lubricants)

is most fortunate; there is no need whatever

to pay fancy prices to obtain the best oils.

Ask at your garage for " Snowdrift " lubricants.

Cycle

A. TURRELL& SONS, ""/^ll^gS***
Feel Feel

7X5
8x6
9X7
10 x 8

12 X 8

14 X 8
16 X 9
18 x 9
20 XIO

L a.

7 5
9

11 7
12 19
17 5
21
26
31
36

Phone

:

1 268 Sydenham

Prices Carriage Paid England
and Wales.

Made in sections, with double doors, with Jin. tongued and grooved match-

boards on strong framing. Roof matchboarded, and covered with good

quality felt, making same thoroughly weatherproof. Doors hung on strong

garnets, and fitted with lock and key and tower bolts. Windows glazed

:

sioz. glass. Flooring : strong joists, one inch tongued and grooved boards.

All bolts supplied for erecting house.

C24 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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THE PIONEERS of
Deferred Payment Terms for Motor Cycles.

WHITELEYS
are still the Leading Store for

MACHINES and TERMS
We ourselves finance each transaction. You will appreciate

the advantage of dealing throughout with a firm of the

highest standing. The name ." WHITELEY" has become a

household word signifying good value and straight dealing.

Machines in Stock include:—
1922 MODELS—SOLO.

LEVIS, 2} h.p., single-speed £48
LEVIS, 2} h.p., 2-speed, with clutch and S.S £60
DOUGLAS, z| h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped £75
DOUGLAS, ^ speed, C /K.S £90
NEW IMPERIAL, 2 J h.p., 3 ^peed, C/K.S £69
NEW IMPERIAL, all-chain £73
ENFIELD, 2j h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke £55
ENFIELD, 2i h.p., 2-speed, C /K.S £67
RUDGE, 3! h.p., 3-speed, all-chain, C/K.S £100
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model H £105
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model SD „.., £115

1922 COMBINATIONS

B.S.A., 4} h.p., Model K2
E.S.A., 4i h.p., Model H2
JAMES, 3 h.p., twin, Model 7

ilAMES, 4} h.p., Model 6

NEW HUDSON, 2Vh.p., 2-speed, all-chain model .

MARTINSYDE, 3! h.p., sports model '.

JAMES, No. 8, 2i h.p., 2-speed

JAMES, No. 8a, 2£h.p., 2-speed, 2-strol<e, C/K.S.

SUN, 2} h.p., 2-speed, C/K.S
V. h.p. ZENITH-BRADSHAW, variable gear

£107
£110
£105
£105
£63
£110
£55
£60
£57 15
£113

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p, Model SDC, cochbuilt Sidecar, petrol tin

carrier, etc £1 55
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model HC £145
B.S.A., 4i h.p., Model K2, with No. 3 Sidecar £139
B.S.A., 4i h.p., Model H2, with No. 3 Sidecar £142
P. & M., 4] h.p., 4-speed, C/K.S., coachbuilt Sidecar £150
JAMES, 4} h.p., Model 6, with coachbuilt Sidecar £135
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., coachbuilt Sidecar £135
QUADRANT, 4} h.p., 3-speed, C/K.S., coachbuilt Sidecar .. £100
JAMES, 7 h.p., Model 10, coachbuilt de luxe Sidecar £160

1921 SHOP-SOILED
TRIUMPH, 2} h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed £59
ROYAL RUBY, 2 J h.D., 2-speed, C /K.S £62
UALTHORPE, 3 h.p. 2-speed, 2-stroke £42 10

1921 SHOP-SOILED
P. & M., 3! h.p., coachbuilt Sidecar £125
QUADRANT, 5 h.p., 3-speed, C/K.S., coachbuilt S'rar, screen 199
ROYAL RUBY, 8 h.p., coachbuilt Sidecar, luggage carrier,

Lucas lighting, windscreen, spare wheel, spring frame .. £185

SECOND-HAND
NEW IMPERIAL, 2} h.p., 2-speed, J.A.P., -practically new .. £60
IXION, 1920, 2; h.p., 2-speed, C/K.S £39 10

O.K. Junior, 1920, fully equipped £35
DOUGLAS, 1921, 2! h.p., 3-speed, C/K.S £75

SECOND-HAND
MARTINSYDE, rg2r, 6 h.p., fully equipped, mileage under

1,800, as new £139 10

NEW IMPERIAL, 6 h.p., 1920, fullv equipped, Tan-Sad saddle,

4 months' use only £110
MARTINSYDE, 1921, 6 h.p., with lamps, horn, licence-holder,

as new £110

ENFIELD, 8 h.p.. coachbuilt Sidecar £140

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., Model H2, coachbuilt S'car, luggage car. £170

A.J.S., 7 h.p., coachbuilt Sidecar, complete with windscreen. . £175

BLACKBURNE, 8 h.p., 3-speed, C/K.S., coachbuilt Sidecar.. £131

HAZLEWOOD, 5-6 h.p., 3-specd, C/K.S., coachbuilt Sidecar £118

B.S.A., 6 h.p., with No. 3 Sidecar £164

MARTINSYDE, 6 h.p., 3-speed, C/K.S., coachbuilt Sidecar.. £160

NEW HUDSON, 4: h.p., 3-speed, C/K.S., coachbuilt Sidecar.. £125

RUDGE, 3! h.p., all-chain, coachbuilt Sidecar £120

SOLO MACHINES.
CALTHORPE, 3 h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke, C /K.S £45

NEW HUDSON, 2ih.p., 2-stroke, single-speed £45

COULSON-B, 2J h.p., 2-speed, C /K.S £69

COMBINATIONS.
ENFIELD, 8 h.p., coachbuilt Sidecar, Lucas electric dynamo

lighting, luggage carrier £149

READING STANDARD, 3-speed, C/K.S., Plus One single or

double Sidecar, electric lighting, etc £182 10

SOLO MACHINES.
DOUGLAS, 1921, sjh.p., 3-speed, C/K.S £67 10

READING STANDARD, 1921, 10 h.p., 3-speed, C/K.S., elec-

tric lighting £100

COMBINATIONS.
P. & M., 1921, 3! h.p., coachbuilt Sidecar, fully equipped .. £110

TRIUMPH, 4h.pJ 3-speed, C/K.S., coachbuilt Sidecar, lamps,

horn, apron, etc £'5

DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., renovated model, fully equipped, and

Easting windscreen ^55

EXAMPLE.
NER-A-CAR—a unique all-weather utility machine for lady's or gent s

use—easy to handle, non-skidding, efficient, and reliable . . •• 66 Guineas.
or £14-10-0 deposit and 12 monthly payments of £4-16-0 (4% extra for 12 months' credit accommodation).

Any make of machine on similar terms.

Wm, WHITELEY, LTD.,
Queen's Road, W.2.

Telegrams
—"Whiteley, London." Telephone—Park, One.

In nvswerina this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' &19
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CASH AND CREDIT PRICES

OF 1922 MODELS.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
MOTOR CYCLES

B.S.A., 41 h.p,, Model H2, all-chain £110

or £28 12 down and 12 instalments of £7
B.S.A.4-} h.p. Model H2 Combinat'n £142

or £36 18 7 down and 12 instalments of £9
B.S.A., 4ih.p., Model K2, chain-

cum-belt £107

or £27 16 7 down and 12 instalments of £6
B.S.A. 6 h.p. Model E Combination . £164

or £42 122downand 12 instalments of £10

B.S.A. 6 h.p. Model E Combination,

with dynamo lighting £184

or £47 1 8 5 down and 1 2 instalments of £ 1

1

HAWKER 4 h.p. Model D Combn. £110

or £28 12 down and 12 instalments of £7
LEVIS, 2| h.p., Popular model ... £48

or £12 9 4 down and 12 instalments of £3

LEVIS, 2i h.p.. Model S, 2-sp., el. £58

or £15 1 4 down and 12 instalments of £3
LEVIS, 2-|- h.p., Model Gl , single-sp. £56

or £14 11 9 down and 12 instalments of £3

LEVIS, 2| h.p., Model G2, 2-sp., d. £66

or £17 3 9 down and 12 instalments of £4
MATCHLESS 8 h.p. Model H Com. £170

or £44 4 down and 1 2 instalments of £ 1

1

MATCHLESS 8 h.p. Model H Com-
bination with Magdyno lighting £190

or £49 8 down and 12 instalments of £ 1

2

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., Model H,
2-seater £175

or £45 12 5 down and 12 instalments of £11

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p.. Model H,

2-seater, with Magdyno lighting £195

or £50 1 6 5 down and 1 2 instalments of £ 1

2

MATCHLESS 8 h.p. Model J sports

Combination £160

or£41 12 Odown and 12 instalments of £10

MATCHLESS 8 h.p. Model J sports

Com. with Magdyno lighting . . £180

or £46 1 6 down and 1 2 instalments of £1

1

3

C

4 7

19 1

13 3

6

14 7

3

2 5

15 5

12 9

5 9

1

7

10

8 2

10

14 2

8

14

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., Model J, solo £130

£.33 16 down and 12 instalments of £8 9

MARTINSYDE 6 h.p. Combination £160

or£41 12 Odown and 12 instalments of £10

A.J.S. 7 h.p. Combination £175

or £43 15 10 down and 12 instalm'tsof £1

A.J.S. 7 h.p. Combination with Mag-
dyno lighting £195

£48 15 4down and 12 instalments of £13

A.J.S., 2j h.p.. Models B, Bl, B2. . £85

or £21 5 7 down and 12 instalments of £5
N.U.T., 3i h.p., standard, Model M £100

or £26 down and 12 instalments of £6
N.U.T., 3i h.p.. Model P, with Mag-

dyno lighting, and electric horn £120

or £31 4 down and 12 instalments of £7

N.U.T., 5 h.p., Model M £110

or £28 1 2 down and 1 2 instalments of £7

N.U.T., 5 h.p., Model V, with Mag-
dyno lighting and electric horn £130

or £33 160 down and 1 2 instalments of £8
NEW IMPERIAL8 h.p. Combinat'n £145

or £37 14 down and 12 instalments of £9

NEW IMPERIAL, 2f h.p., 3 speeds,

all-chain £73

or £18 195 down and 12 instalments of £4

QUADRANT 41 h.p. Combination,

chain-cum-belt £100

or £26 down and 12 instalments of £6

QUADRANT 4* h.p. Combination,

all-chain £105

or £27 6 down and 12 instalments of £6 16

ROYAL ENFIELD, 2} h.p., Model
200 £55

or £14 6 down and 12 instalments of £3 11

ROYAL ENFIELD, 2-i h.p., Model
201 , with kick-starter £57

or £14 16 7 down and 12 instalments of £3 14

15

2

14

10

<r

16

3

9

14

10

ROYAL ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combn. £140

or £36 8 down and 12 instalments of £9
ROYAL ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combina-

tion, with Magdyno lighting . . £158
or £41 1 5 down and 12 instalments of £10
RALEIGH, 2-i h.p. model £68

or £17 13 5 down and 12 instalments of £4
RUDGE Multi, 3i h.p., I.O.M. mod. £85

or £22 2 down and 12 instalments of £5
RUDGE Multi, 31 h.p., touring

model, with pedal starter £85

or £22 2 down and 12 instalments of £5
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model H, chain-

cum-belt £105

or £27 6 down and 12 instalments of £6
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model S.D., all-

chain £115

or £29 18 down and 1 2 instalments of £7
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Model S.D. Com. £155

or £40 6 down and 12 instalments of £10
TRIUMPH, 2J h.p., Junior model . . £65

or£16l8 Odown and 12 instalments of £4
ZENITH -BRADSHAW, 3£ h.p.,

Model A, Gradua gear £113

or £29 7 5 down and 12 instalments of £7
ZENITH - BRADSHAW, 3J h.p.,

Model B, 3 speeds, all-chain . . £119

or £30 18 2 down and 12 instalments of £7

2

5 5

8 5

10 6

10 6

16 6

9 6

1 6

4 6

6 11

14 9

BAYLISS-THOMAS 10 h.p. Light Car
£315

or £81 18 down and 12 instalments of

£20 9 6
ROVER 8 h.p. Light Car

£220

or £57 4 down and 12 instalments of .

.

£14 6

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.
A List of first-class second-hand motor cycles will be sent upon request, any machine can be

purchased under our credit system at a charge of 4% only.

THE EASTERN GARAGE CO'Y.
(Official Repairers to R.A.C , A.C.U., A.A. and M.U.)

418, ROMFORD ROAD, FOREST GATE, E.7
Telephone : 490 East Ham. Telegrams :"Egaraco. London.'

B2o In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

t f\20 3VohD T.T B.S.A., excellent condition, lamps,

19 etc. £45 -J. L. Smith, Christ's College, Oam-

britlge.
[39

,

61

B'
.S A. Combination, all-chain drive, Swan sports side-

car, fully equipped; bargain, £120.-63, South End

Croydon. C4361

B.SA. 1914 3'Ah.p., all-chain, electric lighting, very

last: any trial; bargain, £45.-22, Graham Ed.
West Green. lw ' 1

B.SA. 1919 414h.p., just overhauled, running well,

accessories; £65, or offers.—Cole, 76, Croydon

Rd., Beckenham. .
[3811

-in« BSA Light 6h.p. Combination in stock; ex-

it/ changes. — Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron

Walden. 'Phone : 45. [X4825

BSA K 2, 1921, fully eauipped and sidecar as

new mileage negligible; £105.—Ratcliffe Bros.,

200, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [4278

B.S.A. 6-7h.p. Twin Combination, special sidecar, inter-

changeable wheels, Lucas lighting, Easting wind

screen.—143, Peckham Rye, S.E. [4038

F.O.C.H. for B.S.A.'s; cash, exchange, or deferred

payments. Sound second-hand machines in stock.

-5, Heath St., Hampstead. (Near tube.) [3370

B.S.A. Combination, 1917, Easting, lamps, horn,

spares, only -used week-ends, exceptionally fine

condition; £75.-17, Chaldon Rd., Caterham. [4350

B.S.A., 1922, Model H2, just deliver*!, chain drive,

etc.; £110—Eire, Ltd., 15-16, Hishopsgate Av.,

Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0065

1 Q21 B.S.A., Model K, equipped, in excellent con-
J-t/ dition; 75 gns. ; deferred payment or exchanges.
—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.

[4464
1Q20 Model K B.S.A., luggage grid, Easting, Tan-
J^*s Sari, lamps, for Matchless 2<eater M.A.G., ca,sh

adjustment.—Saunder, Ivy Cottage, Bierton Hill, Ayles-
imry. [3823

B.S.A., 1922 models, for immediate delivery; cash,
exchange, deferred payments.—Newnham Motor

Do., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammer-
smith 80. [3623

"I Q21 B.S.A. 6-7h;p., with plus one single-double
-Lt7 seater body, hood, screen, all lamps, speedometer,
mileage 1,700; £160.—Coppen, Allan and Co., 89, Gt.
Portland St., W.l. [4027

1 Q20 41411. p. B.S.A. Combination, 3 speeds, electric
A*/ horn, etc., good tyres, and only done small mile-
age: price £65. or near offer.—Dunwell's Garage.
Wigan. Tel. ; 328. [0765

B.S.A.—Being official agents we have them always
in stock, and immediate delivery can always be

given.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, and Woodside
Parade. N. Finchley.

v
[0379

1 Q21 B.S.A. H2 Combination, Magdyno electric
-I-*/ horn, Cowey, discs. Royal Easting, insurance
July, absolutely as new; nearest offer to £150.—88,
Durham Rd., Bast Finchley. [4183

B.S.A. 1920 Henderson Elite Combination, speedo-
meter, lamps, horn, discs, exceptionally smart,

£92: Canoelet combination, electric lighting, £82.—
Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [2193

"I Q 15 41/ih.p. B.S.A. Combination, completely reno-
1-is vated and overhauled as new, lamps, etc., guar-
anteed perfect; £58/10.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale (pri-
vate house Garage). 'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [4265

QO GKS., exchange.—1920 B.S.A. 4%h.p„ 3 speeds,O *J clutch, kick start, luxurious 2-seater sidecar,
hood, screen, new condition, any examination, trial.

—

Seabridge, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich. Sydenham
2452. [4433
4JLh.p. B.S.A. 1917 Combination, 3-speed, K.S.,
4 clutch, coachbuilt sidecar, recently overhauled;

£40 cash secures.—S. and B. Motors, 16, King's
College Rd., Hampstead (5 mins. Swiss Cottage.
M.E.T.). [44°7S

T>.S.A. 1921 6-7h.p. Combination, Lucas dynamo
J-* lighting, spare wheel, speedometer, fully equipped,
small mileage, £155; also several 4Vih.p. combinations

;

exchanges.—Newnham Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith
Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [3642

WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.—
B.S.A. .'922 models, K.2, chain and belt trans-

mission, £107; with No. 3 sidecar, £139. Model H2
all-chain drive, £110; fitted with B.S.A. sidecar. £142
B.S.A. 6h.p. twin motor cycle £132, fitted with
B.S.A. sidecar £164; B.S.A. 8h.p. twin combination,
£185. Easy terms and exchange. Box carrier com-
binations from £139.—'Phone: Holborn 5777. [4416
Snare Parts

:

THE

OPPORTUNIST
is the person who takes

advantage of the good things

that present themselves, and,

by alertness, turns his shrewd
judgment to profitable account.

He takes advantage of

—

Our Bargains.
Our Perfected Payment

Policy,

Our Service System.

B
B
B

-Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8. Bond
[3609

S.A. Spares.
St., Ealing.

.S.A. Specialists—All spares by return—County Cycle
and Motor Co., Broad St., Birmingham. [3322
S.A. Spares can be had by return, post free, from
Jones' Garage. Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10.

[0743XTERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
J1 ,

bridge.—B.S.A. spares by return; no waiting.
Trade supplied. [3674
("fODFREVS", Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London,
V" W.l.—Complete stock of all B.S.A. spare parts
always in stock. Write for free spare part list. f075C

245, Deansgate.
Telerhone—Cen. 864.

A few of this Week's Bargains:

TRIUMPH, 1910, 3h h.p.; T.T,,.

latest dropped frame, Philipson

pulley. fully equipped, o Oft
speedometer .. . . XOv

TRIUMPH 1913 3£ h.p. coachbuilt

Combination, 3-speed, clutch, k.-s.,

fully equipped, new tyres, e ro
Excellent condition .. A.DJ

SCOTT, 1914, 3f h.p., 2-speeds, k.-s.,

Lucas accessories, speedo- o a r
meter, Binks carburetter . . 143

CLEVELAND, 1920, 3 h.p., 2-speeds,

clutch and k.-s., fully equipped.

Indistinguishable from ojo
new .

.

. . l^O
ALLDAYS-ALLON 1921 Combina-

tion, 3-speeds, clutch, k.-s., mud-
shields, speedometer, fully p nn
equipped. As new .. »•"

P. & M., 1920, 3-i h.p., 2-speeds,

clutch, R.S. ratchet brake, fully

equipped, speedometer, one
New condition .. . . X/D

NEW -HUDSON, 1921. 2\ h.p..

2-speeds, fully equipped.
AbsolutHy -

£47 . 10
DOUGLAS 1914 2| h.p. Combina-

tion, 2-speeds, fitted with
Grosvenor Sporting Sidecar, fully

equipped. Good o An ,1ft
condition .. *"/ I lu

JAMES 1917-18 3i h.p. twin Sports

Model, 3-speed, clutch, k.-s., fully

equipped. Very fast, and o nn
as new. Insured .. . . IlU

ENFIELD 1912 6 h.p. coachbuilt

Combination, fully equip- o pi-
ped. Good condition .. IJJ

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., renovated model
3-speed, k.-s., clutch, fully

equipped. Excellent
condition .

.

!!£75

Bradshawgate.
Telephone—1348.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthorpe.

CALTHORPE. latest 1922, 2V:h.p. 2-stroke; only

£36; excellent value; stock.—Moss, Wem. [X4857

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., Enfield gear, complete with
lamos, etc., perfect order; £22(10.—S. E. Porter.

Whitchurch, Salop. [3866

CALTHORPE 1921 Combination, actually in stock

for immediate delivery; cash or deferred terms;
place your orders with the Calthorpe specialists.—

Burlington Motors, Ltd., Clapham Common, S.W.4.
'Phone ; Brixton 2417. 10509

Campion.
£20.—Campion-Jap 2"fih.p., 2 speeds, accessories,

tax paid 1922, good right through.—8, High tat.,

Wandswort'i. L4221

tf» 22/ 10.—Campion-Jap 2^11. p;, 2 speeds, accessories.

cV beauty, tax paid 1922.—8, High St., Wandsworth.
[4220

Chater=Lea.

WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Slice Lone, Fleet St., E.C.-

1922 Clbater-Lea, agents all models, supplied or

easy terms or exchange. [440^

Clyno.

CLYNO Combination (late), iittle used; accept £50.-

59, High St., Clapham. [1010

CLYNO 1920 2-speed 2-stroke, clutch, perfect con-

dition; bargain, £34.—Cray's Garage, Watford.

CLYNO Combination, 6h.p., 3-speed, lamps, horn, tool-

box, carrier, like new ; exceptional bargain, £5B

:

trial.—Locke, Draper, jPenge. Lo972 .

CLYNO Combination, 2-speed, kick start, splendid

condition; £58; take lower power part.—57, Ken-

bury St., Camberwell, London. 1418b

£55.-Clyno 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, kick starter, spare

wheel, accessories, speedometer, tax paid 19^;
great bargain.—8, High St., Wandsworth. [4217

1ft 15 Clyno 5-6h.p. Combination, smart bulbous

±lJ sidecar, 3 speeds, just overhauled and reno-

vated as new; £48/10.«Goad, 122, Maida Vale (pri-

vate house garage). 'Phone : Hampstead 1353. 14267

-iVTISS DOOLEY.-5-6h.p. 3-speed K.S. 1915-16.17

1YI Clynos, all renovated and thoroughly overhauled

engines and gear boxes; seen any time by appointment;

prices from £55 to £65 each.—Please apply to Miss Iv

Dooley, 33, Killyon Rd., Clapham, S.W.8. [3395

Swtre Part*

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
of 1922 Models by all the

:: Leading Manufacturers. ::

PARKER'S
DEPOTS:

MANCHESTER: BOLTON:

CLYNO Spares.-

St., Ealing.

Ill

•Immediate delivery.— Kays. 8. Bond
[3610

CLYNO Spares, supplied from stock; immediate de-

livery.—De Cort and Flynn, 39, Essex Rd., Lon-

don, N.l. t436 °

Connaught.

SHREWSBURY Agent for Connaught: 1922 models

from stock.—J. C. Pickering. .[X4867

WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet St., B.C.—

1922 Connaughts on easy terms and exchange

£22/10—2Jih.li. Connaught, 1916, sports lightweight,

lamps, Klaxon, long exhaust, excellent condition

;

oflers.-Bames, 83c, Trinity Ed., Tooting, S.W .17.^

Corah.

31 h.p. Corah-Jap, splendid order, lamps, licenced,

2 guarantee; £28; exchange Tnumph.-l 7, Ash-

over Rd., Leicester. ,
[=923

Coulson.

COULSON B. Combination, 1920, 4h.p., 3-speed

Sturmey, perfect, trial; nearest £60; sacrifice

-32, The Borough, Farnham. L0041

COTJLSON Spares and Repairs Co., 15, Woodstock

St., Bond St., have practically all spare parts

for Coulson machines. Write for price list. [4490

1 ft 20 Coulson B, 2&n.p. Blackburne engine. 2-speed,

lef fully equipped, speedometer; £40.—Hilher (side

bell), 9, Wallingford Av., North Kensington. [4244

COULSON 2y4h.p.. J.A.P., countershaft, brand new.
£65- 2%h.p. Blackburne, brand new, £70.—Ijoad.

122, Maida Vale (private house garage). "one:
Hampstead 1353. I.*"'"

Coventry Eagle.

1ft 19 Coventry-Eagle-Jap 2%h.p., 2-speed. lamps,

XtJ speedometer, horn, pillion seat, spare tube, ex-

cellent condition; £60.—Mash, 46, Cicada Rd., Wands-

worth. f3804

Coventry Victor.

COVENTRY VICTOR.—The perfect flat twin engine.

Before deciding on vour new mount, get our list

for 1922, showing Coventry Victor motor cycles fitted

with this famous 5-7h.p. engine. Also our special offer

of demonstration machine. The last word in motor

cycle design and construction. — The Coventry Victor

Motor Co., Ltd., Coventry. [0520

Dalm.
,ALM 2%h.p. 2-stroke, mechanically perfect, enamel

dull; £18.—12, Priory Rd., Hornsey. [4134

De Luxe.

ATE De Luxe 2-stroke, accessories, splendid con-

1 dition; £26/10.-11, Station Rd.. Manor Park.
[4178

D

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B23
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Diamond.
SHREWSBURY Agent lor Diamond; 1922 models

in stock.—J. O. Pickering. [X4868

DIAMOND-J.A.P. 25/ih.p., 1921, little used, J speeds,

clutch, kick starter;

Exchange, Wealdstone.
beauty; £45.- Bunting's

[4373 START

Douglas.
TTERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.

DOUGLAS 1922 3%h.p. Sports Model, Olympia
Show machine, special improvements, and latest

finish, large tool box, Amae carburetter, and all

accessories; £130; in stock.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd.,

Green St., Cambridge.

DOUGLAS 1922 2'jjh.p., 2-speed model, £75; 3-

speed, clutch, and kick starter, £90; best quality

lamps, horn, licence holder; in stock; exchanges and
payment terms by arrangement.—Herbert Robinson,

Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.

DOUGLAS 1922 4h.p. Combination, lamps, horn,

licence holder, wonderiul value; £135; in stock;

exchanges and payment terms arranged. — Herbert
Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge. . [4504

DOUGLAS at Brixton.—All models for early de-

livery.—Below.

f Q17 2%h.p. Douglas, just renovated as new,Iw etc., £44; manv others from £25.—Arthur T.

Daw, 114, Brixton Hill.

WAUCHOPE'S? 9, Shoe Lane, London,
2?jh.p. 1910 Douglas; £30.

DOUGLAS Combination, 1918, smart, lamps, apron,

etc.; £55.-59, High St., Clapham. [4012

DOUGLAS, 1920, 3-speed, all on, ride away; £55
or near offer.—45, Tranquil Vale, S.E.3.

1 Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, lavishly equipped;
-LS7 £75.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [4250

1922
A PAIR OF
DAVIS

TTTAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.
VV 2 3ih.p. 1921 Douglas 3 speeds, clutch; £75.

[4424
DOUGLAS 2%h.p., fully equipped, a bargain; £50

—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
[4281

OFFICER under orders for India has 1918 Douglas
combination for sale.— 16, Lebanon Park, Twicken-

ham. [4081

2 .3b. p. Douglas, single speed, 1913, splendid condition
4 tax paid

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

TiOUGLAS 1921 2%h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped,
|

*-* practically unused, excellent condition- through-'
out; £60.-377. Barking Rd., East Ham. [4284

lu . T bj 0£h.p. Douglas, late 1915, licensed, fully equipped,
VV I I HW4 new valves and guides throughout, fast, reliable

;

|
£37; after 5.-32, Redgrave Rd., Putney. [4110

DOUGLAS 1921 2%h.p., 2-speed. " all on " model,
shop-soiled; £72/10.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishops-

gate Av., Camomile St., E.C. 3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.
[0066

"I Q21 2?ih.p. Douglas, 3-speed, kick start and clutch,.
J-*/ lamps, horn, licensed; bargain, £60; exchanges.
—Bambers, Ltd., 2, Eastbank St..' Southport. Tel.:

607. [X4803

DOUGLAS, 1916, 2-speed and neutral, just reno-

vated at cost of £10, lamps, and horn, excellent

R., Min-v-Mor.
[4204

SOLES &- HEELS

J 9 MINUTES FOR FITTING \ Q
WEEKS WEAR AT
LEAST GUARANTEED

£40, or near.-

Wlieattey,
f3951

DOUGLAS Combination, 1S19, 4h.p.,

condition; £80.—Clayson, 16,

£26.—Naish, Church Ed
Oxen

DOUGLAS 2%h.p.. 1920, 3-speed, iully equipped;
£55_Dentist, 216, Portobello Ed., North Ken-

sington. [4193

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, new condition,

equipped; any trial; £92.—Clark, 7, Exhibition
Rd- S.W.7. [2194

i fti9 2%h.p. Douglas, lamps, horn, and tools, splen-
11/ did running order: £50.—Avery, Deverill, War-
minster. [4202

3-speed, good
"Wilton Grove,

Merton Park. [3855

3 3.1i. p. Douglas, ridden 1 month only, new, perfect.

4 all accessories; price £68.—Empson, Farmer,
Gransden, Sandy. [4113

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, pretty blue side-

car, beautiful lot; £90; take half down.—Bunt-
ing's, Wealdstone. [4372

LATE 1920 Douglas Combination, beautifully
equipped; £75.—Dawe, 216, Portobello Rd.,

North Kensington. [4194

LATE 1921 4h.p. Douglas Combination, run 500
miles, condition as new; bargain, 95 gns.—Vic-

toria Garage, Surbiton. [3938

rQ 15 Douglas, excellent condition; £32, or ex
*y change with cash for Triumph or Sunbeam solo.

C. F. Wood, Steyning.

4h p. Douglas Combination, 3-speed,
ridiculous price, £48; seen any

Laurel St., Dalston E.8.

kick
time.-

T4236

start;
-Snow,
[4484

"1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, equipped, excep-
J-*/ tionally good condition; bargain, 59 gns.—4,
Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [4074

£38.—2%h.p. Douglas, uncrated 1919, 2-speed, elec-

tric lighting, Klaxon, splendid condition.—37,
Canterbury Rd., Dalston, N.l. [4475

"1Q19 25/4h.p. Douglas, fully equipped, unscratched,
JL*J new tyres; £42.—Hillier, {side bell) 9, Walling-
ford Av., North Kensington. [4246

Tj-Q 15-16 2%h-P- Douglas, 2-speed, overhauled recently,
i«/ new tvrefl. good running order, equipped; £34, or
near.— 17, Eedfern Ed., N.W.10. [3891

"l 21 2%h.p. Douglas, 3 speeds, lighting, horn, under-lv shield, footboards, etc., splendid condition; £60.—
42, Twisden Rd., Highgate, N.W.5. [4310

•> K GNS.—Doud.'i's 1914 23£h.p., new tyre and gear
***J box part?, equipped.—30, Sterndale Ed.. Shep-

[4258

excellent con

herd's Bush Ed., Hammersmith.

DOUGLAS, 25,ih.p., 3-speed, 1915
dition, all accessories; Pu

Box 8,021, c/o The Motor Cycle

USTIKON DIAMOND
PATTERN SOLE.

These soles can be fitted quickly by

anyone, and more eas ly th n any

o 1 her rubber so'e on the market. Made
from highest grade jet black rubber

ihev ere absolutely waterproof and
invisible in wear.

SATISFACTION GUARAN-
TEED TO EVERY F»UR
CHASER OR MONEY
REFUNDED,
GENTS 1

, ALL SIZES - 3/9 per

LADIES', ALL SIZES - 2/9 ™«

Complete with Sol-fix and full directions

USTIKON
HEELS

PER PA.IR

GENTS'.. 1/9
LADIES' V-
AU

SIZES.

condition, and reliable

;

Kingsdown, Deal.

ELI CLARK con give yon good service both in new
machines and spares; try me. I may be useful

to you. The pioneer agent for Douglas motors.—196,
Cheltenham Ed., Bristol [00X6

DOUGLAS 1917 2%h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick starter, I

fully equipped, excellent condition ; 48 gns., or

exchange Douglas 4h.p. solo with cash adjustment.—
Hunt, 29, Regent Ed., Lowestoft. [3970

1Q20 -2? 41i.p. Douglas, 3-speed, fitted with lamps,.
-It/ mirror, horn, spare belt, licensed, mileage about

1,500, as new; £55; exchanges.—Bambers. Ltd,. 2,

East-bank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [X4802

DOUGLAS 1920 and 19X9 Solos and Combinations
at low prices ; also several earlier models ; list on

request: exchanges.—Newnham Motor Co.. 223, Hammer-
smith Ed.. W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [3641

1Q20 2%h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, new C.A.T. mag., :

lif Klaxon, Cowev speedometer, Sinks, run 5,000

miles, just decarbonised, excellent condition :
bought I

combination ; £60, offers.—Clarke, 80, North St., Ripon. I
[3666

rj Qih.p. Sport? Douglas, privately owned machine, very '

02 carefully ridden, wonderfully fast, done 72 in.p.h.

in competition, appearance as new; any trial by ap-

pointment; consider exchange; little used: £115.-0.
Clark, 75, Panton St., Cambridge. [4503

1 O20 Douglas 2%h.p.,. 3-speed, clutch, kick start,

i-U P a-nd H. lighting set, horn. Cowey speedo-

meter, Tan-Sad, mirror, etc., as new throughout, mile-

age 1-600; exceptionally cheap. £65.—Motorist, 769,

Romford Rd., Manor Park, London, E L 4299

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, perfect condition,

5 tyres (1 unused), lamps, trip speedometer, horn,

very large supply spares and tools, licensed 1922, care-

fully ridden since new, airman's leather coat; seen Col-.

Chester; trial by arrangement; 99 gns—Box 8,053, c/o

The Motor Cycle. t3901

21 4h.p. Douglas Combination, just been over-

hauled, and in splendid condition, complete

with Maglita electric lighting set electric horn, me-

chanical horn, speedometer, watch and mirror, full

ran"e of running spares, including snare belt, toolkit,

etc.. oversize tyres in good conditron.-Offers to Hul-

bert. 49, Lyndhurst Rd., Bowes Park, N.22. [4355

niHE Eflra Motor Works have for disposal a limitel

1 unrulier of semi-renovated 2?„h.p. Douglases, ready

for the road, from £27/10; or completely renovated

"all on" models at £47/10, finished as new; easy pay-

ments if desired, £9/9 deposit and 12 payments of

£3/3 75% new parts—59-61. H.gh St.. Clapham.

•Phone: 1115 Brixton. 'Grams: Efiramota, claP™™j

WATTCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.. E.C—
1922 New Douglas 2-speed, £75; 2-lilr.p. 3

:
speed

model £90- 4h p solo Douglas. £110: 4h.p. sidecar

comb nation.' £135: 3>«..p. sports model.
.
£130 :

6h P.

light sidecar combination, £165; accessories included;

easy terms of payment arranged, and your old machine

taken in part payment 'Phone: Holbom 5777. Book-

let on application. L*,ua

Spare Parts :

DOUGLAS Spares; immediate delivery.—Kays 8

Bond St., Ealing. '
3611

DOUGLAS Spares.—We hold a comrlete stock for

"all models, post free-Jones' Garage, Broadwav

Muswell Hill, N.10. ^
ttuprfRT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-HE

bnlS th? Douglas specialists. Complete illu

19 2

trated lists post free.
[3675

Dunelt.

DTTNELT Combination, brand new. just delivered,

Maldyno lighting, 4 detachable wheels shoe
1
28x3

tyres, frilly eauipped, various spares; £140-Porritt

Aiden Croft, Ilkley. L4215

-r-vTTNTFLT 4VJi.p., with coachbuilt sidecar spare

D wheel 2 spare tyres, spare belt end chain M-L
- and ignition, Brooks B60O. saddle, , in

Ask your local agent for them, if he

cannot supply we will deliver post

free on receipt of remittance and

size required.

ELITE RUBBER CO., LTD.,

93 VICTORIA STREET, Uvuzmo Swa*. «. <*«£«» KffiJFSSl*"*
LONDON S.W.,.

i
JJ_-*2B*38JF SS "m°. "Enneir Highway,

Jo^cond^nT i'sa^T^g'erWhi'tehouTeVKenilworH,

Agents Wanted
dition : ^ 8 5-

Middlesex.

-243, Hertford Rd.,

Enfield.

[3845

good condition :
price

E24

[3836

All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p..

£45—63, South End, Croydon.

end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue,

are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

and M. Combination, 1918. all as new, complete

ited £40 ; also numerous new sidecar bodies.

-

snrteuehaw and Sons, West St., Beigate.
-George
[3915

r.TJT

&.'-&BSS*

TAYLORS
Sole London & D strict Distributing ^ge't? fcr
A.J.S., British Excelsior & Dunelt Motor Cycles.

t>. and M Coinbiiiatioir, Millford sidecar, iijirou,

Cameo screen, Cowey speedometer, 3 Lucas lamps,

ggage grid, lyres as nevr, purchased from Phelon and
[oore 12 months ago, and in beautiful condition; £57.

Hall, 91, St. Peter's St., St. Albans. {3945

P.
and M. Motor Cycles (ex K.A.F.), rebuilt and
renovated as new, fitted with many new parts,

rcluding mag., B. and B. carburetter, chains, tyres,

fee,, £45; combination £60; equipped £5 extra. Side-

irs reuphoktered, painted, and new tyre:—S. E. Porter,

Fhitchurch, Salop. 'Phone: 74. £3059

Svnrc Ports :

I>. and M. Spares Stockist.—Every part in stock,
cheap.—Inman, Durham Rd., Seaforth, Liver-

OOl. [3596

I>. and M.—All spares in stock; stamp requirements;
P. and M. spares specialist.—H. Beardwood, 147,

uiRugton St., Liverpool, [9986

Precision.

PRECISION 4h.p.. 3-speed, K.S., equipped, periect;
£26.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [4158

Premier.
DREMIER 3M>h.p., 3-speed, in good running, order;

28 gns.—Longman Bros., Bond St., Ealing. [4295

£15/ 10.—Premier SVjh.p., White and Poppe engine,
aecesories, tax paid 1922, new tyres, good order.

-3, High St., Wandsworth. [4219

S'ynre Prtrts:

JERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge, can supply most Premier parts from

ock. [3680

PREMIER Spares and Repairs.—We are the moe1

competent advertisers of these, as we served in

kVr
Mo^7oAeiti^Ty^n^n spa" K48°80 'Remember, a firm like Taylors, with a 12-year

Quadrant
"\UADRANT 4b.p., Sispeed, and sidecar; £30, or
» exchange.—Johnson, 172, Avenue R-d.. Acton.

[3941
QUADRANT £100 4V,Ii p. Combination, delivery
* from stock.—Frank Whitworth, Ltd. Distributers,
59, New St., Birmingham. [0767

"\UADRANT New 1922 Models in stock: immediate
* delivery.—Elce. Ltd., 15-16. Bishopsgate Av.,
amomile St., E.C 3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0069

^LIFFORl) WILSON Mfg. Co., sole distributers foi
J Quadrant motor cycles. All models in stock. Ex
lange or deferred payments.— 177. Westminster Bridgt
d.. SE.I Tel.: Hop. 210. [1636

XfAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C—
v 1922 Quadrant motor cycles, all chain, solo.
B5 : sidecar combination. £105: easy payments and
change; list on- application.—'Phone : Holbcrn 5777.

[4410
Radco.

ih.p. Radco, 1922, single speed, from stock; 34
gns.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, N.10. [4167i 2

Raleigh.
)REMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Raleighs.

MMEDIATE Delivery of 5-6h.p., spring frame de
tachable wheels, £130: standard sidecar. £35- De

ixe sidecar. £42 ; early delivery of the new Raleigh
:l)tweight, £68 ; easv payments 4% extra.—The Premier
ntnr Co.. Aston Rrl.. Birmingham. [0626
JHREWSBURY Agent,
' models—J. C.

Raleigh ; early delivery all

Pickering. [X4871
Q22 Raleigh, all models, at list prices; deferred ray
«* ment or exchanges.— Edwards. 50. Harringto:
d.. South Kensington. [1679
>ALEIGH 5-6h.p., with Grindlay's Model de LuxeV

- sidecar, complete with lamps and horn, only run
10 miles: price £143.—Lloyd, Cilhaul, Newtown, Mont-
imeryshire.

_ . [3922
>ALEIGH 1921 Combination, with Lucas dvnamo
^ -lighting, speedometer, insurance,, horn, mileage
ider 1,500; exchanges; £155.—Newnham Motor Co.
!3, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith
'

. [3639
Q21-22 Raleigh Combination throughout, 5-6h p" 3-speed, clutch, kick start, most ele»ant
ichine. brand new and unregistered, must sell-
125.—Surgery, 769, Romford Rd., Manor Park, Lon-
m, E. [4297
JALEIGH, 2";ih.p. and 5-6h.p. models, for earliest
*> delivery: cash, exchange, deferred payments-
ace your order with the Raleigh specialists —Newn-
,m Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.. W 6 'Phone
ammersmith 80. Demonstration 2%h.p. model in,
ack - [3622

ReadingStandard.
> EADING-STANDARD, 1920, dvnamo lightingJ* <=mrad mechanically; £95.—Colonial Motors, 104a
ineh.ey Rd. Hampstead 7822. [4457'

This customer's
problem may

be yours!

A Prospective customer in writing to us

for advice on the purchase of a motor
cycle, makes this statement

:

I am airaid to advertise for fear of having

some awful dud unloaded on' me, as I am not

an expert."

This customer's problem may be yours, and
if so, solve it in the same sensible way that
he has done—write to us for advice concerning
the best type of Motor Cycle, Combination, or

Light Car to suit your particular needs.

reputation for honest trading to maintain
can't afford to jeopardise it for some small
immediate gain

Our stock is one of the most comprehensive in

the country, and includes all the new-comers
that are good as well as the old favourites of

established reputation.

Here, are some examples .

—

?

1922 MODELS.
A.J.S., 7 h.p. Combination £175
A.J.S., zj h.p. Combination £110
A.J.S., 2| h.p. Sports or Touring . . £85

Sole Distributing Agents for London and District.

EXCELSIOR, 6 h.p. Combination .. £133
EXCELSIOR, 2? h.p., Blackburne £75
EXCELSIOR. 2} h.p. Sports Model . . .

.

£39 18

Sole Distributing Agents tor London and District.

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. Sports Combination .. £160
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. Standard Combination .

.

£170
DUNELT, 4V h.p. Combination, z-stroke, spare

wheel and tyre £113 8

Distributors lot London and District.

QUADRANT, 4 1 h.p. Comb., all-chain drive .. £105

RIDE whileyouPAY
Our terms for " Purchase, out of income " are

only 4% on the purchase price, except where
otherwise stipulated by 'the makers.

High-class second-hand machines in great
variety are now available at bargain prices.

Write for detailed list.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms

—

Motor Cycles and Cars.

52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington.
Accessories. Ppare Parts ani R.piirs,

£1a, Stora Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C i

Wholesale—
38. ALFRED PLACE, W C 1

Garage: Tottenham Court KoacOV.l
Telephones .- Accessor ies arid Repairs, Museum 124 1.

Motor Cycles and Cars. Kensincton 7260.
Telesrams - • - " Dyuametro, Westcent. Loudon."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Readingstandard.

I t»21 Reading-Standard 8-10h.p., with M.P. sidecar,
-*-*/ dvnamo lighting, screen, in splendid running
order; £98.—Coppen, Allan and Co., 89, Gt. Portland
St., W.l. [4025

Ready.
1 Q22 Ready, 2%h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, clutch, kick
-L*/ starter, Olvrnpia Show model; £61. — Coppen,
Allan and Co., 89, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [4026

Rex
BARGAIN.—3i/.h.p. T.T. Rex. ride away; £18, cr

otter.—42. Norkiton Av., Kingston. [3921

B. and B., lamps,
Swaffleld R<1., Wands-

[4321

REX 3y2h.p., 2-speed clutch, mag
drive away; 22 gns.—53,

worth.

Rex-Jap.
"IQ13 Rex-Jap Combination, Roc clutch,
-*-«/ horn, etc., good tyres and in_eplendid

Lear offer.-order; price
Wigan. Tel.

£35.
328

electric
running

Dunw-eH's Garage.
[0764

Rover.
C?-6h.p. Rover, brand new solo; £110.—Jones Garage,

Muswell Hill, N.10. [4168

1 Q21 3y2h.p. Rover, countershaft, only used few
J-*7 miles, all on; bargain. £80.—Boyd, Tulloch-
gribban, Oarrbridge. [3864

3ih.p. Rover Combination, absolutely as new, not
2 a scratch on it, not done 500 miles; £100.—

Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, N.10. [4169

1Q19 3%h.P- T.T. Rover, Philipson racing carbtl-
-L«J retter, as new, a beauty; sacrifice, 49 gna.— ,

Ramsdens. Maybell Av., Blackpool. [4239

"IQ13 Rover 3M?h.p., fast, reliable, economical, adjust-.
Jl*J able pulley, clutch, perfect condition, new back
tyre; £25.—Roseworthy, Harrow Rd., Wembley. [3992

ROVER 1921 5-6h.p. Combination, absolutely as

new; bargain -for ouiek disposal; exchanges.—Newn-
ham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone :

Hammersmith 80. [4444

ROVER 1920 3i/oh.p. Combination, accessories,

splendid condition and appearance; £85; ex-
changes.—Newnham Motor Co., 223. Hammeresmith
Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [3643

ROVER 1920 3Kh.p.. K.S.. all-chain model, 2
lamps, Cowey horn, speedometer, mirror, tools,

first-class condition, owner buying car, examination
by appointment; £70, or near offer.—Lloyd, 12a, St.

Leonard's Rd., Bexhill-on-Sea. [3222

Royal Ruby.
ROYAL EUBY. S^ih.p. Villiers, dropped frame, good

tyres, runs splendidly; 18 gns.—53, Swaffield Rd..
Wandsworth. [4320

RUBY-VILLIEES. 2-speed, thoroughly renovated,
oversize Dnnlops, footboards, Amac, W.S.R., many

extras ; £33.—McKie, Lodge, 143, Preston Rd., Brighton.
(P) [4094

Rudge.
RUDGE, 3y2h.p., I.O.M., 1920, fullv equipped; £56.

—40, Fauconberg Rd., Chiswick. [3825

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London,
3!4h.p. I.O.M. Rudge, 1920; £60.

E.C.-
[4418

"1 Q21 Rudge Multi Combination, 6h.p.; best offer
J-" over £120.—Slrattleworth's. Motor. Keighlev.

[3288
"IQ20 Rudge Multi, T.T., good condition; best offer1" over £50—Seen. E. Foster, Cheetham Hill, Man-
chester. [3952

RUDGE; £25; 3"Ah.p. clutch model; any trial or
examination.—Speechlev, 86, Churchfield Rd.,

Acton, W.3. [4003

clutch, excellent condition; bargain,
'Phone : Hamp-

[4268

1 Q 14 Rudge
-L«7 £25.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale,
stead 1353.

3JLh.p. Rudge Muiti, fully equipped, taxed, variable
2 jet, tyres, belt new; nearest £40.—Riley, Elkstone,

Buxton, Staffs. [4304

RUDGE Multi, 1921 I.O.M. model, new; 70 gns.;
cash, exchange, or deferred payments.—Longman

Bros., Bond St., Ealing. Tel. : 689. [4289

"IQ19 (late) Rudge Multi and sidecar, good condition,
J-t/ electric light, tools, spares, tax paid; £70, or best
offer.— 1, Bobtham Terrace, York. [S4836
"1 Q)20 Rudge 3',<.h. p. Sports, straight through nickel
J-*7 exhaust, exceptionally fast, all on, spares, guar-
anteed; £65, or nearest.—Lake, Soham, Cambs. [4318

3"JLh.p. Rudge Multi, delivered July, 1921, and light
2 sidecar, Cameo wind screen, lamps, generator,

Klaxon; £85.—Hy. Tucker, Pongbourne, Berks. [4093

RUDGE Multi 1919 3V=h.p. Touring Model, pedal
start, lamps, hoin, etc.; £40, bargain.—Elce, Ltd.,

15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. £0072

1 Q20 3iAh.p. Rudge and 35 gn. sidecar, lamps, horn,
-fl-«7 6creeo, spare tyre and belt, condition perfect;
£76; deferred payments and exchanges.—Edwards. SO.
Harrington Rd- ^ South Kensington. [2373

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C—
1922 3[Jh.p. Rudge, sloping tank, I.O.M., £85;

any model supplied. Write for list; easy terms ar-

ranged ; second-hand machines taken in exchange.
[4411

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue..

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P)
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

T>UDGE Multi, Isle of Man models.—We have several

XV of these 1920 and 1921 machines, shop-soiled or
slightlv used, at low prices; exchanges.—Newnham
Motor" Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone :

Hammersmith 80. [3640

Syare Parts

:

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—All Rudge parts in stock. Illustrated

list free. [3679

Scott.

1 Q22 Scott Models in stock, complete; £110; de-
M-iJ livered free—Millard's, Scott Agents, Chester-

field. [4276

SCOTT, 1920, fully equipped, oversize tyres, mileage
2,000; £75.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland

St., W._ [4495

LATE 1920 Scott Combination, Quick sale, perfect

condition, as new, everything on, little used ; £100,
or offer.—Brown, Grocer, March. [3256

1 Q15 Scott Combination, just overhauled, plated and

£70.-

3Ah.p.
4, ru

enamelled at £25, new Easting, lamps, etc.;

-97, Woodelmrch Rd., Birkenhead. [3853

Scott and Turner C.B. sidecar, in splendid
running order, lamps new, tyres in new condi-

tion: bargain, £45.-113, Blenheim Gardens, Wellington.
[3924

SCOTT 1915, not used during war, just overhauled,
in splendid condition, with horn, epeedometer.,

lamps; £45.—Connolly, 101. Chalton St., Euston Rd.,

N.W. [3850

SCOTT Combination, special sports, all accessories,

insurance, aluminium dines, Binks. carburetter,

tyres as new', perfect condition throughout, wind screen,

lot cost £250, cash wanted; sacrifice £100 for Quick
sale; seen by appointment, or photo seut.—11L, Kramer
Mews, West Brompton. [3899

SvarB Parts':

GODFREYS', Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London,
W.I.—Complete stock of all Scott spare parts

always in stock. Write for free spare part list. [0751

SCOTT Riders.—We keep hnge stock new and S.H,
Scott parts. Auv part on approval against cash.—

Ward Motors. Ltd., The Scott Specialists, 32, Hustler
St.. Bradford. [0739

Silver Prince.

SILVER PRINCE, new 1922 combination. Canoelet
sidecar and screen, Stunney bos, Brampton forks,

etc.- 85 gns.— Chinery. 1, Hammersmith Rd., Kensing-
ton. 'Phone: Western 4140. [4307

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY op

1922 MODELS

Douglas Royal Enfield

Norton

Indian

B.S A.

Levis

Velocette

New Imperial Diamond

heleld Henderson

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

SUNBEAM Touring, 3M>h.p., fully equipped, first-class

condition, perfeet, .guaranteed; £85.—Dosser,
Slingfiby, Malton. [4327

CFNBEAil 2-
r

j41i.p., complete with lamp?:, engine over-
^~- hauled, 2 speeds, kick start; £55.—Colonial Motors,
104a, Finchley Ed. Hampstead 7822. [4458

SUNBEAM 1918 3i/
2h.p. Combination, Milli'ord eidV

car with Easting wind screen and carrier; £85.—
Boulton, Shirley Holmes, Lymiugton. [4210

"J Q21 3%h.p. Sunbeam Combination, fully equipped,
-Lt/ small mileage, guaranteed as new; £125.—C.S„ileage, guarant'
14, Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3. Tel. : E. 3155. [4124

N.D.T.

Singer
Shoe Lane, London, E.C.—

£17.—2%h.p.
footboard-':

Oxford.

North..

THE Machine of the moment
5h.o. 2-stroke.

WAUCHOPE'S,
2>£h.p. Singer, 2-speed gear; £25. [4419

Singer, enclosed Bosch, B. and B.,
splendid order.—King, Egrove Farm,

[X4851

SINGER Lightweight, .splendid order; £22; take
push cycle part.— 57", Kenbury St., Camberwell,

London. [4187

£22/10.—Singe.r 2 1/>h.p. 2 speeds, countershaft, very
cheap lot, tax "paid 1922.— 8, High St., Wands-

[4223

Stanger
the Stanger V twin.

This machine is really a first-class

mount with wonderful power, and excellent smooth run-
ning, fitted with the neatest rear springing yet seen;
price £112/10. Send for particulars.—Jones' Garage,
Muswell Hill, London, N.10. [0731

Sun.

3£> GNS., exchange.—1919 Sun-V.T.S., 2-st'.oke, 2-
^ speed, footboards.—Seabridge, Handler Rd., East

Dulwieh. Sydenham 2452. [3668

Tj Q22 Sun-Jap 2%h.p., 2-speed, kick start, h.b.c.
i*7 clutch, a very nice little machine; £63; trade

- supplied.—North London agents, Janes Garage, Mus-
well Hill, N.10. [4171

1 Q22 Sun-Vitesse 2'/jh.p. 2-stroke, from stock;
A-*J £44/2 cash; deferred payments or exchanges;
trade supplied.—North London Agents, Jones Garage,
Muswell Hill, N.10. [4170

Sunbeam.
CROSS, Effingham Square, is agent for Sunbeams in

Rotherham. 4*41). p. in stock. [X4834

SUNBEAM, latest 1922, 3V-h.p. light sporting and
4 I4h.p. model.'?;, stock.—Moss, Wem. [X4858

GUNEEAM 3'Zoh.p., 1921, 2 months ridden; best offer
£j secure;.—Riveiside, London Rd., Retford. [3807

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.—
3|^h.p. 1917 Sunbeam; £80. [4427

SUNBEAM 1922 Models.—Immediate delivery from
Cambridge Agents, Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green

St., Cambridge.

SUNBEAM 1919 3Voh.p. Combination, legshields,
Binks carburetter, Lucas horn, P. and H. lamps,

Cameo screen, luggage grid, licensed, engine and gear
box just overhauled; £117/10.—Herbert Robinson,
Ltd., Green St., Cambridge. [4506

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet St., E.C.—
Sunbeam 1922 models

easy terms.

Zenith

0.

and

Morgan Runabouts, etc

"I Q20 (late) Sunbeam 3M.h.p. Combination, all on,
J-t7 Cowey, Easting, spares, excellent condition, little

used, ivants seeing; tax paid and insurance; £125.-15,
Jacksons Lane, Highgate, N.6. _ [3984

8la. p. Sunbeam Combination, late 1921, Lucas Mag-
dyno, electric born, Cowey speedometer and bora,

spare wheel, sidecar fitted hood, wind screen, watch,
ampmeter, and electric lamp on dashboard, in new
condition; £200.—Griffin, 154, Warwick St., S.W.l.

[3948

I Cfc21 S^h.p. Sporting Model Sunbeam Motor Cycle,
J-tf complete with lamp, generator, horn, and usual

spares, cast aluminium plates, new in April last, and in

exceptionally good condition, tyres unpunctured ; nearest

offer to £115.—Geoffrey Smith. The Motor Ct/dt,

Coventry. K4285
T.D.C.

£16.—De Luxe T.D.C, 2-stroke; bargain, near offer.

—181, Newton Ed., Burton-on-Trent. [4207

T.D.C. 2%h.p. Lightweight, drop trame, Druid spring

forks,' pan saddle, good condition: £15. bargain.

—Box 296, c/o The Mot,iT Cycle. [X4762

Triumph.
"DEEMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Triumphs.

IMMEDIATE Delivery of Tvoe H 4h.p.. 3-speed. £105;
Type SD. chain drive, £115; Type LW, lightweight-

£65 • sidecars from £20 to £50 ; easy payments 4% extra.

—Buy direct from the leading Triumph agents: The
Premier Motor Co., Aston Hd., Birmingham. [0627

VRIUMPH at Brixton.—All models for early de-

livery.—Below.

Triumph Gloria Outfit, absolutely indis-

tinguishable from new; £1 15.—Arthur T. Daw,

Triumph Agent, 114, Brixton Hill. [4439

Countershaft Triumph, perf&'t; £48.-24,
Baliiol Rd., North Kensington. [4252

£115- easy pavment or exVj;

[4374

rpi

19 21

Triurr

19 18

TRIUMPH, Type S.D., _

. change.—Bunting's, Wealdstone

MEET US AT THE
CROSS, Agent for the trusty Triumph for Rotherham

district; new models from stock. [X4833

GOTTBSH MOTOR SHOW r

district ; new

RIUMPH, 1914, 2i/ih. p., 2-speed, splendid condi-

tion; £38.—Tippen, Marden, Kent. [4083

RIUMPH, 1919, 3 speeds, clutch, kick; gift, 75

gns — 53, Swaffield Rd., ^Yands\vorth. [4322

KELVIN HALL, GLASGOW, January;T^f^Vf&^lX. fo
fxSS

27th to February 4th. Our Represen-jTRIr3c STT'fcft&.'K&ESs It
9
.!V life

tativCS Will be at the following Stands i -ITTAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London. E.C.-

__^.«. ... . .. ..__ VV 4h.p. countershaft Triumph, W.D. model; £55..

ALEXANDER'S- Stand No. 178 ™ iuji^ Sl ftne 0SS(

stock at prices to suit .—Ross, 86. High Rd..:
[4485

ENFIELD
INDIAN -

IVIATCHLESS

231RUNABOUT - „

ALL THE LATEST MODELS
BEING EXHIBITED.

Any model supplied on
[4399

ALEXANDER'S
113-115, Lothian Rd., EDINBURGH

272-274, Gt. Western Rd., GLASGOW

[4417

rpRlUMPHS—A fine assortment of aU modeL^ in

179 Lee

tOfS 1(120 Triumph 4h.p. Combination, as new; £80.—
lOi it> Goad 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone: HampstealJ

1353. [««
• 80ilO21 Triumph Combination, accessories, guaranteed!

lit/ perfect; £110.—Hurst, 1, Endsleigh Gardens,

1 81 Word. [3816

1 <Tkl8 Triumph 4h.p., 3-specd countershaft, perfect;

19G Ail bargain, £70.-Buteher, Mislingford, Wickham,;*

• Hants. l4" a

18 —31/yi.p. Triumph, Bosch, B. and B
:

,
footboards,}

splendid running
Oxford.

TRIUMPH, modern frame, tank, etc., fitted 3V2h.p.'.

engine; £29/10—Simpson, Orchard, Snnbury-on-

Thames. L4121

O.CH. the Triumph agents; cash, exchanges, or!

deferred payments.-5, Heath St., Hamp-tead

(Near tube.) I3369

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Combination, 1919, Easting

screen, nice condition; £75.—Snow, Laurel St.,

Dalston, E.8. I 4485

RIUMPH 1921 3*peed Model, chain- drive,
.
mileage^

800, perfect; £90.-Lauience, 19, Ashleigh Rd.

Leicester. ^954

15/10.—Triumph, 1914, fixed engine, T.T. moMi
splendid order.—Speechley, 86. Churehftekl Hd.,

Acton, W.3. .

t
4004

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.—
1920-21 Triumph and sidecar; £95; eastern

easy terms.

.4E
1

Oxf(

TI

Thai

•p.(

(Ne;

T ,

Dais

Leic

£'

order.—King, Egrove Farm,;
[X4852

[4412

B36 AH letters relatinri to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1RIUMPH 1922 Models.—Immediate delivery from

Cambridge Agents, Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green

, Cambridge. t4507

914^4 Triumph, 3-speed, clutch, beautiful condi-

tion; £40; exchange.—Fairhurst, 68b, Standish-

te, Wigan I4098

IRIUMPH 3TAh.p., clutch, kick start, unused 5 years,

new condition, fully equipped; £33.-121, Aoton

ne, Chiswiek, W.4. L4342

TRIUMPH 3V'li-P- very powerful, take 2 anywhere;
. £28; take lightweight part.—57, Kenbury St.,

.mberwell, London. [4189

919 Triumph Combination, 4h.p., engine, gear

box, just overhauled; £85, ot nearest offer.—

aall Dean, Wendover. [3815

919 Triumph, fully equipped, insured, beautiful

condition and appearance; £67/10. — 4, knn
irdens, Hammersmith. [4073

922 Triumph, all models, at list prices; deferred

payment or exchanges.—Edwards, 50. Harriup-

n Rd., South Kensington. f .1 678

»25.—Triumph 34&h.p., clutch model, lamps, horn,

' etc., fine running order —Smith's, 86, Chalk Pnrm
L, opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station. [4430

IRIUMPH Combination, 1918, guaranteed perfect,

- speedometer, wind screen, 2 horns, lamps, new

res; £95—191, Amhurst Rd., Hackney. [3805

922 4h.p. Model H Triumphs, with T.T. and tour-

ing bars, in stock; exchanges.—Walbro Motor

Tie Co., Saffron Walden. 'Phone : 45. [4826

HRIUMFHS.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing.

- Tel. : 639. District agents. Immediate de-

rery; cash, exchange, or deferred payments. [4286

913 Triumph, 3-speed, clutch, recent overhaul, me-
chanically perfect, Bosch, Lucas set: £30.—

ranch, O'Kelly and Co., 27, Long Acre, W.O. [4063

>ACING Countershaft Triumph, 3 speeds, aluminium
& piston, engine and gears perfect, fully equipped

rd spares; £55.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [X4853

919 Triumph-Gloria Combination, all accessories,

perfect order; £65, including insurance; owner

jing abroad.—Cleeve, High St., Old Southgate, N.14.
[3814

DABT Triumph, 1920, splendid, Brooks cantilever,

5 Binks, 120 ui.p.g., accessories, fully insured,

ensed- £49/10.— Miles, 136, Silvermere Rd., Catford.
[4089

PRIUMPH 1920 2 ]̂ h.p. Junior, Lucas lamps, first-

L class condition; £42.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,

ammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.
[3637

SUSSEX. — 1920 Triumph-Montgomery, lavishly

J equipped, cost £190, equal new; any trial; ex-

liange Morgan, or sell £110.—Hales, Rowlands Rd.,

Worthing. [3842

rRIUMPH, 1922 models, for immediate delivery;

cash, exchange, deferred payments.—Newnham
[otor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone:
[ammersraith 80. [3626

I Q21 Triumph, Model H, semi T.T. bars, 2 sprockets,
Lt/ many spares, like new, all on, tax paid, new
unlops; seen private; £80.—Attwood, 50a, Beulah
td., Thornton Heath (32 'bus).' [4228

rRIUMPHS.—We are the North London agents, and
can deliver from stock for cash, deferred pay-

nents, or exchange.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, and
Voodside Parade, N". Finchley. T0382

[3070
rRIUMPH 4h.p. Solo, 3-speed Sturmey-Archer

countershaft gear box, lamps, excellent order;
255.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.,
V.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. , [3636

rRIUMPH, 4h.p., 1918, with Millford sidecar,

speedometer, lamps, and horn, discs; £75; ex-

hanges.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.,

V.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith. 80. [3631

2Q GNS. — 1919 Triumph-Gloria Combination,
3 «7 dynamo lighting, electric horn, speedometer,
rind screen, etc., beautiful turnout, in excellent con-

lition.—4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. {4072

LATE 1920 'Triumph Combination, 3-speed, K.S.,
clutch, sports sidecar, mechanical lubrication, I

jucas lamps, new condition; £85.—S. and B. Motors,]
6, King's College Rd., Hampstead (5 mins. Swiss]
Dottage, M.E.T.). . [4479

1

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., E.C.-
1922 Triumphs, 4h.p>., all chain models, 3\

speeds, £115; 4h.p. chain and belt, £105; 2Vjh.p. 2-

tfroke model, £65; 4h.p. combination, £145. Easy!
terms and exchange.—'Phone: Holborn 5777. [4400

1

| Q21 Triumph Combination, issued new October, 1921,
1-*J 4h.p. (Model H.J, Montgomery sidecar, equipped
vith 3 lamps and horn, mileage only 300, condition
tad appearance as new, end of term bargain, and quite
iniepeatable at £107/10 cash.—The Layton Garages, 90,
High St.,- Oxford. [3655

THREE Months' Guarantee with every machine pur-
chased from us. We have several countershaft

Triumphs, fitted with 75% brand new parts, including
engines, gear boxes, etc., fully equipped, lamps, etc.;
£77. Extendd payments. Come and inspect our
stock. Also any brand new model supplied. Let us
book your order.—The Triumph Specialists, The Hack-
ford Eng. Co., 33, Hackford Rd., Brixton. [4034

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

immediate deli very.

-

Spnre Parts

:

TRIUMPH Spares;
Bond St., Ealing.

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge, the Triumph specialists. Every part in

-Kays, 8,

[3615

stock. [3681

TRIUMPH Spare Paits for all models, also Sturmey-
Archer gear parts from stock, post free. Gear

overhauls by specialist.—Jones' Garage, Broadway,
Muswell Hill, N.10. [0746

TRIUMPH Parts, 1904 to 1921.—Every part, any
year, in stock, new or second--hand, guaranteed

serviceable. Enclose ctainp for reply. Why not second-
hand goods in place of new while prices are so high?
Half the price: satisfaction guaranteed.—Eorfield Motors.
11, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [X4879

Trump
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., E.C.—

1922 Tiump-Japs, 2?Sli.p. engine; £60; easy
terms and exchange. [4401

Velocette.
22 Velocette.—Immediate delivery of any model
from Pieuiier Motor Co., Aston Rd. r

Biiminglram.
[X4842

VELOCETTE 2-etroke, believed 1916-17, in perfect
' mechanical condition, new tyres and lots spares;

£25.—Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchley Rd. Hampstead
7822. [4459

NEW Velocette, 1921 model,, with internal expanding
brakes to both wheels, and other latest improve-

ments at enormous reductions, 2-speed £55, 3-speed
£62, lady's open frame £55; carry makers' full guaran-
tee; easy payments only 4% extra.— Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Rd., Birmingham, [X4843

Verus.
2-stroke, a-s new, fully equipped,

19

£4:10
IS THE ONLY
EXTRA (fitted'/-.

TO EQUIP YOUR
NEW MACHINE

WITH

POWERFUL
ELECTRIC

LICHTS
IF ITS A

VILLI ERS
TWO-STROKE
WORKS :-

SUNBEAM STREET
WOLVERHAMPTON

»29.-1921 Veins,
* perfect.—Ewers, Newton Rd., Biirton-on-Trent.

[4208
1 Ci 21 Verus, 4ii.p. Blackburne engine, 3-speed, clutch,

J-i/ K.S., perfect condition throughout; £78:
deferred payment and exchanges.—Edwards. 50, Har-
rington Rd.. South Kensington [1672

1 Q20 Verus 2*411. p., single speed, good as new, elec-

JL*7 trie light outfit, good accessories, suit overalls

(Sft. 6in.), insurance; lot cost over £75; £45; appoint-
ment only.—Schofield, 25, Santos Rd., Wandsworth,
S.W.18. [3178

Victoria

3<lh p. Victoria-Precision Combination; 3-speed, clutch;

4 trial; tax paid; £31.—Ward, Red Bank. Chorley.
[X4845

Williamson.
8h.p. Williamson Combination, fully equipped, spares,

wind screen, speedometer, carrier seat, excellent

outfit; 49 gns.—4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [4075

Win.
3.1h.p. Win-Preeision, excellent condition, thoroughly

2 overhauled; £35.—Baxter, Newton, Folkingham,
[3830

Wolf.
Lines

WOLF 2';ih.p., 2-speed and clutch; £26; very good
order; exchanges.—Newnham Motor Co., 223^

Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone ; Hammersmitli 80."

[3630
Wooler.

WOOLER 1921 2 riih.p., all-chain model, lamps,'
horn, £70, very nice machine, 3-speed gear box;-

also 1920 belt drive model, £55; exchanges.—Newnham
Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone :

Hammersmith 80. [4445

Zenith

A LLAN GRUZELIER
cycles

"1Q22 Show Model Chain" D

Specialist in Zenith motor

Biadshaw; £119.

22 8h.p. Sports Engined Countershaft Combination.
every accessory; £160.

,2 5h.p. Sports, shop-soiled; £95.

21 8h.p. Countershaft Model, new, soiled; £112.

3^. p. Bradshaw, soiled;

20. 8h.p. Clutch Model, soiled;

19

19
19
19
19
I

Can Give Immediate Delivery of any of the above

and all 1922 models.

"PREFERRED Payments Arranged Without Delay.

21 £95.

£90.

DEAL with the man who specialises, for satisfaction.

-Allan Gruzelier, Ulster Chambers, 168, Regent

St., W. Regent 205. U989

SHREWSBURY Agent, Zenith; early delivery all

models.-J. C. Pickering. [X4872

4h.p. Zenith-Jap. £50, or £30 and another machine:

oflers.-27, Lower Grove, Wandsworth. [4214

ZENITH 1919 6h.p. Sports, fully equipped: £78.—
Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [4493

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the

Motor Cycles advertised by
number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue,

private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Zenith*

"I Q21 (Oct.), 5h.p. Zenith,
xtf as

"

Don caste

fully equipped, new con-
-Rolfe, Kirk Bramwith,

[3829

ZENITH Combinntion, 6h.p., recently overhauled;
trial ; speedometer,

Twickenham.
etc. £50.- Stainea Ed.,

[3974

WATJCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St., B.C.—
New 1922 Zenith-Bradshaw; £113; easy terms

and exchange. [4402

ZENITH.—Last week of sale at Barnes. Exchange
Henderson, A.B.C., Ner-a-Car, A.V.— 2, Madrid ltd.,

Barnes, S.W.13. [4513

£22/10.—Zenith 3Voh.p., J.A.P. engine, Gradua gear,
accessories, tax paid 1922; real snip.— 8, High

St., Wandsworth. [4218

1921, 90 bore,
mechanic-ally

Hill, Sussex.

o.h.y., as new, ce

perfect; ofiers.-

sy starter
-Petersen,

[3863

2TENITH
^ and

Turner's

ZENITH Motor Cycles.—Special offer of new and
competition machines.—Write Zenith Motors,

Ltd., Hampton Court.

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139.
mingham, for immediate delivery

Zenith-Bradshaw; price £118.

PHENOMENAL Bargain.—1920 8h.p.
Zenith combination, new tyres, spares,

£95.—Collbran, 12, Sumner Place, S.W.7.

[3821

New St., Bir-
t'join stock of

[0711

countershaft
owner driven

:

[3963

1O20 8b.p. Countershaft Zenith Combination, well
J-*/ fitted, property of motor journalist, "and carefully"
used; £105.-17, Garden Av., Mitcham, S.W. [4103

ZENITH, 1919, 3^h.p., single-cyl., standard model,
just overhauled, splendid condition, lamps, and

horn; £58, or nearest.—Tippen, Maiden, Kent. [4084

ZENITH 1920 8h.p. Sports, Cox-Atmos, Boniksen,
large head lamp,

-Kermode,

F.O.C.H.,
deferred payments;

19 21
,

1 022 Zenith-Bradshaw
J-J7 livery; £118; cash.

_, excellent order; £80, or offers.

Blundell Av., Birkdale., Southport.
[4129

the Zenith agents; cash, exchanges, or
j

sound second-hand machines
j

stock.—5, Heath St., Hampstead. (Near tube.)
[3368

!

1 Q21 Zenith 8h.p. Countershaft Combination, per-

J

-L*7 feet condition, fully equipped, many spares;;
£105.—James, 91, Abingdon Rd., Kensington, W.8. :

After five. [4237

ZENITH-BRADSHAW Models, for immediate de-
livery; cash, exchange, deferred payments.

—

Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6-
'Phone : Hammersmith 80. a. [3627

Zenith Sports 5h.p., lamps, Klaxon, small
mileage, in excellent condition throughout; £65;

deferred payments or exchanges.—Edwards, 50, Har-
rington Rd., South Knsington, . [4461

1 Q22 Zeniths, all models.—5h.p. J.A.P., counter-
-L*y shaft, £118; with sidecar, £147; immediate
delivery; actual Show model in stock. Order early.

—

South Eastern Garage, Heme Hill. S.E.24. [3598

stock for immediate de-
j

.
excliange, or extended par-

;

ments.—Allen-Bennett Motor Co., Ltd., 9-10-11, Royal
Parade, London Rd„ West Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon
2450. [0734

SPECIAL 8h.p. Spoits Zenith, Dec, 1920, fitted with
1 T.T. bars, racing pulley, F.E.W. valve attachments,

adjustable jet, lamps, horn, knee-grips and spares,
machine in perfect and unscxatcbed condition ; owner
going abroad; £100.—Harris, 11, Brecknock Rd., N.19

[3359QA Bore o.h.v. 8-10h.p. Zenith, late 1921 model, costW £150, nickel plated tank, 2 nickel plated exhaust
pipes to end of back mudguard, one on either side of
back wheel, in perfect running order, will dust anything,
smartest and sportiest bike on the road; open to reason-
able offer.—Apply, Castle, 2e, Portman Mansions, Baker
St. 'Phone: LangTiam 1843, or East 747. [4037

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

I^RANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-
mingham, distributing agents for the Lady's Ivy,

daintiest of all ladies' machines; £62, complete. Rend
for list. [0724

Miscellaneous.

1 Q21 Matchless, Magdyuo, Easting, mileage .1,300,
J-«7 as new. offers; also 1911 2^h.p. Ariel, good,
order, £12.—Kay, Norbury, Sutton -on-Sea. [4036

COMBINATION,
order, £19;

order.—H. R.
London.

B 1

J.A.P. twin, with clutch, good
also Bradburv 3 ]Ah.p. E0lo, £11, good

Hall, Hutton Grove, North FinchleyJ
[3817

1

BUNTING'S Buy, Sell, or Exchange any make of
motor cycle. State your requirements. We under-

take to do your business and give you satisfaction. Dis-
tance immaterial.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Weald-
stone. [9650

>RAND New 1922 B.S.A., Triumph, Levis. O.K.
Junior. A.J.S.. Matchless, Douglas, Enfield light-

weight, Unibus, and 8h.p. Rover" in stock; your used
machine in part exchange; try us.—Walbro Motor-
Cycle Co., Saffron Wajden. 'Phone: 45. [X4821

DYNAMO

LIGHTING SETS
for

Cars and Motor Cycles.

SOLO MOTOR CYCLE SET
WITH ALL FITTINGS FOR
MOST TYPES OF MACHINES
INCLUDING :—

4 volt, 3-4 amp. direct current

charging dynamo.

Automatic cut-out and junction

box with clip for attachment to

frame.

Accumulator in strong metal

case with clips and switches.

b\'
J

best quality black and
nickel head lamp with bulb and
brackets.

Tail lamp with bulb-

Wiring.

Special dynamo fittings and drive

£12 - - 6 Complete
NO EXTRAS.

Full particulars of sidecar

sets, 6 volt sets and Light

Car sets.

also

Lamps and Accessories from :

The ASTRA DYNAMO Co.,

110, Victoria Street, S.W.I.
Telephone : Victoria 7545

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

TONES Garage.—Late 1921 Alldays Allon, not done
• t

50
,9

miIes
' absolutely as new. unscratched, fitted

1

with all accessories and speedometer; £55.
TOMES Garage.—Late 1920 4h.p. Douglas combina.
*J tion, absolutely as -new, seeing means buying;

JONES Garage.—1920 23,ih.p. Douglas, 3-speed, kick
start, h.b.c. clutch, absolutely perfect; £68.

JONES Garage.—1920 Henderson lOh.p. combina-
tion, not used since March, 1921, speedometer,

all accessories, new tyres, extra large Canoelet side-
car, would make real good 2-seater, a real bargain,
guaranteed; £135.

JONES Garage.—1920 7-9h.p. electric model Power-'
plus Indian combination, all accessories, including

Easting wind screen, like new, guaranteed perfect;
£120.

-1920 4'/ih.p. Quadrant combination,
all lamps and Easting wind screentL

JONES Garage,
unscratched,

£82/10.

JONES Garage.—1919 ?-9h.p. Harley combination,,
electric model, all on, guaranteed perfect; £110.

JONES Garage—Late 1919 3V»h.p. P. and M. com-
bination, as new and in showroom condition, not

W.D., fully equipped; £80.

JONES Garage.—Late 1319 3}.2h.p. Sunbeam, as new,,
a real good first-class mount, fully equipped with

Lucas accessories. This only wants seeing; £90,

JONES Garage.—1919 Spur-Villiers, 2-speed. not.?

used since March, 1920, absolutely perfect and
as new; £40.

JONTCS Garage.—1920 4h.p. Model H Triumph and
sidecar, fully equipped, not used at all in 1921,

a real good bargain

:

£105.

James 2-stroke,

J
OWES Garage.—1918 James 2%h.p.

speed, fully equipped, in excellent order; £35.

JONES Garage.—1917 2%h.p. 2-speed Douglas, fully

equipped, thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed
perfect; £42/10.

JONES Garage.—1914 7-9h.p. 2-speed Indian. 2
almost new tyres, thoroughly overhauled and

guaranteed perfect; £40.

JONES Garage.—All the above and any second-hand
motor cycle is sold with a 3 months' guarantee;

deferred payments if desired.

JONES Garage.—Full particulars of any of the above

machines will be sent you with the greatest of

pleasure —Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, London, N.10.'

for second-hand cycles.

[4172
combinations, antii.

F.O.G.H. -.

runabouts at bargain prices; exchanges arranged.

B32

Anv new cycle, combination, or cor supplied; cash or

easy payments.—Fair Offer Car House. 5. Heath St,

Hninpstead (near Tube). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752.

Hours : 9-7, including Saturdays. " [3374

BARGAINS.-New O.K.s, Ariels. Harleys, Omegas,

Quadrants; exchanges entertained. — Booths

Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS —1920 Matchless combination, detach-

able wheels, £130/10/6; 6h.p. Zenith combina-

tion, £49/10/6.—Booths' Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—1917 Allon, 3-speed gear, clutch, kick

starter, lamps, speedometer, £42/10/6.—Booths
Motories.

BOOTHS' Bargains. — Free engine Triumph.

£22/10/6; 4-cyl. F.N., 2 speeds, £29/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.— 1920 Williamson 6h.p, com-

I

bination, £95/10/6; another, dynamo lighting,

£115/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—Harley-Davidson combination,

mileage 300, £139/10/6; 3h.p. Humber.

£10/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.— 1915 B.S.A. combination,

£55/19/6; 1920 Wooler, £49/19/6; 3h.p. 2-speed

Enfield. £29/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains—8h. p. Premier combination,

£49/10/6; 1914 Phelon and Moore, £35/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.-1917 4h.p. Douglas. £59/19/6;
1919 41rp. Douglas combination. £89/10/6;

another, electric lighting, £95/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.-1916 Douglas, £47/10/6: 1920 ,

Morgan de luxe, M.A.G. engine, speedometer,

£165/10/6' 1920 3M:h.p. Ariel combination, £85/19/6; -

GWK li"ht car, £139/10/6; 1922 new 4%h.p. Quad-

rant combination, £100—Booths' Motories, Halifax.

W\LBRO Bargains in Sound Used Machines.—
1921 6h.p. B.S.A. combination, spare wheel, all

Lucas best equipment, been 500 miles only, and as

new £145; 1918 4h.p. Douglas, all on, £60; 1913 -

3'Ahp clutch Triumph, very good, all on, £35; 1916'

5-6h'p! Zenith, clutch model, all on, as new, £55;
1919' 2"'ih p. Omega-Jap, 2 speeds, all on, £38; 1919

2V>hp. Clvno, all on, as new, £40; 1922 2'sih.p. 3-3

speed clutch Douglas, slightly soiled only, £80;

1921 41Sh p B.S.A., all chain, shop-soiled only. £90;
1921 2 5Ah.p. Diamond-Jap. 2 speeds, all on. equal 'i

new £45- 1921 4h.p. Model H Triumph, shop-soiled -

only £95; 1912 o'Ah.p. Rover, 3 speeds and clutch, i

in rice order, . all on, £35; 1920 3Vi;b.p. Ariel com- .

bination, little used, all on, £85; 1912 2 ?iih.p. Douglas,!

2 speeds, all on, Degory carburetter. £25; exchanges-. 5

satisfaction guaranteed.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., I

Saffron Walden. 'Phone: 45. [X4822

at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

c
fF You Wish

rpo Sell your motor cycle for cash,

WE "are buyers for motor cycle and combination.
We give full market price, and pay cash on

spot.—Write, 'phone, or call, Percy and Co., 314 and
316, Euston ltd., N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum 1337.

[3472
TEW 1

ALWAYS Buy

SOLOS, combinations, cycle cars. Ii in town, write,
'phone, or call. If country, send to London

terminus. We collect free and send best cash offer.

—

W. T. Dunn, Ltd., 326, Euston Rd., London. Museum
5391. [0332

/""(ASH

TyAITING

"piOR Motor Cycles.

/"COMBINATION or Solo, any quantity, any make,
*^ any condition. • Exchanges a speciality.—T. and
B. Motor Co.. Ltd.. 372, Euston Ed., N.W.I. Museum
6581. r5560

w T. DUNN, Ltd., always buy.

FULL Market Value given for modern solos, com
binations, and cycle cars. Coll, write, or 'Phone

Museum 5391.—W. T. Dunn, Ltd., 326, Eustoii Rd.,
London. [0332

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place
for disposing of motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a cash
ofier at sight.

PALMEK'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure of a
good cheque if you sell your machine at Palmer's

Garage.

PALMER'S Garape, Tooting.—Thousands of men ha
sold their machines here.

TDALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of
-- motor cycles in the weekly auction sale every
Thursday at 2.

"DALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage charge is
-* incurred until 7 days' notice is given.

"DALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
-*• from any London railway station. The auction
sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

"DALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash offer not
-1

- accepted, machine- can be included in auction sale.
held every 'Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fix the price and
we do the rest.

T>ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms: Selling com-
-*- mission 7 1/3%, not chargeable unless machine i

sold. If no sale a nominal auction fee is charged.
For motor cars, 20/-; motor cycles under £50 value,
5/-; ditto over £50 value, 10/-. . When we effect a
sale these charges are cancelled and commission charged.
"DALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogues free. Tel.

:

-*- 208 Streatham. T.A. : Palmer's Garage Tootine.
[4471

WANTED, motor cycle or combination.—64, Church
St., Edgware Rd., London. [4483

r>3h.p. Douglas Motor Cycle, not older 1914.—Box*4 8,094, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4510
QCOTT Cycle, 1921, solo.—Major Morris, Zephyr
>^ Lodge, Little Common Rd., Bexhill. [3988

"I Q20 Diamond-Villiers, single speed; deposit system.
-*-«/ —35. Grosveuor St.. Lone-ton. Staff* nra^Qfl-35, Grosveuor St., Longton, Staffs, [S4798

WANTED, motor cycle, any condition; cheap for
cash.—61, Grand Parade, Harringay, N. [4115

£30 Offered for "good 4h.p. Douglas.—Hull, 131,
George Lane, South Woodford, London. [3892

P.
and M., also spares, incomplete machine considered.
—Kemp, 68, Belsize Park, London.. (D) [3878

WANTED, 23411^ Douglas, not earlier 1918.— 2,
Howard Rd., Morpeth, Northumberland. [3840

Oiih.p. Lightweight, cheap; no dealers; Douglas pre
<V4 ferred—6, Bridge Rd., Bedford Park, W. [3935

WANTED, S'h.p. 1921 combination; particulars and
lowest price.—Raw'.ings. Burlington Place, Bath.

[3881

W"ANTED, late solo or combination, for cash.—C.S.,
14, Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3. Tel. : E. 3155.

[4125
WANTED, Triumph, countershaft, not earlier 1918,

cheap, reliable.—33, Watney Rd., Mortlake.
[4343

"\TTANTED, 3"
L.h.p. sloping tank Rudge; write price,

VY date, etc.—A. Cos, 161, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.,

GOOD Solo or Combination wanted for cash, late
models only.—37, Canterbury Rd., .Dalston, N.I.!

[4476 !

coatee foy^ffityf

1 Brand New 4 h.p.

Douglas, No. 175, ridden

by Mr. Gus. Kuhn.

1 Burlington Re-con-
ditioned 4 h.p. Douglas,

ridden by Mr. L. Heller.

This forms convincing proof
of the complete reliability of
Burlington Douglases, both
New and Re-conditioned.

Immediate Delivery can be
given of either.

CASH OR DEFERRED
PAYMENTS.

Ask for .full particulars of these

machines and our Free Insurance
Scheme.

The prices ot our Re-conditioned Models
are as follows

:

7% hp., fully equipped with Lamps, Horn,
and Licence Holder, fitted

witn *Vici" Single Lever
Carburetter ..r

4 h.p , Solo, 3-sj>2ed, kick
start, all on

4 h.p. Combination, fully equipped with

Lamps, Horns, Licence Holder, and with

new Burlineton No. 2 Touring Model
Sidecar Body, complete
wi'.h Storm Aprcn

55 gns.

75 gns.

1 ouring model

93 gns.

7, South Side?

Clapham Common, S.W.4
'Phone: Brixton 2417.

Wire: Burlington, Motors, Clapham.

Just by Clapham Common Under-
ground Station.

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
COMBINATION Wanted, Matchless, A.J.S., Black-

' burne, Sunbeam, spot cash—253, Munster Ed.,
Fulham. [1136

A.B.C., Harley, or Scott wanted (Loudon district).—

Full particulars to Box 8,061, c/o The Motor
Cijclc. [3936

TRIUMPH, P. and M., Zenith; give £35 and £10
camera.—Leath, 5, Villason-the-Heath, Hamp-

stead. [4041

WANTED, combination, solo, reasonable; cash wart •

inc.—Mosedale, 30, Canterbury Rd., Kilbum.
N.W.6. [3428

WANTED, motor cycle or combination, about 5h.p.

;

state lowest; damaged not objected.—29, Bussoll

Rd., Tottenham. 13968

LATE Douglas or Triumph Combination; state

lowest cash; no dealers.—H.S.G., 33, Graham
Rd., Wimbledon. f254

WAITED, Indian, Harley-Davidson, or American

X, single geared, clutch model—Box 8,020. c/o

The Motor Cycle. [3835

INDIAN 1915-18 Combination wanted. 3V=h.p. Singer

combination, £40, part exchange, cash adjustment.

-78, Maury Rd., N.16. [4061

WANTED, 4h.p. solo or combination, about 1920,

cheap and good condition, any good mate.—Smith,
107, Lothnir Rd., Leicester.

' [X4797

CASH Waiting; 60lo and combinations, good pricei

given.—Write, 'phone, or call, Edwards, 50, Hai-

rinston Rd., South Kensington. 'Phone: Ken. 3709.
[0604

TUTANTED Urgently, for spot cash, Triumphs andW modern lightweights.—Goad, 122, Maida, Vale

(private house garage). 'Phone: Hampstead 1353.

WANTED, Connaught or Velocettc, 1921, 2 speeds,

clutch, kick, all on, perfect, about £35.—Fullest
particulars, Hollicot, Mere Green, Birmingham (P)

WANTED, modern motor cycle, combination, or 3-

wheel runabout; state full particulars and lowest;

cash price.—Osborne, Draper, 33, Jubilee Rd., Don-

caster. IWUZ

CASH on Sight for new and second-hand motor cycles

and combinations, any make or condition.—Call,

write, or 'phone, Short and Glass, Ltd., 485^193, Upper
Richmond Rd.. East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone: Richmond

j 2362 and 2363. [U37^

~\TTANTED, 4h.p. Douglas or Enfield combination.

V'V complete, 1920-21, must be guaranteed perfect

older, subject satisfactory trial run. and delivered; Cflsh

waiting; letters first, lowest price, etc.; no dealers.—

G.W., 32, Chester Ed., Kidderminster. [X4749

SEND Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cash

offer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest

station Wimbledon. We will collect from any London
station. Machine can be included in auction sale

if desired.—Sole address : Palmer's Garage, Tooting
[4468

TRICARS FOR SALE.

AC. Sociables, by the A.C. Co., dependable run-

a bouts, take 2 persons anywhere, good condition

and appearance, fully equipped; from £50 to £85;
trial.—29, Allsop St., Upper Baker St., London, N.W.

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
ECONOMIC Motor Attachment, brand new; £12, cost

£26.-106a, Gt. Moor St., Bolton. [4331

WALL Auto-Wheel, fine condition; price £8.—
Foord, 72, Portland Terrace, Southampton.

[4333

JE S Motor Attachment, for push cycle, perfect order

:

£10.—Woodward, Aldwick, Sunnydene Rd., Purley.

Surrey. t^ 2

WALL Auto-Wheel, 1919, very little used, perfect

condition; £12; call any time—284, Goldhawk
[Ed., Shepherd's Bush, W.12. [4340

AUTO-WHEEL, B.S.A. de Luxe and bicycle, good

running order, complete; £10, or separate-

Critten, 19, Sealescombe Rd., Fulham. [4120

CONVERSION Set, ready to clip in frame of push-

bike, 2h.p. engine, carburetter, Bosch mag., tank,

1 belt, etc., complete; £6.—MacEwen. Ravenstone,

Whithorn, 'Wigtownshire. [X4767

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
INGSBUEY Scooters and Spare Parts.— 3, Kendall's

. Mews, George St., W.l. [5334

BRAND New Autoped Scooter, dynamo lighting,

li/,h.p., single-speed; £15.—Percy and Co
Eustoii "Rd., N.W.I.

314,
[3473

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.

HOODS, double texture twill, brass or nickel fittings,

to fit any sidecar, from £2.—Below.

EASTING Wind Screen, new, celluloid panel, and as

new, 50/-.—Below

WIND Screens, adjustable, with apron. 30/- and 35/-.

Hoods re-covered, new celluloid fitted to wind

screens-Collins and Son, rear of 84, High St., Putney,

.S.W.. .
f4515

All letters relating to advertisements shouid auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A25
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HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
HEKCULES Hoods and Aprons. Write for list.—

Hercules Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters Ed., Totten-
ham. [3230

BENT Hoops, hood fittings, straps, turnbuttons,
twills, etc.; hardwood polished wind screens,

27/6.—Henry Jones, 778, High Ed., Tottenham, Lon-
don. [3772

RENNOC Co.—We are actual manufacturers of hoods,
screens, and aprons. Send for liet. — Eennnc

Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marlborough Ed., Upper Holloway,
N.19. [2321

ROBINI Mfg. Co.—The Bower adjustable wind screen,
made of celluloid and thick twill, all enamel fittings,

complete with Coverall apron ; 35/-, carriage paid. Money
returned if not srtisfied—'Phone : Brixton 1585 —
Robini Manfc. Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W.

[4378

BODIES.
RENNOC Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacturers, 35

models, also several clearance, cheap to clear.

RENNOC Co. specialise in repairs, repainting, and
upholstering.—Kennoc Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marl-

borough Ed., Upper Holloway, N.19. [2320

VENUS Step Bodies, for old type chassis, 15 models
in stock; catalogues ready.—Venus Sidecar Co.,

694, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. [4520

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Eodies fit any chassis, first-

class finish ; have a few coacliturilt bodies, clear-
ance lines from £5 each ; extra good value. — The
Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester. [0336

TOURING, sporting, bulbous back, 2-seater, stepped
bodies; hoods, screens (all makes), aprons, mats;

repairs, repaints.—T. Wrlliams, Manufacturer, 9, Lower
Chatham St., Oxford Ed., Manchester. [X4875

COBB Speedman Sidecar Bodies, new 1922 models,
handsomely streamlined type; unpainted, un-

upholstered £3; superbly finished any colour desired,
and comfortably upholstered, £4/5; all carriage paid;
can be fitted to anv chassis.—Carlton Sidecars, 18,
Midland Hd.. Carlton. Nottingham. [4082

BODIES to suit everybody. Light touring model
£6/10, Brooklands model £7/10, De Luxe touring

model £8/10. Write or tall for particulars of free in-
surance.—Light Car and Motor Cvele Engineering Co.,
Ltd., 26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. (Half minute from Brix-
ton Skating Eink.) Tel.: Brixton 1292. [4386

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to pcale.—
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers
to the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when
designing new ideas.— 20, Tudor St., London, E C 4

[0004
ROBINI Manfc. Co.—Wonderful bargains in brand

new coachbuilt bodies of many different types,
sports,' etc., complete with Coverall aprons, £8; 2-
seaters, £10/10; catalogue on request; a few shop-
soiled bodies at £6/15; 2-seater Millford body on Mill-
ford chassis, complete with tyre and tube and all fit-
tings, suitable for any machine, slightly used, £11/10,
a bargain

;
carriage extra. See Sidecar Attach, column —

'Phone; 1585 Brixton.—Robini Manfc. Co., 1 and 3
Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W. [4376

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s
"POR

CANDHAM. the smartest sidecar specialists.

SANDUM Sidecars.—Our pre-war prices were the talk
of the show; £14 to £50. Write for new catalogue.

SANDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen, a hood, screen
and apron; £2/15 and £3/18. Write for list.

'

SANDUM (V-shapedl Wind Screen.—Our South London
agent writes: "An instantaneous success; sold

out; send further supply." Agents, get in touch with us.

SANDHAM Engineering Co.. Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
Ed., W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. [0019

"CTREE, Free, Free.

AS An Advertisement for one month only, to each
purchaser of every sidecar we are giving a wind

screen value 30/- free.—Below.

COACHBUILT Bulbous Back Models, complete with
wind screen, from £6; polished aluminium, from

£7. Bodies can be painted and upholstered to cus-
tomers' requirements. Bodies in stock to suit all makes.

WE Specialise in Eepairs, repainting, and reuphol-
stering.—Below.

CHASSIS, underslung models, from £7/7 We
specialise in frame repairs of all kinds.

ALSO Few Second-hand Chassis for Sale.—Collins and
Sons, rear of 84, High St., Putney, S.W. [4516

k—E. Carter, 190, Lowfielr
[425(

RACING Sidecar, very light; accept £6/10—24
Geraldine Ed., Chiswick. r/iic/

r-^

CANE Sidecar for sale; £4.-E. Carter, 190, Lowfield
St., Dartford, Kent. [4256

[4354
TIGHT Sidecar, complete, lamp; £5.-28 St Mar-

- caret's Ed., Brockley, S.E. '

[S808
T IGHT WATSONIAN, as new, £7; medium Gloria-M £7.-17, Heaton Rd., Mrtcham. [4142

PHILIPS6FT5
PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
AND GEAR COMBINED.

Latest

!

GOVERNOR PULLEY AND
VARIABLE GEAR COM-
BINED WITH FLY WHEEL
for all two-stroke engines.

The Lightest, Speediest, and
Simplest Gear on the market
for direct belt-driven 2-stroke

and 4-stroke engines.

ONLY adds 2 lb. (approx.) to the

weight of a 2-stroke machine, and 6 lb.

(approx.) to the weight of a 4-stroke

machine.

During the past week we have
fitted the following machines:

2-stroke. 4-stroke .

LEVIS, TRIUMPH,
O.K., NORTON,
CALTHORPE, ROVER,
VILLIERS, SINGER,

etc. COULSON-
BLACKBURNE

We are now in a position to supply
the Philipson Pulley to fit J -A.P.
engines without any alteration to

the machine or "staggering" 01

the engine.

Our Flywheel Governor converts a

single-speed 2-stroke into aspeed model
—Hie lightest speed model on the market!

THE ONLY GEAR WITH
NO END THRUST.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Send joy Illustrated Bookie:

No gear box friction.
No grinding noises.
No wheels or pinions
to chew up,

What is your make ? Writs us

REDUCED r>7 7 ft Carriage
PRICE *"' ' " Paid."

Philipson & Co., Ltd.,
Astley Bridge, BOLTON, Lanes.

(Established over 50 years.)

'Grams: 'Safety, Bolton." 'Phone: 147 Eagle?

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
QIDECAKS! Sidecars I

wEVERAL Second-hand Coachbuilt Sidecars from& £7/10.-Below.

BRAND New Coachbuilt Sidecars with bulbous backs
and complete with aprons ; a first-class job ; not

heap and nasty; £17/10.—Below.

BRAND New Sidecars, coachbuilt, from £16. These
are really wonderful value.—Below.

WE Have two Langford spring wheel sidecars, 5-

point attachments, large bulbous backs with Picnic
cases, completely fitted with all utensils, most elaborately
finished, complete £35.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill,

London, N.10. [4159

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are
guaranteed 3 years.

MIDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis for
high-powered machines : Zenith, Harleys, Indians,

New Imperials, Sunbeam, Blackburnes, etc.

INDIANS with kick starter on left present no diffi-

culty with JVIiddleton's special model.

MIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs of all

kinds. Twisted motor cycle frames and forks
promptly 'corrected.

SECOND-HANDS of various makes for sale. Your
old sidecar taken in part exchange.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
safer and more comfortable, but are faster on

bad roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not
bash into them.

MIDDLETON'S. London's oldest established sidecar
makers, wholesale, retail, and export, 27, Stroud

Green Rd., Finsbury Park (near Tube). 'Phone: Horn-
sey 1584. [0522

and M. Sidecar Chassis; £4, complete.— 1, Spring-
field Park Crescent, Catford, S.E.6. [4312

TRITTJBE Sidecars are most tfhique. Scientifically
designed, made of finest materials.

TRITURE Chassis, constructed of steel lugs, straight
steel tubes, with welded joints.

TRITUBE Sidecars are light. Supplied with either
sporting or touring coachbuilt bodies.

rriRITUBE Sidecars. One price, £15/10. Write for
J- booklet.—Davis Bros., Church St., Rickmansworth.
Phone : 5. [1331

MILLS-FTJLFORD Indian Sidecar, good condition,
new tyre; £15.—Tinker, Iinowle Rd., Mirfield.

[3960
CJIDECAR, underslung chassis, handsome new coach
rJ roomy body; £8.-637, Seven Sisters Rd., Totten-
ham. [4109

LIGHT Sporting Sidecar, done 200 miles, electric
lighting, cover; 9 gn<=.—Treacher, 65, Pimlico Rd.,

S.AY.l. [4263

LUXURIOUS Bulbous-back Sidecar, as new; sacrifice
£9; take gramophone part.—Highman, Bimport,

Shaftesbury. ^832

P

seat at
Bingham

[406S

Indian,
Knatch-

[3930

sporting,
touring,

[4440

largest
through-
itrations.

1 Q 21 Watsoninn Monarch, enclosed child's
J-*/ rear. Eastings; £25—Melbury, 158,
Rd., Croydon.

SIDECAR, complete, all fittings for 7-9h.n
left-hand kick starter; £15.— Focte, 10,

bull Rd., Camberwell.

SPUR Sporting Sidecar, £6 ; Sandum
£8; Sandum touring, £10; Montgomery

£20.—Arthur T. Daw, 114, Brixton Hill.

RENNOO Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens,
stock in London, actual manufacturers

out. Send for our catalogue, 32 pages. 80 illu,

PIKENIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by the
R-ennoc Sidecar Co.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian
motors, with left-hand kick starters, and can

deliver.

RENNOC Co. have 50 second-hand and clearance
sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear at knock-

out prices. Note: Write for special clearance list.

RENNOO Co. have the finest selection of complete
sidecars in the trade.

RENNOO Co. undertake repairs to any make of side-
car; repainting and reupholstering a sneciality.

RENNOC Co. have in stock sidecars to fit all makes,
English and American.

RENNOC Co. again ~ a*k you to send for their
catalogue, the most comprehensive issued by any

manufacturers.

RENNOC Motors. Ltd.. 155a, Mavlborouirh'Rd., Upper
Holloway, N.19- 'Phone: Hornsey 1589. [2319

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Saves
garage worry rnd expense. Attached to motor

will go through passage 28in. Tandem and single

bodies fitted.—Hopley.

FOLDING Sidecar.—When ordering your motor"
specify a Hopley folder. Suits motors up to

lOh.p. Can be changed from pleasure to~ commercial
in few seconds. Detachable wheels can be fitted.

Tested 7 years.—Hopley. Upper Highgate St.. Birming-
ham. TO 152

6 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
SIDECARS by all the Leading Makers, shop-soiled

only at special clearance prices from £15.—Rat-
clifle Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [4282

BARGAINS.—Gloria cane sidecar, £6/19/6: Ruby
coach sidecar, £9/10/6; Herculea coach, £9/10/6;

large Bowser seat child, £12/10/6.—Booths' Motorics,

Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Shopnsoiled £27/10 sidecar. suit

Triumph, B.S.A., £18/15/6.—Booths' Hotorie*,

Halifax.

BARGAINS.—New large size coach bodies, locker
under sent, £6/19/9 : featherweight sidecar,

£12/10/6; cane sidecar. £6/10/6.—Booths' Motories,

Portland Place. Halifax. [2312

PLUS One Sidecar, in red and black, excellent condi-
tion, £30; C. and M. De Luxe sidecar, in Harley

colours, shop-soiled, £50.—Coppen, Allan and Co., 89,

Gt. Portland St., London, W.l. [4033

CLYNO Reconditioned Chassis, with wheel, new leg
guards, C springs and leaf spring, £5; also com-

plete stock of spares for the 5r6h.p. model.—D. and
F. ( 39, Essex Rd., London, N.l. [4365

SEVERAL Sidecars, very cheap, room wanted; also
Douglas chassis, N.S.TJ. 2-speed gear almost new,

£6 / 15 ; sidecar wheel, 15/-, new ; 26 x 2J4 covers,
cheap.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [4188

WILLOWBItOOK Royal Leicester Sidecars, smartest
designs, first-class finish; prices from 17 gns.

Write for catalogue. Repairs undertaken, hoods, wind
screens, etc.—The Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester.

'

0335
£5 for a complete renovated Douglas underslung

chassis, all" springs and arms, wheel, etc., suit-
able for any maka of machine to order.—Old Man Hep,
19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8.

[4176
INDIAN.—Swan spoits sidecar, for spring frame model,

perfect condition, screen, lamp ; also Mills-Fulford
touring model, practically as new, luggage grid, lamp;
approval against cash; £12/10 each.—Langford's, 37,
Crieklewood Broadway, London, N.W.2. [4145

Ton cannot do better.

slightly soiled", from
£13/17/6; bodies from £4; also a few Montgomery
No. 1 and sporting models, slightly soiled, to be
cleared cheap.—228, Pentonville Rd.. King's Cross,
London. N.l. Tel. : 2481 North. [3000

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,
has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itself

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,
and, when folded, combination will pass through a
30in. doorwav. Call and see it demonstrated.—Wincvcle
Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0388

ROBINI Mfg. Co.—End of season's bargains. Under-
slung chassis, complete with new -tyre and tube,

and body, complete with Coverall apron, £14; Mill-
ford chassis, complete tyre and tube, etc., new bulbous
back body, complete with adjustable wind screen and
apron, £12/15, wonderful offer; underslung chassis,
all replated and enamelled, as new, with new tyre and
tube, £7 ; Millford chassis, complete with new tyre
and tube, all fittings, £5/10;.—Below.
"DARGAIN.—For P. and M„ Mills-Fulford body, fine
-*-* condition, on Mills-Fulford chassis, complete with
all fittings, tyre, and tube, ready to fit, 4th point,
with adjustable wind screen, and apron; £11, carriage
extra. See Body column.—'Phone : 1585 Brixton.—
Robini Manfc. Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W.

[4377

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

A. P. REY, 378-384, Euston Rd., N.W.I.—Call and
inspect.

MORGANS, all models; also second-hand De Luxe
and Grand Prix's, in good condition.

COVENTRY PREMIER, 1922, 4-wheeler model,
£250; one, shop-soiled only, £227/10.

ROVER 8h.p. Model, £220; one second-hand, good
condition, £160.

G.N., all models; also 1920, with dynamo, very
good order, £132/10.

EXCHANGES or deferred
'Phone : Museum 6436.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane,
5-6h.p. Carden monocar; £50.

COPPEi ALLAN SCO.

NEWHUDSON
2J h.p.. " Popular " Model, 2-speed .

.

£50
2\ h.p., "De Luxe" Model, 2-speed.

kick-starter, clutch . . .

.

£60
" Four-point-five " Model Solo .. £100
" Four-point-five " Model Combination £125

And the famous three-wheel
Light Car. £230

Including M.A.G. water-cooled engine, dynamo
lighting, hood, screen, interchangeable wheels.

with spare tyre, also permanent jack, and
REVERSE.

BASTONES for Sidecars.
—Sidecars, complete,

READING-STANDARD
AGAIN LEADS THE WAY!

In the strenuous LONDON-EXETER Trial a
READING-STANDARD with PLUS -ONE
sidecar, carrying, in addition to the driver,

TWO ADULT PASSENGERS, finished dead
on time, gaining SILVER MEDAL (subject to

confirmation).

THINK THIS OVER ! THREE adults
carried with perfect safety and ease over the entire distance,
notwithstanding the dreadful weather encountered. Is

there anything that the ordinary rider, under average
conditions, can ask of his machine comparable to this ?

We believe that this is the first time in motor cycling
history that such a feat has ever been attempted ! Let your
1922 mount be a READING-STANDARD, you will then
know what motor cycling joy really is.

{\ \ ^Ol-O Complete with dynamo lighting, elec-
\' }

**wfaw trie horn, all lamps, pump, i*4 QC
tools, 3 months' guarantee .'. .. .. **!****

(2) COMBINATION tf^£s^C
lever sprung M.P. sidecar, cover-all apron, £»4 ^E
sidecar lamp and bracket, stand .. ..***

(3) COMBINATION S^ST^
ful "PLUS ONE" single or double seater at will, fitted

with sidecar lamp and bracket, step plate, J>*| OQ 4 n
stand, and cover-all apron .. ,. *IOO IV
Above prices include Dynamo Lighting (not

combined with magneto), all Electric Lamps,
Electric Horn, Shock Absorber, Cover-all

Apron, etc.

payments arranged.

—

[3591

London, E.C.—
[4420

BEDELIA.—The new 1922 model 8-10h.p., with air-
cooled or water-cooled engine.

"DEDELIA

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
MORGAN Grand Prix, 1914, carefully used, Tepainted,

smart appearance; £105; exchange, or on terms.—
Bunting's, Wealdstone. [4371

G.N., beautifully finished in dark green, belt drive, in
splendid condition

; £70 ; take half down—Bunting's
Exchange, Wealdstone. [4370

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.G.—
Morgan Grand Prix, 1921 model, lully equipped,

yellow finish; £137/10. [4423

A.V. 2-eeaters.—A few second-hand and demonstration
models for sale at very low prices.—Ward and

Avey, Ltd., Teddington, Middlesex. [3934

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane. Fleet St., E.C.-
Bover light oars; £220; fully equipped ; easy

terms or exchange: list on- application. [4393

MORGANS, 1922 models, delivery from stock; £150
upwards; spares for all models;

tended terms'. Official agents.—Below.
exchanges,

G-N '

MORGAN, Aero 1920 w.c. J. A.P., lamps, horn, wind
screen, hood, etc., splendid condition; £135.—

Below.

MORGAN Grand Prix, 1921, M.A.G., with 1922 fit-

tings, electric lighting1

, mechanical born, disc-;,

watch, hood and screen, mileage only 400 ; cost over
£200, now offered at £180.—Below.

ROVER Light Car, new 1922 8h.p. model, delivery
from stock; £220.—Below.

standard 1922 model, dynamo lighting, dickey
seat; £225; in stock.—Below.

CARDEN Cycle Cnr, 1921 , complete with electric

lighting, born, tools, etc.; £72/10.—Elce Ltd..
15-16, Bishopsgate Av.," Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone:
Avenue 5548.- [0073

CARDEN, 1921, new September, hood, screen, electric •

lighting, splendid order; £75.—Coppen, Allan and
Co., 89, Gt. Portland St., London, W.l. [4032

-j <£hl3 Premier 3-wheeler, 5-6h.p., 2-speed, water-cooled.
A*/ good running order; accept £35, or highest offer:

must sell.—Wingfield, King St., "Wokingham. [4070

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., E.C.-
1922 Morgans supplied on easy terms or exchange.

'Phone: Holborn 5777. List on application. [4395

FAMILY Morgan, complete, late 1921, policy, £185.
or exebange for recent tandem combination and

cash.—Berwyn, Grecian Crescent, Upper Norwood. [3995

LIGHT Chassis, complete, also -8-lOh.p. J.A.P. en-

gine, w.c, magneto, unused ; bargain, lot £35.
forced sale.-Box 88,097, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4519

NEW and Second-hand Light Cars and Cycle Cars,

all makes ;
good selection in stock ; cash, easy

payments, or exchange.—Service Co., 292, High Holborn.
W.C.I. [0673

A Q GNS.—Humberette 8-10h.p., A.C., hood, screen,

'tO speedometer, lamps, good order_, exchange con
sidered;
Barnes.

"PLUS ONE"
A Single or Double-ssater

Sidecar at will.

Complete with self-locking wheel stand, lamp
bracket, apron, two step plates . . £52 1

Bodies only £27
NOTE.—Sidecars and bodies are supplied in

six colours suitable for attachment to any
motor cycle.

The bodies are eminently suitable for A.J.S.
B.S.A., New Imperial, Royal Ruby, and Indian]

after 5.—20, Treen Av., Hoggers Corner.
[423

1

HALIFAX.—8h.p. Morgans, £95, £105, £110; 1919
A.V. Monocar, £57/ 10 ;

_8h.p. 1920_ Tamphn
Jap, £99/10.-
Halifax.

Halifax motor Exchange, Horton St..

[4018

A.C. Sociable, 6h.p. 2-seater, hood, screen, neaily new
tyres, lamps, Bosch, E. and B., mechanical condi-

tion perfect; £40.—Raisen, Norns Terrace, Furnham
Ed., Chard. t3885

CLEMENT 2-seater, 4y.h.p., 3-speed( reverse, new
tyres, hood, screen, lamps, etc., good condition

;

bargain, £39- allow tax.—Roberts, Clifton Ed., Elworth,

Sandbach. [3837

CARDEN 1921 de Luxe, dynamo, clock, speedometer,
electric horn, lots of spares,, condition as new;

£105.—Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchley Rd. Hamp-
stead 7822. M456

BAYLISS-THOMAS, 1922 lOh.p. model, 4-cyl. water

cooled engine. 5 speeds, Magdyno;
(

300 gns. ; lm

Air-cooled model, £185; water-cooled
model, £195; immediate deliveries; trial runs

|

mediate delivery.

London, W.l.
Uudfrey's, Ltd.", 208, Gt. Portland St..

[0736

free,

BEDELIA.—Catalogues free from L. N. Palmer, sole
concessionnaire for the British Empire—Palmer's [7 h.O. Combination . .

Garage, Tooting. [4466 ' . L g
1 Q16 Sporting Morgan, perfect; trial; snip, £80; ji

,'""
llT,, ~

J-t» must sell.—Preston, see Exchange. [X4863a|7 n 'P - rlUS Une
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London,

A.V. monocar, 6h.p., 1920; £65.

WAUCHOPE'S,
1922 G.N.'s;

I\.m<3 ld<

Shoe Larre, Fleet St.,

;y terms and exchange.

MORGANS, second-hand, several in stock.—A. P.
Rey, 378-384, Euston Rd. 'Phone : "

Combination

E.C.-|2? h-P- Model B, Bi or B2
[4423, 2! Model Sidecar

T4394 ALSO AGENTS FOR B.S.A.,

85
25

A.V. Bicar, 8h.p., 1921, screen, hood, jack, accessories.

lamps; £95 caen; exchange for any good 1921

solo or Douglas 2%h.p. 3-speed and cash.—Esau. 18.

Rhyswg, Abercarn. [3860

"I t|21 Bleriot Whippet, reverse, electric lighting, speed-

XtJ ometer spare wheel, hood, tax paid, in abso-

lutely new condition; 103 gns.; defeired payment or

exchanges.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Ed„ South Ken-
sington. ["462

MORGAN Grand Prix, late model, 8-lOh.p. J.A.P..

water-cooled, discs, aluminium dash, hood, wind

screen, lamps, excellent condition ; £100 ;
exchanges.—

63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [4052

21 Carden 2-seater, dynamo lighting, oversize

fti-Lt^ tyres, fully equipped, mileage 300, absolutely
U . A.^n. :__ ...I ...... i.\],,- . :. c

A. _

Museum
[3592

"I Q21 Morgan de Luxe, W.C, lavishly equipped;
X«7 £135.—Hillier (side bell), 9, Wallingford Av.,
North Kensington. [4243

TRIUMPH
DUNELT, NEW IMPERIAL, ACE, ENFIELD]

£175
134 10
£184 0; 19

,as new. cost £157; price 89 gns.—Edwards, 50, Har
rington Rd., South Kensington., [4465

BRAND New G.N., 1921, Legere model, aluminium
throughout, dynamo lighting, speedometer, 6 detiicli-

89, Great Portland St,, London.
Telephone: Langham 1601

able wheels; cost £317. accept £150.-Dentist, 216
Portobello Rd., North Kensington. [4192

GN 1921 2-seater Standard Touring, dynamo light-

ing, mileage under 500. tax paid to end 1922. pri-

r owned; seen Surrey, 12 miles out London; £20u\
vately owned ; seen I.

—Box 8,092, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4508

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A27
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
1 Q19 Garden JMonocar, Sh.p. J.A.P. engine, Btnrmey-
-«-*/ Archer 3-speed gear box, splendid order; £75,
or exchange combination.—Speechlev. 86, Chun'-iflelrl

Rd., Acion, W.3. 'Phone: Chiawick 1902. [4005

"I Q22 X-r*: *Iudsou 3-wheeler, dynamo lighting, Lfcc2,
JL tf Screen, spar*1 wheel and tyre, all wheels inter-

changeable- £250.—Coppen, Allan and Co., 89, Gt. Port-
St., W.l. London agents for New Hudson. [4050

"1Q14 Argo Cycle Car, 9h.p., 4-cyl. engine, 2-seater
-M-*J and dickey, tyres unpunctured, excellent con-
dition, any trial or examination; £75, or exchange
Triumph combination.—C. F. Wood, Steyning. [4235

MORGAN Grand Prix Aero, new, specially finished
in doll black, with nickel radiator and fittings, alu-

minium dashboard, very smart model, immediate de-
'lvery; £192.-Hall, 91, St. Peter's St., St. Albans. [5946

WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., E.G.—
Coventry Premier, new 1922, 4-wheelers, imme-

diate delivery from stock, dynamo lighting; exchanges
and easv terms arranged; price £250. 'Phone or call,

Holborn 5777. [4592

"I Q22 Morgans in stock, water-cooled de luxe, fully
J-*J equipped, £186; Grand Prix, water-cooled,
M.A.G. engine, Lucas dynamo lighting, £201 ; motor
fjcles part exchange—Walbro Motor Cycle Co.. Saffron
Walden. 'Phone : 45. [X4818

MORGAN, J.A.P. engine, completely overhauled
throughout and guaranteed in perfect condition,

body newly painted blue, wings black, new hood and
wind screen, flat aluminium top tail, toolbox on step
with aluminium top, electric lighting, all new lamps,
r ady for long journey; bargain, £130.-6, Warwick St.,
Regent St., W. Regent 554. [4017

Svare Parts:

MORGAN Spares.—Apply. Maudes' Motor Mart, 100,
Gt. Portland St., W.l. [4529

ACE Wheel Discs.—G.N. owners send for 1922 illus-
trated list (reduced prices). Enhance the ap-

pearance of your car and save spoke cleaning. Sup-
plied by all agents.

A CE Wheel Discs.—Morgan owners fit these popu-
-£*- lar discs to your runabout and add 50% to its
appearance. They are made of stout gauge seamless
aluminium and the quality is the best.—Cornercroft,
Ltd., Ace Works, Coventry. [X4909

CARS FOR SALE.
EST NORWOOD !-The place for straight deals,
~ood value and selection; list free.

WEST NORWOOD
!
- Fifty-five cars actually in

»» stock on the premises; all types stocked.

W'EST NORWOOD!—Absolute bargains obtainable,
good running 2-ssaters from £35: tourers from

£85.

WEST NORWOOD !—Call any old time. Hours 8.30
to 6, Saturday 4; no business Sundays.

WEST NORWOODI-A11 marked plain figures; call,
no obligation; postcard procures printed list.

WEST NORWOOD !-Douglas S. Cox, the abso-
lutely straight motor man, 6c, Landsdowne Hill,

West Norwood, S.E. [4460

QIZAIRE 9h.p. (single), sporty 2-seater, hood and^ screen; £35.-1, Bellingham Terrace, Chtiord.
[4335

ROVER Care.—1922 Sh.p. model; price £220; early
delivery.— Godfreys', Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St.,

London, W.l. [0350

QK GNS. Exchanges a speciality.—1913 Bayard 3-
\JfJ seater 8h.p., 4 cyls., hood, screen, smart, eco-
nomical.—Below.

6tf> GNS. Exchanges a speciality.—1915 Trumbull 2-
r*J seater, 4 cyls., hood, screen, electric lamps.—

Below.

X X GNS. Exchanges a speciality.—Alldays 4-5-
*-* ** seater, 12 h.p. twin, hood, screen, lamps.—
Below.

"1 "1 Q GNS. Exchanges a speciality.—1914 Lagonda
XJ-t/ 4-seater llh.p., 4 cyls., detachable wheels.

" DAYBEAM "

ELECTRIC SETS.

For Lightweight Machines.

List No. 30/6 complete Outfit --3 3 O
list No SO/6 Combination Outfit £3-15-0

w

S.A.-
beels.

"I tf> K GNS. Exchanges a speciality.— 1912-13 B.
J-/V*J Daimler 5-seater 13.9h.p., detachable wT
—Below.

OQ GNS Exchanges a speciality.—1914 Crouch 3-
O*/ seater 8-10h.p., detachable wheels; wonderful
little car.—Below.

MY Prices are Right. Many other bargains.—Sea-
bridge, 35 Hansler Rd., East Dulwich. Syden-

ham 2452. [4435

SCRIPFS-BOOTH 13h.p. 2-seater. dynamo lighting
' 'and starting, 1916-17 model; £145.—Miss Patmoor,

106, Acre Lane, S.W.2. [4363

I K.9h.p. ABter Racing Car, 2-seater: exchange for
J-tJ combination or 3-wheeler, or sell £100.-27, Oliver
Rd, Walthamstoiv, Essex. [3894

ROVER Cars.—The famous 1922 8b.p. models in
-stock for immediate delivery; £220.—Eagles and

Co., 275, High St., Acton, London. [0761

COVENTRY PREMIER, 1922, 4-wheel model; £250;
immediate delivery; cash or deferred payments —

Ratclifre Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [0730

No. 30/2 complete Comb- Outfit £7 ? -O

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place

for purchasing. Auction every Thursday.

"pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£35 down and 12
•*- monthly payments £5 secures superb Napier 5-
seater, dynamo lighting.

"pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
-*- monthly payments £7 secures splendid Belsize
5-seater.

"PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-£60 down and 12
-*- monthly payments £8 secures lOh.p. Singer 2-
seater, dynamo lighting.

"pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-£30 down and 12
*- monthly payments £5 secures live axle Panhard
12-scater waggonette.

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£35 down and 12
-f-

monthly payments £6 secures Overland 5-seater,
dynamo lighting, self-starter.

"pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12A monthly payments £8 secures splendid Sheffield-
Simplex landaulet.

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£50 down and 12
J- monthly payments £8/10 secures magnificent Oak-
land 7-seater, dynamo lighting, self-starter.

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£60 down and 12
•*- monthly payments £8 secures excellent Renault
1 2-seater waggonette.

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12a monthly payments £7/10 secures reliable Renault% landaulet.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£25 down and 1

2

monthly payments £4 secures reliable Napier
cha&sis.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£30 down and 12
monthly payments £4 secures modern Ford tour-

ing car.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£50 down and 12
monthly payments £8 secures Delaunay-Belleville

limousine, 17h.p.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures 18h.p. Maxwell

sporting 2-seater.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£30 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures Belsize cab-

landaulet.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
monthly payments £8 secures Studebaker landau-

let, dynamo lighting, self-starter

PALMER'S Carage, Tooting.—£35 down and 12
monthly payments £7 secures 16h.p. Minerva

touring car, monobloc engine.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£50 down and 12
monthly payrnenta £7/10 . secures splendid La

Buire % landaulet.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—£25 down and 12.

monthly payments £4 secures reliable S.C.A.T.
10-1 2-seater waggonette.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
monthly payments £7/10 secures 12-14h.p. Fiat

light landaulet.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—£25 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures excellent 12-I4h.p.

Fiat chassis.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—All above cars are in
good running order. For cash down price deduct

10% from above totals.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
[4472

ROVER 8b.p. Light Car, 1922 models, dynamo
lighting; £220 cash; deferred payments 4%

extra.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.. W.l.
[0729

6 h.p. De Dion 2-seater, single-cyl., dickey, modernised,
3 speede, reverse, overhauled, economical, insured,' -

excellent running order; £45, or offer.—Box 8,037. c/c

The Motor Cycle. f?359

"j Q.9h.p. B.S.A. Silent Knight Conpe, 3-seater, dynamo
J-O lighting, 5 detachable wheels, every equipment;
bargain £150, or smaller car or combination and pfier..'—

436, Whitehorse Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E. [4137

No. 30,3complete LigrhtCar Outfit £8 ,0 O L™»/aS2ir^K,^f« S^SllS
'WESTWOOD
DYNAMOS" Jp
MOTOR CYCLE

MARK 1. £6 O O
LIGHT CAR

MARK 2, £7 O O
SWITCH BOX SO

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS

condition and perfect running order, fully insured;

£200, or nearest; a bargain.—Lea, 6, East Pari; Parade,
Northampton. [3929

|Qig Chevrolet Touring Car, dynamo lighting, self-

13 starter, 5 detachable wheels, repainted as new,

any trial given; bargain, £160, or exchange motor
cycle or combination with cash.—5, Norwood Rd.,

Heme Hill, S~.E.14." T3599

FIFTY Renault 8h.p. Chassis for Disposal, pnaran-

teed rebuilt with all new parts, viz., pistons,

carburetters, valves, gears, brake drums, back axles,

etc expert inspection; £60 each. 2-seater 15-cwb,

ran' and landaulet bodies, suitable for above supplied.

-H Hughes, B.M.C.C., 1 and 3, Brixton Rd., S.W.9.
[44S0

SPORTS Hillmau, special 11.9h.p. engine fitted Dec.,

1920 Lucas 20h.p. dynamo lighting and sell-

starter set fitted. 6 disc wheels and tyres, clock, speed-

ometer hood with side curtains completely enclosing-

car fast and in sound order; £375: motor cycle part

exchange—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Walden.

Phone: 45. [X4320

A28 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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CARS FOR SALE.
1Q20 9.5h.p. Standard Long Chassis, dynamo lignt-

J-t/ ing and starter, exceptionally good engine,

paint and upholstery unscratched, new condition

throughout, very pretty little car, and guaranteed
sound; £325; motor cycles part exchange.—Walbro
Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Walden. 'Phone: 45. [X48.19

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.

TAXI -SIDECAR Outfit, B.S.A., late 1920, dynamo
lighting, detachable wheels nnd spare, many acces-

sories, practically new, readv for the road; cost 255 gns.,

accept £185; terms and exchanges arranged.— Midland
Garage, 7, Broad St., Birmingham. [3898

(

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
FORD Uncovered Van, overhauled, good order : bar-

gain, £45.-1, Belliugham Terrace, Catford. [4336

ROBINI Manfc. Co.—Commercial box carrier bodies,

3 doors opening on chains, top and each end, very
roomy; £7/10, wonderful offer; carriage extra.

—

'Phone : 1585 Brixton.—Robini Manfc. Co., 1 and 3,

Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W. [4378a

STAR 1916 2-ton Lorries (6), 4 speeds, live axle,
Zenith carburetters, £225 each; Straker-Squire

30-cwt. lorry, steel wheels, overhead worm drive, open
body, £185; Garfords 30-cwt. lorries, smart 9ft. bodies
and coachbuilt cabins, £200; all with lamps, horn,
all repainted, retyred, and in first-class condition.

—

See below.

AN exceptional bargain to clear the last 2 Willys-
Overland 30-cwt. lorries, 1916, £130 each, with

lamps, horn, and new tyres.—Shard Garage, Shard's
Sq., Peckham Park Rd., Old Kent Rd., Londcn.

[4489

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
TRY Wauchope's, 9, shoe Lane, London. EC. 4. toi

eaey terms. iS42,8

SECOND-HAND Models at Special Rates; send your
requirements.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton

St., Halifax. [4020

FOR Best Treatment and best terms for light cars,
cycle cars, or motor cycles of any make, new or

"]

second-hand, write Service Co., 292, High Holborn,
W.C.I. [0672

ENGINES.
1Q14 Triumph 4h.p., in splendid order: £12.—
->-*/ Below.

1 Q21 Triumph Engine, complete with M-L mag, and
J- tf Triumph carburetter, all brand new, and per-
fect ; £ 32, near offers considered.—Below.

"I Q14 Triumph Cylinder, new. £4. Triumph parts
J-*J supplied new and genuine. — Dalby, Triumph
Specialist, Eaker St., Sparkhill, Birmingham. [4432

BRAND New 8h.p. J.A.P. Twin, 1921, with carbu-
retter; £26.-114, Brixton Hill.

Evenings.—
[3882

[4441

Jers. Eveni
nan, 107, London St., Reading.

) 5-6h.p. J.A.P., Amac, mag., p
£25.—Melbury, 138, Bingham Rd., Croydon. [4068

P.
and M. Engine^ complete, good condition, wants
assemblini

A.I.Y. Engine, good condition ; offers
Nnnn, 107, London St., Rea(

1020 5-6h.p. J.A.P. ,_ Amac, mag.^ perfect condition

pool.
£7/10.-147, Burlington St., Liver

[4382

O-CTL. Renault Engine, lOh.p., excellent condition,& Smith's carburetter; £7/10.-86, St, James's Rd.,
Holloway. [3884

4-CYL lOh.p. Water-cooled Engine, flywheel, clutch,
£18/10; gear box for same, £10.—T., 52, Brodrick

Rd., S.W.17. [3818

1 Q20 3V2I1.P. Norton Engine, complete with mag.,
J-tf carburetter, controls; 16 gns.— 198, King St.,
Hammersmith. [4065

RETNE-NEWSON Special Racing Engine, 248 c.c,
capable of 70 m.u.h. ; £28.—Brosse, 120, Cranley

Gardens, London, N.10. [4477

4h.p. White and Poppe, water-cooled, radiator, Capac,
C.A.V., condition guaranteed; £12.-24, King

Edward Rd., Walthamstow. [3985
33h.p. M.M.C. a.i.v. E.I.C. Magneto, B. and B. car-
4 buretter, first-class condition; £8, carriage paid.

—Kerswell, Lawrence Hill, Bristol. [3398

3ih.p. Premier Engine, Bosch mag., carburetter,
2 silencer, etc., rebushed, new cylinder, complete

unit; £14.-51, High St., Chatteris. [4348

HTTMBERETTE 6h.p. Engine, water-cooled, complete
in every detail; £12; stamp, particulars; genuine

bargain, offers.—Hey, Orange St., Halifax.
; [3883

3 l.h. p. Genuine Minerva, perfect condition, a very
2 fine engine, mechanical valves ; £4, worth double

—R.. 15, Milverton Terrace, Whetstone, N.20. [3964

O.-lh.p. Liberty 2-stroke, silencer, plates, mag., 1921,*** £10: Roc gear box, 1921, £4. little used.—
T\ iltzrtiire. Garage, Bareote, Faringdon, Berks [X4794

ENGINES Bought, sold, or exchanged, or taken part
.payment for new 2-stroke. We are specialists at

?ugine repairs.—Auto Eng. Co., Edgwick Mill, Coventry.

_„ [X4898
T3RECISI0N Engine and 2-speed Gear Box, in oneX with mag. and carburetter, needs slight atten-
tion; £10, or offer.—39, Essex Rd., London, N.l.

[4368

YOU GET

EASE of MIND
and BODY

when riding a Coulson

because of its four
virtues.

.. JD): ,

^FORCOMFORT=

RELIABILITY
SAFETY
SPEED

Your MIND is at rest—
t. Because you know that the frame and fittings,

made by A. W. Wall, Ltd., of Tyseley, Birm-
ingham, ihe firm with the longest experience

in the motor cycle industry, have a reputation

for rock -like durability.

2. Because you know that your power unit is a
Blackburne— the engine with the classic

reputation, both for reliability and speed,

and for ease of control.

3. Because your Coulson is fitted with TWO
Webb internal expanding hub brakes, which

having demonstrated their efficiency throueh-

out three seasons A.C.U. Six-day Trials, etc.,

are proof against any emergency,

and

Your BODY is at rest—

1

.

Because yon have real
(
" comfort in the

saddle," due to the unique Coulson leaf-

springing over the back wheel, which gives

complete insulation from all road shock.

2. Because you have " leaf-springing " in the

front forks giving equal comfort in the arms
and shoulders.

3. Because the above unique springings are in

their action assisted by the most comfortable

of saddles and the most resilient of tyres.

You have only to run a Coulson on a

really bad road to realise its surpreme

superiority over all other makes. It is

undoubtedly the most comfortable motor

cycle in the world.

Sendjor particulars to the

Sole Concessionnaires .

LONDON MOTORS
61, Holborn Viaduct,

London E.C.2.
'PJione: City 4230.

RILEY lOh.iJ. Wa
Zenith carl.ure

ENGINES.

P. and M. Engine and Gear, 1918, £9; twin N.S.U.
engine, 6h.p., £6; P. and M. engine less cylinder,

£3/15.-1, Springfield Park Ores., Catford, S.E.6.

ty K x90 a.i.v. Twin J.A.P., with carburetter, adjust-
* tJ able pulley, mag. sprocket, and chain case, in
perfect condition; £7 —Altwater, 185, Queen's Park
Ed., Brighton. [4 90

JACK LUCAS for Engines.—Unemployment has
forced sales of really good stuff. Its a pity 'tis

true, but its the keen buyers' opportunity. Seize it

through Jack.

DOUGLAS 1920 2^h,p., complete unit, C.A.V. mag.,
new Zenith carburetter, no wear whatever; £12.

o.ed Twin, new Lucas mag.,
'etter, pumi. clutch; £17/10.

SCOTT, with mag. and carburetter, really fine con-
dition; £14.

TWO-STROKES.—Several complete units, leading
makes, with waterproof mags, and carburetters,

all new; from £7/10.

STATIONARIES and Power Plants, old automatics
and mechanicals from 30/-, a 1 and water-cooled;

magnetos to suit from £l; carburetters from 7/6;
stamp reply.—Jack Lucas (cross remittances Lloyds'
Bank), 110, Willows Rd. (37 car), Birmingham.

[X4900
NEW Year's Resolution.—Fit a Broler 3V.h.p. 2-stroke

and have the best year's motoring you ever had.
Write for particulars.—Brooks, Tiasler, and Cox, Nar-
borough, near Leicester. [X4876

Q AAli.p. Clerget Engine, 8 cyls., V, water-cooled,
/*" v complete with magneto, etc., Quite new, ideal
for boat or racing car; £50, cost over £1,000.—Captain
Jackson, c/o 77, Acre Lane, S.W.2. [4362

tf)3.h.p. a.i.v. Unit, perfect running order, powerful,& 4 U.H. mag., B. and B., with all controls and
fittings, new rings, £5/5 ; 4-cyl. Humber engine,
less few parts, £7.—Wingfield, Stanley Rd., Bromley,
Kent. [4056

BLUMFIELD V Twin Water-cooled Engine, 86x
88, forced lubrication by gear-driven pump,

Bosch mag., Cox carburetter, as new, never in a

chassis; price £25; send on approval against cash.-^

Underbill, 12, Mervyn Rd., Bishopston, Bristol. [4326

NEW 2h.p. Turner 2-stroke Engine, £5/10; new 10
b.p. twin Precision cycle car engine, £30; new

8h.p. J.A.P. water-cooled twin, complete with magneto,
£30; Sh.p. Bloomfield twin, second-hand, £8710.—
Murray's, 37a, Charles St., Hatton Garden. Holborn.

TX4795
CfYCLE Car Unit or stationary plant: 6h.p. w.c, M-L'.

' B.B., cone clutch, chain sprocket, £S; solid copper
radiator, all fittings, £4; 2-speed gear bos, controls

and sprockets, £5; above complete, £12; or cycle car

(3-wheel I,
Morgan type, complete, Dun lop tyres, run-

nine older, £18 to clear.—Gurry, Feu Ditton, Cambs.
[3976

DOUGLAS 8h.p. Water-cooled, C.W. radiator, petrol

tank, silencer, bedplate, starting handle, induc-

tion pipe, good condition, £10/10 ; thoroughly over-

hauled, new mag., carburetter, guaranteed running
order, £19/10, carriage forward; make splendid light

car engines; large selection; stamp reply.—Derrington,
Grafton Rd., New Maiden. [4154

EPPELTHWAITE'S.—Sh.p. J.A.P., £16; 6h.p.

J.A.P., £14; 3'Ah.p. Humber units, £12/10;
3V»b.p. Premier unit, " £12/10; Rex 5-6h.p., a.i.v.,

as'new, £7/10; 3M<h.p. Alldays, £4/15; 3h.p. m.o.v.

Minerva, £3/10; also J.A.P., Rover, Matchless, and
New Imperial spares, having purchased entire stock

of H. Hawkins, York Rd.—Write, 17-19, Wilcox Rd.,

South Lambeth, London, S.W.8. 'Phone : 1958 Brix-

ton [4177

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

JJJ.B.I.

H.B. Ignition Co. onrry large stocks of new and
second-hand magnetos. Thomson-Bennett 42, 45,

50, 55, and 180°, single and twin.

H.B. Specialise in T.B. for fixing on Triumph, P.M..
B.S.A., J.A.P., Douglas, etc., £2/10, postage 1/6:

C.A.V. clock twin, for 2%h.p. Douglas, etc., £2/15.

TT.B. will take your old magneto in payment.

H.B. sends all magnetos on approval against cash.

Every magneto dispatched carry H.B. 12 months'
guarantee.

H.B. Ignition Co. ('Phone: Brixton 610), 78, New
Park Rd., Brixton Hill, Loudon. [0694

M

EP

AGXETOS 50% Below List.

APPLY Vale Engineering Syndicate, 9 and 10,
Brown's Buildings, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3. Tel.:

'.Central 877. [0693

I "DEMY Magdyuo, off Harley, fat sparks; £7.—Wing-
I Xt field, Stanley Rd., Bromley, Kent. [4057

TJOSCH and M-L Singles, variable ignition; 30/-:
JL> guaranteed.—84, Greenside Rd., Croydon. [4062

A PPARATUS charging accumulators from household
il. electricity; £3.—Walker, 19, Mexbro' Drive, Leeds.

J
[5947

K.L.G. W.D. Sparking Plugs, wonderful value. 4 lor

5/-, post free.—Thompson, 59, Queen St., Wolvel-

|
;

lmmpton. [7944

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A23
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
QOVERNMENT Surplus Magnetos (unused).

HAVING Purchased the entire stock of the follow-
in? makes of magnetos, we are able to offer them

(it, huge discounts.—Below.

T>OSCH Single, -clock or anti, £3; Thomson-Bennett
*-* jingle or twin, clock or anti, 42, 45, 50, 55, and
180 degrees, £2/15; C.A.V. single or twin, clock or
ftnti, £2/10; special long driving spindle for Rudge,
fctted to any of the above magnetos, 10/- extra. Postage
on the above 1/6 extra.

^HESE Magnetos are fitted with variable ignition
-*- and leads, and are fitted with baseplates ready to
be immediately fitted on. Please state make of engine
when ordering.

/^.OVEPNMENT Surplus.—New plugs in boxes: A.C.
*-* (Titan), 1/6 each; K.L.G., types F8, F6, F5, and
R3, 1/8 each; Lodge, types II and R3, 1/8 each. Post-
age on orders of one plug 3d., lour or more post free

HIGH-TENSION Wire, new, unperished: 9mm., 5d.
per yard, 25 yard coil 8/6, postage on coil 1/-;

7 mm., 4d. per yard, 25 yard coil 6/-, postage on coil
9d.; 3 mm., 2d. per yard, 25 yard coil 2/6, postage
on coil 6d. All goods on approval per return post on
receipt of cash. Money refunded if not satisfied.

COUNTY of London Engineering "Works, Ltd., 51a,
New Park Ed., Brixton Hill, London, S.W. Tel.:

Streatham 2896. T.A. : Ignitionae, Brixstret, London.
[2472

EELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. for repairs and
new magnetos,—See below.

"DELIANCE guarantee to retnrn your magneto within
-fl-w 3 days, and if necessary 24 hours, with a written
guarantee for 12 months.

EELIANCE test every magneto after repair under
all running conditions, and, as we contract for

many of the largest concerns, you need have no hesita-
tion in placing your repairs and orders with us.

BELIANCE manufacture aud stock spares for
1 Thomson-Bennett. E.I.C., Splitdorf, U.H., Bosch,

Dixie, etc. ; special line genuine platinum screws for
every make, 12/- per pair.

„ T> ELIANCE will be pleased to give advice free of
J-w charge upon any qestion concerning ignition
t i onbles, as we place our long-standing experience at
\"Ur disposal, and old and new customers may be cer-
i.iiu of getting the usual promptness and courtesy that
we have always endeavoured to give.—Reliance Magneto
Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London, E.C.I.

KELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., 283, St. John
St., E.C.I, for new and second-hand magnetos.—

See below.

HpHOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, new and unused,
-H- single-cyl., clock and anti, suit any machine, price
55/-; twins, 45. 48, 50, 55, 60, 180 degrees, for J.A.P.,
("lyno, Douglas, etc., price 55/-. See our guarantee.— 1

Below.

C.A.V. Magnetos, new, single-cyl. and 180° twins,
clock or anti, ideal for Douglas, Levis, Calthorpe,

j

O.K., or any lightweight; these magnetos are of the
finest, workmanship throughout; price 55/-. See pur
guarantee.—Below.

BOSCH D.A.L. Magnetos, soiled only, otherwise as
new, single cyl_, suitable for any stationary en-

gine or big single. £3/15; twins, any degree, ready,
to drop on Indian, Harley, or any big twin, £4/5; a.

powerful spark at low speed, ensuring easy starting.
All the above magnetos -are variable ignition and fitted
Kliort-cireuiting switch. See our guarantee.—Below.

GUARANTEE. — Every magneto that leaves our
works, uo matter what the price or make, carries

a written guarantee. Not merely a guarantee that same
;s in good order at time of sale, but a plainly written
statement that we guarantee every machine against all
defects for a period of 12 months. This, we maintain,
justifies us in charging a few shillings more than cer-
tain of our competitors,

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. hold one of the
largest stocks in London, and can be depended

upon for a straight deal at the right price. When
buying it pays to deal with a firm of repute.

EELIANCE cordially invite customers to their works
to see any of the above on test. Magneto list

riving full particulars sent upon application.—Reliance
Magneto Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London,
K.O.I. [6616
"jVJ"AGNETO Sprocket Manufacturers; 7-tooth to 24-
iTA tooth from stock. -Ridington, Southampton St.,
C amberwell. [3002

"T\IXIE Magneto for Indian; Corbin-Brown speedo-
-*-* meter, recently overhauled, rear drive; £2/5 each
—16, Deer Barn Rd. Guildford. [3831
r^YNAMOS. Dynamos.—Lucas E3 6 v. 5 amp
-if specially made lor motor cycles, new, £5/15'
ethers, £5.—Jenner, 165, Church Rd., Mitcham. [5703,

O*'
A° Dixie Magnetos, perfect spark, 50/- each'

'

Vf hplitdorf singles,. 40/-; T.B. twins, from 45/- :
'

others in stock.—D. and F., 39, Essex Rd„ LoDdon'

'

**' 1, [4369
T^ASH Switchboards, 4-way, with ammeter, 20/-- withLS ammeter and voltmeter, 35/- each nett.—Leslie
Dixon and Co. (Dept. H.I.), 9, Colonial Av., Minories
E- 1 - r0760

1

BASTONES
Established 16 Years.

No Better or cheaper House,

NEW CLEARANCE LINES,
APPROVAL AGAINST CASH.

CARRIAGE PAID.

WOOD-MILNE Key Grip COVERS

26x2*} 3-ply Extra Heavy .. 16/6

GOODYEAR All-Weather Tread

COVERS. Extra Heavy.

26 x 2j Diamond Pattern . . 26/-

GOODRICH Safety-TreadCOVERS
Extra Heavy.

26X2J
26xa|x2j
26X2I
650x65 ..

26x3 for 650 x 65 rim
28x3

28.'-

36/-

35/-

40/-

48/-
48/-

CLINCHER Rubber Non-Skid

COVERS.
24 x 2j De Luxe Heavy
26x2
26X2§
26x2![Extra Heavy
26X2JX2J Heavy
650x65 Dreadnought 3-ribbed

700 x 80
De Luxe Extra Heavy

23/6
23/6
25/-
27/-
30/-
39/-

tofit

650 x 65

47/-

MISCELLANEOUS COVERS.
26 x 1 1 Best British Make .

.

14/-
26 x 2 Englebert Passenger .. 19/6
26 x 2j Hutchinson T.T. .

.

23/-

26X2I 27/-
28x3

|

to fit \
Best British Make .

.

45/-
28x2,5)
26x3 Englebert Rubber Stud . . 25/-
26 x 2i Michelin Fine Ribbed .

.

21/-
26 x 2S Englebert (wired edge) . . 25 /•

Distributing Agents for the Famous

MONTGOMERY SIDECARS
New 1922 Models in Stock.

Montgomery Bo-Peep Sidecar Screen,

easily fitted to any Sidecar .. £3 IO O
Easting Screens £3 18 O

Sidecar Bodies (various models) from £4- O O

TUBES.
Goodrich, Clincher, and Hutchinson.

26x2^ and 26X2.V .. each 6/3
650x65]
700 x 80 \ .

.

28x3 )

each 7/6

Hours of Business

—

9 till 6; Saturdays, 9 till 1.

223, Pentonville Road,
King's Cross, London, N.l.
:

Phone : 2481 North, 'Grams : 'Bastones, London*

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
{^HELTENHAM.—Repairs to magnetos, eelf-starters,^ lighting plants, etc.; London experts employed —
Norwood Magneto Works, 95, Bath Ed., Cheltenham.
'Phone: 1256. [0758
T UCAS Dynamo Lighting Set, complete with all

*
lamps and switch, 6 volt., ready to fit combina-

tion; £io.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Walden.
Phone: 45. [X4823
T UCAS Magdyno Set, complete, single £18/10, twin
-V £20; Lucas E3 dynamo set, solo £12, combina-
tion £13/10; any part supplied separately.—Dalbv,
Baker St., Sparkhill, Birmingham. [4431
ATORWICH.—Magneto repairs by London expertsn and despatched within 48 hours, with 12 months*
guarantee; price rarely exceeds 35/-.—F. Chipperfield,
37, Prince of Wales Rd., Norwich.- [4104
TEBRON. registered 291298, greatly superior to

*Y
platinum, for blades, screws, etc., cures misfiring;

Jebron screws, fit Bosch mags., 10/6 pair; old screws,
any make, Jebronised, 4/9 each return post.

TEBRON, the pioneer motor contact, registered" March, 1907, and March, 1921; hundreds of un-
solicited testimonials.—Jebron, 38, Herbert Rd., Wool-
wich, S.E.18. [0001
"CiLECTRIC Light Bulbs for motor cycles and cars,
-*-* one watt and half watt types stocked.—W. T.
Clarke and Co., Ltd., Electrical Engineers, Silver St.,
New Oxford St., W.C.I. Price lists free. [2358

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, new, guaranteed
-JL perfect, slightly soiled, single or 180° twin, vari-
able ignition, switch terminal, clock or anti- £2; post-
age 1/6.—Brockbank, 58, Lord St., Southport. [0756

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.—We repair
Continental magnetos only. By specialising on

Bosch, U.H., Eisemann, Mea, Splitdorf, Dixie, and
Berling magnetos, we can naturally give you better
service.

PRICE: Rewinding 18/-, condensers 10/-, platinum
screws (Bosch standard) 6/-, remagnetising 2/6,

slip rings 6/6, H.T. terminals 4/6. Our price for
overhauling a motor cycle magneto ranges between
20/- and 35/-, and never exceeds the latter figure.
Guaranteed for 12 months, and redespatehed to you
in 2 days.

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co., 13, Ilardwick
Rd., Chiswick, London. [3758

C.A.V. Magnetos: Extraordinary Bargains.-Brand
new 180° twin or single-cyl.. 39/6, carriage free.

Every magneto thoroughly tested before dispatch; ap-
proval ngiiinst cash.—Langfoid's, 37, Cricklewood
Broadway, London, N.W.2. [4149

U.H, Magneto Repairs.—We specialise in these mag-
netos, and can be relied upon to give -you good

service. Al, Bl, AO, KBl, KB2V, KZ2V type spares
stocked; prices moderate; 12 months' written guaran-
tee.—Charles Parker and Co., Churchfield Rd., -Acton,
London. [4455

LIGHTING Dynamos, contained in Government surplus
mine exploders, will light seven 10 volt lamps, all

as new, 17/6 each; three days' approval against cash;
22/- each carriage paid pass, train; stamp, particulars.

—

Galpin, 35, Milton Court Rd., New Cross, London,
S.E.14. [4040

MAGNETOS.—Surplus 400, new, with sets of spare?,
Bosch, C.A.V., B.E. Co., Dixie, E.I.C., Eisemann,

Ericsson, G. find A., Hill, Morris Lister, Simras, Split-
dorf, Thomson-Bennett; inspection in London.—Fuil
particulars from Honeywill Bros., Machinery Depart-
ment, 79, Mark Lane, London. E.G. 3. [3759

SURPLUS Magnetos, with written guarantee one year:
M-L single, 35/-; B.L.I.C. ditto, 42/-; Bosch ditto,

45/-; Thomson-Bennett and C.A.V. singles and twins,
50/-. We specialise in repairs and spares for all

make?. Lists with pleasure. Deal with experts and
avoid certain disappointment.—Whitdale Magneto Ser-

vice, Cherrv Orchard. Croydon 'Phone: Croydon 1625.
[3986

EX-GOVERNMENT Surplus Unused Magnetos: Thom-
son-Bennett single and twin, £2/12/6; C.A.V. single

and twin, £2/12/6; Bosch singles, £3; Bosch sparking
plugs, in boxes, 2/3; K.L.G., in boxes, 1/10; Eisemann,
in boxes, 2/3; Bosch motor cycle dynamos, £6/10;
magnetos for all mokes. Name your cycle or cycle car
when ordering.—The Central Ignition Works, 14a, Lough-
borough Rd., Brixton, London, S.W. [3868

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. (estab-

lished 1912), contractors to H.M. Government,
and officially appointed by the R.A.C. Magneto re-

pairs of every description; all repairs at lowest pos-
sible prices, and strictly guaranteed. We can mostly
return them within 24 hours. We have several new
and second-hand single and 2-cyl. magnetos in stock,
all guaranteed.—The Magneto Repairing and Winding
Co., 78, Hampstead Rd., Euston, London, N.W.I.
'Phone: Museum 1158. T.A. : Kumagnelec, Eusroad,
London. [2445

EUSTON Ignition Co.'s 24-hour repair service.
Guaranteed repairs to all types of magnetos;

Splitdorf and Dixie specialists ; official Indian elec-

trical service station ; Thomson-Bennett repairs and
spares. All repairs- are tested on an approved A.I.D.
test bench before despatch, and therefore carry our
guarantee for 12 months. We hold the largest stock
of guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degrees;
spare parts for all makes in stock; charged accumu-
lators, all voltage?, always ready in stock; plugs,
cables, Mi-watt and vacuum bulbs, all voltages. We
give you real live service always.—Euston Ignition Co.,
329, Euston Rd., Loudon, N.W.I. "Phone : Museum
5034. T.A. : Magdyno, Eusroad, London. [0263

A30 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, nnd the date of the issue.
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TYRES.

5 1 tX is 'he cost of repairing your damaged covers

;

/ O returned in 2 days.—Below.

DON'T Throw Your Old Tyres Away. We can fit a

new tread, rubber studded, light 10/6, medium
12/6, heavy 17/6, extra heavy 20/-.—Below.

POST Your Tyre to-day to Phcenix Tyre BepairiuR

Co., 224, Sherlock St., Birmingham. [i.481b

MISS DOOLEY.—28x3 Dunlop butt-ended tubes

and Palmer endless at 5/- each.

ISS DOOLEY—26X3 Dunlop butted at 6/- each.M
MISS DOOLEY—26x3x21/2 Moseley at 5/-. each.

Please apply for above to Miss E.

Killyon Ed., Clapham. [3396

EW Retreads, 26x2V2 10/-, 26x3 12/6
—17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham.

stamp.
[4141

Complete Equipment
for "1922" mounts

TITISS DOOLEY
1VJ. Dooley, 33,

N
TYRES, all makes; cut quotation by return. It will

pay you to write us.-17, Goldhawk Rd., Shepherd s
x

Bush, London. [3978

CENTRAL Garage.—Covers, 26x21/, Dunlop 37/3,
Goodyear E.H. 27/6, Palmer cord 25/-, Bates

I

31/6—Below.
'X2% Dunlop W.D., E.H., 40/-, Palmer E.H.

]

33/-. Clincher 27/6, Hutchinson 29/-.—Below.

O GxWiX&A Dunlop .46/-, Clincher_E.H.JSO/-,: Avon!

heavy 30/-.—Below.

00x3 Wood-Milne E.H. 30/-, Clincher plain ribbed
/W O at 40/-; tubes, all sizes, 6/6; all covers sent

on approv. .1 against -cash, plus 1/6 postage.—Central
Garage, 302, London Rd., Thornton Heath.

26

[4274

Bates 26 X
Davies, 20,

[4452

Q/fl X214 Clerance Covers and Tubes, 22/-
/Wte 2Vit special heavy, 30/-; carriage paid.-

TJnion St., Wednesbury.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.—Great reduction in covers and
tube's. All goods sent on 7 days' approval, car-

riage paid, against remittance.

IECONOMIC—
2414214 (oversize 2in: rims) Clincher de

J Luxe heavy. 25/-, listed £2.

ECONOMIC—26 x-21/i Dunlop heavy, 37/3; Bate?
W.D.. 30/-; Palmer W.D., 33/-; special heavy

tubes, 6/-.

ECONOMIC—26x2% Bates special heavy W.D..
30/-; Hutchinson T.T., 29/-; special heavy tubw.

6/6.

ECONOMIC—26x214x214 Goodyear- clearance, 42/6
Avon rubber stud extra heavy. 30/-; Clincher dc

Luxe, 30/-.

30/-:
W.D.,

ECONOMIC—650X65 Goodyear clearance.
700x80 Goodyear clearance, 50/-; tubes,

ECONOMIC—Fully guaranteed Dunlop rubber stud,

24x2 22/6. 24x214 24/9, 26x2 24/6, 26X2M
25/9.

ECONOMIC Tvre Co., 314, New Cross Rd.. S.E.14
(near Town Hall). 'Phone: New Cross 1393. [1978

THE Difference between a good retread and a bat!

one is its mileage. Trv us. Watch results.—Melton
Rubber Works. Melton Mowbray. [0636

SCOTTISH Readers will find it advantageous to pur-
chase their tyres from McArthur, Hill and- Co.,

47, Church St., Glasgow. Lists post free. [3940

MOTOR N
Cyclists.—Send your covers for retreading.

3,000 miles guaranteed. Repairs of every descrip-
tion: carriage paid.—Buxton Vulcanising Co., Buxton,
Derbys. [4357

N~
EW Kempshalls, not W.D., 26x2i/2 x2i4, 30/-.-
Light Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd.,

26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. (Half minute from Brixton
Skating Rink.) [4387

BURST Motor Cycle Tyres, chafed beads, remoulded,
made perfect, tube vulcanising, butt-ends fitted,

retreading: send for list.—Melton Mowbray Rubber
Worker Meltcn Mowbray. [0347

STECIAL Line of Clincher Rubber Non-skid Covers,
new, not W.D., 26x2% (for 214 rims), 25/-: also

26x214, 1)6/-, including postage.—Maudes', 100, Gt.
Portland St., W.l ; Walsall and Exeter. [4527

.. rp^TRE Repair Specialists.—H.E. process throughout,
X including retreading burst covers. Every kind of
repair to tyre3 and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in 4
days—The Motor Tyre Co., 66, High St.. West Brom-
lyiek. [3852

STARTLING Offer.-New Beldam covers, 26x2 or 214
20/- each, 26x2>/2 30/-, 28x3 35/-, 650x65 40/-,

700 x 80 45/- each ; new Avon or Michelin steel studded
covers, W.D., 700x65 35/- each.—The Home: ton Rubber
Works, Brcoksby's Walk, Hoinerton, E.9. [0331

HERBERT ROBINSON. Ltd., Green St.. Cam-
bridge, Special Manufacturers.—Clearance bargains,

26x2^ Pedley and Matchless, 15/-; 26x2^ Wood-
Milne 15/-, Kempshall 30/-, Dunlop 32/6, Bates
32/6; 26x2% Bates 32/6, Dunlop 32/6, John Bull
42/-, 28x3 Avon heavy 32/6, Cuthbe 47/6; 650x65
John Bull 45/-: Avon heavy 32/6, Botes heavy 47/6:
700X80 Bates 47/6, Cuthbe 55/-, John Bull 50/-. Best
make inner tubes, all guaranteed, 5/6, all sizes; covers
sent on approval with pleasure. [4502

Regd. Design

The New STREAMLINE Set
THIS was the finest lamp shown at OLYMPIA, and
caused enormous comment—there was nothing offered
at anything like the value. All sets are fitted with
the wonderful, powerful, and record-beamP'.R.S. Lens

5in., 45/-; 6in., 63/-; ?in„ 99/- Postage 2 f-

" MIDGET " Lamp. 3^n. dia -

complete with brackets, arms, and
clips. 21/9. Postage 1 /-

" STREAMLINE '

Electric Lamp.
Fitted with F;R.S.
lens. Any voltage
Complete, as illus-

trated.

5in.,35/-; 6in., 50 '•

The F.R.S.
Sidecar Set, 25

F.R.S LICENCE HOLDER.
All Brass. Any finish. Adjustable to any position.

Patent One Nut attachment. 5/-. Postage 6d.

F.R.S. LAMPS, Vere St., Birmingham

TANKS.
TANKS for B.S.A., new, 42/6: 1910, 1921—Coventry

Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry. [3267

TiANKS for Triumph, new, 42/6;

oventry.

1910, 1921.—Cov-

48

entry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works. Coventry.
[3268

TANKS Renovated, makers' designs, transfers; 13/6.
—Whitworth's, Motor Enginers, 7, Jamaica Row,

Birmingham. [4107

COVENTRY Tankers, Ltd., makers to the principal
manufacturers; petrol tanks for any style supplied,

extra capacity.-—Heoreall Works, Coventry. [3269

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Tanks, latest type (rounded edge),
enamelled makers' colours, brand new; £2/18.—

Park Works, la, Paradise Rd., Highbury, N.5. [4111

TANKS Made or Repaired, re-enamelled, lined, trans-
ferred; handle-bars, etc., plated. Established 30

years.—Attwood's, 86, Rosebery Av., London, E.C.I.
[6997

TANKS Re-enamelled to Pattern. High-class work'
only.—V. Jenkins and Sons, 6, Richard St., Atkin-

son St., Denusgate, Manchester. Established 25 years.
[3601

NEW Tanks, latest pattern, .Best and Lloyd
fittings and pump, 1% gal, petrol, xk gfd. oil

;

40/- each.—Nesma Motors, 429b, King's Rd., Clieken,

S.W.10. [4118

HERBERT ROBINSON, ' Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—Tanks repaired, re-enamelled in makers'

colours from 21/-; returned as new. New tanks, any
make, from stock. [4499

TANKS Re-enamelled, makers colours, design and
transfer, first-class work : prompt return.—Donalds,

Enamellers to the Leading Manufacturers, 138, Glover

St.. Deritend, Birmingham. [X4404

DOUGLAS Riders.—Latest tapered (rounded edge)

2"}£h.p. tanks, complete with drip feed, enamelled
makers' colours, brand new; £3/19; will fit any model.

—Park Works, la, Paradise Rd., Highbury, N.5. [4112

TANKS Repaired, re-enamelled, makers' latest colours.

designs, and transfers guaranteed. Dents obliter-

ated, seam, fastening, partition repairs, etc. Quick ser-

vice—Park Works, la, Paradise Rd., Highbury, London,

N\5. [3151

TANKS of every description replaced, repaired, and
re-enamelled at our own works; all kinds of

fittings stocked ;
quick service and reasonable charges.

Illustrated list free.—A. Green, Water St., Chapel St..

Salford, Manchester: Tel.: 2191 Central. f025G

YERY'S Stock Tanks for Douglas, Hazlewood,
B.S.A., Triumph, Omega, enamelled makers'

colours, plated fittings, 40/-, complete; other design or

shape to order. 12 months' guarantee with every tanl;

Gordon Street Tank Works, Coventry- ""

BELTS.

Phone: 1774.
[X4S97

NEW Clipper Belts.—8ft. X 34in. 11/6, 8ft. 6in.X?Sh
13/-, 8ft. 6in.x 7/8in. 14/-, 8ft. 6in.xliu. 16/9.

TX7.D. Belt,,
Vi clearance,

H

6ft. 6in.x%in., 10/-: new Pedley belts.

6ft. 6in.x 3/4in., 10/-; clearance belts.

6ft.xlin., 8/6.

EMANUEL and Co., Tyre Factors, 27, Belgrade

Ed., Stoke Newington, N.16. Stores: 37a, Balls

Pond Ed., Dalston. London. N. Tel: Dalston 3161.
P0726

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd.. Green St., Cam-
bridge.—Dunlop belt, round top, 34in. l/10ft.,

Mn. 2/2ft.. lin. 2/8ft., lVain. 3/2It.; John Bull %m.
1 /lift., %in. 2/3it., lin. 278ft., lVsin. 3/2ft.; any

length cut. Pedley 6ft. 6ra.x?«in., 10/-. [4498

CARBIDE.
Carbide

B 1

CARBIDE.
20/- per cwt., on rail Bristol.—Hine.

Dealer, Heruyock, Devon. [X4719

FINEST Carbide, cwt. lots 22/6, f.o.r., c.w.o. ; packed

in lb. tins, gross or half gross lots, 6/9 per dozen.

-Sports Depot, Denby Dale, Huddersfleld. 12443

CARBIDE, highest quality, 22/- cwt., 15/- V> "vt.,

9/6 28 lb., 5/6 14 lb., carriage forward, drums
free.—Kemp's Garage, Importers, Louth. Lines. [X4789

EST Quality Carbide, 24/- per cwt., 28 lb. 8/6,

drums free. Any quantity supplied from % lb.

tins to 2 cwt. drums. Only the best brands stocked.

Trade enquiries invited.—Dargue, 57. Grey St., New-
castle-on Tyne. [6900

CARBIDE, guaranteed maximum gas yield, British

Acetylene Association standard, 21/6 cwt., drums
free, all meshes; stock at 22 depots; immediate de-

livery —Elloc Cycle Works, Importers, Gedney Drove

End, Wisbech. [=590

CARBIDE, finest quality, giving 100 per cent, pure

gas yield, all sizes, cwt. 26/6. i/o-cwt. 16/3, 28 1b.

9/6, drums free: support the old arm; established over

30 'years; satisfaction guaranteed.—Youui

Misterton, Somerset.

CARBIDE.-Immediate delivery of all sizes in 1 lb.,

2 1b. 4 1b., and 7 1b. lever lid tins, and 2 cwt.

drums, labelled or plain for retailers' own labels, quality

guaranteed, and all standard sizes supplied by the

cheapest firm in the trade.—The Premier Lamp and
Engineering Co., Ltd., Moorfteld Works, Armley, Leeds.

[3286

CARBIDE, finest quality obtainable, brilliant, last-

ing, 25/- cwt., drum free, cash with order, free

on rail, Aberdeen, Bristol. Cardiff, Edinburgh, G'as-

gow, Gloucester, Grimsby, Hull, Leeds, London.

Lowestoft, Liverpool, Lincoln, Manchester, Newcastle,

Preston Port Talbot. Runcorn, Sharpness, Swansea,

Yarmouth.—E. C. Maddock, Wareham, Dorset. [3761

Importers.
[9557

All letters relating to advertisements should ciuote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A31
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PATENTS.
\\7"E Buy. Sell, and Finance Inventions and Patents,
» » and advise on their marketing.—Send postcard for

full particulars to Dept. C, Inventors' Sales Agency,
22-24, Spencer Av., Coventry. [3717

PATENT AGENTS.
ONSULTING Patent Agency, 253, Gray's Inn Rd.
London.—Aero and aircraft engines. [2416

J.
E. S. LOCKWOOD, 3, New Street, Birmingham.

•Phone: 5816 O. Patents guide free. ' [9057

PATENTS Advice, handbook free.—King, Registered
Patent Agent, 146a, Queen Victoria St., E.O.

35 years' references.

c

[0129

W. BRYSON, B.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E.,
Patent Agent, 29, Southampton

London, W.C.2. 'Phone: Museum 3651.

Chartered
Building's,

[9242

H. N. & W. S. SKERRETT (H. N. Skerrett, Fellow
of the Chartered Institute of Patent Acenta

A.I.Mech.E., A.LA.E., Asociate I.E.E., etc.; W. S.
Skerrett, A.I.E.E., Registered Patent Agent).—Patents,
designs, and trade marks.—24, Temple Row, Birming-
ham. Tel.: Central 1038. T.A. : Skerrett, Biiming-
ham. [1534

AGENCIES.
THE Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., require sole agente

for their celebrated motor cycles in districts where
they are not already represented. Trade only.—Write foi
lists and terms to the Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., 248.
Alexandra Rd., Hornsey, JN.8. [6245

SLADE-J.A.P^. Motor Cycles, £55. Sole agents re-
quired in districts where not already represented.

These machines vill take the market by storm. Specifi-
cation—2%h. p. J. A.P., 2-speed kick start, B. and B.
carburetter, drip feed, etc.; sell at £55 retail.—Terms
from Whittles Motors, Longsight, Manchester. [4021

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
MACHINES Purchased for Clients in anv part of

U.K.; expert examination—Tonge. Holmsrfield
Sheffield. [3997

INSURANCE.
£3 Covers All Risks for 2%h.p., others at competi

tive rates.—Ernest Bass, 40, Chancery Lane
L

AV.C.2. 'Phone : Museum 2234. [0005

T> OYS, Ltd., Insurance Brokers.—Agents for all com-XV panies and Lloyd's. Insurance of every descrip-
tion effected. Enquiries invited.—170, Gt. Portland
St., London. [0055
e?4/5/6 secures Full Policy for Cycle Cars, Morgans* and the like up to £175 value; £3/5/6 covers 4h.p.
combinations: £4 covers 6h.p. combinations. . Prompt
settlement. Immediate cover.—John Clements and Co..
Insurance Brokers, 65a, Holbom Viaduct, E.C.I. [4473

THE Motor Cycle" Insurance Policy is the policy
authorised by " The Motor Cycle," and covers

motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for private
Kurposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximum
snefits, minimum rates. Full particulars and pro-

spectuses on application—The Autocar Fire and Acci-
dent Insurance Co., Ltd., 77, Cheapside, London, E.C 2

[0007

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

T^OR Sale, small motor cycle repair business, suit
JL ex-Service man with little capital, genuine, good
reasons for disposal; Earl's Court district; full par-
ticulars stamp.—Box 8,052, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3900
C1YCLE, motor, and engineering business (small),

' stock includes cycles, motor cycle, motor lorry
accessories, screw-cutting lathe, tools, forge vices, im-
mediate possession; situated North London; all at
£325.—Box 8,093, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4509

MOTOE and Cycle Agency and Repairing Depot for
sale

;
cycle-, motor cycle, and Ford parts stocked •

car for hire. Price, including stock, goodwill, fixtures',
also 22h.p. Darracq Iandanlet. £800. Situated main
road 10 miles North London.—Box 8,075, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [4014

FINANCIAL.—PARTNERSHIPS.
ACTIVE Partnership Required in motor cycle or car

repair business. Capital available. Midlands pre-
ferred, but not essential—Reply in confidence, Box
7,983, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3381

SITUATIONS VACANT.
HPRAVELLERS Wanted, commission basis; connection
-1- necessary with garages.—Collyer, Manufacturer, 78.
Snell's Park, Edmonton. . [4328

PERSONAL.
WOULD the Mr. Comyn who purchased a 4h.p

Triumph motor cycle from the Marble Arch
Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2, on 14/11/21
communicate with the advertisers? [4517

GENERAL TRADE.
AUCTION Sales.—Palmer's Garage. Tooting, the

oldest solely motor auction rooms in London
Terms T/iZ, not chargeable if machine unsold. Motor
cycles and cars bought and sold for cash. Nearest goods
stations. Falcon Lane, L. and N.W.R. ; Wimbledon. L
and S W.R. and G.W.R.—Sole address; Palmer's Gnr
ige, Tooting. London. [4469

Insurance Policy

THIS space will be oc-

cupied each week with

copies of letters from

Policy holders who have

made claims. Original

letters may be inspected.

Dear Sirs,

I have to-daij received your

cheque for . . .in settlement

of account for repair to my
car. Please accept my best

thanks for your prompt and
courteous handling of the

matter.

Yours faithfully,

The only Sale Test
of Insurance is
Claims. We settle

Claims promptly.

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

{Incorporating Tlie Autocar Insurance
Department, Established 1904).

Head Office;

77, Cheapside, London, E.C.2.

Telephone: City 9831 and 9832.

Telegrams:
" Auloinsure, Cent, London."

••>•**••***••••••••••»••»

W

WANTED.
T>. and M. Spares.—See advt. Motor Cycles Wanted.—
-«- Kemp. [3879
4-CYL. F.N. Engine, automatic inlet.—Grant, 1, Ains-

worth Rd., Croydon. [4108

d KO x 80 mm - Cover, new or second-hand.—Burnett,""" Hounsdown, Totton, Hants. [4512

WANTED, coach sidecar, suit 3*/>h.p., cheap—Thorn-
ley, Boreham Wood, Herts." [S.4747

ENGINE, about 2"/,h.p., 4-stroke, perfect.—207, Rail-
ton Rd., Heme Hill, London. [4301

BACK Axle and 8h.p. Motor Wanted for Cycle Car.
—Motor, 1, Auburn Rd., Bristol. [4240

WANTED, Albion "gear, 2-speed, clutch, K. starter.

—279. Sandycombe Rd., Richmond. [3987

MORGAN, water-cooled, condition immaterial.—A.,
143, Ravensbury Rd., Earlsfleld, S.W.18. [4389

WANTED, C.B. sidecar, complete, or body, good con-
dition; cash waiting.— Gold, Ramsgate. [3887

WANTED, a second-hand D.A. cylinder and .clips.— .

State price. Box 8,076, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4015

WANTED, American X back wheel, complete.—
Uyflealer, 2, Wobnrn Place, London. W.C.I.

[3854
4? 5 Offered for Sturmey-Archer 3-speed gear box.—
°^ Browu, 18, Hazel Grove, Hucknall, Nottingham.

[4050
WANTED, coachbuilt sidecar or body; also 26x2

tyre—Forrester, 13, Hunter St., Shrewsbury.
[4181

SIDECAR, Harley 2-seater, hood, screen; or exchange
1 torpedo and cash.—Lomas, 194, Harold Rd., Hast-

ings. [4042

WASTED, genuine B.S.A. sidecar, in good order, com-
plete with wind screen.—Deely, Horton Hospital,

Epsom. [3903

WANTED, folding sidecar, Hopley or Paragon, Hoplej
preferred; also Tan-Sad—50, Alverstone Rd.,

Portsmouth. [3926

WANTED, Low acetylene generator, light car size, in
working order, for combination.—Steggall, Scorton,

Yorkshire.
__

[3982

ANTED, 5-6h.p. twin engine, m.o.v., also Bowden
box; cheap for cash.—Dav, Hills Place,

Rusper, Sussex.
.

[3927

WANTED, silencer and magneto timing cover for

1914 4Vili.p. Precision.—Warwick, 36, Radnor
St., Peekham. [1087

3ih.p. or 4h.p. Single J.A.P. Engine, overhead valves
2 preferred; must be perfect.—J. L. Smith, Christ's

College, Cambridge. - [3962

WANTED, Harley-Daviclson parts, sidecar chassis for

same; repairs not objected to— 2, Fortunegate
Rd., Harlesden, N.W. [358B

MAGNETOS and Spare Parts, platinum screws, etc.,

wanted, any condition.—Charles Parker and Co..

Churchfleld Rd., Acton. [4135

STURMEY-ARCHER Gear Cases, %xVi chains, <iiin.

X7-I6in.—R. G. Gamble and Co., 13, Somers
Mews, Edgware Rd., W.2. [4201

WANTED, steel balls, any quantity, 3-16in., Win.,

and 5-1 6in.—Cromwell Engineering Co., 327.
Putney Bridge Rd., S.W.15. [3308

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Parts, in single lots, quan-
tity; crashed or incomplete machines—670, High
Rd., Tottenham, N.17. [3977

STURMEY 3-speed K.S. Gear Box, perfect order, to

fit Triumph; also back stays, etc.—Clarke, 262,

Callais Rd., Burton-ou-Trent. 13843

STURMEY-ARCHER J.S. or Armstrong VII. wheel,

26x2V' rim, perfect, all controls.—Cox, 5, Staff

Quarters, West End, Aldershot. [3928

WANTED, good up-to-date second-hand motor cycle

accessories; state particulars and price.—Service

Co., 292, High Holbom, W.C.I. [0671

WANTED, sidecar body, good condition, C.B. pre-

ferred, suitable undcrshmg chassis, cheap.—W.
Appleton, 5, Castle St., Sligo. [4241

WANTED, 4h.p. Douglas, 1918 forks, 1920 clutch,

gear- box. bottom crank case, induction pipe.—

Osbouru, Campbell Rd., Bedford. [3959

WANTED, second-hand Morgans, Rovers, and
GN.'s, in good condition.—A. P. Rey, 378-384.

Euston Rd. 'Phone : Museum 6436. [3593

WANTED, bankrupt stocks, W.D. spares, incom-
plete P. and M.'s or parts.—Inman, Durham

Rd Seatorth, Liverpool. 'Phone : Waterloo 296.
[3597

WANTED, countershaft Triumph parts ; also Stuimey-
Archer gear box parts, any condition.—Ward and

Co 51, Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. 'Phone: 2754
Putney. »474

P..
and M. Parts wanted ; Chains, exhaust pipes, filler

caps, gear operating chains, kick starts, and chain,

valve caps, front brakes; second-hand preferred.—S. E.

Porter, Whitchurch, Salop. [3865 .

WANTED, De Luxe Morgan, w.c. M.A.G., 192i or

uew, in exchange for 1920 Douglas combination,

new condition and appearance, full equipment, value

£100, cash adjustment.—Woodside, Robinhood Lane,

Sutton, Surrey. '

.
[3880

AC2 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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WANTED.
WANTED, for countershaft Triumph, timing side

of crank case, "or complete crank case; also Stur-

mev sear box case, or complete gear box if cheap.—

Hole, 129, Park Lane, Carshalton. [1247

WANTED to Purchase Outright for cash, bankrupt
stocks. W.D. spares, miscellaneous spares. Send

full particulars—McNeille and Piatt. 57. Gt. George
St.. Liverpool. 'Phone: 1092 Royal. f2489

FOR 1913 2 3
ft>.p. Sunbeam, frame centre only (i.e.,

without fork or rear -wheel brackets, engine plates,

etc.). in thoroughly sound condition; broken and brazed

article not wanted: also leakless tank and rear stand

for same machine: moderate prices.—Write, Iyangar,

c/o Godfreys. 208, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [3321

ESTGINES Wanted.—We are in the market for a

number of air-cooled engines for stationary work,
about 80mm. bore by 80mm. stroke, 4-cycle, fitted with
governor if possible; no magneto or carburetter. Pre-

pared to pay round about £12 each.—Send full particu-

lars to Box 8,078, clo The Motor Cycle. [4023

EXCHANGE.
INDIAN 5-6h.p., 3-speed; lower power and cash.—T.,

52, Brodrick Rd., S.W.17. [3819

HEAVY Power Lathe, 8tt. bed; exchange for Levis.

14, Phoenix St., Euston, N.W.I. [4060

3.h.p. Douglas Combination, perfect, for pood 3V^h.p.
4 solo, or sell £45.-56, Ormeley Rd., Balham. [3896

ORGAN: exchange solo and cash. See Runabouts.
Preston, Lambton St., Monton, Eccles. [S4863

"I Q16 6h.p. Zenith-Jap Combination; £65, or exchange
-*-v for Rudge Alulti.—Horner, Tolney Lane, Newark.

[3893
6h.p. Clyno Coachbuilt Combination for good light-

weight, or sell £35.-164, Leeds Rd., Shipley.
[X4862

DYNAMO, house lighting, 110 volt, for lightweight,
good make.—Chandler, 1, Lansdowne Rd., Chatham.

[3913
LATHE, %in. turret, complete, for modern light-

weight cycle.—82, Caledonian Rd., London, N.l.
[4085

BRADBURY 4h.p., 1914, 2-speed, kick start; accept
£10 and another.—Box 8,096, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[4518
SIXTY Cars for Exchange; postcard procures list.

Call.—Douglas S. Cox, Motors, West Norwood.
[4451

A.V. Monocar for post-war Triumph, or similar com-
bination; sell £70.—Rumney, Whitley, Warring-

,ton. [3827

BORE Hammerless Ejector; £21; exchange
motor cycle; approval.—10, Mount St., Wal-

sall. [4156

3.3h.p Scott, perfect, fast, equipped, for light-
4 weight.—tClark, Long Sutton, Langport, Somer-

set. [4131

EXCHANGE cycle and motor cycle accessories, for
violin," bow, and case.—Box 294, c/o The Motor

Cycle. rX4760

CLOSING.—£50 cycle stock; exchange combination,
cash adjustment.—Jeavons, Draper, Lye, Stour-

bridge. • [X4829
OiLh.p. Douglas, 2-speed, uncrated 1919, accessories,
/^4 unseratched; exchanges invited.— 63, Solon Rd,,
Brixton. [4054

EXCHANGE 1915 Water-cooled Humberette, fully
equipped, for combination.—24, Geraldine Rd.,

Chiswick. [4353

EXCHANGE 1921 2%h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke, perfect,
for combination ; sell £46.—Kemp, 27, Westmor-

land Rd., S.E.17. [3908

MORGAN", a.c, 1915 sporting, smart; exchange for
combination, or solo and cash.—143, Ravensbury

Rd., Earlsfleld, S.W.18. [4391

3ih.p. 1913 Hub Gear, Triumph, for higher power,
2 cash adjustment; sell £30; new tyres, tubes, etc.

—24, Bathurst Rd., Norwich. [3912

EXCHANGE twin 2-speed coachbuilt combination and
2%h.p. lightweight (lot), for good Ford van.—

Box 295, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X4761

ALLDAYS 12h.p. 4-seater, modern body, unseratched,
remarkably good condition ; anv exchange con-

sidered.— 63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [4053
T7XCHANGE 1914 2J4'h.p. Douglas, perfect order, and
J-J cash for countershaft Triumph, not earlier than
1917.—Barlow, Ramsey, Hunts. [4205

EXCHANGE 1921 A.V. for combination or sole—
Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.,

W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [3647

DOUGLAS" 2%h.p., 1917, excellent condition, fully
equipped, licensed; exchange higher power.—17

Sussex Rd., New Maiden, Surrey. [4086

SPORTING Monocar, 3-wheeler, discs, absolutely re-
liable, good tyres : trial ; exchange motor evele ; sell

£39.-3, Addiscombe Grove, Croydon. [4388
XTALIFAX.—50 second-hand machines and com-
A-a- binations; Seen exchanges; get list.—Halifax
Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [4019

RUDGE Mnlti, I.O.M., 1920, unpunctured, speed-
ometer, tax paid, and. cash, for A.B.C., Scott, 3-

speed Douglas.—A., 6, Essex Grove Walthamstow, E 17
[4095

iThei
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BRAMPTON
Bi-Flex

SPRING FORK

SINCE a spring Fork can only absorb vibra-

tion and shocks effectively in the direction

in which it is capable of movement, the

liberal margin of movement in both the

horizontal and vertical planes which the exclu-

sive design of the Brampton Bi-Flex facilitates,

will be readily appreciated. The Brampton
Bi-Flex Spring Fork is instantly responsive to,

and completely absorbs within itself, all vibra-

tion and shocks from every angle at which

resistance is encountered, rendering the rider

immune from discomforts which are otherwise

impossible to entirely eliminate.

BRAMPTON BROS., Ltd.,

Oliver Street,

BIRMINGHAM.
Me asu rement
forms and descrip-

tive booklet illus

trating models for

motor cycles from
2i h.p. upwards,
free on request.

EXCHANGE.
"I Q20 7-9h.p. Indian Solo, perfect condition, for 8h.p.
-L«/ sports Zenith or single (Blackburne engined).—
B. P. Jackson, 2, East View, Preston. [3856

RUDGE Multi, 1920, scarcely used, complete with
all accessories; exchange lightweight and cash, or

sell £65.-198, King St., Hammersmith. [4067

CARDEN, 1919, 8h.p. J.A.P., Sturmey 3-speed, ex-
cellent condition, taxed; £55; exchange combina-

tion.—Particulars, Holmes, Slinfold, Sussex. [3895

NEW HUDSON 2-stroke, 2-speed. June, 1920, as
new; exchange for machine capable of taking side-

car.—Lee, Drewitts Farm, Amberley, Sussex. [3911

EXCHANGE Flanders delivery van, smart, fine order,
for recent solo or combination; sell £80.—Lewis,

44, Grosvenor St., Ladywood, Birmingham. [X4873

EXCHANGE 2 Manual Reed Organ, 14 stops, etc.,

with cash, for late combination or Morgan;
letters.—Page, Roseneath, Whyteleafe, Surrey. [4047

EXCHANGE Leather Flying Coat and Easting
Screen for good gent's, cycle, or sell cheap.

—

Spurling, 8, Courthope Rd., Hampstead, N.W.3. [4045

ARGYLL 15.9h.p., good running order, touring and
brake bodies, dual ignition; £70; exchange solo or

combination, cash adjustment.— 53, Bridge St., Taunton
[4128

ITALA 14.7h.p. 4-seater, starting and lighting, all

on, good condition, accept '"solo or combination
part exchange, or sell £250.—Barton, Sussex Rd.,
Erith. [3838

EXCHANGE Rover, 8h.p„ 1922, brand new, for

combination and cash.—Newnham Motor Co.,

223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith
80. [3645

EXCHANGE 1922 Coventry Premier, brand new
for combination and cash.—Newnham Motor Co.,

223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith
80. [3650

EXCHANGE 1918 E^-P- Monopole, beautiful condi-

tion, and 3 good magnetos, for Scott combination,
1914 or 1915, any condition.—Smith, 20, Park Crescent,

York. [3877

BROUGH 1920 6h.p. Combination, almost new, climb
anywhere; cost £200; exchange A. B.C. solo and

cash.—Write Skidmore, 18, Chatsworth Gardens, Acton,
W.3. [3874

YOUR Motor Cycle taken in part exchange for any
car in stock. Good selection.—W. T. Dunn, Ltd.,

326, Euston Rd., London. Museum 5391. Easy pay-
[4525

sple-^lid
and M.,
Putney,
[4196

merits.

EXCHANGE 3V-h-P. Rover combination,
condition, fully equipped, for R.A.F. P.

or twin, or sell £45; genuine.—18a, High St.,

S.W.I 5.

ADVERTISER requires Triumph in exchange for
1919 Metro-Tyler and 7-9h.p. T.T. Indian, cash

adjustments; particulars.—Borrow, Cowplain, Coshairt.,

Hants.
.

[3813

A.C. lOh.p. Car, 1915, clover body, first-class con-
dition, insured; exchange combination and cash,

Enfield or Zenith.—9, Thanet House, Upper Park
St., N.l. [4347

EXCHANGE Your Present Machine for a new car
or motor cycle through the Newnham Motor

Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammer-
smith 80. [3651

MUSIC Hall Artiste wishes to exchange his Star lan-
daulet for a good combination or small 2-seater.

No dealers entertained.—14a, Loughborough Rd., Brix-
ton, Loudon, S.W. [3867

F.O.C.H. are noted for fair exchanges.—Fair Offer
Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead. (Near

tube.) 'Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours : 9-7, in-

cluding Saturdays. [3373

EXCHANGE S.H. 2^'ih.p. Douglas crankshaft, con-
necting rods, piston, timing pinions, two 26x2'/l

covers, Lambert typewriter, for anything useful.—Stincli-
combe, Berkeley, Glos. [4199

EXCHANGE, higher power, 3i/
2h.p. Premier black

and gold combination, countershaft, wide tank,

B. and L., lavishly equipped, valued £78.-17, Wortb-
ington St., Leicester. [3956

~| Q20 4 I,ih.p. B.S.A. Combinationf or sale, perfect
J.*/ condition; £90; old Morgan taken in part ex-

change or similar cycle car ; condition immaterial.—
Wynn, Widney, Solihull. [4105

5-6h.p. Sporting Indian Combination, also similar
T.T. solo, for Morgan, higher powered combina-

tion or sell; private owner; full particulars.—Crombie.
86, Southgate Rd., Sheffield. [3833

"I 020-21 8h.p. A.V. Monocar (2-seater), original tyres.
It/ lighting set. Klaxon, hardly used, .guaranteed per-

fect for Harley combination, or good solo and cash; sell

£85.-89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [4078

EXCHANGE 1918 6-8h.p. Campion-Jap, Sturmey 3-

speed, K.S., new Swan sporting sidecar, fine all-red

sporting combination; lighter machine and cash.—29,
Pembroke St., Cowley Rd., Oxford. [4152

BROUGH 3V-h.p., 3-speed, 1916, ridden one season:
exchange lightweight nnd cash, sell £70: new sheet

metal sidecar, £15 extra; evenings 6-7—120, Marl-

borough Flats, Walton St., Chelsea, S.W.3. [X4874

1 Q19 Special T.T. Model B.S.A., competition winner,
XtF very little used, and in excellent condition through-

out, in exchange for any good lightweight machine,
1919-20.—Showell, Hadlow, Bridle Rd., Purley. [3990

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A33
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EXCHANGE.
HOBART, 2^'h.p. J.A.P., K.S., countershaft, practi-

cally new, under 1,000 miles: for higher power
late model countershaft, N.U.T1

., Triumph, Norton
preferred.—Eidgway, Navigation Rd., Northwich. [X4764

EXCHANGE 1918 Singer 2-seater, with dickey,
dynamo lighting, self-starter, new condition, for

combination and cash.—Newnham Motor Co.. 223,
Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80.

[3646
INDIAN Frame, with wheels complete, good tyres, tank

drip feed, Bosch magneto, less contact breaker,
Harvey-Frost vulcaniser, with tools, etc.: £20; exchange
2-stroke, cash adjustment.— 2, ftreenbrook Terrace, Taun-
ton. [4127

EXCHANGE Flanders ?mall 4-seater. appearance
as new, 5 lamps, horn, front and rear wind

screens. Stepney, tyres as new, tax paid: sell £95, or
combination and cash. — 6, Albert Rd., Peckham,
S E.5. [4051

MOTOR Tuition.—Correspondence school for disposal.
500 complete courses, prospectuses, etc. A sound

investment. Exchange for Douglas 2%h.p.j 2-speed, or
fiood 2-stroke, or sell for cash.—Full particulars, Laird,
Tavistock. [3910

EXCHANGES a Speciality.—Motor cycles taken in
part exchange for small and large 2 and 4-seaters

;

bargain prices.—Seabridge, Hansler Rd., East Dnlwich.
Hours 10-5.30, or appointment (not Sundays). Syden-
ham 2452. [3671

EXCHANGE.—Salvage from fire, 1916 Henderson 4-

cyl. (barring 1-cyl., induction pipe, inlet port,
mag., and tank injured, all the rest very good), for late
model coach sidecar to suit chain Triumph.—Richard-
son, Fareham, Hants. [3841

EXCHANGE Sturmey-Archer 3-speed and clutch and
neutral gear and wheel complete, off 1913 Bat, all

in perfect condition, for Philipson pulley; must be per-
fect, for 6h.p„ J.A.P., or sell.—Applv, Seven Dials Motor
Cycle Depot, 'Brighton. [3909

WANTED, good combination, or solo and cash, for
late Bleriot Whippet 2-seater, hood, screen, dynamo

lighting, outside starter, sporting body, electric, horn,
perfect condition; inspection any time; value £95 (cost

£250).—Parwood, 89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [4077

EXCHANGE Caltborpe Coupe, lOh.p., dynamo light-
ing and starter, repainted, speedometer, most

exceptional condition, for first-class motor cycle or
combination arid cash; would sell £190.—Newnham
Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Ham-
mersmith 80. [4447

REPAIRERS.

ANY

ARMSTRONG or Stumiev-Archer Gears Repaired
promptly and efficiently.—Couuty Engineering Co..

Aluminium
[0517

experts

W 1

c-

Honnslow.

WHITTALL for Welding.
Prompt delivery.

THITTALL.—ristons complete for Triumph, Pre-
mier, J.A.P., Bradbury, B.S.A., Douglas, Sun-

beams, etc. ; 14/- to 24/-, on approval, exact to pattern.

WHrTTALL.—Cylinders reground and new complete
pistons fitted from £2, perfection guaranteed.

Twelve years' first-class reputation. Pistons to pattern
or sketch.—Whittall Machinists Co., Whittal] St.. Bir-
mingham. 10017

R. FOSTER, of Leeds, is the original cylinder
grinding specialist.

CYLINDER Grinding by Foster, of Leeds, has no
equal. Price, complete with piston, from £2.

£1,000 is the value of the machine and equipment
that will grind your cylinder at our works.—

Foster, of Leeds, 170, Cardigan Rd. [0003

PISTONS, new. complete with rings and pin, J.A.P.,
Triumph, etc.; 19/-.— Below.

CYLINDERS Ground, work guaranteed, 17 years'
grinding experience - Support the firm who brought

the prices down. Brico rings fitted. Write for copy
testimonials and prices.—Ker.dnll and Co., Engineers.
Stoney Stanton Rd., Coventry. [X4816
ARMSTRONG and Shirrney-Archer Gear Specialists.

Repairs while you wait.—Tavistock (belowl.

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears completely
assembled for 6/- in 2 hours.—Tavistock (below).

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Parts at cut
prices by return of post.—Tavistock (below).

GEARS, shafts, valves, etc., for car or cycle, made
promptly.—Tavistock (below).

GEARS.—Send all gear repairs and replacements to
Tavistock Engineering Co., 254a, Portobello Rd.,

North Kensington, London. 'Phone: Park 643. [3719
ENGLNE Overhauls, quality work only, cylinders re-

ground, pistons, valves, bushes, etc.—Below.

PISTONS for every standard motor cycle in stock
from 14/- each.—Below.

/CYLINDER Grinding, our spckilitv 23ih.p. DouglasV^ reground, fitted with' new piston, rings, and
gudgeon, 25/- each.—Below.

'TiRITJMPH, J.A.P., Bradbury, and all 3V^h.'p., 4h.p..
-- cylinders reground and fitted new piston, rings,
and gudgeon, 35/- j returned in 48 hours.—Below.

/"QUALITY and Satisfaction is our motto. Entrust
^°*

;
your work to specialists and get a guaranteed

repair. — CM.D. Engineering Co., Leamington Spa.
'Phone: 768. [9659

The Utmost
Economy . .

.

D

jTir Whatever the amount you may have to

^^ spend upon a motor cycle or light car

We can show you how to get the best possible

value Jor your outlay, both at the time oj

your purchase—and ajtcrwards.

^|T Write us, and let us advise you as to the

^^ machine or car best suited to your

needs. Let us also explain to you how our

unique methods oj business make Jor "the

utmost economy " jor our customer in every

sense oj the word ; and, ij you want to cut

your initial expense to a minimum, ask Jor

our list oj special bargain machines—all in

the finest running order, carejully tested and

tuned by us, and sold with our guarantee.

tfjT We can supply to any part o] the
^^ country, on cash, or most favourable

extended payments or exchange basis.

Immediate delivery of following 1922 models.

ARIEL, B.S.A., DIAMOND,
DOUGLAS, EDMUND,
ENFIELD, HUMBER,
INDIAN, MASSEY-
ARRAN, MATCHLESS,
NORTON,RUDGE,SCOTT,
SUNBEAM, TRIUMPH and
VELOCETTE Motor Cycles
— also BELSIZE - BRAD-
SHAW, CROUCH, ROVER,
WOLSELEY Light Cars.

TOLLADY,
General Manager.

High Street, OXFORD,
London Road, BICESTER.
"Phone; 581 & 784. Oxford.
Pbone: 35, Bicester.

Grams: "Integrity Oxford and Bicester,

90,
and

HUB Gears.-
tbe week;

REPAIRERS.
HUB Gears.—Great reductions in prices of replace-

ments for Sturmey-Archer and Armstrong gears.

Wheels repaired and returned within
send for latest price lists.

HUB Gears.—Why pay an extortionate price tor

fitting a few new parts to an old gear ?

HUB Gears.—We undertake to supply the complete
new internal portion of the gear mechanism less

main driver for £5,

HUB Gears.—A. F. Lewis, Charlestown, Weymouth.
Look out for the Lewis patent 2-speed counter-

shaft gear and clutch. (0747

WELDING Aluminium Crank Cases, gear boxes by

experts ; immediate attention ;
seasonable prices.—

—Below.

WELDING Broken Cylinders, flanges, combustion
experts of 11 years' experience.—Below.

CYLINDER Grinding on latest machinery, installed

since hostilities censed; accuracy guaranteed;

new pistons fitted.—Sadgrove and Co., 140, Conybere
St.. Birmingham. [4769

DOUGLAS Overhauls.—We specialise in overhauling
and repairing Douglas machin eg.—Tavistock

(below).

DOUGLAS Overhauls.—Send your Douglas to us for

reliable, efficient, and cheap repairs—Tavistock
(below).

OUGLAS Overhauls.-Don't have your machine
spoilt by amateur mechanics.—Tavistock En-

gineering Co., 254, Portobello Rd., North Kensingtou.
London. 'Phone: Park 643 [3720

PRECISION Engine*?.—A. Bickley, late foreman en-

gine shop, undertakes any repairs.—59, Richmond

D c

Rd., Leicester.

STOVE Enamelling, frames 9/-.

makers' colours, plating.—De La Cour. 298
nington Rd., S.E.

[4064

wheels 9/-; tanks
Ken-
[4117

TpNGINES Rebushed, overhauled^ rings fitted,

singles 30/-, twins 40/-; re-pression guaranteed
turned 3 days.—Below.

CYLINDERS Rebored, fitted with new pistons, from-
-30/- to- 40/-.—Turner Bros., Motor Engineers,

Summerseat, Manchester.. [4143

FOR Expert Engine Overhauls, cylinder grinding,

new pistons, and spares, Hedley and Co., Forth
St., Newcastle-on-Tyne. [1333

"ORAME, chassis, and tank repairs, enamelling and
J- painting by experts; prompt deliveries.—Lansham
Co., Fitzroy St., Leicester. 16097

INDIAN Owners.—If you have trouble with your ma-
chine, send to Indian repair specialists, Dennis,

89, Brixton Rd.. London. 11853

J.A.P. and Blackburne Engine Experts; reasonable
and reliable.—Kingsbury Garage, Edgware Rd.,

Hendon. 'Phone: Kingsbury 134. [4209

P.
and M. Gear Specialists. Any 1911 to 1921 P. and
M. gear repaired promptly and efficiently.—A. S.

Phillipson, Engineer, la, Hilda St., Grimsby. [5849

WELDING.—Broken cylinders, crank cases, etc., made
like new; work guaranteed; quick return.—Tonga

Welding Co., Morton St., Middleton, Manchester. [6302

ALL Manner of Repairs, rebuilds, etc., to any pat-

tern First-class enamelling. Reasonable charges
and quick delivery.—Day, 27, St. Luke's Rd., Birming-
ham. [3393

ENAMELLING, Plating—Tanks enamelled as before:
handle-bars, etc., plated.—Send to Murray's Plating

Works, Union St., Coventry. Platers and cuamellers to

the trade. [0024

CYLINDER Grinding, new pistons, etc.; accurate
and highly finished work; prompt delivery; price

list on application.—W. and F. Wills, Ltd.. Engineers,

Bridgwater. [0728

SPEEDOMETER Experts.—Repairs to all makes:
Stewart repairs a speciality. New and second-hand

sets in stock.—London Speedometer Co., Kramer Mews,
Earl's Court. [4043

FRAMES.—Repairs and aiterntions ; special frames
and tanks hurt, any design: enamelling and

plating:—A, Pilkinjrton and Co., 390, Lichfield Rd.,

Birmingham. [8466

ALUMINALLOY Pistons. — Our pistons signalise
efficiency for 20,000 miles. Cylinders ground,

pistons fitted. Trade supplied.—Commercial Engineering,

.

South St., Keighley. [3937

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—Cylinders reground and fitted with new

piston, complete" with rings and gudgeon pin, from
25/-; returned in 3 days. [4500

CYLINDER Grinding, new pistons, rings, and
gudgeons, 85 mm. J.A.P. 's, etc., 29/6; other sizes

on request. Aluminium pistons if desired. — Vulcan
Engineering Works, Walsden. [9642

TX/ELDING.—Broken flanges, alnraininm crank cases,W cracked water jackets, valve seatings, welded
and machined complete; scored bores filled in and
ground to existing pistons.—Below.

CYLINDERS Reground, new pistons fitted complete,
in cast iron or aluminium.—West London Weld-

ing Co., Essex Place, Chiswick. 'Phone: Chiswick
556. [0415

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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A Lightweight T.T.

WE
congratulate the Auto-Cycle Union upon

its decision to recognise officially the 250
c.c. lightweight as deserving a Tourist

Trophy of its own. Our interest in this

type of machine is well known. Before

the war we urged that the smaller type of motor
bicycle was capable of great development as a solo

mount, and that improvements in design, had paved
the way for a general reduction in engine size. For
example, a few years ago the single-cylinder motor
cycle of 500 c.c_ was regarded purely as a solo

mount, yet in a very short time it became the most
popular sidecar type. It is not unreasonable to

suppose that any machine capable of propelling a

sidecar at average speeds in excess of the legal

limit has a reserve of power, when used for solo

riding, considerably in excess of the average rider's

demands. The advent of the 350 c.c. brought

into existence a very popular type of solo mount,
which, in turn, has been proved capable of sidecar

work. Hence the introduction of smaller machines
for solo riding was desirable, but .to be developed
properly they needed encouragement.

Such encouragement, was given by . this journal

at- a time, too, when the governing body was
endeavouring to exploit the scooter. The Motor
Cycle Cups, first offered in 1914 and presented

for the 1920 and 1921 T.T. races, focussed

attention upon the 250 c.c. lightweight, and
assisted materially, in fostering their development.

In 1 92 1 the tiny four-stroke lightweight which
won the cup was 6% m.p.h. faster than the winner

of the previous year's 250 c.c. trophy—a two-stroke

incidentally.

In a leading article early in 1919 we said:
" In this type of machine (the 250 c.c. mount)
we see the motor cycle for the million." In

repeating our offer for a trophy for 250 c.c.

machines, we stated that "there are no better

means of developing the small engine and light

machine than the conditions imposed during a

long run at speed over a T.T. course.

'

' Because the small lightweight is the most
suitable and most promising machine for ' the

million,' a tertius class. T.T. has a strong claim
upon the governing body, and we appeal for the
inclusion of this suggested class in the next T.T."
The new trophy will mean that each type of

solo machine (250 c.c, 350 c.c, and 500 c.c.)

has now a Tourist" Trophy, and that the true light-

weight, last year designated by the A.C.U. as

the '.flyweight,' will receive the same honours for
its victories as the larger machines, being treated
independently instead of as a subsidiary class in
the Junior race.

The Outlook.
REPORTS reach us from many quarters of a

general improvement in trade. So far as

the motor cycle industry is concerned, un-

doubtedly there are signs of increased

activity, which, of course, is to be expected
at this time of the year. The stabilisation of prices

and the very apparent interest in motor cycles, at

no time greater than at present, augurs well for

the increased demand for motor cycles during this

year. The. easing of the political situation, too,

tends to improve matters.

The motor cycle has now reached a stage where
the general public is no longer sceptical regarding
"its reliability, while its economy is now so well
known that on this score alone it is being taken
up by those who have hitherto spent a great deal
of money in railway travelling.

For light delivery, also, is the economical motor
cycle being appreciated by tradesmen who now
realise that the possibility of being able to deliver
their customers' orders promptly is a valuable busi-

ness asset.

With the advent of dry roads and the irresistible

call of spring, demand is likely to gain impetus
as the weeks roll by. At the moment prompt de-
liver}' can be effected in most cases, but these con-
ditions will not obtain under an improved and sus-

tained demand.
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comments
Help

WHEN I was a boy at school one of the forms
of torture inflicted upon me was termed a

" general knowledge paper," which made its

annual appearance the week before Christmas break-

up. It contained such questions as " How many legs

has a centipede, an armadillo, . a -stevedore, a cater-

pillar?" etc., etc. I have. just sent the headmaster
a letter which will inspire a teaser for his next stunt

in this line. The question will run, " What kind of

engineer handles on the same working day railway

communication cords, sparking plugs, corset springs,

golf ball moulds, motor 'bus manifolds, carburetter

needles, airship control valves, metal boot trees, and
railway signal rods?" There is only one right

answer—a rustproofer. Easy when you know the

answer, isn't it?

Assembled Machines.
^NE or two readers have completely misunderstood
my remarks of December 22nd on " assembled

"

machines, doubtless because I flung them
against a background of motor cycling opinion, which

apparently does not exist as universally as I supposed.

The background in this case consisted of a criticism

widely passed on the last Olympia Show by many
cognoscenti, to the effect that

'

' there were far too

many assembled machines! " I accepted the fact

underlying this criticism, viz. , the multiplication of

motor cycles sharing proprietary engines, gear boxes,

forks, and the like ; and proceeded to analyse it in

the spirit of the advocate who defends a burglar. I

noticed that the assembled machine is usually cheaper

than a special design of similar rating; that it is

often easier to obtain spares for it locally ; and that

it is easier for. a fussy purchaser to get his personal

fads incorporated in it. All of which is t.ue. I did

not think it needful to stick up for the superior merits

of the special design, supposing that a buyer can

afford to pav for one. Apparently, I ought to have

put in a word for the householder as well. I do so ;

gracefully, if tardily. Please note that I did not say

that the assembled 'bus is better than the special

design, or that it can ever be quite so good.

Gratitude and History.

THE Triumph Co. consider that the special design

offers the buyer the three advantages which I

claimed for the assembled machine. If it is a

machine with output and service on the Triumph scale,

it meets my second point, though I cannot agree that

it is generally -so low-priced, or that its specification

is so rfeadily varied—if I tried to get the Triumph
people to sell me a Ricardo model with a Jardine

four-speed gear, I expect I should get. a frozen stare.

Nor do I wholly agree with them on the
'

' employment
of brains " business—some of the big assemblers

JANUARY 19th, 191

BY

"IXIOTST

utilise a greater sum total of brain-power than any

single factory can employ, for they tap the cerebella

of half a dozen concerns. I should phrase the superior

claims of the special design quite differently from

the letter which appears elsewhere in this issue. I

should begin by heartily endorsing the view that the

older special design factories are the Mons Star men

'

of the motor cycle industry, and, as such,.- have an

imperishable claim on the gratitude of motor cyclists,

whereas the assemblers are late 191 8 conscripts by

comparison, who came in when all risk was ended.

But the main charm of the special design in my eyes

is not mentioned in the Triumph defence of it.

Something Different.

SPEAKING as a not untypical motor cyclist,

whenever my purse permits it I plump for
'

' something-different.
'

' Something different from

what I rode in 192-1, 1920, 191 9, 1914, etc. Some-
thing different from what my ""neighbours and fellow

clubmen ride. In addition, funds consenting, I like

the best in each " class. Some of the proprietary

engines, gear boxes, etc., are pi the very first quality.

But, even if one felt neither gratitude for the firms

which kept the industry alive in its darkest days, nor

interest in the epoch-making innovations which occa-^

sionally appear—Douglas, Scott,' A. B.C., Barr and
Stroud, etc.—the mere zest for variety would link all

well-to-do motor cyclists to one or another of the

special' designs. To sum up, the rider who likes top

quality plus variety buys a special design, and changes

his make most seasons. The man who likes top quality

but cannot afford variety usually buys a special

design, and sticks to it* The man who cannot afford

either of these ideals usually goes over the list of

" assembled " machines with a fine toothed comb,
and gets something very good, but not quite so

interesting, at a correspondingly lower price.

Mr. Norton in South Africa.

SOME interesting snapshots just to hand remind

me that Mr. J. L. Norton is at present on a

business ride through South Africa, and I was
much interested to inspect the prints of this wise

veteran surrounded by ostriches and cannibals and

other tropical fauna. He has already, cabled home
to the works for various modifications to be introduced

into the export model Nortons, and there is no doubt

that his policy is excellent. If the big noise from all

our factories were personally to sample overseas con-

ditions and collogue with overseas riders, we would

annex a far larger slice of the colonial trade. Mr.

Norton belongs to the tough old breed whom we don't

raise nowadays. He has been a greybeard ever since

I have known him (I don't care to add up how long

that is), and it is vastly to his credit that at his age

he should tackle so exhausting a trip.
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About Spares.

OCCASIONALLY we receive a peevish letter from

some reader who considers that he has been

overcharged for a. spare part. As a rule his

grievance peters down into sheer ignorance of the

"overhead" expenses, which augment the cost of

spare part service—the locked -up capital, the staff,

rates, and repairs of the stores, and the like. But

of late I have noticed a -novel technical element which

tends to increase the price of spares. Cheap pro-

duction is the parrot cry of the day. A few years

ago many component items of a motor cycle were,

so to speak, bent up in the shops, or otherwise

demanded a large amount of skilled labour. To-day

labour, being a costly item, is cut down to the mini-

mum ; there is a marked tendency to employ dies and

to- stamp or press as many parts as possible.
_
Dies

are expensive, and Jhe production expert tries to

make one die do. the work of -two. So we get such

items as a combined sprocket and brake drum. The
system undoubtedly

cheapens production, but

it often adds to the
t V '""•"'.

-

cost of maintenance. *^i!ij

To quote actual
examples, a friend of

mine found at his winter

overhaul that his rear

sprocket teeth' were too

badly worn for further

use. He ordered a

spare. Thanks to its

being combined with the
j

brake drum, it cost -him
Jj

^3, instead of the 25s.

which he had estimated;

this although his old

brake drum was still tit

for an unlimited mileage.

Designing for Cheap
Maintenance.

DN these days a first-

class - motor ,. cycle

is capable of almost

indefinite use. Of two
equally roadworthy
machines of different

m a k e s, the machine
which is the cheaper to

buy will be the first to

achieve a vogue. In

c ur s e of time the

machine which is cheaper
to maintain will establish

itself as the best seller
;

and such spare part

prices as I instanced in

the last paragraph will

ultimately destroy the

popularity of any mount.
There are, as yet, few
machines on the road
which have bee n
definitely designed with
the deliberate aim of

securing cheap mainten-

-f

THE CALL OF THE ROAD IN WINTER.
Few motor cyclists nowadays store their machines during the short

days of December and January. Half the pleasure of owning a

machine is lost if one hesitates to get abroad on the brilliant days with

which we are often favoured during those months.
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ance over a long term of years. Perhaps the frame of

the Scott Sociable is the best illustration of my point.

A friend of mine rammed a taxi with his Sociable not

long ago, and practically destroyed its snout. With an

ordinary tubular frame the resultant repair .job would
have been a factory job, occupying many hours and

costing many pounds. . With the Scott patented con-

struction, consisting of short, interchangeable tubes

bolted together, the machine ' was on the road again

within a few hours, and the bill was trifling. This

idea is capable of application to many small parts

of the motor bicycle, e.g., the rear sprocket and the

chain case.

Buying for Keeps.

DT is, moreover, essential alike to' the prosperity of

factories and to the pockets of riders that this

idea shall be put in the very forefront of design.

Motor cycles are going to pursue the path which the

pedal cycle has already travelled. As recently as

rcjoo most keen cyclists

were buying at least one
new pedal cycle every

year, as design made
forward strides. To-day
the average cyclist buys
a cycle as he buys a

fountain pen— for

keeps ; he knows it is

capable of infinite wear,

and that design has
become crystallised. We
are possibly approaching
a similar period in the

design of motor cycles,

and each summer sees

more motor cyclists

selecting a mount with

the intention of lunning
it to destruction—a pro-

cess which, with reason-

a b 1 e luck, already re-

presents twenty years.

At the moment -neither

traders nor users have
tumbled to the import-

ance of replacements
which are cheap to buy,

and can be fitted by un-

skilled hands. At the

moment saving in first

cost appeals to us all

most emphatically. A
few experiences, such as

those I detail above,

will open the eyes of

bu-yers. Economy in

maintenance will then
emerge into its proper

eminence^ I can see the

day when a visitor to

O 1 y m p i a will brush

aside the salesman's

impassioned panegyrics

with the brief request,
" show me your spare

parts list, please."

BII
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Some Deductions and Instructions based on Observation of Various Methods.

By ROAD RIDER.

TH*E exhibitions which a pressman witnesses

at every trial show that many amateurs (and

some trade riders) with ambition to shine in

competition work have not acquired any grasp on the

proper methods of climbing a freak hill. These notes

are written for the sake of such 'comparative novices,

and may. perhaps provoke a little criticism from
experts, whose systems occasionally vary.'

. The first essential is a good riding position, which
involves adjustment of handle-bar, saddle and foot-

rests. A very tall man cannot obtain perfect position

on a very cobby frame. Most of the cracks are

-medium-sized men, and several are positive bantams.
It is impossible jto lay -down the law about riding

position. Speaking for myself, I try various positions

of saddle and bar until I feel comfortable; and
comfort probably involves getting enough of my weight

Choosing a bad course, necessitating sharp -steering and usually

the taking of the worst gradient.
-

on the front wheel to pin it down to a desired t-rack,

without, on the other hand, making my wrists carry

so much of me that the bucking -of the front wheel

jolts me about. It is equally important to get the

footrests -right; if they are so near the saddle or so

How a good rider endeavours to take a hill if the surface does not

actually drive him to the centre of the road.

high up that the legs hang, slackly, the body cannot

be braced into a system of girders to hold the machine

straight on rough going. The legs cannot be straight;

but they should be at an angle which makes it pos-

sible to get their muscles tense, when required.

Some amateurs compete on freak hills with standard

solo ratios. This is a blunder which trade riders

seldom commit. ' As will be emphasised below, a low

road speed is often only the passport to a clean ascent.

In these days, of chain : drive- a change- of- sprocket

will easily effect the desired change. 15 to i is low
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enough for a good rider, but some men use bottom

gears of much lower ratio.

A big jet is always desirable. On some freak hair-

pins a perfect climb may involve bringing the machine

to an almost complete stop at the point of the kink in

A left-hand bend may often be negotiated in this way, swinging

wide to get a good view and avoiding the worst gradient, finishing

the comer on the proper side of the road.

the road; a 36 jet helps the machine to get away.

With a very low gear and a big jet you can generally

dcdge a baulk ; and it is best to do so, as officials are

not always genial in the face of a protest.

If the hill is excessively long, or if baulks or pick-

ing up from a practical standstill is possible,

run out all the hot oil from' the crank case at

the foot of the hill, and put in four charges of
'

fresh oil. They will often prevent an anvil

chorus if the engine has to pick up in a tight

place.

Next comes the question of speed. Probably

the surest way" of keeping a fine course on

knobbly going is to rush it at speed. This method
requires wrists like steel wire, and considerable

audacity. Few men can adopt it successfully, and

fewer hills lend themselves to it. In ninety-nine

cases out of a hundred it is wiser to go as slowly

as possible, i.e., on bottom gear with the throttle

65

in the slow running position. The merit of this.

cautious ascent is threefold, viz.

:

(r.) It obviates wheel slip.

(2.) It gives you the maximum time to pick a path
;

and on freak hills a clean ascent is often impossible

unless the right path is picked.

(3.) If it allows small obstacles to deflect your
front wheel, it also reduces the violence of such deflec-

tions as must inevitably occur.

In every trial many hill failures occur because the

men will come up much too fast. A 15 to 1 gear with

the throttle in slow running position will climb almost

any freak hill if the rider be a good man.

"Footing" to be Avoided.

The feet should next be considered. It is a common
fallacy that footing helps. The man who habitually

foots will never ride. Steering on a rough surface is

a matter of balance, and waving your legs wildly spoils

balance rather than improves it. It is arguable whether
' on a vile surface one sharp dig with a foot may not

sometimes prevent an upset; but to keep the feet out

all the way up -shows that the rider is a funk or has

never learnt to balance. Make it a matter of -pride to

keep your feet on the rests and-you will find that you
ride much better. You know how the steering is spoilt

on a good road if you ".touch a footrest " or

accidentally touch the road with your foot. How much
more does a series of clumsy digs with the feet upset

(Left) Where wheel spin, due to the loose surface of

the road, has frustrated the driver s best efforts. A
scene on Park Rash.

(Right) These two riders illustrate the dictum laid

down by the writer of the article by taking the left

outside of the road just before rounding a right-hand

bend on Cockbridge Ladder.

the steering on the rough ? Find a bit of bad
going near home—even if it is dead fiat—and
take it at various speeds till you can make sure

of crossing it with your feet on the rests.

Wheel-spin ought to be unknown on a solo

machine; it always indicates too much throttle.

On a sidecar it can be minimised by bouncing,

B13
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-

by a tread with heavy cross bars, and by the passenger

using, his weight (if the rules so allow). It is seldom

a real nuisance on a sidecar if the gear and engine

speed are low.

Path-picking involves three separate items. The
first point concerns the few yards of road immediately

ahead—you must not get into a rut, or strike a really

big stone or reef, or go unnecessarily into deep sand

or'mud. Secondly, when the next few yards have been

passed as all clear, glance swiftly ahead, and plan your

general course up as much of the hill as you can see.

These two items are not difficult, especially if a little

home practice has made you disdainful of the thin

JANUARY igth, ig22.

layer of small stones which frighten so many duffers.

Thirdly— and this is most important—path-picking

entails a correct line round corners. The golden rule

about hairpins is to take them dead slow and wide out.

-" Dead slow," because you cannot steer sharply with-

out skidding. " Wide out " for three reasons—in

the first place the grade is always stiffest on the

elbow of a hairpin; secondly, because in 99 cases

out of 100 the best going and the hardest track

is on the outside ; and, thirdly, because a curve of

wide radius is easier to steer round than a curve of

narrow radius. There are a very few famous hair-

pins which are best " cut " on the inside ; but

they are only the exceptions which prove the rule.

REJUVENATING AN ANCIENT ENGINE.
A Privale Owner's Modernisation of Some Old Components.

Successes wiih (he Resulting Machine.

Competition

MUCH interest has been shown in an ancient

2j£ h.p. De Dion-engined motor cycle on

which B. F. C. Fellowes won a gold medal

in the M.C.C. London-Edinburgh runs both in 1920

and i92r, as well as a silver medal in the 1921 London-
Exeter Trial last month. The engine of this machine

is slightly older than the rider himself, who has

supplied us with the following notes :

" Many could, I fell sure, get results which would
greatly surprise them with similar and other such

experiments as here described. One often sees very

old machines in odd corners, sometimes with the now
obsolete coil and accumulator ignition and high and

weird frames; these can be bought for a song. If

the discovery happens to be a De Dion or Ariel tri-

cycle or quad, a Phoenix or Excelsior tandem, so much
the better. One may be assured that there is some
grand material and fine workmanship to play with.

"The most noticeable failings about these old

engines are, of course, the automatic inlet valve, the

(usually) very low compression ratio, the small amount
of lift to the exhaust valves, and the very restricted

exhaust outlet area. -

" The engine in possession of the writer was taken

out of an old French tricycle (fitted with a surface

carburetter) and built into a motor cycle frame—a.

rather heavy Chater-Lea, which had previously housed

an early Minerva engine.

Increasing Capacity and Compression.
" The first experiment was to raise the compression

and get more power by lengthening the stroke. This

was done by driving out the crank pin and filling up
the holes in the flywheels, reboring and setting the

crank pin half-an-inch further out of the centre.

This allowed the piston to travel a further inch on
the stroke. The piston now could not pass the top

of the crank case, so three-eighths of an inch was cut

off the skirt to allow it to clear. The piston also

came right to the top of the head (which, by the way,

is detachable), giving too high a compression, so a

quarter-inch ring was placed in the spigot of the crank

case, thereby raising the cylinder by that amount.
<l The next thing to claim attention was the exhaust_

outlet. This was originally only five eighths of an inch

diameter, with a dead right-angle bend in the exhaust
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pipe, which is placed at the back of the engine, so

it was bored out to one and one-eighth inch, and a

flexible pipe was fitted with an easy flow for the burnt

charge. As a further relief, an additional outlet was

bored into the combustion chamber at the front and

a one-inch pipe fitted.

" Still not getting the desired result, a greater lift

to the exhaust valve was decided upon. The cam and

timing wheel were, therefore, softened, and a strip of

one-eighth-inch steel made to fit the cam contour; this

was pegged and brazed and again hardened, when the

difference in power was most noticeable.

The Automatic Inlet Valve.
" The old pet subject for argument in days gone

by—the automatic inlet valve (which, by the way, is

still retained)—is perhaps the most troublesome thing

about the machine. However, the best and cheapest

method of getting the correct tension spring is to take

out the spring from a roller blind. Begin with about

ten coils, adding half a coil at a time, and testing

until the desired strength of spring is obtained. These

are usually of good temper and will stand up to the

work for quite a large mileage.
" The lift to the inlet valve will be found to be

most efficient at three-sixteenths of an inch.

"With such alterations as the above it is possible

to climb hills in company with modern machines. It

should be borne in mind that though these experiments

may not stand the expert's criticism, they have, never-

theless, proved highly successful, and are the results

of many pleasant hours of an amateur's tinkering.

The machine described is now fitted with a Phelon and

Moore gear, praise of which would be superfluous,

and it is a very reliable and trustworthy old barrow."

THE 1922 PARIS-NICE TRIAL.
This year the Paris-Nice trial will be organised by

the Moto-Club de Nice and run between March 1st

and 15th. The first stage will be to Dijon via Sens

and Auxerre; the second through Nantua and Bourg

to Lyon ; the third through Valence to Avignon, and

the final stage via Aix and the Esterels to Nice.

There will be the usual optional hill-climb (at La
Turbie), speed trial, and starting and brake tests.
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EXPERIENCES WITH A POTTERBUS.
The Advantages of a Lightweight Two-stroke.

By "IXION. -

LIKE most motor cyclists whose riding is partly

a matter of business, I find that a 2 cwt. 01

3 cwt. machine is hardly ideal for- short-distance

work of a multi-stop character: Laziness probably

lies at the root of the utility rider's eternal yearning

for two distinct solo machines. But there is a certain

logic in many forms of laziness. Using a 7-9 h.p.

twin for calling at a dozen factories in Coventry

resembles picking one's teeth with a service bayonet.

Similarly, anybody who lives in a hilly rural area,

and occasionally visits isolated farms in the course

of shoots—opening gates, clambering up keepers'

paths in copses, and the like—can justify the inertia

which makes- a powerful machine quite distasteful

for such jobs. So during 1921 my touring-cum-

competition 'bus has been supplemented by what

some contemptuous spirits would term an " auntie

model"; to wit, a 190 lb. baby two-stroke. To' pile

on the horror, this machine has' actually possessed

a clutch, a kick - starter, legshields, and electric

lighting.

Ease of Handling.

The main merit of such a mount for such work is

its extreme lightness. Off-hand, it would not seem

to matter much whether a machine scales 190 lb. or

260 lb. In actual practice, unless one is an. inter-

national rugger forward with a leg-of-mutton forearm

compounded of closely stranded fencing wire, that

70 lb. is"decisive. I can hold up the baby with

one hand whilst I open a gate with the other. I

can fling the baby about easily and comfortably when
I pause at a factory office. Add 70 lb. to it, and
handling becomes a pulley-hauley sort of business

for a man of average strength. Rightly or wrongly,

I consider that, as soon as 200 lb. is exceeded, we
approach a weight which begins to tax people of

ordinary physique. They can manage 2% cwt.,

yes, even 3 cwt; but the extra weight converts an

easy task into an ordeal.

Easy starting is the next merit of the potterbus.

Any sturdy youngster can, of course, start a 500 c.c,

or even a 1,000 c.c, without distressing himself;

but even when the little engine is slightly below par,

no- real effort is involved in kicking it into life. When
engine-starting is necessary every quarter of a mile,

you will love the machine in proportion to the mild-

ness of the effort it involves.

Economy does not really enter into the matter if

two machines are kept, for the double depreciation

quite wipes out the substantial saving involved in using

a small 'bus for local riding.

Electric lighting, plus a dynamo of some sort,

ought to be regarded as indispensable on a potterbus.

The machine is taken out almost every night in the

year. Acetylene is seen at its worst in short rides

and in daily use. Dry batteries are expensive in

hard service. Accumulators, sans a dynamo, are apt

to be tiresome wfcen they are worked hard. So I

regard the dynamo in the same light as the engine

—

it is indispensable. I have used a B.T.H. Sparklight

all the year with absolute satisfaction. It was origin-

ally delivered with one of the first experimental battery

cases, so designed that the fitting of the cells was

a long job, and extremely liable to culminate in two

or three short-circuits. The makers supplied me
with their later model in due course, and I have never

had to open it. But for this equipment, I should

have walked, trammed, taxied, or pushbiked many
miles.

Full anti-mud equipment is another sine qua non on
such mounts. I dislike lavish mudguarding on a

touring machine. If you add legshields, an under-

screen, a big front wheel-splasher, and other protec-

tions, you slow the machine ; you increase the number
of costly accessories liable to damage in the toss which

you will inevitably take before the season is over;

and who minds " dressing up " for a fast 260 mile

run ? But oftentimes the potterbus is merely going

five miles. The streets are aswim with black soup.

Or the wind is keen. Or a light drizzle is falling.

Given proper anti-mud equipment, you need only don

a British warm; so you motor cycle to your destina-

tion, with the minimum of preparation at the start,

and the minimum of undressing on arrival.

I have been merrily chaffed all through the summer
for using a kick-starter, a clutch, and" a prop stand

on such a tiny mount. They certainly look ridiculous

in the city. But on scores of occasions this year

they have been invaluable to a rider who thinks

nothing of pushing off a Brooklands single-geared

twin on the Portsmouth Road.

For Longer Distances.
In one respect a subtle change is coming over the

potterbuses. I have owned many of them in the

past, but I never before owned one which did not

prove 'fatiguing on a long run. They used to be

rather dithery. My 1921 model was quite exceptionally

comfortable, though its frame was rigid, the saddle

small, and so on. Moreover, it could easily do

45 m.p.h. without any excessive fuss. If circum-

stances pointed that way, I occasionally made quite

long runs on it. Indeed, when cold weather or

dangerous roads put speed out of the question, I

would just as soon take it from London to Coventry

as put it to bed and^get out a pukka sports machine,

with one exception. ^The exception was that it had a

two-speed gear with a very low bottom ratio, so that,

when a hill forced me off top, I was reduced to the

most humiliating creep. My next potterbus will have

a three-speed gear ; and I foresee that during the

winter months it will not infrequently be converted

into a tourist machine for the nonce.
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The Way of the Mud

Mudguarding and Weather-proofing Problems approached from a New Angle.
The Results of Several Years' Experiment.

Plain domed and

channelled guard

TO enlarge upon the fact that in this year of grace

we are still far from a solution of the mud-
guarding problem would simply be to repeat

the conclusions drawn in countless articles which have
appeared in The Motor Cycle. Perhaps the bare fact

is worth repeating, however, to give it one more chance
of catching the manufacturer's eye.

One should call it, rather, the

weather-proofing problem, for

not until the machine alone but
the rider also has been pro-

tected as far as possible from
mud as well as rain, will
thousands of potential motor
cyclists enter the ranks. New-
comers to the pastime should
be able to count on almost the

same standard of comfort as

on a car without hood or

screen. There is little reason

why they should not have it.

So, since poor mudguarding is militating against the

motor cycle being used by the million, it is a problem
of the first magnitude, and therefore worthy of close

study.

Past Efforts.

It has hitherto been " solved " year after year by
adding to the mudguard extra width and valances

—

' and weight. To our credit

be it said that the arrange-

in ents for securing this

additional weight and size

against rattle show wonder-
ful improvement. But the

mud still gets there—to

the continued satisfaction

of overall and thigh boot

manufacturers. The fallacy

seems to lie in an idea that

mud is thrown directly on
to rider and m a c h i n e.

These notes—the result of
some years' study and ex-

periment — should show
t h a t, except in one in-

considerable case, the mud
is simply thrown into the

air and overtaken.

Light liquid such as

mud is extremely amenable
to the force of wind. One

Channelled stays for use in

conjunction with the guard
section shown in previous

illustration. Inset is the

method of stay fixing where
wheel spindle is not of the

withdrawable variety
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has only to try to fill an oil tank with a minute orifice

from a height of several inches in a cross breeze to

be convinced of this. It loses its upward or forward

velocity very quickly, "and begins to fall, slowly at

first. When it is remembered that a speed of 15

m.p.h. means covering twenty-two feet in one second

—

one-third of a cricket pitch—the rider will realise how
easy it is to overtake any drops of mud thrown into

the air hardly a yard in front of him.

How the Mud is Thrown.
A wheel running over liquid mud produces two

sprays :

1. A tangential spray thrown off the periphery

(e.g., tyre tread) by centrifugal force.

2. A lateral spray, sideways from the point of

impact at the ground.

The problem is how to prevent, as much as possible,

the mud from being thrown
into the air, and how ' to

protect the rider and
mechanism from the rest.

Take the front wheel

—

the mischief-maker. The
circular spray is trapped

over part of the circum-

ference by even the

narrowest T.T. mudguard
without valances. But
there are two serious loop-

holes of escape with even

the best mudguard existing

to-day :

(a) The remaining part

of the circumference in

front of where the present

design of mudguard ends.

Spray is not thrown high

enough to be overtaken by
the rider, but reaches the front wheel spokes. It can

only be cured by fitting the mudguard front extension

still further forward. To prove cause, effect, and
remedy, I made a_special extension and tried it with

a clean front wheel (and legs) over a quiet stretch

of muddy road used for most of these experiments.

In practice this need not be produced further than
nearly level with the hub, I found, and this does not

look'unsightly. It is this spray, then, which partly

dirties the front wheel and forks.

Given a reasonably wide mudguard, the only pos-

sible mud that can be said to be thrown towards the

engine or rider is the- little which escapes between the

Completely valanced and
channelled front mudguard
without stays.
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Complete weather-proofing equipment specially recommended
for sidecar drivers.

bottom of this mudguard and the ground, easily coped
with by means of a small extension (e.g., as on the

Triumph), or the undershield to be mentioned later.

(b) The second dribble of mud into the air is off

the edge of the usual front guard, with or without

valances, anywhere from the forks forward. The mud
is thrown on to the guard inside and flows down it

to the edge. Long before it can flow along the too

gentle slope to each end, of the guard, it is either

shaken or blown off in big blobs. Even if it does reach

the end of the front extension, so much the bigger the

blob. These drops leave the edge with practically

no speed except forward, and they may land anywhere.
I have watched them being held up by a gust and
overtaken by my knees. In many cases they will drip

or be blown into the spokes, thus completing the ration

of mud delivered to the front wheel and forks.

Preliminary Attempts.
Even if no attempt were made to cure it or the

centrifugal spray, there is no reason why either should
be allowed to reach the rider and mechanism behind.
The obvious remedy for (b) is to fit gutters to each
side of a wide domed mudguard ; the simplest and
cheapest method would be to turn in the edge. This
suggests a handsome shape which could
be beautifully finished and easily kept
clean without scratching. But even
then, the flow to the- front must be led-

away to reach the ground harmlessly.
This is best done by making the mud-
guard stays of U section. My device
for joining these up to the mudguard
gutters was crude, and cannot be de-
tailed here. Sufficient that it was success-
ful, and could be improved for ease of
manufacture. This led the mud to the
extreme bottom of the front mudguard,
and on my next run I was delighted to
watch cascades of mud pouring from
the latter position.

Throughout these notes I am dealing
with liquid mud, not half-dry sticky
stuff, or the clay which clogs up mud-
guards. This, not containing enough
liquid to " run," does not dirty a reason-

I I
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ably guarded
machine,- and
would not drip

into the gutters.

Another idea

to incorporate

these gutters

is a completely

valanced guard,^

as shown in the

third sketch,

and this is the

only excuse for

any valances,

flaps, wings, or

othe r fancy
steel sheeting

so usually
fitted on or
round the front

wheel.

Semi-permanent undershield, with quickly

detachable leg-guards, for use on light solo

machines. The undershield may also he

detachable.

h
Li

Leg-guards turned in to mini-

mise wind resistance and to de-

flect a stream of air directly on

to the cylinder.

Lateral Spray.
Far from being thrown back at the rider, the lateral

spray moves forward at an angle of about 45 , as

witness a tramcar on a flooded line. . Yet so compara-

tively low is its velocity that it is easily overtaken in

mid-air by any side projections on the machine, which
is moving at least ten times as fast. And, as on a

non-mudshielded machine the rider's feet are the prin-

cipal side projections, this is how the feet get their

soaking. The two alternatives are either to trap the

lateral sprajy at its source, or to erect a protective

shield further back on the overtaking portion of the

machine, i.e., just in front of the rider's feet.

From heavier vehicles, such as lorries and 'buses,

the lateral spray has proved such a nuisance to other

road users, including pedestrians, that every possible

effort has been made to trap it. Readers will remem-
ber a competition promoted by the L.G.O. Co., which
invited the best brains of the world to solve the

problem. The Ministry of Transport has also taken up
the matter. No appreciable advance has beeri achieved,

however. It was found impossible completely to trap

lateral spray. I,f this is the case with heavy vehicles,

where weight and wind resistance are of no account

and expense is not a great consideration,

how much more so with the motor cycle ?

There is no solution, therefore, but

the either alternative—the muclshield

further backs on the machine.

A bottom extension to the front mud-
guard keeps spray off the crank case

;

but this is not enough.

There is an outside source of. muu
which affects all parts of the machine
within about a foot of the ground. I

shall call it '"'reactionary splash."

Everyone recognises how a drop of mud
or. rain seems to bounce up again off a

wet road. On a rainy clay, in addition

to the fall of mud from the front wheel,

rain drops are also helping to create

this reactionary splash, and the centre

of the machine catches it at about its

highest point. An undershield is neces-

sary to prevent this.

pfplll'l'ilWIl
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In addition to an undershield and a main mudshield

for the legs, it is time some protection was offered

the rider himself, against rain and the bitter cold which

seems to reach his knees and thighs through even the

thickest overalls. The biggest existing mudshield,

reaching up to the level of the tank top, does not do

tliis. The remedy seems to be' an apron clipped on to

the main shield, of patent leather, oilskin, or American

cloth, with a strap to go round the rider's waist, and

a quick-release buckle behind him.- Such an apron is

marketed by the College mudshield people for attach-

ment to their excellent shields. It should be supplied

by each maker either as standard or as a special acces-

sory similar to the special lamp sets often ' recom-

mended and supplied as extras.

What is Needed.

The mechanism and rider should therefore be pro-

tected by the following fittings in their immediate

vicinity :

(i.) An undershield either firmly attached by nuts

and bolts if it incorporates the footboards, or made
quickly detachable by strong spring clips if footrests

are used. It should be a whole length affair, stretch-

ing from level with the bottom of the cylinder fins in

front to behind the countershaft gear box. This is

the absolute minimum of protection, even for sporting

machines, on which it could always be made quickly

detachable.

(2.) Either (a) a sloping clip-on addition. This

would minimise wind resistance (the main objection to

perpendicular mudshields), and could be made to clear

all the tank top fittings. The material could be

aluminium to save weight; or (b) an almost perpen-

dicular shield attached by clips to the undershield

stay and to the tube under the tank by the usual cross
' member, to which in turn the light apron mentioned

above could be attached by a row of push-buttons.

This apron is specially suitable for tanks on which

the fittings (oil pump, filler caps, and gear lever) are

fairly well forward, as on the Douglas. It would

be cut out to clear these. One of the greatest points

about this type of apron is that it would afford such

excellent protection to the whole machine when left

standing in rain.

The Last Detail.

The final protection suggested for the rider is a

couple "of side plates fitted at the extreme edge and

just in front of the usual position of his feet, and

reaching about six inches above their level. In manu-
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facture these could be stamped out/ in one with the

undershield and turned up at right angles afterwards.

With the long wide-skirted trench coat, which "I

have found to be the only special clothing needed with

this system of mudguarding, they would serve both
. to protect his feet and ankles from the lateral spray

thrown by passing vehicles and "distance" props

outside which his skirt- is arranged to fall, so that,

even the flow of rain water down the skirt sides is led

clear of his feet. Alternatively, a wide valance could

be incorporated in the main shield, but the objection

to this is that it prevents the leg being shot out side- 6

ways in an emergenc}', such as a skid on a solo

machine.- On a sidecar machine the valance would
have no disadvantage except perhaps its appearance.

It should be added that each of these suggestions

has been personally carried out and tested. What is

advocated is a "weather shield," such as would cope

as far as possible with all the conditions which at

present make it necessary to wear special clothing,

i.e., cold and rain, as well as merely mud. The
system of front shield and apron has several minor
disadvantages, the most serious of which is wind re-

sistance ; the least, appearance. The disadvantages !j

would disappear once the manufacturer tackled the job I

and made a shield as part of the machine. Light- I

weights could have the undershield only as permanent, I

the other parts for attachment in winter. All sidecar

outfits should have the full system.

Wind Resistance.
With regard to wind resistance, the bugbear of all I

mudshielding, I have found that this is more than I

neutralised if the edges of the shield are turned . in :

along the height of the cylinder to deflect wind into 1

it. That is to say, the cylinder gets more wind by

this deflection under any condition except a following

gale—when it gets no air in any "case.

The BacK Wheel.
Considered in the cold light of logic, the back wheel-

1

is really very harmless to .the rider. Provided tyre

and chain or belt are reasonably guarded, no mud can I

reach the rider from this- source. To save the wheel
jj

itself, however, from its own mud—if it is to be kept

clean—the mudguard should have the same type of -

gutters as suggested for the front guard. To protect 3

it as far as possible from the torrent of reactionary <

splash due to droppings -from the front wheel and the I

rest of the machine, -it should be carried to within six

inches of the ground in front, ending in a wide exten-

1

sion much like the Triumph front shield reversed. I

E. M. Wright.

ENGINES AND THEIR
CONSIDERING the large number of manufac-

turers interested in the motor cycle movement,
it is, at first sight, " somewhat surprising that

engine design has settled down into four main types

:

(1) four-stroke single, (2) two-stroke single, (3) four-

stroke flat twin, and (4) the V type four-stroke twin.

There are, of course, isolated additions to this list.

The four-cylinder is represented by America and
Belgium, but is not produced by a British firm. There
is also the V twin two-stroke Stanger, and the three-

cylinder radial, but, in the long list of engine types

suitable for motor cycles, there are several blanks.
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POSITION IN THE FRAME.
For example, one- is constrained to wonder whyJ

the four-stroke side-by-side twin', so popular in

France, is not favoured by British manufacturers.

Then there, is the " flat fcur " {i.e., two flat twins]

side by side), the three-cylinder-in-line engine, the]

side-by-side twin two-stroke, represented only by the]

Scott, and the flat twin two-stroke, of which the i

Economic is the sole example. Then, the majority I

of designers seem to. consider the upright positior

ideal, yet the P. and M., Powell, Dunelt, and Surj

are successful machines with engines in an inclinec]

position. Vedette.
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JracJkCarets
Many Designers have Given this

Type of Machine iheir Special Favour

Some Suggestions Reviewed.

DESPITE the fact that very few heavy-

weight motor cycles are used as solo

. mounts, owing to their unwieldy size and
weight, the single-track car never fails to in-

terest designers.

Since the early days of the motor cycle move-
ment attempts have been made to evolve a

motor bicycle on car Ikies, but very few- have reached
the production stage until this year, when, at the

Berlin Show, a motor cycle with an enclosed body was
exhibited, and created a certain amount of attention.

In the car world, however, the idea has been carried

further, and, so far back as 1913, a monster single-

track car was illustrated in these pages. Known as

Th< single track two-seater designed by Mr. C. F. Beauvais, and refer

in the latter part of the article.

ed to

At the last Paris Salon a gyroscope-balanced light

car was exhibited as a commercial proposition. It was

driven- by shafts on each side of the rear wheel, which

contained the gyroscopes.

From time to time we -have illustrated in these pages

the many attempts to design or produce a single-track

A design embodying a pressed steel frame, V twin engine, and
wheel steering, by a reader, Mr. F. C. Dee.

,
the Biautogo, it had an eight-cylinder V engine with
cylinders of 82 x 127 mm. bore and stroke (5,368 c.c),

. and at speeds above 20 m.p.h. it was balanced like

a bicycle; at lower speeds small side wheels were
brought into contact with the road. In 1914. a Russian
designer went a little further, and induced the Wolse-
ley Co. to make him a seven-seated single-track car

equipped with gyroscopes to maintain equilibrium.

A two-wheeler having a gyroscope in the rear wheel—the

Giesberger, exhibited at the Paris Show in October last.

Double shaft drive is employed.

A single track runabout of German

origin—the Mauser. When standing or

running, the side axle may be hinged

downwards, allowing the wheels to come

in contact with the road. When running

at speed the axle is- raised.

C3
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The Single Track Carette.—

carette, and quite recently we published details of a

Douglas motor cycle converted by Messrs. Brown and

Roper, of Salisbury. Like the majority of such

designs, steadying wheels were incorporated. Now
Harold Todd, a . thirteen-year-old reader of Preston,

Lanes., sends us a suggested design which reveals a

promising designer in embryo. Details are lacking,

but from the drawing it is clear that a water-cooled

A Douglas converted into a mono-track

car by the addition of trailer wheels, which

can be raised or lowered at will. The makers

! Messrs. Brown and Roper, of Salisbury.

Inspired by various remarks on weather protection of motor

cycles, Master Harold Todd, of Preston, a schoolboy of thirteen

years, evolved the above commendable little carette, the weaknesses

of which he will no doubt ap^-leciate in a few years' time, as his

knowledge of mechanics increases.

engine and shaft drive art intended.
Another reader, Mr. F. C. Dee, also sub- m
mits a design which suggests the Ner-a-car

as the source of inspiration; but the most

interesting of all is the design by Mr. C.

F. Beauvais, of 9, Bavent Road, Camber-
<~:(J£

well, S.E.5. '-/_'

The idea occurred to him through
driving a sidecar outfit at an angle with

the sidecar wheel off the ground. '

4fe*.
'

The Beauvais single-track two-seater is

the outcome of Mr. Beauvais's experiments

with a sidecar, and he has given careful

consideration to weight distribution, general

construction, and proper balance. Such

»M

a vehicle, he claims, will enable fast travel with low

cost, full protection and comfort, and, in a word, " a

car on two wheels" at the cost of a heavyweight

motor cycle.

The heaviest parts, namely the frame and engine,

are placed practically below the axle line/ and the

engine is situated as close to the front wheel as it is I

possible to get it. The passenger's and driver's weight

are in line~~with the axle, and no part overhangs the

<>\k
i IIIW IIlK ;

-

A g ant gyroscopic mono-track car capable ot seating seven passengers.

This vehicle was made by the Wolseley Motors, Ltd., many years ago

to the order of a Russian enthusiast.

The Biautogo, a 1913 single-track car ot American design, embodying an eight-

cylinder 35 h.p. engine.

rear wheel. The motive power suggested is an air-fl

cooled flat twin driving by means of a shaft, and U

a gear box incorporating three speeds and clutch,

driving thence by chain to the rear wheel. This I

arrangement allows of a central change speed
lever.

Mr. Beauvais has also considered the fitting of al

pair of small wheels held by springs and made tc i

be hinged on to a cross tube, which latter is rotated

by a hand lever so that the wheels can be lowered
j

or raised at will. These would serve to keep the I

car upright when stationary or when crawling ir

traffic, and might be employed to counteract side-

a

slip. It is estimated that the weight of the machine i

complete would be approximately 5 cwt.

ENGINE STARTING
WINTER brings with it the difficulties , of

persuading a cold engine to start. There

are few things so aggravating, especially

to those who use their motor cycle for travelling

to and from their work each day. ,
Every, rninute

is precious, when wanting to get off in a hurry. Much
time is wasted in investigating likely sources of

disorder. Yet in nine cases out of ten, the only

trouble really existing is a gummy engine, or too
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IN WINTRY WEATHER.
weak a mixture. To overcome this trouble, thf

1

rider should, make sure first of all that he is no

using too thick an oil. Injecting a very small quantit;

of paraffin into the cylinder overnight, or a few minute:

before starting, will be of great assistance in such:

- cases. All extra air should be shut off and a rough

and-ready way of closing the air passage holes in carl

buretter should be found. A piece of thick rag tight-M

tied is quite sufficient. M.G.E.S
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THE MOTOR CYCLE AND THE CINEMA.
Daring Exploits ot a Motor Cyclist Film Star

IT
is not surprising that film producers have found

good use fof the motor- cycle. In tire serial films

which nightly draw regular crowds there is ample
scope to introduce the speedy two-wheeler, provided

a suitable rider can be found to play the hero. A
serial called " Hurricane Hutch," which is being
handled in this country by Pathe Freres, is full of
exciting episodes introducing a motor cycle. Charles

Hutchison, who plays the lead,

has some remarkable adventures,
as. will be realised from the

accompanying illustrations. The
film is not yet released, but we
understand that the story concerns
a race against time—and also

against the train, which is like-

wise in a hurry. His ieap across

a gap left by a broken bridge, we
are assured by Messrs. Pathe, is

absolutely genuine, there being no
" faking " whatsoever.

Charles Hutchison recently
stated to a cinema journal that,

in making a leap of this character,

it is essential that a very high
speed be attained, and a certain

elevation reached from which to

leap, away; once out into space,

it is necessary to switch off

the engine, otherwise the machine
would become unmanageable on
landing. We are told that the

machine upon which this leap was
made is still good to repeat it.

MOTOR CYCLIST

CINEMA STAR.

Charles Hutchison

who plays the lead in

a sensational film

serial, entitled
" Hurricane Hutch" ;

he introduces many

thrilling episodes in

which his motor cycle

plays an important

part. Pathe Freres,

who handle the film

in this country, affirm

that the scenes de-

picted are not faked,

but are genuine
achievements in every

way.
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Automatic Trailing Wheels.

IF the two-wheeled car type of motor
bicycle, always a favourite topic, ever

comes along, a device on the lines of

Mr. Purdy's invention will be essential to

it. Many inventors have proposed to

equip motor bicycles with a trailing pair

cf steadying wheels, designed to support

the machine at low speeds or' when it is

stationary. Mr. Hayes actually marketed

such a device with some success for

several years. But, to the best of my
memory, all previous devices of the kind

have been hand-controlled, whereas Mr.

Purdy's equipment functions automati-

cally. The wheel carriers are hinged at

the base of the crank case, and the control

rods are coupled to pistons working in

small cylinders on both sides of the

saddle-pillar. As shown, the trailing

wheels are just in advance of the rear

wheel.

A small air pump may be clutched to

the engine by a hand lever as long and

as often as is needed to charge a storage

tank with compressed air. A centrifugal

governor, varying in speed with the

engine, operates a slide valve, which

admits compressed air from the storage

tank to the upper or underside of the

pistons which control the rise and fall of

the trailing wheels. At high engine

speeds the governor passes air to the

underside of the pistons, and lifts the

wheels ; at low engine speeds, or when
the engine is stopped, the governor

passes air to the upper side of the pistons,

and forces the wheels downwards. An
automatic and pneumatic control of the

trailing wheels is thus provided. The
apparatus will plainly weigh quite a lot,

and be fairly expensive to manufacture

;

but neither of these objections is very

important where a two-wheeled car is

concerned. At any rate, the notion is to

be welcomed as what the horticulturists

would call a "new break."

Leg Shields.

Twin scuttle dashes, one for each leg,

represent Mr. G. R. Slater's ideal of

motor cycle comfort in bad weather.

Between "the scuttle dashes there is a neat

tunnel down which air can flow on to

the cylinder. The fittings will un-

doubtedly keep the rider's legs warm and

dry. My one criticism would be that

perhaps nobody but George Dance would
have the pluck to ride with his legs en-

closed in these traps. Imagine yourself,

gentle reader, skidding with great sud-

denness and violence. Could you kick

Forward and Whittle belts, he will

admit the possibility that their designers,

too, have conceived notions like his

own. That they do not market them

is due to the fact that just as oil

and water do not mix, so leather and i

steel never quite hit it off in too intimate

Purdv's safety supports. No 144,846 7/5/19

Slater s leg screen. No. 1 61.680 14/4/21.

your legs clear ? 1 trow not. On the-

other hand, if you were to chop off the

rear 9in. or so of each scuttle, the protec-

tion would hardly exceed that provided

by the common or garden type rf leg-

shield. Which probably explains why
existing patterns do not come so far back.

The Belt Problem Re-attacked.

Ulysses did not know more about men
and places than I know about belts. As

a greyheaded survivor from the earliest

days of the motor era, my sufferings with

belts constitute an Odyssey. I would
not for the world dash the spirits of

Mr. F. H. Baker, who
still dreams, as others

have done before him,
of an unbreakable and
unstretchable belt. The
sketch makes his ideas,

clear. The chain em-
bedded within a built-up

belt is to take all

the end pull, and - the

leather, or rubbered can-

vas, sides arc to bear no
burden beyond that of

Cricticnal contact with

the pulley groove. If

Mr. Baker studies the

Baker's rubber and canvas belt. No.

161,908. 21/4/21.

a companionship. I would speculate thai

his belt will stretch despite his fondest

hopes; that, when it stretches, the holes

in it fall out of register with the stee

pins which they are supposed to accom-

modate; and that things will shoitlj|

begin to happen.

Simple o.h.v. Rocker Bearings.

Mr. J. Rowe propounds a cheap rocke.

.

bearing for o.h.v., which reminds mi

of the'" Finch "non-stick" bearing for ;

magneto contact breaker rocker. Tw
balls are interposed between hemispherica

recesses in the sides of the rocker and ii

the arms of the forked bracket'. A cros|

J. Rowe, valve mechanism.

No. 25,147.

bolt in the fork permits

the bearing to be adjusted.

In the design of such
bearings there are two .

main alternatives. One is

to adopt a cheap method
of construction and scrap

the parts when they wear

,

is to fit very expensive bearings i

the hope of long life. Mr. Rowe'
gadget is very cheap, aud should be fair!
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Recent Patents.—

durable. He further protects a safety

type of o.h.v., reminiscent in principle of

the Buckingham safety valve, though
different in form. A guardian screw is

inserted in the valve to prevent the valve

head from dropping into the cylinder if

the neck snaps. I may be wrong, but I

should fancy that it would be cheaper to

use an unbreakable steel than to adopt
Mr. Rowe's mode of construction with a
cheaper metal. Steels are now available

which will stand all ordinary stresses. ..

Flexible Sidecar Connections.

Lieut. W. H. M. Higham has been
struck—like most observers—with the
number of . fractured sidecar frames
which disfigure every . big trial. The
average designer attempts to solve the
implied problem by increasing the gauge
of his tubing, piling on struts, etc., till

some sidecar chassis begin to remind us
of the " kolossal "petrol tractors utilised

by the Hun to haul his siege artillery.

Lieut. Higham follows a more attractive
line in aiming at flexible connections.

He does not go so far as one famous

€nw&CEE
the Higham connection, which consists of

inner and outed cones with a sharp taper,

and a spring to -take up clearance. The
inventor claims, that the construction

allows a limited vibratory movement of

the sidecar chassis in relation to the

cycle, and further permits of relative

rotation between the two ,
aforementioned

cones. I am not quite sure that the

limited vibratory movement is of value.

It" reminds me of an imaginary car fitted

with J.M. shock absorbers, but devoid

Higham s sidecar coupling.

No. 153.785. 18/10/20

.
inventor of ' sidecars, who evolved con-

i nections so elastic that the outfit could
,
not stand up by itself, and sometimes
nipped the driver's leg severely when the

« bicycle leant " in " and the sidecar leant
" nut " on a corner. The sketch depicts

Mepstead's shaft trans-

mission. No. 161,305.

13/4/21.

of chassis springs ; in other words, is it

not the big jars which smash up the

sidecars ? The other aspect of the device

would do something to relieve the con-

nections of twisting strains, provided the
" clutches ' do not jam up solidly.

Wheel Disc for Friction Drive.

Wheel discs are familiar. So is the
"flowerpot" type of friction drive.

Mr. G.. S. Mepstead has hit upon
the notion of combining these two
items into a new transmission. He
uses a universally jointed shaft between
the engine and the flowerpot. The
flowerpot makes frictional contact with
a rear wheel disc of similar angle. A
variety of ratios are obtained by sliding

the flowerpot fore and aft in a special

carrier affixed/ to the chain stays. The
v drive would not, of course, be particu-
larly light. Rather heavy springs might
be needed to secure plenty of pressure

75

between the flowerpot and the disc.

But the chief snag which I foresee has

reference to the filthy condition of the

wheel disc over softish roads in really bad
weather. The flowerpot would be
thoroughly dowsed in gritty mire; and
one wonders how often its compo facing

would need renewal.

Protecting the Complexion

In olden days the fan added charm to

young women, as the lorgnette added
terror . to the
patronising
hauteur of their

elders. Mr.
Cedric Chivers
was presumably
r e membering
these aids to per-

sonal magnetism
when he patented
his motorists'
hand windscreen.
As it is probably
impossible to-day

to buy a car

which is not
fitted with a

full-sized wind-
screen, Mr.
Chivers must
have had motor
cyclists specially

in mind. There
may be a sale for

such a gadget. I

can imagine that

a lady of extreme
Beauty but aloof

temperament
might find the

screen useful in

repelling the opti-

cal advances .
of

ardent males.

But, for sheer

unalloyed com-
fort, I fancy an
Easting would
still hold the

field on the aver-

age sidecar.

19/4/21

MOISTENING THE MIXTURE. ,

The Link Humidifier for Admiiling Moistened Exlra Air to Che Engine.

iT
is generally admitted that

motor vehicles run better
under conditions which jisu-

jaliy prevail at night. This, it is

1 thought, is due to the fact that
in the evening and early morn-
,ing there is more moisture, in

,the atmosphere, which enriches
Jthe hydrocarbons with hydro-
jgen, and at the same time re-

leases oxygen, which, in con-
jjunction with the hydrogen in

the air, tends to aid combustion.
I Before the war we made
iseveral interesting experiments
to introduce water into the com-
bustion head, and, although the
nature of the device prevented
any certainty of result, there
(were times when remarkably
smooth running was obtained.

i

Now Mr. Link has come along
.with a device to humidify the

rture artificially, and this he
(Left) Arrangement of the wicks. (Right) How the connecting

pipe from the Link humidifier is fitted to the induction pipe

has succeeded in doing in an in-

genious manner. There is a

small water tank containing

what may be described as a wick
carburetter, so arranged that

the gas drawn into the cylinder

is thoroughly impregnated with
moisture. The air is taken 111

through an extra air inlet situ-

ated 011 the top of the device,

which consists of an automatic
air valve which may be regu-

lated at will.

The humidifier (which is sold

by Link Humidifiers, 10-18.

Miller's Avenue, Hackney, E.8)

has been on the market for some
time for cars and lorries, and
a new model has been intro-

duced for motor cycles. We
have "one of these under test at

the present time, and at a later

date we shall deal further with
the matter.
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Oimes to Cigl>t TLamps.
Jan. 19th

„ 21st

„ 23rd

„ 25th

5.24 p.m.
5.27 ,,

5.30 „
5.34 „

Number plates to be illuminated thirty minutea
earlier, vide Road Vehicles Registration and
Licensing Order (1921).

Next Week.

The next issue of The Motor Cycle
will contain a review of the motor cycle

exhibits at the Scottish Show.

Motor Taxation in Italy.

No taxes are levied in Italy on small

auxiliary motors not exceeding 3 h.p.

which are fixed to bicycles.

Preparedness.

Never go out for a run without a good
coat and leggings. Winter weather is

apt to be treacherous, and a drenching

is uncomfortable, and mav lead to a
chill.

A Warning.

Look to your tyres and lighting sets.

A puncture during the long summer days

is of little account, but a delay in

winter weather is unpleasant, and may
entail lighting up before reaching your
destination.

Under Difficulties.

T. G. Meeten's mount in the London-
Gloucester trial was a 1912 Rudge Multi,

deficient, as the result of a skid, of one
handle-bar ! He made a non-stop run, on
time, until he lost his route card near

the finish.

The Next Big Trial.

Saturday, February - 25th, has been de-

cided upon as the date for the Colmore
Cup trial by its organisers, the Sutton
Coldfield and North Birmingham A.C.
This old-established and popular event

will be considerably stiffened up this

year, without, however, including any
freak watersplashes, etc.

Plated Parts.

If you have not already done so, cover

all plated parts with some transparent-

varnish or lacquer. Vaseline is a good
substitute, but whatever you employ
remember that, the parts to be treated

must be clean, bright, and dry before-

application
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Ex-Service Men in Motor Industry.

Over 3,500 ex-Service men have advised
the committee for the employment of dis-

charged soldiers connected with the motor
and aircraft industries that they have ob-

tained situations through their agency.

Reunion of Scottish D.R.'s.

The Scottish ex-despatch riders' reunion
and dinner will be held at Ferguson and
Forrester's Restaurant, Glasgow, on Tues-
day, January 31st, at 7 p.m. Last year's

event was a great success, and was at-

tended by nearly seventy ex-D.R. 's. The
forthcoming function promises to be even
better. An enjoyable evening can be de-

pended upon, and an excellent programme
of entertainment is being arranged.

Tickets, price 10s. 6d. each, may be ob-

tained from the D.R. Engineering Co.,

Ltd., Dunfermline, or from Mr, R.
Watson, jun., 5, Cecil Place, Ibrox,
Glasgow.

MOTOR CYCLES at the SCOTTISH
SHOW.

NEXT THURSDAY,

will contain a guide to the motor
cycle exhibits at the Scottish

Automobile Show, which opens
on the 27th inst. in the Kelvin

Hall, Glasgow.

A T.T. Rider?

That excellent motor cycle sportsman,

Capt. A. G. Miller, the" donor of the

£200 gold cup for the last year's 500

miles race, is competing in the car

Tourist Trophy. Notwithstanding this

fact, he is just as anxious to enter for

the motor cycle T.T. races, and would
like to hear from any manufacturer who
is in need of a rider, as he has not yet

definitely fixed up with anybody.

At Kempton Park.

A large space opposite the Kempton
Park racecourse has been secured by the

R.A.C., and it is being suitably laid out

for use as a motor enclosure in connec-

tion with future race meetings, and will

be available for the National ' Hunt
meeting on January 27th and 28th. The
charge for motor cycles will be Is. per
day. R.A.C. guides will attend.

HOW TO CLIMB FREAK HILLS.

MUDGUARDING EXPERIMENTS.

THE SINGLE-TRACK CARETTE.

The Scottish Show.

The Scottish Show, which this year,

for the first time, includes exhibits of

motor cycle manufacturers, opens on the

27th inst. at Kelvin Hall, Glasgow.

Troposei Motor Cycle Clubs for Lee and

King's Norton.

New clubs are being formed every

week. Mr. D. L. Davis, of 110, North-

field Road, King's Norton, Birmingham,

would like to get into communication

with King's Norton and Northfield

motor cyclists, with a view to organising

a local club. The same thing applies at

Lee, London, S.E.13, in the case of Mr.

S. C. Pearce, 256, High Road, Lee,

London, S.E.13.

Touring in Spain.

The Royal Automobile Club learns that

the R.A.C. of Spain has established an

enquiry bureau at Behobia (on the

Franco-Spanish frontier), where tourists

may obtain gratuitous information re- I

garding routes, mileages, hotels, garages,

etc. Members and associates of the

Royal Automobile Club showing their

membership cards are assured of courte-

ous attention.

Riuning the Club Spirit.

Having paid his subscription and joined

a certain South Wales motor cycle club,

a reader fears that he is "inadvertently

financing a secret society of the Klu Klux

Klan brand." He reads reports of club

activities, and has even witnessed a speed

event and discovered that it was organised

by his club. We publish this fully

authenticated grouse as a reminder to the

club concerned and any other club which

do not keep their members fully posted

of their future activities.

Legal Sympathy.

Only a practical motor cyclist could

have been responsible for the following

extract from a review of "Law and thtf

Lawyers," 1921, in a recent issue of the

Law Times:- " It is noticeable that this

year has been marked by a somewhat

over-zealous series of prosecutions in

whist drives, and in the Guildford area

the police have betrayed great activity,

in prosecutions of motor cyclists who had'

only one, instead of two, independent

brakes on their machines. Here we find

the law completely against the mature

experience of riders who have learnt

from bitter experience what a perilous

adjunct a front wheel brake is, and manu-

facturers, realising this incontrovertible

fact, have consequently omitted in some

cases to add this brake, with serious re-

sults to riders. There is room here for

a benevolent hint from headquarters."
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SOME NOTES ON SPARKING PLUGS. '

Tesls of Discarded Plugs which served (o Discover (heir Faults.

The "Ajax" plug

cleaner.

MOST motor cyclists have a few old plugs lying

under suspicion in some odd corner of the

garage. The owner has probably been
troubled with misfiring or " nonstartitis " on some
urgent occasion, has inserted a new plug, and put the

culprit aside as C3. On a wet after;

noon or dark evening a little profit

or instruction may be obtained from
testing these discarded plugs.

Far and away the simplest method
consists of utilising a small four-

cylinder engine (your neighbour's

light car ?) or a flat twin motor cycle

engine (your own Douglas ?), with or

without a " Radamax " spark tester

as an auxiliary. A neighbour and
myself recently spent a most interest-

ing evening testing some three dozen

old plugs with the aid 'of his Deem-
ster car engine. We commenced
operations after dark so that the

sparks-—if any—might show up to

the best: a d v a n t a'g e. Rain and
cold were excluded by almost
closing the garage door. We placed
the car with its exhaust pipe close

against the open portion of the

folding doors, to avoid asphyxiation,.

The Deemster engine was then
equipped with three sound plugs, on

which it will invariably start at a half turn" of the

handle or a slight pull of the mechanical lever ; and
the fourth cable was coupled to the particular "dud"
plug under test, this being held in an enormous shift-

ing spanner, securely fixed to the engine and so earthed.

An Elusive Fault.

After the first few plugs had been tested, the chief

defect of the modern plug was thrown into high relief,

and some of the difficulties which users experience in

"vetting" plugs were elucidated. About 80% of the
tested plugs were very nearly perfect, but showed a
slight tendency to spark deep inside their cupped heads,
instead of across their lawful gap. A film of carbon
had formed over the interior insulating surface, and at

the narrowest diameter of the cupped
portion this carbon—which is a con-

ductor—was very close to the metal
body of the plug. In several cases
the plug sparked accurately at' low
engine speeds, and functioned well
at higher speeds as a rule ; but every
now and then it would miss a spark
altogether, and every now and then
a number of sparks would jump deep
up in the cup, instead of across the
gap

;
With such a plug fitted to the

engine, instead of exposed, the sparks
inside the cup apparently failed to fire the charge,
probably owing to dead gas being pocketed there.
My neighbour now began to curse his Radamax

tester, which he considered had failed to identify these
faulty plugs, -when it was applied to them with the

Example of a detach-

able plug.

lrrL—UU_JU

Showing carbon on the interior insulation,

and (right) the base of the latter cleaned

to prevent leakage of current.

engine running. I pointed out that with the plug
exposed and sparking in air, we had only spotted the
fault by :

1. Running the engine at various speeds.
2. Extending the test over two or three minutes.
A brief test at low or moderate engine speeds would

evince no fault either with the

plug exposed or by the Radamax
tester.

The next problem which arose
was naturally the reconditioning of
these plugs. None of them were
really dirty. If the insulator was
mica, they appeared quite clean to

the eye ; if the insulator was
whitish, e.g., steatite or porcelain,
it was tinted pastry colour. We
did not possess one of the " needles-

in-a-bottle " cleaners, which might
have "met the case. Some of the
plugs, were of the " detachable "

type, and these were readily " ren-

dered fit for service by unscrewing
the insulator, gripping it' in a vice,

and brushing it with petrol. My
neighbour watched this process with
interest, and vowed he would. never
purchase another non-dismountable plug.

Cleaning Difficulties.

It was gratifying to notice that the gaskets of the
detachable plugs had proved gastight in every instance,
no stains of " blowing through " feeing discernible on
the outside of their insulators. . The cleansing of the
plugs with cemented joints between butt and insulator

was necessarily a more awkward process. Their busi-

ness ends were first cleansed as far as possible with
a stiff toothbrush dipped in petrol;" after which the
small blade of a penknife was used to scrape away the

carbon from the cone of the insulator. Obviously,
when such a plug sparks inside the cup instead of

across the gap, the current is running down the cone
from the central electrode; therefore, if a white ring

can be created on the insulating surface all round the

.

central electrode, the shorting will cease. On the

other hand, it may not fake long for

a fresh film of carbon to form.

Only one plug appeared to have
developed an internal short circuit

clean through the insulator to the

body. We could not find any crack

in the insulator, but even when the

plug was spotlessly clean, nothing

would wring a visible spark from it.

Several of the motor cycle plugs

were heavily encrusted with burnt

oil, as distinct from-- the ordinary
film, which is so thin that nothing

but its dark colour betrays its presence. In these cases

the practical difficulties of cleansing naturally arose

if the plug was of the non-dismountable type.

On the following evening two ot three more enthu-

siasts came round with fresh batches of crippled plugs,

en
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and the results were similar to those of the first experi-

ment. Another four dozen plugs were tested, and
approximately 80% were suffering from a tendency to

spark inside the cup, especially at medium and high

engine speeds. The owner of a baby two-stroke

brought in four plugs which he had discarded as past

praying for. In each case they functioned perfectly

under all our tests. The inevitable conclusion was
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that his newish engine is not yet perfectly run in, and
that it gets so hot as to render the plug points incan-

descent and stops the engine through pre-ignition. All

of us agreed that wherever a careless rider or a crude
oiling system or a bad carburetter adjustment tend to

make an engine dirty, the detachable pattern of plug

is a great boon to the owner, because it can be
cleansed so much more efficiently and readily than the

cemented joint type. Road Rider.

-•4J

ON THE SUMMIT OF "THE RIVALS.'
Visitors to Carnarvonshire during the coming summer should make a point of journeying'to "The Rivals " (Yr Eifls), those two mountains

which stand as outposts to the Snowdon range. There is a road to the summit of one of these hills from which, on a clear day, the coast

of North Wales may be seen as on a map.

ON BALLS
FRIEND who rides a Scott is able to do
twenty-eight miles without oil in his sump.
He has evidently been served with pistons

on the slack side—slacker by a good deal than the
. standard type. His engine is undoubtedly a cool runner,
but though roller bearings would easily^ stand such
usage without suffering the least harm/there is, un-
happily, no such thing as a roller bearing piston ! I

too am riding a machine having roller bearings
throughout, but it will not do half of eight miles with-
out oil, far less twenty-eight. The rollers would stand
it and any amount more, but immediately the pistons

become dry, terrific friction begins and gradually be-

comes worse until, apparently, the pistons are red hot,
and pre-ignition brings the machine to a standstill with
most appalling sensations for the rider. I have
possessed several water-cooled Scotts, and. though
one or two would run without water, none would run
without oil. I know that my friend's engine will run
without oil, but I think the roller bearings alone Ure
not responsible for it, and riders possessing engines
of a similar type would not be well advised to attempt
similar feats. Standard machines are fitted with pistons
on the tight side, partly for the sake of silence and
C12

AND ROLLERS.
partly on the score of wear; and a favoured few, who
are not so particular about silence and wear as they

are anxious to obtain terrific revs, may be given

pistons of a special fit: and quite rightly_so, since the

demands of the respective parties are different ; and
this, more than the engine bearings, probably accounts

for the abstemious disposition of the engine concerned.

Since, however, it is abundantly proved that ball

and roller bearings require no more lubrication at the

most than is supplied by an oil fog, here is a solution

to the elimination of the splash system, which is quite

hopeless when the cylinders are set at a wider angle

than 90 . By taking the oil feed direct to the cylinder

walls, utilising, perhaps, a hollow gudgeon pin, then

draining it straight away from the sump, one would be>

sure of two well lubricated pistons, which is all that
I

matters when plain bearings are absent. Unequal
oiling would not occur, and the piston might be sc

shaped that a constant supply of cold oil would be
j

circulating past it to be used again and again if sc I

desired—thus assisting materially in cooling. An)
mechanical pump, fixed in the bottom of the sump
would do the work of feeding the oil at pressure t(

;

the pistons. Chinook. v:
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A LIGHTWEIGHT T.T.

79

The Real Lightweight comes into its Own. 250 c.c. Class, fostered by "The. Motor Cycle,''

with the Special Cups for this Type of Mount in the 1920 and 1921 Races, to Compete for a

Tourist Trophy of its own.

A SIGNIFICANT an-

nouncement is made
by the Auto - Cycle

Union. The 250 c.c. class

in the T.T. races is to have

a Tourist Trophy of its own,

and will no longer be regarded

as a subsidiary class in the

Junior T.T. race. Our efforts

to bring this about date back

to pre-war days, when we
offered a cup for a real light-

weight section in the T.T.
races, as we felt that insuffi-

cient attention was being paid

to a type of machine which

had great possibilities.

FORERUNNERS OF
THE NEW

TOURIST TROPHY.

The Motor Cycle Cups, won outright in 1 92 1 and
by D. G. Prentice and R. 0. Clark respectively,

helped to foster interest in the true lightweight.

The seven entrants were :

R. 0. Clark '(2£ Levis)
T. P. Lewis {2i Levis)
F. W. Applebee (-2J Levis)
G. KuTm (2£ Levis)
B. Houlding (2| Diamond)
P. Pike (2± Diamond)
F. J. Price (2| Diamond)

It will be seen that the race
was between two well-known
lightweights of the two and
four-stroke types respectively.

The two-stroke won, R. O.
Clark (Levis) finishing fourth
in the event, and first in his

class. His time was 4I1. 55m.
37 s - {$&-j,i m.p.h.) as com-
pared to 4I-1. 37m. 5,7s. {40.74
m.p.h.), the time of the
Junior Trophy winner.

920
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D, G. Prentice, the winner of the 250 c.c. class in 1921, on a

New Imperial four-stroke. Average speed, 44'8 m.p.h.

When motor cycle competitions were revived after

the conclusion of the great war, and at a time when
the A.C.U. was interesting itself in the development
of the scooter, we again urged better consideration

for the small machine, and repeated our offer. As
a result, the first post-war T.T. included a class for.

250 c.c. machines, which competed for The Motor
Cycle Cup, eventually won by R. O. Clark on a Levis.

250 c.c. Machines in the 1920 Race.
In this event (r92c) seven machines not. exceeding

250 c.c. capacity were entered, competing (a) against

the larger motor cycles of 350 c.c. and (b) amongst
themselves as, a separate class for the cup presented
by this journal. The interest manifested in the smaller
machines and the speeds they attained confirmed our
contentions that the genuine lightweight had a right
to a -" place in tire sun."

K. O Clark, on the Levis two-stroke, with which he won
The Motor Cycle Cup in the 1920 Junior T.T. race. His average
speed was 38'3 m.p.h.

The 1921 Event.
For the 1921 Junior Tourist Trophy race, The

Msior Cycle again presented a cup for the 250
c.c. machines, and this time no fewer than twenty-two
entrants were received for this class out of the total
of sixty-five. These entries were as follow :

D. G. Prentice (2£ New Imperial).
B. Kershaw (2£ New Imperial).
P. Pike (2£ Levis).

G. Savage (2£ Hobart).
N. Black (21 Omega).
A. Milner (2£ Levis).
G. Kuhn (2^ Sim-Vitesse).
W. J. Lord (2i Hobart).
G. Denley (2£ Velocette).
B. H. Morris (2i Sun-Vitesse).
R. N. Judd (2{ Velocette).
F. J. Price (2i Diamond).
F. W. Applebee (2£ Levis).
J.. S. Clayton (2i New Imperial).

«5
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A Lightweight T.T.—

S. A. Marks (2{ Diamond).
E. E. Pugh (2£ Levis).

C. H. Hopwood (2i Levis).

G. S. Davison ((2* Levis).

W. G. Harrison (2£ Velocette).

H. Martin (2£ Martin).

E. Humphries (2| Velocette).

G. W. Jones [2\ New Hudson).

The winner of our cup proved to be D. G. Prentice

(2% New Imperial), who finished tenth after averaging

no less than 44.8 m.p.h., 4 m.p.h. faster than the

winner of the 1920 Junior T.T., thus proving that in

twelve months great advance had been made in the

development of the type. -

Our purpose has been achieved. The Competitions

Committee of the A.C.U. has decided that in future

the 250 c.c. class is to be considered a separate race

for a challenge trophy of its own, and we congratulate

the Auto-Cycle Union upon its decision.

The . race for this lightweight class will be run in

conjunction with the existing Junior T.T. race, which

is open to machines up to 350 c.c. engine capacity.

Special scoring arrangements will be made in respect

of the lightweight class, which will ensure that the

performances of the lightweight machines throughout

the T.T. race can be easily followed by the spectators,

and that clearly defined results will be arrived at

immediately after the contest. The jiew Tourist

Trophy, to be held for one year by the winner, will

be identical with the Senior and Junior trophies.

THE TOUR DE FRANCE.
A Trial of Nearly 2,500 Miles in Twelve Slaves.

ACHAT with M. Hamond, the ener-

getic president of the Motocycle

Club of France, cannot fail to give

one the impression that everything neces-

sary is being done to make the Tour de

France motor cycle and cycle car reli-

ability trials one of the outstanding

features of the year. There is some-

thing in a Tour de France which appeals

to every Frenchman, and, indeed, to

every traveller in that country.

Before the days of railroads, every

journeyman ' considered it a part of his

education to make a tour round Fi-ance

on foot. With the bicycle period a

Tour de France cycle race was organised,

and is still continued. There have been

several Tour de France car competitions,

but this is the first occasion on which
two-wheelers and cycle cars have been

called upon to cover nearly 2,500 miles

in twelve stages.

The President of the Motocycle Club

de France believes that this event, which

(By "The Motor Cycle" Paris Correspondent.)

starts from Paris on March 25th and
finishes in the same city on April 9th,

will be the most strenuous motor cycle

event ever held in France.

Trying the Route.

Within a few days the President of the
Club intends to go over the entire route

on a six-cylinder Delage driven by the
well-known race driver, Jean Chassagne,
now with the Sunbeam Co., in order to

arrange all organising details.

Starting from the capital on the morn-
ing of March 25th, the competitors will

spend a night in the following towns :

Caen, Nantes, Bordeaux, Toulouse, Avig-
non, Nice, Grenoble, Besancon, Stras-

burg, Rheims, and Lille. The average
daily run will be 190 miles, but the
longest stage will be the 233 miles from
Nice to Grenoble through the French
Alps. The road surface on this route is

excellent throughout, but the climbs are
such that any machine coming through

—

—

_—

—

_.

Magnificent views confront the tourist on the road above lovely Lake Lugano.

without a loss of points will have given

proof of real merit.

The object of a trial of this nature is

not only to prove that a machine is sound
and reliable, but also to bring that fact

before the largest number of persons.

It is on this account that exhibitions are

being arranged at Bordeaux, Nice, Stras-

burg, Lille, and Paris, where the com-
petitors will rest for one day. When not

on the road, the machines will be under
official control, and cannot be touched by
either the competitors or the public. On
this account, the firms taking part in

the tour will be allowed to have on exhi-

bition machines which are duplicates of

those, taking part in the competition.

Varied Scheduled Speeds.

Classes provided for are motor cycles

varying from 250 to 1,000 c.c, two classes

of sidecar machines, and 1,100 c.c. cycle

cars. Eeliability will be the basis of the

competition, with the loss of points for

early or late arrival at controls. The
average speed to be maintained will

vary according to the class of machine,
and also, to a certain extent, according

to the route. The maximum will be 25

m.p.h. for the more powerful machines
and 184 m.p.h. for the lightweights, but
it is practicallv certain, however, that

this average will not be- required for such

a run as that from Nice to Grenoble.

The decision to reserve the right to

lower the average with only a few days'

notice is really a wise one. It is quite

possible, for instance, that the mountain
roads may be in such a condition, by
reason of snow or rain, that to maintain
the maximum average would cause every
competitor to lose a very large number
of points.

Although no official announcement has;

been made, it is understood that valuable
cash prizes will be offered. The towns
through which the competitors will pass

are displaying considerable enthusiasm,
and offers of money prizes are flowing in

in a surprising manner. These cash

prizes will, of course, be in addition to

the club medals offered for the winner
in each class. Entries -at normal fees,

1,000 francs per machine, are received at

the Motocycle Club headquarters, in
J

Paris, until the last day of this month.

ci6
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MILES PER HOUR
v GEAR RATIOS.
A Plea for a more Comprehensive

Statement ot Capacity.

FOR a long time it has been the custom amongst
motor cycle manufacturers to quote their gears
in terms of the ratio of engine revolutions to

turns of the driving wheel. This did not leave so
much to the imagination in the case of pre-war motor
cycles, as nearly all had 26in. wheels, whereas present-

day machines differ in size from 24m. to 28m.,
nominal sizes, by the way, which are not" always actual.

The method of stating the gear of a pedal cycle
is certainly better, for account is taken of the size of
the wheel as well as of its speed of revolution, and
accurate comparison may be made between two
different machines without having to look up further

information.

Before going further I will admit that the length

of the cranks will affect the foot pressure which the

rider must exert to climb a given hill. Still, a gear"""

of, say, 75 will always mean that one revolution of

the crank bracket and pedals will propel the machine
exactly the distance travelled by a wheel 75m. in

diameter during one revolution.

Pedal Cycle Gears applied to Motor Cycles.
Treating a motor, cycle gear in the same way we

find that the gears of a machine having . 26in. wheels
and being 5.2 to 1 on top, 8.6 to 1 on middle, and
13 to 1 on bottom gear, would, in push cycle
parlance, be geared to 5, 3, and 2. In other words,
a man can push a gear of 75, while the limit of a

2% h.p. engine is about 5, or one-fifteenth of the
man's capacity.

There is, of course, another side to this question,
for when the speed of the human and the petrol engine
is compared the advantage is no longer with the

former, but immeasurably in favour of the latter.

Briefly, the petrol engine gets its power largely from
its speed. Here I come to the second disadvantage
of the method in common use.

Normal R.P.M shculd be Noted.
Although petrol engines as a whole are high-speed

engines, some are able to turn over very much faster

than others. For instance, the small flat twin has
wonderful " revving " powers. Therefore, before a
statement that the gear is 5 to 1 can convey any
definite information we must ascertain two other
facts, viz., the size of the driving wheels and the .

normal speed of the engine.

Some engines are made to " rev " at high speeds.
" Revving " does them no harm, but slogging along
on a high gear would pull them to pieces. Obviously
such engines should have a much lower gear than the

big single, not because they are less powerful, but
because they exert their power in a different way.

A Case in Point.

In these notes I do not wish to urge the virtues of
any particular machine; but suppose an A. B.C.—

a

fairly heavy machine with a small engine—and a
4 h.p. Triumph of a somewhat similar weight (a differ-

ence in the weights of the riders may make the total

weights identical), be ascending a steep hill side by
side, obviously both engines will be exerting the same
horse-power, but it is probable that the A. B.C. will

be running on a lower gear than the Triumph. I have
selected these two machines as an example because
both are admittedly in the first class, but I do not

intend to try to prove that one is better than the other.

M.P.H. the Best Basis of Comparison.
Generally speaking, what most concerns a rider is

that he shall get good results in speed, power, and
mileage from the petrol consumed, and it does not
matter very much to him whether speed is the result

of high revolutions per minute combined with a
moderate gear, or is produced by a high gear and a

powerful thrust. Horse-power is not a measure of any
particular force, but simply a rate of doing work.
One horse-power may be exercised in the lifting of

550 lb. ift. in one second, or r lb. 550ft. in the same
time, or, again, 50 lb. 11ft., and so on.

Therefore I would urge the general adoption of
stating the miles per hour obtained at normal engine
revolutions when the various gears are engaged. This
would give a satisfactory basis of comparison without
further calculations. Thus two machines having the

same figure for their top gear might be expected to

be equal in performance.

A figure of 30 might be obtained from an engine
whose normal revolutions per minute were 1,750 geared

4J to 1, or an engine having 2,150 as its normal
r.p.m. with a gear of 5^. It would, however, t be
absurd for a rider to expect the same performance on
hills from the latter engine with the gear of the

former, as its figure would then be 39 ; and obviously
a machine geared to run at 39. m.p.h. on the level at

normal " revs " is more highly geared than one which
is set to do 30 only.

It is, of course, only when the engine power is

approximately the same in both cases that this figure

can form a perfectly fair basis of comparison, and a
low figure must not necessarily be taken as indicative

of good performance on hills ; it may be the result of
a small engine suitably geared. Aukiga.

C19
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Simple Automatic Lubri
cation.

Sight-feed, drip valve, and force

pump, are all dispensed with on the

Jebon gravity feed lubricator. Oil

level in the crank case is maintained
by a cork float and needle valve in

an adjacent chamber, to which the

oil is led by gravity from the tank

(The Jebon Press Works, 2, Temple
Sheen Road, East Sheen. London.
S.W.14.)

More and

drier gas and a

whiter flame
are among the

claims of the

makers of this

device for. use

with acetylene lamps. It

simply consists of a chamber

(clamped to the exhaust pipe)

through which the gas passes.

(The Star Equipment Co., 9,

Barcnsmere Road, E Finchley.

London, N.2.)

Luggage Carrying on a Solo Tour.
The solo tourist's luggage problem has been carefully

considered by T. Robini, 1, Tulse Hill, Effra Road, Brixton,

London, S.W.2, with the above result. The lid (shown on

the left) for this "pannier trunk" contains an accessible

compartment for small tools.

Self-contained Soldering Iron
and Blow Pipe.

This ingenious soldering iron uses
.

methylated spirit inserted through the

filler cap at the end. A priming trough

is incorporated; if it is desired to use

it as a blow lamp only, the copper bit

may be removed. (Bancroftian Co..

Ltd., 64, Bishopsgate, London. E.C.)

Easily Fitted Prop Stand.

It is unnecessary to drill holes to fix

this prop stand, since it simply clamps on

to the footboard. When out of action it

lies snugly underneath. (Mowbray, Bel-

lairs and. Co., 24, Little Chester Street,

Belgrave Square, London, S.W.I *

Belting for Wet Weather.

For continuous riding in wet weather, a

leather belt is much preferable to one of the

rubber variety. An old established type

brought up to date, the Service Super belt

is composed of strips of chrome leather with

tan hide blocks top and bottom, and is

eyeletted for easy adjustment. (The

Service Co., Ltd., 289, High Holborn.

London, W.C.I.)

Finding
"Top Dead
Centre."
Amateurs who

desire to time or

re-time their

own engines will

gain considerable

-——-^ assistance from this

J plug-locating de-

vice, designed to

screw into the com-
pression tap hole—
provided that the

tank rail does not

come in the way.

(P. S. Collyer, 78,

Sncll's Park, Up-
per Edmonton,

London.)

Anti-dazzle Coggles.

Intended to clip on the peak of the cap,

this blue glass screen may be pulled down

to shield the eyes when meeting a

dazzling pair of head lamps. (A. W.

Gamage, Ltd., Holborn. London, E.C.I.)

' : Zoom ! Zoom !

!

Thus happily has this very handsome copper

exhaust system for 2| h.p. Douglases been named. No

back pressure, a pleasing exhaust note, and an improved

appearance to the machine at a moderate cost (30/-) are

the claims of the maker—W. G. Coram 140, Victoria

Street, Bristol.
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Coventry Triangle M.C.

At 6 p.m. on Saturday next, at the
Railway Hotel, the club will hold its

first annual dinner.

Yorkshire Centre A.C.U.

The first annual general meeting of the
centre will be held at the Hotel Metro-
pole, Leeds, at 7 p.m., on Monday,
February 6th.

Slough and District M.C. and L.C.C.

The first general meeting of the club
: will be held at the Old Crown Hotel,

Slough, at eight o'clock to-night. All
those interested are invited to attend.

Bucks County M.C.C.

Mr. G. Burch, 108a, Oxford Road, High
Wycombe, is now secretary of this club,
which recently held an extremely success-
ful dinner at* the Red Lion Hotel, High
Wycombe.

Western M.C.C. (Glasgow).

The annual dinner and prize distribu-
tion will be held ,-at the Athenceum
Restaurant. Buchanan Street, on Friday,

;

February 3rd; reception at 6.45 p.m.,
i dinner at 7 p.m. *

Surbiton and District M.C.C.

Other London and south-country clubs
I are asked to note that the inter-club team
;

trial for the Maude's Trophy has been
fixed for April 22nd. It is hoped that

; this early notice will prevent any clash-
ing of dates. The annual general meeting

: of the club will be held on Wednes-
day next.

South Midland Centre A.C.U.

:
Some seventy members were present at

.the recent annual meeting at Bedford,
when the following officials were re-
elected : President, Mr. A. J. Salmon

;

chairman, Mr. H. J. Pooley ; vice-
chairmen, Mr. W. A. Mathews and Mr.
S. R. Axford ; treasurer, Mr. A. Hum-
phriss ; and auditors, Messrs. B. Staley

! and R. J. Pigott.

Westmorland M.C.C.

When the club held its annual meeting
j
at the County Hotel, Kendal, on Friday,
January 6th, the room was overcrowded.

: The president, Captain R. Rainshaw
j

Rothwell, was unable to be present, and
Mr. Bryan Jefferys, the popular captain

j
of the club, was called upon to take the

: chair. Mr. W. D. Stewart presented the
' secretary's report, which was of a very
'satisfactory nature. It also referred to
jthe loss the club sustained by the death
•of Mr. Guy Jefferys, but struck a distinct

I note of cheerfulness for the coming
season. Captain R. Rainshaw Rothwell
was unanimously re-elected president of
,the club. Mr. Malley, who for the past
jyear had been assisting the secretary,

|

was appointed to that office. Mr. J. P.
|

Johnson was appointed treasurer, and
Mr. W. A. Carter trials secretary.

North London M.C.C.

A very successful and enjoyable dance
was held recently at Fairfax Hall, Har-
ris gay. It was very well supported,
there being an attendance of nearly 300.

The opening run for this year is being
held on Saturday, February 25th.

Surrey M.C.C.

At the annual general meeting, which
took place at the White Horse Hotel,
Guildford, on January 11th, the hon.
secretary's report showed another success-
ful season and a very satisfactory in-

crease in membership ; the balance-sheet
disclosed an excellent financial position,

as a result of which it was decided to
reduce the subscription to 12s. 6d., in-

cluding A.C.U. affiliation under Division
A. It was also decided to change the
name of the club to the Surrey Motor
Cycle and Light Car Club. The annual
dinner will take place at the Prince of
Wales Hotel, Guildford, on January 21st.

Tickets 6s

THE SCOTTISH SHOW.
Next week's issue of The Motor Cycle

will contain an Illustrated Guide to

the Motor Cycle Exhibits at the

forthcoming Scottish Automobile
Show.

Harrow and District M.C.C.

Owing to the large number of
enthusiastic local motor cyclists, a club
has been formed as above, with .head-
quarters at the Swan Hotel, Sudbury.
Having Professor A. M. Low "as presi-
dent, it has made great strides since its

formation, chiefly owing to that very
enthusiastic gentleman. The annual
subscription has been fixed at half a
guinea, plus affiliation fee to the A.C.U.
under Division A, thus making 12s. in
all. A club meeting is held every
Thursday at 8 p.m. in the club hall, in
which many enjoyable evenings have been
spent. Any motor cyclists or light car
owners who would care to join are
cordially invited to do so, and should
write to the hon. secretary, Mr. P. W.
Harris, 25, Copland Road, Wembley,
N.W.

Bury and District M.C.C.

A motor cycle club, now called the
Bury and District M.C.C, has been re-
started at Bury St. Edmund's. The
subscription is 10s. 6d., and at the
present time there are about sixty-

members. It is hoped to arrange some
runs and competitions with other clubs
in the neighbourhood. Those interested
should communicate with the hon.
secretary at the headquarters of the
club, the Suffolk Hotel, Bury St.
Edmund's.

Westoe M.C.C.

Owing to the success of the club, it is

proposed to alter the name to the South
- Shields and District Motor Cycle Club,

and a cordial invitation is extended to

all prospective members in the neigh-

bourhood of South Shields.

The annual general meeting will be

held in the Regent Hotel, Ocean Road,
South Shields, at 7.30 p.m., on Tues-

day next.

Bohemian M.C.C. (Southampton).

This newly formed club held its open-

ing event of. the year on New Year's
Day, when a very representative gather-

ing assembled at West Dean Hill, a well-

known test hill of the district. The
results were as follows :

SOLO CLASS.— 1, C. S. Broomfield (4 Black-
tmrne); 2, A. H. Saunders {7-S Harley); 3, R.
Mines (4 Kynoch-Jap).
SIDECAR CLASS.— 1, M. Angel (8 Enfield sc.):

2, E. F. Crabb (4% B.S.A. sc); 3, P. G. Smith (4'4
B.S.A. sc).

The next meeting is on February 5th
to Whitchurch ; members are requested
to meet at the Cowherds at 10.45 a.m.

Tiverton M.C. and LC.C.

A highly satisfactory state of affairs

was reported at the first annual meeting,
held at the Palmerston Hotel, Tiverton,
on Thursday . evening, under the chair-

manship of the president (Capt. J. H.
Amory). The membership was stated to

have reached 108, which, with the sub-
stantial balance in hand, was considered
very gratifying in view of the fact that
the club is only six months old. Humour
and optimism characterised the speeches
at the first annual dinner, which followed.

Mr. A„ Thorne took the chair, being
supported, among others, by the Mayor
(Mr. W: Barrows).

Northern Centre A.C.U.

The annual meeting was held at the
-County Hotel, Kendal, on the 8th inst.,

when Mr. Rutherford, of Carlisle, pre-
sided over a large attendance. All the
clubs in the Centre were represented,
with the exception of Kirkby Stephen
and Lancaster. Considerable discussion
took place as to which club in the Centre
should hold the only open event which
was to be held in the district. It was
stated that the only club which had sent
an application to hold the fixture was
the Cumberland County body, but
several members expressed hope that the
Cumberland club would be granted no
privilege on account of applying first

when the matter came up for considera-
tion. Mr. Stalker thought that , meeting
should have power to say who was to
hold the event, and deplored the fact
that the Centre had no standing orders
of its own on the matter. Mr. J. Hall
and Mr. W. A. Carter both spoke on
the claims of the Westmorland club, but
the A.C.U. Consul for the county (Mr.
W. D. Stewart) thought it would be far
better to leave the matter with the new
board.

CS3
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THE GEEAT GA
Being a Plea for the Greater Support of Sporting

Trials by Private Owners.

WHAT is the fascination of the freak trial ?

Comparatively so few private owners (and

even trade riders) enter for such events that

the question is a 'natural and recurring one. On behalf

of the select few " mad-men " I will endeavour to

frame a reply.

Perhaps this may best be clone by comparing the

sporting scramble with the other varieties of com-

petitive events at present open to the motor cyclist.

The
There is

citing, but is

very. If it be

important and
" open," poor Mr.
Private Owner
stands little
chance of being

placed — even in

the " experts
barred " classes,

for " experts
"

have a peculiar

habit of mislaying

their honourable
designation after

a short, very
short, abstention

from competition

work, blossoming
forth as very raw
"novices" just

when one least ex-

pects them.
Then, " experts

C24

Slowness
the speed

not

' of Speed Trials—
event, which sounds

barred " usually refers to riders and not to machines;

factory-tuned 'buses that arrive in a lorry usually mean
business—and do it.

—and of Hill=climbs.

Very much the same thing, unfortunately, applies

'to the closed club event, if it be worthy of attention

at all ; and even if the meeting be confined to bona

fide private owners on their own machines, there is

not very much fun in streaking along a measured
kilometre perhaps three-fifths of a second . slower than

the speediest man when one knows that the time-

keeping may
easily have a pos-

sible error of one
second.

NowadaySj the

average hill-climb

is simply a speed
event on a safe

up grade. Hair*
pins in hill-climbs

are distinctly out

of fashion. There-
fore, all the fore-

going objections

may again be

applied.

Of serious com-
petitive events
there only -remains

the. reliability

trial, of which, as

the schoolboy's

essay would say,

there are twoFor it is driving ability—and luck—that counts I"
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The Great Game.—

kinds. One relies

n split seconds

timing and secret

checks to place the

winners; the other,

on rough going.

Perhaps there is,

indeed there must
be, a class of

motor cyclist which
enjoys riding at

a monotonous 20

m.p.h. over fair to

good roads, with

one eye on a watch
and the other
dangerously alter-

nating between the

road ahead, the

route card, the

speedometer, and
the milestones (N.B.

—The reference is

somewhat exag-

gerated metaphor;
eyed.)

There remains the freak event—-it varies greatly in

severity, but it is always sporting—and having shown,
1 hope, why it persists so strongly, I will endeavour
to disperse one or two illusions held by those who
have only read or watched a real trial, in the hope
that it will gain even greater popularity.

Who Minds a Bruise or Two ?
" Machine-smashing " is a favourite epithet of those

who know not. Well, it depends on what is meant
by the term. If kinked rims—and sometimes buckled
wheels—twisted footrests, and missing mudguards
singly or collectively entitle a machine to be called

OTOiptelLE

An animated scene on Park Rash, where a clean climb is its own reward

actually one need not be cross- machine the inevitable spill

smashed, they are
right. But it is only

very rarely that a

sturdy modern big

single or twin gets

damaged irrepar-

ablv, even in the
" Scott Scramble."
Admittedly, the
task of annexing
" freak golds " on a
lightweight is best

left to- the trade

rider financed by
the factory ; for the

majority, of light-

weights, excellent

though they are,

may crumble up
some of their essen-

tials at about the

J
third Crash. On the

other hand, with a

good' hefty heavy
or medium

,
weight

does remarkably little

mechanical damage. And who minds a bruise or two?

Driving Ability— and Luck!
"Dangerous to the rider

1 '

is another common
objection. Now while the spice of danger is perhaps
what makes things really worth while, it is more
illusory than actual. I, doubt if it is any more
dangerous than main road riding ; boulder-strewn
tracks, ruts, watersplashes, and greasy grades of 1

in 3 make high speeds impossible—and serious acci-

dents, as a rule, only occur at high speeds.

Entered in the right spirit, the sporting trial pro-

vides much fun. For it is driving ability—and luck—

-

that counts ! A. McL.

«*P -«JP

boulder-strewn tracks, ruts, watersplashes, and greasy grades of 1 in 3 make high speeds impossible.'
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
Correspondence shoe id be addressed to the Editor "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor St., E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address

WHO WOULD DECIDE?
Sir,—Might I ask you to use the influence of your paper

to secure that when the new Bill is introduced making rear
lights again compulsory riders will not be punished when it

can be shown that the rear light had merely "jolted" out?
Stafford. W.K.

"BUYING A PIG IN A POKE.' .

Sir,
—

" Have you seen our new so-and-so model? "

The above phrase, so often coined by motor cycle manu-
facturers for insertion in,their advertisements, seems to me
to be somewhat out of place, and for this reason, that some
of the firms never seem to trouble about supplying their
agents with demonstration or Show models of any description.
Why is this? . OLD READER.

Leicester.

MOTOR CYCLISTS IN DREAMS.
Sir,—Your correspondent Maude Stanfeld is perfectly right

in her (or his) assertion that by concentrating and holding
the image of our desire in mind with persistency, the thought
will materialise, provided the desire is reasonable and good.
Your correspondent, however, makes one very serious

omission. She should have qualified her statement with the
condition that the thought should be backed by the con-
sciousness of good in thought and deed. Otherwise, not a
bolt or nut will materialise, much less a bicycle. This fact
is again becoming

. common knowledge, and is a thousand
" years old (vide the Scriptures), and, of course, applies to
all things in daily life. W.H.M.P.
London, E.ll.

T.T. RACES FOR PRIVATE OWNERS.
Sir,—The suggestion recently advocated by various readers

of having a T.T. for private entrants is certainly an excellent
proposal from the point of view of the large percentage of
the sporting class of the great pastime. There are, however,
some points that I would like to point out on this matter.
First, could permission be got from the police to hold a
race on the roads of, say, the North of England, a point
accessible to both Scottish and English motor cyclists? If
the necessary permission were granted, or some ' benevolent
person owning an estate gave permission to use his park
for the race, then different' classes must be settled upon, a
scale of which I lay out here :

Class 1. (a) Lightweights not exceeding 250 c.c. ; (b)
lightweights not exceeding 250 c.c, and of not later origin
than 1917.

B

Class 2. (a) Medium-weights not exceeding 350 c.c.
;
(b)

mediumweights not exceeding 350 c.c, and of not later origin
than 1917.

B

Class 3. (a) Motor cycles not exceeding 500 c.c. ; (b)
- motor cycles not exceeding 500 c.c, and of not later origin
than 1917.

h

Of course, some other person more versed in matters of
this description will no doubt be able to offer some other
table for entrants, but I think that owners owning machines
over five years old ought to be allowed for, as it would be
unfair to compete with more modern 'buses.

It is certain that a large number of entries would be made,
so that the scale of entrance fees would be correspondingly
low. Perhaps a class could be arranged providing for the
novice, such as myself, of, say, an age ranging between
fourteen and eighteen.

C28

This somewhat elaborate scale of the private entrants' T.T._

will undoubtedly be met with some disapproval, but I hope

that some definite arrangement may be come to.

REX W.DUNCAN.

Sir,—In your issue of- December 22nd, 1921, I notice a

letter from three private owners" advocating a purely private

owners' T.T. race. I must say this idea appeals to me very
strongly, but how it is to be worked is another matter.

Some great central body such as the A.C.U. would have to

take the matter up, and be responsible for every item ill

connection with the race—that is, if the entrants are to be

drawn from all parts of the United Kingdom, as in the

Manx T.T.
Perhaps it would give the. three gentlemen who advocate

such a race some encouragement in their project, and also

interest other of your English and Scottish readers, to know
that inside the last three months we have held no fewer
than four road races in Ulster. Three of these took place

within ten miles of Belfast, and the other about twenty-five •

miles from the city.

Two of these races were held over a course twenty-five

miles long and two oyer a course of fifty miles, the laps

being about five to six miles. The races were run on the

handicap principle, as a number of trade riders competed,
and also because a number of 350 c.c. machines entered. I

myself saw three of these races, and the interest taken by
both the motoring and ordinary public was tremendous.
The police and club officials kept the course clear in a highly-

praiseworthy fashion, and the spectators responded by co-

operating with them, and gave the riders every chance.

The road approaching the dangerous corners was bannered,'
much after the fashion of the I.O.M. , and all care was taken
to minimise the chance of an accident. The use of crash
helmets was not enforced, although several of the riders

wore them. Of course, one would rather see this means
of protection more universal, but it does not always pay to

be too rigid, especially when 60% to 70% of the riders are

private owners.
These races had the touch of the I.O.M., inasmuch as

three of the 1921 T.T. entrants took part.

Belfast. SPORTSMAN.

MYSTERIOUS TEMPORARY SEIZURE.
Sir,—In reply to the letter from the M.A.G. Engine Co./

Ltd., published on the 22nd ult. , I should like to mention
two experiences which I had of temporary "seizing up"
with a four-stroke single, which could hardly have been
caused by pre-ignition.

On the first occasion the machine had only been three
weeks on the road, and all the adjustments were correct

and lubrication liberal. I was not using a mica-insulated
plug, and its only point was the stout electrode curved to

form the gap with the outer portion. The engine seized up
without warming after about two miles at 25-30 m.jj.h., and
although I raised the exhaust valve immediately, the machine
came to rest with the back wheel immovable. On depressing
the kick-starter I found the engine quite free, and rode on
without delay.

Several weeks later, after decarbonising, I tried the machine
"all out" on a lonely piece of straight road, using the same..-

plug, -and this time over-oiling considerably. The same-?
thing happened, but at close on 50 m.p.h. (Bonniksen).
Being prepared for a possible repetition, I had my hand

|

ready on the exhaust lifter, and raised the valve simultane-
ously with the stoppage of the engine ; but the cycle slid
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Indicator diagram for an internal

combustion engine referred to by

"South Wales."
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along for a considerable distance with the rear wheel locked,

and came to rest, fortunately still upright. Restarting was
simplicity itself, the smoky exhaust testifying to the adequate

oil supply. I fail to see how a premature explosion could

continue in effect after the exhaust valve was raised, and
I am not inclined to blame the plug, as another of the same
type" served very welL-in a far hotter engine than the one
mentioned above. WALTER B. PENNY.

MISLEADING HORSE-POWER RATINGS
Sir,—I think that "Speedwell" and others are unfair in

their criticism on the above subject, and I will endeavour
to give the reasons why. The i.h.p. of an internal com-
bustion engine is shown roughly by the annexed figure, which
is the indicator diagram of that type of engine. AL is a

datum line showing atmospheric pressure, the curve AM is

the charging ' stroke,

JIN is the compression
stroke, NOPQR is the
explosion stroke and ex-

pansion stroke, and RA
is the exhaust stroke.

In a perfect engine,
the indicator diagram
will have no round
"corners, as shown at 0,
P, and Q. Obviously,
the bigger in area this

diagram becomes, the
more will be the work
obtained from it. This
is only possible by
having the valves work-
ing perfectly—no slug-

gishness and rebound

—

and the compression must
be good. Hence from this

we see that it is quite possible to have two engines of the same
capacity, and yet the diagram of work done in the cylinder
will be totally different, and hence the i.h.p. will not be
the same. The i.h.p. depends upon the mean effective pres-

sure, and hence the wider is the section QR, and the further
away is OP from AL the greater is the i.h.p. Again, if the
i.h.p. were the same in both cases, a great deal depends on
the weight of the piston, the balancing of the flywheels, and
the resistance to motion due to friction in the bearings.
Therefore the capacity of the engine is no indication of its

b.h.p., and it is this which counts to the motorist, not the
i.h.p. The h.p. can only be found practically by means of
the brake test, which is described in any textbook on
engines, and any formula? which may be devised onlv give
approximate jvalues. SOUTH WALES.

Treorchy.

LWe think that "South Wales" rather misses the point
both of our article and previous correspondents' letters.

The fact that two engines of the same capacity may give
widely different i.h.p. is no reason why they should not
have the same nominal ratings ; the more efficient unit
will automatically get its fair share of credit.

—

Ed.]

FUEL ECONOMY ON A TWO-STROKE.
Sir,—I ride a two-stroke from necessity rather than choice,

and the letter in your issue of December 29th, 1921, from
Mr. Raymond B. Porter caught my eye. He boasts of
obtaining 140 m.p.g. as an average consumption on a two-
speed O.K.-Villiers. My machine is a single-speed of the
same make, bought July, 1921. I was able to check the
consumption on a run from Norton Bridge (Staffs.) to Rams-
gate during August. The distance is 240 miles, accom-
plished in thirteen hours, including going through London.
I rilled up, having started with full tanks, at Daveniry,
London, and at Canterbury, the amount being half a gallon
each time. The last occasion exactly refilled the tank, i.e.,

205 miles on 1^- gallon = 136 m.p.g. That is not quite so
good as Mr. Raymond B. Porter can do, but that was when
the engine was new : now, riding every day in all weathers,
at no less than eighty miles per week (and generally much
more), I can go as much as 426 miles on a two-gallon' tin. I
keep my records very carefully, and can vouch for this
statement. 213 m.p.g. "How is it done?" some will 1 say.
I have stated that I am a two-stroke merchant from neces-
sity rather than choice, and I will part with my "secret"
for a Scott-Squirrel ! WINKLE.
Burslem

PB^ttjeiUS $7

ASSEMBLED MACHINES.
Sir,—We have read with interest the article on " Assembled

Machines," by " Ixion " in his weekly contribution "Occa-
sional Comments."

If we understand " Ixion's " meaning rightly, he recom
mends his readers to purchase assembled machines, pointing
out the following advantages :

A. Cheapness.
B. Standardisation.

C. The embodiment into the construction of the machine
of individual wishes.

Far be it from, us to criticise adversely the productions
of any competitor, be he "assembler" or manufacturer of

a "special design." We must, however, take exception to a

regular contributor of The Motor Cycle drawing comparisons
between two classes of manufacturers, and arriving at a con-

elusion prejudicial to the large manufacturer, to whose efforts

is due the establishment of the motor cycle industry, who
gives employment to thousands, of men, and has invested

in his undertaking a large amount of capital.

The success of The Motor Cycle as a paper is not due to

the assembler, but to the manufacturer, who took great risks

when the successful establishment of the motor industry

was despaired by most. There is not a single advantage
enumerated by "Ixion" that the large manufacturer cannot
give ; but the greatest advantage he can give to the rider

your contributor does not mention. It is the employment of

men of brains who give their whole power and being to

the continuous improvement of the article which they design

and manufacture. TRIUMPH CYCLE CO., LTD.
Edward G. Firkin, Advertising Manager.

HEAD LAMP DIMMING ETIQUETTE.
Sir,—I am sending details of a lamp dimming device I have

had in use for about nine months, which anybody using

electric lighting can make for next to nothing.

The device is a simple form of resistance composed of a few

feet of " flower wire " (thin iron wire) as sold in penny coils.

The exact length is found in a minute with the accumulator
on the bench, connected up with a bulb. A length of the

iron wire is introduced into the circuit until the required

amount of dimming is obtained and the length noted.

This length of wire is then wound round a piece of fibre

or mica, taking care, of course, that the resistance is not

short-circuited by the turns of

wire touching at any. part. This

is covered each side with a piece

of mica, and the whole wrapped
round with asbestos string, so as

to fit tightly into a metal shaving
stick case, leaving the wire end,
which must be carefully insulated,

projecting through holes in the

top and bottom of the tin. A
little pram tyre cement make9 a

water-tight job of these holes,

and the resistance can be clipped

to any convenient part of the
head, and enamelled to match the
machine.
A small two-way switch should

be fitted to the handle-bar in such
a way that it can be operated
without shifting the grip, and the
connections made as in the dia-
gram, the leads being run through
the handle-bar for neatness.

I got my switch from Messrs.
Croydon. It cost, I think, 2s.,

HEAD LAMP

LEADS FROM BATTERY

Diagrammatically illus-

trating Mr. A. Handford's

home-made dimming
arrangement. (See accom-

panying letter.)

Hunts. Tunstall Road,
and is about the neatest

thing of its kind, and has withstood some severe soakings.
Mr. Hunt (himself a Norton rider) recommended me to

use a four-volt bulb on a six-volt accumulator, which I find

completely successful. I have used several different kinds of

bulbs, but have never had one burn out.

In my own set, on a Matchless sidecar outfit, I use a
four-volt one ampere bulb with a six-volt sixty-hour accumu-
lator, and find 30in. of wire correct for the resistance. Six-

volt miniature screw bulbs are used for side and tail. Four-
volt two amperes can be used in the head lamp, but they do
not appear to give an appreciable amount of extra light,

while they increase the load on the battery.
This fitting enables one, without effort, to observe the

courtesy of the road. ARCHIE HANDFORD.
C29
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QUALITIES OF THE SPARK GAP
Sir,—Will you please permit me, one who knows just

enough about electricity to press the button and hope for the

best, to ask an anti-spark gap expert to explain why it

is fhat the Amplos people have received a letter from the

London County Council saying that since Amplos had been

used on their lorries their petrol consumption had decreased

by a definite percentage (I forget the figure)?
J EDWARD DUNNE.

TOLLS AND HOW TO AVOID THEM.
Sir,—With reference to " Ixion's " note, if his correspondent

goes to Shoreham via Steyning, I can help him. He need

not go over the Norfolk Bridge at all ! When he turns to the

left at the end of Steyning, and has the long straight slope

down to " Bramber Railway Station facing him, he turns

immediately sharp to the right, past some villas on the left,

and bearing right at the fork. He then follows a narrow

winding lane, past Coombs and Botolphs, and comes out

eventually on the upper Brighton-Worthing road at the

Sussex Padd. There he turns right, and after 100 yards or

so takes the road to the left over the old Aviation Ground,

under the railway line, until he strikes Bungalow Town.
It is a charming five miles, easily deciphered on a good

map, and the road surface, instead of being vile, is quite

good.
Of course, if his way takes him through Brighton, there is

nothing in it.

There is a right of way across the Aviation Ground, and

he need not listen to any person who says otherwise.

By the by, has lie ever tried to get from Shoreham to

Southampton' via Chichester? He will there find himself

twice mulcted of Is.—once over Burseldon Bridge and again

over the ferry at Southampton.
The joke about the Norfolk Bridge is that, whilst your 6d.

is taken for passing over, there is no guarantee that you

will not break the bridge down in your attempt

!

It is also worth while remembering that if it is convenient

to you to use Old Shoreham Bridge instead of the Norfolk,

the charge is only 4d. return.

CUTHBERT WILKINSON

CONSTRUCTING A SUBTERRABRAINWAVEIUM >

Sir,—I have been much impressed by the kind attention

to details that you give in answering what would appear

to be, in many cases, difficult questions, and, though I feel

it to be rather a selfish demand on your valuable time and

space, I am in hopes that you might be able to help me in

a little undertaking of mine. As there seems to be a vast

amount of sewage space literally crying out for a fuller

use, I intend to endeavour to construct a subterrabrain

waveium, and the following are the points on which I solicit

your kind advice :

(1.) Would a 1914 Auto-Wheel develop sufficient power
to propel it?

(2.) Would you suggest fourteen or sixteen blades to the

propeller or paddles ?

(3.) Should they be forged steel or cast iron, as I propose

to make them of material 4x4in. or 8x8in.?
(4.) Would you suggest a pilot jet or just an ordinary

rudder for purpose of navigation?

(5.) Is duroleum preferable to linoleum or paper saturated

with petroleum the best material with which to construct

the watertight compartments?
(6.) How often would you propose I should take up the

bearings, and, as there seems considerable controversy on

the subject, I want to "get well down to it"?

(7.) Which, in your opinion, is the best dual-purpose con-

trivance on the market to serve as diving-bell and state

cabin ?

(8.) When ordering my rubber boots, have I to state the

size of my feet or the size of the boots?

(9.) What would happen if I reversed the figures?

(10.) How much would the driving licence cost to one who
is habitually sparing with the soda on principle?

(11.) Would it be necessary, absolutely, to have a tank

when there are such excellent feeding bottles to be procured

at a much smaller cost?

(12.) Could you descant on the value of its imperish-

ability with relation to the nebular hypothesis?

(13.) As I propose to construct it to bend in order to

negotiate sharp corners, could you advise me as to the most

suitable hinge on the market?
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(14.) As I also propose to make the frame of 12xl2in.

pitch pine, would you recommend adhesive tape or just

ordinary tinned tacks for the joints— it is to be annealed

in any case? J. A. CHEEK.

POSSIBILITIES OF AN ENGINE PATENT.
Sir,—I was greatly interested in your illustration of Messrs. .-

Snarry and Bullow's engine patent on page 883 of a recent

issue of The Motor Cycle. It seems to suggest extraordinary

possibilities, among others the following :

(1.) A flat, rounded, or concave piston head is for the .first

time rendered possible on a two-stroke engine.

(2.) The piston head could have sufficient weight of metal

towards its outer circumference to allow of a very large

diameter automatic inlet valve being employed. Such would
ensure a cool piston without adding greatly to the weight.

(3.) Two exhaust ports of large area would be available,

as the transfer port would not be required.

(4.) The use of two short simple slides to close the exhausts

after the. maximum amount of opening would effect a great

economy in petrol consumption, and admit of a greater volume

being compressed. A short sleeve could be used if more
convenient. Either would be external to the cylinder bore.

The crank case compression could be secured by covering the

slots,- and carrying the actuating spindles through gas-tight

gland right down to the"cams, which would be formed on

the main shaft between the crank web and the main bearing.

Flat springs rectangular to the crank could be used for the

return. The usual sleeve crank would not be suitable for

quick closing. Everything would be well oiled and relatively

simple to manufacture.

(5.) And this is more conjectural. -No. 4 would render

possible, if so desired, the retention of sufficient burnt gas

to damp the incoming charge. This with a view to the

employment of a much higher compression ratio. Possibly

such a charge would be slow burning, but such an engine

should pull well and show great economy. In any case, the

two-strokes extra explosion, coupled with the extra compres-

sion heat, would make high revs, undesirable. Of course,

two-strokes as we know them need no damping, but better

scavenging. EMM TEE.
Glasgow.

ENCOURAGING INVENTIVE GENIUS.

Sir,—As an enthusiastic motor cyclist with some original

practical ideas, I am wondering if there are any firms in this

country who are enterprising enough to help persons like

myself.

I suppose there are many men who have really original and
- valuable ideas who have not the money or opportunity to

work their inventions up into a practical form or even to

protect them sufficiently to submit the drawings to manu-

facturers.
" There can be no doubt that if such a state of

affairs could be brought about it would benefit the industry

as a whole, as well as individuals.

I am sure this

country does not lack

ingenuity, particu-
larly in things

JPr#w ^H
mechanical. ik?

redrute J*m*msmk *

London, S.E.12

Mr. K. Harley, ot Alexandria, Egypt who sends the above

photograph, says his machine, which is a 1912 Scott, usually

carries the load shown when conveying his family from the house

to the bathing beach, a journey of several miles. The water-

cooling of the engine is evidently a factor in this accomplishment
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LUMINOUS SPEEDOMETER DIALS.
Sir,—Seeing the letter by " X.Y.Z." in your most excel-

lent paper, can any reader give me any experience with a
luminous speedometer dial 1 I do dislike those little clip-on

electric lamps. Surely if watches can be lighted by this

method, it could equally well be applied to speedometers.
Nottingham. ' TRIARPO.

WHERE IS IT?

Sir,—While reflecting during the winter months on the

tour we had during the summer, we find that we cannot
remember the name of a town, and this rather worries us.

There is a rather stiff straight hill in the centre of a
town on the main road between either Hastings and East-

bourne or Eastbourne and Brighton.' There is a gas lamp in

the centre of the road at the summit of the hill, and a
policeman stands some thirty yards from the bottom. There
are shops up either side.

Can anybody enlighten us, and thus clear up one of the

mysteries of our 1,147 miles tour ? TOURIST.
Halifax.

OBSTINATE VALVE CAPS.
Sir,—Mr. C. H. Wainwright's advice on this matter may

be quite all right for some, but, personally, my pocket will

not allow me to do as he suggests. I have had trouble of
this nature before, and on employing the "spanner and
gas pipe " stunt have only succeeded in shearing off the head
of the valve cap. As he says, "something will go"; it

does, but not the thing that is wanted to.

I, likewise, am looking for a preparation to overcome my
difficulty, but in the meantime content myself by removing

" the valve caps pretty frequently, clearing the threads and
smearing them with graphite. ZENITH-J.A.P.

Highgate, N.6.

Sir,—I think if " Ixion " used a 4 h.p. Blackburne en-

gine, as I do, he would not have this trouble. Quite the
contrary. It is, I find, a difficulty to get the caps on this

engine to remain tight. Can any of your readers suggest
a remedy? Perhaps many have the same difficulty. I have
had to renew my caps twice during the last twelve months.

A. J. BF.EWIS.
WHEN BORED WITH MAIN ROADS.

Sir,—I would like to call the attention of any of your
readers, who may be bored with main roads, to three
sporting climbs in the Chiltern area, perhaps unknown
to them.

(1.) Starting from Chinnor (lin. Ordnance map, Sheet

106), about a mile towards Princes Risborough is a narrow
lane on the right, which, beyond a level crossing, forks.

The left-hand fork should be taken, and the track then
bears to the right up Wain Hill. At the top the road is

reached by the right-hand bend before a gate.

(2.) About two miles from Chinnor towards Watlington,
in Crowell village, a lane goes sharp left over a level cross-

ing to a white gash standing out in the hillside. This is

Crowell Hill, and rather worse than the last

!

(3.) As a third, take the Missenden Road from Wend-
over for a mile or so to a signpost to the left

—" The Hale."
Go straight along here until the road begins to rise rapidly,
then turn sharp right and then sharp left. The main road
is reached by bearing left through a gate at the top.

All these freaks are about half a mile long, have a
gradient, in places, of about 1 in 4 or more, a surface of
grass, loose chalk, and ruts, which are bad enough when
dry, but are the very limit when wet, and are, without
exception, thoroughly impossible for sidecar machines. They
should, however, decidedly cheer any solo men in search of
a' little excitement. W. L. EINCHER.

Sir,—If any lover of freak ascents is beginning to find

climbing too easy, I recommend to his attention a delightful
quartette of hairpins near Buxton.
To get there take the road from Buxton to Bakewell.

At the top of the mild ascent of Topley Pike a low wall
on the outside of a right-hand corner overlooks a deep
valley, up the far side of which a grass track may be seen
ascending in zigzags. A rough road descends from the main
highway a short distance further on down quite a respect-
able hill, ending in a loose and quite evil hairpin—this also
can be seen from -the main road above—to the bottom of
the valley, where a river can only be crossed by a narrow

80

foot bridge, which just passed the semi-T.T. bars on my
4i h.p. B.S.A.
Then, after proceeding to the right along the river bank

for a short way, the climb begins in a steep pitch covered

with loose stones leading up under a railway bridge to the

first hairpin. No. 2 is worse, with an unprotected outside

drop, and No. 3 worse than ever. I here had to "take
the banking " for want of steering lock, but kept going.

No. 4 is easier, but has a surface of rocky outcrop to dis-

courage premature cheerfulness.

By Bartholomew the track eventually reaches a better

road leading to Peak Forest Station.

I have climbed Alt-y-Bady, the Wrekin, and Litton Slack

(only four miles away), but they are all easy by comparison.

Less dangerous and easier, but well worth visiting, is

a good pair of hairpins at Grindon Halt, some ten miles

east of Leek, on the Manifold Valley line, on the direct

road between Grindon and Wetton villages.

G. E. MEADE.
FLAKING OF MICA PLUGS.

Sir,—I read with interest in a recent issue a letter from
Mr. H. de Lissa on mica plugs, and I should like to give my
experiences with an 8 h.p. stationary engine (single-

cylinder) and a 10 h.p. (four-cylinder) light car. With the

former I found that no mica plug would run for more than
one hour without chronic misfiring, but after replacing with

a pre-war Bosch porcelain or an old Sphinx porcelain plug

the engine would run consistently for hours. With the car

engine, I found that misfiring at slow speeds—pronounced
by various "experts" to be magneto trouble—was cured by
replacing four new mica plugs with four Sphinx porce-

lain plugs. S. B. BASFORD.

WHERE IS ENGLAND'S BEST SPEEDWAY?
Sir,—Referring to the possibility of a future T.T. race

being contested over a course in this country, it would be
interesting to learn what your readers consider to be the

finest and speediest stretch of road of reasonable length

between any two towns in the country.

So far as the south is concerned, I have not seen anything
to equal the twenty-four miles from Royston to Newmarket
on the Norwich road. As a rule, when touring, I do not ex-

pect or attempt to exceed an average of more than the legal

limit, but recently on a Wooler, with luggage on the carrier,

I easily did the distance in fifty minutes without ever open
ing to full throttle, although delayed for nearly five minutes

at Six Mile Bottom level crossing. A good man on a fast

machine could easily do it inside the half-hour. The surface

is perfect, there are no corners, and not even a village on
the road. Is there anything to equal this stretch in the

North? What a T.T. course could be made of the triangle

Royston-Godmanchester-Newmarket, if you could only get

round the outside of Cambridge, or avoid it somehow. I

congratulate the Cambridge C.C. on its roads. Other councils

please copy. H. L. LEWIS
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° Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists.
a
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]ss-jed in conjunction with The Motor Cvcle.

MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM.-
- Tbe standard handbook on the motor cycle.

pj
Price net, 2/6. By post z/io 5

'HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
NewEdition. Just Published. Pricenet, 2/- Bypost, 213. Q

D
a
D
a

a "TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES.'

'

D A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying '-'

D then when found. Fourth Edition.
Pricenet, 2/- By post 2/3.

D

£ -TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's poin* q
of view. Pricenet, 3/- By poat, 3/3- qMOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES.' d

By " Ixion," of The Motor Cycle. u
Price net, 5 By post, 5 13.

a ' THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS,
Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland,

D London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5 /6. D
D Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England ami

Wales, London. " Price net, 4 /6. By pose 1/8. D
° THE MOTORCYCLE ROUTE BOOK

With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 5 /. By post, 5/4. ~
° Obtainable by post (remittance v/ith order) from 1LJFFE & SONS ~
;= Ltd.. Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading .-,

Booksellers and Railway Bookstalls.
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A selection of questions ot general interest received irom readers and our rep.ies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,'*

Corset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope lor reply.

Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference Letters con-
taining legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle" desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt

with by the A.A. and I I.U., who ar regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality.

USING AERO PLUGS.
I have some aero plugs, and

I am told they are of no use to

fit into a water-cooled car or air-

cooled motor cycle. Why is this?

—W.G.H.
The, best way to find out whether the
aero plugs in your possession are suitable
for use in a car or motor cycle is to
try them. In most cases we have found
that they give fairly satisfactory results.

ENGINE-SHAFT GEARING.
I have a 3^ h.p. Triumph (old

model) fitted with a Mabon mul-
tiple disc clutch. Do you think
if I have a Philipson pulley fitted

it would take a light sidecar?
Should I be able to start off all right,

not having a kick-starter?—F.B.
As the Philipson pulley fits upon the en-
gine-shaft, you will be unable to retain
the Mabon clutch. The Philipson will
certainly make the machine more suitable
for light sidecar work, but there is no
starting device incorporated, nor is it pos-
sible to use it as a free engine.

WEAK MIXTURE.
What is the reason of blowing

back of the carburetter (B. and
B. with 43 size jet and taper
needle) ? It is most marked
when starting. The machine is

h.p. P. and M. Can I use a
smaller jet without the needle to effect
improvement, and how can I obtain
slow running when riding in traffic,

as I am unable to do so now? There
appears to be slight knocking with the
engine when running in high gear.
Would too much petrol from the car-
buretter to the engine cause that?

—

T.D.
Blowing back through the carburetter is

usually caused by the mixture being too
weak, and the slight knocking to which
you refer also indicates weak mixture.
You would probably get better results if

you used a larger jet. Try No. .045.
This will give you better starting and
slow running ; also set the taper needle
so that it projects l-j^in. from the
base of the throttle.

A 750 C.C. V TWIN.
My machine is a 5 h.p. two-

speed Rex (hub gear with hand
start), 77.5x80 mm., date about
1913. (1.) What is correct valve
timing for both valves, both

valves for each cylinder being on one
spindle? (2.) What angle should there

a 3i

3mportant $>atts.

Fri., Jan. 27th, to Sat., Feb. 4th—
Scottish Car and ivlotor Cycle Show.

Sat.. Feb. 25th to Sunday. Mar. 5 h—
Belgian Motor Cycle Show, Palais
Degmont, Brussels.

Sun , Mar 5th — Argenteuil Hill-climb
(France).

Mon., Mar. 6th— La Turbie Hill-climb
(Nice).

Wed., Mar l^th—A.C.U One-day Trial
for Stock Machines.

Thurs., Mar. 23rd—East Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., April I at—Western Centre A.C.U.—
Open Hill-climb.

Sat., April 8th—B.M.C.R.C, Members'
Meeting at Brooklands

Fri., April 14th, and Sat., April 15th-
[VI. C. . London-Land's End Run.

Sat., April 22nd—N.-Eastern Centre
A C.U. Open Reliability TriaL

Sat.. April 29th—S. Midland Centre
A.CU Open Hill-climb.

Mon , May It, to Sat., May 6th—Scottish
Six Days Reliability Trials

Sat., May 13th—Northern Centre A C.U
Open Reliability Trial

Sat., May 20th—S.-Western Centre
A.C.U Open Reliability Trial.

Tues., May 30th— Junior Tourist Trophy
Race

Thurs.. June 1st—Senior Tourist Trophy
Race.

be between the inlet cam and exhaust

cam? (3.) -What is" the capacity of this

engine? (4.) Wishing to "do away with

the hub gear, what make of; other rear

stays -would fit, or who would supply

me'?—W.A.G.
(1.) Time the valves so that the exhaust
just closes and the inlet just commences
to open as the piston" reaches top "dead
centre. (2.) This question cannot be
answered in such simple terms as you
desire, and may be disregarded if you
time the' valves as above. (3.) 750 c.c.

(4.) In all probability it would be neces-_

sary to have new rear "stays built up; we
do not know of any that would fit with-

out alteration.

MAKING TIMING WHEELS.
I think of converting an auto-

^71 matic inlet valve to mechanical

^ operation, and should -.be greatly

JLI obliged if you could tell me if

Bessemer steel is suitable for the
timing wheels, etc. ; if so, how are they
case-hardened ? I have tried case-

hardening on several pieces, and they
seem td~TO very brittle, and I fear the

teeth would break off the wheels with

the same process (I used potash). There
is a brass plate on the crank case of

the engine on which is the name
Duffaux. Have you any recollection of

it?—W.F.
The engine which you describe is appar-

ently an old one of Swiss manufacture,

and a forerunner of the present-day Moto-
sacoche. The trouble you experience with -

the timing wheels is due to attempting

to case-harden an unsuitable steel. Make
them in mild steel, and harden with

Kasenit; or similar hardening compound,
following the instructions printed on the

tin ; case-hardening compounds may be

obtained at any large ironmonger's or

tool stores.

MAGNETO FOR MOTO-REVE
The magneto of a 2 h.p. (?)

twin Moto-Reve which I have is

beyond repair, therefore I wish
to fit a new one. The timing
gear is rather confusing to me,

as the wheels are eccentric. No doubt
you know this little Swiss engine.

What kind of magneto am I to purchase

(as regards degrees)?—W.S.
The magneto which you need is one

having equal firing angles, i.e., 180°.

The peculiarly arranged eccentric timing

gear is used in order to compensate for

the angularity between the cylinders, th«

magneto being alternately accelerated and
decelerated, thus synchronising the timing

point' for both cylinders.

PACING MACHINES.
On looking through' some back

numbers of The Motor Cycle, I

saw an illustration of a 20 h.p.

motor cycle used for cycle pacing

on the track. Why are these

machines always of such peculiar de-

sign, and of such high power? You
drew attention to the large pulley giving

a ratio of If to 1. Why is such a high

ratio needed for that work?—R.E.
The special requirements of a pacing

machine are that it shall be capable of

attaining fairly high speed, and at the

same time shall offer the maximum
amount of protection against wind resist-

ance for the following cyclist: To render

the latter possible, the driver of the pacing

machine sits as far back as he can, almost

directly over the back wheel, and he does

not crouch down as would a racing motor

cyclist. In consequence, the wind resist-

ance to be overcome by the pacing

machine is very great, and ample power

is needed, hence the fitting of very larce

engines.
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HIGH OIL CONSUMPTION OF TWO-
STROKE

If I run my two-stroke with

peiroil lubrication on the propor-

tion of oil to petrol recommended

by the makers (1 : 12), the engine

dries up and overheats from this

cause. If I oil from 1 : 10 to 1 : 8 the

oil carbonises and sticks the top ring

hi its groove, harsh running and loss

of power resulting. When hot from

either of these causes, the engine de-

velops, after about five to seven miles,

according to gradient, a harsh grating

noise, and will ..hardly climb any

gradient. The magneto timing appears

correct, as the engine functions well for

the first few miles unless the piston ring

is stuck. Mileage about 1.500 (in very

short stages), and twice -decarbonised.

(1.) The top ring is a tight fit. Would
it be advisable to rub it fairly loose,

or would this result in the ring wear-

ing the groove and more rattle? (2.)

Would it be advisable to inject castor

oil into the crank case occasionally? (I

am running on a mineral oil normally,

of course.)—NX 69.

(1.) It should not be necessary to use a

greater proportion of oil than 1 : 12 ; it

is just possible that an ignition fault or

unsuitable sparking plug is a contributory

cause of the trouble. An improvement
would undoubtedly be effected by making
the top ring a fairly loose fit in its groove.

(2.) It is not advisable to mix the oil;

stick to the one variety which you have

been using. It is not advisable to inject

oil in large quantities directly into the

crank case of a two-stroke engine.

BAD STARTING.
(1.) My machine is very re-

fractory with regard to starting

from cold. Injection of petrol

has no effect. Can you suggest
any cure? (2.) Should you

think a different grade of oil would
"better things ? The machine is a 5

h.p. 1920 Zenith, and I use benzole

and B.B. oil. (3.) To my certain

knowledge, the machine has run quite

2,000 miles, yet the running is still

very good, although the engine has

never been down. Should you think

decarbonisation would improve the

running? The machine certainly

knocks slightly on top gear when

accelerating on petrol.—G.C.W.W.
(1.) It is difficult to suggest why the

engine will not start from cold if petrol

infection has no effect. Starting diffi-

culties, especially' with twin-cylinder

engines, are usually due to air leaks at

the induction pipe joints or at the inlet

valve ' guides. It is possible, however,

that the trouble is caused by the contact

breaker points having become worn, and,

i-i consequence, they may have an exces-

sive separation. The correct gap is

^th. Also set ~the plug points to Jjin

(2.) Possibly a lighter grade of oil

would be more suitable. (3.) The need

for decarbonising should not cause the

starting difficulty, and if the knocking

on top gear is only very slight there is

no actual need to take down the engine

unless you require maximum efficiency.

FOR A LEGLESS RIDER.

I am in search of a light run-

rri about, three or four-wheeler, to

Y suit a friend of mine who is un-

_iJ fortunate in having no use in his

legs, and wonder if you, or any

of your' numerous readers, could put

me in touch with one, or any one manu-
facturing such' a car as will come up to

my requirements. It must be a two-

seater of ample power for Derbyshire

hills, and entirely controlled by hand.

Carburetter ignition and clutch controls

on the .steering wheel, change-speed

lever and brakes by hand, and hand
starter (preferably electric) from the

seat. Also, I should like to know how
the law would stand with regard to

two independently operated brakes,

both by hand, whether it is necessary

to be able to apply both at once. If

?'

you could supplv me with any informa

tion on the subject I will be greatly

obliged.—Legless.

There is no machine on the market which

complies with your requirements, and, in

consequence, you will have to convert

some machine so that it is suitable for

your particular use. In all probability,

the Scott -Sociable is the nearest approach

to what you want, as it is a hand lever

starter operated from the driving seat,

and the only foot controls are the clutch

and one brake, which could no doubt be

readily converted to hand operation.

Provided there are two independent

brakes upon the machine, the law does

not require that they shall be so arranged

that both can be brought into action at

the same time.

One more of the series of "countryside" photographs which we have been

publishing depicting the sidecar aiding sport with rod or gun. An Enfield

outfit called into requisition to convey the guns and spaniel.

READER'S REPLY.

ACCUMULATOR CHARGING
In your issue for the 5th inst. you reply

to "W.J.H.," who wishes to charge a

battery from 220 volts continuous current

mains. It may be of interest to him to

know that I have found it possible to do

this satisfactorily, using a 100 ohm re-

sistance mat (supplied for 2s. 2d. by F.

W. Potter and Co., Phipp Street, Great

Eastern Street, E.C.) in series with the

battery. The mat should be fixed in a

horizontal position, so that the ventila-

tion may be as good as possible.

—

Arvon
Glynne.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions published

under this heading should be addressed

c/o The Editor. " The Motor Cycle,"

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,

E.C4, ivhen they will be forwarded

direct to the querists concerned.

"James" (London, N.5.)—Wear of

retreaded tyre on back wheel of sidecar

outfit : Recommended retreading firms.

" Pow'ERPLtrs " (Consett).—I n d i a n

Powerplus, also Scout model : Spring

forks, slow running, twist grip control,

climbing, and general reliability (solo).

Flexekas and Airtite sleeves on both

models.

"C.D.W." (Walmer).—Ricardo piston

for 4 h.p. Triumph (chain-cum-belt).

Tuning hints for speed.

"S.W.L." (Croydon).—Dunelt with

sidecar. Reliability, m.p.g. (oil and

petrol), m.p.h., cooling, climbing, and
general hints.

"A.F.T.L." (Bowdon). — 2| h.p.

A.J.S., 1922 (standard sports) : Economy,
silence, and comfort.

" R.F.G. " (Weymouth). — Coventry

Premier three-wheeler : Economy, life
r

of mechanism, brake efficiency, ease of

steering and control, any disadvantages.

"E.C.B." (London, S.W.15).—5-5 h.p.

Brough Superior (M.A.G. engine) :

Comfort, speed, and economy.

"W.A.M." (Coventry).—Binks carbu-

retter, Flexekas air leak preventers, and

Philipson pulley on 1913: single gear

Triumph.

F.H.W. (Lee, S.E.13).—4 h.p. 1921

Blackburne, solo or sidecar : Reliability,

consumption, and general hints.

C37
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A Removal.

The Birmingham Motor Accessories
Co. have moved into larger premises at

the old Quadrant Works, Sheepcote
Street, Birmingham.

A Hand Soap.

The address of the makers of the
Hqrton liquid hand soap, upon which
we commented favourably in a recent
issue, is the Horton Manufacturing Co.,
Rickmansworth, Herts.

Electric Hand Lamps.

An increase in the price of the Electro-
Automate self-generating hand lamps
was made in November last year, since

when the cost has been 30s. for the type
illustrated in our issue of December
22nd last.

An American Lightweight.

Despite its heavy appearance due to

the use of 3in. tyres, the Cleveland
two-stroke weighs less than 200 lb. In
our issue of December 8th last, the gross
weight was given as 275 lb., this being
the importers' figure, which included
wooden case and packing for

,
the

machine.

A Profit in Celluloid Ware.

Net profit of £18,557 for the year
ending September 30th, 1921, is shown
in the directors' ninth report of Bluemel
Bros., Ltd., of Wolston, near Coventry.
A dividend bringing up the total fox the
year to 15% on the ordinary shares is

being paid.

Tyres on Fire.

Recently a fire originated in the base-
ment of the Shaftesbury Avenue pre-
mises of the Palmer Tyre, Ltd. It had
obtained a good hold on tyre racks and
tyres before it was discovered. The
prompt use of chemical fire extinguishers
by the housekeeper and his staff sub-
dued the flames before the arrival of
the fire brigade. The total damage is

not serious, and will not affect the
supply of tyres.

American Machines in Italy.

Harley-Davidson motor bicycles were
successful in winning uo fewer, than
twenty-one- of the leading events in Italy
during the past season, among which
may be mentioned the Circuit di Brescia,
the Italian Tourist Trophy, in which
Harley-Davidsons were first, third, fifth,

sixth, and seventh ; the Italian Grand
Prix, in which they were first, second,
and third ; and the Aosta-Great St.

Bernard hill-climb, in which they were
first, fourth, and fifth.

Correct Motor Cycle Lubrication.

A booklet on motor cycle lubrication,
published by the Vacuum Oil Co., Ltd.,
Caxton House, Westminster, London,
S.W.I, makes really interesting reading.
It contains some lucid diagrams showing
the path of the oil in the lubrication of
various types of engines. Then follows
a diagram of a gear box, with information
concerning the lubrication of gears, while
the book concludes with a lubrication
chart showing the suitable grades of oil

recommended for the leading makes of
machines.
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Nortons in South Africa.

In the 600 c.c. solo class of the. Rand
M.C.C. annual speed championship;' held
on December 4th, near Johannesburg,
over a distance- of one mile from a stand-
ing start, the results were as follows :

1 (amateur), Dr. A. L. de Toit (3i
Norton); 2 (trade), Percy Flook (3i
Norton); 3 (amateur), C. A. Bulman
(3j Norton).

A Scottish Machine.

A company has been formed to take
over the manufacture of the Barr and
Stroud-engined Royal Scot motor cycle,

described in The Motor Cycle of

December 22nd, 1921. The trading
name is Knightswood Motors, Ltd., with
works situated at Strathcona Drive,
Anniesland, Glasgow.

Leather Coats.

One of our Manchester readers, Mr.
E. R. Broughton, has written to us
eulogistically about the quality and good
value of -a leather coat purchased from
S. Lewis, 19a, Upper Charlton Street,

Carburton Street, London, W.l. Inci-

dentally, many readers wish to know
how worn leather coats may be cleaned
without damaging the colour. Advice on
the point would be appreciated.

Williamson Spare Parts.

A list of spare parts for the 8 h.p.

Williamson has been issued by A. Moss,
of 25, Moor Street, Earlsdon, Coventry.
Mr. Moss, who was formerly works
manager of the Williamson Motor Co.,

Ltd., undertakes the repair and overhaul
of these machines.

JANUARY igth, 1922.

Carriage Paid.

New Imperial Cycles, Ltd., of Princip
Street, Birmingham, have decided from
now onwards to pay carriage by goods
or passenger train on all their motor
cycles sent to agents' depots in England,
Scotland, Ireland, or Wales'. If sent by
goods train the machines will be " packed
m crates, and the crates will not be
charged.

In the London-Gloucester Trial.

In the official list of awards of the
London-Gloucester-London trial, organised
by the North-West London M.C.C, the
name of H. S. Perrey (6 B.S.A.) was
omitted. Since two other riders, B. L.
Bird and J. S. Walker have reported
that Perrey completed the trial satisfac-

torily, his case has been considered by
the club, and he has been awarded a
silver cup.

Hard Riding on an Ultra-lightweight.

The J.E.S. miniature two-stroke which
competed in the London-Gloucester-
London reliability trial recently, and was
standard in every respect, not only com-
pleted the course, but travelled 200 miles
on the Wednesday and Thursday before
the trial, was driven from Gloucester to

London on the Friday previous to the
trial, competed in the competition without
any trouble, and was driven back to

Gloucester on the following day- The
whole journey oecirpied some 700
miles, and no mechanical difficulties of

any sort w'ere experienced. This is a re-

markable performance taking into con-

sideration the severity of part of the
course, and the fact that the engine is

only 159 c.c.

Catalogues Received.

Barimar, Ltd., 10, Poland Street.

London, W.l: " Straight Facts about
Welding"—a folder published by this

firm containing a few pertinent remarks
by Mr. C. W. Brett
Godiva Tool Co., George Street, Cov-

entry : Tool-rolls, tool-kits, jacks, pumps,
pliers, spanners, stocks and dies, etc.,

of interest specially to repairers, are listed

in compact form.

MOTOR CYCLE CLUB LIFE IN CEYLON.

Three enthusiastic members of the Ceylon M.C.C, shown with the trophies won in

reliability trials on their Ariel motor cycles
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GOVERNMENT SURPLUS STORES
WE ARE

OF SURPLUS GOODS AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

anteed solid leather. Finest boots ever produced
on the market. With toeoap or without. Sizes

6 to 11. Suitable for shooting and good hard
wear 27/6 pair

500 PAIRS WILLOW CALF GRAIN TRENCH
BOOTS. Lace to knee, with buckle 37/6 „

2,000 KILTS, TARTAN, "BLACK WATCH."
7 yds. cloth for making up. All wool. Part
worn. Condition good 8/6 each

1,000 SIDCOT SUITS, NEW. Wallaby collar,

imitation. Rubber under-lined. To clear at

the greatly reduced price of 35/- „

Sizes 5ft. 6m., 5ft. 8in., 5ft. lOin.

WE HAVE ALSO A VERY SPECIAL LINE OF
ALL-WOOL REAL WITNEY BLANKETS.
WHITE. 70 x 90in. - Weighs 8| lb 27/6 pair

1 ,000 PAIRS REAL ARMY BREECHES. Leather

strappings. NEW. 5ft, 3in., 5ft. 5in., 5ft. 7in.,

and 6ft. 15/- „

1,000 BEDFORD CORD BREECHES. NEW.
Leather strappings or self strappings. All sizes

up to 44in. and 46in. in waist 30/- ,,

250 PAIRS KHAKI SERGE TROUSERS. NEW.
All sizes up to 6ft. 12/6 „

5,000 NEW BLUE DUNGAREE AMERICAN BIB
AND BRACE OVERALLS. Sizes 34in., 36in.,

38in 4/6 „

5,000 GROUND-SHEETS. 6 x3ft. Part worn.

Condition good. Nearly new 2/6each

1,000 PAIRSNEW BLACK OILSKIN LEGGINGS 2/- pair

100 GOVERNMENT JEAN BOILER SUITS.
Sizes 32in. to 46in 12/11 each

WE HAVE JUST SECURED A FURTHER CONTRACT WITH THE WAR OFFICE FOR ARMY CLOTHING.
NOW ABLE TO OFFER A VERY LARGE QUANTITY

500 NEW LEATHER COATS, TEDDY BEAR OR
FLEECE-LINED. Double-breasted, with belt £6 10s. each

100 NEW OFFICERS' TRENCH COATS. Fleece-

lined and oilskin interlined 55/- „

1,000 NEW WATERPROOF CYCLING LEG-
GINGS. Wool-lined. Sizes 1, 2, and 3. Fit up
to 6ft 15/- pair

250 NEW LEATHER HELMETS. Fur-lined .. 12/6each

250 NEW LEATHER WAISTCOATS. (Without

sleeves) 21/- ,,

150 NEW LEATHER WAISTCOATS. (With

sleeves) • 45/- „

125 BLACK LEATHER COATS. | length. Suit-

able for motor cyclists. NEW 75/- „

500 NEW LEATHER JERKINS. Large sizes . . 8/6 „

5,000 PART WORN LEATHER JERKINS. (Re-

paired) 5/" "
500 SHEEPSKIN-LINED COATS. Suitable for

drivers of motor transport, etc. Long and in

good condition ."...... 10/- „

3,000 GROUND-SHEET CAPES. Part worn.

Condition good. Worn as Ground-sheet or

Ground-sheet Capes 2/6 ,,

1,000 NEW GROUND-SHEET CAPES 3/6 „

1,000 PAIRS NEW RUBBER THIGH BOOTS,
best U.S.A. makes. Sizes from 8 to 12 15/- pair

1,000 PAIRS NEW RUBBER KNEE BOOTS.
U.S.A. best quality. Sizes 8 to 13 only 12/6,,

1,000 SHEEPSKIN-LINED THIGH BOOTS.
Suitable for motor cyclists 12/6 „

1,000 PAIRS NEW BROWN AND BLACK
OFFICERS' BOOTS. . Medium weight, Guar-

WE HAVE ALSO A LARGE NUMBER OF OTHER LINES TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION. BUT PLEASE MAKE ENQUIRIES.

ALL GOODS CARRIAGE PAID. MONEY RETURNED IF NOT THOROUGHLY SATISFIED.

J. M. MILLET & SONS, GOVERNMENT CONTRACTORS, SOUTHAMPTON.

MOTB2&
Sidecar and

Rear Lamp Models
MOTEX Generators for Dependability- better models
at a lower cost t Call on nearest Agent and inspe t tli m-

No. 502, Sidecar Model. Beduced Price, 8/-
- stiong and well-made and designed to fit on Sidecar
Chassis bymeinsof a bracket witu universal m-vem-m;.

No. 5 13, Rear Lamp Model Reduced Price, 6/-
fiis on Back Carrier, adjustable to any angle. Witi one

cbarge this gene'ator
will feed the MOTEX
Minor ['ear lump for
seven hours.

Obtainable of all
Agents of direct.

MOXEX Sidecar and
Itear Lamps are oE
equally good value—
Why not ask yrrnr dealer
to show you the range ?

Stanley & Hill, Ltd.,

Buckingham St.,

Birmingham.

SI Or-CARUmp
generator

N0 5O2

REAR
LAMP

GENERATOR
No513

To convert into double or single Bunsen burner simply remove complete bit-Holder.

THE LAST WORD
IN SOLDERING!

No. 130. 3AS- HEATED

OLDERING
RONS WITH

RENEWABLE
D1TS

Durable, Time-Saving.

No Air Pressure Required.

Flamees do not touch the job.

Nos. 12S and 129 with one Bunsen burner, Nos. 130

and 131 with two Bunsen burners. Highest heating

power with minimum gas consumption.

No. 128 No. 129 No. 130 No. 131

Weight of Copper Bit 2\ OZS. 6 oz. 10 oz. 16 oz.

Weight complete 10 OZ. 1 lb. Ii lb. 2 lb.

Readyfor use".

.

1 min. 2 mins. 3 mins. 3 mins.

Price 5/6 7/9 10/6 13/6

Extra for Postage
of Single Sample
Irons

7d.

Bn

9d.

ish Colonic

11-

S 2-/- Up lO

1/-

i lbs.

Sample Irons sent on receipt of P.O. Money returned

if not satisfied. Trade discounts on application.

AGENTS WANTED.

BLOCK, DEROY & CO. (Dept. J),

Carlton House, 11, fiegent St., Waterloo Place, London, S.W.I.

Phone: Gerrard 8ogo. Grams: " Tintype, Piccv. London.
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SURE & SOUND.
Here's a further list of Allen-Bennett second-hand machines. They are all steady machines,

well overhauled, and fit for many a long day's work. Glance through and see which best

meets your needs.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
ce-enaraelled red £27 10

28 10

77 10

IVY, 1916-7, 2J h.p., single-speed,

LEVIS, 1916, 2.V h.p., single-speed, all lamps

TRIUMPH, 1913, 3V h.p., Philipson pulley and clutch, T.T. or touring bars, all

lamps, exceptional condition. « «
ENFIELD, 19:5, 3 h.p., twin, 2-speed clutch. . .

._
35

ENFIELD, 1915, jh,p, twin, 2-speed clutch T.T. model « «

P & 1V1 1017 libp 2-speed, clutch and kick-starter, re-enamelled 4Z 1U

p! & IVl!' 1921! 3J h.p.' 2-speed, clutch, run under 500 miles, unscratched and

distinguishable from new ,•••.••;

ENFIELD, 1914, 6 h.p. combination, 2-speed, windscreen, etc _. »» »

THOR, 1919, 7 h.p. twin combination «J
"

ROVER. 1913-14, 3-speed, clutch, perfect condition ™ »

BRADBURY, 1913-14, 4 h-P-, 3-=Peed . combination, windscreen, etc »0 u

O.K., 1917, 2} h.p., 2-speed " !"

JAMES, 1916, +1 h.p., 3-speed, all chain combination »' »
ZENITH, 1921, 5 h.p., sports, as new, all lamps, etc „-.- « »

DOUGLAS, 1916-7, 2J h.p., 2-speed, as new ...... ••" »

MATCHLESS, 1920. model H, **

We also cari"y an extensive stock of

HENDERSON, MILLFORD,
SWAN SPORTS, and

WATSONIAN SIDECARS.

EXTENDED PAYMENTS
i down. Balance in twelve

monthly instalments at 4%

Commercial Publicity

FERODO
l\RegJ.

BRAKE BLOCKS
for Motor Cycles

are shaped to replace the

existing blocks without

any alteration to the shoe

They are designed and . manu-
factured to carry the reputation

of Ferodo Friction Linings for

efficiency and durability into

the motor cycle world. ...
Full particulars of models at present

in stock will be sent on request. A
postcard will do. Address—

FERODO LTD., CHAPEL-EN-LE-FRITH.

s

The "VALUE FOR MONEY'
MOTOR CYCLE

2\ h.p. 2-stroke lightweight model oo _,__
with Villiers engine (fixed gear) PQ gllS.

I

VA

\

\
I

fl

2-speed, counter- £ /IQ
shaft gear .. oL At/

2-speed, counter-

shaft gear, with
clutch and kick-

starter.

£50
Particulars 0/ litis and other uwdels obtainable Irom

%
<#

m
VICTORIA MOTOR & CYCLE CO., LTD., |

Victoria Wofks, Dennistoun, GLASGOW.
'Phone: 514 Bridseton.

^tSsms

'Grams :
" Bicycl=, GlaS30w

."

J
In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Brough Superior.

BROUGH Superior, 8h.p., July. 1921. Mark I.

engine, o.h.v., Lucas Magdyno lighting, SO rn.p.rr.

speedometer, mirror, watch, all plated tank and un-

scratched, mileage 300 only; cost £210, sacrifice ±150.

—Parsons, 1, Acton Lane, Chiswick. 11887

Brown.

BROWN, 3VSh.p., B.B.. mag., perfect, ride

12 gns.—179, York Rd., Camden Rd. [5058

S.A.

B.S.A.

1922 Models in stock; catalogue with pleasure.B
BS A. Specialists.—County Cycle and Motor Co.. Broad

St., Birmingham. [4678

BSA E2, shop-soiled; :£85.—Ratclifle Bros., 200,
."

Gt'. Portland St., W.l. [5034

B.S.A., 1922, all models; carriage paid anywhere.—
Clifford Motories, Eastwood, Notts. [5139

3lip. B.S.A., pre-war T.T.. splendid condition; tar

2 gain, £28.—Lydford, Chilworth. Guildford. [X5164

1 Q18 B.S.A. Combination. Mills sidecar, all acres-

J.J7 sories, nerfect order; £75.—Baxter, Fakenham.
TX5224

ORDER Your New B.S.A. from R. B. Clarlc and
Co. Hiirhest exchange prices given— 7. Exhibi-

tion Rd., S.W.7. 15245

£65.—B.S.A. 4h.p. combination, 3 speeds, beautiful

lot, accessories, tax paid 1922; any trial.— 8.

High St., Wandsworth. [4869

B.SA.—Bambers are official agents; exchanges
speciality; deferred payments.—2, Eastbank St.

Southport. 'Phone : 607 [X5194

i S.A., K.2, 1921, fully equipped and sidecar as

"age negligible: £105.—Ratelifle Bros..
[5035

B.S.A., K.2, 1921, fully e

new, mileage negligible

200, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

4i
—AVanrick, Hinckley Rd., Leicester.

Model K, shop-soiled
sidecar to !

Evans. John Bright St., Birmingham

JLh.p. B.S.A. Combination, chain drive, lamps, hoin,

4 wind screen, and hood, first-class condition: £65.
[X31S6

B.S.A; 4%h.p., Model K, shop-soiled, fully guaran-

teed, £68; B.S.A. sidecar to suit, £22.-P. J.
[X5200

F.O.C.H. for B.S.A.'s; cash, exchange, or deferred

payments. Sound second-hand machines in stock.

-5, Heath St., Hampstead. (Near tube.) [4752

"IQ13 3!/>h.p. B.S.A. and Sidecar, T.T. engine, good
J-*/ condition, Bowden 2-speed, new tyjes; any trial;

£45.—Coombs, Hawkesbury-Upton, Glos. 14636

l.p. B.S.A.-engine Motor Cycle *!ycondition, appear-
ance, and running perfect, fixed gear; £25. or

near offer.— 12, Chalcroft Rd., Lee, S.E. [4828

4>i
near

B £liO.—Elbe, Ltd.. 15-16. Bishopsgate Av
mile St. E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548.

1Q20 4V4h.p.
JL«/ horn, etc.,

"IQ21 B.S.A. Model K, equipped,
-It/ dition: 75 gns., or fitted new

Camo-
[0065

"I Q21 4 14h.p. B.S.A., sidebar, complete, pillion, hood,
It/ etc., 1,200 miles; £140 cash, or pait instalments

£150; excellent,—Hedgeeock, The Avenue, Worcester.
[4584

B.S.A., 1920, Henderson Elite sidecar, speedometer,
lamps, horn, discs, fine outfit, £88; ditto canoe-

let sidecar, electric lamps, hoin, £79. -Clark, 7, Exhibi-
tion Rd., S.W.7. [5244

B.S.A. Combination, 3 speeds, electric

good tyres, and only done small mile-
age; price £65. or near ofiec—Dunwell's Garage,

Wigan. Tel.: 328. [0765

B.S.A.—Being official agents we have them always
in stock, and immediate delivery can always be

given.—Jones' Garage. Muswell Hill, and Woodside
Parade, N. Finchley. [0379

excellent con-
coachbuilt sidecor,

87 gns.; deferred pavment or exchanges.—Edwards, 50.
Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [5240

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.—B.S.A. Model H2.4i/ih.p.,
with B.S.A. No. 3 sidecar, 1921 latest model

combination, brand new but slishtly shop-soiled;
£125.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, London.

[4999Q& GNS., exchange.—1-920 B.S.A. 4i,4h.p., 3 speeds,OO clutch, kick start, luxurious 2-seater sidecar,
hood, screen, new condition, any examination, trial.

—

Seabridge, Hansler Rd., East Dulwictu Sydenham
2452. [4433

IQ21 B.S.A., Model K2, 4V2h.p., and C.B. sidecar.
J-*' unlicensed and unused, fully equipped with lamps

-and horn; original cost £135; offered at the bargain
figure of £115.—The Lavton Garages, 30, Holywell
St., Oxford. J5185

FOR Sale, late 1920 model B.S.A. combination,
414I1.P., chain-cum-belt, Lucas Magdyno electric

lighting; Royal Easting wind screen, luggage grid,
etc., not done 2,000 miles, condition, etc., as new;
nearest offer to £130, a bargain.—E. T. Brown and
Co., Ltd., Ironmongers, 18, Westgate, Rotherham.

[5313
TXTAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.—"" B.S.A. 1922 models, K.2, chain and belt trans-
mission, £107; with No. 3 sidecar, £139. Model H2,
all-chain drive, £110; fitted with B.S.A. sidecar, £142.
B.S.A. 6h.p. twin motor cycle £132, fitted with
B.S.A. sidecar £164; B.S.A. 8h.p. twin combination.
£185. Easy terms and exchange. Box carrier com- , ,

binations from £139.—'Phone : Holborn 5777. [4416! J

THE

OPPORTUNIST

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
of 1922 Models by all the

:: Leading Manufacturers. ;:

k PARKER'S
DEPOTS:

MANCHESTER:
245. Deansgate.
Telerhone^Cen. 864.

BOLTON:
Bradshawgate,
Telephone—lS4s -

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

Spare Parts:

is the person who takes

advantage of the good things

that present themselves, and,

by alertness, turns his shrewd
judgment to profitable account.

He takes advantage of—
Our Bargains,
Our Perfected Payment

Policy,
Our Service System.

A few of this Week's Bargains:

TRIUMPH, 1910, 3* h.p., T.T..

latest dropped frame, Philipson

pulley, fully equipped, r» nn
speedometer .. .. S.JU

TRIUMPH 1913 3J h.p. coachbuilt

Combination, 3-speed, clutch, k.-s.,

fully equipped, new tyres. #• r q
Excellent condition . . A.DD

SCOTT, 1914, 3f h.p., 2-speeds, k.-s.,

Lucas accessories, speedo- o AC
meter, Binks carburetter . . A43

CLEVELAND, 1920, 3 h.p., 2-speeds,

clutch and k.-s., fully equipped.

Indistinguishable from o aq
new . . . . . . . . 3»^0

ALLDAYS-ALLON 1921 Combina-
tion, 3-speeds, clutch, k.-s., mud-
shields, speedometer, fully n rjn

equipped. As new . . »l"
P & M., 1920, 3^ h.p., 2-speeds,

clutch, R.S. ratchet brake, fully

equipped, speedometer, one
New condition . . ..AID

NEW HUDSON, 1921, 2\ h.p.,

2-speeds, fully equipped.
Abso.ute.y as^ . ^

DOUGLAS 1914 2| h.p. Combina-
tion, 2-speeds, fitted with
Grosvenor Sporting Sidecar, fully

equipped. Good SA'J % -in
condition .. .. a-tl . Iv

JAMES 1917-18 3% h.p. twin Sports

Model, 3-speed, clutch, k.-s., fully

equipped. Very fast, and o nn
as new. Insured .. . . X'lU

ENFIELD 1912 6 h.p. coachbuilt

Combination, fully equip- o CC
ped. Good condition .. S3J

JAMES 1920 6 h.p. Combination,

Lucas accessories, Easting screen,

original tyres. Absolutely
indistinguishable £117 «1fl
from new . . . . ct 1 1 1 • 1

U

B.S.A. Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [3609

B.S.A. Specialists.—All spares by return.—County Cycle
and Motor Co.. Broad St., Birmingham. [4677

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam
bridge.—All B.S.A. parts in stock, no waiting.

[5256

B.S.A. Spares can be had by return, post free. Irom
Jones' Garage, Broadway. Muswell Hill, N.10.

[0743
GODFREYS'. Ltd., 208. Great Portland St., London,

W.l.—Complete stock of all B.S.A. spare parts

always in stock. Write for free spare part list. [0750

Calcott.

1Q15 Calcott. 2'ih.p., overhauled, perfect, new Ainuc;
-!•£' genuine bargain, £15.—Baxter, Fakenham.

[X5225
£24.—Calcott. 2r)4h.p., all lamps, horn, good condi-

tion, runs splendid; sacrifice.—B., 143, Ravens-
bury Rd., Earlsfield, S.W.18. [5052

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

Motor Cvcles advertiser! hv private owners are, when d

Calthorpe.
OJLh.p. Calthorpe, running order: £28, or nearest offer.

*2 -Apply, 10, Belvedere Rd.. Taunton. [4578

CALTHORPE 2%h.p., 2-stroke. 2-speed, 1919, per-
fect throughout; £38.—Notley, Rollesby, Great

Yarmouth. [5000

CiALTHOEPE-J.A.P. 2%h.p., Eutield gear, lamps.
' tools, tax 1922, speedometer; J'30.—23, Barratt Av.,

Wood Green. [4947

CALTHORPE 1921 3h.p. Combination, fitted with
M-L maglita set, shop-soiled only; bargain, £85.

—P. J. Evans, John Bright St.. Birmingham. [X5201

CALTHORPE 1921 Combination, actually in stock
for immediate delivery; cash or deferred terms;

place your orders with the Calthorpe specialists.—
Burlington Motors, Ltd., Clapham Common, S.W.4.
'Phone: Brixton 2417 [0509

Campion.
CAMPION 1919 8h.p. Combination, fully equipped:

any examination and trial; £110.—C. Brittain, 10,

High St., Grantham. [4593

Chater-Lea.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., E.C.—
1922 Chater-Lea, agents all models, supplied on

easy terms or exchange. [4403

Chatei-Lea-White and Poppe

3.1 h.p. Chater-Lea, White and Poppe, mag., variable
2 gear, drip feed, economical; first £10.—Groves,

75, Elgin Av., W.9. [4829

Cleveland.

CLEVELAND, 2-speed. clutch, and kick start.

1920; £38.—Purkis, 120, Fielding Rd., Bedford
Park. 14997

Clyno
"1Q19 2 l41r.p. Clyno, 2-speed, clntch, lamps, horn,
J-w' splendid coudrtion; £34.-12, Garfield St., Leices-

ter. [X5187

1Q15 3-speed Clyno Combination, spare wheel;
LU £55.-28, Woodford Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone:
Stratford 2598. [5266

CLYNO Lightweight, speedometer, lamps, excellent

condition," inspection and trial arranged; best offer.

-60. Birkhall Rd., Catford, S.E. 6. [4C50

CLYNO Combination, 6h.p., 2-speed, kick start, splen-

did condition; £58; take lower power part.—57,

Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [48'73

CLYNO 5-6h.p., spring drive, new tyres and tubes,

re-enamelled and plated, overhauled, all on,

tax paid.—Apply. R. Rampling, 13, Charles St., Barnes.

S.W.15. C5120

CLY'NO 5-6h.P'. Combination, 1918, C.A.V. accumu-
lator lighting, hood, screen, side curtains, sound

condition, privately owned; £85.—Seen, Red House
Garage, Penge, S.E. [4907

1 Q 15 Clyno 5-6h.p. Combination, smart bulbous
-LI/ sidecar, 3 speeds, just overhauled and reno-

vated as new; £48/10.—Goad, 122, Marda Vale (pri-

vate house garage). 'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [4267

CLYNO 5-6h.p. Combination, bulbous back sidecar,

3-=peed, K.S., spare wheel, electrrc lighting,

speedometer, horn, hood, screen, luggage, and petrol

carriers tools, etc.; £55.-364, Lillie Rd., Fulham. Lon-

don, S.W. [474<1

Svare Parts:

CLYNO Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kay
St., Ealing.

Connaught.

1 f»21 Connaught Combination, K.S., horn, lamps',1" etc.; £80.-7. Lowe St., Macclesfield. [5086

-1 *»19 Connaught 2-speed, fully equipped, splendid

1 i-U condition ; £30.-37. Arlington Rd., Surbiton

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet St., E.C.—
1922 Conuaughts on easy terms and exchauge.

[4404

dvertisement, and the date ol the issue. C45

esired. marked (P).

Honrl
[3610
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Connaught.

1 Q20 Connaught, miniature mode], guaranteed;
J-V £28/10.-26, Tulse Hill. Brixton. 'Phone:

[5152Br
£28/10.-

ston 1292.

Coulson.

1 Q21 Coulson-B 4h.p., -like new, under 800 miles.XU lamps and all accessories; £115.—Stubbs' Garages;
Ltd.. Loughborough. [467o

1Q21 4h.p. Coulson Combination for sale, fully fitted,
-!-«/ in excellent order; owner buying car; -£95; <n

near offer.—Robins, 38, Cowgate, Peterborough. [4537

COULSON 2r;4h.p., J.A.P., countershaft, brand new.
£65; 2 r;Jh.p. Blackburnc, brand new, £70—Goad,

122, iUaida Vale (private house garage). 'Phone:
ilampstead 1353. [4270

Coventry Eagle.

CCOVENTRY EAGLE 1919 2-speed 2-stroke, electric
' lamps, Klaxon, perfect; 32 gns.—Box 8,202. c/o

The Motor Cycle. [5218

Coventry Victor.

C10VENTRY VICTOR Engined Combination,' 3
> speeds, clutch, and kick starter, only used for

demonstration purposes; £140.—W.,
Forest Gate, E.7.

2, Sylvan Rd.,
[4819

COVENTRY" VICTOR.-The perfect flat twin engine
Before deciding on your uew mount, get our list

for 1922, showing Coventry Victor motor cycles fitted
with this famous 5-7h.p. engine. Also our special offei

of demonstration machine. The last word in niotoi
cvcie design and construction. — The Coventry Victoi
Motor Co., Ltd., Coventry. [052C

DAYTON 2-«trok<?,

dition, requires new mn
Biackenber Lodge,

Dayton.
all on, tax paid, excellent con-

£24/10.—R. Cox.
Sunniugdale, Berks; T4532

De Dion.

DE DION 3h.p., mag., good running order
push-cycle part.—57, Kenbuiy St., i

£16; take
Camberwell,

[4874

Dot.

"1 Q20 Dot-.Iap 23.JH.P., 2-speed, P. and H. lighting
Xtf set, horn, Watford speedometer, etc., most ex-
ceptional condition throughout^ only needs seeing: £40.—3Iotori~t. 769. Romford Rd., Manor Park, London.
E. [6006

Douglas
WADCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C--

2Kh.p. 1910 Douglas; £30. [4422

"I Q20 Douglas Combination, all on; 68 gns.-—The
J-t/ Bute Restaurant. Luton. Beds. [4746

£42.—
[4938

Bute Restaurant, Luton, Beds.

19 2^h.p. 2-speeu Douglas, well equipped

;

24. Ballio] Rd., North Kensington.19
1Q14 Douglas; £32; exchange 5in. lathe and cash.
-*J —81, Dundee Rd., South Norwood. [4956

"I Q22 Douglas, all on, ridden a few miles only; £65.
XiJ —Box 8,135, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4553

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, accessories, good tyres;
£45.-Mylom, 197, London Rd., Croydon. [4711

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., fully equipped, a bargain: £50
—Ratclifie Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

[503?
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-

2 3ih.p. 1921 Douglas 3 speeds, clutch; £75
[4424

~[Q19 2 ih. p. Douglas, lamps, accessories, splendid
-l.«* condition: £43.-71, Alexandra Rd.. Aldetsliot.

[X5165
DOUGLAS Combination, 1918, excellent condition,

very iully equipped; £70.-4, Cedar Rd.. Tottenham.
[4794

DOUGLAS 2"4h.p., new, £70; wanted, combination,
cash to value.—Roberts, 33, Torwood St., Torquay.

[4568
IMPORTANT.—Substantial Reward.—Will the person

having possession or acquainted with the whereabout;
of:

£>3h.p. Douglas, 1916, engine 37421,
r^-i (was XD9007).

frame 3632(

OfLh.p. Douglas, 1917, engine 35526 (wa
4l 4

4 h.p. Doug

XA7095I,

1918, engine 6512 (was XC541),

19

CIOMMUNICATE in strict confidence with Truro,
/ Windmill Rd., Clapham, Loudon. [4625

20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, well equipped, mi-
smatched; £75.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensing-

ton. [4942

Q Uli. p. Douglas, 2-speed, almost new tvres aud chain;
CW4 £32/10.-66, Perry Vale, Forest Hill Station.
S.E. [4857

Ojlli.p. Douglas, single speed, 1913, splendid condition,
'v-* tax paid; £26.—Naish, Church Rd., Wheatlev.
Oxop. [3951

TYRES

GREAT REDUCTIONS.
SATISFACTION

GUARANTEED.

DUNLOP.
Our
Price.

Heavy ~ 130/-
Heavy 35/-
Extra Heavy 40/-
Ribbed 40/-
Auto Wheel 13/6
Scooter, Wired 1 15 /-

26x2}
26x23

650 x 65
20xl»
16x2}

24 x 2

!

26x2}
26x2-
26x2'
28x3

26 x 21
26x3

CLINCHER.
De Luxe, Heavy
De Luxe, Heavy
De Luxe, Extra Heavy . .

De Luxe, Heavy
Ribbed

ENGLEBERT.
Touring" Rubber Studded .

.

Passenger Rubber Studded .

Touring
Touring
Passenger
Racing Extra Heavy ......

25/-
25/-
27/-
27/6
40/-

15/-
19/6
16/6
25/-
32/6
39/6

BATES.
26 x 2! I

Special Heavy 9/6

26X.2J jSpecial Heavy 132/6

24x2J
26x2}

26x2"
26 x 2i
28x2'.

650 X 65

AVON.
Tricar Rubber Studded
Tricar Rubber Studded
Tricar Combination
Tricar Rubber Studded
Tricar Rubber Studded
Tricar Rubber Studded
Sunstone

22/6
22/6
22/6
24/6
22 ;'6

27/6
39/6

These Special Clearance Lines are sent Carriage

Paid on 7 Days" Approval against remittance.

Trade supplied. Write to-day.

S.W.7.

DOUGLAS.-Several
shop-soiled

Chester.

19 v

ORDER THE

TheName TheFirm-

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE
264 -266,VAUXHAU. BRIDGE B'» VICT0RIA.S.W.1
98, VICTORIA STREET, LbNDON.SW.i. & AT
44. SUBBITON ROAD, KJNCSTON-ON-THAMES
*1 Please address allpost orders to-VailMI Bridge Road?;

TELEPHONE -VICTORIA 6553 6-6SJ* ;

OUR AGENT IS THE PILLAR-BOX
"1 Q22 Douglas.—Send your order along now to Sam

*-•-* E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Green-
wifh, [5160

C46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).

North Kensington.

"OEST Bargain thi

Rd.
all

Kew Green.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, fully equipped,
new condition- £90.—Chirk, 7, Exhibition lid,,

15246

1922 all-on models, slightly

£65.—Marston, 31, Bridge St.,

[5171

NEAT Little Douglas Motor Cycle, magneto tf.and,

carrier; bargain. £8/19/6.—Aero Works. Little-
over, Derby. [X5094

DOUGLAS 1921 2^h.p., 3-speed, perfect, fully
equipped; £58.—Ward, 51, Upper Richmond

Rd., Putney. [4B93

i Douglas, 2%h.p., beautiful condition, buffer
head, all accessories; offer.—Comfort, 31, West

Park Rd., Kew. [4979

"I Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, fully equipped:
J-*/ £75.-Hillier (side bell), 9, Wallingford Av.,

[4898"

Week—Douglas 2%h.p., 1916,
uaranteed perfect; 33 gns.— 1, Priory

[5296

Douglas Combination, 1917, 3 speeds and
lutch; bargain, £48, no offers.—Snow, Laurel

St., Dalston, E.8. [5280

"I Q 19-20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, fully equipped,
-Le/ conditon as brand new; £75.—37, Canterbury
Rd., Dalston, N.l. [5293

BRADFORD.—Douglas agents and spares, immediate
delivery.—Denham and Bottcmley, 220, Manning-

ham Lane, Bradford , [X5302

1Q13 Douglas 2 5/ih.p., 2-speed, fully equipped;
J-t/ £37/10.-28, Woodford Rd., "Forest Gate,.

'Phone : Stratford 2598. [5267

DOUGLAS.—Bambers are official agents; exchanges
a speciality; deferred payments.—2, Eastbank

St., Southport. 'Phone: 607 [X5196

"I Q 13 4h.p. Douglas Combination, rebuilt as new,
J-t/ equipped, screen, discs, etc., tax paid 1922; £85,
or near.— 47, West St., Marlow, [5122

1918, in perfect condition,
like new, very fast.—Watson,

6. Cavendish Parade, Clapham, S.W.4. [4935

3-speed, clutch, kick
running order; £48.

—

Perry Vale, Forest Hill Station, S.E. [485&

DOUGLAS 1921 23i,h.p. 2-sneed, all oh, shop-soiled;
£72/10.—Elce. Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,

Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0066

overhauled, new cylinder, Dunlops
_ns.; must

realise, eveniDgs.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [5285

£38.—2%h.o. Douglas,
enamel and plating

4 h.p. Douglas Combination,
starter, good tyres, good

23h.p. Douglas!
4 fitted, nice order, believed 1916; 23

I']
1

DOUGLAS 2"/41i. p., 1914, good running order, fitted

new niag., stand, carrier, chain, etc.; any trial;

£28.—Dowell. Pyrford, Surrey (near Byfleet Station).
[4985

4 h.p. Douglas Combination, 1917, re-enamelled
makers' colours and plated, thoroughly overhauled,

new lamp set; any trial; £55.-406, Garratt Lane,
Earlsfleld, S.VV.18. [5202

4h.p. Douglas Combination, guaranteed as new, new
tyres, fully_ equipped, tax paid ; £75.—R. G.

Gamble and Co., 13. Somers Hews, Edgware Rd.,

W.2. Tel. : Padd. 899. [4975

^LI CLARK can give you good service both in new
machines and spares; try me. I may be useful

to you. The pioneer agent for Douglas motors.—196,
Cheltenham Rd.. Bristol. [0016

1Q16 Douglas 2%h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn, tools,

Xt7 knee grips, large exhaust pipe, perfect condi-

tion throughout; £35.-30, Belsize Park Gardens,

Hampstead. 'Phone: 5590. [5252

"IQ21 Douglas 2%h.p., 3-speed. K.S. and clutch, fully

J-O equipped with electric lighting, horn, and speedo-

meter- exceptional condition; £60.—The Layton Gar-

ages, 30, Holywell St.. Oxford. [5191

4h p Douglas Combination, 1917-18, Douglas sidecar,

58 gns . would separate; also 1916 Douglas 2 r!4h.p.,

2-speed', lully eauipped, 33 gns.; exchanges considered.

—Box 8,203, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5219

4h p. Douglas Combination, 1918, C.A.V. lighting

set, horn, £65; also 3'/2h.p. Rover combination,

lamp horn, speedometer, accessories, £65.—Tops
Motor Works, 317, Old Kent Rd., S.E.I. [5297

OWN Competition 23 ih.p. Douglas, 3-speed. kick

starter, clutch, fully equipped, spares, guaranteed

better than new. winner of several cups and medals;

£70; any trial.—Gibb. Douglas Specialist. Gloucester.
[4781

21 4h.p Douglas Combination, just been over-

hauled, and in splendid condition, complete

ith Maglita electric lighting set, electric horn, me-

chanical horn speedometer, watch and mirror, full

range ol running spares, including spare belt, toolkit,,

etc" oversize tyres in good condition.—Offers to Hul-

bert, 49, Lyndhurst Rd.. Bowes Park, N.22. [4355

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.. E.C.-
1922 New Douglas 2-speed, £75; 2-jlh.p. 3-speed

model £90- 4h.p. solo Douglas, £110; 4h.p. sidecar

combination. £135; 3'Ah.p. «ports model. £150; 6hp.

li»ht sidecar combination, £165; accessories included;

easy terms of payment arranged, and your old machine

taken in part payment. 'Phone: Holborn 5777. «

let on application.

19 2

Book-
[4405
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

lhn James Combination, 3-speed, countershaft

1 on- bnreain £55 cash; exchanges and dele
' Holliday Bros., 20, Queen St., Hammer

all

deferred

yments.-
f5232

ith. 'Phone: 1944.

J. A. P.

A.P., 1915, 3-speed. C.B. sidecar, clutch, good con-

Ewell. [4614dition; £35.-1, Pork Hill Rd

lb p Sports Model J.A.P. and conchbnilt sidecar,

2 lamps and Klaxon; £25; would separate.—13,

rcon R<1., East Sheen. [4881

A P 4h p with ooaohbuilt sidecar, countershaft Rear,

ali chain drive, complete with lamps and horn:

O._ilarston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [5174

J.E.S.
' E S. 2h. p. 2-stroke, 1921, as new; cost £46, take

best offer over £32.—Finch, Frogmore St., Tnnp-
[4306

1
CHANCE you should not miss.-1921 J.E.S. 2. and

L 4-stroke motor cycles, from £28. Send for list

real bargains.—J.E.S. Motor Works, Gloucester. [4384

^',
Jupp.

1922 Open Frame Motor Cycle, new, unable

__Miise same; 60 gns —B., 30, Cecil Mansions. Bal-

jrp£W.17. T4684

T.ea-Francis.
' EA-FRANCIS, 1922 model." 3l/

2h.p., 3-speed, all-

-1 chain drive; £110; delivery from stock.—Marston,
1, Bridge St., Chester. [5165

' EA-FEANCIS, 1920, 3V.h.p. MAG.. 2-speed, and
-J Midleton C.B sidecar, electric lighting; nearest
30.-14, Queen's Ed., Bowes Park, N.ll. [4946

Levis.

3EEMIEE Motor Co. for 1922 Levis.

' ATEST Improved Models for immediate delivery at

-1 1922 reduced prices.

30FTJLAR 2>4h.r. Single-gear Levis, £48: Model S

2'/Jh.p., 2-speed, clutch. £58, or with kick starter

60 ; easy payments only 4% extra ; carriage paid to

ny address. Buy your machine direct from the Levis
peeialists.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Bir-

lingham. [0741

£24/ 10.—Levis 2-stroke; approval deposit.—Speech-
ley, 86, Churchfield Bd., Acton, W.3. [4928

LEVIS Single, all lamps, sporting, bars, nice order;
price £25.—Welford, James St., Brighton. [4778

)Ah.p. Levis, completely overhauled, enamelled, new
J 4 tyres, all accessories ; £28.—Baxter, Fakenham.

[X5226
IQ2.2 Levis.—Immediate delivery of all models.—
Ltf I'remier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham.

[X5235
£28.—Levis 2%h.p.. single, perfect condition, lamps,

horn.—Batereau, Fairview Farm, Longford,
tiddlesex. [4991

LEVIS, standard Popular model, £48; 2-speed, K.S.
model, £60; deliveries from stock.—Marston, 31,

Jridge St., Chester. [5168

IQ21 Levis, 2-speed, all accessories, tax paid, perfect
•-" condition, cost £75; take £45.-18, Winterbrook
td., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [4659

A FEW Slightly Soiled 1921 Levis models at greatlv
CX reduced pricesfrom £42. Write for special clear-
nce hargain list.—Premier Motor Co,
ningham.

Aston Rd.. Bif-
[X5236

WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet St.. E.C.—
New 1922 Levis 2-stroke, £48; 3-speed model,

£58 '-

East
kick start, £2 extra,
on application.

Easy terms aud exchange.
[4396

"I ft 20 2>4h.p. Levis, perfect order, Miller lamps,

fy speedometer, horn, new belt, tyres splendid con-
dition, heavy Dunlop on back, overalls, and all acces-
sories; £35 each; owner going abroad.—Apply, 56,
Napier Rd., Tottenham, N.15. [4599

SPEoCIAL ofler of a *ew slightly showroom soiled

\
250 c.c. T.T. model Levis motor cycles: list price

t65, reduced to £55; makers' speed guarantee of 50
n.p.h. with each machine; easy payments only 4% extra-
sirrioge paid to any address.—The Premier Motor Co.'
astcn Ed., Birmingham. [0740
Spare Part*

:

TTERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
- bridge—All Levis parts in stock. Illustrated

[5258
Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London,

- -jplete stock of all Levis spare parts
always in stock. Write for free spare part list. [0753

list free,

GODFREYS', _
W.l.-Complete stock of

"I ft 21 Libert
*-*> all on. Tan-Sad
Haningay, N.15.

Liberty.
Motor Cycle, 2-stroke,

Price £85
GET YOUR NEXT MOUNT

FROM
WOOTTEN'S
AND BE SURE OF SATISFACTION.

£36—Cook,

L.M.C.

2 3 '4h.p., 2-speed,
29, Park Ed.,

[4633

T .M.C. 6-7h.p. Twin, new Millford sidecar, complete
-•-' with 1922 licence, climb any hill in Derbyshire:
£110.—Handford, 646, Abbevdale Rd., Sheffield. [4856

the following agencies tor 192

guarantee immediate delivery.

and

MOTOR CYCLES.

A.J.S. SUNBEAM.
N.U.T. NEW IMPERIAL.
ARIEL. NEW HUDSON.
DUNELT. HARLEY-DAVIDSON.
RALEIGH. CALTHORPE.

RADCO.

LIGHT CARS.

MORGAN.
A.B.C.
SWIFT.
GREGOIRE.

NEW HUDSON.
BAYLISS THOMAS.
B.S.A., etc.

A few of our special second-hand bargains.

rare- 2'Jh.p. DOUGLAS, lamps, hom, leg-

shields, etc i*t

1921 (late) 25 h.p. O.K. 2-speed, lamps, horn,

etc., as new £40

rgai Shop-soiled c:'( h.p. COULSON-B, spring

frame, kick start and clutch model ; list

price, in gns. ; bargain £90

roei Shop-soiled 4 h.p. HARLEY-DAVID-
SON, sports model ; list price, £r.io £125

1921 9 h.p. G.N., standard model, dynamo
lighting, speedometer, spare wheel, etc. . . £130

1920 (late) 23 h.p. COULSON-B, spring frame,

lamps, horn, etc £'0

1921 3! h.p. RUDGE Multi, lamps, horn, etc.,

very little used £60

1919 (late) +J h.p. B.S.A. Combination, lamps,

horn, speedometer, etc £80

1918 3I h.p. SUNBEAM, D.A. lamps, horn,

- - speedometer £'**

1920 4 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Swan sport-

ing Sidecar, lamps, horn, speedometer, etc. £145

1921 4 h.p. BLACKBURNE Combiantion, mile-

age under 200 £130

rQ2l ~zk h.p. O.K., lamps, Klaxon horn, as new £36

1920 S h.p. REX Combination, electric light-

ing, horn, interchangeable wheels, spare

wheel £11*

1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Combination, lamps,

horn, etc £95

1919 6 h.p. ZENITH, flying Middleton Sidecar,

lamps, horn, discs, good tyres £80

1920 7 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination,

lamps, horn , etc £85

1921 3J h.p. RUDGE Multi (I.O.M. model),

electric lamps, horn, etc £70

Write us for our Full List of Bargains in Second-

hand Motor Cycles and Light Cars.

F. E. W00TTEN, LTD.,
SHOWROOMS

:

55 & 56, HIGH ST., OXFORD.
WORKS & GARAGE

:

MERTON STREET, OXFORD.
'Phone : 30S.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Martlnsyde.

-| Q20 6h.p. Martinsyde Combination, lavishly equip-
J-«7 ned; £75.-24, Balloil Rd.. North Kensington.

[4941

IN Stock, S'.Ui.p. semi-sporting Martinsyde, £110:
cash or deferred.—Martinsyde agents, D. & S. Auto-

car Co., 33, The Parade, Golders Green. [4380

I ft 20 6h.p. Martinsyde Combination, complete with
price

[0763
accessories, and in Tery good condition

£80.—Dunwell's Garage, Wigan. Tel.: 328.

Matchless

A UTHORISED Service Depot.

BRAND New Spring Frame Sports Combination,
Lucas Magdyno, speedometer, horn, fully guaran-

teed; .-6175, tax paid; the last one.

ALL Motchless Models in stock; best stock of Jja'cs

in London.—Knight Traction Co.. Ltd.,

Tooting Rd., SAY. 17. 'Phone: Streatham 2390
supplied.

CROSS, Effingham So.., is agent for Rotherham Jot
Matchless.

A/TATCHLESS

don.

SPORTS Model Matchless Combination, 1921 brand
new. unused: £150.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill.

Upper
Trade
[0759

[X5255

., Oct., 1920, Model H2. dynamo, every

£125—Mvlatu, 197. London Rd.. Croy-
[4715

5 new, unused; £150.—Jones Garage,
N.10. I4165

1022 Matchless, Magdyno lighting, licensed tor 1922
ltJ mileage 250, absolutely new; £168.-41, Madrid

Rd., Barnes, S.W. l 52 42

lft 22 Matchless Standard Combination, tax paid,

-It/ mileage 300, absolutely as new: £150 —Edwaids,

50. Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [5239

O.C.H. for Matchless: cash, exchange, or deferred

navments. Sound second-hand machines in stock.

—5, Heath St., Hampstead. (Near tube.) [475o

MATCHLESS.—Bambers are official agents; ex-

changes a speciality; deferred payments. — 2,

Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone : 607. [X51S5

£45.-6h.p. Matchless-J.A.l'., clutch, kick-starter, just

overhauled, renjuted, licenced: only wants seeing.—

Jc.rrome, 10, Cathcait Hill, Tufnell Park. [4757

TASSELL, la, Bloomfield Rd., Plumstead, for any-

thing Matchless. Deferred payments. Spare pans.

F-
1

19
ton.

[6144

20 Matchless Magdyno Combination, speedometer,

etc.: £110.-Rackham, Charlton House, Old Chall-
[3354

MATCHLESS Spring Frame Combination, fully

equipped, spare wheeel, new, unregistered :
±125.—

136, Lambeth Walk, S.E. t4653

MATCHLESS Combination, Vic. Model, excellent con-

dition : £95.-9, Canterbury Terrace. Sutherland

Av., Maida Vale. Hampstead 4899. [4572

MATCHLESS 1922 Models from stock; exchanges or

easy payments; trial run any time.—Agents. R.

B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [2198

MATCHLESS 4h.p. Single, round tank, low, sporty

re-enamelled and plated, requires assembling; £16.

Bvenings.-78, Yerbury Rd., Holloway, N.19. [4590

1ft 22 Matchless Models; immediate deliveries at list

i-V prices; deferred payment and exchanges.—Ed-

wards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [2376

SHEFFIELD Agent for Matchless. All models hi

1 stock. Sporting models £130, standard models

£170.-A J. Staeey, 12, Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield. [0574

1ft 22 Sports Model Matchless Solo, some speed

111 mount this, from stock; £130; trade supplied.

-North London Agents, Jones Garage, Muswell Hill,

N.10.
[41b6

MATCHLESS Combination, electric light, etc.. brand

new, only used twice, owner ordered abroad;

must sacrifice: offers-Thompson, 20, St. George s^Rd..

Bedford.

Matchless Combination.

[4667

l. Victory Model, spare

wheel, good tyres, lamps, horn, nice sidecar-, lug-

bargain, £80; no offers.—11, Stanaish Rd.,8
gage grid.
Hammersmith
-10 21 Matchless, Model J, 8h.p. sports model, brand

li» new and very slightly shop-soiled only; list price

£130, offered at £110.-The Layton Garages. 30, Holy-

well St., Oxford. t5187

ATCHLESS Sports Combination, 1921, ^shop-soiled,

3 speeds,

[0069

M/

M J

'eiiitcir kick "stTrteY,' etc ;
£150.--Elce

Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av. Camomile St., tt*
'Phone: Avenue 5548.

4.TCHLESS Combination, 1920, lavishly equipped;

£115 or exchange with cash for double-seater

Matchless, or A.J.S.. Sunbeam, Blackburne.-Tliompson

253, Munster Rd., Fulhom. [4586

VICTORY Model Matchless Combination, with spare

wheel, lamps, horn, etc. re-enamelled standard

colour, all complete, nice condition; spot cash, £80

—Mason's Garage, Letchworth, Herts. IMU»

MATCHLESS Combinations.-Book your orders with

RossT 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E.. or 'Phorie Lee

Green 744 for immediate delivery of 1922 models. Ex-

changes and gradual payments arranged. [2163

C49
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MOTQR CYCLES FOR SALE.
|

Matchless.

MATCHLESS 8h.p. Combination, 1917, stored till

1919, carefully used, electric, speedometer, good
tyres, M.A.G. engine, 1922 tax paid; £90; bought car.

—Whytecotte, Petersham Av„ Byfleet. [5018

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., E.C.-
1922 Matchless, all models: Sports twin solo,

£130; sports sidecar combination, £160; spring frame
model, £170; sidecar combination, 2-seater, £175/10;
commercial carrier combination, £170. Easy terms and
exchanges. Write for specifications. [4407

£165.—8h.p. Matchless motor cycle and sidecar,

Model H2, new August, 1921, mileage 1,000, all

carefully driven by owner, Lucas Magdyno, speedo-

meter, hood, Easting screen, spare wheed, legshields,

etc., all new condition; owner bought car.—Apply,
Owner, 2, Clifton Gardens, Folkestone. [5045

MATCHLESS.—We are the recognised North London
agents for the delightfully sprung and practically

designed Matchless combination; the Rolls-Royce on
tj:ree wheels; immediate delivery from stock, for cash,

deferred payments, or exchange ; trade supplied ; al!

spares in stock.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, N.10, and
at Woodside Parade. North Finchley. [0381

MATCHLESS Service Depot, Sam E. Clapham
(Motors), Greenwich. 'Phone: 751. — 1922

Matchless, immediate delivery of these popular models;
gold medal winners, see London to Exeter results.

Make your selection a Matchless. Send order along, we
guarantee satisfaction and a service second to none.
Demonstration model sent along with pleasure. Cash,
exchange, or easy terms; also trade supplied. Note :

We are also agents for all leading makes of motor
cycles and light cars. See displayed advert, in "Motor
Cycling."—Note address, Sam E. Clapham (Motors),
27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.10. [5157

Swire Parts .

MATCHLESS Spare Parts for J.A.P. or M.A.G
can be had by return, post free, from Jones

Garage. Service Depot, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.K;
[074-

Metro.
METRO-TYLER 2-speed Sports, 1920, all red, discs,

pillion ; £45 ; exchange C.S. Triumph, any condi-
tion.—112, Clarence Av., Northampton. [4839

m
Mohawk.

MOHAWK Cycles, new or second-hand, at lowest
possible prices for cash or easy payments.—Mohawk

Cycle Co., Ltd., Alexandra Rd., Hornsey. [4793

Motosacoche
£14.—Motosacoche lightweight, Bosch.B. and B.

Druids, splendid running order.
Farm, Oxford.

New Hudson
NEW HUDSON 1921 2i/,h.p., 2-speed, sports model,

mileage 2,000, tax paid ; what offers?—Carson,
Hilltop, Godalming. [4539

NEW HUDSON Lightweight, as new, 2-speed gear,
lamps, horn, tools; any trial; £45.—Borlace,

Walton-on-the-Hill, Surrey. [4885

NEW HUDSON 1920 2»4h.p., 2-speed, with lamps,
horn, and aluminium footrests; 36 gns.—Maher,

Hai.dpost Farm, Bracknell, Berks. [4730

NEW HUDSON 1922 Models, 2yh.p., Popular and
De Luxe 2-speed lightweights, 4i/,h.p. solo and

combination, loh.p, light car, all mo'dels in stock,
immediate delivery; send for lists; deferred payments
arranged. All spares stocked.—New Hudson Dept., 45
Gray's Inn Rd., Tlolborn, W.C.2. [5150

New Imperial.
£28.—23ih.p . 1916 New Imperial. 2-speed, splendid

condition; offers.—31, London Rd., Enfield. [4559

. B.
King, Egrove

[X5264

DEC, 1915.—New Imperial
economical, 2 anywhere

Bex-hill.

2-speed, Binks, fast,
£30.-4, Mitten Rd..

[4544
"VTEW IMPERIAL 2%h.p., 2-speed, good condition,
-LI fast; £28.—Brewer, 40, Tvnemouth Rd., Tot-
tenham. [5274

NEW IMPERIAL 3-speed 350 c.c. Super Sports
J A.P., scarcely used; £68.—Clark, 7, Exhibition

Rd.. SW.7 (2195

BARGAIN, practically new 2»4h.p. Imperial-Jap, 2-
speed, clutch, lamps, horn, licensed 1922; £52.-40

Wellington Rd., N.W.8. [4804

"I Q21 (July) New Imperial, 2-speed, all lamps, Lucas
-1-*/ horn, mileage small, condition perfect; £50.-
Welford, James St., Brighton. [4777
"I Q2C New Imperial 8h.p. Combination, hood, screen,1" Lucas lamps; £85.—Hillier (side bell), 9, Wall-
inglord Av., South Kensington. [4895

NEW IMPERIAL Lightweight. 2-speed, excellent
condition, tyres, lamps, fully licensed; £25

6, Chumleigh St.. Camberwell, S.E. [5290
102! 2Mi.p. New Imperial, 3-speed, clutch, horn

, .
2 new lamps, only done 250 miles, excellent

condition.—Ci.lli.ls, West Hill, Rochdale. [4702
A}i.y. New Imperial Coachhuilt Combination, 3-speed"^ countershaft, K.S., clutch, in perfect order; siicri-
Bee £65.—Sheldon, Wheatley, Oxford [4536

Gash and Credit

Prices of Second-
hand Machines
In accordance with our usual practice, all the fol-

lowing have been most carefully overhauled, and
can, therefore, be relied upon for efficient service.

The deferred payment prices are worked out

upon the basis of an extra charee of only 4% for

the accommodation.

Detivery can be had
Immediately.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES
A.J.S., 193X1 7 h.p., combination, 3 speeds,

clutch and kick-starter, Lucas Magdyno
lighting, horn, speedometer, hood; as

•"« new £165
Or £42 18s. down .and 12 instalments of

£10 14s. '6d.

A.J.S., 1921, 7 h.p., combination, 3 speeds,

clutch and kick-starter, Lucas Magdyno
lighting, electric horn ; as new £1 60

Or £41 12s. down and 12 instalments of

£10 Ss.

BLACKBURNE, 1920, 4 h.p., 3 speeds, clutch

and kick-starter, accessories £72
Or £18 14s. 7d. down and 12 instalments

of £4 13s. 7d.

CALTH0RPE, 1914, 4 h.p., twin Precision

engine, sports model £25
Or £10 down and 6 instalments of

£2 13s. 4d.

DOUGLAS, W.D., 4 h.p., combination, 3

speeds, clutch, and kick-starter ; as new £90
Or £23 8s. down and 12 instalmenrs of £5
17s.

ENFIELD, 1921, 2j h.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds,

clutch and kick-starter, accessories £47

Or £12 4s. 7d. down and 12 instalments

of £3 is. id.

ENFIELD, 1920, 8 h.p., combination, 2

speeds, clutch and starter, Lucas Mag-
dyno lighting, electric horn, speedo-

meter, screen £105
Or £27 6s. down and 12 instalments of

£6 16s: 6d.

ENFIELD, 1920, 8 h.p., combination, 2

speeds, clutch and starter, Lucas Mag-
dyno lighting, speedometer, horn, hood,

aud screen • • • • £110
Or £28 12s. down and 1-2 instalments of

£7 3S-

LEVIS, 1920, 2J h.p., 2 speeds, lamps, horn £38
Or £11 16s. 5d. down and 9 instalments

of £3 2S.

MATCHLESS, 1920, 8 h.p., combination, 3

speeds, clutch and kick-starter, Lucas
Magdyno lighting, horn, speedometer,
spare wheel and tyre £1-2©

Or £31 4s. down and 12 instalments of

£7 1 6s.

MARTINSYDE, 1921, 6 h.p., combination,

3 speeds, clutch and kick-starter, electric

lighting, speedometer, horn, windscreen £115
Or £29 18s. down and 12 instalments of

£7 9s. 6d.

METRO-TYLER, 1920, z\ h.p., 2-stroke, 2

speeds, lamps, horn £45
Or £13 16s. down and 9 instalments of

£3 13s. 4d.

N.U.T., 1920, 3I h.p. twin, 3 speeds, clutch

and kick-sfarter, Lucas Magdyno light-

ing, Swan sporting Sidecar £115
Or £29 18s. down and 12 instalments of

£7 9s. 6d.

P. & M., 1920, 3V h.p., 2 speeds, clutch and
kick-starter, lamps, horn, speedometer,

and Hopley folding Sidecar £90
Or £23 Ss. down and 12 instalments of

£5 i7s.

ROVER, 1917, 3^ h.p., T.T. model, Philipson

pullev, lamps, horn, speedometer £40
Or £12 16s. down and 9 instalments of

£3 -Is-

THii EASTERN GARAGE CO.
(Official repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. k M.XJ.)

418, ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E.7.

Telephone 490 East Ham.
Telegrams " Egaraco, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

O-Sh.p. New Imperial, 1916, 2-speed, K.S., clutch,
^v4 accessories, running order; £35 nearest secures.—
Letters, Peters, 71. St. Gorge's Rd.. S.W.I. [4854

NEW IMPERIAL, 1922, 2ri4h.p. J.A.P., Model 1, 3
speeds; £63; in stock.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishops-

gate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 554B.
[0070

NEW IMPERIAL 1920 Twin Combination, Easting
screen, electric lighting, very attractive turnout;

£90 or terms.—Buntings' Motor Exchange, Weald-
stone. [5029

"VTEW IMPERIAL 2%h.p., 2-speed, new, only shop-
-l-\ soiled; to clear, £57/10; 2-speed clutch model ditto,

£63/10; or machine taken in part payment.—Edwin
Knight, High St., Reigate. [4629

I Q20 New
5- •' clutch.

Imperial, 2%h.p., J. A.P., 2 speeds,
kick start, fine condition; £48/10

Goad [private house garage), 122, Maida Vale. '

'Phone : Hampstead 1353. [5213

8 h.p. New Imperial Combination, late 1919, electric

light, speedometer, all on, splendid machine; £90
cash, or exchange ICh.p. Singer, cash either way; de-

ferred payments.—Holliday Bros., 20, Queen St., Ham-
mersmith. 'Phone: 1944. [5231

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., E.C.-
1922 New Imperial-Jap 3 speeds model, £63; 3-

speed, kick start and clutch model, £69; 2V,h.p. I.0.1T.

sports model, all chaiu, 3 speeds, £80. Easy tjgrms

and exchange. Write for list. [440G

NEW IMPERIAL 8h.p. Combination, new Jan., .

1921, exceptionally roomy sidecar, Easting
screen, Tan-Sad, lamps, horn, only ridden 2,500 miles,

all in perfect condition; bought car; must sell; £100.
—Hunt, Llanwenarth, Abergavenny. T5102

New Ryder

NEW RYDER 23 4h.p., splendid condition; ownei j
going abroad; must sell, tax paid. £22.-38, New

River Crescent, Palmer's Green. [4831

Norton.
DREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Nortons:

NO. 9, 3yjl.p., belt drive, £80; 16H 3-speed T.T.,

£115; Big 4, 3-speed, £120; easy payments H
;xtra.—Immediate delivery trom the Norton Specialists:
The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. f0625

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.- i,

Big Four Norton and sidecar; £75. [4421

NOV., 1020 B.R.S. Norton, 68 m.p.h. : £65 -'Ex-
changes, Kent's, 417, Lor-d St., SouthpOTt. [5084

"| Q20 6h.p. Norton, excellent appearance, very fast: 1
At/ 80 gns.—Exchanges, Kent's, 417, Lord St., Soutl- '

port. [5083

NORTON 1921 Models.—Sole district agents, Wassex •(

Motors, Ltd.. 60, Catherine Street, Salisbury.

Phone: 72/ [0717 f

NORTONS, 1922, all models; write us before pur- ',

chasing; carriage paid anywhere. — Clifford I

Motors, Eastwood, Notts. [5141

NORTON 1920 Big 4, all-chain, and sidecar, excel-
j

lent order and condition, all accessories; £95 —
Bartlett's, 93, Gt. Portland St. [5320

"I /?H Norton, 1921, close ratio gears, condition a«
JAvr new; exchange Big Four, or sell £95; Kent.-!

Box 8,119, c/o The Motor Cycle. ;4550

NORTON B-R.S., purchased Nov., 1920, lamps, horn, I

speedometer, etc.. insured, perfect order; £65 —
Porter, High St., Whitchurch, Salop. [3864

NORTON Big Four, 1921, Montgomery sidecar, eler-

1

trie lamps, mileage 2,500: £125.-98, Shake- i

speare Rd., Stokd Newington, N.16. [469E

Q21 3l/,h.p. Norton 16H, very completely equipped, .

it/ perfect order, cost over £150; "bargain, £95.-

Pratt, 1, Sandhill, Newcastlc-on-Tyne. [5016

1922 Model 16H, delivery from
|NORTON, latest _

stock, £115; also 3i/
2h.p. T.T. model, very fast

£48.—Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [5162

NORTON Big Four, new September, 1921, fully

equipped, mileage 1,000, ride 30 miles; nearest

100 gns.—10, Natflatman St., Newmarket. [3812

NORTON 1921 Big Four, with special family side-

car, child's seat, and Triplex glass screen, list

price £165/10, new machine, shop-soiled only: £138..

—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X520S.1

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Londun, E.C.-'

1922 Big Four Norton, £120; 3J4h7p. Sporty

model, £115; family sidecar combination, £154; list!

on application. Easy terms, and exchange arranged:'

MODEL 16H (Jan., 19211 Norton Combination, side

car new. Easting wind screen, - acetylene am

electric lighting, full quipllient, speedometer, enclose

!

rear chain case, tax paid 1922, in good condition
]

£110—Crawford, Barton Hou-e, Wroxham. Norwich.
[470C

TUCKERS', Redcliffe Hill, Bristol.—Big Four Nortoi

and family sidecar, £154; 16H sports model

£115 (tuned for competition work); T.T. 3 ! .h.p., £80

finest value in the trade; all machines delivered car

ria'e paid from sotck to any address in England.—
tjH Tucker, Norton Rider Agent and bpeciajist

Thone f 4042. [520

C50 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott

Siwre Parts

:

SOU-L'J. Riders.—We keep huge stock new and S.I-

Scott i>nrts. Any part on approval against, cash.-
Ward Motors. Ltd., The Scott Specialists, 32. Hustle:

;
et.r Bradford. . [0738

Singer.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lans, London, E.G.—
2>£h.p. Singer, 2-speed gear; £25. [4419

£22/10.—Singer 2V>h.p., 2-speed, very light maclrice.

tax paid 1922.—8, High St., Wandsworth. [4871

: ~]Q14 Singer Combination. 4 1,4h.p., all-chain drive, 2-

r

At/ speed, clutch and K.S., Bramble sidecar, Binks
carburetter, lamps, horn, speedometer, mirror, new tyre;

all round, superb condition throughout; 37 gns.—
Edyards, 50, Harrington Rd.. South Kensington. [5235

Silver Prince.

SILVER l'RINCE, new 1922 combination, Canoelet
sidecar and screen, Stuimey box, Brampton forks,

i etc.; 85 gns,—Chinerv. 1, Hammersmith Rd., Kensing-
j ton. 'Phone: Western 4140. [430*.

Sparkbrook
7-9h.p. Sparkbrook Combination, 1914, J.A.P.

engine, excellent- condition; £70, or near offer.
—Booth, Currie Rd., Tunbridge Wells. [5002

SPARK 1922 Models in stock, Villiers engine, with
flywheel mag.. £39/18; also a few brand new

1921 Snarkbrook models at greatly reduced prices.

—

Eagles and Co.. 275, High St.. Acton, London. [5254

Stanger.

THE Machine of the moment is the Stanger V twin,
5h.p. 2-stroke. This machine is really a first-class

mount with wonderful power, and excellent smooth run-
ning, fitted with the neatest rear springing yet seen

;

price £112/10. Send for particulars.—Jones' Garage,
Mnswell' Hill, London, N.10. [0731

£
Stanley.

12.—6h.p. Stanley twin, Bosch,
good running order.—King,

clutch, kick starter,
Egrove Farm. Ox-

[X5267
Sun.

19 16 Sun-Yilliers, 2-speed, just overhauled, any trial:
£30.—Horn, Long Buckby, Rugby> [4933

32, GNS., exchange.—1919 Sun-V.T.S., 2-stroke, 2-

t> Ad «peed. footboards.—Seabridge, Handler Rd.. E-nst
Dulwieh. Sydenham 2452. [3668

I Q16 Sun-Vitesse 2%h.p., single-speed, splendid
J-*7 order, complete lamps, horn; 18 gns.—Maynard,
161, Bowes Rd., Bowes Park, N.ll. [5304

-| Q22 Sun -Jap 2%h.p., 2-speed, kick start, h.b.c.
A*/ clutch, a very nice little machine; £63; trade
supplied.—North London agents, Jones Garage, Mus-
Jvell Hill, N.10. [4171

1 Q 2 2 Sun-Vitesse 2Vch.p. 2-stroke, from stock

;

J.*J £44/2 cash; deferred payments or exchanges-
trade supplied.—North London Agents, Jones Garage,
Muswell Hill, N.10. [4170

Sunbeam.
Effingham Sq., is agent for Sunbeams for

[X5258
AyAUCHOPE'S,_ 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-

CROSS,
Rotherham and district,

3.' gh.p. 1917 Sunbeam; £80.

19

A

[4427

19 3^Tj.p. Sunbeam, all-chain, unscratehed, perfect
£65.-24, B.'.lliol Ed., North Kensington. [4940

1 Q18 8h.p. Sunbeam and Sidecar, low mileage, perit/ feet order; £150.—Box 8,161, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [4620
"IQ19 S'-nbearn Combination, S'Ah.p., Cowey speedo-it/ meter, all lamps; £95—YVellord, James St
Brighton. [4776

SUNBEAM Combination being Sacrificed; £90-
£50 lias just been spent on renovation.—164 St

John's Ed.. N.1: [4803

1Q17 3V=h.p. Sunbeam Combination, mechanicallyAt/ perfect, all accessories, Hendersou sidecar- £80 —
Baxter, Fakenham. '[X5227
SUNBEAM 3Mfi.p. Model, 120 gns.; 8h.p., 160 gns •

terms to suit; early delivery.—Bunting's Ex-
change, Wealdstone. [5026
1Q14 Sunbeam 2'4h.p., 2 speeds, overhauled by--tr makers, as new, wants seeing; £50, no offers.—
365, King St., Hammersmith. [5126
8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, perfect condition, hood

screen, grid, spare wheel; £120, or exchange for
Ford.—32, Westbourne Ed., Barnsbury, N.7. [4809
3ih.p. Sunbeam, legshields, horn, condition as new

^ licensed until Dec. 31st; accept £79.—Sudbury
Brownhills, Dennington Park Rd., West Hampstead

[5014

.
1918, tip-top condition, all on, little

and carefully used, owner giving up motor
cycling; price £80, or near offer.—G. M. Cooke, Norfolk
Garage, Bognor. 'Phone: 37 [4548
OtJNBEAM 1920 8h.p. Combination, detachable
, „

v'!le5ls
,

electric lighting, spare wheel, registered
for first time last August, under 4,000 miles; £125 o-
near offer.—10, Sutherland Ed., West Ealing [4888

3ih.p. Sunbenn
2

STOP
INSTANTLY

WHAT
YOU
CAN

YOUR

Villiers
ENGINE

IS FITTED
WITH A

VILLIERS
CLUTCH

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

CUNBEAM 1919 3>/2h.p. Combination, complete set^ lamps, tools, tubes, 2 horns, speedometer and pump,
excellent condition, under 4,000 mile3; bargain, £110,
or offer; must sell.—Privite. 126, High St., Croydon.

[4545
I Q21 3V-.li. p. Sporting Model Sunbeam Motor Cycle,
-I-t/ complete with lamp, generator, horn, and usual
spares, cast aluminium plates, new in April last, and in
exceptionally good condition, tyres unpunctured ; nearest
offer to £115.-GeoHiey Smith, The Motor Cycle,
Coventry. [X4285

Spare Parts

:

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—All Sunbeam parts in stock, no waiting.

[5261
Thor.

THOR, 7-9h.p., 1917, fully equipped, Magdyno,
speedometer, £46; sidecar, £8.-17, Heaton Rd.,

Mitcham. [5054

Triumph.
TJREMIEE Motor Co. for 1922 Triumphs.

IMMEDIATE Delivery of Type H 4h.p., 3-speed, £105;
Type SD, chain drive, £115; Type LW, lightweight-

£65; sidecars from £20 to £50; easy payments 4% extra.
—Buy direct from the leading Triumph agents; The
Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [0627

new; £65—Box 8,162,
[4621

£25.—Stoneham. N.
[4597

rQ20
T.T. 4h.p. Triumph,

t/ c/o The Motor Cycle.

TEITJMPH, 1913. good order
Station Ed., Colchester

CROSS, Effingham Sq., is agent for the trusty

Triumph in Rotherham. [X5256

1Q18 Countershaft Triumph, perfect; £48.-24. Bal-
it/ liol Rd., North Kensington. [4939

RICARDO Triumph, o.h.v., delivery very shortly.—

Box 8,177, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4683

TRIUMPH Baby, 1921, brand new, never used; £60.
—Welford, James St., Brighton. [4780

TRIUMPH, 1914, 2Vjh.p., 2-speed, splendid condi-

tion; £38.—Tippen, Marden, Kent. [4083

jl Q20 Triumph-Gloria Combination, perfect, little

ii/ used; £97.—HaJ Hill House, Bath. [4704

J1O20 Triumph, countershaft, fully equipped, spares;
jit/ £78.-27, Knight's Hill, West Norwood. [4818

TRIUMPH, 3-speed, fully equipped, 1914; £38.—
Eatcliffe Bros.. 200, Gt. Portland St.. W.l. [5039

3ih.p. Triumph, drop back frame, modern tank; £25;
2 exchange.—143, Evington Rd., Leicester. [X5015--

1Q18 Triumph Countershaft, all lamps, Lucas horn;
it/ £57/10.—Welford, James St., Brighton. [4782

"I Q21 Triumph and Gloria, chain drive, complete,
it/ lamps; £135.—Cross, Agent, Rotherham.

[X5257

4h

W.6.

PRICE 55/*- EXTRA
WRITEr FOR BOOKLET
WORKS :-'

SUNBEAM ST
WOLVERHAMPTON.

1 Q20 Triumph, lamps, horn, tools, new condition
it/ throughout; £75.—H. Wright, Arlesey, Beds.

[4833

TRIUMPH, new models, H, SD, LW; early delivery;

easy terms.—Bunting's Exchange, Wealdstone.
[5027

TRIUMPH Countershaft Combination, 1918, mechani-
cally perfect; £60.—C, 21, Oppidans Rd.. N.W.3.

[4574
WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London, E.C.—

4h p. countershaft Triumph, W.D. model; £55.
[4417

TRIUMPHS.—A fine assortment of all models in

stock at prices to suit all.—Eoss, 86, High Ed..

Lee. [5020

TRIUMPH 2l/,h.p., 2-speed, 1921 shop-soiled model;
£58.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birming-

ham. [X5208

h.p. Triumph, all on, aluminium discs, good speed
'bus- £32.—53, Southerton Ed., Hammersmith,

[4697

TRIUMPH 3VJi.p.. fast, powerful; £32; take light-

weight part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, Lon-
don. [4877

1Q20 Triumph 4h.p. Combination, as new; £80.—
I_t/ Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone: Hampstead
1353. [4271

1 Q19 Countershaft Triumph, excellent condition; £75.
ii/ —Write 61, Downhills Park Rd., West Green,

N.15.
'

,
[4630

1 Q19 Triumph Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed counter-

It/ shaft, Dunhill sidecar; £80.—Knight's Garage,

Reigate. [4610

12 Triumph, clutch, lamps, horn, tools, etc.,

everything in good order; £38.-15, King's Rd.,

Hitchin. W840

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 1919, all on, Tan-Sad, perfect con-

dition; £72, no offers.—Tindell. High St., Missen-

den, Bucks. ["579

T 021 Triumph Junior, indistinguishable from new.
At/ fully equipped; £45.—Fitt, Wear Pikes, Church
St., Chelsea. [5292

TRIUMPH.—For 1922 models, try Croydon agents,

Mvlam and Co., 197. London Rd., Croydon.

'Phone: 2379 ["719

19 1

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number
Motor Cycles advertised by private

at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue,

owners are, when desired, mai'ked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Triumph.

. Combina
£30.—Cooper

TRIUMPH 3V^h._p. Combination, fixed gear
condition

bei-well, S.E.5.

in good
63,

; Avenue Ed., Cam-
[5284

1Q17 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph Combination;
J-U £49.—23, Woodford Bd., Forest Gate. 'Phone:
Stratford 2598. [5265

TRIUMPH, countershaft 3-speed, clutch, kick 6tarter,

very good tyres; £40.-66, Perry Vale, Forest

Hill Station. S.B. [4859

BRAND New 1921 H Triumph and new Mont-
gomery £35 sidecar; to clear, £118.-365, King

St., Hammersmith.

1Q18 4h. p. Triumph; £55; Philipson, tools,

J-»7 etc., 5 gals. Vacuum B.B.—Summers, Beechcroft

[5127

lamps.

Rustington, Sussex.

TRIUMPH, brand new, unregistered,
£92; delivery free 100 miles.—Ward, 51, Upper

[4556
I

Model H;

Richmond Rd., Putney. [4892

TEIUMPH 3%h.p, N.S.U. 2-speed, ready to go any-
where; bargain. £21.-26, Tulse Hill, Brixtonwhere; bargain. —

Phone: Brixton 1292 [5151

S* 65.—Triumph 4h.p. combination, countershaft, en-
cV gine No. 48,400, all on, tax paid 192; any trial.

—8. High St., Wandsworth. [4868

F.O.O.H., the Triumph agents: 1922 models in stock

cash, exchange, or deferred 5, Heath
[4751

payments
St., Hampstead. {Near tube.)

TRIUMPH, 1919, 4h.p„ 3-speed, countershaft, fully

equipped; £70; exchange Douglas, cash.—82.
Church Rd., Mitcham, S.W. [4973

TRIUMPH, 1919, coach sidecar, well equipped,
going splendidly: £70, or terr

""

Motor Exchange, Wealdstone.

TRIUMPH 3V>D.p.. splendid condition
gain, £25, or offer.—H. Humphrey,

Court Rd., Streatham, S.W. 16.

TRIUMPH 1910 3t.h.p. Model, guaranteed absolutely

sound runnini
Marston, 31, Bridg

[5028

absolute bar-
104, Leigham

T4847

order; £20,
St., Chester.

bargain.
. [5172

B

wind 51

is, Han
.creen, condition

ammersmith.
as new:

[4903

machine
perfect

;

[4980

iABT Triumph, 1921, as new, done 1,000 mile?,

tyres perfect, fully insured, best lamp and horn;
£47.—Gowing, Fincham, King's Lynn. [4533

"IQ19 Triumph-Gloria Combination, dynamo lightin
*-*J speedometer, wi
E85.—4, Elm Gardens

i Q21 H Triumph Combination, accessories,
LtJ practically unseratched, guaranteed
£105.—Hurst, 1, Endsleigh Gardens, Ilford.

TRIUMPH, Model H., countershaft, Gloria sidecar,

screen, all accessories, perfect condition; cash
wanted; £72/10.-365, King St., Hammersmith. [5123

Triumph, excellent .
condition, elec-

28x3 tyres; £85, <

change Morgan.—18, Canterbury St., Coventry. [X5308

free engine, clutch
eutly overh

Faithful!, 29, Thornford Ed., Lewisham. S.E.13. [4531

CHAIN Drive Triumph,
tries, 2 1/. gallon tank, 28x3 tyres; £85, or_

iy K GN"S.—Triumph Combination,
/Wu model, he<Tvy Dunlops, rereutly overhauled.-

"I Q21 Triumph H, Lucas dynamo lighting; sacri
!«/ fice, £105; exchange sports Sunbeam.—Heather

TRIUMPH
throughout;

liver

St.,

lea, Grappenhall Rd., Stockton Heath, Warrington.
[X5272

TRIUMPH Gloria S.D. Combination. October, 1920.
all-chain transmission, lamps, Klaxon, speedometer,

necessary spares; £110.—R.M., 87, Mortimer Rd., Lon-
don, N.l. [4540

Combination, 1918, perfect condition
any trial given; speedometer, 2

horns, lamps,- new tyres; £85.-191. Amhurst Rd M

Hackney. [5276

1RIUMPHS.—D Model £115, Model H £105, Model
LW £65; deliveries from stock; also early de-

liveries of the Ricardo model.—Marston, 31, Bridge
St., Chester.- [5170

TRIUMPH 1913 3V2h.p. Combination, good condi'
tion, equipped, eoachhuilt sidecar, .3-speed, kick

ptart: £48. or nearest offer.—O.M.. 66, -Orrne R<f
Bangor, Wales. [4699

1 Q18 Triumph Combination, 4h.p., speedometer,
J-Zr lamps. Bosch mag., disc wheels, very fast, in-

sured: S.W. London; £80; no bait.—Apply, Box 8.196.
c/o The Motor Cycle , F4771

TRIUMPHS,—We are the North London agents, and
can deliver from stock for caeh, deferred pay

meats, or exchange.—Jones' Garage. Muswell Hill, and
Woodside Parade, N" Finchlev [038?

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph Combination, fully
equipped, mechanically perfect and appearance;

£65; would separate; stamp details; quarter's tax.—
Wentworth, Chessington. nr. Surbiton. [4729

£70.—4b.p. Triumph combination, late 1918, just
completely overhauled, condition guaranteed per-

fect throughout, all accessories. Easting.—Langford's,
37, Cricklcwood Broadway, N.W.2. 'Phone : Hampstead
8616. [4861

£42.—Triumph C.B. combination, 1914. 3-speed,
smart appearance, exceptionally good condition,

fully equipped, Lucas lamps, Watford speedometer,
etc., licensed ; photo, stamp.—Bacon, Offington Lane,
Worthing. [4976

PHILIPSoFTs
PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
AND GEAR COMBINED.

Philipson's
Latest

!

li

GOVERNOR PULLEY AND
VARIABLE GEAR COM-
BINED WITH FLY WHEEL
for all two-stroke engines.

The Lightest, Speediest, and
Simplest Gear on the market
for direct belt-driven 2-stroke

and 4-stroke engines.

ONLY adds 2 lb. (approx.) to the

weight of a 2 -stroke machine, and 6 lb.

(approx.) to the weight of a 4-stroke

machine.

During the past week we have
fitted the following machines:

2-stroke. 4-stroke.

LEVIS, TRIUMPH,
O.K., NORTON,
CALTHORPE, ROVER,
VILLIERS, SINGER,

etc. COULSON-
BLAGKBURNE

We are now in a position to supply
the Philipson Pulley to fit J.A .P.

engines without any alteration to

the machine or "staggering" 01

the engine.

Our Flywheel Governor converts a

single-speed 2-strokeinto aspeed model
—the lightest speed model on the market!

THE ONLY GEAR WITH
NO END THRUST.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Send for Illustrated Booklet.

No gear box friction.
No grinding noises.
No wheels or pinions
to chew up.

What is your make ? Write us

REDUCED
PRICE £7 7 Carriage

Paid.

Philipson & Co., Ltd.,
Astley Bridge, BOLTON, Lanes.

(Established over 50 years.)

Crams; 'Safetv Bolton. Phone T4? Ka^le -

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph

I Q20 Triumph, Watsonian 50 gns. coupe sidecar, .

-» */ electric lighting, speedometer, Brooks cantilever
spring saddle, excellent condition ; 87 gns. ; exchanges
and deferred payments.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd.,
South Kensington. 15236

I Q18 4h.p. 3-speed Countershaft Triumph, gears and-
J-tF engine new, just enamelled, also 1913 S'/.b.p.
F.E. Triumph, engine new; £90 the two; separate
by arrangement.—Pawsey and Co., Motor Engineers,
Ballast Quay, Wivenhoe. [5076

WAUCHOPE-'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., E.C.-
1922 Triumphs, 4h.p, all chain models, 3

speeds, £115; 4h.p. chain and belt. £105; 2i,4h.p. 2-

stroke model. £65; 4h.». combination. £145. Easy
terms and exchange.—'Phone: Holborn 5777. [4400

TEIUMPH 1922 Model H and special Laytou C.B.
sidecar; this outfit can only be equalled bv similar

outfits priced at £135; bur price, fully equipped. £125
cash; particulars with pleasure: approval anywhere.—
The Laytou Garages. 30, Holywell St.. Oxford. 'Phone:
581. [5186

1 Q17 Triumph Combination, Millford sidecar. Bo'scffi
-L*/ new cylinder, piston, and bearings, overhauled
and enamelled, plating good, complete, tools and
spares, fully insured Nov., 1922, fast and reliable,

any trial; £75, or near offer.—H. Brown, Section ;

House, Paddenswick Ed., Hammersmith, W.6. [4908

Snare Part* :

TRIUMPH Spares; immediate delivery.— Kays. 8,

Bond St.. Ealing. [3615

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge, the Triumph experts.—Complete illus-

trated list post free. [5262

TRIUMPH Spare Parts for all models, also Stuiiuey-

Archer gear parts from stock, post tree. Gear
overhauls by specialist.—Jones' Garage, Broadway.
Muswell Hill. 'N.10. [0746

TRIUMPH Parts, 190421, every part in stock, new
or second-hand. Why not second-hand in place

of new till prices drop? Half the price, satisfaction

guaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph
repairs aud renovations a speciality, under personal

supervision of our proprietor, late with Triumph arid

Premier cycle companies. " Cylinder regrinding on
latest machinery.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place,

Leamington Spa. [X5261

Trump
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., E.C.-V

1922 Tmmp-Japs, 2?.»:n.p. engine; £60; easy

terms aud exchange. [4401

Velocette.

£22/10.—Velocette 2yh.p, 2-speed, tax paid 1922 —
8, High St., Waudeworth. [4872

1A22 Velocette.—Immediate delivery of any model
i-i7from Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Biiiuinsham.

[X5239
1Q21 Velocette, 2-speed, September, completely

XfJ equipred, little used; sell £45; exchange A. B.C.,

cash—49, St. Agnes Rd., Moseley, Birmingham.
[X5253

VELOCETTE. 1921. fully equipped, issued new Nov.,

1921, and not done 200 miles, indistinguishable

from new; £50.—The Layton Garages. 30. Holywell St..

Oxford. [5189

VELOCETTE 2-stroke believed 1916-17 in perfect

mechanical condition, new tyres, and lots of

spares- £25.—Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchley Rd.,

Hampstead 7822. [5306

VELOCETTE 1921 214h.p. 2-stroke, mechanical lubri-

cation, biond new; the last of onr stock of this

model; list price £65; bargain at £52/10.—The Layton

Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [5188

ORDER Your Velocette from G. H. Tucker, Redclifle

Hill. Bristol, carriage paid to any address in Eng-

land ; vour mount taken in part payment for one of

these wonderful machines—'Phone : 4042 Bristol.
[5204

NEW Velocette, 1921 model, with internal expanding!

brakes to both wheels, and other latest improve-

ments at enormous reductions, 2-speed £55, 3-speed

£62 lady's open frame £55; carry makers' full guaran-

tee; easy payments only 4% extra.-Premier Motor Co,

Aston Rd., Birmingham. 1X5240

Verus.

1 ft 20 2-stroke Verus, 2-speed, kick start, fully!

-Li/ equipped, ride away; £40.-80, Bispuam Rd.,1

Southport. [5°72 '

1 ft20 Verus 2>4h.p., single speed, good as new. eleo-J

Ltf trie light outfit, good accessories, suit overalls!

(5ft. 6in.l. insurance; lot cost over £75; £45; taxi

paid; appointment only.—Schofield, 25, Santos Rd,'!

Wandsworth, S.W.18. 13 178

1 021 Verus, 4h.p. Blackburiie engine, 3-speed, clutch

If and KS, perfect condition throughout: £78. 01

fitted new coachbuilt sidecar, £90 :
deferred payment ol

exchanges-Edwards. 50. Harrington Rd, South Ken.

sington. L"" 1

Wilkin

BLACKBTJRNE-WILKIN 2»ih.p, 3-speed. K.S, al

chain, practically new, very fast, licensed £70

or- with Magdyno £90.-Jnckson, Gruppeuhn 1
1

Rd.

Stockton Heath, Warrington. 1X52JJ

C54 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
WANTED, 2 3 Jh.p. A.J.S., fast, perfect; deposit

^t«"-2< South St., Newport, I.W. [4637

GOOD Triumph, Norton, Sunbeam, or N.U.T. ;
cash

' on sight.—4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [4905

WANTED, motor cycle, any condition ; cheap for

cash.—61, Grand Parade, Harringay, N. [4115

WANTED, good solo or combination, for cash.—C.S.,
14, Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3. Tel. : E. 3155. [5302

I Q16-17 Harley Electric Model, solo preferred, good
LtJ condition.—153, Knolly's Ed., Streatham. [4748

£50 Cash Offered for late countershaft Triumph.—
14, Sidney Rd., Woodford Halse, Northants.

[X5188
i^jJh.p. Douglas, New Imperial, etc., late model; im-
V4 mediate cash.—H., 63, Solon Rd., Brixton.

[4965
WANTED, 1921 A.B.C., A.J.S., Sunbeam (Sports),

Norton, or Velocette.—23, Hardwicke Rd., Reigate.
[4994

WANTED, good solo, not earlier 1917; cheap for

cash.-23. Jupiter Terrace, Well Hall, S.E.9.
[5001

ANTED, combination, solo, reasonable; cash wait-

ing.—Mosedale, 30, Canterbury Rd., Kilburn,
S.W.6. [3428

WANTED, good combination, must be cheap for cash.
-Write full particulars, Box 8,165. c/o The Motor

7ycle. [4624

combination, reliable. cheap,
ountersuaft model.—11, Wheaton Rd., Boscombe

[4598

ANTED, lightweight, late model, cheap.—Avery,

W"

WANTED. twin
CO

Bast.

W. Little York Cottage, Back Pantiles, Tunbridge
Wells. [X5167

WANTED, Martinsyde combination, 1921 ; must be
cheap and good.—70, Minet At.,- Harlesden,

S'.W.IO. [5003

WANTED, Indians, Harleys, Hendersons, Thors.—
Hipperson, . 17, Heaton Rd., Tooting Junction,

Vlitcham. [5056

WANTED, motor cycle combination, late model;
must be reasonable.—Shepherd. 41. Elniwood Rd..

W. Croydon. [4600

ZENITH 5h.p. Sports Model, 1920 or 1921; must
be good condition.—Zenith. 93, Fosley Lane,

Purley, Surrey. [4791

CASH Waiting for Countershaft Triumph or 2%h.p.
Douglas.—Call 26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone :

Brixton 1292. [5154

WANTED, combination, A.J.S., Matchless, Sunbeam,
equipped, guaranteed condition.—Write, 75, Glad-

stone St., Derby. [X5014

WANTED for Cash, Triumphs and modern light-
weights.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone

:

lampstead 1353. [5215

WANTED, Matchless family combination, late
model, dynamo, fully equipped.—Box 8,213, c/o

The Motor Cycle. [5271

£100 Offered for 1921 Combination and accessories;
first-class make only entertained.—Kelham, Nass-

ngton, Peterboro'. [4724

cheap for cash. P. and M.
immaterial.—la, Canning

Wood Green, N.22. [4889

WANTED, good combination or Morgan; exchange
Studebaker motor van, or sell cheap.—Gribbin.

Strand St., Douglas, I.O.M. [4588

OLD Motor Cycle required, any condition, must tie

cheap; send full, particulars.—Douglas House.
St. Maur Rd., Parson's Green. [4571

WANTED, good 1920-1921 solos or combinations:
Highest prices paid : cash waiting.—R. B. Clark

\nd Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. T5250

WANTED, 1921 6-8h.p. 2-seater combination,
B.S.A.. Matchless, A.J.S., etc., good condition,

and cheap.—Clarke, 8, Rock St., N.4. [5300

MOTOR Cycle or Combination, folding sidecar pre-
ferred, about 4h.p., not earlier than 1916; London

listrict.—Box 8,209, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5226

WANTED, combination or good solo, about 4h.p.,
late model; lowest cash; full particulars.—

Palmer, 180, Grangefield Rd., Eltham. [4978
ATODERN Lightweight, countershaft, clutch and
-"*• K.S. ; spot cash for best value offered for good
machine.—69, Lansdown Rd., Swindon. [4602

XXTANTED, late combination, fully equipped, cheap," or in exchange for 5' magnificent Sheraton bed-
room suite (cost £110).-Write. H., 143, Sunderland
Rd., Forest Hill, S.E.23. [4838
UPECIAL Cash Buyers, Triumphs, Enfields, B.S.A.'s,

J~>
Douglases, Matchless, Bats, Scctts,— Bradburys

?.
ex h. Zeniths.—W andsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner

JI'A^
andslvort' 1 ' (Town station.) 'Phone; Latchmere

.686. —

from
GADGET
to
High powered
COMBINATION

a

WANTED, combination,
preferred, condition

Drescent,

\X7ANTED, 4-cvls.
»> T.M.C.'s.-W'andsworth

3t., Wandsworth.

F.N.'s, Hendersons, T.A.C.,
Motor Exchange, Ebner

XTTANTED, Red Indians, Harley-Davidsons.—Wands-" worth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., WandsworthTown station.)
[5023

i

With better

roads being
made, lower
prices of
complete ma-

chines, accessories and supplies,

and prospects of still further re-

ductions, 1922 promises to be a
bumper season for the motor
cyclist. It will be a season of fuller

enjoyment with greater economy,
certainly the latter if you make a
point of buying only standard and
well-known goods. This is where our
service will help you ; we can supply
you with everything you are likely

to want, over the counter or

promptly through the post (carriage

is paid on orders over £1) and you
know that whatever it is, it is the

best your money can buy—and more
important—the most your money
can buy.

SPARES AND TYRES
We can deliver ex stock any spare for all well-

known machines, engines, gear boxes, as well as

parts for Powell & Hanmer Lamps and Genera-

tors, whilst our tyre stock is large and com-
prehensive. Owing to arrangements with

the manufacturers of Hutchinson & Michelin,

all covers despatched are guaranteed not

to have been in stock more than three

months.

MOSS GEAR BOXES
We are sole London fitting agents for these

and other Moss Components. If you have

a lightweight with a 2-speed box—no matter

what make—let us fit the efficient Moss 3-speed

Gear box to it—self-contained gate change

clutch and kick starter. Your present 2-speed

box will be taken in part payment. Balance

deferred or cash. Fitted tree at our work-

shops.

WHERE YOU GAIN
Come to The Service Co.—no matter what
you want. You'll get the lowest price and
the best service,—from a staff of keen
practical motorists, who know exactly what
you want, and have unique facilities to ensure
your entire satisfaction.

ASK FOR OUR NEW 1922 CATALOGUE
WRITE OR CALL FOR IT TO-DAY.

'i

1

I

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
CASH Waiting;

given.—Write,
rington Rd.,

W"

s

eolo and combinations, good prices
'phone, or call, Edwards, 50, Hnr-

South Kensington. 'Phone: Ken. 3709.
10604

ANTED, your motor cycle or combination. We ore
buyers. Full market price given and cash paid on

the spot. AVrite, call, or 'phone Museum 5938.—J

.

Smith and Co., Motor Agents, Ltd., 52-54, Hampstead
Rd., N.W.I. [0768

CASH on Sight for new and second-hand motor cycles
and combinations, any make or condition.—Call,

write, or 'phone, Short and Glass, Ltd., 485-493, Upper
Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone: Richmond
2362 and 2363. [0372

END Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
Motor Auction Rooms. High St., Tooting. Cash

offer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest
station, Wimbledon. We will collect from any London
; tat ion. Machine can be included in auction sale

if desired.-Sole address : Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
[5179

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
Douglas Motor Cvcle with box carrier for hire

' "31omneld Rd.. Maida
[4802

TRICARS FOR SALE.
Sociables, by the A.C. Co., dependable run-

abouts, take 2 persons anywhere, good condition
and appearance, fully equipped; from £50 to £85;
trial.—29, Allsop St., Upper Baker St., London, N.W.

[3533

MOTOR SCOOTERS.

4 '

with driver.—Write, 40," Blomfield Rd., Maida Vale.

W.9.

A c
at

KINGSBURY Scooters and Spare Parts.— 3,
Mews, George St., W.l.

TpOR Sale, Auto-Scooter, peifect_condition

Kendall's
[5334

£14, or

offer; exchange considered.—Box 8,174, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [4679

AUTOGLIDER Scooter, nearly new, 2%h.p., spare
. tyre, accessories, tools £20.—Gillespie, West Africa

House, Kingsway. [4644

RAND New Autoped Scooter, dynamo flighting,

iy>h.p., single-speed; £15.
Euston'Rd., N.W.I.
B 1

-Percy and Co., 314,
[3473

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
Attachment; £8 ;

perfect condition.—
Huthwaite, Notts. [5091

J.E.S. Cycle
Cooper, 69, Station Rd

SIMPLEX Cycle Attachment, 1921, complete, good
order; £12.-37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton. [4342

attached B.S.A. cycle, guaranteed
-Arno., Crypto Cottage, Actou Lane,

14603

AUTO-WHEEL,
perfect; £15.-

Harlesden.

YOUNG Attachment, special cycle, nearly new, owner
bought motOi evele ; £24, or offer; any trial—Hill.

[4832

Attachments, com-
and all fittings, mag-
Mason's Garage, Letch-

[5110

jought motOi- cycle

Wormley, Surrey.

Johnson Economic Motor
wheel
£12.-

2h.p.
plete, with rear

neto, carburetter, etc.;

worth, Herts.

B 1

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.

HOODS, double texture twill, brass or nickel fittings,

to fit any sidecar, from £2.—Below.

EASTING Wind Screen, new, celluloid panel, and as

new, 50/-.—Below.

WIND Screens, adjustable, with apron, 30/- and 35/-.

Hoods re-covered, new celluloid fitted to wind
screens.—Collins and Son, rear of 84, High St., Putney,
S.W. [5022

HERCULES Hoods and Aprone. Write for list.—

Hercules Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters Ed., Totten-

ham. [3230

ENT Hoops, hood fittings, straps, turnbuttons.
twills, etc. ; hardwood polished wind screens.

27/6.—Henry Jones, 778, High Ed., Tottenham, Lon-
don. [3772

RENNOO Co.—We are actual manufacturers of hoods,

screens, and aprons. Send for list. — Eennoc
Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marlborough Ed., Upper Holloway,

N.19. 12321

ROBINI Manic. Co.—The Bower adjustable wind
screen. Owing to the large demands, and quick

production, we are able to offer these, complete with,

all enamelled fittings, and coverall apron, 30/-,

carriage paid ; money returned if not satisfied.
—'Phone :

Brixton 1585—Robini Manfc. Co., 1 and 3, Tulse
Hill, Brixton, S.W. [5200

BODIES.
RENNOO Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacturers, 35

models, also several clearance, cheap to clear.

289-293, High Holborn, London.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue

repairs, repainting, and
155a, Marl-

Upper Holloway, N.19. 12320

RENNOC Co. ..

upholstering.—Eennoc Motors, Ltd.,
specialise in

tering.'

borough Ed

HALIFAX.—New Perfection coachbuilt sidecar bodies:
£5.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Hali-

fax. T4761

BAMCO Sidecar Bodies, want upholstering and paint-

ing, roomy; 57/6.-2, Fortune Gate Eci., Harles-

den, N.W. [42.0

C57
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BODIES.
BASTONES for Sidecar Bodies, all latest models in

stock from £4.-228, Pentonville Rd., King's
Cross, London, N.l. [5131

LOVELY 2-seater Sidecar Bodv, black gold, £12. cost
£22: A.J.S. cylinders, 35?- each.-69, North St

.Plaistow, Broadway, E.13. [4307

VENUS Step Bodies, for old type chassis, 15 models
in stock; catalogues ready.—Venus Sidecar Co.,

694, Seven Sisters Ed., Tottenham. [4520

T> OYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, first
J-V class finish ; have a few coachbuilt bodies, eleai
ante lines from £5 each ; extra good value. — The
Wilkmbrook Motor Co., Leicester. [0356

COBB Speedmau Sidecar Bodies, 1922 models, £3
{unpainted and unuphol^tered) ; superbly finished

any colour and handsomely upholstered ready for fitting
to any chassis, £4/5; all carriage paid.—Carlton Sidecars,
18, Midland Ed., Carlton, Nottingham. [4711

BODIES.—All models stocked at competitive prices
Light touring, £6/10; heavy touring, £7/10; de

luxe, £8/10; Brooklands sporting, £8/10. All these
bodies are complete with waterproof apron.

—'Phone;
Brixton 1292. Light Car and Motor Cycle Engineer-
ing Co., Ltd., 26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. [5155

SIDECAR. Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.—
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers
to the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when
designing new ideas.— 20, Tudor St., London, E.C.4.

[00C4
ROBINI Manfg. Co.—Wonderful bargains in brand

new coachbuilt bodies of many different types,
complete with Coverall aprons, £8; sports, complete
with wind screen, £8/15; 2-seater, £10/10; catalogue

- on request. Don't buy cheap and bad quality new.
bodies. Our shop-soiled bodies at £6/15 are wonder-
ful value; 2-seater Millford body on Millford chassis,
complete with tyre and tube, all fittings, suitable for
any machine, slightly used, £11/10; carriage extras.
See Sidecars column.—'Phone : Brixton 1585. Eobini
Manfg. Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W. T5198

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s ANDHAM. the smartest sidecar specialists

SANDUM Sidecars.—Our pre-war prices were the talk
of the show; £14 to £50. Write for new catalogue.

SANDUM (V-shaped| Wind Screen, a hood, - screen,
and apron; £2/15 an<3 £3/18. Write for list.

SANDUM (V-shaped] Wind Screen.—Our South London
agent writes: ."An instantaneous success: sold

out; send further supply." Agents, get in touch with us.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray s Inn'
Rd„ W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. 10019

pi:EE, Free. Free.

AS An Advertisement for one month only, to each
purchaser of every sidecar we are giving a wind

screen value 30/- free.—Below.

COACHBUILT Bulbous Back Models, complete with
wind screen, from £6; polished aluminium, from

£7. Bodies can be painted and upholstered to cus-
tomers' requirements. Bodies in stock to suit all makes,

W
C

E Socialise in Repairs,
stering.—Below.

repainting, and reuphol

S
S

HASSIS, underslung models, from £7/7. We
specialise in frame repairs of all kinds.

LSO Few Second-hand Chassis for Sale.—Collins and
Sons, rear of 84, Hi»h St., Putney. S.W. [5021

IDECAB3! Sidecars!

EVERAL Second-hand
£7/10.—Below.

Coachbuilt Sidecars from

BRAND New Coachbuilt Sidecars with bulbous backs
and complete with aprons ; a first-class job ; not

cheap and nasty; £17/10.—Below.

BRAND New Sidecars, coachbuilt, from £16. These
are really wonderful value.—Below.

WE Have two Langford spring wheel sidecars, 5-

point attachments, large bulbous backs with Picnic
cases, completely fitted with all utensils, most elaborately
finished, complete £35.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill,

London, N.10. [4159

ANOELET Sporting, excellent condition; £15.-80,
Tynvhitt Rd„ S.E.4. [5299

ATSONIAN, all models from £17/10—Bartletfs,
93, Gt. Portland St. [5321

TRITDBE Sidecars are most unique. Scientifically

designed, made of finest materials.

TRITUBE Chassis, constructed of steel lugs, straight
steel tubes, with welded joints.

TRITTJBE Sidecars are light. Supplied with eithei
sporting or touring coachbuilt bodies.

TRITTJBE Sidecars. One price, £15/10. Write lor
booklet.—Davis Bros., Church St., Rickmansworth.

Phone : 5. [1331

c
w

PJOTORgCLE
Insurance Policy

SWmtoutr
THIS space will be oc-

cupied each week with

copies of letters from

Policy holders who have

made claims. Original

letters may be inspected.

Gentlemen,

I beg to inform you that' 1

have taken over my A.J.S.

Combination, which looks little

the worse for its adventure.

I must take this opportunity

of saying that I am in every

way more than satisfied with

the manner in which you dealt

with my claim, and can now
quite understand how you are

able to publish a fresh testi-

monial every week.

I am, Yours faithfully.

The only Safe Test
ol Insurance is

Claims. We settle

Claims promptly.
The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

{Incorporating TJte Autocar Insurance
Department.. EstabliJted 1904).

Head Office:

77, Cheapsids, London, E.C.2.
Telephone : City 0831 and 9832.

retezra.ns: " Autbinsurs. QznL. London. 1

MIDDLETON'S Patent .

high-powered machines : Zenith, Harleys, Indians,

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars an

guaranteed 3 years.

Unbreakable Chassis for
-„ : Zenith, Harleys. India

New Imperials, Sunbeam, Blackburnes, etc.

INDIANS with kick starter on left present no diffi-
culty with Middleton's special model.

MIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs of all
kinds. Twisted motor cycle frames and fork--

promptly corrected.

SECOND-HANDS of various makes for sale. Your
old sidecar taken in part exchange.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
safer and more comfortable, but are faster on

bad roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not
bash mt-o them.

"jVTIDDLETON'S. London's oldest established sidecar '

i makers, wholesale, retail, and export, 27, Stroud
Green Rd., F:nsbury Park (near Tube). 'Phone: Horn-
sey 1584.

[0522

BASTONES for Sidecars, no better or cheaper house.
All latest models in stock.

BASTONES.—Lightweight sidecars complete, to it
any machine; £12/13/6.

"DASTONES. — Sports model sidecar, complete,
-*-* £17/10; several other models in stock, including .

tandem, all at low prices.

"DASTONES.—Distributing agents for the famou"
^-» Montgomery sidecars, all the latest 1922 models
in stock; lightweight model £17/10, Model No. 3
£19/10, Sports model £23/10, tradesman's carrier
model £23/10, Model No. 2 £24/10, Model No. 1
£28/10, Model de Luxe £34/10, tandem model £30,

BASTONES.—Whitley 1922 sports model in stock,
£25.

BASTONES for Sidecar Chassis, underslung £7/19/6
tandem chassis £14/10, auxiliary arms 14/-.-

228, Pentonville Rd
'Phone : 2481 North

King's Cross, London, N.l.
Grams : Bastones, London.

[5132EDWARDBS for Sidecars and Bodies; state your re-

cirureurents.— 277~, Camberwell Ed., S.E. [5310

HALIFAX.—New Perfection coach sidecars : £12/10
—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [4763

P. and M. Sidecar Chassis, complete; £4.-1
Springfield Park Crescent, Catford, S.E. 6. [4912

TRIUMPH Sidecar Accessories, sporting, perfect;
£45; after 6,-Chaffey, 19, Finsbury So., E.O.

[4805
SPORTING Sunbeam Sidecar, new condition ; cheap.

—Leggett, 306, Fulham Rd., South Kensington.
__ [5106
TpLYING Mlddleton Sidecar, complete, off Triumph-
-»- £6/10.-34, Amwell St., Hoddesdon, Herts.

[4879
ARIEL Sidecar, as new, £18; new Easing wind

screen, £2/10; new Cameo wind screen, £2.—H.
Wright, Arlesey, Beds. [4834

BOOTHS Bargains.—Coachbuilt chassisless sidecar,
£7/10/6; Gloria cane, spring wheel, £6/19/6;

Hercules cof.ch, £9/10/6.

BOOTHS Bargains.—Shop-soiled £27/10 sidecar, suit
Triumph, B.S.A., £18/15; cane sidecar, £5/10/6.

BOOTHS Motorics.—Ruby coach sidecar, £9/10/6;
new large size coach bodies, locker under seat,

£6/19/6.—Booths Motorics, Portland Place, Halifax.
[5144

B.S.A. No. 3 Sidecars, brand new, slightly soiled,

at greatly reduced prices.—Eagles and Co., 275,
High St., Acton, London. [5255

LIGHTWEIGHT Sidecar, £12/10; large bulbous,
£15 complete; bodies from £5; stock.—107, Con-

ingham Rd., Shepherd's Bush, W. [5121

CANOELET Minor Sidecar, unused, ideal for lrghtt 1

weight motor, evele ; £20, or uearest offer.—Hope,
36, Grove Ed., Cbadewli Heath, Essex. [4785

SIDECARS by all the leading makers, shop-soiled
only, at snecial clearance prices, from £15.—

Ratcliffe' Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [5044

ENNOC Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens, largest

t^tock in London, actual manufacturers through-

out. Send for our catalogue, 32 pages, 80 illustrations.

R B

ENNOC Co. have 50 second-hand and clearance
sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear at knock-

PH.CENIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by the
Kennoc Sidecar Co.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian i

motors, with left-hand kick etarteia. and can I

deliver.

R
out prices. Note: Write for special clearance list.

RENNOC Co. have the finest selection of complete i

sidecars in the trade.

RENNOC Co. undertake repairs to any make of side-

car; repainting and reupholsterins a speciality. _

E ENNOC Co. have in stock sidecars to fit all makes,
. English and American.

RENNOC Oo. again ask you to send for theii

catalogue, the moat comprehensive issued by any

manufacturers.

RENNOC Motors, Ltd.. 155a, Marlborough Rd.. fpper
Holloway, N.19. 'Phone: Hornsey 1589. t 23\9
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
OVER Sidecar, latest type, independent electric

. lamp, little used and iu perfect condition; £23,

worth £28 —Cautrill, 172, Cross Rd.. Coventry. [X5145

SIDECARS, several cheap, room wanted ;
also

Douglas chassis sidecar wheel, new, 15/-; N.S.U.
'eear, as new £6/15; heavy body. £2/10.-57, Kenbiiry

ISt., Camberwell, London. [4876

GROSVEJSTOR Sidecars.—Our special sports model is

very suitable for use with fast sporting bikes;

distinctive design -and quality; £15.—Grosvenor Motor
Co., Bradford St., Bolton. [X5093

SIDECAR.—Have a. Hopley folding sidecar. Saves
gaiage worry fnd expense. Attached to motor

will go through passage 28in. Tandem and single

bodies fitted.—Hopley.

FOLDING Sidecar.—When ordering your motor
specify a Hopley folder. Suits motors up to

,10h.p. Can be changed from pleasure to commercial
jn few seconds. Detachable wheels can be fitted.

Tested 7 years.—Hopley, Upper Highgate St. Birming-
ham. T0152

WATSON1AN Lightweight Sidecar, Model A, just

delivered, brand new, polished aluminium, very

(sporty; £15 for quick sale, with apion complete.—H.
West) 2, Brunswick Rd.

t
Tottenham. [4601

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, with luggage and petrol can
carrier, Bluemel's wind screen, only used last

season, 28x3 wheel.—Write or call, Hale, 61, Dacre Rd..

.Upton Bark. Suitable for 5 or 7h.p. Khaki. [4628

WILLOWBROOK Royal Leicester Sidecars, smartest
designs, first-class finish; prices from 17 gus.

iWrite for catalogue. Repairs undertaken, hoods, wind
screens, etc.—The Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester.

.0335
£5 for a complete renovated Douglas underslung

chassis, all springs and arms, wheel, etc., suit-

able for any mak3 of machine to order.—Old Man Hep,
19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8.

[4176

I>EAL Carriage Works.— Bargains, soiled and seoond-
i< hand bodies, chassis; from £610; we specialise in

sporting sidecars to actual requirements, first-class work
'.»nly, repairs undertake!), cycle car parts.—55, Kev; Bridge
Rd.. Brentford. [4792

PARAGON (patentl Folding Sidecar saves storage,
has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itself

absolutely reliable. > Fits any make of motor cycle,
and, when folded, combination will pass through a

30in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Winoycle
Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0388

ROBINI Manfc. Co.—Underslung chassis, complete
with new tyre and tube, and brand new body,

with coverall apron, £14; Millford chassis, new tyre
and tube, new bulbous back body, with adjustable
wind screen and apron, £12/15, wonderful offer;
underslung chassis, all replated and enamelled as new,
with new tyre and tube, £7 ; Millford Chassis, com-
plete with new tyre and tube, all fittings, £5/10.—-
Below.

OUR N^ew Triangulated Lightweight Chassis, new
tyre and tube, guaranteed, complete, £9/10; 4h.p.

triangulated chassis, new tyre and tube, £12/10

;

carriage extra. See Body column.—'Phone : Brixton
1585-^Robini Manfc. Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brix-
ton, S.W. [5109

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

A. P. HEY, 378-384, Euston Rd., N.W.I.—Call and
inspect.

MORGANS, all models; also second-hand De Luxe
and Grand Prix's, in good condition.

COVENTRY PREMIER. 1922, 4-wheeler model,
£250; one, shop-soiled only, £227/10.

ROVER 8h.p. Model, £220; one second-hand, good
condition, £160.

G.N., all models; also 1920, with dynamo, very
good order, £132/10.

EXCHANGES or deferred payments arranged.—
Phone : Museum 6436. [3591

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.G.—
5-6h.p Garden monocar; £50. [4420

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Loudon, E.O.-
A.V. monocar, 6h.p., 1920; £65. [4423

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., E.C.-
1922 G.N.'s; easy terms and exchange. ["4394

MORGANS, second-hand, several in stock.— A. P
Rey, 378-384, Euston Rd. 'Phone: Musphit

6436.
iisenm

T3592

A.C. Sociable Runabout, good order; £45.—Foat, 173,
Hainton Av., Grimsby. [4534

£28.—Riley 3-wheeler chassis, 8h.p. water-cooled.—
215, Hainpstead Way, Golders Green. [4606

GARDEN, 1914, perfect condition, Binks, lamps,
speedometer; £40.— Halkes, Waddington, Lincoln.

[X5251
LITTLE MIDLAND Cars In Stock; price £200; part

exchange considered.—WeHord, James St., Brigh-
ton. [4784
Tl/TORGAN-J.A.P., water-cooled, speedometer, clock,
•J--"- perfect, any trial; £85.-1, Othello St., Liver-
Pool- [5095
tT-9h.p. 2-seater Runabout; £55; exchange —
t Stamng, University Club, Edgbaston, Birming-
ham.

t4846

Bertie was three minutes ahead of time

at a secret check in the Lcndon-Exeter-

so he lost his medal. But he proved

once again the complete Reliability of

both the new Douglas and the Burling-

ton - reconditioned. Douglas. Both
Bertie's machines completedthe course.

NEW MACHINES IN STOCK.
1922 7 h.p., 4-cyl., 3-speed, Shaft

Drive "F.N." .. .. £95
1922 4I h.p. JAMES combination,
Model No. 6 .. .. £135

1922 SUN- VITESSE, 2-stroke, Lady's
Model, Sturmey-Archer 2-sp., clutch,

and K.S. (Olvmpia Show Model) . . 5 5 G s.

1922 CALTIIORPE, 3 h.p., 2 stroke,

2-speed gear. (Clympia Show Model) £60
1922 z\ h.p. WOLF Blackburne,
Stnrmey-Archer, 2-speed, Clutch and
K.S £75

1922 TRIUMPH, Model II £105
1921 CALTHORPE, 3 h.p., 2 stroke,

2-speed and K.S £60
192 1 SCOTT combination, with Bur-

lington sidecar and fully equipped £115
1921 CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2? h.p.,

2-speed, and K.S £60

SECOND-HAND.
1921 RUDGE-MULTI, not done 200

miles, completewith electric lighting £65
1920 PRIORY 2-stroke, 2-speed gear,

just overhauled and re-enamelled .. £35
1916 2| h.p. HOBART, 2-speed gear,

all on £30
2} h.p. WATSON-J.A.P., overhead

valves, very fast £30
1919 TRIUMPH, re-conditioned, as

new, fully equipped £ 7 5

The DEFERRED PAYMENT Terms for

any of the above machines are

—

i purchase

price down—balance over 12 monthly instal-

ments with only 4 per cent, added.

For machines or spares, write, phone, or call—

M

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
MORGANS.—1922 models; immediate delivery; ex-

changes, extended terms. Official agents; spare
parts.—Below.

MORGAN Grand Prix, 1921-22. M.A.G., electrio
lighting, mechanical horn, discs, watch, hood,

and screen, mileage only 400, cost £215; now offered
at a bargain figure.—Below.

ORGAN Aero Model W.C., J.A.P., lamps, horn,
hood, wind screen, etc.; bargain, £135.—Below.

ROVER Light Car, 1922 model, 8h.p., in stock;
£220.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camo-

mile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0073

1 ft'1 -!1 -' Merrell-Brown 3-wheeler, nnscratched; £160;
J-lr exchange.—Fairhurst, Behind 68, Standishgate,
Wigan. [5074

BRADFORD—Morgan, New Hudson, Scott Sociable
agents.—Oer-lioiu and Bottomley, 220, Muuningham

Lane, Bradford. [X5304

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.—
Morgan Grand Prix, 1921 model, fully equipped,

yellow finish; £137/10. [4428

1Q14 Morris-Oxford De Luxe 2-seater, splendid
-i-tf condition throughout. £9 tax; £165.—King,
Egrove Farm, Oxford. [X5269

3-WHEELER, 2-speed gear and clutch, electric light-

ing, suit novice; offers: appointment.— 59, Bedford
Rd., East Finchley, N. [4741

T.B. 3-wheeler, 1921, complete with lamps and spare

wheel, shop-soiled; to clear £185.—Allen and lliuns,

Ltd., Glossop Rd., Sheffield. [4558

TAMPLIN, 1921. electric lighting (dynamo), fully

equipped, excellent condition; £125—Coventry
Garage, High Rd., Leyton. [4952

1(120 Coventry Premier Runabout, clock, speedo-
1*/ meter, tyres good, tax paid; £125.—Witcombe,
Witcombc Court, Gloucester. [5073

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St., E.C.—
Rover light ears; £220; fully equipped; easy

terms or exchange; list on application. [4393

MORGAN 1918 de Luxe Model, electric light, spare

tyre etc., perfect mechanical order guaranteed

;

£90—Martin 10, Herbraud St., \Y.O- [4569

"DOVER 8h.p., 1921, dynamo lighting, hood, screen,

XV spare wheel (unused), well equipped, little used;

£155; exchanges.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [4964

A.V., special engine, dickey, luggage carrier, less

mag., also workshop tools, lathe, bench; £38
lot.—32, Stanmore Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll. [4899

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Slioe Lane, Fleet St., E.C.— "

1922 Morgans supplied on eaey terms or exchange.

'Phone: Holborn 5777. List on application. [4395

MORGAN Spare Parts Depot.—Spares for all models

in stock; list free.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate

Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone :
Avenue 5548.

NEW and Second-hand Light Cars and Cycle Cars,

all makes; good selection in stock; cash, easy

oavments. or exchange.—Service Co.. 292. High Holborn.

W.C.I. '"673

AV. Monocar, 1920, 6h.p. J. A.P., good condition,

lamps, Cowey horn, disc wheels, original tyres as

new £70, or nearest offer.—66, Coronation St., Black-

pool. t5099

CARDEN 1921 de Luxe, dynamo, clock, speedometer,
electric horn, lots of spares, condition as new;

£105.—Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchley Rd. Hamp-
stead 7822. [5308

BAYLISS-THOMAS, 1922 lOh.p. model, 4-cyl. water-

cooled engine, 3 speeds, MagdynO: 300 gus.
;

im-

mediate delivery-Godfrey's, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St.

London, W.l. I°736

1Q19 A.V. Monocar, polished aluminium body.

JLi/ discs, electric, engine overhauled, tyres mi-

punctured, licensed 1922; bargain. £70.-76, Crom-
well Rd., Luton. [4958

HALIFAX.—New 1922 Coventry Premier 4-wheeler

with speedometer and insurance for 12 months;

£250 • liberal exchanges.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Hoi-

ton St., Halifax.
,

14759

1 Q19 Garden Cycle Car 2-seater, twin J.A.P. engine,

-Lt/ 8h.p., Sturmey-Archer 3-speed gear box; £75:
exchan"es entertained. - Speechley, 86, Churchfield

Rd., Acton, W.3. W926

rQ21
Bleriot-Whippet, hand-starter, electric light-

«7 ing, spare wheel, good condition ; 88 gns. ;
deferred

payments and exchanges-Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd.,

South Kensington. 1.5238

1022 Morgan Popular, £150; Grand Prix. £180;
Itf 8h.p Rover, £220- in stock for immediate delivery;

easy payments only t% extra.—The Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Rd., Birmingbam. [X5242

3-WHEELER A.C Sociable. 2 speeds, new hood, screen

Bosch mag , lamps and horn, 2 new tyres, fully

insured, new appearance: 45 gns., 01 offer.— 123, New
King's Rd., Parson's Gleeu. [4795

MORGAN. 1920 M.A.G., water-cooled, special aero

body, hood, electric side, acetylene head lamps,

Bueedometer, many extras, very special (cost over £300);
£145—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. ' [5249

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, c.59
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
CROUCH 1921 8h.p. 2-3-seater Touring Model, com-

pletely equipped, and in very fine order; cost

£275, offered at the bargain price of £165.—The Lay-
ton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone : 581.

[5192

MORGAN, latest 1922 standard popular model. £150:
Coventry Premier 4-wheeler, water-cooled, speedo-

meter, free- insurance, £250, 1922 model: Rover 6b. p,

latest 1922 model light car; imediate deliveries from
stock.—Mnrston, 31. Bridge St., Chester. [5175

1 Q21-22 Tamplin 2-seater, 8h.p. J.A.P., 3-?peed,
J-«' clutch, kick start, lighting net, horn, aluminium
disc wheels, etc., very sporty and fast, condition as

brand new throughout; exceptional bargain, £98.—Black-
more, 769, Romford Rd., Manor Park, London, E.
'Phone: Ilford 500. [5005

RICHARDSON" 1921 8h.p., 4 speeds, reverse, Brolt

electric lighting, 2-^eater and dickey, eemi-coupe
3iood, adjustable screen, etc., original tyres still on
and in good condition, car is in perfect order through-
out, 55 m.p.g., last and smart; £110, bargain.—R-
Watson, Victoria Rd., Aldburgh, Suffolk. [4850

"10 20 A.V. Monocar 8h.p. Single-seater, in new con-
X */ dition, electric lights on wings centre electric

head light, electric tail, Lucas mechanical horn,
speedometer, etc., painted primrose, brown wings, very

-fast and sporty; cash offers or exchange Triumph,
Sunbeam, or Morgan, cash adjustment either way.—
Stone, 280, Gloucester Rd., Morfield, Bristol. [5093

CROUCH, 1921, 8h.p., special Brooklands sports
model, this car, which is quite new, was issued.

from the works only this week, it is modelled on
Cocker's famous Brooklands winner, has a special 2-

seater sports body, and is capable of a lap speed of

60 m.p.h. ; full particulars with pleasure; lowest pos-
sible price 250 gns.—The Lavton Garages, 30, Holy-
well St., Oxford. 'Phone : 581. [5193

Syare Parts:

ACE Wheel Discs.—G.N. owners send for 1922 illus-

trated list ( reduced prices ) . Enhance the ap-
pearance of your car and save spoke cleaning. Sup-
plied by all ageDts.

ACE Wheel Discs.—Morgan owners fit these popu-
lar discs to your runabout and add 50% to its

appearance. They are made of stout gauge seamless
aluminium, and the quality is the best.—Cornercroft,
Ltd., Ace Works, Coventry. 1X4909

/**=

CARS FOR SALE.
very fast

;

£45.-77,
[5049

METZ 2-seater, 4-cyl., 15h.p
Acre Lane, London, S.W.

BEDELIA.—The new 1922 model 8-10h.p., with air

cooled or water-cooled engine.

water-cooled
immediate deliveries; trial runs

BEDELIA.—Air-cooled model, £185
model, £"

BEDELIA.—Catalogues free from L. N. Palmer, sole
concessionnaire for the British Empire.—Palmer's

Garage, Tooting. [5177

TTTEST NORWOOD!—The place for straight deals,
VV good value and selection; list free

WEST < NORWOOD !
- Fifty-five cars actually in

stock on the premises ; all types stocked.

"TTTEST NORWOOD !—Absolute bargains obtainable,
'V good running 2-ssaters from £35; tourers from
£85.

WEST NORWOOD!—Call any old- time. Hours 8.30
to 6. Saturday 4; no business Sundays.

WEST NORWOOD!—All marked plain figures; call,

no obligation; postcard procures printed list.

WEST NORWOOD!—Douglas S. Cox, the abso-

lutely straight motor man, 6c, Landsdowne Hill,

West Norwood, S.E. [4450

Q ff GNS. Exchanges a speciality.—1913 Bayard 3Ou seater 8h.p., 4 cyls., hood, screen, smart, eco
nomical.—Below.

/?0 GNS. Exchanges a speciality.—1915 Trumbull 2-

O /W seater, 4 cyls., hood, screen, electric lamps.—

55 GNS. Exchanges a speciality.—Alldays 4-5'

seater, 12 h.p. twin, hood, screen, lamps.—

"1 1 Q GNS. Exchanges a speciality.—1914 Lagonda
XX.7 4-seater llh.p., 4 cyls., detachable wheels.
—Below.

"1 O K GNS. Exchanges a speciality.— 1912-13 B.S.A.
JL/CO Daimler 5 seater 13.9h.p., detachable wheels.

—Below.

QQ GNS Exchanges a speciality.—1914 Crouch 3-

Ot/ seater 8-10h.p., detachable wheels; wonderful
little car.—Below.

MY Prices are Right. Many other bargains.—Sea
bridge, 35 Hansler Rd.. East Dulwieh. Syden-

ham 2452. [4435

DELAUNAYBELLEVILLE Landaulet, 25h.p., 6
cyls., perfect; £95.—Chauffeur, 14, Glenelg Rd.,

S.W.2. [5048

ROVER Cars.—1922 8h.p model; price £220: early

delivery.—Godfreys', Ltd.. 208, Gt. Portland St..

London, W.l. [0350

^V

K T]
In purchasing a motor

cycle you may be getting

much or little for your money
You may be getting a maxi-
mum of pleasure and service
—or, on the other hand, you
may have less of either than
you have a right to expect.

^f We wish to emphasise that
such disappointment is readily
avoidable. It is entirely a
matter of a wise choice—of the
machine itself, and the people
from whom you buy it.

Therefore, your first need is

expert, impartial advice.

% This we gladly and freely

offer you , leaving the ques-
tion of placing the order
afterwards for you to

decide. You will be under
no obligation to us, and
we shall not worry you.
<[[ At the same time, if we can
have the pleasure of adding
YOUR name to the thousands
of those who have found by
experience that we can serve
them rather better than most
people in the motor cycle
and light car business we
shall be more than glad

1922 MODELS FOR EARLIEST
DELIVERY include-

ARIEL, BROUGH SUPERIOR B.S.A.,
DIAMOND, DOUGLAS, EDMUND,
ENFIELD, HUMbER, INDIAN,
MASSEr -ARRAN, MATCHLESS,
NORTON, RUDGE, SCOTT, SUNBEAM,
TRIUMPH, and VELOCETTE Motor
Cyc.es

;

BELSIZE, BRADSHAW, CROUCH,
ROVER, and WOLSELEV Light Cars.

Cash, Exchange, or any reasonable

Deferred Terms

«T| Always an exceptional stock
^J] of used machines, at most
attractive prices—sold with our
guarantee.

^

J. W. TOLLADY,
General Manager.

90, High Street, OXFORD,
ard London Road, BICESTER.

'Phone ; 581 & 784. Oxford
'Phone: 35, Bicester.

Grams :
" Integrity ' Oxford and Bicester.

H.G.T.

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place

for purchasing. Auction every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£35 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures superb Napier 5-

seater, dynamo lighting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
monthly payments £7 secures splendid Belsize

5-seater.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£60 down and 12
monthly payments £8 secures lOh.p. Singer 2-

seater, dynamo lighting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting—£30 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures 12-seater live axle

Panhard waggonette.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
monthly payments £8 secures splendid Sheffield-

Simplex landaulet.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£50 down and 12
monthly payments £8/10 secures magnificent Oak-

land touring car, self-starting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£60 down and 12
monthly payments £8 secures Renault 12-seater

waggonette.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
monthly payments £7/10 secures reliable Renault

% landaulet.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£25 down and 12
monthly payments £4 secures leliaule Napier

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£50 down and 12

monthly payments £8 secures Delaunay-Belleville

limousine, 17h.i?.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12

monthly payments £5 secures 18h.p. Maxwell
sporting 2-seater.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12

monthly payments £5 secures excellent 15.9h.p.

S.C.A.R. 2-seater.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting—£40 down and 12

monthly payments £8 secures Studebaker landau-

let, dynamo lighting, self-starter

PALMER'S Carage, Tooting—£35 down and 12

monthly payments £7 secures 16h.p. Minerva

touring car, monobloc engine.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—£25 down and 12

monthly payments £4 secures reliable S.C.A.T.

12-seater waggonette.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—£25 down and 12

monthly payments £5 secures excellent 12-141). p.

Fiat chassis.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting—All above cars are

in good running order. For cash price deduct

10y from above totals.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

^

[5182

SCRIPPS-BOOTH 13h.p. 1916-17 2-seater, D. lighting

and starting; £145.—Miss Patmore, 106, Acre

Lane, S.W.2. [5047

ROVER Cars.—The famous 1922 8h.p. models; early

delivery; £220.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St.,

Acton, London. [0761

BAYLISS-THOMAS Cars In Stock; price, with

double dickev. £320; part exchange li required.

—Welford, James St., Brighton. [4783

COVENTRY PREMIER, 1922, 4-wheel model; £250;

immediate delivery; cash or deferred payrnents.-

iatclifie Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [0730

ROVER 8h.p. Light Car, 1922 models, dynamo
lighting; £220 cash; deferred payments 1A

=xtra.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.. W 1.

DAIMLER 15h.p. Tourer, S.K., C.A.V., D. wheels,

perfect; £160, or exchange cycle or combination.

—J. Daniels, Jun., 8, Crowhurst Rd., Brixton, S -W-9 -

DARRACQ 15-20h.p. 4-seater, engine, gear box. and

tyres, etc., in excellent condition, but differential

smashed' £45; or exchange combination.—Millett 11,

Chatham' Row, Bath. 0703

GENUINE Little 6h.p. De Dion Car, fitted with 2-

seater sporting body, very smart, in excellent

order- complete, £45; delivered 50 miles free; trial.—

11a, Dafforne Rd , Upper Tooting. [4547

1 O20 Richardson Car, special Precision lOh.ti. engine,

liJ ,erv fast, ill thorough good order; bargain, £130;

exchange recent date motor cycle and cash.-Bowden,

230, North St., Hugglescote, Leicestershire. [4749

1 f»21 Bleriot Whippet, reverse, electric lighting, speed-

L*J orneter spare wheel hood, tax paid, in abso-

lutely new condition; 103 gns.; deferred payment or

exchanges.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Ken-

sington. I4462

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., E.C.-

Coventrv Premier, new 1922, 4-whee:ers, imme-

diate delivery from stock, dynamo IiRhtmg; exchanges

and easy terms arranged; piice £250. 'P-hone or call,

Holborn 5777. L
439li

I019 Chevrolet Touring Car, dynamo lighting, self-

It/ staiter, 5 detachable wheels, repainted as new,

any trial given; bargain, £160, or exchange motor

cycle or combination with cash.—5. Norwood Ed.,

Heme Hill, S.E.14 t=599

C6o All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. „
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CARS FOR SALE.

Mirm-rDES Racing Car. 2-seater, fitted with brand

££ BeYliet aero engine, nice to drive, and very

* M or exchange cornbination.-5, Canning Place,SIri is««£
Brixton 1566.

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
npHORNYCROFT 3-ton Lorry, J. type, 1918 in good

1 order, runs sweetly and pulls well: price £250 or

exchange touring car-5, Canning Place Grove Lane
-i ii c- t? Nearest station Denmark Mill u<s

London Bridge. 'Phone: Brrx-
[4fabO

Camberwell, S.E.

ruins, from Victoria or

ton 1566.

RENAULT 2-Ton Lorry, 1919, 20h.p.. 4 speeds and

reverse, underslung live axle, last and economical,

ideal body tor coal carting; price £225, or exchange.-
5, Canning Place, Grove Lane, Camberwell, b.b.o.

Nearest station Denmark Hill, from Victoria or London

Bridge. 'Phone: Brixton 1566. 1*564

STAR 1916 2-ton Lorries (6), 4 speeds, live axle.

Zenith carburetters. £225 each; Straker-Squrre

30-cwt. lorry, steel wheels, overhead worm drrve, open

body, £185; Garfords 30-cwt. lorries, smart 9ft. bodies

and coachbuilt cabins, £200 ; all with lamps, horn, .

:\1 repainted, retyred, and in first-class condition.—

See below.

AN exceptional bargain to cleaT the last 2 Willys-

Overland 30-cwt. lorries, 1916, £130 each, with

lamps, horn, and new tyres.—Shard Garage, Shard s

Sq., Peckham Park Rd., Old Kent Rd., London.
[4489

UNIC, believed 1918, 13-22h.p., 14-seater char-a-banc

chassis, pointed radiator, 4 speeds, gate change,

Michelin detachable steel wheels, and brand new tyres;

price £275 ; exchange pleasure car.— 5, Canning Place,

Grove Lane, Camberwell, S.E. 5. Nearest station Den-

mark Hill, from Victoria or London Bridge. 'Phone:

Brixton 1566. [4565

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
TRY Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. London, E.G. 4, to;

easy terms. [842^

SECOND-HAND Models at Special Rates; send you
reauirements.—Halifax Motor Exchange, ^

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting

Sets.

MANUFACTURERS OF
Accessories. Patents. Specialities.

POWERFUL LONG RANGE LAMPS
November 15th, 1921.

1922 PRICE GUARANTEED.
NO ALTERATION WILL BE MADE IN

CURRENT LIST PRICES

FOR ONE YEAR FROM THIS DATE.

St., Halifax.

Horton
[4762

FOR Best Treatment and best terms for light cars,

cycle cars, or motor cvcles of any make, new or

secondhand, write Service Co., 292, High Holborn.

W.C.I. [° 672

Xf>-14h.r>.
r3 St., Enfield

ENGINES.
4-cyl. Engine, as new;

ALLDAYS 4h.p., orand new, perfect;
Northumberland Rd., Coventry.

—31, Silver

[4821

£8/10.-57.
[X5152

DE DION Engine, 2%h.p., with mag, and carburetter:
£5/10.-Mylam, 197, London Rd., Croydon. [4717

P.
and M. Engine, complete, good condition, wants
assembling; £7/10.-147, Burlington St., Liver-

pool. [4382

5h.p. J.A.P. Air-cooled Engine, never been used;
£18—Ward and Avey, Ltd., Somerset Rd., Ted-

dington. ' [4549

A h.p. Motor Cycle' Engine, overhauled, Bosch, car
at buretter: bargain, £6/10.—Thomson, 47. Station
Ed., Hitchiu. [5063

4in. p. Quadrant Engine, with carburetter, would
4 make good

Srange, Malton.
stationary; £7.—Oliver. Swintou

[473:

BASTONES.—Blackburne 8h.p. twin engine, with oar

buretter; £30.-228, Pentonville Rd., King's
Cross, London, N.l. [5133

4-CYL F.N. Engine, mag., carburetter, complete,
good condition; £12, or nearest offer.—Bird, 60,

'Jhilders St., Donoaster. [4712

BARGAIN, 5-6h.p. Rex Engine, less front cvlinrtei

and piston. Bosch- mag., good order; £7.—Brown.
Mansfield Rd., Warsop, Notts. [4686

VILLIERS Mark IV.. complete, brand new, £10; 2
speed gear box to suit same, brand new, £3/10

—Box 8,120, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4551

4h.p. Levis Flat Twin, 2-stroke. carburetter and mag
perfect. £10: 6h.p. ditto. £12.-Cole, '

gar Rd., Loughborough Junction', S.W.9.
457, Rath-

[4924

VERTJS 2-stroke Engine, 1920, mag., carburetter,
silencer, perfect condition, £10 lowest, car genera-

tor, 10/-.— 3, Hampton St., Birmingham. [X4456

><lh.p. 2-stroke, 1922, eminent make, guaranteed
^4 perfect, on approval; £8; brar

'

Supply, 1, Gosta Green, Birmingham.
44 perfect, on' approval; £8; brand new"—Midland

[5011

23.h.p. Eugine, o.h.v., reground, mag., carburetter,
4 complete controls, silencer, etc.; nearest £10; also

lubricator, saddle.—37, St. Luuke's Rd., Maidstone. [4689

ih.p. Twin N.S.TJ. Engine, Bosch, Senspray, £6;
, Bosch, B. and
18/-.— Particulars, 20,

.02 Bradbury engine, Bosch, B. and B., £5: Kerry
engine, less ignition
East Grinstead.

West St..

[4945

Fit a Broler 3J/4b.p. 2-strokeNEW Year's Resolution
and have the best year's motoring you ever had.

Write for particulars.—Brooks, Trasler, and Cox, Nar-
bbrough, near Leicester. [S4876

B.A.H. MOTOR CYCLE HEAD LAMPS.
|

I Fig. 895. "DAYLIGHT" HEAD
LAMP, 6|" front. Patent brac-

kets, adjustable bayonet holder

Highly polished

I

reflector. As illus-

trated. Price
Nickel
60/- ea. js
Black !*2m
65/- ea

IHedinm sized Model. Fig. S8r. s\

front. Best quality finish through

out. Totally insulated holder,

with switch and adjust-

able focus, adjustable -».,ej]

brackets, dust and "'

weather- prooi
front. As illus

trated.

36/- ea. Nickel.

39/- ea. Black.

5$" front

Similar to Fig. 895, but

smaller and with special
' 'pull on" front. Rubber
ring casting for glass.

New Price.

Black-plated, 40 /- each.

Fig. 880. Head Lamp, 5$"

rront, with bulb switch,

&c. 25/- each.

Fig. 886. Side Lamp, 4} front.

Adjustable holder, switch. &c.
20/- each.

ENGINES.
31h.p. P. and M. Engine, 1916, W.D.. model, excel-

2 lent running- order and condition, complete

with practically new carburetter, just been overhauled;

£9/15.-107. Fordwych Rd., Cricklewood, N.W.2^^^

MR. READ'S Special 6h.p. J.A.P. Engine, used to

Enfield machine, guaranteed same condition

when at Kop Hill, Brooklands, and other;events with-

out mag. or carburetter; what offers ?-SpringweU

House, Springwell Rd., Hounslow. L4b30

8 h.p. Pbanomobile Twin Air-cooled Engine, Bosch

mag., Zenith carburetter 2-speed. epicychc gear.

2 sets new wire wheels, axles, steering, belt rims,

brake drums; sacrifice, £14 or '^^e meAmm-
weight sidecar.-31, Carlisle Terrace, Bradford, [5094

BARSAINS.-Three 2%h.p. Douglas
;

engines 2 4h.p

ditto, several A.B.C., and Levis twins large

quantity spares various makes, also quantity tool kits,

spanners, pliers, belt punches, hammers. Petrol squirts

grease injectors, head lamps, and generator:^ ftc. All

to be sold at knock-out prices for immediate;clearance

-Patmore's, 240, King St., Hammersmith, W.6. [4998

JAP Engines. J.A.P. Engines. J.A.P.. Erigines-

I hafe the largest stock of J.A.P. engine.part .in

England; over 30 engines, all "".stock, to select from

and the prices: 5hp. £15, and the 8h p at £20
1

and

£17/10, and I have all parts for the ?h P. (|ee
acees

sories for parts]. I have a big twin engine £12, a 4h p

Douglas engine and mag. and carburetter £15, a sman

2-stroke and mag. £10 : stamp reply.-South ^°5«°?

Motor Exchange, 22, South End, Croydon. [4765

HEPPELTHWAITES.-Sh.p. J.A.P., £16; 6h.p.

TAP £14' 3i/.h.p. Humber units, £12/10,

3iAh.p Premier unit, " £12/10; Rex 5-6h.p., a.nv.,

as new £7/10- 3i/.h.p. Alldays. £4/15; 3h p. m.o.v.

Minerva £3/10: also
P
J.A.P.. Rover, Matchless, and

New Imperial spares, having purchased entire stock

of W Hawkins, York Rd.-Writc, 17-19, Wilcox Rd.,

Souto Lambeth', London. S.W.8. 'Phone : 1958 Bnx-

ton.

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

B.I.

.B. Ignition Co. carry large stocks of new and

secondhand magnetos. Thomson-Bennett 42, 4t>.

55, and 180°, single and twin.

H.B. Specialise in T.B. for fixing on Triumph, P.M..

B.S.A., J.A.P., Douglas, etc.,.£2/10, postage 1/6:

C.A.Y. clock twin, for 2%h.p. Douglas, etc., £2/15.

H
H
50,

H B. will take your old magneto in payment.

H.B. sends all magnet™ on approval against cash

Every magneto dispatched carry H.B. 12 months

guarantee.

II
.B. Ignition Co. ('Phone: Brixton 610), 78, New
Park Rd., Brixton Hill, London.

H.A.H. Insuiat.n; Tape.

Fig.455, Jin. small roll, 71d.

Fig.4.56, Jin. large roll 1 /-

Fig.4.57, Jia. small roll 60.

Postage extra on the above

A. H. HUNT, Ltd.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunst^ll Road, CROYDON, Eng.

Telephone— Telegrams—

Croydon- 2225, 2226. Keyage. Croydon.

ft OVERNMENT Surplus Magnetos (unused).

HAVING Purchased the entire stock °f the follow-

ing makes of magnetos, we are able to offer them

at huge discounts.—Below.

T3 0SCH Single, clock or anti £3; Thomson-Bennett

JJ single or twin, clock or anti 42, 45. 50 55, ana

180 dag?ees, £2/15; C.A.V. single or twin clock or

anti. £2/10 special long driving 'wafaafot Rudgo

ft tea to any of the above magnetos. 10/- extra. Postage

on the above 1/6 extra.

THESE Magnetos are fitted with variable |B™tion

I and leads and are fitted with baseplates ready to

be immediately fitted on. Please state make of engine

when ordering.

GOVERNMENT Surplus.-New plugs in boxes
:
AC

(Titan), 1/6 each; K.L.O., types F8. 1 6, 1 5, and

R3, IB each ,- Lodge, types R and B3, 1/8 each Post-

age on orders of one plug 3d., four or more post frco

HIGH-TENSION Wire, new, unperished: 9mm., 5d

per yard 25 yard coil 8/6, postage on coil U-,

7 mm™ 44. per yard', 25 yard coil 6/-. postage on cod

9d 3 mm.. 2d. per yard, 25 yard coil 2/6, Postage

on 'coil 6d All goods on approval per return post on

receipt of cash. Money refunded if not satisfied.

(BOUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd., 51a

"O New Park Rd., Brixton Hill, London, S.W. lei..

Streatham 2898. T.A. : Ignitionac. Brixsrret. I^ndon.

T7RICSSON Magneto, 45° twin, with control ;
£3-3

III Queensberry Place, Richmond. . I.""""

^rtf-wpTn rlixie 50° twin, anti, perfect: 35/-.—

M^unard,- 78, Yerbury Rd.,' Holloway, N.19. [4591

-nnsCH and M-L Singles, variable ignition, 30/-;

B° e Saran?eed twins, 37/6.-84, Greens.de Rd.,g
don.

KLG W.D. Sparking Plugs wonderful value, 4. for

' 5" post free.-Thompson, 69, Quoen St.. Wolve^

iiampton.

MAGNETO Sprocket Manufacturers; 7-tooth to 24-

tooth from stock.-Ridington, Southampton St

Camberwell. _
[30n2

NEW Thomson-Bennett Magnetos, single, anti-clock,

fixed ignition, complete; 27/6, carnage extrn.-

Dowell, Pyrford, Surrey. L49S6

DYNAMOS. Dynamos.-Lucas ES 6 v 5 *m
'Z''.

«npciallv made for motor cycles, new, £5/15,
thers?i5^Tcrfner?165, Church Rd„ Mitcham. [5703

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. c6."
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
BOSCH l-cyl., weatherproof,

ignition; 57/6 delivered.
and as new, variable

THOMSON-BENNETT and M-L.'s, of Coventry, 1-

cyl. A.D.S. or P.L.R. types, 37/6 delivered, suit-
able for stationary engines; if variable ignition, 10/-
extra.

C.A.V., as new, suitable for 2 or l-cyl. lightweight
motor bicycles, height 4^in., breadth 2^in„

depth 4V^in.. variable ignition and short-circuiting ter-
minal, guaranteed platinum points, and workmanship
of "the finest; 2-cyl. fires at 180°; all working parts
are interchangeable with C.A.V.'s, types Kill and
2; 50/- delivered.

THOMSON-BENNETT, types A.M. 1 and 2, as new,
variable ignition and short-circuiting terminal

;

A.M. 2 fires at 180°; 52/6 delivered.

THOMSON-BENNETT
£5/5 delivered.

4-cyl.,

N.B.—Any of the above magnetos supplied,
anti-clock.

clock or
When ordering state which when

looking at driving end, and whether 1, 2, or 4-cyl.

C.A.V. 2-cy!. Clockwise Aeroplane Starting Mag-
netos, platinum points, workmanship of the

finest, and all working parts are interchangeable with
C.A.V.'s, type KU2, perfect for plug testing; one car-

riage paid. 25/-; lots of 6, rail forward, 22/6 -each;

of 20 at 21/6 each; of 100 at 20/-.

AGNETOS Leave our Works in perfect condition.M
GUARANTEE.—Will replace withi

refund cash if unsatisfactory.

VALE Engineering Syndicate, 8-11
ings, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3,

in cne month, or

Brown's Build-
Tel. : Central 977.

[0698
Co. for repairs andRELIANCE Magneto Repairini

new magnetos.—See below,

RELIANCE guarantee to return your magneto within
3 days, and if necessary 24 hours, with a written

guarantee for 12 months.

RELIANCE test every magneto after repair under
all running conditions, and, as we contract for

many of the" largest concerns, you need have no hesita-

tion in placing your repairs and orders with

RELIANCE manufacture and stock spares for

Thomson-Bennett. E.I.C., Splitdorf, U.H., Bosch,
Dixie, etc. ; special line genuine platinum screws for
every make. 12/- per pair.

RELIANCE will be pleased to give advice free of
charge upon any . qestion concerning ignition

troubles, .as we place our long-standing experience at
your disposal, and old and new customers may be cer
tain of getting the usual promptness and courtesy that
we have alwavs endeavoured to give.—Reliance Magneto
Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London, E.C.I

Magneto Repairing Co., 283, St. JohnT> ELIANCE

See below.

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, pew and unu;
eingle-eyl., clock and anti, suit anv machine, price

55/-; twins, 45. 48. 50, 55, 60, 180 decrees, for J.A.P.
Clyno, Douglas, etc., price 55/-. See onr guarautee.-
Below.

C.A.V. Magnetos, new, single-cyL and 180° twine.
clock or anti, ideal for Douglas, Levis, Calthorpe,

O.K., or any lightweight; these magnetos are of the
finest workmanship throughout; price 55/-. See our
guarantee.—Below,

BOSCH D.A.L. Magnetos, soiled only, otherwise as
new, single cyl., suitable for any stationary en-

gine or big single. £3/15; twine, any degree, ready
to drop on Indiarj, Harley, or any big twin, £4/5; £

powerful spark at low speed, ensuring easy starting
All the above magnetos are variable ignition and fitted
short-circuiting switch. See our guarantee.—Below.

GUARANTEE. —Every magneto that leaves our
works, no matter what the price or make, carries

a written guarantee. Not merely a guarantee .that same
is in good order at time of sale, but a plainly written
statement that we guarantee every machine against all
defects for a period of 12 months. This, we maintain,
justifies us in charging a few shillings more than cer-
tain of our competitors.

„ Co. hold one of -the
stocks in London, and can be depended

upon for a straight deal at the right price. When
buying it pays to deal with a firm of repute.

RELIANCE cordially invite customers to their works
to see any of the above on test. Magneto list

giving full particulars sent upon application.—Reliance
Magneto Repairing Co., 283, St. JohD St., London,
E.C.I. [6616

DASH Switchboards. 4-way, with ammeter, 20/-- with
ammeter and voltmeter, 35/- each nett.—Leslie

Dixon and Co. fDept. H.l.J, 9, Colonial Av.. Minone«
E.l f0760
CHELTENHAM.—Repairs to magnetos, eelf-starters,

lighting plants, etc. ; London experts employed.—
Norwood Mapneto Works, 95, Bath Rd., Cheltenham
'Phone : 1256. [0758

rpHOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, new. guaranteed
J- perfect, slightly soiled, single or 180° twin, vari-
able-ignition, switch terminal, clock or nuti : £2; post-
age 1/6.— Brockback. 58. Lord St., Sonthport. [075*

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing
' largest

COPPEMLLAN& CO-

READING-STANDARD
lh dynamo lighting, elec-

11 lamps, pump, &t 9C

bove,
luding canti-

aproa
' £175

(1) solo gr£.
tools, 3 months' guarantee

(2) COMBINATION &*£&
lever sprung M.P. sidecar, cover-all

sidecar lamp and bracket, stand'

(3) COMBINATION &$&&*&£
ful "PLUS ONE" single or double seater at will, filted

with sidecar lamp and bracket, step plate, 1>"| QO -f A
stand und cover-all apron .. .. «w **W IV

Above prices include Dynamo Lighting (not

combined with magneto), all Electric Lamps,
Electric Horn. Shock Absorber. Cover-all

Apron, etc.

In the strenuous LONDON-EXETER Trial a
READING-STANDARD with PLUS -ONE
sidecar, carrving, in addition to the driver,

TWO ADULT PASSENGERS, finished dead
on time, gaining SILVER MEDAL

In the London—Gloucester and back Trial, the

same machine secured Premier Award of

SILVER CUP.
NOTE-—It was reported in error, that Second-
class award was gained but this has now
been officially corrected to first-class.

66 PLUS ONE"
A Single or Double-seater

Sidecar at will.

Complete with self-locking wheel stand, lamp
bracket, apron, two step plates .. £52 10
Bodies only .

.

.

.

.

.

. . £27
NOTE.—Sidecars and bodies are supplied in

six colours suitable for attachment to any
motor jycle.

The bodies are eminently suitable lor A.J.S.,

B.S.A., New Imperial. Royal Ruby, and Indian.

./\««J tkJs
7 h.p. Combination . .

7 h.p. Solo .

.

7 h.p. "Plus One" Combination
2| h.p. Model B, Bi or B2
2? Model Sidecar

£175
134 10
£184
85
25

NEWHUDSON
2{ h.p. " Popular " Model, 2-speed .

.

£50
2\ h.p., "De Luxe" Model. 2-speed

kick-starter, clutch . . .

.

£60
'Four-point-five" Model Solo .. £100
''Four-point-five" Model Combination £125

And the famous three-wheel
Light Car, £230

Including M.A.G. water-cooled engine, dynamo
lighting, hood, screen, interchangeable wheels.
with spare tyre, also permanent jack, and
REVERSE.

ALSO AGENTS FOR B.S.A., TRIUMPH
DUNELT, NEW IMPERIAL, ACE, ENFIELD.

C62

89, Great Portland St, London
Telephone Langham I60l

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

IGNITION. LIGHTING, ETC.
CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.—We repair

Continental magnetos only. By specialising on
Bosch,
Beiling
service.

U.H., Eisemann, Mea, Splitdorf, Dixie, "and
magnetos, we can naturally give you better

PRICE: Rewinding 18/-, condensers 10/-, platinum
screws (Bosch standard) 6/-, remagnetising 2/6,

slip rings 6/6, H.T. terminals 4/6. Our price for
overhauling a motor cycle magneto ranges between
20/- and 35/-, and never exceeds the latter figure.
Guaranteed for 12 months, and redespatched to you
in 2 days.

13. riardwick
[3758

MJ

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.,

Ed., Chiswick, London.

C.A.V. Magnetos: Extraordinary Bargains.—Brand
new 180° twin or single-cyl., 38/6, carriage free.

Every magneto thoroughly tested before dispatch ; ap-

proval against cash.—Langford's, 37, Cricklewood
Broadway, London, N.W.2. [4863

U.H. Magneto Repairs.—We specialise in these mag-
netos, and can be relied upon to give you good

service. Al, Bl, AO, K.B1, KB2V, KZ2V type spares

stocked; prices moderate; 12 months' written guaran-
tee.—Charles Parker and Co., Churchfield Rd., Acton,
London. [4455

MAGNETOS.—Surplus 400, new, with sets of spans]
Bosch, C.A.V., B.E. Co., Dixie, E.I.O., Eisemann,

Ericsson, G- and A., Hill, Morris Lister, Simrus, Split-

dorf, Thomson-Bennett; inspection in London.—full
particulars from Honeywill Bros., Machinery Depart-

ment, 79, Mark Lane, London, E.C.3. [3759

L Maglita, variable ignition, lighting set, latest

lightweigjht pattern, suitable 2Kb. p. engine;

spare accumulator, bulbs, driving chain, brushes, etc.,

nearly new, all wiring, absolutely complete and ready

for fitting ; off last vear's mount, unsuitable for pre-

sent- price £ll/10.-Box 8,198, c/o The Motor Cjicle.

[4773

SURPLUS Magnetos, with written guarantee one year-:

M-L single, 35/-; B.L.I.C. ditto, 42/-; Bosch ditto,

45/-; Thomson-Bennett and C.A.V. singles and twins,

50/- We specialise in repairs and spares for all

makes. Lists with pleasure. Deal with expert* and

«

avoid certain disappointment.—Whitdale Magneto Ser-

vice Cherry Orchard. Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 1625.
[3986

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. lesLao-

lished 1912), contractors to H.M. Government,
and officially appointed by the R.A.C. Magneto re-

pairs of every description; all repairs at lowest pos-

sible prices, and strictly guaranteed. We can mostly

return them within 24 hours. We have several new
and second-hand single and 2-cyl. magnetos in stock,

all guaranteed.—The Magneto Repairing and Winding
Co 78 Hampstead Rd.. Euston, London. N.W.I.
Phone- Museum 1158. T.A. : Kumagnelec, Eusroad,

London. [2445

Ignition Co.'s 24-hour repair service,

repairs to all types of magnetos;
Splitdorf and Dixie specialists; official Indian elec-

trical service station; Thomson-Bennett repairs and
spares. All repairs are tested on an approved A.I.D.

test bench before despatch, and therefore carry our
guarantee for 12 months. We hold the largest stock

of guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degrees;

spare parts for all makes in stock; charged accumu-
lators, all voltages, always ready in stock ; plugs,

cables, y*.-watt and vacuum bulbs, all voltages. We
sive you'real live service always.—Euston Ignition Co.,

329, Euston Rd., London, N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum
5034. T.A. :- Magdyno, Eusroad, London. ("0263

EUSTON
Guaranteed

TYRES.
BRAND New Retread Covers. 26x2V",

each.—17, Heaton Rd:, Mitcham.
26x3; 107-

[5057

MOTOR Cvcle Tyres on Easv Terms, standard makes:
"ist post free.—J. G. Graves. Ltd.. Sheffield. [0589

TYRES. Tyres. Tyres.—For special bargains, see Ban-
croftian Co.'s advertisement under Parts and Acces-

sories. [0769

i)/f X2i/
t Cleranoe Covers and Tubes, 22/-

:
Bates 26x

&'rt 2V4, special heavy, 30/-
:
carriage paid.— Davies, 20,

Union St., Wednesbury. [4452

CLEARANCE-John Bull rib stud covers, 26x2i/2 for

2*4 rims, 48/-: 650x65, 45/-; 28x3, 55/-.-Sear,

Balmoral Rd., Northampton. [4835

THE Difference between a good retread and a bad

one is its mileage. Try us. "Watch results.—Melton
Rubber Works, Melton Mowbray. 10636 I

CJCOTTISH Readers will find it advantageous to pur- t

iJ chase their tyres from McArthur, Hill and Co., I

Glasgow. Lists post free. - [5940 (

retreading.

47, Church St.,

forMOTOR Cyclists.—Send your covers
3,000 miles guaranteed. Repairs of every ^descrip-

tion : carriage paid,

Derbya.

-Buxton Vulcanising Co., Buxton, 1

[4357

BURST Motor Cycle Tyres, chafed beads, lemoulded,
made perfect, tube vulcanising, butt-ends fitted.

retreading; send for list.—Melton Mowbray
Works, Melton Mowbray.

Rubber
[0347

TTRE Repair Specialists.—H.F. process throughout;
including retreading burst covers. Every kind of

repair to tvres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in 4
days.—The Motor Tyre Co., 66, High St., West Brom-.
wick. [3852
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E
TYRES.

CONOMIC Tjre Co.—Great reduction in covers and

tubes. All goods sent on 7 days' approval, car-

riage paid, against remittance.

ECONOMIC—24'jX2l 4 fwersize 2in. rims) Clincher

de Luxe heavy, 26.-, listed £2.

ECONOMIC.—26x2',4 Dnnlop heavy, 37/3: Bates

\V.D., 28/6; Palmer W.D.. 29-: special heavy

tubes, 6'-.

ECONOMIC—26x2% Bates special heavy W.D..
30 -: Hutchinson T.T., 29/-; special heavy tubes,

6/6.

ECONOMIC—26x2'. .2Vk Goodvear diamond clear-

ance. 42/6: Avon rubber stud extra heavy. 30/-;

Clincher De Luxe, 30/-.

ECONOMIC—650x65 Goodyear Diamond clearance,
30/-; 700x80 Goodvear diamond clearance, 5C/-;

tubes, W.D.. 6/-.

I
ECONOMIC—Fuily guaranteed Dnnlop rubber stud.
It 24x2 22/6. 24x214 24/9, 26x2 24/6, 26x214

25/9.

ECONOMIC Tire Co., 314. .New Cross Bd., S.E.14
inear Town Hall). 'Phone : New Cross 1393.

[53145t £* We charge to repair your damaged tyre and
' O guarantee a sound job or money relunded.

—

Post tvres for repair to Phcenix Tyre Repairing Co..

224. Sherlock St., Birmingham. [X5277

STARTLING Offer.—New Beldam covers. 26X2 or 2^4
20;- each, 26X2U 30/-, 28x3 35-. 650x65 40/-,

700x80 45,'- each; new Avon or Michelin steel studded
covers, TT.D., 700x65 35/- each.—The Horuerton Rubber
Works, Brooksby-s Walk, Homertou, E.9. [0331

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge, Special Manufacturers.—Clearance bargain*

26x2'^ Pedley and Matchless, 15/-; 26x2'J Wccd-
Milne 15/-, Kempshall 30 -. Dnnlop 32 6. Bates
32/6; 26x2= s Bates 32,6. Dunlop 32/6, John Bull
427-, 28x3 Avon heavy 32/6, Cuthbe 47 6 650x65
John Bull 45/-: Avon heavy. 32 '6, Bates heavv 47/6:
700x80 Bates 47:6, Cuthbe 55/-, John Bull 50/-. Best
make inner tubes, all guaranteed, 5/6, all sizes : covers
sent on approval with pleasure. [5261

TANKS.
TAXES for B.S.A., new, 42'6; 1910. 1921.—Coventry

Tankers, Ltd.. Hearsall Works. Coventry. [5267

TAXKS for Triumph, new, 42/6; 1910, 1921.—Cov-
entry Tankers, Lta., Hearsall Works, Coventrv.

[5268
COVENTRY Tankers, Ltd,, makers to the- principal

manufacturers; petrol tank* for any style supplied.
extra capacity.—Hearsall Works, Coventry. [3269

TANKS Made or Repaired, re-enamelled, lined, trans-
ferred; handle-bars, etc., plated. Established 50

years.—Attwood's, 86, Roseberv At., London, E.C.I
[6997

TAXES Re-enamelled to Pattern. High-class work
only.—D. Jenkins and Sons, 6. Richard St., Atkin-

son St., Deaussate, Manchester. Established 25 vears
[3601

ALL Manner of Repairs, rebuilds, etc. to any pat-
tern First-class enamelling. Reasonable charges

and quick delivery.—Day. 27, St. Luke's Rd.. Birming
ham. [3395

TAXES Re-enamelled, makers colours, design and
transfer, first-class work: prompt return.—Donalds,

Enamellers to the Leading Manufacturers, 138, Glove.
St., Peritend. Birmingham. [X44C4

TAXES of every description replaced, repaired, nnri
re-enamelled at our own works ; all kinds - ;

fittings stocked; quick service and reasonable charges
Illustrated list free.—A. Green. Water St., Chapel St.
Salford. Manchester Tel.: 2191 Central. [0256

TAXES Repaired, reenameJled. Stents removed, parti-
tion, seam, faltering leakage, etc., enamelling ; we

guarantee makers* trausfsrs, lastest colours aud designs;
lowest price?; prompt return.—Park Works, la, Paradise
Rd . Highbuiy, X.5. [4878

AVERY'S Stock Tanks for Douglas, Hazlewocd,
B.S.A., Triumph, Omega, enamelled makers'

colours, plated fittings, 40/-, complete; other design or
shape to order. 12 months' guarantee with every tank.—
Gordon Street Tank Works, Coveutrv. 'Phone: 1774.

[0770

BELTS.
JOHN Enll Belts, lin., 2/3 : 'vii„ 1 11 ft. ; any length

cut—Sear. Balmoral Ed., Northampton. [4835a

NEW Clipper Belts.—8ft.x 3 iin. 11/6. 8ft. 6in.x^in.
13,-, 8ft. 6in.x%rn. 14/-, 8ft. 6in.xlin. 16/9.

TT/'.D. Belts, 6ft. 6in.x%in., 10/-; new Pedlev belts," clearance. 6ft. «in.x 54«n., 10/-; clearance belts
6tt.xlin., 8*6.

EMANUEL and Co., Tyre Factors, 27, Belgrade
Rd.. Stoke Newington, N.16. Stores: 37a, Balls

Pond Rd., Dalston, London, X. Tel.: Dalston 5161.
[0726.

TTERBERT ROBIXSOX, Ltd.. Green St., Cam-
-*-*- bridge.—Dnnlop belt, round top, 3 -in. 1/lOit
7 sin. 2 2ft.. lin. 2:8ft.. l&in. 3/2ft.; Jchn Ball %m.
1/llft., J^in. 2 -3ft., lin. 2/8ft., Usda. 3/2ft.; any
length cut. Tedley 6ft. 6in.x- 4 iu., 10/-. [5263

H

Beat em All
in the AUSTRALIAN SIX
DAYS TRIAL—and the only

machine to go through the most
strenuous gruelling under
wretched weather and real

colonial conditions without
losing a point, and declared

the absolute winner.

SPORTS DOUGLAS
t
he bike that does So m.p.h.

I have only one demonstra-
tion model fully guaranteed and
equipped with lamps, etc,

£110 to first cheque.

A VERY SPECIAL OFFER!
1922 Model. Fully insured.

Fire, theft, third party, and all

\ accidents,- equipped with lamps,

|] horn, licence holder, large cop-

fj pered exhaust pipes, 2! h.p.

2-speed Douglas, not . ridden
50 miles. Fully guaranteed. Taken in part exchange. £75.

Free delivery.

4 h.p. DOUGLAS
AND SIDECAR
Screen, leg shields, electric

lighting, late 1921. A real bar-
gain. Most elaborately fitted

up and equipped. Price £110.
Licence paid.

ZOOM ! ZOOM !

!

The wonderful and most popular ex-
haust system for 2J h.p. Douglas.
Beautifully made of heavy burnished
coppered tubing of 2in. diameter. It
gives a lovely " Zoom," inoffensive to
the ear, yet it is entirely free from back
pressure. Adds £10 tor the value of any
Douglas, yet only costs 30/-f whilst a
standard silencer costs 37 6. Six months
ago the labour alone on ZOOM ! ZOOM ! !

would have been more than this. Burnished nickel-plated

j
finish, 3 /6 extra.

HAVE YOU SEEN
my patent twin rings ? They give more
power, greater compression, longer lite,

better acceleration, and save oil ; and yet
cost the same. Do not have your engine
overhauled without fitting these rings.
I have many remarkab e testimonials about
them. "They are simply wonderful" 2% h.p.

size, 1 /6 each. -j h.p. size, 1 /8.

1 PIT Official Repairer. Any repair finished in
x\.\**\J* one week. Any spare part by return of post

EI J'"* Magneto Service Depot for West of England.
•! v» All spare parts for any model by return.

Official Douglas Agent,

140, Victoria Street, BRISTOL
Telephone: Bristol 3792.

CARBIDE.
CARBIDE, finest quality -Oillv. lcwt. drum?, 22 -

Lo.r.. c.w.o. ; stores all parts; also 1
2 to 7 lb.

tins.—Hodge and Co., Warwick Rd.. Bristol. 15101

FINEST Carbide, cwt. drums. 22 '6, f.o.r.; 23 depots:
prices nacked in tins on application.—Sports

Depot. Denby Dale, Huddersfield. [5068

CARBIDE, finest quauty. giving brilliant liaht,
economical, 22/- cwt.. 12/6 % cwt., carriage for-

ward, drums free.—Kemp's Garage, Importers. Louth.
Lines. [X5190

BEST Quality Carbide, 24/- per cwt.. 28 lb. 8 6,

drums free. Any quantity supplied from V2 lb.

tins to 2 cwt. drums. Only the best brands stocked.
Trad© enquiries invited.—Dargue. 57. Giey St., New-
rastle-on-Tyne. [6900

SEATH'S Carbide Supplies.—Finest Xorwegian car-
bide, guaranteed British Acetylene Association

standard: depots all parts U.K.: 24,'- cwt., free on rail.

cash with order.—260, He«lc Rd., Hull. . [4734

CARBIDE, guaranteed maximum gas yield, British
Acetylene Association standard, 21/6 cwt., drums

free, all meshes: stock at 22 depots; immediate de-
livery.—Elloc Cycle Works. Importers, Gednev Drove
End, Wisbech. [3590

CARBIDE, finest quality, giving 100 per cent, pure
gas yield, all sizes, cwt. 26/6, i&-cwt. 16/3, 28 lb.

9/6, drums free; support the old firm; established over
30 years: satisfaction guaranteed.—Young. Importers.
Misterton. Somerset. [9557

CARBIDE.—Immediate delivery of all sizes in 1 lb..

21b., 4 1b., and 7 1b. lever fid tins, and 2 cwt.
drums, labelled or plain for retailers' own labels, quality
guaranteed, and all standard sizes supplied by the
cheapest firm in the trade.—The Premier Lamp and
Engineering Co., Ltd., Moorfield Works, Armlev, Leeds.

[3286

CARBIDE, finest quality obtainable, brilliant, last-

ing, 21/- cwt., drum free, cash with order, free
on rail, Aberdeen. Bristol, Cardiff, Edinburgh, Glas-
gow, Gloucester. Grimsby, Hull, Leeds. London.
Lowe=toft, Liverpool, Lincoln. Manchester. Newcastle.
Preston. Po r t Talbot. Ruucorn, Sharpness. Swansea.
Yarmouth.—E. C. Maddock, Wareham. Dorset. [5111

PATENTS.
WE Bny, Sell, and Finance Inventions and Patent?,

and advise on their .marketing.—Send postcard for
full particulars to Dept. C, Inventors' Sales Agency.
22-24. Spencer At.. Coventry. T5717

PATENT AGENTS.
CONSULTING Patent Agency, 253. Gray's Inn Rd..

London.—Aero and aircraft engines. [2416

J.
E. S. LOCKWOOD, 5, New Street, Birmingham.
'Phone: 5816 C. Patents guide free. [9057

PATEXTS Advice, handbook free. -King, Registered
Patent Agent, 146a. Queen Victoria St., E.O.

35 years' references. [0123

W. BRYSOX, B.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E., Chartered
Patent Agent, 29, Southampton Buildings.

London. W.C-2. 'Phone: Museum 3651. [9242

TJITION.
HOUSE and Estate Agency, Auctioneering, etc.

—

Train by post for this raying profession. Start
a business of tout own. Prospectus free.—Agricultural
Correspondence" College (Dept. T). Ripon. [0389

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

HALF a Century Old Automobile, Electrical, and
General Engineering Business, situate in popular

South Coast resort, require £2.000 to £3.000 additional
working capital for expansion, and is prepared to offer

a suitable investor of this amount a salaried appoint-

ment and thorough training in all branches of the
business.—Write with fullest particulars to Peck, Wale
and Co., Accountants and Auditors, 3, Iddesleigh House.
Caxton St., S.W.I. [X5091

SITUATIONS VACANT.
WANTED, lad about 16 for motor cycle works,

must have inclination for mechanics, good oppor-

tunity for right bov and good wages.—Heppelthwaite,
19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8. [5254

SMART Up-to-date Motor Cycle Salesman required;

must be able to take charge if required; good
correspondent, and able to estimate and cost repairs.—

Full particulars 01 experience, wages required, and
copies of references, to Box &.163, c.'o The Motor Cycle.

[4622

SITUATIONS WANTED.
WELL-KNOWN Competition Rider (Centre Cham-

pion), winner open speed events, seeks engagement

with motor cycle manufacturers for T.T., also other

trials, competitions, etc.; expert rider and tuner.—Box
S.154, c/0 The Motor Cycle [4552

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. C63
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AGENCIES.
THE Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., require sole agents

for their celebrated motor cycles in districts where

they are not already represented. Trade only.— write 1c.

lists and terms to the Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., 248.

Alexandra Ed., Hornsey, N.8. [624=

SLADE-J.A.P. Motor Cycles, 55 gns. Sole agents re-

quited in districts where not already represented.

These machines fill take the market by storm. Specifl-

cotion-2%h.p. J.A.l'., 2-speed kick start, B. and B.

carburetter, drip feed, etc.; sell at 55 gns. retail.—

. Terms irom Whittles Motors, Longsight, Manchester
14021

INSURANCE.
£3 Covers All Risks lor 2%h.p„ others at competi-

tive rates.—Ernest Bass, 40, Chancery Lane,

W.C.2. Phone : Museum 2234. [0005

ROYS, Ltd., Insurance Brokers.—Agents for all com-

panies and Lloyd's. Insurance of every descr

lion effected. Enquiries invited.— 170
St , London.

£4/5/6 secures Full Policy for Cycle Cars, Morgans
and the like up to £175 value: £3/5/6 covers 4h.p.

combinations- £4 covers 6h.p. combinations. Pionipt

settlement. Immediate cover.—John Clements and To..

Insurance Brokers, 65a, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.I. 14473

' Insurance Policy is the policy

by " The Motor Cycle," and covers

motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for ^private

purposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximum
benefits, minimum rates. Full particulars and pro-

spectuses on application.—The Autocar Fire 'and Acci-

dent Insurance Co., Ltd., 77, Cheapside, London, E.C.2.
(0007

FINANCIAL.—PARTNERSHIPS.
»200-£300 will be invested by energetic and pro-

gressive young man for active interest in well-

established motor business, in good locality; more
capital later if proved desirable.—Box 8,204, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [5220

GENERAL TRADE.

Portland
[0055

THE Motor Cycle '

authorised

£ 2

AUCTION
oldest solely

ales.—Palmer's Garage. Tooling, the
motor ; auction rooms in London

Terms 7V>%, not chargeable if machine unsold. Motor
cycles and cars bought and sold for cash. Nearest goods

stations, Falcon Lane, L. and N.W.R. j Wimbledon, L
and S.W.R. and G.W.B.—Sole address: Palmer's Oar
age. Tooting, London. [5180

WANTED.
NORTON 4h.p. Engine or parts.-

Fields, Coventry.

I ATE 1920 3V"h.P. Touring 'Sunbeam
J Carson Rd.,~S.E.21.

XVfANTED, Ariel variable gear for cash.
VV Sankey St., Warrington.

SUNBEAM
Snow, Laurel St.

N.S.U. Gear, any c
250, New John St. W., Birmingham. [X5230

J.A.P. 8h.p. Engine, without cylinders and pistons.—
Lindlev. 11. Solve Av.. Birmingham. TX5017

Flywheels and Other
Dalston, E.8.

condition, good

B., 7, Draper's
[X5279

am Sidecar.—43.
[4646

Cooke. 45
[4634

Parts wanted.—
[5281

Brooks B170.-

SPEEDOMETERS and Parts, Stewart and Watford
preferred.—97, Latchmere Ed., Battersea. [4627

ANTED, dissolved acetylene cylinder.—Apply, star-

rvice, Nit-lclin, Lichfield Ed., Walsall. [4575

Ariel Frame.
Devon. [4944

W^

w
WANTED, centre . portion I917-13

Eller, Fore St., Kingskerswell,

4h p- J.A.P. Engine, o.Ti.v. preferred, good condition
—Head, 135, Waterloo St., Eurton-on-Trent.

[X5092
CLYNO Sidecar, complete, for Sh.p., or chassis only

new condition; cheap.—He thering ton, Moffat.
[4919

RANTED, immediately, Morgan Runabout; no
fancy prices.—Inman, 1, Othello St., Liverpool.

[5098
ENGINE, 2^11.p. 2-stroke. good condition; cheap

for cash.—Richardson, 325, Bath Road, Houns-
low. [4886

CLYNO Ammunition Carrier, complete, condition im-
material if sound.—R. Skipper, Gt. Ryburgh, Faken-

hani. [5062

WANTED, N.S.U. gear for 1913 Bradbury, good,
but cheap.—-Mortimer, Rushnll. Marlborough

Wilts. [4609

WANTED, light sidecar, suitable 2%hvp. A.J.S.,
known make; cheap.—30, Claremont Sq., Angel.

• Islington. [4883

FIVE Second-hand carburetters for A. B.C. flnt twin
500 c.c. engines.—Leslie Dixon and Co., 9, Colonial

At., Minories, E.l. '.[5024

WANTED, lightweight sidecar,
frame Beard -nore-Precision,

Nassington, Petcrboro'.

ENGINE,
also front cylinder for 1914

V twin, 5h.p. or under
nt cylinder

Liddle, Springview, Bedlington.

complete, fit spring
all black.—Kelham,

[4723

J.A.P. preferred;

3V2h.p. J.A.P.—
[X5223

WANTED, -good up-to-date second-hand motor cycle
-accessories, state particulars And price.—Service

Co., 292, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0671

BASTONES
Established 16 Years.

No Better or cheaper House.

NEW CLEARANCE LINES,
APPROVAL AGAINST CASH.

CARRIAGE PAID.

WOOD-MILNE Key Grip COVERS

/6xiil 3 Ply • ••' •• 13/6
650 x 65 j

° p ' '

26x2i 4-ply 16/6

GOODYEAR All-Weather Tread

COVERS. Extra Heavy.

26X2I Diamond Pattern . . 26/-

GOODRICH Safety-TreadCOVERS
Extra Heavy.

26X2J 28/-

26X2jX2| 36/-

26 x 2 J . . .... .

.

35 /-

650 x&5 40/-

26x3 ior 650x65 rim .. .. 48/-

28 x3 48/-

CLINCHER Rubber Non-Skid

COVERS.
24x2 De Luxe Junior .. 17/6

24X2J 20/-

26x2 De Luxe Heavy .. .. 23/8
26x2} 25/-

26 X2| Extra Heavy .. .. 27/-

26X2JX2J Heavy .. .. 30/-

650x65 Dreadnought 3-ribbed 39/-

700 x 80

1

to fit | De Luxe Extra Heavy 47/-

650 x 65 I

28 x 3 De Luxe Extra Heavy 37 /6

Hours ct Business—
s (ill 6; Saturdays, 9 till 1

228. Pentonvilie Road,
King's Cross, London, N.l.
'Phone : ?<5r North. 'Grams : 'Bastones, London'

Preserve your

Cylinder,

Withstands heat,

petrol, and oil.

Tin3 1 /2 and 2 .

post free

OWEN BROS.
& Co Ltd.,

HULL, England.

WANTED,
G.N.'s, ii

Euatoa Rd.

WANTED.
second-hand Morgans, Rovers, and
good condition.—A. P. Eey, 378-334,

Phone : Museum 6436. [3593

WANTED, bankrupt stocks, W.D. spares, incom-
plete P. and M.'s or parts.—Inman, Durham

Rd., Seaforth, Liverpool. 'Phone : Waterloo 296.
[3597

STURMEY-ARCHER (J.S.} 3-speed "Wheel and eon-
trols, in running order, 26x2*4in. rim ; deposit

appioval.—Butler, 19, Eemys St., Griffithsto^'u, Mod.
14631

WANTED, countershaft Triumph parts; also Sturmey-
Areher gear box part3, any condition.—Ward and

Co., 51, Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. 'Phone: 2754
Putney. [4474

P.
and M. Parts wanted: Chains, exhaust pipes, fMei
caps, "gear operating 'Chains, kick starts, and chain,

valve caps, tront brakes; second-hand preferred—S. E.
Porter, Whitchurch, Salop. [386S

WANTED, De Luxe Morgan, tv.c. MA.G., 1921 oi

new, in exchange for 1920 Douglas combination,
new condition and appearance, full equipment, value

£100. cash adjustment.—Woodside, Robinhood Lane,
Sutton, Surrey. ' [3880

WANTED, for countershaft Triumph, timing side

of crank caae, or complete crank case; also Stur-

mey gear box case, or complete gear box if cheap.—

Hole, 129, Park Lane, Carshalton. [4247

WANTED to Purchase Outright for cash, bankrupt
stocks. W.D. spares, miscellaneous spares. Send

full particulars.—McNeille and Piatt. 57. Gt. George
St., Liverpool. "Phone: 1092 Royal. 12489

EXCHANGE.
good 2-stioke.-LADY'S Cvcle, £10, for

c/o The Motor Cycle.

Qh.p. SportsO solo.—84

19
F
CLEVELAND 2-stroke. 1920,

Purkis, 120, Fieldinz Rd.,

Box 8,176,
[4681

Zenith, speedometer. Tan-Sod. for 41i.d.

Ilex Ed.. Willesden. [4733

20 Doulgas Combination for Solo and cash.—The
Bate Restaurant, Luton, Beds. [4747

TJRNITLTEE (£55) ; cycle or combination wanted.-
Peronne, 56, Lamb's Conduit St., Holborn. [4567

ior good 4-stroke —
Bedford Park. [4996

EXCHANGE, Auto-Scooter and cosh for good light-

weight.-Allston, 8, Etna Rd., St. Albans. [4682

EXCHANGE late 1921 ssmi-sports Sunbeam for 1921

sports Sunbeam.—17, Alexandra Ed.. Ansdell.

T4663
1Q16 T.T. Rudge Multi, clutch, kick starter; any I

At* exchange considered.—63, Solon Rd.. Brixton.
[4966

IXTY Cars for Exchange; postcard procures list.

Call.—Douglas S. Cox, Motors, West Norwood.
[4451

NEW Microscope (complete) and cash, for B.S.A. ot

Tiininph.—14. Royal Parade, Blackkeath, London.
[4728

ARRACQ Van, exchange motor cycle—79a,
Clapham Rd.. S.W.8. 'Phone : Brixton 3037.

[4920

£8 and Gent's Cvcle secures excellent 2*'ih.p. Brown
motor cvcle.—Box 8,197, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[4772

EXCHANGE, Darrooq Van, 10-cwt., 15h.p.. for coro-

I.motion. P. and M. preferred.— 58, Harringay Rd.,

N.15. - [5°f>9

XCHANGE Combination and lightweight (the two}

s

D-

Spare Party lot

THE DENNIS ACCESSORIES STORES,
69. Brixton Hoad London. S.W.

SpeciaUstsin "Indian" Repairsand Oyerhanh.
'Phone: Brixton 3129.

Motor

Cycles

E
Cycle.

19 2

for good Humberette.—Box 316,

peed,

c/o The Motor
[X5170

Douglas
buretter.

2-s

for

higher power; Tiinmpli ear-

addle.—27, F'.oxtcn R«j.. Plum- ;

stead.. f"73S

EXCHANGE 1921 Amac Carburetter for B. and B.

2-stroke ditto.—W., 2, Sylvan Rd., Forest Gate, i

E.7.
'

t"820 '

LIGHTWEIGHT Rex for Young's attachment and J

cash; sell £19.-23. St. Saviour's St.. To Ike

Staffs. [I894

DOUGLAS 27;ih.p. and cosh for C.S. Triumph, con-

dition immaterial.—187. Kins's Cross U-d.. Lon-

don. f«66

EXCHANGE 1914 Douglas 2-?.'4h.p., U.S.. elntch, fnr I

2-stroke, K.S., cTritch.—Jenkhi, 137. Tredegar Rfl

Bow, E.3.

CYL. F.N.4
I466S I

and Sidecar, recently overhauled, foi
t

ell £35—Middleton, 1st Depot. .

[5079 V

for J

late Triumph, cash adjustment.—7, Woodhurst
j

Acton. [43" i

licensed, oil on, and cosh, foi
j

lower power
Tnnks. "Wool:

nahp J.A.P.-Excelsior, 1920, hand clutch, etc

1Q4, '-

Rd..

1 Q 1 G Rudge Multi, ..la C.S. Triumph, 1916-17.—Mulberry Hone, tfe*

Romncy, Kent,

AMERICAN X 9h.p..

Scott, Triumph,
Eang's--Hcr.tb.

WILLIAMSON
lower power.

Brixton 3037.

Combination

[4652

3-speed, 1917; £55: exchoM!
Rover.—27, Springfield Rd.,

[X5244

8h.p. Combination, w.C-

;

-79a, Clapham Rd,. S.W.3.
\- change

j

Phone :

'

[4921
,

fully equipped;4h.p. Triumph ^
exchange li»htwei:rht and cash—Snow, laurel

St., Dalston, E.8. ;527a

t»4 A?l letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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EXCHANGE.
IXCHANGB Oyoto Car, value £50, for Ford tan:
I combination exchanges entertained.—Mcnrlhmn.

rington, Norfolk. [4658

61r.p. Sunbeam Combination, as new; exchange for

4-seater car, any make, good condition.—Eilev,

by Ed., Belper. [4561

XCHAJTGE Milnes-Daimler 3-ton lorry, Boscli mag.,

good tyres, for good 2- or 5-seater car.—Box 315,

The Motor Cycle. - [X5169

XCHAISTGE 1920 N.TJ.T. or Zenitli 5h.p. Sports, .for

sporting solo or A.V. ; cash either way.—2,

drid Rdt, Barnes. [5090

fTJDEBAKER 4-seater ;" exchange combination,
Morgan, or G.W.K.—79a, Clapham Rd., S.W.8.

one : Brixton 3057. [4922

EW HUDSON 2-stroke, 1917, stored 3 years, fully

equipped: £30 part exchange piano, furniture.—

, Lambeth Walk, S.E. T4654

XCHANGE 1920 (Oct.) A.V. Bicnr with cash, for

modern 2-seater or good combination.—Sephton,

leliill. Fozeley, Tamworth. . [X5243

7ANTED, combination or light car; exchange
piano, pianola, and 200 rolls music, and cash.-^

Corporation St., Stafford. [X518§

ICK Start Clutch Douglas tor higher power or

. combination, cash adjustment.— 10. Selbourne
race, Fratton, Portsmouth. [4932

PRIGHT Iron Frame Piano, German action, fine

tone, for good 4h.p., Triumph preferred.—11,

riet Mews, Sloane St., S.W.I. [5017

^14 8h.p. o.h.y. Sporting Matchless, equipped, fast,

J reliable, for Beardmcre-Precision or similar.

—

irie, Copsfield, Ryde, I.O.W. [4668

30 Worth brand new electric motor bulbs for best

van, car, cash, or combination offered.—2. T.yn-

d Ar., Patricroft, Manchester. [4708

CYL. Talbot Chassis, 3-speed reverse, wants mag.,
and slight attention; £25; exchange considered.—
.per, 63, Avenue Rd., Camberwell, S.E.5. [5282

)20 1,'- Renovated Triumph Countershaft, new Wat-
soakin 1134 sidecar, fully equipped, for Morgan

?yele ear—47, Eyrwicks Lane, Birmingham. [4758

)2V/2 Rudge Multi, 3V,h.p., excellent condition, for

lightweight, good make; cash adjustment.—"Wilkin-
|
Gleiiholme, Broomfield Grove, Rotherham. [4674

iLOh.p. Williamson Combination, fully equipped.
, speedometer, wind screen, for lower power solo or
bination.—4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [4904

XCHANGE 1920 P. and M. and Godiva sidecar,
f, speedometer, lamps and horn, tax paid, for late

lei A.B.C.—44, Marine. Parade. Southend-on-Sea.
T4595

aCHANGE, 1918 P. and M. combination, perfect
I condition, for Morgan, or lightweight: cash adjust-
Jts; sell £75.—Box 8,207, c/o The Motor Cycle.

T5224
I EATER De Dion 4-cvl., smart, reliable; £85: ex-
change motor cycle.—W.J.C. Motor Co., 5, Addi-

iAv.. Holland Park, W.ll. 'Phone: Park 2071.
[5078

Itl 20 Model K B.S.A., luggage grid, Easting, Tan-
J

Sad, lamps, for Matchless 2-:eater M.A.G., cash
i^tmeut.—Saunder, Ivy Cottage, Bierton Hill, Avles-
r. [3823

1
15 2-ton Selden

: Motor Lorry, 1 2ft. X 6ft. body, run-

i ning order: for good- countershaft combination,

:J
sell ; appointment.—70^ Arthur's Bridge Rd.,

i ing. T4671

JjMBER 2-seater Car, overhauled, as new, very

J smart, for good combination, cash either way.
3n at Mosedale, 30, Canterbury Rd., Kilburn,
. 6. [4801

^XTLEMAN will exchange Carden monocar.
?ithoiongh condition, for 2-stroke motor cycle and
is or will sell for £60.-Moss, 284, Stratford Rd..
Bingham. [X5151

JiCHANGE 1920 3y2h.p. Rudge Multi, Millford
- sidecar, Fasting wind screen, 6pare tyre, for good
rUeiuht and cash.— Gray, Hazel Bank, Wheathamp-
e Herts. [4555

.CHANGE 1919 3'/2h.p. Rudge Multi, perfect con-
-.idition, all accessories for Indian, early model if

i od condition.—Langford's, 37, Cricklewood Broad-
a N.W.2. [4862

, mag., Binks carbu-
able speeds, electric lamps, hood, screen

;

cc.nge for combination.—63, Walm Lane, Crickle-
°<j N.W.2. fX6275
>1"AL ENFIELD 8h.p. Solo, about 1918 (owner
Vriilimr daily), and cash for best model H. Triumph
" ig Four Norton, late models.—Harrison, 70, Bal-
mltd., Ilford. [4542
!7l.C.H. are noted for fair exchanges.—Fair Offer
-Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead. (Near
It) 'Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours : 9-7. in-
jltig Satuldays. [4755

EXCHANGE 4in. Druinmond Lathe, tools, chuck,
t-J' loot motor, etc., for lightweight motor cycle, or
»)£16'10; stamp reply.—Brown, -71, Twilley St.,
Bsvrorth, S.W.18. [4798

31ART Cycle Car, 8h.p. J.A.P.,
'letter, variable speeds, electric

1,000
Licence Holders

Following on our progressive advertising scheme, we
are, this week, offering to give, free of cost, a 5 /-

F.R.S. Licence Holder to the first 1,000 buyers of

the now famous F.R.S. Streamline Lamp and Horn,
as here illustrated.

The F.R.S.

Licence Holder gS 5/- *°%r
— is our standard model, marie of BRASS through-
out and supplied in any finish. It is adjustable to
any angle and embodies the F.R.S. patent One Nut
Clip. No ugly screws showing, nothing to rust or
shake loose, absolutely waterproof.

Regd. Design 679594

The F.R.S. now -famous and
acknowledged supreme

STREAMLINE SET
— has set the fashion for 1922. It ip superb in design
and finish, and embodies the wonderful "RECORD
BEAM " F.R.S. Lens. There is nothing on the market
offering anything like the value. Note the prices:

5in., 45/-; 6in., 63/-; 7m., 99/-.

Postage is. gd.

-and the HORN
—famous for its distinctive tone and clean cut, hand-
some appearance. Has special bulb with patent
strengthened neck to ensure greater durability.
Unequalled for VALUE.

13111., 10/6 3 15m., 18/6.
Postage 1/-

SEND YOUR ORDER NOW—and take advantage
of our special offer. With the two lines, the lamp and
horn, either model, you get the Licence holder FREE,.

London : Grape Street,
(off Shaftesbury Av.)

Glasgow: H. R. Wood-
side, 65, West Regent St.

Belfast : Wm. J. Shields,

44, Upper Arthur Street

F.R.S. Lamps,

Vere Street,

Birmingham.

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE 8h.p. twin J.A.P. 3-wheel cycle car.

Bosch uing., 2 speeds and reverse, good tyre 5,

excellent condition, for good combination.—Box 31C,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [X5168

STUDEBAKER 4-seater Car, repainted, new tyres,
spare rim, fully equipped, excellent running

order; £80, or exchange for combination or light car.
—Bunting's, Wealdstone. [5031

£25 and 3M;h. p. Singer countershaft (Sturmey-Archer)
- Watsoniau combination, speedometer, lamps: for '

'Norton, A.J.S., or other good combination.—Fletcher,
100, Exeter St., Bradford. £5104

MOEGAN wanted, in good condition, and cash ad-
justment for almost new Coventry Premier light

car, 5 Michelin wheels, dynamo lighting complete.— S.

Hall, 91, St. Peter's St., St. Albans. [4618

MATCHLESS Combination, as new, fully equipped,
for exchange with cash adjustment for 3Y2h.p.

Sunbeam or 4h.p. Norton, solo or combination: sell

£140.-27, Osborne St., Hull, Yorks. [4701

DOUGLAS Combination, electric light, speedometer,
child's seat, side screen, etc., fine condition, and

£20 for best Harlev, Indian, or Matchless combina-
tion offered.—146, New Rd., Battersea. [4951

B.S.A., T.T., 1915, Philipson, Watsonian OB. sMe-
- car. engine, tyre.?, plating excellent order : for

more powerful combination; cash adjustment up to

£40.-116, Cemetery Rd., Ipswich. (D) [4713

1 Q19 Special T.T. Model B.S.A., competition winner,
it/ very little used, and in excellent condition through-

out, in exchange for any good lightweight machine,
1919-20.—Showell, Hadlow, Bridle Rd., Purley. [3990

RACING T.T. I.O.M. Rudge, 1921, Binks, Land
clutch, etc., for single-speed Noiton or sporting

solo.—G. Catling, Harmer Green, Welwyn, Herts. [4995

CLYNO Combination, 1915-16, spare wheel, electric

lighting, speedometer, many parts new, for Ford
van or solo and cash, nothins earlier 1914, or sell

£70.—S. Green, 1, Albert Place, Bellgrove. Welling,
Kent. [4705

EXCHANGES a Speciality.—Motor cycles taken in

part exchange for small and large 2 and 4-seaters

;

bargain prices.— Seabridge, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich.
Hours 10-5.30, or appointment (not Sundays). Syden-
ham 2452. [3671

COMBINATION, Williamson, 8h.p., countershaft,
w.c, new condition, with new Watsonian Monarch

sidecar, fully enuipped: £75; exchange Sunbeam,
A.B.C., N.U.T., with cash.—T. H. Douds, 7, Thornton
Place, Sunderland. [4860

EXCHANGES.—We will allow you highest market
value for your present cycle in _part exchange

for either a new or second-hand machine; any make
supplied.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St.,

Southport. 'Phone : 607. [X5192

NEW IMPERIAL 8h.p. 1919 Combination, just

overhauled, enamelled, and plated, 3-speed, hand
clutch, enclosed chain drive, 2 sets lamps, horn, tools,

etc., complete; good solo, with cash adjustment,
wanted—Wright, 35, Wharf St., Leicester. [4918

GRAY and Raynes have a practically new Bleriot

Whippet cycle car, only done about 50 for demon-
stration purposes, and will accept £145; also 9.2h.p.

AltdViys 2-seater. fully equipped, recently overhauled,

£120 ; cheaper cars or motor cycles and cash conr

sid>ered; Agents for the Bayliss-Thomas light car at

300 gns.—Please note change of address to 10, Cleve-

land St. (near Danum Hotel], Doncaster. 'Phone: 265.
[5209

REPAIRERS.
NY

ARMSTRONG or Stnrmey-Archer Gears Repaired
promptly and efficiently.—County Engineering Co.,

Hbunslow. [0517

rriRIUMPH-j-Douglas, J.A.p. Repair Specialists.

OUR Works do nothing else but repair the above
makes of machines. Cylinders iebored, new

pistons fitted, engine and gear boxes overhauled. En-
amelling, plating, all on the premises. Send your
engines or gear boxes ; bench test and road test

before returning. No need to send complete machine.
All spares in stock, and we are more prompt than the
maters. Work guaranteed. We pay carriage Due
way. Discount to trade.—The Winstan-Hennv Motor
Co., 63, South End, Croydon. 'Phone: 2431. [4764

WHITTALL for Welding. Aluminium experts.
Prompt delivery.

WHITTALL—Pistons complete for Triumph, Pre-
mier, J.A. P., Bradbury, B.S.A., Douglas, Sun-

beams, etc.; 14/- to 24/-, on approval, exact to pattern.

WHITTALL.—Cylinders reground and new complete
pistons fitted from £2, perfection guaranteed.

Twelve years' first-class reputation. Pistons to pattern

or sketch—Whittall Machinists Co., Whittall St., Bir-
mingham. [0017

C.
R. FOSTER, of Leeds, is the original cylinder
grinding specialist.

CYLINDER Grinding by Foster, of Leeds, has no
equal. . Price, complete with piston, from £2.

£1,000 is the value of. the machine and. equipment
that will, grittd your cylinder at our works.—

Foster, of Leeds, 170, Cardigan Rd. [0003

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oi each advertisement, and the date of the issue. Btf
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"DISTONS, new,

REPAIRERS.
complete with Brico rings and pin

Triumph, XA.P., etc.; 19/-.—Below.

CYLINDERS Ground, work guaranteed; 17 years'

rinding experience. Support the firm who
brought the prices down. Write for copy testimonials

and prices—Kendall and Co., Engineers, Stoney btan-

ton Rd., Coventry. [At>4^

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gear Specialists.

Repairs while you wait.—Tavistock (belowl.

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears completely

assembled lor 6/- in 2 hours.—Tavistock (below).

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Parts at cut

prices by return ol post.—Tavistock (below).

GEARS, shafts, valves, etc., for car or cycle, made
promptly.—Tavistock (below).

GEARS—Send all gear repairs and replacements to

Tavistock Engineering Co., 254a, Portobello Rd.,

North Kensington, London. 'Phone: Park 643. [3719

ENGINE Overhauls, quality work only, cylinders re-

ground, pistons, valves, bushes, etc.—Below.

PISTONS for every standard motor cycle in stock

from 14/- each.—Below.

CYLINDER Grinding, our speciality 2%h.p. Douglas
reground, fitted with new piston, rings, and.

gudgeon, 25/- each.—Below.

TRIUMPH, J.A.P., Bradbury, and all ZVJn.-p., 4h.p..

cylinders reground and fitted new piston, rings,

and gudgeon, 35/-; returned in 48 hours.—Below.

TJALITY and Satisfaction is our motto. EntrustQ
-C.M.D.
768.

Engineering Co., Leamington Spa.
19659

repair. -

'Phone:

FRAME and Chassis Repairs, alterations, etc.; ex
pert workmanship; reasonable charges.—Below.

ENGINES Overhauled by Experts, singles 35/-, twin.

45/-; spares, etc.; try us.—Henry V. Smith,

Osinondthorpe Lane, Leeds. [4538

F.?T. Repairs our Speciality. Cylinders rebored and
light pistonB fitted for increase of power.—Below.

F.N. Frames and Tanks Cut Down for lower seating

position.—Below.

GEARS, 2-speeji, for 4-cyl. F.N.'s—Earls, Ltd..

AthenEeurn Works. The Yale, Hampstead, N.W.3.
[4582

HUB Gears.—Great reductions in prices ol replace

ments for Sturmey-Archer and Armstrong gears.

HUB Gears.—Wheels repaired and returned within

the week; send for latest price lists.

HUB Gears.—Why pay an extortionate price lor

fitting a few new parts to an old gear ?

HUB Gears.—We undertake to supply the complete
new internal portion of the gear mechanism less

main driver for £5.

HUB Gears.—A. F. Lewis, Cbarlestown, Weymouth
Look out for the Lewis patent 2-speed counter-

shaft gear and clutch [0747

WHEELS Repaired, rebuilt; sidecar chassis re-

paired.—Pritchard, 7, All Saints Lane, Coventry.
[X5307

WELDING Aluminium Crank Cases, gear boxes bj

experts ; immediate attention ;
seasonable pnees-

—Below.

WELDING Broken Cylinders, flanges, combustion

experts of 11 years' experience.—Below.

CYLINDER Grinding on latest machinery, installed

since hostilities ceased; accuracy guaranteed;

new pistons fitted.—Sadgrove and Co., 140, Conyoere

St.. Birmingham. [4769

ENGINES Rebushed, overhauled, rings fitted com-
pression guaranteed; singles 30/-, twins 40/-; re-

turned 3 days.—Below.

CYLINDERS Rebored, fitted with new pistons, from
30/- to 40/-—Turner Bros., Motor Engineers.

Summerseat, Manchester.

"ClOR Expert Engine Overhauls,

[4143

. cylinder grinding

new pistons, and spares, Hedley and Co., Forth

St., Newcastle-ou-Tyne. [1333

TTTtAME, chassis, and tank repairs, enamelling and
-F painting by experts :

prompt deliveries.—Langham
Co., Fitzroy St., Leicester. [6097

INDIAN Owners—If you have trouble with your ma
chine, send tc Indian repair specialists, Dennis

89, Brixton Ed.. Londou. [185?

CYLINDERS Reground, new pistons fitted* from
\_/ 22/6; engines overhauled in 5-6 days. Speciality,

Triumph and Premier.—Below.

WELDING, also brazing, by experienced workmen.
Spare parts supplied.—W. R, S. Fiddian, Bush

Lane House, Bush Lane, E.C.4. [4815

J.A.P. and Blackburne Engine Experts; reasonable

and reliable.—Kingsbury Garage, Edgware Rd..

Hendon. 'l'hone: Kingsbury 134. [4209

WORN Pulleys Turned, 5/-; aluminium coolin

fins fitted to valve caps, ?
"

free.—Peckett, 34, Cecil Av., Bark

RUBBER

HIP

BOOTS

Made by

North British

Rubber Co.,

Lt,'.

Postage

1/3OUR PRICE 8/6
Quite New, and actually worth

45/- per pair.

Despatched immediately and on

approval against Cash.

(Trade Supplied)

MAUDE RUBBER CO.,
5c i

pRUED STREET, LONDON, W

STURMEY-ARCHER AND ARMSTRONG
Hub and Countershaft Gears repaired immediately.

Eiery part for all types actually in stock. No waitine.

Price List and Instruction Sheet by return of post. Usual

trade terms. Send repairs to Patney Station, L, & S.W Ely.

CROrvlWELI. ENGINEERING Co.
327. PUTNEY RR1PGE ROAD S.W I S

fins fitted to valve caps, 3/6; prompt return
[4916

P.
and II. Gear Specialists. Any 1911 to 1921 P. ant
M. gear repaired promptly and efficiently.—A. S

Phillipson, Engineer, la, Hilda St., Grimsby. [3849

BiS All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each

Model 36, 25 Gns. Immediate Delivery.

Send lor Catalogue.

24 Models to suit all makes of motor cycles.

Reswqg WIotors, Limited,
Progress Works, 155a, Marlborough
Road, Upper Holloway, N.19.

'Prions: Ho nsey 1589.

STURMEY-ARCHER and

ARMSTRONG
Hub or Countershaft Gears
repaired while you wait.

Actually in Stock—New Sturmey-Archer

Countershaft Gear and Boxes spare parts.

Sen.1 (or illustrated list. Trade supplied,

send wheels, Hounslow L.S.W. Railway.

COUNTY ENGINEERING CO.,
64 Staines Road, HOUNSLOW.

Wires: 'Three-s-eed, Hounslow. 'Phone: Boons qw 822

REPAIRERS.
WELDING.—Broken cylinders, crank cases, etc, mad

like new; work guaranteed; quick return.—Tons
Welding Co., Morton St.. Middleton, Manchester. [630

ROC 2-speeds Overhauled. Humber, Rex, MatcMes
Vindec, Aldaye, Millenium, Campion-Jap, Quadroi

snares stocked.—Connolly, Carmelite Rd., Coventry.
[X531

ENAMELLING, Plating.—Tanks enamelled as before

handle-bars, etc., plated.— Send to Murray's Platte

Works Union St., Coventry. Platers and enamellers 1

the trade. W02

CYLINDER Grinding, new pistons, etc; accma'

and highly finished work; prompt delivery; prii

list on application.—W. and F. Wills, Ltd., Engineer

Bridgwater. [07!

SPEEDOMETER Experts—Repairs _to all makes
' Stewart repairs a speciality. New and Beeond-har

sets in stock.—London Speedometer Co., Kramer Mew
Earl's Court. [404

FRAMES.—Repairs and alterations; special fram-

and tanks Hviit, any design :
enamelling at

plating.—A. Pilkington. and Co., 390, Lichfield He
Birmingham. [84E

FRAME Repair Specialists.—New tubes, forks, stay

cut-downs, etc. ; enamelling and plating at lowe

prices- quick despatch.—A. E. and F. Brittain, Bentli

Lane, 'Walsall. ""•" [262 C

ALUMINALLOT Pistons. — Our pistons signali

elticiencv for 20,000 miles. Cylinders groan,

pistons fitted. Trade supplied—Commercial Engineerin

South St., Keighley, ' [39;

CYLINDER Grinding, new pistons, rings, ar

gudgeons, 85 mm. j.A.P.'s, etc., 29/6; other siz

on lequest. Aluminium pistons if desired. — Valei

Engineering Works, Walsden. [96'

YI7ELDING.—Broken flanges, aluminium crank cast

VV cracked water jackets, valve searings, veldi

and machined complete: scored bores tilled in ail

ground to existing pistons.—Below.

CYLINDERS Reground, new pistons fitted complel

in cast iron or aluminium.—West London Wei

ing Co., Essex Place, Cliiswick. 'Phone: Chiswii

536 [

CYLINDERS Reground, accurate finish, comprt

sion guaranteed; Triumph, Rover. Premier, 35/

2 3ih.p. Douglas. 25/-; 70 mm. bores, 30/-; rings ai

gudgeons complete, twins low price.—Below.

PISTONS, all patterns, oversize specialists, lei

price.—Below.

PISTON Rings, oversize or slip-cut, 2/-; standar

1/6; return post; none better. Thousands I

testimonials.—Patent Rings, 30, Wigan Rd., Atherto

TRIUMPH Cylinders Reground and fitted with genili

Triumph oversize pistons, complete with rings a

gudgeon, 40/-; J.A.P., Rover, B.S.A., etc., same pri:

Compression and accuracy guaranteed.—Below.

WE Specialise in repairs, and guarantee same; CO

plete overhauls, machining : any part made to p: I

tern or drawinc. No waitiug.-Harvey'^. 47, Son

Lambeth Rd., S.W. (near Vauxhall Station). I4i

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Repairs and Overhauls-!

are now able to put work in- hand without i

lay skilled staff under careful supervision.-Harli

Davidson Motor Co., Ltd., 74, Newman St., Loncli

W.l. 10°

WE can bring vour machine up-to-date and nia

it into a countershaft model by fitting a n
nnck, with Sturmey-Archer gear box -any machine fi

verted.—A. Pilkington and Co., 390, Lichfield Rd.. B

rningham. 1-36

WELDING.—Cylinders, crank cases, cracked u-n

jackets, pistons, gear boxes, broken flanges, eti

aluminium a speciality: frames, etc., brazed.—The f|:

Welding and Brazing Co., Richmond Rd., Can Hi

Nelson, Lanes.

CYLINDER Grinding and new pistons at cut prk

We specialise in high-class work and quick

liveries for all classes of engines. Discounts to traders

Kellett and Collinson, Ltd., Havelock Works, Gr

Horton, Bradford. l8e

V.S. Motor Cvole Agency.—Supplying spares and o\

hauling V.S. 2-speed gears, which are also fit 1

2-speed gears in stock. One sidecar, underslung, w
torpedo body, £5.—Geiger, 24, Mansfield Rd., Gos

Oak, London, N.W.3. 13'

WELDING, Welding, Welding.—Welding done J
exports; cylinders, crank cases, gear Poll

pistons, cranks, flanges, etc. : aluminium a special

No cure no pay, and all work returned in 6 days.-

Heap, 105, Bissell St., Birmingham. lot

PACK All Your Troubles in a good strong box, !

;

forward immediately to Bishop, Engineer, i

Cotham Rd., Bristol. All parts promptly made

pattern or sketch. Machining of every descripli

Engines overhauled and rebushed from 30/-. fcv

job guaranteed. [*

HUB-GEARED Machines Converted to Coun
j

shaft, or conversion sets supplied to suit

makes; gear boxes and spare parts for same in stc

recommended by the leading motor cycle nian'i

turers. — Sheldon Engineering Co., Bayley Li

_. | Coventry. 'Phone: 634. b»

advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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REPAIRERS.
LACK.BURNE Spares.—Send to us the manufac-
turers, lor all spare parts; prompt service,

Sonable prices. Repairs and complete overhauls
Blackburne or any make of machine; enamelling
ks a speciality), nickel plating, etc.—Osborn En-
eering Co., Gosport, Hants. [0652

BAME and Chassis Repair Specialists. Cut-downs,
new forke, back stays, chain stays: fixed and hub

r machines converted; tube bending and machinery
every description ; obsolete ports made to order

;

ent jobs returned in 12 hours.—The Enfield Ensi-
ling Co., 31, Silver St., Enfield. [8049

ODFREY'S, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St., London,
W.l, specialists in motor cycle repairs o! all

:riptions. Completely equipped workshops at 14,
ler St.j Camden Town, N.W. ('Phone : Museum
;4), which afford exceptional facilities for overhauls
[ repairs at moderate prices. Estimates given. [0639

CETYLENE and Electric Welding.—Broken flanges,
cracked water jackets, scored bores, worn bearings

It up: aluminium gear boxes, crank cases, any
ken motor port welded and machined up and re-

aed in 7 days; 14 years' experience.—Lincoln Jeffries,

1., Gun and Motor Maker, 120, Steelhouse Lane,
mingham. 'Phone: Central 729. [2818

AVE Money and have your broken frames repaired
by uj. We specialise in this class of repair, and

irantee all work. Enamelling and plating1 at trade
?es. Engines rebushed throughout, new valves and
gs fitted, from £2. Let. us Quote von. Estimates
;.—Fosters, 31. Clissold Ed., Clissold Park, London,
L6. 'Phone: 2526 Dalston. [2605

THY Throw That Old Saddle Away ?—Saddles :

r Brooks, Lycett, in fact, any make of saddle re-

ered within 7 days, absolutely better than new
i guaranteed, 10/6, post paid; cash refunded if

1 satisfied. Can we say more. Special quotations
the trade for quantities.—Sulina Garage, New Park
., Brixton Hill. (See our advert, under Parts and
cessories.) [5195

THITE and Watson, motor cycle repair specialists.
f Another reduction in reboring prices, Douglas
ers, now is your opportunity. 2 54h.p. and 4h.p.
uglas cylinders reground and fitted with 2 new
tons complete, 35/- and 45/- per pair. Other cylin-
s at the following rates: Up to 65 mm. 22/6:
mm., 27/6; 80 mm. 32/-; 85 mm. 35/6; and over,
'6; 2-strokes extra; aluminium pistons, Brico rings
y fitted to our reboies; -ugines rebushed,, re
anced, and overhauled. Gear boxes overhauled
i replacements machined.—White and Watson, 80,
vedere Rd., S.E.I. [4841

T Only the Best will satisfy you, then the Tennanl
Engineering Co., 238, Bristol St., Birmingham,

ne can please you. Super-critical you may be, but
ir work will pass your inspection down to the last

ail. No firm has more experience, no firm has keener
rkmen, no firm has greater or better facilities for
ning out perfect work, and no firm will strive more
give you satisfaction. Cylinders rebored and fitted

v pistonB. Eebusbing of every description. Engines
ipletely overhauled and returned full of vigour and
l. Frames altered and repaired. Everything
ly guaranteed and at competitive prices. Official

airers to A.C.Tj". and R.A.C.—'Phone: Mid. 1928.
[0047

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.

NOTE: In addition to advertisements under
this heading, advertisements of Spare Parts for

individual makes of motor cycles will be found at

the end of the advertisements of such makes in
the classified vaoes of " Motor Cycles for Sale."

ANISTER and Botten.

p.p. Douglas. New Spares.—Induction pipes, 12/6.
. valves, 2/6; springs, 6d.; big ends, 2/-; small
Is, 1/6; gudgeons, 1/-; rings, 1/9; tappets, 3/3;
,?e caps, 2/-; pulleys, 15/-; hub cups, 1/-; lock
ks, 1/-; back spindles, 2/6; hub shells, 4/-; carbu-
Eers, Vici, 40/-; all internal gear box parts, less
f-price; reconditioned frame, £6; gear box bolts,
pt 2/6, rear 6/-; K.S. pinions, 2/6; fork springs,

li> ; steering columns, 6 / 6 ; bars, 12/6; hundreds
:jre parts.—Below.

i]3h.p, Douglas.—New pulleys, 5/-; valves, 2/-;
'* cylinders. 30/-; chain wheels, 5/6; tappets,
1; guides, 1/3; big ends, 2/-; gear box ball races,
ml 3 / 6 , large 4 / - ; buffer head castings, 2 / 6

;

!j—Below.

I

TJDGE Multi 3V>n.p. and 5-6h.p.—Cam wheels.
« 10/-; valves, 4/6; pulleys, fixed 9/-, sliding 12/-;
JJin wheel for starting clutch, 10/-; rings, 2/-;
aust rockers, 2/-; etc.—Below.

(LYNO Frames, reconditioned, centres £2, backs
£1; Douglas sidecar chassis, unconditioned, 30/-:

3 body, shop-soiled, £5: Triumph carrier, 12/6;
Ej.A., 10/-.—Below.

HHOMSON-BENNETT New Magnetos, 40/-; 2%h.p.
1 and 4h.p, Douglas and singles. Write for our
caplete list, free. Will save you pounds. Cheapest
Eh in trade.—Banister and Botten, 341, Upper St.,
tydon, N.l. 2480 North. [5112
Tj. and M. Chain Cases, 25/- set; brake drums, 10/-;
J sprockets, 7/6.—Below.

and M. Spares, all parts, in stock.-
.20, Sydney Mews, Chelsea.

-Long Bros.,
' [4813

A Brief Sclection t all fully equipped:
and some with Speedometers-
1913 4I h.p. B.S.A. and Sidecar £50
1920 2J h.p. DOUGLAS, Model W, 3 speeds,

clutch, and kick-starter £65
1914 2% h.p. DOUGLAS £35
1919 2\ h.p. DIAMOND-J.A.P., 2-speed gear,

clutch £50
1918 7-9 b.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, with

1921 dynamo and lighting,

1921 hub to rear wheel, 70
m.p.h. guaranteed, new con-
dition £95

1919 7 h.p. INDIAN Powerplus £50
1914 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Sturmey-Archer hub

gear £45
1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Type H, and Sidecar £95
1914 3* h.p. ZEN.TH-GRADUA £35
1920 6 h.p. ZENITH, Model E £70

TWO STROKE MOTORCYCLES.
1918 ALLON, 2-speed gear and clutch £35
1919 CLYNO, 2-speed gear and clutch ...... £30
1914 DALM \£22
1920 JAMES, 2-speed gear £40
1919 METRO-TYLER £25
1919 TRIUMPH Junior £45

Huge reductions in prices for New 1921 Outfits,

and all the best 1922 motor cycles, etc., in stock
to be sold for cash, extended payments, or by
exchange.

Hours 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Saturdays included^

fapMJ-V tOtOO. BROMLEY, Kant,
'Phone: Bromlev 664. 'Gram*- "Love. BromW. Kont."

SOLE LONDON AGENTS

OMEGA
MOTOR CYCLES.

3 h.p., Two-stroke, 348 c.c, 3-speed

Gear, Clutch, Kick-starter,

COMFORTABLE SIDECAR,

DUPLEX FRAME, aa nMA
SOLO MODEL, 00 Mil5*

r.ri. 4-cylinders, *»«
WATSONIAN SIDECARS.

EASY PAYMENTS.

BARTLETTS
93, GREATPORTLAND ST.

LONDON, W.
Phone: Langham 1271,

ELTS ! Belts ! Belts

!

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
TVUNLOP ! Dunlop ! Dunlop

!

B
ALL Sizes at a giving away„ price. Guaranteed

brand new, slightly soiled. Sent on approval

;

cash returnd i! not satisfied. %in. 1/6 per foot,
%in. 1/9 per loot, lin. 2/2 per foot; l'/8in. 2/7 per
foot.—Below.

WE also have a quantity of John Bull belts, 7ft.

6in., 5,4in. ; 12/6; approval.—Below.

rpOOL Rolls I Tool Rolls 1 Tool Rolls I

MARVELLOUS Value, complete with full kit of

tools; usual price 17/6, to clear 7/6; approval.
—Below.

TRADESMAN'S Sidecar Bodies, brand new, only
want seeing, made in sheet metal, as strong as

a house: £4 each; four only.—Below.

BROOKS B600 Cantilever Saddle, absolutely as

new; £4/17/6—Below.

BRAND New Perna Dynamo Lighting Set for com-
bination, switch box, ampmeter, etc.; real bar-

gain. £12/10 complete; approval willingly.—Below.

A NUMBER of Second-hand P. and H. Head
Lamp Sets, as new; from 25/-.—Below.

ALSO a Number of Druid Front Forks; girder,

only, from 25/-; a pair of Matchless fork girders,

1912 or 1913 type, 25/-; pair of Douglas fork girders,

25/-.—Below.

MUDGUARDS, front, rear, and sidecar, new and
second-hand, from 7/6; countershaft Triumph

rear guards, new, 16/-; front, second-hand. 12/6;
front, new. 26/-; sidecar mudguards, Gloria, 30/-,

new one second-hand, 15/-; Mills-Fulford, complete

with stays, 17/6; Douglas rear, new, 1914 to 1919,

9/6; new front mudguards. 1914 to 1919, touring

pattern, 25/-.—Below.

FRONT Stands—Triumph, 3/6; Douglas ditto, 5/-.

—Below.

REAR Carriers—3h.p. Enfield, 15/-: Triumpk
ditto, 35/-; second-hand Douglas, 20/-.—Below.

PREMIER Valves, genuine, 6/6; a large amount
of spares for 3V2h.p.—Below.

SEVERAL Brand New 7-9h.p. M.A.G. Engines!
£32/10.—Below.

33 h.p. J.A.P. Crank Case, brand new, complete
4, with bushes, £3/10; a pair of flywheels for

same, new, 35/-; J.A.P. valves, all dates and h.p..

5/-- 6h p gudgeon pin bushes, 3/-; old pattern bit

end' bushes for 6h.p. and 8h.p„ 10/-; 6h.p. rear

J.A.P. cylinder, perfect, 35/-; several 6h.p. pistons,

perfect, 15/-.—Below.

J A P. Brand New 6h.p. or 8h.p. Cylinders, with a

fin chipped, 50/- each; 8h.p. pistons, complete,

25/-- a few 2%h.p. slightly chipped cylinders, £2;
new 8h.p. cylinders, perfect. £4. Any part or parte

from stock.—Below.

BS.A. Spares of every description obtainable at

Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, and Woodside
Parade, N. Finchley.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Pistons, complete, brand new, not

W.D., 12/6; 4b.p. valves, new, 5/-; and cylin-

ders, new, £3. All parts from stock.—Below.

23hp. Douglas Pistons, complete, new, 11/-; valves,

~i 373; cam wheels, 14/-. A number of second-

hand parte, crank cases, crankshafts, etc., etc. Let

us have your requirements.—Below.

1 14 4h p. Triumph Engine, complete, guaranteed per-

AtF feet, approval with pleasure, £10; Sturmey-Archer
3-speed J.S. hub gear, complete with controls, £8/10,
guaranteed perfect; 1914 4h.p. Triumph motor cycle.

requires assembling and a few small parts, £22;
another practically complete, £32/10. We have a
large amount of second-hand Triumph parts. Let us

know your wants.—Below.

IT is absolutely impossible for us to advertise all

our stock of new and second-hand parts, so please

advise us of your requirements. Please send a stamp
for reply.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, London, N.10.

f^OUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.

AUSTER Wind Screens, Triplex glass, adjustable

aluminium fittings, 13x6%in., 10/-, post free.

ELECTRIC Inspection Lamp, to fit over speedo-

meter, complete with bulb and cable. 2/6 each.

EXHAUST Boxes, Douglas 2%h.p„ 15/-; Dongtai

4h.p. clutch races, 2/6; screwdrivers, 6in.i- 8in.,

10in., 10d., 1/-, and 1/2 each.

HIGH-TENSION Wire, 9 mm. 5d. per yard, 2S
yard coil 8/6; 7 mm., 4d. per yard. 25 yard coil

6/-- B mm. 3d. per yard, 25 yard coil 4/-; 3 mm., 2d.

per' yard, 25 yard coil 2/-; postage on coils, 5 mm. and
upwards 1/-, * mm. 9d.

ALL Goods on approval per return post on receipt

of cash; money refunded if not satisfied.

I rl OUNTT of London Engineering Works, Ltd., 51a,

\\j New Park Rd„ Brixton Hill, London, S.W. TeLi

Streatham 2898. T.A : Ignitionao, Brixstret. London.
[2473

,A11 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue, bij
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PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
ftLYNO

CiLYNO 5-6 and 8h.p. Spares, enormous stock, un-
' doubtedly we hold tlie largest stock in England.

All genuine Clyno parts, brand new.

MARBLE Arch Motor Exchange.—No ridiculous

prices. Trade supplied. Liberal discounts on
quantities. Send stamp for our Clyno list and com-
pare prices.

CLYNO Centre Frame, 6 or 8h.p., 50/-; rear por-

tions, 35/-; tanks complete with all fittings, in-

cluding Best and Lloyd lubricator, 50/-; front stands,

7,6; rear stands, 8/6; Brampton spring forks, £3/10;
Biflex, £3/15; wheels, 26in. or 28in., 38/-; mudguards,
Brampton, front 12/-, rear 10/-; handle-bars, 8/-;

metal tool boxes, to fit on top tube, 5/-; sidecar
cushions, 7/6; sidecar C springs, 17/6 pair; aluminium
footboards, 10/- pair; hundreds of other parts, all

brand new.

LYNO 6h.p. Gear Boxes, 3-speed, K.S., foot-con-
trolled clutch, as new, £8; brand new, £12.

COMPLETE Set as follows : Clyno 8h.p. frame, "com-
plete, fitted with spring seat pillar, latest Bramp-

ton Biflex forks, 2 gallon tank, complete with all

fittings, including Best and Lloyd lubricator, 2 inter-
changeable wheels, 26in. or 28in., back driving sprocket,
fitted with internal expanding Ferodo-lined brake, 3-

speed gear box, kick start, hand-controlled clutch,
handle-bars, front and rear stands, front and rear
mudguards, carrier, wheel spindles; what a gift for
£25; list price over £60.

"DEMEMBER the Above are all brand new and per-
J-V feet Clyno parts, and would be ideal for the
fitting of 8h.p. J.A.P. or similar engines. (Please
note we have only 3 more of these sets left out of
a total of 73.)

J.A.P. 8h.p. Spares.—Cylinders, rear only, 35/-; new
crank cases, 35/- each; double cam gear wheels,

7/6; crank pins, driving side shafts, and timing side
shafts, 3/- each; mainshaft timing wheels, 2/- each;
piston rings, 9d. each; valves, 3/6 each; gudgeon pin
bushes, 1/6 each; all brand new.

8'h.p. Douglas or Williamson- Water-cooled Cylinders,
brand new, 45/- each; new pistons, 12/- each;

new crankshafts, 35/- each.

COVENTRY Chain, 5ft. 2in. lengths, $£xU, brand
new, 17/6; a gift.

"l/'ERY Special Offer to clear a real bargain.

LEATHER Helmets, soft tan, leather-lined
chamois, 4/- each; a real bargain.

* HERBERT* ? » *

Iiwon
mssA
25/5

700
B OXES of 50 Prepared Patches, 3/- each.

BELT Rims, brand new, 19in. outside diameter,
2Vl

in. wide, for % or % belt, 5/- each. The
above are 2%h.p. Douglas size; various other sizes in
stock, new and second-hand.

TRIUMPH Toolbags, leatheries. Empire de luxe,
fitted N.P. lock and key; 6/6 each.

LUCAS Major Girder Wrenches, 7 1,4in. genuine,
listed 13/6; our price 7/-.

MAGNETOS.—Splitdorf single, anti, variable, guar-
anteed perfect, 30/-. Please note, these are not

converted starter magnetos. They are the real thing.

P.
and M. Handle-bars, brand new, 10/- pair; rear
brake complete with brake band, 30/-.

ENGINES.—Brand new 1921 Precision 3V>h.p. 2-
stroke, detachable cylinder head, complete with

mag., exhaust box, and long extension pipe, £14.

ge Carriers for Sidecar; 8/- each; aR
B

EAR Lug
bargain.

HAMPTON Biflex Latest Type Heavyweight Spring
Forks, £3/15 pair, list price over £10.

B.S.A. Frame Centres, 35/-; carriers, 10/-; rear
mudguards, 8/-; valves, complete spring, cup, and

cotter, 5/- each; fork springs, large 2/-, small 1/-,

>7AA CLYNO Metal Tool Boxes, to fit on top tube,
*wH_r\r very special price to clear; 5/- each; listed
17/6, suit any machine.

EW IMPERIAL 8h.p. Spindles, complete with
nuts, cones, and dustcaps, back and front; 4/-N

COTT Rear Carriers, brand new; 10/- each, to
clear.S 1

OKA CLYNO Metal Cases, for carrying spare tube;
&0-\J 1/9 each to clear; listed 4/6.

KAA TERRY'S Spring Fork Links, suitable forw"v Druid and other forks, listed 15/-; our price
to clear, 5/- pair.

RAND New 28x3 Butt-ended Tubes, in boxes;
5/- each.

PAIRS Sidecar C Springs, Clyno (Terry), 4-
leaf, bushed, very special offer; 17/6 pair.

IX A SIDECAR Cushions, well sprung and padded,
•J \J to clear; 7/6 each; pillion seats 7/-; real

bargain.

E.I.C Contact Breakers, brand new; 10/- each to
clear.

OAA PAIR B.S.A. Footrests, cranked and adjust-
.**"\J able, suit any machine, listed 21/-; our price
6/- pair.

(This advertisement continued in third column.)

B
300

WATCH CriAHHELi

MUDGUARDS.
New wide pattern, as illus-

'rated suitible for Triumph,
and B.S.A., 25/6; Triumph
pattern, 12/6; Douglas T.T.,

10/6; Touring new wide
backguard for Triumph 16/-;

Sidecar Mudguards, 12/6.

EXHAUST PIPES.
straight through, direct from engine. No back pressure.

Heavy nickel-plated. Douglas i\ h.p., 21 /- pair.

Triumph, Rudge, Rover, Sunbeam, complete with

removable fish tails, 21 /- ; Copper, 27 /6. All in stock-

No waiting. Illustrations post free.

Aluminium Valve Caps
as used in T.T. races, suitable for

Douglas. Triumph. Sunbeam
Norton, J.A.P., B.S.A., Blackburne,
Rover, 5 /- each. Other makes to

order, 7/6.

HANDLE-BARS.
suitable for Triumph W.D., Dougla-

T.T., complete with grips, 21/-;

also shop-soiled T.T. and touring

iin. stem, iin. top, 10/- pair.

2f DOUGLAS SPARES.
SOILED.

Ex Government Stock. All guaranteed. Driving
Chains, 8/-: Front Brakes, 12/6; Pulleys, 7/6:
Sprockets, 4 /6 : Chain Wheels, 7 /6 ; Valve Guides, 1/6:
Valves, 3/-; Amac Caps, 2/-; Rocker Arms 4/9:
Petrol Pipes with union nuts, 1 /6 ; Hubs, 18/6; Piston
Rings, 1/-; Front Forks only, 30/-; Fork Links, 1 /-

:

Magneto Studs, 2d.; Frames "4- Front Stands. 3 '6

Undershields, 7/6. Tool Kits, 21/-. Complete
illustrated list 3d. Douglas Handbook, your own
repairs, 1 /9.

LEATHER
HELMETS

The Brooklands leather and
fleece-lined, 7 /6 and 10 /6
R.A.F. Pattern, trimmed fur
and fleece, as illustrated, 21 /-;

fur and chamois lined, 25/- :

lined throughout fur, 30/-.
Long R.A:F. Winter Pattern,
haLi fjr-lined, 27/6; fur and
chamois, 32/6.

PISTONS.
Best quality pattern Pistons, suitable for

thefollowingmakes : 2^ h.p. Premier, 25/-;
3.V h.p. Premier, IS /- ; ij h.p., J.A.P. 21 '-

4~h.p., 6 h.p., and 8 h.p. J.A.P., 25/-;
Triumph, any year, 22/-; 2j h.p. Douglas,

14/6; 4 h.p. Douglas, 18/6; B.S.A., 21/-;

New Hudson, Sunbeam, Harlev-Davidson,

Indian Singer, 2* h.p. and 3 i h.p., 25/-; Rudge, 27/6.

All complete with rings and gudgeon pin. Piston Rings

all makes 1 '6 each.

SPECIAL BARGAINS.
Waterproof Tweed Lined Suits 45/-; Leather Knee
Grips, 3/6; Covers, 15/-; Best make Tubes, 6/-;

Triumph W.D. Connecting Rods, 10/-; Triumph Fork
Studs, 10/-; Sidecar Lamps, 7/6; Rear Lamps, 4/-;

Douglas Chain Cases, 3/6; French Bulb Horns 10/-;

Tool Rolls, 3/6; i x •& Chaios, 5ft., 15/-; Asbestol

Gloves, 8/-; Sheep Skin, Gauntlets, lined throughout,

natural wool, 10;6and8/6; Triumph Value Caps, 2/6;

Filter Caps, 1 /6; T.T. Motor Cycle Suits, Fleece Lin-

ing, Fur Collar, 50 /-

Carriage paid on orders 10/- upwards.

Douglas, Triumph, J.A.P., Norton, Levis, B.S.A., Enfield,

Villiers, Rudge, and Sturmey-Archer. All Parts in Stock.

Complete Illustrated Lists, post free.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
QKA AUTOKRAT Mechanical Horns 'these ai

&*J\J really a first-class article), listed 27/6; 01

price to clear, 9/6 each.

BULB Horns, nickel or black, exceptional valu
to clear; 10/- each; half usual price.

P.
and M. Spares.—New Renolds gear chains, 10
each; handle-bars, 10/-; rear brake, comple'

with drum to screw on rear hub, 30/-; tool bags, fi

each; cylinders, 1909-1913, 40/-; all above brand nei

ZENITH Rear Wheels, complete with belt rh
brand new, 30/-

CARRLAGE on All Above Extra. Large stocks

other interesting parts. Cheques and P.O.

should be made payable to Marble Arch Motor E
change, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2. 'Phone: Padd. 78
'Grams : Archmotex, Edge, London. [52!

TJLUGS—Brand new Apollo 1/6, Lodge Aero 2/

LAMPS.—Special line of shop-soiled P. and H. Ian

sets, No. 120 25/-, No. 128 55/-, No. 127 67/

No. 131 (rear) 8/6, electric solo set 92/6, Lucas pa

tern electric rear or wing lamp, 11/6, F.R.S. streai

line No. 105 42/6, large generators 8/6.

PILLION Seats.—Tan-Sad 38/6, backrest 9/-, si

footrest, 6/-, astride footrests 5/-.

SPEEDOMETERS. — Cowey trip 130/-, non-tr

115/6; Watford trip 125/-, non-trip 115/6.

OVERCOATS—Double-breasted, 3 pockets, and be

21/-.

pi LOVES.—Gauntlet, all leather, 5/6.

GOGGLES.—R.A.F. Aero triplex 9/-, rubber patte

1/3.

TYRES.—26inx2%in., fit 2'iin. rim, Clincher hea

cover, new goods, not W.D., 22/6.

DISCS—Ace discs, 27/6 per wheel; patterns to si

most machines in stock.

HORNS.—Mechanical 10/6 and 15/-, car type 17,

Clayrite 22/6, Lucas 21/-.

CHAINS.—All sizes, Hans Renold and Coventry,

reduced current prices.

SPARE Parts for Ivy, A.B.C.. N.U.T., B.S.A., M
gan, obtained on shortest notice.

11L Goods Promptly Despatched by return of pt

TV/TAUDE'S Motor Mart, 100, Gt. Portland St., V.

THE Effra Motor Works for Douglas brand I

spares.

£9/9 Deposit and £3/3 monthly secures one cf 1

2*ih.p. Douglases.

W XX °f n^w parts on each machine, and eery <

i O finished-as new—1921 Amac carburetter, C.A

magneto, Goodyear tyres, stored enamelled and plat

makers' colours, -etc.

THE Effra Motor Works—All new 2»ih.p. Dou;
spares: Flames £4/10; forks, 16/6 (soiled] ;

earn

15/6; stands, 10/-; engines, £10; tanks, 35/-: tap

guides 1/9; tappets complete. 2/3; connecting r

17/6; cylinders, 35/6; and all the useful odds

ends.

EFFRA.—All new 4h.p. Donglas spares : Fran
£6/10; 1921, £7/10; carriers (pattern) 15

connecting rods, 30/-; etc.; etc

EFFRA.—Ex^-W.D. sidecar bodies : Douglas, Sc

etc., 30/-; miscellaneous sidecar parts, etc.

£25 —

2

34h.p. Douglases-, ride away, from £25; :

2 earlv type Triumphs, £25 the two: P.

M. and sidecar, only £35; all miscellaneous r;

for building machines., etc.—The Effra Motoi "^o

59-63, High St., Clapham, S.W. 'Phone: 1115 B
ton. 'Grams: Effrarnota, Clapcom.

INDIAN Front Forks, gear boxes, and engines,

all parts for same.—Below.

TNDIAN Intake Domes, _carburetters, magnt
clutches, kick starters.—Below,

and guards, epriINDIAN Carriers, chains,
sprockets ; in fact, everything for 7-9h.p.

;

parts absolutely new.—Dennis Accessories Stores,

Brixton Rd., London. Specialists in Indian Rep
'Phone: Brixton 3129. [1

JARDINE and Speed Gear Box, complete with fc

and back wheel, £15.—Below.

CALTHORPE 2-speed Gear Box, -clutch and
start; £4.—Below.

RUDGE Multi Expanding Back Wheel and ptl

clutch and back stays, £4/10—Barnsley Ga>

Lichfield Rd., Birmingham. £!

INDIAN.—New parts. Write us for spares l'ol

models; dispatch by return.—Below.

INDIAN.—Second-hand parts for all models in i

at bargain prices; every part guaranteed per

approval against cash; prompt attention to all

quiries—Below.

INDIAN.—We hold a large stock of accessories:

care speedometers, magnetos, carburetters,

Indian repairs and overhauls a specialitv.—Langfj

37, Cricklewood Broadway, London, N.W.2. [

E2 All letters relating to advertisements should ciuote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
IDE and Clarke for ex-W.D. lamp sets at bargain
prices.—Below.

1 / /J .—Largest size P. and H. No. 127 lamp set;
/O lamps alone, 10/6.—Below.

' //? .—Miller No. 31 H medium, size set, ebony
'/ O finish; lamps alone, 9/-; Xucas No. 462,
; brackets, P. and H., for lamps only, 3/-;
[at or brackets, 1/-; Douglas sidecar brackets, Gd.

;

nd H. mangin mirrors, all sizes, 5/-; screw for

ars, 1/-; generators, P. and H. and Miller, 14/-;
S.H. generators, 7/6.—Below.

)UGLAS 2%h.p. Cj'linders, new, 25/-; crankshafts,
2-J4 and 4h.p., 25/-; connecting rods, 15/6

;

m, 2^4h.p. 7/6, 4h.p. 9/-; S.H. pistons, 3/6;
eon pins, bushes, valves, guides, tappet guides,
each; sprockets, flywheel, 2^4h.p. 3/-, 4h.p. 3/6;
leels, 15/-; Amac carburetter, S.H., 25/-.—Below.

IDE and Clarke.—All parts for 25,ih.p. Douglas
in stock, postage extra, stamp for reply.—Pride
Clarke, 156, Stockwell Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. Tel. :

Brixton. Garage entrance Garden Row. [5113

..P. 6h.p. Cylinder, perfect, 50/-; piston, 10/-;
valves, new, 5/6; 8h.p. cam wheel, 1920-21, 15/-;
:las 1911 crankshaft, 45/-; 1914-21 ditto, new,
; connecting rod complete, 17/6.—Below.

IS and Premier Cylinders,' pistons, connecting
rods, ball races, gears, etc., in stock.—Below.

iGER Cylinders, genuine, pistons, gears, starting
sprockets, connecting rods, and all parts in stock.
ow.

ELLIAMSON Cylinders, pistons, crankshafts, all
gears, frames, forks, etc., in stock,—Below.

1ARS.—Albion kick start, clutch, 2-speed gear
boxes, in stock, exchanges arranged; Albion 2-

[, plain model, as new, £4/10; Roc ditto, £3/10;
ney new gear box in stock, exchanges ; 1919
ney gear box, perfect, £13/10; ditto, 1917 model,
N.S.TJ gear, Triumph, £5/5; Mabon variable

tershaft gear, as new, £4/10; Grado variable
start gear, £5; Roc, Sturmey, and Armstrong

I and parts; send enquiries.—Below.

IUMPII Countershaft Cylinder, perfect, 50 /-

;

piston, 12/-; countershaft bottom stay, 65/-;
er, 25/-; front wheel, 30/-; also new and second-
parts for all models; send requirements.—Alf.

tnd, Hearsall Lane Corner, Coventry. 'Phone

:

[X5309

£4.-81,
[4955

i.A. 2-speed Wheel, all complete, with controls;
£6/10.-31, Silver St., Enfield. . [4823

i.C. 4h.p. Crankshafts and Other Spares; offers.
—82, Caledonian Rd., London, N.l. [4884

CING N.U.T. 2";ih.p., 3-speed, requires new piston,
otherwise perfect, £35.—Below.
ECTRIC Lighting Sets, £3; Douglas 2%h.p.
valves, 3/-; Amac carburetters, £2/17/6; write
5ts.—Blackburn, High St., Coatham, Redcar. [4726

0L Rolls, strong leather, with strap and pockets,
7Xl8in., 3/-; other sizes made.—Below.
ATHER Knee Grips with oval pads, 5/6 pair,
carriage paid; cash refunded not approved.—

&THER Leggings to measure ; illustrated list' and
instructions fiee from makers.—County Legging

Franchise St., Perry Barr, Birmingham. L3355
.RGAINS.—Reliable mechanical horns, complete
H.B. fittings, very, loud, 8/6, postage 1/-.

0T Pumps, folding stirrup, long connection, 3/-,
postage 9d ; above brand new.—Wem Motor Co.,
, Salop. [4546
VK.S Carburetters.—Large stock ready for imme-
diate delivery.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

S
TKS Carburetters.—We specialise in these; all
models supplied.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

S'KS Carburetters.—We take your old carburetter
in exchange.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

S'KS Carburetters for Douglas, Scott, Indians,
Harley-Davidsons, Triumphs. — Booths Motories
ax.

STKS Carburetters enable your engine to tick
over; try one.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

S'KS Carburetters save petrol and give more
power—Booths Motories, Halifax.

S
TKS Carburetters.—Let us take your old carbu-
retter in exchange.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

W Sidecar Wheels 19/9, hubs 10/6, rims 5/9
sidecar blades with valance 8/9, with stays and
19/9, springs 12/6, 2i/

4 or 2% tyres 17/6.—
js Motories, Halifax.

lGNETOS, Bosch and C.A.V., weatherproof,
cheap; magneto for Douglas, 45/-. — Booths

nes, Halifax.

13 Enfield Chassis, wheel, tyre, etc.
Dundee Rd., South Norwood.

CARBURETTERS
retters

Nearly new 1920 carbti-
B.S.A., 38/6; Brown and Barlow

]et, 45/-; double lever Amac, 45/-: automatic
, 32/6; Capac for Douglas, 32/6; 1921 models
. 38/6; Flexi and S.U. for Douglases, 30/-; good
1 and Barlows and Amacs, 22/6; 1920 Rinks,
carriage 1/3 extra.—Booths Motories, Portland
Halifax. ._...., [5145

LOOK
26x21
26x2.Vo s.
650 x 65

26X2J

26X2J
to fit

"

2} rims

26x2}

26x2^

28x3

13/6

16/6

24/9

19/6

19/6

We still lead the way to Tyre Bargains. WOOD-
MILNE guaranteed Brand New. Not Clearance or

Blemished.

Special
Three
Ply
Extra
Heavy
Four
Ply

Grooved
and Ribbed,
best English

make
Moseley
Heavy

Ribbed (w.d.J
Durilop

Retreaded
Grooved

Covers on Dun-
lop Casings
Fisk (Ameri-
can) Four Ply — ,
Extra Heavy >|C/
Rubber Non- *Ttl/ "
Skid to fit

Am'r'can Rims
NEW TUBES {in all sizes), 7/-.

j /- extra carriage paid, passenger train. Other
Tvre bargains. Price List on application.
MOTOR CYCLING HELMETS (1922 Patterns).

Illustrated List on application.

NEW RUBBER THIGH BOOTS, 12/. Car. 1 /-extra

H. EMANUEL & CO.,
(TYRE FACTORS),

27, Belgrade Road,
STOKE NEWINGTON, N.16

Stores : 37a, Balls Pond Roa 1

DALSTON, LONDON, IM

Telephone: Dalston 3161.

(HOMAC'S
MOTOR ACENTS

SPECIAL OFFER.
1921 A.J. 3., 2% h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and kick-

starter, brand new and unused ; list price, £95 £80
1921 RUDGE, 3V h.p., T.T. bars, brand new and

unused ; list price, £85 ; reduced to £75

SECOND-HAND (Guaranteed).
1920 A.J.S., 6 h.p. Combination, Lucas dynamo,

hood, screen, speedometer, spare wheel, mile-
age 1,300 .£165

1920 DOUGLAS, 2% h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and kick-
starter, all on, under 500, as new £72

rgi6 DOUGLAS, 2^ h.p., 2 speeds, fully equipped,
fine order 1 £42 10

rg20 NORTON, 4 h.p., T.T. model, all lamps,
speedometer, etc., mileage 500, guaranteed
70 m.p.h £70

SANGER Combination, 4} h.p., 2 speeds, counter-
shaft, starter, all-chain drive £50

1920 TRIUMPH Combination, Lucas lamps, Cameo
screen, guaranteed perfect £100

1919 (Sept.) TRIUMPH, latest gear change, Lucas
lamps, speedometer, discs, splendid order .... £83

1919 TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, fully
equipped, all new tyres, guaranteed £90

ZENITH Combination, 4 h.p. J.A.P., fully
equipped, excellent order £65

CYCLE CARS.
190 MORGAN G.P., Aero, special sports M.A.G.,

engine, fully equipped, guaranteed perfect . .£150
1919 MORGAN 'G.P., Monocar, special 10 12 h.p.,

o.h.v. J.A.P., Aero body, speedometer, rev.

counter, guaranteed 70 -m.p.h £150
1914 MORGAN G.P., equipped, excellent order £90
1915 BABY PEUGEOT, 3 speeds and reverse, large

outside exhaust through bonnet, equipped,
tyres as new £110

1922 MORGANS from £150 to £200

Write -Fob- detailed List.
243, LOWER CLAPTON ROAD, N.E.

'Phone : " Dalston 2408."

G
PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.

EADO Kick Start Gear, brand neiv; first £3/15 has
1—99, Sirdar lid., Wood Green, N. [4608

BINKS. 1921, for 2»ih.p. Douglas, little used; 45/-.—Bowyer, 27, I.ynn Ed., Ely, Cambs. [4687

LAMPS.—P. and H.. Miller, and others, brand
new, complete sets, at halt-price.—Below.

SPEEDOMETERS.-Cowey trip and ordinary, new;
£3/10 and £3.-Below.

MECHANICAL Horns.—Cowey, E.A., Klaxon, and
many others, all new. and at half-price.—198,

Gt. Portland St., W.l. [5156

BASTONES.-Grado Multi pulley, with kick starter,
less control handle and bracket; £3/10.

BASTONES.-Set of 4 wheels, %fex2Hx2& wheels
with front and back axle for cycle car; £5.

BASTONES.—Bmvden front brakes, complete, 11/- and
15/-; Bowden magneto control, 11/-.—228, Penton-

ville Ed.. King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel.: 2481 North.
[5134

PULLEY Gears—N.S.U., fit Triumphs, £5; K.S.
Grado, £4/10; Philipson, Rover, £4.—Below.

WOULD yor like a modern 2 or 3-speed K.S. box ?

If so, write for particulars of exchange. Prices
are keen. Second-hand Sturmey, 3-speed, £11/15';
Albion plain model, £4/10; Roc 2-speed. £3/5; Albion
2-speed, K.S., £7/10—Below.

3 -SPEED Hubs—Armstrong Mark VII. £8, Mark
VI. £7/10; 2-speed Roc, £4/10; J.S. Sturmey,

£10; all guaranteed perfect and complete controls;
every spare stocked.—Below. .

PREMIER Spares.—cylinder and piston, £3/10, per-
fect; crank case, 3'/2h.p. £2/10, 2'/2h.p. £2;

connecting rod, 17/6; cam wheels, unused, 12/6;
pinions, 6/-; 3$h.p; frame, £4/10; Druids to suit,

£3; every Premier 3yoh.p. part stocked.—Below.

OJLh.p. Clyno Spares.—Brand new 2-speed engine.«2 with 2-speed combined. £12/10; connecting
rods, 12/6; pistons, 15/-; sliding gears, 7/6; gear-
wheels, crankshafts, etc. Traders, write for prices.

—

Below.

TJEX Spares.—6h. p. cylinders, £2/5; m.o.i.v., £3;
J-V 3%h.p. cylinders, 55/-; flywheels, 30/- pair.
Camwheels, tanks, frames, forks, connecting rods, etc.
Practically every Rex part stocked.—Sydney Pearson,
Gate House, Chevlesmore, Coventry. 'Phone : '' 639.

fX5313
TNDIAN 7h.p. Clutch Sprockets, 10/6; back plates,

5/6.—Mylam, 197, London Rd., Croydon. [4718

F.R.S. Head Lamp and generator, brand new, 5in.

:

£2.—Gauntlett, Montpellier, Cheltenham. [466B

GRADO Gear, 60/-; small, 55/-; kick start, £5: ex-
changes.—Box 8,206, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5222

FIT New Wires to Yovrr Carburetter: 50ft. 1/3, post
free.—Edwards, 277, Camberwell Rd., S.E. [5309

GEAR Bos, 3-speed and clutch, latest type; price
£12/10.—Sinclair, 32, Charing Cross, London. [2595

DOUGLAS 2l4h.p. Unused W.D. Spaies; bargain
prices; illustiated lists free.—McNeilie and Piatt.

DOUGLAS 3%h.p. 1914 Unused W.D. Spares; bargain
prices; lists free.—McNeilie and Piatt.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Unused W.D. Spares; bargain
prices; illustrated lists free.— McNeilie and Piatt.

RUDGE, Scott, B.S.A. new unused WD. spares; bar-
gain prices; illustrated lists free.—McNeilie and

Piatt.

ZENITH 3y2-4h.p. Unused W.D Spares; bargain
prices; 'illustrated lists free.—McNeilie and Piatt.

CARRIAGE Extra. Cash returnee! if not satisfied.

All spares sent per return.—McNeilie and I-'latt,

57, Great George St., Liverpool. 'Phone: 1092 Roval.
[4144

CENTRAL Garage.—All Douglas spares in stock;
see our display advt.; your enquiries solicited.

WE Also Undertake Overhauls and Repairs (by
experts). — Send your machine to us at 302,

London Rd., Thornton Heath. [4767

TURMEY-ARCHER Gear Boxes, brand new; in

stock.—County Engineering Co.. Hounslow. [0518

CONNECTING Rods, brand new, for Fords, 7/- each,
post fiee.—Edwardes, 277, Camberwell Rd., S.E. 5.

[5311
PHILIPSON Pullev. new Triumph, £5/10: saddle.

10/-; B.B.. 20/-.—Box 8,205, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[E221

33.11..P. Douglas Crankshafts, guaranteed trne and
4 perfect; 25/-; approval.—Dowell. Pyrford, Surrey.

[4987
PISTON Rings, best Quality, all sixes: 2/-.—Denham

and Bottomlev, 220, Maruiingham Lane, Bradford.
[X5303

BINKS 3-jet Carburetter, complete, Amac, 25/-;
goatskin' waistcoat, 10/-.—20, Skellbank, Ripon.

[X5153
I^EMY Magdynamc, off Harley, £5; electric horn,

li 10/-.— 2. Fortune Gate Rd., Harlesden, N.W.
[4969

LIGHTWEIGHT Frame with 1921 T.D.C. engine;
£17.—Hamilton, Woodside, Fourmarks, Hants.

[4642

BINKS Carburetter, latest model, l !/sin. inlet, as new,
spare jets; 50/-.—Hudson, 56, Gordon Rd., Ealing.

[4611

8
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PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
UNUSED lamp Sets: Lucas lamps with Mille

generator and brackets, 32/6; Miller sets, 24/6.-

OLD Sidecar, rustr, less tyret £1: 2%h.p. Douglas
frame, sound, £3: 1915 2->ih.p. Douglas engine,

complete mag. carburetter, £12/10: Auto-Wheel eom-

THE MOTOR CYCLE.—Supplement. January 19TH, 1922.

nplete
plete, £6 ; Douglas, faulty,

3jJh.p. Douglas Engine, gear, etc., unused
-1 mers, 1921 C.A.V.

Sunbury-on-Thauies.

£8/10.-Eelow.

new Pal-
Simpson, Orchard Rd.,

[4982
£48

ALBION 2-speed Countershaft, complete with con-

trols. £4/10: with clutch and kick-starter. £8/10.—
Below.

STTJRMEY-AECHEB 3-speed Countershafts, good con-
1 dition, £11/10; new. £16.—Below.

B. and B. Carburetters, lightweights, pilot, and taper,

needle jet (new) ; 30/-.—Below.

CHAINS, new Renold, VaXVpn., 4/6 ft.; VsXV., 5/-

ft. : %*%, 5/6 ft.: spring and cranked links. 1/-

each.—Below.

HANDLE-BAR Mitts, black, waterproof, lined fleece:

8/6 pair.—Firth, Woodbridge Rd., Moseley, Bir-

,
[X5278

and M.—Incomplete machines, £17/10; 1918
machines, renovated as new, £50, guaranteed.—

O EAST
TO FIT!

You can equip your
machine with a

WATTALITE
n

niinghain

P
P.

and M.—Engines, £7/10; gears, £5; forks, 70/-;

tanks, 15/-; wheels, 35/- pair.—Below.

P. and M.—All new. Magnetos, 45/-; chain case,

5/6; chain case sets, 32/6; saddles, 25/-; valves,

5/-; piston rings, 1/-; bushes, 1/-; drip feeds, 10/6;
frames, 25/-; footiest rubbers, 2/- pair; valve caps,

4/6.—Below.

P.
arid M—New tyres, 17/6. All spares stocked.
Immediate delivery.

Below.
Enquiries, stamp, please.-

P.
and M —The Specialist and Agent, Lewis M.
Inman, Durham Rd., Seaforth, Liverpool.

Phone : Waterloo 296. [3595

ROC 2-epeed Wheel, with back half and all controls,

suitable for Alldays, Quadrant, Campion-Jap, etc.—
Below.

-| 012-13 Humber Roc. 2-speed, Hex 1914-15 front fork
J- *J stem, and shackle, all complete, all overhauled
at orks, equal to new, guaranteed, write for prices.—
Connolly, Cannelite Rd., Coventry. [X5312

CLYNO Gear Box, £5; Bransome sidecar. £7/10: hew
waterproof -suit, 32/-.—79, Tottenkall Ed., Palmer's

Green. [4953

suit Triumph, complete,
55/-.—Stephen Cosshaiii, Ciren-

cester, [^707

TRIUMPH Brand New Pistons, complete, 18 / 6

;

cylinders with guides, 75/6; exhaust valves, 4/-.

—Below.
silencers, 12/6; back stands,
12/6.—Below.

LIGHTING AND
GENERATING SET

Just as easily as you
can fit a speedometer.

H It his the same flexible shaft drive

direct from the wheel. It can, there-

fore, be quickly and easily adapted to

any machine. 1[ This is only one of

many advantages which the " Watta-
iite " possesses.

1i Write for details to the Sole

Concessionaires, as below :

Agency Proposals Cordially Invited,

I London County and Export

5 Agents for—

\ "REX-ACME," :

: "EDMUND," :

: "NEW SCALE" •

(BLACKBURNE).
\ Manufacturers of—
: The "HOLROYD" ;
5 SPORTS Model. I
m "-..

{THE " BLACKBURNE " EXPERTS)

Motors, 6, Warwick Street,

Regent St., London,W 1

Telephone ------ Regent 554.

BINKS Carburetter, 1921
perfect; approval

BACK Carriers, 14/-
12/6; chain cases,

BROOKS B150 and B170 Saddles, like new, 25/-;
springs, 1/6; Triumph seat-pillars, 2/3.—Below.

SATISFACTION, or cash returned in full.—Harvey's
Garage, 47, South Lambeth Rd., S.W.8 (near

Vauxhall Station). [4853

4h.p. Douglas Spares, new ball races, gear box parts,

clutch parts, all nuts, bolts, springs, washers,
etc.—Below.

P.
and M. Spares, every part in stock, cheap.—R. G.
Gamble and Co., 13. Somers Mews, Cambridge

Terrace, Edgware Rd., W.2. Tel. : Paddington 899.
[4974

TRIUMPH and Premier Spares, new and second-

hand, most varied assortmei't in the world.—
Forfield (below)

FTVRIUMPH 1914 Tanks,, complete with fittings and
-L drip feed, 38/6.—Forfield (below).

rpRIUMPH Forks, complete, 1908-14, £2/19/6
X

. ditto,

(below).
1915-21, £3/19/6; girders, 18/6.—Forfield

TRIUMPH Carburetters, 15/-, 20/-, 30/-, arid 36/6;
front guards, wide bottom, 16/-.—Forfield (below).

TRIUMPH Type Extra Wide Tanks, complete,* new,

2% gallons, 60./-.—Forfield (below).

TRIUMPH Driving Sprockets, 8/-; chains, 6/-
pistons, complete, new, 20/-.—Forfield (below).

TRIUMPH Parts for any year's model, new or i

second-hand, quoted on request.—Forfield (below).

TRIUMPH Riders.—We are supplying a special larga I

2V2 gallon tank for this machine, old tank taken
\

in part "payment. Write for full particulars.—Forfield '

(below).

3-SPEED
ditto, Sturrncy,

Wheels and Controls, £4;
;
Premier forks complete, £3.—

Armstrong
j £4

Forfield (below).

PREMIER.—Every part in stock, cheapest in the
trade; lightning despatch. Write, us your require-

ments, quotation by return.—Forfield (below).

PREMIER, J.A.P., Douglas, B.S.A., Singer, Rex, and
P. and M. spares ; Triumph and Premier repairs

a speciality.—Tel. : 63 1 .—Forfield Motors, Forfield
Place, Leamington Spa. _ [X5260

isloi lSand i

;piston rings,

,

Judgeonpms.ete.
Cylinders reground

and fitted with new
pistons from 30/-

Pistons only from 15 /- ea.

Gudgeon Pins from 2 /- ea.

Piston Rings from 1 /- ea.

Special terms for quantities.

Trade enquiries invited.

1 wo ot our many unsolieitei

testimonials received,

IMelksham, Oct. 20th, 1921.

"I duly received my Cylinder, which
you despatched in answer to my 'phone

message. 1 have ad-ombled same, and
put it through a irood test daring tin

last week-end. I am pleased to inform

you it is at least2o"'c' hotter thanbefore.

I thank you for the care taken and thi

promptness with which you executed tha

order."—T.S. RUabon. Oct. 20, 1921.

"I have received new Piston, etc. lam
unite pleased with the iob. Thanking
yon for the prompt attention and eool

work"—ItM.It.

Williams £ James,
' ENGINEERS AND
MANUFACTURES GLOUCESTER.

Telephone. oOo
,

,

s

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES,
SEND for our Helmet and Tyre Price List.—Ema

i

and Co., Tyre Factors, 37a, Balls Pond
Dalston, N.l. [C

P.
and M. Engine, frame, gear, tank, saddle, hai
bars, late; £11 the lot.-l, Springfield Park C ,

Catiord. S.E.6. * [4

STEWART Mechanical Horn, also Tan-Sad pi]

seat, brand new; what offers ?—Box 8,199, 1

The Motor Cycle. [
;

BANCROFTIAN Co. have the following chop*
articles, which were in their windows bt

removal, to clear;

TYRES. Manufacturers' clearance stocks, not W
although clearance they are new and perl

Wood-Milne extra heavy 4-ply, 26x2^ 25/-, 26;

27/6. 28x3 30.'-, 700x80 30/-. 650x65 27/6. 26:

combination 35/-, all clean and wrapped in orig

packing-; Pedley 26x2*4 3-ribbed, 25/-; Hutcbi:
extra heavy 3-ribbed, 700x75 for Indian, or 700
or 750x65 for Ainerical machines. 35/-; 650x65 *

studded car tvpe, 65/-, original £6/6; Firestone 2
Auto-wheel. 21/-, original 45/-; tube. 6/6; Palmer, 2

light 22'G. 650X65 cord 42/-. 26x2V? cord 42/-; 0;

650x65 ribbed square tread, heavy, in original pact'

27/6, original 45/-; Clincher de Luxe, very he 1

28x2V, 35/-, 28x2, 32/6, 26x21/, 37/6; 26x2 Jul
de Luxe 22/6, 26xl r

>i 17/6; Dreadnought Passe
A Won, 28x3, 50/-

:
Hutchinson wired elge CO

£6x21/2 and 26x214 30/- each.

TUBES.—24X2V! 4/6, 24x2 4/6, 26x2^ 5/6, 26:

5/9, 28x3 extra heavy 7/6, 700x80 7/6.

BELTS.—Clincher clearance line, but uaused,
W.D., %in., 6ft. 6in. 8/6, 7ft. 6in. 9/10,

10/6; %in., 7ft. 6in. 12/3. 8ft. 6in. 14/-; lin., 7ft.

16-/-, 8ft. 17/-; l'/gin.. 7ft. 18/-, 8ft. 20/6, 8ft.

21/6; Bates short lengths, Jim., 5ft. 4/6. 5ft.

5/-; %in., 4ft. 6in. 5/-, 5ft. 5/6, 5ft. 6in. 6/-;

4ft. 6in. 6/3, 5ft. 7/-, 5ft. 6in. 7'9; leather t

iiia., at 2/6 per ft; belt fasteners, 9d. and' 1

postage 1/- extra,

SPEEDOMETERS.—Cowey with trip, £5; Ste

with trip (£6/6 model), £5
:

Jones with
£3/19/6; all unused and perfect. All speedoinetei

placements in stock.

CARBURETTERS.—Amac and B. and B., 55/-,

u^ed. Renbicement part-; in stock.

jIDECAR Bodies, few left.—Coachbuiit. best qui

£6/17/6, original price £12/12.

TAN-SADS with back seat, 28/6, original price i

only limited Quantity.

MIRRORS.—Concave 4in.. S/6. original 12/9; Bi
made, and very best quality.

GOGGLES.-Genuine Triplex. 45/- model, 17/6;
model, 13/6; they oie new and perfect.

GLOVES.—Leather, wool-lined, to clear 4/11.'

worth 10/6; only limited quantity.

CHAINS—Clearance Renokls, ?ix7-16in. 7/6, $jjt,

6/3, %X%in. 5/10, VirX^in. 5/2, VjX&in. 4/7

foot.

WATERPROOF Suits.—Less than pre-war w
Great purchase of manufacturers' stock, coi

ing of double-breasted coats with belts, storm
and collars, and seatless trousers with gussets, pj

fasteners, and leather-bound seats. Finest quality I

heavy double texture waterproof material, .dark. 1

new and fresh, only been made recently, not
perished W.D., our price £2/2 to clear, postage

extra, could not be. boupht elsewhere undr £4/10;
greatest bargain ever offered. Order immediate!;

save disappointment. All stock slaes.

SOLDERING Apparatus.—A combined soldering

and bLow-lamp. The most marvellous inveii

Solid brass, lOin. long, not a toy, but a, useful

No motorist should be without one. To can do

own soldering- without any trouble—nipples to

and other small repairs to motor cycles. You will

time and expense. Ouly a limited quantity. (

now to save disappointment, as they can ne**;

repeated again; 4/8, post free; original price W

WE~ Can Supply Everything for the motor cycli

competitive prices.—Bancroftiau Co.. 78, Bis.

gate, London. 'Grams: Chaikel, London. 'Ph

London 9897. [

7-9h.p. Indian Senspray £10; Armstrong Mark
3-speed gear, £4; Lucas dynamo. £5.—Fr

College Av., Slough.

REAR Portion of Rover T.T. Model, rear and-1

wheels,"" fitted with Dunlop heavy tyres ; i

31, Silver St., Enfield. t

3 ih. p. Rudgo Horizontal Frames, centre and'
2 50/-; bark stands, 4/6; attachment plates,

back carriers, 5/-.—Below.

4h.p. Douglas Spares: cylinders, front and rear,-

plete with valve guides, 22/-; crankshafts,"

pistons, "10/-; camshafts, 15/-; timing wheels, 5/-; ei

crank cases, top section. 30/-; middle, 25/-; bo!

50/-- 1916 short fork spindles, 1/-; all are new
carriage paid.—Burge, ^6, Oak St., Southpori. [X

SCOTT Spares—New gears, £11; all gear p
radiators from £2.—Cathedral Motor Works

Gt. George St., Liverpool.

E22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
LEC JACKSON for Nortons, Sunbeams, Ariels,

M:i)tinsydes, Massey-Arrans, Calthorpes, New
erials, etc.

JEC JACKSON. Sturmey-Archer gear stockist

Repairs while you wait.

L.T3C JACKSON for Norton Parts.

LEC JACKSON—This week's specials for cash:

1920 (Aug.) 3?4li.p. Scott, in beautiful condition,

£56- 1916 3 ] oli.p. T.T. Norton, in beautiful con-

>n, any trial, £43/10; 1920 B.S.A., special T.T
ipson pulley, aa new throughout, -very fast, £48/10

LEC JACKSON.—New Imperial ,gear bos, new, 3-

speed, £8/15/6; Binks carburetter, l'/sin. inlet,

0; new' Stunney-Archer gear box, £14; Clyno pi?ton,

lightweight, 12/6; new Bowden wire, per 100ft.
'

good sidecar chassis, complete, £1/18/6; 650x65
tar wheel and spindle, £1; Druid forks, less stem

springs, for Norton 3V3h.p., £1/9/6; leather driving

es, lined lambswool, special, per pair 3/6; new large

9 'foot pumps, 4/- each.

LEG JACKSON.—Norton parts: Rear wheel for No.

9, £1/10: tear stand, 10/-: footrests for No. 9,

: special 1916 guaranteed Brooklands special 3Voh.i)

fon engine, with magneto, carburetter, and engine

bs with sprocket or left pulley, £24 ; JNorton front

el' 26x2V', £1/5; Norton T.T. bars. 12/6; 1916
on frame, "countershaft, chain-cum-belt, as new, £9;
wheel for game, £2; 1921 16H tank, -as new, £3;
Stnnney-Archer gear box, 3-sneed, £14: 1914 4h.p.

ron frame. £4; pair T.T. mudsuard-. £1 ; pair 16H
t forks, £3/2; rear carrier, 16H, 14/6; rear stand,
• Brooks racing saddle, as new. £2/5/6 ; Brooks

e saddle, £1/10; Norton exhaust pire, 12/6. Write
anv Norton iiart you require- Carriage extra. Cash

i a\] orders.—Ales Jackson, Norton Specialist, Kast

tide, Keighley. , [4022

'AINLESS Steel Valves banish all valve trouble;

auv pattern; 10/- each, post free.—Capacity Fns
Bro=eley. Shropshire. T5036

JlIP Connections, new, 22in. long by V-m., braided
aud swivel end. 1/-, post free; bargain.—Edwardes.
Camlenvell Rd., S.E.5. [5312

jYNO Parts : Frames, wheels, engine parts, to

be cleared at very low prices.

CRRY Spring Links, 5/- pair; aluminium foot

boards, 10/- pair; Brampton forks, 60/-. New
s.

1 /_ MAGNETOS, Splitdori, anti, "single, as
" / new ; Bosch latest waterproof, single, anti,

. All magnetos guaranteed.

ANDLE-BARS: Clvno, 7/6; P. and M., 10/-;
Douglas semi-T.T., 11/-.

ONEY Returned if not satisfied. Carriage extra.

Reduction for quantities.

'.J.C. Motor Co., 5, Addison Av., Holland Park.
W.ll. Park 2071.

*

[5077

ILLENNIUM Fit-all 2-speed Gear, good condition ;

£3 or best offer.—Harris, Kirkleigh, Minehead.
[5092

SPEED Armstrong Wheel,' complete controls;

£5/15, bargain.—11, Pretoria Av., Waltham-
[5128

0YAL RUBY Frames; Ruby, Enfield, and Clyno
spares—Pugh Engineering Works, Shirley Rd..

,-don. [5105

B.C. Cra-nkshaft, 30/-; Enfield rear hubs, 15/-;

Zenith rear mudguards, 15/-; pistons, every

e, at 10/-.

'HEELS, fronts 25/-, rears 40/-; P. and M. gears.

60/-; cylinder, 40/-; gear lever, 7/6. We have

y part in stock, and at the lowest prices.

)OTBOARDS, 10/- per pair; American X rear
sprockets, 17/6; Peugeot cyls., 20/-; carburetter,

ic, B. and B„ 40/-, Claudel 50/-; 1912 Clyno
[ wheel, 40/-; Rover silent chain and sprocket,

; F.N. 2ZA induction pipe, 15/-; tanks renovated
lakers' colours, Triumph, Douglas, B.S.A., Enfield,

[j 2% Douglas gear box, £4/10; B.S.A. belt rim,
5, Stamped envelope reply. Closed at 1 p.m. on
rsday. — Phone : Putney 1652. — Britnell Bros.,

% High St., Fulharn. [5071

(J.S. Gear Box, 3-speed, K.S.. as new, £12/10; also
1921 frame, tank, diip-feed, back stays, £8.-23.

ate Av., Wood Green. [4948

lp. Sturraey 3-speed Wheel, tyre, tube, £5; N.S.U.
!
gears, parts missing, 30/- ; offers. — Greenside,
jghton Rd., Darlington. [4740

jXNO Spares, 50% below cost. Write requirements

:

1 stamp, plea.se.—Claridge's, Clyno Specialists. 8,
jidos Rd., Redtand. Bristol [4694

(sUSED Jukes 3-speed K.S. Gear -Box, £10; front
axle, wheel, frame, etc., for cycle car, £5.—

ISt. Mary's Rd., Sheffield. X5185

<j
and M. Aluminium Chain Covers, with caps and

:|
back guard, silver polished, 29/- set, postage 1/3

ineto chain covers, 4/6.—Below,

parr>OTBOARDS.-P. end M.'s and Triumph. 10/6
j postage 1/-; any type made.—Below.

CMBER Plates, cast aluminium, silver polished
letters and border, 10/6 pair; car size, 12/6 and

Sl-Towler, Thorn St., Burnley. T4691

Leave it to
the 'Best 11

Y^HY not forget all about
your lubrication and

leave it to the

BEST
AUTOMATIC
OIL PUMP
Less Oil~BetterRunning

One user says

—

" It is the cheap-
est and most useful accessory I

have purchased in 15 years of

motor cycling."

It costs only 25/6— phi?, cost of fitting.

It cuts down oil bill* 30% to 50% and
provides perfect lubrication with its

attendant advantages.

27^ Patentees.

Sole Maters, and
G drmit <r$ are—

BEST &
LLOYD, Ltd.

Handsworth,

Birmingham.

Let un sand y it n
cfipy of his Fiee
booklet which telts

% ok all adcut it

REYS
173, Gt. Portland Street.

Telephone—Langham 1257

HI RE
Motor1 Cycles and Combinati-ins.

Any period from one dav
A GOOD SELECTION OF 1922

SViODELS IN STOCK
Easy Payments taken on New Machines,

and Exchanges Entertained.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
1919 ZENITH, sports, 6 h.p., with Sidecar

and all accessories £85
1020 LEA-FRANCIS and Sidecar, all acces. £110
1918 HARUEY-DAVIDSON £85
1919 2J- h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed,

clutch, and kick-starter £50
1919 TRIUMPH, all accessories £80
1921 MARTINSYDE Combination, all acces. £110
1921 6 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Combination,

all accessories £105
1921 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Combination,

all accessories £110
1921 2% h.p. COULSON, all accessories.... £68
1920 4-speed A.B.C., as new, all accessories £75
1920 HENDERSON and Sidecar, all acces. £125
1921 ENFIELD, 2-speed, 2-stroke, all

accessories £32

G N.'S, COVENTRY PREMIERS, MORGANS
and ROVER3 IN STOCK
REPAIRS.

Good Machines taken in for Sale
on Commission

New Imperial Spare Parts Stockists.

I

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
COPPER Exhaust Pipe (solid copper tubing), polished,

all sizes stocked; straight, from 2/3 foot. Bending
a speciality.—Evans.

TRIUMPH Pipes, special offer, complete with clip;
long copper 14/6, steel 13/-, plated 18/-.—Evans.

DOUGLAS. 2%h.p.
; copper 12/6 pair, steel 10/-.

—Evans.

RUDGE, Sunbeam, Rover, Norton, copper 20/-, steel
16/-; New Imperial, Omega, Levis, etc., copper

14/-, steel 10/6; all T.T. bends.—Evans.

MUFFLER Ends (Norton pattern), detachable, ash-
tailed, various sizes stocked, from 2/6.—Evans.

FOOTBOARDS, solid aluminium, upcurved front
and heel piece, with adjustable clips, 15/- pair;

with fittings for Douglas, 15/-; for Triumph, 16/-.—
Evan9.

TOOL Boxes, armoured, suit Triumph, etc., 10/9
pair; with locks, 13/- pair.—Evans.

HANDLE-BARS, plated, Triumph pattern, W.D.
or D.R., yain. 14/-, lin. 15/-.—Evans.

LEGSHIELDS, suit all machines, enamelled and gold
lined, complete 13/6 pair; aluminium, 15/- pair.

—Evans.

WHEELS from 42/- pair; to suit standard Triumph,
rear 60/-, front 30/- complete; specials built

to order; any parts supplied.—Evans.

BELT Rims.—Standard Triumph 10/6; any size to
order 16/6; tyre iims, 10/6; spring forks from

50/-.—Evans

CARRIAGE Free, cash with order, discount to trade.
—Evans Bros., Brougham St., Hocklev, Birmingham.

[X5280

P.
and M. Engines, £6; gears, £2/15; frames, £1/10;
mudguards, 12/-; carriers, 14/-; set 40 spokes and

nipples, 6/-, new.—Below.

P.
and M. Lubricators, 17/-; tank caps, 1/9 each;
valve caps, 3/6; footrest rubbers. 21- pair: brake

pedals, 4/- ; magneto chain covers, 4/6 ; handle-bars,
10/-.—Below.

P.
and M. Chains, set of 3 £1/5; chain oases, good.
£1/5 set, spring forks complete. £2/10 set, mag-

neto with sprocket and chain, £2/5; carburetter, £1/15;
toolbags, 5/6; sidecar mudguards, 10/-.—Below.

P.
and M. 43-tooth Rear Sprockets, 12/6; legshields

with fittings, 15/-: silencers with roan pipe similar

to 1921 model, 17/-.—Below.

SILENCERS.—Harley-Davidson, with rear extension
pipe, 17/6; cast aluminium silencers for large twin,

17/-; single. 15/-; 2-stroke and lightweight, 10/6: oil

rear pipes fitted.—Below.

C1HAINS.—P. and M.. set of 3. £1/5; Douglas 2%h.p.. '

' 4/6; 4h.p., 5/6; Triumpli. 5/6; others 2/- ft, good
condition.—Below.

SADDLES.—P. and M., Douglas, Triumph, eta,, 17/6.
re-covered, good.—Below.

ACCUMULATORS, 4 volt 20 amps., new, in case,

14/-; 6 volt, £1.—Below.

DOUGLAS 2?-„h.p. Frames, complete with front forks,

£3/15; gear boxes, £4; cylinders, 10/-; wheels,

ear £1/5, front £1: carburetters, £1/5; silencers, 12/6;
handle-bars, 10/6.—Below.

CARBURETTERS.—Amac, B.B., Senspray, £1/10;
Douglas. £1/5.—Below.

LEVERS.—Magneto, 4/-; carburetter, 5/6; clutch and
brake, 5/6.—Below.

ELECTRIC Lighting Set, has 4 volt accumulator, new
in case, 5in. aluminium head light, aluminium

tail light, and wires, £1/15, complete. All cheques and
M O.'e should be crossed.—Motor Cycle Accessory Co.,

868a, Old Kent Rd., London, S.E. f5295

QKx70mm. Pistons, for J.A. P. engines, 9/- each.—
Ot) Automotive Spares, Ltd., 178, King's Rd., Chelsea,

S.W.3. Tel.: Kensington 255. [3851

GENUINE Douglas Patent Leather Mudshields with
attachments, noiseless : 5/- ; postage 1/-.— Basker-

ville, School Rd., Hale, Cheshire. [4930

ARIEL Engine and Frame, with De Dion engine com-
plete, new mag. and bearings, drop frame ; bargain,

£20.—Gibhs, HigTi St., Burrvham, Bucks. [4613

BLNKS, 1921, 1%, perfect, spare jets, 57/6; A.O.
dynamo, off Douglas, 22/6; Austin pillion seat,

8/6; Tan-Sad, £1.-25, East St., Taunton, [4664

BINKS Carburetter (1921) fits 2%h.p Douglas, per-

fect, 55/-; 8 s'-we jets and tuning instructions.—
Jennings, 100, High St., Tooting. 8.W. [4909

FLEXIBLE Hot Air and Exhaust Tube; bend by
hand, no freat required; list.—Ribbans, 6, Scofr-

land Green Rd., bonders End, Middlesex. [4541

CROWN Adjustable Pulleys ; Triumphs, Humbera,
Bradbnrys, Premiers, B.S.A.'s, Precisions, 17/6;

J.A.P.S, 19/6; Douglases, 25/-.—Ridington.

Tl/TAGNETO Sprockets, 7-tooth to 24-tooth; engine,
i-TX chain, and hub sprocket manufacturers.—Rid-
ington.

LIGHTER Flints, lOd. doz., 3 doa. 1/9, 5/- groat.

—Ridington, 202-4, Southampton St., Oamber-
well. [3311

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B23
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*- BROS. 4s

200, GT. PORTLAND ST., W
'T'hone—Langham 1704.

Any make of machine can be
supplied on our Payment out of
Income Scheme. Write for full

particulars, and state machine
you are interested in.

1922 MACHINES IN STOCK.
B.S.A. 41 h.p. K.2., Solo £107
B.S.A. 41 h.p., H.2. , £110
B.S.A. K.2., with box carrier .. £139
B.S.A. model "E" combination .. £164
DOUGLAS, 2-speed, fully equipped £75
DOUGLAS, 3-speed „ £90
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination .. £135
ENFIELD model No. 200 .. .. £155

„ „ No. 190 .. .. £158
„ No. 180 .. .. £140

MATCHLESS combination . . .. £170
RALEIGH 5-6 h.p. Solo .. .. £130
RUDGE, I.O.M £85
SUNBEAM 4

',
h.p. Solo .. £14115

TRIUMPH model H £105
TRIUMPH model S.D £115
ZENITH BRADSHAW £113

M1LLF0RD, CANOELET, HENDERSON, SWAN
and MONTGOMERY SIDECARS in Siock.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

HEPWORTH RINGS
conform to Air Board
Chemical Analysis and
Physical Test.

Hb^WORTH PISTON BIN di
were used on the Kapier'Lion
engine in the D.H.9. Biplane,

which broke the world's alti-

tude record, and also on the sam
vype 0/ engine which was ftttej

to the machine winning tn:

British Aerial Derby, 1921.
Hepworth & Grandage, Ltd.,

Wakefield Road, BRADFORD.
Agents a)id Stockists—

illative Supplies, 20, CrossSc.
hJanchester. W. Reid Watt,
14-15. Snow Hill, B'ham. Kay,
Tool Dealer, Middlesborongh.
Ho tor Mart, S'tbSt., tcarboro

B^^^B^^

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
SPEEDOMETERS complete, from 45/-, guaranteed^

repairs executed.—J. Speedometer
[3147

D^

repairs executed.—J. W. Robins,
Specialist, 97, Latchmere Rd.. Battersea

ASHBOAED Lamps, with bulbs and 2 yards flex.

1 sample carriage paid 1/6, 12 carriage paid

10/6, and 100 carriage paid 80/-.—Below.

ANGLE Valves to fit standing part ot any standard
sized M.B. or car valves. 2 carriage paid 2/- or

100 75/-.—Bolow.

STEERING Wheels, 12in. central bore, %in. aero-

plane type, 3/- delivered, lots of 6 delivered 15/-.

—

Below.

WASHERS, engineer's bright steel, sample set 6d.,

one gross (mixed! 2/-, 10 lb. 11/6. carriage paid.

Size of bore and weight per gross, i.e.

:

I/^IN'.=2 oz., 3-16in. = 3 oz., 7-32in.= 6-oz., %in
/a

5 IN.sl5 oz.,

16

LOTS of 28
forward.

= 22 <

=7 oz.

7-ieiu. = 26i/
2 oz., M>in.= 2 1b.

lb. at 20/-, 112 lb. lots at 60/-, rail

B—The same washers plated, 25% extra.N
TERMS Nett Cash. Satisfaction or cash returned if

requested within 21 days.

VALE Engineering Syndicate, 8-11, Brown's Build-
ings, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3. Tel. : Central 877.

[0699

1 KA SCREWS, nuts, washers, set screws, 3/-; 144
XO Vf bright steel bolts, 2/6 ; 72 bright hexagon
nuts, 2/6.—See below.

fyO BEST Spring Washers, 3-16in. to Vsin., 1/9; 36
t & castle nuts. Min. to '/jin., 1/9.—See below.

1 A A Coppered Bifurcated Rivets, 8eV; 12 Sin.

Lf± hacksaw blades, 1/6; any of the above car-

riage paid—Wood, Tithebarn St.., Preston. [X4769

GEAR Box, Sturmey 3-speed, clutch, kick starter,

1921 slightly used, guaranteed perfect; £14 —
James, '46. Chaucer Rd., London, S.E.24. [S5247

ARIEL Twin Engine, 8h.p., Senspray, Bosch, frame,
handle-bars, Druid forks, tank, 2 wheels; offers

any part?—512, Lordship Lane, Dulwich. S.E. [4725

enamel and plating excellent,

; £12/10; particulars, stamp.

—P. Crapper, 74, Albert Teirace Rd.. Sheffield. [4710

P.
and M. Mudguards, pair 25/-; tamk, 15/-; frame,

35/-; timing covers, 20/-; inverted levers, 9/-;

new front brakes, 27/6; stands, 12/6.—Below.

P.
and M. Exhaust Cap and compression tap for

priming, 5/-; complete inlet caps, 3/6.—
Liverpool; [4383

and M. Gears, £3; engines and tool bags, 4/6;
handle-bars, 7/6; tail pieces, 5/6; mudguards,

; backs, 7/6. I have every part P. and M.

and M. Sidecar Chassis, stoved, enamelled, plated
fittings, £4/10; approval against cash.—Welding
55, St. James Rd., Bermondsey. [5277

SPRING Frame, P.V.,
complete less eng

Specialist, 147, Burliugton St

P
17/

P
Co.

TYRES.—Wood-Milne special, regular stock, 26X2 1
/,

and 26X2 1
/-, 13/6; tubes, endless, 26x2^ 6/-,

26X2V2 6/9, 28x3 5/6. All above post free —Below.

OILSKIN Combination Suit:
not stick,, new, surplus

Pegamoid brand, will
Government, complete

post 1/-.—Below.

Leather Flying Coats, ideal for motor
65 / -. post free ; state height when

Below.

W.D.—Lodge, K.L.G., and A.C. Titan

;

1/9; all brand new, in makers' boxes; postage,
one 4d., two 6d., twelve 1/3.—Below.

with sou'-wester; 16/6,

AIRMAN'S
cycling

;

ordering.—

."pLUGS,

issued to officers,

fittings, bull's-eye
usual price 14/6, postage 9d.—

ELECTRIC Torches, new,
1 V&xa. long, nickel-plated

lens ; 3 / 9 complete,
Below.

WATCHES aeroplane 8-day, fully jewelled and
compensated, £2, originally cost £8, post free

holders for above, 3/6, postaluminium dashboard
free.—Below.

FOUNTAIN Pens, self-filling, lever type, screwed
cap, 14-carat gold nib; 5/-, post free, wonderful

value.—Below.

ALL above goods sent on receipt ^of cash; money
returned in full if not approved.—The Woodside

Motor Co. 4, Station Buildings, Woodside, S.E. 25.
£5033

LONG Exhaust Pipes, direct from engine, in cuppei

or nickel-plated steel, for all make of machines;
standard sets, with detachable muffles, from 21/-.—

Below.

DISCS, in polished aluminium or light steel, from
15/- per wheel; leg shields, in polished aluminium

or light steel, from 17/6 per wheel.—Mersey Disc Co.,

34. Sutton St., Warrington. [1165

MAGNETO, off Rudge; £2; carburetter, Brown and
Barlow, pilot jet, 25/-; Brown 3J/;>h.p. engine.

mechanical valves
:

Ha rborough.
35/-.—Burdett, Cycle Depot, Market

[X5281

MORGAN.-Owners write for illustrated list describ-

ing the Hall" 5^ second, jack.'^ Designed__for the
Morgan. Quick, simple, efficient.— S.

Peter's St., St, Albans.
Hall, 91, St.

[4617

READING
UNIQUE RECORD.

W. JULIAN
is the ONLY COMPETITOR
in the sidecar classes to gain

GOLD MEDALS
in each of the last four long

distance M.C.C. Reliability

Trials.

As in Competition—so in

Business.

Absolute Reliability.

S. JULIAN also gained GOLD
MEDAL in London - Exeter

Trial.

H. JULIAN,
84, Broad Street

READING, !c^
n

Readers- of "The Motor Cycle
who are considering the purchase

of a small car will find all the in-

formation they desire in the pages of

L

Every Friday. FOURPENCE

THE AUTOCAR' deals with

even/ phase of motoring, ana

very fully covers the small car

movement.

AH the known makes o^'jgjj'

cars are advertised in "THE
AUTOCAR."
Bargains in second-hand light

cars are more likely to be secured

through "THE AUTOCAR"
than any other medium

Because—

More second-hand light cars

are offered for sale in "THE
AUTOCAR" than in any
other motor journal.

Published bv

Hide & Sons Ltd.. Dorset Hoiue. Tudor St,

London. E.CA

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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The Sidecar and the Small Car.
SPEAKING recently at a gathering where he

was the guest of honour of keen motor
cyclists, a prominent member of the motor
car industry astonished his hosts by ex-
pressing the opinion that the sidecar is

doomed. Everyone is, of course, entitled to his

opinion, but there are times when its expression
may be out of place, especially when it suggests
exploitation of personal interests. The speaker
in question, after stating that he could not
imagine anyone riding in a sidecar if he could
command a car, and suggesting that the time
was near at hand when a small car would take the
place of the sidecar outfit, made no secret of the
fact that he was interested in a projected cheap
small car.

Undoubtedly there is a big market for cheap
and light four-wheelers, but those who would
revolutionise economical motoring have a long
way to go before it can be said that the end of
the sidecar is in sight. Certain it is, very cheap
cars will not appeal to those who hitherto have
purchased the most elaborate type of sidecar, for

such motor cyclists are in a class by themselves
and may only be compared with those in the auto-

mobile world who buy the most elaborate car.

If ever low-priced four-wheelers rob the motor
cycle world of its purchasers, then their price and
performance must approximate to those of cer-

tain sidecars which are sold on price.

The pride of possession factor, is invariably

overlooked by those who predict the doom of the

sidecar, perhaps for the reason that it does not
play the same part in the purchase of a car as is

the case where a motor cycle is concerned. There
are very few sidecars on the road to-day which
are not ownedr by keen enthusiasts. On the

other hand, a very large number of car owners
are interested only in the ability of their vehicles

to carry them from one place to another, ignor-

ing the general efficiency of the machine.

Those who forecast the end of the sidecar are
usually those who have had little experience with
sidecars and regard them as uncomfortable and
unmechanical machines tolerated by their owners
only for want of a four-wheeler within range of
their purses. Motor cyclists know this view to
be erroneous. Nevertheless, the statements to

which we have referred are hot calculated to help
'

the motor cycle industry, because the speaker
was a public figure of sufficient importance for
his remarks to be quoted extenso in the lay Press
and read by many who may be tempted to defer
purchasing a sidecar until the mystery vehicle
appears.

w
F.I.C.M. Weight Limits.
'E have several times urged that the

various F.I.C.M. regulations—especi-

ally those referring to weight limits

—

be revised. Under the present arrange-
ment motor cycles competing in such

events as the Tourist Trophy Races and the
A.C.U. Trials have to conform to these regula-
tions, which include absurd weight limits. That
weight limits may be necessary is agreed, but to

impose minimum weights which exceed those of
motor cycles sold

, to the public is futile, and
it is not uncommon for machines to carry weight
to bring them up to the F.I.C.M. limits.

A minimum weight limit may have been neces-
sary on the Continent at a time when 1,000 c.c.

machines weighed less than present-day 250 c.c.

lightweights, but, in view of latter-day know-
ledge of metals, manufacturers are not likely

to jeopardise their chances of success by build-
ing extremely light machines which are unsafe.

If there is a reasonable argument why a mini-
mum weight limit is to be retained, then the
same argument should apply to cycle cars, which,
for international competitions, have to conform
to a definition which includes a maximum weight
limit.

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found en the pags facing the back cover.

a..v...\....\..\ S SZSZSI
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ccasionai.

Club Propaganda.

THE Cardiff M.C.C. are propaganda experts, and
amuse themselves during the winter by trying

to attract new members. They issue a rag-

time broadsheet which is published in the local papers,

and is interesting because it does not contain one
solitary morsel of fact; it is pure leg-pulling from
start to finish, and is written to' show outsiders what
sort of company they may expect if they join up.
Thus :

Lectures.
—

" Landmarks within 100 Miles."
(Many little-known inns are shown off the beaten
course where nourishment may be obtained at

all hours. A list of Sunday openers is given
gratis, with quickest routes thereto, and a list of

passwords.)

Exchanges.—An allotment and, a washstand for

a Morgan or other cycle car.

A euphonium, five rose trees, and dress suit

for good sidecar outfit.

1,000,003 Russian roubles and 500 local ship-

ping shares for good lightweight.

He goat, harmonium, and case of stuffed birds

for a small four-seater.

I
,
must really go and lecture to this club on the

velocity, composition, and consumption of mixture.

Running a One-day Trial.

SOME weeks ago I appealed to the clubs to

advertise their trials in the villages along the
routes, as the locals love watching our struggles,

and will be of great help as route marshals if they
are informed of the date and hour. An official of
that very live body, the Sheffield and Hallamshire
Club, sends me a copy of the instructions issued to
the staff for a one-day- trial held in the summer, from
which I see that plenty of advertisement was done
along the route. .With a shudder I cull the following
paragraph :

"If the river is dry on Friday, get it dammed
to one foot deep."

I call this simply pusillanimous for a Yorkshire
club. Why not three feet?

My New Role.

AFTER road trouble one day (broken crank-
shaft, I think), I dived into a train in motion,
and, to my joy espied a magazine left on

the seat by some departed passenger My hopes
of mental refreshment during an irksome non-stop
were rebuffed when I found the journal was Blue
Bells (or words to that effect) and its principal
contributor a certain "Aunt Rosie," who advised
fair readers what immediate action to apply if they
spotted Bertie taking another maiden to the cinema.
To-day I find myself compelled to play a similar role.

a 22

The flapper who flaps on the bracket of a reader

signing himself "Big Four" is tired of her parrot

perch, and yearns for a 'bus of her own. " Big Four
''

promptly procured a sheaf of folders describing the

best baby two-stroke. Not a bit of it. Miranda insists

on a sports model of not less than 500 c.c. This

time " Big Four " has come to the right man. J

have often been there. There are two modes of action,

the suaviter in modo (otherwise, the velvet glove) and

the fortiter in re (otherwise, the iron hand). The
iron hand policy consists simply and solely of getting

another flapper. "Big Four" informs me in a

lugubrious postscript that he has thought of this only

to reject it (he has my sympathy, whether he is

alluding to compromising letters, or to the fact that,

like Little Willie in fr.ont of Verdun, he is too deeply

engaged to withdraw). The velvet glove (cheer up,

"Big Four"!) consists of borrowing . . . well,

this almost needs a paragraph to itself.

The Velvet Glove.

LET " Big Four " procure an extremely large

'bus—998 c.c, if possible. Let him carefully

detune it so far as to make starting difficult. A
wide plug gap. Air leaks at every joint in the

induction pipe. No. 3 spirit in the tank. Seccotine

in the oil tank. Let him then select a day on which

the temperature is low and the sky overcast. Let
the road ^then be taken. " Big Four" will start the

lady.'s 'bus at the outset (a surreptitious injection of

methyl ether is recommended). The lady must then

be tempted to a scrap, and allowed to get the better

of it. Within a mile or so " Big Four " must allow

himself to be left, whereupon he will lay bare his

rear tube, unscrew and remove the tyre valve there-

from. This will give him a strafe-proof excuse to

push home. The lady will be left wrestling with the

unstartable 7-9 h.p., scaling some 3 cwt. When she

finally returns, she will be in an extremely chastened
condition, and it will be found that, for the future, she
prefers a Levis Popular to anything on wheels.

Personally, I do not commend such mean-spirited
handling of a restive damosel. I believe in beginning
as you mean to go on—in getting the girl properly to

heel right at the" outset. But as "Big Four" is

clearly only about 0.35 of a man, he may prefer the

latter of my two alternatives.

Secret Switches.

DSN'T it courting trouble to fit motor cycles with
any gadget which shrieks aloud " I am a switch

'

" ?

Not the least convenience of motor cycles, as
compared with other motor vehicles, is that the
bicycle occupies so little room that -or.e can leave it

anywhere. But if the top tube beast-.: a polished
aluminium or mahogany instrument board adorned

<I9>
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Occasional Comments.—

with two or three tumbler switches, every urchin who
comes along is sure to light the lamps and blow the

horn ; and if the machine is stored in a public garage,

few mechanics can be trusted to refrain from utilising

its lamps on occasion. It is quite easy to devise secret

switches for both lamps and hooter ; a rotatable lamp
fitting will serve to turn on the light (Hunt's have
already applied this dodge), and a twist-grip would
make an admirable hooter switch. Of course, such
ideas may get known even to the street arab in the

course of time, but at the worst they would be a partial

safeguard. Nothing is more demoralising than to sit

down to a good lunch in a road house, and halfway
through the soup to hear a continuous ear-piercing

screech from one's hooter, when the battery is known
to be rather on the low side. Failing secret switches,

a removable plug such as figured on ancient ignition

systems would be better than nothing.

Diagnosed

!

EN the old days when we depended on accumulators
for ignition purposes, we all carried voltmeters

or testing lamps. To-day, few of us own such
gadgets, and electrical tests are correspondingly

difficult. The other day, my accumulator lighting

set chipped out miles from anywhere. Pitch dark-
ness. No help available or to be expected. An
unknown road. A fair, but futile, companion. I

began to feel much as Ludendcrff felt in October,

1918. (Electrical engineers should not read the

95

following confession.). My accumulator was carried
astern, and two wires ran forward from it to> a switch-
board. A limited supply of matches and sensitive
fingers were my sole resources. I traced the battery
wires to the switchboard, struck a match, seized
a pocket knife, and used it to make two^or three
rapid " shorts " between the terminals of the battery
wires. No spark. Then I hied me to the tail of
the machine, and made a similar ruthless experiment
across the terminals of the battery itself. No spark.
Then I struck another match and closely inspected
the permanent bridge between the two cells. One
of its piers was cracked clean across. Felt in my
pocket. Unearthed a piece of stout string. Lashed
that fractured bridge hard down on its pier. Switched
on. Brilliant light. Home rejoicing.

Puzzling.

THE other day my new engine developed an
intensive fit of the sulks. It had never been
a good one, and at last I reluctandy took it

down miles before treatment should have been neces-
sary. The piston rings of both pistons were jammed
in their grooves with the gaps closed right up. There
was no carbon or dirt of any sort in the grooves or
on the rings, and the inference was that the rings had
originally been fitted so tight that they had never
opened when the pistons were inserted into the
cylinders. If the fit was originally correct, the cast

iron pistons must have " grown." Funny, wasn't it,

but pistons do grow, you know.

THE TOUCH OF WINTER.
A snapshot taken in " leafy " Warwickshire after the blizzard last week. Beautiful as was the effect, the thick snow was not appreciated by the

motor cyclist who has to travel day by
#
day and in all weathers.

(
I2
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'-.'''' THE INt/ERFflRIGfllG CORKSCREW

A Commentary on the best-known Hills in the Highlands
!

THE organisers of the Scottish Trials are singu-

larly fortunate in that they can leave out plenty

of the worst hills which they know, and yet

confront their entry with a couple of climbs daily for

a week, any one of which is perfectly capable of spoil-

ing a clean sheet for a good rider. This is true if

the weather chances to be line ; when the weather is

atrocious the hills' are naturally still more " chancy."

Pride of place goes unquestionably to the Pass of

the Cattle, the five miles up and live miles down

between Tornapress and Applecross, a mountain road

which would be

world-famous if it

were not so re-

markably inacces-

sible. If this hill

and its surround-

ing scenery could

be bodily trans-

lated to within

fifty miles of

Coventry or Bir-

mingham, it would

benefit . the motor

industry as pro-

foundly as Brook-

lands track has

already done ; arid

it wrould be a place

of resort for every

tourist in Great
Britain. Crags,

lochs, eagles, and
deer relieve a mas-
a?4

APPLECROSS. A hill that ruthlessly searches out ar.d punishes any weakness in

an engine.

sive , landscape which is almost overpowering in its

splendour.

Technically the hill—especially the climb from the

Jeantown side—ruthlessly searches out and punishes
any weakness in an engine. Standard cars often spout
boiling water like a Yellowstone Park geyser in their

effort to surmount it, and imay take years off the life

of their brakes in the descent. Any motor cycle engine
which has -the least -tendency to distort will hammer as

if Thor's anvil were working on a rush job. To sum
up the approach side tersely, you begin with four miles

of collar work
which can be
done on top gear
if you are a deft

driver with a first-

class engine under
you, but which
will demand lots

of second gear
from the ordinary
t ouri n g duffer.

The last mile in-

cludes lots of 1

in 5 ; has patches
of the kind of sur-

face which makes
you bite the tip

off your tongue
;

and contains three

hairpins which
cause cars to re-

verse, and are

equal to un-

(28)
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Famous Scottish Hills—
saddling a first-class solo rider if the

Highland " haar " fills the air, and
prevents yon seeing in advance when
and how the road intends to twist back
on itself? The further side is a simi-

lar ascent of less severity. There is

.no climbing test in these islands which
approaches the Pass of the Cattle.

. For a trick hill, up which even a

George Dance could hardly guarantee

to make an absolutely clean climb at

the first time of asking, or at any time

of asking on a wet day, commend me
to Inverfarigaig Corkscrew. A nar-

row road, barely wide enough for a

Morgan, is scooped out of the sheer

face of a pine wood, so steep that

the loops mostly boast 1 in 5 hair-

pins • and there are seven or eight of
them: At each side of the road is a

narrow track of sandyish turf, not too
firm on a dry day, not too soggy in

rain. Up the centre is

a trough, two or three

feet wide and perhaps
9m. deep, of loose,

sand, which seldom be-

comes really muddy,
but never hardens.

The problem is to

cross the trough be-

tween each pair of
hairpins, for they must
all be negotiated on
the outside if your knee
is to clear your bar
when the helm is 'put
hard over. A few'

07

(Top.)

AMULREL
A d i fficult

climb famous

for its awkward
and very acute

S bend.

(Centre.)

BRIG 0'

BROWN. Be-
tween Tomin-

and Cam-
bridge,

(Bottom.)

ABRIACHAN. On
the banks of Loch Ness,

a difficult hill for side-

cars m particular.

(16)

plunges and an anxious patch of wheel-

slip are the least you can escape with

if you cross the central trough clumsily.

If you take-the hairpins fast, and you
boggle your . steering at the corners, a

comical failure is your lot. Sidecars

and cycle cars are very easily capsized

on two of the bends, even by trials ex-

perts. It is emphatically a hill on

which to be a spectator rather than a

competitor, and if you can climb it with

your feet firm on your rests all the way
up,- yon know how to sit a machine.

Two good practice climbs for am-

bitious amateurs are to be found at

Arrmlree. The climb from the Crieff

side is dear to the Edinburgh Club,

whose experts say they never feel quite

sure of it'.* I do not rate it so highly as

that myself. .' There is a lot of rough

a25
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Famous Scottish Hills.—
collar work before you tackle the famous or infamous

S bend, on which "the surface is generally in process

of decomposition. This makes you skid and wobble,

and before you have time to resteady the bus, the

second bend is upon you, and is extremely acute.

Take it wide and slowly; then there remains half a

mile of rough single figure gradient.

The Kenmore side is stiffer, and has one excessively

awkward snag. Just above the worst corner, which is

sharp enough in all conscience, a.

reef of naked rock crosses three-

quarters of the road and projects ap-

preciably above it. Your machine is

crawling as you round the bend, and,

unless you are very lucky, it is also

buckjumping. You must regain

sufficient control to dodge that reef

;

otherwise there will be a colossal

plunge, and you can thank your stars

if the climb does not terminate ab-

ruptly there and then. Once past

this reef, the rest is plain sailing.

Cockbridge Ladder, between Bal-

moral and Tomintoul, is yet another

hill for which -the older brigade of

Scottish Six Day men have an un-

feigned respect. But I rather fancy
that this reverence is more concerned

vince one that the. road rises one yard in every half-

dozen, so that the engine seems to be seizing. This

climb can be greasy in " saft " weather, especially

towards the foot, an added terror from which most

Scottish climbs are fairly free. I have seen good men
and true conk out on this climb, or jolt clean off the

road into the heather, or upset their sidecars. But an
inner instinct assures me that it is not really very

formidable on a modern machine.
In either drizzle or downpour the Scottish clubs can

KENMORE. At (he foot of Loch Tay, a rough'and twisty hill

with single gears than with the actual ,
severity of the

climb. The road is—or was—exceptionally narrow,

and winds eternally with mild corners up the slope of

an absolutely interminable moor. When the ground
rises with the hill, gradient is always deceptive; and
there is no downward peep into a dizzy gorge to con-

a 26

TALLA LINN. A hill, included in the

1920 Scottish Six Days Trials, which

proved less formidable than was anticipated.

readily list the sort of hill on which
a stoppage robs you of your gold,

for some of their hills boast very

deep and lengthy patches of pale

fawn-coloured powder,which looks

like sand on a sunny day, but

proves- that it is only pulverised

earth by relapsing into the stodgiest

porridge when it is wet.

Abriachan is a good example.
' Last summer it was coated with

seven or eight inches of browny-

grey dust at its worst corner ; I

have known it be nearly hub deep

in a filthy clinging slime, which

absolutely nullified tyre grip on the

rear wheel of a sidecar and robbed

one of steering control on a solo mount. On Trinafour

there is a deep corner of the same stuff, round which

my bicycle once became absolutely unmanageable on

a descent. The latter can be the very stickiest corner

I know ; but Abriachan is rather terrifying, as a plunge

down a deep slope is the penalty of a generous skid.

(32)
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CAIRN-O'-MOUNT. Not a serious test for the modem machine. TRINAFOUR. Once formidable, but now treated almost with contempt.

I had. almost forgotten "Rest and Be Thankful.''

There is no excuse, foil once climbed it on a two-

speeder with handlebar gear control. The "control",

possessed no leverage, and the thrust of the engine .was

so urgent that the full power of one arm was required

to keep low gear engaged. The road was far rougher

than it is nowadays, and it is never easy to steer a
plunging machine one-handed. • Moreover, the sides

of the road were littered wiih sidecars which had
heated their cylinder bores egg-shaped. Moreover, the

wind was astern, and I. dared not stop to rest my
aching fingers, for I knew it was touch and go

whether my engine might seize before the summit.

Nowadays . the once invincible '.' Rest " is a duffer's

climb.. Some five miles separate the base from the

apex, but the gradient is comparatively mild, and the

solitary: hairpin at the summit is so wide that a tank
could take it at speed. But with a single gear and a

following wind it used to be a teaser. Ask Allan Hay,
who once carried a 2 h.p. lightweight up it at dead
of night, with the aid of a Norton rider named
Donaldson, and afterwards tramped back to the bottom

to help in pushing up the Norton, which had a Brook-

lands pulley. They. reached the night-stop just as the

rest of the men wrere starting breakfast, and much to

their credit they replenished with ham and eggs and
clocked out on the tick- with the Test of us.

Cairn-o'-Mount is seldom heard of nowadays, neither

is the Spittal of Glenshee. The latter consists solely of

an .S bend, which looks. most alarming, and lends

(2)-

REST AND BE THANKFUL. A main road climb and probably more familiar b<- name than anv other Scottish hill.

a27
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Famous Scottish Hills—

itself admirably to the

art of the stunt photo-

grapher, .
who can

make it look simply

frightful on the

printed page. But
honesty compels us to

admit that it is a

childish ascent nowa-

days, and I fear the

same is true of Cairn-

o'-Mount. But the

latter has bitter
memories for some of

the old brigade who
cannot bear to hear it

lightly spoken of.

Many of us have
climbed Cairn-o'-Mount on single gears. But time was

when the moor sank for about ioo yards in the landing

which separates the first flight from the upper steps.

Local farmers choked up the subsidence with cartloads

of rubbish, peat, boulders, turf, and what not. Then
the Edinburgh Club put us at it. The aforesaid carts

had ploughed twro gigantic ruts through the soft litter

which floated above the subsidence. Numbers One and
Two steered joyfully down the twin ruts. The ruck

followed anxiously Presently each rut narrowed, and

the foot-rests of the leading men began to foul the high

sides. We watched from the rear their increasing

wobbles with fear and oaths. Ere long the entire trial

was floundering in the litter, cursing as nobody ever

cursed before or since. 'Twas not so bad for some of

the men, who had two-speed gears. My own gear had
seized up solid earlier in the day; and how- could I

bT©!(fif€ILIi
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SPITTAL OF GLENSHEE. Known as the "Devil's Elhow

included in the 1912 Scottish 6 Days Trial.

re-start on a grade

of 1 in 9? I did re-

start -'-- many, man}'

times; but my wind

gave out with frantic

galloping alongside,

and I pushed up the

last mile, including

the two corners where

the grade is fair to

middling. Moreover,

I was on time at the

next check. That is

w7hy I am grizzled and

short - winded to-day.

Cairn - o' - Mount
-

- is

thus worthy of some
respect.

Little Gruinard is a

baby hill, only included as a practical joke in Six Day
routes. The Edinburgh Club are fond of pleasantries.

So year by year they dig out some new hill which not

one motor cyclist in a million has ever seen. On the

Sunday before the trial they excite the hapless Southron
with their national beverage, and then proceed to stuff

him up with appalling accounts of the new hills. The
result is that he starts the Trials in a very windy con-

dition, and corners like a badly balanced wheelbarrow-.

But in 192 1 the joke was the other way round. The
club pathfinders were sent to inspect a suggested hill

on a " cauld, cauld neet."

Scotland has a national recipe for averting frostbite

and pneumonia. The pathfinders utilised this recipe.

When they reached the hill it was daj-k. The above-

mentioned prescription has a well-known effect on the

optic nerve. The party screeched slowly up the hill on

GLENDOE. Near Fort Augustus—a scene on the lower and easier portion.

(IS,
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Famous Scottish Hills—
bottom gear, and averred to

each other that the beam of

their headlights was only a

few degrees short of the

vertical. They returned to

Edinburgh genuinely

scared about the hill, and
recommended that it was
really too steep for inclu-

sion. The club treasurer,-

in view of the high price of

gold medals, voted for the
hill and orated in its

favour. It went into the
programme. Being nearly
three miles long, some
twelve members of the
organising club were
marooned on that lonely

moor to observe the hill.

Xo part of Scotland is

technically Pussyfoot, but
in practice some areas are

remote from licensed pre-

mises. This was one. I

believe two decrepit

machines failed on the hill,

but that was nothing to the

good, as they could hardly
have waddled home if the

roads had been dead flat.

Anyhow, twelve irate obser-

vers will cast a solid block
of votes against that hill

figuring in any future event that may be held.

This catalogue of terrors, exploded or eternal, may
fitly wind up with the name of the first Scottish hill

which earned a reputation south of Tweed. Way up
north, some forty miles from the finish of the classic

Ipilijpus 101

LITTLE GRUINARD. An easy hill midst magnificent scenery

on the coast north of Gairloch.

End to End record, lies a

tiny hamlet in a dip be-

tween two mild acclivities.

Berriedale is the name of

the hamlet, and by South-
rons the name is extended
to the two slopes which con-
duct one south towards
civilisation or north to-

wards the abomination of
desolation.

The early End to End
record men had crude
engines, cruder transmis-
sions, and single gears. By
careful route selection they
could dodge every respect-

able slope between Land's
End and John o' Groats,
save only Berriedale.
On one or other of

these slopes, accord-
ing to the end from which
they started, all record
aspirants ' pedalled like

mad, till their weary legs

were flying round in an in-

visible blur. They kept up
the good work for a mile
coming south or half a mile

going north. So they had-

reason to remember Berrie-

dale. When they talked of

it in Midland or metropoli-

tan clubs it was eight

miles long, and had an average grade of 1 in 3. Hence
its ephemeral reputation. Then motors improved,
Highland touring. came into fashion, we all went up to

doff our caps to Berriedale—and roared up on top on
half throttle ! B. H. Davies.

MODERN FRAME DESIGN.

ALTHOUGH one often hears the complaint from

riders that the main essentials of the modern
motor cycle are practically the same as in pre-

war machines, there are many recent productions

which show that frame design, at least, is changing.

Of the new designs, there are several which are of

more than passing interest, and, incidentally, it may
be mentioned here.that what is accepted as conventional

in 1922 was regarded as heterodox as recently as two

years ago.

The Beardmore-Precision is an excellent example.

When this- machine was introduced, 'it was regarded

by many critics as a " peculiar'' design, merely be-

cause its design differed from the stereotyped form.

Excepting for its distinctive mechanical and construc-

tional features, the Beardmore-Precision does not de-

part from what are accepted as conventional designs.

In fact, if the outlineof any nicely proportioned ma-
chine is sketched upon . a piece of tracing paper and
laid over a similar sized photograph of the Beardmore,
it will be found that they synchronise. Whether this

was by accident or design is a moot point.

(6)

Another recent design, the Ner-a-Car, is an entirely

different proposition. Here conventional motor cycle

practice' has been entirely ignored, or, perhaps, it is

safe to say, avoided. An American design developed
in this country, the Ner-a-Car strikes many new notes

in motor cycle design. One of its chief characteristics

is its remarkably easy steering and balance, the latter

due to the low centre of gravity.

The Unibus is another design showing a marked
advana^ on pre-war practice. Unfortunately, perhaps,

the design has been confined to a scooter type of

vehicle. Anyone who has examined the Unibus at

the two Olympia shows where it has been exhibited

must have been impressed by its mechanical excellence.

Here, again, the outlines produced by evolution were
ignored," and one could not' say that it suffered on that

"account.

Among other new designs that are different, the

A. B.C., Peters, and Hagg may be mentioned. There
are. others, and altogether there is every indication that

frame design is not being allowed to stagnate.

Vedette.
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Scottish Clubs and Scottish Riders.

THOUGH there are eleven provincial

ated to the Scottish Auto Cycle

others which have not yet become
affiliated, it cannot truly be said that

minor club life in Scotland is such an

active success as' in the more thickly

populated portions ot England. There

is a very evident reason for this, for

Scotland is rich in sports to which the

motor cycle forms a useful, indeed, an

almost indispensable, adjunct, but which
are outside the circle of club control.

One finds that almost every motor
cyclist north of the Tweed is, for

example, a keen fisherman, and fish-

ing can be had almost anywhere in

the land of the heather, while the same,

of course, applies to shooting. These
interests claim a very large proportion

of the motor cycle fraternity at times

when, in districts less liberally en- -

dowed with outdoor interests, the

sporting rider is happy to look to the

social intercourse of his fellow riders.

Famous Clubs and Important
Events.

It is ^owing to Scotland's sporting

resources that the provincial secretaries

and club captains experience some diffi-

culty in marshal-

ling tire unani-

mous interests of

their flocks ; but

it is super-
fluous to add that

there are in Scot-

land two or three

clubs which are

keenly alive, and
a 1 r e a dv rightly

famous for the

excellence of their

organisation and
the keen interest

displayed in their

trials.

In this direction

t h e Edinburgh
and District
Motor Club is the

oldest and the

best known.
C a m p 1) ell Mc- , „- ,• ,„-,,
,-,

,
„ Medium Weights:

Gregor has for a
j. R . Alexander

long time stood (31 Douglas).

clubs affili-

Union, and

, SCOTTISH
CHAMPIONS

SPEED
FOR 1921.

Heavyweight Class

:

R. J. Braid (7-9 Indian)

Lightweights

:

A. L. Downie

(2i A. J. S.).

out as a prominent figure in the organisation of Scottish

Trials, and is~ still Secretary of the Club. As the

result of long experience, the Edin-

burgh Club has found that it is detri-

mental to the interest displayed to hold

events regularly every Saturday, and,

accordingly, the Club has adopted the

policy of organising fewer events and
attaching to each a greater importance.

The two most outstanding events of

the year organised by Edinburgh are, of

course, the Scottish Six Days and the

Scottish Two Days. The arrangements
for this year's Six Days are well in hand,
and the preliminary regulations should

be in order very shortly. The trial is to

be held the first week in May, and since

this early date entails some risk of bad
weather, it may be found necessary to

have in reserve an alternative and less

mountainous course. If the weather is

to be worse than we haveknown it dur-

ing certain preceding " summer trials
"

in Scotland, we sincerely hope that the

alternative course will not be too Alpine !

This year, as last, the plan of doling out

the awards on the last day of the trial

is to be adhered to.

The Edinburgh Club is blessed

in poss essing
many car mem-
bers who are
keenly interested

in the motor
cycle events,
and whose gener-

ous help has
everything to do
with the success

of the big trials.

Other Pros=
perous Clubs.

The Glasgow
M.C..C.,of which
L. C. Hilyer is

Secretary, is an
old and honoured
institution with
many able riders

among its mem-
bers ; while-i the

Glasgow Western
M.C.C. has ob-

truded itself upon

1

Featherweights

R. W. Wilson.

(21 Hobart).

(22)



Some of the officials of the Edinburgh M.C., organisers of the Scottish Trials
Messrs. W. Fraser, W. M. Smellie, R. R. White, A. G. Ballantine, Campbell
McGregor, R. Dixon, J. Beiton and Donald McKay.
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the notice of
Northern motor
cyclists during the

last two or three

years. Last year

they held a number
of important events,

many of which were
well patronised by
English riders ; their

list was a very full

and comprehensive
one. Mr. J. Robin-
son, the secretary,

and his host of-able

satellites, are to be
congratulated upon
their enterprise, and
it is to be hoped
that the coming
season will see their

efforts still further

rewarded.

We append a list

of the more im-

portant Scottish motor cycle clubs affiliated to the

governing body, together with the names and addresses

of their secretaries.

Beith and District M.C.C.

Sec, Robert Bal-

four, Craigvue,

Beith. "

Clackmannan
County M.C.C.
Sec, John J.

Christie, Rose-

garth, Tulli-

body Road,
Alloa.

Coatbridge, Airdrie

and District
M.C.C.
Sec, James Mon-

teath, Kirkiand

House, Blair-

hill Road, Cam-
bridge.

Dundee and District

M.C.C.
Sec, J. Robert-

son ,12, Victoria

Chambers,
Dundee.

Edinburgh and Dis-

trict M.C.,. Ltd.

Sec , Campbell
McGregor, 6,

Castle Terrace,

Edinburgh.
Falkirk and District

M.C.C.
Sec, A. Neilson,

S t e w a r tfield,

Falkirk/

(13)
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Glasgow M.C.C.
Sec, L. C.

Hilyer, 447,
S a u chiehall

Street, Glas-

gow.
Kelso and Dis-

trict M.C.C.
Sees., D. S.

A n d e rson,

Green lea,

K e 1 so ; A.
F Morse,
Ramsay
Lodge,
Kelso.

Montrose and
District M.C.C.
Sec, Arthur

D. Jolly,
116, High
Street, Mon-
trose.

Western M.C.C,
Glasgow.

Sec, J. Robin-
Kelvinside, Glasgow.son, 1, Yarrow Gardens,

West Fife, M.C.C.
Sees., T D. Gordon Watt, Douglas Street, Dun-

fermline; W. Joanes, Hospital Hill, Dunferm-
line.

Scottish riders who are not as yet members of their

local organisation should bear in mind that by becom-
ing members they will act not only directly to their

own benefit, but will -further the strengthening of

motor cycle interest.

The Scottish Speed Championship.
Passing commentary on Scottish events would not

be complete without mention of the Scottish Speed
Championship, organised by the S.A.C.U., and held
annually at St. Andrews. This is a really excellent

contest, and, though a perennial success, it has always
been a matter of some disappointment to ourselves

that it has received but

indifferent support from
riders south of the

Border. The fact that

Scotland has a_ suffi-

cient number of speed
men to make an inde-

pendent success of the

event does not reduce

the demand for outside

riders, particularly

those able Yorkshire-

men who are within a

full day's journey, and
who might add savour

to the happenings by
vieing with the hardy

Scot.

Frequent Competitors in Scottish Trials, Mrs. Bell (shown in inset) being quite as

enthusiastic in trials riding as her husband, Duncan Bell, who is depicted negotiating

Glendoe.

Scottish Riders.

Turning now to Scot-

a3i
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tish riders, there are so many bright stars, and space

permits' the mention of so few, that the task is a

difficult one. The following names, however, occur

immediately to one's memory :—Graeme Black, the

Alexander brothers, George Grinton, A. J. C. Lind-

say, A. L. and A. F. Downie, Roger Macrae, Claude

Duncan, D. S. Milne, R. J. Braid, H. E. Fairley,

Duncan and Mrs. Bell, R. Carfrae, W. Deans, J: Steel,

W. Morton, and our apologies to those who momen-

tarily escape memory.

Hard Riders.

Graeme Black is principally a speed man, and pro-

bably deserves the palm for Scotland, though he is

very closely rivalled by the Alexander brothers, George

Grinton and" Alf. Lindsay. The' last named sportsman

confines himself mainly to reliability events in these

days, but he has, of course, put up many excellent

speed performances in the past. The same remarks

applv to James Alexander, whose record is a most

remarkable one, dating far back into pedal cycle days,

and the popular James still manages to hold his own

in a stiff scrap.
"
A. H. Alexander is a superb speed

rider, and " D.S." distinguished himself long ago by

riding two laps of the T.T. without a saddle—an illus-

tration of the hardiness of Scottish riders. Grinton

generally manages to annex

his- share of the awards,

whether in speed or relia-

bility, north or south of the

Border. He is certainly

one of the most successful

competition riders of the

day, his mount being a

Harley-Davidson.

The Downie brothers,

generally mounted on

A.J.S. machines, are all

good riders, and
have done consist-

ently well in Scottish

trials, while Roger
Macrae is a dashing

rider possessed of a

very-: nice judgment.

Claude Duncan has

done" well in speed

and in reliability,

and adds, to the

cheeriness of most
Scottish trials, while
D.. S. Milne, though
badly disabled in the
war, deserves con-
gratulation on his

:
many successes.

R. J. Braid is an
exponent of big twins, and has twice proved a

POPULAR PERSONALITIES IN SCOTTISH CLUB LIFE.

A. H. Alexander, a Douglas exponent who has an international reputation as a

speedman. (Inset, left) D. S. Alexander, the youngest of the three brothers

Alexander, a keen T.T. rider and also a trials rider often seen in English events.

(Inset, right) George Grinton, a Harley-Davidson enthusiast known on both sides

of the border.

St. an adage, " Gie the lad his meda

JANUARY 26th, 1922.

Andrews victor; his brother O. C. Braid vies with

him closely. Harry Fairley is young, as also

is W. Morton, but both are full of promise. Dun-

can Bell is, of course, well known, and Mrs. Bell

has ridden with astounding success in trials so severe

that there were but one or two survivors, practically

no clean sheets, and a pathetically small demand for

premier awards. Among lady competition riders of

Great Britain to-day Mrs. Bell holds a very high place.

R. Carfrae, apart from other distinctions, won his

way to popular notice as being the sportsman who rede

a single-geared Triumph through the Scottish Six.

Days two seasons back, dismounting at the foot of

every observed precipice to cast off superfluous cloth-

ing and screw open his belt pulley. W. Deans is a

distinguished reliability rider of the west, and J.
Steel

was a rider of inimitable style till a year or so ago

he met with an unusually severe smash, which has

since laid him more or less hors dc combat. May
this season see him back on the road again. James
Alexander, of Corstorphine (unrelated to the brothers

three), has also done well.

Scottish Trials.

While Scottish trials are unrivalled for magnificence

of scenery and a distinct novelty in the way of weather,

it must not be thought that their severity is such that

only a braw
Scottish laddie

who was born
and nursed at

the brink of a

giddy precipice

stands the faint-

est chance of
s u r viva 1. We

h a v e repeatedly
known Englishmen
who have never
before ridden in any
kind of competition
to enter the Scottish

Six Days in order to
see the country, and
actually to cany off a

premier award. Such
a visit at any rate

enables one to make
the intimate ac-

quaintance of some
of the best sportsmen
and most generous
" officials " in motor
cycle circles, and
we need only quote

the official verdict in

disputes, which has
all but passed into

1 !

" H. M B

ENGLISH motor cyclists who project tours in Scot-

land often wonder how they will fare on account
of the sparsity of hotels, especially in the

Western Highlands. In the touring grounds of Eng-
land almost every cottage and farm accommodates

visitors, but in the Highlands one is practically entirely

dependent on the hotels.; so should they be full, one
is likely to find an impasse on occasion. The Highland
hotels, however, are commodious and the proprietors

obliging.

(29)
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F all the remote corners of Great Britain there

is no spot with such a peculiar fascination of

its own as the Isle of Skye. It is a land of
waterfalls and peaks and loose soft roads, either grass-

grown or cut with an amazing -variety of ruts and
channels.

" Ski " is a Scandinavian word meaning cloud, and
-the tourist is well advised to study the weather preva-

lent in the Western Highlands before setting out on
his journey. June is the most reliable month, and
the early autumn is preferable to August, for it is

then that the heather in Skye seems to glow with a

richer colour than elsewhere, striking a glorious. con-

trast with the blue and black tones of the lochs and
-kyles. It is not-a journey to make, alone, as at some
places one may be thirty mites from assistance or

supplies of any description.

Forebodings!
Our respective mounts were a Scott and a 4 h.p.

Norton, and at the outset speculation was rife as to

whether it would be the Scott that might have to tow
the Norton or vice versa. However, no emergency
called for the use of our four yards of rope.

Leaving the West Riding of Yorkshire by the Great
North Road, -from Scotch Corner we followed the

valley of the Tees to Alston, the highest town in

England, joining the main Carlisle-Stirling route a'

few miles north of the former place. This route to

the north can be highly recommended. The road over

Shap, on the west, is at present in bad condition, and
on the^Carter Fell route in the east there are six miles

of absolute horror near Otterburn.

With the exception of Stirling and its environs, the

surface was good the whole of the way to the Tros-

sachs, and it-was not until we had turned westwards
at the summit of the Perth-Inverness railway, along

the shore of Loch Laggan, that the roads began to

A Trip on a Scotland a

Norton to a Little-known

Corner of the British Isles.

(Left) On the rough track near

Sligachan.

(Right) About to embark on the ferry

- at Kyle Akin.

deteriorate. At Spean Bridge the route along the

Caledonian Canal was taken as far as Glen Garry and

thence over a mountainous track to Cluanie Inn, a

spot, according to Dr. Johnson, as remote from the

haunts of man as it is possible to find in these islands.

Primitive Road Repairing.

On this stretch we met two Highlanders repairing

the road ,; one had a pick and the other followed a

few yards behind with a rake . . -. From the solo

rider's point of view the unrepaired road was far

better than that which had been T
' treated." Fifteen

jniles further on we halted at the foot of the fearsome

"Mam Ratachan," a hill negotiated in the 1920

Scottish Six Days Trials. Here the road winds its

tortuous length up a shoulder of Ben Serial, and a

skid on the -wet grass near the summit might mean a

plunge down sheer one in nothing to the road several-

hundred feet below. Once over the top one can run

free for about five miles down to the peaceful village

of Glenelg, where there is a very excellent hotel.

The ferry at this point over Kyle Rhea to Skye was,

years ago, the main crossing for all sheep and cattle

passing over to the mainland ; but now we found the

old ferry boat rotting on the seashore and the jetty

covered with seaweed and rushes. However, the pro-

prietor of the hotel kindly agreed to take us over in

his private motor launch, and after waiting for six

hours' for the tide to float the craft, we embarked from

the seashore with the aid of two stout planks. The

motor cycles were Securely roped in, a precaution

which we found to be quite necessary when we struck

the wind driving up the Sound of Sleat.

" Having Crossed the Rubicon."

In spite of the tide, which was running at a good

fifteen miles an hour, an excellent landing was made,

and the planks once again did great service in lever-

bi
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To the Isle of Skye.—

ing the machines over the side of the boat and down
on to the jetty.

We bade good-bye to our muscular pilot, and, with

the ferry boat a mere speck on the sea and a feeling

of having crossed the Rubicon, we started to attack

the very stiff gradient in front of us.

The road here very much resembles that at Altna-

harrie, on Loch Broom, and commences straight from

the Water's edge with a gradient of about 1 in 4. In

parts this mountain road -has been washed away by

waterfalls and the gulley filled in with boulders and

shingle, but the surface improved somewhat after Glen

Arroch as we neared Broadford, a peaceful fishing

settlement, the second largest on the Island.

Motoring and Walking in SRye.

Motorists may be well advised to take a supply of

oil into these regions, as, although petrol is obtain-

able at several points, the only lubricant to be met

with seemed to be "Ford oil." With vast

paaoramas "of wild heath and towering peaks, rock-

strewn coast and winding inlets, and stretches of

placid blue sea, the next fifteen miles of road is

remarkably fine.

The fine old inn at Sligachan, the haunt of climbers

and anglers, nestling at the foot of .
Sgurr-na-Gillean

(the Peak of the Young Men), the easternmost

buttress of the famous Cuillin Hills was finally reached.

Here before us lay some of the finest scenery of the

whole tour, but it was quite inaccessible as far as a

motor Cycle was concerned, so we tucked our machines

away in the hotel

garage and set out

on foot.

A word of warning

here about garages in

the Isle of Skye.

90% of the roofs leak

badly, and the writer

found, two days too

late, that a good half

inch of real Scotch

rain had dripped on

to his carburetter and

foiind its way inside,

as rain will.

The-best walk from
Sligachan is to Loch
Coruisk, a sheet of

water occupying the

crater of an old vol-

cano, a scene of utter

desolation and awe,

.

the scene of Bruce's

landing in" The Lord
of the Isles," and de-

scribed with great

force by many able

pens.

At - Sligachan the

road forks, that to : he-

left, Lading to Dun-
vegan, being the more
picturesque and
having also- the better

.

surface. Midway
b2

(T-op) The entrance to Glen Shiel,

ind beautiful glen.

(Bottom) Disembarking, after the

between Sligachan and Dunvegan is the quaint Struan

Jnn, where a boat may be hired for the trip to Talisker

Head, where the cliffs rise a sheer 1, oooft. from
1

the sea.

The Capital of the Island.

Dunvegan itself is rather disappointing, the main

centre of interest being the Castle and the beautiful

-

wood surrounding it. From Dunvegan the road passes

by Loch Snizort to Portree, the capital; of Skye,. Here
is oil and petrol in plenty, and a very useful and

diligent blacksmith. After a glorious week of

"jjottering" about we returned to Kyle Akin and,

took the ferry across the Kyle of Lochalsh to the

mainland, the charge being a modest 2s. 6d.
'

Ferry charges in Scotland are truly and wonder-

fully inconsistent, in, one place a charge of a shilling

or two will be made for quite a big crossing, in others

one dare not reckon-the ferry tolls in terms of cost

per mile, for the result would make an appalling

peak in the curve of one's running expenses.

Our Mounts.
Here a word of praise for our machines is, not out*

of place. The Seott, of all cycles, is perhaps the

best suited for holding the rough and loose roads of

the North West, but the big Norton was also wonder-

'

fully steady on the atrocious. surfaces. Neither stopped

on a single hill, and our only casualties were one.;

puncture and a stuck-up rocker arm in the contact .

breaker. The Norton with a Binks carburetter was
doing no miles to the gallon, which was most
satisfactory. The Scott, of course, could not be

expected to approach

such a figure, but

the smooth running

of the engine is

compensation for a

consumption in the

neighbourhood of

65-70 m.p.g.

Leaving Loch Alsh

another ferry had to

-be crossed . at: Dornie
—we encountered five I

in all— and it- was
with a heavy heart

that we sank below

the crest of . the

hill on the • road-

round Loch Duich.

It was here that we
c a u g h ,t our last
glimpse of the Cuillin -

Hills and the misty

Isle of Skye, knowing
that we could. , not

return for at least j

another twelve months
to the land we had
heard about in the

fantastic tales of John
Buchan and in " Mary
Rose"—a land not

only of rain and bogs;

but. also of sunshine

and colour.

John E. Kilburn.
(17-18)

near Ciuanie, Inverness-shire—an impressive

visit to the wild and rugged island
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ENTHUSIASTIC CLUB MEMBERS.—A group of lady motor cyclists (members of the Manchester M.C.C.) who are not one whit less keen on
competing in club trials than their fcrothers. Reading from left to right. Miss Storer (Levis), Miss M. Cowley (Dot), Miss E. Cowley (A.J.S.), Miss

C. Cowley (Sunbeam), and Miss D. Cowley on her scooter.

Notes on the Choice of a

ITH the approach of spring; many lady readers

of The Motor Cycle will be considering whether

they will be content with a seat in the sidecar

or whether they will be independent of their husbands
and brothers, or other people's brothers, and launch out

and purchase a machine of their own. Probably many
prospective lady "motor cyclists are wavering in their

decision mainly from a doubt in their own minds as to

whether they are capable of running a machine any
considerable distance without mechanical trouble.

Reliability of Modern Mounts.
On this point their minds can at once be set at rest,

as at the present time the number of light-weight motor
cycles .available by different makers which can be abso-

lutely depended upon for reliability is exceedingly large.

The lady purchaser need have no uneasiness in this

respect if a selection is made from any maker whose
products hold a good reputation. "No machine would
hold the market for any length of time if it failed to
lome up to the standard at present demanded by the
public.

The question arises as to what type of light-weight

motor cycle is suitable for a lady about to take up the

pastime. Undoubtedly the two-stroke may be considered
satisfactory, and at the present time these may be pur-

chased new from ^50, with two-speed gears, kick
starters, and other refinements.

The single-geared belt-driven ..two-stroke, which can
now be obtained for less than ^40, may be quite a

satisfactory proposition for a man, but certainly cannot
be recommended as an all-purpose machine for a lady.

Most two-strokes when in reasonable tune are fairly

easy starters, but the spectacle of. a lady trying to paddle
off a single-geared machine which is slightly sluggish

in starting is, to say the least, rather undignified. It

may be fairly easy on- a down grade or on the level,

but the convenient down grade is not always available,

Machine suitable for a Lady.

therefore I do not advocate the purchase of a single-

.geared machine. That a large amount of enjoyment
can be obtained from such a mount is undoubted, but
for all-round utility a two-speed model fitted with a
chrtch and kick starter is certainly advisable.

The objections to a machine fitted with a two-speed
. gear only, without the clutch and kick starter, are some-
what" similar to the single-geared mount,, as the same
difficulties as regards starting apply. In the case of a
man, with a single-geared or two-speed machine he has
merely to walk alongside the machine, and as soon as

the engine fires vault into the saddle. Such a method
of- starting is not possible for a lady in conventional

attire, -therefore a clutch is absolutely necessary.

Where a clutch only is fitted in conjunction with a

two-speed gear it is quite easy to walk alongside the,

machine till the engine fires, lift the clutch lever, and,

bringing the machine to a standstill with the engine

firing, take one's seat on the saddle, let the clutch in

gently, and drive away on low gear; but having ridden

many types of machines, I have come to the conclusion

that the convenience and comfort of a motor cycle fitted

with a clutch and kick starter are well worth the slight

extra- outlay.

Four=StroKe v. Two= Stroke.

The four-stroke light-weight is still very popular, but

to my mind there is not the smoothness in running for

which the two-stroke, is so noticeable. Another very

great advantage of the latter type- is the steadiness on
greasy roads. There is not such a liability to skid,

owing to the fact that there is an explosion to every

revolution of the fly-wheel, instead of every two revolu-

tions as in the four-stroke type. This steadiness in

1 "grease is a very g'reaU.factor and should certainly be

taken into consideration by the novice.

Two-stroke machines are not. considered to be very

fast, the highest speed which I have ever attained

b 3
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Through Feminine
Goggles.

on the six or seven

machines I have rid-

den being in the neigh-

bourhood of thirty-

two or thirty-three

miles per hour; and
it was not advisable

to drive them at this

speed for any but a

short distance, as

excessive vibration,

piston slap, and other

petty annoyances be-

gan to be in evidence
at a speed in excess

of 30 miles per hour.

At speeds from
twenty-two to twenty-

eight miles per hour
I usually found the

running comfortable
and smooth, some en-

gines being : better

than others, of
course, and at these
speeds very long dis-

tances have at times
been covered "without

Several rides from
trouble

140 miles upwards were done
last year without fatigue or discomfort, and on one
occasion an actual average of 23 m.p.h. over a disif

tance of 120 miles was obtained; but this was in the
early morning on a midsummers day, leaving the

West of England soon after four o'clock. The good,

average was' arrived at by settling down to a steady
gait and making no stops whatever except one of five

minutes to replenish the petrol tank. No high speeds
were indulged in, but a regular steady pace maintained
for the whole journey.

It may be suggested that long rides of this descrip-

tion on a light-weight machine would be fatiguing, but
my experience is to the contrary, providing the riding

position is properly

adapted to the
rider.

Very much de-

pends upon the

relative position of

the handlebars,

saddle, arid foot-

rests. The handle-

bars should not be
too high and
narrow, otherwise

control of the

steering is

affected ; at the

same time, it is a
mistake to go to'

the opposite ex-

treme. A medium
between the two is

advocated, so that

the handle grips

keen rider and club enthusiast on her Velocette—Mrs. H. G. Gale

Hon. Sec. to the West Birmingham M.C.C.

over-heating.

A trio ot lady motor cyclists, all ot whom have covered Ions distances in severe trials.

The two outer mounts are Velocettes and the. one in the centre a P. & M

are within comfort-

able reach without

causing too much of

a stooping position.

A perfectly upright

attitude does not give

that "secure feeling

that one has when a

slight amount of

weight - is thrown,

upon the handle-

bars. A large and

comfortable saddle

is most import-

tant, and many of the

light-weight machines

when originally turned

out are fitted with a

saddle much too

small.

With regard to th;

question of whether

foot-rests or foot-

boards are advisable,

personally I prefer

the former, as the

foot seems to have

a better grip with

these, with the conse^

quent better control on greasy or bumpy roads. It

is astonishing what a difference a few minor details

such as these make to the comfort or otherwise of the

machine. . Many little alterations can be made to suit

the personal tastes of the rider—-for instance, the

moving of the saddle backwards or forwards a matter

of one inch will often mean the difference between an
ideal riding position and discomfort.; this equally

applies to tl>e- handle-bars and foot-rests.

Several firms build open frame machines for the use

of ladies, and it may be remarked that .not many of

these, are seen . on the . road in comparison with the.'

number of lady motor cyclists who are astride machines
originally built for men. There are several reasons-
why the. former are not more popular, and personally

_.__ I have no hesital

tion in recommend-
ing the latter type.

The open frame

machines—at least

those I have riddefl

—are much hea-

vier, more awk-
ward to handle,

much more difficult

to steer, and gener- j

ally less comfort-

able to ride. Quite

a number of ma-
chines of the light-

weight . type are

fitted with 24m.
wheels, which give

a very low riding

position suitable

for a short girl.

D.M.
(19-20)
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IrtPORTS AND EXPORTS.
Dwindled Export Figures ; Hopes of an Early Revival.
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Showing the wide fluctuations in the value of motor cycle

imports during 1921. The dotted line indicates the value of

imported parts and accessories.

IT
is common knowledge that 1921 has not been a prosper-

ous year for British export trade ; this applies to motor
cycles as to everything else. Yet a glance at the com-

plete returns-for the year proves that the position is not really

so bad as is imagined by some. When £979,684 worth of

motor cycles and parts are exported in twelve months it can-
not rightly be said that things have come to a standstill.

In 1920, however, as shown by the corrected " Trade and
Navigation" returns the corresponding figure was £2.327,854.
or considerably more than double.
The monthly fluctuations of the market may be followed on

the accompanying chart for 1921. It will be observed that
the tendency has been a gradual but sustained decrease since

April. In 1920 the months of July to November inclusive

showed the highest levels, but there was a pronounced drop
in- December. Indeed, the last month of the year has almost
invariably been in the past one of the least satisfactory

periods from the point of view of the motor cycle exporter.

There is therefore no need to despair because December, 1921.

has established another low level record. Everything points

to an improvement in the near future.

Last Year's Overseas Trade.
Reviewing the imports for the year, the most striking fact

is that they, too, have fallen in almost exactly the same pro-

portion as the exports. In 1920 £407,359 worth of motor

cycle and parts were imported ; in 1921 only £189,725.

Thus, the motor cycle exports for the year were still more

than five times as great as the imports. This; in itself is a

source of some satisfaction, especially when it is recalled that

the grand totals of all goods and merchandise entering and

100
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^50
13 40
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Denoting the continuous downward tendency of our motor cycle

exports during the past year. The average of parts was fairly

well maintained.

leaving the. United Kingdom during 1921 show a ratio of 10

to 7 in favour of the exports.

As the first chart shows, the importation of motor cycles

reached its zenith in September. Otherwise, there have been

pronounced fluctuations from month to month, which cannot

be attributed to any one definite cause. One curious fact,

however, is worthy of note. Whereas £66,516 worth of

" motor cycles" were imported, £123,212 worth of " parts "

were received last year. Evidently a considerable number

of machines are despatched in an unassembled state.

IMPORTS IXPORTS

Motor Cycles. Parts. Motor Cycles. Parts.

1921. 1

No. Value £. Value £. No. Value S. Valued.

136 11,264 , 15,996 1,203 106,172 54,511

Feb. 1,30+ 9,180 663 55,004 31,066

-5 1,703 18,186 S17 68,6lS 28,992

71 5,836 12,604 1,160 92,923 26,785

27 1,746 7,669 S64 66,%8 21,095

71 6,1 1

1

9,178 722 54,792 19,374

July 78 5,828 14,879 646 54,834 23,904

Aug. .. 35 1,823 10,933 539 44,366 30,848

1,557 21,448 15,043 425 34,747 18,841

Oct. 39 3,344 -. 2,253 430 35,034 26,620

31 1,499 .
4,727— 345 26,794 17,500

Dec. 78-^ 4,607 2,564 289 22,554 17,412

Total .

.

3,17*-- 66,513 123,212 8,103 662,736 316,948

THE A.C.U. ONE-DAY TRIAL.
A Class for Stock Machines. Scooters and Motor-Assisted Bicycles Admitted.

THE Standard Stock Machine Trial which will -be or-

ganised by the Auto-Cycle Union to run in conjunction

with the One-day Trial on March 15th, is open to motor

scooters, motor-assisted bicycles, motor bicycles, sidecar out-

fits and cycle cars. The last-mentioned vehicles may h»ve_

three or four wheels, provided their unladen weight does

not exceed 772 lb. and the engine capacity 1,100 c.c.

The trial should provide an excellent opportunity for a

private owner to demonstrate the wisdom of his choice as

a considerably reduced entry. fee is charged to entrants

who are not manufacturers or agents.

The start will be at the Ward End Works of Wolseley

Motors, Ltd., Birmingham, and the conclusion at Brook-

lands Track, where a speed list will be carried out.

Entries close at midday on March 1st, and the fees are

as follows :—Manufacturers or agents, £3 3s. per machine,

or £7 7s. for a team of three' riders,- private entrants,

£1 Is. each entry.

About 150 miles long, the course will be traversed at an

average speed of 18 miles an hour. ' Arrival times will be

taken only at the luncheon stops and at Brooklands.

Twelve laps (32.6 miles) will have- to be covered at the

following minimum rates of speed :—Class Z (motor-assisted

bicycles), Class .Y (scooters), and Class BS. (350 c.c. side-

car outfits), 20 m.p.h. ; Class A (which has been extended for

the purpose of this test up to 275 c.c), 25 m.p.h.
;
Class F

(600 c.c. sidecar outfits), 25 m.p.h.; all other classes,

35 m.p.h.
, . ,

Certain hills, the position of which will not be published,

will be observed, and a stop on any of these will entail a.

b7 "



The A.C.U. One-Day Trial-
loss of 5 marks. Stops will be recorded against competitors
making use of extraneous aid in ascending hills (except in

the case of motor-assisted bicycles), running alongside, Kick-

ing on the ground, or stoppage of the front wheel. No
competitor who is baulked on a hill will be penalised if he
restarts immediately.
No adjustments may be made throughout the trial, but

oil, petrol, and water may be taken in at the luncheon stop,

in the recognised controls or at Brooklands.
Every entrant completing the trial will be granted a first-

class certificate, or in the case of stock machines a special

certificate of merit.

The motor cycles entered are divided according to the
international competition rules of the F.I. CM. and must"
conform to F.I. CM. requirements. The definition and
equipment for motor-assisted cycles and scooters are given
below :

—

Class Z. A motor-assisted bicycle is defined as a vehicle

having two or three wheels, provided that the third wheel,

JANUARY 26th, 1922

if any, should be for the purpose of propulsion only by
mechanism actuated by the driver and/or a motor.

Class Y. A scooter is defined as a motor bicycle carrying
between the wheels a platform, no part of which is more
than 12 in. from the ground and of which the minimum
length is 8 in. For both the above classes two efficient

brakes must be fitted.

Manufacturers wishing to enter standard stock machines
must notify the Union of their intention before February
15th, and at the same time authorise on the appropriate
form the officials deputed by the Competitions Committee
to select and seal the number of machines entered, which
must then be dispatched to the Ward End Works of

Wolseley Motors, Ltd., so as to arrive on Monday, March
13th, or Tuesday, March 14th. No selection will be made
unless at least three times the number of machines entered
are available for the purpose."

Half an hour will be allowed the riders of standard stock

machines for making preparatory adjustments and . trying

tile machines over a selected course prior to the start.

LEG GUARDS ON TWIN MACHINES,
Designing Mud Shields to Ensure Adequate Cooling of the Rear Cylinder.

LEG shields are now regarded by
motor cyclists as essential equip-

ment for winter riding. Several

motor cycle manufacturers have come to

realise this, and so equip their standard
machines. A large number of owners of

motor cycles not so fitted up avail them-
selves of the good services of those who
specialise in the manufacture of leg

shields. There are now quite a number
of them on the market, ranging from

Front view of the Speedwell leg guard,

showing how the V section assists m direct-

ing a draught of air on to the rear cylinder

of a big twin.

b8

The peculiar shape of the Speedwell guard has a purpose which is apparent on reference

to the other illustration.

sections of mudguards to one-piece de-
vices of steel or aluminium. There is

one which deserves the special attention
of those who own twin-cylindered
machines, for it does not follow that a
shield efficient on a single will produce
the same results on a twin.
A little consideration will show the

reason for this. In most cases leg shields

permit air to reach the cylinder of a

single, but in the case of. a twin the rear

cylinder is " blanketed " by its fore
companion. .

Those of our readers who have seen

the Speedwell curved leg guard may
have wondered why the manufacturers
have gone to such trouble in producing
such an ornate design. The answer is im-
mediately apparent upon glancing at one
of the accompanying illustrations, from

which it will be seen that, although the

rider's legs are amply protected, the

curved contour and the V section of the

guards induces a current of air to the

rear cylinder.

We have a pair of leg shields of this

-

make in use at the present time and''

we find them all the makers claim for

them. They are easily fitted and show
no signs of rattling or drumming, so irri-

tating with some shields.' We have'
found that the rear cylinder, keeps quite

as cool as its fore companion ; in fact,

we are of the opinion that they would
be beneficial in summer to ensure ade-'

quate cooling of the rear cylinder. The
makers are The Speedwell Gear Case Co.,

Ltd., 276, Broad Street, Birmingham, a
firm of many years' standing and well

known to the "trade."
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House.

TOURIST TROPHY RACES FOR PRIVATE OWNERS.
Sir,—I have read with some ^interest the correspondence

which lias been passing regarding an amateur T. T.
1 think such an idea would be very popular, and while

the expense of participation would naturally be heavy, it

need not approach the amount spent by the entrants in

the existing T.T. race. If the idea is to be followed out
logically, every entrant would have to prepare his machine
without trade assistance of any kind. His mechanic and
assistant would probably be a friend out for a holiday.

I think under a suitable system of rules the event would
i receive an astonishing amount of support. I can think of

half a dozen riders in my own club who would welcome the

i
idea.

You write in your leader that the difficulty of a definition

I

of an amateur cannot be framed satisfactorily. I admit
the difficulties, but the club I have represented for some

i
twelve years has not found it insuperable. I enclose for

your inspection a copy of our rules to note. If these are

faithfully observed, there should be no doubt as to any

but a strict amateur competing.
H, J. POOLEY,

Hon. Secretary, N\W. London M.C.C.

[Appended are the rules referred to by Mr. Pooley :

—

"The membership of the club shall be confined to amateurs only.

"No member shall be eligible for membership or shall remain a

, member who accepts or has ^accepted any monetary benefit or considera-

tion or tbe equivalent from a person or firm trading in the manufacture

of motors or accessories thereof, or who shall have secured possession

of a motor vehicle or accessories from such trading person or persons at

a- price or on terms which may, in the judgment of the committee,

represent the equivalent of such consideration. The committee is entitled

to demand the production of receipt or other satisfactory evidence in

demonstration of this qualification.
" Membership is prohibited to those who are engaged or employed in

the manufacture, sale, exhibition or exploitation of motoring goods or

accessories.

"No member shall willingly or knowingly permit his name to be used
'

in couneotion with the advertisement of motoring goods or accessories.

" Members competing in competitions organised by this club shall use

1 only machines and accessories which are their own bona fide property,

or are similarly owned by another member of the club.
" No member shall accept any cash prize for any motoring achieve-

ment or service, whether in competition or otherwise. He may, however,

acept from the donor a prize in kind in lieu of the cash prize should

: snch alternative be proffered. No member shall during his membership

convert into cash any prize gained in motor cycling competitions.' —En.

J

Sir,—I am pleased to see" in The, Motor Cycle that the

question of an" amateur's T.T. race has at last been taken

up. I am sure an event of this nature would meet with a

large measure of success. If a course could not be found

in England, what is the matter with Bxooklands for such

i an event; it would be better than no race at all. As to

! the difficulty of defining, an amateur, could not special rules

I
be made for this particular event ?

An alternative proposition which I should like to make is

that every London motor cycle club should enter an amateur

team for such an event.

. Other opinions on the subject would no doubt be of

value.

-London. W.2. COMPETITION RIDER.

g;rj—With reference tn your leading article headed "An
Amateur T.T'.," I would' like to direct the attention of

aspiring T.T. riders to the 100 mile Welsh T.T. race held

at Pendine Sands on Whit Monday each year. The course

for the opinions of his correspondents.

Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address

is known generally as the finest natural speedway in Great
Britain, it being possible to get a. five miles straight stretch
with return bends either end of 10/15 yards, making a lap
of 10 miles. It provides a good sporting course, which tests

the rider and machine, and gives a chance to ordinary
riders who do not own specially faked 'buses.

I extend a hearty invitation to any aspiring T.T. winner
to participate in this now classic event. The necessary
qualifications are :—The machine must be of the " same
as you can buy " variety, be privately owned, and the
competitors must be members of some club in the South-
West Wales Centre. H. G. CHURCH.

Secretary, South-West Wales Centre, A..C.U.

Sir,—I read with considerable interest your Editorial on
a T.T. race for amateurs, especially as the Southport Auto-
mobile Club proposes holding a 50 or 100 mile race for

amateurs on their own private machines, to be held on
the Southport beach some time in the spring. It is possible

to lay out.a course of about five miles to the lap.

Any suggestions or comments from your readers will be

welcomed. H. F. BROGKBANK.

UTTERLY AMAZING SPEEDS.
Sir,—Your columns have lately contained correspondence

concerning the real or visionary speed attainments of many
motor cyclists, but I venture to think that none have so

far traded upon the credulity of your 120,000 readers (<•
"

the extent that the author of the following extract from a

1922 American catalogue attempts to do. .

This is what it says : "An impressive endurance demon-

stration of the de luxe model was staged by A for the

B field police. A straightaway run from B to the mountains

was selected, thirty-two miles, up a grade varying from 2%
to 14%. The trial was made on ' the hottest day of the

year, and the route was across the desert. A covered the

'distance with ease at above 65 m.p.h, average, and at the

finish the B police examined his motor carefully, paying par-

ticular attention to the cylinders, which could be touched

without discomfort. Indeed, cool running is a striking

feature of this new mount, for, after B had made a ten-

mile run on A speedway with wide-open throttle, the cylin-

ders—were comparatively cool, and could be touched with

the bare hand."
- One presumes that the bare hand was enclosed in an

asbestos glove, and in the first little jaunt up the mountain

that the machine (well known in this country) was attached

to a balloon of some sort..

However, it is a wonderful story.

- London, W.2. TOMASO DUBITANS.

Sir,—I read with interest " Old Un's " statement re .cover-

ing the distance between two milestones in fifty seconds on

his pre-war Triumph. In the course of a recent reliability

run; I covered the distance between two milestones in about

one' second. Both milestones bore the same inscription, the

distances being identical, and they Were about fifteen yards

anart one havino; been set up at a much later date than th«.

lhev ]
°- WELLERSSET.

Sheffield.

T.T. OR LONDON-EDINBURGH.
7*$^,—"A. V. Smith's --' letter in your issue of January 5th

having come. to -my notice, I. cannot let it go unchallenged.

After all the London-Edinburgh is a holiday event, 'and

bn
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if the T.T. cannot Lie postponed, why change the date of
ishe London-Edinburgh, when the majority of Hie competitors
Are free from business that week-end ? I think we can safely

Jay that the T.T. is purely a trade event, and what matters
if "a few of the " pros " cannot return to town in time for

the "Edinburgh"? Regarding his remarks about other

road users, does not the same apply in the island, and. in

fact in any competition ?

Huddersfield. W.5420.

LICENCE HUNTING ADVENTURES.
Sir,—Your correspondent " Allon " is not the only one

who is finding trouble to renew his licence. I called at

G.P.O. in my town (Kidderminster) for a renewal of my
licence. They informed me that they had no licences' and
would not have any for three days. They also informed
me that I could not renew my licence there, as I should

have to take a licence out in the town where the machine
was registered. - I have written three letters to the authori-

ies where the machine is registered, a fortnight has elapsed,

and have had no reply. E. GRIFFIN.
Sir,—When first taking out a licence I was told to take

it out in the district where the machine was usually kept/
this being Surrey. I took it out in that county, but when
renewing it. this year, arid sending 30s. to Kingston, I- am
told to take it out in the district where 1 reside, so the

30s. goes to London County Hall. Back comes the licence,

but registration book is not returned. Applying for it, I

am- told to send particulars of' index number and letter,

although of course name and address are oh it. This was
some time ago, but I have not heard any more, so of

course I could not, if I wished, sell my bicycle, as I have
no evidence that it is mine. . F.'PENNINGTON.

REVIVAL OF AUTOMATIC INLET VALVES.
Sir,—Be " H. Le Fe's " rash suggestions, when a boy

at school I read a funny story about a fox without a tail.

If Mr. Le Fe is still impecuniously restricted to a.i.v. •

models of the year dot, I think he ought to try his

propaganda on the local club novices first, and not rush
into the columns of The Motor Cycle, where riding experts

and keen technical students (to say nothing of the trade)

lie in wait to tear him up.

.

I don't want to be unkind," and I don't criticise your
sense of humour in publishing his letter, but only the lack

of that sense on the part of those who took him seriously

while The Motor Cycle smiled up its sleeve. C. W. F.

; P.S.—Why not do away with inlet valves altogether ?

I have

!

P.P.S.— I ride an O.K.-Villiers.

TOWING A CARAVAN;
Sir,—I notice in The Motor Cycle that Mr. Weatherill

- made and towed behind accommodation for camping out.

This looks more comfortable than anything else that I

know of, but in his fist of expenses no mention is made
of extra taxation. In The Autocar I notice that a tax of
£2 is named for towing a two-wheebr. ("Query and
Reply," No. 6583.) JOHN HARRIS.

WHERE ARE THE SPRING FRAMES?
Sir,
—" Ixion," as well as others, is, I notice, still insist-

ing upon the necessity for mechanically and experimentally
efficient- suspension for motor cycles. Apparently one par-
ticular make of spring frame is still unknown to these
gentlemen, or they would be aware that the problem pre-
sented (and, confessedly, it is a problem when questions of
additional weight, costliness, and really efficient service are
all taken into account) has been successfully solved.
-- My machine (a 2J h.p. lightweight) has been converted to
incorporate the Palmer patent rear suspension, and I can
say with absolute truthfulness that no rider, youn<r or old,
of this type will have any cause whatever to complain of
backache, even with roads in the condition they are to-day,
or to take periodical rests upon long journeys to fortify
physical powers of endurance against the shocks arid suffer-
ings of the next twenty-five miles or so.

The special points of interest to me about the Palmer
type are that with it one gets lateral rigidity equal to that
of a normal frame, quite ample spring movement to give the
desired comfort whether on tolerably bad or very bad
bi2

surfaces (this is absent from many types of spring frames),
no unsightly or otherwise objectionably obtrusive parts, and
practically nothing, that can be disorganised by wear. The
whole thing is simplicity itself, and I should think that
the added manufacturing costs must be quite negligible,
while the added extra weight of the complete machine is

decidedly so.

Thinking it may be of interest to many of your readers to
see how this type of suspension plans out in the tout

'Comfybus s" lightweight, which has been converted to a spring

frame mount by means of the Palmer rear suspension set

ensemble of my converted mount, I enclose a photograph,"
from which it will, incidentally, be noticed that I do not
derive much of my comfort from the front fork springing.

I have absolutely no connection with the patentee and
maker of this frame, but think it only friendly towards
brother motor cyclists to let them know that' for one, at
any rate, of the .fraternity, back-aches are things of the past. .

Radstock. COMFYBUS. '

UNDER-SIZE TYRES AS PUNCTURE PREVENTERS!
Sir,— I have often noticed remarks about fitting oversize

tyres being a puncture preventative. I do not want to try
and disprove these statements. I only want to know why,
and should be very glad if some of your readers could ex-
plain how it is that a tyre which obviously covers a larger
area of flints, etc., than a smaller one should be more un
likely to puncture than one which has a narrower track.
Once I am convinced, I shall fit these ideal covers.
Boston, Lines. . J. PONDERING.

[Since the oversize tyre usually has a proportionately thicker
tread, it offers greater resistance to puncturing agents, and
since it also has a wider contact area with the road
the weight and strain of the machine are not concentrated
on an unduly narrow strip.

—

Ed.]

SENSITIVE SUPER SPORTING MOUNTS.
Sir,—I was very interested in your report of the new

four-valve Triumph, and " Harmony's " letter on his " super
sports Sunbeam. Might I add a word or two on behalf
01 what I consider the best super sporting solo mount in
the world ?

I refer, of course, to the 79 x 100 mm. T T Norton 1have had one of these models since April, and have covered
a considerable mileage at Ugh speed. I find that my engine
is very sensitive to the ignition timing, but even more so
to the mixture. My machine will start from cold in under
ten yards, with a Philipson pulley top gear, 4| to 1 with
the air lever in a suitable position, but if the veriest ' shademore is given, the result is—no start

!

There seems to be an idea among most motor cyclists
that all multi-gears chew the belt up terribly. I am usins
a round-top Dunlop, which is splendid ; the flat-topped belt
supplied by the makers breaking at 800 miles.' I carry itnow as a spare.

1 prefer the cast iron piston, as, owing to its being drilled
considerably, it is very light and not so subject to varia-
tions of temperature as the aluminium model, which wears
rather quickly compared with the cast iron one.

A. O. RUSSELL. ^
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EXPERIENCES WITH A SIMPLE FOUR-WHEELER.
Sir,—I have lately noticed several queries in your columns

regarding the behaviour of the A.V. mouocar, and thought

that perhaps my experience with this very fine little 'bus,

published in your journal, might be of interest and help

to all concerned.

Last Autumn I completed a holiday tour from; Manchester

through Cornwall and Devon, having covered a shade under

1.300 ndles in ten days' running, and that without a single

involuntary stop, and for the majority of the time with a

passenger on the dickey seat. We both travelled in comfort,

and I could easily touch 40 m.p.h. on half throttle. One
little jaunt from Penzance to Newquay, a distance of forty

miles, and strange roads to me, was covered comfortably

under an hour and a half, including a short stop to get on

the right road again after missing the turn in Mitchell.

I carefully checked my petrol consumption on the run down
from Manchester to Penzance, and found it to be 57 m.p.g.

,

during which run we climbed Porlock, Lynton, Barbrook,

Parracombe, etc. Oil consumption I have not checked, for

with that (Castrol C) I am generous. I have not yet been
passed by anything on a main road, except when I was
pottering along from choice. Its brakes are reallv excellent

(though a bit jerky in application when new), and the tyres

have stood up wonderfully well, and so far I have not used

my pump on any of them. I do not know what overheating

is, for, though the engine certainly gets hot, it does not

in the least seem distressed, as my tour proves, all the hills

mentioned being taken ''on the run." The A.V. is always
willing, and acceleration is one of its strong points. Driving
is very simple, particularly . if one ivill steer with the left

hand and control with the right. The light steering makes
this possible, even on bad roads, if a good ''lock-grip" is

used. Personally, my grip ..is as follows : Thumb under the

spoke, first finger over the spoke, arid the remaining three

lingers round the rim, and this grip was used by me through-

out the tour without the slightest inconvenience.
My machine is a 1921 model, fitted with the latest 8-10 h.p.

J. A. P. engine, the only alterations from standard being

the fitting of F.E.W. valve attachments, Bowden extra air

inlet, spark intensifiers, and Molla air-cooled plugs. Refer-

ring to the two last-named fitments, I would like to say how
well pleased I am with them. Since they were installed I

have not experienced a single misfire, nor a sooted or oily

ping, though I am always liberal with lubrication. Also, I

am sure they have a lot to. do with easy starting.

In conclusion, I have nothing but praise for the little

A.V.—a top gear 'bus which gives luxury in a simple
manner—and can honestly recommend it. I am nothing more
than a delighted owner, but must, I suppose, add the usual
disclaimer. J.H.G.

Manchester.

SIDECAR FUEL CONSUMPTION RECORDS.
Sir,—After reading the correspondence under. this heading,

my result in the recent London-Exeter run pales into nothing.

Riding an 8 h.p. spring frame outfit registered as weighing
" under eight hundredweights," I averaged exactly twenty
miles to the hour and a shade over forty-nine miles to the

gallon. DONALD S. PARSONS.

CANDID CRITICISM OF A BRITISH BIG TWIN
SIDECAR. r-

Sir,—Perhaps the following criticism of a 1921 Enfield
sidecar outfit would prove of interest. The mileage covered
is 1,250, and I have endeavoured to be as fair as possible.

Perhaps other private individuals would supply information
of their new mounts for comparison. Usual disclaimer.

Tyrks.—Very good. Three punctures, all nails.

Ctole Parts.'—Very strong. No trouble whatever.
Mudguarding.—Front, excellent. The back guard splashes

the rider's back in really wet weather.
Springing.—Good on the whole. Bad roads have broken

hall in the steering head.
Silence.—All that can be desired. Talk comfortably to

passenger up to 25 m.p.h. When ticking over in traffic the

engine note is barely perceptible.

Speed.—With three up, 43 m.p.h. on the level with no
wind ; 30 m.p.h. in low gear with two up.

On, Consumption.—On the heavy side, which makes the

engine liable to smoke when hot and running dead. slow.

On, Pump.—Excellent. No trouble..

Petrol Consumption.—Averages 55 m.p.g. at 22 m.p.h.
average. Have done 65 m.p.g., three up. I use a W.S.R.
variable jet.

Engine.- -Very powerful. Climbs practically anything on
top with two up. Very seldom change with three up.

Gear.—Delightfully simple. Changed the cam face onee,

and replaced one peg.

Chains.—Front ones in perfect condition, and run in oil.

The back is cleaned whenever wet or after each 250 miles.

Chain Adjustment.—Back very simple. The front un-

touched as yet.

General Accessibility.—The detachable rear mudguard
and carrier makes punctures in the back wheel of no great

importance. Mended in 15m. easily. The sidecar jack is

simple and easy to operate. Accessibility of the rear chain
is a great point.

Brakes.—The back is easily, adjustable and powerful

;

stops machine dead with three up. The front brake will not
adjust too easily, but is powerful.

Lucas Lighting Set.—Faultless. Have burnt out the dim
filament of one head lamp bulb.
Apollo Electric Horn.—Fitted by myself. Very efficient

;

no trouble. ...
SiDECAR.-^Very comfortable ; but does not adapt itself

much to fitting proprietary windscreens. Bluemel fitted

gives good results, but awkward getting in and out unless

undone, when it folds back out of the way.
Luggage Grid.—Exactly holds two suit, cases, which are

perfectly secure and sprung with the body of the sidecar. I

have carried a case of lemona-de a short distance without
breakage.
Sidecar Box.—Holds spare gallon of petrol and tools, and

spare oil -(one quart), which is very handy.
Petrol Tank.—Holds two gallons, but spills over the

filler cup.

Handle Starter.—I prefer a kick ; but it is all right once
the knack has been learnt.

Plugs (Lodge Waterproop).—Cleaned the back one once. .

No misfires, on the road.
Carburetter (Amac).—Does not give terrific acceleration,

but is a good all-round fitment.

Transmission Shock Absorbers.—Faultless.

General Reliability.—One involuntary stop in 1,250

miles. The front chain came undone. Spring link replaced

in half an hour. Otherwise the outfit runs like a train.

Edinburgh. - 3485.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Writing " as one of the old brigade," Mr. H. Siddall com-

ments on the absence of the- 5-6 h.p. Raleigh and sidecar

from the important competitions of last year.

Referring to Mr. Maynard's recent letter offering to race
" Old Un's " 72 m.p.h. Triumph, Mr. E. Wilkinson wishes

to accept the Zenith owner's challenge with his 3£ h.p.

Ru dge.
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Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle.

" MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM."
The standard handbook on the motor cycle.

Frice net, 2/6, By post, 2/10.

" HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
New Edition. J ust Published. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying
them when found. Fourth Edition.

• Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

" TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's point of

. view. Price net, 3/-. By post, 3/3.

" MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
By " Ixion," of The Motor Cycle.

Price net, 5/-. By post, 5/3.

" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS.
Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland,
London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6.

Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and
^Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 5/-. By post, 5/4.

Obtainable by post (remittance withorder) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers

and Railway Bookstalls.
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MOTOR CYCLES AT THE
SCOTTISH SHOW.

Machines on Exhibition at Kelvin Ha
A Guide to Inte

TO-MORROW "(Friday, January 27th) the Scottish

Motor Show
;
opens at , Kelvin Hall, Glasgow.

Although this is not the first time motor cycles

have been exhibited at a Scottish Show, it is the first

Scottish Show officially recognised by motor cycle manu-
facturers. Hitherto, well-known Scottish agents have
exhibited the. products of the makers they represent,

but on the present- occasion this class of exhibitor is

supported by no fewer. than twenty exhibits staged by
manufacturers themselves.

This is a wise decision, as so manv Scottish riders

Glasgow, arranged alphabetically,

nding Visitors.

are unable to undertake the long journey to Olympia
in November, and, although the number of models on

view is not much more than 50% of those exhibited

at the big Show in London, it is sufficiently representa-

tive to enable Northern riders and buyers of motor

cycles to obtain necessary information regarding modern
design. ....

In the following pages we illustrate and describe the

motor cycles represented at Kelvin Hall. They are

arranged alphabetically for the convenience of- those

who intend to visit the Show.

ALLON. Stand 198.
One example only of the Allon lightweight will be

shown .(on the stand of Bossleigh, Ltd., Edinburgh).
Priced at £6C>, it is a "standard "conventional type two-speed
chain-cum-belt lightweight with a 70x76 mm. (292 c.c.)
two-stroke engine of Allon design. The cylinder is' cast
with the top. half, of the crankcase; a flywheel 'magneto is
fitted. Perhaps the most distinctive feature at a first
glance is the capacious saddle tank, which, however, does
not appear in any way unwieldy_or out of. proportion. The
primary, chain is neatly enclosed and, of course, a clutch
arid kick-starter are incorporated. Leg shields have long
been standard on this" machine," and" it may be taken for
granted that the makers have so designed them that they
do not. interfere with the '-.' c- _ rrmn mrnm mmi.i
cooling. The mudguarding,
too, is; well carried out.

ARIEL. Stand 197.
Perhaps the . most - im-

.

portant. new type of Ariel
is" .the £87 10s: sports
model, which is fitted with
a 498 c.c. engine and a
countershaft three-speed
gear, box, final drive being .

by belt. In order to allow
a thoroughly reliable "arid

well-finished -machine .to
sell at this low figure sev-
eral luxury fitments have

-uuiurr

been omitted, including the kick-starter and spring seat pillar.

The more fully equipped touring model with the same size

engine, nominally 3^ h.p., is also staged at £95. Three
sidecar outfits will be on view : the 4^ h.p. (665 c.c.) single

cylinder, £140; the 6-7 h.p. (796 c.c.) twin; £152 10s.;

and the 8 h.p. (994 c.c. M.A.G.) twin," £183. All have
chain drive, and the last mentioned is. equipped with a

Lucas Magdyno lighting"* set and a sidecar hood. 28x3in.
tyres are standard on the sidecar machines. The Ariel is

also exhibited by Andrew Downie, Ltd., of Edinburgh
(Stand 199).

A.J.S. Stand 208.
In addition to its successes, in international events—

•

both T.T. races, etc.—the. 2£ h.p. A.J.S. has distin-

guished itself in Northern",
competitions, and there is

: no doubt that the .. three
production solo models and
the ' lightweight sidecar
outfit will command much
attention. These most at-'

tractive' £85 models differ

mainly in detail : the tour-~
ing model has full mud-
guarding and footboards,
the standard sporting has
footrests, and the stripped
sports machine, as the
name implies, is minus
touring equipment, .includ-

b 16
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(1) 2f h.p. two-stroke Allon. (2) 8 h.p. Ariel wiuVM.A.G. engine. (3) 2| h.p. stripped sports Model A.J.S.
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jug kick-starter. With a light sidecar the fully mud-
rruarded model sells at £110. Fairly extensive chain guards .

are fitted in every case, except to the " stripped " type.

Also shown will be two examples of the equally popular and
successful 7 h.p. sidecar outfit, one with Magdyno, spare

wheel, speedometer, and sidescreen, at £218 12s. 6d., the

other sans, these extras at £175. A.J.S. machines will also

be found on the stands of Andrew Downie, Ltd. (199),

Meldrums (204), Bell Bros. (207), and Chas. Middleton
and Son, Ltd. (194).

BEARDMORE—PRECISION. Stand 184.

Scottish motor cyclists, arid particularly those who reside

in Glasgow, know and respect the name of Beardmore.
Allied with another well-known Glasgow firm, Barr and
Stroud, the resulting product will inevitably attract much
attention. But the lightweight Beardmore with the sleeve

valve Barr and Stroud engine is not the only exhibit of
interest on this stand. The new 4i h.p. (600 c.c.) Beardmore-
Precision with "semi-unit" engine and gear construction,

will be staged. Its price solo is £105, and with sidecar £135
for the touring type and £130 for the sporting model.

Finally, there will be solo and sidecar examples, at £75 and
£105 respectively, .of the 350 c.c. Beardmore-Precision two-
stroke. In this case a two-speed gear box is fitted, and the
final drive of the solo machine is by belt.

In addition to the exhibit of its makers, Messrs. F. E.

Baker, Ltd., the Beardmore-Precision will be exhibited by
no fewer than three other firms—Alexander's (178), James
Robertson's (190), and Charles Middleton and Son (194).

BRADBURY. Stand 210.
Only one Bradbury model will be shown. V. Jennings and

Co., Ltd., Glasgow, will stage a 4 h.p. machine, without
sidecar (although this type is eminently suited to passenger
work). This Oldham make has been on the market for a
great many years now, but it has moved with the times, and
although the old method of casting the crankcase integrally

with the frame is retained, all-chain drive, a three-speed
countershaft gear, and an internal expanding rear brake are
included in the specification of the 1922 version. The single-

cylinder engine is of 89x89 mm. (554 c.c.) and, excepting its

cast iron crankcase follows fairly conventional and well-tried

lines. Solo, the machine is priced at £92.
The Bradbury Co. has recently introduced a new 8 h.p.

twin-cylindered sidecar outfit, which, with the well-known 6
h.p. twin and 2| h.p. solo model, makes the Bradbury range
complete for almost every class of buyer.

BROUGH. Stand 177.
Because the Brough was an absentee from the last Olympia

Show, its presence in the Kelvin Hall gains added interest.

An old-established machine of Nottingham origin, it has
achieved some noteworthy performances in past Scottish
Trials, once completing the course single-geared. The intro-

duction of an 80 m.p.h. speed model is the chief innovation
for 1922. This is a flat twin with short wheelbase. Overhead
valves are used and light reciprocating parts generally.

Transmission is by chain throughout, a close ratio Sturmey-
Archer gear box, less kick-starter, being fitted. A carrier is

optional, and in its simplest form this model is remarkable
for its exceptionally light overall weight. Its price is £115.
The larger 5 h.p. machine is intended mainly for sidecar

haulage.

BROUGH SUPERIOR. Stand 177.
In a very short space of time the Brough Superior has

climbed to a high position in the esteem of the motor cyclist

who wants speed and luxury combined in the one machine.
Recognising that only a big twin engine may reasonably be
expected to propel a mount embodying these two qualities,

the designer of the Brough Superior has aimed at controlla-

bility and handsome appearance more than reduction in

weight.
Three types, differing mainly in power unit, are now avail-

able—one fitted with a 6-7 h.p. M.A.G. engine and the other
two with 8 h.p. J.A.P.s witb side-by-side and overhead
valves respectively. Although first intended as a super solo

machine, it is now marketed, in all three models, as a
luxurious but sporting passenger outfit.

(3-4)
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(1) 4-J h.p. spring frame Beardmore-Precision. (2) 4 h.p.

Bradbury. (3) 6-7 h.p. Brough Superior, with M.A.G. engine.

(4)
" Light Six " B.S.A. Outfit. (5) 3i h.p. o.h.v. flat twin Brough.

C3
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(1) 2|- h.p. two-stroke Calthorpe. (2) 2J h.p. Connaught
Miniature which has 24 in. wheels and direct belt drive. (3)

2j h.p. Cotton-Blackburne. (4) 21 h.p. o.h.v. spring frame
Coulson. (5) 5 h.p. Coventry Eagle.

C 4

B.S.A. Stands 198 and 207-

The B.S.A. is one of the three makes popularly reputed to

be seen- most often on the roads of Scotland, and it is not
surprising that the green and grey tanks will be dotted
all over the Kelvin Hall. Bell Bros., Glasgow, and Ross-
leigh, Ltd., Edinburgh, are two of the chief exhibitors. The
range extends from a 4| h.p. single-cylinder sports model—

a

192k! innovation with a kick-starter and enclosed chains—to the

new 8 h.p. (985 c.c.) twin sidecar outfit. In between are the
" light six " (770 c.c.) outfit and the 4^ h.p. dual-purpose
touring machine (belt or chain-driven). Prices extend from
£107 to £185. B.S.A.'s are also staged by Alexander's (178),

Middleton's (194), and Harry Gold (202).

CALTHORPE. Stand 192.

Two-stroke and four-stroke Calthorpes will be displayed by
the North British Machine Co., Ltd., of Glasgow. Both are

purely solo mounts with a simple and inexpensive specifica-

tion, and the prices are moderate. Single-geared, the 247 c.c.

two-stroke, which has 24in. wheels, is only £36 ; a two_-speed

box is £8 extra, £9 with clutch, and £11 with kick-starter in

addition. Lubrication of the engine is carried out by leading

the oil by way of sight drip feed to a groove encircling the

cylinder walls.

A 292 c.c. J.A.P.-engined four-stroke with an Enfield two-
speed gear is priced at £65, or with kick-starter at £70.
26x2in. tyres are standard on this model.

CARLTON. Stand 192.

Made and exhibited by. the North British Machine Co., of

Glasgow, this little lightweight will no doubt attract attention

from those who favour " home productions." A neat mount
selling at £39 18s., single-geared, it has a sloping top tube,

26x2^in. tyres, and a Villiers two-stroke engine with flywheel
magneto. With two-speed, clutch, and kick-starter the price

is £53.

CONNAUGHT. Stand 212.
Among the pioneers of the lightweight two-stroke, the

makers of the Connaught continue to specialise on this

type. At the same time, sidecar successes in competition
have encouraged them to market a slightly increased capacity
model (82x70 mm., 370 c.c.) primarily intended as a light-

weight passenger outfit. All chain drive and a three-speed
gear box are appropriate items on the specification. . Naturally,
it makes a useful little solo mount of the go-anywhere type.

Also staged will be three 1922 examples of the original 2£
h.p. Connaught miniature, one with 24in. wheels and direct

belt drive,, another with 26in. wheels and a two-speed gear
box, and a third the same but with clutch and kick-starter.

COTTON. stand 202.
For some time obtainable only as a two-stroke machine,

the triangulated frame Cotton blossomed out as a four-stroke
at -the last Olympia Show, when a 2J h.p. Blackburne-
engined model made its debut. One of this new type will be
staged by Harry Gold, Glasgow. It is an attractive machine
in appearance, and, in addition to the theoretical advantages
of its straight-tube fra.me construction, it possesses an un-
usually low centre of gravity. This latter feature, combined
with the absence of whip of the frame and maintenance of

wheel alignment, helps to eliminate any tendency towards
skidding on the road. - Chain and belt transmission is em-
ployed and a two-speed Sturmey-Archer gear box with clutch
and kick-starter on the standard model, which sells at £65 2s.

COVENTRY EAGLE. Stand 214.
Six actual machines will be shown as representatives of a

very wide range of models indeed. In every case the now
familiar bull-nosed saddle tank lends a most attractive air of
distinction to the Coventry^ Eagle machines, although pro-
prietary engines are used throughout. The o.h.v. 250 c.c.
" luxury " lightweight calls for special mention ; this particu-
lar type of J.A.P. engine is at present made exclusively for

this model, and finned exhaust manifolds are among its novel
features of design. Transmission is by chain through a two-
speed Sturmey gear box. Aluminium number plates, lamps,
and even mascot are included in the price of £105.
Another model, of particular interest to the soloist, is the

500 c.c. J.A.P.-engined sports mount, which is fitted with
aluminium pistons and the usual " competition machine

"

modifications. With a three-speed Sturmey gear box and
final chain drive the price is £110.

(19-20)
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Sidecarists are catered for by the 500 c.c. single and the

680 cc twin outfits at £135 -and £150 respectively. 293 c.c.

J.A.P. and 269 Villiers-engined lightweights with chain-cum-

belt drive are listed at competitive prices, varying according

to specification, and also a 350 c.c. J.A.P.-engined utility

machine sold " all-on " at £88 10s.

COULSON. Stand 202.
With an o.h.v. 2J h.p. Blackburne engine in a neat spring

frame, the T. T. Coulson promises possibilities of speed and
comfort cleverly combined in suitable proportions. All-chain

drive through a close ratio Barman gear box, less clutch and
kick starter, is employed, and the handlebars, footrest posi-

tion, and such details are essentially those of a sporting

machine. The price is £95, which is also the figure charged
for the 4i h.p. side-valve

Blackburne - engined touring

A Sports sidecar attached to

the latter costs £25 extra.

Two and three-speed stan-

dard touring 2| h.p. ma-
chines are priced at £78 and
£82 10s. respectively. Ex-
amples of these will be on
the stand of Harry Gold,

Glasgow-.

DIAMOND.
Stands 178 and 201.

The Diamond is a Wolver-
hampton production, and its

quality in every way upholds
the reputation of that town,
which boasts of its splendid
motor cycles. For many
years specialists in light-

weights, its makers, the
D.F.M. Manufacturing Co.,
offer four models : A 70 x 70
mm. two stroke, 70 x 90 mm.,
70 x 76 mm., and 64 x 76 mm.
four strokes. The last men-
tioned is one of the type de-
veloped by the 250 c.c. class
in the Junior T.T. race and,
with two-speed gear, clutch,
and kick-starter, all-chain
drive, sells at £78 15s. A
Duplex frame, with detach-
able lower tank rail, is a
feature of Diamond ma-
chines, while steel, stampings
are used wherever possible.
The three-speed all-chSin
driven model has entirely
enclosed chains and a
350 c.c. J.A.P. engine.
Examples of this range of

machines are exhibited by

a

Alexander's (lY8) and the
D.R. Engineering Co., Dnm-
fennline (201).

DUNELT. Stand 186.

As the only 503 c.c. air-

cooled single-cylinder two-
stroke, the Dunelt has been
steadily gaining a reputation
both for reliability and pull-
ing capabilities since its in-

troduction to the public
about two years ago. Sim-
plicity of design and concen-
tration on one model allow
the machine to be marketed
at a very moderate price

;

the sidecar outfit with inter-
changeable (and spare) wheels
is priced at £113 8s.
A two-diameter piston and
very flexible front forks are
two of the Dunelt's outstand-
ing features. Transmission is

by chain and belt via a
Sturmey Archer three-speed
gear box, and 28x3in. tyres
are standard. One solo, one
tradesman's carrier, and two
ordinai-y sidecar outfits will
be displayed on this stand.
An M.L. Miiglita, speedo-
meter and various like equip-
ment is included in the
specification of one of the
latter exhibits. The makers,
Dunford and Elliott (Shef-
field), Ltd., are the ex-
hibitors.

(1) 2f h.p. all-chain drive Diamond. (2) 34 h.p. o.h.v. sports
model Douglas. (3) 4 h.p. two-stroke Durelt outfit. (4) 6 h p.

Popular Model Excelsior siderar. (5) 8 h.p. Enfield.

I5-")

DOUGLAS. Stand 179.

-Although only five models
of the Douglas will be exhi-
bited by the Douglas firm,
they represent a very varied

range, catering for solo and sidecar tourist or speedman.
Probably most attention will concentrate on the sidecar
models : the re-designed edition of the war-tried '' four " and
the new o.h.v. 6 h.p. sports outfits, said to be capable of. over
60 m.p.h. with 'a full-sized passenger in the comfortable
sidecar. The former, of course, makes quite an appreciable
appeal as a solo mount (£110), although it will have a
difficult task to displace the extremely familiar 348 c.c.

model in either its plain two-speed or three-speed clutch and
kick-starter guises. The 2^ h.p. types sell at £75 and £90
respectively and the 6 h.p. outfit at £165. Last, but not

least, there is the record-holding and very successful 3s h.p.

-o.h.v. sports model at £130. It seems superfluous to mention

that all have flat twin engines of the type which the

Douglas has done so much to popularise.
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ENFIELD. Stand 182.
The 8 h.p. Enfield sidecar

outfit may be regarded as a
very hardy survival of high
power-weight ratio school of
design ; it depends for its

hill climbing and flexibility
in almost all normal running
on the big engine's top gear
pulling capabilities. There
being only two speeds,
" low " must needs be an
emergency gear. In practice
the Enfield two-speed gear,
which, of course, is of the
expanding clutch type, is
very simple and almost fool-
proof, and successes in im-
portant competitions prove
that the machine is just as
capable of freak hil'l-climb-
ing as the majority of stan-
dard three-speed sidecar out-
fits. The engine is of En-
field design, but built by
Vickers. Two examples will
be exhibited by the Enfield
Co., a standard outfit at
£140 and the same model
with a Magdyno set at £158.
Sidecar hood and screen may
be supplied at an extra
charge of £8. Also a two.
speed model, the Royal En-
field two-stroke, sells at £55.
or £57 with kick-starter'.
which may be fitted at either
side of the machine.

EXCELSIOR. Stand 192.
Exhibited by the North

British Machine Co., Glas-
gow, are two models of the
Excelsior range—a solo and a
sidecar machine. The first of

these is a sporting mount
fitted with a 2J h.p. Blackburne engine. It has a particularly

neat frame, having a sloping top tube, and which provides a
low riding position. With three-speed gear, clutch, and kick-

starter, and very complete equipment, this machine is cata-

logued at £75.
The sidecar model is the smaller of the two twin outfits

manufactured by the Excelsior firm. The engine fitted is a
6 h.p. J.A.P. (75x85 mm. = 770 c.c.) and the machine
throughout is of sturdy construction, having 28x3in. tyres,

and an exceptionally large diameter steering head. The
transmission is by chain throughout, and the equipment is

in every way up to the work demanded from this type of

passenger machine. With sidecar, the price is £133, Magdyno
lighting being £22 10s. extra.

FRANCIS=BARNETT. Stand 202.
292 c.c. and 346 c.c. J.A.P.-engined Francis Barnett light-

weights will be shown by Harry Gold. These machines, both

. cS

notable for excellent finish and neat appearance, differ con-

siderably in purpose although the general specifications are not

unlike. * The smaller model is intended as a utility touring

lightweight ; it has final belt drive and, except when other-

wise ordered, a two-speed gear box. A Maglita combined igni-

tion and lighting set in this case increases the price from

£73 to £88 9s.

Quite a different proposition is the 346 c.c. type, which

has a Sturmey-Areher lightweight three-speed gear box and

all chain drive. Several novel features are incorporated : for

example the gear-lever quadrant is attached to a special

bracket held by the gear box holding down the nuts; it thus

moves with the gear box, the gear control needing no re-

setting when the primary
chain is adjusted. £85 is the

price ; for an extra £5 it may
be obtained specially tuned,

with an aluminium piston,

etc. -

F.N. Stand 213,

Dickens, Ltd., of Glasgow,
are making an exclusive show
of the Belgian-built F.N. ma-
chines, which as most motor
cyclists know, are all shaft-

driven and generally follow

automobile practice to a

greater extent than the aver-

age British design. This is

particularly exemplified in

the two four-cylinder models,

rated at 7 and 8 h.p. respec-

tively. The latter, a de luxe

type, has overhead inlet

valves centrally located in

the cylinders, and is practi-

cally an entirely new design
for 1922. Solo it costs £135

;

with sidecar £167.' The prices

of the 7 h.p. models are £95
solo and £127 sidecar. Two
lightweights, on the same
lines—one with the new de-

sign of valve gear—are listed

as 2^ h.p. and 3 h.p.. In

this case two-speed gear
boxes are used, but clutches
and kick-starters are pro-

vided. Both weigh but
'

1801b.. and are priced at £55
and £72 10s.

HARLEYDAVIDSON.
Stand 209.

Harley-Davidsons will only
be present (on the stand of
the H.G. Motor Co., of Edin-

(1) 2! h.p. Francis Barnett. (2) 3 h.p. F.N. with shaft trans-

mission. (3) 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson. (4) 21 h.p. two-stroke

Harper Runabout. (5) 2i h.p. two-stroke Hawker with flywheel

magneto.

(21-22)
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Like ridin

on air
is the feeling you have when Moseley tyres

are fitted to your machine. The outstanding

characteristic of Moseley is supreme
resiliency — Resiliency which absorbs the

shocks of the road, lengthens the "life" of

the machine, and gives unequalled comfort

to the rider.

And the Moseley tread " bites " the skin

of the surface—it does not merely slither

over it—therefore no side slips.

In all sizes at lowest prices.

If you have not yet sent for

your copy of the new season's

price list, do so at once.

MOSELEY
MILES BETTER—BETTER MILES.

DAVID MOSELEY & SONS, LTD.,

ARDWICK MANCHESTER.

BRANCHES—London : 19-20, Holborn Viaduct,
E.C. 1. Birmingham : 4, Lancaster St., Cor-
poration St. Manchester : 2, 4 & 6, New Brown
St. Liverpool : 9, Commutation Row. New-
castle-on-tyne : 44-46, High Bridge. Glasgow:
126, Ingram St. Dublin: 16, William St.

Australia—Sydney : 241-243, Castlereagh St.

Brisbane : Fitzroy Buildings.

Stock the new Moseley speciality—the

" Float-on-Air " Saddle Cushion.
Perfect cushion comfort for every type of saddle and
sidecar. Patent construction — guaranteed not to
leak. Adds enormously to riding pleasure.

Send for list to-day.

(9-ioj In answering this advertisement it -is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle. C9
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Vhe L.S.D. for

Lightness, Speed & Distinction

" The little car that is

proving its big worth."

Tax £4

T^HE three-wheeler that is

making a name for itself in

the Motor World. For
economy and accessibi'ity

there is nothing in its class to

touch it. It's a go-anywhere
machine, and practically all

on top. In traffic it is a

pleasure to drive.

Price £165

Agents are requested to make early application

for territory, as we shall soon be booked up.

STICKS ,& SUGDEM IT2
p£one:4-0S[wifmaite. \UlJ^THWMTB , HUDDBBSFIEL-D. QramS:l(0:Unt^aJfe

:::-'
\

'<.••:.•[• \Y' • "vr

The New
1922 Model

Improvements.
One of the many refinements on the

3£ h.p. mode] is a petrol warning dev ce.

In the event of runn n? out of petrol the
driver simpy slings the tap over to the
other position without leaving the
saddle, and brinas the reserve supply

- of petro! into operation.

(.See Illustration.)

Woodwrieht.

Higher-Powered

GONXaHGIIT
Despite the popularity and wonderful efficiency

of the now famous light-weight Connaught, we
have succeeded in producing a higher powered
model, more particularly for Combination work,

which possesses all the best features of the light-

weight, wh'.le developing more Horse Power.

The 3i-H.P. 3-Speed All

Drive Connaught.
Chain

contains a number of mechanical improvements,

and sells complete with luxurious side-car

and apron for ••• •• •• ^£95
Light-weight Solo models from £45

THE BORDESLEY ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,

York Mills, Witton Lane, Aston, Birmingham.

London Showrooms : 111, Great Portland Street, London, W.l.

(where demonstrations will be given without obligation.)

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." (J5-26)
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burgh) in their big-twin form

;

the flat twin sports model will

not be on view. Instead, there
will be a very speedy looking
example of the 7-9 h.p. twin as

a road-racing solo machine. Two
of the 1922 sidecar outfits

(finished 'in the new dark green
colour), one of a sporting and
the other a touring type, and a
third khaki-coloured outfit com-
plete the exhibit. Capacious
petrol tanks, large tyres, twist
grip control, and such-like typi-

cally .American but none the
less admirable features are in-

cluded in the specification.
Taken all round, the Harley-
Davidson combines service-
ability with speed.

HARPER RUNABOUT.
Stand 230.

It is difficult to classify the
Harper Runabout otherwise
than by the name which its

makers have given to it. The
vehicle is a low-built three-
wheeler, with the wheels ar-

ranged in the so-called tricycle
fashion. Transmission from the
modified Villiers two-stroke
engine is by Renold's chains,
and a. simple type of gear gives
three direct forward speeds,
„hus ensuring that no pushing
will be necessary on all ordinary
and some extraordinary hills.

sS=y

Another point which should at-

tract the elderly or lady motor-
ist in particular is a hand
starter ; and, naturally, a

clutch, of the single disc Ferodo-
lined type is provided. The
centre of gravity of the machine
is extremely low ; only direct

comparison with a sidecar outfit

really demonstrates this. 18 x
2-Jin. straight-sided Dunlop Mag-
num tyres are mounted on de-

tachable rims, and the pressed
steel interchangeable wheels are

also of Dunlop manufacture.
Comfort and security are en-

hanced by .quarter elliptic

springing from the rear and two
independent hand and foot ope-

rated brakes. Although a single

seater, the Harper Runabout
has proved capable of transport-
ing an extra passenger on a

special pillion seat. Three
models are shown, all at £100.

HAWKER. Stand i;8.

The Hawker name was intro-

duced to the motor-cycle world
after the war, when it distin-

guished a simple two-stroke ma-
chine (equipped with a double-

chain two-speed gear and a fly-

wheel magneto) which at once
commenced to give a good
account of itself in competitions.

At the last Clympia Show the

Hawker range was extended by

~^r 1111 uinnrr iiiiiii timii inrrr uintn ^piumi minr -
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(1) 10 h.p. four-cylinder Henderson. (2) 4A h.p. flat twin Humber—a dual purpose mount. (3) 3 h.p. two-stroke Ivy. (4) 7-9 h.p.

electrically equipped Indian Chief. (5) 5 h.p. Lea-Francis, fitted with o.h.i.v. M.A.G. engine. (6) 7 h.p. James sidecar. (7) 10 h.p.

Sports Morgan, listed at a popular price.

(11-12) c 11
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models fitted with 2| h.p. and 4^ h.p. Blackburne engines

and three-speed gear boxes, with chain transmision. A
2J h.p. o.h.v. Blackburne engine is used in one type, the

make-up of the machine being on particularly sporting lines.

All the four-stroke models have internal expanding brakes

on both wheels. The 2| h.p. o.h.v. machine costs £99 15s.
;

the 4£- h.p. model is £89 5s. ; and the 2| h.p. two-stroke is

£52 10s.

such as to make a direct appeal to the clubman and his

kind. The price is £100. The touring model, which enjoys

an enviable reputation for silence and smooth running, is

priced at £110 solo or £144 with a* handsome Grindlay side-

car. Black predominates in the colour schemes of all the

six Humbers on show, and one all-weather type is finished

throughout in that colour. Lubrication is by combined sump,
mechanical pump, and drip feed.

HENDERSON. Stand 177.

In the four-cylinder Henderson, Pioneer Motors, Ltd., of
(

Edinburgh, probably stage the most elaborate machine in

the building. A re-designed oversize engine in a modified

frame tends to make this mount more than ever the ideal of

the four-cylinder enthusiast, who is often content to ride it

solo despite the inevitably great weight attendant on such a

design.. However, this latter objection is nullified by better

controllability, more even torque, and remarkable flexibility.

£175 is the price of the solo model. When used with a side-

car a reverse may be fitted. Quickly detachable wheels are

now standard.

IVY. Stand 198.

HUiHBER. Stand 176.

Although fitted with a comparatively large (600 c.c.) flat

twin engine, the 4^.h.p. Humber is undoubtedly an excellent

double-purpose machine. Yet
the makers have not been
content to let matters rest

with marketing one model,

and this year they have in-

troduced a really fast sports

mount exclusively for solo

use. The basis of the design

is the same as the touring

machine, but so well have
" tuning " modifications, such

as lighter reciprocating parts,

etc., been carried out that

speeds up to eighty miles per

hour have been obtained.

Riding position, controll-

ability, and equipment are

Haying made a distinct reputation for themselves, the Ivy

two-stroke models should command the attention of all who
desire a powerful, go-anywhere solo lightweight, or an effi-

cient light passenger machine. The Ivy "Three" was one

of the pioneers of the 350' c.c. two-stroke class, and it has

demonstrated its capability of taking a sidecar and passenger

up much more severe hills than the ordinary user of this

class of machine would care to climb. The cylinder of the

3 h.p. Ivy is a heavy and massive casting designed to pre-

vent knocking or pre-ignition even when subjected t<> Pr°-

longed periods of full-throttle running. Tank design and the

khaki and black finish combine to make the Ivy models

distinctive, and variations between two or three speeds, all

chain or chain and belt drive, are obtainable. The 3 h.p.

model shown by Rossleigh, Ltd., costs £77 with
three-speed gear and all

chain drive.

INDIAN. Stand 180.

Right from the earliest

days Indians have had a

very successful career in

Scottish competitions, and it

is only fitting that four re-

presentative models should

be on view. These are

:

The most appropriately

named Scout, with and with-

out sidecar, the 7-9 h.p.

spring frame standard type
"' Powerplus "), and the new
Chief model, with a Princess

(1) \\ h.p. 751b. McKenzie lightweight. (2) 7-9 h.p. sporting Matchless outfit. (3) 3.J h.p. sports model Martinsyde. (4) 3 J h.p.

standard countershaft Norton. (5) 8 h.p. electrically equipped New Imperial sidecar.

12 (27-28
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Motor Cycles at the Scottish Show.

—

sidecar attached. It will be recalled that the latter has a
body of American design mounted on an English chassis.

The Chief is an enlarged edition of the 4 h.p. Scout model,
having skew gear primary drive, full electric equipment,
and a re-designed engine of 997.6 c.c. Final drive on all the
models is by_guarded, but not wholly enclosed, chain, and
naturally the Indian three-speed gear box is standard.

JAMES. Stand 183.
Extending from a £55 two-speed two stroke lightweight

to a £186 7s. electrically equipped big twin sidecar outfit,

complete with spare wheel, one example of each of the
rarious and varied James models will be shown. Inter-
changeable wheels and cast aluminium chain cases are
amongst the most important modifications to the 7 h.p. side-

car outfit which, less lighting set and spare wheel, is listed

at £160. Either with the standard or the carrier sidecar

the 4j h.p. model is £135. and the guaranteed 60 m.p.h.

3j h.p. sports twin is £105. Both the lightweights have
filial belt drive, but the more expensive (£60) model has
a conventional gear box with clutch and kick-starter in lieu

of the twin chain and dog clutch two-speed device. Chain
drive and James three-speed gear boxes with clutch and kick-

starter are standard on the three larger models.

LEA=FRANCIS. Stand 199.
One sample of the Lea-Francis productions, a 3^ h.p.

M.A.G.-engmed sports model, to wit, is exhibited by
Andrew Downie, Ltd., of Edinburgh. Pioneers, as such, are
often forgotten, so that it is well to recollect that in the
pre-1914 era, Lea-Francis machines were equipped with
quickly detachable wheels, dummy belt drum brakes on
both wheels, and completely enclosed transmission. These
details are now common practice, but even so the Lea-
Francis machine does not lose its individuality. The price

of this sports model is £110; it is to be regretted that no
other Lea-Francis machines are on exhibition, as the tour-

ing types are characterised by silencing and mudguarding
arrangements necessarily curtailed in the sporting specification.

McKENZIE. Stand 178.

Despite its thoroughly Scottish name, the McKenzie is

actually made in Coventry (at the Hobart Cycle Works).
However, if the nationality of a machine is judged by that
of its designer and producer, this ultra lightweight two-
stroke may be ranked as a
product of Scotland. Its pur-
pose is to fill the gap that
exists between the motor-
assisted bicycle and the
simplest lightweight motor
cycle proper. Pedalling gear
is fitted more to ensure a
dignified start than as a

! means of propulsion ; and
the open frame is intended
to attract the lady or the
normally overcoated gentle-
man rider. The spring forks
are worthy of special exami-
nation. At £26 5s. the little

121

mount is almost in a class by itself. Alexanders are showmg it.

MARTINSYDE. stand i 95 J

Three 6 h.p. machines—sporting and touring sidecars and
a sporting soip—and a 3i h.p. machine, which is essentially
a solo sports model, comprise the Martinsyde exhibit. Over-
head exhaust valves are incorporated in both the V-twin
engines—a novel feature which presents undoubted practical
and theoretical advantages. Proof is supplied by the many
Martinsyde road and track competition successes during the
past twelve months, which, for a comparatively new design,
make a very creditable list. The important 750 c.c. class
hour record, hitherto the prerogative of 500 c.c. machines,
is perhaps the Woking production's most noteworthy achieve-
ment. £160 for the • 6 h.p. touring outfit, £155 for the
equivalent sporting type, and £110 for the small solo machine
are the chief prices. Alexanders, Ltd., of Edinburgh (Stand
178), will also exhibit' Maitinsydes.

MATCHLESS. stand 196.
Four Matchless models are shown by the makers, and as

this famous big-twin British spring-frame outfit is so
well known both in private work and in the open com-
petition world, detailed description or laudatory opinions
are almost beside the point. To the rider who demands the
utmost luxury that the designer can encompass in a side-
car outfit, the claims of the Matchless must bulk largely
amidst the select few from which his choice must be made.
Without the electric lighting equipment the Model H2
touring outfit costs £170, and for £5 10s. extra a two-seater
sidecar can be supplied. The model J, a rigid framed
sporting machine, having nevertheless the same general
specification, is £130, and the same machine with a sporting
sidecar costs £160.

MOR1AN. Stand 231.

Standing on its three wheels and a solid reputation, the

Morgan runabout calls for little eulogistic comment. It is

a machine that has provided for itself a special niche in the

Temple of Fame, and in no country should it be more suc-

cessful than in Scotland, whsre the hills, long and gradual,

rather than short and precipitous, might have been planned
for a vehicle which owing to light weight and great power

has an exceedingly high top-

gear performance. Selling at

£150' in its cheapest air-

cooled form, the Morgan,
with its full equipment, re-

presents excellent value

;

there are more luxurious

specifications, however, em-
bodying special coachwork,
water-cooling, electric equip-

ment, and even four-speed

gears, in which case the £200
mark is exceeded.

NER-A-CAR. Stand o
Although not described as

a motor cycle by its sponsors

a
IINin IMTTT1T-

(1) 2i h.p. Ner-a-car. (2) 3 h.p. dynamo mode! N.U.T. (3) 2J h.p. overhead valve New Scale.

(15-16)
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(the Inter-Continental En-
gineering Co., Ltd., 20, Con-
duit Street, London, W.l),

the Ner-a-car finds its way
into motor cycle exhibitions

and competitions. Motor
cycle or not, th.eiNer-a-car is

a machine decidedly interest-

ing to motor cyclists, and it

is well worth study. Thanks
to its weight distribution

and to its (presumably) idea

rake of the steering pivot,

the machine is absolutely

self-steering, and the most
timid rider can travel

"hands off" with confidence-,

while no special skill is re-

quired to do a variety of

standing-up tricks quite im-

possible to ordinary riders on
ordinary machines. The lay-

out of the engine and friction

drive in the chassis is work-
manlike, and the mudguard-
ing and stability render the

machine specially suitable for

ladies, business men, and
other about-town riders. The
price is £69 6s. with full

equipment. It is shown also

by George and Jobling.

Bothwell Street. Glasgow

;

Stand 205.

NEW IMPERIAL. Stand 178.

Great success on the part of one model is apt to over-

shadow other and dissimilar productions by the same maker.
This has been the case to some extent with New Imperial
nachines, for the 1921 achievements of the light solo models
;ended to obscure the fact that in the 8 h.p. New Imperial
sidecar outfits is one of the most powerful and sturdily con-

structed machines on the British market. Alexander's of

Lothian Road, Edinburgh, are the Scottish representatives,

and it will be on their stand that New Imperials will be exhi-

bited. The range produced by the makers covers 2\ h.p. and
2| h.p. lightweights, with variations from chain-cum-belt
to all-chain transmission; also the 8 h.p. outfit, with its mas-
sive roller bearing hubs and an 8 h.p. solo mount, J.A.P.
engines are used throughout.

N.U.T. Stand 204.

A Dundee agency, Meldrum's, shows the 3^ h.p. N.U.T.

,

ivhich is but one of a variety of machines produced by the
Newcastle firm. The 3^ h.p. model staged has a V-twin
engine of 64x76 mm. bore and stroke (496 c.c), and, fitted

with Sturmey-Archer gear box, chain and belt drive and
Magdyno electric lamp and horn equipment, costs £120.
A chain drive model is. obtainable, while a sports model,

c M

(1) 41 h.p. New Hudson sidecar ou

(3) 4 h.p. outside flywheel Powel

stripped for speed work, and

a 5 h.p. sidecar machine, are

also made.

NEW SCALE. Stand 201.

New Scale machines are a
product of Manchester, and
although built up from pro-

prietary components, the old^

established engineering con-

cern responsible for them
does not fail to stamp them-

with an individuality and an
evidence of careful work and*

finish. The model shown on

the, stand of the D.R. Eugi-

.

neering Co., Ltd., of Dun-
fermline, is a speedy solo

mount embodying an o.h.v.

Blackburne engine of 248 c.c.

capacity '(2-J h.p.), which
transmits its power through
chains by way of a Burman
three-speed gear box. The
price of the machine is £95.

NORTON. Stand 181.

Known to the clubman and
tourist alike, Norton machines
require little explanatory
comment. Their competition

successes often in the hands
of private owners are not

confined to any one district,

and thus the Scottish enthusiast is just as likely to be a

Norton ".fan " as the Brooklands habitue. Four representa- .

five models will be staged by Norton Motors, Ltd., in addi-

tion to machines on Stands 178 and 204. The " big four"
(solo £120, with family sidecar £154); the "home", and
'•"colonial " countershaft 3A h.p. machines, and the still'very

popular belt-driven " 3j " make up the exhibit. Prices of

the gear box models are £117 and £115 respectively, and
of the single-geared mount £80. A racing sidecar may be

obtained at £24 10s.

NEW HUDSON. Stand 102.

Examples of the 10 h.p. three-wheeler, " Four-point -five
"

sidecar outfit', and a two-stroke lightweight will be staged

by the North British Machine Co., Ltd. Although rather

extreme types all three have an enviable reputation for

clean design and neat lay-out generally.

Water-cooling, a three-speed and reverse gear box and a

pressed channel steel frame are items which give a key to

the general characteristics of the runabout. A 1,093 c.c. V-
twin M.A.G. engine supplies the power.
Making its debut, or perhaps more correctly an encore, at

the last Olympia Show, the 4£ h.p. single-cylinder sidecar
.

outfit is remarkable for its sturdiness of build. 700x80 mm.
tyres are used, and both front and rear brakes are of the

internal expanding type. A Sturmey-Archer gear box and

(31-^2.1

tfit. (2) 2| h.p. two-stroke O.K.

(4) 4 h.p. four-speed P. & M.
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chain drive are included. A
chain -driven example of the

two-stroke lightweight (£65)
completes the exhibit.

O.K. Stand 178.

So often has the O.K.
lightweight scored competi-
tion successes as a passenger
outfit that one is apt to re-

gard it as essentially a side-

car machine and so to judge
it. This is a remarkable
testimony to its qualities,

but is perhaps a little un-
fair to the makers, for

several of the O.K. models
are intended purely as solo

mounts. The direct belt-

driven mount, for example,
which sells at £59 18s.

Chain drive, a three-speed
gear box and frame and fork
modifications are features of

the sidecar machine, which,
incidentally, may be further-

modified to serve as a go-
anywhere sporting solo

mount.
Representative O.K. types

will be found among Alex-
anders' exhibit.

POWELL. Stand 202.

A machine which is not so
well known as it deserves to
be, the Powell is bound to

attract the attention of visi-

tors. It is fitted with a 4 h.p.

outside flywheel single-cylin-

der engine, placed in a slo-

ping position in the frame.

The primary drive is taken

from the outer side of the

flywheel. Both as a solo and
a sidecar mount, the Powell

is sure to be seen in greater

numbers on the road this

year. It is a Wrexham pro-

duct, and is exhibited by
Harry Gold, of Glasgow.

P. & M. Stand 178.

A constant line of de-

velopment has been followed

in the P. and M. machines
since their inception in 1905.

As the first completely chain-

driven motor cycle, and one

of the earliest machines
equipped with a speed

gear, the P. and M» early

secured a valuable repu-

tation in the Scottish

trials. The new four-speed

gear, embodying a two-speed

dog clutch box, working in

conjunction with the selec-

tive clutch mechanism, and
the ingenious control will be
studied closely at Kelvin
Hall, and those who have
found the previous 499 c.c.

engine just too small for top

gear climbing of the long

mountain passes with a side-

car will appreciate the 1922
engine of 555 c.c. capacity.

Alexanders are showing it.

ini'li niniu
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(I) 4j h.p. Quadrant sidecar outfit. (2) 2J h.p. Pex Acme. (3) 2f h.p. Royal Scott, fitted with Barr & Stroud sleeve vaive eneine.

(4) 4 h.p. three-speed Rover. (5) 2J h.p. Raleigh. (6) 3.'; h.p. Scot Squirrel sporting passenger outfit. (7) 2} h.p. o.h.v. Sheffield

Henderson speed modei.

c 19
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Motor Cycles at the Scottish Show.

—

QUADRANT. Stands 177 & 178.

One of the cheapest machines, in price but not in quality,

is the 4£ h.p. Quadrant which is exhibited by Alex-

anders, Ltd. (178) and Pioneer Motors Ltd. (177). At the

Olympia Show the Quadrant was undoubtedly accorded a

universal measure of praise as offering the maximum value

possible to the would-be motor cyclist desiring ample sidecar

power with a minimum capital expenditure.

RALEIGH. Stands 199 & 210.

The Raleigh entry, or re-entry it should be said, into the

motor cycle market about two years ago was not made at a

very auspicious moment, for when quantity deliveries of the

luxurious spring-frame flat-twin machine were possible the

public were demanding cheaper and more simple machines.

Xow a machine with the Raleigh name will meet that

demand also ; it is a single-cylinder with outside flywheel,

the capacity being 350 c.c. in one model and slightly larger

(400 c.c.) in another.
Andrew Downie, Ltd., Edinburgh, and V. Jennings and

Co., Ltd., Glasgow, are the exhibitors.

REX=ACME. Stand 210
The Rex-Acme is one of the best finished machines pro-

duced in Coventry. Since the reconstruction of the motor
industry following the war. Rex and Acme motor cycles have
built up an enviable reputation for their makers, and now
the two names are merged, and, as Rex-Acme, cover a very

complete range of solo and sidecar machines. Several

examples of Rex-Acme models are exhibited by V. Jennings

and Co., Ltd., Glasgow.

ROVER. Stand 189.

Twin and single-cylinder models are made by the New
Rover Cycle Co.. Coventry. The first mentioned has a

5-6 h.p. J.A.P.. and is equally popular as a solo mount
and a sidecar machine. The 4 h.p. single has a reputa-

tion extending over a decade, and is well known on both

sides of the border for its consistently good performance

in reliability trials. Recent developments have resulted

in a fast sports model of- the single-cylinder type, and

during 1922 it is expected that the Rover name will again

be carried to the front rank in speed events. Rover machines
will also be shown by the D.R. Engineering Co., Ltd. (210).

ROYAL SCOT. Stand 228.

Knightswood Motors, Ltd., 98, West George Street, Glas-

gow, have taken over the manufacture of the Royal Scot

machine, which was described in detail in The Motor Cycle

recently, and will show six examples of their product on

Stand "228.

The main point of interest about the design is the inclu-

sion of a 'Barr and Stroud single-sleeve valve engine and
Montgomery front forks.

SCOTT. Stand 198.

By virtue of being the only water-cooled twin-cylinder

two-stroke motor cycles on the British, or, indeed, the world's

markets, Scott machines occupy a unique position.

With a guaranteed maximum speed of 60 m.p.h., the now
year old 3-^ h.p. Squirrel model has proved itself able to

maintain as high an all-round average speed as almost any
sporting machine in existence. ' Solo, it weighs less than

200 lb., or, as shown by Rossleigh Motors, Ltd., with an
aluminium sidecar, not much more than 260 lb.

SHEFFIELD HENDERSON. Stand 178.

At Olympia the 2| h.p. racing model Sheffield Henderson
was seldom without an interested' crowd of spectators and,

me might almost add, admirers. Its rakish appearance,

iceentuated by a small capacity competition tank, the com-
plete absence of mudguards, and the presence of a pair of

speed event number plates, gave an impression of wonderful

speed capabilities.

SUN. Stand 204
Unfortunately the most interesting Sun model—a two-

stroke with a rotary inlet valve in the erankcase—will not
De on exhibition; but the 292 c.c. J.A.P.-engined machine
in the 'stand of Meldrum's (Dundee) will serve to indicate

the general standard of Sun quality and finish. With 2-speed

gear, clutch, and kick-starter, the price is £63, and the
weight 185 lb.

SUNBEAM. Stand 210.
It is difficult to say which of the new Sunbeam models

is the more attractive. Their purpose is different ; and,
while the sidecarist who welcomes the 4^ h.p. outfit as just

what he has wished for may almost ignore the fleet-looking

new long-stroke T.T. model, the ardent soloist, most prob-
ably, will look at things in an entirely reverse direction.

This is as it should be ; the dual-purpose machine is, after

all, but a compromise.
V. Jennings and Co., Ltd., Glasgow (210), Pioneer Motors,

Ltd., Edinburgh (177), and the D.R. Engineering Co., Dun-
fermline (201), all exhibit Sunbeams.

TRIUMPH. Stand 193.
Undoubtedly the new four-valve model will be the centre

of interest on the Triumph stand, if not of all the motor
cycle exhibits in the building. This model is not yet suffi-

ciently common on the road to be familiar to every motor
cyclist, but its clean design, its early successes in com-
petition, and the reputation of the Triumph Company for

a very high standard of detail, finish, and, consequently,

reliability, combine to ensure that shortly it will become as

popular as the other products of the firm. The 499 c.c.

o.h.v. engine is of Ricardo design, and, while remarkably
efficient, is neither complicated nor unduly noisy. Excepting
Druid forks, 26x3in. tyres, and improved gear lever, handle-

bar and foot-rest locations, the " bicycle " portion of the

machine follows the lines of the chain-driven " four." Our
experience on the road proved that these exceptions made
an entirely different machine of it—more " racy " in feel

and more controllable generally. The price is £120.
Chain- and belt-driven standard models, with and without

sidecars, and an example of the popular 2£ h.p. two-stroke
will also be staged, both on Stand 193 and on the near-by
stands of Chas. Middleton and Son, Ltd., Glasgow (194).

and Rossleigh, Ltd., Edinburgh (198).

TRUA1P-JAP. Stand 177.
One example of the re-introduced Trump-Jap will be

shown—a 292 c.c. lightweight on the stand of Pioneer
Motors, Ltd., Edinburgh. Tastefully finished in black and
gold, it possesses a certain air of distinction, despite the

fact that very commonly used components are incorporated
in the design. ' The Amac carburetter, M-L. magneto, and
Hutchinson tyres are all well at the top of their classes;

so fitted, and with a two-speed gear box, the 2j h.p. Trump
is priced at £60.

VELOCETTE. Stand 178.

Only one stand (Alexanders') will bear an example of the
Velocette lightweight ; but this is no adverse index of the
popularity of this high-class two-stroke in Scotland. The
Velocette emphatically does not come into the large class

of assembled machines, but various competition and freak
hill-climbing successes, as well as its service in the hands
of private owners, proves that it loses nothing by being
distincti/ve. Two- and three-speed touring models, guaranteed
50 m.p.h. sporting machines, and a ladies' model are among
the variations offered. There are also two sizes of slightly

differfiig engines of nominally 2£ h.p.

VICTORIA. Stand 200.
As befits a Glasgow production, the array of Victoria

machines on' Stand 200 is very complete, there being no fewer
than eleven models,_ all more or less different. Perhaps the

best examples of value are the 350 c.c. J.A.P.-engined three-

speed sidecar outfit at £85, and the sports model with an
o.h.v. Blackburne engine at £80. Other Victoria types in-

clude a £39 18s. Villiers-engined lightweight and a 550 c.c.

J.A.P. three-speed sidecar outfit at £110, the models lying

between these extremes being priced proportionately.

ZENITH. Stand 178.

Among the nineteen odd makes on Alexanders' stand there

will be at least one Zenith or Zenith-Bradshaw. On account

of its oil-cooled power unit the latter is perhaps most likely

to arouse attention.
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Uimes to iigbt Xamps.
Jan. 26th 5.36 p.m.

,, 28th 5.39 .,

,. 30th 5.42 „
Feb. 1st 5.47 „

Number plates to be illuminated thirty minutes
earlier, vide Road Vehicles Registration and
Licensing Order (1921).

Manufacturers at the Scottish Show.
Although this is not the first, occasion

'

-on which a motor cycle show has been
held in Scotland, the present exhibition

is the first of its kind directly supported
by manufacturers. Twenty stands are
occupied by the actual makers of the
machines which are staged thereon.

Next Week's Dates for "The Motor
Cycle Film."

Appreciations continue to flow in from
each of the four clubs to whom, on the
average, The Motor Cycle is shown
weekly. To-night (Thursday), it-* will

be exhibited at the Theatre Royal, Brad-
ford on behalf of the enterprising

Bradford M.C. and L.C.C. ; to-morrow
it goes to the Peterborough Palladium
through the agency of the local motor
cycle club, and on Monday it will be
shown at the Tredegar Hall Picture
House, Stow Hill, Newport, Mon. by
arrangement with the Newport and
County M.C.C. On Wednesday, February
1st, it returns to Yorkshire for an event
organised by the Sheffield and Hallamshire

M.C. and L.C.C.

Where is it?

Last week we published a letter from
a reader asking the location of a certain

dimly remembered hill. From the scores

of replies that have been reaching us daily

since, there can be no doubt that the

mystery grade is School Hill, situated

practically in the centre of Lewes, Sussex.

The Moto-Cycle Club de France.

The Moto-Cycle Club de France held

its annual general meeting recently, when
M. Hamon was re-elected President.

M. Hamon has taken a great interest in

motor cycle trials, and in those of an
international character, in which he has
held an official position, he has always
meted out perfect justice to French and
British competitors alike.

Motor Thieves and Licensing System.

Speaking at the annual dinner of the
Birmingham M.C.C, the Chief Con-
stable, C. H. Rafter, mentioned the great

service rendered both at home and abroad
by motor cyclist " D. R.s."
Referring to the new system of licenc-

ing, he did not believe that any check
had been put on the thefts of machines
by this means.
During 1920, in Birmingham, 15 cars

and 34 motor-cycles were- stolen, and 8

cars and 18 cycles were recovered. In

1921, practically the figures were re-

peated, 11 cars and 36 motor cycles being
stolen and 4 and 13, respectively,

recovered.
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Special jfeatuves.

FAMOUS SCOTTISH HILLS.
CLUB LIFE ACROSS THE BORDER.
MOTOR CYCLES AT THE SCOTTISH

SHOW.

Prizes for Tour.de France.

A sum of 30,000 fr. has been voted by
the Municipality of Montargis towards
prizes for the 1922 Tour de France.
The last Tour de France in which an
English competitor took part was in

1905, when the whole course was covered
by J. Van Hooydonk, one of the oldest

pioneers of the British motor cycle in-

dustry ; he rode a Phcenix-Trimo.

230 Mile 12-hour Open Trial.

Instead of the hill-climb first announced
as the April 1st open eyent of the Western
Centre A.C.U., a twelve-hour reliability

trial will be held over a route of about 230
miles, starting at Stourbridge and finishing

at Worcester, the lunch stop being at.

Slevedon, Somerset. The trial will be on
the lines of last year's very successful two-
day event.

A Twenty-four Hours' Trial in France.

The French Association of ex-military
motor cyclists intends to organise a 24
hours' trial on May 28th for a gold cup.
The competition will be open to motor
cyclists and drivers of cycle cars, and will

take place on a closed circuit close to

Paris. The start will take place on the
Saturday at 3 p.m.^ One clause in the
rules limits the number of hours (prob-
ably 4) which will be allowed to each
competitor for replenishment stops.

Sidecar Fuel Consumption Records.

In The Motor Cycle of the 12th inst.,

there was published a letter from Mr. H.
B. Booth suggesting a meet of Triumph
sidecar owners for the purpose of getting
to the bottom of the fuel consumption con-
troversy. Those interested were invited to
send the following particulars : (1.) Year
of machine. (2.). Type and make of side-
car. (3.) Type of screen. (4.) Weight
of outfit. (5.) Carburetter and jet num-
ber. (6.) Gear ratios. (7.) Oil used and
mileage per pumpful. (8.) Other particu-
lars of interest. Several correspondents
have already written Mr. Booth express-
ing a desire to participate in the test ; will
others who are interested please write to

the organiser direct at 285, Harrow Road,
London, W.9.

BABY RUNABOUTS IN THE SNOW. These two little Harper three-wheelers, which are

fitted with 2'i h.p. two-stroke engines, found no difficulty in negotiating Waneth Low hill,

m Cheshire, during the recent snowy weather.
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ANNUAL GENERAL AEETING OF THE A.C.U.
THE annual general meeting of the

Auto Cycle Union, which was held at
3 p.m. on Saturday afternoon last, was

purely a formal affair, and lasted exactly
half an hour. The chair was occupied by
the Hon. Sir Arthur Stanley, G B.E.,
M.V.O., C.B., president of the Auto-Cycle
Union, who, having announced that the
notice of the meeting had been mentioned
in the papers three weeks previously) in

accordance with the rules, proceeded with
the election of president and vice-presi-

dents. As the exact number of candidates
for which there were vacancies had been
nominated, and they were the same gentle-

men as were elected last year, they were
on the proposal of Col. F. S. Burston,
C.B.E., seconded by Mr. H. P. E. Hard-

Featherstone and District M.C.

The annual meeting was held at head-
quarters, The Travellers' Hotel, Purston,
on Thursday of last week, and runs for

April were decided upon.

Taunton and District M.C. and L.C.C.

The annual meeting of the Taunton and
District Motor Cycle and Light Car Club
was held at the Castle Hotel on Tuesday
evening of last week, Mr. Stuart Goodman
presiding. Officers for the ensuing year
were appointed. Mr H. T. Kite, honorary
secretary of the South-Western Centre,

announced that the following dates would
be fixed for Centre events : May 20th, open
trial run by the South-Western Centre

;

June 3rd, Lands End trial run by the
Yeovil Club ; June 17th, reliability trial,

Exeter ; July 1st, reliability trial,

Taunton ; July 22nd, Weston-super-Mare
Club ; August 12th, hill-climb, Tiverton.

Birmingham M.C.C.

Mr. E. R. Lycett presided at the annual
dinner, which was held at the Midland
Hotel on the 13th inst. After the toast
of " The King " had been proposed by the
President, Major R. V. C. Brook arose to
toast "The Club." He stated that the
Club was started in 1903 with as few as
twenty members, and that to-day the
membership stood at 380. It was the
largest organisation of its kind outside
London—a very proud fact for members
to keep in mind.

South Birmingham M.C.C.

On Saturday, the 14th inst., in spite of
two inches of snow, members of the club
made an attempt to climb a new hill

which "has been discovered by the club
officials. Situated near Gay Hill, six miles
from Birmingham, the approach is through
a series of small streams ot water, trie sur-
face of the hill being grass-covered. Not
one machine succeeded in making a clean
climb, although ropes were tied round the
rear tyres.

The best attempts were made by H.
Perrey on a 4| h.p. B.S.A. sidecar, and
Bert Kershaw on a 2^ h.p. New Imperial.
In every case the driviug wheel dug itself
in up to the axle, and came to a standstill.

ing, re-elected. The Hon. Sir Arthur
Stanley was re-elected president of the
A.C.U.
The last item on the agenda stated that

as no recommendations for the advance-
ment of motor cycling had been received,

the business of the meeting was ended.
But tlie chairman before closing the meet-
ing asked the secretary to say a" few
words about the Union membership.
Mr. T. W. Loughborough, on rising, re-

ferred to the value of the work done by the
local centres in propaganda ; decentralisa-
tion of the headquarters work had been
very valuable in this respect, and for a
long time the Union had suffered from in-

ability to blow its own trumpet. For
many years the A.C.U. had beeri the

CLUB NEWS.
North London M.C.C.

The second annual general meeting was
held recently at the club's headquarters,
"The Orange Tree," Friern Barnet, when
the officers and committee for the ensuing
season were elected.

Essex M.C.

On a recent Friday the club gave a treat
to the Piggott Street East Cripple School.
The young guests had an excellent tea.

followed by a splendid entertainment, and
before being taken home each one had
"a dip from a bran tub."

Surrey M.C.C. and L.C.C.
The annual general meeting was held at

Guildford on Wednesday, January 11th,

last. The secretary presented his report,

which was passed, and showed that the
club was in a good position.

Amongst other business discused at this

meeting was the change of title of the
club, which was carried. It is pointed out
that the club, which w-as founded in 1907,
covers a very wide area, and is therefore
divided up into four centres, i.e., London,
Guildford, Dorking • and Farnham, and
Farnborough ; each section has its own
offices and representatives on the main
committee.
The honorary secretaries for the different

centres are : Dorking, Mr. S. T. G. Meeken,
41, South Street, Dorking; Guildford,
Mr. H. Mitchell, "Viewfield." Woodland
Road, Guildford ; London, Capt. P. G.
Robinson, " Evenley," Carshalton Road,
Sutton, Surrey ; and the Farnham centre,

Mr. Mansell, " Pendenius," Church Circles-
South Farnborough, Hants.

South-Eastern Centre A.C.U.
It" was decided at the last meeting of the

centre to grant four permits only during
1922 for events open to the centre. In
addition to the open reliability trial to be
run by the centre itself on July 8th the
programme as at present arranged will
include the Ealing and District M.C.C.
twenty-four hour reliability trial from
London to Holyhead (April 28th-29th)

;

Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.C.
team trial (May 13th) ; Brighton and Hove
M.C.C. hill-climb (June 24th) ; and the
Surbiton and District M.C.C. speed trial

at Brooklands (September 2ndj.

only body looking solely after the interests

of motor cyclists, but when he compared
the number of A.C.U. members -to the

number of motor cyclists registered, he
found these sadly disproportionate. The
question of new legislation was coming
up again when the antiquated motoring
laws would be revised. Consequently
the help of all motor cyclists was needed,
and a new membership campaign should

be begun at onee.

Then followed the meeting of private

members, wliich, in the space of a few'
minutes, elected the following members to

till the five vacancies of their representa-

tion on the general committee : S. L
Bailey, E. B. Ware, W. Cooper, D. H.
Noble, and V". C. Hardy.

Ilkley M.C. and L.C.C.

Dr. A. M. Low and Mr. Kaye Don
were the principal guests at the annual
dinner at the Lister's Arms Hotel, Ilkley,

on the 20th inst., when Capt. J. N. Long-
field, the president of the club, presided
over a large attendance, which was well
representative of the wide area covered by
the club's operations. It was a thoroughly
merry party from start to finish. Dr.
Low, in proposing the toast of "The
Club," commented upon the sense of

fellowship which was to be seen amongst
all the members.
Mr. H. W Sellers, the honorary secre-

tary, in responding, said the club com-
menced the year with 124 members, and
they now had 180. The committee had
come to the conclusion that trials as run
at present were monotonous and boring,
and they were going to launch next year
a scheme to make motor cycles still

more popular. Though the open trial al-

lotted to the Ilkley Club last year was
not financially successful, they. had been
informed that the report handed in by
the A.C.U. steward was the only really
satisfactory report handed in for any
reliability trial held in the country.

North-Eastern Centre A.C.U.
At the instigation of the Sunderland

and District M.C, a meeting of Northern
clubs was held in the Y.M.C.A., Sunder-
land, on January 12th, the object being
to form a local centre of the A.C.U. 1

Since the decision of the general meeting
of the North-Eastern Automobile Associa-
tion to wind up that organisation, a de-
cision that was afterwards annulled by
its General Committee, there has been a
good deal of discussion in the area.
Mr. T. W. Loughborough, the secretary

of the A.C.U., attended and explained
the position of the A.C.U, and the
benefits derived from affiliation with his
Union. He suggested that an emergency
committee be formed to get together the
necessary six clubs to form a new centre,
a suggestion that was adopted. The com-
mittee comprised two members from the
Newcastle and District Club, two from
the Sunderland and District, and twc
from the Annfield Plain Club, the con-
venor being Mr. W. Baxter (Newcastle). '
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A selection of questions ol general interest received trom readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,'

Corset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must bs accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-

taining legal questions should be marked "Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle" desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation.
_
Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt

with by the A.A. and li.U., Who a e regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country a to the existing state of the roads in any

rarticular locality.

DISMANTLING AND REBUSHING.
My machine is a reconstructed

W.D. Triumph, and it is my in-

tention to fit new bushes through-
out. (1) What, briefly, is the best

method of dismantling the engine?

[2) Are the main bearings of this engine
(about 1918) roller or plain? (3) I notice

that connecting rod new bushes are fre-

quently advertised. Are these articles

usually bought in the rough or are they
sent out ready for fitting?—J.L.

(1) It is impossible to describe fully the

method of dismantling a Triumph engine.

If you have the mechanical ability it is an
absolutely straightforward job, as the

taking apart of the crankcase, drawing the

ball-bearings from the main shaft, and
separating the flywheel is done by methods
commonly used on all engines of this type.

There are no left-hand threads, and all the

shafts (where detachable) are fitted on
tapers. (2) The main races are ball bear-

ings, and the big end has roller bearing.

(3) The connecting rod bushes which you
mention are, no doubt, turned up ready for

use. but it is quite likely that they will

need " fitting " either externally or inter-

nally, or both, by scraping and reaming.

LOCATING A BUSINESS VENTURE.
I am thinking of opening a

— I country garage and tea-room,
*$ stocking petrol, oil, tyres, and
-I-J a wide range of spares for all

makes of motor cycles, and should
like to have your opinion of where I

could find a most suitable spot, with
plenty of wayside traffic, eta?

—

W.H.S.D. ®

"We are afraid that the question you ask is

beyond our sdbpe. There must be liter-

ally hundreds of thousands of places such

as you describe, and to name any one of

them as being most suitable is quite im-
possible. Your best plan is to look out the
possibilities of places in your own imme-
diate neighbourhood.

ENGINE SPROCKETS FOR ENFIELD
GEAR.

Will you tell me how many
teeth I snail require on my engine-

shaft, as I have just purchased a
new 2f- h.p. two-stroke engine and
I desire to use an Enfield two-
gear which I possess ; there

important IDates.

Fri., Jan. 27th, to Sat., Feb. 4th—
Scottish Car and Motor Cycle Show.

Sat., Feb. 25—Sutton ColdHetd and
North Birmingham A.C. Colmore
Cup Trial.

Sat., Feb. 25th, to Sunday, Mar. 5th—
Belgian Motor Cycle Show. Palais
Degmont, Brussels.

Wed., Mar. 1st, to Sun., Mar. 5th

—

Paris—Nice Trial.

Sun., Mar. 5th—Argenteuil Hill-climb
(France).

Mon.,Mar. 6th—La Turbie Hill-climb
(Nice).

Wed., Mar. 15th—A.C.U. One-day
Trial tor Stock Machines.

Sat., Mar. 18th—Birmingham M.C.C.
Victory Cup Trial.

Thurs., Mar. 23rd—East Midland
Centre A.C.U. Open Reliability
Trial.

Sat., April 1st—Western Centre
A.C.U.—Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., April 8th—B.M.C.R.C., Mem-
bers* Meeting at Brooklands.

Fri., April 14th, and Sat., April 15th.—
M.C.C. London-Land's End Run.

Sat., April 22nd—N.-Eastern Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., April 29th—S. Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Hill-climb.

Mod., May 1st, to Sat., May6th—Scot-
tish Six Days Reliability Trials.

Sat., May 13th-Northern Centre A.C.U.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., May 20th—S.-Western Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Tues., May 30th—Junior Tourist
Trophy Race.

Thurs. June 1st—Senior Tourist Tro-
phy Race.

speed
are twenty-seven teeth on high gear
drum and thirty-eight on low gear,

the final drive is by 6in. belt pulley and

19^in. belt drum on 26in. w"heel. I think
if geared at 5£ to 1 high and 9^ low, it

should be quite suitable.—J.H.C.
You would need a hiteen tooth sprocket
for the high gear and a thirteen tooth for

the low.

DAMAGED BEARINGS.

Just recently I have had trouble
with my 2-i h.p. two-stroke* owing
to using thin oil. I had the

engine taken down, decarbonised,

and new piston rings put in, but
since so doing, I get a "chunk" in

the engine as if piston is seized. Could
you please tell me the reason, as it is

a new machine only four months out
of the factory?—H.C.

Without more complete information, it

is impossible to tell you the cause of the

noise in your engine, but we should imagine
either that one of the bearings is badly
worn or that the piston itself has been
damaged by the use of the unsuitable oil

which you mention. If the noise is due
to a worn connecting rod bearing, you
should be able to trace this by rocking
the piston over top dead centre when the

engine is warm, with the sparking plug
removed. The play in the .bearings will

be felt at the flywheel as you swing the

engine backwards and forwards.

IT WOULD BE NICE !

I intend buying a 2| h.p. Black

-

burne engined machine. Could I

fit to it an attachment or gear

which would at will convert it into

two-stroke engine, and would.

such conversion give me an increase of

power? Are there any such converting

attachments on the market? If there

are have they proved a success? If there

are none, is the idea a feasible one?

—

Beginnkr.
There is no such device as that which you
outline. We think your best plan would
be to obtain a copy of " Motor Cycles and
How to Manage Them." You will then
appreciate why the scheme you suggest is

impracticable.

GEAR RATIOS, SPROCKET AND CHAIN-
SIZES.

(1 ) I have a 2£ h.p. two-stroke
— I two-speed lightweight with 15 and

y 30 teeth by ^in. pitch on engine-
-!-l shaft and countershaft sprockets

respectively giving gears of 5 and
9 to 1, and as I am having a Villiers

engine-shaft clutch fitted,and the smallest

engine sprocket is 16 teeth, what would
that make my top gear? (2.) As I am
thinking of fitting a light sidecar, and, in

any case normally carry a 6 st. passen-

ger, would you advise reducing the gear

to about E>3 or 5^ to 1, and what
countershaft sprocket should I require

with a IS tooth and 16 tooth engine
sprocket respectively? (3.) Would there

be 'any advantage in fitting fin.

sprockets and chain?—H.E.
(1.) The top gear would be 4.7 to 1. (2.)

To use a light sidecar it would be advis-

able to lower the top gear to 5g to 1.

With 15 teeth and 16 teeth engine
sprockets the countershaft sprocket would
need to have 33 or 35 teeth respectively

to give this ratio. (3.) There would be no
advantage in fitting fin. pitch chains and
sprockets ;

^in. x ain. should be ample.

C23
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IRREGULAR FIRING.
" Missing " has been a frequent

trouble with my 6 h.p. Bradbury
sidecar, mainly, if not entirely,

in the front cylinder. A local

repairer diagnosed magneto
trouble, and I have had the magneto
tested and remagnetised. I then fell

back on carburation. The carburetter

is a B. and B. variable jet, and the

standard jet and setting of the needle

for my machine are .055 jet and needle

l|Sin. I am now using a .043 jet, and

the needle- projects 1^\\\. from the re-

cessed face of the valve, so that when
the throttle is closed the needle goes

practically to the bottom of the jet.

the engine does not now miss on top

gear, except in slow running, but on

second and low gear the missing is

pronounced. I can scarcely use a

smaller jet without losing power, as

my best speed now is 35 m.p h. Can
you suggest a remedy or indicate some
other cause of the trouble?—W.G.B.

Misfiring on one cylinder in the case

of twin-cylinder engines is usually caused

by air leaks in the induct -on system,

either at the inlet pipe joints or inlet

valve guides. In the case of the 6 h.p.

Bradbury engine, of course, another pos- •

sible location for air leaks is the jointing

of the detachable heads, and these should

be very carefully fitted. From your

description, however, it is not clear that

the misfiring is due to this cause, and it

is just possible that an ignition fault is

at the root of the trouble. It would be

advisable to experiment with variations

of sparking plug gaps, and also to make
quite sure that the contact breaker points

separate to an equal extent for both

cylinders. -

CHOOSING A LIGHTING SET.

Will you give me your advice

in the choice of a lighting set?

I have just bought a 4 h.p.

Triumph, and as I expect to do
a considerable amount of night

riding, the initial cost is only a

secondary consideration. I wish to be

able to keep up a high average speed.

Perhaps you will place the following

methods of lighting sets in order of merit :

(a) Dynamo set
;

(b) magneto-dynamo
combined equipment ; (c) acetylene

;

and (d) Fallolite. What is the best

way of fitting a dynamo to a W.D.
Triumph? If otherwise satisfactory, I

suppose (b) would be the easiest to fit.

—F.W W
For convenience- we should certainly re-

commend an electric lighting set, but
unfortunately you might experience diffi-

culty in fitting one of the regular dynamo
outfits. The magneto-dynamo sets may
be fitted with a minimum- of difficulty,

but the light in certain cases does no+
.

compare with that given by the six volt

dynamo sets ; at the same time we have
found them very reliable, and if your
machine is not used with a sidecar, it

would be possible to run a slightly more
powerful bulb in the head lamp than that
supplied as standard. Acetylene is easily

installed, but demands frequent attention.

The Fallolite set give? a powerful light

with a minimum of trouble, but the
supply of dissolved acetylene refill cylin-

ders is rather a problem in an out-of-the-

?

district.

Found on the Road.

A magneto contact breaker was picked

up by Mr. F. R. Weatherhead. of 13,

Berridge Road, Upper Norwood, S.E.19,

in Crystal Palace Park Road, S.E., on

the 15th inst. The loser should forward

a description and the time of his loss to

the above reader.

Petrol Pumps and State Supervision.

For some time the question of bringing
self-measuring fuel supply pumps under
the control of the weights and measures
authorities has been considered by the

Board of Trade. The petrol companies,

who are the chief distributors of delivery

pumps, have made continuous efforts

with this end in view in the interests

of the general public.

Carriage Paid to any Station.

To the list of firms which are now
offering to pay carriage on their goods
to any station in Great Britain and which
make no charge, for crates, must be added
the name of Watsonian Sidecars, Cony-
bere Street, Birmingham.

The A.C.U. Outdoor Representative.

. It may not be generally known that

the A.C.U. employs an outdoor repre-

sentative for the purpose of visiting^

hotels and repairers to see if they are'

suitable for official appointment, to in-

vestigate cases of dispute and generally

to look after the interests of the A.C.U.
on the road. These duties have up to

recently been ably carried cut by Mr.
P. A. lies, who has now left the service

of the Union to manage the Duke's Head
Hotel, Addlestone, where he w-ill specially

look after those motor cyclists who are

stopping in the vicinity of Brooklands
Track. The new A.C.U. outdoor repre-

sentative is Mr. E. W. Hodson.

o Keep the Licence Clean.

An excellent device for keeping the

licence card dry and clean is the Licenseal

outfit. The card is held between two
discs, one black and the other trans-

parent, held together with a special solu-

tion. The result is that the licence card

is kept absolutely free from moisture, it

is impervious to water, oil, and spirit,

and is, moreover, non-inflammable. In
the case of the licence-holder glass being
broken no damage to the licence can
ensue.

Without Preparation.

Owing to non-delivery of his 5 h.p.

N.U.T , which he entered in the London-
Exeter trial, W. Henry Wells, of

Maudes' Motor Mart, used a 3^ h.p.

Sports Sunbeam in the run ; it was taken

ever at the last moment and went
through without trouble, and its rider

gained a gold medal.

' JANUARY 26ih, i922.

To Help Club Secretaries.

A resident London and Home Counties
representative has been appointed by the

Birmingham Medal Co., a concern
specialising in the manufacture of

trophies, silverware, etc., suitable for

competition awards. The representative

appointed is Mr. Alan W. Day, of Clare-

mont, Ballards Lane, Finchley, X.3.

Catalogues Received.

Williams and James, Chequers Bridge,
Gloucester : A catalogue of petrol engines
and components. This firm specialise in

the production of pistons of all sizes and
types, gudgeon pins, piston rings, and
aluminium air-cooled valve caps. These
parts are made for all the best-known
makes of motor cycles.

The Villiers Engineering Co., Ltd.,

Blakenhall, Wolverhampton : Lists for

the season 1922, giving particulars of

the latest type Villiers two-stroke engine

and the flywheel magneto. Details are

also given of the Villiers lighting set,

which derives the current from the fly-

wheel magneto, and of the Villiers engine
shaft clutch. There is also a list of

spare parts, which are named, numbered,
and priced, while the book concludes

with a list of twenty-two hints and tips

for users of the engine.

The British Piston Ring Co., Ltd..

Holbrook Lane, Coventry : The 1922

Brieo catalogue and piston ring directory.

A complete list of piston rings with full

dimensions and particulars for practically

every motor cycle engine on the market,
also a list of gudgeon pins to suit all

the best-known engines. The Company
also deal in piston ring castings and the

Bricometer, a steel tape for measuring
pistons and piston rings.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Benders' replies to questions published

under this heading should be addressed

c 'o The Editor, " The Motor Cych,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.C.4, when they will, be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned.

"F.F.P." (Botley).—2| h.p. Triumph:
Binks carburetter (jet sizes). Castro] as

lubricant, general hints. Also 2^ h.p.

Veloeette : Reliability and general advice.

"R.H." (Ludlow).—Tritube sidecars:

Suitability for attachment to 3£ h.p.

Rndge Multi.

" J.F.D." (Cambridge).i-Degory car-

buretter on Villiers two-stroke engine.

" J.W.E." (Neasden).—Grado gear,

with or without kick starter on 3^ h.p.

sporting Abingdon : Range of gears,

suitability for sidecar work, reliability,

ease of control, any particular weakness.

" E.C." (Bolton),—Carden cycle-car,'

general experiences.

"F.G.C." (New Cross).—Alldays
Alton : Speed, consumption, general

utility and reliability for light tourist

purposes.

" A.C.T." (E. Dulwich).—Low acety-

lene generator.

"A.H.H." (Liverpool).—3| h.p. Scott,

solo : M.p.g. (fuel and oil and general

efficiency).

c 24-
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Mr. S. S. Debenham has entered his Jardine Four Speed Gear
on 3 occasions in competitions.

Results:— Winner of "James" Shield.
Sutton-in-Ashfield. Sept. 18.

1 AAfl/ Winner of "Bowden" Cup.
Leicester. Nov. 20.

Winner of Gold Medal.
London—Exeter. London. Dec. 26-27.

John Jardine, Ltd., Deering St., Nottingham.
Wis

'Phones : g^g Nottm

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." "5
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°
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D

I VERUS !

;
SIRRAH I

TROUBLE-FREE MOUNTS, WITH CHOICE OF VERUS, UNION,

a BLACKBURNE, OR J.A.P. ENGINE. PRICES FROM £38 TO £135.

a GET OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES D

O D

q In the London to Exeter run Mr. W. G. Churchill, on a D

d 2f VERUS, was awarded a Silver Medal. a
_

;

_ D

D ALFRED WISEMAN, LTD., Glover Street, BIRMINGHAM. n

D
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FROM OLYMPIA TO SOUTH KENSINGTON

A Compliment for the Burman Gear
We have been requested by the Board of Education to supply a Burman Three-speed Gear Box
for exhibition at the Science Museum, South Kensington.

A typical example of the best modern British design in motor-cycle gears will thus be on view.

The ll Gear
Gear M WkWYk ^fjf jbjQKBA.

Positions

with
/^Jj| SwHaaai^L S^ ~& locked

t *ie & S—*'
,

& |gma|w f JB positively

Sweet m»pl m I JHB inside

Clutch. KfffflifTfrliWI Box.

The opinion of the public at Olympia has been fully confirmed by the Scientific Experts at South Kensington.

BURMAN & SONS, LTD., "Leebank Works," BIRMINGHAM.
C26 In cmsiaering tluese advertisements it if desirable- to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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THERE IS NO NEED FOR

ALL HANDS TO THE PUMP
BECAUSE IT

AUTOMATICALLY LUBRICATES YOUR ENGINE

WHILE IT IS RUNNING.

Conversion ECONOMICAL
Sets for

ajs- 1 J A SIMPLE
TRIUMPH,

DOUGLAS,

B.S.A.,

G.N. CARS,

Etc.

AUTOMATIC

LUBRICATION.

SAFE.

11/6
EACH.

Can be supplied to work in conjunction with
your existing Spring Loaded Hand Pump from
15/6 Per set

WRITE FOR BOOKLET.
E. SHOWELL & SONS, LTD.,
ESS 14, NEW STREET, WORKS:

fittings. BIRMINGHAM. BSS.
iBBBaaaBBiaaflJBi b a oi ai m m m ma 1

I

I

I

VIAXALDING MOTORISTS
secure

STRENGTH,
STAMINA
& CONTROL
comparable to Mr. A.J.

Bevan, whose picture
appears herewith, and
who was instructed
BY MAIL in MAXAL-
DING ! ! !

Write To=day
for __ an explanatory
booklet — Gratis and
Post Free—which will

tell you how MAXAL-
DING will prevent or
eradicate any nervous,
digestive orother func-

tional weakness due to

lack of Stamina or

Strength. MAXAL-
DING has been called .

"Economy and Effi-

ciency in Exercise,"
and will just as easily

render you immune
fromcold-catchingasit
will enable you to start

up the heaviest motor

Memorise the Address—and Write Now ! ! I

MAXALDING,
, Cranbourne Chambers, Leicester Square, London, W.C. 1

P^^

BT&IIP^P *^«

\w\

* "

s

Sfc'1

iil'nV-ti**

C9X *
• M

"ATWi^
^|^^I(BU^ETTEI(

GET RID OF YOUR
FLAT SPOTS, ROUGH

1921

SUCCESSES

DRIVE, HOT ENGINE
AND FREQUENT
ACCUMULATIONS
OF CARBON DEPOSIT
BY FITTING A COX
"ATMOS" SINGLE

13 LEVER CARBURET-

WORLD'S
RECORDS

TER. BY SO DOING,
YOUR ENGINE WILL
NOT ONLY RUN

12 SMOOTHER, KEEP
FASTEST TIME
OF THE DAY

CLEAN AND COOL,
THEREBY DEVELOP-
ING FULL POWER

40 ALWAYS, BUT THE

SILVER CUPS
LIFE OF ENGINE AND
BEARINGS WILL BE

90
FIRSTS

INCREASED. THE
COX "ATMOS"
GIVES A PERFECT

250
GOLD MEDALS,

MIXTURE AND AT
£4 10 ISA
REALLY FINE

etc., etc. INVESTMENT.

Send us particulars of your

cox

CARBURETTERS, LTD.,
LOWER ESSEX ST., BIRMINGHAM.

In answering these advertisements it in desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." C29
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Buy the best, and
buy it now.

S3

Any Omega Owner will °™
h
e

?sp2d^;
y
\j

convince you that his

mount has no superior.

The " Motor Cycle " has

already told you that 1 922

Omegas are

"amazingly cheap,"

therefore

Buy an Omega—and
buy the best and
cheapest.

from gns.

Omega 2i h.p, JAP
racing model, 3 speed
clutch, K.S. TC

gns. * •*

Omega 3 h-p. iwo-st-oke.

Omega special frame,

2 speed chain C
drive gns. u u

Omega 3 h.p two stroke

belt drive, 2 speed R Q
gns. **

"

Omega 5/6 J.A.P. sports

model, chain drive 4 i £

W. J. GREEN LTD., Omega Works, COVENTRY \ 9 9 .

\^C^

ACKNOWLEDGED

BEST VALUE at

OLYMPIA.
events only entered during 1921 and were awarded

4 SILVER CUPS. S GOLD MEDALS.
3 SILVER MEDALS.

Only one machine entered in each event,

E. A. RADNALL & CO. ... Dartmouth Street . - -

No. 2

34 Gns.
No. 1

42 Gns.
BIRMINGHAM.

»»^^S»^b.«»4 .es^^.i*

THE more correctly your

tyres are inflated trie

more mileage you get

out of them. Check the air

pressures regularly with a

"SCHRADER UNIVER-
SAL" TYRE PRESSURE
GAUGE and you will know
whether they are rightly

inflated or not.

.o-^^e.-^w.*-. »-^to«»-^a*.»-^

«»^^«»*

Be sure it's a " Schrader

"

C30 In answering

A. SCHRADER'S SON, Inc.
British Factory

:

m^*»^ Victoria Road, Willesden Junction, ,

to„^. London, N.W.10.
Manufacturers of the "Schrader Universal"

Tyre Valve,

these advertisements it is desirable to mention

»«»^^««-^»f»*

TABLE of Correct Air
Pressures for all sizes

of tyres sent post
free. A " Schrader Uni
versa! " Tyre Press-
ure Gauge costs ,» -

only 7/9. It is J^c
a good invest'

ment. It fits

in your
waist-
coat
pocket

—Look out for the name.
'The- Motor Cycle.'

1
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It's the ENGINE
that Counts

SCOTTISH motor cyclists will have an

opportunity of inspecting the many features

of the Barr & Stroud Single Sleeve Valve

Engine which we claim cannot be obtained

in any other engine, either of the Two Stroke

or Poppet Valve types, at Stand No. 229, Kelvin

Hall, during the Scottish Motor Show.

The makers of the follow-

ing machines are prepared
to fit the 350 ex. Barr &
Stroud Sleeve Valve
Engine on request

:

BEARDMORE-
PRECISION;
DIAMOND

;

EDMUND.
To the

ROYAL SCOT
it is fitted as standard

The Engine will also be seen installed

in various types of frames to meet the

requirements of all classes of rider.

Speed, 60 m.p.h.
;

Oil, 2,500 m.p.g.

Fuel, 140 m.p.g.

Illustrated Booklet sent fret.

BARR & STROUD LIMITED,
Anuiesland, Glasgow.

London Office : 15, Victoria St., Westminster, S.W.i.

fcC5???pfw^5SSiK^L

SINGLE SLEEVE I;

Fcrur Stroke Engine v, \

j&w£mf& tAsoub Gurits

SPEEDWELL
Boxing Day Proved a
field day for speedwell
Scottish Show ^TAN?

No. 102 London-Exeter Trial.

48 GOLD MEDALS including

the Matchless Official Team and
the only 2J h.p. Combination.

Mansfield Club Hill Climb:
Frank Simon (Amateur) Norton,
wins 7 Firsts and fastest time.

Dublin Christmas Reliability Trial :

All the Gold Medals and 3 out

Send for latest Chart giving correct Oils
°f 4 Silver Medals.

for every type of engine, also prices.

The BRITISH OIL & TURPENTINE CORPORATION,
- 56, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, W.C.2. [LTD.

The 5-Gallon
Oil Dr u m
Cabinet and
Stand com-
bined, which is

™ given free with
5 Gallons of
Speedwell Oil.
No waste, nomess.
All our tins are

also fitted with
.'

I registered spout,
" rendering a funnel '

unnecessary.

MOTOR

—'Mvde Sasy

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle. B17
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CANOELET SIDECARS
FOR 1922

Model A4,
Semi'

Sporting,

PRICE
£25 15s.

Mod si K4,
Sporting,

PRICE

£20 5s.

Make your selection from the

CANOELET RANGE
A sidecar for every purpose, arid

each model perfect in its class.

Write for Catalogue To-day.

MEAD & DEAKIN
Tyseley - BIRMINGHAM

A.TURRELL&SONS,
Heieht Height

Lrh.Wth. to Ridie to Eaves

7X 5
8x 6

9X 7
10 X 8
I2X 8

14 X 8
16 X 9
18 x 9
20 X 10

ft i

7 o
7^>
8 o .

84
8 4
8 7
89
89
9 o

ft. in.

- 5 o

5 3
5 6

5 9
6 o
6 3
64
64
6 6

PORTABLE BUILDING WORKS
FOREST HILL, S.E.23.

'Phone

:

1268 Sydenham

Prices Carriage Paid England
and Wales.

Marie in sections, with double doors, with Jin. tongued and groovedmatch-
boards on strong framing. Roof match boarded, and covered with good
quality feit, making same thoroughly weatherproof. Doors hung on strong
garnets, and fitted with lock and key and tower bolts. Windows glazed :

2ioz. glass. Flooring : Strong joists, one inch boards. All bolts supplied

for erecting house.

Mod°l 42 (is frustrated—Black finish XlckeL-plated
bezel. Indirates speeds to 60 miles per hour. Total
im'eace counter to 10.000 and repeats. Quickly
reset trip-counter.

Price £8 5 O (or without trip, niodeWO) £5 15 O
Pack wheel drive for
Triumph. 5s extra.
Back wheel drive for
Indian or Harley-David-
son. 10s. ex'ra.

Namifac wed 6y
NCRTH & PONS.
Ltd.. WATFORD. ,t

U.Soho q.. London.TV. 1

SPEEDOMETERS f°
c
r *•*•*

Tfo^^m^

Fully guaranteed.
Ask your agent
for jprices

E-I-C MAGNETOS L*
Sampson Rd North,

BIRMINGHAM.
West ofEaglaridServiceDepot ^£-W B COEAM
l^iuu.™ !t Bristol

ALBION LIGHTWEIGHT
COUNTERSHAFT GEARS.

Three Speed with Clutch and Kick Starter.

Two Speed with Clutch and Kick Starter.

Two Speed, Plain Box.

SPECIFY ON YOUR NEW MACHINE, OR IF

YOU WISH TO CONVERT YOUR PRESENT
ONE SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

ALBION ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
UPPER HIGHGATE STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

THE

"COSY" HOOD
AND

V SCREEN
for all Sidecars, (? -

GET ONE and BIDE *

in COMFORT.

£5 5 each Set.

Coventry Equipments Ltd., gSj£SS§3j Coventry.

John S. Morris& Son (Oils), Ltd., Cross Lane Oil Works, Manchester

In' answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS
-

in these columns

-First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

litional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

ire charged double rate. Each paragraph is

iharged separately. Name and address must

db counted. Series discounts, conditions, and

special terms to regular trade advertisers will

ie quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

jdvertisements should be made payable.,,—-£qo.
:o IUFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed

"

Treasury Notes, bein? untraceable if lost in

transit, shouli not be sent as remittances.

All alverusa.nants in this section should be

leeompaniei with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Dorset

Rouse, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. To

ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of "The Motor Cycle,"

by the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue. Advertisements that arrive

too late for a particular issue or that are

crowded out will automatically be inserted in

the following issue unless accompanied by

instructions to the contrary.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number whieh is printed at the end ol

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added

to Hie advertisement charge, which must include the

words Box 000, c /o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should he

awiress'ed No. ooo, c/o "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House,

Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who rep y to Box No.

-. dverlisements are warned against sending remittance through

the post except in registered envelopes: in all such cases the

use of the Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope

should be clearly marked " Deposit Department."

In the case of motor cycles oITerea lor sale under a box

number, as it is unusual lor these to be sold without Drst

beinginsoected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

facilitate business by embodying In their advertisements

some mention of the district in which the machine

)Bered may be seen and tried. .

WT DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
MotorCycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount

to the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, but

in the event of no sale each party pays carriage one way
The seller takes the risk of damage in transit. For all

transactions up to /to a deposit fee of r /• is charged ; en

transactions over £ ro and under £50. the tee is 2 /6 ; over

£50 and under £75- 5/-; over £75 and under £100. 7/6

and on all transactions over £100, i%. All deposil

nytfters are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street,

Loudon, E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should be

made pavable to f liffe & Sons Limited.

The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself ol

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

desirous, but have not advisedus to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an Indication that the goods advertised have

already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

each one bv nost.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A B.C.

"IQ20 A.B.O., Lucas dynamo lighting, Bpedometer,Aw almost as new, recently overhauled by Sopwitho
at cost of £25. licensed, T.T. bars: £85.—Clarke, "

Ed., Ely, Oamb-s.

WHEN YOU REQUIRE

<t^r I r\ I &»4^P bob
THINK OF GODFREY'S

IT SAVES TIME. . .

For many years we have had a Special De-
partmentwhich deals exclusively with Spare
Parts, and during that period the scope of

their activities has consistently increased.

To-day we are carrying complete stocks of

Spare Parts for the following machines :

—

B.S.A. INDIAN
SCOTT LEVIS

and SENSPRAY CARBURETTOR
and BURMAN GEARS

OUR OBJECT has always been to make this
Service a real one in the sense that whatever

the requirement, whether it is for a complete
Cylinder or only a small Washer, the part can
be sup plied immediatelyfrom our Spares Dept.

OUR MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT deals
intelligently with enquiries and orders re-

ceived by post, and the Service Scheme we
recently inaugurated ensures immediate
despatch without the aggravating delay of
pro-forma invoice.

WHY NOT WRITE TO US FOR DETAILS OF OUR
SPARES SERVICE SCHEME, AND WE
CAN SEND YOU PRICED SPARE PART LIST FREE

Godfrey Lighting Sets

Fitted With Dimmer Head Lamp.

Combination Set £6 15
Solo „ £4 17 6
WRITE for FULLY ILLUSTRATED FOLDEP

GODFREY'S LIMITED
208, GT. PORTLAND ST.,
'Phone

:

Langham 1300 U Lines)
LONDON, W.1.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

"IQ20 A.B.C. 3h.p., last machine, with special
-L*s sporting cream sidecar, usual equipment;
accept £85. Also A.B.C. scooter; £14. Exchanges.—
Newnham Motors, 223, Hammersmith Rd., London.

[5798
Syare Parts

:

Motor
[6077A .B.C.—Largest stock in London.—Maudes'

Mart, 100, Great Portland St., W.l.

SHOP-SOILED
kick starter,

A.E.L.
A EL 2i,ili.p.,, 2-stroke, 2 speeds.

., used for one or two demonstrations
only; list price £57, accept £48.—Dunwell's Garage,
Wigan. Tel.: .*28 [C766

A.J.S.

A.J.S —Quickest deliveries all models.—Merrick's
Stores. ListerhiUs Ed.. Bradford. Tel.: 2439

[1163

"I 022^ A.J.S.—Early delivery of any model from
Premier Motor Co.,

any
Aston Hd-, Birmingham.

[X5232

I Q19 A.J.S. Combination, equipped regardless, £85.
-**'

- —Hillier, 9, Wallingford Avenue, North Ken-
[5871sington.

A "J-S- 2%h.p.
r

latest 1922, or combinations
£*- ing; carnage paid anywhere.—Clifford
Eastwood, Notts.

no wait-
Clifford Motories.

[5138

CLIFFORD WILSON MIg. Company have actually
in stock 1922 2*ih.p. A.J.S. Model B.l.—177,

Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [5990

Single, Druids, 2-speed Gear,
: B.; hefty bus. £15.—H.,

105, Harvest Rd.; Kilburn. N.W. [6055

A.J.S. Cash, exchange, or deferred
Sound secondhand machines in stock.
Hampstead. (Near Tube.) [5535

A.J.S.—Longman Bros., Bond St., Ealing. Tele-
phone : .669. Sole official district agents.—All

models. Cash, exchange, or deferred payments. [5790

"I Q20 A.J.S., 6h.p. Combination; spare wheel, all
J-tJ accessories, very low mileage, equal to new,
£120 cash.—Allen, 10, Freshford St., Earlsfleld,

S.W.18. [5621

"I Q22 A.J.S., the motor cycle par excellence, imme-
J-»7 diate delivery 2%h. p. Model Bl.—Send your

A.J.S. Old Type 4%
K.S., Mag. B.

F.O.C.H. for
payments.

—5, Heath St.,

Stockwell
[5158

W'

19 2

19 1

19 2

Oxford.
T1967

orders to Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27,
St., Greenwich.

"IQ20 A.J.S. Combination, mileage 5,000, condition
-Lf perfect, spare wheel, speedometer, Tan Sad, all

accessories; bargain, £130.-149, Mount Pleasant Rd.,
^outh Tottenham. [5385

ATJCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London, E.C.—
A.J.S- combination, latest 1922 model Irom

stock, £175; also lightweight, 2 4̂h.n., £35; easy terms
and exchange.—'Phone : Holborn 5777. [4413

22 A.J.S. Lightweights, 2%h.p. All models can. be
supplied from Btock. Book your orders now find

save disappointment. Official agents for this famous
1iehtweight—i\ E. Wootteo. Ltd.. High St.,

'Phone: 308.

19-20 A.J.S. Combination, 1921 improvements.
Brooks' leaf spring saddle, spare wheel,

" Lucas " lamps and horn, speedometer, mirror, Tan-
Sad, hood, luggage carrier, "Ace" discs; 98 gns.

Exchanges.—Kent's, 417, Lord St., Southport. [5756

20 A.J.S. Combination, first-class condition, elec-

tric lighting, less accumulators, also acetylene

head lamps and generator, mechanical and Lucas
horns, Cowey trip speedometer, best mechanical pump,
Terry saddle (new), spare, wheel, luggage-grid with
tool-box. licence paid 1922, £135.—Gibb, Northgate,
Gloucester. [5923

~| Q21 A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination engine No. 14,614;
J-*/ Lucas dynamo lighting set; Lucas bulb horn,
SL-reen, hood with cover, and Cowey speedometer, all

fitted by makers. Spare wheel -with brand-new Dun-
lop Magnum. Licence paid 1952. This outfit 19

perfect in condition and running order; any trial

by appointment. £180 or nearest offer.—R., 42
Frimley Rd., Camberley. (D) [5358

1918 Combination 6h.p., 3-speed, hand
dutch", kick starter, excellent condition, beauti-

fully equipped, spare wheel, large Lucas head lamp,,

acetylene tail and side lamps, Lucas horn, Easting

wind screen, luggage grid, tools, licence paid, abso-

lutely in perfect order and faultless ; will personally

1 deliver any reasona-ie distance and give trial hefora
1 pavment; great bargain, £115, or near offer.—Beare,

Cherry Cross, Totnes. [5409

Svare Parts

:

Kays, 8, Bond
Ealing. . . .

[3608

prompt delivery. — Cyril Williams.,
- T.A.: Parts.,

[7901

,

A .j.s.

A.J.S. Spares.

St., Ealins

A.J.S. Spares; ,

Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton.

All letters relating to advertisements "should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oj the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (1).

B2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE*
Alecto.

T>RAND New 3<|&h,p. AJecto, unused, 2-speed, clutch
J-* and kick-starter, complete with lamps; £40: E.
Angka.-Box 8,212, e/o The Motor Cycle. [5230

All-days.
A LLDAYS' Matchless 4h.p. Combination, 3 speeds,
;* in running order; £28.-A. Collyer, 26, Girley
St., Bromley-by-Bow, [5432
4.^-P' Alldays Matchless, Bosch, Senspray, clutch,
iF fast and powerful, T.T. bars; £25.—Tosharh,
Thoro fare, Woodbridge. [5343
ALLDAYS Allon 1920, 2-speed, kick start, leg

t™ ^j^S' nicely equipped, unscratched, insured

;

£39. Evenings.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [6029
A LLDAYS' Allon 1921, 2-speed, clutch, kick starter,*» mud shields, Lucas lighting, unscratched, bought
July last; £55.—Gunary, South Hall, Rainham, Essex.

[5589
A LLON 1921 2-^h.p., Lucas lamps, pillion, tax" Paid, insured; £50.—Forster, 2, Plais St., Taunton.

[5708
ALLON 1920 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, K.S., ex-

cellent running order; £39; exchanges.—Newnham
Motors, 223, Hammersmith Rd., London. [5799

American X.
AMERICAN X 7-9h.p. comb., fully equipped luxuri-

ous outfit, as new; £70 or near.—50, Roman
ad., Bow. [6047

BRAND New 1921 American X. solo and sidecar at
reduced price. Write tor special clearance bargain

list.— Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.
[X5233

|Q21 American X 7-9h.p. Twin, 3 speeds, new but
J-tr slightly shop-soiled, at a very low price to clear;
*n opportunity for the bargain hunter.—14, Gt. Marl-
borough St., W.l. [0769
AMERICAN EXCELSIOR 1920, 7-9h.p. combina-

tion, lamps, horn, Henderson sidecar^ £67/10.

—

Elce. Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St.,
32.C.3- 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0071

1 Q20 American X Combination, 7h.p., 3-speed, hand
JLv and foot clutch, dynamo lighting, Ride Easy
sidecar, tax paid, completely equipped, mechanically
perfect ; £80, tff near offer.—Pride, 156, Stockwell
Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. [5114

Ariel.

ARIEL, 1921, 3-speed touring, brand new, unregis-
tered flist £95); £75.-Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd

,

South Kensington. [5243
1Q20 3V2h.p. Ariel Coach Combination, take threeL*s anywhere; bargain, £70.—Griffiths, 12, Ash^e:
Rd., Newbridge, Mon. [5410
A R-IEL Combination 3%h.p., 3-spee"3, lamps, horn,

-^i- etc., good running order; £45.—Mitchell, 3,
Clovelly Rd., Ealing, W.5. [5407
5-6h.p. Ariel and sidecar, 1916, hoed, screen, speedo-

meter, lamps, etc., first-class condition; £70; tax
paid.—5, Sun St., Walthahi Abbey. [5723

~|Q21 Ariel Combination, with lamps and accessories.
A*7 Tax paid. Condition equal to new. £100.

—

Smith, Ashboroughs, Burcot, Bromsgrove, Worcs.
[5484

ARIEL.—All models, cash or gradual payments.
Spares supplied from stock.—West Central

Agency, Wincycle Co., Ltd.. 236, High Holborn, W.C.I
[0704

ARIELS.—We have several excellent second-hand
machines at clearance prices. Special sis days'

trial machine; 82 gns.—Longman Bros., Bond St

,

Ealing. Telephone : 689. [5793

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-
6-7h.p. Ariel combination, 1921, new, reduced

to £139; 3M;h.p. Ariel, 3 speeds, clutch, £87/10; no
extra charge for easy terms. [4414
A RIEL Motor Cycles are the last word in reliability.

jTV. We have always in stock the reliable motor
cycles: ti'ade supplied.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill,
and Woodside Parade. N Finchley T0378

A R1ELS.—Longman Bros., Bond St., Ealing. Tele-
f3- phene : 689.—All models obtainable from the Ariel
-experts. Specially tuned sports models, 3-speed, certified
to have exceeded 65 m.p.h.; £92/10. Cash, --exchange,
or deferred payments. [5785
A RIELS, the most reliable machines on the road;^ all models from stock ; spare "parts sent any-
where; trade supplied.—F. Spearman, Ariel Expert,
Ariel Garage, 7, Rochdale Rd., Harpurhey, Man-
chester. Tel.: 325 Cheetham Hill. [5135
Snare Parts : —
ARIEL Spares for all models, post free.—Ariel Ser

vice Depo*. Jones' Garage, Broadway, Muswell
Hill. N.10. [0742

Bat.
8h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, speeds; £30.—H. S.. 33.

St. Stephen's Rd.-, Bow. [5583
BAT-J.A.P. 4h.p. O.H.V., spring frame, good

order, fast; £25, or offer.—H. W., 66, Woodside
Gardens, Bruce Grove, Tottenham. [5348

Beardmore.
BEARDMORE, spring frame. 1921, accessories,

speedometer,: spares; £55.—Collier, '6, Warwick
St., W.l- [5398

EXCHANGE WITH US.
CARS.

ArC.
ROVER
B.S.A.

MORGAN
NEW HUDSON
COVENTRY PREMIER
MORRIS COWLEY

P. & M.
A.J.S.

B.S.A.
ARIEL
JAMES
LEVIS
ROVER
RUDGE
TRIUMPH
ZENITH
NORTON
INDIAN
DOUGLAS
ENFIELD
RALEIGH
SUNBEAM
CONNAUGHT
QUADRANT
MATCHLESS
O.K. Junior
ALLDAYS
NEW HUDSON
NEW IMPERIAL
HARLEY-DAVIDSON

NEW COMBINATIONS, SOILED.
MATCHLESS s/seater, Stan-

dard Model £160
ENFIELD dyno. spring bars,

hood and screen 150
ENFIELD single seater, plain
model 130 ffl f)

ARIEL 6/7 h.p. Standard comb. 137 10
CLYNO 8 h.p. combination,
spare wheel 135

TRIUMPH c.c.b. combination. 130
MORGAN Family model,
M.A.G. engine 175

P. & M. 3} h.p.. comb 100
JAMES 4:^ h.p. Standard com-

bination 120

1921

1921

1921

1921
1920

1921
192

1

1920
1920

19 19
1921
191S

1920

1921

1920

1921

1915

1920

1921

NEW SOLOS, SOILED.
CALTHORPE 2-stioke, 2-spd.. £50

NEW SIDECARS, SOILED.
WATSONIAN, are cane (2) . £7 10
PARAGON Folding 25
Body only, bulbous back .... 7100
SECONDHAND COMBINATIONS.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, special

HD s/c, sports model, F.R.S.
elec, discs, spdr.. £145

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, stan.

HD s/c, discs, spdr., hood and
screen 130

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7/9 comb.
acetylene Itg 140

MATCHLESS dyno. Itg. East-
ing scr. spdr. 1,000 miles,

nice order 155
ENFIELD s/seater, dyno. hood
and screen 110

ENFIELD comb. dyno. 2-seater,

screen, as new 135
ENFIELD 6 h.p. comb, and

access 75
MORGAN Family model and

access ? 150
A.J.S. 2-seater, dyno. Itg.

mileage approx. r.ooo 175

I

EUSTON ROAD, N.W.
(Opp." Gt. Portland St. Station).

'Phone ; Museum 497S.
WALTHAMSTOW, 151, High Street,

'Phone: Walthamstow 169 (2 LinesV,
WOOD GREEN, SO, High Street,

'Phone : Hornsey 1956.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Beardmore.

Precision, July,BEARDMORE Precision, July, 1921, Standard
spring frame, unscratched, unpunctured, done

200 miles, perfect condition, wny examination, lamps
tools, etc.; £65.—The Bell, Peas Hill, Cambridge.

[5650
Blackburne.

BLACEBURNE, 4h.p., brand new, £85.—Goad, 122
Maida Vale. 'Phone : Hampstead 1353. (Private

House Garage.) [5981

BLACKBURNE 4h.p. 1920, SUirmey gears, Binks,
new Stepney rear, new accessories, watch, spares,

tax paid, splendid condition; £67/10.-39, Frances
St., York. [560Q

BLACKBURNE 4h.p. 1921 Model, Cowey Klaxon,
lamps, leg shields, puncture proofed " Palmers,'

superb condition; 79 gns, Exchanges.—Kent's, 417,
Lord St., Southport. [5758

1 Q21 4h.p, Verus Blackbume, 3-speed, K.S., ace
--«? discs, mechanical oil pump equipped, cundition
excellent; 63 gns.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Ro.,

^uth Kensington. [6018

BLACKBURNE 8h.p., Grindlay sidecar, ideal com-
bination, fully equipped, run 400, better than

new, cpen to closest inspection and trial; £160.—A.D., 14,.

Sheldon Rd., Cricklewood, N.W. [4709

BLACKBURNE 1920 Sh.p., 3-speed, clutch, K.S.,

very fast, with Henderson Elite sidecar, com-
plete equipment; bargain, £109, Exchanges.—Newn-
ham Motors, 223, Hammersmith Rd., London, [5800

I Q20 Blackburne 4h.p. Combination, 3-speed, cratcli
J-tf _ and K.S., Lucas dynamo, tully equipped, excel-

lent condition: £100; deferred payment or exchanges.—
Edwards, 50. Harrington Rd., South Kensington fl 673

1 Q20 Blackburne, July, 4h.p. Combination; Millford
xtr sidecar, screen, speedometer, Tan-sad, and
fully equipped; only done 3,000 miles, and mi-
scratched. Accept first offer £90.—Brooknian, 22,

Suffolk Parade, CheRenham. [5512

Bradbury.
£55.-1920 4h.p. Bradburv, all-on,' light piston, 2ni.

exhaust, exceed 50.— Hall, Village Rd., Enfield.
[5382

BRAND new 6h.p, Bradbury and Henderson Sidecar,

windscreen; best offer secures.—J. Hebden and Sons,

71, Scotland Rd., Nelson. [5905

"I O 20 4h.p. 3-speed Bradbury, like new, dynamo
i-ft? lighting, £47/10.-28, Woodford Rd., Forest

Gate. 'Phone, Stratford 2598. [5940

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-
2 3 4h.p. Bradbury, new 1921 model, reduced to

£65; also 6h.p. Bradbury combination, new, 1921, re-

duced to £130; no extra charge for easy terms. [4415

B rough,
55.—Gh.p. Brough and sidecar,

<S* kick starter.-177,
S.E.I.

1 Q20V> Brough 5-6h.p.. new touring sidecar, Royal
J-*' Eastiug, electric lighting, horn, insurance, tax;

cost £200; perfect; sell £95; exchange 1921 A.B.C.,

ca^h —Write 18, Chatsworth Gardens, Acton. (P)
[5412

Brough Superior.

BRAND New Sh.p. O.H.V. Brough Superior

Comb., £155.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington.
[5866

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd., Service Depot,

and sole London agents for the Brough Superior,

the sporting rider's ideal.—Immediate delivery of 1922
models at reduced prices. Mark I., 90x77*6, o.h.v., 3-

epeed, clntch, and kick starter, £150; jSAork I., sporting

combination, step, mat, screen, etc., £180, or with

specinl side valve J.A. P. engine, snme price; Mark
II. 6.5, mag.. 72x90. 3-speed, clutch, and kick starter,

£125; sporting combination, step, mat, screen, etc.,'

£160. Demonstration models in stock. Cntiilognes- sent

post free on request.—The Allen-Beuut-tt Motor Co.,

Ltd 9-10-11, Royal Parade, London Rd.. We^t Croy-

don
* 'Phone: Croydon 2450. 10733

1913, Grade Bear,

Westminster Bridge Rd.,
[5993

S.A. 1922 Models in

B.S.A.

StOek ;
catalogue with pleasure.

Btoarl

ford.

B
B.S.A. Specialists.—County Cycle and Motor Co ..

St., Birmingham. [4678

B.S.A., 1922, all models; carriage paid anywhere.—.
Clifford Motories, Eastwood, Notts. [5139

1Q16 B.S.A. Countershaft Combination, just over-,'

-J-" hauled: £62, offers.—Tegg, Dorchester, Walling-..

[5344

clutch, kick start, perfect

best cater.— 55, ljevonport

Hd„ W.12. [5663

B.S.A. 1919* 4*4h.p., chain, overhauled, examination
welcomed; £65.—James, 4, Eastborne Place, MeT-

thyr, S. Wales. [5397

BS A. 3-speed Cycle and Simples attachment, costj

'£60. Sacrifice, £17/10 the lot—365, King St.,.

Hanimersmitli. [5891

from E. B. Clark and

[5245

1Q 15 B.S.A. 4J4h..p.,
-i-t/ condition; £45, i

ORDER Your New B.S.A.
Co. High

Hon Rd., S.W.7.

B22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

"^or Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
DUNELT 4Vsh.p., with coachbuilt sfdecar; spare

wheel, 2 spare tyres, spare belt end chain, M-L
ila^'iita lighting and ignition, Brooks B600 saddle, in
good condition; £90.—Teage, Whitehouse-, Kenilworth.

[S2270
Enfield.

SHEFFIELD Agent for Royal Enfields; oil models
in stock.—J. A. Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd. T0573

1 Q21 Enfield 2%; 2 speeds, kick start; £42.-16,
i
J-*J Elsden Rd., Tottenham. [5493

LOOK! 1919 Enfield Comb., as new and guaran-
teed, £85.-62, Princess Rd., Kilburn. [5770

3h.u. Enfield, late 1919, perfect condition; £50
F. Claxton. East Harlinc. Norfolk. T57[5712

EOYAL ENFLELl) 6h.p., splendid condition, horn,
lamps, windscreen, hood, £90.-156, -Browning

Rd., East Ham. [5783

I

pNEIELD Combination 8 h.p. Colonial model, only
:

-«~i run few miles, any trial; £68.—Clark, 7, Ex-
j
hibition Rd., S.W.7. [6014

6h.p. Enfield Combination; lamps, horn, screen. Just
overhauled. Beautiful condition, £70. Triumphs

1 wanted.—Bunting's Exchange, Wealdstone. [5910

|Q19 3h.p. Enfield Twin, overhauled, fully
J- *J equipped ; £44.—Shepherd, Enfield —-gEway,

: Tel.: Waltham X 31. [0776

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.—
8h.p. 1917-18 Royal Enfield combination; £95.

[4425

1 Q18 Enfield Combination, 8h.p. Colonial model; ;
JL*7 bargain, £85; like new.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee.
S.E. [2162

ENFIELD, 8h.p. Combination, 1920, fully equipped,
Binks, Easting, leg shields, etc., fast, £90.—Phil-

pot, Motors, Canterbury. [5641

ENFIELD, 2-stroke, May, 1921, low mileage, all

on, ins., tax paid, £40.—Wren, 29, Camden
Mews, Camden Rd., N.W.I. [5876

"IQ22 Enfield Combinations, lightweights; carriage
' J-i7 paid; write us before purchasing elsewhere.—

Clifford Motors, Eastwood. Notts. [5140

ENFIELD 2%h.p., 2-stroke engine, overhauled, fully
equipped, licence not renewed; £34.—Hayhes,

Garage, Highbury Hospital, Moseley, Birmingham.
[538,

LONGMAN BROS., Bond St., Ealing. Telephone

:

689. Sole official district agents.—All Royal
' Enfield models. Cash, exchange, or deferred payments.

[5788

1 Q20 2*4 Enfield, two-stroke, equipped, nice con-
J- *J dition, £38 / 10.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale.

I

'Phone: Hampstead 1353. (Private House Garage.)
[5979

ENFIELD 1921 8h.p. Combination, hood, screen,

electric lighting, excellent condition; £118. Ex-
chang ei.—Newnham Motors," 223, Hammersmith Rd.,
London. ....... [580,

I7NFIELD Lightweight,' 1921,. fully equipped, very
-J/J small mileage and almost as new: originally cost

£65; offered at £42/10.—The Dayton Garages, 30, Holy
well St., Oxford. [519T

-J
Q19 6b.p. Royal Enfield Combination, complete:

A.U accessories. Perfect condition. Tax paid and
insured end March. Owner buying car.—Moffat,
Graham St., Penrith. [5462

I71NFIELD.—We are official agents, and can give in
J mediate delivery of any model of -this foolproi

motor cycle.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, and Wood
side Parade, N.. Kinchley T03P

NEW ' 1922 8h.p. Enfield Combination, ,Lucas
magdyno lighting, £158; easy payments 4% extra.

—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.
[6067

ENFIELD 1921 8h.p. Magdyno Combination, shop-
foiled only; originally cost £182, now offered at

the unrepeatable figure of £137/10 for cash.—The
•Lavton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone:
581. T518?

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 1921, Lucas mag.
dynamo, spring bars, speedometer, hood, screen,

luggage carrier, pillion seat, little used, equal to new,
£145 Any trial.—Hal J, 38, Chiddingstone St.,

Fulham, S.W. -

-- [5873

1 C|21 Royal Enfield, 8h.p. Vickers engine, 2-speed,.

le/ all-chain drive; coachbuilt sidecar. New con-

dition. Only run 300 miles. Lucas lamps, horn, .wind
screen ; including insurance, £ 120.—34, Manchester
Rd., Swindon. [5464
"1 021 Enfield Combination, 8h.p. Vickers engine,
Xt/ Lucas magdyno, hood screen. Palmer cords,

spares, tools, equal new, tax paid; £125, cost £197;
tria.1.—Particulars, Ellingworth, 2, St. Aubyns Rd.,
Eastbourne. v [5734

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., E.C.—
1922 2VV.1-P- Royal Enfield 2-stroke, £55: 2Y4

Kp. Royal Enfield with kick starter, £57; 8h.p. Royal
Enfield sidecar combination, £140 ; dynamo lighting,

£158; easy terms and exchange. Write, call, or
'phone. List forwarded return post. T4406

8 h.p. Enfield Combination; November, 1915, 2-seater
sidecar. Fully equipped. Thoroughly overhauled

;

small mileage, plenty spares, nothing to buy. Stored
2\'y years. 1921 8h.p. cylinders fitted for more power.
Reliable machine; £80 or offer. Owner buying Mor-
gan.—Bran, 20, Farltou Rd., Earlsfield, S.W. Alter
6 o'clock. All day Sunday. [5515

TYRES

s
%

—GREAT

—

RELUCTIONS
Satisfaction

—Guaranteed

1

WOOD-MILNE
!= 26x2i

20x2>
26x2!I

m= 653x65

Special Heavy
Combination
Special Extra Heavy
Special Heavy
Special Extra Heavy
Combination
Special Heavy

30/- —

,

13 /r/6 =£
— Please note that, owing to the ex- — B
—

;

ceptio nal low price of these covers, we — jj— cannot guarantee them. —Cthem.

MISCELLANEOUS.
!= ?6x2}

26x2!.
x2i

350x65

Beldam Combination .....
Goodyear A.W. Tread
1 Rubber Studded Extra
1 Heavy
Goodyear A.W. Tread

25/-
27/6

27/6
307-

= TUBES.

it

i

ill

EX GOVERNMENT
STOCK. ALL SIZES'.

:.'4in and 26ln. Endless 4 9 Butted. 5/9
28in. „ 5/6 „ 6/6

700x80 mm. „ 6/9

BEST QUALITY GUARANTEED.
24x2, 4/6 I 26x2, 4/9 i 26x2}, 6/3 =^
26x2j, 7/6 26x2£ 7/Q afx3. 8/9 =3
26x2i, 7/9 | x2J, ''" 1700x80, 10/-* z=^no

£|! BELTS.
= Bates Avon Sin. Jin. |in. lin. ljin5= etc., per root 1/- 1/5 1/9 2/- 2/6

IN 8TANDARD
LENGTHS

HELM TS =$
in soft tan leather, lined ~"s
inside with chamois.
Beautifully finished,
with peak ear pieces and
strap. Better than others
advertised elsewhere, and
cheaper. State size when
ordering. I

These Special Clearance Lines are sent zza
Carriage Paid on 7 Days' Approval against — „"

B
-_ remittance. Trade supplied. Write to-day — b

C^illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllim?
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TheName tileFirm

"WAV >i- .

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE
Z64-266.VAUXHALL BRIDGE R?,VICT0RIA.S.VY.l

AND AT
44.SURBITON ROAD, KiNCSTON-ON-THAMES
*J Pleaie dddress allpott ordtrs toVrnxkll Br/djie~Road

TELEPHONE:- VICTORIA 6553 (r bS51- , >
OUR AGENT IS THE PILLAR- EJOxt

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield;

Syore Parts

:

ENFIELD Spares. — Immediate delivery. — KavB, 8,
Bond St., Ealing. [3612

Excelsior.
T3RITISH Excelsior, as new; £37/10.-59, Palfrey
-*-» Place, Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W.8. [5701

F.N.
WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., E.C.-

New 1922 F.N's: 7h.p. combination, £127; solo
machine, 2%h.p., £55. Easy terms and exchange.

[1397
Spare Parts

:

F.N, Spares.—We can supply for all models from
1904. Prompt attention to all inquiries. Stamp

please.—Langford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2.
[5854

Francis Barnett.

|Q20 Francis-Barnett, 2%h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, clutch,
-l*-* K.S., fully equipped, condition as newt £56

1

deferred payment and exchanges.—Edwards, 50, Har-
rington Rd., South Kensington. [1674

HarIey°Davidson.
SHEFFIELD Agent for Harley-Davideons; fiom

£120. Stacey. 12, Ecclesall Rd. [0577

1 Q19 Harley-Davidson Comb., as new, £85.-24,
J-*/ Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [5865

1 Q19 7.-9 Harley Combination, dynamo lighting
J-*/ £85.-28, Woodford Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone,
Stratford 2598. [5941
"1 Q20 Harley - Davidson Combination, lavishly
J-*/ equipped, £95.—Hillier, 9, Wallingford Avenue,
North Kensington. [5869
"I Q20 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination; electri-
-Ltf cally equipped. £125.—Speechley, 86, Church-
keld Rd., Acton, W.3. [5507

7.9 Harley-Davidson, 1916. Mills-Fulford sidecar.
Fine condition. Two new tyres. £70.—Pass-

more, Wood St!, Swindon. [5363
1Q19 Harley-Davidson, 7.9h.p., 3-speed, coachbuilt
-*-*' combination, hood, screen, 1922 tax paid, per-
fect; 75 gns.; London.—Box 8303, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [601f
TIARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 7.9h.p., Sept..
-*--L 1919, with lighting set taken in part payment
for yacht; £95,; no offers.—Rowland's Dockyards, Ltd.,
Bangor. [5 751
HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915, 7-9 h.p. electric model,

horn, 3-speeds, . etc. ; £50.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16,
Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St., Er.C.3. 'Phone:
Avenue 5548. _ [0063

"J Q22 Harley-Davidson; book now for early delivery,
J-*/ all models; also a few 1921 at special pricesj
catalogue with pleasure.—Sam. E. Clapham (Motors),
27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E. 10. ' „ [5986

HERE'S a bargain for you.—A Harley-Davidson
Model 20 J, Dynamo lighting, cost £245 last

April, Montgomery sidecar, condition throughout per-
fect. £125 or best offer.—Horswill, 42, Bridge St.,
Chester. [5542

8K GNS., exchange.—Exceptionally nice 1918 Har-
t/ ley-Davidson 7-9h.p., 3. speeds, clutch, kick

start, special 3-seater bulbous back sidecar, new tyrp.s,
*-.tIpped, very smart.—Seabridge; Sydenham 2453
'phone {see Exchange).

I Q20 Harley-Davidson Combination; mechanical con-
J-*J dition and appearance equal to new; luxurious
sidecar with screen and apron, electric -lighting; any
trial, £98.—Langford's, 57, Cricklewood Broadway,
N.W.2. [5853

HARLEY.—Longman Bros., Bond St., Ealing.
Telephones 689. Sole official district agent.—

All models, immediate delivery. Cash, exchange, or
deferred payments. Specially tuned machines certi-
fied to have exceeded 75 m.p.h., £5 extra. [5786

Svnre Pnrttt

HARLEY Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays. 8,

Bpnd St., Ealing. [3613

Hazlewood.
"I 022 Hazlewood, all models, for early delivery.
J-*/ See the 6h.p. J.A.R. Twin Combination a*
£118; finest value for money to-day; catalogues with
pleasure.—Sam. E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell
St.. Greenwich, S.E.10. [5988

HAZLEWOOD 6h.p. Combination, 1920, dynama
lighting, electric horn, windscreen, new condition,

£85.—Philpot, Motors, Canterbury. [5639

H.B.

H.B. {BlackbumeJ 1922 Models, 2%h.p. Blackburne
engine, 2-speed Burman gear box. chain-belt, O.

and K.S., £72; with 3-speed gear box, £75; 4h.p.
with 3-speed gear box, £82; 4i4h p. with 3-speed geai
box, £100.—Write, London Motors, 61, Holborn Via-
duct, E.C.I. T3283

H.B. (Blackburne) 1922 Models for earliest deliveries.-
—Write, London Motors, 61, Holborn Viaduct,'

E.C.I, sole distributing agents for the following coun-
ties: Kent, Surrey, Sussex, Hants, Berks, Oxford,

1

Bucks, Northants, Beds, Hunts, Cambridge, Norfolk,
Suffolk, Essex, Herts (including London and Middlesex).

[3282

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue B25 j
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desir ed,, marked (P)._
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Henderson.

1 Q16 Henderson, 4 cyl., with sidecar chassis; £55;
X.V any trial.-56, High St., Tooting. *'"i62

HENDERSON Combination, Sully equipped, cheap

quick sale.—19, Askew Crescent, Shepherd's Bush,
L5763

HENDERSON lOh.p. 4-cyl„ overhauled, £75; lower

power wanted.—42, Taplow St., City Rd., Lon-

don, N.l. C5439

HENDERSON 1915 Combination, good running

order; £55.—Newnham Motors, 223, Hammer-
smith Rd., London. t5804

1(120 Henderson, with Mills-Fulliord De Luxe side-

J-cJ car D.A. lighting, speedometer, first-class order

and condition; spot cash, £100. - Mason's Oarage,

Letchworth, Herts. l510B

1*120 Henderson de Luxe Combination; sporting; ex-

J-i7 ceptionally fine throughout; well equipped, £135;
exchanges.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone: Hamp-
stead 1353. (Private House Garage.) [5976

1 ft 20 Henderson Combination, aluminium discs, elec-

J-«/tric lights, large sidecar with luggage carrier,

photo, on request: £135 or nearest.—A. W. Dixon,

Westmeads, Whitstable. [6070

1 ft 20 (Nov.), lOh.p. Henderson Swan Sporting Side-

IcF car Combination, 3 speeds, clutch, complete with

luggage carrier, oil lamps, dynamo, battery, electric

and bulb horns, aluminium number plates, excellent

meshanical order and touring condition, spare tube,

etc., insured; £125.—Cookesmith, Joan Lane, Bamford,
Derbyshire. [6073

Hobart.

BEAUTIFUL Machine, late 1921 Ilobart-Villieis,

scarcely used, Mark IV., A.M.A.C, Best and
Lloyd all black, S.A. 2 speed, K.S. clutch, horn,

tools licensed; £60.—Wyatt, Bishops-wood, Chard,

Somerset. C5388

Hockley.

HOCKLEY Smart Economical 3h.p. Lightweight;

with substantial cash adjustment lor 3-wheeler

Coventry-Premier—Newnham Motors, 223 r Hammer-
mith Rd., London. L5805

Humber.
£24/10.—Humber Coachbuilt Combination, 3%h;p.

2-speed; handle start; running older.—Speechley,

66, Churchfield Rd., Acton, London, W.3. [5504

31 Humber, thoroughly modernised, 2 speeds, clutch,

2 kick start, countershaft, perfect older; genuine

bargain, £29.—Argyle Lodge, Newton Rd., Bnrton-on-

Trent. t5630

Indian.

INDIAN Combination 7-9h.p., good running order,

must sell quickly.—Locke, Somerton, Somerset.
[5612

rift 16 Indian (Powerplus) ; dynamo lighting; new
[LV condition; bargain; £70.—Ross, 86, High Rd.,

tee. [5490

7.9 Indian and sidecar. 1919, lamps, Easting, etc.,

good condition; £75.-5, Sun St., Waltham
Abbey. [572*

INDIAN 7/9 Road Racing Model; many new parts.

Going cheap. What oilers?—Round House, Man-
nings Heath, Horsham. [5496

INDIAN Scout, Sunbeam, Triumph, N.U.T., A.B.C.,

or other good Golo; best offer secures; cash.—88.

Lord St., Southport. [5755

-|ftl3 7-9 Indian Combination, good running order,

X«J* 2-speed, free engine, £29.-28, Woodford Rd.,

Forest Gate. 'Phone, Stratford 2598. [5945

LOOK ! £50 1918-19 3-speed Indian, clutch, K.S.,

lamps in perfect order throughout; would take

lighter machine and cash.—14, Kildoran Rd., Brixton.
[5438

-|ftl9-20 Powerplus Indian Combination, dynamo
'Xtf lighting, "Easting " windscreen, splendid con-

dition- 80 gns. Exchange.—Kent's, 417, Lord St.,

Southport. [5750

INDIAN 7-9h.p. 1915, 2-speed, kick-starter, re-plated

and enamelled; lamps, horn; 2in. copper exhaust.

Perfect. £45. Allon wanted.—Brown, 25, Bower St.,

Maidstone. [5459

7 /ft Sports Indian; late 1920; stove enamelled
/ Xj grey ; overhauled ; Hendee's swan sidecar, ac-

icessories, spares, etc., T.T. handlebars; £100.—25,

|York St., W.l. Mayfair 575. [5495

INDIAN Powerplus 1919, dynamo lighting, am-
meter, rear drive, speedometer, Indian sidecar,

Cameo screen, excellent condition throughout; £95.—
Dixon Bros., 172, Brownhill Rd,, Catford. [5404

INDIAN 1919, 7-9h.p., spring frame, powerplus,
lamps, horn, etc.; £57/10.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16,

Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone.
Avenue 5548. [0070

INDIAN 1920, big valve powerplus model, com-
bination, in exceptional mechanical condition, two

windscreens, 2 sets handlebars, and lots of other

spares; £100—Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchley Rd.
Hampstead J7822. [5961

INDIAN 1919 7-9h.p., Powerplus. spring frame. 3.

speeds, new engine, T.T. handlebars, accessories,

magnificent machine; £75. Triumph or lightweight

part payment.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (oppo-

site Chalk Farm Tube Station), London. 15582

B2'6~ A II Tetters relating to advertisements
Motor Cycles
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FIT A PAIR OF
DAVIS

SOLES & HEELS

I 9 MINUTES FOR FITTING 1 9
c%r% WEEKS WEAR AT aq
£tdt LEAST GUARANTEED &£*

The
Sole

you
stick

mum
%.--..-'

USTIKON DIAWIOIMD
PATTERN SOLE,

These soles can be fitted quickly by

anyone, and more eas ly th n any
other rubber so e on the market. Made
from highest grade jet black rubber

they sre absolutely waterproof and
invisible in wear.

SATISFACTION OUARAN
TEED TO EVERY PUR-
CHASER OR MONEY
REFUNDED.
GENTS*, ALL SIZES - 3/9 per

LADIES', ALL SIZES - 2/9 ™r

Complete with Sol-fix and lull directions.

USTIKON
HEELS

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

6^ Miles Per Hour Combination, .
1920 Indian

O Puwerplus, 7-9h.p. special racing engine,

dynamo lighting, speedometer, Easting screen, etc.,

practically as new; £98.—Dental, 769, Romford Rd.,

Manor Park, London, E. 'Phone : Ilford 500. [5680

FOR Sale.—7/9h.p. 1919 "Powerplus Indian"
' Motor Cycle, in first-class condition. Just over-

hauled and re-enamelled. Complete with lamps, tools,

spares, T.T. bars, new chains. Bargain; £65 for quick

sale. Owner ordered to India.—Apply Lieut. Fetklen,

Colewort Barracks, Portsmouth. [5514

POWERPLUS Indian, Dynamo Lighting Model,

1920-21, fitted with leg shields, domed, speedo-

meter, several extra fittings, handlebar ex valve lift,

separate three-way switch, inspection lamp, small lamp
to light up ampmeter and speedometer; cost February
last £229 ; absolutely perfect condition throughout

;

£125 or best offer.
.

ANOTHER similar to above, but no leg shields or

inspection lamp, but fitted as turned out by
makers, bought in August, 1920, also in first-class con-

dition; £105 or best offer.

ANOTHER 1918 model, spring frame, solo, not
dynamo lighting and no speedometer, new tyres

both wheels; this also is in extra good condition
throughout; £70 orbest offer.

ANOTHER 1917 spring frame model, combination,
not Indian sidecar; £70 or best offer.

FOR the best value in the trade there is nothing to
touch the 1922 Model Indians, whether Standard,

Scout, or Indian Chief, which is the last word in

luxury and comfort. Let me send you catalogue and
prices.—Horswill, Indian Specialist, 42, Bridge-st.,

Chester. Phone: 943. [5541

Spar" Parts:

GENTS'..1/9
LADIES' 1/-

Ask your local agent for them, ij ht

cannot supply we will deliver post

free on receipt of remittance and

size required

ELITE RUBBER CO., LTD.,

264-266, Vauxhall Bridge Rd.,

Victoria, S.W.I.
Telephone: Victoria 6553 and 6554

AGENTS WANTED.

INDIAN o pares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Hood
St., Ealing. [3614

GODFREYS', Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London/
W.l.—Complete Btock of all Indian spare parts

always in stock. Write for free spare part list. [0752

INDIAN.—New and secondhand spares in stock for

all models. Stamp please.—Langford's, 37, Crickle-

wood Broadway, London, N.W.2. [5855

INDIAN".—The Dennis Acressories Stores, 89, Brixton
Rd., London ('Phone Brixton 3129)

r
can supply

all 7-9h.p. parts from stock, new, including, all typea
of forks. They also specialise in Indian repairs. [1594

Ivy.

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-

mingham, wholesale Ivy agents, have all models
in stock, including lady's model, price £69; get list.

[0710

Ixion.

IXION-VILLIERS,. 2U.h.p., 2-stroke, tax paid, £22.
—26, Old Gloucester St., Queen Square, W.C.I. -

[5888

James.

1 Q20 James, 2-stioke, perfect, £30.-24, Balliol Rd.,
Xt7 North Kensington. [5862

3i James Crankshaft; valve rockers for front cyl.

—

2 Jordan, High St., Norton-on-Tees. [5458-

BRAND new 6h.p. James Combination ; best offer

secures.—J. Hebden and Sons, 71, Scotland Rd.,
Nelson. [5906

JAMES 3V-b.p. Twin," 3-speeds, kick-starter, clutch,

1920, practically unused, £60.—Philpot, Motors,
Canterbury. [5642

£45.—Q^h.p. James, late model, countershaft, 3

'

speeds, kick starter, hand and foot clutch; ex-

changes.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [5671

3.1 h.p. Twin James, countershaft, Binks, tax paid
2 for 1922. with sidecar and screen, any trial;

£65 —Ashbev, 50, Rochester Row, Westminster.
[5695

JAMES 1920 5-6h.p. Lucas Dynamo Lighting Stan-

dard Combina-tion, complete accessories, £112;,

another with dynamo lighting, £107; another without

lighting, £85. Exchanges.—Newnham Motors, -i23,

Hammersmith Rd., London. [5806"

JAMES'S' Combination 4%h.p. 3-speed, clutch, kick

start, speedometer, all Lucas lamps, and horn,

Biak's carburettor, complete set of tools and several

spares Bluemel windscreen, smart appearance; trial

given;' £75.-10, Lynwood Rd., Tooting, S.W.17.
[5389

J. A. P.

5-6h p J A.P., 2-speed, Canoelet sidecar; bargain,

£29 —Shepherd, Enueld Highway. Tel. : Wal-

tham X31. t0777

COMBINATION J.A.P. twin m jood order with

clutch, £19.—H. -R. ]

Whetstone, London.

£35 Imperial-Jap. 2^4, 1917; aluminium chaincase,

2 pairs footrests, equipped. Offers.—Hooydonk,

Oakengates, Letchworth. [5843

-l 021 Omega, Z^jh.p., J.A.P. , 2-speed, kick start,

-LI/ hand clutch. Lucas lighting sets, original tyres

unpuactufed, iullv equipped, everything equal to new; .

£44—J. B., Mill House, Salter's' Rd., Kings Lynn.

.

Berrymans Yard,
T5356

should quote the number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date of the issue

advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

015/10.—Premier 3y2h.p., White and Poppe engine,
c*' good tyres, ride away, lamps <tax paid 1922).—

_

8, Hi&h St., Wandsworth. " [5656

1Q16 Premier Combination, 3V»li.p., 3-speed counter-
J-«J shaft, kick starter, lamps; £42.—Walker, 59,

Park Rd., Sittingbourne, Kent. [5749

033 Snip, late 1914 3y3h.p. Premier, new Philipson
oV pulley, tyres, belt, lamps. Klaxon, tools, re-

enamelled, large exhaust, new condition; any trial;

expert examination ; semi T.T. bars, starts walking

;

cash wanted.—1, The Nooks, Dorset Rd., Mottingham,
Eltham. ' [5433

Quadrant.
QUADRANT 4h.p., 3-speed, and sidecar, £30; ex-

changes.—Johnson, 172, Avenue Rd., Aeton.
[5696

£90.—Brand new 1931 Quadrant Combination, all

chain.—Clifford Wilson, 177, Westminster Bridge

Rd., S.K1. -
[5992.

1 Q20 Quadrant Combination; disc wheels, like new,
J-U £75. Also 1920 Combination, £70.—Ross,
86, High Rd., Lee.. - [5489

1 Q21 4y2h.p. Quadrant . Combination, lamps, horn,
J~*s etc, good condition; £80, or near offer.—Betts,

7, Caroline Place, W;C.l. [5337

QUADRANT £100 4i/.h p. Combination, delivery

from stock.—Frank Whitworth, Ltd.. Distributers,

139, New St., Birmingham. [0767

£70.-1920-1 Quadrant 41/jh.p. Combination, com-
plete with all accessories, exceptionally fine order

throughout.—Clifford Wilson,' 177, Westminster Bridge
Rd., S.E.I. [5991

QUADRANT 1922 Models in stock, immediate de-
livery, exchanges, extended terms.—Elce, Ltd.,

15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3.
'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0068

VERY late 4V3h.p. Quadrant Combination, 3-speed
- Sturmey, kick start, wind screen, lavishly

equipped, same as new; 65 gns. Evenings.—67, Fern-

lea Rd., Balham. [6028

"1Q20 4^4h.p. all-chain Quadrant and Canoelet side-

XJ/ car, complete with horn, electric lighting, screen,

lax paid 1922; £68, perfect condition.—D. and S.

Autocar Co., 33, The Parade, Golders Green. [6011

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-
1922 Quadrant motor cycles, all chain, solo,

£85; sidecar combination, £105; easy payments and
exchange; list on application.—'Phone : Holborn 5777

[4410

1 Q21 Quadrant Combination 4 I/2h.p., perfect con-
J-«7 dition, chain drive, wind screen, W.S.R. jet,

lamps, horn, speedometer, etc.; £75, no offers.— II.

Cattell, 31a, Compton Rd., Wakeman Rd., N.W.10.
[5611

QUADRANT 3 lAn.p-. E.T.O. ,mag„ running order,

. £14.-179,' York Rd., Islington. [5822

CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg._ Co., Quadrant works
. representatives and sole wholesale distributers for

London, Middlesex, Surrey,- Sussex, Kent, Essex,
Buckinghamshire, Hertfordshire, Bedfordshire, Norfolk,
Cambridgeshire, Suffolk, Huntingdonshire,' Berkshire,
etc. All models in stockj deferred payments, exchanges.
Early delivery. Cfaain-cum-belt 4 !/{;h.p. solo" £80, all-

chain solo £85, chain-cum-belt combination £100, alL
chain combination 100 gns., Lucas dynamo lighting
sets £16 extra. Official repairers and spare part
stockists. Day and night service.—177, Westminster
Bridge Rd., London, S.E.I. Tel. : Hop 210. [5148

Radco.
BRAND New Radco 1921 Lightweights at enormous

reductions, single gear models from £30, 2-speed
models from £44; all carry makers' full guarantee.
Write Jor special clearance bargain list.—The Premier
Motor Co., _ Aston Rd., Birmingham. [X523"8

Raleigh.
"DREHIER Motoi Co. t'oi 1922 Ilaleigha - ' -

IMMEDIATE Delivery of 5-6h.p., spring irame, de-
tachable wheels, £130; standard sidecar, £35; lJe

Luxe eidecar; £42; early delivery of the new Raleigh
lightweight, £68; easy payments 4% extra.—The Prerniei
Motor Co.., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0626
"I0 22 Raleigh, all models, at list prices; deferred j,ay
3-tf merit or exchanges.—Edwards. 50. Harrington
Rd .. South Kensington. - 1*1679

RALEIGH De Luxe Combination, late 1921, fully
equipped, screen, new condition; £132.—Atkin-

sou, O illwood .Lane, Horsforth, Leeds. • [5647

RALEIGH, 5/6 Flat. Twin," only -run. 100 jniles ; per-
fect in every detail and as new; electric lamps,

£110.—Lambert, Drumchapel, Glasgow. - - [5618
"I Q22 Raleigh.—The agent, Sam E. Clapham. Book
-L*-' your order now, for cash exchange, or easy
terms.—Sam E. -Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St.,
Greenwich. •. [5159
"1 Q21 5-6h.p. Raleigh Combination,- complete, elec-
J-tf trie lighting, spares, special engine, winner
competitions, small mileage, year's 'insuran'ce; privately
owned; sacrifice, £130.—Sheldon, Wheat ley, OxfordR[5654ALEIGH, exchanges, all new models supplied.

Inspect the new 1922 lightweight, and De Luxe
5-6h.p. combination; both models actually in stock;
and then exchange your present machine.—Newnham
Motors, 223, Hammersmith Rd., London. [5812

1922 COVENTRY PREMIER
Sj h.p. W,C. 4-wheeler, dynamo lighting,

spare wheel, hood, screen^ speedometer and
12 months' insurance - £250

1922 LIGHT CARS.
AIREDALE 11.9 h.o. 4-seater . .

.

CALTHORPE 10 h~p. 2-seater. . .

CALTHORPE 10 h.p. 4-seater. .

.

CALTHORPE de Luxe 2-seater .

CALTHORPE de Luxe 4-seater .

L.S.D. 3-wheeler, All on

£475
£355
£375
£410
£435
£165

LAGONDA (Coupe or 4-seater) . . £395

2922 MOTOR CYCLES.
B.S.A. 4i h.p. Chain-Belt £107
B.S.A. 4.1 h.D. Combination £139
B.S.A. 6 h.p. Light Comb £164
B.S.A. 8 h.p. Comb. £185
BRADBURY 6 h.p. Comb £146
DOUGLAS 2$ h.p. 2-speed, All on £75
DOUGLAS 2f h.p. 3-speed, All on £90
DOUGLAS 3£ h.p. 3-speed Sporting £130
EDMUND-BLACKBURNE 2} h.p. £85
ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination £140
ENFIELD 2i h.p. 2-speed £55
LEVIS Popular 2{ h p £48
LEVIS 2i h.p. 2-speed £58
LEVIS 2| h.p. 2-speed, kick-start £60
MARTINSYDE 6 h.p. Combination £160
NEW IMPERIAL 2J h.p. 3-speed 60 Gns.
NEW IMPERIAL 2| h.p., All-Chain £73
NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Comb. . . £145
NORTON Big Four Combination £149 10
NORTON 3£ h.p. 3-speed £115
NORTON Big Four £120
REX-ACME 2£ h.p. 2-speed £50
REX-BLACKBURNE 2$ h.p £69 15
REX-ACME 8 h.p. Combination.. £150
ROYAL RUBY 2f h.p. 2-speed. ... £70
SCOTT-SQUIRREL 3£ h.p. 2-speed £105
SCOTT 3f h.p. 2-speed Comb. . . £145
SUNBEAM 3 J h.p (New Type) 120 Gns.
SUNBEAM H h.p. Comb 174 Gns.
SUNBEAM 8 h.p. Combination. . £217 7
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Chain-Belt .... £105
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. All-Chain £115

DEPENDABLE SECOND-HANDS
Solo

A.B.C 1921 - 87
Ariel 1920 3£ 75

Alectol920- 52
Bradbury 3\ 35

Beardmore - 59

Douglas 1920 69 10

Zenith 3i - 32 10

Excelsior '20 39 10

New Imperial 35

O.K. 2-speed 35

Rudge 1920 - 59 10

Wooler - - 55
Triumph 3| 42 10

Full List on

Combinations.
£

A.J.S. 1919
Ariel 1920
Alecto 1920
Bat Jap 8
B.S.A. 4±
Chater-Lea

125
- 87 10
- 69 10
- 39 10
- 67 19
- 69 10

Enfield - - 85
Harley 1918 115
Harley 1920 155
Rex 6 h.p. - 49 10
Rudge 7 1920 105
Scott 1920 - 95
Rex-Blackburne

125
Application.

The Halifax Motor Exchange,
25, Horton Street, Halifax
'Phone: 1400. 'Grams: <:

Perfection.''

R 1

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Reading-Stanard.

KEADING-STANDARD 1920 Combination, dynamo
lighting, sound mechanically; £95.—Colonial

Motors, 104a, Finchley Rd. Hampstead 7822. [5959

Rex.
3ih.p. Rex Combination, 2 speed, handle start,

2 Bosch, Sensprav, lamps, licensed; £22/10.-

—

Toshach, Thoro'fare, Woodbridge. [5342

REX Combination 6-8h.p., overhauled, perlect, EX.,
,_Bosch, Binks; £45. 7-9h.p. Indian parts wanted.

—Howgegs, 74, Faircross Avenue, Barking. [5415
.038.—Res Combination 5-6h.p., 2 speeds, Canoelet
<** touring sidecar, electric lighting, splendid condi-
tion; exchanges.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [5672

1 Q 20 8h p. Rex Combination, electric lighting, wind
J.*/ screen, handle-bar muffs, condition excellent;
76 gns. ; deferred payments and exchanges.—Edwards,
50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [5237

Rex=.Iap.
"IQ13 Rex-Jap Combination, Roc clutch, electric
-*-*/ horn, etc., good tyres find in splendid running
order; price £35. or near offer.—DunwetPs Garage,
Wigan. Tel.: 328. [0764

Reynolds.
EYNOLDS Runabout, little used, 2-speed, kick-— -J starter, £50.—Exors. of P. J, de Paravicini, Hill-

held, Pangbourne. [5485
T> EYNOLDS (Runabout) open frame motor cycle.
J-l- 2% h.p., 2-speed gear, clutch, kick start, seat
for extra passenger, all accessories, fine mount, slight
use for demonstration purposes; £55. ('Phone May-
fair 4786.)-Giiffln, 5, King St., Baker St., W. [5530

Rover.
1 Q20 3'ih.p., countershaft Rover, lamps, etc., per-
•>-*' feet, £60.—Lyons, Wets St., Blackpool. [5823
"DOVER, 3Vjh.p. 1920, fully equip'ped; overhaul justJ-* completed, solo, £65.—Philpot, Motors, Canter
bur5'- [5640
032/10.-Rover 3'Ui.p.. 3 speeds, clutch, lime's,«» horn (tax pari 1922), beautiful lot.-8. High St
Wandsworth,

[565 31Q 13-14 3-speed - Rover Combination tax paid

h„T i i?f
- sP6edometei', hood, rough appearance'but splendid running order; £40.—Also

J019 T.T. Rover, Philipson, perfect condition, fast*-" original tyres; what offers?—Write first Woh'
ster, 198, Bethnal Green Rd., E.2. '

[5570T>OVER Combination 3i,ih.p„ 3-speed, clutch new--«< tyres, wicker sidecar;,. £36.—Cooper VictoriaGarage, Charlotte Place, Margate. [5°2
"DOVER 1920 5-6h.p. Combination, usual equip'Ai ment, £85; 1912 Sfch.p., 3-speed, clutch, £2?Exchanges.—Newnham Motors, 233, Hammersmith
Rd., London. (581 1

"DOVER 1920 5-6h.p. Combination, 3-speed kick-l* starter, lamps, horn, speedometer, wind-scree.,

J nnn *,"??• , i" ,
spIeudid ™ning order, mileage

2,800; £115.-13, Mertou Rd., W.8 [5424

Royal Ruby.
OYAL RUBY 2>4h.p. Villiers, 2-stroke, completely
overhauled, new tyres and belt; bargain £25 —

Hamilton, Ellesmere, Salop! [5667
1 Q22 Royal Ruby, spring frame, all on models
-I-*' order now for early delivery; catalogues wit
pleasure.—Sam. E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell
at

-

,
Greenwich, S.E.10. [598/

CT. (1921) Royal Ruby Combination, spring frame.
Magdyno lighting, interchangeable wheeis, etc.;

cost £215, sell £145, or exchange cheaper; machine
and cash. — 13, Normansmead, Brentlield Estate
Willesden, N.W. [541 }

Rudge
UDGE, brand new I.O.M. model; 72 gns.—Long
man Bros., Bond St., Ealing. [579j

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, EC-
3!^h.p. I.O.M. Rudge, 1920; £60: [441B

UDGE Multi 3'/2h.p., uncrated, sacrifice; £69, cr
exchange.—14, Devonshire Rd., Eures: Hill.

[5400
£22/10.—Rudge 3V&K-P- Clutch Model; fine machine,

any examination or trial.—Speechley, 86, Church
field Rd., Acton, W.3. [5506

21 I.O.M. Rudge Multi, bought. June, low mi'e-
age, best accessories, lovely condition; £65 -

151, Globe Rd., Bethnal Green, [5547
29.—3i/o Rudge, 2 speeds, clutch, kick starter,
horn, tool bags, sound; exchange Douglas; tr.'ai

any time.—89, East Hill, Wandsworth.
. [522 3

I Q21 Rudge Mult] T.T., perfect -condition, onlylv done 600 miles, all accessories, fast; £75.-
Speneer, 113, High St., Merton, Surrey. - [542S

1 Q20 Rudge I.O.M., very good condition, good tyres.
J-*/ lamps, Bonniksen. etc., ride 5J miles to genuine
purchaser; £55.—Swainson, 54, Sidney St., Cambr.dge

[5669

UDGE-MULTI, exchanges, all new models sup-
plied; also one 1920 second-hand, all accessories,

excellent condition, £59. Exchanges.—Newnham
Motors, 223, Hammersmith Rd., London. [5811

R c

O c

R l

R l

19 2

£ 2

R 1
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge. '

31. Rndge-Multi Combination, .splendid condition,
2 any trial, £45. Seen by appointment.

—

G*P. C, 7, Florence Terrace, Kalins Common, W.5.
[5773

TJUDGE Multwiu 7-9h.p., Watsonian R.34, dash,
J-V 6creen, accumulator lighting, excellent through-
out; £95.—Smout, 78, Derby St.,' Moss- Side, Man-
chester. [5558

£25, Bargain 3% Rudge 2 speeds, clutch, kick
starter, horn, "good tyres, tool bags, Senspray,

sound running order (exchange value £30).—89, East
Hill, Wandsworth. [6006

RUDGE MULTI 1922, brand new Isle ol Man;
latest model; just delivered; £85.—Elce, Ltd.,

15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3.
Phone : Avenue 5548. [0073
"1 Q21 Rudge Multi T.T. 3V2h.p., Miller lamps,
-*-^ Stewart, spare tube, all accessories, tax paid,

perfect condition; £70.—L. Noyce, .Sycamores, Win-
chester Rd., Andover, Hants. [5653

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.—
1922 S'Ah.v. Rudge, sloping tank, I.O.M., £85;-

any model supplied. Write for list; easy terms ar-

ranged; second-hand machines taken in exchange.
[4411

1 Q20 3Vjh.p. Rudge and 35 en. sidecar, lamps, horn,

\*j screen, spare tyre and helt condition -pTt>-t;

70gns. ; deferred payments and exchanges.—Edwards,
SO, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [2373

RTJDGE I.O.M. 1920 3V&h.p. with Montgomery 1921

sidecar, in perfect condition, any trial, lamps,

Klaxon, kit of tools, spare tube, belt, knee grips;

l real bargain; offered for quick sale or nearest

offer; owner buying a car only reason for selling;

£78.—Fryer, Leominster. [5452

Spare Parts:

RUDGE Spares—Large quantity of W.D. spares for

disposal. See our advert. Parte and Accessories:

it will pay you.—Marks and Baron, Ltd.. Lancaster

Rd., Preston. TX5172
Scott.

1 Q22 Scott Models in stock, complete; £110; de-

J-i/ livered free.—Millard's, Scott Agents, .Chester-

field. [4276

CCOTT (Oct.), 1920, 3%h.p., fully equipped, condi-
O tion as new; £80; exchanges.—G. H. Tucker, Red-
clifje House, Bristol. 'Phone : 4042. [5206

SCOTT SQUIRREL in Stock; £105; the nifty sports

'bus; carriage paid.—G. H. Tucker, Scott Agent,
Redcliff Hill, Bristol. 'Phone : 4042. [5205

SCOTT 1920 3%h.p. combination; duplex frame,
spring saddle, petrol tank under top tubes, sur-

mounted by aluminium cover plate, lamps, horn, etc.,

Rennoc R. 34 type sidecar, lockers at rear, wind-
screen. A real bargain, £?5.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16,

Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St., EC. 3. 'Phone:
Avenue 554 8. , [0074

Sparc Parts:

GODFREYS', Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London,
W.I.—Complete stock of all Scott spare parts

nhvuys in stock. Write for free spare part list. [0751

SCOTT Service Depot.—Scott spares, new and second-

hand.—Cathedral Motor Works, 99, Gt. George

St., Liverpool. .
[5886

CCO'l'l itiders.—We keep huge stock new' and a-*.
£> Scott parts. Any part on approval against cash.—
Word Motors, Ltd., The Scott Specialists, 32, Hustler
St., Bradford. [0739

Singer.

£22/10.—Singer 2y,h.p., 2 speeds, countershaft (tax
paid 1922), beauty.—8, High St., Wandsworth.

[5657

£17.—Bargain, 2% Singer Sports; fast, low Bosch,
B. and B., long exhaust, smart, easy starter.

—

Ewers, Newton lid., Burton-on-Trent. [5627

1Q14 Singer Combination. 4'Ah.p., all-chain drive. 2-

Jl*/ speed, clutch and K.S., Bramble- sidecar, Binks
carburetter; lamps, horn, speedometer, mirror, new tyres

all round, superb condition throughout; 37 Ens.—
Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd.. South^KensingtoD. [5235

Stanger.

THE Machine of the moment is the Stringer V twin,
5h.p. 2-stroke. This machine is really a first-class

mount with wonderful power, and excellent smooth run-
ning, lifted with the reatest rear springing yet seen;
price £112/10. T Send for particulars.—Jones' Garage,
Muswell Hill. London. N.10. [0731

Sun.

QfJ GNS., exchange—1919 Sun-V.T.S., 2*troke, 2-

O/V speed, footboards.—Seabridge, Hansler Rd., -East
Dulwich. Sydenham 2452 [3668

SUN VITESSE 1920, 2%h.p., 2-speeds, 2-stroke,
horn, clutch, kick starter; £32/10.—Elce, Ltd.,

15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3.
Phone : Avenue 5548. [0072

Sunbeam.
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.—

3'Ah.p. 1917 Sunbeam; £80. [4427

£» 35.—Sunbeam 3V2h.p., 3-speed, kick start, requires
c£* assembling, few parts missing; Eeen any time.—
Snow, Laurel St., Dalston, E.8. [6037

THE
BURNING
QUESTION
Where shall you go

forthat Motorcycle

or Combination ?

Where can you get

at. such low prices -pro-

perly overhauled second-

hand machines with a

three months guarantee

(the same as for a."new

one) ? Where can you

see, and get quickest de-

liveries of, all New 1922

models ? Where can you

get the easiest of easy

terms ? Where can you

get the best genuine

allowance for your pre-

sent machine taken in

part exchange ?

The one and only answer

is :—The firm who special-

ises in these things and the

firm with the longest and
highest reputation—that is

The Service Co.

In addition — no matter

what you buy or how you
buy it, your satisfaction

is our one consideration.

Your enquiry, whether for

an inexpensive second-

hand lightweight or a

1922 Combination de Luxe,

will be esteemed.

PAYMENTS TO
SUIT

MOST POCKETS

1
289-293, High Holborn, London.

Telephone :

Holboin 6430.

Telegrams :

Admittedly, London.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

"I Q20 3%h.p; Sunbeam,- all on, good condition; 90
-4- *7 gns. ; stamp for particulars ; licence paid.—,
Sherren, 59, Ashburnham Rd., Bedford. [5651

8h.p. " Sunbeam " and sidecar, shop-soiled, spara
wheel and tyre; bargain, £185. Would entertain

exchange good solo and cash.—Harris, 51, Upton
Lane, Forest Gate, E.7. [5743

LATE 1920 3% Sunbeam Combination; electric light-

ing, legshields, perfect condition; 1922 tax paid;'
any trial; £120, or exchange 1921 Matchless-Magdyno
combination; cash either way.—" Nuthurst," Peter-;

sham Avenue, Byfleet. [5643

SUNBEAM 1919 8h.p. Combination, Lucas dynamo'
lighting, electric horn, spare wheel (unused)/

hood, side curtains, screen , Bonniksen trip speedo-
(

meter, watch, spare valves, etc.; £160.—Morley, 50,'

Norton Rd., Letohworth. [5588

1 Q20 3'/2h.p. Sunbeam, tip-top condition, Lucaslw lamps, horn, Watford speedometer, Tan-sad,'
straight througo plated pipe, and standard silencer,;

foot-rests, and boards, spare sprockets, etc., tax paid,!

£100 or near offer.—C. Locke, 9, Royal Crescent, 1

Cheltenham.
[5930J

Q3h,p, Sunbeam, 1914, mechanical condition per-|& 4 feet, straight through pipe* sporting bars,'

complete with Lucas lamps and horn, spare sprocket, 1

etc., fast, climb anything, tax paid, only wants seeing,]

Bargain,. £40.—H. Locke, 9, Royal Crescent, Chelten-J
ham., [5927

I Q21 3V2h.p. Sporting Model Sunbeam Motor Cycle,'
X-iJ complete with lump, generator, horn, and usual'

spares, cast aluminium plates, new in April last, and in"

exceptionally good condition, tyres unpunctured ; nearest
offer to £115.—Geoffrey Smith, The Motor Cycle,

Coventry. ' [X4285

"I Q20 $Vz Sporting Sunbeam, 3-speed, clutch, and
J-v kick start ; new Lucas lamps and horn.
Stewart trip speedometer, knee grips, pillion seat,'

aluminium disc tools and spares. Tyres and engine
in splendid order. Trial. Best offer secures.—D.
Thomas, 9, Mostyn Crescent, Llandudno. [5468

7rV m.p.h. 3Vjh.p. Sunbeam, 1921 model, winner,
• speed and reliability, special piston, con.-rod

and flywheels, three pairs of cams, racing cams 10
m.p.h. faster than standard, six sprockets, rat-trap

and Amac, Bgnnikson T.T and standard gears, spare
roller bearings and wheel spindles, two exhaust pipes,

lamps, horn, tools, Best & Lloyd automatic lubricator,

spare contact brakes, and £1 K.L.G., other spares;

outfit cost over £200; highest bid over £100 secures.

—Yates, junior, Grand Hotel, Morecambe. [5559

T.D.C.

T.D.C. De Luxe 1919, good condition, good tyres,

tax paid 1922, needs retiming, single or two
speeds, spare mag. ; owner no time to attend

; best

offer; all inquiries bv post.—E. Soames, 34, Cyprus
St., London, E.2. [5447

Thor.

£55.—Thor, 7.91i.p.. 1918, coachbuilt combination,
fully equipped, dyvnamo lighting, absolutely per-

fect.- Clapham Motors, High St., Clapham. 'Phone,

Latchmere 4290. [5716

Triumph.
"pREMIER Motor Co. ioz 1922 Triumphs.

IMMEDIATE Delivery of Type H 4h.p., 3-speed, £105;
Type SDi chain drive, £115; Type LAV, lightweight-

£65* sidecars from £20 to £50; easy payments 4% extra.

—Buy direct from the leading Triumph agents: The
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0627

18 Countershaft Triumph, perfect, £48.-24,
Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [5859

14 4h.p. Triumph, hub, accessories, licensed; per-

fect; £42.-62, Clyde Rd., Croydon. [5549

19
19
TRIUMPH 1919; splendid condition; all on- tax

paid; £80'.—555, Fulham Rd., S.W.6. [6024;

TO 18 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, £48.—Hillier, 9,

JiU Wallingford Avenue, North Kensington. [5867,

TRIUMPH Countershaft Combination; £65.-59,'
Palfrey Place, Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W.8.'

[5699

TRIUMPHS.—A fine assortment of all models in

stock at prices to suit all.—Ross. 86, High Rd.,

Lee. [5020

TRIUMPH 1919 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, ex-

cellent condition; £68.-57, Eltisley Avenue, Cam-
bridge. [5381

1

1 Q14 Triumph Combination, equipped, excellent con-]

Xt/ dition; £40; licensed.—47, Leigh Rd., East;

Ham. [6026

BABY - Triumph, 1919, countershaft, healthy

machine, equipped, £39.-7, Denzil Avenue,
Southampton. [5838;

1 014 T T. Triumph, Philipson speedometer, lamps.j

A«7 very fast. Bargain, £30.—Thomson, 47, Station'

Rd., Hitchin. [5829]

4h.p; Triumph Combination, 1918, recently over-
1

hauled makers, excellent condition throughout,?

smart, fast, fully equipped, tax paid, any trial, £75.

—Clean, 52,- Claremont Rd., Surbiton. [5821

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES F0R SALE.
Triumph.

R1CARDO Triumph, delivery early February;
under list price; E. Yorks.

£5
Box 8307, c/o The

Motor Cycle.
.
[5998

TRIUMPH Junior " 1921," brand new, slightly

soiled; £58.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St.,

Acton. London. . .
[6061

J.Q16
Countershaft Triumph Combination. Tax paid

*J 1922. _ t65 or near offer.—Sealey, 88,
Prince's Avenue, Watford. . . [5875

32/10.—Triumph 3'wh.p., 3 speeds, clutch, lamps,
&j horn (tax paid 1922); honest bargain.—8, High
St., Wandsworth. [5661

TRIUMPH' Countershaft, perfect condition, fully

equipped; £50. Extended payments.—33, Hack-
ford Rd., Brixton. [5b/u

O 75.—Triumph-Gloria Combination
;
1919, Easting

3* wind screen, good lamps, carefully used.—Snow,
Laurel St., Dalston, E.8. . [6036

£65.—Triumph 4h.p. Combination, countershaft,
gear, accessories (tax ; paid 1922), engine No.

48400.—8, High St., Wandsworth. . [5t55

31h.p. Triumph Coach Combination, 2-speed, K.S.,
£? equipped, perfect; first 29 gns. secures.—Rams-

den's, May Bell Avenue, Blackpool. [5c89

1 Q18 Triumph -Combination <1920 Mill ford side-

X«7 bar), fully equipped
£65._24, Colvin Rd.

splendid
Thornton Heath,

condition
[5967

BABY Triumph, .1921, as new, done 1,000 miles,
tvres perfect, fully insured, b&st lamp and horn;

£47.—Gowiog, 1'incham, King's Lynn. [4533
1 Q22 4h.p. model H Triumph, Semi T.T. handle-Iw bars, not done 100— miles, absolutely perfect
condition; £96.—Tippen, Marden, Kent. [5746

F.O.C.H., the Triumph agents. 1922 ' models ~

in
stock. Cash, exchange, or deferred payments.

—

5, Heath St., Hampstead. (Near Tube.) [5532

1 Q 20 Triumph Combination, Montgomery sidecar,
J-«7 electric lighting, Klaxon, condition as new;
£85.-14, Devonshire Rd., Forest Hill. [5oay

1 Q18 Triumph, good condition, all on, tyres- good,
-1-v only done 2 ,000 miles ; £55. or near offer.—
R. Marnbam, 27, Green St., Cambridge. [5670

3.1 h.p. Triumph, recently overhauled, lamps, horn,
2 speedometer, excellent condition; £28.—Ed-

wards, Homestead, Lems>Iord Rd., St. Albans. [5577

LONGMAN BROS., Bond St., Ealing. Telephone:
689. Official district agents.—All Triumph

models. Cash, exchange, or deferred payments. [5787

TRIUMPH-GLORIA 4h.p. Combination " 1915,*
3-speed, countershaft gear, thoroughly renovated;

£75.— Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London.
[6062

£30.—Triumph Combination, Grado gear, lamps,
horn, pillion, absolutely perfect.—Clapham

Motors, High St., Clapham. 'Phone, Latchmere 4290
[5718

"1Q18 Triumph Combination, renovated by Triumph
-S-t/ June, excellent -condition; £65; or Morgan and
idjustment.—The Haven, 120, Sutherland Rd., -Croy-
lon. . i [5546

TRIUMPH, exchanges; several 1917 4h.p. combina-
tions at £69-£75. Also several lightweights. Ex-

changes.—Newnham Motors, 223, Hammersmith Rd.,
Loudon. [5813

TRIUMPH Combination -1918, guaranteed perfectr
any trial, 2 horns, lamps, speedometer, Easting

screen; £85, or near offer.— 191, Amhurst Rd.,
lackney. [5573

£1)0.—Countershaft Triumph. Combination," Sunbeam
sidecar, excellent condition, accessories, spares,

rtsured £100, tax paid.—15, Elsenham' St., South-
ields, S.W. [5602

TRIUMPH Model H. (1921 renovated by makers),
lamp?, horn, tools, T.T. bars, verv smart machine,

ittle used, cost £109. Bargain, £72/10.-365, King
Hammersmith. [5889

3-speed, hub gear, Mont-
screeu, lamps, carrier,"

iorn. spares. Tax paid ; £65 or offer.—Seen. 26,
'lumstead Rd., S.E.18. [5470

1 Q13 Triumph with 3|£ Precision engine, penect
*-*/ condition, sound tyres, water-tight Magneto.
largain, £15/10.-26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. Tele-
hone: Brixton 1292. [5956
I Q21 4h.p. Triumph; chain drive. New in June.
*-v Light sidecar attached. Good accessories. New
ondition. £100. Take half down. Other good
louats wanted.—Bunting's, Wealdstoue. [5911
TRIUMPH 1918 4h.p., 3-speed, not.W.D., iamps,A etc., excellent condition and appearance; 49
ns.; cash or exchange.—Longmau Bros., Bond St
.ahug. Telephone: 689. .- [5791
I Q18-19 4h.p. Triumph Combination, practically
. .

brand new, R 34 -sidecar, screen, lame

TRIUMPH 1914% (4h.p.)
* gomery sidecar, hood.

ilul condition; £69 10s,
Id., Dalston, London, N.l

.
screen, lamps, beau-

no offers.—37, Canterbury
[6051

We are the North "London agents, andPE1UHPHS;
P- can deliver fiom stock" for cash, deferred' pay-
uents, or exchange-Jones' Garage. Maswell Hill, and
Vf^sKip Parade, _N Vinohle" , T0382
TRIUMPH Comb., 4h.p: 1920; mechanical lubrica-
- tion. Lucas lamps, sporting sidecar, perfect con-
ition; £80.—S. &-B. Motors, 16, King"s College Rd,
anip-ileHd : 3 mm Rwvm nnn»no tvt r? a» rc-v»*3 rain. Swiss Cottage, M.E.T. [6034

Your Chance
is To-day!

TO-DAY you can secure a
* brand new 1921 INDIAN
POWERPLUS Motor Cycle,
with full Electrical Equipment, straight
from the factory and guaranteed by
the makers, at

UNDER COST PRICE.
Solo - - - - £110
Combination - £ 140

DON'T HESITATE. The number is

limited, and orders are arriving by
every post.

May we send you full particulars and r

specification ?

1922 MODELS
We doubt if it is possible anywhere in
London to see a finer selection :

of
1922 Models than now exhibited at
Godfrey's.
Our stock includes such well-known
makes as

A.J.S., B.S.A., Levis, Triumph, Indian,
Scott, Scott Sociable, Matchless, New
Imperial, Excelsior, Massey Arran,
Hawker, Quadrant, Morean Runabout,
Coventry Eagle, Rudge, Zenith, &c, &c.

WRITE FOR FULL LIST OF NEW
1921 MODELS AT GREATLY RE-
DUCED PRICES, AND ALSO OUR
SPECIAL LIST OF GUARANTEED
SECONDHAND MACHINES

which we have taken in part exchange
and have thoroughly overhauled.

CREDIT TERMS 4% only
except in those cases where manu-
facturers have fixed rates.

LIGHT CARS.
8 h.p. ROVER.

10 h.p. BAYLISS THOMAS.

GODFREY'SrLtd.
208, Great Portland Street, London, W.l

Ri pairs Depot:
14 Miller St.,

N.W.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Triumph.

1 Q17 Triumph 4h.p. countershaft, in really nica
J~*7 condition, £52/10. 1919 Triumph Combina«
tion, fine condition, £75.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale.
'Phone; Hampstead 1353. (Private House Garage.)

[5978

IO20 Triumph, Watsonian 50 gna. coupe sidecar^
J- *f electric lighting, speedometer. Brooks cantilever
spring saddle, excellent condition ; 87 gns. ; exchanges
and deferred payments.—Edwards, 50. Harrington Ed.,
Vuth Kensington. 1 5236

TRIUMPH, 1921, renovated, 3-speed, kick starter,
M.B. clutch, new type, front forks (Drrid),

Lucas lamps, Cowey horn, semi-T.T. bars, guaranteed
new condition and mechanically sound, £70.—Gibb';
Northgate, Gloucester. [5928
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shce Lane. Fleet St., E.C.-
»
» 1922 Triumphs, 4h.p., all chain models, 3

speeds, £115; 4h.p. chain and belt, £105: 2*4h.p. 2-
stroke model, £65; 4h.p. combination, £145. Easy
terms and exchange.—'Phone: Holboru 5777. [4400
1Q21 Soiled Triumph Sports Combination, complete,
J-^tax Dec.. 1922, fully insured, smartest lot in
London, £120; 1920, perfect, as new, Gloria S/C.,
fully equipped, tax paid, insured 100 gns.—Knight,
126, Upper Tooting Rd. 'Phone: Streatham 2390.

[0771
'pRlUMPH, 1921 Model H. issued new November,A 1921, complete with C.B. sidecar, and fitted with
3 lamps and horn ; originally cost £ 137 / 10 ; very
small mileage and indistinguishable from new; £110
rash.—The Layton Garages. 30, Holywell St., Oxford.
Telegrams, " Integrity," Oxford. [6057

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, type S.D., chain
drive, new pattern, front mudguard, etc., Lucas

e'ectric lighting, Bonniksen speedometer, very com-'
pletely equipped, condition as new, specially picked
machine, Stirling leg shields, £150.—Premier Motor Co.,
\<=+nn Rd., Birmingham. [6069

THREE Months' Guarantee with every machine pur-
chased from us. We have several countershaft

Triumphs, fitted with 75% brand new warts, including
engines, gear boxes, etc., fully equipped, lamps, ev

c.

;

£77. Extended payments. Come and inspect our
stock. Also any brand new model sunplied. Let us
book your order.—The Triumph Specialists, The H»ck-
ford Eng. Co., 33, Hackford Rd„ Brixton. , [5569

S-nnrp Parts

:

rfiRIUMPII Spares; immediate delivery.— Kays, 8,
JL Bond St., Ealing. [3615

TRIUMPH Spare Paits for all models, also Sturmey-
Archer gear parts from- stock, post free. Gear

overhauls by specialist.—Jones' Garage, Broadway,
MusweJl Hill, N.10. [0746

Trump.
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., E.C.-

1922 Trump-Japs, 2' 4h.p. engine; £60; easy
terms and exchange. [4401

Velocette.
"|0 22 Velocette.—Immediate delivery of any model
J- 1/ from Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[X5239
022/10—Velocette 2*411. p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds, chain^ drive, wonderful lot (tax paid 1922).— 8, High
St., Wandsworth. [5658

£25 Cash.—Velocette, 2 speeds, all-chain drive,

Klaxon, licensed 1922, leg shields, splendid out-

fit; genuine bargain.—89, East Hill, Wandsworth^
[5324

VELOCETTE, 1921. fully equipped, issued new Nov.,
1921, and not done 200 miles, indistinguishable

troni new; £50.—The Laytoj Garages, 30, Holywell St..

Oxford. - [51£9

VELOCETTE 1921 2*4h.p. 2-stroke, mechanical lubri-

cation, brand new; the last of our stock of this

model; list price £65; bargain at £52/10.—The Layton
Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 15188

ORDER Your Velocette from G. H. Tucker, Redd iffe

Hill, Bristol, carriage paid to any address in Eng-
land; vour mount taken in part payment for one of

ihese wonderful machines.—'Phone : 4042 Bristol.
[5204

NEW Velocette, 1921 model, with internal expanding
brakes to both wheels, and other latest improve-

ments at enormous reductions, 2-speed £55, 3-speed

£62 lady's open frame £55; carry makers' full guaran-

tee;- easy payments only 4% extra.—Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Rd., Birmingham. [X5240

Verus.

1 Q21 Verus, 4h.p. Blackburne engine, 3-speed, clutch
X*J and K.S., perfect condition throughout; £78, .or

fitted new coachbnilt sidecar, £90
:
deferred payment or

exchanges —Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd.. South Ken-
sington. L5241

Verus= Blackburne.

1 O20 (October) 27
;4 Verus-Blackburne, 2-speed,

Xtf clutch, kick start; -splendid order and appear-

ance. Lamps, horn, pump, mirror, Cowey trip, knee
grips tools, spares. Tax paid 1922. Mileage, 2,000.

P.50;' offers. Must sell. (Bedford.)—Box 8,289, c/o

The ^otor 'Cycle: [5524

Villiers.

1 Q GNS.—2""4 Sun-Villiers; topping condition; trial
X«7 2 up, fully equipped; perfect order.—181, New-
ton Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [5628

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adve
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired.

rtisement, and the date of the issue

marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
ViUiers.

-| Oj21 Carfield-Villiers; indistinguishable from_new
It/ 2-speed, chitcli, kick start ; 39kick start

Newton Ed., Burton-on-Trent.
gns.—Ewers,

[5629

49 gns.— 4', Elm Gardens, Hammersmith.

049.—Williamson 8h.p. W.C. combination,

Werner.
4h.p. Werner, perfect order, last, smart; £12/10;

stamp.—17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. 1.5677

Williamson.
8h.p, Air-cooled Williamson Combination, equipped,

spares, speedometer, wind screen, beautiful outfit;
[5592

fully

equipped, 3 speeds," clutch, kick start, exceptional

bargain.—Clapham Motors, High St., Glapham. 'Phone,

Latehmere 4290. [571/

Wooler.

WOOLER, 1921, eliop-soiled. complete with best P.H.
head lamp and horn; to clear £70.-Allen and

Binns, Ltd., Glossop Ed., Sheffield. 14557

THE Bargain of the Year, never to be repeated.—

3 brand new shop-soiled 1921 2% Woolers, com-
plete with lamps, generator, horn, tool kit, instruction

book, etc., .£55 each. First come first served.

HOLLIDAY Bros., 20, Queen St., Hammersmith,
W.6. (opposite Hammersmith Post Office).

'Phone, 1944 Hammersmith. [5896

Zenith.

ALLAN GRUZELIER, Specialist in Zenith motor-
cycles.

/"^OME and buy a Bradshaw, and be in the fashion!

TXTHAT they did in the Exeter, they will do for you

!

*| Q22 Sports model Bradshaw, 70 m.p.h., £127.

1 Q22 Show Model, chain-drive Bradshaw, £119.

-J
Q22 Gradua Gear Model, £113.

"I Q21 Gradua Gear Model, slightly soiled, £95.

SECONDHAND prices are down; follow the crowd
and buy.

1 Q22 8h.p. Sports engined countershaft combina-
J-*/ tion; complete equipment, £160.

"I Q22 5h.p. Sports, slightly soiled. Bargain price,
-L«7 £95.

1O20 8h.p. Sports, as new; complete equipment,
«7 £75.

"1 Q21 8h.p. Countershaft model, new; £110.

"PREFERRED payments if desired.

LONDON Office:—Ulster Chambers, 168, Regent St.,

W. Regent 205.

SHOWROOM and workshops -.—Knight and Wheat-
ley, 4, The Pavement, Coulsdon. Purley 1277.

[5528
"1 15-16 5b.p. Zenith Combination; electric light-
-Lt/ in g; £6 4.

—

e,oss> 86f High Rd., Lee. [5491

well-equipped,
[5832

Zenith Combination, used very little,
condition, £100.—53, Brixton Ed.,

B.W.9. [5761

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St., EC-
New 1922 Zenith-Bradshaw; £113; easy terms

and exchnnge. [4402
"IQ 19-20 Zenith 5h.p. Sports, speedometer, Klaxon,
J-*-* etc.; 56 gns. Exchanges.—Kent's, 417, Lord
St., Suiithport. [5757

ZENITH Shop-soiled 8h.p. Sporting, clutch models
and combination; bargain prices.—Mainstone.

Union St., Ryde. [5339

JfEANK WH1TWOETH, Ltd-, 139, New St., Bir-
rnjnphnm. for immedinte delivery from stock nf

[0711

speedometer,
£70.—Clark,

[6015

ZENITH, 1921, 5h.p., Sports model,
like new, £70.—Sinclair, East Molesey.

1Q20 sh.p.
perfect

Zenith-Bradshaw; price £119.

ZENITH 1920 6 h.p. Sports, lamps,
horn, taxed 1922, new condition

;

7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.

8 h.p. Zenith Combination, hood and screen,
speedometer, lamps, £45.-28, Woodford Rd.,

Forest Gate. 'Phone, Stratford 2598. [5943

1 Q19 Sh.p. Zenith and Swan sporting sc., lamps,
-I-*/ speedometer, Klaxon, very good condition; 75
gns.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensinfrt-Mi

[6017

ZENITH, exchanges, all new models supplied. Ex-
_changes. 1920 8h.p. sports combination, splen-

did condition, all accessories; £90.—Newnham Motors,
223, Hammersmii-n Rd., London. [5814
'"|Q20 8h.p. Zenith Combination, countershaft, Swanlw sidecar, all accessories, speedometer, oerfect
condition; £87/10.-4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith.

[5593

ZENITH 5-6h.p. Combination, lamps, horn, tools,

pump, excellent condition; nearest £65. Ex-
change lower power.—Wadsworth, " Holmhurst," New
Wanstead, E.ll. [5697

mmw^ffj
The intending purchaser of a motor-

cycle avoid; all risk if he places

himself in the hands of a reputable

agent. The transaction is not then

a battle of wits, and the buyer does

not need a profound knowledge of

matters mechanical to ensure receiv-

ing value for his money.

fl THE EASTERN GARAGE CO.

confine their contracts for new
motor-cycles to a comprehensive

range of models produced only by

the most reliable makers, and any

machine they recommend can there-

fore be depended upon for good

service.

^1 In the case cf secondhand motor-

cycles it is the inflexible rule of

THE EASTERN GARAGE
COMPANY to overhaul each one

in detail and issue a full guarantee

with it. In this way they accept

responsibility for the condition of

the machine and the purchaser is

relieved of any concern a; to its

mechanical efficiency.

^ If you will apply for catalogues of

new mode's or a list of secondhand

motor-cycles you are certain to

obtain the machine that is most

suited to your requirements, and any

advice you may need will be given

in a capable and courteous manner.

f$ Should you desire to extend pay-

ment over a period, the transaction

would be confined sole'y to yourself

and the Company, and the charge

for this accommodation is only 4°/,

except in the case of one or two

makes the manufacturers of which

have fixed a higher rate for credit

sales of their new models.

<fl
The fact that THE EASTERN GARAGE
COMPANY value above all else the good

name they have earned, demands that their

every effort be devoted to ensuring the

satisfaction of each- and every one of their

customers.

THE EASTERN GARAGE CO.
(Official Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U.. A.A., & U.V.)

418 ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E.7.

490 East Ham;
" Egaraco, London."

Telephone
Telegrams

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith

ZENITH 1920 combination, 8h.p. countershaft
Zenith sidecar, mechanical condition perfect, tw>

tyres practically new, very fast, arty trial; £95.-
Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchley ltd. Hampsteai
7822. [5961

Iji.O.CH., the Zenith agents. 1922 models in stock

cash, exchange, or deferred payments. Soun<
secondhand machines in stock.—5, Heath St., Hamp
stead. (Near Tube.) [553!

"I Q20 Zenith 8h.p., clutch, Henderson Elite side
J-& car, beautiful outfit, new condition, used 801

miles; sacrifice, £105, near offer.—Elms, 433, Brix
ton Rd.. S.W. 'Phone : Brixton 704. [490!

ZENITH 1921 Countershaft, new type 5-6h.p. engine
ivide tank, speedometer, horn, Lucas lamps, nnl;

run few -miles, £85.: 1920 8b. p. combination, equipped
£105.—Clark, 7, Exhil irion Ed., S.W.7. L524I

1Q21 Zenith Combination, 8h.p., countershaft, com
J-*/ plete with all accessories, only run a few mile!

sidecar special finish, the whole looks new, £125.-
Harriu,.14

J Gt. Marlborough St., W.I [607:

1 Q22 Zeniths, all models.—5h.p J.A.P., counter
A«-* shaft, £118 ; with sidecar, £147 ; immediat
delivery ;- actual Show model in stock. Order earlv —
South Eastern Garage, Heme Hill, SJS.24. [584:

BARGAIN I 6h.p. Countershaft Zenith, clutch, kicl

starter, lamps, horn, beautiful condition, guar

anteed sound; £48 (with posh coach-built sidecai

£56); exchange.—89, East Hill Wandsworth. [5321

1 Q22 Zenith-Bradshaw in stock for immediate <fc

-Li/ livery; £118; cash, exchange, or extended paj

ments.—Allen-Bennett Motor Co., Ltd., 9-10-11, Roya
Parade, London Rd.. West Croydon. 'Phone: Croydo:
2450. [073'

1 £|20 (Sept.), 6h.p. Sports Zenith-Binks, horn, le

-LJ7 shields, mileage 6,500, 5-60 m.p.h., 80 m.p.g
tyres, belt, and condition perfect, new spare tyre am
tube, £95 or near offer.—Cooke, 7, Trumpington St.

Cambridge. [576

QA Bore o.h.v. 8-10h. p. Zenith, late 1921 model, cos
*s" £150, nickel plated tank, 2 nickel plated exhaus
pipes to end of back mndguard, one on either side o

back wheel, in perfect running order, will dust anything
smartest and sportiest bike on the road; open to reason

able offer.—Apply. Castle, 2e, Portman Mansions, Bake
St. 'Phone : Langham 1843, or East 747. [545'

7-9 M.A.G.-ZENITH, 1921, specially built for racinj

engine, special . with aluminium pistons, er

larged ports, racing cam, latest mag., Ama
700x80 tyres, largest Lucas, Watford 80 m.p.t

speedometer, lap Brooklands 66 m.p.h., with sidecai

over 80 solo, with paddle off. In perfect conditio:

inside and ont, the- only machine of its kind in exiel

ence. £115 cash, or exchange 1922 close ratio Norto

and cash.—186, London Rd.,. Twickenham. [590

Lady Motor Cycles.

I>RANE WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139. 'New St., Bii

minghiim. distributing agents for <Ue Lady's Iv]

daintiest of all ladies' machines; £62. complete. Sen

for list. _ T072

VELOCETTE 1922 Models are fitted with clutch am
kick starter ; write for particulars of the nei

Model EL2 lady's open frame 2-speed, all-chain dri?«

all-black weatherproof finish, £65; the ideal lady
1

mount.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Binning
ham. [X524

Miscellaneous.

B' Omegaj
Booth;

B^

B'

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desi

ARGAINS.—New O.K.'s. Ariels, Harleys,
Quadrants; exchanges entertained.

Motories, Halifax.

ARGAINS.— 1920 Matchless combination, detach
able wheels, £130/10/6; 6h.p. Zenith combina

tion, £49/10/6.—Booths' Motories. Halifax.

ARGAINS.—1917 Allon, 3-speed gear, clutch, kicl

starter, lamps, speedometer, £42/10/6.—Booth!
Motories.

BOOTHS' Bargains—1920 Sun, 2 speeds, clutel

£39/10/6; 4-eyl. F.N., 2 speeds, £22/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—Harley-Daridson combinatioi
mileage 300, £139/10/6; free engine Triumph

£22/10/6.
"DO0THS' Bargains.—1920 Wooler, £49/19/6; 3JS
JJ 2-speed Enfield, £29/10/6. .

OOTHS' Bargains.—8h.p. Premier combinatioi
£49/10/'6; 1914 Phelon and Moore, £35/10/6.

OOTHS' Bargains.—Matchless combination, ;

-peed, countershaft, £69/10/6; 1920 3'/iII.I

Ariel, £69/10/6.
OOTHS' Bargains.—4h.p. Douglas's, £55/10/6
another, £59/10/6; 1914 4h.p. Douglas COB

bination, electric, £85/19/6.

OOTHS' Bargains.—1920 8h.p. Tamplin, £79/10/6
1920 Morgan De Luxe, £165/10/6, cos

£250/10; nearly new Ariel combination, £85/10/6
[new 3V,h.p. 3-speed Ariel, £87/10/6; new 41,2h.j

Quadrant combination, £100; several others, cheap

push cycles taken exchange.—Booths' Motories, Porl

land Place, Halifax. 'Phone: 1062. [514

-tf\/e —Goggles, Mask, R.A.F., Mark II, new, 10/f

J-VJ Flying helmets, long, 26/6; short, 17/-.-

Fleming Co., Redcar, Yorks. [592

BUNTING'S Buy, Sell, or Exchange
motor cycle. State ;:out requirement

|| take to do your bushier and give yen satisfaciiQ

|| tance immaterial -Ua'-iting's Motuj Ksclmc^e.
J I stone

advertisement, and the dnte of the issue

red, marked (P).

B c

B c

B c

B c

We Hade
n Dii

\Veit!i
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

IXEMSWORTH.—Send for catalogues and terms.

1EMSWORTH.—Late Feb. delivery guaranteed.
Reconditioned W.D., Douglas, Clyno, P. and M.,

45, others from £25. Hire purchase, l/5th down.

JEMSWORTH.—Combinations from £50 upwards.
X Lists free

JEMSWORTH.—Exchanges a Speciality. Let us
1 quote you.

IEMSWORTH.—New 1922 Models. Hire purchase,
l/5th down.

IEMSWORTH.—Sidecars Renovated any colour, £3
carriage paid home. Send that old sidecar, we

ill return it like new.

IEMSWORTIL—We are still buying second-hand
machines.

"TEMSWORTH.—Ring up Hemsworth Exchange,
T- they will put you straight through to us. Two
•w lines just installed.

IEMSWORTH Motor Works, Hemsworth, Nr.
Wakefield. [6078

918 2-speed 2%h.p. two-stroke Federation; £22,
all on.—Clarkson, 5, Gibbeson St., Lincoln.

[5440
.yANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.—Finest selection
i

» motor cycles, combinations, to choose from in
: indon.

JfANDSWORTH.—Buy your motor cycle from the
' old-established firm. Backed by 24 vears' ex-
rience. Satisfaction guaranteed.

yANDSWORTH.—Eaey terms. The only firm to
» give immediate delivery first deposit.

yANDSWORTH.—1920 Kenilworth l^h.p., lamps,
" looks just like new; sacrifice, 22 gns. Ex-
anges.

yANDSWORTH.—Tourist T.T. 3%h.p., magneto,
" fine sporting type machine, fast; 25 gns. j^x-
anges.

yANDSWORTH.—Motosacoche 2U>h.p., magneto,
* variable gear, nice little running machine; 23
s. Exchanges.

yANDSWORT-u.—Bradbury 4h p., rnagneto, _2
I" speeds, fine powerful machine; cheap, '26 gns.
fcchanges.

yANDSWORTH.—Premier 3%h.p
,

* gear, just like new; bargain
fanges.

,'yANDSWORTH—Triumph

magneto; Grado
29 gns..- Ex-

drive, ready drive away
yANDSWORTH —Singer

3V2h.p.,
22" gns.

magneto, 3
Exchanges.

magneto, belt-
Exchanges.

Lightweight " 2y^h.p.,
speeds, lamps, nice condition; 32

yANDSWORTH.—Rudge 3i/
2h.p.,

* speeds, kick, newly enamelled;
changes.

magneto,
_ only 36

rjANDSWORTH.-Triumph 3y2h.p., magneto, 3
» soeeds. clutch, verv nice manhiT.fi: 45 ens.speeds, clutch
changes.

very nice machine; 45 gns.

yANDSWORTH.—Triumph, nice coach-built Com-
'» bination 3 l/»h.p.

t
3 speeds, lamps, special; £5

.
-. Exchanges.

[/"ANDSWORTH.—Bat-Jap coach-built Combination
" 8h.p. Twin, 3 speeds, lamps; 55 gns. Ex-

' inges.

' 'JANDSWORTH.—Premier coach-built Combina-
' tion 3'/jh.p., 3 speeds, lamps; very cheap', 39

U, Exchanges.

yANDSWORTH.-Zenith 3y2h.p. J.A.P.", Gradua
[' gear, kick starter, nice condition; 49 gns. Ex-
lingefc

[7ANDSWORTH.—F.N. latest 7h.p., 4 cyl., 3
t speeds, lamps, speedometer, beauty ; 68 gns.
changes.

yANDSWORTH.—Rudge coach-built Combination,
7 2 speeds, kick, lamps, newly enamelled; 45 gns.

. chairiges.

yANDSWORTH.—1920 Harley-Davidson coach-
* built Combination 7-9h.p., 3 speeds; .gift, 95
5. Exchanges.

[7"ANDSWORTH.-1920 Bradbury with Grindley, 3

£LE

TAYLORS

Sole London and District Distributing Agents
for A.J.S, Excelsior, and Dunelt Motor Cycles.

THERE is far more satisfaction and much
greater security in buying a. good machine

from a reliable Agent than in picking it up

anywhere—you know what we mean. Taylors

have 12 years of honest trading at the back of

them and a reputation second to none amongst

Motor Cycle dealers. There is a reason ! ! Taylors

have always made it their business to take just as

much interest in their customers as in their pro-

spective customers; in other words—Taylors give

real service.

SOME TYPICAL EXAMPLES OF
1922 MOTOR CYCLE VALUE.

Enfield s h. P . c<>m t, £140
.--, Dynamo Lighting, £18 extra.

Matchless 12&. £160
AlMAl

Sports Model. £19ffAriCl 3|h.p. Comb. Xil&t)

P&M 4,,,c m, £130
Triumph a *.„ «. £145
D»l3.A« 4 1 h. p. Comb. Zilsj"
Send for detailed specifications of any of the above
machines, or ask for^Catalogue descriptive of any other
make" of machine required—we can supply promptly.
Any Motor Cycle can be purchased on our Extended
Payment System, and our terms are only 4 per cent, on
the purchase price of the machine selected,, except where
stipulated otherwise by. the manufacturers. Application

form sent on receipt of postcard.

SPECIAL.
We have an excellent stock of High-class Shop-soiled and
Secondhand Motor Cycles and Combinations to offer at

very attractive prices for cash or purchase out of income.
Please write for detailed list.

speeds, lamps, nearly new; 79 gns. Exchanges.

yANDSWORTH.^1915 Indian Special T.T. 7h.p.

.

V Twin, clutch, very fast; 39 gns. Exchanges,

'ifANDSWORTH.—Minerva 7h.p. Twin, Bosch, 2
:* speeds, drive away ; 22 gns. Exchanges.

i7ANDSWORTH —Scott 3%h.p. Twin, water-cooled,
]» 2 speeds, drive away; cheap, 29 gns. Ex-
jmges. ^
i^ANDSWORTH Exchanges.—Wandsworth Motor

Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth. (Town
Jttion.) 'Phone: Latchmere 4686. [5953

921 Lightweight Drop-Back Frame, complete
26x2*4 wheels, new tyres, tank, " Druids,"

idguards, carrier, saddle, T.T. bars, Albion 2-speed
ubnx, sacrifice £16. No rubbish.—56, Lawrence
11, Bristol. [5637

, ONGMAN BROS., Bond St., Ealing., Telephone,
' 689. The cheapest house in London for guar-
teed secondhand machines at prices below any
fiers offered. Every machine overhauled before sale.

rite for list. [5784

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

when desired, marked (P^.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms

—

Motor Cycles and Cars,

52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington,

Accessories, Spare Parts and Repairs,

21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.I

Wholesale

—

38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.I.

Garage: Tottenham Court Road, W.i.
'Phones: Accessories and Repairs, Museum 1240.

Motor Cycles and Cars, Kensington 7260.

Telegrams: "Dynametro, Westcent, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

JONES Garage.—1920 2}ih.p. Douglas, 3-speed, kick
start, h.b.c. clutch, absolutely perfect; £68.

TONES Garage.—1920 4'/i.h.p. Quadrant Combina-
«J tion, unscratched, all lamps, and Easting wind-
screen; £82/10.
TONES Garage.—Late 1919 3%h-P.. P and M. Com-" • bination, as new and in showroom condition, not
W.D., fully equipped; £80.
TONES Garage.—1919 Spur-Villiers, 2-speed, not« used since March, 1920, absolutely penect and
as new; £40.
TONES Garage.—1918 James 2%h.p. 2-stroke, 2-
*J speed, fully equipped, in excellent order; £35.
TONES Garage.—1917 2?ih.p. 2-speed Douglas, fully" equipped, thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed
perfect; £42/10.
TONES Garage.—1914 7-9h.p. 2-speed Indian, 2
*/ almost new tyres, thoroughly overhauled and
guaranteed perfect; £40.
TONES.—1921 Matchless Combination, fully equipped," M.A.G. engine, absolutely as new and perfect.
This week's special bargain, £130.
TONES.-1914 3'/2h.p. Humber Combination, fully« equipped, recently done up, a trustworthy pre-
war 'bus; £47/10.
TONES Garage.—Full particulars of any of the above" machines will be sent you with the greatest of
pleasure.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, London, N.10.

1020 Clyno, £38; 1914 2%h.p. Douglas, £40.—
-Li* Box 8,300, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6002

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
/~1ASH

RAITING
TfOB MOTOR CYCLES

PJOMBINA'liON or Solo, any quantity, any make.
v-' Spot cash.—Write, 'phone, or call T. & B. Motor
Co., Ltd., 3/2, Euston Rd. Museum 6581 [5564

ALWAYS Buy

©OLOS, combinations, cycle cars. It in town, write,
k-7 phone, or call. If country, send to London
;,
e
,

rm̂ n
V.
s - We "ollect free and send best cash offer.-

JVn,
Dunn

'
Ltd- 326 - Euston Rd.. London. Museum

^E ARE m6 ~

A CTUAL BUYERS.

T3LEASE oiler us your Motor Cycle- or Combination.
J- We pay cash on sight. Write, 'phone, or call
Percy & Co., 314-316, Euston Rd., N.W.I. Museum
1337. {5995
PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place

for disposing of motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a cash
offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure of a
good cheque if you sell your machine at Palmer's

Garage. ^
PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of men

have, sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of
motor cycles in the weekly auction sale every

Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage charge is

incurred until 7 days' notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
from any London railway station. The auction

sale is. held every-Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash offer not ac-
cepted, machine can be included in Auction Sale

held every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fix the price and
we do the rest. '

•

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms : Selling com-
mission, 7V-'X, not chargeable unless machine Is

sold. If no salej a nominal auction fee is charged :

For motor cars, 20/-; motor cycles under £50 value,

5/-; ditto over £50 value, 10/-. When we effect a sale

these charges are cancelled and commission charged.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogue free. Tel.

;

208 Streathara. Telegrams : Palmer's Garage,

Tooting. [5882

LIGHTWEIGHT, must be cheap, for cash.—Syd., 10,

Graham Road, Dalston, London. [5613London.

j)3h.p, Douglas or Triumph wanted, must be reason-

£4, able—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [6030

£45.-MODERN Combination wanted, about

R. Davis. 4, Buller Road, N.W.10.

W

Write
[5601

4h.p. Combination, 1920, fully equipped, for £80.—
J. W. Watts, Betherfden, Ashford, Kent. [5691

WANTED, Modern Solos; highest prices given;

cash on sight.—4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith.
[5594

ANTED, motor cycle, any condition; cheap for

cash.—61, Grand Parade, Harringay, N. [4115

A33

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are,
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
33 h.p. Douglas, New Imperial, etc., late model,
4 . immediate cash.—H., 63, Solon Rd., Brixton.

[5673

SUNBEAM Combination, 1919-20; write lowest;
private buyer.—106, Sydney Rd., Raynes Park.

[5767

TWO-STROKE Machine ; condition immaterial ; state
lowest for cash.—97, Latchmere Rd., Battersea.

[5777

WANTED, Motor Cycles lor cash or exchange.—
Longman Bros., Bond St., Ealing. Telephone

:

689. [5797

WANTED, Late Combination or Solo, must be
cheap.—Station Hotel, Braniley Rd.j Notting Hill,

W.10. [5603

T*7~ANTED, - Sporting 1920 21/22 Solo or with
*» Canoelet.—Buckhurst, 15, Westmoorland Rd.,

Barnes. [5694

COMBINATION wanted; Matchless, A.J.S., or simi-
lar outfit.—Thompson, 253, Munster Road,

Jt-ulham. [5648

WANTED, late Model Solo or Combination; spot
cash paid.—436, Whitehorse Rd., Thornton

Heath. [5744

tf?50 cash waiting for best 1918 or later countershaft
c*' Triumph.—Particulars to Box 8271, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [5423

LEVIS or Baby Triumph for cash or allowance in
exchange.—Bunting's Motors, Wealdstone.

Closed Sundays. [5914

FOUR-STROKE Solo, 1918, "later; about £35.—Par-
ticulars, Knight, " Heath ville," Powys Lane,

Palmers Green. [5442

PRIVATE Buyer, single cylinder, solo or combina-
tion.—Particulars, lowest cash, Sayers, 40, Gt.

Ormond St., W.C. [5416

WANTED, Douglas Combination, guaranteed per-

fect, not earlier 1919; lowest price.—Box 8,306,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [5997

WANTED, Motor Cycles and Combinations ; any
condition; must be cheap for cash.—R. Watson,

Victoria Rd., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [5714

WANTED, good 1920-1921 solos or combinations

;

Highest prices paid; cash waiting.—R. B. Clark

nnd Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. T5250

WANTED.—Coachbuilt Combination, about £45;
state year, condition, and lowest price.—40,

Uhetwode Rd., Upper Tooting, S.W. [5500

\\fANTED, countershaft Triumph or Norton and
VV cash for new 1922 Coventry Premier 4-wheeIer.

—Holdsworth, 22. Clare Rd., Halifax. [5920

WANTED, Late Martinsyde Combination, or simi-
lar, in exchange for Babv Grand and piano-

player.—47, Foulser Rd., Upper Tooting, S.W [5728

WANTED for cash or exchange, modern Light-
weights and Triumphs.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale.

Phone: Hampstead 1353. (Private House Garage.)
[5984

1 Q20- or 1921 Combination B.S.A. Triumph, or any
A*7 good make, absolutely perfect, fully equipped,
no dealers.—Bargate, 185, Fulwich Rd., Dartford.

* [5403

C~'ASH Waiting; eolo and combinations, good price?
given.—Write, 'phone, or call, Edwards, 50, Har-

rington Rd., South Kensington. 'Phone: Ken. 3709.
[0604

WANTED, good Combination; not over £100, or
less ; immediate cash.—Write or 'phone Ilford

500.—Motorist, 769, Romford Rd., Manor Park,
London, E. [5844

SPECIAL cash buyers, Triumphs, Enfields, B.S.A. 's,

Douglases, Matchlesses, Bats, Scotts, Bradburys,
Rexes, Zeniths.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner
St.. Wandsworth (Town Station). 'Phone, Latchmere
4686.

WANTED.—4 cyls. F.N.'s, Hendersons, T.A.C.'s,
T.M.C.'s.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner

St., Wandsworth.

WANTED.—Red-Indians, Harley-Davidsons.- Wands-
worth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth

(Town Station). [5950

WANTED, your motor cycle or combination. We are
buyers. Full market price given and cash paid on

the spot. Write, call, or 'phone Museum 5938.— .J.

Smith and Co., Motor Agents, Ltd., 52-54, Hampstead
Rd., N.W.I. [0768

CASH on Sight for new and second-hand motor cycles
and combinations, any make or condition.— Call,

write, or 'phone. Short and Glass, Ltd., 485-493, Upper
Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone : Richmond
2362 and 2363. [0372

WANTED, WANTED, WANTED.—24, 26 and 28,
Woodford Rd., Forest Gate, E-7.

Motor cycles and combinations, any condition,
highest market prices paid. Call any time. Cash
vaiting.—28, Woodford Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone:
Stratford 2598. [5946

WANTED, good modern Motor Cycles, solo or
combination, in part exchange for 8h.p. Rover

ct other light car. Best prices allowed, extended pay-
ments arranged.—Vivian Hardie & Lane, Ltd., 23/24
Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.), Bond St., W.l.
'Phone: May fair 6559. [0772

Tnote;

$peaa/C$% /

We wish to remind you of a special offer of a 12

months Insurance Policy given free with every

Burlington reconditioned Douglas machine pur

chased for cash before the 31st of this month.
NOW is the time to act—before it is too late.

BURLINGTON
RECONDITIONED DOUGLASES—
are absolutely indistinguishable from new, and
are covered with a 3 months guarantee, similar

to that whi h makers give with a new machine.
It does not do justice to these machines to call

them Reconstructed as they are mainly built

of new parts.

2; h. p., fully equipped with Lamps, Horn,
and Licence Holder, fitted with M Vici

"

Single Lever Carburetter CSC2 cms
4 h.p., Solo, 3-spee<J,kick 'JCi nnc
start, all on - - - - # «-» g"»«
4 h.p. Combination, fully equipped with
Lamps, Horn, Licence Holder, and with
new Burlington No. 2 Touring Model
Sidecar tody, complete Q*^ on c
with Storm Apron - - «-**-» g lls '

BURLINGTON UNDERSHIELDS
with Fittings for 2^ h.p. and 4 h.p. Douglas.

Price 5/- each.

Postage
extra.

See Parts and Accessories Col. for list of Spares-

TRADE SUPPLIED.

Clapham Common, S.W.4
Phone: Brixton 2417.

Wire Burlington, Motors. Claphan.

Just by Clapham Common Under-
ground Station.

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
SEND your motor cycle to Palmer's Garage a

Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cl
otler telegraphed immediately on receipt. Near
station, Wimbledon. We will collect from any Lond
station. Machine can be included in auction sale

desired.—Sole address, Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
[58

TRICARS FOR SALE.

A.C. Sociables, by the A.C. Co., dependable n;

abouts, take 2 persons anywhere, good conditi

and appearance, fully equipptd; from £50 to £8
trial.—29, Allsop St., Upper Baker St., London, N.'

[35

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
KINGSBURY Scooter and Spare Parts—3, Kendal

Mews, -Blandiord St., W.l. [54

BRAND new Autoped Scooter, dynamo lightii

ly.h.p.; bargain, £12/10 each.—Percy and C
314-316, Euston Kd. [59

MO I OK ATTACHMENTS.
Irt21 Young attachment and bicycle comple
i-t? hardly used; £^4.—D. and S. Autocar Co., :

The Parade, Golders Green.

4/"0UNG attaenn.ent on special cycle, lamps, stai

JL cyclometer, earlier, etc.; first £20.— Dingi<

Mews, 7, St. Martin's Place, W.C.2. [54

,>n.p. Johnson Economic Motor Attachments,- Co

& plete, with rear wheel and all fittings, un

..eto, carburetter, etc.; £12.—Mason's Garage, Leu

.orth, Herts. '51

MOTOR Attachment, slightly incomplete and wai

attention; £5 or offer Also extra strong eye

omplete spring forks and stand. Suitable for mol

attachment. £6 or offer.—Carter, Ovington, nr. W
Chester. (D) .57

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.

HERCULES Hoods and Aprons. Write for lis!

Hercules Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters Rd., Tott

am. t32

O ENNOC Co.—We are actual manufacturers of lioo

£V screens, and aprons. Send lor list. — Hern

.vlotors, Ltd., 155a, Marlborough Rd., Upper Hollow
\-.19. - 123

DENT Hoops, hood fittings, straps, turnbutto:
tj twills, etc.; hardwood polished wind scree

116—Henry Jones, 778, High Rd., Tottenham, L
ion. [37

ROBINI Manufacturing Co.—The " Bovver " adit

able windscreen with coverall apron, 30/-. G
iage paid. "Phone: Brixton 1585.—Robini Mannf
iuring Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton; S.W.

[5!

HOODS.—Best quality, with window in rear,

attachments, ready for fitting, 47/6; fold:

.. indscreens, 2? / 6.—Light Car and Motor Cycle ]

,ineering Co., Ltd., 26, Tulse Hill, Brixton ('j ruin'

'rom Brixton Skating Rink.) Telephone : Brixl

1292. [5!

BODIES.
NEW Millford Body, Corvette, with springs, £5.—

Daleham Mews, Hampstead, N.W.

NEW Body painted blue; £4/17/6, bargain.-]
wardes, 277 Camberwell Rd., S.E. [51

RENNOlJ crjeeur Bodies, actual manufacturers,
models, also several clearance, cheap to clear.

RENNOC Co. specialise in repairs, repainting, 1

upholstering.—Rennoc Motors, Ltd., 155a. Mj
n.mitrh Ttrl Upper Hollowrw. N19 12:

TWO-SEATER fitted with windscreen; £9/
bargain.—Edwardes, 277 Camberwell Rd., S.B

[51

LARGE Cane Sidecar Body, ample room for ad

and child, good condition, £3/10.—Bulbeck, 1

Kirkdale, Sydenham. [5'

HALIFAX.—New Perfection- coach. bnilt side

bodies, £5.—Halifax Motor Exchange. Horton I

Halifax. [8*

BASTONES for Sidecar Bodies, all latest models

stock from £4.-228, Pentonville Rd., Kll

Cross, London, N.l.

trENUS Step Bodies, for old type chassis, 15 mod
V in stock; catalogues ready.—Venus Sidecar (

694, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. [41

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, tt

class finish; have a few coachbuilt bodies, eh

ance lines from £5 each; extra good value —
.;

'Yillovvhrooli Motor Co Leicester

ROBINI Manufacturing Co.—Wonderful bargains

brand new bodies. Shop soiled with apM
£6 '10. Write for catalogue. Large number of sect)

hand. We repaint and upholster bodies, low prii

Carriage extra. See chassis column. [51

COBB Speedman Sidecar Bodies, handsomely strel

lined 1922 models, unpainted from £2/12
superbly finished any colour and comfortably npl

stered from £3/15- fit any chassis; all carriage pi

—Carlton Sidecars, 18 Midland Rd., Carlton, J

tingham. I5 '

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. \T(

' ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of ongj

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to ecnli

Cooner's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established desigi!

to the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us w
designing new ideas.— 20, Tudor St.. Loudon, E.0.4

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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BODIES.
,|TjR Bodies are designed to suit all requirements.
' Special offer for one week only Free windscreen

t any customer who can show where better value

c be obtained.—Below.

tfVR prices range from £5/5 to £12/12. All bodies
are London built, and complete with windscreen

rfj waterproof apron. Can you beat it?—Light Car
;i Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd., 26 Tulse Hill,

[ xton ('•> minute from Brixton Skating Rink). Tele-
ime: Brixton 1292. [5955

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

-OH

iANDBAM. the smartest sidecar specialists.

i'ANDUM Sidecars.—Our pie-war prices were the talk

I of the show; £14 to £50. Write for new catalogue

ANDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen, a hood, screen,

and apron; £2/15 and £3/18. Write for list.

1ANDUM (V-shapedi Wind Screen.—Our South London
I agent writes: "An instantaneous success; sold

c ; send further supply." Agents, get in touch with ub

iIANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
lj Rd., W.C.I. "Phone: Museum 3427. 10019

flRITUBE Sidecars are most unique. Scientifically

1 designed, made of finest materials.

URITUBE Chassis, constructed of steel lugs, straight

j
steel tubes, with welded joints.

I'RITUBE Sidecars are light. Supplied with eithei

snorting or touring coachbuilt bodies.

(iRlTTJBE Sidecars. One price, £15/10. Write for

booklet.—Davis Bros., Church St., Rickmansworth
ione: 5. [1331

TIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are
.1 guaranteed 3 years.

TIDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis lor
X high-powered machines : Zenith, Harleys, Indians.
Jw Imperials, Sunbeam, Blackbumes, etc.

SDIANS with kick starter on left present no diffi

i culty with Middleton's special model.

TIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs of all

X kinds. Twisted motor cycle frames and fork*
ipmptly - corrected.

(ECOND-HANDS of various makes for sale. Youi
1; old sidecar taken in part exchange.

TIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
safer and more comfortable, but are faster on

S roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not
fh into them.

TIDDLETON'S London's oldest established sldeiai-
I makers, wholesale, retail, and export, 27, Stroud
;en Rd., Finsbury Park (near Tube). 'Phone: Horn

i 1584. [0522

'ENNOC Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens, largest
* .--trvk in London, net mil manufacturers through
c Send for our catalogue, 32 pages, 80 illustrations

»H(ENIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by the
j

Renooc Sidecar Co.

| ENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian
v motors, with left-hand kick starters, and can
< ver.

ENNOC Co. have 50 second hand and clearance
-- sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear at knock
r prices. Note: Write for special clearance list.

"; ENNOO Co. have the finest selection of complete
.' sidecars in the trade.

' ENNOC Co. undertake repnirs to any make of side
.» car; repainting and reupholsterinff a speciality

1 ENNOC Co. have in Btock sidecars to fit all makes,
l> English and American.

t ENNOC Co. again ask you to send for theii
li> catalogue, the most comprehensive issued by uuj
inufacturers.
' ENNOC Motor*. Ltd.. 155a, Marlborough Ed., Uppei
-> Holloway. N.19- 'Phone: Hornsey 1589. [2315

(IROSVENOR Sidecars.—Our special sports model is
r very suitable for use. with fast sporting bikes

;

qtinctive design' and Quality; £15.—Grosvenor Motor
., Bradford St., Bolton. [X5093
rlDECAR.—Have 4 Hopley folding sidecar. Save.*
'j garage worry : nd expense. Attached to motoi
y\\ go through passage 28in. Tandem and single
(flies fitted.—Hopley.
JOLDING Sidecar.—When ordering your motor
3 specify a Hopley folder. Suits motors up to
;
ii.p. Can be changed from pleasure to commercial

i few seconds. Detachable wheels can be fitted
rhed 7 years.— Hopley. Upper Highgate St., Birming-
Jo 10152
TALLFAX.—New Perfection coach sidecars, £12/10.—Motor Exchange. Horton Sfc._ Halifax [5919Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.

fiARGE Montgomery Sidecar of 7-9h.p.,
.' £8/10.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham.

Thor;
[5678

Chassis
[5709

kOUGLAS, fine condition, complete, £10.

f
complete, £5.—Matthews, Ockley, Surrey

pLLS-FTTLLFORD 2-seater Sidecar, complete as
L new. What offers or exchanges?.—181, Newton

Burtou-on-Trent. [5635

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY of

1922 MODELS

Douglas

Morton

ian

Royal Enfield

Matchless

N.U.T.

B.SA. P. &M.

Levis Zenith

Velocette O.K.

New Imperial Diamond

Beardmore Quadrant

Sheffield Henderson

Hawker and

Morgan Runabouts, etc.

MEET US AT THE

SCOTTISH MOTOR SHOW
KELVIN HALL, GLASGOW, January
27th to February 4th. Our Represen-
tatives will be at the following Stands

:

ALEXANDER'S- Stand No. 178
DOUGLAS - - „ „ 179
ENFIELD - - „ „ 182
INDIAN - - -

; , „ 180
NORTON- - - „ ,,181
MATCHLESS - „ „ 196
MORGAN
RUNABOUT - „ „ 231

AGENTS—We have still some districts

open for these valuable agencies.
Application should be made at once.

B

ALEXANDER'S
113-115, Lothian Rd., EDINBURGH.
272-274, Gt. Western Rd., GLASGOW

B

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
ASTONES for Sidecars, no better or cheaper house.
All latest models in stock.

B ASTONES.—Lightweight sidecars complete, to fit
any machine; £12/18/6.

"DASTONES. — Sports model sidecar, complete,
J-* £17/10; several other models in stock, including
tandem, all at low prices.

"DASTONES.-Distributing agents for the famous
J-» Montgomery sidecars, all the latest 1922 models
in stock; lightweight model £17/10, Model No. 3
£19/10, Sports model £23/10, tradesman's carrier
model £23/10, Model No. 2 £24/10, Model No. 1
£28/10, Model de Luxe £34/10, tandem model £30.

ASTONES.—Whitley 1922 sports model in stock,
£25.

"DASTONES for Sidecar Chassis, underslung £7/19/6.J-» tandem chassis £14/10, auxiliary arms 14/-.—
228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l. '

Phone: 2481 North. 'Grams: Bastones, London.
[5132

COACHBU ILT Sidecar, with Easting screen, off
Triumph, £10. Montgomery chassis, £4/10.—P.

Pocock, Cold Ash, Newbury. [5835
TTNTJSED National Sidecar, semi-sporting, very.
VJ roomy. Special for spring frame Indian, £18.—
37, Daleham Mews, Hampstead, N.W. [5893

CHASSIS, Douglas and P. and M., complete with
wheel and fittings, £4/5.—M.C.A. Co., 868a, Old

Kent Rd., S.E. [6044
TDOOTHS Bargains.—Coachbuilt chassisless .sidecar..
*-* £7/10/6; Gloria cane, spring wheel, £6/19/6;
Hercules coach, £9/10/6.

BOOTHS Bargains.—Shop-soiled £27/10 sidecar, suit
Triumph, B.S.A., £18/15; cane sidecar, £5/10/6.

"DOOTHS Motories.—Ruby coach sidecar, £9/10/6;
J-* new large size coach bodies, locker under seat
£6/19/6.—Booths Motories, Portland Place, Halifax.

[5144
HALIFAX.—New Swan and Milford De Luxe side-

cars for Harley and American X.—Motor Ex-
change, 25, Horton St.. Halifax. [5922

LONGMAN BROS., Bond St., Ealing. Telephone :

689. West London solo agents for Montgomery
sidecars. All models from stock. Several second-hand
cheap. • [5795

CLYNO Chassis, not ammunition, with new mud-
guard, cee springs, and leaf spring, and wheel, as

new, £5/10.—De Cort and Flynn, 39, Essex Rd.,
London, N.l. [5894

WILLOWBROOK Royal Leicester Sidecars, smartest
designs, first-class finish; prices from 17 gns.

Write for catalogue. Repairs undeitaken, hoods, wind
screens, etc.—The Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester.

[0335

£5 for a complete renovated Douglas underslung
chassis, all springs and arms, wheel, etc., suit-

able for anv mak3 of machine to order.—Old Man Hep,
19. Wilcox* Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8.

[4176

KOBINI Manufacturing Co.—Further reductions.
Underslung chassis, complete with new tyre and

tube, shop soiled body with coverall apron, £13/10.
P. and M. chassis, new tyre and tube, new bulbous
back body, complete, £12. [5933

1 Q 21 Indian Milford Sidecar with sporting body,
JL*/ suitable for W.D. model Indian, four points oi

attachment, perfect condition and complete ; cost over

£32; our price 14 guineas.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm
Rd., opp. Chalk Farm Tube station. [5972

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,

has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itself

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,

and, when folded, combination will pass through si

30in. doorwav. Call and see it demonstrated.—Wincvcle
Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0388

SIDECARS ! Sidecars ! Several Secondhand Coach-
built Sidecars from £7/10. Brand New Coach-

built Sidecars with bulbous backs and complete with
aprons ; a first-class job ; not cheap and nasty

;

£17/10. Brand New Sidecars, coachbuilt, from £16.
These are really wonderful value. We have two Lang-
ford spring wheel sidecars, 5-point attachments, large

bulbous backs with Picnic cases, completely fitted with

all utensils, most elaborately finished, complete £35.

—

Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, London, N.lO. [6065

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

A.C. Sociable Runabout, good order; £45.—Foat, 173.
Haintori Av., Grimsby. [4534

WATJCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane. London, E.C.—
5-6h.p Carden moncear; £50. [4420

WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., E.C.—
1922 G.N.'s; easy terms and exchange. ["4394

1 Q20 Tamplin 2-seater, hood, screen, licensed,

-Lt7 equipped: £50.—47, Leigh Rd., East Ham.
[6027

BRADFCRX).—Morgan, New Hudson, Scott Sociable

agents —Dei.hnm and Bottoiuley, 220, Manninshiim

Lane. Bradford. [X5304

MORGAN water-cooled Jap; hood, screen, lamps,

tools; any trial, £80.—Inman, Durham Rd.. Sea-

forth, Liverpool- [5762

FOR Sale, Cvclecar, 3-speed. chain drive, 2-seater;

trial run; tax paid; .£34.-176, St. Albans

Avenue, Bedford . Park. L5610

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue ^D
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RUNABOUTS ANU CYCLE CARS.
TEMPER1NO, 1921, electric and acetylene lighting,

spare wheel, tyre, hood, screen, £145.—Phelan,
'Z4, Hanover St., Islington. [5614

T.B. 3-whet?ler, 1921, complete with lamps and spam
wheel, suop-soiled; to clear £185.—Allen and Binns,

Ltd., GIossod Kd., Shemeld. r4558

HUMBERETTE, water-cooled; new Dunlops, lamps;
splendid througnout, £75, or motor cycle and

casn.—Fritchett, Allbrook, Eastleigh. [5827

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane Fleet St., E.O.-
Rover light cars; £220 ; fully equipped easy

terms or exchange: list on application. [439?

CROUCH 1921 2-seater. Very little used. Tax
paid. £175. Exchange good combination.

—

Bunting's, Wealdstone. [5912

HUMBERETTE, water-cooled. Smart little car, ex-

cellent condition. £120. Several others.—Bunt-
ing's Exchange, Wealdstone. [5913

fr GNS.—Sporty 3 wheeler, 4 cyi., lOh.p. Zemon,
Otl Thomson-Bennett clutch, requires re-leathering;
ridiculous price.— Ill, Swaby Rd., Earisfield. [5425

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shce Lane, Fleet St., E.C.-
1922 Morgans supplied on eaey terms or exchange*.

'Phone: HolDorn 5777. List on application- [4395

CI .N. 19^:0 dynamo lighting model, little used,
T guaranteed; 129 gns.; cash or exchange.—Long-

man Bros., Bond bo., Ealing. Telephone: 689. [5794

1 Q21 Crouch 2/3-seater, lOh.p., 5 wheels, 6 tyres,
J- tT unpunctured, electric and acetylene lighting, per-

fect, £180.—T. Clarke, 29, Southgate, Sleaiord.
[5616

ROVER 1922 8h.p. model; immediate delivery;
• authorised agents.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishops-

gate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue
5548. [0075

1 O 2 1 G.N. popular detachable wheels and spare

;

J-*/ done 400 miles only. £150, bargain. Com-
bination part exchange.—Storey, Petersham Rd., Rich-

mond. [5837

^JiW and Second-hand Light Cars and Cycle car^
all makes; good selection in stock ; cash, ea^y

;ayments, or exchange.—Service Co., 292. Uitfij tioiUuru
WC.l r0673

"I G19 Carden Monocar, 6-8h.p. .Twin Jap engine
X*7 countershaft; 3-speed gearbox, 2-seater; £75.
Exchanges.—Speechley, 86, Churchfield Rd., Acton,
W.3 ! [5508

BAYLISS-THOMAS, 1922 lOh.p. model, 4-cyl. wate;
cooled engine, 3 speeds, Magdyno ; 300 gns. ; iai

mediate delivery.—Godfrey's,' Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St.

London, W.l. |073i

MORGAN GRAND PRIX 1922; very slightly used,
dynamo lighting, discs, horn, aluminium dasn,

watch; cost £215. Now offered at a bargain figure.

—

Below.

MORGAN'S 1922 models in stock. Prompt delivery.
We are the largest contracting agents. Spares

tor all models.—Elce, Ltd., below.

MORGAN.—Mav we supply you with spares from
stock?—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Great Port-

land St. [6076

CARDEN 1921 de luxe, dynamo, clock, speedometer,
electric horn, lots of spares, condition as new

;

£105.—Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchley Rd., Hamp-
stead, 7822. [5962

HALIFAX.—New 1922 Coventry Premier 4-wheeler
with speedometer and insurance for 12 months;

£250* liberal exchanges.—Halifax Motor Exchange,
Horton St., Halifax. [5915

rQ21
Bleriot-Whippet, hand-starter, electric light-

ed ing, spare wheel, good condition; 88 gns.; deferred

payments ia<\ exchanges.—Edwards. 50, Harrington Rd.,

South Kensington. [5238

THE advantage of buying where you can see and try

all leading makes side by side is that you can
choose that particular make and model which best

suits your purpose.

T>EY'S. of Euston Rd. (Nos. 378-334). have the fol-

XV lowing in stock :
—

MORGANS, all models ; also secondhand De Luxe
and Grand Prixs in good condition.

COVENTRY Premier, 1922, 4-wheeler model, £250;
one shop-soiled only, £227/10.

ROVER' 8h.p. Model, £220; one secondhand, good
condition, £160.

("t .N.'s, all models; also 1920 with dynamo, very
* good order, £132/10.

EXCHANGES or deferred, payments arranged.
'Phone: Museum 6436.

MORGANS, G.N 's, and Rovers secondhand, several
in stock.—Rey's, of Euston Rd. 'Phone:

Museum 6436. [5778
1Q22 Morgan Popnlar, £150: Grand Prix, £180;
-*-*J 8h.p, Rover, £220- in stock for immediate delivery-
easy payments only 4% extia.—The Premier "Motor Co.',
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0773
SPECIAL cream coach-finished G.N., believed 1921

model; mileage 1,432; like new throughout- ex-
change considered; £140 —Pope, 49, Bedford '

Si-

Strand, W.C.2. Gerrard 4C72. [6055

| Q14 Crouch, two-seater. Overhauled, new gears
-L *J magneto, carburetter, £90 ; exchanges con-
sidered. Particulars stamp.—Newman's Garage, Sta-
tion Rd., Wealdstone, Middlesex. [5819

A36 All letters relating to advertisements

,s DAYBEAM "

UECTRIC

For Lightweight Machines.

List No. 30/5 complete Outfit £3 3 - O
ist No SO'e Combination Outfit t3-15-0

No. 30/2 complete Comb. Outfit *? 7 .Q

No 30/3 complete Light Car Outfit £8 10 O

''WESTWOOD
DYNAMOS"
MOTOR CYCLE

MARK 1 £8 O O
LIGHT CAR

MARK 2 £.7 O O
SWITCH BOX 30

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED
TRADE (f y WAR)

RUNABOUTS ANU CYCLE CAR
"IQ21 Morgan de Luxe, water-cooled M.A.G. e; «-i-«7 splendid puller, clone small mileage; bt ui
to clear, £loO.—G. Moxnam A; Company, jj.-".:-

wood St., Torquay. 'Phone 95.

DE MARCAY, lOh.p., 1921, 2-seater, prii
] 7

owned and well looked after, dynamo t
ing, thoroughly sound, £140.—TeUord Garage 7
Streatham Hill, London, S.W.2.
TDABY 1914, 2 seater, water-cooled, good cond I
-*-* smart appearance, tyres excellent, hood, ?4 2
electric lamps, "and Smith's mechanical horn; £ fa
Mcintosh, 68a, Delancey St., Camden Town, L

i^l .N., 8h.p., Standard Touring, dynamo lig!

V5T August, 1921 ; absolutely like new; qo|
200 miles; taking delivery of larger car. £200. •

Maur, Benhill Wood Rd. Sutton.

1Q21, new July, New Hudson, lOh.p., mag.,
J- •-'cooled engine, not run 1,000 miles, unscrat 1
unpunctured, perfect in all respects; Lucas magdy
and spares. £175.—Morris Blackburn, Stonf
Spalding.

A.C. Sociable, 3-wheeler, latest model, with rei

hood, side curtains, lamps, horn, speedon
reliable all-weather car, good condition, £60; ?

exchange Premier, New Hudson. L.S.D. 3-wheel -

Keable, 111, High St., Guildford.

TAMPLIN 1921 2-seater, 8 J.A.P.. S.A. pea
hood, screen, lighting set, Klaxon, mirror, Ste t

speedometer, tax paid, perfect, auv trial. Except
bargain, £95. Must sell; taking delivery
machine.—43, The Avenue, Egham.

"jyXORGAN, air cooled, standard model, date .

-L"J- certain, recently repainted, engine just
,

overhauled, new countershaft sprockets and i

,

accumulator and acetylene lighting, exceedingly
'

liable machine, 'very easy starter; £85. Suiii
,

Saturday afLeraoons, or weekdays after 6.30; pr .

ably by appointment.—Smith, 25. Glete Rd.. Biw
Kent

Sparv Parts:

MORGAN Spare Part Depot.—Spares lor |

models in stock. List free.—Elce, Ltd.. 1 .

Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3. *Phc
Avenue 5548. [(

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS
' 6 |~10UNTY, B.S.A., Taxis, as licensed throi

V^ out the country.—Write for full part

lavs. County Cycle and Motor Co., " Origioato

300, Broad St., Birmingham.

CARS FOR SALE.
EST NORWOOD!—The place for straight d« t

good value and selection; list free

EST NORWOOD ! - Fifty-five cars actually

tock on the premises ; all types stocked.

EST NORWOOD!—Absolute bargains cbtaina
good running 2-seaters from £35; tourers 1)

£85.
WEST NORWOOD!—Call any old time. Hours 6

to 6, Saturday 4; no business Sundays.

WEST NORWOOD !—All marked plain figures; c

no obligation; postcard procures printed list.

WEST NORWOOD!—Douglas S. Cox, the al

luteb* straight mctor man,. 6c, Landsdowne B
West Norwood, S.E. [4

ROVER Cars—1922 8b. p. model; price £220; e;

deliverv.—Godfreys'. Ltd. 208, Gt. Portland
Trnflnr, Wl rO;

SWIFT .car, 9 h.p., 2-seater; for 2-speed liphtwei

lat« model and £25; sell £58.—Cooper, 23, Ea
Rd., Margate. [5'

ROVER Cars.—The famous 8h.p. model in slo

£220; for immediate delivery.—Eagles and C

275, High St., Acton, London. -[0.

HURTU Car, late model, small .4-seater, 4 ci

gate, £175; exchange Cambs.—19A, Andc
Place, Maida Vale, London. [52

ClOVENTKi* PREMIER, 1922, 4-wheel model: £2!
-* immediate delivery; cash or deferred payments

*iatclift"e Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [01

OVER 8h.p. Light Car, 1922 models, dyna;

lighting; £220 cash; deferred payments
extra.— Ratcliffe Bros., 2G0. Gt Portland St.. W.l

(07

GENUINE Little 6h.p. De Dion Car, fitted with

seater sporting body, very smart, in excell<

order; complete, £45; delivered 50 miles free; trial

11a, Dafforne Rd , Upper Tooting:. [45(

10 de Marcay Demonstration " Model for sa

Better than new. Fitted dynamo lighting, r

tachable wheels, etc., £125. Also special Competiti

model, £120.—A. H. Lakeman, Ltd., 26, Long Ac
London, W.C.2. [53

WAUCHOPE'S. 9 r Shoe Lane. Fleet St.. B.O
Coventry Piemier, new 1922, 4-wheelers, mm

diate delivery from stock, dynamo lighting ; exeliam

and easy terms arranged; price £250. 'Phone or «
Holborn 5777. [43

rQl9 Chevrolet Touring Car, dynamo lighting, se

*s starter, 5 detachable wheels, repainted as ne

any trial given; bargain, £160. or exchange mot

cycle or combination with cash.—5, Norwood R
Heme Hill, S.E. 14.

W
W
W

W

8

should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue
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CARS FOR SALE.
ijEDELIA.—The new 1922 model 8.10h. p. with air-

j* cooled or water-cooled engine.

»EDEZ.IA.—Air-cooled model, £135; water-cooled
-* model, £195. Immediate deliveries. Trial runs

• EDELIA.— Catalogues free from L. N. Palmer, sole

-* concessionaire for the British Empire.—Palmer's
<iage, Tooting. [5877

lAL&ER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place

. for purchasing. Auction every Thursday.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£35 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures superb Napier 5-

ater, dynamo lighting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-£60 down and 12
. monthly payments £8 secures lOh.p. Singer

feater, dynamo lighting.

ELMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£30 down and 12
monthly payroencs £5 secures live axle Panhard

igonette.

"tALMER's Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 1

2

.i
monthly payments £8 secures splendid Sheffield

mplex landaulet.

1ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£50v, down and 12
- monthly payments £8 / 10 secures magnificent

(Island touring car, self-starting, dynamo lighting.

{ALMER's Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12

j monthly payments £7/10 secures reliable Renault

tee-quarter landaulet.

}ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£25 down and 12

monthly payments £4 secures reliable Napier

t i-ssis.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£50 down and 12

.
; monthly payments £3 secures Uelaunay Belie-

ve limousine, 17h.p.

".ALMER'S Garage, .
Tooting.-£40 down and 12

. monthly payments £5 secures 18b. p. Maxwell
> rting 2-seater.

"•ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12

. monthly payments £5 secures excellent 15.9h.p.

EA:R. 2-seater.

ALMER's Garage, Tooting.-£40 down and 12

. monthly payments £8 secures Studebaker lan-

ijdefc, self-starting, dynamo lighting.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting—£35 down and 12

. monmiy payments £7. secures lbh.p. Minerva
rnng car, monobloc, 4 speeds.

jALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£25 down and U
j montnly payments £4 secures reliable S.C.A.T. 12-

ster wa-gonette.

1ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£30 down and 12

-j monthly payments £5 secures excellent 12.14h.p.

jJ.A.T. chassis.

(ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—All above cars are
i in good running order. For cash price deduct
1 per cent, from above totals.—Palmer's Garage,
Ituig, [5883

;-60,—13.9h.p. Swift, 4-seater, 4-speed, 5 detachable
c wlieels with tyres, 2 new others perfect, fully

ejipped, and perfect in every detail; ideal economical
faily car; only requires to be seen and tried.—1,

r-wood Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [5842

1XCHANGES! Exchanges! 1 -Exchanges! ! I My
- prices are Right! Bayard, 1913, 3-seater,

80h.p., 4 cyls., smart, economical, 89 guineas;
I .A.-Daimler 5-seater, detachables, 125 guineas; All-
c s 4.5-seater, 49 guineas; Crouch, 1914, 3-seater,

tichables, equipped, 85 guineas; Calthorpe, 1915,
Sater, dynamo, detachables, 159 guineas; 1915
limbull 2-=eater, electric lamps, 65 guineas; Dar-
II, 1913, 5-seater, low, prettv, 13.9h.p., 4 speeds,
tpchables, smart, 129 guineas; 1921 Bleriot Whip-
B, special body, dynamo, equipped, 99 guineas.
5)ay others.—Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd.-; East
ihvich. Telephone, Sydenham 2452. [5985

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
i'35,—A.C. Warwick Autooarrier, 6-8h.p. Roomy
cj box body. Good tyres. Seen at work. Exchange
c bination.—Speechley, 86, Chuichfield Rd., Acton,
Vf. [5503
"70LSELEY 15-cwt. Van, 4 cyl., smart lock-up van

|
body, disc wheels, running order, but engine re-

qres little attention; exchange motor cycle.—Ward,
ath-Western Garage, New Maiden, Surrey. [5608

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
TJRT Wanchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, EC. 4. for

j eney terms. [8428
(^COND-HAND models at special rates; send your
M requirements.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton
S Halifax. [5918
"JjOR Best Treatment and hest terms for light cars,
J: cycle cars, or motor cycles of any make, new or
sind-hand, write Service Co., 292, High Holborn,
ffi.l. [0672

ENGINES.
(I.p. N.S.U. Twin Engine, perfect, £6.—1, Spring-

' field Park Crescent, Catford, S.E.6. [5965
TARLEY 1918 7/9h.p., complete as new, £26-* 7, St. Mark's Mansions, N.4. [5522

and M. Engine, complete, good condition, wants
assembling; £7/10.-147, Burlington St., Liver-

[4382

PHILIPS6RS
PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
AND GEAR COMBINED.

Philipson's
Latest!

GOVERNOR PULLEY AND
VARIABLE GEAR COM-
BINED WITH FLY WHEEL
for all two-stroke engines.

The Lightest, Speediest, and
Simplest Gear on the market
lor direct belt-driven 2-stroke

and 4-stroke engines.

ONLY adds 2 lb. (approx.) to the
weight cf a 2-stroke machine, and 6 lb.

(approx.) to the weight of a 4-stroke

machine.

During the past week we have
fitted the following machines

2-stroke. 4-stroke .

LEVIS, TRIUMPH,
O.K., NORTON,
CALTHORPE, ROVER,
VILL1ERS, SINGER,

etc. COULSON-
BLACKBURNE

We are now in a position to supply
the Philipson Pulley to fit J.A.P.
engines without any alteration to

the machine or "staggering" ot

the engine.

Our Fly-wheel Governor converts a
single-speed 2-stroke into a speed model—the lightest speed model on the market!

THE ONLY GEAR WITH
NO END THRUST.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Send tor Illustrated Booklet.

No gear box friction.
No grinding noises.
No wheels or pinions
to chew up.

What is your make ? Write us

ttEBUCED £77 ft Ca«Tiai«
PRICE **•' ' v Paid.

Philipson & Co., Ltd.,
AsUey Bridge, BOLTON, Lanes.

(Established over 50 years.)

'Grams : 'Safetv. Bolton. Phone 147 Kag-le-

ENGINES.
5-6h.p. Rex Engine, m.o.h.i.v., Bosch mag., pulley,

induction pipe. Offers.
5-6h.p. Rex Engine, a.i.v., £3/15.—Hines, Clinton

Rd.. Far Cotton, Northampton. [5483
2.3. J.A.P. Engine, complete unit, bargain £6.

—

4 —Carr, 183, Kimberworth, Rotherham,
Yorks. [5334

REX Twin, 5-6 W.C. Bosch, B. and B. front axle
wheels. tyres, £10/10.—II. Robinson, Long-

houghton, Lesbury. [5510

BASTONES.—Blaokburne 8h.n. twin engine, with car-

buretter; £30.-228, Pentonville Rd., King's
Cross, London, N.l. [5133

BLACKBURNE 1921 8h.p. twin, engine and mag.
sprockets; brand new, £25.—60, Baker St.,

Sparkhill, Birmingham. (D) [5900

6-8h.p. Twin Peugeot, complete unit, Bosch, B. and
B., good running order; bargain, £7

1

10.—Weavers.
6, Bunas Lane, Otley, Yorkshire. [5481

4h.p. Levis Flat Twin, 2-stroke. carburetter and mag.,
perfect. £10: 6h.p. ditto. £12.-Cole, 457, Rath-

gar RS.. Loughborough Junction. S.W.9. 14924

SACRIFICE, 7-9 Indian engine with magneto, car-
buretter, clutch, and sundries, all in splendid con-

dition, £18.—Hodges, 136, Gleneoe Rd., Chatham.
Kent. [5497

KK /^ to clear, two 3h.p. Minervas; also one
t) tj ~ badly damaged 2?|h.p. O.H.V. Precision,

15/-, Amac Carburettor, 10/-.—4, The- Square, Bos-
ton, Lines. [5335

J.A.P. Engines, perfect, rebuilt by makers, 2V.li. p.

£10; 2"',h.p. special, £12; 5h.p„ £17; 6h.p.,

£20; 8h.p., £24, complete—V. M., 13, Ashmount Rd,.

South Tottenham. [5377

QAxlOO o.h.v.. Metric, single, unused, £12. 20b.p.OV 4 cyl. 92x110 side valves, mag., carb., clutch,

£20. 3-speed and new gearbox to suit, £6.—Brown
4, Auckland Rd., Doncaster. [5885

Oih-P- Singer, perfect condition throughout; make
/W 2 excellent lightweight, unemployment bargain,
practically new, £3/10. Stamp.—Hood, 15, Totteridge

Lane, Whetstone, N.20. [5593

BARGAINS.—Three 2 7!jh.p. Douglas engines, 2 4h.p.

ditto, several A.B.C.. and Levis twins; large

quantity spares various makes, also quantity tool kits,

spanners, pliers, belt punches, hammers, petrol squirts,

grease injectors, head lamps, and generators, etc. All

to be sold at knock-out prices for immediate clearance.

—Patmore's, 240, King St., Hammersmith. W.6. [4993

HEPPELTHWAITE'S.—8h.p. W.C. Single, £8. for

Stationary work; 3V.h.p. Humber units, £12/10:
3V-h.p. Premier unit, £12/10; Rex 5-6h.p., a.i.v.,

as new, £7/10; 3'ih.p. Alldays. £4/15; 3h.p. m.o.v.

Minerva. £3/10; also J.A.P. Rover, Matchless, and
New Imperial spares, having purchased entire stock

of W. Hawkins, York Rd.—Write, 17-19, Wilcox Rd..

South Lambeth, London, S.W.8. 'Phone : 1958 Brix-

ton 14177

J.A.P. Engines; J.A.T. Engines. J.A.r. Engines —
I have the largest stock of J.A.P. engine parts in

England; over 30 engines, all in stock, to select from;
and the prices: 5hp. £15, and the 8h.p. at £20 and

.

£17/10, and I have all pints for the 8h.p. (see acces-

sories for parts). I have a .big twin engine £12, a 4h.p.

Douglas engine and mag. and carburetter £15, a small

2-stroke and mag. £10: stamp reply—South Croydon

Motor Exchange, 22, South End, Croydon. [4765

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
TyrAGNETOS 50% Below List.

APPLY Vale Engineering Syndicate. 9 and' 10.

Brown's Buildings. St. Mary Axe, E.G. 3. Tel. :

Central 877. [0698

JJ.B.I.

H.B. Ignition Co. carry laTge stocks of new and
second-hand magnetos. Thomson-Bennett 42. 45,

50, 55, and 180°, single and twin.

H.B. Specialise in T.B. for fixing on Triumph, P.M..
B.S.A.. J.A.P., Douglas, ete., £2/10, postage 1/6;

C.A.V. clock twin, for 2-;ih.p. Douglas, etc., £2/15.

Tqr.B. will take your old magneto in payment.

H.B. sends all magnetos on approval against cash.

Every magneto dispatched carry H.B. 12 months'
guarantee.

H.B. Ignftion Co. ('Phone: Brixton 610), 78, New
Pork Rd.. Brixton Hill. London 10694

Kf\l-.—Thomson-Bennett, A.M.I, brand new, single.
O \J—G. W. Fleming, Redcar, Yorks. [5920

rpHOMSON-BENNETT anti-clock, new condition.
i. 45/-.—Featherstone Cliffe, Rochester. [5338

DYNAMOS 1! Lucas E3. new, £5/15; others. £5
each.—Jenner, 165, Church St., Mitcham. [5401

BOSCH and M.L. Singles, variable ignition, guar-

anteed, 30/-.—84, Greenside Road, Croydon.
[5686

K.L.G. W.D. Sparking Pings, wonderful value, 4 tor

5/-, post fiee.—Thompson, 59, Queen St., Wolver-
hampton. (7944

"ITAGNETO Sprocket Manufacturer; 7;tocrth to 24-

tooth from stock.—Eidington, Southampton St..

Camberwell. [3002

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A37
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
piOTJNTY of Loudon Engineering Works, Ltd.

EXCEPTIONAL offer of Government surplus mag-
netos, new, unused, must be cleared to make

room for fresh stock.

GUARANTEE.—We guarantee all our magnetos
twelve months, and will willingly repair or re-

place any magneto that should prove defective within
that period.

BOSCH single, clock, or anti, £3- Thomson-Bennett,
single or twin, clock or anti, 42, 45, 50, 55, and

180 degrees, £2/10.

C.A.Y. single or twin, clock or anti, £2/10; special
long driving spindle for Rudge, fitted to any of

the above magnetos, 10 / - extra. Postage on mag-
netos, 1/6.

rpHE£E magnetos are fitted with variable ignition,
J- ajgH leads, and also baseplates ready to bo imme-
diately fitted on; please state make of engine when

. ordering.

GOVERNMENT surplus, new plugs in boxes, A.C.
(Titan), 1/6 each; K.L.G. types, F.8, F.6, F.5,

and R.3, 1/8 each; Lodge types, K. and K.2, 1/8 each.
Postage on orders of one plug, 3d. ; four or more,
post free.

ALL goods on approval per return post on receipt of
cash ; money refunded if not satisfactory.

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.—Note
new address : 6, Garden Lane, Christchurch Rd.,

Streatham, London, S.W. Tel. : Streatham 2898.
T.A. : Ignitionac, Brixstret, London. [5935

RELIANCE Mngneto Repairing Co. for repairs and
new magnetos.—See below.

RELIANCE guarantee to return your magneto -within
3 days, and if necessary 24 hours, with a written

guarantee for 12 months.

RELIANCE test every magneto after repair under
all running conditions, and, as we contract for

many of the largest concerns, you need have no hesita-
tion in placing your repairs and orders with us/

RELIANCE manufacture and stock spares for
1 Thomson-Bennett. E.I.C., Splitdorf, U.H., Bosch,

Dixie, etc. ; special line genuine platinum screws for
i very make-. 12/- per pair.

RELIANCE will be pleased to give advice free of
charge upon any qestion concerning ignition

troubles, as we place our longstanding experience at
your disposal, and old- and new customers may be cer-
tain of getting the usual promptness and courtesy that
we have always endeavoured to give.—Reliance Magneto
Repairing Co., 283. St. John St.. London, E.O.I.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., 283, St. John
St., E.C.I, for new and second-hand magnetos —

See below.

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, new and unused,
single-cyl., clock and anti, suit any machine price

55/-; twins, 45. 48, 50, 55, 60. 180 degrees, for J.A.P..
Clvno, Douglas, etc.. price 55/-. See our guarantee.—
Below.

G.A.V. Magnetos., new, single-cyl. and 180° twins
clock or anti. ideal for Douglas, Levis, Calthorpe,

O.K., or any lightweight; these magnetos are of the
finest workmanship throughout; price 55/-. See our
guarantee.—Below.

T3 0SCH D.A.L Magnetos, soiled only, otherwise asJ-* new, single cyl., suitable for any stationary en-
gine or big single. £3/15; twins, ^ny degree, ready
to drop on Indian, Harley. or any big twin, £4/5; a
powerful spark at low speed, ensuring easy starting.
All the above magnetos are variable ignition and fitted
short-circuiting switch. See our guarantee.—Below.

(~^ UAEANTEE. - Every magneto that leaves ourv-« works, no matter -what the price or make, carries
a written guarantee. Not merely a guarantee that same
is in good order at time of sale, but a plainly written
statement that we. guarantee every machine against all
aefects tor a period of

.
12 months. This, we maintain

justifies us in charging a few shillings more than cer-
tain of our competitors.

"OELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. hold one of theJ-t/ largest stocks :u London, and can be dependedupon for a straight deal at the right price. When
i-nving it pays to deal with a firm of repute.

"DELIANCE cordiaily invite customers to their works-IL to see any 01 the above on test. Magneto listgiving full
I

particulars sent upon application.-EnhanceMagneto Bepajnng Co., 283, St. John St., London!LU1 "

[6616
T\ASH Switchboards. 4-way, with ammeter, 20/-- with-L/ ammeter and voltmeter, 35/- each nett -LeslieD.xon and Co. (Dept Hi.), 9, Colonial AvMinories
ZJ T0760
£HELTENHAM.-Repairs to magnetos, self-starters

v™ri££fe' pK
?
ntV et£ '• London experts employed.

-

'VhSL i«Pete W°rks
'
95

'
Bath Kd- Cheltenhamrunne: l^b. [0758

JEBRON Contacts used by Messrs. Collier Bros.,

Y Platinum, for blades, screws, etc , cures misfiringJebron screws, fit Bosch mag., 10/6 pair; old screws'any make, Jebronised, 4/S each, return post
TEBRON Contacts, used by Messrs. Collier Brosr.

fa rV K ': Sr *& "iaki"g world's records.-Jebron.
08, lie. ben Rd„ Woolwich, London, S.E.18. [000^

EVERYONE A SATISFIED CUSTOMER
WHO DEALS WITH

WHY NOT BE ONE OF THEM ?
We can offer you the cream of

Motor-Cycles & Light Gars
New or Secondhand

- Don't worry about vour next- mount.
Write us and be sure of satis/action.

We hold the following Agencies for 1322

Moror-CYCus
A.J.S. SUNBEAM
N.U.T. NEW IMPERIAL
ARIEL NEW HUDSON
DUNELT HARLEY-DAVIDSON
RALEIGH EXCELSIOR RADCO

LIGHT CARS
MORGAN G.N.
A.B.C. NEW HUDSON
SWIFT BAYLISS THOMAS
GREGOIRE B.S.A., etc.

A FEW OF OUR SPECIAL SECONDHAND
BARGAINS.

1919 2| h.p. DOUGLAS, lamps, horn, leg shields,

etc., £47
1921 (late) 2?T h.p, O.K., 2-speed, lamps, horn,

etc., as new .. .. -.. £40
1921 shop-soiled 2\ h.p. COULSON B, spring frame,

kick start and clutch model. List price in gns.
Bargain £75

1921 shop-soiled 4 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON,
sports model. List price £140 . . . . £120

192 1 9 h.p. G.N., standard model, dynamo lighting,
speedometer, spare wheel, etc. . . . . £130

1920 (late) ?i h.p. COULSON B, spring frame,
lamps, horn, etc. £70

1921 sk h.p. RUDGE Multi, lamps, horn, etc. Very
little used . . . . £60

1919' (late) 4! h.p. B.S.A. Combination, lamrs,
horn, speedometer, etc . . . . . . £75

191S 3> h.p. SUNBEAM, D.A. lamps, horn,
speedometer £75

1920 4 n.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Swan sporting
'sidecar, lamps, horn, speedometer, etc . . £145

1921 4 h.p. BLAGKBURNE Combination, mileage
under 200 £125

r92i 2jh.p. O.K., lamps, Klaxon hom.asne.w £36
1920 S h.p. REX Combination, electric lighting,
horn, interchangeable wheels, spare wheel £110

1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Combination, lamps, horn,
etc £95

1919- 6 h.p. ZENITH, Flying Middleton SJc, lamps,
horn, discs, good tyres £80

1920 7 b.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination,
lamps, horn, etc £85

192-1 3* b.p. RUDGE Multi (I. O. M. Model), electric
lamps, horn, etc . . £70

1920 10 h.p. DOUGLAS CAR, C.A.V. dynamo light-
ing and starting, speedometer, Hcodaile shock
absorbers, tyres nearly new, in excellent condi-
tion, fast ani reliable . . . . ... £285

1920 7'9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, dynamo light-
ing, electric hrrn, discs, speedometer, leg shields,
tax paid, excellent condition . . . . £150

192T 9 h.p. G. N. Car, dynamo lighting, speedo-
meter, spare wheel, etc. .. .. .

."

£145
1921 7 b.p. A.J.S. Combination, electric lighting,
tan sad, spare wheel, unused sidescreen, small
mileage.. £180

ion 10 h.p. SINGER, 2-seater; dynamo lighting,
self-starter,-speedometer, 2 spare wheels, perfect
condition £200

1920 6 h.p. A. J. S., spare wheel, side screen,
lamps, horn, Binks tan sad, -etc. ... . . £140

1914 jo h.p. HILLMAN, dynamo lighting, speedo-
meter, mirror, etc., in good condition . . £200

F. E. WOOTTEN, Ltd.
Showrooms: 55 & 56, HIGH STREET, OXFORD
Works & Garage : MERT0N STREET, OXFORD

Ptione: 3».8 .

c

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
ELECTRIC Light Bulbs for motor cycles and a

one watt and hall watt types stocked.—W.
Clarke and Co., Ltd., Electrical Engineers, Silver )

New Oxford St., W.C.I. Price lists free.

i HJ-Nil.NEM'AL Ignition lyc^u ou.-We ret;
Vy Continental magnetos only. By specialising
Bosch, U.H., Eisemann, Mea, Splitdori, Dixie. ;

Berlins magnetos, we can naturally give you bet
service.

PRICE: Rewinding 18/-, condensers 10/-, platin
screws (Bosch standard) 6,-, remagnetising 2

slip rings 6/6, H.T. terminals 4/6. Our price
overhauling a motor cyuie magneto ranges betw<
20/- and 35/-, and never exceeds the latter figx:

Guaranteed lor 12 months, and redespatched to ;

in 2 days.

ONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.. 13, Hard*
Rd.. Chiswick, London.

SPLITDORF Magnetos, single, anticlocfc, varial

please note tnese mags, aie not reconstructed
converted starter mags.; each mag. we guarantee j

feet; 38/- each.—Marble Arch Motor Exchange, 1

Edgware Rd., W.2. [6<

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, unused, W.
guaranteed periect, single or 180° twin, vajda

ignition, switch terminal and leads, clock or ar
week's approval against cash.—Brockbank, 58, L
St., Southport. [0*.

C.A.V. Magnetos. Extraordinary bargains. Brj
new 180 ; twin or single-cyl., 38/6, carriage fi

Every magneto thoroughly tested before dispatch,
proval against cash. Bosch, Thomson-Bennett, ;

Dixie also in stock at bargain prices.-—Langford's,
Cricklewood Broadway, London, N.W.2.

U.H. Magneto Repairs.—We specialise in these ro

netos, and can be relied upon to give you gi

service. Al, Bl, AO, KB1, KB2V, KZ2V type spa
stocked; prices moderate; 12 months' written guar
tee.—Charles Parker and Co., Churchfield Rd., Act
London. £4*

BOSCH I., cvl., waterproof, 70/-; open type, 55

D.A.L., 60/-; "CJ.H., 55°, 70/-; Bosch, 50°, 70

Runbaken W.L.I. , 32/6; Bosch pattern Z.A.2 (ne

50/-. All guaranteed as new and sent on appro

and trial.—Magnetos, Bristol Mews, Paddington, IS

SURPLUS Magnetos, with written guarantee one ye

M-L single, 35/-; B.L.LC. ditto, 42/-; Bosch dr

45/-; Thomson-Bennett and C.A.V, singles and twi

50/-. We specialise in repairs and spares for

make-3. Lists with pleasure. Deal with experts t

avoid certain disappointment.—Whitdale Magneto i

vice. Cherry Orchard. Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 16

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. (est

lished 1912), contractors to H.M. Governme
and officially appointed by the R.A.C. Magneto
pairs of every description ; all repairs at lowest r

sible prices, and strictly guaranteed. We can mos
return them within 24 hours. We have several i

and second-hand single and 2-cyl. magnetos in sto

all guaranteed.—The Magneto Repairing and Wind
Co., 78, Hampstead Rd.. Euston, London, N.ft

Phone: Museum 1158. T.A, : Kumagnelec. Eusro

London. [2<

EUSTON Ignition Co.'s 24-hour repair serv;

Guaranteed repairs to all types of magnet
Splitdorf and Dixie specialists; official Indian e
trical service station ; Thomson-Bennett repairs j

spares. All repairs are tested on an approved A.I

test bench before despatch, and therefore carry <

guarantee for 12 months. We hold the largest sU

of guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degre

spare parts for all makes in stock; charged accur

tators, all voltages, always ready in stock; plu

ables, y2-watt and vacuum bulbs, all voltages,

give vou real live service always. - Euston Ignition (

329, 'Euston Rd., London, N.W.I. Phone: Muse
5034. T.A. : Magdyno. Eusroad, London. [01

TYRES.

MISS DOOLEY.—28x3 . Dunlop butt-ended trj

aud Palmer endless at 5/- each.

"\TIS"S DOOLEY.—26x3 Dunlop butted at 6'- ea

TITISS DOOLEY.—26x3x2 1£ Moseley at 5/- each.

MISS DOOLEY.—Please apply for above to Miss

Dooley, 33, Killyon Rd., Clapham.

TYRES. Tyres. Tyres.—For special b;irgnins, see B
croitian Co.'s advertisement undr.r Parts and gg

=ories. 101

OA x214 Clerance Covers and Tubes, 22.'-; Bates 2

r^rh 2\(i, special heavy, 30/-; carriage paid.—Davies,

Union St., Wednesbury.

CLEARANCE.—John Bull rib stud covers. 26x2%"
2"4 rims, 48/-; 650x65, 45/-; 28x3. 55/-.-:S<

Balmoral Rd., NovtL-an;pton. W
BRAND new Clincher rubber-studded tvres. 26x1

26x2', 2 ; 29s. 9d. each—Wandsworth Motor
change, -Ebner St., Wandsworth.

rpHE Difference between a good retread and a '

JL one is its mileage. Try ns. Watch results.—Mel

Rubber Works, Melton Mowbray. |0<

SCOTTISH Readers will find it- advantageous to I

chase their tvres from McArthur, Hill aud l

47, Carrick St., Glasgow. Lists post free. [3!

A3& All letters relating to advertisements should ouote the number at the end of e.-ich advertisement, and the date of the issue
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TYKES.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.—Great reduction in cohere and
J tubes. AJ1 goods sent on 7 days' approval, car-

)ge paid, against remittance.

"COXOMIC—24%x2# (oversize 2in. rims) Clincher
1 de Luxe heavy, 26/-, listed £2.

iCONOMIC—26x2Vi Dunlop heavy, 37/3; Bate?
J W.D., 28/6; Palmer W.D., 29/-; special heavy
ftes, 6/-.

"iCONOMIC—26X2% Bates special heavy W.D..
.i 30/-; Hutchinson T.T., 29/-; special heavy tubes,

ICONOMIC.—26X2^x2^ Goodyear diamond clear-

ance, 42/6; Avon rubber stud extra heavy, 20/-;
[joclier De Luxe, 30/-. *

"CONOMIC—650x65 Goodyear Diamond clearance,
30/-; 700x80 Goodyear diamond clearance, 5C/-;

t>es, W.D., 6/-.

")CONOMIC—fully guaranteed Dunlop rubber stud,
.* 24x2 22/6, 24X2% 24/9, 26x2 24/6, 26x2*4
h
ECONOMIC Tjre Co., 314, New Cross Rd., S.E.14
j (near Town Hall). 'Phone: New Cross 1393.

[5314

TOTOR Cyclists.—Send your covers for retreading.
Jl 3,000 miles guaranteed. Repairs of every descrip-
t,i; carnage paid.—Buxton Vulcanising; Co., Buxton,
! ova. [4357

* URST Motor Cycle Tyres, chafed beads, remoulded.
-r' made perfect, tube vulcanising, butt-ends fitted,
i -ending : send for list.—Melton Mowbray Rubber
Viks, Meltcn Mowbray. L034 /

4?ECIAL line of Clincher rubber non-skid covers.
If new, not W.D., 26x2Vs (for 2V4 rims), 25/-; also
2<2U. 16/-, including postage.—Maudes', 100, Gt.
i (land St., W.l; Walsall and Exeter, [6075

NTRE Repair Specialists.—H.F. process throughout,
] including' retreading burst covers. Every kind of
iair to tyres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in 4
ii.-Tue Motor Tyre Co., 66, High St., West Brora-
^k. [3852

Cl'ARTLING Offer.—New Beldam covers, 26x2 or 2%
i\ 20/- each, 26x2y2 30/-, 28X3 35/-, 650x65 40/-,

3x80 45/- each; new Avon or Michelin steel studded
L:ers, W.D., 700x65 35/- each—The Homerton Rubber
Saks, Brooksby's Walk, Homerton, E.9. [0331

FAUDE Rubber Co.—All tyres guaranteed and
& sent on seven days' approval against cash;
plage 1/3. 26x214 Avon rubber stud, 24/6; ditto,
3-fehenge, 25/-; Wood-Milne, 13/6; Goodyear Dia-
!nd, extra heavy, 25/-; Beldam Com., steel stud,
l\B.

»R >: 2% Dunlop rubber stud, extra heavy; 36/6;
*L* Bates 3-ribbed E.H., 27/6.

4*X2V'X2j^ Avon Stonehenge, heavy, 22/6; ditto,
*l* 3-ribbed, 30/-; 26x2% Wood-Milne, 13/6;
i -a heavy, 16 / 6 ; Goodvear Diamond, 25 / - ; Avon
)>ed, 22/ 6.

52x3 Wood-Milne, extra heavy, 28/-; Kempshall
*3 N.S., 30/-; new Dunlop tubes, 5/6, all above

f^Ax65 Wood-Milne, 13/6; extra heavv, 18/6;Uv Dunlop Voiturette E.H., 40/-; Goodyear
Cmond tread, Kempshall N.S., or Avon 3-ribbed,
Sj- each; Dunlop tubes, 6/6.

rfkAx80 Avon 3-ribbed, extra heavy, 35/-; Wood-
'l/V Milne, extra heavy, 20/-; tubes, 7/-. All
ids dispatched within an hour of order received.—
3 Praed St.,, W. [5710

1EMPSHALL Heavy Non-skid clearance (only
superficial blemishes) ; exceptional bargains.

112^X2%, 32/6 each; 26x2%, 30/- each; 26x2V4,
if. each; 650x65 tubes (new), motor cycle valves,
'ii each.—H. Va'ss, 1, Shaftesbury Rd., Walthamstow,
H7. [5372

TANKS.
r \NK& for B.S.A\, new, 42/6; 1910, ] 921.-Coveutry
• Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry. [3267

r ANK8 for Triumph, new, 42/6; 1910, 1921.—Cov-
entry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works. Coventry.

[3268

f'OVENi'RY Tankers, Ltd.* makers to the piincipa-
\ manufacturer; petrol tanks for any style supplied.
s^a capacity.—HeaKail Works, Coventry. [3269

NKS Made or Repaired, re-enamelled, lined, trans-
ferred; handle-bars, etc., plated. Established 30

res.—Attwood's, 86, Rosebery Av., London, E.C.I.
[6997

1S.NKS Re-enamelled to Pattern. High-class work
-I] only.—D. Jenkins and Sons, 6, Richard St., Atkin-
St. Deansgate, Manchester. Established 25 years.

[3601

:

v

L Manner of Repairs, rebuilds, etc., to any pat-
tern First-class enamelling. Reasonable charge*

ij quick delivery.—Day, 27, St. Luke's Rd., Birming
'i. [3393

fWMMM
MANUFACTURERS'
SPECIAL OFFER.
WATERPROOF MOTOR CYCLE

SUIT (Fig. 1).

Jacket, Legging
Overalls

and
Fawn double texture
material

.
interlined

rubber, seams ce-

mented and taped,
wind cuffs, wind
gusset in overalls,

and clasp fasteners.

SUIT COMPLETE

35/-
SUIT, with seatless

trousers,

Fig . lNS 42/-
Superior heavy stout twill, double
texture, Motor Cycle Suit—very warm
and perfectly waterproof.

COMPLETE, with all fittings as above,
and seatless trousers, SO/-

WATERPROOF
TRENCH COAT

{Fig. 2) Fawn material,

rubber lined, guaran-
teed waterproof.

25/-

SEAT-
LESS
trousers

fawn,
double
texture
n:aterial

rubber
inter-

lined,

wind gusset.

& clasp fast-

eners. All

sizes.

18/-
per pair.

WATERPROOF OVERALLS.

Double texture material,

clasp fasteners, perfectly

waterproof.

per J 5/- P? ic -

/' you cannot call, send

money with breast measure
men I and height.

Pest your order early. All goods carriage paid.

":' Actual Manufacturers:

Money TiTndTd j
Martin Waterproof

in full if not trior- : Company.

LSSi.J*S:J 208, Oldham Road,
New Cross.Manchester

9A MUgUWOTlWJUfftfMlttJ

TANKS.
ASHTON BROS'. Tanks. Price lists and order

forms available through your dealer or direct
from 14, Market Place, Manchester. All tanks
guaranteed. [5706
rpANKS of every description replaced, repaired, and
J- re-enamelled at our own works; all kinds cf
fittings stocked; quick service and reasonable charges.
Illustrated list free.—A. Green, Water St.. Chapel St.,

Salford. Manchester Tel: 2191 Central. 10256

TANKS Repaired, reenamelled, dents removed, parti-
tion, seam, fastening leakage, etc., enamelling; we

guarantee makers' transfers, lastest colours and designs;
lowest prices; prompt return.—Park Works, la, Paradise
Rd. Highbuiy, N.5. [4878

AVERY'S Stock Tanks for Douglas, Hazlewood,
B.S.A., Triumph, Omega, enamelled makers'*

colours, plated fittings, 40/-, complete; other design or'

shape to order. 12 months' guarantee with every tank.

—

Gordon Street Tank Works, Coventry. 'Phone: 1774.
[0770

BELTS.
JOHN Bull Belts, lin., 2/8; =,4in., 1/11 ft; any length

cut.—Sear, Balmoral Rd., Northampton. [4835a

NEW Clipper Belts.—8ft. xJiin. 11/6, 8ft. 6in.x*<in.
13/-, 8ft. 6in.x%in. 14/-, 8ft. 6in.Xlin. 16/9.

W.D. Belter 6ft. 6in.x%in., 10/-; r.ew Pedley belts,
clearance, 6ft. 6in.x%in., 10/-; clearance belts,

6ft.xlin., 8/6.
;

H. EMANUEL and Co., Tyre Factors, 27, Belgrade
Rd., Stoke Newington, N.16. Stores: 37a, Bulls

Pond Rd., Dalston, London, N. Tel.: Dalstoa 3161.
[0726

CARBIDE.
FINEST Carbide, cwt. drums, 22/6, f.o.r.; 23 depots;

prices packed in tins on application.—Sports
Depot, Denby Dale, Huddersfield. [5068

CARBIDE, finest quality only, lewt. drums, 22/-.

f.o.r., c.w.o. ; stores all parts; also Vi to 7 lb.

tins.—Hodge and Co., Warwick Rd., Bristol. [5101

CARBIDE.—Finest quality, giving brilliant light,

economical; 22/- cwt.., 12/6 Vz cwt. ; carriage for-

ward, drums free.—Kemp's Garage. Importers, Louth,
Lines. [5555

BEST Quality Carbide, 24/- per cwt., 28 lb. 8/6,
drums free. Any quantity supplied from l/2 lb.

tins to 2 cwt. drums. Only the best brands stocked.
Trade enquiries invited.—Dargue, 57, Grey St., New-
castle-on-Tyne. [6900

CARBIDE, guaranteed maximum gas yield, British
Acetylene Association standard, 21/6 cwt., drums

free, all meshes; stock at 22 depots; immediate de-
livery.—Elloc Cycle Works, Importers, Gedney Drove
End, Wisbech. [3590

CARBIDE, finest quality, giving 100 per cent, pure'
gas yield, all sizes, cwt. 26/6, y2-cwt. 16/3, 28 1b.;

S/6, drums free; support the old firm; established over;
30 years: .satisfaction guaranteed.—Young, Importers,'
Misterton. Somerset. [9557 1

CARBIDE.—Immediate delivery of all sizes in 1 lb.,

2 lb., 4 lb., and 7 lb. lever lid tins, and 2 cwt.
drums, labelled or plain for retailers' own labels, quality
guaranteed, and all standard sizes supplied by the
cheapest firm in the trade.—The Premier Lamp and
Engineering Co., Ltd., Moorfield Works, Armley, Leeds.

[3286

PATENT AGENTS.
CONSULTING Patent Agency, 253. Gray's Inn Rd.,

London.—Aero and aircraft engines. [2416

J.
E. S. LOCKWOOD, 3, New Street, Birmingham.

'Phone: 5816 C. Patents guide free. [9057

FREE, 100 Page Patent Guide, postage 3d.—The
Consulting Patent Agency, 253m, Gray's Inn

Rd., London. [2416

PATENTS Advice, handbook free.—King, Registered
Patent Agent, 146a, Queen Victoria St., E.Q.

35 years' references. [0129

W. BBYSON, B.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.O.E., Chartered
Patent Agent, 29, Southampton Buildings,

Loudon. W.C.2. 'Phone: Museum 3651 19242

H. N. & W. S. SKERRETT (H. N. Skerrett, Fellow
of the Chartered Institute of Patent Agents,

A.I.Mech.E., A.I.A.E., Associate I.E.E., etc.; W. S.

Skerrett, A.I.E.E., Registered Patent Agent).—Patents,
designs, and trade marks.—24, Temple Row, Birming-
ham. • Tel. : Central 1038. T.A. : Skerrett, Birming-
ham. [1534

PATENTS.

WE Buy, Sell, and Finance Inventions and Patents,

and advise on their marketing.—Send postcard for

full particulars to Dept. C, Inventors' Sales Agency,
22-24. Spencer Av . Coventry. F3717

GENTLEMAN with Works wishes to purchase re-

cipe for some good speciality for motor trade,

and invites information on vulcanising cold process.—

Box 8280, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5455

AGENCIES.
SLADE-J.A.P. Motor Cycles, 55 gns. Sole agents re-

quired in districts where not already represented.

These machines will take the market by storm. Specifl-

cation-2%h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed kick start, B. and B.

carburetter, drip feed, etc.; sell at 55 gns. retail.—

Terms from Whittles Motors, Longsignt, Manchester.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A39
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AGENCIES.
THE Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., require sole agents

tor their celebrated motor cycles in districts where
They are not already represented. Trade only.—Write to;

lists and terms to the Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., 24S,
Alexandra ltd., Hornsey, N.8. [6245

INSURANCE.
J? 3 Covers All Risks for 2%H.p., others at competi-w tive rates.—Ernest Bass, 40, Chancery Lane,
W.C.2. 'Phone: Museum 2234. 1.0005

RUYS, Ltd., Insurance Brokers.—Agents for all com-
panies and Lloyd's. Insurance of every descrip-

i ion eflected. Enquiries invited.— 1 70, Ufc. Portland
St., London. [0055

COMPREHENSIVE Policies for motor cycles, cycle
cars, Morgans, etc., from £1

1

4 / 6 ; immediate
cover; prompt settlement.—John Clements and Co.,
65a, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.I. [5480

THE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy is the policy
authorised by " The Motor Cycle," and covers

motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for private
purposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximum
benefits, minimum rates. Full particulars and pro-
spectuses on application.—The Autocar Fire and Acci-
dent Insurance Co., Ltd., 77, Cheapside, London, E.C.2.

[0007
SITUATIONS VACANT.

MOTOR Cycle Traveller wanted for North of Eng-
land; only first-class man need apply; must be

able to ride.—State full particulars and wages required
to Box 8279, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5454

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
ACHINES Purchased for Clients in any part of
U.K.; expert examination.—Tonge, Holmsfield,

Sheffield-. [5750

FINANCIAL.—PARTNERSHIPS.
ACTIVE Partner Required in small Company now
-£V manufacturing light runabout. Well received at
"Olympia and bv Technical Press.—Box 8267, c/o x&e
Motor Cycle. [5419

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

VULCANIZING Business, H.F. Plant, 3 Mandrels, 5
sets joiners' tools, benches, fittings. Humber van.

Two-seater Rover. Sacrifice, £130.—Box 8,302, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [6001

FOR Sale near Tunbridge Wells.—Motor cycle and
cycle agency and repairing depot. Agencies

Raleigh, Humber, Sunbeam, James. Main London
road. Double-fronted shop, large garden, garage at
rear. Splendid opportunity for live man. Immediate
possession.—Apply, 74, Watling St., London, E.C.

[5451

GENERAL TRADE.
AUCTION Sales.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting, the
-£* oldest solely motor auction rooms in London.
Terras 7x/a per cent., not chargeable if machine unsold.
Motor cycles and cars bought and sold for cash.
Nearest goods stations, Falcon Lane, L. and N.W.R.,
Wimbledon, L. and S.W.R. and G.W.K.—Sole address,
Palmer's Garage, Tooting, London. [5880

WANTED.

P. and M. spares.—See Motor Cvcles Wanted.

—

Kemp. [6043
WANTED, Sidecar suit Triumph; about £6.—2,

Newcomen Rd,, Finchley, N.3. [5617

JAMES 4Vi Combination, not earlier than 1919.

—

151, Globe Rd., Bethnal Green. [5360

MORGAN Runabout, must be cheap, Grand Prix
preferred.—7, St. Mark's Mansions, N.4. [5520

OLD Morgan or Whippet wanted.—Price, particu-
lars, R., 92, Romford Rd., Stratford. [5636

WANTED, Solos or Combinations.—D. and S. Auto-
car Co., 33, The Parade, Golders Green. [6013

SCOTT Front Forks or other spares.—79, Berkley
St., Liverpool. [5887

C.B. Sidecar, must be strong chassis.—Glover, Here-
ford Villa, New Barnet, Herts. [5747

WANTED, secondhand Morgans, Rovers, and G.N.'s,
in good condition.—Rey's, of Euston Rd.

"Phone : Museum 6436. [5779
"T\OUGLAS 2%h.p. tank, complete; also tourist bars,J-' cheap.—Spencer, Botoiph's Corner, Sevenoaks.

T\7"ANTED, late model solo or comb, for cash.—C S
*> 14, Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3. Tel.: E 3155.

[6048WANTED, Frame for .1911 Quadrant; good con-
dition.—46, Fore St., Brixham, Devon.

[5368

P.
and M., also spares; incomplete machine con-
sidered.—Price to K. Kemp, 68, Belsize Pk

London. [6042DOUGLAS 2%h.p. or 4h.p. wanted, in any con-
dition; cash on sight.—302, London Rd. Thorn-

ton Heath. [5968
ylh.p. 1913 Douglas Middle Section (crankcase), new

• ballraces (crankshaft).—Davidson, 7, Atlantic
Terrace, Camborne. [5668WANTED, an 8h.p. Engine, a M.A.G. preferred.

State date, condition, and price.—Gardner, Gib-
son's Farm, Lancaster. [5509
j[»10 offered for good 3-speed gear box, S.A. or

.<** other approved type.—19, Wilcox Rd., South
Lambeth, London. [5975

A40 All letters relating to advertisements

ROSSLEIGH
AT THE SHOW
WE EXTEND A HEARTY

INVITATION TO
SCOTTISH MOTOR CYCLISTS

Stand No. 198
SCOTTISH

MOTOR SHOW
KELVIN HALL. GLASGOW,

Jan. 27th to Feb. 4th

We shall Exhibit a Repre-
sentative Selection of the

following makes :

TRUMPH
HUMBER

BSA.
SCOTT

ROVER
MARTI>SY0E

IVY
ALLON

NER-A-CAR WHEELER

Our Representatives will

also be on the following

Stands :

TRIUMPH STAND 193

ROVER - „ 189

MARTINSYDE „ 195

HUMBER - „ 176

NER-A-CAR „ 206

ROSSLEIGH LIMITED
MOTOR ENGINEERS
TO H.M. THE KING,

EDINBURGH &. GLASGOW.

WANTED.
WANTED, 1911 Triumph Cylinder and Pi '.

good condition; cheap.—James Andrews,
; j

Farm, Delny, Ross-shire.

DOUGLAS, gear box, 2 speed, k.s., clutch.—! (

and condition, Albert Motor Co., 21, Priuce A i

St., Strathbungo, Glasgow.

WANTED.—Secondhand Coachbuilt Sidecar
4h.p. Triumph. Write, stating make, price, I

—Kenwood, High St., Honiton.

FRAME, wheels, tank, forks, bars, carrier,

condition, suitable 6-8h.p. J.A.P., Sturmey < b

belt, gear box.—Lornie, Alyth.

WANTED, good up-to-date eecona-hand motor i

accessories; prate particulars and price.—St i

Co.. 292, High Holborn. W.C.I.

"\T7ANTED, Ball Bearings, any quantities, HJin.xS
VV x%in., and 20x47x14mm. Must be cheap

cash.—Box 8,288, c/o The Motor Cycle.

CIDECAR, Henderson spring Irame, folding
£5 quickly detachable fittings, touring body.

Triumph.—8, Chesham Villas, Pinner.

WANTED, Easting Screen for Matchless, do p

seater; also Low Generator, light bar size.—C .

wiek's Dining Rooms, Milnsbridge, Huddersfield.

WANTED, bankrupt stocks, W.D. spares, in .

plete P. and M.'s or parts.—Inman, Dur
Rd.. Seaforth, Liverpool. 'Phone : Waterloo 29i

:

P.
and M. Parts wanted: Chains, exhaust pipes,

i

caps, gear operating chains, kick starts, and- e!
,

valve caps, front' brakes ; second-hand preferred.—S .

Porter, Whitchurch, Salop.

WANTED, for countershaft Triumph, timing

of crank case, or complete crank case; also £

mey gear box case, or complete gear box if ehe

Hole, 129, Park Lane, Carshalton.

WANTED to Purchase Outright for cash, bank )

stocks. W.D. spares, miscellaneous spares. I I

full particulars.—McNeille and Piatt. 57. Ut. Gc
St Liverpool 'Phone: 1092 Royal

HUB Shell only, or complete; suit old pattern

Enfield. Left-hand drive. Cylinder
N.S.U. ZV-i, old pattern overhead valve.—Particu"

,

prices, etc., Marr, Bridge St., Ellon, Aberdeenshir

EXCHANGE.
YOUNG, attach, with cycle (new) for motor c

£22.—Bassett, Crowthorne, Berks.

SJINGER 3%h.p., 3-speed, clutch; exchange for |
' lightweight, or sell £30.—Apps, Bracknell. [I

Qh.p. Bat-Jap Combination for 2-speed lightwei
*-> Douglas preferred.

—

285a, Edgware Rd., W. [£

_/! -CYL. F.N., new pistons, etc., photo, particu!
j: for 31,'oh.p. single.—Bradley, Laynes, Newent.
„ [5rWCLOTRACTEUR, new, cost £20; exchange cV or motor stuff.—Z, I, Camberwell Rd., S.E.

[5HUMBER, 3l/'h.p., 2-speed, good condition,
cash for 1915 Scott.—Marshall, H.M.S. P38, I

land.
[5CALTHORPE 2-stroke for Lightweight Combinat

Cash adjustment.—Rev. Bull, Ramsey, Hunt
[5

ORSTMAN 2-seater for A.J.S. or Matchless c
bination or G.P. Morgan.—56, High St., Toot

[5

"\V"OLSELEY" Light Delivery Van; exchange
."» good combination.— 3, Belgrave Rd., mitcha

[5

SEE A.J.S., Blackburne, Zenith, Indian colun
—Kent's, 417, Lord St., Southport. Tel.: U

[5

F.N. Gear Box, flywheel, clutch, etc., £5/10;
change engine F.N.—Fond, 38, Bridge St., Dei

t«
3h.p. Enfield, late 1919, perfect condition,

I.O.M. Rudge.—F. Claxton, East Hailing, . I

folk. [6

3Ah.p. Rex, complete, less mag., for sound 3-sp

2 Sturmey gear box.—Bennett, Moira, Leices
shire. , [5

1

33.h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, imcrated 1919, accessor

4 unscratched; exchanges invited.— 63, Solon 1

Brixton. [5i

A .B.C. 1921, dynamo, speedometer, etc., for i

Sunbeam or Norton; or sell.—82, Caledonian I
London, N. [5'

1 A u -P- Light Car Chassis; exchange combinatii
J-V or sell.—59, Palfrey Place, Dorset Rd., CI

ham Rd., S.W.8. [5'

ZENITH, 1915, 6h.p. Sports, perfect condition,
lower power, sell £58.—64, Summerfield Crescf

Edgbaston, Birmingham,

A.V. Monocar 6h.p. 1920, 2-speed, electric light!

accessories, licensed; exchange solo.—17, Sus

Rd., New Maiden, Surrey. [5<

EXCHANGE 3h.p. Humber, mag. B. and B.,

2h-p. J.E.S. two-stroke, or sell £12.—A. 51

ston, Norwood, Nr. Otley. [53

N.S.U. Gear, gate change perfect, exchange
N.S.U. or other recessed for Jap; sell 54/

—F-, 7, Clarence St., Sonthall. [5!

HC
1

should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE V-h Rudge Multi, taxed, all on, ex-

cellent order, for Lightweight, or sell £40.—
;tiley, Elkstone, Buxton, Staffs. [5502

DARRACQ Landaulette, 4-cylinder, live axle, splen-
did condition, £75. Exchange Combination.

—

156, Forest Rd., Walthamstow. [5692

\\ LLDAYS' 12h.p., 4-seater,. modern body, un-
£*. scra-tched, remarkably good condition; exchanges
;nvited.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [5675

Ik.p. 3-speed Hub-gear Combination; exchange
Douglas and cash, or sell.—59, Palfrey Pla-ce,

}orset Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W.8. [5702

HALIFAX.—1922 New Coventry Premier Light Car
for good combination and cash.—Motor Ex-

-hange, 25, Horton St., Halifax. [5921

^JEDIA 2-seater- Light Car, as new; exchange twin
J combination and little cash.—Spurling, 8, Court-
lope Villas, Hampstead, N.W.3. [5848

EXCHANGE 1915 4-seater Maxwell car for motor
cycle and cash, or sell £95.-28, Woodford Rd.,

?areft Gate. 'Phone; Stratford 2598. [5947

EXCHANGE 1915 W.C. Humberette, oversize tyres',

5 lamps, hood, screen, perfect order, for com-
bination,—24, Geraldine Rd., Chiswick. [5948

\yi Rudge; clutch model, perfect, very fast. Ex-
*J2 change 2-stroke or Lightweight; cash either

fay.—181, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [5633

•I TON Ford Truck, W.D. body. 1920, left-hand
sl drive, for good combination and cash adjustment.
L-W. Cole, Blackmoor, East Liss, Hants. [5831

niNEMATOGRAPH Projector outfit, value £30, for

>\J lightweight, with speeds, or sell £25.

—

Won, Hielam, Tongue, Sutherlandshire. [5370

COTTAGE Furniture, new, stored London, value
S £50, exchange for good modern solo ; cash ad-

-astment.—Box 8268, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5420

\i h.p, Douglas Combination, perfect, lamps, horn,

it screen, spares, for Morgan W.C, G.P. preferred,

;ash adjustment.—10a, Norfolk St., Southsea. [5435

'•h.p. Rover, 2-seater„ 3-speed, reverse, excellent

order, sell £30; or exchange good combination.—
'.ales, Oakteigh Villas, New Rd., Ascot, Berks. [5782

fiFFERS or exchange wanted for Henderson Semi-

k> T.T. Handlebars, also 2 years' issue of Motor
\\ucle and Motor Cycling.—Pirie, Cranleigh. [5693

'ORGAN 1919 Sporting air-cooled model, abso-

lutely new condition, trial any time; exchange

Ed
combination and cash.—Snow.

RrUMPH-GLORIA Combination 1919, fully

equipped, good condition; exchange lightweight

:ici cash.—Snow, Laurel St., Dalston, N.8. [6035

i| Q 20-21 A,V., 8h.p., original tyres, lighting set,

15/ absolutely as new (2 seats), guaranteed^ for

Me Solo, or sell £85.-89, ,East Hill, Wandsworth.
[6008

EXCHANGE 1920 Kingsbury 2-seater, dynamo
(Gj lighting, 6 detachable wheels, for motor cycle

ad cash; sell £130.-49, Well St., Hackney, E.9.
[5903

919-20 Zenith 8h.p. Swan Combination C.S.
;
K.S.,

clutch, comnlete,

W

perfect order;
exchange.—Gillingham,

small solo

liachine part exchange.—Gillingham, Springfield,

hard. [5445

C^XCHANGE Lagonda coupe, 4-cylinder, 5, wheels,
.Cj detachable, electric light, splendid condition, tax

" -19, Valnay St.,

[5645
'aid, for good Combination and cash

footing.

-Plate Photo Enlarger, y2-Plate Camera Houghton's
Slide, 1/1 Plate Camera and accessories, for

iiotor cycle or combination.—Box 8,237, c/o The
itotor Cycle. [5352

EXCHANGES considered for the following:—

p Triumph, Premier, Singer, Velocette, Rover,
iriumph, Matchless; see other adverts.— 8, High St.,

Wandsworth. - [5662

livX/ANTED, good Combination or Solo and cash for
|Vt Sporting Bleriot Whippet, hood, screen, Lucas
vnamo lighting, any trial, value £95.-89, East Hill,

Wandsworth. [6007

EXCHANGE A.V. Monocar 8h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed,
L-J 1920, 2 seats, exchange 5Va centre treadle lathe

tad cash, or sell £52.—Clarke, Town Hall, Wands-
worth, S.W. [5623

'VTEW HUDSON 2iAh.p., 2 speed de luxe, all acces-

M sories, new conditio in throughout; £55; or ex-

aange for small 2 seater equal value.—Box 8270, c/o

he Motor Cycle. [5422

bi.O.C.H. are noted for fair exchanges. Fair Offer
" Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead. (Near
'ube.) 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours: 9-7, in-

juding Saturdays. [5536

I^XCHANGE handsome 3-piece Chesterfield Suite,
t-J value £55, for modern motor cycle or combina-
Jon; cash adjustment either wav.—10, Freshford St.,

avlsSeld, S.W.18. [5622

I 015 Ford English Sporting Body, right-hand
.-*' drive, perfect Tunning order, for Morgan com-"
ination, or offers.—Wood Cottage, Wheeloch Heath,

. Sandbach, Cheshire. [5to6
fNDIAN, 1918, 5h.p., 3-speed^ K.S., excellent con-
i- dition, tax, equipped, for 2-;i Douglas 3-speed or
pi A.J.S., 1916 type; cash adjustment.—Stuart, Cen-
;l! Beach, Blai'kpool. [5565

VILLIERS
TWO -STROKE
ENGINE

THIS

MARK V.,
WITH ITS

FLYWHEEL

MAGNETO,
IS DIFFERENT TO ALL

OTHERS.

IT FIRES EVENLY AT
WALKING PACE; CON-

SEQUENTLY

IT CLIMBS

BETTER.
Read our new Booklet, which

is sent post free.

the VILLIERS
ENGINEERING C°LT °

SUNBEAM STREET
WOLVERHAMPTON

EXCHANGE.
NER-A-CAR wanted, firsUclass order, exchange 1921

Connaught, brand uew condition, carefully run in,
tax paid; 150m. p.g., Sturmey-Archer . gear, 26in
wheels, speedometer.—9, West Bank, Scarborough

[5513

^-6h.p. Snorting Indian Combination, also similar
*^ T.T. solo, for Morgan, higher powered combina-
tion or sell; private owner; full particulars.—Crombie,
86,- Southgrove-Rd., Sheffield. [a8io
1 Q14 31/2 T.T. Rover. Fa^t, sports machine.
-*-v Mechanically perfect. Tax paid 1922. Cash
offers or exchange Douglas.—bea^ey, 88, Prince's
Avenue, Watford. [5874

T^XCHANGE 12h.p. Briton Van, 3 speeds, reverse,-U good running order, for Combination or Solo,
ktcTi start, speeds, not later than 1918, or sell ,£50.
— 1, Hampton Rd., Blackpool. [5690
"I Q21 A.B.C., indistinguishable from new, fullyXt/ equipped. Exchange Lightweight and cash,
combination, or light car; cash either way.—Ewevs,
Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [5634

TPXCHANGE Triumph Combination (late 1918),
J-J lamps, accessories, tax paid, for late Morgan-
Coventry Premier. Cash adjustment or sell, £75.

—

Carr, Park Cres., Llandrindod Wells. [5328

"JVTARTINSYDE Combination, Sept., 1921; mileageXTX 300 ; Lucas lamps. Spares as new. Sale,
£135. Exchange 1921 Big Twin Combination, with
dynamo lighting.—60, Cowbridge Rd., Cardiff. [5336

'EXCHANGE New 1922 Singers, Calthorpes, Rovers.
*-* G.N.s, and Coventry-Premiers, for motor cycles,
runabouts, and cash. Write for catalogues.—Newn-
ham Motors, 223, Hammersmith Rd., London. [5817

QXh.p. Ariel, new 1921, £87; 5-6h.p. Clyno com-"2 bination, £43; exchange one or both for 4-
seater; one requiring repainting, overhauling con-
sidered.—Cunuington, 339, Lincoln Rd., Peterboro.

[5745
TpXCHANGE Douglas 2%hTp. £16 just paid for
J-J new parts for engine and gearbox. Lamps,
horn. Tax paid 1922. Any test. For Rudge-Multi,
or sell £45.-25, Clock House Rd.,-Beckenham, Kent.

[5553

TyANTED, B.S.A. about 1917, appearance im-
»* material, in exchange for Allon 23ih.p. 1920, 2-

speed, hand clutch, tax paid; cash adjustment to £15
for good machine.—48, Babbacoinbe Rd., Bromley,
Kent. [5394
"pXCHANGE 1917 Grand Prix Morgan, W.C.
J-* J.A.P., acetylene lighting, finished dark red with
black lines, reliable and .fast, £122; accept motor
cycles.—Newnham Motors, 223, Hammersmith Rd..
London. [5818
PRACTICALLY Brand New Clyno, 8h.p„ latest

J.A.P., 3 speed, hand clutch, kick start, Camber
sidecar, electric lighting, original tyres unpunctured,
beautiful outfit, for Morgan, £110.-89, East Hill,
Wandsworth. [6009

EXCHANGES a Speciality.-Motor cycles taken in
part exchange for small and large 2 and 4-seaters;

bargain prices.—Seabiidge, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich.
Hours 10-5.30, or appointment (not Sundays). Syden-
ham 2452. [3671

TpXCKANGE 1921 Quarter-plate Ruby Reflex
J-J Camera, f/4.5 lens and accessories, .for 3-speed
gear box, 26in. discs, Magdyno, Binks carburetter,
speedometer, or anything motorish; or sell £15.—Box
8269, c/o The Motor Cycle, [5421

"1 Q21 3y2h.p. Rudge Mnlti, delivered June 2nd,
-I-t/ lamps, speedometer, Tan-Sad, spare belt and
tube, fast and splenoid running order, tyres unpunc-
tured, mileage 3,500; exchange with cash for good
combination, or sell £75; London district.—Bex 8^99,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [5580

DOUGLAS 2%b..p. 1919, lamp, horn, special long
exhaust, mud shields, tyres new, good running

order, condition Al; also beautiful piano, worth £60,
by Erard, and cash, for first-class late combination
not under 5-6h.p. or cycle car,—Huntly, Farway,
Honiton, Devon.. [5384

EXCHANGE 1913-14 Morgan 8h.p. Runabout; witn
cash, for recent 2-seater with dickey. Exchange

A.V. Monocar, finished dark red with black wings
and discs, electric lighting, very fast and sporty, for

good" motor cycle and cash. Exchanges.—Newnham
Motors, 223, Hammersmith Rd., London. [5816

EXCHANGES.—The Newnham Motor Company,
223, Hammersmith Rd., London, specialise in

exchanges of motor cycles, runabouts, and light

cars. Send full particulars of your present machine,

and mention your requirements. Post exchanges.

Distance no object.—Newnham Motors, 223, Hammer-
smith Rd., London. " [5815

ADVERTISER wishes to exchange combination, as

'-specified, for 2 seater of recent date and approxi-

mately equal value, Bleriot or G.N. preferred; Harlev

and sidecar, 19 T. 3627 magneto, recently overhauled,

invoices shown, 40 guinea sidecar, screen, etc., discs,

-copper exhausts, 29x3V2 tyres, large brass P. a-nd H.

self-contained head lamp, electric side, tail, speedo-

meter and spotlight, large 8-volt searchlight on side-

car speedometer, air speed and ultimeter, condition

better than new; value £160.^Parry, Borrowash.

Derbv. E5392

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A41
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REPAIRERS.
NY

ARMSTRONG or Shirmey-Archer Gears Repaired
promptly and efficiently.—County Engineering Co.,

Hounslow. - [0517

rriRIUMPH, Douglas, J.A.P. Repair Specialists."

OUR, Works do nothing else but repair the above
makes of machines. Cylinders re-bored, new

pistons fitted, engine and gear boxes overhauled. En-
amelling, plating, all on the premises. Send your
engines or gear boxes ; bench test and road test
before returning. No need to eend complete machine.
All spares in stock, and we are more prompt than the
makers. Work guaranteed. We pay carriage one
way. Discount to trade.—The Winstan-Heonv Motor
Co., 63, South End, Croydon. 'Phone; 2431. [4764

WHITTALL for Welding. Aluminium experts
Prompt delivery.

WHITTALL.— Pistons complete for Triumph, Pre-
mier, J,A. P., Bradbury, B.S.A., Douglas, Sun-

beams, etc.; 14/- to 24/-, on approval, exact to pattern.

WHITTALL.—Cylinders reground and new complete
pistons fitted from £2, perfection guaranteed.

Twelve years' first-class reputation. Pistons to pattern
or sketch.-Whittall Machinists Co., Whittall St., Bir-
mingham.

.
10017

C.
R. FOSTER, of Leeds, is the original cylmde<
grinding specialist.

CYLINDER Grinding by Foster, of Leeds, has n(.

equal. Price, complete with piston, from £.2.

£1,000 is the value of the machine and equipment
that will grind your cylinder at our works. -

Foster, of Leeds, 170, Cardigan Rd. [0003

ENGINE Overhauls, quality work only, cylinders re-

ground, pistons, valves, bushes, etc.—Below.

PISTONS for every standard motor cycle in stock
from 14/- each.—Below.

CYLINDER Grinding, our speciality 2%h.p. Douglas
reground, fitted with new piston, rings, and

gudgeon. 25/- each.—Below.

TRIUMPH, J.A.P., Bradbury, and all 3V,h.p., 4h.p..
cylinders reground and fitted new piston, rings,

and gudgeon, 35/-; returned in 48 hours.—Below.
QUALITY and Satisfaction is our motto. Entrust

your work to specialists and get a guaranteed
reunir. — C.M.D. Engineering Co., Leamington Spa.
'Phone: 768. 19659

WHEELS Repaired, rebuilt; sidecar chassis re-
paired.—Pritchard, 7, All Saints Lane, Coventry.

[X5307
WELDING Aluminium Crank Cases, gear boxes by

experts ; immediate attention ; seasonable prices.—
—Below.

WELDING Broken Cylinders, flanges, combustion
experts of 11 years' experience.—Below.

CYLINDER Grinding on latest machinery, installed
since hostilities censed; accuracy guaranteed;

new pistons fitted.—Sadgrove and Co., 140, Convbere
St. Birmingham. [4769

ENGINES Rebushed, overhauled, rings fitted, com-
pression guaranteed; singles 30/-, twins 40/-; re-

turned 3 days.—Below.

CYLINDERS Rebored, fitted with new pistons, from
30/- to 40/-.—Turner Bros., Motor Engineers,

Summerseat, Manchester. [4143

FRAME, chassis, and tank repairs, enamelling and
painting by experts; prompt deliveries.—Langham

Co., Fitzroy St. , Leicester. [6097

INDIAN Owners.—If you have trouble with your ma
chine, send to Indian repair specialists. Dennis.

89 Rriytnn Rd Lnndon [185?

CYLINDERS Reground, new pistons fitted, from
22/6; engines overhauled in 5-6 days. - Speciality,

Triumph and Premier.—Below.

WELDING, also brazing, by experienced workmen.
Spare parts supplied.—W. R. S. Fiddian, Bush

Lane House, Bush Lane, E.C.4. [5575

J .A. P. and Black'-mrne Eugine Experts; reasonable
and reliable.—Kingsbury Garage, Edgware Rd..

Hendon. 'Phone: Kingsburr . 134. [4209

FOR Expert Engine Overhauls, cylinder grinding,
new pistons, and spares, Hedley and Co., Forth

St., Neweastle-on-Tyne. [133?

WORN Pulleys Turned, 5/-; aluminium cooling
fins fitted to valve caps, 3/6; prompt return

Free.—Peckett, 34, Cecil Av., Barking. [4916

P.
aud M. Gear Specialists. Any 1911 to 1921 P. and
M. gear repaired promptly and efficiently.—A. S.

PhilHpson, Engineer, la, Hilda St., Grimsby. [3849
WELDING.—Broken cylinders, crank cases, etc., made

like new; work guaranteed; quick return.—Tonge
welding Co., Morton St.. Middleton. Manchester T6302

EOC 2-speeds ' Overhauled. Humber, Rex, Matchless,
Vindeo, Aldays, Millenium, Campion-Jap, Quadrant

spares stocked.—Connolly, Carmelite Rd., Coventry.
rX5310

ENAMELLING, Plating.—Tanks enamelled as before
handle-bars, etc., plated.—Send to Murray's P)atin»

Works, Union St. Coventry. Platers and enamellers to
the trade. [002fl

I^JYLINDER Grinding, new pistons, etc.; accurate
v-/ and highly finished work; prompt delivery; price
list on application.—W. arid F. Wills. Ltd.. Engineers.
Bridgwater. [0728

BUSINESS!
For years we have raced, with

a fair splash of success, but

as a friend rem'nds us, "every
dog has his day," and this one
must now scratch for a living.

Racing is a fine game, it bucks
up your ideas, keeps you young
and full of energy and pep. It

makes you study the job hard
and provides you with invaluable

experience, in fact the attributes

of a successful racing man seem
similar to those of any other
kind of successful man.
Well, all that is for you now,
we've settled down to business.

WHAT CANWE SELL YOU?
We handle a very desirable string of

Agencies. Do you want anything
from this list :—

INDIAN, VELOCETTE,
RALEIGH, NORTON. SCOTT
MARTINSYDE, QUADRANT'

LEVIS, G.N. and

LAGONDA CARS?

We sell for CASH, EASY
PAYMENTS, or will

take your old machine
— in EXCHANGE.—

VICTOR HDRSMAN,
7, Mount Pleasant,

LIVERPOOL.
Ltd.

REPAIRERS.
OPEEDOMETER Experts.-Repairs to all mat
O" Stewart repairs a speciality. New and second-h;
sets in stock.—London Speedometer Co., Kramer Me
Earl's Court. . [4(

FRAMES.—Repairs and alterations ; special fnai

and tanks . jilt, any design ; enamelling j

plating.—A. rilkin.T.uu ana Co., 390, Lichfield I
Birmingham, [Bi

ALTJMINALLOY Pistona. — Our pistons signn
e:ticiency tor 20,000 miles. Cylinders gToii

pistons fitted. Trade supplied.—Commercial Engineer!
South St., Keighley. . - [3<

CYLINDER Grinding, new pistons, rings, i

gudgeons, 8b mm. J.A.P.'s, etc., 29/6; other si

on request. Aluminium pistons it desired, — Vuk
Engineering Works, W alsden."

'

[9£

TT7 ELDING.—Broken flanges, aluminium crank catW cracked water jackets, valve seatings, welt
.aid macuiued complete; scored oores tilled in a

ground to existing pistons.—Below.

CYLINDERS Reground, new pistona fitted complt
in cast iron or aluminium.—West London W<

ing Co., Essex Place, Chiswick. 'Phone: Chisw;
536. 104

CYLINDERS Reground, accurate finish, compr
sion guaranteed; Triumph, Rover, Premier, 35

2 ;54h. p. Douglas, 25/-; 70 mm. bores, 30/-; rings a
gudgeons complete, twins low price.—Below.

PISTONS, all patterns, oversize specialists, l

price.—Below.

PISTON Rings, oversize or slip-cut, 2/-; standai
Lj 6 ; return post ; none better. Thousands

|

testimonials.—Patent Rings, 30, Wigan Rd., Athertc
[51

rRIUMl'H Cylinders Reground and fitted with gemu
Triumph oversize pistons, complete with rings a

gudgeon, 40/-; J.A.P., Rover, B.S.A., etc., some prii

Compression and accuracy guaranteed.—Below.

WE Specialise in repairs, and guarantee same: coi

plete overhauls, machining: any part made topi
tern nr drawinc No waiting.— Harvev's, 47, Son
Lambeth Rd., S.W. (near Vauxhall Station). [42;

A RMSTRONG and Stunney-Archer Gear Specialise
iV Repairs while you waic—Tavistock (belowi.

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears complete
assembled for 6/- in 2 hours.—Tavistock (belowi

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Parts at ci

prices by return of post.—Tavistock (below).

GEARS, shafts, valves, etc., for car or cycle, mat
promptly.—Tavistock (below).

GEARS.—Send all gear repairs and replacements I

Tavistock Engineering Co., 254a, Portobello Re
^orth Kensington, London 'Phone: Park 643. ("371

F.N. Repairs our Speciality. Cylinders iebored ai

light pistons fitted lor increase of power.—Below

F.N. Frames and Tanks Cut Down for lower seatii

position.—Below

GEARS, 2-speed, for 4-cyl. F.N. 's.-Earls. Ltc
Athenaeum. Works, The Vale, Hampstead, N.W.

[45£

PISTON Rings, best quality, all makes, 2/-; valve

-4/S post free.—Denham and Bottomley, 22(
Manningham Lane, Bradford. [530

YOUR Tank re-enamelled ; makers' colours, correc

designs, transfers, guaranteed; handlebars, etc
plated, lists,—Park Works, la, Paradise Rd., Higl
bury, N.5. [602

COTJLSON Repair Specialists. Spares for all model
stocked. Trade inquiries invited Tube bending

welding, brazing, and enarre.ling.—H.W.H. Engineerin
Cn., 40, Old Town, Clapham, S W.4. [253

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Repairs and Overhauls.-W
,are now able to put work in hand without di

'ay; skilled staff under careful supervision.—Harlej
Davidson Motor Co., Ltd., 74, Newman St.. Londoi
W.l. [004

WE can bring yonr machine up-to-date and mak
it into a countershaft model by fitting a nei

'nek, with Sturmey-Archer gear box ; any machine pot

.erted.—A. Pilkington and Co., 390, Lichfield Rd.. Bit

ninghnm. [367-

WELDING.—Cylinders, crank cases, cracked wate
jackets, pistons, gear boxes, broken flanges, etc.

aluminium a speciality ; -frames, etc., brazed.—The Car
Welding and Brazing Co., Richmond Rd., Carr Hall

Nelson, Lanes. [386:

PACK up all your troubles and forward to Bishop
Engineer, 25, Cotham Rd., Bristol ; parts mad

to pattern or sketch; engines re-b^shed from 30/-

special terms to the trade; no order too small fo

prompt attention. [546'

(CYLINDER Grinding and new pistons at cut prices

J We specialise in high-class work and quick de
iveries for all classes of engines. Discounts to traders.-

Kellett and Colliuson. Ltd.. Haveloek Works. Grea
^"•-rnn. Bradford '862!

V.S. Motor Cycle Agency.—Supplying spares and over

hauling V.S. 2-speed gears, which are also fii-tei

to Matchless machines, etc. New and second-hand V.S
2-speed gears in stock.—Geiger, 24, Manstieid Kd., Gc~pe
Oak, London, N.W.3. [558:

WELDING. Welding, Welding—Welding done d;

experts ; cylinders, crank cases, gear boxes

t'istous, cranks, flanges, etc. ; aluminium a speciality

No cure no pay, and oil work returned in 6 daya.—

H

Heap, 105, Bissell St., Birmingham [002.

A42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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WORLD'S CHEAPEST M0T0RN
4 miles a penny, uphill and down dale.

5& SIMPLEX MOTOR
F0S*L

c£e
CLES

All Chain
Drive. Silent-

Runs on Ball

Bearings.

fice £19 .10.0 with Cycle Stand and Number Plates.

this Motor can also be fitted to Lawn Mowers, etc.

end Tor list and testimonials of tins and MOTOKPED CYCLES.

WALL ENGINES, Ltd., 131, Coventry Rd., Birmingham
London Agent : F. Hucklebridjre. T33, Sloane Street, S.W. 1

(Road demonstrations given.)

TURMEY- ARCHER AND ARMSTRONG
Hub and Countershaft Gears repaired immediately.
£iory part for all types actually in stock. No waitinc.
•^ice List ana Instruct!.) t-heet by retunr of post. Usual
trade terms. Send «pairs to Putney Station, L, & s. ^V Rly.

CROMWELL ENGINEERING Co
327. PUTNEY BRIDGE ROAD. S.W. 1 5.

HUB GEARS
!
Armstrong and Sturmey Archer

Replacements in Stock.
Wheels repairer! and returned in three days.

Keep these prices for reference :

i
Main Driver, £1 12 0. Axle, £1 5 0. Planet

' Cage, £1 15 0. Left Clutch, 7/6. Compound
j

Planet Wheel, 7/6. Small Planet Wheels, 1/6.

1
Medium Sun Wheels, 8/-. Clutch Cap and Nut,

j
8/-. Complete Internal Gear Mechanism, less

j Main Driver, £5 0.

Send for Pice List.

\. F. LEWIS, Charleston™, Weymouth.

STURMEY-ARCHER and
ARMSTRONG

Hub or Countershaft Gears
\

repaired while you wait.
Actually in Stock—New Sturmey-Archor
Countershaft Gear and Boxes spare parts.
Send tor illustrated list. Trade supplied,
send wheels, Hounslow L.S.W Railway.

COUNTY ENGINEERING CO.,
6* Staines Road, HOUNSLOW.

Wires :' Three-sneed, Hounslow.' 'Plioue: Houns'ow 322

MOFFAT
A.J.S. Write or call MORGAN

• DOUGLAS re your new 3-WHEELERS
LEVIS

MATCHLESS
mount.

G.N.
NORTON LIGHT CARS

NER-A-CAR Exchanges
!
TRIUMPH ! arranged. 'Phone : 50.

YEOVIL

REPAIRERS.
HUB-GEARED Machines Converted to Counter-

shaft, or conversion sets supplied to suit all

makes: gear boxes and spare parts for same in stock;
recommended by the leading motor cycle manufac-
turers. — Sheldon Engineering Co., Bayley Lane,
Coventry. 'Phone : 634. [3594

BLACKBURNE Spares.—Send to us the manufac-
turers, (or all spare parts; prompt service,

reasonable prices. Repairs and complete overhauls
to Blackburne or any make of machine; enamelling
[tanks a speciality), nickel plating, etc.—Osborn En-
gineering Co., Gosport, Hants, [0552

L^RAME and Chassis Repair Specialists. Cut-downs,
J- new forks, back stays, chain stays: fixed and hub
gear machines converted; tu'ie 1'endiug and machinery
of every description; obsolete pints made to order;
urgent jobs returned in 12 hems.—The Enfield Engi-
neering Co., 51, Silver St., Enfield [6049

C1UDFREY'S_Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St., London,
W W.l, specialists in motor cycle repairs of all

descriptions. Completely equipped workshops at 14,
Miller St., Camden Town, N.W. ("Phone : Museum
2434), which afford exceptional facilities for overhauls
and repairs at moderate prices. Estimates given. [0639

ACETYLENE and Electric Welding.—Broken flanges,
cracked water jackets, scored bores, worn bearings

huilt up; aluminium gear boxes, crank cases,, any
broken motor part welded and machined up and re-

turned in 7 days; 14 years' expeiience.—Lincoln Jeffries,

.Tun., Gun and Motor Maker, 120, Steelhouse Lane,
Birmingham. 'Phone: Central 729. [2818

WHY Throw That Old Saddle Away ?—Saddles

:

Brooks, Lycett, in fact, any make of saddle re-
covered within 7 days, absolutely better than new
and guaranteed, 10/6, post paid; cash refunded if

not satisfied. Can we say more. Special quotations
to the trade for quantities.—Sulina Garage, New Park
Rd., Brixton Hill. (See our advert, under Parts and
Accessories.) [5195
\\7"E Specialise in repairs to N.S.U. engines and
** N.S U. engine-shaft gears, our enormous stock

c* N.S.U. spare parts (having acquired the company's
entire stock-in-trade and patterns) enables us to supply
fr' sui. practically all N.S.U models, including the
earlier Lypes, fitted with Eisemarun L.T. mag,, also for
the 2hp. N.S.U engines fitted to 1913-14 O.K.
machines. In ordering, it is important to submit old
part, as patisru; trade enquiries invited.—Eagles and
Co., Acton Hill Works, Spares Dept., 275, High St.,

Acton, London, [U555

IF Only the Best will satisfv you, then the Tennant
Engineering Co., 238, Bristol St., Birmingham,

alone can please -you. Super-critical you may be, but
their work will pass your inspection down to the last

detail. No firm has more expeiience, no firm has keener
workmen, no firm has greater or better facilities . for

turning out perfect work, and no firm will strive more
to give you satisfaction. Cylinders rebored and fitted

new pistons. Rebushing of every description. Engines
completely overhauled and returned full of vigour and
vim. Frames altered and repaired. Everything
fully guaranteed and - at competitive prices. Official

repairers to A.C.U. and R.A.C.—'Phone: Mid. -19"°
[0047

WHITE ajid Watson, Motor Cycle Repair
Specialists.—Another reduction .in reboring

prices. Douglas riders, now is your opportunity.
2-*i4n.p. and 4h.p. Douglas cylinders reground and
fitted with 2 new pistons, complete, 35/- and 45/-
per pair. Other cvlinders at the following rates : Up
to 65 mm. 22/6, 70 mm. 27/6, 80 mm. 32/-,
85 mm. 35/6, and over 37/6; 2-strokes extra, .urico

rings fitted to our rebores, aluminium pistons if re-

quired. . Engines rebus bed, rebalanced, and over-
hauled. Gear boxes overhauled and replacements
machined. Standard pistons for 2%h.p. and 4h.p.
Douglases.—White and Watson, 80, Belvedere Rd.,
S.E;1 - [5769

CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Space can always be obtained under this heading for

announcements required by Clubs. Rate 3d. per
word, minimum 31-

WEST Kent Motor Club Concert, 7.30 p.m. Janu-
ary 20th, Swan and Mitre, Bromley. All

welcome. [5329

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.

NOTE: In addition to advertisements under
this heading, advertisements of Spare Parts for
individual makes of motor cycles will be found at
the end of the advertisements of such makes in
the classified pages of "Motor Cycles for Sale."

ALBIOM, 2-speed gear box; £3, no offers.—D. Finch,
47, Doods Rd., Reigate. [5408

INDIAN Spare's, actual stockists, Dennis, 89, Brixton
Rd., London. [5375

GRADO Valve Grinder, new, in perfect order, 22/-.—L. Newbigin, Alnwick, Northumberland. [5332

HIGH Efficiency Generators for steam cars, launches,
etc.—R. H. Bolsover, Engineer, Eaglescliffe. [5413

31 Humber, 2-speed, is to be disposed of in parts

;

2 offers invited.—D., 43, Rosset St., Liverpool.
[5327

CLYNO Spares, 50% below cost, prompt delivery
all parts.—Write requirement^, stamp please,

Claridge's, Clvno Specialities, 8, Chandos Rd., Red-
land, Bristol. - [5SuT

To prove the thoroughness

with which I tackle every repair

or replacement or spare part that

1 undertake or sell, I illustrate

a new tooth for the 2j H.P.

Three-speed Douglas Gear-box.

This is just 100% stronger, and
yet is no larger than the ordinary

type gear. It gives you a large

factor of safety, so that if you

wish you can add a sidecar to

your little Douglas without

fear of the extra load fracturing

the gears. I have made arrange-

ments to supply the two low

gear-wheels at 9/- each ; these

are the wheels that have to

Actual test showing new
tooth fracturing at 3,300
kilograms — just 100%
stronger than the Involute

Tooth.

take the greatest loads, and I

recommend everyone to fit

them. I can supply a complete

set of six wheels for 54/-. This

price does not include fitting

which is 9/- per gear-box.

Carriage extra.

The thoroughness with which I

have solved this gear problem
will give you some idea of the

attention I give all Douglas

Repairs. If you send me your

repairs or overhauls you are

sure to be satisfied, as I am not

content to just replace a part,

but want to sec that the new
part gives better sendee "than

the old one. I can entirely

rebuild your Douglas, enamelling

and plating, in seven days-
most other repairs by return

Any Douglas Spare Fart guar-

anteed by return of post. Why
not have your work carried out

now in the slack time, and your

bike ready for the Spring, rather

than delay it till the busy time

with its subsequent disappoint-

ments. Remember, I repair

any Douglas or Williamson, and

repair it honestly. I am an

Official Repairer to the Auto

Cycle Union. Official West of

England Service Dep ot for

E.I.C. Magnetos. Official Agent.

for Douglas Motor Cycles, and

I was 10 years in their works.

I am in a post tion to- supply

spare parts to any part of the

world.

Actual fracture of in-

volute tooth at 1,700
kilograms. This tooth

is only half as strong

as that sliown on the

left.

2'his illustration shows
the neiv-sluzped tool4*— black—is very much
stronger at the root

than the involute type
ivhick has a narrow
neck like a bottle,

making it unsuitable

for heavy loads.

OFFICIAL DOUGLAS AGENT.

140, VICTORIA STREET, BRISTOL
{Late Douglas Motors, Lid.') Tel 3792.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the erul ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue A43
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P|OTOT(£CLE"
Insurance Policy

THIS space will be oc-

cupied each week with

copies of letters from
Policy holders who have
made claims. Original

letters may be inspected.

Dear Sirs,

I have to thank you for
receipt ofyour cheque and Wish

to express my aopreciation of
your prompt acceptance and
settlement of claim.

Thanking you for your at-

tention,

Yours faithfully,

The only Safe Test
of Insurance is

Claims. We settle

Claims promptly.

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

iIncorporating Tte Autocat Insurant*
Dspartme-.il. EstabliJicd 1904).

Head Office

:

77, Gheapsid^. London, E.C.2
TeUpiumc; City 9831 and 3832,

r ^s»r.i.7t.« ' A uioiiisure., Qxit. Londo

lutitiiiiiiiibeciseiiiiiiiiiiHiBttiiiiiun

PAIMS AND ACCESSORIES.
ROVER Gearbox, 3 speed, clutch, and K.S., £9.—

6, Cecil St., East Stanley, Co. Durham. [5516

PRECISION complete, less unit, 2 speed, clutch,

K.S., heavy Dunlop, drop Irame, drip feed, new
condition, suit single or twin, £16—'iaylor, 6o7, ire\eu

Sisters Rd., Tottennam. 15494

BRAND new Brooks saddle, B.170; 39s. 6d.—Wands-
worth Motor .Exchange, Ebner St., Wandswurtn.

[5951
OU\~BEAM parts, Gear, Engine, Forks. New
O secondhand wanted, 1914-15, 3 1.-.—Motor En-
gineers, 138, London Rd., Dover, [5333

STURMEY-AR-CHER 3-Speed Gear Box complete as

new, £13/10.—Collins, 20a, James St., West
Bath. £5326

"J
Q14 Clyno lightweight, complete less unit, £12.

-1- «J Genuiue bargain.— Harris, 53, Regent St.,

Swindon. [5362

INDIAN Spares, vast stock, new and second-hand.—
Dennis, the " Indian " Repair Specialists. 89,

Brixton Rd., Londun. [5376

PALMER'S Motor Auction.—Every Thursday. 2

o'clock. Selling commission, 10 per cent. Send
those parts and accessories.—Palmer's Garage, Toolir-c

[5881

TRIUMPH, less power unit, £7. Rex eu fe i-c,

frame, forks, wheels, £3 10s. Triumph en-

gine, £4 10s. Offers. Exchange push cycles.—Tegg,
Dorchester Wallingford. [5345

BOSCH Magneto, genuine heavyweight, watertight,

like new, anti, £3. Stewart speedometer,
complete, new, £2. Not Sundays.—Cheesman, High-
field Garage, Edenbridge, Kent. [5367

J.A.P. Spares, all types; quotations by return; also

partly used cylinders, pistons, etc., aluminium
valve caps, 7/6 each; inquiries invited.—V. M., 13,

Ashmount Rd., South Tottenham. [537S

"I Q21 Senspray Lightweight Carburettor, straight
At/ copper exhaust for Scott, 6-voIt 40-amp. chloride

accumulator, ancient low-tension magneto.—Particu-
lars, Scott, Hiilsooro', Westfield, Karpenden. [5387

MISS DOOLEY.—Clyno spares : Please note that I

have a very large quantity of these in stock, and
can supply cheaper than anyone else. They are all

new, and prompt despatch of goods is assured. Trj
me for prices.—Below.

MISS "DOOLEY.—Helmets, Helmets, Helmets. New-
soft leather lined chamois, with ear flaps and

straps, 6/- each, postage free; reductions on quantities.
Also new shop-soiled helmets, same style,- 3/- each, post
free.—Below.

MISS DOOLEY.—New Enfield mudguards, late pat-

tern, front 15/-, rear (in two halves) 10/-., car-

riage extra.—Below.

MISS DOOLEY.—Patches. Tins of 50 prepared
patches, 3/ per tin; reductions on quantities;

postage 6d.—Below.

MISS DOOLEY.—Douglas 4h.p. withdrawal bolts,

complete, 3/- each, or nut, cone, and washer, 1-
per set.—Below.

MISS DOOLEY.—A few khaki No. 127 P. and H
lamp sets left, new, complete with brackets,

35/-; also a few Lucas rear lamps, new, enamelled
black and N.P., 4/- each; postage extra.—Below.

MISS DOOLEY.—New Steel Cutters to cut up to
^in. Steel. Price 1/6 each. Postaee 6d.

Plea-se apply to Miss E. Doclcv, 33, Killvon Rd
Clapham, S.W.8. [5525
"DAIR Triumph Wheels,. 45/-; pair wheels 28x3
-*- fitted %x% sprocket and expanding bra>e. new,
45/-; Brooks saddle, 30/-; Bosch magnet". 50° twi^
anti. 45/-, 1921 Amac, lliin. induction. 45'-; lteht-

weigbt Amac, new, 42/6.—Keimard, 75, Yerbury Rd .

Holloway, N.19. [5386

INDIAN Front Forks, pear boses, and engines, a:w.
all parts for same.—Below.

JUSfr ISM

[NDIAN Intake Domes, carburetters,
clutches, kick starters.—Below.

magnetos

INDIAN Carriers, chains, and guards, springs
sprockets : in fact, everything for 7-9h.p. ; all

parts absolutely new.—Dennis Accessories Stores," 89.
Brixton Rd., London. Specialists in Indian Rppairs
'Phone: Brixton 5129. [1195

BARGAINS.—Reliable mechanical horns, complete
H.B. fittings, very loud, 8/6, postage 1/-.

FOOT Pumps, folding stirnrp, long connection, 3/-,

postage 9d ; above brand new.—Wem Motor Co.,
Wem, Salop. [4546

GEA> Bos, 3-speed and clutch, late"* tvpe-. nrii-*

£Vti 10.—Sinclair, Room 7, 32, Charing Cross,
London. [2595
STCRMEY-ARCHER Gear Boxes, brand new; id

stock'—County Engineering Co.. HounsJow rosifa

TRIUMPH Brand New Pistons, complete, 18/6;
cylinders with guides, 75/6; exhanst valves, 4/-.

—Below.

ACK Carriers, 14/-; silencers, 12/6; back stands,
12/6; chain cases, 12/6.—Below.

BROOKS B150 and B170 Saddles, like new, 25/-;
springs, 1/6; Triumph seat-pillars, 2/3.—Below.

SATISFACTION, or cash returned in full.—Harvey's
Garage, 47, South Lambeth Rd., S.W.8 (near

Vauxhall Station). [4853

B

I LEATHER
I

JERKINS
= These leather jerkins are made from superior= quality tan leather. Very soft and pliable,= fleece lined and double stitched. They can be'— worn either over or under your overcoat= These goods could not be produced, even on the= present slump prices, at less than 30 - each.— stock is not large, and when cleared cannot be= repeated.

| 10/- each
§ Postage 1s. extra.

cl:rilisnil

RUBBER HIP BOOTS
|

hu-nufactured by
North British Rubbe
Co., Ltd., etc

THESE
GOODS
AT E
QUITE
NEW AND
NOT OLD
SURPLUS
STOCK
Sizes: 7,8,9,10,11,12.

SENT ON 7
DAYS APPROVAL
AGAINST
REMITTANCE.
''A BOON TO THE MOTOR CYCLIST " i

: Psr Pair :

1216

•liiiiioiaiiEni

The San

ORDER THE

FEU The Firm.

ifSBSEmm
.WAY

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE,

264-266, Vauxhall Bridge Rd.,

Victoria, S.W. 1.

Telephones :

Victoria. 6553 and 6554-

A4/1 All letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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A Straw in the Wind.

ONE
feature of our pages which is quite an

index of motor cyclists' requirements is

the section devoted to " experiences

wanted."
From the last few weeks it may be

definitely deduced that there is a strongly reviv-

ing interest on the part of would-be purchasers.

One month of the new year only has passed, and
we find an increasing flow of requests for ex-

periences of the various machines which our

querists are weighing in the balance before

making their choice for 1922.

It is to be assumed that practically all making
use of this feature seek definite information relat-

ing to machines which they contemplate buying.

A big increase in the number of such enquiries

indicates unmistakably an increasing number of

purchases. The inference is to be drawn, then,

that demand, thanks to the approach of spring,

is once more tending to get back to normal. This
view is supported by reports received from promi-

nent people in the motor cycle industry, and it is

firmly believed that the tide of depression has
indeed turned.

The new situation in Ireland is also tending to

improve the outlook. Ireland has always been
a great motor cycling country with live clubs

and keen sportsmen, and a settlement of poli-

tical differences will undoubtedly revive the

motor cycle movement in that country. In
pre-war days a large number of machines were
sent across the St. George's Channel, and it is to

be hoped that in the near future the Emerald
Isle will regain its proper place among motor
cycling nations. The youth of Ireland has

always been associated with healthy sport, and
with the renewed activity of the clubs the old

brigade of motor cyclists will be augmented by a

large number of recruits. The more satisfactory

conditions now prevailing in Ireland are already

having the effect of levelling up exchange.

The Term "Service."

AN
essential plank in the platform of every

efficient works organisation desirous of

building up a lasting business is good
- service to the buyer.

In the case of an intricate piece of

mechanism such as a motor cycle, by nature com-
plicated, highly stressed, and demanding intelli-

gent management (comparatively speaking, be

it understood), " service " necessarily becomes
something more than a mere selling organisation.

It is incumbent upon every works to take a

maternal interest in .the future welfare of its

products, and, perhaps, extend its guardian

spirit over many of its clients, if an estimable

name in the world is to be regarded as an asset.

The man who buys a machine should have a

justifiable belief in his right to expect its almost

unfailing readiness to take and use the road

;

the factory should encourage that belief, and
should make it a matter of pride that from its

point of view no blame can be attached for any
machine being off the road perforce.

If a rider needs an urgent spare part and his

machine is unrideable until it arrives, that

machine stands idle as a monument to its depen-
dence on the parent factory ; each day it is out

of commission through delay in the spares ser-

vice is an evidence of parental neglect. The
moving spirit of works spare and repairs depart-

ments should be promptness, to keep machines
on the road, not to hold them off it.

_These things are not thoroughly recognised

even to-day ; complaints, sometimes of large

firms and other times of smaller factories, still

reach us, telling of machines held up for want
of some small replacement or some minor repair.

In these days, when good service must be
fostered, managers should recognise that every

machine running on the road is a testimonial—
every mount in dock an unnecessary time is a

reflection upon the works organisation.

s-j,.j.. / /„; ., / .„/ / J...J. , ./,,../.. j... z 2 I / 2 ss.j. J. .\...s. \ jj=5i
An Index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the back cov^r.
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A Good Waterproof.

EF I had gone to Exeter this last Christmas I should
have tried out an Aquamac suit which has re-

sisted some frightful downpours of comparatively

short duration in a fashion which inspires confidence.

.

T have no financial interest in it, but feel a certain

paternal fondness for it, as its designer took a tip from
me and abolished instep straps.

Instep straps, as we all know, turn brittle after a

few wettings, and presently come away from the

gabardine stuff. So' the Aquamac man has substituted

chains, riveted to small metal attachment plates very

securely fastened to the fabric. He has devised another

cunning wheeze, consisting of a concealed rubber tube

edging to both coat and trousers. I am not sure that

I comprehend the why and wherefore of this dodge.

Possibly it is planned to assure a good supply of

tubing in the event of a broken petrol pipe or chafed

electric cable. But I guess that he knows how in 1921

I paid an outside price for a waterproof suit with the

pukka Savile Row cut. After a few weeks, with

repair outfits, sandwiches, spanners, spare tubes, spare

belts, and other impedimenta in the pockets, this suit

looked like nothing on earth. I augur that this pneu-

matic edging is designed to preserve the shapeliness

of the garment. At any rate, it has had such an

effect up to date.

A Novel Lamp Fitting.

THE rider whose only night w-ork consists of occa-

sional long-distance rides is often faithful to

the gas lamp. Its chief defect is that in short

distance work it occasions us the maximum amount of

bother,and expense. If I want to ride from Coventry

to town, gas is as good as anything else, and cheaper

;

but if I. want to ride five miles, returning some hours

later, and I" repeat the process several times a week,

gas annoys. me. There must be a practical motor-

cyclist on the Siemens staff, for they have just brought

out a novel gadget which exactly meets the case. A
grubscrew locks an insulated bracket to the burner sup-

port of an acetylene lamp.- To this bracket is pivoted

a movable, arm carrying an electric bulb. The arm
has two positions, viz. :

—

(1) Horizontal, level with the base of the burner

support. In this position the electric circuit is auto-

matically switched " off," and the parts are at a safe

distance from the heat of the gas flame.

(2) Vertical, when the current is switched on, and the

electric bulb is above the burner, and facing back-
wards towards the centre of the reflector.

a l8
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With the aid of this cheap fitting, plus, a dry battery

in a leather strap-on case, a rider enjoys two options

in lighting. He can use gas for his long-distance

work, and when he wants to go and see his girl two or

three miles away he can turn up the bulb holder and

run on electricity.,

Siemens Dry Battery Lighting.

EHAVE been using the above firm's dry battery out-

fit of late, and in one important respect it repre-

sents a pleasant change from the last two electric

installations which I have tried. Many outfits utilise

bayonet bulbs (known in the trade as " S.B.C.") No
bulb wall stand up indefinitely on a motor cycle, and

in really hard wear a winter's outlay on bulbs can rise

to respectable dimensions when replacements cost 3s.

or more apiece ; the price of these ' tiny fittings is con-

trolled by a trust. The Siemens sets employ the
" M.S.C.", or " miniature screw-cap " type of bulb,

familiar to all owners of pocket torches. These bulbs are

made for a cheap, popular market, and cost 6d. or 8d.

apiece, according to specification. They are corre-

spondingly economical for motor cycle purposes. The
Siemens people supply specially good samples in this

line, and their dry batteries seem considerably more
durable than the imported cells which. I used prior to

1914.
':"''

.

Another " Tramp '.' Motor Cyclist.

I
ALWAYS wondered who bought the " junk

"

which figures, so largely, in our small advertise-

ments of second-hand motor cycle bits, and my
recent paragraph about riders who constructed or

reconditioned machines for their own use out

of old parts has brought a perfect avalanche

of confessions from determined men who furnish

themselves with usable machines, for next to

nothing. The latest is from a Durham reader, who
procured a 1914 Humber of 3J h.p,, fitted it with a

water-cooled cylinder off a Humberette cyclecar,

mounted a Scott radiator between the bicycle and side-

car, and then proceeded to camp all over the North

of England with a load of some 30 st. He thinks

nothing of taking Kirkstone Pass in one piece, com-

plete with tent and cookers on board.

Down a Long Hill.

EVERY competitor in reliability trials is familiar-

with the anxiety of trying to prevent sparking

plugs from oiling up during the descent of long,

steep hills. For example, in the 1921 " Six Days,"

all the boys were worrying all the way down Countis-

(2 )
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Occasional Comments.— _

bury as to whether their plugs would, be foul at the

foot, just before they commenced the climb out of

Lynmouth. If experts have to study the point, one
can. guess that the average amateur often fouls a plug

when he is touring in mountainous districts, especially

when a heavy sidecar is concerned, and a low gear must
possibly be used against compression to assist the

brakes. The point is a small one, of course. It seldom
worries' me appreciably, as a solo man can keep his

exhaust valve up, and so prevent oil being drawn up
past the piston rings ; -but some of my sidecar friends

complain rather loudly of plug-fouling down long

precipices. A Surrey reader has patented a device for

curing the trouble, and further claims that his gadget
is an aid to cooling. It consists of a tiny automatic
air valve, intended to screw into the exhaust valve-cap
(which must be bored with sparking plug thread). The
spring is adjusted so that it opens when the throttle

is shut, but remains closed when the throttle is open.

An o.h.v. Tool.

A FEW weeks ago I commented on the problem
which the removal of overhead valves presents,
especially when very strong springs are used.

The paragraph was inspired by a friend, who had
constructed a sort of wooden sugar loaf on to which
he slipped his dismounted cylinder like a thimble on
a finger. Even then he found my aid invaluable in
compressing the spring sufficiently to allow the cotter

to be extracted. A fortiori, to change a faulty spring
or a dubious cotter without removing the cylinder is

generally all but impossible. All that is 'going to

be changed. At least one of the leading firms interested
in o.h.v. engines has conceived a practical sympathy
with amateur mechanics handling their engines, and
is patenting a tool which will meet all emergencies.

Two Engines on One 'Bos.

READER of my " Reminiscences " revives the
past by resurrecting in memory the original

5 h.p. Quadrant tricar, which had two -2j4, h.p.
single-cylinder engines, each driving by its separate
belt its own rim affixed to opposite sides of the rear
wheel. He bought this quaint beastie because his
previous machine—a 2% h.p. quadricycle—had struck
him as rather underpowered. But he found it difficult
to induce the two engines of the tricar to synchronise.
I should think so. My own experiences of the Quad-
rant tricar were confined to the first 1% h.p. model,
on which I once proceeded through Manchester hitched
to the tail of a hansom cab by means of my own belt
(twisted bootlace variety). I added greatly to the
gaiety of a grey city on that day.

What is a Slump?

TWO traders told me recently that they couldn't
understand all this talk of a slump during the
past year. One was an agent, living in a rural

townlet of 2,000 inhabitants. Since last February he
has sold twelve Morgans and twelve new Triumphs,
besides a number of reconditioned "W.D. 'buses and
other second-hand stuff. The other was a small maker,
whom I never suspected of building more than ten
machines a week. He laid his hand on his heart
and assured me that his output has averaged thirty.

A SCENE ON THE MAIN ROAD
TO THE HIGHLANDS. It is rare

to find a sidecar in this isolated dis-

trict, near Carrbridge, when the snow

lays thickly on the ground.

""
: ; '
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The meeting of East and West-
Galata Bridge across the Golde
Horn

" I was the daughter of Imperial
Rome,

,

Crowned by her Empress of the

Mystic East."—Selivyn Image.

THERE are various semi-

platitudinous sayings
whose extreme truth one

only realises by bitter experience. When 1 left Eng-

land four inonths ago I disposed of my beloved

machine and determined to do without a mount during

my stay in Constantinople, but it was not long before

I realised that "once a motor cyclist always a motor

cyclist " is no idle saying.

Irresistible Urgings.

At first it was not so bad, there was so much to be

seen and done ; then I took to stopping and looking

round at every motor bicycle that passed me in the

street, and, if I saw one leaning on the kerb, it was

as much as I could do to restrain myself from leaping

on it and driving away.

Then one day I saw " Harold."
" Harold " is really only a rather ancient Triumph,

but his individuality is such that he simply had to be

given a name of his own. He was standing in a

dark corner of a garage near the Taxim Gardens^

wedged tightly between "a pre-pleistocene Wanderer

and an Indian sidecar that had seen better days. He
himself, I must confess, looked somewhat seedy. His

front tyre was flat, dust coated his upper works, and

his handle-bars drooped dejectedly. However, when
cajoled into the full light of day, his shabbiness

appeared to be due rather to dirt and environment

than anything else, so, as I could find nothing dras-

tically wrong mechanically, I arranged to have a trial

run next dav.

A street in Stamboul

Looking down on the Bosphorus.

The Asiatic shore in the distance

When I arrived at the garage,
" Harold " stood forth resplen-

dent—really, I should hardly

have known him except for his

somewhat quizzical air, due to a

bent front mudguard. There

were no numbers fitted at all.

On enquiry about this I was in-

formed that these were really quite unnecessary; cer-

tainly, a few more conscientious citizens painted on
the first number that came into their heads, but the

vast majority were content with none at all.

" Harold " started easily enough and we bumped
away over the vile pave towards Mashlak. At this

period there were several broken balls in the steering

head races, which made the steering somewnat stiff and.

difficult—in fact, just at first, before we got used to

each other, I was none too happy. On the whole,

however, I was very satisfied with the result of my
trial, so "_ Harold " became my property to " have and
to hold " for the sum of 220 lire, which, at the

present rate of exchange, is about £33'. As the

machine is a 1917 model, in really capital condition

except for one or two details, I consider this very

moderate.

Motoring out here is a very different proposition from

what it is in England. The roads are, almost without

exception, atrocious, even those that pass as being very

fair would be considered almost impassable at home.
The streets of Constantinople and its suburbs are

pave, and anyone who has jridden in France knows
what that means !

Leaving the Road for Comfort.

In the country the main or military roads were,

presumably, once properly made. I say " once "

advisedly, as I should imagine that since their original

(31)
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In and Around Constantinople

—

construction they have remained untouched, but, un-

fortunately, not undisturbed. In some cases the traffic

has left the main road and rolled a track- for itself

alongside of it, these tracks being infinitely preferable

to the road, for, whereas riding on the track may
be compared to being in a small boat in a choppy sea,

riding on the main road is what I should imagine it

would be like in a square-wheeled unsprung lorry

driven furiously long the Devil's Causeway. The
country roads are, in winter, a sea of mud and im-

passable to motor traffic ; during the summer they dry

into a series of ridges, lumps, and ruts, and are only

just rideable.

British Machines on Bad Roads.

Considering the really bad condition of the roads,

I think it is remarkable the way motor. traffic of all

kinds stands up to its work. I would like some of

the numerous critics of the so-called " machine smash-

133

ing trials " to see the way in which motor cycles are
driven, every day and all day, over surfaces a great
deal worse than those included in many of the more
vigorous trials, such, for instance, as those run by the
Ukley Club. It is very gratifying for a Britisher to

see that practically all the machines in use out here are

British made—mostly Triumphs. Apart from Triumphs
the only other makes I have seen are a couple of
Rudges, a Douglas, two Indian sidecars, and three

very primitive-looking Wanderers ; doubtless there are

others.

Turkish Delight!

The Turk is not as yet much of a motor cyclist,

but this is probably due to financial inability more than
any lack of keenness on his part. On one large open
space in the town one may hire a Triumph and " lap

"

the ground. The- charge is twenty-five piastres a
" lap," or about a shilling. This form of amusement
is well patronised by the Turks, and suggests possi-

(3)

(Top) Scenes in the main street of Peva, the modern or European suburb of Stamboul. (Bottom) A Turkish village on the
Bosphorus, and a typical view of moorland beyond Constantinople.
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bilities for the amusement caterer in the seaside resorts

in Great Britain. Of course, the "course" would
have to be on private ground, otherwise the authorities

would insist upon each rider taking out a licence.

Scooters or de-tuned lightweights would fill the bill.

The difference between the riding of a British

despatch rider from the G.H.Q. and a Turk is very

pronounced. The Britisher slips quietly and quickly

through the traffic and in half the time the Turk
takes, although from the noise and expression of con-

centration of the latter, one might imagine him to be

the faster of the two.

Beautiful Country.
" Harold " and I have had some very pleasant

times together, for, although riding itself is not much
of a pleasure, owing to the state of the roads, the

country round about is most beautiful. At the back of

Constantinople there are miles and miles of moorland,
strongly reminiscent of Scotland, and, in the autumn,
purple with heather. After, being bumped to a jelly

for miles it is very pleasant to dismount and sit on the

shoulder of some hill that overlooks- the Bosphorus.

Below, the heavily-wooded steep hillside runs to the

edge of the blue water, and across, only just over a

mile away, rises the Asiatic shore. Clinging to the

hillsides and spreading up the valleys are the little

FEBRUARY 2nd, 1922.

brown and white villages, each with the slender white

finger of its minaret pointing skywards.

The atmosphere is so wonderfully clear that the

greens, purples, and browns are almost radiant.

I have- as yet done no motoring on the Asiatic side.

f do not expect I shall either, as I hear that the roads

are even worse than they are this side, and inland

there are many large dogs that are unaccustomed, and

consequent antipathetic, to strange forms of locomo-

tion. There are also brigands.

A Cosmopolitan Crowd.

Constantinople is a most interesting, romantic, and

beautiful town, but it is not much of a place to ride

in. It is probably the most cosmopolitan town in the

world at present—Turks, Greeks, Armenians, Russians,

British, French, Italians, Americans, and a score of

other nationalities throng the streets. Unfortunately,

they overflow the pavements and step under one's front

wheel with the most nonchalant air in the world. The
streets are very narrow and crowded with trams,

gharries, motors of all sorts, ox carts, and even camels.

The Turkish policemen on point duty, carry a minia-

ture barber's pole about two feet long with which to

.

threaten or cajole the traffic, which they really regulate

very well. Petrol is of good quality and price about

2s. a'gallon, oil is. a kilo. W.S.J.

MOTOR CYCLE SLEDGING IN AMERICA. This magnificent sheet 01 ice, Lake Hopatcong, N.J., has been utilised to the fullest

extent by motor cycle enthusiasts. It will be observed that the machines are fitted on to the sledges minus the front wheel, the rear wheel

being shed with spikes to propel the vehicle along.
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NOTES FOR THE
NOVICE.

Observations on the Subject of Sidecar Alignment.

IN
the old "bath chair" days of the sidecar, just

over a decade ago, there were some few excuses for

,
the examples of faultily lined-up attachments which

were to be seen.

The sidecar then was a simpler vehicle, but it had
not the convenience of quickly detachable couplings,
its attachments lacked rigidity, and there was not the
high proportion of sold-as-a-unit outfits which are now
obtainable

;
yet even to-day a trip on the road cannot

be undertaken without encountering an occasional ex-

ample of appallingly bad sidecar alignment.

A Common Defect.
Machines leaning in upon die sidecar to an alarming

degree are still to be seen on any road used by the

ubiquitous sidecar—a degree which is real although
it is not readily apparent to the eye of the passer-by

;

while complaints of uneven tyre wear indicate thalt

many sidecars are wrongly fitted.

Yet there is nothing mysterious, nothing intricate,

nothing problematical about the manner in which a

sidecar should be attached, nor about the actual opera-

tion of attaching it in the first case. It is merely
necessary to remember that :

(a) The motor cycle must be vertical or inclined

outward slightly.

(b) The sidecar wheel, must be vertical.

(c) The sidecar axle, should be level with the rear

wheel axle, or slightly in advance of it.

(d) The sidecar wheel should be parallel with the

motor cycle.

There are riders who disagree with item (d) and
prefer to have the side wheel pointing slightly inwards.

Whether the sidecar wheel should be level with, or

slightly forward of the rear wheel, is a matter for the

individual rider to decide for himself. In the for-

ward position, there is a greater tendency to lift on
left-hand turns (not noticeable, perhaps, on the heavier

outfits, but worthy of consideration with the lighter

types, to which these notes, intended for the man who
fits his own attachment, must mainly refer). On-right-

hand bends, however, it gains in ease of steering.

Now, to turn from theory to practice, there are two
essentials to easy and correct sidecar alignment while

actually doing the job. One is a 'perfectly level floor,

and the other is at least one assistant. Also, it is

necessary to borrow two long straight-edges (over 6ft.

da*

long, if possible). A friendly village joiner might
oblige. Also, borrow the family tape measure, and
(if it is too short to cut in two !) another from next door.
By means of drawing pins, attach a tape to each end
of one of the laths, taking care that this is done
uniformly. Finally, devise some sort of plumb-line

—

not a difficult task.

These preparations made, attach the lugs to the
cycle frame, leaving the adjusting tubes just sliding
loose in their sockets. Now prop the machine firmly
(not on the stand) in a perfectly upright position; do
the same, approximately, under the sidecar chassis.
The assistant may now start operations with the

straight edge, holding it low down, but horizontally,
and. bearing at four points on the front and rear tyre
walls. (Tyres should be board hard.)
With number two straight-edge against the sidecar

wheel, the latter may be "wangled" so that the tape-
measures

_
complete a perfect rectangle. It may be

worth while marking off the plain straight-edge to an
equal length as the distance apart of the tapes on its

fellow : but the eye can generally judge this. Check
again for vertical movement, and gently tighten up.

If the Thing is Worth Doing—
We might be even more detailed in our directions

;

but commonsense should fill in the blanks, and adapt
them to varying conditions. But one word more
before we leave the subject—if something slips (it

often does) after half-an-hour of tortuous endeavour,
or if a final test shows that it is not " just so," do not
be content; try again. Perfect alignment is worth a
lot of trouble.

In our remarks we have- taken it for granted that the
machine itself is in track, and that the wheel bearings
are sound, for it must be remembered that these factors
have a direct bearing on final results. Rigid frame
machines and rigid sidecar wheels, also, are primarily
referred to, for other considerations enter into the case
when either of these wheels is independently sprung.
For example, when the passenger enters "on some
makes of sidecars so constructed, one or other of the
wheels immediately tends to lean inwards. The same
thing often happens when the driver mounts a spring
framed machine. But whether it is better to carry out
alignment under load in such cases is a matter upon
which it is advisable to consult the makers.

a 23
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Experiences of Some Diverse Machines Told in Brief.

THE year 192 1 was not a pleasant financial one

for motor cyclists. We bought -dear, and we

sold—if, indeed, we were able to sell at all

—

quite abominably cheap. Consequently, like all wise

men, I limited my purchases as far as possible, and

depended, as far as passible, for new experiences on

Press trials. The trade was producing plenty of

new stuff, and was anxious for publicity ; so my note-

book reveals that I sampled the paces of some fifty

different bicycles, sidecars, and cycle cars for periods

of varying duration. I select for serious attention

four machines which I either owned or used for over

2,000 miles apiece.

All my hackwork was performed on a baby two-

stroke, a 2\ h.p. C'edos. There are- so many machines

of this type upon the road nowadays that I dare not

acclaim my selection as the absolute best ; but if there

is a better machine in this class, I shall be very happy
to. make its acquaintance. Its reliability is absolute,

no trouble of any sort or kind resulting from a full

year of daily hard work, coupled with the most
brutal neglect; an occasional sooted plug or choked
jet were the sole blots on its faithful service, and
these trivial items must rank as inevitable, whatever
one owns.

Its power is quite up to the standard in this class,

45 m.p.h. being obtain-

able on top gear, whilst

main road hills create no
anxiety on bottom. Its

two chief features are its

extraordinary comfort and
cleanliness. Devoid of oil

leaks, thanks to perfect

machining and fitting of

all joints, it remains almost
equally virgin of road
stams, thanks to a light,

substantial, and admirably
designed underscreen, good
mudguards, and efficient

a 24

A two-stroke that delighted our contributor—the 2\ h.p. Cedos.

leg-shields. The under-shield on the Cedos is a for-

ward extension of the rear mudguard.
I frequently rode it in tennis flannels, in good tweeds,

and even in black Sabbath garments—tests of which

few motor cycles are worthy. Its comfort demands a

more technical analysis than I have the knowledge to

execute, and I have never owned a lightweight which

I cared to hog over bad roads as I hogged this Cedos.

The one and only criticism which' I can pass upon it

is that its carburetter was never worthy of it ; the fuel

consumption was too high—just under 60 m.p.g.—and
the response to the control levers was never the same
on two consecutive days.

A Sporting " 3J."

Next in order of gratitude I must rank a sports

Sunbeam, specially geared rather low to compensate for

my clumsy driving in freak trials, and to permit of sure

climbing when a neglected engine dropped a little

tune. If this machine had ever .stalled me by the

road, I should have felt the same amazement as if the
sun failed to rise one morning. It inspires the most
supreme confidence, evincing a quite remarkable free-

dom from even the pettiest stoppages or sulkiness. Its

middle gear would take a really clever rider anywhere,
for the engine develops tremendous power, and, un-

like some " revvers," it

can pull uncommonly hard
at quite low engine speeds.

A little bit inclined to be
rough and coarse at its most
hurried gaits, I did not
press it in the way of speed,

but at high touring speeds
it ran very smoothly. Its

mam fault was the location

of the gear quadrant, which
had a sharp corner just

where one's knee palpitated

on bad going
The Sunbeam engine

(28)
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3i h.p. Sports Sunbeam and the Scott Squirrel, both

still lacks a fitting which must some day become uni-

versal on roadster mounts—a variable jet, preferably

equipped with handlebar control. I find that a sports

500 c.c. seldom averages more than 50 m.p.g. if it is

driven hard on the single jet inserted by the factory

tuner. It is absurd to fit a fixed 100 m.p.g. jet,

which promptly robs the engine of all the vim and
vigour ' constituting its special charm. But if a

W.S.R. or Sutton & Pocklington device is incorpor-

ated, the mileage per gallon rises to 70 or 80 on the

fastest runs, for the big jet opening 'is only needed
uphill.

A Two=Stroke Twin.

My pleasantest speed experiences occurred on a Scott

Squirrel, which is one of the most refined mile-a-minute
'buses on the surface of the earth. Two factors con-

tribute to the delight of its hurry. The first is the

well-known Scott frame—not forgetting the fork. As
all practised riders are aware, the glutinous qualities

of the Scott chassis—whether in speed cornering or in

mere tearaway dashes over moorland tracks or pot-

holed tar—are the envy and the despair of nearly

every rival designer. For comfort, steering, and
safety, it is as nearly peerless as any competitive

article can hope to be ; and it is obviously useless to

own a super-engine if the frame makes you nervous
about opening the throttle except on those rare occa-

sions when you find a perfect road in perfect condi-
tion. Secondly, the torque of a twin-cylinder two-
stroke is so smooth
that the Squirrel's

speed does not set

y o u wondering
whether a crumpled
connecting - rod is

going to emerge
sideways out of the

crankcase at any
moment ; and the

high gear ratio per-

mits you to touch

railway speeds with-

out revving the
engine up to its

kicking point.

O n Four Wheels.

The last machine

.

is in quite a different

category, being a

7 h.p, Carden cycle

(16)

A small four-wheeler used by

the 7

of which gave good service last year In the hands of " Ixlon."

car. This is the quaintest little beast. It really con-

sists of an auto-axle and a forecarriage. All the power
unit is balanced like a seesaw across the solid rear

axle, and the rest of the chassis is a mere projection,

carrying the passengers, front axle, and petrol tank.

But, my sainted aunt, how it goes ! There can hardly
be anything on four wheels which does so much work
on top gear, and there are very few motor vehicles

which run more sweetly at about 35 m.p.h. The whole
outfit costs less than a good many motor bicycles, so
that one does not expect roomy coachwork, or ample
luggage capacity, or notable refinement of detail. On
the other hand, nothing falls off. Nothing breaks.
Nothing goes wrong. The little beetle-nosed projectile

bobs about ordinary roads just as fast as anything
else could do, and is quite as reliable. You only feel

dissatisfied with her if you adventure into precipitous
areas, where the low gear ratio may prove too high, or
if you challenge more powerful projectiles along level

straights. She is perfectly content to be treated like a
door-scraper. Oil in the box above the engine and
petrol in the tank under her snout is all she asks for.

Give her those, and she will serve you loyally for a

year and a day without complaint.

Extraordinary value for money must be my verdict
upon her. I dare not say that there is very cosy
accommodation inside her for two big people.
On these four machines the bulk of my T921 mileage

was accomplished. Of others which came into my
hands for such beggarly distances as a few hundred

miles there are

several which I hope
may figure twelve
months hence in a

page headed, "What
I Rode in 1922."

In conclusion, I

commend two gad-
gets to the observa-

tion of the faithful.

One is the well-tried

W.S.R. variable jet,

which should nearly

halve the petrol bill

of any hard rider.

The other is the

B.T.H. Sparklight
set, which gives no
trouble, and fur-

nishes ample illumi-

nation for a light-

weight machine.

a 2.5

" Ixion " as his passenger machine-

h.p. Carden
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On the read round the south shore of Lake Vyrnwy.

IN
the very heart of the Berwyn Hills of Central

Wales there lies, concealed and secluded, a

neglected lake. The word is used comparatively,

for, while thousands of motor cyclists are familiar with

North Wales, with its passes and lakes and peaks, very

few have had any acquaintance with Lake Vyrnwy
(pronounced Vern wee).

The .difficulty of access is perhaps the main reason

of this negligence, and Vyrnwy is never advertised.

No one is ever urged to go or tempted by glowing de-

scription's and attractive' posters. But those who pene-
trate to that quiet hollow of the mountains are made
wonderfully welcome.

Lake Vyrnwy Hotel, situated in an ideal position

overlooking the lake.

An Unspoiled Beauly Spot in

Central Wales.

The easiest approach is from Llanfyllin, on the

border of the great Shropshire Plain, and the road

runs almost due west right into the hills. From
Shrewsbury the Welshpool road is followed for some

four- miles, then a side road leads to Llanfyllin, but

it is not till the neighbourhood of Llanymynoch is

reached that the name of Vyrnwy appears on the sign-

boards. At Llanfyllin the hills are touched, and the
' roadway thereafter winds about the valley and climbs

the slopes of the hills with little more purpose than

that of reaching Vyrnwy somehow and-some time ; but

the scenery is magnificent if the going is somewhat
rough. Gradually the way rises, steeply at times, till

A

%,-y

TWO LITTLE-KNOWN OUTLETS
A portion of the Bala Pass which leaves the lake at its

northern end, and entails heavy going.

FROM LAKE VYRNWY.

The way from Vyrnwy to Dinas Mawddwy, emerging
at the top of Bwlch-y-Groes.

a 26 (32)
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Lake Vyrnwy.—

the highest point is gained, whence there is a grand

vision of the wide hills, and far away westward the

shimmering line of the lake under the guardian majesty

of the Aran Heights.

From this point there is a long downhill run of a

mile and a half, with a sharp bend near its centre

;

thereafter a slight rise to the lake.

First Sight of the LaKe
Should the visit be made after days of heavy rain,

or when a westerly gale is piling the waters against

the dam, the roar of the plunging cataract will be

heard long before the lake itself is reached, and the

sight is a memorable and impressive one, as the torrent

leaps down a sheer fall of a hundred feet to the valley.

A roadway crosses the dam and encircles the lake,

a run of eleven miles. This circuit should be made
at leisure, for the changing scenery as the western head

of the fake is neared is very beautiful. On the return

toward the east, the Lake Vyrnwy Hotel is seen high

on the hills above the clam. This is the only hotel

in the district, although some accommodation may be

secured in the" little village of Llamvddyn in the valley.

The hotel is choicely situated, with a long gradual

climb from the road at the lake side. Perhaps the

finest view of the lake is that obtained from the terrace

in front of the hotel.

While sunny weather adds immeasurably to the

'39

pleasure of. a visit to Vyrnwy, stormy days reveal a

beauty 'of grim *nd sombre majesty that repays the

sacrifice that otherwise the storms demand, and full

streams from the hillsides and down the western valleys

carry with them their own reward.

From this mountain hollow there is a quite passable

escape over the hills to Lake Bala. It is steep in

parts, narrow, and far from straight, but with ordinary

care may be safely negotiated. The rough surface

and the water channels that intersect the path are the

* most adverse features. These channels are worse on
the descent to Bala.

More southerly yet is another outgoing from the

Vyrnwy valley to the summit of Bwlch-y-Groes, a

wilder and more strenuous way and wisely regarded-

by most as impossible ; but it is a way all the same,

and some have had the temerity to take it, with varied

results. This route was taken by competitors in the

M.C. and A.C. trial of 1920, and was marked oh the

route card as Boydell's Playground.

To see Vyrnwy to the full one must linger there and
be content to leave the road and make excursions on
foot up the watercourse at its western end or over the

hills to the east.

The building of the dam that created this lake is

an instance of man's improvement over nature's work,

or, rather, man's co-operation with nature in working

improvement schemes, both to the advance of natural

beauty and the utility of man. Allan Phillip.

IN THE HUNTING FIELD.
An animated scene at a recent Midland meet to which a big number of motor cyclists journayed.

the fori une of the field from the by-roads and lanes.

12)

Many ot them afterwards followed

a 27
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MAP READING FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.
An Occupation for the Sidecar Passenger—Use of the Compass.

LOSING the way in foul weather and in a strange

land is one of the most trying experiences that

can fall to the lot of the motor cyclist. Asking

the way is humiliating, to say the_ least of it, and in

nine cases out of ten leads to further bewilderment..

Official guides are useful folk, doubtless ; but you do

not find them at every signless road-crossing. Per-

sonally, I do not think I have come across a score of

these gentlemen in the course of ten years' touring.

Touring without maps is almost as shiftless as navi-

gating without charts. Plotting out a tour is, or

should be, a preliminary pleasure; when actually on

the road, the use of the map is a source of continual

interest.

First, as to the choice of these necessary things.

For general purposes {i.e., for merely getting about)

one cannot do better than buy the Bartholomew
"half-inch" and
make free use of

the scissors to cut

up the sheets so

that only those
portions . w'lh i c h

cover the district

in which one is

immediately con-

cerned are carried.

I find, it con-

venient to mount
these pieces o n

cardboard : they
can be referred to

in stormy weather

without trouble,

cannot be torn,

and are readily

placed side by side

to get a continuous

plan of the route

1). The " one-inch " Ordnance Survey, on cloth

and in sections, is useful for short runs, but unmounted

paper maps are quite uncontrollable.

Maps in Sections.

Next, with regard to the use of maps on the road.

The sections can be carried in a map-case of military

pattern, slung round your shoulders ; or, if on cards

as suggested, in an ordinary satchel. (A set of useful

.

_road maps on cloth and in a case is published by the

proprietors of The Motor Cycle.) Should a sidecar

be used, with an intelligent passenger, the maps may
be handed over to him (or her) to point out the route.

Finding one's position on the map is generally easy

enough, except in fog or rain. The map should be
" set "—that is, so placed that one is looking along
the chart in the same direction as that in which the

journey is being made. This is done either by means
of a compass or by recognition of objects seen on the

ground and on the map at the same time. Fig. 2

shows a village A. a wood B. and a hill C. as they
appear to the observer ; and fig. 3 gives the same

a 28

Fig. 1.—Map sections set to cover

district under survey.

(fi

objects on the map. In order to get the identical point

of view, in this example, the map has to be reversed.

The top of the hill and the village church give a

rough alignment.

Fig. 2.—The motor cyclist's view of the section

shown in fig. 3.

But in the case of a shut-in turning or cross-roads1
,

not easy to identify on the map, a compass will be

useful. We are bordering here on the more advanced

stages of map reading, but the war has taught a vast

number of people how to use this instrument, and the

motorist will find it a valuable asset

Accurate Observation.

Generally speaking, a careful look-out should be

kept, on map and road, for churches, bridges, rivers,

railway lines and stations, canals, and post offices.

The names of

the towns a n d

villages through

which one in-

t ends to pass

should be
written down,
with the distance

between e a c h.

A card w i t h
this information

clipped to the

handle : bar is

often very
handy.

For arranging

a tour before-

hand, the new
" P opu lar "

edition of the

one-inch Survey
is an excellent

g u i d e. T h e

system of road-

colouring is very

Fig. 3.—Depicts the perspective view,

fig. 2 in plan form. The rider is travelling

from north to south, hence the depicting of

the map upside down.

clear, and the solid blue of the rivers is an improvement.
Contour lines are at 50ft. intervals. These lines are

somewhat faint, and it is a sound plan to mark them
with red ink where they cross any of the roads you
are examining. Fig. 4 shows the method in use. The
road A is^intersected by widely-spaced contours, and,

(18)
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pfap Reading for Motor Cyclists.

—

to drivers of under-powered machines,

is, therefore, preferable to the road

B, where the lines are close together,

indicating a stiff slope.

If the tour is to cover a wide area,

the coloured Bartholomew map is

the best for getting general schemes
and comparisons. The tinted levels

give a pictorial impression of the

country, thus enabling you to make a

rapid choice of roads. Third-class

roads, except for short distances,

should be avoided, as should big

towns in manufacturing districts.

•«(fifCILE

Fig. 4.—A contoured section, which
reveals that road A has easier gradients

than road B.

141

One should try to memorise maps
—to get the general lie of the land,

at least, in mind, together with the

names of the principal villages and
towns. Important turnings should
be remembered.

These suggestions apply only to

the use of maps as road guides. I

would recommend to all motor
cyclists the advanced study of the

subject—a study of endless fascina-

tion and resource. Map reading is

being popularised at the present day
by means of several excellent
handbooks. C.E.V.

A GARAGE IN THE HOME.
An Unusual Solution of the Storage Problem—But What will the Housewife Say?
NE of the greatest drawbacks to the passenger

motor cycle is the difficulty of finding suitable

housing for it. It is admitted that a machine
. which is kept a long distance from its owner's residence

is not used so frequently as another which is "on the

premises.

"

Especially is this the case in our large cities, where
all kinds of expedients have to be resorted to in order

to find stabling for one's steed, at home or otherwise.

The writer claims the fol-

lowing as a practical and
inexpensive solution of this

problem, suitable in many
:ases where an independent

shed is 'out of the question.

Briefly, the idea is to

form a cupboard in the house

itself, with access from the

outside only. In the first

place, a lintel should be pre-

pared. This should be 6ft.

long, and may be either of

wood, stone, or concrete. It

should be the full thickness

of the wall (which would
probably be 9m.), and if of

wood it may be in two lengths, each 4^in. wide.

The brickwork should then be cut out to receive the

lintel. This may, in most cases, be done without "any

props, providing the wall is fairly well built. It will

be found most convenient to make the lintel about 7m.

deep, and this will occupy the place of two^courses of

bricks. After this is once fixed and wedged up tight,

the brickwork below may safely be taken out, but care

must be taken to leave 4-iin. under each end of the

lintel.

Practically an Amateur's Job.

The only, part of the work which could not be

readily done by any handy man is the door and frame.

These should be prepared beforehand by a joiner, and

should be iiin. panel doors, fixed to a frame con-

structed of 3 x3m. timber.

Having obtained these from a local joiner, the work

of fixing them is very simple. In order to obtain as

much room as possible, the frame should be fixed flush

(6)

A suggestion for storing a sidecar at home where space forbids

-a garage at the side or back of the house.

with the outside wall and well nailed to the brickwork.
Hang the doors with 2iin. butt hinges and fasten one
leaf of the door with a bolt down into the floor on the

inside, and fix an ordinary door lock on the other

half . This completes the outside work. It is perhaps
unnecessary to remind the amateur builder that careful

and good workmanship is very desirable, or that several

coats of good paint is a necessity.

Inside the room the cupboard may be made to suit

individual taste and the

purpose to which it is pro-

posed to be -put. If expense
is the chief consideration the

work should be carried out

in match boarding iin.

thick. The finished height

above the floor being only

4ft. , the top can be made to

serve as a table, writing

desk, or any useful article

of furniture.

If something more am-
bitious than match boarding
is required, the end and
side might be formed of

panels, as in the illustration.

Of course, many variations of this idea will occur

to the reader. For instance, the cupboard might be
made to stand partly inside and partly outside the wall,

so as not to occupy so much space in the house. In
that case the part projecting outside the wall would
require felting to make it weatherproof, while inside

it could form the lower half of a bookcase.

In other cases the recess formed by the fireplace may
be used with advantage.

It will be found to be considerably cheaper than
erecting an independent shed, but, of course, there is

the property owner to consider. If the house belongs

to the occupier there will be no worry on that score,

and if the occupier is a tenant only, he should obtain

permission from the owner before starting the work.

It would help to facilitate matters if the tenant

gave an undertaking to build the front opening up if

called upon to do so, and leave it exactly as in its

original state.
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IDEAS: USEFUL AND INGENIOUS $nHJ*

wr*M*

ALMOST every rider once a year makes
some little gadget, originates some
method of performing an operation,

or discovers a new use for an everyday

preparation which would be of interest

to, or effect economies for, his fellow

motor - cyclists.

As a case in point, I accidentally broke

a cheap vulcanite adapter plug for an
inspection lamp the other week. The
spring contact plungers were laid bare,

and the whole thing was "rocky." A
twopenny stick of Prout's elastic glue

from the saddler's shop provided the

material for remoulding the part broken
away. This preparation sticks most things

together, is flexible, can be moulded with
the fingers when warm, and is a non-
conductor. Sealing wax might have done
the trick, but it is brittle when set.

That reminds me of a repair once carried

out to a Moto-Reve magneto (Gianoli) high

tension brush which permitted the spark
to leak through a minute cap. A sleeve,

formed from a fountain pen cap, was
pressed on to the brush holder and
proved a great success.

An Easily Made Blowlamp.

FOR many little repair jobs intense heat
is often wanted. A self-blowing spirit

lamp can be bought for about eighteen-
pence, and a petrol blowlamp may cost
at least three half-crowns, but Mr. R. J.

Freeman, of Coventry, sends his idea for
an acetylene blowpipe made from odd-
ments. The items in it are a pipe of fin.
to which is screwed an elbow piece ; in
this elbow is screwed an old acetylene
burner which has had the steatite re-

This simply constructed blow
pipe was made for a few

pence.

placed with a piece of iron drilled with
a -[Vm- hole. Opposite the burner is

inserted a cycle valve plug with the blind
end broken off. This is connected by
rubber tube to a football adapter (a simple
non-return valve obtainable at any cycle
shop), this again being joined by rubber
tube to a cigarette holder or pipe mouth-
piece. A length of pipe connects the fin.

pipe with an acetylene generator. Blow-
ing down the mouthpiece, after the gas
has been lit, produces the characteristic

blue flame of the blowpipe, and the foot-

ball adapter valve prevents gas reaching
the operatoi-'s mouth.

a 30

A Selection of our Readers'

Home-made Gadgets, with

some Practical Hints on Work
in the Garage, by " Wharfedale."

Hints, Tips, and Descriptions of

Home-made Fitments are in-
vited for inclusion on this page.
Rough sketches and brief notes
only are needed, and payment
will be made for all matter
used. Letters should be
addressed to the Editor, Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London,
E.C.4, and should be marked

" Ideas."

Protecting the Tank.
HERE is a device in the making of

which the last-mentioned gadget
will prove useful. It is suggested by

a reader who does not embellish his note-

paper with either name or address ; this

is needless modesty, for the gadget is quite

A device for protecting the enamel ot

the tank from waste petrol.

good. It will be seen from .the sketch

that the device is to catch splashings of

petrol from the region of the filler cap
and convey them away ; it consists of a
5in. square of tin with turned-up edges,

which is. fitted over the filler cap bush in

the tank, and a rubber or leather washer
fits snugly round the orifice. A piece of

pipe runs away from the tray to below the
level of the tank, and two blobs of solder-

under the opposite corners serve to tilt the
tray outwardly a little. No doubt the
device could be almost completely con-
cealed by means of knee-grips.

Auxiliary Petrol Supply.
WHILE on the subject of tanks, here

is another scheme, the authorship
of which is wropt in mystery

—

except that it has apparently been evolved

by a gentleman of the name of Mr. Mathew.

Mr. Mathew has evidently been stalled for

want of petrol on some occasion, and sug-

gests a triangular tank inside the main

petrol reservoir ; this triangular affair to

be pivoted in a state of unstable equili-

brium. The filler cap with its gauze filter

Carrying a small au-ciliary petrol supply

inside the tank.

discharges into the auxiliary tank, which,

when full, overflows into the main tank

;

thus the auxiliary supply is always re-

plenished first. When the main tank runs

dry, the filler cap filter is withdrawn, and,

by pulling a knob, the auxiliary is tipped

over, thus emptying its contents into the

main tank and enabling the rider to carry

on to the next garage.

Removing an Old Triumph
Pulley.

MR. L. BUCKLEY, of Stoke-on-Trent,

rides a pre-war Triumph with

engine-shaft pulley, and suggests

this method of removing this unit when

engine repairs become necessary. His

scheme is to unscrew the adjusting flange

nut cap, partly unscrew the mainshaft

pulley nut, place a thick nut at the end

of this, and screw on the cap nut again,

jarring it with hammer and ring key until

the pulley is drawn off the tapes of the

shaft. This is quite useful, but Mr

pulley.

Buckley evidently does not know his

Triumph. All one should do is to reverse

the pulley nut, thus dispensing with the
extra packing nut, etc.

(22)
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A 6 CYLINDER MOTOR CYCLE.
An Ambitious Machine Designed and Built by a Spanish Enthusiast.

Inlet valve side ot the Spanish six cylinder motor rycie. Observe die neat layout o! the Maisnrssion.

SIX-CYLINDER motor cycles are a rarity,

although a few have been described in the

columns of The Motor Cycle, the machine
illustrated is interesting as being probably the most
ambitious mount in the world of single trackers. The
last six-cylinder motor cycle we described had a
" twin-3 " radial engine, which, besides being remark-

ably light—under 2oolb., in

fact—ran with a smoothness

that could only be likened to

an electric motor.

Designed and built by a

Spanish enthusiast, the machine
under review has six cylinders in

line, is water cooled, has three

speeds and reverse, and is shaft

driven. The bore and stroke

are 50 m.m. and 60 m.m.
respectively, the total capacity

being 708 c.c. As will be seen

from the illustrations, the valves

are on each side of the cylin-

ders, the cylinder heads are

therefore of TTormation.
Though water cooled, this

fact is not immediately ap-

parent, as the radiator is neatly

located in the fore end of the

tank. The thermo syphon
system is used.

It will be observed that the

engine, gear box and the various

smaller units are neatly dis-

posed, and that the machine

has not the appearance of being

unduly heavy or cumbersome.
The desicner-builder-owner

is in the fortunate position of being able to carry out

his ideas of motor cycle design. He also owns and
runs a Henderson, Harley, Clyno and a N.U.T.
Hence his stud contains a six, a four and three twins

- of various sizes. Apparently our Spanish friend does

not care for singles, but he certainly should have one
in order that his stable be really complete

(13)

Exhaust valve side o( the engine. The radiator does not detract from the general appearance of

the machine)
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.

Controlling Powerful
Lamps.

All systems of electric lighting may be

controlled by the Dome handle-bar
" dimmer," which will enable motor

cyclists to return the courtesy hitherto

more often possible to car owners

only. The Dome Products Co., 292.

Stratford Road, Manchester.)

Eliminating
Transmission

Snatch.

Designed for outside flywheel types of engine,

the Gold shock absorber makes use of one

very powerful " clock " spring. It is simple

and apparently amply strong. (Harry Gold.

149. Elderslie Street, Glasgow).

Child's Folding
Seat.

Sidecar

Protecting the Oil-can.

Mangled and crushed oil-cans have

hitherto been the lot of the motor

cyclist, who will welcome this new

screw-supported type introduced by

James Grose, Ltd., 4. Old Jewry,

London, E.C.2. It is made usable by

undoing one or both of the milled nuts.

Fitting into plates screwed on to

the sidecar floor, this simple auxi-

liary seat is easily detached and folds

up into a very small space. (Vivian

Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock
Street, London, W.I.)

Inexpensive Electric Lighting.

Supplied at £3 3s., complete with tail lamp,

this is quite a practical lighting set, complete

with bracket, head lamp and battery carrier.

(James Grose Ltd., 4, Old Jewry, London,

E.C.2.)

Combined Pillion Seat and
Saddle.

Saddle, luggage carrier, pillion-seat with a

foot-rest, tool-box and tail-lamp are all

suspended on one pair of volute springs on

the X.L.-A11 "Combination" device, which

is supported on the carrier proper of the

machine. (John Leckie & Co., London

Saddlery Works. Walsall.)

For the Passenger's
Comfort.

Made of beaver mohair and heavy

wool tartan cloth, this useful side-

car rug is sold by Ramont, Ltd.,

Finsbury Pavement House,
London, E.C.2.

A Powerful Electric Horn.
More suitable on account of its price

(£3 10s.) and massive construction for

the sidecar than the solo machine, the
" Clear-Hooter " electric horn com-

bines an exceedingly loud note with

a current consumption of 18 watts.

(Clear-Hoofers, Ltd., Highgate Square.

Birmingham.)

New and neat F.R.S. horn, which,

possessing the well-known F.R.S. one-nut

clip and no visible "twists," is distinguished

by an appearance of neat solidity. It is

finished in black, and in action it gives a

pleasing sonorous note. F.R.S. Lamps,

Vere Street, Birmingham, are the makers.

(29)
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A PERMANENT MAGNET LIGHTING DYNAMO.
The E.H.C. Generator; Magneto Type Armature; Positive Cut'in Switch;

and Automatic . Tension Adjustment for Driving Belt.

ALTHOUGH the use of permanent mag-
netic fields and an H section arma-

ture may not offer the highest

electrical efficiency, such a layout lends

itself to an exceedingly simple and com-

pact form of lighting generator quite suit-

able for motor cycle work.

There are many people who raise objec-

tions to this type of machine, however, on

the score of the difficulty of obtaining

sparkless commutation and the possibility

of having back flows of current from the

battery as the armature passes through its

two zero positions in each revolution. To

Universal adjustable bracket and bell

tensioning spring. The E.H.C. dynamo
itself weighs only 5 lbs. and is 5in. long

by about 3m. square.

avoid these troubles the usual procedure is -

to use a four-section commutator, two of

the segments being dead, and of such

dimensions that they pass under the

brushes at the moment when the

potential between generator and battery is

approximately in balance.

This method of construction is employed
in the neat square-shaped E.H.C. dynamo
made by E. Hallowell and Co., of Lower
Hanover Street, Leeds. The laminated
armature is of magneto type, H section,

and running on ball bearings carried in

aluminium end plates, which are bolted to

a tunnel made up of the iron pole shoes

and their aluminium cover plates. End
plates and tunnel thus form a waterproof

assembly in which the armature revolves.

Secured to the pole pieces by screws are

the four U shaped tungsten steel magnets.

One end of the armature is extended as a

spindle for the driving pulley ; the other

end carries the disc commutator, on to

which bear the two collecting brushes in

the end plate.

Cut-out Without Wearing Parts.

One end of the armature winding is con-

nected to one of the " live " sections of

the commutator ; the diametrically oppo-

site section remains " dead " when the

machine is at rest, but has a small project;

ing lug to which connection from the

other end of the winding is made when a

reasonable speed- is attained. This connec-

tion is made centrifugally by means of a

flat spring, weighted at the end, and
projecting from the free end of the arma-
ture winding. When the armature ceases

to revolve the spring breaks contact with

the commutator lug, thus preventing a

discharge of the battery through the

dynamo winding.
An output of about 3 amps, is given,

and the dynamo may be used with either

4 volt or 6 volt accumulators, the latter

being recommended ; adequate lighting
for a sidecar outfit is obtained.

Driving Arrangements.
To suit motor cyclists who already have

accumulator sets fitted on their machines
is the special function of the E.H.C.
dynamo, and with this end in view it is

mounted on a special bracket capable of

a wide range of adjustment. Mounted on
a steel plate clipped to a frame tube is a
long transverse screw, and the dynamo
swings on this upon trunnion bearings
carried in cast extensions of the end

Magneto-type armature of the E.H.C.
dynamo, showing simple centrifugal cut-

out, commutator and collector brushes in

end-plate.

plates. The movement of the dynamo is

limited .by a large leaf spring bearing
against the carcase of the machine and
resisting the pull of the belt, thus the

pressure of the spring takes up any slack

in the transmission.

Lateral adjustment of the dynamo belt

line is effected by means of the long screw

above mentioned. The drive, preferably

taken from the engine-shaft or clutch

casing, is arranged for ^in. round belt,

and the armature must run at approxi-

mately three times engine speed. Com-
plete with bracket and pulley, the E.H.C.
dynamo sells at £5 15s., which is quite a

moderate figure.

COUNTERSHAFT GEAR ON AN OLD MACHINE,
Bringing an Old Machine Up to Date.

ONE of our readers in Ireland, Mr. L.

Hilton, of Dublin, inspired by a

recent query regarding the fitting'

of a countershaft gear to an old clutch

/^jgjjtg\_^

®
Sheet metal bracket used to carry the Albion

gear box beneath the Rudge bottom bracket.

model 3£ h.p. Rudge, forwarded the ac-
companying photograph and details of a
conversion which he carried out on his
own machine, using an Albion lightweight

two-speed box, which has functioned with

complete success.

Carried beneath the pedalling bracket,

the gear box is suspended from a sheet

steel hanger (-f^in. material) clamped to

the stays and engine lug by one fin, and
two jin. bolts. Further explanation is

almost unnecessary, for the sketch shows
the shape and- disposition of the various

parts. The slope of the forward bridge

piece is provided for by a shaped washer,

and both it and the middle bridge need
clearance for the saddle tube. ,

Thicker material is needed for the rear-

most bridge, which is shaped to clamp
the rear stays where they leave the bottom
bracket. A wider pedal starting gear

spindle is needed, of course, and 'the
engine-shaft sprocket is screwed on beside

the existing pulley, the clutch, of course,
_

being still available.

Although the gear is only a lightweight

model, our reader is perfectly satisfied

with the results he has obtained.

An old clutch model Rudge htted

lightweight Albion two-speed gear

of our readers.

with a

by one
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor," The Motor Cycle," Dorset House.Tudor Streat, E.C.4, and must bs accompanied by the writer's name and adlres3

UTTERLY AMAZING SPEEDS.

Sir,—I am constantly coming in contact with the 60 m.p.h.

hero. He is always referred to "Motor Cycles and How
to Manage Them." Under the section labelled " Useful

Data " is a table of engine revolution's at different speeds

per hour with different gear ratios. If the tale of the

hero is true, and if the table is accurate, there are quite

a lot of standard engines in existence that willingly turn
over at speeds in excess of 7,000 r.p.m. While if clutch,

belt and wheel slip are taken into account, the rate is even
higher. As Mr. Euclid once said, " Which is absurd."

DONALD S. PARSOXS.

AN "AGONY PAR."
Sir,—May I appeal, through your columns, to. some bright

spark for a suitable method of carrying rubber solution

in the tool bag without keeping it in a hermetically sealed

cast-iron receptacle or wrapping it in vast quantities of

cotton-wool? B.T. 6807.

Cambridge.

REAR-LAMPS FOR ALL.
Sir,—I notice that your correspondent " W.K." thinks

that- he should be let off scot free if his rear light jolts

out accidentally. Let him just reverse the positions and
imagine that he has run into something like a timber
waggon or a hay cart whose rear light has jolted out and
see if his idea has altered. DOUGLAS.
London, S.W.18.

Sir,—I fear " W.K.'s " idea is not practicable. If a

motor cyclist whose rear light had gone out were not to

be fined, he would not care whether it were alight or not after

once lighting it. A. 0. RUSSELL.

AVERAGE SPEED INDICATORS.
Sir,—I thoroughly agree with the opinion expressed by

" Xoall " as to the greater value of an average speed indi-

cator than that of the usual speedometer in his article on
the subject in the issue of The Motor Cycle for January 12th.

Comparing the two instruments in the case of a motor
cycle, it must be remembered that one gets :

In Av. Speed Indicator. In Ordinary Speedometer.

1. Average speed instead of 1. Velocity.

2. Mileage covered 2. Mileage covered,

and 3. Clock (an essential feature).

Three items of information as opposed to Two.

In the case of a motor car a clock is more frequently

part of the instrument equipment, so that its cost may with
fairness, in such a comparison, be deducted from that of the

average speed indicator. Bulk and weight being here of

less importance, the cost of the clock could if desired be
spent in adding a velocity indicator, which, I imagine,
especially if worked on either the Jaeger or. on the Bonniksen
principle, could easily be' included in the instrument.

But if it were a question of having either an average- speed
indicator or the present speedometer, I personally would
plump for the former, as. I am sure, Tyould many others

were the several virtues of the two instruments placed fairly

before them. CYRANO.
Davos-Platz.

b4

MOTOR CYCLISTS IN DREAMS.
Sir,—Does "Maude Stanfield " and " W.H.M.P." really

want us to believe that, simply by concentrating and holding

the image of our desire in mind with persistency, the thought

will materialise? This is hardly a rational statement, and

would suggest the thought never will materialise, but that,

consciously or unconsciously, the thought energises other

factors which may possibly contribute to ultimate success.

As regards bringing the Scriptures to support such a "mis-

fire," please let us apportion sacred things to their correct

sphere. V.N.
London.

Sir,—In spite of Miss Maude Stanfield's and

"W.H.M.P.'s" assertions to "motor cyclist in dreams,"

I fear the only way he will get a motor cycle is to buy

it, as Aladdin and Co. have been seen off the stage for

quite a long time. A.O.R.
Warrington.

LUMINOUS SPEEDOMETER DIALS.
Sir,—It is

- possible to apply luminous paint to speedo-

meter hands with most beneficial results. If the dial is

white, it can be blacked over with Indian ink applied with

a small brush ; if already black, so much the better. Most
watchmakers will be able to apply two coats of luminous
paint for about 3s. 6d. My Bonniksen has been so treated

and still shows up well after twelve months' use.

N. A. C. JONES. '

Sir,—May I inform " Triardo " that luminous speedo-

meters are of little use owing to their light being buried

by the reflection of the road in the rider's eyes.

A. 0. RUSSELL.

SIDECAR FUEL CONSUMPTION RECORDS.
Sir,—Though my machine, an X.Y.Z., purchased from

ex-W.D. stores after the Franco-Prussian war, is- rather

heavy on petrol, its average consumption being between
503 and 317 m.p.g, still I can claim what I consider quite

a fair maximum speed, having, on the 29th of February
last year, covered a measured mile in Grafton Street, Dublin,

in 47.39393 seconds under the official observation of the

combined forces of the I.R.A., D.M.P., R.I.C., B. and. T.'s,

Girl Guides, and Madame Marcievioj's Boy Scouts.

I would recommend to " Tophole's " notice the tip that,

by adding one desert-spoonful of sodium chloride to the
gallon, he will improve his consumption bv at least 497%.

Dublin. QUITE SATISFIED.
Sir,—The claims made by " Tophole " regarding speed

'

and petrol consumption are, in my estimation, quite feasible.

Having read the ridicule he has received, I think it is

high time to let you hear of the performances of my
1911 3£ h.p. Triumph with three-speed hub and C.B.
sidecar. My friend and I make a weekly trip from Bolton
to Ambleside, distance seventy-four miles, weight of passengers
twenty-three stone. Under favourable conditions, we com-
plete this run in one hour fifty minutes. Petrol consump-
tion for both ways works out at 1-fg gallons, using no gadgets
whatsoever. I must congratulate " Tophole " on his ability

to tune a modern engine, as I always held the view that
pre-war machines are better and more economical than
modern makes. NORMAC.

Bolton.
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MYSTERIOUS TEMPORARY SEIZURES.

Sir,—Some time ago "Ixion" commented upon the fact
that, though a chain may be in correct adjustment when
at rest, under load it stretches enormously and lashes about
in an alarming way. It can be easily observed that the
slack side does not run smoothly in a single curve, but
in a series of waves which advance or recede with changes
of load or speed. It is reasonable to suppose that the
jar of the machine on the road or a sudden change of load,
such as occurs when the engine misfires, might fling those
waves in the chain upon the . sprocket in such a manner
that the rollers would be caught up a pitch ahead and
that the angle of the tooth face would prevent the chain
slipping back to its proper place.

The chain in this position would in all probability lock
the shafts and produce the symptoms which have been
often described" under the heading of " Mysterious Engine
Seizures."

Declutching to kick-start would allow the tension in the
chain to turn the engine or gearshaft backwards and so re-

place the chain.

I have had, with my P. and M., exactly the same experi-
ence as Mr. Penny under circumstances which ruled' out
a premature explosion being the cause. I therefore cannot
blame the plug, but- rather would congratulate the 'chain
makers

.
upon having evolved a chain which stood up to

the enormous load which such, a locking action would put
upon it. T. HALLIDAY TURNER.
HEAD LAMP DIMMING.

Sir,—In reply to "Rover's " criticisms of my previous letter
on anti-dazzle head lamps, I shall endeavour to answer bis
four criticisms with the aid of three more sketches.

(la.-) With a head lamp fitted with the American lens which
I previously described, the beam of light emerges as in fig. 1,

the top of the beam being horizontal. In an ordinary head-
lamp the beam emerges as in fig. 2, the light shining into the
eyes of persons approaching. (lb.) I quite agree with
"Rover" that the beam is divergent in a horizontal plane
and weakened in intensity inversely as the square of the
distance from the lamp, but is not this so with every head
lamp ? If the beam was not divergent, the sides of the road
would be in darkness.

(2.) The function oj the lens is not to deflect the light rays
on to the ground alone, but also ahead of the car, at the same

HOElZOttTAl. BAY

Diagram referred to in Mr. E. W.
Troughton's letter on head lamp

dimming.

HOCliOMTAL SECTlon

FIG.

3

time keeping the powerful rays below the eye level of ap-
proaching cyclists, etc., as in fig. 1.

(3.) I admit I was wrong in saying " without loss of
light." What I intended to say was " with minimum loss of
light." The lens does not obscure or diffuse" the light rays,
but directs them. As for " wide depression," I never men-
tioned it. What I said was " wide dispersion and no glare.

1 '

(4.) The candle-power necessary with this lens is the
ordinary candle-power used in head lamps. In an ordinary
head lamp the candle-power is not enormous. Why need it
be with this lens ? Does " Rover " know that there is a maxi-
mum legal candle-power of head lamps in many States of the
U.S.A.? I do not Understand him saying "In ordinary lamp,
when rays are parallel, the projected filament will be 13ft!
high arid 1ft. wide at 100ft. from lamp." An ordinary head

(3-4)

H7
lamp does not send out parallel rays, but rays diverging
equally in all directions, as in fig. 2. "Rover" keeps men-
tioning parallel rays outside the lamp. Is he thinking of
searchlights? Surely "Rover" does not expect the light to
be as powerful 100 ft. from the lamp as 1ft. away?

Fig. 3 shows a horizontal cross section of a portion of the
lens, showing how the light is spread to illuminate the full
width of the road. I think that it is generally understood
that the danger of powerful head lights is caused by the
powerful light rays shining into the eyes of persons approach-
ing, and temporarily dazzling them, causing them to lose their
sense of direction. This lens, which I previously described in
your issue of December 29th, achieves its results by keeping
the powerful light rays always below eye level.

Finally, this lens is designed, manufactured, and sold by the
largest producers of high-grade lenses and optical instruments
in the world, and they know their job. Usual disclaimer

E. W. TROUGHTON.

OBSTINATE VALVE CAPS.
Sir,—Referring to "Zenith-Jap's" letter, I would like

him to try just a small quantity of (ordinary common garden)
turpentine poured round the head of the valve caps and
warmed by a small blow-lamp. SIGNET.

London, S.E.3.

Sir,—May I
_
offer a little advice to both "Zenith-Jap"

and Mr. Brewis, afflicted in various ways with their valve
caps. I had a similar trouble to the first-named with my
Enfield, on which I twice had to have the caps drilled out
to remove them.
On the last occasion, my man made the joints with a

preparation called " Metalastene," which he also smeared over
the threads. The caps have now been in use for some three
months, and, on removing them last week, I found no difficulty
whatever. A. PORTEOUS.
TOP GEAR STUNTING.

Sir,—I have been amusirfg myself lately with my machine
by just seeing what it would do and how it would behave
if I only used the top gear. After the kick-start, it makes
one feel rather an ass to double away with the machine,
but it certainly is more exciting when it comes to hill-

climbing. It .brought back the days when I^rode a single-

gear 1911 Triumph, and jolly well it went too.
Would it not be a good thing for the A.C.U. to organise

a trial for modern machines minus the gear box, the manu-
facturers having the choice of the single-gear to be used ?

It . would be extremely interesting to see how some of the
modern highly efficient machines would get on without
second and third gear to fall back on, and it would surely
tend to make manufacturers search for still greater efficiency.

TRIARDO.
. Nottingham.

DIAGNOSING EXCESSIVE TYRE WEAR.
Sir,— I had much trouble with my last two front tyres, but

found, after wearing two covers away in about 3,000 miles,
that my wheel was oval (slightly, of. course)—and conse-
quently caused the wear. , E.H.
Longton, Staffs.

Sir,—On taking the rear wheel out of my G.P. Morgan,
I find that one half of the circumference of the tyre is

worn nearly smooth, while the other half is. hardly worn at
all. I can understand one side of the tyre wearing through
the wheel leaning or a patch wearing here and there through
fierce braking, but I do not see how I can put the brake
on the same half of the wheel every time. I have examined
the brake linings and drums and find them all right, and,
unless it is caused through the axle being slightly bent, I
confess I must put it down to faulty construction of tyre.

Perhaps some of your readers may have had a similar
experience. T.A.S.
• New Mills.

WEIGHTS OF SIDECARS.
Sir,—I wonder if anyone else had the same difficulty I

had of finding the weight of a touring sidecar. I had
"umpteen" lists from the Show, and only one of them
quoted the weight of the sidecar, the one exception being
a Canoelet "Featherweight" at 80 lb. F.C. 3888.

Oxford.
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PRESSURES OF MECHANICAL PUMPS.
Sir..—" Dudley " writes in a recent issue, referring to the

She-well pump, that he '.' cannot understand how pressure can

be produced by an arrangement of this description, and, for

lubrication to be reliable, pressure is essential."

Fig. 1 shows two spindles which were tested in a brass

barrel at 1,250 r.p.m.- Each spindle had a diameter of l^in.

and a screwed length of about 7in. The first, with a single

semi-circular groove or thread of fine pitch, developed a

pressure of 300 lb. on the square inch with a small volume
of delivery—unfortu-

nately; not measured,

but probably of the

order of a gallon an
hour.
The second spindle,

with seven grooves of

triangular section and
with a coarse pitch or

lead (thread angle ap-

proximating to 40°)

delivered thirty gal-

lons per hour, ade-

quate for a 30 h.p.

car engine at a pres-

sure of 10Tb. to 12 lb.

per square inch, the

oil in both cases being

a thick standard engine oil. There is therefore no question

but that the pump, as a type, is capable of delivering the

very highest pressures, but your correspondent is in error

in his broad statement, " For lubrication to be reliable

pressure is essential." Probably he really means _ that for

the delivery of oil to the place where lubrication is wanted
pressure is essential to get it there. It is a fact that with

properly designed journal or thrust bearings it is only neces-

sary to deliver oil freely at the right spot when the running

surfaces will do the rest and ensure conditions of absolutely

perfect lubrication.

The objection to needle valve -control fails when it is

realised that with appropriate design and finish the working
- pressure may be high without raising the slip pressure to an

excessive figure, for with entirely closed delivery, the whole

-work of the screw pump is spent on " slip." The screw pump
can, however, quite easily be made to supply half-a-dozen

different feeds at different pressures at one and the same
time, or the whole delivery can be taken off at any selected

pressure, and in the facility for so doing this pump is, I

think, unique.
The accompanying drawing, fig. 2 (patent 152,767, 1919),

shows that all one has to do is to tap off -the delivery at

different points to get different pressures, and it indicates

that the facility referred to arises from the fact that the

pressure is raised gradually—with perfect regularity—all the

way from suction end to delivery end. In the drawing, Ihe

reversed fine pitch thread on the spindle at the left of the

barrel is for oil retention—a cheap and highly efficient gland

substitute.

The screw pump was made in quantities for stock as an

oil " elevator " forty years ago ; it was used at one time oh

the Douglas motor cycle engine, but improvements by which

volume, pressure, and practical efficiency are combined are

-of quite recent date. W. L. SPENCE.

COMPRESSION RATIOS OF RACING MACHINES.

Sir —I read with much interest "Harmony's" brief de-

scription of his 1922 T.T. Sunbeam.

Of course, the beautiful workmanship and finish of these

machines are known to all motor cyclists, and now that the

T.T. engine is being sold to the public, no doubt its perform-

ance on the road in the hands of true amateurs will cause a

great amount of interest. My chief object in writing this

letter is to express surprise at " Harmony's " statement that

his compression ratio is 5.9 to. 1. Bearing in mind that the

winning A.J.S. in last year's T.T., ridden by Howard Davies,

had a compression ratio of 5.5 to 1, the Sunbeam ratio seems

frightfully high for a production machine.

A discussion on this topic would no doubt interest a large

number of readers. E. F. G.

London, S.E.18.

c 4

ASSEMBLED MACHINES.
Sir,—It is interesting to -note that since his original article

appeared "Ixion" has somewhat modified his views, but he

still appears to have ihe impression that an assembled machine
is always sold at a lower price than a " one factory " job,

or, as -he prefers to call it, a "special design." This is

certainly incorrect, and we need only mention the following

three machines, which, in their particular class, are cheaper

than any assembled proposition with a comparative
specification :

(1.) 2i h.p. Radco (single gear, two-stroke), £35 14s.

(2.) 1\ h.p. Raleigh (350 c.c, four-stroke, two-speed,

clutch, and kick-starter), £68.

(3.) 4£ h.p. Quadrant (three-speed, coach-built sidecar),

£105.
"Ixion" appears to lose sight of the fact that a really good

engine and gear box are not all that is required. Every
component part of the machine should be designed in harmony
with other parts, and we would mention the Velocette light-

weight as an ideal illustration of what we mean. The Radco
frame fitted with a Velocette gear box and a Levis engine
would be an atrocity, yet each of these three component parts
taken separately is excellent.

On the point of standardisation and quick replacement- .'of

parts, the owner of an " assembled " machine is not in the
happy position suggested by " Ixion."

As agents handling motor cycles in really large numbers, on
many occasions when we have requested the makers of
" assembled " machines to replace defective parts free of

charge, we have been referred to the clause in their guarantee
stating that they " are not responsible for. the specialities

embodied in their machines, the products of other manu-
facturers," and requesting us to take up the question of re-

placing with the- manufacturer of the component part. On
the other hand, the manufacturer of a "special design"
machine is usually eager to satisfy both his agents and the
riders, and doe's not quibble at replacing any defective part.

Our experience has been that we can always obtain immediate
delivery. of spare parts for "special design" machines, and
that these parts are a correct fit. We have not had this

happy experience when requiring spare parts for " assembled "

machines which have passed through our hands.'-'

Another point which helps towards the undoubted
superiority of the " special design " is that every feature
embodied in such a machine is tested out on the road for

months— in some cases to our knowledge, even years—before
being embodied in a new model.
In conclusion, we need only point out the comparatively

small depreciation on a " special design-" machine at the end
of twelve months' use compared with an "assembled"
machine.
We have great admiration for "Ixion," and think that

perhaps he would alter his views if he had any lengthy
experience of " assembled " machines. We believe he always
rides machines of the "special design" breed,

THE PREMIER MOTOR CO.,
G. R. Morgan, Sales Manager.

Sir,—While I do not especially favour the assembled
machine, I favour the assembler for one reason. He will

do his utmost to fit his machines'to suit the public demand,
whereas the manufacturer will not.

I will quote two instances -of the ' latter—Triumph fork
springs and Rudge-Multi belt drive on sidecar machines.
Glasgow. A.O.F.

THE GREAT GAME.
Sir,—As one who has always had a hankering for this kind

of amusement, I should just like to remind " A.McL." that

the only thing that prevents me participating in it is the fear

of badly kinked rims and missing mudguards, etc.

Now, if the manufacturers were to come along and _ say,
" We would like you, if you can arrange it, to ride in such
and such a trial, and we will bear ail the cost and any
damage you or your 'bus might sustain," a very different tale

might be told. I know of amateurs who ride in these trials

on the most expensive machines, but do you see them on the
road in the ordinary way ? Well ! sometimes—and Often

enough behind a big wheel of a posh car. A broken frame to

these fellows is nothing ; but, to some of us—well, what does
anyone else say about it.

Cheshire. BROUGH SOLO.

(19-20)
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T.T. OR LONDON-EDINBURGH.
Sir,
—

" W 5420 " has ' overlooked the fact that my letter

was in answer to a suggestion that the T.T. date iiviuld be

altered 'because it clashed with the London-Edinburgh.
Also, " W 5420 " will find that he has misread my letter.

I did not suggest the postponement of the London-Edinburgh,

but that it should be abandoned, because it does nothing

to improve, or demonstrate the degree of perfection attained

by the modern motor cycle. This event served a purpose ten

years ago, but to-day it proves nothing. If it were possible

to have a London-Edinburgh trial without the huge block

of trade, semi-trade, and " shamateur " entries, I would agree

, that it might be quite an interesting holiday trip. Surely

the Yorkshire clubs are organising something for Whitsun
suitable for "W5420." As regards inconvenience to otters,
" W5420" must remember that the other easy competitions

are organised by small clubs with limited memberships, and
the stiff events organised by other large clubs attract only

a comparatively small number of entries. A. V. SMITH.

INACCESSIBLE ENGINE NUMBERS.

Sir,—Engine numbers have now to be declared in the licence

registration book. Is there any sane reason why makers of

engines should, in the case of two-strokes, stick this number
on the flywheel side of the crank case ? I have just had the

pleasure of . removing my engine flywheel to get at this

information, and my engine is one of quite a well-known
make.

Sheffield. COMMON SENSE.

THE WORLD'S BEST ROADS.
Sir,—Mr. H. Beacon says he~~spent every minute possible

in the saddle for four months, and never saw a bad road, and
never hit or saw a single pot-hole. I wonder if he thought
to turn his petrol on, for if he had, and came South as he

says he did, he would have reached Essex.

C. W. BEALE.

Sir,—Your correspondent Mr. H. Beacon states he has

never met a bad road in his travels in the South. Has he
never traversed the road from Staines to Egham, or at

Barnet, or near Hungerford in Wilts? However I agree

that English roads on the whole are very fair.

Wimbledon, S.W.19. POTHOLE.

WHY THE REAR PLUG SOOTS UP.
Sir,—I have, whilst laid up, been thinking over the causes

of the rear cylinders of the majority of the twins sooting up
the plug. (Mine does.) I fancy I have found the cause, and
offer it here for what it is worth.

If you will allow me to take the new sporting Duzmo, as

illustrated on page 375, as my example, you will notice that

the front exhaust pipe is, from measurements of the print,

exactly 3-^in., and the rear one is lfin.—that is, to all

intents and purposes, twice as long. This means, in the first

place, that the friction is twice as much ; and the inertia

of the gases in the tube twice also. I contend that this

produces a greater suction or vacuum in the, rear cylinder,

and so draws the oil up. This is further' helped by the
direction of the splash.

This could all be easily tested by the placing of a small
pressure gauge in each of the exhaust pipes as near the
unions to the cylinders as possible, and also a gauge in each
cylinder head. This is necessary so that allowances may
be made for the difference of compressions. Again, this

difference in the compressions would not give the explosive
values of the two cylinders; for I contend that the rear
cylinder gets a richer mixture than the front one, owing to
the front one not clearing all the residual gases from the
previous explosion due to the extra. length, and therefore
resistance plus inertia.

The only suggestions that I can give for overcoming this
is that the resistance of the longer tube should not exceed
that of the shorter. This can be easily worked out. The
other way is to have the two inlet ports on the outsides and
the exhaust ports on the insides ; and I fancy that this would
give the best results.

I have no connection with any motor firm, and only used
the illustration given because it was in front of me.

FAVILLE C. POULTON.

(5 6)
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T.T. RACES FOR PRIVATE OWNERS.
Sir,—Undoubtedly the A.G'.U. is the organisation that

should take this matter up and "do something" for the
".majority," i.e., the private motor cyclists who furnish
this body with their income, but who have little to say
in these matters. The "pukka" T.T. races are admittedly
the most sporting events of the year, but would not the
average sporting motor cyclist take more interest in;- a
race of their own than watching the results of a few
•' chosen " riders who have the financial support of the manu-
facturers? Suggested obstacles are continually being put
in the way of a private T.T., but I maintain "that the old
proverb " Where there's a will there's a way " is as true
to-day as ever.

I therefore challenge the A.C.U. to do something for
the private man. Will the secretary of this body say
whether his organisation will do anything? An answer of
" Yes " or " No " is required, as excuses will not help.
Should the answer be " No," perhaps some of your enthu-

siastic readers will communicate with me, and we will
attempt to promote such a race this year.

Also, I am sure we can rely on the hearty support of you
and your excellent journal. THOS. L. M. GIBSON.

Sir,—The correspondence under the above heading is of
great interest to speed merchants of West Kent, but the
objection appears to be tlie time it would be necessary to
devote to practice, and qualifying laps, over the actual
course, with its attendant expense. Nevertheless, should
the T.T. idea materialise, we are prepared to pawn our
best lamp sets in order to take part.
A more convenient method of giving expression to the

private owner's speed proclivities would be via the medium
of speed records for private owners. At present, speed
records are solely the sport of the professional rider com-
plete with factory backing, and I venture to suggest that,
not only would wild and woolly speeds cease to be claimed
for machines owned by private riders, but the results
would 'prove a better guide to the prospective purchaser, of
a speed 'bus than obtains under the present arrangement.

Bromley, Kent. • "BEAM."

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Redrute's" letter on the general lack of appreciation

accorded to inventive genius and the difficulty of placing an
invention on the market has attracted several replies. The
Service Co., Ltd. (London), 289-293, High Holborn, London,
W.C., write that they are always willing to consider any
practical suggestion put to them by inventors. " Vento "

(Bury) recommends The Inventors 'Sales Agency, 22-24,

Spencer Avenue, Coventry.
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Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists,
Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle.

1 MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM.'*
The standard handbook on the motor cycle.

D Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. D
"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." E

New Edition.' Just Published. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

D "TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES." D
A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying q
them when found. Fourth Edition.

Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.
D .1 TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." "
Ll A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's point of Q

view. Price net, 3/-. By post, 3/3.

D "MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
Q By " Ixion," of The Motor Cycle. q
g Price net, 5/-. By post, 5/3. p
« •> THE MOTOR CYCLE '* ROAD MAPS. nH Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, II

London. Set oi three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6. LJ

Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and
Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post} 4/8. Q

" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK. Q
With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 5/-. By post, 5/4. rj

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE &SONS Ltd.,

n Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C. 4, or of leading Booksellers rj
Z! and Railway Bookstalls.
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THROUGH
BUSH, FLOOD
AND VELDT.
MR. NORTON, who is

fifty-four years of age,

was looking bronzed and
well at the conclusion of his

big tour, and in the course of

an interview recounted his event-

ful story with a modesty and un-

assumption which is charac-

teristic.

Landing in Durban in Oc-

tober, 1 92 1, Mr. Norton jour-

neyed on one of his own sidecar

outfits from Durban to Maritz-

burg, and from there to Lady-
smith and Newcastle. On this

track he struck some of the worst

roads in Natal.

Through a Flooded Area.

On the Dundee road the

bridges were washed away by
the heavy floods, and the road itself was -submerged
at many points. The rider, as a result of this

thoroughfare's condition, took the alternative road.

Between Maritzburg and Johannesburg he went
through no less than thirty-five rivers.

Arriving at Johannesburg he stayed for a week, and
then travelled to Pretoria, returning later to Johan-
nesburg. Kimberley was his next destination, but in

this part of the journey he forced his machine through

fifty miles of mud ; water-logged land lay on every

side, • and the so-called roads were so deeply sub-

merged that he had to ride through the bush itself,

repeatedly lifting his machine out of the deep holes

which studded his path.

On the road between Kimberley and Bloemfontein

the machine sank into the mud up to the axles a

Mr. J. L. Norton

3,039 miles of rough

A Veteran Rider's Experiences in South Africa.

From A Cape Correspondent.

Mr. J. L. Norton's trip to Soath Africa, in order to study

motor cycle conditions in that vast country, has been referred

to several times in "The Motor Cycle" ; the following

account of his 3,000-mile tour cannot fail to interest.

number of times, and there-

abouts were to be seen many de-

serted waggons and motor cars,

but a bicycle chain round his

driving wheel helped the side-

carist considerably.

Earlier in his journey, before

reaching Johannesburg, Mr.

Norton struck a rock, with the

result that the sidecar parted

from the cycle with a report like^

the crack of a gun. Still un-

daunted, he fixed up the connec-

tion, and for 130 miles he

travelled along with one front

attachment only.

During this adventurous ride

he sighted some wonderful
specimens of birds. At one

place-he saw a black and white bird making~a great

fuss, flying three or four feet from the ground. He
pulled up, and then saw the source of the disturb-

ance, which was a> cobra. Mr. Norton feigned to

approach it from different angles, but upon each ad-

vance the snake made ready to strike. In the end

he killed it with stones. Picking the snake up to ex-

amine it, the tail, of- the cobra wound itself round

his fingers, and he dropped it like a live coal, feeling

considerably scared.

Magnificent Scenery.

The following morning the tourist returned via

Stormberg, which provided magnificent scenery, and

found that he had done over sixty miles unneces-

sarily. He was heavily handicapped by not being

after finishing his

riding in South Africa.

Some idea of the conditions encountered during the "tour" will be gathered from these scenes en route. On several occasions the
machine was brought to a standstill in consequence of deep mud, and scores of deep watersplashes had to be negotiated.

c 8 (21-22)
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Whether it's

a "LIGHT," "MEDIUM" or

"HEAVY" Motor Cycle,
or a

CYCLE CAR
Specify

and Insist on Z?M

Stand No.

Up to 2f h.p.

The "STRONG" Type

3 to 5 h.p. (with or without

sidecars)

The"EXTRA STRONG' Type

5 to 10 h p. (with or without

sidecars)

and Cycle Cars

The "SMALL CAR" Type

HUTCHINSON TYRES
70, Basing-Iiall Street, London, E.C.2,

Scottish Depot :

60-62, West Regent Street, Glasgow.

Tyre Manufacturers since 1877 Rubber Manufacturers since 1850

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."

Scottish Show.
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GLASGOW MOTOR SHOW. Stand No. ISO

THE &M&M EXHIBIT

is a centre of interest. A full range of models
is shown, embodying many unique features.

There are no extras on the folly equipped

models which are delivered ready for the ro;c.
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Through Bush, Flood and Veldt-

able to obtain proper maps or a compass. His prin-

cipal guide marks were the waggon ruts.

:ag over the Katsburg Mourn imost wept
to find that he hi only two photographic films left.

Mn ~.r. io.-ful points : atage be saw great bs oks

of cloud which looked like mighty s*r e he was
300ft high, where his amazed gaze fell upon clouds

which resembled the billc - :f a great frozen sea.

Far below he could see t _. fa smiling

valley, with a beautiful cottage set like a gem in

centre.

Wonderful natural life was seen on all sides, and
included birds of brilliant plumage., as well as reit

.

lgfaok. anch cranes.

No Mechanical Trouble.

Thr< ighout these adventures no mechanical —
was experienced. In the way of -oare parts a sz^zt

azle for the back wheel on! ival
and a contact breaker were carried

of the spokes were used. Just as he drew up at the
garage at MaritzGurg on the outward journey a punc-
ture in the tube of the sidecar wheel

Travelling along the coast road Mr. Norton -

ceeded from Port Elizabeth to Graham's Town, and
from ther -

; npe

Per Motor Cycle all the time.

D or.r.o nLs ~;;;nm in Africa he -

e

-
tr r:oi in i

train, and when he was interviewee two Jays before
he embarked for England on January 6th he said

he had no intention f ;
. d in:

Mr. Xorton feels 5Dre that Brhisi] manufacturers
will yet obtain* the Sooth African motor trade
if they will only make ffae*ferdinary provisions he pro-
phesies that there is a big market fir --— -h motor
~re S in the .:.:.: :: Sooth Africa.

Oxford M.C.

Particulars :: this e :erprising club,
which has just announced a provisional

- amme Sf : .:mg and social e

for 1922. may be obtained from the
honorary secretary, llr. H. M
Bailey, 43

: Cornmarket St.. Oxford. The
subscription of 25s. includes fnll s&

. with the A.C.C1

Slough and District M.C. & L.C.C.

In spite of the inclement weather.
first annual general meeting: held at
headquarter; (The Old Crown Hotel.
Slough), on the 19th uh., was a great
success. It was -regretted that the

Major E. P.. Loder, was unable
to be present Afc. F. Robinson -ro-
the chair, and the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year: Captain.
Mr. E. Finch; viceoaptains, Messrs. A.
Andretrs. A. Gare. and W. J. Pond:

I

hon. secretary, Capt. H. W. H. Dyke:
secretary.. Mr. F. J. Moore;

hon. treasurer, Mr. T. H. Birch; hon.
auditors. Mesrs. E. B. S^rsyne and E.
.-.. Tomiin.

Bolton and District M.C.
Hie annual n:-.e:~T>g was held on

fay evening : last week, when a
no- 00 :o n-onottve gathering assem-

bled. As a certain amount of apathy
had been felt for some time among I

members, it "Kas decided that greater
enthusiasm might he developed ::

dub were re-organised. fY.T>yq----

the whole thing was csmi-letei-

:
_structed and .re-officered and many new
members were admitted. Another general
meeting was filed later for Tuesday
evening. February 7th. when the com-
mittee hoped to present a programme :

summer runs and events fo ::ns:oe:oo::o
AD m otorists are cordially invito 1

- ad toos nteetrng. Communiearions
may be addressed to the Bev. H. Headley,
General Secretary. Raikes HaB. Bolton]

i or to the Trials Secretary. Mr. Crompton
: Guthrie, 30, Higher " Bridge Street.

Bc.toni TSem members win receive a
hearty —eleome.

(n-12)

CLUB NEWS.
Esses 5LC.

. 3 has been customary in the
spring trial has been a;— ooe : ::

place this year Sat

E 12: Entri :
'. ' - re-: -si- e_i

by the honorary organiser. Mr. E. J.

Bass. 40, Chancery Lane. London,
W.C.2, up to the ftrst post on Tuesday.

Sooth. Shields and District M.C.

At the first annual meeting ;f toe
newly-formed West ~ or Cycle (

which, took place ha the Begent oooei.

Sooth Shields, on January 2—:.:. tie

members decided to re-name the%rganisa-
tion as above. This step was made owing
fee the 0:

:

—

Lil :1 the club during iepast
twelve months and the difkoloy :f locat-

ing it under its old title.

Alnwick and Dissiet M.C.

Mr. J. W. Morrison preside! :
_
e: the

first annual meeting, held at the r.ongh
Hotel. Besference was made fee the so:-

eess which, had attended Use :io: s in-

auguration and first year's activities,

whilst- the financial position was con-
sidered very satin- 0070 in view of the

- eoe was a balaB ce s

:

^11 rs f-jf. ii: ooooo; oeoooed t:

hold a ball in ooi :i tde Aio—:-i In-

firmary ooi o affiliate with doe A_C.Fi

Snnon Coldneld and Forth Birnjingham
A.C.

Royal Hotel. Saltan 1: id eld.

Mr. Gordon Owen presided, and after

an esceQeoi dmns: Si -. Etoss

posed, the toast of " - ; iiid Presi-

dent.'
! inermoning, incidentally, sn in-

----~-ina piece of i;—. (baa BlrminghaHi
-would ™i* year give a T.T. Cup for the

250 c.c. class. TTe learned later thai
Mr. Boss had. himself been responsible

_ -

In addition to the trophies, -m** 2D0
:1: and silver medals were prese

and a very excellent eeceert eompieei
a moss enjoyable evenln;.

.V:: .:• -: 1:l;;i Y. Z ;

T:e amiBsl inraes —
:li take place -

£.:. :rn . . ne—

.

-
'.

'- :.::
-

—

-
-

1:

. '--i- f ; - - 1 ;.;m-
- : ::.:- —itl ftfie 1 HiB 1 ltd

Bond Street, London W.
':'

: nnem M 1

The dab held its anssal gecerai meet-
in; in the Crowds Mest HsteL 2. -.

Bridge. iSewcastle-.o-r— b n liraary
li:l :1s m=:: -- : -^- :y i 1: 7
Dawson in the absence of Major W.
nniersc2-, D.5.O., M.C.

-i -:::! retort :f tie :io:

oorenr 1121 was ri~en by tie

11: 1 : :::: ::-

^e=o had een in toon"—e~
; e most off-

:i: oe f :: :ioen : :: bad : o: :

e ~e~ r: e- -:' :. :.: =.:._: - r...

oe i on o: on: ooo o

:i £-1 7s. on. lo: - :een : io ^
:i t o. : ass -ifsplayed by toe nembers

ShefrteH and Hanan3shire X.C. & L.C.C.

rioe;e —
is e iooooy iO:oe:ino: : she

ooemlers ::: ion:; ;: :o - Royal ie-

E - -

_
e: o oo: ozeo no ::- 1. :

:ioe iinne: enl :oot : o :: :

Mr. liilenL Peaiscn. the o:e: oeo

oi in fr:o: :f ' '—
:

table —=s toe nossi^e ^e-
seo:eo bv Tk<>

'
:
—on: —

.

= :o by noe no: it ii 1 ietoo
_o: = i for t e ni tnoe _nso yes: _oe
SheEeloers ooe ~e:~ iesfroas of agin
iinoing the :r:t:oy in :oe ::nino: :eo=oo

:.. - - : own prcjeoo-

Prior- to tie isooi o:::o :f one ~-~~
prizes. Mr. W. Dc-veneo. ie n =eoo

J
• t iriosoie eo:oe :f ne

A.C.E. and :f toe Zroofno i

o:s-o tie ::o=t :f onr lit

lo - _ i ^o— t

too: 1321 was coe :f toei m :so so

fnl =eoi:os oo. : :_e^ ete o:oo: -

moie tins "eoo e^eo oone sonessfon. one

onoooeo o:n; t: oe~e.oo

toe o:::ol siie is ion is t - -

: ::
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IMPRESSIONS OF THE SCOTTISH
SHOW.

LIN AND AROUND CONSTANTINOPLE.
A SIX-CYLINDER MOTOR CYCLE.

Number plates to be illuminated thirty minutes
earlier, vide Road Vehicles Registration and
Licensing Order (1921).

" Where Is It ?
"

An extraordinarily large total of letters

I

have now been received locating
[".Tourist's'' main street bill, approxi-
mately 98% agreeing tliat the spot which
our correspondent visited last summer

! was School Hill, Lewes.

Motor Cycles in Denmark.

The number of motor cycles ' registered
in Denmark shows a remarkable increase
since 1910, in which year there were 3,428.
In 1921 there were 14,241. The total
number of motor vehicles in Denmark
amounts to one vehicle per eighty-three
inhabitants.

For the Workshop.

Almost every motor cyclist who does his
own repair work inclines sooner or later to
the purchase of a lathe, which provides a
wonderful extension to the limits of his

hobby. Hitherto such a tool has made
a serious hole in £25, but the model
engineering trade is now going strong
on a wonderful variety of useful 2-2^in.

centre lathes at prices mostly under

Policeman and Motor Cyclist.

Among our usual weekly batch of letters
alleging police persecution, it is refresh-
ing to find an occasional correspondent
taking the side of that much-maligned
body. Writing "as a motor cyclist and
also a policeman," and emphasising th?

. recently published appreciation of Lon-
don-Exeter competitors, " X.Y.Z." con-
siders that -'-'-' persecuted ' riders should
make sure that they and their machines
comply with the Law, see that they have
lamps which illuminate their number-
plates, and that they do not drive through
towns and villages, especially at night,

with exhausts making a noise like a
machine gun." We agree. _
Engine Lubrication.

An ordinary general meeting of the
Institution of Automobile Engineers will
be held on Wednesday next, at the In-
stitution, Storey's Gate, St. James's
Park, London, S.W.I, at 8 p.m., when
Mr

;

E. L. Bass will read his paper
entitled "Engine Lubrication." This
paper is by a graduate and was awarded
the Daimler Premium, one of_ the con-
ditions of which provides that the suc-
cessful paper shall he read. Cards of
invitation for the use of visitors may
be obtained on application to the Secre-
tary of the Institution, 28, Victoria
Street, London, S.W.I

A Belgian Six Days Trials.

A six days trial is to be organised
by the Royal Moto-Club of Liege to be
run on the lines of the Swiss Six Days
event. Naturally, as it will be a long-
distance trial, it will not be held entirely
in Belgium, but will probably extend to
Nice via Cap.

Revs, and Speed.

Not many riders who speak glibly of
the 60 m.p.h. speeds attained by their
machines take the trouble to -express
the figure in terms of r.p.m. The average
small two-stroke, for example, does not
"rev." usefully much beyond 2,800 r.p.m.,
so that, on a 5^ to 1 gear, the speed will
be 40 m.p.h. as a maximum.

The Motor Cycle and Crime.

Motor cyclists are disgraced by three
masked riders who entered a branch of
the Royal Bank of Scotland, held up the
staff, and stole about £2,000. Hitherto
the motor cycle hasjiot been used exten-
sively as an accessory of crime. The
machine was a Sunbeam.

Motor Cycle Taxes in Italy.

Motor cycle taxation is low in Italy.

A 3^ h.p. machine is taxed 78 lire (15s.),

or with a sidecar attached 110 lire (22s.),

an 8 h.p. sports model is charged at. 143

lire (28s. 6d.), and with a sidecar 201

lire (40s. 2d.). -As at the moment of

writing 97 lire go to the pound, the

Italian motor cyclist gets off cheaply.

This Year's Paris-Nice Trial.

Entries for the Paris-Nice Trial close

the 10th inst. This year the event will

be organised by the club at the Nice end
of the run, but entries may be sent

either to the President, Moto-Club de
Nice, 11, Place Wilson, Nice; Moto-
revue., 5, Rue Saint-Augustin, Paris; or

L'Auto, 10, Faubourg-Montmartre, Paris.

R.E. Signals Reunion Dinner.

The London Signals and associated
companies (T.F.) are holding a private
reunion dinner at 7 p.m. on Saturday
next, the 4th, at the Florence Restaurant,
Rupert Street, Leicester Square. Old
members who have not received- notifica-
tion of this and are desirous of attending
should join the gathering there, when
tickets (lis. 6d. each) may be obtained
from Mr. E. H. McCormack or Mr. H.
Perkins. Capt. H. A. Crawford, R.E.,
will take the chair. ;

Some ot the motor cycle exhibits at the Kelvin Hall, Glasgow,
Motor Show is being held.

vhere the Scottish

-28)
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An Irish Show?
A movement is afoot to organise a

motor show in Dublin during the month
of February, 1923.

T.T. Helmets in International Speed Trials-

There is a rumour that T.T. helmets
may be compulsory in all open speed
trials held under international rules, and
that the matter will be discussed at the

next F.I.CM. meeting at Geneva.

Motor Cycle Racing Track for Italy.

The construction of a motor cycle racing

track, which will be known as the Moto-
Velodrorua Partenopeo, is proposed at

Naples. The track will be constructed
' of reinforced concrete, while the area

which it encloses will be suitable for

foot races, and other sports.

Drivers' Signals.

The chief constable of Bristol, writing

to The Western Daily Press, remarks
that some drivers of vehicles fail to give

any signal as to their intentions. He
gives the following hints and sugges-

tions :

In some instances a wrong signal is

given by those who wish to turn to the

left, which is dangerous.

When approaching a point constable,

the driver of a vehicle should never take

his eye off the constable, until clear of

him, "and if his route be one of diver

-

1 gence from the traffic stream^ he should

,
make the direction he wishes to take

j
quite clear to the constable, and

I

in good time.

! The importance of the use of

• signals has now been well

! tested and approved. They
should, first, always be given

from the right-hand side of

the vehicle; and, secondly,

in ample time to be of any

!use.

The code of signals for motor
drivers is as follows :

Stop—Eight forearm vertical.

Turning to Eight—Eight arm
horizontal.

' Turning to Left—Eight arm
horizontal, and then swept to

the left.

Slow Down—Eight arm hori-

zontal, palm of hand down-
wards, and moved slowly up
and down.

'
i Pass—Eight arm waved low
down from rear to front, two or

ithree times.

FOR HORSE DRIVERS.
Turning—Whip rotated above

head.

5 Stop—Whip raised vertically.

GIVE SIGNALS IX TIME.
|

Too much importance cannot
ibe attached to drivers of horse-
drawn vehicles giving their sig-

jnals well in advance of their
contemplated action. The giv-
ing of a signal and putting
it into operation immediately
after is one cause of a great
number of accidents, the fast-
moving traffic coming behind
not being given a chance to
clear.

OTOMYCILE

Another Re-union Dinner.

It is proposed to hold a re-union dinner
in London for the members of the
4th Motor Ambulance Convoy about the
middle of February; all members
interested should communicate at once
with either Mr. Oliver Clark or Mr. B.
Alan Hill, at 58, Great Portland Street,
London, W.l.

An Ally of the Public.

Speaking in Birmingham recently, Mr.
F. E. Baker, of Precision engine fame,
said that in the motor cycle Press the
public had an indispensable ally. Criti-

cism of any make of machine was always
made without fear;, and suggestions to the
manufacturer as to the ways of improving
his machines were frequently given. He
was sure that everyone, including himself,
looked forward to these comments, and,
in many cases worked upon them.

Motor Cycles in Italy.

Italy is one of the countries on the Con-
tinent where the motor cycle has been
taken up with enthusiasm, and there are
quite seventeen different native makes.
While the good points of the leading
British makes have been followed, the
Italian designer has not omitted to give
scope to his originality,- and in most cases
without producing anything which might
be described as freakish in the slightest
degree. The . three-wheeler also has not
been neglected.

A STUDY IN GREY AND WHITE. An A.J.S. owner who
rightly appreciates the motor cycle in winter as well as in the summer.

(15-16)
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Touring in Spain.

Apropos our paragraph in the issue
of January -19th regarding facilities at
Behobia on the Franco-Spanish frontier,
touring motor cyclists have reason to con-
gratulate themselves because at all other
Spanish frontier stations, apparently,
owners of motor cars have to deposit, a
duty of £1,000 before being allowed to
enter, owing to the recent excessive
smuggling of motor cars. Motor cycle
owners are only charged a duty which
amounts to Is. 2d. per lb. weight for a
motor bicycle, and £1 19s. per cwt. for a
sidecar outfit.

A Prospective Visitor.

An Italian manufacturer, who has
recently established a record on one of
his own machines is anxious to place a
few further records to his credit, and
it is believed that his machine will shortly
be sent to Brooklands, where its rider will
make attempts to improve his own pre-
vious performance. Although our source
of information does not mention the make
of machine, it is to be surmised that it is

Delia Ferrara, whose record for the kilo-
metre tied with that of Judd on the
Norton, 25.9s.. 138.99 k.p.h. (86.37 m.p h )

in Class -C (500 c.c.)

Many Bargains.

After twelve months of high prices,
the time appears to have returned when
the motor cyclist can again buy some of

his smaller necessities at

.

genuine bargain prices. At the
moment the shops, and stores
are filled with goggles, gloves,
leather coats, boots', waterproof
covers, tools, and heaps of
other things, mostly sixrnlits

W.D., at tempting figures.

An Enterprising Mayor.

A motoring daily in France
is highly delighted because the
mayor of a certain Commune
in the Department de I'Oise
has written to its editor in-

forming him that up to the
present he has taken no steps
to regulate the motor traffic in

his Commune, and would be
very much obliged if the said

editor would draw up a few
practical regulations !

" The Danger is Obvious."

Maj. Stenson Cook, the Sec-
retary of the A.A. and M.U.,
writes :

" May I appeal to

every motorist, through your
columns, when driving at night
never to leave a motor vehicle
standing with lights on on
the off side of the road, even
hE it is necessary to turn it

round in order to avoid doing
so. When a ear or motor
cycle stands on the ' wrong '

side of the road, with its

head or side lights on, the-

natural tendency of the on-
coming motorist is to drive

to the left of those lights. The
clanger is obvious."

c 13
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IMPRESSIONS OF THE SCOTTISH SHOW.
Several Scottish Productions. An Enthusiastically Attended Exhibition.

ON Friday last, at the Kelvin Hall,

Glasgow, Lord Blytrftwood, with

a few well-chosen words,- opened
the first Scottish Motor Show

officially supported by the motor cycle

manufacturers. In the past their repre-

sentation has been left to the enterprise

of the Scottish agents, who usually

staged a few motor cycles with their car

exhibits.

That this year's exhibition should have
the practical support of " the trade

"

goes to show that the manufacturers are

fully alive to the sales possibilities of

their products across the Border ; and we
do not think they will regret their

Pressed steel tool locker on lire rear mud
guard of the Royal Scot. The back of

the box forms the number plate and

carries the tail lamp.

action in this matter, for the Scotsman
is a great sportsman and has shown much
keenness for motoring in all its branches.

He possesses a country eminently suited

for motor cycle touring ; in fact, in some
parts very, badly served with railways,

the motor' cycle has proved itself as the
best possible means of transport, and thus
to the Scotsman it has become something
more than a luxury.

Scottish Opinions.

Opinions among the agents as to the
desirability of a show in Glasgow were
by no means unanimous ; some expressed
the view that the one national show at

Olympia is all that is necessary ; they

The last issue ot " The Motor Cycle"

contained a comprehensive Guide to

the Exhibits at the Kelvin Hall. The
following impressions supplement
our remarks last week, and refer

generally to the Scottish productions

on exhibition.

contend that more than 50 per cent, of

the Scottish motor cycle public attend

the London Show, and they further argue

that, after attending Olympia, the Scot-

tish motor cyclist with his characteristic
" canniness " says to' himself, " A' weel, ,-

I'll wait and see what they have to show
me at Glasgow," this attitude causing

a stagnation of trade for the two months
between the exhibitions. There may be

something in this.

Opinion is also divided on the question

of venue, which is only natural, for the

Edinburgh man would obviously prefer

the show in his own city. But his turn

may come next year, for there is a scheme
on foot to provide Edinburgh with a

building suitable for such an exhibition.

Scottish Exhibits.

Interest is added to the show by the

fact that some of the exhibits are of

Scottish origin, three of them, the Carl-

ton, the New Gerrard, and the Overdale,

are not entirely national, for they- went
south for their power units. The Carlton

is a Villiers-engined two-stroke machine
made bv the North British Machine Co.,

U86EK CUSHION
^Ttop TUB£

Com PARTnerNTS

Section of the saddle-type petrol

tank on the Royal Scot.

of Glasgow; it is quite a compact little

mount and should receive much attention,

as the single-geared machine is only

£39 18s. Another model, with two-speed,
clutch, and kick-starter, is priced at £53.

A New Name.

The New Gerrard Company is showing
no less than six models : a 2j h.p.

machine with Villiers engine, ehain-cuni-

belt drive, two-speed gear, etc., at £45

;

a 2| h.p. utility model, with 293 c.c.

" J. A.P. engine, Showell mechanical oil

pump, and two-speed gear, at £59 10s.

;

and two other nominally 2J h.p. models,

New ball joint m the sleeve operation

replacing the bail bearing hitherto used

on the Barr and Stroud engine.

one with a 350 c.c.

engine, all-chain drive

J. A. P. sporfo

and a three-

speed Buiman box, at 79 guineas;

the other, fitted with the 348 c.c. over-

head valve Blackburne unit, at 93 guineas.

Two larger machines are the 3^ h.p. sports

and the 4 h.p. touring types, both J. A. P.

engines, all-chain drive and mechanical

lubrication. The latter has a light side-

car, fitted. Altogether, the makers,

Porters Motors, of Edinburgh, have pro-

duced six well turned out and pleasing

machines.
In the Overdale we again find a Villiers

two-stroke engine in. a machine of the

runabout type, which should compete

very well with others of its class.

ci 4

Left : The Villiers-engined 2J h.p. Overdale. Right : More than one interesting feature is incorporated in this model of the Royal Scot

Maplestone forks and the capacious tool-box-cum-carrier are worthy" of note.

(31-32
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Impressions of the Scottish Show.

—

The Royal Scot and Gri can claim
to be home productions; both are of con-

siderable interest in that they are
fitted with power units of unorthodox
type. We have already described both
these machines, although some recapitula-

tion may- be necessary in the case of the
Gri, for it has not been much before
the public eye lately. In place of the
conventional type of valve mechanism the
flow of gases is cotrolled by a rotary
distribution valve working in conjunction
with a single compression retaining poppet
valve. Great simplicity is obtained by
mounting the cam for the latter on the
rotating valve, which is driven by a single

enclosed chain. This chain also drives the
magneto. - .

Perhaps the best known Scottish make
is the Victoria, which is always on view
at Olympia. A full range of models is

exhibited at the Kelvin Hall, and, as is

to be expected, attracts considerable atten-
tion.

On the whole, last week's issue of

The Motor Cycle presented an admirable
guide to the motor cycle exhibits, and
last minute additions, either of fresh

makes or models, were few.
Twenty of the -well-known English

manufacturers supported the show with
exhibits of their own, these in some
cases being well augmented by local

agents. This duplication is no- doubt
a good thing for the makers, but to the
buyer it is rather confusing. With one
or two exceptions, all these firms were
represented at the Olympia Show, and,
except that their display __ is, of course,

on a smaller scale, their machines remain
as theiij no important modifications in

design
:

being apparent.
Alexanders, Ltd., however, have an

interesting machine in the new Diamond
fitted with a sleeve valve Barr and Stroud
engine. It would seem that this finely

finished product of the Glasgow house

will take a front rank position among
proprietary engines, for quite a number

Twin drip

feed lubri-

cators on

the Gri.
The small

one feeds

the rotating

valve in the

cylind e r

head; the

larger one
leads to the

crank case.

of makers are fitting it. Douglas
Alexander was very enthusiastic about
its possibilities, and is already talking
of it as a possible mount for the next T.T.
The Zenith-Bradshaw models shown

by Alexanders are also attracting great
attention on a stand which has probably
a bigger variety of machines than any

THREE UNCONVENTIONAL ENGINES AT THE SCOTTISH SHOW.
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By reason of the design of the; Edmund spring frame, it readily adapts itself to an attractive

looking sporting mount, as is shown in this new Barr and Stroud engmed model, which

is used for demonstration purposes outside the Kelvin Hall.

One of the attractions of the Scottish Show : the oil-cooled Zenith-Bradshaw.

Combined overhead rotary and poppet valve gear, driven by roller chain, distinguishes the

Gri engine, which is a Scottish production.

other. Another much-visited make on
this stand is the Levis.

Douglas-Deans, Ltd., of Glasgow, are
staging a varied display of well-known
makes, including examples of the Sun-
Vitesse model with rotary inlet valve
in the crank case, and representative

Ariel types, for which this firm holds
the principle Scottish agency.
To sum up, this first-offieially supported

sho'w, despite various little differences of

opinion amongst the agents, may be
judged a success, for it is being well

attended daily.

'

c 19
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AT THE SCOTTISH SHOW.

Distinctly sporting lines are followed in the New Gerrard light-

weight sidecar outfit—a Scottish production.

So neatly have the chains been enclosed on the B. arid S.-

engined Diamond that the machine retains a true " sporting

"

effect

Cleaning Leather Coats.

SEVERAL of our readers have asked
recently for a method of cleaning
leather coats, and the following notes,

submitted by a correspondent, who com-
presses much information into the follow-

ing brief phrases, should, therefore, be of

interest.

"Leather jackets can be cleaned with, a
lukewarm solution of soda water; this

removes grease. A fairly strong solution

of strong liquid ammonia with water
added will also clean them perhaps better

than the first-named recipe.
" After cleaning with either, let dry,

then mix strong liquid ammonia and milk
with a little water added so that

ammonia is not too strong ; this will put
a nice face on the leather if applied when
coat is dry. If a little Cherry Blossom
or other good make of brown boot polish

is brushed lightly on top of this, it will

further improve the appearance. If a coat

has black marks on, caused by ink, say,

a medium strength solution of oxalic acid

will take them out, while pefrol or ben-

zine will probably remove hard caked tar,

etc., previously scraping or skimming
with a warm thin knife. A badly dis-

coloured brown coat will look better if

dyed black ; any kind of black dye sold

by shoemakers will do. After washing,

clean with soft soap and warm water,

allow to dry and then wipe with soda

water, before applying dye, finally brush-

ing with boot polish (any colour will do)

as the dye dries dull ; brushing with boot

polish will do good at intervals at any
time, and help to keep wet from pene-

trating.

Repairs.

"In the case of cuts or holes appear-

ing, get some leather patching as near

as possible the same colour as coat (this

can be bought from most boot repairers),

cut a patch the right size to cover the

hole, skim the patch all round to a feather

edge, and rough the coat where the patch

has to be put with coarse sandpaper or

a fine penknife, get some Necol patch-

ing solution from a bootmaker (a tube

costs a shilling) and use according to

instructions. I have tried all other kinds

of gutta-percha and other solutions for

patching leather and found all of them
useless except this

;
patches applied with

all others can be pulled off again. One
cannot tear this off."

Auto Cycle Union Notes.

I>T
his report concerning the North-West
London M.C.C. open reliability trial

to Gloucester, held on December 31st,

Professor A. M. Low, who was the

A.C.U. jteward on that occasion, stated

that, in his opinion, the average speed

in trials held after dark should be seven-

teen miles an hour.
* * *

The. Competitions Committee has con-

sidered correspondence with reference to

the proposed dates of the T.T. races, and,

after confirming tra? dates of May 30th

and June 1st, instructed the secretary to

proceed with the issue of the preliminary

regulations.
* * *

A silver cigarette box was recently

presented to tie Rev. E. P. Greenhill,

late chairman of the Competitions Com-
mittee, by his fellow members of that

Committee.

1922 500 Mile Race.

ONE of the most successful events held
last year was the 500 miles race
for the 200 guinea gold cup pre-j

sented by Capt. A. G. Miller. This
trophy was won outright by the Hendee
Manufacturing Co., who handed it over
to their brilliant rider, H. le Vack. We'
understand that the donor of the cup does
not intend to offer another trophy this'

year and that certain agents in the motor
cyele world are offering to put up a
prize. We are asked for suggestions
from our readers as to what form this
prize should take, whether a single;

award for the fastest rider irrespective
1

of class, or whether separate prizes for! ,.

the winners of each of the five classes,'

'

We are given to understand that guaran-
tees towards the cost, amounting to £240J
have been received from members of thei

retail trade who appreciate the value of
such a race to the motor cycle community;

AN ELECTRIC SIDECAR.

A quaint vehicle used as a town runabout by the staff of Ransome, Sims & Jefferies,

makers of the " Orwell " electric lorries. It can do 30 m.p.h., and runs 50 miles on

one charge. It has been converted from an old-type Rudge.
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iUCCESS OF "THE
MOTOR CYCLE" FILM.
23 Applications ; 28 clubs have already

.eld Exhibitions ; 45 further dates booked.

The Motor Cycle film is prov-

ng a wonderful success. Up to last

light it had been shown by twenty-
ight different clubs—in several of the
earlier dales for two or more days. It

lis been exhibited to approximately
eventy-five audiences of, at a conserva-

lve estimate, an average of 900 people

;

aid thus, including its week at the Poly-
eclmic Cinema, London, it has been
;een by about 70,000 spectators.

Forty-five clubs have yet to be visited,

,0 that before it is withdrawn from
tirculation well over 200,000 should
ia.ve seen and enjoyed this unique screen

ecord of last year's important motor
sycle competitions.

One hundred and twenty-two applica-

:ions have been received in all, forty-nine

if which we have had regretfully to

refuse ; for, although the film is already
3eing duplicated, it cannot be expected

last such heavy service without show-

.

ng some signs of wear towards the end.

We have, therefore, decided to limit the
lumber of dates we allot in accordance
with the time which the films may
be expected to remain in good condition.

Appreciations reach us from practically

;;very club which shows it. For example,
,\Ir. T. H. Sandland, the honorary secre-
r.ary of the Widnes M.C., wrote recently :

;

" On behalf of my club, I have much
pleasure in thanking you for the loan
if your wonderful film, which we had
shown at the Co-operative Hall, Widnes,

a full house. It was greatly appreciated

oy all present, and all declare it was
oar excellence and could not be approached
for thrilling incidents. And, although
,ve had a heavy snowstorm the same night,

*'e had several present who journeyed
idles to see your inestimable film ; they
leelared the journey was well worth it.

Each week we endeavour, as completely
is the information passed on to us permits,

:o acquaint our readers of where the film

nay be seen during the following seven
lays. To-night the film will be shown
it the Electric Theatre, Stoeksbridge, on
behalf of the local motor cycle club

;

co-morrow night the Sheffield University

M.C.C'. is arranging an exhibition in the

Mappin Hall of the University ; and on
Saturday the Nottingham and District

M.C. and L.C.C. will show it in Notting-
ham instead of the Derby club, which
was unable to arrange a suitable hall.

IfpiiKj^jLiE

40 MILES—30 OBSERVERS.
TO find the most skilful solo rider

in the Coventry and Warwickshire
Motor' Club, a half-day "semi-

freak " trial will be held on Saturday,
:he 11th inst., entries closing on Satur-

day the 4th inst. Only solo machines
ire eligible, and,- indeed, it is under-
stood that most of the course is im-

possible to any double track . outfit. •

Some idea of the severity of the route

may be gained by the fact that, although
:he course is only forty miles in length,

10 less than thirty checkers will be re-

quired to observe the competitors.

THE MOTOR CYCLIST'S
DIARY FOR 1922.

A List of important Open Events. Reliability

and Speed Trials organised by the different

A.C.U. centres and those to be held by
individual clubs are not included.

DDDuDuuDQDDODDDD
Sat., Feb. 25 Colmore CupTrial.

Sat., Feb. 25 to "\ D 1 cl
Mar. 5 j

Brusse!s bhow -

Wed., Mar. 1 to \ p M; T •
,

Mar. 5 ) Paris-Nice Trial.

Sun., Mar. 5 Argenteuil Hill Climb.

Mon., Mar. 6 La Turbie Hill Climb.

Wed., Mar. 15 A.C.U. 1 day Trial.

Sat., Mar. 18 Victory Cup Trial.

|E. Mid. Centre Open
Thurs.,Mar.23

Sat., Mar. 25 to 1 T
AP1.9 J

1 '

\ Trial.

de Fra

Sat., Apl.

i Western
- Trial

Centre Open
(230 miles:

12 hours).

/B.M.C.R.C. Meeting,

( Brooklands (members).

(London — Lands End

X Run.
N.E. Centre Open Trial.

/ S. Midland Centre

\ Open Hill Climb.

Sat., Apl. 8

Fri., Apl. 14

Sat., Apl. 22

Sat., Apl. 29

Sim
M
,Ap..30to}

Paris.

• Maylt0
J
Scottish 6 days

-

Trial.

May 13 N. Centre Open Trial.

-Pyrenees Trial.

M.
6

Sat.

( S. Western Centre Open
Sat., May 20 \ -ryy

Junior T.T. Race.

Senior T.T. Race.

9 /M.C.C. London—Edin-
\ burgh Run.

o . ,„ - /B.M.C.R.C. Meeting.
Sat., June 10 { Brooklands (open).-

{Yorkshire Centre Open
Trial.

Mid. Centre Open Trial.

/M.C.C. Team Trial

\ (provisional date).

/ Eastern Centre Open
I. Speed Trial.

/M.C.C. Brooklands

I Meeting.

(E.S. Wales Open Speed
\ Trials.

/B.M.C.R.C 500 miles

I Race.

U.M.F. Grand Prix.

fN.W. Centre Open
\ Speed Trials

nternational 6 days'

to Tues.,-! Trial jn Switzer-

Aug. 8 [ land.

Mon., Aug. 7 August Bank Holiday.

/B.M.C.R.C. Meeting,

I Brooklands (members).

N. Wales Open Trial.

Tues., May 30

Thurs., June 1

Fri., June

Sat., June 17

Sat., June 24

Sat., June 24

Sat., July 1

July 8

July 15

July 15

Sun., July 16

Sat., July 29

Thurs., Aug. 3

Sat

Sat

Sat

Sat Aug. 12

Sat., Aug. 12

^SaSug^)^^- 6 ^- Trial

c f
— c q / W.S. Wales Centre
"..-"-'

( Open Speed Trials.

Sat Se t 23 -(
BM -CRC

-
Meeting,

\ Brooklands (members).

J
B.M.C.R.C. Meeting,

j
Brooklands (champion-

V ship meeting).

Anglo-Dutch Trial, date not yet decided.

Arbuthnot Trophy, date not yet decided.

Sat., Oct. 21
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PRICES OF SECOND-
HAND MOTOR CYCLES.
MANY ATTRACTIVE BARGAINS.

LIKE our weather conditions recently,'
the second-hand motor cycle market
has been very unstable;'" it is quite

impossible to observe any definite ten-
dency of prices either to rise or fall

since the last table of average figures
published in The Motor Cycle, of January
12th. Indeed, it seems likely that this

is simply a case of cause and effect.

Consecutive cycles of snow, rain, frost,

and mild sunshine are not calculated to

make one think of the open road, and,
although spring is drawing near, evidently
the majority of potential buyers of motor
cycles, new or second-hand, are delaying
action until more settled weather condi-
tions arrive. The unwisdom of this plan
it is not our present intention to discuss,

but it must be emphasised that, amongst
the varied and in many cases anomalous
prices quoted for machines in the classi-

fied advertisements in last week's issue

of The Motor Cycle fully 40% are

genuine bargains.

It is difficult at any time to arrive at a
really fair average price for any par-

ticular model, and at present it is extremely
so. In one case, for example, only two
dated and priced machines of a certain

make and model were advertised—one
a 1920 solo machine at £80, the other a

1920 sidecar outfit at £75. In compiling
the following table we have endeavoured
to avoid such misleading figures.

Machine and Model.

nnanonnnpannnanpaaa

Average Price.

£
3h.p. A.B.C. (1920) 87

7 h.p. A.J.S. sc. (1921) ... ... 180
6 h.p. A.J.S. sc. (1920) 129

21 h.p. Allon (1921) 50

7-9 h.p. American X sc. (1920) ... 80
Z{ h.p.- Ariel sc. (1920) 70
3 h.p. Beardmore-Precision (1921) ... 60

4 h.p. Blackburne (1921) 75

4 h.p. Bradbury (1920) 52
3J, h.p. Brough (1921) 90

8 h.p. Brough Superior (1921) ... K2
4i h.p. B.S.A. sc. (1921) 112

4i h.p. B.S.A. sc. (1920) 75

2i h.p. Connaught sc. (1921) 80

2| h.p. Douglas (1921) 70

4 h.p. Douglas sc. (1920) ... - ... 80

8 h.p. Enfield sc. (1921) ... ... 125

7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson sc. (1920) 105

10 h.p. Henderson sc. (1920) 125

7-9 h.p. Indian sc. (1920) 106

2i h.p. James (1920) ... ... 33

7 h.p. James sc. (1921)' 145

6 h.p. Martinsyde sc. (1921) 113

8 h.p. Matchless sc. (1921) 140

8 h.p. New Imperial sc. (1920) ... 90

3J, h.p. N.U.T. (1920) 86

3i h.p. Norton (1921) 95

3* h.p. P. and M. sc. (1921) 112

4£ h.p. Quadrant sc. (1920) 70
5-6 h.p. Raleigh sc. (1921) 130
3J, h.p. Kover (1920) 65

5-6 h.p. Rover sc. (1920) 100

3i h.p. Rudge-Multi (1921) 73

3£ h.p. Sunbeam (1920) 96

4 h.p. Triumph sc. (1921) 110

4 h.p. Triumph sc. (1920) 87

2-i h.p. Velocette (1921) 57

4 h.p. Verus (1921) 78

6 h.p. Sports Zenith (1920) 88



A selection of questions of genera! interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

Corset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-

laining legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle" desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation.
_
Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will te dealt

with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality.

LAW MUST NOT BE EVADED.
Could you please furnish me

?with dates of The Motor Cycle
wherein references to the disad-

-2-1 vantages of front brakes occur. I

have been summoned for absence
of a front brake, and wish to quote from
some authoritative source as to its

superfluity ?—A.H.A.
Although references to the disadvantages
of certain types of front brakes have been
made in our pages, it is not impossible to

have a soundly designed fitment which is

efficient. In any case, the disadvantages of

any particular type is no excuse for dis-

regarding the law which requires that a

machine shall be equipped with two separ-

ate and independent brakes.

SOME ROAD GRADIENTS.
As a reader of The. Motor Cycle ,

^T] I would be obliged if you could

% tell me what is the gradient (in

-U the steepest part) of Blue Bank,
which is between Pickering and

Whitby, on the moorland road ; also the
gradient of Mamm Tor Hill, near Castle-

ton, Derbyshire, and, finally, the gradi-

ent from Edale, over the moorland road,

to Chapel-en-le-Frith in Derbyshire?

—

W.N.
The gradients of Blue Bank (between
Pickering and Whitby), are given in the

Gall and Inglis Contour-book as 1 in 17,

14, 9, and 7. The gradients of Mam Tor,
in Derbyshire, are given as varying be-

tween 1 in 17 and 1 in 11. We have been
unable to trace any published gradient

Df the third hill you mention.

BIG ENGINES AND HIGH GEARS.
Some time ago I saw a photo-

graph of a 20 h.p. motor cycle

with a gear ratio of If to 1.

What are the difficulties in the
way of going still further in

this direction, and adopting the ordi-

nary bicycle practice of over-gearing
these machines, and having a gear ratio
of I to 3, and so on, whereby much
greater speeds might be attained?—H.S.

The gear ratios for any machine have to

be selected in order to make use of the
maximum power deyeloped by the engine,
this being dependent- upon the most
favourable rate of engine revolutions.
Provided an engine of sufficiently large
capacity was used, no doubt it would be
possible to employ over gearing, but the
engine would be of an extremely heavy
and slow running type.

important Dates.

Fri., Jan. 27th, to Sat., Feb. 4th—
Scottish Car and Motor Cycle Show.

Sat., Feb. 25th—Colmore Cup Trial.

Sat., Feb. 25th, to Sunday, Mar. 5th—
Brussels Motor Cycle Show.

Wed., Mar. 1st, to Sun., Mar. 5th—
Paris—Nice Trial.

Sun., Mar. 5th—Argenteuil Hill-climb
(France).

Mon.,Mar. 6th—La Turbie Hill-climb
. (Nice).

'Wed., Mar. 15th—A.C.U. One-day
Trial for Stock Machines.

Sat., Mar. 18th—Victory Cup Trial.

Thurs., Mar. 23rd—East Midland
Centre A.C.U. Open Reliability
Trial.

Sat., Mar. 25th, to Sun., April 9th—
Tour de France.

Sat., April 1st—Western Centre
A.C.U.—Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., April 8th—B.M.C.R.C, Mem-
bers 1 Meeting at Brooklands.

Fri., April 14th, and Sat., April 15th
M.C.C. London-Land's End Run.

Sat., April 22nd—N.-Eastern Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., April 29th—S. Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Hill-climb.

Mon., May 1st, to Sat., May 6th—Scot-
tish Six Days Reliability Trials.

Sat . , May 13th-Northern Centre A.C.U.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., May 20th—S.-Western Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Tues., May 30th—Junior Tourist
Trophy Race.

Thurs. June 1st—Senior Tourist Tro-
phy Race.

Fri., June 2nd, and Sat., June 3rd

—

M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.

J_ TUNING A RUDGE.
How can I improve the maxi-

mum speed of my 3^ h.p. Rudge-
Multi, without making many
internal alterations to the engine ?

(1) Would fitting a special car-

buretter do so? (2) Fitting an alum-
inium piston ; would I have to rebalance
the engine? (3) Boring holes in the
connecting rod, thus lightening it? Can
you suggest any other alterations?—

.

J.K.D.C.
(1) No doubt a carburetter specially tuned
for racing would give you some improve-
ment. (2 and 3.) These matters are
largely experimental, and it does not
follow that the indiscriminate fitting of an
aluminium piston and drilling the connect-
ing rod will give you increased speed.

THE GREEN PRECISION ENGINE.

Will you kindly let me know
who are the makers of the

"Regal-Green" engine, and if

they are still in existence?—
J.A.R.

Regal-Green machines are no longer

made, but the Green-Precision water-

cooled engine which was fitted was pro-

duced by F. E. Baker, Ltd., King's Xor
ton, Birmingham.

SOME MIXED FIGURES.
—
1 wish to raise the top gear of

my 500c. c. Coventry Eagle motor
cycle. It appears to be about

8 to 1 at present (set for sidecar

use). Engine sprocket, 12 teeth;

gear sprocket, 35 teeth ; countershaft

belt pulley, 8in. diameter ; wheel pulley

or rim, 19in. diameter. What size of

engine sprocket shall I get to make the

top gear 4| or 4^ to 1, whichever suits

the maker's sprockets.—N.S.B.
You do not give the date of your machine,
but if it is a recent one, we are rather at

a loss to understand the figures you give.

Sturmey-Archer gear boxes have been the

standard fitting on the Coventry Eagle
for some time, and on these the clutch

sprocket has 30 T. It is most unlikely

that anyone would gear such a machine
8 to 1 on top, and, in any case, you have
made some mistake in your measurements,
as the sizes given represent a ratio of

slightly higher than 7 to 1. Instructions
on the determination of gear ratios and

the number of teeth required on the

various sprockets are to be found in the

latest edition of "Motor Cycles and How
to Manage Them."

CHOOSING A MACHINE.
Will you please advise me about

?the purchase of a new machine to

take a sidecar in a district with
L-i-l hills

_
of about 1 in 11? Easy

starting and freedom from trouble

are essentials. Will 4 or 4^ h.p. be

enough?—A.W.J. (Derby.)
Any first-class make of. 4 to 4£ h.p. single-

cylinder machine would propel a sidecar in

your district with comparative ease. If

you purchase a chain driven machine it

would be advisable to get one fitted with

an efficient shock absorber, otherwise a

chain-cum-belt drive would be more satis-

factory. Ease of starting is characteristic

of almost all singles, especially those on

which a decompresser is fitted.
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AN OLD LIGHTWEIGHT.
The engine of my single-geared

^T] machine is a rather old 2^- h.p.

<£ four-stroke, which gets along all

-Li right on a lever road. When it

comes to a hill, however, it

gradually slows down, and eventually

stops, in a very lazy and powerless sort

of way, the opening of the throttle not

appearing to increase the power at all.

To' test the compression, I placed the

machine on the stand, and, revolving

the wheel in the normal direction, found

that the compression was rather weak.

If, however, the wheel is revolved in

the opposite direction, the compression

is comparatively good, offering a

springy resistance. Can you tell me
the reason of this? There is, however,

a distinct " click " each time a valve

rises, or, more correctly, when it falls,

especially the inlet valve, but when
revolved' in the ordinary direction no
noise is heard. It appears to come from
the cam raising the tappet rod. Is this

a sign that the cams are worn?" Also,

can you tell me how often the crank

case should be drained of oil, and how
much oil must be placed in the crank
case after this has been done? (Lubri-

cation is by hand pump only.) Another
thing which I do not understand is this.

Tile magneto is driven by chain from
the half-time shaft, both chain sprockets

being the same size. The magneto,
therefore, makes one revolution to two
of the engine, i.e., to one cycle. The
contact points, however, make once and
break once in each revolution, and
therefore two sparks are produced while
only one is needed. Does the second
spark occur at the top of the exhaust
stroke, and therefore produce no effect?

If so, I should have thought it would be
far better to reduce the magneto
sprocket to half engine sprocket size,

and thus produce only one spark.

—

A-.C.S.

Hie resistance you observe when rotating
Ihe engine backwards may be due to the
ictual shape of the cams themselves, and
lot necessarily to them being worn. The
:rank case might be drained of oil about
every 500 miles, and after this has been
done three full charges of the hand pump
should be given. If the magneto runs at

: ialf engine speed, and it has only one
:am in the contact breaker . casing, it will

mly give one spark per tjvo revolutions
)!' the engine. The spark only occurs

when the points separate, not when they
close again. Without further details we
cannot make any suggestion with regard
to the falling off in power of your engine
when hill-climbing. You cannot, of

course, expect abnormal performances
from a small engine when only single-

geared.

KNOCKING WHEN STARTING.
My machine, a 19i2' 3£ h.p.

f_| Triumph, knocks when starting.

> I put it down to the sparking
-i-l plug, but on fitting a new one I

found very little improvement.-
The plug has recently been decarbonised
and is in good order. Would you tell

" me my trouble?—A.J.
The information you give is not nearly
sufficient to permit of a useful answer. Hie
knocking may be due to the ignition being

too far advanced, or it may be that the. jet

is rather small, and that the mixture is

weak until the engine warms up.

WHY SOME MEN ARE SPEED WIZARDS.
I was particularly interested in

~Zr\ the two letters on " Which is the

<£ Fastest Norton Model, " appear-

-U ing in The Motor Cycle recently.

Messrs. Norton Motors, Ltd., say

their B.S and B.R.S. engines are speci-

ally tuned rand built with one end
in view—power development—without
which speed is, of course, impossible.

As an ordinary motor cyclist who takes

a pride in trying to keep his machine
in trim or tune, I take it that tuning
means : (1.) The adjustment of valves

with regard to opening and closing at

certain periods of the cycle. (2.) The
strength of the valve springs. (3.)

Lift of valves. (4.) Size of jet or jets.

(5 ) Compression ratio. The above-

mentioned five points, I suppose, would
require alterations for, say : (1.) Speed
tests. (2.) Hill-climbing. (3.) Petrol

consumption. (4 ) Slow running. I

feel sure there are hundreds of motor
cyclists who would welcome exhaustive
information on this mystic subject of

tuning.

—

Curious.
The points you mention are certainly the

most essential features of tuning an en-

gine, but the questions of weight of

reciprocating parts and balance also have
some bearing on the matter ; and, as you
suppose, variations have to be made to

suit special varieties of competition, such

as hill-climbs, speed tests, or consumption
trials, etc. Knowledge on the subject

?
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of tuning for really high speeds is

almost entirely in the hands of a few
experts,- who employ their own par-
ticular methods, and guard them very
jealously. It may be said, however, that
there is no royal road to success in

tuning for speed events, and the whole
subject is a matter for continual experi-

ment and adjustment, taking irfinite care
with every detail in the process. The
impossibility of collating any complete
information on the subject is also mani-
fest, when certain methods will give good
results on one machine, yet the same
methods applied even to another machine
similar in design prove to be quite
hopeless.

PETROJ AND OIL CONSUMPTION OF
A SINGLE.

(1.) What is the oil consump-
tion of a 1921 4J- h.p. B.S.A.
ridden solo? (2.) What is the

petrol consumption? (3.) What
speed should be obtained from

this engine? I use about one pint of oil

for fifty miles on straightaway runs, and
the petiol consumption is about 65

m.p.g. with the jet' opened a half turn
(threequarters for hills). The engine has
ample power and does not smoke, only

on full throttle when climbing on top
gear.—H W B.

(1.) You shorld be able to do about 800

to 1,000 miles to the gallon of oil. (2.)

From 65 to 85 m.p.g., although much
better consumptions are by no means
impossible. (3.) 45 to 55 m.p.h.

ENGINE SHAFT GEAR FOR MACHINE
WITH CLUTCH HUB.
Having just purchased a 3g

^Tl h.p. Triumph with hub clutch,

<£ which pulley do you recom-
-±-i mend, a Philipson pulley or an

N S U. two-speed pulley for light

sidecar work?—H.C.
The Philipson pulley is quite a satisfactory

arrangement, as is the Bradbury (N.S.U.
pattern) two-speed gear also. It is impos-

sible to recommend one in preference to

the other, but you can get a slightly lower

gear ratio with the latter. Its low gear,

of course", is a positive reduction in ratio,

whereas the Philipson is continually vary-

ing according to the load and speed. As
you already have a clutch, however, the

Philipson should serve your purpose, and
if you order one with a touring governor

no extra control is added to the machine.

IN PLACE OF THE "PAIR OF GREYS."

Though not by any means the first motor cycle wedding, it is rare to find all the guests being conveyed to church by motorcycle as

well as the bride and bridegroom. The illustration depicts the sidecar outfits used at the weddu
Thornton Heath.

of Mr. and Mrs. F. Foster, of

C23
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BRAKES AND THE LAW.
Is a 7-9 li.p. Indian, having

internal and external brakes- on
the rear wheel, only within the

law, or should each wheel be
fitted with a brake? Is there a

suitable front brake on the market?

—

—J.W.M.
The law requires that a machine shall

have two independent brakes, each one
capable of locking the wheel ; it does
not specify that they shall be on separate

wheels, therefore you are quite in order

with the two brakes on the rear wheel
only.
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READERS' REPLIES.
HUB GEAR TO COUNTERSHAFT

CONVERSION.
In The Motor Cycle of the 19th inst 1

no',e a query on page 90 re fitting back
stays to a 5-6 h.p. Rex in place of the hub
gear. I own a 1912 6 h.p. Rex with two-

speed hub, and was thinking of this con-

version myself, when a friend of mine
recently called with a 3-J, h.p. Ariel outfit

(19-19 model), and I found that the com-

plete rear part of the Ariel would fit the

Rex if the top back stays were lengthened

=ibout 2ln. This conversion of course in-

cludes wheel, three-speed gear box, etc.

—

" Rexbeam."

for a legless rider.
If your correspondent will get in touch

with The Disabled Society, 48, Grosvenor

Square, London, W.I., they will be able

to give all the advice he requires concern-

ing the alterations of a car to meet the

needs of his unfortunate demands.—F.

Harms.
In view of the query under the above

title, we think you may be interested to

know that we have in hand several Harper
runabouts for cripples, two of whom have
never previously seen a machine, which

could be adapted to their particular re-

quirements. In one instance the legless

inquirer has decided to purchase a Harper

runabout as soon as he can get delivery,

and the only modification it will be neces-

sary for him to make is the introduction

on the handle-bar of a hand clutch lever

and a hand brake lever. After these ad-

ditions are made only three levers in all

are fitted to the handle-bar, i.e., throttle,

clutch, and brakes. The engine is started

by a convenient hand lever on the left-

hand side of the machine, which lever

passes through a gate automatically, upon

the. starting of the engine, and becomes a

rachet side brake.

—

Armstrong Graham,
R H. Carlisle and Co., Ltd.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions published

under this heading should be addressed

c/o The Editor, " The Motor. Cycle,"

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.CA, when they will be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned.

"H.T.F." (London, ET. 17).—7-9 h.p.

three-speed Rudge, solo and with light

sidecar: Speed; consumption; climbieg;
and general remarks.
"F.B. (Manchester).—1920 or 1921 3

h.p. A.B.C. : Reliability ; durability

(especially o.h.v. and timing gear); suit-

ability for everyday use.

c 24

"H.S.D." (Yeovil).—Zenith - Bradshaw
and A.B.C. : Stability on grease and with
pillion passenger ; speed ; reliability

;

consumption.
"I." (Glasgow).—3 h.p. Ivy with side-

car : General reliability ; speed ; ease of

starting from cold ; detachability of side-

car ; consumption ; climbing ; reliability

of chain drive.

"J.W.B." (Bayswater).—Most efficient

carburetter for 1 h.p. Auto-Wheel

:

Economy
; power ; reliability.

" H.S." (Heighington).—Family Morgan :

Speed, comfort, climbing on 5 and 11 to

1 ratios ; advisability of four-speed gear
;

stability and wear of rear tyre ; consump-
tion (oil and petrol) of 10 h.p. water-
cooled M.A.G. engine.
"A.D." (Kelso).—2-| h.p. Douglas:

Climbing, speed, reliability en long
journeys.

"J.R.W." (Hove).—New Imperial light-

weight : Reliability, comfort on long
tours, general experiences 1921 models.

" J.G.D." (North Tawton).—Binks's car-

buretter on 4 h.p. Norton ; improved
consumption; slow running and accelera-
tion.

"Novice" (Lemington - on - Tyne).

—

Chemical decarbonisers and puncture-seal-
ing tyre fillings.

" Multi " (Manchester).—Conversion of

3£ h.p. Rudge-Multi to three-speed
countershaft

;
gear box used ; ratios

;

transmission ; vibration of engine on lower
ratios; climbing 'and general running with
sidecar.

"F.P." (Brighton).—1921 Enfield: Con-
sumption, speed, climbing, gear control,

lubrication, and cooling.
" J.H." (Newcastle-on-Tyne). -^Simplex,

Young, or similar attachment
;

general
experiences.

"E.W.V.F." (Oundle).—Best mechanical
pump on 1921 3£ h.p. Sunbeam : Con-
sumption and economy obtained thereby.

" H.C." (Highgate).—Alldays Allon :

M.p.g., speed, general reliability, possible
improvements.

" C.H.L." (Brondesbury Park).—Coulson
and Edmund springing systems ; Black

-

burne engined sidecar outfits.
" D.W.R.S." (Teddington).—Flexekas

fitments on valve stems of Douglas

:

Elimination of rattle.

"L.G." (West Bromwich).—Levis,
single-speed : Climbing, average and
maximum speeds; consumption, Showell
pump as an advantage over drip feed.

"L.G." (West Bromwich).—Morgan:
Advantage of de luxe over standard, hill-

climbing, average and maximum speeds,
oil and petrol consumption, air or water-
coolings life of tyres and chains ; comfort
with two adults and one child.—^ Rover" (Bucks).—1917 %\ h.p. Rover
with sidecar : Reliability, speed, climb-
ing, consumption, etc.

"H.C." (Worcester Park).—3 h.p. Ivy
and 2£ h.p. Levis: Speed, m.p.g., relia-

bility, general upkeep (both solo).

"P.C." (Salisbury). — Rudge-Multi:
Speed, climbing, belt slip, general relia-

bility.
" D.A.B." (Streatham).—4 h.p. Black-

burne : General experiences solo and

"F.E.H." (Sheffield).—4£ h.p. Quadrant
sidecar : Reliability, oil and petrol con-
sumption, average speeds, cooling, climb-

ing, brakes, and general criticisms.

Running Spares.

Useful sets of spares and replacement;

for the various models of the New Impe-

rial machines are b«ing marketed by New
Imperial Cycles, Ltd., of Princip Street.

Birmingham. Each set contains the most

likely things the rider will need on the

road or in the garage in a year's riding.

Cleaning Leather Coats.

Many of those who have enquired

recently for a method of cleaning leather

coats will be interested to learn that we

have had a good report from, a reader

regarding Propert's saddle soap; we dc

not know the makers of this preparation,

but it is obtainable from most saddlere

dealers.

Taxi-sidecars for Cardiff.

At a meeting of the Swansea Watch
""Committee on Tuesday, the receipt ot

letters from the County Cycle and Motor

Co., Ltd., and the James Cycle Co., Ltd.,

botli of Birmingham, asking for the views

of the Committee on the question of motor

cycle taxicabs was reported by the chief

constable. After some discussion, it was

agreed that the licensing of such motor

vehicles be approved.

Echoes of the Christmas Trials.

In justice to his Levis machine, P. Pike

wishes it to be known that he retired at

Exeter in the London- Exeter run .on

account of receiving news that his

daughter was seriously ill and that his

presence was needed in Plymouth.
In the London-Exeter, V. Gayford.

riding a 3£ h.p. Zenith-Bradshaw, gained

a gold medal, and not a silver as we re-

ported, while in the London-Gloucester. J.

Wallis (7-9 Reading-Standard), who figured

on the original awards list as a second-

class prize winner, ultimately received a

silver cup.

An amendment must also be made to the

first published results of the London-

Gloucester trial in that F. G. Morgan,

riding a 2J h.p. Cotton, received a silver

cup instead of the second class award with

which he was previously credited.

Catalogues Received.

Sparkbrook Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

Coventry : Sparkbrook and Spark motor

cycles and Sparkbrook pedal cycles are

dealt with in one twenty-four page book.

Tlie motor cycles described are the 2£ h.p.

two-stroke Sparkbrook, the 2-J h.p. four-

stroke Jap-engined semi-sports model, and

the 2£ h.p. light two-stroke Spark, which

is sold, at a very competitive price.

Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd., Aston Cross,

Birmingham : A booklet containing

some useful information regarding Dunjop
cord tyres, which are made in the follow-

ing sizes : 26 x2£in. to fit the B.B. rim,

26x3in. to fit the C.C.I rim, or 650x65
mm. rim, and the 700x80 mm. oversize,

28x3in. to fit the C.C.2 rim, and 28 x
3£in. to fit the 28 L.C. rim.
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ROCK BOTTOM PRICES

GODFREYS

1921 Indians under cost.

Electrically Equipped.
A 1921 7/9 h.p. INDIAN Powerplus Combination, with
full electrical equipment, brand new and carrying the maker's
full Guarantee For £140 ! !

At such a price it is not surprising that we have been in=
undated with orders and enquiries, nor is it greatly to be
wondered at that certain cautious folk even doubted whether
the offer was genuine until they actually saw the outfit.

We desire to make it quite clear that these machines and
sidecars are exactly what we claim them to be, viz: late

1921 Models, absolutely new and unused, fully equipped,
and carrying the maker's full guarantee.

The present offer is an opportunity not likely

to occur again, and one which if you are wise
you will profit by whilst you have the chance.

GODFREYS are agents for all PPimTT TITPM^ .

well-known makes of Motor VIVJU/ll 1 E,l\i IO .

Cycles and a large and repre-
sentative stock of

1922 MODELS
can always be seen in their Show-
rooms (1 min, from Gt Portland
Street Station, Met. Rly.). May
we send you our full Lists and any
Catalogue you may wish to study
at your leisure ?

We are always pleased to

accommodate customers who
do not wish to disturb
Capital. Our charge is 4 per cent,

(except in those cases where
Manufacturers have fixed rates)
and we deal direct and not
through an agent.

fc-*sS£&

GODFREYS LTD

208, GT. PORTLAND ST.

LONDON, W.l.

LANGHAM 1300 (Two Lines).

i!

In ansu-ering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' c-5
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That Old Cover
you were going to discard may yet, by careful retreading,

be capable of many thousand extra miles. Send it to us and
if the canvas is sound we will quote you the cost of retreading.

RETREADS
embody the same high quality of material and workmanship
that goes to the making of the famous Beldam Tyres. Your
covers are given a new, stout, well-built tread that is usually

good for more than 5,000 miles.

We retread any make of tyre in the V-tread design. Here
are a few prices :

—

26x2 ins.

20/9
17/9
39/-

26 X 2^ ins.

20/9
17/9
39/-

All Rubber : Extra Heavy Tread

„ ,, Medium Tread
Steel-Studded

Re-lining, patches and bursts according to requirements,

price list on application.

THE BELDAM TYRE CO., (1920) LTD., BRENTFORD, MIDDLESEX
Teleplioue Ealing 125.

26 x 3 ins.

23/9
20/9
42./-

Full

These are typical experiences.

Bedford.

"Some two years ago you
retreaded a 26x2\ tyre for me.

This retread has now done over

8,000 miles and is still running.

This tyre, an ._ , wore out

in 2,118 miles and your retread

is the finest I have ever had. I

have another 26 x 2\ tyre which

I want you to quote me for,"

F.S.B.

Lydford.
" We have dispatched to-day

a Motor Cycle Cover. It be-

longs to client who says you
retreaded a previous cover of

his, which gave him a mileage of
8,000 before it wore out."

Bangor.
" I am pleased to say that the

last two tyres I had retreaded

with you have lasted longer than

any new tyre I have had,"

J-P-

The POPULAR
ii

This Is the Toffee
Dad enjoys

When he's out on a "cycle

run—and he doesn't forget we
youngsters expect a share when
he gets home.
MACKINTOSH'S TOFFEE-DE-LUXE

has the largest sale in the world.
Sold loose by weight at 8d per J-lb :

and in "Baby" Tins 1/3 each, "Tall"
Tins 1/3 and 2/6 each, and 4-lb. "Family"
Tins.

COUNTY
»>

B.S.A. TAXI
COMBINATION

Complete with "County" Compensating Brakes
(patent applied for)

SPECIFICATION: B.S.A. New S-h.p. Special^
Taxi Model CANOELET Sidecar " Landaulette," accommo-
dating two passengers. Magdyno Electric Lighting with Inside

Roof Light. Interchangeable wheels, spare wheel and luggage
carrier, " County " compensating brakes, and patent meter
drive, as licensed throughout the country.

Write for full particulars.

COUNTY CYCLE and MOTOR CO.,
B.S.A. SPECIALISTS and
•TAXICAR EXPERTS

All New 1922 B.S.A. Listed Models Now in Stock.

B.S.A. Replacements dispatched by return of post.

300 & 301, Broad St., BIRMINGHAM

C26
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In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
Iho convenience ol advertisers, letters may be

>d to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office,

his is desired, the sum ol 6d. to defray the cost of

Uon and to cover postage on replies must be added

advertisement charge, which must include the

ox ooo, c /o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number

>ear in the advertisement. All replies should be

ed No. ooo, c/o "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House,

Street, London, E.C.4. Readers whorep'y to Box No.

•minis are warned against sending remittance through

except in registered envelopes; in all such cases the

ie Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope

<e clearly marked " Deposit Department."

1 case of motor cyoles offered for sale under a box

as It Is unusual for these to be sold without first

'spected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

e business by embodying in their advertisements

lentlon of the district In which the machine

may be seen and tried.

JW DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
.ns who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

al in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

; System. If the money be deposited with The

;ycle," both parties are advised of this receipt,

time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

! three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

: to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount

iepositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, but

ivent of no sale each party pays carriage one way.

Her takes the risk of damage in transit. For all

:tions up to fio, a deposit fee of I /- is charged ; on

itions over £10 and under £50. the fee is 2 /6 ; oyer

d under £75. 5/-; over £75 and under £100, 7/6-

1 all transactions over £100, i%. All deposit

3 are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street,

1, E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should be

.avable to Iliffe & Sons Limited,

letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

ion that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

posit System. Other advertisers may be equally

s, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
aders who reply to advertisements and receive no

to their enquiries are requested to regard the

as 'an Indication that the goods advertised have

been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

enquiries that it Is quite impossible to reply to

ne by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

) A.B.C, kick starter, speedometer, all on, in
plendid order; £75, or near offer.—Lambert,
l Rd., Stroud, Glos. [6712

NEW SIDECARS
BY FIRST CLASS MAKERS

AT ABOUT
HALF PRICE

These sidecars are exactly as sup=

plied by the manufacturers and
have not been used. They are

complete with tyre and can be

supplied with couplings to suit all

standard British motor=cycles.

A limited number only are available

and they cannot be repeated at the

prices quoted.

CANOELET
Model D.4 S20

MILLFORD
Olympia Corvette £20
Corvette £16
Skiff £15

GLORIA
Special Model £30
Model De Luxe £38

NEW and USED
MOTOR-CYCLES
We have an exceptional selection

of machines of all types in our

stock and shall be pleased to send

lists to enquirers.

Purchases can be made under

OUR CREDIT SYSTEM
at a charge of

ONLY 4% EXTRA
to the cash price.

We can accept your present Motor=

cycle in partEXCHANGE
and allow you full value for it.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
PRICESb

/ERTISEMENTS* in these columns

; 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

1 word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

larged double rate. Each paragraph is

i separately. Name and address must

nted. Series discounts, conditions, and

terms to regular trade advertisers will

ted on application.

al Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

sements should be made payable——^coT
?FE & SONS Ltd., and crossed *—

7

ry Notes, being untraceable if lost in

, should not be sent as remittances.

tdvertisgments in this section should be

paniedwith remittance, and be addressed

1 offices of "The Motor Cycle," Dorset

, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. To

insertion letters should be posted in

a reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

1 first post on Friday morning previous to

iy of issue. Advertisements that arrive

ite for a particular issue or that are

ed out will automatically be inserted in

ollowing issue unless accompanied by

stions to the contrary,

letters relating to advertisements should

the number which is printed at the end of

tdvertlsement, and the date of the issue

oh it appeared.

proprietors are not responsible for clerical

iters' errors, although every care Is taken

id mistakes

THE EASTERN GARAGE CO.

(Official Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A., & M.U.)

418 ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E.7.

Telephone - • • • 49<> East Ham
Telegrams " Egaraco, London.

A.B.C, 1920, faultless condition throughout, inaur.
ance, tax, accessories; what offers?, part exchange

considered.—164, Broadfleld Rd., Catford. [6708

1 Q21 A.B.O. Combination, kick start. Easting, tax
-L*/ paid, trip speedometer, all on, perfeot; £90, or
part exchange 8h.p. Rover.—Stanley, Kimberley Rd.,
Cambridge. [6481

Spare Parts

:

A.B.C, largest stock in London.—Maudes' Motor
Mart, 100, Great Portland St., W.l. [7044

A.E.L.

SHOP-SOILED A.EL. 2Mh.v., 2-stroke, 2 speeds,

tick starter, used for one or two demonstration!
only; list price £57, accept £48.—Dunwell's Garjige,

Wigan. Tel.: .'28. [0766

A.J.S.

CROSS, Effingham Square, is agent for A.J.S.'* in

Rotherham, new models from stock. [6204

A.J.S—Quickest deliveries ail models.—Merrick's
Stores. ListerhiUs Rd.. Bradford. Tel.: 2439

iftlj A.J.S.—Early delivery of any model from
-Li/ Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

A.J S. 6h.p. 1920 Combination, dynamo, hood,

screen, perfect; £155.—S. Culmer, Shaldon,

Teignmouth. [615a

A.J.S. 2%h.p., 3-speed,- 1919, kick start, perfect

condition; £40.—204 Ladbroke Grove, W.10.
'Phone: Park 5541. [659a

A.J.S—immediate delivery of 1922 models; «.
change and easy payments.—P. J. Evans, John

Bright St., Birmingham. [6401

1(120 late A.J.S. Combination, Lucas dynamo, new
1-V tvres, tax paid, any trial; £175.—H. Greening,

6, Ashley Rd., Dorchester. [6141

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, Lucas lamps, spare wheel,

J-*/ all accessories, splendid condition; £115.

—

Hopkins, New St., Ledbury. [6783

A J S 1922 2%h.p., just delivered, unused, owner

buying car; £82/10, cash.—Wrndemer, 253,

Lavender Hill, Olapham Junction. [6285

1 Q21 A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination, spare wheel, Lucas
ID outfit, Tan-Sad, triplex screen, tax paid; £153.

—Taylor, 6, New Dover Rd., Canterbury. [6159

1 O20 A J. 9. Beautiful Combination, well appointed,

i-U mileage 3,000, tvres unpunctured; £125; taks

half down.—Bunting's Exchange, Wealdstone. [6883

WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London—A.J.S.
Combination, latest 1922 model, irom stock,

£175; also lightweight 2%h.p., £85. Easy terms ami

exchange. 'Phone: Holborn 5777. [69Ba

AJ.S. Combination, 1920 Aug., Lucas access., spare

wheel, new tyres, speedo., hood, and screen; £120

-De'Ath, 10, Elaine Grove, N.W.5. Or exchange

Morgan. L

A J S 1914 6h p. Comb., Matchless colour, lamps,

'horn, speedometer, mirror, pillion seats, screen,

tax, etc., insured, splendid condition; £90, nearest

offer.—Alcock, 114, Bow Rd., E.3. [5671

A J S 1921 Combination, new condition electric

lights, spares, aluminium disc spare wheel, eto.,

tax paid- £170 or offer, or exchange late 2W;.p.

Enfield and eash.-Fox, St. Helens, Isle of f^,
A .J.S., latest 25'jh.p. Sporting Models, *85:.Com-

A. Ki..K™ £110' 7h.p. Combination, £175, also

aiSl^^^S^^^i
Chester.

i rt?2 A J S 7h.p. Combination, beautifully equipped

19 wtth Magdyno electric lighting 'Pedometer

watch mileage under 800, guaranteed unscratched,

cost over £2r3. great bargain 180 gns.^-Juhan 84

Broad Street, Reading. 'Phono: 1024. [7041

Snare Paris:

i'.J.S. Spnres.-Immediate delivery. - Kayi, 8, Bond

iV St., Ealing.

A JS Spores, prompt deUvery. - Cyril WiltonM.

A Chapel Ash Depot , Wolverhampton. T.A. :
Parts.

Alecto.

BRAND New 3Vnh.p. Alecto, unused, 2-speed clutch

ami kick-starter, complete,
with

i
lamps ; £40 :

E.

Anglia-Box 8,212, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5230

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each a

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desir

Alldays.

ALLON, 1918, 2^hp.. 2-stroke. 2-speed, clutch,

A mechanically perfect, tax paid; £30.-Kellett.

Oxenpark, Greenodd, Ulverston.

dvertisement, and the date of the issue C29

ed, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
AHday 8.

ALLON, unused, 1922, Watford speedometer, fully

equipped; £65.—Cringles, Thicket Rd., Sutton,
Surrey. [6683

ALLDAYS Allon. 1920, 2-speed, kick start, leg

shields, nicely equipped, unscratched ; 34 gns.

Evenings.—67, Fern-lea Rd., Balham. [6946

ALLDAYS Allon 2%.h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, in new
condition, fully equipped; £40 or exchange —

Brown, 71, Twilley St., Wandsworth, S.W.18. [6968

American X.

"I Q21 American X 7-9h.p. Twin, 3 speeds, new but
It/ slightly shop-soiled, at a very low price to clear;

an opportunity for the bargain hunter.—14, Gt. Marl-
borough St., W.l. [0769

AMERICAN Excelsior 1920 7.9h.p. Combination,
lamps, horn, Henderson Elite sidecar; £67/10.—

Elce Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Ave., Camomile St.,

E.C.3. 'Phone, Avenue 5548. [0069

BRAND New 1921 American " X," with Mills-

Fulford Model-de-luxe sidecar; list price £213,
reduced to £150; easy payments 4% extra. Write for

special clearance bargain list.—Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Rd., Birmingham. [6923

QPECIAL American X Combination, Magdyno light-

M> ing, Bosch racing mag., Ricardo pistons, sprockets,

and racing handlebars, aluminium streamline racing

body ; also coachbuilt torpedo, mechanically perfect,

speed, 85 solo, 70 sidecar; £120.—64, Spellow Lane,
Liverpool. [6664

Ariel.

F.O.C.H. have 1920 3M.h.p. Ariel Combination, fully

equipped.—5, Heath St., Hampstead. (Near
Tube.) [6413

ARIEL. 1921, 3-speed touring, brand new. unregis-

tered ilist £95); £75.-Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd

.

South Kensington. [5243

ARIEL.—All models, cash or gradual payments.
Spares supplied from stock.—West Central

Agency, Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I.
T0704

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—6-7h.p.
Ariel Combination 1921, new, reduced to £139;

3M>h.p. Ariel, 3 speeds, clutch, £87/10. No extra
charge for easy terms. [6983

ARIEL Motor Cycles are the last word in reliability.

We have always in stock the reliable motor
cycles; trade supplied.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill,

and Woodside Parade, N. Finchley. [0378

LATE 1918, 6-7h.p. Ariel Combination, Gloria side-

car, 3-speed countershaft, kick start, fast, guar-
anteed perfect condition, cash wanted; 58 gns.—Green,
Crown Yard, South Gates, King's Lynn. [6493

"I Q 21 6-7h.p. Ariel, all-chain, 3-speed, kick start,
J-«/ Lucas mag. dynamo, Lucas horn, etc., special
machine, as new, unscratched; £105, near offer; excep-
tional bargain.—Stone, 116, Cheltenham Rd., Bristol.

[6547
ARIELS.—Longman Bros., Bond St., Ealing. Tele-

phone : 689.—All models obtainable from the Ariel
experts. Specially tuned sports models, 3-speed, certified

to have exceeded 65 m.p.h.; £92/10. Cash, exchange,
or deferred payments. [5785

ARIELS, the most reliable machines on the road;
all models from stock; spare parts sent any-

where; trade supplied.—F. Spearman, Ariel Expert,
Ariel Garage, 7, Rochdale Rd., Harpurhey, Man-
chester. Tel. : 325 Cheetham Hill. [5135

ARIEL Twin, 1919, 5-6h.p., c.b. -sidecar, electric
lighting, Easting Cowey horn, and speedometer,

mileage under 7,000, fast and reliable; exceptional
bargain at £80; owner buying car.—Write, N. B., c/o
J. W. Vickers and Co., Ltd., 5, Nicholas Lane, E.C.4.

[6291
Svare Parts :

ARIEL Spares for all rnodels, post free.—Ariel Ser
vice Depot, Jones' Garage, Broadway, Muswelt

Hill. N.10. [0742

Bat.

BAT, spring frame, 3Voh.p., Bosch magneto, auto-
matic valves, running order; -£14.—68, Glou-

cester Rd., Camden Town. [6696

BAT, 1922, 4h.p. twin, purchased Nov. last, makers'
guarantee still good; sacrifice £95, going abroad.

—J., 46, Chaucer Rd.T S.E.24. [7022

B.A.T.-J.A.P. 5x6 Twin, Bosch magneto, 2 speeds,
drop frame, spring forks, good tyres, good con-

dition; £23, bargain.—Box 8319, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [6194

Beardmore.
STANDARD Spring Frame 3h.p. Beardmore, per-

fectly new, £72/10.—Stretton's Garage, Glou-
" cester. [6554

Blackburne.

BLACKBURNE, 4h.p., brand new, £85.—Goad, 122
Maida Vale. 'Phone: Hampstead 1353. (Private

House Garage.) [5981
8h.p. 1921 Blackburne Combination, shock absorbers

in flywheel and roller bearing, big ends; appoint-
ment.—Water field, 263, Hampstead Rd.. N.W.I. [6242

l^iA~

TAYLORS
Sole London and District Distributing Agents
or A.J.S., Excelsior, and Dunett (Victor Cycles.

The famous A.J.S., which is now
almost a household word, is available in two models only

for the 1922 season—the 7 h.p. Combination at £175 and

the 2| h.p. Touring, semi-sports, or stripped sports

model at £85. These prices include carriage to nearest

railway station. Supplied on the "payment out of

income system," £ down and balance spread over

12 monthly instalments. May we send you full

particulars ?

Efficiency, Simplicity and Economy
sum up the Dunelt, which is a combination designed
specially for the motor cyclist who desires to keep costs

low. The 4^ h.p. Dunelt 2-stroke makes light 01 hills,

it is simple to drive and easy to keep in trim, it

has few working parts—no valves to grind or valve
springs to break. The fitments are 3-speed gear,

hand clutch and kick-starter, detachable and inter-

changeable wheels, roomy coachbuilt sidecar with
locker of ample size in rear. Supplied- complete
with spare wheel and tyre for, £29 iSs. 6d., deposit
and balance in 12 monthly payments of £7 6s. 8d., or

£113 8s. for cash. May we give you a trial run ?

44 •
Excelsior
The Excelsior range for 1922 is very
comprehensive. Models are available to suit all purses
and desires. The single sporting 2-stroke is priced at

£39 18s, and the 8 h.p. de luxe combination costs only

£155. Full particulars gladly sent on request, also

deferred payment terms.

SPECIAL
High-class second-hand machines in great
variety are now available at bargain prices.

Write for detailed list.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms

—

Motorcycles and Cars,

52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington.
Accessories, Spare Paits and Repairs,

21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.I.

Wholesale—
38, ALFRED PLA0E, W.C.I.

Garage—Tottenham Court Road, W.x.
Telephones : Accessories and Repairs, Museum 3 240

Motorcycles and Cars, Kensington 7Z£0
Telegrams .. ,, " Dynametro, Westcent, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAL1
Blackburne.

I Q21, New Scale, 2%h.p. Blackburne Sports 1Aw unused, shop soiled only. What 1

British Generator Co., 481, Oxford Rd., Rea»
\

BLACKBURNE-WILKIN 2%h.p., 3-speed, I \

chain, done 600, fast, licensed, Lucas 11 :

£90; without, £70.—Tackson, Grappenhall Rd,
tc-nheath, Warrington.

BLACKBURNE 1920 8h.p., with Henderso
sidecar, speedometer, lamps, screen, eici

condition; bargain, £108; exchangee. — Ni
Motors, 223, Hammersmith Rd., London.

"I Q21 Scale 4h.p., Blackburne engine, 8A */ Archer gear, clutch and kick-starter
mirror, tools, excellent condition, cost £110,
£55.—King, 4, Willow Walk, Short St., Cambi

1 Q20 4'h.p. Blackburne Combination, 3-speed
J-*' dynamo, speedometer, mirror, special
absorbers, perfect condition throughout; 96 gi

ferred or exchanges.—Edwards, 50, Harringto
South Kensington.

WINNER " Smart Machine " competition
Cycling, October 12th. Blackburne

1921, with Volta sidecar-de-luxe. Probably tt

strikingly attractive combination on the roa

mired everywhere, mileage 1,2.00 only, tyres 1

tured, new Stepney roadgrip, electric lighting,

.

sen, Ace discs, aluminium sidecar dash with.
ments, etc., tax paid 1922, insured. Really
ultra-luxurious outfit. Extraordinary bargain,
under half cost. Week-ends or appointment;
sent.—F. V., 12, Grange Rd., Gunnersbury, W

Bradbury.
"I Q21 Bradbury Combination, 6h.p., A.J S
J-*J lavishly equipped; £90; Grindley sidec
Balliol Rd., North Kensington.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-
Bradbury, new 1921 model, reduced t(

also 6h.p. Bradbury combination, new, 1921, ]

to £130. No extra charge for easy terms.

Brough.

BRAND new 1921 O.H.V. 8h.p. Brough, 1

combination, lavishly equipped; £135.-24,
Rd., North Kensington^

BROUGH 1921 5-6h.p. S.A., 3-speed, all

largest lamps, discs, really efficient leg

horn, condition perfect.—25, Wellington Rd., 1

ton.

OQ GNS.—Brough 3V2h.p., late, Model H, eldO O 3-speed, very fast, terrific acceleratio

change considered.—20, Treen Avenue, Hoggers
Barnes.

Brough Superior.

BROUGH SUPERIOR, Sh.p., July, 1921, 1

engine, o.h.v., Lucas Magdyno lighting, 80
speedometer, mirror, watch, insurance, all plati

and unscratched, mileage 700 only; cost £210
flee £135 or offer.—Parsons, 1, Acton Lane,

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd., Service
and sole London agents for the Brough 6

the sporting rider'a ideal.—Immediate delivery i

models nt reduced prices. Mark I., 90x77^,
speed, clutch, and kick starter, £160; Mark I,, t

comDination, step, mat, screen, etc., £180, 1

special side valve J.A. P. engine, same prioei

II. 6.5, mag., 72x90 3-Bpeed, clutch, and kick
£126 ; sporting combination, step, mat, ecree
£150. Demonstration models in stock. Catalog!
post free on request.—The Allen-Bennett Moi
Ltd., 9-10-11, Royal Parade, London Rd., Wee
don. 'Phone: Croydon 2450.

Brown.
5-6h.p. Twin Brown Combination, clutch N

fine condition; £29.—Bush, North St.,8
Suffolk.

B.S.A.

T5.S.A. 1922 Models in stock; catalogue with ]

B.S.A. Specialists.—County Cycle and Motor Co
St., Birmingham.

B
B.S.A. Combination, Model H2, with No. 3

slightly shop soiled; £125.—Stour Cycle
Stourbridge.

ORDER Tour New B.SA. from R. B. Cli

Co. Highest exchange prices given^-7,
tion Rd., S.W.7.

B.S.A., 1921, 7-8h.p. Combination, fully e<3

price and particulars apply J. Hull, Crol
Sowerby, Thirsk.

BUY Your New B.S.A. from an agent w
always give you good service; 1922 mo

early delivery.—Below.

SHOP-SOILED 6-7h.p. Twin B.S.A. comb
£152.—Arthur G. Daw, B.S.A. Agent, 11

ton Hill.

S.A.'s, all models; exchanges.—Harry Nat
King St., Hammersmith.

C30 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

NFIELDS, all models; exchanges.—Harry Nash,
365, King St., Hammersmith. [6854

NFIELD 3h.p. -Twin, good running order; £24.—
70, Earing Rd., Lee, Kent. [6817

HEFFIELD Agent for Royal Enflelds; all models
in stock.—J. A. Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd. [0573

J 21 Enfield, Magdyno, Binks, windscreen, mileage
7 3,000; £135.-23, Hamilton Rd., Reading.

L6486

121 Sh.p. Enfield, Vickers engine, Magdyno light-

7 ing, speedometer, hood, windscreen, all as new;
gas.— :

Below.

119 Enfield Combination, Easting, lamps, etc., in-

* surance policy, licensed, as new; 82 gns.; de-

ed payment or exchanges.—Edwards, 50, Harring-

Rd., South Kensington. . [6904

)18 Entield Combination, 8h.p. Colonial model; n

bargain, £85; like new.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee,
[2162

9 gns., "1921 Enfleld, 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch,

kick starter, accessories.—40, Aynhoe Rd., W.14.
[6364

NFIELD Combination 6h.p., thoroughly over-

hauled, in fine condition; £49.—Rose's Garage,
bridge. [6641

)17 3h.p. Enfield, beautiful order, £35.—28,
Woodford Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone : Strat-

l 2598.
v

16809

AFIELD Combination, 1921, 8h.p. Vickers engine;
£110, no offers.—Cheverton, 13, Norman Rd.,

abledon. [6951

421 Enfield Lightweight, practically new, lamps,
' speedometer, tax paid for 1922 ; £46.-114,
tton Hill. [6837

|19 3h.p. Enfield Twin, overhauled, fully

' equipped; £44.—Shepherd, Enfield Highway,
: Waltham X31. [0776

>18 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., fully equipped,
any trial; £55.—204, Ladbroke Grove, W.10.

jne: Park 5541. j[6593

i.CRIFICE, 1920, 3h.p., M.A.G. Enfield, Enfield
gears, licensed, equipped, faultless; £43/10.—5,

toria Avenue, Surbiton. [6552

EW 1922 8h,p. Enfield Combination, Lucas
magdyno lighting; £158, easy payments 4% extra.

he Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.
[6924

3NGMAN BROS., Bond St., Ealing. Telephone

:

689. Sole official district agents.—All Royal
leld models. Cash, exchange, or deferred payments.

[5788

AFIELD Twin, 3h.p., 1915, 2 speeds free engine,

perfect running order, £38.—Butterworth Garage,
Lane, Brixton Hill. 'Phone: Streatham, 2813.

[6575

)20 2 l
/i Enfield, two-stroke, equipped, nice con-

dition, £38/10.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale.

me: Hampstead 1353. (Private House Garage.)
[5979

p. (late) 1919 Royal Enfield, 2-speed, clutch, over-

hauled, good tyres, running order, tax paid ; £45 or
' offer.—Sellman, Birmingham Rd., Stratford-on-
n. [6701

NFIELD lightweight 1920, lamp, horn, pump,
etc., new tyres and tubes, guaranteed good con-

on ; £36, bargain.—B. A. Boonnan, Ccomer,
i-enage. [6244

AFIELD 8h .p. Combination, new 1921 model,
£128; also one fitted with Lucas " Magdyno l'

ting set, bargain, £148.—P. J. Evans, John Bright
i
Birmingham. [6406

1FIELD, 1920, 2 1
/ih.p., lamps, horn, tools, one new

tyre, in splendid condition, practically tin-

tched, tax paid, any trial; £40.—91, Grove Park,
mark Hill, S.E.5. [6657

1 19 6h.p. Royal Enfield Combination , complete

;

' accessories. Perfect condition. Tax paid and
ired end March. Owner buying car.—Moffat,
ham St., Penrith. [5462

NFIELD Twin 2%h.p., speed, chain, modernised,
', £7 new parts, latest colours, pYivate owner, un-
loved, particulars; £28, offers.—35, Station Rd.,
is Barton, Northants. [6273

^FIELD.—We are official agents, and can give im-
I

mediate delivery of any model of this foolproof
,or cycle.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, and Wood-
1 Purade, N. Finchley. [0380

1 21 Enfield Lightweight, guaranteed as new,
" mileage 1,200, unpunctured, lamps, horn,
;dometer; genuine bargain, £45.—Newsey, Danes-
b', Hadley Rd., New Barnet. [6156

rAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—1922
2Vih.p. Royal Enfleld, 2-stroke, £55; 2%h.p.

al Enfield with kick starter, £57; 8h.p. Royal
ield sidecar combination, £140, dynamo lighting
8; new 1921 shop-soiled 8h.p. combination, £125-
). 1917-18 combination, £95. Easy terms and
lange. 'Phone: Holborn 5777. Trade supplied

[6979

1922 COVENTRY PREMIER
8 h.p. W.Q. 4-wheeler, dynamo lighting,

spare wheel, hood, screen,, speedometer and
12 months' insurance - £250

1922 LIGHT CARS.
AIREDALE 11.9 h.p. 4-seater .... £475
CALTHORPE 10 h.p. 2-seater. . . . £355
CALTHORPE 10 h.p. 4-seater. . . . £375
CALTHORPE de Luxe 2-seater . . £410
CALTHORPE de Luxe 4-seater . . £435
L.S.D. 3-wheeler, All on £165
LAGONDA (Coupe or 4-seater) . . £335

1922 MOTOR CYCLES.
B.S.A. 4-i h.p. Chain-Belt £107
B.S.A. 4| h.p. Combination £139
B.S.A. 6 h.p. Light Comb £164
B.S.A. 8 h.p. Comb £185
BRADBURY 6 h.p. Comb £146
DOUGLAS 2| h.p. 2-speed, All on £75
DOUGLAS 2f h.p. 3-speed, All on £90
DOUGLAS 3-5 h.p. 3-speed Sporting £130
EDMUND-BLACKBURNE 2J h.p. £85
ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination. . . . £140
ENFIELD 2i h.p. 2-speed £55
LEVIS Popular 2i h.p £48
LEVIS 21 h.p. 2-speed £58
LEVIS 21 h.p. 2-speed, kick-start £60
MARTINSYDE 6 h.p. Combination £160
NEW IMPERIAL 2f h.p. 3-speed 60 Gns.
NEW IMPERIAL 2J h.p., All-Chain £73
NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Comb. . . £145
NORTON Big Four Combination £149 10
NORTON 3J h.p. 3-speed £115
NORTON Big Four £120
REX-ACME Z\ h.p. 2-speed £50
REX-BLACKBURNE 2Jh.p £69 15
REX-ACME 8 h.p. Combination.. £150
ROYAL RUBY 2J h.p. 2-speed .... £70
SCOTT-SQUIRREL 3£ h.p. 2-speed £105
SCOTT 3| h.p. 2-speed Comb. . . £145
SUNBEAM 3J h.p. (New Type) 120 Gns.
SUNBEAM 41 h.p. Comb 174 Gns.
SUNBEAM 8 h.p. Combination. . £217 7
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Chain-Belt .... £105
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. All-Chain £115

DEPENDABLE SECOND-HANDS
Solos. Combinations.

£ s. £
A.B.C. 1921 - 87 10 A.J.S. 1919 125
Ariel 1920 3J 75 Ariel 1920 - 87 10
Alecto 1920 - 52 10

Bradbury 3V 35
Beardmore - 59 10

Douglas 1920 69 10

Zenith 3i - 32 10
Excelsior '20 39 10

New Imperial 35

O.K. 2-speed 35

Rudge 1920 . 59 10

Wooler - - 49 10
Triumph 3* 42 10

Premier2-sp. 35
Full List or

Alecto 1920 69 10
Bat Jap 8 - 39 10
B.S.A. 41 - 67 10
Chater-Lea - 69 10
Enfield - - 85
Henderson- 155
Harley 1920 135
Rex 6 h.p. - 49 10
Rudge 7 1920 105
Scott 1920 - 95

Sunbeam 8 115
Bat 8 h.p. - 40
Application.

The Halifax Motor Exchange,
25, Horton Street, Halifax
'Phone: 1400. 'Grams: ''Perfection.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

1021 Royal Enfleld, 8h.p. Vickers engine. 2-speed,
J-*/ all-chain drive; coachbuilt sidecar. New con-
dition. Only run 300 miles. Lucas lamps, horn, wind
screen; including insurance, £120.—34, Manchester
Rd., Swindon. [5464

TTNFIELD New Parts, 6-Sh.p„ 1916 onwards:
-L* Frame, tank, handle-bars, footboards, foot brake,
£10/10; spokes and nipples complete, 2/- dozen;
6-8h.p. J.A.P. crank cases, bushed, new, 45/- pair.
Stamp, repty.—Evans, Factory, Blackwood, Mon. [6893
Svare Parts

:

NFIELD Spares. — Immediate delivery. — Kays. 8,
Bond St., Eating. [3612E

TjVN., 4-cyl., 2 speeds, discs, lamps, Klaxon, scarcely
J- used; £45; exchange modern lightweight.—365,
King St., Hammersmith. [6850

"yyAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1922" F.N.'s 7h.p. combination, £127; solo machine,
21/jh.p., £55. Easy terms and exchange. [6987

Spare Parts:

"P.N. Spares.—We can supply for all models from
JL 1904. Prompt attention to all inquiries. Stamp
please.—Langford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2.

[6565
TTl.N. Spares—We can supply for all models from
f- 1904. Prompt attention to inquiries. Please sendframe number or old parts as pattern.—Langford's 37
Cricklewood Broadway, London, N.W.2. [6568

Francis Barnett. -

19 2
°ir
F
a
ranC

i
8
;?

arneH
'

2Z
4h -p '

JAP- 2-speed, clutch,

1 . j ' y e«™PPed, condition as new- £56-
deferred payment and exchanges.-Edwards, 50, Har-
rington Rd., South Kensington. [1674

|Q21 Special 2%h.p. o.h.v. Francis-Barnett, 2-speed,
1 c'?ich -

*'<* start, all accessories, guaranteed

Sir! vr o
r

i

OU6hou& "leal
,

fa =t light .solo machine;£60.—McCalman, 7, Broadway, Coventry. [6327

Harley-Davidson.
S^FFIELD Agent for Harley-Davidsons; from>^ £120. Stacey, 12, Ecolesall Rd. [0577
1Q19 Electric Harley Combination, extras: accentJ-V £90 quick sale.—Beall, 25, Sidney St., Cam-
bridge. [6279
1Q20 7-9 Harley Combination, almost as new, £99
Si .« 7"i?f;

Wo<>«ord M- Forest Gate. 'Phone:
Stratford 2598. [6808

1Q19 Harley de Luxe Combination, beautifullyJ-i/ equipped, any trial; £85.-24, Balliol Rd
North Kensington. [6529

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, "perfect order;
£100, or near offer; trial any time.—E A Cobb'

High Rd., Potters Bar. [6465

1 Q 19 Harley De Luxe Combination, electricallyJ-«J equipped very fast; £|J5.—Hillier, 9, Walling-
ford Avenue, North Kensington. [6587

HARLEY-DAVIDSON flat twin, discs and complete
equipment, gold medallist Scottish two days

1920-21.—James, Randolph Cres., Edinburgh. [6246

I £|20 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination, anyAt? trial or examination, £125; exchanges enter-
tained.—Speechley, 86, Churchfield Rd., Acton, W 3

[6649
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9h.p., late 1918 coach-

built sidecar, hood, lamps, 1922 tax paid;
75 gns.; very smart, any trial.— 1, Aldersey Gardens,
Barking. [6557
HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915 7-9h.p. Combination,

pillion seat, luggage carrier, lamps, horn, etc.,
in good order; for quick sale, £75 or nearest offer.—
A. R. Hill, Cathedral St., Lincoln. [6360

"I Q22 Harley-Davidson; book now for early delivery,
M-*y all models; also a few 1921 at special prices;
catalogue with pleasure.—Sam. E. Clapham (Motors),
27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.10. [5986

ryQ GNS., Exchange.—Exceedingly nice 1918 Harley-
i *J Davidson, special 3-seater bulbous back side-

car, 2 screens, equipped, new tyres.—Seabridge,

[6876
Hansler Rd., East Dulwich. (Sydenham 2452.)

BARKER'S Motors can supply all Harley-Davidson
models at list prices and give an insurance

policy against mechanical breakdown for 12 months
free. Cash, deferred, or exchanges.—194, Balham
High Rd., S.W.12. [6422

HARLEY.—Longman Bros., Bond St., Ealing.
Telephone : 689. Sole official district agent.—

All models, immediate delivery. Cash, exchange, or
deferred payments. Specially tuned machines certi-
fied to have exceeded 75 m.p.h., £5 extra. [5786

BARGAIN.—1919-20 Harley Combination, electri-
cally equipped, screen, speedometer, discs, search-

light, car tyres, mascots, altimeter,, toolkit, spares,
magnificent turnout (licensed), £110. (Exchange en-
tertained, light 2-seater.)—89, East Hill, Wandsworth.

[6738

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley=Davidson.

Spare Parts:

HARLEY Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, S,

Bond St., Ealing. [3613

Hazlewood.

1 Q22 Hazlewood, all models, for earlv delivery.A •/ See the 6h.p. J.A.P. Twin Combination at
£118; finest value for money to-day; catalogues with
pleasure.—Sam. E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwei-
St., Greenwich, S.E'.IO. [5988

H.B.

H.B., 1922 Models, 2%h.p. Blackburne engine.
2-speed Burman gear box, chain belt, C. and

K.S., £72; with 3-speed gear bos, £75; 4h.p., 3-speed,
£82; 4*4h.p., 2-speed gear box, £100; cash, deferred
terms, or exchange.

H.B., 1922 Models for earliest deliveries.—Write
London Motors, 61, Holborn Viaduct, E.C., sole

distributing agents for the following counties :—Kent,
Surrey, Sussex, Hants, Berks, Oxford, Bucks,
Northants, Beds, Hunts, Cambridge, Norfolk, Suffolk,
Essex, Herts, Middlesex (including London). [6944

Henderson.
"I Q22 Henderson Model de Luxe, dynamo lighting;
A*7 £175; early delivery.—Premier Motor Co.,
4.ston Rd., Birmingham. [6925

HENDERSON, exchanges; 7-9h.p. Combination,
with accessories; £55.—Newnham Motors, 223

,

Hammersmith Rd., London. [6764

| Q20 lOh.p. Henderson ^Combination (double-seater
JL*7 sidecar), excellent order, £95.—King, 4, "Wil-

low Walk, Short St., Cambridge. [6905

HENDERSON 1920 Combination, 4-cyl., eleetric
model. Easting, exceptional condition, any trial;

£115.—Crown Garage, Weybridge. [6655

1 Q20 Henderson de Luxe Combination; sporting; ex-
a *j ceptionally fine throughout; well equipped, £135;
Exchanges.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone : Harap-
stead 1353. (Private House Garage.) [5976

HENDERSON Combination 1921. Model K., 3-

speed, reverse, dynamo lighting, Tan-Sad. Sandum
2-seater sidecar, spring wheel, V-shaped windscreen;
best offer over £180.—Nyland, 37, Dunsmure Rd.,
Stamford Hill, N.16. [6266

BARKER'S Motors are agents for the luxurious
4-cyl. Hendersons; all new models at list prices

supplied carry a free insurance policy against
mechanical breakdown for 12 months. Cash, deferred
or exchanges.—194, Balham High Rd., S.W.12. [6421

Humber.
"I Q14 2h.p. Humber, mew frame and parts, unused
J-*-' 2 years; bargain, £13; offers.—Jarvis, Coates,
Cirencester. [6395
3Jlh.p. Twin Humber Combination, 1919 model, ac-

2 cessories, in excellent condition; £65.—4, Rugbv
Mansions, Addison Bridge, W.14. [6368

HUMBER 1920 4y2h.p., in new condition; price
£70.—Timewell, 61, South Castle St., Liverpool.

[6158

HUMBER Combination, water cooled, 4h.p., 3-
speed, kick start; £48; take lightweight part.

—

57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [6477

1 Q20 (Late) 3V»h.p. Twin Humber, Durhill sidecar,
-*-tf all accessories, acetylene' and electric lighting,
small mileage, perfect condition, as new; £95, near
offer.—Pollett, Caterham Valley. [6613

HUMBER Agents.—1922 models in stock. 4^h.p.
fast sporting model, £100; 4V2h.p. combination,

£144. Humber motor cycles are silent, vibrationless
and faultless. In stock. Easy payment term3 and
exchanges arranged. Further particulars and trial.—
Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge. [6778

Indian.
17 7-9h.p. Indian, spring frame, tyres as new,
excellent condition; £48/10.—Rose's Garage,19

Uxbridge. [6642

"|Q19 Indian Combination, Powerplus. spring frame,
-ItF dash, windscreen, almost new; £90 or offers.—
13, Elspeth Rd., Wembley, Middlesex. [6305

GIVEN away, 7-9h.p. Indian Coach Combination,
countershaft, gear box, windsdreen, etc.; first,

29 gns.—Ramsden's, May Bell Ave., Blackpool. [6389

INDIAN Combination 1920, big valve Powerplus, in
exceptional mechanical condition, 2 windscreens,

2 sets handlebars, lots of other spares; £100.—Colonial
Motors, 104.\, Finchley Rd. Hampstead 7822. [7007

-f Q19 Powerplus Indian, spring frame, 7-9h.p.
J- *J 3-speed, ridden 3,000 miles, perfect ; 58 gns.
London district.—Box 8,437, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[7033

INDIAN-POWERPLUS, 7-9h.p., 1919 model, spring
irame, 3 speeds, etc., in excellent condition and

appearance; £56.—Davis, 26, Muswell Hill, N.10.
[6949

"I Q20 7-9h.p. Indian Powerplus Combination, dy-
-*-*' namo lighting, speedometer, etc., extremely
smart outfit; £115.—Arthur G. Daw, 114, Brixton
Hill. . [6840

EXCHANGES
MOST 1922 WELL KNOWN MAKES
:: NOW IN STOCK ::

REASONABLE
OFFER

REFUSED
of deferred payments for any of

these machines —

New Combinations, Soiled

1921 ENFIELD dyno. spring bars, hood
and screen ..

.

£1 50
1921. ENFIELD s/seater, plain model .. £130

1921 ARIEL 6/7 h.p. Standard comb. . . £137 10

1920 CLYN0 8 h.p. comb., spare wheel. £135

1921 TRIUMPH c.c.b. comb £130

1 92 1 MORGAN Family model, M.A.G.
engine £175

1920 P. & M. 3J h.p., comb £100

1920 JAMES 4i h.p. Standard comb. . . £120

New Solos, Soiled
1920 CALTiiORPE
AUTO-WHEEL &

:-stroke 2-speed £50
B.S.A. CYCLE £18 10

New Sidecars, Soiled
1919 WATSONION art cane (2) £7 10

1921 PARAGON Folding £25

Secondhand Combinations
1920 HARLEY DAVIDSON special HD

s/c, spts. mod. F.R.S. elec, discs,

spdr

1920 HARLEY DAVIDSON Standard,

HD s/c, discs, spdr., hood and
screen

1920 HARLEY DAVIDSON 7/9 b.p.

comb., acetylene ltg

1920 ENFIELD s/seater, dyno., hood and
screen

1921 ENFIELD comb. dyno. 2-seater,

screen, as new
1915 ENFIELD 6" h.p. comb, and access.

1920 MORGAN Family model and access.

1921 A.J.S. 2-seater, dyno. ltg., mileage-

approx. r.ooo y
1921 CONNAUGHT and s/c 2J- h.p.,

2-speed, clutch, kick-starter, all

accessories

1918 DOUGLAS 4 h.p. comb., 2 lamps,

born
r920 RUDGE 7/9 h.p. and Canoelet

sporting s/c '

1916 B.S.A. all chain, new Watsonion s/c~

1920 AMERICAN EXCELSIOR comb.

7/9 h.p. dyno £126

Secondhand Solos
r92i LEVIS 2-speed, 2 lamps, horn, as

new £47 10

1921 LEVIS s/spd £37 10

1916 DOUGLAS W.D. (7) .... £45 and £35

LAMBS
Lid.

WALTHAMSTOW: 151, High Street

'Phone: Wallhamslow 1 69 (2 Line;)

EUSTON ROAD, N.W.
(Opp. Great Portland Street Station, MET.)

~ 'Phone: Museum 4978

WOOD GREEN : 50, High Road
'Phone: Homsey 195S

^mnTM iiiiinii ' " » ' 1

£145

£130

£140

£110

£135
£75
£150

£175

£59 10

£69 10

£85
£59 10

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

POWERPLUS Indian, 1916-17, with Indian si<

7-9h.p., 3-speed, hand and foot clutch, kick
perfect order; 55 gns.; would separate.—10, Bel
Rd., Hounslow.

A GIFT, 1919 Powerplus Indian Combination,
discs, Easting screen, lamps, spares, etc.,

dition new, any trial ; £80.-34, Litchfield Gar
Willesden Green.

I

INDIAN 1919 7.9h.p., spring frame, Pcrwei
lamps, horn, tools, etc. ; £57 / 10.—Elce,

15-16, Bishopsgate Ave., Camomile St., 1
'Phone, Avenue 5548.

INDIAN Powerplus 1919, dynamo lighting,

meter, rear drive, speedometer, Indian sii

Cameo screen, excellent condition throughout; £
Dixon Bros., 172, Brownhill Rd., Catford.

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, electric model,
machine, shop soiled only; £140. Write for

gain list.— Don't miss this opportunity to
£ s. d.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birming

I

"I Q 20 7-9h.p. Indian Powerplus Ccmbin;
J-t' dynamo lighting, speedometer, 2. horns,
screen, etc., perfect order, licence paid; £75
Priday, 2, Lee Terrace, Blackbeath, S.E. Tel.

;

Green 226.

INDIAN 1920, fitted 1921 £60 Volta sporting
oar, dynamo lighting, Binks, long exhausts,

feet. order and very fast, insured and licensed,
age 4,500; cost £250. Particulars and trial in

First offer over £135.—Clifford, Thornhill, Stalyb
•

INDIAN Powerplus (1921), 7.9h.p„ spring 1

K..S. clutch, 3-speed, dynamo lighting, new
trie horn, and speedometer, T.T. bars, all in p
condition, 70 m.p.h. guaranteed, tax paid; ba
£100.—Mitchell, The Lindens, Farnham.

Spore Farts :

INDIAN Spares.—Immediate deliver?.—Kays, 8,

St., Ealing.

GODFREYS', Ltd., 208, Great Portland St, Lc
W.I.—Complete stork of all Indian spare

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, s'

year of manufacture.

INDIAN.—The Dennis Accessories Stores, 89, B
Rd., London {'Phone Brixton 3129), can s

all 7-9h.p. parts from stock, new, including all
of forks. They also specialise in Indian repairs.

Ivy.

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St.
mingham, wholesale Ivy agents, have all i

in stock, including lady's model, price £69; get

Ixion.

£26/10, Ixion-Villiers Sports 1916 (makers'
antee held), good tyres, lamps, Klaxon,

copper exhaust, extraordinarily powerful and 6]

many accessories, including spare tyre and
clearing out garage; offers after 5.30.—Col, 4,
ville Rd., Upper Tooting, S.W.17.

James.

JAMES 4h.p. Combination, £35.—77, Acre
S.W.2.

"J Q 20 James, 2-stroke, perfect ; £30.-24, 3
J-tf Rd., North Kensington.

3ih.p. Twin James, 1920, perfect, new sports si

2 £75.—Stretton's Garage, Gloucester.

JAMES 5-6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, kick si

as new (any trial); £110.-31, Silver St., E

£35.-1920 James, 2-stroke, 2 speeds, fully equ
as new.—A., 143, Ravensbury Rd., Ear

S.W.18.

JAMES 1920 5-6h.p. Combination; bargain,
exchanges'—Newnham Motors, 223, Hammei

Rd., London.

"I Q17 3y2h.p. Twin James, 3-speed, clutch,
J-*? starter, accessories, excellent throughout;
—114, Brixton Hill.

JAMES 1921 '7h.p. Combination, De Luxe s:

new machine, fully guaranteed; bargain, £
P.J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham.
"IQ20 James Combination 6h.p., Lucas lamps,'
-1*7 screen, luggage carrier, leg-shields, discs,

first-class order, cost ^220; accept £85.—Same <

inspected at 20, Sun St., Hitchin, Herts.

31 h.p. James Twin Motor Cycle, mileage per £

'

2 meter 336, special I.O.M. model, one ij

batch built from which the James team for i

was selected, used as own demonstration m
only; will take £100, or with full . equipm<
speedometer and lamps, £105.—Ewbank anc

Ponfcefract. Tel. : 40.

J.A.P.

£14/10, 214b.. p. J.A.P. Motor Cycle, splendid

throughout, genuine bargain, any trial.—J

'

ley, 86, Churchfield Rd., Acton, W.3.

B6 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

NOVATED P. and M., 2-speed, all chain,
equipijed, perfect; £37.-1, Othello St., Liver-"

[5096

and M, 3Voh.p. 2-speed, K.S., tax paid, perfect,

trial; £48. Week-end.—Station House, Datchet,
s. [6269

18 P. and M. Combination, trial; £40.—Ascotts
Drug Stores, 13, Prince of Wales Rd., Kentish

[6957

nd M. 1918, fully equipped, good condition,
ibury

18. " [6781
cheap; £36.-143, "Ravensbury Rd., Earlsneld,

and M. 3 ]/jh.p., 2 speeds, Bosch, watertight, good
tyres, good" condition; £20.—Bos 8321, c/o The
>r Cycle. [6196

and M. Combination, 1918, lamps, horn, perfect;

£55; easv payment considered.—38, Sherriff Rd.,
lampstead, N.W.6. [6667

and M., exchanges; several recent solos and com-
binations; £55-£75.—'Ne'wiihain Motors, 223, Ham-
mith Rd., London. ... •

--;
- [6766

and M. late 1918, enamelled, plated, new chains,

sound mechanical condition, lamps, horn, etc.;

—Home, Vanteg, Pontypool. [6151

18 P. and M., luxurious coachbuilt sidecar, fully
equipped, any trial; 56 gns. London district.

-x 8.439, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7035

1
21 P. and M. Combination, 3iAh.p., demonstration

' model, fully equipped,- absolutely as new; £112;
rred payment and exchanges.—Edwards 50, Har-
ton B(L, South Ken^tfigton. ;

'- • [1671

and M. Combination, late model, luggage grid,

screen, all lamps, new tyres and chains, and over-
ed at cost £18; bargain, £55; or exchange light-
lit,—365, King St., Hammersmith, Lo848

and M. Motor Cycles [ex R.A.F.J. rebuilt and
renovated as new, fitted with many new parts,

iding mag., B. and B. carburetter, chains, tyres,
£45; combination £60- equipped £5 extra. Side-
reap]] nlstered, 'painted, and new tyre.—S. E. Porter,
tchurcli, Salop. 'Phone: 74. [3059

narr Parts

:

and M. Spares stockist, every part in stock;
cheap.—Inman, Durham Rd., Seaforth, Liverpool

[6397
and M.—All spares in stock; stamp requirements:
P. and M. spares specialist.—H. Beardwood, 147,
ington St., Liverpool. [9986

Paragon.
lRAGON 2%h.p., 2-stroke, 1921 model, spring
frame, 2-speed, good condition; £35; seen ap-
tment.— 5, Camden Mews, Camden Town. [6722

Peugeot.
h.p. Peugeot, 2-speed, rebushed, requires adjust-
ments, £20; spotting sidecar, £8.—P., 5, Crau-
Drive, Maidenhead. [6602

Premier.
5/10.—Premier, 3',L-b.p., single speed, accessories,
tax paid 1922.—8, High St., Wandsworth. [6537
tEMIER 3i/2h. p. 2-speed Combination, requires
attention; £25.—Dixon Bros., 172, Brownhill Rd
ord. [5405
.h.p. Premier, 2 speeds, guaranteed perfect run-

ning order; £20, or nearest.—6, Mitom Rd.,
's, Essex. [6258
pare Parts:

?EM1ER Spares and Repairs.—We are the most
competent advertisers of these, and we served in

Premier works. Any part quoted per return.—For-
Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [6431

P.V.
k21 P.V. (spring frame). Villiers,-.2%h.p., 2-speed,
f ILB. clutch, kick start, new condition, guaran-
; £55.-81, Greyswood St., Streatham, S.W.

[6295
Quadrant.

JADRANT, 4h.p., 3-speed, £25; sidecar, £4/10;
exchanges.—Johnson, 172, Avenue Rd., Acton.

[6584
[TADRANT £100 4V-h p. Combination, delivery
from stock.—Frank Whitworth. Ltd., Distributers.

,
New St., Birmingham. [0767

i20 4M>b.p. Quadrant Combination, 3-speed Stur-
mey," kick start, windscreen, very smart, as

; 65 gns. Evenings.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham.
[6947

LTADRANT 1922 models in stock, immediate de-
livery, exchanges, extended

. terms.—Elce, Ltd..
6, Bishopsgate Ave., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone.
aue 5548. [0068

119 Quadrant fytti.p. Combination, all chain acces-
sories; £65 or nearest offer; splendid condition.

rtholomew, 5, Baden Rd., Gillingham, Kent.
[6252

ATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1922
Quadrant motor cycles, alLcha in, solo, £85; side-

combination, £105. Easy payments and exchange.
on application. 'Phone : Holborn 5777. [6993

TYRES

i
RI

u
I

REDUCTIONS p
Satisfaction I =°?

Guaranteed 1 ='}

HUTCHINSON.
:= 26 x 2}

= 26x2:

26x21
26x2;

650x65
20xlJ-
16x2i

Passenger
T.T. Rubber Studded
Passenger
T.T. Rubber Studded

DUNLOP.
Heavy
Heavy
Extra Heavy
Ribbed
Auto Wheel
Scooter, Wired on

Our
Price

27/6
23/
30/
27/6

30/-
35/-
40/-
40/-
13/6
15/-

I

26x2'
)X3

GOODRICH.
ISafety Tread [40/-
Safety Tread 48/-

I!

650x65] Safety Tread | 40/- =

24x2J
26x2}
26x2;
26x2!
28x3

CLINCHER.
De Luxe, Heavy
De Luxe, Heavy
De Luxe, Extra Heavy
De Luxe, Heavy
Ribbed

I=z 26x2

26 2',

26x3

28x3

26X2}

26" 2 V

26 X 2i

x2i

ENGLEBERT.
Touring Rubber Studded
Passenger Rubber Studded
Touring
Touring
Passenger

,

Racing Extra Heavy

BATES.
No. 1 Special Heavy,wired on
No. 1 Special Heavy Beaded
No. 1 Special Heavy „

No. 1 Special Heavy „

AVON.

25/-
25/-
27/-
27/6
40/-

15/-
19/6
16/6
25/-
32/6
39/6

30/-
29/6
32/6

i

1
39/6 =

26x2} 22/6
26x2? Tricar Rubber Studded . .

.

24/6
26x2.1 Tricar Rubber Studded . .

.

22/6
28X2.V Tricar Rubber Studded . .

.

27/6
650 X 65 Sunstone 39/6

!
These Special Clearance Lines are sent Car-
riage Paid on 7 Days' Approval against
remittance. Trade supplied. Write to-day m

,

B [LmJ'JVm*JVmmJ'mmmmmm*mm'am'VJ^+,f
ORDER THE

TheName TheFirm

WAY
London's leading tyre house

.264 -266>auxhall bridge :r>. victoria.s.w.i
AND. AT

44, SURBITPN ROAP,\KINCSTQN-ON-THAMES
A Please address all-post orders to Vaothall Bridge Road.
':': -TELEPHONE :-VlCTQPIA 6553 6v6'l5S*'

our Agent is the pillar-box

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Quadrant.

/"CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Co., Quadrant Works re-ys preservatives and sole wholesale distributors for
London, Middlesex, Surrey, Sussex, Kent, Essex,
Buckinghamshire, Hertfordshire, Bedfordshire, Norfolk
Cambridgeshire, Suffolk, Huntingdonshire, Berkshire,
etc. All models in stock. Early delivery. De-
ferred payments. Exchanges. Chain-cum-belt 4V2h p.
solo, £80. All chain solo, £85. Chain-cum-belt com-
bination, £100. All chain combination, lOOgns.
Lucas dynamo lighting sets 16gns extra. Official re-
pairers and spare part stockists. Day and night ser-
vice.—177, Westminster Bridge Rd., London, S.E.I.
Tel.: Hop 210. [6 633

Radco.

T? AP£°'i9
}
8

'
2^n -P-. single speed, good condition;-" £26.—Batten, 53, Lyveden Rd., Tooting. [6659

"DRAND New Radco 1921 Lightweights at enormous
J-» reductions, single gear models from £30, 2-speed
models from £44; all- carry makers' full guarantee.
Write for special clearance bargain list.—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [692§

Raleigh,
T>REMIER MotoT Co. tor 1922 Raleighs.

TMMEDIATE Delivery of 5-6h.p., spring frame, de-
J- tochnble wheels, £130; standard sidecar, £35- Da
Luxe sidecar, £42 ; early delivery of the new Raleigh
lightweight, £68; easy payments 4% extra.—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0626

RALEIGH De Luxe Combination, late 1921, fully
equipped, screen, new condition; £132.—Atkin-

son, Outwood Lane, Horsforth, "Leeds. [5647
1()-l 5-6h.p. Raleigh Combination, complete, elec-
-*-*' trie lighting, spares, special engine, winner
competitions, small mileage, year's insurance, privately
owned; sacrifice, £130.—Sheldon, Wheatley, Oxford

[5654
TJALEIGH, exchanges; all models supplied; latest
-*-!> 2 7,4h.p., 3h.p. (solos, combinations). Catalogue
on request. The new 2*;4h.p. sports model actually
in stock.—Newnham Motors, Z23, Hammersmith Rd
London. [6767

"DALEIGH.—2%h.p., 3h.p., and 5-6h.p. solos and
-*-•< combinations from £68. Cash or deferred pay-
ments; old machine taken in part payment.—London
Motors, 61, Holborn Viaduct, E.C. 'Phone : City
4230. [6942

Reading-Standard.
READING-STANDARD 1920 Combination, dynamo

lighting, mechanically sound; £85.—Colonial
Motors, 104a, Finchley Rd. Hampstead 7822. [7005

READING Standard Combination, beautiful turn-
out, fitted Juckes 3-speed and reverse gear, gate

change, twist grip control, aluminium footboards and
number plates, all-chain drive, luxurious 2-seater side-
car, fitted Easting and Avro windscreens, specially
made welded chassis, drop-out wheel, sprung on car-
type leaf springs with stand; sidecar cost £50, and
not ridden 100 miles, 3 lamps, spares, tax paid 1922.
Exchange lower power and cash, or offers invited —
Ashman, 593, Foleshill Rd., Coventry. [6459

Rex.
f)3h.p. Rex, Grado gear, Senspray, Dixie, low and^4 smart, perfect order, taxed £15.—Middleton,
35, Millais-St., Albany Rd., Cambel'well, S.E.5. [6845

1Q20 81i p. Rex Combination, electric lighting, windJ-" screen, handle-bar muffs, condition excellent-
76 gns. ; deferred payments and exchanges.—Edwards.
50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [5237

NEW Model 55 B.D. Rex-Blackburno Combination,
8h.p., 3-speed, detachable wheels, spare wheel-

reduced to £150, easy payments 4% extra. Write for
special clearance list.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.,
Birmingham. [6927

Rex=Jap.
1Q13 Rex-Jap Combination, Roc clutch, electricJ-" horn, etc., good tyres and in splendid running
order; price £35. or near offer.—Dmiwell's Garage.
Wigan. Tel. : 328. [0764

Rover.
ROVER 5-6h.p. 1919 Combination; £70, or near

offer.—Hearn, Liverpool Rd., Burscough. [6474

£16.— 3V:,h.p. Rover, perfect, accessories, snip.—

B

Talbot, 8, Darlington Rd., West Norwood. [6617

£12.—3h.p. Rover, M.O.V., new M.L. magneto, fine
running order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

[6207

X*32/10.—Rover, 3i/£h.p., three speeds, clutch, acces-* series, tax paid 1922.— 8, High St., Wandsworth.
[6536

ROVER 3V2I1.P. T.T. Model, in thorough condition,
only wants riding awav; £27.-31, Silver St., En-

field. [6889

-JQ 20 31/oh.p. T.T. Rover, with Philipson, lamps,
-Ltf horn, excellent condition; £58.—Sutton. 2,
Petty Cury, Cambridge. . [6263

£70.-1920 3%h.p. Rover, 3 speeds, countershaft, ™>~

new, and guaranteed perfect.—Tucker, 94, Rod-
cliffe Hill, Bristol. (D) [644f>

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the: date of the issue a».j
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

ROVER 1914 3iali.p. Combination, 3 speeds, clutch,
new sidecar, good condition; £50.—Batten, 53,

Lyveden Rd., Tooting Junction. [6660

K -6h.p. Rover Combination, hood, cameo, windscreen," Tan-Sad, lamps, all accessories; trial run week-
end; £95.-36, Cannon Hill lane, Merton. [6578

"IQ18 Rover Combination 6h.p., licensed lor 1922,
fully insured, good coudition; what offers?—

British Generator Co., 481, Oxford Rd.

|18 3V;>h.p. Rover, 3-speed19 1

Reading.
[6630

countershaft, cJutch,
bars; spot cash., bar-

gain, £49.—Sam E. Ctapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell
St., Greenwich, S.E.10. [6912

"OOVER 3V2h.p. Touring 3-speed model, kick starter,
-*•*> as makers' specifications, shop-soiled 1920 model,
otherwise brand new, special bargain; reserve price
£80; first offer above secures.—Mebes, 144, Gt. Port-
land St., W.l. 'Phone, La-ngha-m 2230. [6326

Royal Ruby.
QXh.p, Royal Ruby, only used for pleasure, believe^ 2 1917; £18. 26, Hamilton Rd., Reading.

[6517
ROYAL Ruby Combination, 8h.p., hood, screen, fully

equipped, 1918; £65.-204, Ladbroke Grove,
W.-10. j-65g4

Rudge.
WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-

I.O.M. Rudge 1920; £50.

T>UDGE-MULTI, as
J-a< 1922; £60.—Rose';

new, I.O.M. model,
Garage, Uxbrklge.

SL.h.p.

[6994

tax paid
£«640

RUDGE-MULTI, 3ii>h.p.,

accessories; £35.—lo.

f^Ti.p. Rudge, lamps, etc., Rudge Sidecar,
*J sound running order, £47/10.—King, 4,
Walk, Short St., Cambridge.

"OUDGE, clutch model, tax: paid 1922, recently fitted
-a-* new piston; £27.—G. B., 65, Blinco Grove, Cam-
bridge, [6601

excellent condition, all
Rona Rd., Hampstead,

N.W.3. [6710
7-9h.p. Rudge-Multwin Combination, any trial; £90

or exchange 3y2h.p. Rudge.—3, Stanford Rd.,
Southill, Beds. L6245
RUDGE-MULTI, latest T.T. and touring models;

1 immediate delivery from stock; £77.—Marston,
31, Bridge St., Chester. [6757

RUDGE-MULTI 3i4h.p. Combination, 4 months old,
horn, taxed, insured; £95 or nearest offer.—309,

Roman Rd., Bow, E.3. [6573

hood,
Willow
[6909

RUDGE-MULTI I.G.M., late 1921, with sporting
Canoelet sidecar, lamps, tools, insured, absolutely

as new; £85.-7, Thirlmere St., Leicester- [67.31

5-6h.p. Rudge-Multi Combination, mechanically new,
appearance excellent, 3 lamps, 3 generators, perfect;

nearest £60.-100 High St., Worcester. [6188

RUDGE-MULTI, clutch, lamps, Klaxon, new -cover,
new spare belt, recentlv overhauled; bargain, £25.

—W. Oliver, 5, Swiss St., School St., Castleford;
[6277

RUDGE-MULTI 3i/.h.p. I.O.M., practically un-
scratched, £15 of accessories, magnificent turn-
first reasonable offer accepted.—Woodridings,

Sutton, Surrey. [6686

RUDGE-MULTI 1922 brand new Isle of Man,
latest model at greatly reduced price; £77.

—

Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Ave., Camomile St.,
E.G. 3. 'Phone, Avenue 5548. [0071

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Loudon.—New 1922
3^h.p. Rudge, sloping tank, I.O.M., £85; any

model supplied. "Write for Bst. Easy terms arranged;
second-hand machines taken in exchange. £b995

DOWN AGAIN. .Another reduction, 1922 3Vl*h.p.
T.T, Rudge, brand new, in stock, immediate

delivery; latest reduced price, £77; secure now, cash
or easy payments.— Wilkins Simpson, opposite Oivmpia,
London. [6820

Scott.

Scott, light sidecar, Lucas electrics,
£100.—Gordon, King?cote, Dorchester.

[6703

"I Q22 Scott Models in stock, complete; £110; de-
lt/ livered free.—Millard's, Scott Agents, Chester-
field. [4276

SCOTT, exchanges; 3%h.p. Combination, equipped;
bargain, £44.—Newnham Motors, 2z5, Hammer-

smith Rd., London. [6768

Cumnor Rd.,

I Q 2 1 Sports
J-»? faultless;

with coach-built sidecar, 3 lamps, horn,
£70 or offeT.- George Heath, Ltd., The

Tything, Worcester. 16315

Scott Combination, complete, splendid cou-
lition, any trial; bargain, £60.-15, Temple

Rd., Hounslow, Middlesex. [6461

j045.—Scott 3 r;:ih.p., good condition; or exchange late

SCOTT
tools

33h.p.
4 dit

Rudge, cash adjustment; eveninj
Watts, 417, Caledonian Rd., N.7.

or Sunday.
[6168

SCOTT SQUIRREL in Stock; £105; the nifty sports
'bus; carriags paid.—G. H. Tucker, Scott Agent,

Redcliff Hill, Bristol. . 'Phone : 4042.

©©ego

—both of machines, spare parts and acces-
sories. Here's a few of his latest victims,

HEADLAMP SET.
Fully plated, British

made, wonderful
value,

A SIDECAR BARGAIN.
Rebuilt and re enamelled Douglas chassis

fitted with new springs, new mudguard,
wheel and tyre, and Burlington No. I

Touring Model Sidecar Body >f 1 C 1 (j-
complete with apron cL J. ^1 J. U

SUPPORT STAY
For kick-starter bolt and top back
stay bolt 4/= each, postage 6d.

RUBBERS FOR
TRIUMPH FOOTRESTS

per pair.

[5205

7, South Side,

Clapham Common, S.W.4
Fhone: Brixton 2417.

Wire
;
Burlington, Motors, Clapnam.

Just by Clapham Common Under-
ground Station.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAL
Scott.

RACING Scott (T.T. winner), Bosch, Dej
engine, for sale, whole or separate—

Box 8,413, c/o The Motor Cycle. (Yorkshire

SCOTT, 3%h.p., just -been thoroughly o\
new mudguards, new Lucas lamps; £3

Uleeby, Alford, Lincolnshire.

"I Q21 Scott-Squirrel, fast, -with sporting
-*-*/ finish mauve, fully equipped, combll
new throughout; bargain, £90 or pear offer-
66, Shobnall St., Burton-on-Trent.

"I Q20 Scott 3°4h.p. Combination, duplet
J- *J spring saddle, petrol tank under top ti

mounted by aluminium cover-plate, lamps, h
Rennoc 60 gn. R.a4 sidecar, windscreen; a
gain, 75 gns. ; exchanges or deferred paym
wards, 50, .Harrington Rd., South Kensingtor

Spare Parts

:

SCOTT Service Depot..—Scott Spares, 1
secondhand.—Cathedral Motor Works, J

George St., Liverpool.

GODFREYS'. Ltd., 208, Great Portland St.,
W.l.—Complete stock of all Scott spi

always in stock. Write for free spare part lis
year of manufacture.

WCOTT Riders.—We keep huge stock new s

**J Scott parts. 'Any part on approval again*
Ward Motors, Ltd., The Seott Specialists, 52,
St.. Bradford.

Singer.
3ih.p. Singer, coach-built sidecar, 3-speed,

2 condition; £40, lightweight part.—17,
Avenue, Mitcham, S.W.

£16.—Singer 254 T.T., 2-speed (new Albioi
tershaFt. Bosch, sound running order,

gain, spot cash,—89, East Hill, Wandsworth.

S])are Paris

:

QINGER Spares.—We are known through
*^ Kingdom as " the promptest firm " for
Forfield Motors, Leamington Spa.
SINGER.—Genuine cylinders and all parts i

prices moderate.—Alt. Holland, Hearsa
Corner, Coventry. 'Phone: 1945.

Spark.
QPARK 1922 Models in stock, Villiers engiJ flywheel mag., £39/18; also a few brs
1921 Sparkbrook models at greatly reduced
Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London.

Stanger.
'T'HE Machine of the moment is the Stanger
J- 5h.p. 2-stroke. This machine is really a 1

mount with wonderful power, and excellent smt
ning, fitted with the neatest rear springing y
once £112/10. Send for particulars.-Jones''
Muswell Hill. London. N.1Q.

Sun.
18 Sun V.T.S., 2-speed, fully equipped-

37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton.19

C

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each a
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired

1 tfj gns.—2-^h.p. Sun-Villiers, topping c<J-*7 trial 2 up, fully equipped, perfect -ord
Newton ltd., Burton-on-Trent.

O'Q GNS., Bargain.—1919 Sun-V.T.S., 2M %7 footboards, smart, reb-ashed.—Seabridge
Rd., East Dnhvich. (Sydenham 2452.)

Sunbeam.
!ROSS, Effingham Square, is agent for i

motor cycles for Rutherham.

3_lh.p. brand new 3-speed Sports Simbea
2 delivere £120 cash.—Hallam, Rosedal

Holes, Stockporu.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-]**
Sunbeams, order now; also 3^h.p. 1917

£75. Easy terms and exchange.

SUNBEAM (new) S^h.p., 3-speed, detachabl
changeable wheels, leaf spring forks; £12

—Hallam, Rosedale, Dove Holes, Stockport.

"IQ14 Sunbeam 3J/2h.p., thoroughly ove
J- */ makers 1919, accessories, excellent coj
£50, or near offer,—Mozley, Haslemere, Surrey.

SUNBEAM Combination Sh.p. 1920 mode
plete, dynamo lighting, as new; £125;

exchanges.—Midland Garage, 7, Broad St., I
ham.-

1 tQ 20-21 Sunbeam Semi-Sports, electric light
-1- *J accessories, fast, splendid condition iz:

85 gns.; must sell; aiter six.—113, Camfield C
Hampstead.

SUNBEAM Combination, 8h.p., 1920, in
order, just overhauled by Sunbeam at

£60; price complete, £135.—The Bungalow, F]
Rd., Brighton.

1Q15 Sunbeam 3%h.p,, and 1919 black ax
A-*J Renmoc sidecar, complete, carefully used

anteed excellent condition ; £80—Roberts, C

St., Ulverston.

dvertisement, and the; date of the issue

,
marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

30-21 Sunbeam, fully-equipped as new, inter-

changeable wheels, small mileage. Guaranteed
:t every respect, £98.—Everald Sexty, Pool Farm,
rton, Glos. ^ [6859

19 Sunbeam SVoh.p., only run 4,500 miles, elec-

tric lighting, Eonniksen speedometer, leg guards
luggage box, engine just overhaiiled; £85.—E.
2rliam, 27, Spoil St., Coventry. [6463

16 Sunbeam Combination or separately, 3Voh.p.,

just overhauled, new gears, lamps, Bosch mag-
thorough running order, licence paid; what

?—64, Somerset Ed., Knowle, Bristol. [6249

IBEAM Combination, 1914, all-chain drive, under-
slung chassis, good tyres, perfect mechanical con-

, 3-speed, kick-starter; £70.—Butterworth Garage,
'ill Lane, Brixton Hill. 'Phone; Streatham 2813.

[6574

14 3'[,h.p. Sunbeam and Sidecar, with lamps,
speedometer, horn, pump, tools, apron, and wind-

1, complete foot and hand clutch, just overhauled,
yliuder fitted, splendid mechanical order; nearest
i"0.—Sunbeam, 65, Park Walk, Chelsea, S.W.10.

[6372

21 3M;h.p- Sporting Model Sunbeam Motor Cycle,
complete with lamp, generator, horn, and usual

s, cast aluminium plates, new in April last, and in
tionally good condition, tyres unpunctnred ; nearest
to £115.—Geoffrey Smith, The Motor Cycle.

itry. (X4285

JBEAM Agents—1922 models in stock. 3%h.p.,
J-speed, clutch and kick starter, £126; 3V„h.p.
sporting model, £136/10; shop-soiled 1921 3f£h.p.
1. £130; in stock. Easy payment terms and
nges arranged.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green
Cambridge. [6777

21 Sunbeam T.T, Sports 3ir,h.p., Lucas lamps
and generators. Cowey horn, knee grips, mileage
delivered last October, condition excellent
as new; expert examination invited.—Offers
illiams, Pembridge Lodge, St. Owen St., Here-

[6280

'are Parts:

IBEAM 3'lh.p. spares. Send stamp for list.—
Snow, Lame! St., Dalston, E.8. [6954

Triumph.
EMIEE Motor Co. for 1922 Triumphs.

IEDIATE Delivery of Type H4h.p., 3-speed, £105.
Type SD, chain drive, £115; Type LW, lightweight-
sidecars from £20 to £50 ; easy payments 4% extra
! direct from the leading Triumph agents: The
ier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [0627

i down secures C:S. Triumph, and 12 payments
£3/2/8.—Below.

!
down secures C.S. Triumph, lamps, horn, discs,

etc., and 12 payments £3/6/3.—Below.

I down secures C.S. Triumph, 1918 renovated,
and 12 payments £4/0/8.—Below,

1 down secures C.S. Triumph, 1918, renovated as
new, and 12 payments £4/18/7.—Below.

down secures C.S. Triumph, fitted with 1921
new gear box, beautiful condition, and 12 uav-
i £4^18/7.—Below. p y

secures 1921 C.S. Triumph. lamps, horn etc
and 12 payments £5/2/2—The Triumph Special!
Hackford Engineering Co., 33, Hackford Rd
on, S.W .9.

P5963
OSS, Effingham Square, is agent for the TrustvTriumph in Rotherham. [6203

18 countershaft Triumph, perfect; £48—24
Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [6525

1TJMPHS, all models; exchanges. Harry Nash
565, King St., Hammersmith. [6851
i.p. Triumph, 1911, in good condition; £20-
Bush, North St., Sudbury, Suffolk. [6519

BY Triumph, splendid condition. 1920 2 speeds-
£45 complete—Knox House, Tonbridge. [6316
i—3%h.p. Triumph, fine running order, lamps,
horn.—King. Egrove Farm, Oxford.

. [6208

18 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, in good con-
dition; £50.—Gifford, Overton, Hants. [6373

rE 1921 brand new Model H. £97; exchanges;
asy payments—Horfield Motors, Leamington Spa

I [6429
14 4h.p. Triumph and sidecar, complete, lamps
horn, etc.; £45.—Cross, Agent, Rotherham

[6205
ITJMPH 1919 4h.p., all on. tax paid, new con-
lition; £68.-53, Bedford Hill, Balham, S.W.

[6178
14 T.T. 4h.p. Triumph, excellent order; £40-
Fairhurst, Behind 68, Standishgate, Wigan.

[6488
[ITMrHS.—A fine assortment of all models in
stock at prices to suit all.—Ross. 86. High Ed

[5O20
8 c°"?tershaft Triumph, lovelv condition; £48—Hilher, 9, Wallingford Avenue, North Ken-" [6585

JusMinaswiNC

LEATHER
JERKINS

These leather jerkins are made from superior

quality tan leather. Very soft and pliable,

fleece lined and double stitched. They can be

worn either over or und r your overcoat.

These goods could not be produced, even on the

present slump prices, at less than 30/- each.

Stock is not large, and when cleared cannot be

repeated,

10/- each
Postage 1s. extra

RUBBER HIP BOOTS
rVtanufactured by
North British R il

Co., Ltd., etc.

; THESE
; GOODS
S ARE
; QUITE
: NEW AND
• NOT OLD
• SURPLUS
: STOCK.
: Sizes: 7,8,9,10,11,12.

] SENT ON 7
! DAYS APPROVAL
AGAINST

! REMITTANCE.

; "A BOON TO THE MOTOR CYCLIST

TplillflllllllJ

The Name.

ORDER THE

FU.TB
WtmfEEMBM

The Firm

WAY—

—

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE,

264-266, Vauxhall Bridge Rd.,

Victoria, S.W. 1.

Telephones :

Victoria 6553 and 6554*

mersmith

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1Q 2 Countershaft Triumph, fully equipped, perfect.
J-*/ condition; £65.—Fitt, near Pike's, Church St.,
Chelsea. r69 66

I Q13 3y2h.p. clutch model Triumph, tax paid, all

f-f on; £26, offer, exchanges.—187, Elm Ed., New
Maiden.

j-674s
"yRIUMPH, Senspray, Mubon, new, watertight,

Bosch, good order; £10.-76, Bailing Rd., Ham-
[6613

(COUNTERSHAFT Triumphs from £45 to £80;^ guaranteed [or 3 months.—33, Hackford Rd..
Brixton. [6964

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p., 3-speed Combination, £35.

—

28, Woodford Ed., Forest Gate. 'Phone: Strat-
ford 2598. [6805

"P.O.C.H. have 1922 Triumph Model H. in stock,
-«- also 1918 Combination.—5, Heath St., Hampstead.
(Near Tube.) [6411

1Q13 3-speed Triumph, splendid condition, £30; also
J-" 1913 clutch Triumph, £27.-185, Shernhall St..
Walthamstow. - [6797

TEIUMPH Combination, December, 1920, privately
owned, all on; £115. No dealers.—74, Baring

Ed., .Lee, S.E. [625S

TEIUMPH Junior " 1921," brand new, slightly
soiled; £58.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St.,

acton, London. [6752 .

TRIUMPH, believed 1918, C.S.. mechanically per-
fect, condition as- new, tax paid; £49.-1, Priory

Rd., Kew Green. [6614

"1Q19 4h.p. Triumph Combination. 3-speed, K.S..
-I-*' fullv equipped; £78; snip.—Ewers, Newton Ed.
Burton-on-Trent. [6540

TRIUMPH and R.34 Sidecar, nearly new tyres, fully
equipped, splendid condition; £80.—Paul, 167.

Sidwell St., Exeter. [6603

TRIUMPH 1911 3y2h.p., Bosch, mechanically per-
fect; must sell, £15. Letter first.—Collyer, Pen

[6382

Binks, lamps, horn, acces-
sories, any trial; £37/10.—Geach, Kenilworth,

Newburgh Rd., Acton. [6160

rose, Twyford, Berks.

"J Q 14 Triumph, clutch,

TRITJMPH Combination 1918,. excellent order, hood,
screen, all accessories; £65, genuine bargaiu.—70.

Baring Rd., Lee. Kent. [6815

"I Q 14 4h.p. 3-speed Triumph, beautiful order,
J-** £32/10.—28, Woodford Rd., Forest Gate.
Phone: Stratford 2598. - [6806

4h.p. Triumph 1914. T.T., 3-speed, clutch, splendid
condition, all on; £37.—G. Rawkins, 16a, Vic-

toria Rd., Clapham, S.W.4. [6285

TRIUMPH, 1913, clutch model, splendid engine; £40.—Butterworth Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton
Hill. Phone: Streatham 2813. [6577

BEST Bargain this week.—Triumph, 1914 sporting
coach Combination, tax paid, guaranteed perfect:

43 gns.—1. Priory Rd., Kew Green. [6653

TRIUMPH 1920, renovation by Triumph Co., fitted
sports sidecar, lamps and horn, excellent condi-

tion; 65 gns.—Below.

BABY Triumph 1921, Lucas lamps and horn, as
new, 41 gns.; exchanges or deferred payment.—

Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.
' [6896

TRIUMPH, 1919, countershaft, perfect condition,
fullv equipped, everv spare, low mileage, licensed

;

£65.—Chamberlain, High St., Epsom. [6502

LATE 1918 4h.p. countershaft Triumph, fully

equipped. excellent condition; £52/10.-436.
Whitehorse Ed., Thornton Heath, S.E. [6565

065.—Triumph Combination. C.S. engine, No. 48.4Q0.
o& engine and gears just overhauled, accessories, tax

paid 1922.— 8, High St., Wandsworth. [6535

19, Triumph, 4h.p , 3-speed Combination, speedo-

meter, screen, small mileage; £75.—Hillier, 9,

Wallingford Avenue, "North Kensington. [6586

'1 O 22 4h.p. model H Triumph, Semi T.T. handle-
i-a/ bars, not done 100 miles, absolutely perfect

condition; £96.—Tippen, Harden, Kent. [5746

1Q20 Baby Triumph, just overhauled, in excellent
lei condition, many accessories; £40, or nearest.—

Rees, 20, Kendal Av., Sanderstead, Surrey. [6278

1 Q20 Triumph-Gloria Combination, fully equipped
J-*/ and licensed, excellent condition, £95.-26,
Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton 1292. [6831

1 Q19 (October) Triumph, 4h.p., coachbuilt Com-
XtP bination. fullv equipped, excellent condition;

74 gns.—31, Nursery Row, Walworth, S.E.17. [5336

LONGMAN BROS., Bond St., Ealing. Telephone:
689 Official district agents.—All Triumph

models. Cash, exchange, or deterred payments. [5787

TRIUMPH-GLORIA 4h.p. Combination, " 1915,"

3-speed countershaft gear, thoroughly renovated;

£75 —Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London.
[6753

17 Triumph 4h.p. countershaft, in really nice

ndition, £52/10.-"
Phone: Hampstead 1353.

19 1

19 "
condition^ £52"/ 10.—Goad, 122, Maida'Vale.

(Private House Garage.l
[5978

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES TOR SALE,
triumph.

W.D. Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed Sturmey-Archer, from
Triumph's July, 1920, engine perfect condition;

exceptional, £68/10.—Stebbings, Attleborough, Nor-
folk. [6452

"J
Q21 Triumph " H," Lucas dynamo lighting,

J- *s licensed ; £103 ; exchange Sports Sunbeam.—
" Heatherlea," Grappenliall Rd., Stockconheath, War-
rington. [6802

TRIUMPH 1919, delivered 1920, 4h.p., countershaft,
footboards, touring bars, fully equipped, splendid

condition; 70 gns.—30, Crystal Palace Park Rd.,
Sydenham. [6619

1 Q 18-19 4h.p. Triumph Combination, new R.34
-L*/ sidecar, screen, lamps, beautiful condition,
guaranteed; £69 lowest.—37, Canterbury Rd., Dalston,
London, N.l. [6971

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p. Combination, new sidecar
and chassis, electric lamps, fully equipped, per-

fect order; 49 gns.—W. T. J., 4, Falmouth Rd.,
Borough, S.E. [6468

"J
Q20 Triumph Countershaft Sporting Combination,

A*' electric lamps, horn, speedometer, clock, new
tyres, belt, tax paid; £87/10.-24, Weston Park,
Crouch End, N.8. [6165

1Q13 Triumph 3y2h.pM free engine clutch, very
*- *-* reliable, good condition, tax paid, ride away

;

£55 , or nearest offer, secures.—W. A. Cronk, Bode-
cote, Banbury, Oxon. [6262

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p., decompressor model,' fitted
with new cylinder, crank pin, gudgeon pin, and

bushes; unused since; £14/10.—60, Baker St., Spark-
hill, Birmingham. - (D) [6822

TRIUMPH, Exchanges, all models supplied; also
four good 1916-18 Combinations (will separate)

;

£67-£75; all fully equipped.—Newnham Motors, 223,
Hammersmith Rd., London. [6769

TRIUMPHS.—We are the North London agents, and
can deliver irom stock for cash, deterred pay-

ments, or exchange.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, and
Woodside Parade, N. Finchlev f0382

"I Q17 Triumph, new condition, recently overhauled
A*/ and re-enamelled, cofeting £17, fully equipped;
48 gns. Would take good Douglas or 2^4h.p. J.A.P.
part.—15, Summerhill Rd., Dartiord. [6426

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1922
Triumphs 4h.p., all-chain models 3 _

speeds,

£115; 4h.p. chain and belt, £105; 2i,4h.p. 2-etroke
model, £65; 4h.p. combination, £145. Easy terms
and exchange. 'Phone : Holborn 5777. [69y6

BARGAIN.—Countershaft Triumph Combination,
Featherweight (sidecar, storm cover, Cowey horn,

all lamps, excellent condition, perfect order, £65.
(Exchange Douglas and cash.)—89, East Hill, Wands-
worth. - [6739

BARKER'S Motors can supply all Triumph 1922
models at list prices and give an insurance policy

against mechanical breakdown for 12 months free.

Cash, deferred, or exchanges.—194, Balham High Rd.,

S.W.12. [6420

£67 10s.—4h.p. Triumph Combination, late 1919,
just completely overhauled, condition guaranteed

perfect throughout, all accessories, Easting.—Lang-
ford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2 'Phone:
Hampstead 8616. [6564

"I Q18 4h.p. 3-speed Triumph, very smart, over 50
JL*/m.p.h., expensive lamps, Cowey speedometer and
born, seen any time; £58, or exchange A.B.C.—Fred
Leaphard, Bolton Hotel, 326, Earl's Court Rd., Ken-
sington, S.W.5. [6355

"I Q 20-21 Triumph and £52 Langford sidecar, electric
J-*7 lighting throughout, speedometer, horn, mirror,

screen, apron, mascots, etc., in practically brand new
condition, most elegant combination, only needs see-

ing ; £98.—Dental, 769, Romford Rd., Manor Park,
London. E. [6550

~| Q 21 Triumph H., under 2,000 miles, unpunctured,
-i-t7 special g'uards front and rear. Standard and
Richardo pistons, Malita electric lighting, Lucas horn,
Cowey sidecar and solo sprockets, sporting bars, licensed
1922, cost with accessories £150, any examination;
£110.—Offers, Box 8394, The Motor Cycle. [6332

"I Q21 Soiled Triumph Sports Combination, complete,
J-*' tax Dec, 1922, fully insured, smartest lot in
London, £120; 1920, perfect, as new, Gloria S/C,
fully equipped, tax paid, insured 100 gns.—Knight,
126, Upper Tooting Rd. 'Phone: Streatham 2390.

[0771

TRIUMPH Agents.—1922 models i-n stock. 4h.p.
belt and chain drive, £105; 4h.p. all-chain drive,

£115; 2»4h.p. 2-stroke, £65; 3y2h.p. fast roadster,
£120; in stock. Easy payment terms and exchanges
arranged.—Catalogues and full particulars from Her-
bert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge. [6776

Spare Parts

:

TRIUMPH Spares; immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [3615

TRIUMPH Spare Paits for all models, also Sturmev-
Archer gear parts from stock, post free. Gear

overhauls by specialist.—Jones' Garage, Broadway.
Muswell Hill, N.10. [0746

Afraid we were going to miss you
that time. This is to tell you
that we can supply any make of

motor cycle

FOR CASH,
ON EASY PAYMENTS,

or EXCHANGE.
In our showroom ready for despatch there

are 1922 samples of the

NORTON, RALEIGH,
VELOCETTE, B.S.A.,

INDIAN, F.N., VICTORIA,
SCOTT, LEVIS,

MARTINSYDE, QUADRANT,
MASSEY . ARRAN,
G.N. CYCLECARS.

Used Machines for Disposal.

1919 NORTON Big 4 and Millford

Sidecar, Easting, lamps. . £90
1921 NORTON Big 4 and Norton

de Luxe Sidecar, lamps. . 120
1921 NORTON 16 H. Solo. Done

300 miles . . . . . . 106
1921 NORTON 16 H. I.O.M.

Racer 90
1921 NORTON Big 4 engine in

16 H. frame . . . . 90
1 92 1 SUNBEAM 3 J Solo Sports

Model. All on .

.

. . 95
1920 SUNBEAM si Solo . . 90
1914 A.J.S. 6 H.P. Combination 75
1920 RUDGE 5 H.P. Combination 70
1920 WILKIN BLACKBURNE

4 H.P. Combination with
magdyno lighting . . 105

1918 DOUGLAS Combination

4 H.P 85
1921 VELOCETTE 2 speed . . 47

VICTOR HORSMAN LTD.
7 Mount Pleasant, Liverpool.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAL
Triumph.

Spare Parts

:

r|1RIUMPH Parts, 1904-21, every part in si L

J- or second-hand. Why not second-hand '

of new till prices drop? Half the price, sa J

guaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials.. (

repairs and renovations a speciality, under I

supervision of our proprietor, late with Trill

Premier cycle companies. Cylinder regrii
:

latest machinery.—Forfield Motors, Forfiel)
Leamington Spa-

Trump.
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Lond,

Trump-Jap, 2%h.p. engine; £60. Eal
and exchange.

TBUMP-J.A.P., 4h.p., 1913, 3-speed, clutch,

.

sidecar, long copper exhaust, speedomete

etc., condition good, fast, reliable, tax pa
appointment.—Horner, 213, Oxford Gardens,

|

Velocette.

22 Velocette.—Immediate delivery of ai

from Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Bin19
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-

Velocette models supplied on easy t€

exchange.

"I Q21 2 14h.p. Velocette, 2-speed, free engin
J-*} horn, tools, mileage 300, ' condition

E47/10.—King, 4, Willow Walk, Short St., C:

ORDER Your Velocette from G. H. Tucker,

Hill, Bristol, carriage paid to any addles

land; your mount taken in part payment f<

these wonderful machines.—'Phone : 4042 b

NEW Velocette, 1921 model, with internal e

brakes to both wheels, and other latest

ments at enormous reduction, 2-speed £55
£62, lady's open frame £55; carry makers 1

antee; easy payments only 4% extra.—Prem)

Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

Verus.

1 Q21 Verus 4h.p. Blackbume engine, 3-sj

At/ feet condition throughout, £78; or n

coach-built sidecar, £90.—Below.

1Q21 Verus -.a. p. Blackbume engine, 3-s

-l-t» discs, mechanical oil pump, equipped,

excellent; 63 gns.; exchanges or deferred ni

Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensu

Woofer.

WOOLER, Exchanges; unused 2%lh.p., sp<

gain; £55.—Newnham Motors, 223,

smith Rd., London.

1 Q20 Wooler.just overhauled, wants tun

J-*7 otter over £48; exchange considered;

R. Bartlett, Coleford, Glos.

WOOLER, 1920, chain drive, all accessorie

condition; £65, or exchange Scout mod
or 3%h.p. N.U.T.-Popplewell, 42, Lancas

Stroud Green, N.

Zenith.

ALLAN GRUZELIER, Specialist in Zenit

cycles.

TMMEDIATE delivery of all 1922 Models.

SECONDHAND models at rock bottom pric(

OHOP-SOILED models greatly reduced.

REPAIRS, overhauls, tuning, promptly exe

my repair depot and showroom.—K:
Wheatley's Garage, 4, The Pavement, (

Purley 1277.

LONDON Office: Ulster Chambers, 168, Re
Regent 205.

h.p. Zenith Combination, new March, 1921

£120.—Joy, Buxted.

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd , 139. New
minglmm, tor immediate delivery from

Zenith-Bradshaw ;
price £119.

QA-bore 1921 Zenith, good condition, fast

J7U tools; £95.—Smith, 45, Oxford Ro
Wycombe.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—

N

. Zenith-Bradshaw; £113. Easy terms,

change.

1 Q20 8h.p. Zenith Combination, handsom
X-tt fully equipped, £99.—28, Woodfo
Forest Gate. 'Phone : Stratford 2598.

ZENITH 1920 6 h.p. Sports, lamps, spet

horn, taxed 1922. new condition; £7C

7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.

£26.—Zenith, 4h.p. single, Grado gear,

enamelled and plated, stored 4 years, g

gain.—61, Grand Parade, Harringay.

8
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RmM

MANUFACTURERS'
SPECIAL OFFER.

Extraordinary Bargains

!

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

20 Zenith 2^ih.p. Flat Twin, bought August,
1921, D.A. lighting, as new; £60.—Letters,

liin, 14, York Grove, Peckham, 8.E.15. [6346

.C.H. have 1922 Zenith-Bradshaw, 3-speed. all

chain in stock, also 1918 8h.p. countershaft
nation.—5, Heath St , Hampstead. (Near Tube.)

[6412

\~ITH-BRADSHAW, Exchanges; all models sup-

plied ; slightly soiled belt, Bradshaw ; £99.—
ham Motors, 223, Hammersmith Rd., London.

[6771

19 8h.p. Zenith and Swan sporting sc, lamps,
speedometer, Klaxon, very good condition ; 75

-Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.
[6017

sITH 1920 (late) 6h.p. Sports, electric and Fallo-

lite lighting, mileage 3,000, speedometer, all

- perfect condition ; £75.—Robertson', 26, Jesus
'Cambridge. [6742

19-20 5h.p. Zenith Combination, new Canoelet
sidecar, Eastings, electric lighting, speedometer,
clutch, T.T. bars, guaranteed perfect; £110.—

,
Sudbury, Suffolk. [6490

*.*ITH. 5h.p., 1920 (late), and sporting Canoelet
sidecar, appearance and mechanical condition

:t; £69, or exchange Harley Combination.—328,
t 'Green Lane, Lewisham. [6546

s
TITH 1920 8h.p. countershaft, .Zenith sidecar,

mechanical condition perfect, 2 tyres practically

very fast, anv trial; £95.- -Colonial Motors, 104a,

ley Road. Hampstead 7822. [7006

JITH 1921 Countershaft, new type 5-6h.p. engine,

ivide tank, speedometer, horn, Lucas lamps, only

»w miles, £85.; 1920 Sh.p. combination, equipped,

-Chirk, 7, Exhitition Rd., S.W.7. L524 8

il Zenith Combination, 8h.p., countershaft, com-
plete with all accessories, only run a few miles,

r special finish, the whole looks new, £125.—
s, 14, Gt. Marlborough St., W.l. [6072

12 Zeniths, all models.—5h.p. J.A.P., counter-
shaft, £118; with sidecar, £147; immediate

ry; actual Show model in stock. Order early.

—

Eastern Garage, Heme Hill, S.E.24. [5841

!1 Sh.p. Zenith Combination, fully equipped and
insurance policy, little used, excellent con-

; £95.—James, 91, Abingdon Rd., Kensington
St. (appointment). 'Phone, Western 1344. [6605

'. countershaft Zenith Combination, Montgomery
sports sidecar, purple, electric light, speedometer,
accessory, mileage 500, unscratched. as new and
t; 92 gns.—Edgeworth House, Arlesey, Hitehin,

[6538

!2 Zenith-Bradshnw in stock for immediate de-

livery; £118; cash, exchange, or extended pay-
. -Allen-Bennett Motor Co., Ltd., 9-10-11, Royal
e, Locdon Rd.. West Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon

10734

;iTH 8h.p. Clutch Model, just overhauled at

:ost of £25, latest coioursf-new tyres, belt, etc.,

nteed perfect; solo, £55; with Millford sidecar,

w, £65.— S. E. Porter and Co., Whitchurch,
[6403

IKER'S Motors can supply 1922 Zeniths, all

icdels, at list prices, and give an insurance
against mechanical breakdown for 12 months
Cash deferred or exchanges.—194, Balham High
3.W.12. LJ416

:0 (Sept.), 6h.p. Sports Zenith-Binks, horn, leg
shields, mileage 6,500, 5-60 m.p.h., 80 m.p.g.,
belt, and condition perfect, new spare tyre and
£95 or near offer.—Cooke, 7, Trumpington St.,

ridge. [5766

IITH-GRADUA 1916 6h.p. Combination, coach-
milt sidecar, hood,, screen, luggage grid, spare
3 lamps, car generator, mechanical horn, perfect
55 gns.—35, Shepherd's Bush Rd., Hammer-
er "phone Museum 7286. [6511

Ladies' Motor Cycles.
LNK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-
mingham, distributing agents for the Lady's Ivy,
est of all ladies' machines; £62, complete. Send
;t. [0724

.OCETTE 1922 Models are fitted with clutch and
ick starter; write for particulars of the new
EL2 lady's open frame 2-speed, all-chain drive,
ck weatherproof finish, £65; the ideal lady's
-—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-

[6931

Miscellaneous.
.0 Clyno, £38; 1914 2%h.p. Douglas, £40.-
Box 8,300, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6002

OUNDING Bargains.—1921 350 c.c. Hobart-Jap,
pring frame, 3-speed, special engine, £57. New
[obart-Villiers, saddle tank, Sturmey 2-speed,
1, £50. New zy2 Hobart-Villiers, single gear,
I, £40. 1915 7/9 Indian, clutch, very fast, £38.

1 8 Rex-Blackburne Combination, spare wheel,
completely equipped, like new, 120 guineas.

3 Blackburne Sporting Combination, competition
ne, accessories, spare wheel, 105 guineas.
5 31*. flat twin Brough, Sturmey 3-speed, Mont-
gomery sidecar, £60.—Apply, Agent, 44,

soury Rd., Coventry. [6597

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adv
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desire

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

EST Bargain this week.—2-stroke, 2~;4h.p.,
Dunlops, perfect; £15.-1, Priory Rd.,

BEST Bargain this week.—2-stroke, 2';4h.p., new
Dunlops, perfect; £15.-1, Priory Rd., Kew

Green. [6652
WANDSWORTH .Motor Exchange.—Great Bargains

in Motor Cycles. Finest selection in London.

—

Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Buy your Motor Cycle from the
old-established firm. Backed by 24 years' ex-

perience. Satisfaction guaranteed.

WANDSWORTH.—Easy terms. The only firm to
give immediate delivery first deposit.

T\7"ANDSWORTH.—Triumph, 31
/!.fch'.p., magneto,

tax paid Dec. 31st, 1922.speeds, clutch
gns. Exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph, 3'/>h.p., magneto
spring forks, ready drive av,ay. Cheap 22 gns

Exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Premier fine coachbuilt Com
bination, 3V->h.p., 3 speeds, lamps, only 39 gns

Exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Minerva 7h.p. Twin, magneto, 2
speeds, powerful sidecar machine, 22 gns. Ex-

changes.

WANDSWORTH.—Rex Coachbuilt Combination,
5h.p. twin, magneto, Grado-gear, sacrifice 29

gns. Exchanges.

TJTANDSWORTH.

gns.

Vindic Combination, 3V-h.p.
magneto, 2 speeds, countershaft, kick, lamps, 26
Exchanges.

T.T.
speed.

sporting
counter-WANDSWORTH. — Charterlea

machine, 3 ]/:>h.p. magneto, 2
shaft, 25 gns. Exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—P. and M. Combination, 3%k.p.
magneto, 2 speeds, drive away, yours 39 "gns.

Exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Scott remodernised, twin, water-
cooled, runs splendidly, very fast, 39 gns. Ex-

changes.

TTTANDSWORTH.—Rudge Coachbuilt Combination,
»» 2 speeds, kick, lamps, newly enamelled, 45 gns.

Exchanges.

"\T7"ANDSWORTH.—F.N., magnificent machine,™~ 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, overhauled, newly
enamelled, plated, 59 gns. Exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Indian Coachbuilt Combination,
7h.p., twin, 3 speeds, spring frame, 59 gns. Ex-

changes.

WANDSWORTH.—Bat Coachbuilt Combination,
Sh.p., 3 speeds, spring frame, lamps, 55 gns.

Exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—1918 Triumph Gloria Combina
tion, 4h.p., 3 speeds, kick, lamps, 69 gns. Ex-

changes.

-Triumph Coachbuilt Combina-
3 speeds, lamps, very cheap, 49

WANDSWORTH.-
tion, 5M;h.p.,

gns. Exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Matchless Combination, 8h.p!
twin, 2 speeds, lamps, first cheque, 45 gns. Ex-

changes.

-F.N. fine Coachbuilt Combina-
2 speeds, kick, lamps, 49 gns.

WANDSWORTH.-
tion, 5-6h.p.,

Exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Vindic Combination, 3V>h.p., 2-

speed gearbox, kick, lamps, 26 gns. Exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Ariel 3y2h.p. magneto, "
good

tyres, ready drive away, 19 gns. Exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Matchless-Jap, twin magneto,
good tyres, runs splendidly, sacrifice, 23 gns.

Exchanges.

WANDSWORTH Exchanges.—Wandsworth Motor
Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth {Towu

Station). 'Phone: Latchmere 4686.
""

[6623

YOU Want a Machine.—I can put you In toucn
with the one you want.—Tonge, Holmesfield,

Sheffield. [6672

SMART lightweight, dropped frame, magneto, car-
buretter, wants .engine only; £5.—King, Egrove

Farm, Oxford. [6209

Imperial, 1916, 2-speed, splendid condition,
horn, etc., long exhaust, £28. Also

Humber, 1914, 3-speed, recently overhauled, lamps,
horn, etc. With tradesman's sidecar if required,
£40. Solo, £30.—Hilder, Sackville Rd., Bexhill.

[6677

F.O.C.H. for second-hand cycles, combinations, and
runabouts -.at bargain prices. Exchanges ar-

ranged. Any new cycles, combination, or car sup-
plied cash or deferred payments.—Fair Offer Car
House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead. (Near Tube.)
'Phone, Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including
Saturdays. [6415

TRIUMPH Combination, 1919; Burbery coach side-

car, Easting screen, fully equipped, tax paid, like

new, £75. 3Vj P. and M. Combination, 1919, in good
condition, £60. 7-9 Harley Combination, in good run-
ning order, £65. Rudge-Multi 5-6 Combination,
lamps, etc., in good running order, £45. Coventry-
Premier 3-wheeler, dickey seat, dynamo lighting, hood,
screen, done 1,100 miles, like new, _£185.—Hoyle,
Gratrix Lane, Sowerby Bridge. [6623
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

JONES Garage.—1920 2^h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, kick
start, h.b.c. clutch, absolutely perfect; £68.

JONES Garage.—1920 4Vi»h-P- Quadrant Combina-
tion, unscratched, all lamps, and Easting wind-

screen; £82/10.

JONES Garage.—Late 1919 3V2a.p., P. and M. Com-
bination, as new and in showroom condition, nut

W.D., fully equipped; £80.

JONES Garage.—1919 Spur-Villiers, 2-speed, not
used since March, 1920, absolutely perfect and

as new; sE40.

JONES Garage.—1918 James 2}ih.p. 2-stroke, 2
speed, fully equipped, in excellent order; £35.

JONES Garage.—1917 2%h.p. 2-speed Douglas, fully

equipped, thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed
perfect; £42/10.

JONES Garage.—1914 7-9h.p. 2-speed Indian, 2

almost new tyres, thoroughly overhauled and
guaranteed perfect; £40.

JONES.—1921 Matchless Combination, fully equipped,

M.A.G. engine, absolutely as new and perfect.
This week's special bargain, £130.

JONES.—1914 3y2Q-P- Humber Combination, fully

equipped, recently done up, a trustworthy pre-
war 'bus; £47/10.

JONES.—Triumph Combination, 3-speed, fully

equipped, year's tax paid ; £40. . A remarkable
offer to liven things up.

JONES Garage.—Full particulars of any of the above
machines will be sent you with the greatest o!

pleasure.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, London, N.10
[6001

BARGAINS.—New O.K.'s, Ariels, Harleys, Omegas
Quadrants; exchanges entertained. — Booth;

Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—1920 Matchless combination, detach
able wheels, £130/10/6; 6h.p. Zenith combina

tion, £49/10/6—Booths' Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—1917 Allon, 3-speed gear, clutch, kick
starter, lamps, speedometer, £42/10/6.—Booths

Motories.

OOTHS' Bargains,—1920 Sun, 2 speeds, clutch,
£39/10/6; 4-cyl. F.N., 2 speeds, £22/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—Harley-Davidson combination,
mileage 300, £139/10/6; free engine Triumph,

£22/10/6.
BOOTHS' Bargains.—1920 Wooler, £49/19/6; 3h.p

2-speed Enfield. £29/10/6. ,

BOOTHS' Bargains.—8h.p. Premier combination,
£49/10/6; 1914 Phelon and Moore, £35/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—Matchless combination, 3-

"peed, countershaft, £69/10/6; 1920 3¥>h.p.

Ariel, £69/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—4h:p. Douglas's, £55/10/6;
another, £59/10/6 ; 1914 4b. p. Douglas com-

bination, electric, £85/19/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—1920 8h.p. Tamplin, £79/10/6;
1920 Morgan De Luxe, £165/10/6, cost

£250/10; nearly new Ariel combination, £85/10/6;
new 3V;»h.p. 3-speed Ariel, £87/10/6; new 4y2h.p.
Quadrant combination, £100; several others, cheap;
push cycles taken exchange.—Booths' Motories, Port
land Place, Halifax. 'Phone: 1062. [5146

ALLBER Garage, Thornsett Rd., Earlsfleld, London,
S.W. (opposite Earlsfleld Station, L.S.W. Ry.jV

'Phone: Latchmere 4388. Easy terms, no extra
charge where a fair amount is deposited ; immediate
delivery, no inquiries; satisfaction our motto.

ALLBEft.—James 2-stroke, 1919, 2-speeds, all acces-

sories, in good order, a bargain, £35.

ALLBER.—Sun-Villiers, 1916, 2%h.p., all acces-
sories, in good order, £25.

ALLBER.—1919 Douglas 4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch,
kick-starter, new tyres, all accessories, in splen-

did condition, £58.

ALLBER.—1918 P. and M., 2 speeds, kick-starter,
nearly new tyres, all accessories, in good order,

£37/10.

ALLBER.—1916 Calthorpe-Japt 2 l/L>h.p., 2 speeds,
complete with lamps, etc., in good order, £28.

ALLBER.—1914 B.S.A., 3y2h.p., 2 speeds, clutch,
all accessories, in excellent condition, £32.

ALLBER.—Levis, 1916, 2 14h.p., 2 speeds, all acces-
sories, good tyres, £32.

A LLBER.—1914 Humber Combination," 4h.p., 3

i\ speeds, clutch, kick-starter, coach sidecar, ad
lamps, horn etc., in beautiful condition, new tyres,

£42.
A LLBER-—1918 P. and M. Combination, 3V*h.p., 2

XT. speeds, clutch, kick-starter, coach sidecar, all

accessories, complete, and in good condition, £48.

ALLBER.—1920 Henderson Combination, dynamo
lighting, speedometer, 2 horns, Grindlay De Luxe

spring-wheel sidecar, aluminium front, adjustable wind
screen, rear carrier box, storm apron and side curtain,

kit of tools, etc., absolutely as j, new outfit, £140.
tax paid.

ALLBER.—1921 Martinsyde Combination, 6h.p„
Screenlight electric lighting set, Stewart speedo-

meter, horn, windscreen, apron, etc., little used, beau-
tiful combination, in new condition. £105. [6635

A ,> Ml letters relating to advertisements
Motor Cycles

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting

Sets.

manufacturers of
Accessories. Patents. Specialities.

GENUINE HELLESHN DRY BATTERIES

Cau Tyre Sheathed
Cable.

Fig. 226Twin,l/6 yd.
Fig. 228 Single, 1/- yd.

H.A.H.
fccuie Card Holder

Workshop Flex.

Fig. 240 Twin, 6d. yi
Fig. 24r Single, 4d. yd

Fig. 160.

Frice 11/6 each.

Fig. 150. tlS- 395- Fig. 161.

Price 9/6 each. Price 6/- each. Price 9/6 each

Postage extra on the above.

A. H. HUNT, Ltd.,
I..A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road. CROYDON, Eng.
Telephone

—

Telegrams-—
Croydon 2225. 'Keyage. Croydon.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Miscellaneous.

^ENITH Single Combination, Grado gear
R

£2
Hal], Ilult

i63

^ Douglas, good order, £17.—H.
Grove, North Finchley. London.

HALIFAX.—50 Second-hand Machines and Co:

binations; keen exchanges; get list.—Halii;

Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.

BUNTING'S Buy, Sell, or Exchange any make
motor cycle. State your requirements. We unu<

take to do your business and give you satisfactic

instance immaterial.—Bunting's Motor Exchani

Wealdstone. I69

W E

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

ALWAYS Buy

SOLOS, combinations, cycle cars. II in town, wnl
'phone, or call. If country, send to Lond<

terminus. We collect free and send best cash offer.

W. T. Dunn. Ltd.. 326. Euston Rd., London. Musen
5391. [03:

r~<ASH.

"V^AITING

COMBINATION or Solo, cny make, any quantii

Best prices given—Write, 'phone, or call, r. *i

B. Motor Co., Ltd., 372, Euston Rd. Museum 658

wE ARE

VCTUAL BUYERS.

PLEASE offer us your Motor Cycle or Combinatio

We pay cash on sight. Write, 'phone, or call-

Percy & Co., 314-316, Euston Rd., N.W.I. Museu

1337. t59!

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent plai

for disposing oi motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a cai

offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will he sure of

good cheque if you sell your machine at tanner

Garage.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of mi

have sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality 1

motor cycles in the weekly auction sale evei

Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage charge

incurred until 7 days' notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect macluni

from any London railway station. The auctic

sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash offer not a

cepted machine can be included in Auction Sa

held every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fix the price al

we do the rest.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms : Selling cm
mission Vk% not chargeable unless machine

sold. If no sale a nominal auction lee is onaigeo

for motor cars, 20/-; motor cvcles under £50 valu

5/-- ditto over £50 value, 10/-. When we effect

sale these charges are cancelled and commissi!

charged.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogue free. Te]

phone: 208 Streatham. Telegrams: '

Garage, Tooting.

A .B.C., Scott-James Solo, recent, cheap,

iV 22, Millholme Terrace, Carlisle.

SOUND Douglas, modern; cheap for

Jackson Rd., East Barnet, Herts.

ANTED, late model Combination,
Box 8395, c/o The Motor Cycle.

Palmei
[64i

cash.—

(

[671

cash.—
[70

private

[63w
OLD Motor Cycle Wanted, cheap for cash.—C. -

Franklin, Swinford, Eynsham, Oxon. [65

WANTED, Enfield Combination, not earlier th;.

1916.-27, Dorset Place, Weymouth. [66

WANTED, Solo or Combination, cheap, late mod
—Box 8412, c/o The Motor Cycle. [68

MOTOR Cycle and cash for 1916 4-eylinder 2-sea

Bebe Peugeot.—1, Saxons, Weybridge. [56

WANTED, lightweight, cheap, cash waiting.—;

Albert Cottages, Marlborough Rd., S.E.I. [70!

WANTED, Cheap Motor Bike, about £10, nnmi.

order.—Bos 8411, c/o The Motor Cycle. [68'

two-stroke or Douglas 2% or 4h.

-61, Grand Parade, Harringay. [66
WANTED,

cheap.-WANTED, motor cycle, any condition; cheap
|

cash.—61, Grand Parade, Harringay, N. [41d

Motor Cycles for cash or exchange
Bond St., Ealing. Telephoi

689. l5
'<

WANTED, Motor Cycles, Indians, repairs no ob:

tion.—Hipperson, 17, Heatnn Rd., Mitcham
[6!

WANTED,
Longman Bros

snould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
L 25ih.p. 3-speed Douglas wanted.—Particulars.
5, Cleeve Hill View, Swindon Rd., Cheltenham.

[6185

NTED, good Solo or Combination, reasonable.

—

tlosedale, 30, Canterbury Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6.
[6504

MIER, S'/ijh.p., 3-speed, good condition, cheap
r cash.—Hudson, 56, Gordon Rd., Ealing, (D)

[6313
NTED, W.D. Triumph or parts; cheap.—Write,
Houchin, 14, York Grove, Peckham. S.E.15.

"

[6349
NTED, 3»&h.p. Sunbeam solo or combination,
reasonable price.—Xing, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

[6210
tVTED, F.N. Lightweights, shaft drive, cash,--
Vandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebrier St., Wands-

NTTED. Red Indians, Harley-Davidsons.—Wands-
rorth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth.
Station.) [6624

Clyno, 1915, W.D. Model, condition immaterial
sound.—R. Skipper, Great Rvburgh, Fakenham.

[6687
NTED, Good Modern Solo for cash, must be
cheap; after 4 p.m.—4, Elm Gardens, Hammer-

[6661

)ERN Solos or Combinations for cash;
.highest prices paid.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd.,

[6913
VTED, good modern solo or combination; £40-
£50, London district.—Box 8,440, c/o The
Cycle. [7036

NTED. Henderson 4-cyl.jwith countershaft gear
box. cheap for cash.—Robinson, Rectory Lane,
d, Surrey. [6259
NTED, Second-hand 2%h.p. A.J.S. or Coupon
1, cheap for cash.—W. R. T., 16, Thorpe-Lea
eterborough. [6473
N
TTED, 1920 or 1921 Solo Motor Cycle, 2^-
h.p.—Particulars to Jeffries, 6, Kvverdale Rd.,
Newington, N. [6522

S on sight. Solos and Combinations, late
lodels; no fancy prices.—37, Canterbury Rd.,
1, London, N.l. [6973

tfTED, 1921 6-8h.rj. Combination, must be inter-
changeable, first-class make.—State lowest cash,
is Co., Chorley, .Lanes. [6192

NTED, Motor Cycles and Combinations; any
;ondition ; must be cheap for cash.—R. Watson,
a Rd., Aldebnrgh, Suffolk. [5714

NTED, Second-hand Morgans, Rovers, and
G.N.'s, in good condition.—Rey*s, of Euston Rd.
34). 'Phone, Museum 6436. [6745

LMPH Combination Wanted, not earlier 1917,
>od mechanical condition ; state price.—Write,
, Sunnyvale, Woodford Green. [6460

STED, Triumph Sporting Model, 1920-21,
turmey-Archer 3-speed, 4h.p., good condition.

—

Vaeldie, Dyffryn, Merioneth, Wales. [6155

'ATE Owners.—£45 offered. Solo, 3 speeds esseri-

il, no» earlier 1918; private purchaser.—Full
liars, Box 8410, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6865

*TED, good modern 2-speed lightweight, 2-stroke
preferred; about £25. Cash waiting.—Adver-
, Guildford Rd., Pendleton, Manchester. [7021

1TED.—Motor cycles, any condition. Cash paid
m signt. Call, write, or 'phone.—28, Wood-
d., Forest Gate. 'Phone : Stratford 2598.

[6813

\*TED, machines to sell on our commission
basis. Call or write, we only charge 5 per
No sale no charge.—Victory Garages, Denmark
amberwell. [6357

i Waiting; solo and combinations, good prices
ven.—Write, 'phone, or call, Edwards, 50, Har-
Rd., South Kensington. 'Phone : Ken. 3709.

- [0604
S
TTED, good Combination ; not over £ 1 00, or
less; immediate cash.—Write or 'phone Ilford

Motorist, 769, Romford Rd., Manor Park,
i, E. [5844

ITED, ypur motor cycle or combination. We nre
livers. Full market price given and cash paid on
ot. Write, call, or 'phone Museum 5938.—J.
and Co., Motor Agents, Ltd., 52-54, Hampstead
.W.l. [0768

JTED, Motor Cycles, any make, any condition,
ot earlier than 1914 ; best prices paid ; spot
£ast Barnet Motor Repair Works, Cat Hill,
arnet, Herts. [66ii7

•JTED, 1919 or later T.T. Norton, direct belt
drive, with Philipson, any distance, deposit^
1 district preferred; reasonable price. —Bloom-
9, Ashleigh Rd., Mortlake. [6843

[ on Sight for new and second-hand motor cycles
id combinations, any make or condition.—Call
•r 'phone, Short and Glass, Ltd., 485-493, Upper
nd Rd., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone: Richmond
nd 2363. [O372

PHILIPsors
PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
AND GEAR COMBINED.

Philipson's
Latest

!

GOVERNOR PULLEY AND
VARIABLE GEAR COM-
BINED WITH FLY WHEEL
for all two-stroke engines.
The Lightest, Speediest, and
Simplest Gear on the market
for direct belt-driven 2-stroke

and 4-stroke engines.

ONLY adds 2 lb. (approx.) to the
weight of a 2-stroke machine, and 6 lb.

(approx.) to the weight ot a 4-stroke
machine.

During the past week we have
fitted the following machines:

2-stroke.

LEVIS,
O.K.,
CALTHORPE,
VILLIERS,

etc.

4-stroke .

TRIUMPH,
NORTON,
ROVER,
SINGER,
COULSON-
BLACKBURNE

We are now in a position to supply
the Philipson Pulley to fit J.A.P.
engines without any alteration to
the machine or " staggering " of
the engine.

Our Fly»heel Governor converts a
single-speed 2-strpkeinto aspeed model— i)ie lightest speed model on the market!

THE ONLY GEAR WITH
NO END THRUST.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Send for Illustrated Booklet. .

No gear box friction.
No grinding noises.
No wheels or pinions
to chew up.

What is your make ? Writs

REDUCED Ol 7 ft Carriage
PRICE ~' * v PalHPaid.

Philipson & Co., Ltd.,
Astley Bridge, BOLTON, Lanes.

(Established over 50 years.)

'Grams : ''Safety, Bolton." 'Phone: 147 Eagle?

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
WfANTED, &°°d modern Motor Cycles, solo or
»' combination, in part exchange 'lor 8h.p. Rover

or other light car. Best prices allowed, extended pay-
ments arranged.—Vivian Hardie & Lane, Ltd. 23/24
Woodstock St. (oft Blenheim St.), Bond St., W.l'
'Phone : Mayfair 6559. [0772

OEND your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and•J
,

Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Ca»h
offer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearer
station, Wimbledon. We will collect from any London
station. Machine can be included in auction ^ale ii
desired.—Sole address, Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [6011

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
KINGSBURY Scooter and Spare Parts.—3, Kendalls

Mews, Blandiord St., W.l. [5499

"ORAND new Autoped Scooter, dynamo lighting,
*-* IVsn-P.; bargain, £12/10 each.—Percy and Co.,
314-316, Euston Rd. . [5996

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
AUTO-WHEEL and gent.'s evele; £12/10 or nearest.

Good condition.—NuttaU's, 39, Colenso St., West
Hartlepool. [6238

YOUNG attachment, new, ready for fixing to cycle:
£14/10.—Write, Clarke, 10, Silver St., W.C.I.

[6275

"I Q21 Simplex Attachment, perfect mechanical con-
J-*J (Ution; £10.—37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton.

[6637a

YOUNG Attachment, special cycle, nearly new,
good running order; £24 or nearest.—Edwd. Fur-

long, Stapleford Tawney, Romford, Essex. [6309

£18/10, Chater-Lea Tandem and Walt Auto Wheel,
expert examination invited, 3-speed, lamps, etc.

—

Speechley, 86, Churchfield Rd., Acton, W.3. [6617

"I 021 Auto Wheel de Luxe, done 700 miles, abso-
Xi/ lutely spotless condition throughout, guaran-
teed perfect order, C.A.V. magneto; approval; £12.

—

Blockey, Shadwell, Leeds. [6337

I O- I Young Motor Attachment and first-class Bi-
J-*J cycle, as new, mileage under 10, fast and
powerful; £24.—East Barnet Motor Repair Works, Cat
Hill, East Barnet, Herts. [6626

AUTO Wheel.—Latest model de luxe, £12, or with
gent's 22in. frame Lea Francis cycle, dynamo set

all complete; £18.—Butterworth Garage, 64, Mill
Lane, Brixton Hill. 'Phone: Streatham 2813. [6576

HOODS. WIND SCREENS, ETC.
HERCULES Hoods and Aprons. Write lor list.—

Hercules Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters Rd., Totten-
ham. [3230

RENNOC Co.—We are actual manufacturers of hoods,
screens, and aprons. Send for li6t. — Renntic

Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marlborough Rd., Upper Hollowav,
N.19. (2321

BENT Hoops, hood fittings, straps, turnbuttons,
twills, etc. ; hardwood polished wind screens,

27/6—Henry Jones, 778, High Rd., Tottenham, Lon-
don. [3772

ROBINI MANFC. CO.—The " Bower " adjustable
windscreen with coverall apron; 30/-, carriage

paid.—Robini Manfc. Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brix-
ton, S.W. Phone, Brixton 1585. [6829

BODIES.
TWO-SEATER body, fitted with screen; £9/10.—

Edwardes, 277, Camberwell Rd., S.E. [6679

RENNOO Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacturers, 35
models, also several clearance, cheap to clear.

RENNOO Co. specialise in repairs, repainting, and
upholstering.—Rennoc Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marl-

borough Rd., Upper Holloway, N.19. [2320

BASTONES for Sidecar Bodies, all latest models in
stock from £4.-228, Pentonville Rd., King's

Cross, London, N.l. [5131

HALIFAX.—New Perfection coach-built sidecar
bodies; £5.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton

St., Halifax. [6934

VENUS Step Bodies, for old type chassis, 15 models
in stock; catalogues ready.—Venus Sidecar Co.,

694, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. [4520

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, first-

class finish ; have a few coachbuilt bodies, clear-
ance lines from £5 each ; extra good value. — The
Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester. [0336

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.

—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., estabUshed designers
to the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when
designing new ideas.— 20, Tudor St., London, E.C.4.

[0004

WONDERFUL bargains in bodies, shop-soiled, with
aprons, £6/10; write for catalogue. Large num-

ber of second-hand. Millford 2-seater body, £6/10;
we re-paint, repair, and upholster bodies; low prices;
carriage extra. See chassis column.—Robini Manfc.
Co... 1 and 3 Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W. 'Phone,
Brixton 1585. [6827

All lette-s relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A39
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BODIES.
COBB-SPEEDMAN Sidecar Bodies will bear com-

parison with^ other makes at twice the price.

They are more handsome, stronger, lighter, and more
comfortable. Don't be persuaded into paying a big
price wlieu you can buy the best from £2/12/6, car-

riage paid.—Carlton Sidecars, 18, Midland Rd., Carl-
ton, Nottingham. [6520

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s

^ANDHAM the smartest Etdecar specialists

8ASfDUM Sidecars.—Our pre-war prices were the talk

of the show; £14 to £50. "Write for new catalogue.

SANDTJH (V-shaped) Wind Screen, a hood, screen,

and apron; £2/15 and £3/18. Write for list.

SANDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen.—Our South London
agent writes: "An instantaneous success; sold

out ; send further supply." Agents, get in touch with us.

SANDHA1I Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
Rd.. W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3127. [0019

BASTONES for Sidecars, no better or cheaper house.

All latest models in stock.

BASTONES.—Lightweight sidecars complete, to fit

any machine; £12/18/6.

BASTONES. — Sports model sidecar, complete,
£17/10; several other models in stock, including

tandem, all at low prices.

BASTONES.—Distributing agents for the famous
Montgomery sidecars, all the latest 1922 models

in stock; lightweight model £17/10, Model No. 3
£19/10, Sports model £23/10, tradesman's carrier
model £23/10, Model No. 2 £24/10, Model No. 1

£28/10, Model de Luxe £34/10, tandem model £30.

BASTONES—Whitley 1922 sports model in stock,
£25.

BASTONES for Sidecar Chassis, underslung £7/19/6,
tandem chassis £14/10, auxiliary arms 14/-.—

228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l.
'Phone ; 2481 North. 'Grams ; Bastones, London.

[5132
TRITUBE Sidecars are most unique. Scientincauy

designed, made of finest materials.

TRITUBE Chassis, constructed of steel lugs, straight
steel tubes, with welded joints.

TRITUBE Sidecars are light. Supplied with eithei
sporting or touring coachbuilt bodies.

TRITUBE Sidecars. One price, £15/10. Write for
booklet.—Davis Bros., Church St., Rickmansworth.

'Phone : 5. [1331

SIDECAR.—Montegomery coach-built, off 7-9h.p.
Thor; £8 10s.—17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [6559

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are
guaranteed 3 years.

"VflDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis lor
J.'-!- high-powered machines : Zenith, Harleys. Indians.
New Imperials, Sunbeam, Blackburnes, etc.

INDIANS with kick starter on left present no diffi
culty with Middleton's special model.

lYTIDpLETON'S specialise in frame repairs of all
J-'J- kinds. Twisted motor cycle frames and fork-
promptly corrected.

CECOND-HANDS of various makes for sale. Youi
*~> old sidecar taken in part exchange.

TITIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not onlyxu. safer and more comfortable, but are faster on
bad roads than ngids. They give to the bumps, not
bash into them.
TyriDDLETON'S London's oldest established eiderai

n
I

S>
a
j
er

|f-
wholesa ' e

.
retail, and export, 27. Stroud

,
n

o„ ' Flnsburr Park (near Tube). 'Phone: Horn-
sey 1584.

s
R

[0522WAN Sidecar, complete, hardly used- £17/17 _
Grimes' Garage, 18, Bruton Place, W.l. [6184
ENNOC Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens, largest

stock m London, actual manufacturers through-
out. Send for our catalogue, 32 pages. 80 illustrations.

PHCENIX Sidecars.-All spare parts In stock by theRenuoc Sidecar Co.

"R
E ™NP? Sidei?" ?°- SD<!<*iMse in sidecars for Indian

deUver
left-hand kick starters, and can

RENNOC Co. have 50 second-hand and clearance
sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear at knock-

out prices. Note: Write for special clearance list.

RENNOO Co. have the finest selection of complete
sidecars in the trade.

RENNOO Co. undertake repairs to any make of side-
car; repainting and reupholstering a speciality

RENNOO Co. have in stock sidecars to fit all makes
English and American.

RENNOO Co. again a6k you to send for their
catalogue, the most comprehensive issued by any

fanufactlirers.

>ENJT0C Motors, Ltd., 155a. Marlborough Rd.. Upper
ti Holloway, N.19. 'Phone: Hornsey 1589. [2319
GLORIA coachbuilt Sidecar, off Triumph, complete;

£7.—Steed, Becking Church St., Braintree.
[6515
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An Opportunity for

Enterprising Agents.

Insurance

Policies

IMPORTANT
AGENCY
XTENSION

SERVICE to your clients

should include the best

and most reliable Motor
Cycle Insurance Agency it is

possible to obtain.

The Policies you recommend should
carry a name that inspires confidence
and gives an assurance of prompt
and generous settlement of claims.

From your own point of view it is

desirable that you should represent
a company that enjoys the highest
reputation among the motoring
public, and be able to offer policies

that are known to give complete and
comprehensive cover.

An extension of the Agency and
Service arrangements for " The
Motor Cycle " policies is now being
made, and applications are invited
from agents who realise the value
of specialised experience and the
importance of maintaining the
goodwill of their clients.

Here is your opportunity of handling
policies that every motor cycUst knows
and the value of which he fully

appreciates.

WRITE TO-DAY FOR
FULL PARTICULARS.

Address—Agency Dept.,

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

Head Office :

77, Cheapside, London, E.C.2.
Telephone: City g83i and 9832.

Telegrams: " Autoinsure, Cent. London."

niaiMiiigiitifciBDii ui >«iiaieuieiiiii,i;

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
BOOTHS Bargains.—Coachbuilt. chassisless sid

£7/10/6; Gloria cane, spring wheel, £6'/}'
Hercules coach, £3/10/6.

BOOTHS Bargains.—Shop-soiled £27/10 sidecar,
Triumph, B.S.A., £18/15; cane sidecar, £5/1

BOOTHS Motories.—Ruby coach sidecar, £9/li
new large size coach bodies, locker under

£6/19/6.—Booths Motories, Portland Place, Halii

[!

IDECAR chassis, good order, requires connei
arms; 45/-.— 1, Bellingham Terrace, Catford,8

HALIFAX.—New Perfection Coach Side
£12/ 10.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Hal

[I

FOLDING Sidecar, by Hopley, 1921 model, cond
Al; £16.-418 Romford Rd., Forest Gate,

[

X? K-—Watsonian, wicker, lightweight, comply
dm/tJ Letters to Bartlett, 11, Albemarle, Beckenl
Kent.

CANOELET 1920 Touring Sidecar,
offer over £20 secures.

—
' Rosslyn,

Cheam.

H

new;
Devon

['

ALIFAX-—New Swan and Milford de Luxe Sidi

for Harley and American X.—Motor Exchs

[

ilso a

Conin|
- i

Irom 8
Ebner

[

Horton St., Halifax.

LIGHTWEIGHT Sidecars, £12/10; '

bodies at low prices.—Stock,, 107,
Rd., Shepherd's Bush.

l.Q BEAUTIFUL Coach-built Sidecars;
A/W —Wandsworth Motor Exchange,

.

Wandswortn. _ (Towji Station.)

GROSVENOR Sidecars.—Our special sports mod I

very suitable tor use with fast sporting b

;

distinctive design and quality; £15.—Grosvenor J

-

Co., Bradford St., Bolton. [£

SIDECAR.—Have a, Hopley folding sidecar. \i
garage worry : nd expense. Attached to i S

will go through passage 28m. Tandem and s

bodies fitted.—Hopley.

FOLDING Sidecar.—When ordering your no
specify a Hopley folder. Suits motors u- 1

lOh.p. Can be changed from pleasure to commiU
in few seconds. Detachable wheels can be fi \

Tested 7 years.—Hopley, Upper Highgate St. Birrg
bam.

PROJECTILE-SHAPED sidecar, light and' s

J

connections; £6.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxfo

II

RENNOC Chassis, 28x3 enclosed wheel, com I

springs, all connections, fit Harley; £6.—Ha 3

64, Fleet St., Swindon.

B.S.A. No. 2 Sidecars, brand new, slightly s< i

at greatly reduced prices.—Eagles and Co., 5

High St., Acton, London.

NEW Sheet-metal Sidecar, mileage 50, listed £37 );

sell £15 ; evenings.—120, Marlborough I s

Walton St., Chelsea, S.W.3.

A.B.C.-SWAN sports, painted aluminium, elijs

lamp, screen, apron, good condition; £ B
Apply, Baker, Ivydene, Bexley.

ZENITH-Millford chassis, enclosed wheel, com e

£7/10; Clyno chassis, and new fittings, £5/

-

DeCort and Flynn, 39, Essex Rd., London, N.l.
,
W

£5 for a complete renovated Douglas under: ig

chassis, all springs and arms, wheel, etc., t-

able for any maks of maehine to order.—Old Man P,

19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W
re

WILLOWBROOK Royal Leicester Sideears, sni *t

designs, first-class finish; prices from 17 i&

Write for catalogue. Repairs undertaken, hoods, ui

seieens, etc.—The Willowbrook Motor Co., Leices'
35

HENDERSON Sidecar, complete, in excellent n-

dition, light type; £8/10. Many other barf s;

come and see our stock.—Light Car and Motor kj

Engineering Co., Ltd., 26, Tulse Hill, Brixtoi
'

minute from Brixton Skating Rink). 'Phone: 1
ton 1292.

FURTHER Reductions.—Underslung chassis 1*

plete, new tyre and tube, shop-soiled body, »
ail apron, £13/10; P. and M. chassis, new tyr

tube, new bulbous back body, complete; £12.-1 D

Manfc. Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton,
'Phone, Brixton 1585.

PARAGON (patents Folding Sidecar sa vee it

has 7 years to its credit, and has proved ;&l

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of .motor >«.

and, when folded, combination will pass tliron •

30in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—WiV?k

Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I.

SIDECARS ! Sidecars ! Several Secondhand (

built Sidecars from £7/10. Brand New ( aj-

built Sidecars with bulbous backs and complete rtb

aprons; a first-class job; not cheap and I Sfc

£17/10. Brand New Sidecars, coachbuilt, from ft
These are really wonderful value. We have two 0(

ford spring wheel sidecars, 5-point attachments, 4t

bulbous backs with Picnic cases, completely fHtetM
all utensils, most elaborately finished, complete i j»
Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, London, N.10.

a_io All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
>EY'S, of Euston Rd. (Nos. 378-384) have the
it following in stock:—

I
ORGANS, all models; also second-hand de Luxe
and Grand Prixs, in good condition.

iOVENTRY-RREMIER, 1922, 4-wheeler model,
' £250; one shop-soiled only, £220.

OVER, 8h.p. Model, £220; one second-hand, good
,t condition, £165.

jl.N.'s, all Models; also 1920, with dynamo, verv
f good order, £132/10; one 1921, £147/10.
EXCHANGES or deferred payments arranged,
k 'Phone, Museum 6436. [6743
IGHT Car, front axle, wheels, brakes, and springs;

i £3.-31, Silyer St., Enfield. [6891
[EDELIA.—The new 1922 model, 8-10h.p„ with
;' air-cooled or water-cooied engine.

• EDELIA.^Air-cooled model, £185; water-cooled
» model, £195. Immediate deliveries. Trial runs
e.

• EDELIA.—Catalogues free from L. N. Palmer, sole
* concessionaire for the British Empire, Palm-jr's
,rage, Tooting. [6439
i 110.—Grand Prix Morgan, 1915, any trial.—166,
) Dunstable Rd., Luton, Beds. [6298

'i/AUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—5-6h.p.
f Carden Monocar; £50. [6999

TATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1922
'.' G.N.'s. Easy terms and exchange. [7000

[ORGAN W.C.. fully equipped, speedometer, watch,
. any trial; £80.-1, Othello St., Liverpool. [6399

GARDEN 1921 2-seater, as new, equipped.—Par-
I ticulars, offers, 40, Cornwallis Rd., Maidstone.

[6282

rORGAN, air-cooled, fully equipped, any trial;

X £77/10.—Inman, Durham Rd., Seaforth, Liver-

l], [6398

)21, Morgan do luxe, M.A.G., W.C., as new

;

£140.—Hillier, 9, Wallingford Avenue, North
isington. . [6591

fORGAN water-cooled Jap; hood, screen, lamps,
! tools; any trial, £80.—Inman, Durham Rd., Sea-
th, Liverpool. [5762

RAND Prize Morgan, like new, licence paid for
year; £135; trial any time.—E. A. Cobb, High

I, Potters Bar. [6466

[ORGAN.—The latest 1922 standard model, £150.
i- Immediate delivery from stock.—Marston, 31,
tlge St., Chester. [6759

"ORGANS, G.N.'s, and Rovers, second-hand, several
8- in stock.—Rey's, of Euston Rd. (378-384).
'one, Museum 6436. [6744

120 2-seater Graham White Cyclecar, electric light.
>' splendid order; £50.—Dunn's, 326, Euston Rd.,
w.l. 'Phone, Museum 5391. [7012

[TATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London—Rover light

]
cars; £220; fully equipped. Easy, terms or ex-

!uge. List on application. [7001

ILERIOT-WH1PPET, 1920 (late), recently painted.
\ splendid condition, lamps, horn, etc; bargain,
5.-Hilder, Sackville Rd.. Bexhill. [6350

AMPLIN, 1920, run 6 months, new tyres and belt,
* licensed March, engineer owned, any trial; £80.

—

IC., 26, Queen St., Ashford, Kent. [6299

['OVER. 8h.p.—Your motor cycle taken in part
I exchange for new models.—Agents, R. B. Clark
Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [6914

TORGAN-DE-LTJXE, 1920, Jap, little used, fully

\ equipped, disc wheels, spare chains; £140.-—
I'd, Victoria Terrace, Leamington Spa. [6539

In. 1920 dynamo lighting model, little used,
'.guaranteed; 129 gns.; cash or exchange.—Long-
\ Bros., Bond St., Ealing. Telephone : 689. [5794

LIFFORD WILSON Mfg. "Co., have in stock, new
j 1922 Morgan Popular Model, £150.—177, West-
ister Bridge Rd., S.E.I. Tel : Hop 210. [6634

fATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1922
<i Morgans supplied on easy terms or exchange.
bne : Holborn 5777. List on application. [7002

MORGAN, recently overhauled, in perfect running
| order, htted steps, tool boxes, etc., any trial;
L—Martin, 91, Wightman Rd., Harringay, N.

[6261

WW and Second-hand Light Cars and Cycle Cars,
4 all makes; good selection in stock; cash, easy
pients, or exchange.—Service Co.. 292, High Holborn.
pi. f0673
VS., 8h.p., late 1921 Touring Model, dynamo light-
1 ing, very small mileage, tvres hardlv worn, as
<j; £195.—Telford Garage, 47, Streatham Hill,
,:don, S.W.2. [6887
ARDEN 1921 de Luxe, dynamo, clock, speedometer,
j

electric horn, lots of spares, condition as new
—Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchley Rd. Hamu-

li 7822. [70fJ8
3ALIFAX.—New 1922 Coventry-Premier 4Jwheeler,

with speedometer and insurance for 12 months

-

.0; liberal exchanges.—Halifax Motor Exchange,
Iton St., Halifax. -[6932

Ail letters relating to advertisements sho

^A^
GOODNEWICET
The right accessories

at the right prices
No matter what accessories and fittings you want
get them from The Service Co. ^ We can supply
you with everything you want from stock at the
lowest London prices, either over the counter
or through the post. Note these special lines

:

COMPLETE GENUINE BOWDEN
PROTECTIOS. FRONT BRAKES.
Leather . . 27 6
Leather Cloth 15 6 Upto2jh.p. 13 9
Black Steel.. 15 6 Over 2j h.p. 32 6
Aluminium . . 21

HUNTS ELECTRIC LAMPS.

Rear—
For S.B.C.
Bulbs . . 4/9
Do. with
Bracket.. 6/6
Do. for Sidecar

Bulbs— 4 or 6 volt

" FLEXEKAS."
Prevents air leaks. Lubricates valve-stems 2/6

SERVICE WATCH
Strong. Efficient.

19/6

All articles carefully packed and
sent post paid.

SERVICE LEATHER BELTING.
Standard—

7

2/8 3/4 4/-
Super

—

i" r i"- 4/6 5/-

4/6

5/6

Prices are per foot
— any length cut
Two fasteners gra

'

L**rtitf tis with each belt
-

A'ew -inscriptive
leaflet of above and
other grades of
Sc-vice Belting post
fi\c by askingfor it.

289 ~ 293, High Holborn, W.C.I

^

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
"IQ21 Bleriot-Whippet, hand-starter, electric light-
-* •' ing, spare wheel, good condition ; 88 gns. ; deferred
payments and exchanges.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Ed.,
South Kensington. [5238

"I Q21 " Morgan " de Luxe, 8h.p. Jap, W.C., in
J-*/ splendid condition throughout, linish purple,
electric and acetylene lighting; £150.—Cheston, 66,
Shobnall St., Burton-on-Trent. [6322

BATLISS-THOMAS, 1922 lOh.p. model, 4-cyl. water-
cooled engine, 3 speeds, Magdyno; 300 gns. ; im-

mediate delivery.—Godfrey's, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St.,
London, W.l. [0736

1Q22 Morgan Popular, £150: Grand Prix. £180;
-i-t/ eh.p. Rover, £220; in stock for immediate delivery;
easy payments oaly 4# extra.—The Premier Motor Co.,
Aston ltd., Birmingham. [0773

1 Q 21 Morgan de Luxe, water-cooled M.A.G. engine,
J-*-* splendid puller, done small mileage; bargain
to clear, £150.—C. Moxham & Company, 32-33, Tor-
wood St., Torquay. 'Phone 95. [0774

A.V." 2-seaters. A few second-hand and demon-
stration models, in perfect order' for sale by

the manufacturers, at exceptionally low prices.—Ward
and Avey, Ltd., Teddington, Middlesex. . [6424
" A .V." 2^seater, Special Sporting model, fitted with
-r*- powerful overhead valve J.A.P. engine, Aero
type windscreens, hood, etc.; bargain price.—Ward
and Avey, Ltd., Teddington, Middlesex. [S425

A-V. Monocar, late 1921 sports, fitted with special
racing Jap engine, new Dunlop-Magnum tyres,

speedometer, lighting set and horn, fast, mileage low;
£85.—Haven, Portsmouth Rd., Usher, Surrey. [6970

£75, Carden Cyclecar, 6-8h.p., J.A.P. engine, 3-speed
gear box, kick start, 2-seater, fully equipped,

hood, screen, etc., splendid running order; exchanges
entertained.—Speechlev, 86, Churchfield Rd., Acton,
W.3. [6650

WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Coventrj
Premier, new 1922, 4-\vheelers, immediate de

iivery from stock, dynamo lighting, exchange and easj
'erms arranged

;
price £250. 'Phone or call. Holborr

5777. [7003

3-WHEEL Cycle Car, A.C. watertight magneto, 2

speeds, clutch, coach-built body, side door, hood,
windscreen, wheel steering, tyres first class, disc
wheels, good order; £30, bargain.—Box 8322, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [6197

"DARKER'S Motors can supply all models of light
J-' cars at list prices and give a free insurance
guarantee for 12 months against mechanicaj break-
down. Cash, deferred, or exchanges.—194 Balham
High Rd., S.W.12. [6423

A .C, Sociable, Palmer tyres, hood and screen, Bosch
-£i mag., Zenith carburetter, Klaxon speedometer, an
exceptionally nice specimen, economical and reliable,
suit traveller, only reason for selling faster machine
equired ; first good offer accepted for quick sale.—
:ioather, Bushey Heath, Watford. [6506

T~\E-DION, 5h.p., water-cooled smart little 2-seaterU jar, £5 yearly tax. Zenith carburetter, magneto,
?conomical, fast, splendid condition throughout, guar-
tnteed, lamps, tools, trial any time, bargain; £40.—
7uner, 45, Charles St., Commercial Rd., Stepnev.

[6571

KICHARDSON, 1920, 2-seater and dickey, special
' Precision engine, very fast, in perfect order

throughout, electric lighting, semi-coupe hood, adjust-
ible screen, cost over £300 new; bargain, £120.—
Jowden, 230, North St., Coalville. [6711

| Q 22 8h.p. Coventry Premier, 2-3-seater, paintediv elephant grey, upholstered in real leather, spare
.vheel and tyre, horn, Rotex lighting set. speedometer,
?tc, very low petrol consumption, beautifully designed .

ind mechanically perfect ; £250 cash or £68 down
md twelve monthly payments of £17, including com-
'H-ehensive insurance policy for 12 months. Part ex-
change with modern combination arranged. Illus-
rated catalogue and further particulars post free.—
Herbert Robinson, Limited, Regent St., Cambridge.

[6253
Spare Parts:

WE can supply any Morgan spares from stock;
write, call, or 'phone.—Maudes' Motor Mart,

100, Great Portland St., W.l. [7045

MORGAN Spart Part Depot.-Spares for all models
in stock, lists free.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishops-

gate Ave., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone, Avenue 5548.
[0074

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.
B.S.A. Taxi-sidecar late 1920, dynamo lighting, de-

tachable wheels and spare, practically new, many
accessories; £175; terms, exchanges.—Midland Garage.
7, Broad St., Birmingham. [6175

( e i~iOTJNTY," B.S.A. , Taxis, as licensed through- .

yy out the country.—Write for full particu-
lars. County Cycle and Motor Co., " Originators."
300, Broad St., Birmingham. [5353

CARS FOR SALE.
RIT 15h.p. tourer, very fast, £95, or exchange.—
15, Mervan Rd., London, S.W. '[6792K

uld quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A41
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CARS FOR SALE.
ENAULT, 201i.p., Limousine, perfect; £85.—Chaul-
feur, 14, Glenelg Rd., Brixton, S.W. [6791

h.p. Sizaire 2-seater, hood, screen; £32, bargain.—
1, Bellingham Terrace, Catford.

1Q10 Ford chassis, just overhauled, magneto igni-
-L*7 tion; £32.-1, Bellingham Terrace, Catford.

[6724
PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place

for purchasing. Auction every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£35 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures superb Napier 5-

seater, dynamo lighting.

IpALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£60 down and 12
* monthly payments £8 secures lOh.p. Singer, two-

seater, dynamo lighting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£30 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures 12-seater live axle

Panhard wagonette.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
monthly payments £8 secures splendid Sheffield

Simplex landaulet.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting—£50 down and 12
monthly payments £8/10 secures magnificent Oak-

land touring car, self-starting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
monthly payments £7/10 secures reliable Renault

'Vi landaulet.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£25 down and 12

monthly payments £4 secures reliable Napier

chassis,

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-£50 down and 12

monthly payments £8 secures Delaunay Belleville

limousine, 17h.p.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12

monthly payments £5 secures 18h.p. Maxwell

sporting 2-seater.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12

monthly payments £5 secures excellent lb.sn.p.

S.C.A.R. 2-seater.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12

monthly payments £8 secures Studebakei landau-

let, dynamo lighting, self starting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-£35 down and 12

monthly payments £7 secures 16h.p. Minerva

touring car, monobloc engine.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-£25 down and 12

monthly payments £4 secures reliable S.O.A.l.

12-seater wagonette.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-£25 down and 12

monthly payments £5 secures excellent 12.14U.P.

F.I.A.T. chassis, monobloc.

P'
ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-All above cars are in

good running order. For cash price deduct 10%

from above totals—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [6444

ROVER Care.-1922 8h.p. model; price £220 ;
earlj

delnery.-GtHllreys', Ltd.. 208, Gt. Portland St
H

London. W.l. ^0350

AUSTIN 18-24h.p. Laudaulet, D rims, C.A.V., per-

fect; £185.—Mrs. Moor, 106, Acre Lane, Brix-

ton, London. t6789

MORRIS-OXFORD de Luxe, 2-seater dickey, beau-

tiful condition, tax £9, bargain; £165—feavory,

Canal Wharf, Oxford. L6867

DAIMLER 15h.p. S.K. tourer, C.A.V. noiseless,

£160 or part exchange good combination.— 8,

Crowhurst Rd., S.W.9. [6787

WEST Norwood !—Fifty bargains always stocked;

postcard procures list—Douglas S. Cox, Lans-
' downe Hill, West Norwood. 16611

ROVER Cars.—The famous 8h.p. model in stock,

£220; for immediate delivery.—Eagles and Co.,

275, High St., Acton, London. [0761

RACING Mercedes, Grand Prix model, 1st, 2nd, 3rd

Brooklands, 1920. Offers or exchange.—Capt.

Jackson, c/o 77, Acre Lane, S.W.2. [6786

COVENTRY PREMIER, 1922, 4-wheel model; £250:
immediate delivery; cash or deferred payments.—

Batelifie Bros.. 200. Gt. Portland St., W. [0730

G.N. (Touring), a magnificent specimen, bought new
30/9/20, cost in all £350, and still like new;

great bargain; £140.—Bunting's Exchange, Wealdstone.

EXCHANGES a Speciality M ! 2- and 4-seater cars

from £50 to £500 !—Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd.,

East Dulwich. Call, write, or 'phone, Sydenham 2452.
[6878

ROVER 8h.p. Light Car, 1922 models, dynamo
lighting; £220 cash; deferred payments 4%

extra—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
[0729

BARGAIN, £38, lOh.p., 2-seater Car, hood, screen.

Bosch, Zenith, etc., body needs little fitting; or
exchange good motor cycle.—Bonner, 1, Bridgeway,
Wembley. [6858

FORD, 1919, 2-seater, very nice condition, right
steering, detachable box for rear, suit commercial

traveller; £100; take half down.—Bunting's Exchange,
Wealdstone. [6881

MORRIS-COWLEY 1922 Standard 2-seater model in
stock,- dynamo lighting, etc.; 285 gns.—Elce,

Ltd., f5-16, Bishopsgate Ave, Camomile St., E.C.3.
'Phone, Avenue 5548. [0073

•^ BROS. <£

200, GT. PORTLAND ST.,W
'Phone—Langham 1704.

Any make of machine can be

supplied on our Payment out of

Income Scheme. Write for full

particulars, and state machine
you are interested in.

£220 cash, or £57 4s. down and 12 pay-
ments of £14 6s.

1922 MACHINES IN STOCK.
A.J.S. 7 h.p. Combination . . . . £175
A.J. S. 2j h.p. Solo £85

£107
£110
£139
£164
£75
£90

,. £135
£55

. £158

. £140
.. £170
.. £130

£68
£85

£141 15
TRIUMPH model H. . < .. . . £105
TRIUMPH model S.D £115
ZENITH BRADSHAW £113
COVENTRY PREMIER CAR .. £250
MILLFORD, CANOELET, HENDERSON, SWAN

and MONTGOMERY SIDECARS in Stock.

B.S.A. 4i h.p. K.2., Solo
B.S.A. 4} h.p., H.2. „
B.S.A. K.2., with box carrier
B.S.A. model "E" Combination .

.

DOUGLAS, 2-speed, fully equipped
DOUGLAS, 3 -speed
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination ,.

ENFIELD model No. 200 ..

„ „ No. 190 ..

„ ,, No. 180 ..

MATCHLESS Combination .

.

RALEIGH 5-6 h.p. Solo
RALEIGH 2} h.p. Solo - .

.

RUDGE, I.O.M
SUNBEAM 4} h.p. Solo

ENFIELD.
£55 cash, or £14 6s. down and 12 pay.

ments of £3 lis. 6d.

SECONDHAND MACHINES.
COVENTRY PREMIER CAR, 1922
model, mileage negligible .

.

£210
ARIEL 3\ h.p., shop soiled onlv .. £85
LEA-FRANCIS 3i h.p., slightly
shop soiled £90

RUDGE, I.O.M., shop soiled.. £75
ZENITH model " D," shop soiled . . £100
1920 6 h.p. Bradbury combination,
fully equipped £90NEW IMPERIAL 2% h.p., 1921,
slightly used, only £57

DOUGLAS 2J h.p., fully equipped £50
ENFIELD combination, magdyno,

speedometer, mileage 2,000, as
new .. .. £115TRIUMPH Combination fully
equipped £75
JAMES 3J h.p. Sports, fully
equipped, mileage negligible . . £85

SCOTT 1920, fully equipped £75
ZENITH 1920 6 h.p. Sports, fully
equipped £78
SIDECARS by all the leading
makers, shop soiled only, at
special clearance prices from .. £15

TRADE SUPPLIED.

G

CARS FOR SALE.
GENUINE Little 6h.p. De Dion Car, fitted with 2-

seater sporting body, very smart, in excellent
order; complete. £45; delivered 50 miles free; trial.—
11a, Dafforne Rd , Upper Tooting. [4547

8-10 de Marcay Demonstration Model for sale.
Better than new. Fitted dynamo lighting, de-

tachable wheels, etc., £125. Also special Competition
model, £1^0.—A. H. Lakeman, Ltd., 26, Long Acre
London, W.C.2. [5355

"I Q19 Chevrolet Touring Car, dynamo lighting, self-X£r starter, 5 detachable wheels, repainted as new
any trial given; bargain, £160, or exchange motor
cycle or combination with cash.—5, Norwood Rd

,

Heme Hill, S.E.14. [5840

£160.—13.9h.p. Swift, 4-seater, 4-speed, 5 detachable
wheels with tyres, 2 new others perfect, fully

equipped, and perfect in every detail; ideal economical
family car; only requires to be seen and tried.—

1

Norwood Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [5842

I rtlG Warren-Lambert, 2-seater, 2-cyl. f water-cooled,
-*- *^, 3-speed and reverse, differential, etc., electric
lighting set, speedometer, horn, good tyres, recently
overhauled, perfect condition throughout; £55, or ex-
change r-ctor cycle.—30, Belsize Park Gardens, Hamp.
stead. 'Phone, 5590. [6855

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
STAR 1916 2-ton lorries (6 for sale), dvnamo light-

ing, tax paid to July, 1922, 4 speeds, live axle:
£225 each.—See below.

/^.ARNER, 1917 2-2i/> tonners (4 for sale), dvnamo
*-* lighting, tax paid to July, 1922, overhead worm
drive; £200 each.—See below.

&REORD 30-cwt, lorries, all new lamps, horns,
cushions, worm drive; £200 each.—See below.

FIAT 1 touners, £185 each; Willys-Overland
,
1

tonners, £125 each.—See below.

BRITISH Ensign 3-4 tonner 1919, overhead worm
drive, £200; also 1917 Caledon 3-4 tonner,

dynamo lighting, £200.—See below.

MOTOR lorries (30 for sale) repainted, retyred, all

new lamps, etc., tax paid to July, 1922. Come
and test them. Write for our photos and list-

Shard Garage, Shards Square, Peckham Park Rd.,

Old Kent Rd., London. [6235

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
TRY Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. London, E.C.4, for

eae-y terms. [8428

SECOND-HAND Models at special rates. Send your

requirements.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton

St., Halifax. [6935

FOR Best Treatment and best terms for light cars,

cycle cars, or motor cycles of any make, new or

second-hand, write Service Co., 292, High Holbora,

W.C.I. [0672

ENGINES.
SWFFT Engine, complete, with 2 speeds and free

engine; £4/10.-31, Silver St., Enfield. [689Q

-M.M.C. 2^h.p., A.I.V., with B. and B. car-

buretter.—Bear, Tendring, Hailshaiu. [6286

4 h.p. o.h.v. J.A. P. Single, good condition; £10, car-

riage paid.— 6, Wilkins Ct., Caldewgate, Carlisle.

[6353

SUNBEAM S'ih.p, engine, splendid condition, with
Bosch magneto; £20.—Snow, Laurel St., Dalston,

E.8. [6953

BASTONES.—Blackburnc 8h.p. twin engine with car-

buretter; £30.-228, Pentonville Rd., King's
Cross, London, N-l. [5133

23h.p. 2-stroke (1922), brand new, eminent make,
4 £8, less magneto and carburetter.—Grant, 1,

Gosta Green, Birmingham. [6733

8 h.p. 90x77V2 o.h.v. J.A.P. with mag. off Match-
less, condition and appearance new; £22/10, ap-

proval.—70, Micklegate, York. [6170

4h.p. Levis Flat Twin, 2-stroke. carburetter and mag.,
perfect, £10: 6h.p. ditto. £12.-Cole, 457, Rath-

gar Rd., Lcughborough Junction. S.W.9. [4924

J.A.P. Speed Twin, 90mm. bore, 77 1yjmm. stroke,

o.h.v.; had very little wear; waterproof magneto,
racing Amac. carburetter; £21 /10 carriage free;

approval.—Jack Lucas, 110, Williams Rd., Cannon
Hill, Birmingham. [6325,

Q A n -P- Mercedes engine complete, £45. 200h.p.
*/" Clerget engine complete, £60. 20h.p. Beaver,

marine engine, with Langdon gear, new, unused, £95.,—77, Acre Lane, S.W.2. [6788

8 h.p. J.A.P., latest ball and roller bearing design,

special show finish, unused, complete -with mag-
neto. Bargain, £30. Also 1919 5-7h.p. J.A.P. Twin,
perfect condition, with mag., £20.—R. B. Pullin, Thel

Warren, Northolt Junction, Middlesex. [6312

41 h.p. Precision, new, "with silencer and pulley,

4 £10/10 ; 3%h.p. ditto, new, with waterprool

Bosch, and silencer fitted, £12; another one, second-

hand, 3 5/ih.p., less mag., £8; drop us- a line if yoB

require an engine.—DeCort and Flynn, 39, Essex Rd.,

London, N.l. [6692

£2-

A42 All letters relating to advertisement, should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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ENGINES.

"UGE Vee Twin Cyclecar Engine, built of Clerget
- aero parts, 120mm. bore, steel cylinders, o.h.v.,
tplete and ready for chassis, with. Claudel cai-
etter, lubrication, and ignition systems, clutch,
•ting handle, exhaust pipes, etc., weight 2cwt.;
£10 cash, or exchange.—40, Wheathill Rd., S.E.

[6622
COMPLETE High-speed Power Unit for Morgan.
lOh.p. 1921 (July) o.h.v. J.A.P. racing engine

sale, fitted with the following : Ricardo pistons,
nc carb., clutch (complete), engine plates, two
n. expansion tubes, magneto; best offer;- deposit
em (motor cycle).—C. V. Wood, 134, Newport
,
Cardiff. [6386

|14 4h.p. Triumph Engine, just overhauled by
' makers, £14; 1912 ditto, in good order, £10;
;isiun 4^h.p. engine, £10; J.A.P. 4h.p. single-
nder engine, £9; Hockley new 2%h.p. 2-stroke
ne and magneto, £9/10; Verus 2-stroke engine
magneto, £7.—Alf Holland, Hearsall Lane, Coveu-

[7009

OT7GLAS 8h.p. Water-cooled, C.W. radiator, petrol
tank, bedplate, starting handle, induction pipe,

I condition, £11/10; thoroughly overhauled, new
., carburetter, guaranteed running order, £19/10,
iage forward ; make splendid light car engines

;

e selection; stamp reply; tra"de supplied.—Derring-
Grafton Rd., New Maiden, [6749

\.P. Engines. J.A.P. Engines. J.A.P. Engines.—
I have the largest stock of J.A.P. engine parts in

land; over 30 engines, all in stock, to select from:
the prices: 5hp. £15, and the 8h.p. at £20 and

'10, and I have all parts for the Sh.p. (see acees-
id for parts). I have a big twin engine £12, a 4h.p.
glos engine and mag. and carburetter £15, a small
oke and mag. £10 ; stamp reply.—South Croydon
or Exchange, 22. South End. Croydon. . [4765

EPPLETHWAITE'S.—8h.p. W.C. single, £8; suit-
able for stationary work, 3y>li.p, Humber unit,

• 3V3h.p. Premier, £10; 5-6h.p. Rex A.I.V., leas 1

m, £4; 3y2h.p. Alldays M.O.V.. £4/10; 3h.p.
.V. Minerva, £3/10; racing 7h.p. J.A.P. A.I.V.,
by Collier on tract, complete unit, £9/10; also

P. 5h.p. spares, and Rover and New Imperial,
re "stock of W. H. -Hawkins. Write us for- com-
; list, enclosing stamp. 'Phone: 1958 Brixton.—
Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8.

[6919

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

.B. Ignition Co. carry large stocks of new and
second-hand magnetos. Thomson-Bennett 42, 45
55, and 180°, single and twin.

.B. Specialise in T.B. for fixing on Triumph, P.M ,

B.S.A., J.A.P., Douglas, etc., £2/10, postage 1/6;
V. clock twin, for 2%h.p. Douglas, etc., £2/15.

.B. will take your old magneto in payment.

.B. sends all magnetos on approval against cash
Every magneto dispatched carry H.B. 12 months"

antee.

.B. Ignition Co. ('Phone: Brixton 610), 78, New
Park Rd., Brixton Hill, London. T0694

1.—Trembler coil, almost unused.—Bear. Tendring,
Hailsham. [6287

iUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.

XEPTIONAL offer of Government surplus mag-
netos, new, unused, must be cleared to make

l for fresh stock.

7ARANTEE—We guarantee all our magnetos
twelve months, and will willingly repair or re-

3 any magneto that should prove defective within
period.

)SCH single, clock, or anti, £3. Thomson-Bennett,
single or twin, clock or anti, 42, 45, 50, 55, and
degrees, £2/10.

i.V. single or twin, clock or anti, £2/10; special
long driving spindle for Rudge, fitted to any of
above magnetos, 10/- extra. Postage on ma"-
3, 1/6.

EESE magnetos are fitted with variable ignition,
and leads, and also baseplates ready to be immc-

;ly fitted on ; please state make of engine when
ring.

)VEBNMENT surplus, new plugs in boxes A C
(Titan), 1/6 each; K.L.G. types, F.8, F.6, F 5,

R.3, 1/8 each; Lodge types, K. and K.2, 1/8 each.
age on orders of one plug, 3d.; four or more,
free.

X goods on approval per return post on receipt of
cash; money refunded if not satisfactory.

iUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd —Note
new address: 6, Garden Lane, Christchurch Rd.,

ithanv. London, S.W. Tel. : Streatham 289P.
: Ignitionac, Brixstret, London. [5935

JTNAMOS (new), 120 watts, £7; 250,
giceer, 20, Glendarvon St., Putney.

£9.—E-n-
[6948

'MAUDE RUBBER Co!
58, PRAED STREET, W. 2

ALL GOODS GUARANTEED
and sent immediately on 7 days' approval

against Cash.

24X 2£ Avon Ribbed. Heavy 20/6

26x2 Kempshai! Non-skid. Heavy.. 22/6

26x2$ Avon Rubber-studded. Heavy 24/6
Avon Stonehenge. , Heavv .... 25/-

Wood-Milne Key-grip. Heavy 13/6

Dunlop Rubber-studded. Heavy 25/-

Goodyear Diamond. Ex. Hvy. 25/-

Goodrich Safety. Extra Heavy 30/-

Bates 3-ribbed. Extra Heavy. . 27/6
Beldam Combination. Extra

Heavy Steel Studded 24/6

26x2^ Dunlop Rubber-studded. Extra
Heavy. 36/6

Bates 3-ribbed. Extra Heavy.. 27/6

26x2^x2^ Avon " Stonehenge." Heavy.. 22/6
Avon Ribbed. Heavy 30/-

26 >;:! Wood-Milne Key-grip. Heavy 13/6
Wood-Milne Kevgrip. Ex. Hvy. 16'6
Goodyear Diamond. Ex. Hvy. 25/-
Avon Ribbed. Extra Heavy. . 22/6

2SX3 Wood-Milne Key-grip. Ex. Hvv. 28/-
Kempshall Non-skid. Ex. Hvy. 30/-

American Fisk. Extra Heavy.. 40/-
Dunlop 29 : 3*. Extra Heavy. 45/-

650X65 Wood-Milne Key-grip. Heavv 13/6
Wood-Milne Key-grip. Ex. Hvy. -20/-

Dunlop (grooved). Extra Heavy
Voiturette 40/-

Goodyear Diamond. Ex. Hvy. 30/-
Kempshall Non-skid. Ex. Hvy. 30/-
Avon 3-ribbed. Extra Heavy.

Voiturette 30/-

700x80 Avon 3-ribbed. Extra Heavy.
Voiturette 35/-

Wood-Milne Key-grip Ex. Hvy. 20/-

Tubcs. Brand new Dunlops, Palmers, and Avon.
All sizes to 28 x 3 5/6 each.

700x80 6/6 „

SUPERIOR TO THOSE SOLD ELSEWHERE AT 12/8

RUBBER

(WADERS)

Made by North
British Rubber

Co., Ltd.

Postage

1/3

Wholesale &Repair Depot: 42,Binfield Rd.Stockwell.s.w,

Helen Sidecar Bodies
Many Models.

SPORTS, TOURING, ETC.

Complete with Coverall Aprons. £8.
Shop Soiled Models £6 10s. Od.

Catalogue on request.

ROB1NI MANUFACTURING CO.,
1 & 3 Tulse Hill, Brixton, London, S.W.

'Phone : Brixton 1585. .

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
T>OSCH 1-cyl., weatherproof, and as new, variable3~9 ignition; 57/6 delivered.

rpHOMSON-BENNETT and M-L.'s, of Coventry. 1-
-» cyl. A.D.S. or PX.E. types, 37/6 delivered, suit-
able for stationary engines
extra.

if variable ignition, 10/-

O.A.V., as new, suitable tor 2 or 1-cyl. lightweight

Y motor bicycles height 4y,in., breadth 2%in„
depth 4iAin., variable ignition and short-circuiting ter-
minal, guaranteed platinum point6, and workmanship
of the finest; 2-cyl. fires at 180°; all working parts
are interchangeable with C.A.V.'s, types KU 1 and
2 ; SOy- delivered.

»T!HOMSON-BENNETT, types A.M. 1 and 2, as new,
J- variable ignition and short-circuiting terminal;
A.M. 2 fires at 180°; 52/6 delivered.

THOMSON-BENNETT
£5/5 delivered.

4-cyl., variable ignition;

T\T-B —Any of the above magnetos supplied, clock 01
J-' anti-clock. When ordering state which when
looking at driving end, and whether 1, 2, or 4-cyl.

fl.A.V. 2-cyl. Clockwise Aeroplane Starting Mag-^ netos, platinum points, workmanship of the
finest, and all working parts are interchangeable with
C.A.V.'s, type KU2, perfect for plug tasting; one car-
nage paid, 25/-; lots of 6, rail forward, 22/6 each;
of 20 at 21/6 each; of 100 at 20/-.

J^TAGNETOS Leave our Works in perfect condition.

GUARANTEE.-Will replace witltin one month, or
refund cash if unsatisfactory.

\7"ALE Engineering Syndicate, 8-11, Brown's Build-
' ings, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3. Tel. : Central 977

[0698
RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co tor repairs and

new magnetos.—See below.

T> ELIANCE guarantee to return vour magneto within
•*-•> 3 days, and it necessary 24 hours, with a written
guarantee for 12 months.

~D ELIANCE test every magneto after repair under
-«-»' all running conditions, and, as we contract for
many of the largest concerns, you need have no hesita-
tion in placing your repairs and orders with us.

RELIANCE manufacture and stock spares for
' Thomson-Bennett. E.I.C., Splitdorf, U.H., Bosch,

Dixie, etc.; special line genuine platinum screws for
every make. 12/- per pair.

KELIANCE will be pleased to give advice free of
charge upon any qestion concerning ignition

troubles, as we place our long-standing experience at
your disposal, and old and new customers may be cer-
tain of getting the usual promptness and courtesy that
we have always endeavoured to give.—Eeliance Magneto
Repairing Co., 283, St. John St.. London, E.C.I.

R E
o
IA]

^fi
E Masneto Repairing Co.. 283, St. John

St., L.C.I, for new and second-hand magnetos —
See below.

>pHOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, new and nnu=ed
J- single-cyl., clock and anti, suit any machine, price
55/-; twins, 45. 48. 50, 55, 60, 180 degrees, for JAP
Clyno, Douglas, etc., price 55/-. See our guarantee —
Below.

C.A.V. Magnetos, new, single-cyl and 180° twins,
clock or anti, ideal for Douglas, Levis, Calthorpe,

O.K., or any lightweight; these magnetos are of the
finest workmanship throughout; price 55/-. See our
guarantee.—Below.

BOSCH D.A.L. Magnetos soiled only, otherwise as
new, single cyl., suitable for any stationary en-

gine or big single, £3/15; twins, any degree, ready
to drop on Indian, Harley, or any big twin, £4/5; a'
powerful spark at low speed, ensuring easy starting.

1

All the above magnetos are variable ignition and fitted
short-circuiting switch. See our guarantee.—Below.

GUARANTEE. — Every magneto that leaves our
works, no matter what the price or make, carries

a written guarantee. Not merely a guarantee that same
is in good order at time of sale, but a plainly written!
statement that we guarantee every machine against all
defects for a period of 12 months. This, we maintain
justifies us in charging a few shillings more than cer- 1

tain of our competitors.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. hold one of the
largest stocks in London, and can be depended

upon for a straight deal at the right price. When
buying it pays to deal with a firm of repute.

RELIANCE cordially incite customers to their works'
to see any of the above on test. Magneto list

giving full particulars sent upon application.—Reliance
Magneto Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London
E.O.I. [6616

K.L.G. W.D. Sparking Plugs, wonderful value, 4 for
5/-, post flee.—Thompson, 59, Queen St.. Wolve;-

hampton.
TJOSCH

T79aa
and M-L singles, 30/-; C.A.V., 37/6;

variable ignition guaranteed.—84, Greenside Rd.
Croydon. [6582
MAGNETO Sprocket Manufacturers.—7-tooth to 24-

tooth stocked—Ridington, 202-4, Southampton
St., Camberwen.

FLAT Twin, C.A.V. magneto, practically
bargain, £4.—Thomas, Twycross. Tenby,

brokeshire.

[6886

new;
Pem-
[6239

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
TWIN Bosch, Z.A. 2,450, equal to new, very cheap;

£3/15.-16, Archway Rd., Upper Holloway,
London, N.19. [6180

NORWICH."—Repairs to magnetos, etc. Price
rarely exceeds 35/-. Guaranteed.—Chipper-

field's, 37, Prince ol" Wales Rd [6359

SNIP.—Coach-built Bodv as new, with apron, weight
45 lbs.; bargain, £6/15 —Webber, " Eastleigh,"

Honiton [6482

REMY lighting ignition set ofl Harley, less lamps;
also new unused Thomson-Bennett A.D.4C, mag-

neto; sell, offers.—Box 8375, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[6289

DASH Switchboards, 4-way, with ammeter, 20/-; wiU
ammeter nnd voltmeter, 35/- each nett.—Leslie

Dixon find Co. (Dept. HI.), 9. Colonial Av.. Minories,
F 1 f076f

GOVERNMENT Surplus, plugs, K.L.G., detachable,
standard thread, 1/- each, postage 3d., three or

more post free.—Spencer, Potter St., Bisnop's Stort-
ford. [6800

THOMSON-BENNETT brand new magnetos for 2?i
or 4n.p. Douglas, 35/-; C.A.V. for 2^4 or 4h.p.

Douglas (not W.D.), 50/-. approval.—Dowell, Pyrford,
Surrey. [6726

CHELTENHAM.—Repairs to magnetos, eelf-starters
lighting plants, etc. ; London experts employed.-

Norwood Magneto Works, 95, Bath Rd., Cheltenham
'Phone: 1256. [075*-

T\YNAMO Lighting Sets, complete, new, £6 per set,
--' including new accumulator, cut-out, Lucas dy-
namo; accumulators- onlv £1/3.—Jenner (Dept. M.C.),
165, Church Re!., Mitcham. [5401

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.-We repai
Continental magnetos only. By specialising or

Bosch, TJ.H., Eisemann, Mea, Splitdorf, Dixie, anc
Berling magnetos, we can naturally give you bette"
service.

PRICE: Rewinding 18/-, condensers 10/-. platinun
screws (Bosch standard) 6/-, remagneusing 2/6

slip rings 6 / 6, H.T. terminals 4 / 6. Our price fo;

overhauling a motor cycle magneto ranges between
20/- and 35/-, and never exceeds the latter figure
Guaranteed for 12 months, and redespatched to yoi
in 2 days.

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co., 13, Hardwict
Ra., Chiswict, London. [3756

U.H. Magneto Repairs.—We specialise in these mag-
netos, and can be relied upon to give you good

service. Al, Bl, AO, KB1, KB2V. KZ2V type spares
stocked; prices moderate; 12 months' written guaran-
tee.—Charles Parker and Co., Churchfield Rd., Acton,
London. [445b

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, unused, W.D.,
guaranteed perfect, single or 180° twin, variable

ignition, switch terminal and leads, clock or anti;
week"s approval against cash.—Brockbank, 58, Lord
St., Southport. [0756

C.A.V. Magnetos : Extraordinary Bargains.—Brand
new 180° twin or single-cyl., 38/6, carriage free.

Every magneto thoroughly tested before dispatch; ap-
proval against cash.—Langford's, 37, Cricklewood
Broadway, London, N.W.2. [6567

LIGHTING Dynamos, contained in Government sur-
plus mine exploders, dynamo will light seven

10-volt lamps in series, all as new and perfect, 17/6
each, or 22/- each, carriage paid passenger train;
stamp for detailed particulars; three days' approval
against cash.—Galpin, rear of 35, Milton Court Rd.,
New Cross, London, S.E.14. [6918

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. (estab
lished 1912), contractors to H.M. Government,

and officially appointed by the R.A.C. Magneto re-
pairs of every description; all repairs at lowest pos-
sible prices, and strictly guaranteed. We can mostly
return them within 24 hours. We have several new
and second-hand single and 2-cvl. magnetos in stock,
all guaranteed.—The Magneto Repairing and Winding
Co., 78, Hampstead Rd.. Euston, London, N.W.I.
'Phone: Museum 1158. T.A. : Kumagnelec, Eusroad.

- London. T2445
^TAGNETOS.—Government surplus. New unused for
ill all machines, all degrees ; we fiave the following
in stock:—Bosch singles and twins, £3; Thomson-
Bennett singles and twins, £2/12/6; C.A.V. singles
tnd twins, £2/12/6. All fitted with variable igni
tion, and base plates for machines requiring same.
Sparking plugs, all makes in_ stock as delivered from
makers, 2/3 each.- Carriage on all goods ; cash re-
funded if dissatisfied.—The Central Motor and Ignition
Works, 14a, Loughborough Rd., Brixton, London
S.W. Tele.: Briston 210. [7033

EUSTON Ignition Co. s 24-hour repair service
Guaranteed repairs to all types of magnetos-

Splitdorf and Dixie specialists; official Indian elec'
trical service station; Thomson-Bennett repairs and
spares. All repairs are tested on an approved A.I.D
test bench before despatch, and therefore carry onr
guarantee for 12 months. We hold the largest stock
of guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degrees;
spare parts for all makes in stock; charged accumu-
lators, all voltages, always ready in stock; plugs
cables, y2-watt and vacuum bulbs, all voltages. We
give you real live service always.—Euston Ignition Co
329, Euston Rd., London, N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum
5034. T.A. : Magdyno. Eusroad, London. [026i

BAST0NES
Established 16 Years

No Better or Cheaper House

NEW CLEARANCE LINES,
APPROVAL AGAINST CASH.

CARRIAGE PAID.

WOOD-MILNE Key Grip COVERS
26X2JI Special\ 13/G
65ox65f Heavy)' ' = "" '

26x2 \ Extra Heavy.. 16/6

GOODYEAR All-Weather Tread

COVERS. Extra Heavy.

26X2J Diamond Pattern .. 26/-

GOODRICH Safety-TreadCOVERS
Extra Heavy.

26x2! 28'-

26X2JX2J
26X2J
650 x 65
26x3 for 650 x 65 rim
28 x 3 .

.

36/-
35/-

40/
48/-
48/-

CLINCHER Rubber Non-Skid
COVERS.

24x2 De Luxe Junior
24 x 2J .'

26x2 De Luxe Heavy
26x2$
26X2| Extra Heavy
26 x 2JX2J Heavy
650 x 65 Dreadnought 3-ribbed
700x801
to fit 1 De Luxe Extra Heavy

650 x - I

28x3 De Luxe Extra Heavy

17/6
20/-

23/6
25/-
27/-
30/-

39/-

47/-

37/6

TUBES.

Goodrich, Clincher, and Hutchinson.

26 x 2£ and 26 X 2\ .. each 6/3
650x65]
700 x 80 V .

.

.

.

. . each 7/6
.28x3 J

228, Pentonville Koad,
King's Cross. London. N. 1

Phone : 2481 North. 'Grams.: 'Bastones, London*

-JULIANS—
BIGGEST DEALER IN THE SOUTH,

Write for list of machines in stock,

including .

—

A.J.S., Triumph, Levis, O.K.,

Matchless, Norton, Ariel,

Rover, Zenith, Scott, Raleigh,

New Imperial, Humher, Enfield.

Exchanges
: 84, Broad Street,

'Phone: 1024.

-READING

650
700

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
SURPLUS Magnetos, with written guarantee one yea

M-L single, 35/-;' B.L.I.C. ditto, 42/-; Bosch ditt
45/-; Thomson-Bennett and C.A.V. singles and twii
50/-. We specialise in . repairs and spares for 1

makes. Lists with pleasure. Deal with experts ai
avoid certain disappointment.—Whitdale Magneto 8(
vice, Cherry Orchard, Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 162

[69:

TYRES.
MISS DOOLEY.—28x3 Dunlop butt-ended tut

and Palmer endless at 5/- each.

"VTISS DOOLEY.—26x3 Dunlop butted at 6/- eac

MISS DOOLEY.—Please apply for above to Miss
'

Dooley, 33, Killyon Rd., Clapham. [69:

/"JENTRAL Garage will send any of the follow^ tyres on approval against cash, postage 1/6 exti

Q.CLvZVi Dunlop, 37/3; Goodyear E.H., 27/6; Bat
'""'"31/6; Beldam Combination, 30/-: Avon, 25,
Clincher-de-Luxe, 21/-; Palmer cord, 22/6.

Ofi>: 2% Dunlop E.H., W.D.. 40/-; Clincher E;'VW (for 2>/4), 27/6; Avon R.S.. 27/6.

OPx2i(,x2i/4 Dunlop, 46/-; Avon E.H.. 30)
'»'V» Hutchinson T.T., 37/6; Clincher, 30/-.

QQ>-3 Wood Milne E.H., 30/-; Clincher (plain ril

<*0 42/6; Mackintosh, 30/-.

X65 Goodyear E.H., 30/-; Dunlop groove

soiled, 48/-; Wood Milne, 30/-.

80 Wood Milne E.H., 41/6; Avon (3-ribb«
38/6; International grooved, 55/-.

RUBBER thigh boots (waders), brand new, all size

8/6.

TUBES, all sizes; 5/6 each; orders prompt
executed.—Central Garage, 302, London R.

Thornton Heath. [67

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.—Great reduction in covere ai

tubes. All goods -sent on 7 days' approval, «
riage paid, against remittance.

ECONOMIC—24Vix2i4 (oversize 2in. rims) Clinch

de Luxe heavy, 26/-, listed £2.

ECOiTOMIC—26x2'/, Dunlop heavy. 37/3: Bal

W.D., 28/6; Palmer W.D., 29/-; special hea/

tubes, 6/-.

ECONOMIC—26x2% Bates special heavy W.I
30/-; Hutchinson T.T. 29/-; special heavy tub!

6/6.

ECONOMIC—26X2V.X2% Goodyear diamond cle!

anoe, 42/6; Avon rubber stud extra heavy, 30/

Clincher De Luxe, 30/-.

IP CONOMIC—650x65 Goodyear Diamond clearant
J 30/-: 700x80 Goodyear diamond clearance, 50/

tubes, W.D., 6/-.

IfCONOMIO.—Fully guaranteed Dunlop rubber stt

-i 24x2 22/6, 24x254 24/9. 26x2 24/6. 26X2
25/9.

I
ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 314. New Cross Rd., S.E.
-J (near Town Hall). 'Phone : New Cross 1393.

[53;

MOTOR Cycle Tyres on Easy Terms, standard make
list post free.—J. G. Graves, Ltd., Sheffield. [03

TYRES. Tyres. Tyres.—For special bargains, see Ba
croftian Co.'s advertisement under Parts and Acci

sories. [071

I^HE Difference between a good retread and a b,

one is its mileage. Try us. Watch results.—Melti
Rubber Works. Melton Mowbrnv 106:

QfixZ'i and 650x65 Wood Milne, 17/6 each; 26;
^vior 2Vz rims, Pedley, £1 each.—DeCort a;

Flynn, 39, Essex Rd., London, N.l. [66:

SCOTTISH Readers will find it advantageous to p
chase their tvres from McArthur, Hill aud O

47, Carrick St., Glasgow. Lists post free. [39'

MOTOR Cyclists.—Send your covers for retreadir
3,000 miles guaranteed. Repairs of every deseri

tion : carriage paid.—Buxton Vulcanising Co., Bnxto
llerbys. [431

RETREADING Diamond Nobby, grooved and ribh
treads, 7 patterns, American and H.F.' proces

tubes repaired.—Midland Tyre Works, Green Lai
Walsall. [61!

BURST Motor Cycle Tyres, chafed beads, remoulde
made perfect, tube vulcanising, butt-ends fitte

retreading: send for list.—Melton Mowbray RnbD
Works. Meltcn Mowbray. [03'

DUNLOP Sidecar Tyres, New.—Covers, 28x3, 20.

26x2%, 16/-. Tubes, 26x2%, 5/-; 26x214 5?
28x3, 6/-. Plus 1/- carriage.—H. Clavton, 13
Huddersfield Rd., Stalybridge. [701

SPECIAL line of " New Clincher de Luxe stud nc
skid " (Junior) covers, not W.D., 26x2*4. 119

also 26x2'/. (for 2'A rims), heavy, 25/-.—Maude
100, Great Portland St., W.I., Walsall and Exeter.

[70

TYRE Repair Specialists.—H.F. process throughoi
including retreading burst covers. Every kind.

Tepair to tyres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in

days.—The Motor Tyre Co.. 66. High St., West Bro
wick. [38

VI 4 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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TYRES.
JTARTLING Offer.—New Beldam covers, 26x2 or 2%
5 20/- each, 26x2% 30/-, 28x3 35/-, 650x65 40/-,

10X80 45/- each; new Avon or Michelin steel studded
vers, \y~:D., 700x65 35/- each.—The' Homerton Rubber
"orks, Brooksby's Walk, Homerton, E.9. [0331

^YRES.-26x2i4 Avon Tricar, 21/-; Wood Milne
- Special, 2Y4-2y2 and 650x65, 15/6; 26x2% Dun-
p extra heavy, 40/-; Clincher extra heavy, 27/6;
iX2V» Wood Milne extra strong, 19/-; Combination,
76; Light Stud ior 2% rim, 24/-, extra heavy, 28/6;
unlop ribbed and Palmer cord light car, 40/-

;

jthbe, 55/-; belts, W.D. %, all lengths, lid. foot;

t. 6in. x 7/sia., 9/-; new, 8ft. x %in., 10/6;
t. 6in.x%in 11/-; 8ft. 6inx 7

/8in., L3./6. Trade in-

liries invitea.—Great Eastern Cycle Co., Waveney
1., Lowestoft. [6794

TANKS.
1ANXS for B.S.A., new, 42/6; 1910, 1921.—Coventry

Tankers. Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry. [6392

1ANKS for Triumph, new, 42/6; 1910, 1921.—Cov-
entry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry.

[6393

10VENTRY Tankers, Ltd., makers to the principal
; manufacturers; petrol tanks for any style supplied,

^ra capacity.—Hearsall Works, Coventry. [6394

,'ANKS Re-enamelled to Pattern. High-class work
only.—D. Jenkins and Sons, 6, Richard St., Atkin-

i St., Deansgate, Manchester. Established 25 years
[3601

LL Manner of Repairs, rebuilds, etc., to any pat-
i. tern First-class enamelling. Reasonable charges
d quick delivery.—Day, 27, St. Luke's Rd., Birming-
m. [3393

SHTON BROS'. Tanks. Price lists and order
forms available through your dealer or direct

:ra 14, Market Place, Manchester. All tanks
iranteed. [5706

ANKS repaired, re-enamelled ; we guarantee
, makers' colours, designs, and transfers. Handle-.
Is and all parts plated. Lists free.—Park Works,
i
Paradise Rd., Highbury, N.5.^ [6533

i ANKS of every description replaced, repaired, and
re-enamelled at our own works; all kinds of

;inge stocked; quick service and reasonable charges -

istrnteri list fTee.—A. Green, Water St.. Chapel St.

.ford, Manchester. Tel. : 2191 Central. [0256

VERT'S Stock Tanks for Douglas, Hazlewood,
1 B.S.A., Triumph, Omega, enamelled makers'
l)M's, plated fittings, 40/-, complete; other design or
!.pe to order. 12 months' guarantee with every tank.—
icdon Street Tank Works, Coventry. 'Phone; 1774.

10770

BELTS.
TEW Clipper Belts.—8it.x%in. 11/6, 8ft. 6in.x^in
B - 13/-, 8ft. 6in.x%im 14/-. 8ft. 6in.xlin. 16/9.

i7.D. Belte, 6ft. 6in.x%in., 10/-; r.ew Pedley belts,

V clearance. 6ft. 6in.x%in., 10/-; clearance belts.

-.Xlin., 8/6. .

[' . EMANUEL and Co., Tyre Factors, 27, Belgrade
Rd., Stoke Newington, N-16. Stores: 37a, Balls

nd Rd., Dalston, London, N. Tel.: Dalston 3161.
[0726

IN. New Baits, 7ft. 11/-, 6ft. 6in. 10/3, %X8ft.
I 3/6, carriage paid; approval.—Davies, Union St.,

Idnesbury. [4452

' ALATA and Chrome Combination V Belts, suitable

1 for all classes of motor cycles, ^4in., 1/4; %in.,

U; lin., 1/9; l^in., 2/- per foot. Fasteners 9d.

ib. Postage 1/-.—W. Pollin & Son, Hollington, St.

[inards-on-Sea. [6656

CARBIDE.
"TNEST Carbide, cwt. drums, 22/6, f.o.r.; 23 depots;

| prices packed in tins on application.—Sports
Ipot, Denby Dale, Huddersfield. [5068

('aRBIDE.—Finest quality only, 21/- per cwt.,
* c.w.o., f.o.r. depots all parts, also % to 71b. tins.

-lodge & Co., Warwick Rd., Bristol. [6639

(ARBIDE, finest quality, giving brilliant light,
1 economical, 22/- cwt., 12/6 y2-cwt. ( carriage for-

?,d drums free.—Kemp's Garage, Importers, Louth,
M. [6462

cTNCANTO."—Guaranteed British Acetylene Asso-
X ciation standard, 19 / 6 cwt. Decorated tins,

Is., 3/3; libs., 4/9 doz. Sample and other prices

j application. Dawson, 1 5, Cumberland Park, Wil-
t'en Junction. [6669

flARBIDE, finest quality, giving 100 per cent, pure
*\ gas yield, all sizes, cwt. 26/6, y2-cwt. 16/3, 28 1b.

5. drums free; support the old firm; established over
i] years; satisfaction guaranteed.—Young, Importers,
fiterton. Somerset. [9557

[ARBIDE.—Immediate delivery of all sizes in 1 lb
I 2 lb 4 lb., and 7 lb. lever lid tins, and 2 cwt.'
1ms, labelled or plain for retailers' own labels, quality
jranteed, and all standard sizes supplied by the
sipest firm in the trade.—The Premier Lamp and
frineering Co., Ltd., Moorfield Works, Armley, Leeds.

[3286

STANLEY BELTS
and FASTENERS.

MILLIONS ordered and in use by
H.M. WAR OFFICE and our ALLIES.

ABOX OF STANLEY SPARES is a complete
belt equipment outfit—the best and
cheapest Insurance you can effect

against belt trouble on the road. It contains

£SS* J^~

3 V. 7/VM \ /'A>^-- E

The STANLEY FASTENER with the BEND that
NEVER BREAKS, the BEST at any price.
Hardened &. tempered hook and flanged pins

The STANLEY SPARE LINK which is the best
belt length adjuster yet invented. Saves time,
trouble & money. Saves the cost of a new belt.

The STANLEY SHIELD, which protects the belt
fastener, prevents wear of the pulley, and
concerves power. Specially designed for use
with the Philipson Pulley. 9d.

STANLEY ADJUSTING HOOKS, for adjusting the
length ofyour belt in one second. Set of 3, 6d.

"Never be without a box of Stanley Spares."
Price 3/6 post free. Send size of belt when ordering.

The LION FASTENER, guaranteed for 5,000
miles—lid.

Our Goods are World-renowned (or their Reliability.
A STANLEY FASTENER free with each belt.

Stanley Motor Belts & Fasteners Co.,
BRITISH THROUGHOUT

(STANLEY WEBB, inventor of the original Hook
Belt Fastener and other Practical Belt Aids.)

32, London Road,
BROMLEY, KENT. Phone,

Bromley 806

Tan its. any
j

^liape'to order.

i

Repairs and re-

enamellinK
from 15/8.
I II u strata A
List free.

A ii % 1 1 i a. r f
tanks, with
fllUr, tap. T
piece, pi Ding,

cl i pa, torn- j

plate, always w
in stock.

A.GREEN,Water St., off Chanel «t, Salford-Manchesicr

PATENT AGENTS.
T. E. S. LOCKWOOD, 3, New Street, Birmingham." 'Phone: 5816 O. Patents guide free. (9057
TjiREE, 100 Page Patent Guide, postage 3d.—The
-1- Consulting Patent Agency, 253m, Gray's Inn
Rd., London. [2416

PATENTS Advice, handbook free. -King, Registered
Patent Agent, 146a, Queen Victoria St., E.G.

35 years' references. 10129

TXT. BRYSON,. B.Sc, Assoc. M.Inst.C.E., Chartered
"» Patent Agent, 29, Southampton Buildings,
London, W.C.2. 'Phone: Museum 3651. [9242

PATENTS.
\S7"B Buy, Sell, and Finance InTentions and Patents,
* " and advise on their marketing.—Send postcard for

full particulars to Dept. C, Inventors' Sales Agency,
22-24, Spencer Av., Coventry. [3717

AGENCIES.
T> EPRESENTATIVES calling upon Cycle Agents
--1/ and Traders to sell, as side line, the new patent
pneumatic real waterproof motor suit; a whirlwind
seller.—Write "Aquamac Works," Manchester. [7014

THE Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., requires sole agents
for ' their celebrated motor cycles in districts

where they are nob already represented.—Write ior list"

and terms to Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., 3569, Alexandra
ltd., Hornsey. [6290

SLADErJ.A.P. Motor Cycles, 55 gns. Sole agents re-
quired in districts where not already represented.

These machines vili take the market by storm. Specifi-
cation—25-ih.p. .T.A.P., 2-speed kick start, B. and B.
carburetter, drip feed, etc.; sell at 55 gns. retail.—
Terms from Whittles Motors, Longsight, Manchester.

[4021

INSURANCE.
X?3 Covers All Risks for 2^4h.p., others at competi-
<** tive rates.—Ernest Bass, 40, Chancery Lane,
W.C.2. 'Phone : Museum 2234. [0005

ROYS, Ltd., Insurance Brokers.—Agents for all com-
panies and Lloyd's. Insurance of every descrip-

tion effected. Enquiries invited.—170, Gt. Portland
St., London. [0055

COMPREHENSIVE Policies, for motor cycles, cyclev^ cars, Morgans, etc., from £1/4/6; immediate
cover; prompt settlement.—John Clements and Co.,
65a, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.I. [6469

THE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy is the policy
authorised by " The Motor Cycle," and covers

motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for private
&urposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximum
enefits, minimum rates. Full particulars and pro-

spectuses on application.—The Autocar Fire and Acci-
dent Insurance Co., Ltd., 77, Cheapside, London, E C.2

[0007

TUITION.
TTOUSE and Estate Agency, Auctioneering etc —---- Train by post for this paying profession. Start
a business of your own. Prospectus free.—Agricultural
Correspondence College (Dept. T), Ripon. [0389

SITUATIONS WANTED.
T? XPERIENCED Amateur Competition Rider desires
-*-* engagement for 1922 T.T. Race at purely nominal
fee.-Box 8407, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6862

EX-D.R. Colonial desires a post hi factory. Motor
cycle mechanic—Box 8436, c/o The Motor Cycle

[7029

KEEN Motor Cyclist witli_ post order experience
large firm, seeks change; motor accessories, etc

—

Box 8415, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6872
T^S-OFFICER wishes position with motor cycle
-LJ firm; 12 years' experience riding and overhauling;
educated; small capital.—Box 8335, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [6179
YOUNG man, 21, good education, 4 years' appren-

tice mechanical engineering, enthusiastic motor
cyclist, drive car, in uncongenial employment, desire;
position in motor trade, salesman, competition rider,
hard work welcomed.—Box 8374, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [6238

FINANCIAL.—PARTNERSHIPS.
WORKING Partner Wanted in Limited Company

with all-round knowledge of motor cycle repairs,
willing to invest £250.-829, Fulham Rd., London'
S.W.6. [6470

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

MOTOR and cycle garage and workshop for sale,
going concern, est. 10 years, living rooms above,

good stocks, splendid opportunity for two energetic
partners, 14 years' lease; £650 all at; no offers.—64.
Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. [6572

SMALL Motor Cycle Business for disposal, water and
electricity laid on, London district; reason Ior

sale, owner going into totally different line of busi-

ness; will be let go for valuation of stock, etc.; about
£100.—Full particulars. Box 8405, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [6434

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A45
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BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

ENGINEERING and Motor Works, Bournemouth.-
Small, well-fitted workshop, gas engine, 2 lathes,

driller, milling machine and press machine and hand
tools; good profits; room for extension; price £650,
all at.—R. C. Drew, F.A.I., Business Agent, Bourne-
mouth. [6115

GENERAL TRADE.
AUCTION Sales, Palmer's Garage, Tooting, the

oldest solely motor auction rooms in London.
Terms 7 1/, per cent., not chargeable if machine un-
sold. Motor cycles and cars bought and sold fcr

cash. Nearest goods stations, Falcon Lane, L. and
N.W.R., Wimbledon, L. and S.W.R. and G.W.R.—
Sole address. Palmer's Garage, Tooting, London. [6442

WANTED.
SCOTT Iront forks or other parts.—79, Berkley St.,

Liverpool. [681a

WANTED, Motor Cycle House, cheap.—C. G. Owen,
116. Bedford St., Crewe. [6598

HARVEY-FROST Garage Vulcaniser, with man-
drils, tools; exchange lightweight.

TOURING Ford, for good combination Triumph or

Douglas.—Whitehead. Braunstone Gate, Leicester.
[6570

INDIAN parts, flywheel for 1913 7-9-h.p.-196,
Gladstone Ave., Wood Green. [6663

TRADE Sidecar, suit Triumph, any condition

;

cheap.—437, Norwood Rd., S.E.27. [6334

WANTED, Morgan in good condition; no fancy

prices.—1, Othello St., Liverpool. [6400

WANTED, sidecar, coachbuilt, to fit P. and M.,

cheap—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [6213

WANTED, Light Sidecar, sprung wheel; moderate

price.-E., 9, Nelson Rd., Whitstable. [6491

I"ORGAN, must be in good condition; cheap for

cash.—Box 8435, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6974

ANTED pair or one front Douglas cylinder,

1911, A.I.V.—Addyman, Engineer, Starbeck.

TRIUMPH Back Wheel, 3-speed hub and controls,

also light sidecar.—33, Richmond Rd., Shepherd s

Bush. L&149

WANTED, 2-speed Gear and rear portion of frame

for 4h.p.; must be cheap.—8, Hope St., Maid-

stone.
[6500

WANTED, Second-hand Sidecar to suit 3Vsh.p.

bike, also lamp set—J. Smith, Brookside, Limps-

field, Surrey. t6164

WANTED, cheap secondhand Countershaft, 3-speed

gearbox, complete with controls.—Box 8391, c/0

The Motor Cycle. [6329

f}7 offered for good 3-speed gear box, S.A. or

oW other approved type—19, Wilcox Rd., South

Lambeth, London. [5975

WANTED, s.h. Zenith Carburetter, No. 30, D.EJ?.,

good condition.—Particulars, 294, Upper New-
townards Rd„ Belfast. [6293

WANTED, Chain Cases for 8h.p. Clyno-Jap; also

Millford underslung sidecar.—Kennara, 78, Yer-

bury Rd., Holloway, ft.19. [6366

MORGAN wanted; particulars and price required

of one that has not had much wear.—Hoather,

Bnshey Heath, Watford. [6507

SEMI or Racing Handlebars, 15/16 stem, for 1921

Douglas Lightweight, footboards, spares; cheap.—

Lord, Mountfield, Prestwich.

w „
11, Junction Rd., Brentwood. [6362

WANTED, good up-to-date seconu-hand motor cycle

accessories; state particulars and price.—Service

Co.. 292, High Holborn. W.C.I. [0671

WANTED, 6h.p. (76x85mm.) J.A.P. engine, per-

fect, cheap.—Age, full particulars, to " Went-
worth," Chessington, Nr. Surbiton. [6545

WANTED, Catyon & Mudd, sporting body only; also

Hopley folding chassis.—Lowest price and par-

ticulars to Box 8392, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6330

SPECIAL Racing bullet shape Sidecar, with quick

detachable finings, painted N.U.T. brown; bar-

gain £10.—Davies, Hwyn Ysgaw, Llandudno Junc-

tion. [6345

WANTED, Triumph C.S. Frame and Tank, less

front forks, with or without gear box, any
vear; reasonable.—134, Dobbs Brow, Westhoughton,
Lanes. [6*87

WANTED, Tradesman's Box, complete, one suit-

able for Big Four Norton preferred; must be cheap
and in good condition.—Wood, Pelton, S.O., Co.

Durham. [6301

RENOLD Chain Wanted, i/
2in.x3-16in., qx-W.D.,

heavv unused. Send sample link and price for

large quantity —Super Power Co., 81, Northside,

Clapham, S W.4. [6385

P.
and M. Ports wanted: Chains, exhaust pipes, filler

caps, gear operating chains, kick starts, and chain,

vnlve caps, front brakes; second-hand preferred.—S. E.
Porter, Whitchurch, Salop. [3865

7ANTED. 4-cyl. F.N. Magneto (distributor in-

corporated), F.N. carburetter controls.—Shelley,

WE HAVE STILL A LIMITED NUMBER OF

BRAND NEW

SHOP-SOILED MODELS
IN STOCK

and immediately after the Scottish

Show is over we are proposing

to make a list quoting

Still Further Reduced Prices

in order to make a quick clearance.

Meantime, please write us stating

the type of machine which
interests you, and we may have

something very special to offeryou

which may well repay your trouble.

"A SPEEDY SWEEP-OUT
REGARDLESS OF COST!"

WILL BE OUR SLOGAN.

ALEXANDER'S,
113-115, LOTHIAN ROAD, EDINBURGH.

272-274, CT. WESTERN RD., CLASCOW

" CHALLENGE "

MOTOR CYCLE OIL

Motor
Oil

GRADE H.M.
WILL NOT THICKEN
IN COLD WEATHER.

Of all Dealers.

Challenge Oil Co. Ltd.
Stoke Newington, N.16.

WANTED.
WANTED, Morgan, for practically new 8h.p CI;

Jap, hand clutch, 3-speed, Camber sidecar,

trie lighting, original tyres, unpunctured ; £110.-
East Hill, Wandsworth.

WANTED to Purchase Outright ior^cash, bankr
stocks. W.D. spares, miscellaneous spares. S

lull particulars.—McNeille and Piatt, 57. Gt. Ge<
St.. Liverpool. 'Phone: 1092 Royal. 12

WANTED, for countershaft Triumph, timing
of crank case, or complete crank case; also Si

mev gear box cose, or complete gear bos if cliea
Hole, 129, Park Lane, Carshalton. [4

EXCHANGE.
SUN V.T.S. 2-stroke, equipped, and cash, (or

—29, Old Ford Rd., E.2.

CLYNO 5-6h.p. Combination (1917); exchange lc
power.

—

79a, Clapham ltd., S.W.9. [6

3ih.p. Norton B.R.S., 1921, close Ratio gears:
2 change.—270, Bolton Rd., Atherton. [6

17h.p. 3-seater for C
8, Hope St., Maidstont

[6

STUDEBAKER 4-seater; exchange Combinatio
79a, Clapham Rd., S.W.9. 'Phone, Brixton 31

[6

PERRY 1914 twin. 5 wheels, nice order
bination and cash,

S.W.

EXCHANGE, Vauxhall
bination; or sell £85-

-Hillside, Surbiton Hill

[6

CYCLOTRACTEUR, cos* £20; accept useful
change or offer.—Edwardes, 277, Camberwell

'

S.E. [6

TRUMBLE 1916 10 h.p. 2-seater, 5 wheels,~fasL_
trial ; exchange combination.—Terrace Gar

Chiswick. [6

PEUGEOT lOh.p. with dickey, 4 speeds, 5 ri

exchange combination and cash.—54, Canal '.

Mortlake, [E

LA PANNETTE 1914 dickey, lOh.p., 4 cyl., 5 whf
exchange combination and cash.—83, Sheen L

Mortlake. [£

running order,

Hill View, Yat
near Bristol. [6

LYNO Combination, 2-speed, kick start, for 1t

power, cash adjustment.—57, Kenbury St., C
berwell, London. LI

AUGUST, 1919, P. and M. sporting sidecar
£20 for late Triumph combination.—163, Gu

Rd., Coventry. [(

EXCHANGE 7-9h.p. Harley, 500 motor, ail oil,

Triumph, Sunbeam, etc.—A. Harmer, 2, Chi
St., Kingston. [£

HUMBERETTE 1914, fast and reliable, nice o*
exchange combination.—Springhurst, Fas

Rd., Kingston.

OWIFT 1914,

Mh.p. Belsize Cab Chassis,
motor cycle, solo.—Holt,

C l

staggered, 7-9h.p., dickey, equip
smart, fait; combination and cash.—83, Si

Lane, Mortlake. [6

33h.p. A.J.S. for sidecar, Henderson or Norton"
4 ferred: cash adjustment.—67, Ranisden

[6Barrow-in-Furness.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 1918-19
ca-sh; or. sell £65,

Bedford Park, W.4.

TTALIFAX.—1922 Coventry-Premier _ LightCir,

as new, for solo

Kemp, 62, Southfield-1
[6

good Combination aDd cash
Horton St., Halifax.

Motor Zxcha 1

[6

MOTOR Van, splendid running order, 4-cyl. em
for motor cycle, or furniture; sell £50.—Gro

36, Bach St., E.C.I. [6

done *

perfect, decent combination parti-

Canal Rd., Mortlake. [6

xctif

3:\

'Phone, Brixton 3037. [£

CARDEN 1921, hood, screen, dynamo,
miles,

WILLIAMSON Combination, 8h.p., W.C.;
lower power.

—

79a, Clapham Rd.,

EXCHANGE 2-seater twin cylinder Swift car

good motor cycle or combination; sell £45.—

K

Egrove Farm, Oxford. {i

EXCHANGE 1914 Ford Car for powerful 2-se

Sidecar Combination; cash adjustment.—Ni:
Kirkby Stephen, West. [E

NORTON 1921 T.T., single-speed, unscratched,

new T.T. Rudge-Multi racing model.—32, Y
Chester Rd., Colchester. [6

EXCHANGE good Motor Cycle, value £20, i

bicycle and cash.—Stevens, Roseleigh, Spring

Rd., Heston, Hounslow. [6

EXCHANGE 1918 P. and M. Combination f$
seater. Morgan preferred; cash adjustment.-j

Oster Terrace, St. Albans, [6

-IA19 Ford Tourer, exchange Solo or Combioa
J.*/ or 2-seater, cash either way.—Jones, 131, Be

croft- Rd., Upper Tooting. [f

WANTED, Cycle Car or Lightweight; exchange

and M. Combination
Oster Terrace, St. Albans.

adjustmenfc.-
[6

A46 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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EXCHANGE.
(15 Studebaker, 5-seater, electric lighting, ex-
. change Combination, or sell £165.—Hollands,
L James Rd., Croydon. ". [6842

TICK 1917 Ton Chassis, dynamo, pneumatics, 5
Sim's, right steering, 2-seater or combination" part.

How Garage, Surbiton. [b^22

; RGE screw-cutting lathe, complete, for motor
.* cycle, Douglas ur Triumph preferred.—Ball, 49,
aside, Kingston-on-Thames. [6260

I DFOED-BUICK 4-seater, Warland rims, 15h.p.,
-•good running order; exchange decent combina-
-Yellow Garage, Surbiton. [6228

P AMOPHONE, massive 50-guinea model, cabinet,
Phew condition, ior motor cycle; no rubbish.—
St, 76, Cromwell Rd., Luton. [6311

I i.p. Precision Engine, 2-speed, combined with
/ crank case, silencer, carburetter; exchange for

£ox.-10, Dunhill Rd., Goole. [6243

i rDEBAKER 1913 15h.p., 2-seater, nice order,
^ lew tvres, whole car as new, ^recent combination
:t-Morland's Garage, Mortlake. [6220

i20 (Sept.) Beardrnore, spring frame, electric
. lights, speedometer; £55; for Douglas or Budge
r value.— 8, Manor Rd., Coventry. [7020

S\.NTED, good Douglas, for 3\i>h,p. Rudge, 2-
V speed, clutch, kick starter, good tyres, running
irbt.—89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [6740

^CHANGE 3 918 Maxwell 4-seater, dynamo light-

-itig, self-starter, nearly new, for Combination, or
1 £85 .—64, Church St., Edware Rd. [6955

(17-13 Ford Touring Car, in very good order, ' in
exchange for good Combination or Solo; or

1590.-5, Hill St., Douglas, I.O.M. [6369

<>L B.S.A. Comb., 4i4h.p. Magdyno lighting, mile-
• age 400 approx., and cash for Morgan, 1921

—

.'. Lovatt, 86, Manor St., Clapham. [6485

^RVEY-FItOST Standard Model A garage vul-
-jcaniserr tools, materials, used twice; motor cycle
j?L—15, Upper Northgate, Chester. [6358
' TE Model 3V2h.p. Rudge-Multi coachbuilt Com-
libination, excellent condition, and cash, for 4 H.
olas.—92, Newhall St., Cannock, Staffs. [6857

^CHANGE Humberette 2-seater, water-cooled,
Overhauled, as new, for good combination.—Mose-
lj 30, Canterbury Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6. [6505

IlRLEY-DAVIDSON Combination 1917, equipped,
Jgood condition; exchange Douglas or Scott com-
mon.—Parkedge, Thome Rd., Doncaster. [6479

j.20h.p. Humber, % landaulet, 5 detachable wire
i wheels, for Combination or Solo or 2-seater, cash
I way.—Gage, c/o Eton Garage, Balham. |_666i.

lUBLE-BARRELLED gun, like new, and gent.'s
J cvcle, splendid condition ; exchange for motor
c valued £20.—Brown, Minster Hotel, York. [6344

^CHANGE 7-9h.p. Indian Combination for
i;^h.p. or 3V2h.p. solo, or anything useful, and
; or sell £120.-17, Freme St., Blackburn. [6144

^CHANGE 1916 lOh.p. 4-cyilnder Belsize. 2-seater
•*clickev, 5 detachable wheels, electric lighting, for a
rination.—64, Church St., Edgware Rd., W. [695t

iNTLEftfAN has for exchange a 15.9h.p. Star
"Landaulette; Combinatiou wanted, or sell £100.
Loughborough Rd., Brixton, London,. S.W.9. [7042

ih.p. Singer 2-seater, lamps, spare wheel, etc.,

grand running order; exchange comb, or solo
(jcash.—Ramsden's, May Bell Ave., Blackpool.

[6590

^CHANGES a Speciality ! ! ! 2- and 4-seater cars
4£om £50 to £500 !—Seabridge, 35, Hansler-Rd.,
aDulwich. Call, write, or 'phone, Sydenham 2452.

[6879

^CHANGE 1914 8h.p Humberette, 3-speed and
'reverse in good condition, value £70, for Zenith
per good combination.—61, Grand Parade, Har-

f [6610
|l9-20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, hood, wind-
1 screen, spare tyres, tubes, belt, excellent con-
», for Solo, or sell.—56, Streathbourne Rd.,
im - [6676

\.C.H. are noted for fair exchanges.—Fair Offer
Car House, 5, Heath St., JIampstead. (Near Tube.)

toe, Hanjpstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including
t'days. [b4i4
BAL Lightweight 1921 2%h.p. Blackburne-Cuulson,
5 speeds, K.S., all on, for Harley Solo not pre-

) 1915.—Letters, Bart let t, 11, Albemarle, Becken-
i] Kent. [6509
ji.p. Douglas, rebuilt November last, new frame,
I tank, and all wearing parts; exchange for P.
(SVI. Combination or offer.—133, Cambridge Rd
1 Kings. [6340
120 Zenith 8h.p. sports and sporting Swan side-
1 car, new March, 1921, fast, fine engine, equal
: nge for twin touring comb.—58, Argvll St
Itry- * [6231
'CHANGE.—Good Lightweight, £30, and cash
fediustment offered for good Coventrv-Premier
wheeler.—Newnham Motors, 223, Hammersmith
London. [6774

I

PUNCTURE SEALING
! ! ! !

CHALLENGER TUBES.
MASTIC RUBBER

INSERT

The only difference from an ordinary tube is that the

tread portion is very slightly thicker and is built of

three layers so adjusted as to be self -sealing" ; the centre

layer being composed of the patent hole-proof compo-
sition, which instantly closes up when the nail or

article causing the puncture is withdrawn.

PRICE LIST.
24.X2 £0 14 3 700 < 80 . £18 3
24x21 . 15 (1 30 x 3 • 15 6
26x2^ . 15 a 30 '. 3i 1 18
26X2J . 16 9 710 < 90 . 1 12 3
26x2* . O 18 815 < 105 • 2 8
26x3 .

28x3
18 h

1 O 3 Write for Folder and
650x65 . 1 9 Sample Section.

ALL THE ABOVE SIZES ARE IN STOCK.

GODFREYS, LIMITED
THE B.S.A. , INDIAN, SCOTT & LEWIS,

SPARE PARTS SERVICE DEPOT.
208 Great Portland St., London, W.l
Telephone: LANGHAM 1300.

Telegrams: "GOFRABIKE," London.

YS
173, Gt. Portland Street.

Telephone—Langham 1257

HIRE
Motor Cycles and Combinations.

Any period from one day.

A GOOD SELECTION OF 1922

MODELS IN STOCK
Easy Payments taken on New Machines,

and Exchanges Entertained.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
1319 ZENITH, sports, 6 h.p., with Sidecar

and all accessories £85
1920 LEA-FRANCIS and Sidecar, all acces. £110
1918 HARLEY-DAVIDSON £85
1919 2J h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed,

clutch, and kick-starter. £50
1919 TRIUMPH, all accessories £80
1921 MARTINSYDE Combination, all acces. £110
1920 6 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Combination,

all accessories £105
1921 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Combination,

all accessories £110
1921 2J h.p. COULSON, all accessories £68
1920 4-speed A.B.C., as new, all accessories £70
1920 HENDERSON and Sidecar, all acces. £119

G N.'S, COVENTRY PREMIERS. MORGANS,
and ROVERS IN STOCK.

REPAIRS.
Good Machines taken in for Sale

on Commission
New Imperial Spare Parts Stockists.

EXCHANGE.
"EXCHANGE Motor Car, speedometer, complete,
*-* good Stepney rim and pair of good motor car
lamps, for gent's 3-speed cycle.—Box 8320, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [6195

"1Q16 31/oh.p. Brough, o.h.v.'s, 3-speed, used oneJ-" season; exchange lightweight and cash; sell
£70. Evenings—120, Marlborough Flats, Walton St.,
Chelsea, S.W.3. [6454

T?XCHANGE 3i[.h.p. Triumph and 3>/,-4h..p. Peugeot-U engine, frame, forks, tank, and mag., for hub-
geared Triumph, or sell separately—117, Cavendish
Rd., Leicester. [6556

1 rv GNS.—B.S.A. Oilbath Cycle, as new; also- girl's
•* ' new 9 gn. cycle and cash, for solo or combina-
tion. Wanted, A.J.S. spare wheel—S. Crouch, Sutton
St.,_ Edmund, Wisbech. [6391

1Q14 Bradbury 4l4h.p. N.S.U., 2-speed and free
-*-«' engine, Bosch, B. and B., in good order also
coach-built sidecar to fit. Wanted, 2*'Ai.ri. Light-
weight.—8, Edwin Rd., Leeds. [6377
TPLJGHT! -Sheffield Simplex Racing Car remodelledJ- to smart sporting 2-seater, 16h.p., handsome ap-
pearance, dynamo lighting, etc.; £150, or tempting
exchange.—Bunting's, Wealdstone. [6884
^ROSSLEY Landaulette, 20h.p., magnificent eondi-^ tion throughout, suitable high-class hire. Would
exchange motor cycles, light car, or motor cycle busi-
ness.—288, Sangley Rd.. Catford. [6709
"D OVER, 6h.p., modern appearance, sound, re-" Painted good tyres, magneto, hood, screen,
4-seater; ±50, or exchange good motor cycle.—c/o 1,Newcastle Avenue, Beeston, Notts. [6313

"I7XCHANGE.—1917 Grand Prix Morgan, just reJ-J painted dark red, £115; 1913-14 Morgan, £75
for motor cycles. Cash either way
Motors, 223, Hammersmith Rd., London"

Newnham
[6773

1 Q19, 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian, as new, goodJ-v mechanical condition, enamelling, plating un-
scratched; 48 gns.; exchange lightweight and cash

—

Green, Crown Yard, South Gates, King's Lynn. [6494

"PROFESSIONAL Cinematograph, fire-proof spool
j °oxes ' lewinder, screen, 3,800ft. films, comedyand drama; will exchange Levis or Radco; cash offer

considered.-Baker, 332, Hackney Rd., London. [6251

'Fi s££:ANGE '
for SoI° or Combination and cash,J-< 1920 4-cyl. Henderson with 2-seater sidecar

lavishly equipped, £127/10.-Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm
Rd. (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station), London

[6544
"pXp.HANGE 1921 (Oct.) Carden,- 2-seater, electric
J-' lighting, detachable wheels, spare wheel, almost
like new, for Lightweight and cash, or sell; £85 —28
Woodford Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone: Stratford 2598.

[6814
Qh-p. Temperino 2-seater, 3 speeds and reverse, live

y axle, hood, screen, electric and acetylene light-
ing, 1919, for late Combination and case, or sell £125-De Cort and Flynn, 39, Essex Rd., London, N.l.

[6695
~C]XCHANGE Trumbull car, 1915, 4-cylinder, new
-*-* tyres, 13.9h.p., in perfect order, 2-seater, lamps
tools, licence first quarter, for Seal 3-wheeler or
similar.—22, Fourth Ave,., Selly Park, Birmingham.

[7017
"I Q21 Carden 2-seater, spare wheel, hood, screen,
J-t/ electric lighting, cost 150, run 200 mile^; £85;
exchange motor cycle, cash adjustment.—Junction
Garage, Highstoue, Leytonstone. 'Phone, Wanstead
403. [6795

LATE property of a Gentleman.—Metallurgique Lan-
daulette, 25h.p., detachable rims, upholstered

Sedford cord, Bosch mag., Zenith carb., for a first-class
combination.—Full particulars to Central Ignition
Works, 14a, Loughborough Rd., Brixton, London, S.W.

[7040

8 h.p. 3-wheel Runabout, W.C., 3 speeds and reverse,
electric horn and lights, speedometer, wind-

screen, hood, car steering, etc; £95; for good com-
bination, level exchange.—Offers, 56, Brookville Rd.,
Fulham. [6354

£50 amd upwards, and 6h.p. Twin " Rex," 2-spee:l
gear, with coach-built sidecar, in splendid con-

dition, for best combination offered (2-seater pre-
ferred). Expert examinations.—Box 8404, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [6427

EXCHANGE 1920 2-seater, Kingsbury Junior,
dynamo lighting, 2 spare wheels, nice appearance,

any examination or trial run, for combination and
cash, or sell; £165.—28, Woodford Rd., Forest Gate.
'Phone: Stratford 2598. [6815

EXCHANGES.—Newnham Motor Company, 223,
Hammersmith Rd., London, always have large

stock for exchange. Write full particulars your pre-
sent machine. Post exchanges. Distance no object.—Newnham Motors, 223, Hammersmith Rd., Lohaon.

[6772

4ih.p. B.S.A. (1916) Combination, perfect order,
4 nearly new tyres and tubes, C. and B. sidecar

with extra strong chassis, and all complete, for higher
power Matchless (preferred 1920-21), A.J.S.. B.S.A.,
Sunbeam; cash- adjustment arranged.—Hill, 41, Con-
naught Rd., Brookwood, Surrey. [6549

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A47
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REPAIRERS.

ARMSTRONG or Sturmey-Archer Gears Repaired
promptly and efficiently.—County Engineering Co.,

Hounslow. [0517

rriRITTjtfPH, Douglas, J.A.P. Repair Specialiste.

OUR Works do nothing else but repair the above
makes of machines. Cylinders rebored, new

pistons fitted, engine and gear boxes overhauled. En-
amelling, plating, all on the premises. Send your
engines or gear boxes; bench test and road test
before returning. No need to send complete machine.
All spares in stock, and we are more prompt than the
makers. Work guaranteed. We pay carriage one
way. Discount to trade.—The Winstan-Henny Motor
Co., 63, South End, Croydon. 'Phone: 2431. [4764

WHITTALL for Welding. Aluminium experts.
Prompt delivery.

WHITTALL—Pistons complete for Triumph, Pre-
mier, J.A. P., Bradbury, B.S.A., Douglas, Sun-

beams, etc. ; 14/- to 24/-, on approval, exact to pattern.

WHITTALL.—Cylinders regiound and new complete
pistons fitted from £2, perfection guaranteed.

Twelve years' first-class reputation. Pistons to pattern
or sketch.-Whittall Machinists Co., Whittall St., Bir-
mingham. L0017

C

E

H
H

R. FOSTER, of Leeds, Is the original cylinder
grinding specialist.

C"
YLINDER Grinding by Foster, of Leeds, has no

equal. Price, complete with, piston, from £2.

£1,000 is the value of the machine and equipment
that will grind your cylinder at our works.—

Foster, ol Leeds, 170, Cardigan Rd. [0003

NGINE Overhauls, quality work only, cylinders re-
ground, pistons, valves, bushes, etc.—Below.

PISTONS for every standard motor cycle in stock
from 14/- each.—Below.

CYLINDER Grinding, our speciality 2^4h.p. Douglas
reground, fitted with new piston, rings, and

gudgeon, 25/- each.—Below.

TRIUMPH, J.A.P., Bradbury, and all 3V2b.p., 4h.p.,
cylinders reground and fitted new piston, rings,

and gudgeon, 35/- 1 returned in 48 hours.—Below.

QUALITY and Satisfaction Is oar motto. Entrust
your work to specialists and get a guaranteed

repair. — C.M.D. Engineering Co., Leamington Spa.
, 'Phone i 768. [9659

UB Gears.—Great reductions in prices of replace-
ments for Sturmey-Archer and Armstrong gears.

UB Gears.—Wheels repaired and returned within
the week; send for latest price lists.

HUB Gears.—Why pay an extortionate price for
fitting a few new parts to an old gear?

HUB Gears.—We undertake to supply the complete
new internal portion of the gear mechanism less

main driver for £5.

HUB Gears.—A. F. Lewis, Charlestown, Weymouth.
Look out for the Lewis patent 2-speed counter-

shaft gear and clutch. [0747

ARMSTRONG ond Sturmey-Archer Gear Specialists.
Repairs while you wait.—Tavistock (below).

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears completely
assembled for 6/- in 2 hours.—Tavistock (below).

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Parts at cut
prices by return of post.—Tavistock (below).

GEARS, shafts, valves, etc., for car or cycle, made
promptly.—Tavistock (below).

GEARS.—Send all gear repairs and replacements to
Tavistock Engineering Co., 254a, Portobello Rd.,

North Kensington, London. 'Phone: Park 643. [3719

WHEELS Repaired, rebuilt; sidecar chassis re-
paired.—Pritchard, 7, All Saints Lane, Coventrv.

[X5307
WELDING Aluminium Crank Cases, gear boxes by

experts ; immediate attention ; seasonable prices.—
—Below.

WELDING Broken Cylinders, flanges, combustion
experts of 11 years' experience.—Below.

CYLINDER Grinding on latest machinery, installed
since hostilities ceased ; accuracy guaranteed

;

new pistons fitted.—Sadgrove and Co., 140, Conybere
St.. Birmingham. [4769

ENGINES Rebushed, overhauled, rings fitted, com-
pression guaranteed; singles SO/-, twins 40/-; re-

turned 3 days.—Below.

CYLINDERS Rebored, fitted with new pistons, from
30/- to 40/-.—Turner Bros., Motor Engineers,

Summersent, Manchester. [4143
FRAME and Chassis repairs, alterations, etc. We

are specialists and sidecar makers; reasonable
charges.—Below.

ENGLNES overhauled, rebushed, singles, 35/-; twins,
45/-. Try us for anything motorish.—Henry V.

Smith, Osmondthorpe Lane, Leeds. [6728

STURMEY-ARCHER AND ARMSTRONG
Hub and Countershaft Gears repaired Immediately.

Every part for all types acttLtlly in stock. No waiting.

Price List nnrt Instruction Sheet by teturn of post. Usual
trade terms. Send repairs to Putney Station, L. & 3.W. Rly.

CROMWELL ENGINEERING Co.
327. PUTNEY BRIDGE ROAD, S-W 15.

^^|L^~^fe;

ROSCO
CYLINDER BUCK Tins 1 /2 and 2 /-.

post free-

STURMEY-ARCHER and
ARMSTRONG

Hub or Countershaft Gears
repaired while you wait.
Actually in Stock—New Sturmey-Archer
Countershaft Gear and Boxes spare parts.

Send for illustrated list. Trade supplied.
Send wheels, Hounslow L.S.W. Railway.

COUNTY ENGINEERING CO.,
64 Stainee Road, HOUNSLOW.

Wires: 'Three-speed, Hounslow.' 'Phone: Hounslow 822

AFTER THAT DIRTY JOB

SNOWHYTE
will clean the hands with or without water

and leave them soft and supple.

NOSAND OR GRITINSNOWHYTE.
In tins, Car itte, 1/* Cycle size, 6d.

From Garages, Cycle Stores, Ironmongers, etc.

SNOWHYTE Co., 1-3, Pocock St„ LONDON, S.E.1.

> SANDUM V-shaped

WINDSCREEN
Instantaneous Success.

The Talk of Olympia Show.

SANDUM SIDECARS,
£2 15 336

'
Gray's 'nn Road, W.C.I

'Phone: City 69S2.

Preserve your

Cylinder.

Withstands heat,

petrol, and oil.

3HJSB?fl OWEN BROS.
& Co. Ltd.,

HULL, England.

EARNSHAW
Yorkshire service depot for

Douglas, Triumph, Matchless, B.S.A.,
P. & M., Enfield, Rudge, Humber, Norton,
Indian, Morgan, L.S.D., Coventry Premier,

Etc., Etc.

HUDDERSFIELD. *g»

REPAIRERS.
STOVE-ENAMELLING.—Frames, 9/-; wheels, 9

tanks, makers' colours, plating.—De la Cour, 2
Kennington Rd., S.E.ll. [gj

FTHAME, chassis, and tank repairs, enamelling i

painting by experts; prompt deliveries.— Langli
Co., Fitzroy St., Leicester. [6C

INDIAN Owners.—If you have trouble witb your i

chine, send to Indian repair specialists, Deru
89, Brixton Rd., London. [if

J.A.P. and Blackburne Engine Experts- reasona
and reliable.—Kingsbury Garage, Edgware B

Hendon. 'Phone : Kingsbury 134. [42

FOE Expert Engine Overhauls, cylinder grindii

new pistons, and spares, Hedley and Co., JToi

St., Newcastle-on-Tyne. [13

P.
and M. Gear Specialists. Any 1911 to 1921 P. a

M, gear repaired promptly and efficiently.—A.
Phillipson, Engineer, la, Hilda St., Grimsby. [38

GARAGE and Cycle Repairs, Bromley, Kent. Sto
tools, and fittings, all at £150; offers; leari

country.—Box 8,414, c/o The Motor Cycle, [6£

ENGINES Overha-uled, rebushed, cylinders regroui

new pistons fitted, frame repairs, etc., lowi

possible prices.—Win terfcon, oiechford, Birmingham.
[64

ENAMELLING, Plating.—Tanks enamelled as befrji

handle-bars, etc., plated.—Send to Murray's Plati

Works, Union St., Coventry. Platers aud enainellerB

the trade. [00

CYLINDER Grinding, new pistons, etc.; aecnii

-and" highly finished work; prompt delivery; pr

list on application.—W. and F. Wills. Ltd., Enginee
Bridgwater. [07

YOUR Tank re-enamelled; makers' colours, corn

designs, transfers, guaranteed; handlebars, et

plated; lists.—Park Works, la, Paradise Rd., Hl(

bury, N.5. [60

SPEEDOMETER Experts.—Repairs to all make
Stewart repairs a speciality. New and second-ha

seta in stock.—London Speedometer Co., Kramer Slei

Earl's Court. [40

FRAMES.—Repairs and alterations; special fran

and tanks 1 uilt, any design ; enamelling a

plating.—A. Pilkington and Co., 390, Lichfield H
Birmingham. [84

FRAME Repair Specialists.—New tubes, forks, sta;

cut-downs, etc.; enamelling and plating at low*

prices; quick despatch.—A. E. and F. Brittain, Bent!

Lane, Walsall. [26;

ROC 2-speed overhauls, Humbsi, Rex, Vindf

V.S., Alldays, Campion ; spares stocked; S(

licenced for all Roc 2-speed gears.—Connolly, Carmell

Rd., Coventry. [70

ALUMINALLOY Pistons. — Our pistons signal

efficiency for 20,000 miles. Cylinders grotti

piBtons fitted. Trade supplied.—Commercial Engineerii

South St., Kelghley. [39

ENAMELLING, Plating, Brazing, tanks origin

colours from 6/-; motor cycles renovated throug

out; parts plated from £6.—Fisher, Works, 111, He

nail Lane East, Coventry.

CYLINDER Grinding, new pistons, rings, ai

gudgeonsr 85mm. J.A.V.'e, etc., 29/6; other six

on request. Aluminium pistons if desired. — Vulci

Engiueering Works, Walsden. [96'

N.S.U. N.S.U. N.S.U. Gears repaired at qui'

notice. Spare parts in stock; send gear aloi

to us.—Butterworth Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Briiti

Hill. 'Phone: Streatham 2813.

WELDING.—Broken flanges, aluminium crank cast

cracked water jackets, valve seatings, weWi

and machined complete ; scored bores filled in ai

ground to existing pistons.—Below.

CYLINDERS Reground, new pistons fitted complel

in oast iron or aluminium.—West London Wei
ing Co., Essex Place, Chiswick. 'Phone: Chiswii

536. -
[04;

COULSON Repair Specialists. Spares for all mod*
stocked. Trade inquiries invited. Tube bendin

welding, brazing, and enamelling.—H.W.H. Engineerii

Co., 40, Old Town, Clapham, 9.W.4. [25;

CYLINDERS Reground, accurate finish, comprt
sion guaranteed; Triumph, Rover, Premier, $5/

2-^.h.p. Douglas, 25/-; 70 mm. bores, 30/-; rings ai

gudgeons complete, twins low price.—Below.

PISTONS, all patterns, oversize specialists. It

price.—Below.

PISTON Rings, oversize or slip-cut, 2/-; standai
1/6," return post; none better. Thousands

testimonials.—Patent Rings. 30, Wigan Rd., Atbertc
[51

SPRING Fork Repairs and Replacements.*
specialise in these and can execute to any ma

at half ' manufacturers' prices; 2-day service^-Ja
Lucas, 110, Williams Rd., Cannon Hill, Binrjingbai

. [63

A48 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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Editorial, Advertising, and Publishing Offices : Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E,C4.
Telegrams: "Cyclist, Fleet, London." -Telephone: City 2847 (13 lines).

Coventry: Hertford Street. Birmingham; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street. Manchester; 199, Deansgate,
Telegrams : " Motorcycle, Coventry."
Telephone : 10 Coventry 15 lines).

Tclegr mis; "' Autopress, Birmingham. ",
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Tetegrains : "Iliffe. Ma»uhenter.'
r- Telephone : 8970 and S971 City.

Subscription Rates: Home, 23s. lOd. ; Canada, 23s. lOd. ; other countries abroad, 28s. 2d per annum.

The Date of the Scottish Show.

WAS the date chosen for the Scottish Show
the most propitious ? Although a great

success, and duly appreciated by a

large section of the northern public,

the Show has been criticised on one

point : the date was not regarded with favour by
Scottish a.gents. This was mentioned in our

report in last week's issue.

From our conversations with prominent mem-
bers of the trade in Scotland, we gathered that it

is a conviction in the North that a large number
of buyers who visited Olympia, with true Scot-

tish cautiousness, withheld their orders until the

Glasgow Show provided a further opportunity for

examination. The net result of the Show, it is

claimed, is that orders which would be given at

Olympia are delayed. In other words, the Glas-

gow exhibition has tended to hold up business

during December and January, when manufac-

turers should be busy preparing Tor the spring

demand.
It would appear that to make a Scottish Show

satisfactory to all concerned, it should be held

immediately after the exhibition in Tondon, when
the manufacturers could transfer their Olympia
models to the northern exhibition.

Next year there may also be the question of an

Irish Show, to which the above remarks also

apply to a large extent. Perhaps it could be

arranged for this to follow the Scottish event, so

that there would be no time wasted to the trade

by periods of waiting, which are very detrimental

to business of any description.

It may be argued that such matters are purely

of trade interest, but a broader view should be

taken, as by keeping the manufacturers employed

all the year round—instead of at abnormal pres-

sure for the spring and summer months—the cost

of motor cycles must be decreased, as the out-

put of a factory which is fully employed for

six months only has to bear the heavy overhead

charges for the whole year.

One cannot further hide the fact that multipli-

cation of shows is in disfavour among a large

section of the trade. One important and repre-

sentative exhibition each year is, in many
quarters, considered sufficient. Supplementary

shows form a big drain upon the industry's

resources, and tend, as we have already pointed

out, to delay the placing of definite orders.

Service and Sales.

IF
certain motor cycle manufacturers could

glance through our letter bag, there would,

we are confident, be immediate and con-

siderable improvements in the efficiency of

their spare parts supply systems. We are

not referring to the occasional complaints re-

ceived, now happily becoming rarer, but to the

daily eulogies of those firms which are becom-

ing noted for their prompt and courteous repair

and replacement service.

So many of these unsolicited testimonials do

we receive that we have long given up attempting

to publish them all ; but so often do readers

go as far as to aver their intentions of placing

repeat orders simply on account of good factory

service that, even at the risk of repetition, it

seems justifiable to keep the fact before the

public eye.

Good service and attention by the manufac-

turer after a- machine has been disposed of, is

the best form of advertisement. Motor cyclists

are the keenest sportsmen in existence, and they

are apt to talk rather freely. If, therefore, an
enthusiastic user is obtained by prompt attention

to orders for replacements, it is easy to recognise

that such riders are in effect perpetual mis-

sionaries for the particular make of machine

which thev ride.
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" Upper " Lubrication.

PO you know what it is ? I did not until this

morning when I received a circular from a conr

cern which is just entering the lubricating oil

trade. It was written by a publicity expert. The
preface fairly put the wind up me. It described the

conditions ruling in the combustion chamber of a

petrol engine in the vein of a thirsty soul who finds

himself stranded in the Sahara, or newly arrived in

New York without knowledge of the magic words

which unlock the secret bars. Piston rings, I gathered,

do their work so well that not one drop of oil ever

reaches the combustion chamber. So the rings wear,

the cylinder becomes oval, the valve stems bind in their

guides, the piston melts, and the top portion of the

engine is soon reduced to a number of white-hot 'bits

of metal clanking against -each other. I got quite

frightened till I remembered that the paper was only

an advertisement, and that I had oiled. up two plugs

the day before, in spite of these miraculously efficient

piston rings. The sting of the folder came in the

tail. To avert all the above catastrophes you should mix

2oz. of a particular. oil with every 5 gallons of petrol,

and this oil costs you 12s. 6d. Per gallon? Certainly

not. Per quart. Let me justify the price by ex-

plaining that the oil is supposed to be fireproof. It

not only does not burn itself, but keeps the engine so

oily inside that common oils which do burn cannot

cling to the greasy surfaces. If you find any carbon

when you dismantle the engine you just mop it off

with a duster. When I retire from journalism and

produce the " Ixiona " super motor bike, I must get

that " ad." writer for my staff. Hardened old cynic

as I am, he first frightened me and then made me
eager to splash 12s. 6d. on a quart of his wonderful

oil. Had it been 12s. 6d. per gallon I fear I must
have fallen.

Some Odds and Ends.

WHEN I find a good thing I believe in putting

other people on to it. Perhaps the best

article I have encountered this winter is the

Aquamac legging. It really keeps out downpours,

which is more than many alleged waterproof twills

can do ; its seams are so cunningly constructed that

no rain can drive past them ; it has chains under the

insteps in lieu of the usual fragile leather straps; and
after you have pulled off the pressbuttons which secure

its slit sides the trousers collapse in a heap round
your bootsoles. Next in order of merit I should
mention a Kaye oilcan, which is as strong as it is light.

The Pidko twist grip is a very nice conversion fitting

a 20

for those riders who like the American type of control

on a British 'bus. I have previously stated that I am
almost exclusively clad in ex-Government fabrics. My
Sidcot suit keens me warm in cars and cycle cars and

sidecars—yes, even in the midday frost of January

24th—but .is hardly proof enough for solo work in

wet weather. When dismounted I wear one of

Weston's trench coats—smart enough when new for

Sunday work, and cheap enough to be good wear for

tramp motor cycling when its twill exterior gets

dirtied. Rubber hip boots are far and away the

cosiest footwear for a cold day, and as disposal stuff

at 12s. 6d. they are more economical than shoe leather.

But you must have trousers wide enough to stop rain

soaking into the boot tops, and I regret that my own
feet are so large that I cannot get a pair of ordinary

walking shoes into any of the stock sizes of rubber

boots.

Jet Controls.

T7 F 1 92 1 has taught me anything it is the unparalleled

jl value of a variable jet Nothing but the laziness

of the public prevents these fittings being stan-

dardised by universal' demand, for, having already

two carburetter controls on the average motor cycle,

John Citizen is dead against being bothered with a

third. The, result is that manufacturers experience a

limited demand for the fitting, and as it must increase

the cost of a carburetter quite appreciably the average

carburetter maker prefers to push a fixed jet. But we
are not all of us idle or untechnically minded Speak-
ing for myself, I find that for nine-tenths of my mile-

age I prefer a small jet; it gives me all the speed

and climb which 1 ordinarily want, plus real economy
—possibly no m.p.g on a 500 c.c. four-stroke engine.

For the remaining tenth of my mileage I care nothing

about economy, but I yearn for lurid acceleration,

intense speed, and terrific climb. This unrestrained

tenth of my mileage being irregularly sandwiched into

the more docile nine-tenths, changing a fixed jet occa-

sionally does not fit my needs. I like to have jet

control, so that a twitch of a lever converts my gentle

tourist into a fire-eating road-burner. Those readers

who have never tried a jet control should experiment

with one in 1922.

Automatic Oil Pumps.

UR editorial pages and the advertisement

columns combine to prove that quite a number
of technical authorities believe in automatic

lubrication, and that quite a lot of riders are experi-

menting by adding such fittings to standard machines

(31)
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Occasional Comments.—
equipped by their makers with the ordinary hand pump
or drip feed. Yet, odd to relate, I do not know a

single rider who uses one of these accessories, nor have
I ever met along the road an owner who had made
the bold experiment. It would doubtless interest many
readers if some of those who used these pumps last

season would forward their verdicts on the subject.

During the recent arctic snap I was caught with (i) a

tank full of ' summer oil, and (ii) no inspection lamp
on my oil drip. By day I had. to dismount so often

to coax the thick oil through to the engine that I

travelled at night in a perfect fever of apprehension.

I fell a-musing that my ideal 'bus would have, item,

gravity pipes so fat that any oil would necessarily run
through them, and, item, a pump which saw that the

oil went where it is wanted. I warn readers who are

apt to be casual that with the thermometer at 27° it is

really difficult to induce even a " water-cooled " oil to

quit the tank. I was only able to continue a recent

ride in broad daylight by heating the oil in my tank,

running it out, and replenishing with the sort of stuff

which one uses to lubricate a multiple plate clutch or

a sewing machine. The oil which my makers recom-

mended for winter work would just leave the tank,

but froze into a kind of grease as soon as it got into

the cold pipe leading to my crankcase ; that pipe silted

up so hard in a few minutes that no amount of blowing

would clear it, and I had to borrow Bowden wire at

a garage to thread through it.

Quite Interesting.

LIKE most motor cyclists^ I can read anything

with a petrolic flavour, but generally give the

heavy stuff a miss. However, when 'flu had
enabled me last night to exhaust all the light litera-

ture in the house, I pounced on the current issue

of Motor Transfort. Much to my surprise, I found

it quite as interesting as the Blue 'Un. How many
miles per gallon does a lorry do on petrol and eke on

>il ? I have often cursed the motor chars-a-bancs in the

Dartmoor lanes, but a long article from the 'bus

owner's standpoint has created new sympathies for

them, especially when they are struggling with Devon
gradients in a sea fog on the famous grease of those

districts. Rather a wistful sort of boy discoursed
pleasantly in another column of his early efforts to

make a living with a Ford van. Further on I read how
the motor lorry is ousting the camel in the matter of
banana transport between orchard and sea. (Query :

Do bananas grow in " orchards," or should it be
" plantations "

?) Then came a picture of S. F. Edge
dispatching two famous piglings from his Ditchling

herd to' Strasbourg in a Goliath air liner. Finally I

met an illustration of Glenn Curtiss' latest brain-wave
—a motor 'bus with a hinge in the centre of its chassis

so that it could turn corners quickly ; this was no fit

brain-fodder for a sick man with a temperature that

suggests nightmares, so I put the journal hastily away
;

but I must become a regular reader when I have exor-

cised the 'flu demon.

Semi-Diesel.

THE mysterious engines sold by Bramco, Ltd., of

which I published the advertising slogan under
the .head of [' Another Puzzle " on January

r2th, are, of course, of the semi-Diesel type. They
are started by compressed air, and utilise a compression

of 4501b. per sq. in., which creates a temperature of

approximately i,ooo° F., at which any external igni-

tion becomes "otiose," as the murderer remarked

when they served a County Court writ on him in the

condemned cell. One or two readers mistook my
correspondent's inquiry for pure spoof. Thus one

solution was: "How does the beastly thing go?"
Answer :

" It doesn't—it is a stationary engine." The
Bramco people evidently became alarmed lest our

readers should try to fit these engines to motor cycles,,

and hastily forwarded me a list, from which I gather

that the smallest single-cylinder model weighs well

over a ton. To soften the blow, they enclosed a split-

pin puller for which they are agents. How I wish I

had owned this tool in the evil days when it was my
mournful fate to dismantle aero engines, disfigured

by several gross of those necessary evils.

OFF FOR A
WINTER RUN.

A hardy family party

taking advantage of

a brief spell of fine

weather during the

short February days.

Although not compar-

able with spring, sum-

mer and autumn riding,

a good deal of en)oy-

ment is forthcoming

even though the sky

be grey, the lanes drip

with moisture and the

roads are heaw.

Ol
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FRENCH SIDE-BY-SIDE TWINS.
Tendencies in Motor Cycle Design across the English Channel.

BLERIOT FOUR-STROKE AND TWO-STROKE SIDE-BY-SIDE TWINS.

Four-stroke unit showing belt pulley

and valve arrangement.

Lower half of the Bleriot cycle-car engine-

gear unit, showing pistons, cranks and gears.

Two-cylinder twc-stroke, shown with lower

portion of crank case detached

IN
France there is a certain tendency for motor

cycle engineers to follow motor car practice in

the design of engine, clutch, and gear box. In

other words instead of Vee type engines with chain

drive to a change-speed mechanism specially designed

for motor cycle use, and then chain or belt drive to

the rear wheel, some designers are showing a pre-

ference for a twin-cylinder vertical engine, forming

a unit with its clutch and gear box.

One of the best examples of this practice is to be

found in the Viratelle machine, built at Lyons. The

firm responsible for this has two models—a single-

cylinder of 350 c.c, and a twin of twice the piston

displacement, both of them being water-cooled.

Although th'e Viratelle is not very well known outside

its home country, the design is not altogether new,

for this firm had a single-cylinder water-cooled model

on the market as far back as 1906. The reply to the

objection that this design makes for a heavier machine

is that with the extensive use of aluminium the in-

crease in weight is only slight, while the advantages

are a more reliable and uniform cooling quite inde-

pendent of the

speed of the ma-

chine, complete

protection for ill

the working parts,

a greater degree

of silence, and
neater appearance.

The Viratelle

cylinders have h

bore and stroke of

73 and 82 mm.
respectively. On
the twin - cylinder

model the two cy-

linders are mounted
side by side, across

the machine, with

a 22

With its unit construction ot engine, clutch and gear' box and shaft drive, the Lutece

is almost a motor car on two wheels.

the crankshaft throws at 360 . This means that so

far as balance is concerned the Viratelle approximates

to two single-cylinder engines, but when one piston

is at the top of its compression stroke, the other has

completed its exhaust stroke. This gives even firing.

On the twin Viratelle the flywheels are inside,

between the two cranks. The shaft is carried in

ball bearings, and roller bearings are used for the

connecting rod big-ends. Side-by-side valves are

used, the valve chamber being to the rear of the

cylinder block, with the carburetter bolted up direct

on the same side. The position itself gives protec-

tion to the valves, but this is further enhanced by a

cover plate. As the engine is practically independent
of a draught of air for its cooling, an adequate shield

can be fitted in front of it for the protection of both

the mechanism and the rider.

A Fan 'within the Radiator.

The radiator on the Viratelle machine is mounted
in the frame, just ahead of the petrol tank, and is

composed of circular copper tubes uniting two collector

tanks. Water -cir-

culates by thermo-
syphon, but cooling
is further assured
by a centrifugal fan
in the radiator,

driven in a very
neat manner by an"

enclosed belt from
the engine. About
six pints of water
are used for the

twin - cylinder ma-
chine.

A three - speed
planetary transmis-

sion is contained m
the engine base
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French Side-by-Side Twins.—
chamber of the Viratelle

machine, the connection

between the engine and
the change-speed gear

being by an intermediate

pinion with spring coupl-

ing, the final drive to the

rear wheel being, by means
of an enclosed chain. One
of the outstanding fea-

tures of this machine is

the manner in which gear

changes are made. The
rider can select his gear

in advance by the use of

a Jever on the handle-bar,

and can bring it into en-

gagement by pressing a .

pedal at the correct mo-
ment. The arrangement
of the control levers on
this machine is as fol-

lows : Left-hand handle-

bar, valve lifter and
clutch ; right-hand handle-

bar, change-speed lever,

throttle and brake ; left

foot for the brake, and
right foot for the lever

which locks the planetary gears in engagement

fj5i8t(f§OLB 16*

The Bleriot two-stroke side-by-side twin (minus the cooling fan)

shown fitted m a motor cycle frame. This machine " was
exhibited at the Paris Show.

Complete with Electric Starter.

Car practice is most closely approached in the Lutece

machine, which has a unit construction engine, gear

box, shaft and worm drive which might have been laid

out for service on a four-wheeler. This machine has

been built by an important French aviation company,
or, it would be more correct to say, will be built by
this company, for up to the present aviation contracts

have prevented the firm going ahead on its motor cycle

programme, and only a

few machines exist in the

hands of agents and de-

monstrators.

The Lutece has two ver-

tical air-cooled cylinders

mounted in line on an alu-

minium base chamber,
which also forms the hous-

ing for the clutch, the

three-speed gear with gate

change, and the universal

joint for the driveshaft.

Mounted on the group,

immediately behind the

cylinders, is the combined
electric generator and
starter, which also pro-

vides current for ignition

purposes (for no magneto
is fitted), and even for

heating. Car practice is

followed even to the lu-

bricating system, which is

of the forced feed type,

(12)

The water-cooled Viratelle, which is made with both single and
side-by-side twin cylinders.

with all the oil in the base

chamber, a gear pump
delivering it through the

hollow crankshaft to the

main bearings and the

big ends. The level of

the oil is judged by a

steel gauge attached to

the combined filler and
breather cap on the left-

hand' side of the base

chamber.
It has to be admitted

that in this case car prac-

tice- gives a remarkably
neat machine. The cylin-

ders, although separate,

appear to be . one block

;

die four valves are all on
one, side, protected by a

detachable plate, and the

carburetter bolted on the

left-hand side with a Y-
shaped intake manifold is

as accessible as the most
fastidious could desire.

With the very deep base
chamber necessary to pro-

vide for a reserve of oil,

the height from the top
of the cylinders to the bottom of the base chamber
is considerable, and tends to give a top-heavy ap-
pearance to the machine. One of the advantages of
this design is the absence of oil leaks. There being
no external oil pipes, there cannot be leaks at the
connections. It is quite easy to make the joint
between cylinders and crank case quite oil-tight,, and
there need be no leakage of any importance from the
valve stem guides. The only other joint is that
between the crank case and the oil reservoir forming
the bottom portion of the case. This joint, however,

is. low down, under the
aluminium footrests, and
if any leak should occur
here it .will not splash on
the rider's feet or legs.

Cylinder dimensions of
the Lutece engine are 75
mm. bore, with a piston

stroke of 113 mm. Very
deep radiating fins are em-,
ployed. The crankshaft
is carried in ball bearings,

while ' split type plain

bearings are used for the

connecting rods. Alu-
minium pistons are used,

with three rings, one of
these of the double type.

The degree of .silence is

considerably enhanced by
the mounting of the cam-
shaft parallel with the

crankshaft, connection be-

tween tire two being by
means of a silent chain,

a 23
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French Side-by-Side Twins.—

the general arrangement being

similar to that adopted on the

majority of car engines. On the

first series to be produced the

speedometer will be driven off the

front end of the camshaft, in-

stead of from the front -wheel.

As in light car practice, the

Lutece has a pair of quarter-

elliptic leaf springs, attached at

their forward and thick end to

the gear box housing. The
driveshaft is enclosed in a

torque tube with a ball head
at the forward end which

allows for' the rise and fall

of the wheel in relation to the

engine base So far as the

frame is concerned, there is

comparatively little departure

from standard practice.

Although there is no at-

tempt to follow car design, the Bleriot machine is a

good example of the French practice of using two ver-

tical cylinders and combining the change-speed gear

with the engine. This machine has air-cooled cylinders

set side by side, across the frame, with valves on

opposite sides, the exhausts being, in front and thus

getting the direct current of air, and the intakes being

towards the rear. The arrangement has much to

recommend it. for the exhaust side, which needs most

vigorous cooling, is in the direct current of air, while

the carburetter is well protected behind the pair of

cylinders.

Cranks at 360°.

Bore and stroke of this engine are 60 and 88 mm.
respectively, which brings it in the 500 c.c. class.

The two throws of the crankshaft are in the same
plane, or at 360 ,

as in the case of

the Viratelle. The
magneto is driven

from a cross-shaft,

and is mounted
behind the group

of cylinders, just

under the intake

manifold, in a

well-protected but

at the same time

fairly accessible

position. Use is

made of the tim-

ing gears, con-

tained in a hous-

t, ,,.
.. ing on the right-

1 he Viratelle twin-cylinder side-by- ° , . . . °
.

side engine, with central flywheel. hand slde ot the

Bleriot twin four-stroke. Timing gear cover removed

showing camshaft and magneto drive and how reduction

is obtained between engine shaft and lay shaft. The T
head type of cylinder is shown on the right.
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engine, to get the initial gear re

duction, between the engine-shaft

and the pulley-shaft. A rearward

extension of the crank case forms

the combined housing for the

metal disc clutch and the change-

speed mechanism. On the first

models to be brought out only two

speeds were provided, but a

newer type about to go on the

market has three speeds. From
the lay shaft drive is transmitted

to the rear wheel in the usual

manner, by means of a belt.

Except that disc wheels are

standard, the other parts of

the Bleriot motor cycle do not

show any departure from
standard practice.

There is another example

of the twin vertical engine in

the Bleriot cycle car engine,

which was exhibited at the

Paris Salon in a motor cycle. It is of the two-stroke

type with cylinders 70 x 96 mm. The two cylinders

are mounted side by side on a common base chamber

with sufficient space between them for the central fly-

wheel, which also contains the disc clutch. In this

case the cranks are opposed, or at 180 , whereas in the

four-stroke they are in the same plane. An extension

of the base chamber forms a housing for. the change-

speed mechanism, which provides three speeds and

reverse. Final drive is by belt to the rear axle.

Four Cyl'nders for Cycle Cars.

The majority of French cycle car designers appear

to favour a small four-cylinder water-cooled engine

in. preference to the types evolved from motor cycles.

One of the exceptions is the Francon, which is fitted

with a twin-cylinder vertical two-stroke engine. - It

is rather remarkable that in France air-cooling appears

to find very little, if any, favour for anything but

motor cycles. The French makers of the Morgan

specialise in

the water-
cooled model,

and the firm

making the
G.N. in that

country have

thought i t

necessary t o

produce a

four - cylinder

water - cooled

type in addi-

tion to the

model with air-

cooled engine.

The planetary three-speed mechanism and

chain sprocket on the twin water-cooled

Viratelle motor cycle.

BAD ROADS IN SOUTH AFRICA.
In Natal the roads are in a terrible condition, and

on a complaint being made by the Natal Automobile

Club to the Engineer-Superintendent, a reply was

received to the effect that as there were no funds some

of the roads would have to remain rough and rutted.

Natal motorists talk of refusing to pay the provincial

motor tax until such time as the Council have the main

roads put into a proper condition.

(28)
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BUYING A SECOND-HAND MACHINE.
Advice to would-be Purchasers of used Motor Cycles. Processes of Elimination.

AT this time of the year thousands of our readers

must be considering the purchase of a second-

hand machine, usually because it is cheaper

than a new mount. But although all prospective

buyers of used motor cycles may thus be classified as

seekers after the maximum value for the minimum ex-

penditure, their requirements vary greatly in other

respects. It is not easy to generalise ori' this matter.

Obviously what might apply with some force to

the family man who has ^150 wherewith to purchase

a modern fully-equipped big twin-passenger outfit

might be quite useless to a keen youngster who is

looking for a 191 1 Triumph at ^25 with a view to

extensive renovating operations. Yet, as we have
emphasised already, both are equally anxious to get

the utmost value for their money, and, therefore,

much of what follows should interest all potential

buyers who are not absolutely wedded to the current

year's machine fetish.

Advice to the Novice.

For the pure beginner, probably the best plan is

to put himself entirely in the hands of a firm of re-

putable -and well-established agents who make a

speciality of selling motor cycles overhauled by them-
selves, telling them what he wants, or, better still,

what he wants it for, and how much cash he has

available for
,
the purchase. He will probably pay

7-10% more than if he bought in the open market,

but he will be assured of satisfaction, and, dealing

with the leading firms, may rely on being safely
" nursed " through any early troubles. A good, busi-

ness concern nowadays looks ahead, and a humble
order for, say, a pre-war sidecar outfit is treated with

just as much care and courtesy as if the purchase had
been a 1922 Rolls-Royce—the latter may come later

from the same source!

Considering next the case where the buyer feels

fairly confident of his ability to make a good bargain,

it cannot be too strongly emphasised that a little know-
ledge is a dangerous thing in any sphere of action,

but doubly so on the second-hand motor cycle market.

Not that there is an unduly large number of " sharks "

to be avoided, but because it is quite possible to buy,

from a perfectly honest seller, an entirely unsuitable

machine which at. any price would be expensive.

Therefore, the most important point is to choose
rightly. Possibly the buyer has already settled on five

or six makes which promise to give satisfaction ; it

is preferable to decide this first, and then to glance
through the miscellaneous advertisements in The Motor
Cycle to ascertain just how modern a model is avail-

able at his pre-determined figure.

Naturally, the longer and franker advertisements of

the genuine private owner make the greater appeal

;

but some excellent bargains may be hidden in a two-
line advertisement over a box number. Generally
speaking, however, the owner's name and address and
date, mileage, and price of the machine should be
looked for.

It is then easy to pick out four or five possibilities,

and since the market is not extremely active at

present, there should be ample time to write each cf

the advertisers for fuller particulars. Engine and
frame number should be obtained, and dates may then

be verified by making application to the manufacturers
concerned, who are usually very willing to supply this

information.

Inspecting the Final Selection.

The final choice should undoubtedly be made on
personal inspection, and if theprocedure indicated has

been followed faithfully no very searching examina-
tion of mechanical features and general condition

should be necessary. Again, it is difficult to generalise

on what should be looked for. Little things, such

as the presence or absence of lamps or tools, often

make a greater difference to the value of a machine
than the fact that the steering-head or wheel-bearings

are slack. It should be definitely ascertained, too,

whether the tax has been paid and for how long.

If a decision is made to purchase, it is well to part

with no cash until the registration book has been pro-

duced ; and a trial run is regarded as a sine qua non
by many. In the case of very old machines, the latter

step is certainly advisable, but it may well be dis-

pensed with when a little-used last year's model is

under consideration.

Commonsense and an ability to judge the seller

—

and not so much his machine—usually lead to a more
satisfactory purchase than a wonderful theoretical

knowledge of motor cycles generally.

THE OLD WYCHE ROAD.
AN enquiry was recently, held at the Shire Hall,

Worcester, concerning applications as to the

closing of the Old Wyche Road by Mr. F. C.

Cook, D.S.O., Inspector of the Ministry of Transport.

The applications were opposed by Mr. C. Blewitt on

behalf of the various organisations representing the in-

terests of users of private cars, motor cycles, and com-

mercial vehicles, and also the motor cycle trade.

In support of the applications in respect of the Old
Wyche Road, which has been frequently used in motor

cycle trials, the County and Urban District Council

(16)

called eighteen witnesses, whose evidence chiefly re-

lated to the noise and interference with Church ser-

vices when the road was used on Sundays, while with

regard to danger only two cases of accidents were put
forward. During the past year only six prosecutions

for dangerous driving have been instituted, one of

which was unsuccessful. Mr. Blewitt, on behalf of

the motoring organisations, contended that the appli-

cants had entirely failed to establish danger or unsuit-

ability. The Ministry of Transport has not yet an-

nounced its decision.
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Early Activity on the Track. Surface Much Improved. A New Speed Aspirant ?

ALTHOUGH the repairs had not finally been

completed, Brooklands track was partially

re-opened on Wednesday of last week, mainly,

we were told, on account of the keenness of the motor

cycle element among its patrons to be " at it " again.

It was a glorious, summer-like morning, but the rain

; of the night before still lay in puddles along the inner

edge of the track, guiltily indicating that nearly two

months' work and the use of many tons of concrete had
failed to produce the billiard table surface still popu-

larly and erroneously associated with Brooklands.

The roar of a healthy single drowning the buzz of

two chain-driven Zenith-Bradshaws " on test " sug-

gested that Judd or 'Donovan might be .early arri-

vals, but enquiry revealed the somewhat surprising

information that the machine was a P. & M. That
the makers of such an essentially "slogging," tour-

ing type of mount should turn their attention to speed

work for the first time after so many years of successful

reliability performances is, to say the least, significant.

While we were there, P. Cunningham on a stripped

3^ h.p. model, lapped at nearly 58 m.p.-h., but, pre-

viously lap speeds of very much over the mile-a-

minute mark had been obtained. It is realised the

track is a great teacher, and, even should the P. & M.
remain (almost exclusively) unobtainable as a sports

model, much of value may be learned.

An Early Start.

D. R. O'Donovan, the unassuming Norton wizard,

and his most promising pupil, Judd, were also there

—

Brooklands would not be Brooklands without them

—

but not bent on any serious work, although the former

gave us to understand that long-distance records would
be in danger on the following week. The phrasing is

ours, of course, not his.

O'Donovan is keenly interested in the question of an
amateur T.T. race. He suggests Brooklands as a

venue, and that standard stock machines, tuned only

by their riders, be used. A half-serious proposal by
our representative that the test hill be included was
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dismissed as too dangerous, although he agreed that

the track might possibly be temporarily converted into

a really " sporting " miniature I.O.M. course.

When on this subject it is worthy to mention that if

the test hill were widened and then continued over the

track by means of a substantial bridge it would be

possible to add a mile of mixed- going to each lap.

Competitors would race in the " reverse " direction,

come round a hairpin bend at the fprk, down the

straight, up the test hill, round the outside of the

track, through the tunnel, and back through the

paddock and up the straight. An even better, but of

course more expensive scheme would be to construct,

in addition, an inner and an outer circle on the track

itself and to connect them by a temporary bridge. The
cost might be prohibitive and the danger element great,

but imagine the " gates " that would be drawn ! Foot-

ball shares might even 'experience a slump.

Round the Track.
However, to get back to the track as it is, our repre-

sentative decided to make a personal examination

awheel. His mount, a four-valve Triumph, had not

yet reached its second hundred miles ; so, bathing it

with oil, he tried a lap at a cautious forty. This of

course involved keeping well down off the banking,

and here the going is roughest, for naturally water

runs off less readily ; however, it compared favourably

with almost any road.

Having located • the survivors of the repair gang,

who were completing operations with brooms and

scrapers, and finding no suspicion of overheating on

the part of a new engine, another circuit was made at a

considerably higher average, probably fifty, .but at a

maximum of 56 m.p.h. by Bonniksen. This time the

banking proved to be in very fine condition, but the

middle of the railway straight was none too good.

On the whole, therefore, the track may be classified

as excellent, and to all appearances ready for very

high speeds by either motor cycle or car. Without

doubt some extraordinary figures will be attained.

(32)
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LIGHT ON THE LIGHTING
PROBLEM.

Acetylene, Accumulator, Dry-battery and

Dynamo Systems Compared.

ALTHOUGH the days are growing longer, lamps
are still a vital necessity. Whether we ride

daily or only at week-ends, a lampless

machine holds over us the threat of being compelled

to train home in the event of some unexpected delay

;

or of having to start back earlf and miss some
pleasant hours. There are three separate lighting

sy§tems" which are worth consideration.

Acetylene Generators.

The first is the old-fashioned gas head lamp with

acetylene generator. Its chief merit is its cheapness.

More ostentatious outfits have blinded people to the

fact that a gas generator set is perfectly reliable in

the hands . of a man who will -take the trouble to

master the control of the water drip and to keep the

lamp clean. When I use such a set, I do not fill the

carbide chamber till the lamp is wanted, lest dust

should choke the water valve ; and I make a test to

discover where the valve should be set to procure the

desired '.' spotty " flow of water in blobs, as opposed
to a practically continuous stream, which drowns the

charge, and leaves the rider lightless. I am equally

careful to cleanse the lamp thoroughly after each run.

After these precautions a stop is unknown, except

when a hard-worked burner gives out after many hours

of use, or an all-night run exhausts the charge. Both
these emergencies are catered for by carrying a little

spare carbide and an extra burner. On these terms

a generator set may be used all the year round
" without the least shadow" of anxiety ; and no system

is so cheap. My one heresy with regard to gas

generator sets is that the tail lamp is never too trust-

worthy. Solo machines are not now required to show
a tail lamp in all districts, but the tail lamp makes
for safety in two special circumstances—on a main
road amidst dazzling head lamps, and whenever the

machine is put on its stand after dark. The gas tail

lamp is fairly reliable when armed with a separate

small generator of its own ; but one generator is

enough bother for anybody at cleaning time. When
a.long tube from the head lamp generator is employed,

the gas pressure at the tail lamp is not always adequate.

Dry Battery Tail Lamps.

I use a dry battery tail lamp in conjunction with

a gas head lamp : Siemens, Ward and Goldstone, and
A. H. Hunt all list good examples. Gas lighting

is enjoyed at its best if dissolved acetylene cylinders

are used. The tourist cannot yet rely on a universal

supply of replacement cylinders ; but it is easy to

coax one's local supply man to stock them.

(2)

The second system may be termed " exhaustible

electricity," and consists of electric lamps, fed from
a dry battery, or from an accumulator which is not
kept charged by a dynamo mounted on the motor cycle.

The dry battery head lamp is quite excellent for a

machine which is not very fast and is not used too

much. Such outfits will give a moderate light for

lengthy periods at a reasonable cost. They will not

give a tremendous ray, as a high candle-power bulb

would soon exhaust the cells ; and the batteries are

now far too costly for a regular rider to depend upon
them. The accumulator system can give as good a

light as any dynamo outfit, but is usually designed

to furnish a weaker ray in the interests of the accumu-
lator ; heavy discharges—in the absence of a dynamo
-—spell rapid exhaustion, possible damage to the

plates, and increased liability to being stranded with

exhausted cells. The staffs of power stations are not

always too careful over such small jobs as handling

the recharging of a small 20 ampere-hour accumulator,

and I, personally, should only rely on this system if

I could recharge from the domestic supply in mv own
house. The boxes for carrying dry batteries and

accumulators are now carried in the rear prongs of

a double lamp bracket, acetylene generator fashion,

and are both neat and convenient.

Best but Most Expensive.

The third form of lighting is unquestionably the

best, and consists of accumulators which are con-

tinuously charged up from some source of electric

energy on the machine. The dynamo may be a

separate unit, or may be combined with the magneto.

These sets are quite expensive, but afford the maxi-

mum of cleanliness, convenience, and light. One or

two equipments in which surplus current is tapped

from the magneto are not suitable for a motor cyclist

who does the bulk of his riding in the dark, as the

discharge rate with lamps lit is heavier than the charge

rate, so that the daylight riding must exceed"- the night

work in the proportion of, say, 2 to 1. Moreover,

the bulbs of such sets must be designed to avoid very,

heavy discharge rates, and therefore cannot afford a

terrific light. Within these limitations such outfits

as the B.T.H. Sparklight are thoroughly satisfactory;

I have used one for over a year without a moment's

trouble, and without renewing any bulbs. But for

the fast full-size machine, which is worked hard, the

genuine dynamo outfit is still a necessity. If spare

bulbs are carried, it is as reliable as acetylene, gives

a better light, is much less troublesome, and is alto-

gether to be preferred. Road Rider.
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Difficulty of the Amateur Definition. Some Cold Facts Reviewed.

THE proposal to organise a T.T. race in which

entries shall be limited to private owners has

naturally roused considerable interest, and is

calculated to make every sporting amateur sit up and

take notice. Loth as one is to pour cold water on

any sporting proposition, and most of all on a sugges-

tion which aims at divorcing sport from all commer-

cial associations, the idea emanates from people with
little or no experience of the administration of sport.

The first problem is to find your private owner, to

arrive at a theoretical definition of what constitutes a

private owner, and then to apply that definition in

practice so as to keep the trophy out of the hands

of cleverly camouflaged trade riders.

The man in the street, unaccustomed to the lions in

the path, says, roundly, " Insist that every entrant

shall earn his living at some job which has not even

the most distant connection with the motor trade.
'

'

It sounds simple; but immediately the undergraduates

are up in arms. They don't earn their own living

at any job, they include many of the purest amateurs

on the road, and you must unquestionably welcome
their entries. The same applies to young fellows sub-

sisting on allowances from their parents, or on in-

comes which they have inherited. After you have

considered a few cases of this kind, you begin to

realise that the definition of an amateur must not

insist on his earning his living in any shape or form.

Presently you hear of an intended entry from some
enthusiast whose means of subsistence are extremely

vague. He satisfies your committee that he normally

exists on a couple of hundred a year, derived from
backing horses, success at cards, and an annuity of,

say, ^50 from a deceased maiden aunt. You have

to take his entry ; but there is quite a chance that

the whole of his racing expenses are being footed by

a manufacturer, and that there will be a cool ^100
in cash in his pocket if ' he wins. Finally, apart from
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the clear cases which widen your definition net till

its mesh will admit almost anybody, and apart from
. the dubious cases which defy verification owing to the

dishonesty of parties to the job, there are the border-

line cases.

For example, we will suppose that an entry is re-

ceived from a young man who is studying wireless

telegraphy in the works of a big concern which not

only constructs wireless apparatus but also manufac-
tures magnetos and automobile lamps and dynamos.

Is he "trade " or is he not? He may be as pure

an amateur as any University Blue, or he may be

subsidised to exploit his firm's magnetos, though he

is not employed in their magneto department. Another

youngster may be the son of the principal shareholder

in a company which owns extensive rubber plantations.

The boy may be a genuine private owner as a motor

cyclist, but very possibly his father's rubber planta-

tions sell the bulk of their output to one of the tyre

companies. If so—and the facts will be hard to

come by—it is probable that he will get considerable

assistance in his efforts to win the Amateur T.T.
I think everybody with real experience in organis-

ing competitions will admit that it is quite impossible

to sieve the entries so that the exclusion of riders

enjoying special advantages can be even moderately

guaranteed. If that is so, the ivhole principle of the

race falls to the ground.

Assistance from the Manufacturers.

In the second place, the factories manufacturing

motor cycles cannot be left out of the reckoning.

Business is business. These firms no doubt possess

strong sporting interests, but they are money-makers
before they are sportsmen. Victory in such an event

may be worth thousands of pounds to some of them.

They are not going to let victory go to a rival without

putting forward a finger to grasp it. Few of them

(18)
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A T.T. Race for Private Owners.—
would go the length of constructing special machines
or special engines. But there would be no need to con-

struct special engines. Some of the factories already
possess special engines. These would freely be loaned
to any "amateur " who wanted to borrow them. In
other cases standard engines would be faked by the

works staff. The private owner, entering a stock en-

gine bought in the ordinary way and tuned by him-
self or with the aid of his local agent, would not
stand a dog's chance in the race. He would be just

as certainly beaten before ever he started as if he
adopted the same procedure in the open T.T.

However, if we pretend for the moment that an
exceedingly alert and shrewd management succeeded
in squeezing out the shamateur and the camouflaged
trade man, and contrived to guarantee that every en-

gine in the race was a stock engine tuned only by
amateur labour and skill, the event still remains un-
attractive, because—other things being equal—victory

would fall to the longest purse.

Comparatively few amateurs can rely on adequate
leisure. Preparations will consist of at least ten

days in the Isle of Alan, preceded by two or -three

months' hard training and hard tuning. Experi-
mental work on Brooklands would be invaluable, and
entails a considerable outlay ; there is no road in the

country where even at sunrise one can test an engine
for sustained racing speeds; to compete in a 150 miles

race with a machine which has never done more than
two miles' hard work at a time is ridiculous. A cer-

tain amount of early morning speedwork on the road
is possible, but there is nothing like a day or two at

Brooklands to prove that . an engine will stand an
hour or two all out without injury. This test would
not cost the metropolitan rider much money ; but it

implies a pretty bill for men living in the North or

West, and par licularly so if the engine is unsatisfac-

tory on its first visit to the track, and requires a
second and even a third test of an hour at full r.p.m.

Practising Expenses.
Expense is further connected with the preliminary

practice in the Island. If the time at a rider's dis-

posal is short, he really needs a couple of machines,
as he cannot afford to miss several practices because
he breaks something vital one morning. So if he
goes to the Island a week before the race, he needs
two machines; if he goes three weeks before the race,
his hotel bills and incidental expenses will be corre-
spondingly high.

The only distantly practicable suggestion which I

have heard is that the promoters (presumably the
A.C.U.) should buy the machines from agents' stocks,
and deliver them to entrants in the Island after seal-
ing all parts; and that all repairs, tuning, and ad-
justment should be done under supervision. For
example, if I entered a Norton,' Mr. Loughborough
would buy it for me, say, in Bristol ; and neither the
Norton Co. nor myself would see the machine until
I took it over under official supervision at Douglas.
This system, analogous to the " stock machine " one-
day trial, would probably succeed in eliminating
" special " engines, and narrow the race down to

machines " the same as you can buy " It would
not, however, meet the main wish of many enthu-
siastic amateurs, which is that their tuning powers,
no less than their riding ability, should be tested.

For if the preparation period were lengthy, the know-
ing ones would manage to introduce one or two special

engine parts; and if the preparation period were
short, the entrants would have insufficient time both
for tuning and for practice. Moreover, it might
easily prove impossible for the A.C.U. to find all the
necessary machines in stock. If trade revives, it is

an open question whether scouring the agencies, say,

in June, would produce as many T.T. Nortons or

o.h.v. Triumphs or Scott-Squirrels as the entry might
specify. It would naturally be impossible to enter

a machine of any '•' small " make, or for any amateur
to race on a machine of his own design and construc-

tion, fitted with a proprietary engine.

Altogether, attractive as the suggestion undoubtedly
is from a sporting standpoint, it seems to me hope-'

lessly impossible so long as human nature remains
what it is.

B. H. Davies.

MOTOR CYCLES IN SCANDINAVIA.
DESPITE the very large number of British motor

cycles which go overseas, almost every mail

brings us news that our manufacturers are not

adequately represented in many countries. Below
we give a letter received this week from a reader who
has just returned from a two years' sojourn in. Scan-

dinavia :

"" Seeing that this country is dependent on export,"

he writes, " I was surprised to find hardly any English

motor bicycles in either Sweden or Norway. Though
the place was full of American machines, mostly

Reading-Standards, Harley-Davidsons, Indians, and
a few Clevelands, I only saw about five English
machines during my two years' stay. There are ex-

cellent opportunities for motor cycles, as competitions

are popular, while during the winter months races

on the ice, which gives excellent wheel grip for straight

riding, are of frequent occurrence.

(6)

" The fault lies with our advertising and agents.

During the whole of my stay in Sweden I saw no
printed advertisements and only two display machines,

and in both cases the model displayed wras of a type

not adapted to the country. The type of machine
wanted is a cheap, reliable, high-powered one with

large wheels and a very strong frame. Refinements
such as legshields, windscreens, and electric light are

seldom wanted. Now the agent of the Ariel Company
in Gotenburg was displaying their 4 h.p. single-cylin-

der model, whereas their 8 h.p. model with its 28 x

3111. tyres and good springing would have suited the

country well. Any British manufacturer producing a

good 8 or 10 h.p. machine should be able to find a

good market, though in many cases larger wheels

and better ground clearance together with further

simplifying* and cheapening would be essential to

success."
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THE 6 h,p. MARTINSYDE SIDECAR OUTFIT.

ENGINE: MartinsydeV twin, 70x80
mm. (680 c.c), exhaust valves over

inlets.

LUBRICATION : Semi - automatic

drip feed.

SPECIFICATION.
TRANSMISSION : Enclosed

chains, §z'n. x §in.

TYRES : 650 :< 65 mm.
SIDECAR: Martinsyde.
CARBURETTER: Amacsinglelever.

MAKERS : Martinsyde Ltd., Maybury Hill, Woking.

IGNITION : Lucas Magdyno.
GEAR BOX : A.J.S. type ;

speeds.

WEIGHT: 289lbs.

PRICE : £160 (less lighting outfit)

three

THE more apparent virtues of a machine which

reveal themselves when the latter is submitted

to a brief road trial provide the critic with an

appreciable knowledge of its behaviour. A trial spread

over a period of months, however, enables the rider to

become acquainted with both the good and bad points,

which are found only by constant use and by necessary

adjustments and repairs in the garage.

Equipped with a V twin engine having an unusual

valve layout, the 6 h.p. Martinsyde, when first taken

over for trial, was tested with special regard to the

excellence of this feature of its design. As is now well

known, this engine has overhead exhaust valves and
inlets at the side, below them, thus the inlets are cooled

by the incoming gases from the carburetter, while the

exhausts are exposed to greater cooling draughts and are

to some extent separated from the main portion of the

cylinder casting. This must undoubtedly tend towards
2fficient and cool running and freedom from distortion.

The engine is not unduly noisy, although a reduction
of the valve clatter is possible. When correct adjust-

ment of the carburetter is obtained, the engine " ticks
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over " in a most pleasing manner and answers faith-

fully to every touch of the throttle control.

Until we gained experience it was_ found that the

operation of the gear control w: as somewhat -difficult,

and improved design of this detail might well be con-

sidered by the manufacturers.

Good judgment, however, has been exercised in dis-

pensing with the all-enclosed chain case,' and although

the machine has been run through many trials during
the past season, no chain trouble has been experienced

;

withal the chains are accessible.

Regarding the other mechanical details, the engine
was at first equipped with pistons of an early type,

provided with a minimum of frictional surface on the
skirt. With these, piston slap became very evident,

and finally new pistons were fitted ; these—the present

standard- pattern—are good, being provided with a

flush bearing surface which has been reduced slightly to

facilitate running in.

So much for the unit. It would be impossible to out-

line the duties that the machine has had to complete

,

during its trial. On the road the machine has never

(2 2).
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Road Tests of New Models.—

suffered a serious failure. Once, during an abnormally

heavy rainstorm, a " short " occurred between one of

the -high-tension terminals of the Magdyno and the

aluminium cover provided for this instrument, and

that is the worst trouble the writer can record against

the machine.

As for performance, the Martinsyde has demon-

strated its climbing abilities by climbing the Brook-

lands test hill with four people on board, while on the

level it will do normal touring speeds of 40 m.p.h.

with ease and will touch 45 m.p.h.

when required.

Correct handling of the three

speeds is undoubtedly an impor-

tant factor when the highest effi-

ciency is required from the engine.

The latter is more grateful when
kept turning over at high speed,

consequently changing down should

never be unduly delayed. Detach-

able wheels would have been a

pleasant luxury, but since punc-

tures have been few, this has not

been of great account.

Criticisms—Pro and Con.

Steering is good, whilst the

riding position is all that could be

desired. A slightly larger capa-

city petrol tank (this has been fitted

to the later models) would have
been exceedingly useful, but it is

possible to carry a two-gallon tin of
petrol and a quart tin of oil in

addition to luggage in the spacious

locker behind the seat in the side-

car. This latter provides the com-

fort essential for a long tour, and equipped with a

Martinsyde hood and screen, provides ample protec-

tion from the elements. The Magdyno lighting outfit

has, with one exception, when water forced an entry

into the switchbox, proved very successful.

Undoubtedly the Martinsyde is a thoroughly prac-

tical sidecar outfit designed to take two people any-

where at quite a good pace in comfort and with reason-

able economy ; moreover, in view of its quality, it

appears that the manufacturers have made an honest

attempt to provide real value for money.

BEARING A
FAMOUS AIRCRAFT

NAME.

A LUXURIOUS PASSENGER OUTFIT.

Two models of the 6 h.p. Martinsyde sidecar outfit are available—the de luxe, with

interchangeable wheels and electric lighting, and the " standard," which, with these luxuries

eliminated, sells at a competitive price.

RECORDING THE
ACCORDING to the majority of those who possess

a speedometer, this accessory almost doubles the

pleasures of motor cycling. Yet, on the average

not one machine in six is so fitted. Without doubt the

reason for this state of affairs is the expense of the

instrument and the fact that much of its value is lost

unless it is fitted to the new mount immediately on
delivery.

We are afraid, therefore, that the future of an even
more costly and complicated fitment—the average

speed indicator, as outlined in an article in The Motor
Cycle of the 12th ult. and supported by correspondents
—would be by no means assured. It is pointed out as

an advantage that the suggested indicator would em-

AVERAGE SPEED.
body a clock. Handlebar watches, however, are

neither excessively unreliable nor expensive ; and wrist-

watches are common and convenient. But the biggest

objection to the instrument lies in something it does not

do; it fails to record sheer maximum speed, unless, as

far as present designs have gone, by the addition of

practically another speedometer proper.

While, no doubt, average speed records are more

faithful and true representations of a journey than the

memory of a needle momentarily crossing the mile-a-

minute mark, it is to be feared that, human nature being

what it is, the latter would be preferred by the majority

of motor cyclists. The average speed indicator would

be too truthful to be popular.

AN ENLARGED OLYMPIA.
OLYMPIA is to be enlarged. A new hall on

similar lines to the existing building is to be
erected on the property adjacent to the present

hall, and will have an entrance in the Hammersmith
Road. This project has resulted on representations by
the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders.

(13)

The floor space of the present and new halls will

give a total area of over 300,000 square feet, which

will make Olympia by far the most complete and

up-to-date exhibition building in the United King-

dom. It is hoped to complete the new building by

next autumn.
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Far from the

Madding Crowd.

EVEN certain agriculturalists are advocating up-

rooting all the hedgerows in England and there-

by adding many hundreds of acres of land to

that available for producing food. Perhaps the hedge-

rows and the spreading trees rob the farmer of a

certain amount of both grain and grazing, and no

doubt neglected hedges, which are allowed to grow

too high, are a source of danger and difficulty to

The farm lad who tells you of a " short cut.

both motorists and motor cyclists. But picture rural

England without them ! After all,, the beauty and

poetry and tradition of the country do count for some-

thing even in these days of materialism. We do not

want to sacrifice everything to
'

' hustle
'

' and haste.

To return to a system of tethered cattle, to uproot

all the wayside avenues, to banish the hawthorn and

honeysuckle, would be to tear the very heart out of

Eden and reduce it to a land of uninspiring railings.

Of course, no one in his right senses denies that

there are certain stretches on many roads, and thou-

sands of corners, which would be much better fenced

with railings. As they stand, they are now- a danger

to all who journey that way, but to condemn them

is not to include all the picturesque hedgerows in the

country which are an integral part of its joy.

A Bad Corner.

Writing of bad corners reminds me that only the

other day a most careful motor cyclist, despite the

continuous tune he had played upon his horn, nar-

rowly missed being mixed up with a roadman, a wheel-

barrow, a dog, and a heap of stones, which were

located on the far side of a sharp turn hidden by

towering hedges. The roadman admitted he was deaf

,

and then delivered himself of a bit of sound wisdom
which might well be printed in red ink and forwarded
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The Motor

Cyclist's Heritage.

to .every road authority in England. He spoke thus-

wise :

" Now, you know, you "or. I might easily have been

killed. ... And if one of us had been then

they'd have done summat at this 'ere corner. I alius

notice that it takes about two smashes up to get these

dangerous places putten right." . . .

A Lunatic's Will.

I wonder if any reader of The Motor Cycle has

by any chance seen extracts from a wonderful will

left by a lunatic in Sunning Asylum? There is a

wealth of poetry in it, and those of us who love the

sounds _and scenes of the country, who find an ever

open and fascinating book in Nature, cannot help but

feel that, insane though Charles Lounsbury may hav<:

been on some points, he yet had a soul. Note

especially the following few sentences of what in his-

fancv he bequeathed to us.
" The meadows, with the clover blossoms and

butterflies thereof, the woods and their appurtenances,

squirrels, birds, echoes and strange noises, all the

distant places which may be visited, together with the

adventures there found. . . . The bloom of the

hawthorn, the sweet strains of music, and the white

clouds that float high over giant trees, and long days

to be merry in, and the night and the moon and the

train of the Milky Way to wonder at."

It is sometimes a wholesome thing that we whose

heritage these sweets of life are, and who have the

means of close association with them, should ask if

we make the best use of our opportunities.

Ruralists' " Directions," and Gypsies.
" You look troubled in your mind, my dears; let

the gypsies tell you what's jn store for you." Those

were the exact words addressed to two motor cyclists

the other day who had endeavoured to cut off three

"There was the fire with the stew-pot bubbling above it."

V-9)
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A Motor Cyclist's Country Diary.—

miles of good road which that day was infested with
flocks of sheep and apparently all the cattle in Eng-
land on their way to a local fair.

I -know of few .things more uncertain of their geo-
_:viphy than sheep—except it be farm lads who tell

us of short cuts. In France we used to ask military

police and others the way to places, and always re-

ceived the same answer, " We've only come here to-

day.'' Well, that was better than the confidence the

average " local " gives to motor cyclists as to ways
i rid distances.

Well ! we had been harried in mind and nerves and
lir souls endangered by violent curses upon all sheep
rid cattle breeders and their flocks and herds, when
l came to a by-road. There was a youth plough-

ing in the field at the corner of it where it turned off

the main highway, and, as luck would have it, he
was turning his horses at the hedge as we came up.

A Short Cut.
':' There was nowt to stop us," he assured us; in

fact, it was a short cut to where we wanted to be,

and he would never think of going any other way.
Possibly not—on foot; but he had not taken into ac-

munt the squeezing of motor cycles over the narrowest
r foot-bridges, the opening of eleven field gates,

ugh which young horses were anxious to dash to

the imminent danger of our machines, nor had he
taken into account a bridgeless stream and ruts in

places a foot deep. These were unconsidered trifles

< him—or perhaps he was a humorist. Be that as it

may, he went on whistling " To mow and sow and
reap and hoe and be a farmer's boy," all unconscious
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of our inclusion of him in our general anathema of
everybody and everything.

Then, in a grassy country lane, which one might
have imagined-had got lost or was forgotten in these
days of hustle, Ave came across a gypsy encampment.
There was the fire with the stew-pot bubbling above
it, there were the horses grazing in the hedge-backs,
the black-haired, tawny children in clothes several
sizes too big were in the picture playing with a grey-
hound, and the gypsiest of gypsy women smoking
around the burning wood.

A Gypsy Dish ?

If we had been in a better humour we should have
been struck by the picturesqueness of the scene which
suddenly confronted us, and we might even have asked
to taste the hedgehogs I am sure they were cooking.
We might have inwardly thanked the farm boy for
his advice. But, probably foolishly, we were out of
tune with the world at large.

We had taken things too seriously instead of pre-

paring ourselves for adventures—which, by the way,
come much more frequently to the motor cyclist in

the peaceful miscalled " uneventful country " than

amid the crowd and hustle of town and city. So, I

am afraid, we were rather offhand and even rather

rude to the raven-haired lady who rightly judged we
were worried and who'd have told us a wonderful
story and promised us no end of good things for

sixpence. ... I have always loved the gypsies,

too ! and so I regret all the more that we passed on
without a chat with them, for they can tell you more
of England and Scotland than the most travelled of

us know. J. Fairfax-Blakeborough.

STEERING BALANCE.
A Plea for Closer Consideration of Over-all Efficiency at a time when Engines are

Receiving so much Attention.

IN
the drawing offices of most factories there

appears to be a tendency to allow the question

of engine performance to overshadow over-all 'effi-

ciency. One point which, in the writer's opinion, has

Keen badly neglected is steering balance. The differ-

ence in steering qualities of different machines has only

to be tried to be appreciated, the average being a long

way from the ideal.

, I have "ridden almost every standard make of

machine, but have only found one or two which can
be said to be self-balancing, a

,

quality which every

machine should possess. This leads one to conclude

that proper weight distribution and the correct arrange-

ment of the steering head have not yet received the

attention due to them. I have had two Scotts, and
found that both of them could always be ridden and
steered " hands off " without the slightest difficulty.

It may be argued that the low centre of gravity is the

reason for this, but I do not think so.

Another machine I found which could be steered
" hands off" riding solo was the 7-9 h.p. Harley-
Davidson, which cannot be said to be- low built by any
means. For my own satisfaction, I once rode this

'dne from the outskirts of Garstang to the outskirts

(1-7)

of Preston on the main road north (a distance of

about ten miles) without touching the bars.

To appreciate that steering balance is one of the main
factors in tireless riding, 'one should try to steer the

average machine with hands off the bars. It can be

done by gripping the tank and pressing on the foot-

rests alternately, but the effort required will be a sur-

prise to any rider who tries this method. When it is

considered that opposing forces have to be corrected

by constantly changing the position of the front wheel

by means of the bars, the advantage of a self-balancing

machine will be appreciated.

It is high time the makers gave the question of

steering balance their closer attention. A machine
should be ridden by body balance alone, and not by
pushing first one and then the other of the handlebars.

Some designers seem to think that placing the engine

so low that it will catch every three-inch projection, and
by arranging the saddle position so that the unfortunate

rider has to fold himself concertina fashion promote
easy steering; but they are wrong. At present. I ride

one of the super-speed mounts which is of the above
specification, but it is as bad, if not worse, than the

majority. Why should this be so? A. E. S.
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OVERHAULING AN OLD MACHINE.
How Skilled Attention may restore a Much Used Motor Cycle to New Condition.

SINCE the advent of the magneto and
the countershaft gear box motor
cycle design has undergone no radical

change. There are many old machines,

therefore, which, if they embody these two
components, may be modernised to com-
pare very favourably with the 1922

product.
These renovations usually imply the

exercise of a certain amount of engineer-

1
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Fig. 1.—Hollow hinge pin for the spring

frame, fitted with a large J.M. greaser.

ing knowledge—more or less in inverse

proportion to the price paid for the,

machine. In the case under review, the
machine was a spring frame 1915 7-9 h.p.

Indian, and when purchased it appeared
to be in poor condition in its detail parts,

but the principal items, such as the engine,

gear box, etc., were sound.

Attention to the Springing System.

The first item to demand attention was
the spring frame. Due to inadequate
lubrication, the moving parts were badly-

worn, probably due to the small oilers

provided. A new hinge pin for the

Fig. 2. -Bell-
crank for front

fork made from
mild steel plate

and bushed with

case - hardened
steel bushes
working on case-

hardened pins.

frame was made as shown in the first

illustration. Similar pins were made
for the small joints at the rear end of the
chain stays and also for the connections
between the eyes of the springs and the
vertical members of the 'spring frame.

The leaf springs were
thoroughly scraped, and,
before assembling, their
working faces were
treated to a mixture com-
posed of equal parts of

thick graphite grease and
thick paint.

• When the front fork
was examined, it was
found to need attention,
the smaller holes in the
bell-cranks being oval to
the extent of 3

3
2 in. It

was apparent that nothing
short of new-bell-cranks of
huge proportions would
provide any permanent

Fig. 3—Method
of fixing clevis

pins in the front

fork links.

satisfaction, so a completely new set of

bell-cranks and pins was made. The
former were cut- from a piece of mild steel

plate, and were as shown in fig. 2. They
Were bushed with case-hardened steel

bushes, and worked on case-hardened pins.

The principal dimensions are as

follows :

Diameter of hole in large eye of

bell-crank fiin-

Diameter of hole in small eye of

bell-crank ... fin.

Width of large eye of bell-crank 1-^in.

Width of small eye of bell-crank If-in.

.. The method of fitting the pins into the

clevises (which were new and made
larger) is shown in fig. 3, the nut being

turned away from the hub. Both the

pins were lubricated from one large

greaser on the bell-crank.

On dismantling the engine completely,

it was at once seen that it wanted new
big ends. Both the crank pin and the

connecting rod races were ruined through
running with chipped rollers. , These parts

were ordered and fitted, great care being

taken to make the flywheels true. New
exhaust valve tappets were made and put
in, the guides being reamed out to iVin.

to suit. The timing gears were perfect.

Engine Modifications.

However, the pistons were in poor con-

dition, also the cylinders, the clear-

ance at the top of the cylinders being
18/1,000 in the rear and 15 in the front.

As the machine was to be used with a

sporting sidecar, the writer decided to

effect any changes which might conduce
to speed. As new aluminium pistons had
to be made for the engine, raising the

compression ratio from 3^ to 4^- to 1 did

not involve much work.
The cylinders were chucked up in a lathe

and three very light cuts taken off the

bore of each. Each cylinder was then
lapped on two lead laps. The outcome
of this was a perfect bore both as regards
accuracy and finish. Only two other

changes of note were made on the engine.

One was the fitting of a new throttle, the

other the fitting of dustproof covers to

the exhaust valve springs. These changes

are worthy of description in detail.

Undoubtedly the most annoying feature

of the old Indian engines was the throttle.

This quickly developed wear, causing air

leaks and difficult starting, while the slow

running was completely spoilt. A new

THIS UP TIJ1>!1EI«6 LESS
"TH.W DIAM 0/PISTOH

/8 HOLES CRUXES
AT HALE ltlCH

UtTERVAlS

Fig. 4.—Section of wall of aluminium
piston. The distance from the centre

of gudgeon pin to the crown was
increased by § in. in order to raise

the compression.

throttle was made to the design shown
in fig. 5. The old throttle barrel was
bored out to make it true, and a new
throtfle made out. of a solid piece of gun-
metal. This throttle had a trunnion

(b) THROTTLE LEVER'

;tra atr slots

(a) SPRH1G WASHER FIXED HERE

Fig. 5.—Alterations to the throttle.

formed on each end of it, and these

trunnions turned in end plates fixed into

the barrel. The end plates were held

in position by long studs running on each

side of the barrel. A slot for admitting
extra air was cut in one end of the

throttle, and a corresponding slot cut in

the end plate. A small slide outside the

end plate shuts this off when necessary.

A small lever was fixed on the outside

trunnion for moving the

throttle. The friction on
the air slide was caused
by the small spring
washer shown at (a) in

sketch, pulling the lever

(b) up against, the air

slide. Sufficient end play
was left in the throttle

to allow for this. When
these alterations were
finished, the machine's
slow running was wonder-
ful. It was possible to

start from cold in summer
without injecting.

The small push rods on
the tops of the inlet

domes were removed.
These were made of silver

steel, the ends being
made red hot and
quenched in oil. Covers
were fitted over the.

exhaust valve springs. The construction
of these is shown in fig. 6. A consider-
able amount of minor detail work was
also carried out.

All the painted parts were treated to.

three coats of Indian enamel, and two
coats of copal varnish, the finish obtained
being well worth the trouble entailed by
this procedure. When the outfit was
finished it looked exceedingly handsome,
and ran beautifully. The changes to the

engine made a considerable difference to

the speed, the machine with a sporting
sidecar being capable of 50 m.p.h. without
undue fuss.

It might be added that all the work was
carried out on a 6in. lathe, and in the

course of three winter months.

—

Engineer.

(i3- ior

Fig. 6.—Con-
struction of

exhaust valve

spring cover.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for ihe opinions of his correspondents.

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor," The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must ba accompanied by the writer's name and address.

FAMOUS SCOTTISH HILLS.

Sir,—Will you allow me a few comments on ~Mr. B. H.
Davies's notes, which recall many pleasant and a few un-
pleasant memories? I have not a copy of the Scottish contour
book at hand, but I think reference to it will show that the
"Pass of the Cattle" is six, not five, miles each way. I

wonder if he has ever ridden a machine of less than the 500
c.c. class up it? I am inclined to doubt it, or he would not
give four miles as. the top gear length. I should say- three
miles top gear, two and a quarter second and threequarters
bottom, certainly so for small machines'. Again, if I may
venture to doubt so eminent an authority, I do not think the"
gradient of the Inverfarigaig corkscrew even approaches 1 in

5 ; as far as the gradient goes it is an easy second gear hill,

and that probably accounts for the many failures. Riders do
not take it slow enough ; on a low bottom gear, with very
little throttle, it is not, in my opinion, a difficult hill to

climb clean.

Two hills which between, them in the last two Scottish
Six Days have accounted for more failures than any others
are not mentioned—Mam Rattaehan and Glendoe. If memory
serves, there were no fewer than twenty-four failures on the

'
first named in 1920, due chiefly, it is true, to a fiendish patch
of very loose earth about halfway up ; but, under any
circumstances, it is a "man's size" hill—with an extremely
deceptive gradient. Glendoe is possibly even more beloved

by the Edinburgh M.C. than Amulree. I doubt if there" is

any hill in the British Isles on which a novice, even though
mounted on a first-class machine, is more likely to fail. The
down hill stretches before the top eventually convinces him
that' he has missed the " end of an observed hill " notice

;

then suddenly there is a snorter of an " S " bend on a pukka
1 in 4 gradient with a surface chiefly conspicuous for its

absence. (Rev.) J. M. PHILPOTT.

ECONOMICAL MOTORING FOR TWO.

Sir,—Is there any British firm having sufficient courage and
enterprise to build a really cheap efficient two-seated three-

wheeler? As a motorist of long experience, I can say that an
unlimited market awaits-a machine on these lines :

Pressed steel frame carrying two-cylinder vertical two-

stroke air-cooled engine (say 70x80 mm.) set on centre line,

giving flywheel ignition and lighting and driving by disc to

cross-shaft, thence by cased chain to rear wheel.

Weight' need hardly exceed 3 cwt. 2Jin. tyres would
suffice

;
perhaps 3in. on rear wheel.

Reliability, simplicity, and economy would be obtained with

smooth, variable gear of wide range and a reverse. There

is no reason other than greed why such a machine could not

be profitably sold at £90. VIATOR.
London, S.W.16.

HEAVY SIDECAR FUEL CONSUMPTION.
Sir,—Might I inquire, through your columns what mileage

per gallon any of your readers are getting with M.A.G.-
engined two-seater Matchless 1921 or 1922 machines? My
usual load, including myself, Js twenty stone, and I was
surprised to find that my m.p.g. works out at about" 35,

speed average about 20 rn.p.li. G.E.
Sheerness.

(6-12)

IS "THE GAME" WORTH THE CANDLE?
Sir,—I have read with interest the article entitled " The

Great Game," in which the writer complains that more
private owners do not go in for such events. The reason for

this appears to me, however, to be pretty obvious. Motor
cycles were designed to travel" on roads, or apologies for such,

and were not intended to clamber up boulder-strewn mountain
tracks, or cross the rocky beds of rivers. While no doubt
fun on somebody else's machine, to the average owner who
takes a pride in his mount, and who is probably none too well

blessed with this world's goods, the game is not worth the

candle. Smashed guards, damaged crank cases, and bent

footrests may not constitute a wrecked machine, but they

cost quite a lot to repair, and insurance companies will, quite

rightly, not pay for this class of damage.
As to sport, I cannot see where it comes in: To my mind,

using a good machine for this purpose is like galloping across

a boulder-strewn seashore with a hunter. One might finish

the ride with nothing worse than a few bruises (and who
minds that?) but it could hardly be called sport for the poor

horse. A. ARNOLD.

CONDENSED CRITICISMS.

Sir.—As the owner of an American. big twin, I am compar-

ing it with tlie British machine of your correspondent

"3485." The machine, a 1920 Harley sidecar outfit,_ has

covered 5,620 miles, which includes a tour in North Wales,

and is ridden all weathers :

Tyres.—New rear tyre, other two still good, no punctures

at all.

Cycle Parts.—Very strong, no trouble.

Mudguarding.—Bad.
Springing.—Excellent 3in. tyres and spring saddle pin.

Silence.—Excellent.

Speed.—50 m.p.h. with two up.

Oil Consumption.—Small (automatic hand pump only used

on rare occasions).

Oil Pump.—Automatic, no trouble.

Petrol Consumption.—50 m.p.g. on the average.

Engine.^Quite a wonderful engine, no trouble whatever,

and, except for decarbonising every 2,000 miles, has cost

me nothing in repairs.

Gear.—Foolproof change, no trouble at all.

Clutch.—Foot and hand; it has never had any adjust-

ment, and I can drive through London easily on top gear

to-day.

Chains.—Front chain runs in oil spray, quite good; one

new rear chain, and that considerably worn.

General Accessibility.—Chains good; engine, carburetter,

and magneto practically inaccessible unless engine unit taken

out of frame.
Brakes.—Internal and external, both powerful.

Lighting Set.—Six volt accumulator, no trouble whatever,

and is most satisfactory.

Stewart Mechanical Horn.—No trouble, placed on sidecar

bar and works hand or foot.

Sidecar.—Comfortable, possible to get two persons in at a

pinch.
Sidecar Box.—In bulbous back, room for luggage for two

for a week's tour.
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Petrol Tank.—Double tank with two separate feed pipes,

nothing will make the filler caps splash over.

Kick-starter.—Excellent ; will mostly start engine at fourth

kick without injecting even in winter. ^
Plugs.—Had trouble with mica plugs due to fraying.

Carburetter.—Excellent for slow running, easy starting,

speed, acceleration, and reliability.

Transmission Shock Absorbers.—Must use clutch instead.

General Reliability.—No involuntary stops, except for a

smoked plug or two when in Wales due to use of hand oil

pump. The only nut I have ever found loose during the whole

distance travelled was one in the spring fork.

F. W. ALGAR.

Sir,—I own a machine fitted with a 350 c.c. Precision engine

which has beeu in regular use since January,, 1920. I do

about 100 miles nearly every week-end, and holiday tours

of considerably more.
Speed.—Never been timed and have no speedometer, but

will pass certain other much-advertised two-strokes which

enjoy a reputation for speed, both on the level and uphill,

as many of their testers know. Both machines being 350 c.c.

Hill-climbing.—Very good. Will climb Beacon Hill, sclo.

on 5| to 1 top in dry weather. The Wyche Cutting is easily

climbed on bottom 9£ to 1, as is also Rising Sun, even in

bad weather, driving being the main factor on Cotswold grease.

Petrol Consumption.—Never below eighty, sometimes

ninety, and tuned only for economy, have done 110 m.p.g.,

two up, on undulating roads.

Oil.—Is extremely economical on oil, about
_
150 miles

to the sump full, about one pint for ordinary riding. The

makers' claim of 500 miles per sump is too optimistic.

General Criticism.—Usually an easy starter, but requires

an injection on very cold mornings. Vibration is prac-

tically non-existent. My carburetter is an early Amac with the

gauze removed and a hole in the induction, four-stroking

does not occur, even at" the lowest speed, with intelligent

-handling of the air lever. Plugs have been my biggest

trouble, and no porcelain plug I have tried will stand up long.

The only plugs I have found to give satisfaction are K.L.G.'s

(aero type). I have not escaped entirely trouble free.

The makers replaced a defective crankshaft which broke-
close to the garage, luckily. I also split the detachable

head, due, 1 think, to a flaw in _ the casting, but maybe
to my own carelessness in tightening the bolts down.^ I

decarbonise at short intervals and very often fit new rings.

T.F.M.

Sir,—The following criticism of my 1921 6-7 h.p. B.S.A.

sidecar outfit inav be of interest. It was purchased on the

12th of August, 1921.

Tyres.—First-class, sidecar and front wheel have never
needed reinflation since taking delivery;

one puncture in back wheel, picked up
nail wheeling out of garage.

Cycle Parts.—Very strong; no trouble

at all.

Mudguarding.—Good ; back best.

Springing.—Splendid (spring seat

pillar). • V\
Silence.—Nothing to complain about. v

~

Speed.—35 m.p.h. on threequarter . \

throttle ; never been run all out.

Petrol Consumption.—50 to 55 m.p.g.

on No. 1 spirit, 55 to 60 m.p.g. on half

No. 1 and half benzole.

Oil.—No record kept. I am very I
generous with this.

Oil Pump.—No trouble at all.

Engine.—Ample power; would pull

me out of a coal pit if road wheels
would grip.

Chains.—Have not seen them yet.

Gears.—Perfectly simple, simply
perfect.

Brakes.—Excellent; back, internal
expanding, will stop machine on any
incline ; front very good.

Sidecar.—Roomy and comfortable,
very well sprung, only fault rather too
high for lady to step into ; bad steps A spectacular method—

1

fixed on chassis. °* a Scott motor cycle.
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Starting.—Four or five kicks after injection when cold,

one kick when warm.
In conclusion, I will say that I have such good faith

in the B.S.A. that if I were twenty-five years younger (I am
forty-nine next birthday) I would enter for the London to

Edinburgh Run, and I think I should have a. chance of a gold.

Preston. CK 5269.

Sir,—With reference to the interesting account of "5485's"

experiences with an Enfield, the particulars of the 5-6 h.p.

Raleigh outfit of which I took delivery in July may be of

service. I do not claim to be an " expert driver "
;
perhaps

the "average touring duffer" referred to in another article

in the same issue would fill the bill. Mileage 2,205 (Midlands,

North Devon, Yorkshire, dales). -

Tyres.—Good ; one puncture (one nail).

Cycle Frame.—Duplex frame and fittings excellent, lateral

whip absent, slight whip noticeable at times on single tube

above tank.
Mudguarding.—Good ; rear guards might be wider in

really bad weather. Legshields very efficient and keep engine

cool.

Springing.—Excellent; the comfort of a spring frame
when rigid laterally must be experienced to be believed.

On the occasion of my only puncture, I drove four or five

miles on a back tyre which was flat without knowing it

until a- really bad pot-hole caused be to look at the wheel.

(My previous mount was a rigid frame.)
Silence.—All that can be desired.

Speed.—Up to 42 m.p.h. with . all spares, passenger,
petrol spare, and heavy luggage. Long runs, speedo-

meter 30-55 for two hours on end (except, of course, slows for

villages). (Salisbury, Basingstoke, Bagshot Road).
Oil Consumption.—Not measured. The automatic lubri-

cation system via crank case suction and emergency flood-

ing are quite satisfactory and absolutely reliable.

Petrol.—General average 50-55 ,m.p.g. ; average running
speed usually scheduled for 22-25 m.p.h. Load includes

passenger and an Airedale, weight about 50 lb., also week-
end luggage.

Engine.—As near perfection as can be obtained. Flexibility

and acceleration good, climbs well, and one is tempted to

hang on to top too long on one figure hills. Accessibility

of engine perfectly arranged.
Gear.—Sturmey-Archer, so needs no comment.
Chains.—Appear rather on light side, ^in. Front chain

tends to stretch unevenly (Renold chain), but I may have
got hold of a "dud," though a colleague of mine has had
similar experience. Adjustment very simple and has further

merit that each chain adjusts independently of other. Chain
cases very efficient, and chains keep free from grit and water.

but not one we would advise readers to adopt—of demonstrating the stability

E. H. Widdowson travelling at 30 m.p.h. on Nottingham Embankment.

(1S-24)
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Wheels.—Interchau-geability a great advantage. but
wheels must be screwed very tightly on to hubs to avoid
trouble. Original locking device poor, but this has been
remedied.

Brakes.—Very powerful ; no cause for anxiety anywhere
in North Devon.

Sidecar.—Passenger compares this unfavourably with the
large Rudge sidecar of our former outfit. Springing fair,

but springing and upholster-y of cushions, etc., could be
improved. Bhiemel latest pattern screen found to be per-
fectly satisfactory. Luggage grid (extra) carried on sidecar
body is efficient, but does not stow a 30in. portmanteau
comfortably (perhaps this is not a reasonable requirement).
Sidecar locker very capacious and takes an endless amount
of spare luggage; locker under seat also very convenient.

Petrol Tank.—2£ gallons, no need to split a tin ; petrol

strainer in tank is of use and not for ornament only.

Plugs.—Lodge weatherproof; have not be touched so far.

Carburetter.—Amac, fairly satisfactory, prefer Senspray
as titted on old 'bus.

Shock Absorber (Transmission.)—Very good, can run evenly
and slowly on top gear, but could do with more oil than- it gets.

General.—One involuntary stop in whole use so far

—

petrol tank was dry. Engine runs smoothly, and, punctures

excepted (touch wood), one can set a schedule and be sure of

keeping well up to time. I note that one correspondent

comments on the absence of this outfit from competition

events, and the same fact surprises me, especially as during

the first three months I had the outfit I purposely drove it hard

to see what would smash while I was under guarantee,

but nothing did. -A.Y. 9093.

Loughborough.

FUTURE T.T. RACES.
Sir,—I have followed the correspondence re the T.T. dates

with much interest, as I have seen many T.T. races and am
a prospective amateur entrant. Although the suggestion

has been made to hold the races- in September, it does

not seem to have been taken up by the A.C.U. I give

some reasons below which I have not seen given before in

favour of this suggestion.

(1.) The race would take place shortly before Olympia
and would give a splendid opportunity to manufacturers

to show us the capabilities of their new models.

(2.) The weather is usually ideal in September.

(3.) Many motor cyclists who are in business would not

consider taking their holidays in May or early June: On
the other hand, quite a number would be glad of an oppor-

tunity to spend a fortnight in the island in September. The
'varsities also would be down. Here are two fields from
which a larger number of private-owner entrants might be
gathered. The only apparent objection to holding the races

in September seems to be - the difficulty of the morning
practising. R. G. SHAW.

Sir,—There have been so many suggestions for the future

T.T. that I feel I must give my opinion. I think the most
useful race to the trade would be a standard machine contest.

It would be much more searching, and would give the manu-
facturers of the winning machines much more credit than
the present race. Unlike an amateur race, it would have
to be managed by the A.C.U., who could easily make arrange-
ments concerning standardisation. I do not mean for this

to take the place of the present T.T.. but to be included
just for a trial. SUGGESTION.

Bury.

THROUGH FEMININE GOGGLES.
Sir,—As a lady rider of some nine year's standing may one

be permitted to controvert some of the statements made in
the article "Through Feminine Goggles" in your issue of
January 26th?

Firstly, the statement that two-stroke machines are not
considered to be very fast. The writer's standard Velocette

—

a lady's model—is capable of a maximum speed of 42 m.p.h.
(by stop watch), and is capable of maintaining the Bonniksen
at 36 m.p.h. continuously, without either " excessive vibration
or piston slam." If one considers sporting models (and one
notices four of the five ladies on the frontispiece are addicted
to sporting handle-bars), the writer's sporting mount has actu-

(4-10)
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ally averaged 27 m.p.h. over 173 miles of flat country—in the
ram. More powerful sporting machines would do very little
better than this.

After fairly extensive experience with both four-stroke and
two-stroke machines, for sheer speed in comfort the two-stroke
has it every time ; but the cylinder must not be above 250 c c
(tins applies only to single-cylinder air-cooled machines).

the writers open frame lady's model weighs 41b. more
than the gentleman's model, and the steering is even better
Altogether, the lady's machine is ideal for "stunting," and
tor the average lady rider, is to be recommended in preference
to the standard machine, if only on account of convenience
and comfort. It is not always convenient to don special attire
tor short journeys, and the open frame obviates the necessity
for this. Has the writer of the article ever ridden a Scott''

(Mrs.) MARY C. JENNISON.

MYSTERIOUS TEMPORARY SEIZURES.
SirjT*-I was rather surprised to read the letter in your

issue for January 19th, 1922, under the above title. Surely,
if your correspondent's engine is troubled in this way, the
obvious thing to do would be to put his clutch "out"
instead of raising the exhaust valve; then he would have
no need to congratulate himself on coining to rest "fortu-
nately still upright."

Incidentally, this would also prove whether the trouble
is In the engine or elsewhere.
Would it not be possible that the trouble lies in his gear

box, which automatically cures itself through the action
of kick-starting? 5.6 BROUGH SOLO.

Cheshire.

Sir,—When I took my engine down for decarbonising etc.,
I made the alarming discovery that the pin which carries the
inlet valve rocking lever in the timing case was loose and
tree to move endways through the crank case wall into the
flywheels. It also happens that there are three or more holes
(-hilled in the flywheel rim, for balancing purposes, I suppose,
and these holes revolve exactly opposite the end of the rock-
ing lever pin. —
The consequences of the pin moving endways can be left to

the imagination, and I dread to think what might have
happened had the machine been chain-driven and the engine
suddenly locked while at speed.
Why the engine was not smashed up I cannot understand,

as the locking actually happened twice on the road, once while
testing at speed.

I w-ould suggest that your correspondents who have been
troubled with "temporary seizure" on four-stroke engines
verify the security of their valve rocker pins, as there is a
brightening on my flywheel where the pin had been rubbin°-

Leeds. -

U9896.°

TOLLS AND HOW TO AVOID THEM.
Sir.—I beg to thank your correspondent. Mr. Cuthbert

\\ ilkinson for his information. It is not the paying so much
as the imposition of being mulcted a return ticket when not
needed. The one consolation with regard to the Bursledon
Bridge is the " privilege^' of taking a single ticket ! Consider-
ing the recent information that two million odd pounds have
accrued from the motor tax, I think it time some movement
was set afoot to do awav with these bridge tolls once and
for all. P. FREEMAN.
Sir,—If Mr. Wilkinson or any other of your readers wishes

to avoid the tolls at Bursledon and Itchen ferry between
Chichester and Southampton, and, incidentally, find better
roads, let him try the following :

On entering Fareham turn sharp right for Wickham instead
of carrying straight on, thus avoiding the tram lines in
Fareham and the nasty corner in Titclifield. From Wickham
to Botley, bearing left at each of the two fork roads between
these places, Botley to West End, and enter Southampton via
Swaythling and Portswood.
At present the road between Swaythling and Portswood is

" up." This can be avoided by keeping straight on instead

of taking the sharp left-hand bend immediately after the
railway bridge at Swaythling Station. This road will bring

or.e into the Southampton-Winchester road, where turn left

and enter Southampton via the Avenue and London Road.
Southampton. CR 4910.
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REAR LAMPS FOR ALL.

Sir,—At the annual general meeting of the Gloucester

M.C and L.C.C., held at the Spread Eagle Hotel, Gloucester,

on the 31st ult., pleasure was expressed for all that you
have; done, and are still doing, in connection with the

furthering of legislation dealing with the carrying of rear

lights on cycles, and taxation. As a club, we feel strongly

that these matters must not be lost sight of, and that the

re-establishment of the law compelling all vehicles to carry

rear lights should take place immediately in the general in-

terest of all road users.

FOR THE GLOUCESTER CLUB,
Frank R. Ware, Hon. Secretary.

" UTTERLY AMAZING SPEEDS."

Sir,—Referring to " Tomaso Dubitans's " letter under the

above heading in your issue of January 26th, we, as importers,

immediately recognise, by the performance, the Henderson.

It seems strange to us that your correspondent should

criticise statements made concerning a motor cycle of which
he has little or no knowledge (no retail deliveries at this

time having been made in.-this country). The statements

referred to can be vouchSd for by the American Police,

who witnessed the trials of the' new de luxe model, and who
have placed numbers of orders in view of the extraordinary

performance. Ignoring the question of the veracity of his

remarks, he cannot even correctly or fairly quote an extract.

He states, " a straightaway run from," which words do not

appear in the catalogue referred to, and are, therefore, mis-

leading.

Every model de luxe Henderson is guaranteed by the factory

to do 75 m.p.h., and there is no reason why, on a good
straight road across the desert for thirty-two miles to the

mountains, ail average speed of 65 m.p.h. should • not be
obtained. The grade varying from 2% to 14% (a maximum
of 1 in 7.14) would not appreciably reduce the speed of a

four-cylinder motor cycle travelling at over 70 m.p.h. The
catalogue referred to does not imply in any way that the

inotor cycle was running up the maximum incline the whole
time, nor for any great portion of the time.

Now as regards coolness of the cylinders, why should they

not be touched with the bare hand? No suggestion is

made or implied that bare hands were held indefinitely against

the cylinders. '
"

We" cannot help but think that if " Tomaso Dubitans

"

delights in seeing his nom-de-plume in your excellent publi-

cation, that it would be an advantage for him to make correct

quotations, and at the same time have some knowledge of the
subject to which he refers.

MELCHIOR, ARMSTRONG AND DESSAU, LTD.
H. Harris.

T.T. RACES FOR PRIVATE OWNERS.
Sir,—May I beg a little space of your valuable paper in

answer to Mr. Pooley's letter? I have nothing to say regard-
ing an amateur T.T. I am in favour of it. What I do object

to are his club rules :
" Membership is prohibited to those

who are engaged or employed in the manufacture, sale,

exhibition, or exploitation of motoring goods or accessories."

Supposing other sports clubs, say football and cricket, refused
men who were connected with the manufacture of goods
used, what is going to happen to those concerned?

R H. E. LOTEN.

Sir,—It would appear that, apart from the difficulty ol

defining an amateur, the grave problem is to find a suitable
course owing to road races being prohibited in England.
In your issue of January 26th, two different sands were
mentioned as being good speedways ; this may be so, but
if an open T.T. race were held on any beach, I think that
the essential road race flavour of the I.O.M. T.T. would be
lacking; the same applies to Brooklands, also mentioned.
Again, _ there are no sands placed centrally enough to be
convenient to motor cyclists from all parts of the country.
Altogether, " Sportsman's " 'description of some road races
in Ulster should appeal to the sporting fraternity as the
sort of thing that is wanted, but, unless a suitable park or
estate is lent, or the Government approached successfully,
many riders, myself included, will be disappointed.
Rugby- MUDGE.
b 12

Sir,—In reply to Mr. Thos. L. M. Gibson, who, by the way,
does not appear to be a private member of the Auto Cycle
Union, although so jealous of their interests, may I say that
the Competitions Committee of the Auto Cycle Union—none
of the members of which Committee are directly interested

in the sale or manufacture of motor cycles—would gladly
consider the promotion of a race for private owners if Mr.
Gibson could show them by letter or, better still, by attend-

ance before the Committee in person, that such a proposition
is a practicable one. It would, I suggest, be necessary to

satisfy the Committee on the following points :

(1.) The object of such a race.

(2.) The definition of a private owner.
(15). The support such a race would receive.

(4.) Its financial aspect.

T. W. LOUGHBOROUGH,
Secretary, Auto Cycle Union.

WHEN BORED WITH MAIN ROADS.
Sir,—I was much interested in Mr. Fincher's three

" stunt " hills. Nos. 1 and 2 I know well, but I am not sure

of No. 3. I usually go out on an A. B.C., but have now a

2| h.p. A.J.S. I have taken a Cubitt chassis up Crowell Hill

on two occasions, but it was quite dry on each occasion.

There is a sloping grass track up Beacon Hill—Sheet 106.

It starts half a mile from the Lambert Arms on the Stoken-
church Road. I have been down it once on a chassis, but

should not care to repeat, but it should " go " on a solo

taken upwards.
There is also an interesting grass path on the right going

half mile from Crowell towards and almost into Oakley.

There is one stile, but a detour avoids it. The A. B.C.

would not take the path direct, but the surface of the hill

permits wide zigzags on the grass. T. S. SHARRATT.

Sir,—I know of a freak hill at South Harting, in Sussex,

which I have never yet seen a machine climb—and I have
seen several make attempts. I myself have tried several

machines on the hill, without success. The entrance turns off

the main road about one mile from South Harting, on the

Midhurst and Elsted road. It lies at the foot of the Beacon
Hill, on the main line of the South Downs. Not much trouble

is experienced till after the second bend. The road is cut

across by numerous water ruts, particularly on the top bend
(approximately 1 in 3). The hill is about one mile long.

REGINALD S. FOWLER (R.A.F.).

Sir,—Mr.s G. E. Meade gives a very interesting account of

the hill included in the road from Topley Pike to Peak
Forest Station, near Buxton. This hill is called Wormhill,
and can only be likened to several worms tied in knots.

Fortunately, it is exceedingly difficult of approach with a

sidecar, as the nearest hospital is nearly four miles distant.

HAROLD KARSLAKE.
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a Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists, n
~~ Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle. *-*

° » MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM." 5^
• The standard handbook on the motor cycle.

d Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. . O
''HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."

. New Edition. Just Published. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

D M TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying rj

pn them when found. Fourth Edition. .-.

~Z Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3. rz

.* TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." M
A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's point of

"
view. Price net, 3/-. By post, 3/3. Q

D " MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
By " Ixion," of The Motor Cycle. q

q , P nee net, 5/-. By post, 5/3. r-,

n <« THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS. n
JZ Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, \l

London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6. Q
D Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and s

Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8. rj •

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK. _
With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 5/-. By post, 5/4. q

Obtainable bypost (remittance with order) from ILIFFE &SONS Ltd., Q
rj Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers q— and Railway Bookstalls. _
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cvcle '

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply.
Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-

- taining legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects
ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of ' The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy 'the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt
with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in anv
particular locality. J

BELT FOR VARIABLE PULLEY GEAR.
(1.) What do you consider the

most suitable belt for a 3£ h.p.

Rudge-Multi for general durability

over hilly country? (2.) Does the

one you recommend also prevent
excessive belt slip in wet -weather? (3.)

1 have had balata belts recommended.
Do you consider them satisfactory?

—

R.H.F.
(1 and 2.) For obvious reasons we cannot
undertake to recommend any particular

accessory in preference to others of the

same description on the market. You
should get good results from almost any
rubber belt of first-class make, especially

if you use the Multi-gear exactly as re-

commended in the makers' handbook.
(3.) Belts made of balata fabric are
possibly more satisfactory in wet weather,
but, generally speaking, the rubber belt is

preferable on this particular machine.

MACHINE FOR A MIDDLE-AGED RIDER.
For some months past I have

been interested in following motor
cycle matters through your pages,

and should now be greatly obliged
if you would kindly advise me as

to the purchase of a machine. I have
been a cyclist all my life, but have only
ridden a motor cycle a few times during
the last twelve months. My age is

forty-five, and I want a machine filling

the following requirements as far as they
can be obtained in one costing from £60
to £70 : Lightweight ; an engine which
(without a kick start) will start up quite

easily ; absence of vibration ; sufficient

horse-power to take a pillion passenger
(9^ st.) occasionally (my weight is 10 st.

11 lb.). General ease, comfort, and relia-

bility in riding ; speed does not matter.
It is essential that an effective ' wind-
screen can be fitted. I understand this

is possible, and should like to know
where such a screen can be -obtained.

—

E.A.M.
We should recommend you to obtain a
2^ or 2| h.p. two-stroke machine with
two-speed gear, clutch and kick-starter.

There are several machines on the market
with such a specification at about £70.
Windscreens on touring solo machines can-
not be recommended ; they are only used
in racing, when they may be fitted very
low down on the handle-bars to afford pro-

tection to the rider, who assumes a position
which would not be comfortable for any
length of time in ordinary riding.

(3-4)

important Dates.

Sat., Feb. 25th—Colmore Cup Trial.

Sat., Feb. 25th, to Sunday, Mar. 5th—
Brussels Motor Cycle Show.

Wed., Mar. 1st, to Sun., Mar. 5th

—

Paris—Nice Trial.

Sun., Mar. 5th—Argenteuil Hill-climb
(France).

Mon.,Mar. 6th—La Turbie Hill-climb
(Nice).

Wed., Mar. I5th—A.C.U. One-day
Trial for Stock Machines.

Sat., Mar. 18th—Victory Cup Trial.

Thurs., Mar. 23rd—East Midland
Centre A.C.U. Open Reliability
Trial.

Sat., Mar. 25th, to Sun., April 9th—
Tour de France.

Sat., April 1st—Western Centre
A.C.U Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., April 8th—B.M.C.R.C, Mem-
bers' Meeting at Brooklands.

Fri., April 14th, and Sat., April 15th.—
M.C.C. London-Land's End Run.

Sat., April 22nd—N.-Eastern Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., April 29th—S. Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Hill-climb.

Mon., May 1st, to Sat.,May6th—Scot
tish Six Days Reliability Trials.

Sat . , May 13th-Northern Centre A.C.U.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., May 20th—S.-Western Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Tues., May, 30th—Junior Tourist
Trophy Race.

Thurs. June 1st—Senior Tourist Tro-
phy Race.

Fri., June 2nd, and Sat., June 3rd

—

M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.
Mon., June 5th, to Sat., June 10th

—

Royal Scottish A.C. Light Car Trial.

LONG EXHAUST PIPES AGAIN

!

Does a straight-through exhaust
pipe 4ft. 6in. in length, without
muffler of any kind, comply with
the law when fitted to a 4 h.p.

Triumph?—T.H.T.
The law requires that the exhaust gases
shall be reasonably silenced by being
passed through an expansion chamber or

"other device" suitable for the purpose.
A long exhaust pipe certainly does not
give that degree of reasonable silence

which the law was framed to obtain, and
although the police in your district' may
-not raise any objection, you are quite
likely to find trouble in other districts

away from your home if you do any
extensive touring.

FITTING DECOMPRESSORS.
I read in a handbook that a

decompressor can be. fitted to any
make of engine. I have an 8 h.p.

Royal Enfield, 1921 model; could

I fit decompressors?—J.H.A.
Decompressors can be fitted in the valve
caps of your machine but they should

not be necessary, as, if the engine is in

good order, it is particularly easy to start.

Most of the accessory houses supply de-

compressors that would suit, but it would
be necessary to have your exhaust valve
caps drilled and tapped with a sparking
plug thread to receive them.

MEASURING FOR WHEEL ALIGNMENT.
How does one line or measure a

motor cycle frame to see if it is

true, as I met with an accident,

and since Shen I have to steer

with the front wheel running
towards the right, and this makes my
arms ache pulling on the right all the

time?—F.W.N.
The essential thing is that the two wheels
shall be in the same track. This may
be measured by stretching a cord tightly

across both wheels, trying it first on one
side and then on the other. It should be
touching, or equally distant from the four

points of the rims which it passes, on both
sides.

LICENCE TO BE ENDORSED.
Having been summoned for driv-

en ing a sidecar to the danger of the

> public, I did not attend the Court
-U and was not represented. I have

received a notice from the Clerk
stating I have been fined 50s., and asking
for my licence to be forwarded for en-

dorsement. I am remitting the fine, but
have not sent my licence for endorse-
ment, as I should like to know whether
I can ask for reconsideration of the order
to endorse, or appeal against it. If so,

what procedure shall I have to adopt,
as I cannot afford legal aid?—C.H.K.

If you wished to make any appeal against
the endorsement of your licence you should
have been either present or represented at
the Court when the ease was heard ; but
you cannot do anything now. We should
advise you to forward the licence, as it

will probably save further trouble. Pro-
vided there is no further endorsement
during the next three years, you will then
be able to apply for a " clean " licence at
the end of that period.

C3
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TYRE SIZE FOR 41 h-P. B.S.A.

Please enlighten me in refer-

~ZT\ ence to the rear wheel tyre of my" chain-cum-belt B.S.A. and side-

-Ll car. I have just fitted a new
one ; on examination I find it

wearing very badly just where the bead-

ing comes in contact with the rim,

and cutting the canvas through; it is a

26x2iin., and the wheel measures 21-J-

diameter and the rim is 2in. wide. I

may say the wheel is not quite true,

and I find the joint of rim opening

slightly.—H.J.
You do not give the date of your machine,

but all the later ones at any rate are

fitted with B.S.D.2 rims and sent out from

the works with tyres 26x2J, for 2i rims.

If by chance you have got a 26 x2^ (old

size) cover, this is not suitable for this

rim, but if the latter is beginning to

open at the joint, it would be advisable

to have the wheel rebuilt with a new
one.

VARIOUS ADJUSTMENTS.
Will you kindly inform me on

^1 the following: (1.) 3£ h.p.

^ Rover, 1920 countershaft solo

-LI model : at slow speeds, below
10 m.p.h., the machine jerks

badly; what is the remedy? It is all

right on any higher speed. (2.) In

place of the twenty-one teeth on engine

sprocket, I have had a twenty-five

tooth sprocket fixed ; what is the gear

now? (3.) Do you recommend a spark

intensifier attachment to the plug?

(4.) On my front wheel the cone that

is movable tightened up on my last

ride, and I was thrown over the handle-

bars. As this is a very serious matter,

especially should I be going fast or

down a hill, I should like to know
the cause. I have had the wheel off,

and adjusted it. It was quite tight,

and the wheel would only just move
round. The balls are all right. There
seems to be no contrivance for keeping

the thing from screwing up. (5.) The
head seems to answer far too easily to

the helm.—R.C.R.
(1.) The trouble is probably due to the

gear ratio being slightly too high for top

gear running at very low speeds. You
should change down to middle gear when
you wish to run very slowly. (2.) You
will find instructions for calculating gear

ratios in the latest edition of "Motor
Cycles and How to Manage Them." We
cannot answer your question without
knowing the numbers of teeth (or dia-

meters of the pulleys) of all the elements
of the transmission. (3.) " Spark intensi-

fiers " will not necessarily improve the

running, but they are of some advantage
in guarding against sooting of the plugs

on oily engines. (4.) If the front wheel
cones were properly fitted it should be
impossible to tighten up while the ma-
chine is running ; it is just possible that

you have removed the wheel and fitted it

in the forks with the adjusting cone on
the wrong side. The off side cone should

be screwed up to the end of its thread
or to a shoulder on the spindle. The
adjusting cone should be on the near side

of the machine. (5.) If the head is

loose, it is quite easy to adjust. We
would recommend that you obtain the

makers' instruction booklet.

c 4

READERS' REPLIES.

FOR A LEGLESS RIDER.

I think " Legless " would find that a

1921 Bleriot-Whippet with the variable

geared belt drive would suit his require-

ments, as this does away with the neces-

sity for declutching when changing gear.

The only alteration required to make the

car completely hand-controlled is to fit

a hand lever connecting up with the foot

brake. The makers do this for about £4.

Though not a legless driver myself, I am
somewhat similarly placed, as I am para-

lysed from the waist downwards, the

result of a shrapnel bullet in the spine,

and, of course, cannot use my feet.

—

Spine

Case.

With reference to your reply to "Leg-

less " I am rather doubtful whether the

Scott Sociable would be the most suitable

machine to convert to hand control. I

have never driven one of these machines,

but it appears to me that gear-changing

would present some difficulties, as one

usually requires to manipulate clutch,

throttle, and gear lever more or less

simultaneously besides steering. Might I

suggest that a 1914 or 1915 G.W.K. would
be very suitable for the purpose, or, if the

controls are of the same type, one of the

current " engine behind " models. The
car in question had a combined clutch and

brake, by pedal, which was, I believe, par-

ticularly light to operate, and a foot

throttle control. The latter could be

worked by a lever on the steering wheel
with the left hand, leaving the right

free for the gear lever and hand brake.

I suggest that, for working the clutch,

a lever could be arranged working trans-

versely and in such a position that it could

be operated by the right elbow, being
pushed outwards to release clutch, a

further movement, of course, applying the

brake. The top of the lever could be
fitted with a flat plate' about 8in. long,

which would allow the elbow to slide back-

FEBRUARY gth, 1922.

wards and forwards when changing geai,

which is accomplished on this car by a

straight backward and forward movement
of the gear lever, there being no gate.

The fact that the friction drive is foolproof

and does not require delicate handling

when changing gear would, I think, make
such a control quite satisfactory. — The
Scott Sociable certainly scores as regards

starting, as an electric starter would, I

suppose, have to be fitted to the G.W.K.

,

but, on the other hand, the latter has a

reverse, the lack of which might occasion-

ally be felt on the Scott. In conclusion,

might I, as another "disabled" driver,

ask whether any of your readers have ever

fitted an electric starter to a Morgan run-

about, and whether there is any particular

difficulty or disadvantage in doing so.

—

R.F.G. (Weymouth).

I think an outfit like mine would be

the very thing for "Legless." It is a

2| h.p. three-speed Douglas, adapted to

be driven entirely by hand from the light

sidecar. It has one long handle-bar on

which are the gas, air, and exhaust levers.

The saddle has been removed, and the gear

controls and brakes are arranged in its

place. There is a lever to work the kick-

start, and the second rider sits on the

carrier. Are Derbyshire hills worse than
these we have in the Lake District, I

wonder? My Douglas regularly takes

Dunmail Raise with two riding.—
Makiox W. Lee.

IT WOULD BE NICE!

With reference to "Beginner's" query
regarding the conversion of a four-stroke

into a two-stroke when extra power is

needed, I only know of one solution to

this problem, namely, that he visits

Slough and purchases a few spares (cylin-

der, piston, crankshaft, and crank case)-

all of two-stroke pattern. With these in

his tool roll, he will be able to challenge

any two, four, six, or eight-stroke on the

market !

—

Coxvekt.

The A.A. Scout equipped with his motor cycle and yellow side carrier is a familiar sight

on British roads, and now the Association has extended its much appreciated service to France.

The photograph depicts a scout on duty on the boulevards of Nice.

(19—20)
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EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Headers' replies to questions published

under this heading should be addressed
c/o The Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"
Dorset Souse, Tudor Street, London,
E.C'A, when they will be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned.

"G.J.C." (Burgess Hill).—Low genera-
tor; Terry spring saddle; Terry spring
links, Wex carburetter; W.S.R. jet
adapter; "Zoom-zoom" exhaust pipe;
all for 2J h.p. Douglas.
"C.E.H." (Ware, Herts).—8 h.p. Black-

burne with sidecar under heavy loads.

"G.A.W." (Northampton).—2± h.p.

Sun-Vitesse with rotary valve ; solo or
with light sidecar.

" E.C.B." (Rugby).—Overlap cam. on
3j h.p. Rudge Multi ; speed, noise,

general running.
"C.F.B." (Leith).—Fallolite lamps;

reliability and life of pastille.

"Jeweller" (Harrow).—Sidecar outfit

(box carrier) ; suitable for collecting and
delivering clock repairs; absence of vibra-

tion first consideration.

"W.R." (Maldon).—Best mechanical
lubricator. -

' (Swinton).—2| h.p. A.J.S.
model : speed ; consumption.
(Plymouth).—4^ h.p. Quad-

SPARKLET.

"T. O'G.
1922 touring
"V.G.H."

rant ; solo.

"O.W.G."
Ruby outfit

(Watford).—8 h.p. Royal
speed, consumption, and

lateral rigidity of springing system under
heavy and continuous work.
"W.C." (Edinburgh).—Binks or Atmos

carburetter on 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson :

advantage of Flexekas on valve stems.

- "H.B." (Denton).—Methods of improv-
ing consumption of 2\ h.p. New Hudson.
B. and B. carburetter fitted with 26 jet (70

m.p.g.).

E.P. (Aspatria).—Watsonian Feather-
weight or similar sidecar on 2J h.p. 3-speed

New Imperial ; consumption and climbing
in moderately hilly district.

"F.G.T." (Lewes).—7 h.p. F.N. and
8 h.p. Henderson for -heavy sidecar work.

Spare Parts Price Reduction.

A reduction of 15% jn the catalogue
price of replacement parts is announced
by Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., Coventry.

At the Scottish Show.

It is claimed that 53 per cent, of the
tyres and 72 per cent, of the belts fitted
to the machines staged in Kelvin Hall
were of Dunlop manufacture.

Another London-Exeter Echo.
A gold medal has now been awarded

to P. Cunningham, the P. & M. rider, in
place of the silver, with which he was
credited in the M.C.C. Exeter run.

A French Motor Cycle Journal.

Our French contemporary, Moto-
cyclisme, is now published from its new
address at 18 Rue Saint-Marc, Paris;
starting with February the journal will
appear on the 10th and 25th of each
month.

A Floating Exhibition.

It is proposed to send a Diesel oil

engine driven 20,000-ton ship round the
world fitted up as an exhibition of British
trade. One of the suggested stands illus-
trated is shown fitted up for the exhibi-
tion with a sidecar outfit on the floor and
a showcase at the rear for accessories.
The ship is due to sail from London on
August 15th, 1923, and will finish on
February 7th, 1925. Particulars of avail-
able space can be obtained from the
British Trade Ship, Ltd., 12, Grosvenor
Gardens. London, S.W.I.

l83

For Competitions Committe es

New motor cycle clubs, the com-
mittees of which are at a loss where to
obtain suitable medals and awards for
the year's competitions, would no doubt
find their requirements met by W. 0.
Lewis (Badges), Ltd., of Howard Street,
Birmingham.

Triumph Service Depots.

Service agents who will carry compre-
hensive_ stocks of Triumph replacements
are being appointed in all parts of the
country ; in addition there are already over
1,000 appointed agents in the British Isles,
most of whom can supply spares for cur-
rent models from stock.

Catalogues Received.

Holroyd Motors, 6, Warwick Street,
Regent Street, London, W.l : A leaflet
concerning the Holroyd sporting model,
which was described in The Motor Cycle
of December 8th, 1921.

Brookes and Harris, Bishop Street,
Wolverhampton : A folder describing
the compact folding coupe sidecar made
by this concern. The body is one offer-
ing more protection from the weather
than most, and the complete sidecar,
on Millford chassis, is listed in two
models at £51 and £58 respectively.

S. A. Newman, Ltd., 49, Lichfield Road,
Birmingham : The. first part of the new
Ivy catalogue is devoted to a general
description and chief features of the
2£ h.p. and 3 h.p. two-strokes and useful
details, such as gear ratios for both solo
and sidecar models, chain sizes, and just
those particulars which the user wants.
Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry: A

well-written descriptive catalogue of
thirty-two pages, with five illustrations
printed on art paper. All the Triumph
models are described, and many of the
essential parts are shown in detail. All
the preliminary details a prospective pur-
chaser requires to know are dealt with
adequately.

9 P^, ^^j SOCIAL SPIRIT. Staff trials and works reliability trials were a feature of last year. Development of the social
side is all to the good in the motor cycle world, for when the productive staffs of factories are all keen riders the quality of the machines

they make is bound to improve. Above is shown a group of Bradbury workers—mav many such social runs take place in 1922.

(5-6) C7
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Uxbridge and District L.C. and M.C.C.

The first, annual dinner was held at the
,

Chequers Hotel, Uxbridge, Col. the Hon
S. Peel, D.S.O., M.P., the president of

the club, presiding over a fairly repre-

sentative gathering. The club, which
only started in the middle of last season,

has now a membership approaching forty.

Bulwell M.C
Considerable progress has been made by

this comparatively new club, and the
membership is increasing very satisfac-

torily. Both sides of the movement,
social and sporting, are receiving atten-

tion ; sub-committees have been formed
and are now at work, and the club has
joined the East Midland Centre A.C.TJ.

The honorary secretary is Mr. Chas.
Marriot, 110, Commercial Road, Bulwell,
Nottingham.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

The sixteenth annual dinner was held on
the 28th ult. at the Dolphin Hotel, under
the chairmanship of Mr. S. L. Hutchinson,
the president of the club. The company
numbered over one hundred and twenty,
and the proceedings throughout the even-
ing were characterised by a good deal of

merriment. The chairman said it gave
him particular pleasure to have the honour
of being the first chairman of a motor cycle

club- dinner to propose the sentiment of

the "Irish. Free State," and he expressed
the hope that in the more settled state

of affairs that the future promised for

Ireland the sport would continue to

nourish, and that it would be less difficult

to carry out their competitions than it had
been during the past two years. During
the evening the toasts of " The Club," " The
President," " The Visitors," "The Press,"
and " The Hon. Secretary " were honoured.
Submitting the latter, the chairman men-
tioned that Mr. W H. Freeman had pre-

sented to the club a fifty guinea cup as
a perpetual trophy for the winning team
in the club's twenty-four hours' trial,

which had beeu officially recognised by
the British Motor Cycle Manufacturers'
Union. Replicas of the cup would be
given to the individual members of the
team.

c8

Ilkley M.C. and L.C.C.

Headquarters of the club have been
transferred from the Crescent Hotel to the
Lister Arms Hotel, Ilkley.

CLUB COLOURS

We have several times recently

published illustrations of the

colours adopted by motor cycle

clubs, and have encouraged a

more general extension of the

scheme. Here are two more:

the blue and gold pennants

of the Yeovil and District

M.C.C and the Herts M.C.

and L.C.C. The enamelled

badge of the City and Guilds

M.C.C. is shown at the side

West Kent M.C.
Fifteen machines took part in the speed

judging twenty-mile trial starting and
finishing at Chislehurst Common. A ten-

mile circuit was well marked with arrows.

Before the start, speedometer glasses-

were covered and watches handed over.

The winner was T. Spratt (8 Matchless

sc), 5s. outside schedule. J. Wilson (4

Harley) was awarded consolation prize.

South Birmingham M.C.C.

The annual general meeting was held on

Tuesday of last week, at the Mermaid
Hotel, Birmingham. The following officers

were elected : President, Mr. Alec Ross

;

lion, secretary. Mr. E. Boydell ; treasurer,

Mr. J. Luckett; captain, Mr. Bert Ker-
shaw; vice-captain, Mr. H. Uzzell. The
balance sheet showed a very successful

year and was passed without discussion.

All communications should be addressed to

Mr. E. Boydell, 93, John Bright Street,

Birmingham. The first trial will be held

on February 18th, the premier award,
being a cup to be won outright.

Atherton and District M.C.C.

Members and friends of the newly
formed club had their first run on Sun-

day, the 29th ult., under the captaincy of
;

Mr. J. Mansley. It had been intended

to have a run of thirty miles over Riving-

ton and Bolton moors, but unexpected
difficulties in the form of deep snow pre-

vented the carrying out of the programme.
Clean ascents were made of Rivington
Pike, but along the top road to Belmont
snowdrifts of two or three feet in thick-

ness were encountered. The solo riders

managed to find channels where the depth
of snow was only 6in., but a sidecar

machine had to be carried about 200
yards. The next run takes place on •

February 12th, when Blackpool will be

visited under the captaincy of Mr. A.
'

Bleakley.

A WINTER TRIAL. Start at Chislehurst Common of the West Kent M.C. Speed Judging

trial, on the 27th of January. A 10 mile hilly circuit was covered twice.

(21-22)
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Club News.

—

Proposed Brixton M.C.C. Club.

Mr. C. Willcox, of the Light Car and
Motor Cycle Eng. Co., 22-26a, Tulse Hill,

Brixton, has been approached by several
local motor cyclists suggesting that he
should form a club as above. He would
like to hear the views of other local

readers.

Wallington and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Mr. Wilfrid Hiscox accepted the presi-

dency of the club, the officers were re-

elected, and a strong committee formed
at the second annual general meeting,
held on January 23rd at the Greyhound
Hotel, Croydon. Messrs. A. Gruzelier
and R. A. Green jointly presented a chal-

lenge cup, and the programme for the
ensuing year was discussed.

Keighley M.C.

Quite a large number were present at

the second annual dinner held recently at

the Victoria Hotel. Responding to the

toast of " The Club," Mr. G. A. Shore
said they could claim to have a big per-

centage of sporting riders. Last year two of

the members took part in the Senior T.T.,
and he ventured to say that it was only
mechanical trouble which prevented them
from bringing the trophy home to Keigh-
ley. In addition, some of their members
won gold medals in the Scottish and
English Six Days Trials, so, he thought,
the club could claim to be making some
progress.

Colchester and District M.C.

Sir L. Worthington Evans, Bart.,

M.P., the War Minister, was re-

elected president at the annual general

meeting, held at headquarters, the

Red Lion Hotel, Colchester, on Fri-

day, January 27th. The club has re-

ceived from this gentleman a valuable
silver challenge cup. The. secretary's

report showed that the club was in a
sound financial position. All interested

should address their inquiries to the
secretary, Mr. T. S. Wilkin, 10, Osborne
Street, Colchester.

Avalon and Wells M.C.C.

A most successful annual meeting and
dinner was held at the Swan Hotel,
Wells, on Wednesday of last week, fol-

lowed by presentation of two cups and
prizes valuing £20 by Mr. A. J. Clare.

An excellent musical programme ensued.

Mr. W. H. Millard, 32, Bore Town, Glas-
tonbury, is the honorary secretary.

Redhill, Reigate and District M.C.C.

The first annual dinner took place on
Wednesday, February 1st, at the War-
wick Hotel, Redhill. It was regretted
that the president, Mr. C. S. Case-Green,
was unable to be present. Mr. B. L.
Jephson presided. In addition to the
Challenge Cup given by the President,
some 30 medals, gold and silver, were
presented. An excellent entertainment
completed a most enjoyable evening.
The annual general meeting will be

held on Thursday next at 8 o'clock at
the Warwick Hotel, Redhill. New mem-
bers will receive a hearty welcome. The
hon. secretary is Mr. E. P. Duplock, 15,
High Street, Redhill.

Public Schools M.C.C.

The opening run will be held on March
12th, and the rendezvous will be, as usual,
the Bear Hotel, Esher, at 11 a.m. The
subscription is one guinea except for

members who are still at school, who pay
10s. 6d. only. A fee of 10s. 6d. paid in

addition to the subscription will cover
entries for all competitions during the
1922 season. This does not prevent a

member who anticipates entering for only
one or two events paying these entry fees

only ; but it is pointed out that the
entry fee for a Brooklands race is 7s. 6d.,

so that for an additional 3s. the member is

free to enter all other 1922 competitions.

Shirebrook M.C.

The club recently held its first annual
meeting since severing its connection with
the North Derbyshire Club. There was a
good attendance, but the business was
confined to the election of officers' and
arrangements for affiliation with the
A.C.U.

York and District M.C.

On Wednesday of last week, the club
held its annual general meeting at~the club
headquarters, the Windmill Hotel. A
satisfactory season was reported. Mr.
G. A. Walker was elected captain for
the ensuing year, and Mr. F. T. Cleve-
land hon. secretary ,- his address is " The
Kiosk," Lendal, York.

Ulster M.C.C.

On Monday of last week the club held
its first annual general meeting, with Mr.
T. Moles, M.P., in the chair. The report
of the committee showed that the club

had carried out a very big programme
of competitive events during the past

season, despite the difficulties of the times.

The club had a membership of 150, and

can claim to be the largest motor cycle
organisation in Ireland. In moving the
adoption of the report, Mr. Moles referred
to the possibility of an international motor
car race being held in Ireland next vear,
and suggested the Ulster club might'con-
sider whether it could on its own, or in
co-operation with others, promote about
the same period an international motor
cycle contest on the lines of the Tourist
Trophy Race.

Acton M.C.C.

On March 11th the club will open its

competition season with a sporting trial
for solo machines. The trial will con-
sist of sixty-mile circuits, each non-stop.
All. non-stop finishers within the time
limits of 10m. late or early will receive
gold medals. All entries have to
be in by March 1st. Full particulars"
and entry forms can be obtained from
the secretary, 46, Churchfield Road,
Acton, London, W.3.

North West London M.C.

Chiefly known for the fact that it gives
every encouragement to the private
owner, the club held its seven-
teenth annual dinner at the Holborn
Restaurant on the evening of the 2nd
inst., with Mr. J. W. Thomas in the
chair. The duty of proposing "The
Club " fell upon Prof. A. M. Low, who
made an excellent speech, mentioning
that the club was the only one in Eng-
land composed solely of amateurs. It
had had a clean record and a clean run
for seventeen years. He coupled with its

name the names of Mr. H. J. Pooley, the
honorary secretary, and Mr. Frank
Thomas, son of the chairman.
Mr. Pooley, in reply, mentioned that

the members were out for sport only, and
did not decry the ordinary trade club, as
the British trade was the most sporting
in the world. Their club had started
with fifteen after the war, having lonfc

fifty members. He was glad to say these
fifteen had carried on the old traditions..
Then followed the distribution of prizes

by Mrs. J. W. Thomas. The toast of tile

ladies was proposed by Dr. C. H. Auty
and ably replied to by Mrs. Goddard.

In the course of the evening Mr. H. J.

Pooley was presented with a cheque a: a
recognition of his services, and was in-

structed by the chairman that it was 1.he

wish of the club that he should purchase
anything he desired with it. That most
excellent sportsman stated that nothing
would give him greater pleasure than to

devote the money to the purchase of a

challenge cup for a car event.

A FRENCH ONE-DAY TRIAL.
THERE will be a repetition of last year's

motor cycle and cycle car non-stop
reliability trials in the Forest of

Marly, near Paris, on February 19th. The
trials, which are organised by the national
body, the Union Motocycliste de France,
are based on English non-stop runs, with
penalties of 5 marks for each, time the
machine is stopped to take up supplies,

5 marks for a stoppage of the engine to
change tyres, 15 marks for a stop to carry
out repairs or make adjustments, and 10

(11-12)

marks for a stoppage for any other cause.

A closely guarded and rather difficult

circuit of about five miles will be used,

the average speed varying from 18.6

m.p.h. for 250 c.c. machines to 24^ m.p.h.
for machines of 500 c.c. and upwards.
Scooters and motor-assisted bicycles are

admitted, the average speed required of

them being 12£ m.p.h.
The distance varies with the class of

machine, the maximum being 155 miles.

Last year's event attracted considerable

interest, but a freak hill having been in-

cluded in the course, and rain having
made the surface of this greasy, there were
many complaints that the event was un-
necessarily severe. In view of this it has
been decided to improve the hill by giving

sufficient width for a motor cycle and a

cycle car to run side by side. If the

weather conditions should be very bad,

this hill will not be included. For the

scooters and motor-assisted bicycles a

shorter and easier course will be adopted.
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THE FRENCH
GRAND PRIX.

France's big Motor Cycle Event this Year
to form part of Great Alsatian Fete.

AS every race in Fiance is glorified with the title

Grand Prix, it is often a difficult matter for

British motorists.- to distinguish between the

really great international event of the year and the

scores of competitions of nothing more than local in-

terest.

This year the leading motor cycle race in France will

_be a long distance speed contest to be held at Stras-

bourg, probably on July 12th. The race is organised
by the national body, the Union Motocycliste de
'France, and doubtless will be open to machines of
2 5°> 35°> and 500 c.c. Strasbourg has been selected

as the scene of the great French Car Grand Prix
on July 15th, in which French, British, and Italian
cars are entered. This speed contest for machines of

(Top).

One of the fast stretches on the

Strasbourg course selected for the

French Motor Cycle Grand Prix

on July 12th.

(Centre).

Strasbourg Cathedral is one of

the architectural beauties of the

old Alsatian capital.

Bottom).
_

A picturesque corner of France's re-

gained city, which will be the centre of

much motor activity next summer.

(27-28)
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The French Grand Prix.—
2,000 c.c. will be followed on the 16th by a Touring
Car Grand Prix, the contestants in which will be

granted a limited amount of fuel.

The Motor Cycle Grand Prix, to be run on the

12th, will have all the advantages of the preparations

made for the great car race. A triangular course a

little more than eight miles round has been laid out,

and will be provided with grand stands, substantial

supply pits, barricades at all dangerous corners, and
on the day of the race will be guarded by regular

troops. Some idea of the importance of the prepara-

tions can be gathered from the fact that 150,000
francs (,£3,000 at present exchange) will be spent on

improving these eight miles of road, and that in addi-

tion the City of Strasbourg has voted a subsidy of

300,000 francs (^6,000) towards general expenses.

Hard Granite Surface.

The Strasbourg circuit is about as level as the

Grand Prix course at Le Mans, on which a Sunbeam
machine was victorious last year. It has the great

advantage, however, of being made of hatd granite,

which will not be affected at all by the passage of

the two-wheelers,

and is expected to

stand up under the

strain of the 100

mile an hour racing

cars.

The motor cycle

and car races in

Alsace will form
part of a general

programme of fes-

tivities to begin on

July 9th and to

finish on the 17th of

the same month.
These activities will

comprise exhibitions

of Alsatian cos-

tumes, the opening

of the new race-

//Drrmxrirsn

course with important horse races, a competition for the
decoration of houses and balconies, military reviews
on the French national holiday, the Quatorze Juillet,
boxing matches, boat races, and finally the arrival of
the cyclists in the Tour de France 3,000' mile bicycle
race. This big programme cannot fail to add to the
general interest of the Motor Cycle Grand Prix and
to attract big crowds from all parts of the country.

Tourist Attractions.

This part of Alsace being particularly attractive
to the tourist, it is quite certain that not a few British
motoring parties will take advantage of the race to

explore the region. Excellent hotel accommodation
can be obtained in Strasbourg, while in addition there
are at least a score of surrounding towns and villages,

comprising such historic centres as Saverne, Molsheim,
and Colmar, where travellers are sure of finding all

that they desire.

Another important French race will be organised
by the Motocycle Club de France, one of the most
active organisations in Paris. There will be two dis-

tinct races—the one on June 4th being for motor
cycles, and that on the following day being re-

served to cycle cars.

;
T^«i A course has been

I^rTrriEin selected close to the

town of Montargis,
about 65 miles due
south of Paris. The
distance round is

eight miles, this

comprising four
turns, of which
three will be
banked. The town
of Montargis has

shown its interest by
granting a subven-

t i o n of 30,000
francs, while the

local authorities have

promised to remake
the roads entirely.

ap of the 1922 Grand Prix course near Strasbourg, ths

capital of France's regained province of Alsace-Lorraine.

INTERESTING DESIGNS.
THE conservatism of the British people is well

illustrated when those who have followed the

evolution of the motor cycle recall the many
interesting designs which have been produced and
which, for some reason or another, are not now offered

to the public.

Most of these promising machines were of the uncon-

ventional type, and this fact may have been the cause

of their abandonment. For example, the Stella twin-

cylinder two-stroke was a most advanced design, em-
bodying a "water-cooled engine with cylinders side by
side and in line with the frame. The gear box was
combined within the crank case, and altogether the

machine was a most workmanlike job, not unlike the

French-made Lutece illustrated elsewhere in this issue.

Then there were the two-cylinder two-stroke

(i 5-r6)

machines produced by the Levis, Allon and Connaught
firms. The first mentioned name appeared on the tank
of motor cycles having bodi flat and side-by-side twins ;

the Connaught was a neat flat twin with a very in-

genious method of transferring the charge, while the

Allon resembled the Levis side-by-side engine, both
being placed with their crankshafts across the frame.

Another design which many regret has dis-

appeared from the market is the T.M.C., a four-

cylinder shaft-driven machine with a spring frame

;

still another was the Barry, with rotary two-stroke
engine. If we extend the list to American machines,
we may add the Indian two-stroke lightweight and the

tiny flat twin, both of which were sold in the U.S.A.
during the war period, when importations were
prohibited in this country..

' 13
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"Gunes to Xigbt Xanips.
Feb. 9th

,. 11th

., 13th

.. 15th

6. p.m.

6. 4 „

6. 8 ..

6.12 ..

Number plates to be illuminated thirty miiuit. 6
earlier, vide Road Vehicles Registration and
Licensing Order (1921). -

An Encouraging Sign.

Every week motor cycle factories are
increasing their staffs—a sign of improved
trade.

Clearance Tyres.

The economical motor cyclist wanting a
new pair of tyres, in readiness for the
harder riding which he expects to do when
finer weather returns, might do worse
than try some of the clearance lines

which are being offered ; they usually
represent really good value.

Garages for London Motorists.

To meet the requirements of motorists
who are regularly using their cars and
motor cycles in the Metropolis, the A.A.
has now completed the inspection and
appointment of upwards of fifty garages
within a five-mile radius of Charing Cross.

Members will be supplied with a full list

of these recommended garages upon appli-

cation.

A " Second Olympia."
In addition to the new hall to be erected

at Olympia, referred to elsewhere in this

issue, a project is afoot to acquire the
site of Crosse and Blackwell's jam factory
in the Charing Cross Road upon which it

is proposed to build a " second Olympia."
When completed, the Kensington hall will

be sufficient for the motor cycle exhibi-

tion next November however.

Inter- 'Varsity Hill Climb.

This year the rival Oxford and Cam-
bridge clubs, in the inter-'varsity hill-climb

to be held on Aston Clinton on March
4th, will be represented by teams of three
riders in each class—350 c.c, 500 c.c, 750
c.c, and unlimited solo; 600 c.c. and un-
limited sidecar; and light cars and cycle

cars. Both the clubs concerned are, we
hear, taking the matter very seriously.

Entries for Continental Competitions.

Prospective British entrants for the
Paris-Nice Trial, or any other foreign
event, should note that their entries must
pass through the Auto Cycle Union, the
penalty for non-observance of this rule
being disqualification. An P. I.CM.
rule states " that every entry for an Inter-
national Competition shall be made to
the promoting body through the governing
body of the country which has registered
such entrant."

CI
|

A.C.XJ. General Committee Meeting.

The next general committee meeting of

the A.C.U. will be held at the R.A.C.
at 2.30 p.m. to-morrow, Friday.

An o.h.v.—at Brooklands?

It is not unlikely, we learn, that a new
o.h.v. edition of a famous machine
hitherto marketed solely as a side-valve

model mav shortly be seen at Brooklands.

"The Motor Cycle" Index.

Indexes and binding cases for the

volume of The Motor Cycle ending
December, 1921, are now obtainable on
application ,to Messrs. Uiffe and Sons,
Ltd., Dorset House, Tudor Street, Lon-
don, E.C.4. The price of the indexes is

4d., post free, and that of the binding
cases, 3s. lOd. post free.

idecar Fuel Consumption Records.

Arising from the controversy in our
"' Correspondence " columns under the
above heading, the private fuel con-
sumption test being organised by Mr.
H. S. B. Booth, 285, Harrow Road,
Paddington, London, W.9, has now been
opened to all makes of sidecar and a
limited number of solo machines. Intend-
ing competitors are asked to send stamped
envelopes to Mr. Booth for particulars.

Special jfeatures.

FRENCH SIDE-BY-SIDE TWINS.
T.T. REGULATIONS.

BUYING A SECOND-HAND MACHINE.

Variations in Sunset.

In February sunset is 13 minutes
earlier in Aberdeen than at Greenwich,

and in July 44 minutes later. This

month the evenings are drawing out at

the rate of about 6 minutes every three

days.

Coachbuilders' Journal on Sidecars.

The building of sidecar bodies is.

becoming an important industry, and
the advantages accruing from the Olympia
exhibitions is seen in the eager competi-
tion by a vast array of ingenious minds,
and every degree of talent and skill, in

providing the most perfect combination
that will ensure both comfort and pro-
tection to the passengers with the positive

.

requirements of lightness in weight and
beauty of general appearance
Individual requirements are as widely
varied in the sidecar body as in

any other type. It is not, therefore,
too much to say that great and rapid
as have been the improvements in the
past, we venture to think they are but a

prelude of much further advancement and
future success in the application of the
art of the coachbuilder to the motor cycl.=

' body.

—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal

REPLACING A DANGEROUS BRIDGE—The old wooden structure in the background

spans the Trent near Newark, and will be remembered by London-Edinburgh competitors.

To motor cyclists the bridge was dangerous because of its sharp angle in relation to the high-

way on both banks, and to heavier vehicles because of its instability. The new bridge is to be

in a straight line with the roadway.

(>i-.V)
:
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REGULATIONS FOR THE T.T,

Minor Alterations Only. Trophy Replicas instead of Gold Medals. Entrance Fee Changes.

THERE are no very startling innovations
in the regulations governing this

year's Tourist Trophy Races, except
as regards the official recognition of the

(250 c.c.) Lightweight Race, already
announced in The Motor Cycle.
Entries close at ordinary fees at noon

on Saturday, April 1st, and at double fees

at noon, Saturday, April 15th. The
number of entries will be limited in the
following manner : Entries are to be
classified into two groups—(1) entries from
manufacturers

; (2) other entrants.
Group 1 will be arranged according to

the number of entries per make ; the
manufacturer having the greatest number
will have his entries reduced until they
equal the next largest. The process will

be continued until the required reduction
has been attained, or until no manufac-
turer has more than three entries.

Of course, this procedure will only be
carried out if the maximum is exceeded,
but if, in spite of this reduction, the limit
is still exceeded. Group 2 will be similarly
treated until no entrant has more than
one entry. If a still further reduction is

called for, Group 2 will be further reduced
by arranging the entrants according to
the makes of machine, and cutting out
the latest representatives of the most fre-

quently entered makes.
The entry fee is now twenty-one

guineas, which includes, number plates
and other items previously charged as
extras.

Awards.
In addition to the Senior Tourist

Trophy, of which the others are exact
replicas, there will be also the Junior and
Lightweight Tourist Trophies ; the

driver of the winning motor cycle will

receive a cash prize and a replica of the
Trophy ; the drivers of the second and
third of each race will also receive cash
prizes ; and a replica of the Trophy will

be awarded to the entrant of every motor
cycle completing the course within thirty

minutes of. the winner's time.

Team Prizes.

There will be the usual team prizes for

teams of motor cycles of the same make
in each race, whose, drivers must finish

within thirty minutes of the winners'

times. Lastly, there is the Nesbit Award,
granted by the stewards of the meeting
to such competitor or competitors who,
in their opinion, shall have exhibited

outstanding pluck and endurance, or

capacity to triumph over difficulties so

noteworthy as to deserve special recog-

nition.

It is now definitely settled that the

Junior and Lightweight Races will be
held on Tuesday, May 50th, and the

Senior Race on Thursday, June 1st.

As the races are international competi-
tions, they will be run under the com-
petition rules of the Federation Inter-

national des Clubs Motocyclistes as well

as under the open competition rules of

the A.C.U. and under certain supple-

mentary regulations.

Without going into the details of the

regulations to be conformed to under the

F.I.CM. rules, we may recapitulate the

following : Machines entered for the

Senior race must be touring motor
cycles with engines not exceeding 500 c.c,

and must weigh not less than 187^1b.

without fuel, oil, and tools ; machines

for the Junior Race must be fitted with

engines not exceeding 350 c.c, and must
weigh not less than 165-^lb. ; and for the

Lightweight event 250 c.c. and 132^1b.

are the figures. For the lightweights,

the minimum tyre diameter is 50 mm.
(1.97in.), and here, as in the case of the

other two classes, three security bolts

must be used, one of which may be a bolt

valve. (This last requirement may be
waived in the case of those competitors

who apply for exemption and who show
good cause.)

Silencers.

Silencers are not compulsory in the

races, but must be fitted for practising.

When the silencer is detached for the
purposes of racing, the exhaust pipes must
extend as far as the back axle.

Helmets of an approved type are com-
pulsory, and metal-studded boots are for-

bidden during practice and during the

races. . The Union may require any
driver to undergo a medical examination,
and may disqualify a driver adversely
reported on.

Practising.

As in previous years, a driver will not

be allowed to start Unless he has ridden

a motor cycle for at least five laps of the

course in practice, one of which must be
covered in one hour (Senior), in one hour
and ten minutes (Junior), or one hour and
thirty minutes (Lightweight). Drivers,

however, who started in the 1920 or 1S21

T.T. Races need only do three practice

laps.

Machines and their riders will be

weighed and the weight published, while

machines which finish to time will be
examined after the race.

LAND'S END TO JOHN O' GROAT'S
To Celebrate the Motor Cycling Club's Coming of Age—an End-to-End Run this Summer.

ALAND'S END to John o' Groat's
trial, to celebrate the twenty-first

birthday of the M.C.C., will be a

feature of this year's events.

The Motor Cycling Club is the oldest

motor cycle club in the world and boasts

of about one thousand members, and this

interesting decision was come to at the

annual general meeting held at Pagani's
Restaurant on January 31st. The agenda
was of the simplest description, and the

business consisted merely of the secretary

reatling the notice convening the meet-
ing, and the adoption of the report and of

the statement of accounts, which were
agreed to unanimously. It was while he
was supposed to be criticising the
accounts that Mr. Arthur Candler made
the suggestion referred to above, which
was received with enthusiasm. He con-
sidered that the competition should be
confined to private owners and that the
number of entries should be limited, owing
to the difficulty of finding hotel accom-
modation on the route. He recalled some
interesting facts concerning the Club's
history. In 19C4 the membership was only

151, and of these there were twelve who
still belonged to the Club, while he him-
self was the only remaining member of

the original committee.
As announced at the annual dinner,

the president-elect was Mr. J. K. Starley,

and on it being put to the meeting he
was elected unanimously. The next pro-

cedure was to elect the Club officers for

1922. These are : Vice-presidents, Messrs.

Albert Brown, E. B. Dickson, J. Van
Hooydonk, J. A. Jackson, F. J. Jenkins,

E Perman, Harry Smith, R. C. Davis,

and Lt.-Col. Charles Jarrott, O.B.E. :

captain, Mr. .W. H. Wells; hon. secre-

tary Mr. Southcomb May ; hon. treasurer,

Mr. L. A. Baddeley ; and hon. auditor,

Mr. W. Richards.
While the ballot papers for the election

of the committee were being scrutinised,

discussion was invited regarding the 1922
competitions. Mr. Harrison suggested

the stiffening up of M.C.C. competitions

and the re-institution of double-journey
events. He thought that the smaller

machines should be given a better chance.

Mr. D. S. Parsons opposed the idea of

double-journey events, and, referring to

the smaller machines in the big trials,

mentioned the case last year of a 2| h.p.

sidecar outfit which was disqualified for

being too early. Mr. Sawtell thought
that car entries should be limited -to

vehicles with engines not exceeding 1,500

c.c, so that large cars might not obstruct

the motor cycle competitors.

The Chairman replied to the effect that

the M.C.C. events were more in the nature
of club runs than competitions, and the

Club did not intend to make them of the
" knock-out " variety.

It was announced that Mr. W. H. Eke
was again offering a cup for three-wrheelers

in the. Land's End run, while Mr. L. A.
Baddeley offered a cup for the Land's End
to John 0' Groat's competition, and a cup
was also offered by Mr. H. Taylor for

350 c.c. machines for the same event.

The 1922 committee consists of the

following members: Messrs. R. H. Head.
A. Candler, H. G. Bell, E. M. P. Boi-

leau. E. Bridgman. W. Cooper, B. A.
Hill. J. A. Masters, J. Ogilvie, V. Olsson,

G. Pettvtt. and R. C. Emf'sori.
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SIDECAR CHASSIS DESIGN.
Extracts from an Informative Paper read before the Coventry Graduates of the I.A.E.

T a meeting of the Coventry

A graduates of the Institution of

Automobile Engineers, held at the

Broadgate Cafe last week, Mr. R. R.

Grindlay read an interesting and informa-

tive paper (illustrated by figures) on
" Sidecar Design." Mr. E. Caudwell was
in the chair, and there was a very good

attendance. Extracts from Mr. Grind-

lay's paper follow :

—

The first sidecar chassis was invented in

1902 and provisionally patented in 1903.

Up to that period trailers and fore-

Fig. I

carriages weie being used as motor cycle

attachments for the purpose of carrying

an extra passenger, with very unsatisfac-

tory results. The side method of attach-

ment has affected the motor cycle industry
to a degree second only to the advent

of the magneto and the pneumatic tyre.

An illustration of the first sidecar chassis

is given in fig. 1, and an inspection

shows that there is very little difference

discernible between this and the modern
sidecar, at least in principle.

Chassis Design.

There are, generally speaking, two
types of chassis in use, one following a

rectaugular plan in construction, and the

other a triangular plan. Steel tubing is

in the majority of cases the material used

in construction, chiefly by virtue of the

simplicity and cheapness of a tubular

frame, and also because it provides the

easiest method of attaching the sidecar.

The rectangular plan is more generally

used, and is in some ways preferable, as

it permits of the easy attachment of a

pair of front springs, one on either side

of- the body. Although one central front

spring may be fitted with quite satisfac-

tory service on a triangular chassis with

a very light, small body, too much roll

is experienced with the average body
fitted, unless some form of anti-rolling

device, such as a pair of hinged bell-

cranks, suitably linked together, and

of a quadrilateral, thus providing four

arms. The arms are connected at the

front by an I section member, which is

deepest at the point of connection

to the inner arm. The I section

member then extends upwards and

forms the main front connection to

the motor cycle. The rear arms of

the frame are" joined by the underslung

working in conjunction with coil springs,

is used for springing the rear of the body.

To the best of the author's knowledge,

only one triangular tubular chassis, the

Scott design, fig. 2, has any advantage

in rigidity over the usual rectangular

form, since, with the one exception, none

appears to be correctly triangulated to

meet vertical shocks. It must be borne

in mind that the centre of gravity of the

sidecar must be kept as low as possible,

in order to minimise the danger of the

sidecar wheel lifting when negotiating a

left-hand corner, and difficulty is ex-

perienced in designing a correctly triangu-

lated chassis, as the height of the body

would be increased too much.

Rectangular Chassis and Distortion.

The objectional feature with regard to

the usual rectangular chassis is the dis-

tortion occasionally found when a heavy

load is carried at the front of the side-

car, resulting in the slight bending of

the longitudinal members.. The duplica-

tion of the longitudinal tubes is a method
of minimising distortion, and many
chassis having duplicated side members
are found on the heavier and very power-

ful sidecar outfits.

A new design of chassis, made of girder

section angle steel, has recently made its

appearance (fig. 3). It will be seen that

the chassis is composed of two main
girder members arranged to cross one

another after the manner of the diagonals

axle tube. This design certainly shows

very favourable promise, as a rigidity

much superior to the rectangular design

is given, without the disadvantages of

the triangulated tubular chassis.

Another very interesting chassis which
has recently been evolved is shown in

fig. 4. The frame is constructed of

channel steel in one piece in the form of

a truncated triangle with rounded corners.

The chassis is _yoid of any brazing, the

ends of the channel steel being welded
together. To this extremely simple frame
are attached the axle tube, front connec-

tion tube, and the front spring crossbar,

by means of suitable clips.

The Simplest Chassis.

The very simplest design of chassis is

illustrated in fig. 5. The principal com-
ponent of the lay-out is the axle tube.

This member is of exceptionally large

diameter (2 inches), and may almost be

said to comprise the sidecar chassis itself,

as it not only positions the sidecar wheel,

but also supports, through the medium of

helical coiled springs, the greater part of

the load carried. The front of the body
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Sidecar Chassis Design.

—

is supported by a ball and socket joint
attached to the underside of the sidecar,
and to the connection tube running from
the sidecar wheel to the down tube of the
motor cycle by a girder pressing. . No
doubt this chassis, probably supreme in
the elimination of non-essentials, would
give satisfactory service attached to a
very light machine.
To keep the centre of gravity as low

as possible, a design in which the frame
is underslung from the axle a matter of
4 or 5 inches is preferred. It is also a
simple matter, in a dropped frame de-
sign, with the use of a simple bracket
for the wheel axle, to fit a detachable
sidecar wheel. There are still a number
of designs in which the wheel spindle is

brazed into the axle tube. This, in the
author's opinion, is a deplorable prac-
tice, which has only one advantage, that
of cheapness of manufacture. Apart from
the possibility of weakening the tube in
brazing, the trouble of removing the
cones, balls, etc., from the wheel hub in
order to detach the sidecar wheel has to be
experienced to be realised.
An important point to be noted in the

design of a sidecar chassis is with regard
to the arrangement of the weight dis-
tribution on the chassis. The greater
part of the load should be taken by the
axle tube. In a few instances observed,
the whole of the load is on the chassis
in front of the axle tube, resulting in
heavy steering and excessive tyre wear,

JjfKEraa@DLE

due to too much strain being placed upon
the steering head of the machine.

Flexibility in a Sidecar Chassis.

There is no doubt that a certain amount
of flexibility at some point between the
sidecar wheel and the frame of the motor
cycle is a very desirable feature, as the
comfort of the rider of the machine is

materially increased and the frames of
the motor cycle and sidecar relieved >of the
unpleasant side shocks due to the sidecar

wheel striking an obstruction. Also, the
severe strains imposed upon the frame of

the machine when cornering would be
considerably alleviated in a design which
allows the position of the motor cycle to

depart slightly from the vertical.

Many attempts in various directions are
evident to arrive at this flexibility, and
to provide the necessary- movement we
find flexible sidecar connections and spring-

wheel chassis.

One very questionable method still to

be found in a few designs is where the

sidecar is attached to the machine by
means of three long bent tubes. The front
connection is often an extension of the inner
side member of the chassis, and usually
has two right-angle bends. It is claimed

that this tube, being long and "whippy,"
allows a certain amount of flexibility, thus
minimising the possibilities of fracture in

the cycle frame. This claim is possibly

correct, but trouble is practically certain

to ensue as the result of following this

practice. It is surely most undesirable to

rely upon the " whip " of a bent tube
to give flexibility, as the tube being
stressed in cornering, or even as a conse-

quence of the camber of the road, will

eventually take a permanent set at one of

the bends, causing the machine to lean

inwards and run out of alignment. Break-

age of the tilbe itself is also liable to occur,

owing to the crystallisation of the metal in

constant " whip." The type of design in

question is, in the author's opinion, most
unsatisfactory, and one to be avoided, as

it is certain that commercial steel tubing

has not a sufficiently high elastic limit to

be used for this purpose.
The system of providing flexi-

bility by means of correct flexible

connections has met with little

success in this country, although
for many years designs have been
applied and tested. The usual
form of flexible connection incor-

porates some form of hinged
joint, working in conjunction with
a spring to hold the machine in a
vertical position when stationary,

, and allowing the machine to tilt

when cornering. The small
degree of success the various

devices have met with is probably due
to the feeling of insecurity experienced
when cornering, and the general instability
of the machine and sidecar with this type
of attachment fitted.

The most satisfactory method of pro-
viding flexibility appears to be given in a
wheel. Where a spring-wheel chassis is
used there is less possibility of the align-
ment being affected (as is the case with
flexible connections), and the machine is
permitted to lean so slightly out of the
vertical as to be unnoticeable in use.
Many very satisfactory spring-wheel

chassis are now in use, and three typical
designs are shown in figs. 6, 7, and 8.

igi

The A. B.C. (fig. 6) is a commendable design
for attachment to a spring-frame motor
cycle, and to allow for the independent
movement of the rear wheel and sidecar
wheel the axle tube is connected to the
motor cycle chain stay through a ball type
of universal joint. The chassis is con-
nected very rigidly to the frame of the
motor cycle, and a leaf spring holds the
axle tube in position and gives the re-
quired flexibility.

In the Sheffield Henderson design (fig. 7)
the axle tube is swivelled from the chassis
from two points at the extreme width
of the frame, and is held in position by a
central laminated spring.
The Grindlay design (fig. 8) embodies a

floating hub spindle carried between two
half-elliptic springs shackled at the rear. It

Fig. 9.

will be seen that the wheel itself is prac-
tically the only unsprung weight.

An American Flexible Chassis.

A typical American design of a flexible

chassis is shown in fig. 9. In this design
the only rigid member of the frame is

the near side tube, which is fixed longitu-
dinally with the machine. The front
tubular member, to which is connected
the wheel frame, is free to swing on the
bearing on the longitudinal member, and
carries the coil springs for the front of
the body, also a centre tube extending
rearwards. On the end of the centre
tube is (1) a transverse stay supporting
the quarter-elliptic rear body springs,
and (2) a long transverse spring, the ends
of which are connected to the end of the
wheel frame and rigid member respec-
tively.

It will clearly be seen that a great
amount of flexibility is afforded by this
chassis, and it is largely used for racing
in America, as the design allows the
machine to lean at an. extreme angle.

Fig 8.

Motor Coaching in 1922.

THE average motor cyclist has not
generally a good word to say of motor
coaches, but they represent a very

important section of motordom and have
come to stay. As a rule, the majority of
complaints are caused by the few black
sheep of drivers who are found every-
where. : The rapid development made
in the coach business can be best realised
by the special coach number of our sister
journal, 'Motor Trans-port, to be published
on Saturday next, which deals with every
aspect of the industry from mechanical
to traffic control and organisation. There
are two matters, however, that will par-
ticularly interest motor cyclists; one is

the growth in popularity of small sized
coaches and the other the development
of pneumatic tyres for such machines.
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STIFFENING THE CLASSIC RUNS.
BY the older school of motor cyclists,

such time-honoured runs as the

M.C.C. provides each year in the

London-Edinburgh, London-Land's End,
and London-Exeter trips, are followed
as much for their sentimental associa-

tions as for any kudos to be obtained
from " pot-hunting " in these events.

A younger band of motor cyclists,

with that iconoclasm which is the
privilege of youth, seeks to convert these

annual " runs " into stiff competitions
in which the gaining of a medal will

have more significance than that the
recipient thereof completed a certain

more or less main road journey in a
certain time.

Now- before this stiffening up cry is

allowed to stampede the Competitions
Committee of the M.C.C. into a change
of established policy, let the reformers
review the status of the M.C.C. events.

These classic runs were originated in

the days when it was an achievement to

conduct a motor cycle with certitude and

reliability from one place to another

at the extremity of the country, making
use of just such roads as the ordinary
tourist might venture upon. If the M.C.C.
had any ideas of publicity for the move-
ment, it certainly did not want to demon-
strate that motor cycles could not do
the journeys, but that they could com-
plete them. If, nowadays, 98% of the
starters cover the runs successfully, the
propaganda effect is good, and everyone
should be satisfied—except the odd 2% !

London—Land's End.

Surely, however, it is not the function

of a pure club to provide propaganda,
publicity or public testing in runs which
are only open to its own members ; such
matters are for the governing body.
Most of the desires for an increase in

the difficulty of an M.C.C. run appear to

centre on the Land's End trip at Whit-
suntide, particularly with regard to the
Porlock-Lynton section.

Last year, it will be remembered, the

commencement of Porlock to the summit
of Lynton (this included the dangerous
descent of Countisbury) was made a timed
section scheduled at about 19 m.p.h. On
account of the- necessarily slow speeds of

the ascents, some dangerous " blinding

"

took place in order to gain time on the
indifferent level and dangerous down
grades in the section. To eliminate
this dangerous practice, it would be better
to time the ascents of Porlock and Lyn-
ton separately—say three miles of the
former and one of the latter—setting
minimum speeds for each class and type
of machine. Should this prove insuffi-

ciently difficult, there are worse hills

than either Porlock or Lynton in North
Devonshire on which gold medals might
be lost easier than won ; at the same
time it would be well to guard the M.C.C.
runs from the savour of " colonial trials,"

a feature which might be introduced by
the demands of those unaware of the
traditional lines on which the classic

M.C.C. runs are conducted.

THE TOUR DE FRANCE.
GREAT interest is being taken in the

Tour de France motor cycle and
cycle car 2,300 - miles reliability

trials, to start from Paris on March
25th, as is evidenced by the seventy-one
entries on the closing of the lists at

ordinary fees. It is certain that this

number will be increased - before the
final closing, and it is even possible
that the increase may be considerable
if, as suggested, the acceptance of entries

at ordinary fees is continued until Febru-
ary 15th. This change is proposed owing
to the fact that foreign firms have re-_

quested an extension for the closing date.

According to M. Hamon (President of

the Motocycle (Jlub de France), who is

responsible for the organisation of these
trials, an offer of a valuable international

cup has been received from a well-known
sportsman, and will be accepted if, on
the final closing of the lists, there is

sufficient international representation for

French, Italian, Belgian, British, and
American teams to be formed.

One of the features of the Tour de
France is the large number of entries

in the two cycle car classes, for machines
of 750 and 1,100 c.c. respectively.

There are twelve competitors in the former
class and nineteen in the latter, making
thirty-one out of a total of sevent^'-one in

all classes. Out of these thirty-one small

cars, it is interesting to note that twenty-
six have four-cylinder water-cooled

engines. This gives a proportion of prac-
tically 84%, water-cooled engines to only
16% air-cooled, thus revealing the pro-

nounced tendency of French makers to

prefer the small four-cylinder water-
cooled engine in place of the air-cooled

twin receiving so much attention in Eng-
land. All the cycle cars are regular trade
entries, with experts at the wheels ; they
are being prepared with the very greatest

,care, for it is recognised that 2,300 miles
at an average of nearly 25 m.p.h. will con-
stitute a trial of no mean order. It is

hardly necessary to say that trade rivalry

runs high, and that the performance of

the competitors on the road will be
followed with the closest attention.

British Machines.

The motor cycles in the Tour de France
vary from 250 c.c. solo mounts to 1,100

c.c. sidecars. The British representatives

are B.S.A., Velocette, Levis, McKechnie,
and Sunbeam, with indirect representation*

in the Yvels, made up almost entirely

of British parts. Several entirely new
models will make their appearance in these

trials, among them being the Gnome and
Rhone single-cylinder four-stroke which
made its appearance for the first time at

the last Paris show. The A. B.C. is built

by the same firm, but only one machine
is entered, with Xaas as rider. The
Bleriot in the 500 c.c. solo class will be
a new model with three-speed gears, while

the 1,100 c.c. sidecar of the same make
will be an entirely new production. There
will be four water-cooled motor cycles in

the trials, all of them being Viratelles.

Two are in the 350 c.c. solo class, one in

the 750 c.c, -and another in the 1,000
c.c. sidecar class. The Janoir is another
rather original French machine, which,
although announced some time ago, has not
yet figured in public competitions. It

is a flat twin of 965 c.c. with aluminium
cylinders having steel liners, forced feed
lubrication, a three-speed gear box com-
bined with the engine, and a special type
of pressed steel frame.

The following is the list of the motor
cycles entered :

250 c.c. Solo.
1 Levis, 2 Velocette, 2 Soyer.

350 c.c. Solo.
1 D.F.R., 1 Rasser, 2 Yvels, 2 Viratelle,

4 Gillet.

500 c.c. Solo.
1 Sunbeam, 1 A. B.C., 2 Bleriot, 2

Gnome and Rhone.

750 c.c. Solo.
1 Viratelle, 1 B.S.A., 1 McKechnie, 1

Indian, 1 Harley-Davidson.

600 c.c. Sidecars.
1 D.F.R., 1 Sunbeam.

1,000 c.c. Sidecars.
1 Sunbeam, 1 Rene Gillet, 1 Bleriot,

1 Viratelle, 2 Indian, 3 Harley-Davidson,
3 Janoir.

FORTHCOMING IRISH TRIALS.
THE prospect of more settled conditions

in Ireland which is foreshadowed by
the improved political situation is

likely to result in 1922 being a year of

great activity amongst Irish clubs. The
manner in which the majority of the clubs
succeeded in carrying on during the
troubles of the past two years created
admiration ; despite radius restrictions

and trenched roads, most of them
succeeded in carrying out a competition

programme. Circumstances were too

strong in some cases, however, and two
of the Irish classic events, the End-to-End
and the Coik " Twenty," another stren-

uous reliability trial, had to be abandoned
last year.
Although the Ulster Centre of the Motor

Cycle Union has not yet moved in the
matter, it is regarded as more than likely

that the End-to-End will be held as usual
in July next. In the south, the Southern

Centre of the Union has already sanctioned
the dates of two of the classic events of

previous years, namely the Dublin
" Twenty-four," which will be held on the
23rd-24th June, and the Cork "Twenty"
on Wliit-Monday, June 5th. Interest in

the first-mentioned trial will be enhanced
by the fact that Mr. W. H. Freeman
has presented to the club a fifty guinea
challenge trophy as a perpetual prize for

the winning team in the event.
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STOP THE ROT!
OBTAIN HIGH EFFICIENCY FROM YOUR MACHINE
EFFICIENCY OF A SUSTAINED CHARACTER
THAT WHILST "PRODUCING THE GREATEST
POSSIBLE POWER, AT THE SAME TIME PRO-
LONGS THE LIFE OF THE ENGINE.

SUCH EFFICIENCY AND ENGINE LIFE IS TO
BE OBTAINED BY USING A COX "ATMOS"
SINGLE LEVER CARBURETTER - THE ONLY
KNOWN SINGLE LEVER CARBURETTER THAT
PERFECTLY ATOMIZES THE FUEL AND
DELIVERS A CORRECT MIXTURE TO THE
ENGINE AT EVERY POSITION OF THE
THROTTLE. AND UNDER ALL CONDITIONS.

A FEW OF THE ADVANTAGES :-

EASY STARTING.

FLEXIBILITY,

INCREASED POWER AND SPEED,

A QUIETER EXHAUST, WHICH MEANS
BETTER COMBUSTION AND FUEL
ECONOMY,

MUCH LESS CARBON DEPOSIT,

A SMOOTHER ENGINE AND SOFTER DRIVE.

THEREBY PROLONGING THE LIFE OF
ENGINE BEARINGS AND TRANSMISSION.

THE CARBURETTER
THAT IS DIFFERENT

AND TIME HAS PROVED OUR CLAIMS TO BE
CORRECT.

PRICE £4 10 READY TO FIT. GET THE RIGHT
SIZE FOR YOUR ENGINE AND YOU WILL BE
DELIGHTED. ASK YOUR AGENT FOR PARTIC-
ULARS OF OUR 60 DAYS' TRIAL:

COX
CARBURETTERS,

LOWER ESSEX STREET,

B I RMINGHAM

.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable Jo mention "The Motor Cycle."

THE NEW

CAMEO
DE LUXE

E C. When the question of a
= windscreen comes to be
: considered, the claims of

: the. Cameo are irresistible.

: Quickly adapted to any
: size, any make of sidecar,

its simplicity, fine work-
= manship, and splendid
: material — the ease with

j which it is manipulated

—

make it the most attractive

: of all windscreens.

Ask any " Cameo " user

—

Price fsr.' £2 15 =

n
SldePan.1, £10

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

The Panels are adaptable
to all CAMEO
SCREENS, and can be
fitted in one minute.

©Hard, Wesicombe
& CO., LTD.,

46-47, Great Charles Street,

BIRMINGHAM.
.antral 6S2. 'Ollard, B'taam.'

SEND YOUR ORDER TO-DAY.

i .iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilillllllliiiiliiiiimiiiilllimiiilliir
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MARTINSYDE
TRANSMISSION

We want you to

know all about

\ the famous .*. !

'MARTINSYDE'

REGISTERED 1 TRADE MAM

*'The Symbol of Success'

6H.P. COMBINATION
PRICE - - £160
Lighting & Windscreen .

extra. /

Transmission of power is by chain, throughout. The high-speed chain

is enclosed in a cast-aluminium case, the rear chain being protected by
a pressed-metal shield. Easy means for lubrication of the rear chain

is provided. Every part is so perfectly adjusted that the absence of

noise is a distinctive feature. The even, smooth running qualities are

such that they become immediately apparent to every Martinsyde rider

MARTINSYDE LTD. WOKING

ACKNOWLEDGED

BEST VALUE at

OLYMPIA.
No. 2

34 Gns.
9 events only entered during 1921 and were awarded
4 SILVER CUPS. 5 GOLD MEDALS.

3 SILVER MEDALS.
Only one machine entered in each event.

E. A RADNALL & CO. Dartmouth Street

No. 1

42 Gns.
BIRMINGHAM.

THEVAbb USE

SPEED
MOTOR ©IB-S
HIGH GRADE AND
UNEXCELLED FOR

CYCLES.

Johns. Morris& Son (Oils), Ltd., Cross Lane Oil Works, Manchestei

C26 In answering these advertisements it is

A.TURRELL&SONS,
Height Height

Lth.Wtli. to Ridse to Eaves
ft. ft. ft. in.

7X 5 .„ 1 o
8X 6 «. J6
9X 1 •=• So,
iox 8
12 X S

14 X 8 ,

16 X 9 —
18 X 9
20 X 10

8 7 ,

I 9
89
9 o

ft. in.

5 o

5 3

5 6

5 9
6 o

63
64
64
6 6

PORTABLE BUILDING WORKS.
FOREST HILL, S.E.23.

Pbone:
1263 Sydenham

Prices Carriage Paid England
and Wales.

Made in sections, with double doors, with lia. tongued and grooved match
boards on strong framing. Roof matchboarded, and covered with good
quality felt, making same thoroughly weatherproof. Doors hung on strong
garnets, and fitted with lock and key and tower bolts. Windows glazed :

2ioz. glass. Flooring: Strong joists, one inch boards. All bolts supplied
lor erecting house.

desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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The
Mount for

1922
IS

3 i h.p.Twin

Sports
Model
Not only fast but comfort-

able too at all speeds. In

addition to this it is

thoroughly reliable. Every

part is made in our own

factory under the super-

vision of our own experts,

all of whom are experi-

enced road and track

riders.

t&k^i
3*:

i

If

m
Send for our illustrated Price

List-containingfull specifications.

m

1
. " s

20

^iiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininii

FAX! fare:

DONT KEEP YOUR COMBINATION
GARAGED THROUGHOUT THE WINTER.

There's joy at the start of a winter's trip

if your combination is equipped with an
"Easting." Your passenger will appreciate

the infallible protection from cold, wind,

rain or snow. She will arrive cosy and
warm without a curl out of place.

REDUCED
PRICES

ROYAL - - £5
STANDARD - £3 18

BABY - - £3

SPECIAL NOTE.—Complete sets of Royal finings

for converting "Standard" models to "Royal,"
giving simplified adjustment to any position—and
quick, easy entry or exit, price 45/-.

New Celluloids can be fitted and returned in three

days, Royal and Standard 20/-, Baby 16/-

EASTING WINDSCREENS LTD.,

132, STEELHOUSE LANE, BIfiMINGHAM.

London Office & Service Depot:

24, FINSBUKY SQUARE, LONDON, E.C.2

Telephone Clerkenwsl! 1904.

WHOLESALE" STOCKISTS: AUSTRALIA—J. J. Wilkin? & Sons,

586, George St.. Pydnoy. IRELAND—C. E. Jjcob, IS, Great
B.unswick St., Dublin. SCOTLAND—Of all factors.

Pole Dlmufaciuriug Rights in U.S.A. : Messrs. Shiran, Eeck &
Cn., Inc., 68-72. Uast 131st St., New York.

=3tl
fr=

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle" C29
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Better value than ever
Whether the 1922 Omega you buy is fitted

with the novel, proved true 3 h.p. Omega two-
stroke engine, or the famous 2\ h.p., 1\ h.p., or

5/6 J-A.P. four-stroke engine, you are buying

the utmost motor cycle dependability and
wonderful value—in fact, better value than ever.

As the "Motor Cycle" truly says, they are

amazingly cheap
Omega 3 h.p. two-stroke from 53 gns.
Omega J.A. P. Lightweight from 57 gns.

Omega 5/6 J.A. P. twin sports model 115 gns.
Get to know all about the Omnipotent Omega
by writing now for Catalogue and name of

nearest agent.

W. J. GREEN, Ltd., Omega Works, Coventry.
London : Bartlctts, 93 Gt Portland Street, W.
Birmingham : Goughs, ]S3a Broad Streeet.

?&F%

w

'on ffo7tM
One of the joys of motoring in the

L.S.D.
is its ability to climb practically all main'
road hills on top.

It also saves time and money.

Have you had that experience yet?

Write us for Demonstration.

SYKES & SUGDEN, Ltd.,
LINTHWA1TE. •&»«.

"For the Rider who will have the best."

The sidecar SUPREME in

appearance and comfort.

Eight Models to choose from, for

machines from 2J h.p. to 10 h.p.

Prices to suit all purchasers,

from £17 to £38.
A copy of our latest illustrated catalogue

mailed free anywhere upon request.

GRINDLAY (Coventry), Ltd.,

MelbourneWorks ,COVENTRY

.

C30 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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Also Sole London and District
Distributors for Excelsior and
Dunelt Motor Cyles. ijyife- Have you received a Taylor

Lighting-up Time Tablet ? They
are neatly printed on Ivorine
and are FREE for the asking.

TAYLORS
Sole London Distributors

i

and Service Agents for

/ the world famous

BRIEF SPECIFICATIONS.
7 H.P. twin 799 c.c. 3-speed, clutch and kick-starter.

Windscreen, Storm Apron and Luggage Grid.
Price complete and carriage paid . . . . £175

Extra for 2-seater Sidecar with 2 Screens and
Aprons .. .. .. .. .. ..£10

Dynamo Lighting . . _ £20
Spare Wheel and Tyre . . . . . . . . £8
Acetylene Lighting .. .. £6:4

All Models to be seen at our
KENSINGTON SHOWROOMS

BRIEF SPECIFICATIONS.
2} H.P. 349 c.c. 3-speed, clutch and kick-starter,

knee grips. Marketed in three models, all of
which are very speedy and intended for fast road
work.
Model B—Touring. Model Bi—Sporting.
Model B2—Stripped Sporting.

All models supplied at the uniform, price of £85,
carriage paid.

The demand for A.J.S. machines of all Models has exceeded all expectations. It is, therefore, advisable
for prospective purchasers to place their orders well in advance of their requirements in order
to avoid delay in delivery. There_ is no time like the present, so act NOW, and be sure of getting
your favourite mount in good time for Easter. We are the biggest A.J.S. Agents in the country, and
offer A.J.S. Service to all riders of these machines. Large stocks of spares always available.

For those who desire to purchase out of income we offer exceptional facilities. Write for order form
and special insurance tariff.

H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd.
^HOWRnniVK 52"53 ' Sussex p,ace

' Soutn Kensington, S.W.OllU YT IVUUIYIO 21a, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.
'Phones
Telegrams

Kensington 7260, Museum 1240.
'Dynametro, Westcent, London.*

1923.

A LTHOUGH prices have
^^been reduced, the high
quality and comfort of the
Millford Sidecars remain : the
quality never varies. For nearly

20 years the Millford Sidecars
have been the best sidecar

investment.

There are 8- models for 1922.

You can save 3LD by buying your mount
solo and fitting a " Millford." Compare with

the cost of a combination.

Write for Folder C,

MILLS-FULFORD LTD., COVENTRY.
The Original Sidecar Makers.

(EslaMished 1 899-)

QUALITY
AND

CQM1GWRT

'Millford Junior,"
price £22. Lightness', is

achieved by careful
selection of material.

FAMOUS FOR QUALITY& COMFORT
In answering these^ advertisements it is desirable to mention '." The Motor Cycle.
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I

Every Motor-Cyclist should have one.

We cordially invite you to send for our New Illustrated Catalogue.

This includes many illustrations of all the principal makes of machines,

and much data of keen interest to every motor-cyclist.

Everything is dealt with fully—machines, tyres, repairs, insurance,

spare parts and Service : this Allen- Bennett book forms a useful guide

on all those points so vital to the motor-cyclist if he wishes to make

economical purchases and secure a full upkeep service.

This Catalogue -will save you time

and money—why not send for it now ?

WHITELEYS
FOR MOTOR CYCLE BARGAINS BY DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

1921 SHOP-SOILED SOLO MACHINES and COMBINATIONS offered at REDUCED PRICES.
TRIUMPH, 2\ h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, fully equipped £53

NEW HUDSON. 2\ h.p., 2-stroke, single-speed' £42 10

"P. & M.", 3^ h.p., 2-speed., C/K.S., complete with coachbuilt

Sidecar .-. £119

QUADRANT, 5 h.p., 3-speed, C/K.S., complete with coachbuilt

Sidecar and screen £99

ENFIELD, S h.p., 2-speed, handle starter, coachbuilt Sidecar,

Lucas dynamo lighting and luggage carrier £145
ROYAL RUBY, 8 h.p., 3-speed, C/K.S., coachbuilt Sidecar and

luggage carrier, Lucas dynamo lighting set, Easting wind-
screen, spare wheel and spring frame £185

READING STANDARD, lio h.p., 3-speed; , C/K.S. plus one
single or double Sidecar, electric lighting, horn, screen,

hood and apron £182 10

s Q SECOND-HAND
NEW IMPERIAL, zf h.p. J.A.P. 2-speed, horn and licensed

—

practically new—only in use two months £55

IXION (1920 model), 2$ h.p., Villiers 2-speed, C/K.S £39 10

O.K. JUNIOR (1920 model) Vihiers fully equipped, little used,

excellent order £35

DOUGLAS (1921 model), 2$ h.p.,

3-speed^C/K.S., fully equipped £67 10

LEVIS, 2\ h.p., 2-speed and clutch,
— mechanical horn, in new con-

dition £37

COMBINATIONS.

£125

pk

MARTINSYDE (1921 model), 6 h.p., equipped with hood, screen,

speedometer, clock, head lamp, rear lamp, Sidecar lamp,
horn, luggage carrier, sidecar step, mileage 1,800—a smart
outfit and as new

"P. & M." (1921 model), 3* h.p., 3-speed, C/K.S., coachbuilt
Sidecar, leg shields, petrol carrier, sidecar screen, and fully

equipped £110
ACME (1920 model), 8 h.p. combination, little used, just

re-conditioned by makers, and fully equipped—practically
as new £1 25

NORTON, 3^ h.p., 1921, 3 speed, C/K.S., all-chain drive
electric lighting, mechanical, horn, sporting Canoelet
Sidecar with torpedo, apron and screen, a very
sportinglot £105

NEW IMPERIAL, z\ J.A.P., 2

speed, fully equipped £47 10

4 per cent, only added for interest. 20 per cent, cash down and 12

equal monthly payments.

Any make of 1 922 motor cycle supplied on similar terms.

Wm. WHITELEY, LTD.,
Queen's Road, W.2.

Telegrams: "Whiteley, London." Telephone : Park, One,

BI4 In ansivcring these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

B.S.A.
D.S.A. 1922 Models in stock; catalogue with pleasure.

B.S.A. Specialists—County Cycle and Motor Co., Broad
St., Birmingham. [4678

D.S.A.'s, all models; exchanges.—Harry Nash, 365
*-* King St., Hammersmith. [6852
B.S.A. -Hih.p. 1921, Type K2, shop-soiled, unused;

£92.—The Morris Garages, Oxford. [7137

E
45.-1916 4Vih.p. B.S.A., lamps, horn, Bonniksen.
full 1922 tax paid, any trial.—Brockbank's, 58,

.ord St., Southport. [7216

JAh.p.^ B.S.A., 3-speed,_all accessories, fine condition

urrey

B.S.A., 1917, 4'4h.p., 3-speed, perfect order, good
appearance, tax paid- sfi <»tic—" Tit-o-nt.™- •

argam; £65.—Rosslyn, Devon Ed., Cheam,
[7701

55 gns.- Brentor,
[7424hooter's Hill, S.E.18

D.S.A.—Bambers are official agents; exchanges a
>-» speciality; deferred payments.—2, Eastbank St.,
Ollthport. 'Phone : 607. [7236
I Q20 4%h.p. B.S.A. Combination, perfect condi-
Lt/ tlon, any trial; £85.—Wed. Engineering Co., 5,
Shurchfieid Rd., Acton. [7463
I Q15 B.S.A., 3-speed, countershaft, fully equipped,
L«/ excellent condition; 40 gns.—Exchanges, Kents,
17, Lord St., Southport. [7673
I 019 4%h.p. B.S.A. Combination; exchange for solo
1 *J with cash adjustment or sell cheap for cash.

—

2, High St., Luton, Beds. [7478
IQ14 B.S.A. 3V'2h.p. Philipson T.T. model, excep-
Lt7 tionaily fine throughout; £35.—Goad, 122,
laida Vale. 'Phone. Hampstead 1353. [7799

B.S.A. 1921 4i/ih.p. H2 Model, all-chain, with
coach-built sidecar, shop-soiled only; £120.—P. J.

)vans, John-Bright St., Birmingham. [7345
IQ21 B.S.A. Combination, condition as new, Lucas
L«J lighting, spare wheel, et*. ; owner iust bought
ar.—Youngman, Evercreeeh, Somerset. [7187

|
Q18 4 14h.p. B.S.A. and sidecar, lamps, horn, splen-

L«/ did running order; £68.—D. and S. Autocar
k>., 33, The Parade, Golders Green. [7888
JJLh.p. B.S.A., 2-speed, H. and F. central, 1914,

Venacia sidecar; 45 guineas; exchanges con-
dered.—Whitmore Chase, Lynn, Norfolk. [7900

D.S.A. 3Voh.p. 3-speed hub gear, lamps, In
!-* tyres, good condition, insurance Sept. 19

IQ15 4 14h.p. B.S.A. Combination, owner returning
L*J Colonies, mechanically sound, appearance fair;
7 gns.—Colou'al Agency, 49, Bedford St., Strand,
lerrard 4672. [7982

B.S.A.' 1921 K2 with B.S.A. sidecar, perfect con-
dition; £120. Exchanges,—Newuham Motor Co.,

23, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmith
0. [7528

B.S.A. 4Vih.p. model K., 2 speeds, thoroughly re-
novated, fitted with new B.S.A. No. 2 sidecar;

!76.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London.
[7885

horn, good
922; £33,

r near offer; must sell.—Burrv, All Cannings, Wilt-
hire. [7102

B.S.A. Combination 414h.p., chain-drive, just over-
hauled and enamelled, good order; £65; or ex-

hange for late Triumph solo.—J. Easter, Five Wavs,
wanley, Kent. [7179

EXCEPTIONAL" Bargain, B.S.A. Model H.2 4>,4h.p.,

with B.S.A. sidecar, 1921 latest model combina-
ion, brand new; £125.—Wilkins Simpson, opposite
llympia, London. [7729

B.S.A. New 1922 Mode! H2 in stock; exchanges,
extended terms arranged.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16,

iishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3. Phone

:

.venue 5548. _. [0066

B.S.A., 1920, Henderson Elite sidecar, speedometer,
lamps, horn, discs, fine outfit, £88; ditto canoe,

it sidecar, electric lamps, horn, £79.—Clark, 7, Ex-
ibition Rd., S.W.7. [7837

IQ16 Model 4>4h.p. B.S.A., with sidecar (coach-
L*7 built), complete with new dry battery and 2
ew tyres, good condition; £30 or nearest offer.—
.pply Rector, Swanage. [7191

B.S.A., 3l,£h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, appearance and
mechanical condition almost new; accept £28

ish, or with coachbuilt sidecar, £32.—Allen, 10,
reshford St., Earlsfield, S.W.18. [7504

B.S.A.— All 1922 models for immediate delivery.
Best prices allowed on second-hand machines,

fit us quote you.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Ham-
lersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmith 80. [7509

D.S.A.—All 1922 models supplied; exchanges; also
-> new 1921 4^4h.p. K.2 combination, No. 2 side-
ir; £114.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton,
ondon. [7883
Q21 B.S.A. 4 14h.p. chain drive model, with
K*Z coachbuilt sidecar, complete with lamps, horn,
jeedometer, etc.; £110; easy, payments.—Harrods
iotor Cycle Dept.. 118, Brompton Rd., London.

[7378

Q20 Wl.p. B.S.A. Combination, nearly new
sidecar, 3-speed, clutch, kick starter, lamps,

irn, tools, perfect condition, just overhauled, any
ial; £110 or near offer.—Haynes Bros., Maidstone

[7564

BARGAINS!
Our Bargain List contains
a host of second-hand and
new (shop-soiled) machines
at figures which cannot fail

to interest you.

A COPY WILL BE FORWARDED
REQUEST.

A few ofthis Week's Bargains: m
CLEVELAND, 1920, 3 h.p., 2-speed

£45
clutch and k.-s.,fully equipped,

absolutely as new
B.A.T., 1915, 6 h.p. Combination^

3-speed, k.-s., clutch, fully o CC
equipped, speedometer . . <5%)D

SCOTT, 1914, 32 h.p., 2-speeds, k.-s.

Lucas accessories, speedo- £ A A
meter. Binks carburetter . . «i"

SUNBEAM, 1918, 31 h.p. and s/car,

fully equipped, nice con- c 1 Afi
dition alln!

ROYAL-RUBY, 1919, 2J- h.p., fully

equipped, new con- C"20 .1ft,

RUDGE, 1919, T.T. 31 h.p. Multi,'

fully equipped, tax C if . Irt
paid, good condition *t' • 4-v

P. &M., 1918, 3J h.p. 2 speed clutch,

fully equipped, tax p J-*} . 1 ft
paid. Bargain .. <*«5i£ . J.U

ROVER Light Car, 1921, 8 h.p. Dynamo
lighting, speedometer, C17C
coupe hood, as new . • owX I D

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2| h.p. Combina-
tion, 2-speeds, fitted with
Grosvenor Sporting Sidecar, fully

equipped. Good C/1'7."|A
condition .. .. *t' "J-

"

ZENITH, 8h.p. Sporting Model. Special

high gear pulley, very fast,

fully equipped

COVENTRY-PREMIER, 1921, Run-
about, Water-cooled, Dynamo
lighting, spare wheel, dickey- CI 7C
seat, absolutely as new . . 5 J. / O

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, One only.

BRAND NEW (shop-soiled), 7/9 h.p.

Magneto Model, Speed- p 1 A C

£60

cmeter

GASH OR DEFERRED PAYMENT

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
of 1922 Models by all the

:: Leading Manufacturers. ::

PARKERS
DEPOTS

:

MANCHESTER:
245, Deansgate.

Telerhone—Cen. 661.

BOLTON:
Bradshawgate.
Telephone—1 343.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

I Q21 6-7h.p. Twin B.S.A. Combination, spare wiled,J-U speedometer, D.A. lighting, Easting, large side-
car, as brand new; cost £208, accept £135.—37, Can-
terbury Rd., Ball's Pond ltd., Dalston, London, h.l.

[<y77
AXh-P. B.S.A. (1916 late) Combination, C.B. side-^i car, countershaft, chain-cum-belt, clutch, K.S.,
licensed, and all complete, perfect, extra strong ti.C.
chassis; nearest offer £65.—Hill, 41, Connaught RcL,
Brookwood, Surrey. [8095

B.S.A. Combination, 1916, 1'ih.p., 3-speed counter-
shaft, K.S., chain drive, lamps, horn, hood, and

windscreen, perfect condition, just the machine lor
a family man; £50.—Gordon R. Croxford, The Motor
Cycle, 461, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W.14.
'Phone : Richmond 322. [7966
"I Q21 B.S.A. Combination, all chain, three separate'
J-v generators, with lamps, Easting Royal, Tan-'
Sad, mechanical horn, mirror, tyres good, carefully
handled, tax paid, indistinguishable from new; £125
or offers. Must sell.—39, Barnsole Rd., Gillingham,
Kent. [7659
"1021 (April) B.S.A. Heavy 7h.p. Twin Combin*-
-*-*' tion, absolutely perfect, discs, spare wheel,
luggage grid, Easting Royal, tax paid, fully In-i

sured, unscratched, new tyres, ride 100 miles; sacri-
fice, £145; no dealers.—23, Mayfield Grove, Harro-
gate. [7084

4 ill.p. B.S.A., Model K, coach-built combination,
4 many refinements, including speedometer, Klaxon,

full lighting set, special triplex screen, hood, luggage
carrier, many spares, splendid order and appearance,
purchased new by present owner, exceptional bargain;
£80.—Griffin, 27, West End, Englefield Green, Surrey.

[7265
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—B.S.A.

1922 models, K2, chain and belt transmission,
£107; with No. 3 sidecar, £139; Model H2, all-chain

drive, £110; fitted with B.S.A. sidecar, £142; B.S.A.
6h.p. twin motor cycle, £132; fitted with B.S.A.
sidecar, £164; B.S.A. 8h.p. twin combination, £185;
easy terms and exchange; box carrier combination*
from £139. 'Phone : Holborn 5777. [8055

Spare Parti:

B.S.A. Spores.—Immediate delivery.—Kays,
St., Ealing.

Bond
[3609

B.S.A. Specialists.—All spares by return.—County Cycle
and Motor_Co.. Broad St., Birmingham. [4677

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—All B.S.A. parts in stock. No waiting.

[7869
GODFREYS'. Ltd., 208. Great Portland St., London,

W.l.—Complete stock of all B.S.A. spaTe parts
always in stock. Write for free spare part list, stating
year of manufacture. [0750

Calthorpe.
CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2';4h.p., 1920, 2-speed, per-

fect; £45.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Road, S.W.7.
[7338

£25.—Calthorpe-Jap, 2 1/,h.p., 2 speeds. Dice con-
dition (tax paid 1922).—8, High St., Wands-

worth. [7574

CALTHORPE 3h.p. Combination, with M-L Mag-
lita set, shop-soiled only; £85.—P. J. Evajis,

John Bright St., Birmingham. [7346

CALTHORPE-PRECISION Junior, 2h.p., 2-speed,
free, new piston and rings, lamps, horn, running

order; £12.—Pape, Osbournby, Sleaford. [7491

"I Q16 5h.p. Twin Calthorpe-Jap Combination, good
J-*/ condition, fully equipped; £50, offers, or ex-

change Solo Harley level.—2, Poplar Grova, Hammer-
smith. [7435

CALTHORPE 1921 Combination, actually In stock
for immediate delivery; cash or deferred terms;

place vour orders with the Calthorpe specialists.—

Burlington Motors. Ltd.. Clapham Common. S.W.4.
•Phone: Brixton 2417. 10509

Campion.

4h.p. Campion-Jap Combination, July, 1921,
Sturmey 3-speed, as new; £105, or will separate.

—100, Addey St., Sheffield. [7476

£28 or near offer.—1915 2%h.p. Campion-Jap, Stur-
mey-Archer 3-speed, kick start, hand clutch,

lamps, etc., good running order, bargain.—Field,

Steeple Aston, Oxford. [7775

Chater-Lea.

WAUCHOPE'S s). Shoe Lane, London.—1922
Chater-Lea; agents all models; supplied on easy

terms or exchange. [8056

4ih.p. Chater-Lea 2-speed Combination, brand new
2 body, splendid condition; £38/10. Would sell

solo £28/10. All accessories.—26. Tulse Hill, Brixton.

'Phone, Brixton 1292. [7804

Clyno.
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2lUl.p.

1919 Clyno 2-stroke; £35. [8080

CLYNO Combination, 2-speed, kick start, splendid

condition, £58; take lower power part.—57, Ken-
bury St., Camberwell, London. [7636

1 Q18 Clyno Combination, 5-6h.p„ Clyno sidecar.

XV complete, electric lighting, tax paid March-

perfect' £57 gns.—17, Redfern Rd , Harlesden. [7535

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

BI7
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

1Q21 Clyno, 2-stroke, 2-speed, fully equipped, and
-*-*/ in excellent condition; an unrepeatable bargain

»t £45 cash.—The Lav ton Garages; 30, Holywell St.,

Oxford. [7818

CLYNO 5-6h.p. 1917, condition perfect, Degory,

verv large coach-built sidecar, Cameo screen,

•pron, 4 interchangeable wheels, licensed, lamps;

£65; exchanges.—C. Haslett, Garlands, Caterham.
[7165

CLYNO 8h.p. Latest Spring Frame Combination,

luxuriously equipped, Lucas Magdyno lighting,

electric horn, spare wheel, mirror, hood, apron, mat,

windscreen, luggage and petrol carriers, etc., cost over

£300, little used, guaranteed perfect, licensed; S1* .

great bargain.—Moss, Wein. [7128

February 9TH, 1922.

Svare Parts:

c

TYRES
IA'NO Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Eaj a. 8, Jgy"

St., Ealing. I3610

Connaught.
WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London—New 1922

Connaught Motor Cycle. [8057

CONNAUGHT 1920 2%h.p. standard model, lamps,

horn, etc., tax paid for year, in first-class con-

dition; £35.-14, Kingsway, Coventry. [7376

CONNAUGHT 2i/oh.p. 1921 model, Lucas lamps and

horn- £45. Exchanges—Newnham Motor Co

223 Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmith
80.

[7525

Cotton.

COTTON-BLACKBURNE 254h.p„ patent triangu-

lated frame, 62 gns., in stock -South London

Agents, Leng Bros., Sangley Rd., Catford. [7702

Coulson.

COT7LSON 2->ih.p. Blackburne, countershaft, brand

new, "tax paid; £70.-Goad, 122, Maida Vale

Phone, Kampstead 1353. L" aH

£37/10 —1920 Coulson-Blackburne 2=ih.p., 2-speed,

semi TT bars, Brampton biBex forks, spring

frame, lamps, horn, tools, taxed; sporting machine,

special engine.—W.J.C. Motor Co 5, Addison Avenue

Holland Park. W 11. Park 2071. [7934

Coventry Eagle.

COVENTRY EAGLE 1921- sporting model, 3%hup.
Abingdon, B. and B„ E.I.C., 3-speed S.A. hand-

controlled clutch, K.S.. chain-cum-belt, .2 rear brakes

rood tvres, lamp, tools, excellent condition; £86 or

leSest offer.-CH. Morley, Skilliugton, nr. Grant-

ham, Lines. X'iw

Coventry Victor.

COVENTRY VICTOR.-The perfect flat twin engine.

Before deciding on your new mount, get our list

for 1922, showing Coventry Victor motor cycles fitted

with this famous 5-7h.p. engine. Also our special offer

3 demonstration machine The last wore
1
m mo o

cycle design and construction. - The Coventry Victor

Motor Co., Ltd., Coventry. lu0^u

Dalm
20 Dalm 3h.p., single 2-stroke, perfect all on

tax paid; £26.—East, Wrotham. (PI [7605

De Dion.

6hTj Single-cylinder De Dion, 1906, modernised, in-

sured, Bosch, 3 speeds, reverse recently over-

hauled, excellent running order; £30.—Offers. .Box
8544, c/o The Motor Cycle.

"I

m

GREAT
REDUCTIONS

Satisfaction

—Guaranteed.
WQOD-IVULNE.

26X2J

IS

Special Heavy
Combination
Special Extra Heavy
Special Heavy
Special Extra Heavy
Combination

i Special Heavy
*Please note that, owing to the ex-

ceptionally low price of these covers, we
cannot euarantee them

26 X 2;

26x2i

650 x 65

Our
Prlee

13/6
22/6
30/-
13/6
16/6
Sof-
ia /8

= -«

— cannot euarantee tnem ™
= MISCELLANEOUS. ='„

19

[7321

De Luxe.

-I f»17 De Luxe Combination, 8h.p. J.A.P., Sturmey-

Xtl Archer countershaft gear, Bosch magneto, electric

»nd acetylene lighting, horn, pillion, speedometer, grid,

l»nd windscreen; trial run by appointment; exchange

llower power and cash, or sell £100.—Offers to 161,

Markhouse Rd., Walthamstow. [7757

Diamond.

DI MIOND-.I.A.P 23.ih.p. Sept. 1920, 2-speed. all

on, lovely condition, licensed; £44—Walters,
Dixton Rd., Monmouth. [7049

DIAMOND-VILLIERS, 2-stroke, excellent con-

dition; £30.—Bonnei> 63. Fairlop Rd., Leyton-

stone, E.ll. 'Phone, Wanstead 588. [7247

t Q20 Diamond 2iih.p. J.A.P. 2 speeds, kick start,

J-t? clutch all accessories; £55, or near cash offer.—

Winder, 10, Rampart Rd., Leeds. Tel. : 22297
^

-IQ20 Diamond 234h.p., Villiers 2-stroke, kick stars,

JLtf 2 speeds, clutch, sound condition guaranteed,

all accessories; £50, or near offer.—Winder, 10, Ram-
- part Rd., Leeds. Tel. : 22297. [7197

Douglas.

DOUGLAS 1922 models in stock.—Jack Pilling,

Rock St., Bury. [8021

THE Morris GaTages, Oxford.—All Douglas models

in stock, including sports. [7147

DOUGLAS 2%h.p. 1915, overhauled, perfect, all

on; £30.—17,.Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [7649

19 2i4h.p. 2-speed Douglas, perfect; £42.—24,

Balliol Rd., North Kensington.

SI

§

24x2
M>x2i

26 x 2S

x2i"

aimer Ribbed [
21/-

eldam Combination
I

25/-
oodyear A.W. Tread 27 /6

Rubber Studded Extra

Heavy I
27 '6

TUBES EX GOVERNMENT
I <->t>to. STOCK . A LSIZE?.
24in. and 26in. Ecdlass 4/9 Butted, 5/9

28in. „ 5/6 „ 6/6
700 x 80 mm. „ 6 /9

BEST QUALITY GUARANTEED
24x2, 4/6 126x2,4/9 1 26x2i, 6/3

26x2}, 7/6 26x2.V 7(Q 28x3, 8/9
26x24, 7/9 I x2i, "a 1700x80,10,-

BELTS. IN STANDARD
LENGTHS

Bates Avon gin. §in. gin. lin. Tin
etc., per foot ly- 1/5 1/9 2/- 2,6

4
IS

These Special Clearance Lines are sent

Carriage Paid on 7 Days' Approval against
remittance. Trade supplied. Write to-day.

"Illlllllllllllllllllllllllll

1

TheName TheFirm

19 [7765

Bi8 A" letters relating to advertisements
Motor Cycles

WAY -

: LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE
264-266,VAUXHA'LL^RIDCER?.VICT0RiA;S.W.l

— AND AT
44. SURBITON ROAD, KINGSTON-ON-THAMES,
<I Please address allpost orders to Vat/xhdll Bridfe Road.

TELEPHONE:- VICTORIA 6553 6' 655*- . .,"<_

OUR AGENT IS THE PILLAR - BOX

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAJ.E.

Douglas,

DOUGLAS 23/i.h.p., 2-speed, accessories, excellent
condition; £35.—Two Brewers, Ongar, Essex.

[7309

1 Q20 2%h.p. 3-speed Douglas, fully equipped; £50.
-i-*7 —9, Wailingford Avenue, North Kensington.

[7719

1Q13 2-speed Douglas T.T., good little 'bus; £27.—
A£J Exchanges, Kent's, 417, Lord St., Southport,

[767&

1 Q 20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, small mileage;
JLi/ £75.-9, Wailingford Avenue, North Kensing-
ton. [7717

DOUGLAS 2^h.p. 1918, overhauled, re-enamelled,

2-speed, perfect; £49/10.—Hayes, Builder, Mal-

vern. [7461

DOUGLAS 2^h.p. 1915, guaranteed good order,

tax paid; £31, or nearest.—15, Windsor St,, TJx-

brid-e. _ [7068

^

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, fully equipped,

new condition; £90.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd.,

S.W.7. [7839

I Q21 2%h,p. Sports Douglas, fully equipped, rua
-L*' 500 miles, equals new; £60,—Dosser, Slingsby,
Malton.- [7631

LAST week's 4h.p. Douglas, unsold, reduced to
42 gns. for quick sale.—284, South Lambeth Rd.,

Stockwell. [7479

"J Q 20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, beautifullyiv equipped, as new; £75.—24, Balliol Rd., North
Kensington. [7760

~fl Q 19 2^4h.p. Douglas, fully equipped, good con-
J-rJ dition; £45.-Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone,
Hampstead 1353. [7800

23.h.p. Douglas, believed 1917, in very good order,
4 nicely equipped; £32 10s.; evenings.—67, Fern-

lea "Rd., Balham. ' [7996

DOUGLAS.—1922 models for immediate deliver?.
Cash, exchange, or deferred payments.—Kays, S\

Bond St., Ealing. '[7228

DOUGLAS, 4h.p„ 1920, late, most luxuriously
equipped; £75.—Dentist, 216, Portobello Rd.,

North Kensington. [7668

LATE 1918 Douglas Combination, in very good order,
well equipped, any trial; 58 gns.: evenings.—67,

Fernlea Rd., BalhaTn. [7995

DOUGLAS late 2-speed, buffer, forks, shield, per-

feet, kept in repair six months free; £46.-165
Church St., Mitcham. [7302

"I Q19 Douglas 2^h.p., lamps, horn, long exhaust,
J-«7 perfect; £48/10.—P. H. Allin and Sons, 12,

Bridge St., Cambridge. [7353

DOUGLAS 2^4 h.p. 1916, excellent condition; great

bargain, 30 gns.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St.,

Ealing. Telephone : 689. [792S

DOUGLAS Combination 1920, electric lighting,

sidecar repainted, fine condition; £80.-63,
Stewart Rd., Bournemouth. [7093

DOUGLAS.—Bambers are official agents; exchanges
a speciality; deferred payment;.—2, East bank

St., Southport. 'Phone : 607. [7257

1 Q21 23
/ih.p. Douglas, 2-speed, fully equipped, in-

-*-** sured till June, 1922; £62—Shepherd, Enfield

Highway. Tel.: Waltham X31. [0775

4h.p. 1916 Douglas Combination, Binks, all on,

trial; sacrifice. £60 lowest.—Motorist. 40, Srait-

cliffe St., Accrington, Lancashire. [7086

DOUGLAS, 1920, 2^h.p., 3-speed, indistinguishable
from new, fully equipped; £55.—Da we, 216,

Portobello Rd., North Kensington. [7669

1Q18 Douglas Combination, perfect condition,
JL*J equipped-; £54.—Ascott's Drug Store-, 13,

Prince of AVales Rd., Kentish Town. [7787

A SOILED 1921 4h.p. Combination, insured, to

clear; 105 gns.—Knight, 126, Upper Tooting

Rd., S.W. 'Phone : Streatham 2390. [0779

F.O.C.H. have two 4h.p. Douglas Combinations,
1919 and 1920, fully equipped; bargains.—5,

Heath St., Hampstead. (Near Tube.) [6410

-| Q 19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, speedometer,
Id1 lamps, insurance, tax paid, fine condition; £65,

—Surman, 12, Brooks Rd., Chiswick, W.4. [7422

DOUGLAS, 1921, 25.4h.p-, 3-speed, clutch and kici

start; £72.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer-
smith Rd., W.6, 'Phone, Hammersmith 80. [7533

-1 A20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, very attiactiv(

J-*/ and nicely appointed; £90; take half down.—
Bunting's Exchange, Wealdstone. [782S

1A15 2 3
4h.p. Douglas, splendid all-round cordition.

J-t/ deliver at sacrifice; £35.—Brockbank's. 58J Lord

St., Soilthport. 17896

4lip Douglas Combination, May, 1920, splendid con-

dition, fully equipped, insured, taxed; nearest

£100 or exchange 2-seater.—Tribbeck, 46, Coombe

Rd., Salisbury.- L
7660

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1919. good condition.

fully equipped, including speedometer, petrol-tin

carrier; 70 gns.-Dr. Crook, 15, Earl's Terrace.-ffA

should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the is?ue

advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

25.—

2

r\ih.p. 4-stroke New Hudson, 3-speed, clutch
cellent order throughout, 150 m.p.g

r.ore Rd., Beckenham.
10, Whit-

[7577

VTEW HUDSON, 2?ih.p., J.A.P., 3-speed, clutch, en-
^* gine overhauled; £23.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd.
.W.7. [7842

NEW HUDSON 1922 Models, 2%b.p„ Popular and
De Luxe 2-speed lightweights, 4Vah.p. solo and

ombination, lOh.p. light car, all models in stock,

mmediate delivery; send for lifts; deferred payments
Liranged. All spares stocked.—New Hudson Dept., 45.

£fef« Inn Rd., liolborn, W.C.2. [5150

New Imperial.
IMPERIALS, all .models; exchanges.

365, King St., Hammersmitn.

IMPERIAL 2y3h.p. 1914. 2-speed

;

Ibuin.

-Harry
[6853

£25.-
[7653

L9
2

VTEW
Ll Nash

NEW
Chandler, 37, Andover Place, K

VTEW IMPERIAL, 2"'4h.p., 2-speed, late model, lamps,
1A horn, bargain; £32.—Crown Garage, Weybridge.

[7467
20 New Imperial-Jap Combination, 8h.p., any

trial; £85.—24, Balliol Rd., North Kensing-
on. [7764
VTEW IMPERIAL 2-;ih.p. 1921, slightly used; only
L~ £57.-Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

[7544
IQ21 New Imperial-Jap 2}4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch,
i-U K.S.; £58 inclusive.—Aznee, 12, St. Michael's
[erace, N.22. [7201

New Imperial 2%h.p., 2-speed, K.S., clutch,
Dunlops, lamps, like new.—65, Linden Avenue,

Thornton Heath. [7436

EW Imperial 1922, Models 1 and 2, just delivered;

stock for immediate delivery.—Elce, Ltd.,

5-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3.
Phone: Avenue 5548. [0071

\TEW IMPERIAL 2}ih.p., 2-speed, new, only shop-
-"

soiled, to clear £55; 2-speed clutch model ditto,
Edwin
[7306

L9
19

,

'hor

160; i

vniglu

part payment.-machine taken
High St., Reigate.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—1922 New
Imperial-Jap. 3-sneed model, £63; 3-speed, kick

tart, and clutch model. £69; 2>.',h.p. I.O.M. sports

node] all-chain, 3 speeds, £80; easy terms and ex-

write for list. [8063

We are offering a few latest 1922
" this famous make, but fitted

,.th Burman 2-speed gear, clutch, and kick start; fully

•uaranteed; our price, £58.—Maudes', 100, Great

>ortland St., London. [8093

New Scale.

Scale 3V^h.p. Combination, Easting

VTEW IMPERIAL-
-1 guaranteed models of this famous

IQ20-1921 ..

LU licensed till Dec. 1922. insured, £ood condition;
Nei

155; or exchange with cash for higher power.—Vicar,
iarsdale, Sedbergh, Vorks. [7164

VTEW Scale, precision, clutch, K.S., late 1921, hardly
A spoiled; £45; quick sale, or exchange and cash

or one higher power.—Neville, Hanch Place, Walsall.
[8044

VnrlSL

CTERBBRT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St.,

bridge.—All New Imperial engine parts in

ists free.

Norton.
ORE1IIER Motor Co. for 1922 Nortons:

Cam-
stock.
[7875

MO. 9, 3V.h.p., belt drive. £80:
LN £T15: Big 4, 3-speed, £120;

16H 3-speed T.T.,

., Big 4, 3-speed, £120; eaBy payments 4%
xtra.—Immediate delivery from the Norton Specialists

:

The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0625

3ih.p. T.T. Norton, 1921 model; £65—Frank Eele,
2 Thame. [7199

Reading for Nortons; you will

r»e; gns.—3y2h.p.UO cum-belt, all

Thame.

rRY Julians of

never regret it. [7099

NORTON 1921 Models.— Sole district agents, Wessex
Motors, Ltd.. 60, Catherine Street, Salisbury.

Phone: 72. [0717

NORTON, No. 9 model; £55; any machine taken
part payment.—The Motor Market, 80a Jermyn

it., Bradford. [8047

Norton, 3-speed Sturmey, chain-
on, licensed, perfect condition.

—

Imith, Southlands, Scarborpugh. [7683

MORTON 1922 Sports model, 16H, just delivered,
Ll 3V-'h.p. kick starter, 3-speeds, etc.; £115.—Elce,

,td , "15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3.
Phone: Avenue 5548. [0070

|Q 21 Norton 16H., clock speedometer, lamps, tax,
l-«7 absolutely as new, just cost £1^5; accept £95;
xchanges.—Goad. 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone, Hamp-
itead 1353T [7795

NORTON Big Four, Oct. 1920, splendid order
throughout, 1922 tank fitted; £70; approval de-

tosit.—Wilkinson, Washington St., Workington, Cum-
lerland. [7627

I AH " 3Vsh.p. Norton, new July last, recently
LD overhauled, Lucas lights; £95.-11, Frankfurt
Id., Heme Hill, S.E. [7382

EXCHANGE
OVERHAUL
Have you ever considered how far the
cost of a general overhaul will go
towards an exchange for another
mount-which is bang up-to-date ? The
saving is obvious and annoying delays
avoided. WHY WAIT?

1922 LIGHT CARS.
AIREDALE 11.9 h.p. 4-seater .... £475
CALTHORPE 10 h.p. 2-seater. . . . £355
CALTHORPE 10 h.p. 4-seater. . . . £375
CALTHORPE de Luxe 2-seater . . £410
CALTHORPE de Luxe 4-seater . . £435
L.S.D. 3-wheeler, All on £165
LAGONDA (Coupe or 4-seater) . . £395

1922 MOTOR CYCLES.
B.S.A. 4| h.p. Chain-Belt £107
B.S.A. 4} h.p. Combination £139
B.S.A. 6 h.p. Light Comb £164
B.S.A. 8 h.p. Comb £185
BRADBURY 6 h.p. Comb £146
DOUGLAS 2J h.p. 2-speed, All on £75
DOUGLAS 2J h.p. 3-speed, All on £90
DOUGLAS 3>> h.p. 3-speed Sporting £130
EDMUND-BLACKBURNE 2| h.p. £85
ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination £140
ENFIELD 2i h.p. 2-speed £55
LEVIS Popular 2i h.p £48
LEVIS 21 h.p. 2-speed £58
LEVIS 2| h.p. 2-speed, kick-start £60
MARTINSYDE 6 h.p. Combination £160
NEW IMPERIAL 22 h.p. 3-speed 60 Gns.
NEW IMPERIAL 2| h.p., All-Chain £73
NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Comb. . . £145
NORTON Big Four Combination £149 10
NORTON 3J h.p. 3-speed £115
NORTON Big Four £120
REX-ACME 21 h.p. 2-speed £50
REX-BLACKBURNE 2f h.p £69 15
REX-ACME 8 h.p. Combination . . £150
ROYAL RUBY 2J h.p. 2-speed. ... £70
SCOTT-SQUIRREL 3£ h.p. 2-speed £105
SCOTT 32 h.p. 2-speed Comb. . . £145
SUNBEAM 3£ h.p. (New Type) 120 Gns.
SUNBEAM 4i h.p. Comb. .... 174 Gns.
SUNBEAM 8 h.p. Combination. . £217 7
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Chain-Belt .... £105
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. All-Chain £115

SECOND-HANDS
Combinations.

A.J.S. 1919 125 6
American X 79 10
Ariel 1920 - 87 10
Alecto 1920 - 69 10
B.S.A. 4i - 67 10
Chater-Lea - 69 10
Enfield - - 85
Henderson- 145
Harley 1920 135
Rex 6 h.p. - 49 10
Rover 31 . 39 10
Rudge7 1920 97 10
Scott 1920 - 95
Sunbeam 8 115
Triumph4 h.p. 55
Application.

DEPENDABLE
Solos.

£ s.

A.B.C. 1921 - 87 10

Ariel 1920 3', 75

Alecto 1920 - 52 10
Bradbury 3.'. 35
Beardmore - 59 10

Douglas 1920 69 10

Zenith 31 - 32 10

Ind. Scout - 95
New Imperial 35

OK 2-speed 35
Rudge 1920 - 59 10

Rover 3-sp. - 35
Wooler - - 49 10
Triumph 3i 42 10

Premier2-sp. 35
Full List on

The Halifax Motor Exchange,
25, Horton Street, Halifax.
'Phone: 1400. 'Grams: '"'Perfection.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

"DIG FOUR NORTON, new Feb. 1921, Montgomery
-*-* sports sidecar, good accessories, perfect condition;
cheap, £110.—beck, Sandon, lioole Kd., Chester.

[7048
TMORTON, Model 9, 1921, mileage 3,600, Philipson,11 Bonniksen, Klaxon, new tyres, year's licence, as
new; £67.—C. R. Catesby, c/o Middleton, 39, Law-
rence St., Partick, Glasgow. [7707

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-New 1922
Big Four Norton, £120; 3y»h.p. sports model,

£115; family sidecar combination, £154; list on ap-
plication; easy terms and exchange arranged. [8064

"1Q21 Norton 1611 3y2h.p. model, fully equippedA*J with lamps, horn, has been overhauled in our
own workshops and is guaranteed perfect; offered at
£85 cash—The Lavton Garages, 30, Holywell St.,
Oxford. [7819

SPECIAL Brooklands Norton 1921, 80 m.p.h., per-
fect condition, certificate, competed Brooklands,

little used, polished tank, standard fittings, lamps,
licensed, new insurance, only speed merchants should
apply, exceptional machine; bargain price, £90 oash.
—Harold Lindop, Islip, Oxford. .' [7695

TUCKERS', Redcliffe Hill, Bristol.-Big Four Norton
and family sidecar, £154; 16H sports model,

£115 (tuned for competition work); T.T. 3'/»h.p., £80,
finest value in the trade; all machines delivered car-
riage paid from stock to any address in England.—G.
H. Tucker, Norton Rider Agent and Specialist.
'Phone : 4042. [5207

MODEL 16H 1922 Norton, unscratched, Lucas
Magdyno, 650x65 Palmer heavy tyres, Brooks

cantilever saddle, Cox Atmos carburetter, Pedley
handle and knee grips, comfortable, fast, flexible,
mileage 500; cost £150 this memh; owner leaving im-
mediately for India; quick sale, first offer over £116;
seen appointment.—Box 8559, c/o The Motor 'Cycle.

[7340
Spare Parts:

HERBERT ROBINSON Ltd., Green St., Cam
bridge.—Complete Norton list post free. [7874

N.TJ.T.

1Q21 (August) 3M>h.p. N.U.T., complete, like new;
J." £82.—P. H. Allin and Sons, 12, Bridge St.,

Cambridge. [7352

MR. E. REMINGTON'S famous 90x77 O.H.V.
Racing N.U.T., chain drive, 2 carbs., special

mag., perfect condition, guaranteed as left Brooklands,
numerous gpares of all essential parts; price £70 01
close offer.—B.P. Garage, 40, Murray Mews, Murray
St., Camden Town, N.W. [7882

O.K.
WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-2-4h.p.

1917 O.K. Junior; £25. [8065

O.K.-VILLIERS, 2 speeds, clutch, kick start, July,
1921.—Offers, 209 Upper Richmond Rd., East

Sheen. [6612

O.K. Junior, 2 I/2h.p., 4-stroke, 2-speed Albion, lamps,
etc., excellent condition; £18.—18, St. Edmund's

Terrace, St. John's Wood. [7615

£23/10—O.K.-M.A.G., 21/ih.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn,
excellent condition, last; offers.—Barnes, 83c,

Trinity Rd„ Tooting, S.W. [7644

19
Omega.

21 Omega-Jap, 254h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, K.S.,
unused; £44.-12, St. Michael's Terrace, N.22.

[7202
"I Q21 Omega, 2^h.p. Viliiers engine, 2-speed gear,
-Li/ lamps, etc., as new; £42.—Bartlett's, 93. Gt.
Portland St., London. [8083

BARTLETT'S, 93, Gt. Portland St., sole London
and district distributing agents for Omega's; all

models from 53 gns. to 115 gns.; deferred payments.
[8082

"I Q21 Omega, 2%h.p. Viliiers, 2-speed, kick starter
XiJ and clutch, lamps, etc., all new, shop-soiled

only, clear; £58.—Bartlett's, 93, Gt. Portland St.,

LoncW [8084
"I Q21 Ornega-Jap 2V2h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped;
lw this machine has been completely overhauled,

and carries our guarantee; offered at the bargain
figure of £47/10 cash.—The Layton Garages, 30,

Holywell St., Oxford. [7821

P. and M.

"IQ13 P. and M., 2-speed, clutch, kick start; £37.

—

1.3 56, Park Lane, Kidderminster. [7493

P.
and M. 1921 3y,h.p. Combination, unused, shop-

soiled; £110.—The Morris Garages, Oxford.
[7139

P. and M. 3y2h.p., 2 speeds, new tyres, new mag-
neto, ride away; £23.-25, Nursery Rd., Merton.

S.W.19. - [7301

RENOVATED P. and M., 2-speed, all chain,

equipped, perfect; £37.-1. Othello St., Liver-

pool. [5096

1 O20 P. and M. combination, 2-speed, latest hand
-Lt7 brake and kick starter, etc., lighting set, horn,

etc., rrtpst beautiful running engine, condition practi-

cally new; £74.—Blackmore, 769, Romford Rd., Manor
1 Park, London, E. [7681

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each ad
Motor Cycles advertised by in'ivate owners are, when desir

vertisement, and the date of the issue

ed. marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

P.
and M. late Combination, accessories, tax paid,

as new, sacrifice; £48.-143, Ravensbury Rd.,
Earisfield, S.W. [7850

LATE 1918 P. and M, Combination, Douglas side-

car, perfect condition, tax paid 1922, £60; take
lightweight part.—17, Oster Terrace, St. Albans.

[7332

1 Q 18-19 P. and M. Combination, equipped, lovely
X*7 sidecar, exceptionally fine condition through-
out; 56 guineas.—120, Fairbridge Rd., Highgate, N.19.

[7439

P.
and M„ 1919, not W.D., Canoelet Sporting, Cox
Atmos, undershield, long exhaust, perfect condition,

fully equipped, tax paid; £87, offers —Cox, London
Hospital, E.l. [7276

P.
and M. Combination 1919, hood, screen, com-
bined electric and acetylene, fully equipped,

splendid outfit, new condition, taxed; 72 gns. quick
sale.—31, Nursery Row, Walworth, S.E.17. [7212

"I Q21 P. and M. Combination, absolutely as new,
Xt/ fully eq\iipped, tax paid, and insurance up to

July next; £85; no offers.—171, Church St, Notting
Hill Gate, W.8. [7620

31M-V- P. and M„ late 1919, not W.D., perfect run-
2 ning, reliable all weathers, speedometer, lamps,

acetylene, electric, horn, tools, many spares, includ-
ing tube, chains. Loth to sell, going abroad; £60,
offers.—Toms, Red House, Kingston Rd., Staines.

[7374

P.
and M. Motor Cycles fex R.A.F.), rebuilt and
renovated as new, fitted with many, new parts,

including' mag., B. and B. carburetter, chains, tyres,

etc., £45; combination £60; equipped £5 extra. Side-

cars reupholetered, painted, and new tyre.—3. E. Porter,

Whitchurch, Salop. 'Phone: 74. [3059

Spare Parts:

P. and M. Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [7219

P.
and M. Spares stockist, every part in stock

;

cheap.—Inman, Durham Rd., Seaforth, Liverpool.
[6397

P.
and M.—All spores in stock; stamp requirements;
P. and M. spares specialist.—H. Benrdwood, 147,

Burlington St., Liverpool. [9986

P. and S.

P.
and S. (Pearson and Sopwith), 1920, 2%h.p., 2-

speed, lighting set, Cowey horn, etc., condition
practically new, a bargain; £37.—Surgery, 769, Rom-
ford Rd., Manor PaTk, London, E. [7679

Peco.

"(Q15 2%h.p, Peco, 3-speed Sturmey, new magneto,
J-*/ carburetter, horn, tyre, fine condition; £23;
money wanted; sacrifice.—Rix, Springhill Farm, Can-
well, Warwickshire. [7299

Precision.

33h.p. Precision, every accessory, good order through-
4 out; £20.—18, Hestercombe Avenue, Fulham.

[7897
PRECISION Combination 33-ih.p., perfect order,

new Grado gear, kick start, tyres and tubes,

lamps, etc., new belt, trial, privately owned; must
sell; £35.—Thurstans, 82, Elmers End Rd., Anerley.

[7161
Premier.

PREMIER, 2 1Ah.p., drop frame, Bosch, splendid
order; £17.-14, Devonshire Rd., Forest Hill.

[7786

PREMIER 2V«h.p. Lightweight, in exceptional con-

dition; £16/10.-26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. "Phone,
Brixton 1292. [7803

tf>23.—Premier 3$gh.p. T.T. Model, £12 new parts
<& fitted, lamps, splendid order; exchanges.—63,
Solon Rd., Brixton. [7066

4h.p. Premier Coach-built Combination, 3 speeds,

clutch, Bosch, any trial; £40; exchanges.—76,
London St., Chertsey. [7607

£18.—Premier 2y~h.p., perfect, cheap, all on, over-

hauled, 40 miles every week; unemployed.—
Hebblethwaite, 18, Dunkeld St., Lancaster. [7118

PREMIER 3%Kp. Combination, excellent order;

50 gns. for quick sale.—Seen at Todd and
Wrieht Ltd., 34, Craven Rd., Lancaster Gate, W.2.

[7133

PREMIER Combination, 3yL.h.p., 2-speed, K.S.,

lamps, horn, speedometer, windscreen, etc., good
condition; £27/10.—Gordon R. Croxford, The Motor
Cycle, 461, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W.14.
•Phone: Richmond 322. [7965

Spare Parts :

PREMIER Spares and Repairs.—We are the most
competent advertisers of these, as we served in

the Premier works. Any part quoted per return.-For-
field Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [7362

Quadrant.
QUADRANT £100 4V_>h. p. Combination, delivery

from stock.—Frank Whitworth. Ltd., Distributers,

139, New St., Birmingham. [0767

QUADRANT 1922 .models, immediate delivery; ex-
changes, extended terms.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16,

Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone:
Avenue 5548. [0072

B24 All letters relating to advertisements
Motor Cycles

PlilLlPSoKS
PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
AND GEAR COMBINED.

Philipson's
Latest

!

GOVERNOR PULLEY AND
VARIABLE GEAR COM-
BINED WITH FLY WHEEL
for all two-stroke engines.

The Lightest, Speediest, and
Simplest Gear on the market
for direct belt-driven 2-stroke

and 4-stroke engines.

ONLY adds 2 lb. (approx.) to the

weight of a 2-stroke machine, and 6 lb.

(approx.) to the weight of a 4-stroke

machine.

During the past week we have
fitted the following machines:

2-stroke. 4-stroke.

LEVIS, TRIUMPH,
O K ,

NORTON,
CALTHORPE, ROVER,
VILLIERS, SINGER,

etc. COULSON-
BLACKBTJRNE

We are now in a position to supply
the Philipson Pulley to fit J.A.P.
engines without any alteration to

the machine or "staggering" of

the engine.

Our Flywheel Governor converts a

single-speed 2-stroke into a speed model
the lightest speed model on the market!

THE ONLY GEAR WITH
NO END THRUST.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Send for Illustrated Booklet.

No gear box friction.
No grinding noises.
No wheels or pinions
to chew up.

What is your make ? Write us

REDUCED
PRICE £7 7 Carriage

Paid.

Philipson & Co*, Ltd.,
Astley Bridge, BOLTON, Lanes.

(Established over 50 years.)

'Grams : 'Safety, Bolton.' 'Phone: 14.7 Eaglev

should quote the number at the end of each

advertised by private owners are, when desir

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Quadrant.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1922
Quadrant Motor Cycles, all-chain solo, £85;

sidecar combination, £105; easy payments and ex-

change; list on application. 'Phone: Holborn 5777.
[8065

CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Co., Quadrant Works re-

presentatives and sole wholesale distributors lor

London, Middlesex, Surrey, Sussex, Kent, Essex,

Buckinghamshire, Hertfordshire, Bedfordshire, Norfolk,

Cambridgeshire, Suffolk, Huntingdonshire, Berkshire,

etc. All models in stock. Early delivery. De-
ferred payments. Exchanges. Chain-cum-belt 4y2h.p,
solo, £80. All chain solo, £85. Chain-cum-belt com-
bination, £100. All chain combination, lOOgns.
Lucas dynamo lighting sets 16gns extra. Official re-

pairers and spare part stockists. Day and night ser-

vice.—177, Westminster Bridge Rd., London, S.E.I.

Tel.: Hop 210. [6633

Radco.
"DADCO (2-stroke), ride away; £25.—P. 602, King's
J-V Rd„ Fulham, S.W. 6. [7690

"DADCO 2i,4h.p„ perfect condition, C.A.V. mag..
-LV accessories, Dnnlops; £20.—Macklin, 19, Boun-
dary Rd., Wood Green. [7621

NEW 1922 Radco lightweights in stock; single-
gear, £35/14; 2-speed, £42; 2-speed clutch, kick

starter, £47/5; easy payments only 4% extra.—
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [7922

RADCO, 1919, single speed, lamps, horn, tax paid
1922, splendid condition, a real good machine;

£22/10.—Gordon R. Croxford, The Motor Cycle, 461,
Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phone:
Richmond 322. [7963

Raleigh.
pREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Raleigha

IMMEDIATE Delivery of 5-6h.p., spring frame, de-
tachable wheels, £150; standard sidecar, £35: lis

Luxe sidecar, £42 ; early delivery of the new Raleigh
lightweight, £68; easy payments 4% extra.—The Premier'
Motor Co., Aston Rd.. Birmingham. [0626

TRY Julians of Reading for early delivery of
Raleigh lightweight. [7100

"I Q21 Raleigh 5-6h.p. Combination, unpunctured, as
-Ltf new, electric; £115 lowest.—58, Beaconsfield
Rd., Brighton. [7441

RALEIGH.—Immediate delivery of 1922 models.
Cash, exchange, or deferred payments.—Kays, 8.

Bond St., Ealing. '[7230

•XJALEIGII 1921, late, 5-6h.p. Combination. eg.W
J-l> new; £130; licensed.—Fairhurst, Behind 68,

Standishgate, Wigan. [7456

RALEIGH.—The 2%h.p. lightweight cannot be
beaten, 2-speed, clutch, and kick start ; £68,

Demonstration model in stock. Exchanges. Buy from
the authorised agents, who specialise in Raleighs.—
Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
'Phone, Hammersmith 80. [7510

Reading -Standard.
READING-STANDARD Combination, 1920, dynamo

lighting, mechanically sound; £80.—Colonial
Motors, 104a, Finchley Rd. Hampstead 7822. [7956

Rex.
"DEX 6h.p. Twin, 2-speed, good running order; £27-.--

-tV Crown Garage, Weybridge. [7469

4h.p. Rex T.T., new T.B. mag., Senspray, Philipson*"

tax paid, guaranteed, photo; £25.-98, Ock St.,

Abingdon, Berks. [7057

REX 3^>h.p.; mechanical valves," Bosch, B. and B.,

spring forks, good 26 tyres, needs assembling;

£7, gift.—Ball, 49, Riverside, Kingston-on-Thames.
[7111

"1 Q13 Rex-Jap Combination, Roc clutch, electric.

.
J-J7 horn, etc., good tyres and in splendid running'

I order; price £35, —or near offer.—Duuwell's Garage*
1 Wigan. Tel.: 328. [0764

[ "DES. 6h.p., with sidecar, just overhauled and fjja

[ -CV painted, in perfect running order, Mabon variabWt
gear, lamps, speedometer, tyres as. new, windscreen^
and all accessories, tax paid; no reasonable offer re-

fused—BiHles, Hamble, Hants. [7177

Rover.

ROVER. 1920 Combination, lovelv condition; £85.

—

Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W. 1

?. [7844

h.p. Rover Combination, 1919, 3-speed, clutch, K.S.,

perfect; £70.-13, Vernon Rd., East Sheen, Surrey.

[7584

1 Q21 3 1!,h.p. Rover, brand new, un ridden; first

it/ offer "of £85 secures.—Box 8514, c/o The Motor

Cycle. £7204

£70 —1920 3Vjh.p. Rover, 3 speeds, countershaft, as

new, and guaranteed perfect.—Tucker, 94, Red-

clifle Hill, Bristol. (D) [6445

£42/ 10. -Rover, 3V2h.p., 3 speeds, countershaft,

clutcb, kick starter, accessories (tax paid 1922),

—8, High St!, "Wandsworth. [7573

1019 TT Rover, Philipson pulley, £10 carburetter

-LtJ fitted, fullv guaranteed, very fast; £45.-Srmth,

2, Milboume St., Blackpool. [72*^

advertisement, and the date of the -issue

ed, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

OVER 1921 3%h.p„ 3-speed, with coach-built
1 sidecar, shop-soiled only; £115.—P. J. Evans,
in Bright S*., Birmingham. £7350

OVER 3V:>h.p. 1919 and Sidecar, recently ~over-
; hauled, tyres, belt good; £76; meet half-way for

[I.—Stafford, c/o Burlingham, Evesham. [7419

OVER 5-6h.p. 1919 Model, £65; sidecar with
i hood, screen, £15; Lucas dynamo lighting, £15;
;rs.—Seen at Central Garage, West St., Bromley,
at.

" [7243

OVER 5-6h.p. 1921 Combination, nearly new,
i equipped, cost £170; bargain £114, or exchange
solo and cash.—W. Ayres, Old Barracks, Kensing-
Palace. 'Phone : Park 86. [7409

65.—Rover 3yzh.p. motor cycle and sidecar, 1920,
not run 1,000 miles, Lucas head and tail lamps

I horn, full tools, good as new, licence paid to June
h, extra cushioned seat on back of cycle; seen
appointment.—Rudheath, Canford Cliffs, Bourne-

nth. [7317

'varc Parts

:

OVER Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

' Bond St., Ealing. [7225

Royal Ruby.
OYAL RUBY 1920 3h.p., 3-speed, spring frame,

i as new; £60.—The Morris Garages, Oxford. [7143

OYAL RUBY, 2-stroke (Villiers), excellent con-
p dition, fullv equipped, tax paid, genuine bargain;
>.—Mulhall, Nest, Whitchurch, Hants. [7262

UBY 1919 8h.p Combination, excellent condition,

owner going abroad; 79 gns.—Colonial Agency,
Bedford St., Strand. Gerrard 4672. . [7984

Rudge.
UDGE I.O.M., shop-soiled ; £75.—Ratcliffe Bros.,

' 200, G-t. Portland St., W.l. [7540

TAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—3%h-P
f I.O.M. Rudge. 1920; £50. [8067

25.—3V-.h.p. Rudge, hand clutch, splendid running
order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [7741

UDGE, 1921, new condition, equipped; £58 —
Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [784;

UDGE 3V2h.p. Clutch model, splendid orde:

throughout; £22/10.—Speechley, 86, Churchfieh'

| Acton, W.3. [740Z

[J
22 I.O.M. Rudge-Multis in stock at the latest

& reduced prices, £77.—Jones Garage, Broadway,
swell Hill, N.10. [0791

UDGE-MULTI, T.T., 3^h.p„ brand new, un-
' packed, cost £85; accept £67/10.—14r Devon-
re Rd., Forest Hill. [7784

)21 Rudge Multi Combination, spare belt, all

accessories, tax paid, fine condition; £85.—Roper.
>rpe-on-the-Hill, Lincoln. [7586

th.p. I.O.M. Rudge-Multi, Nov. 1919, accessories.
3 tax paid, excellent order; £50.—Tebb, Wivels
1 Vicarage, Haywards Heath. [7104

)20 Rudge Multi, Montgomery sidecar, Triplex
screen, speedometer, lamps, horn, grid, licence

i,—Perkins, 455, High Rd., Leyton. [7387

^21 Rudge-Multi, 7-9h.p., Twin and Rudge de
& Luxe sidecar, only ridden 100 miles; £110.—
rtlett's, 93, Gt. Portland St., London. [8085

)13 aiyi.p. Rudge, single gear, new Senspray,
re-enamelled, equipped, excellent condition;

), carriage paid.—56, Lawrence Hill, Bristol. [7612

ih.p. Rudge, fixed gear, re-enamelled, first clasf

2 ordeT, tyres good; £29.—Shepherd, Enfield
jhway. Waltham X 31. [0792

UDGE Multi 1922, brand new, I.O.M. model; lm
• mediate delivery at latest reduced price; £77.

—

e, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St.,

!.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0073

Y20 I.O.M. Rudge-Multi, all on, mileage only
J 3,170, splendid condition; £60 or reasonable
r.—Reeve, 61, Victoria Terrace, Littlehampton,
sex. [7779

ATE 1920 7-9h.p. Rudge Multwin Combination,
all on; perfect condition for solo 3V2h.p., 2-

)ke, or late Morgan; would sell reasonable figure.—
:yhound, High St., Battersea. [7582

UDGE 1922 Isle of Man models at the new reduced
i price; £77. Exchanges.—Newnham Motor Co.,
!, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmith

*
[7513

UDGE 5-6h.p. Combination, perfect condition and
> appearance, lamps, spare tube, 2 spare belts, new
k tyre ; £75 ; insured.—Morgan, St. James's Rd.,
ivesend. [7498

1 21 Rudge-Multi 3M>h.p. I.O.M., as new. lamps,
J Klaxon, speedometer, tools, spare belt tax
d 1922; 62 gns.-Winter, 18, Cambridge Rd.,
-nes. S.W.13. [7259
[TAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1922
» 3V£i.V~ Rudge, sloping tank, I.O.M.; £77; anv
del supplied; write for list; easy termfc arranged;
ondhand machines taken in exchange. [8068

"THEY SERVED

ME WELL!"
This is the character given us

by a customer when writing

of The Eastern Garage Co.
to a friend, and we do our

utmost to live up to this good
name in every transaction

we carry through.

If you will get into communi-
cation with us you will at

once realise that your enquiry

is being dealt with in a

businesslike manner, and
throughout the negotiations

it will be obvious to you that

we are endeavouring to give

effect to your every wish

and ensure your satisfaction.

Whether you make a cash

purchase from us, exchange

your old machine for a new
one, or avail yourself of our

Deferred Payment Scheme,

you will receive the same
courteous attention, the same
straightforward treatment,

and the same efficient ser'

vice that prompted our

customer to say :

—

" THEY SERVED ME WELL."

Your first step in securing a
motor cycle that will fulfil

your requirements is to write
for our New and Second-
hand stock lists. The cash
and deferred payment prices

are shown clearly against

each machine, and when
you have selected a few that

are likely to suit you, we Will

furnish the fullest possible

details of each to enable you
to make a final choice.

THE EASTERN GARAGE CO.
(Official Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A., & M.U.)

418 ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E.7.

Telephone 490 East Ham,
Telegrams " Egaraco, London."

s

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

7-9h.p. Multwin T.T. Rudge 1921, Lucas lamps,
_
speedometer, etc., oversize tyre, spares, ex-

cellent condition, done 500 miles, sell or exchange (see-
Exchanges).—Mathias, Burwood, Formby. [7412

AN exceptional opportunity occurs of purchasing a
3Vuh.p. Rudge-Multi, September, 1921, with long

plated and standard exhausts, etc., for £65; no offers.—
120, Ridley Rd., Forest Gate, E.7. [7789

"piOWN Again !—Another reduction, 1922 3'/->h.p.
J-* T.T. Rudge, brand new, in stock, immediate de-
livery; latest reduced price £77; secure now, cash or
easy payments.—Wilkins Simpson, opposite Olympia,
London. [7728

Snare Parts:

RUDGE Spares.—Write for list half-price new ex-
W.D.; lists free; big stock.—Banister and Botten,

341, Upper St., N.l. 2480 North. [7601

Ruffles.

RUFFLES 1918 model 2h.p., Villiers engine, in
good condition; £30, or nearest offer; lights com-

plete.—Apply Rector, Swanage. [7192

Scott.
COTT 1922 models in stock.—Jack Pilling, Rock

St., Bury. [8022

SCOTT 3%h.p., 2-speed, Bosch magneto, Senspray;
£30.-39, West St., Leek, Staffs. [7297

SCOTT 3%h.p., 2-speed, kick start, good order; or
exchange.—24, Littlewopd Rd., Lewisham. [7756

SCOTT Combination (1920), for Morgan or Triumph.
—Chapman, Twomile Hill, Kingswood, Bristol.

[7684
"I Q22 Scott Models in stock, complete; £110; de-
*-*7 livered free.—Millard's. Scott Agents, Chester-
ield. - • [4276

"I Q22 Scott Squirrel, unable to complete purchase,
J-*7 machine unregistered; £95.-72, Redcliff St.,

Bristol. [7706

"I Q22 Scott, Brand New, unpacked, must sell, list
*-*7 £110; sacrifice £93.—Box 8558, c/o The
Motor Cycle. . . . [7339

SCOTT Motor Cycles, new and second-hand; 1922
Scott Sociables; great demand; order now.—99,

Great George St., Liverpool. [7752

SCOTT SQUIRREL in Stock; £105; the nifty sports
.'bus; carriage paid.—G. H. Tucker, Scott Agent,

Redcliff Hill, Bristol. 'Phone. 4042. [5205

"I Q20 Scott' 3%h.p., Bonniksen speedometer, electric
Xt/ lamps, long copper exhaust, perfect; £60.—
P.'H. Allin and Sons, 12, Bridge St., Cambridge.

[7355

SCOTT 3';ih.p. 2-speed Combination, lamps, horn;
£44. Exchanges.—Newuham Motor Co., 223,

Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmith 80.
[7530

SCOTT Sports, 1921, July, mileage 1,500, un-
punctured, lamp, generator, 1922 type oiling,

aooearance as new; £87/10.—65A, Mount Pleasant
Rd., Tunbridge Wells. [7393

SCOTT Combination, 1920. Fallolite lamp and dis-

solved acetylene, mileage 4,000, in splendid con-

dition throughout, going abroad; £95.—Major Pepper,
The Avenue, Milford Hill, Salisbury, [7682

SOUTH LONDON Scott Service Depot.—'Phone Croy-
don 1129 for demonstration runs; early deliveries;

prices from £105.—John R. Kinsey and Co., Ltd., 350-

352, Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. [8030

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.—Advertiser having de-

cided to buy a car, will sell brand new 1922
Scott, unwrapped, complete with horn, lamps, in-

surance policy; accept £110.—Box 8498, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [7154

£28.—Late 1912 Scott 3^h.p., very little used and
really fast, new tyres, 1921 tank, T.T. bars, Amac

carburetter, 1921 lubrication system, Lucas water-

proof magneto, good appearance, will ride 100 miles

to purchaser.—110, Willows Rd., Cannon Hill, Bir-

mingham. r [7486

Sware Pnrls:

SCOTT Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bone"

St., Ealing. [?22(

SCOTT Service Depot.—Scott spares and repairs.-

Cathedral Motor Works, 99r Great George St.,

Liverpool. [7753

WARD Motors, Ltd., 32, Hustler St., Bradford,

for serviceable second-hand Scott parts. Huge
stock. [0739

SOUTH LONDON Scott Service Depot.—Scott Spares;
Scott Repairs.—John R. Kinsey and Co., Ltd.,

350-352, Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. 'Phone 1129.
[8031

GODFREYS', Ltd., 208. Great Portland St.. London,
W.l.—Complete stock of all Scott spare pnrts

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, stating
year of manufacture. [0751

Singer.

SINGER, 3*/-h.p., 3-speed, Milford C.B. combination:
sale cheap.—78, Maury Rd., N.16. [7622

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the: date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Singer.

Ih.p. Singer sidecar, 3-speed, perfect mechanical
lull licence; £40.-17,

[7587
2 condition, new tyres

Garden Ave., Mitcham, S.W,

qyare Parts

.

SINGER Genuine Spares in stock. Don't be mis-

led. Let me quote you.—Alf. Holland, Hearsall
Lane Corner, Coventry. 'Phone : 1945. [7890

Sparkbrook.
SPARKBROOK, 2V-h.p. r 2-stroke, 2-speed. fast. Rood

order, tax paid 1922, bargain; £24/10.—Har-
greaves, Middlewich, Cheshire. [7626

Sun.
"I Q16 Sun Villiers, 2-stroke, all on, tax paid; 20
J-tF gas.—Day, 10a, North Pole Rd., W.10. Park
3258. [7970

0Q GNS., Bargain.—1919 Sun-V.T.S., 2 speeds,
<*W tf footboards, smart, rebushed.—Seabridge, Hansler
Rd., East Dulwich. (Sydenham 2452.) [7936

1 Q21 Sun-Vitesse, 2-speed, countershaft, lamp, horn,
-Li/ original tyres, done very little; £35,—Curtis,
Mount St., King's Lynn. [7899

FOR Sun, J.A.P., or Sun Vitesse, get in touch with
the sole North London agents. Models in stock,

single Special, 42 gns.; 2%h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, K.S.j
60 gns. Send for catalogues. Trade supplied.—Jones
Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. [0790

Spare Parts

:

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—All Sun-Villiers and Sun-Jap engine

parts in stock.
- [7876

Sunbeam.
THE Morris Garages, Oxford.—All latest Sunbeam

models in stock. [7150

CROSS, Effingham Square, is agent for Sunbeams in
Rotherham. 414h.p. from stock. [7552

SUNBEAM 1921 3i/>h.p. Solo, unused, shop-soiled;
£130.—The Morris Garages, Oxford. [7140

3 ih.p. Sunbeam Touring, fully equipped, condition
2 like new; £85.—Dosser, Slingsby, Malton.

[7630
3ih.p. Sunbeam, late model, in absolutely new con-

2 dition; £85.—17, Tamworth Park, Mitcham.
[7399

TQ19 3V'2h.p. Sunbeam, all chain drive, _3-speed;
It? £65.—24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington.

[7767
WATJCHOPE, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1922

Sunbeams, order now; also 3'/2h.p. 1917 model;
£75; easy terms and exchange. [8069

SUNBEAM 3y2h.p. 3-speed Sports model, new Oct.
1920, little used, guaranteed perfect, owner

buying car; £85, genuine bargain.—Moss, Wem.
[7129

SUNBEAM Combination 1916 3ych.p., 3-speed, new
Sunbeam sidecar, condition excellent, just over-

hauled; £80.—Percy and Co., 314, Euston Rd., N.W.I.
[7926

1 Q21 (late) Sunbeam SV-h.p., all accessories,
J-*7 mechanically perfect, unscratched; £105, near
offer.—Mann, Glemham, Wickham Market, Suffolk.

[7444
"I Q20 3Vjh.p. Sunbeam, excellent condition, tyres
J-tF and engine perfect, lamps, horn, kick start;
90 guineas.—Write, Court, 6, Datchelor Rd., Cam-
berwell, S.E. [7397

SUNBEAM 3y2h.p. 1920, splendid condition, de-
tachable wheels. Binks, lamps, horn, with light

coach sidecar; £100.—Gore, Wickfield, Hungerford.
[7904

8h.p. Sunbeam, late 1918, triple tank, exchange-
able wheels, Tan-Sad, lamps, Klaxon, Fulford

sidecar, two luggage grids, Easting, overhauled,- good
condition; £120.—Edwin, 50, Abbotts Park Rd.,
Leyton, E.10. [7278

SUNBEAM 1919 ^Vsh.p. Combination, complete
with lamps, tools, tubes, 2 horns, speedometer,

and pump, condition as new, low mileage; genuine
bargain, £95, or nearest offer.—Private, 126, High
St., Croydon. [7112

SUNBEAM Combination 3y2h.p., engine number
130/5538, frame number 1919, lamps, horn,

spare cover; accept £80, or near offer; owner going
abroad. Can be seen at Hastings' Garage, Ramsgate
Rd., Broadstairs, Kent. [7186

"I Q21 3y2h.p. Sporting Model Sunbeam Motor Cycle,
-»- *J complete with lamp, generator, horn, and usual
spares, cast aluminium plates, new in April last, and in

exceptionally good condition, tyres unpunctured ; nearest
offer to £115.— Geoffrey Smith, The Motor Cycle.

Coventry. [S4285

SUNBEAM, special model, great bargain to any
prospective Sunbeam buyers, latest 1922 sports

T.T. model, fitted latest 1922 T.T. handlebars, Lucas
largest lamp, and horn, Cowey speedometer, plated
Tan-Sad, absolutely brand new and unridden ; cost
over £150; exceptionally fast; will ride one hundred
miles; reasonable offers invited.—Apply Box 8,568, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [7750

Syare Parts;

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge—All Sunbeam parts in stock. Immediate

delivery. [7877

THE

MOTOR CYCLE

Dimmer Switch
AND

CURRENT EC0N0MISER

Paten! Applied for

Turn beriui^i*.

fingeaThumt

LicjKr Dimmed

LighrfullO

Su)ikh Off
Actual Size

Price 7/6 Post Free

When ordering state voltage and
candle power of Head Lamp Bulb

CAN BE INSTANTLY FITTED
TO ANY LAMP with standard
double contact S . B . C . lamp
:: :: holder :: ::

AS EASILY TITTED AS A NEW BUI.B

No cutting or alterations what-
ever to the existing wiring

GREAT SAVING OF CURRENT
for town riding and machines left

:: standing with lights on ::

Inexpensive :: Inconspicuous

:: Cannot go Wrong ::

Beautifully Finished in Nickel Plate

FULL PARTICULARS, AND ALSO PARTICULARS

OF MOTOR CYCLE DYNAMO LIGHTING SETS

COMPLETE WITH ALL FITTINGS FROM
£12-0-6 AND LIGHT CAR SETS FROM

The Astra Dynamo Compy.
110, Victoria Street, S.W.I

Telephone : Victoria 7545.

MOTOR CYCLES FOK SALE.
Iriumpb.

"DREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Triumphs.

IMMEDIATE Delivery of Type H 4h.p., 3-speed, £101
Type SD, chain drive, £115; Type LW, lightweigh

£65; eidecars from £20 to £50; easy payments 4% extr
—Buy direct from the leading Triumph agents: Tl
Premier Motor Co., Aaton Kd., Birmingham. tD6£

TRY Julians of Reading.—All Triumph models i

stock. [7K

£15 down secures C.S. Triumph, and 12 paymen
£3/2/8.—Below.

£18 down secures C.S. Triumph, lamps, horn, disc

etc., and 12 payments £3/6/3.—Below.

20 down secures C.S. Triumph, 1918 renovate!
and 12 payments £4/0/8.—Below.

£20 down secures C.S. Triumph, 1918, renovated ;

new, and 12 payments £4/18/7.—Below.

£25 down secures C.S. Triumph, fitted with 192
new gear box, beautiful condition, and 12 pa

ments £4/18/7.—Below.

£28 secures 1921 C.S. Triumph, lamps, horn, etc
and 12 payments £5/2/2.—The Triumph Specia

ists, Hackford Engineering Co., 33, Hackford Rd
Brixton, S.W.9. [80C

TRIUMPH 1922 models in stock.—Jack Pillim
Rock St., Bury. [302

£

TRIUMPHS, all models; exohanges.-
365, King St., Hammersmith.

Harry Nasi
[685

"IQ18 Countershaft Triumph, perfect; £48.-9, Wa
*- *J lingford Avenue, North Kensington. [771

CROSS, Effingham Square, is agent for the Trust
Triumph for Rotherham and district. [755

TRIUMPH Combination, fully equipped; £75.—Ral
clifle Bks., 200, Gt Portland St., W.l. [754

£20.—Sporting 3h.p. Triumph, T.T. bars, discs, ta
paid.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [774

ICARTJO Triumph, delivery early Feb., must sell

best offer.—Box 8516, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[720'

BABY Triumph, 1916-17, countershaft, perfect cor

dition, 1922 tax paid, bargain;

n

Shepherd's Bush Rd., Hammersmith.
35 gns.—3E

[801

"I Q18 Triumph Combination, brand new sitlecaiAv screen, lamps, beautiful condition; £68.-37
Canterbury Rd'.,- Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l.

1 Q21 Triumph Baby, as new, lamps, born, licensedIf £50.—Bennett, 49, York Rd„ Birkdale, Lanes.

[724!

"IQ18 Countershaft Triumph, perfect, fine machine
S-O £48.—24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington.

[776,

TRIUMPHS.—A fine assortment of nil models ii

stock at prices to 6uit all.—Rosa. 86, High Rd
Lee. [5021

£38.-1920 Baby Triumph, unscratched, horn
lamps, etc.—Brockbank's, 58, Lord St., South

port. [72H

1 Q13 3y2h.p. clutch model Triumph, tax paid, al
J-c» on; £26, offer, exchanges.—187, Elm Rd., Nev
Maiden. [6741

£30.—3i4h.p. Triumph, 1914, 3-speed, licence paid
good running order, quick sale.— 88, Park Rd.

Dulwich. [7661

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, lamps, hern, ta:

paid, ride away, bargain; £35.-219, Belsize Rd.
Kilburn. [7651

TRIUMPH Junior, 1921, brand new. slightly soiled

£58.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton
London. [7881

I Q19 Triumph-Gloria Combination, good condition
J-«7 £80.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone, Hamp
stead 1353. [780:

F.O.C.H. have 1922 Triumph Model H. in stoci

also 1918 Combination.— 5, Heath St., Hampstead
(Near Tube.) [641;

3 ih.p. Triumph, good condition, lamps, t.vres, ft

2 new, any trial; £22/10.-100, Beulah Hill

Upper Norwood. [7671

£32.—Triumph 3Vjh.p. 1911, S.A., 3-speed hub, gooi

condition, go anywhere, lamps.—Smith, Chemist

Shepshed, Leics. [7401

"j 021 Triumph 41l.p., Model H, in splendid con

Xt/ dition, lamps, horn, licence paid; £78.—Til

pen, Marden, Kent. [745!

1Q21 Triumph Babv, 2 14h.p., two speeds, tax, absc

-l-«7 lutely as new, insurance; £52/10—Goad, 12!

Maida Vale. 'Phone. Hampstead 1353. [779

TRUMP-J.A.P., 6h.p., 3-speed, clutch, Canoelc
combination, lamps, etc., perfect condition; £4f

—Rosebank, Thorkhill Rd., Thames Ditton [756

"I Q21 Triumph, chain drive, Canoelet Sports sidecai

J-*J all accessories, good condition, fast; £100.-

Sherwood, Shelfanger Hall, Diss, Norfolk: [727

TRIUMPH 1922 all-chain models in stock. E>

changes.—Newnham Motor -Co., 223, Hammei
smith Rd., W.6. 'Phnne, Hammersmith 80. [751

A34 411 letters relating to advertisements
Motor Cycles

should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the: date of the issue

advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

! ORGMAN BROS., Bond St., Ealing. Telephone

:

U 689. Official district agents.—All Triumph
betels. Cash, exchange, or deferred payments. [5787

RENOVATED W.D. Triumph, electric lamps,
\ speedometer, any examination, trial, £42.-17,
le Park, N.W.ll. Phone, Hampstead 260. [7648

"\NE-YEAR-OLD Triumph coachbuilt Combination,
* perfect condition, £20 worth accessories; sacri-

:e, £98/10.—Hayes, Fort Royal Hill, Worcester. [7462

TRIUMPH 1922, Model SD, just delivered, 4h.p.

;

- £115; exchanges, extended terms arranged.

—

ce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St.,

C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0074

»25.—Clutch model Triumph, in perfect running
* order, complete with lamps and horn.—Smith's,

, Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk Farm Tube
ation), [7914

TRIUMPHS.—We are the East Lincolnshire Agents,
j. and can deliver all 1922 models from stock;
sh or deferred payments.—Kemp's Garage, Louth.

[7941

920 (August) Triumph Combination, large roomy
sidecar, complete with lamps and born; £92.

P. H. Allia and Sons, 12, Bridge St., Cambridge.
[7351

»55.—4h.p. renovated by Triumph's, 1920, 3-speed,
f lamps, horn, licence, discs, pillion; ride 20
les to purchaser.—Beaulieu, Avenue Rd., St.

jba°ns. [7388

920 Countershaft Triumph Combination, excel
lent condition; £75 ; evenings or- any time

!ek-end.—6, Thurlow Rd., Elthorne Park Rd., Han
'11, W.7. [740V

TRIUMPH 1920 3V2h.p. Sports models (2) in new
condition, accessories; £55 each.—Newnham Motor

L 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammer
uth 80. [7522

'RIUMPH 4h.p. C.S., smart and perfect, Bosch,

,

Dunlops, any trial ; £50.—Wellington Garage,
?llington Mews, Ledbury " Rd., Bayswater, W.
none: Park 3699. [7437

921 Triumph, chain driven model, with specia'
sidecar for travellers' samples, a grand outfit

iial to new; £105.—Bunting's Exchange, Weald
me. [78c

921 3y2h,p. Triumph, single-speed model, special

forks, absolutely brand new, shop-soiled only;

ered a t t he ba rgain figure of £65.—The Layton
Irages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [7815

A 21 Triumph-Junior 2 l4h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed;

R* list price £65; this machine is brand new, and
(offered at the special price of £55.—The Layto*

(rages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [7816

3GNS.—Triumph 3V2h.p., 3-speed, clutch, new
Dunlops, recent £5 overhaul, lamps, horn

3nce, perfect.—20, Treen Avenue, Hogger's Corner
knes. [7734

)ON'T miss a look at our special lot of secondhand
Triumph Combinations, 1922, 21, 20, and 19'?

nderful bargains; from £75; tax paid, insured —
light's, 126 Upper Tooting Rd., S.W.17. 'Plio*»

,-eatham 2390. [077''

TRIUMPH, all chain, perfect throughout, special

! competition tank, winner of numerous prize'

tl go anywhere or climb any hill, ridden only b"

IW. Duke, 211, Birchfield Rd., Birmingham; £inn
[8045

BARKER'S Motors can supply all Triumph 192?
} models at list prices and give an insurance police

linst mechanical breakdown for 12 months free

sh, deferred, or exchanges.— 194, Balham High Rd.
V.12. [6420

^60, Triumph Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed, tax paid
r (rated at 2001b. weight), horn, lamps, generate
\, complete, unused over 12 months, overhauled.
[traged Highgate.—P., Bo- 8556, c/o The Mnt
[cle. * [7337

JRARD New Triumph, H. Montgomery special £3''

f sidecar, apron, all Lucas accessories, speedometer
c paid 1922, the whole absolutely new and unused
rured; £145. -Heath, 168, Wellington Rd;, South
[unslow. [7207

VRITJMPH 4h.D. Combinations. We always hav
1

several of these outfits in stock at attractivp

ices. Exchanges. List on request.—Newnham Motov
1

, 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammer
ith 30. [752*

ITATTCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 19?o
V Triumphs : 4h.p., alj-chain models, 3-speed

.15; 4h.p. chain and belt, £105; 2%h.p., 2-stroke

3del, £65; 4h.p combination, £145; easy terms and
change. Holborn 5777. [807^

>RAND new 4h.p. Sports Triumph, £70, snip; 192 rt

> Baby Triumph, excellent, £42; 1919 4h.n
mtershaft Sports Triumph, splendid order, largr

cas headlamp, engine 60590, 60 gns.—Exchange?
snJts, 417, Lord St., Southport. [7671

921 S.D. Triumph, Whitley sidecar, leg shields,

acetylene head, electric side and rear, fullv

uipped all spares, including tyre and tube, con-

tion excellent; best offer over £110; exchange Rover
! p.—Forsvth, Woodlands Terrace, Darlington.

[7256

JUSMIllatfWiNC

I LEATHER 1

| JERKINS
|= These leather jerkins arc made from superior ==

= quality tan leather. Very soft and pliable, =— fleece lined and double stitched. They can be —
= worn either over or under your overcoat. =
— These goods could not be produced, even on the —— present slump prices, at less than 30/- eaiti. rr= Stock is not large, and when cleared cannot t>3 =
= repeated. =r

| 10/- each j
= Postage 1s. extra.

§j

RUBBER HIP BOOTS
Manufactured by
North British Rubber ,

Co., Ltd., etc. j*m

THESE
GOODS
ARE
QUITE
NEW AND
NOT OLD
SURPLUS
STOCK.
Sizes: 7,8,9, 10,

SENT ON
DAYS' APPROVAL
AGAINST
RfcMITTANCE. Carriage /- :

Extra. :

|
"A BOON TO THE MOTOR CYCLIST "

\

PilJD1IOnC3IIBOII*ll(IDI«Ueollll«IODBIIII>ytriL<l
iDiititiomnania •maiiiiain

= ORDER THE =

The Name, fa Irrm lflSq The Finn.

Lb III II 1 1111111111

WAY
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE,

264-266, Vauxhall Bridge Rd.,

Victoria, S.W.I.
Telephones :

Victoria 6553 and 6554.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH Junior 1920, in first-class condition; £42
Exchanges.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer

smith Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmith 80. [7522

1 Q 16 Triumph Countershaft Combination, fitted
J-*J Paragon quick detachable coachbuilt body, alsu
large carrier box for same, splendid opportunity pri-
vate or commercial use, complete with accessories;
£65.—Jones Garage, Commerce Rd., Wood Green,
N.22. [7244

Syare Ports:

rlUUMPH Spares?; immediate delivery.—Kays, 8.
Bond St., Ealing. [3615

{COMPLETE stock Triumph and Sturmey-Archer^ spares, no waiting.—Ward's, 51, Upper Rich-
mond Rd., Putney. 'Phone: Putney 2754. [7392
HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-

bridge, the Triumph Experts.—Complete illus-
trated lists post free. [7878

nfiRIUMPH Parts, 1904-21, every part in stock, new
-*- or. second-hand. Why not second-hand in place
of new till prices drop? Half the price, satisfaction
guaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph
repairs and renovations a speciality, under personal
supervision of our proprietor, late with Triumph and
Premier cycle companies. Cylinder regriuding on
latest machinery.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place,
Leamington Spa. [7361

Trump.
TT/"AUCHOPE"S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Trump-Jap,
»* 2%h.p. engine; £60; easy terms and exchange.

[8071
Velocette.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.—All
1922 Velocette models supplied on easy terms

and exchange. [8072

VELOCETTE 2i,4h.p. 2-stroke, 2 speeds,, all-chain
drive, lamps, licence. Klaxon, leg shields, foot-

boards, splendid order; £25.-63, Solon Rd., Brixton.
[706?

ORDER Your Velocette from G. H. Tucker, Redcliffe
Hill, Bristol, carriage paid to any address in Eng-

land; your mount taken in part payment for one of
these wonderful machines.—'Phone : 4042 Bristol.

[5204
ASTOUNDING . value.—Special offer of brand new

1921 model D.2 Velocette, latest improvements,
2-speed, chain drive; £55. Carries maker's full
guarantee; easy payments only 4% extra.—Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd.,' Birmingham. [7923

Victoria.

3 3.1i .p. Victoria Precision Combination, 3-speed.
4 S.A., tax paid, trial; £27/10.—Ward, Red

Bank, Chorley. [7447
Villiers.

"I 021 Villiers 2-stroke, 2-speed, fully equipped, ex-
L«7 cellent condition ; £35.—Dosser, Slingsby,
Malton. [7632

Vindec.

VINDEC, 1921, 2%h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke, new tvres,
lamps, horn, etc., an excellent mount; £28/10.—

Gordon R. Croxford, The Motor Cvcle, 461, Unner
Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phone: Rich-
mond 322. [7964

White and Poppe.
tf? 12/10.—3V2h.'p. W. and P., fixed engine, U.H.
cV mag.—Speecnley, 86, Chuvchneld Rd., -Acton..
W.3. [7402

Wilkin.
WILKTN-BLACKBURNE 4h.p. 1921, with Million!

sidecar, 3-speed, hand clutch, speedometer, and
lamps; nearest offer £85, or would sell separatelv.

—

Box 8500, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7156

Wolf.

1Q19 2>
t
h.p. . Wolf-Viiljers, 2 speeds, Brampton

At/ forks, Dun lop heavies, as new, enamel perfect,
snip; £29.—Mavnard, 161, Bowes Rd., Bowes Park.
N.ll. [7662

£35—Bargain, late Wolf-Jap, 2*lh.p., 2-speed-,
hand clutch, kick start, plated lamps, long brass

exhaust, speedometer, Klaxon ; exchange- Douglas.—
89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [7571

Wooler.

"VfEW Wooler. 25&h.p, Flat Twin, Brooklands
Xi Sports model, complete with lamps and horn;
reduced from £105 to £75; a bargain ; easy pay-
ments.—Harrods Motor Cvcle Dept., 118, Brompton
Rd., London. [7381

WOOLER, 1920-21, 2%b.p. Flat Twin, variable
gear, spring frame, many latest improvements,

special T.T. bars and aluminium footboards, etc., ex-

cellent tune and condition, reserve price, £40; best
offer for quick sale secures.—Kinsey and Co., 350,
Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. 'Phone 1129. [8023

Zenith.
1Q22 Zenith-Bradshaw, Gradua gear model; £98,—
J-t/ 59, High St., Clapham, S/W. [7359

ZENITH, Model D, shop-soiled; £100.—Ratcliffe
Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [7541

THE Morris Garages, Oxford.—Zenith, Bradshaw
oil-cooled Gradua, for immediate delivery. [7151

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MO'lOU CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

ALLAN GRUZELIER.—Specialist in Zenith Motor
Cycles.

IF you want a Zenith, come and see me first, in
London or Coulsdon.

IF you have not tried a chain drive Zenith-Bradshaw,
mate an appointment to do so. You will be

amazed! They're simply wonderful.

WRITE for list of new or secondhand machines to:
Ulster Chambers, 168, Regent St., W., Regent

205, or Knight and Wheatley's (jarage, The Pavement,
Coulsdon. Purley 1277. [7790

ZENITH 1920 5-6h.p. Sports, fuLly equipped; £78.-
Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

[7545
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1922

Zenith-Bradshaw ; £113 ; easy terms and ex-
change. [8073

yEi^ITH 6h.p. clutch Combination; £47.—Newnham
^J Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6

'

Hammersmith 80.
Phone.
[7531

LjRANIi. WHJ.TVYORTH, Ltd., 139, New St, Bi,
-T mingham, tor immediate delivery from stock 01

Zenith-Bradshaw; price £119. [0711

ZENITH Combination, 5-6h.p. 1918, good order
and condition; £75 for quick sale.—145, North-

cote Rd., Clapham Junction. [7383

ZENITH 5-oh.p. Sports, fully equipped with Lucas
accessories spare belt, case, perlect order; £70.—

Emons, South Bank, Ipswich. [7546

1 Q19 Sports Zenith, 5h.p., smart appearance, excei-
-i-*/ lent machine, accessories; 56 gns.—^Exchanges,
Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport. [7674

ZENITH-BRADSHAW.—Bambers are official agents;
exchanges a speciality; deferred

. payments.—2,
Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone : 607. » [7240

ZENITH 8h.p., 90x77i/2. special late sports model,
perfect conuiaon, with Llmost new canoelet side-

car; bargain, £45.-573, High Rd., Tottenham. [7059

ZENITH 6h.p., fast, reliable, 1915, all on;
£45 ; excharfge P.M. part.—6, Daneville Rd.,

Camberwell, S.E. [7774

"I Q15 4-5h.p. Twin Zenith, 1921 rear brake, splendid
J-«J condition; £40.—Brockbanks, 58, Lord St.,
Southport. [789£

ZENITH-GRADTJA, 1916, 6h.p. combination, spare
- tyre, luggage-grid, 3 lamps, hood, screen, excel-

lent condition; 52 gns.—35, Shepherd's Bush Rd.,
Hammersmith. 'Phone, Museum 7286. [8018

1 Q 19-20, 6h.p., Zenith Combination, new Canoelet
-L*J sidecar, Eastings, electric lighting, K.S. clutch,
guaranteed faultless; £93.—Fison, Sudburv, Suffolk.

[7275

F.O.C.H. have 1922 Zenith-Bradshaw, 3-speed. all
chain ;n stock, also 1920 8h.p. countershaft-

combination.—5, Heath St , Hampstead. (Near Tube.)
[6412

ZENITH-J.A.P., 4i/ih.p., overhauled and enamelled,
condition as new, too fast; £45 and tax; side-

car and fitting for same, good spares.—48, Pentney
Rd., Balham. [7368

ZEN'ITH-BRADSHAW 1922 all-chain drive models
for immediate delivery. Exchanges.—Newnham

Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone,
Hammersmith 80. [7514

-| 021 8h.p. Sports Zenith, new August, privatelj
J-& owned, done 1 ,300 miles, guaranteed perfect
throughout, any trial, as new ; £85, no offers.—127,
Midland Rd,, Wellingborough. [7492

ZENITH, 1921, countershaft, 5-6h.p., new type en-
gine, Lucas lamps, Cowey horn, speedometer, ma-

chine scarcely used; £85.—Clark, 7. Exhibition Rd.,
S.W.7. [7845

ZENITH, 1920, 8h.p., countershaft, Zenith sidecar,
mechanical condition perfect, 2 tyres practically

new, very fast, anv trial; £95.—Colonial Motors, 104a,
Flnchley Rd. Hampstead 7822 [7957

1([k22 Zenith-Bradshaw in stock for immediate de-
*J livery; £118; cash, exchange, or extended pav-

ments.—Allen-Bennett Motor Co., Ltd., 9-10-11, Royal
Parade, London Rd.. West Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon
2450. . [0734

ZENITH 8h.p. Clutch Model, just overhauled at
cost of £25, latest colours, new tyres, belt, etc..

guaranteed perfect; solo, £55; with Millford sidecar,
as new, £65.—S. E. Porter and Co., Whitchurch,
Salop. [6403

BARKER'S Motors can supply 1922 Zeniths, all
models, at list prices, and give an insurance

policy against mechanical breakdown for 12 months
free. Cash deferred or exchanges.—194, Balham High
Rd.,,S.W.12. t . + 16

1 Q21 Zenith 5h.p Sports model, fully equipped
-L iJ with lamps, horn, speedometer ; this machine
is a truly excellent specimen of this make, and is

guaranteed perlect ; offered at the very special price
of £75 for cash —The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell
St., Oxford. [7817

\aaep£R?co w
Bertie continues his campaign against high

prices. Here are a few more scalps.

NOTE.—The price of this

lamp was inadvertently

confused with that oj

the Acetylene Set

last week. These
are the cor-

rect prices.

Electric
Head-
lamp.

Complete with handlebar brackets. With combined

switch ... 27/6

Acetylene
Headlamp Set.
Fully plated, British

made.
Wonderful value 25/-

TO TRIUMPH RIDERS

For handlebar
or fork fitting.

Price II-

Triumph Clutch Pedal.
Convert your clutch to foot, as well as hand
control. Simple to fit by any amateur in a Jl j
few minute . Price- ^/"

Postage Extra.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

BURLINGTON MOTOR CYCLE CO., LTD

7, South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4

'Phone : Brixton 2417,

(Just by Clapham Common Underground Station.)

MOTOR CYlLhd tOH SALc,
Zenith.

Spare Parts;

Immediate deliveryZENITH Spares.
Bond St., Ealing,

Kays,
[72

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

LADY'S Velocette, dainty little machine, 2 spee>
splendid order; £35.—Bunting's Exchange, Wea

atone. [78

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., B'
iningluiin, distributing agents for the Lady's Jil

daintiest 01 all ladies' machine*:; £62, coinnlete. Se
tor list. [07

VELOCETTE 1922 Model, E.L.2, ladies' open fran
for immediate delivery, 2-speed, chain dri-

clutch, kick starter, all-black weatherproof finis

£65 ; the ideal lady's mount j write lor illustrat

catalogue; easy payments only 4% extra.—Premi
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [79:

Miscellaneous.
TTTEMSWORTH.—Send for catalogues and terms.

H'EMSWORTH.—Late
Reconditioned W.l).

£45; others from £25.

Feb. delivery guarantee
Douglas, Clyno, P. and B

Hire purchase, l/5th down.

HEMSWORTIL-
Lists free.

TTEMSWORTH.—Exchanges

0"Ei\i

- quote you.

EMSWORTH.-
5th down.

Combinations from £50 upwar<

Speciality. Let

New 1922 Models. Hire purcha:

HEMSWORTH.—Sidecars Renovated any colour,
,

carriage paid home. Send tnat old sidecar,
will return it like new.

HEMSWORTH.-
machines.

-We ai'e still buying second-hai

HEMSWORTH.-Ring up Hemsworth Exchang
they will put you straight through to us. Ti

new lines just installed.

HEMSWORTH
Wakefield.

Motor Works, Hemsworth, ri

[80:

TONES GARAGE.-1920 3'/2h.p. Ariel combinatio" iully equipped, showroom condition, mileage iind
i,000, absolutely as new, with a 3 months' guarante
£80.

JONES
field

GARAGE.—Brand new 1921 Magdvno E
Combination to clear, £13 under to-da>

price; £145.

JONES GARAGE.—Almost new late 1920 4-cj

Henderson, with extra large cancelet sideca

would make an excellent 2-seater; fully equippe
including rear drive, speedometer; absolutely as nev

3 months' guarantee; £135.

JONES GARAGE.—1914 3M>h.p. Humber, with Mi]

fulford coachbuilt sidecar, 3-speed, kick start, ai

clutch; fully equipped and guaranteed 3 months; £4

JONES GARAGE.—Late 1919 3V-.h.p. P. and 3

Combination,, fully equipped with Lucas acce
=ories. This is not one of the W.D. duds, but
aiachine that left the works in September, 1919, h;

aot done 2,000 miles, and is in showroom conditio:

£80.

JONES GARAGE.—1920 4V-h.p. chain-drive Qua*

. rant Combination, fitted with Easting, Lang
and P. and H. lamps, Lucas horn ; all absolute

as new; £80.

JONES GARAGE.—Brand new 3Vjh.p. Rover Con

bination, simply shop-soiled, 3-speed, kick stari

to clear, ' £99.

JONES GARAGE.—1914 2-speed Indian, renovate

and overhauled as new, guaranteed perfect; £41

JONES GARAGE.—Late 1921 7-9h.p. Matchle
Combination, spare wheel, Lucas lighting, a t&

oargaih; £130.

JONES GARAGE.—Late 1919 3'/iih.p. Sunbean
absolutely as new, fully equipped with Luci

accessories, a real bargain at £90.

JONES GARAGE.—1919 4h.p. Sept. Triumph CoC

bination, not a renovated model, but as it le

the works, all in new condition, fully equipped wit

..he best; £100.

ONES GARAGE.—1913 Triumph, 3-speed and kit

start, fitted with a very nice coachbuilt sideca

and fully equipped—a real good pre-war outfit; £40.

JONES GARAGE.—All the above machines vri

have the 1922 licence paid, and will also can

our usual 3 months' guarantee.

JONES GARAGE can supply any new or secom

hand machine on earth. Send for our -rist-

Jones Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill, Londoi

x.10. fsw

F.O.C.H. for second-hand cycles, combinations, ai

runabouts at bargain prices. Exchanges b

ranged. Any new cycles, combination, or car &u

olied cash or deferred payments.—Fair Offer Q
House 5. Heath St.. Hampstead. (Near Tub«

'phone, Hampstead 3752. Hours
Saturdays.

J c

9-7, includii

[64:

A*6 All letters relating to advertisements
Motor Cycles

should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oi the issue

advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous,

920 Clyno. £38; 1914 2%h.p. Douglas, £40.-
Box 8,300, c/o The Motor Cycle. £6002

[^ANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.—100 motor
» cycles, combinations, to choose from; finest
ection in London.

p"ANDSWORTH.—Buy your motor cycle from the
" old-establishei firm; backed by 24 years' ex-
•ience; satisfaction guaranteed.

r/\ANDSWORTH.-Easy terms. The only firm to
* give immediate delivery first deposit.

TANDSWORTH.-Premier fine Coach-built Com-
f btnaiion, 3VL>n.p., 3 speeds, clutch, lamp; 39 gns.;
hanges.

TANDSWORTH.-Vindec Combination 3y2h.p.,
' magneto, 2 speeds, kick, lamps; gift, 26 gns.;
hanges.

7AN.DSW0RTH.-
' Twin, 2 speed:
.nges.

Matchless Combination 8h.p..

kick, drive away; 45 gns.; ex-

7ANDSWORTH
' neto, chain-cum-belt, lamps

1920 Kenilworth l^h.p., mag-
only 22 gns.; es-

7ANDSW0RTH.—1920 T.D.C. De Luxe 2%h.p
' Palmer tyres, very fast machine; 29 gns.; es

ages.

7ANDSWORTH. Singer 2 1,f>h.p.
( magneto, 2-speed

bos, splendid condition; 29 gns.; ex-gear
Jiges.

7ANDSWORTH.—Wolf 2i/
2h.p., J.A.P. engine,

magneto, 3 speeds, clutch, lamps; 32 gns.; ex-
nges.

7ANDSW0RTH.—Rudge 3%h.p., magneto, 2
speeds, kick, newly enamelled, beauty; 36 gns.;

fANDSWORTH.—Humber, almost new machine,
3' jh.p., 2 speeds, everything fitted; 46 gns.;

tvanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Scott (reconstructed) Twin
(water-cooled), fine machine, runs splendidly; 39

,; exchanges.

rANDSWORTIL—Triumph, almost new, un-
scratched, 4h.p., 3 speeds; who wants? ' 92

; exchanges,

rANDSWORTH.-1921 Bradbury, with Grindlay,
4h.p., 3 speeds, absolutely new; 89 gns.; ex-

ages.

rANDSWORTH.—1920 Bradbury, with Grindlay,
4h.p. 3 speeds, beautiful condition; 79 gns.;

langes.

rANDSWORTH.-1920 Scott, almost new, Com-
bination, twin, water-cooled, everything fitted;

gns.; exchanges.

"ANDSWORTH.—1920 Sunbeam, lovely combina-
tion 3V.'h.p., 3 speeds, everything fitted ; 96

; exchanges.

"ANDSWORTH.—1920 B.S.A., beautiful Com-
bination 4^h.p., 3 speeds, everything fitted; 85

; exchanges.

"ANDSWORTH.—1920 Henderson, dynamo light-

ing, lOh.p., 4 cyl., 3 speeds; only 96 gns.; ex-

iges.

'ANDSWORTH.—1919 Harley- Davidson, beautiful

combination, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, lamps; 85 gns.;

anges.

"ANDSWORTH.—Triumph 3M>h.p., 22 gns.; J.A.P.
Twin, 23 gns.; Peugeot Twin, 16 gns.; ex-

iges.

'ANDSWORTH.—12 beautiful coach-builfc sidecars

from 8 gns.; fit almost any machine.—Below.

ANDSWORTH.—Easy terms.—Wandsworth Motor
Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town

ion). 'Phone : Latchmere 4686. [7967

ALIFAX.—'50 secondhand machines and combina-
tions. Keen exchanges. Get list.—Halifax Motor

lange, Horton St., Halifax. [7906

'

i\ Bright Steel assorted nuts, studs, bolts, etc.,'" sent carriage free, 10/-, approval n

ige, Tooting.
Palmer

[7950

.p. Douglas 1918-19 Combination, excellent con-

dition. £50, bargain; also 3h.p. Enfield Twin,
leeds, £27.-24, Albion Rd., Lewisham. [7667

A.RGAIN, Harley-Davidson Combination, £50;
Scott 37!4h.p„ £35; perfect running order"; take
the two.—Owner, 223, Cavendish Rd., Balham.

[7430
>R Sale.—A.J. S. Combination 1915 5-6h.p., £85;
7-9h.p. Indian, clutch, racing model, 1917, £60.
a in.—Oakes, Longford Bridge Garage. Win wick
Warrington. [7124

UNTING'S Buy, Sell, or Exchange anv make nf

motor cycle. State your requirements. . We under
to do your business and give you satisfaction

ince immaterial.—Bunting's Motor Exchange.
ldstone. T6945
"INNER 3 Reliability Gold Medals, 8 firsts speed

events, 3M»h.p. 3-speed Countershaft Colonial
aal, foot-operated oiling, alt accessories, spares
oversize tyres, sound throughout, any trial- £78-
ate owner.—67, Bostall Hill, Plumstead. S.E.18. '

1

[7442

§i DAYBEAM "

ELECTRIC SETS.

For Lightweight Machines.

List No. 30/5 complete Outfit £3 3-0
list No 30/6 Combination Outfit £3-1 S-O

No 30 a complete Lierht Car Outfit £8 to O

'WESTWOOD
DYNAMOS"
MOTOR CYCLE

MARK I, £6 O O
LIGHT CAR.

MARK 2 £7 O O
SWITCH BOX 30

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous

JjJAROAINS.—New O.K. s. Ariels, Harleys, Omegas,
Quadrants; exchanges

Motories, Halifax.

DARGAINS.-1920 Matchless combination, detaeh-
-"-» able wheels, £130/10/6; 6h.p. Zenith combina
tion, £49/10/6.—Booths' Motories, Halifax.

DARGAINS.-1917 Allon, 3-speed gear, clutch, kick
•*-» starter, lamps, speedometer, £42/10/6.— Booths
Motories.

entertained.

R°9^?,S,'„,B4rgain?-- 1920 Sun
- 2 speeds, clutch.*-> £39/10/6; 4-cyl. F.N., 2 speeds, £22/10/6.

TDOOTHS' Bargains—Harley-Davidson combination
^f,,S,"i

ase 30°- £139/10/6; free engine Triumph,
t -~ / lu/ o.

BOOTHS' Bargains—1920 Wooler, £49/19/6- 3h d
2-speed Enfield. £29/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains— 8h. p. Premier combination,
£49/10/6; 1914 Phelon and Moore. £35/10/6.

XJ OOTHS' Bargains—Matchless combination, 3-
peed, countershaft,

Ariel, £69/10/6.
£69/10/6; 1920 3y2h.p

BOOTHS Barga.ns.—4h.p. Douglas's, £55/10/6-
another, £59/10/6; 1914 4h.p. Douglas com

bination, electric, £85/19/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.-1920 8h.p. Tamplin, £79/10/6-
1920 Morgan De Luxe, £165/10/6, cost

£250/10: nearly new Ariel combination, £85/10/6-
new 3%n.p. 3-speed Ariel, £87/10/6; new 4y2h.pQuadrant combination, £100; several others, cheap;
push cycles taken exchange.—Booths' Motories. Port-
land Place, Halifax.. 'Phone: 1062. [5146

MOTOR Cycle Bargains.—Peugeot, 5-6h.p., £15;
Connaught (1919), 2-stroke, £29/10; Ariel,

4h.p., 3-speed, £39/10; Precision (countershaft) Com-
bination, £39/10; Bat-Ja-p, 4Vih.p., 3-speed Sports
Model, £45; Rex 6h.p., disc wheels, electric light, £50;
Indian Combination (1921), dynamo, etc., a beautiful
machine, 95 gns.; Clyno Combination, all on, £67/10-
Triumph countershaft Combination, as new, £67/10-
Triumph Combination, £47/10; P. and M. Combina-
S^

n
' 1\t?V' f,

5
,

7/10; exchanges made.-79A, Clapham
Rd„ S.W.9. 'Phone, Brixton 3037. [7562

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.WE

ALWAYS Buy

OOLOS. combinations, cycle cars. If in town, writeK_> phone or call. If country, send to London
ro

rISn
S
!
>
s

' We
,

colIect free and send best cash offer -
S'oi

D
'
IJ,d" 326 Eus '°n Kd., London. Museum

b3ai - [0332
piASH

wAITING

(COMBINATION, or Solo, my make, any quantity
™ „/lest Pnces

r
given.-Write, 'phone, or call, T. and

B. Motor Co., Ltd., 372. Euston Rd. Museum 6581
15564

"WE ARE

A CTUAL BUYERS.

pLEASE offer us your Motor Cycle or CombinationJ- We pay cash on sight. Write, 'phone, or call-Percy & Co., 314-316, Euston Rd..' N.W.I. Museum1337 '

[5995
pALMER'S Garage Tooting.—The pre-eminent place

for disposing of motor cycles.JT

PA
offer'a

t
'
S
si

G
ht
raBe

'
Tooting

'
wiU make r°u a cash

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure of aJ- good cheque if you sell your machine at Palmer's
Garage.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of meu
have sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality ofmotor cycles in the weekly auction sale every
Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage charge is
incurred until 7 days' notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
from any London railway station. The auction

sale is held every-Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.— If cash offer not ac-
cepted, machine can be included in Auction Sale

held every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fix the price and
we do the rest.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms : Selling com-
mission, 7V-2%, not chargeable unless machine Is

sold. If no sale, a nominal auction fee is charged
For motor cars, 20/-; motor cycles under £50 value
5/--, ditto over £50 value. 10/-. When we effect a sale
these charges are cancelled and commission charged.

PALMER'S Gaiage, Tooting.—Catalogue Tree. Tel.:
208 Streatham. Telegrams : Palmer's Carafe.

Tooting [7948
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A37

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
LATE A.B.C. Combination.—Smith, 5, Queen's Gate

Mews, S.W.7. [7055

5"-6h.p. Radge Mnlti, cheap lor cash.— 67, Wantage
Rd., Beading. [7501

JAMES Combination, 4Vjh.p., or B.S.A.—406, Gar-

ratt Lane, Earlstield, S.W. [7973

CCOMBINATION wanted, modem; £60-£70.—Frede-

' rick, 58, Malvern Rd., Dalston, E.8. [7933

SOUND Douglas, modern; cheap for cash.— 3,

Jackson Rd., East Baruet, Herts. [7031

ANTED, two-stroke or Douglas 2% or 4h.p.,
cheap.—61, Grand Parade, Harringay. [6609

25 lor best Lightweight offered.—F. L., 91,
Mapledene Rd., Dalston, E.8. [7990

WANTED, a good Triumph and Douglas motor
cycle.—C. G., 17, Birchington Rd., Kilburn,

N.W.6. [7802

WANTED, 1920-21 Combination, no rubbish, no
dealers.—9, Wallingford Ave., North Kensington.

[7721

WANTED, Scott Squirrel, late model, cheap for

cash.—Waycott, 43, Old Market, Bristol.

[7507

WANTED, good Solo or Combination, reasonauie.—
Mosedale, 30, Canterbury Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6.

[6504

WANTED, good Solo or Combination for cash.—
C. S., 14, Swaton Rd., Bow. E.3. Tel. : E.3155.

[7474

WANTED, late date secondhand motor cycle; spot

cash.—Parker, Churchfield Rd., Acton, Lon-

don. [7634

INDIAN SCOUT, Sunbeam, N.U.T.. Triumph, etc.;

best value secures spot cash.- 88, Lord St., South-
port. [7678

MATCHLESS, Bat, Harley; must be cheap; cash
waiting.—Picture Framer, 217, Belsize Rd.,

Kilburn, N.W.6. [7654

WANTED, Sunbeam Bh.p. Solo, must be first-

class condition.—Bos 8501, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [7157

4h.p. Douglas Solo 1920-21. private, Woking dis-

trict.—Lowest price to Box 8545, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [7322

COMBINATION Wanted, about £35, slight repairs

not obiected to— 63, Arlingford Rd., Brixton,

S.W.2. [7266

3 -STROKE, Lightweight, or Douglas; reasonable

price.— 24, Fernbank Avenue, Sudbury Hill,

Harrow. [7246

WANTED, Combination, 5-9b.p„ good condition,

cheap.—Particulars. 5, Marquess Rd., Canon-
bury, N.l. [7213

"IVTQDERN Solos or Combinations for cash;
-LvX highest prices paid.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd..
S.W.7. [7846

ZENITH 5h.p. Sports, 1921, must be good condition,
and at rock-bottom price.—Osborne, 93, Foxiej

Lane, Purley. [7792

LATE Type 4h.p. Douglas, tank complete, front
stand, oil pipes, sidecar complete.—66, Umfre-

ville Rd„ Harringay, N. [7286

WANTED, Combination, not lower 4h.p.—Write
fullest particulars, date, condition, price, 11,

Hilda Rd., East Ham, E.6. [7107

WANTED, Motor Cycles and Combinations; any
condition; must be cheap lor cash.—R. Watson,

Victoria Rd., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. 15714

LATE 2^4h.p Douglas, New Imperial, etc.; also

Morgan, 1921-22, watercooled ; cheap; cash wait-

ing.—H., 63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [7559

WANTED, New Imperial Lightweight; exchange
1918 P. and M. combination, cash adjustment.

—Box 8545, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7328

WANTED privately, late model Combination, de-

tachable wheels, London district.—Detail speci-

fication to Box 8518, c/o The Motor Cycle.- [7210

WANTED, Lightweight, with gears preferred ; must
be reasonable.—King. Egrove Farm, Oxford.

[7743

POUGLAS and P. and M. wanted for immediate
cash; incomplete machines considered.—Letters

only to K. Kemp, 68, Belsize Park, London. [7979

1 Q 20-21 5h.p. Sports Zenith. Write lowest for

J-t> cash. Private buyer.—Box 8,561, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [7693

WANTED, Combination or 3-wheeler up to £100;
not later than 1920. No dealers.—Write

only, Glover, 26, Holland Rd.. Brixton. [7732

WANTED, 4h.p. Douglas or Countershaft Triumph
Combination ; must be cheap.—Lawson, 391,

Lordship Lane, East Dulwich, S.E. [7782

WANTED. 3Vch.p. Sunbeam Combination; reason-
able price.— 1. Tavistock St., Leamington Spa-

[7780
PRIVATE Owners.— £45 oflercd, solo, 3J4b..p. nr

over; not earlier 1918.—Particulars, 61, Silver
St., Edmonton. N.18. [7778
COMBINATION Wanted, about £35 cash; slight

repairs not objected to.—63, Arlingford Rd.,
Brixton, S.W. 2. [7580

^liliDif>iaocai*oiu«Eiiia>iDiiii3illilllliiii>i

An Opportunity for

Enterprising Agents.

Insurance

Policies

IMPORTANT
AGENCY
EXTENSION

SERVICE to your clients

should include the best

and most reliable Motor
Cycle Insurance Agency it is

possible to obtain.

The Policies you recommend should
carry a name that inspires confidence
and gives an assurance of prompt
and generous settlement of claims.

From your own point oi view.it is

desirable that you should represent

a company that enjoys the highest
reputation among the motoring
public, and be able to offer policies

that are known to give complete and
comprehensive cover.

An extension of the Agency and
Service arrangements for " The
Motor Cycle " policies is now being
made, and applications are invited
from agents who realise the value
of specialised experience and the
importance of maintaining the
goodwill of their clients.

Here is your opportunity of handling
policies that every motor cs'clist knows
and the value of which he fully

appreciates.

WRITE TO-DAY FOR
PULL PARTICULARS

Address-^Agency Dept.

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

Head Office:

77. Cheapside, London, E.C.2
Telephone: City 0S31 and 9832.

Telegrams: " Autoinsitre, Cent. London'•^•^«bi !

G
MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

OOD Combination or Solo wanted. Cash on s

Call if possible.—Snow, Laurel St., Dalston,

WANTED to purchase for cash, motor cycles 4
combinations; must be in good conditk -

Barker's Motors, 194, Balham High Rd., S.W.12

C~
ASH Waiting; eolo and combinations, good uB
given.—Write, 'phone, or call, Edwards, 50, ».

lington Ed., South Kensington. 'Phone : Ken. y,
\

L(

PRIVATE buyer requires late model Sunbean r

Norton, solo preferred; combination conside I
—Details, letters only, 53, Ruskin Walk, Heme L
S.E. [

WANTED, your motor cycle or combination. WfL
buyers. Full market price given and cash pai U

the spot. Write, call, or 'phone Museum 59381
Smith and Co., Motor Agents, Ltd.. 52-54, Harrm :

Ed., N.W.I.
[ (

CASH on Sight for new and second-hand motor c-L
and combinations, any make or condition.—'

J,
write, or 'pbone, Short and Glass, Ltd., 485-493, U ;'

Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone: Richn i

2362 and 2363, [{

WANTED, good modern Motor Cycles, solo t
combination, in part exchange for Sh.p. R r

or other light car. Best prices allowed, extended
raents arranged.— Vivian Hardie & Lane, Ltd., 23
Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.), Bond St., 10
Phone: Mayfair. 6559. [t

SEND Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage I

Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting, (i
offer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nea
station, Wimbledon. We will collect from any Lor
station. Machine can be included in auction sal i

desired.—Sole address. Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
WEST NORWOODl Splendid 1915H Warwick i

Autocarrier, extra large box, carry 5 cwt.; £'-
Douglas S. Cos, West Norwood. (See Cars.) [IS

f)H.P. De Dion Tricycle; believed 1899 model; iti

^ refinements; band brakes and differential; -

torically of great value; £4/19/6; also Panhard 111

in the same category; splendid body, unused si
tyres.—Kinsey and Co., 350, Lower Addiscombe '

.

Croydon. [£

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
WAUCnOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—1M

Kenilworth Motor Cyclette, 1921; £35.

SCOOTAMOTA, demonstration model; what
—Fra.uk Eele, Thame.

KINGSBURY Scooter and Spare Parts—3,
Mews. Biandford St., W.l.

FOR Sale.—Auto-scooter, perfect; £11; exchai
considered.—17, Oster Terrace, St. Albans. [7

TC^OR Sale.—Auto-scooter, perfect condition; £|
-*- would take gent's cycle part.—Box 8547.
The Motor Cycle. [7

BRAND new Autoped Scooter, dvnamo light

1'^h.p. ; bargain. £12/10 each.—Percy and '.

314-316. Euston Rd. [5

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
WALL Auto Wheel, good order, spare Palmer t\

£10.—Britten, Tisbury.

AUTO-WHEEL, late model, excellent condition, g

running order; first £10 secures.— Knowlson,
Bridport .Rd., Darnall, Sheffield. [7:

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.

EASTING Royal Windscreen for sale; £3; tcp-1

condition.— Chapman, 17, Kings Parade, South

[7

HERCULES Hoods and Aprons. Wiite for lis

Hercules Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters Rd„ Tot!

hnm. P'

BENT Hoops, bood fittings, straps, turnbnttc
twills, etc. ; hardwood polished wind scree

"

27/6.—Henry Jones, 778, High Rd.. Tottenham, I
don. - P'

RENNOC Co.—We are actual manufacturers of hoi

screens, and aprons. Send for list. — Ken

.

Motors. Ltd., 155a. Marlborough Rd., Upper Hollc™

N.l 9. 12:

R c• OBINI Manufacturing Co.—The Bower adjusta

-"-V windscreen with cover-all apron; 30/-, carri

paid.—'Phone : Brixton 1585. Robini Mannfactur
Co.,-1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W.

BODIES.

RENNOO Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacturers,

models, also several clearance, cheap to clear.

RENNOO Co. specialise in rerairs. repainting",_i

upholstering.—Renuoc Motors. Ltd., 155a, M
borough Rd. Upper Holloway, N.19.

A38 Ail letters relating Co advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the i9sue
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BODIES.
AMBER Coach Bodies from £4/17/6.—Bright and

' Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. [7596

tASTONES for Sidecar Bodies, all latest models in
.' stock from £4.-228, Pentonville Rd., King's
j)ss, London, N.l. [5131

with spring, also Tan-Sad
-141, Hazelwood Lane,

[7182

kOTJGLAS Body (green),
' with back-rest; £5.-
Ilmers Green.

.OACH-BUILT Family Sidecar Body, exceptionally
comfortable and well sprung; £8/10.-41, Chase

jirt Gardens, Enheld. [712i

ENUS Step Bodies, 2 dozen to clear; from 50/-
each; great bargains.—Venus Sidecar Co., 694,

.en Sisters Rd., Tottenham. 'Phone, 2102. [7697

OBB Speedman Sporting Sidecar Bodies fit any
' chassis; carriage paid from £2/12/6, fully guar-
Jeed.—Carlton Sidecars, 18, Midland Rd., Carlton,
laingham. [7283

' OTAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, first-

.< class finish; have a few coachbuilt bodies, cleai-

j e lines from £5 each ; extra good value. — The
Mlowlaook Motor Co.. Leicester. ["0356

1ARGAINS, Shop-soiled Bodies (all types, with or
' without suitable chassis), to clear, cheap; in-

action invited.—T. Williams, manufacturer, Lower
.liliam St., Oxford Rd., Manchester. [768S

ijCUECAR Body Designs tor the trade only. Work-
i ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of original

oigns, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.—

leper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers

tibe coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when
(ienine new ideas -20, Tudor St.. Loudon. E.C.4.

[0004
"70NDERFUL Bargains in Bodies.—Shcp-soiled,
'.' with aprons, £6/10. Write for catalogue; large

mber of second-hand. We repaint, repair, and
uulster bodies; low prices; carriage, extra. See

f^car column.—'Phone : Brixton 1585. Robini
Jnufacturing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton. S.W.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

A.NDHA1M the smartest sidecar specialists

ANDUM Sidecars.—Our pre-war prices were the tall.

J

of the show; £14 to £50. Write for new catalogue

'AKDUM (V-shaped, Wind Screen, a hood, screen

and apron. £2/15 and £3/18. Write for list.

.ANDUM (V-shapedi Wind Screen.—Our South London

1
agent writes: " An instantaneous success; sole.

; send further snpply." Agents, get in touch with us

ANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Grays Inn
1001V

Acre
[7851

Rd.. W.C.I Phone Museum 3427

UDGE
Lane,

Sidecar; £6/10.-77,Coach-built
S.W.2

TIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are

L guaranteed 3 years.

"fiDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis lor

• L high-powered machines: Zenith, llarleys, Indians,

l.v Imperials, Sunbeam, Blackburnes, etc.

h'DIANS with kick starter on left present no difu

culty. with Middleton's special model.

TIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs of all

IL kinds. Twisted motor cycle frames and forks

1 mptly corrected.

1ECOND-HANDS of various makes for sale. Youi
I old sidecar taken in part exchange.

TIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
L safer and more comfortable, but are faster on

II roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not
ih. into them.

TIDDLETON'S London's oldest established sidecar
iL makers, wholesale, retail, and export, 27. Stroud
:en Rd., Finsbury Park (near Tube). "Phone : Horn-
1584. [0522

ASTONES for Sidecars, no better or cheaper house,

j
All latest models in stock.

ASTONES.—Lightweight sidecars complete, to fit

I
any machine; £12/18/6.

ASTONES. Sports model sidecar, complete,
' £17/10; several other models in stock, including
idem, all at low prices.

! ASTONES.—Distributing agents for the famous
Montgomery sidecars, all *the latest 1922 models

;
stock; lightweight model £17/10, Model No. 3
9/10, .Sports model £23/10, tradesman's carrier
ftel £23/10, Model No. 2 £24/10, Model No. 1
3/10. Model de Luxe £34/10, tandem model £30.
ASTONES.-Whitley 1922 sports model in stock,

1 £25.

ASTONES for Sidecar Chassis, underslung £7/19/6,
' tandem chassis £14/10.
t, Pentonville Rd.,
lone : 2481 North.

. auxiliary arms 147.
King's Cross, London, N.l.
Grams : Bastones, London.

[5132
M. Sidecar, nickel fittings, etc., £11.—Write
Murry, 109. Fenchurch St., E.C. [7993
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EDWARDS
& CO.

50, Harrington Road

South Kensington, S.W.7

beg to announce that they have opened additional

premises at

101, GT. PORTLAND ST. W.
and offer the following

COLOSSAL BARGAIN

AT BOTH BRANCHES
Several BRAND NEW

2| h.p. KINCSBURY two-strokes,

2-speed, clutch, all chain drive.

Price 39 Guineas (listed 73 gns.)

NEW 1922 MODELS IN STOCK AT BOTH
BRANCHES

MATCHLESS, all Models.

NEW IMPERIAL, Model 3.

RALEIGH, light weight.

TRIUMPH, Ricardo.

SECOND HAND COMBINATIONS
Guineas.

*iQ2i ENFIELD, Magdvno, speedometer,
hood, screen 118

"1921 P. & M. Demonstration Model,
equipped, as new 109

*iQ2i B.S.A., Model H2 and No. 3, side-

car Magdyno, speedometer,
screen, leg-shields, Licensed... . 125

1920 BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p. Lucas
dynamo, speedometer, mirror.

.

95
1920 REX, 8 h.p., electric lighting,

windscreen, etc 75
1919 ZENITH, 8 h.p., sports with swan

sporting sidecar, speedometer. . 73

SECOND HAND SL7L0S
*i92i 4 h.p. INDIAN SCOUT, speedo-

meter, licensed for year, mileage
450, indistinguishable from new 98

*i92i sj h.p. LEVIS SPORTS, Lucas
lamps 37

*i02i 4 h.p. VERUS BLACKBURNE, v
speed, as new. 75

1921 4 h.p. VERUS BLACKBURNE, 3-

speed, mechanical oil pump, ace
discs 63

1921 2? h.p. COULSON-BLACKBURNE,
equipped, mileage ioo, as new.

.

52
1920-21 3£ h.p. N.U.T., Magdyno light-

ing 74
*i920 2| h.p. FRANCIS-BARNETT,

equipped, perfect condition. ... 53
i92r 2i h.p. BABY TRIUMPH, equipped 40
1920 2$ h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed. 43

*igig 6 h.p. SPORTS ZENITH, Lucas
lamps, speedometer, special finish.

LICHT GARS
r92i BLERIOT-WHIPPET, Handle

Starter, Electric Light, good con-
dition 85

*i92i AERO MORGAN, M.A.G. Engine,
Ace, Discs, etc., Mileage 200. As
new 1 70

DEFERRED PAYMENT OR EXCHANCE8
Wanted Solos^and Combinations, cash waiting.

All machines starred are to be seen at Great
Portland Street, the remainder at South Ken-
sington.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
rT<KITUBE Sidecars are most unique. Scientifically
J- designed, made of finest materials.
T1RITUHE Chassis, constructed ol steel lugs, straight
-- steel tubes, with welded joints.

TUIITUBE Sidecars are light. Supplied with eithei* sporting or touring coachbuilt bodies.
'pRIIUBE Sidecars. One price, £15/10. Write lor

'Phone -5 Church St., Eickmansworth.

i IGHTWEIGHT C.B. Sidecar, 4-point, off 2%h.p
6

^ Douglas; £7-56, Ormeley Rd., Balham. [7772
|D. and M. Sidecar, complete, new tyre, upholsteredJ- leather; £8/10—Matthews, Ockley, Surrey

HA
I
J

i?MrT'~wT -^eotum Coach Sidecars,-«~«- £12/10.—Motor Exchange, Hovton St., Halifax.H[7908ALIFAX —New Swan and Milliord De Luxe Side-

h n „„ %r .
H
J
rley and American X.—Motor Ex-hange, Horton St., Halifax. [7910

new condition; oheap.
, South Kensington.

[7408
new coach body,
-637, Seven Sisters

[7279

CjPORTING Sunbeam Sidecar," —Leggett, 303, Pulham Ed.,

QIDECAB, underslung, bran,}

Rd.,T^h™?el;comp,ete
'
£9

13 °?'E¥i
3
n ,f

arsains—Coachbuilt chassisless sidecar.

lerculeVco-ch. fsno/e^ ?"*' ""^ £6 ' 19 ' 6 :

•-» Triumph, B.S.A., £18/15; cane sidecar £5/DOOTHS Motorics—Ruby
-*-* new large ei^p Mg.i>

, suit
10/6.

. coach sidecar, £9/10/6;
. „ --. S1

?f coach bodies, locker under seat,.6/19/6—Booths Motories, Portland Place, Halifax.

CjIDECABS.— Several cheap, room wanted; fitted
>-> flee—-57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London.

1VTILLS-FULFORD Underslung Sidecar; £9—Sev-"* mou; (side-dooi), 152, Crystal Palace Ed., Dul-
vvi°n -

[7618
VyATSONIAN Sidecars, all models, from £17/10.TV stocked by Bartletfs, 93, Gt. Portland StLondon.

[8086
CJIDECAR, coachbuilt, underslung, connections, com.

llele. storm apron; £8/10—17, Heaton Rd
[7651

Sidecars from £16/10; write for 1922

plete,
Mitcham.
r^AMBEE
^~-> price list.—Bright and
Camberwell.

Hayles, 78, Church St.

[7597
LOURING coachbuilt Sidecar, 26x2V, Dunlop ex-

cellent condition; £9, carriage paid—56 Law-
' [7610

recce Hill, Bristol.

P.M. Sidecar complete, new bodies, plated fittingslinhnktprin(r vininf nn_ !*•* n. ,-. n ~ - 5.upholstering paint,
James's Rd„ Berrnondsey.

C.
and M,

tri
close offer.

£10/10.-55, St.
[7992

Semi-Sporting Sidecar, windscreen, elec-
np, as new, black and silver; £42/10 or
198, King St., Hammersmith. [7506

plAMBER Utility Sidecar; £25; with spacious lockei
' accommodation, _ illustrations free.—Bright and

Lcndon. [7598
screens, largest

actual manufacturers through-

Hayles, 78, Church Sfc„ Camberwell
HENNOO Sidecars, bodies, hoods,

c-tock in London, actt "

out. Send for our catalogue, 32 pages. 80~ iUusfrationl.
ijHCENIX Sidecars.~All spare parts in stock by tha

Rennoc Sidecar Co.

RENNOO Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian
motors, with left-hand kick etarters, and can

eliver.

O ENNOC Co. have 50 second-hand and clearance
J-fc sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear at knock-
ut prices. Note: Write for special clearance list.

RENNOO Co. have the finest eeiection of complete
sidecars in the trade.

RENNOC Co. undertake repairs to any make of side-
car; repainticR and reupholsterinff a speciality.

RENNOC Co. have In stock eidecare to fit all makes
' English and American.

RENNOC Co. again aek you to send for theii
catalogue, the most comprehensive issued by nay

aanufacturera.

D ENNOC Motors. Ltd., 155a, Marlborough Rd., Upper
1> Holloway, N.19 'Phone: Homfiey 1589 f23l9

B.S.A. No. 2 Sidecars, brand new, slightly soiled,
at greatly reduced prices.—Eagles and Co., 275^

High St., Acfcon, London. [6449

COACH-BUILT Sidecar, Easting, excellent condi-
tion, complete with fittings, suit 3^h.R. Rudge

or Sunbeam; £16.-57, St. Albans Rd., St. Anne's-
on-Sea. [73.16

STRONG Box Carrier Sidecar, 3ft.x2ft. 6in., 26x
2%. tyre and spare tube; £4/10, or nearest; must

clear.—Synyer, 35, Bingham Rd., Sherwood, Notting-
ham. [7646

GROSVENOR Sidecars.—Our special sports model is

very suitable for use with fast sporting bikes;
distinctive design and quality; £15.—Grosvenor Motor
Co., Bradford St., Bolton. [S5093
SPECIAL Racing bullet shape Sidecar, with quick

detachable fittings, painted N.U.T. brown; bar-
gain, £10.—Davies, Hwyn Ysgaw. Llandudno Junc-
tion. [6345iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiutiijiiiiniiiUiiiiiiuiiiiiiii

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A39
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
SIDECAR.—Have d. Hopley loiding sidecar. Saves

garage worry : nd expense. Attached to motor
will go through passage 28m. Tandem and single
bodies fitted.—Hopley.

FOLDING Sidecar.— When ordering your motor
speciEy a Hopley folder. Suits motors up to

lUh.p. Can be changed from pleasure to commercial
in few seconds. Detachable wheels can be fitted.
Tested 7 years.— Hopley, Upper Uighgate St., Birmmg
ham. 1U15J

UNDERSLUNG Coach-built Sidecar, new, 4-point
connection, Easting windscreen, luggage grid,

lamp; sacrifice, £10; must sell; seen any time, apt
Sunday.—T. Cheesman, Highfield, Edenbridge, Kent.

[7536

£5 for a complete renovated Douglas undersiuu^
chassis, ail springs and arms, wheel, etc., suit-

able for any maks of machine to order.—Old Man Hep,
19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8.

[4176
WILLOWBROOK Royal Leicester Sidecars, smartest

designs, first-class finish; prices from 17 gns.

Write for catalogue. Repairs undertaken, hoods, wind
screens, etc.—The Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester.

[0335
SIDECAR, Gloria off Triumph, little used, splendid

condition, body slightly damaged, easily repaired,

£8; wicker sidecar, step body, splendid chassis, suit
Triumph, £3/10; new back and front lMjin. fittings,

complete, £1.—Candler, " Springfield," Rye, Sussex.
£7432

PARAGON (patent' Folding Sidecar saves aXotub e,

has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itseh

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,

and, when folded, combination will pass through u

30in. doorwav. Call and see it demonstrated.—Wincyole
Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn. W.C.I. [038E

FURTHER Reductions.—Underslung chassis, com-
plete, new tyre and tube, shop-soiled body, cover-

all apron, £13/10; P. and M. chassis, mew tyre and
tube, new bulbous back body, complete, £12,—'Phone :

Brixton 1585. Robini Manufacturing Co.,. 1 and 3,

Tulse Hill. Brixton, S.W. [7861

WINDSCREEN'S, complete with adjustable fittings.

27/6; bodies, special lightweight coach-built, £5;
sports model, £7/10; touring, £7; De luxe, £9/10 —
Light Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd.,

26 Tulse Hill, Brixton i}k minute from Brixton

Skating Rink). 'Phone: Brixton 1292. [7805

SIDECARS ! Sidecars ! Several Secondhand Coach-
built Sidecars from £7/10. Brand New Coach-

built Sidecars with bulbous backs and complete with
aprons ; a first-class iob ; not cheap and nasty

;

£17/10. Brand New Sidecars, coachbuilt. from £16.

These are really wonderful value. We have two Lang-

ford spring wheel sidecars, 5-point attachments, large

bulbous backs with Picnic cases, completely fitted with

all utensils, most elaborately finished, complete £35.

—

Jones Garage, Muswell Hill. London, N.10. [6065

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
London.—5-6h.p.

[8074

A.C. Sociable Runabout, good order; £45.—Foal,
173, Hainton Avenue, Grimsby. [7114

GIBBONS Tvpe Cydecar, Twin Rex, built 1921;
£65.- Dr. Burrow, Westbury, Wilts. [7263

REYNOLDS' Runabout 1921 3b. p., unused, shop
soiled; £65.—The Morris Garages, Oxford. [7141

BEDELIA.—The new 1922 model, 8-10h.p., with
air-cooled or water-cooled engine.

BEDELIA.—Air-cooled model, £185; water-cooled

model, £195. Immediate deliveries. Trial runs
free.

BEDELIA.—Catalogues flee Irom L. N. Palmer,
Sole Concessionaire for the British Empire,

—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [7949

WE can supply any Morgan spares from stock

;

write, call, or 'phone.—Maudes' Motor Mart,
100, Great Portland St., W.l. [8090

BLERIOT WHIPPET, as new; 100 gns.; larger car

wanted.—Pearce, Homefields Rd., Hunstanton.
[7477

TAMPLIN, 1921, owner ordered abroad, licensed,

bargain price.—Bewlav, Gresham Rd., Staines.
[7625

TAMPLIN, late 1921, demonstration, carries guaran-
tee; bargain price.—Taniplin Motors, Ltd., Staines..

[7624
8b.p. Rover.—1922 model in stock; exchanges.—

Walbro Motor Cycle Co.. Saffron Walden.
'Phone: 45. [7159

O105 cash for best Morgan offered, tax paid;
cW write full particulars.—R. Marnham, 27, Greeu
St., Cambridge. [7628

COVENTRY PREMIER.—1922 model in stock; ex-
changes.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Wal-

den. 'Phone: 45. [7160

MORGAN, 1922, M.D.L., £175; also Grand Prix,
secondhand, £120, and others.—Bunting's Ex

change, Wealdstone. [783*

"I Q20 De Luxe Morgan, lOh.p., M.A.G., water-cooled,
S.iJ perfect condition; £120.-9, Wallingford Ave.,

North Kensington. [7720

MORGAN, 1920, Grand Prix, sports, M.A.G. engine,
discs, electric light, speedometer, new oversize

tvres, very fast, and in fine order; £145.—Hall, 91, St.

Peters St., St. Albans. [7777

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane,
Carden Monocar; £50.

H.A.H. METALLIC FILAMENT
ELECTRIC AUTO BULBS

FULL TRADE TERMS. .
^

High Efficiency Frosted Type.

30 per cent, increase in light,

H.E. Screw Pattern,

for Head Lamps,
19 mm. special,

21- each.

Special
Flashlight,

Screw
Pattern,

15 mm. 2-5$
volts, 9d.ea.

H.E. Bayonet Pattern 25 mm.
for Side and Head Lamps,
4-6-8-12 volts and up to

1 amp., 2/- each.

H.E. Bayonet
Pattern for

Head Lamps,
50 mm.

Extremely
Powerful Light,

Frosted Anti-
Dazzle Front,
Nickel Cap.

4-6-8-12 volts.

1-2-3 amps.
3/- each.

12 volt. 3 amp.

ORDINARY TYPE
Bayonet Pattern, 50
mm. for Head Lamps
4-6-S-12 volts, 1-2-3

amps. 2/6 each
12 volt. 3 amp. 3/

Flashlight Screw
Pattern,

15 mm. flat. 2-5 i

hasm.ght Bulbs, 12 mm. volts
-

7d
'
each -

round, clear 6d. each. Write for Leaflet

Ditto, flat, half opal 7d.ea. No. 12$.

Postage extra on the above.

A. H. HUNT, Ltd.,
1 .A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road. CROYDON, Eng.
1 eiephone

—

Telegrams

—

t roydon 222', 2226 ' Kevase Crovdon.*

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
CYCLECAR, 3-speed, chain drive, 2-seater, aay

test; £50, offers; bargain.—176, St. Allan's
Avenue, Bedford Park. [7370

ROVER, 8h.p.—Your motor cycle taken in part ex-

change for new models.—Agents, R.-B. Clark and
Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [7847

I Q 20-21 Sh.p. A.V., splendid condition, last, tyres
J-*/ new; £70; exchange solo Henderson Ace.—Rey-
nolds, 17, Landford Rd., Putney. [7994

CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Co., have in stock, new
1922 Morgan Popular Model, £150.— 177, West-

minster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. Tel.: Hop 210. [6634

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1922
Morgans supplied on easy terms or exchange.

'Phone : Holborn 5777. List on application [8077

HALIEAX.—New 1922 Coventry Premier, 4-

wheelcr, with speedometer and insurance lor 12

months ; £250. Liberal exchanges.—Haliiax Motor
Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [7906

CROUCH 1321 2 seater, water-cooled, 5 detachable
wheels, etc., perfect, smart, fast; £125, otters;

exchange.—Crouch, 26, Tulse Hill. 'Phone : Brixton
1292. [7807

MORGANS.—1922 De Luxe, Grand Prix, and
Popular models in stuck; exchanges.—Walbro

Motor Cycle Co., Saffron -Walden. 'Phone: 45.
[7158

MORGAN Grand Prix, water-cooled, 1915, excep-

tional condition, electric lighting, etc.; 76 gns.—

Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. Telephone, 689.

[7929

1 Cfc 19 Carden Monocar, 6-8h.p. J.A. P. engine, counter-

Ac/ shaft, 3-speed, splendid order; £75; exchanges

entertained.—Speechley, 86, Churchfield Rd., Acton,

W.3. - [7404

jvi £\Y and Second-hand Light Cara and Cycle Cur*,

Li all makes; good selection in stock: cash, e;i^y

payments, or exchange.—Servue Co 292. HikIj Holborn,

W C 1 ^0673

CI .N. 8h.p. August, 1921, Standard Touring, dynamo
T lighting, not used until this vear, mileage 500,

as new; £195.—St. Matir, Benhill Wood Rd., Sutton.

Surrey. [7318

MORGANS 1922 models in stock; immediate deli-

very, any specification. Official agents foL

Essex, Kent, and City of London. Ail spares.—;

Below.

ROVER 1922 8h p., light car, in stock, dynamc
lighting, etc.; £220.—Below,

G.N. 1922 standard model, with dynamo lighting,

dickey, seat, door, etc.; £225; in stock.—Elce,

Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3.

'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0075

QPECIALLY-BUILT 1921 Clover-leaf 3-seater Sporty
£5 S-lOh.p. Light Car; stamp particulars; £150 or

exchange heavy Combination .—Hurt, South Darley,

Matlock. E7178

BAYLISS-THOMAS, 1922 lOh.p. model. 4-ryl. w:iter-

cooled engine, 3 speeds, Magdyno: ?00 urns. : inv

-nediate delivery.-Godfrey's, Ltd.. 208. Gt Poitland St.

London, W.l. 10736

"IQ22 Morgan Popular, £150; Grand Prix. £180;
-I *y 8h.p. Rover, £220 in stock for immediate delivery;

*asy payments oalv 4% extra.—The premier Motor Co.,

Won Rd.. Birmingham. [0773

SALE or Exchange, Humberette A.C. 2-sea*ert

thoroughly overhauled and repainted, all new
tvres, lamps, hood, screen, Stepney; offers.—Milsom,
Brickworks, Cinderford, Glos. [7211

SPORTING Morgan A.C, J.A.P., hood, screen, discs,

electric lighting, good condition, exchange big twin
solo and cash, chain drive preferred, or sell; £95.—19,

Wood Lane, Shepherd's Bush. [8004

G.N., 1920, dynamo lighting, spare wheel, etc.,

special condition, overhauled by makers; 129 gns,

—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. Telephone.
689. [7930

8h.p. 1916 Morgan, 2-seater, speedometer, horn, elec-

tric and acetylene lamp, in good condition and
guaranteed in perfect order; a genuine bargain, £35.

j

—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Regent St., Cambridge.
[7075

A .C. Sociables, by the A.C. Co., dependable run- •-

-£* abouts, take 2 persons anywhere, good condition !

and appearance, fully equipped; from £50 to £85;
trial.—29, Allsop St., Upper Laker St., London, N.W.

|

[7056
j

BARKER'S Motors can supply all models of light
,

cars at list prices and give a free insurance
guarantee for 12 mouths agaiust mechanical break- !!

down. Cash, deferred, or exchanges.— 194, Balaam !

High Rd., S.W. 12. [6423 ,

WEST NORWOOii! Sample bargain (fifty others),]
lOh.p. Elumheld Cyclecar, 4-speed, reverse, 4-

wheeler, hood, screen, lamps, smart, worth £135; bar-

I

gain, £85.— Douglas S. Cox, West Norwood. (See-J

Cars.) [8013

RILEY 9h.p Car, less engine, 5 detachable wheels, '

shod Dunlops. Lanchester type springing, 3-speed
and reverse gear box, irreversible steering, central 1

chain-driven r.*ar arie, 2-seater and dickey, metal body
j

upholstered real leather, hood, would easily convert I

to splendid cyclecar everv part guaranteed perfect;
,

gift, £25; photo —Jack Lucas, 110, Willows Rd„
Gannon Hill, Birni.ngham. [7487 1

A40 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end* of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
"|Q19 Carden Monocar, Sh.p. J.A.P., Sturmey 3-

-*-v speed, new tyres, lamps, horn. Triplex Aero
windscreen, painted cream, excellent condition, com-
fortable and lean; gift at <td gns.; seen Camberley.—
Box 8555, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7336

"I Q21 Spacke cyclecar, 9h.p., dynamo lighting and
-Lt/ starting, hood, screen, spare wheel, 2-speed and
reverse, good climber, bevel axle, tyres as new, room
lor luggage and extra seats; £60 or ofler.—Lowe, 4,
Carlton Terrace, Child's Hill, N.W.2. [7947

CT ,N. 1921 Engine and Steering, just overhauled and
T fitted new pattern cylinder heads and new bear-

ings, dynamo lighting, speedometer, 3 oversize tyres
recently fitted; £160 for prompt sale; owner buying
larger car.—Allen c/o Jessops, 27, park Row, Leeds.

[7082
"I /ih.p. 1922 G.N.—This handsome car has a roomyXv body, aluminium instrument board, luxuriously
equipped, including all-weather hood, adjustable wind-
screen, electric lighting, installation with dynamo
batteries, switchboard and ammeter, two head lamps,
tail lamp, speedometer, detachable wheels, etc.; £225.
Exchanges and terms arranged.—Herbert Robinson,
Ltd., Regent St., Cambridge. [7076

A'-pq re Farts

.

ORGAN Spare Part Depot.—Spares for all models
in stock. List free.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishops-

gate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue
5548. [0077

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.
«* /BOUNTY," B.S.A., Taxis, as licensed through-

V-> out the country.—Write for full particu-
lars. County Cycle and Motor Co., " Originators,'
300. Broad St., Birmingham. [5353

CARS FOR SALE.
RENAULT 20h.p. Limousine, guaranteed; £85.—

77, Acre Lane, S.W.2. [7852

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1922
G.N.'s; easy terms and exchange. [8075

DAIMLER 15h.p. S.K. Tourer, C.A.V., noiseless;
£165, or exchange.—8, Crowhurst Rd., S.W.9.

[7855
PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place

for purchasing. Auction every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£35 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures superb Napier 5-

seater, dynamo lighting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£60 down and 12
monthly payments £8 secures lOh.p. Singer 2-

seater, dynamo lighting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£30 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures 1 2-seater live axle

Panhard wagonette.

PALMER'S Garage, -Tooting.—£40 down and 12
monthly payments £8 secures splendid Sheffield

Simplex lahdaulet.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£50 down and 12
monthly payments £8/10 secures magnificent Oak-

land touring car, self-starting, dynamo lighting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
monthly payments £7/10 secures reliable Renault

.^i landaulet.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£25 down and 12
monthly payments £4 secures reliable Napier

chassis.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£50 down and 12

monthly payments £8 secures Delaunay-Belleville

limousine, 17h.p.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12

monthly payments £5 secures ISh.p. Maxwell
Sporting 2-seater.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
monthly payments £8 secures Studebaker landau-

lette, dynamo lighting, self-starting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-£35 down and 12
monthly payments £7 secures 16h.p. Minerva

touring car, monobloc engine

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£25 down and 12
monthly payments £4 secures reliable S.C.A.T.

' 12-seater wagonette.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£25 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures excellent 12-14h.p.

P.I.A.T. chassis.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures 12-14h.p. F.I.A.T.

15 cwt. van.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—All above cars are in

good running order. For cash price deduct 10 per

'ent. from above totals.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
[7954

ROVER Cars.—1922 8h.p. model; price £220; earn
delivery.—Godfreys*. Ltd.. 208. Gt. Portland St.,

London "W.l T0350

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Rover
Light Cars; £220; fully equipped; easy terms

or exchange, list on application. [8076

MERCEDES 38h.p. Grand Prix Racer; £150, or

exchange.—H.P., 10, Thornbury Rd., Clapham
Park, S.W 4. [7857

M.T. 2-seater four-wheeled light cars, 5-6h.p., 3
speeds; prices from £125.—Write for specifica-

tion to the Metro-Tvier Co., Ltd., Banister Rd.,
Kilburn Lane, W.IO.

;
[7699

MANUFACTURERS
SPECIAL OFFER.
Extraordinary Bargains

!

WATERPROOF
MOTOR CYCLE
SUIT (Fig. 1).

Fawn double texture

material, interlined

rubber, seams ce-

mented and taped, (

wind cuffs, wind (

gusset in overalls,!
1

and clasp fasteners.
;

Perfectly waterproof. (

SUIT COMPLETE

35/-

^.'R°^t carnage

*OSo^° efo^ ie
^ded

Fig. 2

WATERPROOF OR/

TRENCH COAT '

(Fig. 2) Fawn materiat,

rubber lined,wind cuffs,

guaranteed waterproof,

SEAT-
LESS
trousers

fawn,
double
texture
material
rubber
inter-

lined,

wind gusset,

& clasp fast-

eners. All

sizes.

18/-
per pair.

WATERPROOF OVERALLS.

Double texture material,
clasp fasteners, perfectly

waterproof.

per J. o/* P^-

// you cannot call, send
money with breast measure
men! and heiglu.

Actual Manufacturers :

Martin Waterproof Co.,
208,Oldham Rd.,New Cross.Manchestef

CARS FOR SALE.
WEST NORWOOD I Bargains always waiting.

Over fifty vehicles, all types, always actually
on premises.

WEST NORWOOD 1 Absolutely straight dealing.
Fair representation. Accurate dates. Ex-

changes reasonably valued. Satisfaction 1 1

1

TTtTEST NORWOOD I Few samples follow . only.
'' Postcard procures complete printed list fifty.

Call.

WEST NORWOOD 1 Rover, £35; Warwick. £45;
Darracq, £50; Alldays, £60; Adams, £65; De

Dion, £35.

WEST NORWOOD 1 Blumfield, £85; Duhanot,
£85; White, £85; Unic, £95; 3-tonners from

£100.

WEST NORWOOD I

1-ton Ford, £135;
I.W.K..-£125; Coupe. £125;
Maxwell, £135; Sizaire, £135.

WEST NORWOOD I Singer, £145; 6-cyIlnder

tourer; landaulets from £150 to £750; saloons

from £250.

the abso-
Hill.

West Norwood. (Established 1902.) [8016

p. Silent Knight Daimler Landaulette, C.A^V.,

WEST NORWOOD 1 Douglas S. Col,
lutely straight motor man, 6c, Lansdowne Hill.

£175.—Chauffeur, 14,
OQh_OO perfect,
London, S.W.

iORD Car, excellent condition

Glenelg Rd.,
[7854

exchange big£110
lind 68.

[7457

5-seater, excellent condition,

Fi
combination, part.—Fairhurst, Behind 68, Stan

dishgate, Wigan.

OTTJDEBAKER,
-Bunting's, Weakl-

[7832

model fa stock,
-Eagles and Co.,

[0761

lamps,
I; Half
[7341

reverse,

tradesman.

—

R L

1914,
bargain; £80; take half down.-

stone. Closed Sundays.

ROVER Cars—The famous 8h.p.

£220; for immediate delivery .-

275, High St., Acton, London.

£20.—8h.p. Rover Single, 3-speed,

good running order; suit

Moon Lane, Heme Hill, S.E.24.

ELECTION. A beautiful Sirron touring car, splen-

did order, dirt cheap; £175; 2-seater or combina-

tion in exchange.—Bunting's, Wealdstone. [7833

lOVENTRX PREMIER, 1922, 4-wheel model; £250;
immediate delivery; cash or deferred payments.—

{atclifle Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [0730

OVER 8h.p. Light Car, 1922 models, dynamo
lighting; £220 cash; deferred payments 4%

extra.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200. Gt. Portland St.. W.l.
:0729

EXCHANGES a Speciality ! 1 ! 2- and 4-seater cars

from £50 to £500 !—Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd.,

East Dulwich. Call, write, or 'phone, Sydenham 2452.
[7938

6-CYL. Ford, 2-seater, slightly damaged by fire;

bargain; £50; or exchange for combination; photo,

willingly.—Francis, 45, Cornwall Rd., Brixton, S.W. 2.

[7496

BEDFORD-BUICK 2-seater, dickey, C.A.V., perlect

condition, tax paid, trial; £130 or offer; motor

cycle in part exchange.-Gatward, 121, Turnpike Lane,

Hornsey. I7727

MORRIS Cowley 1922 standard, 2-seater model In

stock, dynamo lighting, etc.; 285 gns.—-Elce,

Ltd 15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3.

'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0076

GENUINE Little 6h.p. De Dion Car, fitted with 2-

seater sporting body, very smart, in excellent

order; complete, £45; delivered 50 miles free; trial.—

11a, Daflorne Rd . Upper Tooting. [4547

DARRACQ Landaulet, 18h.p., 4-cy!inder,' fully

equipped and ready for use; £60 or near; must

sell this week; will consider motor cycle in change
or part—62, New St., Woodbndge, Suffolk. [7688

8-10 de Marcay Demonstration Model for sale.

Better than new. Fitted dynamo lighting, de-

tachable wheels, etc., £125. Also special Competition

model, £120.-A. H. Lakeman. Ltd., 26, Long Acre

London, W.C.2. I5355

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Coventry^
Premier, new 1922, 4-wheelers, immediate de-

livery from stock, dynamo lighting r exchange and easy

terms arranged; price £250. 'Phone or call. 'Phone :

Holborn 5777. [8077

1 Q19 Chevrolet Touring Car, dynamo lighting, self-

Ay starter, 5 detachable wheels, repainted as new,

any trial given; bargain, £160, or exchange motor

cycle or combination with cash.—5, Norwood Rd..

Heme Hhl, S.E.14 [5840

DARRACQ 5-seater 10-12h.p. W.C. Twin, 3-speed,

reverse, Bosch, C. H. hood, screen, side curtains,

S„epney, splendid condition throughout, outer water-

jacket 'slightly cracked, easily repaired ; accept £30^-
Mead, Draper, Amersham. [7307

£160 13.9h.p. Swift, 4-seater, 4-speed, 5 detachable

wheels with tyres, 2 new others perfect, fully

equipped, and perfect in every detail; ideal economical

family car; only requires to be seen and tried.— 1,

Norwood Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [5842

UNIT, 1 2-seater 1921, water-cooled engine, dynamo
lighting, spare wheel and tyre, new condition,

only driven 200 miles; £125; good modern combina-

tion taken in part exchange.—Vivian. -Hardie and
Lane Ltd. 23-24, Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.),

New Bond St., W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 6559. [7319

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o! the issue
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MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
"IT" HIT 15n.p. Tc/urer; £85, or exchange.—15. Mervan
JlV Rd., Brixton, London. [7853

STAR 1916 2-ton lorries (6 for sale), dynamo light-

ing, tax paid to July, 1922, 4 speeds, live axle;

£225 each.—See below.

GARNER 1917 2-2"A tenners (4 lor sale), dynamo
lighting, tax paid to July, 1922, overhead worm

drive; £200 each.—See below.

GARFORD 30-cwt. lorries, all new lamps, horns,

cushions, worm drive; £200 each.—See below.

FIAT 1 tonners, £185 each; Willys-Overland I

tonners, £125 each.-See below.

RITISH Ensign 3-4 tonner 1919 overhead worm
-J drive £200; also 1917 Caledon 3-4 tonner,

dynamo lighting, £200.-See below.

MOTOR lorries (30 for sale) repainted retyred all

Ihard^Gar'^ShaJd^S^uare, Pe?knam Park Rd
Old Kent Rd., Lendon. I "
-ITTFST NORWOOD! Ford 1-ton, £135; 3-ton, 1913.W worm dr v" Ue Dion, £85; 3-ton Daimler, £150;

dozen
£"-DOW*. S. Cox, West Norwood. (See

Cars.) T
L *

EXCEPTIONAL bargain to clear—4-ton Loco. 4

speeds and reverse, Hecco magneto, Standard

Loco. Tarburetter, tyres excellent, engine overhauled,

body first-class condition, free delivery £150.—Wood-

cock & Crowfoot, 12, Ampthill St., Norwich. 17270

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

TRY Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4. for

easy terms. 'Phone, Holborn 5777. [7215

HALIFAX.—Secondhand models at special raLes.

Send vonr requirements.—Halifax Motor Ex
change, Horton St., Halifax. t'au '

FOR Best Treatment and best terms for light cars,

cycle cars, or motor cycles iWTt
m*3°'

second-hand, write Service Co., 292, High Ho born

W.C.I.
L

ENGINES.
ry-9h.p. Indian and Senspray Carb.; £12.-Friday,

* College Avenue, Slough. \.i\)Hi

FOSTER'S New Engine Bargains.—lVjn.p. (4-stroke)

engines, complete; aluminium cylinders and

pistons, "overhead valves; £5.—Below.

OXihp new engines (2-stroke), complete with fly-

/W4 wheel, magnetos; £10; 4h.p. new engine, com-

plete with gear box and clutch (combined unit)
;
£15.

—Fosters, 31, Clissold Rd., Clissold Park, London,

N16. Phone, Dalston 2526. [775b

3h p Premier engine unit, Bosch, carburetter, as

/il new; £9.—Fairhurst, Behind 68, Standishgate,

Wigan. P"58

MINERVA, 214h.p. Lightweight, B.B. Dirnlop, ig-

nition; £4/19/6—Thomas Butler, Littleover.

Derby. C7080

OAhp- Marine Engine, complete with Langdon
4U gear, unused; £85., or exchange.—77, Acre

Lane, S.W.2. '
I78*6

PEC1AL Overhead Valve 90-bore J A.P. Engine, as

new; offers to Mirfield Engineering Co., Newaate,

Mirfleld. t7077

B4.STONES —Blackburne 8h.p. twin engine with car-

buretter; £30.-228, Pentonville Rd., King's

Cross, London, N.l. [5133

3h,p. Radial Engine, brand new (picked), complete

with magneto and carburetter; £25.—T. Lynam.
Bridge St., Castlef<rd. [7117

~l ft 10-11 Triumph Silencer magneto drive, plates,

i-tf etc., recently overhauled; S7/10.—58, Crom-

well Rd.. Upton Park. [7664

VILLIERS Engine, nearly new, C.A.V. magneto,
Ama-c carburetter, seen running; £16.—P. Dris-

coll, 58, Woodfield Rd., Ealing. [7290

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p., £11; 3i,ih.p. Humber.
£7/10; Sturmey 3-speed wheel. £8/10.—Margrave,

Dean Head. Audenshaw, Manchester. [7471

OJLh.p. M.M.C. engine. A.I.V., E.I.C., magneto
/*4 band B., mechanically perfect, sacrifice; £7/10,
carriage paid.—56, Lawrence Hill, Bristol. [7609

|20 Metro-Tyler Engine, 2%h,p., 2-stroke, with
' 19211/2 Albion, 2-speed clutch gear; excellent

condition; £11.—Copus, WiggintOn, Tring. [7282

1 Q22 Blackburne engine, 2-Jih.p., £20.

—

5, O.
J-t» Lamb's, 387, Euston Rd., N W. ; 50. High Rd.,
Wood Green; and 151, High St., Walthamstow. [7343

3Jlh.p. Minerva, M.O.V., £3; ditto, less cylinder
2 and piston, 30/-; approval.—Burton, St. Peter's

Tark Rd., Broadstairs. [7722

A.B.C. twin, 500 c.c, stationary, air-cooled, steel

cylinders, overhead valves, Bradshaw caTburetter;
practically new; complete with magneto, oil tank,
silencer, kick starter; ideal for fitting to motor cycle;
photo; £16.—Jenkins. Harvington, nr. Evesham. [7712

7-9h.p. M.A.G., 1922, twin engines, brand new,
only a few leit, as fitted to Matchless; ideal

in cycle cars, Morgans, etc. ; also fits latest Ariel

;

power with, silence, and perfection indeed; £32/10
only; approval.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, N.10.

[8039

s

SALVAGE SALE
A local trader has gone out of the business, and I have
bought his stock of Douglas parts cheap, and while they

last you can have the benefit.

LATEST 4 h.p. FRAME, list price £13 Jos.
;

price S8.

BEAUTIFUL C0ACHBUILT DINKY SIDECAR BODY,
finished in Lemon, hinged dash, black adjustable hammock
scat, a real sporting car and a picture, £20 ; reduced to

£13 10s.

2J h.p. Three-speed Parts. Usual Price. Price.

838D. ioT Gear Wheel 8/5 5/6

838D. 24T „ ., 9/- 6/"

942D. Ball Bearing, 17 mm 10/3 6/-

843D. „ „ 20mm 10/9 6/6

S44D. „ „ 12 mm 9/3 5/6

2$ h.p. Two-speed Parts.

775D. Mainshaft .. ... .. .- 11/3

19 2

778D. Operating Fork 6/-

768D. Dog Clutch . . -

.

5/3

770D. Friction Rings 5/6

763D. Chain Wheel Nut . . .

.

rod.

780D. Plain Sleeve Pinion, 30T. . .

.

10/-

7S5D. Screwed Sleeve Pinion, 24T .

.

13/-

4 h.p. Gear Parts.

605N. Screwed Sleeve Pinion, 15T . . 15/-

606N. Gear Wheel, 19T 12/6

607N. „ „ 23T 12/6

6r6N. .Hollow Sleeve for Operating Fork 6/-

618N. Bronze Forks 9/-

610N. Ball Bearing, 1 in. .. .. 10/9
.

.

n/6

6/6

M-
4/-

4/-

8d.

6/6
9/6

12/6
10/6
10/6
4/3
6/6
8/-

9/-

metal

'

19 mm.
EXTRA LARGE TOOLBAGS
armoured, two straps and buckles,

finest quality for 4 h.p. Douglas.
Usual price 20/-. My price 12/6.

Smaller size for 2J h.p., two straps and
metal covered real leather. List price

11I-. My price 9/-.

A SADDLE OF REAL MERIT.
Pan Seat covered in real leather, ad-
justable springs, gives a low riding

position on 2| h.p. and does not foul

the 4 h,p. Sidecar Stay. A real comfy
seat. List 35/-. My price 25/-.

EXTRA HEAVY PASSENGER SUPER
STUDDED HUTCHINSON TYRES.
New stock, fully guaranteed, only a
few 26 x zY and z%" left. List

49/6, my price 38/-. This offer cannot
be repeated, as they are not W.D.
soiled or damaged stock like many
others advertised.

SPECIAL LODGE PLUGS, Mica with
radiating fins. The best plug for hot stuff
engines. New, in original boxes. W.D.
surplus. List 8/6 to clear, 2/9.

BLACK METAL LINED INFLATORS with
long connections and foot attachment to
fit Douglas Clips. List 8/6, to clear 6/-.

HUTCHINSON HEAVY TUBES, 26x2$ or
2j", to clear 5/-.

EXHAUST BAFFLES for 2" Pipes, fixed
in one minute, a real police dodger, where
they're hot, 276, and a host of other lines
cheap.

i

Now for some of MY OWN SPECIALITIES.
TWIN RINGS, real power producers, oil

savers and compression makers for z-£ h.p.
and 4 h.p. Douglas. 1% h.p., 1/6 each;
4 h.p. 1/8 each. Made under a patented
process

; don't be misled—insist on your
agent fitting them.

ALLOY AIR COOLED VALVE CAPS for
2 :? h.p. and 4 h.p. Douglas, as fitted by the
Gr-and Prix winners and T.T. riders. The
original and best. If they don't stop your
engine knocking and prevent overheating,
send them back. 4/- each.

ZOOM ! ZOOM !! The Exhaust System
that everybody is talking about. It gives
extra power, has a lovely Zoom note that
offends nobody. A real coppersmith's job.
Adds £10 to the appearance of any Douglas.
My price 30/- in burnished coppered finish,

3/6 extra in nickel-plated finish. Mr.
Charles Stagg, Newport, says :

" I received
the pipe before the Speed Trial and won the
Challenge Cup."

^^^^___ 1 M 1—1— '

"t—n^m»
OFFICIAL DOUGLAS AGENT,

140, VICTORIA STREET, BRISTOL

ENGINES.
4ih.p. Levis Flat Twin, 2-stroke, carburetter and

2 magneto, perfect, £10; 6h.p. ditto, £12.

—

Cole, 457, Rathgar Rd., Longhborough Junction, \

S.W 9. [7604

23.h.p. 2-stroke engine (1922), brand hew, latest l

4 tvpe; £8; with new C.A.V. magneto, new Amac '

carburetter, £12/10.— (B.M.S.) 1, Gosta Green, Bir-
mingham. [7302

33.ii. p. 2-stroke De Luxe, T.B. magneto, Senspray,
4 silencer, etc., rebored, new piston, crankshaft

and bearings, seen on bench; best offer.—Nunn, School
Rd., Woking. [7108

4ih.p. Minerva Twin Engine, side by side valves,

2 detachable heads, B. and B., Bosch, overhauled,
splendid condition; £7, or near offer.—Jones, 1,

Cwniavon Rd., Blaenavon, Mob. [7089

DOUGLAS 8h.p. Water-coo.ed, C.W. radiator, petrol

tank, bedplate, starting handle, induction pipe,

good condition, £ll/10r thoroughly overhauled, new
mag., carburetter, guaranteed running order, £19/10,
carriage forward ; make splendid light car engines;

large selection; stamp reply; trade supplied.—Derring-
ton, Graftou Rd.. New Maiden. [6749

J .A.P. Engines. J.A.P. Engines. J.A.P. Enginee,-
I have the largest stock of J.A.P. engine parts In

England: over 30 engines, all in stock, to select from;

and the prices: 5hp. £15, and the 8h.p. at £20 and
£17/10, and I have all units for the 8h.p. fsee acces-

sories for parts). I have a big twin engine £12, a 4h.p.

Douglas engine and mag. and carburetter £15, a small

2-stroke and mag. £10: stamp reply—South Croydon
Motor Exchange, 22. South End. Croydon. [4765

BRA.ND New Engines.—An exceptional opportunity

:

1921 Precision 3h.p., 2-stroke {as fitted to the
Beardmore motor cycle, etc.), a complete unit with
Thomson-Bennett magneto, Cox Atmos single lever

carburetter, list price over £30; limited number to
clear, £14; what a gift; or less magneto and car-

buretter, 10 gns.; only a few left.—Marble Arch.

Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2. 'Phone:
Pa4d. 789. [7974a

HEPPLETHWAITE'S.—8h.p. W.C. single, £8; suit-

able for stationary work; 3y>h.p. Humber unit,

£10; 3V>h.p. Premier, £10; 5-6h.p. Rex A.I.V., less 1

piston. ~£4; 3*>h_p. Alldays M.O.V., £4/10; 3h.p.

M.O.V. Minerva, £3/10; 3 h.p. Noble engine, M.O.V..
£3/10; also J.A.P. 5h.p. spares, and Rover and New
Imperial. Entire stock of W. H. Hawkins. Write lis

for complete list, enclosing stamp. Thone : 1958 Brix-

ton.—19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8.
1.6919

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

(Late Douglas Motors, Ltd.) Tel. 3792
The man on the spot. I can meet any tnin rmd will collect or
deliver anything for you. One minure from Temple Meads (Bristol,

Main) Station.

H BX

H.B. Ignition Co. carry large stocks of new and
second-hand magnetos. Thomson-Bennett 42, 45,

50, 55, and 180°, single and twin.

H.B. Specialise in T.B. for fixing on Triumph, P.M..
B.S.A., J.A.P., Douglas, etc., £2/10, postage 1/6;

C.A.V. clock twin, for 2 52th.p. Douglas, etc., £2/15.

H B. will take your old magneto in payment

H.B. sends all magnetos on approval against cash.
Every magneto dispatched carry H.B. 12 months'

guarantee.

,B. Ignition Co. ('Phone: Brixton 610), 78, New
Park Rd., Brixton Hill, London. [0694H

MAGNETOS 50% Below List.

APPLY Vale Engineering Syndicate, 9 and 10,

Brown's Buildings, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3. TeL

:

Central 877. [0698

/"BOUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.

EXCEPTIONAL offer of Government surplus mag-
netos, new, unused, must be cleared to make

room*for fresh stock.

GUARANTEE.—We guarantee all our magnetos
twelve months, and will willingly repair or re-

place any magneto that should prove defective within

that period.

BOSCH single, clock, or anti, £3 Thornson-Bennett.
single or twin, clock or anti, 42, 45, 50, 55, and

180 degrees, £2/10.

C.A.V. single or twin, clock or anti, £2/10; special

long driving spindle for Rudge, fitted to any of

the above magnetos, 10/- extra. Postage on mag-
netos, 176.

THESE magnetos are fitted with variable ignition,

and leads, and also baseplates ready to be imme-
diately fitted on ; please state make of engine when
ordering.

GOVERNMENT surplus, new plugs in boxes, A.C.
(Titan), 1/6 each; K.L.G. types, F.8, F.6, F.5,

and R.3, 1/8 each; Lodge types, K. and K.2, 1/8 eaco.

Postage on orders of one plug, 3d,; four or more,

post free.

ALL goods on approval per return post on receipt of

cash; money refunded if not satisfactory.

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.—Note
new address: 6, Garden Lane, Christchurch Rd.,

Streatham, London, S.W. Tel. : Streatham 2898.

T.A. : Ignitionac, Brixstret, London. [5935

A42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
DIXIE Magneto, 50° Twin, 45/-; also Baby Fellows,

30/-.—219, Stansted Rd., Forest Hill. [7783

RELIANCE M;igneto Repairing Co. tor repairs and
new rnasuetos.—See below.

RELIANCE guarantee to return your magneto, within
3 days, and it necessary 24 hours, with a written

guarantee for 12 months.

RELIANCE test every magneto after repair under
alt running conditions, and, as we contract for

many of the largest concerns, you need have no hesita-
tion in placing your repairs and orders with us.

RELIANCE manufacture and stock spares for
- Thomson-Bennett, E.I.C., Splitdorf. U.H., Bosch,

Dixie, etc. ; special line genuine platinum screws for
every make, 12/- per pair.

D ELIANCE will be pleased to give advice free of
-tw charge upon any qestion concerning ignition
troubles, as we place our long-standing experience at
your disposal, and old and new customers may be cer-

tain of getting the usual promptness and courtesy that
we have always endeavoured to give.—Reliance Magneto
Repairing Co.. 283, St. John St.. London, E.O.I.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co.. 283, St. John
St., E.C.I, for new and second-hand magnetos.

-

See below.

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, rew and unused,
single-cyl., clock end anti, suit any machine, price

55/-; twins, 45. 48, 50, 55, 60, 180 degrees, for J.A.P..
Clyno, Douglas, etc., price 55/- See our guarantee.—
Below.

C'.A.V. Magnetos, new, single-cyL and 180° twins,
clock or anti, ideal for Douglas, Levis. Calthorpe,

iO.K., or any lightweight; these magnetos are of the
finest workmanship throughout; price 55/-. See our
'guarantee.—Below

BOSCH D.A.L Magnetos, soiled only, otherwise as
new, single cyl., suitable for any stationary en

£ine or big single, £3/15 ; twins, any degree, ready
to drop on Indian. Harley, or any big twin, £4/5; a
powerful spark at low speed, ensuring easy starting
All the above magnetos are variable ignition and fitted
short-circuit' n? switch See our guarantee—Below

GUARANTEE. '- Every magneto that leaves on:
works, no matter what the price or make, carries

a written guarantee. Not merely a guarantee that same
Is in good order at time of sale, but a plainly written
statement that we guarantee every machine against all

Jefects tor a period of 12 months. This, we maintain,
justifies us in charging n few shillings more than cer-
tain of our competitors.

O ELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. hold one of the"
|tV largest stocks in London, and can be depended
;ipon for a straight deal at the right price. When
auying it pays to deal with a firm of repute.

D ELIANCE cordiaily invite customers to their works
wX to see any ot the above on test. Magneto list

tiving full particulars sent upon application.—Reliance
Magneto Repairing Co., 283, St. John St.. London,
p.C.l. [6616

BOSCH a-nd M-L Singles, 30/-; C.A.V., 37/6;
variable ignition guar -m teed.—84, Greenside Rd.,

proydon. [7465

IZ.L.G. W.D. Sparking Plugs, wonderful value, 4 i<

jtX. 5/-, post flee —Thompson. 59. Queen St. Wblve
aauipton T79^

(ITAGNETO Sprocket Manufacturers.—7-tooth to 24-
p-l- tooth stocked.—Ridington, 202-4, Southampton
St., Camberwe... [6886

ELECTRIQ Head Lamp Bracket and 6-volt accu-
mulator; in case; reasonable offer.—Morton, Cres-

:ent Ledge, Windsor. [7122

LUCAS Lighting Sets, lightweight 12 v. dynamo, 12v.
battery, cut-out, £6/6 set.—Jenncr (Dept. M.C.),

:65, Church St., Mitcham. [5401

TWIN Magnetos, 50°, Anti Dixie, guaranteed per-
fect; 45/-.—Kennard, 78, Yerbury Rr]., Hollowav,

N.19. [7162

VOLEX Dry Battery Lighting Set for Combina-
tion; new; batteries need renewing; cost eight

guineas; £5.—Rev. Hughes, Sunnyside, Faversham.
. [7274

DASH Switchboards, 4-way, with ammeter, 20/-. nit
ammeter and voltmeter, 35/- each nett.—Leslie

pison and Co (Dept H 1.1, 9, Colonial Av., Minories
S.l. [0760

OHELTENHAM.-Repnirs to magnetos, self-starters
lighting plants, otc. ; London experts employed.

-

tforwood Magneto Works, 95, Bath Rd.. Cheltenham
Phone: 1256 [075P

• A NY Motor Cycle Magneto repaired , no matter
tl what condition, provided complete, for 30/-; 24
iour service.—Kays, Electrical Dept., 8, Bond St.,
Saling, W. [7232

HEAD Lamp, 5in., M/G., all-black electric, com-
plete dimmer device with switch incorporated,

adj. focus; 45/- or offer.—Greenhill, 19, Vernon Park
Rd., Worcester. [7169

JEBRON, registered 291298, greatly superior to
platinum, for blades, screws, etc., cures misfiring;

Tebron screws, fit Bosch mags., 10/6 pair; old screws,
my make, Jebronised, 4/9 each return post.

JEBRON, the pioneer motor contact, registered
March. 1907, and March, 1921; hundreds of un-

solicited testimonials.—Jebron, 38, Herbert Rd.. Wool-
wich, S.E.18.

,
[0001

^BROS. ^
100, GT. PORTLAND ST., W|

'1 hone—Langbaro 170+.

Any make of machine can be
supplied on our Payment out of
Income Scheme. Write for full

particulars, and state machine
you are interested in.

6220 cash, or £57 4s. down and 12 pay-
ments of £14 6s.

1922 MACHINES IN STOCK.
A.J.S. 7 h.p. Combination .. ., £175
A.J.S. 2j h.p. Solo .. £85
U.S.A. 4t h.p. K.2. Solo . £107
B.S.A. 41 h.p., H.2 £110
B.S.A. K.2., with box carrier £139
B.S.A. model "E" Combination .. £164
DOUGLAS, 2-speed, fully equipped £75
DOUGLAS, 3-speed, „ £90DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination . £135
ENFIELD model No. 200 . . .

.

£55
.. ., No. 190 .. £158

„ No. 180 .. £140
MATCHLESS Combination . . .. £170
RALEIGH 5-6 h.p. Soto .. .. £130RALEIGH 25 h.p. Solo .

.

£68
RUDGE, I.O.M £85SUNBEAM 41 h.p. Solo .. £14115TRIUMPH model H £105
TRIUMPH model S.D £115
ZENITH BRADSHAW £113COVENTRY PREMIER CAR .

.

£250

MCLLFORD, CAN0ELET, HENDERSON, SWAN
and MONTGOMERY SIDECARS in Slo;<.

£68 cash, or £17 down and 12 payment
of £4 9 s. 8d.

SECONDHAND MACHINES.
ARIEL 3.V h.p., shop soiled onlv ..

LEA-KRANCfS 3A h.p., slightly
shop soiled

RUDGE I.O.M. , shop soiled..
ZENITH model * D," shop soiled .

.

1920 6 h.p. Bradbury combination,
fully equipped

DOl GLAS 21 h p., fully equipped
TRIUMPH Combination, mlly
equipped
JAMES 31 h.p. Sports, tully
equipped, mileage negligible
NEW IMPERIAL 2£ h.p., 1921.
slightly used only

ZENITH 1920 6 h.p. Sports, fully

equipped . .

SIDECARS by all the leading
makers, shop soiled only, at
special clearance prices from .

.

£85

£90
£75

£100

£90
£50

£75

£85

£57

£78

£15

TRADE SUPPLIED.

411 lette *s relating to advertisements shoulJ quote the number at the end of each adv

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
Tl/TAGNETOS Overhauled, repaired, returned in 2 days
-"A as new, guaranteed for 12 months, from 15/-;
no price exceeds 35/-.—Turner Bros., Motor and
Electrical Engineers, Summerseat, Manchester. [7l94
CONTINENTAL ignition Repair Co.-- We repairvy Continental magnetos only. By specialising on
Bosch, U.H., Eisemann, Mea, Splitdorf, Dixie, and
Berhng magnetos, we can naturally give you better
service.

PRICE: Rewinding 18/-, condensers 10/-, platinum
screws (liosch standard) 6/-, remagnetising 2/6,

slip rings 6/6, H.T. terminals 4/6. Our price for
overhauling a motor cycle magneto ranges between
20/- and 35/-, and never exceeds the latter figure.
Guaranteed for 12 months, and redespatched to you
in 2 days.

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co., 13, Hardwick
Rd., Chiswick, London. [3758

"jlXAGNETOS.—New Thomson-Bennett 180° Twin
-L"J- Anti Clock, all perfect, but less bush holders;
33/- each, carriage 1/6 extra.—187, Elm Rd., New
Maiden. [7565

C.A.V. Magnetos.—Extraordinary bargains.—Brand
new 180° twin- or single-cyl.; 38/6, carriage free.

Every, magneto thoroughly tested . before dispatch;
approval against cash.—Below.

TXOSCH Magnetos.—We specialise on the repair and
-JL* overhaul of these magnetos. Every repair guaran-
teed; lowest prices.—Langford's, 37, Cricklewood
Broadway, London, N.W.2. [8009

DECONSTRUCTED Magnetos.—Every make and'
*-*> type in stock; not ex W.D. junk; English and
Continental makes from £2/5, with a 12 months'
written guarantee.—Standard Magneto Co., 55, Church-
field Rd., Acton, London. [7581

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, unused, W.D.,
guaranteed perfect, single or 180° twin, variable

ignition, switch terminal and leads, clock dr anti;
£2, postage 1/6; week's approval against cash.—
Brockbarik, 58, Lord St., Southport. [0756

U.H. Magneto Repairs.—We specialise in these mag-
netos, and can be relied upon to give you good

service. Al, Bl, AO, KB1, KB2V, KZ2V type spares
stocked; prices moderate; 12 months' written guaran-
tee.—Charles Parker and Co., Churchfield Rd., Acton,
London. [4455

Ql /_ is all 1 charge for a thorough overhaul of
/W-L/ your magneto, which . includes fitting new
platinum points and a guaranteed repair in threa
days.—Brooker, Ignition Specialist, Wood End, Long
Hanborough, Oxon. [7946

LIGHTING Dynamos, contained in Government sur-

plus mine exploders, dynamo will light seven
10-volt lamps in series, all as new and perfect, 17/6
each, or 22 /- each, carriage paid passenger train

;

stamp for detailed particulars; three days' approval
against cash.—Galpin, rear of 35, Milton Court Rd.,

New Cross, London, S.E.14. [7385

SURPLUS Magnetos, with uritten guarantee one year :

M-L single, 35/-; B.L.I.C. ditto, 42/-; Bosch ditto,

45/-; Thomson-Bennett and C.A.V. singles and twins,

50/-. We specialise in repairs and spares for all

makes. Lists with pleasure. Deal with experts and
avoid certain disappointment.—Whitdale Magneto Ser-

vice Cherry Orchard, Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 1625.
16910

SPLITDORF Magnetos, single, anti clock, variable

ignition, and guaranteed perfect; 38/-. Please

note-, these magnetos are not reconstructed or con-

verted starter magnetos. They are the real thing de-

signed for a motor cycle (not an aeroplane) ; if you
are out to buy a magneto, buy the right thing.—

\Tarble Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2,
'Phone: Padd 789. [7975

r"pHE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. (estab-

X lished 1912), contractors to H.M. Government,
md officially appointed by the R.A.C. Magneto re-

pairs of every description; all repairs at lowest pos-

sible prices, and strictly guaranteed. We can mostly

return them within 24 hours. We- have several new
and second-hand single and 2-cyl. magnetos in stock,

nil guaranteed.—The Magneto Repairing and Winding
.

Co 78 Hampstead Rd.. Euston, London, N.W.I.
Phone: Museum 1158. T.A. : Kumagnelec, Eusroad,

London. [2445

1HUSTON Ignition Co.'s 24-hour repair service.

J Guaranteed repairs to all types of magnetos;
Splitdorf and Dixie specialists; official Indian elec-

trical service station; Thomson -Bennett repairs and
=pares. All repairs are tested on an approved A.I.D.

test bench before despatch, and therefore carry our
guarantee for 12 months. We hold the largest stock

of guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degrees;

spare parts for all makes in stock; charged accumu-
lators, all voltages, always ready in stock; plugs,

-ables, 1/2-watt and vacuum bulbs, all voltages. We
eive you "real live service always.—Euston Ignition Co.,

329, "Euston Rd., London. N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum
5034. T.A. : Magdyno. Eusroad, London. [0265

TYRES.
p / to 5/6 is the cost of repairing bursts, cuts, or
& 1 broken beads ; tubes rejoined ; valves fitted,

etc., 1/- (below).

OLD covers re-treaded, equal to new ; extra heavy
17/6, heavy 15/6, medium 12/6 (below).

POST your tyres for repairs to Phcenix Tyre Repair-

ing Co., 224, Sherlock St., Birmingham. [8051

ertisement, and the date of the issue A43
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TYRES.
A IAVIN Tyre co. will send on approval any of the

-*-* following tyres :

—

Ofix2'4 Clincher, 19/-; Palmer Cord, 21 /-; Goodyear,
^O 25/-; 26x2% Clincher E.H., 26/-; Dunlop
EH. W.D, 37/-; Avon R.S., 27/6; 26x2V2x2i4
Clincher. 25/6; Avon E.H., 28/6. 28x3 Fisk E.H.
(splendid line), 45/-; Dunlop ribbed, 30/-; Clincher

ribbed, 42/-; Dunlop E.H., 29x3'/2 for 28x3, SO/-.

WE also offer a splendid set of P. and H. Lamps,
- No. 127 (5>,iin.), brand new (all black), at 35/6.

Motor cycle tribes, all sizes, at 6/-.

ANY. of the above lines will be sent on 7 days' ap-

proval against cash, plus 1/6 for post.—The Alwin
Tyre Co., 37, Red Lion St., High Holborn, W.C. [7827

MISS DOOLEY.—28x3 New Palmer or Dunlop
butt-ended tubes, 51- each.—Below.

MISS DOOLEY.—26x3 butt-ended Dunlops, 5/-

each, in wrappers.—Please apply for these bar-

gains to Mi6s E. Dooley, 33, KiUyon Rd., Clapham,
[7357

Green St., Cam-
S.W.S

HERBERT ROBINSON,
bridge.

O A x2',4 Avon, steel stud, 35/-; Moseley extra heavy,
&rk 3-ribbed, 32/6; Dunlop heavy, 36/3; best make
tubes, 6/-.

Q/?x2. Special bargain in tubes, 4/6 each, guaran-
hJ O teed perfect.

0/?>!2Vj Pedley, 15/-; Matchless, 15/-; Avon lifrht,^O 15/-; Dunlop, 25/9; heavy, 37/3; Bates W.D.,
27/6; tubes, 6/6; Cuthbe, 35/-; tubes, 6/6.

Ofix2V» Wood-Milne, 15/-; Matchless, 15/-; Mo=e'»-^O 3-p"ly, 32/-; Kempshall, 30/-; Dunlop clear-

ance, 27/6; Dunlop heavy, 46/-; Avon steel stud, 37/6-
tubes, 4/6; best make, 6/6.

Ofix2% Kempshall, 30/-; Dunlop clearance, 27/6:&™ John Bull, 42/-; Hutchinson, 27/6; Dunlop
heavy, 41/6; tubes, 4/6; best make, 6/6.

Q/?x2',4, fit 214 Dunlop, 46/-; Cuthbe, 45/-; Bates,4D 45/-; tubes, 6/6.

OOxi Avon extra heavv, 32/6; Cuthbe, 50/-; Dun-
r**0 lop, 58/6; tubes, 6/6.

QQ X 3M>, to fit American rims, Dunlop clearance,
/W & 50/-; Bates extra heavy, 50/-.

/"RAxtS Avon extra heavy. 37/6; Bates, 47/6;
D()U Cuthbe, 45/-; Dunlop, 46/9; Wood-Milne,
15/-; best make tubes, 6/6.

7AA x8° Bates, 47/6; Cuthbe, 55/-; John Bull,
I VJ\J 50/-; Dunlop, 61/-; Avon steel stud, 45/-;

Bates extra heavy, 50/-; inner tubes, 6/6.

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge. [7881

TYRES. Tyres. Tyres.—For special bargains, see Bau-
croftian Co.'s advertisement under Parts and Acces-

sories. T0769

CENTRAL Garage will send any of the following

tyres on approval against cash, postage 1/6 extra.

OCx2?4 Dunlop, 37/3; Goodyear E.H., 27/6; Bates,
/wU 31/6; Avon, 25/-; Clincher-de-Luxe, 21/-;

Palmer cord, 22/6.

QCx256 Dunlop_E.IL, W.D^, _37/6j Clincher E.H.

26
dor 2Vi), 27/6; Avon R.S., 27/6.

x2>Ax2% Dunlop, 46/-; Avon E.H.,
Hutchinson T.T., 37/6; Clincher, 30/-.

30/-;

OQX3 Wood Milne E.H., 30/-; Clincher (plain rib).

'WO 42/6; Mackintosh, 30/-; Dunlop ribber, 32/6;

Fisk, 45/-; Dunlop E.H. (29x3%) for 28x3, 50/-.

fi Hi (i
x65 Goorl 5"ear E -n- 30/ -

;
Wo<xl MiIne

-
30/-.—

TAAX80 Wood Milne E.H., 41/6; International
i \J\J grooved, 55/-; Excelsior, 50/-.

RUBBER thigh boots (waders), brand new, all sizes;

8/6.

TUBES, all sizes; 6/6 each; orders promptly
executed—Central Garage, 302, London Rd.,

Thornton Heath. [7825

rnuE Difieieuce between a good retread and a nad
X one is its mileage. Trv us. Watch results.— Melton
Rubber Works, Melton Mowbray. [0636

SCOTTISH Readers will find it advantageous to pur-
chase their tvres from McArthur. Hill and Co..

47, Carrick St., Glasgow. Lists post free. [3940

MOTOR Cyclists.—Send your covers for retreading.
3,000 miles guaranteed. Repairs of every descrip-

tion carriage paid.—Buxton Vulcanising Co., Buxton,
Derbys. [4357

RETREADING Diamond Nobby, grooved and ribbed
treads. 7 patterns, American and H.F. process;

tubes repaired.—Midland Tyre Works, Green Lane,
Walsall. [6154

BURST Motor Cycle Tyres, chafed beads, remoulded,
made perfect, tube vulcanising, butt-ends fitted

letreading: send for list.—Melton Mowbray Rubber
Works. Meltcn Mowbray. [0347

SPECIAL line of New Clincher de Luxe stud non-
skid (junior) covers, not W.D., 26x2 14, 16/-;

ilso 26x2V. (for 2 l4 rims), heavv 25/-.—Maudes',
100, Great Portland St., W.l. Walsall, and Exeter.

[8089

SPECIAL OFFER

New bodies,

upholstered in various

art leather cloths, with re-

novated underslung chassis, suit-

able for any machine, complete

with coverall apron, new tyre and r* i r% 1 f\ f\
tube atl^lUU
Catalogue on request Open Sunday mornings.

COLLINS & SON. 7aH
v!
c
sT'

TVKhS.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.—Great reduction in covers
tubes. All goods sent on 7 days' approval,

riage paid, against remittance.

ECONOMIC—24'/2x2 I4 (oversize 2in. rims) Clini

de Luxe heavy, 26/-, listed £2.

ECONOMIC—26X2% Dunlop heavy, 37/3; B
W.D., 28/6; Palmer W.D., 29/-; special h<

tubes, 6/-.

CONOMIC—26x2% Bates special heavy W
30/-; Hutchinson T.T.. 29/-; Epecial heavy tuE

6/6.

ECONOMIC.—26x2^x2% Goodyear diamond cl

ance, 42/6; Avon rubber stud extra heavy, 2(

Clincher De Luxe, 30/-.

IECONOMIC—650x65 Goodyear Diamond clearai
-i 30/-; 700x80 Goodyear diamond clearance, 51

tubes, W.D., 6/-.

I^CONOMIO.—Fully guaranteed Dunlop rubber s
p

J 24x2 22/6. 24x2*4 24/9, 26x2 24/6. 26X
2579.

ECONOMIC Tvre Co., 314. New Crc*s Ed., 8/E
{near Town Hall). 'Phone: New Cross 1393

HERCULES Tyre Co., Northampton.—Sev«
thousand 26x2%, 26x2*4 Army clearance ts

at 44 d. per mile, small minimum payment, rest
expected until you have had an arranged mileage.

inTYRE Repair Specialists.—H.F, process through
including retreading burst covers. Every kind

repair to tyres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads k
days.—The Motor Tyre Co., 66 High St.. West Bti
wink. [3|

STARTLING Offer.—New Beldam covers, 26x2 or
20/- each, 26x2*/. 30/-, 28x3 35/-, 650x65 41

700x80 45/- each; new Avon or Michelin steel studi
covers, W.D., 700x65 35/- each.—The Homertun Rub
Works. Brookeby's Walk, Homerton, E.9. [02

TANKS.
TANKS for B.S.A., new, 42/6; 1910, 1921.—Covenl

Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry. {63

TANKS re-enamelled from 10/6.—Bright and Hay":

78, Church St., Camberwell, London. [75

TANKS for Triumph, new, 42/6; 1910, 19^1.—

O

entry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry.
[63

TANKS.—Renovated makers' designs, transfers; 13; '

—WhitwoLth Motor Renovating Co., 7, Jamai
Row, Birmingham. [74

TANKS, new, nnenamelled, latest design. Best a
j

Lloyd fittings and purop; 45/- each.—B. R,, 42J

King's Rd., Chelsea, S.W.10. [74
\

COVENTRY Tankers, Ltd., makers to the princit

manufacturers; petrol tanks for any style supplie

extra capacity.—Hearsall Works, Coventry. [631

TANKS Re-enamelled to Pattern. High-class we
j

only.—D. Jenkins and Sons, 6, Richard St., Atki
eon St., Deausgate, Manchester Established 25 yeai

[361

TANKS Made or Repaired, re-enamelled, lined, Iran

ferred; handle-bars, etc., plated. Established l

years.—Attwood's, 86, Rosebery Av., London, E.C.I.-

[705

ALL Manner of Repairs, rebuilds, etc., to any pa
tern First-class enamelling. Reasonable chargi

and quick delivery.—Day. 27. St. Luke's Rd., Birmin
ham. f33£

A SHTON BROS'. Tanks. Price lists and ordi

-£* forms available through your dealer or dire

from 14, Market Place, Manchester All tanl

guaranteed [57C

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Can
bridge.—Tanks, *all makes, supplied, repaired, at)

re-enamelled in makers' colours. Prompt delivery i

moderate charges. [787

TANKS repaired, re-enam elled ; we guaranb
makers' colours, designs, and transfers. Hand!

bars and all parts plated. Lists free.—Park Work
1A. Paradise Rd., Highbury, N.5. [653

TANKS of every description replaced, repaired, n 1
"

re-enamelled at our own works; all kinds «

fittings storked; quick service and reasonable charge

IlhTrtrntert list free.—A Green. Water St. Chapel St

Salford, Manchester. Tel.: 2191 Central. [025

AYERY'S Stock Tanks for Douglas, Hazlewooc
B.S.A., Triumph. Omega, enamelled makers

colours, plated fittings, 40/-, complete: other design c

shape to order. 12 months' guarantee with every tank.-!

Gordon Street Tank Works, Coventry- 'Phone: 177/

BELTS.
1IN. New Bslts, 7ft. 11/-, 6ft. 6in. 10/3, %xBf

. 3/6, carriage paid; approval.—Davies, Union St

Wednesbury. [445

BALATA and Chrome Combination V Belts, suitabl

for all classes of motor cycles, $iin., l/4;. 7/s"i

1/6; lin., 1/9; l'fein.. 21- per foot. Fasteners 9<

each. Postage 1/-—W. Pollin & Son, Hollington, S'

Leouards-on-Sea. [665

A44 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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BELTS.
•En" Clipper Belts.—8ft.xJ.iin. 11/6, Bft. 6in.x;-iin.
J 13/-, Bft. 6in.x%in. 14/-. 8ft. 6in.xlin. 16/9.

"17.D. Belte, 6ft. 6in.x%in., 10/-; i.ew Pedley belts,
I clearance, 61t. 6iu.x^iin., 10/-; clearance belts,

f.Xlili., 8/6.

T. EMANUEL and Co., Tyre Factors, 27, Belgrade
_L Ed., Stoke Newington, N.16. Stores: 37a, Balls

hd Ed.. Dalston, Loudon. N, Tel.; Dalston 3161.
[0726

VERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Greer; St.. Cam-
J- bridge.—All brand new guaranteed and carriage

[!: liunlop, best make, round top, %in., 1/10 ft.;

:,, 2/2 ft.; lin., 2/8 ft.; l%in., 3/2 ft.; John
11. "jin., 1/11 ft.; %in., 2/3 ft.; lin., 2/8 ft.;

lin., 3/2 ft.; any length cut; Pedley belts, 6ft. Bin.

>in., 10/- each. [7880

CARBIDE.
"INEST Carbide, cwt. drums, 22/6, f.o.r.; 23 depots;

prices packed in tins on application.—Sports
Piot. Denby Dale. Huddersfield. (5068

(ARBIDE, finest quality only, 21/- per cwt.,
I c w o. f.o.r., depots all parts; also \-> to 7 lb.

I.—Hodge and Co., Warwick Rd., Bristol. [7483

rARBlDE, finest quality, grving 100 per cent, purt
I gas yield, all sizes, cwt. 26/6, '/z-ewt. 16/3, 28 1b.

i, diums free; support the old firm; established over
= years: satisfaction guaranteed —l'oung. Importers
ftterton, Somerset. [9557

I

ARBIDE.—Immediate delivery of all sizes in 1 lb..

I 2 1b., 4 1b., and 7 1b. lever lid tins, and 2 cwt.

^rns, labelled or plain ~lor retailers' own labels, quality

Jirnnteed, and all standard sizes supplied by the

itipest firm in the trade.—The Premier Lain; and
iL'ineeriug Co., Ltd., Muoitield Works, Arlnley, Leeds.

[3286

ARBIDE, finest quality obtainable, brilliant, last-

ing, 20/- cwt., drum free, cash with order, free

rail, Aberdeen, Bristol, Cardiff, Edinburgh, Glas-

F, Gloucester, Grimsby, Hull, Leeds, London,
vestoft, Liverpool, Lincoln, Manchester, Newcastle,
ston, Port Talbot, Runcorn, Sharpness, Swansea,
imouth.—E. C. Maddock. Wareham, Dorset. [8033

PATENT AGENTS.
. E. S. LOCKWOOD. 3, New Street, Birmingham

'Phone: 5816 O. Patents guide free. |9057

REE, 100 Page Patent Guide, postage 3d.—The
Consulting Patent Agency, 253m. Gray's Inn

., London. [2416

handbook free. —King, Registered
146a. Queen Victoria St.. E.O.

[0129

Chartered
Buildings,

19242

ATENTS Advice,
Patent Agent,

years' references.

7. ERYSON, B.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E.,
' Patent Agent, 29 Southampton
idon, W C.2 JPlione: Museum 3651

& W S. SKERRETT (H. N Skerrett, Fellow
the Chartered Institute of Patent Agents,

.Mech.E., A.I.A.E.. Associate I.E.E., etc.; W. S.

rrett, A.I.E.E., Registered Patent Agent).—Patents,
gns, and trade marks.-24, Temple Row, Birming-
i. Tel.: Central 1038. T A. ; Skerrett, Birrning-

! [1534

PATENTS.
7E Buy, Sell, and Finance Inventions and Patents,

and advise on their marketing.—Send postcard for

I of

8a lea Agency,
[3717

particulars to Dept. C, Inventors'
24, SpeDcer At . Coventry

AGENCIES.
FIRM with West-End Showrooms are prepared
to handle the sale of motor cvcle accessories on

mission—Write, Box 8482, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[7094

HE Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., requires sole agents
for their celebrated motor cycles in districts

re they aire not already represented.—Write for list

terms to Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., 3569, Alexandra
,
Hornsey. [6290

tAVELLER, connection Denmark, Holland,
Sweden, with Danish competition licence, wishes

epresent good lightweight house. Would compete
trials if required. In England for fortnight.—
or Cycles, 53, Upper Baker St., London. [7945

INSURANCE.
i Covers All Risks for 2%h.p., others at competi-

tive rates.—Ernest Bass, 40, Chancery Lane.
.2. 'Phone : Museum 2234. [0005

)YS, LTD., Insurance Brokers.—Agents for all

companies and Lloyd's.—Competitive rates for
•r insurance.—170, Gt. Portland St., London. [0055

IMPREHENSIVE Policies for motor cycles, cycle
cars, Morgans, etc., frbm £1/4/6; immediate

r; prompt settlement.—John Clements and Co.,
Holborn Viaduct, E.C.I. [8003

•HE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy Is the policy
authorised by " The Motor Cycle," and covers

it cycles or cycles and sidecars used for private
oses. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximum
fits, minimum rates. Full particulars and pro-
ves on application.—The Autocar Fire and Acci-
Insuranoe Co.. Ltd.. 77, Cheapside, London, E 0.2.

[0007

SPRING WILL COME
although we admit that it does
not look much like it now.

The point we would make is that
when the weather outlook is bad,
second-hand prices are down, ant that
is when the wise man buys. In the
Spring £10 goes on the nrice of every
used motor bike, so that is an argu-
ment in favour of buying to-day.

And now for an argument in favour
of buying from us.

EVERYSECONDHAND MOTORCYCLE
which we sell as our own property (as distinct from
motorcycles sold on commission) is stripped in our
works and necessary repairs done. Thus we know
they are sent out sound, and they are

GUARANTEED FOR THREE MONTHS
on the same terms as the makers* guarantee. We
give this guarantee because we recognise that second-
hand motorcycles are viewed with suspicion, often for
good reasons. We offer the following to-day:

—

1915 7/9 Indian, 3 speed and sidecar. . . . £85
1920 7/9 Indian & Henderson Elite Sidecar . . £140

1919 7/9 H.P. Indian (solo) £63

1919 4 H.P. Norton & Milford Sidecar .

.

£90
1921 Model 16 H. Norton 3$- three speed .

.

£90
1921 Big 4 Norton, De Luxe Sidecar, All on.

.

£120
1921 Velocette two speed - £47
1920 2J Zenith (Flat twin) £60
1920 4 H.P. Wilkin & Sidecar, Blackburne

engine, dynamo lighting £105

1914 6 H.P. A.J.S. & Sidecar, All on. . .

.

£75
r9 2o 3^ Sunbeam, All on .. .. .. £90

1921 Sports Model Sunbeam .. .. .. £95
1920 5-6 H.P. Rudge Combination . . .

.

£70

We are Agents for the following;—
Norton, Levis, Indian, Raleigh, Velocette, Martinsyde

B.S.A., Victoria, Quadrant, F.N. and Scott Motorcycles.

Wolseley, Lagonda and G.N. Cars.

Let us supply you your new mount
for CASH, EASY PAYMENTS or

EXCHANGE.

VICTOR HORSMAN,
7, Mount Pleasant,

LIVERPOOL.
Ltd.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
T7<X-SERVICE Despatch Riders.—Write lor particu-
-*-J Jars how to earn money without any outlaw—
Apply Box 90, Pratt's, 9, Essex St., London. [0733

SITUATIONS WANTED.
"EXPERIENCED rider wishes to offer his services asJ-J rider -in 1922 T.T.-Will any firm inteiesled
please write Box 8517, c/o The Motor Cycle.

/COMPETITION, Racing, etc , driver desires Sitmes,^ T.T., etc.; expert cars or motor cycles.—Box
8515, c/o The Motor Cycle. [?205
"Y^OTJNG man, 22, desires post, salesman, motor
-*- cycles or accessories, London; smart appearance;
2 years' engineering college, enthusiastic motor cyclist,
months' trial, services flee—Box 8564, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [7745

FINANCIAL.—PARTNERSHIPS.
"XTT'ANTED, someone to finance deferred payment
J» deals on motor cycles.—Box 8,562, c/o T7ic
Motor Cycle. [7744
A DVERTISER, opening blanch, requires partner

-£1- capable taking charge; old-established cycle busi-
ness; stock reduced suit; capital available.—Particulars,
Box 8579, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8037

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

OMALL Motor and Cycle Business wanted; main road
*-J in small town preferred; must produce living all
year.—Box 8563, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7745
"TVISSOLUTION of Partnership Sale, Stamford,
*-' Lines., GN. & MR.—The whole of the stock
in trade of the Aero Motor Works, Park Lane,
St Ma. tins, including 2"4h.p. Racing Massey Arran
and other motor cycles, machinery, tools, accessories
etc., will be sold without reserve on Thursday Feb-
ruary 16th, at 11 a.m., by Messrs. Goddard &. Smith
on the above premises; catalogue post free 6d. [7314

GARAGES.
T^O Let, in Ramsey, Isle of Man, during T.T. races,
-*- premises suitable fur 6 or more machines.—Apply
W. Kewiey, Market Hill, Ramsey, Isle of Man.

[7113
GENERAL TRADE.

AUCTION Sales.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting, the
oldest solely motor auction rooms in London.

Terms, 7M> per cent., not chargeable if machine un-
sold. Motor cycles and cars bought and sold for cash
Nearest goods stations, Falcon lane, L. and N.W R •

U imbledon, L. and S.W.R. and G.W.R.—Sole address,
Palmer's Garage, Tooting, London. [7952

WANTED.
SCOTT Chassis, late model appearance no object

6. Sreiner St. Arcrintrlnn nn6, Steiner St., Accrington [7052

WANTED, Premier 3-speed, K'.S. gear box.—24,
Michna St., Port Talbot [7188

WANTED, Late W.C. Morgan for cash.—B. M., 497,
Old Ford Rd., Old Ford, E. [7475

CYLINDERS for 6h.p. Rex a.i.v. Engine, complete.
—Stael, Meopham Station, Kent. [7123

TRICYCLE with 2h.p. motor attachment.—Doctor
Field, 1, Cambridge Place, Falmouth. [8011

M
TWIN Rex Frame, 1914, 6-8h.p.—Number and par-

ticulars to Lingfords, Coxhoe, Durham. [7167

ODERN Clyno Sidecar Body "and Windscreen
wanted.—Hpllings, Llanidloes, N. Wales. [7115

MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 4-5h.p., 1915, P.S. V2, crank-
case, wanted.—Barnview, Medstead, Hants.

[7579
TRIUMPH Clutch Wheel, with chain stays and

brake.—Bootman, Eastern Neston, Towcester.
[7663

A.B.C., dynamo lighting, condition perfect not essen-
tial; reasonable figure.— 164, Broadfield Rd.. Cat-

ford. [7703

WANTED, Sidecar Chassis with wheel, suitable
8h.p. Enfield.—Ernest Walter, Lower Bentham.

[7176
SIDECAR, underslung ; good condition , make, and

full particulars.—18, Approach Rd., St. Albans.
[7572

N.S.U. Gear, any condition; also Grados, Philipsons,
Albions; cheap.—Box 8567, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[7749

WANTED, 2y2h.p. J.A.P. cylinder, complete
A.I.V. ; sound.—Bratton, Sandhill, Winslow,

Bucks. [7694

SCOTT Rear Sprockets, and other parts, in good
condition.—Ward Motors, Ltd., 32, Hustler St..

Bradford. [0784

J.A.P. 8h.p., rear cylinder, 1910 pattern A.I.V.,
77'A mm. bore; also piston.—20, Horsell Rd..

Hiehbury. [7776

WANTED, Autoglider, first-class condition, lowest
price.—Full particulars, Bain, 52, Nares St..

Scarborough. [7258

£7 offered for good 3-speed gear, box, S.A. or
other approved type.—19, Wilcox Rd., South

Lambeth, London. [5975

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A45
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WANTED.
WANTED, magnetos and spares, any condition, for

cash.—Charles Parker and Co., Churchfleld

Rd., Acton, London. [7633

WANTED, second-hand 3',!,h.p. Zenith, Gradua gear,

complete with pulley.—Walker, 71, Stuart Rd.,

Peekham Rye', S.E.15. [7053

£h.p. Twin P.F. Engine, complete; cheap for cash.

-Write Refreshment Bar, Tram Terminus, Wil-5 r

raiDgton, Dartford, Kent. [7054

~WfANTED, Lightweight motor cycle frame complete,
VV suitable for Villiers engine wheels, carburet-

ter.—Hiuitrod, Danby, Yorks. [7711

WANTED, good up-to-date sepono-hnnd motor cycle
accessories; state particulars and price.—Service

Co.. 292. High Hoi born. W.C.I. 10671

WANTED, 8h.p. Clyno chassis ammunition carrier,

with all couplings, new; ex W.D.—Particulars,
W. C. Hurling, Butterwick, Boston. [7484

BHADBURY cylinder and piston wanted for 1913
4h.p. ; good condition essential.—Barrett, 77,

Hartsholme Drive, Swanpool, Lincoln. [7692

WANTED, Sturmey Heavyweight Gear Box, chain-
cura-belt, new condition.—fullest particulars,

Hux table, Chittlehampton, Devonshire. [7261

WANTED, 2-seater De Dion, Rover, 1 cylinder, real
good ; cheap.—Douglas S. Cox, West Norwood.

'Phone, Streatham 1370. [8017

WE make a good offer on sight for motors in any
condition.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., oppo-

site Chalk Farm Tube Station. [7915
O-SPEED Box and Shaft incorporated, for 4-cyl.& F.N.; one needing repairs not objected to; good
price given; urgent.—Box 8483, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[7103
WANTED to Purchase Outright for cash, baniiiujjt

stocks. W.D. spares, miscellaneous spares. Sena
fall particulars.—McNeille and Piatt. -57. Gt. George
St. Liverpool 'Phone : 1092 Royal T248b

T\RUID, Saxon, or Brampton Spring Forks, in any
-*-* oondition, purchased for cash

;
good value given

for smashed or bent girders or any parts.—Ray ner,
6, Temple Row, Birmingham. Bankers, Lloyds.

[7488
EXCHANGE.

"EXCHANGE 1914 4-seater R.M.C. for combination
-^ or solo.—24, Geraldine, Chiswick. [8038
5-SEATER touring car, dynamo lighting, for good

combination.—Crown Garage, Weybridge. [7470
EXCHANGE 4 Magnetos for Scott Sidecar; cash

adjustment.—Smitn 20, Park Crescent, York.
[7119

EXCHANGE Auto-scooter, and Lady's Cycle for good
2-stroke.—Allston, 17, Oster Terrace, St. Albans.

^ [7333
T^XCHANGE your present machine for a new car
-L' or motor cycle at Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing

[7231
LONG Copper Exhausts for Douglas, cost £l; best

offer, exchange pillion.—Paulson, Edale, Sheffield.
[7174

EXCHANGE Piano Player, valuable old violin, for
motor cycle.—88, Replingham Rd., S.W.18.

[7272'pXCHANGE £15/15 Table Grand Gramophone for
J-J anything motorish.—76, London St., Chertsey.

4-5-SEATER car, sound, for motor cycle and a little
cash.—9, Jubilee Terrace, Broomfield Rd., Chelms-

ford. £7450
HALIFAX.—1922 Coventry Premier Light Car for

good combination and cash.—Motor Exchange,
Horton St., Halifax. [7903
SWIFT 2-seater. for late lightweight Douglas pre-

ferred, and £12.—Cooper, 36, Milton Rd., Mar-
gate. [7652
EXCHANGE A.B.C. 1921 dynamo, speedometer, etc.,

for Norton, or sell.—82, Caledonian Rd., Lon-
don, N. [7499
AUTO-WHEEL, bicycle, both perfect, for 8h.p. air-

cooled engine; cash adjustment.—Hall, Laughton,
Rugby. [7452*

4h.p. Engine, watertight, Bosch, as new, for Sturmey
gear box chain; sell £10.-17, Wortnington St.,

Leicester. [7189
"I Q21 Ruclge-Multi, practically new, and cash for
J- *7 1920 Douglas combination.—1, Ombersley Rd.-,
Worcester. "

[7713
EXCHANGE 1918 P. and M. Combination for good

lightweight; cash adjustment.—Box 8548, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [7330
1 Q20 2%h.p. 3-speed C. and K. Douglas, plus cash,
A*/ for Sports Sunbeam, or similar.—Buxton
Station, Belper. [7173
EXCHANGE 3-ton Daimler Lorry, good order, for

car, combination, or what offers?—Box 8550, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [7323

"I Q21 Coventry Eagle, gap, tax, all on, Sturmey gear,
J-tF [or combination or solo; cash either way.—174,
Avenue Rd., Acton. [7490

UNIC Taxicab 12h.p., 2 cylinders, splendid order,
overhauled; £65; exchanges considered.—63,

Solon Rd., Brixton.
, [7557

SEDIA 2-seater Light Car, as new; exchange twin
* combination and little cash.—Spurling, 8, Court-

liope Rd., Hampstead, N.W.3. [5848

BAST0NES
Established 16 Years

No Better or Cheaper House

NEW CLEARANCE LINES,
APPROVAL AGAINST CASH.

CARRIAGE PAID.

WO0D-M3LNE Key Grip COVERS
26x2*1 Special! .0 /B
650x65/ Heavy/ " " ' '

26x2i Extra Heavy.. .. 16/6

GOODYEAR All-Weather Tread

COVERS. Extra Heavy.
26x2} Diamond Pattern .. 28'-

GOODRICH Safety-TreadCOVERS
Extra Heavy.

26X2J 28-
26X2JX2J .. .. .. 36/-

26x2! .. .. ... ..35'-
650 x 65 40/
26 x 3 tor 650x65 rim .. .. 48/-
28x3 48/-

CLINCHER Rubber Non-Skid
COVERS.

24x2 De Luxe Junior .. 17/6
24x2^ .. 20/-
26 x 2 De Luxe Heavy . . .

.

23/6
26X2| .. .. .. .. 25/-
26 X2| 'Extra Heavy .. .. 27/-
26X 2|x 2$ Heavy .. .. 30/-
650x65 Dreadnought 3-ribbed 39/-

700 x 80
to fit i De Luxe Extra Heavy 47/-

650 x -

'

28 x 3 De Luxe Extra .Heavy 37 /6

TUBES.

Goodrich, Clincher, and Hutchinson.

26X2J and 26X2J ' .. each 6/3
650x65]
700 x 80 I each 7/6
28x3 J

228, Fentonvilie tCoad,
King's Cross. London. N '

'Phone : 2481 North. 'Grams : 'Bastones, London'

A C.KJ. 6 DAYS TRIAL
1919 Ariel machine won si'varmed >1, J nue- machine w n sHv ;r

medal, J 920 S<t)tt m i hinea won earn prize and six old
medals. 1921 Matchless machines won team < rias iwo rod
and two silver medals F N. mac'iines won two sold and two
silver medals p us bonus marks f ir petrol consumption

AUL FITTED WITH THE
W.S.R. VARIABLE JET ADAPTER
Speed, power, economy, easy starting, slow running,

choked jet done away with.

A.M.A.C., 8. & B., 8/6
Senspray, Triumph,
Claude! Hobson. 10/6

Postage and Packnui 6d.

If etted with B0W3EN
CONTROL 11 IS EXTRA.
When order.ng state leng h of

jet. including pilig and ye ir of

carburetter. Write for leaflet,

it will rarer, st yon.

'.Cifal

DIIPPE RRflC Motor Fittings Manufacturersnubuc onuo. fleet st., birminsham

EXCHANGE.
T^WO 3-speed Humber Lightweights in exchange"
-*- heavy twin or combination.—Gelding,
Ospringe Rd., Tulnell Park.

SEE A.B.C, A.J.S., B.S.A.. Douglas. Triumph, i ij

Zenith, columns Exchanges.— Kent's, 417, % I

St., Southport. 'Phone 1273.

WE Specialise in Exchanges. Large number 1-\ \

4-seaters to choose from.—Morlands Molt [

Sheen Lane, East Sheen, S.W.14.

EXCHANGE Cycle Car, good order, lor FortBI
combination, lightweight, push cycles, or sell 6 |—Mendham, Terrington, (Norfolk.

EXCHANGE Brand New Motor Scooter, tost, gl

for reliable motor cycle, or sell.—Oilers, F.jSI
frey, 63, Brighton Rd. Surbiton.

FORD 2-seater Sims, Bosch magnet*,, suit san >

exchange Morgan, condition immaterial.—Km
9, Vicarage St., Stockton-on-'lees. [71

AR.MSTRONG 3-speed clutch wheel, perfect ; £5/1^ exchange J.S. or countershaft, casli adjnstmei
—11, Pretoria Avenue, Walthamstow.

EXCHANGE S-6h.p. Sports Indian, racing clot,

model, for kick start combination; sell £60
Sessions House Hotel, Clerkenwell Rd.

1Q15 Douglas 2";ih.p., excellent condition, Lw
j-*-f lamps, fast; exchange lightweight; sell £32/1

—Brown, 15, Sheep St., Bicester, Oxon.
"piXCHANGE Humberette 2-seater, water-coole
*-J overhauled, as new, for good combination.—Ma
dale. 30, Canterbury Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6.
TXT"ANTED, N.S.TJ. 2-speed for Triumph, in s
»' change for Spiitdori 180° twin magneto, on

adjustment.—Millett, 11, Chatham Row, Bath, [77:

EXCHANGE 1921 Diamond-Jap, 2~;ih.p„ 2-sto
-*-' gear, with cash, for late combination, Matcbk
preferred.—11, Balfour Mews, Mayfair, w.l. [74

"DABY Triumph and 2V,h.p. Enfield, in first-cla
-*-* order, offered in exchange for modern Scott; cat

adjustment.—-10. P'eckenham Rd., Redditch. [72f

BINKS Rat Trap wanted for Norton; exclfaui
1921 Cowey, 10-80 m.p.h., mileage 250; s

£3/10.—P. Driscoll, 58, Woodfleld Rd., Ealing. [728

"IT7E8T NORWOOD 1 Fifty vehicles all types!
»' exchange! 1 1—Douglas S. Cox, West Norwoo

(See Cars.) [801

TfXCHANGE 1322 7h.p. Combination, magnil
-*-^ cently equipped for Triumph combination, (

solo and cash.—51, Upper Richmond Rd., Putney.

[739

EXCHANGES a Speciality ! ! ! 2- and 4-seater 01
from £50.to £500 !—Seabridge, 35, HanslerKd

East Dulwich. Call, write, or- 'phone, Sydenham 245:

[795

EXCHANGE good 4-cylinder Magneto, guarantee
perfect, and motor car speedometer, fori^H

gent's 3-speed cycle.—Box 8554, c/o The Motor Cvclt

[732

LARGE Sandum Elite bulbous back Sidecar,, et

closed wheel, as new; sell £14; exchange sporCin

Canoelet.—P. Driscoll, 58, Woodfleld Rd., Ealing,

[726

EXCHANGE 1917 Calcott, 2-seater, for combint
tion and cash.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, H&

mersmith Rd„ W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.

[752

B.S.A.. 1913, 3V.h.p., 2-speed hub, clutch, gt»
order, tax paid; ±'35; Dart exchange Trimm>

or similar solo.—Blackledge, Blacker Hill, Barnsley.

EXCHANGE Peary 2-seater. Sh.p., 1915. five detart
able wheels, good tyres, value £100, for gw

ccmbination and cash.—8, High St., Wandsworth.
[757

2 3h. p. Douglas 1918; 3' dip. Rudge-Multi. clutch
4 kick starter, 1916; both equipped; laultlK

condition
; exchanges considered.—63, Solon Rd., Bris

ton. [7551

"1 Q-22h.p. Siddeley, with touring and 12-seater 'tra
-»-0 body; exchange combination to value £30,
sell; parts, etc.—Armstrong, Eastington, Stonelrome
Glos. [710!

INDIAN (Sports) 3'ih.p. Twin, 3-specd, K.S., clutct
new condition, fully equipped; £60. Wanted, TJom

bination or lightweight.—121, Acton Lane, Chistficl
W.4. [7411

"DOVER, 1915-14, 3-speed Coaehbuilt Combination
J-t advertised 26-1-22, and up to £50 cash, for bes

twin combination offered.—Webster, Torwood, Higi
Beach. [725

F.O.C.H. are noted for fair exchanges. -Fair Offe
Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead. (NearTobe

'Phone, Hampstead 5752. Hours 9-7, includm
Saturdays. [641

GARDEN 1921 2-seater, fully equipped, specia

finish, completely overhauled; exchange genuin
sports solo; sell £85.—Bramwell, Market Square, Ston:

Stratford. [772i

6h.p. W.C. Humber Engine and clutch, L.C-- 2-spee
Chater-Lea gear box, for good P. and M. engia

and magneto.—West, 150, Amvand Park Rd., I
Twickenham. [717

O-SEATER Clement-Fafnir 7h.p., water-cooled twin

'V re-upholstei-ed, repainted, and new hood; en

change for combination and cash.—Apply, 347, Batl

Rd., Hounslow. [795
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As Others See Us.

IT
may surprise many of our readers to learn

that manufacturers of the best known Ameri-

can motor cycles consider long-distance

events, such as the London-Edinburgh run,

of'greater importance from a publicity stand-

point than the Tourist Trophy races.

To British motor cyclists this view may, at

first, appear somewhat strange, but, studied in

conjunction with the state of affairs in the United
States, the opinion referred to has certain signifi-

cance.

At the present time America is suffering a trade

depression such as- she has not experienced for

many years, and, as is usual at such times, a

close study is being made of the true value of
different methods of propaganda. As a result of

this, track racing is at a discount, and, while an-

other reason is given by enthusiasts on the other

side of the Atlantic, there is no doubt that, as

part of a publicity campaign, track racing has

been proved to possess a purely local value. In
other words, if and when phenomenal speeds are

attained in America the rest of the motor cycle

world (if the achievement obtains prominence) is

unconcerned, or doubts its authenticity.

On the other hand, the attainment of a success

in a leading British reliability trial or race is

accepted as authentic the world over because it

is endorsed either by a club of unquestioned in-

tegrity and independence or by the governing

body of the motor cycle movement in a country

whose traditions have always upheld clean sport.

This fact is significant and accounts in no
small measure for the decision of leading Ameri-
can factories to curtail track racing in the United
States. One factory, too, has decided to again

support the T.T. races, and it may be taken for

granted that the two best known American motor
cycles in this country will be represented in the

leading reliability events held here.

A decision of this kind is encouraging to

British clubs, and -an incentive to improve still

further regulations governing the leading contests.

In sober fact, Great Britain is recognised as

the arena for motor cycle competitions, and the

results are reflected, and therefore influence

trade, throughout the world.

Varying Garage Charges.

FROM time to time—especially during the

summer touring season—we receive com-
plaints from readers of excessive charges

for garage accommodation. Some of these

complaints appear to be justified, as a

shilling and sixpence is too high a figure for the

temporary storage of a sidecar while its owner
seeks refreshment.

It would appear that the edict of the Petrol

Combine to the effect that the value of anything is

the price the public will pay has been adopted by
certain garage proprietors. In those cases of

alleged overcharge which we have investigated, we
have found that the fixed idea has been to obtain

a full year's profit in the few months when
visitors may be expected.

This may, or may not, be sound business, but

it would undoubtedly prevent heartburning if

garage charges were posted conspicuously to serve'

as a guide: to would-be patrons. Garage charges

for motor cycles vary from sixpence to a shilling

and sixpence per hour ; consequently there is

every reason for a motor cyclist to consider him-

self overcharged when asked to pay the latter

figure, particularly if, on the previous day, the

charge was a fraction of that amount. * Though
seaside garages are most often complained of,

inland garage charges are by no means uniform.

This unsatisfactory state of affairs appears to

offer further scope for the activities of our motor

cycle organisations, the A.C.U. and the A. A.,
which might classify and standardise garage

charges by arrangement with the proprietors.

s

\

An Index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the back eovar.
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At Last.

HHAYE owned innumerable machines, but never

till this month did I own one with really rational

toolbags. I have a fluent pen, but it is not nearly

so fluent as my tongue, when the latter is duly roused

;

and thrice in 1921 did 1 dismount at the other end of

nowhere to effect a repair and find the flap of one of

my panniers hanging disconsolately downwards, reveal-

ing an empty space above it. This catastrophe is ex-

tremely unlikely to occur with my present mount. The
toolbags have sliding claws ; locks with a key which is

certainly small enough to be easily lost, but is at least

so strong that its wards won't twist off, as befell twice

in 1921 ; and, finally, a cunning little vertical catch,

which just safeguards the radially sliding claw from

jarring off its catch. Of course, the bags aren't big

enough to please me ; but that too may come in time.

Chain Waves,

R. HALLIDAY TURNER may be perfectly

correct in supposing that the waggles of a chain

running at high speed occasionally permit a

tooth to get ahead of itself, so to speak, though 1

doubt it. He has forgotten that my paragraph (to

which he refers) concerned a spring frame. I had

newly adjusted my rear chain, and was pottering

happily along with the sun on my flank, when I sud-

denly caught sight of the shadow of my chain on

the road, and nearly expired of heart failure on the

spot. In this case the eccentric looping of the chain

must have been chiefly due to the spring frame, which

was not pivoted at the sprocket centre. It would be.

interesting to know if any research student has

cinema'ed a chain in action with the Ultra^Rapid film

camera. There is also an excessively ingenious device

known as the Oscilloscope, with which the naked eye

can watch an exhaust valve bouncing on the cam as

if it we're a child's hoop flopping to rest. Until such

a test has been made, I shall continue to feel dubious

about Mr. Turner's diagnosis. But all these things

can be proved—does not Professor Boys photograph

shells quitting the muzzle of a gun ? .

A Bright Idea.

THE above mention of the ultra-rapid camera

reminds me that there are a lot of films which

I want to see it attempt. In particular, as a lad

who plays golf of the 36 hep. variety when all his

bikes are broken down, I want to see it register Abe
Mitchell's drive. Even more do I wish to see it-

photograph George Dance climbing Park Rash. Will

some clubman with what the Americans call "film
affiliations " please arrange for a few hundred feet

of these crawly pictures to be ready for the next

Show, or the 1922 club dinners, or the Manx week?

a 16
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Why?
THREE of my friends have just taken delivery of

their 1922 machines. Each machine in the trio

has plated wheel spokes. Rain was teeming

down when the 'buses reached the local station, but

who will blame the bridegrooms if they incontinently

took the road? It was a pitiful sight on Sunday

morning to see these three owners busily rubbing up

their spokes with Globe polish. Despite the huge

advances which galvanising rustproof processes have

made lately (witness the dull grey barrels of K.L.G.

plugs), one expects a lot of plated nuts and lugs and

rods and tubes on a motor oycle. But why, why, why

need we clean the spokes? If the makers won't dull-'

proof them, let us at least have them stoved. It was

raining when my own new 'bus arrived. Did I take

it on the road? Not much. I got out a tin of.

Howes' " Corrosine," and as that by no means sufficed

to finish off the whole of- the plated area, I used it for

the parts which I was most likely to finger. For the

rest I used some Price's hub lubricant, melted down

on the kitchen range'.

Wanted, Perfect Goggles?

MIDLAND rider seeks my aid in selecting .the

perfect goggle. Ordinary glass he considers

perilous in the event of a crash. Triplex is

.
usually built up with open sides, so that your eyes

get full of foreign matter and chilled by side

^draughts (I have used a Triplex mask, but do not

know if it is still procurable). Mica distorts the

vision. Being a fearless person, devoid of medical
j

knowledge, I buy any old pair and do the same again

when I break the originals. Gentlemen, the ball is

open. Any grafter desiring a free advertisement for

his patent goggle may write to the Editor, belauding

the same, and it will be inserted in our correspondence

columns—perhaps.

How do the Miniature Sidecars Wear?

'Y POSTSAG makes it evident that plenty of

canny people are open to buy lightweight side-.;

car outfits as soon as they are assured that

continuous hard pulling does not abbreviate the life

of the engine, and that the featherweight construction

of the chassis does not lead to expensive fractures in

the second year. In other words, they nourish the

suspicion that the ultra light outfit is a good first-

year 'bus, but might not be dependable or economical

in its second season. The suspicion strikes me as

unjustified. No sane manufacturer is going to market

a proposition which will presently make his name

stink in the public nostril. The lightweight sidecar

is so juvenile that the mass of riders can possess no

personal knowledge of its stamina. But the manu-

(21)
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-, Occasional Comments.—
j

facturing concerns do not list it and push it without

simple data, and we may take it for granted that they

are satisfied with their own experimental tests. It

must be remembered that these tiny engines have

already proved themselves gluttons for continuous

hard work in solo frames, and that cooling has made
1 such strides that the extra load no longer worries an

i
engine. So far as the chassis is concerned, its light-

ness is obvious; but, on the other hand, its compara-

tively low road speed limits the stresses to which it

-is subjected. I have no doubt that they will last

quite satisfactorily.

The Rtcardo-Triumph.

DHAVE just taken delivery of a four-valve Triumph
(no, it wasn't trty picture that graced The Moior

Cycle of December 29th, though he is a nice

fellow enough). Readers may be surprised to hear

that it is neither the speed nor the acceleration

which have so far impressed

me most. The high spot of

the machine is its great com-

fort. It hammers one more
nail2—a big one—in the coffin

of narrow tyres. The second

item which amazed me is the

transmission. The indirect

gears are as near silent as.

can be, and the all-chain drive

tugs considerably less than

a tight "belt would -do when
the engine is pulling slowly.

Under circumstances where

docility is required, such

as starting up, or dodging
through heavy traffic, she is

as meek as a tame rabbit

;

but open the throttle, and she

feels just like a Waterloo Cup
winner looks.

" Assembled " Machines.

THEOLOGIANS accuse their opponents of " in-

vincible ignorance," and Mr. G. R. Morgan
will suspect me of that vice if I stoutly assert

that I have not changed my views on assembled
machines by the breadth of a whisker. If all his

arguments were sound, surely there wouldn't be any
assembled machines on the market, as nobody would
buy a type which was more expensive, depreciafed
more rapidly, and enjoyed inferior " service." Prob-
ably both he and I generalise rather too easily. How-
ever, I will make a confession which will charm the

soul of Mr. Morgan and other enthusiasts for the

special design. Once upon a time I owned quite a
succession of assembled machines, all built by
smallish concerns. The purchases were inspired by
two motives. First, I could get my own fads incor;

porated in the specification. Secondly, they were
cheaper than parallel specifications of special design,

because the " establishment

charges " item in their cost-

ing was nothing like 25%, as

it often is with a special

design (I fancy this saving

tends to be balanced nowa-
days by the economies of

scientific manufacture). I

chose them cannily, and the

!; service " which I enjoyed
with them was equal " to

the best service that the big

factories give, and better

than I can obtain to-day

from certain ill-organised and
ill-managed concerns. But
1 have not bought an as-

sembled mount for years, and
I can state my reason in

a nutshell—they depreciate

much too heavily.

HAUNTS 01-

UMTIQUARIANS.
(Top.) Ruins of

the west front of

Byland Abbey, a

few miles from

Thirsk.

(Left.) The re-

mains of Eggles-

stone Abbey, near

Barnard Castle,

Durham.

(Right.) Old
gateway at Wor-
cester, known as

he Edgar Gate.

An A.J.S. out-

fit and a Triumph
figure in the illus-

trations.

(9)
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PASSENGER MACHINE TOPICS.
Jottings on Matters of Interest to Owners of Sidecars and Cycle Cars, not to

mention their Passengers.

IT is accepted as a firm rule that, the larger the

machine, the greater the tyre wear. The writer

has hot found this to be the case, and the heaviest

sidecar outfit owned—an 8 h.p. with double-seater

sidecar—has given the greatest tyre economy. It is

speed and incorrect sidecar alignment that are re-

sponsible for tyre wear more than weight, provided,

of course, the machine is adequately tyred.

On this point, some time ago, we received a

letter from The County Cycle &
Motor Co., of Birmingham, who
specialise in taxi sidecars. They

stated that, after a 3 months' care-

ful observation of a number of

vehicles plying for hire in Birming-

ham, they found that, up to a mile-

age of 6,000, it had not been neces-

sary to replace a single cover. The
tyres used were Dunlop and Pal-

mer, but some ^credit is due to the

excellent shock absorbers fitted on

the big twin B.S.A. machines, and,

it was emphasised, to the perfect

alignment and balance of the

vehicles.

O <S=- <S> <•>

DESIGNERS of cycle cars are

still favourably considering

belt drive, and two of the machines

illustrated here are so equipped.

The, Tondeur is chiefly interesting as^ regards the

method of transmission employed and the type of

springing utilised. It is the invention of a young

Belgian engineer, Mr. R. Tondeur, who. began his

experimental machine in

1 91 4. It was not com-

plete when war broke out,

and_ when he went to

look for it after the armis-

tice he found that all the

brass portions had been re-

moved by the enemy.

The motive power of the

Tondeur cycle car is an

Governor device on the countershaft of the

Tondeur cycle car by which the gear ratio

is altered automatically by the speed of the

engine.

M.A.G. engine with battery-cum-dynamo, for light-

ing and ignition. It is therefore one - of the few

vehicles with which this journal deals in which a mag-

neto is not employed.
The drive from engine to countershaft is by means

of a chain. The chief novelty in the design consists

of a peculiarly shaped governor which automatically

controls the diameter of the belt pulleys by expanding

or contracting them according to the speed of the

engine. When at rest the belts hang perfectly

slaek lying on loose rings at the bottom of

the pulleys. When the engine is accelerated

the movable flanges in the pulleys immediately,

press up against the belts and the drive is

taken up. However efficient this may be, we
think that bygone failures to make
variable pulleys a success will pre-

judice prospective buyers.

The address of the designer is R.

Tondeur, 38, Queensborough Ter-

race, Bayswater Rd., London, W.2.

T" HE second cycle car shown on
* the left of the group is known ;

as the Foster, and has a flat twin

engine and pulleys of practicable

size. The third machine is a mono-
car, but this vehicle has not belt

drive. It is an experimental ma-
chine, produced by the Eastbourne

Aviation Co. Like the Peugeot Quadrilette, the wheel

tracks at the 'front and rear differ, that of the

front being 43m., while the rear wheels span a track

only 27m. wide. Except" for manufacturing conveni-

ence, there is no advan-
tage in having four tracks

when, theoretically at least,

three tracks are inferior to

the two (sidecars and four

wheelers).

However, the machine
illustrated is only in its

experimental stages, but

serves to indicate which
way the wind is

blowing.

THREE SIMPLE CYCLE CARS. (Top.) A monocar with four tracks. (Left.) A Midland production—the Foster.

(Right.) The Tondeur, which has variable pulley gearing.

a 1? (25)
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A representative big single for sidecar work.

Observe that no engine plates are used—the

crank case forming part of the frame. The
cylinder has been redesigned for 1922.

THE 4-H.P.

BRADBURY.

THOSE dismal prophets who foresee the ulti-

mate doom of the sidecar through the develop-

ment of the cycle car always overlook the fact

that, at whatever cost a small four-wheeler can-

be produced, a sidecar outfit giving an equal road,

performance can be manufactured and marketed

at a lower price. Whatever the ultimate fate

of the high-powered elaborately equipped outfit,

the economical single-cylinder machine will always

hold its own among passenger machines. The 4 h.p.

Bradbury is an excellent example of this popular

type, represented by so many makers, and, in its

latest form, is bound to attract the attention of the

sklecarist who requires a robust machine—and a

Ford collapsible boat fitted on sidecar chassis.

Bows removed to show interior construction.

sturdily built mount is necessary in certain parts of

the country" where the roads are not so good as they

should be.

Single-cylinder Bradburys are distinctive at least

in one exclusive feature, the crank case forms part

of the frame itself. In other words, it has no engine

plates, and the engines in old pre-war machines of

this make are just as rigid in their frames as those

in new mounts/
<> <j> <s> o

CONSIDERING we are supposed to be a maritime

natron, comparatively few of us 'get acquainted -

-with the water other than by "an occasional half-day

in a hired skiff. There is a good reason for this, of

course, for the British youth is never slow to take" up
any healthy outdoor pastime, as witness the popularity

of the motor cycle. Few of us have facilities for

boating, but where one is within a few miles of free

(15)
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water the idea patented by
Mr, A. E. Ford, the manu-
facturer of Ford folding boats,

is worthy of consideration.

Here we have a sidecar which
can be converted conveniently

into a motor boat by plac-

ing the motor bicycle inside the

collapsible body or hull. Those
who have vetoed all suggestions

for a sidecar T.T. may allow a

boat race over a triangular

course in the Solent. Such an
event should be worth witnessing

if such sidecar experts as J. A.
-Masters, Hugh Gibson, and Reg

.

Brown were at the helms.

QUITE a useful sidecar luggage carrier for fixing

to the cross-bar of the rear body springs is sold

for a guinea by James Grose, Ltd., 4, Old Jewry,

London, E C.2. As
will be seen from
the illustration, it

embodies a useful

box with an alu-

minium-covered top

which is provided

with a suitable

hasp for a pad-

lock.

Luggage grid containing a box marketed

by James Grose, Ltd.

<> <r> o O
MANY motor cyclists who use the Easting wind

screen have remarked that it is so simple that

it is a wonder that no one thought of it before. Like

Phil May's sketches, this is an excellent example of

the fact that the simplest things are usually the out-

come of a great deal of work. When it Was first

brought to The Motor Cycle Office by Mr. Easting,

the now famous screen was quite an elaborate affair;

in fact, the designer aimed to convert all open sidecars

into coupes. The illustration on this page depicts one

of the earliest Easting screens, which, it will be seen,

embodies the present-day idea, but is of another type

intended to be used in conjunction with a hood and

side "curtains.

One of the first Easting

screens. Mr. Easting in

the saddle of his B.S.A.

upon which

he carried out

most of hi^

initial experi-

ments.

19
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Passenger Machine Topics.— .

T N many large cities—London particularly—the diffi-

* culty of storage is very acute, and the problem of

garaging has to be tackled from various angles. A
Mr. Starbuck, of Lee, S.E.12, found that he could

The difficulties of a narrow entry overcome by run ways.

get his Brough outfit through, a narrow entry but for
the several steps in the way. He surmounted the

trouble by building runways in the form of troughs,
as shown in the illustration on this page. No' doubt

FEBRUARY 16th, xg22.

there are many readers who, by utilising this method,
may save the weekly bill for storage in the public,
garage " round the corner."

PVURING the recent rains we have had a further
*-' opportunity of testing Erusa, the belt-slip pre-

ventive. We are satisfied that we have at long last

found a preparation which will not only prevent belt

slipping in wet weather, but does not call for appli-

cation every day. The makers are Thomas & Bishop,

Ltd., 37, Tabernacle Street, E.C.2.

<j> <x> <> o
ALL motor cyclists are aware that a new saddle

is not ideal for long-distance touring, and some
hundreds of miles have to be covered before full

comfort is attained. This stricture, however, does
not obtain with the Jelley flexible top saddle. There
is no metallic frame to this admirable device, and
the seat is constructed largely of moulded rubber,

which " gives " to the required shape and is wonderfully

soft and comfortable. This is not the only advantage,
for rain does not soak into the fabric, and, if the

machine has been left out in a storm, it is only neces-

sary to give the saddle a wipe over in order to obtain

a perfectly dry seat. As a proof of our esteem for

the Jelley saddle, we may add that we refused to part

with ours when selling our last year's machine, and
the same saddle has now been in use for 5,000 miles

on its second mount. This saddle is now marketed by
Alfred Roberts, Ltd., Birmingham.

NORTH-EASTERN A.A. AFFAIRS.
The Relationship of Northumbrian Clubs with the Auto Cycle Union.

ARISING out of a meeting of the Northern
clubs held in the Y.M.C.A., Sunderland, on
January 12th, with the object of forming a

North-Eastern Centre. of the A.C.U., we have received

the following letter from Mr. J. E. Hodgkin, honorary
secretary of the North-Eastern Automobile Associa-
tion :

—

" For several years past the North-Eastern Automobile
Association, which has had affiliated with it practically all

the motor clubs, both car and motor cycle, in Northumber-
land and Durham, has maintained as part of its organisa-
tion a motor cycle section, which was, at the same time,
by agreement., the Northern Centre of the A.C.U. When
the R.A.C., for reasons which do not enter into this ques-
tion, determined the Association agreement with the
N.E.A.A. at the end of 1920, the above-mentioned arrange-
ments for the motor cycle side of the N.E.A.A. were not
interfered with and the motor cycle section functioned
quite normally during the whole of 1921. Two successful
competitions were held, and no question was ever raised at

the general committee of a desire to break up the existing
arrangement as an A.C.U. centre.

" Towards the end of 1921 a general meeting of members
of the N.E.A.A. was called to consider its position and
prospects, the committee's recommendation being that it

should be carried on and that any idea' of again associating
with the R.A.C. should be dropped. At this meeting a large
number of affiliated members were present, arid by their
vote carried a resolution to wind up the N.E.A.A. When
it subsequently transpired that the club to which these
gentlemen belonged had not paid its affiliation fees for 1921

the N.E.A.A. general committee ruled the meeting ' out of

order ' and disregarded the resolution. This action will be
brought forward for confirmation at the N.E.A.A. general
meeting in February.

" The committee's action appears to have been greatly
resented by the affiliated club in question, which has now
taken the extraordinary . step of summoning a meeting of
Northern motoring organisations, though I notice that onlv
two other clubs accepted their invitation. What surprise's

me is that Mr. Loughborough, as the secretary of the
A.C.U., with whom the N.E.A.A. has had the friendliest

relations ever since the A.C.U. was formed, should commit
himself (as he is reported to have done) to the statement ' that
the A.C.U. would consider that the N.E.A.A. had ceased
to exist.' This is directly contrary to the facts; the Asso-
ciation was never more alive than it is at present. I cannot
but wonder if Mr. Loughborough has been incorrectly re-

ported. [This statement did not appear in The Motor Cycle
report.

—

Ed.]

" The N.E.A.A. general committee has always left to the
motor cycle section the fullest freedom in organising sporting
events as the Northern Centre of the A.C.U. The general
committee has defrayed the expenses of the Motor Cycle
Board, which have never been covered by the affiliation fees
from motor cycle clubs, after the fees of the A.C.U. have
been paid, and if such Northern clubs as the Newcastle and
District have failed to make a success of their association
with other similar bodies under the auspices of the
N.E.A.A., what reasonable chance is there of their doing
better under any newly constituted body which will not
have behind it the financial and political support which the
N.E.A.A. has always given? "

(31)
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ene in front of St. Paul's Cathedral Touring in France : a halt at a wayside cafi.

Information for all Motor Cyclists who contemplate a Tour on the Continent, and

to Overseas readers who wish to bring their Machines into this Country.

WE have on several occasions given information

to the motor cyclist who- desires to tonr

on the Continent of Europe, but the average

reader has no idea as to the formalities the visitor to

England has to go through before he can use his
-

machine in this country.

It is by no means an infrequent occurrence that one

of our readers who lives overseas desires to bring his

machine over to England with him on his leave, for

there are quite a number of motor cyclists occupying

posts in foreign countries who receive perhaps a six

months' leave every second year; consequently we are

often asked what formalities have to be gone through

before a private machine can be landed in the home
country. The same remarks apply to the Continental

visitor who is anxious to tour in Great Britain.

Bringing a Motor Cycle into England.

In the first place, the intending visitor should apply

to the A.C.U., R.A.C., or A. A. & M.U. for a= irifliquc

(or Customs paper) and deposit 33J per cent, "of the

value of the machine, the cost of insurance and the

freight, with the institution to which he applies and
of which he should be a member. If he writes in the

first place in good time before landing, his papers will

be all -ready for him, and he will only have to apply-

at the port of arrival to the R.A.C. guide or A. A.

scout, when he will be given special numbers, a licence-

holder and licence for a fee of jQi 7s. 6d., and the

said guide or scout will also procure for him his

driving licence, which will cost 5s.

Foreign visitors or others who enter the country

under these conditions are granted numbers, of which
the index letters are Q Q, and a special licence is

issued at the same time. This is available for four

months, and if the period is exceeded by even one day
the visitor becomes liable for the local taxation licence

dating from the time of his arrival in England. If

(3)

the visitor is riding a machine of British manufacture
he must provide the Customs authorities with proof of
export, and the machine can then be brought into the

country free of ' duty.

Taking a Motor Cycle to the Continent.

Every year quite a number of motor cyclists enjoy a
very pleasant and profitable change by taking their

machines "to 'the Continent. Moreover, during 1922 .

there will be several interesting Continental competi-
tions, such as the Grand Pri-x near Strasbourg,- the

International Six-Days Trial in Switzerland, to say

nothing of other minor events such as the Paris-

Pyrenees Trial and the Tour de France.

The visitor to the Continent should become a member
of one of the motoring organisations (the A.C.U.,
either through an affiliated club or as a direct member,
or the A. A. & M.U.);, which transact all business con-

nected with the journey, such as obtaining passports,

visas, and the International driving licence. More-
over, the money representing the duty may be deposited

with them before starting, -and will be returned pro-

vided the papers' are in order when they come back to

England.

The following information is up to date at the

moment of writing, but may. be modified shortly. Pass-

ports are necessary for all foreign countries ; their cost

is ios., 7s, <5d. for the passport and 2s. 6d. messenger

fee charged by the two organisations mentioned ; the

same charge is also made by Messrs. Thcs. Cook & Son.

No visa is necessary for France or Belgium ; the cost of

a visa, including messenger fee, for Italy is 12s. 6d.,

Holland ios., Switzerland 12s. 6d., and Spain 7s. 4d.

In France every motor cyclist has to pay a fee of

12 francs to the Customs on landing, which licenses

the machine for one year. Motor bicycles may be

introduced into France and Holland on presentation of

the special Customs card issued by the A.C.U., or

a2i
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.International Touring.

—

A. A. & M.U. Sidecar outfits are admitted free into

,
Holland on presentation of the special customs card.

In France, when a sidecar is attached the accom-

Jpanying scale will give the information required:

—

Passengers' Fares.

Minimum
General Tariff. Tariff.

American Other British

makes. makes. makes.

Motor cycles only ; per
100 kilos, net 250 fr. 330 fr. 220 fr.

Sidecars only ; charges
on body only, weigh-
ing less than 125 kilos.

net L50 fr. 180 fr. 120 fr.

These rates are minimum; therefore any machine or sidecar not turn-
ing the scale up to the specified weight is chargeable exactly as above.
Those exceeding are dutiable proportionately higher by the above basis.
The charges for motor bicycles must also be multiplied by the co-

efficient 1.3, while the charges for sidecars must be multiplied by the
,
co-efficient 2.3.

Other European Countries.

First Class.

Railway. Route.
Single. Return.

£ s. d. £ s. d v•
G.E.R. Harwich totheHook 2

S.E. & C.R. .

.

Harwich to Antwerp
Dover to Ostend . .

2

14 3 1 8 5

Dover to Calais 18 1 16

Folkestone to

L.B. & S.C.R.

.

Boulogne
Newhaven to Dieppe

16

1 15 6

1 12

3 7 10
L. & S.W.R. Southampton to

Havre 2 2 9 3 6 3

Southampton to St.

Malo 2 1 11 3 4 7

Southampton to The
Channel Isles • . . 1 15 2 17 9

Country. Types of Machines. Duty.

Belgium. Motor bicycles and motor
cycles with sidecars . . 20% ad valorem.

Norway. Motor bicvcles and motor
cycles with sidecars . . 15% ad valorem.

Sweden. Motor bicycles and motor
cycles with sidecars . . 15% ad valo'rem.

Spain

.

Motor bicycles ...

. Motor cycles with side-

Is. 2d. per lb.

ears £1 19s. per cwt.
Italy. Motor bicycles £12, plus 1% ad

valorem.
Motor cycles with side- £14, plus 2% ad

cars valorem.
Switzerland. Motor bicycles and motor

cycles With sidecars . . £3 per cwt.

Charges for the Transport of Motor Cycles on the Principal Cross-Channel Routes

Motor Motor Cycles and

Railway. Route.
Boat

Departs.
Vehicles
Alongside.

Bicycles.

Unac-

Sidecars.

i
Accom- com- Accom- Unaccom-
panied. pained. panied, panied.

G.E.R,. Harwich to The Hook . . 10.15 p.m. 3 p.m. £1 £12 6 £2* £4*
Harwich to Antwerp 10.20 p.m. 3 p.m.

S.E. & C.R. Dover to Ostend 11 a.m. 10 a.m. 16s. 7d. £1 2 10
(Belgian 4.15 p.m. 3.15 p.m.
State Rly.)

Dover to Calais 10.40 a.m.
1.0 p.m.

8.30 a.m.
12.0 noon

£1 £2

London to Calais £1 10 £3
Folkestone to Boulogne

.

3.50 p.m. 2 p,m. £1 £2
Dover to Boulogne 10.15 a.m. 8.30 p.m. • £1 £2

L.B. & S.C.R, Newhaven to Dieppe .
.." 11.45 a.m. 9.30 a.m. 12s. £1 11 6

10.15 p.m. 8.0 p.m. (300 lb. is allowed ; excess
weight charged at 9d. per
10 lb. or part of 10 lb.)

I.. & S.W.R. . Southampton to Havre .

Southampton to St. Malo
and the Channel Isles

11.30 p.m. 8.30 p.m. lis. 5d.

owner's risk,

14s. Com-
pany's risk.

£2 3 9 owner's risk,

£3 2 6 Company's
risk.

(Rates for all classes of cars
under 10 cwt.. £4 Is. 3d.
owner's risk, £5 12s. Gd.
Company's risk.)

Plus 5s. transmission fee.

These rates are liable to slight variations owing to the

fluctuations of the various exchanges.

The Unattached Motor Cyclist.

We are sometimes asked by readers how they can

manage to take their machines on the Continent with-

out belonging to one of the recognised motoring organ-

isations, and the answer is that this is possible but

highly inconvenient, and not to be recommended, the

motor cyclist placing himself in much the same posi-

tion as the man who tries to act as his own lawyer.

The International Pass and the triptique are only issued

by these organisations, and if the motor cyclist takes

his machine, say, to France he would first of all have

to inform the customs at the port of embarkation that

he was temporarily exporting the machine from this

country, and to obtain a licence from them to do so.

He would then have to deposit money with the French

customs authority in hard cash, and even here his

troubles would not end, as he would have to register;

the machine in France and take out a French driving

licence. On his

return he would
have to get the de-

posited m o n e y
back from the
French customs.

\

and on his arrival

in England he
would immediately

have to satisfy the I

English customs

.

that the machine

.

had only been ex-
j

ported tempo-
rarily. The At-

'

sirability, there-

fore,, of belonging

to and making full

:

use of membership
of , a motoring

!

organisation is in-

1

disputable, for!
other wise the

,

traveller is liable;

to be involved in

.

heavy expenses and -

vexatious delays.

(19}
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F.I.C.M. WEIGHT LIMITS.
IN

a leading article in our issue for January 26th we
drew attention to the fact that certain standard

motor cycles competing in the Tourist Trophy races

had to carry extra weight as ballast, in order to bring

them up to the F.I.C.M. minimum limits. While such

minimum weights remain in force it cannot be said

that full encouragement is being given to designers of

lightweights, and it seems a pity that they are handi-

capped by regulations framed to protect over-zealous

riders on the Continent.

We also mentioned the fact that the F.I.C.M. cycle-

car definition includes a maximum weight limit, and
inferred that if it were justified in one class, it would
seem more consistent to apply it to all classes.

We have now received this rejoinder from Mr.

T. W. Loughborough, the General Secretary of the

Federation Internationale des Clubs Molocyclistes :

—

" The leading article in your issue of the 26th January,"
Mr. Loughborough writes, '"conveys the impression that

the F.I.C.M. International Competition Rules are out of

date, and that in particular the rule which lays down
various weight limits is in need of revision.

" Neither of these conclusions appears to be justified when
the facts are known, although I admit that in this country,
owing to the fact that it may still claim to be the leader

in the sport of motor cycling, the International Rules are not
always in accord with our latest practice. The underlying
object of these rules is to encourage progress along sound
lines. British manufacturers have passed the stage during
which such education is called for. No competitor would,
for instance, think of racing at Brooklands on a machine
so light that, unless steered clear of the famous bumps

—

now, I believe, all smoothed out—it would collapse. But at a
Continental hill-climb such risks would be cheerfully taken
if no minimum weight limits existed, and freak machines

would appear as they did years ago to the great detriment
of the sport and the pastime generally.

".On the other hand I do not think, as is inferred. by the
writer of your article, that even in this country the Inter-
national weight limits are any handicap to those praise-
worthy manufacturers who are trying by good design and the
use of fine material to reduce weight.

" The following table shows that, after making a generous
allowance for the weight of fuel, oil, etc., etc.. in Cols.

3 and 4, there is still a large margin for improvement
before the F.I.C.M. minimum weight limit is reached.

Average wt.
F.I.C.M. Average wt. of m/cs.
min. wt. of m/cs. in which
limit, not Six Days, finished in

Class. including 1921, in- 1921 T.T.,
fuel, oil, cluding fuel, including
tools, etc. oil, tools, fuel, oil,

etc. tools, etc.

lbs. lbs. lbs.

A. (250 c.c.) 132 213 192
B. (350 c.c.) 165 226 225
C. (500 c.e.) 187 302 253 -Solos.
D. (750 c.c.) 220 328 —
E. (1,000 c.c.) . . 264 — —
F. (000 c.c.) 275 391 — \Side-
G. (1,000 c.c.) . . 352 600 — 1 cars.

H. (1,100 c.c.) .. 550 910 _f Cycle-
"l^cars.

" The International Competition Rules are frequently 're-

vised, arid, by the time actual weights have more closely

approached the minima, these will doubtless be reduced.
"Finally, I would remark in answer to the last paragraph

of the article that there is a minimum as well as a maximum
weight for cycle cars."

DISEMBARKING AT ANTWERP. Solo machines are usually taken ashore by means of cianes ; sidecars, (Oo, are sometimes subjected

to this method of handling, bpt obviously the best way is to support the outfit on a base instead of attaching the ropes directly to the machine.

(12) 323
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VALVE
BOUNCE
MADE
VISIBLE.

The Oscilloscope — an

Epoch'inaking Invention.

WE have already made
mention of Mr Elver-

son's oscilloscope in

the pages of The Motor Cycle,

but a practical demonstration of

some of its many applications

induces us to record for the

public benefit some of the possi-

bilities which lie before this

invention in conjunction with
research work.
At the outset it may be stated

that at various times we have
been able, by the aid of the

oscilloscope, to count and
measure the bounces of a valve
(between the lifts) in an engine running at high speeds,
to examine the " break " and " flutter

:
' of a magneto

contact: breaker, to watch the
" surging " of a valve spring
during the period' that the valve
is closed, to examine the ball
head of a push rod "taking its seat

in a valve rocker,

The magneto contact brea

complete with, hand lamp

When it is desired to examine a mov-
ing part at one particular point in ,ts

movement, the switch-cam is simply

geared direct, as shown.

and to watch the

vibrations of a

single cylinder

engine in a motor
cycle frame re^

duced in speed to

such an extent

that it would
have been pos-

sible to measure
their frequency

and magnitude.

These instances

serve to illustrate

the adaptability

of the device to

everyday occur-

rences, but they

form the merest

fraction of the

possible applica-

. tions of this in-

genious instru-

ker provides a convenient drive for the oscilloscope, which is shown

and readv for action. Darkness is, of course, an essential condition.

under stationary conditions. To designers and others

interested in research work the value of such an

instrument is almost unbounded, and its advantages

have been quickly realised by those who have been

able to watch it in operation.

Action of the Oscilloscope.

The action of the apparatus may best be described

as an optical gear ratio having, normally, a value of

1%, though this percentage may be varied in special

circumstances. In explanation it may be said that

the gearing of the instrument is driven from a given

shaft of the mechanism under inspection, and this

mechanism is then illuminated by intermittent flashes

^'"X, CAMSHAfT

100 TEETH M6)
K_-C- Islr ? CEAIlK5HAfT

ment. The operations of any high speed machinery
can be slowed down by means of the oscilloscope to

a speed at which they can be optically examined, and
it is even possible to examine any stage of operation

Since the cam-wheel actuating the oscilloscope switch runs, in this

case, at 1% of the speed of the engine camshaft, the light only

occurs each tVjt of a revolution ; thus the moving point of the valve

gear under examination is momentarily illumined in 99 consecutive

positions each hundred complete cycles—each flash being fractionally

later than the previous one. In effect this shows, to the observers

eye, one complete slow movement.

(2S1
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Valve Bounce made Visible.—
from a special form of electric light. With the

apparatus in its normal form the mechanism under

examination (in a subdued light) will appear to be

operating normally, but at T^ of its actual • speed.

Thus any part can be scrutinised under working con-

ditions, and many phenomena hitherto only dimly sus-

pected are clearly seen by the observer.

Arrested Motion
If under examination -any stage in the operation of

a valve, or. other part, appears to be faulty, a second

phase of the oscilloscope can be brought ,'into action

merely by . actuating a two way switch. This simple

action causes the part to appear stationary- at the

position it had reached when the switch was thrown
over, and in this way it is possible to make a thorough

examination .of each stage in the action of any part,

and even to take measurements.

One of the most useful .and interesting features of

the oscilloscope is that by its means it is possible to

determine without calculation' the periodicity of vibra-

tions in relation to a given shaft and to decide whether

the vibration is in any way connected with the rotation

of that shaft.

20J

Experiments are" now in progress for the detection

of mechanical noises, by aid of the oscilloscope, by
substituting a microphone with telephonic attachment

for the flashing lamp used when visible results are

required. Similar results can be obtained with this

attachment, which can be rendered deaf to extraneous

noises. The noise under examination can be stretched

out, as it were, in duration, and its origin can be

determined both in locality and in angular relation to

a given shaft. Thus these experiments lead us to

hope that it will be possible to locate a knock with

exactitude and to determine exactly when it occurs.

Simplicity of Action

As is often the case with inventions of importance,

the mechanism is employed in the construction of

the oscilloscope is simple and exact in action.

The results obtained can be relied upon, and there

can be few who" will not appreciate the advantages of

clear optical or audible solutions to mechanical troubles

instead of complicated mathematical solutions.

The oscilloscope is handled by the Oscilloscope

Syndicate, Ltd., c/o Herbert Kennedy & Co., 70,

Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.3.

DO WE EXPECT TOO MUCH?
The Sidecar Blamed for Alleged

I\

T spite of recent reductions in motor cycle prices,

there still seems to be a good deal of envious talk

about the price of motor cycles in the good old

1 lays before the ' war. But do we not, as motor

cyclists, expect too much ?

In the old days a motor cycle was a motor bicycle,

used for just such journeys as would ordinarily have

been ridden on a bicycle, except for the added advan-

tage that you had a much wider radius >at your dis-

posal. Then some genius thought of the sidecar;

the motor cycle for one became the outfit for two,

and the modern craze for luxury began.

Since then, 'it seems, motor cyclists have changed

their tastes. Nowadays the genuine motor cyclist is

dying out.

Evolution by Popular Demand
Motor manufacturers are human, and, seeing the

trend of public demand, they have been obliged to

cater for this new class of motor cyclists. For so

many of the " improvements " which are yearly an-

nounced at the Show are merely accessories which are

taken for granted in the modern light car. The three-

speed gear box was amongst the first. Rendered neces-

sary by the sidecar, it has, like the sidecar, come to

stay. Then the extra weight of the sidecar, together

with the gear box, made a more powerful engine a

necessity, considerably increasing the first cost of the

outfit as well as > increasing the running expenses.

Then the more
;
powerful engine required a more,

robust motor cycle frame, which meant—still more
expense. So it will easily be seen that the three-

speed gear box, together with the clutch, kick-starter,

the electric lighting set, spare wheel, the luxurious

sidecar (to quote the catalogue term), hood, and wind-

(16)

Over-development of the Solo Mount.

screen account in a most decided manner for the

present high cost of our machines, yet, when all

is said and done, the motor cycle is still only a

motor cycle.

Not Confined to Big Machines.

Even the lightweights seem to be suffering from this

complaint. The number of small two-strokes to be

seen manfully tugging at a " sporting " coach-built

sidecar is enormous, and, although these sturdy little

engines will stand pulling two-up for a long while,

there really ought to lie a law passed making it a penal

offence to so maltreat innocents in this way.
Motor cyclists must be the most generous face on

earth. Anyone counting the number of sidecar out-

fits on the road, knowing, as a motor cyclist does,

their difference in price compared with purely solo

mounts (nearly double in most cases), and considering

the fact that they have generally to -.be put to bed
at the local garage, will believe this.

But from now on, however, if motor cyclists wish .

the high cost of motor cycling to come down, they

must be firm.

They must return to the Spartan simplicity of their

forefathers, and stoutly resist the appeal of " twa

sweet 'een of bonnie blue," and inform the owner

of them that she knows nothing whatever about motor

.cycles (I am sure that this modern craze for luxury

is really feminine in its roots), and that if she wants

to motor cycle she must jolly well ride one herself.

Then, and not till then, will the cost of motor cycle.'

come down to-pre-war level, and then perhaps I shall

be able to afford that khaki monster which Estelle has

determined will be just the thing to take us on our

honeymoon. _
Y.H.

a 25
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IDEAS: USEFUL AND INGENIOUS <& iZ<J r

On Soldering.
SOLDERING is one of those easy jobs

which even more than ordinarily
intelligent people can absolutely

muddle through a little bit of carelessness.

Cleanliness is a first essential. As a
. rule, motor cyclists' soldering jobs are
confined to control wire nipples, pipe
unions, and the occasional construction or

repair of some accessory in sheet brass or

tin. All parts to be soldered must be
scraped or filed bright before they can
be joined—grease or oil on the work is

fatal. The soldering iron must also be
quite clean and well tinned. To " tin,"

bring the iron to a good heat, file bright
quickly, dip. in the flux, and rub with a
stick of solder until the surfaces are
brightly coated ; occasionally dipping in

flux will keep the iron bright. Don't
expect the best results if you warm the
iron in a flaming coal fire or a smoky
blow-lamp flame.

The function of the flux is to dissolve

the oxides created on the surface of

the heated metal. " Killed spirits " used

by tinsmiths are too troublesome for

occasional amateur use ; buy a ready-made
flux such as Fluxite, Chemico Soldering

Paste, or Baker's Soldering Fluid. Paste
fluxes are apt to be " messy " in working
and require some skill in use ; liquid

fluxes are. very " clean " to work, but
must be washed off the finished job if

corrosion is to be avoided. Paste fluxes

for Bowden wire work every time

!

Very handy for unions and nipples are

the prepared paste and wire solders which
combine a flux. Tinol paste, for example,
will fuse with the heat of a match
(although the smoky flame must not b"e

played on the actual surfaces to be joined).

This preparation is admirable for small

electrical joints. D.H.S.

Anti Splash Filler Gap.
HERE is a little job on which some of

the above soldering hints may not
come amiss. Mr. D. Pierrepont has

trouble with petrol leakages from a glass-

topped filler cap. Being a masterful man,

Senspray jet

soldered in

filler cap.

Metal disc soldered

in place of glass.

A non-splash filler cap air vent.

with an address in Lancashire, he
promptly knocked the glass out, substi-
tuted a metal disc, and in the centre

a 26

A Selection of our Readers'

Home-made Gadgets, with
some Practical Hints on Work

in the Garage.

drilled a hole to receive the screwed end
of a Senspray jet. (As a matter of fact,
not having the correct tap handy, he filed
off the threads and soldered the jet in.)
As Mr. Pierrepont says, the device pre-
vents any petrol from splashing over
whilst riding; but what will the inventor
of glass-topped filler caps think abtiut it ?

Top Feed Float Chambers and
Flooding.

NO doubt many riders have been
troubled with mysterious carburetter
flooding, yet have been unable to dis-

cover any cause of derangement on dis-

mantling their carburetter. How this
flooding may be caused, and a method

Guide bush for needle in float chamber
cap of B.S.A. carburetter.

of curing it, in the case of top feed float
chambers, is submitted by a Birmingham
rider of a B.S.A. , Mr. C. Gavin, who has
spread an ownership of' five different
machines over the last seventeen years.
Mr. Gavin discovered that, after the ma-
chine had been standing two or three
days, it invariably flooded when the petrol
was turned on. No ordinary adjustments
effecting a cure, it was concluded that the
trouble lay in the float needle falling too
low when the float sank to the bottom
of the empty chamber, and, consequently,
slipped sideways into the §in. recess
below the needle valve seating, where it

then jammed. A bush having a slightly
larger hole than the petrol orifice was
pressed into the recess of the float chamber
cover and the trouble ended. It might be
suggested, of course, that alternative cures
for this trouble would be a longer needle

Hints, Tips and Descriptions of Home-made
Fitments are invited for inclusion on this
page. Rough sketches and brief notes only are
needed, and payment leill be made for all
matter used. Letters should be addressed to the
Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House,
Tudor Street, London, E.CA, and should be

marked " Ideas."

which could not drop so far away from its

seating, or a thick washer or nut in the

base of the float chamber, which would

limit the downward movement of the float,

with the same effect.

A Wise Precaution.

MR, J. STUART WHITE is a north

country motor cyclist who infuses a

spirit of native caution into his-

hobby. He does not believe in the sound-

ness
"
of toolbag locks, apparently, and

A tip for ensuring the safety of the

tool kit.

doctors his panniers as shown in the

sketch ; suitable short straps are sold at

cycle shops as inflator clips. Not at all

a bad scheme, and a twopenny strap may
save a fifteen shilling tool kit.

A Tip for Amac Users.

A FRAGMENT of sound sense is here

culled froni a letter veiled in anony-

. mity. " The main jet of an Amac
carburetter screws inside another chamber
having five or more smaller holes (vapor-

ising jets). As main jets may vary in .

height above the threaded portion, it is

essential to see that they do not come
in contact with the spraying jet platform.

A pencil passed up to the top of the inner

chamber and marked at the jet plug

shoulder will allow one to test whether the

jet is clear. Polished concentric rings

round the jet orifice are a sure sign that

it is touching."

An Acetylene Gas Purifier.

ADDED efficiency from acetylene

'

lamps is gained by the use of a gas
purifier constructed as shown in the

drawing. It consists of a tube, lin. in

An easily-made acetylene gas purifier, which

greatly improves lighting efficiency.

diameter, containing a mixture of bleach-

ing powder and quicklime (calcium

oxide), held together by two wire gauze
discs. The end pieces are simply corks

with brass tubing inserted.—E.W.

(32)
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PERFORMANCES OF A PRE-WAR SIDECAR.
Sir,
—

" Normac " is evidently the gentleman responsible

for the report of a fish taken out of Lake Windermere, who,
being unable to have it weighed, ga,ve an idea of its size by
saying that the level of the Lake was lowered by one foot

when he took it. out of the water. J. MILNER.

Sir,—On reading " Normac's " letter of praise for " Top-
hole's," and incidentally his own machine, I would like to

give my experience on a 7-9 h.p. Indian, which is not slow

by any means. My " colossal " record was 10.2 miles in

seventeen minutes riding solo, early in the morning, with a

reasonably clear road.

This is, as you see, 36 m.p.h. solo for ten miles, not

40 m.p.h. sidecar (carrying 23 st.), as "Normac" claims for

seventy-four miles. -

I should be very pleased to know " Normac's " top speed,

as my speed needle was quivering at 55 to 60 m.p.h. at

times, and well I knew it. BIG BUS.
London, N.W.10.

Sir,—Have I read " Normac " right when he states that

he does the journey from Bolton to Ambleside with a

51 h.p. 1911 -Triumph coachbuilt sidecar (weight of pas-

sengers 23 stone) in one hour fifty minutes—a distance of

74 miles? If so, his Triumph must be some 'bus, or buzz!

1 know the road well and frequently make the trip myself

on a heftier- machine than a 3^ h.p. Triumph. I also go

several times during the summer to Barrow-in-Furness,

about fourteen miles further than Ambleside. But I always

consider it good travelling if I do Barrow in four hours.

Bolton. J- W.

Sir,—I take my hat off and pay humble homage to

" Quite Satisfied."" Jlis performance runs away with Messrs.

Huntley and Palmer's factory. After that I'll believe any-

thing—even " Normac's " claim of an average speed of

40 m.p.h. and a consumption of 134.5 m.p.g., with two up.
~ But I beg of this super-tuner never to tell his secret.

If he does, my whole-hearted sympathy extends to investors.

If his secret readies the ears of the few thousand motorists

in the world, what will happen to the shares of the big

.oil producers? MUTT.
New Maiden.

Sir,—Referring to the claims made by " Normac " re-

garding his racing with a 1911 3^ h.p. Triumph sidecar,

would this speedman care to meet us any week-end at

Preston and see if he can ride from there to Ambleside in

one hour and fifty minutes, let alone from Bolton, which

will be another fifteen to twenty miles further?
G. H. MAYOR.

LUMINOUS SPEEDOMETER DIALS.

Sir,—May I inform Mr. A. 0. Russell, that a luminous

speedometer can be distinctly seen, when night riding, with

the lamps full on. It may make a small difference having

electric lights, as the bicycle I have ridden had only

acetylene lamps VIZ.
Essex.

(2)

DROPPED BARS FOR CONTROLLABILITY.
Sir,—I have often been puzzled by the number of people

who ride motor cycles with touring, or " Sit up and beg

"

type handle-bars. T.T. or semi-T.T. bars are far more
comfortable and give one better control over the machine.
Of course, there may be a reason. If so, would someone
kindly enlighten me? MARTINIVY.

I.O.M.

SMOOTH RUNNING OF A SPORTS SINGLE.

Sir,
—

" Ixion's " writings have always appealed to me, and,

although Truth has often been garbed in the motley of jest,

it has been, nevertheless, persistently present. Alas ! when
he penned his article entitled " What I Rode in 1921," he
turned aside from the paths of veracity in a manner both
distressful and unworthy of one so admirable.
He avers that the Sports Sunbeam was a little inclined to

be coarse at full throttle. It is this totally unjustified

accusation which calls forth immediate and emphatic denials.

Last year I owned two of the 'buses he mentioned, one

of which was the Sports Sunbeam, and for sweet running
at full throttle occasions, such as hillclimbs, the Sunbeam
engine is conspicuously ahead of any one of many machines
(including one specifically mentioned by " Ixion " for smooth
running) that I have owned.

I can only .suggest that the proverbial pressman's neglect

resulted in his " 'Beam " not giving him the best that

was in her.

As for one of the other machines he writes of, I challenge

him to fully open the throttle when in low gear, and succeed

in keeping his feet on the footrests, so like a perambulating

earthquake is this machine at "speed." JOVE.
Bromley, Kent.

ASSEMBLED MACHINES.
Sir,—Let me state my personal views on the subject of

"Assembled Machines." If I am unable to obtain a high-

class special design, I much prefer the machine embodying
high-class components, than the low-grade machine of special

design, made by a little-known small firm. For, as is ob-

vious, the manufacturers of such components, naturally, have

better facilities than has the small maker, though it may be

said that a gear box and engine does not make a machine.

However in service after purchase, the "special design"

has it all the way SPECIAL DESIGN.
London, S.W.19.

gjp "Ixion" may be trusted to speak for himself, but

perhaps it may not be out of place to suggest to the famous

linn who "set about" him recently that they have been

patronising, since 1914, a firm making gear boxes for the

assembling trade; also, that, even in 1922, not to mention

engines, they are fitting an assembler's spring fork—I might

almost say the fork that has enabled assemblers to live since

1907, produced by "men of brains who give their whole power

and being to the continuous improvement of the article which

thev design and manufacture." Usual disclaimer.

Leeds. RUFF RHODES.
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COMPARATIVE COMPRESSION RATIOS.

Sir,—May I join " E. F. G." in his proposal for a. discus-

sion on " Compression Ratios " ? To put it mildly, I was

flabbergasted by " Harmony's " statement that the com-

pression ratio of his machine was 5.9 to 1. I have heard of

a number of motor car engines (water-cooled) having com-

pression ratios of between 5£ and 7 to 1, but not production

models of air-cooled single-cylinder engines. I am quite

aware that special engines for short sprints stand up to a

very high compression, but there is a limit for roadster

work surely. ESPOIR.
Leigh-on-Sea.

THE WORLD'S BEST ROADS.

Sir,—Under the above heading in your current issue, I

see that two correspondents, Mr. C. W. 'Beale and " Pothole

are inclined to ridicule Mr. H. Beacon's statement that

during four months' riding he never saw a bad road or hit a

single pothole. As an example of bad roads, Mr. C. W. Beale

cites Essex, while "Pothole" mentions, among other places,

Barnet.
For some years I have lived at Barnet, and during last sum-

mer I went to Clacton-on-Sea, via Waltham Cross, four times.

With the exception of the first few miles, the whole of these

journeys were made on Essex roads, which I found very good

indeed. I must admit that the tramline portion of the road

from Barnet to Finchley is in a disgusting state. In one

place the tramlines are quite 3in. above the rest of the road.

But this road is O.K. if one keeps to the side.

From the foregoing statements do not think that I am a

spring frame merchant, for, as a matter of fact, my 'bus

is a well-known 4 h.p. single with indifferent spring forks.

If Mr. C, W. Beale and "Pothole" are fed up with

English roads, I suggest that they go to Franco for a spell.

Why, the Rue de la Paix, the best known and most visited

street in the world is like a miniature "No Man's Land."
English roads for me every time for speed on a 4 h.p.

single, which is, in my opinion, the best test to find but what
sort of surface a road has'. HANDLEBARS.

Friern Lane.

Sir,—Mr. Beale's letter (if I read his meaning aright) con-

firms my opinion that English motorists do not realise what-
a bad road is ; he is an extremely fortunate gentleman to

have the use of those in Essex. I know that country, also

the Staines and Egham district, particularly the latter, very
well. Most of these roads deserve the title of "world's
best."

Mr. Gibson's letter re Amateur T.T. races strikes the right

note, although I think it would be a pity to relieve the

A.C.U. of the trouble of -organising these events.

Undoubtedly the enthusiastic motor-cyclist (however little

in the know) is sick of the way everybody is bamboozled
with special machines, shamateurs, and the usual trade
method of racing something called the " same as you can
buy," but which rarely is.

Enough of encouragement for the unbuyable, let us get
down to results with private owner-drivers, and have
amateur T.T.'s and an amateur records list.

H. BEACON.
WHY THE REAR PLUG SOOTS UP.

. Sir,—My twin gives me this trouble, but it cannot be due
to the difference in length of the exhaust pipes as on my
machine I have two short pipes leading into one large one,
which gives exactly the same length of pipe from each
cylinder.

" MC 5185.

Wallingford.

REVERSING A TWO-STROKE ENGINE.
Sir,—Since fitting an M-L maglita to my 1921 touring

model Scott, I find that when starting with the engine, warm
and the ignition lever anything beyond half advance, the
engine will start running indifferently forward or backwards.
A slight change in the exhaust, noise is the only apparent

difference. There is no appreciable " kick " on the starter.
The engine seems to have plenty of power, and will propel
the cycle backwards, even up a stiff hill. I have more than
once purposely run back some thirty yards, to the general
surprise of all present. M.L.L

Suffolk.
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YOUTHFUL INGENUITY.
Sir,—When at school I was enamoured of the idea of

niiiking a motor scooter from an Auto-Wheel auxiliary at-
|

tachment. Mainly with this end in view, I induced my
father to buy me a second-hand Wall Auto-Wheel, from
which, in the interim, I got much pleasure, using it in the

capacity intended by its makers. At length, however, a

friend and myself collaborated in producing the atrocity, of

which we are sanguine enough to hope you will reproduce a

photograph in your valuable paper.
It will be observed (though not too readily, we hope) that !

the basis of the machine is the

frame of a lady's bicycle of very
j

ancient design. The back forks

of this frame are secured to the

horizontal members of the Auto-

Wheel frame by U bolts, the

angle and depth of the junction

being controlled by wooden
separators. The front wheel is of

Auto-Wheel size (20in. xljin.)

and was obtained from the Chel-

tenham agents of the Auto-Wheel
Co.

The footboard is supported by
brackets, which my friend made
from lin. x-r%in. iron. These
brackets are merely clipped on to

the frame and made fast by mits

and bolts, so that it will be seen

that in ho place has the frame
been either brazed or drilled, for the front wheel fits into the

original spindle holes.

Connected to the sparking plug is a home-made spark
intensifier (extra spark gap), while on the footboard will be
seen a humidifier, which is a device wherebv the extra air."

Humidifying the mixture

by homely methods.

Quite a passably attractive miniature resulted from the conversion

described in the accompanying letter from Mr. H. Hinc, who,

however, modestly calls it an atrocity.

for the engine can be drawn through water to saturate the

air with aqueous vapour, and thus provide the mixture of

petrol and air with a greater quantity of the catalytic agent

necessary for its explosion. We gleaned this idea from an
American periodical, Science and Invention, and the appara-
tus is arranged as in the sketch.

In addition to the acetylene head lamp, a small electric

lamp is fitted to the front of the dashboard, which carries

on its obverse side a watch and an instrument lamp.
I am thinking (though with much reluctance) of scrap-

ping the elaborate seat shown in favour of an orthodox
saddle. This will enable me to lower the centre of gravity,

which, at present, lies distressingly higher than the axle-

to-axle line. HOWARD HINE.

(18)
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EXPERIENCES WITH PUNCTURE-SEALING TUBES.

I Sir,—On page 40O of the last volume I find "Ixion"
has found someone of a different opinion concerning these

tubes. I beg to state my personal experience on a 3^ h.p.

Humber Roc gear and sidecar.

! A Challenger tube 26x2|in. was fitted to. the driving wheel,

and was run 2,000 miles inside a Palmer cord, cover, and
\yas not touched until, some spokes that broke required
replacing. The cover was badly worn through to the canvas
in places, which I found out was due to the sidecar wheel
being out of line. Consequently, I made a very close exami-
nation of the tube, and was not surprised when I found
many long thorns and flints embedded in the tube, which
were extracted. The surprise came next, for on replacing

the tube without any repair I pumped the tyre hard in the
evening. On the following morning I certainly expected to

find the tyre flabby; but not so: it has done another 1,000

miles in a new cover without another pump. This machine
was subsequently sold and replaced by a 5-6 h.p. 1918 Clyno.
This was also fitted with a Challenger tube, and has done
900 miles without attention. I must certainly give credit

where it is due, and I consider it the best investment I ever
made. "Ixion's" experience is just mine, and I could not
let the other user's experience appear in print without making
mine known, in fairness to the tube that has served me so
well. Usual disclaimer. C. W. NICHOLS.

SOLUTION-CARRYING SOLUTIONS.
Sir,—Your correspondent- "BT6807" complains of not

being able to carry his rubber solution in a satisfactory
manner. I should advise him to scrap his tool-bags on the
carrier and get a tool-box on the top tube. Y. I.

Elland, Yorks.

Sir,—I have had a tube in use for this purpose about
fifteen years, which has given every satisfaction. It is made
of a short length of cycle frame tubing with a sheet iron

bottom brazed in (probably soldering would do). The top
is a screw cap and collar, such as plumbers fit to the bend
under a kitchen sink. The collar is soldered into the steel

tube, and the joint of the cap is made with a fibre washer.
Short of being run over by a lorrv, this tube is indestructible.

J. C." BENNETT MITCHELL.

Sir,—" BT 6807 " might try one of the oil " bottles " issued,

I believe, with army rifles, for his rubber solution. It is

solid enough to stand any rough treatment, being of metal

;

the size is convenient, and the screw cap carries a wire ^in.

thick, which is convenient for spreading solution.

(Rev.) J. GREXVILLE BIGGS.

Sir,—Just lash the tube of solution on to any part of the

frame with insulation tape. When required it can he easily

cut off, and after use carried in the pocket until one arrives

home. - U 4968.

Leeds.

Sir,—Buy a Patchquick outfit, and one can rely on finding

the solution in the tin when one wants it. XX 254.

Winchester.

Sir,—Obtain from a gasfitter about 5in. of ordinary lead

gas pipe, and a threaded piece of brass gas tube lin. long to

fit; inside one end of the lead pipe. A screw cap is also re-

quired to screw on to the brass tube. Solder the brass tube

into one- end of the lead pipe, put on the screw cap. and fill

the tube with rubber solution through the open end. Then
close the end of the tube with the pliers, fold over, and
squeeze up tightly. It is too stiff to squeeze in the fingers,

but the solution, if not too thick, will flow out. If too thick

to flow, it can be forced out with the pliers. L. V. A.
Liverpool.-

Sir,—If " BT 6807 " will carry his repair outfit in a pouch
i on the handle-bars he will have no trouble with his solution,

or French chalk, to say nothing of the saving of space in his

tool-bag. REG. SAMSON.

^Correspondents from all over the country have come to the
. rescue of "BT6807," who asked for a method of carrying
rubber solution in safety. Above is a representative selec-

tion, the army " oil bottle " suggestion being repeated in

another dozen letters.

—

Ed.]

(13)
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BULBS FOR DRY-BATTERY LIGHTING.
Sir,—We can endorse " Ixion's " opinion of Siemens bat-

teries, but our main object in writing is to point out that
any cheap pocket-lamp bulb will not necessarily prove satis-
factory, and, moreover, the normal candle-power ' of the 3.5-
volt bulb is only about 1 c.p. Such a lamp is quite suffi-
cient for the rear- lamp, but the cheapest types may prove
very expensive in current consumption in relation to light'
emitted. We have some 3.5 volt bulbs that consume 0.1
amp., yet they give more light than some of the Japanese-
bulbs consuming 0.5 amp. or more; these latter btdbs are
worth wholesale about 12s. per 100.
We think it a pity that " Ixion " has described these small

'

bulbs by. letters that are not universally used in the trade.
The correct name for them is M.E.S. '(" Miniature Edison
screw") and we would say that relatively high candle-power :

bulbs fitted with M.E.S. caps are usually unobtainable, and'
cost as much as the S.B.C. ("Small bayonet cap') lamps.,
which, by the way, are sold •retail at Is. 8d. -for all normal
voltage up to 12, except for candle-power greater than the
voltages of the lamp,, when the price is increased to 2s. 6d.
Dimmer., bulbs fitted with two ' filament's (as used on latest'
Fords) .cost a little more, and are" fitted as standard equip-
ment to some cycles.

. J. J. EASTICK AND SOXS.

"BUYING. FOR KEEPS."
Sir,—I was most interested in "Ixion's" remarks and -

would like to carry the idea further.
In looking round the 1922 designs, I was disappointed to

find it largely neglected by manufacturers—from the lordly,
specialist to the humblest assembler. If motor cycling is to-
be economical, the machine must be owner-repairable.
How many manufacturers fit a simple sturdy exhaust union ?

Many use small studs, some use peg wrenches—both slippery,
abominations. What is wrong with the large hexagon nut?
How many fit a decent adjuster for transmission tension?

How many fit the gear lever on the box and avoid the extra
adjustment?
How many of those who fit belt drive give it adequate'

protection? To my mind, lack of this is killing the belt,
rather than freak hills and wet weather.
How many cut slots for a screwdriver in the wheel spindles ?

How many fit the magneto where it does not act as a mud-

)

catcher- and its drive as a shock absorber in the event of a
side-slip?

How many fit lubricators of reasonable size and quality to
hubs, spring forks and steering head?

Reading. HABITUAL GROUSER.
VERY EXCLUSIVE AIR.'

Sir,'—May I warn those of your readers who are enthusiastic
enough to regard a silencer as an unnecessary and power- •

wasting encumbrance not to allow the products of combustion
from their engines to escape into the very exclusive air of
that charming garden town of Cheltenham Spa?
Some while ago I was riding through that town a hot stuff

2% h.p^ Douglas, with exhaust arrangements terminating in

a pipe of rather sporting dimensions, when I was apprehended,
and later relieved of 5s., in return for which an official

ornamented my hitherto unblemished licence with divers
hieroglyphic characters. HOWARD HINE.
ENGLAND'S BEST SPEED-WAY.

Sir,—We are of opinion that the best piece of road between
two towns for pure speed work is the stretch between Holy-
head and Menai Bridge—twenty-two miles of fine wide road,
with magnificent surface, little traffic, and no dangerous
corners. We do not think that the United Kingdom can
boast of many finer stretches of roadway than this one.

Malpas, Cheshire. MA 3087.

MA 6259.

SPEEDS OF LIGHTWEIGHT TWO-STROKES.
Sir,—My machine is a Sparkbrook fitted with a 269 c.c.

Villiers engine. I have obtained 47 m.p.h. along the Ports-

mouth Road, on the Guildford side of Ripley, to be exact,

and have had 52 m.p.h. on Brooklands track while " coming
off " the banking. These speeds are by a Cowey speedometer,
which I can guarantee accurate at 35 m.p.h.

For Brooklands the machine was stripped, and the carbu-

retter—a B.B.—specially tuned, but on the Portsmouth Road
the machine was as I always ride it. W. M. COOPER.
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UTTERLY AMAZING SPEEDS.

Sir,—I Yihve had the good fortune to pick up the humor-

ously written and highly diverting 1922 American catalogue

—""bulletin" it prefers to call itself—quoted by " Tomaso

Dubitans " in his recent letter.

If, however, he had read on further, he would , have

learnt a tuning tip of value to. him, that is, if he is a

" speed fan."

May I give the e'xtract for the benefit of those who have

not seen the document in question?
".

. . . the speedometer registered but 69 m.p.h. L
,

however, was plainly disappointed and suggested that he

try to get more, but after one go at it, he announced that

the tyres were entirely too soft for high speeds, and he

proceeded to spend about fifteen perspiring minutes getting

the tyres up to pressure. .. . . Here I took over the machine

and started on the fastest ride of my life. .... It was not

until I sat up that I had an opportunity to read the speedo-

meter, and although it was an 80 m.p.h. instrument, the

maximum hand had been pushed a considerable distance

beyond the last mark. When it is considered that this

was done on a machine with the same equipment as delivered

to the purchaser, wide mudguards, big tyres, etc. . .
."

Now that it has been thus firmly established that a

machine's speed can be raised from 69 to well over 80 m.p.h.

by the simple expedient of tyre inflation, it is time the

Brooklands authorities laid down a power-driven air com-

pressor plant for the use of would-be record breakers. It

would be necessary, however, to fix a strictly enforced pres-

sure limit if accidents are to be avoided, as, I understand,

the Brooklands banking was only designed for speeds up

to about 160 m.p.h. G. F. RANDALL.

PRACTICAL THOUGHT MATERIALISATION.
Sir,—I beg to be allowed space for a few further remarks

with reference to my assertion that anything we desire may
be obtained by the power of creative, controlled, scientific

thinking.

Your correspondents are highly amused; like most people,

perhaps they think " thoughts " are airy nothings, a mere

flash in the consciousness, coming and going just like light

breezes on a summer's day. I beg to emphasise the fact

that thought is the greatest power in the universe, and that

every achievement of man, every single thing that has ever

been built up in this world, has been created by thought

power in the mind first. First the vision—then the accom-

plishment.

Your readers may be unaware of the nature and power of

thought, since they appear to be confusing a clear definite

image formed in the mind with a kind of juggling business

or magical trickery (I understand they are not taking the

matter seriously).

To think upon anything for one minute makes it a reality

for one minute; to focus the powers of creative imagination

upon one clearly defined mental image, to hold to this

thought, to visualise it, with indomitable persistency and

faith, with strong desire, is to see that image sooner or

later take shape in the objective world around us.

One word more—the writer has proved this ; for a long

time my desire has been towards motor cycling ; within the

last few months my desire has materialised. I, the merest

infant with regard to any knowledge of motor cycles, am
now driving a 4 h.p. Bradbury and sidecar; true the sidecar

is a hired one, but this also—one. of our very own—will

come along in God's good time, which is the quickest pos-

sible time. (Mrs.) MAUDE STANSFELD.

Sir,—With interest I have followed up the above-men-
tioned topic, but differ widely from Mrs. Maude Stanfeld's

and W. H. M. P/s assertions.

Certainly, after concentrating the mind on a given factor,

it generally materialises in dreams alone, and not the much-
wanted and dreamt-of motor cycle. I remember quite well

during a dream ordering a 3£ h.p. 'bus fitted with a special

close ratio gear box and trying it all out on perfect dream
roads doing a cool 70 m.p.h. After waking up I spent the

rest of slumber hours in a sleepless night and a wakeful
morning.

Cleveland, Yorks.
§

CLEVELAND.
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MODERNISING THE LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN.

Sir,—With reference to this year's Lpndon-Edinburgii
Bun, cannot something be done to " even up " the chances.

I would suggest that cars should not be entered, but any
four-wheeled vehicle should be limited to 10 h.p. (terming
them as cycleears), sidecar machines to 8 h.p., and solos to

3^ h.p. It is quite unfair to class a 2^ h.p. two-stroke
with a 5-6 h.p. twin solo. From an advertising point of

view, I think " the Edinburgh " is far ahead of many of

the more severe trials, which only kindle interest in the
ardent enthusiast. As riders know, the Edinburgh not only
creates great interest at Highgate, but in all the towns and
villages passed en mute. G. T. UDALL.

T. T. RACES FOR PRIVATE OWNERS.
Sir,—With reference to the remarks in " Mudge's " letter

that there are no sands situated centrally enough to be con-

venient for motor cyclists from all parts of the country, 1

should like to point out that the Southport beach is almost
exactly half way between London and Edinburgh, and also

readily accessible to the motor cyclists of Lancashire and
Yorkshire, where the majority of sporting amateurs reside.

As to the absence of " road race flavour," I can assure
" Mudge " that he will get all the excitement he desires

should he care to compete in our 100-mile race.

H. F. BBOCKBANK.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Heath Super-oil sparking plugs are recommended by Mr.

Chas. G. Huntley, A.M.I.E.E., etc., as being "impossible
to oil up."

" A. B. C." complains of the conduct of the occupants ol

a two-seater Vauxhall car, which, on Sunday, the 5th inst.,

was seen ' careering to and fro on the Coventry-Birmingham
road at speeds between 50 and 60 m.p.h., and with consider

able disregard for the safety of other road users.

Recounting the experience of a customer who sent him a

valve with the instructions to " make one to pattern, but a

little larger "—not specifying' in which dimension and by
how much !—Mr. L. F. Bishop, a Bristol engineer, points out

that repair work would be. much expedited if fully detailed

explanations of what is required always accompany the job.

Referring to the recent article on " Map Reading for Motor
Cyclists," Mr. Frank L. Wimhurst recommends the new iin.

,

to the mile edition of the Ordnance Survey maps (which,

incidentally, are folded in an illustrated cover showing a

motor cyclist studying a map) in preference to the bulkier

£in. sets.

DDaDDDDDDDDDDDDDaDDDDDnnDDDtian
D

a Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists. Ej

Ej Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle. . _
5 '« MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM." n

The standard handbook on the motor cycle. _
-Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. u

E " HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3. D

" TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES." D
A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying

r-i thsm when found. Fourth Edition.

D
Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

' TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES.'
A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's point of-

^
D view. Price net, 3/-. By post, 3/3. O

" MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
By " Ixion," of The Motor Cycle.

rj Price net, 5/-. By post, 5/3. p
n " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS.
Jz, Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, _
*-* London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6. ~f
P Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and
n Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8. D

" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK. D
q With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 5/-. By post, 5/4. rj

P Obtainable bypost (remittance with order) from ILIFFE &SONS Ltd.' D
rj Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, EX. 4, or of. leading Booksellers q_ and Railway Bookstalls. --.
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THE LONDON-LAND'S END TRIAL,
Severity of Route to be Increased. Minimum Speeds for the Various Classes on Porlock.

SEVERAL innovations have been em-
bodied in the regulations for the

tenth London-Land's End trial. In
the first place, the start will be at 10.30

p.m. on the evening of Friday, April 14th,

from the Slough Transport Co.'s premises,

close to the twenty-second milestone from
London on the Bath Road.
The route will be as follows : Maiden-

head, Reading, Newbury, Hungerford,
Marlborough, Devizes, Trowbridge, Frome,
Bridgwater, Porlock, Lynmouth, Lynton
Hill, Holsworthy, Launceston, Bodmin,
Truro, Penzance, St. Buryan, Land's End.
These references to the route camou-

flage several difficulties, and we can assure
intending competitors that part of the
trial will be over difficult country, which
is interesting in view of the brief article

in last week's issue entitled " Stiffening

the Classic Runs."

A Wise Condition.

Notwithstanding the fact that the
present laws exempt motor bicycles from
carrying red rear lamps, the M.C.C. insists

that all competitors in the trials should
carry these.

So far as awards are concerned, cups
will be presented by various officers of the
club for the best performances by motor
bicycles, sidecar outfits, three-wheelers

and cars, and of the three latter the
Captain's cup, presented by Mr. W. H.
Wells, will be for sidecars ; the Elce cup,
presented by Mr. W. H. Elce, for three-

wheeled cycle cars ; and the Pettytt cup,
presented by Mr. G. Pettytt, for cars.

Gold medals will be awarded to com-
petitors who comply with the regulations

and who are not more than ten minutes
early at any point on the journey, or more
than five minutes late at the bottom of

Porlock Hill, or slower than the following
specified speeds for a measured mile
beginning near the Ship Inn, Porlock

:

18 miles an hour for motor bicycles above
550 c.c. ; 15 miles an hour for motor
bicycles not exceeding 350 c.c. ; 15 miles

an hour for sidecar outfits., exceeding 500
c.c. ; 15 miles an hour for cycle cars and
cars exceeding 1,000 c.c. ; 12 miles an
hour for sidecar outfits not exceeding 500
c.c, and 12 miles an hour for cycle cars

and light cars not exceeding 1,000 c.c.

Competitors qualifying for gold medals
must not be more than five minutes late

at the top of Lynton Hill, and a second
hill to be announced later, both of which
must be ascended without a stop and with
the entrant and passengers all normally
seated. Competitors may not be more
than ten minutes late at any other point.

Silver medals will be awarded to com-

petitors who comply with the regulations
and are not more than ten minutes early

or twenty minutes late at any point on
the trial.

A cup for each class will be awarded to

the competitor qualifying for a gold medal
in his class whose speed for the one mile

beginning near the Ship Inn, Porlock, is

nearest to 20 m.p.h.

Entry Fees.

Entries cost £2, including the entry fee

of £1 14s. and deposit of 6s. on the

number plates. These must reach the

trials hon. secretary, F. T. Bidlake, 84,

North End Road, Golders Green, London,
N.W.ll, on or before Saturday, March
25th.

The latest date on which members may
join the club to be eligible to enter for this

competition will be on Monday, March 13th.

Anyone not a member of the club who
wishes to compete should apply to the

hon. secretary, Mr. Southcomb May, 34,

Gower Place, London, W.C.I, for a

membership application form. These ap-

plications for membership and the fees

relating thereto should not be sent to the

trials secretary, but entry forms for the

trial may be sent by prospective members
to Mr. F. T. Bidlake for acceptance pend-

ing election.

THE MOTOR CYCLE MOVEMENT IN THE U.S.A.
American Machines for the T.T. Racing Giving Place to

i'T NDIANS hope to be in the T.T. this'

1 year." Such was the remark made
to us by Mr. W. H. Wells, who has

just returned from his annual visit, to

America. As regards competitions in the

U.S.A., Mr. Wells indicated that there

was a distinct tendency to drop racing

and to concentrate on reliability trials, as

the speed was getting too great for the

American one mile dirt tracks. He in-

formed us that C. B. Franklin was, never-

theless, getting busy with the T.T.

machines, but be would have been far

happier if the T.T. races had been held

later in the year—in fact, Mr. Wells was
most emphatically opposed to the holding

of the races just before Whitsuntide, when
the whole of his organisation should be

devoting their attention to delivering

machines to the public. He astonished us

considerably by saying- that the London-
Edinburgh run was thought a great deal

more of in America than the T.T. Races,

for the reason that the T.T. was witnessed

by a comparatively few enthusiasts,

while the London-Edinburgh event takes
the competitors through the whole length

of England. It is, moreover, in the nature
of a reliability trial in which purely
standard machines are used. He also

mentioned that the International Six Days
Trial was being received with enthusiasm
in America, and that every effort- was
being made to find a representative team.

Lessons from the Public.

Reverting to the question of racing, he
stated that the Hendee organisation

seemed to be of the opinion that a great

deal more could be learnt from the service

department, where its staff came into

actual touch with riders of standard
machines, than from racing with experi-

mental machines. .

We asked Mr. Wells if motor cycles are

becoming more popular . in America. He

Reliability Runs in the States.

told us that they were, especially in the

Western States, but in the Eastern States

there was too much motor traffic, and it

was really difficult to get out of the

Eastern towns during the week-end owing

to the roads being so tremendously con-

gested by cars. There are no by-roads to

which the cars could be diverted, conse-

quently, the speed of these cars was re-

stricted to that of the slowest vehicle on

the road, and there could be no passing,

because there was an equally heavy stream

of traffic coming in the opposite direc-

tion.

Asked as to the condition of the

industry in the United States, Mr. Wells

said that prospects were improving, and

good business was being done in the

South and West. The Hendee Manufac-

turing Co. were turning out 175 machines

per week on direct orders—that is to say,

they were only manufacturing machines

for which orders had been received.

"KEEP TO THE LEFT" PAVEMENT RULE.
THE Director-General of Roads, Minis-

try of Transport, has invited local

authorities to consider the introduc-

tion of the " Keep to the left " rule for

pedestrians, which, as recorded in The
Motor Cycle, has already been adopted
in Bristol.

According to The Autocar,, Sir. Robert
Peacock, the Chief Constable of Man-

chester, upholds the "keep to the left"

rule for the footpath in a commendable
report recently issued, and, furthermore,

regards cars with left-hand steering as

dangerous because it is impossible for the

driver of such a car to indicate to other

road users when he intends to stop or

turn. Sir Robert is also recommending
the Ministry of Transport to make com-

pulsory the use of a device to "prevent

mud-splashing, especially on heavy

vehicles (it will be remembered that the

Camberwell. Borough Council carried out

a series of trials of devices to combat the

nuisance last spring). Dazzling head

lights, too, are condemned by the Man-
chester Chief Constable, as also the bi-

cycle minus a rear warning light.

b 3
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INEXPENSIVE ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Two Self'Contained Sidecar

LIGHTING from a self-contained dry

battery or accumulator is becoming

increasingly popular, and for all

but the hardest users of the heavier

machines the system has much to com-

mend it. There is also a distinct ten-

dency for users of acetylene outfits to

convert them to the electric type.

Wates Bros., 132, Charing Cross Road,

London, W.C.2, are among the pioneers

of the firms who supply the necessary

components to effect the latter conver-

sion, and a description of these and of

the company's self-contained solo set ap-

peared in The Motor , Cycle of Novem-
ber 10th, 1921.

A sidecar set has now be*en introduced,

Sets by Well-known Firms.

Electricity.

When the Siemens

adaptor is swivelled

into the position

shown the light is

automatically
switched on.

car "lamp, and head lamp. An adaptor

is also supplied for converting an acety-

lene lamp. The accumulators supplied

are made by the Hart Accumulator Co.

and are capable of lighting the three

lamps for about eight hours.

Cax-
London, S.W.,

Extreme simplicity is a good feature of the

Siemens dry battery lighting set for sidecars.

the accumulators being carried in the

sidecar. The connection to the lamps is

through substantial electric plugs attached

to the side of the accumulator case.

These cases contain three two-volt cells,

so that a six-volt current is employed.

The lamps are of the best possible

quality and comprise a tail lamp, side-

A Dry Battery Set.

Siemens Brothers and Co., Ltd

ton House, Westminster
have also devised a

new lighting set in-

cluding a head lamp
and bracket of their

own design, a side

lamp, tail lamp, and
dry batteries in.a bat-

tery box, - .complete

with switch a n d

wiring.

This company has

also introduced a sys-

tem for converting

acetylene lamps to

electric for use for

short runs, so as to

Conversions from Acetylene to

obviate the necessity of continually

cleaning and charging the acetylene

generator. The fitting consists of an

insulating base of ebonite on which

is pivoted a movable arm carrying

the lamp holder. The base is so con-

structed" that it can be fitted over the

burner and clamped to the stem by

means of a grub screw.

When the movable arm is placed in

the correct position the light is auto-

matically switched on. The fitting has

been so designed that when the lamp

bulb is in the lighting position the fila-

ment is immediately above the gas

burner, and consequently the source of

light occupies the same position as the

acetylene flame. The electric bulb faces

towards the rearward side of the lamp,

and thus all the illumination emitted

from the front of the lamp is reflected

light. It has been found that ev
v
en when

the acetylene burner is used no shadow
or loss of light is caused by the electric

fitting.

It is claimed that 8= hours light (or the three lamps is supplied

by one charging of the Wates accumulator sidecar set.

THE NEW OLYMPIA.
Particulars of the Additional Hall which is to be Erected. Plan of the Extension.

AS mentioned in last week's issue of

The Motor Cycle, Olympia is to

be enlarged. Building operations

are to be commenced at the

earliest possible moment. It is

hoped that the new hall will be
completed in time for the auto-

mobile exhibition this year, in

order that once again that show
may be housed under one roof.

From The Autocar plan here-

with, which is approximately to

scale, but at the same time
merely of a diagrammatic
nature, it will be seen that the
new hall is to be erected be-

tween the existing Olympia and
the Hammersmith Road, the site

at present being occupied by
house property, which has, of

course, to be demolished ere
building operations proper can
be commenced.

Of rectangular form, the new
hall will be approximately
265ft. long by 175ft. in width,
and it will be connected to the
existing building by a broad

b 4

passage approximately 95ft. wide and main
97ft. long. Opposite this passage, on the Road
other side of the building, will be the cloak

Approximately 265 1 1.

long and 175ft. wide,

thenewhal! atOlympia

will have a main en-

trance from Hammer-
smith Road, and will

be joined to the existing

building by a passage

95ft. broad.

CAUEE.Y

HEW HAIL
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entrance from the Hammersmith
with a suitable restaurant and

room buildings erected in the tri-

angular space between the side

of the new hall and the Ham-
mersmith Road frontage.-

Round the new hall will run
a gallery, 30ft. wide, connecting
up to the existing gallery of the

main hall.

The effect of the new building
will be to increase the capacity
of Olympia by almost one-half,

and the total floor space will,

it is estimated, be increased

from approximately 200,000

square feet to rather over

300,000 square feet.

Naturally, at this' early stage

the plans are by no means com-
plete, and may be subjected to

many alterations of detail ; but
the new building will be of

much the same construction as

the existing building, and will

have a .single span glass roof

not quite so high as the roof of

the existing building.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle '

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply.
Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeDing a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-
taining legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.
ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of ' The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinarv way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt
with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in anv
particular locality. . _
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ADVICE ON TUNING.

I have a machine with a 2§ h.p.

Blackburne engine, and a single

lever Aniac carburetter which I

would like "to tune up for 'speed.

Could you kindly tell me the best

way to set about it ? "Would you kindly

1 ell me the most suitable jet, tappet
clearances, valve and ignition timing,

etc. ?—J.M.
There is no royal road to tuning up a
machine for speed, and it is quite im-
possible to tell you exactly what you must
do. The whole thing is a matter for con-

tinual trial and experiment, but we would
-uggest as a help that you obtain such
useful handbooks as " Motor Cycles and
How to Manage Them," also " Hints and
Tips for Motor Cyclists " from our pub-
lishers. The engine makers will advise

you as to the best timing, and might be
able to supply you with special cams,
while the carburetter makers' booklet will

also help. Having assimilated all the

hints in -these books, your tuning efforts

will have to proceed experimentally, every
modification being separately tested out. '

IMPROVING THE SILENCER SYSTEM.
It is desired to improve the

silencing of an 8 h.p. Chater-Lea
without causing any undue back
pressure or uneasy running.

I propose to do this by blocking
'

up one end of the silencer box, which
is perforated at ends, and fitting a
pipe to the other end. Other things

being' equal, which will give me the

best results: (1.) A large (say 2in.)

or a small (say lin.) pipe? (2.) A
pipe with a fishtail, or one with the

same diameter all its length, with or

without saw cuts? (3.), If a fishtail,

should it be flattened at the end Or
- for about 18in. of its length, or be
furnished with a box at end similar

to a Zenith?—W.E.G.
If a large silencer is already fitted, it

might be possible to fit a lin. outlet

pipe, but this size is rather small and
might cause back pressure1

. Probably a
1-gin. pipe would be better. (2.) This
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important Dates.

Sat., Feb. 25th—Colmore Cup Trial.

Sat., Feb. 25th, to Sunday, Mar. 5th

—

Brussels Motor Cycle Show.
Sun., Mar. 5th—Argenteuil Hill-climb
(France).

Mon., Mar. 6th—La TurMe HlH-climb
(Nice).

Wed., Mar. 15th—A.C.U. One-day
Trial for Stock Machines.

Sat., Mar. 18th—Victory Cup Trial.

Sat., Mar. 25th—East Midland
Centre A.C.U. Open Reliability
Trial.

Sat., Mar. 25th, to Sun., April nth-
Tour de France.

Sat., April Is!—Western Centre
A.C.U.—Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., April 8th—B.M.C.R.C, Mem-
bers' Meeting at Brooklands.

Fri., April 14th, and Sat., April 15th.

—

M.C.C. London-Land's End Run.
Sat., April 22nd—N.-Eastern Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., April 29th—S. Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Hill-climb.

Sun., April 30th, to Sun., May 7th

—

Paris-Pyrenees Trial.

Mon., May Is:, to Sat., May6th—Scot
lish Six Days Reliability Trials,

Sat. , May 13th-Northern Centre A.C.U.
- Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., May 20th—S.-Western Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial,

rues.. May 30th—Junior Tourist
Trophy Race.

Thurs. June 1st—Senior Tourist Tro-
phy Race.

Fri., June 2nd, and Sat., June 3rd

—

M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.
Mon., June 5th, to Sat., June 10th

—

Royal Scottish A.C. Light Car Trial.

is really a matter for experiment,

although saw cuts along the pipe would
no doubt assist in quieting the sound of

the exhaust. (3.)- A flat outlet pipe

. is of no particular advantage, and is

generally used in order to give clear-

ance to the kick-starter crank, when
the pipe passes close to the gear box.

etc., rather than with any special regard

to silencing efficiency. As a silencer is

already fitted there is no need to fit

another one at the end of the outlet pipe.

MAKING A TRAILER.

Will the ex-W.D. aeroplane

"wheels and axles which are now
available be suitable for a trailer

which I am building for my
Harley-Davidson, to carry about

6 cwt. ? ; also if 700 x 80 mm. or 28 x Sin.

tyres will fit the 700x75 mm. wheels
advertised.—W.K.

The aeroplane wheels and axle which you
mention would be quite suitable for the

purpose of making a trailer, and they

would certainly carry the load ; 700 x 80

mm. tyres would, fit the 700 x 75 mm.
wheels, but it is doubtful whether 28x3in.
American size tyres would answer as their

internal diameter is much greater.

A SIDECAR FOR SKID PREVENTION.
I have a 1% h.p. three-speed

^71 Douglas and have had the nris-

^ fortune to have a skid and break
-±J my collar bone. Being no longer

young, some of my friends advise
me to attach a light sidecar for

safety's sake. Others say, " Don't,
you will be less safe than riding solo."

I know the machine is not intended
for sidecar work, but I should almost
always use it empty. There are a
good many 2| h.p. sidecar outfits on
the road now, but I always doubt their

capabilities. I want to be on the safe

side. It strikes me that with a Douglas
the kick-starter is on the wrong side for

a sidecar.—W.A.
Your machine should be quite capable
of pulling a light sidecar, especially if

you do not intend to use it extensively

for passenger carrying. A light machine
with a light sidecar ridden empty is

rather difficult to manage at firsts especi-

ally when rounding left-hand bends, but
there is certainly no danger of skidding,

and very little fear of the sidecar lifting

if only reasonable care is used. It might
be difficult to use the kick-starter on the
Douglas, but the machine is so easily

started by pushing on second gear, that

it should not have much bearing on the

matter. Just at first it would be advis-

able to carry about 56 lb. of dead weight

in the sidecar to keep it down on corners.

' C3
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MAGNETISED MAGNETO DRIVING
SPROCKET.

I have a Dixie magneto, and
the sprocket becomes magnetised.
I have taken both magnets off,

and find this condition ceases,

but occurs the moment the mag-
nets- are replaced. Is this detrimental
to magneto? It so, I should be glad
if you can tell me how to prevent it.

—R.T.D.
We cannot say definitely whether the
magnetising of the driving sprocket is

detrimental to the magneto. It should
not be so, of course, as, theoretically at
any rate, the rotor spindle should be of

non-magnetic material. Providing your
magneto gives reasonable satisfaction,

there is no need to worry about the
condition described.

MOTOR CYCLES AND NERVES.
On mentioning to some friends

of mine, who have had con-

siderable experience of motor
cycles, that I am considering pur-
chasing a sidecar outfit, they

have advised me, on account of the
shock and vibration which they say is

apparent in most makes of machines,
nut to entertain the idea, as it is

eventually detrimental to sound health,
and particularly having a decided effect

upon the nervous system. Personally, I

have had no experience whatever, and
I cannot contradict this opinion. Will
you enlighten me on this matter so that
I may profit by your sound and im-
partial advice?—H.S.

Although we have been in touch with
thousands of motor cyclists, we have yet
to hear of anyone having to give up
riding as a direct result of the effect of
vibration on the nervous system. Indeed,
this idea seems to be quite contradicted
by the fact that medical men frequently
recommend motoring or motor cycling to
persons of neurotic temperament.
DIFFICULTIES WITH A TWO-STROKE.

I have a 1920 motor cycle with
2^ h.p. Villiers two-stroke engine,
C.A.V. magneto, and Amac car-
buretter, which has begun to run
very erratically. The symptoms

are popping back in the carburetter,
slight misfiring at all speeds (but not
up hill), and an occasional slowing down
in speed without apparent reason. The
engine has always run well on a 27 jet,
but I have gradually, increased the jet
until I am now using a 34, but the
popping is becoming gradually worse.
Owing to a defect of my drip feed—
and as I do much night' riding I use
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CONVERSIONS TO COUNTERSHAFT
CHAIN DRIVE.

Several readers have asked re-

cently for instructions on the

conversion of direct belt-

driven machines to counter-

shaft drive. Here is a 3J h.p'

Rudge-Multi, fitted up by

A. Pilkington & Co., 390,

Lichfield Road, Birmingham,

with a Sturmey-Archer gear

box, new bottom bracket and

stays, and a new wheel and

brakework to suit the chain

transmission.

the petrol system o£ lubrication—the
engine gets plenty of oil, because it

smokes occasionally, and the end of the
exhaust pipe is always oily. Petrol con-

sumption has dropped from 120 m.p.g.
to about 70 m.p.g., and the engine has
lost power and speed. Total distance

run is about 3,500 miles and the com-
pression is excellent. 'Engine recently

decarbonised, and there is no undue play

jn the bearings. I suggest that the

carburetter is at fault ; but if it is an
air leak, how can I find out this, and
what is the remedy? The needle has a

"collar" worn in it, but the carburetter

does not drip. In addition to the above
trouble, the engine during the last few
weeks seems to race even when the

machine is travelling at a moderate
pace, and yet there is no belt slip. I

have tested the gear ratios (Albion two-

speed) with the machine on the stand,

by pulling the belt round after marking
the engine pulley and belt rim, but the

ratios are the same as when the machine
was purchased. Can there be some
"slip" in the gears when on the road?

—H.L.L.
Blow-back is usually caused by the mix-

ture being too weak, and this may be

brought about by an air leak in the induc-

tion system, or by a partial stoppage of

the petrol supply due to a floating ob-

struction in the carburetter between the
float chamber and the jet, or in the jet

itself. Another possible cause of trouble

is that the filter at the petrol pipe union
beneath the float chamber is choked, or

that the needle sticks in its seating. The
transmission slip might also account in

part for high consumption. It is almost
certain to be belt slip, as the gears are

positively engaged and cannot slip.

CAMOUFLAGING A SPRING FRAME
When people ask
" Where are the spring

frames ? ' there is

some excuse for them
forgetting such a de-

sign as the Paragon

lightweight, which is

so neat that it needs

close examination to

discover that it really

has a rear suspension

system. It is made
by the The Motor
Works, Cressing Road,

Braintree, Essex.
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FITTING DYNAMO LIGHTING.
What do you consider a suitable

place from which to drive a 12'

volt dynamo on an 8 h.p. Zenith
sidecar "outfit, and what is the
best voltage and candle-power

for the lamps I could use for head, side,

and tail? The lamps will be fitted in

series.—G.S.W.B.
It should be possible to fit some attach-
ment for the driving pulley of the dynamo
on to the main shaft of the engine, pro-
bably on the outside of the Gradua pulley.
You will, of course, need an accumulator,
and the wiring of the lamps in series is

not to be recommended at all. Without
knowing the output of the dynamo, we
cannot specify any special sizes for the
bulbs in the various lamps. A 6 volt
dynamo would be preferable for motor
cycle lighting, and it should for choice
have an output of 4 to 5 amps. A
6 volt 3 amp. bulb in the head lamp and
6 volt i amp. in the side and the tail, all
the lamps being in parallel, would 'not
overload the dynamo, so that an electric
horn and speedometer lamp, etc., could
safely be used in addition.

SLIPPING OF SELECTIVE CLUTCH
GEAR.

The gears of my 1918 3£ h.p.
P. and M. outfit have for some
time been giving trouble by slip-,
ping. Evidently the expanding
drums are considerably worn as

adjustment merely improves matters for
a short time.. Is there on the market
any make of gear (two or three-speed)
giving, of course, free engine and kick
start that I could fit to my outfit in
place of the manufacturers' gear? If so
would you be good enough to give
particulars?—H.W.H.

There is no gear which could be readily
fitted to your machine in place of the
standard one, nor should there be any
need to scrap such a normally satisfactory
and reliable item of the specification.
Slipping of the selective clutches is very
readily put right by the insertion of pack-
ing strips in the wedge bars. You should
write to the makers for their instruction
booklet and spare parts list. We assume,
of course, that the slipping is actually
taking place in the gears, and not, as
frequently happens, in the slipping clutch
on the engine-shaft. It is quite likely
that tightening up the adjusting nuts on
the latter would solve your difficulties.

(19—20)'
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READERS' REPLIES.

ACCUMULATOR CHARGING.
With reference to the reply of Mr.

Arvon Glynne in your issue of January
19th on accumulator charging, we think
that if he was charging his accumu-
lator from a 220 volt circuit at, say, 2.5

amps., the 100 ohm. "A" net would
get very hot, as this net is only designed
to dissipate 260 watts, whereas 220 volts

at 2.5 amps, is 550 watts. We would
strongly advise two of our B TyPe ne*s
placed in series rather than the above.

Should any of your readers be in difficulty,

if they will write us stating the voltage

of their circuit and charging rate in amps,

of their cell, we shall be pleased to advise

them as to the best net or combination of

nets to use.—F. W. Potter and Co.

SOME ROAD GRADIENTS.

Your reply to " W. U." on the question

of road gradients was interesting, as I

know Blue Bank fairly well, and have
twice been over Mamm Tor, and I should

certainly regard the contour book you
quote as unreliable in these instances.

Without precise measurements, but from
observation confirmed by my machine's

comparative performance on a grade of

1 in 7 (measured) over~a longer distance

than the steepest portions of either of the

hills mentioned, I should estimate Blue
Bank as 1 in 4Ji, and Mamm Tor 1 in 6
in the worst places. If the former is

really 1 in 7, then I should expect such a

hill as the Old Wyche
;
reputed 1 in 2^, to

be quite unclimbable, if only on account of

the risk of falling backwards. I should

be interested to hear of authentic
measurements. Whilst on the subject of

gradients, I was told by a friend who
quoted a well-known contour book, that

the last corner on Kirkstone Pass, ap-

proached from Ambleside, was 1 in 3.

This also I was unable to believe.—U 5436.

PETROL AND OIL CONSUMPTION
OF A SINGLE.

I cannot help writing about " H.W.B.'s"
consumption query regarding the 1921 4^
h.p. B.S.A. solo. He says he gets only 65

m.p.g. with jet opened half a turn. I

bought a similar machine new last March
with a No. 2 B.S.A. sidecar, and during
two days in August I covered 186 miles

on a carefully measured consumption of

78^- m.p.g. with the jet threequarters open
and a strong wind against me for over

fifty miles. The weight of the outfit was
6£ cwt., including self and passenger, and
many stops were made. On the other

hand, my oil consumption has been heavy,

viz., 525 m.p.g. for 3,152 miles, using

B.B. oil. In other respects the machine
is reliability itself, my only troubles being
the exhaust valve stuck up twice.— S. E.
J. LONGHTRST.

FOR A LEGLESS RIDER.

Regarding the type of machine best

suited ' to the requirements of " Leg-
less," I see that the " Harrier Run-
about " is mentioned as a likely mount
if the enquirer " makes certain modifica-

tions." I cannot pass an opinion for or

against the " Harper," because I don't

know its structural ' details fully, but if

what I am going to say is of benefit I

shall be glad, as it happens that I am
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an enthusiastic motor cyclist and have
been for many years. I am a member
of the Leeds and District Motor Club,
being on the committee for the last two
years, and I am the holder of the
Kelly Cup for the Leeds to London and
back (400 miles), and I have gold,
silver, and bronze medals for hill climbs,
reliability trials, etc. I also hold the
silver medal for second place in York-
shire Centre A.C.TJ. Team Trial, 1920.
All this, in addition to thousands of
miles touring, I have accomplished on a
6 h.p. Royal Enfield Comhination, which
requires no alteration or modification
whatever. Oh, by ihe way, I nearly
forgot to say that I lost both my legs
sixteen years ago. I am riding now my
fourth Enfield, in every case the machine
being standard in every detail. I should
not care to trust myself on a machine
fitted only with brakes operated by wires
from the handle-bar, excellent as are
the Bowden wires. The brake pedal on
the Royal Enfield is on the off side, and
stands just on the inside of the right
artificial foot. All I have to do is to
raise the foot and it drops on to the
brake pedal, the weight of the leg being
almost sufficient to apply the brake in
most cases, and a, gentle pull at the
handle-bar gives me power sufficient to
skjd the wheel any time.—Tom Hardy.

EXPERIENCES WANTED
Headers' replies to questions published

under this heading should be addressed
c/o The Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London
E.CA, when they will be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned.

"P.R." (Northampton).—A. J.S. and
Matchless 2-seater outfits compared

; speed
no object.

"C.'H.L." (Brondesbury Park).—2| h.p.
3-speed Wooler with sidecar; speed and
climbing.

"G.R.W." (Sutton Coldfield).—Yilliers-
engined lightweight, also 3£ h.p. Rudge
Mnlti with sidecar; particularly belt ex-
periences with latter when climbing.

"C.H.L." (London, N.W.10).—3 h.p.
A. B.C. with sidecar: Life of bearings,
springing, gudgeon pin fixings, and
-general efficiencv.

"S.H." (Middleton).—2| h.p. Con-
naught : Comfort, consumption, lubrica-
tion, silence.

" M.L.L." (Aldeburgh).—Zenith-Brad-
shaw

: Speed, valve noise ; three-speed
compared with Gradua model ; oil con-
sumption.

" A.Y.W." (Beeding).—Degory, Binks,
or Atmos carburetters on 8 h.p. Reading
Standard.
"R.H.C." (Falmouth).—1922 Quadrant

with sidecar : Reliability ; faults, if any.
" P.W.M." (Birmingham).—Atmos car-

buretter on 4 h.p. Norton and 2} h.p.
A. J.S. : General results.

"R.B." (Southport). — S.A. impulse
starter : ease of fitting and reliability on
big twin.

"F.M." (Daventry).—4J, h.p. 1921-22
Humber : Reliability ; brake power with
sidecar

;
general experiences.

"W..S.H." (London).—Ner-a-car : Re-
liability; wear of friction disc.

Kingsbury Spare Farts.

All the jigs, tools and material used in
the manufacture of the Kingsbury motor
cycles at Hendon have been purchased by
the Vulcan Works, Ltd., Welshpool, from
whom spares may be obtained from stock.

Piston Ring Sizes.

A most useful thing for garage proprie-
tors is the Brico Piston Ring Directory, a
large wall chart giving the piston ring
sizes for all standard motor cycle, car,
lorry, and tractor engines. It is published
by the British Piston Ring Co., Ltd.,
Holbrook Lane, Coventry.

Sheet Celluloid Supplies.

Polished sheet celluloid, in various thick-
nesses and a number of sizes, from 54in. x
24in. down to 13^in. xl2in., is being
offered by the Athol Engineering Co., 9,

Peru Street, Higher Broughton, Man-
chester ; it is eminently suitable for wind-
screens, windows, etc. The same firm also
makes windscreens and aprons to cus-
tomers' special requirements.

Under New Management.
We are glad to learn that the manufac-

ture of the Wooler motor cycle has been
resumed, the company having been
bought by Mr. William Dederich, of

Messrs. W. Dederich Ltd. , railway con-
tractors, Imperial Buildings, Ludgate
Circus, London, E.C.4. The Alperton
Works will be carried on under entirely
new management, but Mr. Wooler will
continue as the company's chief engineer
and designer.

Down a Long Hill.

Apropos of "Ixion's" recent paragraph
on the subject of oil plugs, resulting on
closed throttle coasting on long hills,

Bowden Wire, Ltd., of Willesden Junction,
redraw attention to the fact that the
A.J.S. teams in the last Six Days Trials
used Bowden extra air inlets, and by so
doing helped to attain economic running
as well as guarding against oiled plugs on
the descents.

Wiring Diagrams.
" Lektrik Lighting Connections " (A. P.

Lundberg and Sons, 477, Liverpool Koad,
London, N.) is a most useful booklet deal-

ing with electric lighting, giving diagrams
of wiring, illustrations of various types of

switches, and a complete section devoted
to motor car lighting, including diagrams
for the electrical wiring of motor cycles;
the price is Is. 2d. post free.

Catalogues Received.

James Cycle Co., Ltd., Greet, Birming-
ham : Much informative matter and
many illustrations relative to the James
range of machines lose much of their

effectiveness on account of the curiously
grained paper on which the twenty-four
page catalogue is printed.

C7
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Ticree to
"licjhT "JAMpS

Feb. 16th

„ 18th

., 20th

„ 22nd

Number plates to be illuminated thirty minutes
earlier, vide Road Vehicles Registration and
Licensing Order (1921).

Police Activity.

Number-plates and rear lights are re-

ceiving close scrutiny in the Camberley
district, according to the report of a reader
who has suffered there recently.

A Royal Order.

A special scooter for her own use has
been ordered by the Queen of Belgium
from Messrs. Roberts and Hibbs, of Man-
chester, the makers of New Scale
machines. This follows on the satisfaction
which the King of Belgium has had in his

1'ew Scale motor cycle which was recently
supplied.

Another Second-hand Show.

The fourth show of used motor vehicles,
including motor cycles, is to take place at

the Crystal Palace from March 27th to
April 8th. It will be recalled that the
vehicles entered are examined by experts,
and that a certificate recording the condi-
tion of the vehicle is displayed on it during
the show as a kind of warranty. The
organiser is Mr. William Glass, 12,
Buckingham Street, Strand, London,
W.C.2.

Rendezvous Wanted.

A reader in North London suggests that
motor cyclists around the Metropolis
should pool their experiences of beauty '

spots and comfortable quarters suitable as
the objectives of week-end trips. By so
doing the way to new haunts would be
opened to many who at present have
exhausted their own immediate neighbour-
hood. This is a commendable idea, and
our columns are open for information re-

garding (in the words of our corre-
spondent) " happy experiences of week-
ends spent at hotels or inns with rambling,
boating, fishing, or any pleasant surround-
ings within fifty miles of London."

Institution of Automobile Engineers.

On Tuesday next, Dr. W. R, Ormandy
and Mr. E. C. Craven will read a paper
on "The Physical Properties of Motor
Fuels—A Discussion of their Bearing on
the Motor Industry" at the Chamber of
Commerce, New Street, Birmingham., at
7 p.m. On Thursday next (the 23rd) -Mr.
E. L. Bass will read his paper on " Engine
Lubrication" in the Masonic Hall. Coven-
try, at 7.45 p.m. ; while on February
28th, at the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers, Storey's Gate, St. James's
Park, S.W.I. , at 8.30 p.m., various re-
cording instruments used on motor cars
will be demonstrated and discussed.

VALVE BOUNCE MADE VISIBLE.

INTERNATIONAL TOURING.
PASSENGER MACHINE TOPICS.

The Colmore Cup Trial.

First of the year's classic one-day
trials, the Colmore Cup event, will - be
held on February 25th. As last year, it

is no longer an open competition, but all

members of clubs affiliated to the Midland
Centre A.C.U. are eligible, the organis-
ing club, of course, being the Sutton Cofd-
field and North Birmingham A.C. The
route to be followed is apparently the
same as in previous years, Stonebridge
being the starting and finishing point, and
Cheltenham being the lunch stop. Start:

.
ing from cold, stopping and restarting on
a hill, and flexibility tests are to be held,
and there is as usual a special class for
machines with fixed gears. The entry
list closed this morning, and a large field

will face the starter

Yorkshire D.R.'s Re-union.

Except for four members kept away by
illness or business, there was a full muster
of former motor cyclists of the 62nd (West
Riding) Divisional Signal Company, Royal
Engineers, at the Griffin Hotel, Leeds, on
Saturday evening, January 28th, on the

occasion of the fourth annual re-union.

One member had travelled from East-

bourne specially to be present, but the

others were from various parts of the West
Riding. The chair was taken by ex-Sergt.

T. I. Laxton (Batley), who, after a seven-

course dinner, gave the loyal toast. The
health of "The D.R.'s" was proposed by
ex-Artificer Gorpl. T. F. Groocock (Dews-
bury): and "Absent Friends" was sub-

mitted by ex-Artificer Corpl. H. Crump.
There was no demand for an alternative

menu offered by ex-Artificer Groocock, as

follows:

—

Entree,- Pate Valve Grinding;

Soups, Price's Huile de Luxe, Vacuum B ;

Fish, Gudgeon Pins; Stews au Water-

_

house and au Squires (two members
memorable for their culinary efforts in

France) ; Joint, Universal, Saddle of
Brooks, Baked \in. Balls and Insulation

Tape; Sweet, Compote of " Tiff if s.

"

Spares; and Dessert, Xuts and Washers.

LENT BUMPING AT CAMBRIDGE. A Triumph sidecar utilised to carry home the
" Queen s damaged bow after being broken in bumping " Lady Margaret."

(2i-?2)
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inter-'Varaity Brooklands Meet?

Brooklands may be the scene' of an

inter-'varsity (Oxford and Cambridge)

motor cycle race meeting some time in

the summer.

A New Midland Road.

A new road from Birmingham to Wol-

verhampton is to be built at a cost of

£400,000. The new road will be nine and

a half miles long and eventually will have

a width of 150 feet.

The late Sir Alfred Bird.

Sir Alfred Bird, M.P. for Wolverhamp-
ton, who last week was knocked down and

killed by a motor car outside-St. George's

Hospital, was a remarkable man. At the

age of seventy and more the old gentle-

man would leap on his bicycle on a Satur-

day and go for a long tour comprising the

number of miles corresponding to his

birthday, with apparently no fatigue

whatever. Sir Alfred Bird was president

of the Wolverhampton and District M.C.C.

Those Rear Lights.

"Uncompromising Opposition" is the

attitude to be displayed by the South
Hants District Association of the C.T.C.

towards any proposed legislation on the

matter of rear lights for cyclists. The
Southern. Daily Echo recently re-

ported at length a resolution which was
passed in which, almost hysterically, a

catalogue of the dire consequences and
dangers which would follow the reim-

position of cyclists' rear lamps was given.

In greater words than ours, " Methinks
he doth protest too much."

A French One-Day Trial.

Sixty-one entries have been received

for the one-day trial organised by the

Union Motocycliste de France, which is

the French equivalent of the A.C.U., on
February 19th. There are numerous
English machines but only one English

rider—Pinney, the Triumph exponent,
who resides in Paris.

There are five Peugeots, one Velocette,

two Royal Enfields, two D.F.R.s, one
Madoz, one Rush, two A.B.C.s, one Sun-
beam, five Harley-Davidsons, one B.S.A.,

four Triumphs, and one New Hudson.
There are also two Monet-Goyon scooters.

A T.T. Dance.

To raise funds to be handed over to the

Auto Cycle Union to help to defray the cost

of the T.T. Races, the Manx Motor Cycle
Club is organising a masked Tjall at the
Villa Marina, Douglas. Tickets will be
issued by the Committee at 5s. 6d. a head,
which will include supper, while the
balcony at the Villa Marina will be open
to the general public at a charge of 2s.,

entitling the purchaser to participate in

the grand whist drive.

His Excellency the Governor and Lady
Fry have consented to give their patron-

age, and have signified their intention of

being present. The Chief Constable

(Col. Madoc), His Honour Deemster
LaMothe, Mr. A. B. Crookall, Mr. H.
Norris, Mr. Hughes-Games (Vicar-General

and Director of the Steam Packet Co.),

Mr. Corkhill (Manager of the Steam
Packet Co.), and other, well-known people

will be present. The dance will be held

on the evening of Shrove Tuesday.

(11-12)

Father Has to Pay?
Recently, at Kingston, a fourteen-year-

old rider was summoned because his

number-plate was obscured by the coat of

his father, who was riding on the carrier.

The boy was fined 10s., but the summons
against the father for aiding and abetting

was dismissed.

Motor Cycle Taxation in 1923.

That influential body, the Motor
Legislation Committee, has urged the

Ministry of Transport that motor taxa-

tion be reduced by 25% all round from
the beginning of next year, and that
consideration be given to-, reverting to a

system of taxation on motor spirit.

Loyalty to the Parent Body.

It is interesting to know that the New
South Wales M.C.C. the Hamilton
M.C.C, the Goulburn M.C., New Castle

M.C.C, Toowoomba M.C.C, and the

Cootamundra M.C.C are affiliated to the

Auto Cycle Union of Great Britain. The
M.C.C. of New South Wales is the parent

body in Australia.

Inaudible and Insufficient Warning.

The other day a native driver* was
hauled up before the Maritzburg Borough
Court, and, when under trial, was asked

what he had to say for not blowing his

horn. "I wanted to make it cry, but it

would not cry." His meaning was satis-

factorily explained by the official inter-

preter.

An Antipodean Acceleration Test.

Parramatta was the scene of a quarter-

mile acceleration test recently held by
the New South Wales M.C.C In the
motor bicycle class the winner was R.
King (7 Excelsior), while the second place

was held by H. Munro (3£ Norton). In
the sidecar class M. Wood and C Wood
were first and second respectively on 7-9

h.p. Harley-Davidson outfits.

Safeguarding Road-Repair Men.

Where large sections of road are being
repaired, the road men are usually pro-

tected by barriers, but in some cases

where small portions are being dealt with
in patches, etc., it is not practicable to

protect the workman in this way. In
consequence, the Automobile Association
appeals to road users generally to drive

with due regard to the safety of such
men, especially so since there are a few
reports of alleged inconsiderate driving

when passing road men at work.

A South African Consumption Test.

A petrol consumption test was recently

held near Durban for the S.A. Motorist
Cup, over a course of 24£ miles. Motor
bicycles were allowed half a gallon of

petrol and 1£ hours for the course, while
sidecar outfits were allowed one gallon

of petrol and 1£ hours for the course.

The results were as follows : 1, N. Taylor
(7-9 Harley-Davidson sc), 55 m.p.g.

2, R. Suzor (3j Norton), 163 m.p.g.

3, S. Harris (8 Enfield sc), 64 m.p.g.

4, G. Elgin (4± B.S.A.), 106 m.p.g.

5, G. Clark (8 Enfield sc), 42 m.p.g.

6, C Young (8 Enfield sc), 51 m.p.g.

7, S. Ford (4 Triumph), 115 m.p.g.

8, S. Williams (8 Enfield sc), 46 m.p.g.

9, O'Dougherty (3£ Norton), 100 m.p.g

A South African Hill Climb.

At a hill-climb organised by the Natal

M.C.C. at Westermeyer's Hill, the

winners were C Woodward (3£ Norton),

C. H. Young (3£ Triumph), and L. Tt.

Cohen (4 Triumph). The first six

machines were of British manufacture.

Reviving Export Trade.

After six months' progressive decline

in exports of British motor cycles, it is

distinctly encouraging to find that ,the

figures for January show a substantial

increase amounting to £17,217 in value.

During last month £57,183 worth of

machines and parts was exported, as

compared with £39,966 in December. ,
On

the other hand, imports show an increase

of £2,797, the total value for January

being £11,968.

The Motor Coach.

Any among our readers who are in-

terested in the running and maintenance

of motor coaches should make a point of

obtaining a copy of the Special Motor

Coach Number of Motor Transport,

which was published on Monday last.

This deals with many interesting aspects

of the motor coach movement, including

chassis design, coach-work and seating

accommodation, as well as matters affect-

ing the organisation and control of a

passenger-carrying service. The issue

throughout is profusely illustrated, and

altogether provides a very valuable work

of reference.

Congratulations.

It will be remembered that Mr. E.

Kickham, the well-known agent and

competition rider of Bristol, crashed very

badly in the Grand Prix in France last

year. A long period of hospital treat-

ment, several operations in France, and

a painful journey home were undergone

before he became convalescent in October,

and many friends will remember that,

with much painful effort, on crutches, he

gamely attended the Olympia Show for a

few days. Just when good progress

seemed certain, about Christmas-time, he

contracted a cold, which quickly de-

veloped into pneumonia, and once again

he became an invalid. He has pulled

through, however.

No Speed Trials at Weston-super-Mare.

The Bristol M.C and L.C.C. recently

decided that they will not organise any
more, speed trials on the sands at Weston-
super-Mare, on account of the treacherous

nature of the surface ; thereupon they

made application to the local Council for

permission to use the promenade or the

adjacent Marine Drive, in June next.

After much correspondence the Works
Committee reported to the monthly meet-

ing of the Weston U.D.C that they were
unable to sanction racing on any public

highway within the district.

Thus the powers that be definitely put

the bar up to an event which would
attract large numbers of visitors to the

town.
There is a fine stretch of sand at

Bream, a few miles below Weston, which
is said to have an excellent surface after

certain tides ; but, failing that, the Bris-

tol Club are without any suitable speed

trial venue within reasonable distance of

their district.
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1

The 4 h.p. Flat'Twin Harley-Davidson.

SPECIFICATION. \

ENGINE : 4 h.p. flat-twin (69 ;< 76 CARBURETTER: Schebler BRAKES: Internal expanding and

mm. = 584 c.c.) automatic external contracting.

GEAR-BOX : Harley-Davidson three- TRANSMISSION : Primary gear WEIGHT : Approximately 2701b.

speed, multi-plate clutch and kick- drive ; protected rear chain. PRICE: £140; £155 electrically

starter. TYRES : 27 x 3\in. and 26 x Sin. equipped.

IN
America the 4 h.p

is regarded purely

although i n
this country it is

often fitted with a

light sidecar, and

is quite capable of

such service, the

factory which pro-

duces it no doubt

regards the fact

w i t h something

akin to mild sur-

prise.

It was with this

in mind that we
took over one of

these machines for

a test of its road

capabilities and
behaviour — par-
ticularly as com-
pared with the

British conception

of an ideal solo

mount. Since the

flat-twin Harley-Davidson
as a solo machine, and

On the I-in-4 portion of Brooklands test hi]

ideals of America in this matter are obviously not the

ideals of Coventry, Birmingham, or Wolverhampton,
it is not surprising

that the respective

machines should

differ considerably

both in general de-

sign and detail

specification.

Contrasts in
Control.

This latter point

was very forcibly

impressed on us

when we rode up
to the Harley-
Davidson depot in

Newman Street
on a typical
Coventry - built
sporting . single,

and a few minutes
later rode away on
the American flat

twin.

(27-281
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Road Tests of New Models.—
An automatic carburetter (Schebler) controlled by

the right twist grip, a heel and toe pedal operated

clutch, and a service brake (internal expanding) on

the right-hand side of the machine instead of the left

are the main points in which the Harley differed from
our previous mount, but most readers will realise that

these factors contained possibilities of half-a-dozen

awkward moments in the same number of initial miles.

Added to that is the fact that, almost immediately

after starting up, we found ourselves negotiating

Oxford Street traffic at—so it seemed !—its very

worst. The Harley came through this severe test of

controllability unscathed and with flying colours.

Controllability.

Only in three prolonged traffic blocks was the rider

compelled to put down a foot ; the slow-running

setting of the Schebler saw to it that: the engine was
not once involuntarily stopped, and the beautiful

balance, good acceleration on second gear, and effi-

cient braking of the machine combined to transport

us clear of London traffic with considerable rapidity

and without—as had been half-feared—arousing the

ire of taxi-driver, policeman, or 'bus-driver.

All things considered, we think that this perform-

ance speaks for itself and that any further comment
on the controllability of the machine—which . weighs

about 28olb.—would be superfluous.

Further out on the Portsmouth road other character-

istics began to make themselves apparent. The engine,

as nearly as any reciprocating engine ever will be, is

vibrationless at all speeds, and, in conjunction with

27x3^01. and 26 x3m. tyres on the rear and front

wheels respectively, provides such a degree of smooth

running and comfort that, in our opinion, it would be

absurd to fit a spring frame.

Acceleration is not startling, but a quick turn of

the throttle grip as far open as it will go brings a

perfect response from the engine without any of the

"dead-spot" misfiring . much too common on flat

twins
. with extensive intake manifolds. Exhaust';

heated inlet pipes are probably responsible for this.

On the road the maximum speed—42 m.p.h.—was
disappointing, and a move was made to Brooklands to

see if this could be improved upon without retiming;!

45 m.p.h. proved possible on the straight, but no
]

more. If no speed indicator had been fitted we 1

should certainly have estimated the speed at fifty, but,!

while admitting the possibility of an error by thej

Corbin-Brown speedometer (perhaps caused by the

gigantic rear tyre on this particular machine), we
have learned not to place too much reliance on per-

sonal guesses at velocity.

It would be unfair, too, to estimate the fuel con-.

sumption during the time the Harley was in our pos-j

session, but at touring speeds well above the legal

limit 65 m.p.g. must be considered a fair average.,

An early 45 miles cost just the price of 1 gallon of
fuel, but this was considerably improved before we
returned the machine.

On BrooKlands Test=Hill.

There are no easily-reached hills in Surrey or the

adjoining counties that might reasonably be expected

to extend the Harley, and therefore it was decided to

.be content with an ascent of the Brooklands test-hill.

Lubrication is by mechanical pump, and in conse-

quence the rider may dismiss the subject from his

mind ; there is an auxiliary hand pump also.

Gear-changing and kick-starting are more efficiently

performed after some little experience. The gears are

easily "found," but the "high" -position of the

lever is apt to be disturbed by the skirt of a heavy

leather coat. The clutch is smooth in engagement, and

the large pedal permits very gradual manipulation.

Summarising, the 4 h.p. Harley is extremely smooth

running, very controllable, and very comfortable, but

is not particularly speedy at anything approaching

an economy setting of the carburetter. From all indi-,

cations, it should be just as steady on greasy tram-

lines as on dry tarmac, and has much to commend
it to the hard rider who does not object to more,

weight than the British manufacturer thinks necessary

for this tvpe of motor cycle. Weight spells comfort.

In its 1922 form the 4 h.p. Harley-Davidson has a

protected but not enclosed rear chain. The heel

and toe clutch pedal may be clearly sren.

l.i-16
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ROUGH-RIDING IN WARWICKSHIRE.
42-Mile Course in the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. Solo Trial proves Impossible

at 20 m.p.h. Every Finisher Late.

Two chain-driven Triumphs on one of the " natural " hairpin bends. The riders are A. P. McGowran and D. Brandish.

WE imagine that there is only one

way ill which last Saturday after-

noon's solo championship trial of

the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
might have been made more difficult, and
that would be to hold it over the same
route after a week of rain.

There is no need, however, for a re-

run, for every one of the 45 starters

—

excepting three who
finished late, only s:

quarter of an hour
course only totalled

coverer," the Rev. J
be heartily congra
reader be one of

petitors ! -

Alarming rumours

retired altogether

—

x being less than a-

behind. Since the
42 miles, its " dis-

. M. Philpott, must
tulated—unless the
the suffering corn-

were current at the

borne idea ot what the latter halt ol the route was like may be gathered from this

picture, which shows C. N. Green (5-6 Rover) cleverly recovering from a wild

skid. W. L. Danskin (3| Rudge) is behind.

start (at Keresley Church) that an official

exploring party had set off one morning
last week to verify the mileages and that
darkness had fallen with the task un-
completed, but- no one really believed
that it was possible to map out such a

route beginning and ending within ten
minutes of Coventry. At the finish, how-
ever, all were agreed that it would not
be disparaging to the Yorkshire classic

event to christen Saturday's sporting
scramble as a miniature Scott trial.

Excepting S. A. Tomson (4 Triumph),
who was carrying on—and actually
finished—with a punctured rear tyre, few
had much" difficulty in keeping to schedule
for the first 12 miles, and Atkin's Hill,

although approached by a surprise left-

hand turn and in a rather wet condition,
failed to bring the majority of the
medium- and heavy-weights off second
gear. Perhaps half a dozen marks were
lost for footing on the initial hairpin,
but further clumsy driving in a stretch
of unpleasant grease a few yards over
the summit apparently went unpunished.

Artificial Hairpins.

One or two natural and artificial hair-

pins—the latter constructed by means of
judiciously placed flags—were the sole

other causes of delay before the first and
only time check, which was located six-

teen miles from the start and at the foot

of a precipitous track, down on the route-

card as Steppe Lane.

Competitors were sent up this acclivity

one at a time, and consequently many
had quite a wait at the foot, which

(3i -32)
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Bough Biding in Warwickshire.—

valuable lost time may conceivably be
allowed to. the finishers.

The only possible track up the hill

was a nine-inch wide ditch with a sur-

face like a ploughed field. Heavy
machines with large tyres were at a
slight advantage, but ample foot-rest

clearance was also necessary to avoid any
further, and possibly disastrous, plough-
ing of the hillside. There were many
complete failures and very few perfectly

clean ascents.

A clean strip of banking near the
summit saved the quick-thinkers and
amply justified the inclusion of the test.

From here to the finish more than 50
per cent, of the course was a second
gear " slither " over a disused Soman
road, cart tracks, horse tracks, and no
tracks at all. The only water-splash
was a relief—for it was not deep and
had quite a solid bottom; none availed
themselves of the club's kind permission
to take the single-plank foot-bridge.

Quaint Names.

Sister Susy's hairpin, being easy of
access from the main road, attracted
quite a crowd of spectators. • Among the
earlier men, E. A. Barnett (2§ Francis-
Barnett) and E. H. Broughall (3^ Coven-
try Challenge) made excellent perform-
ances; W. Brandish (4£ Humber), E.
Tutton (2f Mars), H. J. §tretton-Ward (4

Triumph), A. P. McGowran (4 Triumph),
W. A. Jones (4 Triumph), J. N.
Boberts (2§ New Imperial), A. Maclen-
nan (3^ Triumph), and D. Brandish (4

Triumph), who was very late, were all

good. F. Davis (4 Norton) footed be-

fore starting to negotiate the bend.
A veil may well be drawn on Temple

and Cow Lanes and on the worst hair-

pin of all—half natural, half artificial

—

which, as there appeared to be no ob-

server in the neighbourhood, everyone
" cut "

; but the final observed clamber,
Gobling, was, to say the least, a remark-
able obstacle.

.. As a matter of fact, Gobling was, and
is, an absurd test, and would have
severely tried a well-tuned tank, but the
fact that the great majority of the riders
reached the summit more or less under
power proved that it was no real cause
of complaint.

[pOTf(gpLE?m
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was quite fast but by no means neat

—

apparently he ducked his head to save
his glasses and simply opened his throttle
trusting his steed to rind a safe path
for itself.

W. A. Jones (4 Triumph) and P. L.
Mayo (2i Coventry Eagle) both failed,
and P. H. Johnson (0.4 Budge Multi;
lurched right off the saddle.- J. Hardy,
whose Triumph had full touring handle-
bars, did well to get up with a little

foot waving, but G. Packmann on a big
Matchless was not nearly so effective

;

J. A. Watson-Bourne on his Brough
Superior also footed. B. Grindlay (4^
Humber) was not - so erratic as some

;

F. T. Sibley (34 Budge) failed' and
baulked C. N. Green (5-6 Bover), while
R. Elliot on another Bover was also
unsuccessful. G. F. Evans (3£ Sunbeam)
came to the conclusion that it was better
fun watching the others than attempting
it himself.
After Gobling a few yards of main

road gave hand oil pumps a much needed
opportunity to be operated, and except
for two further " make-weight " hair-

pins the going was fair to the finish.

S. R. Philpot obviously found it difficult to

keep his Douglas on a straight course.

So did the others!

Only two men made anything like

clean ascents of the upper reaches, M. G.

Scalley (4i Humber) and W. L. Danskin

(3i Budge), and they probably failed

lower down.

Obstacles.

E. H. Broughall (3£ Coventry Chal-

lenge) charged up to hit an overhanging
branch of a tree, which was later cut

away; E. A. Barnett (2? Francis-Bar-

nett) very nearly made a clean climb,

but stuck in the glutinous mud higher

up; D. Brandish (4 Triumph) repeated

this performance, but got away without

actually stopping. Then A. P. McGow-
ran (4 Triumph) made a sensational

charge into the bridge and J. N. Boberts

(2£.New Imperial) gave up in apparent

disgust. D. A. Atkin (2§ Hobart) made
a brave show, disdaining outside assist-

ance ; and A. Maclennan (3£ Triumph)

Mins.
late.

4
4

FINISHERS.

E. Poppe (21 White and Poppe) ... . ...

J. A. Watson-Bourne (8 Brough Superior)
E. H. Broughall (31 Coventry Challenge)... 8
E. A. Barnett (2} Francis-Barnett) ... 8
R. Elliot <4 Rover) 8
A. Maclennan (31 o.h.v. Triumph) 12
A. P. MacGowran (4 Triumph) .... ... 15
J. N. Roberts (21 New Imperial) ... ... 16
G. Packman (8 Matchless) 16
L.. Crisp (41 Humber) 16
D. Brandish (4 Triumph) 17
R Grindlay (4} Humber) ... 17
C. N. Green (5-6 Rover) ... ... ... 17

. W. L. Danskin (3* Rudge) ". 17
F. T. Sibley (31 Rudge) 18 1

R. Mathers (:» iiudge-Multi) 18
D. A. Atkin (2{ Hobart) 19
P. H. Johnson (31 Rudge-Multi) 19
J. Hardy (4 Triumph) ... 19
M. G. Scally (41 Humber) 20
L. Hathaway (4 Triumph). 22
W. A. Jones (4 Triumph) 25
F. Arbuckle (41 Humber) 25
P. L. Mayo (21 Coventry Eagle) 33
J. Hazelwood (5-6 Hazehvood)- 39
R. B. Roberts (4 Triumph) ... 44
R. Wright (4 Triumph) ... 46
J. W. Moxon (21 Coventry Eagle) 46
G. M. Ravenhall (4 Rover) 48
H. S. Perry (41 B.S.A.) 48
A. Elliott (4 Rover) ... 48
S. Wright (41 Humber) 50
H. J. Stretton-Ward (4 Triumph) ... ... 56

W. Hancox (2J Douglas) 56

S. A. Tomson (4 Triumph) 59

G. L. White (2-1 A.J.S.) ... 70

SCOTTISH SIX DAYS EARLY THIS YEAR.
OWING to the selection of" the early

date of May 1st for the com-
mencement of the 1922 Scottish

Six Days Trials, it has not been possible

to announce the route, as the final selec-

tion of the test hills will depend to some
extent on the weather prevailing during

the period immediately preceding the

event.

In the preliminary regulations, however,

it is stated that "the proposed itinerary

will include already well-known roads,

and it can well be taken that any new
portions to be included are suitable for

trials purposes."
There will be approximately twelve test

hills, but a failure on one alone will not

result in the forfeiture of a gold medal.

The trials are open to manufacturers,

agents, or private owners, and the latter

class is clearly defined, especially as re-

gards the term " financial assistance."

Judge's Discretion in Making Awards.

Awards) will be made under the two
headings .of climbing and reliability, and
team prize class special awards are -offered

for solo motor cycle, sidecar, and light car

teams, the judgment of these being based,

in the event of a tie on marks, on devia-

tions from standard (i.e., low gearing or

skeleton machines), uniform steadiness in

hill-climbing, general appearance (and

condition) and cubic capacity.

As in previous years, the timing will be
carried out over one hour (approximately)
checks, and each check will stand com-
plete in itself, so that no time lost or

made in one check may be regained or
credited in another ; replenishments must
all be made in running time, and the
machine otherwise will be under the
control of the Edinburgh and District

M.C. The usual allowance for tyre
changing will be made on the third day,

but no other repairs must be done.

Entries at ordinary fees close on April

17th (at double fees on April 22nd), and
the address of Mr. Campbell McGregor,*
the secretary, is 6, Castle Terrace,

Edinburgh.

c 19
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Force-feed Oiler

Oil injection under pressure through tiny motor

cycle lubricators is made possible by this

Bancroftian oil can. Price 3s. lid. (The

Bancroftian Co., 64. Bishopsgate Street, London,

E.C.2.)

Handle-Bar Muffs.
Having stiffened ends which are clipped over the

handle-bar, John Bull muffs allow uninterrupted

control of the machine. They are thoroughly

waterproof and weatherproof and do not sag.

(Leicester Rubber Co., Ltd.. Post Office Place,

Leicester.)

BIUU iM<$.

Mechanical Decarbonisation.
Provided that the steel bristles stand up to their

task, decarbonisation by the " Vril Stick " should
be child's play. A tapered plug in the com-
pression tap hole centres the device, which, it is

claimed, actually burnishes the cylinder-head,

thus lessening the tendency to further carbonisa-

tion. (R. Birkett, Fern Lea, Clyde Road West
Didsbury, Manchester.)

Fitments for the Rider's Con-

venience in the Garage and

on the Road.

Locking
the Fuel
Supply.

Simply a needle valve held down by the tapered,

and thus self-adjusting, tongue of a Yale pattern

lock, the Brierley petrol lock appears to have

possibilities. Pressure on the knob end of the

needle automatically shuts off the fuel supply,

the little trigger (in the smaller sketch) merely
actuating a key-hole dust-cap. (Brierley s, Ltd.

(Premier Welding Co.), 140, Manor Street.

Clapham. London, S.W.4.)

Piston Replacement Made
Easy.

This somewhat
elaborate but well-

made tool has been

designed to make
easier the opera-

tion of replacing

pistons with ultra

" springy " rings.

Its construction

and action are ob-

vious. (Robertson's

Motors, Ltd., 157b,

Great Portland
Street, London,

W.I.)

Handle-bar Controlled Variable
Jet.

Simply a handle-

bar controlled (by

means of a rack

and pinion) in-

verted needle in

the jet, this device

adds considerable

efficiency to most

carburetters
(Sutton, Pockling-

ton & Co., Ill,

Clerkenwell Road,

London, E.C.I.)

Valve Care
Simplified.

For those who possess a bench and who enjoy

keeping their engines in perfect mechanical trim,

the Grado self-centring valve facing tool (above)

has been produced. When face-cutting opera-

tions are completed, the concentric grinding tool

on the right, intended to displace a valve cap,

may be conveniently used. (Grado, Ltd.

26, Cross Street, Hatton Garden London E.C.I.)

Jacking up a Morgan.
By substituting the lower bolts of the rear spring

shackles of a Morgan with others of special

design, an anchorage is provided for this simple

stand (left), which is detachable and is normally

carried in the seat locker. Leverage is gained

by a long foot lever, which is also available, as

shown on the right, as a front wheel stand.

Price 15s. (S. Hall, 91, St. Peter's Street,

St. Albans.)
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THE MOTOR CYCLISTS' PARLIAMENT.
Great Influx of Affiliated Members to the A.C.U.

THERE were fifteen items on the agenda
of the first Auto Cycle Union General
Committee meeting to be held in

1922 at the Royal Automobile Club on
. the 10th inst., and perhaps the most
interesting item to record was the number
of new clubs which have come into the

Union's fold. These are the Bulwell M.C.,
the Buxton and District M.C, the Eccles

and District M.C., the Preseott and
District Jl.C, the Birmingham Motor
Cycling Gipsy -Club, the Guernsey M.C.
and L.C.C., the Hirwain and District

M.C.C., the Shirebrook M.C, the Slough
and District M.C and L.CC, the Spald-
ing and District M.C.C, the West
Bromwich and District M.C.C, and the
Wolverhampton Auto Nomads. The
following clubs come under the newly
formed North-Eastern Centre : The
Alnwick and District M.C.C, the Annfield
Plain and District M.C.C, the Bishop
Auckland and District M.C.C, the New-
castle and District M.C, the Northern
M.C, the South Shields A.C, the Stock-
ton and District M.C, and the Sunder-
land and District M.C

Col. F. S. Brereton re-elected Chairman.

Pending the election of the chairman,

: the meeting was presided over by Mr.
1 H. P. E. Harding, who gave up his seat

' during item two of the agenda, when Col.

J

F. S. Brereton was re-elected chairman
amid acclamations. The four vice-chair

-

|
men chosen to form the A.C.U. Manage-
ment Committee were Major Potter.

Messrs. Otto Thomas, H. P. E. Harding,

and Doctor A. M. Low. Mr. Stanley

Carter was re-elected hon. treasurer.

Arising out of the minutes of the com-
petitions of the 9th January, Mr. T. W.

;
Loughborough lucidly explained how the

sum received for competitions and

licences amounted to £1,061 8s. lid.,

and how against that figure all expenses,
'

salaries of the staff, and 30% of the time of

the secretary and assistant secretary *had

been charged, with the result that the com-

petitions' cost about £1,000, or 6.5% of

the total expenditure of the Union. It

was agreed that the expenditure of this

amount for the good of the pastime and
the improvement of motor cycles was
justified, and that a similar statement

should be prepared when the annual

accounts are presented.

Tire secretary then dealt with the diffi-

culty of choosing- a date for the South
Wales open speed event, which threatened

to clash with the Yorkshire Centre's open
trial. Owing to the change in the date
of the Essex Motor Club's open event, it

was announced later jn the afternoon that

July 5th had been selected.

N.E.A.A. Affairs.

Next, Mr. Loughborough explained
how the seven local clubs hitherto part
of the N.E.A.A. previously mentioned had
considered the forming of a North-Eastern
Centre from the ashes of the defunct body.
The chairman proposed that the N.E.
centre should be formed, which was

agreed. Also ..arising out of the same
minutes was a brief discussion on centre
boundaries, but the matter was left to
the Management Committee to investigate.
Items 12 and 13 on the agenda were

then taken. These were proposals byMr. E.
Featherstone and Mr. Q. A. Nicol respec-
tively—the first to the effect that members
of sub-committees should be allowed third-
class railway fares when attending these
meetings, and the second that these sub-
committees

. should be held on the same
day as the General Committees. The
first item provoked lively . and lengthy
discussion, but eventually both were
passed together unanimously.

Competitions Committee.

Previous to the election of the Com-
petitions Committee there was a certain
amount of misunderstanding regarding the
eligibility of members. It was thought by
a good many that, as well as those con-
nected with the technical press, those
associated with the industry were also
ineligible, but it eventually transpired
that only those connected with the sale
of motor cycles came under the latter
category

; consequently, members engaged
in the sales of engines or accessories and
interested in the motor cycles to which
they were fitted were free to serve.
The 1922 Competitions Committee elected

consists of : Messrs. J. W. G. Brooker. G.
J. A. Brown, E. J. Bass, W. Cooper. A
G. Reynolds, E. B. Ware, V. C Hardy, A.
\ . Ebblewhite, E. Featherstone, N. Long-

afield, T. Rutherford, and Major V. Brook.

Next followed the election of the Tour-
ing Committee, which is now composed
of Major S. R. Axford, Messrs. J. W. G.
Brooker, W. Pratt, T. Rutherford, — Tre-
loogan, E. M. P. Boileau, J. Samuels, S.
R Noble, B. Marians, Geoffrey Smith, and
Lt.-Com. Pearce.
The question of the formation of a

Cheshire Centre was discussed at some
length, and it was eventually decided to
refer the matter to the Management
Committee.
When the question of representation on

the R.A.C, General Committee came up,
it was agreed to nominate the whole of
the A.C.U. General Committee—sixty-
three members in all. The dates selected
for the A.C.U. General Committee meet-
ing during the present year are May 5th,
October 6th, and December 8th.
Mr. V. Horsman then sought to obtain

a reversal of the decision at the Leicester
meeting, which decided on the number of
open trials to be held in 1922, and powers
to be granted to centres to issue trials
permits and license riders, T}ut his first

motion was lost and the remainder was
left in abeyance.
The final proposals in the name of Mr.

E. J. Bass were to write to the secretary
of each affiliated club and request him to
circularise his members and urge them to
point out to the local M.P., or candidate,
the unfairness of the present tax on motor
vehicles, especially on those used by
owner-drivers only at week-ends, and to
urge members of Parliament, or candi-
dates, to obtain the early repeal of the
tax and resort to the tax on petrol.

, POLICE SPORTSMANSHIP.
Years ago there was decided antagonism between motor cyclists and certain members of the
police forces throughout the country. A happier feeling now prevails, however, as will be
judged by the illustration depicting a police officer withdrawing a three-inch nail from the
tyre of a competitor's machine in the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. trial last Saturday.
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University College (North Wales) M.C.C.

A reliability trial (Bangor to Aberyst-

wyth) will be held during Inter-Coll. week.

Western Centre A.C.U.

Prizes won during the 1921 events will

be presented at the annual dinner, to be

held at Cheltenham on Saturday, March
4th. Tickets, 7s. 6d. each, may be ob-

tained from Mr. John Howell, 12, The
Foregate, Worcester.

Public Schools M.C.C.

It has been decided to organise Sunday
runs fortnightly throughout the year,

meeting at a certain point on the out-

;

skirts of the Metropolis, and proceeding

to the country for the day. Details will

be published at a later date. The im-

promptu race meeting at Brooklands will

take place on April 1st at 2 p.m. Mem-
bers will be admitted to the track free of

charge.

Sheffield M.C.C.

About 50 members were present at the

recent annual general meeting. The
financial secretary reported a balance of

£9 15s. 6d., which is most satisfactory,

the annual subscription being only 2s. 6d.

per member (paid-up members, 150).

Trials, picnics, and outings to beauty

spots not generally known have been
arranged for every week-end in summer
and alternate week-ends in winter.

Coventry and District Works M.A.

Membership of the association now
totals between 300 and 400, and other

works are coming into line with those

which have already joined. A strong

competition fixture list has been drawn
up for 1922. The opening run takes

place on February 18th, taking the form
of a paperchase. Each rider will spin

for his speed with a five-sided " Put and
Take." Scheduled speeds, 16 and 20

m.p.h.

Westmorland M.C.C.

Over thirty new members have swelled

the ranks of the Westmorland club during
the past few days, and arrangements for

the 1922 programme are being rapidly

completed. The first event takes place on
March 26th. Many new features have
been incorporated for every event, special

attention having been devoted to novices.

During the present month the committee
are carrying out a propaganda campaign
throughout the scattered county, members
approaching all motor cyclists with a view
to enlisting them in the ranks, and posters

are to be exhibited in all places of advan-
tage from the north to the south of the
county. -,

Solihull Old Boys' M.C.C.

It is proposed to hold an event each
month during 1922 on dates that do not
clash with open and " semi-open " com-
petitions. The subscription is 5s.

Kirkby Stephen M.C.C.

The activities of the club seem to have
fallen into abeyance, but the Northern
Centre of the A.C.U., through its chair-

man (Mr. Bryan Jefferys), is endeavouring
to revive it.

Herts M.C. and L.C.C.

The annual general meeting took place

at the Bed Lion Hotel, Hatfield, on Satur-

day, February 4th, under the chairman-
ship of Dr. A. M. Low. The club mem-
bership was stated to stand at 100, and
a satisfactory bank balance was disclosed.

The new hon. sec. elected was Mr. W.
H. Hardman, " Westcott," Northaw,
Potters Bar.

Southport A.C.

The general annual meeting was held at

the Queen's Hotel, Southport, on January
31st, and there was a good attendance

of members. Officers for 1922 were elected

including : President, Sir A. E. H. Nay-
lor-Leyland, Bart. ; chainman, Mr. G. T.

Whiteside ; captain, Mr. B. W. H. Cun-
ningham ; hon. treasurer, Mr. E. Jones;
secretary, Mr. Bowland Hill, 75, Sefton

Street, Southport. The programme for

1922 was provisionally agreed upon, and
includes reliability trials, social runs, and
speed trials on the shore, and, in con-

nection with the latter, it is hoped to have
a fifty or 100 mile race on a triangular

course for amateurs riding their own ma-
chines. The opening run is a paperchase
and is fixed for March 12th. The annual
dinner and prize distribution took place

on February 3rd at the Queen's Hotel.

Northern Centre A.C.U.

Already two well-attended meetings
have been held—at Kendal and Grasmere—
and everything points to the centre having
a very successful time in this, its second
year. As only one open event was to be
allocated to the centre, it was a matter
of some discussion which club should be
granted the honour. Cumberland asked
for the event in good time, but at the
eleventh hour Barrow came along and
wanted a reliability trial. Westmorland
proposed that the trial should be con-

ducted by the centre itself. It was finally

decided to run the event under the name
ef the centre, and the Cumberland club

'will simply be the organising body. It

is quite on the cards that the centre will

support Barrow in a speed trial which
they wish to run, and this may well be
an event of no little importance through-

out Lancashire, Cumberland, and West-
morland.

Prestwich and District M.C.C.

A special recruiting meeting is to be

held on Wednesday next at the George.

Hotel, Sedgley Park, commencing at

7.30 p.m. All interested motor cyclists

and light car owners are invited to attend.-

West Birmingham M.C.C.

A general meeting will be held on

Friday, February 24th, at 7.30 p.m., at

headquarters, King's Head Hotel, Hag-

ley Boad, Edgbaston. Agenda : Elec-

tion of officers and committee ; fixtures

• for the coming year. Prospective mem-
bers are cordially invited to attend.

Bristol M.C. and L.C.C.

In spite of pouring rain, some forty

members visited their neighbours at Bath

on Saturday, February 4th. Tea at the,

Bath headquarters and a visit to the'

theatre, followed by supper and a latei

return journey, made up a very success-

ful social event; the return event is

billed at Bristol on the 18th.

Blyth and District M.C.

The club Held its first annual masquer-

ade ball early in February in the Me-
chanics' Hall. There were about 120 pre-

sent, and great success has attended the

efforts of the officials. During the winter

months there has been a series of whist

drives and dances held for the purpose of

swelling the funds of the club.

Gloucester M.C. and L.C.C.

At the annual general meeting held on

January 31st (at the Spread Eagle Hotel,

Gloucester), the following officers were

duly elected: Pres., Bev. C. E. Kings-

ford, M.A. ; vice-pres., Mr. B. F. Peplow:
hon. treas. , Mr. J. H. A'Bear ; capt.

(Thursday)," Mr. O. E. Blackwell ; capt.

(Saturday), Mr. B. Purnell ; trials hon.

sec. Mr. J. Boakes ; sec. of awards, Mr.

A. W. Cooper; hon. sec. Mr. F.. B.

Ware, St. Sidwell's, Tuffiey Avenue..

Gloucester.

Woolwich, Plumstead, and District -

M.C.C.

Great interest will be attached to the.

Woolwich Club's opening fixture—the

Captain's " surprise run " on March 12th

from country headquarters, Green Street

Green. They will be piloted to a newly
discovered hill—more severe than any of

the known Kent hills. Only one solo

machine—a Triumph—has made the

climb so far. All passenger machine at-

tempts have failed. At the annual
general meeting it was decided to sup-

port the proposed end-to-end trial and tc

promote eight monthly members' com-
petitions. Each member of the com-
mittee of eight will be responsible for a

competition.
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«Si^nce

THE patent silencer

is made of alumin=

ium, on account of its

lightness and heat

dispersing qualities.

DELIVERIES can be
made 7 days from
receipt of order.

Full satisfaction
guaranteecVor money
returned.

An efficient silencer

incurringthe slightest

possible loss of power.

Price 15/. each.

Delivered Great Britain.

CROOKES, ROBERTS,
RITCHIE & CO., Ltd.

Owners

:

W. J. RITCHIE & CO.
Freedom Works,

John St., SHEFFIELD

Adaptable to any

H.P. Motor Cycle.

Send us

outside diameter

of the

Exhaust Pipe.

The ARGUS
SILENCER
for open exhaust pipes.

A STRIKING TESTIMONY.
ECONOMICAL MOTORING FOR TWO.

Sir,—I enclose a photograph which may be of interest to

your readers. I think I can claim that it is the only " com-
bination " of this kind on the road. The gentleman's cycle is

the Waltham EngineeringCo.'sspecial cycle with their Young
ifh.p. attachment.
This is coupled to

the lady's cycle

with a rigid
coupling.

The power of the
engine is simply
wonderful. I ran
it all last season,

and have been from
London to Brighton
and back comfort-
ably in the day.
With, of course,

pedal assistance, we
can get up all but
freak hills with
ease. On test, with
the engine in best
form, we have run
from Ashtead to

Tooting without
ever turning the
pedals ! I suppose
that is with about
a 20 st. load. It

is very cheap to
run, and the initial

outlay is relatively

small.—CLAPHAM,
London, S.W.12.

BICYCLE OR CAR?
"CLAPHAM," in the accompanying

letter, gives his experiences with these

coupled pedal cycles driven by a Ifh.p.

Young motor attachment.

Y.
©HJ N
MOTOR

ATTACHMENT.

—Reprinted from THE MOTOR CYCLE, Dec. 22, 1921.

The " YOUNG " Motor Attachment as ridden by " CLAPHAM " can be
obtained either with or without Cycles from all High Class Agents.

PRICES.
The "YOUNG" Motor Attachment, complete with Back Wheel (i$in.) and

Chain Wheel, to fit any ordinary Pedal Cycle (Ladies' or Gents') . . £19 19
Standard Model " YOUNG " Motor Attachment, fitted to W.E.C. Gents'

Cycle £29 17 6. Ladies' Model £1 extra.
Model de Luxe (Gents') complete £33 7 6. Ladies' Model £1 extra.

The " YOUNG " Motor Attachment fitted to the W.E.C. Cycle is Guaranteed.
(1) To travel 130 miles-on a gallon of petrol.

(2) To carry a rider weighing 12 stone up a gradient of 1 in 12 without pedal
assistance.

(3) To propel the Cycle at the rate of 25 miles per hour on a level road, and is

WARRANTED FOR 5 YEARS.
Supplied by Messrs. WHITELEYS', LIMITED, Westbourne Grove.
For £10 down, and 12 monthly payments of £1 15s. 2d. each.
If not stocked by your Agent, WRITE DIRECT TO US :

THE WALTHAM ENGINEERING COMPANY, LIMITED,
Waltham Cross, Herts.

London Show Rooms—136, Charing Cross Road, W.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." C25
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RIDING ON BATES TYRES
IS LIKE RIDING ON SPRINGS

THIS is an actuality which

you can prove for yourself

by fitting BATES TYRES
on your machine.

The resiliency of BATES Tyres means
greater comfort for the rider, and
longer life for your machine because
of slower depreciation, due to decreased

wear and tear on the mechanism.

When ordering, it is always better to

fit the largest tyre your rim can take.

See list of BATES Oversizes.

Specify BATES TYRES
on your New Mount

Write for interesting Motor Cyclist's Booklet.

W. y A. BATES, LTD.
(Rubber Manufacturers since 1863),

St. Mary's Mills, Leicester.
Depots in London, Manchester, Glasgow, Newcastle, Belfast & Bristol.

COLONIAL WHOLESALE STOCKHOLDERS.

Australia : A. G. Healing & Co., Ltd., 354, Post Office Place, West Melbourne

;

Eennett, Barkell, Ltd., Meagher and Chippen Streets, Chippendale, Sydney;
Cornell, Ltd., 122, Pirie Street, Adelaide, S.A. British East Africa : Sultani.

Kampala, Uganda. Burma : Skippers and Co., Ltd., 51, BarrStreet, Rangoon.
F.M.S. and S.S. : A. C. Davis, Penang. India : Skippers & Co., Ltd., S6/1, CUve
Street, Calcutta ; Elphinstone Circle, Bombay, and at Cawnpore. New Zealand ;

Cycle and Motor Supplies, Ltd., Featherstone and Johnstone Streets, Wellington

;

140, Lichfield Street, Christchurch. South Africa : H. E. A. Smith, London
House, Loveday Street, Johannesburg. West Indies : Frederick N. Martinez,

Barbados. Canada: Associated British Industries (of Canada), Ltd., i49»

Victoria Street, Toronto, Ontario.

%
i Tyres

1

are made
in oversizes as ;

under —
I 26 in. x 2£ in.

! for 21 in. Rims.
I 26 in. x 3 in. (or

700 X 80) for

! 650 X 65 or
S 26 in. X 3 in.

* Rims.
5 27 in. X 3J m.
! for 26 in. x a in.

! Rims.
S 29 in. x 3£ in.

I for 28 in. X 3 in.

Rims.

MOTORCYCLE
:.. TYRES. BELTS If .:

•
.. ACCESSORIES .;•'

;': Season r -\

. 1922 .

•-

Best bu ACTUAL TEST*

sfc>»-^>-«ti-^«» ,^fc.»»^fc.«»-^tet»-^a» i^ta.<

Remember
this when buying new tubes.

3ECAUSE long experience and

world-wide use have proved

that it assures better tyre service, the

has been adopted as standard by practically

every British Tyre Manufacturer. A
" Schrader" Valved Tube makes the cover

last longer. Reasons : Efficient, air-tight,

accessibility, ease of pressure testing.

A. SCHRADER'S SON, INC.
British Factory;

Victoria Road, London, N.W. 10.
Manufacturers of tlie " Schrader
Universal" Tyre Pressure Gauge.

Be sure it is a • SCHRADER "—Look out for the name.

BEARINGS
FOR CAR, LORRY, AND MOTOR CYCLE.

'£&. AND XOILEq

BRITISH R & IVI

BEARINGS.

MAKE.

FOR DURABILITY, SILENT RUNNING & HEAVY DUTY

RANSOME & MARLES bearing co., ltd.,

TCI CGRAMS—Bearings. Newark . Neiuart.nn TVontiELE.PHONE3_Newark 170 & i7i. newarK-on- 1 rent

A. TURRELL & SONS, ™/$tA?K H
&S2.

mt
-

'Phone:
126S Sydenham

Height Heiriit
Lth.Wth- to Eidsa to Eaves
ft. ft. It. in. ft. in.

?X 5 » 7 o « 5-0
8x 6„76„53
ox 7» Soo 56
iox 3 ra S 4 5 9
12 X S ™ 8 4 „ 6 o
UX 8 „ 8 7 D 63
i6x 9 «, 89 „ 64
iSX f) B, 89 m 64
joxio « 00 ., 6 6

Prices Carriage Paid England
and Wales,

Made in sections, with double doors, with Jin. tongued and grooved match-
boards on strong framing. Roof matchboarded, and covered with good
quality felt, making same thoroughly weatherproof. Doors hung on strong
garnets, and fitted with lock and key and tower bolts, Windows glazed :

2ioz. glass. Flooring : Strong joists, one inch boards. All bolts supplied
for erecting house.

C26 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.''
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

IDVERTISEMENTs' in these columns

first 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

onal word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

charged double rate. Each paragraph is

irged separately. Name and address must

counted. Series discounts, conditions, and

cial terms to regular trade advertisers will

quoted on application.

'ostal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

rertisements should be made payable,,.—r"co^
1LIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed^-. 7"

lasury Notes, being untraceable it lost in

nsit. should not be sent as remittances.

ill advertisements m this section should be

:ompanied with remittance, and be addressed

the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Dorset

1use, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. To

sure insertion letters should be posted in

le to reach the offices of "The Motor Cycle,"

the first post on Friday morning previous to

i day of issue. Advertisements that arrive

) late for a particular issue or that are

>wded out will automatically be inserted in

j following issue unless accompanied by

itruetions to the contrary.

411 letters relating to advertisements should

)te the number which is printed at the end of

sh advertisement, and the date of the issue

which it appeared.

fhe proprietors are not responsible for clerical

printers' errors, although every care is taken

avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
'or the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

[ressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle " Office.

ien this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

istration and to cover postage on replies must be added

the advertisement charge, which must include the

ds Box 000, c /o " The Motor Cycle." Only thenumber

i appear in the advertisement. All replies should be

Iressed No. 000, c/o "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House,

3or Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who rep y to Box No.

ertisements are warned, against sending remittance through

post except in registered envelopes: in all such cases the

of the Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope

uldbe clearly marked " Deposit Department."

lithe case of motor cycles offered for sale under a box

liber as it is unusual lor these to be sold without first

at inspected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

illtate business by embodying in their advertisements

le mention of the district in which the machine

red may be seen and tried.

m- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
'ersons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons,

y deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

posit Svstem. If the money be deposited with The

torCycle," both parties are advised of this receipt,

"he time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

ids is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

ount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount

the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, but

the event of no sale each party pays carriage one way^

e seller takes the risk of damage in transit. For all

msactions up to {10, a deposit fee of 1 /- is charged ; on

.nsactions over £10 and under £50, the fee is 2/6 ;
over

j and under £75. 5/-; over £75 and under £100, 7/6-

i on all transactions over £100, i%. All deposit

.tters are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street,

ndon, E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should be

ide pavable to Iliffe & Sons Limited,

rhe letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

lication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

! Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

iirous, but have not advised us to that effect,

SPECIAL 'NOTE.
Headers who reply to advertisements and receive no

iwer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

race as an indication that the goods advertised have

eady been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

my enquiries that it Is quite impossible to reply to

sh one tiv rost.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

921 A.B.C., splendid condition, Lucas lamps and
horn; £70; will consider exchaaige.^-Hill, The

ove, Oldswinford, Stcurbridge [8103

"GOOD SERVICE'
TRENCH COATS

AT 68/6 EACH
Made from GUARANTEED
Government materials ! !

!

New Triple Proof Gabar-
dine, smart check lining.

Interlined Oilskin, with an
ALL WOOL detachable
fleece lining. Absolutely
impervious to weather.

Materials combined with
the knowledge of work-
hands, whose experience
was gained in war-time,
who know "WJuzt is

required " in

OFFICERS*
ARMY
TRENCH
COATS

is embodied in the manu-
facture of the "GOOD-
SERVICE" Coat, with
fleece lining detached,
can be used as Summer
Raincoat.

in all Ladies' sizes at 68/6.

OUR GUARANTEE IS
Complete satisfaction or your

remittance refunded in full

.

5000
EX W.D.

UNDER-JACKETS.
Made in Extra Stout Twill Body and Sleeves.

Lined wool, quilted to add strength. Back
fastening with straps. No opening in front

for wind or cold to penetrate.

Actual cost to manufacture ... 35/- each.

"SERVICE" PRICE 4./Q
Post od. "•/ *"r

OILSKIN
TRENCH COAT.
The" Ideal" Oilie.
Made from finest Quality

"GOOD-SERYICE" Oilskin,

with the famous smooth dry
non-sticky finish. Deep
double breast, specially de-

signed buttonless. Storm-
proof front, all-round belt,

two roomy "right through"
pockets, smart roll cojlar;

raglan shoulders. Lined

smart check material. It does

not matter how long you
ride en a wet day. you will

keep dry.

Colours BRONZE & MOLE.

Post /- Paid

Stale height & chest measurement

289-293, High Holbom, W.C.I.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

long exhausts, superb appearance.I Q20 T.T. A.B.CA *J accessories

;

Lord St., Southport,
.-675; Exchanges Kent's, 417

[8673

A .B.C. 1921 T.T., Lucas electric head lamp, rear,-^ electric horn, Bonniksen, small mileage, perfect
condition, ~very
Great Horkesley

A .B.C.
-£! foot

SHOP-SOILED
kick starter,

fast, tax paid; £75.—"The Croft,
Essex. [8601 ,

1920, gas and electric lighting, hand and
throttle, speedometer, spare chain, Chal-

lenger inner tubes, internal condition excellent, ex-
ternal fair; £62.—Milward, 32, Woodville Rd„ Ealing.

[8116
gfjfliv Parts

:

A.B.C—Largest stock in London.—Maudes' Motor
Mart, 100, Great Portland St., W.l. [8718

Abingdon.
ABINGDON 3y,,h.p. 1914 2-speed Combination; £18,

gift.—Bambridge 43, Riverside, Kingston-on-
Thames. [8229

A.EX.
A.E.L. 2i,4h.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds,
used for one or two demonstrations

only; list price £57, accept £48.—Dunwell's Garage,
Wigan. Tel. : 328. [0766

A.J.S.

A.J.S. 1922 Combination, actually in stock.—Picker-
ing, Shrewsbury. [8592

CROSS, Effingham Square, is agent for A.J.S.'s for
Rotherham and district. [8725

1 Q 17 4h.p. A.J.S. Combination, all accessories, bar-
-•-" gain; £65.— 1, Bellingham Terr., Catford. [8464

A.J.S. 1922 2%h.p. Sports and 7h.p. Combinations
in stock.—Clifford Motories, Eastwood, Notts.

[8826
"I Q22 A.J.S.—Early delivery of any model fromX */ Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[6922
all models, highest exchange allowances.

—

B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd„ S.W.7.
[7835

A.J.S.—Quickest deliveries all models.—Merrick's
Stores, Listerhills Rd., Bradford. Tel.: 2439.

[1163
A.J.S, Standard Sports model, actually in stock;

Exchanges.—Kent's, 417, Lord St., Southport.
[8674

"1 Q20 A.J.S. combination, Lucas dynamo lightingJJU as new; £110.-24, Balliol Rd., North KensinS
ton - [8425
T ONGMAN Bros., Bond St., Ealing, DistrictJ-i Agents, all models; cash, exchange, or deferred
payments. [8958
1 Q22 7h.p. A.J.S. Combination in stock; £175 —
*-*s Walbro' '

'Phone; 45.

A .j.s.,

Motor Cycle Co., Saffron

D
Walden

[8994
and S. Autocar Co. are agents for A J Smachines; early deliveries; cash or deferred —33'

The Parade, Golders Green. [8804
J.S.—Bambers are official agents; exchanges a
speciality^ deferred payments.—2, Eastbank St

[7235
J.S. 1920 Combination, spare wheel, Lucas light-

ery smart combination; £120.-157, Burnt-
[8659S.W.17.

A
bouthport

A
wood Lane, Earlsfield,

A -J.S., immediate delivery of 1922 models. Cash and
-^exchanges. Easy payments 4 per cent, extra —
P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [8327
"pOR A.J.S. 1922 models, 2 54h.p. solo, or 7h.p. com-
-L binations, get in touch with the N. London agents—Jones Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill. [0785
6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, complete, and in good

condition, must sell; 55 gns.—Anthony, 1,
Townshend Cottages, St. John's Wood, N.W.8. [8430

A.J.S. 1921 7h.p. Combination, spare wheel, Lucas
lamps, triplex screen, tax paid, unscratched;

£145.—Taylor, 5, New Dover Rd., Canterbury. [8684

A.J.S., 61i.p., complete equipment, tax paid, in-
sured; £125 cash; genine bargain.—Full particu-

lars, owner, 66, Sneintoa Hermitage, Nottingham.
[8655

A.J.S. 1922 New Sports Model Bl, immediate deli-
very from stock; £85.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16.

Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3. "Phone

:

Avenue 5548. [0065
23h.p. A.J.S. 1916, 3-speed, clutch a<nd kick start,
4 stored 3 years, excellent condition ; £53.—

Newnham, 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone

:

Hammersmith 80. [8807

1Q17 A.J.S. Combination, lamps, horn, speedometer,
X«? Tan-Sad, spare wheel, screen, hood, tax paid, in-

sured, absolutely sound, real bargain; £125.—Everitt,
Ludgate, Alloa, N.B. [8661

-i A14 A.J.S. Combination, 6h.p., perfect condition,
lw nearly new, oversize tyres, electric lignt, East-

ing screen, spares, fully equipped; £90.—41, Therapia

Rd., E. Dulwich, S.E.22. [8391

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P)

and the date of the issue C29
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

WAUCHOPE'S, S, Shoe Lane, London.—A.J.S.
Combination, latest 1922 model from stock,

£175; also lightweight 2%h.p., £85; easy terms and
exchange. 'Pnone : Holbora 5777. [8052

A.J.S. 1921 7h.p. Combination, in perfect condi-
tion, Lncas dynamo lighting set, electric horn,

Cuwey speedometer, hood, Tau-Sad, spare wheel, etc.,

tax paid to end of year; on view.—Owner, Henley,
Green St. Green, Orpington, Kent. [8922

A.J.S. 1920 Combination, complete- with spare,

wheel, Brooks cantilever saddle, trip speedometer,
2 windscreens, Lucas lamps and Tan-Sad, splendid
condition, only driven * 3.000 miles; price £130.—
Brown, 29, Abbotsbury Rd., Weymouth. -<P) [8768

A.J.S. Combination, late 1921, new August, spare
generators, Klaxon horn, all lamps, spare valves,

etc., overalls, 2 sets, Watiord speedometer, tax paid

1922, full insurance policy transferred, complete outfit

g«id as new, bargain; £115.—C. S. Goddard, 67, Palace
#;!., Streatham Hill, S.W. [8154

£?Q GNS., Exchange.—Aristocrat ol Lightweights,U3 very late 1921 Sports A.J.S., 27;4h.p., 3 speeds,

hand clutch, kick start, chain drive, lavishly equipped,
absolutely indistinguishable from new, very smart,

many extras.—Seabridge, Hansler Ed., East Dulwich.

CPhone, Sydenham 2452.) [8949

Svare Parts

.

A.J.S. Spares.—Immediate delivery —Kays-, 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [3608

A.J.S. Spares; prompt delivery.—Cyril Williams,

Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. T.A. : Parts.
[7901

Alecto.

NEW Alecto 3V2h.p., 2-stroke motcrr cycle, clutch,

and kick starter, all on; £60; best value offered

to-day.—Daw. 114, Brixton Hill. [8647

Alldays.

ALLDAYS' Allon, 2-speed, lamps, horn, etc., new-

tyres, excellent condition ; £35 or exchange.

—

Brown, 71, Twilley St., Wandsworth, S.W.18. [8915

1 Q21 Allon, 2-stroke, Model de Luxe, 2-speed, clutch,
J- *s and K.S. ; this machine is brand new ; accept
£50 cash.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St.,

Oxford. -[8969

ALLON- 2%h.p., new Dec. 1920, oTiginal belt and
tyres, 2-speed, clutch, K.S., any trial with pas-

senger;. £50; complete vear tax, insurance.—Standen,
Askew Rd., London, W.12. [8172

American X.

1 ft 21 American X 7-9h.p. Twin, 3 speeds, new but
-LI/ slightly shop-soiled, at a very low price to clear;

an opportunity for the bargain hunter.—14, Gt. Marl-
borough St., W.I. [0769

BRAND New 1921 American " X," with Mills-

Fulford Model-de-luxe sidecar; list price £213,
reduced to £150; easy payments 4% extra. Write for

special clearance bargain list.—Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Rd., Birmingham. [6923

Ariel.

ARIEL, 3 1/>h.p., shop soiled, only £85.—Ratcliffe,

Bros., 200, Great Portland St , W.l. [8794

ARIEL, 3Vijh.pi, belt drive, Bosch, Amac, new
tyres, gift; 19 gns.—53, Swaffield Rd., Wands-

worth. [864J

ARIEL, July, 1921, C.B. Combination, 7h.p. twin,
all on, as new; £105.—56, Lordship Lane, Totten-

ham, N. [8880

F.O.C.H. have 1920 3Vih.p. Ariel Combination, fully
equipped, Easting; £78.-5, Heatli St., Hamp-

stead. (Near Tube.) [8324

ARIEL.—All models, cash or gradual payments.
Spares supplied from stock.— West Central Agency,

Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0704

"j Q20 Ariel SVzh.p, Combination, as good as new,
JLJ7 mileage 2,000, Easting screen, horn, tools, tax

paid.—Offers to W. G. Price. Minawel, Bala, N. Waler

6h.p. Ariel Combination, 1920 improvements, fully

equipped, tons spares, tax paid; £70 lowest;

appointment.—Purry, 41, St Dunstan's Rd-, Hammer-
smith. L8392

WAUCHOPE'S 9, Shoe Lane, London.—6-7h. p.
Ariel Combination 1921, new, reduced to £139;

3y2h.p. Ariel, 3 speeds, clutch, £87/10; no extra

charge for easy terms. [8053

-1 ft 21 Ariel 3Vjh.p. Combination, complete with
J-O Ariel sidecar, fully equipped, including wind-
screen, small mileage, and as new; originally cost

£148, offered at £105 cash.—The Layton Garages, 30,
Holywell St., Oxford. [8968

A RI ELS.—Longman Bros.. Bond St., Ealing. Tele-
phone ; 689.— All models obtainable from the Ariel

experts. Specially tuned sports models. 3-speed, certified

to have exceeded 65 m.p.h.; £92/10 Cash, exchange,
cr deferred payments. [5785

Tj Q 21 (July), 6-7h.p. Ariel de Luxe Combination,lu chain drive, hand and foot clutch, Dyno lights

ing, electric horn, all accessories, tax paid better than
new, any trial, bought car; what offer?—Morton, 31,
Corsica St., Highbury, N.5. 9.30 to 6.30; Saturdays
9.30 to 1. [8874

NORTON
(till CASH or £29 18 down and balance
*' * * " in 12 monthly payments of £7 9 6
Discounts allowed, if account paid iifc 2, 4 r or 6 months.

A.C. ROVER B.S.A. MORGAN NEW HUDSON
COVENTRY PREMIER MORRIS COWLEY P. & M.
A.J.S. B.S.A. ARIEL JAMES LEVIS ROVER RUDGE
TRIUMPH ZENITH NORTON INDIAN DOUGLAS
ENFIELD RALEIGH SUNBEAM CALTHORPE
C0NNAUGHT QUADRANT MATCHLESS O.K. Junior
ALLDAYS NEW HUDSON NEW IMPERIAL

HARLEY DAVIDSON
NEW COMBINATION (Soiled) :

zci2i ENFIELD s/seatcr plain model £130
1921 ARIEL 6/7 h.p. standard' comb £137 10
1920 CLYNO 8 h.p. comb, spare wheel £135
1920 P. & M. 3J h.p. comb £100
1920 JAMES 4i h-p. standard £120
1922 BLACKBURNE Engine, 2} h.p £17 10
1922 JAMES, d>namo lighting, spare wheel,

leg shields £178 19 6

SECONDHAND COMBINATIONS AND CARS:
1921 WOLSELEY " 10 " 2-seater, as new

(due in February 20th), fully licensed £355
1922 COVENTRY PREMIER, water cooled,

3-speed, reverse,, dynamo lighting,

ridden roo miles .- £230
1920 HARLEY DAVIDSON special H.D. s/c,

sports model, F.R.S. electric, discs,

speedometer \ £145
1920 HARLEY DAVIDSON standard H.D.

s/c, discs, spdr. hood and screen £130
1920 HARLEY DAVIDSON 7/9 h.p. comb.,

acetylene ltg £140
1920 ENFIELD s/seater, dynamo, hood and

screen £110
1921 ENFIELD comb. dyno. 2-seater, screen,

as new £135
1915 ENFIELD 6" h.p. comb, and access £75
1920 ENFIELD standard comb £95
1921 MATCHLESS comb., mag. dyno £140
1922 JAMES DE LUXE, dyno., spare wheel. . £179 10
1920 MORGAN Family model and access.. .. £150
1921 A.J.S. 2-seater, dyno. ltg., mileage

approx. 1,000 £175
1918 DOUGLAS 4 h.p. comb., 2 lps., horn. . £69 10
1920 RUDGE 7/9 h.p. and Canoelet s/car £85
1920 B.S.A. b.c.c. and s/car, electric, every

access £82 10
1916 B.S.A. all chain, new Watsonian s/car £59 10
1920 AMERICAN EXCELSIOR comb., 7/9 h.p.

dyno £126 0-0
SECONDHAND SOLOS:

1921 LEVIS 2-spd., 2 lps., horn, as new £47 10
1921 LEVIS single speed '. £37 10
1915-16 LEVIS single speed £24 10
1922 CONNAUGHT 2-spd. ridden 200 miles. . £49 10
1922 CONNAUGHT single spd. returned from

hire £42 10
1920 DIAMOND 2-stroke £31 10
1922 CONNAUGHT 2-spd., k-str. onlysoiled. £52 10
1920 CALTHORPE JAP 2-spd £34 10
1921 ENFIELD 2-spd. k-str., as new.. £42
1916 DOUGLAS YV'.D £45 and £35
AUTO WHEEL and B.S.A. cycle £18 10

EXCHANGES.

ROVER
4? OTA CASH or £55 down and balance*"*" in 12 instalments of £14 9s. 8d.
Discounts allowed if accountpaid in 2, 4, or 6 months

WANTED—ROVER "8"

LAMB'S L^?
WOOD GREEN, N. - 50, High Road

'Phone—Hornsey 1956.

WALTHAMSTOW, N.E. - 151 High Street
'Phone—Walthamstow 169 (2 lines).

EUSTON ROAD.N.W. (Opp.Gt. Portland St.Stn.)
'Phone—Museum 4558.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
ArieL

ARTELS, the most reliable machines on the ro
all models from stock; spare parts sent e

where; trade supplied.—F. Speakman, Ariel Exp
Ariel Garage, 7, Rochdale Rd., Harpurhey, M
Chester. Tel. : 325 Cheetham Hill. [5

Bat.
BAT-J.A.P. 5h.p. Twin, . spring frame, pert

£14/10.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitchain. [8

"I O20 6h.p. Bat combination, all accessories, li

-L*7 used, snip; £75; exchanges.—Kent's, 417, L
St., Southport. [81

BAT 1922 8h.p. J.A.P. Combination, spare vb
shop-soiled; £10 off list..—Alex. Thorn, 201

;

203, City Rd., Cardiff

tf>15.—3yi-h.p. Bat Mechanical Valves, T.B. m
&* neto, B. and B. carburetter, long exhaust, spr

forks.—181, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent.

Beardmore.
"I CJ21 spring frame Beardmore-Precision, shop soil

J-J* only £79.—Cross, agent, Rotherham. £#

BEARDMORE-PRECISION, 1921, 2-speed,_ spr
frame, run only 800 miles, cost £85; 52 ga

Longman Bros., Bond St., Eahng. 'Phone, 689. L8*

DEARDMORE-PRECISION.—1922 models for i

-*-* mediate delivery. Cash, exchange, or deferi

payments.—Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing. [72

1 Q22 Beardmore-Precision 3h.p., brand new, nA*J reduced to £65; lightweight 3h.p. sidecar a
bination, £85; easy payments only 4^ extra.—Prem
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [83

Blackburne.
1 Q21 4h.p. Blackburne; £88, as new, speedomet
J-v lamps, 1922 licence, chain drive.—P. Colly
Peppering, Arundel. - [81

BLACKBURNE 8h.p. Combination, dynamo lie!

ing, hood, screen, spare wheel, latest roH
bearing competition engine, very fast and power!
only used twice, owner bought car; £147/10.—7ivi
Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 23-24, Woodstock St. (

Blenheim St.), Bond St., W.l. 'Phone : Mayi;
6559. . [88

Bradbury.
BRADBURY, 1914, 4h.p., excellent conditii

offers.—Nisbett, 43, Minard R-d., Catford, S.E

[8E

1 Q20 6h.p. .Bradbury Combination, fully equippiAv £90.—Ratclifie Bros., 200, Great Portland i

W.l. [8(

£10.— 3>/i»h. p. Bradbury, enclosed waterproof mi
neto, B. and B. sloping tank.—King, Egrt

Farm, Oxford. [89

"DRADBURY 6h.p. 1921 3-speed Combination, M
-*-* ford sidecar, new and unused; best offer seem
or exchange entertained.—Eagles and Co., 275, Hi
St., Acton London. [87

BRADBURY, 4h.p., new Dunlops, discs, new Bin
belt, mudguards, Semi-T.T., Brooks, lamps, 1

paid, excellent condition; £42/10; trial 2 up.-
Finch, 47, Doods Rd., Reigate, Surrey. [8E

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London.-2%Ji
Bradbuiy, new 1921 model, reduced to £t

also 6h.p Bradbury combination, new 1921, reduc
to £130; no extra charge for easy terms. [80

1Q20 Bradbury, 6h.p., A.J.S.. detachable hea
J-*J Grindlay cantilever sidecar, fully equipp
carefully used, perfect condition, bargain; £90 ([

vately owned); consider solo part.—11, Balfour 33e'

Mayfair, W.l. [81

BRADBURY 4h.p. Combination, about 19:

N.S.U., 2 speeds, free engine, clutch, back wfif

nice sidecar (coachbuilt), all lamps, horn, pillion se

tools, new tyres, beautiful condition throughout, w

sacrifice; £39/10.—365, King St., Hammersmith.
[87

Brough.
ROUGH.—Don't disturb your capital; we w
supply any model on our easiest of easy ten

—Holmes and Youuie. Hunter's Bar, Sheffield. [86

K A Ac.c, Brough, O.H.V., electric lfghtinp;. ms
*J\J\J spares, cams, valves, etc., lap Brooklai
61 m.p.h.; 50 gns., near offer.—Merlewuod, Coon
Lane, Kingston. [84

Brough Superior
BROUGH SUPERIOR, Mark II., in stock ,

immediate delivery.— Pickering, Shrewsbury-
mi

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd., Service Dep'
and sole London agents for the Brough Superri

the sporting rider's ideal.—Immediate delivery of 19

models at reduced prices. Mark I., 90X77 1
,*., o.h.v.,

speed, clutch, and kick starter, £160; Mark I., sport:

combination, step, mat. screen, etc., £180, or w
special side valve J.A.P. engine, same price; M*
II. 6.5, mag., 72x90, 3-speed, clutch, and kick start

£125; sporting combination, step, mat, screen, c
£150. Demonstration models in stock. Catalogues si

post free on request.—The Allen-Bennett Motor C

Ltd., 9-10-11, Royal Parade, London Rd., West Cr
don. 'Phone : Croydon 2450. [Oi

B

C30 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

jOUGLAS 4h.p. 1920 Combination, mileage 5,820,
' exceptional condition and appearance, every con-
vable accessory and spares, licensed 1922; fuller

•ticulars, stamp; £90.-12, John's St., Colchester.
[8760

920 4h.p. Douglas, dynamo lighting, speedometer,
horns, legshields, screen, handlebar muffs, and

tools and spares, perfect ; £90 ; in exchange.

—

ritt, 80, Streatham High Rcl. 'Phone: 2701.
[8910

IC\R Douglas 1922 2?4^.p. and 4h.p. combinations,
get in touch with us; we are North London agents

fl give you the best of service; all spares in stock; no
D. rubbish.—Jones Garage, The Broadway, Muswel!
U. [0786

ARIvER'S Motors can tupply all Douglas 1922
' models at list prices aud give an insurance policy
linst mechanical breakdown for 12 months free.

sh, deferred, or exchanges.—194, Balham High Rd.,
V.12. [6419

\0UGLAS 1922 models at Brixton; early de-
" liveries; cash or exchange; reconditioned
ih.p. Douglas machine, 80 per cent, new parts,
aranieed. all on; £55.—Daw, Douglas Agent, 114,
ixton Hill. [8652

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.—1921 3i/
2h.p. Sports

^ Douglas, perfect condition throughout, done
m.p.h. in competition; £100 cash lowest; exchange

nsidered; ride any distance.—O. Clark, 75, Panton
., Cambridge. [8348

)OUGLAS, 2%h.p., 1914, just renovated, tank in
makers' colours, many new parts fitted, including

w P. and M., large lamp set, footboards, tool-bags,

;., any trial.—Dowell, Pyrford, Surrey. (.Bvfleet

ation 1 mile.) [8785

\OUGLAS 2Uh,p. 1916, 1916, 1917, 1918, 1920, 2-

* and 3-speed models; prices from £35, all in

lendid condition.—Gordon R. Croxford, The Motor
cle House, 461, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen,

W.14. 'Phone: Richmond 322. [8783

?20 Down secures a New 1922 2%h.p. Douglas,
* complete with lamps, horn, licence-holder, etc.;

dance in 12 monthly payments of £5/5; price in-

udes full insurance.—Full particulars from Herbert
ubinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge. [8347

\7AUCHOPJTS, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—1922 New
V Dougla=. 2-spe'd, £75; 2%h.p., 3-speed model,
)0; 4h.p. solo, £110; 4h.p. sidecar combination,
L35; 3'/L>h.p. spurts model, £130; 6h.p. light side-

r combination, £165; accessories on all models, no
;tra; also second-hand 2^h.p. 1921 model, 3 speeds,

utch, £65; another, 1915, 3-speed model. £45;
sy terms and exchange; trade supplied. 'Phone

:

olborn 5777. [8058

30UGLAS Agents.—1922 models in stock, lamps,

horn, licence-holder, pump, tools, etc., included

i following prices : g^li.p., 2-speed, £75; 2%h.p.,

speed clutch, and kick starter, £90; 4h.p. combina-
on, £135; 3'/2h..p. Sports, £130; 6h.p. combination,

165; in stock; easy payment terms and exchanges
rranged.—Write for particulars, Herbert Robinson,

td., Green St., Cambridge. [8346

Sparc Parts •

DOUGLAS Spares; immediate delivery.— Kays. 8.

Bond St.. Ealing. f3611

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—Complete illustrated Douglas lists, post

ee [ocjo

"|UTJGLAS 4h.p. spares; everything at bargain
J prices, all spares guaranteed, approval against

ish.—R. G. Gamble and Co., 13, Somers Mews Edg-
are Rd., W.2. Tel.: Padd. 899. [8710

DOUGLAS 2";4h.p. Unused Pistons, complete, 9/6;
connecting rods, 15/6; sprockets, engine, 3/-;

;ear box, 4 / 6 ; Coventry chains, 5 / 6 ; crankshafts,

15/-; layshafts, 14/6; screwed sleeves, 8/6; all spares

n stock, reduction quantities; postage -

Cnapton, 30, Crystal Palace Park Rd
extra.—A.

Sydenham.
18630

DTJNELT, _

for 1922, delivery from stock.— Sam Missin, Cot
iragham, Hull.

Dunelt
Soto or Combination, the best value

, Cot-
[5441

DUNELT 4'/oh;p., with coach built sidecar, spare
wheel, 2 spare tyres, spare belt and chain, MI,

daglita lighting and ignition, Brooks B600 saddle, in

ood condition ; £90.—Teage, Whitehouse, Kenilworth.
[9015

Edmund.
I Q21 Edmund-Blackburne, 2%h.p,, spring frame,
Lt/ Burman 2-speed, clutch, and K.S., brand new;
iresent list price £85, offered at £62/10 cash.—The
iayton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [8971

I Q21 Edmund-Jap, 2%h.p., spring frame, Enfield
Lt/ 2-speed, disc wheels, brand new, shop soiled

>nly; current list price £75, accept £60 cash.—The
jaytoh Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [8972

EDMUND-J.A.P. 1921, unused, 2%h.p., Burman 2-

speed, clutch, kick; 60 gns.; same with Enfield
;ear, all chain, £58; the most comfortable light-

weight.— S., 20, Clavering Avenue, Barnes, Surrey.
[8376

We have now on view in our SHOWROOMS
—the largest Motor Cycle Showrooms in the

British Isles

—

OVER FIFTY

Brand New 1922 Models
ranging from the

2\ h.p. RADCO Lightweight at 34 Gns.

lo the wonderful new '

" De Luxe Mode'

'

12 h.p. 4-Cylinder HENDERSON, £175

and each one the BEST in its class.

Principal Birmingham Agents since 1906 fo>

TRIUMPH.
Sole Birmingham Agents for

HENDERSON . LEVIS
RALEIGH . VELOCETTE

Contracting Agents for

A.J.S, ENFIELD, NORTON, RADCO, &c.

All these models are ready for

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

EASY PAYMENTS 4% extra.

Makers' Catalogues with speci-

fications on request.
Machines despatched by

road or rail—delivery

FREE.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

1 Q20 Enfield, 2VJa.v., 2-speed tax paid; 40 gns.—
J-" 11. A. Smith, Cbolsey, Berks [8211

SHEFFIELD Agent for Koyal Enfields; all models
in stock.—J. A. Stacey. 12. Ecclesall Ed. [0573

ENFIELD 2i4h.p„ 2-speed, K.S., 1921 tax paid,

as new; £44, oiler—'Phone : 1991 Tottenham.
[8937

16 6h.p. Enfield Combination, hood, screen,

lamps, etc.; £70.—Daw, 114, Brixton Hill.
[8651

1Q18 Enfield Combination, 8h.p. Colonial model; a
J-t/ bargain, £85; like new.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee,

S.E. [2162

completely overhauled,

19 1

£34.-1920 21/,1-i.p.

guaranteed; exchanges.—Hudson, Brook Rd., Red-
Enfield,

hill. [8306

ENFIELDS—.1922 Combinations and 2-speed light-

weights in stock.—Clifford Motories, Eastwood,
Notts. [8829

new condition,
58, Wakering

[8412

3 h.p. Enfield, 1919, small mileage,

licence paid; 50 gns.—Brewster,
Rd., Barking.

ENFIELD C.B. Combination, overhauled at cost of

£23, 8h.p., perfect, all on; #50.—56, Lordship
Lane, Tottenham. [8881

"I Q19 3h.p. Enfield Twin, overhauled, fully
JL" eciuinped; £44.—Shepherd, Enfield Highway

Waltham X 31. [0776

1O20 Enfield, 2%h.p., 2 speeds, lamps, exceptional!?XU line; £37/10.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone
Hampstead 1353.

T7INFIELD, 3h.p.,

[8735

overhauled, re-enamelled and
-d

. plated, 'splendid condition; £38.-6, Wilton Mews.
Grosvenor Place, London. [8268

ll.p. Enfield Combination, cane sidecar, fully

equipped, perfect order; £50.—Hubbard, 60,

Chalk Farm Rd., London. [8536
6 h

FIELD 1919 2|jh.p. Lightweight; £36—Newn
ham Motor Co., 223 Hammersmith Rd.E N

'Phone : Hammersmith 80

1 Q22 Enfield.—Early delivery of any model
-L«J payments 4% extra; e>

Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham

W.6.
[8997

[8961

THE
MOTOR

PREMIER
COMPANY,

ASTON ROAD. BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone :—
"PRIMUS,

Birmingham.'

£ 6

running order.-

ENFIELD.—Bambers are official agents; exchanges

a speciality; deferred payments.—2, Eastbank

St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [7238

T.IN'FIELD 1921 8h.p. Combination, shop-soiled only,

-Hi £125; with Lucas Magdyno. £145.-P. J. Evans

John Bright St., Birmingham. [8329

ENFIELD 3h.p. 2-speed model; £30. Exchanges.—
Newnham Motor Co., 223, nammersmith Rd..

W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmith 80. [7527

67/10 —Enfield 6h.p. Combination, late model,

essories (tax paid 1922), splendid

8, High St., Wandsworth. [8545

ENFIELD 1922 models for immediate delivery Ex-

changes.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer-
smith Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmith 80. [7515

LONGMAN BROS., Bond St., Ealing. Telephone :

689. Sole official district agents.—All Royal
Cash, exchange, or deferred payments.

[5783

exceptional bargain, 1922, 2-stroke.

2-speed, tax paid, driven 50 miles, fully equipped;

£46 —Dentist, 216, Portobello Rd., North Kensing-

ton. t8585

1 Q21 Enfield Lightweight 2i/ih.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed

At/ fully equipped, not done 200 miles; a real

bargain, £42/10.-The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell

St., Oxford. t7820

-All 1922 Models in stock for immediate
Cash and exchanges. Easy payments

extra.- P. J. Evans, John Bright St

, 1917 Semi-T.T. Enfield 3h.p. Twin,

tomatio lubrication. O.H.I V., 2 speeds, Perfect,

chains, etc., tax paid; gift, £35.-63

Enfield models.

X7INFIELD,

ENFIELD.-
delivery.

4 per cent.
Birmingham.

hot,T7-ERY

new pistons, v..i

Peter's Rd., Croydon. I81"
ENFIELD Combination late 1916, perfect condition,

engine and magneto overhauled at cost of £12,

deliver by road if required, tyres good; £75, or offer

-Slade, 130, Snargate St., Dover. [8367

ENFIELD 2?;ih.p. Twin, chain drive, 2 speeds, free

engine, drip lubrication, tyres, mechanism good

order, tools, bags, horn, and spares complete; £25 -
Collett, Old Barn, Harrow Weald, Middlesex. [8163

"1 fk21 Enfield Combination, as new, speedometer,

1U sprin» handle-bars, windscreen, numerous acces-

spare new tyre and tube, tax paid.—G. L.

"1, Thursby Rd., Northampton. [816a

"D OYAL ENFIELD Twin^Combination^ mechanically

sories
Meacham,

perfect late model, 6-7h.p„ Lucas dynamo hght-

•, Klaxon and spare horn, speedometer, luggage

grfd spares, tools, tax paid; £110 for quick sale;

owner ordered abroad; any trial or examination-

Write Flat 5, 118, Long Acre, London. Telephone^

Regent 4791. [8173

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfleld.

ENFIELD Twin, 3h.p. engine, just overhauled by
makers at cost ol £17; also light C.B. sidecar for

same, all in good condition; £55 includes all lamps,

Klaxon, and tax.—Wingrove, 36, Winchester St.,

Salisbury. [8162

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, late 1921, Vickers

engine, 2-seater, Easting, hood, Cowey, 1 spare

tyre, full set of tools, Magdyno, cost £207; bargain,

£170, or nearest offer—A. Wiles, 148, Haig Rd.,

Plaistow, E.13. [8335

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—1922
2<4h.p. Royal Enfleld, 2-stroke, £55; 2i,4h.p.

Royal Enfield with kick starter, £57; 8h.p. Royal

Enfield sidecar combination, £140, dynamo lighting,

£158; 8h.p. 1917-18 combination, £95; easy terms

and exchange; irade supplied. 'Phone: Holborn 5777.

Spare Parts:

ENFIELD Spares. - Immediate delivery. - Kays 8

Bond St.. Ealing. [3614

ENFIELD Spares.—Try us for the best service.—

Forfleld Motors, Forfleld Place, Leamington Spa.
[8960

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—All Enfield engine parts in stock.

[8834
F.N.

SECONDHAND Machines. — P.N. Combination
7-8h.p., 1920; £135.—Motorists' Advisory Agency.

Ltd., 89, Wigmore St., W. [8808

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1922
F.N.'s. 7h.p. Combination, £127; solo machine,

2V..h.p., £55; easy terms and exchange. [8060

BARTLETT'S, 93, Gt. Portland St., London,
authorised agents lor F.N.'s, 1922, 4 cylinders,

7h p. ; £95 solo combination £127; deferred payments.
[8081

LANGFORD'S, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2 —
In stock, 1922 4-cyl. shaft drive F.N.; £95;

combination, £127; the greatest bargain of the year;

deferred payments. - 'Phone, Hampstead 8616.
[8520

Svare Parf/t:

F.N. Spares.—We can supply for all models from
1904. Prompt attention to all inquiries. Stamp

- please. Langford's 37, Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2.
18521

Urandex.
GRANDEX 1916, 2-speed, hand clutch, lighting set,

horn, etc., re-enamelled and plated, beautiful

machine, appearance like new, only needs seeing;

£35—Teeth, 769, Romford Rd.. Manor Park, Lon-
don, E. [8410

Haden.
1 Q21 brand new 3V>h.p. Haden-Frecision. 2-speed,
-LJ7 countershaft clutch and kick -start; £57/10.-
Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme. [8765

Harley-Davidson
SHEFFIELD Agent for Ha rley- Davidsons; from

£120. Stocey. 12. Ecclesall Rd. [0577

HARLEY Combination 7-9h.p., trip speedometer,
lamps, Tan-Sad, screen, dash; £68.-54. Dieppe

St., West Kensington, W.14. [8310

1Q19 Harley-Davidson Combination. beautifully
-i-*J equipped; £80.—Hillier, 9, Wallingford Ave.,

North Kensington. [8488

4h.p. Harley-Davidson Motor Cycle Model W Flat
Twin, new machine, never been used, bargain;

£100.-73, Claremont Rd., Luton. [8756

ini5 Harley Combination, 7-9h.p., 2-seater sidecar,

X«7 3-speed, tax paid 1922; quick cash £45.—19-21,

Drapers Lane, Leominster, Herefordshire. [8556

HARLEY-DAVIDSON late 1920 4h.p., flat twin,
electric lighting, fully equipped, condition as

new; £77.-4, Chesterford Gardens, Hampstead, N.W.
[8114

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1921 7h.p. Combination,
dynamo lighting, brand new and guaranteed;

£175 —Alex Thorn, 201 and 203, City Rd., Cardiff.
[8145

1Q22 Harley-Davidson; book now for early delivery,

XJ7 all models; also a few 1921 at special prices;

catalogue with pleasure.—Sam. E. Clapham (Motors),

27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.10. [5986

077/10.—A genuine bargain; late 1918 Harley-
cV Davidson, with large bulbous sidecar, fitted

Easting, good acetylene lighting, etc.. splendid condition
throughout, any trial.—56, Tollington Park, N.4 (14
bus route). [8451

BARBER'S Motors can supply all Harley-Davidson
models "~8>t list prices and give an insurance

policy against'fBechanical breakdown for 12 months
free. Cash, def8rred '

or exchanges.—191, Balham
High Rd., S.W.12A. [6422

HARLEY-DAVIDS'ON, 1921 • model, 7h.p. motor
cycle, hi perfects condition, electric lighting,

speedometer, has only begn used a- I™ hundred miles,
guaranteed perfect, any tfipl a"d examination; offered

lor quick sale, £95. Fryer,- Leominster. [8118

HARLEY.—Longman BrSs -. Bor»d St., Ealing.
Telephone : 689. Sole i

official district agent.—
All models, immediate deliver^7

- Cash, exchange, or
deferred payments. Specially \tuned machines certi-

fied to have exceeded 75 m.p.h.,V £5 extra. [5786

U

Outside straps unfastened. Ample pre*
taction is afforded to tools, etc.

= SPECIAL LINE.

1
!J

u

I

Tool Bags.
7 in. deep ; 19 in. girth.

bags are made from
75 in. long

;

These tool
selected hides by leading manu-
facturers. As illustrated above,
with block ends and complete with
30 inch carrying strap and handle.
Can be attached to carrier or
carried in sidecar.

si

.«=

12/6
CARRIAGE

PAID.

Cost more than double to manufacture.

h.d. .maiBai ...b. ...........

TURFS EX GOVERNMENT
I UDCO. STOCK . Al L SIZES.
24in. and 26in. Endless 4/9 Butted, 5/9

28in. „ 5/6 „ 6/6
700 x80 mm. „ 6/9

BEST QUALITY GUARANTEED.
24x2, 4/6 I 26x2, 4/9 |

26x21, 6/3

26x2J,7/3 | 26x2i,,Q |
28x3, 8/9

26X2J. 7/9 I X2J,

BELTS.

1l£+ PER PAIR
/© POST FREE

These Special Clearance Lines are sent
Carriage Paid on 7 Days' Approval against
remittance. Trade sunplied. Write to-day

llllllllllllllllllllllll

1700x80,10/- B«•••»••. a —
IN STANDARD l.=

LENGTHS p/==
Bates Avon gin. fin. :in. tin. IJJd. m

9 zn
etc., per foot 1/- 1/5 1/9 2/- 2;6 =
oesM^BitiiDMK OMiiaiagiita g ZZ

STRAPS. .=
Made from best quality _—
leather. 30 in. long and
1 in. wide. Complete
with buckle & fastener.

PIGNA PLUGS. i=
2/ Original/ Price 4/6. ii

Send for one to-day. *t—

llliTE

TheName TheFirm

WAY
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE

:

:

264 -266,VAUXHALL ^BRIDGE R?, VICTORIA .S.W.1

- AND AT
44. SURBITON ROAD, KINGSTON-ON-THAMES
*I Please address, allpost orders to Vauxhali Bridge Road.

TELEPHONE '.-VICTORIA 6553 6- C554-.

OUR AGENT IS THE PILLAH- BOX

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson

1 Q20 (new Sept.) 7-9h.p. electrically equipped
•*-& Harley-Davidson Combination, complete with
Bluemel screen, Tan-Sad seat, new spare Palmer cord
tyre, insurance until next Sept., tax paid, small mile-

age, perfect mechanical order and condition; £150, or

nearest offer.—Haddon, North St., York. [3308

Svttrp. Parte:

HARLEY
Bond 1

Spares.—Immediate
, Ealing.

delkery.- •Kays, 8,

[3613

Hazlewood.
"I Q22 Hazlewood, ail models, ior early delivery.
J- £7 See the 6h.p. J.A. P. Twin Combination at

£118; finest value tor money to-day; catalogues with

pleasure.—Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell

St., Greenwich, S.E.10. [5988

H.B.

H.B., 1922 Models, 2 ?ih.p. Blackburne engine,

2-speed Burman gear bos, chaiu belt, C. and
K.S., £.12; with 3-speed gear box, £75; 4h.p., 3-speeti,

£82; 4V.ih.p., 3-speed model, clutch and kick start,

£100; cash, deferred terms, or exchange.

H.B., 1922 Models for earliest deliveries.—Write
London Motors, 61, Holborn Viaduct, E.C., sole

distributing agents for the following counties :—Kent,
Surrey, Sussex, Hants, Berks, Oxford, Bucks,

Northants, Beds, Hunts, Cambridge, Norfolk, Suffolk,

Essex, Herts, Middlesex (including London). [9021

Henderson.
HENDERSON, lOh.p., 4-cyl., clutch mode), just

overhauled; £70; lightweight wanted with cash

adjustment.-42, Tapluw St., City Rd., London, N.l.

[8213

1 Q20 Henderson de Luxe Combination, exceptionally

JL *J fine outfit, unscratched; £135 ; exchanges.—

Goad, 122, Maida "Vale. 'Phone, Hampstead 1353.
[8731

"I Q21 Henderson Combination, Milford sidecar, dy-

J-«7 namo lighting, Bonniksen, Easting, tax paid,

first class condition, cost £300 (April) ; 150 gns; owner

requiring light car.—Lindley, jeweller, Bedford, [8481

BARKER'S Motor3 are agents for the luxurious

4-cyl. Hendersons; all new models at list prices

supplied carry a free insurance policy agaiost

mechanical breakdown for 12 months. Cash, deferred,

or exchanges.-194, Balham High Rd., S.W.12. [6421.

Hobart.

£28.—5h.p. Hoba-rt Twin, gradua gear, nice con-

dition.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. 18902

HOBART-VILLIERS, 1920, 2-speed; £35.-Newn-
ham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.

'Phone, Hammersmith 80. [7532

Humber.
£15 3V-h.p. Humber, 2-speed, Bosch, Amac, fast.

—Middleton, 56, Leo St., Old Kent Rd., S.E. [B394

HUMBER Lightweight, 2iih.p., condition as new,

splendid little mount; £14.—Box 8,684, c/o The

Motor Cycle. [8890

HUMBER Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed, water cooled;

£48; take lightweight part.—57, Kenbuvy St.,

Camberwell, London. [8468

HUMBER.—Don't disturb your capital: we will sup-

ply any model on our easiest of easy terms.—

Holmes and Younie, Hunter's Bar, Sheffield. [8666

£16.—2-h.p. Humber, genuine lightweight, easy

starter, Bosch, B. and B., Druids, pan seat,

mechanical valves, perfect order.—Ewers, Newton Rd.,

Burton-on-Trent. (8566

£21.—Humber, 3 l/2n.p., 2-speed, handle start, late

model, drop frame, decompressor, excellent

mechanical condition.^smart appearance, photo stamp.

—Bacon, Offington Lane, Worthing. [8414

HUMBER Agents.—1922 Models in stock : 4 lAh.p.

fast sporting model, £100; 4H>h.p. combination,

£144 ; Humber motor cycles are silent, vibrationless.

and faultless; in stock; easy payment terms and ex-

changes arranged.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green

St., Cambridge. [8351

1 Q17 Humber Combination, 6h.p., W.C., 3-speed,

Xi/ flat twin, aluminium disc wheels, electric ac-

cumulator lighting, large head lamp, tool box and

luggage carrier, Tan-Sad, Easting windscreen, completely

eouinned- £75, rockbottom price.—55, Edith Rd.,

South Norwood. S.E.25. [8264

Indian.

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Road Racer, clutch model, perfect:

£30.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [8455

LATE 1920 Indian Scout, as new, any trial; £66.

24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington
-

. [8419

£30.—Indian, 7-9h.p., road racer, accessories.—Simp-

son 4, St. Ann's Gardens, Kentish Town, N.W.
[8399

3.1 h p Indian motor cycle for sale; £40; or ex-

2 change lightweight.—H. Taylor, Loose Hill,

Loose, Maidstone. [8204

j nig 7-9h\p. r
dynamo lighting Powerplus Indian

.Lcf combination, very nice order; £70.—Ross, 88,

High Rd., Lee. [8752

b5 All letters relating. to advertisements

\ Motor Cycles

should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P>.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Metro.

ETRO-TYLER 2%h.p., accessories licensed,

lent condition
Dttn Rd., Brixton.

excel
T

£30: evenings.—Read, 55]
[8582

ETRO-TYLER Sports Model, disc wheels, leg-

shields, lighting set, horn, only used 3 months;
examination; bargain, £34.—20, Chatham Place,

;hton. [8590
Moto=Reve.

th.p. Twin Moto-Reve Lightweight; bargain, £18;
b accept £12 and good push cycle.—Stevens,

eleigh, Springwell Rd., Heston, Hounslow. [8432

INERVA,
order;,£14

Minerva
SV.-h.p... single, n

17,

3h.p

perfect
[8458

magneto,
Heaton Rd... Mitcham.

order; £12.—Wise,
[8287

runningINERVA,
Barton Lodge, Winkfield, Berks.

Lb p. Minerva Single, tax 30/-. rebushed and new
2 rings recently, Bosch, B. and B., Brooks, foot-

rds, new Hutchinson rear; £16.—Stephen, 42, Broad
Peterhead, [8259

Mohawk.
"OHAWK Cycles, new or second-hand, at lowest
. possible prices for cash or easy payments,—Mohawk
le Co., Ltd.; Alexandra Rd., Horneey. [4 793

Motosacoche.
12/10.—Motosacoche Lightweight, Bosch magneto,
smart appearance, splendid running order.—King,

rove Farm, Oxford. [8903

18.—2%h.p. Motosacoche, kick start, clutch, gears,
Bosch, Druids; ride away.—Argyle Lodge, JNewton

., Burton-on-Trent. [8564

Ner=a*Car.

"EW Ner-a-Car; £55; owner leaving England; com-
plete fittings, speedometer, pillion aeat; Hove.

—

x 8,687, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8898

New Hudson.
EW HUDSON, 2-ih.p., J.A.P., 3-speed, clutch, en-

gine overhauled; £28.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd.,
i.7. [7842
EW HUDSON De Luxe, fully equipped, mileage
negligible; £45.—Ratclifie Bros., 200, Great Pcrt-

d St., W.l. [8801

"EW HUDSON 2i4h.p. Lightweight Popular model,
shop-soiled; £40.—New Hudson Depot, 45, Gray's

i Rd., Holborn, W.C.2. [7751

Hudson Combination, Ace alu-
. C.S., very smart; given away at

Claremont Garage, Blackpool. . [8280

920 4h.p. New
minium discs

gns.-

920 New Hudson Combination, "3-speed, Lucas
equipped, excellent condition, guaranteed; £75.

Fard, 51, Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. [8930

[EW HUDSON-XA.P., 4h.p., sporting machine,
I Cox Atmos Mabon countershaft gear, splendid
ining order fully taxed; £38; ride 20 miles to
rchaser.—Jarman, Hosey Common, Westerhara.

[8913
914 New Hudson 4Vah.p, and sidecar, 3-speed gear,

clutch, kick starter, new sidecar, just over-
uled, enamelled and re-plated; £90.—Apply, F.,
> Felpnam Motur Works, Ltd., Felpham, Sussex.

[8165
[EW HUDSON 1922 Models, 2%h.p., Popular and
I De Luxe 2-speed lightweights, 4V^h.p. solo and
nbination, lOh.p. light car, all models in stock,
mediate delivery; send for lists; deferred payments
anged. All spares stocked.—New Hudson Dept., 45.

ay's Tnn Rd., Holborn, W.C.2. [5150

New Imperial.
>28.—2%h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2 speeds, splendid
** running order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

[8904
920 8h.p. New Imperial Combination, well

equipped; £80.-24, Balliol Rd., North Ken-
gton. [8426

[EW IMPERIAL, 2%h.p., 1921f slightly used;
' only £57.—Ratclifie Bros., 200, Great Portland-
; W.l. [8799

[EW IMPERIAL, 2%h.p., 1921 (August), 3-speed,
I clutch, K.S., an:l accessories; £52.—Rooks, 1,

irdon Rd., Leyton, E.15. [8235

919 2?ih.p. New Imperial-Jap, complete, lamps,
horn, etc., in excellent order; £35:—Maynard,

1, Bowes Rd., Bowes Park, N.ll. [8514

920 New Imperial, 2%h.p. J.A.P., clutch, kick
start, excellent condition; £45.—Goad, 122,

aida Vale. 'Phone, Hampstead 1353. [8737

»23.—2%h.p. New Imperial, 2 speeds, new tyres,
* ride away.—Ewers, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent.

[8568
[EW IMPERIAL 1922, Models 1, 3-speeds, and 2,
I 3-speeds, kick starter, clutch; immediate delivery.

Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile
., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548." [0071

I7"ATTCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—1922 New
* Imperial-Jap, 3-speed model, £63; 3-speed, kick
irt, and clutch model, £69;. 2^4h.p. I.O.M. sports
odel. all-chain, 3 speeds, £80; easy terms and ex-
angc; write for list. [8063

EXCHANGE
v.

OVERHAUL
Have you ever considered how far the

cost of a general overhaul will go
towards an exchange for another
mount -which is bang up-to-date ? The
saving is obvious and annoying delays

avoided. WHY WAIT?

1922 LIGHT CARS.
AIREDALE 11.9 h.p. 4-seater .... £475

CALTHORPE 10 h.p. 2-seater. . . . £355

CALTHORPE 10 h.p. 4-seater. . . . £375

COVENTRY PREMIER 4-wheeler £250

L.S.D. 3-wheeler, All on £165

LAGONDA (Coupe or 4-seater) . . £395

1922 MOTOR CYCLES.
B.S.A. 4J h.p. Chain-Belt £107

B.S.A. 41 h.p. Combination £139

B.S.A. 6 h.p. Light Comb £164

B.S.A. 8 h.p. Comb £185

BRADBURY 6 h.p. Comb £146

DOUGLAS 21 h.p. 2-speed, All on £75

DOUGLAS 2| h.p. 3-speed, All on £90

DOUGLAS 31 h.p. 3-speed Sporting £130
EDMUND-BLACKBURNE 2| h.p. £85

ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination £140

ENFIELD 2i h.p. 2-speed £55

LEVIS 2i h.p. 2-speed £58

LEVIS 2] h.p. 2-speed, kick-start £60
MARTINSYDE 6 h.p. Combination £160

NEW IMPERIAL 2} h.p. 3-speed 60 Gns.
NEW IMPERIAL 2J h.p., All-Chain £73
NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Comb. . . £145
NORTON Big Four Combination £149 10

NORTON 3£ h.p. 3-speed £115
NORTON Big Four £120
REX-ACME 2£ h.p. 2-speed £50
REX-BLACKBURNE 21 h.p £69 15

REX-ACME 8 h.p. Combination. . £150

ROYAL RUBY 2| h.p. 2-speed.... £70
SCOTT-SQUIRREL 3i h.p. 2-speed £105

SUNBEAM 3£ h.p. (New Type) 120 Gns.
SUNBEAM 4* h.p. Comb. . . . .174 Gns.
SUNBEAM 8 h.p. Combination. . £217 7

TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Chain-Belt .... £105

TRIUMPH 4 h.p. All-Chain £115

DEPENDABLE SECOND-HANDS
Solos. Combinations.

£ s. £ s.

A.B.C. 1921 - 87 10 A.J.S. 1919 125

Ariel 1920 31 75 American X 79 10

Alecto 1920 - 52 10

Bradbury 3
1

. 35

Beardmore - 49 10

Douglas 1920 69 10

Zenith 31 . 32 10

Ind. Scout - 95
New Imperial 35

O.K. 2-speed 35

Rudge 1920 • 59 10

Rover 3-sp. - 35

Wooler - - 49 10

Triumph 3i 42 10

Triumph3-sp.37 10

Premier2-sp. 35
Pull List

Ariet 1920 - 87 10
Alecto 1920 - 69 10

B.S.A. 4i - 67 10

Chater-Lea - 69 10
Enfield - - 85
Henderson- 145
Harley 1920 135
Rex 6 h.p. - 49 10
Rover 3i - 39 10
Rudge 7 1920 97 10
Scott 1920 - 95
Sunbeam 8 115
Triumph4 h.p. 65
Zenith 4/5 - - 65
Application

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

NEW IMPERIAL 2V2h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, T.T. bars,

engine just overhauled by makers, top-hole con-

dition, hot stuff; £30.—Gordon R. Croxford, The
Motor Cycle House, 461, Upper Richmond Rd., East

Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phone: Richmond 322. [8782

8 h.p. New Imperial, Sunbeam sidecar, 1919 6h.p.

converted to 8h.p. Dec. 1920, Easting, car size

D.A. outfit, luggage carrier, 2 horns, speedometer,
mirror, spares, smart condition; any reasonable offer;

owner buying car.—Lucking, 12, Churchfield Rd. East.

Acton, W. [8186

Svure Parts :

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—All New Imperial engine parts in stock.

Lists free. [8838
Norton.

REMIER Motor Co. ioi 1922 Nortons:

3',ih.p., belt drive, .£80; 16H 3-speed T.T.,

£115- Big 4, 3-speed, £120; easy payments '4%

extra —Immediate delivery from the Norton Specialists:

The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham 10625

ORTON.—Latest 1922 models from stock.—Picker.
Shrewsbury. ,

[8597

NORTONS—All models. If you require one that

pulls, try Gibb, Gloucester. 'Phone : 852. [8125

ORTONS, 1922.—Immediate deliveries of all

models.—Clifford Motories, Eastwood, Notts.
[8828

ONGMAN Bros., Bond St., Ealing, District.

Agents, all models; cash, exchange, or deferred

payments. [8959

NORTON 1921 Models.—Sole district agents, Wessex
Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherine Street, Salisbury.

•Phone: 72. [0717

NORTON Big Four 1921 and sidecar, mileage 2,500.

electric lamps; £115.-98, Shakespeare Rd^
Stoke Newington, N.16. [8638

ORTON, 3>/oh.p., 3 speeds, K.S., thoroughly over-

hauled, rebushed, nearly new tyres; £42 ap-

proval.—68, Gloucester Rd., Chalk Farm. [8301

21 Norton, 16H, and Special Norton racing side-

car, lamps, horn, speedometer, sprockets, abso-

lutely as new; £120.—Collins, 114, Queen St.,
"'

on-Trent.

£58.—Norton, 3V2h.p. T.T., model 9, specially tuned,

in good condition, complete withm large
_

Luca^

head lamp, horn, speedometer;
cliffe Hill, Bristol.

NORTON new 1922 oiAh.p., Sports model 16IL in

stock, 3 speeds, kick starter, etc.; £115.—Elce,
Ltd 15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St..

E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0070

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London—New 1922

Big Four Norton, £120; 3M>h.p. sports model,

£115; family sidecar combination, £154; list on ap-

plication; easy terms and exchange arranged. [.buoi

21 Norton (Sept.), Big Four, Model No. 1 and sport-

ing sidecar, Lucas lamps, Stewart speedometer

„„d mechanical horn, perfect condition ; sacrifice £135.

—Full particulars, Tippett, 48, Union Rd., Exetei^

1 rt21 3V-h p. Norton Racing Combination, entirely

111 special outfit, winner oi many firsts in open

events, perfect order and well equipped, hullest pal-

ticulars by letter, Box 8,676, c/o The Motor ^-^
1 Q21 Norton 16H 3Vih.p. model, fully equipped

i-iJ with lamps, horn, has been overhauled in our

own workshops and is guaranteed Perfect;
.

^red^at
£85 cash.-The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St.

Oxford.
[78
^

20 3Vjh v I O.M. Norton Combination, R.34 side-

car' ne v, close ratio gear box, the whole machinery

nerfect sacrifice. £100, no offers; also Mills-Fulford

CB sidecar, ready for fitting to Big Four Norton,

good condition, £14.-Kimble, Victoria Gardens, Neath.

Olh.p. Norton, 1921 Sports Model, all chairs close

P 1

N°i
extra
The

Nc

Nc

N c

Lc

N°
prov;

19 2

Burton

-

T8653

seen at Tuckers', Red-
[9013

19

Deterred payments or Exchanges.

The Halifax Motor Exchange,

25, Horton Street, Halifax.
"Phone: 1400. 'Grams: "Perfection.**

19 2

2 ratios, Ricardo piston, specially tuned, 70m
bars, beau-

l. D-nara'nteed -plated tank, latest T.T

Mini 'conditLn and
5
perfect .throughout, ;

mar

tax paid; £95 or llr'~

write, Box 8661, c/o

rpUCKERS', Redcliffe Hill. Bristol.-B is.Four Norton

1 and family sidecar^ SlS^^ieH^sports^modW.

Sd; £95 or llghweight part excnange.-Please

Box 8661, c/o The Motor Cycle.

fil IB^fiuned "for competition work) ;
T.T. 3'/3h.P

finest 'Sue in the trade; all machines delivered car-

to 'any address in England.—G.
Rider Agent and Specialist.riage paid from stock

H Tucker, Norton
'Phone : 4042.

Simre Parts

:

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd. Green St.

bridge.—Complete Norton list post free.

N.S.U.

6h p N S.U. Twin, 2-speed, free

hall Rd., Palmers Green.

O10—3V»h.p. N.S.U., Bosch magneto

Sfc spring forks.-King. Egrove Farm,

Cani-
[8837

£25.—79 Totter.-

[8605

B. and B..
Oxford.

L8905

Oihp., N.S.TJ., magneto, variable jet, variable gear

OH gift; "£11.—Weavers, 6, Bunas

Yorks.

Lane, Otley,
[8693

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.U.T.

*| Q21 N.U.T. combination, Lucas dynamo lighting, aslv new; £85.-24, Balliol Ed., North Kensington.
[8420

N.U.T. Motor Cycle Electrical Model, new machine,
never been used, bargain; £100.—Rookwood,

Waller Avenue, Leagrave, near Luton. L8757

| Q21 (July) 5h.p. 3-speed N.U.T.. done 1.300 miles,Av as good as new, unscratched; bargain, £85.

—

22, Johnson Terrace, New Washington, S.O. ^ [8194

PRACTICALLY brand new N.U.T., Lucas Magdyno
lighting equipment, electric horn, speedometer,

mileage 400; sacrifice £87.-37, Canterbury Rd., Balls
Pond Rd., Dalston. [8936

MR. E. REMINGTON'S famous 90x77 O.H.V.
Racing N.U-T., chain drive, 2 carbs., special

mag., perfect condition, guaranteed as left Brooklands,
numerous spares of ail essential parts; price £70 or
close offer.—B. P. Garage, 40, Murrav Mews, Murray
St., Camden Town, N.W. [7882
TVT.U.T. Coachbuilt Combination, about 1916, 6h.p.
-1-" twin J.A. P., just thoroughly overhauled, re-
enamelled and plated, fitted with Philipson pulley"
which cost £12, appearance like new; a bargain, £53.
—Motorist, 769, Romford Rd., Manor Park, London,
E. [8411

£120.-1921 3'/2h.p. Twin N.U.T., 3-speed, counter-
shaft, with, sporting aluminium Swan sidecar,

Lucas dynamo lighting set, speedometer, etc.. mileage
positively under 1,000, and guaranteed in good con-
dition, exceptional appearance, cost £180; or exchange
light car and cash, not earlier than 1920, deliver 100
miles.—Solwaybank. Hayes, Kent. 'Phune, Bromley
532. [8284

O.K.
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2"^h.p.

1917 O.K. Junior; £25. [8065

O.K.-VILLIERS, 2 speeds, clutch, kick start, July.
1921.—Offers, 209 Upper Richmond Rd., East

Sheen [6612

£19/10.—O.K.,. 4-stroke, 2-speed, complete, engine
guaranteed.—21, Overhill Rd., East Dulwich.

[8435
LATE 1921, O.K.-Villiers 2%h'.p;. 2 speeds, well

equipped, only run few miles, tax paid; £48, or
offer.—Ill, Moyser Rd., Streatham, S.W.16. [8303

O.K. JUNIORS.—We have Mark IX, X, XI models
in stock, new and unused, at greatly reduced

prices.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, Lon-
don. [8790

O.K. Junior, 2-stroke. 2-speed, clutch, long copper
exhaust, fully equipped, bought new September.

1921, splendid condition, 110 m.p.g.; £45 or near
„ffer.—Applv, M. N. t 16, Wintersloks Gardens, Mill

Hill, N.W.7. [8253

Omega.

1 Q21 Omega, 2%h.p.. Villiers engine, 2-speed gear
At/ lamps, etc., as new; £42.—Bartlett's, 93. Gt.

Portland St., London. [8083

OMEGA.—Don't disturb your capital; we will sup-

ply any model on our easiest of easy terms.—
Holmes and Younie, Hunter's Bar, Sheffield. [8667

BARTLETT'S, 93, Gt. Portland St., sole London
and district distributing agents for Omega's; all

models from 55 gns to 115 gns.; deferred payments
[8082

"I Q21 Omega, 2%h.p. Villiers, 2-speed, kick starter
J- */ and clutch, lamps, etc., all new, shop-soiled

only clear; £53.—Bartlett's, 93, Gt. Portland S'.

London. [8084

NORFOLK, Northamptonshire, Huntingdonshire,
Cambridgeshire, Hampshire, Rutlandshire, Bed

fordshire, Berkshire. Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire,
Suffolk, Essex, Hertfordshire, Sussex, Surrey, Kent,
with the exception of 20 mile' radius of London.

OMEGA 1922 Models; prices from 53 gns.—Write
for catalogue London Motors, 61, Holborn Via-

duct, E.C. Your old machine taken in part, payment,
for cash, or on deferred terms. [9022

P. and M.

P.
and M. Combination, late 1920, as new, all
accessories, tax and insurance paid; £100.—Dean,

114, Brixton Rd., S.W. [8385

P. and M., ex-W.D.. exceptional condition, lamps,
Klaxon, speedometer, tools, spares, tax, any trial;

£47/10.—Arnold, Henlow, Beds. [8702

P. and M. 1920 3VUi.p., late model, mechanical oil
pump, ratchet brake,' all on; £65.—Warnes, Ltd.,

46, Churchfield Rd., Acton, W.3. - [8135

£48.-1918 P. and M. Combination, fully equipped,
excellent condition, tax paid, sacrifice.—143,

Ravensbury Rd., Earlsfleld, S.W. 18. [8819

£45.—P. and M. 3Vjh.p. Combination, late R.A.F.
type, accessories, screen, good lot; exchange

lightweight.—8, High St., Wandsworth. [8546

"I Q20 P. and M. Combination, recently overhauled
J-** makers, electric lighting, tax paid, insurance;
£75.-17, Byron Rd., Harrow-on-the-Hill. [8374

TO Insure Easter Delivery order your 1922 P. and
M. now from the specialist agent, Lewis M.

Ionian, Durham Rd., Seaforth, Liverpool. 'Phone:
Waterloo 296. [5097

A34 All letters relating to advertisements
Motor Cycles

This Real Value-for-

Money Proposition ?
We challenge anyone to produce a finer.

The proposition is the .Burlington

Reconstructed 4 li.p. Douglas Combina-
tion. Although referred to as Recon-
structed, these machines are mainly
composed of new parts and neither in

appearance nor service do they differ

from absolutely new models.

Compare their price (below £100)

—

compare their quality—you cannot
find a better bargain on the market
to-day.

FULLY GUARANTEED
FULLY EQUIPPED

CASH PRICE 93 GNS.
Above specification also applies to our
-Reconstructed 2J- h.p. Douglas models
at 55 gns. and 4 h.p. Reconstructed
Douglas Solos at 75 gns.

On our Easy Payments Terms it would
be : Deposit £26 10

Balance—
12 monthly payments of £6 5

We would esteem it a favour if you
would let us send you further par-
ticulars of our Reconstructed machines
and our Deferred Payments System.

Trade Supplied.

To 4 h.p. Douglas Owners

No more broken drawbolts
A new form of operating
mechanism for the 4 h.p.

Douglas Motor Cycle, by
which the Drawbolt is

entirely eliminated.
Write for full particulars.

Trade Supplied.

BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCX.E CO., LTD.,
7 .South Side.CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W .4

'P/totis :JSn'x'ons^ij. IVires : Burlington Motorx,Clapham

Just by Clapham Common Underground Station.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

P.
and M. 1918 motor cycle for sale, perfect running
order; £50.-72", Glenthorne Rd., Hammersmith:

[8914
£43.—P. and M. 1918 (November), lamps, Klaxon,

speedometer, tools, spares, just thoroughly over-
hauled, guaranteed perfect, any trial.—44, Mackenzie
Rd., Beckenham. [8354

P. and M. Motor Cycles [ex R.A.F.), rebuilt and
renovated as new, fitted with many new parte,

including- mag., B. and B. carburetter, chains, tyres,

etc., £45; combination £60; equipped £5 extra. Side-
cars reupholstered, painted, and new tyre.—S. E. Porter
Whitchurch, Salop. 'Phone; 74. [3058

Spare Parts :-

P. and M. Spares. Immedia-te delivery.—Kavs, 8.

Bond St., Ealing. [7219

P. and M. Spares stockist, every part in stock;
cheap.—Inman, Durham Rd., Seaforth, Liverpool

L6397

P.
and M.—All spares in stock; stamp requirements;
P. and M. spares specialist.—H. Beardwood, 147,

Burlington St., Liverpool. [9986

P.
and M. Spares.—Send stamp for latest list of new
and secondhand spares; all goods dispatched on ap-

proval against cash.-—Gamble and Co., 13, Somers
Mews, Edgware Rd., W.2. Padd. 899. [8709

Peugeot.
4-5h.p. Twin Peugeot, overhauled; £19, exchange

lightweight.- Lawton, 2, Whiteheads Grove,

Chelsea. [8272

PEUGEOT 6h.p. Twin, Bosch, Senspray, ride away;
£6.-1, Albert Cottages, Marlborough Rd., Old

Kent Rd., S.E.I. [8625

Premier.

T.T. Premier 3>/'<b.p. 1914, fast, sporty, 100 m.p.g.;

£35.—14, Boundaries Rd., Balham. [8474

Spare Parts :

PREMIER Parts^in stock.— All". Holland, Hearsall
Lane Corner, Coventry". 'Phone, 1945. [9008

PREMIER Spares and Repairs.—We are the most
competent advertisers of these, as we served in

the Premier works. Any part quoted per return.— For-
field Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [7362"

Quadrant.
20 4h.p. Quadrant combination, genuine barga

trial given; £70.—Ross, 86, High Rd., I.ee.

[8751
19

[8751

-| Q2l Chain-drive Quadrant Combination, perfect, an
A*/ accessories; £70.—31A, Compton Rd., Wake-
man Rd., N.W. 10. [S386

QUADRANT £100 4 1/>h p. Combination, delivery

from stock.—Frank ^itworth, Ltd., Distributers,

139, New St., Birmingham. [0767

QUADRANT, immediate delivery of 1922 models.
Exchanges; extended terms arranged.—Elce. Ltd.,

15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3-

'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0072

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1922
Quadrant Motor Cycles, all-chain solo, £85

J

sidecar combination, £105; easy payments and ex-

change; list on application. 'Phone: Holborn 5777.
[8066

CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Co., Quadrant Works re-

presentatives and sole wholesale distributors for

London, Middlesex, Surrey, Sussex, Kent, Essex,

Buckinghamshire, Hertfordshire, Bedfordshire, Norfolk^
Cambridgeshire, Suffolk, Huntingdonshire, Berkshire,
etc. AH models in stock. Early delivery. De-
ferred payments. Exchanges. Chain-cum-belt 4V2n-P-
solo, £80. All chain solo, £85. Chain-cum-belt com-
bination, £100. All chain combination, lOOgns.
Lucas dynamo lighting sets 16gns extra. Official re-

pairers and spare part stockists. Day and night ser-

.

vice.—177, Westminster Bridge Rd., London, S.E.I. -

Tel.: Hop 210. [6633

Radco,
3 ih. p. Radco, good condition, trial; 20 gns.—Chap-
4 pell, 6, Thorley St., Bishop's Stortford, Herts;

(P) [8108

T> ADCO, 21411. p., belt drive, Amnc, low, first deposit -

XV secures; 19 gns.—53, Swaffield Road, Wandsworth;
[8642

RADCO, overhauled, smart, electric lighting, discs,

ride away; £18, bargain.—H. H. K., 151, Cale-

donian Rd., King's Cross. [8271

NEW 1922 Radco Lightweights, all fitted with
the new 2J,^h.p. 247 c.c. engine, now in stock;

single gear, £35/14; 2-speed, £42; 2-speed clutch, kick
starter, £47/5; easy payments 4% extra.—Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [8964

Raleigh.

RALEIGH.—Early delivery of all models.—Pickering,
Shrewsbury. [8598

RALEIGH.- Immediate delivery of 1922 models.
Cash, exchange, or deferred payments.—Kavs. -8,

Bond St., Ealiug. [7230

should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the; date of the issue

advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

rJBIDMPH Combination, fullv equipped; £75.—Rat-
cliffe Bros., 200, Great Portland St., W.l. [8797

IQ19 Countershaft Triumph, disc wheels, lamps,
<-«/ horn; £65.-317, King St., Hammersmith.

[8195
rRIUMPH Combination, 1920, fully equipped; £85.—Dane, 216, Portobello Ed., North Kensington.
: [8587
rRIUMPH Combination 3r/,h.p. Armstrong, 3-speed,

licensed, perfect; £50.—Ash ViUa, Bushey Heath.
[8413

rRITJMPHS.—A fine assortment of all models in
stock at prices to suit all—Ross, 86. High Rd.,

ee. [5020
I Q18 41i.p. Countershaft Triumph, fully equipped;
'*-*J £H8—9, JVallingford Avenue, North Kensing-
ton. [8493

rRIUMPH, late model, countershaft, Paragon fold-
ing sidecar, as new; £75.-16, Elsden Rd., Tot-

snham. [8938

JUNIOR Triumph, unscratched, done few miles, ac-
cessories.—Write, Hill, Acre House, Kempsev,

[Vorcester. [8140
1Q19 Triumph, 4h.p., excellent condition, all on;
It* £60.-Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone. Harnp-
tead 1353. [8734

rRIUMPH Junior, 1921, new condition, tax
paid; £45, rare bargain.—Bunting's Exchange,

jV'ealdstone. [8713

"TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, guaranteed, as

r»- new; £100, near offer.—33, Hackford Rd., Brix-
jon, S.W.9. [8941
I Q16 Triumph Combination, really good order;
•-»/ £57/10.-26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone:
iirixton 1292. [8868
BABY Triumph 1920, 2-speed! all accessories,

tax paid, as new; £50.— " Elmcroft," Farn-
jorough, Kent. [8174
1Q12 Triumph Combination, clutch and Philipson
*-*> pulley, lamps, horn; £40.-317, King St.,
rfamniersmith. [8197
027/10.—Triumph SV'-h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, acces-& sories, Bosch magneto, real reliable lot.— 8, High
St., Wandsworth. L8547

20 Triumph Combination, electric lights, screenL9 2

as new; £85.—Levitt, 80, Streathain High
M. 'Phone: 2701 [8911
rRIUMPH.-Genuine 1911 I.O.M. T.T. model, short

wheelbase, very fast, licensed; complete, £35 —Wall
lanworth, Horley. [8512
1 021 Triumph 4h.p., Model H, in splendid con-
*-** dition, lamps, horn, licence paid; £78 —Tip-
Jen, Marden, Kent. [7459
TJI.O.C.H. have 1922 Triumph Model II. in stock;* also 1920 Combination.— 5, Heath St., Hamp-
jtead. (Near Tube.) [8323
rpRIUMPHS.—Several Countershaft Triumphs from
J- £45

;
also quantity spare parts.—Hole, 129, Park

Lane, Wallington. [8658
TIRIUMPH 1914, 3 speeds, clutch, perfect condition,
J- tax paid, fully equipped; quick sale, £35.—365,
King St., Hammersmith. [8771
RRIUMPH Combination, 1919, Model H.. 3-speed.
-1- 4h.p., excellent condition; 69 gns.—Longman
Bros., Bond St., Ealing. [8955

EXCELLENT 3%h.p_1913 clutch model Triumph,
all on, bargain, must sell; £30.-14, Tottenhall

Rd., Palmers Green. N.13. [8288

TRIUMPH Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed, K.S., snip;
£45 ; exchange Clyno Combination, Level.—534,

Fulham Rd., Walham Green. [8403

TRIUMPH 2-stroke, slightly soiled only, equipped,
£45; 4h.p. sports, only run 200 miles, £58.—

31ark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [9003

3ih.p. clutch Triumph, splendid running order, all
2 on, £38; new Grado gear, kick start, for same,

£5.—Shepherd, Sunburys, Billericay. [8233

-|Q21 Baby Triumph; fully equipped, tax paid,
X*f overhauled by Triumph Jan.; £45; exchange
A.B.C.—37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton. [8632

1Q18 Triumph Combination, 3-speed, countershaft
*-** clutch and kick start,, excellent condition; £75.
—Rhind and Co.. Stone Plaee, Rusholme. [8766

"IQ21 Triumph Baby, 2r,4h. p., 2 speeds, guaranteed
*-*' as new throughout, tax paid; £48/10.—Goad.
122. Maida Vale. 'Phone, Hampstead 1353. [8733

TRIUMPH 1922 all-chain models in stock. Ex-
changes.—Newnham Motor Co.. 223, Hammer-

smith Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmith 80. [7511

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, late 1919, East-
ing, lamps, etc., fully licenced, original tyres;

£80 lowest.—Wiles, Littlestone-on-Sea, Kent. [8557

TRIUMPH and Sidecar, 1914, 3-speed gear, clutch,
[amps and speedometer, in splendid condition;

£37/10.—10, Freshford St., Earlsfield, S.W.18. [8660

LONGMAN BROS., Bond St., Ealing. Telephone

;

689. Official district agents.—All Triumph
models. Cash, exchange, or deferred payments. [5787

1 Q18 Triumph, 4h.p., November, 1921, engine, new
l-*7 gears, lamps, horn, licensed, and fullv insured:
£60 or nearest.—Elkington, East Wharf, Cardiff. [8476

Officers' Regulation

TRENCH COATS
at 65/- each.

Post 1 /3

extra.

BRAND NEW, TRIPLE-PROOFED
GOVERNMENT GABARDINE, OIL-
SKIN Interlining, Smart Check Lining, and

Heavy DETACHABLE WOOL FLEECE
Lining. FOUR COATS IN ONE.
Absolutely Waterproof. Ideal Garment for

Motoring, Motor Cycl'ng, Fishing, or Walking.

We have purchased a large quantity of these

Coats, but once sold it will be impossible to

repeat them at this price. Actual value to-day

:

£7-7-0.
One 0/ many Unsolicited Testimonials

:

Dear Sir, Denbigh,

The trench coat you sent is very satisfactory

and excellent value. I shall not hesitate to

recommend if I get the opportunity.—J.P.W.

Delivery guaranteed Within 7 days of order,

and money returned if not perfectly satisfied.

SIZES : Chest, 34in. to 44in. Height,

5ft. 3in. to 6ft. 4 ins. Please state size

required.

SOUTH AFRICAN
FIELD BOOTS

(ANKLE)

20/- per pair.
SPECIFICATION: BLACK CHROME
CALF or SUPERIOR TAN CALF UPPERS,
Leather lined throughout. Standard screwed

and sewn. Stitched round heel, Full Water-

proof Double Tongue, Extra Stout Sole-

Broad fitting, Uppers soft and pliable. The
finest Pound Boot on the market.

Sizes: 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and tl's. Prompt
Delivery. Money returned if not satisfied

Cheques, Money Orders, and Postal Orders should

be crossed and made pavrble to

:

ERNEST MANNERS
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS STORES,

4, WINDMILL LANE,

RUGBY, Warwickshire.
Bankers: Lloyds, and London Citv and Midland.

Post
1/3 extra

MOTOR CYCLES FOI< SALE.
Triumph.

"I Q20 countershaft Triumph, 4h.p., Milllord sideca:,
X*/ complete, excellent condition, nearest oiler £75.
—6, Thurlow Rd., Elthome Park Rd., Hanwell, W.7
„ [8^55
(COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, 3-speed, etc., K.S..
V^ clutch, perfect condition, guaranteed, makers'
colours, snip; £45.-33, Hackford Rd., Brixton, S.W.9.

[8940
r»38.—1918 T.T. Triumph (engine 52,616), as new,^ fully equipped, owner must realise; genuine bar-
gain (unemployed).—121, Acton Lane, Chiswick, W.4.

[8619
rriRIUMPH, 4 hip.; renovated by makers July, 1920.
-*- 3 speeds. K.S., lamps, splendid condition, mile-
age 1.600; £70.—Noble, 110 Mill Lane, West Hamp-
*te*d [8293
TRIUMPH C.B. Combination 1914, excellent run-

ning order; sell cheap for cash, or exchange
lightweight, condition immaterial.— 108, The Crescent,
Slough. [8397
'"-i-TtrUMPH 1920 3'/„h.p. Sports models (2) in new
'-*- condition, accessories; £55 each.—Newnham Motor
Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammer-
smith. 80. [7522

1 Q13 Triumph, decompressor, enclosed Bosch.
X*7 nijde.n lank, lamps: ,£25, quick sale.—Simp-
son, Orchard Rd., near Reservoir Inn, Snnbury-on-
Thames. [8532
"I Ol8 Triumph Combination, brand new sidecar,
X*/ screen, lamps, beautiful condition throughoxit;
£67/10.-37, Canterbury Rd., Balls Pond Rd., Dal-
ston, N.l. [8935
"I Q19 (Oct.) Triumph and Coach-built Sidecar, 3
X*7 lamps, spares, and Easting screen, perfect con-
dition; £85 complete.—P. Pccock, Cold Ash, New-
bury, Berks. [8448

TRIUMPH late 1918, perfect condition, original

tyres not worn out, lamps, tools, complete; £70,
no offers; Ramsgate.—Apply, Box 8602, c/o The
Motor Cyclb. [8130

1 Q16 Triumph, 4h.p., countershaft, in really nice
it/ condition throughout, complete with lamps,
.lorn, tools, etc.; £48.—Clark, Old Palace Yard, Rich-
mond, Surrey. [8460

TRIUMPH, late 1919, delivered 1920, 4h.p. counter-
shaft, footboards, touring bars, fully equipped,

splendid condition, tax paid; £68.-30, Crystal Palace
Park Rd., Sydenham. [8629

j
Q21 Triumph-Junior 2 1

/ih.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed;
Xtl list price £65; this machine is brand new, and
is offered at the special price of £55.—The Lay ton

Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [7816

1 Q21 3y2h.p. Triumph, single-speed model, special
X «/ forks, absolutely brand new, shop-soiled only

;

offered at the bargain figure of £65.—The Lay ton
iarages. 30. Holywell St., Oxford. [7815

TRIUMPH 1922 Model SD, 4h.p. chain drive,

£115; Model H, chain-cum-belt, £110. Imme-
diate delivery from stock.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishops-

gate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue
5548 [0074

BARKER'S Motors can supply all Triumph 1922
models afc list prices and give an insurance policy

against mechanical breakdown for 12 months free.

Cash, deferred, or exchanges.—194, Balham High Rd.,

S.W.12. [6420

J
TRIUMPH 4h.n. Combinations. We always have

several of these outfits in stock at attractive

orices. Exchanges. List on request.—Newnham Motor
p 223 Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammer-
smith SO. [7524

TRIUMPH 1921 (June), Grindlay sidecar, hood anri

screen (cost £45), all lamps, tax paid year, in-

sured, condition as new (mileage 500); £120 or offer,

by appointment.—3, Chatsworth Avenue, Wembley
Hill, Middlesex. [8331

EXCHANGES.—Brand new Sports Triumph; £70,
bargain. 1919 4h.p. countershaft, really excep-

tional, accessories, engine 60,590; 60 gns. 1920
Baby Triumph, excellent; £42.—Kent's, 417, Lord
St., Southport. [8678

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1922
Triumphs : 4h.p., all-chain models, 3-speed,

£115; 4h.p. chain and belt, £105; 2 14h.p„ 2-stroke

model, £65; 4h.p combination, £145; easy terms and
exchange. Holborn 5777. [8070
i A21 Triumph Gloria combination, Model H,
\-*J lamps, Cowey speedometer, unpunctured, sidecar,

ind solo sprockets; under 2,000 miles; Brookes' leg-

gings, luggage box, guaranteed perfect; £125, offers.—

22, Bonrn\ille, Goole. [8R1S

~| Q20 Triumph-Gloria, sidecar, speedometer, horn,
Li/ mirror, lamps, generators. Easting screen, spare
belt, tube, full kit, under 9,000 miles, licenced to

December, splendid condition; sacrifice £100.—Parkes,
Priory St., Monmouth. [8554

1(421 Triumph, Countershaft, Lucas £8/8 lighting
Li/ set specially mounted. Terry pillion seat, Cowey
speedometer, mileage 2,000. F.E.W. valve attachments.
tax renewed, stored since October: £95.—Lieut. Barra-
clough, 4.6, Tresillian Rd.. Brockley, S.E.4, [8988

TRIUMPHS, all models, expert repairs agent.
Nicholson Smith (late of Triumph Cycle Co.),

Barlow Moor Rd., ChorIt6n-eu.m-Hardy, Manchester.
All chain combination, electric lightine, mileage 2.000.
fully guaranteed, £125; type H. combination, all on.

£80, guaranteed. [8217

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH, 1919, 3 speeds, countershaft, clutch,
kick starter, beautifully polished crankcase and

gear box, enamel and platirig equal to new; fast and
reliable, and the smartest machine on the road;
79 gns., or exchange- and cash.—53, Swaffield Rd.,
Wandsworth. [8645
'T'RIUMPH Ageuts.—1922 Models in stock: 4h.p„x beltand chain drive, £105; 4h.p., all-chain drive,
£115; 2fih.p„ 2-stroke, £65; 3V2h.p., fast roadster,
£120; in stock; easy payment terms and exchanges
arranged.—Catalogues- and full particulars from Her-
bert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., ' Cambridge. [8349

1 Q21 Triumph (issued new October), model H, fitted
_L */ with Watsonian sidecar, fully equipped with
lamps and horn, indistinguishable from new, very
small mileage, originally cost £142; offered at the
bargain price of £108, cash. Several other current
model Triumph combinations available at below bar-
gam prices.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St.,
Oxford. [8967

Spare Parts:

TRIUMPH Spares; immediate delivery.-Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing.
_

[3615

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd.,' Green St.. Cam-
bridge.—The Triumph Experts. Complete illus-

trated lists post free. [8841

pJOMPLETE stock Triumph and Sturmey-Archer^ spares, no waiting.—Ward's, 51, Upper Rich-
mond Rd.

r
Putney. 'Phone; Putney 2754. [7392

TRIUMPH Official Service Agent in West of
England. Every part in stock.—Moffat, Town

Hall Garage, Yeovil. 'Phone, 50. Traders please
note. [8239

TRIUMPH Agents since 1906.—AllTriumph Spares
at new reduced prices from stock; principal Bir-

mingham agents and service depot.—Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. L0798

rjiRIUMPH Parts, 1904-21, every part in stock, new
-*- or second-hand. Why not second-hand in place
of new till prices dropl-1 Half the price, satisfaction
guaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph
repairs and renovations a speciality, under personal
supervision of our proprietor, late with Triumph and
Premier cycle companies. Cylinder regrinding on
iatest machinery.—i'orfield Motors, Forfield Place,
Leamington Spa. [7361

Trump.
"YX^AUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Trump-Jap,
"* 2-\ih.p. engine; £60; easy terms and exchange

[8071
Tyler.

MUST sell", reliable 2-speed Tyler-Precision Light-
weight, equipped, overhauled ; best offer secures.

— 16, Wooler Rd., Weston-super-Mare. [8762

Velocette.
1 Q22 Velocette.—Immediate delivery of any model
X*7 from Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-
ham. [8965

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-AU
1922 Velocette models supplied on easy terms

and exchange. [8072

MRS. JENNISON'S special racing Velocette Peter,
70 ni.p.h., with additional touring cylinder, etc.;

nearest offer £70.—217, Haiuton Avenue, Grimsbv.
[8770

"I Q21 Velocette, 2-speed, 2-stroke, 2 l4h.p., mechani-
-Lt/ cal lubrication, machine is brand new; a
genuine bargain at £52/10 cash.—The Lavton
Karages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [8975

ORDER Your Velocette from G. H. Tucker, Redcliffe
Hill, Bristol, carriage paid to any address in Eng-

land; your mount taken in part payment for one of
i hese wonderful machines.—'Phone : 4042 Bristol.

[5204
4 STOUNDING value.—Special offer of brand new

-£*- 1921 model D.2 Velocette, latest improvements,
2-speed, chain drive; £55. Carries maker's full
guarantee; easy payments only 4% extra.—Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [7923

Verus.
I Q GNS.—1921 Verus Blackburne. 2%h.p„ Sports
I- O model, 3-speed, close ratio, S.A. gear box,

clutch, equipped, fast.—20, Treen Ave., Hoggers
Corner, Barnes. .

- [8503

Vindec.
\7INDEC-SPECIAL 5-6h.p., stored five years; sac-

rifice, £12.—Whittock, Council Houses, Radstock.
[8102

Wooler.

1 Q20 Wooler, lamps, tools, etc., 150 m.p.g. ; £45.

—

JL*J Shepherdson, Reading Rd., Wokingham, Berks.
[8444

WOOLER 1921 2 :};h.p., 3-speed, all-chain drive,
£63; a-iso 1920 Standard Model, £47; exchanges.

—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [9000

Yale.
? -6h.p. Yale, countershaft, very fast, renovatedO like new, bargain; £34.—Ross, 86, High Rd ,

Lee. [8755

iThei

BRAMPTON
Bi-Flex

SPRING FORK.

An appreciation and a
resolution : — Extract of
letter dated 13/1/1922, received from the

rider of an 8-h.p. machine fitted with the

"BRAMPTON" Bi-Flex Spring Fork:
'.'I may say that the Forks are the very finest

I have ever ridden on, and I can keep up a higher
pace on bad roads than I could on any other
machine I have ever tried. When riding with
friends, I have many times had to slow down
owing to their inability to stand the bad roads,
whereas I have considered the going quite com-
fortable. I shall specify your Forks on whatever
machine I go in for next."

BRAMPTON Bros., Ltd.,

Oliver Street,

BIRMINGHAM.
Models for motor
cycles from i\
h.p. upwards.
Me a suxement
forms will be
forwarded on

request.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

ALLAN GRUZELIER, Specialist in Zenith motor
cycles.

1 Q21 5h.p. Sports model, bargain; £65

"I Q21 5h.p. Countershaft model, another bargain;
It/ £75.

I
HAVE many other bargains, too numerous to tabu-

late here, and add daily to my long list ol

delighted clients by such oners as above,

1Q22 3-speed Bradshaw model, £119; Gradua gear
-»-tf .model, £113.

"lyTAY I have the pleasure oi meeting you to-morrow?

ALLAN GRUZELIER, Ulster Chambers 168,

Regent St., 'phone, Regent 205f and Knight and

Wheatley's Garage, 4, 'i'ne Pavement, CoulsdoiL

T»hone, Purley 1277. ^812

1 15-16 5h.p. Zenith, clutch model, very fast; £56.

iy Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [8753

ZENITH, model D, shop soiled, £100.—RateliSe

Bios., 200, Great Portland at., W.l. [879€

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1922

Zenith-Bradshaw; £113; easy terms and ex-

change. [8073

ZENITH.—Special offer 1922 5-6h.p. sports model,

new, guaranteed; £76—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd.,

S.W.7. [9005

1 Q 19 Sports Zenith, topping appearance, sound
J-tF 'bus, absolute gift; £56; excnanges.—Kenfs,

417, Lord St., Southport. [8680

1-KAtNK WHlTUOliTH, Ltd., 139, New St., hit-

I~ inmghain, lor immediate delivery Irom stock of

Zenith-Bradshaw; price £119. [0711

ZENITH 4h.p. J.A.P., fully equipped, new Dunlops,
£12 overnaul, like new; too; must sell.—ORers,

Upperstonehurst i'arm, Lingheid. [8161

ZENITH, July, 1921, 5h.p., countershaft, Gradua,

hand clutch, electric lighting, faultless; £75.—
Warren, 193, ~Ponders End, Middlesex. [8507

ZENITH-BRADSHAW.—Bambers are official ageuts;
exchanges a speciality; deterred payments.—2,

Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone : 607. [7240

ZENITH, 8h.p., Spcrts, mileage 3,000, as new and
perfect, electric lignt, Cowey norn, a genuine

bargain; ^E75.—Lambert, Brenchiey, Kent. [8696

NEW Machines.—6h. p. Zenith, 1920, countershaft,
clutch model, shop soiled; £110.—Motorists' Ad-

visory Agency, .Ltd., 89, Wigmore St., W. [8809

F.O.C.H. have i922 Zenith-Bradshaw, 3-speed, ail

chain, in stock; also 19kiU 8h.p. countershaft
combination.— 5, Heath St., Rampstead (Near Tube.)

[8322
ZENITH-BRADSHAW 1922 all-chain drive models

for immediate delivery. Exchanges.—Newnham
.Motor Co.. 2^3, Hammersmith Rd.. W.6. "Phone
Hammersmith 80 [7514

1 Q21 8h.p. Zenith Countershaft Combination, fullylu equipped, perfect condition; £90, no offers,

—

James, 91,- Abingdon Rd., Kensington; appointment.
Phone: Western 1344- [8433

"I Q 15 Zenith, 3'/»h.p. to 4h.p. Sports model Com-iv bination, coachbuilt sidecar, windscreen, lamps,

etc., recently overhauled; £65.—S. Marshall, 3, Roding
Rd., Clapton Park, E.5 [8294

ZENITH 8h.p. Combination, clutch model, late

1920, condition perfect, electric lighting, Cowey
speedometer, screen, etc., many spares, "bargain; £125.
Dickinson, 125, Newport Rd., Stafford. [8633

ZENITH 1921 Countershaft 5-6h.p., new- type en-

gine. Lucas lamps, Cowey horn, speedometer, as

new, £85; 1920 Sh.p. sports, Swan sidecar, equipped,
perfect, £7R.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.

[9004
1 Q22 Zenith-Brndshnw in stock for immediate de-
Itl livery; £118; cash, exchange, or extended pay-
ments.—Allen-Bennett Motor Co., Ltd., 9-10-11, Royal
Parade, Loudon Rd.. West Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon
2450. [0734

BARKER'S Motors can mpply 1922 Zeniths, all

models, at list" prices, and give an insurance
policy against mechanical breakdown for 12 months
free. Cash deferred or exchanges.—194, Balham High
Rd., S.W.12. [6416

r(^22
3Voh.p. Zenith-Bradshaw Gradua Gear Model,

*J fully equipped, best accessories, and tax paid,
guaranteed not been 200 miles, and indistinguishable
from brand new; cash £98.—Walbro' Motor Cycle Co.,

Saffron Walclen. 'Phone : 45. [8992

~t Q21 Zenith 5h.p Sports model, fully equipped
!«/ with lamps, horn, speedometer; this machine
is a truly excellent specimen of this make, and is

guaranteed perfect; offered at the very special price

of £75 ior cash.—The Laytcn Garages, 30, Holywell
St., Oxford. [7817

ZENITH .8b p. Countershaft late 1920 model Com-
bination, latest Swan sports sidecar, Avto wind-

screen, disc wheels, long polished copper exhaust pipe,

recently overhauled and guaranteed in perfect condi-

tion, new t^ies and belt; bargain, £100, view and
trial by appointment.—Giles, 11, Fitzroy Square, W.l.

r8lll
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

I Q21 Zenith 8h.p. countershaft Combination, com-
*-*J plete, ail Lucas lamps, equal to new, very little

.sed, many improvements, a very smart outfit; £120.
-Harris, 14, Gt. Marlborough St., W.l. [8786

Spa re Parts :

Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

[7222
7ENITH Spares.
U Bond St., Ealing.

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

DOUGLAS 1915 Ladies 2^ih.p., K.S., fully equipped,
new tyres, perfect ; £25 gus.—54, Coval Rd.,

lortlake. [8531

LADY'S Douglas, 1915, 2%h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick
start, complete, licensed 1922; £40.—Moffat,

)c-uglas Expert, Yeovil. 'Phone, 50. [8237

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-

mingham, distributing agents for the Lady's Ivy,

[aintiest of all ladies' machines; £62, com&lete. Send
or list. f0724
[7EL0CETTE, lady's open frame, 2-speed, all-chain
V drive, mechanical lubrication, Amac carburetter.

eg shields, lamps, horn, mirror, complete, splendid

rder and appearance; £40; (Birmingham).—Box 8674,

/o The Motor Cycle. [8343

[7ELOCETTE 1922, Model E.L.2, open frame,
V clutch, kick starter, is the ideal lady's mount;
11 black waterproof finish, clean to ride in all

feathers; £68; easy payments 4% extra; illustrated

atalogue on request.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.,

lirmingham. [8966
Miscellaneous.

fX7ANDSWORTH Motor Exchauge.—Great bar-

W gains in motor-cars, landaulets, 2-seaters. Your
ijyn prices.

I"\7ANDSWORTH.—Efisy terms. Easy terms. First

VV deposit secures immediate delivery. Any car.

[XTANDSWORTH.—1920 Tamplin 2-seater, 8h.p„
VV J. A.P., 3 speeds, everything fitted; 79 gns.; ex-

hanges.

nt7ANDSWORTH.—1914 Ilumberette, 2-seater, 8h p.,

VV 3 speeds, hood, screen, lamps ; 69 gns. ; ex-

haoges.

[X7"ANDSWORTH.—1914 Humberette, 2-seater,

VV almost new car, everything fitted, unscratched;

i5 gus.; exchanges,

(TTANDSWORTH Wolseley landaulet, 4-cyl., flush-

VV sided, bulbous-back, Stepney, lamps; 59 gns.;

xchanges.

ITTANDSWORTH.—Panhard landaulet, 4-cyl., 4
VV speeds, Stepney, lamps, drive away; 85 gns.;
xchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—1915 Bclsize London Taxi-cab,
10-12h.p., 4-cyl., Stepney, lamps; 195 gns.; ex-

hanges.

WANDSWORTH.—1918 Morgan 2-seater, 8-10h.p.
J.A.P., hood, screen, lamps; 85 gns,; exchanges.

ITTANDSWORTH.—Violette, nice 2-seater, 4 speed;
V\ reverse, hood
ihanges.

WANDSWORTH.—A.C. sociable 2-seater, 5-6h.p., 2
speeds, hood, screen, lamps; 39 gns.; ex-

changes.

WANDSWORTH.—Tribet (coupe), 10-12h.p., 4-cyl.,

4 speeds, spare wheel, lamps ; 89 gns. ; ex-
changes.

WANDSWORTH,—A.C. tradesmen's box carrier, de-
tachables, good tyres, drive away; 49 gns.;

exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Easy terms.—Wandsworth Motor
Exchange, Ebner. St., Wandsworth (town

station). 'Phone: .Latchmere 4686. [8831

BARGAINS.—New O.K.'s, Ariels, Harleys, Omeeaa
Quadrants; exchanges entertained. — Booths

Motorics, . Halifax.

BARGAINS.—1920 Matchless combination, detach
able wheels, £130/10/6; 6h.p. Zenith combina

tion, £49/10/6.—Booths' Motories. Halifax.

BARGAINS.—1917 Allon, 3-speed gear, clutch, kick
starter, lamps, speedometer, £42/10/6.—Booths'

Motories.

BOOTHS' Bargains—1920 Sun. 2 speeds, clutch,
£39/10/6; 4-cyl. F.N., 2 speeds, £22/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—Harley-Davidson combination,
mileage 300. £139/10/6; free engine Triumph,

£22/10/6.
BOOTHS' Bargains.—1920 Wooler. £49/19/6; 3h.p

2-speed Enfield. £29/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—8h. p. Premier combination,
£49/10/6; 1914 Phelon and Moore, £35/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—Matchless combination. 3-
rpeed, countershaft, £69/10/6; 1920 3V>h.p.

Ariel, £69/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—4h.p. Douglas's, £55/10/6-
another, £59/10/6; 1914 4h.p. Douglas com-

bination, electric, £85/19/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—1920 8h.p. Tamplin, £79/10/6-
1920 Morgan De Luxe, £165/10/6. cost

£250/10; nearly new Ariel combination, £85/10/6;
new 3V2h.p. 3-speed Ariel, £87/10/6; new 4V>h.p.
Quadrant combination, £100; several others, cheap;
push cycles taken exchange.—Booths' Motories, Port-
land Place, Halifax. 'Phone: 1062. [5146

screen, lamps; gns.

MANUFACTURERS'
SPECIAL OFFER.
Extraordinary Bargains!

WATERPROOF
MOTOR CYCLE
SUIT (Fig. 1)

Fawn double texture

material, interlined

rubber, seams ce-

mented and taped,

wind cuffs, wind gus-

set in overalls, and
clasp fasteners. Guar-
anteed waterproof.

SUIT COMPLETE

*>stfe«&
"SSSS

WATERPROOF Ojj/.

TRENCH COAT '

(Fig. 2) Fawn material,

rubber lined wind cuffs,

guaranleed waterproof.

SEAT-
LESS

Trousers
Fawn
double
texture
material
rubber
inter-

lined,

wind gusset,

& clasp fast-

eners. All

sizes.

18/-
per pair.

"

WATERPROOF OVERALLS.

Double texture material,

I

clasp fasteners

wa

Fig. 2

iterprooi.

perfectly

per is/. pair.

// you cannot call, send

money with breast measure-

ment and height.

Actual Manufacturers :

Martin Waterproof Co.,

208,OldhamRd.,New Cross.Manchester

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

JONES Garage.-1920 3i,i.h.p: Ariel Combination,
fu"

«J Combination
£145.

1920
ully equipped, showroom condition, mileage

mder 1,000, absolutely as new; £80.

JONES Garage.—Brand new 1921 Magdyno Enfield
to clear, £13 under to-day's price,

JONES Garage.—Almost new late 1920 4-cylinder
Henderson, with extra large canoelet sidecar,

would make an excellent 2-seater, fully equipped, in-
cluding rear drive speedometer, absolutely as new:
£185.

JONES Garage.—1914 3y2h.p. Humber, with Mills-
Full'ord coachbnilt sidecar, 3-speed, kick start and

clutch, fully equipped; £40.

JONES Garage.—Late 1919 3y2h.p. P. and M. Com-
bination, fully equipped with Lucas accessories.

This is hot one ot the W.U. duds, but a machine
that left the works in September, 1919, has not done
li.000 miles, and is in showroom condition; £65.

JONES Garage.—1920 4>/2h.p. chain-drive Quadrant
Combination, fitted with Easting, Lange and P.

and H. lamps, screen, horn, all' absolutely as new;
£80.

JONES Garage.—Brand new 3y2h.p. Rover Combina-
tion, simply shop-soiled, 3-speed, kick start; to

clear, £99.

JONES Garage.—Late 1921 7-9h.p. Matchless Com-
bination, spare wheel, Lucas lighting; a real bar-

gain, £130.

JONES Garage.—Late 1919 3y2h.p. Sunbeam, abso-
lutely as mew; fully equipped with Lucas acces-

sories; a real bargain at £90.

JONES Garage.—1920 4h.p. Triumph, not W.D.,
but as it left the works, exactly as new, fully

equipped; £85.

JONES Garage—1913 Triumph, 3-speed and kick

start, fitted with a very nice coachbuilt sidecar,

and fully equipped, a real good pre-war outfit; £40.

JONES Garage—All the above machines will have
the 1922 licence paid, and will also carry our

usual 6 months' guarantee.

JONES Garage can supply any new or second-hand
machine on earth; send for our list.—Jones

Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill, London, N.10.
[9011

ALLBER Garage, Thornsett Rd.. Earlsfield, London,

S.W. (opposite Earlsfield Station, L.S.W.Ry.).

'Phone, Latchmere 4388. Easy terms, no extra

charge where a fair amount is deposited; immediate

delivery, no inquiries; satisfaction our motto.

ALLBER.—James 2-stroke, 1919, 2 speeds, all acces-

sories, in good order, a bargain; £35.

ALLBER.—Sun-Villiers, 1916, 23,ib.p.', all accessories,

in good order; £25.

ALLBER—1919 Douglas, 4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch,

kick starter, new tyres, all accessories, in splen-

did condition; £58.

ALLBER—1916 Calthorpe-Jap, 2V2h.p., 2 speeds,

complete with lamps, etc., in good order; £28.

ALLBER.—1914 B.S.A., 3y2h.p., 2 speeds, clutch,

all accessories, in excellent condition; £32.

ALLBER.—Levis, 1916, 2V4h.p., 2 speeds, all acces-

sories, good tyres; £32. .

ALLBER.—1920 New Hudson, 2-stroke, 2 speeds,

leg shields, full equipment, tax paid 1922, abso-

lutely as new; £35.

ALLBER—1914 Humber Combination, 4h.p., 3

speeds, clutch, kick starter, coach sidecar, all

lamps, horn, etc., in beautiful condition, new tyre;

£42.

ALLBER.—1918 P. and M. Combination, 3y2h.p.,

2 speeds, clutch, kick starter, coach sidecar, all

accessories, complete, and in good condition; £48.

ALLBER—1920 Henderson Combination, dynamo
lighting, speedometer, 2 horns, Urindlay de Luxe

spring-wheel sidecar, aluminium Iront, adjustable

windscreen, rear carrier box, storm apron and side

curtain, kit of tools, etc., absolutely as a new outht;

£125; tax :paid.

ALLBER.—Enfield Combination, 1916, 2-seater

sidecar 8h.p„ thoroughly overhauled, new pistons

and cylinders, small mileage, stored 2'/2 years,

speedometer, lamps, horn, etc., complete, in new con-

dition throughout; £80.

ALLBER— 1921 Blaekburne Combination, 4h.p.,

3 speeds, etc., sporting sidecar, windscreen,

speedometer, all lamps, horn, etc., tax paid; £80; in

new condition. L8787

MATCHLESS Bargains.—1920 Matchless combina-

tion, all on, £110; 1920 Zenith 8h.p. combina-

tion, all on,- £115; 1920 Enfield combination, all on,

£110- 1920 5.6h.p. Rover combination, all on, £95;
1920 '

6h.p. Ariel combination, all on, £80; 1920

Douglas 4h.p. combination, all on, £100; 1921 5h.p.

Sports' Zenith, as new, £75; 1921 8h.p. Chater-Lea

combination, dvnamo lighting, all brand new, £150;
1920 Douglas 2%h.p. 3-speed, clutch, all on, £65:
1921 Royal Ruby, spring-frame, 3h.p., £65 ;

brand new
Montgomery sidecar, Harley finish and fittings, £20;

ditto Triumph finish, £20; 1922 Morgan-Popular,

£150—Batchelor's, 36, Clarence St., Kingston-on-

Thames. 'Phone, 1809. 18931

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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w
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Miscellaneous.

ALBROS Startling Offer ! !—We guarantee to

accept back any of the following motor cycles

if in reasonable condition, and to allow the full cash

price paid in part exchange for any new machine
in stock of similar or higher horse-power any time
within 6 months from date of purchase. Think this

over. It means you have the use of a motor cycle

for 6 months for nothing.

WALBRO.—1920 Morgan de Luxe, 8h.p. water-

cooled engine, speedometer, disc wheels, hood
and screen, all lamps and horn, very fast and will

• limb most hills top gear; £140.

WALBRO.—1921 Morgan de Luxe, lOh.p. water-

cooled M.A.G. engine, fully equipped as above;

nppearance and mechanical condition equal to new;
3150.

WALBRO.— 6-7h.p. B.S.A. Combination, big B.S.A.

sidecar with windscreen, best Lucas lamps all

round, all wheels interchangeable, spare wheel and

tyre; this is a very powerful lot and equal to new;

il40.

WALBRO—1918 4h.p. Douglas, 3 speeds, K.S.,

all lamps and horn, guaranteed perfect in

every way; £65.

WALBRO.—5h.p. Zenith, J.A.P. engine, variable

gears with clutch and kick starter, all lamps

and horn; appearance and mechanical condition ex-

ceptionally good; £65.

WALBRO—1912 SVA.p. Triumph, free engine,

model, all lamps and horn, condition very

good; £35.

WALBRO.—1912 3'Ah-P. Rover,. 3 speeds and free

engine, all lamps and horn; a cheap lot; £30.

WALBRO.—1913 3'/2h.p. Triumph, free engine

model, fitted with new tyre, disc wheels, lamps

and horn, plate and enamel equal brand new, very

smart; engine is as new and very last; one of the

best we have had; £40; or, if fitted with new N.S.TJ.

2-speed gear, £45.

WALBRO.—1915 5h.p. Indian Combination, coach-

built sidecar, 3 speeds, all lamps and horn;

£50.

WALBRO.—lyh.p. Auto Wheel, complete, only

been 100 miles and is perfect; £15.

WALBRO.—1912 2 r<jh.p. Douglas, 2 speeds, wants

some adjustments; £20.

WALBRO.—

2

3ih.p. Omega-Jap, 2 speeds, very fast,

good tyres, and all lamps; £40.

WALBRO—6h.p. Chater-Lea, .I.A.P., new Burman
2-speed gear box, with kick starter, new tyre,

Bosch magneto, cheap; £25.

WALBRO.—1921 27;4h.p. Diamond, J.A.P. engine,

2 speeds, all lamps and horn, little used, quite

new and perfect; £45.

WALBRO.—We have a good stock of Brand New
1922 Models and invite your inquiries.

WALBRO Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Walden, Essex.

•Phone, 45. L8991

1 Ck 20 4h-P- Harley, speedometer, lamps, tools, ride

i-*f 80 miles to purchaser; £82.-2, Fortune Gate
Rd., Harlesden, N.W. [8609

03h.p-, 2-stroke, roller bearings, only done few
<** miles, bargain; £5.—Weavers. 6, Burras Lane,

Otley, Yorks. [8692

1a.h.p. Lightweight motor cycle, splendid running
4 order; £18.—D. Gibbons, Holywell Lake, Wel-

lington, Somerset. [8138

HALIFAX.—50 second-hand machines and combina-

tions; keen exchanges; get list.—Motor Exchange,

Morton St., Halifax. [8741

BUNTING'S Buy, Sell, or Exchange any make ol

motor cycle. State your requirements. We under-

take to do your business and give you satisfaction

Instance immaterial.—Bunting's Motor Exchange,

Wealdstone. t6945

rioCH for second-hand cycles, combinations, and
JC runabouts at bargain prices. Exchanges ar-

ranged Any new cycles, combinations, or car supplied,

ca»h or deferred payments.-Fair Offer Car House,

5 Heath St., Hampstead. (Near Tube.) Phone,

Ilampstead 3702. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.
[8326

TRIUMPH and Douglas Motor Cycles.—The Layton
Garages offer the highest possible prices for good

sound modern examples of these machines in part pay-

ment for any type of 1922 machine. Let us quote

you before placing vour order elsewhere.—The Layton
Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581 Ox-
ford. 1.8976

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
HIRE Latest Models cycles and combinations, any

period.—Write terms, Fowler Brigden, 130,
Euston Rd. [0795

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
WANTED, Late Solo; must be cheap, for cash.—89,

East Hill, Wandsworth. [8622

LIGHTWEIGHT, late model, for cash.—Lowen, 26,
Bryanstone Rd., Crouch End, N. 18561

STOP
at this and compare prices
and quality. Invitation to

inspect before purchasing.

This Building is complete with 1 in. tongued and
grooved floor, ;in. match-boards or weather-
boards, 3in. framing, strong boarded roof, best
pluvex felt. Building treated with weather-
proof composition. Prices, complete and
carriage paid to any station in England and
Wales.

8x 6 £8
iox 8 1 * o
izx 8 17 10 <»

i+xio 23 5

rtxio £27 5
r8Xro 33
.ox io 37 10
2o* i2 40

OLYMPIA MODEL ASBESTOS BUILDING

Specification in Our Catalogue.

12X 8 £23 10 i8xro£42 10
=oxi2 46 1514x10 32 15

16x10 37 15
Delivered with iron roof complete. Fire

and sound proof.
proof

iox S£14 10 iOxio £29
12x8 18 10 18x12 34 10
14x10 25 20x12 45

Heavy Specification and Light Prices.

Our unsolicited testimonials should create
confidence.

64, Dorrington Road, Lancaster.
Feb. 1, 1922.

Dear Sirs,—Motor House arrived safely and
has given every satisfaction.

Yours faithfully,

J. WATTS.
27, Foxley Lane, Purley, Surrey.

Feb. a, 1922.
Gentlemen,— I am very pleased with the
Garage you sent me, and think it excellent
value for the money.

Yours obediently,

W. GORDON-FOWLER.
" Waverley," Arthog Road, Hale, Cheshire.

Feb. 3, 1922.
Dear Sirs,— The " Walton " is to hand, and I

need hardly say that the value is exceptional,
and am very well pleased.

Yours obediently,
D. IE HANSON.

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE C°
High Street, Fulham, London, S.W.'

Telephone: PUTNEY 2771.

W 1

A

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

LWAYS Buy

SOLOS, combinations, cycle cars. If in town, write,
'phone, or call. If country, send to London

terminus. We collect free and send best cash offer.—
W. T. Dunn, Ltd., 326, Euston Rd., London. MuEeum
5391. [0333

E Arew*

A40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desii

ACTUAL Buyers.

PLEASE offer us your Motor Cycle or Combination.
We pay cash on sight. Write, 'phone, or call.

—

Percy & Co., 314-316, Euston Rd., N.W.I. Museum
1337. [5995

/^ASH

TXfAITING

COMBINATION or Solo, my make, any quantity.
Best prices given.—Write, 'phone, or call, T. and

B. Motor Co., Ltd., 372. Euston Rd. Museum 6581.
1 55(3

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place
for disposing of motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a cash
offer ab sight.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure of a-

good cheque if yon sell your machine at Palmer's
Garage.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of men
have sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a, speciality of
motor cycles in the weekly auction sale every

Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—No garage charge is

incurred until 7 days' notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
from any London railway station. The auction

sale is held everyThnrsday, commencing 2 p.m.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.— If cash offer not ac-
cepted, machine can be included in Auction Sale

held every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fis the price and'
we do the rest.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms : Selling com-
mission, 7 L!2%, not chargeable unless machine is

sold. Ii no sale, a nominal auction fee is charged;
For motor cars, 20/-; motor cycles under £50 value,

5/-; ditto over £50-.value, 10/-. When we effect a sale

these charges are cancelled and commission charged.

PALMER'S Gaiage, Tooting.—Catalogue free, Tel.:,

208 Streatham. Telegrams : Palmer's Garaee,
Tooting. [8856

DOUGLAS or Single Zenith; bargain for spot cash..

-61, Clarence Rd., Tecldington. [8315

LIGHTWEIGHT 2-speed wanted, cheap for eash.-
Mayville, Kingston-by-Sen, Sussex. [815;

£25-30 for best Lightweight offered; gears—Taylor,
49, Trenthain Rd., Longton, Staffs. [8179

WANTED, good Combination for cash, about 1919,
—7, Central Hill, Upper Norwood. (.8487

-| Q20 or 1921 Medium or Lightweight Motor Cvcle.
J-tJ —Box 8,685, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8889

WANTED, late Combination, Solo, or Morgan, cheap,
for spot cash.—49, Well St., Hackney. (.8634

h.p. Combination 1921, Trandum sidecar preferred;
private buyer.— 3, Danecroft Rd., S.E.24. L8926

ANTED, Triumph Countershaft Model; must b9
cheap.—Tate, 23, Edward Rd., Gainsborough. M

[8191
A.NTED, Motor Cycle, modern ; cheap.—Write.-
Motor Cycle, c/o Hibbert, Newsagent, Slough.

[8242

WANTED, good Solo or Combination, reasonable.—
Mosedale, 30, Canterbury Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6.

[6504.

WANTED, good modern Combination, cheap for
cash.—Ward, 6, Earhsdon Avenue, Coventry.

L8990
INDIAN Scout, appearance immaterial if sound;fl

cheap for cash.—Box 8663, c/o The Motor Cucm
[8249

MODERN Solos or Combinations for cashjj
highest prices paid.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd.,

S.W.7. [7846

WANTED, late model Combination, large, strong, I

perfect, cash.—Edward, 3, Balfour Rd., South
Norwood. [8445

WANTED, Countershaft Combination, cheap totl
cash.—Send particulars, King, Egrove Farm,

Oxford. (.8906

WANTED, Triumph, 4h.p., also 2->ih.p. Douglas,
late date, cheap for cash.—N. Clifton, Knock-

holt, Kent. [8701

CASH waiting for good lightweight and Triumph'
motor cycles.—C. G., 17, Birchington Rd.. Kil-

burn, N.W. 6. [8739

advertisement, and the date of the issue

ed. marked (PL
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
[XTANTED, 4h.p. late Countershaft Triumph;
V* £40-£50; S.E. district.—Box 8,686, c/o The
totor Cycle. [8900

^ASH waiting for A.J.S., Enfield, or other first-

ly' class Combination, also Sports Solo.—88, Lord
IK, Southport. [8682

T7ANTED. P. aud M. late, cheap for cash, un-
'» reconditioned machine considered.—M., 50, Chis-
ick Lane, London, W.4. [8098
" ATE 2^h.p. Douglas, New Imperial, etc., also Mor-
J gan, 1921-22, water cooled, cheap, cash waiting.
-H., 63, Solon ltd., Brixton. [8439

X7ANTED, 1920 Indian or Harley Combination

;

'» state price.—Smiths. 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (op-
nsite Chalk Farm Tube Station). [8792

TTANTED, 3%h.p. Countershaft Norton, B.S. or
'V B.R.S. engine preferred, 1920-21, kick start.—
oodeve, Plaistow, Bellingshurst, Sussex. - [8275

"NDIAN Solo or Combination, or other 8h.p. com-
bination, 1920 or 1921; please give fullest par-

culars aud lowest price.— New, Lambeg, Belfast.
[8355

TTANTED to purchase for cash, motor cycles and
'T combinations; must be in good condition.

—

arker'.s Motors, 194, Balham High Rd., S.W.12.
[7773

~fASH "Waiting; eolo and combinations, good- price.*
J given.—Write, 'phone, or call, Edwards, 50, Har-
ngton Ed., South Kensington. 'Phone: Ken. 3709.

10604
*^ASH immediately for motor cycles, combinations,
J and light cars.—Sea-bridge, Hansler Rd., East
ulwich. Call, write, or 'phoue, Sydenham 2452.

[8951
C> S.A. for cash; also Lightweight for microscope;
L> student's splendid complete outfit, as new, £35
adjustment).—14, Royal Parade, Blackheath, London.

L8662
XTANTED, 6-8h.p. Twin Combination, Enfield,
' » Matchless, Bat or B.S.A. * preferred; must be
sliable and cheap.—Write, Box 8638, c/o The Motor
ycle. [8203

rTTANTED, Matchless Combination 1921, H2 model
VV preferred, must be first-class order ; £1 10 to

1120.—H. Roe, 48, Arden Rd., Finchley, N.3. 'Phone,
ieutral 12780. [8886

TTANTED, your motor cycle or combination. We are
ft buyers. Full market price given and cash paid on
36 spot. Write, call, or 'phone Museum 5938.—

J

mith and Co., Motor Agents, Ltd., 52-54, Hampstead
:d., N.W.I. [0768

"1ASH on Sight for new and second-hand motor cycles
J and combinations, any make or condition.—Call
rite, or 'phone, Short and Glass, Ltd.. 485-493, Uppei
ichmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone: Richmond
362 and 2363. [0372

SPECIAL Cash Buyers, Triumphs, Enfields, B.S.A.'s,
J Douglases, Matchlesses, A.B.C.'s, Scotts, Brad-
urys, Martinsydes, Zeniths.—Wandsworth Motor Ex-
hange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station).

Phone, Latchmere 4686.

i
-CYLINDER F.N.'s, Hendersons, T.A.C.'s,

T.M.C.'s, wanted.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange,
ibner St., Wandsworth.

RED INDIANS, Harley-Davidsons, wanted.—Wands-
worth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth

Town Station). [8830

XTANTED, good modern Motor Cycles, solo or
»* combination, in part exchange for 8h.p. Rover
r other light car. Best prices allowed, extended pay
lents arranged.—Vivian Hardie & Lane, Ltd., 23/24,
Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.), Bond St., W.l.
»hone: Mayfair 6559. [0772

k/TOTOR Cycles bought, sold, or exchanged.—Long-
*-*- man Bros., Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone. 689.

Fe buy for cash aud will instruct our representative

o call, inspect, and purchase on receipt of full par-

iculars and lowest price. We only consider sound
la chines of good make. [8952

iJEND your motor cycle to Palmer's Garage and
7 Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting.—Cash
Eler telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest
;ation Wimbledon. We will collect from any London
tation ; machine can be included in auction sale if

esired.—Sole address. Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [8859

i
MOTOR SCOOTERS.

INGSBURY Scooter and Spare Parts.—3, Kendall's
Mews, Blandlord St.. W.l. [5499

[Tl7AUCIIOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London.—lV4h.p.
VV Kenilworth Motor Oyclette, 1921; £35. [8079

l/fOTOR Scooter, l.'.^h.pis thoroughly good condition,
.VI tax paid; £17.-5, Melrose Rd., Weybridge.

[8299
JKOOTAMOTA, splendid condition; £25.—Apply,
J Garage, Winton Lodge, Streatham Common.

[8216
X/TOTOR Scooter, A.B.C., perfect, reliable, little

-VI used; £18.-11, Hamilton Rd., New Brighton.
[8312

BRAND new Autoped Scooter, dynamo lighting,
l'-h.p.; bargain, £15 each.— Percy and Co.,

14-316,"Euston Rd. [5996

WE PROMISED
SOMETHING SPECIAL!

HERE IT IS!
Brand New Unused 1921 Models
clearing out regardless of cost.

LIST PRICE SALE PRICE
POOD 1921 7/9 h.p . INDIAN Power-
4*LL D plus Combination, full elec-

tric equipment, speedometer, » 1 All
etc. Wonderful Value. wJ ~w
1921 6/7 h.p. B.S.A. Twin

complete with a j p a
A record value jjlho

A I 84 Combination
Qn spare wheel.

price.

£185 1921 8 h.p.
Combination,
and sidecar screen.
miss this chance.

MATCHLESS
spare wheel

Don't £158
£209
12S.

£l82

1921 8 h.p. REX Combina-
tion, Blackburne engine, all

chain drive, detachable
wheels and spare wheel.
Startling value.

1921 8 h.p. ENFIELD Com-
bination, electrically equip-
ped . Don 't miss this chance

.

£125

£140

£155
*

1921 6 h.p. MARTINSYDE
Combination, 3-speed, clutch,
kickstarter. A gift. £120

£185
1921 4 h.p.VERUS Combina-
tion, Blackburne engine,
Show model, with sporting
sidecar and mahogany tool
box. Nearly half price. £105

£115
10S.

1921 3 h.p. CALTHORPE
Combination, 2-stroke,
2-speed, electrically equip-
ped. 50% reduction. ^^^^ £65

£112
1921 3V h.p. COVENTRY
EAGLE, 3-speed, clutch and
kickstart. Seize this oppor-
tune y.

£75

£132
*

1921 4 h.p. WILKIN, 3 speed,
clutch, kickstart. Wonderful
value. £77

£120
•

1921 2| h.p. WILKIN Sports
Model , all chain drive

,

3-speed. Can you beat it ?
£75

£99
15S.*

1921 2? h.p. MASSEY-
ARRAN, Blackburne engine,
2-speed, disc wheels. Only
one left, cannot be repeated. £68

£75
1921 2% h.p. DOUGLAS,
2-speed, lamps, horn and
licence holder. Don't miss
this chance. £67

£65
1921 2\ h.p. VELOCETTE,
2-speed, all chain drive.
Compare our prices with
others. £50

£110
1921 4J hp. B.S.A. Model
H 2, 3-speed, clutch, kick-
start, all chain drive. Grab it! £93

£42
Anumber of brand new 4 h.p
DOUGLAS Sidecars, com-
plete with screen, side cur-
tains and lamp. Throwing
away. £20

£27
10S.

A number of brand new
MILLFORD Sidecar Chassis
with 28" x 3" wheel and tyre,
specially made for 7 hp.
INDIAN spring frame, with
left-hand kickstart. Never
such value offered. £14

k Denotes that this particular machine is at Glasgow Depot-

Take advantage quickly of those almost half-

price offers, as the extreme value ensures

that they will not stay long with us.

ALEXANDERS
113 115, LOTHIAN ROAD, EDINBURGH.
272 274, CREAT WESTERN ROAD, GLASGOW.

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
NEW Young Attachment, complete, ready for fix-

ing; £10/10.—Linnell, Market Harborough.
[8219

TWO Wall Auto Wheels, with or without cycles,
in excellent condition; owner going abroad.—Box

8664, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8250

TAECEMBER, 1920, Simplex Attachment, perfect
-*-' condition throughout; £10/10, or near offer.—
Maples, 10, Kingsmead Rd. South, Birkenhead.

[8096
1 Q21 Young attachment and special gent.'s bicvele,
J-tF nearly new, great bargain; £20; cash wanted;
would deliver free up to 50 miles.—15, Broadwnv
Market. Barkingside, E. [8578

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
EASTING Royal Windscreen, mew; £4.—Jeffreys. 5,

Eaton Row, Victoria. [8232

HOOD and Cameo Windscreen, nearly new; -what
offers?—"Epworth," New Rd., Windsor. [8230

HERCULES Hoods and Aprone. Write for list.-
Hercules Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters Rd., Totten-

ham. [3230
RENNOC Co.—We are actual manufacturers of hoods,

screens, and aprons. ' Send for list. — Rennnc.
Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marlborough Rd., Upper Hollowav.
N.19. [2321
XJENT Hoops, hood fittings, straps, turnbuttons
J-* twills, etc.; hardwood polished wind screens.
27/6.—Henry Jones, 778, High Rd., Tottenham, Lon-
don. [3772
CjIDECAR Coverall Aprons, stout leathercloth, felt
*-> lined, side flaps, smart, durable; cheap; send
pattern for price.—Leathercloth Speciality Co., 176d,
High St., Camden Town, London. [8231
/"ROLLINS and Son for hoods, screens, and aprons
^-y hoods with solid brass Auster fittings, covered
with double texture 'twill, polished sticks; 35/-; the
biggest

,
bargain ever offered.—Below.

ADJUSTABLE windscreens, complete with all fit-

tings and apron; 30/-; celluloid panels fitted U
any windscreen in a few hours; send for list.—Collin;
and Son, rear of 84, High St., Putney, S.W. [849£
"DOBINI Manufacturing Co.—The Bower adjustable-" windscreen, with coverall apron ; 30/-, carriage
paid.
—

'Phone Brixton 1585. Ribini Manufacturing
Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W. [8854

BODIES.
COLLINS and Son for bodies, new bulbous back,

coachbuilt models with aprons; from £6/5.

TWELVE months' guarantee given; Write for cata-
logue.—Bel ow;

WE repaint, repair, and upholster bodies at very
moderate charges, insurance work a speciality;

estimates free.—Collins and Son, rear of 84, High St.,

Putney, S.W. [8500
RENNOC Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacture^, 6b

models, also several clearance, cheap to clear.

RENNOO Co. specialise in repairs, repainting, and
upholstering.—Rennoc Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marl-

borough Rd. Upper Holloway, N.19. ' [2320

HALIFAX.—New Perfection coach bodies; £5.—
Motor Exchange, 25, Horton St., Halifax. [8743

BASTONES for Sidecar Bodies, all latest models in

stock from £4.-228, Pentonville Rd., King's
Cross, London, N.l. [5131

VENUS Step Bodies, 2 dozen to clear; from 50/-
each; great bargains.—Venus Sidecar Co., 694,

Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. 'Phone, 2102. [7697

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, first-

class finish; have a few coachbuilt bodies, cleai-

ance lines from £5 each; extra good value. — The
Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester. [0336

COBB Speedman sidecar bodies, smart, lifrht. and
strong, unpainted and unupholstered, £2/12/6;

superbly finished, any colour, £3/15, carriage paid.—
Carlton Sidecars,' 18, Midland Rd., Carlton, Notting-

ham. [8393

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers

to the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when
designing new ideas.— 20, Tudor St.. London, E.C.4.

[0004

SIDCAR Bodies.—We have a few lightweight coach
built bodies, brand new, at the extremely low

price of £4/10; special touring model, £8; ordinary
touring, £7; De Luxe model, £9/10.—Light Car and
Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd., 26, Tulse Hill,

Brixton (half minute from Brixton Skating Rink).
'Phone Brixton 1292. - [8869

GREATEST Bargains in Sidecar Bodies.—Call and
see our 1922 productions; beautifully finished

and upholstered, satisfaction guaranteed, complete with
Coverall apron, £7/15; a few 1921 models, shop soiled,

with aprons, £6/10. Write for catalogue. Large num-
ber of secondhand always in stock ; we repaint, repair,

and upholster bodies; low prices; trade enquiries in-

vited; carriage extra. See chassis column.
—'Phone

Brixton 1585- Ribini Manufacturing Co., 1 and 3.

Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W. fSS52

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue a^i
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

ORF
QANDHAM. the smartest sidecar specialists.

SANDUM Sidecars.—Our pre-war prices were the talk

Of the show; £14 to £50. Write for new catalogue.

SANDUM fV-shflped) Wind Screen, a hood, screen,

and apron; £2/15 and £3/18. Write for list.

SANDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen.—Our South London
agent writes: "An instantaneous success; sold

put; send further supply." Agents, get in touch with us.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
Rd., W.C.I. "Phone: Museum 3427. (0019

MIDDLETON'8 .Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are

guaranteed 3 years.

MIDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis for
" high-powered machines : Zenith, Harleys, Indians,

New Imperials, Sunbeam, Blackburnes, etc.

INDIANS with kick starter on left present no diffi-

culty with Middleton's special model.

MIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs of all

kinds. Twisted motor cycle frames and forks
promptly corrected.

QECOND-HANDS of various makes for sale,

old sidecar taken in part exchange.

B

MIDDLETON'9 Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
safer and more comfortable, but are faster on

bad roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not
bash into them.

MIDDLETON'S London's oldest established 6idecer
makers, wholesale, retail, and export, 27, Stroud

Green Rd., Finsbury Park (near Tube). 'Phone : Horn-
sey 1584. [0522

ASTONES for Sidecars, no better or cheaper house.
All latest models in stock.

BASTONES—Lightweight sidecars complete, to fit

any machine; £12/1-1/6.

B ASTONES. - Sports model sidecar, complete,
£17/10; several other models in stock, including

tandem, all at low prices.

BASTONES.—Distributing agents for the famous
Montgomery sidecars, all the latest 1922 models

in stock; lightweight model £17/10, Model No. 3
£19/10, Sports model £23/10, tradesman's carrier
model £23/10, Model No. 2 £24/10, Model No. 1
£28/10. Model de Luxe £34/10, tandem model £30.
BASTONES.-Whitley 1922 sports model in stock,

£25.

BASTONES for Sidecar Chassis, underslung £7/19/6,
tandem chassis £14/10, auxiliary arms 14/-.—

228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, London, N 1
'Phone : 2481 North. 'Grams : Bastones, London.

[5132
TRITUBE Sidecars are most unique. Scientifically

designed, made of finest materials.

TRITUBE Chassis, constructed of steel lugs, straight
steel tubes, with welded joints.

rpRITUBE Sidecars are light. Supplied with either
-- sporting or touring coachbuilt bodies.

TRITUBE Sidecars. One price, £15/10. Write for
booklet.—Davis Bros., Church St., Rickmansworth.

Phone: 5. [8036
f^OOT) coachbuilt Sidecar, fit any 3'/2h p ; £5-
*-* bargain.—Box 8678, c/o Tin Motor Cycle. [8895
(-^ANOELET Touring Sidecar, C.B. good tyre, a^ gift; £4/19.—Claremont Garage, Blackpool." [8281

SNIP.—Coach-built Body as new, with apron, weight
45 lbs.; bargain, £6/15.—Webber, " Eastleign "

Iloniton. [6482

RENNO0 Sidecars, bodies, hoode, screens, largest
ptock in London, actual manufacturers through-

out. Send for our catalogue, 32 pages. 80 illustrations.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by the
Rennoc Sidecar Co.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian
motors, with left-hand kick starters, and can

deliver.

(ENNOC

kick starters, and can

Co. have 50 second-hand and clearance
sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear at knock-

}ut prices. Note: Write for special clearance list

R 1

ENNOO Co. have the finest selection of complete
sidecars in the trade.R

RENNOO Co. undertake repairs to any make of side-
car; repainting and reupholsterinff a speciality.

RENNOC Co. have in stock sidecars to fit all makes
English and American.

RENNOC Co. again ask you to send for their
catalogue, the moat comprehensive issued by any

manufacturers.

RENNOC Motora, Ltd., 155a, Marlborough R&, Upper
Holloway, N.19. 'Phone: Hornsey 1589. T2319

DYNAMO (byre drive), with head lamp, complete
35/-; Douglas chain, 4/-; Gravity drip, 5/-; fore-

going new'; Binks 3-jet, 35/-; Triumph carburetter
10/-; lin. semi-T.T. bars, 5/-.—21, Leamington Gar-
dens, Seven Kings. [8505

This shews the fitting

of tlic Filler.

Here is a little convenience that you will all appreciate—

a

FUNNEL OIL FILLER AND CRANKCASE COMPRESSION
REDUCER. Can be fitted in three minutes by any novice.
Beautifully made in heavy steel, plated fit tings, with nipple,

union and cap complete, 10/6.
All riders of the 4 h.p.

Douglas should have one. If

you are not satisfied your
money returned.

The last drop
of oil can be
drained out of
the can with-
out waste.
A combined
filler and fun-
nel that makes
your oil sump
easy to fill—it

is quite clean,

and being high
and compact
is out of the
dust. It. has
the advantage
of reducing the
oil consump-
tion because it

lowers the
crankcase com-
pression con-

>' '
l 4 siderably.

TANKS ! TANKS ! ! TANKS ! ! ! Strike an individual
note, smarten up your Douglas and make it different from
the everyday 'bus—here are some of my colour schemes :

Lemon with blue panel and blue lines. Brown with
chocolate panels, and double gold lines. Lemon with
chocolate panels and single chocolate lines. Robin egg
blue, with Douglas blue panels and blue lines. Chocolate
with gold leaf panels, and white single lines. Black with
carmine panels and white lines. Any of the above for
2$ h.p. or 4 h.p. £3 15s. each, or fitted for purchasers of
new machines by arrangement. Latest Douglas In-
struction Books, 1/6.

EXTRA LARGE TOOLBAGS, metal
armoured, two straps and buckles,
finest quality for 4 h.p. Douglas.
Usual price 20/-. My price 12/6.
Smaller size for s^h.p., two straps and
metal covered real leather. List price
11/-. My price 9/-.

ZOOM ! ZOOM !! The Exhaust System
that everybody is talking about. It gives
extra power, has a lovely Zoom note that
offends nobody. A real coppersmith's job.
Adds £10 to the appearance of any Douglas.
My price 30/- in burnished coppered finish,
3/6 extra in nickel-plated finish. Mr.
Charles Stagg, Newport, savs :

" I received
the pipe before the Speed Trial and won the
Challenge Cup."

RADIATED PLUG COOLERS, beautifully
made, worth 4/-, now 2/6. Write me for any-
thing you want to buy or sell.

SPECIAL BARREL VALVE SPRINGS
made of cold drawn carbon steel. Un-
breakable and very flexible. Touring type
9d. each, racing typel/- each.
Any valve spring for any make made to
order in a few da}7s.

Now for some of MY OWN SPECIALITIES.
TWIN RINGS, real power producers, oil
savers and compression makers for 2$ h p
and 4 h.p. Douglas. s£ h.p., 1/6 each

;

4 h.p. 1/8 each. Made under a patented
process

; don't be misled—insist on your
agent fitting them.

ALLOY AIR COOLED VALVE CAPS for
2% h.p. and 4 h.p. Douglas, as fitted by the
Grand Prix winners and T.T. riders. The
original and best. If they don't stop your
engine knocking and prevent overheatin"
send them back. 4/- each.

SPARES by return. AGENTS—I give big discounts
Official Douglas Agent, A.C.U. Repairer, E.I.C., West of
England Service Depot.

OFFICIAL DOUGLAS AGENT,

140, VICTORIA STREET, BRISTOL

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. S«fc

garage worry end expense. Attached to nioto
will go through passage 28in. Tandem and gineli

A Hopley.bodies fitted.

ffOLDING Sidecar.-When ordering your moto:
T^i,

"r*-"! a ..upicy loiuer. ouiis motors un fc,ion p. Oan be changed irom pleasure to commercia
in lew seconds. Detachable wheels can be fittedTested 7 years.-Hopley, Upper Highgate St.. Binning
"am- [015*

CJIDECARS, several, also Douglas chassis cheat,-» room wanted.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, Lob
don.

[847]

f^Y? .,
Tl'«desma,n Ammunition Carrier, perfect'W £9/10.-534, Eulham Rd., Walham Green (basemenu. ra402

CjIDECAR, coachbuilt, bulbous back, underslung
'-' suit 4h.p. machine; £8.-8, High St., Wands
worth;

[8Mi
"HTATSONIAN Sidecars, all models, from £17/10
»» stocked by Bartlett's, 93, Gt. Portland St

London. ronaf

"DOOTHS Bargains.—Coachbuilt chassisless sidecar
-»-» £7/10/6; Gloria cane, spring wheel, £6/19/6':
Hercules coach, £9/10/6.
DOOTHS Bargains.—Shop-soiled £27/10 sidecar, suil
J-» Triumph, B.S.A., £18/15; cane sidecar, £5/10/6
BOOTHS Motones.—Ruby coach sidecar, £9/10/6

new large size coach bodies, locker under seat
£6/19/6.—Booths Motories. Portland Place, Halifax.'

[5144
TRADESMAN'S Box Standard James 4-point At

tachment, fine condition, carries 4'/2-cwt.; £8/15,
-Fleming Co., Redcar, Yorks. [8871

(.Late Douglas Motors, Ltd.) Tel. 3792
The man on the spot,
deliver anything for you.
M.tin) Station.

can meet am- train and will collect o>"

One minute from Temple Meads {Bristol

G 1

S 1

7~)OUGLAS 2%h.p. Patent Leather Mudshields, with
-*-' attachments, noiseless, 5/-; postage 1/-.—Basker-
ville School Rd., Hale, Cheshire. [851S

HALIFAX.—New Swan Sporting and Milford di
Luxe sidecars for Harley and American X —Motoi

Exchange, 25, Horton St., Halifax. [874;

COLLINS and Son for Sidecars.—A few new bulbous
back models, complete with renovated underslung

chassis, tyre and tube, and coverall apron, all fittings;

£12/10.—Below.

FAMILY Model Light 2-seater, built to accommo-
date one adult and child up to 12, with re-

novated underslung chassis, tyre, tube, and apron;
£15.—Below.

WE have various models in stock to suit any
machine.—Send for catalogue.

WE specialise in frame and chassis repairs of all

kinds; all "work guaranteed.—Collins and Son,
rear of 84, High St., Putney, S.W. (.8499

YOUR Sidecar renovated equal to new from £2,
Damaged sidecars our speciality; send your car

for repairs.—Write, Crescent Sidecar Co., 8, Blast

Lane, Sheffield. [8317

LORIA Sidecar, as new, for Triumph, £25; Dun-
hill sidecar, as new, bargain £20;" Millford side-

car, new, body, complete, £16.-33, Hackford Rd.,

Brixton, S.W.9. [8942

1Q21 Indian Scout Body, apron and lamp. 70/ : ;

-i-«y also a few 5h.p. Rover chassis parts, cheap.—

Smiths, 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk Farm
Tube Station). [s?93

IDECAR8.—Longman Bros., Bond St., Easing.

'Phone, 689. We have a large selection of new

and second-hand sidecars in stock. Wholesale and

retail agents for the famous Montgomery. [8957

WILLOWBROOK Royal Leicester Sidecars, smartest

designs, first-class finish; prices from 17 gwu

Write for catalogue. Repairs undertaken, hoods, wind

screens, etc.—The WillowDrook Motor Co., Leicester.

1,000 Douglas Underslung Chassis, suitable for any

make of machine to order, absolutely complete

and renovated, as new; £5 each.—Old Man Hep, 19,

Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London,- S.W. 8. 'Phone,

1958 Brixton. [8832

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,
"

has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itself

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,

and, when folded, combination will pass through a

30in doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Wincycle

Co., Ltd., 236. High Holborn, W.C.I. [0388

CHASSIS.—Underslung chassis, complete, new tyre

and tube, shop soiled body, coverall apron, £13/10;
P. and M. chassis, new tyre and tube, new 1922 bul-

bous back, body, £12.—'Phone Brixton 1585. Ribini

Manufacturing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W.
[8853

SIDECARS! Sidecars! Several Secondhand Coach-
built Sidecars from £7/10. Brand New Coach-

built Sidecars with bulbous backs and complete with
aprons; a first-class job; not cheap and nasty;

£17/10. Brand New Sidecars, coachbuilt, from £16.
These are really wonderful value. We have two Lang-
ford spring wheel sidecars, 5-point attachments, large

bulbous backs with Picnic cases, completely fitted with*

all utensils, most elaborately finished, complete £35.

—

Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, London, N.10. [60&5

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
Lane, London.—5-6h. p.

[8074
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe

Carden Monocar ; £50.

A4 2 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
• EDELIA.—The new 1922 model S-10h.p., with air-

' cooled or water-cooled engine.

iEDELIA.—Air-cooled model, £185; water-cooled
' model, £195; immediate deliveries; trial runs free.

iEDELIA.—Catalogues free from L. N. Palmer, Sole
1 Concessionaire for the British Empire.—Palmer's
rage, Tooting. [8857

ARDEN, 7h.p., 2-seater, 1921, as new, equipped;
£85.—40, Cornwallis Rd., Maidstone. [8537

.C. Sociable Runabout, good order; £45.—Foal,
173, Hainton Avenue, Grimsby. [7114

18.—Riley 3-wheeler Chassis, 8h.p., water-cooled.—
215, Hampstead Way, Golders Green. [8365

[OR-RIS-OXFORD 2-seater, as new; for sale or ex-

change.—Ciaremont Garage, Blackpool. [8282

TAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.

—

' 2 l4h.p. Royal Enfield, 1920, tax paid;"£42/10.
[8977

a. p. Rover,—1922 model in stock; exchanges.

-

Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Walden.
lone: 45. [7159

["ORGANS Always in Stock.—The West of England
L Agent. Gibb, 100, Northgate, Gloucester,
one; #52. [8127

OVENTRY PREMIER.—1922 model in stock; ex-

changes.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Wal-
u 'Phone: 45. [7160

.N. 1920, dynamo lighting, been treated like a
pet, looks new, tax paid; £150.—Bunting's Ex-

nge, Wealdstone. [8712

DOTT Sociables for comfort and low running ex-

penses; order now.—Cathedral Motor Works, 99,

George St., Liverpool. [8878

OVER, 8h.p.—Your motor cycle taken in part ex-
' change for new models.—Agents, R. B. Clark and
, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [7847

J 20-1921 G.N., exceptional condition, dynamo,
J spare wheel, speedometer, tools, mileage 2,500;
15.—9, Fleet St., Torquay. [8669

["ORGAN, water-cooled, De Luxe M.A.G. engine,
L splendid condition, tax paid; £130 cash; a gem.
rating's Exchange, Wealdstone. [8711

fORGAN 1918 Grand Prix Aero Model, as new,
L great bargain; £120.—Particulars, Stone, 280,
ucester Rd., Horfield, Bristol. [8541

120 (Sept.) G.N., £245 model, "take £127/10,
>/ snip.—Junction Garage, Highstone, Ley ton-

ne, E.ll. 'Phone: Wanstead 403, [8781

[ORGAN'S 1922 models in stock; the most reliable
L 3-wheeler on the market. Official agents for

at, Essex, City of London; spares. Below.

OVER 1922 8h.p. light car, dynamo lighting,
' etc.; £220. Authorised agents. Below.

.N. 1922 standard model, dynamo lighting, dickey-

seat, door; £225; delivery rrom stock. .Below.

,N. 1920 standard model, dynamo lighting, speedo-
meter, watch, horn, aluminium dash, etc.; £130.

Sice, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile
,
E.C.3. 'Phone Avenue 5548. [0075

TAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C4.

—

' G.N. cars, 1922, all models from stock. Easy
ments or exchange. 'Phone: Holborn 5777. [8978

[TAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 19J2
» Morgans supplied on easy terms or exchange,
lone: Holborn 5777. List on application [8077

LIFFORD WILSON MIg. Co., have in stock, new
1922 Morgan Popular Model, £150,—177, West-

LSter Bridge Rd., S.E.I. Tel.: Hop 210. [6634

[ORGANS.—1922 De Luxe, Grand Prix, and
L Popular models in stock; exchanges.—Walbro
tor Cycle Co., Saffron Walden. 'Phone : 45.

[7158

921 Morgan de Luxe, lOh.p., W.C., M.A.G. engine,
lavishly equipped, dynamo lighting; £145.—

llier, 9, Wallingford Avenue, North Kensington.
L8492

ARDEN, 2-seater, 1921 (Oct.), demonstration car
fully equipped, electric light, hood, screen, tools,

feet condition; £110.—Page and Girling, Melton,
folk. [8555
rEW and Second-hand Light Cars and Cycle Can,

all makes ; good selection in stock ; cash, easy
Trjents, or exchange.—Service Co., 292, High Holborn
C.l |"067?

i20 A.C. C.A.V. dynamo lighting, spare wheel,
l/ perfect; bargain, £265.—Junction Garage,
;hstone, Leytonstone, E.ll. 'Phone : Wanstead
I. [8780

YCLECAR Chassis, undterslung, 8h.p. twin, W.C.,
O.H. valves, complete less radiator, sporty; £35.

jto; exchanges.—Decourcy, Frankfort St., Birming-
a: [8538

(UCKINGHAM lOh.p. Cycle car, 2 speeds, disc
> wheels, dynamo, do 60, 50 m.p.g., real sporty
; £55 cash; exchange bike.—8, ' High St., Wands-
rth. [8549

[ALIFAX.—Morgans, 8h.p., J. A.P. hood, screen;
L £85, £100, £110.—Motor Exchange, 25. Horton
,
Halifax. [8748

BE NOT AFRAID
No need to have the old fear of being
let in for a crock if you buy a second-
hand from us. Every used machine is

stripped and put into perfect running
order before it is offered for sale.

Because we have seen the inside we can

GUARANTEE FOR THREE MONTHS
on the same terms as the manufacturer
does

EVERY USED MACHINE WE SELL
We give the following selection from
our stock. If you don't see what you
want, write us.

NEW SHOP SOILED.
List Our
Price. Price.

3 Cleveland 2-stioke, 3-speed £85 £50
2i Victoria 2-speed - £60 £40

2J Royal Ruby Sports, 2-speed, kick

start and clutch £70 £60

7/9 Solo Powerplus Indian, ele'etric

equipment , £ r4° £110
7 h.p. F.N. Combination, hood and

windscreen £188 £120

SECOND-HAND.
1920 3 h.p, A.B.C., lamps, etc £80

1915 7/9 Indian 3-speed and sidecar .

f
... £85

1919 7/9 h.p. Indian {solo) £63
rejig 4 h.p. Norton and Milford sidecar £90

1921 Model 16 H. Norton 3$, 3-speed ........ £106

192

1

Big 4 Norton de Luxe sidecar. All on .. £120

ig2r si- h.p. I.O.M. Norton, 3-speed - . . . £90
192T 4

_

h.p. in jj h.p. frame Norton £90

1922 3* h.p. Norton 16 H., 3-speed £95

192

1

Velocette 2-speed £47
1920 2-J Zenith. (Flat twin) £55

1920 4 h.p. Wilkin and s/car, Blackburne eng ne,

dynamo lighting £105

19 14 6 h.p. A.J.S. and sidecar. All on :

.

£75

1920 3^ Sunbeam. All on £90

1921 3! Sunbeam. Touring model - £105

1920 5/6 h.p. Rudge Combination £70

1914 Overland Car, 5-seater, 25.3 h.p £100

1918 4 h.p. Douglas Combination, reconditioned £80

Our 1922 new stock includes Velocette
,

Indian, Quadrant, Norton, B.S.A., Scott,

F.N., Raleigh, Levis, Martinsyde,
Victoria motor cycles,

Wolseley, Lagonda and G.N. cars.

CASH, EASY PAYMENTS, or
EXCHANGE.

VICTOR HORSMAN,
. 7, Mount Pleasant, L"

LIVERPOOL,

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
A.C. Sociable, by the A.C. Co.; late model, with

reverse, good condition, fully equipped; £60; no
reasonable
Guildford.

offer refused.—-Gerrard, 1X1, High St.,

[8473

D.U. Cyclecar, 9h.p., water-cooled. 2-seater,
able wheels, dynamo lighting, complete wit

£250; liberal exchanges.—Halifax
Horton St., Halifax.

Mc

BAYLISS-THOHAS, 1922 lOh.p. model, 4-cyl. water-
cooled engine, 3 speeds, Magdyno- 300 gna. ; im-

mediate delivery.— Godfrey's, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St..
London, W.l. (0736

BRAND New Carden de Luxe, dynamo lighting,
speedometer, clock, cost £184; accept £100. or

good combination.—Hillier, 9, Wallingford Avenue,
North Kensington. (.8491

detach-
_ .ith hood,

screen, speedometer, etc., low mileage, bargain; £85.

—

Bond, Brasted, Kent. [8388

MORGAN 1920 Grand Prix "M.A.G., acetylene and
electric, speedometer, clock, aluminium dash,

Dunlop Magnums, very smart; £145.—Clark, 7, Ex-
hibition Rd., S.W.7. [9006

HALIFAX.—New 1922 Coventry Premier, 4-wheeler.
_ with speedometer and 12 months' insurance;

Motor Exchange,
[8740

7-9h.p. Swift Chassis, gear box incomplete, a snip.
£25; also 9h.p. 1919 Temperino 2-seater, all on,

£95 ; exchanges considered.—DeCort and Flynn, 39

.

Essex Rd., London, N.l. [8691

"I Q21 Bleriot-Whippet, excellent condition through-
-»- *7 ou t ; £110; or would exchange motor cycle
and cash.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale, W. 'Phone

:

Hampstead 1353. - [8370

1 Q21 {October) Carden de Luxe, spare wheel, elec-

A*7 trie lighting, hood, screen, as new; £85, cost
£150.—Junction Garage, Highstone, Leytonstone,
E.ll. 'Phone: Wanstead 403. [8779

1Q22 Morgan Popular, £150; Grand Prix. £180;
-1*7 8h.p. Rover, £220; in stock for immediate delivery;
easy payments only 4% extra.—The Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0773

CARDEN 1921, Aug. 20, special side curtains,
accessories, 700 miles, new condition; £fi5, offers

considered; cost £148; cash wanted.—B, Freeman,
Union St., Winchester [8182

ORGAN Grand Prix, water-cooled, 8-10h.p. over-
head, J.A.P., fully equipped, sporty, as new

throughout; £120, or combination and cash.—436,
Whitehorse Rd., Thornton Heath [8497

COVENTRY Premier, 3-wheeler, dynamo lighting,
spare wheel, tax paid 1922, absolutely as new,

any examination; £160; condition guaranteed.—Beau-
champ, 27, West Park, Bristol. [8600

A.V. Monocar 192UA Sports, special J.A.P. racing
engine, new oversize tyres, speedometer, lighting

set, and horn, guaranteed perfect; £79.—Haven.
Portsmouth Rd., Esher, Surrey. [8932

"I Q14 D.U. Cyclecar, less engine, otherwise complete;
J.*/ friction drive, five detachable wheels with good
tyres, hood, windscreen, etc.; 3d. for photo; £30 or

near offer.—Gotch, Chesham House, Kettering. [8617

A.C. Sociables, by the A.C. Co., dependable run-
abouts, take 2 persons anywhere, good condition

and appearance, fully equipped ; from £50 to £85

;

trial.—29, Allsop St., Upper Baker St., London, N.W.
[7056

MORGAN DE LUXE. 1917, engine just overhauled,
splendid condition, new tyre spare, fully

equipped, trial; £95, exchange solo or combination.—
Smith, 37, Revelstoke Rd., Wimbledon Park, London.

[8255
1 A21 Carden, with lamps, horn, hood, screen,
1J/ speedometer, spring seat, mascot, insurance,

guaranteed in excellent running order and condition;

offer about £80 wanted.—Box 8636, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [8201

BARKER'S Motors can supply all kinds of light

cars at list prices and give a free insurance

guarantee for 12 months against mechanical break-

down Cash, deferred, or exchanges.—194, Balham
High Rd., S.W.12. [6423

BLERIOT WHIPPET, hardly used, hand starter,

electric lighting, hood, screen, spare wheel, lug-

ga"e grid, side curtains, beautifully equipped, licensed,

original tyres, absolutely perfect; £97 (exchange en-

tertained).—89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [8623

NEW 1922 Morgans at Brixton, De Luxe model,

mauve, discs, etc., in stock, £189/10; second-

hand 1920 G.P. Morgan, lamps, speedometer, run
3 500 miles only. £130; 1914-15 sporting model, air-

cooled J.A. P., £75.—Daw, Morgan Agent, 114, Brix-

ton Hill. [8646

AV 2-seaters.—A few second-hand and demonstra-

tion models in stock for disposal at very low

prices ; also special model fitted with lOh.p. o.h.v.

JAP engine suitable for competition work, practic-

ally new.—Please apply for list to the makers, Ward
and Avey, Ltd., Teddington, Middlesex. [8246

£129/10.—G.N., late 1920, dynamo lighting, detach-

able wheels, spare wheel, all 5 tyres as new,

hood screen, aluminium dash, four lamps, horn,

speedometer, Pvrene fire extinguisher, aluminium
number plates, etc.; tax paid.—Moss, c/o Delancey

Garage, 6Sa, DeTancey St., Camden Town, Loudon.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue 43
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
~|Q22 8h.p. Coventry Premier. 2-3-seater, brand new,
J-*' painted grey, spare wheel and tyre, horn, Rotax

,
lighting set, speedometer, etc., beautilully designed
and mechanically perfect; £250 cash, or by economical
instalments of £68 down and 12 monthly instalments
of £17, which includes comprehensive insurance; strict

privacy, no unpleasant inquiries, any district; modern
motor cycle or Combination taken as first instalment;
full particulars by post.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd.,
Regent St., Cambridge. [8167

]Q22 lOh.p. G.N., brand new, very roomy body,
*s aluminium instrument board, luxuriously

equipped, all-weather hood, adjustable windscreen,

electric lighting installation with dynamo batteries,

switchboard and ammeter, two head lamps, tail lamp,
speedometer, detachable wheels, etc. ; £225 cash, or by
economical instalments £62 down and 12 monthly in-

stalments of £16, which includes comprehensive in-^

3ura2.ce; strict privacy, no unpleasant inquiries, any
district; modern motor cycle or combination taken
as first instalment; full particulars by post-Herbert
Robinson, Ltd., Regent St., Cambridge. " [8166

Synre Parts:

ORGAN.—Largest stock in London.—Maudes'
Motor Mart. 100, Great Portland St., W.l.

[8719

MORGAN Spare Part Depot.—Spares for all models
from stock; list free.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishops-

Gate Ave., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone Avenue 5548.
- [0077

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.
* * r^OUNTY," B.S.A., Taxis, as licensed throngh-

*—' out the country.—Write for full particu-
lars, County Cycle and Motor Co., " Originators,"
300. Broad St., Birmingham. [5353

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMER'S Garage, Tooting..—The pre-eminent piace

for purchasing. Auction every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£60 down and 12
monthly payments £8 secures lOh.p. Singer 2-

seater, dynamo lighting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-£30 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures 12-seater live axle

Panhard wagonette.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
monthly payments £8 secures splendid Sheffield

Simplex landaulet.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-£50 down and 12
monthly payments £8/10 secures magnificent Oak-

land touring car, 7-seater, dynamo lighting, self-

starting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
monthly payments £7/10 secures reliable Renault

r
:4 landaulet.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£25 down ami 12
monthly payments £4 secures reliable Napier

chassis, detachable wire wheels.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£50 down and 12
monthly payments £8 secures Delaunay-BelleviUe

limousine, 17h.p.

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
-*- monthly payments £5 secures ISh.p. Maxwell
Sporting 2-seater.

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-£40 down and 12
J- monthly payments £8 secures Studebaker landau-
lette, self-starting, dynamo lighting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-£35 down and 12
monthly payments £7 secures 16h,.p. Minerva

4-seater, monobloc engine.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£35 down and 12
- monthly payments £4 secures reliable S.C.A.T.

12-seater wagonette.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£35 down and 12
monthly payments £5. secures excellent 12-14h.p

F.I.A.T. chassis.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
monthly payments £5 seeures 12-14h.p. F.I.A.T

van.

p>ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£70 down and -12
-*- monthly payments £7/10 secures magnificent
Berhet touring car, 6 cylinders.

"pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—All above cars are in-* good running order. For cash price deduct 10 per
cent, from above totals.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting

/•h.p. Rover, 2-seater, good order, bargain- £32 l** Bellingham Terrace, Catford. [846^'

£32.—7-9h.p. Swift, 2-seater, t\vin cylinders, W C
requires magneto only.—King, Egiove Farm, Ox-

[8907
APIER 6-cylinder Limousine, large handsome body

excellent order; £65.-7, Favror St., Brixton
f872C

N

PHILIPsori
PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
AND GEAR COMBINED.

Philipson's
Latest

!

GOVERNOR PULLEY AND
VARIABLE GEAR COM-
BINED WITH FLY WHEEL
for all two-stroke engines.
The Lightest, Speediest, and
Simplest Gear on the market
for direct belt-driven 2-stroke

and 4-stroke engines.

ONLY adds 2 lb. (approx.) to the
weight of, a 2-stroke machine, and 6 lb.

(approx.) to the weight of a 4-stroke

. machine.

During the past week we have
fitted the following machines:

2-stroke.

LEVIS,
O.K.,
CALTHORPE,
VILL1ERS,

etc.

4-stroke ,

TRIUMPH,
NORTON,
ROVER,
SINGER,
COULSON-
BLACKBURNE

We are now in a position to supply
the Philipson Pulley to fit J.A.P.
engines without any alteration to
the machine or "staggering" ot

the engine.

Our Flywheel Governor converts a
single-speed 2-stroke into aspeed model—the lightest speed model on the market!

THE ONLY GEAR WITH
NO END THRUST.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Send lor Illustrated Booklet.

No gear box friction.
No grinding noises.
No wheels or pinions
to chew up.

What is your make ? Write

REDUCED X?7 7 n Carriage
PRICE *«/'« Paid.

ROVER Cars-1922 8b.p. model; price £220- ean,
delivery.-Godfreys'. Ltd.. 208, Qt. Portland St

London. W.l. [035 jj

CROSSLEY 1918 Tourer. 6 Rudge wheels CAV
perfect order; £165.—Mrs. Wright, c/o 77 '

Acre
Lane, S.W.2. '

[8722

HUMBER, 5-seater, detachable wheels, Auster
screen, electric light; offers or exchange— 15

Mervan Rd., Lambeth, S.W.9. [8723

A44 A" letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Philipson & Co., Ltd.,
Astley Bridge, BOLTON. Lanes.

(Established over 50 years.)

Grams : "aaiety. Bolton." Phone: 147 Eagle?

CARS FOR SALE.
ROVER Cars.—The famous 8h.p. model in stock

£220; for immediate delivery.— Eagles and Co
275, High St., Acton, London. [076

DAIMLER 15h.p. S.K. touring car, Rudee wheel
and spare, C.A.V., noiseless; £165, or part es

change.-8, Crowhurst Rd., S.W.9. [872

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-Rove
Light Cars; £220; fully equipped; easy term

or exchange, list ou application. [807!

PEUGEOT BABY 1916, good condition, tax paid
£120; or exchange 1920 Harlev combination.- '

Foggitt, 145, Rustlings Rd., Sheffield. [8181

i 1UVENTR1' PREMIER, 1922, 4-wheel model; £250 :

V^ immediate delivery ; cash or deferred payments.

-

Sutclifle Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. (073C

DOVER 8h.p. Light Car, 1922 models, dynamc
XV lighting; £220 cash; deferred payments 4*
extra.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.. W.I.

10729

EXCHANGES a Speciality Ml 2- and 4-seater cars
from £50 to £500 1—Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd.,

East Dulwich. Call, write, or 'phone, Sydenham 2452.
[7938

"IQ14 Perry 8h.p. Twin, 2-seater and dickey, de-
J-t7 tachable wheels, 6 tyres, 4 practically new,
1922 tax paid, perfect running order; .£100, or near-

est offer.—Haddon, North St., York. [8307

DARRACQ Landaulet, 18h.p„ 4-cylinder, fully

equipped and ready for use; £60 or near; must
sell this week; will consider motor cycle in exchange
or part.—62, New St., Woodbridge, Suffolk. [7688

MORRIS-COWLEY 1922 standard 2-seater model in

stock, dynamo lighting, etc.; 285 gns. ; exchanges;
extended terms.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Ave.,
Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone Avenue 5548. [0076

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
TIPPING lorries, Star 2-ton, fitted twin-screw tip-

ping body, repainted, retyred, guaranteed; £265.
—See below. -

TIPPING lorries, Alldays 30-40 cwt., single screw
tipping bodv, all equipment; £225.—Shard

Garage, Shards Sq., Peckhara Park Rd., Old Kent
Rd., London. [8156

1 "| A GNS.—Talbot 1 ton-30 cwt. chassis on pneu-tlv matics, twins on rear, ideal for a 14-seater
body, needs axle sleeve only.—See below.

IOA GNS.-Standard 10-15-cwt. van, O.A.V. dynamo
^V" lighting, Sankey detachable wheels.—See

GNS.—British Ensign 3-5-ton lorry, 1919, worm
drive, new tyres, 4 speeds, fast, like new

all round.—See below.

1 QK GNS—Garford's 1916 30-cwt lorries (6 for
-1-OtJ sale), worm drive, fast, doing 14 miles per
gallon, repainted, retyred, all equipment.—See below.

"1 OA GNS.—Willys Overland 1 ton-30 cwt. lorries,
-I-/WV 1916, repainted, retyred, all equipment,
guaranteed.—See below.

OAA GNS.—Star 1916 2-ton lorries (six), dynamowuv lighting, repainted, retyred, all equipment,
fast and economical, doing 14 miles per gallon, ideal

for all passenger work; 200 gns. each.—Shard Garage,
Shards Sq., Peckham Park Rd., Old Kent Rd..
London. [8155

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
TRY Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.G. 4, for

easy terms. 'Phone, Holborn 5777. [7218

HALIFAX.—Second-hand models at special rates;
send your requirements.—Motor Exchange, 25,

Horton St., Halifax. [8742

FOR Best Treatment and best terms for light cars,-

cycle cars, or motor cycles of any make, new or
second-hand, write Service Co., 292, High Holborn,
W.O.I. [0672

HERBERT ROBINSON. Ltd.. Green St.. Cambridge.
Any make of motor cycle or light car supplied

on easy terms, strict privacy, no unpleasant inquiries;

any district, full particulars by post. [8843

ENGINES.
VILLIERS Engine for sale, cheap, or will sell parts.—Huntrods, Danby, Yorkshire. [8225

3 ih.p. Quadrant Engine, A.O.I.V., overhauled;
2 £3/10.—Race, 54. Gt. Passage St., Hull. [8477

EXCELSIOR Engine, 3<4h.p. Bosch, B.B., good
order; £6, offer.—25, Ravensbourne Rd.. Catford,

S.E. [8282

SPECIAL Overhead Valve 90-bore J.A.P. Engine, as
new; offers to Mirfield Engineering Co., Newgate,

Mirfield. [7077

-| Q20 Siih.p. M.A.G., racing T.T. engine, minus 1
-L" cylinder head; £7/10.-2, Fortune Gate Rd..
Harlesden, N.ff. [8608

3 ih.p. Lincoln-Elk Engine, magneto and carbureiter,
2 splendid condition; £8/10.—Prout", Canon St.,

Taunton. [8542

NEW 1921 2"'
4h.p. 2-stroke engine, complete, C.A.V.

magneto, Senspray, guaranteed perfect; £15 .or

offer.—W. Collins, 18, Colin Rd.. Willesden, N.W.10.
[8224

185
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ENGINES.
t JE.C. 1922 2-stroke, 70x70, with magneto drive and
i- chain guard; £6 '10.—Auto Eng. Co., Edgwick
ill, Coventry. L8113

I h.p. Minerva, beautiful engine, as new, mechanical
b valves, gift; £4/10.—Hood, 15, Totleridge Lane,
'hetstone, N.20. [8276

>/\/"|h.p. Clerget engine, complete and unused;
t\J\J £50, cost nearly £1,000.—Captain Jackson,
o 77, Acre Lane, S.W.2. [8724

[ .A.P. Engine, 85 x 85 bore and stroke, unusued

,

with new Binks carburetter; £23/10.—A, Bryson,

Cecil St., East Stanley, Co. Durham. [8415

J
RAND new 3y2h.p. Broler, 2-stroke, Dec. 1921,
complete ; £11 . carriage paid to purchaser.—

,-kes, 25, Moorpark, Stevenston^ Ayrshire. [8559

ih.p. Levis Flat Twin, 2-stroke, carburetter and
:2 magneto, perfect, £10; 6h.p. ditto, £12.-—
•le, "457, Rathgar Rd., Loughborough Junction,
SV.9. [7604

>ARR and Stroud.—Delivery of all makes with
* this engine, 7 days (approx.). Official London
monstrators.—Warnes, Ltd., 46, Churchfield Rd.,
iton, "W.3. [8137

,3h.p. 1911 A.LV. Douglas engine, complete, Bosch
f 4 and carburetter, cylinders regrbund, pistons

d crankshait new, perfect; £6.-76, Knighton Rd.,
ymouth. [8223

1RIUMPH Engines, 1914, 3V2h.p., complete with
belt pullev, in perfect condition, overhauled and

w parts fitted; £8/10.—Marble Arch Motor Ex-
ange, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2. 'Phone, Padd. 789.

[8947
K-gh.p. o.i.v. Indian Engine, 1914 model, completely

overhauled, condition as new, Boscli magneto,
ss carburetter, exceptional bargain; £17/10.—Lang-
rd's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, London, M.W.2.

[8525
jJh.p., A.I.V., Motosacoche. complete, magneto, car-
4 buret ter, good condition, £3; 3h.p. M.O.V.
inervas, slight repairable damage, £2/5 the two;
sh.p. Amac carburetter, 10/-.—4, The Square,
>ston, Lines. [8616

(7E have for disposal engines, new and second-
* hand, any horse-power; makers, Cly-no, J.A.P.,
ecision, and others; let us have your requirements;
delay; prompt replies to all inquiries.—DeCorfc

d Flynn, 39, Essex Rd., London, N.l. [8690

tACING J.A.P. 2^h.p., o.h.v., as used at Luton
Hoc, special E.I.C. Senspray, stainless steel valves,

•eamline ports and special cams, long copper ex-

ust, and engine plates, will fit New Imperial frame;
;1.—-Wellington, 40, Lowlands Rd., Harrow. [8305

ROSTERS for new engines, bargains. We have a
bankrupt stock of new lM»h.p. engines (4-stroke),

erhead valves, aluminium cylinders and pistons, com-
ste, to clear, £5; also 2%h.p. 2-stroke engines, com-
ete with magneto and carburetter, new, £10.—
isters, 31, Clissold Rd., Clissold Park, London, N.16.

[8266

)OUGLAS 8h.p. Water-cooled, C.W. radiator, petrol

tank, bedplate, starting handle, induction pipe,

3d condition, £11/10; thoroughly overhauled, new
ig., carburetter, guaranteed running order, £21,

•riage forward; make splendid light car engines;

ge selection; stamp reply; trade supplied.—Derring-

i. Grafton Rd., New Maiden. [8864

'.A.P. Engines. J.A.P. Engines. J.A.P. Eugines.-
I have the laieest stock of J.A.P. engine parts in

igland; over 30 engines, all in stock, to select from:

a the prices: 5hp. £15, and the 8h.p; at £20 and

7/10, and I have all paits for the 8h.p. (see ncces-

icd for parts}. I have a big twin engine £12, a 4h.p.

mglas engine and mag. and carburetter £15, a small

,troke and mag. £10; stamp reply—South Croydon

>tor Exchange, 22, South End, Croydon. [4765

>RAND New Engines.—An exceptional opportunity.
* 1921 Precision, 3h.p., 2-stroke (as fitted to the
ardmore motor cycle, etc.) ; a complete unit with
lomson-Bennett magneto. Cox Atmos single-lever

rburetter, list price over £30 ; limited number to

Su1

, £14. What a gift. Or, less magneto and
rburetter, 10 gns. Only a few left.—Marble Arch
>tor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd., W;2. 'Phone,
ddiugton 789. [8945

IEPPELTHWAITE'S 5h.p. J.A.P. Engines (new
cylinders) fitted, £12 to £14 each; 3i/.h.p.

iirmph., £8; 2 r;4h.p. Precision, new, £8, chipped tin,

aerwise perfect; 4h.p. Douglas engine, magneto, car-
iretter, and 3-speed gear box, £14, or separate;

i-h.p. 2-stroke engine and magneto, £8; 3i/-h.p.

umber unit, £10; 3V,h.p. Alldas's, £4/10; 2h.p.

irin Moto Reve and magneto, £3/15; 5h.p. and
ih.p. J.A.P. cylinders, 30/-, 8h.p., £2; crank cases,

t pair; 5h.p. Rover spares, entire stock of W.
iwkins, York Rd., Battersea; see parts and acces-

ries under lleppelthwaite's. Old Man Hep. 'Phone,
58 Brixton. Stamp please.—19, Wilcox Rd.. South
.mbeth, London, S.W.8. [8823

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
>OSCH Twin, D.A., 45°, as new; 65/-.—T.V.M.C.,
» 86, Shacklegate Rd., Teddington. [8606

1LAT Twin, C.A.V. magneto, practically new; bar-

gain, £4.—Thos. Twycross, Tenby, Pembrokeshire.
[8192

JOSCH and M-L Singles, 30/-; C.A.V., 37/6;
variable ignition guaranteed.—84, Greenside Rd.,

oydon. [8511

Quvrry^ACB^

It points to
Layton's . . .

Your need of help in purchasing
your 1922 mount—of the unbiassed
expert counsel that will enable you
to decide between the apparently
equal merits of half-a-dozen
machines that are by no means
alike ; that will ensure your getting the
right machine at the right price— t point*
to Loyon's. And your desire to feel that
you will be treated as you would treat
your best -friend, and as he would treat
you. This also points to Loyton's.
It is our aim to give you such service
that everything you can wish shall be
realised—that every transaction we under-
take pomts to Layton's as a house who
will do all that is humanly possible to
ensure your satisfaction and pleasure.
This has been the keynote of our policy for
over a quarter of a century of motor-
cycle and car trading, and nearly eighty
years in business before.

Immediate deliveries of
any of these 1922 models:

ARIEL, BROUGH-SUPERIOR, B.S.A.. DIAMOND,
DOUGLAS, EDMUND. ENFIELD, HUMBER,
INDIAN. MASSEY-ARRAN, MATCHLESS, NOR-
TON, RUDGE, SCOTT, SUNBEAM. TRIUMPH,
and VELOCETTE Motor Cycles: BELSIZE-BRAD-
SHAW, CROUCH, LAGONDA, ROVER and
W0LSELEY Lijht Cars.

Cash, Exchange, or on most liberal ex-
tended payments.
Wherever you may be our service can
reach you—our methods can give you
advantage.

i^Eftffim

araees
J. W. TOLLADY,

General Manager.

90, High Street, OXFORD,
and London Road, BICESTER.
'Phor.es

'Grams
581 & 784 Oxford ; 35 Bicester.

'Integrity " Oxford and Bicestr r. J

H

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

H B1

H.B. Ignition Co. carry large stocks of new and
second-hand magnetos. Thomson-Bennett 42, 45,

50, 55, and 180°, single and twin.

H.B. Specialise in T.B. for rising on Triumph, P.M.,
B.S.A., J.A.P., Douglas, etc., £2/10, postage 116;

C.A.V. clock twin, tor 2%h.p. Douglas, etc., £2/15.

TT.B. will take your old magneto in payment.

H.B. Bends all magnetos on approval against cash.
Every magneto dispatched carry H.B. 12 mouiiia'

guarantee.

B. Ignition Co. ('Phone: Brixton 610), 78, New
Park Rd., Brixton Hill, London. [0694

/BOUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.

EXCEPTIONAL ofler of Government surplus mag-
netos, new, unused, must be cleared to make

room for fresh stock.

GUARANTEE.—We guarantee all our magnetos
twelve months, and will willingly repair or re-

place any magneto that should prove defective within
that period.

BOSCH single, clock, or anti, £3. Thomson-Bennett,
single or twin, clock or anti, 42, 45, 50, 55, and

180 degrees, £2/10.

C.A.V. single or twin, clock or anti, £2/10; special
long driving spindle for Rudge, fitted to any of

the above magnetos, 10/- extra. Postage on mag-
netos, 1/6.

THESE magnetos are fitted with variable ignition,
and leads, and also baseplates ready to be imme-

diately fitted on ; please state make of engine when
ordering.

GOVERNMENT 'surplus, new plugs in boxes, A C
(Titan), 1/6 each.; K.L.G. types, F.8, F.6, F 5,

and R.3, 1/8 each; Lodge types, K. and K.2, 1/8 each.
Postage on orders of one plug, 3d.; four or more,
post free.

ALL goods on approval per return post on receipt of
cash; money refunded if not satisfactory.

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.—Note
new address : 6, Garden Lane, Christchurch Rd.,

Streatham, London, S.W. Tel. : Streatham 2898.
T.A. : Ignitionac, Brixstret, London. [5935

BOSCH 1-cyl., weatherproof, and as new, variable
ignition; 57/6 delivered.

THOMSON-BENNETT and M-L.'s, of Coventrv, 1-

cyl. A.D.S. or P.L.R. types, 37/6 delivered, suit-
able for stationary engines; if variable ignition, 10/-
extra.

C.A.V., as new, suitable for 2 or 1-cyl. lightweight
motor bicycles, height 4V:.in., breadth 2%in..

depth 4 1/2in., variable ignition and short-circuiting ter-
minal, guaranteed platinum points, and workmanship
of the finest; 2-cyl. fires at 180°; all working parts
are interchangeable with C.A.V.'s, types KU" 1 and
2; 50/- delivered.

THOMSON-BENNETT, types A.M. 1 and 2, as new,
variable ignition and short-circuiting terminal;

A.M. 2 fires at 180°; 52/6 delivered.

THOMSON-BENNETT 4-cyl., variable ignition;
£5/5 delivered.

N.B.—Any of the above magnetos supplied, clock or
anti-clock. When ordering state which when

looking at driving end, and whether 1, 2, or 4-cyl.

C.A.V. 2-cyl. Clockwise Aeroplane Starting Mag-
netos, platinum points, workmanship of the

ftoest, and all working parts are interchangeable with
C.A.V.'s, type KU2, perfect for plug teeting; one car-
riage paid, 25/-; lots of 6, rail forward, 22/6 each;
of 20 at 21/6 each; of 100 at 20/-.

"]YJ~AGNETOS Leave our Works in perfect condition.

GUARANTEE.—Will replace within one month, or
refund cash if unsatisfactory.

VALE Engineering Syndicate, 8-11, Brown's Build-
ings, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3. Tel. : Central 977.

[0698
MAGNETO Sprocket Manufacturers.—7-tooth to 24-

tooth stocked.—Ridington, 202-4, Southampton
St., Camberwell. [6886

NEARLY New Lucas Dynamos, 6-volt accumulator,
and switchbox; nearest £7.—Hague, York Avenue,

Wolverhampton. [8759

LUCAS Lighting Sets, lightweight 12v. dynamo, 12v.
batterv, cut-out, £6/6 set.—Jenner (Dept. M.C.),

165, Church St., Mitcham. . [5401

THOMSON-BENNETT A.C.V. Twin, 60°, brand
mew, £4/10; C.A.V. twin, off Douglas, 35/-.—

Perseus Works, Burton-on-Trent. [8583

DIXIE Magneto, suit lightweight, 38/-; also T.B.
magneto, suit 3V2h.p.; clockwise, 65/-; approval.

—56, Sutton St., Aston, Birmingham. [8361

K.L.G. W.D. Plugs, unprecedented value, 4 for 2/6,
postage 3d.; immediate return of money if not

satisfied.—Thompson, 59, Queen St., Wolverhampton.
[8206

CHELTENHAM.—Repairs to magnetos, eelf-staners,

lighting plants, otc. ; London experts employed.—
Norwood Magneto Works, 95, Bath Rd.. Cheltenham.

'Phone: 1256. ,
10758

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A45
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ELIANOE Miigneto Repairing Co. for repairs and
new magnetos.—See below.

RELIANCE guarantee to return your magneto within
3 days, and if necessary 24 hours, with a written

guarantee for 12 months.

RELIANCE test every magneto after repair under
oil - running conditions, and, oa we contract for

many of the largest concerns, you need haye no hesita-
tion in placing your repairs and orders with us.

RELIANCE manufacture and stock spares for
1 Thomson-Bennett, E.I.C., Splitdorf. U.H., Bosch,

Dixie, etc.; special line genuine platinum screws for
every make, 1 21- per pair.

O ELIANCE will be pleased to_ give advice, free of
-llj charge upon any qestion" concerning ignition
troubles, as we place our long-standing experience at
your disposal, and old and new customers may be cer-
tain of getting .the usual promptness and courtesy tlLat
we have always endeavoured to give.—Reliance Magneto
Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London, E.C.I.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., 283, St. John
St., E.C.I, for "new and second-hand magnetos.—

See below.

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, new and unused,
siugle-cyL, clock and auti, .suit any machine, price

55/-; twins, 45, 48, 50, 55, 60, 180 degrees, for J.A.P.,
Clyno, Douglas, etc., price 55/- See our guarantee.—
Below.

C.A.V. Magnetos, new, single-eyL and 180° twins,
clock or anti, ideal for Douglas, Levis, Calthorpe,

O.K., or any lightweight; these magnetos are of the
finest workmanship throughout; price 55/-. See our
guarantee.—Below.

BOSCH D.A.L. Magnetos, soiled only, otherwise as
new, single cyl., suitable for any stationary en-

gine or big single. £3/15; twins, any degree, ieady
to drop on Indian, Harley, or any big twin, £4/5; a
powerful spark at low speed, ensuring . easy starting.
All the above magnetos are variable ignition and fitted
short-circuiting switch. See our guarantee —Below.

GUARANTEE. — Every magneto ' that leaves our
works, no matter what the price .or make, carries

o written guarantee. Not merely a guarantee that same
is in good order at time of sale, but a plainly written
statement that we' guarantee every machine against all
defects for a period of 12 months. This, we maintain,
justifies us in charging a few shillings more than cer-
tain oi our competitors.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. hold one of the
largest stocks in London, and can be depended

upon for a straight deal at the right price. When
buying it pays to deal with a firm of repute.

RELIANCE cordially invite customers to their works
to see any of the above on test. Magneto list

giving full particulars sept upon application.—Reliance
Magneto Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London,
E.C.I [6616

ANY Motor Cycle Magneto repaired, no matter
What condition, provided complete, for 30/-; 24

hour service.—Kays, Electrical Dept., 8, Bond St.,
Ealing, W. . [7232

"DOCKET electric inspection lamps, magnet dynamo
A, type, 10/6 each.—G. Pnrkis, 120, Fielding Ed.,
Bedford Park. [8405

C.A.V. Magnetos.—Extraordinary bargains.—Brand
new 180° twin- or single-cyl.; 38/6, carriage free.

Every magneto thoroughly tested before dispatch:
approval against cash.—Below.

"DOSCH Magnetos.—We specialise on the repair and
J-* overhaul of these magnetos. Every repair guaran-
teed; lowest prices.—Langford's, 37, Cricklewood
Broadway, London, N.W.2. 1.8524

"jlTAGNETOS Overhauled, repaired, returned in 2 daysXTX as new, guaranteed for 12 months, from 15/-;
no price exceeds 35/-.—Turner Bros., Motor and
Electrical Engineers, Summerseat, Manchester. [7194

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.-We repan
2~ Continental magnetos only. By specialising on
Bosch, U.H., Eisemann, Mea, Splitdorf, Dixie, and
Berhng magnetos, we can naturally give you better
service.

"DRICE: Rewinding 18/-, condensers 10/-, platinum
-t screws (Bosch standard) 6/-, remagnetising 2/6
slip nngs 6/6, H.T. terminals 4/6. Our price for
overhauling a motor cycle magneto ranges between
20/- and 35/-, and never exceeds the latter figure
(uiaranteed for 12 months, and redesnatched to you
in 2 days.

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.. 13. llardwirk
Rd. Chiswir-k. London. [3758

TXARLEY-DAVIDSON Owners, send your Remy
-*-*- sets to E O, Lucking, the Remy specialist; all
makes of magnetos repaired; obsolete parts made up
-Oihce, 12. Churchaeld Rd. East, Acton, W.3. Works
Park Royal. [89S^
"DECONSTRUCTED Magnetos.—Every make and
*-*> type in stock; not ex-W.D. junk; English and
Continental makes from £2/5, with a 12 months"
written guarantee.—Standard Magneto Co., 55, Church-
Held Rd., Actnn, London. [8987

U.H. Magneto Repairs.—We specialise in these ma".
netos, and can be relied upon to give vou °ood

service. Al, Bl, AO, KB1, KB2V, KZ2V type spares
stocked; prices moderate; 12 months' written guaran-
tee.—Charles Parker and Co., Churchfietd Rd., Acton
London. [445^

BASTONES
Established 16 Years.

No Better or Cheaper House

Special Line.'

Limited number only.

Band New USCO

RUBBER NON-SKID COVERS (Heavy)
Manufactured'by the United States Rubber Co.Ltd.

List Price 53/6. Our Price 28/6.

These Covers are not marked in any
" way and are a real Bargain. -

WOOD-MBLNE Key Grip COVERS

650X6S|
SPedalHeavy •• 13 /6

26X2J 4-ply .. .. .. 16/6

GOODRICH Safety-TreadCOVERS
Extra Heavy.

26X2J .28/-
26x2! X2j 36/-

26X2J 35/-
650x65 40/-
26 x 3 for 650x65 rim .. .. 48/-
28x3 .. 48/-

CLINCHER Rubber Non-Skid
COVERS.

24x2 De Luxe Junior .. 17/6
24x21 20/-
26x2 De Luxe Heavy . . .

.

23/6
26X2I

'

25/-
26 x 2 § Extra Heavy .. .. 27/-
26 x 2ix 2 J Heavy .. .. 30/-
650x65 Dreadnought 3-ribbed 39/-
700 x 80 1

to fit } De Luxe Extra Heavy 47/-
650 x 65
28 x 3 De Luxe Extra Heavy 37/6

MISCELLANEOUS COVERS.

26x1 J Best British Make 14/-
26 x 2 Englebert Passenger .. 19/6
26x2i Hutchinson T.T. .. 23/=
26X2§~ .v .. ... 27/-
26 X 3 -Englebert Rubber Stud . . 25/-
26 x 2J Michelin Fine Ribbed . . 21/-

26X2J Englebert (wired edge) 25/-
26 x 2 1- Rom. Rubber, Non-Skid 29/-
26X2J ,, Combination .. 4-0/-

26X 2J Goodyear Diamond Tread 26/-
26 X 2A Skew'Rubber, Non-Skid 35/-
28 x 2 Clincher A Won (Wired edge)

20/-
2SX3 Hutchinson Super-Studded 64/3

TUBES.

Coodrich, Clincher, and Hutchinson.

26X2J and 26X2J .. each 6/3
650x65]
700 x80 V.. .. .. each 7/6
28x3 J

The above new Clearance lines are sent
on approval against remittance.

Carriage Paid.
Hours— 9 till 6; Sat,, 9 till 1.

228, Pemonviiie Koad,
King's Cross, London, N 1
•Phone : 2481 North. 'Grams : 'Bastones, London'

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
rpiIOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, unused, WX
*- guaranteed perfect, single or 180° twin, variab
ignition, switch terminal and leads, clock or ant
£2, postage 1/6; week's approval against cash.
Brockbank, 58, Lord St., Southport. [07E

T IGHTING Dynamos, contained in Government 311 !

--^ plus mine exploders, dynamo will light seve
10-volt lamps in series, all as new and perfect, 17/
each, or 22/- each, carriage paid passenger train
stamp for detailed particulars; three days" approvj
against cash.—Galpin (below).

MAGNETOS, 8-cylinder, by B.T.H.—These magueb
are in good order and complete with conra

breaker; they can be used for 4-cylindev, twins u
singles, with very slight alteration; 30/- each, cai '

riage 2/6 extra (per passenger train).—Galpin.* rea
of .35, Milton Court Rd., New Cross, Loudon, S.E.14

[829'
SURPLUS Magnetos, with written guarantee one year

M-L single, 35/-; B.L.I.O. ditto, 12/-; Bosch ditto
45/-; Thomson-Bennett and C.A.V. singles and twins
50/-. We specialise in repairs and spares for al
makes. Lists with pleasure. Deal with experts ant
avoid certain disappointment.—Whitdale Magneto Ser
lice, Cherry Orchard, Croydon. 'Phone; Croydon 1625

I69K
SPLITDORF magnetos, single, Anti' clock, variabl

ignition, and guaranteed perfect, 36/-. Pleas,
note these magnetos are not reconstructed or con
verted starter magnetos. They are the real thing
designed for a motor cycle (not an aeroplane) If yot
are out to buy -a magneto, buy the right thing,-
Marble Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Hti I
W.2. 'Phone, Paddington 789. [894F

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. (estab-
lished 1912), contractors to H.M. Government,

and officially appointed by the R.A.C. Magneto re-
pairs of every description; all repairs at lowest pos-
sible prices, and strictly guaranteed. We can mostly
return them within 24 hours. We have several new
and second-hand single and 2-cyl. magnetos in stock,
all guaranteed.—The Magneto Repairing and Winding
Co., 78, Hampstead Rd., Euston, London, N.W.I.
'Phone: Museum 1158. T A. : Kumagnelec, Eusvoad,
London. [2445

TfUSTON ignition Co.': 24-hour repair service.
J-^ Guaranteed repairs to all types of magnetos;
Splitdorf and Dixie specialists; official Indian elec-

trical service station; Thomson-Bennett repairs ami
spares. All repairs are tested on an approval A I.D.
test bench before despatch, and therefore carrv our
guarantee for 12 months. We hold the largest' stock
of guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degrees;
spare parts for all makes in stock, charged accumu-
lators, all voltages, always ready in stock; plugs,
cables, V^-watt and vacuum bulbs, all voltages. W(
give you real live"*service alwavs.—Euston Ignition Co,
329, Euston Rd., London, N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum
5034. T.A. : Magdyno, Eusroad, London. [0263

TYRES.
BRAND new Dunlop tvres, 26x2, 16/6, delivered.—

Clarke, 12, Queen St., Louth. [8551

MISS DOOLEY.—28x3 New Palmer or Dnniop
butt-ended tubes, 5/- each.—Below.

-JYflSS DOOLEY—26x3 butt-ended Dunlops. sjt

„ .
eiu »'•'" w laPPe;s—Please apply for these bar-

gains to Miss E. Dooley, 33, Killyon Rd., Clapham,B-W-8.
[8806

the
ojiowing tyres :

—

OfJx2'4 Clincher, 19/-; Palmer Cord, 21/.; Goodvear.

£\T i5/„; 26
„
x2% Clincher E.H., 26/-; DunlopEH. W.D. 37/-; Avon R.S., 27/6; 26x2Ux»S

Clincher 25/6; Avon E.H.. 28/6. 28x3 Fisk'E.H.

;;v.'i
en

/
1"L l,"le)i,

K
J-'-

Th,n'op ribbed, 30/-; Clincher
ribbed. 42/-; Dunlop E.H., 29x31,4 for 28x3, 50/-,

TX/E also offer a splendid set of P. and H. Lamps,
• ' No 127 (5'/2m) brand uew (all black), at 55 1Motor cycle lubes, all sizes, at 6/-.

A NY of the above lines will be sent on 7 davs' ap-

m P''uv 'll against cash, plus 1/6 for post.-The Alnin
Tyre Co., 37, Red Lion St., High Holborn, W.C. [8815

i^JENTRAL Garage will send anv of the followiiffi^ tyres on approval against cash, postage 1/6 e.nra.

Pf{x2i4 Dunlop, 37/3; Goodyear E.H., 27/6; Bates,yy 31/6; Avon, 25/-; Clincher-de-Luxe, 21/-;
Palmer cord, 22/6.

Qfix2% Duulop E.H.. W.D., 37/6; Clincher E,H.*« (lor 21,4), 27/6; Avon R.S., 27/6.

OCx2lAx2li Dunlop, 46/-; Avon E.H., 50/-;
i**l Hutchinson T.T., 37/6; Clincher, 30/-.

OQx3 Wood Milne E.H., 30/-: Clincher (plain rib).'WO 42/6; Mackintosh, 30/-: Dunlop ribbed, 52 '6;

Fisk, 45/-; Dunlop E.II. (29x3i[.) for 28x3, 50/-.

65 X' 65 Good '*'ear E.H.,-30/-; Wood Milne, 30/..^.

7AAX80 Wood Milne E.H., 41/6; International
• VfVf grooved, 55/-; Excelsior, 50/-.

RUBBER thigh boots (waders), brand new, all <izes;

8/6.

TUBES, all sizes; 6/6 each; orders promptly
executed.—Central Garage, 302, London Hd.,

Thornton Heath. [8814

A L
',
W

,!
N Tyrc Co

-
wi" seud on approval any of

-*•*- following tyres :—

^ A 6 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue
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TYRES.
rOTOR Cycle Tyres on Easy Terms, standard makes;

list post free.—J. G. Graves, Ltd., Sheffield. [0589

8X3, 700x80, new Wood-Milne, 16/-; ditto, 26x
2(4, 650x65, 12/6.—3, Jewin St., E.C.I.

[8171
' YRES. Tyres. Tyres.—For special bargains, see Ban-

eroftian Co.'s advertisement under Parts and Acces-
ses. • [0769

»ATES Special Heavy clearance* covers, 26x2, 29/-;
26x2%, 37/6; 26x21,4x2'.;, 42/-; carriage paid;

proval.—Davies, Union St., Wcdnesbury. L4452
ICONOMIC Tyre Co.—Special Bargains in clearance
I and surplus stock covers. All goods sent on seven
rs' approval, carriage paid, against remittance.

ICONOMIC.—24x2'S (also oversize for 2in. rims)
' Clincher De Luxe Junior, 20/-; extra heavy, 27/6.

ICONOMIC.—26x2*4 Dunlop heavy, 37/3; Bates
' special heavy, 28/6; Wood-Milne extra strong,
,'-; special heavy tubes, 6/-.

'CONOMIC.—26x2% Dunlop heavy, 41/6; Bates
I special heavy, 30/-; Hutchinson T.T., 29/-; special
ivy tubes, 6/6
CONOMIC—26x2K.x2 14 Dunlop heavy, 46/-; Good-

year Diamond, 42/6; Clincher extra heavy Dread-
aght, 37/6; heavy, 30,'-, Avon rubberstud, extra
ivy, 30/-.

CONOMIC.—28x3 Fisk extra heavv, 42/6; Kemp-
I shall Antiskid, 35/ ; tubes, 6/6.

CONOMIC.—650x65 Goodyear Diamond, 30/-;
I special heavy tubes, 7/-; 700x80 Goodyear Dia-
nd, 50/ ; tubes, 6/

CONOMIC.—Fully warranted Dunlop Rubberstud,
24x2, 22/6 24x2(4, 24/9; 26x2, 24/6, 26x2(4,

'9.

CONOMIC Tyre Co 314, New Cross Rd„ S.E.14
(near Town Hall). 'Phone New Cross 1393.

. [9010
["ERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cani-
L bridge.

4X2(4 Moseley extra heavy 3-ribbed, 32/6; Dunlop
heavy, 36/3; best make tubes, 6/-.

6x2. Special bargain in tubes, 4/6 each, guaran-
teed perfect.

6X2(4 Pedley, 0.5/-; Matchless, 15/-; Dunlop,
25/9; heavy, 37/3' Bates W.D., 27/6; Cuthhe,

'-; tubes, 6/6.

6X2U, Wood-Milne, 15/-; Matchless, 15/-; Aloseley
3-ply, 32/-; Kempshall, 30/-; Dunlop clearance,

'6; Dunlop heavy, 46/-; tubes, 4/6; best make, 6/6.

6X2% Kempshall, 30/-; Dunlop clearance, 27/6;
John Bull, 42/-; Hutchinson, 27/6; Dunlop

.vy, 41/6; tubes, 4/6; best make, 6/6.

6
%

X2(^., fit 2(4 Dunlop, 46/-;. Cuthbe, 45/-; Bates,
45/-; tubes, 6/6.

8.X3 Avon extra heavy, 32/6; Cuthbe, 50/-; Dun-
. lop, 5S/6; tubes, 6/6.

Qx3(i> Bates, extra heavy, 50/-.

K Ax65 Avon extra heavv, 37/6; Bates, 47/6;
0\J Cuthbe, 45/-; Dunlop, 46/9; Wood-Milne,
-; best makes tubes, 6/6.

AAx80 Bates, 47/6; Cuthbe, 55/-; John Bull"V 50/-; Dunlop, 61/-; Bates extra heavy, 50/-;
er tubes, 6/6.

[ERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd.,
L bridge.

Green St., Cam-
[8846

HE Difference between a good retread and a .bail

its mileage. Try us. Watch results.—Melt<
hber Works. Melton Mowbray. [063^

SOTTISH Readers will find it advantageous to pm
- chase their tvres from McArthur, Hill and Co.
Carrick St., Glasgow. Lists post free. [3940

[OTOR Cyclists.—Send your covers for retreading.
L 3,000 miles guaranteed. Repairs of every descrip-
i; carriage paid.—Buxton Vulcanising Co., Buxton,
bys. [4357

ETREADING Diamond Nobby, grooved and ribbed
' treads, 7 patterns, American and H.F. process;
es repaired.—Midland Tyre Works, Green Lane,
lsall. [6154

TJRST Motor Cycle Tyres, chafed beads, remoulded.
1 made perfect, tube vulcanising, butt-ends fitted
reading : send for list.—Melton Mowbray Rubber
irks. Melton Mowbray. [0347
:ERCULES Tyre Co., Northampton.—Several
- thousand 26x2%, 26x2(4 Army clearance tyres
(4d. per mile, small minimum payment, rest not
ected until you have had an arranged mileage.

[7074
PECIAL Clearance Line of New Clincher De Luxe

stud non-skid (Junior) covers, not W;D. 26x
i
16/-; also 26x2(4 (for 2(4 rims), heavv, 25/-.—

tides', 100, Great Portland St., W.l, Walsall and
iter. [8717
EMPSHALL Tyres.—Heavy non-skid (C.L.), 26x
2(4x214, 30/-; 26x2%, 27/6; 26x2.1,4. 25/-; 28x

i
25/-; 28x3, 30/-; 26x3 (700x80), 42/6; 650x
32/6; 650x65 new tubes, m/c valves, 5/-.—H.

is, 1, Shaftesbury Rd., Walthamstow, E.17. [8924

JUSMifl«MlNG

1 LEATHER |

| JERKINS
|— These 'cather jerkins are made from superior ~=

— quality tan leather. Very sort and pliable, —
= fleece lined and double stitched. They can be —
~~" worn either over or under your overcoat. ~
= These goods could not be produce!, even on the —
— present slump prices, at less than 30/- each. —
~—

:

Stock is not large, and when cleared cannot b2 ~~=

— iepea?cd. —

| 10/- each |
H Postage 1s. extra.

|§

• iatiiui>iia>-iiii--iit'->> 1 * 1

>>iiiiaii-iiiiiiiiiiiiil ••"

RUBBER HIP BOOTS
j manufactured by

; North British

| Co., Ltd , etc.

11216)

SENT ON 7
DAYS' APPROVAL
AGAINST
REMITTANCE. i

Ca
£SS."i

" A BOON TO THE MOTOR CYCLIST '

^^aflaMaaB

'lumiiiiiiimigaaanHBHBiwiiiimHiiiimn:

The Name. Ingf^g^ The Firm,

BBBHIBBaB
WAY

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE,

264-266, Vauxhall Bridge Rd.,

Victoria, S.W.I.
Telephones :

Victoria. 6553 and 6554.

TYKES.
INNER Tubes at clearance prices: 24x2 at 3/5,

26x2 at 3/8, 26x21/1 at 3/9, 26x2i/. at 4/3,
28x3 at 5/-.—Martin Walker, Folkestone. " [8336

rpYRE Repair Specialists.—H.F. process throughout,
-I- including retreading burst covers. Every kind 01
repair to tyies and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in 4
days.—The Motor Tyre Cu„ 66. High St.. West Biom-
wick. [3852

STARTLING Offler.-K"ew Beldam covers, 26x2 or 2'A
20/- each, 26X2V, 30/-, 28x3 35/-, 650x65 40/-,

700x80 45/- each; new Avon or Micholin steel studded
covers, W.D., 700x65 35/- each.-The Hometton Rubber
Works. Brooksby's Walk, Iiomerton, E.9. [0331

TANKS.
'T'ANKS for B.S.A., new, 42/6; 1910, 1921,-Coventry
J- Tankers. Ltd.. Hearsall Works, Coventry. [6392
'T'ANKS lor Triumph, new, 42/6; 1910, 19,21.—Cov-
-« entry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry.

[6393
rpANKS, new, unenamelled, latest design, Best and
-1- Lloyd fittings and pump, 45/- each.—B. R..
429b, King's Rd., Chelsea, S.W.10. [849S
'T'ANKS Renovated, makers' designs, transfers; 13/6.
-*• —Whitworth Motor Reuvating Co., 7, Jamaica
Row, Birmingham. [8274

T SPECIALISE in Repairs. Rebuilds, etc., to any
-- pattern; first-class enamelling; reasonable charges.
-Day, 27, St. Luke's Rd., Birmingham. [8245
("COVENTRY Tankers, Ltd., makers to the principal^ manufacturers; petrol tanks for any style supplied,
extra capacity.—Hearsall Works, Coventry. [6394

'T'ANKS Re-enamelled to Pattern. High-class wort
J- only— IJ. Jenkins and Sons, 6, Richard St., Atkin-
so'i St., Deansgate. Manchester. Established 25 year*.

'T'ANKS Made or Repaired, re-enamelled, lined, trans-
it lerred; handle-bars, etc., plated. Established 30
years.—.Attwood's, 86, Rosebery Av., London, E.C.I.H[7073ERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.

" Tanks, all makes, supplied, repaired, and re-
enamelled in makers' colours; prompt delivery a(
moderate charges. [8844

TANKS repaired, re-ena.ielled; we guarantee
makers' colours, designs, and transfers. Handle

bars and all parts plated. Lists free.—Park Works.
1A. Paradise Rd., Highbury, N.5. [6533

TANKS of every description teplaced. repaired. a;-d
re-enamelled at our own works; all kinds of

fittings stocked; quick service and reasonable chatties
Illustrated list free.—A. Green. Water St., Chapel st
Salford, Manchester. Tel. : 2191 Central. [0256

AVERY'S Stock Tanks for Douglas, Hazlewood.
B.S.A., Triumph, Omega, enamelled makers'

colours, plated fittings, 40/-, complete; other design o:
shape to order. 12 months' guarantee with every tank.-
Gotdon Street Tank Works, Coventry. 'Phone- 1774

10770

BELTS.

NEW Clipper Belts—8ft.

x

34in. Jl/6. Sft. 6in.x3iin
13/-, 8ft. 6in.x%in. 14/-, 8ft. 6in,xlin. 16/9

W.D. Belts, 6ft. 6in.x%iu.. 10/-; r.ew Pedley belt-,
clearance. 6ft. 6in.x%in.. 10/-; clearance belts

eft.xlin.. 8/6.

H. EMANUEL and Co., Tyre Factors, 27. Belgrade
Rd., Stoke Newington, N.16. Stores: 37a, Ball-

Pond Rd.. Dalston, London, N. Tel.: Dalston 3161
[0726

BALATA and Chrome Combination V Belts, suitable
for all classes of motor cycles, ^iin., 1/4; 7sin.,

1/6; lin., 1/9; l' 8in., 21- per foot. Fasteners >9d.
each. Postage 1/-.—W. Pollin & Son. Hollington, St..

Leonards-on-Sea. [6656

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.
All brand new, guaranteed, and carriage paid :

Dunlop, best make, round top, -Jiin. 1/10 ft., %in.
2/2 ft., lin. 2/8 ft., l^in. 3/2 ft.; John Bull, %in.
1/11 ft., N %iu. 2/3 ft., lin. 2/8 ft., li/sin. 3/2 ft.;

Anv length cut; Pedley belts, 6ft. 6in. x *;iin., 10/-
each. [8845

CARBIDE.
I7IINEST Carbide, cwt. drums, 22/6, f.o.r. : 23 depots;

prices packed in tins on application.—Sports
Depot, Denby Dale, Huddersfield. [5068

CARBIDE, finest quality only, 21/- per cwt.,

c.w.o., f.o.r.; depots all parts; also V' to 7 lb.

tins.—Hodge and Co., Warwick Rd., Bristol. [7483

CARBIDE, finest quality, giving 100 per cent, pure
gas yield, all sizes, cwt. 26'/6, y2-cwt. 16/3, 28 1b.

9/6, drums free; support the old -firm; established over

30 years; satisfaction guaranteed.—Young. Importers,
Misteiton. Somerset. [9557

CARBIDE.—Immediate delivery of all sizes in 1 lb.,

2 lb., 4 lb., and 7 lb. lever lid tins, and 2 cwt.
drums, labelled or plain for retailers' own labels, quality -

guaranteed, and all standard sizes supplied by the
cheapest firm in the trade.—The Premier Lamp and
Engineering Co., Ltd., Moorfield Works, Armley, Leeds.

[3286

PATENT AGENTS.

J.
E. S. LOCKWOOD, 3, New Street, Birmingham.
'Phone: 5816 O. Patents guide free. [9057

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A/(7
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PATENT AGENTS.
FREE, 100 Page Patent Guide, postage 3d.—The

Consulting Patent Agency, 253m, Gray's Inn
Hd„ London. [2416

PATENTS Advice, handbook free. -King, Registered
Patent Agent, 146a. Queen Victoria St., E.O.

35 years' references. [0129

W. BRYSON, B.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.O.E., Chartered
Patent Agent, 29, Southampton Buildings,

London, W.C.2. 'Phone: Museum 3651. [9242

PATENTS.
WE Buy, Sell, and Finance Inventions and Patents,

and advise on their marketing.—Send postcard for

full particulars to Dept. C, Inventors' Sales Agency,
22-24, Spencer Av , Coventry. [3717

AGENCIES.
AGENTS wanted, all districts, to introduce popular

motor cycle accessories; good profits; state quali-
fications.—Box 425, United Advertising Service, Ltd.,
27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. [8948

THE Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., requires sole agents
for their celebrated motor cycles in districts

where they are not already represented.—Write for list

and terms to Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., 3569, Alexandra
Kd., Hornsey. [6290

INSURANCE.
£3 Covers All Risks for 2%h.p., others at competi-

tive rates.—Ernest Bass, 40, Chancery Lane,
W.C.2. 'Phone : Museum 2234. [0005

ROYS, LTD., Insurance Brokers.—Agents for all

companies and Lloyd's.—Competitive rates for
motor insurance.—170, Gt. Portland St., London. [0055

COMPREHENSIVE Policies for motor cycles, cycle
cars, Morgans, etc., from £1/4/6; immediate

cover; prompt settlement.—John Clements and Co.,
65a, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.I. [8372

THE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy is the policy
authorised by " The Motor Cycle." and covers,

motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for private
purposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximum
benefits, minimum rates. Full particulars and pro-
spectuses on application.—The Autocar P'ire and Acci-
dent Insurance Co., Ltd., 77, Cheapside, Loudon, E.C.2.

[0007

TUITION.
HOUSE and Estate Agency, Auctioneering, etc.—

Train by post for this paying profession. Start
i business of your owu. Prospectus free.—Agricultural
L'orrecpondence College (Dept. T), Ripon.. [0389

SITUATIONS VACANT.
EX-SERVICE Despatch Riders.—Write for particu-

lars bow to earn money without any outlav.

—

Apply Box 90, Pratt's, 9, Essex St., London. [0783

SITUATIONS WANTED.
(COMPETITION- Rider, Colonial, desires appoint-vy ment with firm.—Hawkes, 9. Ethel Rd., Har-
borne, Birmingham. [8267

A DVERTISER Desires Situation as Assistant Sales-

.
ma

.?,.
Demonstrator. Good education; energetic

and wrlling; 5 years' shop experience; competent
driver and mechanic; good references.—Box 8637, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [8202

FINANCIAL—PARTNERSHIPS.
£150 secures half interest in prosperous motor cycle

dealers—Smith, 2, Milbourne St., Blackpool.
[8671

YOUNG Engineer, well used cars, cycles, desires
active position in motor business; South or South-

East Coast preferred, but not essential; up to £500.—
Box 8322, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8139

GENERAL TRADE.
AUCTION Sales.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting, the

oldest solely motor auction rooms in London;
terms 7V2%, not chargeable if machine unsold. Motor
cycles and cars bought and sold for cash. Nearest
goods stations, Falcon Lane, I,, and N.W.R.; Wimble-
don, L. and S.W.R. and G.W.R.—Sole address. Pal-
mer's Garage, Tooting, London. [8860

WANTED.
[orks or otherQOOTT front 1

*--* Liverpool. '

TXfANTED, pair D.A. cylinders,

spares.—79, Berklev St.,

[8877
clieap.—Brown,

Ironmonger. Chesham. [8654
TAN-SAD pillion seat; also Albion gear; cneap.

15, Dailin Rd., Woolwich, [8580

MORGAN Runabout Wanted at once —Offers to
V., 56, Tollington Park, N.4. [8221

ANTED, front forks lor 6h.p. 1914 Enfield
Agars, 50, Savile St., Hull. [8558

LD 2-seater single cylinder cars, at low prices
[8462

W
O Write, 53, Brownhill Rd., Catlord.

WANTED, secondhand engine, detachable heads.
Stevens, 55, Prince's Gate, S.W.7. [8429

SUNBEAM No. 1 Sidecar, with interchangeable
wheel.—43, Carson Rd., W. Dulwich. [8921

STANLEY BELTS
an» FASTENERS.

MILLIONS ordered and in use by
ELM. WAR OFFICE and our ALLIES.

BOX OF STANLEY SPARES is a complete
belt equipment outfit—the best and
cheapest Insurance you can effect

against belt trouble on the road. It contains

A E

The STANLEY FASTENER with the BEND that
NEVEfT BREAKS, the BEST at any price.
Hardened & tempered hook and flanged pins

The STANLEY SPARE LINK which is the best
belt length adjuster yet invented. Savestime,
trouble & money. Saves the cost ofanew belt.

The STANLEY SHIELD, which protects the belt
fastener, prevents wear of the pulley, and
conserves power. Specially designed for use
with the Philipson Pulley. 9<*.

STANLEY ADJUSTING HOOKS, foradjustingthe
length ofyourbelt in one second. Setof3,6d.

"Never be wilhout a box of Stanley Spares"
Price 3/6 post free. Send size of belt when ordering.

The LION FASTENER, guaranteed for 5,000
miles—11d.

Our Goods are World-renowned for their Reliability.
A STANLEY FASTENER free with each belt.

Stanley Motor Belts & Fasteners Co.,
BRITISH THROUGHOUT

(STANLEY WEBB, inventor of the original Hook
Belt Fastener and other Practical Belt Aids.)

32, London Road,
BROMLEY, KENT. P°°ne,

. . . Rmmlev Noft

THE *K' SERRATED
MOTOR CYCLE

OILCAN.
Fitted with BRASS

TUBULAR SCREW SPOUT

NO LEAKING JOINTS.

Post free 1/9 each from the

SOLE MAKERS:
J. KAYE & SONS, LTD.,
93 High Holborn, LONDON, and Lock Works^ LEEDS

WANTED.
WANTED, pair Budge T.T. bars, Rudge tool bags

-Bush, North St., Sudbury, Suffolk. tSS9S

GLORIA sidecar wanted, new condition.-
price to Cooke, Aldborough, Norwich.

-Lowe?
[861!

WANTED, A.LV. Front Cylinder [or S-ehp. 1911

Rex._Box 8672, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8341

WANTED, De Dion 2%h.p. cylinder head, sound;

price.-Hem, Wickham Market, Suffolk, (8105

WANTED, Cylinder and Piston for Brown 2iib.p.

M.O.V.—King, Egroye Farm, Oxford. [8908

NEW or secondhand 2?ib p engine, Blaekburne or

other make.—59, Gillibrand St., Chorley. [8571

PREMIER JDouglas sidecar, not W.D., cheap.—Full
particulars, 336, Moorside Rd., Bradford. [8478

WANTED, Sidecar, coach-built, any condition, Gt

Indian preferred.—Gales, Stalham, Norfolk; :

[8178

WANTED, N.S.CJ gear narts and controls; deposit

system.—Chauffeur, Killiueer, Drogheda, Ireland.

[8297

PHILIPSON pulley; state price.—Hollis, Robert

Cottage, Gravel Rd., South Farnborough, Hants.
[8441

WANTED, 3&h.p. Sunbeam, detachable spare wheel,

and pair of footboards,— 11, May St., Newport.

Mon. [8979

SCOTT Rear Sprockets, and other parts, in good

condition.—Ward Motors, Ltd., 32, Hustler St.,

Bradford. t0784

COTJLSON Sidecar, spring wheel, good condition,

cheap.—Borrett, Post Office, Cattawade, Han-

ningtree. [8535

WANTED, magnetos and spares, any condition, for

cash.—Charles Parker and Co., Ctnuehfield

Ed., Acton, London. [8700

WANTED, Henderson Elite sidecar, late model; will

exchange late Canoelet, cash adjustment—17,

Highland Rd., Southsea.

WANTED, Dynamos with defective windings, motor

cycle or car; ^tate price.—

J

W. Heron, cfo
[8269Beaton, Invergowrie. Dundee.

STURMEY-ARCHER or Lightweight, 2- or 3-speed

gear box or hub might suit.—19, Wilcox Rd..

South Lambeth, London, S.W.8. '.8824

WANTED, good up-to-date second-hand motor cycle

accessories; state particulars and price.—Service

Co.. 292. High Holborn. W.C.I. [0671

MODERN 2-seater Millford Sidecar, enclosed. 28in.

wheel, quality essential, or chassis alone.—25,

Flanders Mansions, Turnharn Green. [3951

OLD Motor Cycle Engine, spring forks, frame,

wheels, etc.—Full particulars -and lowest price to

15, Milverton Terrace, Whetstone, N.20. [8778

SIDECAR for Triumph-Gloria, Grindlay luxe pre-

ferred, g^od condition, not earlier 1920; mo-lerate

price; Herts.—Box 8604, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8132

4h.p. Douglas.—Complete new engine required for

1918 model; also gear box and clutch complete;

quote lowest price for ' cash.—Box 8635, c/o Tlu

Motor Cycle I8200

WANTED, Coach Sidecar, touring, complete with

connections, cheap, suitable for 3V»h.p.; also set

of P. and M. chain cases complete with caps.—Thorn-

ley's Motors, Boreham Wood, Herts. .8291

WANTED to Purchase Outright for cash, bankrupt
stocks. W.D. spares, miscellaneous spares. Send

full particulars.—McNeille and Piatt. 57. Gt. Gtorg;

St., Liverpool. 'Phone : X092 Royal. (2489

EXCHANGE.
HARVEY-FROST Garage Vulcaniser, with man-

drils, tools; exchange lightweight.

TOURING Ford, for good combination Triumph 01'

Douglas.—Whitehead, Braunstone Gate, Leicester.

[6570

SIDECAR and cash for good solo.—Mitchell. 44,

Wellington St., Camden Town. [8909

NEW Solo Electric Set, 7iu. head, for speedometer,
or sell—24, Belamy St., S.W.17. [8407

4JLh.p. B.S.A. for Powerplus Indian or similar big

4 twin.—Bolton. Stover, Newton Abbot. [8176'

RUDGE-MULTI, foot oiler; exchange T.T. Rover;
sell £45.-61, Clarence Rd., Teddington. [8316

5-6h.p. Twin Rover, fully equipped, for Triumph or

Norton 1919-20.—Mov, Merrick Lodge, Coventry.'
[8180

EXCHANGE your present machine for a new car

or motor cycle at Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing.
[7231

CENTAUR 3y,h.p., 2-speed, fine order, cash, for

lightweight.^37, Leamington Rd. Villas, W.ll.
[8599

EXCHANGE 1920 Triumph for Morgan or com-
bination; sell £85.—Close, 4, Aboyne Rd., S.W.17.

[8604

ENFIELD Combination 1917, for good single-
Particulars, 152, Gt. Knollys St., Reading.

[8482

8h.p. Ruby Combination, 1918, for really good piano;

ca=h either way—Box 8621, c/o The Moto)
Cycle. [8164

A4 8 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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EXCHANGE.
XCHANGE 5h.p. twin 2-speed Motor Cycle for

2-speed Lightweight.—Box 8679, c/o The Motor
7c [8896

XCHANGE, for Combination, piano, full octave,
bv Tolkien.—Johnson, Cleveland Cottage, South

ot. [8107

ORD Van, 1916, good order; exchange combina-
tion or 2-seater.—Jeavons, Draper, Lye, Stour-

ige. [8356

AMPLIN .1921, speedometer, fully equipped; ex-

change.—38a, Sidney Rd., St. Margarets, Twicken-
r.. [8887

TEST NORWOOD 1 Fifty vehicles all types for
' exchange 1 ! 1—Douglas S. Cox, West Norwood.
e Cars.) [8012

[|14 Precision Lightweight, 2 speeds, shabby, £16;
y for good Douglas, P. and M.—Welsh, Janefield
,
Glasgow. [8244

PN-VILLIERS, single gear; exchange, with cash,
for machine with gears.—Penny, 146, Iluish,

ml. [8620

XCHANGE Small 2 rseater, privately owned, for
combination.—Particulars, Revnolds, Mel bourn,

nbs. [8570

lh.p. Frame, tank, complete wheels, etc.; exchange
2 good engine, evele, etc.—89, Congleton Rd..
Idulph. [8508

EE A.B.C.. A.J.S., Bat, B.S.A., Douglas, Scott,
Triumph, Zenith, columns.—Kent's, 417, Lord

, Southport. [8681

915 Indian Combination 7-9h.p. ; exchange for

2&h.p. Douglas, with cash.— 8, Ray St., Far-
gdon Rd. [8939

kAIMLER Limousine Body, 25-30h. p. _ model ;_ ex-

change for motor cycle
Fern," Mitcham.

or sell £20.— 'Bath
[8408

ORIGINATION, P. and M. 1917, for solo C.S.
Triumph, B.S.A., or Clyno.—F., 25, Kildare

rrace, Bayswater. [8416

JLh.p. Rudge, clutch, good condition; £26; ex-
2 change lightweight.— 4, Avnscomb Mart, High

., Orpington. [8147

921 A.B.C. as new; exchange lightweight and
cash ; callers preference.—Ewers, Newton Rd.,

irton-on-Trent. [8562

913 3i/
3h.p. Rex, good condition, £25, and £15

cash, for 4h.p. 3-speed - countershaft—Webb
gwardine, Hereford. [8442

[EXCHANGE Lagonda Coupe 12h.p., 4-cyL, de-
J tacha"ble wheels, spare, for combination and cash.
9, Valnay St., Tooting, [8518

'XCHANGE 1921, 2-speed, 2-stroke, perfect, and
' cash, for combination; sell £46.—Kemp. 27,
jstmorland Rd., S.E.17. [8576

-STROKE, 2-speed Countershaft, lamp sets, for
3y2h.p. T.T. Single preferred.—Ibbetson, 27,

,rk Hill Rd., Croydon. [8943

IDECAR, bulbous, almost new, £15; or exchange
Watsonian R.34, cash either way.—Wythes, 68a,

gent St., Leamington. [8614

EXCHANGE 1915 4h.p. J.A.P., clutch, good run-
* ning order, for upright iron frame piano.—Cop-
srne. Chase Rd., Epsom. [8384

.V. 6h.p. 1921, 2-speed, electric lighting, fully
k. equipped, perfect, for solo or combination.—17,
ssex Rd., New Maiden, Surrey. [8581

EXCHANGE Lucas gas lamp set and cash fo)
^ Lucas dynamo set for motor cycle.—11, May St.,
(wport, Mon. [898C

917 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, lovely order; ex-
change lower power combination.—Folley, Parson

•ove, Wisbech. [8243

IALIFAX.—1922 Coventry Premier Lifiht Car for
good combination and cash.—Motor Exchange, 25,

orton St., Halifax. [8744

)ARTLY Assembled Light Car, lOh.p. ; exchange
late model motor cycle; or sell, nearest £70 —

1, Kerbey St., Poplar. [8373

'ACK PRUEN, Oxford St., Weston-super-Mare, will
exchange modern solo or combination with cash

r 1921 Sports Sunbeam. [8159

ih.p. Peugeot, 2 rjih.p. Werner (2 solo machines);
*2 exchange for combination.—A. Aldous, 54a,
reen Lane, Hanwell, W.7. [8157

EXCHANGE £50 worth of jewellery, clothing,
J boots, for good make solo or combination.—Box
65, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8251

IRITIMFH Combination^ 1914, 3-speed, kick start,
- any trial; £48; take lightweight part.—57, Ken-
iry St., Camberwell, London. [846

EXCHANGE Special Demonstration Model Broler
-J 1920 2^h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, K.S., clutch; £45.
Bostock, Byron St., Ilkeston, [8188

EXCHANGE Magneto Motor Cycle, good condition,
-J for good Gent.'s 3-speed Cvcle and little cash.—
ox 8677, c/o The Motor. Cycle. [8894

EXCHANGE Brand New Motor Scooter, cost £55,
J for reliable motor cycle, or sell,—Offers, F. God-
;

ey, 63, Brighton Rd. Surbiton. ' [7152
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I EDWARDS
& CO.

: 50, HARRINGTON ROAD,
E SOUTH KENSINGTON, S.W. 7
E Telephone : Kensington 3709.

z beg to announce that they have opened additional

z premises at

I 101, GT. PORTLAND ST. W.
= and offer the following

I COLOSSAL BARGAINS

J
AT BOTH BRANCHES

= Several BRAND NEW
§ 2| hp KINGSBURY
= two-strokes, 2-speed, clutch, all

= chain drive. Price 39 Guineas

I
(listed 73 gns.)

I Several BRAND NEW
i 1921 5 h.p. ZENITH SPORTS.
= Usual maker's guarantee. Price

i 73 Guineas (list* price £110.)

= NEW 1922 MODELS IN STOCK AT BOTH
= BRANCHES.
= MATCHLESS, all Models.
= NEW IMPERIAL, Model 3.

= RALEIGH, light weight.
= TRIUMPH, Ricardo.

= SECOND HAND COMBINATIONS.

= 1919. SUNBEAM SPORTS comb., 4 h.p.
= fully equipped

*r9^i ENFIELD, Magdyno, speedometer,
hood, screen

*iQ2i P. & M. Demonstration Model,
equipped, as new

*io2i B.S.A., Model H2 and No. 3, side:

car Magdyno, . speedometer,
screen, leg-shields, licensed....

1920 BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p. Lucas
dynamo, speedometer, , mirror

1920 REX, 8 h.p., electric lighting,

windscreen, etc

*i92o S h.p. ZENITH and side-car, wind-
screen, speedometer, equipped.
splendid order

-1918 8" h.p. ENFIELD comb., dynamo
lighting,tan-sad windscreen, con-

dition excellent I
'.

. .

*i92i 6 h.p. MARTINSYDE comb., fully

equipped ......

1920 s£ h.p. ARIEL comb., speedo-

meter, lamps, etc

SECOND HAND SOLOS
*i02i4 h.p. INDIAN SCOUT, speedo-

meter, licensed for year, mileage

450, indistinguishable from new
" h.p. LEVIS SPORTS, Lucas
lamps
h.p. VERUS BLACKBURNE,
3-speed, as new '.

hp. VERUS BLACKBURNE,
3-speed, mechanical oil pump,
ace discs

h.p. BABY TRIUMPH, equipped
B.C., dynamo lighting, oversize

tyres, equipped as new
B.C., Lucas lamps and horn, r.cw

condition .-

h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-speed clutch

kick-starter, equipped, practi-

cally unused
*iaiG 2% h.p. DOUGLAS, equipped, fine,

condition

LICHT CARS
*igu AERO MORGAN, M.A.G. Engine,

lUineas,

85

118

109

12S

95

72

78

82

85

80

*r92i

"11)21 4

1321 4

1921
•1921

si
A.

*I92T A.

*192I o3
-I

Ace Discs, etc., Mileage 200.

new ,

As

37

75

63
40

82

72

55

37

170

: DEFERRED PAYMENT OR EXCHANGES
: Wanted Solos and Combinations, cash waiting.

\ AH machines starred are to be seen at Great

: Portland Street, the remainder at South Ken-

£ sington

.
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EXCHANGE.
QMALL X-manual Pipe Organ, value £30; for 1922^ touring A.J.S., New Imperial, cash adjustment.—
Bateman, Harmomlsworth, Middlesex. " [8215

T\OUGLAS 2'~;4h.p., all on, good * condition, for
-"-^ powerful combination, cash adjustment.—23,
Barrett Avenue, Wood Green, N.22. [8687

TRIUMPH, 3-speed, Sturmey hub, 1913, and cash
to £30, for best machine or combination offered.—Smith, 35, Kensington Place, W.8. '[8382

ALLDAYS I2h.p. 4-seater, dark blue, unscratehed,
remarkably good condition, value £150; ex-

changes invited.— 63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [8440
"UXCHANGE 1920 light car, inspected 53, Kings-
-*-* court Rd., Strea.tha.uj, London, for good com-
bination, or with cash for late. Morgan. [8146

EXCHANGE 1918 Fowerplus Indian, T.T. bars,
special Aero sidecar; for T.T. Rudge or Scott.—

Captain Harrison, Roth ley, Leicestershire. [8260

EXCHANGE 1922 7h.p. A.J.S. Combination, mag-
nificently equipped, for Triumph combination, or

solo and cash.—51, Upper Richmond Rd., Putnev.
[8933

pERFECT 8-10h.p, Air-cooled Williamson Com-
-- bination, full equipment, spares for lower power;
cash adjustment.— 4, Elm Gardens, Brook Green

[8695
EXCHANGE 1917 Calcott, 2-seater, for combina-

tion and cash.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Ham-
mersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80.

[752C
T7XCHANGES a Speciality!

! ! 2- and 4-seater cars-U from £50 to £500 !—Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd ,

East Dulwich. Call, write, or 'phone, Sydenham 2452.
[7939

TpXCHANGES or Offers invited for the following
*-* 1921 new machines; B.S.A., Beardinore, New
Imperial, Levis.—S-.- E. Porter and Co., Whitchurch,
oalop. [8119

1 Q14 G.N. Cyclecar, in very good order, aluminiumJ-f body; exchange for motor cycle or combination,
Scott preferred.—Johnson, 29, Austerby, Bourne,
Lines. [8205

NORTON 1921 Sports Model, close ratio gear box
Ricardo piston, perfect order, tax paid; £95, 01

lightweight part exchauge.—Box 8662, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [8248

T^XCHANGE Flander3 Small 4-seater, 5 lamps,
-LJ horn, front and rear windscreens, overhauled and
painted, for combination, or sell £70.-6, Albert Rd.,
Peckham. [8110

EXCHANGE Conjuring Tricks and Illusions (pro-
fessional apparatus), for motor cycle, combination,

or cash.—Write, for particulars. Box 8634, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [8199

F.O.C.H. are noted for fair exchanges.—Fair Offei
Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampsteacl. (Neai-

Tnbe.) 'Phone, Hampsteacl 3752. Hours 9-7, includ-
ing Saturdays. [8325

EXCHANGE brand new 1922 8h.p. Rover, 2-seater,
for combination or Morgan and cash.—^Newnham

Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone:
Hammersmith 80. [7517
6 h.p. Rudge-Multi Combination 1916-17, overhauled,

equipped, spares, excellent, guarantee given; sell
or accept solo and cash adjustment.—43, South St.,
Ponders End, N, [8475

1 Q21 8h.p, Solo Williamson-Jap, all-chain, Stur-
J-*^ mey, oversize Dunlops, small mileage; for 1921
chain B.S.A. or Sunbeam single.—26, Ripon Gardens,
Newcastle-on-Tyne. [8183

EXCHANGE brand new 1922 Coventry Premier, 4-
wheeler, for combination and cash.—Newnham

Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Pd., W.6. 'Phone

:

Hammersmith 80. [7518

HENDERSON Combination, bought April, 1921,
lavishly equipped, dynamo lighting, cost £300;

for Coventry Premier 3-wlieeler.— 6, Eridge Rd.'
Bedford Park, W.4. [8254

EXCHANGE Ford Tonner 1918, tax paid, excellent
order throughout, for combination, solo, or 3-

wheeler, cash adjustment.—Merry, 168, Wellington
Rd. South, Hounslow. [8527

EXCHANGE 1921 (July) 2-7ih.p. Douglas and 16ft.
Canadian cauoe, as new, cost £35; for 1921

combination, or offers invited for either.—3, College
Court, Hammersmith. [8218

"I Q16 3V.-h-p. Sports Brough, 2-speed, discs, best
J-*/ lamps, very fast ("winner competition), for
Douglas, Levis, or good 2-stroke and little cash.—7,
St. Mark's Mansions, N.4. [8452

EXCHANGE New Hudson, 2=j£h.p. J.A.P. engine. 3-

speed, clutch, lamps, etc., for screw-cutting lathe
or gas engine and cash; sell £22.—Brown, 71, Twillev
St., Wandsworth, S.W.18. [8916

EXCHANGE 1920 41i. p. Campion Combination, tax
uaid, electric light, Easting, speedometer, etc.,

excellent condition, for higher power, or sell £100 —
Dickinson, Chemist, Stamford. <D) [8847

WILLIAMSON New Radiator, water-cooled cylin-

ders and pistons, water-pipes; exchange air-

cooled ditto and cash, or accessories to value.^-19,

James Terrace, Wallsend-on-Tyne. [8285

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A.;9
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EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE 1914 Standard, dynamo lighting, and

-thoroughly overhauled, lor good combination and
rash.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.,

W.6. 'Phone-: Hammersmith 80. [7521

CARDEN A.V. type Monocar, 1914-15, 5-6h.p.

J. A.P., sporty, tuned for speed, 4 lamps, horn,
tax paid; exchange Douglas, Rudg'e, Scott; Zenith pre-

ferred.—152, Pcckham Park Rd„ S.E.15. .
[8369

WANTED, 1921 8h p. Sports Matchless Combina-
tion; exchange late 1920 4h.p. Triumph Com-

bination, specially built sidecar; cash adjustment-
Letters, D. Woolfj 27, Hoxton St., London, N.l. [8151

MORGAN DE LUXE, 1917. engine just overhauled,

splendid condition, many -spares, fully equipped,

trial
- for solo or combination, cash adjustment.

—

Smith, 37, Revelstoke Rd., Wimbledon Park, London
[8256

EXCHANGE 1921 8h.p. Zenith, clutch, combina-

tion, Magdvno, for 1921 Big Four Norton com-

bination, Magdvno, equipped, or cash adjustment.—

Write; Pollard, " Shanklin," The Avenue, Ohingford

Essex. t8657

EXCHANGE 1919 Rudge-Multi, touring model, per-

fect condition throughout, for 3-speed Indian,

7-5h p Powerplus preferred, in same condition.—

Landlord's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2. 'Rhone,

Hampstead 8616. [8523

AGENTS.—Best exchange proposition accepted by

ovcner 1921 American Ace, Swan sports sidecar,

for 8h.p. Brough Superior or 1922 Henderson com-

bination; machine garaged near London—Box 8605

c/o The Motor CgcU. [8133

EXCHANGES.—We will allow you highest market

value for your present cycle in part exchange

for either a new or second-hand machine; any make
supplied.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St.,

Southport. 'Phone: 607. [7241

EXCHANGES.—The Newnham Motor Co. have
specialised in motor exchanges for several years,

and can offer best prices for secondhand cars or motor
cycles in part payment for new or later models. Cash
either way. Distance no object. Exchanges arranged

by post. All makes supplied.—Newnham Motor Co.,

223 Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith
80. t7516

REPAIRERS.
NTAK

ARMSTRONG or Sturmey-Archer Gears Repaired
promptly and effic iently.—County Engineering Co.,

Hounslow. [0517

C.
R. FOSTER, o! Leeds, is the original cylinder
grinding specialist.

CYLINDER Grinding by Foster, ol Leeds, has no
equal. Price, complete with piston, irom £2.

£1,000 is the value of the machine and equipment
that will grind your cylinder at our works.—

Foster, of Leeds, 170, Cardigan Rd. [0003

ENGINE Overhauls, quality work only, cylinders re-

ground, pistons, valves, bushes, etc.—Below.

PISTONS for every standard motor cycle in stock
from 14/- each.—Below.

CYLINDER Grinding, our speciality 2%h.p. Douglas
reground, fitted with .new piston, rings, and.

gudgeon, 25/- each.—Below.

TRIUMPH, J.A.P., Bradbury, and all 3%h.p., 4h.p.,
cylinders reground and fitted now piston, rings,

and gudgeon, 35/-; returned in 48 hours.—Below.

QUALITY and Satisfaction is oui motto. Entrust
your work to specialists and get a guaranteed

repair. — C.M.D. Engineering Co., Leamington Spa.
'Phone: 768. [9659

ENAMELLING, plating tanks; from 6/-.—Send to
Fisher, Works, 111, Harnall Lane, East Coventry,

[8158
REPAIRS and renovations -to motor cycles, any

make.—Swift Repair Works, 133, Long Acre.
W.C. [0796

WELDING Aluminium Crank Cases, gear boxes Dy
experts ; immediate attention ; seasonable prices.—

—Below.

WELDING Broken Cylinders., flanges, combustion
experts of 11 years' experience.—Below.

CYLINDER Grinding on latest machinery, installed
since hostilities ceased ; accuracy guaranteed

;

new pistons fitted.—Sadgrove and Co., 140, Conybere
3t. Birmingham. [4769

FRAME and Chassis repairs, alterations, etc.; we are
specialists and sidecar makers; reasonable charges.

—Below.
ENGINES overhauled, rebushed; singles 35/-, twins

45/-. Try us for anything motorish.—Henry V.
Smith, Osmondfcborpe Lane. Leeds. [7561

ENGINES rebushed. spindles, etc.; parts made to
pattern or sketch.—Ma llin Milbourne, Queen St.,

Romford. [7771

INDIAN Owners.—If you have trouble with your ma
chine, send to Indian repair specialists, Dennis,

89 Brixton Rd London [1853

FRAME Repair Specialists.—New tubes, forks, stays,
cut-downs, etc.; enamelling and plating at lowest

prices; quick despatch..—A. E. and F. Brittain, Bentley
Lane, Walsall. £2622

IIIIHI ••ElllllltllMIIIIIIIDIIIIIIIUI

An Opportunity for

Enterprising Agents.

OT@MYQLJE

Insurance

Policies

IMPORTANT
AGENCY
EXTENSION

SERVICE to your clients

should include the best

and most reliable Motor
Cycle Insurance Agency it is

possible to obtain.

The Policies you recommend should
carry a name that inspires confidence
and gives an assurance of prompt
and generous settlement of claims.

From your own point of view it is

desirable that you should represent
a company that enjoys the highest
reputation among the motoring
public, and be able to offer policies

that are known to give complete and
comprehensive cover.

An extension of the Agency and
Service arrangements for " The
Motor Cycle " policies is now being
made, and applications are invited
from agents who realise the value
of specialised experience and the
importance of maintaining the
goodwill of their clients.

Here is your opportunity of handling
policies that every motor cyclist knows
and the value of which he fully

appreciates

.

WRITE TO-DAY FOR
FULL PARTICULARS.

Address—Agency Dept.,

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

Head Office :

77, Cheapside, London, E.C.2.
Telephone: City 9831 and 9832.

Telegrams: " Autoinsure, Cent. London."

REPAIRERS.
ENGINES Rebushed, Overhauled, rings fitted, com-

_ pression guaranteed; singles, 30/-; twins, 40/-;
returned 3 days.—Below.

CYLINDERS Rebored, new pistons fitted, 30/- to
40/-; piston slots recut, complete with ring, J/,

each.—Turner Bros., Motor Engineers, Summerseat,
Manchester. [7193

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gear Hepatri
and replacements; all parts supplied from stock.

—Tavistock, below.

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears repaired
while you wait.—Tavistock, below.

GEARS.—Any type of gear boxes or gear replace-

ments made to pattern or drawing at competiiue
prices.—Tavistock, below.

KINDLY Note our new address.—Tavistock Engin-
eering Co., 9, Johnson St., Netting Hill Uate.

18589

STURMEY and Armstrong gear? repaired or pat'u

supplied promptly.—Cherry Lane Garage, Lvmm,
Cheshire. [8885

STOVE Enamelling.—Frames. 9/-; wheels, 9/-;

tanks, makers' colours; plating—De la Cow, 2.&8,

Kennington Rd., S.E.ll.

FRAME, chassis, mid tank repairs, enamelling nnd

pointing by expeita; prompt deliveries.—Laughain

Co., Fitzroy St., Leicester. [6097

PISTONS, Aluminium, cast iron, steel; cylinder

grinding; engines overhauled.—Birmingham Piston

Mfg. Co., 173, Newtown Row. [8683

J .A.P. and Blacktmrne Engine Experts; reasonable

and reliable.—Kingsbury Garage, Edgware Ed..

Hendon. 'Phone; Kingeuurv 134. [4209

HENDERSON Specialist repairs and overhauls, 12

years' experience with leading makes.—Marion,
13, Shirlock Rd.. Hampstead, N.W.

ROC 2-speed Overhauls; Humber, Rex. Y.S., Cam-

pion, Alldays; all repairs guaranteed; spares

stocked.—Connolly, Carmelite Rd., Coventry. [8989

WELDING.—Broken cylinders, crank cases, etc., made

like new; work guaranteed; quick return.—Tor-ge

Welding Co., Morton St., Middleton, Manchester. [8550

ENAMELLING, Plating.—Tanks enamelled ns before:

handle-bars, etc., plated.— Send to Mmray's Plating

Works, Union St., Coventry. Platers and euamellers to

the trade. t°024

CYLINDER Grinding, new pistons, etc., tilted;

satisfaction guaranteed; lowest prices.—Ford

Welding and Engineering Co., Ltd., The Tunnel, Qoeen

St., Cardiff. [7269

CYLINDER Grinding, new pistons, etc.; accurate

and highly finished work; prompt delivery; price

list on application.—W. and F. Wills, Ltd.. Engineers.

Bridgwater. [0728

SPEEDOMETER Experts—Repairs to nil makes;
Stewart repairs a speciality. New and second-band

sets in stock.—London Speedometer Co., Kramer Mem,
Earl's Court. [1043

FRAMES.—Repairs and alterations; special frame*

and tanks built, any design: enamelling ant!

plating.—A. Pilkington and Co., 390, Lichfield Rd

,

Birmingham. LSSll

ALUMINALLOY Pistons. — Our pistons signalise

efficiency for 20,000 miles. Cylinders ground,

pistons fitted. Trade supplied.—Commercial Engineering,

South St., Keighley. [3937

CYLINDER Grinding, new pistons, rings, and
gudgeons, 85 mm. J.A.P.'e, etc., 29/6; other si7.ei

on request. Aluminium pistonB ii desired. — Vulcan

Engineering Works, Walsden. [9642

WELDING.—Broken flanges, aluminium crank case*,

cracked water jackets, valve searings, welded

and machined complete; scored bores filled in and

ground to existing pistons.—Below.

CYLINDERS Reground, new pistons fitted complete,
in cast iron or aluminium.—West London Weld*

ing Co., Essex Flace, Chiswick. 'Phone : Chiswick
536. [0415

COULSON Repair Specialists. Spares for all models
stocked. Trade inquiries invited. Tube bending,

welding, brazing, and enamelling.—H.W.H. Engineering
Co., 40, Old Town, Clapham, S.W.4. „ [2537

CYLINDERS Reground, accurate finish, compres-
sion guaranteed; Triumph, Rover, Premier, 35/-;

2%h.p. Douglas, 25/-; 70 mm. bores, 30/-; rings and
gudgeons complete, twins low price.—Below.

PISTONS, all patterns, oversize specialists, low
price.—Below.

PISTON Rings, oversize or slip-cut, 2/-; standard,
1 ; 6 ; return post; none better. Thousands of

testimonials.—Patent Rings, 30, Wigan Rd., Atherton;
[5136

TRIUMPH Cylinders reground and fitted with
genuine Triumph oversize pistons, complete with

rings and gudgeon; 40/-; J.A.P., Rover, B.S.A., etc.,

sme price; compression and accuracy guaranteed.—
Below.

WE specialise on engines, complete overhauls, any
part made to pattern or drawing, accurate work

only; no waiting.—Harvey and Co., 47, South Lambeth
Rd., S.W.8, near Vauxhall Station. [0793

A.^o All letters relating to cdvertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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Despite Disabilities.

IN
our last issue a letter of more than ordi-

nary interest appeared under the sectional

heading of "Readers' Replies" on our
" Questions and Replies " pages. It was
a note of encouragement and advice from

one disabled rider to another who recently sought

for a machine .which would suit the requirements

of a man who had had the misfortune
, to lose

both his legs.

The letter described how the writer, an official

in a North of England club, had competed with
success on his sidecar outfit in a number of

events, despite the handicap imposed by the

fact that he lost both, legs sixteen years ago,

and has since had to depend upon artificial

limbs. Such an example of triumphing over

physical difficulties is by no means isolated, as

we are aware, but it is only when special circum-

stances arise that a case is brought to- public

notice.

During the interval since the w'ar there must
be many men who have had the misfortune to

lose a limb who otherwise have how fully re-

covered their normal health and strength where
the disability has affected the lower limbs a wide
field of activity becomes impossible, yet, to an
ordinarily active man nothing is more limiting

and cramping in outlook than confinement to a

restricted area within his own district. It is in

such cases where the sidecar or small runabout
will provide the means of locomotion—inde-

pendent and always available—which the dis-

abled man has lost. It is, moreover, in cases

such as that referred to above, wherein those

who have suffered similar losses may find the

inspiration that will lead to their regaining an
equality in an active sport which will allow them
to compete with, and even excel, their more for-

tunate fellows despite seemingly insuperable

drawbacks. Regarded practically, of course, a

single track machine cannot be recommended in

such circumstances (although we know of many
instances where a solo mount is ridden success-

fully). The risks, however, are too great, and
•a machine which is in stable equilibrium w-hen

at rest should certainly be selected.

Freak Trials and the SeconcU
hand Market.

ARISING from an article a few weeks ago
by an enthusiastic supporter of the ultra-

sporting, or freak trial, there has been
considerable correspondence from our
readers on this subject, mainly, however,

disagreeing with the views of the first writer.

It has been said, for example, that using a good
machine in some of these events is analogous
to galloping across a boulder-strewn seashore
with a hunter, and subjecting a good motor cycle
to unnecessary abuse. That may be so ; but the

broken leg of a horse, a likely, .occurrence under
the circumstances, cannot readily be replaced,

and even' if repairable inevitably causes pain to

the animal; on the- other hand, the damage usu-

ally accruing to a motor cycle in consequence of
c6mpleting a " colonial " trial's course is seldom
really vital, and in the case of the sturdiest and
best machines rarely amounts to more than kinks
in the rims or bent foot-rests.

Modern motor cycles have reached the stage

where they can withstand a considerable amount
of rough riding without receiving even a trace

of lasting damage, although naturally this ap-

plies more indubitably to the premier medium-
and heavy-weights.

Therefore we emphatically do not agree with

the further complaint that trials of to-day have
a most detrimental effect on second-hand prices.

The keen amateur trials rider is usually just

the type of man who takes the greatest care of
his mount from a mechanical standpoint, and
maintains it in its best possible running order.

-
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Good Plating.

THERE is plating, and plating. I took out a
new machine in a drizzle the other night and
found, next morning, that lots of the small

plated screws securing mudguards and such like were
bright orange. But the nickelling on the old 191

1

Lucas head lamp, which has covered many thousands

of miles and also spent months lying idle in damp
garages, is still white and free from pitting or brown
patches. In fact, its finish has worn better than the

black—doubtless an oxide process—applied to the

body of the lamp and the handle-bar clips. These
are less smart than the plating, and even shaded

with mild rust in certain places, so that I gave them
all a coat of quick-dry ing_ black before restoring them
to commission. The aforesaid orange screws have

since been cleaned, doped with Corrosine, and rained

upon once more. They have given the dope best, 'and

to-night look quite white . if a shade duller than,

factory polish., Incidentally I found that one tin

of Corrosine sufficed for the whole of the machine,

over-bespangled with nickel as it was, with the sole

exception of the spokes, which for the moment are

merely greased.

Deposit Against Spares.

n
ALWAYS thought that depositing a fiver at

the factory so as to ensure prompt attention to

telegraphic wails for spare parts was a stunt

which many catalogues prate of, but no rider actually

performs. This week I met in the flesh an owner
who keeps ^5 on permanent deposit at the factory

stores. The habit has not been greatly advertised of

late, and readers who are temperamentally nervous

and prudent may like to be reminded that most manu-
facturers welcome such deposits. I am sure I should,

if I were a manufacturer, and all my clients indulged

in it.

My Gas-Electric Headlamp.

SEVERAL readers want to know what sort of a

light I get from the cunning Siemens gadget
which I mentioned recently—an electric bulb

clipped to the burner support of an acetylene head
lamp and fed by a dry battery. I do not know
whether it is fair to answer, as much must obviously

depend upon the focus and the reflector. The . gas

lamp in question chances to be a very ancient Lucas,

dating from about 1911, and was never a great light

giver in its palmiest days. Its illumination with the

Siemens miniature opal bulb is very curious. A very

narrow shaft of quite intense light is thrown a long

way—approximately 250ft. ; the shaft is very narrow,

and there is practically no diffusion of any width

close up to the lamp. Quite a different effect would
naturally be obtained with other foci and reflectors,

but this ray suits me quite well for occasional short-

distance work on a fast machine, and I shall not

bother to make the focus adjustable or to try a better

head lamp. Another reader wishes to know how I

lead the wires out of the lamp. I took a hammer
and chisel and knocked out some of the ventilating

perforations in the. base of the lamp shell, padding
the wires with insulating tape to fill the hole snugly.

Oil for the Season.

CLUBS, pubs., and Press are full of complaints

about the difficulty of getting a thick oil

through a small pipe on a cold day. On
which grievances I have four remarks to make. The
first is that there is no apparent reason why our oil

passages should be so microscopic, and that the cost

of our machines would not be perceptibly increased if

these passages were enlarged. - The second is that

our British climate is as capricious as a cinema star

(female gender); there comes a premature spell* of

spring, and we fill our tanks with BB ; then a polar

frost begins, and a thin oil. will not flow. Moral, go

by the calendar rather than the feel of the air. The
third remark is that it is silly to slop a quart of

Vacuum A into the tank on the top of an inch of

thick sludge which has accumulated during the

summer. The sludge is the first to quit the tank for

the pipe, and of course it immediately waxifies.

Moral, cleanse all the thick stuff out of the tank and
pipes . before replenishing with winter oil. Lastly,

some roughriders lag their oilpipes from October till

March—it is the 2ft, of exposed T
3
T in. pipe which

creates the trouble, . rather than the tank or the pump.

Progress.

EXAMINING a Villiers-engined machine this

week, I fell to thinking of the vast strides

which the babies have made since pre-war days.

At that era I owned a single-geared two-stroke, minus
clutch, with gas lamps and a belt drive which was
fertile in trouble. But the 1922 sample had a weather-

proof, drive (chain-cum-belt), a flywheel magneto which
sparked furiously at absurdly low speeds, a complete

electric lighting set which was listed as a ^4 10s.

extra, including two good lamps, a three-speed gear,

and a clutch so efficient that it could be used as reck-

lessly as any car clutch, and rendered a kick-starter

quite unnecessary. On the top. of that the engine

seemed to two-stroke down to as low a speed, as the

owner could balance at. I do not wonder that such
'

(19)
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Occasional Comments.—
layouts are becoming very popular for really hard
work. And the price is absurdly low considering how
little money is worth nowadays. The combined igni-

tion-cum-lighting flywheel unit is bound to boom ; it

represents an increase in efficiency and luxury at a

saving in cost, a combination which is extremely rare.

The " Properprop,"

E
APOLOGISE for the nomenclature, for which 1

bear no responsibility. Two Blackburn gentle-

.

men are answerable for the latest prop stand,

which is patented and goes into mass production next

week. It differs from the other types which I have

described, for when out of action its leg is contained

in a casing which projects upwards from the foot-

board or rest, as the case may be. When the rider

stops, he pushes down a small trigger with his toe,

and as the leg is toothed along one edge the effective

reach of the stand can be varied to suit road cambers

or rough ground ; the foot of the leg is shaped to

bite on any surface. When he wants to remount, he

touches off another trigger, and a concealed spring

shoots the leg back into its casing again. Nothing

could be safer or more convenient. A pair

of these stands—one on each side—would
render the ordinary rear stand quite -un-

necessary. I have not overlooked the fact

that the early Clynos had an independent

stand on each side of the machine.

-Some of our readers—and, indeed, some
members of our staff—marvel at my en-

thusiasm for the prop stand. But I notice

that anybody who' has tested a good example
promptly falls in love with it, and that

quite a number of inventors are adventur-

ing considerable sums in the ultimate

'triumph of this particular fitment.
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Orthochromatic Lamps.
r Y complaint about the failure of our head lamps

to distinguish colour values, thus forcing us to

pick out objects at night purely by their form,
has brought me one letter. I am glad there was only
one answer. The learned writer thereof has used for
years a Wratten and YVainwright " acetylene daylight

"

screen. Our lamps destroy
__
colour values because

acetylene flame contains far too much red light, and
far too little blue. The screen corrects this, but
weakens the beam by killing the surplus red. To get
good results with this filter, the ordinary reflector may
need re-silvering with good silver and good backing.
Commercial reflectors, are often cheaply silvered,
which implies a blue reflection liable to deteriorate
rapidly, and a red reflection which is apt to increase.
But with a good reflector this filter gives ,a -good
imitation of noon daylight. Electric lamps vary so
enormously in all the vital factors that it is impossible
to market a filter which will prove serviceable with
any lamp bought at random, and correct colour values
can only be hoped for when the lamp-maker provides
a. filter suited to his own equipment. The one excep-
tion, according to- my tame professor, is a Mazda lamp

Gloucester motor cyclists are up in arms against the highway authorities in conse-

quence of the atrocious state of the highways—and no wonder. The illustration on
the left is not a French shel'-spattered road but part of the Cheltenham-Stroud
highway. On the right is a section of the main London road within two mi.es of

Gloucester.

(12)

with a cobalt screen, which gives you the

equivalent of blue sky light with, very little

loss of power.

Heigho ! When I meet my old dominie

in the Elysian fields I will strafe him for

neglecting this section of my education. In

the meantime, my ray must continue to pick

up policemen by tire size of their feet, rather

than the colour of- their coats. Suppose my
Mazda bulb went dud and I could only get

an ordinary bulb ! The cobalt screen might

throw a bright red glare, and oncoming

traffic would mistake it for a tail lamp.

By the way, has anyone ever .tried a front

glass with camouflage colours and' a jazz

pattern? The roads depicted on this page

would look really effective under such,

conditions.
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o A Plea for the Youthful

Motor Cyclist. Develop- U*s

ment of the Young Mind o**

and the Training\ of

Temperament.

By Lt.-Col. F. S. BRERETON. C.B.rf-

In his article the talented author, known in our schooldays as Captain Brereton, mhosC^ooks of adventure we so often

enioved, encourages motor cycling among schoolboys and schoolgirls. The popular chairman °f the A? l° C
-Y. .

Unl°n '

Col Brereton wrote the Medical History of the Great War aid with his own hand constructed many interesting models

of field dressing stations and sections of dug-outs for the Imperial War Museum. He is still an' fctlve motor cyc"»-

THE law states quite definitely that a licence to

drive a motor-propelled bicycle may be issued

to any individual who shall have attained the,

age of fourteen years. Yet the same law does not

differentiate between this young person

and toothless, tottering old age, nor be-

tween the degenerate, the mentally un-

sound, the blind, the deaf, and the hope-

less cripple. It may, therefore, be quite

reasonably assumed that the Law—itself

termed a " hass "—has very carefully

refrained from admitting that because a

licence to drive a motor bicycle is issu-

able at the age of fourteen, there-

fore, as a natural sequence, as it were,

the individual of fourteen, male or

female, is fitted so to drive, and is an

absolutely responsible person.

How many boys of fourteen are actu-

ally capable of handling a machine

at the legal age for licensing ? . I

submit that quite a considerable number are capable

—

many more, in fact, than are generally credited.

And, further, I venture to state that the owner-

ship of a motor cycle—preferably of the small

lightweight type—provides at once, a healthy

stimulus to the boy or girl of fourteen, whereby much
that is desirable in youth—care, discrimination,

thoughtfulness, a keen
(

eye for detail, the faculty of

observation, good temper, judgment, and pluck—is

encouraged and developed in a manner far more
natural than under many other conditions.

a 24

Lt.-Co!. F. S. Brereton, C.B.E

Think of the joy of anticipation °f ownership !
The

need in the first place to discover'
,

the nomenclature

of the hundred and one parts and gac!gets whlch S° to

make up that somewhat complicated machine the

motor bicycle. It must sha.i'Pen ,

the wits

of any youngster and inflame' ms natural

curiosity when accosted ' with a m°dern power

unit, while the desire to ccmpre"end every-

thing connected .with it will m'^ke even a

dull and somewhat stupid fellow l^en^JJg;

—

In fact, he will have to brighten upi consider-

ably if, as is rare in these days.: when the

nursery is incomplete without its engi-

neering toys, he reaches the age
a
of four-

teen still ignorant of the many' contrap-

tions about a motor machine.

There will be the need to master the

difference between two- and fou. j-stroke,'

and perhaps friendly, if heat, ed, de-

bates with pals, as to the superiority of

either. The rival claims of chain h or belt

drive or chain-cum-belt will require investigat.io
at

.n, and

who is going to decide for the would-be mvr-p' r f

lubrication ?

Every Boy Mechanically Minded
°ei f

It is a foregone conclusion that any youngster n- not

attracted by machinery is sick, or dull, or unu '-iall}

constructed. The vast majority of the rising g61-.^?'?

tion appear to .
be indubitably inclined

.
tow^ 'JP

mechanics, to be, in fact, what is generally 'te 1
. ^/'

mechanically minded, and the motor bicycle—a 1: '• ft

(2I ?v

Pi

1

ge;,

' ec
-.iallv
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Motor Cycles tor Boys and Girls.—

hiandy, inexpensive machine—provides a means whereby
that mechanical inclination may be developed along
:orrect paths towards that fuller and more complete
understanding which is desirable in the adult. It goes

without saying that the pros and cons of forced lubrica-

tion, as compared with splash lubrication, must en-

gender the faculty of consideration. The fact that the

•harge is fired by so small and inconspicuous an object

as the modern magneto is certain to demand from any
lealthy youngster an intimate inquiry.

Frame construction may not appeal so much at first,

jut sooner or later the proud owner of a motor cycle

vill heroine caught up in the whirl of argument which
;creeches about the subject of spring suspension, will

hink about it and study it, and before long this new
ecruit to the motor cycle movement will be laying

lown the law as to such-and-such forks, and eagerly

liscussing the subject of a new form of rear suspension.

Educational Influence.

Does all this mean_ simply nothing? Is the oppor-

unity provided by the motor bicycle to be considered

>y parents and masters alike as incomparable in value

vith the monotony of lessons in form time, and the

>pportunities of attaining to a smattering of mechanical

>rocesses as provided in the average school workshop ?

! once put the question to an eminent schoolmaster,

vho has never ridden a motor bicycle solo, does not

mow of the delights of the road, but admits to once

laving driven a sidecar outfit, and to have found him-

elf " piled up," to use an Americanism, upon a road-

ide bank with the machine—a wreck—on top of him.

Incidentally, he did not tell me who, or what, he car-

ied in his sidecar or what happened to this, and with

;ome knowledge of my many friends who own this

:lass of outfit, and of their passengers, I studiously

efrained from pressing the question. He stoutly d*e-

faimed at the idea of providing a youngster of four-

een with a motor bicycle :

" Sheer madness! A kill or cure process !
" is his

ronsidered opinion,

But is it a kill or cure pro- JjSB%
cess-? I have endeavoured to ^*.Ji

.«<«-^ Two youthful

mind of any boy or girl. But I have by no means
exhausted the list of desirable qualities which such
possession may stimulate and bring into being.

Training Temperament.

Good temper, for example, is an absolute essential,
'

otherwise we should have dejected and exasperated
youngsters throwing their machines into the ditch or
battering them to pieces with the hammer ; good temper
to face breakdowns, inevitable punctures/ those mys-
terious happenings to the carburetter which arrest pro-
gress, and those still more mysterious disabilities to

which a magneto is occasionally prone. Without good
temper, no one can settle to the often exacting task of
discovering the cause of the trouble ; the need for dif-
ferentia] diagnosis between this and that is absolutely
the high road to the attainment of that valuable
faculty of deduction which is one of the stepping-
stones to success in life; and if you banish all the other
characteristics which every proud father would like to

see in his offspring, there still comes the other side of
the question, the health and strength side.

Health and the Motor Cycle.

No motor cyclist who cares to cast his eye over
these lines will dare to suggest that health is not one

' of the great attributes of the motor cycle. For the
open road calls him, the clear fresh air swishes by
him as he spins along. Of course there is dust, of
course there is noise and grease, but there is sun and
wind and rain ; and it all calls for the exercise of those
qualities of endurance which we value so highly, while
the need to care for one's own personal safety and the
absolutely necessary consideration for the safety of
other people, is bound to eradicate any trait of reck-
lessness which may have existed in the first days of
ownership -when, proud of the capacity to manage a
machine, the youngster opens up his. throttle and lets

her " rip " along the high road.

I am positive that, with due safeguarding, the pos-
session of such a machine can onlv result in «ood.

show that the possible, or ac-

tual, possession of a motor bi-

;ycle cannot fail to stimulate

mechanical enthusiasm in the

d happy owners of

Triumph and Enfield two-strokes.

Both^machines are good examples of

the many mounts on ihe market

suitable for either boy or eirl.

(16)
a 25
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A FOUR-CYLINDER TWO-STROKE.
Advanced Design Exemplified

in the Low Motor Cycle

;

Much Originality and Many
Commendable Features.

PRACTICAL and enthusiastic riders

have given much thought to the

ideal motor bicycle, which has been
comparatively easy to conceive, but in-

superably difficult to produce on account

of expense. The machine described

below is the " ideal " of Professor Low,
who has been long connected with the

motor cycle movement, and has made a

careful study of motor cycle design ; in

fact, his association with the Auto Cycle

Union as a judge has placed him in close

relationship with all types of machines.

His production is of thoroughly sound
design and bristles with novel points.

All Mechanism Concealed.

A certain section of potential pur-

chasers of motor cycles require a mount
which can be ridden in white flannel

trousers to the tennis club, or in dress

clothes, as well as in everyday garb.

Many riders have also expressed a wish
for a machine with shaft drive, an even

Oft side ol tie Low four-cylinder machine, showing the enclosed transmission aud the

speedometer dr.ve from the propeller-shaft. There sre no decompressors, but the clutch is

controlled by the left Bowden lever and the front brake by the right Bowden lever. The
left-hand peda! controls the back brake and the right-hand one the clutch, for which there

is a dual ccntrol. The clange speed lever will be noticed adjacent to the top tube.

enclosed, while the general lines are
graceful, though unconventional ; in

fact, though brimful of originality it is

devoid of any grotesque features.

Pressed steel is used for the frame con-

struction, and serves to enclose engine
and gear, box units and the two and a

half gallon petrol tank, . tubes being
employed only in the forks and carrier.

No attempt has been made to embody
rear spring suspension in the design, but

the saddle is mounted on duplex lami-

nated springs and a linked stay, while

the cantilever type forks arc of light,

but strong construction, employing a

laminated spring.

Four-cylinder Three-port Two-stroke.

For the first time in the history of the

four-cylindermotor cycle movement
two-stroke engine forms
of a single track vehicle,

three-port variety,- the

the power unit .

Though of the,

engine desigiL

torque, and ofie which could be hosed

after a muddy ride. Such a machine is

the Low four-cylinder two-stroke.

Not Available on the Market.

It is a great pity, however, that it

should have first seen the light as the
production of a clever inventor who has
made it as an experiment to prove
his ideals and to give him useful data for

the future. It cannot be supplied to the
public, and even if some enterprising
manufacturer arranged to produce it to-

morrow it would be months before it

would be in a fit state to be placed on
the market. Still, the dreams of the
imaginative enthusiast have been ful-

filled, and the machine is actually, so to
speak, in the flesh and running, if not
perfectly, well enough to promise great
things in times to come.
The charm of the Low machine is that

engine and transmission are entirely

a 26

Four-cylinder two-stroke power unit of the Low motor cycle. Note the high tension distributor,

the Rotax dynamo mounted on the gear box, the clutch casing forward of it, the drive

tojhe propeller-shaft and the kick-starter. It will be seen that a fan pulley is shown in

the lower illusl ration but It has been found that a fan is unnecessary.

(32(
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A Four-cylinder Two-stroke.—

shows originality; the cylinders form a

ribbed monohloc
p
casting, but with air

passages between' each, and Prof. Low
took considerable trouble in. designing

them, beginning operations by making a

set of dummy cylinders with glass sides,

and pumping in smoke so as to see how.

the gas whirled and mixed with the in-

coming charge. The inlet and exhaust

manifolds are one casting, so that the

incoming charge is adequately heated by
the exhaust. On the inlet side of the

engine are shown compression release

valves, but these have been discarded. as

they have proved to be useless in actual

practice.

Four-throw Crankshaft. -

The crankshaft is" machined out of a

solid bar, and has the cranks set at 90°,

while the pistons . have been carefully

designed so as not to break up the in-

coming charge and cause condensation.

Lubrication is effected by pressure in

the oil tank, about 41b. per sq. in. being

attained after a few revolutions when

The pressed steel frame

four-cylinder.

22Q

through a

one inter-

final drive

the oil

part of

is forced through to every

the engine, while there is

"also a connection from the. crank case

to the inlet pipe so that a small amount
of oil mist is introduced into the cylin-

ders, producing much the same effect aj

petroil lubrication. The oil also serves

to form a seal between the crank .
case

divisions, oil flowing between each parti-

tion, and thus helping to retain crank

case compression.

The flywheel is rather small, being but

6in. in diameter, yet it contains a multi-

disc clutch, which consists of alternate

Ferodo and steel plates ; the clutch fork-

is similar in design to that

usually employed in motor
car construction.
Engine and three - speed

gear box form a complete
unit, the gear box being of

standard design' with con-

stant mesh \v heels, the
change being . effected by
means of dog clutches. The
gear ratios are 4.75, 8.35,

and 13.5 to 1, while the gear
shafts run on Skefko ball

bearings. . The lubrication of

the gear is carried out by
splasli from a sump in the
gear box, a special .idler

pinion driven off the layshaft
being provided for this pur-
pose.

Shaft Transmission.

As the final drive is by
shaft and bevel, the drive to
the, shaft universal joint is

train of gear wheels 'with

mediate idler wheel, the
pinion terminating in a square, and there

being pot universal joints at

each end of the propeller-

shaft. The propeller-shaft

is enclosed by a telescopic

sleeve, a portion of which
can be slid backwards to

allow disconnection with the

drive in the event of the

rear wheel requiring to be
withdrawn. Mounted on the
face of the crown wheel is a

plate bearing a series of steel

pegs, which engage with
holes in the wheel flange,

consequently if the with-
drawable spindle is removed and the

distance piece unscrewed the wheel may
be instantly changed, both front and rear

wheels
k
being interchangeable, while if a

sidecar should be fitted the wheel of this

will also be interchangeable.

Intended to Pull a Sidecar.

Though only 492 c.c, the machine is

designed to . take a sidecar, and cup-

shaped threaded holes are provided in

the frame construction into which a ball

joint may be inserted. This ball joint is

secured by a threaded collar and fastened

by a spring clip to prevent it unscrewing.

Monobloc cylinder casting of .he Low four-cylinder, the

five bearing four-throw crankshaft and one piston. The
bore and stroke, are 52 X 58 mm.

A Rotax dynamo is mounted over the

gear box, and is driven by a train of gear

wheels. The dynamo supplies current

for

coil

ignition as well as for

and accumulator
lighting: a

used in con-

Kick-starter mechanism and dynamo drive.

The small independent wheel beneath the

main shaft is for splashing the oil into the

gear box.

junction with a distributer mounted at

the forward end of the crankshaft. A
thermostatic switch is employed, which

switches the current off automatically if

the driver has omitted to do so after

stopping. This prevents the accumulator

being run down. Metal boxes are carried

To facilitate the removal of the rear

wheel, and allow of access to the

rear tyre, the lower section of the

mudguard is hinged on the luggage

carrier.

12)

Lubrication economy is a feature of the Low motor cycle.

On the left is the half-gallon oil-tank, which holds sufficient

lubricant for 600 miles. Of the two lubricator controls the

upper one regulates the main oil supply and the lower one the

oil pipe to the inlet manifold.

With interchangeable wheels,

quick delachabilily of the

brake control is a necessity.

A spring clip holds the brake

lever in tfi2 yoke end.

a 27
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A Four-cylinder Two-stroke.—
on each side of the lower portion of the

rear guard, that on the right holding the

tool kit, and that on the left the accu-

mulator.

Accessibility 01 Power Unit.

As we have mentioned before, the

power unit is carried on detachable beams
bolted into the frame, the undershield

being attached to the beams, so that

accessibility has not been neglected.

For the purpose of carrying out ordinary
adjustments to plugs or. distributer, it is

only necessary to open the doors in the

frame.
' The weight of the machine is 2901b. ;

26x2jin. tyres are fitted on wheels built

up of 12 gauge spokes, with barrel hubs
carried on large size Skefko ball bearings,

ana each is fitted -with an internal ex-

panding brake, which comes away intact

with the wheel; front and rear brakes

are' interchangeable. The steering head
is fitted with 3in. ball races.

Despite its rough state, the experi-

mental machine ran extremely well.

There was no silencer fitted at the time
of our brief test, but the exhaust made a

delightful hum reminiscent of a miniature
aeroplane, while the acceleration was all

that could be desired, and the engine ran
witk the smoothness of an eight-cylinder,

there being four impulses per revolution.

Experiments relating to carburation are

still in their infancy,' and though the
machine was not perfect in this respect it

showed great promise, and when once the
proper adjustment has been effected it

seems as if the flexibility would be" con-

siderably superior to that of other two-
strokes we have tried. The saddle sus-

pension and forks were most comfortable,

but it is admitted that the rake of the

steering was a quarter of an inch out,

while the design of the handle-bars was
not ideal. Still, these are but trivial

points, and for an experimental model its

behaviour was quite remarkable.

Cycle Car Engine Foreshadowed.

Prof. Low is quite confident . that the

faults of which he is fully aware can be

entirely eradicated, and that the weight

may be considerably reduced. Altogether,

the experimental machine has run a

distance of about 1,500 miles. We under-

stand that 'experiments are being carried

out with an engine on similar lines' for

cycle car use.

Although constructed o( steel plates, this machine approximates in weight

to a conventional motor cycle with the same equipment.

ANOTHER SHEET STEEL FRAME,
A Weather-proof Machine
Privately Constructed by Two
Readers in their Spare Time.
ning inside the side shields are two bent

plates acting as stays. In practice this
.

method of construction has proved very
simple : but the engine fixing perhaps
needs a little improvement.
The design is somewhat reminiscent of

the Swan motor cycle, which was on the

market before the war. Since the de-

signers sign themselves " Cygnet," they

may have had the older machine in mind
when carrying out their ideas. It will be

observed that the stand is constructed of

channel steel, while a pillion seat is part

of its permanent equipment. Altogether
the machine is a very creditable piece of

work.

COINCIDENT with our description

- of the Low four-cylinder machine,

we are able to publish illustrations

of another "ideal" produced by two
readers in their spare time, but since

these enthusiasts sign themselves " Cyg-
net " we assume that they wish to re-

main anonymous. Their efforts, however,

have produced a mount which in no way
suggests the amateur constructor.

The "frame is built up from a number
of bent steel plates and one malleable

casting—the head. Bolted to this are

two plates forming the front members,

the -parts of which are bent nearly at

right angles to form
leg shields and also to

aid cooling of the en-

gine. Extending from
the front members are

two plates, the bases

of which are turned
up to provide foot-

boards. Two further

plates of very light

gauge steel form the

carrier and rear mud-
guard. From the rear

wheel axle to beneath
the saddle and run-

LEG SHIELD TANK SUPPORTS HOOD

BRAKE TOOLBOX \
HEAD CASTING FOOTBOARD PEDAL COVER CARRIER

Plan view of the sheet steel frame.

THE BELGIAN GRAND PRIX.
SOME considerable interest will be

attached this year to the Belgian
' Grand Prix, concerning the date of

which there has boen some difficulty.

Originally its date was sandwiched in

between the Five Hundred Miles race and
the International Six Days trials, render-

ing it too close to these events. However,
the date has been altered to July 23rd.

The French Grand Prix is on July 2nd,

and the Five Hundred Miles race has
been postponed to September 23rd.

Last year the Belgian Grand Prix

attracted several English entrants, and

a thoroughly sporting little race was held

on a delightful course near Spa in August,

resulting in a win for H. W. Hassall

(Norton). This year there will be three

classes—250 c.c, 350 c.c, and 500 c.c.—

and the Francorchamps circuit will

be utilised, which is 15 kilometres

in extent.

28 Laps for 500 c.c. Machines.

The smaller class will cover the circuit

twenty times (300 kilometres), the 350 c.c.

machines twenty-four times (06O kilo-

metres), and the 500 c.c. machines

twenty-eight times (420 kilometres). It

has been estimated that the baby class

will finish a quarter of an hour before the

500 c.c. class, and the 550 c.c. class five

minutes after the baby class.

The start of the race will be at 10 a.m..

which is quite late in the day for a Conti-

nental event. Entries, which cost 500

francs (about £10), should be sent to the

Secretary of the Auto ' Cycle Union,

83, Pall Mall. S.W.I. Entries close
.

at ordinary fees (500 francs) on

May 31st, and at increased fees (750

francs) on July 15th.

(18
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Possibilities Discussed by One who Refuses to Regard the Scheme as Impracticable.

Suggested Regulations.

TWO able writers in The Motor Cycle of the 9th

inst.—Mr. B. H. Da-vies in an article, and
Mr. T. W. Loughborough, the secretary of the

A.C.U., in a letter—succeeded in pouring much cold

water over the proposal to hold a T.T. race for private

owners. This is a pity; the other side of the question

deserves a hearing.

Perhaps the case for holding an amateur event may
best be put (1) by answering Mr. Loughborough's four

concise queries and (2) by commenting on the- addi-

tional and, in some cases, far-fetched objections cited

by Mr. Davies.

The secretary of the A.C.U. requires further infor-

mation under the following heads :

(1.) The object of such a race.

(2.) The definition of a private'owner.

(3.) The support such a trace would receive.

(4.) Its financial, aspect.

I will deal with each point separately.

(1.) Mainly sporting. Incidentally, the public

might learn something of interest regarding the com-
parative performances of standard sports models ; but,

if the A.C.U. were to organise the event, it should
strictly enforce a rule prohibiting the advertising of

successes, either by machines or accessories. I imagine
the A.C.U. - is powerful enough to do this itself, but
possibly the help of- the Manufacturers' Union might
be obtained. ' -

To find the best amateur rider would be the primary
aim; the super-tuner who was not also a fine driver

would, I feel sure, automatically take a back place

among the finishers in such a race as the T.T. This
fact, too, rather disposes of the assertion of B. H.
Davies that victory would fall to the longest purse.

(2.) Mr. H. J: Pooley, the honorary secretary of
the N.W. London M.C.C., a purely amateur associa-

(1-2)

tion, supplied—in a recent issue his club's definition,

which is reprinted below :

" The membership of the club shall be confined to
amateurs only.

" No member shall be eligible for membership or shall

remain a member who accepts or has accepted any mone-
tary benefit or consideration or the equivalent from a person
Or firm trading in the manufacture of motors or accessories
thereof, or who shall have secured possession of a motor
vehicle or accessories from such trading person or persons
at a price or on' terms which may, in the judgment of the
Committee, represent the equivalent of such consideration.

The committee is entitled to demand the production of
receipt or other satisfactory evidence in demonstration of

this qualification.
" Membership is prohibited to those who are engaged or

employed in the manufacture, sale, exhibition, or exploita-

tion of mrtoring goods or accessories.
" No member shall willingly or knowingly permit his

name to be used in connection with the advertisement of

motoring goods or accessories-
" Members competing in competitions organised by this

club shall use only machines and accessories which are their

own bona fide property, or are similarly owned by another

member of the club.
" No member shall accept any cash prizes for any motor-

ing achievement or,service, whether in competition or other-

wise. He may, however, accept from the donor a prize in

kind in lieu of the cash prize should- such alternative be
proffered. No member shall during his membership con-

vert into cash any prize gained in motor cycling compe-

titions."

Taking this as a, basis, further precautionary rules

might be added as follows :

Each machine must have been in the owner's possession

for at least three months prior to the announcement of the

race; it must be a listed model, to catalogue specification,

and have been offered to the public in its present form for

at least six months prior to the date of the race.

Each entrant must sign a declaration certifying that the

above particulars are complied with and, further, that he

has received no help or assistance from any manufacturer,

and that his machine has not been returned to the works

for any cause whatsoever since delivery. •
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A T.T. Race ior Private Owners.

Modifications from catalogue specification, such as_ changes

of carburettor and/or substitution of aluminium pistons, close

ratio gear boxes, etc., to be declared. (In most cases these

would be allowed ;. but any flagrant rebuilding of a machine

would be detected by an independent committee, which would

work on the main principle that the race is first of all a

driving test, and would act accordingly.

Machines to be kept under A.C.U. obseivation right

through practising; necessary replacements to be notified at

once, and made under observation from a stock of spares

for the six or seven makes entered (there would not be

. more) to be kept specially for entrants by the organising

body.
(In the event of the race being held in the I.O.M. four .

practice laps only required and allowed ; and three laps to

constitute the race.

(3.) Already, a dozen private owners, none of whom
are famous riders, have announced their intention, in

letters to this journal, of competing if the race is

held. It is just this type of rider we want—not the

well-known ' shamateurs " who were evidently in the

minds of Messrs, Loughborough and Davies when they

penned their objections.

Granted that a responsible body such as the A.C.U.

guaranteed the enforcement of strict regulations based

on those already outlined, there seems no reason why

the event should not receive an exceptionally fine entry.

There are over 370,000 motor cyclists in this country
;
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surely there are fifty genuine private owners willing

and financially able to enter an amateur race.

(4.) The financial aspect is, of course, bound up

with the question of support. Let the A.C.U. ex-

periment in the first place by running a 500 c.c. race

only, say, on the day between the Junior and Senior

races proper. Let a ^20 entry fee be charged, and

if, with all the Union's resources already concentrated

on the Island, it does not pay—well, the Union had

better go out of business.

Glancing through the foregoing and then through

B. H. Davies' article! can find few of his objections

which have not already been countered. If defining

an amateur motor cyclist is an impossible task, how
is the difficulty overcome in other' sports—golf, bil-

liards, running, yachting?

Again, the "insufficient leisure" and "expense"
bogies surely do not apply to all our 370,000 motor

cyclists ? No ! even should the stock machine idea

have to be resorted to, and I do not think this neces-

sary or likely, there should still be the requisite number
of entrants eager to buy the machines to ride on the

Island and, of course, to use afterwards in more pro-

saic ways.

As I see it there is as yet no proof that T.T. races

for private owners are impracticable ; the reverse
' would appear to be the case. A. McL.

STOCK MACHINES TO BE TESTED.
Notes on the Course of the A.C.U. One Day Trial. Sixty-two Stock Models Entered.

ENTRIES have already closed for

stock machines which will com-

pete in the A.C.U. one day trial

on Wednesday, March 15th ; ordinary

entries may be received up to midday

on March 1st.

Thanks to the courtesy of the

Wolseley Motor Co., Ltd., the start

will take place at their Ward End
Works, about a quarter of a mile to

the west of the Birmingham race

course. The route then runs through

Castle Bromwich to Stonebridge, and

via Kenilworth and Warwick to

Gaydon, where a. turn to the left is

made by way of Kineton for Sun Rising

Hill. After this hill is climbed the

road runs" through Shutford to Tad_

marton Heath, Wichford, Long Comp-
ton, and Enstone, where the main road

is joined to Oxford, where the luncheon

control will be established—seventy-

nine miles from the start.

The Afternoon Course.

After lunch the main London-Oxford
road is followed to Wheatley, after

which village the route branches off

to Thame, Chinnor, and Princes

Risborough, where Kop,. the second

test hill, will be negotiated. The
course then follows through winding
lanes to Great Missenden, proceeds to

Chesham, and reaches Brooklands via

Amersham, Beaconsfield. Farnham
Common, Slough, Colnbrook, Staines,

and Chertsey. Brooklands is sixty-

three miles from Oxford, and the total

length of the
i

course is 142 miles.
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The following manufacturers have given the trial their

support, entering machines in the stock model category:
A. J. Stevens and Co., Ltd. (four machines); Ariel Works,
Ltd. (three machines), F. E. Baker, Ltd. (two machines),
B.S.A. Cycles, Ltd. (four), Bordesley Engineering Co., Ltd.
(one), Douglas Motors, Ltd. (three), Dunford and Elliott,

Ltd. (three), Economic Motors, Ltd. (one), Francis and
Barnett, Ltd. (one), H. G. Hawker Engineering Co., Ltd.
(one), Humber, Ltd. (three), Butterfields, Ltd. (two), Martin-
syde, Ltd. (three), New Imperial Cycles Ltd. (three), Norton
Motors, Ltd. (three), Humphries and Dawes. Ltd. (two),

Phelon and Moore, Ltd. (three), Raleigh Cycle Co., Ltd.
(three), Knightswood Motors, Ltd. (one), John Marston, Ltd.
(six), Sun Cycle and Fittings Co., Ltd. (one), and Triumph
Cycle Co., Ltd. (one).

Among the cycle car makers represented will be Sykes and
Sugden, Ltd. (one). Morgan Motor Co., Ltd (six), and
Thompson Bros. (Bilston), Ltd. (one).

Tlie total entry of stock machines is sixty-two.

The course is over

rttAI QISTOrlE S?HTE OF THE ACU. ONE- %%&F&%&Zit&DAY TRIAL, MARCH 15TH
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As will be seen from the above

map of the course, competitors in

the Stock Machine Trial will

traverse well-known mam roads,

passing through the towns

Kenilworth, Warwick, Oxford,

Amersham, Slough and Staines.

The two test hills are Sun Rising

on the Edge Hill range and Kop
at Princes Risborough.

by
any motor cyclist on his

first run out on a new
machine. Sun Rising and
Kop are the only two
hills, the former being a
main road oh the Edge
Hill range, and not re-

garded "as a particularly

stiff ascent. by the
majority, of touring motor
cyclists.

Such a trial obviously
is one in which any manu.
facturer confident of his

products may enter with
confidence, knowing they
will be tested under nor-

mal riding conditions.

(
I ;-» 8

)
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Various Applications of the Leaf Spring : Absorbing Transmission Shock : Tank Fixing.

Single Leaf Front Fork.

THE Neal and Doherty spring fork is a

special modification of the '" parallel

ruler " type, in which curved leaf

springs are substituted for the ordinary

H. .Weal's and F.

Doherty 's spring

fork. No. 169,312.

29/8/21.

coil type. The sketch explains the con-
struction. It may be questioned whether
the idea is any improvement on the more,
conventional layout. Leaf springs gener-
ally embody a better damping effect on the
rebound than coil springs as the result of

their internal friction, but the sharp curve
of this particular leaf arrangement seems
to threaten a rather fierce recoil. The
alteration does not cheapen the fork, and
few people would claim that its appear-
ance is better.

Shrunk-on Copper Fins.

The B.S.A. Co. and Mr. Pearsall are
busily seeking a perfect cooling system.
Commencing with a finless cast iron cylin-

der barrel, sliglitly tapered, they thread
over the barrel stamped copper fins, tinned

on the inside, and made " of such an
interference fit on the barrel that they
do not, at the temperatures reached, ex-

pand off the barrel." Mr. Pearsall has

forgotten more about "fits" and tempera-
ture than I ever knew, so I suppose that

the last proviso is attainable. The tin-

ning material melts at the maximum
temperature which the barrel can attain,

and therefore assists towards an absolute

metallic union between barrel and fin.

Mr. Pearsall has, doubtless, not paid his

fees until his experiments proved satis-

factory, and so I take it that the shrink-

ing on of these light fins after tinning

has been found quite feasible. The cylin-

der is not likely to be a cheap product.

Three-Wheeler Simplification.

Many rumours have been afloat anep.t a

possible- Matchless three-wheeled run-

B.S.A. Company's mounting of copper

radiating fins. No. 163,499. 26/5/20.

(7-8)

A. H. G. Girlinc/s interchangeable

wheel. No. 162,358. 22/4/21.

about, and those readers who have
sighted the experimental chassis on the

road may be able to tell whether it

embodies the steering, braking, and de-

tachable wheel layout patented by Messrs.

Collier and A. H. Girling. All three

wheels are alike interchangeable
.
and

detachable, and the single rear driving

wheel is as open and accessible at one side

as the front wheels. There is no front

axle in the ordinary sense. The centres of

the front'wheels are cupped.
_
Within this

cup a vertical steering pivot is secured at

top and bottom to the frame by transverse

leaf springs. A short stub axle revolves

in bearings carried in a cage which swivels

round the vertical pivot, to enable the car

to be steered. Expansible brake bands

operate against the inner surface of each

hub, the detachable wheels being secured

to the fixed hubs by a number of bolts,

Sankey fashion. The car has no chassis,

and its body serves as a frame. The stub,

axle of the rear wheel runs on bearings

mounted in a box fixed to radius rods, de-

signed to obviate any lateral movement.

The drive, springing, etc., of this wheel

are carried on a projection of the stub

axle, so that the rear wheel may be

changed as easily as either of the front

wheels.

Springs instead of Tubes.

To evolve a really novel spring frame

is no mean feat in these days, and the

inventor deserves high credit for origin-

ality, whether the device proves practical

L. Pearson's rear springing. No. 165,568. _

7/7/21.

or not. Mr. Lindon Pearson builds his rear

frame with a single pivoted fork hinged

on the seat-pillar. From the seat lug and
bottom bracket spring two pairs of

straight leaf springs, and each fork

end carries a large disc to which

is bolted a U shaped spring. The free

ends of each U rest upon the free

ends of the main frame springs, sliding

thereon. There will, undoubtedly be

lots of spring in this frame and the
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Recent Patents.—

inventor's main difficulty will be to hit a

happy mean between " tremble " and
" bounce," i.e., the frame will probably
give too little or too much. May I seize

this opportunity of appealing to inventors,

patent agents, and H.M. Patent Office to.

drop that silly old word " velocipede,"

which is really extinct in every other

mouth ?

Tank Fixtures.

Our tanks are attached to the frame by
a variety of methods, ranging from clips

at a variety of points to suspending the

tank from a tube, or anchoring it upon a,

platform. Mr. J. R. Brown seeks a. more
excellent way. He provides a tank with
a number of shaped pads, by. which it

engages the frame tubes in two directions.

A threaded bolt with locknuts protrudes
from one end of the tank through a
threaded lug on the frame, to make all

fast by wedging. I don't think manufac-

Flexible Sidecar Connections.

Mr. T. Gordon's specification is hardly

complete enough to satisfy an inquisitive

student. Being an Australian, Mr.

Gordon has unquestionably fractured at

least one rigid sidecar chassis on his native

roads. So the notion of a flexible, or, as

he prefers to call it, " yieldable " connec-

tion between cycle and sidecar not un-

naturally occurred to his brain. The
sketches show, the results.

T. Gordon's

eaf spring

side-car at-

tachment.

No. 172,264.

30/11/21.

J. R. Brown's petrol tank

attachment. No. 171,869

1/12/21. ll!_J

turers will fall in. love with this notion at

first sight. I can imagine a novice, sup-

posing that his tank was loose, putting a

14in. wrench on the lock nuts, and pulling

the end of his tank right out.

T. Gordon's flexible

side-car connection.

No. 172,263.

30/11/21.

Absorbing Transmission Shocks.

An obvious merit of the shock absorber
now to be described is that it can
be entirely dismantled without affect-

ing any other part, although it is fitted to

an outside flywheel engine. Invented by

S. L. Bailey's

shock absorber.

No. 172,093.

28/11/21.

OL_J

Mr. S. L. Bailey, it now adorns the sport-

ing o.h.v. Douglas machines. The chain

sprocket is an easy riding fit on a. flange

screwed to the inner side of the flywheel

hub. Six conical recesses are formed in

the boss of the sprocket. Six hard steel

pins have rounded ends fitting in these

recesses, and the shanks of the pins slide

through holes drilled in the web of the

flywheel. On the outside of the flywheel

are the necessary carriers, with adjust-

ments, for six small coiled springs, When
the engine starts the flywheel carries the

pins round, and they tend to be forced

out of the recesses in the sprocket against

the pressure of the springs.

ON THE MALVERN HILLS. Although grey and barren ai this time of the year the Worcestershire Beacon and the other hills ol

the Malvern group stand out like sentinels in the midst o! a plain which is one of the most fruitful gardens of England. Several grass
tracks lead to the summits, and the Enfield sidecar here shown has just descended to the foot of one of them.

b6 (2V24)
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Chepstow Castle, which dates back to tha time of Will:

Conqueror. There are indications in the foundations that th

was formerly a Roman fortress. (Right) Symond's Yat, between Ross

and Monmouth, one of the most beautiful districts in the country.

Describing a Day's Run in Beautiful Monmouthshire, where the Wye and Severn meet.

NOT even the prospect of a very early start de-

terred me from accepting an invitation to go to

Tintern on "the pillion of a 4 h.p. Triumph.
As it happened, the start was hardly so early as

intended, for we did not get away until just after

half-past seven. An uneventful run of thirty-two

miles through sleepy villages brought us to Gloucester,

sleepier still in the righteous calm of a Sunday morn-

ing. The cathedral was closed, but the west doors

were open behind the gratings, and we were able to-

see inside. " One's first impression of the massive

Norman pillars is that they are far too big for the

length and breadth of. the building, but they certainly

add to the solemnity of the place, if not to its~beauty.

The statues in the niches outside the south porch are

fine; -but we were surprised to notice the weather-worn

state of some of the stonework.

Seeing an Interior at Second-hand,

:
After inspecting photographs of the interior of

the cathedral in the shop window of a photographer

who kindly leaves his blind, up on Sundays, we set

off again down Westgate Street, crossing the Severn

just outside the town. More people were about now,

arid: the good roads lent themselves admirably to our

obvious duty of reducing the pride of other cyclists

and sidecar drivers. Then came hilly country, but

the Triumph was undismayed and seemed to enjoy

the climbs as much as we enjoyed the glorious views

of well-wooded slopes and -pasture lands much re-

freshed by the recent ranis'. It was" not long before

(5-6)

we came to Ross, well set up on a hill above the Wye.
Here we saw the quaint old Market House, and also

had a peep inside the church to see the .two trees

growing there, but were not able to examine them, as

a service was being held. Leaving Ross and turning

south after crossing the Wye, we left the main road

near Goodrich and made our way towards Symond's
Yat. The Wye was crossed again by an iron bridge,

on which we met a patrol of boy scouts, and then we
followed a rough and stony road until it divided, one
1 -ranch going, uphill and the other, down, in the__same

direction and both equally bad. Here a passer-by

told us to .take the upper road to get to. the head- of

the Yat, and the lower road for the ferry, assuring

us that both we and the Triumph could get across

the river. Out of consideration for our tyres, and
also because a remarkably heavy rainstorm appeared

to be approaching, we went only part of the way up
the higher road, but were able, to take a photograph

which gives a good idea of the place. The densely

wooded banks rise up steeply, from the river's edge,

and here and there great crags and boulders stand out

among the trees. Dotted about on the right bank there

are many houses, and away to the right we heard a

church bell ringing, though the church itself was
hidden.

No Help from the Ferries.

Coming down again, we went to the ferry, but it

was Impossible to get the Triumph across, as, quite

apart from the size of the ferry boat, there was no

by
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The Wye Valley from a Pillion.

—

approach on either bank. Refusing several invita-

tions to " 'ave a boat on the river this afternoon, sir,"

we went back again across the iron -bridge to join the

main road where we had left it, and rode on to Mon-
mouth. Here Ave ran through the town to see the old

gateway to the bridge over the Monnow, and then

back again across the Wye, which we followed closely

down to Tintern. The scenery here is beautiful, the

river winding among the hills and woods of the Forest

of Dean. Tintern .

Abbey, a Cistercian

foundation, stands

near the river, with

a background o f

tree-clad hills. It

it a glorious build-

ing, and considering

that it was Henry
VIII. who, to quote

the guide, "took
the roof off it," it

is in a wonderful
state of preserva-

tion. The abbey
itself is perfectly

cruciform in shape,

and what is left of

the monastery build-

ings lie on the north

side. We took
several photographs

of it, but scaffold-

ing mars most of them. Notices warning visitors to

stand- clear of falling debris are posted in many
places, and bear the date " May 6th, 1914-" from

which one gathers that the work of restoration was

interrupted by the war ; whether or not it has yet been

resumed I do not know. The guide was busy with

another party, so we were able to wander round as

we liked. Picture postcards are on sale at the entrance

turnstile (admission is 6d. each).

The famous Windcliff, from which it is said that

the finest view in the kingdom is to be obtained, was

passed, as we did not see a road up which the Triumph

fT.e ruins of Tintern Abbey, five

monastic ruins excel in beauty
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could be driven ; even from the main road, however,

one gets splendid views, from the Wye at one's feet,

across, stretches of fields and woods far away to the

Severn, gleaming like silver in the distance, with

Kelston Roundhill (near Bath) standing solidly in

the background. We took a photograph of a curious

wall of rock rising, so it seemed, almost vertically

from the trees which encircle its base, and ending

most abruptly. On the left one sees the river Wye,
and right in the background there are several glimpses

of the Severn.

On again we went

to Chepstow, a very-

hilly little town
near the junction of

the Wye with the

Severn. Going
xlown two or three

steep and stony
hills, we stopped

to look at the castle

and then came out

on the last road
bridge across the
Wye, from which-

we had another
splendid view of

the Castle. Cross-

ing into Gloucester-.
— shire again at the

middle of the
" bridge, we followed
the course of the

Severn through Lydney to Newnham. Here again we
were disappointed of a ferry, for the tide was out,

and, there seemed more sand than water in the river

bed. It seems unreasonable to be obliged to go up
to Gloucester and back, again when one's home lies

about twelve miles, as the crow flies, from Chepstow.
From Newnham we went through ' Westbury to

Gloucester; and home again by the way we had come.
It was a no-trouble run, and we reached home after

having done 143 miles in just under ten hours, and
having seen one . of the most beautiful corners of

England in a very delightful way.- M.H.L.

miles irom Chepstow. I hese venerable

anything of the kind in the kingdom.

FAMOUS SCOTTISH HILLS.
THE Rev. J. M. Philpott has raised a few points

in connection with my impressions of some

famous Scottish Hills. In a sense, it is rather

over six miles from the absolute base of the Tornapress

side of the Pass of the Cattle to the summit; but the

road barely rises 100ft. in the first mile, which, there-

fore, has an average gradient of about 1 in 50, and is

hardly worth inclusion in a " climb." The Applecross

side is as near as no matter five miles in length. No
survey of the Inverfarigaig Corkscrew has yet been

published, so far as I know, and it is not in the contour

books; the gradient, as given in my article, is a maxi-

mum, not an average, occurs on two corners, and was
measured by a Tapley motor cycle gradometer, which
is not a precise scientific instrument. I agree with

Mr. Philpott that it is a " rider's hill," rather than

an " engine hill." Mam Rattachan is, surely, a surface

bS

hill, and except for very small engines the same ap-

plies to Glendoe. Mr. Philpott is a famous rider of

such engines, and it must be admitted that one's mount
makes an immense difference to the impression which

a hill creates. With a 250 c.c. or 350 c.c. which has

been driven hard all day, and is high geared on its low

ratios to permit of maintaining a fair average, most

hills figuring as " observed " in big trials will put a

certain amount of wind up a good rider. With a

31V h.p., running well inside itself all day and possessed

of a dreadnought emergency gear, surface is really the

only factor which matters on an observed hill. I

have never driven a baby up the Pass of the Cattle,

nor have I any intention of doing so. Not because

it wouldn't get up, but because I dislike being pitched

about the road, and I find weight reduces this discom-

fort to the minimum. B. H. Davies.

(21 -22)
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AN ITALIAN
THREE-

WHEELER.
Engine, Gear Box, and Driving

Wheel carried in Hinged
Sub-frame.

THE designer^-of. the Moto Gor has
mounted engine, gear box, and driv-
ing wheel in a sub-frame hinged to the

main chassis, connection between the two
being effected by semi-elliptic springs.
By this construction, of course, the body

and passengers are adequately sprung, but
a fairly high proportion of the engine
and transmission weight is unsprung.

Flat Twin o.h.v. Engine.

The power unit is a horizontally-opposed
four-stroke twin of 575 c.c, having all

valves overhead. Vertical radiating fins,

set longitudinally upon the cylinders, are
used.

. Lubrication is by hand pump with
semi-automatic drip-feed delivering oil to

a reservoir in the crank case and on to the
ball bearing connecting rods and crank-

.

shafts, and conducting it by means of
grooves to all other moving parts of the
engine. "

_

This shows the Moto Cor sub-frame detached complete with engine and gear box.

Placed behind the engine and anchored
to the sub-frame is the three-speed, gear

box, which gives three ratios of hi,, 8, and
13 to 1.

The driving wheel is easily detachable,

Jjy means, of a withdrawable spindle, with

The designer

Mezzo, 6, Via
Italy.

of this vehicle is

Giuseppe Grassi
Armino

, Turin,

out interfering

The overhead valve

Hat twin engine of par-

ticularly neat appear-

ance.

th the transmission me-
chanism and a motor
cycle type, of stand is

provided. Both brakes

are applied to the rear

wheel, one being of the

external and the other of

the internal variety.

Semi-elliptical springs

are used for the front

suspension; also the body
lends itself to many
variations : one type

carries the seats tan-

dem fashion, and the

stability of the machine
is not affected by the

presence or absence of the

extra passenger, while a

commercial body can be

fitted without structural

alterations.

The Moto Cor with two-seater bodf.

Note that there is room for a child beside

both passenger and driver.

A NEW SPRING WHEEL SIDECAR,
The Holt Chassis : A Soundly Constructed Attachment Suitable for Medium-weight Machines.

THE problem of suspending the sidecar

and its wheel in such a manner as to

absorb all road shocks before they

reach the motor cycle frame is oue that

has been tackled on numerous occasions,

and with varying degrees of success. In

many cases it has
meant the addition

of weight, increased

expense, inaccessi-

bility, and many
moving parts in

which wear may take
place. It is with the

object of overcoming
these difficulties that

the "Holt spring wheel
sidecar has been
evolved.
The underslung

chassis is rectagulav

In shape, and is composed of two main side

members of girder construction. Three
tubes form the base while the whole of

suspension of the

sidecar, showing

method of mounting spring

housing and wheel fork.

(II -12)

The hollow main axle with oil retaining

screw removed. The flat on the end cap

forms the key-way that prevents rotation

of the" axle when assembled,

the wheel and its suspension is encircled

by tubes also built up in girder forma-

tion. Built on to the chassis is a forward

extension whereon is mounted the foot-

bn
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A New Spring Wheel Sidecar—
board, and beneath this is a space that

may be utilised for the housing of the

accumulators.
The wheel is carried by a substantial _U-

shaped member pivoted, with the spring

housing, on a common main axle.

Springing System Described.

In the suspension of the wheel, two
quarter-elliptic springs are employed, each

having five leaves and extend rearwards to

links carried by lugs on the fork ends.

Coil springs in tension are used to sus-

pend the body. A 7i|n. mudguard is

secured direct to the chassis by means
of two detachable tubular stays. A par-

ticularly well finished body has detachable

backrest and seat, and behind the former,

in the bulbous back, 'are- receptacles for a

spare petrol tin and a luncheon basket.

Two more compartments carry tools and
a spare tyre. The upholstery is carried out

in leather cloth, and contains pockets for

maps, gloves, etc. The weight of the

chassis complete is 1051b. With the body
fitted the sidecar scales less than ljcwt.

The retail price at present fixed is £40.

The patentees and manufacturers are The
Holt Motor Manufacturing Co., Earlsdon,

Coventry.

BfOTOfSILE

During the course of a brief test, we
were able to observe the behaviour of the

springing arrangements. The roads

traversed were chosen on account of their

appalling surfaces, and it was found that
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the shocks received by the wheel were
almost entirely damped out. The body
was remarkably steady; indeed, the'

sensations were in every way similar to

those experienced in a well-sprung car.

Good appearance and comfort are outstanding features ot the HoJt body. The pleasing

manner in which the lines of the body blend with those of the chassis is at once apparent.

A MINIATURE
MECHANICAL OIL PUMP.
MOST of the manufacturers of brass

tank and lubricator fittings have
entered the market with some form

of mechanical oil-pump, and one of the

earliest was S. A. Lamplugh, Ltd.. of

Comparison with a half-crown serves

to indicate the compactness of the

Lamplugh mechanical oil pump.

Chief components of the pump.
Above is the rotating impellor

disc, and, below, the by-pass re-

gulating valve, while the main

casting in which the impellor re-

volves is shown with its cover

removed. The plunger blocks

are clearly indicated.

Tyseley, Birmingham. The throttle-con-

trolled Lamplugh pump was quite well

known, but unfortunately it did not gain

universal popularity.

b 12

NoVel Driving

Arrangements and

easily varied Oi

Delivery in New
Lamplugh Fitting.

Under the Lamplugh name, however, a
new and much simplified pump, adapt-
able to any machine," has been evolved.
In construction it consists of a shallow
cylindrical shell in which revolves an~ im-
pellor disc having three flats on its peri-

phery. Two spring-loaded rectangular
steel plungers are set radially in the
pump casing 90° apart, and these plungers
are each provided with an oil groove.
One of the plungers is in communication
with the pipe from the oil tank, the other

leads to a regulating valve which directs

the oil to the outlet pipe or by a by-pass
back to the inlet orifice.

The Pumping Action.

When in rotation the periphery of the
impellor disc is closely followed by the
spring plungers, and as the front of the

pump is enclosed by a cap which just

allows clearance for the impellor, oil flow-

ing from the inlet pipe fills the space
between one of the flats and the casing

of the pump. This oil is carried round
the casing (the spaces above the other

flats being filled in turn as they pass the

inlet plunger) until it is arrested by the

outlet plunger and finds, in the groove of

the latter, its only way of escape, and is

so forced to the engine or through the

by-pass according to the setting of the I

regulator ; all or only a part of the oil

may be by-passed back to the inlet side.

Slow Speed Driving Gear.

Although the Lamplugh pump will run
at almost any speed, an ingenious reduc-.

.

tion gear has been designed for use in *

conjunction with it. This consists of an
eccentric driven off the half-time shaft
(say the magneto driving sprocket), which
causes a small plate to oscillate; this

plate has a single projecting tooth which
in its combined up and down and side to

side movement engages with the teeth of

a star wheel secured to the impellor disc ,

spindle. One revolution of the eccentric -

causes one oscillation of the plate, and as

the star wheel has ten teeth, it makes
one-tenth of a revolution.

The Lamplugh pump is simple, all parts
work in oil, and the maximum delivery is

greater than any motor cycle engine
would require continuously. If any criti-

cism could be made it would be that the""

pump depends largely on a gravity supply
of lubricant ; but the makers assure us

that the oil may be raised from a supply
at a lower level ; it is to be assumed,
however, that the pump would need
"priming" before this could be done.

_-(27-»8)
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR EVERY PURSE.
A List of Second-hand Machines from the Miscellaneous Advertisements in Last Week's

Issue of "The Motor Cycle," arranged in Order of Price.

IN a recent article on " Buying a Second-
hand Machine " we advisee! potential

purchasers that the most sensible pro-

cedure first of all was to find out just

what was obtainable at the pre-determined
maximum amount- of cash available. This
week we carry the idea further by pub-

£20 and under.
6 h.p. Peugeot.
31 h.p. N.S.U.
5-6 h.p. Vindec Special.

2J h.p. Moto Reve.
£12 10s. 2 h.p. Motosacoche.
£12 10s. 5-6 h.p. Rex (single :

£14 21 h.p. Humber.
£14 10s. 5 h.p. Bat.

"

3$ h.p. Humber (two speed).
31 h.p. Bat sidecar.
1914. 31 li.p. Abingdon sidecar.
1916. 2} h.p. Sun (two speed).
1914. 31 h.p. B.S.A. (single speed).
31 h.p. Triumph (belt).

3} h.p. Ariel (belt).

2} h.p. Radco.

£21 to £30.

£6
£10
>:i2

£12

£15
£15'
,£18
£19
£19 10s.

£20 - :

£20 .

£20

speed).

£21

£25
£25

£29
. £30

£30
£30
£30
£30
£30

- £30 9s.

33 h.p. Humber.
1916. Royal Ruby.
2J h.p. Dalni (two speed).
1913. 23 h.p. Douglas.

£25 6 h.p. N.S.U.
£25 2J h.p. Enfield Twin.
£26 10s. 1919. 21 h.p. Royal Ruby (two-stok )•

£27 10s. 31 h.p. Triumph (three-speed).
£2S 23 h.p. New Hudson-Jap.
£28 5 h.p. Hobart.
£28 10s. 1914. U h.p. Chater Lea-Precision.

31 h.p. Rudge" (fixed gear).
1916. 2J h.p. Douglas.

~

1920. 21 h.p. Diamond-Villiers.
1915. 2J h.p. Douglas (three-speed)
7-9 h.p. Indian (clutch). -

.

1914. 6 h.p. Matchless.
1912. 5-6 h.p. Rex.
1919. Sun V.T.S. (two-speed).

£31 to £40.
1917. 2? h.p. Royal Ruby-Jap.

31- h.p. Coventry Eagle.
21 h.p. Invicta-Villiers.
31 h.p. B.S.A. (T.T.).
2 J h.p. Douglas.
2j h.p. James.
Vc h.p. Enfield.

2f h.p. New Imperial.
5-6 h.p. Rex-Jap sidecar.
2} h.p. Clyno.
31 h.p. Premier (T;T.).
3 h.p. Enfield.
2} h.p. James.
2£ h.p. Hobait-Villiers.

4 h.p. Zenith.
1913. 3* h.p. Rover sidecar.
1921. Levis.
1920. 21-h'.p: Enfield.
1920. 2J h.p. Ixion Villiers.

£31 10s.

£32
£32
£32 10s.

£32 10s.

£33 :

£34
£35
£35
£35
£35
£35
£35
£35
£35
£36 15s.

£37
£37 10s.

£38

1914.
192a.
1914.
1917.
1920.
1920.
1919/
1913.
1919.
1914.
1917.
1920.
1920.

£38 10s. 1921. Levis (two-speed).
£40
£40
£40
£40
£40

£42
£42 1915,
£42 1921.
£42 10s. 1921.
£42 10s. 1919,
£43
£44
£45
£45
£45
£45
£45
£45
£45
£45
£45
£45
£47 10s: 31 h.p
£48 1918.
£48 1918,

(13-14)

21 h.p. Clyno.
2jr h.p. New Hudson.
1920. 2J h.p. Diamond-Jap.
1912. 31 h.p. Triumph sidecar.
31 h.p. Indian.

£41 to £50.
1920. 2£ h.p. Enfield.

4J h.p. B.S.A.
21 h.p. Omega Villiers.

2* h.p. Enfield.

2J h.J>. Douglas.
3t h.p. P. & M.
4 h.p. Douglas.
2} h.p. New Imperial.
21 h.p. Clyno.
Wooler.

34 h.p. Rudge sidecar.
4 h.p. Triumph sidecar.
1915. 7-9 h.p. Harley-D. sidecar.

21 h.p. Diamond Jap.
21 h.p. Connaught.
21 h.p. Calthorpe-Jap.
O.K.
P. & M. (ex-W.D.).
4 h.p. Triumph sidecar.
4 h.p. Triumph.

1918.
1917.
1920.
1921,
1920

1921.
1921.
1920.
1921.

lushing the following table, which gives
this information in a most convenient
form.

It should be noted that, except in the
case of very moderately priced or easily
identifiable machines, advertisements
offering undated motor cycles have been

£48 1918.
£48 10s. 1921.
£50 1921.
£50 1920.
£50 1920.
£50 ' 1918.
£50 8s. 1921.

31 h.p. P. & M. sidecar.

2J h.p. Triumph.
2f h.p. Allon.
31 h.p. Rudge-Multi.
2j h.p. Triumph.
4 h.p. Douglas sidecar.

2J h.p. Verus-BIackbume.

£51 to £60.
£51 9s. 1920. 4 h.p. New Hudson sidecar.
£52 1917. 7-9 h.p. Indian sidecar.
£52 1921. 2.} h.p. New Imperial.
£52 10s. 1921. Velocette.
£53 1920. 3 h.p. Royal Ruby.
£53 1916. 6 h.p. N.U.T. sidecar.
£54 12s. 1921. Beardmore-Precision.''
£54 12s. 1917. 4J h.p. B.S.A.
£54 12s. 1917. 6 h.p. Clyno sidecar.
£55 1920. 2| h.p. Douglas (three-speed).
£55 1919. 41 h.p. James sidecar.
£55 21 h.p. Ner-a-Car."
£55- 1921. 23 h.p. Ivy.
£55 1916. 4} h.p. B.S.A. sidecar.
£55 1918. 4 h.p. Douglas sidecar.
£56 1919. 5 h.p. Zenith.
£56 14s. ^-Q h.p. Clyno sidecar.
£57 10s. 1919. 7-9 h.p. Indian.
£57 10s. 1919. 7-9 h.p. Indian.
£57 10s. 1921. 31 h.p. Rudge.
£57 15s. 1920. 7-9 h.p. Indian.
£57 15s. 4i h.p. B.S.A. sidecar.
£58 1921. 31 h.p. Rudge-Multi.
£58 6 h.p. Clyno sidecar (two-speed).
£58 1921. ,2} h.p. Omega Villiers.
£60 1921. 21 h.p. Edmund-Jap.
£60 1921. 23 h.p. Coulson-B.
£60 1915. 7-9 h.p. Indian sidecar.
£60 8 h.p. Enfield sidecar.
£60 1921. 31 h.p. Rudge-Multi. •

£60 1917. 34 h.p. Rover sidecar.
• £60 18s. 1921." 2! h.p. Douglas (three-speed).

£61 to £70.
£62 1920. A.B.C.
£S2 1921. 23- h.p. Douglas.
£62 10s. 1921. 23- h.p. Edmund-Blackburne.
£63 MSI. 21 h.p.'Edmund-Jap.
£63 1921. Wooler.
£65 1921. 31 h.p. Triumph (single speed).
£65 1921. 5 h.p. Zenith.
£65 1919. 34 h.p. Sunbeam.
£65 1921. 21 h.p. Coulson.
£65 1920. 31 h.p. P. &M.
£65 1920. Indian Scout.
£65 1917. 4 h.p. A.J.S. sidecar.
£67 10s. 1919. -4i h.p. B.S.A.
£68 1921. 31 h.p. Rudge-Multi. .

£68 1921. 2} h.p. Douglas (three-speed).
£69 1918. 41 h.p. B.S.A. sidecar.
£70 1920. 4 h.p. Quadrant sidecar.
£70 1916. 7-9 h.p. Indian sidecar.
£70 1922. 3 h.p. Calthorpe Jap.
£70 1921. 4 h.p. Quadrant sidecar.
£70 1919. 8 h.p. Matchless sidecar.
£70 1920. 5-6 h.p. Rudge-Multi.
£70 1916. 6 h.p. Enfield Sidecar.
£70 1921. A.B.C.
£70 1921. 31 h.p. Rudge-Multi.

£71 to £80.
£72 1921. 2J h.p. Douglas (three-speed).
£72 1920. 4 h.p. Douglas..
£72 3s. 1921. 23- A.J.S.
£73 10s. 1919. 4-h.p. Douglas sidecar.
£75 - 1920. 4 h.p. Douglas sidecar.
£75 1920. 4 h.p. Douglas.
£75 1920. 4 h.p. Invicta sidecar.
£75 1921. 2£ h.p. Coulson.
£75 1921. 6 h.p. Rover (Blackburne).
£75 1921. 5 h.p. Zenith.
£75 1920. A.B.C.
£75 1920. 6 h.p. Martinsyde sidecar.
£75 1920. 4 h.p. Triumph sidecar.
£75 1920. 4 J h.p. B.S.A.. sidecar.
£75 1920. 6 h.p. Bat sidecar.
£75 1917. 6 h.p. Humber sidecar.
£77 1920. 4 h.p. Harley-Davidson.

£77 10s. 1918.
£78
£78
£79
£80
£80
£80
£80

ignored, but otherwise the list gives a
very valuable, if general, indication of the
state of the second-hand market as re-
vealed by the most reliable barometer
existing, the classified advertisements of
machines offered each week by readers of
The Motor Cycle.

7-9 h.p. Harley-D. sidecar.
1921. 4 h.p. Triumph.
1920. 31 h.p. Ariel sidecar.
1920. 4i h.p. B.S.A. sidecar.
1916. 31 h.p. Sunbeam sidecar.
1920. 8 h.p. New Imperial sidecar.
1919. 7-9 h.p. Harley-D. sidecar.
1920. 10 h.p, Reading Standard.

£81 to £90.
1918. 8 h.p.Matchless-M.A.G.sidecar.
1920. 33 h.p. Scott.
1921. 31 h.p. Norton.
1919. 7-9 h.p. Indian sidecar.
1921. 31 h.p. N.U.T.
1921. 23 h.p. Coulson.
1921. 5 h.p. N.U.T.
1919. 3J h.p. Scott sidecar.
1920. 31 h.p. Rover sidecar.
1921. 31 h.p. Rover sidecar.
1918. 8 h.p. Enfield sidecar.
1921. 31 h.p. Coventry Eagle.
1914. 41 h.p. New Hudson sidecar.
1920. 4-V h.p. James sidecar.
1914. 6 h.p. A.J.S. sidecar.
1 920. 8 h.p. Royal Ruby sidecar.
1920. 6 h.p. Bradbury sidecar.
1920. 5-6 h.p. James sidecar-.-

1921. 4-1 h.p. Dunelt sidecar. •

1920. 4 h.p. Douglas sidecar.
1921. 23- h.p. Douglas (three-speed).
1921. 8 h.p. Zenith sidecar.

1920.- J> h.p. Bradbury sidecar.

£82
£84
£85
£S5
£85
£85
£85
£85
£85
£85
£85
£86
£90
£90
£90
£90
£90
£90
£90
£90,
£90
£90
£90

£92
£95
£95
£95
£95
£95
£95
£95
£95.

£100
£100
£100
£100"

£100
£100
£100
£100
£100

£105
£105
£105
£110
£110
£110
£110
£110
£115
£120
£120
£120

£91 to £100.
1920. Indian Scout.
1920. Indian Scout.
1920. 7-9 h.p. Indian sidecar.
1920. ,7-9 h.p. Indian sidecar.
1920. 8 h.p. Royal Ruby sidecar.
1921. 4 h.p. all chain Triumph sidecar.
1921. 31 h.p. Sunbeam sidecar.
1921. 7 h.p. Harley-Davidson.
1921. 31. h.p". Norton. -

1920. 8 h.p. Matchless sidecar.
1919. -8 h.p. Matchless sidecar.
1920. 7-9 h.p. Indian sidecar.
1920. 4 h.p. Triumph sidecar.
1921. 4 h.p. Harley-Davidson.
1921. 31 h.p. N.U.T. ;

1921. 31 h.p. Douglas.
1920. P. & M. sidecar.
1920. 31 h.p. Norton sidecar.

£101 to £120.
1921. 31 h.p. Sports Sunbeam-
1921. 3Tli.p. Rudge sidecar.
1921. -7 h.p. Ariel sidecar.

1921. 8 h.p. Matchless sidecar.

1921. 7-9 h.p. Rudge sidecar.

1919. 8 h.p. Sunbeam sidecar.

1920. 5-6 h.p. James sidecar.

1920. 6 h.p. A.J.S. sidecar.

1921. 4 h.p. Norton sidecar.

1921. 4 h.p.' Triumph sidecar.
1921. 31 h.p. N.U.T. sidecar.

1921. 4 h.p. Norton sidecar.

£125
£125
£125
£127
£128
£130
£135
£135
£135
£135
-£135
£140

£145
£148
£150
£150
£157 10s.

£121 to £140.
1917. 6 h.p. A.J.S. sidecar,

8 h.p. Zenith sidecar.

8 h.p. Enfield sidecar.
5-6 h.p. Raleigh sidecar.

5 h.p. Matchless sidecar.
6 h.p. A..T.S. sidecar.
8 h.p. Matchless sidecar.

10 h.p. Henderson sidecar.

4 h.p. Norton sidecar.
7-8 h.p. F.H. sidecar. "

6-7 h.p. B.S.A. sidecar.
7-9 h.p. Indian sidecar.

Over £140.
7 h.p. A.J.S. sidecar.
5-6 h.p. Raleigh sidecar.

American X. sidecar.
7-9 h.p. Harley-D. sidecar.

10 h.p. Henderson sidecar.

b 15

1920.
1921.
1921:
1921.
1920.
1921.
1920.
1921.
1920.
1921.
1921.

1921.
1921.
1921.
1920.
1921.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor," The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must b: accompanied by the writer's name aid adore:-,

NON-STOP TRIALS IN THE DARK.
Sir,—Might I ask your permission to point out a slight

error which has crept in concerning my Stewards' Report on
the North-West London M.C.C. open trial? - I think the
A.C.U. report was probably condensed before being sent to

you, and consequently gave rather a wrong impression.

My suggestion was that where a non-stop section occurs

at night on narrow and difficult roads the average speed, for

such non-stop section only, should be 17 m.p.h.
I am sure you will agree that it is very important that the

public should not receive the impression that trials are

dangerous, and whilst 20 m.p.h. is safe to the experienced
rider, rules are made to cover the safety of evei-i/one.

A. M. LOW, A.C.G.I., etc.

HEADLAMP DIMMING DIFFICULTIES.
Sir,—To reply fully to Mr. Troughton's letter of February

2nd would require a short treatise on optical projection,
space for which you could not afford in these columns.
This misquotation of " wide dispersion and no glare

"

I had attributed to the printer. I should not knowingly
use the. word depression in an optical sense.

I am compelled to state [owing to Mr. Troughton's ad-

mission of inability to understand one of the most ele-

mentary statements in the phenomena of optical projection
together with the perfectly impossible presentation of the
ray paths in Figs. I. and II., and also in consideration of
the fact that every optical statement he has made is in-

correct] that I am forced to the opinion that he has not the
qualifications necessary to discuss the matter at all, much
less to place this device before us as an American solution
of the anti-dazzle problem.

" Minimum loss of light," of course, is very different to

"without loss of light," as he originally wrote. Neverthe-
less, I reiterate all I previously mentioned in my former
letter, since I there dealt with the minimum loss in one
particular kind of lamp calculated from particulars given by
Mr. Troughton, and under what I considered best riding
conditions.

: He asked, or suggests, that the intensity of all lamps
varies inversely as the square of the distance from the lamp.
It does not. Neither does a searchlight have a law to itself !

I hope Mr. Troughton is not responsible for Fig. 3, be-

cause it is just optical nonsense.
I hope also that your correspondent does not wish me to

take his last paragraph seriously. The manufacturers, by
the way, do know their job—that is, to sell lamps and
lenses !

I am not acquainted with the Grubb lamp or the dipping
lamp referred to by your correspondent. The latter, if its

title describes it correctly, is undoubtedly proceeding upon
sound lines and is one step forward, or two-fifths, the solu-
tion of .this very simple problem.

Finally, this American device I am sure would not be
accepted by our committee on " Lights' on Vehicles, etc.,"
and further, in my opinion at any! rale, it does not do
anything,- that cannot be more" efficiently done by tilting

the lampS'sutil the top of the beam is' parallel to the ground' •

(or just touching it at 400ft. distance,' say), and using a
straight filament bulb in a horizontal plane or fixing a
single cylindrical lens of suitable power in front of the
lamp.
Like Mr. Troughton, I am in no way connected with the

bi6

motor or lamp trade, but only a more than satisfied rider

of a .
" ROVER."

London, W.19.

FACTORY TESTS AND THEIR EFFECT.
Sir,—Your comments in last week's issue by " Ixion

"

as to how miniature sidecars;,wear, and the tests to which
makers may or may not have put such productions before

placing" them upon the market, prompts us to .give you a

few words. Nearly two years ago, on account of long war
service, our motor delivery vans were in a shocking con-

dition. Prices of new four-wheel vans were so exorbitant

that we decided to scrap two, and built in their stead three

lightweight sidecars, of course with luggage boxes instead

of passenger bodies, which were attached to our O.K. light-

weight machines.
The result over the last two years of continuous knocking

about more than justified us in entering a lightweight side-

car in the last A.C.U. Six Days' Trial. .

The general public should bear in mind that the hack
machine of the motor cycle manufacturer is hardly ever

in the same driver's hands two days running, and unlike

a competition machine which owns its driver, and is in turn

owned by the driver, who takes an immense amount of

pleasure and pride in it, the hack mount very seldom sees .

a water hose, or indeed gets any of those little cares and
attentions which go to make such pleasurable driving. It

is called upon to go out in all weathers at short notice.

We have one machine here now constantly in use fetching

castings from the Black Country, which is often loaded

up with as much as 2cwt. of malleable castings, and then

brought from a Black Country town over the atrocious

roads out to our works at Hall Green. Notwithstanding, its

original engine and the original sidecar chassis are still,

so to speak, "as vou were."
pip. HUMPHRIES AND DAWES, LTD.

E. H. Humphries, Director.

"UTTERLY AMAZING SPEEDS."
Sir,—Mr. Harris, of Melchior, Armstrong, and Dessau, Ltd.,

has " immediately recognised " the machine indicated in my
original letter as the 1922 de luxe Henderson.
His identification is, of course, entirely correct, and I am

glad indeed to have this opportunity of replying to him—as

a disinterested, but greatly experienced, private owner—in

fact, as one typical, I think, of the majority of your
readers.

The trials, we are told, took place under most arduous con-

ditions, over desert roads, and up mountains which included
gradients' of 1 in 7. The distance (nonstop, I believe) was
thirty-two miles, and the average speed 65 m.p.h. (which
means that the machine was travelling at its maximum
guaranteed speed of 75 m.p.h. for practically the entire dis-

tance). There were also other tests in which these perform-
ances were exceeded, and, at the end of each, we are invited

to believe the police authorities at once placed their naked
hands upon the cylinder casting without discomfort. Add to

all this that the day chosen for the trial was the hottest of

the year, and the exhibition becomes even more remarkable.

I "feel that it is quite useless for me or anyone else to

attempt a serious criticism of such extraordinary statement

—

in fact, I cannot but suspect Mr. Harris of attempting to pull

the leg of the amiable. British motor cyclist, which is not

very kind or wise of him.

(29-3°)
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But enough, Mr. Harris should obtain, as soon as possible,

authenticated certificates supporting the claims made by him
for the 1922 Henderson; let him then enter the machine for

a Scottish Six Days or Scott trial and, at the end of it, come
back and tell us all about it.

Subject to the award of a gold medal and a nonstop record
for the whole trial, my homage is Mr. Harris's. My garments
shall be sold and my furniture pawned—anything, in fact, to

be able to buy at £175 (or £182? complete with reverse gear)

such a truly extraordinary machine.
London, W.2. TOMASO DUBITANS.

Sir,—On reading Mr. Parson's recent letter, I think he
must have made a slight error in his calculations. He infers

that to do 60 m.p.h. an engine would have to turn over at

7,000 r.p.m.

Now, as a matter of fact, a machine with a 4| to 1 gear,

which is the average top gear ratio of the 3Jj h.p. sporting
machine, would do 120 m.p.h. at 7,000 r.p.m. This means
that only 3,500 revolutions are necessary to attain a speed of

60 m.p.h. H. C. RHODES.

IS "THE GAME" WORTH THE CANDLE?
Sir,—I entirely agree with " Brough Solo " that " the

Great Game " is a most expensive one. Further , I do not
see what purpose trials over impossible surfaces and up
impossible hills can serve. A man would never venture on
such routes for pleasure, and if business necessitated it, well,

he'd probably ride a horse.

It can only be looked upon as an advertisement for the
machines which come through, though one quite as good
could be arranged by the firms concerned in a test to

destruction of their finished product. Something like boxes
"are tested in a large revolving drum with beaters inside!

There is very little difference, to my mind.
I maintain that the trials of to-day have a very detri-

mental effect on second-hand prices.

How is a man to know that the machine he is buying
hasn't been run in some " gruelling test " and is suffering

from cracks and crystallisation owing to being driven over

ridiculous surfaces at equally ridiculous speeds ?

Does anyone deny that a trials ridden bike wears 50
to 100% more than a touring machine, mileage for mileage?

Ampthill, Beds.
,
ZENITH SOLO.

[We discuss this subject in a leader in the present issue.

—

Ed.]

SOLUTION-CARRYING SOLUTIONS.
Sir,—I was touched by the " Agony Par " that appeared

in your columns for a

suitable method of

carrying ; rubber solu- ^®at@IB&>!l$.
tion ' in tool bags,

and beg to suggest ,,^
the following remedy: ..

Purchase at any ..•'

garage a short length

of. the thick rubber-

and-canvas water tube
ordinarily employed
on the radiator con- ;*

nections of cars. Cut
it so that about half

an inch is left at each

end beyond the length

of the solution tin.

and push in so that it

can be shifted up and
down with the thumb.
(Of course, the dia-

meter of the piece of

tube should be such
as to allow a good
push fit.) Even if the
tool-bag be filled with
loose tools, it is im-

p o s s ib 1 e even to

scratch the tin if this

device is employed.
M. H. TOWNLEY.
[This correspondence
is now closed.

—

Ed.]

(3-4)

On one of the most famous of highways—the London-Portsmouth road.

The scene, familiar to thousands of London motor cyclists, is at Esher.

241

•IN AND AROUND CONSTANTINOPLE."
Sir,—This article was of considerable interest to me, as I

also rode a Triumph many hundreds of miles out there in
1920. I should, however, like to make two comments on
what the author has said.

First, that there are worse roads to be found in this
country. Although the surface of the roads in Constantinople
has certainly become very bad, th«> foundations of the roads
mostly used are excellent. However, the less about the roads
on the Asiatic side the better.

Secondly, the pride of the author at seeing so many
British-made bicycles out there is a little premature. The
author says that he has seen mostly Triumphs, a couple of
Rudges, a Douglas, and two Indian sidecars. Had he inter-
ested himself a little more in the nationality and origin of
these "Trusty" steeds he would have discovered that in

1920 the British Trade Corporation disposed of a large
number of old Army Triumph and Douglas cycles in the
city, which were eagerly bought up by the local dealers.
Thus we see that the credit is not due to the British export
trade but to the disposal of the Army's, surplus stores. The
Wanderers, of course, were left by the German Army. My
observations were that far too little British-made motors and
machinery were being imported into the country, which
showed a marked preference to the cheaper American and
Italian productions.

In passing, I must say that the Triumph machines have
made a great name for English machines in Turkey, which
should provide an excellent market for British productions
when times get more normal, both there and in South
Russia. ADVENTURER.
Harlow, Essex.

Sir,—As an ex-D.R. only just returned from two years'
motor cycling in Constantinople, the article " In and Around
Constantinople " was naturally very interesting to me. I can
heartily agree with everything " W. S. J." says about the
horrible "roads." Comparing the British D.R. with the
Turkish motorcyclist, "W. S. J." says, "The Britisher slips
quietly and quickly through the traffic," etc. He is, I think
slightly wrong when he says "quietly." The Turk has the
standard " Jazz band " silencer, and gets all his noise by
always running in second gear. It is a very uncommon sight
to see "Johnny Turk" using his top gear, even on a clear
road.

It is wonderful the way in which the Triumph stands up
They are driven " all out " over the

worst possible roads
by most D.R.'s when-
ever they are able to
do so without bump-
ing right off the,
machine, and the only
thing which will not
stand it is the barrel
spring in the forks.

Apart from such
little troubles, we
had very few things
to worry us, and
found plenty of ex-
citement in shooting
at the large dogs
which abound there
and seem to delight
in chasing a motor
cycle and snapping at
the rider's legs.

I notice also
"W. S. J." re-

marks about brig-
ands, but think that
he has nothing to fear
from these gentlemen,
as they are really very
scarce and have very
much "got the wind
up " about Britishers.

E.L.
London, S.E.26.

c 3

the work out there.
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WEIGHTS OF SIDECARS.
Sir,—We have been very interested to read the letter from

your correspondent "F.C. 3888." This gentleman is quite

correct when he implies that sidecar manufacturers do not
make a practice of announcing in their catalogues and general
literature the weights of their various models.
The reason for that fact is this : To ninety-nine people

out of one hundred stating the weight of a sidecar conveys
nothing ; to the hundredth, which your correspondent evi-

dently is, the weight of a sidecar has a meaning because
he is an enthusiast.

So far as we are concerned, and we think other manufac-
turers treat the matter in the same light, there is no secret

about what our sidecars weigh. To anybody who is really

interested we are always only too pleased to give the fullest

possible details both as to weight and upon any other point.
Our own "Featherweight" model, for instance, weighs
65 lb., but for any manufacturer to quote such a figure

by itself is not very informative—the point which matters
is the ratio between the weight and the strength. Unless
strength, and great strength, is there, light weight is a
risky fetish. For DUNHILLS, LTD.

A. Crawley.

Sir,—I am afraid "F.C. 3888" did not read the
" umpteen " lists of sidecars obtained from the Show very
carefully, for, in addition to the Canoelet, both the Hen-
derson and Montgomery catalogues quote the weight of
each sidecar described, and Messrs. Hughes also give the
weights of some of theirs. C.L. 4610.
Norwich.

Sir,—On our stand at the recent Olympia Show we had
our twentieth annual sidecar catalogue available for free
distribution, and over 2,000 people availed themselves of
this opportunity for securing a copy. We mention ' this

because for the last fifteen years we have given the weight
as part of the specification under each one of our sidecars.

We also give the measurements—overall length, size of 6eat
and height of back, and for the last three years we have
given the size packed for shipment and the equivalent cubic
feet for export. W. MONTGOMERY AND CO.

WHEN BORED WITH MAIN ROADS.
Sir,—Referring to Mr. Reg. S. Fowler's recent letter,

several members of the West Sussex M.C.C. were inter-

ested in his discovery of an unclimbable hill near South
Harting, and accordingly a party of some half-dozen
machines (both solo and sidecar) made their way there
and essayed the climb.

All failed except one, on a 3^ h.p. Rover solo, who made
a perfectly clean ascent without foot-slogging or steadying.
The weather, I may add, was very frosty, and all of us
are unanimous in the opinion that under any other condi-
tions it would be practically impossible.

I do not agree with his statement that the gradient is

approximately 1 in 3—it is about 1 in 4 in the steepest
part, and the average about 1 in 6 or 7. I wonder if any
sidecar machine could now conquer the hill ? Owing to
the ruts and water gulleys, a high ground clearance to the
sidecar chassis is essential.

L. J. FLEMING,
Hon. Sec. West Sussex M.C.C,

[Access to the hill referred to is gained by turning off the
main Midhurst-Elsted road about one mile from South
Halting ; it lies at the foot of the Beacon Hill, on the
main line of the South Downs.

—

Ed.]

GREAT BRITAIN'S HIGHEST ROAD.
Sir,—I was extremely interested when I read in The Motor

Cycle,
_
of December 1st, 1921, the description of a climb to

the highest road in Great Britain, and do not for a moment
doubt Messrs. Cumming and Sangster when they claim to
have

_
reached the record altitude in metalled roads in

Britain.
_
But, if my memory serves me rightly (being at

present in the^ bush in Northern Nigeria without any data
to go on), I think there is a slight mistake in saying that the
Tomintoul Hotel is the highest one in Great Britain. I
always understood that the Alargue Hotel, commonly known
as the " Cockbrig Hotel," situated at the foot of the "Lecht,"
in Aberdeenshire, was about 2O0ft. higher than Tomintoul.

MOUNTAIN LOVER,
.Lagos, West Africa.

c 4

HEAVY SIDECAR FUEL CONSUMPTIONS.
Sir,—In reference to a letter in your pages, signed " G.E.,"

and complaining about heavy., petrol consumption with a
Matchless sidecar outfit, I should recommend your corre-

spondent to follow " Ixion's " advice and fit a variable jet.

Ipswich. H.W.B.

Sir,—I have owned a two-seater Matchless-M.A.G. out-

fit since March, 1921. My mileage to December 31st was
3,492 by speedometer, which registers about two miles over
per hundred miles. The amount of petrol used was 64 galls.,

which equals about 54 m.p.g., so that there is evidently

something very wrong with " G.E.'s " machine if he only
gets 35 m.p.g. My usual load is about 23 or 24 stones.

Edinburgh. A.F.S.

Sir,—The m.p.g. of my (May, 1921) Matchless-M.A.G.
two-seated outfit is about the same as " G.E.'s." Thinking
the balance would be improved, I transferred third pas-

senger to Tan-Sad. I think bad consumption in my case

due in great measure to bad hill-climbing and lack of accele-

ration causing continual change of gear. B.B.
London, W.C.

Sir,—Can any of your readers tell me the correct way to

use a W.S.R. variable jet on an 8 h.p. J.A.P. engine, with
Amac two-lever carburetter ? I have a 31 jet in just

now, and I get about 55 m.p.g., but when I put the W.S.R.
jet in I only get about 30 m.p.g. If I turn the screw to

a smaller jet the engine misfires and spits out at the air

intake of the carburetter. If I turn to a bigger jet the

petrol consumption becomes greater, and the engine~'gets

hot and starts smoking at the exhaust. ACME.
Dundee.

MOTOR CYCLE TAXATION IN 1923.

Sir,—The Portsmouth and District M.C. and L.C.C. is

unanimously of opinion that the unfair tax on motor cycles

should be reduced, and, taking into consideration that the

incomes of the owners of these vehicles have been consider-

ablv decreased, that the tax should be at least reduced in

proportion. F. G. ROACH (Secretary),

for Portsmouth and Dist. M.C. and L.C.C.

LIGHT ON THE LIGHTING PROBLEM.
Sir,—Accumulator lighting is by far the cheapest form of

illumination. It is clean, convenient, and free from trouble,

ranking second in pride of place to the complete, but over-

whelmingly more expensive, dynamo set.

Acetylene is - troublesome before, during, and after use;

its reliability is questionable, even though attention is given

to the lamp a few hours before using.

The appended figures speak for themselves

:

Electric Equipment.

Lucas 510B head lamp, tail lamp, electric horn, and Fuller

block accumulators (6 volt 24 amp. hour).

Accumulator charged every month, cost 8d. Twelve hours'

service, in periods of approximately half hour daily.

Brilliant ray of thirty yards. Cost per hour, 0.7d:

Acetylene Equipment.

Lucas head lamp (14 litre burner) ; tail lamp.
One pound of carbide, 10d., lasts five hours in periods of

approximately half-hour daily. Majority of light a few feet

in advance of front wheel. Cost per hour, 2d.

One season's riding was sufficient to adjust the difference in

the initial cost of the equipments. FOURSTROKE.
Wednesbury.

COMPLICATED COASTING.

Sir,—May I ask through the medium of your excellent

journal why one meets so few motor cyclists who attempt
to "free engine" or even "switch off" whilst going down
fairly long inclines, which results naturally in less wear
and tear, and, in these hard times, the saving of that precious

fluid petrol.

The Royal Enfield machine,- I might add, lends itself

excellently on account of its simple controls to such purposes,

with no exertion at all to restart a "dead" motor.
REGINALD GEARY.

(19-20)
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IMPORTANT TRIALS WHICH CLASH.
Sir,—It appears from the rules and conditions governing

the Scottish Light Car Trial that entrants in same must
submit their cars for inspection not later than 9 a.m. on
June 3rd. If this lule is strictly enforced, it will prevent
entrants in the Scottish Trial from participating in the
popular London-Edinburgh Bun, and thereby deprive them
of participating in a double event.
From correspondence I have had with the secretary of

the Royal Scottish Automobile Club, it would appear that

there is a possibility of arrangements being made whereby
competitors in the London-Edinburgh Run may present their

cars for examination in Glasgow on the morning of June
4th, providing entrants in the Scottish Trial make a defi-

nite representation that they are competing in same and
also desire to participate in the London-Edinburgh Run.

I, therefore, trust that all who desire to enter both events

will promptly notify the secretary of the Royal Scottish

Automobile Club, 163, West George Street, Glasgow, so

that an earlv decision can be arrived at.

W. H. WELLS, Captain M.C.C.

EXPERIENCES WITH A SIMPLE FOUR-WHEELER.
Sir,—Having often considered changing from a solo motor

cycle to something with four wheels, chiefly on account of the

extra comfort and cleanliness, I was very interested to read
" J.H.G.'s " experience with an A.V. monocar.

However, although I have no doubt whatever that the

machine is excellent as regards power and reliability, it has

occurred to me that, when taking a sharp bend, especially

if to the right, there might be a great tendency for it to over-

turn owing to the very narrow track.

Perhaps " J.H.G." would be good enough to enlarge on this

point because, when it comes to a spill, I am for the solo

motor cycle every time. R. G. TOLLEY.

Sir,—I would very much like to bear out "J.H.G.'s" state-

ments in regard to the A.V., but in my case with one of the

two-seaters, fitted with 8-10 h.p. J. A.P. engine and Sturmey-
Archer three-speed gear box.

Although I have only had my 'bus about two months, after

having owned nearly every make of motor cycle and sidecar,

I would not go back to them for anything. I have yet to be
passed on a hill or on the road by a sidecar machine of the

same power when I did not want to be, and can take the

average North Lancashire main road hills on top with two up.

S. WHITTAKER.
T.T. RACES FOR PRIVATE OWNERS.

Sir,—I have been following this correspondence with con-

siderable interest, and both from the nature of the corre-

spondence and from friends' opinions there certainly appears
to be a great demand for such an event. I feel sure that

were such a race organised by the A.C.U. or any other
capable body it would meet with a large measure of success,

and would undoubtedly be well supported. Your corre-

spondent who deals, with the subject in last week's issue

is quite correct in what he says re defining an amateur and
difficulties as to finding a course, but nevertheless I think
it would be a great pity to dismiss the matter in this way..
In the first place, as to the actual course. The idea of
the authorities granting a road is most improbable, the
I.O.M. is too far (especially for amateurs paying their own
expenses), and I do not think Pendine Sands would meet
the occasion either. There remains, therefore, Erooklands
as the only really likely venue for an amateurs' T.T.
Trusting that you will use your influence in this matter,

and see that the idea is not dropped. I am a prospective
entrant. C. C. LABIN. ,

Sir,—Now that the Southport Motor Club has decided
to hold a T.T. .race for amateurs, may I venture to make
the following suggestion : That the usual classes (i.e., 250
c.c., 350. c.c, etc.) should each be subdivided into— (1) a
class for the fast sports machines, of which there are many
now on the market; and (2) a class for the standard tour-
ing models. R. G. SHAW.

Sir,—Why not have a race for two-year-olds, five-year-
olds,' aye, and twenty-year-olds ?

Now, Mr. Fellowes, look out; / have a twenty-year-old
De Dion. • BRISTOL.

Harfield, Bristol.

(5-6)
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TWO-STROKE EFFICIENCY.
Sir,—I read with interest the letter by Mrs. Mary C.

w^°" "' your issue of February 9th -

While agreeing with your correspondent regarding the
many good points of two-strokes generally, I am somewhat
*'_ a-Toss to understand her statement in which she says,
But the cylinder must not be above 250 c.c. (this applies

only to single-cylinder air-cooled machines)."
Does Mrs. Jennison suggest the possibility of overheat-

ing or rattle? If so, why?
I might add that I have ridden a Velocette, but at

present own a single-cylinder air-cooled two-stroke of
^93 c.c, and so far neither of the above-mentioned
troubles have manifested themselves. CURIOUS.

Glasgow.

REAR LAMPS FOR ALL.

Sir,—As a woman motor cyclist, I should like to express
my entire disagreement with the Gloucester M.C. and L.C.C.
in its desire for legislation to compel all vehicles to carry
rear lights. There must be an enormous number of motor
cyclists, especially of the feminine sex, who do not see any
reason why they should be forced to equip their machines
with an accessory so superfluous and troublesome as a rear
lamp. I cannot help thinking that some of the gentlemen
who are supposed to watch over the interests of motor
cyclists have got rear lamps on the brain, or they would
not advocate a measure which will inevitably lead to large
numbers of us who do not possess dynamo lighting outfits
getting into difficulties, sooner or later, with the police.

If motor cyclists want to carry rear lamps on solo
machines let them do so (although I never heard of one
being run down in the dark), but it is surely the height of
folly to plead for compulsion, which simply means punish-
ment for failure. A motor cycle is about the last thing
in the world that requires a rear light, and the people
who are demanding that motor cyclists should be obliged
to carry one are doing a great disservice to our pastime.

(MRS.) MARGARET M. STANCER.
SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.

Further correspondents challenge " Normac's " claim to
have driven a 1911 3£ h.p. Triumph sidecar from Bolton to
Ambleside in one hour fifty minutes—an average speed of 37
m.p.h. and fuel consumption of 130 m.p.g.
Referring to " Ixion's " article, "What I Rode in 1921,"

Mr. J. H. W. Douglas recommends a Longnemare single-
lever carburetter, which, he says, gives most excellent
results.

Mr. T. Kingsbury complains that on a recent Sunday even-
ing he lent a motor cyclist his lamp generator ; it has not
been returned.
The " Float-on-Air " pneumatic saddle cover is highly

praised by Mr. A. H. C. Randall.
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Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists, a
_. Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle.

n " MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM.
p. The standard handbook on the motor cycle..

Price ne^ 2/6. By post, 2/10. ^
D - " HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."

Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3. D
D " TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."

A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying
q them when found. Fourth Edition.
- Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3. —" " TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." )±~ A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's point of ^

view. Price net, 3/-. By post, 3/3. D
" MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."

D By." Ixion," of The Motor Cycle. Q
Price net, 5/-. By post, 5/3. n

Q "THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS. n
Q Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, bf

London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6.
'-'

Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and Q
Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/s. O

D " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK. Q
With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 5/-. By post, 5/4. rj

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE &SONS Ltd.,

p Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers n
q ano. Railway Bookstalls. p,
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Uimes to Xfgbt Xamps.
Feb. 23rd 6.27 p.m.

.:. 6.30 „
23rd
25th

„ 27th
Mar. 1st

6.33

6.37

Number plates to be illuminated thirty minutes
earlier, vide Road Vehicles Registration and
Licensing Order (1921).

Laud's End to John o' Groats.

Wednesday, July 12th, has been fixed

as the date for the Land's End—John-o'-

Groat's trial to be organised by the

M.C.C. to celebrate its 21st birthday.

Record Club Activity.

Sixty or so of Great Britain's 350
motor cycle clubs apparently held their

annual general meetings within the last

week or two ; and in one or two cases

reports were sent to us which would have
required a page or so of The Motor Cycle

apiece to publish them in full.

British and American Miles.

English people in ; the past have been

somewhat dubious about the wonderful

speeds made in America. The other day
an American racing man was discussing

the astounding speeds made by small

engined motor cycles in England, and re-

marked, " The British mile is shorter than
our own." Investigation revealed that the

fact was correct ; but the British mile is

only 0.18in. shorter Not such a very
great difference after all

!

Well Done '.

"For Sale—Baker's business, large

oven; owner been in it for ten years."

This advertisement appeared under
" Parts and Accessories " in The Motor
Cycle of the 9th inst. It will be, we fear,

a severe shock to the amazing speed and
fuel consumption heroes of our Corre-
spondence columns.

Cedos Developments.
Business, stock, plant, registered name,

etc., of the' Cedos motor cycle have been
purchased by a London financier, and
deliveries of a re-designed model with a
detachable cylinder head will commence
in three to six weeks time. Prices will

be lower and the output greater ; the
works are now being re-organised under
the direction' of Mr. Ernest Smith, who
was the designer of the original machine.

To Popularise Brooklands.

It is proposed to admit people to the
test hill at Brooklands on Sunday after-

noons and to allow those who desire to
go round the track to do so at a reduced
fee. There will also be a band playing.
These innovations will be inaugurated

shortly before Easter and further particu-
lars will be published in The Motor Cycle
in due course.

The catering for Brooklands track has
been undertaken by Messrs. Jones, of
Kingston, who, we believe, are taking
special pains to look after the require-
ments of Brooklands members.

Special features.
MOTOR CYCLES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS.

A FOUR-CYLINDER TWO-STROKE.
THROUGH THE WYE VALLEY.

WITH A NAME FAMOUS IN MOTOR CYCLE
HISTORY.

White & Poppe four-stroke engines were in the front rank in the early days. The name
now re-enters the motor cycle field, gracing a two-stroke engine which is giving remarkable

results, almost unbelievable rates of revolution and a degree of silence not usually associated

with units' of its type. The machine in which it is shown is obviously merely a testing

assembly.

c8

Motor Cycles in France and Germany.

In 1921 there was one motor cycle

Germany for every 2,244 inhabitant:,

while in France, where the population is

considerably less there was one motor

cycle per 738 inhabitants.

To Followers of Rugby.

Motor traffic attending
_
the Inter-

national Rugby match at Twickenham on

Saturday next (25th) should follow the

route -via Whitton, recommended by the

A. A., and not use the route covering

Hill View Road, London Road, and

Mogden Lane.

Prize for First (Himb of New Hill.

A special prize is to be given to the

driver of the first sidecar outfit to climb

the new Kent hill "find" that figures

in the Woolwich Club's opening invita-

tion run on March 12th. The discovery,

first brought to light in the Correspond-

ence columns of The Motor Cycle,
_

is

arousing great interest, and the officials

are receiving many inquiries.

Motorists and the Eastbourne Bench.

In cases of highway obstruction by a

motorist it is contended that there is no

legal obligation for the defendant to be

present in person, and he may avail him-

self of the option of being represented by
a solicitor. The A.A. has been granted a

rule nisi by the Divisional Court for a

mandamus against the Eastbourne Bench
to compel them to hear a case of alleged

highway obstruction. The Bench has

already refused to dispose of the case on

four occasions because the defendant did

not appear in person.

Manufacturers and Motor Licensing.

At a meeting of the Administrative

Committee of the National Union of

Manufacturers the following resolutions

were passed: (1.) "That the existing

system of licensing -motor vehicles is

causing serious injury to the motor and
kindred trades, and, incidentally, restrict-

ing transport, manufacture, and the

export trades. (2.) The registration book
has been proved to serve no useful pur-

pose and should be withdrawn, as it is

a handicap to the motor trade and inter-

feres with the freedom of buyer and
seller. (3.) That makers and sellers of

motor vehicles should be enabled to

register in the first place in the name of

the purchaser."

121 -22)
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This sidecar combination has won a position

for itself by sheer merit. It is famous for its

unvarying reliability, and is known as the

Standard

«IIIIIIMIIIHIIRIIIHIII*liailllMIIII

Price of this 3.1 h.p. model

:

Solo, £9 S; Comb., £ 1 25

A special form of this

machine is also made, with

several modifications, and is

known as the Sports Model.

Price £87 lOs.

Other Ariel prices are .—

4' h.p. (chain=drive) single,
"
Solo, £105 ; Comb., £140

6=7 h.p. Twin (belt=drive),

Solo, £110 ; Comb., £140

6=7 h.p. Twin (chain=drive),

Solo, £117 10s.; Comb.,
£152 10s.

8 h.p. Twin (chain=drive),

Solo, £125; Comb., £160

IIP SSmW%^R
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3V2h.p. Touring Model

ARIEL WORKS, Ltd.,

3, BOURNBROOK,
BIRMINGHAM.

Riders who desire a mount of the higher-

powered class, but who wish to ensure

getting the same qualities that have

always distinguished this model, have a

choice of the 4 7 h.p. chain-drive; 6-7 h.p.

Twin (in both the belt and chain drive

forms) and the 8 h.p. Twin (M.A.G. engine).

All Ariel models are illustrated and
described in the 1922 list, free on request.

ARIELS HOLD THE RECORD FOR RELIABILITY

19-1°) In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." eg
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Have you investigated the claims of the

—L.S.D:
Its merits are many.

A few features of appeal to those interested in

a really sound LIGHT CAR are :

Low running costs, 55 miles per galL oJ pettoL

„ „ 1,000 „ >, .
oil.

Constructed sturdily for all weather conditions.

The Hood is instantly adjustable.

Provision for a third seat.

"The little car
that is proving
its big worth."

BRIEF SPECIFICATION:
ENGINE—8 h.p. J.A.P. or M.A.G. Twin, air-cooled. MAGNETO— :

High grade. CARBURETTOR—Amac, or other approved make. :

CLUTCH—Leather laced cone. TRANSMISSION—Shaft to Gear :

Box, thence by Chain to Back Wheel. GEAR BOX—Aluminium ;

with two forward speeds and reverse, actuated by a separate ;

handle. Fool-proof. KICK-STARTER—Operating through Gear =

Box CHASSIS—Built of Angle Steel and Ash. TYRES—Dunlop, ;

26 x 3 WHEELS— Pressed Steel. BRAKES— Two external •

contracting; one pedal and one hand. LIGHTING—Acetylene, two :

head and one tail lamp. BODY—Roomy two-seater, with provision :

for third seat, ample legroom and luggage accommodation. :

EQUIPMENT—Hood, hxed angle windscreen, horn, tools, jack
j

and pump. \

PRICE :

£165
Ready for the Road.

SYKES & SUGDEN Ltd., LINTHWAITE, HUDDERSFIELD.
LONDON Distributing Agents : Messrs. A. H. Lakeman, Ltd., 26, Long Acre, London, W.C.°.

180 Miles per Gallon
The McKenzie Safety Lightweight has

revolutionised motor cycling just as the Ford

revolutionised motoring. /

Mass produced at the famous Hobart Coventry

factory, this wonder machine is a triumph of sturdy

construction, lightness and serviceability. The
remarkable lj h.p. two=stroke engine with Fellows

Magneto, "Vici" Caiburettor, etc., gives sufficient

power to mount any ordinary hill and will maintain

a steady 25 m.p.h. on the level.

The

CKENZIE
Safety Lightweight Motor Cycle
weighs only 751bs.. is suitable for lady or gentleman, and is sold com-

pletewith tools, ready for tie road. Costs no more than a really

dependable pedal cycle, yet giv s ten times the service and pleasure.

Not an adapted " push " cycle, but a complete motor cycle in every

respect. .... r- 1 i j r c n
The McKenzie is worth investigating ! rend a postcard to-day tor tuli

information to

G. McKENZIE, - - 80, Fenchurch Street, E.C.3.

Fortht-HIGHIYAY, theBYU'AY, the AIR1FAY, FAIRWAY.

Reduced Prices

"IT
SELLS

BECA USE
IT

MOTOR OIL I

The World's Finest Lubricant
are now in force at your garage.

A NEW ECONOMICAL-
SIZED DRUM

We are now supplying in the new
CASTR0L 3-gallon • drum—easy to

handle and most economical.

Write for price list and pocket lubrication index

C. C. WAKEFIELD & CO., LTD.,

All British Firm.

Specialists in Motor Lubrication.

Wakefield House, Cheapside,
London, E.C.2.

Te'ephone : Telezrams '

Central 1 1 56 (3 lines). "Cheery, Cent., London."

Agent for South Africa :

Wra. Campbell, P.O. Box 1814, Johannesburg.

Tile Wiik.licki Patent
S;rew-in Tap, with de-

tachable key, is the best

tap on the market.
Price 6/6
Nickel-plated 9/-

Post Free

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." (25-26)
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British Industries Fail.

Next Monday the 1922 British Indus-

tries Fair 'opens concurrently at the

White City, London, and the Castle

Bromwich Aerodrome, Birmingham.

Contrast in Trials.

No greater contrast is imaginable than

last Saturday's trial of the Essex M.C.
.

and the previous week-end's event of the

Coventry club ; the former was the more
sensible, but the latter was more eji-

joyable.

Midnight Police Activity.

Pouring rain at 11 o'clock at night does

not, according to a reader's warning
letter, deter the Gomshall, Surrey, police

from holding motor cyclists up for speed,

braking and obscured number-plate

offences.

1922 Portents.

It does not require any great discern-

ment to see that enthusiasm is higher

than ever in the motor cycle world.

Everyone is tired of waiting for what is

called stabilisation, and directly warmer
weather comes sales of new and second-

hand machines must move with a rush.

Improving Countisbury.

A scheme is in hand to improve Coun-

tisbury, the famous North Devon Hill.

Many of the worst bends are being

straightened and a wall built in place

of the banks of brambles. On certain

stretches . the hill will be widened. No
doubt the widening of this- notorious

hill will be appreciated—but stone walls

in place of brambles ! !

Brooklands as a Society Rendezvous.

As the result of the Duke of York's

forthcoming visit to the Essex M.C.
meeting at Broeklands, it is hoped
that race meetings on the track

will eventually become fashionable

social functions after the style of

Ascot arid Henley. Arrangements

for the event in question are going

on apace, and we understand His

Royal Highness is taking more than a

superficial interest.

Midland Freak Trial Results.

J. A. Watson-Bourne (8 Brough
Superior) proved the winner by an easy

margin of the solo championship trial

described last week ; he retained 195

marks out of an initial 200. The others

in order of merit were

:

C. N. Green (5-6 Rover), 185 : L. Crisp (ih

Humbert, 183; -D. Brandish (4 Triumph), 178;
J. N. Roberts (2} New Imperial), 179 ; R. Mathers
(St Rudge), 177 ; E. A. Bainett (2J Francis-

Barnett), 176 ; W. L. Danskin (3i Rudge), 175

;

R Elliott (4 Rover), 174; D. A. Atkin (2J Hobart),

173 ; R. Grindlay (4i Humbert, 173 ; E. T. Sibley

(3i Rudge), 172 ; A. P. MeGowran (4 Triumph),
172 : A. Maclennan (3* Triumph), 169 ; E.
Arbuckle (44 Humber), 165 ; P. H. Johnson (3i
Rudge), 165"; M. G. Scally (4£ Humber). 165;
E. H. Broughall (3* Coventry Challenge), 163

;

L. Hathaway (4 Triumph), 163; J. Hardy (4

Triumph), 162 ; C. Little (5-6 Coventry Victor),

158 ; W. A. Jones (4 Triumph) 155 ; J. W. Moxon
(2| Coventry Eagle), 155 ; G. Packman (8 Match-
less), 152; R. B. Roberts (4 Triumph), 151:
K. Hazlewood (8 Hazlewood), 149; S. Wright
(4} Humber), 148 ; R. Wright (4 Triumph), 144 ;

P. L. Mayo (2J Coventry Eagle), 141 ; Stretton-
Ward (4 Triumph), 140 ; E. Poppe (2J White &
Poppe), 136; H. S. Perrey (4i B.S.A.), 132;
A. Elliot (4 Rover), 131 ; S. A. Tomson<4 Triumph),
125 ; G. L. White (2| A.J.S.), 122 ; W. Hancox
(2| Douglas), 121 ; G. Si. Ravenhall (4 Rover).
114 ; G. P. Evans (3£ Sunbeam), 94.

(II-I2)
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AN ALL NIGHT RELIABILITY TRIAL. A flashlight photograph taken at the start

of the Hull M.C.C. night trial to York and Scarborough, in which 15 competitors started

and five completed the course. Some of the party encountered snowdrifts on the Yorkshire
wolds.

Godalming Again.

Godalming police are very zealous in

enforcing the minutest details of the

Motor Car Act. Recently a rider was'

stopped late in the evening during the

week-end because his number-plates were
insufficiently illuminated. The police

carefuly inspected his machine as to the

efficiency of the brakes and silencer, with

the result that he was reported for failing

to illuminate his numbers properly, and
for using only one brake.

Output o£ Motor Cycle Industry.

By a process of deduction, The Autocar
has arrived at an approximate figure re-

presenting the output of British cars and
motor cycles. The following shows how
this was done in the case of motor cycles :

Number in use, Nov., 1921 .." ... 355,000

„ „ April, 1921 . . . . 185,000'
(Transport Ministry's Returns)

Brought into use in the interval .. 170,000
Deduct Imports : April—Nov., 1921 1,909

(Board of Trade Returns)
168,091

Add Exports: April—Nov., 1921 .. 7,093
(Board of Trade Returns) .

Output for 8 months (approx.) .. 175,184

Approximate monthly output .. 21,898

Open Trial in the Peak District.

Arrangements for an event on a big

scale are being made by the Leicester

and District M.C, which has charge of

the East Midland Centre A.C.U. open
trial on March 25th. The route will be

in the Peak District, and competitors
will run through the towns of Lough-
borough, Nottingham, Derby, as well as

Leicester, the starting and finishing

point. Headed by the Raleigh Cup (pre-

war value, £100), the award list is of

imposing dimensions.

In this Issue.

Proud parents who hesitate to buj
their boy or girl a motor cycle should
read the article on page 226, by Col.

Brereton, chairman of the A.C.U.
A reply to Mr. B. H. Davies' article

on the difficulties of a T.T. race for

private owners appears on page 231.

Particulars of two interesting motor
cycles appear this week : one a 4-cyl.

2-stroke designed by Prof. A. M. Low,
and the other a sheet steel machine con-
structed by two enthusiasts in their spare
time (page 230).

What one can obtain, for a given sum
of money, in the way of secondhand
motor cycles, may be seen at a glance
on page 239, whereon a list, selected

from last week's advertisements, appears.

South Birmingham Sporting Trial.

More marks were lost in a surprise

brake test in last Saturday's opening
trial of the South Birmingham M.C.C,
than at any other point on the 42-mile

route, which included Swan, Beacon,
Gravel Pit and Gaby Glide Hills. J.

Stretton-Ward (4 Triumph) won the cup
for the best performance of the day,

and the other results were as follows :

—

Club silver medal for next best solo

performance : B. Burgoyne (3i James).
Club silver medal for best solo per-

formance (two-speed only) ; L. Cox (3-|

Scott).

Silver medal for best 350 c.c. sidecar :

N. Hall (2J O.K. sc.).

Silver medal for best 350 c.c. -1,000 c.c

sidecar : H. Perrey (6 B.S.A. sc).

Bronze medals: J. Barrett 2| O.K.).

W. Handley (2| O.K.), H. Uzzle (8 New-

Imperial sc).
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TOURING CONDITIONS IN ESSEX TRIAL.
Large Proportion of Finishers in Essex M.C. Winter Trial in Epping Forest District.

The only watersplash was not deep and th;re was no doubt about the majority of crossings. L. F McCardie (7 Indian sidecar)

taking it slowly. -

ON the programme of last Saturday's

trial of the Essex M.C. it was said

that the test .was intended to de-

monstrate the capabilities of the modern
motor cycle under ordinary touring con-

ditions. This it did most effectively,

although it must he confessed that many
a day on an average private owner's

holiday tour is often infinitely more severe

than the Essex competition;.

Woodford, on the London edge of

Epping Forest, was the scene of the

start of a two-lap course, totalling 109

miles. There "were no freak hills, nor
" colonial " sections, and greasy roads
presented the only serious obstacles to a

non-stop ride at the scheduled 20 m.p.h.

Various Driving Tests.

In order to find a winner in each class,

however, various tests were included, the

first being a fast and slow hill climb on
Mott Street Hill five miles from the start

;

competitors were required to cover the

H. W. Holmes and S. A. McCarthy on Morgans at the watersplash, near Hirlow.

slow portion, which naturally came first,

at less than 5 m.p.h. In the 250 c.c.

class, F. W. Applebee (2{ Levis) just
succeeded in beating his only opponent,
E. J. Anderson (2^ New Imperial).
In the next class W. C. Hemy (2J

A.J.S.) was fastest, but apparently he
was alsotoo fast in the slow section, and
the honour will go to C. Pearson (2|
Douglas). H. W. Harrington (2|
Douglas), who was behind time already,
stopped, and a little later retired.
Two Indian ' Scouts and a Triumph

competing together resulted in victory
for one of the former, driven by D. H:
Davidson. Of the sidecars, 0. G. Pullin
(6 Douglas sc.) streaked up easily fastest
in the eyes of the spectators, but E. A.
Bridgman (7 Indian sc.) actually recorded
a better time by the simple expedient of

opening out on the slow portion as soon
as his passenger had calculated that suffi-

cient time had elapsed to avoid exceeding
the maximum speed. The 4£ h.p. Hawker
outfit, in the hands of L. F. Peatty,
emitted sounds suspiciously like " conk-
ing."

A Star Performance.

Fastest time of all the motor cycle
entries, however, was undoubtedly made
by S. M. Greening, on a Sunbeam fitted

with the latest sporting 3^ h.p. J. A.P.
twin engine.

Low Hill, thirteen miles further on, had
been originally chosen for the flexibility

test, but was ruled out on account of its

bad surface. As it was, everybody
climbed it with ease. Near Parndon, a'

watersplash provided the press photo-
graphers with something more "live"
than main road pictures, but the solitary

(27-28)
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Touring Conditions in Essex Trial.

—

observer did not unsheath his fountain
pen. Just beyond, however, a Coventry
victor outfit was noted at a standstill,

while its driver,. J. Wallis, cleared a
choked petrol pipe ; eventually he retired,

owing to persistent recurrence of this

trouble. F. \Y. Applebee (24, Levis) was
also unfortunate, being brought to a stop
by chain trouble. Incidentally, the
veteran rider provided one of the only
thrills of the day—by pilling up in front

of the official hotel at the lunch stop.

There were no casualties.

Same Route Repeated.

Exactly the same route was covered in

the afternoon, ten seconds being allowed
to start up cold engines.

Several lost marks, including two who
had otherwise been doing well —W. C.

JpiraR@au&

Hemy
(2-J A.J.S.) and C. Pearson (2j

Douglas).
Mott Street this time was marked off

for a very short acceleration test. The
competitors were timed from a standing
(clutch) start, and, with two exceptions,
those who distinguished themselves in

the morning repeated their -successes. On
this occasion S. J. Marks (4 Triumph) and
C. G. Pullin (6 Douglas sc.) gained top
marks in their respective classes. Some
amusement was caused by C. W. Bairstow
(7 Indian sc.) removing his gloves to gain
greater freedom of action and then
making an extremely slow get-away.
Alan Hill's Indian was also none too
impressive, and there were symptoms of

carburetter trouble.

Since the roads had dried somewhat,
little more need be said concerning the
afternoon's run. G. E. Cuffe (2£ Metro-
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Tyler) lost ms non-scop through a punc-
ture, and others had minor worries ; but,
generally speaking, the survivors toured
round to the finish dead on time.

Results :

250 c.c Class.—E. J. Anderson (24,

New Imperial), silver medal.
350 c.c Class.—C. Pearson (2f Douglas),

silver medal; W. C Hemy (2| A.J.S.),
bronze medal.
500 c.c Class.—S. M. Greening (3£ Sun-

beam-J.A.P.), silver medal.
750 c.c Class-.—S. J. Marks (4

Triumph), silver medal.
600 c.c. Sidecar Class.—L. F. Peatty

(44, Hawker sc), silver medal.
1,000 c.c. Sidecar and Threewheeler

Class.—E. A. Bridgman (7 Indian sc),
gold medal; C G. Pullin (5 Douglas sc),
silver medal ; H. W. Holmes (8 Morgan),
bronze medal.

A RECORD ENTRY IN A CLASSIC EVENT.
208 Riders Entered for Next Saturday's Colmore Cup Trial.

ALTHOUGH the present-day ar-

open trials, which exists between
angement to limit the number of

the iVlanufacturers' Union and the

A.C.U., has shorn some of the historic

events of their "open" status, it can-

not be said that the Colmore Cup Trial,

always the first big event in the spring

of the year, "has suffered in support, a fact
which the list given below emphasises.
From 1912 to 1914 this trial attracted

record entries. In 1920 it was held for
the last time as an open event. Since
that date it has become a trial open to

members of those clubs constituting the
A.C.U. Midland Centre; the organisa-

Motor Bicycles.

G. S. Davison (2} Levis).

R. E. Pugh (21 Levis).

W. B. Gibb (3* Douglas).
A. W. Thrush (3* Sunbeam).
George Dance (31 Sunbeam).
Alec. Bennett (3| Sunbeam).
Cyril Greenwood (3* Sunbeam).
P. L. Mayo <2£ Coventry Eagle).

A. D. Mayo (2J Coventry Eagle).

.Howard Newey (21 Levis).

A. R. Edwards (21 Levis).

W. S. Hawcutt (21 Levis).

S. H. Jones (21 Levis).

H. R. Lane (21 Levis).

-J. X. Roberts (21 New Imperial).
G. Strange (3* James).
R. W. Duke (31 Triumph).
E. A. Bamett (2} Francis-Bamett).
A. J. Dowler (31 Sunbeam).
Geoff. R. Butcher (3* Sunbeam).
Jack Bacon (3* Sunbeam).
F. C. Parkes (21 Sun-Vitesse).
F. Jack Johnson (21 Sun-Vitesse).
M. Bishop (21 Sun-Vitesse).
J. Xicholsou (23 Omega).
D. A. Atkin (23 Francis-Bamett).
E. Arthur (6.5 Brough Superior).

J. G. Ort'ord (23 Henley).
"Frank Woolley (2} Sun-Vitesse).
W. R. Haggas OH Sunbeam).
Wilfrid Wells (Sk S-unbeam).
R. B. Clark (8 Matchless).
C. S. Burney (3 Beardmore Prec).
"L. A. Bees (3 Beardmore Prec).
J. Doherty, Jnr. (21 Levis).

D. G. Prentise (21 New Imperial).
G. E. Austin (5-7 Coventry Victor)
E. R. Jacobs (23 Woofer).
H. W. Parkes (21 Sun-Vitesse).
Bert Kershaw (21 New Imperial).
Geo. Denlev (2} Velocette).
W. L. Handley (2} O.K..Junior).
L. Tonks (2J O.K Junior).
Mrs. G. M. Janson (21 Ner-a-car).
Hugh Gibson (23 Raleigh).
0. B. Hemphill (23 Excelsior).
W. R. Bown (21 Bown-Villiers).

F. Whitworth, jnr. (3 Ivy).
C. L. Reading (31 Ariel).

W. T. Woodcock (3 i Ariel).

A. E. Rollason (31 Ariel).

S. H. Rhodes <2J Wolf—Ban- &
Stroud).

T. C. Thacker (2} Velocette).

115-16)

P. Mosedale, Jnr. (23 A.J.S.).

S. A. Thomson (4 Triumph).
Eric Williams (2J A.J.S.").

A. C. Cope (31 Douglas).
E. Poppe (21 Hobart—White <fe

Poppe).
F. G. Morgan (23 Cotton).
C. W. Ramstedt (23 Cotton).
E. Smith (21 Connaught).
C. W. Lewis (41 Beardmore Prec).
H. O. Hayes (2J A.J.S.).

L. V. Bowen (Radco).
C. W. Anderson (21 Sun-Vitesse).
Parker Walker, Jnr. (23 Excelsior).
N. W. Busby (4 Douglas).
John W. Moxon (21 Coventry Eagle).

F. J. Adam (31 Norton).
E. C. Gates (21 Sun-Vitesse).
C.'B. Little (5-7 Coventry Victor).
G. H. Kirby (31 Triumph).
R. A. Wright (4 Triumph).
E. Mundey (21 New Hudson).
W. Bell (2} New Hudson).
G. E. Turner (31 Sunbeam).
F. A. Robbins (21 Triple H.).

F. R. Downes (2}" Hobart). •

W. F. Smith (21 Hobart).
F. W. Hughes (31 Sunbeam).
T. L. Williams (4 Triumph).
J. G. Oates (3 Edmund).
Geo. W. Shepherd (4} Edmund).
W. H. W. Drew (31 Norton).
A. R. Evans (31 Sunbeam).
N. Schobel (23 Rex-Acme).
J. Whalley (23 Massey-Arran).
R. Scott Walford (4 Triumph).
G. Packman (8 Matchless).
A. J. Jacobs (3J Scott).
Tuck Davies (21 Velocette).

J. E. B. Bramley (31 Coventry
Challenge).

H. J. Stretton Ward (4 Triumph).
J. C. Smith (21 Calthorpe).
A. King Smith (21 Morris).
H. S. Perry^li B.S.A.).
G. F. Limbird (23 Marloe).

J. A. Neuman (3* Douglas).
N. M. Bligh (6 A.J.S.).

G. D. Johnston (4 Triumph).
P. Worsley (3J Scott).

R. C. Cooper (21 Allon).
W. E. Hill (25 H.B.).
R. G. R. Smith (31 Sunbeam).
H. Jennens (3£ James).
J. H. Mathers (31 Rudge).

' M. G. A. Scally (41 Humbert.

J. Bacon (41 B.S.A.).
Fred Mould (3 A.B.C.).
J. W. Wills (23 Edmund).
Geo. Brough (8 Brough Superior).
J. A. Watson-Bourne (8 Brough

Superior).
C. N. Faulconbridge (23 Coventry

Eagle).
G. A. Lovegrove (21 Radco).
R. C. Atcherley (4 Triumph).
L. Heller (4 Douglas).
E. C. Stringer (4 Douglas).
Gus Kuhn (4 Douglas).
D. H. Davidson (4 Indian Scout).
F. H. Meakin (31 Triumph).
L. Crisp (41. Humbert.
T. H. Richards (8 Brough Superior).
W. Swiffen (23 Hobart).
J. Worthington ( ).

H. Bennett (31 Ariel).

C. Green (23 Coventry Eagle).

Sidecars.

J. E. Greenwood (41 Sunbeam).
T. C. de la Hay (41 Sunbeam).
Reg. Brown (31 Sunbeam).
W. A. Fell-Smith (S Brough-Superior).
J. Lidstone -(7 James).
A. D. Arter (7 James).
"T. G. Amphlett (41 James).
G. S. Arter (7 James).
H. Boynton (7 James).
G. I. Francis (23 Francis Bamett).
Alan Watson (41 Sunbeam).
R. G. G. Beesley (34 Sunbeam).
F. W. Viles (5-6 Raleigh).
Will Chapman (7 A.J.S.).
P. Platts (4 Powell).
Frank Hallam (8 Brough Superior).
C. W. Vallings (4 Dunelt).
P. Pehrson (4 Dunelt).
Archie G. Cocks (41 Beardmore Prec).
H. Greaves (41 Beardmore Prec).
G. L. White (8 Brough Superior).
B. L. Bird (41 B.S.A.).
Tom Peck (4£ Ariel).

Len Newey (8 Ariel).

Neville Hall (23 (XK. Junior).
W. E. Smith (31 Norton).
F. W. Becker (5-7 McKechnie Victor).
R. Simpson Harvey (8 Matchless).
L. F. Peatty (41 Hawker).
F. W. Giles (7 A.J.S.).
H. Poole (7 A.J.S. ).

tion, of course, being in the hands of
the Sutton Coldfield and North Birming-
ham Automobile Club.

For this year 208 entrants have made
application to face the starter on Satur-
day in order to compete for the Colmore
Cup over the familiar course in the
Cotswold Hills.

Bert Bladder (8 New Imperial).
T. H. Weaver (2} Sirrah).
Leslie Paynter (31 Norton).
F. V. Wood (31 Connaught).
J. Chater-Lea (8 Chater-Lea).
H. P. Cutler (4 Norton).
F. C. Gray (6 Excelsior).
H. V. Collins (Si Norton).
H. Finch (4 Triumph).
B. Bourke (4.5 New Hudson).
W. E. Baylis (4.5 NewJHudson).
T. R. Gibbins (6-8 Rex-Acme).
S. E. Longman (31 Zenith-Bradshaw).
H. G. Uzzell (8 New Imperial).
H. Reed (8 Dot).
S. R. Philpott (6 Martinsyde).
J. A. Stamps (3 Calthorpe).
G. S. Smith (21 Morris).
J. H. Walker (6-7 B.S.A.).
V. H. Smith (31 Norton).
L. E. Clulee (21 Allon).
F. T. Sibley (3* Rudge).
W. L. Danskin (7-9 Rudge).
Frank Morrall (4} B.S.A.).
W. V. Weston (6 Martinsyde).
F. G. Edmond (4 Triumph).
F. H. Brown (4 Norton).
Clifford Wilson (41 Quadrant).
R. R. Grindlay (41 Humbert.
Dennis Brandish (23 A.J.S.).
Sam Wright (41 Humbert.
W. Brandish (41 Humbert.
C. Fisher (5-6 James).
W. E. Brough (5 Brough).
T. F. Blumlield (8 Ariel).

Cycle Cars.
J. W. Meredith (8 T.B.).
T. S. Spouse (8 T.B.).
E. W. Bewshea (10 Morgan).
J. H. Pedley (10 T.B.).
H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan).
C. Hayes (10 Morgan).
W. A. Can- (8 Morgan).
C. E. Hulse (8 Morgan).
W. Ridley (10 New Hudson),,
P. Yates (10 New Hudson).
J. Allday (10 Rhode).
Jack Cave (8-7 G.N.).
Eric Walker (9-8 Bayliss-Thomas).
N. Norris (10 Morgan).
H. B. Denley (9-5 Rhode).
G. H. Goodal! (8 Morgan).
G. W. Wilkin (9.5 Deemster).

c 13
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A DYNAMO LIGHTING SET
FOR 25/-.

How a Reader Converted a Scrap Magneto
into a Simple and Effective Lighting Dynamo.

s=BS^R <

THE following is a description of how a perfectly

satisfactory dynamo lighting set may be con-

structed at the comparatively low cost of 25s.

by any amateur motor cyclist, however slight his know-

ledge of electricity may be.

The first essential is to beg, borrow, or steal any

old motor cycle magneto. In the writer's case, one

was obtained from the Slough depot for 10s.

Such a magneto need not have contact-breaker, con-

denser, or even windings, only the magnets, armature,

fe

L-omplete armature

before commencing
operations.

and end plates being necessary, and, of course, the

slip ring and brush holder.

Method of Construction.

Unscrew the brush holder and one end plate. The
armature can then be withdrawn, and a piece of soft

iron inserted in its place, this being done, to prevent

weakening of the magnets due to the large air gap.

To dismantle the armature, first remove the slip ring,

usually held in position by the end ball-race bush,'

which is a driving fit on the shaft

Then remove the end plates, which are screwed to the

armature core, but first mark their relative positions by
making a couple of scratches, or a file cut, across the

core and end plates.

If the armature is wound," first remove the outer

insulation, then cut off the fine secondary winding with

a sharp penknife, as it will be found impossible to un-

wind it. The primary winding, which is usually of

24 gauge enamelled wire, can then be unwound, until

the whole of the armature core is stripped of wire,

leaving only the insulating material between the iron

and the winding space.

Rewinding the Armature.
Rewind the armature in any direction with

20 S.W.G. single cotton-covered copper wire, leaving

End plates and slip

nnq removed showing
commencement of the

rewinding

EtlD PLATS

about six inches of spare wire for an earth connection.

The best method of winding is to hold the wire, firmly

with one hand and turn the armature with the other

;

do not hold the

armature and
wind the wire

round it as one_

would roll up a

ball of wool, or

else the wire

will kink and
damage the in-

sulation.

Wind on the

wire in even

layers, and con-

tinue until the

a r m a ture is

nearly full ; cut

off the wire,
leaving about

1 2 in. of free

end.

Arrangement of drive

from the flywheel ; ' inset

shows the improvised

pulley made from a tin

lid.

CI4

Obtain a piece of £in. cotton tape and cut a small

hole in it about 3m. from one end
; pass the free

end of the wire through this hole, and bind the tape

firmly over the winding and secure with a little

seccotine.

Then replace the original outside insulation, or, fail-

> ing that, wrap the whole of the winding over with

adhesive tape, taking care that no part of the wind-

ing is of a greater diameter than the iron core of the

armature, or else it will foul the pole pieces.

Fasten the beginning of the winding to the shaft

end-piece which fits on the end of the armature core

furthest away from
the s-lip-ring end. A
set screw is usually

fitted for this pur-

pose, and " earths
"

one end of the wind-

ing to the frame.

The other end of

the winding is threaded through the hole in the other

end plate and secured to the slip-ring.

The end plates may then be screwed into position,

and the amature replaced in the frame of the magneto,

the bearing plates fixed in position and the brush and
brush-holder replaced.

After assembling, twist the armature round with the

fingers and make sure that no part of it rubs against

the pole shoes.

Driving Arrangements.
• The method of driving has now -to be determined

upon, and the type of bulb to be used. For a similar

(31-321

EAS.TH

DRY BATT6SY

ewiring system adopted.
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A Dynamo Lighting Set lot 25 -

dynamo, run on a motor cycle with an outside flywheel,

the writer used the following method.

A small brass pulley of 2in. diam., with a V groove,

was fixed to the armature shaft, in place of the usual

sprocket, and the dynamo was then supported otf a

bracket between the back mudguard and the down tube,

the pulley being placed in line with the inside edge

of the flywheel. The corresponding pulley on the fly-

wheel was made from the lid of a syrup tin held in

place between the engine sprocket and the flywheel, the

flange on the lid forming a pulley with the inside of

the flywheel, a Jin. leather belt being used.

Selecting a Bulb.

If a bulb be used which will take the whole of the

available current generated, it will be found that prac-

tically any voltage bulb can be used" (within certain

limits) due to armature reaction on the permanent

magnet field, which also provides > a perfectly auto-

matic control preventing the burning out of the bulbs

used.

This feature will perhaps be better explained if the

experiments carried out by the writer are given :

—

It was found that at an engine speed corresponding

to about 20 m.p.h. on top gear (5-1) a voltage of

12 volts was obtained (read by voltmeter). A 12-volt

|-amp. lamp was tried, but burned out at a speed of

about 30 m.p.h., which showed that the whole of the

•available current was not being used. A 12-volt

i-amp. lamp was next used, which lit up brilliantly

at 20 m.p.h. and did not burn out at higher speeds.

It was therefore concluded that the maximum output

obtainable was approximately 1 amp., and an 8-volt

1 -amp, bulb was installed. This bulb reached its

maximum brilliancy at about 14 m.p.h., and main-
tained a perfectly even light at all speeds above

14 m.p.h. without burning out.

This lamp has been in constant use during the whole

of the winter with an average night riding of three

hours per week, and shows no signs of blackening. A
4-volt r-amp. lamp was also tried, without injury to

the lamp, and. reached its maximum brilliancy at about

6 m.p.h., but was discarded owing to its low maxi-

mum candle power {i.e. 4 c.p.).

It will be seen from these experiments that, pro-

vided the whole of the current is taken, bulbs of any

voltage below the maximum volts obtainable may be

used to suit the individual rider's idea of the best

speed at which the maximum light is required.

The maximum current (in the absence of an

ammeter) may be obtained by the same methods at the

cost of a lamp or so.

For use when the engine is -running, a 4-volt dry

battery may be installed, lighting a small bulb in the

bottom of the head-lamp, which will give sufficient

light to act as a stand-by in case of breakdown of the

main lighting system.

Balance-sheet of total cost :

—

Magneto
Magnets re-magnetised
Jib. 20g- S.C.C. wire .

.

1 12-volt i-amp. bulb (burnt out)

1 12-volt 1-amp. bulb (discarded)

1 8-volt 1-amp. bulb (in use)~

Dry battery and bulb
2 yards flex

Total

In conclusion, I would strongly advise any motor-

cyclist who may manufacture such a lighting set to

invest a few extra shillings on an electric lamp of the

focussing type with parabolic reflector. Such a lamp
will give 100 per cent, more light than a converted

gas lamp, and may be obtained at any of the large

£ s. d.

. 10

.
9

. 2 4

. 1 8

. 1 8

. 1 8

. 3

. 2

. £1 4 4

stores for -?°s. or so. W. R.

A SIDECAR FUEL CONSUMPTION TEST.

FOR the past seven or eight weeks a lively con-

troversy has been raging in our correspondence

columns regarding the fuel consumption of

various- popular sidecar outfits. In an attempt to

settle the question, one of the original participants

in the discussion, Mr. H. S. B. Booth, decided to

organise a private test open to private motor cyclists. _

This fact was mentioned in The Motor Cycle, and

quite a considerable amount of interest has been aroused

in the affair. . Now, however, things have taken a

somewhat curious turn," as the following letter, ad-

dressed to us from Mr. Booth, 285, Harrow Road,

London, W.g, indicates :

—

" I enclose a. copy of a letter I have received from the

A.C.U. respecting the above test which I am organising.

Would your readers kindly give me their observations

thereon?
" Surely vie are not coming to the time when we must

apply to the A.C.U. for ' permission ' to use our machines ? I

can imagine that if the A.C.U. take to themselves more
power we will just have to patronise only those hotels bear-

ings jthe A.C.U. emblem. As to 'infringement of their

rules,' the remark is absurd, as I am neither interested nor
concerned with the rules until I subscribe to them.

" The test will take place whether the A.C.U. agrees,
dissents, or remains neutral, and particulars of the test will

be sent to any motor cyclist who feels that he can use his

machine in any way he chooses. Stamped addressed enve-
lopes can be forwarded to me at the above address."

[Copy.]

The Auto Cycle Union,
83, Pall Mall, S.W.I.
February 13th, 1922.

H. B. Booth, Esq.
Dear Sir,—My attention has been called to a paragraph

in the current issue of The Motor Cycle in which it states

that a private fuel consumption test which you are organ-
ising has now been opened to all makes of sidecars and a

limited number of solo machines.
. I would point out that such a competition is an open com-
petition and cannot be held without infringement of the
rules of the Auto Cycle Union unless a permit has been
previously applied for and granted.

Further, having regard to the fact that the number of

open competitions is strictly limited, I doubt whether, even
if you made application for a permit, my committee would
be prepared to grant it.

I shall be much obliged if you will kindly send me full

particulars as to what you propose doing in this matter.

Yours faithfully,

T. W. Loughborough, Secretary.

c 19
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7 h.p. James Sidecar Outfit.

SPECIFICATION.
ENGINE : 73 x 89S m.m. = 749 c.c. GEAR BOX : James 3-speed,

V-twin. clutch and kick-starter.

CARBURETTER; Cox single lever. FORKS: Brampton.
LUBRICATION : Drip feed. WEIGHT: 2961b. (solo).

TRANSMISSION : § x fin. chains. PRICE: £160, solo: £195, sidecar

TYRES : 28 x 3in. (Magdyno extra);

FROM time to time there has been considerable

comment in our correspondence columns on the

lack of British " big twins," except for one or

two machines fitted with proprietary engines. To a

certain extent the complaint is justified, if only engines

of between 950 to 1,000 c.c. are entitled to the name
of " big twin "; on the other hand, there are several

all-British one-factory machines which are undoubtedly
" big enough." A typical example of this type is the

7 h.p. James, and a recent road test has convinced us

of the fact that it will answer all the requirements of

nine out of ten sidecar drivers. Actually, the capacity

of the James is 749 c.c. (73x89.5), but the 251 c.c.

short of the 1,000 c.c. limit is not easily realised by
the owner, except in the matter of fuel economy.
Built as strongly and equipped as luxuriously as any
outfit on the market, the twin James supplies confirma-

tion of the fact that capacity is not necessarily pro-

portionate to power.

Following conventional lines, ex-

cept for the rectangular cylinder

fins, the engine is distinctive on

account of its clean exterior, a fea-

ture which is assisted in no small

degree by the incorporation of neat

cylindrical valve and tappet cas-

ings. These covers, which are

quickly detachable, assist very

materially in excluding grit from

the valve stems and guides, and in

assisting lubrication of these impor-

tant parts. Apart from the ap-

pearance of the before-mentioned

practical features, this should make
for greater ease in cleaning, a point

which is not without importance to

the fastidious owner. The magneto
(or Magdyno in this particular case)

lies in a protected position behind

the rear cylinder, and the chain

case enclosing the drive is com-

mendably free from excrescences.

Gear Box Design.
Gear box, clutch, and starter

are on generous and massive lines,

though the last-mentioned might

advantageously be provided with

an increased range of action.

Clutch control, in addition to the

normal handle-bar lever may be

effected by a conveniently placed

heel pedal at the rear of the right

footboard, and we found the clutch

sweet in action and the gears easy

to change under all circumstances.

As has already been indicated, the

makers have not "over-estimated the

capabilities of their production by
rating it at 7 h.p. On a 50-mile

journey, repeated on the following

day on a 4 h.p. solo machine, the

heavy sidecar' outfit was only seven

minutes slower, and on both occa-

sions there were excellent reasons

for being as quick as possible. Of
the well-finished sidecar our passenger spoke most
highly, while the driver's comfort is attended to by
spring footboards, long leg- shields, patented saddle
suspension and large diameter tyres.

Despite full equipment, including Lucas Mag-
dyno, and spare interchangeable wheel, the 7 h.p.

James is undoubtedly a fast machine. It will nego-
tiate all normal hills on top gear, and the average
single-figure gradient can be climbed at speeds well up
to the legal limit on the middle ratio, the lowest gear

being purely an emergency fitting, though nevertheless

useful for starting purposes. Control is simplified as

far as possible by a Cox single-lever carburetter, which
is conveniently adjusted to provide nice slow running
when closed down. Neither engine nor gear box is

noisy mechanically, and the exhaust is well silenced.

Throughout the whole range of speed (a wide one)

there is no appreciable vibration, and although there

is a slight snatch in the chairi transmission at anything

'._-__".. :-"lJ
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Road Tests.—

b e 1 w about 14

miles an hour on

top gear, this is

fully compensated

by the sweet "run-

ning of the machine
on middle gear. It

is safe to say that if

the average owner
made mors use of

his lower ratios, he
would extend - the

life of his machine
and considerably re-

duce tyre wear.

Special attention

must be called to

the finish of the

James machines ; the

black and brown
with buff panelling and gold
handsome effect, which at the s
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Even

unduly the ravages
of dust and dirt,

while the cast alu-

minium gear change
quadrant and the
polished magneto
chain case of the

same material, to-

gether with the
nicely rounded and
buffed crankcase and
gear box castings, all

enhance the hand-
some appearance^
One feature which

the twin James ma-
chines possess, and
which is peculiar to

themselves, is the

mounting of the

change-speed lever
on a stud on the engine timing cover; the construc-
tion eliminates a gear lever bracket clipped to the

frame, and the only part of the gear-*
operating mechanism carried on the
latter, therefore, is the afore-mentioned
quadrant. In conclusion, our main im-
pressions of the 7 h.p. James outfit are
that it is the equivalent to a luxurious
1,000 c.c. sidecar with the performance

of a sporting-

outfit.

The 7 h.p. James,

sidecar offers good

protection to rider

and passenger.

Note the valve

spring covers and

position of spare

wheel.

n winter Warwickshire lanes are not without their charms, and the 7 h.p.
James enables one to cruise in comfort.

and red lining give a

;ame time does not show

MOTOR TAXATION IN IRELAND.
General Feeling in Favour of a Tax on Petrol.

SO far the Irish Government has not given any indi-

cation of what its intentions may be with regard

to the taxation of motor vehicles. The Govern-

ment of Northern Ireland has decided to continue the

licence tax on' its present basis until an opportunity

occurs of considering the whole question. It would
seem likely that the Government of the Irish Free
State may be inclined to adopt a similar attitude, and
doubtless the new Irish Motor Legislation Committee
will be able to voice the views of motorists in Ireland.

As far as we are able to ascertain, there appears

to be unanimity of opinion amongst Irish motor users

of all classes that a reversion to the petrol tax would

be preferable to the British system of taxation by horse-

power, and we shall not be surprised to find that this

view is urged on the Government. It remains to be
seen whether the committee will be prepared to suggest

a policy in respect of the taxation of imports. As this

may be considered a political question, it is quite

possible it may prefer to be silent on the subject.

Another point of much interest to motorists in

Ireland to which the new committee will doubtless

apply itself is the obtaining of a guarantee from the

new Government that the proceeds of such duties as

may be imposed will be applied to the improvement of

Irish roads.

—

The Autocar.
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Annfleld Plain and District M.C.

This club has recently held its first

annual meeting, at which Mr. Percy
Taylor-Smith, of Colepike Hall, Lan-
chester, was elected president. The finan-

cial statement, which showed a credit

balance of £31 7s. 8d., was passed as

satisfactory. It was unanimously de-

cided to affiliate to the A.C.U. under
Scheme A.

Wolverhampton Auto-Nomads.

There was a good attendance at the

annual general meeting held at the Talbot
Hotel, Wolverhampton, on February 2nd.

The Chairman, Mr. H. B. Piper, in deal-

ing with a motion " that the club affiliate

with the A.C.U. for competition pur-

poses," called attention to trie policy of

the club as being especially constituted

for social events.

North Derbyshire M.C.C.

The annual general meeting was held

on Tuesday of last week, under .ihe chair-

manship of Mr. T. J. Roberts, at the

Portland Hotel, Chesterfield. Mr. A. W.
Webb presented the balance-sheet, which
showed a surplus of £31. Notice will be
given of the opening run of the season,

which will take place at an early date.

Secretary's address : Mr. Chas. Ullyatt,

14, Sydney Street, Brampton, Chester-

field.

Harrow and District M.C.C.

- A committee meeting was held on the
10th inst., with Prof. A. M. Low in the

chair. The first item of discussion was
the programme of events for the coming
season. Five of the General Committee
were chosen to form an " Events Com-
mittee," with Mr. W. J. Pbilpott as
" Events Secretary."

It was decided that the first annual
general meeting should be held on
Thursday, March 23rd, at the Club
Headquarters, Swan Hotel, Sudbury.

With Brighton, as usual the destina-

tion, the opening will be on March
18th. The committee dinner, which past

and present members of the committee
are eligible to attend, will be held on
March 1st, at Pagani's Restaurant, Great
Portland Street, London, W.l, at

7 p.m.
Yorkshire Centre A.C.U. -

Mr. J. N. Longfield presided at the

first annual general meeting, held in

Leeds on February 6th, over fifty dele-

gates being present. The secretary, Mr.
W. A. Dovener, reported that 12 clubs

constituted the centre at the beginning of

1921, and now the membership was 31.

All the officials were re-elected.

Yeovil and District M.C.C.

About fifty were present at the annual
dinner and prize distribution on the 11th

inst., Major H. C. C. Batten being in the

chair.

It, was mentioned at the dinner that
the club was the third largest affiliated

to the A.C.U. in the S. -Western Centre,
and it was hoped that it would be the
largest by next year.

Goldthorpe and Thurnscoe M.C.C.

Over 100 members and friends spent a

most enjoyable evening at the recent
annual dance and presentation of prizes

on the 8th inst. The M.C.s were Messrs.
Robinson and Reeves.
Mr. T. Bull, the president of the club,

presented two handsome cups, won by
Messrs. A. E. Booth and F. Horn during
1921.

Glasgow University M.C.C.

A non-stop reliability trial was held on
February 11th over a course, 35 miles in

length, of main roads and bye-roads, in-

cluding a very tricky short "colonial
section," which incidentally caused no
little anxiety among the competitors. A
very creditable performance was put up
by R. W. Saunders (8 Matchless sc),
but the premier award went to 0. Pater-
son (3^ Sunbeam sc).

Burnham, Highbridge and District M.C.C.

The inaugural meeting was held in the
Royal Clarence Hotel, Burnham, Somer-
set, on Saturday evening, Mr. Ford Til-
ley presiding over a good attendance.

Bolton and District M.C.
At a meeting held in the Central Res-

taurant on February 7th, which was well
attended, many new members were en-',

rolled, including several ladies. After'
the emendation of the rules, which was-
the chief business of the meeting, had
been carried through, the opening run
was fixed for Chester on March 5th.

Atherton and District M.C.C.
Under the captaincy of Mr. H. Bleak-

ley, the second run of the year took-

!

place recently, the destination being
Blackpool. There was a good turn-out.'
The road selected was through Astley
Bridge, Belmont, and Preston, which,
nearing the latter place, was in a bad
state. Further runs will be arranged at
a meeting to take place the last day in

this month.

Blaina and District M.C.C.
Dr. Brown presided at the annual meet-

ing and dinner, held at the Red Lion
Hotel, on Tuesday of last' week. There
was a large attendance. The following
officers were elected : President, Dr.
Brown; chairman, Mr. L. Murray;
treasurer, Mr. E. Campbell ; vice-chair-
man and captain, Mr. A. Roberts ; vice-
captain, Mr. E. Beeson ; secretary, Mr.
H. Prichard, chemist, Blaina.

Birmingham M.C.C.

There were well over fifty members
present at the annual general meeting at
the Imperial Hotel, Sir. A. D. Arter
in the-cnair. The balance sheet was dis-
cussed, and it was seen that the club,
after it had cleared all liabilities, had
still a good balance, and also a large
amount in War Stock and Bonds. The
secretary then stated that during the
last year they had admitted ninety-two
new members, and that the club was the
largest of its kind outside London.
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Club News.

—

Boss and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Opening meetings point to a very
strong membership being obtained for

this newly formed club. Anyone desir-

ous of joining should communicate with
the hon. secretary, Mr. H. J. Llewellyn,

Wilton, Ross.

Banbridge and District M.C.C.

There were fully three hundred guests
present at the recent club dance. The
hall was decorated with good taste, an
outstanding feature being the club

badge, which was prominently displayed

on the back of the platform.

Western M.C.C. (Glasgow).

Close on three hundred guests attended
the annual . dinner which was held on
Friday, February 3rd, in the Athenium
Restaurant, Glasgow, under the chairman-
ship of Mr. W. N. Simpson,.. the club
president. Evidence of the popularity of

the club was furnished by the large at-

tendance of English visitors from amongst
those, who were exhibiting at the Scottish
Show. During the speech-making the
Chairman referred to the new club house,
the subscription list for which had been
considerably over-subscribed.

Bohemian M.C.C. (Southampton).

The opening trial of the year of this

club will take place on March 26th. The
route will be : Southampton, Chandlers
Ford, Hursley, Winchester, VV'i:i:church,

Newbury, Reading (lunch,), and than via
Basingstoke to Winchester.

Newport and County M.C.C.

The recent annual general meeting
gave promise of a very successful season".

The hon. treasurer (Mr. E. A. Reid) pre-
sented a satisfactory report, showing a
bank balance of £26. Approximately
one hundred awards had been won by
members during 1921.

Connaught M.C.C.

A most successful evening was held at
the Mars Restaurant, Frith Street, Soho,
on the 9th inst., when some forty mem-
bers of the club were present. Mr. J.

Stanley Woodward, who is president,
occupied the chair. The company was
much intrigued by some novel competi-
tions, particularly the following : Fif-

teen of the component parts which go
to make the Connaught lightweight were
numbered and handed round, and the
correct title of each had to be written
against its respective number on the form
provided.

Folkestone and District M.C.C.

On Wednesday of last week a very
enjoyable overling was spent at Flessati's
Restaurant, Rendezvous Street. The first

half of the programme consisted of a
whist drive, and a dance and concert fol-

lowed.

Woolwich, Plumstead and District M.C.
On Wednesday of last week the club

held its annual dinner at the Shakespeare
Hotel, Woolwich, well over a hundred
members and friends spending a thor-
oughly enjoyable evening. That the
club pays attention to the social side was
proved by the number of ladies present

;

while the fine array of prizes for presen-
tation indicated a very successful year of

competitions, including, of course, the
one-day open event. All the speeches
were short, and not lacking in humour,
and a concert programme, contributed by
members and friends, brought the affair

to a very happy close.

In the absence of Mr. T. W. Lough-
borough, Mr. Viney occupied, the chair,

thus setting himself the task of speaking
on four separate occasions. He made
some interesting references to motoring in

earlier days. Other speakers were
Messrs. W. Whittaker, C. R. Collier,

T. G. Ross and H. H. Collier.

ORIGINAL SPRING FRAME TESTS.
Over Railway Sleepers and up a Vertical Bank on a McKechnie-Victor.

A CONSIDERABLE amount of atten-

tion has been attracted to the un-

usual suspension system embodied

in the McKechnie-Victor motor cycle.

It will be remembered that by the

McKechnie system the rider, engine, and

gear box are carried by a leaf spring

extending from the head to the rear

carrier,- a rigid duplex frame connecting

the rear wheel to the head and Brampton
forks attending to the front springing

of the machine.

Preparing the Testing Track

It was with considerable interest that

we undertook the observation of some
tests to demonstrate the efficiency of this

suspension. A special track was pre-

pared with sleepers laid crosswise in

grijups. These sleepers varied from 4in.

to 4|in. in height, and were spaced from
5in. to 24in. apart. Mr. F. W. Becker,
who was handling the machine, rode it

across these obstacles a number of times,

with the greatest of ease, and it was
most interesting to watch the proceed-
ings. Though the machine was ridden
moderately fast, and though the wheels
struck the obstructions violently the
rider appeared to float and to be sub-

jected to very Jittle shock, the wheels
bouncing independently of the main
frame.
After giving many demonstrations,

several attempts were made on an
almost vertical bank of about 12in. in

height. Each of these jumps was success-
ful, and though the gear box hit the top
of the bank, necessitating a steadying
foot, the machine otherwise made light

of the test.

We made a personal test of the machine,
riding it fast round a field of ridge and
furrow, and were delighted with the easy
floating sensation even over the worst
bumps, and, in consequence, we are look-
ing forward to an extended road test

in the near future.

ROUGH TESTING FOR A NEW SPRING
FRAME MACHINE.

The McKechnie motorcycle traversing baulks of

timber and charging a foot high vertical ban

Col. McKechnie, the inventor, intends
to ride one of these machines in the forth-

coming "Tour de France."
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cvcle,'
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply.
Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-
taining legal questions should be marked'" Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.
ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of ' The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary, way {enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will -be dealt
with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality.

BALANCING A SINGLE.

(1.) Will you give me the

formula for balancing a single-

cylinder engine? (2.) Is there

any way of doing it without dis-

mantling the flywheels arid crank-

shaft?—C.G.B.
(1.) It is the usual practice to balance the

whole of the revolving and somewhere
about half the reciprocating weight. (2.)

You will find it impossible to manage this

without dismantling the crank case

assembly.

ENGINE WON'T START.

I have an a.i.v. Kerry engine,
rTZl the horse-power of which I do
I % not know, but the cylinder is

L*-l about 2-|in. bore. The timing is

as follows : Exhaust valve opens
four-fifths down the firing stroke, and
closes when the piston reaches top dead
centre (inlet stroke). Ignition : Ad-
vance and retard lever in centre, piston
dead centre (top) points just breaking.

'

The engine has started once, but will

not start, again. Could you help me in

this matter?—H.F.
With the timing as described, and if

everything is in good order, there is no
reason why the engine should not run.
The ignition should be timed so that the
spark occurs on top dead centre of the
compression stroke with the magneto
control two-thirds retarded. Possibly
the reason of the engine refusing to run
after it first started is that the magneto
timing has slipped, and it would be as
well to verify this. You do not give us
enough details to enable very much help
to be given.

CONVERTING AUTOMATIC VALVE TO
MECHANICAL.

I am thinking of converting an
old automatic valve engine to a
mechanically operated overhead
inlet

_
valve. Do you think it

practical
. and worth the expense?

Should you think it worth while, please
give number of degrees inlet cam re-
quires setting with regard to exhaust
cam.—H. G. C.

If you convert the engine to mechanical
operation of inlet valve, the new cam
should be so arranged as to commence to
open the valve when the piston is on top
dead centre of the induction stroke. The
valve should then remain open through
about 200 degrees of crankshaft rotation,

c 24

closing when the piston has passed the

bottom dead centre. There is no actual

need, of - course, to introduce another

timing wheel and cam as you could

arrange for the opening of the inlet valve

from the existing exhaust cam by the use

of a suitably shaped tappet lever pivoted

correctly in relation to the cam. The
position of the pivot will have to be deter-

mined experimentally.

important Dates.

Sat., Feb. 25th—Colmore Cup Trial.

Sat., Feb. 25th, to Sunday, Mar. 5th—
Brussels Motor Cycle Show.

Sat., Mar. 4th—Inter-Varsity Hill-
climb.

Sun., Mar. 5th—Argenteull Hill-climb
(France).

Mon.,Mar. 6th—La Turbie Hill-climb
(Nice).

Wed., Mar. I5th—A.C.U. One-day
Trial for Stock Machines.

Sat., Mar. 18th—Victory Cup Trial.

Sat., Mar. 25th—East Midland
Centre A.C.U. Open Reliability
Trial.

Sat., Mar. 25th, to Sun., April 9th—
Tour de France.

Sat., April 1st—Western Centre
A.C.U.—Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., April 8th—B.M.C.R.C, Mem-
bers' Meeting at Brooklands.

Fri., April 14th, and Sat., April 15th.—
M.C.C. London-Land's JEnd Run.

Sat., April 22nd—N.-Eastern Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., April 29th—S. Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Hill-climb.

Sun., April 30th, to Sun., May 7th

—

Paris-Pyrenees Trial.

Mon., May 1st, to Sat., May 6th—Scot-
Ush Six Days Reliability Trials.

Sat. , May 13th-Northern Centre A.C.U.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., May 20th—S.-Western Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Tues., May 30th—Junior Tourist
Trophy Race.

Thurs. June 1st—Senior Tourist Tro-
phy Race.

Fri., June 2nd, and Sat., June 3rd

—

M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.
Mon., June 5th, to Sat., June 10th

—

Royal Scottish A.C. Light Car Trial.

Sat., June 10th—B.M.C.R.C. Open
Meeting at Brooklands.

Sat., June J7tb—Yorkshire Centre
A.C.U. Open " Colonial Trial."

Fri., June 23rd, and Sat., June 24th

—

Irish twenty-four hour Open Relia-
bility Trial.

Sat., June 24th—Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

TUBES FOR OVERSIZE TYRES.

Must one use a 28x3in. inner

tube for a 28x3in. outer cover

fitted on a 26x2^in. rim, or will

the original 26x2iin. inner tube

do? Would 26x3in. fit my
26x2^in. rims, or would they be in-

advisable?—T.M.G.
It is advisable to use a 28x3in. inner tube

with the 28 X 3in. outer cover, but it is not

absolutely essential; the 26x2iin. will

do. 26x3in. covers will not fit 26x2{in.

SOME TRIUMPH QUESTIONS.

How are the front hub bearing

cups of a Triumph motor cycle

fitted in?- Are they a driving fit,

or are they shrunk in? Also, by
increasing the number of friction

the Sturmey-Archer clutch.plates

could I do away with the fibre rings, as

I wish to convert the chain cover into

an oil bath, which, I believe, is im-

possible at present.—F. H.
The cups are pressed into the hub shells,

and you will find it quite an easy matter

to drive them out ; they are very easily

tapered. You cannot alter the clutch in

the way you suggest.

STIFFENING A SIDECAR SPRINGING
SYSTEM.

My sidecar has a transverse

leaf spring at the back, and the

top leaf has broken twice (load in

sidecar, list.). There does not

seem to be enough strength in the

spring, as it flattens out straight when
loaded, and when a pot-hole is. en-

countered the spring bends beyond its

limit, and so breaks. Would a central

.coil spring between the leaf spring and
the bottom of the sidecar give the

necessary support, or would it cause

rolling?—CM. H.
From your description, the springing

certainly does not appear to be up to the

load which it has to carry. The trouble

might be eliminated by fitting an addi-

tional long leaf immediately below the top

one. The coil springs which you suggest

should certainly help matters
; probably

two 6in. apart would be better than a

single central one, as there would then
be no tendency for the sidecar body to

roll about the central point, although the

front springs should prevent this to some
extent.
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VOLUMES AND PRESSURES.

Will you solve the following
problem for me? A mixture

(10%) of petrpl vapour and air is

compressed into a cubic foot at a

pressure of 50 lb. per sq. in. The
i
mixture is now exploded by means of an

i electric spark. What volume would
j

the resultant gases occupy at the
i

original pressure of 50 lb. per sq. in. ?

This seems a simple question, but I
i have been unable to get the information.

—E. A. C.

You do not say whether the 10% mixture
!is by volume or weight. As it would be
four times too strong by volume, weight
will be assumed, however. Taking 10%
by weight, it is still a very strong mixture,
the amount of petrol being 50% above
that required for theoretically perfect
mixture—in fact just ouside the range of

figures available for reference ; moreover,
the published' figures deal with higher,
compression (5 to 1 ratio—approximately
70 lb.), and therefore an accurate result

cannot be given. Working by extrapola-
tion from the results of Tizard and Pye,
for pure heptane, the explosion tempera-
ture will be in the region of 2,200° C,
and the volume of the cooled gases after

combustion 1.24 cu. ft. Assuming that
the gases were at 20° C. before explosion,
we have

:

absolute temperature before = 293°

after = 2,473°

therefore
volume after _ 2,473°

6
volume before 293°

2 473°
or volume after =

—

' x l-24=approxi-

fj5irai8@BLffi

293°

mately 10 cubic feet.

Owing to the lack of exact information,

and the extreme richness of the mixture,
one could not say more accurately than
between 8 and 13 cu. ft. For further in-

formation you should read the paper on
" The Character of Fuels," by Tizaud and
Pye. This appeared in The Automobile
Engineer of February, March, and April,

1921.

AFTER FAITHFUL SERVICE.

I have a 1913 3i h.p. J.A.P.-
engined Royal Ruby hub geared
motor cycle. It has been used to

draw a heavy sidecar, which it

has done successfully till just

recently. Now it cannot take top gear
without slowing down and knocking
heavily. Compression when warm is

weak. It runs very hot readily, despite

plenty of oil. The bearings seem all

right. What I would be glad to have
your opinion about is: (1.) Are those
signs of wear irremediable by valve
grinding (the seating looks very low) or

fitting new piston rings? (2.) Should
I get a new 3^ h.p. J.A.P. cylinder and
valves, ^etc. ? (3.) If I do so, shall I

need a new piston? (4.) Would such
new parts restore the original power of

the engine, seeing that the big and little

ends are all right? (4.) May I hope
for, say. six years' satisfactory running
by fitting those new parts (apart from
anything else going out of repair).

—

D.P.K.
(1.) The details you give do not indicate
sufficiently clearly the cause of tlie loss of

power; but in all probability it is due to

the wearing of some of the engine parts,
most likely the timing gear and valves.
If the exhaust valve seating is worn very
low, this may be the root of the trouble,
and, of course, the cams themselves may
have worn badly, and, in consequence,
have reduced the lift of the valves. (2.)
It might not be necessary to have a new
cylinder. It is quite likely that the
makers could recut the valve seating, and
you could easily renew the cams and
rockers if necessary. (3.) It does not
follow that a new piston will be needed
in the new cylinder, but new rings will
be advisable. "

(4.) If other parts of the
engine are in good order, there is no
reason why you should not have the
same service after fitting a new cylinder,
or otherwise having matters put in order,
as you did previously.

STRENGTH AND WEIGHT OF FRAME.
As I am rebuilding a motor

cycle frame to carry a 10 h.p. V
twin engine, I would like to
know: (1.) What is the wheel-
base of the frame to carry a two-

seater sidecar. (2.) What is the weight
of a motor cycle for heavy sidecar work ?

t
(3.) What weight would you advise me
to build the frame, to suit the above
engine?—J. M.

(1.) There is no fixed length of wheelbase

;

machines vary between about 54in. and
58in. (2.) Weight entirely depends upon
the specification, type of engine, and gear
box, etc ; we cannot give any definite

-figures. (3.) Weight does not necessarily
have anything to do with the strength of
the frame. By careful designing, it is

quite likely that a frame weighing 80 lb.,

for instance, can be made infinitely

stronger than one weighing 100 lb.

Weight depends entirely upon good de-
sign and excellence of material.
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SPEED WANTED;AT ANY COST.

I should be obliged if you
could give me information on the
following matters. I am under-
taking, as a hobby, the obtain-
ing of the maximum road speed

possible- from a 4 h.p. Triumph. I

have every facility for the work where
workshops, time, etc., are concerned.
The following are the alterations I
purpose making : (1.) Increasing the
compression ratio. (2.) Substituting a
slipper piston, and, of course, re-

balancing. (3.) Substituting a, new
cam giving timing : Inlet valve opening
^fe-in. before top dead centre ; exhaust
valve closing ^in. after top dead centre.

(4.) Lightening the valves, tappets, etc.

Kindly let me know the probable
maximum speed attainable.—J.W.

The standard Triumph machine is not
primarily designed for extremely high
road speeds, and in all probability it will
not lend itself to the attainment of a
higher speed than about 60-65 m.p.h.
(1.) The simplest way of increasing com-
pression would be the fitting of a domed
top piston, but it is doubtful whether
you could make an appreciable increase
without spoiling the running of the
engine. This depends entirely on experi-
ment. (2.) It is not certain that the
fitting of a slipper piston would effect

any considerable improvement. (3.)

Variations in timing must necessarily be
of an experimental nature, and we can-
not tell you whether the suggested altera-

tion will be advantageous or otherwise.
(4.) It should not be necessary to lighten
the' valves or tappet. Provided you
raised the compression, a little improve-
ment might be effected by reducing the
diameter of the flywheels slightly, so
lightening them and minimising oil drag.

An enthusiast who attempted to take his 5-6 h.p. Raleigh sidecar outfit through the recently

snow-covered roads in the Eastern Counties. The accumulation of snow beneath the sidecar

shows clearly the result of charging a snow drift. The rider felt a pride in passing stranded

cars on the way and being able to prove to their disconsolate occupants that it takes more
than an ordinary blizzard to stop a really good motor cycle.

c 25
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READER'S REPLY.
TYRE SIZES FOR 4J H.P. B.S.A.

Judging from the rim diameter which

your correspondent " H.J." gives, it

would appear his rim is the old style

26 x 2£, and if so, apparently he has had

the correct size of tyre, but as he says

the rim is not true this would probably

account for the rim cutting which has

been troubling him. This rim cutting

would also be accentuated if the edge

of the rim at the tyre seating is worn

or rusty.—David Moseley & Sons, Ltd.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Headers' replies to questions published

under this heading should be addressed

c/o The Editor, " The Motor Cycle,'

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,

E-CA, when they will < be forwarded

direct to the querists concerned.

"P.B." (Horley).—Comparisons of 8 h.p.

J.A.P. and 10 h.p. M.A.G. engines in

G.P. Morgan.
"W.B." (Bradford).—4i h.p. Quadrant:

Consumption, cooling brakes, balance and

torque of engine.

"B.W." (York's).—4 h.p. Dunelt outfit:

Consumption, cooling, climbing, and start-

ing.

"R.D." ' (Edinburgh).—Scott, 3| h.p.

and 3£ h.p. models : Reliability, consump-

tion life of gears and chains.

"C.S.C." (Salisbury).—34 h.p. Norton

(16H), solo : Touring, replacements, shock

absorbers, ground clearance.

"H.J." (Manchester).—Grado pulley on

1911 Triumph : Ratios, wear on belts

with sidecar, ease of control.

"E.R." (Stockton-on-Tees). — W.S.R.
variable jet on 4 h.p. Triumph.
"L.G.E.A." (Norbury).—44 h.p. Ariel

sidecar: Consumption, climbing, engine

noise.

"G.F.M." (Bedford). — 7-9 h.p. 1919

Indian, solo : Vibration, tyres, consump-
tion ; also 2| h.p. 1921 New Imperial

:

Climbing, general remarks and life of

small end.

"R.H." (Shoeburyness).—Levis Popular:

B.T.H. Sparklight: W.R.S. jet adapter.

"Anxious" (Banbury). — 2| h.p. 1921

Cedos, particularly with sidecar.

"J.F." (Liverpool).—Binks carburetter

for 34 h.p. Rudge: Power at slow speed

and consumption.
"J.H." (Belfast).—Binks carburetter on

2| h.p. A.J.S. and New Imperial: most

suitable jets (solo) and results obtained.

"A.H.L." (Ramsgate).—1921 10 h.p.

M.A.G.-engined w.c. Morgan: accessi-

bility of back wheel, stability on grease,

general reliability.

"G.C." (Wishaw).—7 h.p. James
(de luxe model outfit) and 4 h.p. Norton

with family sidecar.

"G.R." (Wakefield).—Atmos or Binks

on R.A.F. model P. and M.
" T.8.A." (Leicester).—2| h.p. A.J.S.

standard sports model : Speed and con-

sumption.
"J.D.M." (Edinburgh). — 6-7 h.p.

Ariel, 1921 outfit,

"H.H." (Derby).—4i h.p. New Hud-

son outfit; heavy loads in North Wales;

also 6 h.p. Excelsior.

"A.B.C." (Bradford).—Atmos or other

carburetter; W.S.R. jet adapter on

Claudel; most suitable mechanical pump;
all for A.B.C.

" S.A.A." (London, S.E.21).—W.S.R,

jet adapter on 1921 3£ h.p. T.T. Rudge-

Multi.

"F.W.M.D." (Jersey).—A.B.C. : gen-

eral touring and everyday use; compari-

son with Scott Squirrel and Zenith-Brad-

shaw.
" Novice " (Daventry).—6 h.p. Hazle-

wood outfit.

"J.A.P.W." (Edinburgh).—Most suit-

able leather belt, and effect on pulleys on

7-9 h.p. Rudge Multwin.
" D.Mc.A." (Glasgow).—B. and B. car-

buretter on Villiers two-stroke : Jet size

and consumption ; W.S.R. jet adapter

with above ; 28in. x 3in. tyres on 26in. x
2|in. rims ; Watsonian featherweight

sidecar with Villiers engine and three

speeds

THE FIRST FOUR-CYLINDER TWO-STROKE.

Near Feltham. The Hon. Victor Bruce demonstrating the running of the Low four-cylinder

two-stroke, described on page 228. On low gear there are 54 power impulses for each

revolution of the driving wheel.

In Liverpool.

The offices of the A. A. in Liverpool have

been transferred to 35, Dale Street.

The Razor King.

Those of our readers who use safety

razors may be interested to learn that

Mr. King C. Gillette is a director of the

Ner-a-car Corporation of Syracuse, N.Y.,

and that he recently celebrated his sixty-

seventh birthday by riding a Ner-a-car.

Kirkstone Pass.

After the recent snowstorms, the first

motor cycle to go over Kirkstone Pass was

a 34 h.p. Ariel with sidecar ; the crossing

was accomplished despite the fact that

the snow was still six inches deep and

the weather conditions only just made
vision possible.

A French Colonial Exhibition.

British manufacturers seeking new
markets for export should bear in mind
the great French Colonial Exhibition,

which is to be held at Marseilles from
April to November. Information re-

garding it may be obtained from the

offices of the, Paris, Lyons, and Mar-
seilles Railway, 179, Piccadilly, Lon-
don, W.l.

Electric Wiring.

Of great use to those who frequently
require different varieties of

_
insulated

cable is Ripault's Cable Chart. This
gives the sizes of a number of high ten-

sion and armoured lighting cables, to-

gether with small specimen sections of

the actual goods, which are manufac-
tured by Ripault's, Ltd., 1, King's Road,
St. Pancras, N.W.I.

Catalogues Received.

H. Jones, 778; High Road, Totten-
ham, London, N.17 : Leaflet showing
prices of four- sizes of lean-to and span
roof huts for motor cycles and sidecars;

the figures are very moderate.
Veloee, Ltd., Victoria Road, Six Ways,

Aston, Birmingham. A very well got up
catalogue, with lucid illustrations of the
Velocette machines. The various models
are illustrated, described, and priced.
The '' Coventry " Chain Co., Ltd., Spoil

End Works, Coventry. Particulars of
" Coventry " chains fitted to motor cycles.

A very useful list of motor bicycles giving

the model, date, type of chain required,

size of chain, and length in pitches of

each chain fitted.

Prices' Co., Ltd., Belmont Works.
Battersea, London, S. W.ll : A series of

booklets, one giving the prices of the

firm's motor cycle lubricants, another
entitled M.P.G., showing how best to get

economy with an internal combustion
engine, a third giving notes on the use

of paraffin and petrol substitutes in engines
designed to run on petrol, and, lastly, a

list of motor cycles and the grades of

Prices' oils recommended for each.

C26
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SOLO SETS.

The most efficient Dry Battery Solo Sets produced. Head
Lamp is provided with 6-volt bulb giving an exceptionally

brilliant light, and ample light is provided in the rear ramp.

Head and Rear Set. 5$in. front Head Lamp,
Mio/10 £4 10
Head Lamp Set only, Mro/7 £4

" Superba de Luxe " Head and Rear Set.

7 in. front Head Lamp, Mro/n £5 7 6

Head Lamp Set only, Mio/8 £4 17 6

MOTOR CYCLE HEAD LAMPS.

Excellent hnish
Exceptionally

efficient.

Fitted with Ad-
justable Handle
Bar Bracket
Attachments
and focussing

Type Holder.

"VOLEX "

DRY BATTERY
LIGHTING OUTFITS

for Motor Cycle and Sidecar
British Made.

Recommended for Home and Export.

COMBINATION SETS,

The "Challenge" 5 in front ..

The "Superba " 5% in. front .

.

The "Superba de Luxe," 7 in. front .

Complete with
Lam p holder
and Adaptor.

The " RAYONITE " Self-con-
tained Motor Cycle Electric
No accu- Head Lamp.
mul ator,
oil, or acid

requi red;
a brilliant

light ob-
tained at

will. The
conveni-
ence of this

self - con-
tained Set
cannot be
over-estimated, the pleasure of having a lamp always
ready for use without preparation will be appreciated.

Comprising Head Lamp (5^ in.- front), com-
bined with a strong metal container holding the " Ray-
o'-nite " Dry Battery, complete with bulb. Ready
for immediate use.

No. M9/1 £3 10
Spare " Ray-o'-nite " Dry Batteries, 10/6

Can be fitted in a few seconds.

ELECTRIC REAR LAMP.
Excellent finish

complete with
Lampholder and

Adaptor.

Price 7/6.

" Volex " Dry Battery Lighting Sets are the ideal no-
trouble outfit. No other battery outfit will give results
equal to the " Volex."
In satisfactory service for over 10 years with a con-
stantly increasing demand due to their reliability,

convenience, and economy in use.
These sets give from 9to 12 months' service,
in ordinary intermittent use, without renewal
batteries.
Specification.—6-volt "Volex" Dry Batteries in metal
container, Switchboard, Head Lamp (5^ in. front),

Side and Tail Lamps,Cord and Bulbs. i?|? 1 A A
No. Mc/4go, as illustrated . . Price **V lv U
Also su ppl ied with " Superba de
Luxe " Head Lamp (7 in. front). X? Q A A
No. Mc/450 ...Price *0 U U

Ready for immediate use.

POCKET TYPE METERS
Highly finished.

Accurate and Reliable,

o to 6 volts 9/6.
o „ 12 „ 9/6.
o „ 16 „ 9/6.
o „ 6 Amps. 9/6.
o „ 30 „ 10/6.

Combined Volt and Ammeter
u/6.

SECTIONAL LIST M/202 ON
REQUEST.

4Y2 h.p.

FLAT TWIN
REMARKABLE alike for its

great Silence and Reliability,

. this model has been described

in motor cycling quarters as
" Coventry's finest production.''

—

The illustration shows the all-

chain transmission (chain cover

removed).

If you are out for sport, our

new Sports model is a tempting

proposition well worth your con-

sideration.

44-h.p. Flat Twin Solo Model - £110

4t-h.p Flat Twin Sports Model - £100

4i-h.p. Combination Outfit - - - £144

Write for full particulars.

HIMBER LTD., COVENTRY
LONDON: 32,HoIborn Viaduct, E.C.I

Dealers everywhere.

Cambridge.

Gentlemen,—In January 1920 / purchased a Humber Flat

Twin Motor Cycle ; its records to-day are : MiIeage_approximately

8,500 miles, engine trouble nil, petrol consumption phenomenal.

Quite recently one gallon sufficed for 105 miles, a non-stop run which

involved a considerable portion of Birmingham, all Coventry and

Northampton. The machine has been tested under the severest condi-

tions. I rode for eight hours on end over the Welsh mountains, and

the roads in many cases were merely rough-hewn rock surface. It

has to be a very powerful machine to pass my Humber on the

road.—C. R. BENSTEAD.

In answering these advertisements it in desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle
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AIRMEN'S LEATHER
FLYING COATS
CASH WITH
ORDER. 65/= MONEY RETURNED

IF DISSATISFIED.

Oily 40 left. Cannot be repeated for 4 Times the Price.

All Coats have been worn but are In Good Condition-

CLOTHING BARGAINS
REGULATION TRENCH COAT

(Oilskin Inter-Lined) 55 -

' (Ditto & Fleece-Lined) 70 -

.BLUE GABARDINE TRENCH COAT (Wool) 45 -

(Ditto & Inter-Lined) 52/6
DINNER & DRESS SUITS - 60/- to 120 -

LOUNGE SUITS (Second-Hand) 35-, 807-
„ „ (New & Misfit) 40/- ,, 90/-

Casli frith Order. Money Returned if Dissatisfied.

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST AND SELF-
MEASUREMENT FORM ON APPLICATION.

Gent's Clothing of Every Description, Bought,
' Sold, or Taken in Exchange.

('Phone

:

Park 4817)MOSS BROS.
83-5, HIGH ST., NOTTING HILL GATE,
& 224, HIGH ROAD, KILBURN, N.W. 6

PR A TTI7M'C Motor & Sidecar HousesIMI lEill J for Quality and Value.

10x7x8. price £ll 2s. Floor 50/- Carriage paid. Ordernow
for immediate dispatch. Catalogue free showing other sizes at
proportionate rates. Al>o Bungalows, Greenhouses, Poultry-
licuses. etc. Our Agents, Messrs. J G. Graves, Ltd., Sheffield,
will arrange for easy payments.

— F. PRATTEN & CO., —
Midsomer Norton, BATH:

"ASLATT"
TYRE STOPPING (Panted,

"is 'the goods'" [vide a Burnley user).

TEST IT. Will save your L.S.D.
Permanently repairs at small cost, 1/3 & 5/- per
tube (post 1/5 & 5/4).

1HE ASLATT CO., WESTEND, SOUTHAMPTON.
Special Terms to the Trade.

Uh.p.,2£h.p.,&3h.p.
Petrol-ParaffinEngines
"For Farm or other station-
ary work. Hopper
cooled, magneto ignition-
governed, Easy to start.
Sent out complete, ready
to run. Send for list.

Delivery from Stack.i .' Delivery from Stock.

Booth's Motories, A.C., P
Sftw5£*

THE TAN-SAD PILLION SEAT

30/-

TAH-SAD LIMITED SSgS

E. T. MORRIS & Co.,
LIMITED,

139, Finchley Road,
N.W.3.

OLDEST AGENTS IN N.W. LONDON
Agents for :—

RALEIGH, TRIUMPH, ZENITH,
MARTINSYDE, ROYAL ENFIELD,
B.S.A., RUDGE-WHITWORTH,
ECONOMIC, and A.J.S. Motor Cycles,

Solo or Combination.

HILLMAN, ROVER, BELSIZE, and
COVENTRY PREMIER CARS,
ECONOMIC BUCKBOARD, any other

make oi Car or Cycle supplied.

B.S.A.'s., ENFIELD'S, ZENITH'S,
TRIUMPH'S, and BELSIZE CAR now

in stock.

1920 HILLMAN, all accessories, re-

painted, bargain £285. Only 6,000 miles.

Deferred payments, exchanges and Insurance.

AHCOL
Mileage Indicator

for

Motor Cycles.

TOTAL
AND TRIP
MILEAGE.

Manujaciitred
by

ANDREW HYSLOP & Co. Ltd.
3
Lo'„Oo

u
n?N

m
7
Rd"

SSjS*
MAGNETOS

M Makers: The ALL. Magneto Synd., Ltd., Coventry.
M Inquiries to S. Smith & Softs (ALA.), Ltd., Central

Works, London, N.W.x.

TheVw r.

Shaped^~~

SANDUM
Windscreen

Gives greatest comfort at least cost. Scientifically
desipned, most sturdily made, fits anv sidecar.

Costs only .. „ £2-15-0

mSandum Stdecarsm
336. Graus Inn Rd.. W.C.I

BENCH DRILLING MACHINE
WITH CHUCK,
Takes all Drills up to ! in.

sgm Splendid Value.

Approval—Money back.

Tuck & Blakemore.Ltd.
COVENTRY.

(PATENT)

SUPEB
DISCS

| MAKE Y0UI
MACHINE

DISTINCTiVl
Your Agent can suppl)

CORNERCROfT, LTD.

ACE WORKS,

COVENTRY.

THE «K' SERRATED
MOTOR CYCLE

OILCAN.
Fitted with BRASS

TUBULAR SCREW SPOUT

NO LEAKING JOINTS.

Post free 1 /9 each from
SOLE MAKERS:

J. KAYE & SONS, LTD.,
93 High_ Holborn, LONDON, and Lock Works, LEED

Ms
For your Motor Cycle or Car.

\

Built of Best Quality Timber.
Sectional. Tenant's Fixtures,

PRICES from £5 5 0.

Catalogues post-free.

FOTHERGILL &
SCHOFIELD,]

Warwick Road,

BATLEY,
Yorks.

Purchase of entire stock of

APOLLO ELECTRIC HORNS.
Guaranteed new and perfect.

Car type.—Usual price £6 6 o ; our price £2 5
Cycle „ — „ „ £z 15 o

; „ „ £1 5
All complete with ties and Klaxon push button.

Cash with order from

E. LOMAX, Factor,

192, Drake Street, ROCHDALE.
Special terms to traders.

Enamelled Badges for Clubs.

Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals (suitable awards for

Hill Climbs, Speed Trials and other Club events).
Challenge Shields and Cups.
" Club Colours " for fixing on machines.

Enquiries from Club Secretaries solicited.

Designs and Estimates free,

W. O. LEWIS (BADGES) LIMITED,
Howard Works, Howard Street, BHtMINGHAM.

C30 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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An Unparalleled Offer !—
—

METRO-TYLER
a w » THE SUPER TWO-STROKE NOW WITHIN THE REACH OF ALL. . ^ _ _
ZiOD THE ALL ENCLOSED DE LUXE MODEL XlOO

m

SPORTS

MODELS

from

£45.

Combinations

£73 10s.

Roller and Bali

Bearing

Engines.

THE ALL ENCLOSED DE LUXE MODEL
!

-d&r

m J
A ^sms^t 1 mm? (Me,

^7~a^^-
*1nii"jj|^™^n<i 1

"
r 1 Ti 1

1 iTF?W ' ji :'

'&fh 1 %
-1 °&£^&W

M.T.

LIGHT CARS

from

£125.

Roller and Bal

Bearing

Engines.

The only small Two-Stroke to obtain GOLD MEDAL in LONDON-EXETER TRIAL.

The METRO-TYLER CO., LTD., Banister Road, Kilburn Lane, London, W.10. wn&Tsk

REGISTERED * Jh TRADE MARK.
" The Symbol of Success."-

MARTINSYDE' 1922 Productions
Deliveries of our 1922 machines have com-

menced. The days of Spring are coming and

soon you will be wanting that new mount.

Why not see the Martinsyde Agent in your

district and let him show you the machine

you will eventually buy— the Martinsyde.

Our fully illustrated 1922 catalogue together

with the name of your nearest agent will be

sent you free upon request.

MARTINSYDE LTD. WOKING.

6H.P. COMBINATION
PRICE - - £160

Lighting & Windscreen extra.

m
m

i
w
n

:J

w

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." BI7
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38 and 75 GUINEAS.

WHY PAY
these amounts for a machine,

WHEN YOU CAN BUY AN

INDIAN PRINCE
MOTOR CYCLE

for 42 GNS.

SILVER PRINCE
for 46 GNS.,

which are acknowledged to be the FINEST VALUE IN THE WORLD,
and FINISH is up to any 100 GUINEA Model SHOWN at

OLYMPIA. SEND direct to US for LISTS if no LIVE agent in

your district. ALWAYS insist upon having SPECIFICATION before

BUYING and SEE THAT EVERYTHING CORRESPONDS.

MANUFACTURERS

:

TRYUS CYCLE CO.,
Johnstone Street, Birchfields, BIRMINGHAM.

a

BRAKE BLOCKS
LET US QUOTE YOU

ANY MAKE,ANY QUANTITY

ALL KINDS OF FIBREWASHERS

F.A.DUNMORE
15 FRANCIS ST

LEICESTER

Q

a

c

A.TURRELL&SONS,
Heieht Height

Ltb."Wth. to Ridie to Eave3
ft. ft. ft in. ft. in.

PORTABLE BUILDING WORKS
FOREST HILL, S.E.23.

7X
8x
9X 1
IOX 8

I2X 8
14 X 8
l6x 9
iSx 9
20 X 10

7 o
76
3 o ,

!*
84
87
? 9
89
90

5 o

5 3

5 6

5 9
6 o
63
64
64
6 6

Prices Carriage Paid Englanl
and Wales.

Made in sections, with double doors, with £in. tongued and grooved mated,
boards on strong framing. Roof matchboarded, and covered with good
quality felt, making same thoroughly weatherproof. Doors hung on strong
garnets, and fitted with lock and key and tower bolts. Windows glazed :

2ioz. glass. Flooring r Strong joists, one inch boards. All bolts supplied
for erecting house.

ALBION LIGHTWEIGHT
COUNTERSHAFT GEARS.

Three Speed with Clutch and Kick Starter.
Two Speed with Clutch and Kick Starter.

Two Speed, Plain Box.

SPECIFY ON YOUR NEW MACHINE, OR IF

YOU WISH TO CONVERT YOUR PRESENT
ONE SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

ALBION ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
UPPER HIGHGATE STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

London Stockists: H. Taylor & Co., Ltd., Store St., W.I.

T&.^^fi*^

Fully guaranteed.
Ask your agent
for grices

EIC MAGNETOS \i*.

Sampson Rd North,

BIRMINGHAM.
Vest of'England'ServiceDepot

W- B • COEAM
MPVfeforia Ct. Bristol

MAGNETOS

cdei 42 (as ihus'rated"—Blade finish. Nickel-plated
bezel. Indicates speeds to 60 miles per hour. Total
mi'easra counter to 10,000 and repeats. Quickly
reset trip-counter.

Price £B 5 O (or without trip. modeMo) £5 IS
Tack wheel drive for
Triumph. 5s. extra.
Back wheel drive fur
Indian or Hnrley-David-
6oii, 10s. extra.

Man ujac ure<X by
NORTH & SONS,
Ltd., WATFORD, &
ld.Sjho -q..London,W.l

i SPEEDOMETERS f<

£ "?*"

KEEP HIM OFF

!

1 his little beggar works

whilst you're asleep or

busy — takes pounds

and pride off your

"outfit." Stop his ac-

tivity with "Corrosine"

the Rust-Preventer and
" Derusta " the Rust-

Remover.

In 1/6 and 2/6 sizes, of all enterprising dealers,

or direct from
—The Rust-Preventer Firm,

—

Union Works, SMETHWICK.HOWSE'S
118 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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If you want

what you want

when you want

it, read and use

the Want Ads.

of the DAILY
EXPRESS.

An invaluable guide

to what's what in the

Motor Cycling wor

The articles on motor cycling written exclusively

for the DAILY EXPRESS are an invaluable index to

whatis going on in the motor cycling world. Written

by keen and practical riders, they deal with every phase

of motor cycling in a striking and individual way.

These articles form an extra "exclusive article " to

your morning paper if that paper be the DAILY
EXPRESS for only in the DAILY EXPRESS can

these articles be found.

In order to avoid missing any of these articles, order

the DAILY EXPRESS to be delivered to you
regularly.

Read the

£7,000
FREE INSURANCE

The

DAILY EXPRESS

insures YOU and

YOUR WIFE against

ACCIDENT
and

ILLNESS

for one registration

Buy to-day's issue

and fill up the

coupon

fln

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle
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Just a Selection from oiir Stock of over 50 New 1922 Models.

B.S.A

ZENITH.
3£ h. p., Bradshaw, oil cooled .

." .. £113
3i h.p., all chain, 3-spsed, clutch and k/s 118
5 "h.p., sports HO

RUDGE.

3l h.p., I.O.M. Multi £77

4i h.p., K.2, chain cum belt

4ih.p..Hz
6/7 Combination . .

4l i.p.

all

4* h -P-

HUMBER.
flat twin, 3 speed clutch and k/s,

chain drive combination . .

, sports model, 3-speed
£144
100

CALTHORPE.
2^ h.p. single speed, 2 stroke

2$ h.p., 2-speed

2% h.p., Jap, 2-speed clutch

2J h.p., 2 stroke, 2-speed clutch .

.

Kick starter, £5 extra.

£36
45
65
60

NEW IMPERIAL.

2:5 b-p. model I, Jap, 3-speed

2$ h.p., model I, Jap, 3-speed clutch and k/s

2J h.p., model I. Jap, 3-speed clutch and
k/s, all chain

2j h.p., I.O.M. sports

4 h.p., I.O.M., 350 c.c.

5 h.p., combination

£63
69

73
80
84
145

Extended payments from 4% extra. Full list of new and secondhand sent post free.

ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR CO., LTD., 9-10-11, Royal Parade, West Croydon.
Croydon 2450.

Get it at TAYLORS
Sol; London anil District Distributing Agent

Extract from "MOTOR CYCLE" Nov. 17th, 1921.
" The big single two-stroke is another type of motor cycle which will

interest the prospective purchaser of a medium powered machine. In

this class the ' DUNELT ' is the best known ; in fact the only one
made.iu any quantities, and one member of our staff, who has owned
one for the past year, has found it eminently satisfactory. In its

road performance it resembles a 5-6 h.p. twin, and, as it possesses the
slow pulling qualities of all two-strokes,- it may be regarded as a top
gear machine, in that it is not necessary to change down; t

much in traffic, or corners, or on hills, for the '. DUNELT

'

*
pulls well on a hill almost to a crawl, when the majority *JS3i
of four-stroke singles would knock and konk out."

for A.J.S., Excelsior, and Dunelt Motor Cycles.

THE IDEAL FAMILY OUTFIT.
The Dunelt is often referred to as the Ideal Family Outfit for the man
of moderate means. It is capable of taking three adults practically

anywhere, and for ease of control the Dunelt is unbeatable.

For those wishing to purchase out of income we add only 4 per cent,

to the purchase price as follows :

Dunelt 4 h.p. comb, with spare wheel and-tyre .. ..{113 5 o

4 per cent, interest . . .-."" • • 4 10 6

Total 117 15 6

Deposit .

.

. . -
-__ • - • - 37 15 6

Balance £'80 o o

The £So balance is payable in 12 monthly instalments of £6 13s. 4a,

May we sendvou a catalogue and order form. Please state

whether you wish to pay cash or purchase on the E.P. System.

Brief Specifications.
Patent 4 b.p. single cylinder 2-stroke

engine 500 c.c. Sight feed lubrica-

tion, Sturmey Archer 3-speed gear,

clutch and_kick-stafter; 26x2* de-

tachable interchangeable wheels.

Price complete with Sidecar, storm
apron and spare wheel and
tyre .

.

.

.

.- . . £"3 .5

2S>: 3 tyres extra ,

.

. . £4 o

Ho TAYLOR & Co*, L
SHflWHODMS 52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington, S.W.7MIUV^KUUMS

2Ui st0fe streeti Tottenham court Road, W.
'Phones
Telegrams

Kensington 7260, Museum 1240^
:i Dynametro, Westcent, London."

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Blackburne.

1 Q20 Semi-sporting 4h.p. Blackburne, first-class con-
L*J dition, full accessories and spares, special mud-
-uards; £65.—Holland, Handscombe, Stoneygate,
Leicester. [9193

| Q20 2-%h.p Blackburne Combination, Canoelet
LU sidecar, 2-speed, clutch, kick start, equipped
iolo, £55; combination, £63.-31, Drakefteld Rd.,
Upper Tooting. L9561

Bradbury.
TDRADBtTRY 4h.p. 1921, unused, unlicensed, a bar-

gain; £80.—Motor Co., Hereford. [1071JL>

l CI 20 6h.p. Bradburv Combination, fully equipped;
L«7 £90.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, ~

BRADBURY, 1914,
offers.-Nisbett, 43

Gt. Poitland St., MM.
[9878

4h.p., excellent condition

;

Minard Rd., Catford, S.E.6.
[8241

BRADBURY" 4b. p., new, latest model, fitted with
Jamps, etc.; .£92.—R. Wm. Tbomas, Cycle

igent, Dolgelley. [9663

BRADBURY Combination, 1920, 4n.p., 3-speed,
beautiful turnout; 78 gns.; take- older lot part.

-57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [9485

BRADBURY 6h.p. Combination 1915, stored during
war, in excellent condition, tax paid; £75.

—

iVood, Talbot Hotel, Kington, Herefordshire. [9180

BRADBURY, 6b.p., 1921, new, 3-speed Combina-
tion, Millford sidecar; best offer secures, or ex-

;hange entertained.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St.,

Acton, London. [9733

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2%b.p.
Bradbury, new 1921 model, reduced to £55;

ilso 6b.p. combination, new 1921, reduced to £130;

no ei'tra charge for easy-terms. [9970

BRADBURY 1913, 4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, new
belt, good tyres, lamps, horn, licence paid, ex-

-ellent running order, any trial; £33.—Mortimer,
Rushall, Marlborough, Wilts. (D) [9269

Sprirr Farts

:

BRADBURY Spare Parts.—See our advertisements

under Parts and Accessories.—Bright and Hayles,

78, Church St., Camberwell. [9630

Brough.
VTEW 1922 3%h.p.

v
O.H.V., speed modeL 70m. p.h.,

very sporty "machine ; £il0.^-Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Rd., Birmingham. [1031

£28.—Brough and Sidecar, 6h.p., Mabon gear.—
Clifford Wilson Manufacturing Co., 177, West-

minster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [1041

Brough Superior.

BROUGH SUPERIOR, Mark II., in stock for

immediate delivery.— Pickering, Shrewsbury.
[8593

BROUGH SUPERIOR, 8h.p., o.h.v., dynamo light-

ing set, speedometer, electric horn, complete set
spares, perfect throughout; £135 or offer.—128, Alder-
man's Hill, .N. 13. [9915

BROUGH SUPERIOR. late 1921. special 8h.rj. o.h.v.

J.A.P., guaranteed 80 m.p.h., mileage 500, com-
plete with Swan sporting sidecar, finished in blue

with disc wheel, all accessories (Lucas), spares, and
tools; all puncture-proof tubes any trial; £150.—
Rae, Annickvale, Saltcoats. T9047

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor_Co.. Ltd., Service Depot,
and sole London agents for the Brough Superior,

the sporting rider's ideal.—Immediate delivery of 1922
models at reduced prices. Mark I., 90x771/,, o.h.v., 3
speed, clutch, and kick starter, £160; Mark I., sporting
combination, step, mat, screen, etc., £180, or with
special side valve J.A.P. engine, same price; Mark
IT. 6.5, mag., 72x90, 3-speed, clutch, and kick starter.

£125; sporting combination, step, mat, screen, etc.,

£150. Demonstration models in stock. Catalogues sent
post free on request.—The Allen-Bennett Motor Co.,

Ltd., 9-10-11, Royal Parade, London Rd., West Croy-
don. 'Phone : Croydon 2450. [0733

Brown.
£12 2r;ih.p. Brown, M.O.V. magneto, 2-speed gear

box, K.S., requires cylinder.—King, Egrove, Oxford.
[9719

f)3h.p. Brown, clutch, etc., very reliable machine,
/W4 bargain ; £20 ; accept bicycle part.—Stevens,
Roseleigh, Springwell Rd., Heston, Hounslow. [9600

B.S.A.

"D.S.A. 1922 Models in stock; catalogue with pleasure.

B.S.A. Specialists.—County Cycle and Motor Co., Frond
St., Birmingham.

4
[4678

and Sidecar, done 1,000 miles, not scratched,
£115.—Apps, Bracknell. - [9765

THE Morri? Garages, Oxford.—Prompt deliveries of
all B.S.A models. [9296

B.S.A. 1922.—All models; immediate deliveries.

—

Clifford Motories, Eastwood. Notts. [8827
"2Q21 K.2 B.S.A., with sidecar, unused, shop-soiled;
•*•«/ £124.—The Morris Garages, Oxford. [9287
I Q20 B.S.A., 4idh.p., model H., small mileage; £75.
Xt/ —32, Lawson Rd., Southsea, Hants. [9801
SHREWSBURY Agent for B.S.A.—19,22 solo and^ combination in stock.—Pickering, Shrewsbury.

[8594

R.S.A.
•*-* licensed

;

DEPOSIT

<£20

£15

£15

12 MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

ROYAL-RUBY.
2* h.p., fully equipped
new condition

<£15

CLEVELAND, 1920.
3 h.p. 2-speed, K.S./C,
fully equipped .

.

BAT, 1913.
6 h.p. C.B. Combination
3-speed, C./K.S., hood
screen, speedometer .

,

SCOTT, 1914.
SJ h.p. 2-speed, K.S.,
Sinks, Lucas access-
ories, speedometer

£ 1-2-6

£2-13-9

£3-11-8

£2-4-10

£17-10
RUDGE, 1919
bih.p. J
equipped, tax paid

P. & M

Si h.p. Multi, fully .P9,,1 Q„Q

f»*)C P. & M., 1918/19.
oSj L,\J 3£ h.p. C.R Combination

£45

£14

{not ex-R.A.F.) fully
equipped, Lucas access-
ories, fine condition .

.

INDIAN, 1921.
7-0 h..ii, combination,
electrically equipped,
tax paid, as new. Cost
£230 ..

DOUGLAS, 1914.
21 h.ti., sporting com-
bination, fully equipped,
tax paid, excellent con-
dition

£3-11-8

£9-8-0

£3-0-0

£40

£30

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920
7-9 h.p. C.B. Combina-
tion, electrical model
fine condition . . .

,

£8-10-3
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920.
7-0 h.p. electrical model,
electric horn, new con- OA C t
dition obD-U-U

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OF
1922 MODELS BY ALL THE
LEADING MANUFACTURERS.

Exchanges. Deferred Payments.

BOLTON: MANCHESTER:
Bradshawgate.

Tel.: 1348.

245, Deansgate.

Tel : Cen. 864.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

1Q21 Chain Drive 4'/ih.p. B.S.A., perfect condition,
J-«J accessories: £80.—33. Cnwlev Rd.. Oyfnrrlaccessories; £80.—38, Cowley Ed., Oxford.

[9583
Model K. fullv equipped, perfect order;

-Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
[9880

Combination (new June. 1918). chain, East-
Al condition; £68.-40, Lome Rd., Forest

[9074

inil B.S.A. 3'/oh.p. Phillipson T.T. Model, excel-;
-LU lent, date and condition guaranteed; £32/10.

—

Below.

1<kl9 B.S.A. 4'/ib.p., 3 speeds, equipped i

-Lt/ date and condition guaranteed; £67/10
122, Maida Vale. 'Phone,

~

B.S.A.,
£50.-

TO.S.A.
J-» ing,
Gate.

new,
|

Goad,;
[9935.

NEW 1921 4i/ih.p. B.S.A. Combination
sories; £130.—Bounds, Garage, 223,

Kilburn.

B.S.A. 1921 414J1.P., chain
sidecar, mileage 1,500;

Gate, Bridgnorth.

TJ.S.A.'s, all models

St.,

-Harry Nash,
Hammersmith.

Hampstead 1353

and aocea-
High Rd.,

[9226

and belt drive, .No: 3
£130.—Foxall, Postern

[9504,

;
exchanges, highest prices given.!

Contracting Agent, 365, Kins
[9828

1 Q19 4Vih.p. B.S.A., -3-speed, K.S., excellent con-:
J-*/ dition; must sell.—E. C. Linington, Nether

Hampshire. [9213

GNS.—1915 B.S.A., 3-speed, countershaft,'

4 l,ih.p. ; snip. Exchanges.—Kent's, 417,'

Lord St., Southport. [9539

OCTOBER 1919 B.S.A. 414h.p. Combination, splen-
did condition, all on, appearance new; £85.—134,

Earlsbrook Rd., Redhill. [9437

D .S.A.—Bambers are official agents; exchanges a
-*-* speciality; deferred payments.—2, Eastbank St.,

Southport. 'Phone : 607.

Wallop,

40

B.S.A. 1921 4i4h.p. H.2
with coachbuilt sidecar,

B

[7238

Model, all-chain - drive,

shop-soiled only; £120,
P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [9849

B.S.A. 1922, brand new 4i4h.p., Model H.2, in
stock; £110; easy payments arranged; lists free.

—Wilkins Simpson, Opposite Olympia, London. [9241

.S.A., 3V2h.p., kick- start, clutch, excellent con.

dition throughout, lamp, horn, accessories, taa

paid.—Carisbrooke, St. George's Rd., Sevenoaks. [9061

B.S.A. 1916 Coachbuilt Combination, 5-speed

countershaft, well tyred, screen, lamps, Tan-Sad,
1922 paid; 60 gns.—Hillrise, Surbiton Hill Rd., S.W.

[9247
K KGNS.—4%h.p. 3-speed B.S.A. coachbuilt Com-
O O -* bination, lamps, windscreen, taxed, excellent

condition.—15, Elsenham St., Southfields,' S.W.18.
[9441

B.S.A.—Get your new 1922 B.S.A. from Geocrgs

Smith's, Clapham Junction, 268-270, Lavender
Hill, 1 min. station. Cash, easy payments, ex-

changes. [9357

B.S.A. 1920 Canoelet Combination, electric lighting,

excellent order; £79. 1922 models in stock; ex-

changes arranged.—R. B. Clark & Co., 7, Exhibition

Rd., S.W.7. [9001

B.S.A. 4'/lh.p. Combination, C.B., believed 1917,^
3-speed, countershaft, speedometer, lamps, hood,

excellent condition, tax paid; 49 gns.—1, Priory Rd.,

Kew Green. [9505

B.S.A. 1922 model,. H.2, chain drive; £110; ex-

changes, extended terms.—Elce; Ltd., _15-16,
Bishopsgate Ave.,
Avenue 5548.

Camomile St., E.C.3. Phone

:

[0067

all 1922 models supplied, exchanges; also

new 1921 4 14h.p. K.2 Combination, No. 2

B.S.A. sidecar; £114—Eagles and Co., 275, High
St., Acton, London. [9736

19 B.S.A. Combination, 3-speed, kick start, Tan-
Sad, speedometer, luggage carrier, lamps, and

accumulator, verv little used; owner unable to ride.—
59, Clarendon Square, Euston, N.W.I. [9658

SA., 1920, 4»4h.p., Millford sidecar, Easting.

Lucas accessor es, speedometer, full spares, tax

paid, any trial or examination; £80, lowest.—27,

Holmesdale Avenue, East Sheen. [9400

"| 021 B.S.A. 4'4h.p., chain drive model with coach-
AtJ built sidecar, complete- with lamps, horn,

speedometer, etc.; £110; _ easy payments.—Harroda
Motor Cycle Dept., 118,

"D.S.A.,
-*-* new
B.S.A
St., &

19 1

accui
59,

B

1922B.S.A.-A11
Best prices allowed

B

Bromptcm

models

Rd., London.
[9382

lor immediate delivery,
second-hand machines.

Let Lis*"qiiote you.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Ham-
mersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmith 80. [7509

"I Q19 V/ih.p. B.S.A. and sidecar, 3-speed gear,

It! clutch, kick starter, two new tyres, sidecar

screen and all accessories, in perfect condition and
open to any trial; £63.—Cox, 60, De Freville, Cam-
bridge. t9615

SA July 1921 4*411. p., all-chain, seml-T.T. bars,

footrests, mileage 2,170. original tyres unpunc-
tured, Lucas lamps and horn, spare tube, chain,

sprocket, valve, plug, chain-links, etc., complete tool-

kit appearance excellent, mechanically perfect;

£87/10.—45, St. John St., Oxford. L9461

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

B2.1
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

OCTOBER, 1915, 4l/>li.p. B.S.A. , chain-cum-Mt, un-
used three years, Jamps, hum, Lyres, belt, enamel

good, fully licensed, insurance; £55, offers', will ride
100 miles, Sundays.—Walker, T.6, Pembroke College,
Cambridge. - [9116

-| Q21 6-7h.p. Twin B.S.A. Combination, spare wheel,
J-*7 D.A. lighting, speedometer, Easting, largest
sidecar, as brand new throughout; cost £208,
accept £135.-37, Canterbury Rd., Ball's Pond Rd.,
Dalston, N.l. L9963

B.S.A. 4i/ih.p. 1920 chain drive Combination, new
condition, Hopley folding chassis, special body

for adult and child, new tvres._ lamps, horn, wind-
screen, hood, spares; £98.—Manager. 31. Shardeloes

Rd., New Cross. " [9075

1 Q21 B.S.A. Combination, B.S.A. 4Mh p. engine
J-*7 R.34, luxurious Rennoc car, strong tip-up

child's front seat, complete equipment, spare belt,

valve, kit, step, luggage grid, honestly perfect, cared

fpr, admittedly handsome lot; £115, or near.—20,
Glissoh Rd., Cambridge. [9185

4>52 4V4h.p. B.S.A. Combination, No. 3 £35 sidecar,^ 3-speed, countershaft, licensed, cameo screen,

hood, F.R.S. lamps, Stewart speedometer, etc.,

1914-15, 1921 improvements, appearance and condi-

tion practically as new
;

photo,^ stamp ; any examina-
tion.—Bacon, Offington Lane, Worthing. [9506

WAUCHOPB'S, 9, Shoe Lane. Londun—B.S.A.
1922 models, K.2, chain and belt transmission,

£107- with No. 3 sidecar, £139; model H.2, all chain

drive, -£110; fitted with B.S.A. sidecar, £142;
BS\ 6h p. twin motor cvcle. £132; fitted with

BSA. sidecar, £164; B.S.A. 8h.p. twin combination,

£185; easy terms and exchange; box carrier com-

binations from £139.—'Phone : Holborn 5777. [9971

BS.A. 1921 7-8h.p. Combination, very special,

original Olympia Show -model, Lucas mag.

dynamo, electric lighting, electric horn, Cowley

speedometer, spare wheel complete, spare tubes, lug-

gage carrier, special hood and wind screens, tax paid;

cost £290; price £150, or deferred payments, £30

down, balance 12 monthly payments; any trial and
examination.—Flat 1, 46, Emperor's Gate, Kensing-

ton, W. 'Phone: Regent 4945. [9^91

Syare Tarts

S A. Spares.—Immediate delivery—Kays, 8, Bond
St., Ealing. t3609

.S.A. Specialists.—All spares by return.—County Cycle

and Motor Co., Broad St., Birmingham. [4677

GODFREYS', Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London,

W 1 —Complete stock of all B^S.A. spare parts

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, stating

rear of manufacture. [0/5U

Calthoipe.

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2%h.p.| -1920, 2-speed, per-

fect; £45—Clark, 7, Exhibition Road, S.W.7.
[7838

CALTHORPE 1921 Combination, actually in stock
for immediate delivery; cash or deferred terms;

place your orders with the Calthorpe specialists.—
Burlington Motors. Ltd., Clapbam Common, S.W.4.
'Phone : Brixton , 2417. l0"5O9

Campion.
£)ih.p. 1914- Campion-Precision, 2-speed. running
^4 order, £10.—Hammond, Waterloo Rd., Shepton
Mallet. [9066

£28 or near offer.—1915 2 r:ih.p. Campion-Jap,
Sturmey-Archer 3:speed, kick start, hand clutch,

lamps, etc., good "running order, bargain.—Field,
Steeple Aston, Oxford. [9464

Chater=Lea
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London.-1922

Chater-Lea; agents all models^ supplied on easy

terms or exchange. [9972

IMMEDIATE delivery all models 1922 Chater-Lea
motor cycles; stamp for catalogue.-—H. Beardwood,

147, Burlington St., Liverpool. [9851

CHATER-LEA, S^h.p., 1921. disc wheels, lamps,
horns, all accessories, splendid condition; bar-

gain £45; low mileage, 600.—Apply, 61, Golden Lane,
before 6. [9068

Cleveland.

CLEVELAND, new 3h.p., 2-speed, clutch, K.S.

;

£48. Drummond 3V.in. treadle s.c. lathe, with
I.e. attachment, and Indian " Scout " combination
(ranted.—70, West Hill, E. Putney. [9795

Clyno.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London. -2K.1i.d.
1919 Clyno, 2-stroke; £35. [9973

CLYNO Combination, 6h.p., 1917, insured, must
sell; 47 gas.—129, Larkhall Lane, Clapham.

[9232
K-6h-P- Clyno Combination (equal new): £90 wanted;
tl 2-stroke.—Hammond, Waterloo Rd., Shepton
Mallet. [9065

"|017 Clyno, 2-stroke, 2-speed. clutch,- all on, good
A*J condition, not done 200 miles since overhaul
by makers; £30 or near offer.—Parfitt, Holly House,
Peasedown, nr. Bath. [9133

An Opportunity for

Keen Buyers.

A FEW

SPECIAL BARGAINS

Motor Cycling
DRIVING GLOVES.

Made of the best quality soft
leather. Could not be purchased
even on to-day's slump prices at
double the price.

4/9 Pair.
POSTAGE 6d

Extra.

BEST QUALITY
HEAVY CARRIER

STRAPS.
Made from superior quality
leather by one of the largest
saddle manufacturers. 30in.
long and 1 in. wide.
Price the set as shown.

1jg» PER PAIR
/O POST FREE

SPECIAL LINE OF IGNA PLUGS.
Mica, single point metric i in. reach. The
material and workmanship of these plugs are
perfect to ensure engine efficiency.

9 /„ _Original_

Price 4/6.

LEATHER
JERKINS.

Made from superior

quality tan leather.

Very soft and pliable.

Lined and double
stitched. Can be worn
over or under
your overcoat. Could
not be produced, even
on the present slump
prices at less than 30 -

each. Stock is not
large and when cleared

cannot be repeated.

I©/" each.

Postage 1/- extra.

Ail these bargains are sent on
7 days approvalagainst remittance.

ORDER THE London's Leading Tyre
House

264-266,
VAUXHALL
BRIDGE ROAD,

s.w.

CUT!
— WAY

aglDlllllliDigB

—— 'Phone: Victoria 6553-4.

= r = CC3no»CHCCl>E|HniEH"B"BQ*aCEBn

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

1 Q 17 Clyno Combination, 3-speed, K.S., elect)
-*- ^lighting, windscreen, perfect; 52 gns.—17, Re
fern Rd., Harlesden, N.W.10. 194;

"I <Q 1 7 Clyno 5-6h.p. Combination, excellent com
J-tf tion, four detachable wheels, tax paid to ei

of year; £58.-248, Bentiey Rd., Doneaster. [94*

6h.p. Clyno Combination, 1917; sidecar new 192
good mechanical condition; £70; nearest offer.

Davies, 10 B, Hut, Beaufort, Breconshire. [97;

"I Q21 Clyno, 2-stroke, 2-speed, fully equipped, ar
J-*/ in excellent condition; an unrepeatable bargai
at £45 cash.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell Si
Oxford. [781

1{jl7 Clyno Combination, K.S., 3 speeds, spa
J-t/ wheel, -best tyres, quantity spares, Tan-Sad, fii

condition; £65 or near offer.—Evans, Grocer, Lambe
hurst, Kent. [95£

CLYNO 6h.p. Combination, coachbuilt sidecar
1

speeds, all-chain drive, totally enclosed, clntcl

kick start, detachable and interchangeable wheels an
spare, very good tyres all round, outfit is in excee*

ingly good condition throughout, any trial and e:

animation; £50.—R. Watson, Victoria Rd., Aldebnrgl
Suffolk. [983

Snare Parts : _
CLYNO Spares.—Immediate deliverv.—Kays, 8, Bon

St.. Eaiiug 1361

Connaught.
"I Q 22 Connaughts from stock.—J. C. Pickerinj
J-t/Mardol, Shrewsbury. [859

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London.-New 192
Connaught motcr cycle. [99?

CONNAUGHT 2'^h.p. 1921 model, Lucas lamps-an
horn; £45. Exchanges.—Newnham Motor Co

223 Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmit
80,

'

[752

-| Q22 2";ih.p. Connaught; £45; we have one on!

JLt/ 1921 shop-soiled model; £39.—Write or call

W. & H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Mar
Chester. [935

CONNAUGHTS.—All 1922 Models in stock; limite;

number of shop-soiled and secondhand machine
from £30; extended payments arranged; trade suj

plied.—Connaught Depot, 111, Great Portland St.

W.l. 'Phone, Langham 1968. [932.

Cotton.

COTTON-VILLIERS 1921, as new, 2V.h.p„ 2-spceO

sports model, discs and. accessories, must sell

39 gns.; cost £75.—After 7 p.m., Brown, 11, Ellerb;

St., Fulham. [9591

COTTON-BLACKBURNE, 2V-h.p., 1922, paten

triangulated frame; 62 gns.; kick start, clutch, £i

extra, in stock; trade supplied; official agents,—Leni
Bros., Sangley Rd., Catford. [9321

Coulson.
COULSON-BLACKBURNE 1920-21 2"^h.p., (axed

spring frame, all accessories, perfect condition.

49 gns.—63, Devonshire Rd., Merton. [943C

COULSON 1921 T.T. 350 c.c. Super Sports J.A.P.

close ratio, 3-speed, really hot;" £65.—Clark, 7

Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [988C

COULSON-BLACKBURNE, 1921, S.A., 3-speed

K.S., tax paid, fully equipped; £53. Exchanges
cash either way.—49, Well St., Hackney. [9752

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.—Brand new 4h.p. Coulson-

Blackburae, spring frame, Moss gears, clutch,

kick starter, horn, tools, licensed; £85.-40, Welling-

ton Rd., St. John's Wood, -N.W.8.- .- [9196

Coventry Eagle
n Q14 Coventry-Eagle, 35jh.p., sporty single, lamps,
-L t/ horn, tax paid 1922, good condition; £32-
Malyon, Burnham, Bucks. [958E

"I Q22 Coventry ""Eagle; prices from 44 gns. up'
It' wards.—Write for illustrated lists to W. & H,

Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Manchester. [9348

COVENTRY EAGLE Combination 3^. p. Abingdon,
S.A. 3-speed, speedometer, Tan-Sad, Millford side-

car with Cameo windscreen, and luggage grid, Dunloj
Magnum tyres, P. and H. acetylene lamps, mileage

2,000, verv smart, new condition; £95.—The Cottage.

Mulgrave Rd., Sutton. [914?

Coventry Victor.

COVENTRY VICTOR.—The perfect flat twin engine
• Before deciding on your new mount, get onr lisl

for 1922, showing Coventry Victor -motor cycles fittet

with this famous 5-7h.p. engine. Also our special oflei

of demonstration machine. The last word in uiotoi

cycle design and construction. — The Coventry Victo:

Motor Co., Ltd., Coventry. .
- [052C

Diamond.
--TAIAMOND 1922.—Latest models in 6tock.—Picker;
J-J ing, Shrewsbury. [859(

1 Q21 Diampnd-Jap, 21/2h.p. Enfield 2-speed, branc
J-?/ new, and only slightly shop soiled; current lis;

price £57/10, accept £45 cash.—The Layton Garages

30, Holywell St., Oxford. [897(

E26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised bv private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

"1HE Morris Garages, Oxford.—All Douglas models
. in stock, including sports. £9297

i Lh Douglases.—A trial order only is requested,

—

fc. Gibb, Gloucester. 'Phone : 852. [8121

916 254h.p- 2-speed Douglas, perfect ; £30.—24,
Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [9641

)0UGLAS, 2 3/ih.p., late model, renovated like new;
£30.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [9589

916 2%h.p. Douglas, just overhauled; £32 ; ex-
change Scott.—99, Park Hill, Clapham.

[9948
921 Douglas, 2-speed, scarcely used, complete with

lamps and horn; 60 gns.—Springett, Billericay,

;ses. "[9204

)OUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, fully equipped,
new condition; £90.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd.,

W.7. [7839

9-17 Douglas .Combination, renovated throughout,
'very smart, licensed; 59 gns.—67, Fernlea Rd.,

alham.
, — L9951

h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, equipped, genuine, trial; £33.
—S. Miller, Devonshire Cottages, Barrow Hill,

aesterfield. . [9190

I

h.p. Douglas Combination, late model, all acces-
t sories; £59/10; exchange.—73, Windermere Rd.,
)uth Ealing. [9812

920 Douglas Combination, 4h.p., like new, any
trial; £65.—Ralph, 7, Cambridge Place, Nor-

.lk Sq., W.2. [9264

?50.—1920 2^.ih.p. Douglas, 3-speed. kick start,
* clutch, splendid condition.—Brockbank's, 58, Lord
b., Southport. [9854

BARGAIN, 1916 2%h.p. Douglas, new tyres, 30/-
-* paid, all on, perfect; £34.-362, Albert Rd.,
orth Woolwich. -[9374a

915 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, all on, Tan-Sad, tax
paid, splendid condition; £37/10 or near offer.

Xlouchin, below.

915 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, all on, overhauled

;

£32/10.—Houchin, 14, York Grove, Peckham,
E.15. [9429

)OUGLAS.—1922 models for immediate delivery.

Cash, exchange, ur deferred payments.—Kays, 8,

ond St., Ealing. [7228

ATE 1920 4h.p. Douglas Combination, lavishly
-l equipped, anv trial; £75.—Dawe, 216, Portobello
d., N. Kensington. [9690

)0UGLAS 1920 2^;h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick
starter, lamps, Cowey horn, new condition; £55.—

>,- Solon Rd., Brixton. [1006

1HE New Six Douglas Combination, fully equipped;
- £16,5; delivery from stock.—Gibb, Douglas Depot,
loucester. 'Phone 852. " [9808

920 Douglas, 2%h.p., 3-speed, tax paid, insured,
spares, leg shields, Tan-Sad, etc ; £65,—Davies,

!, Wood St., Woolwich. .. [9584

)OUGLAS.—Bambers are official agents; exchanges
a speciality; deferred payments.—2, Eastbank

., Southport. 'Phone : 607. [7237

)OTJGLAS, 2%h.p., 2-speed, excellent tyres and con-
dition, £30; also, single 2-stroke, £17.—66, Perrv

ate, Forest Hill Station, S.E. [9501

919 Douglas, 2^h.p., 2-speed, complete, lamps and
horn; -guaranteed good condition; £45.—Moffat,

nuglas Expert, Yeovil. 'Phone, 50. [8236

)0UGLAS 1917 2%h.p., enamel, plating, mechan-
ism splendid condition, equipped; £38.—30,

ystal Palace Park Rd., Sydenham. [9554

)OUGLAS, 4h.p. Combination, new frame, lamps,
discs, Klaxon, first-rate condition, any trial;

55.—261, Mitcham Lane, Streatham. [9819

\OUGLAS 2^h.p. 1916, £30; 1914, £28, tax paid;
' also 1915 ladies' K.S., £25; all perfect order,
od tyres.—195, Sheen Lane, Mortlake. [9246

)OTJGLAS 1915 2^h.p., 2-speed, thoroughly over-
hauled, new parts, guaranteed; 35 guineas.—45,

[9611

lamps,
.—18,
[9655

"\OUGLAS, 1921, 2%h.p., 3-speed, clutch and kickJ start; £72.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer-
nith R<1, W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmith 80. [7533

917-18 Douglas, 4h.p. combination, Doughw
coachbuilt sidecar, bulbous backp-fullv equipped,

rfect order; 49 gns.—4, Falmouth Rd., Boro', S.E.
[9410

919 Douglas 2%h.p. 2-speed, equipped, just over-
hauled, date and condition guaranteed; £42/10.

Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone, Hampstead 1353.
[9931

)OUGLAS.—25 motor cycles, 4h.p., dismantled for
renovation, engines, gear boxes, frames, handle-

rs, front fork blades, top shackles, head stem, lock
its, back forks, back stays, wheels, magnetos, car-
iretters, control levers, kick start quadrant, clutch
rocket, and quantity of new spares; price £27.

—

?nton Place Garage, 15, Penton Place, W.C.I. [9408

sash Hurst Rd., Hampstead, N.W.3.

916 Douglas, 2%h.p., 2-speed, buffer for
etc., condition and tyres excellent; £35

. Edmund's Terrace, St. John's Wood.

TYRES

1

SPECIAL OFFER TO CLEAR
As we shall be shortly marketing a new Motor
cycle Cover of our own design , we are anxious
to dispose of our present stock of various
makes at the following special prices. These
covers are not old W.U. stock but special
clearance lines which we have purchased at
slump prices .

Make.

26X2

26"< 2j

26X2j-{
X2i(

26x:

26X3
fits 650:
65 rim.

28x3

29 ; 3
oversize

28x3
650x65

700 x 80

Englebert, Passenger, rub. std.

Englebert, Touring rub.- stud
Bates, special hvy, wired-on
Bates, special heavy, beaded
Beldam, combination
Clincher, de Luxe, heavy. . .

.

Hutchinson, T.T. rub. stud
Wood Milne, extra heavy or
Spencer Moulton, ex. heavy
Englebert, Touring nib. stud.
Wood Milne, special heavy . .

Avon, Tricar rubber stud. . . .

Hutchinson, rubber stud ....
Clincher, de Luxe, ex. heavy-
Avon, Stonehenge
Bates, special heavy
Heavy, rubber studded
Goodrich, safety tread ......
Bates, special heavy
Clincher, de Luxe, heavy ....

Englebert, Passenger rub. stud

Goodrich, safety tread
Englebert, Racing, ex. heavy
Elite, grooved retreads in

sound casings
Elite, plain retreads

Dunlop, extra heavy.

Goodrich, safety tread
Clincher, de Luxe, ex. heavy
Soly, rubber nonskid
Goodrich, safety tread '.

Our
Price.

17/6
15/-

30/-

28/6
25/-

24/6
23/-

22/6
15/-

13/6
26/-

25/-

24/6
21/-

39/6
27/6
40/-

29/6
25/-

32/6

48/-

36/6
17/6

12/6

57/6

40/-

30/-

21/6
48/-

List
Price.

53/- I
46/3
38/6
40/-
66/9

35/6
36/6

50/-
49/-

53/9
40/3
49/6
47/9
33/3
56/-

52/6
56/-
28/3^

64/9

65/-
70/6

67/6
64/6
63/-
69/-

TU BES
24 x 2, 4/6
25 x 2', 7/8
25 X 21, 7/9

26 X 2,

26 X 2V
X2[,"

7/9

E LTS
Bates Avon
etc., per foot

i in.

V-

BEST QUALIT*
GUARANTEE D.

4/9 I 26x21, 6/3
28 X 3, 8/9
700x80, 10-

IN STANDARD
LENGTHS

I in. : in. 1 in. IV in.

1/5 1/9 2/- 2/6

These Special Clearance Lines are sent on 7 day's

Approval against remittance. CARRIAGE PAID.

ORDER THE

TheName The Firm

WAY
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE

264-266.VAUXHALL BRIDGE R°VICT0RIA.S.W1
AND AT

44. SURBITON ROAD, KINGSTON-ON-THAMES
'I Phase address allpost orders to Vooxhdl Bridge Road.

TELF.P.II0NE-.: ViCTOIJlA. 6553 tr'.fc.SJ*

OUR AGl'NT IS THE PILLAR BOX

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

Q-| -GNS.-1916 Douglas 2%h.p., 2-speed, all lamps,vJ- etc., tyres good, recently overhauled, perfect.—
30, Belsize Park Gardens, Hampstead. 'Phone : 5590.

[1075
OUGLAS New 1921 model, 234h.p.. 2-speed, all-on
model; £72/10.—Elce, -Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgat*

e.. Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548.
[0068

OUGLAS 4h.p. Combination 1920, good acces-
sories, grand engine, tyres excellent, bargain;

£85; accept half down.—Bunting's Exchange, Weald-
atone. [9757

"I Q2l 2";4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, kick starter and
-*-*/ clutch, lamps, horn, and tax paid, very care-
fully used, as new; £65.—Argyle, 35, Milton Rd.,
Oxford. [9090

DOUGLAS.—Get your new 1922 Doug, from
George Smith's, Clapham Junction, 268-270,

Lavender Hill, 1 min. station. Cash, easy payments,
exchanges. [9355

"I <Ch 2 Douglas 27;ih.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick start,
-L«7 fully equipped, licensed 1922, condition as
brand new; £58.-37, Canterbury Rd,, Ball's Pond Rd.,
Dalston, N.l. [9965

£35.—Douglas 1916 2%h.p., 2-speed, overhauled,
fitted with footboards and all accessories.

—

Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., opposite Chalk Farm
Tube Station. [1012

DOUGLAS, 1920, 2%h.p., condition indistinguish-
able from new, new Lucas lighting set, etc.,

bargain ; £50.—Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchley Rd.
Hampstead 7822. [9810

"I O20y2 Douglas Lightweight Combination, clutch, 3-
-I- *J speed, lamps, splendid condition, two any-
where, licensed; £75; weekdays.—Barlow, Coventry
Rd., Market Harborough. [1052

ELI CLARK can give you good service both in new
machines and spares; try me. I may be useful

to you. The pioneer agent for Douglas motors.—196,
Cheltenham Rd., Bristol. [0016

DOUGLAS, 2";ih.p., 1921, 3-speed, K.S., clutch,
fully equipped, practically unused and indis-

tinguishable from new; £70.-132 High Rd., East
Finchley. Phoae : Finchley 2338. [9315

DOUGLAS, June, 1920. 4h.p. Combination, all

lamps, aluminium discs, tax paid year, any trial

;

£90, offer; exchange Triumph, Sunbeam.—Hiley, 1,502
Per&hore Rd., Stirchley, Birmingham. [9024

DOUGLAS 1921, 2%h.p., 3-speed, fully equipped,
unscratched, guaranteed; £55; exchange late

combination.—13, Grenfell Rd., Notting Hill (near
Latimer Rd. Station, Metropolitan). (.9221

£11 1—1911 2%h.p. Douglas, Bosch magneto, lamps,
and generator, spare carburetter, tools, good

tyres and belt, perfect, ride away.— 1, Marguerite
Villas, Molesey Rd., Hersham, Surrey. [1074

£58.—Douglas 1918 4h.p. Combination, just over-
hauled, re-enamelled, and plated, new sidecar, two

new tyres and lamps ; will give 30 miles trial ; tax paid

;

no offers.—61, Grand Parade, Harringay. [9463

FOR Douglas 1922 2%h.p. and 4h.p. combinations,
get in touch with us; we are North London agents

and give you the best of service; all spares in stock; no
W.D. rubbish.—Jones Garage, The Broadway, Muswell
Hill. [0786

BARKER'S Motors an supply all Douglas 1922
models at list prices and give an insurance policy

against mechanical breakdown for 12 months free.

Cash, deferred, or exchanges,—194, Balham High Rd.,
S.W.12. [6419

I Q20 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, electric lighting,
-L *' Cowey speedometer, windscreen, back seat and
luggage grid, guaranteed perfect condition, owner buy-
ing car; £85.—Apply 164, Cranbrook Rd., Ilford,
Essex. 'Phone : Ilford 379. [9664

T\OUGLAS 2-V,h.p. 1914, 1916, 1917, 1918, 1920, 2-
*-* and 3-speed models; prices from £25, all in
splendid condition.—Gordon R. Croxford, The Motor
Cycle Houpe, 461, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen,
S.W.14 'Phone: Richmond 322. - [8783

SULINA Garage, the Douglaa Specialists.—We can
supply reoonditioned 234h.p. and 4-h.p. Douglases

on easy payments, one-fifth deposit only required.—The
Sulina Garage Co., New Park Rd., Brixton Hill,
S.W.2. See our advertisement under Parts and Acces-
sories. [7893
DOUGLAS Agents.—1922 models in stock; lamps,

horn, licence holder, pump, tools etc., included
in following prices : 234h.p., 2-speed, £75 ; 2%h.p.,
3-speed, clutch, and kick starter, £90; 4h.p. Com-
bination, £135; 3V-h.p. Sports, £130; 6h.p. Combina-
tion, £165. In stock. Easy payment terms and ex-
changes arranged; write for particulars.—Herbert
Robinson, Limited, Green St., Cambridge. [9900

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe- Lane, London.-1922 New
Douglas, 2-speed, £75 ; 2^h.p. 3-speed model,

£90; 4h.p. solo, £110; 4h.p. sidecar combination,
£135; 3V_»h.p. sports model, £130; 6h.p. light sidecar
combination, £165; accessories on all models, no
extra; also second-hand 2")4h.p. 1921 model, 3 speeds,

clutch, £65; another, 1915. 3-speed model, £45; easy

terras and exchange, trade supplied.—'Phone : Holborn
5777. T9975

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

£20 Down secures a New 1922 27'ih.p. Douglas, com-
plete with lamps, horn, and licence holder, *tc.

Balance in 12 monthly payments of £5,'5. Price in-

cludes full insurance.—Full particulars from Herbert
Hobinson, Limited, Green St., Cambridge. [9901

Sparc Parts:

DOUtiLAS Spares; immediate delivery.—Kays, a.

Bond St., Baling. [3611

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—Complete illustrated Douglas lists, post

free. [8833

BANISTER and Botten for Douglas Spares; imme-
diate delivery, new, half makers" price; list free.

341, Upper St., N.l. [9660

DOUGLAS 2^ih.p. unused pistons complete, 9/6;
connecting rods, 15/6; sprockets engine, 3/-;

gear box, 4/6; crankshafts as hew, 25/-; layshaHs,
14/6; screwed sleeves, 8/6. Stamp for list; reduc-
tions for quantities

; postage extra.—A Knapton, 30,
Crystal Palace Park Ed., Sydenham. [9555

Dune.1t.

DUNELT, Solo or Combination, the best value
for 1922, delivery from stock.—Sam Missin, Cot-

tingham, Hull. [5441
Edmund.

1 Q21 Edmund-Blackburne, 2'^ih.p., spring frame,
J-i/ Burrnan 2-speed, clutch, and K.S., brand new;
present list price £85, offered at £62/10 cash.—The
Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [8971
1 Q21 Edmund-Jap, 2>/2h.p., spring frame, Enfield
J-«J 2-speed, disc wheels, brand new, shop soiled
only; current list -price £75, accept, £60 cash.—The
Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [8972

Enfield.

THE Morris Garages, Oxford.-AU Enfield models
in stock. [9298

TRY Julians of Reading for Enfield lightweight or
combination. [1087

4?65.—Enfield Combination, 6h.p., taxed, insured —
c*1 Fraser, 62b, Much Park St., Coventry. [9807

SHEFFIELD Agent for Eoyal Enflelds; all modei.-
in stock.—J. A. Stacey, 12. Ecclesall Rd. [057?

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2i,ih.p.
Royal Enfield, 1920, tax paid; £42/10. [9989

3h.p. Twin Enfield, Binks, Bosch, splendid order;
£40, offers.—Biles, Witchampton, Wimborne.

[9181
"I Q21 Eoyal Enfield 2>£h.p., 2-speed, unused, shop-
J-U 6oiled; £55.—The Morris Garages, Oxford.

[9293
LATE 1917 6h.p. Enfield Combination, splendid

order; £85.—Carnforth Motor Co., Carnforth.
[9133

"IQ18 Enfield Combination, 8h.p. Colonial model; a

i-'J bargain, £85: like new.—Ross, 86, High Ed.. Leil

S.F^ [25 ev

ENFIELDS —1922 Combinations and 2-speed light-

weights in stock.—Clifford Motories, Eastwood,
Notts. [8829

NEW 1921 8h.p. Enfield Combination and acces-
sories; £130.—Bounds, Garage, 223, High Ed.,

Kilburn. [9225

1 Q19 3h.p. Enfield, M.A.G. _ engine, condition as
J-U new; . £40—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd
Birmingham. [1033

"I Q21 Enfield, 2*411. p., kick start, lamps, horn, tax
JL*J paid; £42.-59, Mantua St., Clapham Junc-
tion, S.W.ll. [9276

"I Q21 Enfield Combination, magdyno, windscreen,Av pillion, tax, insurance; £125.—Vicarage, Gil-
lingham, Kent. [9324

ENFIELD 1910, enclosed magneto, B. and B., real

genuine old 'bus; £12.—Curtis, 82, Mill Hill
Rd., Acton, W.3. [9755

1 Q21 Enfield, 2-stroke, 2 speeds, practically new;A3 accept £38 cash.—Allen, 10, Freshtord St.,

Earlsfield, S.W.18. [9705

ENFIELD 1921 Combination. Magdyno, hood;
screen, etc.; £120.—Rateliffe Bros., 200, Gt.

Portland St., W.l. [9882

1Q21 Enfield Combination, brand new; £129; ex-
it/ change.—Shepherd, Enfield Highway. 'Phone;
Waltham Cross 31. - [0801

"VTEW 1922 Enfield Combinations in stock, Mag-
-*-* dyno; £158.—Enfield Agent, Bounds, Garage,
High Rd., Kilburn. [9227

ENFIELD 1921 8h.p. Combination, fully guaran-
teed, shop-soiled only; £125.—P. J. Evans,"John

Bright St., Birmingham. [9847

ENFIELDS, all models; exchanges, highest prices
given.—Harry Nash, Contracting Agent, 365,

King St., Hammersmith. [9827

ENFIELD 1919 2^h.p. Lightweight; £36.—Newn-
ham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.

'Phone :. Hammersmith 80. [8997

ENFIELD Combination 1919 8h.p., dynamo light-

ing, overhauled, in excellent condition; £90.—
The Morris Garages, Oxford. [9302

"I Q21 Enfield Combination, Lucas Magdyno lighting,
i-V Tan-Sad: £115—Hillier (side bell), 9, Walling-
lord. Av., North Kensington. [9496

KEEN BUYERS
NOTE THE FOLLOWING

1922 MATCHLESS

8 h.p. COMBINATION

SOLO.
£170

1922
1922
1922
1922
1922
1922
1922
1922

2J h.p. A.J.S £85
2-J h.p. ENFIELD .... £55
2 :? h.p. DOUGLAS.... £75
2J h.p. DOUGLAS.... £90
3i h.p. ARIEL .... £87 10s.
4-1 h.p. B.S.A £107
3i h.p. NORTON, 10H £115
3i h.p. ZENITH-

BRADSHAW .... £113

COMBINATIONS.
1922 7 h.p. A.J.S £175
1922 8 h.p. MATCHLESS

Sports : £165
1922 8 h.p. ENFIELD £140
1922 8 h.p. ENFIELD

dynamo £158
1922 U h.p. ARIEL £125
1922 6/7 h.p. ARIEL .... £140
1922 4 h.p. DOUGLAS .... £135
1922 4f h.p. B.S.A £143
ANY MAKE SUPPLIED.

SECOND - HAND MACHINES.
1921 3S h.p. N.U.T., shop

soiled £90
1921 2\ h.p. FEDERAL, 2-

sucgcI . £40
1920 4 h.p. NORTON, 3-sp. £80

" 1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPH
(Reno) £68

1920 %\ h.p. ROVER, 3-sp. £70
1920 U h.p. P. & M„ 2-sp. £65
1920 4| h.p. B.S.A. comb. .

.

£90
1920 21 h.p. LEVIS £29
1920 2 1 h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-

,
speed £55

1920 2i h.p. METRO-TYLER £50
1919 Si h.p. ROVER comb. £80
1915 2| h.p. DOUGLAS dym £37

MANY MORE.

WANTED your present machine in

part exchange. HIGHEST MARKET
VALUE ALLOWED.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

R, BAMBER & Co., Ltd.

2, EASTBANK ST., SOUTHPORT.
'Phone 607.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENFIELD.—Bambers are official agents; exchang
a speciality; deferred payments.—2, Eastbai

St^ Southport. 'Phone : 607. [72.

1

£67/10.—Enfield 6h.p. Combination, late model, a.
cessories, screen, tax paid 1922, splendid runnii

order.—8, High St., Wandsworth. [961

3 h.p. Enfield, engine just overhauled, new pistons ai
rings, all on, "fast, take two anywhere; £35.-

Webb, 81, Lichfield Rd., Stafford. [97'

ENFIELD 3h.p. 2-speed model; £30. Exchanges.
Newnham Motor Co., 223. Hammersmith Hi

W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmith 80. [75:

1Q20 Enfield 2Vih.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds, date ai
J- *J condition guaranteed ; £37 / 10.—Goad, 12
Maida Vale. 'Phone, Hampstead 1353. [99-

ENFIELD 1922 models for immediate delivery E
changes.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hamnu

smith Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmith 80. [75.

"I Q 22 Enfield Combination, dynamo lighting, hrai
Jut/ new; £158, "Easy payments, 4"% ' extra.
Premier Motcr Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [10;

ENFIELD 1922, brand new 8h.p. Combination,*"]
stock; £140; easy payments arranged; lists fre

—Wilkins Simpson, Opposite Olympia, London. [924

ENFIELD Combination, late model, small mileag
hood, speedometer, tax paid; call and have tria

bargain; £75.—Snow, Laurel St., Dalston, E.8. [99£

LONGMAN BROS., Bond St., Ealing. Telephone
689. Sole official district agents.—All Roy;

Enfield models. Cash, exchange, or deferred pavment
[57E

ENFIELD, exceptional bargain, 1922, 2-strok
2-speed, tax paid, driven 50 miles, fully eqmppec

£46.— Dentist, 216, Portobello Rd., North Kensin
ton. [Q5£

ENFIELD 1922, brand new 2'/4h.p., 2-speed, kk
starter, in stock; £57; easy payments anangec

lists free.—Wilkins Simpson, Opposite Olympia, Lot
don. [924

! Q21 Enfield Lightweight 2>£h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speei
JLfc/ fully equipped, not done 200 miles; a re;

bargain, £42/10.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywe
3U Oxford. [782

I Q20 Enfield 3h.p. Twin, 2-speed, K.S., ne
JL^' Klaxon, large head lamp, tools, licensed, pe
feet; sacrifice £57.—Gill, 27, Elm Crescent, Kmgstoi
on-Thames. - [932

ENFIELD, all 1922 models In stock for iinmediai
delivery; cash and exchanges, easy paymen

4 per cent, extra.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St
Birmingham. • [984

1 Q21 Sh.p. Enfield Combination, dynamo lightinf
-Li/ Vickers engine, Easting, Tan-Sad,, many spare*
£125.—Crys-Pal Garage, 86, Church Rd., Upper N01
wood, S.E.19. [963

1 A20, November, 8h.p. Enfield Maydyno Cornblm
*-*y tion, Cowey speedometer, Tan-Sad Nohurt sac

die and pillion. Easting windscreen; £125.—Bates, 1

Jnion St., Bedford. [983

"1 Q21 Enfield 8h.p. Magdyno "Combination, shely soiled only, originally costing £183, and no'

offered at £137/10 for cash.—The Layton Garage
30, Holywell St., Oxford. [999

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., speedometer, Tan-Sac
- windscreen, luggage grid, P.1I. lighting, sundr

spares, thoroughly overhauled ; £85.—Wilmott, 94
High Rd., Leyton, E.15. [944

"I Q19 Enfield Combination, Lucas, dynamo lighting
-Lt/ just been thoroughly overhauled, tank an
sidecar re-enamelled ; £90 ; ofiers.—Howich, Keeper'
Corner, Burstow, Surrey. .

- [951

|Q21 Sh.p. Enfield Combination, Vickers engine
-*-*/ Lucas Jamps, mileage 600, carefully handled, un
scratched; £l07.—Monro, 41, Queensborough Terrace
Bayswater. Gerrard 4227. [953

1Q20 Enfield Combination. 8h.p. J.A.P., Lura
JL *J dynamo lighting, Lucas horn, tax paid, jus

overhauled by Enfield's, splendid outfit; bargair.

£117/10.-36.5, King St., Hammersmith. [982

1Q19 (AiTgust) 6h.p. Enfield Combination, speedc
-I- *J meter, lamps, tools, windscreen, also box cai

rier, all in fine condition, suit tradesman; £90.-

Palmer, 8, Finden Rd., Shepherd's Bush. [907

3 h.p. Twin Enfield, about 1917, 2-speed, all chair

good condition, good tyres and tools, about 10
m.p.g., accumulator lighting; £35 or nearest offer.-

Seen at Basset's Garage, Seal, Sevenoaks. [909

"I Q21 Enfield Combination, as new, speedometej
~At7 spring handle-bars, windscreen, numerous acce:

sories, spare new tyre and tube, tax paid.—G. I

Meacham, 31, Thursby Rd., Northampton. [816

"I Q21 Enfield as new, 2-stroke, 2-speed, kick star!

\-*J lamps, horn, tax paid, insured until 1923
£45.—Gordon R. Croxford, The Motor Cycle Houst
461, Upper Richmond Rd., S.W.14. 'Phone: Ricl

mond 322. [102

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London.-192
3i/,h.p. Royal Enfield, 2-stroke. £55 j Z\fr.\

Royal Enfield with kicle starter, £57; 8h.p. Roya
Enfield sidecar combination, £140; dynamo lightlnf

£158; 8h.p. 1917-18 combination. £95; easy term

and exchange; trade supplied.—'Phone : Holborn 577 1

;

f997

B2S All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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EVIS Spares.
St., Ealing.

0

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

EVIS 1916 Popular, engine and magneto over-
i hauled, lamps, horn, W.S.K.. jet; £28.—Armson,
mworth Rd., Polesworth, Tamworth. [9268

EVIS, 2Vi>b.p. 'Enfield, 2-speed gear and clutch, all-
J chain drive, engine just overhauled, licensed 1922;
SO.—Syring a, Hainault Rd., Romford. [9443

pOR 1922 Levis, the most reliable and neatest 2-

I stroke upon the road, send
>
or call at Jones

irage, The Broadway, Musweli Hill, N.10. [0788

EVIS, late 1921, Sturmey-Archer gears, hand
J clutch, perfect, complete accessories, 1922 tax;
gns,—Fers field, Westbury Rd., New Maiden. [9618

EVIS. All 1922 models. Send your orders along;
1 catalogues with pleasure.—Sam E. Clapham
lotors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.10. [7943

EVIS, 2%h.p. Baby, T.T. Model, condition as
J new, new rear tyre and belt, complete, tax
id; £27/10.—Andrews, Devonshire Garage, Buxton.

[1050
ITAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1922
V Levis, 2-stroke, £48; 3-speed model, £58; kick
irt, £2 extra; easy terms and exchange; list on
ipHcatTbn. [9977

) ISTRICT Levis Agents for Clapham, Balham,
Streatham, Tooting, Mitcham. Wimbledon, and

andsworth. Models in stock.— Kuight Traction Co.,
}per Tooting Rd., S.W. 'Phone : Streatham 2390.

[0778
FEW slightly soiled 1921 Levis Models at greatly

L reduced prices, single gear from £42 ; 2-speed,
itch, from £50. Write for special clearance bargain
,t,—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[6926
Spare Parts :

Immediate delivery.— Kays, 8, Bond
[7220

IERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., 'Cam-
bridge.—All Levis parts in stock, Complete list

sb free. [8836
lODPREYS'. Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London.
T W.I.—Complete stock of all Levis spare poit-
ways in stock. Write for free spare part list, stating
ar of manufacture. [0753

Martin.
Guineas.—O.H.V. Martin-Jap 4h.p.,, Philipson
pulley, very fast, lamps, horn, tools, etc.

—

aith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., opposite Chalk Farm
ibe Station. [1014

Martinsyde
'h.p. 1921 Martinsyde Combination, new; £120.—
' Neale, 19, Sturges Rd., Ashford, Kent. [9572

IARTINSYDE 31/sh.p. Sports 1922. equipped, little
used; £85.—Worters, Ship Yard, Weybridge.

[9158
N Stock, Martinsyde 3 l/jh.p. Sports Model; £ll'0.—

D. and S. Autocar Co., 33, The Parade, Golders
eeu. [9856

TEW Martinsyde 1921 Combination, lull guar-
1 antee; £125.—D. and S. Autocar Co., 33, The
irade, Golders Green. [9857

TARTrNSYDE.—Immediate delivery of 1922
X models. Cash, exchange, or deferred payments.

—

lys, 8, Bond St., Ealing. [7229
jiOR a 1922 Martinsyde 3Vjh.p. Sports or 6h.p.

Combination get in touch with the North London
ents, Jones Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill
10. [0789
IARTINSYDES. 1922 models, Solos and Combina-

-tions. Immediate delivery from the authorised
ents. Liberal exchanges.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,
immersmilh Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmith 80

[7512
TARTINSYDE Combination (September, 1921);
'-*- luxurious outfit, little used, maker's screen,
,rn, acetylene head, electric side and, rear, Tan-Sad,
Lrror, etc.; £128 ; receipts shown.—Whiting, 68
|igham Vale, Tulse Hill. [9517

EXCEPTIONAL Opportunity, 1922 6h.p. Martin-
is syde Combination, interchangeable wheels, special
gine". sidecar fitted, hood, screen, used only London-
ceter, gold medal, cost £185; sell £125.-37, Arling-
.a Rd., Surbiton. [9679

Matchless.
'1RY Julians of Reading for your Matchless. Ex-

changes. [1089

919 8h.p. Matchless Combination, perfect; £75.

—

24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [9647

ifATCHLESS West of England Agent is Gibb, 100,
jl Northgate, Gloucester. 'Phone: 852. [8124

I
ATCHLESS, 1-920, perfect, fully equipped";. £105,

no offers.—253, Munster Rd.. Fulham. T9596

921 Matchless Combination, model H. ; £120, as
new.—24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [9646

Y1R0SS, Effingham Sq., is agent for Matchless
P motors for Rotherham; 1922 models in stock.

L9917
pASSELL. la, Bloomfleld Rd., Plumsteiid, for any-
!- thing Matchless. Deferred payments. Spare parts.

[6144
ATE 1917 M.A.G. Matchless Combination, in very

~iA good order; £75; Sussex.—Box 8806, c/o The
htor Cycle. [9703
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EDWARDS I

& CO. =

50, HARRINGTON ROAD, =

SOUTH KENSINGTON, S.W. 7 |
Telephone : Kensington 3709. z.

teg to announce that they have opened additional =
premises at z

101, GT. PORTLAND ST. W. I

and offer the following —

COLOSSAL BARGAINS I

AT BOTH BRANCHES j

Several BRAND NEW 1

1921 5 h.p. 1

ZENITH SPORTS j

Usual Maker's Guarantee. I

Price 73 Gns. (list price £110) f
5 h.p. countershaft models 85 Guineas i

Coachbuilt Sidecar fitted to any of the . z
above models 1 7 Guineas extra. z

NEW 1922 MODELS IN STOCK AT BOTH =
BRANCHES. =

MATCHLESS, all Models. =
NEW IMPERIAL, Model 3. =
RALEIGH, light weight. =
TRIUMPH, Ricardo. =

SECOND HAND COMBINATIONS. |
• Guineas. =

*T92i P. & M. Demonstration Model, z
equipped, as new 109 z

: *iQ2i B.S.A., Model H2 and No. 3, side- |
; car Magdyno, speedometer, z
\

screen, leg-shields, licensed.... 125 -

1920 3* h.p. ARIEL comb., speedo- ~
" meter, lamps, etc 80 E

*io20 MATCHLESS, electric lighting, =
speedometer, horn, screen, - =

: spare wheel, excellent condition, z
: licensed 1922 108 ~
': *ioig A.J.S., electric lighting, speedo- ~

meter, splendid order 93 E
: *i02i 3! h.p. NORTON, 16 H. Montgom- =

ery Sports Sidecar, Maximum- z
hand-Speedometer,Lucas Lamps 107 E

SECOND HAND SOLOS §

*i 9 2i 2} h.p. LEVIS SPORTS, Lucas =

lamps 37 E
*ia3i 4 hp. VERUS BLACKBURNE, =

: 3-spe'ed, as new 75 z
19-31 4 "h.p. VERUS BLACKBURNE, E

3-speed, mechanical oil pump, =

! ace discs 63 E
1921 2\ h.p. BABY TRIUMPH, equipped 40 E

; *i92i A. B.C., Lucas lamps and horn, new =
: condition 72 E
I *i9i6 2% h.p. DOUGLAS, equipped, fine E
: condition 37 z

: 1921 INDIAN SCOUT, speedometer, fully E

; equipped, licensed for year, E
: as new 82 =

: 1919- DOUGLAS, z% h.p. 2-speed (not E

\ W.D.), equipped, licensed for E

: year, excellent order 40 z

: *ioi5 SCOTT, fully equipped, good order 33 :

: 1920 NEW IMPERIAL, 2-J h.p. JAP. =

: 2-speed, fully equipped, year's :

: licence, excellent condition .... 43 :

LIGHT CARS =

: *i92i AERO MORGAN, M.A.G. Engine, :

Ace Discs, etc., Mileage 200. As ;

: new 1 70 :

: *i9 20 GRAND PRIX MORGAN, dynamo :

lighting, speedometer, clock, ;

: mirror, discs,Tioodcover ...... 132 -

: 1920/21 GRAND PRIX MORGAN, fully :

E equipped, discs, etc 120 ;

\
DEFERRED PAYMENT OR EXCHANCE8

: Wanted Solos and Combinations, cash waiting. :

: All machines starred are to be seen at Great :

: Portland Street, the remainder at South Ken- :

sington. "•
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

TITATCHLESS 8h.p. Combination, windscreen, etc..

9I ».
g00d

« ?S
ni1>J

,

ian
'
any teial; £47 lowest.-Geiger,

24, Mansfield Rd., Gospel Oak, London, N.W.3.
[1094

"I Q 14 Matchless 6h.p. Combination, excellent order
SI m ,

accessories; what offers?—Hayward, HiKh
at., Tewkesbury. [9119
"VTATCHLESS 1921 H. Dynamo Combination, hood,
•*'•* screen,

_
mew, unregistered; 130 gns.—54, Cavai

[9243
good condition, all
lighting; £72.—Box

[9905

Rd., Mortlake.

"1Q19 Matchless Combination,
-•v accessories, complete, D.A.
8814, c/o The Motor Cijcle.

TITATCHLESS, 1921 Standard, Magdyno, very fully
-t-'J- equipped, taxed 1922, perfect; 135 gns.—Clark,
7, Exhibition Rd., S.W. 7. [9891
TITATCHLESS.—Bambers are official agents; ex-
-"A changes a speciality ; deferred payments.— 2,
Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [7239
TITATCHLESS 1922, brand new, Model H.2, in
J.TJ. stock; £170; easy payments arranged; lists free.—Wilkins Simpson, Opposite Olympia, London. [9244

SHEFFIELD Agent for Matchless. All models in
stock. Sporting models £130, standard modeU

£170.-A. J. Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd.. Sheffield. [0574
TITATCHLESS 1922 Models from stock; exchanges or
•ITA easy payments; trial run anv time—Agents, R.
B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W. 7. [7840
TITATCHLESS Combination late 1920, Magdyno,
-|-»X hood, many spares, tax paid Dec, insurance end
Oct.; £135.—Brandon, Blakemore, Totnes, Devon.

[8104
1Q 20 Matchless Combination, spare wheel, LucasA" Magdyno lighting, unscratched; £105.—Hillier
(side bell), 9, Wallingford Ay., North Kensington.

[9495
MATCHLESS 8h.p. Combination, Model 112, Mag-

dyno, speedometer, hood, screen, spares, tax paid;
£170, offer.—Box No. 8784, c/o Tim Motor Cycle.

[9210
MATCHLESS Victory Combination, tip-top con-

dition, Easting, Tan-Sad, spare- wheel, tooli,

and accessories, any trial or examination, tax paid;
£100.-110, Queen's Rd., S.E. r9599

MATCHLESS 1921 Sports Combination, fully
equipped, spare wheels, etc. ; £140, cash only.

—

Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Ave., Camomile St.,

E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0069

MATCHLESS, 6h.p. Twin J.A.P., coachbuilt. over-
hauled, reupholstered and repainted, Tan-Sad;

exchange for later model and £25; sell £65.—A. O.,

16, Spenser Rd., Heme Hill, S.E. [9096

MATCHLESS Combinations.—Book your orders with

Ross. 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E., or 'Phone Lee
Green 744 for immediate delivery of 1922 models. Ex-
change? and gradual payments arranged. [2163

1(121 Model J Matchless Sports, M.A.G. engine;
Xt/ machine is brand new, and only very slightly

shop soiled; list price £130; accept £110 cash.—The
Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [8973

EE Our Showrooms.—New and second-hand models
always in stock. We are the recognised Agent:-.

Finest Matchless repair and spares service.—Knight
Traction Co., Tipper Tooting Rd., S.W.17. [0759

MATCHLESS models for immediate delivery. ' We
allow top prices for machines taken in exchange:

Let us quote you.—Newnham Motor Co.,. 223, Ham-
mersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmith 80. [7508

1Q16 Matchless-M.A.G. 7-9h.p. Coachbuilt Com-
XtF bination, tax paid December, 1922, 3-speed

countershaft, fine running order, but rough appear-

ance: sacrifice, 45 gns.—37, Elmbank Gardens, Barnes.
[9170

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London.— 1922
Matchless, all models, sports twin solo, £130;

sports sidecar combination, £160; spring-frame model,
£170- sidecar combination, 2 seater, £175; lOh.p.

commercial carrier combination. £170: easy terms

and exchange; write for specifications. [9978

ARKER'S Motors, The South-West London
Matchless " Agents and Service Station.—1922

models at list prices. We give an insurance policy

against mechanical breakdown lor 12 months free.

All " Matchless " spares in stock. Open from 9 a.m.

until 8 p.m.—194, Balham High Rd., S.W.12. [6417

ATCHLESS Service Depot. 'Phone Greenwich 751.

Now is the time to order your new model from

the agent to serve you best.—Sam E. Clapham,
(Motors), Greenwich. Send your propositions along.

Cash exchange, easy terms. Agent for all leading

make's. See Motor Cycling adverts.—Sam E. Clapham
(Motors), 27, Stockwell St, Greenwich, S.E.10. [7942

Snore Pnrts:

ATCHLESS Spares. Immediate delivery.

-

Bond St.. Ealing.

ATCHLESS Spare Parts in stock.-

S1

B'

M'

M'
M
from

Motor;
9 a.m.

194, Balham High Rd., S.W. 12.

until 8 p.m.

Kays,
[7221

Barker's
Open
[6418

fAXIM Dalm
Maxim.

3h.p. E.I.CMA buretter, Hutchinson tyres, Albion, 2-speed,
Magneto, Amac Car-

complete with accessories, absolutely new;

224, Pentonville Rd., N.l.
£46/10.-

"[9552

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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M

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Merton.

£40.—Real Special Model Merton, 1918, very fast,

winner medals, nickel, etc., as new, Phillipson,
lamps; sole reason selling owner ordered abroad.—
45, Lyndhurst Ed.. Peckham. [9467

Metro.
ETRO-TYLER, 1920, discs, etc., accessaries; £35.
—Athron, South. Elmsall, Pontefraet. [9168

METRO-TYLER 2-y4h.p. late 1920, excellent con-
dition, very small mileage, licensed; £24.—17,

Sussex Rd., New Maiden, Surrey.
"

[9550

Minerva.
£12.— 3'^h.p. Minerva, m.o.v., magneto ignition,

good running order—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.
[9716

MINERVA, 4h.p., perfect running order. £14;
smart sidecar, £7/10.-17, - Heaton Rd.,

Mitcham. [9590

MINERVA 3Y2h.p., small tank, . low variable pulley
gear, Bosch magneto, excellent order; £18, or

offers.—Porter. 110, Etherstone St., Leigh, Lanes.
[9274

Mohawk.
VfOHAWK Cyclee, new or second-hand, at lowest
ItX iiossible prices far cash or easy payments.—Mohawk
Cycle Co., Ltd., Alexandra Rd., Hornsey. [4793

Monopole.
MONOPOLE.—We are South London agents for

these machines, and are anxious to introduce the
high-speed sports model fitted with new 350 ex. J.A.P.
engine, price 73 gns., which we actually hold in stock;
the range of models comprises 2 strokes from 43 gns.
to 6h.p. combination 152 gns.; write for catalogue.

—

Light Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd., 26,
Tulse Hill, Brixton (V» minute from Brixton 1 Skating
Rink). 'Phone, Brixton 1292. [1030

M
Moto=Reve.

OTO-REVE 2}jh.p. Twin, excellent running order;
£10/10.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. T9587

Spare Parts:

MOTO-REVE Spares for all modelsr also repairs,
overhauls.—Motor Supply Co., Sole Concession-

aires, 223a, High St., Lewisham, S.E. .
[9092

Motosacoche.

1 Q 14 Motosacoche Combination. 3Vjh.p. Twin.
A*/ M.A.G., 2-speed, lamps, tax paid; £35.—Stub-
bington, Hatfield Broad Oak, Essex. [9567

New Hudson.

NEW HUDSON DE LUXE, fully equipped; £45.-
Ratclitfe Bros., 200. Gt. Portland St., W.l.

[9877

NEW HUDSON, 2^h.p. J.A.P., 3-speed, clutch,
engine overhauled; £25.—Clark, 7, Exhibition

Rd., • S.W.7. [9890

f>lh.p. New Hudson, 2-stroke, 2-speed, complete with^4 lamps, etc, particulars on applications; £30:—
T. Weller, Tenterden, Kent. [9109

"I Q21 New Hudson, 2%h.p., 2-stroke, unscvatched,
X *J £5 access., taxed December, 1922 ; 36 gns.—
31, Nursery Row, Walworth, S.E.17. [9458

NEW HUDSON Combination, 4h.p., 1919 model,
clutch, 3 speeds, kick start, in splendid condition;

£98 or near offer.—Greenland's, Farley, Oakamoor,
North Staffs. [9236
"I Q21 New Hudson Lightweight, - condition as new,
X*/ un punctured, an ideal .lightweight; would con-
sider exchange for light car in "%ood condition only.
—45, Alexandra Rd., Chesterfield. [9189

047.—New Hudson Combination, 5-6h.p. twin,
ctb' Stnrmey 3-speed countershaft, clutch, kick starter,

1921 Amac, Canoelet sidecar, lamps, licence, acces-
sories, splendid order.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [1007

NEW HUDSON 1922 Models, 2^h.p., Popular and
De Luxe 2-speed lightweights, 4Vyh.p. solo and

combination, lOh.p. light car, all models in stock,
immediate delivery; send for lists; deferred payments
arranged. All spares stocked.—New Hudson Dept., 45-
Gray's Fnn Rd., Holborn, W.C.2. [5150

New Imperial.
21 2-Yth.p. New Imperial, 2-speed, as new; £50.

Wilkinson, Malton. [9802

Q 3h.p. New Imperial, 2-speed, excellent order and
/W 4 appearance ; £28.-4, Nelson Rd., Caterham.

[9466
NEW IMPERIAL 2^h.p. 1921, slightly used only;

£57—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l
[9876

1 Q20 New Imperial-Jap Combination, Sh.p., well
J-t/ equipped; £80.—24, Balliol Rd., North Ken-
sington. [9645

NEW IMPERIAL, 2^h.p., late, model. 2-speed,
equipped, perfect ; £32 .— Crown G arage, Wey-

bridge. y [9671

NEW IMPERIALS, all models; exchanges, highest
prices given.—Harry Nash, Contracting Agent,

365, King St., Hammersmith. [9829

"IQ14 New Imperial-Jap 2%h.p., 2-speed, all acces-
-l-*7 sories, . excellent condition; £27/10, "offers.—8,
Henniker Rd., Stratford, E.15. [9515

19

THE FINEST
AND

LARGEST DISPLAY
OF

1822 MODELS
Outside of Olympia may now be seen

at our depots in Edinburgh and Glasgow.

. 'fj*y

The following makes in great array :

—

DOUGLAS, ENFIELD, NORTON, MATCHLESS,

INDIAN, P.&M., N.U.T., NEW IMPERIAL,

6.S.A., LEVIS, VELOGETTE, O.K., DIAMOND,

POADRANT, ZENITH, SIRRAH, MCKENZIE

LIGHTWEIGHT and MORGAN RUNABOUTS.

We have still a limited number of brand
new shop-soiled models in stock. Those have
just been still further reduced, and we can
openly say with confidence, that the value is

unequalled, as we have determined to clear

remaining 1921 stock Regardless of Cost.

Send for our List, and to save

time and ensure your own
satisfaction, please give us an
indication of your exact re-

quirements so that we may
advise you in a selection.

ALEXANDER'S
113-115, Lothian Rd., EDINBURGH.

272-274, Gt. Western Rd., GLASGOW.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

NEW IMPERIAL 2%h.p., 1916, 2-speed, lar

horn, mileage under 2,000, tyres good; £34
Whale, 20, Finchley Rd., N.W.8. [9;

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2%h.p., countershaft, ty

as new, lamps, real bargain; 29gns.—Lloyd, Kin
Arms Yard, High St., Wandsworth. [9*

"J
Q22 New Imperial; immediate delivery of !

J- is model; easy payments 4% extra.—Prert
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [K

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 2%,h.p„ 2-speed. ty

new, engine just overhauled, iully equipp
photo,; £25.-128, London Rd., King's Lsoin. [9:

TVTEW IMPERIAL-.T.A.P.. 8h.p.. 1919. Burnan.
-I* speed, K.S., Binks, re-enamelled, splendid c

dition; £75.--»Write, 47, Snells Park, Edmonton, I
'. [9:

NEW IMPERIAL 1922 models; 1. £63. and 2. £
in stock, immediate delivery.—Elce, Ltd.,- 15-

Bishopsgate Ave., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Pho,

Avenue 5548. - - '. [01

33.h.p. New Imperial, 2 speeds, just been ti

4 oughly overhauled, new cylinder complete, I

piston fitted; £35; offers.—Howich, Keeper's Con
Burstow, Surrey. - - [9'

NEW IMPERIAL Combination 8h.p. Twin J.A.

late 1919, lamps, horn, tools, windscreen, spee

meter, Tan-Sad, 1922 tax, any trial; £85.—You
1238, Coventry Rd., Yardley, Birmingham. [1(

1 Q21 New Imperial, 25Ah.p., 2-speed, clutch. 1

J-«7 start, lamps, horn, cyclometer, licensed IS

practically unscratched, perfect throughout, mile

600- £54 or near offer.—Hale, 11, Upton Park; Sloi

(D) I9
'

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. Combination, 3'.ih

Jardine 2-speed, countershaft, .speedome

lighting set, windscreen, good tyres, smart appi

ance, good condition; £60.—Galpin, 35, Milton Cc

Rd., New Cross, S.E. 14, London. [9>

WATJCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane. London.—1922 1

Imperial-Jap, 3-speed model, £63; 3-sp

kick start and clutch model, £69; ZVih.V. I.Q

sports model, all chain, 3 speeds, £80; easy te

and exchange; write for list.

Svare Parts

:

[9

HERBERT ROBINSON,_Ltd., Green St.; C
bridge.—All New Imperial engine parts in St

Lists free. " [8

New Scale.

NEW SCALE-PRECISION SVih.p.. 1920, 2 spe

clutch, kick starter, good -order, oversize ty

£40.—Richardson's Garage, Rosslyn Hill Mews, Ha
stead.

Norton.
OREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Nortons:

NO. 9, 3>/>h.p., belt drive. £80; 16H 3-speed 3

£115; Big 4, .3-speed, £120; easy payments
extra.—Immediate delivery lrom the Norton Speciali

The Premier Motor Co.. Aston ltd., Birmingham. IC

NORTON.— Latest 1922 models from stock.—Pic
ing, Shrewsbury. [8

TRY Julians of Reading for Nortons; you
never regret it. [1

NORTON 31/ih.p T.T.; £45, quick sale—Darke
Warwick PI., Paddington, W.9. [£

"VT"ORTON T.T. Model. 1917. fully equipped.
IN paid; £45.—Ingle, Hilton, Hunts. [!

NORTONS— All models. If you require one

pulls, try Gibb, Gloucester. 'Phonej 852. [t

NORTONS, 1922.—Immediate deliveries of

models.—Clifford Motories, Eastwood, Notts.

1 fk20 (November) B.R.S. Norton, 68m.p.h., must
-Li/ £65, exchanges.—Kent's, 417, Lord St., So

port. f t!

3.1 h p 1916 Norton, direct drive, accessories, |

2 condition; £42; exchange Douglas—Crook.
fords, Horley.

NORTON, Model 9, 1921, new machine, unrid

tax not paid; offers.—Andrews, Devon!

Garage, Buxton. C

1fk21 4h p. Norton Combination, as new. all

"1U perfect, must sell, snip; £100.—Greaves
Sheldon Rd., Cricklewood, London.

NORTON 16h.p., ne\> July last, excellent condi

very fast, recently overhauled by O'Donov
Lucas, tax, etc.; £90.—11, Frankfurt Rd., E
Hill.

NORTON 1922 3V-h.p. Sports model, 16H.. del

from stock; £115.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16. Bis)

gate Ave., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: As'

5548.

NORTON Big Four Sporting Combination, late 1

small mileage, electric lighting, speedom
£105.—Seen by appointment, 72, High St., Tunb
Wells. £

m Km p.h., 3V.n.p., 3-speed Norton, April, 1

I O done 2,000; Ricardo piston, specially bala

engine racing gear box, silverplated tank, tax

(cost £160); £98.-77, St. Mary's Rd., Shefflelc

B32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH 1920 3^h.p. Lightweight, condition as

new, lamps, horn, licence paid; £50.—Tippen,
Marden, Kent. [9063

BRANDISH and Sons, Coventry, for Triumphs.—
Trinmph-Ricaido in stock.—W. Brandish and

Sons, Coventry. [1043

3.1 h.p. Triumph, 2-speed gear and Tree engine; £25
2 lowest.—Geiger, 24, ftjansfield Rd., Gospel Oak,

London, N.W.3. [1095

TRIUMPH Junior, new 1921 model, at greatly re-

duced price.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St.,

Acton, London. [9738

TRIUMPH Combination, 1918, all on, tax paid, ex-

cellent order, would separate; £65.—70, Baring
Road, Lee, S.E. [9597

TRIUMPH, 1911 3Vjh.p. complete less engine,

perfect; £14; accessories cheap.—58, Cromwell
Rd., Upton Park. [949^

BABY Triumph, 2-speed, lamps, in perfect con-

dition, ride away; 35 gns.—35, Shepherd's Bush
Rd., Hammersmith. [9580

TRIUMPH Combination, 1914, 3-speed, any trial;

£48; take lightweight part.—57 Kenbury St.

Camberwell, London/ [9484

1 Q1S Triumph, electric lamps, speedometer, enamel,
J-V plate, as new, trial; £65.—The Haven, 120,
Sutherland Rd., Croydon. [9803

TRIUMPHS, all models; exchanges, highest prices
given.—Harry Nash, Contracting Agent, 365,

King St., Hammersmith. [9826

D.
and S. Autocar Co. are agents for Triumph

motor cycles, cash or deferred, or exchange.—33,
The Parade, Golders Green. [9858

F.O.C.H. have 1922 Triumph. Model H, in stock;

also 1921 solo and 1918 combination.—5, Heath
St., Hampstead (near Tube). [9309

£25— 41i.p Triumph, 1914 T.T., 3-speed, clutch.
splendid condition, all on.—G. Hawkins, 16a,

Victoria Rd., Clapham, S.W.4. . [9371

3 TRIUMPHS, 4h.p., countershaft, perfect running
order, smart appearance; £45.—NavJor and Kirk,

406, Garratt Lane, Earlstield, S.W. [9924

TRIUMPH 2-stroke, slightly soiled only, equipped.
£45; 4h.p. sports, only run 200 miles, £58.—

Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [900?

TRIUMPH, 1907, cylinder ground and new piston,
with rod and valves, 70/-.—Kendall and Co., En-

gineers, Stoney Stanton Rd., Coventry. [9940

TRIUMPH 1919, just overhauled, fully equipped,
new sidecar, Sandum hood, screen, Lucas lamps,

insured; price £92.-3, Henry St., W.C.I. [9279

TRIUMPH 1922 all-chain models in stock. Ex-
changes.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer

smith Rd., W.6. " 'Phone, Hammersmith 80. [7511

TRIUMPH, 1919, countershaft, T.T. bars, long ex-
haust, all on, tax paid, bargain; £65.—W. Avis,

53c, Hanworth Rd., Hounslow, Middlesex. [9370

TRIUMPH 1921, chain drive, in new condition.
Lucas electric, roomy sidecar; £90; accept hal

down or exchange.—Bunting's, Wealdstone. [9758

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., countershaft, 3-speed, hand
clutch. Miller lamp set, new belt, nice order

;

1*57/10.—261, Mitcham Lane, Streatham. [981J

TRIUMPH, ^4h.p„ 1918, re-conditioned absolutely
as new, new Dunlops, chain, belt, wheels, lamps,

horn; £68.-14, Devonshire Rd., Forest Hill. [9739

LONGMAN BROS., Bond St., Ealing. Telephone
689, Official district agents.—All Triumph

models. Cash, exchange, or deferred payments. [5787

TRIUMPH Countershaft Combination, Canoelet
sporting coachbuilt sidecar, fine condition,

equipped; 58 gns.—5, Wycombe Rd., Tottenham.
19270

A Guineas.—Clutch model Triumph, complete
*W" with lamps and horn.—Smith's, 86, Chalk
Farm Rd., opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station.

[1013
1 ftl8 Triumph Combination, brand new sidecar.
J-*/ screen, lamps, beautiful condition, guaranteed;
£67.-37, Canterbury Rd., Ball's Pond Rd., Dalston,
'N.l. [9964

TRIUMPH. £30; new engine fitted to crank-case by
Triumph Co., single speed, straight frame,

thoroughly reliable, tax paid.—Guinness, New- Collesre.
Oxford. [9129

TRIUMPH C.S. and Paragon light detachable C.B.
sidecar, lamps, horn, tax paid, all new Dunlops,

^ood going order; £70.-8, Netherton Grove, Chelsea.
.3.W.10. [9188

£59/10.—Triumph Combination, 1918. 4h.p. speed-
ometer, lamps, mechanical horn, any trial.—

Smith's. 86, Chalk Farm Rd., opp. Chalk Farm Tube
Station. [9742

TRIUMPH.—Get your -new 1922 Triumph from
George Smith's, Clapham Junction, 268-270,

Lavender Hill, 1 min. station. Cash, easy payments,
sxchanges. [9356

TRIUMPH 1920 3Vah.p. Sports models (2) in new
"condition, accessories; £55 each.—Newnham Motor

Co.. 223. Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammer-
.smith 80. . [7522

MANUFACTURERS'
SPECIAL OFFER.
Extraordinary Bargains!

WATERPROOF
MOTOR CYCLE

SUIT (Fig. n

Fawn double textun
material, interlined

rubber, seams ce

mented and taped

wind cuffs, wind gus-

set in overalls,, and
claspfasteners. Guar-

anteed waterproof.

SUIT COMPLETE

3S/"_

WATERPROOF OKI

TRENCH COAT '

(Fig. 2) Fawn material,

rubber lined wind cuffs,

guaranteed waterproof.

Fig. 2

SEAT-
LESS

Trousers
Fawn
double
texture
materia 1

rubber
inter-

lined,

wind gusset,

& clasp fast.

eners. AU
sizes.

18/-
per pair.

WATEBPfiOOF OVERALLS.

Double texture material,

clasp fasteners, perfectly

waterproof.

pet J. 5/" 'Pair-

If you cannot call, send
money with breast measure-
ment and hciglU..

Actual Manufacturers :

Martin Waterproof Co.,
208,Oldham Rd., New Cross.Manchester

MI letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adv
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
lriumoh.

"I Q20, late, 4h.p. Triumph-Gloria Combination.
J-*' speedometer, Lucas lamps, in perlect condition;
£90.—HilJier (Side Bell), 9, Wallingiord Ave., North
Kensington. [9494
rpRIUMPH Countershaft, thoroughly overhauled, all
J- accessories, tax paid, in perlect condition; £65.—
Richardson, 5, Rosslyn Mefrs, under 42, Rosslyn Hill.
Hampstead. 19213
£»58 1918 Triumph Combination, countershaft, 3-

=*J
speed, mechanically perfect, condition excellent

lully equipped, seen any time.— 156, Stockwell Rd.,
Brixton, S.W. 9. [9524
lyiKIOMPH, 1922 models in stock; immediate de-* livery; models H. and S.D.—Elco, Ltd., 15-16
fiishopsgate Ave, Camomile St., E.C.3 Phone-Avenue 5548. [0075
Qih.p Triumph 1914%, 3-speed, clutch, new cylin-

**f der, lamps, horn, Tan-Sad, all accessories, tax
and insurance paid, excellent condition; £38—33
tenner Rd., S.E. 26. [9147
TLRIUMPH Combination, 4h.p., 1918, real bargain
-- gentleman going abroad must sell; £60.—Sev-mour c/o Marlborough Motor Works, Ltd., 20
Finchley Rd., N.W.8. [9394

i ^"^ 3 '/2h.p. Triumph, single-speed model, special
-»-«' forks, absolutely brand new, shop-soiled only;
,ffered at the bargain figure of £65.—The Lavton
oarages; 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [7815
rjENUINE 1914 T.T. Triumph, 3-speed, clutch, ex.
'-" cellent condition, new tyres, engine recently over-
hauled, 1922 tax paid, any trial, 2 up; £35.-Skelton
11, Havana Rd., Wimbledon Park, London. [9178
PR1UMPII 1913 coachbuilt Combination. 3-speed.
-* clutch, Binks, lamps, generators, grey roomj
sidecar, in perfect running order; £40; exchange late
Triumph.—Bottomley, South Park. Reigate. [9060

I 021 Triumph-Junior 21/ih.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed;!« list price £65; this machine is brand new, and
is offered at the special price of £55.—The Layton
Jarages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [7816

OO GNS.—1914 Triumph Combination 4h.p.', 3-tJO speed, clutch, and K.S., lamps, horn, tax,
speedometer, etc., just been renovated throughout.—
j0, Belsize Park Gardens, Hampstead. 'Phone : 5590

[1077
£25.—Triumph 3M>h.p., adjustable pulley, variable

jet, Bosch magneto, new belt and lamp set, per-
fect order, in daily use, 2 up. No policemen, dealers,
or five-foi'-two's.—56, Leander Rd., Thornton Heath.

[9536
TRIUMPH 4h.p., 3-speed, large Sandum sidecar.

Easting, spring -footboards, speedometer, com.
pletely equipped, splendid condition, inspection in-
vited; £85.—82, Woodgrange Avenue, North Finch-
ley- (9946
i?67/10 4h.p. Triumph Combination, late 1918, just
cV completely overhauled, condition guaranteed
perfect throughout, all accessories Easting; exchange
considered.—Langford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadwav.
N.W.2. [9477
BARKER'S Motors can supply all Triumph 1922
-*-* models at list prices and give an insurance policy
against mechanical breakdown for 12 months free
Cash, deferred, or exchanges—194, Balham High Rd ,

S.W.12.
[6420

PRIUMPH 4h.n. Combinations. We always have
-- - several of these outfits in stock at attractive
prices. Exchanges. List on request.—Newnham Motol
Co.. 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammer-
smith SO. [7524

/?Q GNS.—1919 4h.p. Triumph Combination, 3-

\M O speed, clutch, K.S., Easting, excellent appear-
ance, guaranteed sound, any trial, equipped, year's
licence; after 5 p.m.—20, Treen Avenue, Hogger's
Corner, Barnes. [9549
3 Ah. p. Triumph, 3-speed ge'ars, just overhauled, in-

2 surance July, new tyre, lighting set. hooter,
pump, tool kit, new Binks, all excellent condition,
any trial; for sidecar or solo.—E. L. Manwaring,
Martin's, Marden. [9108

-| 021 Triumph Combination, lamps, accessories,
J-i' Easting, hood, luggage grid. Klaxon, spring
footboards, tax paid 1922, original tyres unsoiled,
unscratched, guaranteed as new; £112.-51, Upper
Richmond Rd., Putney. [9335

"I Q20 Triumph Combination, coachbuilt. 3-speed
i-O countershaft, kick start, clutch, Tan-Sad, East-
ing screen, lamps, accessories, tax paid, perfect con-
dition, trial; £78, bargain.—128, Mackenzie Rd.,
Beckenham, Kent. [9151

TRIUMPH 4h.p. renovated 1921, new Lucas Mag-
dyno (cost £26). oversize 28x3 tyres, Dunlop

extra heavy front, Avon Combination- back (new),
Cowey speedometer, ammeter, spares; £75.—Webb, 4,
Elm Vale, Fairfield, Liverpool. [9195

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London.—New 1922
Triumphs. 4h.p.. all chain models, 3-speed

£115; 4h.p. chain and belt. £105; 2tih.p.. 2-stroke
model £65; 4h.p. combination. £145; easv terms and
exchange.—'Phone : Hclborn 5777. [9985

TRIUMPH Model, W.D.B., purchased March, 1921.
Dunhill triangular chassis sidecar, Easting

screen, electric lighting, tax paid; £85, or nearest

offer; can be seen at Reed's Garage, 168, Hithef

Green Lane, Lewisham, S.E. 13 [^565

ertisement, and the date of the issue A37
, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
triumph.

1Q14 Triumph, Special T T. .Model, overlap cams,
X*/ single gear, adjustable pulley, ergine just over-
hauled, new parts fitted, new mudguards, tyres and
appearance good, fully equipped, exceptionally fast,

any trial; nearest. £35.—Lockwood, 64j Cromwell
Avenue, Highgate, N.6. [9142

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Countershaft, T.T. bars, Lucas gas
and electric lighting. Swan sporting sidecar, nearly

new tyres, spare belt, chain, tube, Cowey speedometer,
Klaxon, small mileage, in tiptop condition, knee grips;
.£95; exchange Norton, higher ppwer, or light car.

—

4, Stratford Sq., Nottingham. 1.9834

TRIUMPH Agents.—1922 models in stock. 4h.p.,
belt and chain drive, £105 ; all-chain drive;

£115; 2'4h.p. 2-stroke, £65; 3'/2h.p. fast roadster,
£120. In stock. Easy payment terms and exchanges
arranged.—Catalogues and full particulars from
Herbert Robinson, Limited, Green St., Cambridge.

[9902
1 021 Triumph (issued new October), model H, fitted
J-v with Watsonian sidecar, fully equipped with
lamps and horn, indistinguishable from new, very
small mileage, originally cost £142; offered at the
bargain price of £108, cash. Several other current
model Triumph combinations available at below bar-
gain prices.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St.,
Oxford. [8967

Spare Parts

:

TRIUMPH Spares; immediate delivery.—Kavs, 8,
Bond St., Ealing. [3615

TTERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St.. Cam-
»--*- bridge.—The Triumph Experts. Complete illus-
trated lists post flee. [8841
/"COMPLETE stock Triumph and Sturmey-Archer^ spares, no waiting.—Ward's, 51, Upper Rich-
mond Rd., Putney. 'Phone: Putney 2754. [7392

""HRIUMPH Spares in stock; illustrated list free;
-•- orders despatched by return.—W. Brandish and
Sons, Triumph Garage, 625, Foleshill Rd., Coventry.

[1044
'T'RIUMPH Official Service Agent in West of-
-1- England. Every part in stock.—Moffat, Town
Hall Garage, Yeovil. 'Phone, 50. Traders please
note. [8239
rpRIUMPH Agents since 1906.—All Triumph Spares
\ at new reduced prices from stock; principal Bir-
mingham agents and service depot.—Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. 10798
nTRITJMPH Parts, 1904-21, every part in stock, new
-*- or second-hand. Why not second-hand in place
of new till prices drop? Half the price, satisfaction
guaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph
repairs and renovations a speciality, under personal
supervision of our proprietor, late with Triumph and
Premier cycle companies. Cylinder regrinding on
latest machinery.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place,
Leamington Spa. [7361

Tyler.
TVfUST sell, reliable 2-speed Tyler-Precision Light-
-LTJ. weight, equipped, overhauled; best offer secures.—:16, Wooler Rd., Weston-super-Mare. [8762

Trump
WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane

Jap, 2-}ih.p. engine, £60;
exchange.

Velocette.
1 ft 22 Velocette.—Immediate delivery of any model
-*-tf from Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-
ham. [8965

yELOCETTE 1919 2i/„h.p. Sports, speedometer, elec-
» tries, new tyres; £35.—Worters, Ship Yard, Wev-
bndge. [9159

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-All 1922
Velocette models supplied on easy terms ami

exchange. [9987
1 Q21 Velocette, 2-speed, 2-stroke, 2l4h.p., mechani-
J-tf cal lubrication, machine is brand new; a
genuine bargain at £52/10 cash.—The Layton
Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford.' [8975

ORDER Your Velocette from G. H. Tucker, Redcliffe
Hill, Bristol, carriage paid to any address in Eng-

land; your mount taken in part payment for one of
these wonderful machines.— 'Phone ; 4042 Bristol -

[5204
ASTOUNDING ralue.-Special offer of brand new

1921 model D.2 Velocette, latest improvements,
2-speed, chain drive; £55. Carries maker's full
guarantee; easy payments only 4/J extra.—Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [7923

Verus.
I Q20 Verus 2-stroke, 2 speeds, clutch, kick start
-»-*/ oate and condition guaranteed; £38/10.—Goad,
122, Maida Vale. 'Phone, Hampstead 1353. [9933
I Q20 2^h.p. Verus-Blackburne, 2-speed. clutch
J.*/ lamps horn, disc wheels, etc.. first-class order'
tax paid; £55.—Shepherd, Enfield Highway. -Phone'
Wallham Cross 31. [0799

TQ20 Verus 2'4h.p., single-speed, good as new, elec-
-i-*J trie light outfit, good accessories, suit overalls
1 5ft. 6in.), insurance, tax paid; lot cost over £75;
£45; appointment only—Schofield. 25. Santos Rd

'

Wandsworth, S.W. 18. [10'0

London.—Trump-
easy terms and

[9986

PHIUpsofj*
PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
AND GEAR COMBINED.

Philipson's
Latest

!

GOVERNOR PULLEY AND
VARIABLE GEAR COM-
BINED WITH FLY WHEEL
for all two-stroke engines.
The Lightest, Speediest, and
Simplest Gear on the market
for direct belt-driven 2-stroke

and 4-stroke engines.

ONLY adds 2 lb. (approx.) to the

weight of a 2-stroke machine, and 6 lb.
j

(approx.) to the weight of a 4-stroke .

machine.

During ihe past week we have
fitted the following machines

2-stroke. 4-stroke

LEVIS, TRIUMPH,
O.K., NORTON,
CALTHORPE, ROVER,
VILLIERS. SINGER,

etc, COULSON-
BLACKBURNE

We are now in a position to supply
the Philipson Pulley to fit J.A .P.

engines without any alteration to

the machine or " staggering " of

the engine.

Our Flywheel Governor converts a
si ngle-speed 2-stroke into aspeed model
—the lightest speed model on the market!

THE ONLY GEAR WITH
NO END THRUST.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Send for Illustrated Booklet.

No gear box friction.
No grinding noises.
No wheels or pinions
to chew up.

What is your make? Write as

DEDUCED r>>7 7 A Carriage
HR1CE -.*/ * u Paid.

Philipson & Co., Ltd.,
Astley Bridge, BOLTON. Lanes.

(Established over 50 years.)

Grams . " ifliety, Bolton." 'Phone: 147 Eagle'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Vindec.

yiXOEC-SPECIAL Combination, 3V2h.p., magnet
» 2-speed gearbox, clutch, kick, lamps, almost git

26 gns.i easy terms.—Wandsworth Motor Kxchane,
Ebner St., WaDdsworth (Town Station). [97!

Wolf.
WOLF Motor Cycle, 2y2h.p. Villiers engine, so.

condition.—Roberts, 9, Saxon St.. Wrexham.
- - r95:

Wooler :

WOOLER, brand new, never been used; accept £6
for quick sale.—Arm, Watliug St., Wellingtoi

Salop. [106

"I Q21 Wooler, 2"!ih.p., equipped, mileage 500. abs
J-«^ lutely as new, tax paid; £49.-56, High SI

Tooting. [96!

I Q20 2%h,p. Wooler, original tyres, perfect, a
L*' accessories; nearest £40.—c/o Wilkinsoi
Featherbank Lane, Horsforth, Leeds. [926

WOOLER, 2%h.p., variable gear, mileage 1.100, a
accessories, purchased May, 1921 (invoice), ni

condition; accept £53.-18, Carmipia Rd., Balhar
S.W.

"

[95C

WOOLER 1921 2.3/ih.p., 3-speed, all-chain drivi

£63; aiso 1920 Standard Model. £47; exchange!
—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.(
'Phone ; Hammersmith 80. [900

2 3.h. p. Wooler, absolutely new condition, 1.4

4 m.p.g., licensed 1922, accessories and spare!

£49, or exchange more powerful twin.—27, Wand
lid., Wandsworth Common, S.W. 17. [974

NEW Wooler, 25ih.p. flat -twin, Brooklano
Sports model, complete with lamps and horn

reduced from £105 to £75; a bargain; easy pa]
ments.—Harrods Motor Cycle Dept., 118, Brompto
Rd., London. [338

Zenith.
ZENITH-GRADTJA 1919-20 8h.p.; £65.-The Morr

Garages, Oxford. [930

ZENITH 6h.p. Snorts Model; £38. a real bargain.
East View Chase, Court Gdns., Enfield. [956

21 Zenith Sports Models (new); 73 gns.—Ra-
elide Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [986

"I 021 Zenith 3*/oli.p. Bradshaw, Gradua gear, unuse(
-L" shop soiled; £100.—The Morris Garages, Oxfor(

[929
ZENITH-GRADUA 1920 8h.p. Twin J.A.P.. esce

lent order; £90—The Morris Garages, Oxford,
[930

ZENITH Model D Sports, fullv equipped; £100.-
Ratcliffe Bras., 200. Gt. Portland St., W.I.

[987
I Q21 Zenith 5-6h.p. Twin Sports, Gradna gear, in
J-" used, shop-soiled; £104—The Morris Garage
Oxford. [929

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 192
Zenith-Bradshaw, £113; easy, terms and e:

change. [99?

£38.-1915 4-5h.p. Zenith Twin, very fast, 1921 rej

brake, full tax paid.—Brockbank's, 58, Lord St

Southport. -.[985

ZENITH 1920 8h.p. Sports, Swan sidecar, full

equipped; £78, bargain.—Clark, 7, Exhibit™
Rd., S.W. 7. [988

ZENITH Brand New 5h.p. Sports Models, guarai
teed; £76/13; few only left.—Clark, • 7, Exhib

tion Rd., S.W.7. [988

THE Morris Garages, Oxford.—Prompt delivery i

all models; Bradshaw Gradua and 5-6h.p. twi
Gradua in sto^k. [930

ZENITH-BRADSHAW 1922 models in stock; £lli
liberal exchanges.—Eagles and Co., 275, Hip

St., Acton, London. [973

ZENITH late 1919 3i,ih.p. Sporting Single, splend
condition, lamps and horn, any inspection; £5

—Tippen, Marden, Kent. [90t

lTRAN-K WH1TWORTH, Ltd., 139. New St., Bi
L niinghatn, tor immediate delivery from stock >

Zenith-Bradshaw; price £119. [071

19 (late) 8h.p. Zenith, excellent condition, wit

19

19 Swan Cauoeiet sidecar; £65 (solo £55).—Jac
son, 54, Victoria Rd., Surbiton. [96S

ZENITH-BRADSHAW.—Bambers are official agent
exchanges a speciality; deferred payments,—

Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone : ~607. [72'

LATE 1920 8h.p. Zenith, sports model, lamps, hor
tools, perfect condition, any trial; bargain, £75,

G. French, 1, Bedford St., Iffley Rd., Oxford. [92C

1 Q 20 Zenith 8h.p sports model, fully equipped ar
X*/ in verv fine order; accept £75 to clear.—Ti'

Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [99!:

SPECIAL Sports Zenith, 8h.p., winner many ;pe
events, postage refunded to genuine inquirie

£90 or offer.—Howard, Midsomer Norton. Bath. [90.

ZENITH 8h.p. 1921 Motor Cycle, as new; -cc

£130, accept £100 or offer; owner bouglit lig

car.—E. Newham, Toll Gavel, Beverley 'Phone* 23
193

3-speed, a
couutershEl

jVO.C.H. have 1922 Zenith-Bradshaw,
chain, in_ stock; also 1920 8h.p.

combination.— 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tub-
[93)

A3fi a i) letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
uotor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P>.
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SPORTS Zenith. Ch.p.,

condition.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

ZENITH 8h.p. Sports Solo 1919, speedometer, lamps,
etc., tax paid, new condition ; £60; trial, seen

any time.— 14, Ritherdon R<1, Balham, H.W.17.
L9651

ZENITH-GRADUA 6h.p. J.A.P., coachbuilt sidecar,
hood, screen, lamps, taxed, little used, perfect

onler; 49 gns—35, Shepherd's Bush Rd., Hammei-
smitli. [9579

LOOK! 50 gns. 1919 5h.p. Sports Zenith, acces-
sories, splendid appearance, any trial; don't miss

this bargain; exchanges.—Rsnfs, 417, Lord Street,
Southport. [9544
5h.p. Zenith 1921 Sports Model, slishtly used, con-

dition as new, exceptionally fast eiiRine; £75.—
Kave Don, Langlands, Kingston-on-Thames. "Phone,
Kingston 3381. [9089

BARGAINS. 8-10h.p. o.h.v. Special Racing Zenith
1915, guaranteed, numerous extras, really hot

stuff, absolutely perfect condition, like new, photo,
seen, tried; 80 gn-s.—Below.

UNDER List Price, any model supplied, new, from
Zeniths.—Write, Barton, Coin, Fairford. [9111

ZENITH 5-6h.p. Combination, CJB. sidecar, lamps,
horns, tools, pillion, excellent condition; £55.

bargain. -Wadsworth, Holmhurst, New Wanstead,
E.ll. [9529

ZEN1TH-BRADSIIAW 1922 all-chain drive models
for immediate delivery. Exchanges. -Newnham

Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. "Phone,
Hammersmith 80 [7514

ZENITH Combination, 8h.p., 1920, electric light-

ing set, a very complete outfit of tools, splen-

didlv fitted-up machine, low mileage; £115.—Whale,
20, 'Fiiichley Rd., N.W.8. [9392

1919, small mileage, perfect
Degory, disc wheels, electric lighting.

all accessories; £65; exchange late Triumph.—Timber
Hill Cottage, Caterha-m Valley. [9062

LONGMAN Bros.. Bond St., Ealing. Tel., 689.—
Sole district Zenith agents, specialists in repairs

and tuning. All mode's for immediate delivery. Cash,
ex'lninge, or deferred payments. [9909

ZENITH Single, .T.A.P., Gradua gear, coachbuilt,
lamps, horn, overhauled and' enamelled, smart,

trial; £45; exchange lightweight, cash.—Ways Green
Post Office, Winsforu", Cheshire. [9278

51i.p. Zenith, Gradua countershaft, coachbuilt com-
bination, 1914, stored war, latest colours, elec-

tric light, excellent condition, any trial; £52.-41,
Seilgemere Avenue, East Finehley. [9339

1 Q21 Zenith 8h.p. countershaft Combination, com-
J-t/ plete all Lucas lamps, equal to new, very little

use:l many improvements, a very smart outfit; £120.

-Harris, 1*4, Gt. Marlborough St., W.l. [8786

1 Q22 Zemth-Bradebaw in stock for immediate de-

J-«7 livery; £118: cash, exchange, or extended pny-
ments.—Aller-Bennett Motor Co., Ltd., 9-10-11, Roval
P'nrwle, London Rd.. West Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon
2450. [0734

BARKER'S Motors can :upply 1922 Zeniths, all

models, at list prices, and give an insurance
policy against mechanical breakdown for 12 months
free. Cash deferred or exchanges.—194, Balham High
ad., S.W.12. [6416

TQ 20, 8h.p., countershaft Combination, best sidecar,
-L«7 with grid, electric lighting, Astra dynamo, Cowev
horn, and speedometer, really good lot, cost £224. re-

ceipt shown, condition guaranteed; £105.—Crys-Pal
Jaragc, 86, Church Rd., Upper Norwood, S.E.19."[9638

ZENITH 8h.p. Sports, October, 1920, delivered
January, 1921, mileage under" 2,500, frame

No. 6,347, complete with P. and H. lamps, horn, and
spare new belt, tools, fully licensed, trial any time;
£80 or offer.—E. Melton, Brighton Rd., Sutton, Surrey.

[9843
Tj Q21 Zenith 5h.p Sports model, fully equipped
J-t? with lamps, horn, speedometer; this machine
is a truly excellent specimen of this make, and is

guaranteed perfect; offered at the very special price
of £75 for ca.-h.—The Lay ton " Garages, 30. Holywell
St., Oxford. [7817

MR. DEQUIN'S famous 7-9h.p. Zcnith-M.A.G. for
. sale, 1921, in perfect condition, inside and out,

complete with all accessories, full 'description with
pleasure, cost, nearly £200; accept £100 cash, or ex-
change 1921-22 close ratio.—Norton, Windermere,. Lon-
don Rd., Twickenham. [9748

ZENITH.S^.p. Countershaft late 1920 model Com-
bination, latest Swan sports sidecar, Avro wind-

screen, disc wheels, long polished copper exhaust pipe,
recently overhauled and guaranteed in perfect condi-
tion, new t./ies and belt; bargain, £100, view and
trial by appointment— Giles. 11, Fitzroy Square, W 1

f8Hi
Swure Parts:

XXIX.

lyEN'ITH Spares.
\*4 Bond St., Ealing

Immediate delivery.— Kays, 8.

[7222

Ladies' Motor Cycles.
Qh.p. Hiunber, 3 speeds,, all accessories, registered
r»:any trial; £23.-Offingion Cottage, Offington Lane,
Worthing. £9176
T ADY'S Douglas, 1915, 2-4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick^ start, complete, licensed 1922; £40.—Moffat
Douglas Expert, Yeovil. 'Phone, 50. ' [8237

24X2',,
2D;\ 2

26X2i

26X2^

:6X2 1 X2''J

1AUDE RUBBER Go!
58, PRAED STREET, W. 2——

—

4484 Padd.

ALL GOODS GUARANTEED
and sent immediately on 7 days' approval

against Cash.
. Postage 1/3 single, 1/9 double.

Clincher de Luxe 18 6
Englebert Touring. Heavy 19/6
Avon Rubber-studded. Heavy 22/6
Avon Stonehenge. Heavy .... 22/6
Wood-Milne Key-grip. Heavy 13/6
Wood-Milne Comb. Ex. Hy... 22/-
Dunlop Rubber-studded. Heavy 27/6
Goodyear Diamond Ex. Hvy. 25/-
Firesfone Safety. Ex. Heavy . . 28/6
Bates 3-ribbed. Extra Heavv. . 28/6
Beldam Combination. Ex. Hvy. 24/6
Dunlop Rubber-studded. Extra
Heavy 36/6

Bates vribbed. Extra Heavy. . 28/6
Clincher de Luxe. Ex. Hy.. . 26/6
Hutchinson Rubber stud. Hvy. 26/6

- Avon " Stonebenge.' Heavy.. 22/6
Avon Ribbed. Heavy 27/6
Goodyear Diamond. ' Ex. Hvy. 25/-
Wood-Milne Key-grip. Heavy 13/6
Wood-Milne Kev'-gri p. Ex. Hvy-^16'6
Goodyear Diamond. Ex. Hvy. 25/-
Hlltchinson Rubber Stud. Hvy. 26/6
Englebert Passenger. Ex. Hvy. 22/6
Englebert Passenger. Heavy.. 30/-
Englebert Super-reinforced. Ex. ,

Heavy 35/6
American lit Extra Heavy . . 40/-
Clipper-Reflex. Extra Heavy 35/6
McGraw Car tyre. Ex. Hvy. 50/-
Avon S. studded, Extra Heavy 37/6
Wood-Milne Key-grip. Heavy 13/6
Wood-Milne Key-grip. Ex. Hvy. 18/6
Englebert Square Voiturette.
Extra Heavy 26/6

Dunlop Grooved Voiturette.
Extra Heavy 40/-

Goodyear Diamond. Ex. Hvy. 30/-
Avon 3-ribbed. Extra Heavy. 30'-
Dunlop S. studded, light car. . 35/-

700-X 80 Avon 3-rib Sml. Car. Ex. Hvy. 4(1 -

Dunlop Magnum Extra Heavy 50/-
RodaceSq. tread Ex. Hv.Lt Car 42/6

Tufces. Brand new Dunlops, Palmers, and Avon.
All sizes to 23 X 3 . . 5/6 each.
Ditto 700x80 .. 6/3 ,

THE SEASONS
OPPORTUNITY.

AN UNASSAILABLE
BARGAIN.

SPECIAL HEAVY

Palmer Cord

Covers.
28 x 2;

For 2, 2J, and 23 rim?.

32/6 each.
ORDERS DISPATCHED IN ROTATION.

MADE BY NORTH BRITISH RUBBER Co., etc.

26x3

2SX3

63 » 65

Actual
Value
45/-

RUBBER

HIP

BOOTS
(WADERS)

PRICE
Postage 1/3.

Wholesale and Repair Depot: Stockweil, S.W.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ladies' Motor Cycles.

PRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139. New St BirA miustaui distributing agent, fo 'the Lady's Ivy

ror''li£
° "" ladi6S ' ""•"WSi "2? complete Sen"

yELOCETTE 1922, Model E.L.2, open frame"

[o9oo
Miscellaneous.

B A
gSAJ?n

S.rKew OK-'a. Ariels. Harleys, Omegas,

MotoS^famix.
exchange3 entertained/- Booth!
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TJOOTHS' Bargains— 1920 Wooler £49/iq/<:. xh*-* 2-speed Enfield. £29/10/6
**»/l»/6: 3h.p

Ariel, £69/10/6. ' ""'' i32° 3'/-h.p.

B°Sa^er TSflO^fi^00^^ "5/10/6:
bination, eleetrfc? £85/19/6.

h 'P
'
D°Uglas com:

^'^.p^eed^1 £i^"^™'Quadrant combination, S 100 several ith.™
- V̂ V

m as Su5x
e

-teeiBir -fe-csTONES Garage—1920 3V,h d Ariel r™i.- .

ie^^Sute,;'rBft§»
J^bSsr^riifund^x.-rS;
TONES Garage—Almost new late 1920 4-cvlinder

eluding rear drive speedometer, absolutely Ts new"

TONES Garage—Late 1919 3y,"h.p P and M Cam^bination. fully equipped #ith Lncas aceessoriS'

1 " mues
'

aTKi is in showroom condition- £65

gasgafc&s $&&*?&»&$and H. lamps, scree „, horn, all absolutely as new;

JONES Garage-Brand new 3Vih.p..Korer Combina-
clear, £99.

S 'mPly sh°J>-5oiled
.

3-sPeed, kick start; to

J°bin!lion
ra

s
g
n
er:La

h
e

,

92
t
X 7 -9hp

-
Matchless Com-

gain, £130 ' '
Cas "sWins; * real bar-

JQhSvGf ragtf'~L
?

t
?,

I919 31/=h P- Sunbeam, abso-

soriM " T
y
,-„

a
i

^'eW '
fully

„
e1u'PPed with Lucas acces-=ones, a real bargain at £90.

TONES Garage—1920 4h.p. Triumph, not W.D
,
as
„„

1
t

lett the works, exactly as new, fully
equipped; £85.

TONES Garage—All the above machines will have" the 1922 licence paid, and will also carry our
usual 6 months' guarantee.

TONES Garage can supply any new or second-hanti« machine on earth; send for our list.—Jone'
Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill, London, N.10.

L1093
1 Q21 7h.p. Combination, luxuriously equipped^
-•-«/ £130.—Dawe, 216, Portobello Rd., North Ken-
sington. [9689

£ 8 -—3'/2h.p. motor cycle, made bv London Autocarcw Co., magneto ignition, running.—King, Egrove
Farm, Oxford. [9720

TJTALIFAX.—50 Secondhand Machines and Combina-AJ- tions; keen exchanges; get list.—Motor Exchange.
25, Horton St., Halifax. [9865

BUNTING'S Buy, Sell, or Exchange any make ol
motor cycle. State your requirements. We under-

take to do your business and give you satisfaction.
Distance immaterial.—Bunting's Motor Exchange.
Wealdstone. [6945

F.O.C.H. for second-hand cycles, combinations, and
runabouts at bargain prices; exchanges arranged.

Any new cycles, combination, or car supplied; cash
or deferred payments.—Fair Offer Car House. 5.
Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube). 'Phone; Hamp-
stead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [9312

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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Euston Rd.

MOTOR CYCLES FOH HIRE.
s and combinatioi
Fowler Brigden,

HIRE Latest Models cycles_and combinations, any
period.—Write. 130,

[0795

W 1

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

ALWAYS Buy

SOLOS, combinations, cycle cars. If in town, write,

'phone, or call. II country, send to London
terminus. We collect free and send best cash offer.—

W. T. Dunn, Ltd., 326, Euston Ed., London. Museum
5391. [0332

/"IASH

TyAlTING

COMBINATION or Solo, any make, any Quantity.
Best prices given.—Write, 'phone, or call, T. and

B. Motor Co., Ltd., 372, Euston Rd. Museum 6581.
[5564

WANTED, Harley Solo; must be cheap.—186,
Sonthgate Rd., London, N. [9621

TE AleWE

A CTUAL Buyers.

PLEASE offer us your Motor Cycle or Combination
We pay cash on sight. Write, 'phone, or call.

—

Percy & Co., 314-316, Euston Rd., N.W.I. Museum
1337. E5995

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting,—The pre-eminent place
for disposing of motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a cash

offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—You- will be sure of

a good cheque if you sell your machine at

Palmer's Garage.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—Thousands of men
have sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting, make a speciality of

motor- cycles in the weekly auction sale every

Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage charge is

incurred until .7 days' notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage; Tooting, will collect machines
from any London railway station. The auction

sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash offer not
accepted, machine can be included in auction

sale held every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting—You fix the price

and we do the rest.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms : Selling com-
mission 7VL'%, not chargeable unless machine is

sold. If no sale, a n'ominal auction fee is charged :

Eor motor cars, 20/-; motor cycles under £50 value,

5/-; ditto over £50 value, 10/-. When we effect a
sale these charges are cancelled and commission
charged.

\
: „

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting—Catalogue free. Tele-
phone :

' 208 Streatham. Telegrams : Palmer's
Jarage, Tooting. [9998

I7<IRST-CLASS Solo up to £75 spot cash.—oi,
• West St., Southport. [954C

£50 for best Harley Solo offered, not previous 1918.
—Box 8810, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9436

DOUGLAS 2-ih.p. Motor Cycle, not older 1914.—
Box 8800, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9697

O -STROKE, must be reasonable.—Lloyd, King's
<> Arms Yard, High St., Wandsworth. [9676

ENFIELD 8h.p. or 4'4h.p. James Combination —
151, Globe Rd., Bethnal Green, London. [9431

WANTED, 1920 Coulson Frame, complete, per*
fect,-Symes, 45, Basin Rd., Chichester. [9837

4h.p. Triumph. countershaft, 1918-19; cheap;
private.—61, Kings Avenue, Watford. (P) [9635

DOUGLAS 2:;4h.p., also countershaft Triumph
wanted; cheap.—57, Elmbank Gardens, Barnes.

[9171
WANTED, good Solo or Combination, reasonable.—

Mosedale, 30, Canterbury Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6.
[6504

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph or Douglas; about £30.
—40, Forest Hill Rd.. East Dulwich, S.E.22.

[9468
WANTED, 2 7'4h.p. Douglas or other good light-

weight; reasonable.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham.
[9952

URGENTLY wanted, good Triumph motor cycle.

—

C. G„ 17, Birchington Rd., Kilburn, N.W.
[9937

LATE Model Solo or Combination for cash—C. S.,
14, Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3. Tel. ; E. 3155.

[9925
WANTED, 2"',h.p. Douglas, not. later than 1919.

J. Mack, £, Noel St., Islington, N.l. Letters
only. [9944

MODERN Solos or Combinations for cash;
highest prices paid.—Clark, 7, Exhibition ~Rd.,

S.W.7. [7846

WOOLER Wanted, mechanically perfect; really
cheap essential.—Cooke, 398, Woodbridge Rd.,

Ipswich. [9048

STOP
at this and compare prices

and quality. Invitation to

inspect before purchasing.
All Bindings carriage paid. No extras

4

This Building is complete with I in. tongued and

grooved floor, Jin. match-boards or weather-
boards, 3in. framing, strong boarded roof, best

pluvex felt. Building treated with weather-
proof composition. Prices, complete and
carriage paid to any station in England and
Wales.

8-X 6

10X 8

12X 8
14X ro

£8 Q
13
1710
23

i6xro £27
18x10 33
20 x 10 37 10
20x12 40

OLYMPIA MODEL ASBESTOS BUILDING

Specification in

12 x 8 £23 10
14x10 32 15
16x10 37 15
Delivered with- iron roo

and soul

Our Catalogue.

18x10 £42 10
20x12 46 15

f complete. Fire-proof
d proof.

Our unsolicited testimonials should create

confidence.

5, York Place, MirfieUl, Yorks.
Feb. 10, 1922.

The South-Western Appliance Co., London.
Dear Sirs,—The Motor Hut I ordered from you
came to hand a few days ago. I have now erect-

ed same and am pleased to inform you thatit is

entirely to my satisfaction. In conclusion 1

must say it is excellent value for money.
Yours truly, A. WALKER.

94, Eaton Road, Brynhyfryd. Swansea
Mr. Brodrick, * Feb. it, 1922.
Dear Sir,—I am pleased to tell you the shed
was delivered in good order and has given

great satisfaction.

Yours faithfnllv,

JAMES BRAY.

3, Edd,ington Road, Fairhaven, Lytham.
Feb. 13, 1922.

Dear Sir,—Tn receipt of your letter of the 31st,

I have received " Delholme " hut alright. I

am pleased with same and recommend it. to

our friends.
Yours trulv

H.NEVILLE.

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE C°
High Street, Fulham, London, S.W.

Telephone : PUTNEY 2771.

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
WANTED. Late Combination or Solo; must b

cheap.—Station Hotel. Bramley Rd., Nottinj
Hill, W.10. [9311

WANTED, Modern 2 3/ih.p. Motor Cycle, in perfec

condition.—Chatterton, 34, Elm Park Ed.
Finchley, N.3. [932.

WANTED, 1921 Sunbeam Combination, must t> I

in first-class order.—Randle, Priesthills Rd.
Hinckley, Leics. [918.'

WANTED. Scott, Rudge-Mnlti, or Triumph, fo

cash; priTate purchaser.—P., River Home, Alex
andra Rd., Thames Dilton. [928'

NORTON, 16 H, not prior 1920.—Price aud ful

particulars, address. Box 49, Wheeler's Adver

:

using Agency, Manchester. [994;

WANTED, Late 1921 Sunbeam 8h.p. Combination
Magdyno. equipped; cheap.—Macmullan, 15

Serpentine Rd., Wallasey. (D) [904!

GOOD Combination or Solo, cash waiting, lat

model only, 1920-21.—Hillier (side bell). 9

Wallingford Av., North Kensington. [950i

WANTED, by trade, brand new 1920 or 192:

countershaft Trinmph; also Triumph-Ricardo.-
Box 8799, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9691

LATE 2 r,ih.p. Douglas, New Imperial, etc., also Moi
gan, 1921-22, water-cooled. Cheap. Cash wait

ing.—H„ 63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [100!

f>3h.p. Douglas machines, complete or incomplete
^* highest market prices given.—Pride and Clarke
156, Stoekwell Rd., Brixton, S.W .9. [952:

/COMBINATION wanted, about 6h.p. preferred^ Not earlier than 1918. Must be reasonable.-
F. S., 91, Mapledene Rd., Dalston, E.8. [995i

\\TANTED, Good Sporting Countershaft Triumph
T ' not earlier 1918; no dealers.—Write, 49, Har
bury Rd., Cannon Hill, Birmingham. [9101

XyANTED, good combination, solo, and Morgan o
»' G.N.; good price paid, cash waiting; call an'

time.—24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [964!

'T'RITJMPH Countershaft Solo or Combination, an-
-* condition, spot cash, or part payment new 192;
A.J.S.—51, Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. [933'

TX7"ANTED to purchase for cash, motor cycles a»"" combinations; must be in good condition-
Barker's Motors, 194, Balham High Rd., S.W.12.

[777"WANTED, 4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1920-21
T T all on, must be cheap for cash.—Write P

Kalis, 381, Queen's Rd., New Cross Gate, S.E. (P,

[937:/CASH Waiting; polo and combinations, good pricey given.—Write, 'phone, or call, Edwards. 50, Hal
nngton Rd., South Kensington. 'Phone: Ken. 3709.

~X\TANTED, Coachbnilt Combination 4h.p.; £48
TT must be modern and in good condition, not late
than 1916.—Box 8728, c/o The Motor Cycle (Di

T905'
T>RIVATE Purchaser wants really cheap moderi
-*- lightweight, Connaught, Coulson, Oalthorpe, simi
lar. would consider Scott.—St. John's Vicarage, Ips
wich. [904!

TTt7"ANTED, Motor Cycles or Combinations.—We an
* v buyers; we give full market price and pav casl

on spot; write or call.—Dawe, 216, Portobello Rd.
Nr . Kensington. [969

IF you have a Triumph or similar machine yoi

w-ish to sell for spot cash, I am'a buyer; to;

prices for good machines.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale
'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [993<

SPECIAL Cash Buvers. -Triumphs. EnfieWs
B.S.A.'s, Douglases, Matchlesses, A.B.C.'s. Seotts

Bradburys, Martinsydes, Zeniths.—Wandsworth Moto
Exchange, Ebner St , Wandsworth (Town Station)
'Phone: Latchmere 4686.

4-CYLINDER F.N:'s, Hendersons, T.A.C.'s,, T.M.C
wanted.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.

Wandsworth.

RED INDIANS, Harley-Davidsons, wanted.-Wands
worth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Waudswortl

(Town Station). [978'

WANTED, Tourist Solo or C.B. Combination, 3%
4i,4h.p,, popular make, 3-speed countershaft, 0:

Multi, kick start, clutch, fairly modern; Midlands.-
Particulars,' price. Box 8803, c/o The Motor C>/c!c.

'

[9701

WANTED, your motor cycle or combination. We ai

buyers. Full market price given and cash paid 01

the spot. Write, call, or 'phone Museum 5938.—

J

Smith and Co., Motor Agents, Ltd., 52-54, Hauipstea
Rd., N.W.I. [076

CASH on Sight for new and second-hand motor cycle
and combinations, any make or condition.—Cat

write, or 'phone. Short and Glass, Ltd., 485^193, Uppe
Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone: Richiuon
2362 and 2363. [037

WANTED, good modern Motor Cycles, solo c

combination, in part exchange for 8h.p. Rove
or other light car. Best prices allowed, extended paj

meats arranged.—Vivian Hardie & Lane, Ltd., 23/24
Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.). Bond St.. W.l
'Phone : Mayfair 6559. [077

A40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date. of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
WANTED, Triumph Countershaft, late model, good

condition; cheap,—Cragg, Werburgh's Chu-rch-
ard, Derby. [9938

MOTOR Cycles bought, sold, or exchanged.—Long-
man Bros., Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone. 689.

We buy for cash and will instruct our representative
to call, inspect, and purchase on receipt of full par-
ticulars and lowest price. We only consider sound
machines of good make. [8952

SEND your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cash,

jffer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest
itation Wimbledon. We will collect from any London
station. Machine can be included in auction sale if

lesired.—Sole address, Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
[1003

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
KINGSBURY Scooter and Spare Parts.—3, Kendall's

Mews, Blandford St., W.l. [5499

KINGSBURY Scooter, used only a few times; £12.
—37. Arlington Rd., Surbiton. [9681

A.B.C. scooter, nice order, bargain; £16.-1, Belling-
ham Terrace, Catford. [9576

MOBILE Pup Scooter, small mileage, for counter-
shaft Triumph engine.—Longhurst, Sunnvbank,

Ewell. T9418

BRAND new Autoped Scooter, dvnamo lighting,
l'jh.p.; bargain, £15 each.-Percy, and Co.,

514-316, Euston lid. [599b

EXCHANGE Stewart handy worker (£6/6), Stewart
trip speedometer, for Skoot-amota.—Howdens,

Seedsmen, Inverness. [9263

SCOOTAMOTA, nearly new, lights, horn, tools,
splendid climber, licensed; £17; or exchange

Autoped. and cash.—Barland, Kington, Herefordshire.
[9258

AUTO Glider, with seat, luggage carrier, aluminium
number plates, horn, as new, £34 ; Unibus,

secondhand but good, £34; Autoped, electric lighting,
"hitch, etc., new, £14/10.—Crvs-Pal Garage, 86,
Church Rd., Upper Norwood, S.E.19. [9636

WHIPPET Scooter!—Finest scooter made, fitted
l l,-.jh.p. air-cooled engine, large saddle seat, prac-

tically new condition; maker's price, £56; sacrifice,

£20; also large number of new "engines for this
machine, complete with magneto and carburetter,
£7/10 each; large quantify spare parts; genuine bar-
gains for immediate clearance.—Seen, Patmore's Motor
Emporium, 240. King St., Hammersmith. W,6. [9491

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
AUTO Wheel, perleot mechanical condition; bargain.

£6.—W. Freeston, Blisworth, Northants. [9130

"yOUNG Attachment, cost £35, mileage 65, as new;
A £16.—Newton, Brampton, Northallerton. [9118

1 Q21 Auto Wheel and i Cycle, excellent condition;
Li/ nearest £10.-61, Mizzv Rd., Rochdale, Lanes.

[9800
\T0UNG Attachment on Special Cycle, perfect run-
L jQhig order, any trial; £22.—Furlong, Stapleford
Tawney, Romford. [9332

1?5.—Wall Auto Wheel, in good going order, new
i* tyre and chain fitted; first cash secures.—Smith,
)0, Dane Rd.. Margate. [9073

1Q21 Young cycle and motor attachment, clutch,
A*7 etc.; £17/10.—Harrods Motor Cycle Dept., 118.
Jvompton Rd., London. ' [9387

;Y"
LNG'S Motor Attachment and Cycle, both prac-

'A ticallv new, licence paid; £20 or offer.—" South-
Hie," Clydesdale Rd., Romford. - [9452

HOODS, WIND SCREENS. ETC.
i'ST-SHAPED Screens, adjustable; £3/18.—Bright and
i" Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

"IT-SHAPED Screens, small size; £2/15.—Bright and
» Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

|
[T-SHAPED Screens are absolutely effective, a/nd
jT create no back draught.—Bright and Hayles, 78,
Uiurch St., Camberwell. [9631

HERCULES Hoods and Aprons. Write for list.—
Hercules Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters Rd., Totten-

iam. [3230

BENT Hoops, hood fittings, straps, turnbuttons
twills, etc.; bardwood polished wind screens.

7/6.—Henry Jones, 778, High Rd., Tottenham, Lon-
don. [3772

RENNOO Co.—We are actual manufacturers of hoods,
screens, and aprons. Send for list. — Rennoe

.Jotors. Ltd., 155a, Marlborough Rd., Upper Hollownv.
'•19. * [2321

OOLLINS and Son for hoods, screens, and aprons,
[M hoods with solid brass Auster fittings, covered
i.ith double texture twill, polished sticks; 35/-; the
tiggest bargain ever offered.—Below.

;|\ DJUSTABLE windscreens, complete with all fit-^ (ings and apron; 30/-; celluloid panels fitted to
iny windscreen in a few hours; send for list.—Collins
nd Son, rear of 84, High St., 'Putney, S.W. [.9693

ROBINI Manufacturing Co.—The Bower adjust-
able windscreen, with coverall apron; 30/-, car-

riage paid. 'Phone: Brixton 1585.—Robini Manufac-
uring Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W. [1017

BAST0NES
Established 16 Years

No Better or Cheaper House

USGO RUBBER NON-SKID COVERS
Manufactured by fhe United States Rubber Co.Ltd.

to fit }- Heavy Price Price

26x2jJ 53/- 28/6

BERGOUGNAN Three Ribbed
COVERS (Heavy)

26x2 List Price 46/- Our Price 18/6
26X2-J- „ ,, 49/- ,, „ 20/-
26 X 2^ "i

old size

}

6°/6 i. • 23/6

WOOD-MSLNE Key Grip COVERS

esoxeShP60^ Heavy 13 /s

26X2J 4-piy 16/6

GOODRICH Safety-TreadCOVERS
Extra Heavy.

26X2J 28/-

26X2JX2J 36/-
26x2^ .. 35/-
650 x 65 . . . . 40/-
26x3 for 650x65 run .. -.. 48/-
28x3 48/-

CLINCHER Rubber Non-Skid
COVERS.

24x2^ Dp I.uxe Tumor .. 20/-
26 x 2 § De Luxe Heavy .. 25/-
26x25 Hxtra Heavy .. .. 27/-
26x2iX2j Heavy .. .. 30/-
650x65 Dreadnought 3-ribbed 39/-
700x80^
to fit j- De Luxe Extra Heavy 47/-

650 x 65

J

28 x 3 De Luxe Extra Heavy 37 /6

26X
26 X
26X
26X
26X
26X
26X
.26 X
26X
26 X
28X

.28 X

MISCELLANEOUS COVERS.
2 Englebert Passenger

2i Hutchinson T.T.

3 Englebert Rubber Stud . .

2J- Michelin Fine Ribbed . .

2 J Englebert (wired edge)

2 1 Rom. Rubber, Non-Skid

2J „ Combination

2J Goodyear Diamond Tread 26/-
2i Skew Rubber, Non-Skid 35/-
2 Clincher A Won (Wired edge)

20/-
3 Hutchinson Super-Studded 64/3

19/6
23/-
27/-
25/
21/
25/
29/-
40/

TUBES.

Coodrich, Clincher, and Hutchinson.

26X2J and 26x2!- .. each 6/3

700x80}
and 28x 3 each 7/6

The above new Clearance lines are sent

on approval against remittance.

Carriage Paid.
Hours- 9 till 6; Sat., 9 till 1.

228, Pentonville Road,
King's Cross, London. N.l.
'Phone : 2481 North. 'Grams : 'Bastones, London'

BODIES.
fTALIFAX.—New Perfection Coach Bodies; £5.-
J-J- Motor Exchange, 25, Horton St., Halifax. [986?

CAMBER Coach Bodies from £4/17/6.—Bright and
Haylefc, 78, Church St., Camberwell. [9632

RENNO© Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacturers, 35
models, also several clearance, cheap to clear.

"D ENNOO Co. specialise in repairs, repainting, and
--•> upholstering.—Rennoc Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marl-'
borongh Ed.. Upper Holioway, N.19. [2320
/"ROLLINS and Son for bodies, new bulbous back.v-/ coachbuilt models with aprons; from £.6/5.

TWELVE months' guarantee given; Write for cata-
logue.—Below.

WE repaint, repair, and upholster bodies at very
moderate charges, insurance work a speciality;

estimates free.—Collins and Son, rear of 84, High St.,

Putney, S.W. L9694

SIDECAR Body 1921 Enfield, luggage grid attached,
practically new; £6.-670, High Rd., Tottenham.

L9329
BASTONES for Sidecar Bodies, all latest models m

stock from £4.-228, Pentonville Rd., King's
Cross, London, N.l. [5131

VENUS Step Bodies, 2 dozen to clear; from 50/-
each; great bargains.—Venus Sidecar Co., 694,

Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. 'Phone, 2102. [7697

FULL Size Bulbous Sidecar Bodies, £7/7; light-
weight boat shape, £5/5; also chassis if required;

call and inspect.—Stock, 107, Coningham Rd., Shep-
herd's Bush. [9814

GREATEST Bargains in Sidecar Bodies.—Call and
see our 1922 productions. Beautifully finished

and upholstered. Satisfaction guaranteed. Complete
with Coverall apron, £8.

A FEW 1921 Models, shop soiled, with aprons;
£6/10.—Write for Catalogue.

LARGE number of second-hand, always in stock.
We repaint, repair, and upholster bodies; low

prices. Trade inquiries invited. Carriage extra. See
Chassis column.—Robini Manufacturing Co., 1 and 3.

Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W. 'Phone: Brixton 1585.
[1019

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, first-
class finish ; have a lew coachbuilt bodies, cletu-

ance lines from £5 each; extra good value. — The
Willowbrook Motor Co.. Leicester. [0336

A THING oi beauty and a joy for ever; Cobb
-c3- Speedman Sports sidecar bodies; from £2/12/6,
carriage paid; coachbuilt, fit any chassis.—Cobb. 18,
Midland Rd.. Carlton. Nottingham. [9434

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.

—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers

to the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when
designing new ideas.—20, Tudor St., London, E.C.4.

[0004 '

SIDECAJt ATTACHMENTS.

s

ANDHAM. the smartest sidecar specialists.

JANDUM Sidecars.—Our pre-war prices were the talk
" of the show; £14 to £50. Write for new catalogue.

ANDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen, a hood, screen,
and apron; £2/15 and £3/18. Write for list.

SANDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen.—Our South London
agent writes : " Ao instautaneous success ; sold

out; send further supply." Agents, pet in touch with us.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
Rd., W.C-1. 'Phone: Museum 3427. 10019

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are"

guaranteed 3 years.

MIDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis for

high-powered machines : Zenith, Harleys, Indians,
New Imperials, Sunbeam, Blackburnes, etc.

INDIANS with kick starter on left present no diffi-

culty with Middleton's special model.

MIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs of all

kinds. Twisted motor cycle frames and forks
promptly corrected.

SECOND-HANDS of various makes for sale. Your
old sidecar taken in part exchange.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
safer and more comfortable, but are faster on

bad roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not
bash into them.

MIDDLETON'S London's oldest established sidecar
makers, wholesale, retail, and export, 27, Stroud

Green Rd., Finsbuiy Park (near Tube). 'Phone: Horn-
sey 1584. [0522

SIDECARS and Chassis.—Send for bargain list.—

Cadby, Ltd., Farm St., Birmingham. L9723

CANOELET Minor Sidecar, new condition; £11/10.
—Forrest, Laurel Grove, Armley, Leeds. [9528

SLDECARS.—Several cheap, room wanted, fitted free.

—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [9486

SIDECAR Chassis, 26x2','.in. wheel, good tyre; 50/-.

—17, Sussex Rd., New Maiden, Surrey. [9551

All letters relating to advertisements should ciuote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A4I
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
BASTONES lor Sidecars, no better or cheaper house.

AH latest m.-wiels in stock.

BASTONES.—Lightweight sidecars complete, to fit

any machine; £12/1:5/6.

BASTONES. — Sports model Bidecar. complete,
£17/10; several "other models in stock, including

tandem, all at low prices.

BASTONES.—Distributing agents lor the famous
Montgomery sidecars, all the latest 1922 models

in stock; lightweight model £17/10, Model No. 3
£19/10, Sports model £23/10, tradesman's carrier
model £23/10, Model No. 2 £24/10, Model No. 1

£28/10. Model de Luxe £34/10, tandem model £30.

BASTONES—Whitley 1922 sports model in stock,
£25.

BASTONES for Sidecar Chassis, underslung £7/19/6,
tandem chassis £14/10, auxiliary arms 14/-.—

228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, London. N.l.
'Phone : 2481 North. "Grams : Bastones, London.

[5132
TRITUBE Sidecars are most unique. Scientifically

designed, made of finest materials-.

TRITUBE Chassis, constructed of steel lugs, straight
steel tubes, with welded joints.

TRITUBE Sidecars are light. Supplied with eithei
snorting or touring coachbuilt bodies.

HP EUTUBE Sidecars. One price, £15/10. Write for
J- booklet.—Davis Bros., Church St., Rickmansworth.
'Phone: 5. [8036
/^AMBER Utility Models; £25.—Bright and Hayles,^ 78, Church St., Camberwell, London.

p|AMBER Tandem Models; £26.—Bright and^ Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell, London.
CAMBER Semi Touring Models; £18/10.—Bright

and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

CAMBER Lightweight Models; £16/10.—Bright and
Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell, London.

™ [9627pANOELET MM4 Touring Model, unused W.D.,^ Harley connections, 28x3 Dunlop, £18; another
£15.-56, High St., Tooting. [9674

GLORIA Sidecar, complete, good condition.—State
price, Austin, 215, High Rd., Kilburn. [9419

CHASSIS, guard, wheel, ' springs, complete; £4 —
Rowe, 22 Vallance Rd., Alexandra Park, N.

[9214
Q-SEATER C.B. Sidecar, aprons, screen, good tyre;
nJ £12.—Clark, 59, Kitchener Rd., E. Einchley.

[9319
COACHBUILT Sidecar, complete, new tyre, lamp;

bargain, £6/10.-6, Ward Rd., Tufnell Park,
N.19. [9039
O 5.—Cane Torpedo Sidecar, four point attachment,
c& new Palmer tyre.—Spalding, 15, Charrington St.,

N.W. [9149

. T).M. sidecars, plated fitting?, complete, new bodies,
*- tyre and tube, £10/10.—See P.M. Accessories
Advt. [9959

SIDECAR, wicker, quick attachment, almost new;
also Amac carburetter.—Ranken, Spence St.,

Edinburgh. '

[9259

LARGE Light C.B. Sidecar; £8; or part exchange
Easting and anything useful for motorist.—Long,

Tilmanstone, Kent. [9101

S'IDECAR, Lightweight, coachbuilt, £7; Millford
' chassis incomplete, 35/-.—Kennard, 78, Yerburv

Rd., Holloway, N.19. [9186

MILLS-FULFORD C.B. bulbous 4-point, Easting,
luggage grid, lamp, well upholstered, oft' Triumph;

£8.—Wilkins. 4, Merrick Sq., Boro' S.E.I. [9148

RENNOC Sidecars, bodies, hoode, screens, largest
stock in London, actual manufacturers through-

out. Send for our catalogue, 32 pases. 80 illustrations.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by the
Rennoc Sidecar Co.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian
motors, with left-hand kick etarters. and can

deliver.

RENNOC Co. have 50 second-hand and clearance
sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear at knock-

out prices. Note: Write for special clearance list.

RENNOO Co. have the finest selection of complete
sidecars in the trade.

RENNOC Co. undertake repairs to any make of side-
car; repainting and leupholsterine a speciality.

RENNOO Co. have in stock sidecars to fit all makes,
i English and American.

RENNOO Co. again agk you to send for their
catalogue, the moat comprehensive issued by any

manufacturers.

RENNOC Motors, Ltd.. 155a, Marlborough Rd., Upper
Holloway, N.19. 'Phone: Hornsey 1589. [2319

RUDGE Sidecar, new condition, dark green, storm
apron, etc.; £12/12 or near.—5, Melrose Avenue,

Streatham Rd., Mitcham. [9405

SIDECAR, bargain, Watsonian R.34J mileage under
200, excellent condition; 12 gns.—B.P. Garage,

40, Murray Mews, Camden Town. [1079
COACHBUILT Sidecar, complete, tyre, windscreen,

apron, petrol carrier, off P. and M. ; £8.-61,
Sumatra Rd.rWest Hampstead, N.W. 6. [9177

•(•••((•ii* 1

An Opportunity for

Enterprising Agents.

OTWPOJE

Insurance

Policies

IMPORTANT
AGENCY
XTENSION

SERVICE to your clients

should include the best

and most reliable Motor
Cycle Insurance •" Agency it is

possible to obtain.

The Policies you recommend should
carry a name that inspires confidence
and gives an assurance of prompt
and generous settlement of claims.

From your own point of view it is

desirable that you should represent

a company that enjoys the highest
reputation among the motoring
public, and be able to offer policies

that are known to give complete and
comprehensive cover.

An extension of the Agency and
Service arrangements for " The
Motor Cycle " policies is now being
made, and applications are invited
from agents who realise the value
of specialised experience and the
importance of maintaining the
goodwill of their clients.

Here is your opportunity of handling
policies that every motor cyclist knows
and the value of which he fully

appreciates.

WRITE TO-DAV FOR
FULL PARTICULARS.

Address—Agency Dept..

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

Head Office:

77.. Cheapside, London, E.C.2.
Telephone: City 9831 and 9832.

Telegrams: " Autoinsure, Cent. London."
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
CANOELET Touring Sidecar, complete, practic

brand new, £12.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [1

BOOTHS Bargains.—Coachbuilt chassisless side

£7/10/6; Gloria cane, spring wbeel, £6/19
Hercules co^ch. £9/10/6.

BOOTHS Bargains.—Shop-soiled £27/10 sidecar, il

Triumph, B.S.A., £18/15; cane sidecar, £5/lt

BOOTHS Motories —Ruby coach sidecar,. £9/10
new large size coach bodies, locker under s

£6/19/6.—Booths Motories, Portland Place, Halifa

XT'OUR Sidecar renovated equal to new from
X Damaged sidecars our speciality; send your '

for repairs.—Write, Crescent Sidecar Co., 8, B
Laue, Sheffield. [8

S'IDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Sa
' garage worry and expense. Attached to mt

will go througn passage 28in. Tandem and sir

bodies fitted.—Hopley.

FOLDING Sidecar.—When ordering your mt
specify a Hopley folder. Suits motors u$

lOh.p. Can be changed from pleasure to comniep
in few seconds. Detachable wheels can be fit 1

Tested 7 years.—Hopley, Upper Highgate St., Birmi
ham. [0

COLLINS and Son for Sidecars.—A few new bulb
back models, complete with renovated undersli

chassis, tvre and tube, and coverall apron, all lit tic

£12/10—Below.

FAMILY Model Light 2-seater, built to accom:

date one adult and child up to 12, with,

novated underslung chassis, tyre, tube, and apr

£15.—Below,

WE have various models in stock to suit i

machine.—Send for catalogue.

WE specialise in frame and chassis repairs of

kinds; all work guaranteed.—Collins and S

rear of 84, High St., Putney, S.W. [ 91

BLUE Sporting Coachbuilt Sidecar, complete, ;

Enfield chassis, SO/-.—116, Woking Kd., G11

ford. 19'

SIDECAR, underslung, handsome new coach, 26x
Dunlop, complete, £9; body separate, £4.—

6

Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham.

HALIFAX.—New Swan Sporting and Millford

Luxe Sidecars for Harley and American S
Motor Exchange, 25, Horton St., Halifax. [91

INDIAN Mills-Fulford Sidecar, exceptionally g.

condition, luggage grid, apron; £13/10.—La
ford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2. [9'

WATSONIAN Featherweight Sidecar, shop soi

only; cost, with accessories, £19; sell £15; .

proval.—Law, Great Billing, Northamptonshire. 191

1 O BEAUTIFUL Coachbuilt Sidecars, fit any mo
X.A cycle; from 8 gns.; easy terms.—Wandswol

Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (To

Station). [97

SIDECAR, coachbuilt, £7/10; another, undershu

with -torpedo body, £5; new underslung dorS

frame chassis, £14 each.-Geiger, 24, Mansfield R
Gospel Oak, London, N.W.3. LIU

SIDECARS new and secondhand, windscrflfe

lugs tubes, all fittings bought, exchanged, «
payments.—George Smith's, Clapham Junction, 2(

270, Lavender Hill, 1 min. station.

-| Q21 8I1.P. Sunbeam, sidecar bulbous back, Bli

JLi7 mels windscreen, hood, apron, luggage gr

etc • absolutely unscratched; £35.—Realf, 38, Dl

;ombe St., Wollaston, Stourbridge. '96

O SIDECARS, complete, good condition and tyl

A Canoelet, C.B., 4 point off B.S.A. Tradesman

3 point off 2^h.p. Douglas; £9 each, £17 two.-l'

St. Margaret's Rd., St. Margaret's, Middlesex. [94

WILLOWBEOOK Royal Leicester Sidecars; smafti

designs, first-class finish; prices from 17 gi

Write for catalogue. Repairs undertaken, hoods, wi

screens, etc.-The Willowoiook Motor Co.. Leicester^

LONGMAN Bros., Bond St., Ealing—We have o

or two sidecars to clear at special prices;

special for Indian Scout, one for 7-9h.p. model India

and one for B.S.A. twin. Special Montgomery shi

models All other models at usual prices.

,000 Douglas Underslung Chassis, suitable for ai

1' "make" "of "machine to "order, absolutely eomple

and renovated, as new; £5 each.-Old Man Hep, 1

Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8. Phot

1958 Brixton. [88:

PARAGON (patent! Folding Sidecar saves storm

has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itet

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor eye.

and when folded, combination will pass throng*

30in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.-Wmeyc

Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. [03'

SIDECARS ' Sidecars 1 Several Secondhand Coac

built Sidecars from £7/10. Brand New Coac

built Sidecars with hulbous backs and complete wi

aprons; a first-class job; not cheap and nast

£17/10 Brand New Sidecars, coachbuilt, from £1

These are really wonderful value. We have two Lau

ford spring wheel sidecars, 5-point attachments, lar

bulbdus backs with Picnic cases, completely fitted wi

ill utensils. mosV elaborately finished, complete £35.-

Joncs Garage, Muswell Hill. London, N.10. [6O1

442 All letters relating to advertisements should cniote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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CHASSIS.—Underslung chassis, complete, new tyre
and tube, shop-soiled body, coverall apron, £13/10:

P. and M. chassis, 'new tyre and tube, new 1922 bulb-
ous back body, £12. 'Phone: Brixton 1585.— Robini
Manufacturing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W.

[1015

WE have several very cheap bodies and chassis
taken in part payment which we will sacrifice

for any reasonable offer. Good selection of new
bodies in stock, prices range from £4/5. Mead and
Deakin sporting hammock slung canoelet sidecar as
new. £14.—Light Car and Motor Cycle Engineering
Co., Ltd., 26, Tulse Hill, Brixton (:, minute from
Brixton Skating Rink). 'Phone: Brixton 1292.

[1029

RUNABOUTS
REY'S. of

following
Euston Rd
in stock :—

AND CYCLE CARS.
(Nos. 378-384), have the

Tt/TORGANS, all model;

R

., also second-hand De Luxe
and Grand Prixs in good condition.

OVENTRY PREMIER 1922, 4-wheeler model
£250; one shop-soiled only, £220.

OVER 8h.p. model, £220; one second-hand, good
condition, £165.

G.N.'s, all models; also 1920 with dvnamo, very
good order, £132/10; one 1921, £142/10.

EXCHANGES or deferred payments
'Phone.: Museum 6436.

arranged.
[9313

w
19.

70 Morgan, J.A.P. engine, lamps, etc.—J. C.
|

Pickering, Mardol, Shrewsbury. [9606

AUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London.—5-6h.p.
Garden Monocar; £50. [9993
1 Reynolds Runabout, unused, shop-soiled; £65.
The Morris Garages, Oxford. [9290

8h.p. 1920 Monocar, - just overhauled, trial;
£56/10.—Lawford, Ringmer, Lewes. [9249

or com-
bination part.—Garage, Millett St., Bury. [9036

A-
v
£

TJRITON lOh.p., splendid condition; £7

BLERIOT-WHIPPET, £100; mileage about 800;
owner bought larger car.—Pearce, Surveyor, Hun-

stanton. [9128

HALIFAX—Morgans, 8h.p.
£85, £100, £110.—Motor

Halifax.

J.A.P., hood, screen;
Exchange, Horton St.,

[9861

GARDEN 1921 2-Seater, equipped, perfect; £75;
exchanges.—Bramwell, Market Square, Stonv

Stratford. [9722

8h.p. Rover.—1922
Walbro Motor

'Phone : 45.

model
Cycle Co.

stock; exchanges.-
Saffron Walden

[7159

MORGANS Always in Stock.—The West of England
Agent, Gibb, 100, Northgate, Gloucester.

jPhone: 852. [8127

MORGANS.—Latest 1922 Models; immediate de-

livery; exchanges, extended terms. Official

igents.—Below.

MORGAN Grand Prix 1921, dynamo and acety-
lene lighting, M.A.G. engine, horn, speedometer,

fete; £165.—Below.

MORGAN De Luxe 1921, M.A.G. , acetylene light-

ing, etc., horn, tax paid; £155.—Below.

MORGAN Grand Prix, W.C., M.A.G., lamps,
horn, etc., very good condition; £75.—Below.

ROVER 1922 8h.p. Light Car in • stock, dynamo
lighting, etc.; £220.—Below.

G.N. 1922 Standard Model, dickey seat, door, dy-

namo lighting; £225.—Below.

G'
IN. 1920 Standard Model, dynamo lighting, speedo-

meter, watch, horn, etc.; £130.—Elce, Ltd., 15-

6, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3.

Phone: Avenue 5548. [0079

COVENTRY PREMIER— 1922 model in stock; ex
changes.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Wal

leu. 'Phone: 45. [7160

\\ ,V. Bicar 1921 8h.p., all on; sell or exchange for
li. solo 1921 2%h.p. or 3i/.h.p.—W. Howells, Garn

S„

Blaenavon. [9085

,N. 1920, dynamo lighting, engine overhauled, de-

tachable wheels, speedometer; £125.—Jones'
ilarage, Droitwich. [9340

1Q21 Late Scott Sociable, perfect condition, owner
«-«7 recalled India; great bargain, £150.—Sellick,

511amore, Tavistock. [9113

ATORGANS, G.N.'s, and Rovers, second-hand, several

r'-l in stock.—Rev's, of Euston Rd. (378-384).

Phone : Museum 6436. . - [9314

A .C. Sociable, 2-speed, reverse, dickey; exchange
p. 4h.p. Triumph, B.S.A., or sell.—Hutchings, 19,

Richmond Rd„ Kingston. [9573

H .N. 1920, dynamo lighting model, little used and
U equal Ho new; 125 gns.—Longman Bros., Bond
t., Ealing. Tel. : 689. [9912-

ROVER, 8h.p.—Your motor cycle taken in part ex-
change for new models.—Agents, R. B. Clark am'

Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W. 7. [7847

I Q20 P. and M„ low mileage, like new, any reason-
--•7 able offer accepted, motor evele part.—Colonial
\gency, 49, Bedford St., Strand. [9961

Advertisements, xxxiii.

mM
The cheery little figure of Burlington

Bertie adds to the attractiveness of
any machine or sidecar. It's the
cutest little mascot on the road.

Made in Solid Brass, heigth 3, ',

with fittings for number - plate,
handlebar or sidecar—10/6 each.

Postage Gd.

WE ARE

CALTHORPE
SPECIALISTS.

Selection from Stock of new models :

1922 Callborpe, ii h.p., single-speed model. The
cheapest machine in the Motorcycle" world .... £38
1922 Calthorpe, 3h-P-j 2-stroke, 2-speed gear,
Olympia Show model £60

'

1921 Oalthorpfij 3h.p.,2-stroke, 2-speed, and k.-s. £60
1921Calthoipe, J.A.P., 2-2 h.p., 2-speed, andk.-s. £60

NEW MACHINES IN STOCK.
1922 F.N., 7 h.p., 4 cylinder, 3-speed, shaft drive, £95
1922 James, 4i lip. Combination, Model No. 6 £135
1922 Sun-Vitesse, 2-stroke Ladies' Model, Sturmey-
Archer 2 speed, c'ufch and k.-s 55 gns.

Olympia Show Model.

1922 Wolf, 2$ h.p. Blackburne, Sturm^y-Arcber
a-speed, c. and k.-s £75
1922 Triumph, Model H £105
1921 Scott combination, with Burlington sidecar,

fully equipped ." £115
Above aie all new machines.

OUR DEFERRED PAYMENTS
SYSTEM IS ONLY 40 EXTRA,

We shall be pleased to send you our Easy Payment
Terms, also List of Second-hand Machines

=. BURLINGTON
UNDERSHIELD

for

TRIUMPHS.

Can be fitted by
any amateur in a
few minutes. They
are stove enamelled
and add to the ap-
pearance of the
machine.

Protects your en-
gine and yourself
against mud.

Price 6/6 each.
Postage 1/3.

SUPPLIED.

BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO., LTD.,

7, South Side, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.
Phone. Brixtojt 2417. Wires : Rurliii3tonMotors,Cla£ham

Just by Clapham Common Underground S'ation.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
TXT"AUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London.-Carden de" Luxe 2-seater, 1921, dynamo lighting, fulJv
equipped, tax paid, fully insured; £110. [9994
.£15.—3-wheeler" chassis, worm drive, 4 speeds, re-&* verse, friction, -8h.p„ detachable wheel, complete,
less magneto.—89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [9556

TTTAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-New 1922
»» Morgans supplied on easy terms' or exchange.

'Phone: Holborn 5777. List on application. r9991

"I Q 20 Sporting Morgan, air-cooled, hood, screen,
A*/ speedometer, discs, electric sidelamps, good
condition; £115.—Page, Dulverton, Somerset. [9044

MORGANS.—1922 De Luxe, Grand Prix, and
Popular models in stock; exchanges.—Walbro

Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Walden. 'Phone : 45.
[7158

NEW and Second-hand Light Cars and Cycle Cars,
all makes; good selection in stock; cash, easy

payments, or exchange.—Service Co., 292, High Holborn,
W.C.I. [0673

1 Q21 Grand Prix Morgan, lavishly equipped;
A*7 £145; ditto, 1920, grand condition; £120.—
Hillier (side bell), 9, Wallingford Av., North Ken-
sington. [9498

BAYLISS-THOMAS, 1922 10b. p. model, 4-cyl. watei-
eooled engine, 3 speeds, Magdyno; 300 gns. ; im-

mediate delivery.—Godfrey's, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St.,

London. W.l. [0756

BUCKINGHAM lOh.pr Cyclecar, 2 speeds, disc
wheels, dynamo,

' do 60 m.p.h., 50 m.p.g. real
sporty outlit; £55 cash; exchange bike.— 8, High St.,
Wandsworth. [9687

A.C. Sociable, fine condition, dickey, take 3 any-
where, reliable, hood, Bosch, tax paid (£4), new

tyres, chain, carburetter; £50, near.—Capt. Strutt,
Wadhurst, Sussex. [9607

GARDEN 1921, accessories, perfect condition, jusfc

overhauled; will sell or exchange for Triumph or
similar cycle in good condition.—Allfree, 43, Edg-
ware Rd.,' London. [9097

MORGAN 1920 Grand Prix M.A.G., acetylene and
electric, speedometer, clock, aluminium dash,

Dunlop Magnums, very smart; £145.—Clark, 7, Ex-
hibition Rd., S.W.7. [9006

HALIFAX.—New 1922 Coventry-Premier 4-wheeier,
with speedometer and 12 months' insurance;

£250; liberal exchanges.—Halifax Motor Exchange.
25, Horton St., Halifax. [9864

J Q22 Morgan Porular, £150: Grand Prix, £180";
-l & 8h.p. Rover, £220 in stock for immediate delivery

;

jasy payments only 4% extra.—The Premier Motor Co.,
Vston Rd., Birmingham. [0773

A.C. Splendid 2-seater (wheel steering), hood, screen,
lamps, overhauled, newly painted ; 58 gns. ; ex-

change motor , cycle; easy terms.—Wandsworth Motor
Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station).

[9783

A.C. Sociables, by the A.C. Co., dependable run-
abouts, take 2 persons anywhere, good condition

and appearance, fully equipped; from £50 to £85;
trial.—29, Allsop St., Upper taker St., London, N.W.

[7056
MORGAN, Grand Prix model, water-cooled, J.A.P.,

electric lighting, oversize tyres, exceptional con-
dition; 76 gns.—Longman Bros., Bond St., Ealing.
Tel. : 689. Also A.V. Monocar, practically new con-
dition; £50. [9911

BARKER'S Motors can supply all kinds of light

cars at list prices and give a free insurance
guarantee for 12 months against mechanical break-
down. Cash, deferred, or exchanges.—194, Balham
High Rd., S.W.12. [6423

"I Q16 8h.p. Morgan 2-seater, speedometer, horn, elec-
J-*J trie and acetylene lamps, in good condition,
and guaranteed in perfect order; a genuine bargain,
£85; full particulars bv post.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd.,
Regent St., Cambridge. [9088

CYCLECAR, new, with special J.A.P. engine, used
on track, electric lighting, detachable wheels,

comfortable 2-seater body ; £75. Exchange Morgan.
—Gamble and Co., 13, Somers Mews, Edgware Rd.,
(off Cambridge Terrace)

.

[9841

TAMPLIN 1919 2-seater, 8h.p., 3 speeds, Sturmey-
Archer, F.R.S, electric lighting,, all tyres good,

very smart and fast, just been thoroughly overhauled;
£70; , would consider good solo motor cycle part —
R. Watson, Victoria Rd., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [9836

8 h.p. Tamplin 2-seater, complete with acetylene
lamps and generator, bulb horn and other extras.

licence to December, 1922, in perfect condition
throughout, has been very little used; £85; full par-
ticulars bv pose—.Herbert Rooioson, 4Ad., Kegent St..

Cambridge. [9087

Sparc Parts .-

MORGAN Spare Parts. Largest stock in London.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Great Portland
St., W.l. [1084

MORGAN Spare Part Depot.—Spares for all models
from stock; list free.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishops-

gate Ave., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue
5548. [0073

All lette s relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A43
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TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.
' ' BOUNTY, 1

' B.S.A., Taxis, as licensed through-
V/ out the country.—Write for fuil particu-

lars, County Cycle and Motor Co., " Originators,"

300, Broad St., Birmingham. [5353

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMER'S Garage, Tooting,—The pre-eminent place

for purchasing ; auction every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting..—£50 down and 12
monthly payments £7/10 secures splendid 10-

]5h.p. R.M.C. 4-seater, dynamo lighting and self-start-

ing.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£60 down and 12
monthly payments £8 secures lOh.p. Singer 2-

*eater, dynamo lighting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
payments £8 secures splendid Sheffield^ Simplex %

landaulet.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£50 down and 12
monthly paymeuts £8/10 secures magnificent Oak-

land touring car, dynamo lighting, self starting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
monthly payments £7:10 secures reliable Renault

r
'i landaulet, repainted.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£25 down and 12
monthly payments £4 secures Napier chassis, de-

tachable wire wheels.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£50 down and 12
monthly payments £8 secures Delauuay-Bellevili.

limousine, 17h,p.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12

monthly payments £5 secures 18h.p. Maxwell
sporting 2-seater.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12

monthly payments £8 secures 20h.p. Studebaker

iandaulet, dynamo lighting, self starting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£35 down and 12

monthly payments £7 secures 16h.p. Minerva 4-

seater, Monobloc engine.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£35 down and 12

monthly payments £4 secures reliable S.C.A.T. 12-

^eater wagonette.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£35 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures excellent 12-14h.p.

F.I.A.T. chassis.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12

monthly payments £5 secures 12-14h.p. F.I.A.T.

rau.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£70 down and 12

monthly payments £7/10 secures magnificent

Berliet touring car, 6 cylinders.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—All above cars are in

good running order. For cash price deduct 10%
irom above totals.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [9999

ROVER 8h.p. 2-seater, hood, screen, bargain ; £34.

—

1, Bellingham Terrace, Catford. [9575

BEDELIA.—The new 1922 model 8-10h.p. with air-

cooled or water-cooled engine.

BEDELIA.—Air-cooled ' model, £185; water-cooled

model, £195. Immediate deliveries.—Trial runs

BEDELIA.—Catalogue free from L. N. Palmer, Sole
Concessionaire for the British Empire, Palmer's

Garage, Tooting. [1001

ROVEE Cars.—1922 8h.p. model; price £220; earl)

delivery.—Godfreys', Ltd.. 208, Gt. Portland St.,

London. W.l. [0350

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Rover light,

cars; £220; fully equipped; easy terms or ex-

change; list on application. .
[9992

ROVER Cars.—The famous 8h.p. model in stock,

£220; for immediate delivery.—Eagles and Co.,

275, High St., Acton, London. [0761

COVENTRY PREMIER, 1922, 4-wheel model; £250:
immediate delivery :

cash or deferred payments.—
UatcliSe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [0730

DELIGHTFUL Family Car, 15h.p. Sirron, owner,
driven, quiet, flexible, fast; £160; take part down

jr an exchange.—Bunting's, Wealdstone. ' [9760

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—G.N.
cars, 1922, all models from stock; easy pay-

ments or exchange.—'Phone : Holborn 5777. T9990

U.9h.p. Belsize 2-seater, 5966, tax paid, £9, mechan-
ically sound and new tyres, 5 detachable wheels

;

Lucas dynamo, £240.—James Irving, Baker, Penrith.
[1060

MORRIS COWLEY 1922 standard 2-seater model;
285gns; in stock.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate

Ave., Camomile St.,~-E.C3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548.
[0077

ROVER 8h.p. Light Car, 1922 models, dynamo
lighting; £220 cash; deferred payments 4?

txtra.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200. Gt. Portland St.. W 1

10729

IEXCHANGES
a Speciality!!! 2- and 4-seater cars

J from £50 to £500 !—Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd.,
East Dulwich. Call, write, or 'phone, Sydenham 2452.

f>-SEATER Double Dickey 1920-21 4-cyl. McKenzie,
*V mechanically perfect, newly painted, only done
7,000 miles, full equipment, speedometer; cost £550;
sacrifice, £250; good combination taken part payment'
-Grimes Garage, 18, Bruton Place, Bond St., \V 1

[9746

SIDECARS.
EASY TERMS.
CARRIAGE PAID.
APPROVAL.
COLOURS TO CHOICE.

FIRST QUALITY.
EXAMPLE.

SPECIFICATION.
Well built Body of Finest Selected Birch Ply. Finished
in first class style. Well upholstered in Antique Leather
Cloth, with Spring Back and Seat. Finished in any
colours. Cnderslung Chassis. 4 Point Attachments. 26"
or 28" Wheel. Detachable, enclosed. Well sprung.
Fittings to suit any machine.

£6 4 O £6 4 O
DOWN.

12 Monthly Payments

£ 1 11 8
12 Monthly Payments

£1118
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE POST FREE.
(Full particulars of Easy Payment System.)

MODELS for EVERY W.D. MACHINE.

Above Model very suitable for

NORTON, TRIUMPH, DOUGLAS,
P. & M., B.S.A., &c.

Light Models from £18 each. If you have an
old machine that you require a Sidecar for

WRITE TO US ABOUT IT.

Please Note we finance the Easy Payments ourselves,
therefore your private affairs are not placed before

Money Lenders.

RIDEEZI SALES
ATLANTIC HOUSE, OXFORD ST., W.

P

CARS FOR SALE.
FORD 1918 5-Seater, perfect condition; £100, or

nearest
;

good Triumph countershaft taken in
part payment.—Cragg, Werburgh's Churchyard, Derby.

[9939

WAUCHOPEIS, 9
t Shoe Lane, London.—Coventry

Premier, 1922, new models; £250; £50 down,
remainder in 12 equal monthly payments; motor
cycles or motor combinations taken as part payment.
—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. Write, call,

or 'phone Holborn 5777. [9995

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
"I fkh.p. Adams Lorry, running order; take £28 to
J-Vf clear —'Phone : 1958 Brixton. 19, Wilcox Rd.,
South Lambeth, London. [1062a

PARCEL Car, 3-wheeler, 8h.p., Precision engine,
load 6cwt., in perfect running order; £30.—4l,

Kramer Mews, Richmond Rd., S.W.5. [9146

"1 Q14 4-cylinder Florentia Van, 25cwt., in perfect
J- v condition ; exchange for a solo machine or
£50; or near offer.—Hyams, 10, Ash Grove, Crickle-
wood. . [9235

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
TRY Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4, for

easy terms. 'Phone, Holborn 5777. [72H

HALIFAX.—Secondhand Models at special rates;

send your requirements.—Halifax Motor Exchange,
Horton St., Halifax. [9866

FOR Lest Treatment and be^t terms for light ears,

cycle cars, or motor cycles of any make, new or-

second-hand, write Service Co., 292, High Holborn,
W.C.l- [0672

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St.. Cambridge.
Any make of motor cycle or light car supplied

on easy terms, strict privacy, no unpleasant inquiries;
any district; full particulars by post. [9899

ENGINES.
O-iih.p. Rex-Amac, just overhauled; £7/10.—Box^4 8762, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9138

. and M. engine and gear, 1917; £8.-1. Springfield
Park Cres., Catford, S.E.6. [9582

TRIUMPH 3VL.h.p., with Bosch carburetter, pulley,

exhaust, silencer, perfect; £10.—Below.

JAMES 4 l4h.p., complete unit, Bosch, perfect, about
1916; £12.—Morriatt and Co., Key Hill, Birming-

ham. [9616

£10.—Stationary Engine, lh.p., 4-strobe, W.C., suit-

able lathe oi> lighting set, new.—King, Egrove,
Oxford. [9713

3JLh.p. Centaur Engine, mechanical valves; 50/-,

2 bargain.—E. Littlekit, Long Sutton, Basing-
stoke. [9041

Qih.p. Verus 2 stroke Engine Unit, practically^2 brand new; £8.-3, Hampton St., Birmingham.
[9768

VILLIERS and Blackburne engine spares; any part

from stock.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Great
Portland St., W.l. [1085

33h.p. Perfect, 4-stroke, magneto, carbmetter,
4 silencer, pullev, sound condition; £10.-82,

Bingley Rd., Saltaire, Yorks. [9774

TRIUMPH engine, 4h.p., latest pattern, decom-
pressor, magneto, carburetter, and controls, guaran-

teed perfect; £23.—Churchill, The Grove, Dorchester.
[9531

4Xh.p. Levis Flat Twin, 2-stroke, carburetter and
2 magneto, perfect, £10; 6h.p. ditto, £12.

—

Cole, 457, Rathgar Rd., Loughborough Junction,

S.-W.9. [7604

1Q19 5-7h.p. J.A.P. Twin Engine, very little used,
-Ltf in perfect condition throughout, Thomson-
Bennett magneto"; bargain, £20.—Pullin, The Warcen,
Northolt Junction, Ruislip. [9117

8h.p. De Dion Waiter-cooled Engine, guaranteed
mechanically perfect, complete with cone clutch

and all fittings; bargain, £9.—Woodcock and Crow-
foot, 12, Ampthill St., Norwich. [9083

33h.p, J.A.P. , first-class condition, £3/10 only;
4 new variable magneto, 50/-; 5In. adjustable

pullev, 10/-; all in absolutely perfect condition.—
Hood', 15, Totteridge Lane, Whetstone, N.20. [9450

TRIUMPH Engines, 1914, 3V2h.p., complete with

belt pullev, in perfect condition, overhauled and
new parts fitted; £8/10.—Marble Arch Motor Ex-
change, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2. 'Phone, Padd. 789.

[8947

ENGINES, Engines, Engines.—We have a bankrupt
stock of new lVoh.p. (4-stroke) engines, overhead

valves, aluminium cylinders and pistons, complete, to

clear, £5 (55 sold in 14 days); also 2^:jh.p. 2-stroke

engines, new, complete, less flywheels, only £3.—Fos-
ters, 31, Clisaold Rd., Clissold Park, London, N.16.

[9334

J.A.P. Engines. J.A.P. Engines. J.A.P. Engines.—
I have the largest stock of J.A.P. engine parts in

England; over 30 engines, all in stock, to select from:
and the prices: 5hp. £15, and the 8h.p. at £20 and
£17/10, and I have all paits for the 8h.p. [see acces-

sories for pints). I have a big twin engine £12, a 4h.p.

Douglas engine and mag. nnd carburetter £15, a small
2-stroke and mag. £10 : stamp leplv.—South Croydon
Motor Exchange, 22, South End, Croydon. [4765

A44 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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Research WorK and Motor Cycles.

THAT even the most modern design of motor
cycle is capable of further improvement
must be patent to all those who study en-

gineering. Nevertheless, such considerable

advances have been made during the last

year or two that important improvements are not

likely to be effected without careful research. In

earlier days our mounts were so crude that " hit

and miss " methods were sufficient to reveal lines

along which development was essential if motor
cycles were to be a commercial success.

It is only in recent years that motor cycle

manufacturers in general decided to adopt scien-

tific bench testing plants, yet this is perhaps the

first and most obvious need .for all engine manu-
facturers. It is true that the installation of such

a plant entails much expenditure, but the outlay

is eventually repaid by quicker and more definite

results, in addition to which the human element,

which plays such an important part when road

tests have to be relied upon for results, is entirely

eliminated. The suppression of mechanical

noises and vibration is the problem which needs

future attention, though there are other points

which will spring to the mind of the critical

reader. In The Motor Cycle of February 16th

-we were able to outline some of the possibilities

of the Oscilloscope as an. aid to research, and it

is almost impossible; to over-emphasise the im-

portance of this invention, since nor only can .,

vibration be rendered visible, but its source

can be located by this ingenious instrument. In

the same way it is possible to trace a mechanical

noise to its origin by locating its position with

regard to the crank (or auxiliary) shaft and

analysing the results. Again, the results are

visible or audible, and therefore much more con-

vincing to the average person than mathematical

calculations. It is already possible to examine

minutely operations which are normally much
too rapid for the eye.

Such inventions are worthy of every encourage-
ment, since they open up a channel for the rapid
advancement of our mechanical mounts.

F

Four Cylinders.
OR reasons not immediately obvious, the

four-cylinder motor cycle has not yet

attained that degree of popularity that
might have been expected. Twenty years
ago a British four-cylinder bicycle made its

appearance, but was doomed to the fate of most
mechanical designs which appear before their

time. More recently an up-to-date aluminium
engine was exhibited at Olympia, but lack of
working capital has hindered its development,
with the result that British four-cylinder en-

thusiasts have been restricted to imported
machines. At the present moment there is a
recrudescence of feeling in favour of the four-
cylinder engine, and more than one engine of
this type is on the stocks in addition to the
small four-cylinder two-stroke described in our
last issue.

Probably the main causes of delay in develop-
ment have been cost and a fear of multiplicity

of small parts. The first-mentioned obstacle will

undoubtedly .make its presence felt in the early

stages, but it is not insuperable, and the second
has no excuse for its existence when wre consider
that if advantage be taken of the full 1,000 c.c.

limit the cylinders will be quite appreciably
larger than those of many existing twins. For
a " square " engine the bore and stroke could be
68 m.m., or 6o m.m. bore x 88 m.m', stroke w:ould

be suitable dimensions for a long stroke type.

The four-cylinder-in-line type offers scope for

ample bearing surfaces and light moving parts,

but this is not by any means the only solution to

the problem ; a four-cylinder of the double
" flat twin " type will give the same impulses,

and a four-cylinder Vee can be as good as

regards balance, but slightly less even in torque.

"ZZZZ. /....-:. y s / / / / s / / / , ; A...s.,.s.., /. ... / . \ .... \ ,. \ \ > \.,,a,.\ V S v. v. a \ s ...y y a v ^=^=V -
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The Opulent, Middle-aged Rider.

WEEK-ENDING at country houses has made me
realise what a number of people, resident at

fair distances from stations, churches, post-

offices, and the like, are looking to the motor

cycle as a possible tender to their cars. I can recall

af this moment a score of households, which maintain

something like a 20 h.p. Austin as their main transport,

and have since the war invested in some sort of a two-

wheeler as a dinghy to the yacht. Madam wants to go

to church, or to the slation, or to post, when Papa is

away with the car ; there may be two or three dancing

and tennis-playing daughters ; there is a governess

;

occasionally the more youthful sort of son, say a Win-

chester boy on his holidays, requires short distance solo

transport. Of course, young Clarence knows all there

is to know about motor bikes, as his arguments with

the governess at the breakfast table testify. Such

households form curious backwaters of the motor cycle

world. They muddle and struggle along quite on

their own, innocent of club matters, technical

matters, and the like, regarding motor cycles much as

you arid I, dear reader, regard a. gas meter—as inex-

plicable boxes of mechanism, which are necessary evils

of life under certain conditions.

Their Choice of Mount.

EN 1920 and 192 1 such families generally bought a

scooter. I have yet to encounter one solitary case

in which they loved it. It was not very strong

on hills. It was quite easily urwet. Frequent tumbles

seem to have been the rule with it, especially -on. the

part of the fair sex ; and its history in their hands

makes me rejoice that, before its failing's were exposed,

this journal gave it a very guarded and critical wel-

come. Just at present the Ner-a-car is what such-

families seem to fancy, though the small two-stroke is

by no means unknown amongst them.

"What They Are Looking For.

TT HAVE cross-examined ,
some of these " motor

|i cyclists malgre lid," as Moliere might have called

them ; and I find that their special yearnings may

be summed up as follows :

(1.) Weight as" low as possible.

(2.) Foolproof starting.

(3!) Absolute reliability.

(4.) Cleanliness (no special clothing to be needed).

(5.) Unpuncturable tyres.

-This specification is still guaranteed to puzzle any

designer. I do not see why the three centre items

should not be provided, but the first and the last are

real problems. P'or example, the surest way of solving

(5) would be to give them 3m. tyres containing such

a' tube as Jeff or the Challenger. Then up goes the

weight. The slim little governess can no longer wheel

the machine without its pulling her over on top of it,

and so one has to add a third wheel or some type

of trailing steadies.

The Worst Crux.

THERE are designers who could lay out just the

sort- of machine, which this special market re-

quires. That they should do so is much to be

desired. It would fill a need. It would reduce un-

employment. It would strengthen our ranks. It

would occupy idle plant and capital. But the man
who could market such a machine hesitates, because

he knows that the ordinary motor cyclist does not want

this kind of machine, and that it will be a very long

and absurdly costly business to execute the necessary

propaganda, and convince the sort of household which

I have indicated that his machine fills their needs. The
Ner-a-car people have made the bold experiment, and

it will be watched with keen interest by the more con-

ventional type of motor cyclist.

(30
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Occasional Comments.

—

A Tame Sports 'Bus.

. OBODY need be afraid of the modern sports

'bus, which is tractable and docile as a pet

lamb. My new four-valve Triumph starts from

stone cold on an Arctic morning at the first kick, and
potters in. and out of its small shed with the engine

firing under easy and careless control, though quite

ready, to roar like a bull, arid leap like a young unicorn,

if one wishes to impress any stunt-merchant with its

paces." It inspires a wondering curiosity at the re-

stricted popularity of decompressors, which even now
are quite scarce luxuries, immensely as they facilitate

engine management. It seems a pity to lumber up such

a machine with accessories, though serious roadwork

naturally derrian'ds a hooter, a lamp set, a speedometer,

a spare tube, and rough weather clothing in reserve.

The pity is dual—such luggage spoils the clean; lines

of a beautifully designed mount, and anything carried

out of centre on the handle-bar detracts a trifle from

the perfection of the steering. Of course, a mechani-

cal horn built to fit on the top tube is better than a

bulbhooter carried lopsidedly on the steering bar ; but

the speedometer must be out of centre ' unless indeed

one fits it, American fashion, to sit on the top tube and

drive off the back wheel ; and the latter already stacks

quite enough lumber.

Straws Show—
WHICH way the wind blows. -Have you noticed

how many firms have begun to boost the non-

sporting, old man, utility type of machine?

There is the Ner-a-car with the much-enduring Mrs.

Janson riding from London to Glasgow in a month
when wise men prefer the smoke-room fire, and going

' clean through the night as well as the day. There is

the Harper Runabout, whose- cunning sponsors have

lifted a passage from B. H. Davies' open letter to

the trade, and H'-.ifiK-

used it to. indi-

cate that the

real " every-

body's machine"
is already
with us, not to

speak of or-

ganising races

in skating-rinks.

.Then the M.C.C.
is prattling of

a Land's End

—

John-o' - Groat's

ride, and the

American trade

are confessing

that these lengthy

potters have q
better advertis-

ing value than

the T.T. or the

chamois -training

schools of the

A.C.U. The mo-
tor cycle seems

<3)

W

S. M. Gree:i;ng demonstrating the acceleration of a 500 c.c.

[fie Es^ex winter trial.

to be approaching its utility epoch, just as the pedal
cycle did before it. However, so long as we have
the Coventry Club to send its men up bramble-roofed
ditches in midwinter, the sporting side is not dead.

The Best and Lloyd Pomp.
Y recent comments on mechanical pumps- pro-
voked a regular bombardment of testimonies

from satisfied owners of the Best mechanical
pump. I need hardly say that my statement- only,

meant that I had never had a heart-to-heart talk with
an experienced "user of "this gadget, for everybody is

by now familiar with its appearance and design. . Its

devotees are unanimous in saying that it solves all

oiling worries, economises oil, slows down carbonisa-
(

tion, and is altogether a vast improvement on the;
" watch the milestones " system". Many 'of these en-

:

thusiasts specify that they deliberately use summer
oils of the thickest grade right through the winter.

Corrosine and Derwsta.

HAT quaint names, by the way, these chemical

coves give to their inventions. These two
dopes are marketed by Thos. Howse, Ltd.,

of Smethwick, and deserve to be much better known.
If you use "Corrosine," you'll never need " De-
rusta. " " Corrosine

'

' is—apparently—a particularly

white and transparent celluloid varnish of a very

tough texture ; at any rate, I splashed some on to

my goggles, and had to study the directions on the

tin before I could shift it. - Apply it to your plating,

leave the 'bus out all night in a sleetstorm, and she'll

lie quite fit for an Olympia stand next morning.
(N.B.—Some of these celluloid varnishes are yellow

ah,d brittle, which is why I can praise " Corrosine"
so unreservedly.) If you don't know and haven't

used " Corrosine," you'll probably want "Derusta."
It will shift ordinary juvenile rust like magic, but
needs a prolonged offensive of the. Somme character

if you pit it

against a chain
which has been
lying in the

garden for two
years. For such
extreme cases as
the latter, I

should advise
readers to chum
up with an em-
ployee in the
new L.G.O.C.
repair garage at

Chiswick. Do
you know how
they cleanse the
underworks of
m o t o r buses ?

Convert caustic
soda into steam,
causing it to im-
pinge on the

rusty part at 50c
m.p.h. from in-

numerable jets.

J.A.P. twin-engined Sunbeam
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BRIGHT, fleecy clouds were dotted

about on the mountains, and the mid-

winter sun, shining intensely, warmed

my back to the marrow as I turned north-

ward from Cannes the other day. Rising

into the mountains through Grasse upwards

to 2,000ft. and higher still, the air that had

been . warm and soft by the Mediterranean

grew keen and cold, invading the lungs and

the whole body. It made one want to sing,

and my little-2f-h.p. A.J.S. sang its own
.merry song, climbing steadily always on top

gear, picking up even round the sharp bends

above Grasse and bringing m-

e much too

soon to my luncheon halt at St. Vallier.

This world
.
offers some strange contrasts : the cham-

pagne air of these, sunny heights and the fetid atmo-
sphere of the Monte Carlo gambling halls just below.
No wonder those who spend their time at the gaming
tables consume liquid champagne in considerable quan-
tities. The mountain air of the maritime Alps is less

expensive, especially when it is tasted from the saddle
of a lively solo machine of British make and the

soundest construction.

Quiet Haunts.

Two roads cross the mountain range to the north of

St. Vallier, the one being the main road to Castellane,

Grenoble/ and the north, and the other a local moun-
tain route to the lovely, but little known, summer resort

of Thorenc. From this latter road at a certain point

one looks almost verti-

cally down on to the

main road a thousand

feet below, for here the •

two routes converge in

plan, but diverge in

elevation. It is a fine

piece of road engineer-

ing, like many another

in the French Alps.

The whole perspec-

tive is grand and

sombre. The road to

Thorenc rises steeply

nearly all the way from
Grasse to the Col de

la Sine (3,690ft.), a

distance of about 25

kilometres, from which

summit there is a

superb view down the

valley of the little

By

WATERLOW.

Amongst the clouds on the Maritime Alps.

A fine vista on the road between Mentone and Sospei.

river Loup. The Gorges du Loup is a classic excur-

sion for tourists on the Riviera. The village of

Thorenc itself is higher still, 4,070ft. according to the

Michelin guide, and before the war there were winter

sports there.

The southern barrier of the Maritime Alps is in-

credibly bleak and forbidding, a great rolling chaos of

limestone crags and boulders, almost devoid of vegeta-

tion. Fierce winds sweep across these inhospitable

heights, which offer the utmost contrast to the luxuri-

ance of the littoral. I went up into the clouds at one

point. It was the strangest experience ; for, after the

brightness of the lower slopes, the clouds at close

quarters were by no means celestial, but "'dark and
cold. It was like going up to the lid of the earth.

Penetrating further into the mountains, one passes

beyond the zone of

. HHHSHSi desolation into a region

of splendid pine trees.

> The village of Thorenc,

which boasts two his-

toric chateaux, is sur-

rounded by the loveliest

pine woods. They told

me there that the
climate appears to have

changed, the snow does

not fall now in the pro-

fusion of former years,

and they doubt if it can

ever again become a

resort for winter sports.

The hotels were shut,

and the place was silent

in its winter sleep.

Only when I proceeded

to photograph the
chateau did any sign of

(19)
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Contrasts on the Riviera.—

life "appear; then an\ agitated caretaker ran out .and'

informed me that I must not use my camera for t)ie

purpose of making picture pdstdards, but that if
'
it

was .only a personal souvenir it did not matter.

Scenes of Former Strife.

Mediaeval fortresses and castles such as those -at

Thorenc can be found in many places in the Alpes
.

Maritimes above the Riviera, and dry as dust are the

accounts of their history in the hands of those who
compile guide-books. There is peace now in the

land, and. it has reigned here for a hundred years ; yet,

as Sir Frederic Treves points out in his book on the

Riviera, there were incessant sanguinary struggles in

this country for seventeen hundred years, no mean
period in the history of mankind. Ever since the days

of Ancient Rome, potentates of Italy and of Gaul have

fought each other for the mastery of this land.

But now there is peace. I stopped to take a photo-

graph" and gaze over the ravine of the Loup and the

tumble of -barren mountains to be passed on the way-

home. Even here in the South the mid-winter days

are far too short, and the sun was slantins; towards

the horizon, lighting the clouds on their undersides.
There was glittering hoar-frost on the road in the

shadows of the pine trees, "and everything was still

'with that absolute winter silence that lovers of the

mountains know well : not even a trickle of water is

to be heard, for the streams are frozen at their sources.

A bird—a large hawk—flew by, and the swish of his

wings sounded loud" and clear, a notable disturbance.

It seemed sacrilege to set ' chains, and valves, and
flying wheels in motion ; but it had to be done, for

when the night comes it is not wise to be 3,000ft. up
in the desolate Alpes Maritimes.

The roads inland at the back of the Riviera are not

good, for the most part, though wonderfully engineered

and easily graded. The coast route from Cannes to

Nice, and on to Monte Carlo and Mentone, has been
specially sandpapered for the procession of Rolls-

Royces and the like which floats to and fro along it

each winter. But those visitors to the Riviera who
. go no further than this gigantic marine parade miss

all that is most beautiful. They do not get the con-

trasts or the real atmosphere of the country, and there

is no better or more economical way of exploring here

than with a sound, medium-weight solo motor cycle.

Magnificent scenery and unrivalled panoramas confront the rider as he nears the summit of the Col de la Sine.

MAYOR OF HEREFORD OPPOSES A SPEED LIMIT.

AT a recent meeting of the Hereford City Council
there was a discussion as to the advisability

of limiting speed in the city to ten miles an
hour. The Mayor of Hereford wisely objected to

the imposition of an artificial speed limit, saying that

(12)

. his experience in the police courts had shown him that

it was best to deal with "road hogs " by prosecuting

them for dangerous driving, his opinion being that any
speed limit was an encouragement to drive at that

speed irrespective^ of risk to others.

—

The Autocar.

3.1},
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OBTAINING THE BEST
RESULTS FROM AN 8 H.P.

BLACKBURNE ENGINE.
A Successful Competition Rider's Hints on Tuning for

Touring Purposes.

DURING the comparatively short space of time,

amounting to slightly over two years, since

it was first available to the public, the 8 h.p.

Blackburne engine has established a reputation for its

ability to withstand an abnormal amount of hard wear.

Designed more with a view to good pulling than

high speed, this engine is essentially a " slogger,"

and when setting out to improve the running we are
' apt to overlook this desirable feature, and perhaps

find that we have sacrificed it for the addition of two

or three miles per hour to. the maximum speed.

The cylinder heads play an

important part in the running of

the engine ; on many of the

earlier engines, at all events,

trouble made itself apparent in

the form of warped valve seat-

ings. This was due to the cast-

ings not having been previously

heat-treated. . The remedy is to

have the seatings recut, after

which the trouble is very

unlikely to recur ; in this respect

a really old, well-seasoned pair

of heads is of much greater

value than new ones.

While on the subject of cylin-

der heads and barrels, it is

- necessary to emphasise the im :

portance of maintaining a per-

fect joint between the two, since

leakage of compression at this point is a latent source

of trouble and lack of efficiency. The washer must
be renewed every time the joint is disturbed, and a

Valve spring collar ar-

ranged to insulate the

spring fiom the heat of

the cylindei.

supply of these washers should always be kept in readi-

ness. The heads must be bolted

dead tight, a-nd it will

down evenly and
usually be found possible to

give the holding-

down nuts an

'extra turn after

the engine has

been run for a

time.

The valve-tim-
J
J ^—^, mS should not be

Ns~."* /S( tampered with.

as that recom-

mended by the

makers and de-

tailed in the four
items below will give the best results.

Inlet valve'opens from top dead centre to i mm.
down stroke.

Inlet valve closes from 5 to 7 mm., after bottom
dead centre.

a 24

The well-known vernier system of locating

the main shaft timing pinion is adopted on
Blackburne engines.

Timing gear side of

the 8 h.p. Blackburne

engine, an outside fly-

wheel type essentially

suitable for sidecar

work.

Exhaust valve opens from r4 to 16 mm. before

bottom dead centre.

Exhaust valve closes from 1 to 3 mm. after top

dead centre.

The correct, setting of the tappets is of great im-

portance. The clearances given in the makers' cata-

logue are as follows :—Inlet, -oo3in. to -cx^in. ; ex-

haust, -oo4in. to -oo6in. The writer has found

that a much greater exhaust tappet clearance is

necessary on some engines, in-many cases -oiin. or

even more being required, but as a general rule -004111.

for the inlet and -ooSin. for the exhaust will not be far

wrong. A set of feeler gauges is a valuable asset

and a necessity to ensure the best results.

There is a tendency on 8 h.p. Blackburne engines

for exhaust valves to burn somewhat rapidly, and the

only real safeguard against this is to fit stainless steel

valves at the outset. This will

save much grinding-in of valves

and ultimate expense.

This same tendency to run

hot in the region of the exhaust

ports is responsible for exhaust

springs losing their temper and
the top., coils closing up. This .

will cause a gradual falling off

of power and ultimate mis-

firing, and can be entirely pre-

vented by fitting protecting

washers which insulate the

springs from the hot cylinder.

The writer has fitted these to his

oawn machines of the shape
shown in the accompanying diagram ; these washers are

a loose fit over the valve guides, so that they are only

in definite contact with the hot cylinder through a

knife-edge. They have entirely overcome the trouble,

and necessitate no structural alteration to the engine

which cannot be said of the washers supplied by the

makers, which necessitate a reduction in the diameter

of the valve guides.

The standard magneto timing calls for the contact

breaker points being set to break n m.m. before top.

(28)

Device for removing

the flywheel now incor-

porated in all Blackburne

engines.

,
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Obtaining Best Results from a Blackbume Engine.

—

dead centre at " full advance." This will be found
suitable for all-round use, though a slightly earlier

setting may be employed to advantage for speed ; a
later timing than that recommended will result in over-

heating and burnt exhaust valves. The magneto timing
should be checked whenever persistent overheating
occurs.

It is safe to affirm that no carburetter suits a Black

-

burne engine better than an Amac, the racing type in

particular being excellent for touring as well as for

speed work, though not so economical as the ordinary
type. Excellent - results may also be obtained with
the Cox-Atmos' by those preferring the single-lever

type of instrument.

26 3

With, regard to lubrication, probably any good
brand of fairly thick oil will suit this engine, but the-

writer has always used Castrol " C." and can
strongly advocate its use. No hard and fast rule can
be given as to oiling, since the amount required varies

very considerably according to circumstances ; how -

ever, it will be found a golden rule to err on the liberal

side, since decarbonising a Blackburne is simplicity
1

itself.

Owing to the inherent quietness of these engines,
" flywheel ring " makes itself , rather evident. Pos-
sibly this could be entirely overcome by means of felt

pads and so forth, but a much simpler method, which
deadens the sound to a marked degree, is to enamel
the flywheel all over. , W. A. F. S.

ONE MAKE OR MANY?
Weighing up the Pros and Cons of Faithfulness to One Maker.

OW many motor cyclists chose by chance the

make they ride ! - Friend A., for example,
really wanted a flat twin, but bought his present

350 c.c. single because a friend of his youth, now
Benedict, was selling it cheaply in order to invest in

a sidecar outfit. Benedict himself had fancied a new
6-7 h.p. Blink, but bought the 7-9 tup. Yank he has
because Messrs. Blank were selling them off at really

advantageous prices. And so the tale goes on !

A proportion of the brotherhood, however, is more
fastidious. Knowing..-what" make and 'model' they
want, they wait until they obtain exactly what they
require. This proportion, it seems, is subdivided
into two classes.. .

A typical purchaser of the . Class A type bought a
single gear 3^.. h.p.* Bloh.k in 1912. It served him
well, and because, he is a conservative^ soul who trusts

his luck rather than risking it, he has ;ordered, each
November, next year's- model of

,
the same old make.

Class B contains riders of a far less tenacious

breed. Motor cycle butterflies, they flutter from one
ma~ke to another, never faithful to any for long. I

can appreciate their motives, but "shall never forsake
the class I joined so many years ago.

Reasons.
The 4^ h.p. chain driver I ride is the direct de-

scendant, albeit -five-times-grandson, of the first

machine I ever owned, and, true to type, has all the
family characteristics I have grown to know so well.

In various lairs in my workshop lie spares and gadgets
innumerable, garnered from previous machines, whilst
the roadster, alongside carries almost as many.

The Other Side.

And how I pity -the butterfly ! It is ten to one that;

for the" first-few weeks his very controls are strange,

the riding position entirely changed, and the spares
he- had- for his last, machine np longer of any use.

(Not knowing where next his fancy would settle, he
hesitated to face the loss on selling them.) The still

good 26 x s^in. cover from his last bus is no use on
his this year's model, which has 2^in. rims and all-

chain drive, rendering useless also his spare belt,

belt lengths, and that wondrous assortment of
fasteners.

Naturally enough, his system is not innocent of all

good- points, or it could not claim the adherents it

does. One year"- he may ride over the most blissful

spring frame ever made, another with the smoothest
running engine, while for next season he is possibly

promising himself the latest thing in sporting singles.
" Lucky man," I think, until I remember the covers

—and the chains—and those belt fasteners.

Then I recall my old dog Tray—and it's the same
old make for me! D.F.W.

CLUB DEBATES.

TO provide interesting entertainment for members
of motor cycle clubs is one of the most diffi-

cult matters which come within the purview of

a club secretary. The Cumberland and County
M.C.C., however, has discovered a scheme which has

proved to be very satisfactory.

The idea is to get' the members together for
'

' an
impromptu evening " and then to ask them each to

write the title for a subject for debate. These sug-

gestion slips are placed in a hat, from which one is

drawn. The writer of the particular suggestion is

allowed five minutes to deal with his question, and

(2)

discussion and criticism follow by the rest of the com-
pany, which usually consists of a very satisfactory

proportion of the most enthusiastic club members.
One of the agreeable surprises of this scheme has

been that members who could never be prevailed upon
previously to take part in debate found themselves in

the happy, though possibly embarrassing, position of

being actual leaders, and the good spirit which pre-

vails appears to rob them of all self-consciousness.

In addition, this club organises a series of lectures

which have been voted an unqualified success, gaining

in popularity, as the session advanced.

a27
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FOOT CONTROL FOR CHANGE-SPEED GEARS.
The Moss Three-speed Operation with Positive Stop for Middle Gear.

FOR speed and competition riding

where it is frequently impossible or

dangerous to release the handle-bars,

a foot-controlled speed gear is one of the

greatest imaginable conveniences.

Where only two ratios are used pedal

operation presents no difficulties, and the

facility with which the gear may be
dropped when the inevitable " tight cor-

Three-speed lightweight Moss gear box

with foot control mechanism. The handle-

bar trigger to release the middle gear stop

is shown beside the clutch lever.

ner " arises is delightful, assuming of

course that the pedal is convenient to the

rider's foot. When a three-speed gear is

employed, however, difficulties arise.

In many gear controls the location of

the lever in its middle position is not so

positive that it cannot be overrun, but

in practice this is not a serious detri-

ment, as the sensitiveness of the hand
makes it always possible to feel when the

middle gear pinions are in mesh by a

more or. less subconscious process which

is carried out instantaneously. The
same control, however, when an attempt

is made to work it by foot, may become

a positive nightmare, for the mind can-

not extend its sensory nervous system to

the extremities of an entirely insensitive

boot heel.
" During the 1921 T.T. races the .Moss

Gear Co., Ltd., of Aston, Birmingham,
supplied both foot- and hand-controlled

three-speed boxes, and users of the for-

mer claimed . an , advantage of several

seconds per lap. In these boxes the

middle gear location was not positive,

but it has since been made so in a very
simple manner.

The Selecting Mechanism.

Location of the gears is effected by a

.

spring-loaded ball dropping into grooves

on a quadrant which moves with the con-

trol pedal. Mounted loosely on the. same
spindle is a pawl which moves parallel

with and projects slightly beyond the

periphery of the quadrant; this pawl
works in a slot on the side of the quad-
rant extending from the low to the middle
gear locating grooves. Projecting into

the control case on the gear box is a

spring-loaded steel plunger controlled

from the handle-bar by a wire and finger

trigger.

Middle' Gear Cannot be Passed.

When the quadrant is in the low gear

position the pawl lies behind the plunger
and a change to middle gear can be made
by depressing the toe end of the pedal.

The forward movement of the quadrant
brings the end of the slot against the

pawl, which in turn is held by the
plunger, and thus middle gear cannot be
overrun, but a change back to low can
be made as desired. To get into top gear
the pawl is released by raising the
plunger with the handle-bar trigger, when
the toe of the pedal will again move for-

ward. The pawl is now at the forward
side of the plunger, but a change back to

middle can be made when the forward
end of the quadrant slots limits the

movement by meeting the stationary

pawl, and so middle gear is positively

obtained in the downward change also.

To return to low again, the plunger

must again be raised to allow the pawl
to pass.

Arrangement of the gear

locating mechanism ; the

middle gear stop pawl is

the shaded portion.

Although the operation sounds a little

complicated it is really very simple if it

is remembered that" one can . always

change back to the last gear used, but
that "the trigger must be pressed to go to

the other extreme ratio ; an instantaneous

change is always possible from, top to

middle ard from middle to the last gear

used.

A CURIOUS APPLICATION OF AIR COOLING.
RECENTLY a representative of the

Brillig Light Co., of 8, Wilmington
Street, London, W.C.I, called upon

us to demonstrate the Brillig lamp. This

device is one which burns vaporised

petrol with luminous flame, so "providing

light and heat either for household pur-

poses or for camping and picnic-ing.

Simplicity is the keynote of the lamp,
petrol being drawn up to the burner head
by a wick. The head is heated by the

flame of a wax match, and the vapour
then escapes from a ring of fine holes, and
is ignited, when it serves to maintain the

burner at a heat sufficient for the con-

tinued functioning of the apparatus. For
boiling kettles, etc.,. a collapsible wire
stand is available, and outdoors a mica
cylinder is used to shield the flame.

Most interesting in the working of the
lamp is the system of flame regulation.

It will be seen that on the central wick
column is an eight-vaned fitment capable

a 2S

For campers, picnic-ing and other

applications where heat and light

are needed : the Brillig petrol

vapour lamp.

of sliding vertically. The demonstrator
showed that when this fitting was
brought up to the "head the flame was
instantly lowered to a glimmer, rising

immediately the regulator was dropped.
. The secret underlying this mysterious
control is that the fitting absorbs the heat

of the burner head and dissipates it so

.

rapidly through its cooling flanges that

the petrol is not vaporised so quickly.

The lamp is nicely made, ornamental
for indoor uses (of which there are a I

multitude), and as it burns petrol (most
economically, too) it should be an in--

valuable gadget for the motor cyclist who
indulges in summer picnic jaunts or holi-

day camping. The price with regulator

is 12s. 6d. ; the kettle stand, windshield,

and a heating radiator are listed as extras.

Incidentally, the inspiration for the
name of the lamp was gained from Lewis
Carroll's poem, which commences :

" 'Twas
brillig. '. .

•*'

;>s)
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SIDECARS TO SUIT
OVERSEAS ROADS.

The Goulding Sidecar—an Australian

Design with Semi-flexible Connections.

... r;";^

DESIGNED by an Australian, the
Goulding sidecar has had consider-
able success in the land of its birth,

and is now being made under licence in

the United States by
Beck and Co., Inc., at

factory.

Messrs. Shillan,

their Milwaukee

Essential features of

the sidecar are the
chassis construe t i n
and connections. Taper
bolts are used for
fastening it to the
motor cycle frame,

On the Goulding sidecar chassis the rear

diagonal stay is attached to the centre
of a transverse leaf spring.

Exceptional ground clearance, massive construction, and very

substantial mudguard fixings are features of this sidecar.

thus ensuring security

of attachment. An
adjustment for the

wheel is provided,
which is fixed by _a

patent Drake lock so

that the sidecar may
be adapted to various

machines with different

sizes of wheels ; there

is a similar adjust-

ment at the chain

stays. . The long di-

agonal tube passing/

from the saddle tube
to the rear of the

chassis is connected directly to a trans-

verse spring, thus ensuring a flexible con-
nection, and also steadying the machine
against side sway.

Roller Bearing Hub.
So as to conform to American and over-

seas conditions, the ground clearance is

llin. and the sidecar wheel revolves on
Timken adjustable roller bearings.
The mudguard is attached to the body

by means of tubular supports. These
sidecars are fitted with extension axles so

that the track of the vehicle may be ad-

justed to suit the ruts made by a motor
car when travelling over bad roads.-

MINIATURE LATHES FOR THE HOME WORKSHOP,
IN the pre-1914 period- many motor-

cyclists who took up the mechani-
cally-propelled machine because they

were enthusiastic amateur "mechanics, in-

cluded a small lathe in their workshop
equipment.
Nowadays ' the erstwhile five-guinea

lathe has soared beyond the reach of

most of those to whom it isf a "luxurious

adjunct rather than a necessity to the fol-

lowing of their hobby. To meet the" 're-

quirements of this -class, however, as

well as to satisfy the needs of model
makers and amateur turners generally, a
very fine range of 2in. oenjtre lathes" at

remarkably low prices is being offered by
F. Patrick, Ltd., Penraevon Place, Mean-
wood Road, Leeds.
These lathes are capable of everything

except screw-cutting, being fitted with a

Patrick 2in. centre back-geared

lathe ; it has a compound slide

rest and admits 11m. between

centres. The price as shown i'

£4 5s., and it can be used for

drilling the slide rest and is easily

arranged as a vertical millins

slide.

compound-slide . rest (adaptable as a ver-

tical milling slide) and a lever operated

poppet spindle for sensitive drilling. The
bed is solidly constructed 'and has a gap
for the face-plate; the- hollow mandrel is

ground and runs in adjustable bearings,

while both centres are taper. At £2 15s.

this tool is of remarkable value, while at

£4 5s. .it can be supplied with a back
gear. Mounted on a wooden stand, with
treadle gear and belt complete, the prices

are £5 and £5 10s. respectively.

A COMBINED SADDLE AND TANK
COVER.

RIDERS who have .to leave, their

machines at the curb when making,
calls will be interested in the de-

vice patented by Mr. G. J. Coverley, of

Rothesay, Church Road, Burgess Hill,
Sussex. Occupying but little room on the
carrier, it takes the form of a " blind

"

enclosed in a metal case, which it is in--

tended shall have fittings rendering it
suitable for any width of carrier. On the
outer end of the blind there is' a spring

(13)

for attaching to the
' steering column when
the cover is in use.

In this position the

saddle and tank are
protected from the ele-

ments, while to un-
cover the machine is

the work of a second,
a spring rewinding the
cover on its roller.

A useful fitment of interest to riders who use their motor cycles

in all weatners.

a 31
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FRENCH
NON-STOP

TRIAL.
152 Miles at 24 m.p.h. average

speed. Motor-Assisted Bicycles

Compete with Big Machines.

THIS year's French motor cycle and

cycle car non-stop trials, held in the

Forest of Marly, on the western

suburbs of Paris, were very much less

difficult than those of a year ago, by

reason of the decision of the committee

to abolish the twb test hills. One oi

these hills was really impracticable, for

after heavy rain it was impossible for any

wheeled vehicle to get a grip. The second

hill consisted of a short, greasy descent

through the wood, followed by a winding

climb oyer a well-surfaced road. With
these two hills eliminated, the five-mile

MARCH 2nd, 1922.

'

At the start of the French non-stop trial held in the Western suburbs of Pans.

course was practically level, and although

the surface was not good anywhere, and

Tnt bend greasy forest lane. N'aas on a Fren:h A.B.C. passing a competitor

on a motor-assisted bicycle.

in several parts was decidedly bad, there

was nothing of an extraordinarily strenu-

ous nature.

The distance to be covered varied with

the class of machine, and the average

speed also varied, the highest being 24

miles an hour for the 500 c.c. mounts and

those of higher piston displacement.

These machines had to cover 152 miles, the

time being taken on each lap, or every

five miles.

Eight Clean Scores.

Clean scores were obtained by Pierre

(D.F.R.), Maillet (A.B.C.), and Naas
(A.B.C.), Pinney (Triumph). Lambert
(Harley-Davidson), Minot (Triumph sc),

Walbron (Harley-Davidson sc), and

Raymond (Harley-Davidson sc). Sixteen

others were either penalised or had to

retire without completing the course.

- A special class was provided for motor-

assisted bicycles, which had to average

9 m.p.h. for a distance of 65 miles. Out

of twenty-five starters, the seven success-

ful machines in this class were an Evans,

a Sicam, two Voisin Motor-Fly, and three

Cyclotracteurs. In addition to the motor

cycles, twenty-two cycle cars started in

the competition, and nine of these finished

with clean scores.

LONDONERS AND A. NORTHERN RALLY.

MR. ALAN W. DAY, the honorary
secretary of the North London
M.C.C., one of the most enter-

prising Southern clubs, sends us the

following letter for publication :

" With _ reference to the annual rally

on Good Friday at Richmond (Yorks),

this club and several other similar

organisations in the South are await-

ing with interest the publication of the
full regulations governing this year's

event. In 1921 a band of enthusiasts from
the North London M.C.C. made the long
journey to the Northern market town,
leaving the Metropolis on Thursday even-
ing after the usual day's toil, snatching
refreshments and a few hours' sleep at

Bawtry, and arriving at Richmond with
none too much time to spare before the
count at 12.45 p.m.

" Your interested readers will recollect

that an attempt was made (and duly frus-

trated) to disqualify the Londoners on the

grounds that they had not travelled the

whole distance on the day of the rally—

a

feat well-nigh impracticable—although
there was no clause in the rules to that

effect. If the energetic organisers intend

to include such an irksome restriction

(from the point of view of Southern
clubs) in this year's regulations, it is

suggested that its seeming harshness be
somewhat tempered by fixing the hour for

the count considerably later in the after-

noon, say, 3 p.m. This compromise
would, at least, give the enthusiastic

clubs a sporting chance, even though they

dare not 'put foot to kick-start until the

last stroke of the hour of midnight on
the. previous day.

"It is confidently assumed- that our

Yorkshire friends would welcome parties

from Southern clubs, and in view of the

foregoing facts and suggestions, it is re-

peated that the publication of the rules

governing the 1922 Richmond Meet are

awaited with interest.

"It is worthy of mention here that, in

connection with the Second London Rally

organised by this club, which takes place

on Whit Monday (probable venue, Hen-i

don Aerodrome) two Yorkshire clubs have

already signified their intention oi>

attending and that, in addition to the

count taking place as late as possible ir

the afternoon, it -will not be necessary foi

them, or any other distant club, to ridf

all night and thus arrive at the raUj

possibly too fagged to be able to partici-

pate in and enjoy ' the fun of the fair.'
"

(29)
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CLUB ENTERPRISE.
THE enterprise of an Irish club in

order, to secure delivery of The
. Motor Cycle film is the subject of

the following article". Owing, to the rail-

way strike in Southern Ireland, it seemed

probable that the film., which had been

"booked " for the "benefit of its members,

would not reach the Cork and District

M.C.C. in time, and it was deemed neces-

sary to send
'

a special messenger to

London to collect it. According to the

planned schedule, the Cork motor cyclist

would have a clear six hours in London,

and arrive back in Cork at 9 a.m. on the

morning of the day the film was to be

shown in that city. But "the best laid

schemes ..."
The Cork M.C.C. courier bad scarcely

settled down in his bunk when the engines

of the ss. "Puma" stopped. From the

porthole he could see that flares were

lighting up the darkness. He dressed

and repaired to the deck.

A Rescue at Sea.

A dismantled coasting schooner, with

her crew of seven lashed to her decks, and

seas breaking right over, was rolling in

the troubled sea. Capt. Swan, of the

"Puma," putting his ehar-ge. about,

manoeuvred with that skill gained only

by long experience, to within hailing dis-

tance.
" Can you sling us a tow-rope ? " came

the distant wind-swept request from the

schooner.
" Yes, if humanly possible," must have

been the steamer captain's thought, and
he did. Slowly, more slowly now, down

.

he. bore on this poor hulk, for now she

was nothing more ;
yard by yard it

seemed the "Puma" approached, now
broadside, now stern, on, to within what
seemed feet of her goal, and how it blew

and tossed and stormed the while ! The
third effort brought the line to the

schooner's rail, and in a twinkling a heavy
hawser follow-ed and was made -fast at

either end,

Back to Queenstown the " Puma

"

dragged her half-submerged prize, and
there, safe in harbour she was handed
over to the powers that be, saved, beyond,
doubt, solely by the magnificent seaman-
ship displayed by Capt. Swan, whose mas-
terly handling of his craft was described

by two naval officers aboard as the finest

piece of wqrk they had ever witnessed.

The Adventures
of the Cork and
District M.C.C.
Special MeS'
senger who
journeyed to

London to obtain

'The Motor
Cycle " Film.

With six hours' delay and a "bad night
it appeared that the Cork M.C.C. courier
would miss his connection.
Fishguard was reached hopelessly late,

and a wire in perhaps a none too hopeful
strain sent to headquarters at Cork, and
to London to have the film meet the
courier at Paddington.
Half a carriage and a pipe helped to ease

the monotony of a six-hour rail journey,
and without a time-table, the traveller

found a welcome relief from modern fic-

tion in working out schedule with the
aid of the " little liver pills " milestones
and a watch. At Swindon hecarne to the

conclusion that even a G.W.R. express
engine can hardly average eighty m.p.h.,

so the lot fell on the Fishguard-Rosslare
route for the return journey.

5.40 Paddington. Minutes which ap-

peared to be hours were spent in look-

ing for the film man and hunting through
cloak rooms and parcels offices for the
familiar tin box of films, but nowhere
could it be found. Business houses close

at six more often than not. The mes-
senger from Cork got a taxi.

Found at Last !

Checkmate ! The Motor Cycle office

was closed ! Corner buildings must have
back doors. " Good egg, if you turn that

key I'll " " Oh, yes, I am the

Cork and District man. Thanks if you
will. I'll sign for it. Right ! Good-
night."
Just at 7.50 p.m. the same slogging

old taxi wandered into Paddington and
dumped a box of films, a suit case, and
an Irishman. Eight p.m. saw the Irish

mail gliding from Praed Street, like the
hon. secretary's Scott. Dinner served en

route to Fishguard was most welcome,
being the first sit-down meal for 27 hours,

and, as it turned out, for the whole trip.

Fishguard was reached in good time,-

followed by a splendid crossing to Ross-

lare on the " St. David," of happy
memories when visiting the 1919 Show at

Olympia.

130 Miles to Go.

A mere hundred and thirty odd miles

to do now without a motor-bike, and with

a doubtful rail service. The strike, how-
ever, had not spread, so if his luck were
in the' messenger would reach Fermoy at

10 a.m., with twenty-two miles to go.

A wire to a fellow committee man would
surely bring him to meet the train, and
all would be well.

A heated political argument between
"two -(happily) pacifist opponents helped

(?) again to relieve the train's monotony,
and Fermoy was welcome after a four-

hour sitting.

Flooded roads, taenches, broken bridges,

a good car, and a wet magneto sum-
marise- the last stage of the journey to

Cork, which was completed in a downpour
at 1.30.

A hurried meal, wash and brush up,

and at 2.30 the club's special messenger
wandered into the hall as if coming to

see The Motor Cycle film were something
he did every morning before breakfast.

At the conclusion of the performance,

when asked his opinion of the whole
affair, he said: "Worth it? Well, if I

knew before starting that the film was
so good and all the railways and steam-

ship lines were on strike, I'd have walked
and swum."

C. M. R.

THE QUESTION OF INSURANCE.
WITH the approach of Spring many

motor cyclists are preparing their

mounts for the road. On machines

with a long mileage record to their

credit there are many obvious necessities

which result in reliability in running.

There is, however, a'point which so many
motor cyclists fail to consider, and that is

the question of insurance.

In many of those cases where machines
have been damaged through the negli-

gence of other road users it is found that

the owners have neglected to insure.

Very often a motor cyclist leaves his

machine beside the kerb ;_ a motor car

(5-II),

drives up or passes too close to it,

knocks it over, and some considerable

damage is done. Incidentally, the car

also suffers injury ;
probably its wings

may be badly dented. The motor cyclist,

not being insured, tries to make the best

of things, but is horrified that, in addition

to his own repair bill he receives a bill

for repairing and repainting the wing
from the owner of the car.

Now, if the owner of the car is insured

while the motor cyclist is not, the latter

may be put to endless law expenses in

fighting the insurance company and
proving the car owner was really to

blame, and with very small hope of

success.

Quite recently a motor cyclist was run
into by a Ford car. He sought a solicitor's

advice" and proceeded against the owner,

only to find that he Was a bankrupt.

It is just as necessary, to insure one's

motor bicycle against damage and oneself

against third party risks as it is to insure

one's house and property against fire, and
for their own protection readers who are

not already insured are advised to see that

they are covered against all risks, and by

a sound policy, before they start their

1922 riding.
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BRAKING SYSTEMS OF TO-DAY.
Variations in Design that Cause Differences in Efficiency.

Neglecting a Serious Problem.

U'Tvte Ru-: BbaCT
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REPRESENTATIVE TYPES OF FRONT WHEEL. BRAKES.

IN
the motor cycle's march of progress brake design

always lags just a little behind. This is unfortu-
nate, for the advantages of increased power and

efficiency are greatly nullified if the means of holding

in check the resultant extra vim and velocity are not

proportionately effective.

Too often, even in these enlightened days, a ma-
chine's braking arrangements forcibly strike one as

being a designer's after-thought—perhaps merely to

comply with a law that is wiser than we are inclined

to believe. My only post-war smash, in the course

of well over 20,000 miles on many different and often

strange mounts, was caused by a thoroughly badly
designed rear brake, and that on a 1921 sporting

lightweightJhat was otherwise a very delightful solo

mount. I defy any absolute novice to have driven

that machine twenty miles without going over the

handle-bars.

Granted, of course, thrt this case was an exception

to the general rule, and that the model in question now
proudly carries two extremely neat and efficient internal

expanding brakes, I, nevertheless, still note 1922 pro-

ducts that, for reasons not unconnected with braking,

I have no pressing desire to try on the road.

Harsh Brakes Not Necessarily Efficient.

What many brakes lack is a wide enough range, of
action. They are either " full on," " three-quarter

on," or "off "; some omit the intermediate position.

In both cases emergency application retards the

machine in an admirably " prompt fashion,- so

promptly that the

rider is in danger
of going on,

alone, with cer-

tainly unpleasant

and possibly dan-

gerous conse-

quences. Further,

if effective pres-

sure on the pedal

immediately locks

the wheel, the

brake, as a brake,

ceases to do any

Apart from the wedging t-riction provided

by the internal shoe (left), this type

also has a considerably greater contact

area than the externa' pad (right).

useful work. It might just as well be replaced with
a sprag between the spokes.

Theory and practice agree that the secret of a prompt
pull up lies in retarding the wheel (or wheels) as much
as possible without causing it to cease to revolve. The
most skilful rider cannot ensure this on many
machines.

Belt Rim Type the Worst Offenders.

Belt rim brakes—" dummy " or otherwise—are

usually the worst offenders in. this respect. Yet two

of the finest brakes of any at present fitted are of the

same type. Shoes that are much 'too small are

common ; obviously the greater the friction area the

less pressure is needed to" give the same retarding

effect. On the same reasoning, blocks working inside

the V of the drum, apart, from their wedging action,

have a greater contact area than those- that press on

the narrow back part. Personally, I cannot under-

stand why the latter design survives at all, for it has

the added disadvantage of impeding rear wheel re-

moval. There are
several other points,

little in themselves,

that go to make or mar
this type of brake.

Even Application
and Self Alignment.

The pad should be

balanced or, as if is

usually called, " com-

pensated " so that it

engages equally along

its whole length ; if

one end wedges in first,

wear is bound to be un-

even. It should also be

self-aligning, so that

it adapts itself to the

eccentricity which is in

time the inevitable lot

of the average belt rim.

Its pivot should be so

Diagrammatically illustrating good

and bad practice in belt-rim

brake design. The upper method
causes " chatter, and may even

result in a serious jam ; the

lower type gives a smooth trailing

action with no loss of efficiency.

(17-23)
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placed that it has a trailing motion with the wheel;

one- very famous machine surfers from much brake

chatter through disregard of this rule ; for, naturally,

if the pivot arm be at a tangent against the direction

of rotation, there is always a wedging tendency, quite

absent when the lever (prolonged towards the shoe)

follows the motion of the wheel. This is made clear

in one of the sketches.

Much that applies to the control

rods and pedals of the belt rim type

also applies to any other rear brake,

and should be read accordingly.

Rods in compression are an abomina-

tion, and bent rods in tension are little

better. Yet both are by no means un-

common. Obviously (the word may
be harsh, but it again comes natur-

ally), a strip of steel being subjected

to end pressure tends to bend ; or, if

already bent, on being pulled tends

to straighten out. Neither condition

makes for greatest efficiency.

Mechanical Methods.
In the same way, to take the con

trol gear from one side of the machine to the other

—

i.e., pedal on the left, brake on the right; or vice

versa—is not, unless more mechanically carried but
than the average motor cycle designer considers worth

while, really good design. It is usually, too, quite

unnecessary.

On many chain-driven machines the brake pivot is

carried in a slotted lug on the rear chain stay, to allow

for transmission adjustment. It seems time that some
sort of safety locking arrangement was designed to pre-

-vent the nut working loose and allowing the whole
brake gear to slide away from the drum, and so become
inoperative when most required.
:

: Progressing,^ logically, to the pedal, convenience of

'manufacture is again found holding pride of place at

.the expense of convenience of

operation. Far too many pedals

are set so that a forward kick, in-

stead of downward pressure, is

.required to actuate them. In some
cases the pedal is absolutely verti-

cal, and no amount of adjustment

will allow the brake to remain off

after an angle of 20 has been

passed. In consequence, the rider

gets no leg leverage until the brake

slips right on, and he finds himself,

if still in the saddle, standing on
the brake, with all sorts of possi-

bilities of skids—dry or wet.

When, however, footboards are

fitted instead of footrests, this type

of pedal is just permissible, for

then, usually, the heel has a con-

venient anchorage. At the same time, it is infinitely

preferable that the. pedal should be 45 from the

vertical before it takes effect. Different riders favour

different ways of operating the same pedal, but the

designer's motto should always be " convenience.

"

(5-12)

When a lug is provided on chain driven

machines to permit brake pivot adjust-

ment, some form of locking device is

recommended. A suggested method is

illustrated.

It is admittedly difficult to design foot control, for

a machine equipped with only one pair of rests, that

is (1) out of the way when not wanted, (2) accessible

when needed without any appreciable change of posi-

tion on the part of the rider's foot, and (3) capable
of gradual application from a gentle touch to maximum
pressure ; but it is not impossible. One British
" single " at least embodies all these qualities.

Most pedals are too short and too small. The longer
•

, they are, the more effective—within

limits; the bigger, the more easily
" found," especially by the Hutchin-

son-booted driver ; indeed, there seems

no reason why a three-inch bar should

not^extend right out from the usual

diminutive foot-lever proper.

Band Brakes.

Probably eighty per cent, of pre-

sent-day machines are fitted with one

type or other of rim rear brake, but

the internal expanding design is gain-

ing ground. Practically all cars use

the latter method or its variation, the

external contracting band, but I am
by no. means convinced that this is a

-case where we should follow four-wheeler practice.

Properly designed, there is little to choose between the

belt rim or band type in smoothness or efficiency;

but the latter is probably more expensive to manu-

facture, and is more complicated, mainly because

there is more concealed mechanism—in my opinion, the

chief defect of the type. Careful design and. careful

workmanship are essential to ensure that it is water-

and oil-proof ; and, unless knock-out spindles and de-

tachable hubs are used, it interferes to a certain extent

with wheel detachability.

internal

Gradual or powerful application is possible with

the pedal on the left, but the vertical type on
the right usually must be operated by a kick

forward from die knee, which allows no leverage

and consequently no real control.

Unnoticed Friction.

Of the two band types, as fitted to motor cycles, the

expanding design seems preferable, and is

considerably the more popular.

With a thoroughly good lining it

is most effective, and does not

require frequent adjustment, al-

though all users are recommended
to satisfy themselves that it is abso-

lutely out of action when " off."

Much power may be unknowingly
absorbed by a neglect of this

simple precaution.

Bowden control is sometimes

used, but, although extremely

neat and, for a time, efficient, there

must be a very heavy cable to avoid

stretching or concealed (and dan-

gerous) fraying after prolonged

use. I have a purely personal sus-

picion of this type of control for a

service brake.

For the elaborate sidecar outfit with interchange-

able wheels, the expanding brake is undoubtedly the

most convenient and on the front wheel of the solo

mount it has several advantages, for a heavy dummy
belt rim does not improve steering, especially at speed.

b7
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However, before discussing front brakes in detail,

one other general system deserves comment and com-

mendation—the external shoe on the full-sized cylin-

drical rim. At 'present the Rudge is the only machine

so fitted on both wheels ; the new Rover front brake is

on the same principle. The scheme is simple, very

neat, and, with a large pad, very efficient indeed. It

also permits fully interchangeable wheels to be used.

Front Brake Requirements.

Not one-tenth of the machines on the market to-day

are fitted with really useful front brakes. Perhaps it

is just as well, for they are dangerous things in the

hands of. a novice, although very desirable, expertly

used, on precipitous down-grades,

When the old-fashioned horse-shoe rim design is

standard, it may be safely assumed that the manufac-

turer intends it more to comply with (or to evade) the

law than to assist the rider. It should, -and w- ill, by

those who dislike rusty rims, be used accordingly.

In its best form it is quite usable—in emergencies.

Dummy rim belts, as already mentioned, are not

ideal on a speedy machine, and are unsightly on any

mount.

Neat, Simple, and Light.

Neat internal expanding types have been gaining

much ground lately, and rightly so, for- they provide as

great a retarding effect as is generally considered desir-

able, and may be quite practicably operated by Bowden
wire, thus allowing for spring fork movement. In my
opinion, however, something even simpler and lighter

still should serve—say, a contracting band, of round
section, working in a tiny grooved drum attached to

the spokes, very much after the style of a once popular

pedal cycle brake. Improved friction materials should

provide a wearing and practically unstretchable strap

;

a Bowden cable would do the rest. One famous firm

is at present experimenting with something of this sort.

It is not proposed to discuss sidecar brakes, compen-
sated or otherwise, at present ; but a few words on

future possibilities for solo motor cycles may not be

out of place. By reason of the steering and springing

arrangements of to-day, it is, to all intents and pur-

poses, impossible to design automatically compensated

front and rear wheel brakes, rod operated, and con-

trolled by a single lever. This is a pity, for no data

are available as to the effect of such a scheme on a

single-track vehicle.

More Data Required.

Would equal braking on both wheels provide the

most efficient retarding action, least disturbing to the

machine's equilibrium ? Or should the rear wheel be

retarded always slightly more than the front, or vice

versa? Popular belief says that the front wheel

should never be severely braked, but it is not unlikely

that this is based on the general inefficiency and
" roughness " of present-day designs. When, as

coming down a steep hill, the greater weight is on the

front wrheel, that wheel should certainly be braked.

Hydraulically operated brakes appear to have possi-

bilities, and might certainly provide solutions to the

above queriesr Flexible oil piping might be led to both

the front and rear wheels of. a motor cycle, and two

separate pressure controls would provide some extremely-

interesting experiments. Anyhow, finality has by no

means been reached.

A. McL.

VARIATIONS IK REAR WHEEL BRAKING

£j£TERHJO. Co r. TSACTEHO

RAILWAYS AND ROAD RATES.

IT
is not unusual for the railway interests to lament

their hard fate in so far as the payment of road
rates is concerned. Railway managers sometimes

talk about the " vast " annual sum contributed by
their companies in highway rates, but, when the figures

are analysed, it would not seem that these payments
are quite so vast as might be anticipated.
The Secretary of the C.M.U.A. has gone into -the

matter, and tells us that the total highway rates paid
during 1920 by all the railway companies in Great

bS

Britain amounted to .£1,635,000, this figure including
the rates paid in respect of motor taxation on railway-
owned road vehicles. Against this sum may be com-
pared the £9,000,000 provided by direct motor
taxation, a great part of which is found by the owners
of vehicles which do far less damage to road surfaces
than is caused by the railway motor vans that collect-

goods and merchandise. Upon the whole, therefore,

we have -not very much sympathy to waste upon the

railways as road ratepayers.

—

The Autocar.

(18-24)
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WHO SUGGESTED THE T.T. RACES?
The True History of the Origin of the Tourist Trophy Races for Motor Cycles.

THOUGH it is true that the idea of an Inter-

national Motor Cycle Road Race might be
organised in Great Britain was mooted in the

course of a private conversation, as mentioned by a
contemporary, the proposal arose out of the original

Tourist Trophy for cars given by Lord Montagu of

Beaulieu and first run off in the Isle of Man in 1905.
The actual suggestion that a motor cycle race should
be organised on similar lines came from the late Mr.
H. Walter Staner, at that time managing editor of

The Motor Cycle, at the Auto-Cycle Club annual
dinner held at the Criterion Restaurant on January
17th, 1906.

The Birth of the Motor Cycle T.T.

Quotirfg from our report of Mr. Staner's speech,
" he hoped that some competiton could be arranged

on the lines of the Tourist Trophy for motor cycles.

He suggested that the engine dimensions should be

80 x 80 m.m., and the weight of the machines 1301b.,

fitted with mudguards, brakes, etc., and should, in a

word, be fit to ride as touring machines."
These remarks actually gave birth to the motor

cycle T.T. A leading article on the subject was
published in The Motor Cycle the following week,

suggesting details, but the A.C.C. programme was
full that year, and the final decision to hold the race

was not arrived at till December, when, in the issue

of the 12th of that month, 1906, The Motor Cycle,

then the only journal representing the pastime and
industry, announced the fact that it had definitely

been decided to organise a Tourist Trophy competi-

tion, and that the prize would be presented by the

Marquis de Mouzilly St. Mars. The next issue con-

tained the interesting statement that the trophy was

to be an international one, "the main object of the

competition being to show that British motor cycles

can beat their foreign competitors." In those days

British machines had little chance of winning in

a Continental event. For one thing, their design

at that period was crude in the extreme and far behind

their competitors, and for another the Continental

.organisers saw to it that the Englishman was placed

at a disadvantage. All that is changed now, and the

F.I.CM. sees, that there is a " fair 'field and no

favour-
'

' for everyone.

The paragraph announcing the preliminary details

of the T.T. stated that it had been decided to take

an average speed of about" 30 miles an hour, and,

using this as a basis, the fuel consumption would be

worked out. Since the main object would be to en-

courage the touring motor bicycle in its best possible
form, great care would be taken to prevent any form
of freak being brought into the race. The trophy
would be awarded to the machine covering the course
in the fastest time on minimum fuel consumption.

Such is the true and accurate account of the origin
of the motor cycle Tourist Trophy race. It owed its

birth to the suggestion of one who has passed into

the great beyond, whose name is revered by all who
knew him and whose work for the motoring movement,
for which he lived, only those who worked with him
can realise. Of him as of another great man may be
truly written, si monumentum reqiiiris, circumspice—
if you need a monument look around you. Since the
quoted paragraphs were written, one can see how the
motoring and motor cycle movement, in the develop-
ment of which he took such a generous share, has
grown.

Official Acknowledgment.
That our facts are correct can be further substanti-

ated by the official recognition by the A.C.U. that

Mr. Staner was responsible for the motor cycle
Tourist Trophy races, and this fact has been men-
tioned on several occasions. Quoting from a T.T.
programme of former years, " Some eight years ago~
Mr. H. W. Staner suggested a road race for motor
cycles on similar lines to the race for motor cars that

had already been held in the Isle of Man." In the

same programme credit is also given to Mr. H. H.
Collier, who, whilst in Austria in connection with the

International Cup Race, mentioned the scheme to

Monsieur de St. Mars, but this was not until the

middle of July, six months after the A.C.C. dinner.

The brothers Collier were keen supporters of the'

early races, and shared the honours of winner on
several occasions.

It is greatly to be regretted that the donor of the

Senior and Junior Tourist Trophies has never seen

one of these races run. Monsieur de Mouzilly St.

Mars, as he now prefers to be known, has withdrawn

from his vice-presidency of the Auto-Cycle Union and

has retired' from all prominence in the motor cycle

movement. It is sad indeed to "have to record this,

but it may be he will yet relent; even if he does not,

his name should_ever be remembered as one who did

untold good for the sport and industry, as it is to

him we owe the two magnificent trophies which have

given to the world the finest motor cycle races which

have ever been organised.

200 MILE SIDECAR RACE AT BROOKLANDS.
IT

has been decided to alter the date of the Ealing and
District M.C.C.'s 200 mile sidecar race from July 29th to

June 17th. This will make the event one of the earliest

long-distance races at Brooklands, and it is expected that

considerable support will be received.

Up to the present there has never been a sidecar race held

over such a distance, and it is anticipated that a good deal

of information will be derived from it as regards sidecar

chassis construction. A strong committee has been appointed

(2-8)

to formulate the regulations, and one of its first decisions is

to enforce the fitting of skids to the sidecar chassis, which
will be capable of supporting the weight of the loaded sidecar
in the event of that still all too common trouble—a broken
sidecar spindle.

Entry forms have not yet been printed, but it is intended
to allow early entrants an advantage in respect of the fee

payable. The race will be confined to members of the Ealing
Club, so those who anticipate entering may join at any time.

b 9
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Emergency Carbide Supplies.

Enough carbide for one complete refill may be

carried in the Samson carrier, which is supplied

with aluminium bracket and strap for attachment

to a frame tube at 2s. (Reg. Samson, Ladywood
Road, Birmingham.)

Double=Spark Ignition.

Two simultaneous sparks occur

on the new Runbaken " Double-

Spark " plug, which is on the

double-pole prinriple, but un-

usually neat. Price 8s. 6d. (The
Runbaken Magneto Co., Ltd.,

Cheetwood Lane, Derby Street,

Manchester.)

Leak-proof and Renewable
Petrol-Tap.

While costing little

more than the com-
mon type, the Hyatt

petrol tap, it is

claimed, may be

maintained perma-

nently leak-proof and

the wearing parts are

easily renewable. A
flexible steel dia-

phragm carrying a

fibre disc cuts off the

fuel supply. (J.

Hyatt, 1, Kingsfield

Road. Watford.)

Silencing Old Machines.

Many oid-type machines

would be improved by the ad-

dition of this silencer extension,

which has a taper fitting

adaptable to various
v
sizes of

exhaust box, 8s. 6(/. (James

Grose. Ltd., 4. Old Jewry

London, E.C. 2.)

Prop-Stand Developments.
Week by week more inventors and more manu-

facturers turn their attention to evolving satis-

factory prop-stands for solo machines. Three

recent designs are illustrated.

Foot-rests, prop-
stand and mid-way
stand for tyre repairs

are cleverly combined

in the Crosswaite de-

vice which also has

telescopic legs (inset).

(C. Crosswaite, Thorn-

aby Hall, Thornaby-

on-Tees.)

Cooling the Sparking Plug.

Both these devices are intended to radiate ex-

cess heat from the sparking plug.

Left: The " Kool-plug," a radiator speci-

ally suited for two-stroke engines having

the plug in a horizontal position at the rear.

2/-. (Capt. E. D. H.

Robinson, Bourne End,

Bucks.)

Right :
' Copper-as-

bestos washer and radi-

ator combined. 1 /-.

(The Copper and As-

bestos Washer Co.,

111-112, Livery Street,

Birmingham.)

Made of aeroplane

tubing weighing only

10 oz., the Tubular

Gate Company s

(Southport) stand
clips on to the rear

chain stav.

Dimming
Made Easy

Provided with bayonet joints interposed

between the ordinary lead connection and
that on the head lamp, the Astra dimmer
enables the driver to reduce the light of

his lamp and, at the same time, to save

current. The resistance has three positions.

7s. 6d. (The Astra Dynamo Co , Ltd., 1 10,

Victoria Street, London, S.W.I)

Armoured Carrier Case.

Clipping on to the saddle pillar tube the Barker

stand consists of a 23m. hinged and spiked rod

which is specially intended for use on soft ground.

(J. S. Barker, Coningreys, Bloxwich, Essex.)

An Automatic
Air Inlet.

Opening only when the engine

is throttled down, the Artie valve

relieves suction on the jet and

saves oil being sucked past

the piston rings; it has also

minor obvious advantages.

I0s.6d. (Reffells Motor Works,

Gomshall.)

b io

Aluminium and wood strips protect bottom

of the Wearprufe case when strapped to

the carrier. It is made of vulcanised fibre

which is absolutely waterproof and has

leather straps arranged to secure the case

independently of the carrier fixings. Sold

in two sizes, I8in. x 1 1 |in. X 6in. (27s. 6d.),

and I4in: x lOJin. X 6.Jin. (26s.) by Athill &
Clark, 34a", Haymerle Road, Peckham,

London, S.E.I 5.

(I4-2Q)
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

MODERNISING THE LONDON-EDINBURGH.
Sir,—Recently the question of double journey events has

been raised, but I have not observed any reference to a point
which I consider is worthy of mention in favour of such
events. To my mind, the horrible monotony of the long run
South without any of the competition interest is appalling.

1 am not usually favourably situated enough to make the
return journey a pleasure trip, and must needs hasten home-
wards with all speed.
The Sunday following the trial is occupied in reaching

Carlisle, and the remaining 300 miles to London constitutes
.the Monday trip. After having ridden for several hours it is

extremely depressing to be suddenly confronted with an A.A.
notice board conveying the useful information that London is

still 200 miles away. E. ATKINS.

PRACTICAL THOUGHT MATERIALISATION.
Sir,—May I beg for a little more space, although on a

subject alien to your much-appreciated journal?
In the first place, Mrs. Maude Stansfield wishes to accuse

other correspondents of not taking the matter seriously,
and not only being highly amused but also having a con-
fused idea of the subject, which is hardly a fair criticism
and certainly not a true statement. I am quite serious, and
give other correspondents the same credit, otherwise they
would not care to waste their time and the time and space
of our valuable "Blue 'un."
Thought, like faith, is of no use by itself, and might I

put forward an analogy by saying that petrol spirit, which
is the prime mover in a petrol engine, is of no use by
itself, without all the other items embodied in their proper
place, thereby making the petrol function the desired way.
Similarly thought actuates other members of our body
(consciously or unconsciously), and "we get a visible and
tangible result.

To think upon anything certainly creates an image, and
to our limited faculties exists as a reality until we " come
back to earth " again, usually with a shock, to discover
that our thoughts were mere day dreams.
Might I let your correspondents into a secret by saying

that my thoughts and desires have always been of a very
ambitious nature, and although some have materialised the
majority are still in that ethereal space which contains the
most perfect of perfections, and which still holds the secret
of the perfect and flawless motor cycle?
First the vision, which is the -perfect tour, with no

troubles or worries, sunshine and blue skies, then the
reality, which includes sooty plugs, punctures, deluges, and
all' those beautiful additions so "dear" to the motor
cyclist. V. N.
'London, N.W.
Sir,—Do you think you could persuade your correspon-

dent Mrs. Maude Stanfield to give us the name of previous
owner who thought the 4 h.p. Bradbury belonged to him?

I have been wondering if he has a Sunbeam outfit, be-
cause if so I might think of it

!

HONY CATCH.
Sheffield.

Sir,—With reference to Mrs. Maude Stansfield's recent
correspondence, may I, with due humility, suggest that
although she is on the right track concerning the efficiency
of will-power, so' far as its potentialities are concerned,

(4-10)

she yet seems to lack the true significance of other factors
governing the subject. There is willing and willing, there
is a right and a wrong way of going about it. I do not
deny that—metaphorically speaking—faith can move moun-
tains, but, what should chiefly concern us is the motive
behind or impelling the will. The writer happens to be
acquainted with " a bloke what willed " that he become
the proud possessor of a " hot stuff " sidecar outfit, and
when one fine day (in the middle of the night) he discovered

the very machine unattended, up-to-date, and replete with
every refinement—simply screaming to be "pinched"—he

lost no time in putting his will into execution. It turned

out to be a hotter 'bus than conceived of in his wildest

dreams, and he has meanwhile had ample "time" to re-

consider this complex will problem.
As one of your able correspondents rightly assumes,

"willing," in order to bear fruit, is rendered more easily

successful if backed up by a good motive, preferably an

unselfish one. This is a sine qua non. VIC.
Hendon, N.W.4.

[This correspondence is now closed ; several further com
munications on the same general lines as those published

above have unavoidably been crowded out owing to the

great pressure on our space by letters of a more practical

and purely motor-cycling interest.

—

Ed.]

SPEED AND CONSUMPTION OF AN AMERICAN
FLAT TWIN.

Sir,—I read with surprise your criticism of the 1922
4 h.p. Harley-Davidson. I feel sure that there must have
been something radically wrong with the machine in

question. I have now ridden my 4 h.p. Harley (1920) regu-

larly for fifteen months, and have covered over 10,000

miles on it.

In your criticism you stated that the maximum road

speed was 42 m.p.h. Without any tuning, other than car-

buretter adjustments, I attained a speed of 60 rri.p.h. by
my speedometer, which I have compared with many others

and found correct within 3 m.p.h.

This speed was attained on the main road between

Penrith and Appleby. I have never tried it out on the

track.

By speedometer, I have many times exceeded 50 m.p.h.

with an adult on the carrier, and occasionally with two on

the carrier. I have also exceeded 40 m.p.h. with three

on the carrier.

I think the above will testify that the 4 h.p. Harley has

plenty of power, and reasonable speed.

As to petrol consumption : Last summer I rode down
from Appleby to Newport (Salop), at an average speed of

30 m.p.h. (running time). The total mileage was 185.

When I started my tank was full, containing 2| gallons

of petrol. When I arrived I had exactly a quarter of a

gallon left. This works out at 92.5 m.p.g., which leaves

very little to be desired.

As regards the other points in your criticism, I agree

with and heartily endorse them.

I think a large majority of the 4 h.p. Harley riders will

agree with me.

Newport, Salop.

FOUR-tJP-SOLO.
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DROPPED BARS FOR CONTROLLABILITY.

Sir.—" Martinivy " asks why many riders use touring

handle-bars, when T.T. or semi-T.T. are far more com-

fortable. Surely this is a matter of opinion. As a midcue-

aged rider I find the " sit-up-and-beg " position tar less

tryino- to the muscles of the back and neck than the

" monkey-on-a-stick " position assumed by my young

friends As to controllability, the T.T. or semi-T.T. may

give more of it to the youthful scorchers, but touring bars

prove quite good enough for _,..„„,,,
Canterbury. MIDDLE-AGED TOURER.

Sir,—The motor cycle is now largely used by business

men and is not entirely confined to the world ot sport.

For people who use a motor cycle for business, it is haraij

dignified enough to use T.T. or semi-T.T. handle-bars-

hence they use the "sit-up-and-beg" pattern.

Can " Martinivy " imagine his local doctor riding a motor

cycle with T.T. handle-bars with any dignity!

Thanet. K.N.3242.

Sir —From the ladies' point of view pillion riding is far

more ' comfortable, for they are able to obtain support by

the driver sitting upright, which cannot be obtained tor

long with dropped tors, as I have more than once noticed

with riders of this type. .
G. W. WALKER.

Sir—I have been having a rough time of it lately on

Black Country roads, and determined to do something to

ease my wrists. An hour before I got my copy of I h e.

Motor- Cycle I had mentioned this fact to a certain bene-

volent gentleman in the trade. He made me a present ot

a pair of Scott touring bars.
;

• _

Over lunch I read " Martinivy's" letter, and composed

a, reply in my mind, setting out the advantages of touring

bars from the point of view of comfort arid appearance

At four o'clock the new bars were on the machine. At

four-fifteen I went for a trial run. At five the old bars

were back again. ,

In reply to " Martinivy " I have only two words to sa>

-"Goodness knows." SGOllllJi.

Birmingham.

Sir—Some of the reasons why many people prefer to

sit upright are : (first) they like to sit comfortably on that

portion of the anatomy best suited for sitting on; (second)

hey like to see where they are going without having to

rick their necks ; and (third) they do not admit that the

machine is more easily controlled with the rider_laymg

down on the handle-bars. G- PINKER,

Sir—About two months ago I was persuaded rather

against my will, to bend out my " earscratchers to a flat

oosition in a garage door and with a wooden mallet Attei

a triaTride to git used to them I swore I would never

La n have « earfcratchers. " The comtort of my machine

^as increased, the controllability doubled, I "ever feel

backache or wristache.
M.A.oU/B.

Cheshire.

SPEEDS OF LIGHTWEIGHT TWO-STROKES.

S ir _i have read with much interest Mr. Cooper's letter

of eulogy on his Sparkbrook. I am afraid that I find his

sneed of 52 m.p.h. rather hard to swallow.
P
Mv own 'bus is a Calthorpe, fitted with a 293 c.c. J A.P.

engine It has only done 1,500 miles, and as I did not

open it out till it had done close on 1,000 miles, I have no

idea what its maximum speed is. I have done 42 m.p.h.

recently (by a Bonniksen speedometer), and that before it

had been decarbonised, but I have not yet tried it on

Brooklands. _
,

I should like to challenge Mr. Cooper to a three-lap race

on Brooklands any time between April 14th and April

28th. As his machine is of smaller c.c. than mine, I will

grant him a minute start if he wishes. I have no experience

of racing and I challenge him solely in a sporting spirit.
"

S
A. H. GRUBB.

Sir,—Will Mr. Cooper kindly give the gear ratio used

when he attained 47 m.p.h. on the Portsmouth Road? With
a top gear of 4? to 1 my maximum speed is 41 on an
London, S.W.9. IXION-VILLIERS.

br2
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WANTED, PERFECT GOGGLES.
Sir,—The ordinary English goggles (or goggle) is a detest-

able thing, as ugly as the word. I refer to the chenille

elastic type. It is unsightly, uncomfortable, and hot, soon

gets dirty, and is almost impossible to keep clean. I have

two pairs of what are called " eye protectors," both of

American make, which are altogether superior. One pair

was got from an American Army dump in France, and con-

sists of large spectacles of a pale green colour with leather

side pieces. The other pair I picked up at an optician's. It

is called the "Rodaplane" eye protector, and somewhat
resembles the popular tortoiseshell spectacles, with gale

yellow glass instead of lenses, held on by wire springs over

the ears. There are not even any side pieces, and in my
experience the latter are quite unnecessary.

I notice that "flying masks" are being sold at greatly

reduced prices, and I am not surprised.

I trust some English makers will produce a light spectacle

type of goggle—not a mask—before long. H.L.L.
London, W.C.

LAND'S END OR THE LIZARD?
Sir,—Seeing that the Land's End-John O'Groats trial is

being revived- this year, would it not be possible, and more

appropriate, for this trial to be run to or from the Lizard

instead of Land's End? This would be from "farthest

north" to "farthest south," the Lizard being considerably

further south than Land's End, and the distance could be

made the same by branching off at Camborne for Helston

and thence direct to the Lizard, or slightly longer by turn-

ing to the right at Cury Cross Lanes (Wheel Inn) and

thence past Mullion golf links, Poldhu Cove, and through

llullion Village. There are several tricky hills on this

route, and the roads are good, and it would be somewhat

new ground for motor trials.

Perhaps it might be possible to have a London to Lizard

trial at Easter, 1923? H. P HARRISON.

A H h.p.

MOTOR COACH!

That " the proof ol the pudding is in the eating " is exemplified

by the performance of this frail-looking and apparently over-

loaded hybrid, descended from a tradesman's pedal tricycle, which
'

has been propelled 8,000 no-trouble miles by a 1] h.p. Simplex

motor attachment. It is submitted by its designer and owner,

Mr H. A. D. Joseph, as a solution of the " Economical Trans-

port for Two " (or more) problem.

(16-22)
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COMPARATIVE IMPORTANCE OF CLASSIC EVENTS.
Sir,—It did not surprise me in the least to read in your

leader that, from a publicity point of view, American manu-
facturers placed greater importance on long distance reli-

ability runs than on the T.T. and similar races.

It is well known to motor cycle salesmen that the amateur
will not, as a rule, purchase' a speed machine "guaranteed
70 m.p.h." however much he may fancy it.

In the London-Edinburgh and similar runs one gets the

results of machines as sold to the public ; in T.T. races,

Brooklands and American track races, machines are used
which the public never see on the road, let alone purchase.
In fact, there would be practically no sale for them if they
were marketed. A. C. ROBBINS.

Sir,—Some months ago it was reported that the Harley-

Davidson Co. had-decided to retire from the racing game in

America, and this announcement was to my mind an ad-

mission of the fact that purely speed events are not worth
the money spent on them from a publicity point of view.

1 have for many years advocated the importance to the
" trade " of such trials as the classical London-Edinburgh
and London-Land's End events. As a means of popularising

motor cycling, I think these two events do more good to the

trade than any other half-dozen trials put together. Crowds
of people turn out along the London-Edinburgh route year

after year to witness the passing of the competitors, and the

predominant impression created in the minds of these

thousands of onlookers must be that the modern motor
cycle is wonderfully reliable.

Then again, when somewhere about 90% of the competitors

arrive in Edinburgh dead on time this fact is widely reported

in the ' press and read by millions, and this cannot help

but be beneficial in bringing before the public the wonderful

reliability of the motor cycle, apart from its appeal as a

sport and pastime Once the general public thoroughly
believe in the economy and reliability of the motor cycle a

large influx of new comers to the ranks of motor cyclists will

result.

I do not wish these remarks to be misunderstood. I fully

realise and appreciate the great value of the T.T. Races and
other long-distance speed events, which in the past have
greatly tended to improve the breed of motor cycles. There
will always be a sporting element in motor cycling. As a

sport, the motor cycle has many advantages over the car

;

but as time goes on the sporting element will be in the

minority, and the great rank and file of motor cyclists will

in the future select machines more for utility purposes than
for sport.

I observe that the M.C.C. proposes running a trial from
Land's End to John-o'-Groat's, and I, personally, welcome this

proposition, although I think it is a somewhat ambitious
undertaking for a club to tackle. I should like to see the

A.C.U. organise a 1,000, or, better still, a 2,000-mile trial

for stock machines, the trial to be run over average roads,

such as the classical End-to-End route. Such a trial run on
straightforward lines similar to the Scottish Six Days would,
in my opinion, do far more to popularise motor cycling than
the usual A.C.U.'s Six Days Trial, the conditions of which
are as a rule, too complicated to interest the man in the
street. HUGH GIBSON.

ASSEMBLED MOTOR CYCLES.

Sir,—As an enthusiastic motor cyclist not connected in any
way with the industry, I have encountered in my experience
machines of the " special design " class that were not
altogether above reproach, and some in the " assembled

"

category that were excellent both in design and construction,

which shows that the type of machine is not necessarily a
criterion of the quality. In the case of " assembled " motor
cycles, I am now instancing those where care and attention
are paid to choice of materials and finish—the various com-
ponents are generally the product of years of specialisation,
particularly the engine, gear box, hubs, and even frame
components, carburetters, etc.

As a matter of fact, it seems to me difficult to draw the
line of demarcation between the " specially designed " and
the " assembled " motor cycle. Here, for instance, are some
of the component parts which not all the leading motor cycle
manufacturers (the "specialists") manufacture in their own
shops: Drop-forgings for lugs, etc., steel tubing for frames

(3-4)

and exhaust pipes, rims, spokes and nipples, mudguards,
saddles, tank fittings, springs, magnetos, and sparking plugs,
etc.

; while, in ma'ny cases, in addition to these, castings are
"farmed out," also tanks, carburetters, and silencers.
Where, then, is the firm making the motor cycle throughout ?

In my view, then, there seems very little to choose between
the two types of motor cycle.
One vyould like to know why, given harmonious design,

accessibility to all parts, conscientious workmanship, and
good finish all round, the " assembled " machine should not
be quite as good as the so-called " special " product of any
firm. E. S. HODGSON.
TWO SIDES TO THE GARAGE QUESTION.

Sir,—With regard to the recent depression in motoring
matters, and the regrettable circumstances under which
many garages and repair shops are being forced to close
down or carry on at a loss, would it not be. well for a
reputable journal like The Motor OyeJe to draw attention
to the necessity of these folks "putting their-house in order."
I refer more particularly to the gross carelessness, and
equally gross charges, that are evident practically everywhere
in connection with even the smallest jobs that are frequently
necessary in connection with motor cycles.

It would be very interesting to hear the experiences of
confreres in this respect; but, even allowing for the extra
cost of things everywhere, if others have had experiences
in any way resembling my own there is no room for wonder
at the paucity of work at the motor " shops " at the present
time. As examples of the sort of thing I refer to, the follow-
ing may be of interest

:

At one place I was charged 8s. 6d. for replacing the front
cross bar of the sidecar, consisting of an iron rod fin. thick,
with two iin. holes and about an inch of thread for nuts
at each end.
At another place I was asked Is. for soldering a loose nipple

to the petrol pipe ; this came loose again in a few miles,
and another shilling had to be expended for faulty work.

I enquired at a further garage what it would cost to put
a sheet of very thin aluminium on the nose of the car (about
18 square inches of metal being required), and was informed
that it could " probably " be done for £3 ! (I have obtained
the aluminium (polished) myself, and cut it to shape, and
fixed it at a total cost of 4s. 6d. !).

And so on. The worst part of this sort of thing, to me, is

that when one has to leave a nicely kept outfit at a garage
there is never the least assurance that it will be taken away
again with out some irritating, and totally unnecessary,
damage done during the repair, such as a bent speedometer
bracket, scratched and dented tank, broken mirror stem, the
enamel on sidecar irretrievably ruined in places, etc., to quote
a few personal items. And the expression of amazement on the
faces of some of these "repairers" when complaint is made
of this sort of thing would be intensely funny no doubt in a
stage sketch, but is only indicative of a stunted intelligence
to people who take a pride in their mounts, and do not
consider it necessary for a cycle or sidecar outfit to. resemble
a " W.D." machine after service on the Western front.
London, N.17. SCALE.
Sir,—With reference to your leading article recently in

The Motor Cycle, we desire to mention that we cordially
welcome motor cyclists who might be making Torquay their
holiday centre3 and

. for over six months have quoted our
charges for garaging as follows

:

Per night. Per week.
Solo ... ... 6 ... 2
Sidecars ... 10 ... 4
Three-wheel cycle cars ... ... 1 ... 4

Further, our minimum and maximum charge for accommo-
dation during the day is the same for solos and sidecar,
viz., 6d~. for any reasonable time (two or three hours).
These charges were never varied, even in the height of the

season when (owing to lack of space, which we hope to
remedy in the- near future) we were -continually, and most
reluctantly, having to turn away would-be clients.

These charges, we think you will admit, allow of no
further reduction, even in these days of falling prices, but it

is not our intention to increase them, even though we did
not make our " full year's profits " in a few (all too few) busy
months. p.p. THE BABBACOMBE GARAGE.

E. R. Best.
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Sir,—With reference to the editorial article in a recent

issue concerning garage charges, and your suggestion that

this question offers scope for activities by the A. A. in the

direction of classifying and standardising charges, by arrange-

ment with the proprietors, this is a matter which has for

several years past received the attention of the Automobile

Association. •

_ . a
All appointed garages which are indicated in the A. A.

Handbook have been carefully inspected, and their classifica-

tion in the Handbook is strictly according to the facilities

offered.

With regard to standardisation of charges this is a some-

what difficult matter, as naturally the charges made by a

high-class establishment in the centre of a large town, cater-

ing for every need of all classes of motorists, could hardly

be expected to be the same as those made at a small wayside

establishment where rent is considerably lower, and garaging

arrangements, owing to the limited space available, are not

a regular feature of the business.

The Association, however, is always ready to assist mem-
bers who feel that they are overcharged.

STENSON COOKE,
Secretary, The A.A. and M.U.

Sir,—We note an editorial article with reference to varying

garage charges for motor cycles, and a complaint is made
that the charge for motor cycles varies from sixpence to a

shilling and sixpence an hour. Like yourself, we consider

this charge exorbitant, and beg to enclose a card, from which

you will see that the various garage's in this town (Paignton)

came to an arrangement in the matter of tariff of garage

charges. (The charges in no case exceed Is. 6d. per day.)

COLLINS, ERMEN AND CLARKE.

NER-A-CAR ROAD EXPERIENCES.

Sir,—May I ask your favour to air my views of the Ner-a-

Car in your columns, this machine being quite a departure

from the usual construction of a motor cycle or two-wheeled

vehicle.

The construction of the machine on the whole is perfect,

certainly one that appeals to each sex. It has a very_ low

riding position, and the machine certainly does not skid in

grease. It is also one of the cleanest machines I have ever

ridden, and the easiest to handle. All parts are very

accessible considering the compactness of the design.

Its defects are i Engine difficult to start, troubles chiefly

due to the lubricating system employed, that of mixing the

oil with the petrol, the disadvantages of which«are known
to most riders of machines running with this system, one of

the chief being that one cannot rely on garages to give one

the correct proportions when asking for refills. The lamps

are quite inadequate for country riding. I think the makers
should have fitted a fourrstroke engine of 2Jh.p.

Maldon, Essex. DESUNT CETERA.

UTTERLY AMAZING SPEEDS.

Sir,—With reference to Mr. G. F. Randall's letter in

your issue of February 16th, which obviously refers to the

Henderson de luxe, we would like to point out that the

extract quoted is from a bulletin, in which appears a copy

of an article written by Mr. L. E. Fowler, Editor of Motor
Cycling and Bicycling, who also was the rider of the motorf

cycle mentioned.
We, and we believe your readers also, have a very high

opinion of the value of any statements made by you in your
editorial columns, and we see no reason why anyone should

make a feeble attempt to ridicule a statement made by a

well-known contemporary by the questionable method of

omitting certain vital phrases.

The article clearly states that at first attempt the road
was quite bumpy, tyres entirely too soft, and rider unfamiliar
with mount. It was then decided to pump up the tyres, and
continue to a stretch of new surface, where a speed of over
80 m.p.h. was obtained. Surely it is not surprising that
anyone should improve their speed on a smooth stretch with
properly inflated tyres when it is admitted that the first

attempt was given up owing to the unfavourable conditions,
and, in the words of the author, "discretion being the
better part of valour."

MARCH 2nd, 1922.

If your correspondent thinks he can increase the speed of

his motor cycle by simply pumping up the tyres, we shall

be pleased to pump "his tyres with a power-driven pump to

his requirements, when he will be able to satisfy himself that

the remarkable performances described in catalogues and
bulletins must be due to the new de. luxe engine and not to

the tyres.

MELCHIOR, ARMSTRONG & DESSAU (LONDON), LTD.,
H. Habius.

IS "THE GAME" WORTH THE CANDLE?
Sir,—I cannot say that I agree with- " Zenith Solo " and

others that "the great game" is not worth the candle.

They do not appear to realise that one of the chief objects

of a freak trial is to supply the riders with a day's- sport.

Who said that such trials -were a test of reliability 1 For,

as "A. McL." stated in his article, " it is driving ability

—

and luck—that counts!" Therefore let these critics be
contented with the monotonous split-seconds competitions,

for, after all, "the great game" is only for the real sports-

man.
Bradford. A PLAYER OF THE GREAT GAME.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
" N.K. 1660" does not agree with Mr. H. F. Brockbank's

statement, in his letter regarding an amateur T.T., that

the majority of sporting amateurs reside in Lancashire and
Yorkshire

!

Last year Mr. G. Emanuel stayed at an old-fashioned

refreshment house between Machynlleth and Dolgelly ; on
the south was a very picturesque lake, and the road to

Machynlleth wound up a steep and long hill past some
slate quarries. He wonders if any reader can identify the
place from these particulars, as he wishes to reserve accom-
modation there again this year.

" Normac," whose wonderful fuel and speed records on
a pre-war Triumph have aroused so much controversy, now
confesses that the spirit used was "Johnny Walker No. 1."

After much starting-up difficulties with his new two-
stroke lightweight, Mr. C. G. New found a satisfactory,

solution in the Roth and West plug, with extra sparking
gap at the firing points, described recently in The Motor
Cycle.

"Impervis" puncture-sealing compound and " Erusa
"

belt dressing are recommended by Mr. R. T. Thomas.

Stretching of a ^in. chain on a 2^ h.p. light weight was
cured by D.L. 1254 " by replacing the offending com-
ponent with the, apparently nameless, chain fitted to A.B.C.
Skootomotas.

nnnDDnnnnonnnannnnnnnnnnnnnnan
d
n Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists, a
_. Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle. —

Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. *-*

1 HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." D
Eighth Edition. Price net. 2/-. By post, 2/3. D

Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle.

' MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM.'
—. The standard handbook on thejnotor cycle.

D
D

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A--

system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying
them when found. Fourth Edition.

Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.
" " TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES.'

A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's point of ^
O view. Price net, 3/-. By post, 3/3. D

' MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
By "Ixion," of The Motor Cycle. Q

Price net, 5/-. By post, 5/3. q
" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS.

_ Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, ^
~J

London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6.
u

Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and d
Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8. Q

" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK.
rj With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. q

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE &SONS Ltd., D
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers q

_. and Railway Bookstalls. pi
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Inter-club social events are proving very popular, the Bristol M.C. and L.C.C. and the Bath and West M.C.C. having already had two

successful meetings. The photograph was taken during the visit of the latter club to Bristol, over 100 members of the combined clubs

being present.

Border M.C.C.

Starting with a social run on April

22nd, an interesting list of events for the

summer months was drawn up at the

annual general meeting of this year-old

club.

Reigate, Redhill, and District M.C.C.

Trials for single-geared and for pre-1914

machines were provisionally arranged at

the annual general meeting, held at the

Warwick Hotel on the 16th ult. The
hon. secretary is Mr E. F Brewers, 22,

Garlands Road, Redhill.

Manchester M.C.

On the 5th inst an invitation reliability

trial of approximately 25 miles will start

at the Nag's Head Hotel. Bueklow Hill.

Fuller particulars may be obtained from
the hon. secretary, Mr. S. J McCann, 5,

Blackburn Street, Heaton Park.

North Wales M.C.C.

In the course of his report at the re-

cent annual general meeting, the hon.

secretary, Mr. J. H. Davies, mentioned
that during 1921 the membership had in-

creased from 78 to 104.

Bedford M.C.

On a recent Friday evening members
and a few friends of the club assembled at

the first of a series of suppers, which took
place at the club's headquarters, the
Lion Hotel.

Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.

Since the club has over 300 members a
large and enthusiastic gathering is antici-

pated at the general meeting to be held
at the Bellevue Hotel, Bradford, to-night
(March 2nd).

Neath and District M.C.|

The club now commences its third
year, and considerable progress has been
made since its inception. The committee
through its untiring efforts has been
successful in obtaining the use of Morgan
Park and also a delightful stretch of
sands known as Rest Bay, Porthcawl
(the Welsh Blackpool), for the holding
of speed trials during 1922. The social
side has been well provided for.

(5-6)

Hartlepools M.C.

During the past year the membership
has increased from 35 to 105 (motor cycle

members). At the last annual general

meeting it was decided to continue affilia-

tion with the X.E.A.A.

North London M.C.C.

This year the club
-

will again organise

an inter-club rally, probably at Hendon,
on Whit Monday, and advance particulars

are now available to clubs interested.

The secretary of the football section, Mr.
R. H Baxter. Livonia, Methuen Park,
Muswell Hill, N.10, would be glad to

hear if any other motor cycling club has
a football team, so that matches can be
arranged.

. Bloxwich and District M.C.C.

With the idea of arranging an after-

noon's good sport and fun, an open freak

hill climb and relay race was held on
February 18th. Through the generosity

of Mr. G. Arch, a field was chosen which
included the necessary undulations.

From the starting point, a bank with
a gradient of 1 in 6-7 stretched for 80

yards, with a right-hand turn at the

top, immediately followed by a five yard
rise of 1 in 3. The rest of the distance

consisted of an S bend, with a downhill
finish of 1 in 10. The total length was
approximately 400 yards, and the course

was five yards wide, and was fenced in

with stakes and ropes throughout its

length.

In spite of the fact that the grass was
wet, some fairly fast riding was indulged

in. In a few cases heats were won easily

owing to the other competitor suffering

from lack of wheel grip ; but the restric-

tion which troubled most was having to

pull up in 20 yards after passing the

tape.

In the relay race, the first man rode

to the top of the hill, and there trans-

ferred his number to his partner's

machine, who completed the course.

Results :—Hill Climb (1) R. Smith (3* Sunbeam).
(2) I.Anslow(2J A.J.S.).

Relay Race P. Cranmore (3} Scott) and
N. Wiggin (31 Triumph).

iUxbridge and District L.C. and M.C.C.

Taking the form of a social run, the

opening event will be held on the 5th

inst., to Alms Hill, near Henley. The
start is at 2.15 p.m. from the Chequers
Hotel, Uxbridge, and any motor cyclists

will be welcomed. The club has. arranged

a very full programme of events for 1922.

,'Isle of Wight M.C. and L.C.C.

Dr. E. F. W. Buckett has again accepted
the presidency, and was unanimously re-

elected at the annual general meeting
held at. the Wheatsheaf Hotel, Newport,
on the 16th ult. Much interest was
shown in the programme for 1922. In-

tending members should join at once

;

the hon. secretary is Mr. E. H. Darling,

Garrison Schools, Albany Bar-racks, Park-
hurst.

Surbiton M.C.

" With most clubs the opening run
opens the new season; with the Surbiton

Club this title is used by courtesy only,

as our season continues all the year round
and therefore does not need ' opening
—extract from a circular with regard to

the run which takes place on the 19th

inst. to Ripley (tea at 4.30 p.m.).

Worcester and District M.C.C.

Among the more important events de-

finitely settled for 1922 are the Madres-
field Court speed trials on June 22nd, and
a Good Friday half-day reliability trial.

Basingstoke M.C.C.

On the 19th ult. the club held a most
successful trial for the " Fleming Cup,"
over a very stiff course of three circuits of

30J mis. each. Nine checks were operated

very successfully, and the winner easily

found, but as awards show, there was a

tie for second and third places. Results :

First, F. G. Hedges (3£ Norton),

Fleming Cup ; second, W Mansbridge
(Royal Ruby), and M. Scales (8 Sun-

beam s.c), tie; third, W. Osmond (2|

Massey-Arran), and W. Julian (8 Match-

less s.c), tie. £4 was handed to the local

hospital as a result.

• (Club News is continued on page 280.)
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Utmes to Xigbt Xamps. Joy Riding

Mar. 2nd
., 4th

„ 6th
„ 8th

6.38 p.m.
6.42 „
6.46 „
6.49 „

Number plates to be illuminated thirty minutes
earlier, vide Road Vehicles Registration and
Licensing Order (1921).

Transport Ministry Staff.

The staff employed by the Ministry of

Transport in Great Britain has been re-

duced during the past ' twelve months
from a total of 702 to 487, which is the
total at the present time.

Open Event in South Wales.

July 1st has now been definitely decided
upon as the date of the open event
allocated to the East South Wales
Centre, A.C'.U. ; it has not yet been de-
cided as to what forni the competition
will take. ^

Middlesex Police Active.

-" As a result of complaints by old

ladies and gentlemen with Sandringham
hats, whiskers, and spats," writes a cor-

respondent, " there is marked police ac-

tivity on Brockley Hill, between Canons
Park, Edgware, and Elstree."

Long-lived Neglected Batteries.

Bun-down accumulators are apt to go
all wrong in a very short time if not
attended to; but last week we heard of a

case where an exhausted battery had been
laid aside as it was for three months, and
at the end of that period it displayed no
ill-effects and was re-charged forthwith.

Is this a record ?

Opinions Wanted.

A very well-known firm of motor cycle

manufacturers, whose name is a house-
hold word among speedmen, is con-
templating the production of a real

miniature motor cycle, to weigh about
751b. and to sell in the neighbourhood
of £30. It is to be fitted with a two-
speed gear box, and pedalling gear will

be optional. What do the public think?

Railways and the Roads.

Capt. Viscount Curzon and Sir Wm.
Joynson-Hicks have given notice that
they will move in the House of Com-
mons the rejection of the Railways
(North-Western and Midland group) Bill,

by which the railway companies seek
Parliamentary " powers to use the roads
for through traffic, the second reading of

which has been deferred until to-day.
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People who have never been in a train
are usually old residents in districts re-

mote from the beaten path, but with the
increasing popularity of motor vehicles
there are now many youngsters -residing
in large cities who have yet to experience
the joys (?) of railway travelling. This
was brought home to us the other- day
when the young son of a keen motor
cyclist expressed the wish to ride in a
train " to-see what it was like."

Yorkshire Colonial Trial.

As already announced, the open trial

allocated to the Yorkshire Centre for

June 17th, will be a Colonial Reliability

Trial, and will be run on an up-to-date
principle (on lines suggested by the Ilk-

ley Club). There will be a premier award
in each class, the Centre having unani-
mously decided that it is impossible satis-

factorily and fairly -to find "a best per-

formance of the' day" from such a
variety of entrants.

A ROAD "LIGHTHOUSE."

An illuminated signpost at Wrotham
Heath on the London-Folkestone road,-

designed and constructed by the Gas
Accumulator Co. of Brentford. The
illumination is not continuous, but

flashes after the manner of the sea-

board lighthouse.

Special features.
CONTRASTS ON THE RIVIERA.

COLMORE CUP TRIAL.
BRAKING SYSTEMS.

Congratulations.

Our congratulations to Mr. Hubert W.
Hassall, the Norton exponent, who, on

Monday of last week, was married to Miss

Winnie Oilman, daughter of Mr. Walter
Gilman, who is so well known in the

coaching world.

Night Riding.

During 1921 a member of The Motor
Cycle staff covered many thousands of

miles of roads in the dark, and found
that, with a good dynamo lighting set,

his average speeds compared very favour-

ably with similar trips in the daylight.

Next Big Midland Trial.

Advance regulations of the second big

spring trial, the " Victory Cup " event,

organised by the Birmingham M.C.C. on
Saturday, March 18th, are now available

from Mr. Lawson Clarke, the trial's secre-

tary, 43, Leyton Road, Handsworth,
Birmingham. Entries close by the first

post on Thursday next. In addition to

the "Victory," " Midland," and
"Duke" Cups, three further trophies

—

the " Premier," " Jennens," and
" K-Nuts "—have been added to the prize
list. Amateur riders only are eligible for

the " Jennens " Cup, otherwise the event
is open to all members of clubs in the
Midland Centre A.C.U.

In this Issue.

Those interested in motor-cycle history
should turn to page 271, whereon is

recorded the true story of the origin
of the T.T. race.

For obvious reasons fewer motor-
cyclists go to the Riviera than owners of
cars. . Nevertheless, readers will be in-

terested in the article which appears on
page 260 entitled " Contrasts on the
Riviera."
.Owners of machines fitted with the

popular 8 h.p. Blackburne engine will

find many useful hints in the article •

which appears on page 262. - It is written
by a well-known competition rider, who
has scored many successes with this type
of engine.

Considering its importance, the ques-
tion of braking has not received the atten-

tion due to it. One cannot enthuse over
the mechanism of a brake as one does in

connection with an engine. Ah interest-

ing article on braking systems will be
found on page 268.

(21 -22)
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Choose your Mount this Season
from the famous BEARDMORE Stable I

IN the 1922 race for Better Trans-
port there are no finer entries

than those from the famous
Beardmore Stable.

Airships, aeroplanes, ocean liners,

railway engines, motor cars, and
motor cycles—in every class the

Beardmore entry is a winner.
And the " breeders " are not afraid

to back their own mounts. Down
at King's Norton we make a strong
feature of this. In commercial
transactions it is called Service-
after-Sale. »

We stand by you when you decide
to ride the Beardmore mount that's

bred at King's Norton. "Baker's are

The picture shows some recent Beardmore contribu-

tions to' the world of Transport :—the 18,000 ton liner,

" Cameronia " ; H.M. Airship R36 ; and the group in

the Beardmore Locomotive Works, Dalmuir, is of

2 engines for the Nigerian Railway, one for the East
Indian Railway, a Beardmore touring car and the

Beardmore 'taxi ; in the foreground the spring-frame
Beardmore-Precision.

nice people to deal with "—was how
one delighted customer summarised
in a sentence the many testimonials
ouTService-after-Sale hasbrought us.

So stick to "The Old Firm"! Your
mount has the right stuff in it if it

has the right name on its flanks

—

F. E. BAKER, Ltd. precision works
(Associated with William, ulMr,A M/^d-t/^m
Beardmore & Co., Ltd.) MNO b 1NUK 1 ON
'Phone: King's Norton 184-5. 'Grams : " Bachucfc, Kingsnorton.'

London Depot—112, Great Portland St., W.i. Scotland (Wholesale)—

James Robertson, 48, West Nile Street, Glasgow.

(9-10) In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle. C9
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Semi T.T. Model

£65 : :

THE QUALITY OF PROGRESS
To study the specification of the WOOLER is to appreciate the quality of progress

Automatic Mechanical Sump Lubrication,

Ideal Front and Rear Springing,.

Withdrawable Wheel Spindles,

All straight-tube Girder Frame,

are a few of the refinements which speak to you.

And when you purchase your WOOLER at .£65

you realise what value for

Detachable Spare Petrol Tank.
Superheated Induction System,
Wonderful Petrol Economy
(145 miles per gallon guaranteed)

THE DEDERICH
money means.

Write to us to-day for the

Specifications of all Models.

ALPERTON,- LONDON. ENGINEERING CO.

FREE SERVICE SCHEME
To all those who purchase their New

Machine from us we are offering UNIQUE
ADVANTAGES in the way of FREE SERVICE
over a period of SIX MONTHS.

If. you are thinking of buying a machine
you cannot afford to ignore this offer.

You have everything to gain and nothing

to lose by placing your order with us.

NO MATTER WHERE YOU LIVE,
whether in the North of Scotland or a

few yards from our premises, YOU WILL
BENEFIT UNDER THIS SCHEME.

Think of what it means to have your mount

kept in tune for a whole season—free of charge.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO DEAL WITH US.

Write for further particulars to :—

COLLETT S Engineering & Motor Works,
1, RAILWAY BUILDINGS,

STATION ROAD, SOUTH NORWOOD, S.E.25.

FLEXEKAS
Flexekas

is •imply

airtight spring

fitte l in compr
sion between the

bottom ofilie guide and

the spring support bo that

no leak can occur past the

valve guide, also the valve stem

is protected from grit and lubricated

with graphite contained in the Flexekas

Once fitted this device will last inrleri

nitely without any attention and will

cure the most common cause of

bad starting and failure to

evenly at slow speed. Better

carburation is ensured

and consumption and
power improved.

Valve clatter

is also elim-

inated.

Sparxekas
a dome of

strong tempered
glass designed on

the lines of an H.T.

H-JSPPSSKB^^^ line petticoat insulator

§ si" ^^r wllicn eilSlires no leakage

^T current across the Insulator,

of a sparking plug. Embodied

in the neck of the dome is an

innular spark gap completely

.iclosed yet visible externally

;

properly designed to give amplifica-

tion of current without any strain

on the magneto, this device

will overcome oiling up of

plugs and partial internal

short due to dirty insu-

lation. Sparxekas

are very neat
and give a

s t r i k I n g
effect.

SPARXEKAS
FLEXEKAS flt any engine and are supplied with special

heatproof graphite paste at 2/6 per valve. Extra
cartons of paste to be used when overhauling are 1/6 each.

SPARXEKAS flt any plug and are supplied complete and
ready for fitting under existing terminal nut

at 2/6 per plug.

// your dealer does not stock send direct to the patentee and sole manufacturer—
CLIFFORD PRESSLANP, A.M.I.E.E.,

Engineer, HAMPTON-ON-THAMES.

CIO In answering these advertisements it it desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' 25-26
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Prince as President.

H.E.H. the Prince of Piedmont, heir to

the throne of Italy, has accepted the post

of honorary president of the Turin Motor
Cycle Club. Needless to say. the Club is

delighted at the honour granted to it.

Moderately Priced British Big Twin.

In our road test of the 7 h.p. James
sidecar it was stated that the price of the

machine solo was £160 ; obviously, this

actually referred to the complete outfit,

the motor cycle alone being only £125
(Magdyno extra in both cases).

Mayor and Motor Cyclist.

The Mayor of Lewes, Alderman C.
Patrick, J. P., who is also president of

the Lewes and District M.C.C., is an
enthusiastic motor cyclist, and can often

be seen astride a 2j h.p. two-stroke Royal
Enfield. He claims to have been one of

the first owners of a motor cycle in the
town.

Hill-Climb in Czecho-Slovakia.

On April 16th a hill-climb will be held

on the Zbraslav-Jiloviste, near Prague.
The hill is 5£ kilometres (3 miles 770
yards), and the course comprises several

bends (one of the "S" variety) and a
maximum gradient cf 1 in 11. The or-

ganisers are the Ceskoslovensky Klub
Automobilistu de Prague. (Phew !)

Motoyig in South Africa.

Statistics concerning the number of
motor-cycles in actual use in South Africa
show that from October 31st, 1920, to

October 31st, 1921, there was an increase
in motor cycles from 7,289 to 7,372. Dur-
ing the same period cars show a slightly

greater increase, from 11,120 to 12,880.

Nevertheless, considering the type of road
which we are apt to associate with South
African conditions, the number of motor-
cycles in use is a clear proof of the reli-

ability of modern machines under hard
conditions.

$f]ffl0!S©3Lffi

Promising Support for Scottish Trials.

Already forty entries have been received
for the Scottish Six Days' Trials, which
start on Monday, May 1st.

Inter- 'Varsity Hill-climb.

Next Saturday, as already announced,
an inter-'Varsity speed event, run on a
team basis, will be held on Aston Clinton
Hill, near Tring, commencing at noon.

Sidecar Skids.

The regulations governing the 200-mile
sidecar race on June 17th will demand that
skids are fitted as a precaution against
accidents should a sidecar shed its wheel.
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V-neck or V-twin?
Under the motor cycle advertisements

in a provincial paper we read :
" J.A;P.

silk-embroidered blouses, 7s. 6d."

Lighting of Road Vehicles.

The question of vehicle lighting is at
present under consideration on reports
made by the Departmental Committee on
Lights on Vehicles.

One Brit'sh Park-Nice Entrant.

Entries for this year's Paris-Nice trial

include only one British rider—Wood, on
a B.S.A. Previously this event has been
well supported by Great Britain.

FIRST TEST IN LAST SATURDAY'S COLMORE CUP TRIAL.

E. A. Barnett (2f Francis-Barnett) and A. J. Dowler (31 Sunbeam) on Aston Hill, near

Weston-sub-Edge, undergoing the Flexibility Test.

COLMORE CUP TRIAL NOTES (255>;
BUSHCOMBE the impossible ! Let us

hope that no club has the temerity
to include the hill in any future

serious trial.

Not a single clean ascent by a solo rider
was accomplished, which is not surpris-
ing to those who saw the state of the
surface.

Marshalling of competitors at the foot
of Bushcombe was only thought of half-
way through the contest.

Saturday's annual event was most suc-
cessful, but for that unfortunate in-

clusion of Bushcombe Hill.

T. C. de la Hay's and George Brough's
faces were a study when they stuck, as
many others had, in the ruts of Bush-
combe. The former was distinctly

baulked, however..

The tail-enders of the long ' procession'

had to light lamps for some distance.

Springlike weather prevailed through-
out, attracting crowds to the distant

hills. Hundreds of Birmingham and
Coventry motorists were assembled at

one or other of the many vantage points.

Saintbury, once a difficult climb, was
toyed with by the majority in the stop-

ping and starting contest.

The Motor Cycle banners were in evi-

dence at the start and finish as well as

the turning point at Cheltenham.

Some spectators returned home feeling

that they had had a tonic—the odour of

castor oil was so strong on the test hills !

Few people worried about Gambles
Lane with such an absurd titbit but a

couple of miles away.

At the top of Rising Sun, No. 1,

Davison (Levis) fell and opened out the

belt rim. He knocked it_ together again

and proceeded.

The Cheltenham control was well or-

ganised, particularly considering the
large entry.

R.A.C. and A.A. scouts were useful at
various danger points en route.

As usual, there was much gross bad
driving.

W. B. Gibb, who, by the way, could
not start, due to water in his petrol

tank, declared that Bushcombe was un-
climbable in the wet on Friday.

Over-zealous officials on Bushcombe
tried to guide the competitors on to the

best surface, but their efforts were of

little avail, even if desirable at all.

We shall have motor cycles with cater-

pillar tracks without doubt if the freak

hill policy is persisted in.

L, Newey had crowded four speed?

into the tiny gear box of his Levis.

(Il-I2f
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Rugby M.C.

On March 12th the club will hold its

opening event, which will take the form

of a reliability trial over a course of

approximately 100 miles. All corre-

spondence should be addressed to the

honorary secretary, Mr. G. Le Champion,

Bridport House,. Bilton Road, Rugby.

Rochester, Chatham and District M.C.

and Ii.C.C.

About forty enthusiastic members at-

tended the annual general meeting held

at headquarters on February 22nd, the

president, Dr. A Packman, presiding.

It is hoped to make arrangements with

other Kent clubs for hill-climbs as last

year. The opening run will be held on

April 3rd. The hon. secretary is Mr.

H. J. Lawrence, 300, High Street,

Chatham, who will be pleased to give

any particulars to local motorists inter-

ested.

North West London M.C.

Being desirous of fostering, the inter-

club spirit, the club has come to the

conclusion that it is not necessary to put

this into effect on the road alone. It is

suggested, therefore, that some methods

of social intercourse during' the winter

months may help things along, and as

a. start it is'hoped to fix up a chess match

of, say, six boards a side, with one of

the London motor cycle clubs. Mr. H.

J. Pooley, 23, Clifton Avenue, Finchley,

N.3, would be happy to hear from any

secretary interested in the idea.

Kirkby Stephen and District M.C.C.

A large number of members were
present at the recent annual general meet-

ing. Officers for 1922 were elected, in-

cluding : President, Dr. Hugh Highet,

J.P. ; captain, Mr; C. J. Ward ; hon.

treasurer, Mr. G. W. Elliot ; hon.

secretary, Mr. W. Jackson; hon. trials

secretaries, Messrs. A. L. Hook and K.
Saver. A satisfactory .season was re-

ported, both from social and financial

standpoints, and an ambitious programme
was arranged for 1922. All communica-
tions should be addressed to the secretary,

at Church Avenue, Kirkby Stephen, West-
morland.

ffolSIgciLlI

Club News—continued from page 277_

Meefc*]£no Club Events.
Mar. U-—Essex County and Southend A.C. Paper-

Mar. h.— Oxford University M.C.C. and Cambridge.

University M.C.C. Bill-climb.

Mar. I,.—Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.C. Paper-

Mar. 5.Southampton M.C.C. Surprise Run.
Mar. 5.—Manchester M.C.C. Invitation Reliability

Trial.
Mar.S.— Uxbridge and District L.C. and M.C.C.

Opening Run.
Mar. 5.—Bolton and District M.C.C. Opening Run.

Ipswich and District M.C.C.

In the form of a reliability trial under
ordinary touring" conditions, the opening
run will be held on the 22nd inst.

On Good Friday an inter-club relia-

bility trial will be held in conjunction

with the Norfolk M.C. and L.C.C.

Berkhamsted and District M.C.C.

An attractive programme is in course
of preparation for the coming season, the
club possessing six challenge cups. The
opening run is expected to take place on
Easter Monday. Any motor cyclists in-

terested are invited to communicate with
the hon. secretary, Mr. H. Mills, 158,

High Street, Berkhamsted.

East Midland Centre A.C.U.

At a meeting of the Centre Board it

was decided to award the Centre Cup
this year on the result of the best club

team performances in

—

(a) Speed trials at Grimsthorpe Park
conducted by the Lincoln Club on Easter
Monday.

(J) Hill-climb organised by Burton
Club, probably in July-

(c) Reliability trial conducted by Not-
tingham Club on August Bank Holiday
Monday.
A team is composed of one solo under

350 c.c, one under 500 c.c, and one
unlimited sidecar. The annual meeting
of the Centre Board will be held in the
Recreation Rooms, Bennett's Garage,
Nottingham, at 3.15, March 18th.

AH motor cyclists in the Derby dis-

trict who are willing to act as marshals
in the Open Trial, Saturday, March 25th.
should communicate with Mr. K. S. Top-
ping, 64, Frederick Street, Loughborough.
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Lee, Lewisham and District M.C.C.

On Thursday of last week a most suc-

cessful meeting was held at the Royal
Oak Hotel, Lee, to form a club in this

district. It was decided to name it as

above. The opening run will be held on
the 12th inst. Anyone desirous of join-

ing should communicate with the hon.

secretary; Mr. H. W. Allen, 23, Boone's

Street, 'Lee, S.E.13..

Cardiff and District M.C.

Owing to apathy during 1921 this club

has been reorganised and re-officered for

1922, and it is hoped that, by the inclu-

sion of a number of social outings to

places of interest in the neighbourhood,
in addition to reliability and speed
events, largely increased membership will

result. Prospective members are invited

to the next general meeting on Monday,
March 5th, at the Motor House, Wood
Street.

Goldthorpe and Thtirnscoe M.C.C.

There was a good attendance of mem-
bers present at the annual meeting held

at the Goldthorpe Hotel. Mr F. N.
Greenoff, the hon. secretary, gave a re-

port on the club's activities of the past
season. Mr Sayles, the treasurer, pre-

sented the annual balance sheet, which
showed a balance brought forward of
£5 0s. 8jd. The subscription for season
1922 was reduced to 5s.

Oxford M.C.

On Saturday last the club opened its

competition season with a most sporting
half-day reliability trial. The start was
from Cowley Place, Oxford, on main
road to Thame, then Princes Risboro',
after which it was a two hours' non-stop,
strenuous cornering and hill climbing

;

the road had to be watched carefully all

the time to be ready for surprises in the
way of awkward corners and unexpected
gradients. Certainly the most amusing
item of the afternoon was the inability

of "No. 13," Piper (7-9 Indian sc.) to

do anything except live up to his unlucky
number, and he certainly did do this

Twenty-two entered, but two failed

to face the starter. Silver medals
were awarded to Kenning, . Young and
Scroggs (Sunbeams), Argyll and Avery
(Harley-Davidsons), Pearson (Triumph),
Hancox (Zenith-Bradshaw).

MANUFACTURERS AND FREAK TRIALS.

SOME light on the present attitude of

manufacturers towards freak trials

may be gathered from the following

letter from a well-known competitions

rider. Mr. W. H. Carson, written on

behalf of Messrs. Bayliss, Thomas and

Co., manufacturers of Excelsior motor

cycles, to the trials secretary of the Bir-

mingham M.C.C., regarding the forth-

coming Victory Cup trial

:

~ "As a keen supporter of competitions,

the writer in all probability^ will either

support the trial by entering several

riders even if he does not- take part him-

self, and in any case will probably be

able to render you assistance as observer

personally.
" There is one point whilst writing you

that I should like to mention. You say

in your circular letter that the route will

be ' possibly within a twenty-five miles
radius of Birmingham.' One thing quite

a number of manufacturers object to is

the inclusion in these trials of freak

stunts to find a winner. What I am re-

ferring to is the fording of rivers, which,
in many instances in the past, have been
purposely dammed up to increase _ the
depth. This makes drivers- resort to

ridiculous additions to their machines in

the way of long flexible air intake pipes

to carburetters, long exhaust pipes at-

tached to the back carriers, and so forth.

It is a pity trials cannot be organised to

give some really severe test to the motor
cycle without resorting to the inclusion

of such ridiculous ' stunts ' to find a
winner. I suppose it is that motor cycles

have got to such a state of perfection that
it is more a case of the skill of the driver
or sheer luck than the Capabilities of the
motor cycle.

" Only a few days ago we supported a
'

light car event in which the organisers
had included the ascent of two or three
fields up a steep gradient with no proper
road, having wheel ruts 8in. or lOin. deep,
and the remainder of the field one mass
of ice. This is no test for a car or motor
cycle, but more a test of gripping qualities
of tyres, and if you have anything of this

kind in your mind, in arranging the
course, we certainly would not for one
moment think of supporting it.

"If it is to be a sporting trial, giving
a machine a. reasonable chance of success,

we are with you every time."

(27-28)
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Bushcombe, the impossible ! The tit-bit of the trial. That no solo rider succeeded in making a clean ascent is not si^prising ; observe the ruts.

A. Watson (4i Sunbeam sidecar) made a star ascent, but the veteran T. T. rider, Rem Fowler (7 James sidecar), was not so fortunate. A large

assembly of enthusiasts gathered on the hill to witness the ascents.

A Midlands Classic. Record Entry. The " Freakiest

'

a Serious Contest.

of Freak Hills Ever Introduced in

ONE hundred and ninety-seven starters,

174 finishers, 7 observed hills, a

flexibility test, a stopping and start-

ing test, and a sample of "colonial"
tracks plus gates to be opened. Such
is a summary of the Sutton Coldfield and
North Birmingham Automobile Club's
trial for the Colmore Cup, and all this

incident was packed into a course of 125

miles.

Starting at Stonebridge the competitors

followed the Warwick—Stratford-on-

Avon—Broadway—Cheltenham course, al-

ready familiar to most Midland motor
cyclists : there were, however, one or two
deviations from the route employed on
previous occasions.

Innovations.

For instance, the flexibility test—the

first event of importance—was held on
Aston Hill. It would be hard to find a
more suitable spot for the purpose, for

the road is wide and straight, the surface
is good, and the gradient not too severe.

Weighing in was accomplished most ex-
peditiously at Charlton King's Station,

just before the lunch stop. After this the
next important innovation was the inclu-

sion of Bushcombe Hill, the piece de-

fl 5-l6)

resistance of the day. This hill lies

parallel to Gamble's Lane, and the track
joins the main Cheltenham-Broadway
road at the -summit of Cleeve Hill. Its

steep, greasy surface defeated almost all

the competitors, but of this more anon.
It would be scarcely fair to describe

Bushcombe as a new find—an attack upon
it was described in The Motor Cycle
many years age—yet it has not been in-

corporated in trials routes, and its in-

clusion on this occasion was the subject
of much comment.
A final change lay in the substitution

of a second ascent of Sudeley and some
cross-country tracks to Snowshill for the
now familiar acute hairpin in Sudeley
Park.

1922 Models.

The first big Midlands event always
evokes much enthusiasm, and amongst the
crowd of competitors and spectators at

the start there were many 1922 models
and just a few machines which have not
yet been exhibited to the general public.

D. Prentice rode a 2£ h.p. New Imperial
with overhead valves inclined from the
cylinder head at a considerable angle.

George Denly's Velocette had a cylinder

more familiar to Brooklands habitues
than to trials spectators ; it was fitted

also with twin exhaust pipes. Barr and
Stroud sleeve valve engines were to be
seen in C. S. Burney's Beardmore and
S. H. Rhodes' Wolf. E. Poppe had out
an experimental White and Poope en-
gine in a Hobart frame. Long stroke T.T.
Sunbeams were much in evidence, and
Reg. Brown tackled the course with a
sporting sidecar attached to a machine
of this type and only a 10 to 1 low gear.
T. C. de la Hay rode a 4£ h.p. Sunbeam
with smart Berthon boat- sidecar ; and
much interest centred in the McKechnie
Victor.

The Start.

At 8.1 on a glorious morning the in-

dispensable Mr. Alec Ross despatched
the first man over the bumpy road to
Kenilworth, and thereafter the compe-
titors followed at half-minute intervals.

For the first thirty miles main roads
were followed, but shortly after Mickle-
ton a notice gave warning of the proxi-
mity of the first time check. This was
located at a turning to Aston-sub-Edge,
and was closely followed by the flexibility

test,

c 13
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Stopping and restarting on Saintbury. G. E. Turner (3| Sunbeam), W. Bell (2| New
Hudson) and F. A. Pobbins (2i Triple-H. Liberty) between the tapes.

Here the arrangements were simple
and good. Two tapes 73^ft. apart were
laid across the road, and the interven-

ing space was divided into three longi-

tudinal strips by more tapes. Compe-
titors were required to take not less than
10 sees, in traversing the section, then to

accelerate to a third crosswise tape 110

yards away.
The slow test presented little difficulty

to modern multi-geared machines, but
G!

.~'S. Davison, who 'as . usual rode a
single-geared Levis, wisely made no at-

tempt to slow down. He was last year's

winner of the "Single Gear" Trophy.

Conspicuous in Flexibility Test.

Amongst so many good performances it

is difficult to pick the best, but of the
early solo numbers the following were con-
spicuous : A. Bennett and G. Butcher
(3^ Sunbeam), G. Strange (3^ James),
E. A. Barnett and D. Atkin (2§ Francis-
Barnett), F. C. Parkes (2^ Sun-Vitesse),
E. Arthur (6.5 Brough Superior), R. B.
Clark and G. Packman (8 Matchless), D.
Prentice and B. Kershaw (2£ New 'Im-
perial), G. Denby (2£ Velocette), W.
Woodcock and A. Rollason (3^ Ariel), S.

Rhodes (2f Wolf. Barr and Stroud), E.
Williams (2J A.J.S.), A. Cope and J. A.
Newman (3j Douglas), F. Morgan (2|
Cotton), L. Bowen (2^ Radco), T. Moxon
(2£ Coventry Eagle), F. Adam (3£ Nor-
ton), G. Kirby (3i Triumph), E. Miindey
and W. Belf(2i New Hudson). Nearly
all the 2f h.p. Levises were first-class,

but H. Newey's appeared to be consider-
ably the fastest.

E. R. Jacobs (2| Wooler) passed with
a flat front tyre and H. V. Collins

(3i Norton) made a particularly neat foot

change as he shot away, but George
Dance hesitated momentarily before get-

ting going.

In spite of clear notices a few stopped,
voluntarily or otherwise, and questioned
officials as to procedure.
Leaving Aston Hill there followed five

miles of side roads, culminating in the
descent -to Westor.-sub-Edge, where the

c 14

main road led as far as Saintbury and
the stopping and restarting test.

Restarting on Saintbury Hill.
"'

Saintbury, 'on the Cotswolds, once upon
a time an ascent to be reckoned with,
proved small fry on Saturday. Even with
the added difficulty introduced of stop-

ping and restarting on the steepest

stretch of 1 in 6£', n»st competitors per-

.

formed faultlessly. There was a perfect

blue sky overhead, but the clay surface
was somewhat treacherous. The fortieth

man, Austin (Coventry Victor) was first

to fail, for he stopped his engine when
engaging the clutch. Tonks (O.K.
Junior) did well at the second attempt,
whilst Mrs. Janson (Ner-a-car) showed" up
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well,, handling her machine dexterously.

Turner (Sunbeam) stopped his engine,

while Robbins (Triple-H) (ran backwards,
his two-stroke engine, too, reversing until

it stopped with a terrific bang. Limbird
(Mars) and Worsley (Scott)_ were others

who stopped their engines. When Lewis
(Beardmore) arrived he decided to retire,

having sustained an earlier fall. Some-
times several would arrive between the

tapes in a bunch. Watson Bourne was
among one batch, and being thrust on to

the roadside gave the Press photographer
a fright by suddenly brushing him
aside. When George Brough opens his

throttle things begin to happen—they did

on Saintbury, for he performed a mag-
nificent pirouette in the grease, but re-

covered. Woodfield (James sc.) sooted

a plug. Gordon Francis (2j Francis-Bar-

nett sc) showed up splendidly, also Hall

(O.K. Junior sc). Bladder (New Imperial

sc. ) stopped momentarily below the line

when his gear jumped out of engage-

ment. .

Down Willersey Hill and once again

along main roads, the route wound over

good surfaces to Winchcombe, and Sude-

ley Hill. The two big ruts have recently-

been filled with loose stones, and though
the surface in between was greasy, com-
paratively little wheel spin was noticer

able, and the climb presented no real

difficulties.

Failures were few -.and far between,

though Harry Reed (8 Dot. sc), who had
damaged his gear box in the acceleration

test, failed to get up on his high gear and
retired. G. H. Goodall (8 Morgan)
" konked " to a standstill for some unac-

countable reason, and C. Hays (10 Mor-
gan) took the ditch on a greasy part of

the hill. For the rest, the three-wheelers
behaved well, and T.B.'s, Morgans, and
New Hudsons made fast and clean

climbs. J. Cave's G.N., the two Rhode
cars, and the Deemster were equally

sound as regards performance.

C. E. Hemphill (2f Excelsior) carefully picked his way up the rough and steep gradients of

Gamble s Lane (Sun Rising) ; Mrs. G. M. Janson (Ner-a-car), the only lady competitor, received

assistance.
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the Colrnore Cup Trial.

—

Of the solo and sidecar performances
there is little to relate : a few came up
fast, but generally speaking the riders,

knowing that they had nothing >to gain
by speed, contented themselves with
steady climbs with plenty of power in

hand, Most meritorious climbs were
made by the little sidecar outfits. T.
Weaver (2§ Sirrah 'sc.) was not quite so

fast as G. S. Smith (2| Norris sc), L.

Clulee (2i Allon sc), N. Hall (O.K.
Junior sc), and G. Francis (2| Francis-

Barnett sc. ), but climbed steadily. S.

Wright (4^ Humber sc.) distinguished
himself, as usual, by a neat and very
quiet ascent.

The following " colonial " section was
in no bad condition, and the next event

of interest was a time check at Charlton
King's Station. Immediately after the
check competitors passed on to the station

weighbridge, the weighing operations
being carried out in the briefest possible

time, after which two miles brought the
men to a welcome lunch stop at Steels

Plough Yard garage.

Once Dreaded Rising Sun.

- The top part of Gamble's Lane (Rising

Sun) was in better condition than usual,

though, in spite of the fine drying wind,
the lower reaches were quite greasy
enough to be unpleasant, and J. Doherty

(2i Levis) fell, damaging his carburetter.

G. Davison (single-geared Levis) made
a plucky climb, getting over the top with
not too much in hand. R. E. Pugh (2{-

Levis) made a fine climb, but his stand
was trailing. Dance and Bennett on 3j
h.p. Sunbeams rushed over the top of the

hill. H. Collins (3£ Norton), P. Mayo (2£
Coventry Eagle), D. Atkin (2| Franeis-

Barnett), and F. Woolley (2£ Sun-Vitesse)
all came up well H. R. Lane (2^ Levis)

footed. B. Kershaw (2^ New Imperial)
was fast, but his tank had been over-
filled, and petrol was pouring off the
back.

Soloists on Gamble's Lane.

Mrs. Janson (Ner-a-car), the only lady
competitor, received assistance. Hugh
Gibson (2| Raleigh) S. Rhodes (2|- Wolf,
Earr and Stroud), and E. Williams (2f
A.J.S.) made fine ascents. T. Thacker

(2i Velocette) and E. Poppe (2£ White
and Poppe) failed. H. 0. Hayes (2|

G. E. Greenwood (4J Sunbeam sidecar) struck a 2ft. vertical bank with his sidecar wheel.
Observe the width of the track which the sidecars were expected to negotiate.
T. C. de la Hay, on a sister mount, is at the rear, apparently discussing the state of the

" road ' with a helper.

Leaving Winchcombe. J. W. Wills (2f Edmund) and H. S. Perrey (4J B.S.A.) at the foot of
Sudeley, a once formidable hill which almost every competitor took "on the run."

A.J.S.), and C. Ramstedt (2J Cotton';

w-ere fast. C. W. Anderson (2^ Sun-
Vitesse) broke a belt on the steep part.
C. R. Little (5-7 Coventry Victor sc).
made a very fine climb. E. Mundey (2£
New Hudson) came up well, but W. Bell
on a companion machine, had shed his
silencer and . plates. J. Whalley (2|
Massey-Arran) was fast, but neither of
the Scotts handled by A. Jacobs or P.
Worseley was up to form, and, for some
extraordinary reason, N. M. Bligh (6
A.J.S.) was reduced to footing. West-
wood-Wills (2| Edmund) made one of the
best climbs of the day, and gave a very
pretty display of riding. G. Lovegrove
(2-i Radco) came up very well. G. Brough
(8 Brough Superior) came as fast as was
safe, and J. Watson Bourne, on a similar
machine, a little faster; nevertheless, he"
held his machine on the road, though the
spectator-s had a thrill. D. H. Davidson
(Indian Scott) and L. Crisp (4^ Humber)
were both steady and quiet. C. Green
(2j Coventry-Eagle) was again fast.

Sidecars do well.

There followed T. F. Blumfield (8 Ariel

sc), T. E. Greenwood, and T. C. de la

Hay (4^ Sunbeam sc), and R. Brown
(3^ Sunbeam sc), and there was little

to choose between these four fine per-

formers, though perhaps the last men-
tioned deserves the palm owing to his

smaller engine and high gear ratio. The
James sidecar outfits again distinguished
themselves, and F. W. Viles (5-6 Raleigh
sc.) came up very well. G. I. Francis

(2j Francis-Barnett sc.) made a wonderful
ascent for . so small a machine, and had
plenty in hand.
The crowd of spectators, though not

inconsiderable, was not quite so large as

usual, since a number had passed on to

watch the fun at Buschcome Lane, to
which spot competitors were led via the
sharp ascent of Stockall (sometimes
known as Post Office Hill.

_-

j
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THREE WHEELERS ON BUSHCOMBE HILL. (Left)—H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan) attacked the rutted gradient In his usual style.

(Right)—F. S. Spouse (10 T.B.) found that there was no such thing as "picking one's way."

Before 1.30 p.m. the long line of

,

competitors commenced the ascent of the

freakiest of freak hills ever introduced

in a serious contest. Spectators gathered

in hundreds at the corner approaching

the summit of the Cleeve Hills, from
whence a magnificent panoramic view of

the plain below was obtainable.

Of the hill surface, how shall we de-

scribe it? Imagine a ploughed field with
two exceptionally deep furrows, and loose

rocks abounding, and then you have it !

Bushcombe, the Tit-bit.

All the early men failed—no disgrace

in that—until one recognised that, to keep

going with any amount of footing, but

without outside assistance, was a dis-

tinctly creditable achievement. Engine
power was not the only consideration,

for the little Levises and O.K.'s were
just as much in the picture as the bigger

machines, for ' they were naturally more
easily controlled. Eric Barnett (2j

Francis-Bamett) made a very plucky

attempt, but was baulked by Hawcutt
(Levis), who preceded him. R. W. Duke
(Triumph) headed for a 1 in 2 bank and
was effectually checked thereby. Dowler
(Sunbeam) looked up wonderingly as the

spectators yelled with excitement, and
promptly fell over. Almost the same
fate befell Parkes on a 2-£ h.p. Sun-
Vitesse. His confreres Bishop and Wool-
ley did better still, for they only used
their feet to steady themselves and kept
going.

To this point No. 33, Haggas (Sun-

beam), made the best showing, touch-

ing only now and again with his feet.

Prentice (New Imper'al), with any
amount of power in his J. A. P. engine,

careered about the course, but needed no
help from pushers, which many others

gladly accepted. Shepherd (Edmund)
charged the spectators when halfway up,

whilst Collins (Norton) made a very
plucky climb. A Beardmore-Precision,
L. A. Rees up, made a fine unassisted

climb, but Cecil Burney stopped momen-
tarily and yet got away again. Kershaw
(New Imperial) performed conspicuously,

followed by Denley (Velocette), who
equalled him. Handley (O.K.) climbed

the bank by the roadside, yet recovered,

and went up well. Hugh Gibson demon-
strated the 2| h.p. Raleigh to advantage.

Then followed a batch of five men, Bown
(Bown-Villiers) amidst excitement emerg-

ing from the throng without outside

assistance.

The spectators credited Rollason (Ariel)

with one of the best solo climbs over that

cruel surface, clapping enthusiastically.

Woodcock (Ariel) and Rhodes, (Barr and
Stroud) arrived side by side. Clearly

one was to hinder the other, and Rhodes
was the unfortunate. Then followed a

long string of riders who failed to get

up, even Eric Williams at one moment
lying down in the road with his machine
on top of him, whilst Mrs. Janson's Ner-
a-car went up with many willing hands
pushing at every available point. Ram-
stedt (Cotton) broke the monotony by
getting up well, followed by Smith (Con-

naught), who was also excellent. Adam
(Norton) was given an ovation for a neat

climb. Little (Coventry Victor), the first

sidecarist), sandwiched in among the

motor bicycles, stuck gamely on until the

fateful corner—and stopped. It was not

solely a question of power, as Parker-

Walker on a 2| h.p. Excelsior again

proved, for he got up unassisted, though
he swerved a lot and recovered himself

well.

Baulking Prevalent.

Mundey (2i New Hudson) was ham-
pered by other stranded riders, but

managed to restart twice, and got

up under his own power. Bell, on a

sister mount, did better still, also Gates

(Sun-Vitesse). When Turner (Sunbeam)
stopped, his back wheel lay in a slippery

rut still spinning and sending back
showers of mud. Downes (Hobart)

crawled up very~ impressively and never

stopped his road wheels. J. Whalley

(Massey-Arran) drew stentorian cheers

for a very good non-stop climb, followed

by Stretton Ward (Triumph); Schobel

(2J Rex Acme), and Newmans (Douglas), -

who contrived to make the hill look
" possible " after all, though, of course,

each man used his feet.

Skilful Driving.

Brantley (Coventry Challenge) was

good, also Smith (Calthorpe), Watson
Bourne (Brough Superior), Cooper

(Allon), and Faulconbridge (2j Coventry

Eagle). The last named won applause

as he had to scramble round other less

fortunate competitors, of whom there was
a goodly number hereabouts, some of the

failures being due to baulking. One of

the best climbs of the day was made by

T. H. Meakin, a Coventry amateur rid-

ing a Triumph with Ricardo engine, He
progressed upwards unassisted to the ac-

companiment of a crescendo of cheers.

Later Crisp's 4£ h.p. Humbcr got up

well, also Green (Coventry Eagle).

Passenger Machines on Bushcombe.

Then the sidecars commenced to arrive.

Blumfield (Ariel) stopped, likewise Green-

wood (4^ Sunbeam), who for once in a

way can be criticised for an error of judg-

ment, for this clever veteran steered his

bicycle so that the sidecar wheel came

up against an almost vertical bank, which

proved an effective scotch to this and

many other sidecars. Worse luck, de la

Hay was following, and had to stop for

the path to be cleared, but he restarted

successfully and finished well. To A.

Watson- (4-i
Sunbeam sc.) credit is due

for a fine ascent, for he had the addi-

tional difficulty of scraping past Rem
Fowler's stationary outfit. Francis, on

his diminutive 2J h.p. Francis-Barnett sc.

made a praiseworthy attempt, but found

the surface too much for him. Beesley

was the next successful man, ona5» h.p.

Sunbeam sc., followed by L. Newey, to

whom we should award the palm for the
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The Colmore Cup Trial.—
best passenger climb. Mounted on an
8 h.p. Ariel sc., he was fast, and actu-
ally, in order to retain the best stretch
of road for the driving wheel, lifted the
sidecar wheel so that it cleared the hump
which stopped so many, and thuswise
continued for fully thirty yards.

Extreme Sidecar Types.

After five more had failed Hall (O.K.
sc. ) made a perfectly wonderful climb
for so tiny a power unit. Bladder (8 New
Imperial sc.) was twice baulked, and al-

lowed another attempt, and then did ex-
ceptionally well. An excellent climb was
made by Edmond (Triumph sc), which
won him applause, also .Brown (Rex-
Acme), who had wisely fitted a Parsons
chain to the driving wheel. Brandish
(4j Humber sc.) succeeded, but Sam
Wright got athwart the road in a deep
rut and stuck there. The air was blue

—

with smoke of course ! Parham (Coven-
try Victor sc.) climbed gamely, but the
odour of castor oil—phew ! The first run-

about was Meredith's T.B., which showed
up creditably ; Mr. and Mrs. Morgan,
always familiar figures on trials, fol-

lowed equally well, also Spouse (T.B.j

and Carr (Morgan). The New Hudson
handled by Yates made a fine ascent, and
Cave's G.N. only just failed to account
for the gradient.

Homeward Bound.

A description of the second ascent o'f

Sudeley would be wearisome, since the
hill was in no condition to stop any but
the lamest of lame ducks, but before
reaching the top of the hill the route
swung off left-handed in the direction of
Ford, and though closed gates caused
some little delay the surface of the tracks,
was not bad enough to cause trouble.

From Snowshill the road led through
Broadway to Willersey, but again this
hill, which was in good condition, proved
no test for the modern machine. T.

fpiilllpLii

In the "colonial" section One of the

several light-weight sidecar outfits in the

trial : the Francis-Barnett, which was
skilfully piloted by Gordon Francis.

Stevens (7 James s.c.) passed with his
front stand down. H. Boynton on a
sister machine was going strong, in spite
of a fractured sidecar spring. G. Fran-
cis (2J Francis-Barnett s.c.) was still

plugging gamely along. H. Greaves (4£
Beardmore-Precision) made a fine climb,
but changed up too early. B. L. Bird
(% B.S.A: s.c.) climbed well. L. Newey
(8 Ariel s.c.) was as good as ever, but
F. W. Giles (7 A.J.S. s.c.) had a flat

sidecar tyre, on which he pluckily finished
the course without further damage. The
descent of Saiiitbury finished the last
excitement of the trial, but though the
rest of the trip was plain sailing to the
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finish, it was not altogether without
incident, as might have been expected
of an entry exceeding 200.

Hard Luck !

Near Warwick, Neville Hall (2| O.K.
Junior s.c), who had undoubtedly put
up one of the finest performances of the
day, was unfortunately put out of the
trial by a most unusual engine failure,
a piece of bad luck which brought him
the sympathy of all. A mile or two
further on T>. H. Davidson (4 Indian
Scout) gave up with a deflated rear tyre,
which persistently tried to come 'off.

J. A. Newman (3£ Douglas) also finished
the trial on a flat tyre which had deflated

- near Stratford-on-Avon.

A Late Finish.

Though the first man was due to finish
at 4 o'clock, the last man was not in
till nearly 7, since baulking at Bushcombe
had caused considerable delay. At this
time the following were posted as ab-
sentees :—J. Doherty, jun. (2i Levis),
A. D. Mayo (2| Coventry Eagle), H. R.
Lane (2^ Levis). J. Nicholson (2J
Omega), T. Thaeker (2i Velocette),
C. W. Lewis (4^ Beardmore-Precision),
F. W. Hughes (3^ Sunbeam), G. F.
Limbird (2| Mars), D. H. Davidson
(Indian Scout), N. Worthington (2J
Wooler), Woodfield (7 James s.c), F.
Hallam (8 Brough Superior s.c) P. Pehr-
son (4 Dunelt s.c), G. L. White (8
Brough Superior), N. Hall (2| O.K
Junior s.c), W. E. Smith (3J, Norton
s.c), C. Greenwood (3i Sunbeam), T. R.
-Gibbins (6-8 Rex Acme s.c), H Reed
(8 Dot s.c), F. Morrall (4J B.S.A. s.c),
C. Fisher (5-6 James s.c), C. Hayes (10
Morgan), G. H. Goodall (8 Morgan).
At the conclusion of the trial almost

everyone was agreed as to the excellence
of the organisation, arid the glorious day
undoubtedly contributed to the success
of the- trial. The officials of the Club,
and in particular their energetic trials
secretary, Mr. Banner, are to be con-
gratulated on their efforts.
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club has the temerlty to delude it in any future serious trial. (Left)-J. Bacon (4| B.S.A.) andN. M. Bhgh (6 A.J.S.). (R,ght)-5. H. Mathers (3i- Rudge) and Scally (4 J Humter) struggling to the top after the manner, more or less, of

every other solo rider.
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Great Difficulties in the way of Avoiding or Minimising the Dazzle Effects of

Head Lamps.

ONE frequently hears the complaint that powerful

head lamps make night riding for motor cyclists

not only extremely objectionable, but a source

of considerable danger when they are encountered.

Those who complain vent their expletives not only

on the owner of the lights, but on the Ministry of

Transport and other authorities for not immediately

bringing into force legislation against their use or

for providing a sure and efficient means for eliminating

the. dazzle.

Considering the prominence of the industry con-

cerned in the manufacture of all types of lamps,

there must be many brains concentrated on producing

some device for effecting this much-desired object—we
have yet to find it ! If we consider the real cause of

our being blinded by. a head lamp it might allay

somewhat the vigorous attack against the absence of

legislation to restrict glare.

Glare Only Comparative.

The glare is recorded on the human eye, due to

the difference in ratio of the intensity of the illu-

minating light to the intensity of the natural light.

The whole problem is resolved round the intensity of

the two lights, and this is realised when we consider

that the most powerful head lamps in strong sunlight

do not affect our eyesight. On a dark night the

intensity of the natural light is very small indeed, and

it is only a good moon which can be said to help us

to any extent.

To meet the trouble by fitting head lamps of similar

- power to those which we wish to encounter with im-

munity does not lead us much further. There will

now be two opposing beams equal in intensity, but

the difference in ratio of the natural light surrounding

the vehicles to the illuminating light will be much the

same as before, the only difference being due to the

stray rays of light which penetrate the space surround-

ing the vehicles.

It is seen, therefore, that to overcome glare we must

either (i) make the intensity of the illuminating light

more nearly equal to the intensity of the natural light,

or (2) provide an artificial " natural " light to keep the

ratios more nearly equal. (3) A third possibility is

to produce the rays of artificial light without affecting"

the vision of an observer.

The word " intensity " can be taken to mean the

number of light rays divided by the area through

which they pass. In the case of a good parabolic

electric head lamp the number of rays emitted is

large, the area of the lamp relatively small, and to

make the beam " carry," the parabolic reflector sends

the greater majority of them in a parallel path ; hence

the dazzle effect is apparent even when we get far

away from the source of light.

Condition (r) could be satisfied by diffusing the

source of light and therefore reducing its intensity,

and many of the so-called anti-glare .devices work to

this end. The disadvantage of this method, however

well carried out, is the fact that the amount of arti-

ficial light, effectively diffused, must be very great to
|

be useful. It is apparent that we cannot make the

area of an artificial light very great in order to effect

diffusion, as we are limited by size of appliance which

can be carried by any vehicle.

Christmas Tree Illumination.

In considering condition (3) a suitable example

would be to suppose that each road vehicle were lit

by a number of " fairy " lights, like the decoration

of a Christmas tree ! This possibility is obviously

absurd, but the effect would be towards the ideal, as

we should have a largely diffused light, and the ratio

of the illuminating light from one vehicle would be

equal to the surrounding light of the other which it is

meeting. Another way of attaining this object would

be to mount head lamps on high standards above the

vehicles, and the light from these lamps thrown on to

the road would not only illuminate the path ahead,

including the road and hedges, but would also illu-

minate the surrounding space of the vehicle which

was being met, and the driver in this latter would not

be dazzled, because he would not be constrained to

look into the source of light. The position of the
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Head Lamp Glare.—

source of this artificial light would -illuminate the

space surrounding both vehicles, making the afore-

mentioned ratios more nearly equal. This, again, is,

of course, an impracticable solution, but its effect may
be best realised when we consider that we do not

encounter any inconvenience from street lamps when
driving through a well-lit thoroughfare.

If we, however, refer to what may be called the

qualifying condition for overcoming glare, it was
stated that the glare is recorded on the human eye,

etc. We have so far considered, in conditions (1) and

(2), minimising the effect of glare ; if, however, we-

eliminate the element of the human -eye, there is no

need to consider the effect of the glare ! This, point

is summarised in the third possibility (3). It is ex-

tremely difficult to produce an artificial light the rays

of which will not affect our vision. The actual arti-

ficial light required by any vehicle on the road is an

area of light, say, the width of the hedges and not

exceeding, say, 2ft above the road surface. To satisfy

condition (3) it is necessary to prevent the observer of

the artificial light from being able, normally, to see

the source of such light. The latter remark is, to a

certain extent, answered when we consider the ex-

ample of head lamps erected at a considerable height

above the vehicle, as the observer's eye would not

naturally tend to look up to a height much beyond the

height of the Vehicle which he was meeting- Another
way of preventing the observer from seeing the source

of light is to put the light very low upon the ground
and to fix a shade consisting of a horizontal plane

above the lamp. The disadvantage of this idea is

that the shade must be very long and the light very

near the ground, as it will be readily understood the

further away the observer is from the vehicle equipped
with this device, the more horizontal will the line of

his eyesight become, and therefore the further away
he becomes the more likelihood there is of his being
able to see beneath the" shade " and so observe the

source of light. Another disadvantage must not be

overlooked—the lower we put the light on the road
and restrict its upward rays, the less likelihood there

is of the driver of the driven vehicle being able to

see the road any distance ahead, as any unevenness
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of the surface or a rising gradient will immediately

cut off his low-lying rays. Both in the conditions of

(2) and (3) the vehicles would, of course, be equipped

with low-power side lamps to indicate their width.

Some consideration has been given to the possibilities

of fulfilling condition (3) by a device which we read

consists of fixing a tube in front of the source of an

artificial light, through which all the rays must pass,

the result eliminating the possibility of the observer

actually seeing its source. As far as the author knows,
however, this device has not yet been marketed, and
it is too early to predict what it may foretell, but

it must be borne in mind that the more we restrict

the space through which the artificial light is emitted,

the greater must be the power and intensity of that

light for effective illumination. '.

Compromise the Only Solution.

The problem is an extremely difficult one to solve,

and . at the present time the most we can do is to

suggest a compromise. That the drivers of cars should

be compelled to switch off their head lights when they

observe another vehicle meeting them is a point upon
which there has been much adverse criticism. One
thing is certain, that, with the limitation of our means
of coping with the problem, and in order to allay the

nuisance, motorists must be content to reduce their

speed and drive with a light which does not project a

penetrating beam a long way ahead. They will in

this way make it easier and safer for the majority of

road users than driving at times without any proper

light at all. Dimming switches, possible on all electric

sets (which are usually the worst offenders), used

generously, provide a popular and appreciated solution.

" Dipping " head lamps, too, have possibilities.

The author suggests that head lights should be

placed as high up as possible (in the case of limousine

cars, on the top of the roof) ; that legislation be

brought in prohibiting lamps from being set to project

a beam on the road, say, further than 200ft. ahead ;

that the emission- of the light be as much diffused as

possible; and that light must be allowed to fall on

the road actually at each side of the vehicle-carrying

light, thereby making it easier for^thers meeting the

vehicle to see the boundary of the road. D. Ripley.

TOURING WITHOUT THE SIDECAR.
NE of the problems of the confirmed sidecarist

who sets out on a solo tour is to find room to

stow away the luggage and spares that 'are

usually dumped somewhere in the sidecar.

.Personal luggage is the bulkiest item, and for this

a compressed fibre suit case, i6xioin., which
will hold a change of everything necessary, may be
fitted on the carrier. Two long straps should be
riveted to the underside of the" case, in order to

carry a trench-coat and overalls, also on the carrier

(in the writer's case a camera was added as well).

Even on a machine that has fairly roomy pannier-

bags, which accommodated most of the tools and small

] spares, a top-tube tool-box has been found to be a
very great convenience for things one wants often

and immediately, so a Clyno tool-box—a very sub-

stantial leather affair with a spring lock—has been

fitted on the top of the tank by riveting the box to

the upper edges of the knee-grips in place of the

top pair of straps ; the lower pair of straps, fastened

"under the tank in the usual way, then hold the lot

securely.

A tin of oil is strapped to the off- side board, and

on the near side the spare belt, tube, and valve have

been accommodated in the following manner :

—

The footboard was removed, -and a stout tin box,

5 x 7 x 8in~ (which once held dry batteries), was slipped

over the end, the two bolts securing the footboard to

its clip passing through two holes drilled in the under-

side of the box. The footboard was then replaced

and the clip tightened up, holding the box- in position.

A. A. D.
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\ selection of questions of general interest received from readers and Our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,
1

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope tor reply.

Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-

taining legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of ' The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt

with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality.

cold.

STARTING AN OLD TYPE B.S.A.

Having recently bought a 1919

4i h.p. B.S.A. motor cycle, I find

it is in very good condition and
runs well when started, but

is very difficult to start from
On using the starter either

nothing happens at all, or else there

is a back-fire, raising me into the air

on the pedal, while petrol is blown

back through the carburetter. Does

this mean that the timing is far ad-

vanced, and that the exhaust valve

lifter should' be dropped later?—

W.J.P.
It would appear that you are attempt-

ing to start with your ignition too far

advanced. Retard the lever to about

half-advanced position and try again ; the

best position will only be found by ex-

periment. Of course, this particular

model is not so easy to start as the later

ones, and requires a certain amount of

knack. An injection of petrol in the

cylinder is almost essential, and on no

account should a thick oil be used in the

gear box, otherwise the clutch plates will

be gummed and make the movement cf

the starter pedal almost impossible.

TIMING AN OLD SINGLE.

How does one time a De Dion
motor cycle? It is fitted with a

Bosch magneto, which has only

been overhauled a fortnight ago,

and is in fine order, giving a good

spark. There is one valve to be seen,

and the carburetter is a B. and B. I

have tried all ways, but no such thing

as a start have I had. The engine was
running a few weeks before I bought it,

but not very well, owing to the magneto
needing attention.—A.D.

The details supplied are not sufficiently

complete to enable any definite opinion to

be passed as to why the engine will not

fire. Assuming, however, that everything

is in good order mechanically, it can only

be that the timing is at fault. As this

engine has an automatic inlet valve, this

may be ignored, provided that it is work-

ing correctly, which can easily be verified

by direct observation. The exhaust valve

should be timed so that it closes as the

piston reaches top dead centre, its point of

opening being assumed to be more or less

correct provided it closes as stated. The
spark should take place when the piston

is on top dead centre of the compression

stroke with the ignition control two-thirds

retarded,
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important H)ates.

Sat., Feb. 25th, to Sunday, Mar. 5th—
Brussels Motor Cycle Show.

Sat., Mar. 4th—Inter-Varsity Hill-

climb.
Sun., Mar. 5th—Argenteuil Hill-climb
(France).

Mon.,Mar. 6th—La Turbie Hill-climb

(Nice).

Wed., Mar. 15th—A.C.U. One-day
Trial for Stock Machines.

Sat., Mar. 18th—Victory Cup Trial.

Sat., Mar. 25th—East Midland
Centre A.C.U. Open Reliability

Trial.

Sat., Mar. 25th, to Sun., April 9th—
Tour de France.

Sat., April 1st—Western Centre
A.C.U.—Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., April 8th—B.M.C.R.C, Mem-
bers' Meeting at Brooklands.

Fri., April 14th, and Sat., April 15th.—
M.C.C. London-Land's End Run.

Sat., April 22nd—N.-Eastern Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., April 29th—S. Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Hill-climb.

Sun., April 30th, to Sun., May 7th—
Paris-Pyrenees Trial.

Mod., May 1st, to Sat., May6th—Scot-
lish Six Days Reliability Trials.

Sat . , May 1 3th-Northern Centre A.C.U.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., May 20th—S.-Western Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Tues., May 30th—Junior Tourist
Trophy Race.

Thurs. June 1st—Senior Tourist Tro-
phy Race.

Fri., June 2nd, and Sat., June 3rd

—

M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.

Mon., June 5th, to Sat., June 10th—
Royal Scottish A.C. Light Car Trial.

Sat., June 10th—B.M.C.R.C. Open
Meeting at Brooklands.

Sat., June 17th—Yorkshire Centre
A.C.U. Open " Colonial Trial."

Fri., June 23rd, and Sat., June 24th

—

Irish twenty-four hour Open Relia-
bility Trial.

Sat., June 24th—Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

CONSUMPTION, OILING, TYRE SIZES.

(1.) How many miles per gallon

ought one to get out of a 3| h.p.

Ariel with sidecar? (2.) Drip

feed : how many drops per

minute for speed of 20 m.p.h. ?

(3.) How does one ascertain whether
wheel rims are 1\ or 2|in. ?—Novice.

(1.) 55 to 65 m.p.g. (2.) 30 to 40. (3.)

These sizes are the same; 26x2|in. tyres

fit 26x2iin. rims.

CHOKED PETROL SUPPLY.

I have a 1916 2§ h.p. Douglas,
to which I have recently fitted

a new Binks carburetter. This
proved entirely satisfactory on
first fitting, but after about three

weeks' running 1 find that the follow-

ing occurs :—On opening the throttle

the engine immediately accelerates, as

it should, but after about 20 yards the.

power falls off and speed drops
slightly, very much as if one were
breasting a rise. No amount of. jug-
gling with the air or throttle lever
will remedy this. As far as I know the
engine is in perfect order, except that
the tappet clearance is rather large.

Would this alone be sufficient to cause
the above trouble?—R.W.P.

From your description the trouble ap-
pears to be connected in some way with
a partial restriction of the petrol supply;
make quite sure that petrol is reaching
the float chamber freely. Examine the
filter in the petrol tap and also the filter

at the base of the jet chamber, and make
quite sure that the petrol pipe and jets

are clear, and also that there is no air

lock in the petrol tank due to the filler

cap being an airtight fit.

AN UNWISE MOTOR CYCLIST.
One evening last week I went tc

my brother's garage and took the
loan of a motor • cycle, going a

distance of about a quarter of 3

mile. As I was coming back 1

policeman stopped me and stated thai

the engine was making too much noisi

(it had a long exhaust pipe). Has thi

law anything to do with this ; also

what has it to do with licences? Thi'

machine had no licence nor any number
and although we had a trade licence i

was not affixed at the time. Can wi

ride a new cycle with any numbers ?-

A.J.
No machine may be ridden on the publl

roads without being either licensed prif

vately or without carrying trade registra

tion numbers. The law also requires thai

a machine shall be reasonably silenced b
having the exhaust gases passed through

an expansion chamber or " other device

suitable for the purpose. It would appea

that you were summoned for riding a

unregistered machine, and also for riding

machine to which no silencer had bee

fitted, and you do not appear to have an

satisfactory defence in either case.
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CRACKED CYLINDERS.
Please give me some advice

regarding a 1910 5-6 h.p. Min-
erva which 1 purchased. The
trouble is that the cylinders keep
cracking between the va~lve caps,

where the bridge is very narrow. I
have had them welded three times ; is

this a common- fault with that design
of cylinder?—J.A.

The trouble you describe is one of fre-
quent occurrence in certain old-type en-

gines, and we doubt whether it can be
overcome by welding.

EFFORT WITHOUT WORK.
If a pedal bicycle can be made

much easier to drive by a light

flywheel carried conveniently,
why should not the same idea
be adapted to light-weight motor

cycles in order to allow of less powerful
engines being fitted?—J.F.S.

There is no value whatever in the method
of using a flywheel as you suggest; a
study of any elementary text-book on
mechanics will make it quite clear that
into all mechanisms more energy has to

be applied than is given out again in

useful work.

A CURIOUS CASE.

Some month or so ago I pur-
_l chased a torpedo model sidecar to

> attach to my Harley-Davidson
-H-l motor cycle. I have recently

been stopped by the local police

superintendent (who doubtless finds

great difficulty in finding enough trouble
to "warrant the expense of keeping him-
self and his satellites) with a warning
that if I do not remove the letters K.o4,
which are painted on the sidecar, I shall

be summoned for displaying two num-
bers. Ihe numbers are painted in white
on the nose of the sidecar,- which is

coloured grey to match the machine. I

should be obliged if you would let me
know whether it is necessary for me to
spoil the finish of the sidecar, or whether
I am within the law, especially as I do
not feel inclined to spoil the model for a
mere whim of an official.—R. S.

So far as we know, such a case as you de-
scribe has never arisen before ; but we
think it is quite likely that the police
officer concerned could make matters
troublesome for you if in any way the
numbers painted on your sidecar tend to
cause confusion with the registration
numbers on the machine. Instead of
painting them out altogether, however, we
would suggest that you. paint them over
with a darker shade of grey than the pre-
vailing colour of the sidecar. If you do
this there should be no possibility of them
Being taken as registration numbers, since
the law requires that these shall be
painted in white on a black background.
In a sense, we think there is some slight
justification for the objection, as such
numbers undoubtedly do cause some con-
fusion, and the exhibition of any large
and prominent figures on private machines,
apart from those required by law, does
not serve any useful purpose. The
London motor 'buses, of course, carry
their type letters and serial riumbers on
plates identical with registration plates.
You might cite this as a precedent.

AIRMEN IN THE MUMMER'S ROLE.
The Royal Aircraft Establishment Amateur

Dramatic and Operatic Society are evi-

dently alive to the value of originality in

advertising. The illustration depicts two

members touring the streets of Farnborough

with a Sunbeam sidecar, attired in Mid-
Victorian dress, exhibiting a poster adver-

tising the play " Trelawny of the Wells.

A 2 H.P. LIGHTWEIGHT.
I have a 1914 O.K. machine

fitted with a 2 h.p. N.S.U. en-

gine. It has a mechanical over-

head inlet valve. (1.) How does

one time inlet and exhaust valves

and also ignition? (2.) What size jet

is suitable for this machine (Amac car-

buretter) ?—J.F.
(1.) Time the valves so that the exhaust

is just closing and the inlet just com-
mencing to open when the piston is on
top dead centre; the ignition should be

timed so that the contact breaker points

are just commencing to separate with the

piston on top dead centre of compression

stroke and the magneto control two-thirds

retarded. (2.) Size 24 to 26 should give

the best all-round results.

>S?

MODIFIED GEAR RATIO FOR
TRANSMISSION CONVERSION.

I am converting a motor cycle:

from chain-cum-belt to all-chain'

.drive, and I want to know what
number of teeth I require on the
driving sprocket of back wheel.

The engine is a 1920 6 h.p. J.A.P., and
the engine shaft sprocket has 14 teeth/
while the Sturmey-Archer gear box has
a 30-teeth clutch sprocket and a 17-

teeth sprocket driving to the back'
wheel. The present belt rim on the
back wheel is 19in. diameter (pulley on
gear box being 8in. diameter).—T.T.

The present gear ratio with chain and.
belt drive is approximately 5 to 1. On)
account of the increased rigidity of the
all-chain drive we would recommend that I

you have a slightly lower top gear, and)
a 42-teeth sprocket on the back wheel
will give you 5.3 to 1, which should be
satisfactory.

AIR LEAKS OR MAGNETO FAULTS ?

My 6 h.p. J.A. P. engine has
lately developed one or two little'

idiosyncracies. In the first place'
there is constant firing in the ex-;
haust pipe from the front cyliri-j

-I have fitted a new valve, but ,;

this has not cured it. Secondly, the
magneto (Splitdorf ) has a habit of miss-
ing, and at slow speeds the engine only
fires on one cylinder. I think myself
that the breaker points in the magneto

|

are too wide, but would like your
opinion before making any alterations.—Koex.

From the symptoms you describe we
should expect the trouble to be due either

'

to a weak valve spring, a valve sticking

'

in the guide, or to air leaks in the induc-
tion system. However, as you have ap'-

parently tested these points, the trouble
may be due to the magneto. Examine
the action of the contact breaker care-

fully and see that the points separate
to an equal distance for each cylinder

;

also examine the high-tension brushes and
their holders, and clean the slip ring

with a piece of petrol-soaked rag inserted

through one of the brush holes. If all

these points are in order, return the mag-
neto to the Brit'sh depot of the makers
for examination and report.

der-

FRENCH TWO-STROKE WITH WELDL.ESS
FRAME.

Great strength is ciaimed for the riveted channel steel frame of the 2i h .p. (245c. c.)

Train-engined Rasser two-stroke, a new French lightweight made by M. Rasser, 31, Rue
Jean-Jaures, Houilles (S. et O.), France.

c 23
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EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions published

under this heading should be addressed

c/o The Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London

E-OA, when they will be forwarded

direct to the querists concerned.

"S.C.C." (Southall).—8 h.p. Matchless

sidecar : Spring and rapid frame models,

comparisons.
"R.W.P." (Cork):—Dunelt sidecar out-

fit: Heavy passengers, rough roads, and

fairly hilly district.
" G.A." (Preston).—A.J.S. standard

sports model.
"T.LkO." (London, W.).—Carburetter

to give easy starting, slow running, and

good consumption on 3 h.p. Ivy.

"Navy" (Paisley).—4J, h.p. Quadrant

with sidecar.

"C.M.C." (Whittlesey).—Family model

Morgan : General experiences and advis-

ability of foui-tspeed gear.

"R.W.F." (Croydon).—4 h.p. Douglas

and 3f h.p. Scott: General comparisons

as sidecar machines.
"B.W.W." (Wellington). — 2\ h.p.

Raleigh : General experiences, two-speed

model.
•' Enquirer " (Banbury).—2% h.p. 1921

Cedos with sidecar.
" C.T.F." (London, N.13). — 2j h.p.

Massey-Arran-Jap : Brooklands sports

model ; speed, climbing, slow running,

maintenance of time.

"H.WW" (Oldham).—8 h.p. Brough
Superior so., 8 h.p. Royal Ruby sidecar,

8 h.p. Matchless sc. ; and NUT.
"J.R.K." (Sutton).—44 h.p. Quadrant

sidecar : Opinions as to long wearing

qualities under heavy load.

'W.D.W." (London, N.l.)—Four-cylin-

der Henderson : General experiences.

"A.O.R." (Warrington).—3i h.p. T.T.

Norton with Philipson pulley and medium-
weight sidecar : Life of pulley ; ease of

starting.
" G.H.H." (Macclesfield).—Q h.p. Hum-

ber: Consumption; detachable valve

pockets, speed, and climbing.
" J.C.B." (Birmingham).—2% h.p. A.J.S.

(semi-sporting) : Speed ; consumption
;

climbing.
" F.A." (Stevenage).—4i h.p. Beard-

more-Precision : General remarks.
"R.J.T." (London, N W.6)

:

.—3 h.p.

A. B.C. Reliability and speed of standard

model.
"J.C." (Mansfield).—3£ h.p. Douglas

sports model : Comfort, reliability, con-

sumption.
"K.T.C." (Norwich).—7 h.p. A.J S. and

two-seater sidecar : Consumption and
speed with standard Amac, also with
variable jet; ditto with Binks carburetter.

"W.J.B." (London, W.l).—Wattalite
lighting set.

"H.C." (Cleckheaton)..—Four-cylinder
Henderson and two-seater sidecar : Power,
petrol, and oil consumption.
"C.G.P." (Haywards Heath).—2| h.p.

Raleigh : Consumption, etc. Will it pull
light sidecar?

" C.A.R." (St. Helen's).—5-7 h.p. Coven-
try-Victor, solo or sidecar: Speed, con-
sumption, finish.

"

"J.B.Y." (Helensburgh). — Atmos or
Binks carburetter on 3^ h.p. N.U.T.
"A.E.S." (Bradford). — Scott Sociable:

Speed, economy, and upkeep.

READERS' REPLIES.

DIFFICULTIES WITH A TWO-STROKE.
Reading " H.L.L.'s " complaints, it

brought back to my mind an exactly

similar trouble that I suffered from last

year, my machine also being a 1920

Villiers two-stroke, C.A.V magneto, but

with B. and B. carburetter. I traced the

fault eventually, not to weak mixture, but

to a badly worn magneto chain, three of

the links of which measured Ifin, Every

time this part of the chain passed

the sprockets it had the effect, of greatly

retarding the spark, causing the popping

back through the mixture being ignited

much too late, I suppose. Immediately a

.new chain was fitted the trouble vanished,

and I beg to suggest that future enquirers

be advised to examine the condition of

their magneto chains, as well as the petrol

supply and induction system. The drop

in "H.L.L's" consumption would seem

to indicate the same trouble, as he is ap-

parently unable to give the engine full

air.—C. W. Fordham.

The solution of "H.L.L.'s" trouble is

this. The gudgeon pin of the Villiers

engine has an oil hole drilled in it, and

it has been put back incorrectly, i.e., the

oil hole facing up to the piston instead of

facing downwards towards the connecting

rod, and as the latter rod is cut out at the

top when the piston descends the charge

in the crank case blows back over the top

of the gudgeon pin through the oil hole

and out through the carburetter, which

causes all the trouble the machine is

suffering from.

—

Sidney T. Cadge.

The back-firing and erratic running
_
of

which your querist "H.L.L." complains

in the current issue may easily be due to

his faulty drip feed. He does not say

what is actually, wrong, but if air leaks

through here (e.g., via a broken glass) the

mixture in the crank case will be hope-

lessly upset. So long as his petroil system

proves satisfactory, the delivery tube from

the drip feed should be removed and the

crank case union securely sealed up.

—

Chitty-bang-bang.

For three years I had the same or

similar trouble to " H.L L." At long

last we found the float needle valve cone

had not been attached to the needle in

dead centre. I got a new needle valve

from Amac, Ltd., and my machine took

a test hill at 30 m.p.h. on which it had
stopped before.—L. Y.

MOTOR CYCLES AND NERVES.

It appears to me to be a fallacy on the

part of many that motor cycling is preju-

dicial to nerves. Having had a practical

experience in this particular phase, I

should like your correspondent "H.S."
to know that only as a result of taking
up motor cycling have I recovered from
"nerves " to such an extent that I now
fear nothing, and can drive or take on
any job that requires nerve energy,
although the bogey mentioned by your
correspondent was used in my case by
those who did not know the benefit to be
obtained by the motor cycle and sidecar.

I agree that solo work is much more
likely to be trying than sidecar driving.

Especially is this so under wet or greasy
conditions, but I do both.

—

Sidney R.
Giddings.

Change oi Address.

More commodious premises at 78,

Bishopsgate, London, E.C. have been

taken over by the Bancroftian Co.

Tanks and Silencers.

As sole selling agents for the Coombe
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., of Coventry,

the firm of Green and Wheatcroft, 83,

Murray Road, Rugby, are able to quote .

for all kinds of motor cycle tanks and
silencers.

Spare Parts Reduction.

During February the prices of Indian

spare parts were reduced 20%, excepting

such items as carburetters, magnetos,
electrical equipment, and sidecars, the

manufacture of which is not controlled

by the Hendee Manufacturing Co.

In Ireland.

Readers and agents across the Irish Sea
who are interested in the Dunelt machine
should note that a representative of Dun-
ford and Elliott, Ltd., Bath Row, Bir-

mingham, is making a business tour and
giving demonstrations in Ireland.

Found on the Road.
A motor cyclist who fell from a

'Triumph at Bromley Hill, S.E. , on

February 19th, left behind him a pair of

aero Triplex goggles ; these were rescued

by Mr. M. B. Lee, 1, Gresham Buildings,

Basinghall Street. London, E.C.2.

Tae "Big Four."
Registration of a trade mark design in

which the phrase " Big Four " is an essen-

tial device has been obtained by Norton
Motors, Ltd., of Birmingham. The firm

claim to have originated this designation

for 4 h.p. machines of the big single type.

Glass's Automobile Show of Used
Motor Vehicles.

Second-hand motor cycles will be a

feature of Glass's Automobile Show, to be

held at the Crystal Palace from March
27th to April 8th. On Saturday, March
18th, there will be a hill test of machines
entered for the show, under A.C.U. super-

- vision. The organiser is Mr. W. Glass,

12, Buckingham Street Strand, London,
W.C.2.

Cost oi Carriage.

Some machines are now quoted at

" carriage paid " prices, but a section of

the manufacturing trade considers that 1

machines should be quoted " at works,".

. so that the man near by or who collects!

the machine personally shall not pay an
overhead charge based on „the average
cost of carriage. Amongst the latter

t

category are the makers of Abingdon,
Beardmore, Excelsior, Connaught, Brad;
buryA

Brough-Superior, Calthorpe, Chater-

Lea, Douglas, Enfield, Omega, Hawker.
Quadrant, P and M., and Verus motoi
cycles and Millford sidecars.
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BENETFINKS
Stocktaking Sale
BARGAINS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS
i iHu i mtttiini ii it imuomtm tt ittin
HANDLEBAR WATCHES

AND HOLDERS
Most suitable for motor'
cycles. Strongly made,

nickel finish and
fitted with spring
clip inside case to

absorb vibra-

tion. Com-
plete with
good reliable

watch. Usual
price 12/6.

SALE e/q
PRICE »/ O

Post 6d.

275 STRONG MOTOR CYCLE
BRASS OILERS

Nickel plated. Willnotleak.

Curyedspout. Usual price 2/9

.

SALE PRICE 1 /Q
Postage 4d. */«

BULB HORN

NUTS AND BOLTS
r to 2}"1 doz. assorted sizes,

Engineers' Bolts and Nuts. Indispens-

able to every outfit. Usual price 3/9
doz. SALE PRICE, per doz. f /
gross lots 11/9. Post free. X/«*

Dcepnote,
trebletwist,
large bulb.

Usual Price S/o.

SALE PRICE A IH
Post gd.

l
*l 11

CELLULOID FACE SHIELDS
The most
popular
protector

on the
market.
Very light

and com-
pact. Bound Chenille. Usual
price 2 9. SALE PRICE

Postage 3d.

480
BAGS

1/-

LARGE PANNIER
Armoured. With fibre lining and
leather front. Fitted with strap? and
clipscomplete. Usual price 8/6 A i\ 1)

Post od. SALE PRICE 1/lt

Further Reductions' in

ACCUMULATORS.
Best Eng-
lish made.

J 760 SETS Strong Cel-

5 MOTOR- h

^ CYCLE

BOX S P
'Giving 6 useful standardsizes
with tommy bar. Usual price
I2/9. Post4d, "

1

3 SIZE
A N N E R S

Complete

15 l/«5

GREAT PURCHASE OF 1,750

SPARKING PLUGS

Stout plates

of the best
quality.

NOTE.
Ac c u mula-
tors cannot
be sent
charged.

4 volt

io amp.
Usual price 15/- -

4 volt IO/,
20 amp. **-

/

Usual price 20 -

15/9

' By all best makers, including Bosch, '

I Apollo, Cooke, L.M. and C.X., and
|

. are guaranteed perfect and Not for
I Aero Engines. Note.—When ordering I *

Usual price 2?!6
Sparking Plugs please state if metric .

lt
" fni-i-

J or gas thread. Usual price 5/-. I 2- m IJf/l.^-" SA
^ta

P
g^d

E
2/31 ^priceaV

4 volt
"

) amp.
Usual price 45/-

6 volt Of\(
20 amp, £Aj\ m
Usual price 37/9*

6 volt t\h fh
40 amp. £U/0
Usual price 42/6

6 volt Ol
/

60 amp. OLj *
Usual price 50/-

J

• extra.

ENGINE CLEANING BRUSHES
Fibre or bristle. Amazing offer, as these were
never made for double the price. A 1 J
Usual price 1/3. SALE PRICE **2«'

Post 5d.

Postage 1/-

ROUND NOSED PLIERS
780 pairs only. 5 or 6 inch.

QJ Usual price 2/6

Post 3d.

t Ml l )»HH » millHIIHIH)HIH t H UI M
Write for our Sale List Post free on request.

CHEAPSIDE.
LONDON, E.C 2,BENETFINKS,

£l!linilll!lll!l!l!lll!l'!ll!l!lli!i;ii;illl

O
PAMCE

I

R SOCIAL EVENING =
will lose all their charms if your

passenger arrives cold, wet or dishevelled

—

be forearmed—employ the most efficient

means of combating Nature's elements—
fit the Windscreen that gives perfect pro-

tection—that prevents ruined clothes, chills

and colds, and gives a touch of luxury to

any sidecar.

Underneath its handsome streamline qualities are many
mechanical refinements, providing adjustments to any posi-

tion, and enabling pronounced ease of entry or exit—its well

balanced design has occasioned favourable comment wherever
it is seen.

REDUCED
PRICES

ROYAL -

STANDARD
BABY -

£5
£318
£3

SPECIAL NOTE—Complete sets of Royal fittings

Jor converting "Standard" models to "Royal,"

giving simplified adjustment io any position—and

quick, easy entry or exit, price 45/-,

New Celluloids can. be fitted and returned in three

days. Royal and Standard 20/-, Baby 16/-,

EASTING WINDSCREENS LTD,,
132, STEELH0JJSE LANE, BIRMINGHAM.

a
London Office & Service Depot

24, FINSBURY SQUARE, LONDON, E.C.2

Telephone Clerkenweli 1904.

WHOLESALE STOCKtSTS: AUSTRALIA.—J. J. Wilkins Ss Sons,

586, George St., Sydney. IRELAND— C. E. Jacob, 18, Great

iirii nswick St., Dublin. SCOTLAND—Of all factors,

f-ole Manufacturing Rights in U.S.A. : Messrs. ShiUan, Beck &
Co.. Inc., 68-72. East 131st St, New "York.

in

In ansivermcf these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." C29
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Genuine Bargain Offer
of our No. 38

SUPERIOR

MOTOR
CYCLE
HOUSE.

Must not be confused with inferior buildings now being

so freely offered by some Makers.

Ours is the Best value for mriney in the kingdom.

Larger sizes suitable for motor car.

Heielit Height
Size, to ejves. toridge.

3'x6'
9'X7'
io'x8
12' X 8'

I4'XS'
14'xio
I6'X12

6'

6'

6'

6'

6'

7'

i
10

8'
3
"

8'

6

8'

6

8'6"

3"

10 3"

Beduced

6
6

6

6

price.

£9 12
10 18
12 15
14 5
16 C
20 7
24 12

Floor & slop'

ire iilutform.

£200276
2 15 O326
3 IO o

576
6 15

Treat-
ing.

9/6
11/-

12/-

12/6

15/-

17/6
20/-

Carriage caul to stations in England ani Wales lot

cash w
g
ith

P
order. PROMP1 DESPATCH Made m

complete sections to bolt together, of SEASON HU
BEST QUALITY Swedish Red Deal, planed, tongued

and grooved from |ia. boards on strong framing,

mortised, tenoned, and pinned together. Roof ot

matchboards covered with superior waterproof Kit

Tongued and grooved FLOOR AND SLOPING
PLATFORM made from Jin. boards. Two larger

sizes lin. floor and platform. Bolts and nuts for

erection supplied. Satisfaction guaranteed. Write for

Free List No. 88 for Bargains in Portable Buildings,

or No. 7 for Motor Houses.

Estimates free to customers' own requirements.

The principal and ben Makers at lowest prices el

portable wood and iron buildings, poultry houses, etc.

J. T. HOBSON & CO., BEDFORD.
Established 80 years. Works 9 acres

.

To DEALERS and OTHERS.

Compulsory Sale of Cars, Motor

Cycles, & Motor Cycle Combinations.

Owing to unforeseen circumstances we must dispose

of the following stock within the next few weeks.

5-Seater Car, 2-Seater Car, 2 Triumph
Combinations, 1 Pope Combination
(-with spares), 1 Matchless Combination,

1 Premier Combination, 1 Rex Com-
bination, 1 A.J.S. Solo, 1 Auto-Carrier.

Call, write, or Telephone :

SAMUEL REED& SONS, 136, Gt Dover St., S.E.1,

168, Hither Green Lane, Lewisham, S.E.13.

'Phone : Hop 2537, Lee Green 794.

Trials arranged. Full specifications sent on request.

S.V. FOOTBOARDS
can be fitted by any rider to any Motor Cycle.

Thick rubber pads remove all vibration.

Price 12/6 pair.

Agents stock tJiemor directfrom. Oie Manufacturers i

The Sun Cycle and Fittings Co., L'd.,

Aston Brook Street, - - Birmingham.

r- CAMEO SCREEN OWNERS—,
You can fit a set of Sun-o'-Rain Adjusters in a few minutes
and make your screen instantly adjustable to any
desired position- storm position gives absolute shelter to
your passenger and decreases wind resistance. Fit any
" Cameo " Screen without alteration.' No interference with
entry or exit of passenger. No loose parts to flap about.
Smartest and simplest screen fitting on.the market. Price 20/-
Carriage 1/- Please pass this to your friends owning " Cameos "

—They will thank you.

A. E. TANSLEY, 162, Lenton Boulevard, Nottingham

COTTABUNGA
A BUNGALOW COTTAGE FOR

£250
The most wonderful value ever offered.

We invite inspection of a specimen
"Cottabunga" now erected complete

at our works.

BROWNE & LILLY, LTD.,
Manufacturers & Exporters, READING.

Write for Free Illustrated Catalogue of Bun-
galows, Motor Houses, Chalets, and all kinds

of Portable Buildings.

LIGHT WEIGHTS.

Under-slung Chassis complete with 1922

body, locker at rear - - - £ 1

6

Trade Orders Solicited.

Agents wanted, write for terms.

ROBINI MANUFACTURING CO.,

1 & 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W.
Phone : Brixton 1585.

Preserve your

Cylinder.

Withstands heat,

petrol, and oil.

Tins 1/2 and 2/.

post free

OWEN BROS.
& Co. Ltd.,

HULL, England.

Spare Parts tor

<mslm
THE DENNIS ACCESSORIES STORES,

89. Brixton Road, London, S.W.

Specialistsin **Indian" Repairsand Overhauls.
'Phone: Brixton 3129.

Motor

Cycles

EARNSHAW
Yorkshire service depot for

Douglas, Triumph, Matchless, U.S.A.,

P. & M., Enfield, Rudge, Humber, Norton,
Indian, Morgan, L.S.D., Coventry Premier,

Raleigh, Etc., Etc.

HUDDERSFIELD. ™T

March 2nd, 1922.

"R.S." Dual Chain
Rivet Extractor

Patent No. 7836/21.

PRICE for %" pitch chains blued finish 8/6
(packing and postage 6d. extra).

Write for Leaflet.

Direct from the patentee—

GD C A I T Motor Engineer,

. K. 3AL 1 , 18, Cherry St., Coventry.

describes Motor
j

Clothing made
by a Motor
Cyclist.

Send for it

!

IRVINE SMITH,

BUTTERSHAW
BRADFORD.

RETREADING
MOTOR CYCLE AND LIGHT CAR COVERS.

RUBBER STUDDED TREADS.
Heavy. Extra Heavy.

24 in. or 26 in., 14/- 24 in., 26 in., or 650--; 65, 16-
28 in., 17;6

HEAVY GROOVED CAR TREADS.
26 in. or 650 X 65, 18/6 28 in., 19/6 700x80, 21/-

Cut or burst covers or tubes repaired.

All work promptly and efficiently exectded. We
have specialised in TYRE REPAIRS since 1897.

AH particulars upon application to

—

THE EXCELSIOR TYRE & RUBBER CO.,

Hurst Street, Birmingham.

TOP RAIL
TOOL BOX.
20/- reduced 12/-

Post Paid.

REG. SAMSON,
Ladywood Road,

BIRMINGHAM.
Send for List.

METALASTENE

Tubes 1/- & 3/-. From Live Agents, al) Halford Depots,

or Post Free from
METALASTENE CO., POULTON-te-FYLDE.

C30 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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All the news from the right angle

You'll find it in the "Daily Express"

" Daily Express" motor cycling notes

and articles are written from the

enthusiast's point of view. They

get to the root of things—discuss

"why's" and "wherefores"—and deal

with the things you want to know.

Order the " Daily Express " from

your newsagent. It gives you the

right news from the right angle.

It contains just what you want when

you want it. And it insures you

Free against illness and accident.

As a motor cyclist, you take many risks. " Daily Express ' Free Insurance

covers you against accident and illness. You sign—we pay.

If you want what you want when you want it, use trie

Want Ads. in the "Daily Express."

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle. bi.1
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B
B
B GUARANTEED SECONDHAND MACHINES.

Indian Scout 1 92 1 Electrically equiped as new £80 0s.

Enfield 1921 8 h.p. Combination, dynamo

lighting ... £125 0s.

Zenith 1921 2| h.p. Flat Twin, Gradua gear - £52 10s.

Zenith 1921 5 h.p. Sports, Gradua gear - £67 10s.

Matchless 1920 Model H., dynamo, hood

and screen ... £135 Us.

Triumph 1917-184 h.p., 3-speed, lamps & horn £75 0s.

B.S.A. 1917-18 41 h.p. Combination, lamps

and screen ... - £85 Us.

Verus 1920 2| h.p. Blackburne, 2-speed, k.-s. - £55 Us.

Diamond 1 920 2f h.p., 2-speed, lamps and horn £42 10s

0s.

0s

0;

0V

Douglas 1 91 6 2| h.p., 2-speed, lamps and horn £45

Douglas 1917 4 h.p. Combination, as new

Wooler 1 92 1 2| h.p., variable gear

£75

£50

Levis 1917 2\ h.p. single speed - - £28

Tamplin 1920 2-seater, as new, mileage about

500 - - - - - £80 0s.

P. &M. 1917 31 h.p., 2-speed - - £50 0s.

Extended Payments from 4% extra. Full List oi New and

Secondhand Machines sent post free on request.

TORONDA SIDECARS
POPULAR MODEL

Weight TO lbs.

9

3
9

9
§
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

BODY—
Exterior Finish. Lacquered aluminium surround panels, 3-ply sides, heavily
varnished, upholstered Brown Antique Rexine, padded with Sorbo Sponge,
Fibre Mat, Storm Apron.

CHASSIS—
3-point attachment straight axle ; or under-slung axle, at an extra cost of £3.
Finish, Black Enamel.

Spring. (Subject of a Patent.) Weight of Body and Passenger is applied
to Springs through the medium of leverage, thereby combining great
resiliency with a minimum of rebound from road shocks.

May be ridden with empty sidecar without any inconvenience to the driver
resulting from rattle or bounce.

Price - - £20
This Sidecar is especially suitable for use with low-powered machines.

9

ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR CO., LTD., 9, 10, 11, Royal Parade, West Croydon.
Open Saturdays Until 7.30 p.m. 'Buses from City and West End Pass the Door.

BUY Y°UR mount NOW
AND

TAYLORS

4%
ONLY CHARGED FOR
EXTENDED PAYMENTS
EXCEPT WHERE OTHERWISE
STIPULATED BY THE MAKERS.

PAY WHILE YOU RIDE
YOU CAN

C^^fer

TAYLORS
SOLE LONDON AND DISTRICT DISTRIBUTIVE AGENTS FOR

The famous A.J.S., which is now
almost a household word, is available in two

models only for the 1922 season—the 7 h.p

Combination at £175 and the 2% h.p. Touring,

semi-sports, or stripped sports model at £85.

These prices include carriage to nearest rail-

way station. Supplied on the " payment out

of income system," £ down and balance spread

over 12 monthly instalments. May we send

you full particulars ?

Excelsior
The Excelsior range for 1 922 is very
comprehensive: Models are available to suit all

purses and desires. The single sporting 2-stroke is

priced at £39 18s. and the 8 h.p. de luxe combination
costs only £155. Full particulars gladly sent on
request, also deferred payment terms.

SPECIAL BARGAIN
First cheque secures 2^- h.p. Zenith flat twin for

£55 10s. These machines are new and carry the
makers' guarantee. Usual price £98 10s.

We are Contracting Agents for all leading makes,
including Matchless, Ariel, B.S.A., Triumph, Enfield,

Raleigh, Quadrant, Martinsyde, Zenith, O.K., Rudge,
Morgan, etc.

ffiKWELl
Efficiency, Simplicity and Economy
sum up the Dunelt, which is a combination
designed specially to keep costs low.- The
4 h.p. Dunelt 2-stroke makes light of hills,

It is simple to drive and easy to keep in
trim. The fitments are 3-speed gear, hand
clutch and kick-starter, detachable and inter-

changeable wheels, and roomy coachbuilt
sidecar. Supplied complete with spare
wheel and tyre for £29 18s. 6d., deposit
and balance in 12 monthly payments ot

£7 6s. 8d., or £113 8s. for cash. May we
give you a trial run ?

H. TAYLOR& Co., Ltd.,
Telegrams 'Dynam^tro, Westcenl, London."

52/53, Sussex Place, Sth. Kensington. (For Cars and Motor Cycles,)

21a, Store St., Tottenham Ct. Rd., W.C.I. [For Accessories &- Repairs.)
Telephones—Museu n 1 240 and Kensington 7260

.

B.I4 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention ''The 2Iotor Cycle.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS* in these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words
are charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must
be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable,.,—

•

x~5o.
to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed^-*—'
Treasury Notes, being untraceable it lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances.

All advertise nents in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Dorset

House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. To
ensure insertion le iters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

by the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue. Advertisements that arrive

too late for a particular issue or that are

crowded out will automatically be inserted in

the following issue unless accompanied by
instructions to the contrary.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, ani the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the

words Box 000, c /o " The Motor Cycle." Only thenumber
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be

addressed No. ooo, c/o "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House,
Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who rep y to Box No.
advertisements are warned against sending remittance through

the post except in registered envelopes; in all such cases the

use of the Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope

should be clearly marked " Deposit Department."

In the case ol motor cycles offered for sale under a box

number, as it is unusual lor these to be sold without first

being inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

facilitate business by embodying In their advertisements

some mention of the district in which the machine
offered may be seen and tried.

WT DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

Deposit Svsteio. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
to the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, but

ia the event of no sale each party pays carriage one way.
The seller takes the risk of damage in transit. For all

transactions up to f,io, a deposit fee of 1 /- is charged ; on

transactions over £10 and under £50, the fee is 2 /6 ; over

£}o and under £75. 5/-1 over £75 and under £100, 7/6:

and on all transactions over £100, i%. All deposit

matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street,

London, E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should be

made pavable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.

The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

Indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

the" Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

desirous, but have not advised us to that effect,

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an Indication that the goods advertised have

already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it Is quite impossible to reply to

each one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

A .B.C. 1920
; condition like new. Cowey horn, speedo-

meter, electric headlamp; £70.—R, B. Clark and
Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [2133

THE WONDERFUL

8 h.p. COMBINATION.

£170
CASH

(Spare wheel - - £6 : 18 : 6 extra.)
(Dynamo lighting ^20 : o :- o ,, )

or £44 : 4 : down and 12
payments of £11 : 1 : 0.

Discounts allowed if account paid
in 2, 4 or 6 months.

OR

MATCHLESS Sports Combination.

£160
CASH

o extra.)(Spare wheel - " - £6:6
(Dynamo lighting- £20 : o

or £41 : 12 : down and
12 payments of £10 : 8 : 0.

Discounts allowed if account paid
in 2, 4 or 6 months.

Any make of Secondhand
Machine accepted in part

exchange.

LAMB'S Ltd.,
EUSTON ROAD, N.W.

(Opp. Gt. Portland St. Stn.). Phone : Museum497S

WOOD GREEN, N. - - 50, High Road.
Phone: Hornsey 1956.

WALTHAMSTOW, N.E. - 151, High Street.

Phone: Walthamstow 169 (2 Lines).

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

I Q21 A.B.C, electric lighting,J-f excellent condition; 72 gns.
speedometer, etc.,

Below.

19 20
P^;S- i

a
n
mpS

;
horn

' sP'endid order; 70 gns.-"-" Edwards, 101, Great Portland St., W. [1874

1 J)
20

t.
A 'BC

J.
a bargain; £65.-59 Palfrev PlaceJ-«^ Dorset Rd.. Clapham Rd.. S.W.8

.

[1681

F°'S;fn -

h
,
ave A92 ?,,

A ?-C - ,ully e^iPPed; bar-

Tube.) '
HamPstead. (Near

WTr [1581
A
,Tl,°f

e ''3 :

^
92 ,°'i Sporting A.B.C. lately fittedwith new cylinder, pistuns, rings, and "udeeonswith improved type lastcuings; seen by appointment;'

owner going abroad—Chase, Pipe Gate, Shropshire.

Spare Parts:
[1235

stock in London.

—

Great Portland St.,

[2125
A.E.L.

"DRAND New A.E.L.-J.A.P., 2«h.p
-*-» Kick start, uncrated. cost «..

A B
;?- Spare Parts—Largest-nL Maudes' Motor Mart, 100

W.l.

2 .», ^7
Sta

pf' u
ln?'d

}?
A\ cost °Ter £7°: sacrifice,

o-i gns—37, Elrnbank Gardens Barnes.
CHOP-SOILED A.E.L. 2^h.p., 2-stroke, 2
£» kick starter, used for one or two demon
only; list price £57, accept £48
Wigan. Tel. : 328

A.J.S.
touring model B

speed, clutch,
:rifice,

[1489

speeds.
rations

Dunwell's Garage.
[0766

1 Q22 2?ili.p. A.J.S.
*-** ley, Devizes.

rjROSS Effingham Sq., is AgentV Rotherham and District.

A .J.S. 1922 2%tp. Sports and 7h.p. Combinat-ti in stock—Clifford Motories, Eastwood, Notts.

£85.—How-
[1682

for A.J.S.'s for
[2118

tions
otts.

A-J -S ~Delivered anywhere, carriage paid —Merrick's'
Stores, Sisterhills Rd.. Bradford. 'Phone : 2439

19" 4h -P- A.J S Combination (Sporting;, al^aj-±{J cessones; £60—1, Bellingham Terrace Cat-
Iortl - [1800
(STANDARD Sports A.J.S., immediate delivery from

stock; exchanges—Ivent's, 417, Lord St., South'
[1752

A.J.S. Combination, as new, beautifully
flipped; £125—24, Balliol Rd., North Ken

s.ngton.
[15g5

T ONGMAN Bros., Bond St., Ealing, District
J-J Agents, all models; cash, exchange or deferred

[8958

unreconditioned, but
Jobson, Nether-

- [1359

A.J.S. 1920 (December) Combination, owned bv en-
gineer, exceptionally cood: .£1 no —Bunting's Ex-

[2010

port.

19 21
e

5-6 h.p. A.J.S. or Triumph,
complete ; machine considered.-

vvitton, Morpeth.

.J.S. 1920 (De
gineer, exceptionally good; £100.-

change, Wealdstone.

A.J.S.—Immediate delivery of 1922 models. Cash I

Exchanges! Easy payments!—P. J, Evans, John
- [1409Bright St.

nges I

Birmingham.

A.J.S. 6h.p., 3-speed, luxurious sidecar, hood, screen
electric lighting, perfect order; £80.—Hammant'

63, Carlton Vale, N.W. 6. [1522

A.J.S.—Bambers are official agents; exchanges a
speciality; deferred payments.—2, Eastbank St

'Phone: 607.Southport.

"J
Q20 A.J.S. Combination,

J-*' spare wheel; £115.-
Avenue, No>rth Kensington.

[7235

Lucas dynamo lighting
Hillier, 9, Wallingfonl

[1689

I Q22 A.J.S. 7h.p. combination, in stock; £175; cashJ-v exchanges or easy payments.—Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [1981

GOOD Deliveries A.J.S., 2%h.p. and 7h.p.; cash,
deferred, or exchange.—D. and S.

33, The Parade, Golders Green.
Autocar Co.,

[1859

A.J.S. Combination, mearly new, mileage 6,000, elec-

tric light, spare wheel, etc.; £120; no dealers.

—

12, Greville Place.

A
Hampstead 1819. [1155

etc.;

W.l.

J.S. Combination 1920 6n.p., dynamo lighting
spare wheel and tyre, hood, screen, luggage grid,
£125.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.,

k
[988L

A.J.S. Combination, 1920, 6h.p., spare wheel and
tyre, luxuriously equipped, open to any trial or

examination; £118.— Dawe, 216, Portobello Rd., North
Kensington. [1 355

A.J S. 1921 Combination, as new, spare wheel,

accessories, aluminium discs, tax paid, electric

light, perfect condition; £150, or nearest offer.—Frog-

more, Carlton St., Sandown. [1192

AUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—A.J.S.
Combination, latest 1922 model from stock,

£175; also lightweight 2 r;:ih.p., £85; easy terms and
exchange. 'Phone: Holboru 5777. [2168

W^

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

BI =
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

FOR A.J.S. 1922 models. 2%b.p. solo, or 7h.p. com-
binations, get in touch with the N. London agents.—Jones Garage. The Broadway, Muswell Hill. [0785

"1 Q20 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, as new, -not done
-*•*/ 2,000 miles, Lucas dynamo lighting set, disc
wheels, Easting windscreen, speedometer, spare wheel,
mechanical horn, lull kit of tools; price £150.—Wheat-
ley, Stamford. [1144

A.J.S. Combination, November, 1920, owner driven.
remarkable condition and appearance, Lucas dy-

namo and electric horn, Binks carburetter. Tan-Sad.
hood, triplex screen, detachable wheels, etc.; £165 —
S. Culmer, Shaldon, Teigmnouth, Devon. [1274

Spare Parts:

A .J.S. Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kaye, 8, Bond
£* St., Ealing. [3608

A .J.S. Spares
; prompt delivery.—Cyril Williams,

^3. Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. T.A. : Parts.
[7901

A.J.S. cylinders, 1916, 6h.p., £3 pair, H.A.H., elec-
tric lamp, complete; £2.-69, North St., Plaistow.

[1368
A.J.S., 1910, 1911, 1912.—Authorised manufacturer

of spares for early models.—Harry C. Boham,
Peun Rd., Wolverhampton. [1730

Alldays
ALLON, as new, electric lighting, tax 1922; £36/10.

—129, Sheen Lane, Moitlake. [1474

£28/10.-2-speed Allon, perfect order; evenings.—49,
Robinson Rd., Collier's Wood. Merton. [1231

I Q18 Alldays Allon 2-speed, very smart, any trial,
X«7 licensed; 29 gns.— 67, Fernlea Rd., Balaam.

[2041
ALLON, unused, 1922, Watford speedometer, fully

equipped ; £65.—Cringles, Thicket Rd., Sutton,
Surrey. [1530

"I Q20 2%h.p. Allon, fully .equipped, licensed, in-
X *J sured, condition excellent ; 29 gns.—Edwards,
101, Gt. Portland St., W. [1884

ALLDAYS Allon Combination 1921, ridden 300
--"* miles, lamps, etc., worth seeing.—Wall, 104, Shar-
deloes Rd., "New Cross, London. [1149

-j Q21 Allon, 2-stroke, Model de Luxe, 2-speed, clutch,
Xi/ and K.S.; this machine is brand new; accept
£50 cash.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St.,

Oxford. [8969

ALLDAYS' Allon 1921, 2%h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke,

kick starter, lamps, horn, tax paid; £47/10.

—

Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St.,

E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0075

American X
20 American-X 7-9h.p. Combination, 3-speed,

K.S., windscreen, etc., any trial ; £70 ; ex-

change.—C. S., 14, Swaton Rd., Bow. Tel.: E 3155.
[2036

"I Q21 American X 7-9h.p. Twin, 3 speeds, new but
X*7 slightly shop-soiled, at a very low price to clear;
an opportunity for the bargain hunter.—14, Gt. Marl-
borough St., W.l. [0769

Arden.

ARDEN, 2-stroke, 2-speed, brand new. shop-soiled

;

best offer over £40 secures.—Sam E. Clapham
(Motors), 27, Stockwell St.. Greenwich, S.E.10.
'Phone : Greenwich 751. [2081

Ariel.

ARIEL 3V-h.p.. shop-soiled; £85.—Ratcliffe Bros.,
ii 200, Gt." Portland St., W.l. [9872

F.O.C.H. have 1920 3M^P- Ariel Combination, fully

equinped, bargain.—5, Heath St., Hampstead.
(Near Tube.) [1574

A RIELS, all models; exchanges," highest prices
~J\. given.—Harry Nash. Contracting Agent, 365,

King St., Hammersmith. [9850

1 CI 19 3V2h.p. Ariel, lamps, horn, belt case, heapslJ of spares, superb condition; 57 gns.—Edwards,
101, Great Portland St., W. [1878

ARIEL.—All models, cash or gradual payments.
Spares supplied from stock.—West Central Agency.

Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0704

ARTEL 1922 Sports model, 3V&b.p.; delivery from
stock; £87/10.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate

Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.
[0065

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.— 6-7h.p.
Ariel Combination, 1921, new, reduced to .£130;

3l£h.p. Ariel, 3 speeds, clutch, £87/10; no extra
charge for easy terms.- [2169

ARIEL 1919, 3-speed, kick start, recently overhauled
by Ariel Company, lamp, horn,, no tools, new

tyres, tax paid; £40, or with bulbous sidecar, £50.—Wallis, 7, Newborough, Scarborough. (D) [1820

"| Q20 3 l
;->h.p. Ariel Combination, 3-speed, counter-

X«7 shaft, kick start, tax 1922 paid, everything
complete, faultless condition ; £75 ; cash wanted.

—

J. M., Chequers Hotel, Southgate St., King's Lvnn.
[1757

A RIELS.—Longman Bros-, Band St., Ealing. Tele-
^a. phone : 689.—All models obtainable from the Ariel
experts. Specially tuned sports models, 3-speed, certified
to have exceeded 65 m.p.h.; £92/10. Cash, exchange,
cr deferred payments. [5785

19

FROM

STOCK
(SUBJECT UNSOLD)

1922 ROYAL ENFIELD

8 h.p. Combination, £140.
(Dynamo Lighting, £18 extra).

1922 A. J.S.

2J h.p. Standard Sports, £85.

1922
1922
1922
1922
1922
1922
1922
1922
1922
1922
1922
1922

7 h.p. A.J.S. Comb £175
2J h.p. ENFIELD £55
2J h.p. DOUGLAS £75
4h.p. DOUGLAS Comb £135
8 h.p. MATCHLESS Sports £130
8 h.p. MATCHLESS Comb £170
3* h.p. ARIEL Sports £87 10s.
3* h.p. ARIEL Comb £125
6/7 h.p. ARIEL Comb £140
3£ h.p. ZENITH -BRADSHAW .... £1 1

3

4Jh.p. B.S.A. £107
31 h.p. NORTON 16H £115

WANTED.
YOUR PRESENT MACHINE IN

PART EXCHANGE. HIGHEST
MARKET VALUE ALLOWEH.

1921 3* h.p
1 921 24 h.p
1920 3 h.p.
1920 i h.p.
1920 i h.p.
1920 3J h.p
192(1 2* h.p
1920 25 h.p
1919 3S h.p
1915 2| h.p

. N.U.T., shop-soiled £90

. FEDERAL. 2-sp £40
A.B.C., dynamo £75
NORTON, 3-speed £80
TRIUMPH (Reno.) £68
. P. & M. 2-sp. etc £65
METRO-TYLER £50

. DOUGLAS 3-sp £55

. ROVER Comb £80

. DOUGLAS Dyn £37
(MANY MORE.)

Deferred Payments

R.BAMBER&Co L
TD

2, Eastbank Street,
Ph

6°o

n
7
e SOUTHPORT.

B

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A riel.

"I Q 20 Ariel Combination zy^.p, 3-speed, clutch,
X%/ l»s., lamps, speedometer, etc., really excellent
condition, licensed; 80 gns.; exchanges or deferred.—
Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.

[1949

ARIELS, the most reliable machines on the road;
all models from stock ; spare parts sent any-

where ; trade supplied.—F. Speakman, Ariel Expert,
Ariel Garage, 7, Rochdale Rd., Harpurhey. Man-
chester. Tel.

; 325 Cheetham HilL [5135

Sva re Parts

:

A RIEL Spares for all models, post free. Ariel-
^* Agents, and Spares Service Depot.*—Jones Garage,
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. [0804

Arno.
ARNO 1913 3Voh.p., top feed B. and B., -new mag-

neto, 45 m.p.h.; £22; exchange P. and M., cash
adjustment.—Sawyer, 41, Wickham Lane, Welling,
Kent. [1188

Bat.
AT-J.A.P. 5h.p. Twin, spring frame, perfect;
£14/10.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [1807

£20.—Offers, 4h.p. Bat-Jap, Mahon gears, perfect.
—97, Hamilton Rd.. West Norwood, S.E. [1338

B AT-J.A.P., 6h.p., 3-speed, sporting model, guaran-
teed good order, bargain; £35.—-J., 46, Chaneer

Rd., -S.E-24. [2073

BAT 1921 8h.p. Combination, spare wheel (unused);
£110; exchanges.—Newham Motor Co., 223. Ham-

mersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.

[1916

Beardmore.
"I Q20 (late) Beardmore Precision, spring frame, all

Xt/ accessories; 44 gns.; exchanges.—Kent's, 417,
Lord St., Southport. [1746

BEARDMORE-PRECISION.— 1922 models for im-

mediate delivery. Cash, exchange, or deferred
payments—Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing. [7227

"JQ22 Beardmore-Precision 3h.p., brand new, now'
JLiJ reduced to £65; lightweight 3h.p. sidecar com-
bination, £85; easy payments only 4% extra.—Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [8962

£55.—3V2h.p. fully-sprung Beardmore-Precision, only I
1,500 miles, written guarantee, perfect condition,

I

powerful, built for sidecar; seen any time.—5. Cam-
bridge Gate, Regents Park. Tel. : Museum 5619.

£1152
-Blackburne.

"| Q20 4h.p. Blackburne, as new, lamps, chain, I

X %/ drive ; 80 guineas.—Irving, Victoria House,
Marlborough, Wills. [1453

"I Q20 414b.. p. Blackburne, complete with all lamps),
X«J horn, and licensed to December 31st, 1922^
£65 ; very little used.—Carnforth Motor Co., Carn-
forth. [913*1

Bradbury.

BRADBURY 4h.p. 1921, unused, unlicensed, a bar-

gain; £80.—Motor Co., Hereford. [1071

1 C&20 6h.p. Bi ad bury Combination, fully equipped;
X*7 £90.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., WM

[9878
1Q21 Bradbury, 4b..p., 3-speed, clutch, kick, slichtiy
X*7 shop-soiled; £87^.—Stephenson, Agent, Pembroke^
Dock. [1323

BEST bargain this week.—Bradbury 4h.p. coach-
built Combination, 2-speed, perfect; £35.-1,

Priory Rd., Kew. [1697

6 h.p. Bradbury Combination, 3 speeds, kick start,

speedometer, windscreen, lamps, horn, etc.; £57.
—74, Brighton Rd., Surbiton, Surrey. [1663

BRADBURY 6h.p. 1921 new 3-speed Combination; -

Millford sidecar ; best offer secures ; or exchange
entertained.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton.
London. [1930

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2">
4b.p.

Bradbury, new 1921 model, reduced to £55;
also 6h.p. Combination, new 1921, reduced to £130^
no extra charge for easy. terms. [2170

TAKEN for debt.—4^h.p. Bradbury cb; Com-
bination, chain drive, countershaft gears, k.s.,"

clutch, fully equipped, as new, bargain; £75, quick
sale; tax paid.—174, Vicarage Rd., Leyton. [1644.

1Q20 Bradbury (date guaranteed), with Grindlaji"
XO coachbuilt sidecar, Easting screen, 4h.p., 3.

speed, clutch, kick starter, chain drive, lamps; only
79 gns. ; exchanges, easy terms.—Wandsworth Motor
Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth. (Town station.)?*

[1567,
"IQ14 Bradbury, 4*4h.p. coachbuilt combination. 3-
XtF speed hub, clutch, kick starter, overhauled,
enamelled, plated, reupholstered 1921, cost £20.
speedometer. Klaxon, lamps, tools, spares, everything
guaranteed perfect, any trial, fully licensed; £38;
write appointment.—62, Lady Margaret Rd.,
Southall, W. [1463

Brough.

B ROUGH.—Don't disturb your capital; we will

supply any model on our easiest of easy terms.
—

'

Holmes and Younie, Hunter's Bar, Sheffield. [2060

Bl6 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Brough.

IQ 20 5h.p. Brough and Swan Sporting Model Sida-
i«7 car, little used, condition as new, mileage
under 5,000, speedometer, lamps, spares, etc., recently
overhauled, tax paid 1922, any trial or examination;
£95, no offers.—Box 8859, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[1124
Brough Superior.

BROUGH SUPERIOR 8h.p. o.h.v., Lucas Magdyno,
horn, speedometer; no reasonable offer refused —

SymoiicUon, Woodside, South Hill, Bromley, Kent.
[1803

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd., Service Depot,
and sole London agents for the Brough Superior,

the sporting rider's ideal.—Immediate delivery of 1922
models at reduced prices. Mark I., 90x77y2 , o.h.v., 3
speed, clutch, and kick starter, £160; Mark I., sporting
combination, step, mat, screen, etc., £180, or with
special side valve J. A. P. engine, same price; Mark
II. 6.5, mag., 72x90, 3-speed, clutch, and kick starter,
£125; sporting combination, step, mat, screen, etc.,
£150. Iiemonstration models in stock. Catalogues sent
post free on request.—The Allen-Bennett Motor Co
Ltd., 9-10-11, Royal Parade, London Rd., West Croy-
don. 'Phone : Croydon 2450. [0733

Brown.

3 ih. p. Brown, sporty, mechanically perfect, ride
2 away ; £15 or offer.-49, Stepliendale Rd.,

Fulhani. [1267

BROWN 234h.p., Bosch, B. and B., clutch, etc.;
bargain, £20; accept bicycle part payment.

—

Fisher. Roseleigh, Heston, Honnslow. [1553

B.S.A.
.S.A. 1922 Models in stock; catalogue with pleasure

B.S.A. Specialists.—County Cycle and Motor Co., Broad
St., Birmingham. [4678

"D.S.A. 1922.—All models; immediate deliveries.—
--* Clifford Motories,' Eastwood. Notts. [8827
"D.S.A. 1912, clutch, 4',4h.p., new tank, perfect solo
•*-» mount; £26.—Longney, Oswestry. . [1251
"1Q21 B.S.A.. 4^h.p., mileage 500, as new; £80.—
J-*/ R. Davies, Kingcoed, Llandenny, Usk, Mon.

[1306
£37/10.—BS.A., 4h.p„ 1915 model, 3 speeds, kick

starter,, any trial.—8, High St., Wandsworth.B[1755.S.A., Model K, fully equipped, perfect order;
£50.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l

[9880
-IQ20 a^h.p. B.S.A., all-chain, fully equipped, ex-
J-*J cellent order.—Edwards, 101, Great Portland
St., W.

[ 1681

£98.-1921 B.S.A., all chain, 1921 Canoelet touring
sidecar, equipped.—100, Dudley Rd., Wolver-

hampton. [1532

A(\ GNS.-1915 B.S.A., 3-speed. countershaft.^-v 4Vih.p. ;
snip; exchanges.- Kent's. 417, Lord

St., South port. [1745

B.S.A.'s, all models; exchanges, highest prices given.
—Harry Nash, Contracting Agent, 365, King

St., Hammersmith. [9828

B.S.A. Combination, windscreen, hood, lamps, etc.,
as new, tax paid, bargain; £65.-74, Brighton

Rd., Surbiton, Surrey. [1664

"i Qtl4 B.S.A. Sports Phillipson, excellent condition,
J-«X guaranteed, tax; £30.— Goad, 122, Maida Vale.
'Phone, Hampstead 1353. [1996

B.S.A.—Bambers are official -agents; exchanges a

specialitv; deferred payments.— 2, Eastbank St..

Southport. 'Phone : 607. [7236

JO GNS.—4*4h.p. B.S.A. Combination. 3 speeds,
^£*J K.S., all chain, hood screen, bargain.—Ewers,
Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [1548

B.S.A. 1920 H2 Combination, luggage grid, Lucas
lamps, spares, insurance, low mileage; £80.—

Eagle, 162, Uttoxeter Rd., Derby. [1319

B'~
.S.A., 1917, 4Vth.p., 3-speed, K.S., perfect,

licensed, bargain; £53, offers.—Willson,
"Brentor," Shooters Hill, S.E.18. [1699

B.S.A.—1921 4i4h.p. H2 Model, all-chain drive, with
coachbuilt sidecar, shop-soiled only; £120.—P. J.

Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [1410

B.S.A. 1922 Model H.2, 4 J4h.p., chain drive; £110.
In stock.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue,

Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0066

B.S.A. 3M>h.p. Combination, 1915, Swan sidecar,
2-speed, clutch, good running order and con-

iitipn; bargain, £39/10.-4, Austin Wave, Uxbridge.
[1638

41h.p. B.S.A. Combination, all chain, 3-speed,"
i perfect condition, electric and acetylene, tax

paid; £68.—87, Smallshaw Lane, Ashton-under-Lvne.
[1*616

I Q20 B.S.A. Combination, 4%h.p., Lucas, dynamo
A *7 lighting, spares, in splendid order ; no good
offer refused.—Box No. 8966, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[2021
1Q15 4j,£i.p. B.S.A. C.B. Combination, equippedL *J Easting, electric, perfect condition ; £68 ; or
^change for higher h.p.—23, Shepherd's, Bush Rd.,
"V.6. [1099

Peipictib

£15
CLEVELAND, 1920.
3 h.p. 2-speed, K.S./CV,

(B) fully equipped .. ..

12 MONTHLY
PAYMENTS.

£2-13-9

£15
BAT, 1913.
6 h.p. C.B. Combination,
3-speed, C./K.S., hood,

(B) screen, speedometer .

.

£3-11-8
f»17 I fl RUDGE, 1919.
aCilf-IU 3J h.p. Multl, fully f»0 1Q Q

(B) equipped, tax paid dtl/-" I O"U

£25
P. & M. t 1918/19.
3h h.p. C.B. Combination
(not ex-K.A.F.) fully
equipped, Lucas acces- f*Q 11 Q

(B) sories. fine condition

£45 INDIAN, 1921.
7-0 h.p., combination,
electrically equipped,
tax paid, as new. Cost

(B) £230 £9-8-0

£14 DOUGLAS, 1914.
2} h.p., sporting com-
bination, fully equipped,
tax paid, excellent con- X^Q fl fl

(B) dition

£40 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920.
7-9 h.p. C.B. Combina-
tion, electrical model,

(M) fine condition £8-10-3

£30
(M).

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920.
7-9 h,p. electrical model,
electric horn, new con-
dition £6-5-5

£25
(B)

NORTON (1921 LATE),
3J h.p. No. 9 Model, equip- ft A Q "7
ped as new.

.

-.d&T""5J"l

£20
(M)

P. & M., 1918.
3h h.p., fully equipped, rtrt H Q A
'good condition . ot> £." | Q"*r

(B)

NEW HUDSON.
2i h.p., 2 speeds, fully

equipped 28 pns.
CASH.

£30
ROYAL ENFIELD, 1920.
8 h.p. Combination,"Dynamo
ligbting, horn, speedometer, A7 t ft
new tyre, good condition ...oti/ "0"U
(M)
(B)

= at Manchester.
= at Bolton.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OF
1922 MODELS BY ALL THE
LEADING MANUFACTURERS.

Exchanges. Deferred Payments.

BOLTON: MANCHESTER:
Bradshawgate.

Tel. : 1348.

245, Deansgate.

Tel : Cen. 864.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

"D.S.A. 1920 Canoelet Combination, electric lighting.
-•-» excellent order, £79. 1922 models in stock: ex-
changes arranged.—R. B. Clark k Co., 7, Exhibition
Hd„ S.W.7. [900 l

"D.S.A.—All 1922 models supplied; exchanges; also
*^ new 1921 4',ih.p. K2 combination, No. 2 B.SA.
sice car, £114.-Eagles and Co., 275, High St
Acton, Loudon. [1933

D.S.A. 1922 models for immediate delivery; best
•*-» prices aKwed on second-hand machines; distance
no object.- Neu-nham Motor Co.. 223. Hammersmith
Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [1902

1Q19 B.S.A. Coachbuilt Combination, hood, screen,-Ly 2 new tyres, 1922 tax paid, pillion seat, con-
dition perfect, smart appearance; accept £60.—Hurst
26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone, Brixton 1292. [1944
"1 Q21 6-7h.p. Twin B.S.A. Combination, spare wheel.
-*-*J D.A. lighting, Easting, speedometer, luggage
grid, largest sidecar, mileage 2,500, as brand new, un-
scratched; cost £208, accept £135; exchange and
cash.—37, Canterbury Rd., Balls Pond Rd., Dalston."! [2045

13 .S. A. 1921 6-7h.p. Twin Combination, magdvno
r*-' lighting, interchangeable wheels, spare wheel
luggage grid, Cowey speedometer and horn, Easting
screen, spares, in splendid order, cost £228- take
£150.—Brig.-General Macpherson, 133, Sloane St
London, S.W.I. [1312
TTTAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—B.SA»• 1922 models, K2, chain and belt transmission,
£107; with No. 3 sidecar, £139; model H2, all
chain drive, £110; fitted with B.S.A. sidecar, £142;
B.S.A. 6h.p. twin motor cycle, £132; fitted with
B.S.A. sidecar, £164; B.S.A. 8h.p. twin Combination.
£185; easy terms and exchange; box-carrier Com-
binations from £139. 'Phone: ilolborn 5777. [2171

Sparc Parts :

D.S.A. Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, BondJ-* St., Ealing. [3609

D.S.A. Specialists.—All spares by return.—County Cvcle
*-* and Motor Co., Broad St., Birmingham. [4677

TJERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
-"--- bridge.—All B.S.A. parts in stock. No waiting.

[1991D.S.A. Spares can be had by return, post free
-•-» from Jones Garage, B.S.A. Agents and Spares
service Depot Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. [0805
GODFREYS', Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., LondonVJ W.l—Complete stock of all B.S.A. spare parts
always in stock. Write for free spare part list, stating
year of manufacture. [0750

Calcott.
"1Q15 2-y

lh.p. Calcott, perfect, new tvres, lamps;
-1«J £18/10.-187. Elm Rd.. New Maiden. [2098

QJJh.p. Calcott, about 1916, long exhaust, splendid^4 condition, guaranteed perfect, any trial; £20.-7.
Cowdrey Rd., Wimbledon. [1538

Calthorpe.
CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2?jh.p., 1920, 2-speed, per-

fect; £45.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Road, S.W.7.
[7833

(CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2-speed, lamp, Klaxon;^ £22/10.—Norrington, Terrace Garage, Turnham
Green Terrace, Chiswick, W. [2025
£>3.h.p. Calthorpe, 2-stroke, 2-speed, olufcch, new mag-^4 neto, H.B.C.. good condition; £35. offers (push
bike part).—18, D4 Rd., Rosyth, Fife. [1246
1Q16 2";ih.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 2 speeds, clutch, in
J-*' excellent order throughout; £25, bargain.—
Maynard, 161, Bowes Rd., Bowes Park, N.ll. [1541

I Q20 Calthorpe-Jap 2%h.p., Enfield 2-speed gear,
J-*J lamps, excellent condition throughout; cost
£78; accept £40.-2, Providence Place, Pyrford, Sur-
rey. - [1825

"I 016 Calthorpe, 2-stroke, 2-speed, fully equipped,
A*/ good running order and condition, bargain;
£21 no cash.—436, Whitehorse Rd., Thornton
Heath, S.E. [1666

CALTHORPE 1921 Combination, actually In stock
lor immediate delivery; cash or deferred terms:

place your orders with the Calthorpe specialists.

—

Burlington Motors. Ltd., Clapham Common, S.W.4.
'Phone: Brixton 2417. |0509

Cedos.

FOR Sale, 2y2h.p. 2-speed Sports Cedos, detachable
cylinder head, very fast, fully equipped, numerous

spares include : T.T. bars, footboards, undershield, set
of gears for competition work, Terry's spring saddle,
sprockets and piston; ride 100 miles to prospective
purchaser; new March, 1921 ; take £45.—Jennings,
St. Agatha's Vicarage, Sparkbrook, Birmingham. [1244

Chater-Jap.
CHATER-J.A.P. Combination, 8h.p.. 3-speed: £68:

take lower power part.—57, Kenbury St.. Cam-
berwell, London. 11501

Chater Lea.

CHATER-LEA 8h.p., 3-speed, chain drive Com-
bination; £45.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Ham-

mersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.
[1915

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Chater-Len.

£9.— 3'<lh.p. Chater Lea, Bosch, B.B.—Turner, 23,

Roman Rd., N.7. [1669

CHATER-LEA 311. p., Bosch, Druids, dropped frame,

reliable; £12.—Saunders, 49, High St., Kingston-
on-Thames. [1134

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—1922
Chater Lea; agents all models; supplied on easy

terms or exchange. [2172

Cleveland.

CLEVELAND, new 3h.p., 2-speed, clutch, K.S.

;

£48. Drummond 3 ]/2in. treadle s.c. lathe, with
g.c. attachment, and Indian " Scout " combination
wanted.—70, West Hill, E. Putney. [9795

Clyno.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane
1919 Clyno, 2-stroke; £35.

CLYNO Combination, hood, screen, lamps, excel-
lent condition, £70 or near offer.—34, Adela Ave.,

New Maiden. [1727

OQGNS—Clyno, 1920, 2Vih.p„ 2-speed, clutch, taxed,
OwDew tyre, perfect condition; offer.—180, Chase
Side, Southgate, N.14. [1280

CLYNO Combination, 6h.p.. 2-speed. hood, and
tradesman's box; £45: good order.—5. Marine

Parade, Southend, Essex. [1332

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 2Uh.p. Clyno 2-speed, new
condition, mileage under 300, fully equipped.—5,

Heath St., Hampstead. (Near Tube.) [1577

CLYNO Lightweight, 2-speed, clutch, electric light-

ing, tax paid, new June, 1921; an uudoubted
bargain, £38.—Fleming Co., JAedcar, Yorks. [1401

£? /? GNS.—6h.p. Clyno, 3-speed, countershaft', coach-
O O built combination, 1916, splendid running
order, any trial—134, Earlsbrook Rd., Redhill. [1180

CLYNO Combination, 6h.p., 2-speed, kick start.

splendid condition, any trial; £58; take lower

power part.—57. Kenbury St., Camberwell, London

K.S.,
U503

electric
"I Q17 Clyno Combination, 3-speed
JL*7 lighting, windscreen, perfect; 52 gns.;

iligs, week-ends.

-

17, Redtern Rd., Harlesden, N.W.10.
[1790

1 Q21 Clyno, 2-stroke, 2-speed, fully equipped, and
J-t/ in excellent condition; an unrepeatable bargain

at £45 cash.—The Laytou Garages, 30, Holywell St.,

Oxford. P818

CLYNO Combination 1915 5-6h.p., 3-speed, foot-con-

trolled clutch, internal expanding back brake, in-

terchangeable quick detachable wheels, thoroughly

overhauled and re-enamelled at Clyno Works, abso-

lutely as new; what offers?—Box 8948, c/o The

Motor Cycle. t^40

Svnre Porta:

CLYNO Spares—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
St., Emms- 13610

Connaught.
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1922

Connaught Motor Cydes. [2174

CONNAUGHT, 2-stroke, single speed, all accessories,

good tyres; £22/10.—Owen, 59, Scholefield Rd.,

Upper Holloway. [2069

CONNAUGHT 1921 2Vab.p.. 2-speed; £40.—Newn-
ham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.

'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [1923

CONNAUGHT 2V2h.p. (1921), single-speed, fully

equipped and licensed for 1922, splendid condi-

tion^ £36; or by easy payments. £9/9 deposit and 12

monthly payments of £2/6/8.—Wm. Whiteley, Ltd.,

Queen's Rd., W.2. [1128

Coulson.

COULSON-BLACKBURNE 1920-21 23,4h.p., taxed,

spring frame, all accessories, perfect condition;

47 gns.—63, Devonshire Rd., Merton, S.W.19. [1571

COULSON-B. 2%h.p., 2-speed, Bonniksen speedo-

meter, 3in. tyres, spring frame, lamps and horn

;

bargain, £40—Purser, 23, Queen St., Deal, Kent.
[1147

"1 Q21 2 14h.p. spring frame Coulson, not ridden 2,000
-l-*7 miles, tax paid, lamps, horn, etc; bargain,

£36.—Whisstock and Lingley, Woodbridge, Suffolk.

[1642

COULSON 1922 models.—Deliveries now commenced.
Write for catalogues giving price and all latest

improvements.—London Motors, 61, Holborn Viaduct,

E.C.I. Telephone: City 4230. [2106

COULSON 1922 models.—

2

1/ih.p., £67/10; 2">ih.p.,

£78; 2"!ih.p., o.h.v. (T.T. model), £95; 4 14.h.p.,

£95. Cash or deferred terms. Old machines taken in

part payment.—London Motors, 61, Holborn Viaduct,

E.C.I. Telephone: City 4230. [2107

COULSON 1921 models.—Shop-soiled machines at

greatly reduced prices. Three only left; £65,
£75, £85 each. Cash, deferred terms, or old machine
taken in part payment.—London Motors, 61, Holborn
Viaduct. E.C. Telephone : City 4230. [2108

Coventry Eagle.

COVENTRY EAGLE, 1920, 3'/ih.p.. excellent con-
dition, sound, complete, all spares, lamps, horn,

tax paid; £70.—Thompson, c/o Griffin Hotel, Earles-

town, Lanes. [1364

TYRES

SPECIAL OFFER TO CLEAR

As we shall be shortly marketing a new Motor-
cycle Cover of our own design, we are anxious
to dispose of our present stock of various
makes at the following special prices. These
covers are not old W.D. stock but special
clearance lines which we have purchased at
slump prices.

Size.

26x2

26X 2j

26X2II
X2iJ

26X2J

26X 3
fits 650 X
65 rim.

28x3

29x3
oversize

28x3
650 X 65

Make.

Englebert, Passenger, rub. std
Englebert, Touring rub. stud.

Bates, s-pecial hvy, wired-on
Bates, special heavy, beaded
Beldam, combination
Clincher, de Luxe, heavy. . .

.

Hutchinson, T.T. rub. stud
Wood Milne, or Spencer
Moulton, ex. heavy
Englebert, Touring rub. stud
Wood Milne, special heavy .

.

Avon, Tricar rubber stud. . . .

Hutchinson, rubber stud
Clincher, de Luxe, ex. heavy
Avon, Stonehenge
Bates, special heavy
Heavy, rubber studded
Goodrich, safety tread
Bates, special heavy
Clincher, de Luxe, heavy.

.

Englebert, Passenger rub. stud

Goodrich, safety tread
Englebert, Racing, ex. heavy
Elite, grooved retreads in

sound casings

Elite, plain retreads

Dunlop, extra heavy.

Goodrich, safety tread
Clincher, de Luxe, ex. heavy
Soly, rubber nonskid
Goodrich, safety tread

Our
Price.

17/6
15/-

30/-

28/6
25/-

24/6
23/-

22/6
15/-

13/6
26/-

25/-

24/6
21/-

39/6
27/6
40/-

29/6

Mfe-

32/6

48/-

36/6
17/6

12/6

57/6

40/-

30/-

21/6

48A-

List
Price.

53/-
46/3
38/6
40/-

66/9

35/6
36/6

50/-
49/-

53/9
40/3
49/6
47/9
33/3
50/-

52/6
56/-

28/3

64/9

65/-
70/6

67/6
64/6
63/-
69/-

TUBES
24 X 2, 4/6

26x2i, 7/6
26 x 2!, 7/9

26 X 2,

26 X 2*
X21,"

BELTS
Bates Avon
etc., per foot

S In.

1/-

.' in.

1/5

BEST QUALITY
GUARANTEED.

4/9 I 26x21, 6/3

T/, 28x3, 8/9
7' 9

! 700x80, 10/-

IN STANDARD
LENGTHS

I in. 1 in. 1 1 in.

1/9 2/- 2/6

These Special Clearance Lines are sent on 7 dayi'

Approval against remittance. CARRIAGE PAID.

ORDER THE

The Name TheFirm

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE

264-266.VAUXHAU. BRIDGE R° VICT0RIA.S.W.I

AND AT
44, SURBITON RpAD, KINGSTON-ON-THAMES
*\ P/eSse address ill post orders to Votahall, Bridge Rodd.

. TELEPHONE :- VICTORIA 0533 6" bS54-

OUR AGENT IS THE PILLAR-BOX .

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Coventry Eagle.

1Q21 Coventry Eagle, 2}ih.p. J.A.P., 2-speed,
J-t7 Stunney-Archer clutch, kick start, lamps, elec-

tric rear, speedometer, Klaxon, tax paid, as new; £.50.

—Cooper, 160, Commercial St., E.l. ^1268

Coventry Victor.

COVENTRY VICTOR.—The perfect flat twin engine.
Before deciding on your new mount, get our list

for 1922, showing Coventry Victor motor cycles fitted

with this famous 5-7h.p. engine. Also our special offer

of demonstration machine. The last word in motoT
cycle design and construction. — The Coventry Victor
Motor Co., Ltd., Coventry. [0520

De Luxe.

DE Luxe 2%h.p., 2-speed, late model, perfect, tax
paid; £29.— Lloyd, King's Arms Yard, High St.,

Wandsworth. |1465
Diamond.

mond, Villiers engine, top-h< le cj n-

rove Farm, Oxford. [1771

Dot.
GNS.—8h.p, Dot-Jap coach Combination,
II chain, windscreen, etc., beautiful condition,

absolutely given away ; one only.—Ramsden's, Mavbell
Av., Blackpool. [1336

Douglas.
"T\OUGLAS Combination 1920; sell for £75.-63,

£25.—2%h.p. Diamon
dition.—King, Egri

39

Stewart Rd., Bournemouth. [1137

-I Q21 2Mh.p.
J-«7 £60.-77

ALL Douglases.—A trial order only is requested.—
Gibb, Gloucester. 'Phone : 852. [8121

1Q20 Douglas 4b. p. Combination, as new, done 800;
-LtJ bargain, £86.—Longney, Oswestry. [1256

F.O.C.H. have 1915 254h.p. Douglas, excellent.^5.
Heath St., Hampstead. (Near Tube.) [1579

2-speed Douglas, nnridden, all on;
Prince ol Wales Rd., N.W.5. [1605

T\OUGLA9 1916 2%h.p., excellent condition; £45—J^ St. James, North Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. [1183

1Q17 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, beautiful condi-
-*-*' tion, not rubbish, lamps, etc.; £65.—Below.
-|Q19 Douglas 2'ih.p., 2 speeds, excellent condition,
-«-«/ guaranteed; £38/10.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale
'Phone, Hampstead 1353. [1995
4h.p. Douglas, late model, kick starter, just delivered

from factory; £67.-47, Marsham St.. Westmin-
ster. ri369
£38.-1916 Douglas 2%h.p., just overhauled, fine

condition, all on.— 198, Moulsham St., Chelms-
ford. „ [1798
"I Q08 Douglas, perfect running order, new lamps';J-" £17/10, offers.—J. Jarvis, Watermoor, Ciren-
cester. [1887
"IQ18 4h.p. Douglas Combination, new condition,
J-«J fully equipped; £60.—Olive House, Pern- Kill,
Ca-tiord. [1298

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, overhauled and re-

novated; £58.—Owen, 59, -Scholefield Rd., Upper
Holloway. [2070

T Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, lavishly equipped;J-" £75.—Hillier, 9, Wallingford Avenue, North
Kensington. [1687

1 Q21 4h.p. Douglas Combination, equipped, every
J-*/ possible accessory; £90.-24, Balliol Rd., North
Kensington. [1598

1 Q22 Douglas 2};h.p., only run a few miles, quite
-l" new; £10 under price, £65.—Box 8885. c/o
-The Motor Cycle. [1163

DOUGLAS.—1922 models lor immediate delivery.
Cash, exchange, or deferred payments.—Kavs, 8,

Bond St.. Ealing. [7228

£12.—Douglas, 2^ih.p., Bosch, requires timing,
otherwise sound; appointment.—Captain Collins,

Sunbury Common. [1345

DOUGLAS Combination, 1920, 4h.p.. fully equipned.
new condition; £75.—Dawe, 216. Portobello Rd..

North Kensington. [1356

1 Q20 2^h.p. 3-speed Douglas and accessories, in

XtT good condition; £65.—Bounds Garage. 223,

High Rd., Kilburn. [1376

-| f|14 2 7,ih.p. Douglas, splendid condition, all acees-

J-tT sories; £29/10.-26, Tulse Hill, Brixton.

•Phone, Brixton 1292. [1941

£65.-1919 Douglas Aluminium Sidecar, equipped,

splendid condition; must sell—122, Lower Mort-

lake Rd., Richmond. - [1241

THE New Six Douglas Combination, fully equipped;

£165; delivery from stock.—Gibb, Douglas Depot,

Gloucester. 'Phono 852. [9808

33h.p. Douglas, July, 1921, 2-speed. all-on model

4. (new, used few times), tax paid; £64.—365, f

King St., Hammersmith. [1712

pvOUGLAS, 2-speed, 2%h.p. model, lamps, etc., excel-

-l»* lent condition throughout -

Bros., Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone:
26 gns.—Longman
689. [2014

-i A17-18 4h.p. Douglas Combination, lamps, horn,

JL«J speedometer, screen. Tan-Sad; £65.-West Sussex

Motor Co., Port-land Rd.. Worthing. 'Phone 272.

in 16 Donglas 2?ih.p., 2-speed, overhauled, _'S
13 enamelled, fully equipped, spares, bargain;

-Francis, St. Saviour's Rd. Garage, Batt.
£42/10.-

31 8 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley.Davidson.

I Q20 HarJey Electric Lighting Model, sporting side-
car, condition perfect and guaranteed, sidecar

110 gns.—Longman Bros., Bondchanged if necessary;
3t„ Ealing. Tel., 689 19910

lurtains, 2 screens
5175; cost £279
S.W.4,

tTARLEY-DAVIDSON single-cvlinder, 2-speed gear
•---and hand-clutch, 3 lamps, low torpedo sidecar
»ith luggage rack, tyres good, whole in running order;
£35.—Leeding, High St., Sutton. ~ [1602

1Q22 Harley-Davidson; book now for early delivery

. ,

a " models; also a few 1921 at special prices;
catalogue with pleasure.-Sam. E. Clapham (Motors),
II, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.10. [5986

rTARLEY-DAVIDSON Flat Twin. Sports Model.
t-J- 1920, with 1922 sidecar, cape, hood, and wind-
screen, 3 new tyres, in excellent condition; price £120.
-BufTell's Garage, High Rd., Wealdstone, Middlesex.

[1317
JT/'E have about ten ex War Department Harlev-
»» Davidson 7-9h.p., 3-speed models," requiring over-
laul, and not in running order, to clear at £58 cash.
Wallers only.—Maudes'. 100, Great Portland St., Lon-
lon. [2124
1Q21 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination, electric

.
m °del, disc wheels, 2-seater sidecar, hood, side

Tan-Sad, spares, year's tax paid;
-Packwood, Brent St., Hendon,

[1498
TARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9h.p., late 1919 combina-

*-*- tion oi solo, mechanically perfect, very fast, T.T.
irars, lamps, horn, speedometer, Tan-Sad, licensed;
iny reasonable offer accepted.—22a, Belsize Sq., Hamp-
itead, N.W. [1273

1Q20 7-9h.p. Harley Combination, electric model,Lir absolutely complete, Easting screen, Tan-Sad.
mamel and plating perfect, tax paid, very little used;
jest offer over £100.—Southorn, 44, Abbeville Rd ,

31apham, S.W. [1535

rTARLEY-DAVIDSON. brand new. 4h.p. flat twin
*--*- motor cycle, complete with speedometer, guaran-
teed, exceptional opportunity to secure one of these
Sne machines; £105.—Colmore Depot. 31, Colmore
tow, Birmingham. - [9029
BARKER'S Motors can supply all Harley-Davidson
*-* models at list prices and give an insurance policy
igainst mechanical breakdown for 12 months free.
3ash, deferred, or exchanges.—194, Balham High Rd ,

S.W.12. [1215
7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, 3-speed, kick starter, in

excellent condition, sidecar almost new, electric
ights (side and tail), acetylene head lamps. Easting
icreen, tools, and spare tube; price £95.—Box 8811,
;/o The Motor Cycle. [9895

1Q 19-20 7-9h.p. Harley combination, fully equipped,
,.

.electric light, etc., just completely overhauled,
condition and appearance as new, insured £150 to
July; any trial or examination, and will give 3 months'
rnarantee; £110.—Mells, Station Rd., Teynham. [1667

1Q21 7-9h.p Harley-Davidson Combination, electricL*J lighting, sftot lights, ammeter, speedometer,
ilectric horn, Millford sidecar. Easting screen, splen-
Hd condition, carefully used; £120. quick sale; in-
ipeotion, trial, Exeter; purchasing car.—Box 8856, c/o
the Motor Cycle. [1121

Snnre Pnrtft

-Kays, 8,

[3613
HARLEY Spares.—Immediate delivery.

-

Bond St., Ealing.

Hazlewood.
1 Q22 Hazlewood, all models, for early delivery.
*-*l See the 6h.p. J.A.P. Twin Combination at
E118; finest value for money to-day; catalogues with
ileasure.—Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell
St.. Greenwich. S.E.10. [5988

fT.B.. 1922 Models, 2'Jh.p. Blackburne engine." 2-speed Burman gear box, chain belt, C. and
<.S., £72; with 3-speed gear box, £75; 4h.p., 3-speed,
£82; 4i/,h.p., 3-speed model, clutch and kick start,
£100; cash, deferred terms, or exchange.
CT.B., 1922 Models for earliest deliveries.—Write
«-* London Motors, 61, Holborn Viaduct, E.C , sole
hstributing agents for the following counties -—Kent
jurrey, Sussex, Hants, Berks, Oxford, Bucks
\orthants. Beds. Hunts. Cambridge. Norfolk. Suffolk
Essex, Herts, Middlesex (including London). [2110

Henderson
[IMMEDIATE Delivery.-1922 Henderson de Luxe» dynamo lighting, electric horn, etc ; £175 —
Pioneer Motors. Ltd , 50, Grindlay St., Edinburgh.'

1Q 20 Henderson Combination, dynamo lighting*•» speedometer, screen, luxurious outfit- £115'
change lower power.—Broadway Garage, Tooting. '

DARKER'S Motors are agents for the luxurious" 4-cyl. Hendersons; all new models at list prices
upplied - carry a free insurance policy against,
nechanical breakdown for 12 months. Cash deferred
ir exchanges.—194, Balham High Rd., S.W.12. [1214
tTENDERSON.—Real sporting combination, in per-
*--*- feet mechanical condition, disc wheels, T.T. bars
ong exhaust pipe, Lucas accessories, swan torpedo

this machine is the property of Richardson• £80.—5, Rosslyn Mews'

adecar

;

ate foreman of Robertsons; „
inder 42 Rosslyn Hill, Hampstead. [1590

1922 COVENTRY PREMIER
REDUCED PRICE, £230.

8 h.p. W.C'. 4t-whecler, dynamo lighting, spare wheel,
hood, screen, speedometer, dickey seat and 12 months'

insurance

EXCHANGES WANTED.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
SOLOS.

A.B.C., 1921, 3 h.p., electric light £87 10

A.V., 1919, Monocar, 5-6 Jap. ... £59 10

A.V.. 1920 Monocar, 8 h.p. Jap. . £75
ARIEL, 1920, 3| 3-speed £72 10

BRADBURY, 31 single gear. .. . £35
BEARDMORE, 3.V 2-speed ... £49 10

DOUGLAS, 1920," 2| 3-speed. . £65
ZENITH, 3 h.p. Gradua gear . . £32 10

NEW IMPERIAL, 2| 2-speed. . £35

N.S.U., 34, very good order. ... £16 10

O.K., 1916, 2i 2-speed £35
P. & M., 1921, 31. new condition £82 10

RUDGE MULTI, 1920, 3i I.O.M. £59 10

RUDGE MULTI, 1916, 3J £49 10
TRIUMPH, 3h, with clutch .... £39 10

WOOLER, 2|, 1920, flat trim . : £49 10

PEUGEOT, 7-9, 2-speed F.E. . . £37 10

PREMIER, 3J, 2-speed F.E £35

A.V. Monocar, 5-6 £59 10

A.V. Monocar, 8 h.p £75

PASSENGER MACHINES.
MORGANS, 8 h.p £85, £100, £110

A.J.S., 1919, 6 h.p. comb £125
ARIEL, 3* 1920, 3-speed comb.. . £85

BAT-JAP, 8 h.p. comb £39 10

CHATER-LEA, 8 h.p. comb. ... £59 10

ENFIELD, 1915-16, 6 h.p. comb. £85
HARLEY, 1918 comb £105
HARLEY, 1919. electric comb.. . £115
HARLEY, 1920 comb £135
HENDERSON, 4-cyl. 1920 comb. £145

INDIAN, 1915, 5-6 3-speed comb. £59 10

P. & M. 1921, as new, new s-car £95
REX, 6 h.p., 2-speed comb £49 10

ROVER, 5-6, 1920, unused 1920.

New Rover side-car £130
RUDGE, 7 h.p. 1920 comb £97 10
TRIUMPH, 3£ 3-speed comb. . . £39 10

SCOTT, 1920, 2-speed comb.. . £95
ZENITH, 4-5 c-shaft comb £65

SPECIAL "BARGAINS.
STANDARD ,11.6 bnd. new 2-sr. £475
FORD, 1920, 4-seater, dynamo

lighting H starter, & extras £125
MARTINSYDE, 1921, combina-

tion. Brand New £125

NEW 1922 LIGHT CARS.
AIREDALE,CALTHORPE,COVENTRY
PREMIER, LAGONDA, AND L.S.D.

NEW 1922 MOTOR CYCLES.
B.S.A., BRADBURY, DOUGLAS, EN-
FIELD, LEVIS, MARTINSYDE, NEW
IMPERIAL, NORTON, REX, ROYAL
RUBY, SCOTT, SUNBEAM and

TRIUMPH.
Deferred payments or Exchanges.

The Halifax Motor Exchange,
25, Horton Street, Halifax.
'Phone: 1400. 'Grams: "Perfection."

19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Henderson.

"I /Ih.p. Henderson, 1920, as new, 4 cylinders, com-
J-" bination, 2-siater, ride easy, sidecar, hood,
screen, lamps, speedometer, 3 speeds, clutch, kick
starter, tools, very little used, perfect, great bargain,
cost £300; £175, nearest oiler; guaranteed; appoint-

ments, no dealers.—Burchill, The Brackins. Rednal.
Birmingham. (P) [1245

1 Q20 (November) lOh.p. Henderson, Swan sporting
-i-v sidecar combination, 3 speeds, complete with
luggage carrier, electric lamps, dynamo, battery,
switchbox, electric and bulb horns, mirror, aluminium
number plates, excellent mechanical order and touring
condition, enamel perfect; £125.— Cookesmith, Juan
Lane, Bamford, nr. Sheffield. (9037

Hobart.
20 2-speed Hobart>Villiers, equipped, taxed, per-

fect; £32.-1, Othello St., Liverpool. [9156

Humber.

HUMBER.—Don't disturb your capital; we will

supplv anv model on our easiest of easy terms.—
Holmes and Younie, Hunter's Bar, Sheffield. T2063

HUMBER 3M.n.p., 2-speed, handle start, new cylin-

der, piston, connecting rod and bearings; good

bargain, £25.—Box 8949, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1441

HUMBER Combination 1916-17 6h.p., flat twin,

water-cooled, 3-speed, clutch, starter, all-chain,

lamps, accessories, luggage grid, splendid condition;

£70; exchanges.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [1833

HUMBER agents.—1922 models in stock; 4V{>h.p.

fast sporting model, £100; 4Vjh.p. combination,
£144; in stock; easy payment terms and exchanges
arranged.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge. [1990

Indian.

£50.—Electric Indian, mechanically sound, appear-

ance as new.—18, Langham St., Liverpool. [1467

£55.—7-9h.p. 3-speed Indian Combination, electric

lighting.—13, Vernon Rd., East Sheen, Surrey.
[1511

1 Q20 Indian Combination, dynamo, complete, good
-i-t' condition: £90, offers.—Longney, Oswestry.

[1258

INDIAN 1916 5-6h.p. Combination, mechanically
perfect, all on, tax paid; £65.—Motor Co., Here-

ford. [1073

3 -Speed cycle, Indian, rigid chassis, 4-poinfc. tyre.

tube; sell, or exchange lightweight.—27. Vernon
Rd., Luton. [1^73

"IQ20 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, electric lights,

A*7 leg shields, and windscreen; £85.—Cubitt.
Bacton, Norfolk. [1223

"I Q15 7-9h.p. Indian road racer, clutch model, good
-L*7 tvres, mechanically sound; £23, nearest offer.

—

Appleton, 16, Ribble Rd., Blackpool. [1324

1Q22 Indians, immediate delivery; cash or deferred
A*/ payments.—Brown (Indian Specialist), 3 and 7a,

Parker Lane, Burnley. 'Phone, 1032; [8208

1 Q 15-16 Indian, 5-6h. p., clutch, k.s., 3-speed, good
Xt/ condition; £40; near offer would be considered.

—Central Garage, Dalton Sq., Lancaster. [1720

INDIAN, powerplus 1919, 3.speeds, spring frame,

etc., tyres, chains, plating, enamel, in splendid

condition; £56.—Davis, 26, Muswell Hill, N.10. [1461

"IQ20 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, November de-

A?7 liverv, 2,000 miles, excellent condition, any
trial- barsaln, £100.— W. Newbury, Misterton, Somer-
set. T9038

INDIAN Combination, 1921, dynamo lighting, speed-

ometer Easting, absolutely indistinguishable from
new; £90.—Dawe, 216, Portobello Rd., North Kensing-

ton.' ri357

T-9h.p. 1915 Indian, spring frame, 2 speeds, K.S.,

electric head lamp and horn, disc wheels, very

fast- £45.—Fowler, 169, Bathurst Gardens, Willesden.

N.W. CI 263

-| Q14 Indian, 7h.p., overhauled, gears, clutch, spring
!»/ frame, Indian sidecar, electric lighting, horn,
speedometer, hood, screen, licensed; £50.—85, Deodar
Rd., Putney. [1656

1 Q21 Indian. Scout, special engine, speedometer, etc.,

At/ licensed for year, perfect throughout; 82 gns.;

exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd..
South Kensington [1950

INDIAN .Powerplus, 1920 Henderson Elite side-

car, electric, new tyres, chains, leg shields,

handle muffs, discs, beautiful condition; £105.—
Pollitt, " Sharrow," Lickey, Bromsgrove. [1782

INDIAN Chief 8h.p i( T.T., 1922, mileage under
400, electrically equipped, legshields, etc., too fast

for owner ; tax paid ; nearest £150 secuies.—Peters-
court, Moor Green Lane, Moseley, Birmingham. [1109

FOR Indians, all models, new and secondhand, write,
call, or phone us; 1921 Dew shop-soiled combina-

tions, fully electrically equipped, at below manufac-
turers' cost; £140.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill. [0787

1 Q20 (late) 7-9h.p. Indian Powerplus Combination,
A*/ dynamo lighting, speedometer, windscTOep,
Binks, undershield, etc., as new; cost £'<i6Qj ver/
smart outfit; £120.-58, Hassett Rd., Homerton, E.9.

[1102

advertisement, and the- date of the issue B2i
ed, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN combination, 1920, big valve, powerplus,
dynamo lighting, speedometer, ampmeter, wind-

screen, etc., in exceptional mechanical condition ; £95.—Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchley Rd., Hampstead.
7822. [1759

*|Q15 Indian, 7-9h.p. , 2-speed, clutch, kick start, elec-

J-«7 trie lamps, horn, speedometer, etc., good condi-
tion; .£40.—Gordon It. Croxford, The Motor Cycle
House, 461, Upper Richmond Kd., S.W.14. 'Phone:
Richmond 322. [1862

INDIAN 1919 7-9h.p. Powerplus, spring frame, 3

speeds, new -engine, T.T. handle-bars, accessories,

magnificent machine; £75; Triumph or lightweight

part payment.—Smith's, 86. Chalk Farm Rd. (oppo-

site Chalk Farm Tube Station), London. [1536

INDIAN Powerplus 1919, fitted with special

roomy, coachbuilt, spring wheel sidecar, with

dickey seat, screen, lamps, Klaxon, etc., combination

painted Harley colour, and is in exceptionally fine

condition; £90.—Owen, 94b, High Rd., East Finchley
[1610

INDIAN 1920 Powerplus combination, 7-9h.p., 3-speed,

clutch, kick start, dynamo lighting, electric horn,

speedometer, Indian Easting sliding windscreen, etc.,

exceptionally fast engine, practically as new; £93.—
Walker, 769, Romford Rd., Manor Park, London. E.

[1761

SUPERB Powerplus Indian-Swan Snorting Combina-
tion dynamo, speedometer, ammeter, electric

horn English controls, right-hand kick starter, mud
shields, long exhaust. 1918-19, bargain, only needs

seeing; 78 gns; exchanges- Kent's, 417, Lord at

Southport. C1747

SPECIAL model Indian Scout, 1921^ electric liglit,

tyres like new, tax paid, just thoroughly over-

hauled bv makers, do 70 m.p.h., ridden by Le Vac in

many trials and competitions, winner of over 40

medals and trophies, exceptional opportunity to secure

a reallv fast all-rovmcl machine; £90, or exchange com-

bination.—30, Belsize Park Gdns., Hampstead.
'Phone: 5B90. [1718

Svare Parts

:

INDIAN Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [3614

FDIAN.—New and second-hand spares in stock for

all models. — Stamp please, Langford's. 37,

Cricklewood Broadway, London, N.W.2. [1813

GODFREYS', Ltd., 208, Great Portland St.. London.
W l —Complete stock of all Indian spare part*

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, stating

j ear of manufacture. [0752

INDIAN.—The Dennis Accessories Stores, 89, Brixton

Rd., London ('Phone Brixton 3129), can supply
all 7-9h.p. parts from stock, new, including all types

of forks. They also specialise in Indian repairs. [1594

Ivy.

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-

mingham, wholesale Ivy agents, have all models
in stock, including lady'-s model, price £69; get list.

[0710

1Q16 Ivy 2-stroke, 2-speed, good condition, tax
JLi» paid, all accessories; £27.-26, Tulse Hill,

Brixton. 'Phone, Brixton 1292. [1940

lxion.

IXION, single-speed, lamps, etc., perfect mount;
£22/10.—Longney, Oswestry. .

[1253

.lames.

"I <|19 James, 2-stroke, 2-speed, equipped, excep-
-fi-*/ tionally good order.; £35.—Broadway Garage,

Tooting. [1654

JAMES 1921, 2-stroke, speedometer, lamps, new con-

dition; £45.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition

Rd., S.W.7. [2135

JAMES 414h.p. Combination, 1916, overhauled, re-

enamelled, re-plated by makers, all on, tax paid

:

£80.—Motor Co., Hereford. [1072

rQ20
James Combination, 5-6h.p. Twin (new con-

*J dition), windscreen, lamps, horn, tax paid,

£95.—365, King St., Hammersmith. [1713

F.O.C.H. have a 1915 James 41/;h.p. Combination,
Lucas dynamo set; also 1920 41/ih-p. solo.—5,

Heath St., Hampstead. (Near Tube.)- [1580

JAMES 5-6h.p. Combination, 1920, Lucas lamps,
D.A. cylinder, speedometer, Easting, etc.;

£97/10.—Whisson, Glenhurst, Linden Gardens,
Leatherhead. [1452

JAMES 1920 S'/iti.V- Twin, original tyres, the
whole in very fine order" and complete with

lamps, speedometer, Klaxon, tools, and spares.—Apply
Leeding, High St., Sutton. [1604

K K GNS.—1919 Jaipes Combination, 414h.p., .3

*) *J speeds, clutch, and kick starter, fully equipped,
any trial.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite
Chalk Farm Tube Station). [2000

"I Q19 5-6h.p. James Combination, mileage only 3.000,
X«/ condition excellent throughout, as new, all ac-

cessories, 3 lamps and generators, horn, mirror,
speedometer, sidecar, windscreen, etc., privately owned;
£110—Dorking Motor Co., Ltd., Dorking. 'Phone 56.

CUTS

E22 All letters relating to advertisements
Motor Cycles

ALWAYS
DEPENDABLE
The Post Order Department of the Service

Company Ltd. willnever let you down. All

the latest andbest Accessories by return of post.

TERRY OILCANS
A set of two for Oil or
Petrol and Oil on stout
clip. 4/3 Post -Free..

VALVE
TRUER

Pitted and Burnt
Valves made like

new in a few
minutes. Saves
excessive grind-

ing in.

17/6 Post Free.

Fit a

"Maglita"
set to your single cylinder machine (Two or

Four stroke). Your old magneto taken in part
payment. Send joy Descriptive Leaflet,

Complete Set for Triumph £24 12 -6

(less magneto allowance).

ALUMINIUM
WHEEL
DISCS.

handsome, clean,

35/- per wheel.

SERVICE
TAPPET

ADJUSTERS
Suit most engines.
Four assorted sizes.

8d. Post Free.

SERVICE
MIRROR

Adjustable Clip
Black N.P. mounts.

9/-
(

Post Paid.

BONNIKSEN
SPEEDOMETERS
Non-Trip Model

J4 15
TripModsl £5 5

Post Free.

Jwe•%/&£££U//iy/^a^^yq
289-293, High Holborn, London, W.C.I.

Telepiione

;

Telegrams

:

Holborn 6430. "Admittedly, London.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

Spare Parts:

JAMES Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bom
St., Ealing. [722;

J.A.P.

£14/10.—2Vjh.p. J.A.P. Lightweight.—Speechlev, 86
j

Churchfield Rd., Acton, W.3. [138!

5-6h.p. Jap-Gloria Combination, splendid condition |<

Sturrney hood, screen; £65.—Apply, 1, Ward'
Terrace, Broad Lane, South Tottenham. [137'

|

Spare Parts:

J .A. P. Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bene
St., Ealing. [722<

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam
bridge.—Complete parts for all J.A.P. models h

stock. Illustrated lists free. [883;

J.E.S-

J.E.S. Lightweights.—These machines run on tit

smell of petrol.—Gibb, Gloucester. [812i

Kingsbury.
KINGSBURY, 2 speeds, clutch, new; 42 gns.—32

j

Queen's Terrace Mews, Kensington, S.W.8. [153;
I

Lea Francis.
I A21 5h.p. Lea-Francis Solo, perfect " conditions-
it/ Evans, 125, Rugby Rd., Leamington. [189:1

LEA-FRANCIS 3Voh.p., slightly shop-soiled; £90.^!
Ratcliffe Bros ,"200, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

[987;

LEA-FRANCIS Combination 3'/2^-P- Twin J.A.P. 1

countershaft gears, chain drive, excellent condi
tion; 59 gns.—Box "8952, c/o The 3/oror Cycle. [184;

|

LEA-FRANCIS Combination, 2-speed, K.S., 1920
j

indistinguishable from new, £15 worth of equip '

ment, any trial; £70.—Dawe, 216, Portobello Rd.

North Kensington. [135*

Levis.

T3REMIER Motor Co. for 1922 -Levis. -

POPULAR 2»<ih.p. single-gear Levis, £48; Model I

2}4h.p.
r

2-speed, clutch, £58, or with kicl

starter, £60; easy payments 4% extra; carriage paii

to any address. Buy your machine direct from thi

Levis specialists.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Bir

mingham. [896;

-| Q21 Levis 2-stroke, perfect; £30.-24, Balliol Rd.
J-t/ North Kensington. [1B9(

£25.—Levis, engine'perfect, equipped, licensed.—101

Railway Mews, Ladbroke Grove, W.ll. [162:

LEVIS, new, slightly shop soiled, 2-speed gear

accept £40.—Central Garage, Southport. [189<

20 Levis, perfect condition, lamps, etc., any trial

£36.—F. Luff. 9. Victoria Rd.. Staines. [134<

LEVIS, popular model, good condition, full;

equipped; £20.—Kirk, Garage, Beckford, Glos".

[182:

"j 021 214h.p. Levis sports model, excellent order
-L«? 37 gns.—Edwards, 101, Great Portland St.v W

[187<

Olh.p. nearly new Levis, 1920, all accessories aw
&4= extras; £36; tax. paid.—365, King St., Ham
mersmith. [171f

LEVTS.—All models, by one who knows them. Call

write, or 'phone 852,—Gibb." 100 Northgate
Gloucester. [812;

(TJi Levis, all on, new Dunlop covers; £26; ex
^4 change cash and furniture.—W. E. M., 92

South St., Walworth, S.E. [145'

LEVIS 2M>h.p., 2-speed, all-chain drive; £40.-
-Newnnam Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.

W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [-1911

LEVIS POPULAR 2I4I1.P., late model, licensed

lamp, speedometer, good condition; first £32.-

Bonnycastle, 40, Warwick St., Oxford. [118'

EOR 1922 Levis, the most reliable and neatest ,2 .

stroke upon the road, send or call at Jone

Garage, The Broadway. Muswell Hill, N.10. [078:

IEVIS—Don't disturb your capital; we vi]

J supply any model on our easiest of easy terms.-

Jlolmes and Younie. Hunter's Bar. Sheffield. [206;

LEVIS. All 1922 models. Send your orders along

catalogues with pleasure.—Sam E. Claphan
(Motors), 27, Stockwell St., TGreenwich, S.E.10. [794-.

WAUCHOFE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 192:

Levis 2-stroke, £48; 3-speed model, £58; kid

start, £2 extra; easy terms and exchange; list oi

application. " [217:

DISTRICT Levis Agents for Clapham, Balaam
Streatham, Tooting, Mitcham, Wimbledon, an-

Wandsworth. Models in stock.—Knight Traction Co 1

Upper Tooting Rd., S.W. 'Phone: Streatham 239C:"*
[077;

A FEW slightly soiled 1921 Levis Models at greaU

Teduced prices, single gear from £42; 2-speeo

clutch, from £50. Write for special clearance bargati

list.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

Sjwre Parts:

LEVIS Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kays f 8. Bon

St., Ealing. [722

19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
O.K.

>K Guineas.—O.K. 2Vih-p. (
4-stroke, 1915, 2-speed,

JO lamps, iiorn, tax paid.—Smith's, 86, Chalk
arm Rd., opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station. [1015

~\J£.. Juniors.—We have Mark IX., X., XI. new
* 1921 models in stock at greatly reduced prices.
Ragles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London.

[1932
£12 downand £3 monthly buys immediate delivery

of O.K.-Junior; simple and reliable; best value
] tra-de for beginners.—Frank Whitwort-h, 139, New
t., Birmingham. [2153
yK.-VTLLIERS. late 1921, equipped lamps, mirror.
J long polished exhaust, etc., enamel, plating per-
sct, splendid condition, cost ."£56; sell £35 or- near
Jer.—Lee, 31. First Ay., Plaistow, E. [1277

Omega.
920 Omega-Jap, 2%h.p\.. 2-speed, clutch, and K.S.,

fully equipped; £45.—The Layton Garages, 30,
ohwell St., Oxford. [2130

"VMEGA.—Don't disturb
,
your capital; we wUl

f supply any model on oiir easiest of easy terms.—
[olmes and Younie, Hunter's' Bar, Sheffield. [2064

Q21 Omega-Jap 2%'h.p. '. engine (No.- 207725), 2-

-«7 speed, kick' start, hand clutch, original tyres,
illy equipped, enamelling; plating unscratched, "good
i new; £45.-128, London' Rd., King's Lynn. [1525

"\MEGA 1922 Models; prices from 53 gns.—Write
J for catalogue London Motors, 61, Holborn Via-
ucfc, E.C. Your old machine taken in part payment,
•T cash, or on deferred terms. Sole distributing A.gent
>r

lTORFOLK, Northamptonshire, Huntingdonshire,
* Cambridgeshire, Hampshire, Rutlandshire, Bed-
irdshire, Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire,
uffolk, Essex, Hertfordshire, -Sussex, Surrey, Kent,
itb the exception of 20 mile' radius of London.

[2105
P. and M.

IQ18 3V.h.p. P. and M., 2-speed, clutch, kick start;
L«/ £37.-56, Park Lane, Kidderminster. [1495

3. and M., 1918, overhauled, perfect, all on. easy
L_ terms; £48.-38. Sheriff Rd„ W Hampstead. N.W.6.

[1497
" ATE P. and M. Combination, as new; £55.-59.
-i Palfrey Place, Dorset Rd.. Clapham Rd., S.W.8.

[1680

£42/10^—P. and M. Combination, R.A.F. model,
late tvpe, fine puller.—8, High St., Wandsworth

[1756

?. and M. 1918, good condition, lamps, horn, etc.;
£40.—Cherriman, Dragons Green, Shiplev, Sus-

?x. [1629

3. and M. Combination, late type, good running
- order, needs chain guard; £45.—94b, High Rd.,
ast Finchley. [1611

3. and M. C.B. Combination, 1918, tax, insurance
paid, any trial; nearest £55.—25, Ashbury

d., Battersea, [1784

£40.-1919 P. and M., perfect condition, equipped,
as new "first, licensed 1922.—122, Lower Mort-

ke Rd., Richmond. [1242

I Q16 P. and M., re-enamelled 1920 colours, abso-
L«J lately as new throughout, fullv insured; £55.
-14,1 Church Rd., Hackney, N.l. [9338

D. and M. Combination, 1912, 2-speed, kick start,
-- all on, condition excellent; £29.—Owen, 59,

cholefield Rd., Upper Holloway. [2068

?-. and M. Combination, 1917, in thoroughly good
condition, new sidecar body, new tyres, all round,

imps: horn, etc., £56.-60, Caithness Rd., Mitcham.
[1371

rO Insure Easter Delivery order your 1922 P. and
M. now from the specialist agent, Lewis M.

aman. Durham Rd., Seaforth, Liverpool. 'Phone:
Waterloo 296. [5097

921 P.- and M., mileage about 1,000, enamel and
plating excellent, tyres unmarked, 140 miles to

tllon, perfect, seen Reading; £65.—Lavin, Old House,

inning, Berks. [1208

>. and M. 1920 Combination, latest type, kick start,

- very good order; £87; exchanges—Newnham
<rtor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd, W.6. 'Phone

:

ammersmith 80. [1917

3. and M. Solos, ex R.A.F., £35: Combinations,
£50; the machines are late models rebuilt and

laranteed perfect.—Voltaire Motor Works, 4, Voltaire

,d., Clapham Rd. Station, London, S.W.4. [9067

921 P- and M. combination, Lucas lamps and horn,

aluminium number plates, demonstration
lodel, absolutely as new; 109 gns; deferred payments
r exchanges.—Edwards, 101, Great Portland St., W.

[1883

lTEW 3l/2h.p. P. and M., 2-speed, solo; £20 down,
* 12 payments of £5/10. Combination, best side-

ir, £25 down, 12 payments of £7. All carriage paid,

akers' guarantee. Catalogues post free.—Rideezi

ales, Ltd., 103, Oxford St., W. [1973

I Q20 P. and M. combination, fully equipped, speedo-
L*7 meter, all tools, spares, mudshields, luggage
rid, etc., tax paid for 1922, perfect condition; £85.

—

iordon R. Croxford, The Motor Cycle House, 461,
rpper Richmond Rd., S.W.14. 'Phone: Richmond 522.

[1861

THREE
STRAIGHT
LINES.

TO MEET THE CUT PRICE SPIRIT
OF THE TIMES.

1 The Latest & Best
TO SUIT ANY MACHINE.

BARGAIN
BEITISH MADE.

Money

Back

Bargain

A BRITISH
PROPOSITION

Produced to sell and compete
with slump prices, disposal
stock and foreign importations.

SPEAKSFOR
ITSELF

POST
FREE 25/~
AP0CKET PROPOSITION

UNIQUE DESIGN & INDISPENSABLE
POST FREE, MONEY BACK BARGAIN

MURDEN PAGE IF
2.1. l~rOKTlirlER STREET, VW. ) .

^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

Syare Parts

:

P. and M. Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [7219

P.
and M. Spares stockist, every part stocked

;

cheap.—Inman, Durham Rd., Seaforth, Liverpool.
[1289

P. and M. Spares.—Rims, 5/-; sprockets. 48 teeth,
3/6; brake drums, 3/6; see repairers' column.—

Bert Bradford and Co., 25, Coronation Rd., Bristol.

f2103
Peugeot.

11.—Peugeot 3%h.p.
( A.I.V., running order.—61,

Grand Parade, . Harringay. [1970

Precision.
O 3h.p. precision, 2-speed and sidecar, all on, run-
ty4 ning; £25, or near.—Holland, 74, Beaufort
St., Southchurch, Southend-on-Sea. [1729

PRECISION, 3^/ih.p., Bosch. Amac, variable gear.
K.S., recently overhauled, Rood tyres, guaranteed

in perfect running order; £24/10.—Cooper, Abbey
Farm, Lubbesthorpe, Leicester. [1295

Premier.
PREMIER Combination, coachbuilt sidecar, 3V>h.p.,

new hub gears, 1914; £40.—Mitchell, Mumby
Vicarage, Alford, Lines. . [1133

13 2 I,4h.p. Premier, in sound condition; £14/10.—
26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone, Brixton 1292.

L1943
Spare l^arts

:

PREMIER Parts.—I have the original stock.—Alf.
Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner, Coventry.

'Phone: 1945. , [1938

Quadrant.
QUAD11ANT *100 4i/,hp. Combination. delivery

from stock,—Frank Whitworth, Ltd., Distributers
139, New St., Birmingham. [0767

QUADRANT 1922 .models in stock. Prompt deli-
.very-, solo or. combination.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16,

Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone:
Avenue 5548. ' '

----, „ „- .- [0071

T^TAUCHOPE-S, ,9,
,
Shoe Lane,.London.r-New 1922

»t Quadrant Motor Cycles, all chain-solo,-£85; side-
car combination, £105;' easy payments and exchange;
list on application. JPhone : Holborn 5777. [2182

'.' -
• Radco.

3ih.p, Radco, as new; £25.—H. C, 14a, East St.,
* ,. Faversham, Kent. • -;.:.. [1224 .

£19/10.—Radco 2i,4h.p., 2-stroke, 1919 model, acces-
sories, -1922 tax paid, handy little mount.—8,

High .St., Wandsworth.
,

r1754

TVTEW 1922 Radco Lightweights,- all- fitted with.
-Li the new 2V2h.p. 247 c.c. engine, now in stock;
single gear, £35/14.; 2,speed, £42;'2-speed clutch, kick
starter, £47/5; easy payments 4% extra.—Premier
Motor Co.. Aston Rd., Birmingham. [8964

Haleigh
T3REMIER Motor Co. for. 1922 Raleighs.

IMMEDIATE Delivery of 5-6h. p., -spring frame de-
tachable wheels, £130; standard sidecar, £35- De

Luxe sidecar, £42; early delivery of the new Raleigh
lightweight. £68; easy payments 4% extra.—The Premier
Motor Co.. Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0626
3h.p. Raleigh motor cycle, magneto, B.B.; bargain

£7/19/6.—Littleover Works. Derby. F1275

RALEIGH.—Immediate delivery of 1922 models
Cash, exchange, or deferred payments.—Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [7230

T> ALEIGH.—Immediate delivery all models; ex-
-*-V changes or deferred.—Edwards, 50, Harrington
Rd., South Kensington. [1954

RALEIGH 5-6h.p. Combination, late 1921, equal
new, hot soiled, electric lighting, licensed,

equipped, any trial; £135.—Hughenden, High St.,
Weybridge. [1239

RALEIGH—2";'
4h. p., 3h.p., and 5-6h.p. solos and

combinations from £68. Cash or deferred pay-
ments; old machine taken in part payment.—London
Motors, 61, Holborn Viaduct, E.C. 'Phone : City
4230. [2105

T> ALEIGH 5-6h.p. flat twin models in stock; £130.
-tV The most comfortable motor cycle in the world,
deliveries anywhere, any time; best prices allowed on
second-hand machines.—Newnham Motor Co., Raleigh
Specialists, 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone

:

Hammersmith 80 [1904

RALEIGH 2^4h.p and 3h.p. models for immediate
delivery; the finest lightweight on the market;

demonstration models in stock; catalogue on request;
exchanges; distance no object.—Newnham Motor Co,,
Raleigh Specialists, 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
**Phone : Hammersmith 80. [1903

Reading Standard.
"D EADING Standard combination, 1920, dynamo
J-V lighting, sidecar repainted, engine overhauled;
£80.—Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchley Rd., Hamp-
stead. 7822. [1760

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycles advertised by mivate owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Reading=Standard.

READING STANDARD lOh.p., new March, 1920,

Giindlay De Luxe sidecar, hood, windscreen, kick

start, 3 speeds, dynamo lighting, speedometer, Tan-
Sad pillion, many spares, in excellent condition, just

overhauled, an exceptionally reliable family outfit;

£110; tax paid.—40, Downscourt Rd., Pulley, Surrey.
[1171

Rex.

REX 5-6h.p. Twin, Bosch magneto, perfect order;

£12.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [1805

BEX- 2"«;h.p., magneto, B.B.; £10/10, bargain, first

XX deposit—179, York Rd., Islington. [1519

« 16 —3i,;,h.p. Rex, sloping tank, Grado gear, good

o& running order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford

1 Q13 6h.p. Rex coachbuilt Combination. 2-speed,

XV engine overhauled; £42.-6, Talbot Rd.. Alex-

andra Park. rl261

Qlli.p, Re.v, watertight magneto, B. and B.. new
1)2 T T bars, nearly new tyres and belt, running

order; £12.-Middleton, -35, Millais St., Albany Rd..

Camberwell, S.E.5. ,

l15il

T)IX Twin Combination, 7-9h.p., mechanically per-

il feet (coachbuilt sidecar); cash. £50; owner

ordered abroad.-Capt. Holdsworth, Evendon s Lane

Wokingham, Berks. L10 "

1Q13 Rex-Jap Combination, Roo clutchl ««tw
XU horn. etc.. good tyres and m splendid Tunning

order; price £35. or near ofler.-DunwelU Garaigi.

Wigan. Tel.: 328. I
07 "4

TO 22 Rex-Acme; book your orders now for all

XU models, early delivery can be given of the

8h n Blackburne engine, all chain drive, 3-speed,

clutch kick "tarter. Model G, detachable and .inter-

changeable wheels; complete with
.
luxurious MfJecM

at £150; catalogues, with pleasure-Sam E. Clapham

(Motors), 27, Stockwe'.I St., Greenwich, S.E.10. [2082

Rover.

1 d120 5-6h.p. Rover Combination, all-chain drive;

XV £75.—24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [1593

ROVER 1920 Combination, perfect condition, new-

tyres, equipped; £85.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd
S.W.7. L900^

1 Q21 6h.p. Rover, in perfect condition, 3-speed,

XV clutch, K.S., T.T. bars, good tyres-; *Sf--C.
Snook, East Morden, Dorset. i 1^
ROVER 1921 3iAh.p., single-speed, T.T. modeh new

machine, slightly shop-soiled; £75.-P. J. Evans

John Bright "St., Birmingham. i
l?.r

/»h.p. Rover, 2-seater, 3 speeds, reverse, hood wmd-
D screen, excellent running order, tax paid; £20.—
Sales, Oakleigh Villas, New Rd„ Ascot.

.
[16° 5

31hp TT Rover 1919, Phihpson, excellent con-

2 d'ition, in perfect tune and very fast, acces-

sories; £45.-Kinsey and Co., 350, Lower Addiscombe

Rd., Croydon. C 1 *83

ROVER, W.D. 1918, and sidecar, 5-61l.p. J.A.P.,

lamps, horn, mudshields, etc., in good running

order, tax and insurance pair; £70.—Caldecott, 2.

West Hill. Henley-on-Thames. [2055

ROVER 1921 3l/,h.p., chain drive, with Rover

coachbuilt sidecar, mew condition; £105; ex-

changes.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [1921

Sua re Pfi rts :

ROVER Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kays. 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [7225

Royal Ruby.

ROYAL RUBY 1919 8h.p. Combination, splendid

running order; £92.—Marshall, 126a, High St.,

Slough. I1299

1 O 2 8h.p. Royal Ruby Combination, expensively

Xtf equipped, as new; 86 gns.; taxed—67, Fernlea

Rd., Balham. [2°40

QJih. p. Royal Ruby, 2-stroke, nearly new condition,

*4 all on, Tan-Sad, Klaxon, tax paid; cost £75;

accept £40.-4, Gaywood Rd., Walthamstow. [1197

-I <1 15 Royal Ruby, 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, lamps,

XV etc., good tyres, tax paid for year, ride away,

bargain; £27,—Norman, Riverside, Wilton, Nr. Salis-

bury. U827
ROYAL Ruby 1920 8h.p. Combination, screen,

electric light, very nice order; £115; exchanges.

—Newnham Motor Co., 2^3, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
•Phone: Hammersmith 80. [1914

ROYAL RUBY Combination, windscreen, speedo-

meter, lamps, Klaxon, Tan-Sad; the whole lot

new to clear for £125.— 3, Eldon Villas, Brdwnlow
Rd., Church End, Finchley. [1698

"I Q19 Royal Ruby, 250 c.c. J.A.P., engine recently
XV tuned by makers, 2-speed, C.S., electric light-
ing, fast and reliable, tax paid; £48, or near offer.

—

8. Blackwell, 106, London Rd., Reading. [1632

Rudge.
DUDGE I.O.M. 1921, as new, lamps, complete; £61.
-tV —Longney, Oswestry. [1254

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—3>/>h.p.

I.O.M. Rudge, 1920; £50. [2183

RUDGE I.O.M., fully equipped; £65.—Ratcliffe
Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [9879

SOME NEW
1922MODELS
In addition to the following, we have many
other machines of various makes available
for quick delivery. Complete list sent
upon request.

MOTORCYCLES
B.S.A., ij h.p., Model Hz, all-chain . . ..£110
B.S.A., 4}h.p., Model K2, chain-cum-belt .. £107
B.S.A., 6 h.p., Model E, Combination . . £164
LEVIS, ^ J h.p., Model S, ;-speed, clutch .. £58
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., Model H, Combination £170
MATCHLESS, S h.p., Model H, 2-seater . . £175 10
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., Model J, Sports Combina-

tion , . . £160
A.J.S., 7 h.p., Combination .. - . .. £175
N.U.T., 5 h.p., Model M £110
NEW IMPERIAL, 8| h.p., 1 speeds, all-chain £73
QUADRANT, .iJ h.p. Combination, all-chain £105
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2j h.o., Model 200 . . £55
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2 J- h'.p., Model 201, with

kick-starter £57
ROYAL ENFIELD, S h.p. Combination . . £140
ROYAL ENFIELD, 8 h.p. Combination, with

Magdyno lighting £158
RUDGE-MULTI, 3J h.p., I.O.M. Model ... £77
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Model H. chain-cum-belt. . £105
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model S.D., all-chain ..£115
TRIUMPH, 2} h.p.. Junior Model .. . . £65
ZEN1TH-BRADSHAW, 3 V h.p., Model A,

Graduagear .. £113
B.S.A., 4j h.p., Model Hi, Combination . . £142
METRO-TYLER, 2j h.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds.. £55
ALLON, 23 h.p., 2-stroke. 2 speed's, clutch and

kick-starter £60
ARIEL, 3; h.p., Sports Model .. £87 10

LIGHT CARS
ROVER, S h.p., 2-cylintIer, 3 speeds, dynamo

lighting, hood, screen, spare wheel and
tyre, horn, etc £220

BAYL'ISS-THOMAS, 10 h.p., 4 -cylinder, 3

speeds,' dynamo lighting, hood, screen,

spare wheel and tyre, horn, etc.. . . . £315

EXCHANGES ARRANGED
The used machines detailed below have been
carefully overhauled , and our guarantee is

issued with each.

SECONDHAND
A.J.S., 1921, 7 h.p. Combination, $ speeds, _

clutch and kick-starter, Lucas Magdyno
lighting. As new . . .

.

DOUGLAS, 1918, 4 h.p. Combination, 3
speeds, clutch, and kick-starter

NORTON, 1915, 3* h.p., Model B.S., Phillipson

pulley . . . . . . ....
N.U.T., 1920, si h.p. Twin, 3 speeds, ciutch

and kick-starter, Lucas Magdyno lighting.

Swan Sporting sidecar .

.

. .
-

P. & M., 1920, 3I h.p., 2 speeds, clutch and
"kick-starter, lamps, horn, speedometer,
and new Millford Skiff sidecar

DOUGLAS, 1920, 2J h.p., 3 speeds, lamps,
and horn ...

RUDGE-MULT!, 1921, 3A h.p., lamps, me-
chanical horn

MATCHLESS, 1921, 8 h.p. Combination, 3

speeds, clutch and kick-starter, spare
wheel, dynamo lighting, electric horn,
speedometer ....

VELOCETTE, 1919, ^i h.p., 2-stroke, 2

speeds, all-chain drive, lamps, and horn
B.S.A., 1919, 4 h.p. Combination, 3 speeds,

clutch and kick-starter, lamps, horn,
speedometer, hood, screen, luggage grid

£160

£85

£55

£115

£90

£57

£63

£150

\

£35

DEFERRED PAYMENTS
With very few exceptions we can supply any
machine for settlement by instalments at an
extra charge of 4% only. A deposit of one-
fourth is sufficient to secure delivery, and the
payments Can extend over a period of 12
months.

THE EASTERN GARAGE CO.
(Official Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A., & M.U.)

418 ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E.7.

Telephone 490 East Ham.
Telegrams " Egaraco, London .*'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

£22/10.—Rudge, 3V'h.p., fine machine, any t-ri; I

Speechley, 86, Churchfield Rd., Acton, W.3. I

[if
LATE 1921 Rudge-Multi, small mileage, new app I

ance; 60 gns; equipped.—Norton, Wall He E

Dudley. [2

RUDGE-MULTI I.O.M , 1921, lamps, Kla I

speedometer, as new; £65 offers.—84, Clan
j

Rd., Hackney. [2

1 Q20 Rudge, SK-h.p., in good condition, lar
XtJ horn, etc.; £60, or near offer.—37, Brook I

High Wycombe. [1 I

"I Q21 Rudge Multi, 3 l/>h.p. I.O.M. (nearly m\
J-«7 lamps, horn, tax paid; £67/10.—365, K
St., Hammersmith. . [1 1

"I Q22 I.O.M. Rudge-Multis in stock at the la
J- *J reduced prices, £77.—Jones Garage, Broads
Muswell Hill, N.10. [0

"1 Q 14 5Voh.p. Rudge-Multi, in nice condition,
J-f paid, lamps, horn; , bargain, £30.—62a, ?

St., Woodbridge, Suffolk. [1<

"I Q12 3^.p. Clutch Rudge, tax paid, good r
-L^/ ning order; nearest £18/10.—Sealey,

Princes Avenue, Watford. [1

3.1.h.p. Rudge, fixed gear, re-enamelled, first c

2 order, tyres good; £29.—Shepherd, Enf
Highway. Waltham X 31. [0

|

RUDGE-MULTI, brand new, unused, I.O.M. mot
69 gns.—Longman Bios., Bond St., Ealing. 'Ph

689- Exchange considered. [21
j

T.T. Rudge-Multi, 1919-20, special finish, I.O.I
tax paid December, 1922; 55 gns.—21, Mos

Gardens, Kensal Rise, N.W.10. [2<

3 i'n. p. Rudge Multi Combination, splendid c

2 dition, any trial; £45. Seen by appointing—G. P. C, 7, Florence Terrace, Ealing* W.5. [1'

I.O.M. Rudge-Multi 3V-h.p. 1919, excellent c
dition, recently overhauled, accessories; £45.—

K

sey and Co., 550, Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon
[14

COMBINATION 5-6h.p. 1921 Rudge-Multi, Millf
sidecar, iully equipped, tax, insurance, perfe

£80 or near.—Woollard. 74, Minford Gardens, W.l'
\n

RUDGE 1922 models for immediate delivery;

changes anywhere.—Newnham Motor Co., 2
1

Hammersmith Ad., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith
[IS

TJUDGE-MULTI 1922 S^h.p., T.T., Isle of Ml
JLV model. New price, £77.—Elce, Ltd.. 15- I

Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phon
Avenue 5548- [0C

5-6h.p. Rudge-Multi Coachbuilt Combination, spli

•did condition, lamp sets, Klaxon, spares, engi

just overhauled, guaranteed perfect throughout; £!

—128, Loudon Rd., King's Lynn. [15

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 19

3',i>h.p. Rudge, sloping tank, I.O.M., £77; a

model supplied; write for list; easy terms arrange
second-hand machines taken in exchange. [21

RUDGE I.O.M. 1920 Combination. 3Vih.p., w:

Montgomery 1921 sidecar, in perfect conditii

lamps, Klaxon, spare tube, belt, knee grips, kitf"

tools, in excellent order throughout; offered for qui

=ale. owner buying a car; £60.—Fryer, Leominster.
[12

Spare Parts

:

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Ca
bridge.—All Rudge parts in stock. Compli

illustrated lists post free. [88

Scott.

SCOTTS, either model. West of England Aseut
Gibb, 100, Northgate. Gloucester. 'Phone:. 8i

[81

1Q22 Scott Models in stock, complete; £110: (

J-t' livered free. -Millard's, Scott Agents. Chest<

field. [42

F.O.C.H. have a 1920 Scott, brand new conditio

also 1914 and 1920 combinations.—5, Heath S
Hampstead. (Near Tube.) [15

BRAND New 1922 Model Scott; owing to financi

difficulties, must sell at once; £95 secures.—B'

8926, c/o The Motor Cycle, [121

SCOTT 1920 and 2-seater Sidecar, hood, scree

speedometer; £85, bargain.—25, Upper Ea
Smithfield, near Tower Bridge. [H

T Q20 Scott Combination, lamps, horn, Eastir
J- *J luggage grid, perfect condition £95.-48. As

ford Rd., Wit-hington, Manchester. [13'1

SCOTT, 3^ih.p., running order, Bosch. Bin!

Renulds. lamps, etc. ; £27 ; evenings.—8, Han
gate Av., Sedgley Park, Manchester. U 6;

RECONDITIONED Scott Combination, 1921 ge

and engine parts, lamps, generators, Mr
Stewart, tax paid, insured; offers.—W., 29, Wrotha

Rd., Grave-send. [u
SOUTH London Scott Service Depot.— 'Phone Crc

don 1129 for demonstration runs; immediate c

liverv; prices from £105.—John R. Kinsey and Cj

Ltd , 350-352, Lower Addiscombe Rd.. Croydcn. [83.

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P.).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

»50 Triumph lightweight, new October 1921, not
V done 100 miles, Lucas horn, absolutely as new,
sy payments 4% extra.—Premier Motor Co., Aston
}'., Birmingham. [1984
h.p. 1914 Triumph Combination, MIlls-Fulford

coachbuilt sidecar, hood, windscreen, stored
ring war, in excellent condition; highest above £60
:ures.—Dodd, Stanton St. John, nr. Oxford. [1360
• ih.p. Triumph, T.T. bars, new tyres and belt,
'2 long exhaust, lamps, speedometer, Tan-Sad,
;t overhauled and repainted, a tine reliable sporting
nunt; £45.—Write R. Clarke, Victoria St., Burton-
-Trent. [1606
yAUCHOPE'S, .9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1922
V Triumphs, 4h.p., all chain models, 3-speed, £115;
.p., chain and belt, £105; 2'4h.p. 2-stroke model,
35; 4h.p. combination, £145; easy terms and ex-
ange. 'Phone: Holbein 5777. [2lat

921 4h.p. Triumph, Model H., 3-speed, clutch,
kick starter, full equipment, tax paid Uecem-

r, 1922. guaranteed perfect, late property of naval
Qcer; £88 ur nearest.—Seen. Sam E. Clapliam (Motors),

, Stcckwell St., Greenwich, S.E.10. [2083

1RIUMPH, Model H, eng. 63,910, mileage 3,000,
. appearance new, perfect condition and tune, tax

id 10 December, lamps, "horn, Tan-Sad, foot clutch,
exikas, tools; a machine vou'Il be proud to own;
17, or near.—16, Howard Rd., Penge, S.E.20. [1139

h.p. Triumph Model H (new from makers Christ-
- mas, 1919), engine 66585, semi-T.T. bars, Bonnik-
0, Lucas lamps and horn, including large amount
tools, accessories, and spares, extremely well-kept

schine, in splendid condition, full tax paid and
surance till December; £85; viewed after 7 p.m.

—

talmann, Thursiord, Cedar Rd., Sutton, Surrey.
[1637

Sparc Parts :

TRIUMPH Spares; immediate deliver v.—Kays. 8,

. Bond St., Ealing. [3615

IERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St.. Cam-
bridge.—The Triumph Experts. Complete illus

ated lists post free. [8841

'OMPLETE stock Triumph a-nd Sturmey-Archer
J spares, no waiting.—Ward's, 51, Upper Rich-
ood Rd.. Putney. 'Phone: Putney 2754. [1159

TRIUMPH Spares in stock; illustrated list free;

. orders despatched by return.—W. Brandish and
tns, Triumph Garage, 625, Foleshill Rd., Coventry.

[1044
TRIUMPH 1919, C.S. centres, perfect, £2/2/6;
- front forks, £3/12/6; B.B. stays, £2/5; top,

/6. Tanks, equal new, £1/17/6. Quantity engine
;,rts. Clearance.—Below.

~\OUGLAS 4h.p. 1919 ' Engine gear, frame, 'new
-J 1921 forks, wheels, tank, H bar, chassis, all

•ifect; £30 or separate. Quantity engine and gear
.rts. Clearance. State wants. letters only. All
laranteed perfect.—Powell, Linslade Villas, Dorset
1, Eltham, S.E.9. [2032

PRIUMPH Agents since 1906.—All Triumph" Spares
*- at new reduced prices from stock; principal Bir-
.ingham agents and service depot.—Premier Motor
0., Aston Rd., Birmingham. 10798
TRIUMPH Spare Parts for all models; also

Sturmey-Archer £ear parts from stcck, post free;
ar overhaul , by specialist.—Jones Garage, Triumph
3en

J

;s, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. [0809

TRIUMPH stockists. Many cheap lines. Write for
- bargain list.—Light Car and Motor Cycle En-
tering Co., Ltd., 26, Tulse Hill. Brixton. 'Phone:
"ixton 1292 (V- minute from Brixton Skating Rink.)

[1946
)HILIPSON Pulley with handle-bar control, off

Rover (as new"), 90/-; another, fits Qfeh.p.
iumph, new back flange, 70/-; Triumph clutch
leel, fitted new belt drum, new axle and cones,
tli stays and controls, 80/-; Triumph clutch wheel,
lys, controls, brake parts, and pedalling gear, etc.,

'/-.—Dalbv. Triumph Specialist, Baker St., Spark-
11, Birmingham. (D) [1375
[TRIUMPH Parts, 1904-21, every part in stock, new
- or second-hand. Why not second-hand in place
new till prices drop? Half the price, satisfaction

laranteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph
pairs and renovations a speciality, under personal
ipervision of our proprietor, late with Triumph and
remier cycle companies, Cylinder regrinding on
test machinery.—Forfiekl Motors, Forfield Place,
eamington Spa, [7361

Trump.
VAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Trump-

rfap, 2^4h.p. engine, £60 ; easy terms and
change. [2187

Velocette.
/"ELOCETTE 1921, dynamo lighting, etc., perfect;

£45.-11, Brooksville Avenue, N.W.6. [1863

922 Velocette.—Immediate delivery of any model
from Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-

im. [8965

\/"AUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—All 1922
* Velocette models supplied on easy terms and
change. [2188

02l Velocette 2 1
/ih.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, not done

•7 200 miles; fullv equipped and perfect in every
^pect; £50 cash.—The Lavton Garages, 30, Holywell
., Oxford. . [2132

_ The Juno Cycle I

I
and Motor Co., _

Proprietors

;

METROPOLITAN MACHINISTS Co., Ltd. B
248, BISH0PSGATE, LONDON, E.C.2. m

TELE
PHONE : BISHOPSGATE 2193.
GRAMS : QUILLS AVE LONUU.1

ESTABLISHED OVER FORTY YEAT<S: B

The Pickof the Bunch!
m

A.J.S., ARIEL, CHATER
LEA, DOUGLAS,'
ENFIELD, INDIAN,

'

LEVIS, MATCHLESS, B

RALEIGH, RUDGE,
SUN.

Any of the above Motor Cycles or g
Combinations can be supplied on our _
well-known GRADUAL PAYMENT

SYSTEM.
Particulars on Application. '

.

Further Sidecar Reductions;
"

WATSONIAN. Sidecars for P1|- 1
Lightweights, very light and X X O _
sporty. - - -CASH
MILLS FULFORD. jCOA
Corvette. A sidecar for the SCfciTf
connoisseur! - -CASH"

All Sidecars can be supplied

on monthly payments. "

Sidecar Bodies, Sandum or Venus,
—

from £5 15 0. -

Underslung or step chassis from £7. _

Accessories at Reduced Prices. _
£ s. e.

Easting Screens 3 18

Cameo „ 2 15

Bluemels, 1921 3 10

Orto Hoods - 3 5

Spring Shackles,

set of four - 6 6

R&HLamp Sets 1 12

Fleece- lined

. Leather
Gauntlets 14 9

W. S. R. Jets,

all sizes 8/6&10 6

£ s. <f.

Watford Speed-
ometeis,srie;ht-

1 y soiled,
guaranteed - 4 15

Renolds Cham
I X J per ft. -

a 11 spares in

stock.

6 1

1 10

15

Tan-Sads

Austin Seats

B&B Light-
weight Car-
buretters, win-
dow soiled - 2 10

FREE.
Call or write for
80 pp. Illustrated List

with all latest price
reductions.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Velocette.

O 11?,^ ,T^
ur Velocette from G. H. Tucker, Redclifie" Hill, Bristol, carriage paid to any address in Eng-

land; your mount taken in part payment for one of
these wonderful machines.— 'Phone : 4042 Bristol.

A STOUNDING value.—Not shop-soiled old stoclfbut
-"-»- brand new 1921 Velocette models 0.2, delivered
from makers' works in January, latest improvements
both brakes internal expanding, 2-speed, chain drive-
£55 carries makers' full guarantee; easy payments onlv
4% extra.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmin»-ham - [1935

Verus.

1Q21 Verus-Blackburne, 2",h.p., complete, lamps
-«-" horn; £51.—Cross. Agent, Rotherham. T_2123

1 Q21 4h.p. Verus-Blackburne, 3 speeds, clutch, K.S.,J-" absolutely as new; 75 ens.—Edwards, 101.
Great Portland St., W. [1882

"CO20 Verus 2 r;ih.p., 2 speeds, clutch, kick start,
-*-*' excellent condition, guaranteed; £38/10 —
Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone, Hampstead 1353.

[1997
~l Q20 23,4h.p. Verus-Blackburne. 2-speed clutchJ-«^ lamps horn, disc wheels, etc., first-class order'
tax paid; £55.—Shepherd. Enfield Highway. 'Phone'
Waltham Cross 31. [0799
"I Q21 Verus 4h.p. Blackburne 3-speed, clutch, k.s.,
-L(' mechanical oil pump, ace discs, etc., excellent
condition; 63 gns. ; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards
50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [195G
I Q20 Verus 2i/,h.p., single-speed, good as new, elec-

, :
nc f'Ent outfit, good accessories, suit overalls

(5ft. 6in.), insurance, tax paid; lot cost over £75-
£45; appointment only -Schofield. 25, Santos Rd

'

Wandsworth. S.W.18, [1020

Villiers.

V"ILL1ERS 2-stroke, smart, discs, equipped; £28"
» part exchange Douglas or 3'/.h.p._10, Plover St'
Hackney Wick. L1639

White and Poppe.
O10/10.-3i,ih.p. W. and P., Bosch magneto.-cV Speechley, 86, Churchfield Rd., Acton. W.3. [1387

Wolf.
TX/"OLF, believed 1916, 2%h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed." licensed, good running order; £19, carriage paid.—Liddell, 163, Rntherglen Rd., Glasgow. [1444

Wooler.
£28.—Wooler 2%h.p., 2-stroke, variable gear, lamps,

splendid condition.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton.
[1632

"I Q21 Wooler, 2-''ih.p., equipped, negligible mileage.
A*/ absolutely as new, tax paid; £49.—Broadway
Garage, Tooting. [1652

1 Q21 Wooler Motor Cycle, shop-soiled, complete
-i-t/ with lamps and horn; £65.—Allen and Binns,
Ltd., GIossop Rd., Sheffield. [1293

Yale.
(T-9h.p. Yale Twin Combination, smartest and fastest
* machine on the road, perfect condition, expert
examination and trial allowed; £95; new Morgan
wanted.—S. C. Hudson, " St. Helier," Village Rd..
Bush Hill Park, N. [1146

Zenith.

ALLAN GRTJZELIER, Specialist in Zenith Motor.
Cycles.

SEND me your^ requirements, either new or second-
hand ; immediate delivery can be given.

T> EPAIR.S, overhauls, tuning, and spare parts.

ALLAN GRTJZELIER, Ulster Chambers, 168, Re
gent St., Regent 205. Service depot and show-

rooms : Knight and Wheatley's Garage, Coulsdon.
Purley 2377. [2117

ZENITH 5h.p., new, shop-soiled, clutch model; £85.
—Smith, 18, Hardman St.. Liverpool. [1131

KA GNS.—1920 5h.p. Sports Zenith, well equipped.
O 1/ —28, Sheen Gate Gardens, S.W.14. [1196

QQ gns.—5h.p. Sports Zenith, late model, equipped.
Otf exchange.—49, We*. St., Hackney.- [173^

-1 Q22 Zenith 3V-:h.p. Bradshaw, Gradua gear, shop
-Lt/ soiled only; £98.—Tippen, Marden, Kent.

[1570

ZENITH Model D Sports, fullv equipped; £100.—
Ratcliffe Bros.. 200. Gt. Portland St., W.l.

. [9874
WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1922

Zenith-Bradshaw, 3Vih.p., £113; easy terms
and exchange. [2189

5 h.p. Zenith sports, brand new, with maker's guar-
antee; 73 gns., listed £110.—Edwards, 101, Great

Portland St., W. [1875

ZENITH-BRADSHAW 1922 models in stock; £113;
liberal exchanges.—Eagles and Co., 275, High

St., Acton, London. [1934

ZENITH late 1919 3!&h.p. Sporting Single, splendid
condition, lamps and horn, any inspection; £55.

—Tippen, Marden, Kent. [9064

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A37

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

ZENITH-Bradsha-w, 1922, absolutely as new, not run
500 miles, very great bargain, 92 gns.—Julian,

84, Broad St., Reading. [1980

ZENITH 6h.p. Coaelibuilt Combination, Gradual gear

and clutch, good lamps, new tyres; £38,' 10.—

-

27, Sidmoutb St., Devizes. ,[1683

ffttANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Uir-
B- mingbam, for immediate delivery from stock of
Zenith-Bradshaw; price £119. [0711

I^.O.C.H. for Zeniths.—Latest models in stock; also

1920 8b.p. countershaft combination.—5, Heath
St., Hampstead. (Near Tube.) [1575

rVE-N'ITH-BRADSHAW.-Bambers are official agents;
*J exchanges a speciality; deferred payments.—2,

Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. " [7240

"I
Q21 8h.p. Sports Zenith; lamps, born, speedometer,

Xf/ licensed 1922, insurance; £85.—West Sussex
Motor Co., 'Portland Rd., Worthing. 'Phone 272.

[1300

BARGAINS, 8-10h.p. o.h.v. Special Racing Zenith

1915, guaranteed, numerous extras, really hot

stuff, absolutely perfect condition, like new, photo,

seen, tried; 80 gns.—Below.

UNDER List Price, any model supplied, new, from
Zeniths.—Write, Barton, Coin, Fairlord^ [9111

LONGMAN Bros., Bond St., Ealing. Tel., 689.—
Sole district Zenith agents, specialists in repairs

and tuning. All. models for immediate delivery. Cash,

exchange, or deferred payments. [9909

CTh.p. Zenith, Gradua countershaft, coachbuilt com-
" binatlon, 1914, stored war, latest colours, elec-

tric light, excellent condition, any trial; £52.-41,
Sedgemere Avenue, East Fincbley. . [9339

ZENITH-BRADSHAW 1922 models for immediate
delivery; best prices allowed on- second-hand

machines.—Newnham Motor -Co., 223, Hammersmith
- Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [1909

-| Q21 Zenith Sports 5b. p., brand new and unused,
It/ maker's full guarantee, listed £110; our price

73 gns.; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50, Har-
rington Rd.. South Kensington. [1957

ZENITH Late 1921 8h.p. Combination, unscratched,

3 Lucas lamps and generators, Easting wind-

screen, spare belt, 1922 tax paid, mileage about 800,

smart outfit.—Beecher, 5, Parade, Canterbury. [1150

1 Q22 Zenith-Bradshaw in stock for immediate de-
If; livery; £118; cash, exchange, or extended pay-

ments.—Allen-Bennett Motor Co., Ltd., 9-10-11, Royal
Paindei London Rd.. West Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon
2450. , ,

- [0734

ZENITH 6h.p. Sports, originally 1913, all worn'

parts replaced, and whole recently overhauled by
makers, new belt, good tyres, lamp, Binks, Bosch,
'"licence paid; £45.—Cardew, 66, Melbury Gardens,
Wimbledon. [1478

BARKER'S Motors can supply 1922 Zeniths, all

models, at list prices, and give an insurance
policv against mechanical breakdown for - 12 months
free. Cash, deferred or exchanges.—194, Balham High
Rd., S.W.12. [1210

8h.p. 1920 Zenith countershaft coachbuilt Combina-
tion, speedometer, electric lights and born, in-

surance and tax paid, splendid condition, disc wheels.

any trial; £105; owner buying car.—Hudson, 14,

Conway Rd., Plumstead. [1341

IQ 20 6h.p. Zenith-Gradua, mileage 2,500, Bonnik-
J-t7 sen, Lucas lamps, spaTe belt and tube, all

accessories, excellent condition; £80, or take 1919

Triumph in part payment.—Clarendon House, London
Rd., Newbury. [1269

~| Q21 Zenith 5h,p Sports model, fully equipped
J-*J with lamps, horn, speedometer; this machine

is a truly excellent -pecimen of this make, and is

guaranteed periect; offered at the very special price

of £75 for ca=h.-The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell

St., Oxford. [7817

MR. DEQTJIN'S famous 7-9h.p. Zenith-M.A.G. for

sale, 1921, in perfect condition, inside and out,

complete ' with, all accessories, full description with
pleasure, cost nearly £200; accept £100 cash, or ex-

change 1921-22 close ratio.—Norton, Windermere, Lon-
don Rd., Twickenham. [9748

ZENITH 8b. p. Countershaft late 1920 model Com-
bination, latest Swan sports sidecar. Avro wind-

screen, disc wheels, long polished copper exhaust pipe,

recently overhauled and 'guaranteed in perfect condi-

tion new tj-ies and belt; bargain. £100, view and
trial by appointment.— Giles. 11. Pitzroy Square, W.l

[81 U
£130.—For sale, immediately after Inter-'Varsity

hill climb, March 4, famous o.h.v. Zenith-Jap,

built June, 1921, thoroughly overhauled, perfect con-

dition, complete touring and racing equipment,
aluminium pistons, Rollo" valves, Middleton spring-

wheel sidecar, many valuable spares.—Riddoch, Exeter
College, Oxford. [1707

Snare Parts

:

Kavs. 8,

[7222
ZENITH Spares. Immediate deli very.

-

Bond St., Ealing.

Ladies* Motor Cycles.

ADY'S Douglas Frame, tank, dress shields, as cew;

STOP
at this and compare prices

and quality. Invitation to

inspect before purchasing.
All Buildings carriage paid. No extras.

A

this Building is complete with 1 in. tongued and
grooved floor, fin. match-boards or wea her-
boards, 3in. framing, strong boarded roof, best

pluvex felt. Building treated with weather-
proof composition. Prices, complete End
carriage paid to any stat on in England and
Wales.

Sx 6 £8 16x10 £27
iox 8 13 O iSxio 33 O
nx 8 17 10 20* 10 37 10
14x10 23 20*12 40
OLYMPIA MODEL ASBESTOS BUILDING

Specification in Our Catalogue.

I2XS£2310 18x10 £42 10
14x10 32 15 20x12 46 15
16x10 3715 —
Delivered with iron roof complete. " Fire-proof

and sound proof.

Our unsolicited testimonials should create

confidence.

5, YorTi Place, Mirfield, Yorks.
Feb. 10, 1922.

The South-Western Appliance Co., London.
Dear Sirs,—The Motor Hut I ordered from you
came to hand a few days ago. I have now erect-

ed same and am pleased to inform you that it is

entirely to my satisfaction. In conclusion I

must say it is excellent value for monev.
Yours tnilv, A. WALKER.

94, Eaton Road, Brynhyfryd. Swansea.
Mr. Brodrick, Feb. 11, 1922.
Dear Sir,—I am pleased to tell you the shed

was delivered in good order and has given

great satisfaction.

Yours faithfullv,

JAMES BRAY.

3, Eddington Road, Fairhaven, Lyttiam,
Feb. 13, 1922.

Dear Sir,—In receipt of your lett er of the 3 1st,

I have received "Delholms" hut alright. I

am pleased with same and recommend it -to

our friends.
Yours trulv

H. NEVILLE.

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE C°
High Street, Fulham, London, S.W.

Telephone: PUTNEY 277L

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ladies' .Motor Cycles.

I^RANK WHITWORTH, Ltfl., 139, Neff St., B
luinglium, distributing Agents tor the Lady's Ii

daintiest of all ladies' machines; £62, complete. Se
it.r liit. F07

1 Q21 Spring-frame P.V. . Lady's Model, 2-spee
T 9J clutch, k.s., lamps, hand phone, licence,

new; £50.—H., Shanklin Lodge, Sydenham Park R<
Sydenham. [17'

VELOCETTE 1922, Model E.L.2, open fiam
clutch, kick starter, is the ideal lady's moiin

all black waterproof finish, clean to ride in. a

weathers; £68; easy payments 4% extra; illustrati

catalogue on request.—Premier Motor Co., Aston R<
Birmingham. [891

Miscellaneous.

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.—Great Bargaii

ft
Finest Selection Motor Cycles London. E

changes. Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—When you buy your motor cy<

from us you are dealing with an old-establish'

firm backed by 24 years' experience; therefore you g
satisfaction.

WANDSWORTH.—Easy terms. The only firm
give immediate delivery first deposit.

WANDSWORTH.—Ariel, 3M,h.p., White-PoHe e

gine, magneto, new tyres ; 22 gns. ; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Radco lightweight, 2'ih.]

lamps, hooter, nice little machine; 22 gns.; ea

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Singer lightweight, 2' 2h.p.,

speeds, powerful machine; 39 gns:; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Scott, reconstructed, twin, wati

cooled, looks like new : sacrifice 39 gns. ; ea

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Rudge, 3'ih.p., 2 speeds, kic

newly enamelled, beauty; 38- gns. ; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Matchless-Jap, 8h.p., twin,

.speeds, powerful machine; 39 gns.; easy tern

Tyt7ANDSWORTH.—Triumph, sporting .type, late
VV pa.ttern frame, S^h.p., clutch; 36 gns.; ea

terms. '

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph, 3V'h.p., 3 speetl

clutch, beautiful machine; only 45 gns.; ea
|

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Bradbury coachbuilt combic |

tion, 4h.p., 2 speeds, lamps, screen; 42 gn5i

easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Singer coachbuilt combinatio
4h.p

easy term:
3 speeds, countershaft, lamps; 55 gas

WANDSWORTH.—T.M.C. coachbuilt combinatio
lOh.p., 3 speeds, countershaft, lamps ; offers ; ea

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Bat-Jap coachbuilt combinatio
8h.p., twin, 3 speeds; 55 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—F.N., magnificent machine,
6h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, overhauled, newly enai

elled, plated; 59 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1918 Gloria Triumph combin

tion, 4h.p., 3 speeds, lamps; 69 gns.; easy tera:

WANDSWORTH.-—1918 beautiful Harley-Davidsi

combination, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds; 79 gns.;.-ea

terms,

WANDSWORTH.—1920 Bradbury, lovely combin

tion, 4h.p., 3 speeds, lamps; 79 gns.; easy term

WANDSWORTH.—1920 Scott, almost new coi

bination,. twin, water-cooled, lamps, 86 M"'

easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 Quadrant. combinatio

4V2h,p., 5 speeds, screen, lamps; 69 gns.;

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—B.S.A. coachbuilt combinatio

4h.p., 2 speeds, lamps; only 43 gns. ;
easy tern I

WANDSWORTH.—Rex coachbuilt comhinatk

5h.p., twin, Grado gear; sacrifice 29 gns.«W
terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Exchanges.—Wandsworth Mot

Exchange, Ebner St.. Wandsworth (town static! 1

'Phone-: Latchmere 4686.

BUNTING'S Buv, Sell, or Exchange any make

motor cycle. State your requirements. We "not,

take to do your business and give you satistactio

Distance immaterial-Bunting's Motor Exchanp

Wealdstone.

TO clear.-Connaught 2-stroke (1919), f29 ' 1 '-

EnfieW twin, ^ih.p 2-speed, *29/10; Re

twin 5-6h.p., discs, etc., £47/10: .
Bar-Jap, 4hl-

3 speeds Sports model, £42,10; Indian Combinatu

7-9h.p., £51/10; exchanges entertame

S.W. 9. Phone: Brixton 3037. U"
xchanges .entertained.—79a, Cla';

ham Rd.,

FOCH for second-hand cycles, combinations, ai
j

runabouts at bargain prices. Exchanges a
|

ranged Any new cycle combination or car su

plied, cash or deferred payments Fair offer-'

House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead.
'Phone : Hampstead 3752.
Saturdays.

Hours 9-7, includii

[15,

A3S

-134. Durham Rd., Wimbledon. [1692

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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BODIES.
EN.NOO Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacturers, 35
models, also several clearance, cheap to clear.

ENNOO Co. specialise in repairs, repainting, and
upholstering-.—Rennoo Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marl-
mgh Rd., Upper Holloway, N.19. [2320
ALIFAX.—New Perfection coach sidecars, £5.

—

Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [2088

ASTONES for Sidecar Bodies, all latest models in
stock from .£4.—228, Pentonville Rd., King's

;s, London, N.l. [5131
EXITS Step Bodies, 2 dozen to clear; from 50/-
each; great bargains.—Venus Sidecar Co., 694,

;n Sisters Rd., Tottenham. 'Phone, 2102.- [7697
:\"ERAL really nice finished Bodies, real bar-
gains, to make room for new stock. Call and

•ect.—Edwardes, 277, Camberwell Rd., S.E. [1517
ODIES to fit any chassis; a few clearance lines
in stock; call and inspect, or state requirements.
Williams, Manufacturer, 9, Lower Chatham St.,

ard Rd., Manchester. [1635
THING of beauty and a joy for ever; Cobb
Speedman Sports sidecar bodies; from £2/12/6,

iage paid; coachbuilt, fit any chassis.—Cobb, 18,
land Rd.. Carlton, Nottingham. [9434

OTAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, first-

class finish ; have a few coachbuilt bodies, clear-

j lines from £5 each ; extra good value. — The
lowbrook Motor Co.. Leicester. [0336
DEC Alt Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
ing coloured pencil, or line drawings of original

gns, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.

—

per' i Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers
he coach trade for over 80 years. ' Consult us when
gning new ideas.—20. Tudor St., London, E.C.4.

[0004
122 Bodies, beautifully finished and upholstered,
* satisfaction guaranteed, complete with coverall
jn; from £6/10 to £14; extended payments taken;
le inquiries invited. A few 1921 models, shop-
;d, complete; £6/10; send for catalogue at once,
ge number of second-hand always in stock; we
lint, repair, and upholster bodies; low prices,

iage extra.—Robini Manufacturing Co.. 1 and 3,

se Hill, Brixton, S.W. 'Phone : Brixton 1585.
[1962

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

iNDHAAl. the smartest sidecar specialists.

tNDUM Sidecars.—Our pre-war prices were the talk
of the show; £14 to £50. Write for new catalogue.

tNDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen, a hood, ecreen,
and apron; £2/15 and £3/18. Write for list.

iNDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen.—Our South London
agent writes : " An instantaneous success ; sold

; eend further supply." Agents, get in touch with us.

iNDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
Rd.. W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. f0019

IDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are
guaranteed 3 years.

IDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis for
high-powered machines : Zenith, llarleys, Indians,

i Imperials, Sunbeam, Blackburnes, etc.

DIANS with kick-starter on left present no diffi

cnlty with Middleton's special model.

IDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs of all

kinds. Twisted motor cycle frames and forks
nptly corrected.

1COND-HANDS of various makes for sale. Your
old sidecar taken in part exchange.

IDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
safer and. more comfortable, but arc faster on
roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not

i into them.

IDDLETON'S. London's oldest established sidecai
. makers, wholesale, retail, and export, 27, Strond
en Rd., Finsbury Park (near Tube). 'Phone : Horn-
1584. [0522
ASTONES for Sidecars, no better or cheaper house.
All latest models in stock.

ASTONES.—Lightweight sidecars complete, to fit

any machine; £12/18/6.
A.STONES. — Sports model sidecar, complete,
£17/10; several other models in stock, including

iem, all at low prices.

A.STONES.—Distributing agents for the famous
Montgomery sidecars, all the latest 1922 models

stock; lightweight model £17/10, Model No. 3
/10, Sports model £23/10, tradesman's carrier
el £23/10, Model No. 2 £24/10, Model No. 1
/10. Model de Luxe £34/10, tandem model £30.
ASTONES.—Whitley 1922 sports model in stock.
£25.

ASTONES for Sidecar Chassis, underslung £7/19/6,
tandem chassis £14/10, auxiliary arms 14/-.—
Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l.

me : 2481 North. "Grams : Bastones, London.

KFIELD Chassis Wheel, tyre, springs; £4.-81,
Dundee Rd., South Norwood.- [1670
DECAR, Gloria, sprung wheel; £5.-56, Acacia
Grove, New Maiden, Surrey. ' [1177

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting

Sets,

manufacturers of
Accessories. Patents. Specialities.

GENUINE HELLESEN DRY BATTERIES.

•VICTOR' 6volt Battery. 'FLASH 4$ voltBattery

Price 16/8 Price 14/7

Cab lyre Sheathed i*..*.*
Cable. Workshop Flex.

Fig. 22 6 Twin, 1/6 yd. Fig. 240 Twin, 6d. y 1

Fig. 228 Single, 1/- yd. Fig. 241 Single, 4d. yd

H.A.H.
Route Card Holder.

Fig. 160.

I rice 11/6 each.

Fig. igo. Fig- 395- Fig. 161.

Price 9/6 each. Price6/-each Price 9/6 each

Postage extra on tlte above.

A. H. HUNT, Ltd.,
1..A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road. CROYDON, Eng.
Telephone

—

Telegrams—
Croydon 2225. 'Keyage, Croydon.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
CjIDECARS and Chassis.—Send for bargain list.—
>^-> Cadby, Ltd., Farm St., Birmingham. [9725
rpRITOBE Sidecars are most unique. Scientifically
-- designed, made of finest materials.

TRITUBE Chassis, constructed o! steel lugs, straight
steel tubes, with welded joints.

rpRITUBE Sidecars are light. Supplied with eitherJ— sporting or touring coachbuilt bodies.
rriRITUBE Sidecars. One price, £15/10. Write lor

.tT,_
booklet.—Davis Bros., Church St., Rickmansworth.Phone: 5.

_[8036
TJUDGE- Sidecar, coachbuilt; £6/10.-77 Aers-*" Lane, Brixton, S.W. 2. [1851
TyATSONIAN R34 (1921 model). Easting, lamp,
»» apron; £18.-78, Fordel Rd., Catford. [1458
"IQ19 Millford-Indian Sidecar, apron, good condi-
-*-«' dition; £6.—Ross, 6, Glencoe Rd., Evesham.

[1151

SIDECAR, Coachbuilt, underslung, all connections,
new tyre; £7/10.—17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham.

[180S
Oih.p. Douglas Sidecar, coachbuilt, suit light
*** weight; £5/10.-105, Belmont Rd., Maiden-
head. [H89
"I Q21 Sidecar, bulbous back, underslung chassis.
J-*J snlendid condition: £11—94, Amelia St., Wal-
worth.

splendid condition; £11.-

[1389

SIDECAR, roomy, with chassis and wheel; oilers;
alter 7 o'clock—C, 6, St. Barnabas St., Pimlico.

S.W.I. [1407

SIDECAR, coachbuilt, off Triumph, £6/10; Clyno
Tradesman, £7/10.-534, Fulham Rd., Walham

Green. [1711

SIDECAR, light, new condition, 26in. wheel.—Nor
rington, Terrace Garage, Turnham Green Terrace.

Chiswick. [2024

BOOTHS Bargains.—Limited number of new coach
bodies, lull size, with locker; £5/12/6; usua-<

price, £9/10.

BOOTHS Bargains.—New £9/10 coach bodies for
£5/12/6. Don't miss them. Illustration free.

BOOTHS Bargains.—Quantity of new underslung
chassis, 4-point attachment; £9/19/6; illustra-

tion free.

BOOTHS Bargains.—Several shop-soiled sidecar;

offered very cheap; send for list.

BOOTHS Bargains.—Hercules coach sidecar.

£8/10/6; ditto Canoelet, £8/10/6; ditto Farlow.
£8/10/6.—Booths Motories, Portland Place, Halifax.

'Phone : 1062. [1964

SWAN Sidecar, windscreen, aprons, lamp, 4-poini

attachment, beautiful vehicle; £11/11.—Smith.
20, Heath Drive, Hampstead. [1313

HALIFAX.—New Swan sporting and Millford De
Luxe for Harley and American X.—Motor Ex-

change, 25, Horton St., Halifax. [2090

SIDECAR, underslung, handsome, new coach, 26v
214 Dunlop, complete, £9; body separate, £4.

—

637, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. [1785

CHASSIS and Sidecars.—We have 100 in stock from

£2/10; write us for your wants; stamp, please.—

DeCort and Flynn, 39, Essex Rd., N.l. [1705

HEAVY underslung chassis, complete with tyre, ex-

cellent condition, 4-point attachment; £8/10.

—

Kitson, Electricity Works, Twickenham. [1636

CANOELET Sidecar, cost £35, sell £18: Doueb?
sidecar, £10/10. another £6/15; heavy body,

£2/10.-57. Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [1505

RENNOC Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens, largest

etoqk in London, actual manufacturers through-

out Send for our eatrlogue, 32 pages, 80 illustrations.

PH03NIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by the

Rennoc Sidecar Co.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian
motors, with left-hand kick starters, and can

deliver.

RENNOC Co. have 50 second-hand and clearance
sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear at knock-

out prices. Note: Write for special clearance list.

RENNOO Co- have the finest selection of complete
sidecars in the trade.

RENNOC Go. undertake repairs to any make of side-

car; repainting and reupholsterinc a speciality.

RENNOO Co. have in stock sidecars to fit all make*.
English and American.

RENNOO Co. again ask yon to send for their

catalogue, the most comprehensive issued by any

manufacturers.

RENNOC Motors, Ltd.. 1 55a, Marlborough Rd., Upper
Holloway. N.19. 'Phone: Hornsey 1589. [2319

CANOELET Minor Sidecar, excellent condition,

fitted with Cameo screen and lamp; bargain.

£9/10, or close offer.—Benest, 165, Walm Lane.

N.W.2'. [1546

PARAGON (patent! Folding Sidecar saves storage,

has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itself

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,

and when folded, combination will pass through a

30in doorwav. Call and see it demonstrated.—Wincrclo

Co., 'Ltd.. 236. High Holborn. W.C.I. [038S

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue a.ii
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
HENDERSON Sports, new November, done 50

miles, perfect, all fittings, 26x2% Dunlops, elec-

tric lamp; £20.—Thompson, c/o Griffin Hotel, Earls-

town, Lames. [1363

YOUR Sidecar renovated
,
equal to new from £2.

Damaged sidecars our speciality; send your car

for repairs.—Write, Crescent Sidecar Co., 8, Blast

Lane, Sheffield. [8317

LIGHTWEIGHT sidecar, new, £12/10; lightweight,

bulbous bodies, £7/7, full size, suit SVsh.p. ; others
from £5/5 ; bargains.—Stock, 107, Coningham Rd.,
Shepherd's Bush. [1733

SIDECAR, coachbuilt, bulbous back, good condi-
tion, fits Harley, £14/10; Easting screen, with

apron, celluloid torn, otherwise sound, 25/-.—94b,
High Rd., East Finchley. [1612

SWAN torpeio sidecar, complete, red, off Indian
Aero, windscreen, good condition; £15, ex-

change.—W. J. C, Motor Exchange, 5, Addison Ave.,
Holland Park, W.ll. Park 2071. [1865

COLLINS and Son for Sidecars.—A few new bulbous
back models, complete with renovated underslung

chassis, tyre and tube, and coverall apron, all fittings;

£12/10.—Below.

FAMILY Model Light 2-seater, built to -accommo-
date one adult and child up to 12, with re-

novated underslung chassis, tyre, tube, and apron;
£15.—Below.

WE have various models in stock to suit any
machine.—Send for catalogue.

WE specialise in frame and chassis repairs of all

kinds; all work guaranteed.—Collins and Son,
rear of 84, High St., Putney, S.W. [1621

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding .sidecar. Saves
garage worry and expense. Attached to motor

will go througn passage 28in. Tandem and single

bodies fitted.—Hopley.

FOLDING Sidecar.—When ordering your motor
specify a Hopley folder. Suits motors up to

lOh.p. Can be changed from pleasure to commercial
in few seconds. Detachable wheels can be fitted.

Tested 7 years.—Hopley, Upper Highgate St., Birming-
ham. < [0152

WILLOWBROOK Royal Leicester Sidecars, smartest
designs, first-class finish; prices from 17 g-us.

Write for catalogue- Repairs undertaken, hoods, wind
screens, etc.—The Willowbrooh Motor Co., Leicester.

[0335
RIDEEZI Sidecars for all makes

, of motor
cycles from £5/10 down and 12 payments of

£1, carriage paid.—Write for full particulars, post
free, to Rideezi Sales, Ltd., 103, Oxford St., W.

[1974

"J Q21 Millford Tandem Sidecar, with luggage grid

.

A*/ and storm apron, in splendid condition, and
very little used; cost over £60 when new; £25,. or
nearest offer.—Armstrong, Pel ton Fell, Co. Durham.

[1200
1,000 Douglas Underslung Chassis, suitable for any

make of machine to order, absolutely complete
and renovated, as new; £5 each.—Old Man Hep, 19,
Wilcox Rd., South Lanibtth, London, S.W. 8. 'Phone,
1958 Brixton. [S822
QIDECARS.—Mead and Deakin Sporting Hammock-^ slung Sidecar, in new condition, £13/10; second-
hand sporting body, painted Triumph grey, £1; mew
-bodies from £4/10.—Light Car and Motor Cvcle En-
gineering Co., Ltd., 26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone
Brixton 1292- ('/_• minute from Brixton Skating Rink).

[1945
OAh.p. Douglas underslung chassis, complete, every--WJ thing as new, with shop-soiled bodv, £14;
Mills Fnlford P. and M. chassis, new tyre and tube,
mudguard, etc., with new bulbous back body, £12/10;
new triangular chassis, complete with bulbous back or
sports body, for 4h.p. machines, £20/10; lightweights,
£16; extended payments taken; trade inquiries in-
vited; carriage extra.—Robini Manufacturing Co., 1
and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W. "Phone : Brixton
1585. ("1961

SIDECARS! Sidecars.—Right here, every make at
every price, new and secondhand, from £7/10.

Swan sporting (cigar) model, £23 for Sunbeam, Rudge,
Norton, Triumph, B.S.A., etc., etc.; for Indians, etc.,
£28; Milford Junior, £22. Don't forget our famous
London-Edinburgh coachbuilt underslung touring
models at £16 or £17/10, with spacious bulbous back,
luggage grid, sprung, £1 extra; child's folding seat,
35/-; 1922 Montgomery sporting model, £23/10; Lang-
ford spring wheel touring De Luxe, picnic models, £30
while our stock lasts; our special lightweight under-
slung coachbuilt sidecars, for Douglas, etc., £14, com-
plete, very sporty and comfortable; also heavy touring
models for spring frame Indian and Harley, etc., large
bulbous back bodies, 28x3 extra heavy Dunlops,
£28/10 and £30; 2-seaters at £38.

HERE you are!—Special wide sidecar mudguards,
with brackets for fitting to body, rattleproof and

everlasting, any colour, 15/- each: sidecar wheel stands
3/6, with clamps, l^in. or l^in. bore; Sandhums
screens, 55/-; Easting, 78/-; Cameo, £2/15; fourth
point attachment arms, 15/-.—Jones Garage, Mnswell
Hill, London, N.10. 'Phone: Hornsey 2917. [1868

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
£25.—Girling 1913, box 3-wheeler, perfect, drive any-

where; view.—Frank Harris, Bulphan, Essex
[1310

OFFICERS' ARMY
TRENCH COATS

SENT ON
APPROVAL. 57/6

MONEY
RETURNED IF

DISSATISFIED-

OILSKIN INTER-LINED
& FLEECE LINED.

THE CHEAPEST & BEST
TRENCH COAT T°H

N
EMARKET.

IDEAL FOR MOTORING.

LEATHER
FLYING COATS

65/-
ONLY A FEW UNSOLD. CANNOT BE
REPEATED AT THREE TIMES THE

PRICE.
BLUE GABARDINE TRENCH COAT (Wool) 45 -

(Ditto & Inter-Lined) 52 6

LARGEST STOCK IN LONDON OF
DINNER & DRESS SUITS from 60/- to 120 -

LOUNGE SUITS (Second-Hand) 35-,, 80-
„ (New & Misfit) 40/- „ 90/-

Gents' Clothing of Every Description Bought,
Sold, or Taken in Exchange.

('Phone:
Park 4817)MOSS BROS.

83-5, HIGH ST., NOTTING HILL GATE,
& 224, HIGH ROAD, KILBURN, N.W. 6

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
MORGAN No. 420.—Miss K. Burnside, Coilei

West Wickham. [21

REY'S, of Euston Rd. (Nos. 378-384), have tie
lowing in stock :

—

MORGANS, all 1922 models, also second-hand
Luxe and Grand Prixs, in Rood condition.

COVENTRY PREMIER. 1922. 4-wheeler ma
£230; one shop-soiled only, £205.

EOVER, 8h.p. model, £220; two second-hand, g<

condition, £162/10.

G.N.'s, all models; also 1920 with dynamo, t

good order, £132/10; one 1921, £142/10.

EXCHANGES or deferred payments arrange!
]

Phone; Museum 6436. fl'

TXT AUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-5-6h
VV Cardeu Monocar; £60.

OCOTT Sociable for 1922. The best three wheel

J> —99, Great George St., Liverpool. 1!

BLERIOT Whippet, as new throughout; £95
Mylam, 197, London Rd., Croydon. [IS

HUMBERETTE, water-cooled, beautiful conditu

£95; or exchange.—Bunting's, Wealdstone. [X

SMART 2-Seater Singer, recently overhauled; £1!

cheap.—Newton, " Bincleaves," Westerham. [12

MORGAN, 1921, G.P., like new, all accessor! i

£175.—Mylam, 197, London Rd., Croydon. [19

]Q21 Super Smart G.P. Morgan, lavishly equippi
-*J £140.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. '

[15

MONOCAR, Cardan 1920, smart little runabout, i

cellent; ,£70—Bunting's Exchange, Wealdstone.
[20

£165.—Morris-Oxford de Luxe 2-Seater, with dick,

splendid order, tax '£9.—King, Egrove Far
Oxford. [17

MORGAN 1916, A.C., M.A.G., good condition,

accessories.—Berry, R.A.F., Cattewateiy .P
mouth. [13

GARDEN 2-seater, late model, twin J.A.P. engi

very fast; £75.—Miss Moore, 106, Acre La
S.W.2. rl8

8hp Rover.—1922 model in stock; exchanges

VValbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Waldc

'Phone ; 45. t71

MORGANS Always in Stock.—The West of Engla

Agent, Gibb, 100, Northgate, Gloucesti

'Phone : 852. W 1:

MORGAN, electric lighting, speedometer, petfo

all on; £75/10; exchange Douglas.—129, She

Lane, Mortlake. .
[11

COVENTRY PREMIER.—1922 model in stock; (

changes.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron -W.
den. 'Phone ; 45. [71

G.N. 1920, dynamo lighting, engine overhauled, c

tachable wheels, speedometer; £125.—Jom
Garage, Droitwich. [93>

BLERIOT Whippet, 1920, reverse, all on, £:

worth spares; 36115.—Owen, 59, Scholefield R>

Upper Holloway. [20°

MORGAN 1915 G.P., excellent, £100; an earii

De Luxe, good condition, £70.—Bunting's E
change, Wealdstone.. [20'

MORGANS, G.N.'s, and Rovers second-hand, sevei

in stock.—Rey's of Euston Rd. (378-38,

'Phone : Museum 6436, F14

1 Q21 Grand Prix Morgan, M.A.G., speedomeU
If clock; £150—Hillier (side bell), 9, Wallingfo

Avenue, North Kensington. [16!
j

PEUGEOT 2-Seater, hood, screen, lamps, perie

order, tax paid; £55; exchange combination.

259, Brownhill Rd., Catford. [13!

BEDEL1A-J.A.P., good running order, convertil

instantly 1-2-seater; £50, or offer.—Apply, M. 1

84, First Avenue, Manor Park. [121

ROVER, 8h.p.—Your motor cycle taken in part ( i

change for new models.—Agents, R. B. Clark a

Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [78

1 Q21 Coventry Premier, spare wheel, dickey, srqj

J-« mileage; £150.—Hillier (side bell), 9, Wallin

ford Avenue, North Kensington. [161

A.V. Monocar 8h.p. 1920, special passenger sea

£60, or exchange.—For trial, write, Adeney,
Gloucester Terrace, Hyde Park. [16.

r

"IXTAUCHOPE'S, 9 shoe Lane, London.-RoV
•V Light cars, £220; fully equipped; easy ten

or exchange; list on application. [21-j

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—G.N. Call

1922, all models from stock; easy payments '

exchange. 'Phone: Holborn 5777. [21!
\

"llj/'AUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Carden
VV Luxe 2-seater, 1921, electric lighting, ful

equipped, tax paid, insured; £110. [21!

1Q21 G.N. "Touring, dynamo lighting, clock, speec

S-*J meter, spare wheel; £135.—Hillier (side bel

9, Wallingiord Avenue, North Kensington. [161

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 19:

Morgans supplied on easy terms or exchane

'Phone : Holborn 5777. List on application. [21

A42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
"ORGANS.—Latest models in stock; immediate de-

livery; exchanges, extended terms. Official

ets and trade distributors.—Below.

"ORGAN Grand Prix 1921. dynamo and acetylene
lighting. M.A.G. engine, horn, speedometer, etc.;

5.—Below.

"ORGAN De Luxe 1921, M.A.G. , acetylene light-
- ing, horn, etc.; £155.—Below.

"ORGAN Grand Prix, J.A.P., W.C., lamps, horn,
- etc., good condition; £75.—Below.

OVER 1922 8h.p. model in stock, dynamo light-

ing, etc.; £220.—Below.
.N, 1922 Standard and All-weather models in
stock, dynamo lighting, dickey seat, door, etc.;

:5.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camo-
B St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5518. [0076

.N. 1921, dynamo lighting, spare wheel, etc.; also
a 1920 model in the pink; both open to" offers,

ler cash or exchange.—Bunting's, Wealdstone.
[2005

^ORGANS —1922 De Luxe, Grand Prix, and
- Popular models in stock; exchanges.—Walbro
tor Cycle (Jo., Saffron Walden. 'Phone : 45.

[7158
["ORGAN 1921 Grand Prix, new condition, electric
- lighting, equipped; £135.—James, c/o Bradmore,
, Harrow Rd., Paddington. Telephone : Willesden
4. [1677

EW and Second-hand Light Cars and Cycle Cars,
all makes; good selection in stock; cash, easy

meats, or exchange.—Service Co., 292, High Holborn,
:.l. [0673

)21 T.B. 3-wheeler, 1922 engine, demonstra-
tion model, complete with spare wheel, speedo-

er; £180.—Allen and Binns, Ltd., Glossop Rd.,
ffleld. [1292

ASXISS-THOMAS, 1922 lOh.p. model, 4-cyl. water-
cooled engine, 3 speeds, Magdyno ; 300 gns. ; im

hate delivery.—Godfrey's, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St.

ldon, W.l. (0736
l.p. Cycle Car, J.A.P. engine, Binks carburetter,
Bosch magneto, hood, screen, electric lamps, for

ibination; or sell £59.-63, Walnl Lane, Crickle.-

id, N.W.2. 12066

120 G.N., dynamo lighting, speedometer, etc., 3
' new tyres, engine overhauled at cost of £18,
rything excellent; 127 gns.—Edwards, 101, Gt.
Hand St., W.l. [1885
rORGAN 1920 Giand Prix M.A.G., acetylene and

electric, speedometer, clock, aluminium dash,
ilop Magnums, very smart; £145.—Clark, 7, Ex-
ition Rd.. S.W.7. [9006

"ALIFAX—Morgan 8h.p. J.A.P. hood, screen,
- £85, £100, £110. 1919 5-6h.p. A.V. monocar,
1/10. 1920 A.V. Monocar, £75.—Halifax Motor
hange, Horton St., Halifax. ^ [2093

)22 Morgan Popular, £150: Grand Prix. £180;
8h.p. Rover, £220; in stock for immediate delivery;

r payments only 4% extra.—The Premier Motor Co.,
od Rd.. Birmingham. [0773

.A.C. Monocar, 2>/oh.p., Villiers engine, 2-speed
gear box, final chain drive, fully equipped; see

cle. The Motor Cycle, Feb. 16th; £52.-Eastbourne
ation Co.. Ltd., Eastbourne. [1281*

120-21 Grand Prix Morgan, fully equipped, discs,
' etc., excellent mechanical condition and appear-
e; 120 gns.; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50,
"rington Rd., South Kensington. [1959
"ORGAN Grand Prix, water-cooled J.A.P., elec-
- trie lamps, speedometer, tyres equal new, new
d, guaranteed thorough working order.—Beard-
'e, 62, Holyhead Rd., Bangor. [1601
ARDEN Monccar 1918 8-10h.p. J.A.P., splendid
condition, single-seater, with dickey, sporty body,

; sell for £70; exchange for 2-stroke and 'cash —
Reddings Lane, Tysley, Birmingham. [1186
XCHANGE your motor cycle or combination for
new 1922 Coventry Premier four-wheeler, Morgan

mlar, or Grand Prix Rover, T.B., or New Hudson
rank Whitworth, 139, New St., Birmingham.

.0. Sociables, by the A.C. Co., dependable run-
abouts, take 2 persons anywhere, good condition
appearance, fully equipped; from £50 to £85-

I.—29, Allsop St., Upper Eaker St., London, N.w'.

121 Coventry Premier, 3-wheeler, spare wheel
' dynamo lighting, dickey seat, all accessories]
clltion perfect; sale or exchange; tax paid; bargain
5.-Griffiths, 7, Abbotsford Rd., Redland, Bristol'

,„ , , W^i
10 down and £10 monthly buys new 1922 Mor-
gan; £65 down and £16 monthly buys four-

«1 Coventry Premier, best of 1922 runabouts —
te Frank Whitworth, 139, New Street, Birming-
'•

t
[214°9

N 8h.p. Standard Touring model. left works
August. 1921, not used until this vear, engine

dly run in, full equipment, dynamo 'lighting as
:,£19C.-Te!ford Garage. 47. Streatham Hill. Lon-

• o.W.2.
r i416

ARKER'S Motors can supply all kinds of light
cars at list prices and give a free insurance

rautee for 12 months against, mechanical break-
n. Cash, deferred, or exchanges.—194, Balhim
h Rd., S.W.12. [1216

VMtl#-

TAKE NO
RISKS.

If you want a reasonably priced
used machine buy one of our
overhauled and guaranteed bar-
gains. Every 'bus which we take

in exchange is "stripped to the

waist," put into fit condition and
tested before sale.

SEND FOR OUR LIST.

It may contain the very

thing you want.

A selection from it :

—

1921 Hill-Blackbumc 2% h.p., 2 speed, K.S. . .£52 10s.

Several Nortons, 3* and 4 h.p., solo and
combination.

1920 A.V. Monocar, accumulator lighting,
horn and tools.

.

.. .. £50
1921 Brand new 7-9 h.p. Spring frame Indian,

Dynamo lighting; -horn and speedo-
meter. . . Solo .

.

£110
Ditto ditto Combination £140

19T4 8 h.p. Zenith. Solo .. .. £65
~ Ditto " ditto With Sidecar .

.

£75

1918 4 h.p. Douglas. Solo . . .

.

£66

1920 Fixed Gear 3 \ h.p. Triumph, new condition £60

If you are considering the question

of a new mount, we can supply

for cash, on easy payments, or

will make an offer for modern
machines in part exchange.

YOU CAN SELECT FROM QUADRANT,

VELOCETTE, INDIAN, NORTON,
MARTINSYDE, LEVIS, B.S.A., VICTORIA,

RALEICH, A.J.S., or a C.N. CYCLECAR.

VICTOR HORSMAN,
7, Mount Pleasant, L,d

LIVERPOOL.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
1 "I Q GNS.-G.N. late 1920, dynamo lighting, de-
-»--».«' tachable wheels, spare wheel, all 5 tyres
as new, hood, screen, aluminium dash, 4 lamps, horn,
speedometer, Pyrene fire extinguisher, aluminium
number plates, etc., tax paid.—Moss, 68a, Delancev
St., Camden Town, London. [1650
COVENTRY PREMIER four-wheel runabouts. Best
2~l of their class, water-cooled beautifully finished,
dynamo, dickey seat, spare wheel, insurance, speedo-
meter; £230 complete. One slightly used one (about
200 miles only), almost new, £205.—Frank Whit-
worth, 139, New St., Birmingham. [2150

Spare Parts:

MORGAN Spare Parts. Largest stock in London.

—

Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Great Portland St..
W.l. [2127

MORGAN Spare Part Depot.—Spares for all models
from stock.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate

Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone ; Avenue 5548
T0078

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.
' pjOUNTY," B.S.A., Taxis, as licensed through-

V/ out the country.—Write for full particu-
lars, County Cycle and Motor Co., " Originators,"
800, Broad St., Birmingham. [5353

CARS FOR SALE.
QOVENTRY PREMIER.

CjTARTLING Reduction.

1 Q22 8h.p. Coventry Premier, 2-3-seater, brand new,
,. r. Painted grey, spare wheel and tyre, Kotax
^ojJ,

mg
,

set
'

sPeedometer, e c, beautifully finished;
Jp.50 cash; or by economical instalments of £57/10
down and twelve monthly instalments of £15/13/6,
which includes a comprehensive insurance for twelve
months, strict ^privacy, no unpleasant inquiries, any
district; modern motor cycle or combination taken
as first instalment.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Regent
St., Cambridge. [1217
BEDELrA.—The new 1922 model, 8-10h.p., with air-

cooled or water-cooled engine.

"DEDELIA.—Air-cooled model, £185; water-cooled
J-» model, £195. Immediate deliveries. Trial runs
free. .

"DEDELIA.—Catalogues free from L. N. Palmer, sole
-•-» concessionnaire for the British Empire.—Palmer's
Garage, Tooting. [2161
CTUDEBAKER 1913 privately-owned 5-seater; £75<J —Bunting's Exchange, Wealdstone. [2003

"f>
OVER 8h.p., 2-seater, hood, screen, bargain

;

*-'' £34.—1, Bellingham Terrace, Catford. [1799
"TVAIMLER 15h.p. Tourer, C.A.V.. Rudge wheels;
-'-' £150, or exchange. -8, Crowhurst Rd., London
S.W.9. [1856
£10 down and 12 monthly payments £3 secures

good Belsize 12-14h.p. chassis.—Palmer's Garage,
Tooting.

£30 down and 12 monthly payments £8/10 secures
splendid Sheffield-Simplex landaulet.—Palmer's

Garage, Tooting.

£25 down and 12 monthly payments £4 secures ex-
cellent Napier long chasis.—Palmer's Garage,

Tooting.

£40 down and 12 monthly payments £8 secures
Studebaker landaulet, dynamo lighting, self-

starter.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£35 down and 12 monthly payments £5 secures
12-14h.p. F.I.A.T. chassis.—Palmer's Garage,

Tooting.

£40 down and 12 monthly payments £10 secures
excellent Berliet touring car.—Palmer's Garage.

Tooting.

£50 down and 12 monthly payments £8/10 secures
magnificent Oakland 7-seater touring car, dynamo

lighting, self-starter.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£10 down and 12 monthly payments £3 secures
Talbot 4-seater.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [2160

"I Ah. P- Darracq, 2-stroke, overhauled, reliable; £55;
-I-" exchange combination.—30, Canning Crescent
Wood Green. [1370

ROVER Cars.—1922 8h.p. model; price £220- early
deliverv.-Godfreys', Ltd.. 208. Gt. Portland St

London. W.l. [0350

£60.—12h.p. 4-cyl. Gregoire, 2-seater, low and nice,
trial any time.—Wright's Garage, Dee St., Poo-

lar, London. [2158

FORD 2-Sealer, splendid condition, and 1920 British
Excelsior, K.S. ; exchange Rover, etc.—7, Percy

St., Rotherham. [1824

LANCHESTER,, large landaulette, 28h,p.. 6 cylin-
ders, splendid order; £125.—1a, Strathleven Rd.,

London, S.W.2i —
: T1854

OAAh-P. Clerget, V. engine, 8 cylinders, W.C.<VvV new and complete; £45. cost. £900.-77
Acre Lane, S.W.2. [1857

MERCEDES, Grand Prix and Brooklands racer
over lOOm.p.h. ; £150. or exchange.—Cap t. Jackson

77, Acre Lane. S.W.2. [1851

075.^9h.p. Coventry Simplex, 2-seater, fitted small
cV sporting body ; trial any time.—Wright's Garage
Dee St., Poplar, London. [215,

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the, date of the issue A43
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CARS FOR SALE.
ROVER Cars.—The fainuus 8h.p. model in stock,

£220; for immediate delivery.—Eagles aud Co.,

275, High St., Acton, London. [0761

WOLSELEY, 15.9h.p., touring, *115; Tamplin,
1920, reasonable offers; both nsceutly oer-

hauled; trial.—Crowte, Brixham.
,
[1470

BRISCOE, 15.9h.p., Cloverleaf, ctynamo, starter,

new 1919, perfect; £150; good combination
part.—37, Elmbank Gardens, Barnes. [1491

COVENTRY PREMIER, 1922, 4-ivheel model; £230;
jinnieuiate delivery; cash or deterred payments.—

Katclifle Bros., 200, Ot. Portland St., W. [0730

£95.—12h.p. Rover, 2-cyl. Silent Knight, 2-seater,

5 detachable wheels, £95; trial any time.—
Wright's Garage, Dee St., Poplar, London. [2156

DA1JLLER, ji landaulette, S.K. engine, C.A.V..
Kndge wneels, a perfect carriage; £185.—

Chaulfeul, 14, Glenelg Rd„ Brixton, London. [1855

6-CYLINDER Ford 2-seater, slightly damaged by
fire, £50; or exchange combination; photo wil-

lingly.—Francis, 45, Cornwall Rd., Brixton, S.W.2.
[1225

n.9h.p. Belsize 2-seater, 5966, tax paid, £9, mechan-
ically sound and new tyres, 5 detachable wheels;

Lucas dynamo, £240.—James Irving, Baker, Penrith
[1060

ROVER 8h.p. Light Car, 1922 models, dyuau.
lighting; £220 cash; deferred payments 4;„

extra.—Ratciiffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., -W 1
I072V

EXCHANGES a Speciality ! ! ! 2- and 4-seater cars
from £50 to £500 !—Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd..

East Dulwich. Call, write, or 'phone, Sydenham 2452
[7934rMORPJS-COWLEY 1922 Standard 11.9h.p. 2-seater;

285 gns; ;- delivery from stock.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16,
Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone

:

Avenue 5548. [0077

"VILEST Norwood !—The " satisfaction " centre.
'* Satisfaction's -what you desire. When you've

wasted a week inspecting the apparent and so-called
bargains advertised, then visit me.
TT7"EST Norwood !—Fifty vehicles, all tvpes, always" actually on view; all absolutely unassailable
bargains.

TXfEST Norwood!—6h.p. De Dion 2-seater, £20;
'' 6h.p. Rover 2-seater, dual ignition, side doors,
£30.
TyEST Norwood !-Baby-Pengeot, old type, £40;
*» 191514 Warrick 3-wheel delivery auto-carrier,
£45; 20-28h.p. Danacq chassis, 4-speed gate, £50.
"IT7"EST Norwood!—lOh.p. Arlams 4-seater, £60;
»' Alldays van, £65; Indian combination, £70;

steam tourer, £75.
7"EST Norwood !—3-ton 1913 worm-drive lorry;

£85; 4-cylinder TJnic van, sump, £85; 12-15h.p.
Duhanot 3-seater, dickey, monobloc, £85.
"IT7"EST Norwood!—Ford tourer, £85; 3-ton L.G.O.C
'» lorry, good one, £95; 8-lGh.p. 1913 light car

roupe, exceptionally smart, £100.
TT7"EST Norwood !—Smart 12-15h.p. GladiatoT tor-
"» pedo tourer, £100; lOh.p. 1915 Whiting-GTant

light car, 4-cylinder monobloc, £115.

WEST Norwood !—Here's a snip : 10h.p. 4-cylinder
Swift light car, monobloc, enclosed valves, gate,

Morris-Cowley radiator; £120!!!
WEST Norwood!—Herezanuther : lOh.p. I.W.K.

2-seater, exceptionally powerful one, -so cumfy,
hargain; £125.

TTTEST Norwood !—16h.p. English-make landaulet,
v T enclosed vahves, sump, gate, Zenith, side doors,

smart; £125.
7"EST Norwood k—15h.p. Mitchell semi-sporting

2-seater, real. good. £125; 30-cwt. lorry, twin
solids, £125.

TEST Norwood !—3-ton lorry, Knight-Daimler, runs
splendidly, £130!!!, 12h.p. Sizaire-Naudin

posh 3-seater, dickey, 4-cylinder monobloc, fast, £135.
" 7EST Norwood !—Maxwell tourer, £135; Renault

. lorry, £135; Ford 1-ton, £135; 12h.p. Humber
coupe, £135; lOh.p. Singer 2-seater, good one, £135.
WEST Norwood!—12-14h.p. F.I.A.T. landaulet

4-speed, £150; Napier ex-ambulance- chassis,
£150; 1916 Singer, dynamo lighting, £165.

WEST Norwood !—Magnificent 25h.p. *ji landaulet,
£175; lOh.p. 4-cylindeT 4-seater, £185; smart

torpedo cabriolet, £185; Arrol-Johnston 4-seater, £185.
WEST Norwood !—15h.p. Coupe 2-seater,. self-starter,

dynamo lighting, £185; 1916 worm-drive lorry,
£185; lots others, £200 to £850.

WEST Norwood !—Send post-card for complete
printed list. Call any time (no business

Sundays). Exchanges entertained.

WEST Norwood !—Douglas S. Cox, The Absolutely
Straight Motor Man, 6c, Lansdowne Hill, West

Norwood. (Established 1902.1 [213S
*| 016 Ford Touring Car, 5 detachable, £48; 1915
-fl-«J 2-seater .Saxon, electric lighting, £80; 1915
2-seater Alldays, really nice, £135.—Whisstock and
Lingley, Woodbridge, Suffolk. [1643

A GENTLEMAN has for disposal 15.9h.p. Star
-£X landaulette; £120, or near offer;, snip, cash
required urgent; see it.—Central Ignition Works. 14,
Loughborough Rd., Brixton, London. [1161

W1
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GOLMORE

DEPOT
Ask the Motor Cyclists of

BIRMINGHAM
MANCHESTER
LIVERPOOL
LEICESTER

where they go to find the

PICK OF THE
WORLD'S BEST
MACHINES

Ask them where they get a

REAL MOTOR
CYCLE SERVICE

in every sense of the

word, and they will

unanimously tell you

—

GOLMORE

DEPOT
The House where the

Bargains come from.

Depots' at

:

Birmingham: 31,ColmoreRow.

Manchester : 200, Deansgate.

Liverpool : 24, Paradise Streei.

Leicester: 62, High Street,

CARS FOK SALE.
SHEFFIELD-SIMPLEX, light racing 16h.p. cha

2-seater body, but suitable for coupe" or o"

conversion ; this Sigh-class machine £150; or exchj
combination.—Bunting's, Wealdstone. [2

1 Q13 Daimler 20h.p., dynamo lighting, elec
J- «-' horn, 5 detachable wheels, Barford 5-se
phaeton body, new hood and side curtains; £175;
exchange light car or motor cycle, cash either wa
15, Summerhill Rd., DaTtford. £1

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Covei
Premier, new 1922 models; £230; £46 do

remainder in twelve equal monthly payments; mi
cycles or motor combinations taken in part paym.
Write, call, or 'phone Holborn 5777.

O-SEATER Double Dickey 1920-21 4-oyl. McKen
'W mechanically perfect, newly painted, only d
7,000 miles, full equipment, speedometer; cost £5
sacrifice, £250; good combination taken part paymi
-Grimes Garage, 18, Bruton Place, Bond St., Wl

[9

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
"I Q17 Warwick Autocarrief, just overhauled'''
-i-t/ repainted, splendid condition; snip, £55;
change considered.— 2, Oxford Rd., Finsbury P;
London. 1 [1

GARNER 1917 Lorries (6), 35-45 owt., worm dr
smart 10ft. lorry bodies, coach-built driv

cabins, repainted and retyred, fitted Zenith cai
retters, doing 10-12 miles to gallon, painted and lii

written to purchasers' requirements, fitted pre
coach finish, fitted lamps, horns, tax paid July, IS
price £200 each; several 2-2Vj-tonTiers, 12ft. bod
same as above, £200 each; ideal lorries for build
market gardeners, haulage contractors, etc., wohdei
on hills, take most top gear; seats and cushions
passengers and carriers £10 extra. Extended les

arrange l.-^cc. below.

GARFORDS 1916 30-cwt. Lorries (6), overh
worm drive. 3 speeds, doing 12-14 miles

gallon, smart 9ft. lorry bodies, repainted and retyi

lined and written to purchasers' requirements, all D
lop solid tyres, fitted lamps, tools, etc. ; £200 eac)

See Below.

BRITISH ENSIGN 1916 2-ton Lorry, 25h. p., Dorn
engine, 4 speeds, live axle, doing 12 miles

gallon and fast, fitted hoops and sheet, tyres as.n
repainted and lined, smart coach finish, fitted lam
toSls, eM\; price £200.—Shard Garage, Shard's S

Peckham Park Rd.; Old Kent Rd., London. [1]

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
TRY Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4,

easy terms.- 'Phone, Holborn 5777. [7i

HALIFAX.—Secondhand models at special r»i

Send your requirements.—Halifax Motor 1

change, Horton St., Halifax. [2C

FOE, Best Treatment and best terms for light ci

cycle cars, or motor cycles of any mak-e, new
second-hand, write Service Co., 292, High Holbo
W.C.I- [Of

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambric
Any make of motor cycle or light car strop!

on easy terms, strict privacy, no unpleasant inquiri
"any district, full particulars by post. [98

'

REY'S of Euston Rd. make a speciality of defer:

payments; all leading makes supplied, includi i

Morgan's, Coventry Premiers, Rovers, G.N.'s, a

other well-known light cars.—378-384. Euston I

'Phone: Museum 6436. [14

ENGINES.

P.
and M. Engine, No. S6091, complete, perfe

all sprockets, £7/10; carriage forward.—Below.

DOUGLAS 8h.p. Water-cooled, C.W. radiator, pet

tank, bedplate, starting handle, induction pi]

good condition, ill,' 10; thoroughly overhauled, n
nagneto, carburetter, guaranteed running order, £',

carriage forward; make splendid light car enghu
.arge selection; stamp reply; trade supplied.—Derrir

.on, Grafton Rd., New Maiden. [2b

rrt-14h.p. Engine, £12; 4h.p. engine and 2-spe

G gear box, £4.-31, Silver St., Enfield. [19

Qlii.p. Engine, Minerva, mechanical valves; £4
'V 2 Kennard, 78, Yerbury Rd., Hollowav, N.19.

lis;

£> jlh.p. Diamant, air-cooled, mechanical valves, coi

^4 plete, pulley, magneto sprocket; £2/5, ne

offer;.—Below.

7h p. Ariel Twin, water-cooled, automatic inlet

£6/10.—F. Ward, Earl St., Rugby. [1H

HARLEY 1918 Engine, guaranteed perfect, wi

magneto; £27/10.-26, Aberdeen Rd., N.5.
[13i

ILLSTON Engine Unit, 2Vjh.p., silencer, carburettfe

magneto, in splendid condition; £8.-18, Victor

St., Goole. £16
'

Oilhp 2-stroke, roller bearings, only done U
/W4 miles; bargain, £5.—Weavers, 6, Burras Law

Otley, Yorks. I86 -

VILLIERS and Blackburne engine spares; any pa

from stock.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100. Gre

Portland St., W.l. -21:

3_lh p. Rudge Engine, magneto, carburetter, N'.S.l

2 2-speed gear; sElO or offer.—Deakiu, 19, Go!

smith Avenue, Acton.
r
i 16:

A44 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the! date of the issue
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ENGINES.
•YIN Minerva 8h.p,, Bosch, complete, thoroughly
overhauled; £12 ; exchange lower power.—135.
nington Rd., Leytonstone. _ [1342

Lh.p. Twin Brown Moiv, overhauled, and new
! piston, Bosch, B. and B., exhaust; £6/10.

—

nston, Royal Garr. Artillery, Bordon. [1544

ih.p. Engine, a.i.v., E.I.C. magneto, B. and B.
l carburetter, silencer, first-class condition ; bar-

,, £6.—Kerswell, Lawrence Hill, Bristol. [1365

.p. Bat Engine,- carburetter, 2-speed pulley, 'etc.,

£2/10; V.S. clutch wheel, £1; twin C.A.V. mag-
i £1/10; stamp—Porteous, 169, Liverpool Rd.,
ishead. [1308

lOh.p. National Gas Engine, 6 1/* bore, 2 flywheels,

tube ignition, new liner and piston, running
•r ; £42 ; exchange motor cycle or anything
orish.—Norris, 7, Colville Terrace, W.ll. [1191

EW 3^-h.p. Sunbeam Engine crankcases, 70/-; alu-

minium chain covers for above, 25/-; gear box
with parts, 20/-; Rudge new parts: back stands,

; carriers, 5?-; frames, 30/-; front wheel, 650x65,
.—Burge, 36, Oak St., Southport. [2196

)8TERS.~New engine bargains : lV?h.p. (4-stroke)
engines, overhead valves, aluminium cylinders
pistons; special price to clear the last few of a

ferupt stock, £3/15. complete.—Fostex-s. 31. Clis-

Rd.. Clissold Park. London. N.16. 'Phone:
;ton 2526. T1403

..p. Twin L.M.C. engine, complete with magneto,
silencer, exhausts. 2 driving sprockets, spare

es, rings, perfect order, £22/10; also 3V2h.p.
imph engine, complete with magneto and silencer,

ader welded, £8/10.—Duncan's, 47, Cockburn St.,

aburgh (minute from Waverley Station). [1394

4.P. Engines. J.A.P. Engines. J.A.P. Engines.—
I have the largest stock of J.A.P. engine parts in

land; over 30 engines, nil jn stock, to select from:
the prices: 5hp. £15, and the 8h.p. at £20 and

'10, and I have all paits for the 8h.p. (see ncces-

?s for parts). I have a big twin engine £12, a 4h.p.
glas engine and mag. and carburetter £15, a small
-oke and mag. £10 ; stamp reply.— South Croydon
or Exchange, 22, South End, Croydon. [4765

RAND New Engines.—An exceptional opportunity.
1921 Precision, 3h.p., 2-stroke (as fitted to the

rdmore motor cycle, etc.); a complete unit with
mson-Bennett magneto. Cox Atmos single-lever
mretter, list price over £30; limited number to
r, £14. What a gift. Or, less magneto and
mretter, 10 gns. Only a few left.—Marble Arch
or Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2. 'Phone,
dington 789. [8945

EPPELTHWAITE'S.—J.A.P.s, 5h.p„ as new,
£14. 5-6h.p. Fafnir (unit). £7/10. 7h.p. Aero-

ist flat twin, 2-stroke (unit new), make lovely
ecat set, £16. 4h.p. O.H.V.-J.A.P., £5. 3 1 .h.p.
aber (unit), £9. 3V,n.p. Alldays, £4. 5h.p. and
i. J.A.P. spares galore. The stcck of W.
rkins. For other spares, see Old Man Hep., in
re Pans. Stamp please. 'Phone: 1958 Brixton.
3, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8.

[2137

ign;tion, lighting, etc.
.B. I. Co.

.B. for new and second-hand magnetos; all spares
stocked.

.B. Specialise in Thomson-Bennett complete for
fixing to Triumph.

M., J.A.P., Douglas, 2-stroke engines, etc.; £3.

A.V. New, twin and single, clock and anti; £3.

IXJE, Single and twin, all degrees; £2/5.

.B. Guarantee all magnetos one year.

,B. will take your old machine in oart payment.

-B. Despatches all goods per return, carriage paid,
on approval against cash, or through The Motor

'c deposit system.

.a Ignition Co 78, New Park Rd.. Brixton
Hill. London. Phone: Brixton 610. [0694
YNAMOS (new), 120 watts, £7; 250 £9 En-
gineer. 20, Glendarvon St., Putney. [1078
IXIE Magneto, suit 2-stroke. 35/-; T. and B, suit
4h.p., 45/-.—56. Sutton St., Aston. Birmingham.

fl892
0SCH and M.L. singles, 30/-; C.A.V., 37/6;
variable ignition guaranteed.—84, Greenside Rd.,

"don - [1657
GHTING Accumulator, head lamp and sidecar
lamp, wiring and switch; offers.—90, Camden
N.W.I. (P) [1367
AGNETO Sprocket Manufacturers.—7-tooth to 24-
tooth stocked.—Ridington, 202-4, Southampton
Camberwell.

L6886
L. Magnetos, new, single point, --lock or anti;

. 28 / 6 ; secure now, stock nearly exhausted —
3W.

3DCE Aero plugs, single point, new; 1/8 each,
post 3d.; in makers' boxes.—A. J. Burke and
22, Pilgrim St., Liverpool. . [2002

W. Brandish & Sons
are all riders of Motor Cycles,
and we know yonr wants.

We offer you the pick of the very
best Motor Cycles.

You may select from
TRIUMPH A. J. STEVENS
SUNBEAMS NORTONS
ROVERS HUMBERS
HARLEY -DAVIDSONS
or any other make.

We supply for Cash, Easy

Terms or Exchanges.

We have designed and patented
Footboards for Junior and Senior
Triumphs, and have actually sold
over 4,000 sets of these.

OUR LATEST SUCCESS
is with the Leg Shields,
made to fit any machine.

We will supply your Agent with
Footboards or Leg Shields.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED LEAFLET.

A few shop-soiled and seconu-hand
machines at exceptionally keen
prices. Send for List.

W. Brandish & Sons
Works and Showrooms

:

625, Foleshill Rd. and
Queen Mary's Road
COVENTRY

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
/BOUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.

A LL Magneto Spares stocked.

GOVERNMENT Surplus Magnetos (new, unused).

BOSCH, Single, type D.A.L., variable ignition;
£3/15 each.

M.L. Single Enclosed Waterproof, variable ignition.
£4 each.

THOMSON-BENNETT, single, enclo sed waterproof,
variable ignition; £3 each.

THOMSON-BENNETT, single, enclosed waterproof,
variable ignition, all degrees; £3 each.

C.A.V., single, enclosed waterproof, variable igni-
tion ; £3 each.

C.A.V., twin, enclosed waterproof, variable ignition;
£3 each, -

RUTHARDT, single, enclosed waterproof, variable
ignition; £2/10 each.

BERLING, single cylinder, enclosed waterproof,
variable ignition; £2/10 each.

SPLITDORF, single, enclosed waterproof, variable
ignition; £2/10 each.

DIXIE, single, enclosed waterproof, variable igni-
tion; £2/5 each.

DIXIE, twiu, enclosed waterproof, variable igni-
tion; £2/5 each.

ANY of the above single-cylinder Magnetos can be
supplied with the special long driving spindle,

suitable for Rudge.

THESE Magnetos are fitted with leads and base-
plates, ready to be immediately fitted. Please

state make of engine when ordering.

GUARANTEE.—We guarantee all our Magnetos for
12 months, and will willingly replace or repair

any that should prove defective within that period.

SEND your repairs to us; it -will pay you; all
repair work guaranteed.

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd., 6,
Garden Lane, Christchurch Rd., Streatham,

London, S.W.

TEL.: Streatham 2898. T.A. : Ignitionac, Brix-
stret, London. [1848

VALE Engineering Syndicate, 8-11, Brown's Build-
ings, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3. Tel. : Central 877.

BOSCH 1-cyl., weatherproof, and as new, variable
ignition; 57/6 delivered.

THOMSON-BENNETT and M-L.'s, of Coventry, i

cyl. A.D.S. or P.L.R. types, 37/6 delivered, suitr

able for stationary engines; if variable ignition, 10/-
extra.

C.A.V., as new, suitable for 2 or 1-cyl. lightweight
motor bicycles, height 4V2in., breadth 2%in..

depth 4y1»in., variable ignition and short-circuiting ter-
minal, guaranteed platinum points, and workmanship
of the finest; 2-cyl. fires at 180°; all working parts
are interchangeable with C.AW.'s, types KU 1 and
2; 50/- delivered.

THOMSON-BENNETT, types A.M. 1_ and 2, as new,
variable ignition and short-circuiting terminal;

A.M. 2 fires at 180°; 52/6 delivered.

THOMSON-BENNETT 4-cyl., variable ignition;
£5/5 delivered.

N.B.—Any of the above magnetos supplied, clock or
anti-clock. When ordering state which when

looking at driving end, and whether 1, 2, or 4-cyl.

C.A.V. 2-cyl. Clockwise Aeroplane Starting Mag-
netos, platinum points, workmanship of the

finest, and all working parts are interchangeable with
C.A.V.'s, type KU2, perfect for plug testing; one car-

riage paid, 25/-; lots of 6, rail forward, 22/6 each;
of 20 at 21/6 each; of 100 at 20/-.

Tl/TAGNETOS Leave our Works in perfect condition.

GUARANTEE.—Will replace within one month, or
refund cash if unsatisfactory.

VALE Engineering Syndicate, 8-11, Brown's Build-
ings, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3. Tel.: Central 877.

[0698

LUCAS Lighting Sets, lightweight 12v. dynamo. 12v.
batterv, cut-out, £6/6 set.—Jenner (Dept. M.C.).

165, Church St., Mitcham. T5401 -

K.L.G. W.D. Plugs, unprecedented value, 4 for 2/6,
postage 9d.; immediate return of money if not

satisfied.—Thompson, 59, Queen St., Wolverhampton.
[8206

ACCUMULATORS.—Quality right; price right;

write for list; trade supplied.—Adams Brcs.

(Lonftcn), Ltd., Aecumuiac <r Manufacturers, Longton,-

Staffs. [128fi

CHELTENHAM.—Repairs to magnefos, eelf-starlers,

lighting plants, otc. ; London experts employed.—
Norwood Magneto Works. 95. Bath Rd.. Cheltenham
'Phone: 1256. (0758

ANY Motor Cycle Magneto repaired, no matter
what condition, provided complete, for 30/-; 23

hour service.—Kays, Electrical Dept., 8, Bond St..

Ealing, W U2 * 2

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A45
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. (the largest

London repair depot) for repairs and new mag-
netos.—See below,

"DELIANCE guarantee to return your magneto
SX within 3 days, if necessary 24 hours, with a
12 months' written guarantee.

RELIANCE test every magneto after repair under
all running conditions, and, as we contract for

many of the largest concerns, you need have no
hesitation in placing your repairs and orders with us.

RELIANCE manufacture and stock spare parts for

all magnetos. Special line, genuine platinum
screws for every make, 12/- per pair.

RELIANCE will be pleased to give advice, free of

charge, upon any question concerning ignition
troubles, as we place our long-standing experience at
your disposal, and old and new customers may be
certain of getting the usual promptness and courtesy
that we have always endeavoured to give.—Reliance
Magneto Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London,
E.C.I.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., 283, St. John
St., London, E.C.I, for new and second-hand mag.

netos.

THOMSON-BENNETT magnetos, new. and unused,
waterproof. Singles, suit any engine, price £3

;

twins, 45, 48, 50, 55, 60, 180 degrees, for Douglas,
Clynb, etc., price £3. See our guarantee below.

C.A.V. magnetos, waterproof, new and unused.
Singles and 180 degrees twins suitable for Doug-

las, O.K., Calthorpe, A.J.S., Enfield, Levis, New Im-
perial, Scott, Velocette, or any lightweight. These
magnetos are of the finest workmanship throughout.
Price £3. See our guarantee below.

BOSCH D.A.L. magnetos, soiled only-, otherwise as
new. Singles, suitable for any stationary engine

or big single, £3/15; twins, any degree, ready, to drop
on Indian, Harley, Morgan, or any big twin, £4/5;
a powerful spark at low speed, ensuring easy start-
ing. All the above magnetos are variable ignition
and fitted short-circuiting switch. In addition to
above we have a complete range of 4-cyl. magnetos
in stock. See our guarantee.—Below.

GUARANTEE.—Every magneto, no matter what the
price or make, is guaranteed by lis. Not merely

a guarantee that same is in good order at time of

sale, but a plainly written statement thot we guar-
antee each machine against , all defects for a period
of 12 months. " This, we maintain, justifies us in
charging a few shillings more than certain of our
competitors.

RELIANCE cordially invite customers to their
works to see any of the above on test. Magneto

list, giving full particulars, sent upon application.
It will pay you to deal with a firm of repute.—
Reliance Magneto Repairing Co. (1914), 283, St
John St., London, E.C.I.;' [162

MAGNETOS Overhauled, repaired, returned in 2 days
as new, guaranteed for 12 months, from 15/-;

no price exceeds 35/-.—Turner Bros., Motor and
Electrical Engineers, Summerseat, Manchester. [7194

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, unused, W.D.,
guaranteed perfect, single or 180° twin, variable

ignition, switch terminal and leads, clock or anti;
£2, postage 1/6; week's approval against, cash.—
Brcckbank, 58, Lord St., Southport. [0756

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.—We repai
Continental magnetos only. By specialising on

Bosch, U.H., Eisemann, Mea, Splitdorf, Dixie, ant"

Berling magnetos, we can naturally give you bette:
service.

PRICE: Rewinding 18/-, condensers 10/-, platinum
screws (Bosch standard) 6/-, remagnetising 2/6,

slip rings 6/6, H.T. terminals 4/6. Our price for

overhauling a motor cycle magneto ranges between
20/- and 35/-, and never exceeds the latter figure.

Guaranteed for 12 months, and redespatehed to you
in 2 days.

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.. 13. Ilardwick
Rd.. Chiswick, London. 13758

C.A.V. Magnetos.—Extraordinary bargains.—Brand
new ISO twin or single cylinder, ' 38/6, carriage

free. Every magneto thoroughly tested before dis-

patch; approval against cash.—Langford's, 37, Crickle-
vvood Broadway, London, N.W.2. [1812

U.H. Magneto Repairs.—We specialise in these mag-
netos, and can be relied upon to give you good

service. Al, Bl, AO, KB1, KB2V, KZ2V type spares
stocked; prices moderate; 12 months' written guaran-
tee.—Charles Parker and Co., Churchfield Rd., Acton,
London. [4455

TRY our 24-hour All-type Magneto Repair Service.
Your old Magneto turned out indistinguishable

from new by expert workmen at a reasonable charge
and guaranteed for 12 months. We are contractors to
some of the largest motor transport firms in Great
Britain. You can rely on us for real live service.
Can we do yours now?
MAGNETO and Engineering Co., Magneto House,

28, Bateman's Row, E.C.2. (one minute from
Brown Bros.). [2077

LIGHTING Dynamos, contained in Government sur-
plus mine exploders, dynamo will light seven

10- volt lamps in series, all as new and perfect, 17/6
each, or 22/- each, carriage paid passenger train;
stamp for detailed particulars; three days' approval
against cash —Galpin, 35, Milton Court Rd., New
Cross, London, S.E.14. [1454

A GIFT
BRAND NEW

SHOP SOILED.

Standard P (&M 2-Speed

CARR. PAID

CARR.V PAID

£20 down

12 payments of £5-10-0, or as

SPECIAL PRICE
COMBINATION

This Sidecar.

—
b ^^ _ Colours to choice.

"TjcLlT down 12 payments of £7-0-0.

Sidecar may be purchased separately on H.P.

Write for lists post free.

RIDEEZI SALES LTD.,
ATLANTIC HOUSE, 103 OXFORD St., W.

IGNITION. LIliHllNG. fcTC,

SURPLUS Magnetos, with written guarantee one year
M-L single, 35/-; B.L.I.C. ditto, 42/-; Bosch dim

45/-; Thomson-Bennett and C.A.V. singles and twirn
50/-. We specialise in repairs and spares for al
makes. Lists with pleasure. Deal with experts an>
avoid certain disappointment.—Whitdale Magneto Sei
vice, Cherry Orchard, Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 1625

[934
SPLITDORF magnetos, single, Anti clock, variabl

ignition, and guaranteed perfect, 38/-. Pleas
note these, magnetos are not reconstructed or con
verted starter magnetos. They are the real thins
designed for a motor cycle (not an aeroplane). If yoi
are out to buy a magneto, buy the right thing.-
Marble Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd
W.2. 'Phone, Paddington 789. . [894^

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. (estab
lished 1912), contractors to H.M. Government

and officially appointed by the R.A.C. Magneto re
pairs of every description; all repairs at lowest pos
sible prices, and strictly guaranteed. We can mov.h
return them within 24 hours. We have several nev
and second-hand single and 2-cyl. magnetos in stock

|

all guaranteed.—The Magneto Repairing and Windinj
Co., 78, Hampstead Rd., Euston, London, N.W.I
'Phone: Museum 1158. T.A. : Kumagnelec, Eusvoad ',

London. T244J

T^USTON Ignition Co.'s 24-hour repair service-U Guaranteed repairs to all types of magnetos
Splitdorf and Dixie specialists; official Indian elec
trical service station; Thomson-Bennett repair; and
spares. All repairs are tested on an approval A.I.D
test bench before despatch, and therefore carry out i

guarantee for 12 months. We hold the -largest stock
of guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degree;;
spare parts for all makes in stock; charged accumu-
lators, all voltages, always ready in stock; plug?
cables, &-wa;tt and vacuum bulbs, all voltages. We
give you real live service always.—Euston Ignition Co.
329, Euston Rd., London, N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum
5034. T.A. : Magdyno, Eusroad, London. [0263

TYRES.
Q /(\ uPwa rc1s is the cost of repairs to burst covers :™

' ** .broken beads, etc.—Below.
{~)LD Covers made equal to new. extra heavy rnbbeil
^-^ studded, will do 3,000 miles; 17/6—Phcenis
Tyre Repairing Co., 224, Sherlock St., Birmingham.

A LWINJTyre Co. will send on approval against eisl
-ca- any of the following tyres :—
0£?X2%- Clincher, 19/-; Palmer Cord, 21/-; Goodyear.'~V* 25/-; 26x2% Clincher E.H., 26/-; Dunlop
E.H., W.D. 3?/-; Avon R.S., 27/6; 26x2^X2'i
Palmer cord, 32/6; Clincher, 25/6; Avon E.H 28 6
28X3 Fisk E.H. (splendid line). 40/-; Dunlop ribbed
30/-; Clincher ribbed, 42'-; Clipper 3-ribbed E.H.,
35/-; Dunlop E.H., 29x3 1A for 28x3, 50/-; motor cycle
tubes, all sizes, at 6/-.

XXfE also offer a splendid set of P. and H. LampsTT No. 127 (5y2m.), brand new (all black), at 36/6.

A NY of the above lines will be sent on 7 davs' ap
£*- proval against cash, plus 1:6 for post.—The Alwin
Tyre Co., 37, Red Lion St., High Holborn, W.C. [1055

MOTOR Cycle Tyres on Easy Terms, standard makes;
list post free.—J. G. Graves. Ltd., Sheffield. i058S

CENTRAL Garage will send any of the following
tyres on approval against cash, postage 1/6 extra.

0/JX2V4 Dunlop, 37/3; Goodyear E.H., 27/6; Bate?,
*v" 31/6; Avon, 25/-; Clincher-de-Luxe, 21/-;

Palmer cord, 22/6.

Ofix2% Dunlop E.H., W.D., 37/6; Clincher E.
'WW (for 2*4), 27/6; Avon R.S., 27/6.

0£x2>A Avon, 24/-; Wocd-Milne, 13/3; Clincher,^O 30/-.

O£x 21/2x214 Dunlop, 46/-; Avon E.H.. 30/-:
&"* Hutchinson T.T., 36/-; "Clincher, 30/-; Palmer
cord, 32/6.

OQx3 Wood Milne E.H.. 30/-; Clincher (plain rib).

& O 42/6; Mackintosh, 30/-; Dunlop ribbed, 32/6;

Fisk, 40/-; Clipper 3-ribbed E.H., 35/6;

/•RAX65 Goodyear E.H;', 30/-; Dunlop S.S., 47/6,

7Art>< 80 Wood Milne E.H., 41/6; International

< VV grooved, '55/-; Firestone, 45/-; Englebert,

42/6.

TUBES, all sizes; 6/6 each; orders promptly

executed.— Central Garage, 302. London M.
Thornton Heath. [2017

TYRES. Tyres. Tyres.—For special bargains, see Bun-

croftian Co.'s advertisement under Parts and Acces-

sories. [0769

HE Difference between a good retread and ft- bad

one is its mileage. Try us. Watch results.—Melton

Pnbher Works, Melton Mowbray
Q/l X2V4 covers and tubes, best make, 16/3. 22/-,-

<^~-t 31/-; Dunlop gaiters, 1/9; carriage paid; ap-

proval.—Davies, Union St., Wednesbury. C4452

JOHN BULL Rib Stud covers (manufacturers'

clearance), 28x3, 55/-; 70 for 650x65. 48/-;

26x2% for 214, 45/-.—Sear, Balmoral Rd., Northa

ton.

MOTOR Cvclists.—Send your covers for retieftding.

3,000 miles guaranteed. Repairs of every descrip-

tion; carriage paid.—Buston Vulcanising Co., Buxton,

Derbys.

»

T1

[1589

[4357

A46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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Editorial, Advertising, and Publishing Offices : Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.
Telegrams: " Cyclist, Fleet, London." Telephone: City 2847 (13 lines).

Coventry : Hertford Street. Birmingham : Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street. Manchester : 199, Deansgate.

Telegrams; " Autopress. Birminsrham."
Telephone : 2970 and 2971 .Midland.

Telegrams: "Motorcycle, Coventry."
Telephone ; 10 Coventry (5 lines).

Subscription Rates : Home, 23s. 10d.; Canada, 23s. lOd. ; other countries abroad, 28s. 2d. per annum

Telegrams : " Hide, Maticheeter.
'

Telephone ; 8970 and S971 City.

Motor Cycles Overseas.

FOR
many years this journal has advocated

attention to overseas trade, a matter to

which many of our manufacturers are now
giving their serious attention. In the past,

perhaps, the demand for motor cycles

from riders' in this country has, in certain cases,

caused makers to relegate the question of over-

seas trade to a minor position in their annual

programme.
Only by close study of conditions and careful

arrangements for adequate service can we hope

to make headway against world competition. The
merits of a machine are sometimes negatived, as

far as the overseas rider is concerned, by the

difficulty of obtaining spares in a reasonable time.

. It is, therefore, a matter of considerable satis-

faction that a few of our leading manufacturers,

have recently carried out or decided to make per-

sonal tours abroad with a view to obtaining first-

hand experience of benefit to their firms.

Such a go-ahead policy is bound to bring its

own reward, and we know that much valuable

information has already been obtained. Our
frequently expressed opinion of the soundness of

many British machines for all kinds of hard

work has received additional confirmation, but

it must be realised that certain conditions un-

common, or even non-existent, in this country

necessitate modifications which are vital to the

interests of riders in other countries.

It is to be hoped that even when trade becomes

normal once again all manufacturers will recog-

nise the value of the overseas markets. Just

now the Board of Trade returns are not exces-

sively high, but a statement not without signi-

ficance to those who aver that no real overseas

demand exists is that no less than 38.4 per cent,

of the British exports of motor cycles during

January were the product of one important

firm.

Now that a beginning has been made in the

right direction we may hope for further develop-

ments, and in the course of a few months, when
results become apparent, our export trade should

show a material increase.

Confusing Classification.

A
NUMBER of manufacturers are, perhaps

unconsciously, confusing the general

public by the manner in which they

classify their various models. It cannot

be expected that the man in the street is

able to distinguish between, say, the Y.158
pattern and the C.H.Z., or the Mark VII.

against the Mark XX. Surely it is far 'more

reasonable to classify machines as the Touring
model, the Sports model, Stripped Sports model,

Standard Sidecar model, or the Sidecar Outfit de

Luxe ! These methods of classification would
certainly be far more easy to remember than a

conglomeration of figures, Roman or Arabic, and
letters or marks.

It would be a distinct asset if the manufac-
turer could classify his products in so simple a

manner that the motor cyclist- could carry the

range of models in his mind with the greatest

possible ease. No motor cyclist can be expected

to memorise all the various symbols if they are

complicated or unfamiliar in their application.

Initials are well enough in their way if they have

a clear meaning, such as T.T., which very few
fail to remember means Tourist Trophy, but

when the letters are absolutely meaningless they

only serve to confuse, and are of use merely to

the manufacturer and, perhaps, his agents.

This may seem a small matter to the manufac-
turer, but if it aids the motor cyclist to identify

his models easily,, both parties should benefit.

Needless to say, if further differentiation is

required the model should be prefixed by the date

of manufacture.

;/..;; /./.../ /./.;.../.; ;. / / / / / /./../..../ \...\ .s \ \ \ \. .a ....>-.. a ... v. v. a . a .. \ a a v. a v \

An Index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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Tool for O.H.V.
' OTICING my wails about the job of manipu-

lating the springs of overhead valves (it re-

quires the dexterity of a conjurer, the beef of

a Hackenschmidt, and the horny thumb of a navvy),

a colleague on The Autocar staff showed me a charm-

ing little gadget patented and made for the special

benefit of A. B.C. cars by Mr. C. J. Rogers, of Old

Maltpn, Yorks. It consists of two parts. Item 1

closely resembles the valve spring clip supplied for

years past with the side-valve Triumph engine. Turn-

ing the engine till the valve under treatment is fully

open, you slip this clip bodily over the valve spring

and its two capwashers ; the engine is.then turned till

the rocker clears the valve stem, when the clipped-

spring flops loose on the valve stem, and the cotter can

be tweaked out. Item 2 is a neat spring. compressor,

to be.used in fitting a new spring. It consists merely

of a cheese-headed bolt—its head drilled to take a

tommy—with a wingnut on the threaded end. You

thread it through the new valve spring, complete

with its two capwashers, and screw it up till the spring

can be inserted in the special clip (item 1, above).

This has a vice and three bits of string beat to a

frazzle. Why doesn't Mr. Rogers market it to suit

all popular o.h.v. engines?

Tut, Tat.

A READER signing himself "J. H. W." writes

concerning speedometers and things. "
J. H.W."

is some lad. For him the road to ruin com-

menced with the purchase of a Norton—from internal

evidence in his letter one imagines that it was a B.S.

model. He next fitted a speedometer, and sallied

forth at sunrise to discover
'

' what she could do.

After about a quarter of a mile all out, the speedo-

meter needle was successfully whacked up to the

80 m.p.h. point. 'With eyes no doubt starting from

his head, "
J. H. W." " proceeded," as we used to

say in the Army. Anon the needle remorselessly

•advanced to a full inch beyond the " 80." Just as
"

J. H. W." framed rosy mental visions of Ebble-

white's dismay at the next B.M.C.R.C. meet, the

speedometer suddenly repented and hastened back to

zero. The pull-up safely accomplished without a

wobble, "
J. H. W." dismounted to readjust the drive

bracket. Not a bit of it. It was the works inside the

instrument which had given the Norton best. Back
went the speedometer to the factory. They repaired

it, and "J. H. W." tried another burst. Same

a 24

result. This time the factory sent him a brand new .

instrument. Same result. So he now enquires whether

there is any speedometer which can stand the push of a

Norton. Being fundamentally a coward, I leave such

gaits to people whose lives are worthless, and submit

the query to a reckless public in lieu of tackling it

myself.

History Repeats Itself?

D
RECENTLY provoked readers to confess their

intimate experiences with various slow-speed me-

chanical oil pumps, and sustained a regulaS

barrage of testimony, the whole of which redounded to

the credit of the pumps concerned. One manufac-1

turer admitted spontaneously that he had asked some

of his customers to write to me, as any Sherlock

Holmes could have guessed from the general tenor
]

of the letters. But many users wrote to -me quite

spontaneously, and the nett effect of all the evidence is

to make me expect a repetition of a previous incident

in the lubrication of motor cycle engines. Readers'^

will remember that until a few years, ago the ordinary

hand pump was our standard lubrication. Then a

couple of accessory makers introduced the drip feed.

For a time it struggled for existence as an accessory,

welcomed by many keenxowners, but suspected- and!

cold-shouldered by the trade. Finally it made good, '

and to-day it is probably- the most -popular method of

lubrication we possess.

At the"moment such pumps as the Best & Lloyd,-.,,

the Showell, and the Lamplugh are in much the same'

position as the drip feed occupied for a year or so

after its introduction. But there are clear signs that

these pumps threaten to oust the drip feed and the

single-charge hand pump. For example, the Best

& Lloyd pump has already been officially adopted by

two such famous motor cycles as the B.S. A. and P.

& M., to say nothing of such a cycle car as the G".N;

In every case the writers express surprise that motor

cycle - designers continue to despise American practice,

and cling so tenaciously to the hand pump, with or

without a drip feed. They all expatiate on the relief

from perpetual ransacking of their memories as to how

many miles have elapsed since they last injected a.

charge, and especially so at night when a drip is nor-

mally invisible. One of them recommends all manu-

facturers to mount the oil pipe behind the cylinder. •

This change would usually shift the oil compartment

from the front to the rear of the tank, and keep the

oil from solidifying in cold weather.

(28)
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Preparing to Overtake.

Not the Only One.

(SOME unknown reader and myself must swap
^) mutual apologies—if we had both been killed,

the correct verdict would have been manslaughter

against each of us. The road was about 14ft. wide

and dead straight. Just ahead of me was a cart, pro-

ceeding in the same direction as myself, I peered

ahead—I say " peered," for the atmosphere was sug-

gestive of the scene in " The Kid," where the angels

pluck each' other's feathers in a slum duel, and the

driving sleet made exact vision difficult. The road

appeared to be clear, and I went ahead to pass the

cart. Just as I entered the gap between the cart and

the road edge, up dashed somebody on an Indian

sidecar from the opposite direction. A hectic moment,
and the situation resolved itself safely. Mine the blame
for not spotting him, despite the snow ; and* his the

blame for failing to approach an obstacle on his

proper side of the road.

Out of the Mouths of Babes.

Y small son—aged three—rhas already begun to

follow in father's footsteps. When knowledge
fails to carry him any further, he speculates

boldly. The advertisement columns of The Motor
C wlc are his weekly joy, though he sometimes trips

technically The other day one of our advertisers

pictured a telephone receiver on his page. Junissi-

mus had never seen a telephone, but like his papa
he was not going to be beaten by a little thing like

that. " You pushes down that!" he explained,

pointing to the mouthpiece ;
'

' and the oil comes out

there," pointing to the earpiece. Similarly with a

mammoth sketch of a K.L.G. plug. " You pull down
that," indicating the terminal clip, " and the bang
comes out there!" pointing to the electrodes. The
Editor has engaged him to undertake this column
when I fill my tank for the last time.

FR.-H. VV. MORETON, of 59, Wood Street,

Woolwich, has proved to me that the idea of
using a dry battery in conjunction with a gas

head lamp is less new than I fancied. Two years ago
he marketed his " Aladdin " auxiliary head lamp. It

is a well-made affair with aluminium body, about 3m.
long, and is designed to bolt on to the top of the gas
head lamp. The flex is thus removed from the heat of.

the acetylene flame, and from any risk of chafing which
might arise from the wires being passed through the
shell of the main lamp. This device is a useful alter-

native to the Siemens fitting which I described the
other week. Its weight and cost are alike negligible.

With a slight alteration in the mounting, it might easily

be utilised' as an inspection lamp for night repairs.

At present it is rigidly mounted by means of a half-
inch steel pillar pushed through a hole drilled in the
top of the headlamp, and secured by a couple of
nuts.

. Mr. Moreton agrees with me that M.S.C. bulbs de-
serve more attention from firms catering for motor
cyclists. But he adds that a good many commercial
M.S.C. lamps take half an ampere, and that it is well
to buy cannily, for a first-class example need not take
more than a tenth of an ampere.

Back to Inclined Engines?

n
WONDER if our modern penchant for o.h.v.

single cylinders will lead to a revival of the

forwardly inclined engine. The history of the

P. & M. and other machines shows that there is no
serious technical obstacle to the practice, and its advan-

tages are clear. It would give the designer an extra

inch or two to play with in the layout of his valve

rocker gear, facilitate the removal of the head for de :

carbonisation purposes, and improve access to the

sparking plug. There would, of course, be no need

for the engine to be used as a member of the frame.

A DANGEROUS CORNER BEING ELIMINATED. An improvement that has long been due is taking place at the junction of the

London—Stratford-on-Avon and Banbury—Chipping Norton roads. Several serious accidents have taken place at this spot, and the removal of

the building and the antique Chapel House steps will be appreciated by motor cyclists. A Sunbeam and Enfield are shown in the foreground

(16)
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Under Sti

Conditions

the British

the Writer

scribes an

Business Tou

NOW that there seems some

hope for an ultimate

settlement of the Irish

question it is possible to look

hack on a sojourn in Ireland

during the truce period with a

better perspective.

After the hostilities had
happily abated I started out

from Birmingham on a round of

business calls which covered
almost the whole of Ireland.

My machine was a 2§ h.p.

Sirrah, dnd it was shipped at

Fleetwood (for Belfast) without

trouble, other than that the tool

bags were searched for arms or

ammunition.
During the crossing the sea

was rough enough to make me
feel quite uncomfortable, and
on the following day, when I

went on deck at 6 a.m. in the

pouring rain, as we were steam-
ing in. Belfast looked a very

miserable place at first sight.

On acquaintance, however, it seemed pretty , much
the same as any English -city, except for the curfew
at 10.30 p.m. and the armoured cars, most of which
were Crossleys. The first thing I had to do was to get

a driving permit, which is very much like a passport.

It required a photograph and description of the

driver ; also a full description of the machine. After
putting in my application I had to wait several days
for it to come through.

Ulster's Interest in Speed Events.
My first trip commenced when I left Belfast for

Portrush for the week-end ; the road was very rough*
in parts. The people in Ulster were found to be most
keen on motor cycles, and specially interested in speed.

On the following Monday I left Portrush by
Coleraine, Limavady, and Dungiven. then over the

Glenshane Pass to Maghera ; in the Pass there were
two bridges blown up, and it took me a long time to

a 26

(Top) A bridge partly demolished near Maghera

leaving just sufficient roadway to push a machine across

(Bottom.) On the wild Antrim coast road near Glenarm

cross the rivers.

These were the only \

destroyed bridges If
saw in Ulster.

Next day I went I

to Larne by the I

Antrim coast road, I

surely the best in

all Ireland, right
|

*** by the sea all the 1

The people in Ballymena
exceptionally keen on

racing, and -I saw some veryi

fast machines there.

Business being completed mi
Ulster, Belfast was left by I

L i s b u r n and Armagh (the •

former was partly destroyed by!
fire), and then to MonaghanJ
where I first found trenches^

across the road. As a rule, it

was just possible to push the]

machine round them, but some-1

times "I had to go through the
.

fields.

Many of the cycle people onl

whom I had to call were in thel

I.R.A., and, although I am
English, treated me very well,

and in many cases went out ofl

their way to help me.

The next week-end was spent
\

at Black Rock, which is a few 5

miles from Dundalk ; it

appeared to be a very miserable

place. Many of the towns

through which I passed were flying the Sinn Fein flag,

and trenches were still fairly frequent. After going

through Kells, Trim, and Navan, Dublin was reached.!

Dublin.
There were not many motor cycles to be seen ons

•the roads, but two-strokes were more popular than in

Ulster. The restrictions, however, had killed the

demand for motor cycles for the time being.

After Dublin it rained heavily nearly every day,;

and the roads gradually got worse, but the Sirrah still

ran very well. I followed a good road to Carlow,

which I left for Kilkenny and Callan. Near there I
{

saw the funeral of a Sinn Feiner—a man in the

I.R.A. A long procession of men in uniform andj

nurses followed, and the road was blocked for two

hours by the crowds.

Between Clonmel and Mitchelstown there was then

heaviest rain I have ever seen. Also, two bridges were.

(32)
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blown up, and I had much difficulty in getting the

machine over what was left of them.

From Mitchelstown to Fermoy a big military camp
caused a delay while my papers were examined. I had
intended to go from Mallow to Limerick, but missed

my way and got absolutely lost in the hills round
Kanturk and Newmarket. I finished up at Newcastle
West ; the next day a man took me on a fishing boat

across the Shannon from Foynes to Killadysert, for

which he charged 10s.

Trenches and Mud.
The roads in County Clare were terrible—it is

impossible to describe them, .as they have not been
touched for years. There were trenches -about 3ft. deep
by 4ft. broad across them every few hundred yards,

and all the road was about six inches deep in mud. I

was just able to crawl along in bottom gear at about
10 m.p.h. How the machine stood it I do not know.
In a garage near Kilrush there were several well-known
machines with broken frames. Throughout this dis-

trict there was great difficulty in getting petrol, as

garages are very few and far between, and all charged

at a different rate. However, my luck held fairly

well, and I was not stranded.

Beyond Kilkee the roads were most terrible, and at

one point, coming down a hill, I suddenly saw a

trench at the bottom. ' Violently applying the brake,

the rod broke, and the machine and I fell right into

the trench. I had a very lucky escape, being quite

unhurt, and nothing was seriously damaged.
Trade in motor cycles was at an absolute standstill

in County Clare, and even pedal cycles were not

allowed on the road before the truce.

295

Westport was very wild, and motor traffic was limited

to an occasional Ford. Many of the telegraph wires

were cut in this district.

Turning south again to Limerick by Athenry and
Ennis, the roads again became very bad. Limerick

struck me as being a very depressing city. I went on

to Killaloe, then along a road by Lough Derg, where

there is a wonderful view of the country around.

All this time my. machine gave little or no trouble,

except punctures, which were not to be wondered at,

taking the terrible surface into consideration. In fact,

I used up all my patches, and had to wait two days

to get some- more at Mallaranny. The magneto was
very good but by no means waterproof, and I had a

little trouble in keeping it dry.

After Mallaranny I got into the Midlands, which

is flat country, where the roads are mostly bordered

by peat bogs ; Athlone, my next place Of call, proved

a very bright town, and the roads were generally good.

Poor Visibility on the Mountains.
From Athlone to Cork the road by Maryborough,

Durrow, Cashel, Cahir, to Clogheen was then taken

over the Knockmealdown Mountains to Lismore. This

was a very stiff climb on a rough surface, and at the

top the clouds came down, so it was impossible to see

more than a few feet ahead, and I had very narrow

escapes where two bridges were down. On several

occasions I felt very glad that I had got a lightweight

machine, which I could pick up and carry over rivers.

On coming down the Knockmealdown Mountains on

the Lismore sick it was steep and deep in mud, which

made driving exceedingly difficult. I was more than

glad to get to Lismore, and should not care to attempt

that climb again. In the hotel at Lismore there were

bullet marks in the rooms and all over

the walls, caused when there was a

raid on the police barracks some
months before.

On the way to Cork several
armoured cars were met, and by this

time I knew that when one comes in

sight the thing to do is to pull right

into the edge of the road. On arriving;

Black Head, near Ballyvaughan. -

I next went to Galway by Bally-
vaughan and round the coast by Black
Head, where the scenery was most wild
and wonderful. There were very few
signposts, and the men in the R.I.C.
were most kind in telling me which
roads to take and where they were
trenched, and bridges blown down.
Galway, I found,- looked almost the
>ame as any English city, and there
was very little damage done.

Mallaranny was the farthest north-
west T went. The country round

2)

Remains of the bridge which vas blown up between Dungiven and Maghera.
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at Cork I was astounded to see the ruined condition

of the city. -Patrick Street was like the towns in

Northern France and Belgium. Huts had been set

up on the sites of large burnt out shops. Business was

practically at a standstill.

After a ten weeks' tour I sailed on the s.s. Classic

for Fishguard. The method of getting the machine

shipped is not altogether satisfactory, although mine

came to no harm.

I was looking forward to the good English roads

again, but the one from Fishguard to Cardigan was

as bad as some of the Irish ones ; there can have been
no reason for this.

Although my machine was only a lightweight—

a

two-stroke—and the cheapest of its kind made, it could

not have been put through a more severe test, and, as

I have said, it proved satisfactory in every way ; even

the belt drive functioned well under all conditions of

mud and wet. :

The Irish people in both north and south were,

without exception, most friendly to me, and everyone

hoped for a satisfactory and speedy end to hostilities,

which hope has now been fulfilled. W.H..H.

WHY AN ENGINE ACCELERATES.
A Simple Explanation of What Occurs when the Throttle is Opened.

NOT long ago my friend ." Ixion " put forward

some interesting questions, and I saw that two

correspondents endeavoured to elucidate the

mystery, but neither of them appeared to do so with

complete success.
" Ixion " said that a reader wanted to know why an

engine accelerates when the throttle is opened, and

what single factor produces the initial accelerations

under the circumstances outlined.

He went on to explain that the engine should inhale

as big a charge when the inlet valve is open for a

long period with a small throttle opening as when the

engine is turning over rapidly on full throttle.

Induction.
This is, of course, true enough, for if the inlet

valve is open for a sufficiently long time, the cylinder

will be completely filled, even when the throttle open-

ing is very small. But this is the crux of the whole

matter—the inlet valve must be open long enough, or

the cylinder will not be filled, and this obviously neces-

sitates a considerable limitation of speed.

Another point is that when the passage of the air

across the jet is very slow, only a very small quantity

of petrol is drawn from that jet. That is why it is

so often necessary to flood the carburetter and close

the air when starting. This point, however, does not

materially affect the main question, for the engine is

assumed to be running at the time when the throttle

is further opened and acceleration produced.

An Explanation.
My view of the case is as follows : An engine is

started after the carburetter has been flooded and the

air closed. The air lever is then adjusted to a suitable

position, unless the carburetter is entirely automatic,

and the engine quickly settles down to a certain speed
which is governed by the position of the throttle. If

it ran more slowly at this throttle opening, it would
have time to take in more gas, and this would, with
the same load, immediately tend to an increase of

speed. If it ran faster, less gas would pass the

throttle, it being understood that it is only partly open
;

the power would be less and the speed would diminish.

It will therefore be seen that for a certain throttle

position and load there must be a certain definite speed,
which may of course, vary slightly from day to day,
according to the quality of the fuel and the tune of
the engine.

a28

We will now suppose the throttle to be opened, not;

necessarily all the way, but opened a little wider. As
the speed of the engine has not yet increased, a larger

charge, proportional -to the increased opening of the

throttle, will be drawn into the engine, and the next

explosion will have more power, so also will the

succeeding ones, and the speed will quickly increase

until the conditions again balance each other, and
the amount of gas taken into the cylinder on each

induction stroke will be rather less than the first charge

after the throttle was opened more widely. This, I

think, answers the first two questions.

The third is " Why does a weak mixture make an

engine knock? " The answer given bya correspondent

is that a weak mixture burns more slowly than a correct

one, and, consequently, there is still some burning

gas in the cylinder while the next charge is being

inhaled, and this causes a state of. pre-ignition. It

seems to me that such a state of things would cause

a blow-back through the carburetter but not a knock,

and I fancy that this question is like the ancient query.
" Wry does mistletoe generally grow on an oak tree?

"

The answer is "It does not."

Knocking.
It is quite true that enriching the mixture will often

stop knocking, but this, I take it, is a case, of the

correct mixture causing knocking because some con-

dition is momentarily unfavourable, and this knocking

being stopped by a slower burning mixture. Retarding

the spark will also stop knocking when it is caused

by the speed being too slow for the ignition timing;

but if the cause is pre-ignition owing to something

inside the cylinder head being heated till it becomes
incandescent—the sparking plug point, for instance

—

then retarding the spark will have no effect because

the explosion is taking place before the spark occurs.

Atmospheric Pressure.
A correspondent says that he can understand more.',

water running through a sluice when it is opened
because of the pressure of the water behind, but he

thinks that there is no pressure behind the throttle

slide. Here he is wrong ; there is the pressure of the

atmosphere (roughly about 15 lb. to the square inch)

behind it, and that, and nothing else, causes the air

to flow into the cylinder, picking up petrol and

mixing with it during its passage through the

carburetter. Auriga.

(18)
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Don'ts and In-

consequences.

WHAT are we women going to do with 1922?
In motor cycling, as in everything else, we
cannot stand still. We must either go for-

ward or go back. Since the Avar,

when our sex proved themselves

capable of driving cars and motor"

cycles with skill anrl intelligence,

there has been a tremendous stimu-

lation of feminine interest in motor
cycles. Last year it steadily in-

creased, and at last men in general

and manufacturers in particular are

beginning to take us seriously and
: study our requirements. This .was

very noticeable at the last Show,
where many low and open frame
models suitable for ladies were ex-

hibited.

• In spite of all this, we have not
' yet entirely won approval, especi-

ally of the masculine variety, and
we must -not forget that the real

reason is rather a complimentary
one. All men are the same in one
respect—and quite rightly so—they
like a girl to be feminine, to leave

the heavy work to them, to be
looked after, and regard herself as

the weaker vessel. Therefore a
nice man hates to see a nice girl

wearing, breeches with a mannish
air, hands in pockets, and walking
with Gargantuan strides. He
scowls when he sees her pushing a

fixed geared machine against com-
pression, and watches with scorn if

she breaks down and futilely at-

tempts to locate the trouble herself.

Htfw we can Alter this Attitude.

First of all, clothes. Now
breeches, as we remarked oncebe-
fore in these columns, are safer,

warmer, and neater than skirts,

particularly on a diamond frame
machine. But we need not wear
them unnecessarily, on, for in-

stance, an open frame lightweight
or a scooter

!

" A nice man hates to see a nice girl \ earing

breeches with a mannish air, hands in pockets

and walking with Gargantuan strides."

" Personally had I a small brother, I would
probably bribe him to undertake the job."

When we don them, we must remember that it is

not the garments that men criticise, but the way Ave
wear them. We have seen girls who are self-conscious
and afraid to move naturally—and others who go
to the opposite extreme and stand with feet about°a
yard apart and wear a battered hat which might have
seen sendee in, the W.A.A.C. There is no need for
either of these.. Let us be sure our boots are a good
fit, coat a reasonable length, no frills (mental or

actual), and people will like it and
agree that, it is the most sensible
-costume to wear on practically
every occasion'. -

Study our Mounts.
This is a very important point.

It's not much .use just knowing how
to steer a machine. No wonder a
man says a girl shouldn't drive if

he comes across a disconsolate
female sitting in the hedge wait-
ing for help with nothing Avorse

than a choked jet or sooty plug to

account for .it.. We do not imply
that we should all take out an en-
gineering certificate, but that we
should at least purchase a good
motor cycle handbook and get hold
of the main principles. Then,
with the assistance of an expert (not

Avithout—one always gets hit over
the first time !) take the engine
down and put it together again, also
pay some attention to tyres and their

treatment and habits ! A girl will

not only find this interesting and
useful, but will feel so much more
on a conversational level with her

motor cyclist friends. And they

will have much greater respect for

her intelligence than they have at

present.

Another point—and there are

slackers of both sexes on this score

—let us keep our engines clean.

Of course it's just as well to keep
the whole machine clean, but human
nature being what it is, one must
make allowances for it.' The thing

to remember is, when arriving home
after being caught in the rain and
covered Avith mud, although fires

and tea and 'hot bath tempt from
inside, we must not push the 'bus

into the garage and rush off. - A
good cavalryman always looks after
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his horse first. A good motor cyclist looks after her

mount. It is not a virtue to clean a machine, but

a necessity, and it doesn't matter in the least who
does it as long as it's done. Personally, had I a

small brother, I would probably bribe him to under-

take the job.

Competitions.
There is much diversity of feeling with

regard to competition work for ladies. I

can see no good reason why we should not

enter club competitions, hill-climbs, local

reliability trials, etc. Actual racing is, of

course, a different matter, though we are

not without supporters in favour of even

this. Lt. -Colonel Moore-Brabazon, M.P.,
is one of the staunchest supporters in

favour of our taking part in anything and
everything—in fact giving us an open field.

Unfortunately, his point of view is not

generally shared, but in time, when people

get more accustomed to the idea, it may be.

After all, the question is really a very

individual one. Some of us may be per-

fectly fit for ordinary riding and touring,

but totally unsuited to the strain of compe-
titions or racing. On the other hand, some
of us are probably stronger and healthier

than many of the men who enter for these

things.

"... our femininity is useful

sometimes. A nice smile goes

a long way with the arm of

the law. . . .

Risk of accident is always a big stumbling-block

but I think it is exaggerated. We take risks every

time we cross Piccadilly Circus.

Conduct on the Road.
Unfortunately, we are rather inclined to have a

reputation for recklessness—or at any rate foolhardi-

ness: It is undoubtedly a temptation, on a good
machine, to " let her out." But there

is a time and place for everything.

Carry on, by all means, on a good

road where there is. no traffic and not

too many corners (and a dearth of police-

men), but otherwise we have no right to

endanger the safety and property of other

people. And in these days when all the

best people are " broke " and insurance

premiums are high it is as well to consider

the machine.

We should never claim the feminine pre-

rogative on the road. The road belongs

to all motorists, and even then the men
had it first. So, as far as that sort of

thing is concerned, we are not women—
we are merely motor cyclists.

' Still, our femininity is useful sometimes.

A nice smile goes a long way with the

arm of the law if we have been unlucky

enough to be caught doing those things

which Ave ought not to do, or vice versa.-

M. L.-T

MOTOR TAX REVENUE AND ROAD
CLASSIFICATION.

Little Prospect of an Early R

IN
the House of Commons Mr. Neal, Parliamentary

Secretary to the Ministry of Transport, replying
to Col. Sir A. Holbrook, said that, although the

information was not yet completely available, so far
as an estimate could be formed, it is anticipated that
the cost of the collection of the present tax on motor
vehicles would be some ^400,000. The various
methods of taxation by which the necessary revenue
could be raised were carefully, considered by a com-
mittee under the chairmanship of Sir Henry Maybury,
the members of which were appointed by the late

Minister of Transport from motoring bodies and the
motor industry, together with representatives of the
Ministry of Transport, the police, the Treasury, and
the Board of Customs and Excise. This Committee,
with only one dissentient, reported in 1920 against
the petrol tax and in favour of the scheme which
received legislative sanction in the Finance Act, 1920,
and the allocation of the burden amongst the different
classes of vehicle was framed by members of the
Committee representing the trade and users, and was
accepted by the Committee as a whole and by the
Minister, unaltered. He did not think the time had
yet arrived for a revision.

Replying to Major Glyn, Mr. Neal stated that
the provisional classification of roads in Great Britain
is now completed, and grants amounting to between
.£7,500,000 and £8,000,000 have been allocated to

evision of the Basis of Taxation.

highway authorities towards the approved cost of

ordinary maintenance and improvement of Class I.

and Class II. roads.

The total gross collections for the motor tax account

during the calendar year i92r amounted to about

.£10,588,000.—The Autocar.

PREPARED
FOR THE
WORST

!

Watersplashes of considerable depth were evidently expected by

this competitor—A. W. Thrush—in a recent Midland winter trial.

Both the inlet and exhaust pipes of his Sunbeam have been

extended upwards. Incidentally, the rear end of the tank has a

neat leather cover to protect the enamel.

(-9)
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DETECTING FAULTS IN A LIGHTING CIRCUIT.
Methods of Tracing the Causes of Failure on a Typical Single-Wire

Motor Cycle Electric Lighting System.

By ROAD RIDER.

MANY riders have, no doubt, made their first

acquaintance with electric lighting circuits this

winter, and the simplicity of the magneto
ignition circuit has checked the progress of education

in tracking electrical faults, which the old accumu-
lator ignitions had commenced.
The circuits in use on the score or .

so of electric lighting equipments
now marketed vary so- enormously
that practically every set requires

separate treatment for a novice ; but
in the course of time the makers will

doubtless perfect and complete their

handbooks on their own productions.

At present many installations are sold

without any '

' book of the words "

;

and certain manuals are so vague and
ill-devised that they will not save

novices from resorting to professional

help.

The purpose of this article is to

treat a simple and popular circuit

—

that of the Villiers flywheel magneto
lighting—as an illustration of the

principles which underlie diagnosis.

In actual practice, most of the faults imagined in the

subjoined treatment would never occur—have not, in

fact, occurred—either at the works or to private cus-

tomers. But the circuit is an excellent example to take
as an object lesson,' for it includes three separate

loops," and is free from fuses and cut-outs, items
which are invaluable on more complex circuits, but are
apt to puzzle the beginner in the early stages of his

Study.

In this particular case, lighting current is generated
by a simple addition to the flywheel rnagneto, and this

current is used to light the lamps whenever the engine
is running. When the engine is stopped, the flyAvheel

immediately ceases to generate current, and the lamps
are connected by a hand switch to a dry battery.

There are two points to be noted about the wiring.

In the first place, it is of the earth return type ; the
frame is used for the negative portion of all three
" loops," viz., battery, flywheel, and lamps; all wires
contain but one cable ; and the bulbs consequently have

but one connecting contact on
their sockets. Secondly, the

head and tail lamp are wired
in series" and not " in

parallel." The difference is

Diagram of circuit in a flywheel magneto
and lighting outfit.

As the engine is not running, the flywheel is not
generating current. The lamps can only light off the
battery.

Is the switch set to the " battery " position?
If not, turn switch to " battery." If switch is in

correct position, are the lamps themselves at fault, or
does the fault lie in the battery ? This
is easily tested by starting up the

:

engine in neutral, and turning the
switch to the "magneto" position.

If _ the lamps now light, their previous
failure depends on the battery or the,

battery wires. (If the lamps still

do not light, we must presently start

a new train of thought.)

Suppose first that the lamps light

up properly with the engine running,
and the" switch in the "magneto"
position.

Examine (i.) wire from switch to
battery, (ii,) wire from battery to,

frame, for bad contacts, damaged
insulation, and frayed ends. If these
wires are perfect, the battery is obvi-
ously exhausted, and a new one must
In the meantime, it is possible to use

will light the lamps when

Lamps wired " in parallel.
indicated in the sketches.

Imaginary Troubles Diagnosed.
The following diagnosis of imaginary troubles may

now be studied in conjunction with the diagram of the
entire circuit :

—

1. The rider is starting out. His lamps refuse to

light. What is the matter ?

(3-4)

be procured
the machine, as the flywheel
the engine is running.

2, The lamps will not light with the engine running.
What a machine gunner would call " immediate

action," in this case hinges on whether the lamps will
light with the switch at " battery " position. If they
will, the lamp circuit is clearly in perfect order, and
the area of research becomes very narrow. A glance
at the circuit diagram will show that the fault lies along
the wire from the switch to the magneto, or in the mag-
neto itself. So the rider's action is : Examine wire
from switch to magneto for bad contact, damaged insu-
lation, and frayed ends.

If the wire is perfect, we are driven to suspect the
magneto. The wire enters via a split brass collar. Is
this making good contact ? Is it shortened by mud and
water? Failing such a discovery, we are driven to
suppose that the ignition coil inside the flywheel has
failed, and expert assistance or a spare part will be
necessary.

3. But suppose that the

lamps will not light either

on the battery with the ma-
chine stationary or on the

magneto with the engine fun-

ning ? It is extremely un-

likely that both the battery and the magneto, or their

respective circuits, should play the fool simultaneously.

We are- thus driven to suspect the lamp circuit. This
circuit takes the following path : centre terminal of

switch; wire from switch to head lamp; head lamp
bulb : wire from head lamp to tail lamp ; tail lamp

amps wired
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Detecting Faults in a Lighting Circuit.—
bulb : earth connection between tail lamp and frame

{via its metallic mounting). The return of this circuit

is via the frame, and if the earth connections are clean

and tight, this part of the path will be O.K.
In this circuit the two bulbs are obviously the most'

vulnerable items. If a good light is available, an eye

test may suffice. - Many bulbs discolour when they go

dud, and in others the damage to the filament may be

visible. If the light is poor, or for other reasons the

operator cannot be confident of a test by eye, the

quickest road test is to slip two spare bulbs^ into the

sockets. If only one spare bulb is available, it may be

tried in each lamp in turn, but it clearly cannot solve

matters if both bulbs are

dud, since one faulty bulb

can interrupt the entire circuit.

Finally, suppose that the

operator possesses no spare

bulb and no voltmeter ? In

that case, his only bulb. test

will take the form of earth-

ing the wire between the two

lamps by sticking a pin clean

through its cable.(not through

the rubber covering), and

earthing the pin to the frame

by means of bare copper

wirev This will cut the tail

lamp clean out of the circuit,

and both bulbs can then be

tried successively in the head

lamp. If either of them will

light up, the rider can im-

mediately proceed minus his

tail lamp.

If he has a voltmeter, pre-

cise tests are possible. First

switch on to " battery," and
connect voltmeter from " bat-

tery " wire terminal on
switch to bright metal of frame
haul the two short battery wires,

fault is in lamp circuit.

A little clear thinking is required -to use the volt-

meter intelligently, and the diagram will assist us. We
are presuming that the lamp circuit contains a fault

;

we suspect the bulbs, as being the most fragile items in

that circuit ; perhaps only one of the bulbs is" at fault,

but conceivably both of them are burnt out (as might

easily happen if the engine were recklessly revved in

neutral). Dud bulbs are shown as gaps; the top dia-

gram shows the lamp circuit broken by a dud head

lamp filament. Remove the bulb. Connect the volt-

meter to the two terminals of the head lamp. If cur-

JQM MARCH gth, 1922.

VOLTMETER- TESTS ON LAMP CIRCUITS.

Head lamp bulb faulty : voltmeter shows current.

-<

Tail lamp bulb faulty ; voltmeter shows current.

(If no current is shown at either holder, testing both separately

and with the other bulb in situ in each case, it indicates that

both bulbs are faulty.)

If no current, over-

If current is shown,

rent is shown, a new, head lamp bulb will restore the

circuit (use the tail lamp bulb in the absence
_

of a

spare, earthing the tail lamp wire as previously

described).

The second diagram shows the circuit broken by a

dud tail lamp bulb. In the previous test (substituting

voltmeter for head lamp bulb) no current will be

shown. The next step is to remove the tail lamp bulb

and connect the voltmeter in its place, one prong to the

lamp connection and the other to the body of tail lamp.

If current is shown, the head lamp bulb must be O.K.,

and the tail lamp bulb is dud. If no current is shown,

one of two faults may exist. Perhaps the earthing of

tail lamp is faulty; this can be proved. instantaneously

by connecting.- the voltmeter

with one prong to the tail

lamp connection and the

other prong to bright metal

on the frame. If current is

now shown, tail lamp earth

connection is faulty. Other-

wise, the head lamp bulb

and die tail lamp bulb are

both dud ; no current can
be obtained at the tail

lamp when the head lamp
bulb is dud.

4. There is one more imagi-

nary circumstance to be

reckoned with. The rider

goes out to his garage,

switches on to " battery,"

the head lamp lights, but

not the tail lamp. He starts

his engine, switches on to

" magneto," and obtains the

same result. What is amiss?

Not a dud tail lamp bulb,

as many novices would ima-

gine. As the diagram shows,

a dud tail lamp inter-

rupts the whole lamp circuit, and would prevent both

lamps' from lighting. In fact, the filament of the tail

lamp bulb may be regarded as part of the earth return

from the head Tamp, as they are wired "in series."

The fact that the head lamp lights with the tail lamp

remaining dark is clear proof that there is a short to

earth (i.e., the frame) somewhere along the wire between

the two lamps, probably a burnt or chafed -patch on

its rubber covering. If this short is traced and wrapped

with insulating tape, the tail lamp will light up in

999 cases out of 1,000.

It need not, of course, be imagined that these troubles

would actually occur even in years of riding ; but know-

ledge breeds confidence.

NUMBER OF MOTOR
OUR French contemporary L'Auto has published

some interesting figures relative to the number
of motor cycles in Germany. The particulars

cover the period from 1907 to 1921, and show some

rather extraordinary fluctuations with a very slight

increase in the number. In 1907 the number of motor

cycles registered was 15,700. For the next year there

b 4

CYCLES IN GERMANY.
was an increase of approximately 4,000. In 1909 the

increase was rather over 1,000, and in 19 10 there

were 22,283. After this date there was a steady drop,

and in 1912 there were but 19,958; 1913 and 1914

show an increase, the number registered before the

war being 22,457. In 1920, after the war, there

were only 9,369, but in 1921 26,729.

(19-20)
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The Storage Problem ; Sidecar

Hoods and Sporting Bodies, with

a Note on Sidecarring Families.

Collated by "Friar John."

POURING the last month or so I have inspected some
"-^ scores of new houses North, South, and West
of London, with an idea of purchase, and have been
astonished at builders' lack of forethought. Semi-

detached villas planned to save labour, admirable in

their way, but of course depressingly characterless,

are still being erected without space being allowed at

the side for the passing of a sidecar. And where
garaging is four shillings a week or more, as it is in

some of the London suburbs, this lack of ground space

is a- decided drawback
An obvious solution to the garaging problem is the

use of a folding chassis such as the Paragon and
Hopley. One user of the latter—Mr. C. H. Mauger,
of New Cross, whose machine we reproduce—speaks

in high praise of his outfit. His summary of its ad-

vantages is of course simply the advantages of pos-

sessing a garage at home, for he says, " You can do
your own re- BSBla£-_-_- ^__™_

l
«_«___<,^«________

pairs in your

own time,, and
the machine be-

ing kept cleaner

and more fre-

quently tuned

up will com-
mand a better

price when
sold " —

- quite

true. He says

-also, " If you
get trouble on
the near side of

the machine you
can remove the

body in a

second or two
and get to

work without

standing o n
your head '

'
—

pertinent as well

(5-6)

&ssenger
fbpic.s

(Left.)—This illustration proves that Mr. C. H
fidence in the folding sidecar, for journeys with a

are frequently undertaken on his B.S.A.

detached and chassis folded back to allow exit

as an indictment. So besides adding two feet to your
entrance this sidecar actually possesses other advan-
tages over the common or garden sidecar.

One does
really wonder
why the good
features of the

folding chassis

are not more
widely known,
for there are

hundreds o f

sidecar owners
who would not

think the
trouble of de-

taching a body
too much if by
so doing a sav-

ing of ^10 or

£\2 a year

could be ef-

fected.
<> <!>

HE sport-

ing sidecar

shown in the

heading is at-

tractive because it does not o'erleap the

bounds that separate the sporting from
the ordinary sidecar. I have seen a flap-

ping hood and a large screen fitted to

a " dirigible " pattern sporting body,
an effort just about as incongruous as

elastic side boots and mittens on a

"flapper." Observe also the decora-

tive screen, the dashboard with clock,

speedometer, ammeter, and mileage re-

corder—a sufficient collection of instru-

ments to amuse the passenger should

conversation and the landscape pall, be-

sides adding to the outfit's appearance.

b

T

Mauger has con-

load of " four-up

(Right.)—Body
from a 3ft. door.
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A neat hood and screen— the

Reynolds folding metal ho

position. Inset shows the door

which lifts up vertically with the dash.

Protecting the young pi

officer's
" safety

WE have advanced a long way in sidecar comfort

since the coach body was first introduced, but

improvements in hoods have not kept pace with the

improvements in chassis and body design,

ventional sidecar hood is usually

rather an ugly, cumbersome affair re-

stricting the'entrance of rain but fail-

ing to protect completely the passen-

ger, in the same way as a car hood

fails unless well valanced.

The design shown above by Mr.

S. ,T. Reynolds is a commendable

effort to produce a combined hood and

side screen, and, like the roll-blind

hood shown on the Sidecar Body

Co.'s stand at Olympia last Novem-

ber, is made of metal. Questions of

rattle immediately suggest them-

selves, but by the provision of guides

inside the body against which the

hood is tightly wedged, any tendency

to vibration is eliminated. No doubt

the main object Mr. Reynolds had

in mind was neatness of the outfit

when the hood was not in use, for being hinged on the

body immediately behind the screen, it folds out

of sight, following the contour of the back rest.

This device in conjunction with a sporting sidecar

yould answer very well indeed, although compared with

the standard hood the space is rather restricted ; but

who after all wants the standard ugly hood on a fast

sporting outfit ? This design provides protection which

when needed is usually needed very badly, and the

sacrifice of space on those occasions is not thought

of. An interesting detail in connection with Mr. Rey-

nolds's sidecar lies in the construction of the door,

which is hinged to the dash and lifts therewith. Very

shortly this hood and screen will be placed on the

market by Mr. Alfred Goad, 122. Maida Vale,

London, W.9.
<S> O <•> <s>

NO doubt Lieut. Tope was wise in railing in the

Tan-Sad on his B.S.A. outfit, for it is a ". safety

first " precaution, and from experience " safety first
"

has probably been found to pay. This little device,

faintly suggestive, too, of a ship's bridge, gives the

b?
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youthful occupant a greater sense of security besides

relieving the driver of a certain amount of anxiety,

especially if the " pillionite " be a mischievous boy

of nine or ten years of age. This last remark was

inspired, by the way, in consequence of an incident

on my last sidecar ride, when the pillion passenger

(eight years old) was caught whilst at speed leaning

oyer the rear mudguard in an effort to wear a hole

in the tyre with a piece of slate pencil.

THERE is something irresistibly attractive about

a sidecar full of youngsters, and I have no use

whatever for the argument against such overloading,

providing, of course, the sidecar connections are safe.

Mr. Hugh Sharrock is to be congratulated on his

- happy family and also. on his determination to give

the kiddies sidecar fun instead of bundling them off

on their holiday by train and he and his wife going

by sidecar. The photograph showing the "usual com-

plement " was taken on a holiday run last autumn.

MANY a motor cyclist can be for-

given for using words more for-

cible than polite when a brand new

cover has been lacerated by a sharp

flint. We have suffered cuts, one

being an inch across and another of

the same lateral dimensions but so

deep that it punctured the tube in two

places. The-first of these cuts was

filled with U-need-it, which has

stayed in position for the last three

to four hundred miles. ,
The second

cut has been similarly treated, but

has not had such a long .
trial.

U-need-it is very simple to use, and

certainly appears to do what is

claimed for it, both for cover and

inner tube repairs.
_jon rider. A naval

first
" device.

The sidecar every time! Ask this

happy group of children whether

they would rather travel with their

father, Mr. H. Sharrock, packed

tightly in a sidecar or by train.

(21-22)
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BRITISH INDUSTRIES FAIR.
Interesting British Motor Cycles and Accessories Displayed for Overseas Buyers.

OPENED on February 27th and con-

tinuing till March 10th, the Bir-

mingham section of the British

Industries Pair is held at Castle Bromwich
Aerodrome, where ample garage accom-
modation is provided for visitors.

From the motor cyclist's point of view
the number of exhibits is meagre, and
t'.ie stands are so widely distributed and
mixed amongst displays of household fit-

The Grigg miniature
machine is staged, but
has undergone no im-
portant modifications since
Olympia, though a simple
and moderately priced
engine unit, suitable for
lighting, pumping, etc., is

shown. Another neat
lightweight exhibited is

the Atlas, which has been
already described in The
Motor Cycle ; it is manu-
factured by the Aston
Motor and Engineering
Co., Ltd., of Whetton
Lane, Aston, Birming-
ham. Its little two-stroke
engine has a bore of 55
mm. and a stroke of 60
mm. (142.5 c.c). Chains
are employed to drive the
magneto and countershaft,
both being protected by a'

Common cast aluminium
drive is by belt, and wi„.
tyres the machine sells at the moderate
figure of £51 10s.

.
"

,

Ample protection

the Orion sidecar-

case. Final
th 26in. x2in.

An air-cooled
;
Grigg two-stroke power unit

adapted for stationary engine work?

tings, hardware, and machine tools, that
"it is difficult to obtain a fair idea of the
extent to which Midland manufacturers
are concerned. -

Of complete motor cycles there is little

novelty. A full range of B.S.A. machines
is perhaps the most imposing exhibit.
Three 4£ n -P- Quadrants are shown, two
being chain-driven models with sidecars
attached, the solo machine having final

belt transmission. The sporting Coulson
model with o.h.v. Blackburne engine is

attracting some attention, and a neat
coupe sidecar is exhibited on the same
stand with 4 h.p. and 2| h.p. side valve
machines.

A Water-cooled Two-stroke.

A complete range of Blackburne engines
is available for inspection, and Idris John
M6tors, Ltd., 1, Central Buildings, Lon-
don, S.W.I. , show the well-known 292
c.c. Union two-stroke engine, and also a
350 c.c. water-cooled model for stationary
work, Complete and sectional models of
the Sun-Vitesse rotary valve engine are
ajso to be seen.

Gear boxes are represented by the Moss
Gear, shown with foot or hand control,

and Messrs. Accles and Shelvoke, Ltd.,
Talford Street, Aston, Birmingham. The
latter firm show a strongly constructed
three-speed box with cork clutch and
spring tooth kick-starter.

A very taking polished aluminium side-

car is exhibited by the Orion Sidecar

Co., of Acton, London, W.3. Access to

the well-upholstered seat is obtained by
" raising a hinged scuttle dash—on which
is mounted a Triplex screen—before open-

is afforded by the up-swept hinged dash of

—one of the few new designs on exhibition,

ing the door. A glove and map locker
is placed in the dash, and there is a very
large locker in the back of the body, the
opening of which is doubly protected by
the lid and the hood when the latter is

folded down. Somewhat unusual spring-
ing is adopted, for while coil springs sup-
port the rear part of the body, short C
springs are used in front. The chassis is

rectangular and is provided with four
points of attachment:

Accessories.

Amongst the accessories, Easting wind-
screens are so familiar as to need no
description. Maplestone forks for- -all

types of machine, Webb brakes for both
front and rear wheels, and Moss gears
are all shown on the same stand, together
with a Sun-Vitesse machine equipped
with these accessories. The Webb com-
bined rear brake and cush drive is a
very fine piece of work, the shock ab-
sorber being composed of compression and
rebound springs neatly enclosed in the
driving side of the hub.
Dekla specialities, chiefly horns, lamps,

and other handle-bar fittings, are on view,
and the Beadless Tyre Co., Ltd., of Lloyds
Bank Chambers, Jamaica Row, Birming-
ham, shows a simple and effective double
capacity pump and the Amplokon spark
intensifier. C'.A.V. magnetos and dynamos
and a few other useful accessories may
be discovered in various parts of the

three great buildings.

iDtoduced last autumn, the £31 10s. Atlas lightweight made its first public appearance at

the British Industries Fair. Birmingham.

(n-I :

TOURING IN IRELAND.
MANY inquiries have recently been

addressed to the R.A.C. on the
possibilities of motor touring in

Ireland, and it is interesting io hear that

a goodly number of American visitors

have sought information as to the pro-

bable requirements in connection with the

licences, Customs duties, and so on. In

the present transitional stage it is not

possible to give any definite information

nor to predict what the licensing,

Customs, and other, formalities are

likely to be.

bu
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The Editor does not hold himself responsibl

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Dorset House,

SIDECAR FUEL CONSUMPTION TESTS.

. Sir,—The correspondence between Mr. Booth, of Harrow
Road, and Mr. Loughborough, of the A.C.U., is surely the

most amazing thing which you have published.

What jurisdiction has the A.C.U. -over the liberty of

the subject, and why ? Also, since when ? Words frankly

fail me on an occasion such as this.

On reading Mr. Loughborough's letter again I am truly

thankful that my modest sidecar outfit is not painted pink,

otherwise the A.C.U. might object. However, enough of

this, and hats offto Mr. Booth, to whom I am writing by
to-night's post promising support of his trial in spite of

the complete alphabetical list of associations.

In conclusion, may I say that I was regretfully com-

pelled to give up membership of the B.M.C.R.C. owing to

the A.C.U. informing me that I could not ride in one of

my own club's race-meetings unless I subscribed 5s. to its

funds for some obscure purpose ? I paid, but it was the first

and last time. I am now my subscriptions in pocket and
retain my liberty as a freelance motorist.

It is indeed a sorry thing when an association formed
for the specific purpose of mutual help forsakes the path

of fellowship for the sordid road of financial gain.
• - J. L. HENRY.

Sir,—In view of Mr. Loughborough's letter, I shall be

glad to know if I may go out for a ride on my motor bi-

cycle next Sunday morning—if it is fine ?

'
Ilford. V. CAREFUL.

Sir,—There appears to be no reasonable objection to Mr.
Booth's proposal; in fact, such a test would be most in-

structive to all, and especially to many, like myself, purely

recruits who do not belong to the A.A. or the A.C.U. and
are probably undecided which of the unions to join.

Personally I am unacquainted with the rules of either

association, but if by any chance there happen to be regu-

lations interfering with the liberty of the non-member, then
my final choice will not be the A.U.U.

W. - LOVETT.
Sir,—On the face of it, Mr. Loughborough's letter is rather

remarkable, and if his argument is valid motor cycle clubs
which hold- gymkhanas, etc., open to all comers, as they
often do, will have to proceed with greater caution in future.

So will firms which organise little outings, sometimes naming
them " trials," for riders of their particular machines. In
these cases, too, the offence will be more heinous, for usually

prizes are awarded. This we understand will not be done
in the case of Mr. Booth's event.

iigain, parties of unattached enthusiasts who foregather

to make mountaineering attempts on local precipices must
go warily in future if they are not to arouse the ire of the

Auto-Cycle Union. In fact, if any more readers discover

freak hills—a pastime which has enjoyed some popularity

recently—it would seem advisable that they keep the fact

a dark and deadly secret. A letter to The Motor Cycle, or

any other publication, would apparently constitute the first

steps to organising an open competition. B. ILGE.
London, W.C.2.

b 12

e for the opinions of his correspond ;nts.

Tute Street, E.C.4, and mast be accompanied by tta writar's name and address.

Sir—I sincerely hope Mr. Booth will stand up for his

suggestion, despite the views of the secretary of the A.G.U.,

which strike me as being absurd, considering he has no

connection whatever with that body. This test, I think

should prove of use and interest to sidecar owners, and 1

sincerely hope nothing occurs which will prevent its taking

plaCe '

WM. A. MOSELEY.

Sir,—I am a member of the A.C.U. who, beyond paying

an annual subscription, does not hear much of tha workings

of "my society.

I should like to ask how the Union has the power, since

it is neither- a Government nor a police organisation, to

prevent a party of motor cyclists carrying -oat any activity

(such as a consumption test) which is within the law.

G. 0. TIPPET1.

Sir,—But for the fact that your correspondent, Mr.

H. S. B. Booth, definitely asks for readers' observations

upon the letter addressed to him by the A.C.U. and dated

February 13th, 1922, I should not presume to meddle m
matters not directly any concern of mine.

However, the attitude taken up by the A.C.U. is, in mv
humble opinion, quite contrary to the spirit usually evinced

by that hitherto broadminded body, and I regard then-

action as mean-spirited, entirely uncalled for, and officious

to a degree. One cannot hut imagine that someone has

acted very hastily in paying Mr. Booth the indirect com-

pliment of taking so much notice of what appears to be
' a private matter "between private motor cyclistir'by causing

such a letter to be sent.

Were the letter addressed to a person or body of people

who had agreed to conform to the rules and regulations of

the A.C.U., then not a word could, be said, for the A.C.U.

would be very much within their rights.

I imagine Mr. Booth will please himself whether be holds

or promotes trials or competitions of any sort or kind, and

will pursue his own course and allow the A.C.U. to pur-

sue theirs; but I would like to draw his attention to the

fact that I consider that members of the A.C.U. or affi-

liated clubs are likely to take the view that they are con-

travening the spirit of their membership if they support

trials which the A.C.U. chooses to discourage, and this is

- the view that I myself should take were I- interested in the

objects of Mr. Booth's trial, which incidentally I am not.

The above, however, does not alter my opinion in the

least of the action the A.C.U. have taken in addressing to

Mr. Booth a letter which I consider is in subject matter

entirely outside their rights, and officious and dictatorial in

tone, 'if one were to concede that the A.C.U. were within

their rights, which I do not, even then I consider that it

would have been somewhat more discreet and considerably

more dignified to have let the matter pass.

Lastly', let me say that no one recognises more readily

than I the energy expended and the good work done on

behalf of motor cyclists by the A.C.U., but I consider that

in this instance they have overreached their function and

behaved tactlessly. „^ TDONALD WATSON.

(27-28)
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Sir,—In all probability Mr. Booth is not a member of any
motor cycling club, and one can imagine his surprise and
comments on receiving such a letter.

A motor cycling club, if affiliated to the A.C.U., agrees
by the signing of the affiliation forms to conform to the
rules of the Union, one of which is to refrain from running
open competitions without a permit, but surely the secretary
of the A.C.U. is out of his ground when he warns a private
motor cyclist, a free citizen to wit, that the A.C.U. will
not allow a private competition amongst private motor
cyclista which he proposes to organise to take place, simply
because it does not see fit to grant a permit.
The point seems to me to be this : If Mr. Booth were

acting on behalf of an organised club, the AiC.U. would
•have jurisdiction over the competition, but since he is a
private individual who has no interest in the A.C.U., he is

entirely beyond its jurisdiction, and can do what he likes.

Until such time as the A.C.U. has full control over the
actions of all those who use the motor cycle, such a " mail-
fisted " letter as that written to Mr. Booth can only do
harm to the A.C.U., heap ridicule upon its head, and cause
motor cyclists to ask, "Who are these people?"
In conclusion, I would say that, although a keen com-

_ petition rider and a member of three motor cycling clubs,
I have no interest in Mr. Booth's petrol consumption test,

and doubt whether it will serve any useful purpose, except
provide an enjoyable afternoon to those who participate
in the test.

But, nevertheless, let the private motor cyclist have the
right to own his own machine and control his own actions.

Go ahead, Mr. Booth. ROBARDO.
Romford.

L The above letters are typical of a batch received by The
Motor Cycle, on the subject. In an article in this issue,

the A.C.U. secretary expounds the attitude of the govern-
ing body toward private competitions.

—

Ed.]

REGARDING TME LOW TWO-STROKE.
Sir,—I read with interest your description of the Low

motor cycle, and, while appreciating the grit and resources
o»e must have to carry through such a design, there were
a number of points that immediately suggested themselves.

Firstly, to decarbonise would mean taking the whole power
unit from the frame, a tremendous job in itself for any
unmechanieally-minded person. True, the machine scores
on the grounds of cleanliness, but this is surely outweighed
by the oil and petrol consumption and initial cost, not to

mention weight and frictional resistances of such a design.
Are there any patented features about the design ?

Personally, I think it is up to Professor Low to produce
a machine which would conform more to his theories re-

garding simplicity and economy that he so often gives
voice to in the motoring -press. ANGUS McGREGOR.
Upton, Birkenhead.

Sir,—As far as I can see from your illustration, the
front forks are the same as those described by me in The
Motor Cycle of August 8th, 1918.

It is a pity Professor ' Low did not fit a 6pring frame
to be able to take full advantage of the front forks.
Berhaps he will be glad to learn the forks can be im-

proved upon by using shackles, as on the old B.S.A., and
pivoting the middle of the spring to the front end "

of
these, as Mr. Montgomery has also thought out but not
yet made.

I further refer to my letter in The Automobile Engineer
of Januarv, 1921, under Correspondence.

A. VAN DER MEE, W.I.
* The Hague.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS.
Sir,—As a steady, middle-aged " potterer," I have read

with alarm the article, " Motor Cycles for Boys and Girls,"
by Lt.-Col. Brereton. Surely we motor cyclists have enough
to bear from road-hogs, chars-a-bancs, etc., without our
terrors being added to.

I think I can claim a greater knowledge of boys than
Lt.-Col. Brereton, as in the course of my duties I come into
personal contact with the boys of 500 schools every year,
and my experience teaches nie that the average boy of
14-16 years of age is a reckless, irresponsible dare-devil,
entirely devoid of nerves. I will not accuse him of being
selfish, but he is certainly thoughtless. (What boy isn't?)

13-14
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It was this very recklessness, dare-devilry, call it -what
you will, in our young pilots (Heaven bless them !) which
gained us our supremacy in the air during the. war, but we
don't want it illustrated on our roads.
The law which grants iicences to boys of 14 must cer-

tainly be a " hass."
The motor cyclist who is shortsighted, deaf, or crippled,

knows his limits, and the rest of us have little to fear from
him, but the average boy of 14 wants speed, and knows
no limit.

Fortunately, we see very few boy motor cyclists on the
road, which makes me think that parents are evidently of
the same opinion as XH 3296.

Canterbury.

Sir,—I do not at all agree with the author's conclusions.
The age is far too young ; seventeen is quite early enough.
Why should nippers have placed in their hands such an

;

expensive toy ? Let them earn them ; then they will appre-
ciate them.

I say a pedal cycle is good enough for youths. They
have the energy necessary for the propulsion; and it is
better for their health in every way. MIDDLE-AGE.

Hull.

Sir,—I read with great interest your article on '" Motor
Cycles for Boys and Girls " and agree with what Lt.-Col.
F.. S. Brereton states. I am sure there are many readers
like myself who are only a bare 15 years of age, and who
have no chance of owning a motor cycle before they are
20 years old—.and then perhaps some old model which
requires "slight adjustments." L. C.
North Ashton, near Wigan.

Sir,—Your readers may have noticed the number of
" junior " motor cyclists who are on the road to-day. By
". junior " I mean boys of 14 to 17 (not the young
" bloods " who sizzle by and scare our maiden aunts) and
girls of 17 onwards.
Are these future supporters of the motor cycling com-

munity being neglected ? Are suitable models being provided
for them? Well, perhaps so on the solo side, but when one
considers sidecar models, it certainly seems that this section

is being let alone too much. " DIAPHANTUS."
London, N.W.7.

THE TOURIST AT BROOKLANDS. Brooklands, even
in winter, is far from being a desolate, barren waste,
attractive only to the speed man ; as the picture conveys,

beauty lurks in every corner,

bi5
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T.T. RACES FOR PRIVATE OWNERS.

Sir,—As a solution of the problem, could not the authori-

ties be approached to allow a race of one I.O,M. lap

(37 75 miles) after either (or both) of the existing- races,

according to number of entrants. The start could be made

from the top of Bray Hill a short time after 3.15 p.m., the

competitors being followed by the official car.

This would only necessitate the course being kept clear

for a matter of an extra hour or 90 mins.

Lytham.
,

TT -
O.H.V.

Sir—This is clearly, a test for the old saw, "Where

there's a will there's a way." We have had some cold

water and pessimism. Where are the optimists?

HEAVY SIDECAR FUEL CONSUMPTION.

Sir,—In reference to the letters which have appeared in

your 'columns recently with regard to the two-seater Match-

less outfit, I should like to say a word in favour of this

most excellent machine. Curiously enough, my consump-

tion figure is exactly the same as that of "A.F.S.," viz.,

54 m.p.g., but my usual load is heavier than his, and in-

cludes passengers (28 stone), spare tins of petrol and oil,

accumulators, and full tool kit. Usual disclaimer.

Ealing, W.5. TWO-SEATER.

Sir,—Most carburetters can be tuned to give a satisfac-

tory consumption at a given throttle opening and under

particular atmospheric conditions, but few will give a satis-

factory avettitje consumption under varying engine speeds,

road conditions, and atmospheric conditions. -

One of these few instruments is the Binks, by means of

which I have, during the past year, obtained an average

consumption of 65 m.p.g. -with an 8 h.p. Enfield-Jap outfit,

with wife, two children, and a dog on board.

The essentials for a good average petrol consumption are :

(1) The correct proportions of air and petrol at all throttle

openings, which means the correct ratio of choke tube to

jet size, both being variable.

(2) A clean engine.

(3) No air-leaks in the induction pipe, valve caps, or

sparking-plug.

(4) Properly adjusted road wheel bearings and brake

shoes, so that the wheels spin quite freely ; and transmis-

sion neither tight nor loose.

(5) A strictly moderate average speed.

The usual disclaimer.
NO. 861.

Colchester.

Sir,—I see that "Acme" is finding difficulty with a

W.S.R. jet in conjunction with an 8 h.p. J.A.P. engine.

Tnow I have used one on my Matchless-Jap outfit for two

years, and find it a great boon, my m.p.g. for the last 6,000

miles working out at 56, including evaporation, etc.

The fault I found with this jet—and from " Acme's
"

letter he is obviously up against the same difficulty—is that

the thread on the needle is too coarse a pitch, so that a

very small movement of the knurled disc will make a lot

of difference—in fact one quarter of a revolution, i.e.
,
90°

either way of the correct setting, will stop the engine.

Another point is that there is no zero point marked, so that

if some curious cuss spots a new knob on an unattended

machine and twiddles it, as he probably will, great diffi-

culty may be experienced in re-starting.

Hie cure for both these troubles I have found is to braze

a small' 2in. arm made of £in. brass rod exactly at right-

angles to the normal setting. This in my case admits of a

movement of 120° before striking any obstruction. A fine

setting is thus obtained, and the zero point is instantly

found.
ARCHIE HANDFORD.

Sir,—I have been getting over 70 m.p.g. from my 8 h.p.

Acme outfit, not on long journeys, but short trips of 20 to

30 miles. The only alteration made to my machine was the

fitting of a set of Flexikas. The carburetter is the Amac
2-lever, with a 28 jet.

Northampton. ANOTHER ACME.

bi6

STEERING BALANCE.
Sir,—I was very pleased to see the article on steering

balance by "A.E.S.," as it is a point that has been sadly

overlooked by a large number of designers.

I know nothing of frame design, but should like to suggest

that most of the best machines in this respect carry the
.

weight pretty far forward, and have the steering head well

over the front wheel, ami not very steeply raked.

The Indian Scout is a good example of "these features, and

steers particularly well, 1 believe.

My first machine, a 1907 Triumph, could bedridden round

sharp bends with hands in pockets, while I cannot let

go the bars of my present mount, a 1919 model of the same

make unless the speed is over 30 m.p.h.
Is there any way of improving the steering of an existing

machine? I Jiave already tried adjusting saddle and bars.

Clare, King's Co. J.E.G.

WHEN BORED WITH MAIN ROADS.
Sir,—With reference to the freak hill near South Harting,

Sussex, I presume your correspondent means that road

which ascends the N.W. side of Beacon Hill; it cannot be

very steep, as I have climbed it comparatively easily on a

Dunelt and sidecar; but I must own to failures with other

machines in previous years. From the lin. Ordnance map
the average gradient over the worst 300yds. is 1 in 5,

although the centre portion between the bends is only

about 1 in 10, thus making the corners stiff.

Other interesting hills in this locality are :

—

Sussex.—1. Due south of Elsted, with 200yds. 1 in 4

(Eastern slope of Beacon Hill). 2. Didling Hill, over i mile

averaging 1 in 7. 3. Bignor Hill, south from Bignor,

steep section of 1 in 3^ (?). 4. South from Heyshott,

nearly j mile, 1 in 5.

Hants!—1. South side of Stoner Hill, N.W. from Lythe

farm. 2. S.W. from Liss. Up through Oakshott Wood.
C. J. EVERSHED.

Sir,—Referring to the South Harting hill, I was so

surprised to hear that it is unclimbable that I looked up my
maps to make sure that it is the same. I found that it was

the same hill that I have climbed and camped on at

least a dozen times in the last few years. My present outfit

is a 5-6 h.p. Rudge Multi, with touring sidecar.

W. CLAPHAM.
Sir,—I have been very interested in the letters re Beacon

Hill off the Elsted Road, by Mr. Reg. S. Fowler and Mr.

L. J. Fleming, of the West Sussex Motor Cycle Club.

On Sunday, February 12th, I, with three other friends,

decided to sample this unclimbable hill. A 3^ h.p. Norton,

2| h.p. A.J.S. and 1914 4^ h.p. James sidecar, with

passenger, all made successful climbs, a Rudge Multi only

failing.

As we are thinking of starting a motor cycle club in this

district, we should be delighted to meet the West Sussex

Club at this hill one Sunday afternoon, and if they are not

satisfied with this hill we can show them another which

will, I think, tax their machines even more.

If Mr. Fleming will write to me (c/o the Editor) and

suggest a date, I will bring as many enthusiastic motor

cyclists as possible. W. S. LUKER.

GEAR QUADRANTS AND KNEE-GRIPS.
Sir,—I was interested in " Ixion's " complaint of the gear

quadrant on' his Sports Sunbeam being in the way of his

knee. This, I notice, is a common fault on eight out of

ten machines, either with the quadrant or the gear lever.

I pointed this out to one manufacturer at the Show, re-

marking on the impossibility >of fitting knee-grips. He
replied that knee-grips were useless, liable to give one about

fifty compound fractures of the thigh and pelvis, and that

he never used them, even for speed work ; so I came to the

conclusion that the people who make grips either do it for

ornament or to protect the tank.

The manufacturer then went on to say that of course if

I specially wanted the lever moved I could have it put

anvwhere! SPORTS MODEL.

Owing to the, exceptionally heavy demands on these pages,

letters should be as brief as possible and, as a rule, should

not exceed 200 words.

(29-3°)
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REAR LIGHTS FOR ALL.

Sir,-{-In answer to Mrs. Margaret M. Stancer, I have been
motor cycling and car driving for the last fourteen years,
and even in the early days did not dispense with a rear
lamp on my motor cycle, as I found that at night I rode
very much more slowly than in the day, a thing which does
not happen to the majority of car drivers.

Until the price of petrol and the present taxation pre-
vented me, I used to drive a 24-40 h.p. Fiat, and found
that after nightfall I invariably overtook the majority of
motor cyclists, who do not seem to ride after dark at a
speed of more than 20-25 m.p.h. J. M. CLEMENTS.

Sir,—To my mind it is imperative that all vehicles, either
fast or slow moving, should carry rear lights.

The condition of many of our main roads is, at present,
sufficiently vile to necessitate even a fast solo rider slowing
down if he wishes to retain his saddle, and it is then that
he is likely to be overtaken by a car, which, on account
of its size and extra springing, could hold the road at

a fairly good speed.
A friend of mine was recently "rammed" in the rear

owing to his rear light having " bobbed " out, and I fancy
he would exhibit half a dozen red lights rather than have
to again trundle his machine along with a buckled wheel and
a damaged mudguard. CALTHORPE.

Liverpool.

Sir,—I, amongst hundreds more, cannot
but agree with Mrs. Stancer that thdss who
press for a new law to compel solo

machines, etc., to carry a rear light are
working in opposition to the interest of

motor cyclists (but not in opposition to the
trade).

If any motor cyclist is at all nervous,
what prevents him or her carrying a rear
light? But do not make it compulsory.

E. A. C. MOON.

Sir,—I am surprised that a number of

your recent correspondents consider slight

personal inconvenience the chief factor in

the above question. Surely a broader view
should be taken.

There is no doubt that vehicles without
rear lights are a source of danger ; the risk

is, of course, greatest on wide vehicles whose
front lamps are hidden from the rear, es-

pecially when these do not give an extensive
ray ; pedal cycles without rear lights are
undoubtedly dangerous, owing to the feeble-

ness of their front lamps (I have had several

very narrow escapes from collision when
overtaking such machines). In the case of

motor cycles, which travel faster and are
better lighted in front, the risk is much less,

but it is nevertheless existent, and the pre-

sence of such machines on the roads is a
source of anxiety to drivers of other fast

vehicles.

The rider who says he is prepared to take
the risk of travelling without a rear light,

and should be allowed to please himself,

must remember that, in the event of a col-

lision, the driver of the overtaking vehicle

suffers as well as himself.

Our laws are framed for the common good
and the safety of the public, and all who
agree with this principle should support
"rear lights for all."

As regards the snag of inconvenience, this

is negligible on a machine with dynamo
lighting, while on motor cycles not so
equipped and on pedal cycles a dry battery
year light can be easily and cheaply fitted,

and will give adequate and reliable illu-

mination at a low cost.

C. A. GOSLING.

Sir,—With reference" to the letter over
the name of Mrs. Margaret M. Stancer,
we regret that she fails to see the necessity

3-4

BALANCING—IN A NEW SENSE.
Quite a remarkable feat of balancing

a Douglas motor cycle and rider has

been introduced to the music-hall

stage by " The Airos. When the

picture, which is quite genume, was

taken, the engine was running, albeit

misfiring, at about 500 r.p.m.

!

for all vehicles to carry rear lights. If she had been
in the habit of doing much night riding we feel sure
that she would have different views on the matter. In a
brilliantly lighted town there may not be such a necessity
for rear lamps as there is when one gets away from the
lights, but obviously one cannot make any distinction. Con-
sidering the ever-increasing stream of traffic we come in

contact with, we feel that the motto "safety first" should
be the guiding principle. As motorists we belong to a
large body, and we should endeavour to obtain *' the greatest
good for the greatest number," which often means the sink-
ing of self. We should be ready, and willing, to suffer a
little inconvenience if, by so doing, the community may be
benefited.

With reference to dynamo lighting outfits, the writer, in
common with many others, is not the happy possessor of
one, but with a separate generator, a reliable rear lamp
(such as a Lucas), and cleanliness, trouble is reduced to a
minimum.
Your correspondent is of the opinion that because she

has never heard of a motor cyclist being run down in the
dark, such things have never, ; nor will ever, occur. We
should like to assure her that we are out in the interests
of motor cyclists every time, but in common fairness, if we
claim that bicycles and other vehicles should carry rear
lights "(and she must admit that this is necessary), surely
we should do likewise.

For the Gloucester M.C. and L.C.C.,
FRANK R. WARE,

Hon. Secretary.

LUMINOUS SPEEDOMETER DIALS.
Sir,—May I inform " Viz " that I find-that

after looking hard at a white road lit up by
a large acetylene head lamp it is very
difficult to see a luminous speedometer with-
out careful examination, which takes too
long for fast night work. The only satis-

tory method I know of is to have a small
bulb, shaded, throwing its light down on to
the speedometer. The trip and total mileage
can be seen this way, but I fear it would
not be easy to put luminous paint on the
revolving figures, and even then they would
be very hard to see, owing to their compara-
tive incarceration inside the speedometer
during the day. A. 0. RUSSELL.

"GETTING A PINT INTO A QUART
POT."

Sir,
—"Ixion" moans about toolbags.

Well, my machine has strap fasteners
which, although allowing an unscrupulous
garage assistant to "borrow" my patches
and tools, does not come open on the road.
But what of their size? The near side bag

is fully occupied by the tool roll. The other
contains a tyre outfit, one plug in case,

spare belt fastener, and a piece of rag 6in. x
6in. "It wouldn't hold a collar-stud more.
Now we turn to the maker's handbook, and

find the following spares suggested :

(1.) Two valves complete (inlet and
exhaust).

(2.) Two plugs.

(3.) Two valve-cap washers..

(4.) One magneto cai'bon brush arid

spring.

(5.) Spare belt fastener and few short
pieces of belt or complete spare belt.

(6.) Small supply of valve springs, cotters,

caps; screws, and nuts.

(7.) One fork spring.

(8.) One exhaust valve rocker.

(9.) One chain (engine to camshaft), spare

link and spring clip.

A regular perambulating garage ; but no
suggestions for carrying the goods. One of

these days I shall break a valve ten miles

from anywhere ; then I shall get wild and
buy a two-stroke. J. HEASMAX.
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Sir.—I cannot waste your valuable space in quibbling

over mere words, so will not refer to Mr. Harris s lettei

in your issue of .March 2nd beyond reminding l\im that

the quotation in my letter was from an advertising bulletin,

and not from the editorial columns of the American trade

paper, Motor Cycling and Bicycling, as he seems to inter.

Further, it was the Henderson demonstrator who pro-

nounced the tyres too soft for speed work, and did not do

so till after he had made an unsuccessful effort to improve

on Mr. Fowler's speed.
_

,

The average English motor cyclist is, unfortunately loi

Mr Harris, a great sceptic where " paper " speeds are con-

cerned and a believer in the Facta nan verba motto. 1

would therefore suggest to Mr. Harris that he take steps

to allay any doubts which may exist m this country as

to the veracity of the bulletin in question. In tact, 1

am surprised that he has not before this staged a series of

tests over here on the lines of those stated to have taken

nlace'with a Henderson machine m America.
_

A standard machine in full touring trim is said to have

been ridden some 200 miles over mountain roads, and

then on arrival at its destination, . when taken on the

track, without any adjustments; to have reached a speed

of 90 m p h. We have no mountains handy, but no doubt

a 200 mile course in Surrey, similar to that used for the

Sopwith Cup Trial last October, could be mapped out tor

Mr Harris, after completing which he could proceed to

show us 90 m.p.h. over the flying mile^at BrooWands^

[This correspondence is now closed.

—

Ed.]

SPEEDS OF TWO-STROKE LIGHTWEIGHTS.

Sir.—Re "Ixion Villiers' " query as to the gear used' on

the Portsmouth Road, it was 5—1. I must admit 1 had

favourable conditions, it was in the late summer there was

no wind, and in the evening. As to Mr. Grubb's challenge I

accept, but would like to know whether the machines are to

be tuned or as ridden every day. As to the date I leave

that to him. I will avail myself of the minute start, and

then if I beat him, have an equal start.

I have stated that my speeds were by speedometer (and

I have no reason to doubt its accuracy), but for a lap at

Brooklands I averaged 42 m.p.h., with a flying start of

25 yards ; this was by watch timing and w
^
ness

^QXJpER

VARYING GARAGE CHARGES.
Sir,—Referring to the leader in your issue of the 16th

ult in which you say that seaside garages are most otten

complained of in regard to excessive charges, i nave

made inquiries as to the charges of the garages in Southport,

which is one of the largest seaside resorts on the West Coast

In none of the lists of garage charges I have obtained

(and there are some of the finest garages in the North ot

England in Southport) can I find a charge of Is. 6d. tor a

temporary storage of a sidecar outfit, or of a charge of

Is 6d per hour for motor cycles. The highest charge for

the former is Is. per day (and there are some garages

which charge lower than this) and for the latter 6d per day.

From this I hope you will agree that, so far as Southport

is concerned, the complaint of excessive charges for garage

accommodation cannot be sustained.
ROWLAND HILL,

Sec. Southport Motor Club.

THE LURE OF THE FREAK TRIAL.

Sir,—I was very pleased to see your leader of the 23rd

ult. re freak trials, as I am greatly in favour of this type

of competition.

Something like twelve years ago—after many years ot

hard riding—I began to find the main roads rather tedious

when mounted on an ordinary touring 'bus, so took to

the hills, dales, 'and, in fact, everywhere where I could

possibly wangle my varied mounts along. Practically every

week-end since ("Dora" permitting) I have been on the
" rough stuff " over scores of miles where no other motor

cycle ever—shall I say "trod," ridden over some most im-

possible-looking places when making a bee-line, but have

yet to break (touch wood) a single thing on any motor

when so doing.

c4

I have only one grouse about the freak trials : the

20 m.p.h. is much too high for this class of riding. I have

won premier awards over the "rough stuff," and I know
risks to both neck and machine must be taken (particu-

larly by a nervous or inexperienced rider) if one keeps up
to schedule. It is utterly impossible to keep to 20 m.p.h.

on some machines, and riders of the latter turn up for

a competition blissfully ignorant of the fact that they have

not a sporting chance'. I shall welcome the day when the

average is set "to nearer 10 m.p.h. over a real freak course.

We shall then draw new riders into competitions, and
everyone will get a chance. After all, 10 m.p.h; is racing

—

on a freak course—compared with 20 m.p.h. on a main road.

I belong to one Club which fixes the limit at 18 m.p.h.

In conclusion, I beg to voice the opinion that cross-country

riding is one of the most fascinating games extant ; and

if "Zenith Solo" lived nearer to our beautiful Derbyshire

hills I would undertake to act as his guide to prove my
contention—if he can really ride his machine.

Sheffield. AMPHISTRATUS.

TWO-STROKE EFFICIENCY.

Sir,—In reply to " Curious," in your issue of February

23rd, perhaps I should have said "must not be much more

than 250 c.c." I may point out that the volume of a cylin-

der varies as the square of the diameter, whilst the cooling

surface only .varies as the diameter. With any normal

stroke-bore ratios the ratio of cooling surface to volume is

therefore a constantly decreasing one with- increasing

capacity. There is thus an ultimate limit of size beyond

which the temperature of the cylinder becomes too high. It

has been proved that extensive fins have little effect in

extending this limit (so far as cast-iron cylinders are con-

cerned at any rate). This limit is at present in the neigh-

bourhood of 250 c.c. for two-strokes. .
In four-stroke

machines, where the frequency of working strokes is halved,

the efficient limit is doubled, and becomes about 500 c.c.

" Curious " will find that all the important speed records

for two-strokes are held by machines in the 250 c.c. class.

Above this class the records are held by four-stroke

machines of 350 c.c. and 500 c.c. (not by the 600 c.c.

machines). The Sports Sunbeam and Norton are 500 .c.c.

(about) not 600 c.c. The above remarks apply only to

machines for solo use or for speed. There is a certain field

for the 350 c.c. two-stroke of lower compression for slogging

work with a sidecar where a machine simple and cheap m
first cost is required, and where slightly higher petrol con-

sumption is not objected to. In the writer's opinion, how-

ever these large single-cylinder two-strokes will soon give

place to high efficiency side-by-side twin-cylinder two-

strokes in the same way that the big singles (four-stroke) of

650-750 c.c. in vogue a few years ago for sidecar work have

given place to V twins. MARY C. JENNISOIs.
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a Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists, g
Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle. q

5 " MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM." p
The standard handbook on the motor cycle. q

Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10.

CI .. HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
O Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

"

D " TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
.

LJ

A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying U
m them when found. Fourth Edition. Q

Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3. rj

P .. TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." Q
O A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider s point of

vjew .
Price net, 3/-. By post, 3/3- ^J

D " MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES." "
n By " Ixion," of The Motor Cycle. '

u ' Price net, 5/-- By post, 5/3. Q
5 " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS. «...,., O
P Set of Three Maps-England and Wales, Scotland, QD London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6.

P Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps-England and Q
Wales, London. Price net, 4/6- By post, 4/8. D

n •• THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK. D
n With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. Q

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFEE & SONS Ltd., O
DoSet House, Tudor Street, London E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers rj

u and Railway Bookstalls. Q
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Stafford and District M.C.C.

About 120 members and friends at-

tended a ball held in the Assembly
Rooms, Stafford, on February 22nd.
There were many novel features in the
arrangements, and the event proved an
outstanding success.

North Wales M.C.C.

'On the 21st ult. the club held its

second annual whist drive and dance, at
the County Hall* Denbigh. The event-
was a great success, there being over 2C0
present, and dancing was continued until
2 a.m.

Preston M.C.C. (Brighton).

On the 20th ult. a club as above was
inaugurated. It was in every sense a
satisfactory meeting, both social and
competition runs for the ensuing season
being discussed. More members, how-
ever, are required.

West Birmingham M.C.C.

There was a good attendance at the
annual general meeting, held at the
King's Head Hotel, Edgbaston, on the
24th ult. The fixtures for this year were
discussed, and a programme, to comprise
25 runs in all, decided upon. It- is in-

tended to include an inter-club trial and 1

an open reliability trial.

Nottingham and District M.C. and L.C C
Organised for the East Midland Centre

A.C.U. by the Nottingham Club, a recent
night trial was voted a big success ; and
permission has been asked to hold a
further night trial on April 1st. The
route was 138 miles, and lay through
many of the large towns in the district,

Newark, Mansfield, Chesterfield, Mat-
lock, Derby, Leicester, and Loughborough
being visited. A 20 m.p.h. schedule was
set which proved a stiff test when off the
main roads. Slack Hill, N.E. of Mat*
lock, was observed,, acetylene flares being
used on the worst portions, where several
failures occurred. Seventeen competitors
only finished the course. The following
-were the winners of the special awards :

Lightweight—W. G. Tollington (2h

Sun Vitesse).

Solo—S. -S. Debenham (4 Campion).
Sidecar—I. Cohen (10 Campion sc.).

Gold medal certificates were awarded
to :

F. Horberry (3^ Douglas).

W. Haslam (3J, Norton).
G. H. Alcock (8 Brough Superior).
F. Sissons (3£ Norton).
S. Matts (3^ Rover) (9 years, old, single

gear).

C. A. Clarke (3J,- Sunbeam sc).

(5-6)

Bloxwich and District M.C.C.

Motor cyclists willing to act as ob-
servers in a trial to be held in the
Gloucester and Stroud district on Easter
Monday are asked to communicate with
the hon. secretary, Mr. H. R. Milling-
ton, 29, Wallington Heath, Bloxwich.

North London M.C.C.

Clubs which have not received a cir-

cular letter regarding the North London
Rally on Whit Monday should, if they
are interested, communicate with the sec-

retary, Mr. Alan W. Day, " Claremont,"
Ballard's Lane, Finchley, London, N.3.

Lewes and District M.C.C.

The annual general meeting took place
on the 21st ult. at the White Hart Hotel,
the Mayor of Lewes presiding over a fair

attendance. The accounts showed a cash
balance in hand of £3 8s. 7d. Officers

for 1922 were elected. There were some
changes in the committee, and two lady
members were elected. Mr. E. Jenner,
57, Cliffe High Street, Lewes, is the hon.
secretary.

North-Eastern Centre A.C.U.

The first meeting was held at the
Y.M.C.A., Sunderland, on Wednesday,
the 22nd ult. Mr. Geo. G. Heath, of 24,

Cambridge Terrace, Gateshead, was
elected hon. treasurer and secretary.

Delegates from seven of the eight affi-

liated clubs were in attendance', and
arrangements were made to hold a centre
team trial on May 22nd.

North-Eastern Automobile Association.

The annual dinner, the first since the
war, was held following the annual meet-
ing in Tilley's Restaurant, Newcastle.
Mr. D. Balfour took the chair, supported
by Mr. J. E. Hodgkin, the secretary,

Col. C. B. Palmer, C.B.E., D.L., Mr.
J. F. Maling, Mr. C. V. Swan, and Mr.
C. J. Dymond.
' Amongst the guests were the Lord
Mayor of Newcastle (Alderman R. H.
Milligan), the Sheriff of Newcastle
(Councillor Jas. Lunn), Mr. J. A. Bean
(Northumberland County Surveyor), Mr.
A. E. Brookes (Durham County Sur-

veyor), Mr. J. Da,vidson (Morpeth
Borough Surveyor), and Mr. F. Smillie

(Tynemouth Borough Surveyor).

During the course of the evening Mr.
A. E. Brookes, replying to the toast,

" Local Authorities," made some interest-

ing remarks on the local roads. Motor-

ists, he said, desired ideal surfaces, and
they would have to pay for them. Per-

sonally, he did not think that the light

vehicle did the damage to the roads, and
also that the heavy vehicle did not pay
in proportion to the damage it did.

Neath and District M.C.

It has been decided to hold the first

speed trials on Porthcawl sands on
Easter Monday, April 17th. Entries close

on April 11th.

Sale and District M.C.C.

All particulars of this newly-formed
club can be obtained from the secretary,

Mr. E. C. Bramley, "Landfield House,"
Hesketh Road, Ashton-on-Mersey.

.

Proposed West Herts M.C. and L.C.C.

It is desired to form a club covering
Watford, Rickmansworth and district

;

all interested should communicate with
Mr. H. H. Lewis, 18, Church Street,

Rickmansworth.

Essex M.C.

. Members are reminded that entries for

the fourteenth annual hill climb close

first post on Monday next. Valuable
silver cups are being given on this occa-

sion ; entry forms and particulars can be
obtained from the hon. secretary, Mr.
Ernest J. Bass, 40, Chancery Lane,
London, W.C.2.

Horsham M.C. and C.C.C.

It has been decided to hold the opening
run as a reliability trial for the president's

cup on April 9th over a 70-mile course
within a radius of twenty miles of Hor-
sham. It has also been arranged to run
the captain's surprise run on April 30th.

The secretary is Mr. A. C. Quick, Queen
Street, Horsham.

Berwick and District M.C.

Mr. J. Elder, the treasurer, reported
at the annual general meeting that the
organisation had a balance in hand of

£37, but when, he stated, the prizes won
during the last season had been paid for,

the balance left would only amount to £2.

Councillor Alex. Darling was appointed
president, Mr. G. Rowley chairman, Mr.
W. Dodds secretary, and Mr. F. Moon
treasurer.

Western M.C.C. (Glasgow).

At the third annual meeting held at the
club headquarters, . 250, Great Western
Road, on February 25th, reports were
submitted showing the club to be in a

very prosperous condition, both financially

and as. regards membership. Prospects in

regard to the proposed club-house are be-

coming definite, and an announcement
may be made very soon in this connection.

Last. year £105 was expended in awards,
besides numerous prizes donated by
friends of the club, and this year, it was
indicated, competitions and prizes will be

more numerous than ever.

(Club News is continued on page 315.)
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Number plates to be illuminated thirty minutes
earlier, vide lload Vehicles Registration and
Licensing Order (1921).

More Daylight.

The days are drawing out rapidly. We
shall soon be able to take evening runs
ithout troubling about laomps.w

Royalty on Two Wheels.

One of the latest adherents to the

scooter is'H.M. the Queen of the Bel-

gians, who has purchased one for the pur-

pose of making short journeys.

Universal "Safety First."

Not only in England but in other parts

of the world is the racing helmet becom-
ing compulsory in all speed' events, the

latest country to fall into line being
Italy.

Driving a Pair.

There is at least one advantage in the

foot-controlled clutch. We recently saw
a B.S.A. rider taking home his pedal

cycle, which behaved quite sedately by
the side of its power-propelled brother.

To Land's End Competitors.

Considerable assistance is being given

to the organisers of the London-Land's
End Trial by the Slough Transport Co.,

Ltd. Three minutes' walk from the

garage is the company's canteen, at which
a special supper will be served, price

3s. 6d. Coupons for this may be obtained

in advance from Mr. F. T. Bidlake

(trials secretary -of the M.C.C.), 84,

North End Road, Golder's Green, Lon-
don, N.W.ll.

Sidecar Firemen.

Paris firemen are now making use of

motor cycles and sidecars , for first aid

in extinguishing fires. The machines are

Harleys with a special two-passenger
sidecar and provision for carrying hand
extinguishers. At present these machines
are only being used by the central brig-

ade, and have been adopted with the ob-

ject of getting firemen on the scene of

an outbreak before the main engine
arrives. Probably the men on the motor
cycle will not often be able to extinguish
the fire with the hand apparatus at their

disposal, but the five or ten minutes they
are expected to gain will prove exceed-
ingly valuable in preparing the ground
for the arrival of the main force.

c8

Consecutive Numbers.

The Committee of the M.C.C. has de-
cided that not more than three riders rid-

ing the same make of machine in the -

London-Land's End run on April 14th
may have consecutive numbers.

Delivery by Aeroplane.

Sent at midday from Paris in a Goliath
aeroplane, a Gnome and Rhone motor
cycle was delivered to the Brussels agent
within six ' hours, including passing
through the Customs. It is stated that
the cost of transport was less than by
express train.

Hard Biding.

Although the conditions of the M.C.C.
Land's End to John-o'-Groat's run will

not be severe, so far as the regula-

tions are concerned, it will nevertheless

be a hard ride. On main roads all the
way, there will be few severe hill's, Amul-
ree being perhaps the most difficult. As
a physical trial, however, the strain upon
the riders will be considerable. A dis-

tance of 240 miles is to be covered on
the first day, 230 miles the second, a.id

312 the third, which we believe is the
longest day's run in any English trial

vet organised.
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Special ^features.
THRO' IRELAND ON A MOTOR CYCLE

DETECTING FAULTS IN A LIGHTING
SYSTEM.

ROAD TEST OF SOLO " BIG TWIN."

Motor Cycle Longevity.

Some sensation, has been caused among

motor cyclists in Sweden because an im-

portant economy competition organised by

a Swedish newspaper was won by a ten-

year-old • belt-driven American motor

cycle.

A Sign of the Times.

Sunday School prizes used to take the

form of such high-brow literature as

"The Good Boy's Reward "
; it may come

as a shock to some that at a recent prize

distribution in a Midland Sunday School

one of the books chosen was " Motor
Cycles and How to Manage Them."

Construction of Arterial Roads.

Mr. Neal, replying in the House of

Commons to Sir Thomas Poison, said

that the cost up to January 31st of the

new arterial, circular and by-pass Toads.,

for the construction of which the Roads
Department of the Ministry of Transport

was directly responsible, was £371,000.

A sum of £1.261,000 was still held in

reserve in the Road Fund at that date to-

wards the cost of these works.

One of th; two-seater Harley-Davidson sidecars used by the centra! fire brigade or Paris.

(21 -22)
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An A.A. Member "fills up' A .A . Motor Fuel Station.

EVERY motor cyclist benefits,

indirectly, from the work
accomplished by the Automobile
Association in safeguarding the

interests of the motoring com-
munity.

The funds, which enable this

national work to be performed
efficiently, are provided by A.A.

members.

Every non-member, therefore,

owes a duty to his fellow motor-
cyclists who are members. That
duty is to join the A.A.

Send a postcard, to-day, to the

Secretary, who will forward an
illustrated booklet describing

A.A. Road Service together with

an application form for mem-
bership.

This will not commit you to

joining the Association, but it

will convince you that you are',

missing a good deal by not

doing so.

ROAD SERVICE
The Road Service provided by the Automobile

Association is the most comprehensive offered by
any motoring organisation in the world. This
Service is placed at the disposal of motor-cycle

members in return for a subscription of £1.1.0
a year—less than 5d. a week.

It includes free assistance on the road by A.A.

patrols, free use of roadside telephone boxes at

any hour of the day or night, and free help by the

A.A. msn in charge of road service outfits.

Other benefits are free legal defence and advice,

home and foreign touring assistance, expert

engineering advice, officially-appointed repairers,

A.A. hotels, etc.

This Service meets the requirements of every

reasonable motorist and, to-day, satisfies more
than 160,000 members.

If you are not already a member of the Auto-

mobile Association you can join with the assurance

that A.A. Road Service will satisfy You and that

full value for your subscription can be obtained

in direct benefits.

THE AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION,
21, Fanum House, Whitcomb Street, London, W.C 2.

9-10 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." eg
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NATURE'S
MIXTURE

OF

PETROL
AND

BENZOL
Many motorists prefer running on a

mixture of petrol and benzol to using

either spirit separately. " Shell " is

Nature's mixture of petrol and benzol,

perfectly combining the rapid vaporising

qualities of the best petrol with the non-

pinking quality of benzol. " Shell
"

Motor Spirit, ALONE OF ALL
PETROLS, was extensively used during

the war, in precisely the same way as benzol,

for the production of those particular

aromatic hydro-carbons which form the

base of T.N.T. and other high

explosives, hence its greater

mileage and power and

non-pinking quality.

SHELL
Protect your engine by using

Shell Motor Lubricating Oils

EVERY DROP TELLS"

Shell-Mex ltd.
Shell Corner, Kingsway.W.C.

Over 4 miles for one penny
The McKenzie Lightweight is the most economical motor

cycle proposition yet formulated. Averaging 180 miles per

gallon, maintaining 25 M.P.H. on the level, easily topping all

ordinary hills, and giving sound, reliable service all round.

Built at the famous Hobart Coventry factory from high-

grade materials on the mass production principle. The

MCKENZIE
Safety Lightweight Motor Cycle

is the cheap:: t reliable motor cycle on the market t^-day. It wei'hs
only 75 lb-., is fitted with Fellows Magneto. "Vici" Carburett r,

heavy 4 driving bell. Clincher tyre, etc. Costs no more than a

dependable pedal cycle, yet gives ten limes the pleasure and serv:ce.

Ask jour dealer lo demonstrate the McKenzie or send a post-card

[fnday for full de'ails to

G. McKENZIE, 80, FENCHURCH ST„ LONDON, E.C.3

2© Gns.
Complete

Ready
for Road

Picking tnem up
WITH ROYAL "EDISWAN" AUTO-
MOBILE LAMPS you can drive fast

ith ifortab'.i id, confident lhat

your lamps will pick up everything on the

road hundreds of yards before you reach it.

ROYAL "EDISWAN" LAMPS for

brilliance, ecoiomy, efficiency and durability

have a world-wide reputation.

Ride easy at night by installing ROYAL
"EDISWAN" LAMPS.

The Edison Swaa Electric Co., Ltd.,
PONDERS END, MIDDLESEX.

ii
ROYAL.EDISWAN

ELECTRIC LAMPS
forJLutom.olile£iqhtino

Fully licensed under Patents Nos. 23499/09, 109 18/13 ««^ others.

*»

Iv answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle. -26
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Blackpool Wants a Racing Track.

At a recent meeing of the Blackpool
and Fylde M.C. a resolution was passed
that a concrete motor racing track would
be a desirable feature to include in the
plans for the proposed new local park.
The South Shore Traders' Association
supported the proposal.

British Successes Overseas.

It is gratifying to note that in the
acceleration test held by the East London
(S.A.) M.C.C. recently two Triumphs
were first and second respectively and a

B.S.A. third in the solo class, while in

the sidecar class a Triumph was first

and a B.S.A. twin third.

Club's Influence Reduces Ferry Charges.

After prolonged correspondence between
the secretary of the Essex County and
Southend A.C. (Mr. Maitland Keddie)
and the manager of the Midland Rail-

way, the charges for the transport of

motor vehicles on the Gravesend-Tilbury
ferry have undergone approximately a
25% reduction.

Observers for Stock Machine Trial.

Observers are wanted on the section of

the A.C.U. One-day Trial route from
Long Compton to Brooklands, and motor
cyclists who would care to undertake this

useful work should communicate with
Mr. A. J. M. Ivison, " Winton," Vic-

toria Road, Mill Hill, London, N.W.7.
The chief points at which they are needed
are in the . neighbourhood of Oxford.
Chinnor. Great Missenden, and Amer-
sham.

No Wonder !

That we are not keeping in touch with
motoring matters unless we subscribe to

the "Dixon Hawke" library is the
opinion of an anxious reader, who sup-
ports his statement with the following
extract :

". Vicars- got.the car along for five miles
somehow, anyhow. When they reached
the main road, the radiator was red-hot,

the piston of two cylinders had seized
up, and once the engine was stopped they
knew it would not move again."

If one piston attempted to use two
cylinders !

1914 T.T. Winners to Compete this Year.

Six Rudge machines are to be entered
by the manufacturers for this year's
Senior T.T. Race.

Inter-'Varsity Climb Postponed.

Owing to the unpropitious weather the
inter-'Varsity hill-climb, to have been
held last Saturday, was postponed.

Change to a British Mount.
In Wednesday's A.C.U. Trial H. R.

Harveyson, hitherto a very consistent
rider of American machines, makes his
debut on a four-valve Triumph.

Chance for Speed-men.

Speed-men will be interested to learn
that a number of the actual machines en-
tered by the B.S.A. Company in the T.T. ".

last year are now available, completely re-

built and renovated, at an extremely
moderate figure.

COMPETITORS IN THE PARIS-NICE

TRIAL.

A diminutive power plant, which the driver

hopes will propel his machine from Paris

to Nice.
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State of the Second-hand Market.

With the approach of longer days and
possibilities of more settled weather con-
ditions, the prices asked for second-hand
machines are, inevitably, hardening. No
great change has, however, taken place
since we published, a fortnight ago, a

comprehensive table showing the buyer ap-
proximately what was available at prices
from £20 to £150. The more modern side-
car outfits of 1920 and 1921 are, however,
rapidly becoming less common.

Petrol that Will Not Drip.
" Ako," who balances a Douglas motor

cycle and rider on the end of a pole which
he holds in his mouth, has great difficulty
in complying with the regulations of the
authorities concerning the use of petrol
on the stage. These regulations demand
that the petrol shall not be in a liquid
form, and "Airo" utilises a small tank
filled with cotton-wool saturated with the
fuel. Apparently a special form of wick
carburetter could be adapted. Has any
reader experimented in this direction? A
photograph of the "Aires" appears on
page 307.

In this Issue.

Motor cycling conditions in Ireland
are described in an interesting article

by a motor cyclist. Page 294.

A lady contributor on page 297 deals
with the eternal question among motor
cyclists of the fair sex

!

Detecting faults in a lighting system
forms the subject of a practical article

on page 299.

Topics of interest to all who own or

ride in sidecars are discussed on pages
301 and 302.

Those who have followed the corre-
spondence on " Sidecar Fuel Consumption
Records " will be interested in the several
additional letters in this issue ; also: in
the article by Mr. T. W. Loughborough,
secretary of the Auto-Cycle Union, on
the subject of private trials on page 315.,

Following upon Lt.-Col. Brereton's
article " Motor Cycles for Boys and:

Girls," several readers this week give
their views on the desirability of young
people owning machines.

(11

Two more quaint machines in the Paris-Nice Trial, which started on Wednesday ot last week. (Left.) A Monet-Goyon runabout.

(Right.) A long cane sidecar attached to a Harley-Davidson.

-12)
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The 8 h.p. Side'Valve . Brough Superior.

ENGINE: 8 h.p. side-valve J.A.P.

(85-5 x 88 mm. = 965 c.c).

CARBURETTER: Amac.
GEAR BOX: Slurmey Archer three-

speed, with clutch and kick-starter.

SPECIFICATION.

TRANSMISSION : g x $in. chains

(protected).

BRAKES: Dummy belt rim, front

and rear.

TYRES : 26 x 3in. Dunlop Magnum
(light car type).

WEIGHT: 2851b. -

PRICE: £150.

QUITE a considerable number of motor cyclists

may be regarded as enthusiasts, and of this

number a large proportion long to possess a

solo mount, well finished in all respects, and capable of

high road speeds without apparent exertion. It is for

such as these that Mr. George Brough has laid himself

out to cater, and his wide experience in sporting trials

has provided him with a valuable source of know-

ledge of the special requirements of this type of rider.

A comparatively small output in a specialised, line

enables him to give personal attention to every machine

turned out from the works, and the resulting product

is therefore likely to be ideal for the sporting soloist

or for use with a light sidecar.
,
Price, of course, must

be a secondary consideration, but the Brough

Superior compares

favourably with ma-

chines of its class.

The latest Brough

Superior model in-

corporates the new
8 h.p. side-by-side

valve J.A.P. engine

with roller bearing

crankshaft. This en-

gine is a remarkably
" clean " design, and

at the outset we may
state that, though the

machine which we
tested had a big

mileage behind it,
n spjte o( jts power the Brougn Super;?r handles,

the engine was ex- swung round acute "hairpins"

tremely quiet and was the most effortless and vibra-

tionless V-twin that it has been our good fortune to

handle. As regards flexibility and power, it is pos-
sible, on the sidecar gear of 4.28 to 1, to crawl through
busy streets or to accelerate on open roads to speeds
often talked of but seldom accomplished. This with-

out touching the gear lever, and with only reasonable
clutch manipulation in traffic. This is due to the wide
weight-power ratio and the flexibility and power of the

new side-valve J.A.P. engine.

Breeding Confidence.

Pulling sweetly and evenly at all speeds, the engine
gives one an extraordinary feeling of confidence, which
is increased by the excellent balance of the machine,

and though the writer

had not handled a

Brough Superior for

over a year, ' he was
immediately at home
on the big machine.
Even after a stop of

some two hours in

wintry weather the

engine was quite free

and started easily,

ticking over without
fuss or rattle. A
thirty mile run at

speeds best left to the

imagination seemed to

improve the general

qualities of the engine

(27-28)
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Road Tests of New Models—
rather than otherwise, and on ever,y occasion on which
it was employed the machine Behaved so admirably
that our parting was' regretful.

It is a difficult matter to find a hill with a gradient
•sufficient to test the powers of such a mount, and we
had to content ourselves with intentionally placing the

machine at a disadvantage with a view to discovering

its true virtues.. As an instance of this, the Brough
Superior was driven up a slope of 1 in 9 dead slow
on top gear, yet while still on the gradient a touch
of the throttle caused the machine to accelerate rapidly
and without a symptom of hesitation. Again on a
trip through devious and twisting byways we inten-

tionally took acute corners on greasy roads without
changing gear. In every case a little clutch slip was
sufficient to ensure a safe turn and rapid acceleration.

If, however, under such circumstances, one drops into
middle gear, as all good riders should do, the " get
away " is terrific, yet perfectly smooth.

Transmission and Gear Box.
Any tendency to harshness in the all -chain transmis-

sion is effectively damped out by the cush rear hub;
and a recent modification of the front chain guard
provides for the protection of both top and bottom
chain runs, though the centre part is left open to
facilitate adjustments or repairs. Clutch and gear box
are of the usual Sturmey-Archer type, and well up to
the power of the big engine.

One cannot help admiring the neat way in which so
large an engine is housed in so small a frame without
a suspicion of overcrowding, and on riding the big
"eight" one has a sensation of bestriding a handy
lightweight with the power and road-holding qualities

of a big machine. The three-inch tyres attend to the

rider's comfort, and are materially assisted in this

respect by the Montgomery leaf spring fork and a
large and comfortable saddle, while the steering angle
and trail are the result of considerable experimental
work.

Certainly these experiments have been worth while,

for we can testify that .the Brough Superior handles

well in grease and over loose stones, a test which has

proved too much for many an otherwise excellent

machine.

Detail Criticism.
It is not only in points of major importance that

the Brough Superior excels, for every detail is carried
out with care, and the finish is superb. Only two
small criticisms occur : (one), that the finish is a trifle

showy for the every-day rider (yet the plated tank
cleans

.
up easily and satisfactorily on account of its

smooth and rounded shape, and have we not already
suggested that most motor cyclists are enthusiasts ?) ;

(two), that on the actual machine we tested the steering
lock was rather limited. We hear, however, that this

point has already received the attention of. the de-
signer, and that no future machines will suffer from
this slight defect.

Mudguarding is good, the brakes are sensible

—

especially the parallel action rear—the toohbag behind
the saddle tube is ample in capacity, and is in the
correct position, and the handle-bar operated oil pump
is neat arid very convenient.

On the Smaller Model.
The fates have decreed that our road tests of this

•particular make shall be accompanied by snow, and
the last occasion was no exception to the rule. This
provided us with ample Opportunities for testing the
machine under all conditions of slush and slime, which
it survived with credit, but the inclement weather
somewhat curtailed our experiences with the smaller
M.A.G.-engined model. -In spite of this we were
able to verify the fact that the 6-5 h.p. M.A.G.
(72x90 mm. = 748 c.c.) is a very sweet-running
engine of no mean performance, and it is sufficient to

remark that the rest of the machine is almost identical

with its larger brother. Its weight, however, is 251b.

less, and its price is only ^125.
In conclusion, there is just one word of warning

which should be issued with eVery Brough Superior.

The comparative novice should insist on an accurate

speedometer, for in spite of. the fact that the machine
will run slowly and steadily, so smooth is the engine
and transmission, that one is more than likely to find

that one's actual road speed is nearly double the

intended figure.

lhe side-valve 8 h.p. Brough Superior. Note the Montgomery forks. The pannier tool bags are extra fittings.

(15-16) c H
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THE A.CU. AND PRIVATE TRIALS.
The Position of the. Governing Body and Privats Motor Cyclists where Unofficial

Tests are Concerned.

In our correspondence pages this week there appear several Utters relating to a reader's proposed Sidecar Fuel Consumption
Test. These are the outcome of correspondence, which was published in the issue for February 23rd, between Mr. T. W.
Loughborough, secretary of the Auto-Cycle Union, and Mr. Bo >th, the self-appointed organiser. Many private motor cyclists,

unattached to any club, appear to regard Mr. Loughborough's intervention with surprise, and, with a view to placing before

our readers the governing body's position respecting unofficial trials, we invited the A.CU. secretary to reply to his critics

concurrently with the publication of their letters.

THE whole of the objects for which the Auto-

Cycle Union exists may be expressed in two

words—the encouragement of motor cycling.

The correspondence addressed to The Motor Cycle

under the heading of Sidecar Fuel Consumption
Tests indicated either that the A.CU. has forgotten

its ration d'etre or that' "Mr. Booth and his sym-

pathisers have misunderstood my letter of warning
given in The Motor Cycle of February 23rd. In

the second paragraph of that letter I pointed out

• that " such a competition "—an open petrol consump-
tion test

—" cannot be held without infringement of

the rules of the Auto-Cycle Union." I did not say

it could not be held under any conditions. The
Union has no power to stop motor cyclists holding

competitions, neither has it the least desire to do
so. On the contrary, it welcomes the interest which
Mr. Booth's proposal has stirred up.

What, then, was the object of my letter? It was
written because it had been published far and wide
that Mr. Booth, who had originally contemplated a

private test of the fuel ^consumption of sidecars, had
now decided to throw his competition open to all

makes of sidecar outfits and a limited number of

solo machines. The natural inference is that the

results of such a competition might be given equal

publicity, in which case Open Competition Rule No.
3a would in all probability be infringed, and it was
only fair to warn Mr. Booth of the risks he might
be incurring.

Obtaining Extensive Advertisement.
This is the rule in question :

—

"Any owner, manufacturer, dealer, agent, or driver, or
other person taking part in or directly connected with any
Trial or Competition, not being an Open Competition under
these Rules, and obtaining extensive advertisement there-
from, shall be deemed to be guilty of a breach of these
Rules."

This is a most important rule, framed by motor
cyclists in their own interest. A little reflection will
show that without such a rule competitions would lose
most of their value, and it would be impossible for
The Motor Cycle to write such a leading article as

appeared on February 16th, when it was said, and
said truly, that succes's in a leading British reliability

trial is accepted as authentic the world over.

Every sport must have its governing body. When,
as with motor cycling, there is not only the-sporting

interest, but also an important commercial interest

attaching to the results of competitions, the neces-

sity for a strong and impartial governing body is

obvious. Motor cycling in this country is governed

not by the trade, but by an association of private

enthusiasts who have no axe to grind, and whose
one object is the encouragement of the sport and pas-

time. Its authority is purely moral, and the measure

of its influence is the support given it by the users

—

not the manufacturers—of motor cycles. The only

penalties it can inflict are the withdrawal of any

privileges it has been able' to grant, but so loyal and
far-reaching is the support given to the A.CU. by-
private riders and clubs,' by the Press and by the

trade, that it is. seldom necessary to do more than

issue a warning.

Safeguarding the Public.

Suppose Mr. Booth went ahead with his test—as-

he is perfectly entitled to—and the results were ex-

tensively advertised. What guarantee Would the

motor cycling public have that the results were

authentic?

Once one opens the door to unofficial trials and
tests, and permits them to be extensively advertised,

not only do official trials lose in interest, but the whole
tone of the sport of motor cycling becomes degraded.
Furthermore, the " man in the street " loses his

one authentic and acknowledged safeguard respecting

the claims made by manufacturers of what their

motor cycles or accessories have accomplished in open
competition with their rivals. Great Britain will no
longer be recognised as "the arena for motor cycle

competitions," and their results will cease " to be re-

flected and to influence trade throughout the world."
(These concluding quotations are from The Motor -

Cycle leading article in the issue for February i6th. N
.

T. W. Loughborough.

T.T. DANCE IN THE ISLE OF MAN.
THERE were nearly 800 dancers at the T.T. masked ball

at Villa Marina. Douglas, I.O.M., on Tuesday evening
of last week. There was no restriction as to costume to

be worn, the only rule being that everyone was to wear a
mask. Full advantage was taken of the liberty, and the
costumes were of all sorts and descriptions, brilliant reds

CI4

and yellows contrasting with the more sober, but not less

attractive, blacks and whites, with every colour of the rain-

bow in between. There can be no doubt that this masked
ball, organised by the Manx Motor Cycle Club for the
T.T. Races Fund, was a brilliant success in every possible
way. All but very few were in fancy costume.
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CLUB NEWS
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(continued ~\

from p. 309J
Berkhamsted and District M.C.C.

April 2nd opens the season with a hill

climb. There will be three classes only
Instead of the Easter Monday ran, a 100
miles reliability test will be held on Good
Friday. All particulars may be obtained
from "Mr. H. Mills, 158, 'High Street,

Berkhamsted. «

Public Schools M.C.C.

After the opening run, starting from
the Bear Hotel, Esher, at 12.30 p.m. on
the 13th inst., the next important meet-
ing will be the Brooklands impromptu
race meeting on April 1st, for which the
president, Colonel Jjloyd, has presented
a cup and offered the use of the track
free to club members"

Doncaster and District M.C.C.

" Without co-operation on the right
iines, our club will cease to exist," said
Mr. L. Callender, the secretary, at the
annual meeting held recently at the Red
Lion Hotel.

Mr. Callender gave a brief resume cf
the club's activities during the past year.
He referred to the sporting spirit of Mr.
J. H. Wilkinson, who, though over sixty
years of age, covered the half-mile course
iluring a speed trial in 28|s. Under
the most adverse circumstances, said
Mr. Callender, the club had gone through
with a varied programme, which, though
successful, might have been much more
so if members had supported the events
more whole-heartedly.

Essex County and Southend A.C.

Prizes amounting to £200, including
thirty-three silver cups, will be awarded
at the club's hill-climb to be held on
May 1st. The motor cycle classes are
open to members only.

Proposed Brixton M.C.C.

A preliminary meeting regarding the
proposed Brixton M.C.C. wilk be held
at the Light Car and Motor Cycle En-
gineering Co., Ltd., 26, Tulse Hill, to-

morrow at 7 p.m. All local riders are
cordially invited to attend.

Motor Cycling Club.

The annual committee dinner, attended
by past and present members of the com-
mittee, was held at Pagani's Restaurant
on Wednesday of last week. Mr. R. H.
Head occupied the chair, and on his right
sat Mr. J. K. Starley, the new president
of the club, who, in a brief speech, re-

ferred to the true sportsmanship of the
club's members.
Among the older guests present were

Dr. C. B. Moss-Blundell, Messrs. J. Van
Hooydonk, and F. J. Jenkins.
Mr. Van Hooydonk, in the course of

an amusing speech, mentioned how the
Edinburgh run had been the making of
the M.C.C, and that the success of the
club was due to a large extent to the fact

that its original committee was composed
of several members of the North Road
C.C. He also paid a tribute to the
memory of the late Mr. S. H. Fry.

Glasgow University M.C.C.

On Monday of last week a hundred-
mile reliability trial was held over a
sporting course—Glasgow, Balloch, Arro-
char, Rest-and-Be-Thankful, Cairndow,
Hell's Glen, Arrochar, Drymen, Glasgow,
University Union. There were thirty
entries. The weather throughout was not
unsatisfactory, but a violent snowstorm
was encountered on Hell's Glen and the
"Rest." Results : Solo (tie).—F. W. G.
Penman (4 Triumph) and R. W. Bell (4^
B.S.A.). Sidecars.—N. Ferguson (4
Triumph sc). Team prize.—Triumph
team.

Darlington District M.C.
Judging by the large attendance at

the annual meeting held on Monday night
of last week, the club is in a very healthy
state, and promises to become one of
the leading representative motor organi-
sations In the district. During the past
twelve months the membership has in-
creased fourfold.
A comprehensive programme of social

and sporting events is being arranged
for the coming season, and numerous
trophies and prizes are being offered for
competition. An application is being
made also for affiliation with the Auto
Cycle Union in the case of motor cycle
members.

In future the club headquarters will
be at Northgate Chambers, Crown Street,
Darlington, where Messrs. W. Brown and
J. J. T. Whitfield, joint hon. secretaries
and treasurers, will be glad to meet
present and prospective members.

LAND'S END TO JOHN O' GROATS.

AS already announced in these pages,

to commemorate the twenty-first

anniversary of the founding of the

M.C.C, a run is to be organised from
Land's End to John o' Groat's. Pre-

liminary details concerning this are now
available,, but it must be borne in mind

that these are not final, and that the
distances mentioned are approximate.

It has been felt that the most fitting

way to celebrate the club's coming of

age is to confine the run to the only class

of motor cycle in existence at the time
of the club's foundation ; consequently

7
\

Roads in a semi-flooded state, and intermittent but heavy rain, did not deter enthusiasts

of the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C from turning up for last Saturday's opening

run and paperchase.

the run will be open to solo machines
only

; pillion passengers not permitted.
The conditions will he comparatively

easy. There will be no hill tests and no
non-stop sections, competitors being re-
quired only to see that they are not
more than 30 minutes late or 1.5 minutes
early at any control.
An innovation is to be made in the

method of finding the winner of the
cup to be presented by Mr. L. A.
Baddeley. The organisers are well
aware of the difficulty of deciding
as to which is the best performance
among a host of gold medal
winners, and it has therefore been deeided
that this cuji' shall be awarded by vote
among those qualifying for the special
gold medal presented for the trip.

Order of starting wiil be different each
morning, and no rigid adherence has
been made to the classic route. Rather
it has been aimed to avoid large towns
as much as possible. The following is an
abridged skeleton of the journey with
the approximate times and distances :

—

Land's End, start 6 a.m., Wednesday, July
12th; lunch, Exeter; arrive Cheltenham. 7.3 n.m :

241 miles.
Thursday, July 13th, leave 7 a.m.; lunch, Not-

tingham; arrive Barnard Castle, 7.30 p.m.: 230
miles.

Friday, July 14th, leave 5.30 a.m.; lunch,
Lanark; dinner, Kingussie (7.45 p.m.); arrive
Inverness. 11 p.m. : 312 miles.

Saturday, July 15th, leave 9 a.m.; lunch.
Golspie; and arrive at John o' Groats at 5.45
p.m. : 154 miles.

Grand total : 937 miles.

C 19
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NEXT WEDNESDAY'S A.C.U. TRIAL.
Sixty'two Standard Stock Machines and 52 others entered for the AutO'Cycle Union 1-day Trial.

In addition to the 62 standard stock

machines, of which a list appeared in

The Motor Cycle of the k:3rd ult.,

there have been further entries of 52

ordinary machines, making a grand total

of 114. It will be seen, therefore, that

the trial has been well supported. It

takes place on Wednesday of next week,

the 15th ih'st., starting from Birmingham
(Ward End Works of Wolseley Motors,

Ltd.) at 6.30 a.m., and terminating at

Brooklands, where the first competitor is

scheduled to arrive at 3 p.m. Lunch will

be taken at Oxford (10.30 to 12 noon).

The route is given below :

Ward End (Bir- Woodstock.
minghaiu 6.50 Oxford (10.30).

a.m.). Wheatley.
Castle Bromwich. Thame.
Stonebridge. Princes Risborough
Kenilworth. Kop Hill.

Warwick. Amersham.
Kineton. Beaconsfield.

Sun Rising. Farnham Common.
Wichford.' Slough.

Long Compton. Staines.

Neat Enstone. Brooklands (3 p.m.).

Stmdard Stock Machines.
Rider.

1. G. M. Townsend
2. F. W. Giles
3. T C. de la Hay
4. S. M. Greening ..

• 5. G. Goodall ... .

6. W. T. Woodcock
7. W. H. Hadlield .

8 H. P. Harris
9. A. E. Rollason .

10. H. R. Davies
11. L. Newey
12. W. Brandish
13. Sam Jones ...

14. W. B. Gibb ... .

15. J. Donaldson
16. B. Kershaw ...

17 J. Bishop ... .

18. Eric Williams

Machine.
(4V, P. and M.)
(7 A.J.S >

(4*4 Sunbeam)
(8-10 T.B.)
(8 Morgan)
(3V. Ariel)
(2% Raleigh)
(2% A.J.S.)
(4y2 Ariel)

(2% A.J.S.)
(8 Ariel) "

(41/, Humbert
<2y4 Levis)
(4 Douglas)
(2% Royal Scot)

(2Vt New Imperial)
(21/, Sun Vitesse)

(2% A.J.S.)

-Rider.
19. Alec Bennett
20. L. F. Peaty
21. P. Pehrson ...

22. P. Pike
23. B. Bladder ...

24. Allen Bennett
25. J. E. Greenwood
26. W . H. Eke ...

27. H. S. Perrey
28. G. Dance
29. H. F. S. Morgan
30. O. L. Sprosen
31. S. McCarthy
32. L. Pavnter . .

.

33. C. F. Nott ...

34. E. A. Barnett

35. N. Hall
36. W . H. Bashall
37. D. Brandish
58. H. F. Walker
39. W L. Handley
40. C. Greenwood
41. E. H. Gifford
42. H. Gibson
43. L. Crisp
44. R. Brown
45. D. Prentice
46. 11. Hassall ...

47. H. Holmes ...

48. P. J. Johnson
49. P. Cunningham
50. B. L. Bird ...

51. L. Sealey
5?.. J. P. Bashall
53. C. Swaine
54. C. G. Pullin
55. Kaye Don ...

56. F. G. Edmoud
57. R. Lewis
58. A. G. Cocks
59. F. C. Parkes
60. J. A. Newman
61. B. Cathrick
62. C. W. Vallings

Non-Stc.
63. A. F. Pulling
64. M O'Reilly
65. G. F. Francis

66. A. Millwood
67. C. Bourlet ...

68. J. Wooler
69. V. F. Long
70. c. R. Little

Machine.
(3 l

,2 Sunbeam)
(414 Hawker)
(4 Dunelt)
(21/1 Levis)
(8 New Imperial) .

(10 Morgan)
(4% Sunbeam)
(10 Morgan)
(6 B.S.A.)
(3y2 Sunbeam)
(8 Morgan)
(2% Connaught)
(8 -Morgan)
(3V> Norton)
(2-y4 Raleigh)
(2% Francis-

Barnett)
(2;4 O.K. Junior)
(6 Martinsyde)
(41/2 Humbert
(6 B.S.A.)
(2^4 O.K. Junior)
(3y2 Sunbeam) -

(3y2 Martinsyde)
(5-6 Raleigh)
(4>/2 Humber)
(4!4 Sunbeam)
(2=4 New Imperial)
(3y2 Norton)
(8 Morgan)
(21/, Sun Vitesse)
(4y2 P. and M.)
(4y4 B.S.A.)
(4y4 B.S.A.)
(6 Martinsyde)
(8 L.S.D.)
(6 Douglas)
(3i/

2 Norton)
(3V, Triumph)
(4y2 P. and M.)
(4y4 Beardmore)
(2y. Sun Vitesse)
(31/, Douglas)
(4 Dunelt)
(4 Dunelt)

(8 Royal Enfleld)
(5 N.U.T.)
(2% Francis-

Barnelt)
(2=4 Wooler)
(3V- Ariel)
(2=4 Wooler)
(8 Excelsior)
(5 Coventry Victon

Machine.
71. R. Green
72.-0. B. Smyth
73. H. H. Beacon
74. A. J. Rowe ... .

75. J. F. Perxin

76. G. E. Curie,
77. H. C. Lawdham
78: A. H. S. Love _. .

79. F. C. Townshend

80. R. Newitt
81. W. Bucknell
82. H. R. Harveyson
83. V. Gayford

84. D. A. Atkin

85. R. Charlesworth .,

86. C. Barham

87. W. A. Schooley

88. J. Caslake
89. S. Warns

90. E. S. Burnett
91. W. King

92. F. W. Becker ... .,

93. L. V. Freeman . . ..

94. F. V. Jones
95. P. W. White . . ..

96. P. Piatt
97. G. M. Janson (Mrs.)..
98. H. J. Stretton-Ward .

99. P. L. B. Wills ... ..

100. F. J. Ellis
101. H. H. Robinson... .

102. G. Fletcher
103. F. S. Sprouse ... .

104. B. E. Belfield__ ... .

105. D. R. O'Donovan
106. P. Manifold ... .

107. "A. E. Leeding
108. F. W. Bates ... .,

109. H. A. Reyre ... .

110. F. A. McNab ...

ill. VV. D. Pugh

112. C. Dickinson ... .

113. H. H. Lawley ... ..

114. J. H. V. Wood ... .

- (2=4

(251

(3' 2

Rider.
(3 l/2 Norton)
*3y2 Sunbeam)
(2y4 New Imperial)
(10 Morgan)
(3>4 Zenith-

Bradshaw)
(2>/2 Metro-Tyler)

"

(2 Young)
(3y> Norton)
(3y, Zenith-

Bra! shaw)
(31, i Douglas)
(8 Matchless;
(3y2 Triumph)
(3y2 Zeuith-

Bradshaw)
Francis-

Barnett)
(3"/2 Zenith-

Bradshaw)
Warnes

(B. and S.)

Zenith-
Bradshaw)

(8 BroughjSuperior)
(3y2 Beardmore-

Precision)
(5-6 Raleigh)
(7-9 Harley-

Davidson)
(5-7 McKecknie

Victor)
(8 Sunbeam)
(3y2 Rover)
(8 Sunbeam)-
(6 Bradbury)
(2y4 Ner-a-car)
(4 Forfield-

Triumph)
(3y; Rudge-Multi)
(7 Matchless)
(2=4 Wooler)
.<1=4 Young)
(8-10 T.B.)
(7-9 Harley-

Davidson)
(3'/. Norton)
(2=4 A.J.S.)
(3 1/, James)
(4% B.S.A.)
(3% Ariel)

(6 Trump)
(3'A Zenith- .

Bradshaw)
(3V, Ariel)
(— Roval Enfleld)

( )

FOR years past the Coventry and War-
wickshire M.C. has combined a

paperchase and a speed-judging

contest with its opening run. Likewise,

for years past clippings from The Motor

Cycle printing establishment have de-

noted the trail. This year (the run was
held on Saturday) some brainy individual

thought of sawdust, and thereby hangs

a tale—but not a trail

!

The hares, R. Grindlay (7-9 Harley-

Davidson sc.) and Eric * Barnett (2|

Fiancis-Barnett) were duly started, at

which time a dark cloud foregathered

overhead ; the heavens opened and the

A TALE OF A TRAIL.
trail was lost, or nearly so, before the
hounds were unleashed. Meanwhile, the
hares, having missed the storm, carried
on with their bags in blissful unconscious-
ness of the "washing-out" process w'hich

was proceeding and the search with mag-
nifying glasses at every corner by the
hounds, thirty-one in number, now, more
by luck than judgment, hot on the scent.

They struggled round the lanes, through
gates, over cart-ruts, and through fields

(the trail becoming clearer running out

of the storm zone), and finally, after

thirty-six miles of twisting and twirling,

between the main London-Holvhead road

and Warwick, finished on the outskirts

of that town, all very late and some very

wet. After tea at the Crown Hotel, the

results were announced as follows :

1st Solo Machines : Rev. J. M. Philpott (2J4
Velocette), 14 min. 7 sec. late.

1st Sidecars : G. BeUeridge (4 Norton s.cV
7 min, 20 sec. late.

Subsequently the Silver Challenge Cup
offered for the club's solo championship
in February was presented by the donor,

Mr. J. Calcott, jun., to the winner, J. A.

Watson-Bourne, who rode a Brough
Superior. No one else qualified for an

award.

1\ order to celebrate the safe return of

Mr. J. Lr. Norton from his South

African tour, the directors of Norton
Motors, Ltd., gathered together their

agents and a few other friends at the

Midland Hotel, Birmingham, on Monday,
February 27th. After an excellent dinner,

Mr. Shelley, on behalf of the firm, wel-

comed Mr. Norton in cordial terms, and
presented him with a handsome gold

watch as a token of esteem. Speeches
were limited to two minutes, but in that

A NORTON GATHERING.
short time the speakers, without excep-

tion, expressed their pleasure at seeing

Mr. Norton safely amongst them, and
their appreciation of his plucky rides and
the benefits which were likely to accrue

to the British motor cycle industry as a
result of his tour.

Amongst those who spoke were Messrs.

Alec Ross. Teage (The Motor Cycle),

Lycett, McMinnies, Brown, Vernon
Brooke, Naylor, Lee Elliott (Norton re-

presentative in South Africa), Frank

Whitworth, H. Petytt, Victor Horsman,
W. H. Hassall, C. A. Vandervell, Mansell,

and P. Pike.

In his reply. Mr. Norton gave a vivid

idea of the difficulties and dangers with

which he was faced, and thrilled his

audience with interesting narratives. In

addition to those who spoke, there were
present such well-known people in the

motor cycle world as Messrs. Dan Brad-
bury, D. R. O'Donovan, P. J. Evans, K.
Don, J. Shaw, and L. Broadhurst.
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COLMORE CUP RESULTS.
Twenty-three Riders make Non-stop Runs and secure Gold Medals.

105 Silver Medals, 23 Bronze Medals, 18 No Awards, 25 Retired.

AS was expected, only 12 per cent,

competitors in the Colmore Cup
Trial, described last week, secured

gold medals. In this event, however, the

winning of a silver medal was an honour
approximating to the gold medal in a

normal trial. Therefore the results may-

be regarded as indicating a satisfactory
percentage of successes.

THE COLMORE CUP T. C. de la

Hay (44 Sunbeam sc).

WATSON SHIELD for best perform-
ance by a single cylinder sidecar.

—

T. C.
de la Hay (4J Sunbeam sc).

LEVIS CUP for single-geared solo
mount.—G. S. Davison (2^ Levis), geared
8 to 1.

CALTHORPE TROPHY for machines'
under 250 c.c—R. E. Pugh (24, Levis).

P. J. EVANS CYCLE CAR TROPHY.
— P. Yates (10 New Hudson).

ARIEL.

A. E. Rollason (3£), Gold Medal.

L. Newey (8 sc), Gold Medal.
W. T. Woodcock (31), Silver Medal.
Tom Peck (4* sc), Siher Medal.
T. F. Blumfield (8 sc), Silver Medal.

C. L. Reading (3*), Bronze Medal.

H. Bennett (3}), Bronze Medal.

AJ.S.

P. Mosedale, Jnr. (23), Silver Medal.
Eric Williams (2$), Silver Medal.
H. 0. Hayes (23). Silver Medal.
F. W. Giles (7 sc), Silver Medal.
H. Poole (7 sc), Silver Medal.
Dennis Brandish (23 sc), Silver Medal
N. M. Bligh (6), No award.

ALLON.

L. E. Clulee (2J sc), Bronze Medal.
R. C. Cooper (21), No award.

B.S.A.

H. S. Perrey (41), Silver Medal.
J. Bacon (41), Silver Medal.
B. L. Bird (41 sc), Silver Medal.
J. H. Walker (6-7 sc), Silver Medal.
F. Morrall (4i sc), Retired.

BBOUGH SUPERIOR.

E. Arthur (6.5). Silver Medal.
George Brough (8), Silver Medal.
J. A. Watson-Bourne (8), Silver Medal
T. H. Richards (8), Silver Medal.
F. Hallam (8 sc), Retired.

G. L. White (8 sc), Retired.

BROUGH.
W. E. Brough (5 sc), Silver Medal.

BEARDMORE-PRECISION.
C. S. Blimey (3), Silver Medal.
I. A. Bees (3), Silver Medal,-

Archie E. Cocks (41 sc). Silver Medal.
H. Greaves (41 sc), Silver Medal.
C. \Y. Lewis (4J), Retired.

BOWN-VILLIERS.
W.'R. Bown (21), Silver Medal.

COVENTRY-EAGLE.
P. L. Mayo (21), Silver Medal.
C. N. Faulconbridse (23), Silver Medal
C. Green (23), Silver Medal.
John W. Moxon (24), Bronze Medal.
A. D. Mayo (2}), Retired.

COVENTRY-VICTOR.
C. R. Little (5-7 sc), Silver Medal.
G. E. Austin (5-7), Bronze Medal.

COTTON.
F..G. Morgan (2|); Silver Medal.
C. W. Ramsted't (23), Silver Medal.

CONNAUGHT.
F. V. Wood (3i), Saver Medal.

COVENTRY-CHALLENGE.
J. E. B. Bramley (34), Silver Medal.

CALTHORPE.
J. C. Smith (21), Bronze Medal.
K. C. Bedford (21), No award.
J. A. Stamps (3 sc), Disqualified.

CHATER-LEA.

J. Chater-Lea (8 sc), Silver Medal.

DOUGLAS.
A. C. Cope (31), Silver Medal.
N. W. Busby (4), Silver Medal.
J. A. Neuman (31), Silver Medal.
Gus Kuhn (4), Silver Medal.

DUNELT.
P. Pehrson (4 sc), Retired.

» .ASHLESS.

H
DOT.

Reed (8 sc), Retired.

EXCELSIOR.
Parker Walker, Jnr. (22), Gold Medal.
C. B. Hemphill (2}), Bronze Medal.
F. C. Gray (6 sc).

EDMUND.
J. G. Gates (3), Silver Medal.
Geo. W. Shepherd (41), Silver Medal.
J. W. Wills (23), Silver Medal.

FRANCIS-BARNETT.
D. A. Atkin (2}), Silver Medal.
G. I. Francis (2} sc), Silver Medal.
E. A. Barnett (23), Bronze Medal.

HENLEY.
J. Q. Orford (2J), Silver Medal.

HOBART.
E. Poppe (2£), No award.
F. R. Downes (2J), No award.

HUMBER.
L. Crisp (4i), Gold Medal.
W. Brandish (41), Gold Medal.
M. G. A. Scalley (41), Silver Medal.
R. R. Grindlay (41), Silver Medal.
Sam Wright (41), Silver Medal.

HAWKER.
L. F. Peatty (44 sc), Silver Medal.

H. B.

W. E. Hill (23), Silver Medal.

D. H,

INDIAN (SCOUT).

Davidson (4), Silver Medal,

IVY.

Whitworth, Jur. (3),

JAMES.

Silver Medal.

G.' Strange (31), Gold Medal,
T. G. Anvphlett (44 sc). Silver Medal,
H. Boynton (7 sc), Silver Medal,
K. Fowler (7 sc), Silver Medal.
T. Stevens (44 sc), Silver Medal.
H. Jennens (31), No Award.
C. Fisher (5-6 sc), Retired.— Woodfleld (7 sc), Retired.

LEVIS.

G. S. Davison (21), Levis Cup.
R. E. Pugh (21), Calthorpe Trophy.
H. Newey (21), Gold Medal.
A. R. Edwards (21), Gold Medal.
S. H. Jones (2 J), Gold Medal.
W. S. Hawcutt (24). Silver Medal.
H. R. Lane (24), Retired,

J. Doherty, Jnr. (24), Retired.

MARS.

G. F. Limbird (23), Retired.

R. B. Clark (8), Silver Medal,
G. Packman (8), Silver Medal,
R. Simpson ' Harvey (8 sc), Bronze

Medal.

MASSEY-ARRAN.
J. WhaUey (23), Silver Medal.

MORRIS.
A. King-Smith (24), Silver Medal,
G. S. Smith (21 sc), Bronze Medal.

MARLOE.
G. F. Limbird (23), Retired.

McKECHNIE-VICTOR.
F. W. Becker (5-7 sc), Bronze Medal.

MARTINSYDE.
S. R. PhUpott (6 sc), Silver Medal.

MORGAN.
H. F. S. Morgan (8), Gold Medal.
N. Norris (10), Silver Medal.
W, A. Carr (8). Bronze Medal.
E. W. Bewshea (10), No award.
C. E. Hulse (8), No award.
C. Hayes (10), Retired..

G. H. Goodall (8), Retired,

NEW IMPERIAL.
Bert Bladder (8 sc), Gold Medal.
D. G. Prentise (21), Silver Medal.
Bert Kershaw (21), Silver Medal.
H. G. Uzzel (8 sc), Silver Medal.
G. N. Roberts (2}), Bronze Medal.

NORTON.
F. J, Adam (31), Silver Medal,
W. H, W, Drew (31), Silver Medal.
H. P. Cutler (4 sc), Silver Medal.
Leslie Pavnter (31 sc). Silver Medal,
H. V. Collins (31 sc), Silver Medal,
V. H. Smith (31 sc), Silver Medal.
W. E. Smith (31 sc), Retired.

NER-A-CAR.
Mrs. G. M. Janson (21), No award.

NEW HUDSON.
P. Yates (10 cc), Evans Trophir.
B. Bou'rke (4.5 sc). Gold Medal.
E. Mundev (21), Silver Medal,
W. Bell (21), SUver Medal,
W. E. Baylis (4.5 sc). Silver Medal.
W. Ridley (10 cc), Silver Medal.

OMEGA.
J. Nicholson (23), Retired.

O.K. JUNIOR.
W. L. Handley (23). Gold Medal.
L. Tonks (23). Bronze Medal.
Nevillle Hall (23 sc), Retired.

POWELL.
P. Platts (4 sc), Bronze Medal.

QUADRANT.
Clifford Wilson (41 sc). Silver Medal.

RALEIGH.
Hugh Gibson (23), Silver Medal.
F. W. Viles-(5-6 sc), Silver Medal.

REX-ACME.
F. H. Brown (6-8 sc), Gold Medal.
N. Schobel (2}). Silver Medal.
T. R. Gibbons (6-8 sc), Retired.

RUDGE.
J. H. Mathers (31), Silver Medal.
F. T. Sibley (3i sc), Silver'Medal,
W. L. Danskin (7-9 sc), Silver Medal.

RADCO.
G. A. Lovegrove (21), Silver Medal.
L. V. Bowen (21), No award.

SUNBEAM.
T. C. de la Hay (41 sc), Colmore Cup.
A. Bennett (31), Gold Medal.
R. G. G. Beesley (3J sc). Gold Medal.
Geo. Dance (31), Silver Medal.
Geoffrey R. Butcher (31), Silver

Medal.
Jack Bacon (31), Silver Medal,
W. R. Haggas (31), Silver Medal.
Wilfrid Wells (31), Silver Medal.
A. R. Evans (31), Silver Medal,
J. E. Greenwood (41 sc), Silver Medal
Beg. Brown (31 sc). Silver Medal,
Alan Watson (41 sc), Silver Medal.
A. R. Evans (31), Silver Medal,
R. G. R. Smith (31), Silver Medal.
A. W. Thrush (31), Bronze Medal.
A. J. Dowler (31), Bronze Medal.
Cecil Greenwood (31), Retired.
F. W. Hughes (31), Retired.

SUN-VITESSE.
M. Bishop (21),' Gold Medal.
F. Jack Johnson (21), Silver Medal,
H. W. Parkes (21), Silver Medal.
Frank Woolley (21), Bronze Medal.
E. C. Gates (21), Bronze Medal.
C. W. Anderson (21), No award.
F. C. Parkes (21), Disqualified.

SCOTT.

A. J. Jacobs (33), No award.
P. Worsley (3J), No award.

TRIPLE-H.
F. A. Robbins (21 sc), No award.

TRIUMPH.
F. G. Edmond (4 sc). Gold. Medal.
H. J. Stretton-Ward (4), Silver Medal.
T. L. Williams (4), Silver Medal.
R. A. Wright (4), Silver Medal.
G. H. Kirby (31), Silver Medal.
S. A. Tompson (4), Silver Medal.
R. C. Atcherley (4), Silver Medal.
H. Finch (4 sc). Silver Medal,
R. W. Duke (31), Bronze Medal.
T. H. Meakin (31), Bronze Medal.
G. D. Johnston (4), No award.

T.B.

J. H. Pedley (10 cc)., Silver Medal.

VELOCETTE.
Geo. Denley (21), Silver Medal.
T. C. Thacker (21), Retired.

WOOLER.
E. R. Jacobs (23), Retired,

W. N. Worthington (23), Retired.

S. H

S. E

WOLF.
Rhodes (23), Bronz- Medal.

ZENITH-BRADSHAW.
Longman (31), Silver Medal,

C2I
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IDEAS: USEFUL AND INGENIOUS, ^ ««?.

Removing Water from the
Tank.

THERE is a story of a Jewish house
agent, not too familar with the
English idiom and of very humani-

tarian tendencies, who refused to let a
house to a man .who objected to the size
of certain rooms as being " too small to
swing a cat round in." The headline to
this paragraph also prompts a sort of
resentment—Why should anyone want to
remove water from a petrol tank?
Despite the fact that a petrol tank should
have no water in it to remove, occasion-
ally in the best regulated machines the
alien element is found, and to remove it

without unnecessary waste and mess Mr.
6. Temple, of Buckhurst Hill, says

:

"Obtain a medical syringe of any de-
scription, and add sufficient rubber tub-
ing to the business end of it to just touch
the bottom of the tank. Lift the front
wheel, or have the machine pointing up
an incline, thus allowing the water to
collect where it can be seen from the
filler-cap hole. Place the rubber tube on
the bead of water and withdraw the
syringe plunger sufficiently to suck up
the water, and the thing is done. A
tank can be completely cleared in a few
moments with a minimum loss of petrol."

If a syringe is not available, of course,
nature has provided us. all with lungs
and lips, and the machine probably has
a bit of rubber tube on it somewhere.
Suck the bead of water into the tubei
nip the latter tightly, and withdraw from
the tank, and voila! (Even, Mr. Temple,
as your Editor has done on occasion !)

Making Rubber Handle Grips.
HERE is a most ingenious method of

making a pair of rubber handle
grips from old pedal cycle inner

tubes, which, if not available, can usually
be bought for about sixpence each from

the^ cycle shops.
This idea is sub-
mitted by Mr.
M. H. Dawson,
of Hastings,
who says, " First
cut six pieces of
tube 2in. i n
length and place
one of these on
the handle-bar
and roll it into
a ring ; now cut
a piece l^in.

longer than the
grip and draw
this over the

Rubber covered handle-bar ring and turn
grips mads trom old back the loose

bicycle inner tubes. end so that two
more rings can

be formed on the grip, then pull the tube
back again to cover the lot."

A Selection of our Readers'
Home-made Gadgets, with
some Practical Hints on Work

in the Garage.

Sidecar Dash Lamp.

AN ordinary batten lamp-holder carry-
ing a low power small bayonet cap
bulb, a piece of brass tube, and

two angle pieces made from brass plate
formed this little convenience fitted to a
sidecar owned by a member of The Motor

For the sidecar passenger : a dashboard
lamp and route card holder.

Cycle staff. ' Immediately below is a flat

sliding shelf on which a route card or
plan may be fixed with drawing pins.
Should brass be unavailable, no doubt
the lamp could be made from odd scraps
of tin with little detriment to the appear-
ance if it was finally finished with dull
black varnish.

To Prevent Running Out of
Petrol.

THIS particular paragraph is inserted
chiefly as a warning. Our post each
morning contains usually a score or

more of readers' ideas—useful and ingeni-

ous. Not to make invidious distinctions,

we categorise this one as " useful," but the

trouble is that every other person sends

it as new. The idea is to fix another

tap in the petrol tank with an upwardly
projecting pipe—but why explain? The
drawing is quite clear. When your petrol

in the tank drops below the projecting

pipe your engine stops, and you lose your
medal in a non-stop section ;

you then

turn on the low level tap, and know that

there is enough spirit left to get you to

the " Crown and Anchor." It is a good
device for forgetful riders, and fitted to

a certain Grand Prix racer last year
might have appreciably affected the,,

results. A reader designated by the

initials " W. D. B." is responsible for the

scheme, but, lest he swells with pride,

we must inform him that he is the one
thousand and eighty-sixth reader who has

submitted it.

Arrangement of taps giving a reserve

supply of petrol in the tank.

Workshop Lighting.

THE title to this paragraph is a-

plagiarism on the title of a high-brow
volume, published from the offices of

The Automoliile Engineer, dealing with

the lighting of factories on the most'
scientific principles. However, the matter
in hand is conceived on a much smaller

scale. A reader who writes as " AR 8414"
found the need for a portable light while

repairing a clock (whether dashboard,

alarm, grandfather, or village church he

does not say), and having made the

gadget it was promptly acquired by Mrs.
AR8414 for household purposes. He.
describes its making thus :

" The ar-

rangement consists of a tin shade properly
shaped from a

paper pattern, sol-

dered on to a stout

piece of copper
wire, which in turn
is fixed in the same
way to a piece of

brass tube of ap-
propriate size to

carry an ordinary
10-litre burner. A
second piece of

copper wire serves

to hold the tube in

position above the
generator, the wing
nut in the latter

being requisitioned

to clamp the wire
at the required
angle. A piece of

rubber tube con-

n e c t s the brass
tube with the gene-
rator. The whole
outfit took about
an hour to produce
from scrap material,
and has proved an
an invaluable adjunct to an amateur's
workshop."

Acetylene lamp for

use in the workshop.
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A selection ot questions of general interest received lrom readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication, or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply.
Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-
taining legJ. questions should be marked " Legal "in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.
ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way {enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dea t

with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality.

FAULTY CONDENSER CONNECTION.

Burning at the platinum points

— I of my U.H. magneto is becoming
> very pronounced, and they have
-Li to be faced' up at about every

100 miles. Am I right in assum-
ing that the trouble lies in the con-

denser being faulty ? The condenser
appears to be broken. When the
platinum points are clean I get a good
spark at the plugs.—G.H.

Burning of the platinum points is usually

due to a fault in the condenser or to the

condenser being disconnected. We think
your best plan would be to return the
magneto to a firm of specialists in mag-
neto repair work as you really cannot
effectively repair it yourself, and there

is always a danger of damaging the insu-

lation of the high-tension windings.

GEAR RATIOS FOR INVALID TRICYCLES.

fi

ratio

a disabled soldier, and
an invalid tricycle to

Bein
having
which I am now having fitted

an Economic two-stroke engine of

lg h.p., I want to know what gear
these sprockets will give me

:

Engine—10 tooth to 52 tooth on counter-

shaft ; 10 tooth sprocket on countershaft

to 30 tooth sprocket on differential axle
;

there is no clutch, and I' do not want
high speed. I have a friend who is also

disabled, and he has an Auto-Wheel
attached to his tricycle. Will you let

me know what gear ratio his fixed gear
gives him? The engine has a 12 tooth
sprocket driving to a 30 tooth sprocket
on road" wheel.—W.K.

The sprockets you mention will give a gear
ratio of 15 to 1. This will be rather too low
for general running ; moreover, sprockets

with such a small number of teeth as 10
are not good practice. We would sug-

gest that you use an engine sprocket of

15 tooth driving the 52 tooth countershaft
sprocket, and a 13 tooth on the counter-
shaft driving the 30 tooth on the differ-

ential ; this will give a ratio of 8 to 1.

Should this prove too high, use a 13 tooth

sprocket on the engine instead of the 15

tooth ; this will give a top gear of 9.2 to

1, and should be about correct. The gear
ratio of your friend's Auto-Wheel is ap-
proximately 65 to 1, making allowance for

the comparison between its 20;n. wheel
and the 26in. wheels of the average motor
cycle

important Dates.

Wed., Mar. ISth—A.C.U. One-day
Trial for Stock Machines.

Sat., Mar. 18th—Victory Cup Trial.

Sat., Mar. 25th—East Midland
Centre A.C.U. Open Reliability
Trial.

Sat., Mar. 25th, to Sun., April 9th—
Tour de France.

Sat., April 1st—Western Centre
A.C.U.—Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., April 8th—B.M.C.R.C., Mem-
bers' Meeting at Brooklands,

Frl., April 14th, and Sat., April 15th.—
M.C.C. London-Land's End Run.

Sat., April 22nd—N.-Eastern Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., April 29th—S. Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Hill-climb.

Sun., April 30th, to Sun., May 7th—
Paris-Pyrenees Trial.

Mon., May 1st, to Sat., May6th—Scot-
tish Six Days Reliability Trials.

Sat.,Mayl3th-Northern Centre A.C.U.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., May 20th—S.-Western Cen re
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Tues., May 30th—Junior Tourist
Trophy Race.

Thurs., June 1st—Senior Tourist Tro-
phy Race.

Fri., June 2nd, and Sat., June 3rd

—

M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.
Mon., June 5th, to Sat., June 10th

—

Royal Scottish A.C. Light Car Trial.

Sat., June 10th—B.M.C.R.C. Open
Meeting at Brooklands.

Sat., June 17th—Yorkshire Centre
A.C.U. Open " Colonial Trial."

Sat., June 17th—Ealing and Dist.
M.C.C. 200 mile sidecar race,
Brooklands.

Fri., June 23rd, and Sat., June 24th—
Irish twenty-four hour Open Relia-
bility Trial.

Sat., June 24th—Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

MATERIAL FOR BELT PULLEY.
Being tempted to construct a

_| variable gear for rubber belts for

% a cycle car, could I make the
-Li pulley for the engine-shaft of

hard wood, or would it be better
of aluminium" with bronze bushes ? The
reason I am having the belt pulley
gear is to do away with a gear box
and its attendant weight, as the car
is to be only 1601b. when finished.

—

E.G.S.
Neither wood nor aluminium is suitable

for the pulleys used on a cycle car trans-

mission system. It will be necessary to

have a cast iron pulley.

MOTOR POWER FOR A BATH CHAIR.
Is it possible to attach an

^T] Auto-Wheel to a bath chair, and
$; what is the best way to fit this

form of power?—S.L.H.
It is quite possible to do as you suggest,
but we cannot give the necessary details
in a short paragraph. Any good motor
cycle mechanic, however, should be able
to undertake the work.

SILENCING AND THE LAW.
What length of exhaust pipe

do I require on a S^.h.p. single-

cylinder machine when not having
a silencer?—M.E.M.

The legal requirement is that a machine
shall be reasonably silenced by passing the
exhaust gases through an expansion
chamber or other " suitable apparatus."
A long exhaust pipe does not usually
render a machine reasonably silent, and
there is no definite length of pipe legally

laid down. You would be well advised to

fit a proper silencer to the machine.

A POROUS CYLINDER CASTING ?

On taking off the cylinder of my
1919 4 h.p. machine, I find the
inside of the cylinder minutely
pitted all over to about a depth
equal to the thickness of ordi-

nary newspaper. I might add that I

always use plenty of oil. I should be
grateful if you could tell me the cause

of it.—G C.A.
The trouble which you describe is an un-

usual one, and if you have been using a

first-class brand of oil, we would recom-

mend you to write to the makers of the

machine asking their opinion, as it may
be that the cylinder casting is at fault.

EASILY FITTED VARIABLE GEARS.

I have an old model 3J h.p.

single-speed (no clutch) Rudge.
and would like to fix it up to take

a light sidecar occasionally. What
style of gear could I use without

having to alter the frame, as there is

not much room for a gear box?—J.G.D
The Bradbury (N.S.U.) pattern two-speed

epicyclic gear and free engine, or the

Philipson pulley can be recommended
Either of them will fit your engine with-

out alteration. The former gives two
speeds and free engine, and the latter,

although not a free engine device, is

simple in action, and does not require any

controlling mechanism.
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*EMOVING TRIUMPH MUDGUARD.
How is the front mudguard on

a Triumph taken off? Must front

forks be detached? I intend fit-

ting a wider guard.—J.P.S.

If is necessary to remove one side of

Triumph forks in order to take down the

front mudguard.

LUBRICATING THE MAGNETO.
After how many miles approxi-

^T] mately should an M-L magneto

V he taken down for lubricating?

-LI I have ridden a machine thus

fitted for exactly a year, cover-

ing, I should imagine, about 5,000 miles.

Can I undertake this job myself, and
is vaseline the correct lubricant?

—

J.P.S.
Your magneto should run a considerably

further distance without requiring atten-

tion and we should advise you to return

it to the makers for repacking the bear-

ings with grease, as they would overhaul
the magneto at the same time. However,
this need not be done until you have at

least covered another 5,000 miles.

MACHINE FOR A VERY SHORT RIDER.

Is there any one machine which
^Tj is exceptionally easy to start, as

<f I am thinking of buying one, but
-i-l being far from strong, and less

than 5ft. in height, I have found
the starting of all the machines I have
tried to be rather difficult. I have
thought of buying - a sidecar outfit, of

not more than 3^ h.p., as it is im-

portant that I should have one econo-

mical to run. I am rather attracted to

the 2J h.p. machines fitted with a

lightweight sidecar, as I should fre-

quently use it alone, and when I had a
passenger it would be one weighing 9st.

Wpuld one of these lightweights be
quite satisfactory for me, and could it

be used for a long journey?—A.S.G.
You should find any 2§ to 3 h.p. light-

weight of good reputation suitable for

your purpose. Provided the engine is

kept in good condition, there should be
no trouble in starting. Bad starting is

nearly always due to lack of attention,

air leaks in the induction system, or some
simple fault. Provided the machine is_

designed for light sidecar work, there is

no harm in thus employing it. ' There are

one or two two-stroke lightweights on the
market which have very low saddle posi-

tions, and their possibilities for your
special requirements should be considered.

MARCH gth,

READERS' REPLIES.
DIFFICULTIES WITH A TWO-STROKE.

With reference to your correspondent
"H.L.L.'s" troubles with' his Yilliers
engine, the following experiences with
this power unit may be of use. About
four months after I bought my machine
the engine developed the troubles men-
tioned, and my petrol consumption rose
to the appalling figure of 44 m.p.g. with
a 27 jet in the Amac carburetter. After
some weeks of most disappointing experi-
menting with the . carburetter, I replaced
the original sparking plug with a new one.
The change was simply miraculous. I
was able to reduce the jet size to 21, and
with that

. I travelled from Bristol to

c 24

London at an average speed of 24 m.p.h.

.with a petrol consumption of 96 m.p.g.

Again, a few weeks ago the symptoms re-

appeared, but as the plug then on the

machine had only done about 400 miles
'

I scoffed at the idea that it was the cause

of the trouble, until, after the engine

almost stopped on a hill which it usually

romps up with an 11 st. pillion passenger,

I again changed the plug, and once more
the machine is as good as ever.—AR 8414.

I have had "H.L.L.'s" troubles with
an engine of the same make. After about

3,000 miles, popping back through the

carburetter began, the machine running
well for some miles, then very intermit-

tently with much spluttering and sudden
misfiring, suddenly beginning to pull well

again, but it could never be depended on
for any length of time. The petrol con-

sumption ran up from a regular 104 m.p.g.

to about 70 m.p.g. I tried everything I

could think of to cure it. I suspected

air leaks, but could- locate none. I'

changed my plug and checked the ignition

timing, also -the tension of the magneto
chain, but with no result. I finally came
to the conclusion that the fault lay in the

petrol service or carburetter. Frequent
dismantling of the latter showed nothing

for some time, until one day I located a

minute bead of water in the jet. The
cure began then, though it was slow, as

the beads of water were so tiny that on
the road it 'was impossible to find them.

"Let "H.L.L." carefully filter every drop
of petrol he uses for water. I have got

as much as a teaspoonful out of a fresh

two-gallon tin ! He will probably find an
improvement ; I did, and I know of other

similar cases. I have now absolutely no
trouble ; my petrol consumption has gone
back to normal; but, as a precaution,

nothing but dire necessity will induce me
to buy any but one particular brand of

petrol which I have found to be freest from
water. I am told water is present in all

brands of motor spirit, especially in cans
filled from the last of a storage tank, so

that a proper waterproof gauze filter is a
necessity.—R. F. Woods.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions 'published,

under this heading should be addre.ss.ed.

c/o The Editor, '" The Motor Cycle,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.OA, when they will be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned.

"X.Y.Z." (Oxford).—7-9 h.p ex-W.D.
Harley-Davidson, 5 h.p. Sports Zenith, 3>J

h.p. Budge Multr; any other fast machine
below £80 ; all solo : General experiences.

"P.B." (Hinckley).—2-1 h.p. A.J.S.
(Model Bl) : General experiences f also

best accumulator for, arid method of carry-

ing on, a solo machine.
"F.E." (Leeds).—Bowden extra air

inlet on 6-7 h.p. B.S.A.
"J.S.L.'; (York).—Flexekas, F.E.W.

and Ayrtite valve attachments ; also

W.S.R. jet adapter on 7 h.p. and 2§ h.p.

A.J.S. machines..

"H.S." (Heighington).—Morgan, family
model : Efficiency on 5 and 11 to 1 ratios

;

advisability of four-speed gear.

"R.L." (Glasgow).—350 c.c. Beardmore-
Precision, spring frame model with side-

car : Speed, economy, etc.

Redaction in Price.

The oils marketed by Alexander Duck-

ham and Co., Ltd., 4, Broad Street Place,

London, E.C.2, have . been reduced in

price to the extent of 6d. per gallon.

" Essex Awards Amendment.

In the Essex one day winter trial, C.

C. Labin, on a chain-driven Zenith-

Bradshaw was awarded a bronze meda
for second place in the 500 c.c. solo class.

The Adelaide-Melbourne Record.

Recently C. W. Korner, a well-known

South Australian motor cyclist, covered

"the distance -between the two cities of

Adelaide and Melbourne in 18h. 54m.,

beating the previous record by no less

than 25m. 16s.

West Midland Open Trial Awards.

Any correspondence regarding delays

receiving awards won in last November's
Midland Centre Open Reliability Tria1

should be addressed to the Centre an

not to Mr. P. W. Bischoff, who woun
up his side of the work in December.

Change of Ownership.

On February 14th the motor cych

and light car business of Coppen, Alia

and Co., 89, Great Portland Street, Lou
don, W.l, came under the ownership

the late manage^ Mr. W. E. Line. Th
distribution of Reading Standard
machines and Plus One sidecars will be

continued.

Ariel Motor Cycles in London.

As Swift of Coventry, Ltd., no longe

make a motor bicycle, their London depot

132, Long Acre, W.C.2, has taken up an

agency for Ariel motor bicycles and sid

cars, and a representative stock of thesi

machines will be held at their premises

It is not generally known that this con
pany makes a speciality "of carrying ou

all repairs to all makes of motor bicycle."

at its Long Acre depot.

Catalogues Received.

Humphries and Dawes, Ltd., Ha
Green Works, Birmingham. A very

tastefully illustrated catalogue of th

various model O.K. Junior motor bicycle

The illustrations are extraordinarily clea

that showing details of the O.K. con
pensating rear brake being well worth
of mention.

Usines Anzani, 112, Boulevard
Verdun; Courbevoie (Seine), France

:

Catalogue giving particulars of the Frenc"

Anzani engines ; single-cylinders of 2,

4, and 5 h.p., 5-7 and 7-10 h.p. twin
cylinders, and the 10-12 h.p. cycle
engine with overhead exhaust valves, an
cylinders set at 20°, air or water-cooled
Particulars are also given of Anzan
magnetos.
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G'M

Choose your Mount this Season
from the famous BEARDMORE Stable!

IN
the 1922 race for Better Trans-
port there are no finer entries
than those from the famous

Beardmore Stable.
Airships, aeroplanes, ocean liners,

railway engines, motor cars, and
motor cycles—in every class the
Beardmore entry is a winner.
And the " breeders " are not afraid
to back their own mounts. Down
at King's Norton we make a strong
feature of this. In commercial
transactions it is

/
called Service-

after-Sale.

We stand by you when you decide
to ride the Beardmore mount that's

bred at King's Norton. "Baker's are

The picture -shows some recent Beardmore contribu-
tions to the world of Transport :—the "18,000 ton liner,

"Cameronia"; H.M. Airship R36; and the group in
the Beardmore Locomotive Works, Dalmuir, is of

2 engines for the Nigerian Railway, one for the East
Indian Railway, a Beardmore touring car and the
Beardmore taxi ; in the foreground the spring-frame
Beardmore-Precision.

nice people to deal with "—was how
one delighted customer summarised
in a sentence the many testimonials
ourService-after-Sale hasbrought us.

So stick to "The Old Firm"! Your
mount has the right stuff in jt if it

has the right name on its flanks

—

F. E. BAKER, Ltd. precision works
( Associated with William is.^,,*.,*? Mnn-PAM
Beardmore & Co., TAd.) MNUbJNORlON

„ . " Bachuck, K ingsnortonJ

London Depo —n;, Great Portland St., W.x. S
James Robertson, 48, West Ni.e btreet, Glasgo

'Phone: Kin? s N< rton 184-5. 'Grains: oawmwi,
Great Portland St., W.x. Scotlan 1 (Wlio.esKiU.)—

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle. C25
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PAMC
SOCIAL EVENING

will lose all their charms if your
passenger arrives cold, wet or dishevelled-
he forearmed—employ the most efficient

means of combating Nature's elements—
fit the Windscreen that gives perfect pro-
tection—that prevents ruined clothes, chills

and colds, and gives a touch of luxury to
any sidecar.

Underneath its handsome streamline qualities are many
mechanical refinements, providing adjustments to any posi-
tion, and enabling pronounced ease of entry or exit—its well
balanced design has occasioned favourable comment wherever
it ts seen.

REDUCED
PRICES

ROYAL -

STANDARD
BABY -

£5
£318
£3

SPECIAL KOJE—Complete sets of Royal fittings

for converting "Standard" models to "Royal,"
giving simplified adjustment to any position—and
quick, easy entry or exit, price 45/-.

New Celluloids can be fitted and relumed in thre:

days. Royal and Standard 20/-, Baby 16/-.

h

1 EASTING WINDSCREENS LTD., 1= 132, STEELH0USE LANE, BIRMINGHAM. =
~ ZZ— London Office & Service Depot —
= 24, FINSBURY SQUARE, LONDON, E.C.2 =
— Telephone Clerkenwell 19C4, «
=1 WHOLESALE STOCKISTS: AUSTRALIA—J. J. Wilkins & Sons, =
^Z 5s6 - George St., Sydney. IRELAND—C. E. Jacob, 18, Great Z=— liimiswiek St., Dublin. SCOTLAND—Of all factors. ~~

fr-'ole Manufacturing Rights in U.S.A. : Messrs. Shillan, Beck & ~~
Co.. Inc.. 68-72, East 131st St.. New York. —

^IllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllUlli

SPEEDON
MOTOR Oil.

John S. Morris& Son (Oils), Ltd., Cross Lane Oil Works, Manchester.

H.G.T

A. TURRELL & SONS, P0RT
F
AB
R
L
E
E
sT
BZt

,

,

N
s
G
E^RK,

Height Height
Lth.Wth. toEidse to Eaves

ft. in. ft. in,

7 O . . 50
7 6.-53
3 o „ 5 6
8 4-59
8 4 ., 6 o
8 7.-63
8 9 . . 6 4
8 9 ,. 6 4

a X 10 ... 90 .. C 6
Prices Carriage PaidEnglant

and Wales.

ft,

7X
Sx
9 X
IO X
I2X
14 X
16X
I8X

Tbone:
126S Sydenham

Made in sections, with double doors, with £-in. tongued and grooved match-
boards on strong framing. Roof matebboarded, and covered with good
quality felt, making same thoroughly weatherproof. Doors hung on strong
garnets, and fitted with lock and key and tower bolts. Windows glazed

:

2ioz. glass. Flooring: Strong joists, one inch boards. All bolts supplied
tor erecting house.

A.E.L. CYCLES
FULLY GUARANTEED.

GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES

Gent.'s Model £6 O O Lady's Model £6 10 O
All British Material. Double Gold Lined & Guaranteed Tyres,

NO RUBBISH.

A.E.L. LIGHTWEIGHT MOTOR CYCLES.
With Villiers or J.A.P. Engine,
with 2 or 3 Speed Gear Boxes rrom £57
Vill ers* Fixed Engine Model .

.

c3WO©
Order Now—COVENTRY NUT & BOLT MFC. Co., Ltd.,

MOOR 8TREET, COVENTRY.

In answerino these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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VOLEX COMBINATION
AND SOLO SETS

These sets give from 9 to 12 months' service, in ordinary

intermittent use, without renewal batteries.

Specification.—6-volt " Volex " Dry Batteries in metal con-

tainer, Switchboard, Head Lamp (5&in. front), Side and Tail

Lamps, Cord and Bulbs.
No. Mc/490, as illustrated Price £6 10
Also supplied with " Superba de Luxe " Head Lamp

(7in. front), No. Mc/450 Price £8
Ready for immediate use.

SOLO SETS.—The most efficient Dry Battery Solo Sets

produced. Head Lamp is provided with 6-volt bulb giving

an exceptionally brilliant light, and" ample light is provided in

the Rear Lamp. Complete with 6-volt " Volex " Aero Dry
Battery in strong leather satchel container.

Head and Rear Set.
5£In. front Head Lamp, Mio/10 £4 10
Head Lamp set only, M10/7 £4

" Superba de Luxe " Head and Rear Set.

7in. front Head Lamp, Mxo/11 £5 7 6
Head Lamp set only, Mio/8 £4 17 6

: ' Bullet " Electric Rear Lamp.
Robust construction.
Heavily nickelled. Com-
plete with lamp-holder
and Adaptor. Price 7/8.

Rear Lamp as above, with Switch Holder, 9/-

DRY BATTERY

Motor Cycle
LIGHTING SETS

BEST BRITISH MAKE.
Recommended for
Home & Export.

The ideal no-trouble outfits. No
other battery outfit will give equal
results. In satisfactory service

for over 10 years with a constantly
increasing demand due to their

reliability, convenience and
economy in use

RAYONITE (Volex)
SELF-CONTAINED

HEAD SET

ACETYLENE TO ELECTRIC
CONVERSION SET.

Complete Outfit as illustrated, with
4-volt " Volex " Aero Dry Battery in

Leather Satchel with Conducting Cord
and Bulb.

Price 31/-

Do with 6 Volt " Volex ' Aero
Battery. Price 37/-

No accumulator, oil or acid required ; a brilliant light

obtained at will. The convenience of this self-

contained set cannot be over-estimated. The pleasure

of having a lamp always ready for use without prepara-'

tion will be appreciated.

Set comprises Head Lamp-, 5£in. front, combined with a

strong metal container holding the Volex " Rayonite "

Dry Battery, complete with Bulb No. M 9/1.

Price £3 10s.

If with HEADLAMP, 7 in. front, 10/6 extra.

Spare " Rayonite " Batteries, 10/6.

METAL FILAMENT BULBS.
Mui. Screw Type (15mm.), 2 and 4
volts, 1/-; 6, 8 and 12 volts, 1/10
S.B.C. Type, 2,4, 6,8 and revolts, 1/8
When ordering state whether for

Accumulator or Dry Battery Service.

MAGNETO
fOCKET TOOL.

Contains all Tools necessary for the

complete adjustment of the Magneto.
Price 3/-

Sectional List

M202
i
Free on request.

> si
\enct

THE patent silencer

is made of alumin=

ium, on accountof its

lightness and heat

dispersing qualities.

DELIVERlEScanbe
made 7 days from
receipt of order.

Pull satisfaction
guaranteed or money
returned.
Guaranteed no loss

of power.

Adaptable to any
H.P. Motor Cycle

and car up to
12 h.p.

Send us
outside diameter

of the
Exhaust Pipe.

The ARGUS
SILENCER
for open exhaust pipes.

Price 20/- each

delivered.

Silence your Engine
without loss of power
by purchasing one of
our Patent Silencers.

Agents wanted.
'

Copies of Testimonials received re PATENT ALUMINIUM
" I have fitted ' Argus ' Silencer to
the tail pipe of a 6 h.p. V Twin the
exhaust of which was very noisy.
The result is perfect. The exhaust is

now barely audible, being reduced to
a mere puff. 1 consider the Silencer

to be the best of its kind on the
market and should supply a long-
felt want. I may say that there is

absolutely no loss of power—the
pulling and slow running not being
affected in any wav."

"With -reference to your Silencer

delivered to me some short time ago,
I wish to state that on first using I

found a slight loss of power, but since

receiving your letter advising me
what to do in case of ' loss of power '

(and doing the necessary) it is giving
me entire satisfaction, and I wish to

substantiate all claims made by you.
Thanking you for your good business
-methods and prompt delivery."

" The Silencers in question have been
fitted to a IQZ2 Model. 10 h.p. New
Hudson Light Car. With all cars of

this type where the cylinders have
independent exhausts, e.g., Morgan,
G.N., etc., the exhaust is apt to be
a little pronounced. I find, however,
that your Silencers give a pleasant

and subdued *boom,' while, as far

as I can see, the ' freeness ' of the
exhaust is not in any way affected

I notice also that they are very easily

detachable for cleaning purposes."

" The patent Aluminium Argus

Silencer supplier! by you is entirely

satisfactory. I find out that it is

much more efficient than a muffle end,

and practically no back pressure.

It gives a very pleasing exhaust note.

Wishing the ' Argus ' Silencer every

success."

' ARGUS "_ SILENCERS.
" Re the Aluminium Silencer supplied
to me some time ago. I must say I

am more than satisfied with it, as I

am the possessor of a particularly

noisy type of 550 single machine and
have previously experimsnted with
numerous silencing arrangements.

Except for mechanical noises, valves-

c/s, chain, etc., when travel"

ling, there is no appreciable sound at

all, nor does the power appear to be
in any way affected. In conclusion

I must state I never got better value

.for my money." Portarlington

" With regard to the Argus Silencer

fitted to my 2fc h.p. Levis, I am
quite pleased with this. It is the

most cff.ctivc silencing arrangemsnt

I have yet arrived at on this machine."

CROOKES, ROBERTS, RITCHIE & CO., Ltd ,

Owners or W J. RITCHIE & CO.,
Freedom Works, John Street, SHEFFIELD.

In answerina these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." C29
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THE " DAVIS" COMBINATION TOOL
Pat. No. 158394/19

10/6 EACH POST PAID. 10/6 EACH POST PAID.

EXTRACTING

RIVET WHEN
BUSK IS

BROKEN .

NO NEW CHAIN REQUIRED.
SIDE OF THE ROAD.

REPAIRS EASILY DONE ON THE
A NOVICE CAN USE IT.

" There are plenty of devices on the murket for extracting rivets from
chains, but the 'Davis' Combination Tool is unique in that it is the only
one which replaces the rivet as easily as it is removed, all you need carry
will be aspare piece of chain." Extract /> om THE MOTOR CYCLE, 13/1/1921

"An ingenious little accessory which should sell freely is the 'Davis ' Patent.
Combination Tool." Ex. rcist /rem THE MOTOR CYCLE TRADER, ir/2/21 '

Made in 2 sizes—No. 1 for {:" chains. No. 2 for £" to %" chains.

LUTON ALUMINIUM CASTINGS CO.
Specialists in Motor Castings,

SOUTH ROAD, LUTON

0FFEIW5000 PAIRS

TRIPLEX GOGGLES
ALL FITTED WITH UNSPLINTERABLE
GLASS EITHER PLAIN OR TINTED.

PERFECTLY nsw, unsoiled goods. Latest
pattern as illustrated. With soft brown
leather mask, lined nutria fur (detachable
for use in warm weather). The only goggle

giving perfect protection to the eyes against dust,

wind and injury. Can be wonvover eyeglasses
and give an uninterrupted field of vision.

Postage $d. extra. Two pairs post free.

The List Price is £2-2-0

BARKER PRICE

EACH.

BARKERS
JOHN BARKER & COMPANY LIMITED, KENSINGTON, W.8

ALBION LIGHTWEIGHT
COUNTERSHAFT GEARS.

Three Speed with Clutch and Kick Starter.
Two Speed with Clutch and Kick Starter.

Two Speed, Plain Box.

SPECIFY ON YOUR NEW MACHINE, OR IF

YOU WISH TO CONVERT YOUR PRESENT
ONE SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

ALBION ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
UPPER HIGHGATE STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

London Stockists: H. Taylor & Co., Ltd., Store St., W.l.

T&v^itfou^

Fully guaranteed.
Ask your agent
tor griccs

E-K MAGNETOS 111

Sampson Rfl North.

BIRMINGHAM.
West ofEnylandServicrDepet

W-B-COKAM
14.1 l/.-f>r.ria «t. Bristol

MAGNETOS

A PERFECT WINDSCREEN
THE

^#—\\ LJiJ
To travel in a sidecar unprotected from the wind

at even 20 miles an hour is extremely uncomfort-

able, but at 30 it is nothing short of torture. Why
not settle the matter now, and have a "CAMEO,"
the Screen that fits all Sidecars, and is guaranteed

to give full protection.

OLLARD, WESTCOMBE & CO., LTD.
46-47, Great Charles Street, Birmingham.

PRICE :

Screen only

£2-15-0
with valance

as illustrated,

£3-0-0

In answrino these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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get the "Dally Express"
from your newsagent

Free Insurance Against

Illness and Accident.

Interesting Articles on

Motor Cycling.

Just What You Want

When You Want It.

and fi.il up the Free Insurance Coupon on the spot. You
and your wife are immediately insured against sickness and

axident. One coupon covers both of you.

The " Daily Express" retains the services of motor cycling

experts to write interesting and instructive articles on motor

cycling. Thousands of motor cyclists all over the country

have learned the value of these articles and know that

they are exclusive to the " Daily Express."

The "Daily Express" is the motor cyclist's daily paper. In

it, you will find what you want just when you want it.

Watch the " Daily Express" whenever you are on the look

out for anything in connection with motor cycling.

Tell your Newsagent
to deliver it.

If you want
what you want
when you want
it, use the Want
Ads. in the
" Daily

Express."

In answering this advertisement i t is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B17
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NEW 1922 MODELS.
A.J.S., 2J h.p., 3-speed, Sports or

Touring £85

A.J.S., 7 h.p., Com £175

Alton, 2j h.p., 2-speed and k.-s. ... £60

Ariel, sh h.p., 3-speed, Sports £87 10

Brough Superior, all models, from .

.

£125

B.S.A., 4j h.p., all chain £110

B.S.A., 4i h.p., Com £142

B.S.A., 6-7 h.p., Com £164

Calthorpe, 2J h.p., 2-stroke £36

Calthorpe, z% h.p. Jap, a-speed £65

Douglas, 2JJ h.p., 2-speed £75

Humbcr, 4i h.p., Sports £100

Dunelt, 4 h.p., Com., spare wheel ..

.

£113 8

Levis, 2\ h.p., single speed £48

Levis, 2% h.p., 2-speed, clutch and k.-s. £68

Newlmperial,2jh.p.,3-speed,allchain £73

Matchless, Sports Com £160 °

Matchless, model H £1 75

O.K., all models, 38 gns.-Q2 gns.

Rudge, i\ h.p. multi £77

Zenith Bradshaw £113 "

SECOND-HAND SOLOS.
Triumph, 1919, as new £82 10

Douglas, 19 18, 4 h.p., Solo £70

O.K., 1921, 2J h.p., as new £36

Zenith, 1921, Flat Twin, as new £55

Ivy, 1917, 2i h.p •• £28

Rover, 1917-18, 3i h.p., 3-speed .... £67 10

B.S.A., 1920, 4i h.p., as new £80

Zenith, 1921, 5 h.p., Sports £65

Verus, 1920, 2J h.p., Blackburn

Engine £55

Douglas, 1916, 2l h.p., 2-speed £42 10

Diamond, 1920, 2J h.p, 2-speed £42 10

Enfield, rgrf, 3 h.p., 2-speed £35

Coulson, 19:0, 25 h.p., Blackburn .

.

£47 10

Triumph, 1914, 3-speed, as new £60

Levis, 1916-17, 2* h.p., single speed. £28

Wooler, 1921, 2J h.p., all lamps £55

P. & M., 1917-18, 3* h.p., 2-speed .

.

£50

Rudge, 1913-14. 3V h.p., T.T £38

Triumph, 1913, Clutch, T.T £35

Diamond, 1921, A h.p., as new .... £32 ID

Indian, 1921, Scout, as new £80

Over 50 new models actually in stock.

Easy payments par 4 per cent.

SECOND-HAND
COMBINATIONS.

Douglas, 1917-18, 4 h.p "£85

James, 1921, 6-7 h.p 1 £100

Douglas, 1921, 4 h.p .' £105

Enfield, 1919, 8 h.p
'. £85

B.S.A., 1917-18, 4* h.p £80

James, i9i5-r6, 4J h.p. £70

Royal Ruby, 1919, 8 h.p £95

Bradbury, 1913, 3-speed £50

Morgan, 1920, de luxe £130

Norton, 1921, as new £120

Ariel, 1919, as new £80

Tamplin, 1920, 2-seater £80

Douglas, 1919, 4 h.p., not VV.D £90

B.S.A., 1920, 4i h.p £100

Matchless, 1920, Dynamo £150

Shop-soiled Sports Matchless £150

Ariel,4h.p £110

Commercial Publicity.

Stocked in Chest sizes—
34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44,

Any other size, 7 days.

"GOOD-SERVICE"
ARMY TRENCH COATS

AT 08/0 EACH
Made from GUARANTEED Government Materials by a former War-time Contractor.

New Triple-Proof Gabardine, smart check permanent lining, interlined
OIL SKIN, with an ALL WOOL Camel Fleece detachable lining.

For Spring—Summer—Autumn or Winter Wear. These coats are offered in the usual civilian style.
Government materials combined with the knowledge of work hands whose experience was gained in
War-time production of this type of coat, and who know "what is required" in

OFFICERS' ARMY TRENCH COATS,
are embodied in the manufacture of the "GOOD-SERVICE" Coat (illustrated). With 6eece lining, detached
coat can be used as a smart Summer raincoat. With lining attached it gives all the advantages of an Ulster

50% BELOW TO-DAY'S PRICES.
IF YOU CANNOT CALL, take advantage of our SATISFACTION GUARANTEE OFFER, which gives
you an opportunity of COMPARING the value offered in the " GOOD-SERVICE " Coat against inferior
garments now on the market.

In response to numerous inquiries, we now offer similar Coats, less fleece lining,

AT 52/6 EACH-

Don't Miss this Unique Opportunity Call or Mail To-day.

CillO fil I A I? A I\ITPP Should the garment purchased fall Inany wayV^JV uL//in/liY / L..L,. to come up to expectations,WB QUARANTEB
\

to refund remittance IN FULL without further question, provided the garment :

is undamaged and returned in seven days. \

State chest (over vest) and height measurement when ordering.

TUT C17D\7HT /company ITT* 289-293, high holborn,InL ijllilV V IV/Hi l^(LONDON), LIU., LONDON W.C.I

Bl8 In answering these advertisements -it is desirable to mention " Tlie Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Beardmore.

»EARDMORE, Sept., 1920, spring frame, 1922
> engine and gearbox, mileage 200, almost new
res, tax, insurance paid, any trial; £55.—Peet,

>therwick Avenue, Chorley, Lancashire. [2506

Blackburne.
TEW 1921 Blackburne 4h.p., 3 speeds; what offers?
•1 —Percy and Co.. 314, Euston Rd. [2890

920 Blackburne 4h.p. Combination, all accessories,

luggage grid, full tax paid; bargain, £75-. Ex-
'anges.—Kent's, 417, Lord St., Southport. [2662

JLACKBURNE-REX, 1921, 4h.p., genuine sports

model, 3-speed, close ratio, S.A. gearbox, mileage
ider 1,000; £65, no offers.—Box 9079, c/o The
<otor Cycle. [2516

BLACKBURNE 1921, condition as new, small mile-
J age, original tyres, fully equipped, speedometer,
ic; cost £137; licensed; accept £75; owner buving
Lr.—S., 386, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, London. [2936

i OILED only, 2 r;ih.p. De Luxe Blackburne, Brooks
) saddle, Sturmey, kick start, clutch, racing Amac,
rampton biflex forks, lighting set, tax paid, immense
urgain; £50.—191, Sweetman St., Wolverhampton.

[2910
j»90.—8h.p. Blackburne, Middleton spring wheel side-

s' car, Bluemel windscreen, Tan-Sad, Cox Atmos,
>eedometer, electric lighting, etc., 700x80 tyres, and
iare, August 1919, fully licensed, will climb any-
iing—2. Buckland Crescent, Swiss Cottage, Hamp-
ead. 'Phone, 8142. [2813

Ilown.

916 Bowns-Villiers 2-stroke, excellent order, Dixie,
Amac, all on, tax paid, tyres as new; quick

lie, £25.—Cundy, 111, High St., Aldeburgh. [297 7

Bradbury
BR4DBCRY 4h.p. 1921, unused, unlicensed, a bar-

gain; £80.—Motor Co., Hereford. [1071

iXTATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2%h.p.
»" Bradbury, new 1921 model, reduced to £55;
lso 6h.p. combination, new 1921, reduced to £130;

extra charge I r easy terms. [3086

Stmrr Part*

BRADBURY Spare Parts.—See our advertisements
under Parts and Accessories.—Bright and Havles,

'8, Church St., Camberwell. [2771

B rough

NEW 1922 5V2h.p. o.h.v. flat twin Brough, special

Sports speed model, 70 m.p.h., real hot stuff;

;1 10.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.
[3250

1 Q207
:i Brough 5h.p. and Henderson sidecar, per-

*-*J feet condition everywhere, new tyres, fully

equipped, tax paid; £110; exchanges considered.—43,
it. Matthews St., Ipswich. [2726

Brough Superior.

BROUGH SUPERIOR 8h.p. o.h.v., Lucas Magdyno,
horn, speedometer; no reasonable offer refused.

—

3ym<>ndson, Woodside, South Hill, Bromley, Kent.
[1803

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd., Service Depot.
and sole London agents for the Brough Superior,

the sporting rider's ideal.—Immediate delivery of 1922
models at reduced prices. Mark I.I 90x77Vs, o.h.v., 3-

speed. clutch, and kick starter, £160; Mark I., sporting
combination, step, mat, screen, etc., £180, or with
special side valve J. A. P. engine, same price; Mark
II. 6.5, mag., 72x90, 3-speed. clutch, and kick starter.
£125; sporting combination, step, mat. screen, etc.,

£150. Demonstration models in stock. Catalogues sent
post free on request.—The Allen-Bennett Motor Co.,
Ltd., 9-10-11, Royal Parade, London Rd.. West Crov-
don 'Phone : Croydon 2450. [073~3

Brown.
3ih.p. Brown, new Splitdorf magneto, new Triumph
2 hub, clutch, B.B. carburetter, variable pulley,

lighting set, excellent condition; 27 gns.—Box 9091,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [3134

31h.p, Brown, 1912, stored 5 years, Bosch magneto,
2 B. and B., Druid forks, low, good tyres and

belt and condition; £13. — Anthony, 1, Townshend
Cottages, London, N.W.8. [3066

B.S.A.

.S.A. 1922 Models in stock; catalogue with pleasure.

S.A. Specialists.—County Cycle and Motor Co., Broad
St., Birmingham. [4678

EW 1921 B.S.A. 4h.p. T.T. Model; what offers?—
Percy and Co-

., 314, Euston Rd. [2899

S.A. 1922.—All models; immediate deliveries.

—

Clifford Motories, Eastwood, Notts. [8827

"I Q21 B.S.A. Model K Combination, not done more
J-v than 500 miles; lamps and horn, etc.; £120.

—

Below.

"I Q20 B.3.A., Model K, Lucas lamps, and horn,
-*-*J guaranteed not more than 1,500 miles, perfect;
£65.—Wallis and Easton, 104, Mill Rd., Cambridge.

[2491

IN.J5. through the grace of the

Classics is enabled to signify
'*
take

notice "
in English.

N.B. also forms the initials of

Napoleon Bonaparte. He used to

sign letters and orders NB., and,

when he did, people sat up and
took noUce.

This is exactly what we want you
to do—to sit up and " take notice**that

Our Machines are Better,
Our Easy Payments are Easier,
Our Service is Better.

WE ARE SOLE AGENTS 'or (not dealers in)

the fo lowing makes. Immediate or very early
delivery can be given of any model.

ALLON
(From £60).

(From £105).

CEDOS
[(From £50).

(From £75).

(From £80).

From £112).

DOUGLAS
(From £75).

(From £65).

SUNBEAM
(From 120 gns.)

MATCHLESS
(From £160).

NEW HUDSON
(From £50).

ROYAL ENFIELD
(From £55).

PHELON & MOORE
(From £95).

HARLEY-DAVIDSON
(From £140).

WE SPECIALISE
ON EXCHANGESN.B.

Tel. 1348. TW.-6&4 Cen.

PARKER'S
BOLTON : MAN CHESTER

:

Bradshawgate. 245, Deansgate

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

"IQ16 4 1/ih..p. B.S.A., new condition, 3 months'lv guarantee; £56.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee.
[2625

41h.p. B.S.A. Combination 1916, just overhauled,
1* accessories; £60.—Seen at 16, Upland Rd., E.

Dulwich, S.E. [2371

NEW 1921 4^h.p. B.S.A. Combination and acces-
sories; £130.—Bounds, Garage, 223, High Rd.,

Kilburn. [3055

B.S.A., 1922 patterns, cash or easy payments, im-
mediate delivery.—Motoria, 15, Regent Parade,

Tally-ho. [2959

B.S.A. 6h.p. Combination, all accessories, as new;
£90; exchanf-e.-C. S., 14, Swaton Rd., Bow.

Tel. : E. 3155. [2739

£88.-1921 B.S.A. 4 I,4h.p., chain-cum-belt, equipped,
excellent condition; seen evenings.—Dodd, 32, Bed-

ford Place, W.C.I. [2823

B.S.A. 4 I4h.p. 3-speed countershaft, late model, little

used, perfect condition; 49 gns.—" Brentor,"
Shooters Hill, S.E.18. [2721

B.S.A.—Bambers are official agents; exchanges a
speciality; deferred payments.—2, Eastbank St.,

Southport. "Phone : 607. [7236

B.S.A. 1921 4*,4h.p. H2 Model, all-chain drive, with
ccachbuilt sidecar, shop-soiled only; £120.—P. J.

Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [2475

Tj Q21 B.S.A. Combination, Model 112, No. 3 sidecar,
J- *s manv spares, year's tax paid, insured; £125.—
Bridger, A Flat, 3, Buckingham Kate, S.W. [272C

5(\ GNS.—

4

1/ih.p. B.S.A. 3-speed countershaft com-
Vf bination, lamps, screen, taxed, excellent con-

dition.—15, Elsenham St., Southfields, S.W.18. [2618

B.S.A. 1914 Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed, kick
start, lamps, horn, good condition throughout

;

£35, bargain.— 1, Leyborne Av., Ealing, W.l-3. [2601

1 Q20 B.S.A. Combination, 4'/ih.p., Lucas, dynamo
X«/ lighting, spares, in splendid order; no good
offer refused.—Box No. 8966, c/o The Motor Cycle.

* T2021

B.S.A. 4i,ih.p. Combination, 1916-17, good condi-
tion, screen, Tan-Sad, light car generator, horn,

3 lamps, 2 belts; £65.—Welnev, Farn borough, Kent.
[3193

B.S.A. 1922, model 112, 4h.p.; £110. Exchanges,
extended terms.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate

Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue
5548. [0067

B.S.A. 1917 4y.i.fi. p., bulbous sidecar, all-chain drive,
speedometer, Klaxon, Cameo screen, lamps, excel-

lent condition; £80, or offer.—20, Victoria Rd., Alex-
andra Park. [2434

B.S.A. 1920 Canoe-let Combination, electric lighting,
excellent order; £79. 1922 models in stock; ex-

changes- arranged.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition
Rd., S.W.7. [3299

B.S.A. 1918 Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed,
clutch, kick start, in splendid condition; exchange

good lightweight ; Berkshire.—Box 9,087, c/o 2"he
Motor Cycle. [2973

B.S.A. Combination, 2/-speed, countershaft, kick-

start, new tyres, equipped; £55; exchange higher
power; offers; after 5 p.m.—18, LTnion Rd., Stock-
well, S.W.4. [2617

B.S.A., all 1922 models supplied, exchanges; also

new 1921 4y4h.p. -K.2 Combination, No. 2

B.S.A. sidecar; £114.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St..

Acton, London. [3129

B.S.A. Combination 4,'£h.p., new July, 1920, horn
and lamps, licence paid, not ridden 1,000 miles,

as new in every way ; £125.—E. Pollard, Broomfield
Rd.. Chelmsford; [2901

1Q14 B.S.A., 3V-jh.p., T.T. model, Phillipson long
X.xf exhaust, lamps, tax paid, date and condition
guaranteed; £30.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone,
Hampstead 1353. [3224

BRAND New B.S.A. Combination, all chain, No. 3

sidecar, all lamps, etc., never used; £120, gift.—

James, c/o Bradmore's, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington.
Tel. : Willesden 1744. [3266

1 Q21 4i4h.p. B.S.A., all chain, Lucas horn, licensed,
lu insured, mileage 1,000 only, equal to new; cost

£120; accept £90; sidecar if required.—Searle, Burn-
ham Market, Norfolk. [2424

B.S.A. 1920 4'Ah.p. ail chain Combination. Lucas
lamps, screen, luggage grid, Klaxon, excellent con-

dition throughout', trial uv examination; £80.—Minchin,
Shorwell. Isle of Wight. f3005

~ark21 B.S.A., 6-7h.p., Twin Combination, special

liJ large sidecar, interchangeable wheels, Lucas
lighting, Easting windscreen, absolutely as new; £160.
—143. Peckham Rye, S.E. [2548

6-7h.p. B.S.A. Combination, dynamo lighting, Easting
screen, spare wheel, tax and insurance paid,

spares, splendid turn-out; £170, cost £240.—Veitch,
Cossington Farm, Aylesford. [2302

B.S.A. Combination 1915, H model, 4 1/jh.p., East-
ing, perfect orde: , no reasonable offer refused;

consider lightweight part exchange.—" Studley Royal,"
Grove Rd., South Woodford. [3289

1 Q21 6-7h.p. Twin B.S.A. Combination, spare wheel.
J-t7 every possible accessory, unscratched, as brand
new; £135; exchange and cash.—37, Canterbury Rd.,

Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l. [3200

All -letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the- date of the issue B2i

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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B

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
U.S.A.

1 Q19 B.S.A., 3-speed, kick start, Tan-Sad, luggage
X*7 carrier, B.S.A. sidecar, speedometer, lamps,
accumulator, very little used, owner unable to ride;
£75.—59, Clarendon Sq., Euston, N.W.I. [3062

B.S.A. 1916, 414h.p., recently overhauled, new
front wheel, forks, mudguard, tyres, engine re-

bushed, new cylinder, valve timing, splendid con-

dition; .£50.—Philcox, 14, Huntingdon Rd., Cambridge.
[2250

B.S.A. 1921 6-7h.p. Twin Combination, Lucas mag-
dyno lighting, interchangeable wheels, spare wheel,

luggage grid, Cowey speedometer, Easting, Royal in-

surance, tax paid, splendid condition; cost £248, take

£160.—S. and B. Motors, 16, King's College Rd.,

N.W.3, 5 minutes Swiss Cottage. 'Phone, Hampstead
6782. [2852

WAtTCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London—B.S.A.
1322 models, K2, chain and belt transmission,

£107; with No. 3 sidecar, £139; Model H2, all-chain

drive, £110; fir.ted with B.S.A. sidecar, £142; B.S.A.

6h.p. twin motor cycle, £132; fitted with B.S.A.

sidecar, £164: B.S.A. 81i.p. twin combination, £185;
easy terms and exchange.; box-carrier combinations

from £139. 'Phone : Holborn 5777. [3087

Spars Paris:

S.A. Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [3609

.S.A. Specialists.—All spares by return.—County Cycle

and Motor Co., Broad St., Birmingham. [4677

SPARES.—All B.S.A. spares for Model K in stock.

—Ward, 51, Upper Richmond Ed., Putney. [2559

THE Promptest Finn for B.S.A.- Spares.—Forfield

Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [3161

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—All B.S.A. parts in stock. No waiting.

[1931

B.S.A. Spares can be had by return, post free,

'from Jones Garage, B.S.A. Agents and Spares

Service Depot Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. [0805

GODFREYS', Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London,
W.I.—Complete stock of all B.S.A. spare parts

always in stock. Write lor free spare part list, stating

/ear of manufacture. [0750

Calcott.

r>3.h.p. Calcott, believed 1916, nice condition; accept
*^4 18 gns. quick sale.—67, Fcrnlea Rd., Balham.

[3181
Calthorpe.

2%h.p., 1920. 2-speed. per-
7. Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7.

T3300
CALTHORPEr Junior, 2-speed, any trial, bargain;

£22.—Fairhurst, behind 63, Standishgate, Wigan.
[2711

rt|21 Calthorpe-Jap 2 r'4h.p., 2-speed, excellent order;
»' first offer £45 secures.—F. Manwaring, Martins,

Warden, Kent. E2«53

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 5h.p. Twin Combination, En-
field gears, taxed; £48; exchange.— 121, Acton

Lane, Chiswick. [2582

C-1ALTHORPE, 1922 patterns, cash or easy pay-
J raents, immediate delivery.—Motoria, 15, Regent

Parade, Tally-ho. , [2954

1 £k21 Calthorpe-Jap 2 r,4h.p. 2-speed, clutch and kick
JLtP starter, brand new, and cash exchange for good
combination.—34, Manchester Rd., Livinden. [2737

CALTHORPE-PRECISION 2Vjh.p., 2-speed, over-

hauled and stove enamelled, climb anything;
nearest £30; tax paid.—78a, Elsinore Rd., Forest" Hill,

S.E.23. [2256

£>3.h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed, good tyres, belt, ex-
^4cellent condition, and very last; £25.—Anthony,
1, Townshend Cottages, London, N.W.8. Tel.: Hamp-
stead 10. [3067

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2";ih.p., late model, 2-speed,
mechanically perfect, condition as new, lamps,

j

footboards, long plated exhaust; £28.-1, Priory Rd., I

Kew Green. [2786

CALTHORPE 1921 Combination, actually In stock
for immediate delivery; cash or deferred terms;

!

place your orders with the Calthorpe specialists.— .

Burlington Motors. Ltd., Clapham Common, S.W.4.
'Phone: Brixton_2417. i0509

Campion.
I Q20 6h.p. Campion-Jap Combination, Binks,
J_t7 accessories, windscreen, Tan-Sad, insured, trial;
£80.-145, Parliament St., Derby. [2840

CAMPION-J.A.P. Combination, 6h.p.. believed 1917,
large sidecar, windscreen, hood, tyres very good,

lamps. Klaxon, deliver anywhere for return expenses;
nearest £80.—Cuckson. Firbeck. Rotherham. [2965

Cedos.
KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District

Agent for Cedos ; unequalled - service, repairs,
etc. [3149

Chater-Lea.
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—4h.p. Chater-

Lea-Jap, fitted with 1918 engine; £45. [3111

CALTHORPE-J.A.P.
feet; £45.—Clark,

Sole London and District Agents for

A.J.S., Excelsior & Dunclt Motorcycles.

THE LOW MOTORCYCLE
LAMP SET. Price U 10
As illustrated above, the LOW Motorcycle
Lamp Set is the most perfect no-trouble acety-
lene lamp set on the market to-day. It com-
prises b in. head lamp, famous Low generator,
with all metal connections, rubber tubing
being entirely eliminated.

LOW Motorcycle Lamp Set... ...£4 10
Packing andcarriage, 2/- extra.

Illustrated Catalogue FREE on request.

LOW Generators, Motorcycle size £1 19
,7 Light Car size ......£4 10

Carriage and packing, 1/6 extra.

K.L.G. PLUGS 1/9.
Brand new K.L.G. Mica Sparking Plugs com-
plete in original box, only a limited quantity
available at this exceptional price. Postage

3d extra

H.T.C. MUDSHIELOS 15/B
Are by far the best value on the market.
They are strong, yet light, handsome in
appearance, and suitable for any make of_

machine. All Black finish, 1 5/6 per pair.
Aluminium „ 16/6 „ „

Carriage and packing, 1/6 extra.

a ^ HERE IS A
REAL BARGAIN

Genuine Abingdon, fitted with 10 King Dick

I
Tools complete in canvas case (shop-soiled). a

Usual Price, 34/6; reduced to 24/- •

g H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd. I
Showrooms

—

— Motorcycles and Cars,

52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington.
Accessories, Spare Parts and Repairs,

21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.I
Wholesale

—

38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.I.
Garage—Tottenham Court Road, W.i.

Phones : Accessories & Repairs, Museum 1240
Motorcycles and Cars, Kensington 7260

Telegrams :
" Dynametro, Westcent, London:"

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Chater-Lea.

CHATER-LEA SVih.p., 2-speed box, perfect, £1
light cane sidecar, £4.—17, Heaton R-

Mitcham. [28<

WAUCHOPE 3, 9. Shoe Lane, London,—19:
Chater-Lea; agents all models; supplied on ea

terms or exchange. [30*

IMMEDIATE delivery all models 1922 Chater-L
motor cycles; stamp for catalogue.—H. Beardwot

147, Burlington St., Liverpool. [08

CHATER-LEA 25/ih.p., lamps, horn, accessorir

splendid condition, looks like new; £35 or ne
offer; bargain.—Col. Fisher, Royal Dockyard, Wo<
wich. [28;

rj) 3.h.p. Chater-Lea 1921, disc wheels, lamp, hor
^4l all accessories, splendid condition; bargai
£40; mileage 600, tax paid.—Halter, 61, Goldt
Lane, E.C. [317

"I Q22 Chater-Lea, the reliable combination with
J-*J' reputation; catalogues; all models; send i

quiries.—Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwe
St., Greenwich, S.E.10. [32E

W
Clyno.

AUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2V.>h.:

Clyno, 2-stroke; £35; easy terms. :30£

£35.—Clyno 2'/2h.p. 2-speed, clutch, 1919 model, p<
feet, all accessories.— 8, High St., Wandsworth.

[25!

CLYNO 6h.p., 2-speed, kick start; £38; take Li^u
weight part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, Lo

don. [28(

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 2Uh.p. Clyno 2-speed, ne
condition, mileage under 300, fully equipped.—

.

Heath St., Hampstead. (Near Tube.) [157

1 Q16 Clyno 6h.p. 3-speed Combination, black ai
LU gold finish, splendid condition ; 54 gns. ; ba
gain.—134, Earlsbrook Rd., Redhill. [27)

CLYNO 1920, guaranteed. 2Vi>h.p. 2-stroke. 2-spee<

clutch, all on, unpunctured, little used; neara
£52.—Rev. Sherdley, Waltham Cross. [23E

1 Q21 Clyno, 2-stroke, 2-speed, fully equipped, aD
JL" in excellent condition; an unrepeatable bargai
it £45 cash.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St

Oxford. [781

6*60.—1913 Clyno Combination, 3-speed, spare whee
c£* lamps, horn, licence, flexible exhausts, exceller

cjndition throughout, ride 20 miles to purchaser.-
" Beaulieu," Avenue Rd., St. Albans. [319

Pari*

V LYNO Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bon
t.. Lining ,ibi

Connaught
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2Uh.p. 19!

Connaught, 2 speeds; £50. [311

T57"AUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 192
'» Connaught Motor Cycles on easy terms. [309

£19.—Connaught 2^4h.p., 3 speeds, tax paid, engir
just overhauled, new back tyre; owner bougli

imbination.—Goddard
den.

4, Craven Park Rd., Harle
[265

"1 Ci 22 Connaught, the super 2-stroke, for sidecar c

-B-*J solo; cash or ea-sy terms; inquiries invited.-

Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greei
wich, S.E.10. [325

CONNAUGHT 1921 2i/
2h.p., 2-speed, lamps, hon

accessories, spare plug and belt, tax paid, full

insured; genuine bargain; inspection invited; £45.-
Cycle, Westwood,. Forty Lane, Wembley, Middlesex.

[234

-J
021 Connaught Combination, new sidecar, Eastii

J-*/ windscreen, 2-speed, kick start, Sturmey, ne:
lamps, horn, mirror, spare tyre, absolutely perfect, m
scratched, tax paid; £70; no exchange special reasc
for giving up.—Coups, teacher, Poynton, near Stoc'
port. [294

CONNAUGHT motor cycles, 1922 models, singk
speed, 2-stroke, £45; 2-speed, less clutch, £54

2-speed, clutch £57/10; 3V2h.p., 3-speed combinatioi
£95; easy payments arranged.—Speechlev's, The Mote
House, 86, Churchfield Rd., Acton, W.3. Phone
Chiswick 1902. [220.

Cotton.

COTTON-BLACKBURNE sporting and tourirr

motor cycles from 62 gns.; 52 recent ope;

awards; descriptive catalogues from agents or Cottc
Motors, Gloucester. [32£

Coulson.

1 O 19 Coulson R- 23/ih.p., spring frame, horn, pmniIw mirror, tools, condition as new ; £60.—Bar!
worth, Anna-Valley, Andover. 'Phone : Andover 95.

[261
COUXSON-B. 2%h.p.,_ 2-speed, Bonnikfien speed*

meter, 3in. tyres, spring frame, lamps and horn
bargain, £40.—Purser, 23, Queen St., Deal, Kent.

[114

COULSON-BLACKBURNE, Patent 1922, 234h.j

3-speed, clutch, kick start, spring frame, tax pai

December, 1922, mileage 800; 63gns.—132, Pai
Ave., Barking. [323
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

(| 20 Enfield 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, no trouble
. *J machine, licensed, jtist overhauled by makers,
ew tyres, lamps, etc.; best offer over £30.—K. H.,

B, Parliament Hill, N.W.3. [2257

'^NFIELD Combination, dynamo lighting, oversize
CJ tyres, equipped with hood, screen, milometer,
lc, condition as new; £85.—Anthonv, 1, Townshend
lottages, N.W.8. Tel.: Hampstead 10."" [3068

^NFIELD Combination 1921 8h.p., Magdyno light-

i-i ing, Lucas horn, Cowey speedometer, spare cover,

] tubes and spare chains, condition as new; £135.

—

iryson, 136, High Rd., East Finchley, N.2. [2442

3 0YAL ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1921 model,
[Ai Magdyno, speedometer, windscreen, mirror and
ill tools, in perfect condition, low mileage; bargain

1110.—Write M., 40, Queens Rd., East Grinstead.
[2275

^NFIELD 1921 Lightweight Combination, specially

i_J designed sidecar, all accessories, electric lighting,

-erfect, little outfit, any trial; £50.—Henry, 22,

.rosvenor Rd., Chiswick, W.4. 'Phone: Chiswick

;i86. [2860

a'
OYAL ENFIELD Combination 1916 6h.p., J.A.P.
2-speed, free engine, acetylene, windscreen, fully

quipped, overhauled at works; accept fair price.

—

'ull details from C. Dufty, 115, Uppingham Rd.,
.eicester. [2390

j
Q21 Enfield Combination, 8h.p. J.A.P. engine,

Lt/ Lucas Magdyno, horn, and mirror, Dunlops,
raw mileage, smart, fast and powerful, tax paid
fecember; £125. Saturdav-Sunday.—40, Park Av-
ue South, Hornsey, N.8. [2549

IQ20 Enfield Combination (November) 8h.p., J.A.P.,
lw all lamps, speedometer, horn, spring links, Tail-

ed., W.R.S., screen, hood, child's seat, tyres good,
-ny trial, anv time, condition perfect; £110 lowest.

—

... Frobisher Rd., Green La.nes, Hornsey, N.8. [2429

ENFIELD Combination, late 1921, Vickers 8h.p.
engine, Magdyno lighting, windscreen, spare de-

.achable seat in sidecar, and spares, small mileage,

3

5
.nd in splendid condition throughout; owner buying
ar; price £150.—Wcoddene, Brighton Rd., Purley.

[2633
ENFIELD Combination, 1916, completely overhauled

by makers, 1921, splendid condition, dissolved
icetylene lighting, horn, mirror, Tan-Sad, tyres as new,
jarge sidecar, hood, Cameo screen, luggage carrier,

etc.; best offer over £65.—6, HeBer Mansions, Queen's
JJlub Gardens, W.14. [2818

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—1922
2Vjh.p. Roval Enfield, 2-stroke, £55;- 2i/ih.p.

;Roya) Enfield, with kick starter, £57; 8h.p. Royal
.Enfield combination, £140; dvnamo lighting, £158;
'm.p. 1917-lS Royal Enfield combination, £95; easy
erms and exchange; trade supplied. 'Phone: Holborn
5777. Also Enfield, 2-stroke, £42/10, 1920. [3093

Spare Parts:

ENFIELD Spares. — Immediiite delivery. -

. Bond St.. Ealing.
Kav*. ?,

r?6i2

THE Promptest Firm for Enfield Spares.—Forfield
Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [3162

TTERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
-*--l bridge.—AH Enfield engine parts in stock.

[8834
Excelsior.

"PXCELSIOR C.B. Combination, 4 1,2h.p., guaranteed
1

perfect; £80.—Taylor, Capel, Ipswich. [2307

drive,
.- Dowse,

Hales Street, Coventry. [2268

"I Q21 2"'4h.p. Excelsior, as new, full equipment, Tan-
-*-*' Sad, kick start and clutch

JCj

8h.p. Excelsior Jap Combination, 1921, chain
equal new, tax paid; £126 or nearest.—

I

Elm Gardens, Hammersmith.
bargain, £46.

[2313

J ITI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 III 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.( II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 'j

EDWARDS'

1Q22 New Villiers, single, clutch, magneto lighting,
-*-*' Cowey, licensed, ready for the road; 48 gns,
or exchange for similar second-hand and cash.—Keen,
Leominster. [3008

EXCELSIOR, 2Mh.p., 2-stroke, late 1920, just been
thoroughly overhauled and in splendid condition;

£42; everything on, any trial given.—24, Colvin Rd.,
: Thornton Heath. [3155

BRITISH Excelsior, 5-6h.p., 3-speed, countershaft,
chain drive, late model, with luxurious coachbuilt

sidecar, mileage about 9,000; sacrifice, 58 gns.—37,
Elmbank Gardens, Barnes. [2842

F.N.

Combination, pillion seat, hood, screen,
speedometer, lamps, horn, a 1914 'bus but

! overhauled by makers, and absolutely in the pink
;
(3 speeds) ; £65, terms if desired.—Bunting's Motor
Exchange, Wealdstone. [3246

5-6h.p. F.N., 4-cylinder, and coachbuilt sidecar, 2-

speed, hand clutch, appearance rough but good
running order; £20; ,tr exchange lightweight; would
consider push bike and cash.—Snodgrass, Ambleside
Rd., Lightwater, Bagshot. [2761

Snare Parts:

"CVN. Spares.—We can supply for all models from
-V 1904. Prompt attention to all inquiries. Stamp
plea-se.—Langford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2.

[2731

F .N

& CO.

! 101,GT.P0RTLANDST.W.1
z Tel. Mayfair 4027.

I
Some Wonderful Bargains

§ Several BRAND NEW
I 1921 5 h.p.

[ ZENITH SPORTS
I 73 gns. (listed £110)
z also

= ZENITH Countershaft Model,
§ Clutch, K.S. 85 gns. (listed £118)
= MAKER'S USUAL GUARANTEE.

e 1921 3i ARIEL, Brand New,
§ 3 spd., K.S. 75 gns. (listed £105)

NEW 1922 MODELS FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY.

MATCHLESS, all Models.
NEW IMPERIAL
RALEIGH, lightweight.

TRIUMPH, Ricardo and Standard.

Guineas.

133

SECONDHAND COMBINATIONS.
C

1921 6-7 h.p. B.S.A. comb., Magdyno
lighting, spare wheel Easting,

speedometer Tan Sad, as new. .

.

1921 P. & M. Demonstration Model,
Lucas equipment, unscratched,
mileage 200

1919 6 h.p. A.J.S. comb., Lucas equip-
ment, speedometer, superb con-

dition

1919 6 h.p. A.J.S. comb., electric lighting,

speedometer
1921 3$ h.p. NORTON H 16, and Mont-

"

gomsry Sports s.-c, maximum
hand speedometer, Lucas lamps,
splendid order '.

1920 4^ h.p. B.S.A. , all chain, and No. 2

s.-c,lamps, speedometer,East ;-*$;

Tan Sad, luggage grid, excellent

order

1920 6-7h.p.ARIEL comb.,fully equipped
screen

1921 3^ h.p. new scale BEARDMORE,
Precision engine, 2-spee'd, k.-s.,

comb., fully equipped, fine order

SECONDHAND SOLOS.

1921 4 h.p. VERUS BLACKBURNE, 3-

speed, mileage 200, as new
1921 4 h.p. VERUS BLACKQURNE,

mechanical oil purai, A.C.F.. discs

1921 2} LEVIS SPORTS, "Lucas equip-

ment
1920/2133- h.p. N.U.T, Magdyno lighting,

line condition

1920 3$ h.p. ARIEL, equipped legshields,

. etc

1920 3i h.p. B.S.A., all chain equipped.

.

1920 A.B.C., electric lighting, speedo-
meter, perfect condition

1921 CLYNO, 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch,

equipped, as new. ...

1920 CLYNO, 2-stroke, s-2peed, clutch,"

equipped, as new
1920 2} h.p. METRO-TYLER, 2-speed,

good condition

1920 23; h.p. DIAMOND J.A.P., 2-speed
clutch, equipped discs., etc.. .

.

1920 2 J h.p. ALLON, good order

1921 2| h.p. LEVIS, 2-speed clutch,

equipped
1921 INDIAN SCOUT, lamps, speedo, etc.

LIGHT CARS.
1920 G.N., dynamo lighting, 3 new tyres,

overhauled at cost of £18
1916 10 h.p. SINGER, 2-seater, dynamo,

double dicky, good condition. . .

.

Deferred Payments& Exchanges on any 01 the above

WANTED—SOLOS and COMBINATIONS.
Cash waiting.

109

107

92

85

55

75

63

37

77

65
65

75

38

34

34

39
27

39
84

127

150

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

SHEFFIELD Agent for Harley-Davidsons; from
£120.—Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd. [0577

"1Q19 Harley Combination, cost £200
J-*/ sacrifice.—67, iernlea Rd., Balhan

HARLEY 7-9h.p.,
good condition;

Bay.

very smart;
Exchange.

[3180
1919, Henderson Elite sidecar,
£85.—Buccleuch House, Thorpe

[2226,

"I Cfc 19 Harley-Davidson Combination, complete equip-

1

J-tP ment, any trial; £75.—24, Balliol Rd., North'
Kensington.

24, Balliol Rd., North'
[2523

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1922 patterns, cash or easy
payments, immediate delivery.—Motoria, 15,

Regent Parade, Tally-ho. [2958

-j C&20 7-9 h.p. Harley-Bavidson Combination, elec-
X*^ trie model, only run 3,347 miles; £110. After
7 p.m.—17, Russell Square Mansions, W.C.I. [2538

1 Q20 5h.p. Harley Flat Twin, 3-speed, speedometer,
J-*-* lamps, horn, mileage under 4,000; £85.—Shep-
herd. Enfield Highway. 'Phone: Waltham Cross 31. '

[0800
I Q19 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, first-
J-«7 class condition; £100.—Blake, 4, Park Cres-
cent Mews (East), Great Portland St., London, W.l.

[2820
TLTARLEY" Combination, 7h.p., 1918, D.A. lighting,
-&-JL smart, engineer owned, full equipment and
spares; £79. - _ Smewin, 22, Cambridge Gardens,

[2277*

"IQ22 Harley-Davidson;
JL*-' all models; also a

HARLEY-DAVIDSON
1919, electric

Ladbroke Grove, W. 10.

£89/10.-1920 (date guaranteed) 7-9h.p. Harley-David-
son and sidecar, magneto model, speedometer,

lamps, mechanical horm, any trial; bargain.—Smith's,
86, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.3. [2953

book now lor early delivery,
few 1921 at special prices;

catalogue with pleasure.—Sam. E. Clapham (Motors),
27, Stockwell St.. Greenwich, S.E.10. [5986

BARGAIN.—1920 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combina-
tion, electric model, beautifully sprung sidecar,

Easting^ absolutelv perfect in every respect ; £ 1 30
cash.—239, Goldhawk Rd., Shepherd's Bush. [2753

2-Seater Combination, late
model, charging switchboard,

speedometer, hood, 2 screens, spares and tools, very
fast; £125, or offer—156, Browning Rd., East Ham.

[2450
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination 7-9h.p., elec-

tric lights, Tan-Sad, windscreen, tools, spares,

etc., just overhauled at a cost of £25, receipt given;
bargain, £65.-1,238 Coventry Rd., Yardley, 1 Birming-
ham. [2463

BARKER'S Motors can supply all Harley-Davidson
models at list prices and give an insurance policy

against mechanical breakdown for 12 months .free.

Cash, deferred, or exchanges.—194, Balham High Rd.,

S.W.12. [1215

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920-1 7-9h.p. Combination,
speedometer, dynamo lighting, spare tyres, etc.,

cost Dec, 1920, £250, insurance policy for £250,
genuine bargain; £130.-69, Upper East Smithneld,

London, E. - [2204

7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, 3-speed, kick starter, in

excellent condition, sidecar almost new, electric

lights (side and tail), acetvlene head- lamps. Easting

screen, tools, and spare tube; price £95.—Box 8811,

c/o The Motor Cycle. [9895

£76/10.—Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Coachbuilt Com-
bination (net W.D.), 3-speed, clutch, kick start,

lamps, horn, hood, windscreen, pillion, spares, perfect

throughout, anv trial; offers.—Walters (top flat), 83c,

Trinity Rd., Balham, S.W. [2407

GO GNS.—1919-20 De Luxe 7-9h.p. Harley Com-
C5 w'bination, electric model; 40 gn. sidecar, hood,

screen, luggage grid, good tyres, speedometer, tax paid,

all in fine order and appearance.—Hardy, 8, Bream's
Buildings, Chancery Lane. Holbom 4752. [2999

20 (new Sept.) 7-9h.p., tlectrically equipped
Harley-Davidson Combination, complete with

Bluemel screen, Tan-Sad seat, new spare Palmer cord

tyre, insurance until next Sept., tax paid, small mile-

age perfect mechanical order and condition; £145, or

nearest offer.—Haddon, North St., York. [2963

Synrn Pnrfa

delivery.—Kays, 8.

[3613

H.B.
2^h.p. Blackburne engine,

box, chain belt, C. and
K.S., £72; with 3-speed gear box, £75; 4h.p., 3-speed,

£82; 41411. p., 3-speed model, clutch and kick start,

£100; cash, deferred terms, or exchange.

.B., 1922 Models for earliest deliveries.—Write
London Motors, 61, Holborn Viaduct, E.C., sola

distributing agents for the following counties :—Kent,
Surrey, Sussex, Hants, Berks, Oxford, Bucks,

Northants, Beds, Hunts, Cambridge. Norfolk, Suffolk.

Essex, Herts. Middlesex (including London). [2110

19 2

HARLEY Spares.—Immediate
Bond St.. Ealing.

H.B., 1922 Models,
2-speed Burman gear

H

Hazlewood.
EW 1921 Hazlewood Combination, 5-6^^.

,

speeds; what offers Percy and Co., 314, Euston
[288111 11111 nun 11 111 111 1 j ii 1 1 j 1 j ri 1 1 1 11 in iiiui ii 11 1 u M Jiiifiiiiiiinit

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hazlewood.

"J
Q22 Hazlewood, all models, lor eaxly delivery

-*-*/ See the 6h.p. J.A.P. Twin Combination at
£118; finest value ior money to-day; catalogues with
pleasure.—Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell
St., Greenwich, S.E.1G. [5988

Henderson.
KICKHAM, Stoics Croft, Bristol, Sole District

Agent lor Hendersons; unequalled service, reoairs.
etc. '13145

HENDERSON Combination, speeds, H.S., spares.,

fully equipped; £70; exchange W.D. combination.
—7, Linda St., Battersea. [2588

I"MMED1ATE Delivery.—1922 Henderson de Luxe,
dynamo lighting, electric horn, etc.; £175.—

Pioneer Motors. Ltd.. 50, Grindlay St., Edinburgh.
[1408

"| Q21 electric Henderson, Swan sporting sidecar. Ace
At/ discs, Cowey speedometer, grid, fullv equipped
and perfect, mileage 5,000; £15d.—Hutchinson.
Boroughbridge. "2857

HENDERSON Combination 1921. Model K, 3-speed,
reverse, dynamo lighting, Tan-Sad. Sandum.

2-seater sidecar, spring wheel, V-shaped windscreen

;

best offer over £175.-37, Dunsmuxe Rd., Stamiord
HiiL N.16. [2377

l^EW 1922 Henderson mode: de luxe, dynamo
-L~ lighting, electric horn, etc.; £175; for early
delivery of this wonderful machine place your order
immediately with the Premier Motor "Co., Astcn Rd.,
Birmingham. [5251

BARKER'S Motors are agents for the luxurious
4-cyL Hendersons; all new models -at list prices

supplied carry a free insurance policy 'against
mechanical breakdown for 12 months. Cash, deferred,
nr exchanges.—194, Balham High Rd., S.W.12. [1214

Hobart.
"I O 20^ 2-speed^ Hobart-Yilliers, equipped, taxed. Per-

fect; £32.-1, Othello St., LiverpooL [9156

TTOBART-VIIXIERS, 1921, mag., fly-wheel
T.T., brand new; £40

Nuneaton.

emi-
Enterprise Cvcle Co.,

[2222

FOR Sale.—2^h.p. Hobart-Jap, Feb. 1921, Sturmey-
Archer 2-speed. clutch, kick start, mechanical-lv:.

perfect, lyres, enamel as cew; £55.—Peachey, Lawlord
Heath, Rugby. [2452

£>.lh.p. Hobart, 2-stroke, Jardine. 2 speeds, magneto
>W4 overhauled at cost £1/17/6. new B. and B..
lamps, horn, tax paid; £19/10, or nearest.—Pope, The
Square, Boston, Lines. T2201

Humber.
"IQ15 3-speed Humber. fullv equipped, tax paid forAt/ 1922; £35.-37. Arlington Rd.. Snrbifcon. r2746

WATJCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, London—

4

] -..ri.p.

Sports Humber; £100; easy terms and exchange.

4h.p., 3-speed, K.S..
new sidecar, £8.^17,

HUMBER
nearly

Mitcham.

HUMBER agents.-
Jast sporting model, £100;

[3115
perfect, £28;
Heaton Rd..

[2800

-1322 models in stock; 4%h.p.
sdel, £100; 41-^h.p. combination,

£143; in stock; easy payment terms and exchanges
arranged.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge. [1990

HUMBER 3!4h.p. 1913 or 14, Watsonian sidecar,
3-speed hub gear, clutch, kick start, windscreen,

etc., handle-bars and fittings renlated, in splendid
condition; £37/10.—Gordon R. Croxford, The Motor
Cvcle House, 461, Upper Richmond Rd., S.W.14.
Thohe, Richmond 322. [3283

HUMBER 3%n.p. Flat Twin, 1918, 3-speed, clutch
Combination, splendid condition, acetylene and

electric double set of lighting, electric and bulb horns,
handle-bar watch, speedometer, tyres practically new
and one Dunlop spare, Tan-Sad. pillion seat, back and
foot rests, spring luggage carrier, full set of tools,

Millford coachbuilt sidecar, with windscreen: £75; no
offers.—The Bungalow, Chorley Wood Rd., Rickmans-
worth. [2913

Swnre Port-*:

THE Promptest Firm for ntimber Spares.—Forfmld
Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [3166

Indian.
INDIAN 7-9h.p. 1914, just overhauled; £40.—Shirlev,

35a, Nayloi Rd.. Peckham, 5.E. '2350A

INDIAN Racer, 3Vl'h p.. single, clutch model, perfect;
£28.—17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [2799

KICKHAM, Stokes Croft. Bristol, Sole District
Agent for Indians; unequalled service, repairs.,

etc. "3144

"I Q16 7-9h.p. Indian Road Racer, clutch; gift, 24
gns.—Claremont Garage, Blackpool. Phone

[2415

TNDIAN 1916 5-6h.p. Combination, mechanically
A perfect, all on, tax paid; £65.—Motor Co., Here-
ford. [1073

MOTOR
CYCLES
ON EASY TERMS

All the following machines are available

from stock and may be obtained on
Harrods Convenient System of Easy
Payments. Details and latest lists free.

NEW SOLO MACHINES
2j h.p. ALLDAYS-ALLON £60
H h.p. B.S.A., Belt Drive £107
2| h.p. DOUGLAS, Two-speed ... £75
i\ h.p. DOUGLAS. Three-speed, £90
2\ h.p. ENFIELD, Two-speed model £60

2J h.p. LEVIS, Popular model ... £48

2J h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, s-speed £63
2| h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, Clutch, etc. £69
if h.p. McKENZIE. Lightweight £27 6s.

3J h.p. RUDGE, Chain Drive ... £100
2j h.p. TRnTMPH, Two-speed ... £65
4 h.p. TRTUMPH, Belt Drive ... £105
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Chain Drive ... £115

NEW COMBINATIONS
4i h.p. B.S.A., Belt Drive, Xo. 3 s/c £139
i| h.p. B.S.A., Chain Drive. Xo. 3 s/c £142
5 h.p. ENFTELD £140
5 h.p. MATCHLESS £170
6 h.p. HAZLEWOOD £118
5 h.p. NEW EMPERIAL £145
4 h.p. TRIUMPH Chain Drive £155
4 h.p. DOUGLAS £135
6 h.p. DOUGLAS ... £165
4* h.p. HUMBER £144
3* h.p. INVICTAand Sidecar ... £110

SHOP-SOILED MODELS
AT SPECIAL PRICES'
2|h.p. C0ULS0N, Spring OyK

Frame, 3-speed efcM

2J h.p. BEAUMONT, Chain
Drive, Two-speed clutch OOQ
and kiek-starter

2| h.p. WOOLER, Flat Twin,
Brooklands Sports model,
fully equipped

SECOND-HAND
4J- h.p. B.S.A., 1 92 1. Roomy

Sidecar, Speedometer,
Lamps, and Horn .

.

5/6 h.p. HAZLEWOOD Com-
bination Speedometer, nnfl
Thoroughly overhauled ...cElOU

£69

£llO

tllltlllllllllllllClmi,

HARRODS MOTOR SALES DEPT
1 16-1 18 Brompton Road, London, S.W.I*

{Opposite the Main Building).

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

"I Q19 Spring Frame Indian 7-9h.p., too power
-*-*^ lor owner, as new; £50.—67, Fernlea Rd I
ham. , [3]

£-6h.p. Indian T.T., clutch, escellen£ condition, fa
tr £33, offers; must sell, bargain.—25, Princes' A
Chester. rg^

£65.—Indian Powerplns, 1919, electric lighting,
cellent condition.—McGregor, 177, High i

High Barnet.
[jy

MEW 1921 Indian 4^>h.p., 3-speed, spring frai
A^ single cylinder; what offers ?—Pe^v and C
314, Euston Rd. £2€

"TNDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination. 1919, will take Hg
-* weight in part exchange, or sell £85.—Wh
Bentham, Lancaster. [25

with new £40 sidecar,
j

Tanglewood," Station R
[24

£60.—Powerplns, 1918,
quick sale.—H.C., '

West Byfieet, Surrey.

1Q17 Powerplus Indian Combination, 2-seater si
-*- *J car, lavishly equipped, discs ; £53.—

;

BalMol Rd., North Kensington. f25

iJ-Sh.p. Indian, new last Jnly. Model de Luie ei<

* car, electric lighting, speedometer, with sp;
tyre; £145.—A. Hatswell, Wiveliscombe. [24

"SO 22 Indians, immediate delivery; cash or defecAt/ payments.—Brown (Indian Specialist), 3 and '

Parker Lane, Burnley. 'Phone, 1032.

"I Q19 Powerplns Indian, spring frame, sop*
J- «7 countershaft, fully equipped, perfect conditk
£55.—Pill, 28, Elderslie Rd., Eltham Part. S.E.9,

[30
INDIAN 1921 7-9h.p. Combination, perfect throat

out, dynamo lighting; £100 or nearest, an
sell; call after 2.—145, Leander Rd., Brixton HiiL

[23

INDIAN Combination, 1921. dynamo lighting, spe
ometer, Easting, absolutely indistinguishable In

new; £90.—Dawe, 216, Portobello Rd.. North Kenai
ton. ri3

INDIAN Combination, 3-speed, electric light, sera
tools, etc., very smart, excellent condition, .t

Daid; nearest £80.—38, Philip Rd., Peckham R;

S.E.15. [27

spri

kick start, in splendid condiiic

licence paidj £50.—-Hogg, Coney-Weston, Bury St. I
munds. [24

"J
Q14 Indian, 7h.p., overhauled, gears, clutch, spri

J-t7 frame, Indian sidecar, electric lighting, ho"
speedometer, hood, screen, licensed; £50.—85, Deed
Rd., Putney. [16

"I Q21 Indian Scout, dynamo model, compefciti
-L*J engine, as new; £90, or near.—James, ;

c

Harrow Rd., Paddington.

INDIAN 1919 7-9h.p., Powerplns, 3-speed,
frame, lamps,

Bradmore's, 482
Willesden 1744.

INDIAN Combination, 1920. Powerplus.
lighting, speedometer, windscreen, etc., to

Te:

[31

dynar
tax pa

£95.—Colonial Motors. 104a, Finchlev Rd. 'PhoE
Hampstead, 7822. [32

-j Q21 Indian Scout, special engine, speedometer, et

-Li/ licensed for year, perfect throughout; 82 -gn

exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50, Harrington R
South Kensington [19

FOR Indians, all models, new and secondhand, wri
call, or phone us; 1921 new shop-soiled combii

tions, fully electrically equipped, at below mannf
turers' cost: £140.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill. [07

21 Indian, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., dynamo lig!

ing, etc., perfect mechanical crder. nearest £S
also 1915 Indian, clutch, wants slight attenU"
accept £20; postcard for particulars.—Mitchell, L
dens, Farnham. [26

19 2

£37/10.-1914 7-9h.p. Indian 2-speed Combinatit
in splendid condition, dynamo lighting, ty

good, 2 head lamps, electric horn, original ecam
immediate clearance; worth £70.—Butler, St. Geore
Rd. Beshill-on-Sea. [22

"I Q16 Sports Red Indian and Sidecar, 6h.p., 3-spe
Lt/ clutch, kick start, disc wheels, new lamps i

tyres, Swan sidecar to match, all in good order; •£

or nearest offer; consider Lightweight and cash.—
Carter, 104, Moor St., Birmingham. [2J

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 3-speed and clutch, complel
equipped, winner gold medal best performance

750 c.c. Colmore Cup, 1920. fastest time of dav, W
Birmingham M-C.C. hill-climb. 1920, etc.; £60.—Cc<
15, Upper Hagley Rd., Birmingham. [2"

ST7PERB Powerplus Indian-Swan Sporting Combri
tion, dynamo, speedometer, ampmeter, elec

horn, English controls, right-hand kick starter, m
shield, long exnaust, 1918-19; bargain, only n«

seeing, 78 gns. Exchanges.—Kent's, 41 7, Lord
Southport. [2

Synrp Fartx :

INDIAN Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, B-

St., Ealing. [3

INDIAN.—New and second-hand spares in stock

all models. Stamp please.—Langford's,
Crickiewocd Broadway, London, N.W.2. [2'

B26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P)
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Mohawk.

3HAWK Cycles, new or second-hand, at lowest
liossible prices tor cash or easy payments.—Mohawk

j Co., Ltd., Alexandra Rd., Hornsey. [4793

Monarch.
ONARCH-J.A.P., 2}4h.p., 1920, 2-speed, clutch,
kick start, discs, lamps, tax paid, date and con-
n guaranteed; £37/10.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale,
ne, Hampstead 1353. [3225

3NARCH, 2-stroke, Villiers engine, Albion 2-

speed, Tan-Sad, horn, lamps, licence, late model;
exchange older machine, cash.—Wilson, Wavs

n, Winsiord, Cheshire. [2660

Moto=Reve.
ALIFAX.—Moto-Heve Twin Lightweight, wants

|
attention; £14/10.—Motor Exchange. Horton
Halifax. [3125

pare Parts:

OTO-REV'E Spares for all models, also repairs.
overhauls.—Motor Supply Co., Sole Concession-

i, 223a, High St., Lewisham, S.E. [9092

Motosacoche.
2.—Motosacoche Lightweight, magneto ignition,

splendid running order.—King, Egrove Farm,
)KJ [2693

Nera-Car.
[OP-SOILED Ner-a-Car, 2^h.'p. ; £35.—Hamshaw,
Humberstone Gate, Leicester. [2325

New Hudson.
sPEED New Hudson Combination ; bargain, £38.

—Ross. 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E. [2630

EW HUDSON Tie Luxe, fully equipped; £45.—Rat-
cliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. T2686

EW HUDSON, 2'4h.p., 2-stroke, first-class con-

dition; £25.—Miller, 5, Shepherds Place, Gros-

>r Square, W. .
[2543

)21 New Hudson, 2"'
th.p ,

unscratched. iully

equipped, taxed December, 1922; 32 gns —31.

•sery Row, Walworth. S.E.17. [2703

VTE 1921 New Hudson, Ace Model, 2Vjh.p., done

200 miles, cost £75; sell cheap.—Write, or call

r 6 p.m., 15, Compton Terrace, Highbury. [2583

EW HUDSON 1919, 2-stroke, 2-speed, specially

tuned, perfect condition, new tyre, long exhaust

;

R B Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.
[2134

121 New Hudson Ace, very little used, winner in

' several hill climbs, spares include aluminium

on sprockets, etc., everything perfect; no reason-

offer refused—T. Twentymai), Pickering, Yorks.

|22 —New Hudson 41 ih.p. Combinations, £125;
'

2Vih.p. 2-speed Popular, £50; 21/jh.p. De Luxe,

eed, clutch, kick starter, £63. Sole agents for

ibridge district.
—

'?."allis and Easton, 104, Mill Rd.,

ibridge. [2190

EW HUDSON 1922 Models. 2%h.p.. Popular and
De Luxe 2-speed lightweights. 4Vjh-P- solo and

ibination. lOh.p. light car. all models in stock,

mediate delivery; send for lists; deferred payments
inged. All spares stocked.—New Hudson Dept., 45
y's Inn Rd.. Holborn. W.C.2. [5150

New Imperial.
EW 1921 New Imperial 8h.p., 3-speed; what offers '?

—Percy and Co., 314, Euston Rd. [2885

EW 1921 Imperial 2-st.roke, 2-speed; what offers?
—Percy and Co., 314, Euston Rd. [2883

)21 New Imperial, 2*,h.p., slightly used onlv: £57.
-RatclirTe Bros.. 200. Gt, Portland St.. W.

T2687
28.—

2

r>4h.p. New Imperial. 2-speed. splendid run-
ning order, equipped.—King, Egrove Farm. Ox-

l [2099

EW 1921 New Imperial Combination, Sli-.p., 3

speeds; what offers ?—Percy and Co., 314, Euston
[2897

) 20-21 234I1.P. New Imperial, fully equipped, beau-
tiful machine; £37/10.-4, Elm Gardens, Ham-

smith. [2314

1EFFIELD Agent' for New Imperial Motor Cycles;
all jnodels in stock.—J. A. Stacey, Ecclesall Rd.,

fflelcf. [0813

EW IMPERIAL, all models.—Immediate delivery;
exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50, Harrington

, South Kensington. [1952

New Imperials <2 r
;4h.p. late 1920). sporting models.

in perfect order, cheap; what offers'/—269, Aston
.e, Perry Barr, Birmingham. [2641

^22 New Imperial: immediate delivery of any
"J model; easy pavments 4% extra.—Premier
tor Co., Aston Rd.. Birmingham. [1036
EW IMPERIAL. 1920, 2%h.p.. 2-speed, clutch and
kick start, accessories, splendid condition; £40.

—

ie, 15, Upper Hagley Rd., Birmingham. [2790
EW IMPERIAL 1918. J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination,
excellent condition; £75; no dealers; after 8.—

dan, 40, Caversham Rd., Kentish Town. [2345

TYRES
BATES ENGLEBERf^BS^'rlUTCrllNSON CLINCHER

As we shall be shortly marketing anew Moto "-

cycle Cover of our own design, we are cnxiou ;

to dispose of our present stock of \arfotn
makes at the following special prices. These
covers are not old W.D. stock, but special
clearance lines which we have purchased at
s'ump prices.

Size.

24 >

24
26

2

:2t
.2

26 2}

it

26 '•2s

28 ,<

X
2if
2i|

26 C2J

•26 3

28
28

:2j
3

=29' :3

650 65

700 80

Make.

Palmer, ribbed
Clincher de Luxe, heavy
Engiebert, passenger, rub. std
Englebert, Touring, rub. stud
Bates, special hvy., wired-on
Bates, special heavy, beaded.
Clincher de Luxe, heavy
Hutchinson, T.T., rub. stud..
Wood - Milne or Spencer

Moulton, extra heavy
Englebert, Touring, rub. stud
Wood-Milne special, heavy. ,

Avon, Tricar, rubber stud. . .

.

Hutchinson, rubber stud
Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy.

.

Avon, Stonehenge
Bates, special heavy
Clincher ds Luxe, ex. heavy.
Heavy rubber studded
Goodrich, safety tread
Bates, special heavy
Clincher de Luxe, heavy
Elite, extra heavy, 3-rib ....
Englebert, Passenger, rub. std

* Fits 650x65 rims.

Goodyear, rubber nonskid ....
Goodrich, safety tread
Englebert, Racing, ex. heavy
Elite, grooved retreads . . . .

:

Elite, plain retreads . . . ,

DunlOp, extra heavy
* Oversize for 28 X 3 rim.

Goodrich, safety tread
Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy.

.

Soly, rubber nonskid
Goodrich, safety tread

Our List

Price. Price.

21/-

22 6

17/6
15/-
30/-

28 6

24 6
23/-

22 6
15/-

13/6
26-
25'-

24 6
21/-

39/6
39/6

27/6
40/-

29 6
25-
56-
32 6

35/-
48'-

36/6
17 6
12 8
57/6

40-
30-
21'6
48/-

29/S

35/-
53/-

I" i

38/6
40/-

35/6
36/6

50/-
49/~

53/9
40/3
49/6
47/9

33/3
56/-

49_/j

32/6
56/-
2«/3
66/-

64/9

65/-
70/6

67/6
64/6
63/-
69/-

! T I I R C C BEST QUALITY
S V D C 9 GUARANTEED.

24 x 2, 4 6
I

26 : 2, 4 '9 I 26x21, 6/3
: 26 X 2J, 7/6
: 26 X 2*, 7/9

26 2*,
7/9

23 3, 8/!

700 .80, 10/-

j
BE LTS

' Bates Avon . . 3 in.

{ etc., per foot . . 1 '-

Jin.

1/5

IN STANDARD
LENGTHS

i in. 1 in. U in.

1/9 2/- 2/6

gThese Special Clearance Lines are sent on 7 days'

Approval against remittance. CARRIAGE PAID.

YOU CANNOT BUY
FROM A BETTER FIRM

ORDER THE

.PHONE'

Wttcria

6553
torn,

WAY
LONDON'S LEADING

TYRE HOUSE.

264'66,VAUXHALL BRIDGE R?,LOND0N.S.Wi

€AT 44.S0XBIT0N R?. KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

Please address allorders to Vnulid Bridge fit

PHONE'

3333.

Hours ol Business -9 till S ; Sat, 9 till 1.

Steele.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

NEW IMPERIAL. December. 1919. 2*ih.p.. 2-

speed, kick starter, hand-foot clutch, Binks
£40; any trial.—43. Wingfield Rd.. Stratford, E.15.

T2821

NEW IMPERIAL 5-6h\p. Twin J.A.P. Combination,
fully equipped, every detail Al ; £90, accept

half down.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone.
[3244

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 23ih.p., 2-speed, counter-
shaft, carefully kept, honest bargain, tax paid;

29 gns.—Lloyd, King's Artns Yard, High St., Wands-
worth. [2810

"I Q21 2%h.p. New Imperial r 2-speed, K.S., lamps,
-L tF horn, legshields, tax paid, perfect condition;
cost £85; take £55.-18, Winterbrook Rd., Heme
Hill, S.E.24. [2413

NEW IMPERIAL 1922, models 1 and 2; ex-

changes, extended terms.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16,

Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone

:

Avenue 5548. [0071

NEW IMPERIAL, 1920, 8h.p.. Sunbeam sidecar,

Easting, speedometer, I).A. lighting, completely
equipped, ready for long distance touring; £97/10.—
Lucking, 12. Churchfield Rd. East. Acton. W.3.

[2990

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—1922
New Imperial-Jap, 3-speed model, £63; 3-speed,

kick start and clutch model, £69; 2*4b..p. I.O.M.

sports model, all chain, 3 speeds, £80; easy terms
and exchange; write for list. [3095

NEW IMPERIAL 2%h.p., 2-speed, new, only Bhop-

soiled, to clear, £55; 2-speed clutch model ditto,

£60; or machine taken in part payment.—Edwin
Knight, High St., Reigate. [2422

Spare Parts :

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—All New Imperial engine parts in stock.

Lists free. [8838
Norton.

OREM1ER Motor Oo. for 1922 NortonB:

VTO. 9, S'/oh.p..
-»-" £115: Big *

belt drive, £80; 16H 3-speed T.T.,
4, 3-speed, £120; easy payments 4%

extra.—Immediate delivery from the Norton Specialists:

The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0625

NORTONS.—All models. If you require one that
pulls, try Gibb, Gloucester. 'Phone: 852. [8125

NORTONS, 1922.—Immediate deliveries of all

models.— Clifford Motories, Eastwood, Notts.
[8828

NORTON B.R.S. 3V-h.p., like new, a flier, lamps,
and tools; £50.-156, Browning Rd., East Ham.

[2451
1 «Oj21 3V2K.pl Norton, as new, Model 9, Phillipsoni" pulley, licensed for 1922, mileage 3,800; £65.—
White, Hazlefield, Hexham. [257T

NORTON Combination, 1917, horn and lamps, and
in perfect running order, any trial; £90.—E.

Pollard, Broomfield Rd., Chelmsford. [2902

I Q21 Norton 4h.p., perfect condition everywhere,
J-t/ fully equipped, tax paid 1922, privately owned;
-£95 or near.—43, St. Matthews St., Ipswich. [2725

1Q22 Big Four Norton Combination; £157/10; sellf or take Douglas in part payment, or other good
lightweight. -Fox, 12, Conduit St., Lichfield. T2991

NORTON Big Four de Luxe Combination, Easting,
tax, all on, condition like new; £115.—Jeffryes,

The " Ncok," St. Mary's Avenue, Wanstead, Essex.
[2369

NORTON 1920 Big 4, all-chain drive, complete lamps,
horn, tools, etc.; bargain, £70; lovely condition.

—

Young, 1238, Coventry Rd., Yardlev, Birmingham.
[2463

NORTON 1922 3%h.p., 16H Sports model; de-
livery from stock.—Elce, Ltd,, 15-16, Bishops-

gate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue
5548. [0070

NORTON 16H, May, 1921, Canoelet sports B.C., elec-

tric light, Bonniksen speedometer, only run
2,000. all perfect; £99 —Sylvadale, Bramhall Lane,
Bramhall. [3269

NORTON, 1921, model 16H, lamps, horn, speedo-
meter, tax paid. What offers? Date and con-

dition guaranteed.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone,
Hampstead 1353. [3227

-| Q22 Model 16H. Norton, fully equipped withlu lamps, horn, etc., tax paid, ridden 100 milea
only, perfect; £108.—P. H. Allin and Sons, 12,
Bridge St., Cambridge. [2473

r(\2l Norton and Nortorton Sidecar, superb outfit,
*J Royal Easting, three Lucas lamps, Lucas horn]

£195 insurance; only 115 gns. Exchanges.—Kent's,

417, Lord St., Southport. [2669

IJ K M.P.H.-Norton 3i/.h.p., 3-speed. April. 1921
* *J under 2,000, Ricardo piston, specially balanced

engine, racing gear box, silver-plated tank, tax paid;
£98,—77, st. Mary's Rd., Sheffield. [3273

"I Q21 Norton (Sept.), Big Four, Model No. 1 andlu sporting sidecar, Lucas lamps, Stewart speedo-
meter and mechanical horn, perfect condition; sacri-

fice £135.—Full particulars, Tippett, 48, Union Rd.,
Exeter. [2292

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue B29
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1922
Big Four Norton, £120; 3y2h.p. sports model,

£115; family sidecar combination, £153; list on ap-
plication; easy terms and exchange arranged. [3096

1Q19 Big Four Sports Norton, countershaft. Lucas
,

At/ lamps, horn, Bonniksen, spare sprocket, com-
plete set chains, spare long exhaust, standard silencer
fitted, year's licence; £68.—Gale, 22, Desenfans Rd.,
DuVwich, S.E. [2691

I Q21 Norton Big Four Combination, de Luxe side-
X «J car and Easting screen, dynamo lighting,
Brooks B.600 saddle, speedometer, almost as new,
mileage under 2,000. absolutely genuine; £127/10 —
Capt. Hay-Will. Verona, Wilton Rd., Bexhill-on-Sea.

T2978
BIG Four Norton, August, 1921, complete F.R.S.

lamps, speedometer, horn, etc., licensed and in-

sured for 1922, excellent condition and running order,
owner unable to take abroad ; 95 gns offers.—Letters
in first instance, Treeby, c/o Fishers, 140, Shooters
Hill Rd. Blackheath. [2229

TUCKERS', Redcliffe Hill. Bristol.—Big Four Norton
and family sidecar, £154; 16H sports model.

£115 (tuned for competition work); T.T. 3V>h.p., £80,
finest value in the trade; all machines delivered car-
riage paid from stock to any address in England.—G.
H. Tucker, Norton Rider Agent and Specialist
Phone: 4042. [5207
Spare Parts:

rXERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-** bridge.—Complete Norton list post free. [8837

N.U.T.
I Q 20-21 3y2h.p. N.TJ.T., Magdyno lighting, equipped,
m. %J excellent condition ; 74 gns. ; exchanges or de-
ferred.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensing-
ton - [3268

O.K.
Qjih.p., 2-speed, O.K. Junior, shop-soiled; trade^4 price, £52.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [2629
Olh.p. O.K. M.A.G. Albion, 2-speed, perfect, com-iy * plete; best offer.—Write 51a, Clifton Hill, New
Cross. [2252

/~k.K. Juniors; we have Mark IX.. X.. XI. new 1921
*~r models in stock at greatly reduced prices.—
Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London. [3128

OXFORD O.K. Agency.—1922 models in stock.
Prices from 38 guineas. Gradual payments ar-

ranged.—27 or 38, Cowley Rd., Oxford. Telephone:
8'0. £2488

1Q19 O.K. Junior, 2V2h.p., 2-speed, stored 12
-*-** months, excellent condition, all on; £35, offers—Duggan, 9a, Belsize Parade, Belsize Park, Hamp-
stead. [2309
**12 down and £3 monthly buys immediate delivery
<?* of O.K.-Junior; simple and reliable; best value
in trade for beginners.—Frank Whitworth, 139 New
St., Birmingham. [2153

O.K. Union, 2%h.p., lamps, tax paid, condition as^J new; sacrifice, £35 or near; or exchange 1921
Triumph with cash adjustment.—C/o Mrs. Osbourne,
Newbury, Gillingham, Dorset. [2376

Omega,
1Q20 Omega-Jap 2"ih.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick
XtF starter, lamps, accessories, perfect condition
throughout; £47/10.—12, Portland Avenue, Stamford
Hill, N.16. [2472

OMEGA 1922 Models; prices from £39/10. Write
for catalogue, London Motors, 61, Holborn Via-

duct, E.C.I. Your old machine taken in part pay-
ment, for cash, or on deferred terms.

MEGA 1922 Models for earliest deliveries. Write
London Motors, 61, Holborn Viaduct E C 1

Sole distributing agents for :—Norfolk. Northampton-
shire, Huntingdonshire, Cambridgeshire, Hampshire
Rutlandshire, Bedfordshire, Berkshire. Buckingham-
shire, Oxfordshire. Suffolk, Essex, Hertfordshire, Sus-
sex, Surrey, Kent (with the exception of 20 miles
radius of London). [3316

Orbit.

"I Q21 Orbit 2%h.p. 2-Speed, new 1922 engine, mag-
J-*J neto, carburetter, guaranteed; £35.—Highdene,
Ridgeway, Enfield. [2575

P. and in.

P.
and M., complete, good condition; 1917 £35
1918 £40.— 7. Hereford Rd.. Bayswater. 13025

£20.

—

BVjii.V- P. and M., good condition, front lamp,
Klaxon.—19, St. Saviour's Rd., Croydon.

[2460
~fl Q20 P. and ML Combination, lamps, etc., guaran-
-Li/ teed excellent; £64.—51, Upper Richmond
Rd., Putney. [2556

P.
and M., wicker sidecar, go anywhere, licence and
insurance paid; £35, lowest.—Scott, Chavcy

Down. Bracknell. [2235

Ai) GNS.—P. and M. Combination, 1918. copper
""X/W exhaust, new back tyre, fast.—58, Blagdon
Rd., New Maiden. [3170

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—4-speed
HVzh.-p. P. and M. Combination; £130; easy terms

and exchange arranged; also 3M;h.p. 1918 model; £50.
[3114

o

The FINEST
and

LARGEST
DISPLAY of

1922 MODELS
outside of Olympia may now be

seen at our depots in Edinburgh
and Glasgow.

The following makes in great

array :

—

DOUGLAS, ENFIELD, NORTON,
MATCHLESS, INDIAN, P. & M.,

N.U.T., NEW IMPERIAL, B.S.A.,

LEVIS, VEL0CETTE, O.K.,

DIAMOND, QUADRANT, ZENITH,
SIRRAH, McKENZlE LIGHT=
WEIGHT and MORGAN RUN =

AB0UTS.

We have still a very limited

number of brand new shop-soiled

models in stock. Those have been

still further reduced, and we
can openly say with confidence

that the value is unequalled, as

we have determined to clear

remaining 192 1 stock REGARD-
LESS OF COST.

Send for our list, and, to save
time and ensure your own
satisfaction, please give us an
indication of your exact require-
ments so that we may advise
you in a selection.

ALEXANDERS
113=115, Lothian Road, Edinburgh,

272-274, Gt. Western Rd., Glasgow.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

P.
and M. Combination, tools, Tan-Sad, driving sui

etc.; lowest £45.—H. Taylor, 142, Lavender Hi]
Clapham Junction. [23*

P.
and M., late 1918, Bulbous sidecar, new Eastii

windscreen, licensed, fully equipped; £50.
" Bergholt," High St.. Harpenden. <P) i28<

P.
and M., R.A.F., perfect, 2-speed, clutch, k. star

sidecar machine, accessories ; £45.—Top bell,

p.m., 1, Tremlett Grove, Junction Rd., Highgate- [22;

P. and M. Combination, 2 speed's, kick start, i

perfect order, as new, and fitted with aluminiir

under-shield ; £75.—Baker, 284, Upper Richmond Ro

Putney.

-| Q21 P. and M., mileage about 1,000, enamel ai

J-*J plating excellent, tyres unmarked, 140 miles i

gallon, perfect, seen Reading; £65.—Lavin, Old Hons

Sonning, Berks. [l2^

P.
and M. Combination, £48; late model, tax pal

fully equipped, tyres, and mechanically exw

lent; offers.—13, Seiners Mews, Edgware Rd., W.2 {(

Cambridge Terrace )

.

LATE 1918 P. and M. Solo, engine No. 7235S, r.

enamelled, mechanically perfect, 46 m.p.h., undi

200 lbs., lamps, spares; £50; exchange considered.-

104, Wokingham Rd., Reading.

P.
and M. Solos, ex R.A.F.. £35: Combination

£50; the machines are late' models rebuilt ai

guaranteed perfect.—Voltaire Motor Works, 4, Voltaft

Rd., Clapham Rd. Station, London, S.W.4. [90c

Spare Parts

:

Pand M. Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kaya, I

Bond St., Ealing. t?2 *

P.
and M. Spares stockist, every part stocket

cheap.—Inman, Durham Rd., Seaforth, Liverpoe
[12E

P. and S.

-|Q21 Pearson and Sopwith 2 :-
4h.p., J.A.P., 2-spee>

-Ltl clutch, K.S., discs, lamps, all on, tax paic

£47/10, nearest offer.—253, Cambridge Rd., E.2. [22S

PEARSON and Sopwith 2-stroke, 3h.p. Dalm engin

clutch, kick staTter and 2-speed, open to an

trial and examination, 1919 model, just been r

painted, bought new by present owner at cost i

over £70; will accept best offer.—Aviemore, Monkhan
Drive, Woodford Green. [23C

Peugeot
K h.p. Peugeot Combination,
*J sories, any trial; £18.-

"

Bow. Tel. : E. 3155.

speed, K.S., acw
C. S., 14. Swaton Re

f27fl

Precision.

PRECISION Combination, SJ.fch.p., 1914, T. and'!
engine, Sturmey-Archer 3-speed, Sandum sideca

3 lamps, 2 generators, good running order; £40.-

Granville Lodge, Dorridge, Warwickshire. [221

Premier.
tf?23.—3^h.p. Premier T.T. Model, £12 new part

&** lamps, etc., splendid order; exchanges.—63, Sole

Rd., Brixton. [26<

QJLh.p. Premier, Gradua gear, foot starter, ui

rW 2 scratched; exceptional bargain, £29; licensed-

67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [3-1 fi

Snare Part.*

PREMIER Spares and Repairs.—We claim to be tr.

most competent firm to supply spares and execul

repairs to Premier motor cycles. We served in ti

Premier works, and know this machine from A to J

We hold the most varied stock of parts for it in .tr,

world. We are the only traders who can claim t

supply every part for a Premier machine. Our pricf

are rock bottom, and our service unsurpassable. Writ
us full requirements

; you will receive our reply pt

return.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place, Leamingto
Spa. [316

Quadrant.
CLIFFORD WILSON Company, 16 years' experien<

with Quadrants. [327

QUADRANT Combination, 1921, 5h.p., all-chain, t

liable, carefully used; bargain, £80.—43, £ta

bridge Rd., Crewe. [284

1 Q22 Quadrant 41
/{>h.p. Combinations; £10(

J-*y Agents for Cambridge.—Wallis and Eastoi

104, Mill Rd., Cambridge. [249

QUADRANT £100 4V>h n. ComWtiation. 'leltvei

from stock.—Frank Whitworth, Ltd., Distributer

139. New St., Birmingham. [076'

QUADRANT.—Delivery of 1922 models frot

stock; best value on the market.—Elce, Ltd
15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.:

'Phone: Avenue 5548. [007

CLIFFORD WILSON Miff. Company can only jjua.

antee Easter delivery for another 28 rata

orders from March 2nd. Book at once.—1?7. Wes
minster Bridge Rd., London, S.E.1. [327

CLIFFORD WILSON Miff. Company have one oa
brand new 1921 Combination to clear for caf

only at £90; all chain drive. 1922 engine,—17

Westminster Bridge Road, London, S.E.1. [32c

B30 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

SUNBEAM 1920 3M>h.p. Combination, completely
* equipped, insured; £105. — Buccleuch House.
'horpe Bay. [2227

m"AUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1922
"V Sunbeams, order now; also 3Vi;h.p. 1917 model,
!75; easy terms and exchange. [3100

I Q20 5M;h.p. Sunbeam Combination, spare wheel,
L«7 fully equipped; £100.—Hillier (side bell), 9,

\
:allingfcrd Av., North Kensington. [3042

2tvNBEAM 1920 3V:>h.p., semi-sports, very good con-
J dition, Cowev speedometer, lamps; £87.—Man-
ell, The Priory, Epsom Rd., Croydon. [3048

j^ALE or Exchange, 1921 (Sept.) V-k sports model
J Sunbeam, iull equipment, licence paid, practically

ew; £110.—137, Romford Rd., Stratford. [2552

JTJNBEAM 3V->h.p. 1917, coach sidecar, accumulator
3 lighting, Dufilops, Easting, beautiful outfit; £70;
ood Lightweight part.—81, Rectory Lane, Tooting
tec. [2461

£59.—Bargain. 1914 3%h.p. Sunbeam Combination,
3-speed, clutch and K.S., full equipment,

egistered 1922, good condition.—4, Elm Gardens, Ham-
nersmith. [2811

3TJNBEAM "3&h.p. f 1920, semi-sports, detachable
J wheels, lamps, speedometer, etc., leaf spring, new
ondition; £90.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing.
'ele. : 689. [3222

9 O 16 Sunbeam 3^>h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick starter,
*-*s Lucas accessories, excellent condition; £65.—91,
Abingdon Rd., W.8; by appointment. "Phone:
Vestern 4685. [2994

|h.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1919, French military
t model, wind screen, tools, lamps, 2,400 miles;
392 / 10 ;

parted with reluctantly.—Rattray, 7, Blake-
iall Rd., Carshalton. [2200
^PORTING dual purpose 1921 Sunbeam, as new,
3 interchangeable wheels, kick starter, dissolved
cetylene, Fallolite, Stewart mechanical, long plated
xhaust, semi-bars, foot-rests; £100.—Wilson-, Oakfield,
tugby. [305 a

IQ21 Sunbeam Sports, mileage under 1,000, enamel
*-*J and plating perfect, Cowey horn, C.A.V. head
amp, rear lamp, aluminium number plates, perfect
ondition, seen Reading; £110.—Lavin, Old House,
Jonning, Berks. [1207

SUNBEAM agents.—1922 models in stock; 3M>h.p.,
3-speed clutch, and kick starter, £126; 3V.-h.p.

r.T. sporting model, £136/10; in stock; easy payment
;erms and exchanges arranged.—Herbert Robinson,
Jtd., Green St., Cambridge. [1989

I Q2l 3y2h.p. Sporting Model Sunbeam Motor Cycle,
Li7 complete with lamp, generator, horn, and usual
pares, cast aluminium plates, new in April last, and in
isceptionally good condition, tyres unpunctured; nearest
ifler to £115.—Geoffrey Smith, TJie Motor Cycle,
)oventry. [X4285
SUNBEAMS (two).—Offers wanted, 1921 8h.p. Com-
•^ bination, Magdyno lighting, horn, Bonniksen
peedometer; also July, 1920, 3M.h.p. Combination,
jucas lamps, horn, machines licensed, insured 1922.

—

Fhite, Architect, 40, Bennett's Hill, Birmingham.
Central 779.) [248©

1 Q21 Sunbeam Combination, complete with Lucas
*-«-' lighting set and electric horn, an extra bulb
lorn, speedometer, watch, mirror, Tan-Sad, sidecar
itted with triplex screen, metal apron, hood, mat, and
;pare wheel and tyre complete, long exhaust pipe has
>een fitted, enamelling and plating equal to new, tyres
serfect; £210.—Hammond, 9, Villa Rd., Luton, Beds.

[2217
Spare Parts:

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., ' Cam-
bridge.—All Sunbeam parts in stock. Immediate

lelivery. [8840
Triumph.

pREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Triumphs.

IMMEDIATE Delivery of Type H 4h.p„ 3-speed, £105.
Type SD, chain drive, £115; Type LW, lightweight,

B65; sidecars from £20 to £50; easy payments 4% extra.
—Buy direct from the leading Triumph agents : The
Premier Motor Co. Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0627

1 Q18 Countershaft Triumph, perfect, £43.-24^
J-*f

. Balliol-Rd., North Kensington. [2522

£55 for 1918 C.S. Triumph, lamps, horn, etc., guar-
anteed.—33, Hackford Rd., Brixton. [3206

TRIUMPH Combination, fully equipped; £75.-Rat-
*cliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.. W.l. [2685

£40.—Triumph 1914, 3-speed, clutch, renova-ted as
new, any trial.—Crisp, 74, Bromley Rd., Catford.

[2400
CCOUNTERSHAFT Triumph 4h.p., fine, condition,

/ ride away; 49 gns.—5, Wycombe Rd., Tottenham.
[2600

CROSS, Effingham Sq., is Afient for the Trusty
Triumphs in Rotherham; all models in stock.

T2907
TRIUMPHS.—A - fine a-ssortment of all models in

stock at prices to suit all.—Ross, 86, High Rd..
Lee. [5020

8ih.p. Triumph, single-gear, Bosoh magneto, lamps,
2 etc., in good running order; £18.—114, -Brixton

Hill. • . [2837

STOP

START
AT

WILL

FITTED
WITH "-:

PULLEY
OR

SPROCKET

THE

VILLIERS
ENGINECLUTCH
* ALLOWS THIS

FOR
VILLIERS ENGINES

WITH

FLYWHEEL MAGNETO

Price 5 5/" Complete
Makers>

The VilliersEngC?Li?
Sunbeam Street

Wolverhampton

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

£18.—3i/_.h.p. Triumph, fine running order, C.A.V.
magneto, good tyres, lamp, horn.—16, York St.,

Dover. [2410

TRIUMPH 3y2h.p., sporting appearance, guaranteed
perfect, all on, tax paid; £45.-1, Julian Avenue,

Acton. [2911

TRIUMPH Combination, 3-speed, clutch; £38; take
Lightweight part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell,

London. [2863

TRIUMPH, 1922 patterns; cash or easy payments;
immediate delivery.—Motoria, 15, Regent Parade,

Tally-ho. [2956

NEW 1921 Triumph Combination, 4h.p., chain drive,

3-speed; what offers? — Percy and Co., 314,
Euston Rd. [2896

1Q13 Triumph Combination, 3-speed, parts now;lw bargain; offers.—Wright, Smallwood Cottaze,
Sandbach [1839

4h.p. Triumph, 1922, unpacked, owner unable to

complete purchase; best offer.—Box No. 9015, The
Motor Cycle. [2265

f»52.—4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, re-enamelled and
c** plated, handsome 'bus.—30, Canning Crescent,
Wood Green. [2423

TRIUMPH Combination, Million! unused sidecar,

perfect condition throughout; £70.-33, Hackford
Rd., Brixton. [3208

BRANDISH and Sons, Coventry, for Triumphs.—
Triumph-Ricaido in stock.—W. Brandish and

Sons, Coventry. [1043

TRIUMPH Junior new 1921 model at. greatly

reduced price.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St..

Acton, London. [3131

TRIUMPH, 1921, Model H, excellent condition, well

equipped; £90 or tempting exchange.—Bunting's
Motors, Wealdstone. [3082

TRIUMPH, splendid condition, take two anywhere;

£28; take' push cycle part.—57, Kenbury St..

Camberwell, London. [2864

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, thoroughly overhauled,

perfect, all accessories; £48/10.-63, Devonshire

Rd., Merton, S.W.19. [2643

TT. Triumph, beautifully equipped, tax, etc., per-

fect; deliberate sacrifice, 29 gns.—Ramsdens, May-

bell Avenue, Blackpool. -
[2498

RAND new Sports 4h.p. Triumph, £70; two Baby
Triumphs, 40 gns. each. Exchanges.—Kent's

417, Lord St., Southport. [2663

TJY your new Triumph from an Agent who will

always give you good service; delivery lrom

stock.—Daw, Agent.—Below.

LATE 1919 4h.p. Triumph, fully equipped £70:

1921 Gloria Combination, all chain, electric

lighting, Cowey, etc., as new, £130.-Daw. Agent 114

Brixton Hill.

TMUMPH Combination, 3-speed, 4h.p Sept-1920,

done 800 miles, condition as new; £98.—Smyth,

Manchester House, Llysfaen. I-" '

CHAIN-DRIVE Triumph, Millford sidecar luxuri-

ously equipped; cost £200, bargain,. *ll°--29j
Broomfield Grove, Rotherham. LZ3<i '

FOCH for Triumphs.-Latest models in stock

;

'

also 1921 solo and 1918 combination—5, Heath

St, Hampstead. (Near Tube.) [1576

31hp Triumph 1911-12, good condition, new mag-

neto, belt, lamp set; £23, barga.n.-73, Tarn-

worth Rd., Newcast!e-on-Tyne. I3""

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination late 1919, Easting,

lamps, etc., original tyres, fully licensed; £,5.-

Wiles, Littlestone-on-Sea, Kent. L3UU^

BABY Triumph, 2-speed, electric and acetylene

lighting, excellent condition; 33 gns.-35, Shep-

herds Bush Rd., Hammersmith. L<=° a!5

rpRIUMPH Countershaft 1918, fully renovated with

1 new parts throughout, guaranteed 3 months^

£75.-33, Hackford Rd. Brixton.

B 1

B T

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desii

[3207

TRIUMPH Junior 1921 2
;
stroko 2-speed Lucas

lamp, horn, tools, tax paid; £42/10.—Cope 15

Upper Hagley Rd., Birmingham. [_ttav

£52—Triumph, 1918-19, countershaft, condition as

new. ™nV seeing; if with Canoelet sidecar, £59

-58, Blagdon ftd., New Maiden. H"-
TRTTTMPH C S. 1920, 3-speed, etc., guaranteed inR

j£fS coition, fully equipped; £77/10, or near

oti'er.--33, Hackford Rd.. Brixton. [3205

1 f\20 countershaft Triumph, fully equipped, latest

it? change speed, good condition;; £65.-Fltt, near

Pike's. 102a. Church St., Chelsea. !"14

rpRIUMPH 2-stroke. slightly soiled only equinped.

1 £45; 4h.P . sports only run 200 miles, £58—
Clark 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [3295

1ft 21 Renovated 4h.p. Triumph, -with Montgomery

19 sMecar, perfect order, little used, lamps, horn

etc.; £85.—Brown and Moffat, Snettisham. [2967

mPTTTMPH 1916 countershaft c6mbination, well

T equipped, coach sidecar; £65 a genuine snip

-Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [3245

advertisement, and the date oi the issue A S3

ed, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH SV^h.p., 3-speed, clutch, lamps, horn,
tax paid; £30; after 6 p.m.—Mr. G. Goodger, 8,

Ladds Cottages, Park St., Southwark, S.E.I. [2416

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, C.S., electric

lamps, speedometer, splendid condition, trial; £70.
-The Haven, 120, Sutherland Rd., Croydon. [3000

£55.-1918 4h.p. Triumph and new sidecar, speedo-
meter, lamps, mechanical horn, any trial; a bar-

gain.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd„ N.W.3. [2952

1 Q20-21 Triumph Combination, practically new,
J-*7 owner (brother) ordered to India, any trial;

£100.—Tallis, The Grange, Pontnewydd, Mon. [2213

1 Q20 Triumph, 4h.p., model H, indistinguishable
i-U from new, fitted with Coupette all-weather side-

ar, date and condition guaranteed; £100.—Below.

r£)20
Triumph, 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and kick start,

<s lamps, tax paid; £68/10.—Below.

1A21 Triumph, 2r:ih.p., 2-speed, lamps, tax paid,

J-«/ insurance till August, date and condition guaran-

leed.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone, Hampstead
1353. B226

1 Q21 Triumph, Model H, absolutely unscratched,
111 and guaranteed perfect condition, lamps, horn,

and licence paid; £90.—Tippen, Maiden, Kent. [1569

LONGMAN BROS., Bond St., Ealing. Telephone:
689. Official district agents.—All Triumph

models. Cash, exchange, or deferred payments. [5787

1 £| 20 Triumph Combination, perfect, lamps, 2 horns,

LtJ Cameo screen, tax paid, leg shields, mascots, all

on; £85 or nearest.— 1, Park Hill Rd., Ewell. [3078

TRIUMPH 4h.p. 1914, 3-speed, kick start, Utility

bulbous sidecar, speedometer, insurance, tax paid,

splendid condition; £50.-1, Townley Rd., E. Dulwich.
[2784

SHEFFIELD Agent for Triumphs; all models in

stock for immediate delivery.—J. A. Stacey,

Triumph Service Depot, 12, Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield.
[0812

1 Q19 Countershaft Triumph, fully equipped; £50;
Iv exchange combination.—James, c/o Bradmore's,

482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. Tel. : Willesden 1744.
[3264

TRIUMPH, 3Vih.p. clntch model, recently over-

hauled, new cylinder, piston, etc., fully equipped,

^ood condition; £30.—Harris, Steeple Aston, Oxford-

shire. [2499

£33.-1913-14 3i/oh.p. Triumph, stored 3 years, re-

novated 1920, little used since, licensed, equipped
fully, owner going abroad.—14a, Parkgate Rd., Watford,
Herts. [3010

I Q22 Ti-iumph, all models; latest catalogue with
-Li7 pleasure; cash, exchange, easy terms.—Sam E.
Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich,
S.E.10. [3262

"1Q19 4h.p. Triumph-Gloria Combination, tax,
J-*y lamps, speedometer, condition throughout guar-
anteed, not W.D. ; £100.-39, Warren Rd., Wamtead.
Essex. [2368

LAST Year's Triumph Coachbuilt Combination, per-

fect throughout; cost £155; £20 worth acces-

sories; sacrifice, £92.—Hayes, Fort Royal Hill, Wor-
cester. [2845

TRIUMPH Countershaft Machines from £45 to £65
supplied on extended payments; call and inspect

our stock.—The Hacklord Eng. Co., 33, Hackford Rd.,
Brixton. [3209

I Q18 Triumph Combination, overhauled, any trial,

J-<y lamps, horn, tools, etc., tax paid, good con-

dition, deliver anywhere; offers.—R. Jubv, Firbeck,
Rotherham. [2964

TRIUMPH 4h.p„ late 1921, not done 1,000 miles,

as new, horn, lamps, etc., owner purchased cycle

last December; £85, or near offer.—Box 9077, c/o TTie

Motor Cycle. [2483

1 Q18 Triumph Combination, Henderson sidecar, disc
J-*J wheels, Tan-Sad, screen, lamps, beautiful con-
dition; £69.-37, Canterbury Rd., Balls Pond Rd.."
Dais ton. N.l. [3201

"J
Q14 Triumph Combination, Mills-Fulford sidecar,

J- *J complete lamps, etc., new tyres, in excellent run-
ning 'order, tax paid 1922; £55.—Albany, 5, Baliol
Rd., Hitchin, Herts. [2828

TRIUMPH.—1922 models in stock; immediate de-
livery of H. and S.D. solo or combination.—Elce,

Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3.
'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0075

3ih.p. T.T. Triumph, overhauled, Bosch, Klaxon,
2 lamps, Dunlops, new belt, tax paid, ride 25-30

miles, bargain; £30 or near.—Brandon, North Craw-ley,
Newport Pagnell, Bucks. [2759

-| Q21 Triumph 2^4h.p., 2 speeds, new last August,
Xt/ only run 100 miles, lamps unused, tax paid
1922, Leeds district; what offers? . No dealers.—Box
9083, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2970

BRAND new Triumph, Model H, unused, unregis-
tered, latest enclosed spring fork and engine

;hock absorber, incorporated lug frame; £96/10—51,
Upper Richmond Rd.. Putney. [2557

PHILIPSonI
PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PULLEY
AND GEAR COMBINED.

Philipson'

s

GOVERNOR PULLEY AND
VARIABLE GEAR COM-
BINED WITH FLY WHEEL
for all two-stroke and
FOUR-STROKE ENGINES
The Lightest, Speediest, and
Simplest Gear on the market
for direct belt-driven 2-stroke
and 4-Stroke engines.

ONLY adds 2 lb. (approx.) to the

weight of a 2-stroke machine, and 6 lb.

(approx.) to the weight of a 4-stroke
machine.

During the past week we nave
fitted the following machines

4 STROKE.
TRIUMPH, NORTON,
ROVER, SINGER,
COULSON, BLACKBURNE.

2 STROKE .

VILLIERS, RADCO, O.K.

We are now in a position to supply
the Philipson Pulley to fit J.A.P.
engines without any alteration to

the machine or "staggering" of

the engine.

Our Flywheel Governor converts a

single-speed 2-stroke into aspeed model
—the lightest speed model on the market I

THE ONLY GEAR WITH
NO END THRUST.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Send lor Illustrated Booklet.

No gear box friction.
No grinding noises.
No wheels or pinions
to chew up.

What is your make ? Writa us

r
t£Yc

c
!
d £7 7 <*»£««

Philipson & Co., Ltd.,
Astley Bridge, BOLTON, Lanes.

(Established over 50 years.)

'Grams: "=>aiety. Bolton." 'Phone ip Hagley.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

-| Q19 (late) Triumph combination, Millford sidecar,
J-tf special body, grid, all accessories, spares, con-
dition faultless, appearance excellent, insured for year;
£73.—Seaton Cottage, Gerrards Cross. [2031

£85.-1919 Triumph Combination, Lucas horn,
lamps, speedometer, mirror, leg shields, Gloria

sidecar, Easting windscreen, luggage grid, splendid
condition.—Standard Garage, Oxford. [2353

1Q14 Triumph 4h.p. Combination, C.B. green side-

JL*7 car, lamps, new tyres, belt. Bosch, 3-speed,

recently overhauled, good running order; £45, or offer.

—Grove Cottage, Copthome, Sussex. [2373

TRIUMPH 1921, chain-driven model, iully

equipped, many spares, indistinguishable from

new, mileage 250; £95, or easy payments-
Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [3243

TRIUMPH Combination, coachbuilt, late 1919,

countershaft, 3-speed, kick start,>clutch, Easting,

lamps, accessories, vear's licence, splendid running,

bargain; £68.-128, Mackenzie Rd., Beckenham, Kent.
[275C

"1Q19 4h.p. Triumph, Model H, countershaft, 3-

J-" speed, clutch, tick starter, in absolutely per-

fect condition, indistinguishable from new; £58.—
Clarke, 20, Oxford Mews, London, W.2 (off Edgware
Rd.). '-2932

BARKER'S Motors can supply all Triumph 1922
models at list prices and give an insurance policy

against mechanical breakdown for 12 months free.

Cash deferred, or exchanges.—194, Balham High Rd.,

S.W.12. [12"

TRIUMPH, clutch model Combination, kick start,

exceptionally fine condition, fully equipped, tax

paid' £38 Exchange late solo, substantial cash ad-

justment, suitable machine.—121, Acton Lane, Chis-

wick, W.4. 2581

TRIUMPH 1919, countershaft, .only run about 6.000

mile" and in same ownership throughout; winner

of two gold medals; Lucas lamps, Klaxon, speedo-

meter, kneegrips. etc.; £65.—Delancey St. Garage,

Camden Town, N.W.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1922

Triumphs, 4h.p., all-chain models, 3-speed, £115;

4hp chain and belt, £105; 2'/4h.p. 2-stroke model,

*65- 4hp. combination, £145; easy terms and ex-

change. 'Phone, Holborn 5777. i3101

TRIUMPH agents.—1922 models in stock; 4h.J>.

belt and chain drive, £105; all-chain drive, £115;
2ioh.p. 2-stroke, £65; 3y2h.p. fast roadster, £120; in

stock" easy payment terms and exchanges arranged.

—

Catalogues and full particulars from Herbert Robin-

on Ltd.. Green St.. Cambridge 11908

BRAND new Triumph, Model H, Montgomery £31

sidecar, largest Lucas lamps, horn, speedometer,

tax paid 1922, insurance, spares, all absolutely new

and unused; £142; exchange.—Heath, 168, Wellington

Rd., Sth., Hounslow, Middlesex. [2812

-| Q21 Triumph Combination, dynamo lighting,

Air mechanical lubrication, Dunhill triangnlai

chassis luxurious bodv. Easting, etc.; £105.—S. and B.

Motors, 16, King's College Rd., N.W. 3, 5 minutes

Swiss Cottage. 'Phone, Hampstead 6782. ,2853

TRIUMPH 1913, 3-speed Sturmey, clutch, fitted

with latest frame and tank, re-plated, re-

enamelled all black, tank lined gold; overhauled; new

carburetter, nearly new tyres and belt, lamps, horn,

etc ' tax paid ; ready for the season ;
£40.— 5, \\ ll-

Hain's Mews, Lowndes Sq., S.W.I. [2571

TRIUMPH Junior, new June. 1921. new engine

by Triumph because of small defect January

last, condition now perfect, complete with all acces-

sories, including Magdyno lighting but not speedo-

meter; £60, not less. Can be seen by appointment

any Saturday afternoon.—Thornley, 72, Streath-

boiirne Rd., Tooting Bee Common. .2537

TRIUMPH Gloria Combination, 1921, chain drive.

Gloria spring wheel sidecar, Bonniksen speedo-

meter, Lucas electric lighting set, leg shields, only used

for demonstration, in new condition throughout,

original cost £220, offered for cash only £150; no

exchanger or easy payments on this machine.—Premiei

Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. ;3253

Snare Parts

:

TRIUMPH Spares; immediate delivery.-Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [3« 5

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St.. Cam-

bridge—The Triumph Experts. Complete illus-

trated lists post free.

COMPLETE stock Triumph and Sturmey-Archer

"spares, no waiting.—Ward's. 51, Upper Rich-

mond Rd.. Putney. 'Phone : Putney 2754. [1159 .

TRIUMPH Spares in stock; illustrated list free;

orders despatched by return.-W. Brandish and

Sons, Triumph Garage, 625, Foleshill Rd., Coventor.

TRIUMPH Agents since 1906.—All Triumph Spares

at new reduced prices from stock; principal Bir-

mingham agents and service depot—Premier Motor

Co.. Aston Rd.. Birmingham. 10798

TRIUMPH Spare Parts for all models: also

Sturmey-Archer gear parts from stock, post free;

gear overhauls by specialist.-Jones Garage, Tnumph
Agents, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. L0809

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

HALIFAX.—50 second-hand machines and com-
binations; keen exchanges; eet, list.—Motor Ex-

change, Horton St., Halifax. [3116

BARGAINS m Motor Cycles and Sidecars—

A

limited number of 1920, shop-soiled models, all
^ell-known makes; best offer secuces in each case;
.end for list or call and inspect.—Mebes and Mebes,
144, Gt, Portland St., W.l. [2385

1Q20 (September) Combination Volex, electric
*-** light, engine and appearance faultless, original
yres unpunctured. Easting screen, coachwork revar-
lished, spares, any trial, tax paid; buying light car;
>est offer over £90.—Spear, 80, East -Sheen Avenue.

[2551
I" ATE Pattern Heavyweight Frame, Brampton's fit-U tings, 3-speed, handle-bar control clutch, Bramp-
on spring chain drive, internal expanding brake.
\mac carburetter, P. and H. lighting set, mileage
>00; £20, no offers.—32, Canterbury Rd.. Brixton,
jondon. [2354
1 tf)h.p. car engine with magneto, sound, £8/10;
l.'V four-wheel chassis gear box, sound, £5; Indian
i-61).p. motor cycle, sound condition, £25; 1921 New
ludson, £29; 1922 Villiers, clutch, K.S.. 2-speed,
;56; brand new 1922 P. and M. combination, un-
rated, £128; brand new tyres. 26x2 1/4 , 23/-; 26x2>/i
theels, 45/- pair; magnetos, 15/-; heavy weight frame
nd tank forks. £4/15; hub clutch, 35/-. new. Stamp
eP'.v.-— J- E. Andrews, Golborne, Warrington. [3287

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
CXIRE Latest Models cycles and combinations, any
«--« period.—Write terms. Fowler Brigden, 130.
2nston Rd. [0795

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
WE

kKE

ACTUAL Buyers.

DLEASE Offer Us your motor cycle or combination.L We pay cash on sight.—Write, call, or 'phone
luseum 1337.-—Percy and Co., 314, Euston Rd. [0815
""EW 1

LWAYS Buy

20LOS, combinations, cycle cars. If in town, write,
-7 'phone, or call. If country, send to London
erminus. We collect free and send best cash offer.-
v\ T. Dunn, Ltd., 326. Euston Rd.. London Museum
39L [0332
^ASH

4ITINGw
COMBINATION or Solo, anv make, any quantity.
-' Best prices given.—Write, 'phone, or call, T. and
I. Motor Co., Ltd., 372, Euston Rd. Museum 6581.

[5564
[17ANTED, first-class solo up to £70 cash.—32,
'» West St., Southport. [2670

LATE Solo or Combination; cash.—C. S.. 14, Swaton
Rd.. Bow. Tel. : E. 3155. [2742

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place
for disposing of motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a cash
offer at sight.

OALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure of
L a good cheque if you sell your machine at
'aimer's Garage.

OALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of men
L have sold their machines here.

OALMER'S Garase, Tooting, make a speciality of
L motor cycles in the weekly auction sale e'verv
hursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No 'garage charge is
incurred until 7 days' notice is given.

OALMER'S Garage. Tooting, will collect machines
L from any London railway station. The auction
tie is held every .Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash offer is not
accepted, machine can be included in auction

lie held every Thursday.

DALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fix the price and
we do the rest.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—Terms :—Selling com-
- mission, 7V2 per cent., not chargeable unless
lachine is sold. If no sale, a nominal auction fee
charged—For motor cars, 20/-; Motor cycles under
50 value, 5/-; ditto over £50 value, 10/-. When
e effect a sale these charges are cancelled and com-
ussion charged.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogue free. Tele-
phone

: 208 Streatham. Telegrams : Palmer's
arage. Tooting. [2679
'NDIANS, Harley-Davidsons, spot cash —Wandsworth
^Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth.
LfOTOR Cycles, combinations, bought spot cash

"andsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wands-
oi'tn (Town Station). [3152

WATCH THTS COLUMN
EVERY WEEK FOR

BANCROFTS CO.'S

BARGAINS.
BY DOING SO YOU WILL SAVE MONEY-
TYRES.—Manufacturers' clearance stocks, not

W.D., although clearance they are new and perfect.
Wood-Milne extra heavy 4-pIy, 26x2$, 25/-"; 26x2%,
27/6; 28x3, 30/-; 650x65, 27/6; s6x2j com-
bination, 35/- ; all clean and wrapped in- original
packing. Pedley 26x2^, 3-ribbed, 25/-. Hutchinson
extra heavy 3-ribbed, 700x65 01750x65, for American
machines, 35/- ; 650 x 65 steel studded car type, 65/-;
original, £6 6s. Firestone 20x2, Auto wheel, 21/-

;

original, 45/-; tube, 6/6. Palmer 26x2, light, 22/6;
650x65 cord, 42/-; 26x2*, cord, 42/-, Oylers
650x65 ribbed square tread, heavy, in original
packing, 27/6 ; original, 45/-. Clincher de Luxe, very
heavy, 28x2*, 35/-; 28x2, 32/6; 26x2*, 37/6;
26X 2, Junior de Luxe, 22/6 ; 26X i£, 17/6. * Dread-
nought Passenger A. Won. 28x3, 45/-. Hutchinson
wired edge cover, 26 x 2A and 26 x z\, 30/- each.

TUBES.— 24-X 2\, 4/6; 24X2, 4/6; '26x2!, 5/6 J

26X2^,5/9; 28.-, 3, extra Tieavy, 7/6; 700XS0, 7/6.

BELTS.—Clincher clearance line, new, not W.D-
2". 6' 6", 8/6 ;

8', 10/6; .£-", 7' 6", 12/3 ;
8' 6", 14/- >

1", Y 6", 16/- ;
8', 17/- ; ij", 7', 18/- ; 8', 20/6 ;

8' 6".

21/6; Bates short lengths, $", 5', 4/6; 5' 6", 5/--

i", 4' 6", 5/-
;

5', 5/6 ;
5' 6", 6/- ; 1", 4'' 6", 6/3 ;

5'. 7/- 5

5' 6", 7/9; leather belts, 2" at 2/6 per foot; belt fasteners*
9d. and 1/-.

SPEEDOMETERS.—Cowey with trip, £4 19s. 6(1. ;

Stewart with trip (£6 6s. model), £4 15s. ; Jones with
trip, £3 17s. 6d. ; all unused and perfect. All speedo-
meter replacements in stock.

CARBURETTERS.—Amac and B. and B., 55/- t

unused. Replacements in stock.

SIDECAR BODIES.—Few left, coach built, best
quality, £6 17s. 6d., original price £12 12s.

TAN SADS, with back seat 28/6, original price 57/-

;

only limited quantity.

WINDSCREENS.—Actually in stock (Eastings)
Baby, Standard, Royal, " Cameo," " Sandam,"
Bluemels 1920, £3 10s., usual £4 8s.

HOODS.—Finest quality, waterproof, with curtains
round, £3 5s.

MIRRORS.—Concave 4", 7/6, original 12/9 ; British;
made and very best quality.

GOGGLES.— Genuine Triplex, 45/- model, 10/6 ;

25/- model, 9/6. They are new and perfect.

GLOVES.—Leather, wool lined, to clear, 4/6, well
worth 10/6; chrome leather gauntlets with finger
and thumb, wrist strap, 3/6, worth 12/6. Only limited
quantity.

CHAINS.—Clearance Renolds, new, -J by 7-16, 6 6 ;

Sx-3,5/3; &'<£, 5/-; Axi4/6; ix 3-26, 3/9 per foot.

WATERPROOF SUITS.—Less than pre-war prices.
Great purchase of manufacturers' stock, consisting
of double-breasted coats with belts, storm cuffs, and
collars, and seatless trousers with gussets, patent
fasteners, and leather bound seats. Finest quality-

extra heavy double texture waterproof material,
dark fawn, new and fresh, only been made recently,
not half perished W.D. Our price to clear, £2 2s.
Could not be bought elsewhere under £4 10s., the
greatest bargain ever offered. Order 'immediately
to save disappointment. All stock sizes.

OIL SKIN SUITS.—Lined, double-breasted coat,
long trousers, with bib, first class quality, colour dark-
green, 17/6, worth £3 3s.

SOLDERING APPARATUS.—A combined soldering
iron and blow lamp. The most marvellous invention.
Solid brass, ro" long, not a toy but a useful took No
motorist should be without one. You can do your own
soldering without any trouble—nipples to wire, and
other small repairs to motor cycles. You will save
time and expense. Only a limited quantity. Order now
to save disappointment, as they can never be repeated
again, 4/8 post free; original price 10/6.

MOTOR CYCLES.—Few shop soiled Allon~ and
Radco's to clear. We can supply everything for the
motor cyclist at compel itive prices. On all above goods
carriage extra.

BANCROFTIAN CO,,
78, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON.

Grams: "Chaikel, London.'' Phone: London \Vall9Sg7

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED,
\TfANTED, Alldays" Allon ' 2-stroke.—Bishop. 4,TT Maclise Rd., Hammersmith. [2336

T.T. Scott, solo, must be cheap, in perfect order.—
Box 3993, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2243

COMBINATION, about 4h.p., decent order,, cheap
for cash.—51, Ealing Lane, W.5. [2613

XJiTANTED, Triumph, old pre-war model; about £15.
»» —Box 8967, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1777

"I (|U Douglas, any condition, cheap.— 1, MoleseyJ-v Rd., Hei-sham, nr. Walton, Surrey. [3231
T\7"ANTED, second-hand Ner-a-Car, good condition.
** Racaren, Hollydene, Westbere, Sturry. L3001
WANTED, B.S.A., countershaft model, 1914-18

cheap.—Box 9,104, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2702

or chassis.—Par-
Bedford. [3272

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desir

WANTED, Harley-Davidson sidecar o
ticulars, price, Terry, 11, Arcade,

P.
and M., not earlier 1913, wanted.—Write fully,
E., Essex House, The Green, Southgate, N.14.

[2238
\T7ANTED, good Solo or Combination, reasonaole.—W Mosedale, 30, Canterbury Rd., Kiiburn, N.W6

[6504
WANTED, Motor Cycle, about £10; any condi-

tion.—Box No. 9041, c/o The Motor Cycle.
" [2329

VyANTED, late model solo Triumph, examination,""
trial.—Bisit, Little Harrowden, Wellingborough.

[2454
VXfANTED, lightweight, speeds, clutch; £20-£30;
v " view here.—Booth, Paddington Infirmary, Lon-

don. [3049

7-9h.p. Indian Combination Wanted, £20-£25 and
Singer C.B. 3-speed combination.—-78, Maurv Rd.,

N.16. "[2830

J Q18 Triumph Combination, must be cheap; cash
--*/ waiting. — 406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield,
S.W.18. [2654

A.J.S. Combination, 1920 upwards, wanted bv pri-
vate buyer; no dealers.—Write, 38, Waterford Rd,,

ifulham. [3011

WANTED, 8h.p. Countershaft Machine, condition
immaterial; about £30.-179, High St., Street,

Somerset. [2408

SOLO or Combination, excellent condition, sound
order.—Fullest particulars, 186 St James Rd.,

Croydon. [3186

COMBINATIONS wanted, not earlier 1918; callers
preferred; immediate cash.—Snow, Laurel St.,

Dalston, E.8. [31S7

PRIVATE owners.—£40 offered solo, S^h.p. or over,
not earlier 1917.—Particulars Box 9039, c/o The

Motor Cycle. [2327

WAN TED, countershaft Triumph, good condition

;

about £30 cash waiting.—90, Leicester Rd.,
Loughborough. [2208

WANTED, combination, one wanting doing up
would suit if sound.—Vayro, 41, Commercial St.,

Scarborough. [3024

WANTED, good 1921 single or twin combination;
English make.—Write JLsitfc, 42, Queen's Avenue)

Winchmore Hill. [2332

COMBINATION, modern, cheap, wanted, not undei
4h.p.; about £50.—A. D. F., 46, Arrol Rd.,

Beckenham, Kent. [2541

WANTED, Douglas or other good lightweight, cash
waiting.—Patterson, 1 2 , The Quadrant, Winch-

more Hill, N.21. [3070

LATE 2-;4h.p. Douglas, New Imperial, etc., alsc

Morgan, 1921-22, watercooled, cheap.—H., 63,

Solon Rd., Brixton. [2607

MATCHLESS, A.J.S., Sunbeam combination, sini

or double-seater, 1921-2
Munster Rd., Fulham.

Thompson, 253,
[278U

WANTED at Once, 2-speed 2-stroke, in good con-
dition, about £25.—Advertiser, 1, Guildford Rd.,

Pendleton, Manchester. [3236

TRIUMPH, free engine model, drop frame, running
order, wanted, Manchester district.—Box 8783,

c/o The Motor Cycle. [9209

WANTED, late model combination, not under 6h.p.,

cash waiting.—Hillier (side bell), 9, Wallingford
Av., North Kensington. [3046

URGENTLY.—Modern Triumph, Norton, Sunbeam,
or N.U.T.; must be cheap; cash on sight.—4, Elm

Gardens, Hammersmith. [2317

WANTED, late model Solo or Combination; cheap,
cash waiting.—Write appointment, 30, Crystal

Palace Park Rd., Sydenham. [2931

WANTED.—Best prices given for up-to-date motor
cycles.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank

St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [1130

TRIUMPH Countershaft, 3-speed, must be in good
condition; full market price given.—Pride, 155,

Stockwell Rd.. Brixton, S.W.9. [2651

WANTED immediately, Motor Cycles, Combinations,
and Light Cars.—Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd.,

East Dulwich. Telephone, Sydenham 2452. [2079

dvertisement, and the date of the issue A37
ed, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
NFIELD (Vickers) Combination, or good single,

new condition; fullest particulars, lowest price.—

Box 9060, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2378

WANTED for cash, 1919-20 Combination, must be

in good condition and cheap—Write, 12, Par.

tridge Villas, Vine St., "Oxbridge. [1397

TRIUMPH Countershaft Solo or Combination, any

condition, spot cash, or part payment new 1922

A.J.S.—51, Upper Richmond Ed., Putney. [9337

WANTED, Good Solo, Combination, or Light Car,

urgently—James, c/o Bradmore's, 482, Harrow
Rd., Paddington. Tel. : Willesden 1744. [3267

CASH Waiting; solo and combinations, good prices

given.—Write, 'phone, or call, Edwards, 50, Har-

rington Ed., South- Jiensington. 'Phone: ls.en. 3709.^

TRIUMPH, Rover, any good solo, not earlier 1919,

instalment system, good security, £20 down, £H
monthly, no cbalers, Croydon.—Box 9044, c/o The
Motor Cycle. I2301

WANTED, 1921 Combination, must be fully

equipped, perfect condition, and first-class

make—Full particulars and lowest price, Stockwell,

b, Northdown Avenue, Margate. [2289

WANTED, your motor cycle or combination. We are

buvers. Full market price given and cash paid on

the snot. Write, call, or 'phone Museum 5938.—J.

Hmith and Co., Motor Agents, Ltd.. 52-54, Hampsteaj

Rd„ N.W.I. f°768

WANTED Indian 7-9h.p., in exchange for Ivy 2-

stroke, 1916, overhauled Dec. last; on view at

Palmer's Garage, Tooting; £28.—Replies, 1, Spencer

St., Beverley. [=060

IF you have a Triumph or similar machine you

wish to sell for spot cash. I am a buyer; top

jrices for good machines.—Goad, 122, "Maida Vale

Vhone: Hampstead 1353. [9936

CASH on sight for new and second-hand motor cycles

and combination?, any make or condition.—Call,

write, or 'phone, Short and Glass, Ltd., 485^193, Upper

Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone: Richmond
2362 and 2363. [0372

ANTED good modern Motor Cycles, solo or

. combination, in part exchange for 8h.p. Rover

oi other light car. Best prices allowed, extended pay

ments arranged.-Vivian Hardie & Lane, Ltd 23/24,

Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.). Bond St., W.l

'Phone: Mayiair 6559. (0772

ANTED, any number of really good Machines

nd Combinations; good prices paid, and a

competent representative will be sent anywhere to

inspect and complete transaction-Write, phone or

call, Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. Tele. : 689.

FOCH always have cash waiting .for iuuiiu

'machines of all types. Highest prices and

courteous treatment assured. Fair offer.—Car

House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead. (Near Tube.

Phone- Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including

Saturdays. ( 15S;

SEND your motor cycle to Palmer's Garage am.
Motor Auction Rooms, High Street, Tooting.

Cash offer telegraphed immediately on receipt.

Nearest station Wimbledon. We will collect from any
London station. Machine can be included in auction

si !e if desired.—Sole address, Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
[2676

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
KINGSBURY Scooter and Spaie Pans.— 3, Kendall's

Mews, Blandford St., W.l. [5499

SKOOTAMOTA, nearly new.—Full particulars from
Scrivener, Woburn Sands, Bucks. [2829

A .B.C. Skootamota; exchange for coach sidecar anda cash, or furniture.—74, Fairoross Avenue, Barking.
[2401

A .B.C. Skootamota, new, unsoiled, latest model; £22,
sacrifice.—Frank Whitworth, 139, New St., Bir-

mingham. [2151

EW Shop-soiled Autoped Scooters, dynamo lighting,

ly.h.p. ; bargain, £12/10 cash.—Percy and Co.,

314, Euston Rd. [2878

A .B.C. Skootamota, perfect goer and hill climber,
just been thoroughly overhauled, decarbonised,

painted, as new, accessories, shopping basket, tax paid;
25 gns.—Forbes, Gable-end, Rusthall, Timbridge Wells.

[2487

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
"\7"OUNG Attachment on ladies' bicycle, practically
J- new; £20; cost £35.—Shirley, 35a, Naylor Rd.,
Peckham, S.E. [2350

"^TOUNG'S Attachment and Cycle, practically new,
A licence paid ; nearest £20.—Southside, Clydesdale
Rd„ Romford. [2532

YOUNG Attachment on gentleman's oycle, new
condition; £20, take good machine in part.—

Bunting's Exchange, Wealdstone. [3033

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
V-SHAPED Screens, adjustable; £3/18.—Bright and

Hnyles, 78, Church St., Camberwell, London.

Y-SHAPED Screens, small size; £2/15.—Bright and
Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. [2772

FIRST quality hoods, 40/-; with side curtains, 50/-.

—Hercules Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters Rd..
Tottenham. [3230

N1

HDAYBEAM"
Complete

Electric Set (or

Lightweights.

Solo Outfit, £3 3s.

:ombination Outfit, £3 15s.

Headlamp only, 25/-
Tail Lamp only, 5/-

"DAYBEAM
Combination, £
ACETYLENE

Heavyweight Sets.—Solo, £5 5s.

;

7s. Illustrated List Free.

HEADLAMP SET.

finis
THE " LIFEGUARD "

ACETYLENE
REAR LAMP.
Price 3/- each.

Westwood Special Lines are stocked
by all reputable agents.

MADE
TO

LAST.

TBfiOE <? 5* MARK

RIM fii PATENTS LT?
LAWDEN Rg BORDESLEV BIRMINGHAM;

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
RENNOC Co.—We are actual manufacturers of hoods,

screens, and aprons. Send for list. — Rennoo
Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marlborough Ed., Upper Holloway,
N.19. [2321

BENT Hoops, hood fittings, straps, turnbuttons,
twills, etc. ; hardwood polished wind screens,

27/6.—Henry Jones, 778, High Rd., Tottenham, Lon-
don. [3239

COLLINS and Son for hoods, screens, and aprons,
hoods with solid brass Auster fittings, covered

Kith double texture twill, polished sticks; 35/-; the

biggest bargain ever offered.—Below.

ADJUSTABLE windscreens, complete with all fit

tings and apron; 30/-; celluloid panels fitted to

any windscreen in a few hours; send for list.—Cullin;

and Son, rear of 84, High St., Putney, S.W. [1619

ROBINI Manfc. Co.—The Bower adjustable wind-
screen, with coverall apron, 30/-, carriage paid;

agents wanted. Celluloid panels fitted, Eastings, 16/6;
a-prons made to order, 10/-.

—'Phone : Brixton 1585.—
Robini Manfc. Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W,

[2922

BODIES
CAMBER, Coach Bodies from £4/17/6.—Bright and

Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. [2774

DOUGLAS Bodv, second-band; £3/10.—Bright and
Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. [2775

HALIFAX.—New Perfection coach sidecars; £5.-

Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. f311(

GLORIA Cane Body, good condition; 35/-, bargain.—
Norton, 67, Middlewich Rd., Northwich. [30li

RENNOO Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacturers, 3J

models, also several clearance, cheap to clear.

RENNOC Co. specialise in repairs, repainting, ant

upholstering.—Rennoc. Motors, Ltd., 155a, Mat!

borough Rd., Upper Holloway, N.19.
COLLINS and Son for bodies, new bulbous back

coachbuilt models with aprons; from £6/5.

TWELVE months' guarantee given; Write for cata

logue.—Below.

WE repaint, repair, and upholster bodies: at ver
moderate charges, insurance work a speciality

estimates free.—Collins and Son, rear of 84, High St.

Putney, S.W. [162(

BASTONES for Sidecar Bodies, all latest models ii

stock from £4.-228, Pentonville Rd., King1

Cross, Loudon, N.l. [513

GLORIA 1916 body, roomy, just enamelled blue

2 lockers, good condition; <£4/10; writ* or cal

after 7.—Hall, 157, Philip Lane, Tottenham. [223 1

VENUS Step -Bodies, 2 dozen to clear; from 50/
each; great bargains.—Venus Sidecar Co., 694

Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. 'Phone, 2102. [769

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, firsi

class finish; have a few coachbuilt bodies, deal
ance lines from £5 each ; extra good value. — Tn
Willowbrook Motor Co.. Leicester. (033

\ THING of Beauty and a joy for ever.—Gobi
-£i Speedman sports sidecar bodies from £2,12/6
finished any colour and upholstered ready for an;

I chassis from £3/15; with door if desired; all coach
built, first-class finish.—Ccbb, 18, Midland Rd., Carl

ton, Nottingham. '242

SIDECAR Body Designs lor the trade only. Worl
ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of origiiii

designs, also working drawings, " lull-sized or to ecale.-

Oooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established desigtitfi

to the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us whe
nesiguinH ucw metis.— 20, Tudor St., London, E.C.4.

[000
"J Q 2 2 Bodies, beautifully finished and upholster«
It/ satisfaction guaranteed, complete with cover-a'

apron, from £6/10 to £14. Extended payment
taken. Trade inquiries invited. A few 1921 model;
shop soiled, complete, £6/ 10. Send for catalogues
once. Large number of secondhand always in stoil

AVe repaint, repair, and upholster bodies ; low price

Carriage extra. 'Phone : Brixton 1585.—Robir
Manufacturing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.w

[292

LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Lt<

.—Comprehensive range of coachbuilt sidecar
thoroughly guaranteed and upholstered in best styli

Prices from £4/10 to £11/11. Comfortable 2-seate

body beautifully finished, £13. Secondhand bodies- an
chassis taken in part payment. Bodies made to cm
tomers' own designs, painted and upholstered in an
colour. Secondhand Sandum bodv as new, £7/l(
Secondhand Enfield body as new. £7/10.—26, Tul*

Hill, Brixton (V. minute from Brixton Skating Rink
'Phone : Brixton 1292. .'294

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
CANOELET Minor, light, sound; £7; after 6.-4'

Harberton Rd., Upper Holloway. [241

SIDECARS, several cheap; room wanted; fitted fre—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. "286

LIGHTWIGHT Sidecar C.B., 26m. wheel, complet)
£6/10.-15, ElthorneRd., Upper Holloway. [242

GOOD Caue Sidecar off Triumph, strong and ligh:

£6.—Sims, 16, St. James's Terrace. Buxton.
[231

"I Q21 Roomy Lightweight .Sidecar, screen, aproi
-I-tf bargain, £8.—Schrieber, Hotel Norman, Putne

[23(

A38 All letters relating to advertisements should quote *b$ number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

^KDHAM. the smartest sidecar specialists.

VNDtJM Sidecars.—Our pre-war prices were the talk

01 the show; £14 to £50. Tffnte for new catalogue

LNDUM (Y-shaped) Wind Screen, a hood, screen

and apron; £2/15 and £3/18. Write for list.

iJTDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen.—Our South Londot
agent writes :

" An instantaneous success ; sole

; eend further supply." Agents, get in touch with us

VNDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn

Rd., W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. [001b

"IDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are

- guaranteed 3 years.

"IDDLETON 'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis loi

- high-powered machines : Zenith, Harleys, Indians
jv Imperials, Sunbeam, Blackburnes, etc.

JDIANS with kick starter on left present no diffi

culty with Middleton's special model.

[IDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs of ah
L kinds. Twisted motor cycle frames and forks

mptly corrected,

ECOND-HANDS of various makes for sale. Voui
old sidecar taken in part exchange.

[IDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
safer and more Comfortable, but are faster on

1 roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not

;h into them.

[IDDLETON'S London's oldest established eidecai
makers, wholesale, retail, and export, 27, Stroud

sen Rd., Finsbury Park (near Tube). 'Phones Horn
1584. [0522

> ASTONES for Sidecars, no better or cheaper house
* All latest models in stock.

I ASTONES.—Lightweight sidecars complete, to fit

* any machine; £12/18/6.
> ASTONES. — Sports model sidecar, complete,
* £17/10; several other models in stock, including
idem, all at low prices.

* ASTONES.—Distributing agents for the famous
* Montgomery sidecars, all the latest 1922 model;
stock; lightweight model £17/10, Model No. 3

.9/10, Sports model £23/10, tradesman's carrier
)del £23/10, Model No. 2 £24/10, Model No. 1

!8/10, Model de Luxe £34/10, tandem model £30.

> ASTONES.-Whitley 1922 sports model in stock.
> £25.

J
ASTONES for Sidecar Chassis, underslung £7/19/6.
tandem chassis £14/10, auxiliary arms 14/-.-

The

and

Juno

Motor

Cycle

;

Co.

Pentonville Rd
hone : 2481 North.

King's Cross, London, N.l
'Grains : Bastones, London.

[5132
)OUGLAS Sidecar Chassis, complete; £4/10.

Halstead St., Brixton, S.W.9

IDECAR, coachbuilt, nearly new; £11.-
Gaskarth Rd., Balham Hill, S.W.12.

[2798

Pike, 15.
[2728

1AM.BER Utility Models; £25.-
' 78, Church St., Caraberwell,

Bright and Hayles,
London.

10/-

Proprietors ;

METROPOLITAN MACHINISTS Co., Ltd.

248, BISH0PSGATE, LONDON, E.C.2.

TCI r PHONE : BISH0PSGATE 2195.
I C.LE.GRAMS : QUILLS AVE LONDON.

l£STABLISHED OVER FORTY YEARS;

The Pick of the Bunch!

A.J.S., ARIEL, B.S.A.,

CHATER LEA,
DOUGLAS, ENFIELD,
INDIAN, LEVIS,
MATCHLESS, NORTON,
RALEIGH, RUDGE,

SUN.
, Any of the above Motor Cycles or

Combinations can be supplied on our
1 well-known GRADUAL PAYMENT
I SYSTEM.
I Particulars on Application.

i Further Sidecar Reductions!

£15

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
SIDECAR, coachbtlilt, underslung,

. new tyre, 26x21,4; £8.-5,
:ham.

M 1

,

St., W.2.

all connections,
Conington Rd.,

Lewisham. _" [3023

ILLFORD, sporting streamline body, large locker,

new 26X2 1
/-. extra Dunlop; £8/10.-153, Praed

[3047

WATSONIAN Lightweight Sidecar, 80 lbs., as new,
complete; £13.—Roberts, Stanton-by-Bridge,

Derby. (D) [2917

BOOTHS Bargains.—Limited number of new coach
bodies, lull size, with locker; £5/12/6; usual

price, £9/10.

BOOTHS Bargains.—New £9/10 coach bodies for

£5/12/6. Don't miss them. Illustration free.

BOOTHS Bargains.—Quantity of new underslung

chassis, 4-point attachment; £9/19/6; illustra-

tion free

BOOTHS Bargains.—SeyeraW shop-soiled sidecars

offered very cheap; send for list.

BOOTHS Bargains.—Hercules coach sidecar,

£8/10/6; ditto Canoelet, £8/10/6; ditto Farlow,

£8/10/6.—Booths Motories, Portland Place, Halifax.

'Phone: 1062. [1964

CHASSIS, new tyre, 4-point, splendid condition;

£4/10; week-cr.d appointment.—Green, 96, Grove

Park, Denmark Hill. [2719

SIDECARS, underslung, handsome, new coach, £9;

bodv, £4/5; ditto bulbous, £5/5.—Taylor, 637,

Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. [2724

ENNOC Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens, largest

itock in London, actual manufacturers through*

out Send for our catrlogue, 32 pages. 80 illustrations.

PHOZNIX Sidecars.—All spare parts iD stock by the

Rennoc Sidecar Co.

ENNOO Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian

R 1

•<A:U.BER Tandem Models; £26.—Bright amd Hayles,
^ 78. Church St., Camberwell, London.
CAMBER Semi-touring Models; £18/10.—Bright and
J Hales, 78, Ghureh St., Camberwell. [2773

—Step type sidecar, very strong, nearly new
tyre, complete.—64, Station St., Chatteris.

[2980
1ANOELET Touring Sidecar, 26in. wheel, complete,
J splendid condition; £10.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton.

[2609
VENOVATE your old sidecar by fitting a sports
V body for £2/12/6.^See Cobb-Speedman advert, in
idies. [2428

[PORTING Sidecar, built for American Twin; £3.
' After 7 p.m.—17, Russell Square Mansions,
33.1. [2540

3 RAND new lightweight sidecar, fit anv machine;
>^ £12/15; cost £17/10 and never used.—Durant,
ourne, Furnham. [2230

IENDERSON Lightweight Sidecar, complete,
nearly new, 4-point connection; £7/10.—51,

jpper Richmond Rd. [2558

GENUINE Bargain.—Rem-noc Sidecar Chassis, 28x3& wheel, tyre, connections fit Harley ; £5.—Haynes,
i Fleet St., Swindon. [2322

'ITALIFAX.—New Swan Sporting and Millford de
i^jL Luxe for Harlev and American X.—Motor Ex-
iaage\ Horton St., Halifax. [3121

920 Sidecar, 4-point, 26x2y2 tyre, paint slightly

damaged; £14; seen Saturdays after 12, Sun-
ays.—H, Best, 3, Windsor Rd., Teddington. [2409

rRITUBE Sidecars are most unique. Scientifically

,
designed, made of finest materials.

rRITUBE Chassis, constructed of steel lugs, straight

steel tubes, with, welded joints.

rRITUBE Sidecars are light. Supplied with either

sporting or touring coachbuilt bodies.

rRITUBE Sidecars. One price, £15/10. Write for

booklet —Davis Bros., Church St., Rickmansworth.
•hone: 5. [3235

£ A S H H

£24i

WATSONIAN. Sidecars for

Lightweights, very light and
sporty.

MILLS FULFORD.
Corvette. A sidecar for the

connoisseur

!

- -CASH
All Sidecars can be supplied

on monthly payments.

Sidecar Bodies, Sandum or Venus,
from £5 15 0.

Underslung or step chassis from £7.

Accessories at Reduced Prices.

R 1

Upper
[2319
Saves
motor
single

£ s. i". £ s. d.

Easting Screens 3 18
Watford Speed-
ometerSjSlight-

Cameo „ 2 15 1 y soiled. B
Bluemels, 1921 3 10

guaranteed - 1 15
n

Orto Hoods - 3 5
Renolds Cham
| X \ per ft. - 6 1 n

Spring Shackles, all spares in

set of four - 6 6 stock. ft

R&H Lamp Sets 1 12 Tan-Sads 1 10

Fleece- lined Austin Seats - 15

Leather B&B Light-
weight Car-

c
Gauntlets 14 9

siW. S. R. Jets, buretters, win-

allsizes 8/6&10 6 dow soiled 2 10

: FREE.
Call or write for

80 pp. Illustrated List

with all latest price

reductions.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ot the issue

JX 'motors." with left-hand kick 6tarters, and can

deliver.

RENNOC Co. have 50 second-hand and clearance

sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear at knock-

out prices. Note: Write for special clearance list.

ENNOO Co. have the finest selection of complete

sidecars in the trade.

RENNOC Co. undertake repairs to any make of side-

car; repainting and reupholsterintr a Bceciatity.

r>
ENNOC Co. have in stock sidecars to fit all makes,

«< English and American. ^

RENNOC Co. again ask you to send for their

catalogue, the most comprehensive issued by any

manufacturers.

TO ENNOC Motors, Ltd.. 155a, Marlborough Rd.,

Ti Holloway. N.l 9. 'Phone: Hornsey 1589.

CJIDECAR—Have a Hopley folding sidecar.

^ garage worry and expense. Attached to

will go through passage 28in. Tandem and

bodies fitted.—Hopley.

FOLDING Sidecar.—When ordering your motor

specify a Hopley folder. Suits motors up to

lOh p Can be changed from pleasure to commercial

in few seconds. Detachable wheels can be fitted.

Tested 7 years.-Hopley, Upper Highgate St., Birming-

ham. t°152

COLLINS and Son for Sidecars.—A few new bulbous

back models, complete with renovated underslung

chassis, tvre and tube, and coverall apron, all fittings;

£12/10.—Below.

FAMILY Model Light 2-seater, built to accommo-

date one adult and child up to 12, with re-

novated underslung chassis, tyre, tube, and apron;

£15—Below.
E have various models in stock to suit any

machine.—Send for catalogue.

E specialise in frame and chassis repairs of all

kinds- all work guaranteed.—Collins and Son,

rear of 84, High St., Putn.y, S.W. [1621

COMFY Sidecars, strong underslung chassis, coach-

built body, bulbous back with locker, quick c*.

tachable fittings, Clincher tyre; price 18 S"s.-789,

High Rd., Leytonstone. l="'»

ARGAIN.-Red Indian Coachbuilt Sidecar, bulbous

back, fitted with draw, splendid condition, all

Wings; £12; cash returned if not satisfied.-Box

9095, c/o The Motor Cycle. liiia

GENUINE Rudge Sidecar, complete with luggage

carrier, screen, and very good 650x65 tyre;

£10/10—Anthony, 1, Townshend Cottages, St. Johns

Wood. Tel.: Hampstead 10. 13069

WILLOWBROOK Royal Leicester Sidecars, smartest

designs, first-class finish; prices from 17 gns

Write for catalogue. Repairs undertaken, hoods, wind

screens, etc.-Tho Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester.^

-I 000 Douglas Underslung Chassis, suitable for any
1' make of machine to order, absolutely complete

and renovated, as new; £5 each.-Old Man Hep 19,

Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth. London, S.W .8. Phone,

1958 Brixton. 18822

LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd.

Coachbuilt bodies fitted to brand new chassis

from £10 to £20. Bodies made to customers' own

design Roomv 2-seater bodies a speciality.—26, Tulse

will Brixton "('A minute from Brixton Skating Rink).

•Phone: Brixton 1292. [2949

A .9

W 1

W1

B^
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
TJATt.AGON (patent) Folding

has 7 years to its credit.

20

Sidecar saves storage,
., and has proved itself

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,
and, when folded, combination will pass through a
50in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.— Wincycle
Co., Ltd.. 236, High Holborn. W.C.I. [0388

Douglas underslung chassis, complete everything
new, with shop soiled bodv, £14. Mills-

Fulford P. and M. chassis, new tyre and tube, mud-
guard, etc., with new bulbous back body, £12/10.
New Triangular chassis, complete with bulbous back

-or sports body, for 4h.p. machines, £19/10. Light-
weights, £16. A few shop soiled, £12/18/6. Ex-
tended payments taken. Trade inquiries invited. Car-
riage extra. 'Phone: Brixton 1585.—Robini Manu-
facturing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W.

(2923

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
QALE.—Severa'

ler
Samfler

Malvern Link.

REY'S, ol Euston Rd. (Nos. 378-384)
lowing in stock :

—

5-wheeler Cycle Cars.—Sant-
[2375

have the fol-

MORGANS, all 1922 models,
Luxe and Grand Prixs,

R c

Dealso second-hand
•rood condition.

-

COVENTRY PREMIER, 1922, 4-wheeler model.
£230; one shop-soiled only, £205.

OVER, 8h.p. model, £220; two second-hand, good
condition, £162/10.

G.N.'s, all models; also 1920 with dvnamo, very

good order, £132/10; one 1921, £142/10:

EXCHANGES or deferred payments arranged.

—

'Phone : Museum 6436. [1425

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—5-6h.p. A.V.
Monocar; £50. [3105

BEDELIA.—The new 1922 model, 8-10h.p., with
air-cooled or- water-cooled engine.

BEDELIA.—Air-cooled model, £185; water-cooled
model, £195. Immediate deliveries. Trial runs

free.

BEDELIA.—Catalogues free from L. N. Palmer,
Sole Concessionaire for the British Empire-

Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [2674

MORGAN.—New models in stock.—Agents, Birken-
head Motor Works, 9, Hamilton St., Birkenhead.

[2389
rORGAN G.P., 4-speed, o.h.v., for Scott and cash;

sell £130.—Veasev, Newport, Barnstaple.
[2988

£25.—A.C. 3-wheeler, 2-seater, running, order, but
poor appearance.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

[2703

MORGANS.—Immediate delivery of latest models;
exchanges, extended terms; official agents.—

Below.

rORGAN de Luxe 1921 W.C., M.A.G., acetylene

lighting, horn, watch, etc., excellent condition;

CI 55.—Below.

G.N. 1922 Standard and All-weather models in

stock, dynamo lighting, etc., dickey seat.—Below.

EOVER 1922 8h.p. model; £220; delivery from
stock.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue,

Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0077

Mc

Mc

A.V, Monocar,
trial; £90,

Bedford.

1921 1
/?, 8h.p., fully equipped, any

or nearest.—59, Ashburnham Rd.,
[2507

8h.p. Rover.— 1922 model in stock; exchanges.

-

Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Walden
Phone; 45. [7159

MORGANS Always in Stock.—The West of England
Agent, Gibb, 100, Northgate, Gloucester.

Phone: 852. [8127

COVENTRY7 PREMIER.—1922 model in. stock; ex-
changes.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Wal-

den. 'Phone : 45. [7160

engine overhauled, de-
speedometer; £125.—Jones'

[9340

MORGANS, G.N.'s. and Rovers second-hand, several

in stock.—Rey's of Euston Rd. (378-384).

'Phone: Museum 6436. [1426

/"ATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London—G.N. cars,

G.N. 1920, dynamo lighting
tachable wheels,

Garag Droitwich.

'Phone, Holborn 57 '7. [3107

GRAHAME-WHJTE 1921 2-seater, hood, screen,

electric light, good condition; £55.—Gregory,
Burgess St., Leominster. [2327

GNS.—Bleriot Whippet, bought June, mileage
about 1,000, accessories.—Pearce, Surveyor,

Homefields Rd., Hunstanton. [2984

A.C. Sociable, good running condition, lamps,
speedometer, spare tyre; £50; trial.—G., 64,

Park Rd., Buhvich, S.E.21. [2251

95

"IQ19 Carden 2-seater, hood, screen, lamps,
-i-%7 £75; or exchange combination.—Speechley,
Churchfield Rd.

etc.

;

86,
[2207WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Rover light

cars; £220; fully equipped; easy terms and
exchange; list on •application. [3106

WAUCHOPE, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Carden De
Luxe 2-seater 1921, electric lighting, fully

equipped, tax paid, insured; £110. [3108

Is
'J. W. Tollady, General Manager)

i

Find out

for Yourself

!

|: !l

q FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF
the vital advantages of Layton's

service, and -what its policy

of "satisf acti on abovs all

things fl can achieve for you.

ii II

q FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF
how Layton's advice can helpyou

to choose the best possible ma-
chine for your purpose and purse.

|i II

q find out for yourself
howLayton'sexceptional organ-

isaticn can give you the utmost

value for your money. =

I!
i

q find out for yourself
what bargains in guaranteed

sli ?htly - used machines are

available at Layton's. |

I! I

q find out for yourself
how Layton's terms for ex-

changes and extended pay-
ments are adapted to meet
your individual needs. *

I!

q find out for
YOURSELF the reason of the

confidence and the friendliness

that has always existed between
Layton's and their customers

—

all over the country—BY
GETTING YOUR 1922

MOTOR-CYCLE OR CAR
AT LAYTON'S

Ii :l

90, High Street, OXFORD,
and BICESTER.

'Phones ;581 & 7840xford ; 35 Bicester.

'Grams :
" Integrity," Oxford and Bicester.

19 2

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
6h.p. Twin Water-cooled 3-wheel Runabout, perfect

condition, fully equipped, slectric lamps; £80.—
215, Gladstone St., Peterborough. [2338

21 Morgan De Luxe, w.c, M.A.G., lavishly

equipped; £140.—Hillier (Side Bell), 9, Waf-
lingford Avenue, North Kensington. [3040

3-WHEELER, partly built, 5-6h.p. engine, Bosch,
2-speed, clutch, etc.; what offers nearest £20?—

118, Cricklade Rd., Swindon, Wilts. [2215a

£50.-1916 Dunkley 3-wheeler 8h.p. Jardine, 4-speed
gear, k.s., Binks hood, screen, discs, electric light-

ing, trial.—4, Avenham Grove, Blackpool. [2873

1 A21 G.H. Touring, dynamo lighting, spare wheel,
J-*7 speedometer, clock; £135.—Hillier (Side Bell),

9, Walliugford Avenue, North Kensington. [3041

"\T7ATJCHOPE'S, 9, .Shoe Lane, London.—New 1922
Vb Morgans supplied on easy terms or exchange.
'Phone, Holborn 5777. List on application. [3109

1 Q 14-15 Singer 2-Seater, double dickey, Boach,
J-f Hobson, 5 Sankey wheels, lighting set, all on;

£115.-76, Western Rd., Southall, Middlesex. [2391

3-WHEEL Car 6-8h,p., w.c, a.i.v., 2 forward aDfl

reverse, B. and B., good tyres, needs slight re-

pair; £45.—Macgregor, 7, St. Peter's Sq., W.6. [2743

MORGANS.—1922 De Luxe, Grand Prix, and
Popular models in jitock;

Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Walden,

STANDARD
spe

two.—Hedges

exchanges.—Walbro
'Phone: 45.

[7158

3-wheel ehassi?, lOh.p.READING -

twin, 3-speed, perfect, £45; another, £35; offers

21 Chichester Street, Paddington.
[2656

NEW 1921 Tamplin 2-seater, 8h.p., 3 spee>H, all

complete; £125; motor cycle or combination

taken in part exchange.— Percy and Co., 314, Euston

Rd. [2887

1914-15, J.A.P. A.C, sporting model,

iefcric, everywh
£80.-19, Wood Lane, Shepherd's

[2535

19 2

mete
Sbefl

A-'

iyORGAN,
mechanical order

;

Bush.

NEW and Second-hand Light Cars and Cycle Cars,

all makes ; good selection in stock; cash, easy

pavments, or exchange.—Service Co., 292, High Holborn,

W.C.I, [0673

21 T.B. 3-wheeler, 1922 engine, demonstra-

tion model, complete with spare wheel, speedo-

meter; £180.—Alien and Birms, Ltd., Glcssop Rd.,

Sheffield. [1293

,C. Sociable, in excellent condition, for sale, or

would exchange for lightweight motor bicycle.

—

Williams, Ltd., Wellington College Station (near

Reading). [2509

BAYLISS-THOMAS, 1922 lOh.p. model, 4-ryl. water-

cooled engine, 3 speeds, Magdyno; 300 gns. ; im-

mediate deliverv,—Godfrey's, Ltd., 208. Gt. Portland St,

London. W.l. 10756

RICHARDSON Light Car 1920, excellent condition,

original tyres, good, electric lamps ; £1 30 ; ex-

change good combination and cash.—Oakes, Mether-

ingham, Lincoln. [2848

ORGAN 1920 Grand Prix M.A.G., acetylene REd

electric, speedometer, clock, aluminium dash.

Dunlop Magnums, very smart; £145.—Clark, 7. Ex-

hibition Rd., S.W.7. T3296

UNTING'S can offer a Good Selection of Light

Cars (3 and 4 wheelers) at knock-out prices or

exchange for motor cycles; easy terms if de-ired.—

Bunting's, Wealdstone. F3242

21 October Carden de Luxe, spare wheel, electric

lighting, perfect; exchange motor cycle or com-

bination. 'Phone, Wanstead 403. Junction Garage,

Highstone, Leytonstone;

G.N. 1920, special engine, aluminium pistons, etc.,

laps Brooklands 60, dynamo, 5 detachable wheels,

well equipped; £135; exchange motor cycle part.—

Sinclair, East Molesey. [2804

21 2^*1.p. Reynolds runabout, 2-speed. elr.tcli

and kick starter, 2 seats, lamps, horn, rerfect.

condition; £48.—D. and S. Autocar Co., ^3 -
T"e

Parade, Golders Green. L"»*

|A22 Morgan Popular, £150: Grand Prix £180;

X«7 sh.p. Rover, £220: in stock for immediate delivery;

M c

B ;

19 2

19 a

The Premier Motor Co.,

[0773

-Eastbourne
[1281

easy pavmeDts only 4% extras
Aston Rd., Birmingham.

Sh.p., J.A.P. , hood, screen.

1919 5-6h.p. A.V. Monocar.

£59/10: 1920 8h.p. A.V. Monocar, £75.—Motor Ex-

change, Horton St.. Halifax. [312*

Monocar, 2VJi.p., Villiers engine, 2-speed

ear box, final chain drive, fully equipped; ~
articfe. The Motor Cycle, Feb. 16th; £52.-

Aviation Co., Ltd., Eastbourne.

Grand Prix, water-cooled, very smart,

new throughout; £120; ol

.ombination arid cash; call it possible.—436, White

horse Rd., Thornton Heath, S.B. [274E

MORGAN 1918 Grand Prix, w.c, M.A.G., repaintec

and thoroughly overhauled, as new, luxurious])

equipped, any test given; £98; solo or combinatioi

part.— 7, Riverdale Terrace, Richmond. [319.

A.C. Sociable, late model, good condition, full:

equipped, with reverse, hood, lamps, etc., photo.

£50 offer ; exchange cash, combination.—Gerrard

Photographer, 111, High St., Guildford.

HALIFAX—Morgans,
£85. £100, £110;

17.A.C.
J-i gear

MORGAN
fully equipped.

[274

A40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
'"VV. Cycle Car, 9h.p., water-cooled, 2-seater, de-J tachable wheels, dynamo lighting, hood, screen,
leedometer, etc., low mileage, smart appearance,
aoto; £60, close offer.—Bond, Brasted, Kent. [2634

LTORGAN 8h.p., a.c, J.A.P. engine, disc wheels,
tJ. hood, screen, electric lighting, and speedometer,
rres good, trial given, good condition; £90 or near
fer.~Barksfield, park Villas, Marlow, Bucks. . [2274

EXCHANGE your motor cycle or combination for
J new 1922 Coventry Premier four-wheeler, Morgan
opular, or Grand Prix Rover, T.B., or New Hudson.
-Frank Whitworth, 139, New St., Birmingham.

[2148
"»40 down and £10 monthly buys new 1922 Mor-
^ gan; £65 down and £16 monthly buys four-
heel Coventry Premier, best of 1922 runabouts.—
r

rite Frank Whitworth, 139, New Street, Birming-
im. [2149

L.C.
Sociables, by the A.C. Company, dependable

runabouts, take 2 persons anywhere, good con-
tion and appearance, fully equipped; from £45 to
75; trial.—29, Allsop St., Upper Baker St., London,
.W. [3307

BARKER'S Motors can supply all kinds of light
.* cars at list prices and give a free insurance
iaranr.ee for 12 months against mechanical break-
>wn. Cash, deferred, or exchanges.—194, Balham
igh Rd., S.W.12. [1216

TEW 1922 Morgan, 8h.p., standard model, fully

V equipped, hood, screen, lamps, etc., £150; Grand
rix water-cooled model, £110; immediate delivery,

sy payments 4% extra.—Premier Motor Co., Aston
&., Birmingham. [3252

921 Carden 2-seater, with lamps, horn, hood,
screen, speedometer, spring seat, mascot, insur-

ire, mileage about 600, like new throughout, bar-

Jn; £75, cash needed; seen Birkenhead.—Box 9038;

o The MotorCyclc. [2326

Off GNS —1920 Merrel-Brown, water-cooled Pre-
OO cision, detachable wheels and spare, canti-

ver springs, aluminium discs, lamps, etc, very smart,

>t been used since 1920; or exchange Triumph and
gh.—14, Felbricc Rd., East Dulwich. [2515

ATE 1921 Morgan 2-seater, fitted with speedo-
J meter, acetylene lamp and generator, Klaxon
>rn, etc., chassis and engine in perfect condition,

achwork practically unscratehed, a genuine bargain

;

150.—Full particulars by post, Herbert Robinson,

;d., Regent St., Cambridge. [2331

COVENTRY PREMIER four-wheel runabouts.
_
Best

J of their class, water-cooled beautifully finished,

namo, dickey seat, spare wheel, insurance, speedo-

eter; £230 complete. One slightly used one (about

10 miles only), almost new, £205.—Frank Whit-
>rth, 139, New St., Birmingham. [2150

Syare Porta .-

TORGAN Spare part Depot.—Spares for all models
'J- from stock.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate
venue, Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.

[0078

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.
( I^OU-NTY," B.S.A.. Taxis, as licensed through
V/ out the country.—Write for full particu-

ra, County Cycle and Motor Co., " Originators.
-

K). Broad St., Birmingham. [5353

CARS FOR SALE.
>OVER ey^h-P- 2-seater, hood, screen, bargain; £30.
V —1, Bellmgham Terrace, Catford. [2693

>10 down and 12 monthly payments £3 secures
* good Belsize 12-14h.p. chassis.—Palmers Garage,
joting.

?25 down and 12 monthly payments £4 secures
* excellent Napier long chassis.—Palmer's Garage,
)oting.

* 35 down and 1 2 monthly payments £5 secures
* 12-14h.p. F.I.A.T, chassis. — Palmer's- Garage,
)oting.

?40 down and 12 monthly payments £10 secures
* excellent Berliet touring car.—Palmer's Garage,
noting.

]»50 down and 12 monthly payments £8/10 secures
* magnificent Oakland 7-seater touring car,

'namo lighting, self-starter. — Palmer's Garage,
noting.

*10 down and 12 monthly payments £3 secures
* Talbot 4-seater.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

*125 down and 12 monthly payments £10 secures
* modern Peugeot 4-seater. — Palmer's Garage,
noting.

*40 down and 12 monthly instalments £7 10 secures
* excellent Renault % landaulet.—Palmer's Garage,
noting.

?30 clown and 12 monthly pavments £5 secures
•" splendid S.C.A.T. 12-seater wagonette.—Palmer's
arage, Tooting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will accept your old
cHi- or motor cycle as part payment for~any car

stock. [2680
>ICHARDSON, 1921, perfect running order; £195;
* .tax paid.—5, Queenwood Grove, Prestbury, Chel-
nham [3035

A habit that will

pay you ?

Buy your 1922 Mount from
The Service Co., Ltd. It will
pay you to do so.

Immediate delivery of new 1922 Models
can be effected. If you are buying a

secondhand machine, you may depend
upon the price being the lowest possible,

consistent with absolute reliability.

Alt secondhand motor - cycles are

thoroughly overhauled in our own work-
shops, and are guaranteed for three

months.

Our Easier easy payment system is

simple and straightforward—an example
of this will be found below.

NEW 1922 MODELS.
12 Monthly
Payments

£ 5. d.

Cash
Price.

£ s.

Deposit

£ f-

39 18
55 13

8
1111

130 26

130 26

130 26

140 28

69 14

110 22

216
3173

9 20

9 20

9 20

9 16

4 16

O.K-JUNIOR
2|h.p . - -

Ditto, 2-speed -

TRIUMPH
Model H. and

Sidecar - -

B.S.A. 4i h.p.

Model K and
Sidecar - -

P. & M. 4i h.p.

4-speed Com-
bination -

ENFIELDoh.p.
Combination -

NEW IMPE-
RIAL 21 h.p.

3-speed -

STANGER
5 h.p. 2-stroke,

3-speed, spring

frame - -

NEW 1921 MODELS.
BROUGH6h.P .

Combination,

hood, screen,

lamps -

ENFIELD8h.P .

Combinalion,
Magdyno and

horn -

B.S.A. 7 h.p. and

Sidecar,detach-

able wheels

CLYNO 8 h.p.

Combination,

spring frame,

spare wheel -

All, orders receive prompt personal

attention. We will make an exceptionally

good allowance on your present machine

if you wish. Write us TO-DAY

147

145

147

30

29

30

150 30

10 3

10 3

10 3

10 10

289-293, High Holborn, London.

CARS FOR SALE.
ROVER Care.— 1922 8n.p. model

;
price £220; early

delivery—Godfreys', Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St.,
London. W.l. [0350
X* 60.—Ford 5-seater Tourer, good condition, any trial,
&* exchange powerful combination, cash either way.—
8, High St., Wandsworth. [2594

ROVER Cars.—The famous. 8h.p. model in stock,
£220; for immediate delivery.—Eagles aud Co,,

275, High St., Acton, London. (0761

HTJMBER 2-seater, lOh.p., 4-cyl., water-cooled, splen-
did condition; £95, or exchange combination and

cash.—30, Union St., Clapham, S.W. [2819

ROVER 8h.p. W.C. 2-seater and dickey, all complete,
smart little car, repainted, only wants seeing;

£60. bargain.—12, Lesbourne Rd., Reigate. [2912

COVENTRY PREMIER. 1922. 4-wheeI model: £230;
immediate delivery ; cash or deferred payments,—

-'iatclifie Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [0730

n.9h.p. Belsize 2-seater, 5966, tax paid, £9, mechan-
ically sound and new tyres, 5 detachable wheels

;

Lucas dynamo, £240.—James Irving, Baker, Penrith.
[1060

ROVER 8h.p. Light Car, 1922 models, dynamj
lighting; £220 cash; deferred payments 4;^

t.xtra.—Ratclitfe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
[0729

EXCHANGES a Speciality M ! 2- and 4-seater cars
from £50 to £500 !—Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd..

East Dulwich. Call, write, or 'phone, Sydenham 2452.

6
[7938

-8h.p. Rover Car, dual ignition, electric lighting, in
very good condition; £50, or exchange 4h.p. 3-speed

motor cycle, cash adjustment.—303, Clifton Rd.,
Rugby.

[3063
TX7~EST Norwood !—The " satisfaction " centre.
TT Satisfaction's what you desire. When you've
wasted a week inspecting the apparent and so-called
bargains advertised, then visit me.
T\7"EST Norwood '—Fifty vehicles, all tvpes; alwavs .

* »
_
actually on view; all absolutely unassailable

bargains.

T17"EST Norwood !—6h.p. De Dion 2-seater, £20;
'» 6h.p. Rover 2-seater, dual ignition, side doors,

T\7"EST Norwood!—Baby-Peugeot, old type, £40;
T * 19151,4 Warrick 3-wheel delivery auto-carrier,
£45; 20-28h.p. Darracq chassis, 4-speed gate, £50.
T\7"EST Norwood !—lOh.p. Adams 4-seater, £60

;

T Alldays van, £65; Indian combination, £70;
steam tourer, £75.
"VyEST Norwood !—3-ton 1913 worm-drive lorry,"" £85; 4-cylinder Unic van, sump, £85; 12-15h.p.
Duhanot 3-seater, dickey, monobloc, £85.
"\T7"EST Norwood !—3-ton L.G.O.C. lorry, good one,
»» £95; 8-10h.p. 1913 light car coupe, exception-

ally smart, £100; lOh.p. 1915 light car, 4-cylinder
monobloc, £115.
TX/'EST Norwood!—Here's a snip: lOh.p. 4-cylinder"" Swift light car, monobloc, enclosed valves, gate,
Morris-Cowley radiator; £120!!!
WEST Norwood !—Herezanuther : lOh.p. G.W.K.

2-seater, exceptionally powerful one, so cumfy,
bargain; £125

WEST Norwood!—16h.p. English-make landaulet,
enclosed valves, sump, gate, Zenith, side doors,

smart; £125.

WEST Norwood!—15h.p. Mitchell semi-sporting
2-seater, real good, £125; 30-cwt. lorry, twin

^olids, £125.

WEST Norwood !—3-ton lorry, Knight-Daimler, runs
splendidly, £13011! 12h.p. Sizaire-Naudin

posh 3-seater, dickey, 4-cylinder monobloc, fast, £135.

WEST Norwood !—Maxwell tourer, £135; Renault
lorry, £135; Ford 1-ton, £135; 12h.p. Humber

coupe, £135; lOh.p. Singer 2-seater, good one, £135.

WEST Norwood!—12-14h.p. F.I.A.T. landaulet
4-speed, £150; Napier ex-ambulance chassis,

^£150.

WEST Norwood !—Magnificent 25h.p. % landaulet,
£175; lOh.p. 4-cylinder 4-seater, £185; smart

torpedo cabriolet, £185; Arrol-Johnston 4-seater, £185.

WEST Norwood !—15h.p. Coupe" 2-seater, self-starter,

dynamo lighting, £185; 1916 worm-drive lorry,

£185; lots others, £200 to £850.

WEST Norwood ! —Send post-card for complete
printed list. Call any time (no business

Sundays). Exchanges entertained.

WEST Norwood !—Douglas S. Cox, The Absolutely
Straight Motor Man, 6c, Lansdowne Hill, West

Norwood. (Established 1902.) [2138

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Coventrv
Premier, new 1922 models, £230; £46 down,

remainder in twelve equal monthly payments; motor
cycles or motor combinations taken in part payment.
—Write, call, or 'phone, Holborn 5777. [3110

1 A22 Sh.p. Coventry Premier 2-3-seater with
It/ double sunk dickey seat brand new, painted grey,

spare wheel and tyre, Rotax lighting set, speedometer,

etc., beautifully finished, a comfortable, convenient

and dependable car, £230 cash, or by economical
instalments of £57/10 down and twelve monthly in-

stalments of £15/13/6, which includes a compre-
hensive insurance for twelve months; strict privacy, no
unpleasant enquiries ; , modern motor cycle or com-
bination taken as first instalment.—Herbert Robinson,
Ltd., Regent St., Cambridge. [2330

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue A4I
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CARS FOR SALE.

A .B.C. Light Car, the only light car giving the
performance ol the high-powered twin motor

cycle; £295; cash or deferred payments; motor cycles

and combinations token in part exchange.—Railton
Cobham Co., 47, South King St., Manchester. [2383

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
TRY Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4, for

easy terms. 'Phone, Holborn 5777. [7218

HALIFAX.—Second-hand models at Bpecial rates;

send your requirements.—Motor Exchange, 25,

Horton St., Halifax. [2117

FOE Best Treatment and best terms for light cars,

cycle cars, or motor cycles of any make, new or

second-hand, write Service Co., 292, High Holborn,

W.O.I. [° 672

HERBERT ROBINSON. Ltd., Green St.. Cambridge.
Any make of motor cycle or light car supplied

on easy terms, strict privacy, no unpleasant inquiries;

any district, full particulars by post. [9899

REY'S of Euston Rd. make a speciality of deferred

payments; all leading makes supplied, including

Morgan's, Coventry Premiers, Rovers, G.N.'s, and
other well-known light cars—378-384. Euston Rd.

'Phone : Museum 6436. T1431

EASY Payments.—Any make of motor cycle or car

supplied for cash or the easiest of easy payments.

Agents for all leading makes, including B.S.A., Douglas,

Enfleld, Matchless, Rudge, Triumph, etc., also Rover,

Coventry Premier, Calcotts, Singer, Swift light cars,

etc. Write or call for our terms.—Note address,

Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [2934

ENGINES.
ENGINE, 3h.p. Humber, in frame, with tank, wheels,

and saddle; £3/10.—24, Albion Rd., Lewisham.
[3237

Olhp 2-stroke, practically new; £5/5.—Seen run-

/V4 ' ning at 9, Raglan Rd., Cape Hill, Birmingham.
[2869

1Q21 Elackburne 2;4b.p„ mew, complete, M.A.G.;
J-t/ must sell, £25, or oSer—Standard Garage,

Oxford. £2352

_ M.L. singles, 30/-; C.A.V., 37/6;

variable ignition guaranteed.—84, Greenside Rd.,

Croydon. E2875

6hp. 2-stroke Engine, with frame, tank; £5; ex-

perimental engine.—Howard, 4, Ormond St., Bir-

mingham. [2504

8h p Twin Water-cooled J.A.P. Engine, Bosch mag-
neto, sound, perfect; £20.—Box 9076, c/o The

Motor Cycle. [2482

TRIUMPH 3V-h.p. 1911, No. 15319, Bosch magneto;

£8/10; or exchange twin.—R. Shelton, Cookhill,

Alcester, Warwickshire. [2983

3 ah. p. Douglas, W.D., stationary engine, Bosch,

4 Amac tank, seen running; £12,-76, Western

Rd., Southall, Middlesex. [2393

3hp M O.V. Douglas engine, complete with mag-
/V4 neto and silencer, £6/10.—Anthony, 1, Towns-

%end Cottages, London, N.W.8. [3064

njh.p, Twin o.h.v. J.A.P. engine parts for sale, all

&4> parts except flywheels; special cylinders, steel

pistons.—T. Twentymau, Pickering, Yorks. [2285

6h.p. P.F. Twin, in perfect condition, with induc-

tion pipe, as new, suit sporty bike or cycle car;

accept £7, no offers.—15, Totteridgo Lane, Whetstone,

N.20. [2622

NEW 8h.p. J.A.P. Water-cooled Twin, complete with
magneto, £30; 6h.p. Buchet twin, air-cooled, with

magneto, £15; 4h.p. Rex, M.O.V., £10.—Murray's,

37a, Charles St., Hatton Garden, Holborn. [3275

8-10h.p. National Gas Engine, 6y2 bore, 2 flywheels,

tube ignition, new liner and piston, running

order- £42; exchange motor cycle or anything

motorish.—Norris, 7, Colville Terrace, W.ll. [1191

>.S.A. 414h.p. engines from £10; Clyno 5-6h'.p.,

from £12; others in stock. Drop us a line; our

speciality is engines, new and secondhand.—DeCort

and Flynn, 39, Essex Rd., London, N.l. [2929

"DOSCH and

B

BERCLEY 6h.p. (French vertical twin, like latest

Bleriot), M.O.I.V., Bosch magneto, Zenith carbur-

etter, absolutely no wear whatever. Appearance as

new (silencer, etc., to suit purchaser). Ready to run.

£12/10 carriage paid. Photo, 6d.—Jack Aucar, 110,

William's Rd., Cannon Hill, Birmingham. [2707

DOUGLAS 8h.p. Water-cooled, C.W. radiator, petrol

tank, bedplate, starting handle, induction pipe,

good condition, £11/10; thoroughly overhauled, new
magneto, carburetter, guaranteed running order, £21,
carriage forward; make splendid light car engines;

large selection; stamp reply; trade supplied.—Derring-

ton, Grafton Rd., New Maiden. [2099

5h.p., as new, £14;
£5 ; 3V&n-P. Humber, £6/10;

3i.i.h.p. Alldays, £4; 3h.p. Minerva, £3/10; vertical

twin 2-stroke, £5; 2h.p. Ariel, £2; and 5 h.p. and
8h.p. J.A.P. spares galore, the entire stock of W.
Hawkins. For other spares see Old Man Hep. adver-
tisement in Spare Parts. Stamp for reply, please
'Phone: 1958 Brixton.—19, Wilcox Rd., South Lam-
beth, London, S.W.8. [3255

HEPPLETHWAITE'S J.A.P.
4h.p. O.H.V. J.A.P., "

An Opportunity for

Enterprising Agents.

Insurance

Policies

IMPORTANT
AGENCY
XTENSION

S
1lERVICE to your clients

should include the best

and most reliable Motor
Cycle Insurance Agency it is

possible to obtain.

The Policies you recommend should
carry a name that inspires confidence
and gives an assurance of prompt
and generous settlement of claims.

From your own point of view it is

desirable that you should represent

a company that enjoys the highest

reputation among the motoring
public, and be able to offer policies

that are known to give complete and
comprehensive cover.

An extension of the Agency and
Service arrangements for " The
Motor Cycle " policies is now being
made, and applications are invited
from agents who realise the value
of specialised experience and the
importance of maintaining the
goodwill of their clients.

Here is your opportunity of handling

policies that every motor cyclist knows
and the value of which he fully

appreciates.

WRITE TO-DAY FOR
FULL, PARTICULARS.

Address—Agency Dept.,

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

Head Office:

77. Cheapside, London, E.C.2.
Telephone: City 9831 and 9832.

Telegrams: " Autoinsttre, Cent. London."

ENGINES.
J.A.P. Engines. J.A.P. Engines. J.A.P. Engines.—

I ha^e the largest stock of J.A.P. engine parts Id
England; over 30 engines, all in stock, to select from-
and the prices: 6hp. £15, and the 8h.p. at £20 and"
£17/10, and I have all paits for the 8h.p. (see aeoes*
sorles for partaj. I have a big- twin engine £12, a 4h.p.
Douglas engine and mag. and carburetter £15, a amali
2-stroke and mag. £10 ; Btamp reply.—South Crovdon
Motor Exchange, 22, South End, Oroydon. [4765

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
B. I. Co.

,B. for new and second-hand magnetos; all spares
stocked.

H.B. Specialise in Thomson-Bennett, complete lor
fixing to Triumph.

T>.M., J.A.P., Douglas, 2-stroke engines, etc.; £3.

f^.A.V. New, twin and single, clock End anti; £3.

T\IXIE, Single and twin, all degrees; £2/5.

.B. Guarantee all magnetos one year.

H
H

H ]

H B* will take your old machine in part payment.

H.B. Despatches all goods per return, carriage paid,

on approval against cash, or through The Motor
Cycle deposit system.

H.B. Ignition Co., 78, New Park Rd.. Brixton
Hill. London. 'Phone : Brixton 610. [0694

1%/TAGNETOS 50% Below List.

APPLY Vale Engineering Syndicate, 9 and 10,

Brown's Buildings, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3. Tel.:

Central 877. [0698

/BOUNTY of London Engineering "Works, Ltd. -

A LL Magneto Spares stocked.

/~1 OVERNMENT Surplus Magnetos (new, unused).

BOSCH, Single, type D.A.L., variable ignition;

£3/15 each.

M.L. Single Enclosed Waterproof, variable ignition,

£4 each.

THOMSON-BENNETT, single, enclo sed waterproof,
variable ignition; £3 each.

THOMSON-BENNETT, single, enclosed waterproof,
variable ignition, all degrees; £3 each.

C.A.V., single, enclosed waterproof, variable igni-

tion ; £3 each.

C.A.V., twin, enclosed waterproof, variable ignition;

£3 each.

RTJTHARDT, single, enclosed waterproof, variable

ignition; £2/10 each,

BERLING, single cylinder, enclosed waterproof,

variable ignition; £2/10 each.

PLITDORF, single, enclosed waterproof, variable

ignition; £2/10 each.

IXIE, single, enclosed waterproof, variable igni-

tion; £2/5 each.

IXIE, twin, enclosed waterproof, variable igni-

tion; £2/5 each.

S
D
D
ANY of the above single-cylinder Magnetos can be

supplied" with the special long driving spindle,

suitable for Rudge.

THESE Magnetos are fitted with leads and base-

plates, ready to be immediately fitted. Please

state make of engine when ordering.

GUARANTEE.—We guarantee all our Magnetos for

12 months, and will willingly replace or repair

any that should prove defective within that period.

SEND your repairs to us ; it will pay you ; all

repair work guaranteed.

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd., 6,

Garden Lane, Christchurch Rd., Streatham,
London, S.W.

TEL. : Streatham 2898. T.A. : Ignitionac, Brix-

stret, London. [1848

MAGNETO and Engineering Co. for magnetos,
spares and repairs.

BOSCH enclosed waterproof type D.A.L. magnetos,

Government surplus, ready to fit on Indian, Har-

ley, J.A.P., or amy big single or twin, gives powerful

spark at all engine speeds, makes your engine a real i

live engine, gives you easy starting, smooth and rapid i

acceleration, high speed, and low fuel and oil con-

1

sumption with increased power; price only £5 each,

postage 1/6 extra; a twelve months' written guarantee

sent out with each magneto; we give you satisfaction

or refund cash; send or call for one to-day.

MAGNETO and Engineering Co., Magneto House,

28, Bateman's Row, E.C.2 (1 minute from

Brown Bros.). [2333

DIXIE"! 50° Anti, good, 35/-; vsin. pulley, 3/6.-

73, Meon Rd., Portsmouth. [2854

DYNAMOS (new), 120 watts. £7; 250, £9.—En-
gineer, 20, Glendarvon St., Putney. [1078

A42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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"Rear Lights for All."

PROBABLY 110 subject has aroused more
bitter controversy in the past than the
question of compulsory rear lights on
pedal cycles. Now apparently we are in

the throes of a similar discussion with
reference to the solo motor cycle, which, in com-
pany with the motor-less bicycle, is now enjoying
a respite from any legal obligation in the matter.

The question -is -a very difficult one. On one
hand we have the cyclist's and, occasionally, the

motor-cyclist's allegation that rear lamps are

only essential to assist the inadequately lighted

motor car to preserve a higher average after dusk
than the two-wheeler is capable of maintaining,

this, of course, applying to the motor cycle only
when it is of low horse-power or 'on treacherous
roads ; and that all single track machines should
be exempt. Alternatively it is postulated that

since the motor bicycle is the fastest vehicle on
the road it should not be compelled to conform,
but that the pedal cycle should.

These are conflicting views, although each is

based on a modicum of truth. At the same time
pedal cyclists and those motor cyclists who at

night do not exceed .15 m.p.h., cannot fairly

object to other motor vehicles driving at the legal

limit of 20 m.p.h. Again, the solo motor cycle,

speaking generally, is the fastest machine on the

road, but only in day-time, and it is obviously

impossible to differentiate and procure special

exemption for those riders who pride themselves
that they are never overtaken after dusk.

No motor cyclist, whatever, type of machine
he rides, will deny that he appreciates the pedal-
cyclist's- rear lamp, that, in fact, he would appre-
ciate, red warning signals on all road obstruc-

tions, which, incidentally include any vehicle

travelling more slowly than himself at any given
time. Therefore since it cannot be arranged
that all traffic travel non-stop at a constant speed,

or even that all solo motor cycles maintain a

speed just in excess of everything else, it seems
best that motor cyclists should, even at slight

personal inconvenience, support the movement
calling for rear lights for all.

Awards by Ballot.

FROM the earliest days of motor cycle com-
petitions the difficulty of finding a winner
has always been a very real and ever-

present one. In times gone by the

premier award has not necessarily been
made to the man who had the best and most re-

liable mount, who had ridden it most skilfully,

nor who had overcome the greatest number of-

difficulties, but to the man who has been most
successful in speed judging, or, in other words,
adhered most closely to schedule time. This has

been by no means an ideal condition of things,

but a winner had to be found somehow.
Now. the Motor-Cycling Club, which has been

responsible for quite a number of innovations as

regards competitions, has struck upon an idea.

riot original, but one which may work perfectly

well in their commemorative End-to- End run

next July. In brief, the idea is taken from a

practice, adopted in the Navy, when in -times

where' great bravery was displayed a number of

men qualified for that, most coveted medal, the

Victoria Cross, and in these circumstances it was
left to the men themselves to decide who among
their number should receive the great honour..

This idea may work perfectly well in the End-
to-£nd run, for in riding in close company for

four days those qualifying for a gold medal will

be in an excellent position to -select one from
among their number whose prowess in riding,

whose ability to overcome difficulties, and whose
super-excellent performance "shines among the

others. In a largely supported trial ~naturallv

the difficulties would be greater.

; J / y s ' /' .'/';/./// ' -7—s s / ^ v. v .^.-~..-^ -^ >- \ ^ v, v \ ^ . v -^ .>. :v. -^ .>. . .^ n x
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I Live and Learn.

THE makers of the Aquamac waterproof suit are

intensely amused at my supposing that the

pneumatic pipings down the edges of their

garments were intended to avert the crumpling which
usually disfigures a motor cycle suit after a few trips

on the road. This piping certainly helps a garment
to keep its shape, but the makers fit it as a wind and
rain seal, for the concealed rubber tubing is flattened

out when the garments are fastened up, and so forms
an impenetrable joint. ..

Oiling Plugs Downhill.

remarks on this topic have wrung wails from
a host of sufferers, mostly men whose homes
are surrounded by precipices, and whose

mounts are heavy sidecars, compelling the frequent

use of the engine and a low gear as auxiliary brakes.

Some of these victims have reached the point of

desperation. The happier warriors have mostly

found salvation in the Binks carburetter, which, of

course, allows one to. suck neat air into the cylinders

with the throttle shut. But a few commend various

little-known sparking plugs. There is the M.A.P.,
which has a bridge electrode directly beneath the gap

;

its theory presumably is that when a blast of oily

mixture is hurtled at the points, the bridge splits the

blast and saves the gap ; but how about a combustion

chamber with any pretensions to turbulence? Other

readers applaud a plug with a hook electrode. The
oil trickles down the hook clear of the gap, and hangs

suspended like a ham on a farm ceiling—see previous

suggestion anent turbulence. One of these _B inks
enthusiasts has a sports Sunbeam, on which he claims

the creditable economy of 90 m.p.g. at 30 m.p.h.

using jets 000,2 and 9 in summer, and 000,3 an 'l 9
in winter.

The Non-Stop Bike.

Tfr^ XPERIENCE has taught me that a first-class

JJL? British 500 c.c. machine in normal" use is only

capable of sustaining five types of involuntary

road stoppage. They are as follows :

—

i. A crash,

ii. A puncture,

iii. A dud sparking plug,

iv. A choked jet.

v. A dry tank.

During the season of 1922 I propose to t-f-y to

eliminate the lot. Here is my modus operandi, with

what the Red Cross call the correct antidote for each"

hoodoo.

1.

ii.

iii.

iv.

2JC1QJV*
Insure for ^1,000 (infallible).

3in. tyres, enclosing Challenger tubes.

S.O.S. Ml * * * ???
A good petrol filter (the one fitted to my Scott

kept a hair-like 0000000000 Binks jet clear

through a whole summer for me, and I have

a B. and B. and an M.A.P. to play with as

well).

v. A three-way tap—the simplest safeguard

against personal carelessness.

Barring freak trial work (I always, begin to wobble
when a placard says, " Observed Hill Begins Here "),

-I hope to go through 1922 non-stop.

The Double-Engined Quadrant Tricar.

[Y comment on this machine has evoked a photo-

graph from Mr. Bannister, of Midhurst. He
bought one in new condition for ,£30, as its dis-

gruntled owner found that a _ surface carburetter in

combination with a lengthy Y inlet made for grievous

difficulty in starting up. My correspondent overcame

Mr. Bannister

and his old

Quadrant tri-

car.

this trouble by drilling both inlet pipes close up to the

valves, sealing the holes with leather-covered spring

clips, and injecting warm petrol. His model used a

twin belt drive to the countershaft, on which a dog

clutch gear threw in a §in. belt for the high ratio and

a chain for the low. He does not appear to have

troubled whether the two engines synchronised or not.

and_rema-rks that the exhaust note was eternally vary-

ing, accordingly as the two forward belts slipped. In

his view the arrangement was so satisfactory that it

is worth copying even at this date.

(28)
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Occasional Comments.—
The Rkardo-Triumph on the Road.

' V Ricardo is daily establishing herself more
deeply in my affections. She has had about

a month of daily use, is a first-time starter

from stone cold, never needs anything doing to her,

is very thrifty of the precious juice, and, thanks to

the secluded position of her sparking plug, can be

left out in the rain for hours without sulking after-

wards. But when all is said and' done her extreme

comf6rt is the principal merit of a most taking layout

:

Druid forks, 3m. tyres (run rather floppy), a par-

ticularly steady, stiff engine, and a phenomenally
smooth drive make for very pleasant riding. Inci-

dentally, she is quite the fastest "production"

3^ h.p. which has ever been delivered to me, and I

should estimate her vantage in that respect as very

nearly 10 m.p.h. One pays a price for everything.

In her case the price is that efficiency is obtained by

a piston which is very, very sloppy until it is

"thoroughly warmed up. When I start out from -cold

I cannot use full spark advance on top gear for a

distance of perhaps as much as 5 miles.

To Beat America ?

EWAS privileged recently to see the drawings of

a new 1,000 c.c. racer, which is still in the egg,

_so to speak, but has been begotten by the right

sort of people, and has all the big class Brooklands

records as one of its motives. Private owners may
be interested to know that they are the real obstacle

which prevents the launching of several very promis-

ing 4-cyUnder mounts. There is no technical diffi-

culty whatever in the way. A shaft-driven 4-cylinder

must always be fractionally more costly to build than
a chain-driven twin, but really scientific production

Would probably permit a 4-cylinder outfit to be sold

at > say> £ij5- Its running would be infinitely

superior to that of most twins, and it would give a

refined tickover in neutral. On the other hand, these

are not days in which capital is sitting up and begging
to be employed on uncertain enterprises, and the real

question is, how far is the big-twin enthusiast en-

amoured of his big twin, and how quick will he be to

welcome something better? If he doesn't invest for

two or three seasons, whilst the other fellow is proving

the merits of the new four, capital won't earn its

interest. My counsel to these hesitating designers-

was "Full steam ahead!" I believe that motor

cyclists, as a class are quite rapid in recognising

merits. If a new 'bus is designed by a trusted name,

built by an honoured factory, and can put up a tidy

show on Brooklands when it steps out of its cradle,

its sales will be perfectly satisfactory right away.

Flywheel ©rag.
'DESIGNING" friend of mine— I use the

word in a good sense—finds that if he injects

a charge of oil into the crank case of an engine

running a bench test at full revs., the power drops

by a full horse-power for three or four minutes.

Consequently his next engine will not only be given

a much larger flywheel clearance inside the crank case

than is usual, but will also be equipped with a me-

chanical oil pump.

TRACTABILITY OF A SPEED MOUNT. From al! indications ihe four-valve Triumph will be an extremely popular trials mount this

year, and already privately owned examples have made their appearance in the early spring events. As the picture indicates, this newcomer

to the speed world can be exceedingly controllable and docile when required.

(16) a 25
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MODERN PRACTICE IN ENGINE DESIGN.
A Review of the Present-day State of

IN
considering the motor cycle as a whole, the engine

presents most scope for improvement and indivi-

duality. In consequence it has received the most

attention, and though transmission, frames, and

springing are all capable of considerable improvement,

it is right that the motive power should have first con-

sideration. To the casual observer, however, there. -

has been little change in motor_'cycle engines for

many years, yet those who have ridden them are keenly-

aware of immense improvements in performance and

reliability.

How, then, have these improvements been brought

about? Partly they are the result of experience,

partly of improved metallurgical knowledge, and

partly of scientific research.

Still Scope for Development.

Not by a very long way have we reached the limit

of power output per unit of capacity, nor of thermal

efficiency, but steady progress is being made, and the

popularity of small engines even for long-distance tour-

ing is a sign of the efficiency of modern designs

generally. The details which have brought about

the increase in power and reliability

are too numerous to incorporate in a single

article, and we must content ourselves tor

the present with a general survey of de-

velopment, though we propose to go more

closely into details of specific engines
'

later articles.

First and foremost, better cool-

ing arrangements, brought about by

more scientific distribution of metal

and ribs, have .enabled the power

output to be increased without

causing undue distortion or over-

Motor Cycle Power Unit Construction.

heating ; without this basic change many modern im

provem'ents would be brought to naught.

Improved Volumetric Efficiency.

A study- of the laws governing gas flow has caused

port design to be modified to a very considerable degree,

enabling a greater weight of charge to be induced in

a- given time, and" avoiding obstruction to the flow of

exhaust gases. This in itself tends to raise the actual

compression at large throttle openings, and better cool-

ing has also enabled even higher actual compression

ratios to be .employed. Easy ingress and egress of

the charge brought high revolutions into the realm of

possibility, but before these high engine speeds could

be used to advantage it became necessary to lighten

reciprocating parts so as to avoid undue bearing stress

due to the rapid acceleration of masses constantly re-

versing in direction.

This reason has brought the aluminium piston into

prominence, and though much trouble was experienced

with some early designs, the type has come to stay.

Not ontyTs-j aluminium light, but its conductivity is

high, and consequently a well-designed piston of this'

material sensibly improves the in-

ternal cooling of the engine.

Bearings and Lubrication.

Long ago it was discovered

that the plain bearings em-

ployed in motor cycle engines

were inadequate, and,

although this was really

because they were too

small and were unsatisfac-

torily lubricated, ball and

roller bearings came into

eneral use.

Inclined over-head valve$ and oil-cooling are distinctly modern items in the 500 c.c. Bradshaw flat twin engine. Oil spray supplied by J

mechanical pump is continually splashing on to the enclosed cylinder barrels, the under-sides of the pistons, the valve-gear, etc. The inlet

manifold cast with the crank case is also indicated,

a 26 (3 2 )
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Although the twin-cylinder

two-stroke 3J h.p. Scott

has been little changed in

I he last decade, it is sti

" advanced " in

many details.

By this change the retention of hand"" pumps or
drip feed oil supply became possible, and tuough
these systems are not likely to remain on high-class

machines very much longer, they have served their

purpose well.

The correct- location for valves is still disputed by

many, but there can be no doubt

overhead .valve engine is capable

efficiency than the side valve type,

though a badly-designed overhead

valve engine is a thing to be

avoided at all costs. The possibili-

ties of the overhead valve have lee

many designers to experiment in

this direction, and the results ob-

tained have varied with the degree

of knowledge brought to bear on

the subject ; it is significant, how-

ever, that the majority of modern
overhead valve engines have in-

clined valves with, the inlet and ex-

haust ports separated as widely as

possible.

Non-breakable
Valves.

P r o g r es s in

metallurgy and the

heat treatment of

alloy steels have

together brought

unbreakable valves

within the range of
practical usage,

and this will be an
additional incen-

tive to the use of

overhead valve
. gear; There re-

main the minor
difficulties of hous-

(2)

3-2-5

ing this type. of engine in a motor cycle frame, and
of eliminating mechanical noise. Both these troubles
have been overcome in certain instances, and there is

no reason why they should not be overcome generally.
Two innovations of recent date show great promise,

although they are distinctly unconventional as far as
motor cycle practice is concerned. The first of these,
the Bradshaw oil-cooled engine, is based on well-proved
theories which came to light during research work on
aero engines, and incidentally have great possibilities
for_ all. types, more especially in the case of multi-
cylinder layouts, where direct air-cooling is a some-
what difficult matter. The second example of unusual
practice, is the adoption of the Burt single sleeve valve
by. Barr & Stroud, Ltd., and both bench tests and
road work with the B. and S. engine have clearly
demonstrated the fact that it is possible to combine
very high efficiency with almost entire absence of
mechanical noise. In addition to the foregoing points,
simplicity and accessibility are important features of
this very .interesting' design.

Two-Strokes.
Progress in two-stroke design was unfortunately

delayed in. its early stages by the fact that almost any
cylinder with holes in approximately the correct posi-
tions will run, and consequently many poor engines

were made and
sold which natur-

a 1 1 y" earned a

bad reputation

for the type.

There are, how-
ever, a persistent

few w h o, by
careful experi-

ment ^-a n d re-

search, have
brought the three-

port two-stroke

to a very high

Offset cylinders on the 5 h.p. V twin two-stroke Stanger permit the crank case to be partitioned into two separate
compression-tight compartments, and also allow the rear cylinder to receive a fair cooling draught. Constructionally
the crank case is bisected hori7<w.tally, not vertically, and the deflectors and transfer and exhaust ports are set across

instead of fore and aft in the cylinders.
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• In the Sun-Vitesse two-stroke, one

crank throw combines to act as a

rotary inlet valve (inset), the port

on the side of the cylin-

der being merely to

admit a certain amount

of air when the piston

is in an appropriate

position.

pitch. (Certain

names will leap

to the mind of

the reader.)

The charm of

simplicity a n d

even torque are

partially counter-

balanced by cer-

tain defects in

uneven running

at small throttle

openings and by

high fuel consumption. These weaknesses are, how-

ever, not essential to the two-stroke engine, and though

some slight complication may be necessary to overcome

them entirely, much good work has been done towards

eliminating "the troubles by careful port and deflector

design. In the near future it is probable that the two-

stroke will play an even more important part in the

progress of motor cycle design than at present. There

would certainly appear to be more outlets for ingenuity

in two-stroke design than is the case with four-strokes,

promising fields for exploration being numerous.

The simple two-stroke also lends itself to cheap

production, and should materially assist to bring about

the motor cycle for the million.

Multi=Cy!inder and Big Single Twc-Strokes.

As yet we have only one successful two-stroke up

to the' 500 c.c. limit (the Dunelt), and multi-cylinder

two-strokes are confined to the Scott, Stanger, and.

Low, though at least two successful pioneer firms, the

Levis and Connaught, have experimented with flat

twins. The even torque of the vertical twin two-

stroke or the V twin with separate cranks provides

similar power impulses to the four-cylinder four-

stroke, and the engine is lighter and more compact.

All the drawings which accompany these notes were

obtained by our artist direct from sectional engines,

and in some cases the sectioning has been carried

further in order to reveal their most interesting-

features.
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Most of the engines illus-

trated are chosen because

special interest is centred on

them at the present time as re-

vealing tendencies in design.

For example, the drawing of

the Bradshaw oil-cooled engine

clearly shows how the cylinder

barrels are enclosed by the

crank case and are cooled by oil

splashed upon them by the

mechanical pump. The forma-

tion of the valve- pockets and

the valve gear is clearly shown.

The Stanger V Twin two-

stroke is another interesting

example of modern design, and

a study of tlie illustration reveals how the crank case

is divided to form two separate chambers, while the

drawing of the Scott shows another type of two-

cylinder two-stroke, which, incidentally, has re-

mained practically unaltered for over a decade.

That mechanically operated valves are now being

considered in connection with two-strokes is indi-

cated by the illustration of the Sun engine. The

^subsidiary drawing is of the rotary valve and crank

throw

.

Reference has already been made to the Barr anil

Stroud sleeve valve design, and to the Dunelt, whiclj

represents the only engine in the motor cycle field

having a two diameter piston.

Mechanical lubrication, using a crank-case sump, leaves the

Velocette two-stroke a remarkably clean exterior. As may be seen,

the mgneto is attached directly to the crank case, dispensing with

a separate bracket.

(18.
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Modem Practice in Engine Design.—

Mechanical lubrication is not the only feature of the
Yelocette unit, which may be regarded as advanced
when applied to a small two-stroke.

There are many others which depart from the more
commonly used designs in one way or another. The
Triumph four-valve single cylinder -is not the least

important. The o.h.v. Blackburne and the newer
J. A. P. power units have points of extreme interest,

while lesser known engines such as the C.A.M., the

327

Extending the entire length of the cylinder of the 350 e.c. B. and S.

engine is a single reciprocating and partially rotating sleeve

actuated through a peg and ball joint in the large timing wheel.

Slots at the top cover and uncover the inlets and exhaust ports in

proper sequence.

On the Dunelt. the only

single-cylinder two-stroke

above 400 e.c., a double
diameter piston gives a

greater displacement of

mixture in the crank

case than the conven-
tional type.

B. and H., and the British Anzani may create for

themselves a place in motor cvcle history before the

year is out. At the present time Tourist Trophy
racers are occupying the attention of many designers,

and our knowledge in this direction inspires us to say
that engine design is undergoing some remarkable
changes. One hundred.m.p.h. by a 500 e.c. engine has

not yet been achieved, but we can prophesy that this

is only a matter of time-—and perhaps not such a very

long time. This is a matter for the " tuning wizard "

after the designer has completed his work, for it is

certainly true—and we do not think any expert in

theory will disagree—that whatever speed can be

obtained by means of correct design theoretically, the

rider-experts—of whom only a few exist—can improve

upon it.

IiROOKLANDS AS A SOCIAL RENDEZVOUS.
MORE than once has a motor cyclists' country club

been suggested, but somehow or other the proposal
never goes further than the discussion stage.

Southern and London motor cyclists, however, already have
an excellent week-end rendezvous in Brooklands, although
the attractions of the Weybridge track are by no means
generally recognised.

Full advantages, of course, of the facilities of Brooklands
may only be reached by becoming a member of the British
Motor Cycle Racing Club (" Bemsee " for short), which was
founded in 1909 for the encouragement of motor cycle
racing, and which, iu future, intends, in conjunction with

(6)

the B.A.R.C., to pay more attention than hitherto to the

social possibilities of the picturesquely situated Surrey race-

course.

For private motor cyclists the annual subscription is only

£3 3s., plus 10s. 6d. entrance fee and 4s. 6d. deposit on

the club badge. Trade members pay £2 2s. more. In the

case of those who already belong to the B.A.R.C. the sub-

scription is reduced to £2 2s.

Further particulars of the Club, which, .incidentally, is

affiliated to the A.C.U., may be obtained from the secre-

tary, Mr. T. W. Loughborough-, 83, Pall Mall, London,

S.W.I.
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Nova Scotia

A Motor Cycle Ramble
through a little-known

Province of Canada.
Described by E. B. Holton (U.S.A.).

"For to admire and for to see, for to behold tins

world so wide."

KIPLING said it for us. That was
the principal reason why we
" cruised'

:

through the Province

of Nova Scotia last summer. You do not

tour down that way, you cruise. A Nova
Scotian looks to the sea for his living, therefore his

speech is salty with the tang of iT,

The village padre of East Pubnico wondered why
we came to his bleak land when we had the White
Mountains of New Hampshire and the picturesque

Berkshires of Massachusetts far more lovely and nearer

. home.

But we had already viewed those same scenes, and,

while they are magnificent, we had a yearning to. go

on over the hill to see what is back of beyond.

Nova Scotia is different. Therein lies the charm.

The skyline is different ; - rugged spire-like pines and

spruces, decked in festoons of hoary moss that lend an

air of age that cannot be denied. Folks and manners

are different. Friendly folk drive oxen yoked to

springless waggons and keep to the left. They have

time to pass a little gossip with the traveller.

Customs Formalities.

Nova Scotia is not so far from

the United States, but few visit it g
by motor vehicles. An eighteen-

hour boat trip will bridge the gap

between Boston and Yarmouth. By
land the journey is lengthy and tire-

some. Probably the greatest barrier

to touring through the maritime pro-

vinces of the Dominion of Canada
is getting through the United States

Customs. We blush for our national

pride when we recall the yards of

red tape we had to unravel both
• leaving and returning to the Port of

Boston.

Entering the province at Yar-

mouth, on the southern extremity,

there are two post roads that lead

towards Halifax, the seat of pro-

vincial government. The highway
following the ' Atlantic coast is not

so good; still, it could be worse.

The route via the Annapolis Valley

a 30

Bear River, looking across Annapolis Basin towards *he Bay of Fundy.

and Windsor is wide, and has been improved yearly

for the past decade.

Nova Scotia is fully alive to the need of good roads,

and has an ambitious programme of highway construc-

tion underway. It is planned to spend over ^2,000,000
on main routes in the next five years. To understand

fully the courage of the citizens of the province in

undertaking this constructive wrork one- must realise

that Nova Scotia is 350 miles long and 120 miles

wide, and' that there are but 21,000 square miles of

territory, over which 500,000 people are scattered.

Large cities are few and far between, and five miles

back of the sea along the Atlantic coast one finds

virgin wilderness. „ While the good roads movement is

only beginning, Nova Scotia is far advanced when it

comes to highway marking.

Novel Route=marKing,

Due to a group of energetic motorists known as tin

Nova Scotia Motor League, all the

t

:'-• '"; post roads of the province have been

marked from one end to the other.
' A simple system of coloured bands'";

painted on poles, trees, or bridge -

abutments guides the traveller on his

way through towns or -the wilderness.

Thus we have the green-band route

from Yarmouth to Halifax via the

Atlantic coast, and the red -band

route via the Annapolis Valley and
Windsor.

There are, according to the

records, but 137 motor cycles regis-

tered in Nova Scotia. This may
account for the fact that our Indian

and sidecar created a sensation in

some localities. At Broad Cove one

ancient asked us if the locomotive

ever broke down. In Weymouth a

man driving a yoke of oxen stopped-

and volunteered the information that

the woman who sat in the cart had

(22)

Sign posts erected by the Nova Scotia

Motor League, which state clearly the

coloured band to follow for various routes.
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Touring in Nova Scotia.—
all the comfort on that. " thingamagig. " Whole
families swarmed out of the- house and rushed pell-

mell across the front yard to perch upon the fence and
have a nearer view as we passed by.

Years ago Judge Haliburton, of Windsor, Nova
Scotia, wrote a series of humorous papers of life in

the province, and he * told of how the good citizens

were named. Blue Noses. This was the brand of

potato raised in the province, and because of its excel-

lence was boasted of by ;
a-ll loyal Nova Scotians.

Leaving .Yarmouth, Ave followed the- Atlantic coast

side of the province. The roads were not very, good,

but the charm of the scenery _and the hospitaLity of

the people made up for any, bumps encountered.

Fogs from the Icebergs.

During June and July rains are frequent and fogs

sift in from the ocean, for icebergs are not far off

the land in the early summer. We ran into five

days of alternate rain and fog, and were maroonec
in Lockeport, on the shore of Ragged Island Bay.

We were quartered in a hotel that had all the

charm of the inns we have read about, but never

encountered. The proprietor was a retired sea cap-

tain, who could spin marvellous tales of the days of

sailing ships, with a delightful Scotch burr. The
postmaster and the village Croesus were nightly

visitors for a friendly game of cards-
Twenty miles from Halifax we found the first

bit of continuous im-

proved highway, a

dirt - surfaced but

broad boulevard.

Leaving Halifax to-

wards Bedford is the

.
best paved road in the

province. This is ten

miles in length and
well travelled. Beyond,
by way of the road over

the Uniaclce Mountains into Windsor, conditions are

being bettered by labourers. From that point down
through the Annapolis Valley to Digby the main route

is good.

Around Windsor is where the highest tides of the
" Bay of Fundy have been recorded. In Cobequid Bay
a rise of 50ft. has been measured during the spring
of the year. With the water covering the rivers or

bays, many pretty scenes may be noted in Nova Scotia.

With the tide out and the slimy red clay exposed and

;
glistening in the sunlight the same views are repulsive.

A Valley of Sunshine.

Oh the Bay of Fundy side of the province lies the

fertile valley of Annapolis, known as the Garden of

Nova Scotia. This is the favoured section, for while

rain and fogs envelop" other localities, it is uniformly
clear and temperate in the " Valley." This valley is

Digby Cut, Annapolis Basin. By road it is 50 miles around the basin

to the land on the opposite shore.

I )

The Bear River district,

famous for scenery and
cherries.

sixty miles in length,

and wonderful apple

crops are picked yearly

from the orchards that

line each side of the

highway for miles.

Sleepy Annapolis

Royal is at the head of

the vast basin of the

same name. It has a

history that dates back

to 1604, when De
Monts, a French explorer, sailed into the bay.

We gave up all hopes of visiting Cape Breton, an

island at the north end of Nova Scotia and under

the same Government. This section, so 'tis said, is

for all the world like the Scottish Highlands.

Such names as Inverness, Ingonish, and Baddeck

appear on the maps of Cape Breton—and they

beckon.

Annapolis has been attacked 12

times by pirates, Indians, French,

English and New England troops.

Here are the barracks erected in

1781, now used as a museum.
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ROAD RACING IN IRELAND.
Five Races held by Ulster Motor Cycle Clubs. Official permission granted.

Over 52 m.p.h. Average Speed.

Sharp /i^v
corner U v

THERE has been much discussion of late regard-

ing road races on T.T. lines, but the matter

is usually dismissed as an impossibility. The
chief difficulty, of course, is obtaining support from
the Government to permit the roads being used as a

racecourse. In Ireland this obstacle has been

overcome, and during the latter half of

1 92 1 official permission was granted to

the clubs of Ulster whereby they were

able to add to their programmes several

road races.

In these races the starting was on the

handicap principle. The reason for this

was based, very wisely, on the follow-

ing factors : •

(1.) There were two types of

entrants, trade and amateur, and

it was only fair to give the latter

_an advantage, unless he had shown

in previous events that he was no

mere novice at the game.

(2.) There were machines of

different engine power entered, and

it was obvious to all who the winner

would be if a 500 c.c. or 1,000 c.c.

machine started scratch with a 350

Barring accidents, it usually means

for the bigger engine.

Thus it can be seen that the handicap was fixed

in accordance with the driver's ability and the cubic

capacity of his engine

The writer was stationed at one of the corners,

which was a left-hand one, with a long dropping ap-

proach and hump-backed in certain sections. The
corner was on the main Belfast-Ballynahinch road,

and the continuation of the approach across the main
road was used only at the finish of the last lap.

The race was hotly contested, but

corner victory finally rested with a 350 c.c.

machine, owned by an amateur, who
had ridden with great skill and cool-

ness throughout. The second man
home was also an amateur, well known
in Ulster competition work. The re-

sults were as follows :

iTAHTaoj-FINOH

BRLLTNflHINCH

1. T. G. Lindsay (2§ New Imperial).

2. W. J. White (3/4 Norton).

3. Herbert Chambers (2J o.h.v.

A.J.S.).

4. T. Mallon (3J, Sunbeam).

TO BELFA3T

The 5 mile course situated about
10 miles from Belfast, on which
successful Irish road races,

organised by the Ulster. Motor
Cycle Club, took place last year.

c.c. mount,
a walk-over

In the first three of the

the_ handicapping was

done according to the

Ulster Motor Cycle

Club laws, which club,

one might mention, is

one of the most up-to-

date and go-ahead

motor cycle organisa-

tions in Ireland.

5 Laps of 5 Miles.

The first race took

place on September 3rd

of last year at The
Temple, which is situ-

ated about ten miles

from Belfast and about

five miles from Bally-

nahinch. The course

was roughly triangular,

and was twenty-five

miles in length, the laps

being about five miles.

About nine machines
were entered for the

event.

a32

five races mentioned below

J. W. Shaw (3 1 Norton), winner
of the 50 mile road race held on
the Ballynahinch course. His

average speed was 52.49 m.p.h.

The presence of three of last year's

T.T. riders in these events (J. W.
Shaw, a Norton exponent, Herbert

Chambers on the wonderful little o.h.v.

A.J.S., and T. Mallon, the Irish Sun-

beam rider) proved a greSt attraction.

In the opinion of Shaw,, the roads were kept as clear

as in the I.O.M. This speaks well for the manage-
ment of, and the interest taken in, the event.

Lessons in Cornering.

A week later (September 10th) another twenty-five

miles race took place at Mill Bridge, Ballynahinch.

The course was triangu-

lar, as before, in five-

mile laps, and with five

tricky little corners. One
of these corners in par-

ticular needed great

skill and judgment, as

it was only the width of

a cart track. The ap-

proach was by a fairly

fast stretch, which ter- \

minated at this left-hand"

turn.

It was necessary for

the riders to change

down, as the bend could

not be negotiated in

safety at a speed of

much over 15 m.p.h-.'

Apart from this, once

round the corner, the

meri were confronted by

an up gradient, and
changing down to bottom

was often essential if the

revs, were to be kept up
satisfactorily.

(29)

Herbert Chambers (2£ A.J.S.),

who made a great fight for the

premier position in the same
race, but came in third
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Road Racing in Ireland.—
I think it would be right to say that more time was

lost on this corner by drivers whose skill was not

of the best than anywhere else on the course. Those
who took it too fast invariably found themselves

thrown over to the right of the road on the up grade,

and had to do some footwork to get out of the cam-
bered portion and get straightened out again. The
man who was following and who changed down, took

the corner steadily, and changed up again as

the engine took up the revs., gained ten or twenty

yards on the man in front. This was most noticeable,

and after a lap or two the lesson was learned, and

the place treated with more respect.

Before coming up to this corner there was a fast

section of road terminating in an extremely deceptive

bend. On the approach it seemd to be an easy enough
task for a skilled man to get round on half to three-

quarter throttle, and it de-

ceived some who perhaps

were not too familiar with

the course. This .
section

was regarded by a rider

whose opinion is not to be

despised as the most diffi-

cult bit of the route.

Danger Points
Bannered.

The dangerous points

were bannered about 100

yards along the approach,

and on the corners them-

selves, as, indeed, all over

the course, officials and
police were stationed. This .

race secured twenty-four en-

trants, about fifty per cent, of

\

* •

R. S. Willis (3 J Norton), captain

of the Banbridge and District

M.C.C, winner of two of the

principal cups last season and

prospective amateur entrant 'for

the T.T. races.

T. Stewart (3A Douglas),

fastest time in the one mi:

the Banl ridge

whom were amateurs.

This time, however,

the trade would not

be denied, and the re-

sults were as follows :

1. H. Chambers (2f
o.h.v. A.J.S.), handi-

cap 1m.

2. D. Hunter (3^ Scott),

handicap l^m.

3. W.:C. Campbell (3£

Norton), handicap £m.

4. J. W. Shaw (34, Nor-
ton), scratch.

The winner gained

the special prize for

fastest time.

On October 15th a
final road race of fifty

miles, under the aus-

pices of the Ulster

(3-4)

Motor Cycle Club, was
held over the same
course as on Sep-

tember 10th. As be-

fore it was open to

machines of unlimited

c.c, and attracted

a big entry. The
struggle was very

keen, and until within

ten miles of the finish

one could not guess

who would get the

first place.

On the 20-25 miles

lap, Shaw and Cham-
bers had a hot fight

for the lead, both

B. McGivein (3i Norton), vice

captain of the Banbridge and
District M.C.C. which body
organised several successful

road races last year.

coming round the corner

on to the up grade with
hardly a wheel length be-

tween them. At the end of

the lap Shaw's time was
5m. 40s. as against Cham-
bers' 5m. 52s..

Fine performances' were
put up by S. A. Dale (2

J

o.h.v. New Scale) and N. O."

Metcalfe (8 Enfield), an
amateur. Dale had most'

wretched luck, as his back
mudguard broke at the stand

.

clip, with the result that he
rode about twenty miles with

his stand trailing. This
robbed him of a possible

first place, but his ride is worthy of mention as an ex-

ample of dogged perseverance and pluck.

Over 52 m.p.h. Average.
At forty-five miles Metcalfe was leading Shaw by

35s., and was also in the running for the premier
award, but unfortunately his petrol supply gave out,

and he had to finish fifth. The special prize for the

best performance was won by T. ^ranagh, who made
a splendid ride on his 2J h.p. Rex-Acme. The prize^

for fastest time fell to J. W. Shaw (3J Norton), who
made a wonderful lap record, and whose average

speed for the entire course was 52.4 m.p.h. The,

average speed of the T.T. winner last year was 54.49"

m.p.h. The results were as follows :

1. J. W. Shaw (3i Norton), scratch.

2. S. A. Dale (2| o.h.v. New Scale), handicap 5m.

3. H. Chambers (2| o.h.v. A.J.S.), handicap lm.

4. J. Kinney (3i Norton), handicap 3im.

Two other road races, at which the writer was not

present, took place towards the end of the season.

A fifty^mile race organised by the Banbridge and

District M.C.C... was held at Loughbrickland, which is

fa i

winner of the cup given for the

e open scratch road race, held by

and District M.C.C.
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situated about three miles from Banbridge. The course

was triangular, and in ten-mile laps. About three

miles was clear open road, and the remaining seven

very twisty by-roads. Results :

1. J. Finney (34 Norton).

2. H. Chambers (2| o.h.v. A.J.S.).

3. J. W. Shaw (34 Norton).

4. R. Willis (34 Norton).

The other race was held by the South perry M.C.C.

at Desertmartin, over a very tricky twenty-one-mile

course, with four corners, and laps of 4% miles.

After a stiff contest the following men secured the

first three places :

1. Jas Forsythe (2J Diamond-Jap).
2. J. W. Shaw (34 Norton).

3. S. A. Dale (2| o.h.v. New Scale).
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The use of crash helmets in these races was not

enforced, although several of the riders wore them,

and the events on the whole were wonderfully free

from accidents. The roads were entirely cleared of

traffic, and one cannot speak too highly of the manage-

ment of the races and of the appreciation and interest

taken in them by the competitors themselves and the

public generally. The latter did everything possible

to help the clubs, and harmony prevailed on all sides.

A word of praise is also due to the police, who assisted

the club officials to make the events successful.

It has been proposed that races for. standard motor

cycles -should be organised on a course near Belfast on

June 17th, subject to obtaining permission from the

Northern Government. The suggestion is that the

motor cycle race should be run in the morning and the

car race in the afternoon. Sportsman.

BRAKING CONSIDERATIONS.
An Advocate of the Front Wheel Service Brake states his case.

Internal Expanding Type Scores.

By G. L Atkinson.

Where the

UNTIL recently brakes have been

the least considered and most

poorly designed part of a

motor cycle, though the necessity for

powerful deceleration is of as great

.if not of greater importance than is

rapid acceleration.

My experience proves that during

the act of braking on either wheel an

increased load is thrown on to the

front wheel, thus enabling its tyre to

bite hard (through grease) to the

solid ground beneath. This increased adhesion and

consequent lessened liability to skid should be taken

advantage of by fixing the service brake on the front

wheel, and using the rear brake in emergency only, or

as assistance to the front brake.

This theory can easily be proved by riding a solo

machine on a very greasy road when maximum appli-

cation of a good front brake, just short of locking the

wheel will effectively retard the machine without'

skidding or wobble, whereas if the rear brake is

powerfully applied, tail wag, if not a skid, will most

certainly result ; it will be found that the very

quickest stop is made by using the front brake at its

maximum, and the rear brake not so hard on. I

must, however, strongly emphasise the importance of

the front brake being so arranged that its maximum
effect cannot lock the wheel, which would be worse

than no brake at all.

Unbalanced Thrust.
The dummy rim types have the disadvantage that

they exert a heavy unbalanced thrust on the hub bear-

ings, and they also lose efficiency after short usage,

by the rim becoming untrue, thus giving a good
braking effect in one position of the wheel and little

effect in another, which especially on a front wheel
will certainly cause a skid to commence. They also

—in common with other external brakes-

exposed braking surfaces.

b4

The issue for March 2nd contained a

long illustrated article on present-day

braking systems. Therein the question

was raised as to the desirability of

having the front and rear brakes of

equal power, or whether the rear wheel

should be retarded slightly more than

the front, or vice versa. Below we give

the opinion of a designer who has

specialised on motor cycle brake design

for many years.

-suffer from

External band brakes in their vari-

ous forms, including a round section

band working on a grooved drum,

prove to have a variable braking

effect dependent upon whether there

is dry dust between the surfaces or

liquid mud, mix-tures varying between

an abrasive and a lubricant, and it is

difficult to keep the band clear of the

revolving drum when the brake should

be off. This type also puts an un-

balanced strain on the hub and bear-

ings, but, of course, of lesser magnitude than with the

dummy rim type. Car designers used this type exten-

sively, and have now almost abandoned it.

Careful Design Necessary.
The internal expanding type can, however, be

designed to be as powerful as may be needed, yet to

be smooth and progressive in action and of constant

effect ; and, if the return motion is properly provided

for, one can be sure it is fully " off " when it should

be. It can also be arranged to be almost immediately

detachable without a knock-out spindle, or separately

detachable hub.

Granted, there is a slight unbalanced thrust even

with this type, but it -is so slight as to be of little

moment, though we have a simple re-arrangement of

parts practically to balance the thrust in all directions.

I believe the internal expanding principle is cor-

rect, and that this type of brake will eventually

supersede all other types at present in use, as has

proved the case in car practice ; for the problem of

effectively braking motor cycles is identical with that

on cars.

Readers' experiences and views of different types

of brakes should prove interesting, though I would
suggest that criticisms of .any type be made, not when
in a new condition, but after it has been in ordinary
use some few thousands of niiies. Brakes should wear
as well a ltd maintain (heir efficiency as well as engines.

(19 20)
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,w IDEAS: USEFUL AND INGENIOUS, w**-

Preventing Valve Stem Air
Leaks.

AN engineer reader, Mr. Paul Rea, of

Hull, sends this scheme for a valve
stem packing gland ; it has the

merit of simplicity and ease of applica-

tion. The sketch shows
the construction as ap-

plied to a 5-6 h.p. J. A. P.,
but it might be applied

to most engines.

Over the plain valve

guide is driven a piece of-

light brass tubing, about
£in. longer than the valve

guide. Felt packing or

asbestos string with
graphite" is forced up for

about -j%in., and this is

followed by a washer
which is a sliding fit in

the tube. A light spring

is interposed between the

washer and the valve
spring cup. Fresh grease

and graphite will be
needed every 3,000 miles,

A simple valve but • this can be intro-

stem packing duced on the point of a
gland. knife by pressing down

the light spring with a
screwdriver when the washer drops.

Carrying Spare Bulbs.

ALTHOUGH the device submitted by
" D.T." (address wanted.

—

Ed.) is

constructed of ^in. mild steel plate,

no doubt it could .be carried out in wood
and be equally effective. The top of the

box has projecting end lugs, each drilled

with a hole, and these holes coincide with
the nuts underneath the seat of a Brooks'
saddle. On the lid of the box are two
locating strips and a screw with a coin

A method of carrying bulbs without risk

of breakages.

slot passes through the lid and engages
with a nut brazed on the back of the box.

A lining of corrugated cardboard is used
inside, and a snug space for three spare

bulbs is provided. " D.T." does not say

on what machine the bulb carrier was
used, but he says that there was ample
room for it below the saddle as the ex-
treme rear of the latter touched the
carrier stays before the box touched the

mudguard.

(C-6)

A Selection of our Readers'

Home-made Gadgets, with
some Practical Hints on Work

in the Garage.

Snap-on Plug Terminal.

SCOTT machines are fitted with spark
plugs having ball terminals, and they
have clip-on terminals on the wires.

If another make of plug is to be used, it

sometimes happens that the brass ball

VALVE MUT-

A tyre valve nut as a Scott terminal

adapter.

will not screw on to the central electrode.
In such circumstances, Mr. A. K. Fitton,
a Scott enthusiast, of Dewsbury, uses a
tyre valve top nut secured beneath the
ordinary terminal nut. The snap-on clip

gets a good grip on the knurled surface
of the nut.

Prop Stand for a2f h.p. Douglas.

IN the A.S.C. motor cycle dumps we
didn't love the Douglas front stand (did
you, .reader, ever have to drag one of

these machines, with buckled wheels and

shell-shattered frame, backwards ovei

broken ground?). Therefore Mr. E. S. W
Eardley's idea is seized on with joy,

having poetic justice in it, for the stick-

in-the-ground prongs of the stand are

sawn off, the legs shortened, a foot or.

more of fin. tube brazed across the base

of the triangle. A coil spring joins the

stand cross-bar to the gear-rod bracket.

In use the stand is pressed down by the

left toe and the machine leaned over on

to it. When starting away again bring-

ing the machine into the vertical position

allows the stand to spring up.

Improving Vaporisation.

WITH the idea of preventing blobs of

liquid petrol reaching the cylin-

ders, Mr. R. J. Slone, a North

London reader, has fitted a very cheaply

made vaporising device to his air-cooled

Humberette V twin
engine. It consists

of a piece of coarse

wire gauze—taken
from an old coffee

strainer—cut in a

circle ^in. larger

than the inlet pipe

carburetter stub.
This gauze disc is

pressed into the

recess of the carbu-

retter, where it

fits on to the pipe

and is dished out

towards the engine,

and the carburetter

tightly clamped, in

position. This fit-

ting has been found
to help starting-up

and to improve general running, so never

mind the guid-wife's complaints about

the coffee strainer. Anyway, gauze can

be purchased.

Gauze screen in the

inlet pipe to give

better vaporisa;ion.

An easily constructed prop stand for

Douglas machines.

A Makeshift Contact Breaker
Cover.

HERE is a little makeshift idea which

might well be adopted permanently

on many machines, especially in tho

case of certain engines with outside fly-

wheels where the magneto contact

breaker is so close behind the flywheel

rim as to be difficult of access. Our
reader, Mr. F. Hoggett, may be allowed

to Use his own words :

'/ Having lost the cover for the cwitact

breaker on my C.A.V. magneto, I hit on

the idea of using a watch glass. One was
chosen which had a good hollow shape.

The friction of the metal spring is suffi-

cient to retain it in position. The turn-

ing, etc., can easily be seen without

removing the cover, which is very useful

in wet weather."

b 7
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DANGEROUS
BENDS.

Notes on Some Bad

Corners on Scottish

Roads, where Danger

and Scenic Beauty are

Found Side by Side.

Loch Oire, Morayshire, and the road near the " corkscrew " bends

A CAUTIOUS motor cyclist recently expressed the

opinion that our official road warning signs are

situated too near the points of danger. That
view may not be generally accepted, but most tourists

will agree that Scotland has more than its share of

difficult road bends.

It is a curious coincidence that, in the Highlands in

particular, danger and beauty lie side by side. In

Glencoe, for example, where so many serious motor
mishaps have taken place, it is suggested that the

dominating power of the huge mountain masses claims
the attention of the driver, it may be at the critical

' moment when concentration on the handle-bar is abso-
lutely essential.

Traps for the Unwary.
I refer more particularly, however, to that well-known

type of abrupt road bend or bridge crossing entirely
concealed from view by its sylvan garb, and which

bS

The northern approach to Craigellachie Bridge, showing the

dangerous turrets at the hairpin bend.

invariably proves to be a formidable trap for the un-

wary. The combined elements of beauty, surprise,

and danger, are considered by many to form the out-

standing attraction to motorists north of the Tweed,

.and local public opinion is prone to vote for " safety

first."

At the moment of writing I have vivid mental

pictures of three well-known Morayshire bends.

There is the celebrated " Corkscrew " (a series of

four, bends in succession on the Elgin-Fochabers

road), commencing at that charming sheet of water,

Loch Oire, and pursuing a tortuous and concealed

course through dense overhanging Scotch firs. It

would probably be termed sacrilege to tamper with

the scenic beauty of this spot, but the motorist who
travels there for the first time, especially in the dark,

will not readily forget the experience.

"The famous and even more deceptive bend on

bleak Dava Moor near Grantown-on-Spey, has at last

been straightened out without materially altering the

face of the landscape.

A Drastic Improvement.

To-day a spirited newspaper controversy rages round

the suggestion to remove one of the turrets of

Craigellachie Bridge, that elegant and historic

structure designed by Telford, and spanning one of

the finest reaches of the River "Spey. The trouble

there takes the form of a vicious turning at the northern

approach to the bridge, where one of the turrets

obstructs the view of approaching traffic. Excellent
)

arguments have been put forward in support of the

removal of this obstruction, but those who advocate
" no change " claim that the cure is worse than the

disease, and that motorists are tempted to take undue
liberties where the danger zone is exposed to view. So
our careful motoring friend adds, " Better retain the
charm and beauty of our hidden road bends, and
encourage safe driving." Alex. B. Beattie.

(21-22)
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J%tfcm to t£c Giitor
The Ed tor does not hold himself responsible for the opinio.is of his correspondents.

Correspondence sho ild be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tador Street, E.C.4, and most be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

DESIRABILITY OF A 751b. LIGHTWEIGHT.
Sir,—Under the heading of "Current Chat" opinions are

invited as to the desirability of a miniature motor cycle, of

about 751b. weight, and selling at about £30.
As one of the public I think such a lightweight is wanted,

but with the further addition of a free engine and clutch
;

this, with a low saddle height, say, 27in. or 28in. from the
ground, would, with pedalling gear, enable the rider to start-

already mounted, and to stop in traffic without dismounting.

I have a J.E.S. miniature, and it is a splendid little

mount, but lacks a free engine, so I have to make a

running mount, and this I find dangerous, especially in

traffic.

To the rider advancing in years, to ladies, and to the.

timid, such a lightweight would be a great inducement to

take up motor cycling. C. GOFF.

Sir,— I certainly think there is a big market awaiting a

real lightweight, but I submit that on no account should

a clutch be omitted. Elderly men, disabled men, and busi-

ness men with numerous calls to make, and who want to

start easily and quickly, are the most likely buyers. Also
most of the customers for this class of machine live in small

houses or flats, and "wangling" a machine into an awkward
corner and getting it out again is twice as easy if the
engine can be declutched. In thick traffic, too,- it would be
a boon to be able to declutch and pedal. Anyway, the

introduction of such a machine spells progress, and should

be cordially welcomed. C. G. NEW.

Sir,—I think there are thousands of men who are only-

waiting for such a production.. If the average man who now
"push-cycles " to and from work could only obtain a light

power-propelled, pedal-assisted cycle, using ordinary push-
cycle fittings, such as tyres, tubes, lamps, saddle, etc., especi-

ally the first two-mentioned, at a figure around £25, there

would be a good market. GEO. E. WILLIAMS.

Sir,—There are no doubt a great number of working men,
like myself, who have from ten to twenty miles per day to

cycle the year through to and from their employment and
require a reliable and trustworthy mount to knock off some
of the pedal-slogging of the push cycle, at a price within

the reach of one of very limited means. MECHANIC.
Doncaster.

Sir,—I have no doubt that a very large number of pro-

spective motor cyclists will—like myself—read with much
interest that a well-known firm of motor cycle manufacturers
are contemplating producing a real lightweight about 751b.

in weight, with two-speed gear bos, at a price somewhere
in the neighbourhood of £30. Such a machine would, I feel

sure, "catch on," and I believe there would be a big demand
for it. Speaking from a personal point of view, I might
mention that I only turn the scale at 5st. 51b. irr weight,

and am not fit, physically, to handle the majority of machines
at present on the market (not even a Levis), and it seems
hard luck not to be able to enjoy the open road on account
of the general run of machines being too heavy.

(II -12)

It is to 'be hoped—in view of the approach of better

days—that the manufacturers will bring out the machine
at an early date, if they finally decide to manufacture ; I

think there would be a good response from the public.

C. EVANS.

'ONE MAKE OR MANY?"
Sir,—In the article "One make or many? " the view of

the "faithful follower" is very well expressed and is

almost convincing so far as it goes—but what a short

distance that is !

Perhaps without undue levity we may call the man who
season after season remains faithful and constant to one

particular type of machine, the staid and respectable

much-married member of the motor-cycling brother-

hood; he has chosen his one mechanical spouse for

better for worse, till death do them part; but we others,

who are a little unkindly referred to as " butterflies " are

in the more carefree, happy state of single bliss—we flirt

and play with many makes, we will finally surrender to

none.

. Nor is the reason, as might at first sight be supposed,

simply our fickleness and changeability ; it lies a lot deeper

than that. If we may borrow a term from horseman-

ship, there are men who possess motor cycling "hands";,
that is, who have an almost indefinable sympathy with and

comprehension of their machines, who can tell by the general

feel and tone of an engine just how to coax and humour
it, who driving under identical conditions with other^ riders

will manage to get just that little extra power which no

engine will yield up but to such as understand it. And
such a rider as this can never be content to stick un-

changingly to one particular type of machine; no matter

that on his new 6 h.p. twin the controls open inwards,

whereas on last year's 3^ h.p. single it was outwards ; no

matter that last season his girl sat on a Tan-sad and that

this she lounges in a sidecar; no matter that it's rigid frame

and acetylene this summer, perhaps next it will be spring-

frame and a dynamo ; flat-twins, singles, twins at 60°, chain-

cum-belt, all chain, air-cooled, oil-cooled, whatever you wiD,

we must sample them all and know that fine feeling that

no matter what its make and peculiarities, we have not

to be astride any engine for more than a day or two^ before

we know it, and it knows us, and that we are getting the

best out of it. ' LAURENCE, W. M.

London, W.C.1.

ROAD CAPABILITIES OF AN AMERICAN FLAT TWIN.

Sirj—I quite agree with " Four-up-Solo " in his claim to

do 60 m.p.h. on his 4 h.p. Harley-Davidson, as I have

attained 55 m.p.h. with a pillion rider on a similar machine.

My consumption works out at about 80 m.p.g.

I have covered a little over 12,000 miles (11,000 with a

pillion rider) and have not, bar punctures, had a compulsory

stop. The original Goodyears are still in service and good

for another 1,000 mrres. XA-6254.

Birmingham.

bji
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40 M.P.H., FOUR UP, SOLO.
Sir,—While not wishing to be rude to any correspondent

of The Motor Cycle, I really must remark on the letter

from " Four-up-Solo." I submit that this writer, who talks

of 50 m.p.h. with two adults on the carrier and 40 m.p.h.
with three on the carrier is quite out of place on a motor
cycle. An asylum is the place for him ; not for his own
protection but for the benefit of inoffensive taxpayers who
desire to use the high road in comparative safety.

Leeds. " RUFF RHODES."

Sir,—Referring to your correspondent " Four-up-Solo,"
who says that by speedometer he has occasionally exceeded
5(1 m.p.h. " with two on the carrier " of his 1922 4 h.p.

Harley, and also exceeded 40 m.p.h. " with three on the

carrier," and this on a main road, will he kindly say how
he arranges the straps to keep so many parcels on the

carrier at such speeds? J." REYNOLDS.

THE LURE OF THE FREAK TRIAL.

Sir,—Your leading article on freak trials will be gladly
read by all colonials and touring motor cyclists who are

seeking for the machine which will be as docile and reli-

able as a good car.

One can quite understand riders with racing machines not

liking such trials, as speed t.akes second place.

The machine that will score in a freak trial will be one
that has a controllable engine, which is necessary when
picking one's way through stones and boulders, washouts,
etc.

Good gears (three- or four-speed) and well-designed

clutches will also help the rider in climbing sudden rises,

negotiating twisty country lanes, etc. The wheel clearance

must be ample to prevent wheels catching with mud, grass,

etc., likewise the transmission has to be well protected to be
free from the same troubles.

We then come to the well-balanced machine with a low
centre of gravity and good steering which will gain marks
on hairpin turns, twisty roads, etc. This machine will be
easy to ride "hands off" on an ordinary road, and steer

easily with one hand on rough lanes when changing gears.

Last, but not least, a freak trial is the onlv sure test for

a spring frame or saddle. S. HENDERSON.

POSSIBILITIES OF THE WIMSHURST INFLUENCE
MACHINE ON I.C. ENGINES.

Sir,—As you are interested in all matters concerning the
advancement of such engines, I feel that the subject of the
application of such an instrument . as the static electrical

machine might very well engage your attention with a view
to some suitable instrument being evolved for producing the

spark for inter-

n a 1 combustion
engines.

I have for a very

long time studied

this branch of

science, chiefly in

connection with the

generation of X-
rays, so would like

to state my views
upon the question
of its adaptability

or otherwise.

In the first place,

it would be quite

impossible to use
the static machine
in its present, state

of development on
account of its very
erratic perform-
ance due to clima-
tic conditions, but
c h i e fl y because
there has been no
means discovered of

satisfactorily in-

sulating the
various working

b 12

IN THE LAND OF SUNSHINE. Good and well kept roads in and around Alexandria,

Egypt, have in a great measure helped to popularise the motor cycle in that city. The fine

avenue of palms, with the Ariel in the foreground, is in the Nouzha Gardens.

MARCH i6th, 1921

parts. It is because of this latter reason that when the
influence machine is working at its best (and the presence of

the discharge developed is really enormous) it is incapable of

giving out more than 5% of its theoretical output.
Could the state of development of the static machine be

brought to the same stage of perfection as, say, either the

dynamo or magneto, for instance, we should undoubtedly
have one of the most powerful instruments possible for

obtaining a tremendous secondary or high-tension current,

and that with a minimum of energy and simplicity.

The writer has often regretted that more money and time
have not been expended in this branch of science, for a
perfected static machine would be much superior to the

induction coil for all purposes where a high-tension current

is needed, and he has often demonstrated the superiority of

the current obtained from the influence machine over that

obtained from a very expensive induction coil for X-ray
purposes, as frequently a tube which a lOin. or 12in. in-

duction coil will not work properly can, in the writer's hands,

be made to fluoresce beautifully with a static machine of only

5-6in. spark length. When one compares the effective

efficiency with the above results, which is 5% in the case of

the static machine and 50% in the case of an induction coil,

of their theoretical output, it is' surprising and disappointing
to find that the work of research and development has been
left so long in the hands of a very few keen individual

scientific workers.
In conclusion, I would like to point out that I see no

reason whatever why a static instrument for internal com-
.bustion engines cannot be made and only weigh a matter
of, say, 10 or 12 ounces instead of the weighty cumbersome
magneto weiging x lb. FREEMAN LEE, D.B.O.A.

GEAR CHANGING DIFFICULTIES ON A ROVER.
Sir,—The Rover, though in many ways an excellent mount,

is cursed with the dual-purpose blight. This is especially

noticeable in the gear ratios employed, which, are utterly
ludicrous for solo work. I have only once used my first

speed, and that was when starting'. up in the main street

of Bridgnorth, halfway up the hill! It wasn't really neces-

sary then.

Thus it is seen that I have cut the Gordian knot by
starting off every time in second gear. In order, however,
to avoid making a noise like a London taxi driver, I use
the dog engagement of low gear to stop the countershaft
dead with the clutch out, and then bring the lever smartly
forward into second speed (the gear engagement). A little

practice will make the change from second to top easy of

operation without the use of the clutch.

Changing down to second again should not be done above
18 m.p.h., as the gap between the ratios necessitates a

cons iderable in-

crease in engine
revolutions. Here,
again, the clutch

can be dispensed
with. Naturally,
the engine is

throttled when
changing up, and
opened out when
changing down.
If one must

start off in low
gear, the secret is

to change up the
moment the
machine has
started moving,
and not to allow

t h e engine to
" rev." too highly

before throttling to

change.
In passing, I

should like to

ask Mr. Tourrer
what his usual

maximum speed
is.

LLNESHOOTER.

(27-28)
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EXPERIENCES WITH SOLO BIG TWINS.
Sir,—In throwing myself into print about the 8 h.p.

heavyweight, I suppose I ought to state my qualifications.

I am an all-weather motor cyclist who has covered 8,000

miles on an 8 h.p. Sports Zenith, and 10,000 miles on a
7-9 h.p. Indian, both ridden solo. In compiling this mile-

age I have acted as most hard-riding men would—that is,

I have given my machines plenty of petrol, oil, adjustments,

and last, but not least, hard work. As an average run I

might instance one on each machine—Cambridge-Felixstowe,

65 miles, in lh. 45m. on the Zenith, and Cambridge-Hull,

with two. up, 120 miles, in 3h. 35m. on the Indian. The
last ride was disastrous, as the luggage was carried in a

cushion cover, on which 14^ stone of- passenger sat, greatly

to the disgust of the tooth-paste, toothbrushes^ and comb.

The only similarity in the two machines is in horse-power,

and in widely differing ways they are as near perfection as
possible, except on a wet day, when the Zenith drops

50 per cent, in pleasure-giving, due to belt-slip. The maxi-
mum speeds are about the same—65m. p. h. when in good
tune—but the methods of obtaining these speeds are at

opposite ends of the scale. The Zenith ticks over with

a gentle burble, and dead silence of transmission, while

the Indian drones like a bumble-bee at 4,000 r.p.m. On
average speed I regret to say the Yank wins by miles,

owing to its superior acceleration and two excellent brakes.

Why do British manufacturers fit one brake and one rim-

scratcher ? America wins again on steering and steadiness

on grease for a reason which I give later concerning centre

of gravity. Where the English machine scores is in eco-

nomy—90 m.p.g. as against the American's 75 at fast tour-

ing speeds. Accessibility is also better, as the Indian is

tightly packed into the frame, and requires all sorts of

wangling and bad language to remove the cylinders. How-
ever, the low compression and mechanical oiling of the

Indian doubles the decarbonising period, so all is well.

The replacement, question, which seems to be the bogey
of prospective big-twin buyers, seems to have given me a

miss in baulk. They are as follows : 1 belt and 6 piston

rings on the Zenith, and 1 kick-starter pinion, 12 rings,

cam-wheel bush, and little end bushes on the Indian

—

total cost £5 7s. 6d., or about 15 miles per penny. The
tyres on the Indian are still good for many more miles.

The present-day British 500 c.c. single is a marvellous
machine, but having ridden an excellent sample, give me
the big twin every time, as pins-and-needles are not really

pleasant when having a slight speed burst. Also the real

lover of his machine likes to get the best out of it, and
" decoking " on the twin is not required nearly so often. I

travelled once on the Indian in company with a kindred
spirit on a hot-stuff "3^," who could do about five miles
an hour more than I, yet he repeatedly had to ask me to

slow down, as he was getting bumped to pieces on roads
over which I was gliding on my 3in. tyres and spring
frame. Also, he was left on every curly hill, as his accele-

ration was much inferior.

A point which I have not heard put forward in favour
of the heavyweight is- the lower total centre of gravity,
which helps it to steer better and hold the road. Assuming
the weight of a big twin to be 4001b., and its centre of
gravity 15in. from the ground, and the rider's weight 150!b.
and his_ centre of gravity in riding position 35in. from the
ground,' then the centre of gravity of the whole is

15 + iijg x 20in. = 22.5in. from ground level. Now take a
3^ h.p. machine weighing 2501b. and having its centre of
gravity 13in. from ground, while the rider's weight and
centre of gravity remain as before. The centre of gravity
of the whole is then 13 +i|Jx 22in = 24.2in. from ground,
or nearly 2in. higher than the twin, although the machine's
centre of gravity is 2in. lower than in the previous case.
Obviously it is the total centre of gravity which comes into
account, since no one wants a machine to be stable unless
he is in the saddle.
In conclusion, I may say that for sheer unadulterated

pleasure in long-distance high average work, with comfort
thrown in, the big twin, beats the hot-stuff " 3^ " by miles,
and I hope that it is not quite so doomed as the 500 c.c.
brigade would have us imagine.
Luton, Beds. VELOCITAS.

(13-14)

'BRAKING SYSTEMS OF TO-DAY."
Sir,—From an illustration before me the suggested round

section front hand brake mentioned on page 270 (" Braking
Systems of To-day") would appear to have been in use on
the Phcenix trimp. SOUTHCOMB MAY.

Sir,—I was much interested in the article, " Braking
Systems of To-day," and heartily endorse the writer's mis-
givings about Bowden control for service brakes.

In 1920 I owned a 6 h.p. outfit on which the rear brake
was actuated by a stout Bowden cable. This system ap-
peared to be quite satisfactory, until one day, when descend-
ing a steep hill, the wire broke clean in half (inside its

casing), leaving me brakeless. (The front brake was of the
useless horseshoe type.) I just managed to bring the outfit

to the bottom of the hill safely in low gear.

W. M. HISLOP.
Sir,—Braking is a matter which does not receive the

attention which it should. Since my pedal cycle days I
have had a great aversion to front-wheel braking, and my
present 2£ h.p. mount has no front brake. Incidentally,
but I must lower my voice, it has only one back brake;
this, however, is so efficient and works so smoothly that, if

it does not satisfy the law, it certainly satisfies my ccmasience.
It is extremely difficult to get efficient and at the same time
smooth braking effect on the front wheel. For really effi-

cient braking I would advocate an inside belt-rim brake
on the rear wheel and an internal-expanding one on the front
wheel.

I hold that when applying both brakes at once, even on
a steep gradient, the back brake should be applied more
harshly than the front one. I have experimented consider-
ably with different brakes, and I agree with the writer that
a light external contracting brake of the type he mentions
on the front wheel would be much more satisfactory than the
—to me—abominable horseshoe design. Designers just now,
I think, are too much concerned about whose production will

go fastest to worry about whose machine will stop most
quickly. J.M.
Edinburgh.

REVERSING A TWO-STROKE ENGINE.
Sir,—The letter in your columns under the above heading

is very interesting. Of course, any engine of the simple

two-stroke type in which the reciprocating motion of • the

piston is utilised to serve the purpose of a valve for the in-

gress and egress of the gas, may be run equally well in either

direction, as the "timing" of the ports is the same for

either rotation.

The only factor which governs the direction of rotation is

the timing of the spark. An example of this is to be found
in the -"Evinrude" outboard marine motor. The earlier

models of this engine were fitted with battery ignition,

using a plain coil and make-and-break contact breaker,

sufficient range of movement being allowed to the timing lever

to permit the engine to be run either forward or backward.
The engine could be started up, and wouid continue to run
equally well in either direction; it was also possible to

reverse the engine direct while it was running slowly. The
later models of this engine have a flywheel magneto and a

reversing arrangement on the propeller, so possibly the fly-

wheel generator does not permit the engine to be run back-

ward. The writer has had no experience of this generator,

but has experimented with an ordinary high-tension magneto,

which -would not allow the engine to reverse, as it would
only spark when running in the direction for which it was
intended.
Your correspondent refers to a Maglita set as having been

fitted. It is possible that the face cam with which this

instrument is fitted will allow it to spark in either direction,

as the writer has a Bosch starter magneto, such as was
used to start the engines on the big German aeroplanes.

This is fitted with a face cam contact breaker, and will spark

equally well whether rotated clockwise or anti-clockwise.

It is also mentioned that there is a slight change in the

exhaust note. This is probably due to the slight difference

in timing due to the contact breaker running backwards, as

there does not seem any reason why the exhaust note should

differ otherwise. C. E. CLABK.
Cologne.

.
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THE A.C.U. AND PRIVATE TRIALS.
Sir,—Mr. T. W. Loughborough in his defensive article in

this week's issue of The Motor Cycle makes a statement that
motor cycling in this country is governed not by the trade
but by an association of private enthusiasts who have no
axe to grind. This being his opinion, it is singular that

the organisation which he represents resents the freedom of

the individuals it professes to serve. Viewed with an open
mind, the policy of the A.C.U. would appear to be restric-

tion instead of expansion.
Probably 99 per cent, of the motor cycles sold in this

country belong to people who are not members of any club

or association, and a very small proportion of the remainder
ever enter _ the big trials organised by the "leading clubs

and the A.C.U. ; in fact, the majority of the entrants in these

events are from, the trade. The salaries, expenses, entrance
fees, and other items connected with competitions from a

trade point of view amount to a considerable sum in the

course of twelve months, and this expense is distributed over
the year's output, and eventually paid by the public. The
public in turn are asking for reduced prices of machines.

It would therefore appear that there is no useful purpose
to be served by the continuance of the A.C.U. in its present

form. Relieve the manufacturer of competition expenses

and expect a slight reduction in price. This would possibly

suit everybody, as the manufacturer would be saved the

trouble inseparable from these events, and at the same time
would derive considerably more publicity over a larger

area by the large number of local competitions held through-

out the country, and participated in by people who have
bought and entered their machines in events framed for

their requirements, and within their capabilities. The fail-

ures would be far fewer than in the ultra severe trials of

the present day, and the general public throughout the

country would hear of successes everywhere. This is just

what the trade wish for. Lots of publicitv and no expense.

CLIFFORD WILSON.

[Our correspondent evidently uses "99 per cent." as a

figure of speech. Out of 370,000 British motor cyclists,

about 50,000 are members of the Auto-Cycle Union alone.

—Ed.]

V VALVE BOUNCE MADE VISIBLE."

Sir,—I read with some interest the description of the
oscilloscope in your issue of February 16th.

This is surely not such a revolutionary invention as might
be imagined, for it is only another phase of the Stroboscopic

method.
In fact, by utilising a rotating shutter with an aperture,

such as is used in a cinematograph, rotated at 101 per-

cent, the speed of the half-time shaft of a four-stroke

engine, and constructing it so that the aperture on the
rotating shutter registers with one in a stationary disc once
per revolution, the necessity for introducing electricity as

an agent and that for darkness are avoided.
The two discs can be incorporated in a miniature tele-

scope on a rigid stand, and a flexible drive taken from any
convenient point on the engine.
Again, by having the apparatus independent of the en-

gine and driven by an electric motor governed by a suit-

able rheostat, any effect can be produced, apparent motion
backwards or forwards at any speed, or a complete synchroni-
sation when the mechanism under observation will appear

• to be stationary. R. A. DENNE.

COMPARATIVE COMPRESSION RATIOS.
Sir,—A few weeks ago a query was raised in your Corre-

spondence columns regarding the marvellous claims re com-
pression ratios made by several correspondents of the "hot-
stuff 'bus" order. I believe 5.9 was claimed as being
standard on the Sports Sunbeam. I was informed quite
recently that the B.S. Norton had a compression space of
100 c.c, and my informant was a well-known competition
rider. I hate to appear a " doubting Thomas," but these
claims seem rather tall, and I was hoping that some corre-
spondence on the subject might result from the afore-men-
tioned correspondence. CURIOUS.

Petit-Quevilly.

b 16

WHICH SIDE DO YOU FALL ON?
Sir,—Having just sustained a tumble, resulting in sundry

damage to the left-hand side of my machine, I am reminded
of the well-known fact that in nine cases out of ten it is

the left-hand side of the unlucky motor cycles which needs
repair after such mild accidents as skidding, falling over,
etc. In support of which, note that most solo machines
have all their expensive and vulnerable details attached to
the right-hand side.

I have also had three sideslip tumbles on pedal cycles,

a friend of mine also having three of these to his credit.
In every case the fall was -on the left-hand side.
On reflection, it would seem obvious that the camber of

the road would cause a fall on the right side in cases of
sideslip. But the usual result is just, the opposite!

I suggest that involuntary, reflex, or instinctive action,

as you like to call it, makes one wrench the machine over
to the right to correct a left-hand slide, the result being
that one has gone too far, and the fall on the left side

follows. LESLIE LYONS.

/S THERE AN AGE LIMIT?
Sir,—I am 58 years of age, fairly active, but not very

robust. I used to own a motor car before the war, but
cannot afford to keep one now. I have recently come to

live in the country, and badly want some mechanical means
of locomotion for myself and wife, and am thinking of

buying a sidecar outfit. We should not be going in for

long tours, but should like to see something of the country-

side. The question is, am I too old for this sort of sport?

1 do not want to expend £100 or more on a machine only

to find that I cannot use it without getting too tired or

suffering from backache.
Would some of your elderly readers advise?

R. E. PALMER,
[Fifty-eight is certainly not the age limit for motor

cycling, as many of our readers can testify. A well-known

rider in last year's T.T. race has nearly reached this age.

—Ed.]

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Three accessories are recommended as the result of con-

siderable experience by Capt. A. D. Pryor; they are the

Cuthby tyre, the Best mechanical pump, and the Derricott

spring saddle-pillar, all of which are fitted to his 3j h.p.

Sunbeam.
Referring to " Ixion's " request for a "perfect goggle,"

Mr. Geo. T. Dalton puts forward the claims of an article he

produces. On the same subject, Mr. A. T. Perrit asks for

a really satisfactory " anti-fogging " paste for glasses.

Chain troubles on a Scott, according to Mr. R. H. Play-

foot, are entirely eliminated by substituting Coventry silent

chains and sprockets for the standard primary drive. '
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Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists. °
jd Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle. p.

2 " MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM." p
bz The standard handbook on the motor cycle. p.D Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. "f
Q " HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." °

Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3. O
" TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."

A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying Q
pi them when found.- Fourth Edition. p
rz Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3. p>

" TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's point of

"
D view. Price net, 3/-. By post, 3/3. O

" MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
By " Ixion," of The Motor Cycle. Q

|-| PriC3 net, 5/-. By post, 5/3. p
n " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS.
tz Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, p,
*-* London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6. £r

D Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and U
• Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/3. Q

D " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. p

P Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,

p Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers p
_ and Railway Bookstalls. p
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A selection 01 questions ol genera) interest received ii;om readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle "
Dorset House, Tudor Street; London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply.
Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-
taining legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.
ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt
with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality.

3

TECHNICAL DATA WANTED.
What is the approximate aver-

age cubic capacity of explosive
mixture burnt per explosion in a
two-stroke engine of 211 c.c. gross
at the following different speeds

on the level : 10. 20, 30, and 40 m.p.h. ?—E.H.
It is quite impossible to give you the
figures which you require relating to any
particular engine unless we know the
ge,ar ratio and also the volumetric effici-

ency of the engine at all speeds; it is

doubtful if even the engine manufacturers
themselves could give you the figures.

METAL PLATE CLUTCH IN GEAR BOX.

My B.S.A. 1918 countershaft
rjTl gear box, three-speed, is difficult

I > I to use in traffic, as the clutch
Li-I plates do not disengage when

running, and it also throws out
oil.—E.H.H.

The clutch trouble may be due to wear
in the operating mechanism or clutch
push rod, or it may be that the splined

clutch shaft has worn unevenly and so

that the clutch plates bind on it. You
will appreciate, however, that this type
of clutch is never so free as a high-speed
dry .plate clutch of large diameter, and it

is specially susceptible to the gumming
action of thick oils. Carefully wash with
paraffin and use clean oil. Regarding the

oil leakages from, the gear box, we cannot
ascribe a cause to this, unless, of course,

the bearings are worn.

METALLIC CLATTER IN ENGINE.

My Brown twin developed a

"JTj metallic clang. I fitted a new
^ big-end bush (there was about -j?

-SJ to TV play), new piston rings and
balanced engine, but there is

still the metallic clang. I took the

engine down again and fitted washer to
the driving shaft, reducing the side

play to -^j. Although the engine is im-
proved on balance and running, I still

get this clang. It is more pronounced
when starting up on free engine and
running light, but almost disappears

important Bates.

Sat., Mar. 18th—Victory Cup Trial.

Sat., Mar. 25th—East Midland
Centre A.G.U. Open Reliability
Trial.

Sat., Mar. 25th, to Sun.. April 9th—
Tour de France.

Sat., April 1st—Western Centre
A.C.U Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., April Sth—B.M.C.R.C., Mem-
bers' Meeting at Brooklands.

Fri., April 14th, and Sat., April 15th
M.C.C. London-Land's End Run.

Sat., April 22nd—N.-Eastern Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., April 29th—S. Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Hill-climb.

Sun., April 30th, to Sun., May 7th—
Paris-Pyrenees Trial.

Mon., May 1st, to Sat., May6th—Scot-
tish Six Days Reliability Trials.

Sat., May 13th-Northern Centre A.C.U.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., May 20th—S.-Western Cenfre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Tues., May 30th—Junior Tourist
Trophy Race.

Thurs., June 1st—Senior Tourist Tro-
phy Race.

Fri., June 2nd, and Sat., June 3rd

—

M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.
Mon., June 5th, to Sat., June 10th

—

Royal Scottish A.C. Light Car Trial.

Sat., June 10th—B.M.C.R.C. Open
Meeting at Brooklands.

Sat., June 17th—Yorkshire Centre
A.C.U. Open " Colonial Trial."

Sat., June 17th—Ealing and Dist.
M.C.C. 200 mile sidecar race,
Brooklands.

Fri., June 23rd, and Sat., June 24th—
Irish twenty-four hour Open Relia-
bility Trial.

Sat., June 24th—Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

when taking a stiff hill at about 15 to
20 m.p.h. on top gear.—E.H.H.

From your description there is no apparent
reason as to why the metallic noise
arises from your engine, but such a
trouble, especially when it disappears as

the load on the engine increases, is usu-
ally associated with badly worn bearings,
very slack fitting pistons, or some other
loose or worn part in the mechanism.

MAIN ROAD TRAFFIC RIGHTS.
(1.) It is generally understood

that main road traffic has the
"right of way." (2.) Does this

mean that side road (not main
road) traffic entering or crossing

main roads must give way to main
road traffic before doing so? (3.) In
the latter case, would it be held that
main road traffic has priority over side

road traffic.

—

Kntjtspord.
(1 and 2.) There is no legal ruling which
gives main road traffic the right of way,
for the very good reason that there is no
universal legal definition of main roads or
main road traffic. If an accident results

in a legal action, the merits of the case are
usually settled on local estimation of the
comparative importance of the roads in-

volved. (3.) There is no legally recognised
priority, and it appears extremely doubt-
ful that any action in which the defence
was based solely upon the assumption that
so-called main .road traffic had a right of

way would be successful.

HUB GEAR TROUBLE.
A few weeks ago I had a new

^Tl part fitted to an Armstrong hub
% gear, and since then I have been
-iJ unable to declutch on second and

bottom gears without a screech-
ing noise proceeding from the hub. On
letting in the clutch again it does not
engage unless I almost stop the engine.

All the parts, etc., appear to be in quite

good order, and the trouble in my
opinion, lies in the clutch, for when
pushing the machine with clutch out
and the exhaust valve lifted, it still

drives the engine. The gears act all

right when the clutch is in properly,

except, perhaps, for a very slight in-

clination to slip when running in second
gear on an incline.—W.M.W.

It would appear that the trouble is due
to the fact that the clutch is not com-
pletely disengaged. This may be due to

faulty adjustment of the withdrawing
mechanism or to excessive wear in some
of the control parts. Possibly a longer

push rod through the hub axle would put
matters right.

C3
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MISSING aT LOW SPEEDS.
Misfiring occurs on my 1917

^T| 5-6 h.p. Enfield. The magneto

'f (Dixie) has been recently over-

-LJ hauled, the timing is correct, the

plugs are both fairly new and in

good condition ; the trouble only occurs

at low speeds on the front cylinder.

When the engine is under load no mis-

firing occurs whatsoever.—L.A.W.
In all probability the misfiring in the

front cylinder at small throttle openings

is due to a small air leak either at the

induction pipe joints or as a result of the

inlet valve guide and stem being worn;
we assume, of course, that the ignition is

in perfect order.

UNSILENCED STANDARD MACHINES.

I should be much obliged if you
could tell me what is really the

law regarding open exhausts on

motor cycles. I understand they

must be "reasonably quiet."

one be prosecuted for riding a

standard sports machine (fitted with

long exhaust pipe) if the police consider

it not reasonably quiet.—B.K.
The law requires that motor cycles shall

be reasonably silenced by having the

exhaust gases passed through an expan-

sion chamber, or " other device " suitable

for the purpose. If the police consider

that a standard sports machine is not

reasonably silent, it is quite likely _ that a

rider of a machine of this type, might be

summoned on this account and lose the

day If you are involved in a case of this

description, you should write to the

makers of your machine, as they may
have contested similar summonses previ-

ously.

PITTED PLATINUM POINTS.

Lately my machine (1915 4| h.p.

L.M.C.) commenced misfiring bad-

ly. Thinking that something had
got into the jet, I cleaned out the

carburetter, but found the engine

still misfired as badly as ever. I then
suspected magneto trouble, and took off

the make and break of the magneto,
which I thoroughly cleaned, and polished

the platinum points which were badly
pitted. After replacing, the machine ran

very well for about twenty miles, but at

the end of this distance developed the

same trouble. This time I washed out
the contact breaker of the magneto with
petrol, and cleaned the platinum points

by putting petrol soaked rag between
them. I found that this banished the

trouble pro tern., but at- the end of

another twenty or thirty miles the mis-
firing again caused me to examine the
magneto, and I found that the platinum
points were again badly pitted. (1.)

Should the platinum points be pitted

after this small mileage, say 100 to 150
miles? (2.) What is the probable cause
of misfire?—W.T.McM.

(1.) . The platinum points should show no
signs of burning even after 2,000 or 3,000
miles running ; therefore, 150 miles should
not affect them at all. (2.) The trouble
is in all probability due to the condenser
of the magneto being defective in some
way (it may be either internally or
externally short-circuited), and your best
plan is to return your magneto to the
makers for examination and repair.
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RATIOS OF N.S.U. GEAR.

What gear reductions are

possible on the N.S.U. or Brad-
bury engine shaft gears ? —
A.W.P.

The top gear ratio of the N.S.U. type of

gear can be altered to some extent by
means of the adjustable variable pulley,

which is incorporated in the design.

Probably the range of ratios obtained

lies between 4f and 5^ to 1 with a 19in.

belt drum and lin. belt. The actual re-

duction of the gear is approximately

35%, so that with a top gear of 5 to 1

the low ratio is about 7 or 7^ to 1.

INTERMITTENT LOSS OF POWER.
My 4 h.p. Triumph (1919

^T| model) is erratic in running. It

% starts easily from cold, and- runs
*

1 easily on middle gear, but on
getting on to top gear the trouble

commences. I have a light sidecar,

and sometimes I can get any amount of

power and speed out of the engine.

After running for about a half-hour it

suddenly loses power, and I have to

drop into second (I am, of course,

speaking about riding on a level road).

After a while the engine will pick

up, and is as fast and speedy as one
expects. The engine has been ex-

amined, and it is in perfect condition.

The valves are correctly timed and pro-

perly adjusted. The timing is correct

and I get a good spark. I have fitted

a new belt, which is of the correct

tension. The carburetter is clean, and
is fitted with a No. 26 jet. To all ap-

pearances the machine is perfect, so

will you advise me as to where the
fault lies?—J.W.

The trouble you describe is probably due
to partial stoppage jn the petrol supply,
due to impurities in the petrol or an sir

leak in the petrol tank, or to a faulty

plug which occasionally short-circuits in-

ternally, thus causing a similar effect to
• a retarded spark.
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VALVE LIFT.

Please inform me the correct

^T| lift for the valves of the 7-9 h.p.

^ Indian motor cycle (1915 model).
-iJ as mine lift^in., and I doubt if

it is sufficient.—W.H.P.
The valve lift is certainly insufficient.

The correct valve lift is jin. for both inlet

and exhaust valves. Probably the rockers
are worn. This can be ascertained by
removing the cam cover. It is possible,

though not probable, that the cams, too,

may need renewal.

POLICE COURT PROCEDURE.
Some weeks ago I was stopped

by a police constable for having
the rear' number-plate of my
motor cycle obscured by the coat
of my pillion passenger, and 1

failed to produce my driving

asked. Three police-

also

licence when
men came afterwards to my house to

ask various questions and to examine
my new licence, and in a week or so
I received the summons. I replied
stating that I could not appear and
that I was guilty of the offences men-
tioned ; I have not heard anything since.

One of the policemen, upon ' hearing
this, told me the other day that I had
better call at the court to look into

the matter, or they may issue a commit-
ment against me. I shall be glad of

your advice.—F.P.B.
It is not part of the duty of the police

court officials to acquaint a person who is

summoned with the result of the case,

if he does not appear, as he should
attend and then would know what
happened. You therefore run the risk

of being arrested in default of payment
of the fine, and it would be wise to

attend at the police court to see what it

is, and to pay. Of course, you could
write to the Chief Constable or Superin-
tendent of Police, enclosing a stamped
addressed envelope, and asking what the
amount is.

A HAUNT OF THE GRAYLING—DOVEDALE, DERBYSHIRE. The motor cycle

provides the best possible means of reaching inaccessible fishing waters or prospecting

hitherto untried districts.
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EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions published

under this heading should be addressed
r/o The Editor, " The Motor Cycle,'-
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.GA, when they will be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned.

"3.1,." (Dunstable).—Morgan, family
model with air-cooled engine : Climbing,
stability in grease and tyre wear.

"B.G." (Dublin).—3 h.p. 1921 A.B.C.
(solo) : General experiences.

"W.H.M." (Belfast).—Any make of
folding sidecar.

"W.DeL. " (West Green).—Any make
of folding sidecar.

- "F.E.B." (Newcastle).—3£ h.p. T.T.
Norton

: Economical jet sizes for Binks
carburetter. Philipson pulley or Pneu
Auto pulley.

"E.D." (Cambridge).—8 h.p. Enfield
sidecar : Gear control in traffic, reli-

ability, .oiling system, sidecar comfort,
etc.

"C.L." (Maghull).—7 h.p. P.N. with
sidecar.

F. C. Wallis (Ryde, I.O.W.).—3i h.p.
Eudge Multi : Hilly district

; pillion
passenger.

"A.W." (Cleethorpes).—3f h.p. Scott
1921-22 : Speed, climbing, and consump-
tion, Amac or other carburetter.
"A.J.C." (Ampthill).—4 h.p. Triumph

with 28in. x 3in. cover on 26|in. rim.
Webb front hub brake. W.S.R. variable
jet. Flexekas airtight springs.

"F.Z.E." (St. John's Wood).—4£ h.p.
Quadrant : Oiling system, etc.

" R.M." (Maxwelltown).—3£ h.p. Rudge
Multi and sidecar : Ease of starting, hill-

climbing, belt wear, etc.

"C.H." (Wednesbury).—2|- h.p. A.J.S.
standard sports ; also 3 h.p. Raleigh
sports.

"G.K." (Norwich).—1J h.p. McKenzie.
"H.Q." (Bradford).—2J h.p A.J.S.

standard sports model.
"G.J.G." (Cambridge). — 2| h.p.

Douglas : Adjustments for most economi-
cal running, etc.

"C.T.F." (London N.13). — 2| h.p.
Massey-Arran or similar machine fitted
with o.h.v. Blackburne engine.
' "M.M." (Merton Park).—Tube pro-
tectors, steel mail : Resiliency

;
possible

damage to cover, etc.
" G.G.B." (Barnet).—Tynesider pillion

seat, Model 64, with adjustable springs
and Tan Sad : Side sway, general com-
fort, etc.

"E.H." (Batavia). — 4 h.p. Harley-
Davidson : Speed, comfort, economy, etc.

"B.W.D.L."—W.S.R. variable jet on
Amac carburetter for 8-10 h.p. twin
engine.

"P.L.E." (Walton-on-Thames).—2-| h.p.
standard A.J.S. and 2J h.p. three-speed
Raleigh : 300 miles per week all weathers
"T.W." (Bicester).—W.S.R, variable jet

on Triumph carburetter.
"E.D.H.T." (Malpas).-W.S.R. variable

jet on 1920 Amac; also 3£ h.p. Rudge
Multi solo.

"L .W." (Stockport). — Alldays-Allon :

.Maximum speed on level
; petrol consump-

tion ; suitability for light sidecar.

"K.K.H." (Harrow).—W.S.R. variable
jet on B. and B. carburetter, P, and M.
motor cycle solo : Whether vibration
tends to alter the jet.

Prices Down.

Auto-wheels have been reduced from
£35 to £30.

Single Cylinder Sidecar in Colmore Trial.

Instead of the 6-8 h.p. Rex-Acme side-

car outfit, as in the programme, F. H.
Brown rode the new 4 h.p. outfit in the
Colmore Cup Trial, and was awarded a
gold medal.

A Change Over.

The well-known competition rider A.
C. Bobbins, who has, until recently, been
associated with Wooler motor cycles, will

in future be mounted on an Edmund
;
for

which he is now London representative.

Changed Hands.

The Birchfield Leather Co., 46, Arcade
Chambers, Northampton, has bought the
business of the College Leather Co., of
the same town. All the latter concern's
popular specialities will continue on the
market.

Adding Insult to Injury.

Driving the only air-cooled cycle car
in the Colmore Cup Trial, G. W. H.
Goodall (8 Morgan) claims that he was
baulked on Sudeley Hill owing to the
failure of another three-wheeler credited
with a clean ascent.

Makers of the Cygnet Motor Cycles.

In our issue of the 23rd ult. a motor
cycle with a sheet steel frame was de-
scribed,' the makers concealing themselves
behind the nom de plume of " Cygnet."
They now ask us to publish the patent
numbers, etc., which are: Provisional'
patent No. 34198, 1921; registered No.
686470. Messrs. F. Allcott and L. Jones,
14, Daniels Road, Bordesley Green, Bir-
mingham, are the designers.

Enterprise.

With the idea of falling into line with
other places of business during the
"brighter London" week, Maudes Motor
Mart dressed their window so as to
represent a jolly motor cycle picnic
party. The two machines employed to
help out the scheme were a Matchless
double-seated sidecar outfit and an Ivy
motor bicycle. The window succeeded in

attracting quite a number of visitors.

Goggles.

Apropos of letters appearing recently
under the heading " Wanted : Perfect
Goggles," we are informed that in

all probability the Triplex Aviation
Mask goggle would suit our correspon-
dents' requirements. These goggles are
no longer manufactured, but a stock
of Government surplus is held by the
Service Co., Ltd., 289, High Holborn,
London, W.C.I, who have a limited
supply to offer at lis. 9d. The original,

price was 42s. 6d.

34-1

Illumination of Speedometers.

It is often inconvenient to employ an
external agent for the purpose of illumi-
nating the speedometer dial, and it is

interesting to know of a firm undertaking
to render the hand, numbers, and points
of the speedometer dial luminous so that
they can be easily read at night, whether
in twilight, moonlight, or in pitch dark-
ness. Most makes of speedometers can be
rendered luminous with the best quality
paint at a cost of 10s. ; this work is

carried out by Stanley's Motor Cycle Co.,
-Ltd., 173, Railway Approach, Shepherd's
Bush, London, W.12.

A New Motor Spirit.

A new brand of petrol, to be known as
White Cross motor spirit, will shortly
make its appearance upon the British
market. It will be sold in gilded cans
marked by white crosses, and a million
and a quarter gallons will be delivered per
month. So far as quality is concerned,
it will be of from 0.725 to 0.730 specific
gravity, and will compare favourably
with the best known "brands of motor
spirit. At the present time the price
to the public will be the same as for
other brands cf petrol. It is being
handled by Mr. Howard F. Eldridge, 7,

Lower- Seymour Street, London, W.l.

Catalogues Received.

Cedos Motors. Northampton : A folder
describing all models of the popular Cedos
lightweight two-stroke.

Dunhills, Ltd., 359-361, Euston Road,
London, N.W.I. : Dunhills illustrated
catalogue of motor cycle accessories.
The Toronda Manufacturing Co., Ship

Yard, Weybridge : A well got up cata-
logue of two patterns of Toronda sidecars.
Cheltenham Works, Ltd., 86-88, Acre

Lane, Brixton, London, S.W.2 : A cata-
logue of Relmac lathes and accessories.

The Tyrus Cycle and Motor Co., John-
stone Street, Birchfields, Birmingham : A
series of leaflets dealing with the firm's

motor cycles.

Jeff Patent Tube, Ltd., Pembroke Road.
Walthamstow, London, E.17: Folder
describing and illustrating the Jeff patent
puncture-proof tube.

P. L. Cearns, 8, Plaistow Park Road,
Plaistow, London, E.13: Folder describ-
ing the Cearns patent aluminium non-
chafe case for inner tubes.
The Coventry Victor Motor Co., Ltd.,

Coventry : A catalogue giving details and
prices of the three Coventry Victor flat-

twin engined motor cycles.

The Cleveland Motor Cycle Manufac-
turing Co., 90, Cannon Street, London,
E.C.4. : A useful book containing a full

list of parts for Cleveland machines.
Parts are illustrated and numbered, so
can be easily identified in the list.

Burney and Blackburne, Ltd., Atlas
Works Bookham, Surrey : A folder giving
a list of manufacturers of motor cycles
using Blackburne engines, and a well-
illustrated booklet containing a full

description of the Blackburne engine.

Goodyear Tyre and Rubber Co. (Great
Britain), Ltd., 162, Shaftesbury Avenue,
London, W.C.2: Leaflet giving new
retail prices of Goodyear tyres ; two
sizes (27in. x3^in. and 29in. x3|in.) are
given as oversizes for 26in. x 3in. and
28in. xoin. respectively.
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VR&ENT
TTtmes to Xigbt Xamps.
Mar. 16th

18th

20th

22nd

7. 3 p.m.

7. 6 „
7.10 „
7.14 „

Number plates to be illuminated thirty minutes
earlier, vide Road Vehicles Registration and
Licensing Order (1921).

Cheaper Petrol?

A' new fuel company has been formed as

a rival to the petrol combine. It is to

be wondered if petrol will be cheaper in

consequence—" a consummation devoutly

to be wished !
"

More Firemen Motor Cyclists.

The Cape Town Fire Brigade is one of

the latest to include a motor cycle among
its fleet.

,
This is a Harley-Davidson side-

car outfit with a box body, emergency fire

tackle, and the usual brass bell.

Hill Climb for Second-hand Machines.

Next Saturday second-hand machines
entered for the "Used Motor Vehicles
Show at Crystal Palace from March 27th
to April 8th will be tested "under A.C.U.
supervision on Fountain and College
Hills, which adjoin the exhibition hall.

Intending sellers who find it impossible
to turn up then may do so on the follow-
ing Saturday.

An Australian Six Days.

Wet weather was experienced during the
greater part of the Australian Six Days'
trial organised by the Motor Cycle Club
of New South Wales. In one place three
miles from Bathurst, a channel was
washed clean across the road. The first

three in the solo class were H. Hulford
(3^ Douglas), Cootamundra Club, absolute
winner, 600 points ; 2, F. Roberts (4
Indian), 598 points; 3, E. White (7
Harley-Davidson), 506 points. In the
sidecar class P. Williams (7 Excelsior sc),
J. Miles (7 Harley-Davidson sc), and A.
J. Dennis (7 Indian sc.) tied for the first

place with 600 points.

Delay at the L.C.C. Licensing Dept.

With the removal of the L.C.C. licens-
ing office from the makeshift premises
in Charing Cross Road to the new
palatial County Hall across the river, we
naturally expected a little speeding up
in the matter of serving out licences. It
was hoped that one would obtain them
with the same ease as getting a gallon of
petrol. Apparently, however, it is not to
be. These hopes have been severely
shattered, for on Monday last, to obtain
a new licence, a reader wasted an hour
and three-quarters. In the room devoted
to registration there are nine inquiry
windows. Of these, despite the fact that
there was a queue of at least forty people,
only two were in use. Surely, now that
the authorities have a building costing the
ratepayers about £2,000,000, London
motor cyclists and motorists are entitled
to an improved service.
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Friction-Driven Dynamos.

There have been several dynamos in
the past which have been driven by a
friction wheel working from one of the
motor cycle tyres, but these have not
been particularly satisfactory. However,
the simplicity of the drive is justifying
its retention, and some improved forms
are being placed on the market. The
modern tendency is to attach a friction
plate to the rim or spokes of the wheel.
One well-known Continental firm of mag-
neto manufacturers has lately brought
out a lighting set in which this system of
drive has been incorporated.

Special jfeatures.

MODERN PRACTICE IN ENGINE
DESIGN.

TOURING IN NOVA SCOTIA.

ROAD RACING IN IRELAND.

French National Fuel.

The French national fuel, the in-

gredients of which have hitherto been
kept secret, consists of high-grade petrol,

alcohol, cyclo-hexanol, arid phenol. Natu-
rally, petrol forms the greater part of the
mixture. - .

,

The Grand Prix de France.

There are several races in France called
" The Grand Prix," but what we know
in England as the Grand Prix is the race

bearing the title in the caption of this

paragraph. This will take place on July
12th, and not on the 2nd, as "previously

announced by the organisers.

First Brooklands Meeting.

Details are to hand for the first meeting
of the B.M.C.'R.C. at

: Br6oklands on
Saturday, April 8th. Racing will begin
at 2 p.m., and there will be- five three-

lap handicap races for motor bicycles up
to 350 c.c., 500 c.c., and; from 500 c.c. to

1,000. c.c. ; also for passenger machines
up to 600 c.c. arid up to 1,100 c.c. There
will also be three three-lap scratch races

for machines up to 350 c.c. 500 c.c., and
1,000 c.c. The final event of the after-

noon will be the all-comers' handicap for

private owner members, who will be asked

to produce their registration books at the

starting line as a proof of their bona fides.

The B.A.R.C. season opens on Easter

Monday (April 17th).'

Tourist Trophy Entries.

Entries are already beginning to flow

in. for the Tourist Trophy races. For the

Senior event V. Anstice has entered a

3i h.p. Douglas; W. Holloweir and R.

M. Knowles have each entered a 3i h.p.

Norton, while Norton Motors, Ltd., will

be directly represented by five similar

machines. The winners of last year's

race, A. J. Stevens and Co., Ltd., in

addition to their Junior entry, have

entered two machines for the Senior

event, and Mr. W. H. Wells three 3^ h.p.

Indians.

For the Junior race D. Hall will ride

a 2| h.p. New Scale, while the A.J.S.

firm will defend the Junior Trophy with
six machines. In the Lightweight Race
(250 c.c.) F. W. Applebee will again be

riding a 2^ h.p. Levis. C. Edwards a 2£

h.p. New Imperial and C. W. Johnstone
a 2i h.p. New Imperial.

Dr. Hopwood, who rode a Levis in last

year's event, has again, entered for the

race on a similar machine. One rider, J.

Joynsqn, has sent in an entry, but no

machine is specified.
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Do you realize why
such a mighty success has been achieved by the

RAL ICH
THE MOTOR-CYCLE

with Dunlop tyres and Sturmey-Archer Countershaft Gear ? There must be some reason for it.

Here's one. The material for every part has been carefully selected and subjected to the most

strenuous tests. For instance, the exhaust valve is made of very expensive tungsten steel and the

inlet of heat-treated nickel steel— thus giving valves practically unbreakable. This is but one illus-

tration,but notwithstanding that no question of expense has been considered, the Raleighs are sold at

2fE h.p. £6S. 5-6 h.p. £130.
Send for the Raleigh catalogue. It Will give you more details.

THE RALEIGH CYCLE CO., LTD., NOTTINGHAM.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle. C9
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The G.N. has won the majority of Small Car Events, including the 200_ miles Race.

LESS SPECTACULAR, BUT JUST AS WONDERFUL.
TN THE DAILY ROUND,
1 throughout the" years, countless

G.N. owners continue to be
happy motorists.

FREE FROM the usual worries,

they use their cars as a matter of

course—like healthy men, they

forget their ' insides
'

THERE ARE thousands of th;s2

users, d'sabled men, ladies, business

m?n, and just plain, ordinary motor-

ists, rinding happiness and fresh air

in the country-side.

LOTS HAVE given up their bigger

cars, others have been ' promoted '

from motor cyclists.

iMANY never had anything before.

JOIN THEM, and enjoy happy,
comfortable, and economi cat
motoring.

A WELL ILLUSTRATED
catalogue will tell you many in-

teresting things about the G.N.
~7t is ready to send, may we have
your address ?

G.N. MOTORS, Ltd., WANDSWORTH, LONDON, S.W.18.
WEST END SHOWROOMS AT 222
GREAT PORTLAND STREET, LONDON, W.i

Telephone: Museum 2271 THREE MODELS
The Touring £225
All-Weather £250
Legere - - £240

All are fitted

with luxurious
equipment.

Kaymond Publicity.

HENDERSON SIDECARS

For Quality and Comfort
they cannot be surpassed.

MODEL
"A"
(shown

with disc

wheel).

PRICE

£19:10

Models to suit every taste and purpose.

Prices ranging from £19 10 to £40.

Delivery of all models can be given from
stock.

Illustrated Art Catalogue on request from :—

HENDERSON SIDECARS
AERO WORKS, FITZWILLIAM ST.,

SHEFFIELD,
'Phone: Cent. 3119. 'Grams: "Aero."

THIS is the DurthiU Featherweight, selling, less tyre, at only
£16 : 16 : O The Chassis alone is illustrated below.

It is an adaptation of the Dunhill patent Triangular-frame
design which gives the safest Chassis on the road, a chassis

in which maximum strength and rigidity are combined with
minimum weight. Frame distortion is totally impossible.

We are the patentees of this design, correct in theory and
proved in practice, and will gladly send you full details on
request If you are a present or prospective sidecar user,

write us to-day.

OantuMs
359-361, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.I
GLASGOW DEPOT : 72, ST. VINCENT STREET

Send to-day for a *

catalogue illustra- *

tfny and describing ]
Dunhill Patent [
Chassis A Sidecars. 5
Sim; >ly tear cut and f
post this advertise- *

ment with your
}name and address J

written in the mar
j

gin. S< nd to-day f

and make sure. J

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle,' 26
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Early Entries foi Scottish Six Days.

Fifty-four entries have already been re.

ceived for the Scottish Six Days' Trials,

which start on May 1st, and it is con-

fidently expected that last year's list of

130 competitors will be considerably ex-
ceeded before the closing date (April
15th). Mr. Campbell McGregor's (the

secretary) address is 6, Castle Terrace,
Edinburgh. The route has not yet been
announced.

Open Trial in Devon.

Sighs are not lacking that the open
trial to bo held by the S.W. Centre
A.C.U. on May 29th will be a most in-

teresting event. Beggar's Roost and
several new hills in the same neighbour-
hood will be included in a sporting course

starting at Exeter, the lunch stop being
at Barnstaple. Fuller particulars may be
obtained from Mr. Herbert Pike,
Taunton.

In this Issue.

Large-scale illustrations of well-known
engines in section appear on pages 324-327.

A tour in a little known province of
Canada is described by an American con-
tributor (pages 328-329).

On page 352 will be found a guide for
those who are contemplating purchasing a
second-hand motor cycle.

Several successful road races held in
Ireland are described on pages 330 to 332.

The Engineering Lock-out.

Owing to the unfortunate labour dis-

pute, work in certain engineering fac-
tories is likely to be held up. Headers
requiring their machines overhauled
before Easter should write the manu-
facturers beforehand to ascertain whether
the repairs can be undertaken. All motor
cycle firms are not affected, however

;

neither are all engine and gear manufac-
turers. For example, the "lock-out" is

not interfering with the J.A P. factory.

One Day Trial in Worcester and Somerset.

Arrangements for the Western Centre
(A.C.U.) one-day trial are in the hands
of Mr. J. B. Freston, 32, Strode Boad,
Clevedon, Somerset, who is joint acting"
trials secretary for the event. Entry forms
should he obtained from him and returned
by Saturday the 25th inst. The trial

starts from Clent, near Stourbridge, and
touches Cheltenham, Bristol, Bath, Stroud,
Gloucester, Malvern, and Worcester. The
course of 220 miles is to be stiff but fair.

Observers are required.

A Pioneer Passes.

It is with deep regret that we have to

record the death of Mr. Charles Binks,
who passed away on Tuesday, March 7th,

at his home at Eccles. Mr. Binks, who is

familiar to most motor cyclists, is best
known in connection with his three-jet car-
buretter, but his activities in the engineer-
ing trade were wide, and old-time riders
will remember a four-cylinder air-cooled
motor cycle bearing his name.
At the time of his death Mr. Binks was

58, and carried his years lightly. He was
a keen fisherman, and was apparently in
good health until the Saturday preceding
his death.

JJotqk@3lb
A Famous Continental Rider.

Readers of 'The Motor Cycle often see
the name of L. Psalty, a well-known com-
petitor in Continental trials. Psalty is a
Greek, now resident in France, who is

agent for a number of well-known English
motor cycles. In 1912 The Motor Cycle
described a long Continental tour that he
made on his Triumph of that year, which
is acknowledged and quoted in a current
issue of our contemporary La Revue
Motocycliste.

A New Sporting Model.
We are in a position to state that a new

sporting twin will be ready for the market
in the near future. Messrs. Bradbury, of
Oldham, have decided to list an entirely-

new model, details of which are not yet
available for the public. We may state,

however, from a personal inspection of
the detail work that the latest light twin
Bradbury will be a machine in every way
suited to those who require a handy twin
with a high performance.

Highland Rights of Way in Danger.

All lovers of the Scottish Highlands,
especially those who ramble over the
passes, will learn with something akin to

consternation that an electricity company
in the Grampians is seeking to obtain
powers to close certain rights of way. In
the plans proposed footpaths beside Lochs
Ericht, Garry, and An Duin will be sub-

merged, while roads will be closed in Glen
Tilt, Glen Tromie, and the Minni-
kaig Pass. Mr. Percy Donald, B.Sc,
A.Mrl.C.E., 36, Leamington Terrace,

Edinburgh, points out that similar powers
granted in other parts would quickly close

the Highlands entirely, and urges that

deviation of rights of way only should be
permitted.
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Observers Wanted on Saturday.

Additional observers are wanted for
next Saturday's Victory Cup Trial; those
willing to act in this capacity should com-
municate with Mr. Lawson Clarke, 43,
Leyton Road, Handsworth, Birmingham.

Trial in the Peak District.

A one-day open trial, covering about 140
miles, including the Peak District and

. traversing Leicester, Loughborough,
Derby, and Nottingham, will be held by
the East Midland Centre (A.C.U.) on
Saturday, March 25th. The premier award
is the £100 (pre-war) Raleigh Challenge
Cup for the best individual performance.
Posters will be exhibited along the route
showing times of the competitors pass-
ing. Entries close on Saturday, and must
be sent to Mr. H. J. Woodgate, 62, High
Street, Leicester.

Tynesiders' Premier Motoring Event.

The Travers Open Trial, which has been
allocated this year to the Newcastle and
District Motor Club by the newly-formed
North-Eastern Centre (A.C.U.), will take
place on April 22nd, and arrangements are
now well in hand. The route will include
part of last year's Travers course, but it

is going to be a much more difficult

proposition. Several new " discoveries
"

in the way of hills have been introduced.
The principal award for the trial is the
Travers Challenge Trophy valued at 200
guineas and a special prize of £50' pre-
sented by Messrs.- Travers, Ltd., New-
castle. The club desires observers for the
day of the trial, and anyone willing to

serve in this capacity should apply to Mr.
H. Gillies Wicks, c/o Coopers, Ltd.,

Westgate Road, Newcastle.

CLIMBING ALTY-BADY IN THE DARK. J: Westwood Wills, who last week ascended
the notorious Welsh hill, Alty-Bady, under A.C.U. observation, twelve times on a 2J h.p.

Edmund-Blackburne. This flashlight photograph was taken immediately after Wills'

successful climbs.
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PUNCTURE PROOFING.
Two New Tubes which are Claimed to Give Immunity from Tyre Trouble.

corrugations on the sides, but when in-

flated the corrugations straighten out,

thus conforming to the internal contour

of the cover. When inflated, instead of

stretching the tube, the air pressure com-

PNEUMATIC tyres made motor cycling

possible. Unfortunately, they also

made punctures possible. and,

although the larger and better tyres of

to-day are not so susceptible to these

annoying occurrences as were the diminu-

tive covers of yesterday, the bogey is

experimental stage, and is now available

to the public in the following motor
cycle sizes: 26in. x2iin., 26in. x2|in.,

2oin. xoin., and 28in. x3in.—a hopeful

sign for the doubters. It is quite

When a nail penetrates the Jeff tube it .

simply pushes aside the flaps which on

withdrawal of the puncturing agent auto-

matically seal up the hole.

always with us. B.ut perhaps it will not

be ever thus ; for several very promising
" unpuncturable " tyres (or tubes) are

making an appearance. We illustrate

two new inventions.

The Jeff patent tube has passed the

O.H.V. FOUR
CYLINDER

ENGINE.
Aluminium Monobloc Con-
struction. Forced Lubrication.

Overhead Camshaft.

ORIGINALLY designed for light car

work, but suitable also for motor
cycles, the four-cylinder engine

which we are about to describe has been
designed by Mr. A. Elverson, the

originator of the Oscilloscope. Having
a bore and stroke of 70 mm. ( = 1,077 c.c),

the cylinders are cast with the single alu-

minium crank case body. Steel cylinder

liners are pressed in from the top, and
a casting of aluminium, forming the four

cylinder heads, definitely retains these

liners.

Cast iron valve seats are cast into the

head, and the valves, which are in line,

are operated by an overhead camshaft

through adjustable plunger tappets. -

The camshaft is driven by a vertical shaft

and bevel gear from the rear end of the

crankshaft, and the magneto, mounted
high up, is driven from the front of the

camshaft.
With the exception of the big ends,

c 12

different from anything of the kind at-

tempted before, and consists of what
externally looks like an ordinary air

chamber, but inside is a series of rubber

flaps overlapping one another, with the

result that any foreign object which pene-

trates the outer cover and tube merely

pushes the flaps to one side, and when
this object is withdrawn the hole is

immediately sealed by the flap beneath

it being forced upwards by the pressure

of air.

Standing a Test.

Mr. H. F. S. Morgan, the well-known

exponent of the three-wheeler which

bears his name, has recently put this

tube to a very severe trial, when, after

driving seven nails through the cover, he

found the tyre quite hard. He then pene-

trated the cover with several ordinary

nails, a bradawl, a strong needle, a sharp

scriber, and one or two blunt file ends,

and the tube still retained air. .The
manufacturers are Jeff Patent Tube, Ltd!,

Pembroke Road, Walthamstow, London.
On quite another principle the Com-

pression puncture-proof tube is of con-

siderably greater thickness than one of

standard pattern and the circumference
of the outer cover which it fits. In its

deflated form it is moulded with deep

presses the rubber, so that, if punctured,

the holes made by nails or other punctur-

ing agents are closed automatically.

It is claimed that it is more resilient

than the ordinary tube, and requires 25%

Deflated? ihe Compression tub : ta es the

shape shown on the left ; inflated, it is

forced to conform to the outer cover, the

rubber being in compression.

less air pressure. At the present moment
it is only made in the 28in. xSin. size, but
other sizes are in course of preparation,
and will be ready in a few weeks' time.

Bramco (1920), Ltd., St. Nicholas Street,

Coventry, the concessionpaires, state that

if the tubes are" fitted -to their Tulsa cord

tyres they will be guaranteed against
punctures and all defects of manufacture
for 10,000 miles.

Section of the o.h.v. air-cooled Elverson four cylinder engine.

which are lubricated under pressure from
a gear pump at the rear of the crank case,

and the small end bearings, all bearings

throughout the engine are of the Skefko
double row type.

Two heavy races support the massive
crankshaft, and these races are of such

a diameter that the whole crankshaft can

be passed into the crank case through
the bearing housings.

38
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O.H.V. Four Cylinder Engine.

—

Aluminium pistons with _very large

hollow gudgeon pins and two rings in a

single groove, are attached to the crank-

shaft by tubular connecting rods with
white metal big ends. Below the crank

case proper is an oil sump and pump

Iprciig^iLii

body, which can be detached to provide
access to the big ends, .and this sump
slopes rearwards so that the gear type oil

pump is constantly Hooded.
Longitudinal ribs are provided to cool

the cylinder block, but the head ribs
lie transversely.
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The camshaft case is mounted on legs
cast on the cylinder head block, arfd the
engine is reasonably accessible. In view
of the interest which is being exhibited
in air-cooled four-cylinder engines at the
present moment, this design is worthy of
careful study.

FOUR-SPEED CHAIN GEAR
BOX,

Great Simplicity, Minimum
Adaptability of th

USING chains instead of pinions, the

Caton gear box provides four speeds

in a design as simple as the average
three-speed gear. Naturally, in order to

achieve this minimum of parts, all the

gears are indirect, but with chains run-

ning under ideal conditions, i.e., in oil

and over favourably sized sprockets at

close centres, the loss in transmission

efficiency may be regarded as negligible.

In the gear box are two double and two
single sprockets, the latter arranged at

opposite corners, and all normally revolv-

ing loosely on the two shafts, one of

which carries the clutch and the other

the rear chain sprocket. A dog clutch on
the exposed portion of each shaft is so

arranged that either the single or the

double wheel may be dogged to the shaft.

The various combinations of position

—

four in number—which these dogs may
take up give the required different ratios.

Dn three gears the drive is simply taken
by one of the three chains from one shaft

to another, the other two running idle. For
the remaining ratio the drive crosses and
recrosses the box via all three chains.

of Working Parts and

2 Caton Gear.

Two forks, oper-
ated by a simple ar-

rangement on the top
of the box, control
the movement of the sliding
clutches, and the clearances are so
arranged that neutral is reached
automatically between each gear.

Since also it is possible to make
any change without passing through
the intermediate ratios, it was not a
difficult matter to design a neat
gate for the control lever.
Both the shafts and the single

wheels are mounted on Hoffmann
journal ball bearings, and all three
chains are of the same length. The
final drive may be changed from
left to right or vice versa without
structural alteration to the box.
The kick-starter shaft passes under the

box and acts directly on to the clutch,

which itself is of conventional design.

On the whole the design is very simple,
both to manufacture, and, in particular,

to assemble, and once the knack of gear
change has been learned must be almost

Main component parts of the gear. The actuating

forks are inside the top half of box (right).

foolproof. The actual ratios of the four

speeds are respectively : 0.68, 1.0, 1.46,

and 2.14 to 1.

It is claimed that the box may be fitted

to any machine. The designer is Mr.
Chas. Caton, 6, St. Ives Mount, Armley.
Leeds.

The Caton four-speed gear box. In the final model
the kick-starter mechanism will be enclosed.

View of the box from belo-.v w;th the lower half of

the casing removed.

CONTROL OF THE SPORT IN IRELAND.
OWING to the war and the recent

troubles in Ireland, there was no
conference between the Ulster and

Southern Centres of the Motor Cycle
Union since 1915 until Saturday last,

when delegates met to discuss affairs of
mutual interest.

One of the most important matters to

;i5

engage the attention of the conference
was. the question of road racing, mainly
arising oiit of the number of road races
held in Ulster la,st year. After consider-
able discussion, it was agreed that in

future no permit should be issued by the
Union for a speed competition on the
road (other than a hill climb) unless

the promoting body procure permission
from the properly constituted authority.

The Southern Centre was asked to ob-

tain from the Royal Irish Automobile
Club permission for clubs holding motor-
cycle trials to include in such events four-

wheeled vehicles with engines not ex-

ceeding 1,100 c.c.

c 13
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THE PARIS-NICE TRIAL.
Success of British Motor Cycles. French Miniatures Complete the Course. 25 m.p.h. Schedule.

THIS year's Paris-Nice Trial attracted

forty-five two-wheelers and fourteen

cycle cars. On arrival at Nice the

motor cycles had been reduced to twenty-
five and the cycle cars were only eight in

number. The trial was rendered difficult

by reason of the high average of twenty-
five miles an hour which had to be main-
tained, any rider failing to maintain this

being automatically eliminated To differ-

entiate further between the competitors,

points were given for early arrival, but
these were only of minor importance.
The first stage of 197 miles from Paris

to Dijon proved trying for machines and
riders. To avoid delay the start was
given well outside the city of Paris, but
;the road surface proved to be very bad
for the first hundred miles, and heavy
rain, hail, and a gale of wind made the

going exceedingly hard.

From Dijon into Lyons, a distance of

184 miles, was another hard stage, with
several miles of jxivi into the Silk City
which made it impossible for a rider who
had lost time to regain anything at the
end.

Better Weather Conditions.

Down the Rhone Valley, from Lyons to
Avignon, a distance of 139 miles, was
marked by brilliant sunshine, which came
as a welcome compensation after the rain
and cold of the first two days. . Part of

this road was excellent, and some was
terrible. The easiest stage was the 164
miles from Avignon into Nice. With
weather such as can only be found in the

South of France in the month of March,
and with excellent roads, the run was
made to. the mid-day stop at Brignoles
without incident, and the afternoon
journey over the Esterel was. delightful.

The climb through gorgeous scenery called

for a lot of attention, while the run down
the opposite side to Cannes had to be
undertaken with caution by~reason of the

innumerable turns, but the surface being
perfect, it was much preferred to the
rough roads of the North.

25 m.p.h. Average.

Under the rules, the same average of

twenty-five miles an hour had to be main-
tained by the motor-assisted bicycles and
the scooters as by the 1,000 c.c. solo

machines. The error of this was revealed
by the great difficulty the small machines
experienced in keeping to schedule. On
two occasions it was decided to extend
the time by one hour in order to make it

possible for these little machines, to

remain in the trial.

Even with this concession, only two
motor-assisted bicycles—a Griffon, ridden
by Baudelaire, and an Evans,, handled by
Trouche, finished within the time limits.

Durand's Monet-Goyon scooter finished

without penalisation, but a second

machine of this make had to drop out.

The following were successful :

250 c.o. SOLO.
1. Alger (Terrot).
2. Clech (Motosolo).
3. Vachey (Terrot).
4. Dagorno (Moto-Bijou).
5. Berte (Moto-Bijou),

500 c.o. SOLO.

1. Naa-s (A.B.C.).
2. BorgoEtt (A.B.C.)
3. Chappaz (Sunbeam),
4. Zind (Motosacoche),
5. Pinney (Triumph)-.
6. Cuzeau (Terrot).

750 c.c. SOLO.
1. Roily (A.B.C).
2. De Neuville (Triumph).
3. Vattier (B.S.A.).
4. Vincotte (B.S.A.).

Two Motosacoche machines, ridden by
Robert and Lapallud, finished with clean
scores in the 1,000 c.c. solo class, and
Guiguet on an Orial was the only one out
of three 600 c.c. sidecars of the same
make to reach the finishing point.

1,000 c.o. SIDECAR.
1. Vercly (Harley-Davidson)
2. Gex (Motosacoche).
3. Porci (Harley-Davidson).
4. Wood (B.S.A.)

Few British Riders.

This year comparatively few English
riders took part in the trials, although
English machines with French riders were
fairly well represented. In the mountains
between Bourg and Lyons, Wood over-

turned with his B.S.A. sidecar, but the

machine suffered no damage of import-
ance, and came' into Nice without the

loss of points.

Immediately after arri%-al all the motor
cycles were placed in a special exhibition

hall, . and there remained on view for

four day's.

(Left.) The Terrot team of French lightweights,
r
two of which completed the journey within the time limits. (Right.) A motor scooter rider.

Durand (Monet-Goyon), who finished without penalisation is shown in the centre of the right-hand group.

NEXT Saturday's big Midland event,

the Victory Cup Trial, has attracted

218 entries.

Starting at the works of the James
Cycle Co., at Greet, Birmingham (first two
men away at 8.1 a.m.), the route covers

much new ground, but never gets far away
from the starting point. For the benefit of

those who desire to watch the performance
of the competitors, the approximate times

of the vanguard at various points of

interest are appended :

CI4

SATURDAY'S BIG TRIAL.
Swan's Hill, 8.19 a.m.
Gravel Pit Hill, 8.24 a.m.
Bromsgro-ve.
(Acceleration test; venue mot decided.)

Hagley Wood Hill, 9.15 a.m.
Cleut.
Holycross
Harplebury.
Stourport.
Noah's Ark Hill, 10 a.m.
Buckridge.
Clow's Top, 11 a.m
Bickbrook.
Flagstaff Hill, 11.45 a.m.
Lunch : The Hundred House, 12.1 p.m. (one
and a hall hours).

Tedstone Delamare

Knightwich..
Alfrick.
Sandy Lane, 2.5 p.m.
Suckley Hills.

Mill Lane Hil!, 2.45 p.m.
Cradley
West Malvern.
Crost's Hill.
Malvern Link
Droitwich.
BTomsgTove
Rubery
Beacon Hill. 3.50 p.m.
Finish ; Austin Works, 4 p.m.

Thus the last man should "finish vrfcl!

before lighting-up time.

(31-32)
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FRICTION DRIVE ON A
LIGHTWEIGHT.

Redesigned Transmission on a

made its Debut at Olympia.

IN the recently introduced 2 h.p. light-

weight Economic motor cycle there is

a good deal to attract those who want

a small, handy machine. Since the Show

in November this miniature has undergone

several changes. The flat twin two-stroke

engine (52.5 x 38.5 mm. =165 c.c.) is now
placed across the frame, the cylinder

heads are bolted to the sub-frame, which

carries engine and countershaft, and a

further stay is connected from the crank

case to the front transverse member of

the frame.

A friction disc has been bolted to the

magneto flywheel, with which a Fibrax-

Miniature which

Latest model of the

Economic 2 h.p. flat

twin lightweight.

Details of the variable gear friction drive.

shod friction wheel engages. This slides

on a feathered shaft which carries the
final belt pulley, while a powerful coil

spring serves to keep the friction wheel
in close contact with the friction disc, dis-

engagement being effected by means of a
heel pedal. There is no reason why the
"clutch" operation should not be from the
handle-bar by means of a Bowden lever,

which can be left permanently in engage-
ment if it is desired to wheel the machine
about with the engine at rest.

The action of this clutch pedal is to

move the friction wheel about -p^in. away
from the disc, and, of course, as soon as

this is done the power is disconnected

from the road wheels, and the. friction

wheel is also free to slide across the face

of the friction disc, thus varying the gear

ratios, which range between 6 and 19

to 1.

The final modeL will be fitted with

Druid forks, a front wheel rim brake, and

a belt rim brake on the rear wheel. The
rider's comfort has been well studied, and
26x2^in. Avon tyres are fitted.

Sold at £34, and weighing 1101b., the

little five-speed Economic should be a very

attractive proposition. Economic Motors,

Ltd., 62, East Castle Street, London, W.l,
are the manufacturers.

THE BRUSSELS SHOW.
Belgian, French and British Machines Staged in One Exhibition. Motor-Assisted Bicycles a Feature

1V1 is confined to a limited number of
OTOR cycle manufacture in Belgium

is confined to a limited number of

makers, and the nature of the roads

does not tend to the almost universal use

of motor cycles which is apparent in this

country. Nevertheless, there is a steady

and growing interest in machines cap-

able of fairly high speeds and possessing

JUST AS YOU CAN BUY I A stock 2f h.p. O.K. Junior, which competed in yesterdays

A.C.U. trial, sealed in an ex -army ground sheet. The cover envelopes the whole ot the

mechanism and practically every eyelet is sealed ; no vital part of the machine can be touched

and yet it can be conveniently wheeled from place to place.

good road-holding and vibration absorb-

ing qualities.

A representative display of machines
was recently staged in Brussels in a

former ducal palace, and it included the

principal manufactures of Belgium and
France, together with a number of the

leading British machines ; unfortunately

the construction of the building caused
many exhibits to be scattered in small

rooms and corridors.

Motor-Assisted Bicycles.

Generally speaking the number of

motor-assisted bicycles was the most
noticeable feature of the show, the power
in most cases being provided by a minia-

ture engine of 1 or lj h.p. Among the

bigger machines it is obvious that 6 or

8 h.p. models are preferable in Belgian

eyes, and 28in. x 3in. or 27in. x 3£in. tyres

and heavy frames are in demand. The
Jeecy-Vea, a machine produced in Brus-

sels," is outstanding for its finish, but' the

British machines which were shown were

mostly at the forefront in this respect.

Cycle cars, chiefly of French make, are

well represented, and there appears to be

considerable development in this class of

vehicle.

c 19
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Some Notes on the Importance of a Careful Selection of Ratios to Suit the Engine.

IT
is a well-known fact that there is one speed, and
one speed only, at which a petrol engine will give

. its greatest horse-power. This speed is not the

same in every make of engine nor even in every in-

dividual engine of the same make and

size.

A motor cycle engine owes its capa-

city for producing a large power out-

put principally to its ability to revolve

at a very high speed,' but this is not

the only thing to be taken into con-

sideration. If it were so the highest

possible speed of the engine would be

also the speed at which it gave out

its highest power. In actual practice

the power curve rises quickly with the

speed up to a certain point, then it

begins to rise more slowly, 'and soon

after reaching its critical speed it be-

gins to drop again.

It is the ambition of designers to

produce a power curve which shall

approximate as nearly as possible to

a straight line, and in this they have

been wonderfully successful up to a

certain point, "but no one has yet pro-

duced an engine of which the power

curve continues to rise right up to the

extreme limit of its speed when run-

ning light.

Mean Effective Pressure. .

This is because r.p.m., though immensely import-

ant, are not the only desiderata which have to be

considered in the design of a petrol engine. The
mean effective pressure, sometimes known as )j (eta)

P. or M.E.P. must also be taken into account, and

/

BHR

1000 2000 3000 *000
RPM

Power curve of the Barr & Stroud

when the engine speed increases beyond a certain

point the M.E.P. begins to fall off until presently

the extra power gained by the increased "revs." is

more than counterbalanced by the falling off of the

pressure on the piston. The cause of

this is the impossibility of getting a

full charge of gas into the cylinder in

the very limited time during which the

inlet valve is open.

It is possible to increase the mean
effective pressure at high speeds by en-

larging the induction passages and in-

let valves, and the power curve of the

Barr and Stroud engine is a very ex-

.

cellent one largely because the inlet

and exhaust ports open very quickly,

and when open are of large area in pro-

portion to the size of the engine.

,

Maintenance of Power.

For touring purposes a slight fall-

ing off of power under certain condi-

tions of road and gradient does not

very much matter so long as the rider

has sufficient power at his disposal to

climb the steepest hills at a reasonable

3000 pace and to indulge in an occasional

speed burst when a suitable oppor-
ig]

sleeve valve engine up to 4,000 r.p.m. tunity occurs. It is very seldom that

a motor cyclist on tour keeps his throttle

wide open for many minutes at a time or even desires

to do so.

In the Tourist Trophy races, however, a different

set of conditions is to the fore ; the laws are, some

of them, in abeyance for the time. An open throttle

is then the rule rather than the exception and, other

things being equal, the engine tfiat maintains the

1?—'—
'

i
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Contour of ihe T.T. course. It will be seen there is a rise to 1,600 ft. in five miles between Ramsey and the Bungalow Hotel.
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Gear Ratios for the T.T. Course.

—

greatest power will be successful. We have already

seen that the extreme power output necessitates the

maintenance of a certain engine speed which differs

in different engines. This can only be done to per-

fection by the provision of an infinitely variable gear

and a very skilful use of it.

Now, although a machine so fitted has won the

T.T., this type of gear and transmission has lost some

of its popularity ; chain drives were very much in

evidence last year, and no doubt will be again this

year.

Choosing the Gears.

When a manufacturer is choosing the gears for the<

machines, which he purposes to sell to the general

public, he is beset with many difficulties. He knows,

of course, the power of the engine and the weight of

the bicycle, but he does not know the weight of the

rider, the nature of the country in which it will be

used, the steepest hill that it will be required to

climb, nor even whether or not a sidecar will be

attached.

With so many unknown quantities the choice of

gears must be very much in the nature of a com-

promise. One of the gears must be low enough to

climb practically anything with the machine heavily

loaded. This means a really low bottom gear and
large steps between the different ratios, say 15, ro,

and 5 to 1. An alternative is sometimes .allowed which

takes the form of a gear box having closer ratios some-

where in the neighbourhood possibly of 10, 7^, and

5 to 1, and this is most certainly an advantage to

the sporting solo rider who does not intend to fit a

sidecar to his mount.
In the case of the T.T., however, some of these

difficulties disappear. The manufacturer knows not

only the power of the engine and the number of
" revs." per minute at which it will develop its great-

est horse-power, but he knows also the weight of the

rider, the course over which the machine has to run,

and the speeds which he wishes to obtain over different

parts of the course, and he can therefore proceed to

set out his gear ratios accordingly.

Some Simple Calculations.

There is in " Motor Cycles and How to Manage
Them " a useful and simple formula designed to give

the most suitable gear ratio for a touring machine
climbing a 1 in 10 gradient, which is as follows :

/ , C05 x weight of machine and rider\ ,

V ~~ b.h.p. ;

To give an example, a 4 h.p. motor weighing 2501b.
and carrying a 1501b. rider will need a gear of

3 +—^-^— to 1, that is 8 to 1, and if the speed be

30 m.p.h. the number of " revs." per minute will

be 3,120, provided that 26m. wheels are used, as can
be readily obtained by reference to a table of engine
" revs." and miles per hour in the same book.
The manufacturer can, however, approach this prob-

lem in a more scientific manner. We will suppose that

a T.T. rider and his machine oppose about 5 sq. ft.

to the resistance of the air and that the Eiffel for-

mula R = -oos AV2 will meet the case, as a motor

cycle and its rider are not a good example of stream-

lining. Combining these in a single formula we get

R = -( — ) which is plotted out in the accompanying

graph.
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Reference to this graph will show that at 60 m.p.h.
the air resistance i? = 54.1b. The road resistance may
be taken as 501b. per ton, and, if we again assume
that the machine and rider weigh 4001b., this works
out to nearly 91b. or a total of 631b. resistance on a

level road. The power needed for this is—- =
55°

10.08 h.p., and if the engine is capable of exerting

15 h.p. at its best speed we have 4.92 h.p. available

for hill-climbing. Suppose the gradient to be 1 in x,

88 X400 r
then x= - =M, and therefore 1 mi! mav

4.92x550 J
,

be climbed at 60 m.p.h., and the gear ratio may be"

determined from the table to which I have referred.

Supposing the critical engine speed be 3,900 r.p.m.,

then a 5 to 1 gear, will give the required speed.

On a steeper gradient a lower gear will give a

better result although a much steeper hill could be

climbed on the 5 to 1 gear. It must be noted that

60 m.p.h. is not necessarily the limit of the machine's

speed capabilities on the above gear, for 3,900 r.p.m.

is not the limit of engine speed but merely that speed

at which the greatest h.p. is developed.

The same sort of reasoning can be applied to the

steeper gradients, remembering that here the greater

part of the available horse-power will be required for

climbing and less for overcoming wind resistance.

For instance, when climbing a 1 in 4 ascent at about

40 m.p.h., 11 h.p. is needed for climbing and about

3^ h.p. for overcoming air resistance and tractive

effort. On the other hand, about 70 m.p.h. will be

the absolute limit of this machine on the level, and
this would require a gear of 4.3 to 1. On a down
grade the speed might rise to 80 m.p.h. and the

engine revs, to upwards of 5,000.
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Stockport and District M.C.

The club is holding a 50-mile reliability

run on Saturday, the premier award being

the " Fildes " Challenge Trophy.

East London M.C.C.

All applications for membership of this

club should now be made to Mr. R. Van
Boolen, 63, Baron Eoad, Chadwell Heath,

London.

West Kent M.C, Canterbury and District

M.C.C. and Rochester M.C.C.

At a joint meeting of these clubs it

was decided to combine for the purpose

of holding various competitions during

the coming season. The programme of

fixtures includes hill climbs, reliability

trials, and a race day'at Brooklands, thus

catering for all tastes.

Eccles and District M.C.C.

Not often do motor cyclists enjoy

punctures, but on the occasion of the

recent annual dance of this club the

bursting of many balloons provided con-

siderable amusement. The event fol-'

lowed the annual dinner, and, altogether,

the evening was a great success.

An appreciative reader of "The Motor

Cycle " who appropriately disguised himself

as a letter " T " to attend the recent masked

ball organised by the Manx Motor Club to

assist the fund for the T.T. races.

The trials committee ot the Western M.C.C. (Glasgow) has spent much time arranging a

route for the club's Two-Day Easter Trial. Much of the course embraces new ground.

Mr- W. N. Simpson, president of the club, and two members inspecting one of their " finds.

Western M.C.C. (Glasgow).

On April 15th and 17th the club will

hold a two-day reliability trial. The
course is one which has not been included

in any previous reliability trial, and is

through magnificent loch and mountain
scenery.

Proposed Saltash M.C.C.

About a dozen enthusiasts attended a

meeting at the Y.M.C.A., Saltash, to

form a local club. Those interested

should communicate with the acting

secretary, Mr. S. H. Squires, 90, Fore
Street, Saltash.

St. Albans and District M.C.C.

With headquarters at St. Peter's Insti-

tute, Hatfield Road, St. Albans, a new
local club has been formed as above.

Runs will be arranged for Tuesdays,.
Thursdays, and Saturdays. Fuller par-

ticulars may be obtained from the hon.

secretary, Mr. A. Branfield, " York
House," 1, Approach Rd., St. Albans.

Larkhall and District M.C.C.

At the annual general meeting the
office-bearers for 1922 were appointed as

• follows :—President, Mr. John Ireland,
Longlea, Netherburn; vice-president, Mr.
Robt. Brown, Skellyton Farm, Larkhall;
captain, Mr. Robert Thomson, Cherryhill,
Larkhall ; vice-captain, Mr. Robert Kirk-
wood, Hillsview, Larkhall; secretary,

Mr, W. R. Gold, Hareleeshill, Larkhall.

A committee of ten was also appointed.

Eastern Counties M.C.

Club secretaries and others interested

are asked to note that at the annual
general meeting Mr. J. W. Percival, 5,

Ruby Road, Walthamstow, E.17, was ap-

pointed the secretary of the club. The
club was founded by him and others in

1914 as a social body, the only stipu-

lation being that for membership one is

not a professional competition rider or a

direct representative of the trade for ad-

vertising purposes. Lady members are

also admitted.

Cardiff M.C.C.

On Monday of last week a very suc-

cessful general meeting was held at the

club's new headquarters, the Motor House,

Wood Street. Several new members
were enrolled, and a comprehensive pro-

gramme of events was arranged for the

season 1922. Owing to the number of

applications from members whose half-

day is Wednesday, for events to suit

them, a "Wednesday Sports Committee"
was appointed, under the supervision of

Mr. E. R. Mitchell, hon. sports organiser,

29, Llanfaen Road, Canton, Cardiff.
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Waterloo and District M.C.C.

A club, as above, has been formed in

Waterloo, near Liverpool, for motor
cycles and light cars. Communications
should be addressed to Mr. G. Marmion,
Rossie, Crosby Road, Waterloo, Liver-

pool.

Burton M.C. and L.C.C.

Broken gudgeon fish, biscuits (Palmer
Cord), and cheese (U-nead-it) were among
the items on the menu of the recent an-

nual dinner at the Queen's Hotel ; the
Mayor of Burton took the chair in the
absence of Col. John Gretton, M.P.

North Cheshire M.C. and L.C.C.

At a recent meeting of the members it

was decided that a slight alteration be
made in the name of the club, the title

to be as above. Further fixtures in the
way of runs and contests are to be ar-

ranged, and there _is every prospect of

the club having a successful season.

Wellingborough, Rushden, and District

M.C.C.

There was a good attendance, which
included members of the Peterborough
Club, at a recent meeting at the Exchange
Hotel. The hon. secretary (Mr. W. A.
Fathers) presented his annual report,
which, he said, was one of which any
club might be justly proud. He also

introduced the matter of the formation
of a county club, and explained that con-
siderable feeling was in favour of such a

step.

Western Centre A.C.U.

Followed by the annual dinner, the
annual general meeting was held at the
Plough HoteL- Cheltenham, on the 4th
inst. The usual routine was gone
through, and officers were elected to the
Centre Board for 1922.

About eighty members and friends at-

tended the dinner, Mr. C. T. Pearce, pre-

sident, being in the chair, supported by
Major Dixon Spain, Major Vernon Brook,

and the officers of the Western Centre

Board.

Essex County and Southend A.C.

Deplorable weather attended the open-
ing paperchase on the 4th inst., but the
majority voted against postponement.
M. Cotgrove (3g Douglas) and G. Dun-

can (3 A. B.C.) were first and second re-

spectively.

Iliord M.C.C.

A halt-day trial will be held on April

1st. The course, entirely in Essex, will

be three laps of a twenty-mile route,

starting and finishing at Abridge. Acce-
leration, slow running, and easy starting

tests are included. Further particulars

may be obtained from the competition
secretary, Mr. A. E. Sweetingham, 25,

Christchurch Road, Ilford.

Ilkley M.C. and L.C.C.

With the elimination of the present

sections into which the wide area covered

is divided, a distinct change in the future

policy of the club was decided upon at

the annual meeting held in the Lister's

Arms Hotel, Ilkley, on Monday, the

27th ult. The section system has been

carried on for two years, but it has. been

realised for some years that it was not

working out as successfully as had been

hoped.
Mr. J. N. Longfield, who presided, in

introducing this subject, said he was
the one responsible for the idea of form-

ing the club into districts, for he, and
the committee at that time, had thought

that it would lead to greater keenness

in the competitions, and, by establish-

ing district secretaries, would relieve the

general secretary of much of his work.

In practice, after two years' trial, they

found that the system had not achieverl

either of these objects. Some of the dis-

trict secretaries had worked very hard

as members of the committee, others had
not worked at all, and they had come
to the conclusion that the only way to

continue the club successfully was to get

back to the old idea of a single club

and a working committee which would

do the work.
A proposal to return to the old

system, made by Mr. G. Clapham, and
seoonded by Mr. K. Dawson, was only

carried after a good deal of discussion.

35z

Ealing and District M.C.C.

The dates of the London-Holyhead
Trial have been definitely fixed as April
21st and 22nd. This event will be open
to any member of the South-eastern
Centre A.C.U.

Derby and District M.C.

An appreciative audience of nearly 200
was present at the Technical College on
Tuesday, the 28th ult., to hear a lecture

by Mr. R. Smurthwaite, of Binks and
Co., Eccles, on " Carburation," Mr.
E. W. Reid, O.B.E., M.I.Mech.E., occu-
pied the chair.

Wallington and District M.C. and
L.C.C.

On Saturdayb next a half-day sporting
trial will be held, starting from the Tri-

angle, Wallington, at 2.30 p.m. Entries

must be received by the trials secretary.

Mr. Arthur Houghton, Woodcote Parade,
Wallington, accompanied by an entrance
fee of 5s., not later than to-morrow.

Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.

Over one hundred members were present

at the very cordial general meeting held

at the Belle Vue Hotel, Bradford, on
the 2nd inst., the President (Mr. J. E.

Fearnley) occupying the chair.

Mr. T. G. Bullus (trials hon. secretary)

briefly outlined the competition pro-

gramme for 1922, which will comprise all

the popular events, including the usual

freak hill-climb at Rosedale Abbey Bank.
Miss Pickles (Morecambe) "will present a

cup to be won outright for lady riders

only in the annual London and back run,

and the club will offer at least ten other

trophies, to be won outright, all pre-

sented by members. A special effort will

be made to cater for lady motor cyclists

;

the club has fourteen at present, and two,

Mrs. Appleton (Bradford) and Miss D. B.

Sayles (Barnsley), were enthusiastically

added to the committee. The Hon.
Treasurer (Mr. W. J. R. Lee) presented

a balance sheet showing £300 credit, and,

needless to say, all the officials, including

the committee, were unanimously .
re-

elected en bloc.

As this picture of the start of. a recent Midland run proves, blustering March gales do not prevent the keen member from attending

his club's opening event.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR ALL PURSES.r

Secondhand Prices Arranged in Order of Value. " Bargain Sale Figures " Popu'ar

:

A Curious State of Affairs.

POTENTIAL buyers of motor cycles will ,

be interested in the following table

of second-hand prices culled from
the classified advertisements in The Motor
Oyele of last week. Machines are avail-

able at prices ranging from £10 to £210.

and by glancing at the subheads the

reader may find out just what type (and
date) of vehicle is available at any pre-

determined figure.

Most remarkable is the way in which
practically all the machines priced at

over £50 are offered at more than £5 in

excess of round figures. Thus £55, £56.

£10 to £20.

Ein 31 h.p Minerva.
£12 3£h.p Rex. „
£16 1913. 21 h.p. EnfielS Twin.

£17 1920. lih.p. .T.E.S. .

£18 3* h.p Triumph.
£18 31 h.p Triumph.
£18 1912. 31 h.p. Brown.
£20 5-6 h.p. F.N.

£21 to £30.

£22 1916. 21 h.p James.
£23 1911. 31 h.p. Triumph. .

£25 1916. 2l'h.p. Bown-Yilliers.

£25 31 h.p . Bat-Jap.
£27 1915. 25 h.p. Alton.

£28 1915. 21 h.p. Ixion.

£28 1920. 21 h.p. Gamage.
£28 1912. 5-6 h.p. Rex.
£29 6 h.p. Matchless sc.

£29 31 h.p . Brown.
£30 1917. 21 h.p. Roval Ruby.
£30 1914. 31 h.p. B.S.A.
£30 1920. 2} h.p. Enfield.

£30 4 h.p. Alldays-Matchless.

£31 to £40.

£32 1921. 21 h.p. Verus.
£32 1920. 21 h.p. Hobart.
£34 1920. 2J h.p. Levis.

£35 1917. 31 h.p. P. & M.
£35 1921. 2} h.p. Orbit.
£35 1919. 2£h.p. O.K.
£35 1921. 2} h.p. Ner-a-Car (shop-soiled)

£35 1913. 5-6 h.p. Rex sc.

£35 1920. 2J h.p. Enfield.

£35 1914. 34 h.p. Scott.

£37 1920. 21 h.p. Levis.

£38 1920. 2:1 h.p. Monarch-Jap.
£38 1913. 31 h.p. Humber sc.

£38 1920. 23 h.p New Imperial.

£40 1920. 2? h.p. Xew Imperial.
£40 1918. 31 h.p. p:& M.
£40 1914. 31 h.p. Precision sc.

£40 1921. 21 h.p. Sporkbrook.
£40 1913. 31 h.p. Triumph.
£40 1921. 21 h.p. Salt-lev. -

£40 1921. 21 h.p. Hobart.
£40 1914. 7-9 h.p. Indian.

£41 to £50.

£42 1920. 21 h.p. Excelsior.
£45 31h.i . Ariel.

£45 1916. 31 h.p. Rudge-Multi.
£45 1914. 4 h.p. Triumph sc.

£45 31 h.r . Ariel sc.

£46 1921. 22 h.p. Excelsior.

£46 1921. 21 h.p. Enfield.
£48 1920. 2-f h.p. Wooler.
£48 1921. 2} h.p. P. & S.
£48 1918. 4 h.p. Triumph.
£48 1920. 2? h.p. Omega.
£48 1921. 21 h.p. Levis.
£50 1919. 8 h.p. Matchless sc.

£50 1918. 31 h.p. P. & M.
£50 1918. 31 h.p. P. & M. sc.

£50 1921. 21 h.p. Velocette.
£50 1916. 41 h.p. B.S.A.
£50 1918. 4 h.p. Douglas sc.

£50 1919. 7-9 h.p. Indian.
£50 1921. 2J h.p. Alton.

£51 to £60.

£55 1921. 23 h.p. Xew Imperial.
£55 1914. 8 h.p. Zenith sc.

£55 1921. 21 h.p. Velocette.
£55 1919. 7-9 h.p. Indian.
£55 1920. 2? h.p. Vems-Blaekburne.
£55 1914. 4 h.p. Triumph sc.
£55 1918. 4 h.p. Triumph sc.

£55 1922. 21 h.p. Metro-Tyler.
£56 1916. 41 h.p. B.S.A.
£57 1921. 2? h.p. New Imperial.
£58 1921. 3 h.p. Beardmore-Precision.
£58 1919. 4 h.p. Triumph.
£60 1921. 23- h.p. Massev- Arran.
£60 1921. 2.1 h.p. Edmund.
£60 1916. 4} h.p. B.S.A. sc.

£61 to £70.

£64 1920. 31 h.p. P. <(: M. sc.

£65 1919. 31 h.p. Rover.
£65 1921. 31 h.p. P. * M.
£65 1921. 31 h.p. Norton single speed.
£65 1920. 5-6 h.p. Zenith.
£65 1919. 4 h.p. Triumph.
£65 1921. 31 h.p. Rudge-Multi.
£65 1916. 6 h.p. Enfield sc.

£65 1918. 4 h.p. Douglas sc.

£65 *1919. 7-9 h.p Indian.
£65 1916. 5-6 h.p. Indian sc.

£65 1920. 41 h.p. B.S.*.
£65 1921. 4 h.p. Rex-BIackburne.
£65 1922. ' 3 h.p. Beardmore-Precision.
£68 1917. 3} h.p. Rover sc.

£68 1919. 4 h.p. Norton.
£69 1920. 3 h.p. A.B.C.
£69 1918. 4 h.p. Triumph sc.

£70 1921. 31 h.p. Lea-Francis.
£70 1920. 4 hj>. Norton.
£70 1920. 4 h.p. Quadrant sc.

£70 1917. 31 h.p. Sunbeam.
£70 1916. 31 h.p. Sunbeam sc.

£70 1920. 3 h.p. A.B.C.
£70 1920. 7-9 h.p. American X.

£71 to £80.

£72 1918. 8 h.p. Roval Rubv.
£72 1920. 5-6. h.p. Zenith.
£73 1919. 4 h.p. Triumph sc.

£75 1917. 6 h.p. Enfield sc.

£75 1920. 4 h.p. Blackburne sc.

£75 1920. 4 h.p. Douglas.
£75. 1919. 4} h.p. B.S.A. sc.

£75 1921. 5 h.p. Zenith.
£75 1921. 6 h.p. Zenith.
£75 1921. 2-2 h.p. Edmund.
£75 1920. 5-6 h.p. Bover sc.

£75 1921. 5-6 h.p. Rudge-Multi sc.

£75 1920. 6 h.p. Zenith.

£75 1915. 3} h.p. Scott sc.

£78 1920. 8 h.p. Zenith sc.

£80 1921. 4 h.p. Bradburv.
£80 1917. 4} h.p. B.S.A. sc.

£80 1917. 6 h.p. Enfield sc.

£80 1916. 41 h.p. James sc.

£80 1921. 31 h.p. James.
£80 f!920. 31 h.p. Lea-Francis.
£80 1920. 31 h.p. Rover.
£80 1921. 4 h.p. Quadrant sc.

£81 to £90.

£84 1920. 31 h.p. Ariel sc.

£85 *1920. 3 h.p. A.B.C.
£85 1918. 8 h.p. Enfield sc.

£85 1920. 32 h.p. Scott sc.

£85 1919. 4 h.p. Triumph sc.

£87 1920. 31 h.p. Sunbeam,
£88 1921. 41 h.p. B.S.A.
£90 1919. 8 h.p. Matchless sc.

£90 1920. 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson sc

* Dynamo Lighting.

£57, £58, etc., are common, but not £51.

£52, £53, etc. This would indicate that

the seller who thinks his machine is

worth, for example, £52. either brings it

dowm to £50, or £48-£49, which, at a

glance^ looks much less, or up to £58-£59,

which does not seem much more !

£90 . 1921. 4 h.p. Triumph.
£90 1919. 31 h.p. Sunbeam sc.

£90 1921. 5 h.p. Zenith.
£90 1921. 4} h.p. B.S.A.

£9 1 to £100.

£95 1920. 4 h.p. Douglas sc.
£95 1921. 31 h.p. Scott.
£98 1921. 4 h.p. Douglas sc.
£98 1922. 31 h.p. Zenith-Bradshaw.
£98 1920. 8 h.p. New Imperial sc.
£98 1921. 31 h.p. Norton.
£99 1921. 31 h.p. Norton sc.
£100 1920. 5-6 h.p. Zenith sc.
£100 1920. 4 h.p. Triumph sc.
£100 1920. 33 h.p. Scott sc.
£100 1S20. 31 h.p. Sunbeam sc.
£100 1920. 6 h.p. A.J.S. sc.

£101 to £110.

£105 *1921. 4 h.p. Triumph sc.

£105 1921. 31 h.p. Sunbeam sc.

£105 1919. 6 h.p. Bat-Jap sc.
£110 1920. 5-6 h.p. Rover sc. .

£110 1921. 31 h.p. Sunbeam.
£110 1920. 5 h.p. Brough sc.

£111 to £120.

£115 1920. 6 h.p. A.J.S. sc.
£115 1921. 31 h.p. Sunbeam.
£115 1920. 8 h.p. Zenith sc.

£115 1920. 6 h.p. A.J.S. sc.

£115 1916. 6 h.p. A.J.S. sc.

£115 *1920. 8 h.p. Matchless sc.
£120 1920. 8 h.p. Matchless sc.

£121 to £130.

£125 1921. 5-6 h.p. Martinsyde sc.

£125 •1921. 8 h.p. Enfield sc.
£125 1921. 41 h.p. B.S.A. sc.

£125 1920. 6 h.p. A.J.S. sc.

£128 1921. 4 h.p. Norton sc.

£130 •1920. 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson sc
£130 1922. o-G h.p. Martinsyde sc.

£130 1919. 4 h.p. Trnimph sc.

£130 *1920. 8 h.p. Matchless sc.

£131 to £140.

£135 1921. 4 h.p. Norton sc.

£135 *1920. 6 h.p. A.J.S. sc.

£135 •1921. 8 h.p. Enfield sc.

£135 1921. 6-7 h.p. B.S.A. sc.

£135 1921. 8 h.p. Enfield sc.

£140 1920. 6 h.p. AJ.S. sc.
£140 1920. 6 h.p. A.J.S. sc.

£140 1921. 8 h.p. Matchless (2-seater) s<

£140 *1920. 6 h.p. A.J.S. sc.

£140 *1920. 6 h.p. A.J.S. sc.

£141 to £150.

£145 *1920. 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson sc
£150 1921. 4 h.p. Triumph sc.

£150 •1921. 10 h.p. Henderson sc.

£150 *1921. 8 h.p. Enfield se.

£151 and upwards.

£160 *1921. 8 h.p. Zenith.
£160 1921. 6-7 h.p. B.S.A. sc.

£160 •1921. 6-7 h.p. B.S.A. sc.

£180 1921. 7 h.p. A.J.S. sc.

£210 •1921. 8 h.p. Sunbeam sc. -
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1921 7h.p. Powerplus
Indian standard model,
full ei.ectrical equip-

MENT, Indian ee luxe

SIDECAR, COMPLETE OUTFIT

£140

1921 4 h.p. Powerplus
Indian scout model.

solo £98
with full electrical

equipment, £110

GODFREY'S
208, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, LONDON, W.l

Telegrams : " Gotrabiki, London." 'Phone : Langham 1300 (2 lines.)

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' C25
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If your thoughts are turning to a small car

you cannot do better than study the pages of
All types of small
and economical cars
are fully and prominently
dealtwithin 'The Autocar.'
Not only does it give

detailed illustrated des-

criptions of new small cars,

and accounts of road tests

of both new and established

models, but also hints on
running and maintenance,
costs of running and up-
keep, and news of general
interest to owners or pro-

spective buyers of light

cars.

"Small Car Talk" by "Runabout"
—a special article by a well-known
private owner appears each week.

>

The Leading Motoring Journal
"The Autocar" is the complete journal; it embraces every phase

and aspect of motoring, dealing in an equally thorough manner with

light, medium and large cars, each issue being attractively illustrated.

EVERY FRIDAY - - 4d.

OF ALL NEWSAGENTS.

Proprietors: ILII'i E & SONS' LTD., Dorset House. Tudor Street, London E.C.t

wttm
• _/r>-L_l_P ? :

Guaranteed not to

OIL UP in any

circumstances.

TESTED AND PROVED TO
GIVE GREATER POWER

AND SPEED.

Mr. New, of 77, Anson Rd., Gi.

Yarmouth, writes

:

—
"No sign of four-stroking on

my two - stroke machine. I

should like every motor cyclist

to know about your plug."

IT WILL PAY YOU THEREFORE
TO TRY THIS FLUG WITHOUT

DELAY.

Price

5/6
each

Obtainable of Agents in many districts or
write direct to—
ROTH & WEST,
67, COWLEY RD.,

LONDON, S.W.I4,

C2f-

LIST TO
131, Coventry Road
Telegrams

In answerin/j these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.

THE "ZEPHYR " Motor Cycle
The King of Lightweights. Weight under 70 lbs.

Strong. - Elegant. Absolutely reliable. - Fully guaranteed.

PRICE 25 GUINEAS
Can be used as Pedal Cycle or Motorcycle at will. Will
carry a rider of average weight up all but freak hills
without pedalling, and do over 20 miles per hour on level
if required.

The retention of Pedal gear gives the rider absolute con-
fidence in traffic and when negotiating awkward corners.
Chain cum Belt drive. Ball Bearings to Crankshaft and
Countershaft. Engine 1

j
h.p. two-stroke, the power of

which is ample for the purpose.
" The Proof of the Pudding is in the eating " says " The
Motor Cycle " of March 2nd, 1922, in describing a novel
Tricar which has been propelled *' 8,000 no trouble
miies" by one of these wonderful little Engines.
Mr. H. A. D. Joseph of London and his 3 children were
the passengers. Mr. Joseph is an ordinary Cyclist, not
a professional rider.

FO* The Small Engines Company
Birmingham

'Smaileng, Birmingham."
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Adaptable to any H.P.

Motor Cycle and Car
up to 20 h.p.

Send us outside dia-

meter of the Exhaust
Pipe.

THE patent silencer
is made of alumin=

ium, on accountof its

lightness and heat
dispersing qualities.

DELIVERIES canbe
made 7 days from
receipt of order.
Full satisfaction
guaranteed or money
returned.
Guaranteed no loss

of power.

Price 20/- each

.delivered.

Silence your Engine
without loss of power
by purchasing one of
our Patent Silencers.

A gents wanted.

The ARGUS
SILENCER
for open exhaust pipes

Copies of Testimonials received re PATENT ALUMINIUM
" Re the Silencer supplied to me some
time ago I must say I am more than
satisfied with it as I am the possessor
of a particularly noisy type of 550
single machine and have previously
experimented with numerous silencing
arrangements. Except for mechanical
noises, valves, c/s chain, etc., when
travelling there is no appreciable
sound at all, nor does the power
appear to be in any way affected. In
conclusion I must state I never got
better value for my money."

" With reference to the Silencer with
which you supplied me I can assure
you that it has given every satis-

faction. With regard to its silencing
powers they are all that could possibly
be wished for. The most commend-
able point is that there is no noticeable
loss of power through back pressure."

" I am entirely satisfied with the
' Argus ' Silencer you have supplied to

me, and your claims as to silencing

and elimination of
' back pressure

without loss of power are quite true.

The bike runs very well at high speeds

—in fact better than with the Stan-

dard Silencer as supplied with my
machine and there is apparently no
back pressure at all. This is rather

remarkable and gives much credit to

the design, as with so many baffles

one would expect inefficient running.

.The absence of noise is extremely
gratifying and I am recommending
the ' Argus ' to my friends with every
confidence." Leicester.

" I have fitted your Silencer to a Jap,
and up to now it has given me every

satisfaction. It has accounted for no

1 ARGUS " SILENCER.
loss of power—I should say it has

increased the power somewhat, or it

seems so. It makes quite an improve-

ment to the machine and I shall

certainly recommend it to my friends

in the Motor Club. I shall probably

give you an order for another Machine
which I am overhauling."

Little Cheverell.

"Referring to the 'Argus' Silencer

that I ordered from you, I now take

the pleasure in letting you know that

it is everything in the way you claim

for it, and I am highly pleased with it,

and it is giving every satisfaction. I

will recommend to anyone with whom
I come in contact."

" Heworth Colliery."

CROOKES, ROBERTS, RITCHIE & CO., LTD;, Owners of

W. J. RITCHIE & Co., Freedom Works, John Street, SHEFFIELD

,%_JVW»WJ.H.,,V%--"--«".V-BeBai"a" .wwvunv B1
-a»o"--^------,\.-

I
\ THE MOTOR CYCLIST'S "MECCA"

in THE COLMORE CUP TRIAL—Namely

BUSHCOMBE HILL, which WAS CLIMBED by

I.

i

1

TWO STANDARD C^ALTHORPE
LIGHTWEIGHTS

(with \
3-Speed

J
Gears. /

I

J
For £36 YOU can BUY ONE, and DO the SAME,

or with 2-Speed Gear £45.

OTHER MODELS

3 h.p. Calthorpe 2-Stroke, 2-Speed - - - £60
3 h.p. Calthorpe 2-Stroke Combination de Luxe - £85
2f h.p. Calthorpe J.A. P. 2-Speed ... - £65

Made by

:

THE CALTHORPE MOTOR CYCLE Co., Lion Works, Barn St., BIRMINGHAM

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."

I
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"R.S." Dual Chain
Rivet Extrac

ain
tor

Patent No. 7:36/21.

PRICE for
J"

pitch chains blued finish 8/6
(packing and postage 6d. extra).

Write for Leaflet.

Direct from the patentee

—

GU C AI T Motor Engineer,
• **• iJtXlji 1 j 18, Cherry St., Coventry.

"MAGNETOS"
By A. P. Young, A.M.I.E.E.

A Complete Treatise on
Magnetos for Motor Cars,
Motor Cycles, and Aeroplanes.

Price 4/6 Net. By Post 4/10

From
ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Tudor St.,

LONDON, E.C.4, and leading Booksellers.

DEECO
ELECTRIC
LIGHTING
SETS.

T Head Lamps
|" SideLamps

nc 3 BALLiO- O-U sp TAIL LAMP.
- complete igy»

5

Dean's Electrical& Engineering co. Ltd.

44, Nottingham Street, Rotherham.

TRACING
MOTOR CYCLE
TROUBLES
A system of locating motor cycle faults

and of remedying them when found.
Fourth Edition.

Price - 2/-
By Post - 2/3.

From lLIFFF & SONS LTD
,

Dorset House, Tudor St., London, E.C.4.

AIRMEN'S LEATHER
FLYING COATS
CASH WITH
ORDER. 65/= MONEY RETURNED

IF DISSATISFIED.

Only 40 left Cannot be repeated for 4 Times the Price.

All Coats have been worn but are in Good Condition

CLOTHING BARGAINS
REGULATION TRENCH COAT

(Oilskin Inter-Lined) 55 -

"(Ditto & Fleece-Lined) 70 -

BLUE GABARDINE TRENCH COAT (Wool) 45 -

(Ditto & Inter-Lined) 52/6
DINNER & DRES8 SUITS • 60/- to 120 -

LOUNGE SUITS (Second-Hand) 35/-,, 80-
„ „ (New & Misfit) 40/- „ 90/-

Cash with Order. Money Returned if Dissatisfied.

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST AND SELF-
MEASUREMENT FORM ON APPLICATION.

Gent's Clothing of Every Description, Bought,
Sold, or Taken in Exchange,

('Phone:
Park 4817)MOSS BROS.

83-5, HIGH ST., NOTTING HILL GATE,
& 224, HIGH ROAD, KILBURN, N.W. 6

To P. &M. OWNERS.—:

i ALL P. 6 M. SPARES BY RETURN.
Immediate delivery of all Models.

1922 CHATER LEA MACHINES
B. & B. CARBURETTER PARTS

B, & L. DRIP. FEED PARTS
BEARDWOOD

P. 6 M. SPECIALIST.
147. Burlington Street, LIVERPOOL

j
147. Burlin

fc<»^te<C^.

The Place of

Engineering
Production

THE future of the British
Engineering Industry
lies largely in the hand

of the young Engineer now
training for his life's work.

For many years Great Britain was the

workshop of the world, and in the height

of her industrial supremacy the demand
for British-made Goods came from all

parts of the Globe. Quality was the secret

of this success.

In the Industrial World to-day many
nations have acquired special proficiency

in the production of high class Engineering
specialities, and it is essential for the

future well-being of the British Engineer-

ing Industry that, while quality should be
maintained, production costs must be
reduced, in order to enable our industry

to compete with the Engineering industries

of other countries.

It is essential therefore that the British

Engineer of^to-day should be trained on

two parallel lines, i.e., to realise that

success comes only from maintaining

quality, and to aim at producing that

quality at the lowest possible cost.

The rdle of " ENGINEERING
PRODUCTION" is to indicate to

the Engineer the best means of

producingtbehighest class of goods
at the lowest production cost, and,
therefore, this Publication is of great
value to the young Engineer.

By the assimilation of practical
information this Engineer will

acquire right ideas respecting
modern Works Practice, Adminis-
tration and Control. Material
assistance is rendered him by
this Journal in acquiring the
right an^le from which to look
at his work.

ENGINEERING PRODUCTION" is obtainable from all

Bookstalls and Newsagents at 6d. weekly.

The rate for direct subscription is— United Kingdom 32.16;

{Canada 32/6) per annum, post free.

Abroad 36/10

Write for Specimen Copy, sent free on request

Publishers : ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House,
Tudor Street, London, E.C. 4.

RECENT CONTENTS INCLUDE:
Special Machines for Intensive

Production.
The Cost Office and its

Relation to Production.
Grinding Hardened Gear

Teeth.

Organising for Tool Produc-
tion.

An Efficient Works System.
A Modern Works Power Plant.
Drawings and Production.
Factory Illumination.

in The Workshop
of the World.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle
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TAYLORS
SOLE LONDON AND DISTRICT DISTRIBUTIVE AGENTS FOR

EASTER
Order now if you wish to

motor at Easter. Delay
is dangerous.

NEW 1921 COMBINATIONS.

SHOWROOM SOILED.

1921 8 h.p. Zenith comb., clutch

model £145

1921 8 h.p. Royal Enfield comb. .

.

£125

1921 5-6 h.p. Raleigh comb £145

1921 3* h.p. P. & M. comb £125

1921 4* h.p. Ariel comb £120

1921 2|- h.p. Wooler (Brooklands
Model) soto £60

1921 5 h.p. Sports Zenith £90

1921/1922 Har'.ey Davidson De
Luxe Combination, fully equipped

as new £200

SPECIAL BARGAIN.
New 2j h.p. Zenith Flat Twin,
Usual Price £98 10 £55 10

NEW 1922 MACHINES FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

COMBINATIONS.

Matchless, 8 h.p. Sports £160

P. & M., 4 h.p., 4-speed £150
Enfiield, 8 h.p.. Standard £140
Enfieild, S h.p., Dynamo £158
Excelsior, 8 h.p., De Luxe, dy-

namo £177 10

Quadrant. 4 h.p., chain drive .. £105

A.J.S., 2| h.p £110
B.S.A., 4ih.p., Model H 2 .... £142
Triumph, 4 h.p., chain drive. . . . £155
Matchless, 8 h.p., Model H £170
Morgan, 8 h.p., W.G. Grand Prix £180
Ariel, 4i h.p., chain drive £140

SOLOS.

Triumph, 4 h.p., all chain £115
Zenith Bradshaw, chain drive .

.

£119
Rudge, 3I h.p £77
O.K. Junior £39 18
New Imperial, 2 J h.p., 3 sp. cl.

andk/s £69
Ariel, 3* h.p £87 1C
Enfield," 2l h.p £55
Raleigh, 2} h.p £68

CARS.

Bayiiss - Thomas, 10 h.p., All-

weather Model, 2-seater and
dickey £330

Rover, 8 h.p S220
Rover, De Luxe £245
Belsize Bradshaw, 9 h.p. £275
Lagonda, n h.p., 4-seater, All-

weather Model £395
Morris Cowley Car, 2-seater, self-

starter £313 19
Morris Cowley Car, 4-seater, self-

starter £357

A. J. S., 2| h.p. Solo . . . . £85

A. J. S., 7 h.p. Comb £175

A. J. S., 7 h.p. 2-seater Comb. £185

Excelsior

£155

£133

£119

£75

£39 18

£53

EXCELSIOR, 8 h.p. De Luxe Combination . .

EXCELSIOR, 6 h.p. Combination

EXCELSIOR, 4* h.p. Big Single Combination. .

EXCELSIOR, 2J h.p., Blackburne]

EXCELSIOR, z\ h.p. Sports Model

EXCELSIOR, 2J h.p. Spo.-ts. 2 speed cl. & k/s

©UNCLE
Efficiency, Simplicity, and Economy sum
up the Dunelt, which is a combination de-
signed specially to keep costs low. The 4 h.p.

Dunelt 2-stroke makes light of hills. It is

simple to drive and easy to keep in trim.
The fitments are 3-speed gear, hand clutch
and kick-starter, detachable and inter-

changeable wheels, and roomy coachbuilt
sidecar. Supplied complete with spare
wheel and tyre

.
" 108 guineas.

May we give you

Write for Cash or Easy

a trial run.

Payment Terms.

4%
We charge only 4% extra for
Extended Payments, unless
makers stipulate otherwise.

CAREFULLY USED MOUNTS.

1921 4 h.p. Douglas and sidecar
complete, acetylene lamps and
horn £100

1916 4 h.p. Douglas and sidecar,

acetylene lamps and horn £63

1920* 4 h.p. Blackburne and Mill-

ford sidecar, acetylene lamps and
horn r £95

1920 3* h.p. P. & M. solo, 2-speed,
fully equipped £69

1920* i\ h.p. Neal Dalm., 2-stroke,

2-speed, lamps, speedometer,
horn £40

1920 6 h.p. A.J.S. comb., Easting
windscreen, acetylene lamps,
speedometer, watch, mirror .... £130

^1919* 6-7 h.p. Ariel comb., screen,

lamps, etc £95

1921 i\ h.p. Ner-a-car, 2-stroke,

electric and ^acetylene lamps,
horn, speedometer, as new .... £55

192 1 6 h.p. Martinsyde comb.,
Lucas acetylene lamps, horn . ;. £115

1919* 4 h.p. Douglas solo, lamps and
Klaxon horn £60

1920 6 h.p. A.J.S. comb., Hunt's
electric accumulator lighting,

speedometer, horn £130

1920 6 h.p. A.J.S. comb., Lucas
dynamo lighting, horn, etc £135

I92 j* 6 h.p. A.J.S. comb., acetylene

lighting, bulb horn, Watford trip

speedometer £120

1919 6 h.p. A.J.S. comb., acetylene
lamps, horn £117

1920* 3J h.p. Ariel and sidecar,

acetylene lamps, horn £85

SPECIAL BARGAIN IN

SIDECARS.
NEW WATSONIAN,
SHOP SOILED, with extra

strong chassis and special

fittings for Harley Davidson
and Zenith Motor Cycles,

painted to match

£25
NOTE:—The machines marked mth a #
are the property of customers, and can

be sold for cash only. ,__„

HT AVI AD 9 P(\ I i-A 52 /53 » Sussex Place, Sth. Kensington

e IAILUK ©E tySj Ltd., 21 a, Store St., Tottenham Ct
Telegrams " Dynametro, Weslcenl, London.

(For Cars and Motor Cycles.)

Rd., W.C.I. {For Accessories & Repairs.)

Telephones—Museum 1 240 and Kensington 7260

.
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In answering this advertisement it is to mention Motor Cvde." BI7
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CASH. EXCHANGE. EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

ALL MODELS
IN STOCK.MATCHLESS

Sports, £130. Sports Comb., £160. Model H, £170.

Model H, Family, £175.

Shop Soiled 1921 Sports Combination, £145.

CASH. EXCHANGE. EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

MORGAN. PRICES INCLUDE
FULL EQUIPMENT.

Popular, £150. *De Luxe, £175. *De Luxe, W.C., £186.

*Grand Prix, £180. Family, W.C., £191.
* In Stock.

DYNAMO LIGHTING £13 10s. extra.

Earliest Delivery any other model.

-i,--^

ALL MODELS
IN STOCK.

SOLE LONDON
AGENTS.

BRQUGH-SUPERIQR.
The Sportsman's Mount.

Mark I. O.H.V. £160.

Mark I. Side Valve Combination, £180.

Mark II. 6-5 H.P., £125.

Mark II. 6'5 H.P. Combination, £150.

ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR CO. LTD., ''K'Syd^*' c^W

An Offer!
We will buy your present magneto

Write for

particulars

of the B.TH.
" Sparhlight.

"

Quote CM 1 63

iJfte

should you desire to re-

place it with a B.T.H.

" Sparldight " combined

ignition and lighting set.

"Sparldight" Sets can now

be supplied in three types,

for two-stroke and four-

stroke single solos, and

four -stroke single com-

binations, complete at

£13 10s., £16 16s., and

£17 10s. respectively,

and for your replaced

magneto we offer

£2 10s.

The
British Thomson-Houston
Company - Limited.,

Lower Ford St., Coventry.

z*:.--&

MOTEX Specialities

also include Sidecar

Lamps, Generators,

etc. List on request.

No. 505

MOTSX/fE
'MINOR' VSR
REAR
LAMP
SHEWN
ACTUAL

A Reliable
j

Rear Lamp
J

i

Your lighting
j

equipment is
j

inco mp lete
j

without the J

MOTEX Minor
j

Rear Lamp, j

This is a model of exceptional de-
J

pendabiHty, made of heavy gauge
brass with all joints riveted to with-

stand hardest wear. Fitted brilliant
j

ruby lens, bull's-eye lens at side, and !

Bray burner. Complete with bracket
j

for quick attachment to number ft

plate. Also sup, lied with special

Rear Stay Clip for Cycle use at s ime
price. Of Agents or direct.

STANLEY & HILL, LTD.
Buckingham St. B'ham. V

EI8 In answering these advertisements it it desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."

J
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

Svare Parte:

4 RIEL Spares for all models, post free. Ariel
i Agents, and Spares Service Depot.—Jones Garage,
roadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. [0804

Arno.
t RNO 4h.p„ re-enamelled and renovated, etc., all
A black finish, Philipson pulley, good condition;
34; must sell.—A. W. Smith, 26, Cope St., Coventry.

[4318
Autoglider.

4 UTOGLIDER. £63 last August, perfect; good
1 reasons selling, inquiries; offers invited.—Jackson,
lm Park, Shotley Bridge. (D) [3656

Bat.
P10.—3^h.p. Bat, Bosch magneto, spring
y dropped frame.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

[42903 AT 4h.p. Sporting Model, 1922, purchasedJ November, going abroad; £95.—J., 46, Chaucer
d., Heme Hill, S.E. [3764
3AT 1921 8h.p. Combination, with spare wheel,
-* first-class order; £110; exchanges.—Newnham
'Jtor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone :

ammersmith 80. [3894
Beardmore.

3EARDMORE brand new 1921 model; reasonable
offer accepted.—S. E. Porter and Co., Whitchurch

3lop. [2468

3EARDMORE-PRECISION.-1922 models for to-
mediate delivery. Cash, exchange, or deferred

aymenU—Kays. 8, Bond St.. Ealing. [7227

3EARDMORE-PRECISI0N 3V2h.p. 1920, springJ frame, mileage 4,000, lamps, horn, insured M.TJ.

;

en week-end by appointment; £55.—N. Jeffrey Wil-
ngton, Derby. [3713

Q22 Beardmore-Precision 3h.p., brand new, now
-** reduced to £65; lightweight 3h.p. sidecar com
ination, £85: easy payments only 4% extra.—Premier
'otor Co.. Aston Rd., Birmingham. [8962

3EARDMORE-PRECTSION, 1921 (September),J mi.eage 450, B.T.H. electric lighting complete,
onniksen trip speedometer, Lucas horn, full tax and
isurance paid 1922, complete, unscratched, as new;
59/10, or exchange for good combination.—Harvev,
7, South Lambeth Rd., S.W.8. [4571

Blackburne.

{J20 4h.p. Blackburne C.B. Combination, complete-f lamps, horn, legshields, . carefully owned; £75,
lers.—7, Powderham Terrace, Teignmouth. [4337
Q20 Blackburne 4h.p., 3-speed Burman gear, all

-«-'
, chain, lamps, accessories, Bax aluminium side-

ir, little used, plating and enamel as new; £85.—
'ilhams, 28, High St., Burnham-on-Sea. [3365

Bradbury.
3RADBTJRY 3-speed 4h.p. 1922, new lamps, etc.;
-» £80.—Box 9240, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4345
17'AUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—6h.p. Brad-
!'• bury combination, new 1921, reduced to £130:
3 extra charge for easy terms. [4511
DRADBURY Combination 1920 4h.p., 3-speed, kick
-* start, beautiful outfit; 78 gns. ; take older lot
irt.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [4388

DRADBURY Combination, C.B., 4%h.p., fullyJ equipped, believed 1913, renovated as new; £35
r offer;, any trial.—Nye, 11, Sun St.. Waltham
bbey. • [3836

I Q GNS.—4h.p. Bradijury Combination, sports side-
fct' car, 3. speeds, K.S., countershaft, Sturmey box,
illy equipped, tax paid.—Ewers, Newton Rd., Burton-
3-Trent, [4114

3RADBTJRY 4h.p. C.B. Combination, 3-speed,
-* clutch, speedometer, perfect condition, all on,
ly trial; £40, or near offer.—S., 9, Oppidans Rd.,
rimrose HUM N W.3. [3620

Brough,
kTEW 1922 5iih.p. o.h.v. flat twin Brough, special
" Sports speed model, 70 m.p.h.. real hot stuff;
110.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[3250
921 5-6h.p. Brough Combination, 3-speed counter-

shaft, chain drive, fully equipped, fitted new
922 engine; £80.—37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton.
'hone, Kingston 1274. [3924

921 Brough 5-6h.p. Combination, done 1,500 miles,
new condition, perfect throughout guaranteed.

ny trial, accumulator lit, all tools and spares; cost
195; sacrifice, £135; owner buying car.—Sutcliffe,
lelville House, AUreton. [4102

920 5h.p. Brough, very silent and flexible, special
show model Brough spring wheel sidecar,

Bautiinlly upholstered, mechanical condition and ap-
?arance perfect, just overhauled at Brough works,
very smart and luxurious outfit, cost £196, little

sed; £112.—Seaton Cottage, Gerrards Cross, Bucks.
[4275

Brough Superior.

921 late Brough Superior, o.h.v.. 8h.p., Combina-
tion, fullv equipped, unscratched; '£135.—17,

t. Charles Square, W.10. [4027

PrJUPKSTi©
IPayi

12 MONTHLY
DEPOSIT and PAYMENTS.

C|C CLEVELAND, 1920.
otlO 3 h.p., 2-speed, K.S./C, fully M in D

equipped ... ... ... A*£tm jLO^tj

C«in CALTHORPE-J.A.P.
<££U Fully equipped. Shop-soiled J?*} r\ Q

only £sJ-^»0

COE JAMES, 1919.
5/6 h.p. Combination, fully

equipped, screen, mud-shields, £C *] £*
tax paid 1922 S3"J"0

£45
INDIAN, 1921.
7-9 h.p. Combination, electri-

cally equipped, tax paid, as £f\ Q A
new. Cost £230 ... ... *J<-0-U

£25
ALLDAYS-ALLON, 1921.
2| h.p.. 3-speed Combination,
K.S. Clutch, fully equipped,
speedometer, mud - shield, QA A Q
screen i*4'*U'**J

£Af\ HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920.
&£sU 7-9 h.p. C.B. Combination, JPQ 1H O

electrical model, fine condition XO"'iU -*t3

SOtl HARLEY-DAVIDSON. 1920.
*s>V 7-9 h.p., electrical model, Pg? C C

electric horn, new condition. Su*Ol-u

£OC NORTON (1921 LATE).
"*J 3J h.p., No. 9 Model, equipped P4 Q H

as new <Ai
Lk !**j'* 8

£on RUDGE. 1919.
£U MULTI T.T., fully equipped, oey q Q

tax paid 1922, good condition &i£t'*U' O

?lfl
ROYA^ ENFIELD, 1920.
8 h.p. Combination, dynamo
lghting, horn, speedometer, P'7 C A I

new tyre, good condition ... 3U» —O^ll
|

£40
SUNBEAM, 1918
3^ h.p. Combination, 3-speed,

K.S. Clutch, fully equipped, £P •? Q. I

good condition XsJ^I^U
|

£M\ BAT <* ONLY >-

S^lV NEW {SHOP-SOILED), 6 h.p., OQ n ft

3-speed, C./K.S XO^U-O
HARLEY-DAVIDSON.
4-5. h.p. sports, Swan sporting £A O A
sidecar, fully equipped, as new a»2''-«J*^

COVENTRY-PREMIER, 1921,
8 h.p. Runabout, 3-spseds and
reverse, " dynamo lighting,

dickey seat, tax paid 1922, CQ Q O
absolutely as new &*U'a'Om'£i

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OF
1922 MODELS BY ALL THE
LEADING MANUFACTURERS.

Exchanges. Deferred Payments.

BOLTON: MANCHESTER:
Bradshawgate.

Tel: 1348.

245, Deansgate.

Tel : Cen. 864:

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Brough Superior

"D ROUGH SUPERIOR 8h.p. O.H.V. 1921 Combina-
J-* tion. acetylene lighting, speedometer, horn, etc.,
very fast; no reasonable offer refused.—E. Ltyd, Stone-
hill, Bagshot, [4081

"D ROUGH SUPERIOR, immediate delivery of the
*-* 6h.p. 1922 model, the prince of medium weight
sports models for £125; good modern machines con-
sidered in part payment.—The Lay ton Garages, 30
Holywell St., Oxford. [4368

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd., Service Depot,
and sole London agents for the Brough Superior,

the sporting rider's ideal.—Immediate delivery ot 1922
models at reduced prices. Mark I., 90x771/,, o.h.v., 3-
speed,. clutch, and kick starter, £160; Mark I., sporting
combination, step, mat, screen, etc., £180, or with
special side Valve J.A. P. engine, same price; Mark
II. 6.5, mag., 72x90, 3-speed, clutch, and kick starter,
£125 ; sporting combination, step, mat, screen, etc.,'

£150. Demonstration models in stock. Catalogues sent
post free on request.—The Allen-Bennett Motor Co.
Ltd., 9-10-11, Royal Parade, London Rd., West Croy-
don. 'PhoDe : Croydon 2450, [0733

Brown.
f^Jth.p. Brown, Mabon clutch, low, 2\'2 gallon tank,

45 m.p.h., excellent climber; £18.—Griffin, 21,
Versailles Rd., Anerley, London, S.E.20. [4415

Olh.p. Twin Brown,
2 boards, legshields,

new, £25; with sidecar

O.H.V., spring forks, foot-
perfect order, tax paid, as
£29.—6, Ruskin Rd., Crewe.

[3776
B.S.A.

"D.S.A. 1922 Models in stock; catalogue with pleasure.

B.S.A. Specialists.—County Cycle and Motor Co., Brond
St., Birmingham. [4678

3ih.p. B.S.A., 2-speed, perfect, £20; sidecar, £7.—
2 17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [4305

B.S.A. 1922.—All models; immediate deliveries.—
Clifford Motories, Eastwood, Notts. [8827

£45.-1917 4l4h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed, clutch, K.S.,
splendid order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

[4291
1 Q12 3M,n.p. B.S.A,, 2-speed, clutch, kick start,
J-*-* fully equipped; £27.—Box 9252, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [4085

B.S.A., Model K, little used, perfect, taxed; 49 gns.
or offer; must sell.—" Brentor," Shooters Hill,

S.E.18. [3918

B.S.A., engine overhauled, makers' receipt, all-ehain,
condition excellent; £47/10.—65, Hindes Rd.,

Harrow. [4237

B.S.A., 1922 patterns, cash or easy payments, im-
mediate delivery.—Motoria, 15, Regent Parade.

Tally-ho. [3936

NEW 1921 4 14h.p. B.S.A. Combination and acces-
sories; £125.—Bounds, Garage, 223, High Rd.,

Kilburn. [3921

7 h.p. B.S.A., electrically equipped, complete with
landaulette, seat 2; £140.—Middlefell, Penny St.,

Lancaster. [3322

8 h.p. B.S.A. Combination in stock, all models.—
Keene, 301, Goldhawk Rd., Shepherd's Bush,

London, W. [3625

B.S.A. Combination, re-upholstered, chains, 3 speeds.
Easting; £67/10 (new 1918), guaranteed Al.—40.

Lome Rd., Forest Gate. [3645

B.S.A. 1922 new 8h.p. Combination; £185; imme-
diate delivery or exchange.—Harry Nash.

'Phone : 2837 Hammersmith. [3658

£40.—1915 4',4h.p. B.S.A., countershaft, good ap-
pearance; really sound bargain; exchanges.

—

Kent's, 417, Lord St., Southport. [3960

B.S.A. 1921 Combination, special machine, many
spares, lamps, tools, very fine condition, £l ride

50 miles; £105.-19, Edgedale Rd., Sheffield. [3752

BRAND new B.S.A. all chain Combination, Nq. 3
sidecar, equipped; nearest £120.—James, c/o

BradmoTes, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington, W. [4181

/jQ GNS.—

4

14h.p. B.S.A. Combination, 3-speed, K.S.

,

^tt/ ail-chain, hood, screen, bargain; another, more
posh, £68.—Ewers, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent.

[4115

B.S.A. 4i4h..p. model H.2. all-chain drive, with
special coachbuilt sidecar, slightly shop-soiled;

£125.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham.
[3683

"| Q20 B.S.A. Combination, 4V.iVk.p., Lucas, dynamo
J. *J lighting, spares, in splendid order ; no good
offer refused.—Box No. 8966, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[2021

B.S.A. 1922. brand new, 414h.p., Model H.2, in
stock ; £110 ; easy payments arranged. Lists

free.—Wilkins Simpson, opposite Olympia, London.
[4184

BRAND New latest 1922 B.S.A., Model E, 6h.p.
Twin, Araac, just taken delivery, not unpacked;

list price, £132 ; will accept £120 cash; must sell;

private owner; Norfolk.—Box 9217, c/a The Motor
Cycle. [3603

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and th*>. date of the issue B2r

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

"D.S.A. 1922, model H2, £110, in stock, exchanges,
-" extended terms.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate
Ave., Camomile Street, E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.

[0067
B.S.A. 4%h.p. Combination, 1916-17, good condi-

tion, screen, Tan-Sad, light car generator, horn,
3 lamps, 2 belts, discs; £65.—" Welney," Farnborough,
Kent. [4419

T3.S.A. 1921, model H2, all-chain drive, perfect,
.
-*-* condition excellent, all accessories, licenced, smali
mileage; best offer secures.—Harold Hand, Odiha-m,
Hants. [4311

B.S.A.—All 1922 Models supplied, exchanges', also
new 1921 4&h.p. K2 combination, No. 2 B.S.A.

sidecar, £114.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton,
London. [4146

£J-7h.p. 1921 B.S.A. Combination, spare wieel
*-* largest sidecar, every possible accessory, un-
scratched; £130.-37, Canterbury Rd., Balls Po-nd R-d.
Dalston, N.l. [4399

B.S.A. 1920 Canoelet Combination, electric lighting,
excellent order; £79. 1922 models in stock; ex-

changes arranged.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition
Rd.,- S.W.7. [3299

-IQ20 4fth.p. B.S.A., all chain, and No. 2 sidecar,
J-*J lamps, Tan-Sad, Easting, speedometer, luggage
grid, excellent condition; 92 gns.—Edwards, 101, Gt.
Portland St., W. [4157

"1 Q19 type B.S.A. Combination, year's tax, hood,
-*-£/ screen, lamps, etc.," magnificent condition,
3-speed, clutch, kick start; 67 gns.—Ferstield, West
bury Rd., New Maiden. [4338

B.S.A. 6-7h.p. Combination, electric lighting, speedo-
meter, Easting, windscreen, Lucas horn, all ac-

cessories, condition as new; £140.—C. A. Blay, 192,
Heath Rd., Twickenham. [4019

-|Q14 B.S.A. 3V2h.p. T.T. model, Philipson pulley,
J-& long exhaust, lamps, tax paid, date and con-
dition guaranteed; £30.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale.
"Phone : Hampstead 1353. [4560

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.—B.S.A., Model H.2
4Vih.p. t with B.S.A. sidecar, 1921, latest model

combination, brand new; £125.—Wilkins Simpson,
opposite Olympia, London. [4191

"1021 B.S.A. 6-7h.p. Combination, Lucas Magdyno.
J-«J and electric horn, spare wheel, luggage grid,
Easting, speedometer, and other spares; £150.—Martin.
Park View, Armitage, Staffs. [4060

"D.S.A. 1922 Models for immediate delivery; best
*-* prices allowed on second-hand models in part
payment.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [3884

B.S.A. 1921 model K.2 Combination, completely
equipped, new 1922, C.B. sidecar; a combination

that, accompanied by the Layton Garages guarantee,
will ensure satisfaction; approval anywhere; £110,
f.o.r. Oxford.

B.S.A. 1922 model K.2, with a £25 C.B. sidecar,
and completely equipped with lamps and horn;

cost £137; offered for cash at £120, f.o.r. Oxford; usual
guarantee; approval anywhere.—The Layton Garages.
30, Holywell St., Oxford. [4369

GOING Begging, believed 1919, late, or 1920 4i4h.p.

B.S.A. Combination, lamps, horn, hood, pillion
seat, speedometer, etc., tax, etc., 3-speed, all chain,
appearance absolutely as new; first 65 gns., no offers.—
Ramsden's, Maybell Av., Blackpool. [3590

B.S.A. 4&h.p. 1921, and Millford skiff 1921, with
spring carrier, 1,500 miles only, best mechanical

pump, Easting, F.E.W. valve attachments, lamps,
horn, all tools, perfect mechanically, unscratched, un-
punctured; £105.—Freeman, Harley Cottage, Gerrards
Cross. [3549

B.S.A. 1921 6-7h.p. Twin Combination, Magdyno
lighting, interchangeable wheels, spare wheel,

luggage grid, Cowey speedometer and horn, Easting
screen, spares, in splendid condition; cost £228, take
£150. — F. Hucklebridge, 133, Sloane St., London,
S.W.I. [3841

B.S.A. 6-7h.p. Twin Combination, Magdyno lighting,

hood, extra accessories and spares, small mileage;
£155. 1921 model K..2 Combination, Magdyno and
extras; £130. 1915 Combination, overhauled; £58.

—

County Cycle and Motor Co., 300, Broad St., Bir-

mingham. [4569

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe~~Lane, London.—B.S.A.
1922 models, k.2, chain and belt transmission,

£107; with No. 3 sidecar, £139 ; model H.2, all-

chain drive, £110; fitted with B.S.A. sidecar, £142;
B.S.A. 6h.p. twin motor cycle, £132; fitted with
B.S.A. sidecar, £164; B.S.A. 8n.p. twin combination.
£185 ; easy terms and exchange ; box carrier com-
binations from £139. 'Phone: Holborn 5777. [4512

Spare Parts:

B.S.A. Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [3609

B.S.A. Specialists.—All spares by return.—County Cycle
and Motor Co.. Broad St., Birmingham, [4677

THE Promptest Firm for B.S.A. Spares.—Forfield
Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [316]

STJLL LEADING.
The following are actually

IN STOCK.
ZENITH-BRADSHAW.

Chain Drive Model - - - £119

DOUGLAS COMBINATION.

WRITE NOW.
R. BAMBER & Co., Ltd.,

2, EASTBANK ST.,
Tel. 6o7 . SOUTHPORT.

4 h.p. Model £135

1922 7 h.p. A.J.S. Comb £175
1922 2J h.p. A.J.S. Sports £85
19222* h.p. ENFIELD £55
1922 8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb £140
1922 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Sports £130
1922 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Comb £170
1922 3i h.p. ARIEL Sports £87 10

1922 3* h.p. ARIEL £95
1922 3I h.p. ARIEL Comb £125
1922 4i b.p. B.S.A £107
1922 3i h.p. NORTON 16H £115

WE WANT YOUR PRESENT
machine in part exchange.

HIGHEST MARKET VALUE
ALLOWED.

SPECIAL OFFER.—New 1922 3i h.p.

ZENITH-BRADSHAW, shop-soiled.

Bargain Price ----- £100

EXCEPTIONAL BARGAINS.
I92r 3i h.p. N.U.T., shop-soiled £90
1921 2} h.p. ROYAL RUBY £50

1921 2jh.p. FEDERAL, 2-speed £40

19203 h.p. A.B.C., dynamo £75

1920 3* h.p. ROVER, 3-speed £70

1920 3* h.p. P. & M., 2-speed £65
MANY MORE.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

Spare Parts

:

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam
bridge.—Al] B.S.A. parts in stock. No waiting

[199:

B.S.A. Spares cara be had by return, post free
from Jones Garage, B.S.A. Agents and Spare

Service Depot Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. [0801

GODFREYS', Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London
W.I.—Complete stock of all B.S.A. spare part

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, statini
year of manufacture. [0751

Calthorpe.
£36.-1920 3h.p. Calthorpe, tax paid—Clapshaw, 19

Park St., London Bridge. [364

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 23ih.p., 1920. 2-speed. pel
feet; £45.—Clark. 7. Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7.

[330
CALTHORPE, 1922 patterns, cash or easy pas

ments, immediate delivery.—Motoria, 15, Regen
Parade. Tally-ho. [393

£17/10.—Calthorpe Junior, Precision engine,
speeds, accessories, as new.—8, High St., Wand:

worth. [387

£25.-1916 2r;ih.p. Calthorpe-Jap, brand new tyre
2-speed, free engine, excellent, condition, tax pair

bargain.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.3. [447

CALTHORPE 3h.p. Combination, 2-speed, kick star
fitted with M.L. Maglita set, slightly shop-soilec

£85.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham.
[368

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 1921 2%h.p. 2-speed, Enflel
gear, fully equipped, aluminium footboards, ne

tyres, machine unscratched, mileage 800; £40 —
Albert Cottages, Marlborough Rd., Old Kent Re
S.E.1. [37f

s
1ALTHORPE 1921 Combination, actually in stw

v> for immediate delivery; cash or deferred term:
place your orders with the Calthorpe specialists.
Burlington Motors. Ltd., Clapham Common, S.W.
Phone; Brixton 2417. i05(

Campion.
/"CAMPION Combination, 1920, 6h.p. J.A.P., 1<
V^ mileage, lamps, accessories must sell; offers.

Glenholme, Salisbury Rd., Leicester. [351

Cedos.
KICKHAM. Stokes Croft. Bristol, Sole Distri

Agent for Cedos; uneqrtalled service, repaii
etc r3J<

CEDOS 2>/2h^p., 2 speeds, run 200 miles onl

mechanical horn; accept £45.—Crown Garag
Weybridge. [33'

Centaur.
CENTATJR 3i/,h.p. 1914, excellent condition; £25

7, Exhibition Rd,S.W.7. [45.

Chater*.Tap.

3.1 h.p. Chater-Jap, Bosch, low, fast; bargain, £1
2 —16, Mason St., Walworth. [37

Chater-Lea
3ih.p. Chater-Lea, 2-speed, K.S., £20; sidecar, £7.

2 17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [431

CHATER-LEA 2-stroke, 2-speed. brand new. she

soiled; what offers?—Rose's Garage, Uxbridge.
[39'

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—19
Chater-Lea; agents all models; supplied on ea

terms or exchange. [45

IMMEDIATE delivery all models 1922 Chater-I

motor cycles; stamp for catalogue.—H. Beardwc
147. Burlington St.. Liverpool. [08

1 Q14 Chater-Lea Combination. 8h.p., fully equippi

-*- *J recently overhauled, very fast, tax paid; £'

-Cooper, 160, Commercial St., E.l.

CHATER LEA Combination 8h.p., 3-speed, splenr

condition, any trial; £68; take lower power pa

—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [43

CHATER-LEA 234h.p., lamps, horn, accessori

splendid condition, looks like new;^£35 or m
offer; bargain.—Col. Fisher, Royal Dockyard, W<
wich. t2£

1 Q22 Chater-Lea, the reliable combination with
i*/ reputation; catalogues; all models; send

quiries—Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockw

St., Greenwich, S.E.10. [32

1 Q21 8h.p. Chater-Lea Combination, new and l<

-Li/ registered, used for few demonstrations on

complete with 4 detachable wheels, spring seat pill

and sidecar screen; £35 below list price; £135
South Eastern Garage, Heme Hill, S.E.24. [3t

Chatei^Lea=Jap.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—41

Chater-Lea-Jap, fitted with 1918 engine; £
[41

5-6h.p. Chater-Lea-Jap, 2-speed, Combination,
paid; £26; must sell—112, Gorton Rd., Coven:

B22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

li.p. Douglas, 3 speeds, kick start, reconditioned
machine, 50% new parte, fitted with lamp set,

>rn, licence holder, ready for road ; £65 ; consider
thtweight part.—Crown Garage, Weybridge. [3344

916' 2^ih.p. 2-speed Douglas, guaranteed perfect
throughout, all accessories, sacrifice, £35; any

jial; also 1914 Douglas 2-speed, perfect, £30; both,

'vely condition.— 7, Cowdrey Rd., Wimbledon. [3842

\OUGLAS 2-?ih.p. 1916, lamps, horn, Tan-Sad, tax
'J naid (1922), fully insured, overhauled, and ena-

'elled (makers), long exhaust, fast, and sporty; price

40 —Write Dell, 10 Lvncroft Gardens, Ealing.
[3390

916 2% h.p. Douglas, Jones speedometer, large P.
and M. lamps, new Thomson-Bennett mag-

bfco; licence expires December 31st ; £40 or near
fer.—Smith, Butts Orchard, Hanworth Middlesex.

[3418
TiOR Douglas 1922 2%b.,p. and 4h.p. combinations,
!7 get in louch with us; we are Nortn London agents

hd give you the best of service; all spares in stock; no
r D. rubbisn.—Jones Garage, The Broadway, Muswell
ill. [0786

3ARKER'S Motors can supply all Douglas 1922
models at list prices and give an insurance policy

gainst mechanical breakdown for 12 months free.

;ash, deferred, or exchanges —194, Balham High Rd.,

W.12. [1212

NGHAM and District.—For fair value ex-

ges, or simple and confidential instalment
-rangement, write official wholesale and retail Doug-

is distributors, Frank Whitworth, 139, New St.,

Birmingham. [2152

TfcOTJGLAS 2%h.p. 1916, painted grey, in extremely
J good condition, new Aug. 1919, only run 1,000

dies since, complete with lamps, horn, speedometer,

nd many spares, licence and insurance paid; £45.—
'eediaig, High St., Sutton. [3376

& Q21 3^'h.p. Douglas, sports model, large P. and
Li/ H. acetylene head lamp, generator, electric rear

ght horn, knee grips, good toolkit, many spares, tax

aid' 1922, fully insured till end of May; £100.

—

Vest, 48, Springfield Rd., Linslade, Leighton Buzzara.
[3763

DOUGLAS 1921, 2%h.p., 3-speed, T.T. bars, new
belt and Hutchinson Superstud back tyre, com-

lete horn, lamps, etc., tax paid till end of year;

real bargain, £70.—Wilkins Simpson, opposite

rtympia, London. [4192

KICKHAM. Stokes Croft, Bristol, the Doutrlas

Agent with real experience and knowledge of a

Douglas. Successes during 1920 on this mount :
38

ursts 17 seconds, and 8 thirds, also 6 special

•rophies. Let me deal with your order. Unequalled

'ervice, repairs, etc. T3150

20 Douglas Combination, guaranteed 1920, 4h.p.,

3-speed, clutch, kick start, lighting set, horn,

most beautiful running machine, condition prac-

tically as new, seen any time; £90.—Will, 769, Rora-

'ord Rd., Manor Park, London, E. [4219

UNCRATED 1920.—1916 2%h.p. W.D. Douglas,

variable jet, lamps, generator, horn, legshields,

,ust overhauled, mechanically perfect, appearance ex-

cellent, fast, 1922 tax paid, insured till May 20th;

jwrier bought big combination; £50, or near offer —
Slack, Sandhills House, near Walsall. [3597

i/lh.p. late 1919 Douglas Combination, splendid con-

i dition, Lucas lamps, horn, speedometer, hood,

vlndscreen, luggage grid, undershield, Tan-Sad, and
liscs if required, tools, good tyres, tax paid, best offer-

jver £95.—Write H. G. Miles, No. 1 Company,
RMC Camberlev, Surrey; or 34, Lower Sloane St.,

S.W.I. [3403

WAUCHOPE"S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—1922 new
Douglas, £75; 2-speed 2%h.p. 3-speed model,

£90; 4h.p. solo, £110; 4h.p. sidecar combination,
'£155; 3V>n.p. sports solo, £130; 6h.p. light sidecar
combination, £155 ; accessories on, all models, no
extra; easy terms and exchange; trade supplied.
.'Phone: Holbom 5777. [4518

DOUGLAS agents.—1922 models in stock, lamps,
horn, licence holder, pump, tools, etc., included in

following prices : 2 34.ti.p., 2-speed, £75; 23/4h.p., -3-

ispeed, clutch, and kick starter, £90; 4h.p. combina-
tion, £135; 3V2I1.P. sports, £130; 6h.p. combination,
£165 ; in stock; easy payment terms and exchanges
arranged; write for particulars.—Herbert Robinson,
JLtd., Green St., Cambridge. [1986

Spare Parts /

MOTOR
YCLES

L9
2

DOUGLAS
Bond St., Ealing.

Spares; immediate delivery.—Kays 8
[3611

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd.. Green St., Cam-
bridge.—Complete illustrated Douglas lists, post

free. [8833

DOUGLAS spares; large stocks of genuine Douglas
spares; dealers supplied at trade rates.—Rivett,

236, High Rd., Leytonstone. [2267

DOUGLAS Spares.—We hold a complete stock for
all models; post free. Douglas Agents and spare

Sart stockists.—Joees Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill
.10. [0806
FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-

mingham.—Complete stock, genuine, guaranteed
Douglas spare parts; prompt attention', immediate
dispatch, lowest cash prices. [2147

EASY TERMS
All the following machines are available

from stock and may be obtained on
Harrods Convenient System of Easy
Payments., Details and latest lists free.

NEW SOLO MACHINES
2J h.p. ALLDAYS-ALLON £80

4i h.p. B.S.A., Belt Drive £107
2| h.p. DOUGLAS, Two-speed ... £75
2Jh.p. DOUGLAS, 3-sp., clutch . £90
2-1 h.p. ENFIELD, Two-speed model £60
2 i h.p. LEVIS, Popular model ... £48
2£ h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 3 speed £63
2 J h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, Clutch, etc. £69
If h.p. McKENZIE. Lightweight £27 6s.

2| h.p. O.K. JUNIOR ... £39 18s.

24 h.p. O.K., 2 sp., clutch, etc. £60 18s.

2| h.p. TRIUMPH, Two-speed ... £65
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Belt Drive ... £105
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Chain Drive ... £115

NEW COMBINATIONS
4J h.p. B.S.A., Belt Drive, No. 3 s/c £139
4-| h.p. B.S.A., Chain Drive, No. 3 s/c £142

£140
£170
£118
£145
£155
£145
£135
£165
£144
£110

h.p. ENFIELD
h.p. MATCHLESS
h.p. HAZLEWOOD
h.p. NEW IMPERIAL ...

h.p. TRIUMPH, Chain Drive
h.p. TRIUMPH, Belt Drive
h.p. DOUGLAS
h.p. DOUGLAS

4ih.p. HUMBER .

3 A h.p. INVICTA and Sidecar

SHOP-SOILED MODELS
AT SPECIAL PRICES'

£82

£100

£69

2fh.p. COULSON, Spring
Frame, 3-speed

4A h.p. HUMBER, Flat
Twin, 3sp., clutch &k.s.

2} h.p.WOOLER, Flat Twin.
B r'6'oklands Sports
model, fully equipped...

SECOND-HAND
1921 ENFIELD Combina-

tion, mag. dyno . lighting,

speedometer, etc. (cost ptn-j ,n
£190) &lj/ IU

YOUNG Cycle and Motor „._ .-

Attachment &|/ |(J

5/6 h p HAZLEWOOD, Com-
bination Speedometer.
Thoroughly overhauled

2£ h.p. CLYNO, 1920, Two-
speed and clutch, lamps,
etc. Tax paid 1922 . .

.

£90

£3710

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Dunelt.

1021 4h.p. Dunelt, electric lighting, black finish.
perfect,

Denmark Hill
mileage 3,000;
S.E.5.

Dashwood, 163,
[3540

Economic.
ECONOMIC.—We can give you early delivery of

this wonderful low-priced machine, variable gear
model; £34. Please send p.c. lor catalogue.—South
Eastern Garage, Heine Hill, S.E.24. [3700

Edmund.
EDMUND, the great spring frame machines—Gour-

lay, the Agent, FaJlowfieJd, Manchester. [3648

EDMUND 1920 2%h.'p., Enfield 2-speed gear, firrt-
class condition; £41.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,

Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.
[3895

"CIDMUND 1921 2";jh.p., spring frame, Blackburne
•*-* engine, Burmftn 2-speed gear box, new machine,
fully guaranteed; £75.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St.,
Birmingham. [3686

Enfield.
T^RY Julians of Reading for Enfield lightweight or
-*- combination. [3563
TVTEW 1922 Enfield Combination in stock.—Bounds,
J-1 Garage, 223, High Rd., Kilburn. [3919
T ATE 1921 Enfield, 2-stroke, lamps, tax.—Langdale,J-J Storeton Rd., Prenton^ Birkenhead. [3951

J? 65 —Royal Enfield Combination, late "model, excel-°* lent condition.—21a, Brent St., Hendon. [3636
SHEFFIELD Asent for Eoval Enflelds; all models^ in stock.—J. A. Stacey. 12. Ecclesall Rd. [0573
"CWIELD 3h.p., 2-speed, all on, running order.JJ owner abroad; £24.—Elliot, Booking, Essex. [3450

~i 019 8h.p. Enfield Combination, perfect conditionJ-y equipped; £80.-17, St. Charles Square, W.io'.

"JQ19 Enfield Combination, mileage 2,000 fullyJ-e/ equipped; £95.-Lo\\-e, 'Poplars," Heswall-on-
Dee. [363g
T OOK!—Brand new Enfield lightweight, unpacked;
J-J £50; exchanges.—Kent's, 417, Lord St., South-
P°rt - [3961
1Q15 3h.p. Enfield, 2-speed, good running order,

' chain drive; £26.-13, New St.. Wellington,
[4542

1922 Combinations and 2-speed light-
stock.—Clifford Motories, Eastwood,

HARRODS MOTOR SALES DEPT
116-1 18 Brompton Road, London, S.W. I.

(Opposite the Main Building).

Salop.

ENFIELDS.-
weights i

Notts.

"IQ18 Enfield Combination, 8h.p. Colonial model; a
-*-*/' bargain, £85; like new.—Buss, 86, High Rd.,
Lee, S.E. [3481
TjiNFIELD 1921, exceptional bargain, 2-stroke,
-LJ 2-speed; £46.—Barker, 216-, Portobello Rd., North
Kensington. [4215

ENFIELD, 2 -stroke, new and unused; £48.—40,
Replingham Rd., Southfields, S.W. 18. 'Phone :

Putney 1694. • [3398

TONGMAN Bros., Bond St., Ealing, Official EnfieldJJ District Agents; cash, exchange, or deferred pay-
ments, 4% extra. [4485

1 Q21 Enfield Combination, brand new; £129; ex-it; change.—Shepherd, Enfield Highway. 'Phone-
Waltham Cross 31. [0801

ROYAL ENFIELD. 3h.p.. 1916, recently over-
hauled, absolute snip; £35.—Merrett, "Bracken-

hurst," Sunninghill. [3033

ROYAL ENFIELD 1921 8h.p. Combination, Mag
dyno, practically unused: £135.-132, High Rd.practically

East Finchley, N.2.
High Rd.,

[3354

"I Q14 Enfield 3h.p., M.A.G., equipped, tas_ paid, ex-
-L£/ cellent order; 23 ens.—T

'

Rd
cellent order; 23 gns,

South Kensington.

DAN GUY, Weymouth.-
dyno, double-seated

Edwards, 50, Harrington
[4455

-Enfield 1921 8h.p., Mag-
sidecar, hood and screen,

uaranteed perfect; £125. [0818

ENFIELD 1922 Combinations and Solos, cash oi

easy payments, immediate delivery.—Motoria, 15,

Regent Parade, Tally-ho. • [393S

I Q20 Enfield Combination, dynamo, windscreen, etc.,
-Lv as new ; £100.—James, c/o Bradmores, 482.
Harrow Rd., Paddington, W. [4182

ENFIELD 3Ji.p. twin, lamps, tax paid, condition
guaranteed; £38/10.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale.

'Phone : Hampstead 1353.

ENFIELD 1915, electric

. condition, spares; £75,

[4563

excellen tlight, 700x^0
or offer.—F. K„ 20, Bar

tholomew Rd., Kentish Town. [3611

3 h.p. Enfield Twin (1918), overhauiea last autumn,
in good running order; £44.—Withers, 7, Mon-

tague Rd., Handsworth, Birmingham. [3532

ENFIELD, 2-stroke, 2-speed, perfect, practically

new accessories, insured : £*R / 1 0.—Corney. 75.

St. Leonard's Rd., Mortlake, Surrey. [3744

ENFIELD 1920 2 1,4h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke, not done
300 miles, condition as new.—Copland, Spring-

field, Hersham Rd., Walton-on-Thames. [3804

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENFIELD Combination 6h.p., fully equipped, en-
gineer owned, guaranteed mechanically perfect,

any trial; £85.—23, Sydney Rd., Enfield. [2493

O-lh-P- Enfield, Oct., 1920, as new, unscratched,^4 Lucas lamps and horn, tax paid; £38.

—

McKay, 5, Glenthorne Rd., Hammersmith. [3869

4^28.—Enfield 3h.p, 1915, lamps, new Amac car-
cW buretter, Bosch magneto, splendid condition, any
trial, no offers.—61, Grand Parade, Harringay. [4550

ENFIELD 1922, brand new, 8h.p, Combination, in
stock; £140; easy payments arranged. Lists free.—Wilkins Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [4186

Tji NFIELD Combination 8h.p, 1920, fully equipped
J-J hood, screen, etc., new condition; £115.—Hellier
and Co., 18, Sloane St., S.W.I. Victoria 2595.

ENFIELD, August, 1921, 8h.p. Vickers engine,
Lucas Megdyno lighting, Tan-Sad, Easting, tyres

as new, any trial; £130.-236, Berraondsey St., S.E.I.
[3956

"IQ21 Enfield 8h.p. Combination, Lucas dynamo light-At/ ing, shop-soiled only; £137/10; approval any-
where.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford.E[4371NFIELD Lightweight 1921, fully equipped and

licensed, very fine order; £40; approval any-
where.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford.

[4370
ENFIELD 1922, brand new 2I/4h.p. )

2-speed, kick
starter, in stock; £57; easy payments arranged.

Lists free.—Wilkins Simpson, opposite Olympia, Lon-
don. [4185

TpNFIELD Combination, September, 1920, dynamo
-U lighting, speedometer, windscreen, splendid con-
dition throughout, £110.—Foulkes, Wales and Co.,
Ltd., Shrewsbury. [3530

'

"I Q22 Enfield 2-seater Combination, £145; Standard
-*-«J Combination, £140; easy payments, 4% extra;
immediate delivery.—Premier Motor Co., Aston R-d.,
Birmingham. [4489

T.T. 3h.p. Enfield Twin, 1916-17, 2-speed clutch,
speedometer, posh condition and appearance, snip;

£40, or exchange for higher powered 'bus.—35, Upper
Tooting Rd., S.W. [3454

ENFIELD, complete range of 1922 models in stock
. for immediate delivery. Cash I Exchanges

!

Easy Payments 4 per cent, extra-,—P. J. Evans, John
Bright St., Brimingham. [3685
"CI NFIELD Combination, 1920, 8h.p., 2-seater siae--^ car, D.A. lighting, hood, 2 screens, speedometer,
full equipment and spares, new condition; £115.—7,
Battledean Rd., Highbury. [4239

ENFIELD 1921 Combination, only used demonstra-
tions, hood, screen, lamps, etc., mileage 600,

tyres as new, tax paid; £125; anv trial.—Taylor 27
Oxford Rd., Windsor. 'Phone: 243. [3822

"1 Q15 Enfield Combination 6h.p., recently overhauled,
J-v excellent condition, stored three years, taxed,
speedometer, insured, any trial; nearest £70; by ap-
pointment.—McOwan, Corner House, Godstcine. [3391

*| 021 Enfield Combination, with Magdyno lighting
Jl£f set, horn and speedometer, cost owner over
£190, small mileage; a bargain, £137/10.—Harrods
Motor Cycle Dept., 118, Brompton Rd., London. [3753

ROYAL ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1921 model,
Magdyno, speedometer, windscreen, mirror and

all tools, in perfect condition, low mileage; bargain
£110.—Write M., 40, Queen's Rd., East Grihstead.

[2275
T^NFLELD 1922 Models for immediate delivery; best
-*-J allowances on second-hand machines in part pay-
ment; distance no object.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,
Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.

[3890
1Q21 (late) Enfield-Vickers Combination, Magdyno,
-*.£/ hood, screen, spares, tax-paid, low mileage, as
new; £125; exchanges.—W.J.C. Motor Exchange, 5,

Addison Av., Holland Park, W.ll. 'Phone : Park
2071. [3911

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination 1916 6h.p., J.A.P.
2-speed, free engine, acetylene, windscreen, fully

equipped, overhauled at works; accept fair price.

—

Full details from C. Dulty, 115, Uppingham Rd.,
Leicester. [2390

"I C|21 Enfield Combination, Vickers engine, No.
X«7 B/EC 1345, Lucas Magdyno set, electric horn,
special saddle, all tools, mileage 3,000, appearance and
condition as new, tax paid, seen any time; £125. no
affers.—Green, The Square, Brackley. [3824

IP NFIELD, September, 1920, 8h.p. Combination,
^ mechanically perfect, Lucas dynamo lighting,

speedometer, Easting screen, Tan-Sad, back and foot
rest, spare driving chain, plugs, etc., spare tyre and
tube, full set tools, mileage positively under 5,000;
cost £225, sole reason for sale owner buying car;
£135.—Vicar, Chirbury, Shropshire. [3537

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—1922
2%h.p. Royal Enfield, 2-stroke, £55 ; 2Vi.li. p.

Royal Enfield with kick starter, £57; 8h.p. Royal
Enfield combination, £140; aynamo lighting, £158

;

8h.p. 1917-18 Royal Enfield combination, £95; easy
terms and exchange ; trade supplied. 'Phone : Hol-
born 5777. Also Enfield 2-stroke, 1920; £42/10. [4519

PfllLlPSON*
PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
4ND GEAR COMBINED.

A sweet, silent drive is only

obtainable with a

ipson
No gerr box friction.
No grinding noises.

No wheels or pinions
to chew up.

The lightest, speediest, and
simplest gear on the market for

direct ,
belt - driven 4 - stroke

engines'.

We are now in a position to supply
the Philipson Pulley to fit J.A.P.
engines without any alteration to

the machine or "staggering" of

the engine.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Send for Illustrated Booklet.

During the past few weeks the
following machines have been
fitted with

PHILIPSON Pulley

Triumph
Rover,
Norton,
Douglas,
Sin?er,
Bradbury,
Ariel,

Swift,
Abingdon,
Minerva,
Precision,
Matchless,
Ivy Precision

Arno,
Rex,
B.S.A.,
James,
L.M.C.,
Lincoln Elk,

N.U.T.-Jap,
Humber,
N.S.U.,
Peugeot,
Rudge,
Quadrant,
Alldavs,

Villiers Mark IV.

,

and numerous Jap engines.

What is your make i Write

REDUCED P7 7 O Carriage
PRICE *" ' u Paid.

Philipson & Co., Ltd.,
Astley Bridge, BOLTON, Lanes.

(Established over 50 yearsj
'Phone: 147 Eagley. 'Grams: "Safety, Bolton. '>

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

Spare Parts :

ENFIELD Spares. — Immediate delivery. — Kava, 8

Bond St.. Ealing. [3611

THE Promptest Firm for Enfield Spares.—Forfleli
Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [316!

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam
bridge.—All Enfield engine parts in stock.

[883'

Excelsior.

BRITISH Excelsior Combination, late date, 5-61l.p

all-chain drive, 3-speed countershaft, good con
dition; 58 gns.—47, Lyham Rd., Brixton. [354:

£37.—Excelsior 1920 2%h.p., 2-speed, as new. lamr.

discs, taxed, smart machine; exchanges-
W.J.C. Motor Exchange, 5, Addison Av., Hollam
Park, W.ll. 'Phone: Park 2071. [3911

F.N.
Olh.p. F.N., variable gear, good condition, runninj
'Wl order; £11; push cycle part.—86, Florence Rd.

N.4. [424:

F.N., 4-cylinder, just overhauled, new parts fitted

sporty mount, good tyres, tax paid; £25.—Barry
44, Rodwell Rd., East Dulw'ich. [345i

F.N., 4-cylinder, 2-speed, M.O.V., new tyres, Sen

spray,* Bosch engine, overhauled, enamel good

Vi' tax; £22/10.—38, Hamlet Rd., Upper Norwood.
[3761

4-CYLINDER F.N. 1914, 2-speed, hand clutch, al

accessories, magnificent condition; £40; no rea

sonable offer refused.—365, King St., Hammersmith.
[3661

F.N. 2»,ih.p. Lightweight Motor Cycle, 2 speeds

shaft drive, engine has m.o.v. and magneto ig

nition, a very fine and reliable little 'bus, good order

£12/10—Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner, Coventry

'Phone, 1945. [4271

Svare Parts

:

F.N. Spares.—We can supply for all models Iron

1904. Prompt attention to all inquiries. Stami

please.—Langford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2
[422'

Francis-Barnett.

FRANCIS-BARNETT, 1921 model, shop soiled only

£57/10.—Attwood's Garage, Stafford. [369i

FRANCIS-BARNETT. 1921, 2=Jh.p. J.A.P., 2

speed, clutch, K.S., condition as new; £45 —
B. B. F. Co., Melbourne Rd., Coventry. -

[3381

FRANCIS-BARNETT, 1921, 2%h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed

kick starter, lamps, horn, licensed December, seei

by appointment; £65.—Danks, Westminster Rd.

Coventry. (D) [4111

Hamilton.
HAMILTON, good running order, single speed, oli

but good. What offers?—23, Lexington St.

Golden Sq., Piccadilly. [386'

Harley-Davidson.
SHEFFIELD Agent for Harley-Davidsons; Iron

£120.—Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd. [057;

HARLEY 7-9h.p., 1919, Henderson Elite sidecar

good condition; £85.—Buccleuch House, Thorp
Bay. [222'

1 Q20 4h.p. Harley, speedometer, tools, full:13 equipped; £78.-2, Fortune Gate Rd., Harles

den, N.W. [412!

T-9h.p. Harley coach - Combination, 3-speed; give:

away, 59 gns; fully guaranteed.—Claremont Garagt

Blackpool. [361

1 Q15 Harlev-Davidson Combination 7-9h.p„ 3-speeci

-I-*/ Easting, lamps, etc.; £65.-97, Chesnut Rd.

Plumstead. [362

1 018 Harlev-Davidson Combination, fully equipped
i-J7 £68.—Hillier (side bell), 9, Wallingiord Avennt

North Kensington. [426

"I Q20 Harlev-Davidson, electrically equipped, specif.

i-*r sports turnout; £125.—Speechley, 86, Cburcl

field Rd., Acton, W.3. [420

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1922 patterns, cash or eas

payments, immediate delivery.—Motoria, 1!

Regent Parade, Tally-ho.

1 Q20 Harley, electric model, speedometer, Millfor

J-t/ sidecar, all in excellent condition; £140.--

Skinner, Mickleover, Derby. - [357:

LATE 1920 Harley de Luxe Combination, mo.
luxurious outfit, every equipment; £105.-2

Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [38C

"1Q15 Harlev-Davidson, 7-9h.p. solo, 3-speed, clutc .1

Xi? kick start, perfect condition; £65, near offf,

—60A, Malyons Rd., Lewisham. [37'

HARLEY Combination, 7-9h.p., any trial, fol

equipped, spare tyre, new; £90—Bergeron, Ho
Cottage, Waxsash, Southampton. [35

7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, 1921 1
!;, elect)

light, complete gadgets, splendid condition; fi)

spot offer 100 guineas.—F., 21, Marlborough R
Exeter. . [38

B26 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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best sidecar,

, Manor Rd.,
[4315

twin J.A. P.,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
J.E.S.

'.E.S. ll-jh.p. 1920. all on, new belt, spares; what
offers?—Wattleworth, Bransty, Whitehaven. [3464

Kenilwortlt.
{/"AUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London.—ll/ih.p.
» 1921 Kenilworth motor cyclette; £37/10. [4521

Kingsbury.
["INGSBURY, 2-stroke, new last August, used only
*- by student during vacations, now bought car,
ice £30.-Dadswell, Cranston Ed., East Grinstead.

[3502
RAND New Kingsbury, 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch,

' all-chain drive; listed 69 gns. ; accept 40 gns.—
3, High St., Clapham. 'Phone : Latchmere 4290.

[4404
Lea=Francis.

921 5-6h.p. Lea-Francis, Milliord
lamps, full equipment; £120.—:

ventry.

EA-FRANCIS Combination, 3'/ih.p.
f countershaft gears, chain drive, excellent condi
n; 57 gns.—10, Belgrave Rd., Hounslow. [4137
EA-FRANCIS 1920 3y3h.p., M.A.G., not ridden
500 miles, in splendid condition; £60; Glouces-

shire.—Box 9166, c/o The Motor Cijcli. [3471
EA-FRANCIS 1920 3%h.p. Twin, M.A.G., 2-speed,

I hand and foot clutch, tax paid, new condition,
ly equipped; 62 gns.— 6, Thurlow Rd., Hanwell, W.7.

[4224
EA-FRANOIS, 3V,h.p„ 1920, 2-speed, K.S., acces-

sories, mileage onlv about 4,000, perfect con-
ion; £60, cost £135.—Verrall, 32, Comtland Av.,
wd. [3741

Levis.
REMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Levis.

OPDLAR 2tjh.p. single-gear Levis, £48; Model S
2'^h.p., 2-speed, clutch, £58, or with kick

rter, £60; easy payments 4% extra; carriage paid
any address. Buy your machine direct from the
rh specialists.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Bir-
ighain. [8965
In.p. Levis; £25; cylinder,' piston, tyres new —
-1 Hammond, Waterloo Rd.. Shepton Mallet.

[3575
EVIS. 2-stroke, 1921, nearly new; £33.—Naylor

1 and Kirk, 406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.
[4361

9m.p.h. was done by W. Julian on a Levis.—
Try Julians of Reading if you require a Levis.

[3564
921 2V4h.p. Levis Sports, fully equipped, as new;

34 gns.—Edwards, 101, Gt. Portland St., W.
[4163

EVIS, 1922 patterns, cash or easy payments, im-
mediate delivery.—Motoria, 15, Regent Parade,

ly-ho. [3935

[k21 247 c.c. 50 m.p.h. Levis, mileage 4,000, con-
0" dition perfect; £45—Heath, St. John's Rectorv,
'entry. [3276
EVIS.—All models, by one who knows them. Call

write, or 'phono 852.—Gibb, 100 Northgate!
mcester. [8123
'OR 1922 Levis, the most reliable and neatest 2-

stroke upon the' road, send or call at Jones
rage. The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. [0788
EVIS. All 1922 models. Send your orders along;

catalogues with pleasure.—Sam E. Clapham
otors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.10. T7945
EVIS, late 1921, 2-speed Sturmey-ATcher, hand
clutch, Miller lamps, horn, tax, tools, Saxpillion

;

D; only run 70 miles.—Buxton, Dell Farm, Wes-
gton. [3372
TAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1922
' Levis, 2-stroke, £48; 3-speed model, £58; kick
rt £2 extra; easy terms and exchange; list on ap-
.'ation. [4522
FEW slightly soiled 1921 Levis Models at greatly

< reduced prices, single gear from £42; 2-speed,
tch, from £50. Write for special clearance bargain
t.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

T6926
DISTRICT Levis Agents for Clapham. Balhaiu.
' Streatham, Tooting. Mitchara. Wimbledon, and
indsworth. Models in stock.—Knight Traction Co..
>per Tooting Rd.. S.W. 'Phone : Streatham 2390.

T0778
EVIS, 21ih.p., 1916, Enfleld, 2-speed, all chain,

I aluminium rims, Amac, E.I.C. magneto, mech-
cal Tiorn, acetylene lamps, excellent condition, tax
d; 35 guineas.—Judge, 121, Boundary "Rd., Bark-

[4048
'pare Parts;

EVIS Spares. Immediate delivery.— Kays, 8, Bond
I Bt.. Ealing. [7220
[ERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
L bridge.—All Levis parts in stock. Complete ]i*t
;t free. [883!
EVIS.—All spares or complete 1922 mod<,.
from stock, carriage paid.—Jones Garage, BroaJ-

y, Muswell Hill, N.10. [0807
IOBFREYS', Ltd.. 208, Great Portland St., London,
' „ W.l-Complete stock of nil Levis spare parts
'ays in stock. Write for free spare part list, stating
ir ot manufacture. [0753

We are the only company reconstructing machines
who have sufficient faith in the quality of their
products to enter them in open competition.

In the recent Colmore Cup Trial, Mr. G.
Kuhn, riding a Burlington Reconstructed
4 h.p. Douglas, gained a silver medal.
This acid test of the quality of the Burlington
Douglas speaks for itself

Full particulars on cpplicalion.

CHOOSE YOUR EASTER MACHINE
FROM THIS LrST.

We hold th° fo'lowing agencies, and can gioe
immediate delivery of any model.

F.N.
T.B.
B.S.A.
WOLF.
JAMES.
VERUS.
EDMUND.
MORGAN.
MORRIS.
SIRRAH.
DOUGLAS.
STANGER.
TRIUMPH.
CALTHORPE.
MARTINSYDE.
SUN -VITESSE.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS, 4 per cent, extra.

The following is an example :

2} h.p. Burlington Reconstructed Douglas,
cash price, 55 gns. Deposit, £15 2 0.

12 monthly instalments of £3 15

// it's a motor cycle or part cf a motor cycle—we
haoe it. Saoe time by getting in touch with us now.

7, South Side,

Clapham Common, S.W.4.

'Phone : Brixton 2417.

Wires : Burlington Motors, Clapham.

Just by Clapham Common Underground Station.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Lincoln-Elk.

. INCOLNELK, 2%th.p., Dunlops, Amac, E.I.C,
adjustable ptllleyj_ £20.—Jackson, Beech Cot

tage, Cocklosters, NewBarnet. [373S

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desii

Marlow.
Tl/TARLOW-VILLIERS.—Before deciding on your
XTJ. new mount, write for 1922 list of these beauti-
ful machines.—E. S. Marlow, Emscote Rd., Warwick.

[3651

Martin.
"lyTARTIN-J.A.P. 3V«h.p., o.h. valves, perfect order,
-t-'-i fast machine, fitted lamp, horn, speedometer;
£45.—Crown Garage, Weybridge. [3342

Martinsyde.
HALIFAX.—Martinsyde 1921 Combination, brand

new; £125.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Hali
fax- [3988

MARTINSYDE.—Immediate delivery ot 1922
models. Cash, exchange, or deferred payments.—

Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing. [7229

F.O.C.H. have a 1921 Martinsyde Combination, com-
pletely equipped, excellent condition, bargain.

—

5, Heath St., Hampstead. (Near Tube.) [397C

FOR a 1922 Martinsyde 3i/,h.p. Sports or 6h.p
Combination get in touch with the North Londu:i

agents, Jones Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill
N.10. [078'.'

1 022 6h.p. Martinsyde Combination, hood, screen,
J-*J little used, as new; £130; solo machine part
exchange.—37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone,
Kingston 1274. [3925

£» 70.—Martinsyde Combination, 1920, 6h.p., Easting
c& windscreen, Tan-Sad, lamps, tax paid; exchange.—W.J.C. Motor Exchange, 5, Addison Avenue, Hol-
land Park, W.ll. Park 2071. [3913

MARTINSYDES.—Sports and touring models for
immediate delivery ; best prices allowed on

second-hand machines in part payment ; distance no
object.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.,
W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [3888

Massey-Arran.
KICKHAM, Stokes Croft. Bristol, Sole District

Agent for Massey-Arrans ; unequalled service, re
pairs, etc'. [3147

Matchless.

TRY Julians of Reading for your Matchless. Ex-
changes. [3565

MATCHLESS West of England Agent is Gibb, 100.
Northgate. Gloucester. 'Phone: 852. [8124

CROSS, Effingham Square, is agent far Matchlesi
motors in Rotherham. 1922 models in stock.

[4356
TASSELL, la, Bloomfleld Rd., Plumstead, for any

thing Matchless. Deferred payments. Spare parts.

T614J
MATCHLESS, all models; exchange for anything, oi

deferred payments.—Edwards, 101, Gt. Portland
St., W. [4173

MATCHLESS 6h.p., T.T., new Philipson, fast, climb
anything; £35.—" Treviledor," Goldsworth Rd

,

Woking. [3582

LONGMAN Bros., Bond St., Ealing.—Official district
agents, all Matchless models ; immediate delivery

;

cash or exchange. [2015

"IQ20 Matchless, excellent condition, spare wheel,
A*' etc.; £120, or near offer.—26, Berber Rd., Leath.
waite Rd., S.W.ll. [3617

MATCHLESS, May, 1921, M.A.G. Magdyno, mileage
3,900, everything on, excellent condition; £130.—

Mallard, 54, Stanthorpe Rd., Streatham. [3516

~i Q21 Model II Matchless, complete, spare wheel,
Ltl speedometer, dynamo lighting, etc., done 80C
miles; only £149.—Cross, Agent, Rotherham. [435S

MATCHLESS 1922 Models from stock; exchanges ol

,easy payments; trial run any lime.—Agents,. R
B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7. [3291

SHEFFIELD Agent for Matchless. All models in

stock. .Sporting models £130, standard models
£170— A. J Stncey. 12, Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield. [0574

MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 6h.p., T.T., kick starter, over
hauled, replated as new; £35; or exchang(

Lightweight.—Torrome, 10, Cathcart Hill, N.19.
[397E

MATCHLESS Combination, 6-8h.p., 1920, Eastinf
screen, horn, 3 lamps, spare wheel, etc., good

order; £105.—Featherstone, Woodfalls, Sidley, Sussex
[3861

MATCHLESS 1922, brand new, Model H.2, in
stock; £170; easy payments arranged. Lists

free.—Wilkins Simpson, opposite Olympia, London.
[4187

TVTATCHLESS, 1920, Combination, M.A.G. engine,
-L-vl- Magdyno, fully equipped, good condition, bar-
gain; £112.-143. Ravensbury Rd., Earlsfield, S.W. 18

[4479
Tl/rATCHLESS-J.A.P. Combination, V.S., 2-speed
-Lv*- Cameo windscreen, splendid order; £60; ant
trial.—Taylor, 27, Oxford Rd., Windsor, 'Phone

:

243. [382C

advertisement, and .the date of the issue B29
sd, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHLESS, 1921, Sports Combination, brand new,
fully equipped; £140.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishops-

gate Ave., Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone: Avenue
5548. [0069

£55.—Matchless, 8h.p. J.A.P., 4 speeds, Jardine
box, kick starter, clutch, sporting sideoar, screen,

lamps, East, powerful, reliable.—8, High St., Wands-
worth. [3874

MATCHLESS, late 1920, cost £225, Lucas lighting

and accessories insured September; £120, or ex-

change.—40, Replingham Rd., S.W.18. 'Phone: Put-
ney 1694. [3396

MATCHLESS.—Immediate delivery all models; ex-

changes or deferred ; demonstration model for

trial any time.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South
Kensington. [1951

MATCHLESS 1922 Models for immediate delivery;

exchanges; distance no object.—Newnham Motor
Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Ham-
mersmith 80.

' [3883

KNIGHT'S are the Authorised Matchless Agents.—
All models and spares in stock; trial run with

pleasure; repairs while you wait.—126, Upper Tooting
Rd., London, S.W.17. [0759

VICTORY Model Matchless Combination, 1919
(.Dec), absolutely as new, fully equipped; 89

guineas.—19, Richmond Terrace, Clapham Rd.
'Phone: Latchmere 4290. [4403

MATCHLESS Combinations.—Book your orders with
Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E., or 'Phone Lee

Green 744 for immediate delivery of 1922 models. Ex-
changes and gradual payments arranged.- [3480

"I Q20 Model H Matchless, dynamo lighting, speedc-
J- *s meter, spare wheel, screen, etc., renovated by
the makers, like new, season's tax paid; £130; trial

by appointment.—22, Gilmore Rd., Lee, S.E. [4256

"J
Q22 Matchless Combination, Model. J., super sports

-1-tF j.A.P. engine, C. and M. 50 gns. sports side-

car, front band brake, Lucas lamps, windscreen; £170;
exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 101, Gt. Portland
St., W. [4160

T Q22 Matchless Standard Combination, Lucas mag-
-i-*y dyno lighting, windscreen, etc., not done 100
miles, indistinguishable from new; 170 gns.; deferred
or exchanges.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South
Kensington. ' [4452

MATCHLESS Model J., brand new but slightly

shop-soiled; list price, £130; special cash price,

'£105; exchanges impossible, offer unrepeatable; ap-

proval anywhere.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell
St.., Oxford. [4374

"IwfATCHLESS 8h.p. 1915, Canoelet sidecar, Cox
i.YJL Atmos carburetter, electric lighting, speedo-

meter, thoroughly overhauled 1921, J.A.P. engine,

grand condition; owner buying car; £75, or nearest

offer.—Lock, 20, Goldington Avenue, Bedford. (D)
[3386

WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—1922
Matchless, all models, sports twin solo, £1"30;

sports sidecar combination, £160; spring frame model,

£170; sidecar combination, 2-seater, £175; lOh.p,

commercial carrier combination, £170; easy terras

and exchange; write for specifications. [4494

BARKER'S Motors, The South-West London
Matchless Agents and Service Station.—1922

models at list prices. We give an insurance policy

against mechanical breakdown for 12 months free.

All Matchless spares in stock. Open from 9 a.m.

until 8 p.m.—194. Balham High Rd., S.W.12. [1211

MATCHLESS Service Depot. 'Phone Greenwich 751
Now is the time to order your new model from

the agent to serve you best.—Sam E. Clapham,
(Motors), Greenwich. Send your propositions along.

Cash, exchange, easy terms. Agent for all leading

makes. See Motor Cycling adverts.—Sam E. Clapham
(Motors), 27, Stockwell St, Greenwich, S.E. 10. [7942

I

Syare Parts:

MATCHLESS Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kays,
8, Bond St., Ealing. [7221

MATCHLESS Spares for J.A.P. or M.A.G. by re-

turn, post free.—Jones Garage, Matchless Agent,
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10.

.
[0808

Metro.

! Q20 2 :jih.p. Metro-Tyler, 2-speed, equipped,
J- a/ licensed, good condition; 34 gns.—Edwards, 101,

Gt. Portland St., W. [4167

n3h.p. 2-stroke Metro-Tyler, just overhauled, com-
/W4. plete with accessories, good tyres; £25.— 1,

Norwood Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [3699

METRO-TYLER De Luxe model 1922, 2-speed,

brand new, unridden; cost £5d; will accept
£45. bargain—West, 50, Maldon Rd., Acton, W.3.

[4342

Q K GNS.—1920 Metro-Tyler, 2-speed, clutch, K.S.,
OO disc wheels, Tan-Sad, equipped, licensed, new
Clinchers, smart sporty appearance.—20, Treen
Avenue, Hogger's Corner, Barnes. [3838

METRO-TYLER.—Several second-hand lightweights
at low prices; also special demonstration 5-6h.p.

model at reduced price, all guaranteed.—The Metro-
Tyler Co., Ltd., Banister Rd., Kilburn Lane, W.10.

[3602

^ BROS. <*

200, GT. PORTLAND ST., W
-Phrme—Langham 1704.

Any make of machine can be
supplied on our Payment out of

Income Scheme. Write for full

particulars, and state machine
you are interested in.

ROVER.
£220 cash, or £57 4s. down and 12 pa/

meats of £14 6s,

DOUGLAS 4 h.p.
£135 cash or' £33 15s. down and the
balance in twelve monthly instalments of

£8 18s.

MATCHLESS 8 h.p.
£170 cash or £42 10s. down and 12 pay-

ments of £11 4s. 2d.

RALEIGH.
£68 cash, or £17 down and 12 payments

of £4 9s. 8d.

ENFIELD.
g£55 cash, or £14 6s. down and 12 pay-

ments of £3 lis. 6d.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Milierva.

1 A GNS -—2%h.p. Minerva, M.O.V., modernised, en-
XVf closed magneto, Amae, ride away.—20, Treen
Avenue, Hogger's Corner, Barnes. [3840

Mohawk.
A/TOHAWK Cycles, new or second-hand, at lowert
Ivi possible prices for cash or easy payments.—Mohawk
Cycle Co., Ltd., Alexandra Ed., HornBey. [4793

Monarch.
"I Q20 Monarch 2%h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, clutch and
JL«J kick start, lamps, tax paid, date and condi-
tion guaranteed; £38/10.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale.
'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [4562

Moto-Reve.
Syarp Parts:

MOTO-REVE Spares lor all models, also repairs,

overhauls.—Motor Supply Co., Sole Concession-

aires, 223a, High St., Lewisbam, S.E. [9092

Motosacoche.
£16.—

2

14h.p. Motosacoche, mechanical valves, K.S.,

clutch, variable gear, Bosch, tax paid, ride away.

—181, Newton Ed., Burton-on-Trent, [4115

Ner-a-Car.
HOP-SOILED Ner-a-Car 2i4h.p.; £35.—Hamshaw,
Humberstone Gate. Leicester. [3482

EE-A-CAE, new condition, fitted newest type enr

gine, 2 lighting sets, tools, etc., clean to ride, and

ideal for town; seen by appointment; £57/15.—Miss

Stanton, Snelston Hall, Ashbourne. [358]

s
N 1

New Hudson.

NEW Hudson 1919, 2-speed, 2-stroke. perfect; £32.

—E. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.
[452<1

1Q16 New Hudson, 2-stroke, 2-speed, overhauled

A*/ makers, as new.—65, Linden Av., Thorntoi

Heath. [361C

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—New Hudson 1919 Com.
• bination, fitted with Lucas lighting, guaranteed

condition; £70. [°82<

fjih.p. New Hudson Model de Luxe, 2-speed, kick

iW4 start, clutch (new); 55 gns.—Hammond, Water

loo Rd., Shepton Mallet. [357E

1Q19 4h^p. New Hudson, excellent condition, tas

J-tf paid; £60*; or exchange lor higher powered

machine.—F. Earnshaw, Easingwold.

NEW. HUDSON coachbuilt Combination, 4h.p., latl

1914, 3-speed, clutch, kick starter, Bosch, B. ant

B., excellent condition; £40.—14, Dingwall Rd., Easl

Croydon. [392;

NEW HUDSON Combination, 4h.p., 1919, 3-speed

kick, lamp, horn, good order and appearance

any trial here; £65, nearest, bargain.—Hoyle, Glad

stone St., Featherstone, Yorks. [404'

£48.—New Hudson Combination 5-6h.p., twin, Stur

mey 3-speed, countershaft, clutch, kick starter

1921 Amac, Canoelet sidecar, lamps, licence, acces

sories, splendid order—63, Solon Ed., Brixton. [405:

1 fk22 —New Hudson 4V'h.p. Combinations, £125

I_y 2'/4h.p. 2-speed Popular, £50; 2'4h.p. De Luxe

2-speed. clutch, kick starter, £63. Sole agents fo:

Cambridge district.—Wallis and Easton, 104, Mill Rd.

Cambridge. I082 '

New Imperial.

31hn New~ Imperial-Jap, sports, 2-speed, 1920

2 £55.—Hill, 5, Manor Rd„ Walsall. [402:

t O 19 New Imperial Combination, 8h.p. J.A.P.. pel

A-Xf feet; £75.—9, Church Rd., Willesden. [406

"I Q20 8h.p. New Imperial-Jap Combination, perfect

J-*/ £80.-24, Balliol Ed., North Kensington.
[381

£25.—New Imperial 2oih.p. J.A.P. 2-speed, excel

tionally good condition.—4, Nelson Rd., Caterhan

SHEFFIELD Agent for New Imperial Motor Cycles

all models in stock.—J. A. Stacey, Ecclesall Rd

Sheffield. t081

NEW IMPEEIAL, all models.—Immediate deliver;

exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50, Harringto

Ed., South Kensington. [195

"VTEW IMPEEIAL 1921 8h.p. Combination, wit

-LN many extras; £115; exchanges.—Newnham Mot'

Co 223 Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone : Hamme
smith 80. ' t39(

"IVTEW IMPEEIAL 2''ih.p. 1918, fully equipped wi'

xS lamps, speedometer, Tan-Sad, just overhauled ail

guaranteed perfect; £34. Naylor and Kirk, 406, Gi

ratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W. L43

t Q22 New Imperial Model No. 2, 2'4h.p. J.A.P. (

Xtl gine, 3-soeed, clutch, kick-starter; £69; «
payments 4J£ extra—Premier Motor Co., Aston R
Birmingham. l4q

NEW IMPEEIAL, 1922, Models 1, £63; and_

£69; immediate delivery.—Elce, Ltd.. 15-

Bishopsgate Ave., Camomile Street, E.C.3. Phod

Avenue 5548. K>

B30 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oi the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

'-6h.p. Rex, A.I. V., waterproof magneto, good tyres,

' running order; sacrifice, £10, carriage paid.—56,

Luweiuc Hill, Bristol. [4104

913 Rex-Jap Combination, Roc clutch, electric

horn, etc., good tyie* und in splendid running
rder; price £35, or ueiu offer.—Dun well's Garnse,

fig.in. Tel-: 328. [0764

922 Rex-Acme; book your orders now for all

models, early delivery can be given of the

!i.p, Biackburne engine, all chain drive, 3-speed,

utch. kick starter, Model G, detachable and inter-

lace;! ble wheels; complete with luxurious sidecar

£150; catalogues with pleasure.—Sam E. Clapha-m

kgitors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.10. [2082

Rover.

JOVER, 1921 model, 3V-h.p. t
3-speed gear, shop

V soiled only; £75.—Attwood's Garage, Stafford.
[3691

J OVER 1920 Combination, perfect condition, new
1 (vie.-, equipped; £85. -Clark. 7, Exhibition Rd.,

W.7. T3502

920 5-Gh.p. Rover Combination, perfect, full

equipment; £75.-24, Balliol Rd., North Ken-
IgtQll. [3807

915 Rover 3';.h.p., rebuilt, all accessories, fast,

good condition; £22.—Lane, 87, Salusbury Rd.,

ilburn. [3366

921 8h.p. Rover, 2-seater, dvnamo lighting, latest

colour, as new, £165.-24, Balliol Rd., North
ensiugton— [3813

>OVER 1920 3'^h.p. Sporting Combination, 3-speed,

V all-chain drive, perfect; £95; exchanges.—Crown
irage, Weybridge. [4120

915 3>->h.p. Rover Combination, 3-speed, pedal

start, in perfect condition; £55.-5, Norwood
1., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [3701

ih.p. Rover, standard equipment, electric horn, etc.,

perfect condition; £160.—P. R. Smith, 34,

lurch St., Wellingborough. [4041

920 5-6h.p. Rover, fully equipped, excellent con-

dition throughout ; bar-gain, £65; only used

lo.—Rose's Garage, Uxbridge. [3970

I OVER 3l/oh.p. Combination, splendid condition,
t mileage under 5,000; £65; yearly licence.—Stan-
, 10, Eimberley Rd., Cambridge. [4570

920 3V'h.p. Rover Combination, 3-speed, clutch,

kick "starter, all-chain. Easting, perfect ; any
jg. £85.—123a, King"s Rd., Chelsea. [4032

ih.p. Rover Combination, September, 1919, fully

2 equipped, excellent condition; £73.—Swallow, 4,

fton Villas, Shenfield Rd., Brentwood. [3605

I
OVER 1917 3V2h.p. Combination, horn, lamps,

etc.; £65.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue,
moraile St., E.C.3. 'Phone, Avenue 5548. [0077

I
OVER 3yoh.p., 3-speed, with coachbuilt sidecar,

new machine, slightly shop-soiled, Inlly guaran-

»d; £115.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birming-

"w. [3689

921 3V'h.p. Rover, special _75m.p.h. model, has
beeii used very little, and is as new, mileage

out 1,000; £67.—51, Black Bull Lane, Cadley,

eston. [3950

I
OVER 3V2h.p. 1920, 3 speeds, countershaft, clutch,

kick start, condition new, guaranteed perfect, ex-

rjiional bargain ; £80 ;
private owner.—Mellor, 55.

indsor Rd., Buxton. [3454

^OVER 1920 5-6h.p., 3-speed, with Lucas dynamo
lighting, fitted with . Canoelet sporting sidecar,

ry sporty_ outfit; £105; exchanges.—Newnham Motor
',"; 223, ""Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Ham-
asmitta 80. [3898

921 3 3,2h.p. T.T. Rover, Philipson gear, Cowey,
.. Watford speedometer, lamps, complete tools,

ire belts, splendid order, privately owned; sacrifice,

iO quick sale.—Wilson, Stanton, Longhorsley,
irthumberland. [2470

9 GNS.—1920 5-6h.p. Twin Rover, 3-speed,
clutch, K.S., enclosed chain drive, practically

listinguishab'e from new, completely equipped; or
th Swan sports sidecar, £82.—20, Treen Avenue,
(gger's Corner, Barnes. - [3837

914 Rover 3Vjh.p., new tyres and tubes, every part
new in engine but crank, new hub gear and

.itch, new belt, Bosch magneto, new head lamp, and
rv fast, can be seen bv appointment at any time,
dal start, fully licensed; £32.—F. H. Brown, Bin-
Ids Farm, Rickinghall, Diss, Suffolk. [4557

Spare Parts:

I
OVER Spares. Immediate delivery.—ICays. 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [7225

Royal Ruby,
22 8h.p Royal Ruby combination, all on model,
immediate delivery.—Sam E. Clapha-m (Motors),

. Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.10. [3256

920 8h.p. Ruby Combiuation, unscratched, magni-
ficent turn out; cost over £200; bargain, quiok

ie, 86 gns.—67, Eernlea Rd., Balham. [4429

9

The Juno Cycle

and Motor Co.,
Proprietors

:

METROPOLITAN MACHINISTS Co., Ltd.

248, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON, E.C.2.

TELE
PHONE : BISHOPSGATE 219S.
GRAMS : QUILLS AVE LONDON.

ESTABLISHED OVER FORTY YEARS.

The Pick ofthe Bunch!

A.J.S., ARIEL, B.S.A.,

CHATER LEA,
DOUGLAS, ENFIELD,
INDIAN, LEVIS,
MATCHLESS, NORTON,
RALEIGH, RUDGE,

-SUN.
Any of the above Motor Cycles or

Combinations can be supplied on our

well-known GRADUAL PAYMENT
SYSTEM.

Particulars on Application.

Further Sidecar Reductions!

WATSONIAN. Sidecars for .£ I £
Lightweights, very light and oC X O
sporty. - - -CASH
MILLS FULFORD. _£ Oyf
Corvette. A sidecar for the dCfeiTr

-CASHconnoisseur .'

All Sidecars can be supplied

. on monthly payments.

Sidecar Bodies, Sandum or Venus,
from £5 15 0.

Underslung or step chassis from £7.

Accessories at Reduced Prices.

£ s. tf.

Easting Screens 3 18

Cameo „ 2 15

Bluemels, 192 1 3 10

Orto Hoods - - 3 5

Spring Shackles,

set of four - 6 6

R&H Lamp Sets 1 12

Fleece- lined

, Leather
Gauntlets 14 9

W. S. R. Jets,

all sizes 8/6 & 10 6

£ s. d.

Watford Spee-1-

ometers,slight-
1 y soiled,
guaranteed - 4 15

Renolds Chain
g x i per ft. -

all spares in

stock.

6 1

10

15

Tan-Sads

Austin Seats

B & B L i g bt-
w eight Car-
huretters," win-
dow soiled - 2 10

FREE
Call or write for
80 pp. Illustrated List g
with all latest price

* reductions.

1Q12 3'-..h.p. Rudge, in fine older. £28. — Cross,
-t-t» Agent, F '

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Royal Ruby.

TJOYAL RUBY 1920 8h.p. Combination, 3-speed.
'

Xl/ accessories; £115; exchanges.—Newnhani Molor
Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammer-
smith 80. [3893

1Q21 Royal Ruby, new September, 3h.p.. spring
J-tf frame, 2 speeds, clutch, K.S.. lamps, horn,
speedometer, licensed, insured 1922; £65—Rosebank,
College At., Slough. (D) [3495

Rudge.
,

in

Rotherhani. [43G0

T-9h.p. Rudge-Multwin, fully equipped, any trial;
£70.—Barker, Southill, Beds. [3783

LATE 1920 Rudge-Multi, new condition, hardly
used; £55.- Rose's Garage, Uxbridge. [3971

TXfAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London.— 3V.li. p.
*' 1919 Rudge; £50; cash or easy terms. [4523

RUDGE-MULTI 3'i,h.p. Combination, perfect con-
dition; £50.-4, Somerville Rd., New Cross.

_ [3742
TJUDGE-MULTI 3fth-.p. 1920, electric light, ami
-«-•' as new; £55.-132, High Rd., East Finchlev,
N.2. [3356

RUDGE-MULTI 1919 3K-h.p., lamps, horn; £45;
lightweight part exchange—H. Rock, Cradlev,

Staffs. [4546

3Xh.p. I.O:M. Rudge, 1920. little used, lamps,
2 speedometer; £40.—C. Scrutton, Tilbury Hotel,

Essex. [4416

lQai'/i 3V2h.p. Rudge-Multi; £58; new condition;
J-*s particulars with pleasure.—28, Middleton Rd..
Banbury. - [3760

£17 for 50 m.p.h. guaranteed Rudge, 1921 silencer,
engine perfect; some bargain 1—Turpington, Bick-

ley, Kent. [3881

RUDGE-MLTLTI, T.T., ridden 50_miles; cost £85
accept £68 ; tax paid

Bromley, Kent.
42, Bromlev Commo

[4020

1 Q22 I.O.M. Rudge-Multis in stock at the latest
-I-t/ reduced prices, £77.—Jones Garage, Broadway.
Muswell Hill, N.10. [0791

T> UDGE (I.O.M.) 1920 (Sept.), lamps, Cowey,_ spare
XV piston and cani, as ne'

Rd., Llandudno Junction.
£49/10—Allen, Ronold

[3436

3JLh.p. Rudge, fixed gear, re-enamelled, first class
2 order, tvres good ; £29.—Shepherd, Enfield

Highway. Waltham X 31. [0792

RUDGE 1922 Combinations and Solos, cash or easy
payments; immediate delivery.—Motoria, 15,

Regent Parade, Tally-ho. [3933

1 Q21 Rudge-Multi, I.O.M. model, tally equipped,
A*7 new condition; £55.-37, Canterbury Rd., Balls
Pond Rd., Dalston. N.l. [4401

£65.-1921 I.O.M. Rudge-Multi, fully equipped, ab-
solutely as brand new, fully taxed; exchanges.

—

Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport. [3965

3 ih.p. Rudge-Multi', mileage 2,000, tax paid,
2 equioped; £55; combination wanted.—11.

Merthyr Terrace, Barnes, S.W. 13. [360b

RUDGE-MULTI 3'^h.p. and Sidecar, lamps, horn,
Easting, and first-class order and appearance;

£75.-132, High Rd., East Finchley, N.2. [3359

RUDGE 1922 Models lor immediate delivery; ex-
changes.—Newnhani Motor Co., 223, Hammer-

smith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : "Hammersmith 80. [3889

RUDGE-MULTI, July, 1921, 3M>h.p., I.O.M. T.T.
competition machine, tax and insurance; £65.

—

Geiger, 24, Mansfield Rd., Gospel Oak. London, N.W.3.
[4384

RUDGE-MLTLTI, 1922, Isle of Man T.T; model;
£77; in stock.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate

Ave., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548.
[0073

"1 Q22 31'oh.p., T.T. Rudge, brand new, in stock^im-
-L*J mediate delivery; £77; cash or easy pay-
ments.—Wilkins Simpson, opposite Olympia, London.

[4190
RUDGE-MULTI Combination Si/Ul.p. 1917, good

condition, lamps, accessories, tax paid, insured;
£65.—F. C. Kerr, 47, Bennetts End Rd., Hemel
Hempstead, Herts. [3375

ASHGATE Garage. Edgedale Rd., Sheffield.—1922
Rudges, immediate delivery. Multis, £77;

3-speed, £94; 7-9h.p. Combination, with spare wheel,
£150; send for list. [3751

1Q20"i I.O.M. Rudge-Multi, unscratched, perfect
JL«7 condition, complete accessories; £58, or ex-

change sporting combination and cash.— 126, Brace-
bridge St., Nuneaton. [3541

RUDGE-MULTI, 3Vjh.p., I.O.M., specially tuneu
and finished machine, run unaer 4,000 miles, full

1922 tax paid; 53 gns. — Hare, 21, Mostyn Gdns.,
Kensal Rise, N.W.10. --.[4031

5-6h.p. 1920 (late) Rudge-Multi Combination, tour-
ing sidecar, tax and insurance paid, small mile-

age, excellent condition, all on; £85.—A.H.D., 44.
Freemantle Rd., Cobham, Bristol. [3555

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

3Ah.p. Rudge-Multi, 1921, I.O.M., touring bars,
2 3,000, unpunetnred, all tools, accessories,

spares, tax paid- 1922, insured July, perfect condition;
£68.—Belts, Oastle-Ashby, Northampton. [3957

"1 Q20 5-6h,p. Rudge-Multi and coachbuilt sidecar in

J-tJ beautiful condition, new belt, new 700x80
tyre on rear wheel, lamps, fully equipped; bargain,

£60.—24 and 25, Brook Mews North, Lancaster Gate,

W.2. [1010

5-6h.p, Rudge-Multi Coach Combination, fully

equipped, also spares, smart turnout and power-

ful, tyres perfect, engine overhauled, faultless through-

out, photo; £48; or exchange lightweight.—128,
London Rd., King's Lynn. [3974

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London—New 1922

3y2h.p._ Rudge, sloping Lank, I.O.M., £77; any

model supplied; write for list; easy terms arranged;

second-hand machines taken in exchange; also

3V:h.p. 1919 Rudge, I.O.M., £57/10. [4499

GUARANTEED perfect, finest and fastest T.T.

Rudge-Multi on the market, September, 1921,
starter, high and low compression piston, variable jet,

long plated exhaust, with detachable silencer, also

standard system; lighting, Fallolite, D.A., also gene-

rator and electric; belt case, horn, tools, licence; only

£68.—Maclean, " Brackenhurst," Nepean St., Roe-
hampton, S.W.15. [4045

/?pare Parts:

THE Promptest Firm for Rudge" Spares.—Forfield
Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [3163

HERBERT ROBINSON; Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—All Rudge parts in stock. Complete

illustrated lists post free [8842

Scott.

20 Scott, perfect condition, little used, tax paid;

£65—Finn's Garage, 12 High St., Fulliam. .'

[3595
I

SCOTTS, either model, West oi England Agent is

Gibb, 100, Nortbgate, Gloucester. 'Phone : 852.
[8126

TO 22 Scott Models in stock, complete; £110; de-

A«7 livered Iree. -Millard's. Scott Agents. Chester-

field. r"276

F.O.C.H. have a 1920 Scott, brand new condition;

also 1914 and 1920 combination.—5, Heath St.,

llamp'stead. (Near Tube.) [3707

SCOTT 3 t̂h.p., good condition throughout, fast and
powerful; a bargain, £25.—G. V. Crump. 6,

Semere Green, Pulham Market, Norfolk. [3338

SOUTH London Scott Service Depot— 'Phone Croy.

don 1129 for demonstration runs; immediate de-

livery; prices Irom £105.—John R. Kmsey and Co.,

Ltd.. 350-352. Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. [8352

tJCOTT 1922 Squirrel models; place you order with

^ the Layton Garages, who at the moment are in

a position to offer a few specially selected and tuned

esampies capable of about 10 m.p.li. more than

standard; Brooklands certificates ii necessary; we are

specialists in Scott machines generally and invite corre-

spondence concerning them; ali inquiries dealt with

by our Mr. TOllady to whom the honour of riding the

first Scott to victory at Brooklands belongs.—The
Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [4377

Simrc Paris:

SCOTT Spares. Immediate delivery.— Kays, 8, Bond

St., Ealing. [7226

WMLT) Motors, Ltd., 32, Hustler St., Bradford,

lor serviceable second-hand Scott parts. Huge
stock. [O"9

SCOTT Service Depot, Cathedral Motor Works, 99,

Great George St., Liverpool.—Scott spares, Scott

repairs. W 2°l

SOUTH London Scott Service Depot..—Scott Spares :

Scott Repairs—John R. Kinsey and Co.,.. Ltd.,

350-352, Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. 'Phone

1129. [8353

GODFREYS', Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London,
W 1.—Complete stock of all Scott spare parts

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, stating

year of manufacture, f0751

Singer.

SINGER 2";.;h.p., 2-speed, clutch; titer 5; £20.-20,
Bedford Rd„ South Woodford. [3880

SINGER 2%h.p., lamps, horn, good tyres, tax paid,

fast; £25.—Wilshive, 38, Arthur St., New Vil-

lage, Bentley, Doncaster. [3384

Snarp Parts.

1-111 E Promptest Firm for Singer Spares.—Forfield
. Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [3164

Spark.

CJPARK 1922 Models, Villiers engine, fly wheel mag-
O neto, £38/18; also 2-speed kick starter models.

in stock, £52 / 10.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St.,

Acton, London. [4144
Sparkbrook.

SPARKBROOK, 1921 model, 2 l/jh.p., shop soiled

only; £48/10.—Attwood's Garage, Stafford.
[3694

1A21 Sparkbrook 2V'jh.p. 2-speed, Villiers engine,
-L«J Lucas lamps, horn, College mudshiold, insured,
licensed; £38.—40, Warley Rd., Blackpool. [4301

THREE ATTRACTIVE

VALUE-FOR-MONEY

LIGHTWEIGHT PROPOSITIONS

The Quality Henley
Built as it is throughout from com-

ponents bearing such irreproachable

names as Blackburne, Burman, and

Brampton, this beautiful machine stands

head and shoulders above the ordinary

assembled lightweight by reason of its

superb finish and detail refinement.

The price too is attractive. 7A p
Three-speed 1\ Blackburne « " ^ns.

The Big-Hearted Radco
A machine of special appeal to the man
who requires a sturdy, reliable machine,

made by a firm with a first-class reputa-

tion, at the lowest possible price. The
single-geared model at 34 gns. is the

lowest pri:ed REAL motor cycle to be

bought, while you can obtain the same

machine equipped with a Two-speed,

clutch, and kick - starter A r r
gearbox for ™ »*•

The Thoroughbred

Excelsior

A range of lightweights made by a firm

with nearly half a century's reputation

—

each a leader in its particular class.

Economy is a special feature of these

machines—both to buy and maintain,

while the finish is second to none on the

road. I am in a position to supply a few

only of these desirable little machines

equipped with clutch and kick-start gear-

boxes and Villiers flywheel-magneto

engines at the tempting f? A(\ 1 A c

The only difference between these and stock machines

is that 24" wheels are fitted in lieu of 26".

WRITE, 'PHONE, OR CALL NOW.

Frank Hallam
DALTON STREET iT7J?ZT

And 88, Bristol Street,

phonrS :Central73l7 RIRMINftHAM
and Midland 1 472 DI»mi^UnrMW

Full market price allowed for your
present machine in EXCHANGE.
EASY PAYMENTS direct with the
purchaser only 4% extra.

4 j4 All letters relating to advertisements stiould quote the number at the end of each ad\

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sun.

STJN-V.T.S., perfect condition; £28, bargain.—Cob-
ley, " Mitre," Golborne Rd., North Kensington.

[3319

SUN-J.A.P. 6h.p. Twin Combination, splendid con-

dition; .£50; exchange.—Fairhurst, behind 68,

Standishgate, Wigan. 14101

QfJ Gns., Bargain—1919 Sun-V.T.S., 2 speeds,
r^\3 footboards, smart, rebushed.—Seabridge, Hansler
Rd., East Dulwich. (Sydenham 2452.1 [7938

SUN-VITESSE, 1922, 2%h.p„ 2-speed, 2-stroke,

clutch, kick starter.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishops-

gate Ave., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548.
[0074

SUN-VILLIERS, 1916, 2".;h.p., 2-stroke, fitted with

Douglas 2-speed, Stewart road clearer, tax paid,

perfect condition
;
price £28.—Vardy, Commercial Rd.,

Southampton. [3385

FOR Sun, J. A. P., or Sun-Vitesse, get in touch with
the sole North London agents. Models in stock,

single Special, 42 gns.; 2^4h.p. J. A.P., 2-speed, K.S.,

60 gns. Send for catalogues. Trade supplied.— .Tones

Garage. Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. [0790

Snare Parts :

ERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—AH Suu-Villiers and Sun-Jap engine

parts in stock. [1992

Sunbeam.
"I Q19 Sh.p. Sunbeam Combination; £85, or exchange
J-" late last single.—Burgess, Tew, Oxon. [4324

SUNBEAM^ 1921, 3t[.h.p. model, 3-speed gear, shop

soiled only; £120.—Attwood's Garage, Stafford.
[3693-

K1CKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District

Agent for Sunbeams; unequalled service, repairs,

etc. T3143

CROSS, Effinsham Square, is agent for Sunbeams tor

Rotherham. New 3Vjh.p. and 4 !/ih.p. models

from stock. [4357

SUNBEAM 1920 3Uh.p. Combination, completely

equipped, Insured; £105. — Buccleuch House.

Thorpe Bay. [2227

SUNBEAM, 1922 model, special 3'/oh.p. sporting

model, del>sry irom stock; 130 guineas.—Att-

wood's Garage, Stafford. [3697

1Q21 (Sept.) Semi-sporting Sunbeam, little mileage.
I-" full equipment; £105.—Burrows, 16, Wanner
Rd., Waterloo, Liverpool. [4043

QUNBEAM Combination, 1917, good working order,

windscreen, .lamps, etc.; SO gns.—Manchester,
Butcher, Meiton Mowbray. [3828

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London.—New 1922

Sunbeams, order now; also 3V2h.p. 1917 model,

£75; easy terms and exchange. [4500

1Q20 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, Lucas dynamo
19 lighting, spare wheel, etc.; £140—Hughes,
" Harwood," North Finchley, N.12. [3333

1 Q20 3'/>h.p. Sunbeam Combination, spare wheel

Li? fullv equipped: £100.— Hillier (Side Bell), 9

Wallingford Avenue, North Kensington. [426!

£75.-1915 Sunbeam 3'ih.p., 1919 Rennoc sideoal

to match, lamps, tools, complete, excellent cond'.

tion and appearance.—Roberts, Clarence St., Divers

ton. W0 C
«

8h.p. Sunbeam Corhbination, Dec, 1919, hood

screen, discs, Lucas dynamo, extras, spares

licensea; £160, or offer.—England, Tramways, Castle

ford. Yorks. [106!

8h.p. Sunbeam 1921 Combination, Magdyno, lamps

spare wheel, hood, screen speedometer, in practi

cally new condition; cost £290; any trial; £180, ni

offers.—8, Grange Rd., Ramsgate. [340

3jlh p Sunbeam Combination, interchangeable spar

2 wheel, legshields, Easting's, Lucas lamps, horn

unscratched, unpunctured, perfect, ridden Easter t

August mileage 800; cost £230, sell £130, bargain,

Hallewell, Alexandra Rd„ Lytham.

1Q21 Sunbeam Sports, mileage under 1,000, ename
liJ and plating perfect, Cowey horn, C.A.V. hea*

lamp rear lamp, aluminium number plates, perlec

condition, seen Reading; £110—Lavin, Old Hems?

Sonning, Berks. I120

SUNBEAM 8h.p. Combination, July, 1919, J'-^l

engine, electric lighting, hood, spare wheel, ai

screen, etc., in good condition, tax paid 1922 £1

insurance.-Olfers to P. H, Jones, Lichfield St

Wolverhampton. Ls=°

1 021 Sunbeam Sports Model, P. and H. lightin

J_«J .e t Harley-Davidson speedometer, horn am

complete equipment, mileage under 2,000, absolute,

perfect condition; £100; owner gomg abroad.-Lomb

The Mount, Beer, Devon. t3 *"'

SUNBEAM agents.—1922 models in stock; 3'ih.p

3-speed clutch, and kick starter, £126; 3V»b;;

TT sporting model, £136/10; in stock; easy paymei

terms and exchangos arranged.—Herbert Robinsff

Ltd., Green St., Cambridge. L19t

SUNBEAM 1914-15 Combination, Gloria sidecar,,

speed countershaft, all-enclosed chain drive, har

clutch, kick starter, all tyres good, very good coi

dition throughout; £52/10, a real bargain—R. Wa
son, Victoria Rd., Aldeburgh, Suffolk.

ertisement, and the date of the issue

marked (P).

[426
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

.PECIAL Bargain, 1921 Sunbeam, 3%h.p., lamps,
i horn, Brooks cantilever saddle, F.E.W. valve at-

vhments, Runbaken spark amplifier, owner driven,

ver punctured, brand new condition; cost £165,
:ist sell; £120.—L., Cooper's Hill, Bracknell. [3543

921 3^h.p. Sporting, Model Sunbeam Motor CyHe,
complete with lamp, generator, horn, and usual

ues, cost aluminium plates, new in April last, and in

.^epHonaliv trnod condition tyres unnnnrtured ; nearest

fr to £110.—Geoffrey Smith, The Motor Cycle,

ventry [X42S5
TJNBEAM 1917 Military Model, enamelled green,

3VL.h.p. combination, late Canoelet sidecar, bnl-

jas back, 3-speed clutch, ks., Binks carburetter, leg

elds. Lucas lamps, Klaxon horn, tax paid till March
it, in good mechanical order, tyres good all round;
0.—-Shaw Bros., Halesowen, Birmingham. [4467

' ATE 1919 3Vjh.p. Sunbeam, coachbuilt sidecar
i with Sunbeam screen, Lucas lamps, generators
1 horn, tyres good, new en, back wheel, spare set

i, forks and usual spares, condition equal to new,
.:! in perfect order; awaiting removal from Sunbeam
prks after thorough overhaul;' tax paid 1922; £120,
best offer —Bradley, Ashfield, Hartlebury. [3570

Sparc Parts:

TER3ERT' ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
;L bridge.—All Sunbeam parts in stock. Immediate
ivery. [8840

Swift.

C 12.—

2

r'ih.p. Swift, chain drive, Bosch, verv low,
I' any trial.—76, London St., Chertsey. [4321

T.D.C.

3.h.p. Hockley T.D.C, new engine, Druids, good
4 tvres, fast; £15.-41, Regent St., Wellington,
lop. [4541

'.D.C. De Luxe, 1920, 2 lih.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed,_
licensed 1922; ride away; £26; evenings.—Sandi-

; a, Edgewood Hostels, Belvedere, Kent. [4258

Triumph
PREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Triumphs

IMMEDIATE Delivery of Type H 4h.p., 3-speed, £105
r Type SD, chain drive, £115; Type LW, lightweight.

5; sidecars from £20 to £50; easy payments 4% extra
Juy direct from the leading Triumph agents: The
emier Motor Co.. Aston Rd., Birmingham. [062 7

TJLIAN'S, of Reading, have all Triumph models in

Stock. [3567

1RIUMPH 1922 Models.—Immediate delivery of H
and SD and sporting model R (o.h.v.).—Below.

1RTTJMPH 1920 4h.p. Combination, complete with
lamps, horn, etc.; £85.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16,

shopsgate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone,

-enue 5548. * [0075

920 Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed, equipped, new condi-

tion; £75.-17, St. Charles Square, W.10.
[4028

»2G.—Triumph 3y2h.p., Bosch, tyres good, good run-
1 ning order.—Seen at Lunn's Garage, Evesham.

[3652

912 Triumph T.T., good tyres, lamps, horn;
£16/17/6.—Shaw, Jeweller. Wellington Salop.

[4539
»18.— 3'-jh.p. Triumph, Bosch, B. and B., splendid
<* running order.—King, Egiove Farm, Oxford.

[4294
TRIUMPHS.—A fine assortment of all models in
. stock at prices to suit all —Ross. 86. High Rd.
ie. [5020

912 T.T. Triumph, fully equipped, tax paid; per-

fect bargain; £28.—Grilfin Church St., Lich-

>ld. [3945

919 Triumph and Sidecar and accessories, in good
condition; £80.—Bounds, 223, High Rd., Kil-

im. [3920

TRIUMPH Combination, lamps, horn, etc., 3-speed,

- Bosch magneto; £45.—White, Manor Rd., Wal-
igton. [3509

TRIUMPH -Junior new 1921 Model at greatly re-

- duced price.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton,
melon. [4148

913-14 3V^h.p. Triumph, 3-speed. J.S. clutch; 32
gns.—liammond, VVaterlco Rd., Shepton

allet. [3574

TRIUMPH, 1922 patterns; cash cr easy payments;
l immediate delivery.—Motoria, 15, Regent Parade,
illy-ho. [3934

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, renovated, condition
J guaranteed; £60.—Inman, Durham Rd., Seaforth,

iverpool. [3579

920 Triumph Combination, as brand new, beauti-
fully equipped; £85.-24, Balliol Rd., North

ensington. [3816

919 (late) Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, carefully

ridden, Lucas lamps; £70.— Chant, 3, Bedford

,., Exeter. [3363

TRIUMPH 1911 3y2h.p., single-speed, fast, reliable,

. Klaxon, etc.; evenings; £29.-80, Milton Avenue,
ast Ham. [3607
1RIUMPH 3V2h.p„ N.S.U., 2-speed, new cylinder,
l piston, etc., lamps, tax; £25.-43, Addison Rd.,
sddingto-n. [3419

.MARCH WINDS
APRIL SHOWERS ! !

BE PREPARED for
sl\ "bad weather " occasions.

WATERPROOF
MOTOR CYCLE
SUIT (Fig. 1)

Fawn double texture

material, interlined

rubber; seams ce-

mented and taped,

wind cuffs, wind gus-

set in overalls, and
claspfasteners. Guar-
anteed waterproof.

SUIT COMPLETE

_ 35/-

POST *
g^atcU

in l

Waterproof nrl
Trench Coat '3/-

(Fig. 21 Fawn material,

rubber lined wind cuffs,

guaranteed waterproof.

SEAT-
LESS
Trousers
Fawn
double
texture
material

rubber
inter-

lined,

wind °,lss -,

& clasp iast-

eaers. A 1

sizes.

18/-

WATERPROOF OVERALLS.
Double texture material
clasp fasteners, perfectly
waterproof.

15/.
1J you cannot call, $e>id

money with breast measure-
:ent and heislit.

SEND FOR PATTERN BUNCH
OF CLOTHS TO-DAY

Actual Manufacturers :

Martin Waterproof Co.,
208,Oldham Rd.,New Cross.Manchester

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1Q 18 Countershaft Triumph, perfect; £48—24 Bal--*" liol Rd., North Kensington. [3814
JN Stock, Type 8 1922 Triumph; £105.—D. and S.
-«- Autocar Co., 33, The Parade, Golders Green. f4451
C»25.—Triumph, 1912, N.S.U., 2-speed, thoroughly
<** overhauled and perfect.—Phm's Garage. 12, Hi K ii

St., Fuiham.
[3 596

1 Q20 Triumph, countershaft, extra wide tank. Luca-.

o,o,, n "?P
S
,'

speedometer, variable jet; bargain,
£72/10.—Below
1Q18 Triumph, countershaft, fullv equipped, speedo-"
-»•" meter, splendid condition; £48.-37, Canter-
bury Rd., Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l. [4400
DABY Triumph, 2 speeds, lamps, little used, in*-' beautiful condition; take £30.-18, Wherstead
Rd., Ipswich. [4034
DRANDISH and Sons, Coventry, for Triumphs

-

*-» Triumph-Ricaido iu stock.—W. Brandish and
Sons, Coventry. [1043
"1 Q21 Triumph, done 200 miles, splendid running
-•-«' order, with lamps; £88.-R. Dauiell, 11, Cado-
gan Place, S.W. [342

J

rjENUINE 1918 Countershaft Triumph, full v
*-" equipped, condition perfect; £58.-47, Marsham
St., Westminster. [3616
T ATE Model Triumph Combination, meehanicall,
JL* perfect, mileage 3,000; offers.—31a, Fieldhousa
Rd., Balham, S.W. [3667
"IQ20 Triumph-Henderson, jolly old beast; £110, or
-1-f offers.- Details, Robinson, Netherileld. Kirk-
burton, Yorkshire. [3487
1Q21 Baby Triumph, indistinguishable from new;
J-«/ £45/10.-Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone:
Hampstead 1353. [4565

"DABY Triumph, late 1921, Lucas accessories, just
*-* like new; £45; ideal for ladv.—Bunting's Ex-
change, Wealdstone. [4140
"RENOVATED T.T. Triumph, all on, tax, etc., a-" beauty; sacrifice, first 29 gns.—Ramsden's, May-
beil Av., Blackpool. [3588
rpRIUMPH, late 1917, coachbuilt sidecar, Lucas
J- lamps, Klaxon; £70, nearest—34, Courlan.l
Grove, Clapham, S.W. [3339

rpRlUMPri Combination, 3-speed, kick start, an
J- trial; £38; take lightweight part—57, Kenbui
tot., Camberwell, London. [433o

"JO 19 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, fullv equipped:
J-t' £52/10.—Hillier (side bell). 9. 'Wallingfor.l
Avenue, North Kensington. [4265

i^ROSS, Effingham Square, is agent for the Trust.
V^ Triumph for Rotherham. All models, including
Ricardo model, from stock. [435?,

rpiRIUMPH, Mabon gear, all on, tax paid; £36;« must sell, any trial Saturday or Sunday.—Webber,
Cottage, Coppetts Rd., N.10. [35)2

F.O.C.H. for Triumphs. Latest models in stock.
Also 1921 solo and 1918 combination.—5, Heath

St., Hampstead. (Near Tube.) [3705
3 Ah. p. Triumph, 3-speed hub. clutch, pillion seat,

2 accessories, excellent condition; £45 or nearest.—Elliott, Golden Gates, Ascot. [1781

TRIUMPH 2-stroke, slightly soiled onlv. equioo-d
£45 ; 4h.p. sports, only run 200 miles, £58 —

Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7. T3295
|Q20 Triumph, 3-speed, clutch, and kick start, inA" excellent condition; £68.—Goad, 122, Maida
Vale. 'Phone : Hampstead 1353. [4564

TRIUMPH 4h.p. 1914, 3-speed, excellent condition,
appearance like new; £47/10; any examination —

Moseley, Kirby Muxloe, Leicester. [3943
TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, electric lamps,

Klaxon, splendid condition; £70.—The Haven,
120, Sutherland Rd., W. Croydon. [4138
"IQ19 Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed gear box, kick starter.
-!-«-' lamps, speedometer; sacrifice, 59 gns.—30, Nor-
manton Avenue, Wimbledon Park. [3424

3Ah. p. Triumph, clutch, excellent condition, excep-
2 tionally fast, Lax paid 1922, any trial; 35 gns,

—Edwards, Nether Wallop, Hants. [3369

1Q19 Triumph and coachbuilt sidecar, 3 lamps,
J-«7 Easting, Tan-Sad, and spares; best offer.—P.
Pocock, Coldash, Newbury, Berks. [3851

1 Q14 4h.p. Triumph, 3 speeds, clutch, all on, tyres
A~*y nearH" new, condition perfect, any trial; £45.

~

.Morgan, 50, Hawley Square, Margate. [4109

TRIUMPH 1921, chain belt, solo, lamps, tools,

spare valve, variable jet, mudshields, as new;
£79.^171, Ordnance Rd., Enfleld Lock. [4033

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., Dunhill C.B. sidecar, all acces-
sories, condition new; £100; tax paid.—Brvan.

81, Southwark St. 'Phone: Hop 2362. [3488

£25.—Triumph 3>4h..p., late 1912, clutch, - Bosch
magneto, new Senspray, new piston and cylinder,

any trial.—61, Grand Parade, Harringay. [4551

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—4h.p.
Triumph Combination 1921, all chain. £125;

also 4h.p. Triumph Model H, 1920, £85. [4508

TRIUMPHV1918 frame, back section, mudguards,
wheels, stand, etc., cheap; wanted, sidecar for

Powerplus Indian.—94, Salisbury Rd., Maidstone. [4304

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A35
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P>-
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Iriumpn.

LONGMAN BROS., Bond St., Ealing. Telephone

:

689. Official district agents.—All Triumph
models. Cash, exchange 01 deferred payments. [5787

TRIUMPH, immediate delivery of all models. Cash 1

Exchanges! Easy Payments! Write for cata-

logue.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham.
[3690

SHEFFIELD Agent for Triumphs; all models in
t^ stock lor immediate delivery.—J. A. Stacey,
Triumph Service Depot, 12, Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield.

[0812

TRIUMPH Combination, 1911, 3-speed Sturmey
hub, lamps, horn, splendid running order; £32;

trial.—Stoft, Staplehali Kd., Northfiekl, Birmingham.
[3779

1 (120 Triumph Combination, speedometer, legshields,
Xt7 manv extras, splenaid condition; £85; exchange.
—James, "c/o Btadmaes, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington.

[4397

038.—Triumph Junior, 1920, but absolutely un-
oW scratched, 2-3-speed, lamps, horn, tools ; delibe-

rate sacrifice.—Brockbanks, 58, Lord St., Southport.
[4381

]Q20 4h.p. T.T. Triumph, direct drive, Lucas
t/ lamps, Cowev speedometer, mileage 3,000, in

new condition; £58.—32, 'Winchester Rd., Colchester.
[4348

TRIUMPH 4h.p. 1919, T.T., single^gear, adjustable

pulley, fast but tractable, 2 up, very little used,

fullv equipped; £65— Soper, 16, Cheniston Gardens,

W.8. [3364

4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, clutch, lamps and tools,

tax paid; £45; or would take small 2-seater and
pay cash adjustment.—East View, Maltby r nr. Rothcr-

ham.
'

[1326

TRIUMPH Combination, 1920, fitted Montgomery
touring car, Easting, all lamps, luggage grid;

£90.—Barker, 216, Portobello Rd., North Kensing-
ton, W. [4215

TRIUMPH C.S. and Paragon light detachable C.B.
sidecar, lamps, horn, tax paid, all new Dunlops,

good going order ; £70.—8, Netherton Grove, Chelsea,
S.W.10. [4482

1Q22 Triumph, all models; latest catalogue with
-i-«7 pleasure; cash, exchange, easy terms.— Sam E.

Clapham (Motors), 27, Steckwell St., Greenwich,
S.E.10. [3262

TRIUMPH 1919, latest gear change, perfect con-

dition, Lucas electric lamps, new Dunlops, year's

tax paid; 55 gns., or near offer.—Box 9222, c/o The
Motor Cycle.

,

[3716

TRIUMPH 1913 3'ih.p. 3-speed Combination, tax

paid, 1 exceptionally fine order; £45.—Newnham
Motor Co., 223, Hammersmilh Rd., W.6. rtioue:
Hammersmith 80. [3897

TRIUMPH 1922 Models in stock; best allowance
on machines taken in part pavment.—Newnham

Motor Co., 223. Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone :

Hammersmith 80. [3887

1A19 Triumph, model II., and 1921 spring wheel
y*J Gloria sidecar, Lucas lamps, Lucas horn, screen,

little Used, wants seeing; bargain, £95.— 365, King
St.. Hammersmith. [3662

3K GNS.—1920 Baby Triumph, excellent order,
tr accessories'; also brand new 4h.p. T.T. model,

from £105 to £65, snip; exchanges.—Kent's, 417,
Lord St., Southport. [3963

1 (\13 Triumph and sporting sidecar, countershaft
A*/ gears in good order, lamps, good tyres, ready
to go anywhere; £57.—24 and 25, Brook Mews North,
Lancaster Gate, W.2. [4011

TRIUMPH Combination, countershaft, fitted Mill-
ford sidecar, screen, all accessories, perfect

mechanical condition; £75.—Richardson, 20, Heath
Hurst Rd., Hampstead. [3781

LATE 1914 Triumph, T.T., 3-speed, C.B. Combina-
tion, scuttle dash and screen, lamps, horn, etc.,

excellent condition, any trial; £45, or offer.—Potter,
5, Bentinck Mews, W.l. [4072

TRIUMPH 1919 4h.p., countershaft, excellent
order, lamps and horn; price, including £4

licence, £57/10, a real bargain.—Ross Engineering
Co., Ltd., Ross, Herefordshire. [4532

rjmiUMPH 1914 (stored through war).-. 3-speed,
-*- clutch, and C.B. Canoelet, lamps. Klaxon, speed-
ometer, etc., finish as new. perfect; only £39/10.—
72, Devonshire Rd., Forest Hill, S.E.23. [3958

THIS week's Bargain.—Chain-drive Gloria Combina-
tion, Lucas lighting, horn, tax paid 1922,

unscrafched; £120, no offers.—109, Melrose Avenue,
Wimbledon Park. 'Phone, Regent 3612. [3737

-|Q18 Triumph and Swan Sporting Sidecar, 4h.p.,
J-*/ 3-speed, clutch and lamps, speedometer, wind-
screen, excellent mechanical condition, tyres as new;
65 gns.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensing-
ton. [4454

BARKER'S Motors can supply all Triumph 1922
models at list prices and give an insurance policy

against mechanical breakdown for 12 months free.

Cash, deferred, or exchanges.—194, Balham High Rd.,
B.W.12. _ [1213

An Opportunity for

Enterprising Agents.

Insurance

Policies

IMPORTANT
AGENCY
EXTENSION

SERVICE to your clients

should include the best

and most reliable Motor
Cycle Insurance Agency it is

possible to obtain.

The Policies you recommend should
carry a name that inspires confidence
and gives an assurance of prompt
and generous settlement of claims.

From" your own point of view it is

desirable that you should represent

a company that enjoys the highest

reputation among the motoring
public, and be able to offer policies

that are known to give complete and
comprehensive cover.

An extension of the Agency and
Service arrangements for "The
Motor Cycle " policies is now being
made, and applications are invited
from agents who realise the value
of specialised experience and the
importance of maintaining the
goodwill of their clients.

Here is your opportunity of handling
policies that every motor cyclist knows
and the value of which he fully

appreciates.

WRITE TO-DAK FOR
FULL PARTICULARS

Address—Agencv Dept.,

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

Head Office

:

77. Cheapside, London, E.C.2.
Teleplione: City 9831 and 9832.

Telegrams: " Aittoinsitre, Cent. London."

iiitoiiei •••(ifiiiiiiiaiiigiiiimtitgi
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

£35/10.—Sporting Triumph Combination, 3»4n.p.j

•2-speed, clutch, streamline sidecar, lamps, horn

spares, semi-T.T. handlebars, long exhaust, perlect

throughout, any trial; offers.—Walley, 83c, Trinity

Rd., Balham, S.W. [3761

TRIUMPH 1919 Solo, complete with tools, lamp set,

mechanical horn, and spares, 3-speed countershaft,

perfect condition internally and externally, insured

£100; any trial; sacrifice, £55.—Griffin, 97, Angell

Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. - - [4195

20 Triumph-Gloria Combination 4h.p., counter-

shaft type H, splendid condition, very little

used, as good as new, any trial or examination, fully.

licensed for 1922; £99/10,. no offers; a bargain,—

Hagell, 19, Union St., Maidstone.

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, - London —New
1922 Triumphs, 4h.p. all-chain models, 3-

speed, £115; 4h.p. chain and belt, £105; 2'jh.p. 2.

stroke model, £65; 4h.p. combination, £145; easy

terms and exchange. 'Phone : Holhorn 5777. [4501

TRIUMPH 1921 Model H. Combination, issued new

November, and has had very little use; completely

equipped with lamps and horn, and originally costing

£135; is now offered at bargain figure of £108; ex-

changes impossible.-The Layton Garages, 30. Holjwlt

St., Oxford [1378

TRIUMPH agents.—1922 models in stock; 4h.p.

belt and chain drive, £105; all-chain drive, £115;

2"/,h.p. 2-stroke, £65; 3'/»n.p. fast roadster, £120; in

Hock- easy payment terms and exchanges arranged.—

Catalogues and full particulars from Herbert Robin-

son, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge. [1988

TRIUMPH, 1922, Model IT, complete with C.B. side-

car, fully equipped with lamps and horn and

licensed to December 31st, 1922, cost £139; offered

at £120 cash; soiling scarcely perceptible, exchanges

impossible, approval anywhere, unrepeatable, bargain,

onlv wants seeing to be jumped at, first wire secures.

-The Lavton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. Tele-

grams : integrity, Ox.

Spare Parts

:

TRIUMPH Spares; immediate delivery .-Kays. 8,

Bond St., Ealing. C3615

ENU1NE Triumph Spares from Official Agents-
Longman Bros., Bond St., Ealing. Tel. : 689.

[4488

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-

bridge.—The Triumph Experts. Complete illus-

trated lists post free. [8841

COMPLETE stock Triumph a»id Stiirmey-Archer

spares, no waiting.—Ward's, 51, Upper Rich-

mond Rd.. Putney. 'Phone: Putney 2754. [1159

TRIUMPH Spares in stock; illustrated list free;

orders despatched by return—W. Brandish and

Sons, Triumph Garage, 625, Foleshill Rd., C01'™'"-

TRIUMPH Agents since 1906.—All Triumph Spares

at new reduced prices from stock; principal Bir-'

mingham agents and service depot.—Premier Motor

Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. ',0798

TRIUMPH Spare Parts for all mcdels; also

Sturmey-Archer gear parts from stock, post free;

gear overhauls by specialist.-^Jones Garage, Triumph

Agents, Broadway, Muswell Hill. N.10. [0809

T1RIUMPH Parts. 1904-21, every part in stock, new

or second-hand. Why not second-hand in place

of new till prices drop? Half the price, satisfaction

guaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph

repairs and renovations a speciality, under persona

supervision oi our proprietor, late with Triumph ami

Premier cycle companies Cylinder regnnding on

latest maehinery.-Forneld Motors. Forfield Place,

Leamington Spa. \TSbl

Velocette.

J? 25 —Velocette 2%h.p., ' 2 speeds, all chain, acces-

c* sories, splendid order.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton
[4052

1 022 Velocette.—Immediate delivery of any model

19 f rom Premier Motor Co.. Aston Rd., Birming-

ham. [8965

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—All 1922

Velocette models supplied on easy terms and

exchange. -- t4502

VELOCETTE, 1921, fully equipped, mileage less

than 200, indistinguishable from new; £45 cash;

approval anywhere—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell

St., Oxford. W 365

VELOCETTE.—Immediate delivery of all 1922

models. The premier lightweight machine. All

enquiries dealt with by our Mr. Tollady, who scored 1

the first win at Brooklands with a Velocette. Place

your order with Velocette specialists. — The Layton 1

Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [4366 5

ASTOUNDING value.—Not shop-soiled old stork but

brand new 1921 Velocette models D.2, delivered

from makers' works in January, latest improvements,

,

both brakes internal expanding, 2-speed, chain dnve;

£55 carries makers' full guarantee; easy payments only

4% extra.—Premier Motor Co., Aston ^Rd., Birming-

ham. ' 1985

Verus.
-| 021 4h.p. Verus-Blaekburne, 3-speed. as new,

-L*J mileage 200; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards,

101, Gt. Portland St., W. [4161

A36 A I lcteis relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (PI.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Verus.

)20 Verus 2\»4n.p., 2 speeds, clutch, .kick start,
excellent condition, guaranteed; £38/10.—

d, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone, Hampstead 1353.
[1997

1 21 4h.p. Verus Blackburne, 3-speed, mechanical
' oil pump, Ace discs, excellent condition; de-
ed or exchanges.— Edwards, 101, Gt. Portland St.,

[4162

)20 2"'4h.p. Verus-Blackburne, 2-speed. clutch.
lamps horn, disc wheels, etc., first-class order,

paid; £55.—Shepherd, Enfield Highway. 'Phone,
Itham Cross 31. [0799

)21 Verus 4h.p. Blackburne 3-speed, clutch, k.s.,

mechanical oil pump, ace discs, etc., excellent
dition ; 63 gns. ; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards,
Harrington Rd., South Kensington. L1956

120 Verus Si^h.p., single-speed, good as new, elec-
J trie light outfit, good accessories, suit overalls
;. 6in.), insurance, tax paid ; lot cost over £75

;

i; appointment only.—Schofleld, 25, Santos Rd.,
ndsworth, S.W.18. [1020

Victoria.
^k21 4h.p. Victoria-Jap, 3-speed Sturmey, K.S., all
J accessories, practically new ; £65.—C.S_., 14,
iton Rd., Bow. Tel.: E. 3155. [3953

920 4h.p. Victoria-Jap, 3-speed, Sturmey, licensed,

Equipped, as new; exchanges or deferred; 60
.-Edwards, 101, Gt. Portland St., W. [4170

Villiers.

ILUERS-GAMAGE 2VL>h.p., delivered 1920, con-
diiiun as new, tyre on back; cost £60; £28.—

lonial Motors, 104a, Finchley Rd. Hampstead
J2. [4394

Williamson.
55.—Perfect 8-10h.p. Williamson Combination, full

equipment, spares, beautiful condition, just over-

bed, costing £12; exchange considered. — 4, Elm
rdens. Hammersmith. [2315
916 8-10h.p. Williamson Combination, 2-speed,

kick start, good condition; £65; or exchange
h.p., good make, combination.—21, Bernard Rd.,
exham. [4064

Wolf.

920 Wclf (nearly new), 2^+h.p. J.A.P., Stnrmey-
Archer, 2-speed, hand clutch, all accessories;

:gain, £45.—365, King St., Hammersmith. [36G3

920 2 r\ih.p. Wolf-Jap, Sturniey-Archer gear box,
lamps, horn, tools, etc., small mileage; £30 —

i.C, 166, Great Portland St., W.l. Tele:: Museum
26. [3378
jjh.p. Wolf-Jap, Sturmey 2-speed, kick starter and
* hand clutch, 12 months old and hardly used,
nps, horn, tyres as new; £38.—Anthony, 1, Towois-
ad Cottages, St. John's Wood, N.W.8. [4226

Wooler.
[700LER, new condition, £48; exchange piano,
V furniture.—Ponter, 14, Mall Rd., W.6. [2565

920 Wooler, completely equipped, recently over-
hauled; £45.-2, Friern Watch Avenue, North

uchley. [3422

920 2"ih.p; Wooler, fully equipped and licensed,
just overhauled by makers, very smart turn-

t; after 4 p.m.—4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith.
[4273

'IJPER 2'-
4 h.p. countershaft Wooler, spring frame,

' fully equipped, mileage 1,000, specially finished
gine, absolutely as new, tax paid; sacrifice. 50 gns.;
st double; evening.— 21, Fordel Rd., Catford. [3778

TEW Wooler, 2 r,

(h.p., fiat twin, Brooklands Sports
" 'model, complete with lamps and horn; reduced
.»m £105 to £69; a bargain; easy payments.—
arroda Motor Cycle Hept., 118, Brompton Rd., Lon-
'« [3755

Zenith.
i TO Z. Allan and Zenith. .

i LLAN GRUZELTER, Specialist in Zenith Motor
*- Cycles.

3TTY a BratHhaw Model to-day—and thank me for
-* putting you on a good thing to-morrow.

REMEMBER.—You get After Sale Service with all
* Zenith motor cycles purchased from me; also im-
ediate delivery, a.nd deferred pavments if vou wish.
London office

: Ulster Chambers, 168, Regent St.
egeut 20a. Showrooms and Workshops: Knight and
'heatley's Garage. Coulsdon. Purley 1277. [3377

I Q 19 8h.p. Sports Zenith, speedometer, lamps,
L «J etc.; £62.-186, Soulhgate Rd.. N.l. [3770

916 Zenith Countershaft 8h.p.. splendid condition;
£65.-14, Phoenix St., Euston, N.W.I. [3619

|Ol9 SVL'h.p. twin Zenith, excellent condition; £60;
L«J exchanges.— 6, Trafalgar Estate, Newport, Wight.

[4252
^ENTTII-BRADSHAW 1922 Models in stock; £113;
-i liberal exchanges.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St.,

icton, London. [4147

|
Q12 Zenith Combination, 3V-.h.p. J.A.P. engine.

L«/ perfect condition, all -on"; £25, no offers.—
Mwards, 105, High St., Collier's Wood, Merton.

[3878

MANUFACTURERS' STOCK

MAKING OT brand

TO BE CLEARED.

Fawn double texture,
interlined rubber,

MOTOR SUITS
THESE suits are

made of Fawn
double texture

cloth , interlined
rubber.

The seams are
cemented, sewn
and taped,mak-
these absolutely
waterproof.

Will stand any
amount of hard
wear.

The Jackets are
made double-
breasted, with
belts and wind
cuffs.

The overalls are
made on the trouser
pattern, fastening
with clips and
straps, and have
wind gussets in leg.

These suits actu-

ally cost over 30/-

to manufacture

without any profit,

but we have
several thousands

to clear.

Every suit is guaranteed absolutely waterproof

and s' ould these not meet entirety with your

approval, we gudmiucc i." ""-*-
" ;tunud within seven days.full,

L

guarantee to return your money in

d within seven days.

SPECIAL PRICE,

Zyj 1 1 Carriage 1 /- extra.

We. have also several thousands, heavy Twill

Suits to offer. These are mad; of the heavy Twill

us?d for making Motor Hooils, and are one of the

firrst suits made for mo' or eye'-ing, interlined

rubber. Th?y are made with s?wn and cem'nted
seams, and tap:-d, a'so th'j s ams of thes? suits are

=trip;d, making th:s- garmnts abso.ute'.y water-

proo', and we are prepared to give a guarantee

that thes: are absolutely impossibl; for water to

penetrate through. The overalls are made in the

same way with wind gussets, fastening with clips

and straps. The Suits are in sizes 34, 30, 38, 40,

42 and 44 chest, lengths insiJe leg are 2;. 29, 31.

P.tase state when ordering by post, measurements
of ch:st, length ins'de.

Orders to be addressed

—

The LANCASHIRE and

CHESHIRE RUBBER Co.
MAKINCOT HOUSE,

30, Thomas Street,

LIVERPOOL.
'Phone 4891 Bank,

Liverpool.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

ZENITH Brand New Bh.p. Sports Models,
1

teed; £76/13; few only lelt.-Cla-rk, 7. .

tion Ed., S.W.7.

"IQ22 Zenith-Bradshaw, lamps, horn, etc.,
-*«' 500, perfect, 60 m.p.h.; £80 ~
Wratting, Cambs.

cuaran-
Exhibi-
[3294

mileage
Fryar, West

[3472

Kensington Park Rd., W.ll.

1Q20 2 s4h.p. Zenith Flat Twin, bought Aug.,
-tf D.A. lighting, as new; £52/10.—Houchin,

High St., Peckham, S.E.15.

BARGAIN. — 5h.p. Zenith-Gradua, countershaft
model, kick start, all on, spares; £55.-112, Clar-

ence Avenue, Northampton. [3675

QPORTS Zenith 8h.p. 1919-20, disc wheels, acces-
sories, perfect condition, verv fast.—Klitz, 29,

[4204

1921,
189a,
[3795

F.O.C.H. for Zeniths. Latest models in stock. Also
1920 8h.p. countershaft combination.—5, Heath

St., Hampstead. (Near Tube.) [3706

1Q20 Bh.p. Sports Zenith Combination, all on,
4-*/ perfect, Canoelet (new); £90; would separate.—
Silnuuii, 39, High St., Baldock. [3327

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London—New 1922
Zenith-Bradshaw, 3 l/oh.p., £113; and all-chain

models; easy terms and exchange. [4603

£49.-1919 8h.p. Sports Zenith, perfect condition,

latest Binks, equipped, licensed, aluminium discs;

Call Sunday afternoon.—Orchardleigh, Leatherhead.
[3774

ZENITH" late 1920 Sporting 6h.p., discs, guaran-
- teed perfect, accessories, smalf mileage; £90.—Roe,

5, Lansdowne Mews, Holland Park. Going abroad.
[3592

ZENITH 1920 8h.p., countershaft, special sidecar,

fully equipped, overhauled, rebushed ; dealers' in-

spection invited; 110 gns.—10, Clarendon Rd., W.ll.
[2566

ZENITH 6h.p. 1919, C.B. sidecar, low mileage,
excellent condition, all accessories; £75; or light-

weight and cash.—224, Hale End Rd., Highams Park.
[4039

~l Q 20 5-6h.p. Zenith, twin, sports model, clutch,Av kick start, fully equipped, new condition; £55.
—37, Canterbury Rd.. Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l.

[4402
ZENITH 5h.p. Sports 1917, recently re-enamelled,

replated and completely overhauled, electric light-

ing, dual oiling; £55.-18, Chesiltori Rd., Fulham,
S.W.6. [4044

BARGAIN.—1920 Zenith Combination 8h.p., C.S..
electric light, aluminium discs, and shields, plated

tank, tax paid; first £82.—Edgeworth, Arlesev,
Hitchin. [4286

-| Q21 Sports Zenith 5h.p., brand new and unused,
J-t7 makers' full guarantee; listed .£110, our price

73 gns.; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 101. Gt.
Portland St., W. [4457

"I QI 9 Zenith, 8h.p. J. A.P., with DunhiU ccachbuilt
-l *J sidecar, hood, screen, lamps, etc., tax paid till

end of year; a snip, £105.—Wilkins Simpson, opposite

Olympia, London. [4203

1 Q22 Zenith-Bradshaw, slightly used for a few
X*J demonstrations, indistinguishable from new,

full guarantee; sacrifice, £95.—Frank Whitworth, 139,

New St., Birmingham. [0711

6 h.p. Clutch Zenith Combination, D.A. cylinder, 3

lamps, Watford. Klaxon, A.K. knee grips, in

perfect condition throughout; £85.-20, Sheephouse
Fields, Farnham, Surrey. [4110

8 h.p. 1920 Sports Zenith, special engine, electric

lighting, Klaxon, discs, knee grips, 3in. plated

exhaust, extremely fast; £72, exchange.—17, Sussex

Rd., New Maiden, Surrey. [3518

6 h.p. Zenith Sporting Combination, electric Tan-Sad,
speedometer, kick starter, clutch, very fast, ex-

ceptional condition, lovely sidecar; sacrifice £65.-7,

Cowdrey Rd., Wimbledon. [3843

1 Q20 Zenith Combination, 6-8h.p.,*"hardly used,

J- *J condition, appearance as new, accessories splen-

did outfit, Southend district; nearest £100.—Box
9225, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3749

"1 Q21 Zenith Sports 5h.p., brand new and unused,

i-tJ maker's full guarantee, listed £110; our price

73 gns.; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50, Har-

rington Rd., South Kensington. [1957

LONGMAN Bros., Bond St., Ealing. Tel., 689.—
Sole district Zenith agents, specialists in repairs

and tuning. All models for immediate delivery. Cash,

exchange, or deferred payments. 19909

-I 022 Zenith-Bradshaw in stock for immediate de-

XtJ livery; £113; cash, exchange, or extended pay-

ments.—Allen-Bennett Motor Co., Ltd., 9-10-11, Royal
Parade London Rd.. West Croydou. 'Phone: Croydon
2450. - 10734

BARKER'S Motors can supply 1922 Zeniths, all

models, at list prices, and give an insurance

policy against mechanical breakdown for 12 months
free Cash, deferred or exchanges.—194, Balham High

Rd., S.W.12. [1210

ZENITH-BRADSHAW 1922 Models for immediate
delivery ; best allowances on second-hand machine?

taken in part payment; distance no object.—Newnham
Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone ;

Hammersmith 80. t
3391

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue A37

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

ZENITH 5h.p. 1921 Sport's Model, Gradua gear
and clutch, completely equipped, P. and H. lamp

sot, mechanical horn, latest cantilever saddle, very
wide ta.uk. The machine is in practically new con-
dition, and very fast, open to any trial; £65 for

quick, sale.—R. Watson, Victoria .Rd., Aldeburgh,
Suffolk. [3328

Spare Parts :

ZENITH Spares. Immediate delivery.— Kays, ts,

Bond St., Ealing. [7222

Ladles' Motor Cycles.

LADY'S Velocette 1920 2"uh.p., 2 speeds, in splen-

did order; £35.—Bunting's Exchange, Wealdstone.
[4139

£35.—Lady's 2%h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2 speeua,

clutch, kick start, all on, licensed.—Box 9230,
c/o The Motor Cycle, [4078

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bis

iningharn, distributing agents for the Lady's Ivy.

daintiest of all ladies' machine**; £62, complete. Semi
for list. T0724

VELOCETTE 1922, Model E.L.2, open frame,
clutch, kick starter, is the ideal lady's mount;

all black waterproof finish, clean to ride in all

weathers; £68; easy payments 4% extra; illustrated

catalogue on request.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.,
Birmingham. [8966

Miscellaneous.

BARGAINS.—New -O.K. s, Ariels, Baileys, Omesaa
Quadrants ; exchangee entertained. — Booth-

Motories. Halifas.

BARGAINS.— 1920 Matchless combination, detach
able wheels, £130/10/6; 6h.p. Zenith combina

lion, £49/10/6.-Booths' Motor iea, Halifax.

"l^ARGAINS.—1917 Alloni 3-speed gear, clutch, Inci
-i~* starter, lamps, speedometer, JE42/10/6.—Booths
M otor ies.

BOOTHS* Bargains.—1920 Sun, 2 speeds, clutch
£39/10/6; 4-cyl. F.N., 2 speeds, £22/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—Harley-Davidson Combination,
mileage 300, £129/10/6; 1920 Harley, £95/10/6,

like nt;w.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—1920 Wooler, £49/19/6; 3h p.

2-speed Enfield, £29/10/6; 1914 Phelou and
Moore, £35/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—6h.p. 3-speed Rudge, £35/10/6 :

3i;.h.p. Minerva, magneto, £10/15/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.— 1921 Phelon and Moore, small
mileage, £75/10/6; 6h.p. Rex combination,

£27/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—Matchless Combination, 3-speed
countershaft, £69/10/6; 1920 3-speed Ariel,

£69/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—1919 4h.p. Douglas Combina
tion, £79/10/6; 4h.p. late model Douglas

£55/10/6T~2%h.p. Douglas, cheap, lightweight motor
cycle, £13/10/6.

IOOTHS Bargains.—1920 8h.p. Tamplin, £79/10/6
* 1920 Murgau De Luxe, £165/10/6. cost

£250/ 10: nearly new Ariel combination, £85/10/6
new 3teli.$. 3-speed Ariel, £87/10/6; new 4%h.p
Quadrant combination, £100; several others, cheap;
push cycles taken exchange.—Booths' Motoriea, Port
land Place, Halifax. 'Phone: 1062. [1966

BRADBURY Motor Cycle, 4h.p., and C.B. sidecar.

2-speed, free engine, accessories, engine No. 9778;
price £32/10 lot.

BRADBURY Motor Cycle, 4h.p., and wicker goods
carrier, 2-speed, free engine, accessories, engine

No. 9357; price £22/10 lot.

DOUGLAS Motor Cycle. 2'^h.p., W.D. model; price

£20 lot.—Apply to the Purchasing -Agent, Great
Eastern Railvvay. Liverpool St. Station. Telephone

:

London Wall 3585 ex. 5. [347.!*

HALIFAX.—50 second-hand machines and combina-
tions; cash or exchanges; get list.—Halifax Motor

Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [3980

£15.—From this figure upwards we can offer some
good machines. We want the room. Come and

see them.—Bunting's Exchange, Wealdstone. [4143

ASHGATE.—1921 B.S.A. Sporting Combination,
semi T.T. bars, footrests, lamps, many spares,

competition machine, perfect order throughout; JE105.
—Below.

ASHGATE.—1920 Matchless Combination, Magdyno
lighting, speedometer, spare wheel, new tyre,

excellent condition; £135.—Below.

ASHGATE.—3Yah.p. Precision, single speed, recently
overhauled, re-enamelled, new tank, new diip

feed; bargain, £25.—Below.

ASHGATE.— 1922 Budge's, immediate delivery all

models; see Rudge advts.—Ashgate Garage, Edge-
dale Rd., Sheffield. [3750

4ih. p. Minerva engine, B. and B., Bosch magneto,
2 tank, complete unit minus pulley, good con-

dition; what offers?—247, Rawlinson St., Barrow-in-
Furness. [4332

B c

Something really
GOOD for you
Motor Cyclists!

REAL DUNGAREE
OVERALLS

Not only will we —
refund the pur- ZZ
chase money if —
these Overalls ~
don'tsatisfyyou, ^
but also all the —
postal .expense* ™
incurred by you ^
in ordering and —
returning. You zz
won't lose, a sou —
if they are not —
just what we say ~
they are. Could ~
anythingbc —
fairer than that ?

—
Think a minute ! ^When you're zr
cleaning or over- iz:

hauling your ~
'bus, what parts —
oi your, clothes —
get dirtiest ?

~
Trousers and zz
shirt front, ZZ
naturally. —

= THESE OVERALLS, MADE OF REAL DUN- zz— GAREE and not imitation twill, are just the thing —
ZZ for clothes protection. The trousers are ample, —
ZZ .wide enough to slip on and off over your boots, zz— and the six pockets, three front, two hip, and one ZZ
ZZ behind the right knee, are perfect boons. They —
ZZ will stand any amount of wear and tear -don't ZZ~ forget it is real Dungaree-and are ideal for cleaning, ZZ
ZZ overhauling, and bench work. Special Price a lr> —
ZZ Maximum waist, 381x1. (postage gd.) "/'V —

I KENNARD Bros., Ltd^^SSra?-4

1
->!mii;iiiii!iiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiniiiF

NO MORE LOST or RATTLING TOOLS.
NEAT AND EFFECTIVE.

PRICE £2 2s. Carriage 1/6.

State size of rods or tubes when ordering.

Prov. Patent.

BEAUMONT MOTORS (LEEDS), LTD.,
Cleopatra Works, Harehills, LEEDS.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous

COMBINATION 6h.p. Twin, 2-speed, gpod sidecarV> £16.—H. R. Hall, opposite Film Studio, Whet
stone, London,

[347(

A LLBER Garage, Thornsett Rd., Earlsfield, London*»- S.W. (opposite Station, L.S.W. Railway). 'Pbona
Latchmere 4388. Terms no extra with good deposit
Immediate delivery. No inquiries. Satisfaction guat
anteed.

A LLBBR,—Sun-Villiers 1916 2*-;h p., all accessor^
-^*- good older; £25.

ALLBER,—Ixion-Villiers 2',._.h.p., complete witl
lamps, in running order; £21.

ALLBER.—Levis 1316 2^h.p., 2-speed, all aooes
sories, good order; £35.

\ LLBER.-B.S.A. 1914 3>...h.p.. 2 speeds, all acces
£* sories, beautiful order; £32.

\ LLBER. -Douglas 1919 4h.p., 3 speeds, all acces
'-£*• sories, condition as new, new tyres; £58.

A LLBER.—Enfield Combination 1916 6h.p., 2 spells
£*- all accessories, windscreen, luggage grid, ta:

paid, in splendid order; £70

A LLBER.—Triumph Combination 1918 4h.p., eleclri
•£*> lighting, speedometer, windscreen, in beautifu
condition, tax paid; £75

ALLBER.—Matchless Combination 1920, Magdyn.
JVI.A.G. engine, full equipment, windscreen, spar.

wheel, in splendid condition; £125.

A LLBER.—P. and M. Combination 1918, 3'.h.p., i

^*- speeds, all accessories, in good condition; £48.
[419:

JARVIS Motor Cycle, 1922, 2-speed, clutch, kk-1

start, 45', gus., list £85; Triumph 4h.p. and side

car. 1914-15, 3-speed, clutch, ready for the road, £42
great bargains.—Fosters, Victoria Rd., Garswood
Wigan. [408J

JONES Garage.—Late 1920 Henderson. 4-cylinder

practically new, with extra large Canoelet sidecar

voukl make excellent 2-seater, -fully equipped, i»

eluding rear drive speedometer, a magnificent outfit

2127/10.

JONES Garage.—1921 Indian 7-9h.p. Combination
electric lighting. Easting screen, speedometer

cush drive, as new; £120. Our special offer far tin!

week; it's the keenest bargain in London. '

JONES Garage.—1919 Triumph and sidecar, fulh
equipped, condition first-class in every way ftn<

equal to new; £85.

JONES Garage;*-! 920 Quadrant 4h.p. Combinatittd
fully equipped, as new; £79.

JONES Garage.—1914 HumberCombination, 3-speed
kick stai't, fully equipped, new sidecar, uev

tyres. Our special bargain of the week; £49.

TONES Garage.—1915 2%h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2
speed, equipped ; £29.

JONES Garage—1917 2-Ji.p.- Douglas 3-speed Sport
ing Combination, equipped, hot stuff, very lies

little lot; £40. Also many others; send for list.' I
JONES Garage invite inquiries; exchanges specialise'

in, and any make of machine obtained for yoi

at your price.

JONES Garage.— All the above machines will carr;

our usual 3 months'" 'agreement.—Jones Garage
The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10, 'Phone: 2911
Hornsey. [446;

F.O.C.IT. for second-hand cycles, combinations, am
runabouts at bargain prices; exchanges arranged

any new cycle, combination, or car supplied; cash u:

deterred payments.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heat!
St., Hampstead. (Near Tube.) 'Phone: Hampstea*
3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [371:

HEMSWORTH.—Alterations to premises com
pleted ; can accept a few more orders for recon

ditioned machines from £25 upwards; those reader I

residing in Yorkshire districts call, others write us

at once ; hire purchase from £5 down and 10
weekly. No order accepted except for April delivery
too busy this month clearing arrears of orders up whirl .

we have had to hold up for alterations. We bar
j

always a light car or two in stock. Call if you requh
anything in this line. Renovations a speciality. Writ
for estimates, or entrust us with any special job yoi

have. Large showroom to be opened shortly with :

stock of 1922 models, so bear in mind Yorkshire'
largest motor cycle dealers, Hemsworth Motor Work?
Yorks. _ [448

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
HIRE Latest Models cycles and combinations, aar

period.—Write terms, Fowler Brigden, 1301

Euston Rd. [079 .V

W1
MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

A CTUAL Buyers.

PLEASE Offer Us your motor cycle or combinatioi
We pay cash on sight.—Write, call, or 'phor

Museum 1337.—Percy and Co., S14, Euston Ed. [081

A38 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

LWAYS Buy

;LOS, combinations, cycle cars. If in town, write,

. 'phone, or call. If country, send to London
onus. We collect free and send best cash offer.

-

;r. Dunn, Ltd., 326, Euston Rd., London. Museum
L [0332

IB.

)0
COMBINATIONS and Solos, any make, guar-
antee top prices given.—T. and B. Motor Co.,

372, Euston Ed. Museum 6581. [5564

DWARDS and Co.,

\1 , Gt. Portland St., W., are cash buyers of solos,

'J. combinations, and Morgans. Highest prices

n distance no object. Call, write, or 'phone : May-
4027. [0604

iTE Combination, for cash.—C.S., 14, Swaton R.I..

Bow. Tel.: E. 3155. . [3955

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place

for disposing of motor cycles.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a cash

oiler at sight.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure of a

gooa cheque if you sell your machine at Palmer's
age.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting. — Thousands of men
have sold their machines here.

PAY AS YOU RIDE
WE GIVE DISCOUNTS

B.S.A., 6 h.p. comb.. £164 cash, or £42 12s. 9d. down
and 12 momhly payments oE £10 13s. 3d. All modeis

m stock.

,
Tooting, make a speciality oj

the weekly auction sale every

charg

ALMER'S Gara;
raotor cycles i

rrsday at 2

.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage
incurred until 7 clays' notice is given.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
from any London railway station. The auction

» is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash offer not
accepted, machine can be included in auction saleI'.''. 1

'
...'

. ll'.L L.' !1

every Thursday.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fix the price and
we do the rest.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms : Selling com-
mission 7 l/2%, not chargeable unless machine is

1. If no sale a nominal auction fee is charged—foi

tor cars 20/-, motor cycles under £50 value 5/-,

to over £50 value 10/-. When we effect a sale

se charges are cancelled and commission charged.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogue free. Tel. :

203 Streatham. T.A. : palmer's Garage,' Tooting.
[3993

65 Offered.—1920 4h.p. chain combination.—2 4.

North Re, Clapham Park, S.W. [43k2

lh.p. Norton C.S., incomplete, or sell engine, 1921,
2 unused.—4, Vicarage Rd., Nelson. [4105

INGLE-GEARED Norton or other fast solo, cheap,
cash waiting.—110, Peel St., Derby. - [4103

I/ANTED, 2-stroke, private buyer.—Write, Smith,
V 434, Garratt Lane, London, S.W. 18. [3370

iTANTED, good Combination for cash.—Write
» M. G., 107, Burntwood Lane, S.W. 17. [3627

55 Offered for Triumph or similar combination; call

' if possible.—Snow, Laurel St., Dalston, E.8. [4423

STANTED, Solo or Combinations for cash.—Rhind
V and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme, Manchester.

[3552

[7ANTED, 2%h.p. Douglas; cheap for cash.—May
» nard, 161, Bowes Rd.. Bcwes Park, N.ll.

[4272

OLO or Combination, condition immaterial if

cheap.—Letters only to 1, Radnor Rd., N.W.6.
[4412

INFIELD Combination wanted, about £60; cash
J waiting.—F.S., 91, Mapledene Rd., Dalston. E.8.

[4425

17ANTED, Triumph, 1920, Model H, perfect, cheap;
" private.—294, Kennington Park Rd., S.E.ll.

[4207
»35-£40 for best countershaft big single, overhauled
' unnecessary.—26, Sunderland Rd., S. Ealing. W.5

[4094
C7ANTED, modern combination, cash to £120,
» Magdyno preferred.—14,-Chipley St., New Cross.

[4087

\7ANTED, motor cycle, 1920-21, with or without
' sidecar.—Particulars, 35, Neston St., Liverpool.

[4128
17ANTED, 350 c.c. Sports, 1921; also 3l/oh.p. single-
' gear Norton.—Lamond, Brickwork, Lochgelly,
fe. [3634
IGHTWEIGHT motor cycle, J.A.P. or Levis pre-

-J ferred, sound, cheap.—67, Birdhurst Rise, Croy-
«.' [3624
,/fOTOR Cycle 1914-22, cheap for cash.—1, Albert
"A Cottages, Marlborough Ed., Old Kent Road,
E.l. [3767

O.K. JUNIOR, 2} h.p, 38 GltS. cash, O" £10 7s. 6d. down
and 12 payments of £2 11s. lid. All mod is in stock.

MORGAN "POPULAR." £150 cash; or £39 down and
-2 payments of £9 15s. All models immed.ate delivery

NEW IMPERIAL, 2j h.p £63 cash, or £16 7s. 7d. down
and 12 paymtntsof £4 Is. 11d. All models in stock.

TRIUMPH. Cash £105, or £27 6s. down and 12 payments
of £6 16s. 6d. All models in stock.

DISCOUNTS if account paid in 2, 4 or 6 months.

WALTHAMSTOW, London, E.
151, High Street.

'Phone: Walthamstow 169.

EUSTON ROAD, London, N.W.
(Opp. Gt. Portland St. Stn.)

'Phone : Museum 4978.

WOOD GREEN, London, N. 50, High Road
'Phone : Hornsey 1956

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
TRIUMPH or similar, solo or combination, earlier!.

1919, cheap.—Write, M., 46, Clarendon Rd .

Putney. [4212

WANTED, late solo or combination, cash waiting.

—

James, c/o Bradmaes, 482, Harrow Ed., Pad.
dington. [4398

CASH- waiting for Douglas or other Lightweight,
any condition, cheap.—61, Grand Parade, Har-

ringay. - [4552

WANTED, Triumph, Sunbeam, Enfield, A.J.S. pre-
ferred.—Mosedale, 30, Canterbury Ed., Kilburn,

N.W.6. [4268

WANTED. Triumph, Sunbeam, or. Norton; reason-
able spot cash.—Paper Warehouse, West St.,

Southport. [3966

A .B.C. Motor Cycle wanted, any condition.

—

Maclean " Brackenhurst," Nepean St., Roehamp-
ton, S.W.15. [4046

COUNTERSHAFT Triumphs, any condition, £30 to
£40, cash waiting.—-Simpson, Engineer, Sunbury-

on-Thames. [4260

4 h.p. Douglas, Zenith, etc., solo or combination,
immediate.—10, Selboume Terrace, Fratton,

Portsmouth. [3584

COUNTERSHAFT Combinalion wanted. 1918, later;

cheap.—O'Shea, 171, Prince Consort Ed., Gates-
head-on-Tyne. [336[

DOUGLAS, Triumph, or Sunbeam Combination,
1921 model, cheap, for cash.—Stone, Bradford-

on-Avon. Wilts. [3628

WANTED, second-hand Coulson rear wheel, rear
mudguard and carrier.—Box 9,237, c/o The

Motor Cycle. (D) [4312

WANTED, late combination, reliable, handle-bar or
right leg control; London, S.E.—Box 9,233, c/o

The Motor Cycle. [4133

TRIUMPH, late Combination, reasonable price, *

complete with all accessories.—47, South Lam-
beth Rd., S.W. 8. [4572

WANTED good~~1921 single or. twin combination,
English make.—Write lsitt, 42, Queen's Avenue,

Winchmore Hill. [2352

YT7ANTED, Douglas or other good lightweight, cash
VV waiting.—Patterson, 12, The- Quadrant, Winch-
more Hill, N.21. [3070

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin 2-speed, or Hnmber ^h.p,
Twin, not later 1918; *30; private—Naylor, 57.

Croxted Rd., S.E. 21. [3801

-1 Q21 Matchless Standard Magdyno M.A.G. Com-
-LtF bination, cheap lor cash.—1, Bentinck Terrace,

Regent's Park, N.W.8. [3788

WANTED, Combination, Triumph preferred, appear-

ance immaterial; about £40.—Buckingham,
Molland, North Devon. [3631

COMBINATION Wanted, must be reasonable,
Countershaft gears.—Manager, Rosebery Foundry,

Rosebery Place, Dalston, E.8. [4422

WANTED, a good Combination or Solo for cash,

but must be cheap.—24 and 25,- Brook Mews
North. Lancaster Gate, W.2. [4013

WANTED —Best prices given for up-to-date motor
cycles—E. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank

St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [1130

WANTED for cash. 1919-20 Combination, must be

in good condition and cheap.—Write, 12. Par-

tridge Villas, Vine St., Uxbridge. [1397

LATE Countershaft Triumph or goou Sunbeam com-
bination or solo, cheap for cash.—Pritchett, 19,

Belgrade Rd., Hampton, Middlesex. [4117

WANTED, Triumph, countershaft models or 25,ih.p.

Douglas; cheap, cash waiting.—Write, appoint-

ment, 30, Crystal Palace Rd., Sydenham. [4335

PP.IVATE Advertiser requires Triumph counter-

shaft late Douglas. New Imperial, or similar,

for cash —26, Bryanstonc Rd., Crouch End. [3362

WANTED immediately, Motor Cycles, Combinations,

and Light Cars.—Seabridge, 35, Hansler Ed.,

East Dulwich. Telephone, Sydenham 2452. [2079

MOTOR Cycles and Combinations bought, imme-
diate cash.—W.J.C. Motor Exchange, 5, Addi-

son Av., Holland Park, W.ll. Park 2071. [3912

PRIVATE—Immediate cash for dynamo lighting

A.B.C. in good condition, reasonable; also

Triumph.—4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [3826

WANTED, combination, also solo, any make or

condition, no fancy prices.—Full details, age,

condition and price, Box 9,226, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[3942

DOUGLAS 2 ;4h.p.. not earlier than 1914; price

must be reasonable. Write, stating full parti-

culars Pride, 156, Stockwell Ed., Brixton, S.W.9.

[4236

8 h.p. Matchless Combination, 1921. spring frame,
must be in good condition; cheap for cash.—

Particulars, write Cutland. 50. King
'
St.. Southall.

£75-£90 Cash for Sporting Combination, 1920 or

later, Norton Sunbeam, Zenith C.S. preferred, pri-

vate purchaser.—Full details to 11, Casllemame Av.,

Croydon. [444]
[3767

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A39
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
MACHINES Bought for Cash.—Sunbeam, Triumph.

Morgan, A.J .3., Matchless, 1920 or 1921
models.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100. Gt. Portland St..

London, W.l. [4005

WANTED, your motor cycle or combination. We are
buyers. Full market price given and cusll yaid^uii

The spot Write, call, or Jphone Museum 59387—-.]

Smith and Co., Motor Agents, Ltd., 52-54, Hamps+enii
Rd.. N W.l. T0768

BUNTING'S Buy, Sell, or Exchange any make of

motor cycle. Stale your requirements. We under-
take to do your business and give you satisfaction.

Distance immaterial.—Bunting's Motor Exchange,
Wealdstqne. [0828

CASH on sight for new and second-hand motor c^cle^

and combinations, any make or condition-—Call,
write, or 'phone, Short and Glass, Ltd., -485-493, Upper
Richmond Ed., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone: Richmond
2362 and 2363. |0372

IF you have a Triumph or similar machine yoii

wish to sell for spot cash, I am a buyer; toj.

prices for good machines.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale
'Phone : Hampstead 1353. [993t

SPECIAL Cash Buyers, Triumph?, Enficlds. B.S.A.'s,
Douglases, Matchlesses, A.B.C.'s, Scotts, Braa-

bnrys, Martinsydes, Zeniths. — Wandsworth Motor Ex-
change, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station).
'Phone : Latchmerc 4686.

4-CYL. F.N.'s, Hendersons, T.A.C.'s, T.M.C.'s, wanted.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,

Wandsworth.

RED Indians, Harley-Davidsons, wanted.—Wands-
worth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth

(Town Station}. [4559

r.O.C.H always have cash waiting" fur sound
machines of all types; highest pric.es and cour-

teous treatment 'assured.—Fair Offer Car House, 5,

Heath St , Hampstead (Near Tube.) 'Phone

:

Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7 including Saturdavs.
[3711

WANTED, any number of really good Machines
and Combinations; good prices paid, and a

competent representative, will be sent anywhere to
inspect and complete transaction—Write, 'phone, or
call, Longman Bios., 17, Bund St., Ealing. Tele. : 689.

_- [3223

~Wf ANTED, good modern Motor Cycles, solo or
VV combination, in part exchange lor 8h.p. Rover

or other light, car Best prices allowed, exteuded pay
merits arranged.—Viviai. llardie & Lane, Ltd., 23/24,
Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.). Bomi" St., W.l.
'Phone: Mayfair 6559. [0772

SEND Your, Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cash

offer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest
station Wimbledon. We will collect from any London
station. Machine can be included in auction sale if

desired.—Sole audress, Palmers Garage, Tooting.
[3990

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
"fT'INGSBURY Scooter and spuie Parts.— 3. Kendall's
XV Mews. Blandford St., W.l. [5499

A .B.C. Skootamota, new, unsoilcd, latest model; £22,
sacrifice.—Frank Whitworth, 139, New St., Bir-

mingham.
'

[2151

1Q20 Autoglider, little tjsed, 2 r
\ih.p., good con-

t/ dition ; £15.—Geo. Siddall, Stanton, R,owsley,
Derbyshire. [3793

NEW Shop-soiled Autoped Scooters, dynamo light-
ing, H-u.p.; bargain, £12/10 each. — Penv arid

Co., 314, Euston ltd., N.W.I. [4178

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
WALL Auto-Wheel, excellent condition ; £9.—3,

Cardigan Rd., Richmond, Surrey. [4083

SIMPLEX Attachment late mcdel, fitted lady's
cycle, perfect order £25 oi offer.—Sand ford,

Newick, Sussex. " [3524

1 £421 Young Cycle, with motor attachment, clutch.
It/ etc.; £.17/10.—Harrods Motor Cycle Dept.,

- 118, Brompton Rd., London. [3757

NEW twin 2-stroke attachment fitted to gent.'s
cv^le, £25. J.E.S. attachment complete, £6.

—

Wcbtwr, Cottage, Coppetts Rd:, Muswell Hill, N.10.
[3771

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
BLUEMELS Windscreen, good condition, 45/-.—23,

Cromwell Grove, Shepherd's Bush, W.6. [4136

C"
AMEO Windscreen, never used; sacrifice, 45/-.*—

151, Audley Rd., Hendon [3423

EAolTNG Screen complete (grev), new, best offer
secures.—16, Beulah Rd., Tunbridge Wells.

[3929
FIRST quality honds, 40/-; with side curtains, 50/-

—Hercules Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters Rd ,

Tottenham. [3230

BEST Quality Hoods, fit any sidecar, complete with
brackets, straps, turn-buttons- and screws; 47/-.—

Stewards, 101, Halton Rd., Canonbury, London. [3380
RENNOO Co.—We are actual manufacturers of hoods

screens, and aprons. Send for list. — Rennne
Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marlborough Rd., Upper Holloway
N.19. [2321

JUST BECAUSE YOU CAN'T

SELL YOUR OLD LINES!
We will take any modern machine
in part exchange for a new, or
we will supply on the easiest of

easy payments.

VELOCETTE.
Model E2, 2-speed, kick-

starter and clutch £65
Model E3, 3-speed, kick-

starter and clutch £72 10
Model S2, 3-speed, kick-

starter and clutch, Sports £75
Ladies' Models £68 and £75

4 h.p. INDIAN Scout, twin
engine £112

With electric lighting and
speedometer £130

With electric light, speedo-
meter and sidecar £160 0'

8 h.p. INDIAN Chief, with
speedometer and electric

light £160
Do. with Princess side-

car < £199

5-6 h.p. RALEIGH, flat

twin, spring frame £130
2J h.p. RALEIGH, 2-speed

lightweight £68
EASY PAYMENTS OR EXCHANGE
fortheabove or for NORTON, LEVIS, SCOTT, MARTIN-
SYDE, QUADRANT, MASSEY-ARRAN, VICTORIA or
G.N. Cyclecars.

VICTOR HORSMAN,Ltd.,
7, Mount Pleasant, LIVERPOOL,

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
BENT Hoops, hood fittings, straps, , turnbuttons

twills, etc.; hardwood polished wind screens
27/6.—Henry Jones, 778, High Rd., Tottenham, Lon
don. [323!

| COLLINS and Son for hoods, screens, and aproha
^-^ hoods with solid brass Auster fittings, cover©
with double texture twill, polished sticks; 35/-; ~thi

biggest bargain ever offered.—Belcw.

ADJUSTABLE windscreens, complete with all $
tings and apron; 30/-; celluloid panels fitted U

anv windscreen in a few hours; send for list.—Collin
and Son, rear of 84, High St., Putney, S.W. [161S

ROBINI Manufacturing Co.—The Bower Adjust
able Windscreen with coverall apron, 30/-, car

riage paid. Agents wanted. Celluloid panels fitted

Eastings, 107 6. Aprons made to order, 10/-.—Robin
Manufacturing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse HiM, Brixton, S.W
'Phone, Brixton 1585.' L444I

BODIES.
RKNNOO Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacturers, 3!

models, also several clearance, cheap to clear.

RENNOC Co. specialise in repairs, repainting, an<

upholstering.—Rennoc Motors, Ltd., 155a, Mail
borough Rd., Upper Holloway, N.19. [232)

COLLINS and Son for bodies, new bulbous bacli

coachbuift models with aprons; from £6/5. I

TWELVE months' guarantee given; Write for caM
logue.— Below.

WE repaint, repair, and upholster bodies at ver,

moderate charges, insurance work a speciality

estimates free.—Collins and Sou, rear of 84, High Sfe

Putney, S.W. [1621

BASTONES for Sidecar Bodies, all latest models il

stock from £4.-228, Pentonville Rd., King'
Cross, London, N.l. [513!

VTOTHING Cheap about Cobb Speedman Sport
-L» bodies but the price. £2/12/6 upwards.— Cobt
t8, Midland Rd., Carlton, Nottingham. [351

VENUS Step Bodies, 2 dozen to clear; from 50/
each; great bargains.—Venus Sidecar Co., 694

seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. 'Phone, 2102. [769

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, firel

class finish; have a few coachbuilt bodies, cleai

ance lines from £5 each ; extra good value. — Tli

vYillowbrook Motor Co.. Leicester. 1033 1

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only." Wort
ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of origins

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to seale.-

Cooper'a Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designer
to the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us whe
designing new ideas.— 20, Tudor St.. London, E.C.4.

[000
I Q22 Bodies, beautifully finished and upholsterec
J-«7 satisfaction guaranteed, complete with covera!
apron, from £6/10 to £14; 1922 2-seater bulbou
back bodies, £10/10. Extended payments taker
Trade inquiries invited. A few 1921 models, sfco

soiled, complete, £6/10. Send for catalogue at onci

Large number of second-hand always in stock. Bodi«
repainted ; reupholstered from 30/-. We are actus
manufacturers. Carriage extra.—Robini Manufactu:
ing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W. Phon.
Brixton 1585. 1444

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s
PL
CANDHAM, the smartest Eidecar specialists.

SANDTJM Sidecars.—Our pre-war prices were the ta

of the show; £14 to £50. Write for new eatalogu

SANDIXM (V-shaped) Wind Screen, n hood, ecree
and apron; £2/15 and £3/18. Write for list.

SANDUM (V-ahaped) Wind Screen.—Our South Londi
agent writes: ** An instantaneous success; «q<

out; send farther supply." Agents, get in touch withx

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's II

Rd., W.C.I. 'Phone : Museum 3427. [003

"VTIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars a
ItX guaranteed 3 years.

MIDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis t

high-powered machines : Zenith, Harleys, Indiai*
New Imperials, Sunbeam,' Blackburnes, etc.

INDIANS with kick starter on left present no dif

culty with Middleton's special model.

MIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs of 1

kinds. Twisted motor cycle frames and for
promptly corrected.

SECOND-HANDS of various makes for sale. Yo<
old sidecar taken in part exchange.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not on
safer and more comfortable, but are faster <

bad roada than rigids. They give to the bumps, n
l..u.-h into them.

MIDDLETON'S London's oldest established t=idec-

makers, wholesale, retail, and export, 27, Stroi
Green Rd., Finsbury Park (near Tube). 'Phone : Hor
sey 1584. [05:

STDECAR, light coachbuilt; £8;—Kennard, 78, Yi
bury Rd., Holloway, N.19. [3*

A40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
>RIA Sidecar for Triumph, as new; £15.—Irnnan,
Durham Hci., Seaiorth, Liverpool. [3577

fOELET Sporting Sidecar, complete, with con-

nections; offers.—42, Ladywell Rd,, S.E.13. [3729

3TONES for Sidecars, no better or cheaper house.

All latest models in stock.

STONES.—Lightweight sidecars complete, to fit

ny machine; £12/18/6.

STONES. — Sports model sidecar, complete,
£17/10; several other models in stock, including
m, all at low prices.

STONES.—Distributing agents for the famous
Montgomery sidecars, all the latest 1922 models
Soi; lightweight model £17/10, Model No. 3
10, Sports model £23/10, tradesman's carrier

£23/10, Model No. 2 £24/10, Model No. 1

10, Model de Luxe £34/10, tandem model £30.

STONES.-Whitley 1922 sports model in stock,
£25.

STONES for Sidecar Chassis, underslung £7/19/6.
Eandem chassis £14/10, auxiliary arms 14/-.—
Pentonville Kdv, King's Cross, London. N.l.
e: 2481 North. Urams : ttastones, Loudon.

[5132
TUBE Sidecars are most unique. Scientifically
esigned, made of finest materials.

TUBE Chassis, constructed of steel lugs, straight
Leel tubes, with welded joints.

TUBE Sidecars are light. Supplied with either
porting or touring eoachbuilt bodies.

TUBE Sidecars. One price, £15/10. Write for

ooklet.—Davis Bros., Church St., Rickmansworth.
e: 5. [3235

U3IIBUILT Sidecar, good condition; £5; or ex-

ihange.—Johnson, 172, Avenue Rd., Acton. [4070

ECAR3.—Several cheap; room wanted; fitted

ree.—57, Kenbury St., Camberweli, London.
[4390

ECAR and Chassis, large, apron, black, gold

ines; £12.—East View, Maltby, nr. Rotherham.
[4327

ECAR, eoachbuilt, complete, new tyre, £7/10;
ightweight, £7.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitchain.

[4308

MOEXET Minor Sidecar. £8; Watsonian wicker
ortiog mode!. £3.—H. Rock, Cradley, Staffs.

[4547
MOELET Touring Sidecar, Bluemels windscreen,

;ondition as new; £15.-88, Park Kd., Uulwich.
13879

DY, Wicker, upholstered, perfeot condition

;

cheap.—R., Heath Croft, Uartford Heath, Dart-
[3533

iCHBUILT Sidecar, complete - fittings ; bargain,

£7; exchange Swan sporting.—86. Florence Rd.,
[4243

FIELD Sidecar, 1921, unscratched; £6.—Biss,

44, Sun St., Waltham Abbey. 'Phone: W.C.
[383,5

NOELET Underslung Sidecar, good condition;

S9/10; call Saturday.—118, Herbert Rd., Wool-

fittiugs,

iThei

with all

—Matthews Ockle'
[4017

TJG.LAS Chassis, complete
iprings, and new tyre; £5
y.

iLLY Lightweight Sidecar, 1920. perfect con-

dition- £11 or nearest.—Powell, Suburbs, Cross-

Mon. t3528

OTHS Bargains.—Limited number of new coach

bodies, full size, with locker; £5/12/6; usual

, £9/10.

OTHS Bargains.—New £9/10 coach bodies -for

£5/12/6. Don't miss them. Illustration free. ,

OTHS Bargains.—Quantity of new underslung

chassis, 4-point attachment; £9/19/6; illustra-

tree

lOTHS Bargains.—Several shop-soiled sidecars

offered very cheap; send for list.

IOTHS Bargains.—Hercules coach sidecar,

£8/10/6; ditto Canoelet, £8/10/6; ditto Farlow.

0/6—Booths Motories, Portland Place, Halifax,

lie; 1062. l 1964

IOMY Chater-Lca C.B. sidecar, 4-point, screen,

excellent condition; £9/10.—Torrome, 10, Cath-

Hill, N.19. t3979

IARLY new low sporting sidecar, 4-point, fit

Triumph; £16.—Grav and Levin, 5, The Boule-

, Balham, S.W. [5666

T-CLUTCH Triumph, £6/10; Clyno tradesman,

£7/10—534, Fulbam Rd., Walham Green. Base-

t only; no letters. • [3938

710.—Sidecar, light, eoachbuilt, less tyre and

tube; also large bulbous back body, £2.— 8,

l St., Wandsworth. [3877

ALIFAX— New Swam Sporting and Millford de
Luve for Harlev and American X.—Motor Ex-

ige, Horton St ,
Halifax, [3984

0.—Millford Coachbuilt Sidecar, complete, new
tyre, lamp, spare tube, very comfortable.—Wool-

. 74. Minford Gardens, W.14. [3959

All letters relating to advertisements

BRAMPTON
Bi-Flex

SPRING FORK.

It speaks for itself by
the service it renders.

Extract of unsolicited letter recently received from ths

rider of an 8 h.p. Motor Cycle fitted with the
"BRAMPTON" Bi-Flex Spring Forh
"1 may say that the Forks are the very finest

I have ever ridden on. and I can keep up a higher
pace on bad roads than I could on any other
machine I have ever tried. When riding with
friends, I have many times had to slow down
owing to their inability to stand the bad roads,
whereas I have considered the going quite com-
fortable. I shall specify your Forks on whatever
machine I go in for next."

The " BRAMPTON " Bi-Flex Spring
Fork never tires— it is always
instantly responsive to and com-
pletely absorbs within itself vibration
and road shocks from every angle
at which resistance is encountered,
rendering the rider immune from
discomforts which are otherwise
impossible to entirely eliminate

—

ask a user.

BRAMPTON Bros. Ltd.,
Oliver Street, —BIRMINGHAM.

Models for motor
cycles from 2\
h.p. upwards.
Illustrated and
d_sc.-iptivc' book-
let wdhm asare-
m;nt form on

request.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
SCOTT Sidecar, complete,

W.J.C. Motor Exchange,
Holland Park, W.ll. 'Phone,

175/

W1

rear of 84, High St., Putn y, S.W.

CUDECAR—Have a Hopley folding sidecar.
l^ .... nv.,1 ......,.-. A H nr-Vta/l t

.£8/10; exchange.—
5 , Addison Aven ue

,

Park 2071. [3909

James Tradesman's Box, fine condition,
4-point attachment, late 1920; an un-

doubted bargain.—Flemings, Redcar, Yorks. [5485

RENNOC csideoara, bodies, hoods, screens, largest

c-tock in London, actual manufacturers through-

out. Send for our catr'ogue, 32 pages, 80 iliusl rations.

PliCENIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by the
Rennoc Sidecar Co.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian
motors, with left-hand kick starters, «:id cay

deliver.

RENNOC Co. have 50 second-hand and clearance
sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear at knock

out prices. Note: Write for special clearance list.

RENNOO Co. have the finest selection of complete
sidecars in the trade.

RENNOC Co. undertake repairs to any make of side-

car; repainting and reupholsterinff a speciality

f>
ICNNOC Co. have in Btock Bidecarg to fit all make*.

* English and American.

RENNOO Co. again ask you to send for their

catalogue, the moat comprehensive issued by uuj
manufacturers.

RENNOC Motors. Ltd.. 155a, Mntlboroufrh Rd., Dppp"
Holloway. N.19. 'Phone: Homsey 1589 [2319

EXTENDED Payments accepted for sidecars; modeU
for all makes.—Send for catalogue, etc., Rideezi

Sales, Ltd., Atlantic House, 103, Oxford St., London,
W,l. [0829

COLLINS and Son for Sidecars.—A few new bulbous
back models, complete with renovated underslung

chassis, tyre and tube, and coverall apron, all fittings;

£12/10.—Below.

I
FAMILY Model Light 2-seater, built to accomrao-

date one adult and child up to. 12, with re-

novated underslung chassis, tyre, tube, and apron;

£15.—Below.

WE have various models in stock to suit any
machine.—Send for catalogue,

specialise in frame and chassis repairs of all

kinds; all work guaranteed.—Collins and Son,
[1621

Saves
3 garage worry and expense. Attached to motor
will go througn passage 28m. Tandem and single

bodies fitted.—Hopley.

FOLDING Sidecar.— When ordering your motor
specify a Hopley folder. Suits motors up to

lOhp. Can be changed f.om pleasure to commercial
in few seconds Detachable wheels can be fitted.

Tested 7 ^ears.—Hopley, Upper Highgate St., Birming-

ham. [0152

COMFY Sidecars, strong underslung chassis, coach-

built body, bulbous back with locker, quick de-

tachable fitting^ Clincher tyre; price 18 gns.—789,

High Rd., Leytonstone. [3079

WILLOWBROOK Royal Leicester Sidecars, smartest

designs, first-class finish ;
prices from 17 gns.

Write for catalogue. Repairs undertaken, hoods, wind

screens, etc.—The Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester.
[0335

1,000 Douglas Underslung Chassis, suitable for any

make of machine to order, absolutely complete

and renovated, as new, £5 each.—Old Man Hep, 19,

Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W. 8 'Phone,

1958 Brixton. [8822

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,

has 7 vears to its credit, and has proved itself

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,

and, when folded, combination will pass through a

50in doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.— Wincrck;

Co., Ltd., 236. High Holborn, W.C.I. [038G

DOUGLAS Underslung Chassis, complete everything

as new. with shop-soiled body, £14; Mills-Fulford

P and M. chassis, new tyre and tube, mudguard, etc.,

with new bulbous back body, £12/10; light 2-seaters,

bulbous back, chassis, etc., complete, £16; new chassis,

complete jvith bulbous back on sports body, for 4h.p.

machines, £19/10; lightweights, £16; a few shop

soiled £12/18/6. We are actual manufacturers. Ex-

tended pavments taken. Trade inquiries invited. Car-

riage extra.—Robini Manufacturing Co., 1 and 3,

Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W. 'Phone, Brixton 1535.

LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd.

Lightweight touring sidecar, specially designed

for machines up to 4h.p., complete and ready for

driving awav, £15/10, including- price of fitting

standard touring De Luxe body to your own choice

from our varied stock, £20. Secondhand Canoelet.

touring model in very nice condition, £8/15. Second-

hand Empire touring model, with Easting windscreen

and all fittings for Triumph, £9. Secondhand San,

dum touring Elite Model, in perfect- condition, body

£6/10, complete with new chassis, £16/10 A large-

assortment of clips and fittings always in stock —26.
Tulse Hill Brixton CVS minute from Brixton Skating

Rink). 'Phone: Brixton 1292. L4395

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

GARDEN 2-seater," late model; £58.—Miss Patmoi

J 106, Acre Lane, S.W.2 [41

should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue A-U
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

REY'S, of Euston Kd. (Nos. 378-384), have the fol-

lowing in stock:—
MORGANS, all 1922 Models, also second-hand De

Luxe and Grands Prix in good condition.

COVENTRY-PREMIER 1922 4-wheeler Model,

£230; one shop-soiled, only £205.

ROVER 8h.p. Model. £220; two second-hand, good

condition, £162/10.

G.N.'s, all Models; also 1920 with dynamo, very

good order, £132/10; one 1921, £142/10.

EXCHANGES or deferred payments arranged —
Rey's, 378-384, Euston Rd. 'Phone, Museum

6436.
.

[3996

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London—5-6h.p.

Carden Monocar, £50. [4504

TAMPLIN, 1921, 8h.p., 3 speeds, all on, perfect;

£85.-43, Avenue, Eghani. [4232

GRAND Prix Morgan; £120; fully equipped, per-

fect order—See, Ellam, Exchange Column. [4437

£20.—A.C. Sociable, 3-wheeler, 2-seater, good running

but shabby.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [4295

MORGAN.—New models in stock—Agents, Birken-

head Motor Works, 9, Hamilton St., Birkenhead.
[2389

SCOTT Sociable, delivered August, tax £4, paid.—

Somerville, 30, Ormidale Terrace, Edinburgh.

MORGAN Spare Parts.—Largest stock in London.

—

Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Great Portland St.,

W.l. M007

MORGAN De Luxe, 1917, M.A.G., lamps, Klaxon,
• speedometer, etc.; £105.—10, Lincoln St..

Coventry. . C3387

MORGAN, fully equipped, beautiful condition, any-

trial; £75.—Inman, Durham Rd., Seaforth,

Liverpool. [3580

BEDELIA.—The new 1922 model 8-10h.p., air-

cooled or water-cooled to choice. Immediate
deliveries.

BEDELIA.—Air-cooled model, £185; water-cooled

model, £195. Side-by-side armchair seats, 3

speeds and reverse, 5 detachable wheels, hood, screen,

lamps, tools, jack and pump included. Trial free.

BEDELIA.—Cash or easy terms. Your old car or

motor cycle taken part payment.

BEDELIA.—Catalogue free from L. N. Palmer, Sole
Concessionaire for the British Empire.—Palmer's

Garage, Tooting. [3994

8h.p. Rover.—1922 model in stock; exchanges.—
Walbro Motor Cycle Co., SaSron TValden.

'Phone: 45. [7159

MORGANS Always in Stock.—The West of England
Agent, Gibb, 100, Northgate. Gloucester,

Phone : 852. [8127

GIBBONS Mark III. Cycle Car, 1921, splendid con-
dition; £60 or nearest. — Wain, Cotton Rd.,

Potters Bar.. [3536

COVENTRY PREMIER.-1922 model in stock; ex-
changes.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Wal-

den. 'Phone: 45. [7160

-|Q21 Morgan G.P., lOh.p. M.A.G. engine, most
J-« lavishly equipped; £140.-24, Balliol Rd.,
North Kensington. [3812

MORGAN, Grand Prix, w.c. J.A.P., hood, screen,
lamps, discs, large exhausts; £95.—Swiss Cottage,

Olton, Birmingham. [4340

MORGANS, New and Second-hand, always in stock;
exchanges, extended terms; official agents, trade

- distributors.—Below.

MORGAN de Luxe 1921, w.c, M.A.G., acetylene
lighting, horn, watch, etc., excellent condition;

£155.—Below.

CJ.N. 1922, Standard and All-weather models in
* stock, dynamo lighting, dickey seat, etc.—Below.

"DOVER 1922 8h.p. Model; £220; dynamo lighting,
-tV etc.; prompt delivery.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishops-
gate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone, Avenue
5548. [0078

1 Q21 De Luxe G.N., dynamo lighting, spare wheel,I" every accessory, any trial; £130.-24, Balliol
Rd., North Kensington. [3811

1 Q14 Duo Car, 2-seater, new hood, tyres*, variable
J- */ gear, completely overhauled; £45 or nearest.

—

Tomkins, R.A.F., Duxford. [3520

MORGAN, completely overhauled; £90; seen Thurs-
day, 7 p.m., or appointment Sunday. — 209,

Northend Rd., West Kensington. [3772

REY'S, of Euston Rd. (Nos. 378-384).—Morgans,
G.N.'s, and Rovers, new and second-hand, several

in stock. 'Phone, Museum 6436. [3997

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London.—G.N.
Cars, 1922, all models; easy payments or ex-

:hange. 'Phone : Holborn 5777. [4505

RITZ 10-.5h.p. 4-cylinder light car, cood mechanical
- order, 45 m.p.h., very economical, any trial;

£150.—47, Hamilton Rd., Reading. [3800

CENTRAL GARAGE
302, LONDON ROAD,
THORNTON HEATH'

"The Fair Dealing House,"
will send any of the following lines on

7 days' approval against cash.

TYRES. Post 1/6 extra.

24X 2! DUNLOP Rubber Studded .... 24/9

^6 2 DUNLOP Rubber Studded 36/6

26;; 2] GOODYEAR EH 26/-

CLINCHER DE LUXE 18/6

PALMER Cord 22/6

MACKINTOSH Heavy 25/-

FIRESTONE Non-skid 31/-

WOOD-MILNE EH. Comb.... 22/-

26X 2| CLINCHER EH 27/6

DUNLOP W.D. Heavy 32/-

DUNLOP W.D. E.H 37/6

BATES E.H 31/6

26X 2!. AVON TRICAR 22/-
" CLINCHER E.H 30/-

26X 2jx 2j CLINCHER DE LUXE 28/-

AVON Rubber Stud Heavy 25/-

AVON Rubber Stud E.H 30/-

HUTCHINSON E.H 36/-

26X ;X2i DUNLOP W.D. Heavy 36/-

26 X 3 ENGLEBERT Passenger 31/-'

ENGLEBERT E.H 42/-

650X 65 GOODYEAR E.H 32/6
DUNLOP W.D. Steel Stud 50/-

700X So WOOD-MILNE E.H 41/6
INTERNATIONAL Grooved . . . 55/-

FIRESTONE Plain 45/-
28X2I, DUNLOP W.D. Extra Heavy . 50/-

2SX 3" CLINCHER Plain Ribbed 45/-
CLIPPER-REFLEX 376
FISK Extra Heavy 42/-

DUNLOP Ribbed Sidecar .... 32/6
TUBES, brand new, all sizes at 6/6 ;

700X 80 at 7/6.

BRAND NEW LAMP SETS.
o^in. glass, with large generator as illustrated.

Our Price 37/6 set complete. Post 1/6.

L«IPS ONLY, 15/6. GENERATORS, 15/6.

BRACKETS, 8/6. WE ALSO HAVE A SMALL
LAMP AT 12.6.

(A client writes : "I consider them wonderful
value.")

BELTS in standard sizes. Post 1/- extra.

Clipper belts, Jin. X 6ft. 6in., at 9/9 ; 8ft.

at 11/-; .Jin. X 6ft. 6in. at jo/-
; 7ft. 6in.

at 13/-; Sft. 6in. at 13/6-; iin.xSft. 6in.,

16/-. Also Dunlop belts, fin. at 1/7 ft.,

gin. at 1/10 ft.,, iin. at 2/2 ft.

DO YOU RIDE A DOUGLAS ?

We have in stock all spares, from a nut to a complete
engine. We also have in stock a few rebuilt machines,
containing 75 per cent, new parts enamelled to any
colour to suit clients. All machines sold bear a
three months' guarantee. Call and see them or
write for full particulars and you will agree that no
better value is on the market.

2f h.p., £52 10s. 4 h.p;, £65.

SECONDHAND MACHINES IN
STOCK.

AMERICAN EXCELSIOR, 1920, combina-
tion, 7-9 h.p., only done 800 miles. Easting ..

screen and all on £95
EXCELSIOR, 2-stroke, 2j h.p., late 1920, fully

equipped and in splendid condition £42
DOUGLAS, 2§ h.p., 1918, just overhauled,
all on, in splendid condition £36

We are also Agents for the SILVER PRINCE.
1922 Models can be had from stock, from 42 guineas.
Write for leaflet.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Carden De

Luxe, 2-seater, 1921, electric lighting, folly

equipped, tax paid, insured; £110. [4506

CI .N. 1920, dynamo lighting, detachable wheels,
^ speedometer; £135; good combination wanted.—

132, High Rd., East Finchley, N.2. [3360

1 Q20 Scott Sociable, fitted with new 1922 bevel
J- «7 drive, in perfect condition throughout ; offers.—

Hoyland, 18, Victoria Square, Bradford. [3521

8 h.p. Duo car, J. A.P., Binks, Bosch, fully equipped,
good running order; a bargain, £45; appointment

only.—Shaw, Jeweller, Wellington, Salop. [4543

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe-Lane, London.—New 1922

Morgans supplied on easy terms or exchange.

'Phone : Holborn 5777. List on application. [4507

CARDEN DE LUXE, 1921, dynamo lighting, hardly
used, speedometer, anv trial; £85.—Biss, 44

Sun St., Waltham Abbey. 'Phone: W.C. 299. [3834

MORGAN, 1920, Grand Prix, w.c. J.A.P. engine,
just overhauled, disc wheels, fullv equipped'

£150.-6, St. Leonards Road, Waddon, Croydon. [3871

"I 021 Carden 2-seater, new August 20th, equipped,
J-t/ perfect, mileage 700, £80; offers considered,
cash wanted.—Freeman, Union St., Winchester. [3832

MORGANS.—1922 De Luxe, Grand Prix, anil

Popular models in stock; exchanges.—Walbro
Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Walden. 'Phone : 45.

[7158

NEW 1921 Tamplin 2-seater, 8h.p., all complete;
£125; cycles or combination taken in part ex-

change.—Percy and Co., 314, Euston Rd., N.W.I. ..

[4179
"I Q20 G.N., dynamo lighting, speedometer, 3 , new
J-«7 tyres, overhauled at cost of £18, excellent con-
dition; 120 -gns.—Edwards, 101, Gt. Portland St., W.

[4172
MORGAN, Aero. 1922, brand new, specially made,

dynamo lighting set, cost over £230, un-
registered; offers.—Maskell, 5, Brixton Hill. London.

[4248
CYCLECAR Bargains.—De Dion chassis, 6h.p„ 3-

speed and reverse, good tyres, new gears, needs
magneto and carburetter, £14. Van body for above,
£2.

GRAHAME-White Cyclecar complete, less engine,
gear box, brand new, with tyres and tubes,

£12/10.—Derrington, Grafton Rd., New MaMen. [4352

"XTEW and Second-hand Light Cars and Cycle Cars,
-t~ all, makes; good selection in stock; cash, easv
payments, or exchange.—Service Co., 292, High Holborn,
W.C.I. [0673

"I Q21 G.N. Touring, dynamo lighting, spare wheel,
-*-*/ speedometer, clock, lovely condition; £135.—
Hillier (side bell), 9, Wallingford Avenue, North Ken-
sington. , [4266

"I Q21 Morgan De Luxe, water-cooled, M.A.G.

,

J- O speedometer, clock, small mileage; £150.—
Hillier (side bell), 9, Wallingford Ave., North Ken-
sington. [4267

TAMPLIN 1920, all accessories, new tyres, good
condition, tax paid for year; exchange for Mor-

gan, or sell £84.—A. W. Smith, 26, Cope St.,

Coventry. [4319

8 h.p. Humberette, overhauled, as new, complete
lamps, tax paid, £90; another, in good running

order, £65.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rushohne,
Manchester. [3551

BAYLISS-THOMAS, 1922 lOh.p. model, 4-eyl. water-
cooled engine, 3 speed6, Magdyuo; 300 gns. : im-

mediate delivery.—Godfrey's, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St.,

London. W.l. [0756

CARDEN 2-seater 1919, with hood, screen, lamps,
etc., twin J.A.P. engine, 3 speeds; price £75, or

exchange good combination.—Speechlev, 86, Church-
field Rd., Acton, W.3. [4211

MORGAN 1920 Grand Prix M.A.G.. acetylene and
electric, speedometer, clock, aluminium dash.

Dunlop Magnums, very smart, £145.—Clark, 7, Ex-
hibition Rd., S.W.7. [3296

MORGAN De Luxe, M.A.G., water-cooled, late 1920,

Lucas Magdyno, also acetylene, splendid con-

dition, insured and tax paid; £158.-484, West
Green Rd., Harringay. [3456

1Q22 "Morgan Popular, £150; Grand Prix. £180;
J.*/ 8h.p. Rover, £220; in stock for immediate delivery;

easy payments only 4% extra.—The Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0773

I Q21 Morgan Aero-Special, lOh.p M.A.G., dark blue,

A *y black hood, aluminium dashboard, cost £285,
do 60, really pretty; £160, offers. — 61, Netherhall
Gardens. Hampstead 566. [3508

1 O20 Emscott 2-seater, Lucas dynamo lighting, con-
JL«J dition as new, insurance policy, tax paid; £145,
exchange for good combination.—Rhind and Co., Stone
Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [5550

CARDEN 1921 de Luxe Model, Rotax Igdyno light-

ing, large head lamp, trip speedometer, clock,

hood, screen, perfect condition; £87, or nearest offer.

—4, Taunton Rd., Bridgwater. [3367

HALIFAX.—Morgans, 8h.n., J.A.P., hood, screen,

£85, £100. £110; 1920 8h.p. A.V. monocar,
£75; 1920 2-seater Tamplin, £99/10.—Halifax Motor
Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [3987

A42 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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A Test or a Definition ?

RATHER an unfortunate contretemps has

marred the useful and deservedly well-

supported A.C.U. one-day trial for

stock machines.

Nine of the stock entries which other-

wise apparently retained clean scores and in some
cases made outstanding performances have not

reaped full benefit because they did not com-
ply with a regulation to the effect that front

wheel stands were compulsory. Admittedly, the

manufacturers concerned should have read the

rules of the event more carefully, but just as

surely should the A.C.U. have issued a warning
before the trial started that these motor cycles,

selected from agents' or makers' stocks by the

Union, actually did not comply with the regula-

tions. Much expense would have been saved the

unfortunate makers—a stock machine trial means
a greater financial expenditure than the ordinary

type of event—and the public would have been

better able to judge the merits of- the various

performances. From the official results" pub-

lished in this issue it is noticeable that the

deficiency which caused the trouble was in every

case discovered during the preliminary -examina-

tion ;. it was therefore doubly unfortunate that

the promoting body should have reserved its

bomb-shell until after the event had run its

course. It is doubtful, in fact, if the.A.C.U.
was in order at all in selecting machines which

at a cursory glance did not comply with the rules.

The matter may, indeed almost inevitably

will, be taken further with the assertion that the

rule was quite an unreasonable one. Most of

the erring nine were sports models, a title which
usually implies a semi-stripped machine with

many essentially " touring " features eliminated;

the remainder were lightweights, which again

implies an absence of weight and complication.

The avowed purpose of the A.C.U. was to test

the machines available for purchase by the
public. Does it wish to dictate to manufacturers
and the public in this matter? For, by its

action, it recommends the public not to -buy
models which are minus front wheel stands.

The regulations referred to above are those

of the F.I.CM., but T.T. requirements omit
the front stand; yet the T.T. races are to pro-

mote touring machines, and the present-day
sports model is the roadster T.T. mount.
The trial as a trial was very well supported,

was excellently organised, and demonstrated in

a remarkable fashion the reliability of the stan-

dard motor cycle of to-day. Much of the good
effect of the trial seems likely to be nullified

by this eleventh-hour insistence on a regulation

which certainly more nearly resembles an
attempt to control design than to test existing

types of machines.

This year Brooklands speeds have not been
announced. The Union's reason for this omis-

sion may be perfectly justifiable, but speed
figures form an item regarding which the aver-

age potential buyer positively craves informa-

tion, and consequently we regret the decision.

Trials Booming.

FROM all indications, die competition side of

the motor cycle movement is to enjoy an
unparalleled boom this year. The two big

Midland trials of early spring, the Col-

-more and Victory Cup events, each re-

ceived over 200 entries, and in this issue we an-

nounce advance figures for. the Land's End run

and the Scottish Six Days Trials, which are very

satisfactory, even without the last-minute addi-

tions which inevitably will come.

Private owners form not a small proportion of

all the largely supported trials lists, and it is

evident, freak hills notwithstanding, that the

amateur keenly supports the sporting event.

i

-

-
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IN THE WESTERN HIGHLANDS

'1) Loch Garve. From
tliis poin the traveller to

the north-west bids good-

bye to the railway line

and bramhes off into one

of the most remote regions

of Great Britain.

(2) 1 he main road leads

througn desolate mountain

and moorland scenery;

habitations are^few and

far between. These moun-

tains are in the heart

of Ross and Cromarty,

approaching the

western coast, and

a breakdown or

accident in this

district between

thirty and forty

miles from the rail-

head, would be by

no means pleasant.

(3) Rugged
scenery on the

coast. The small

group of houses

beyond the bend

of the road is

Dundonnel, a

bleak and wind-

swept hamlet,

which in winter

must be isolated

for weeks. It

nevertheless boasts

one h ospitable

hotel.

(191
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(4) Mountains and sea

:

another view of Little

Loch Broom, on the shore

of which lies Dundonnel.
The few people who live

beside this land-locked

arm of the sea are quite

forty miles from the nearest

station and probably ten

miles from the nearest

telegraph office.

(5) This photograph,

taken last June, shows
wild-roses at the roadside,

yet on the moun-
tain tops were great

drifts of snow (un-

fortunately scarcely

discernible in the

reproduction).

(6) On the
shores of Loch
Maree: one of the

most famous of

Western Highland
lochs. The scenery-

is magnificent, be-

ing dominated by
tremendous moun-
tains rising from
the water's ~edffe.

Maree is a fisher-

man' paradise.

fi2) 3,23
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Jet Control.

TRUE to 1117 principles, I have fitted a Sutton &
Pocklington variable jet. to my Ricardo-

Triumph. The needle is calibrated to'give the

same range of jet openings as a full set of fixed jets

varying from 28 to 36. As past experience had sug-

gested, there are no compensating disadvantages what-

soever, the mechanism being reliable and leakproof.

On the other hand, the control affords three distinct

advantages on the positive side. Minor obstructions

can be shifted by operating the needle violently.

Maximum power and acceleration are instantly ob-

tainable at desire. In ordinary pottering a small jet

aperture can be utilised and the fuel consumption cut

clown. Incidentally, no special adjustment is needed

to burn pure benzole, a variation of the jet "opening

-meeting the circumstances. I ani convinced that it is

cost which prevents makers from fitting jet control as

standard.

An Air Cycle.

NE of the evening papers dived off the deep end

the other day with the tale of an " air cycle,"

in other words, an aeroplane for the man of

moderate means. I let myself dream for a prepara-

tory minute of widening the tarmac drive of Benzole

Villa to serve as a landing-ground, for the
.
selling

price of this no m.p.h. machine was only ^100,
and:—what was more attractive to a bald old fogey

like myself—the landing speed was guaranteed to be

strictly moderate. Meanwhile, as I know just a trifle

about costing, I wondered what engine was fitted.

Towards the tail of the paragraph the mystery was

solved. - The engines are to be 90 h.p. R.A.F. bought

up from the Disposal Board. Very nice engines, of

course. But, as my typist said after she'd bought a

90 h.p. Mercedes car at an auction in the Euston

Road, " It ain't so much what she cost, as the petrol

she drinks." Really, these daily papers ougjit to

keep a tame technician on their staffs.

Strapping It On.

FROM time to time my placid soul is disturbed

by a presentation trade sample of some motor

cycling accessory contained in a leather case

and designed to strap on to the handle-bar or carrier

stays. Let me say once and for all that -I will accept

nothing of the kind, unless its strapping be of the

order one finds on a twenty-guinea ocean trunk, and
T strongly advise readers not to waste -money on any

motor cycling accessory disfigured by the sort of strap

you see on a pedal cycle luggage carrier. Firms

lacking in motor cycling experience are perpetually

marketing gadgets with straps about half an inch wide

and less than -Jin. thick, composed of inferior leather,

stitched with an inch or two of the flimsiest cotton,

and weakened by a tiny civet. Such attachments can

be relied upon to fail within a week. The observant

will notice that concerns with prolonged motor cycling

experience suspect the most expensive strapping and

evince a preference for metal clips.

The Silly Season.

A MANCHESTER reader, who rides a big Yankee
.

twin with no hand clutch, propounds the sug-

gestion" that, owing to the dry air in the States,

machines weigh less there than they do here. Other-

wise, he opines, nobody but Dempsey could ride

certain Yankee twins on the kind of road which is

freely illustrated, in American motor cycle journals.

His speculations date from an unintentional engine

stop at a road fork on a 1 in 8 grade. One of his

legs was occupied in applying the braTce ; the other

was in action as a prop stand. Puzzle: how to restart

the machine? His efforts ended in a purler. Well,

I, top, have been there. I have been reduced to

letting the bicycle run back and stub its rear wheel

against the roadside, thus freeing a leg from the brake

for the kick-starter. I have alternatively checked the

machine by leaving a gear engaged whilst I put down
the stand to act as a sprag during kick-starting. This

is precisely why I insist on a hand clutch for all my
rough-riding machines. In any freak trial one may

' watch weird acrobatics on the part of the foot clutch

brigade when and if they get stalled on a bad grade.

Miniature Sidecar Outfits.

LOTS of the new -poor send me piteous inquiries

anent 350 c.c. sidecar machines. They are

unable to run to a 500 c.c. outfit, and wonder
whether they can duplicate F. C. North's miraculous

feats on a small two-stroke. Of course they cannot.

An expert rider and tuner, handling a machine with

all the resources of the factory behind it, must obvi-

ously get better results than any isolated duffer,

though the results will only be fractionally better if

the manufacturer is a thoroughly honest person. I

always tell these inquirers that they can be very happy
with a sidecarette if they are people of character. I

myself prefer to lunch at the Carlton or the Ritz

when I am in town, but, being an impecunious
journalist, I make shift at an A. B.C. shop, and

(2S)
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Occasional Comments.—
resign myself to taking as much pleasure in deciding

between poached eggs and a Welsh rarebit as the
fur-coated opulents uo in selecting their stewed orto-

lans and truffles (or whatever one gets at the Ritz).

That is the whole -point of these tiny outfits. They
go, and go well. They are economical. They are

not fast. They will not climb any hill. Years ago,

moi qui vous parte used to drive a 2§ h.p. tricar avcc
jettne fille (you mean filles?—Ed.), single-geared,

belt driven, automatic inlet valve, and that in one of
our hilliest counties. I enjoyed it too. Just because
I had enough sense not to envy too despairingly my
wealthy neighbour, who ran a luxurious 7 h.p. Pan-
hard with RoLdes Beiges coachwbrk and tulip rear

seats.

The Challenger Tube.

THANKS to a change of cover, I had a Chal-
lenger tube lying around my office last night

and proceeded to, demonstrate it to two in-

credulous visitors. The mere fact that I was prepared

to inflict umpteen punctures . on my own property no
doubt carried a certain amount of conviction. I

thought I had destroyed this by my first test, for I

had such confidence in the tube that the weapon
selected was the marlin-spike on a camping-knife

—

possibly half an inch in diameter. I thrust this well

through the tread till its tip distended the inner peri-

phery of the tube and then withdrew it. A nasty hiss

followed ; but. even as my guests opened their mouths

to crow at me, the hiss ceased, for with a vicious

" plop! " a gobbet of black mastic surged up from
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inside the tread and sealed the hole, no material pres*

sure having been lost. When more modest weapons,
approximating to wire nails, were used, there was no
hiss at all.

Weight on Brooklands.

HT would be very interesting to know whether the

secret tests of any Brooklands habitues have
covered experiments with machines of varying

weight housing similar engines. Within the last few
days I have been conversing with two record-holder's.

One opines that weight is immaterial, except that a

certain minimum is essential for comfort, as a bantam-
weight bounces so horribly. The other asserts that in

the climb up to the back of the members' hill weight
is a dominant factor ; he goes so far as to prophesy
that with engines capable of 6,000 r.p.m. or more it

might pay to fit two' close-ratio direct drives and to

change gear for this ascent.

A Very New Flat Twin.

UITE recently I saw a new engine in a French
cycle car, and for quite a time it baffled me.

It was named the Kiddy—an air-cooled

flat twin, on which no sign appeared either

of the valves or transfer pipes. It was not a two-

stroke, and how could it be a four-stroke ? I had
just decided it was an audacious dummy, when light

dawned. It had overhead valves concealed beneath

a finned aluminium cover, which looked for all the

world like a pukka cylinder head. Two items which
posed as mere holding-down bolts were hollow, and
concealed internal push-rods. By- the way, the engine

of the new Crouch small car similarly hides its over-:

head valves under neat domed tops. Offhand, one.

would say that no amount of- oil vapour would com-;

pensate for trapping the heat which comes off a cylin-

der head in such mighty lumps. So I hope that ere

long the - overhead valve type of air-

cooled engine will have its valves en-

closed as a matter of course, and then

we shall be rid of the extra noise. Be-

sides, these domed heads look far neater

than a mere rocker box.

RUSSIAN
PURCHASE
OF BRITISH
MOTOR CYCLES.

Twenty-five Matchless sidecar out-

fits have been purchased by the

All-Russia Co-operative Society, at a

price—in roubles—which defies cal-

culation ! Representatives cf the

Society were taken for a demonstration

run over allotment ground, etc., in

the neighbourhood of Woolwich.

(2)
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The Question

of Comfortable
Seating ; Petro!

Consumption of Sidecars; and the 2G0 Mile

Sidecar Race.

By "FRIAR JOHN."

\j EARLY all sidecar manufacturers have succumbed
to the craze for sporting and streamline bodies.

Beauty and graceof outline are more easily attained in

this type than in the old and more conventional pattern

with the high back. On the stands at Olympia last

November these " sporting '• xlesigns were dominant,

and probably more attractive in appearance, than any

other style, but—they are neck creakers. For long

journeys the lack of support for the back is felt Keenly,

and in cold weather they are not particularly warm.
The cutting winds of spring-time whistle round the

screen and catch the back of the neck and shoulders.

One wishes for some sort of arrangement whereby the

back of the sidecar could be lifted like that of a

barber's chair. A " far-fetched " and crazy idea

—

but I am sure the adjustable back idea could be carried

further than it has been up to the present.

f~\ F course many iirms have studied from every con-
^-^ ceivable point of view the question of comfort,

and have not fallen into the error of lowering the back

of their touring models, but there are manufacturers

who have done so, and the passenger's comfort has un-

doubtedly been sacrificed for smart racy appearance.
." I have heard more than one " grouse " from pur-

chasers of expensive cars on precisely the same point.

To obtain the straight contour the height of. the seat

is lowered so that one is not sitting but reclining in far

too recumbent a position for comfort. It is to .be

hoped that sidecar manufacturers won't overstep the

mark in designing future models, and that in addition

to their touring types particular care will be given to

the contour of the passenger, as well as the contour

of the sidecar.
<> < -_• o

THE question of upholstery, too, is one that needs
* ventilating. There is any amount of talk on
chassis design, sidecar connections, and sidecar accom-
modation, but precious little about the inside of the

body- It may not be a technical question, but after

all the seat is a very important item. We pay anything

UP to ^20 for a Chesterfield chair, and when we
purchase one, we -press the springs, we sit on it, the

wife sits in it, we criticise its comfort, its height,

Between Rhayader and Devil's Bridge, North Wales,

length, width, and~everything—but especially its com-
fort and the way it tits one. The salesman tells you
how many springs there are in the arms—the arms,

mind you, and yet when we buy a £30 or ,£40 side-

car, a perfunctory glance at the colour of the uphol-
stery is all the majority of buyers give to that part

of the sidecar. But. they often hear about the bodv
shape and comfort afterwards, especially if it is about

the sixth outfit one has purchased. ' One's first side-

car is really like a first-born—it can do no wrong— it

cannot be wrong. But many years' sidecarring makes
one critical, and I have now7 a decided " grouse

"'

about the short seat, poor finish, and faulty shape of

the upholstery of many, sidecars produced to-day.
<»> <3> O .O

I HAVE a friend living in the Midlands whose fore-*]

bears must have been the hardy Norsemen. When
the average sidecarist is muffled to the eyes with

leather and wool, he sallies forth clad in thin, but

rain-proof, clothing. How I envy him in the winter.

Last week, combining business with pleasure, he

started North for a little village near to Stirling.

He rode a ior7 B.S.A. and sidecar carrying his per-

sonal luggage in the sidecar, together with salmon
tackle and rods.

Ye gods ! Salmon-fishing in the March gale. One
can understand its fascination when the heather is in

bloom. Yet as surely as the season opens 011

February 2nd are r.here enthusiasts. ready for the open-

ing. Yes, that old sidecar has carrie'd some loads of

fish and game in its time ; the last time I rode in it

the bottom was thick with jack.
<S> <•> <i> <5>

A KEEN, one might almost say _an acute, interest,

V* is being taken at the moment in petrol consump-
tion of sidecars. Whenever this subject is brought up
in the correspondence- columns, sheaves of opinions

and records follow, and the recent letters, whilst

simplv a recurrence of an old subject, have

culminated this time in a proposed practical demon-
stration of the petrol economy of various sidecars.

The question of legitimate or illegitimate interven-

tion of the A.C.U. hardly enters here, however.

The great point of the whole matter is that motor

cyclists should want to go to the trouble of organising

such trials. That fact alone is significant, and

(18)
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Passenger Machine Topics.—
of healthy significance, too. It is interest and enthu-

siasm that is wanted all the time, and the suppression

of the suggested competition—even if it could be sup-

pressed—would, dp. no good whatever. The com-

petitors, if members of affiliated clubs, might suffer,

but that is their look-out. When' Mr. A.J.S. Jones'
says he got 70 m'.p.g. on a rim down to Brighton,

Mr. Two-Stroke Smith naturally wonders how it is he

cannot do the same, having - a smaller powered
machine ; he is quite willing to join in a com-

petition if the conditions are not arduous, and he

can take his wife, and possibly. Jackie on the carrier.

On the face of it -the trial will be merely a
'

' sport-

ing " run of a new and -interesting nature.

But when I ponder over the question I am less

surprised at Mr.- Loughborough's letter than I was
when it first came to my notice.

* o o <s> *-

[
AST autumn a friend, an enthusiastic sidecar

*—
' owner, knowing nothing of stocks and shares,

bought 5 per cent. War Loan when he sold his outfit,

and so disgusted- was he at the abnormal depreciation

of his elaborate and expensive sidecar that he vowed
he'd done with motor cycling altogether. He said he
intended taking up golf instead.

I met him, looking blithe and gay, in Great Port-

land Street yesterday, inspecting a second-hand side-

car outfit. Thanks to the " gilt edge" boom, he
told me he had sold his War Loan at an excellent

profit, but that it was no more than what ought to

have happened, for he had lost pounds' worth of

pleasure during the autumn and winter.

"Never again," he swore; then, as an after-

thought, queried: " Ever been without a 'bus?"
" Not since 1906," I answered, •" except, of course,

during the ".

''' Well, try it for a change; sell your 'bus and get

some golf sticks. You may think you know the ' in-

estimable value ' of the motor cycle—that's the

proper touch, isn't it?—but you don't really. You
know nothing whatever of the joys of possession until

you are suddenly deprived of something that has "be-

come second nature to you."
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T UDGING
J by readers'

inquiries
for experience

with folding

sidecar, greater

interest is being
taken in the

question of stor-

ing the machine
at home. On
March -9th the

Hopley folding
chassis was
shown on these

pages, and
probably t h e

Paragon here

illustrated i s

just as well
known. This
folding sidecar

has stood .the

test of time and
is giving satis-

faction to many
users. It is sold by The Wincycle Co.,

High Holborn, London, W.C.i.
o o -3> <J>

/^N.June 17th a 200 mile sidecar race will be held
^^ at Brooklands—a race the strenuousness of

which very few realise. Only a comparatively small

number know what it means to ride 200 miles on

end, even at ordinary touring speed, and fewer still-

have ever blinded 5 miles at 60 m.p.h. Many of

us recollect a particular, burst of speed of which we.

are proud, but which was probably spoilt by the fear

of "something smashing," or -"smashing some-

thing," or " being smashed," so besides being a great

sporting event this race will be specially appreciated^

by the ordinary passenger machine potterer. Not

only is it the. first race to be held over such,.a long

distance, but piloting a sidecar at 60 or 70 m.p.h. for

200 miles is no small feat of endurance.

The Paragon folding sidecar attached to a

41 h.p. B.S.A. being wheeled through a

doorway of ordinary width.

Ltd. 2*6;

A DETACHABLE
I COUP P. FOR

SIDECARS.

Efficient protection for the sidecar occupant is the aim of the designer of the unusual fitting shown above. Mr. W. F. Baxter, the

maker of Bax sidecars, of 14, Wells Road, Bristol, is marketing this coupe attachment, which converts a standard sidecar to a c'osed

body in a few moments. The hinge upon which the hood turns back for entrance or egress is made with a draw bolt ; on this being

withdrawn the coyer can be removed, the operation only taking a few moments. The cost of the coupe only, fitted and painteJ to

math the sidecar, is from £10 to £12, according to the work involved.

(13) a 3i
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TUNING A 4 H.P. TRIUMPH.
-Describing Engine Alterations which gave Speeds of 60 m.p.h. Solo, and over

50 m.p.h. With Sidecar. (By K. H. Leech, A.M.I.C.E.. B.Sc.E.)

MANY readers have from time to time requested

further information of—not how the wizards

of track or slide-rule tune or design for terrific

velocities, but—how the ordinary private owner may

succeed in adding 5-15 m.p.h. to the maximum of

an ordinary touring machine. Owners of 4 h.p.

Triumphs have in particular been very persistent with

this query.

In February, 1920, the

author purchased a W.D.
Triumph, more or less reno-

vated. The engine number

was 54171, which proved

that the machine was then

just two years old.

A general overhaul was

at once carried out, and a

number of small parts weie

renewed. No alteration was

made to the engine, and,

with a sidecar, about 3,000

miles were covered before piston slap became annoy-

ing. Maximum speeds were : solo, 51 m.p.h. ', side-

car, 42 m.p.h. The cylinder was re-ground, and a

new piston fitted, increasing the "capacity" to

554 c.c. At the same time, the valve timing was

checked over and found to be by no means efficient.

Two complete sets of experimental cams were made,

screwed with a left-hand thread on to the old cam

wheel, from which the original cams had been turned

off.

The relative timing of inlet and exhaust valves was

varied during the experiments by " jumping up " the

inlet rocker arm to a

greater or a less extent.

The overlap between inlet

opening and exhaust clos-

ing was first made io°, and

this was gradually in-

creased till as much as 45
was tried, i.e., inlet opened

io° early, exhaust closed

35 late. This did not

give quite such good results

as smaller overlaps, and

the final setting was fixed

at 35 , the inlet opening

io° earlv as before.

almost to the- points where the "lift" of the cams

started, about £in. being left raised about T^in.
above, the surface of the cam circle. This was eased

with a carborundum stone; to form a relatively gentle

'
' take-up

'

' of the tappet clearance, somewhat on the

line's of .the Ricardo design, although, the valves .were

in. no sense Tasked.

On the original Triumph camshaft

the old cams were turned off and

the new ones screwed on a -ruin, left-hand thread (26 per in.).

Decompressor cam and lightening holes are also shown.

INLETThe lift of the valves

with the new cams was in-

creased to lh in. from Jin.

,

and, owing to various de-

fects in workmanship, due

to the alterations which

had been made in the cam
time, the valve gear became
the fracture of two exhaust valve stems in rather

quick succession.

The. cam circles were then carefully

a 32

The improvement in quiet-

ness was very great, practic-

ally no tappet noise being

audible over the first 1,000

miles after the alteration.

However, now, after about

2,500 miles, a slight, not

noisy, click has developed.

The same process was tried

on the standard cams of a

friend's Triumph, with iden-
j

tical results.

Various contours were

tried for the cams, and

finally, after careful experiment and laying out on a

drawing board, double size, profiles were obtained

which gave a quick lift and fall to the valves, the.^

rates and periods of rise and fall being identical for

both valves. _ I
This point may not be clear until it is explained

that, with the Triumph design of rocker arm, an

ordinary straight-faced cam will give quick rise andJ

slow fall to the exhaust valve. The standard Triumph

cam is slightly concave on the fall side, but the pecu-

liarity mentioned can . be noticed on any Triumph,

nevertheless, and probably is partly the cause of the;

special characteristics -of the

Triumph engine.

The timing finally settled

on, and the comparative

standard Triumph figures,

are as follows :

—

Inlet.

New.
Open 10° early.

Close 40° late.

Exhaust.

Open 60° early.

Close 25° late.

Standard.
Top dead.

50° late.

50° early.

Top dead.

1ICIHAL CAM

nrw CAM
EXHAUST

Diagram showing alterations to valve timing,

periods are shaded.

contours from time to

noisy and also caused

The new cam

trued up

These figures, of course,

are only correct when tap-

pet clearances are kept as

small as possible.

The quick lift cams

caused a rather objection-

able
'

' smack '

' in the exhaust note with the standard

exhaust arrangement, and so* a new long extension

pipe of larger cross-section was brazed on to the

silencer, the kick-starter crank being set outwards to

clear the pipe.

(29)
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Tuning a 4 h.p. Triumph.—
An experimental exhaust valve with a tungsten steel_

stem screwed into the head and riveted over was made
and has now done over 1,200 miles without the

slightest trouble, and is still in service. There is

not any trace of burning visible, and the valve looks

just as it did when put

in. D
Other experimental

fittings included a

phosphor-bronze bush
for the big end in

place of rollers (but

this was not satisfac-

tory, and has been re-

placed by rollers and
an oversize crank pin),

lubricating the inlet

valve stem by oil mist

from the timing case

(which has been en-

tirely satisfactory) and
a home-made extra air

inlet, which was very

useful, until the fitting

of a Binks carburetter rendered it unnecessary.

One other alteration from standard is in existence

on the engine, but this is not due to the author. It

was noticed that the piston seemed to rise higher up
the bore of the cylinder than on other Triumph
engines examined, and the clearance volume was then

carefully measured. This was found to be 132 c.c,

giving a compression ratio of just over 5.1 as com-
pared with the standard 4.8.

The higher

As the rocker first is lifted by the

cam the point of contact moves

from A to B, slightly altering the

leverage of the rocker and presenting

a very unfavourable angle to lift the

tappet at D ; consequently the lift is

at first very sudden. In descending,

the action is the reverse, the point

of contact moving first from A to C,

and then back to A.

ALTERATIONS
IN CAM
DESIGN.

361

As regards the speed capacity of the machine, at

present the maximum, in touring condition with a

loaded sidecar, has been 51 m.p.h., this being the

average of short runs with and against the wind, and

being recorded by a moderately
_
accurate Cowey

speedometer; 40 m.p.h. has been obtained in second

gear (8.15 to 1), also

with sidecar, but

usually the engine

starts misfiring at

38 m.p.h., due either

to the valve springs or

the magneto contact

breaker spring being

insufficiently strong.

60 m.p.h. Solo.

Sixty miles per houi

has been obtained solo.,

but no attempt has

been made to exceed

this speed on account

of the special precautions which must be taken,

although it is probable that at least another 5 m.p.h.

could be obtained. However, as stated earlier,

51 m.p.h. was the maximum of the machine as it was

taken Over, so the modifications were responsible for a

20% improvement in speed. alone.

It should be noted that it is not possible to sustain

the "all-out" speeds for more than relatively short

distances, or overheating occurs. This point forms

the author's only serious " grouse," but in fairness;

to the Triumph Co. it must be emphasised that the

engine runs quite satisfactorily cool under all ordinary

,
circumst a n c e s ,

In this case, the point of contact in

first lifting the rocker moves from A
to B, and at B the angle of contact

is better than at A. In descending,

the point of contact moves first from
A to C, and causes a quick drop.

compression of

the author
J
s en-

gine renders , it

not very comfort-

able to drive on
petrol, but un-

doubtedly im-
proves the power
output.

It is possible

that someone,
during the Army-
career of the ma-
chine, had the

cylinder flange

thinned d o w n

about 2 mm., or

perhaps the core

•for the L Jiead

of the cylinder

may have been
misplaced during

moulding.

A Binks carburetter was tried, at first experiment-

ally, but after some trouble (and prejudice) had been

overcome, the author was. forced to confess that,

although not quite perfect, it gave him great satis-

faction, particularly as regards maximum speeds, and
also from the point of view of economy and slow

rpnning.

(3-4)

HEW CArt

1 OBICrlrtAL CAM 1

New inlet (left) and exhaust (right) cams showing alterations made to secure correct harmonic

rise and faI4.

- Left : A shows the gentle rise to take up tappet clearance without opening the valve

appreciably ; B shows the gentle fall.

Right : Actually the exhaust is arranged to give a more rapid lift than " simple harmonic,"

the rocker angle permitting this.

In both cases the baclcing-off of the cam circle is exaggerated.

and that trouble

of some sort must
be expected if the

engine is made
to develop some

40% more power
than the maxi-

mum it is de-

signed for.
' In conclusion,

the author must
confess that the

task entailed in

making and test-

ing special parts

and fittings,

such as above de-

scribed, gives
him almost as

much pleasure as

ordinary touring,

at any rate, in

spite of his using

a spring seat pillar and a 28m. x 3m. rear tyre, over

present-day roads. He believes that there is only one

-other 4 h.p. Triumph in existence which actually

reaches the mile-a-minute gait against the clock, and

: the fact is of considerable satisfaction, much more than

if he had purchased a sporting model with a guarantee

of express train velocities.
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Two stock outfits driven by N. Hall (2J O.K. sidecar)' and A. G. Coc!<s (4[ Bearc'more-Precision sidecar) ascenJing Kop Hill-

probably the worst climb in the trial.

Out of 108 Starters only 1—a Motor-assisted Bicycle—retires. 34 Stock Machines secure

Premier Awards, 33 Non-Stock Motor Cycles obtain Maximum Marks, 22 Penalised

for not having Front Stands.

SIX-THIRTY on a cold, grey March
morning is early for the start of a

trial, and more than one "sluggard"
among the competitors in the A.C.U. One
Day Trial on Wednesday of last week
was "heard to complain." Nevertheless,

the immediate prospect became brighter

when it was discovered that the Wolseley
Motor Co., in whose Ward End (Birming-

ham) Works the machines had been
parked overnight, had courteously opened
its canteen for the benefit of competitors.

An excellent hot breakfast cheered the

sleepy riders, and a few minutes before

the official starting time there was an air

of bustle about the big shed in which
the machines were stored.

On the previous day all machines had
been weighed, filled up, and stored, while
stock entries had been allowed an hour's
testing about the Works' roads, under
strict observation.

Affected by Engineering Lock-out.

In many instances, stock machines
arrived by lorry, and of these the Martin-
syde contingent must have had a long
journey. Amongst the non-starters one
or two were members of the A.E.U., who
were

.
therefore prevented from riding on

account of the engineering lock-out. No
very startling features were to be found
amongst the competing machines, but the
modern tendency towards light sidecar
outfits was well exemplified by such
entries as E. Williams (stock 2| A J S
bc), N. Hall (stock 2| O.K. Junior sc),
G. Francis (2| Francis-Barnett sc), and

b4

G. E; Cuffe (2£ Metro-Tyler sc). Almost
a new-comer to competition work was
the Barr and Stroud-engined Royal Scot,

a promising performer, hailing, as might
be suspected, from north of the Tweed.
The 5-7 h.p. Mclvechnie Victor sidecar

entered by F. Becker attracted consider-

able attention, and interest was also

shown in the Zenith-Bradshaw flat twins,

the o.h.v. Triumphs and Douglases, Mrs.

Janson's- Ner-a-car. the 4j h.p Beard-

more-Precision, and the pluckily entered

If h.p. Young cycle attachment' which,

however, did not check in at Oxford.

Dry roads and an easy course favoured

the- chances of the small machine, but it

must be remembered that the stock

machine trial is intended to be within

the powers of all classes of self-propelled

motor cycles and three-wheelers.

-'^**

Competitors outside the Oxford check. R. Brown (4| Sunbeam sidecar) on the left, with

J. E. Greenwood (42 Sunbeam sidecar) on the extreme right.

(19-20)
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Official Test oi Stock Machines.—
;

The course was admirably marked with

blue stain and arrows, and apart from

rough surfaces there was no obstacle of

note until the Kenilworth watersplash.

Even here the surface has been improved
quite recently, and though moderately

wide, the ford is so shallow that it can

be crossed with ease by the smallest belt-

driven machine.

Sunrising Easy.

On to Warwick the roads were rough,
but soon a temporary improvement took
place as the Gaydon and Kineton route
was followed to Sunrising Hill. So well

known is this hill, and so excellent the

surface, that even the acute right-handed
corner provides no obstacle to the modern
motor cycle. There were but two failures

• while we were present, and these were
both caused by misadventure rather than
by lack of power. Greening's stock T.B.
stalled momentarily when well past the
worst of the hill, owing apparently to a
missed gear change, and A. Cocks (stock

4| Beardmore-Precision sc.) failed just

. after the corner owing to a faulty plug.
On restarting, however, he made a good
climb. F. Becker (5-7 McKechnie-Victor
sc.) stopped at the "foot of the hill, but
came up well, and C. Barham (2| Warnes)
appeared to be in serious trouble, since

he only just surmouried the gradient,

and his engine sounded very " woolly."
The Young attachment made a fine climb
with pedal assistance. For -the rest it

is impossible to distinguish between many
excellent ascents, especially as some riders

were quite obviously saving their engines
for Brooklands.

It is necessary, however, to say a word
in praise of the fast, silent climbs made
by the brothers Brandish, both mounted
on flat twin Humbers. All the little side-

car outfits climbed well, but special praise
must be given to G.- 1.' Francis (2| Francis
Barnett sc).

Consistent Performances.

Towards the end of the list came the

familiar figure of F. A. MacNab on the

new 6 h.p. Trump, a sporting-looking

twin, which made a fine climb. Three-
wheelers, sidecar outfits, heavy and light,

and solo machines all climbed consistently

and well.

Since stops were not penalised and the

time margins were reasonably wide, com-
petitors took full advantage of the allow-

ances. Indeed, it seemed that the regu-

lations were too lax, for there were
instances of two or three competitors

stopping to assist a friend in difficulties,

and on at least one occasion a competing
machine emerged from a roadside work-
shop.

With the exception of one rough and
tricky little hill near Lidstone, which was
too short to cause trouble, the road to

Oxford presented no difficulties. True,
by-roads were the order of the day for

most of the distance, and a stretch of

undulating road with rutty surfaces near
Hook Norton was termed by some a
colonial section. .

In spite of easy routes, there are always
n few unfortunates, and before lunch we
noticed H. Reyre (3^ Ariel), G. Francis
(2| Francis Barnett sc), an'd E. A.
Barnett (stock 2| Francis-Barnett) all in

(15-16)

pm@SU&
trouble with their tyres. M. 0. Reilly

(5 N.U.T.") was apparently in difficulties

with his clutch spring, J. Caslake (8

Brough Superior) had his tool-bag out

near Chipping Norton, and-G. E. Cuffe

(2^ Metro-Tyler sc.) suffered continuous

363

belt trouble, and, in consequence, ran out
of petrol. A.A. and R.A.C. scouts were
in evidence throughout the morning's run,

and the organisation of the lunch control,

carried out by the Oxford University
M.C.C., was beyond criticism.

Top : Col. Lindsay-Lloyd despatching W. T Woodcock (3i Ariel) on the track

test at Brooklands, while J. Bishop (2J Sun-Vitesse) awaits his turn. Centre

:

School children at Thame cheering on W. B. Gibb (4 Douglas sidecar).

Bottom: An unofficial check at Oxford to F.C. Townshend(3i Zenith-Bradshaw).
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After the Lunch Interval.

Lunch at Oxford occupied only a brief

interval in the run, and before noon the

earlier men were on their way again,

passing through Wheatley, Thame, and

Ghinnor. From the last-mentioned village

a detour was made to include a long by-

road hill, which even without a fairly

acute hairpin bend midway up was
certainly not a top gear climb.

Both for sheer speed and neat chiving

on the corner, H. F. S. Morgan, on a

stock £150 Morgan three-wheeler, was
probably more conspicuous than any other

entrant, but only a novice on an under-

powered, out-of-condition machine might
reasonably have been expected to fail

entirely at this point.

Kop Hill (Princes Risborough), some
six miles further on, provided consider-

ably move incident, and quite a creditable

turn-out of spectators made very interest-

ing comparisons of the hill-climbing

capabilities of the stock machines in

particular.

Performances on Kop.

The hill, it should be explained, is no
longer regarded as worthy of inclusion in

any modern trial in which hill-climbing

failures are relied on to find a winner ; it

is, however, a very popular grade for

speed events, and has been scaled at 60

m.p.h. on more than one occasion. The
average private owner of the average 3j
to 4 h.p. solo machine nowadays would
feel dissatisfied if he failed to get up on
second gear. Therefore, one or two of

the performances on Wednesday were by
no means inspiring. W. B. Gibb (stock 4

Douglas sc.) broke his belt before reaching
the most severe portion, returned to the

foot, and made quite a good ascent at a
second attempt. On a 3j h.p. model of

the same make, also stock, J. A. New-.
man, much ahead of time, made a very
cautious climb. J. Donaldson's stock 2|
h.p. Royal Scot evoked very favourable
comment, especially on the score of

silence, the B. and S. sleeve-valve engine
being almost inaudible. L'nlucky "15,"

S. Jones (stock 2^ Levis) got into diffi-

culties, and neither zig-zagging nor clutch

slipping postponed the necessity for

vigorous foot-slogging.

Then Eric Williams's stock A.J.S.
lightweight outfit pegged up manfully,
excusably with little in hand, but before
the issue was decided Kaye Don (stock 6-^

Norton) synchronised his 30 m.p.h. swoop
past with a slight deviation from the
straight path on- the part of Williams

;

both stopped, the solo man very forcibly

some dozen hectic yards higher up. He
very pluckily restarted and carried on.

Next to fail was the stock L.S.D. three-

wheeler driven by G. Swain. As a result,

A. G. Cocks (stock 4i Beardmore-Pre-
cision sc.) was baulked and was quite

unable to make an unaided restart on
the gradient.

Fine Climbing by Stock Machines.

The remainder of those in the stock

class were all successful, particularly fine

climbs being made by the three 4^ h.p.

Humbers, G. Dance's Sunbeam, G. H.
Kirby's o.h.v. Triumph, Bert Kershaw's
2£ h.p. New Imperial, and the 6 h.p.

Martjnsyde outfit by W. H. Bashall.

b'1
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At one time the track was alive with competitors, but very little racing took place. Here are

shown F. W. Giles (7 A.J.S. sidecar) P. Pike {2{ Levis). Eric Williams (2{ A.J.S. sidecar),

H. Holmes (8 Morgan), and C. F. Knott (2} Raleigh).

Only "one of the nonstock entrants

failed, H. H. Beacon (2£ New Imperial),

but on the whole the performance here

by no means outshone those who were
handicapped by too new engines. Two
o.h.v. Triumphs, a Brough Superior, and
Belheld's Harley-Davidson, and Bucknell's

Matchless sidecar .outfits were outstand-
ingly fast. Mrs. Janson (2^ Ner-a-Car)

looked worried, but made a sure climb,

especially commendable if the gear ratios

were standard.
Perhaps owing to its moderate price, a

large number of potential purchasers dis-

played considerable interest in the 2| h.p.

Raleigh, the two examples of which made
highly creditable ascents of Kop Hill.

The main road climb out of Great
Missenden was also observed, but again

spectators and observers" had a tedious

time, and might almost as usefully have
taken up vantage points on the flat.

Another rise on the Beaconsfield side of

Amersham proved responsible for only one
failure, L. F. Peaty (stock 4i Hawker),
whose engine was reported to have dried

up.
Thereafter it was good going to Brook-

lands, so good that we trust that the

scores of police who lined this portion of

the route held broad-minded views on
speed limits ! As it was, a great many
of the competitors found time for a tea

stop in Weybridge before entering the

track.

Too Many Punctures.

Punctures were even more common
during the afternoon's run, and we can
only hazard that the popular standard
sizes of tyre are not up to competition
work. The precautionary luxury of over-

size tyres was obviously. sadly missed by
those who regularly ride in the conven-

tional reliability trials.

There was too much "tinkering" on the

part of competitors. Nearly all stopped
at Weybridge, and in many of the towns
on the routes it was no uncommon sight

to see competing machines receiving atten-

tion outside garages.

Well-organised Speed Test.

The twelve-lap speed test on Brooklands
Track was very well organised, and con-

founded the pessimists by the regularity

with which the stock entries completed
the distance successfully. W. L. Handley
(stock 2| O.K. Junior) was very unfortu-

nate: first a link of his front forks came
adrift, and, having repaired this, his belt

broke on attempting to restart. Another
to meet adversity on the last lap was
H. R. Davies (stock 2| A.J.S.), who was
towed into the paddock owing to an inlet

valve cotter shearing.

To help the competitors to count their

laps, a special tie-on label bearing twelve
numbered slips was supplied to each man

;

but quite a number disdained any aid

to memory.
The P. and M. riders, unfortunately,

j

tore off one slip too many, with the result

.

that they lost their awards through not
having completed the twelve laps.

It was amusing to see George Dance
(Sunbeam) sitting up wearing a bored
expression, and doing a mere 40 m.p.h.

Restraint was evident, but temptation
was great.

• H. W. Hassall's Norton was knocked
over in the paddock before the speed test

and the front wheel was buckled. Never-
theless, he pluckily carried on.

(31-32J
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S. M. Greening (T.B.) turning off the main
Oxford-London road towards Thame

G. M. Townshend (4i P. & M. sidecar), the first man to

start, climbing the hill into Woodstock.

OFFICIAL RESULTS.
Machine.

1 2 Voting .

.

*%i Levis ..

*2i New Imperial
*2| Sun Vitesse
*i\ Levis .

.

*2i Sun Vitesse
*-'j Sun Vitesse

Rider. Weight lb. Award, efc.

Motok Bicycles.
('!. Fletcher.

.

S. Jones
B. Kershaw
J. Bishop .

.

P. Pike
F. J. Johnson
F. C. Parkes

>'e\v Imperial . . H. H. Beacon

21 Ner-a-car
-1 Velocette
'li Raleigh..
*2J A.J.S. .

.

*22 A.J.S. .

.

*2| Royal Scott
:

"2i Connaught
*2J Raleigh..
*2j O.K.-Junior

*22 New Imperial
2J Wooler
2i Wooler

2J Wames
38 Beardmore
-.1 Coulson

25 Wooler

22 A.J.S
•Si Ariel ..

*3S Sunbeam
*8! Sunbeam
»31 Norton .

.

*Zi Francis-Barnett
*81 Sunbeam
*3i Martinsyde
•31 Norton .

.

»3! Norton .

.

*31 Triumph
*3J- Douglas
3J- Ariel .

.

3| Norton .,

Si Sunbeam
31 Zenith-Bradshaw
3i Norton .

.

Si Zenith-Bradshaw
31 Douglas
31 Triumph ;

.

* 31- Zenith-Bradshaw
2$ Francis-Barnett
3} Zenith-Bradshaw
31 Triumph
31 Rudge Multi- .

.

31 James .

.

31 Ariel
31 Zenith-Bradshaw
31 Ariel
'41 Ariel
U| Humber
»4>, Hawker..

Mrs. Janson
J. H. V. Wood
W. H. Hadfield
H. F. Harris
H. R. Davies

J. Donaldson
C. L. Sprosen
C. F. Nott .

.

W. L. Handley

D. Prentice.

.

A. Millwood
J. Wooler .

.

C. Barham .

.

S. Warne .

.

F. V.Jones..

H. H. Robinson

P. Manifold
W. T. Goodcork
A. Bennett
G. Dance .

.

L. Paynter
E. A. Baruett
C. Greenwood
E. H. Gifford
H. Hassell .

.

K.Don
G. H. Kirby
J. A. Newman
C. Bourlet .

.

R. Green .

.

O. B. Smyth
J. F. Pen-in
A. H. S. Love
F. C. Townshend
R. Hewitt .

.

H. R. Harveyson
V. Gayford
D. A. Atkin
W. A. Schooley
H. J. S. Ward
P. L. B. Wills
A. E. Leeding
H. A. Reyre
W. D. Pugh
C. Dickinson
A. E. Rollason
W. Blandish
L. F. Peaty

84 Retired.
468 Stopped on Kop.
203 Special Certificate of Merit.
224 fNo Front Stand.
168 t Bo.
196 Stopped in Speed Test.
217 fN^o Front Stand.

fNo Front Stand. T

315 < Stopped on Kop.
I.Stopped in Speed Test.

238 First Class Certificate.
217 Do7
231 Special Certificate of Merit.
231 Do.
217 Stopped in Speed Test.
231 Special Certificate of Merit.
203 -fNo Front Stand.
213 -Special Certificate of Merit,
igi)/ No Front Stand.

'
I Stopped in Speed Test.

217 Stopped in Speed Test.
238 tNo Front Stand.
238 t Do.
.,.7, I

No Front Stand.
T I Stopped Sunrising.
238 First Class Certificate. •

245 Do.
230 f No Front. Stand. Stopped

I Sunrising and Lidstone.
238 First Class Certificate.

315 Special Certificate of Merit.
273 Do.
245 Do.
280 Do.
224 t.No Front Stand.
245 Special Certificate of Merit.
301 Stopped in Speed Test.
287 Special Certificate of Merit.

No Ft. Stand. Stpd.onKop.
t Do.
Special Certificate of Merit.
First Class Certificate.

Do.
Do.

Stopped Chinnor Hill.

First Class Certificate.

Do.
Do.

287 t^o Front Stand.
287 First Class Certificate.

238 tNo Front Stand.
308 First Class Certificate.

273 tNo Front Stand.
287 First Class Certificate.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Special Certificate of Merit.
266 tNo Front Stand.
224 Stopped Coles Hill and

Speed Test.

273
266
273
294
273
266
273
287
273
259

273
301
301
308
350

Machine.

*4i Humber
*4 ! Humber
*44 B.S.A. ..

*4| B.S.A
5 N.U.T
5-6 Raleigh
5 Triumph
8 Brough Superior

*22 A.J.S. -.

.

.

*22 O.K. Junior
2} Francis-Barnett

21 Metro-Tyler .

.

*45 P. & M
*4j Sunbeam
"4 Douglas
*4 Dimelt .

.

*41 Sunbeam
*4| Sunbeam
*41P. &M
*41 P. & M
*±l Beardmore
*4 Dunelt . .

3.'. Zenith-Bradshaw
*7" A.J.S
*S Ariel
*8 New Imperial .

.

"6 B.S.A
*6 Martinsyde
*6 B.S.A. ..

*5-6 Raleigh
*6 Martinsyde
*6 Douglas
8 Royal Enfield .

.

8 British Excels .

.

8 Matchless
5-7 McKechnie .

.

Victor
8 Sunbeam
J8

Sunbeam
6 Bradbury ' .

.

7 Matchless
7-9 Harley David-

son.

Royal Enfield .

*8-10 T.B. ..

*8 Morgan .

.

•10 Morgan.

.

•10 Morgan.

.

*8 Morgan .

.

*8 Morgan. .

*8 Morgan .

.

*10 E.S J). .

.

10 Morgan .

.

8-10 T.B. .

.

Rider.

D. Brandish
R. I. Griudlev
B. L. Bird .

.

L. Sealey .

.

M. O.'Reilley
E. S.Burnett
F. A. McNab
J. Caslake .

.

Weight lb Award, etc

266 tNo Front Stand.
287 Special Certificate ol .Merit.

301 Do.
315 Do.
287 First Class Certificate.
329 Do. •

287 tNo Front Stand.
364 First Class Certificate.

Sidecaks

Eric Williams
N. Hall
G. I. Francis

G. E. Cuffe

G. M. Townshend
T.-C. de la Hay -

-W. B. Gibb
P. Pehrson .

.

J. E. Greenwood
E. Brown .

.

P. Cunningham
R. Lewis
A. G. Cocks
B. Cathrick
R. Charlesworth
F. W. Giles.

.

L. Newey .

.

B. Bladder .

.

H. S. Perry
W. H. Bashall
H. F. Walker
H. Gibson .

.

J. Bashall .

.

C. G. Pullin
A. F. Pulling
V. F. Long
W. Bueknell
F. W. Becker

L. V. Freeman
P. W. White
P. Piatt .

.

E. J. Ellis .

.

B. E. Belfield

H. H. Lawley

357 Special Certificate of Merit.
301 tNo Front Stand.
343 t Do.
.,8

-, I Late at Oxford. Stopped
~ ' I on Sunrising and Lidstone.
448 Special Certificate of Merit.
469 Do.
455 Stopped on Eop.
462 Special Certificate of Merit.
511 Do.
490 Do.
434 11 laps only in Speed-Test.
448 • Do.
525 Stopped on Sunrising.
378 First Class Certificate.

469 tNo Front Stand.
623 Stopped in Speed Test.
553 Special Certificate of Merit.
574 Do.
476 Stopped in Speed Test.
595 Special Certificate of Merit.
476 Do.
497 Do.
588 Do.
511 Do.
630 First Class Certificate.

Do.
588 Do.
476 Do.

644 Do.
616 Do.
609 Do.
707 Do.
.609

.
Do.

,.,[ Stopped on Sunrising. Lid-
I stone and in Speed Test.

Cycle Cars.

S. M. Greening

G. Gopdall .

.

Allen Bennett
A. J. Sproston
H. F. S, Morgan
S. McCarthy
H. Hblrnes .

.

C. Swairie .

.

A. J. Rowe.

.

F. S. Spouse

945 Stopped on Sunrising and in
Speed Test.

672 Special Certificate of Merit.
602 Do.
756 Do.
686 . Do.
700 Do.
721 Do.
889 Engine over Oapacity.
854 First Class Certificate.

1,022 Do.

* Standard Stock Machines. Owing to the neglect on the part of many competitors to slow to 20 m.p.h. when passing the barrier during the Speed Test,

individual speeds will riot be published. t Otherwise cjualifledfor maximum aW.ard will receive special certificate of performance.

(i-7) ..-'«
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SPRING FRAMES.
A Review of the Systems Employed in the Rear Suspension of Motor Cycles.

WHEN motor cycles are sprung more or less

from end to end the springing may be divided

into three classes.

(1.) That in which the whole frame except

the rear wheel attachments, sometimes including

the carrier, is sprung.

(2.) A method of springing applied to the

driver and the principal parts of the mechanism,

the rear wheel being mounted in a rigid part of

the frame extending to the head. N

(3.) -A partly . duplicated frame providing

spring suspension for the saddle and footboards

or footrests.

Most spring frames come into the first class, and

herein they follow the lines laid down by car de-

signers. The difficulties to be overcome lie in making
the rear wheel rigid laterally and in preventing a

snatch in the drive which may be caused by variation

in the distance between the driving centres or a large

difference in the size of the sprockets when- chain drive

is employed.

Defining the "Sprung" Portion.

That part of the frame which is supported on

springs must be regarded as the sprung part._ This

seems very obvious, but some people call this part of

the frame the rigid part and. refer to the wheels as

sprung, a fact which has caused more than one small

argument with attendants -at Olympia. Incidentally,

it is not strictly correct to speak of a spring wheel

sidecar, for it is the sidecar chassis that is carried

on a spring, but the term is well known and con-

venient, and for the sake of clarity it may be de-

sirable to use it again.

In a general way it may be stated that a spring

frame is best designed as a whole with the front and
rear springing on the same lines, though excellent

results can be obtained by combining rear springing

with a good proprietary spring fork. A good example
of the first mode of construction is to be found in the

Beardmore-Precision where the cantilever principle of
laminated spring is used throughout. In the rear

suspension of this machine the cantilever spring re-

tains its usual form, and is hinged behind the tube

from the saddle to the countershaft just below the

tank ; the upper end sustains the thrust from the rear

wheel and supports the weight, and as the "spring is

in a position not far from vertical it is well placed to

give lateral rigidity to the wheel.

Quarter Elliptic Springing.
The Raleigh motor cycle has quarter-elliptic springs

extending rearwards from the saddle, and is further'

notable for a duplex frame throughout and the very

neat way in which the chain case is fitted so that it

shall not interfere with the movement ; the rear mud-
guard is in two parts, one being unsprung. The fork

in this case is the Brampton Biflex.

Quarter-elliptic springs are also found both in the

front and rear suspension of the Indian and the

Royal Ruby. In the latter machine some adjustment

is allowed for weight, and the frame can be locked

rigid when required. The Indian springs terminate

in curves which improve their resiliences at the ex-

pense of lateral rigidity, but doubtless this is suffi-

ciently provided in the construction of the fork joints.

The A.B.C. method of rear springing gives a mini-

mum number of joints, for the spring's are anchorec

Hobart.

EXAMPLES

OF

LFAF AND

COIL SPRINGING

OF

MOTOR CYCLE

FRAMES.

(13-19)
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Spring Frames.

—

at each end, and, in fact, consist of a pair of quarter-

elliptic springs joined together at the thin end to form
one complete spring on each side. These in themselves
would give good rigidity laterally, but the wheel is

also carried in a single fork on two roller bearings

placed wide apart. The other two joints are near the

rear axle and have a very small movement.' Front and
rear springing are -synchronised, and the result is

a very comfortable machine.

Coil Springs.

The P.V. is a well-tried device consisting of a

fork carrying the rear wheel, and hinged near its

ends to the back of the main frame. These ends
carry the wheel, and the centre part projects into the

down tube which is. suitably curved and contains

springs to control the movement.
Adjustment for weight is possible.

The Matchless spring frame is
'

supported on coil springs. These
have the advantage of lightness,

but they require the use of more
jointed 'tubes than leaf springs

The design is, however, a very

good one,

and makes a

fine outfit with

the special

sidecar pro-

vided.

The Hobart
and Dot machines have their rear wheels mounted
in triangular frames hinged behind the countershaft

and supported by coil springs. The Hobart has four

springs, two to carry the weight and two to check
the rebound. The Dot incorporates a curious feature

in that the saddle is carried on a long semi-elliptic

spring, one end of which is supported on the sprung
part of the frame and the other end on the unsprung
part. Proprietary forks are used on both these

machines.

Novel Methods.

The rear wheel of the Hagg Tandem is carried in a

strong pressed steel frame hinged near the counter-

shaft and controlled by a

short stout quarter - elliptic

spring. This is combined
with a Brampton fork.

That new and original ma-
chine from the Isle of Man,
the Peters, has forks on the
" hinged " principle but con-

trolled by an enclosed leaf

spring; the rear part of the

frame is carried on coil

springs working inside a barrel

below' the saddle.-

The Coulson relies for its

rear springing upon a combi-

(3-9)
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nation of links and leaf springs lying below the lower
rnernbers_ of the rear part of the' frame, and the
Unibus is supported like a little car upon quarter-
elliptic rear springs.

The Rider and Engine Sprung.

The second method of springing is at present repre-
sented by only one machine, but that an interesting one,
viz., the Mc-
Kechnie. This Dot. ___^j^|
was designed
in India by
Col". McKech-
nie, who found
the Indian
roads very

trying when

he was riding a motor cycle with

a rigid frame, and a model em-
bodying all the special points was
made in Meccano.
A duplex frame consisting of

two tubes on each side extends
from the rear hub to the head,
where the front wheel is carried

on a Brampton fork. Within the main frame is a
sub-frame carrying the engine and other mechanical
parts as well as the saddle and footboards. On such
a frame there is more unsprung weight than is found
on the usual spring frame, but it has the advantage of
the lateral rigidity of a rigid frame. The sub-frame
is supported oh a long laminated .semi-elliptic spring
(3"ft. 2in. x 2111., to be exact) pivoted behind the head
and to a rocking bridge piece over the rear axle.

The lower part of the movable frame is carried

on. Skefko ball bearings, where radius rods maintain
the chain adjustment with very little variation during
the rise and fall of the wheel. This variation is found
to some extent on all machines where the engine is

sprung, but with good design it can be made very-

small, and on the McKechnie motor cycle it is made
of still'' less consequence by the use of a Brampton
shock-absorbing chain. The use of this chain is a

proof of the care bestowed upon details by the de-

signer, for such a chain or an efficient shock-absorber

in the rear hub should be standard practice on all

chain-driven spring
,
frame

motor cycles.

Only the Rider on
Springs.

On the Edmund the saddle,

footboards, and top tube
carrying the,' tank are sup-
ported on long quarter-ellip-

tic springs and supplementary
coil springs. Arrangements
are made to allow of some
adjustment for weight. The
advantage of this method is

that there can be no variation

C5
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Spring Frames.—
in the distance between the driving and driven

sprockets, and so the tension of the chain is not

affected by the roughness of the road. To set against

this advantage is the need for pliable petrol and oil

pipes between the tank and the engine unit, since the

tank is partly sprung while the en-

gine is not. The Bat employs a

similar system but embodies coil

springs.

The Kehilworth miniature is

sprung somewhat in the same way,

since the saddle pillar and foot-

boards are supported on the same
set of coil springs, but there is no

spring fork.

In spring frames of the second and
third types the relative positions of handle-bar, saddle,

and footrests are not jnaintained constant, but prob-

ably this makes but little difference in practice.

Notes on spring frames would not be complete

without some reference to that very attractive machine

which began life as the T.A.C. and had a spring

frame, four-cylinder engine, and shaft drive.. The
rear springing consisted of four quarter-elliptic

springs, placed in pairs, which carried the rear wheel

without any radius rods. The spring forks were at

first upon the same principle, but parallel link forks

soon took their place. A hand- -or foot-operated

clutch was, I believe, first seen on

the T.A.C, so also was wheel steer-

ing, but the latter was not suited to

a solo machine, and was soon

changed.

Another spring frame machine
which never became really popular

was the A.S.L. This differed from
others not so much in the manner of

its suspension as in the type of

"springs" employed—a pneumatic
system devised by Prof. Sharp. This machine was
provided with a padded seat instead of a sprung

saddle. Air springs have the advantage of being

easily and quickly adjustable to the weight of the

rider and the condition of the road by means of an

inflator.

THE TOUR DE FRANCE.
A Journey of 2,334 Miles, embracing all Types of Scenery and all Classes of Roads.

AFTER an interval of 17 years the Tour de

France is being revived on Saturday next.

This is the longest reliability trial which has

been held for many a long. day, and will entail a

journey of some 2,334 miles. Altogether there are 46

motor cycle and 32 cycle car entries. Great Britain

will be represented by such well-known makes as

Levis, Velocette, Sunbeam, Rover, B.S.A., and

Triumph So far as British riders are concerned,

Col. McKechnie will be

riding his own spring-

frame machine ; Pinney,

the French Triumph expert,

is an Englishman resident

in Paris, while there is a

Sunbeam sidecar outfit

ridden by an Englishman
named White.

Naturally, America will

be represented by its two
principal makes, the Indian
and Harley - Davidson.
Among the French makes
may be mentioned the

Soyer, D.F.R., Gillet,

Yvels, Viratelle, Rasser,

Bleriot, Gnome-Rhone, and
Janoir.

As its name implies, the

trial covers the whole of
France.

Leaving Paris, the com-
petitors make Caen in

Normandy the first night.

The next day Nantes is

reached after passing

"6

LlLLE 0I~Stage)
! DAY EXHIBITIOM

The circular route of the Tour de France, embracing in the

2,334 miles journey long straight stretches in the plains of

Normandy and mountain climbing in Haute-Savoie.

through Brittany, while on the third day, after a run

of 224 miles down the western part of France, the

competitors reach Bordeaux, where an exhibition will

•be held. Toulouse is reached the next night, and on

the following day the most southern point of the

journey is reached, and after a run of 213 miles the

competitors pass the night at the historical city of

Avignon. The next day is comparatively easy and
takes the riders over the Esterelles into Nice, -where J

another exhibition will be
held. Next-follows one of
the most interesting sections

of the journey, from Nice
to Grenoble, after which a
journey of over 200 miles
bring the competitors to

Besancon on the edge of
the Juras. The next
day's run passes - through
re-occupied area, and the
riders pass the night at

Strasbourg, where for the^

third time a one-day ex-

hibition of competing
machines is to be held.

The trial now passes
through the war area,

traversing Reims, where
the tenth night is spent

;

finally Lille, where the

last exhibition is held.^
After Lille the trial pro-

ceeds direct to Paris.

The organisation . is in

the hands of the Moto-
Cycle Club de France.

(15-21)
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Correspondence sLould lie addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Dor;?: Hons?. Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's nam: and address.

TOURIST TROPHIES—EMPHASISING -TOURIST."
Sir,—I have read with great interest the account of the.

origin of the Tourist Trophy races in the current number
of The Motor Cycle. Particularly was I interested in the

statement that "great care was taken to prevent any form
of freak being brought into the race."

Heaton Norris. PRIVATE RIDER.

NAVIGATION DIFFICULTIES ON A 1910 SINGLE.

Sir,—Will some expert please advise me on how best to

manage a 1910 single gear Triumph on greasy roads? My
machine persists in what I think is termed rolling, and I

find it most difficult to keep a straight course. I have fixed

the footrests as low as possible, and use semi-T.T. bars, and
should like to know the usual procedure for driving on vile,

greasy roads—whether the bars should be held firmly or

otherwise, etc. ? . TROUBLED. .

Tetbury.

STEAM.

Sir,—May I be permitted to ask why it is that the steam
' engine as - applied to motor cycles seems to be entirely

ignored ? 1 really fail to understand 'the absolute mono-
poly the really inefficient i.e. engine holds when one con-

. siders its disadvantages.
To my mind, speaking theoretically, the twin-cylindered

steam engine has overwhelming- superiority, 'e.g.:—
A" ; constant push the complete length of every stroke!
,Se If-.starting and good silence. W.G.E.E.
Swansea.

[Steam engines are only self-starting after a sufficient

head of steam has been generated.

—

Ed.]

TWO-STROKE EFFICIENCY.
Sir,—I read with interest the remarks of Mrs. Mary C.

Jennison about the cooling of two-strokes, ' but if this lady
had been with me the other day I feel sure she would
change her ideas ; it opened my eyes.

I had the pleasure of seeing a 500 c.c. Dunelt outfit run
up and over Hindhead. This the machine climbed all the

way on top gear, never under 28 m.p.h. B.E.8694.

Godalming.

Sir,—Replying to the -letter from Mrs. Mary C. Jenni-
son, the temperature of the gas in a cylinder at the instant

the charge is completely burnt is governed by two factors,

the compression ratio and the volumetric efficiency of the
engine. From this it is obvious that the maximum tem-

. perature of the gas in the cylinder is independent of the

size of the cylinder. Again, as the size of a cylinder in-

creases, the ratio of the cooling surface of the cylinder to

the surface in contact with the hot gases remains constant,
and thus, other things being equal, the temperature of the

cylinder walls will remain constant. Consequently, if only

the cylinder of an engine is considered it is obvious that

there is no limit which can be imposed on the capacity of

: a cylinder. It is a distinct acfvantaee, as far as thermal
efficiency is concerned, to use one large cylinder for a given
c.c. in preference to several small cylinders. R.T.F.

Blackpool.

(2-8)

Sir,—The following are some of .my exploits on a 2£ h.p.

Sports Velocette (two-speed) : (1) Measured half-mile in

33sec. (54.5 m.p.h.) (this includes slowing down to about
35 m.p.h. for an obstruction). (2) Climbed Lytton Slack

on bottom gear of i0 to 1 (the middle portion—about one-

half the total length—was done in top gear of 5.7 to 1).

(3) Sheffield to Axe Edge, a distance of 28 miles, with
sidecar and passenger, in lh. 10m.

All these are after about 2,500 miles running with no
replacements excepting new piston rings.

Sheffield. WELLES SSET.

THE A.C.U. AND PRIVATE TRIALS.

Sir,—Having read with interest- the controversy between
Mr. Booth and Mt. Loughborough regarding private motor
cycle trials, and also having perused Mr. Loughborough's
reply to his critics, I can only~conclude;. with due regard

to Mr. Loughborough's position in the motor cycling 'wojld,-

that he has yet to give a- clearer explanation for his alti-

tude in interfering with a private individual's affairs.
;
The

one peg on which Mr. Loughborough hangs his reasoning,

i.e., " authenticity," is hardly constructed to enable the

A.C.U. to' question the rights ^ef any individual or any

non-affiliated club to hold any trials which they should

choose within themselves. My respect for the A.C.U. as

a governing body is profound enough, but let it act in.

its self-appointed official capacity within its limits, and it

will find its prestige will be duly regarded not only in

America and elsewhere but within our own portals as well.

T. ROBERTSON,
Pitlochry and District M.C.C.

.

Sir,—I am 01 the opinion that every intelligent motor
cyclist will support the attitude. Mr. Loughborough has

taken up in regard to the "open petrol consumption test"

which Mr. Booth suggested that he might organise. How-
ever much a certain type of rider may object to being

dictated to in the matter of sport, it must surely be clear

to every motor cyclist that the governing body, as repre-

sented by the Auto-Cycle Union, is the great safeguard

which stands
;

between private owners of machines and
thpse who might be inclined to exploit their confidence for

commercial ends. * While one does not surmise, of course,

that the competition suggested by Mr. Booth would have

been conducted on any but proper lines, the fact remains

that such a test, if carried out, would be absolutely un-

official in character, and any claims of performances made
on behalf of the competing machines could not possibly

have the authenticity of those recorded in the recognised

A.C.U. contests.

It would surely be a bad day for motor cyclists in

general were it generally accepted that private individuals

could promote competitions of an unofficial character whose
results might gain equal publicity with those of the official

contests.

_The art of the advertisement writer could undoubtedly

make such results equally convincing to the uninitiated

reader as those claimed for machines in the classic com-
petitions, and we should soon arrive at a condition of

affairs in which the ordinary private owner, without oppor-

tunity or inclination to investigate the claims of all and
sundry, would simply be unable to come to a reliable

"9
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opinion about the performances and capabilities of any
given machine.
By all means let Mr. Booth promote his petrol consump-

tion competition if it amuses him, or interests his pro-

spective competitors; but I hope we shall always have a

governing body strong enough to maintain the attitude

Sir. Loughborough has now adopted in the interests of

private riders. A. E. CURTIS.

Sir,—The writer believes that he expresses the wish of

many motor cyclists in saying that he hopes Mr. Booth's

trial will be held and the results published. If he and
his friends aro free-lance cyclists then it cannot be said

of them that they will have infringed the A.C.U. Rule
3a. They have not subscribed to any rule of the A.C.U.
The question must be asked^Is. Mr. Booth's competi-

tion one that will be popular? Then, if so, is it filling a
gap left in the programme of the A.C.U? - Are the A.C.U.
events filling the whole bill, or is there a desire for an
event or events run on lines not covered by the official

policy? ORTHODOX.
Glasgow.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS.
Sir,— I have read with much interest the article by Col.

Brereton, and am in hearty agreement with him, especially
with regard to the development of the mind and the en-
couragement of those desirable qualities (and many others,
too) which he mentions.
Now, the selection of a machine obviously calls for great

care and consideration on the part of those responsible. As
Col. Brereton says, there are many suitable machines on the
market, which, without becoming a source of danger in the
hands of an inexperienced rider, will develop his or her
necessary qualities, and in doing so will produce a rider
capable of using any type of machine which he "or she .may
desire to possess.

Therefore, I say that, should the youngster of either sex
show a desire for the possession of a motor cycle, this desire
should be encouraged, provided that the machine selected
is easily controlled, docile in running and not . liable to

dash away at the slightest touch of the throttle, light, and
reasonably clean. FLYWHEEL.

Middlesbrough.

Sir,—May I trespass in your much-appreciated columns to
thank Col. Brereton for his defence of the juvenile motor
cyclist ?

However, with all due respect, I must beg to protest
against one or two extremely unjust remarks he made. He
is surely rather hard and, in fact, he is exaggerating when
he states that any boy not attracted by machinery is "sick,
or dull, or unusually constructed.'.' Were this statement
true, full fifty per cent, of the boys in this country would
come under this heading.
Again, when a boy has reached the age of fourteen or

more, he has surely passed the stage of infancy, and will
not throw his machine into a ditch, or break it to pieces
with a hammer should it go wrong (as. Col. Brereton
suggests), even if he has an exceptionally bad temper. If,

like half the number of young motor cyclists, he is not
mechanically-minded, what is simpler than to take the re-
fractory machine to the nearest garage and have it re-

paired ? SMALL BOY.
Wellington.

Sir,—All who know boys intimately— 1 do not mean those
who merely look down at^hem from their pedestal of middle-
aged superiority—are well aware that an intelligent boy
often, in moments of danger, gives proof of great self-

possession and courage, a keen, intuitive grasp of details
and possibilities, and a lightning rapidity in decision and
action, which is not often equalled by the middle-aged,
whether short-sighted, deaf, crippled, or suffering from
nerves or other failings of advanced age.

It is, in my opinion, unfair and unsportsmanlike to make
such sweeping and arrogant distinctions between boys and
adults. It is impossible to generalise like that. Countless
people never grow up. Many a boy of 16 is smarter and
quicker, and more capable of dealing with sudden danger
than many a middle-aged man, and a motor cycle is infi-

nitely safer in the hands of an intelligent boy than in tlic

hands of a stupid, and possibly * nervy middle-aged man
who, as likely as not, would flounder hopelessly when
suddenly faced with a dangerous position.

We train our boys in all kinds of sport likely to develop
the characteristics we admire. Why not motor cvcling \

Lincoln. A PARENT.

Sir,— I would remind " XH-3296 " that because boys
may go fast it does not mean that they are reckless ; they
might be just as safe as the person that "potters" along:
in fact, in some cases safer. G. V. HENDY.

Sir,—I am 15, but I cannot agree "with "XH-3296" and
" Middle-age," who state that the age is too youiig. A
modern boy of 14-16 has more sense than to dash up and
down at speeds dangerous to the public. A two-stroke or a
light-weight four-stroke cannot reach 50 m.p.h7 and -what
boy does one see in charge of a Sports Sunbeam or Norton ?

Again, concerning speed, what motor-cyclist is there who.
when leaving a town and getting on to_ an almost deserted
road, keeps inside the paltry 20 m.p.h. limit?

Wakefield. GUS.

Sir,— I -am only sixteen, but am madly interested in

motor cycles. Owning a machine at an early age prepares
any boy to become a real upholder of the glorious sport.

I have read many of Lieut. -Col. Brereton's fine books for

boys, and from their tone I think he ought to know.
London, N.17. YOUNG 'UN.

Sir,—Tlie average boy from 14-17 is not reckless : he uses

his motor cycle for pleasure. The road hogs are more often

riders who are getting near the "twenties." YOUTH.
-Felsted.

Sir,—I am fifteen, and own an Enfield two-stroke, and
can say quite honestly that I -am more dangerous on a push-
bike (all necessary apologies !) than on a motor c.vele. On
the former I corner recklessly, steadying myself with my
feet, tear through traffic, and never use a bell. On the
latter I never "open out" unless the road is straight

and empty, corner with perhaps exaggerated caution, and
make plentiful use of my horn. PETROIL.

Elstree.

Sir,^I suppose it is permissible for juveniles to be
" heard and not seen," sometimes.

Surely "XH-3296" cannot think that if a boy of

fifteen owns a motor cycle he races about at all times with
his throttle full open? If so, I can assure him he is

mistaken. W. F. MEAD.

THE LATEST AMERICAN SCOOTER. The frame is a

hve-Ieaf spring, shaped somewhat like an open frame bicycle,

affording good insulation for the rider from engine vibration as

well as from road shocks. The machine is fitted with a two-

stroke engine and fly-wheel magneto. A quickly detachable

petrol tank is used so that it may be left out of doors when the

scooter is taken inside an ordinary dwelling house,

(14-20)
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Sir,—Apparently many middle-aged folk disagree with
Lieut. -Col. Brereton's views on the subject, as they think

that the boy of 14-16 is entirely irresponsible and ought
not to be trusted with a motor cycle. I know a few boy
riders who, although they like speed, are not so inconsiderate

"as many " middle-agers " in their pursuit of the goddess.

Another point in the boy's favour is that, although some-
times reckless, he seldom loses his head or "gets the wind
up." STARTED AT 14.

Edinburgh.

Sir,—I would like to point out that it was not boys of -

14-16 that won our supremacy in the air,, but young men
of twenty upwards. If, in " XH-3296's " opinion, we boys

should not have; motor cycles, should people who are short-

sighted, deaf, or crippled ? --.

I also think that the fact that there are few boy and .

girl motor cyclists on the road is caused through lack of

finance on the parents' part, decidedly not the reason

suggested. ONLY FIFTEEN.
London, N.10.

Sir,—I entirely agree with Lieut. -Col. Brereton's article.

I can ride a 2g h.p. machine myself as well as some people

of 30-40, and am only just fifteen. Has any reader heard
of a boy in Court for reckless driving? No, he is usually

too careful of his first mount. . W.T.
Birmingham.

Sir,—I entirely disagree with " XH-5296 " and '•' Middle-

Age." I consider that there are dozens of boys on this

island eapaWe of handling a motor cycle.

Again, the average boy does not want very much "speed."
and if he does " let her rip" on "a good, quiet road. What
does it matter? 13-YEAR-OLD YOUNGSTER.
Hastings.

Sir,—Your correspondent " XH-3296"' evidently thinks

that because a boy is young he is a. "reckless, irresponsible,

dare-devil," and that as soon as he reaches the age of 18

or thereabouts he becomes " steady," and gives up his irre-

sponsible habits. Surely boys of 14, who "want speed, and
know no limit," are just as enthusiastic when they are

three or four years older. The young pilots, whose dare-

devilry invoked " XH-3296's " blessings, were hardly boys

of 14 or even 16 years of age. D. SI.

Harrow.

Sir,—I can hardly credit that in this enlightened age

there can be anyone so narrow-minded and bigoted as "XH.
3296 " and " Middle-Age." I am a schoolboy of 15, and pos-

sess a light-weight motor cycle, from which I derive an infinite

amount of pleasure. My only explanation of the attitude

adopted by your correspondents is that when they were at

the age of 14, they jvere "reckless, thoughtless, irresponsible

dare-devils," and that they are judging others by themselves.

"Middle-Age" says a pedal cycle is good enough; I can

quite picture him when a youth refusing a motor cvcle until

he had earned it, STANLEY F. BENNETT.

HANDLE-BARS FOR CONTROLLABILITY.
Sir,—With regard to the question as to whether touring

or semi-T.T. handle-bars are the best, it seems to me to

depend entirely on the relative sizes of man and machine—

a

small man needing handle-bars which come further back than
those of a tall man who has a longer reach. It is a well-

~ known fact that the greater the comfort of a person the

greater his control over any machine. Therefore, let each

individual decide which is the most comfortable position he
can get into, and adjust handle-bars, footrest, and saddle

to suit.

The vast "majority of people when sitting without any
support for their back, loosen the muscles in the small of

their back, thus leaning forward very slightly. The most
effective position of the arms is for them to be not quite

straight, with the hands a little farther apart than the knees,

and fairly low. This position is readily obtainable by means
of an upturned handle-bar of the N.U.T. type, rather like

a very broad bicycle handle-bar, only with the grips turned
out at an angle of about 35° to'the line of travel, and some-
what dropped. This type of handle-bar and riding position
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enable me to sit bolt upright with one hand on the handle-
bar, but not with both. However, since one scarcely ever
wishes to keep for long in what, to most people, is a dis-
tinctly tiring position, this is not a very serious drawback.
Many types of touring handle-bars can be quickly bent out
into this shape, mv own having been produced by this
method. XH-212.

Oxford.

COMPLICATED COASTING.
Sir,—Mr. Geary comments on the saving of petrol and also

the wear of the engine relative to coasting down inclines.
I have often considered the point he raises myself, and

used to coast down hills with. the engine shut off and gear
in neutral, until I was told by one person that doing so was
to ask for trouble, as the front cylinder was liable to distort
owing to the rush of cold air playing on the front part of it;
the same person said that it was -best to run. down hills with
the exhaust lifter raised, but another expert tells me that
to do that I will also be asking for trouble in the way of
burnt valves.

I should like the opinion of -some of yonr correspondents
on this matter, as

;
until I. get a little more -information I

shall continue to run down hills with the engine ticking over,
with the gear in neutral, which, up to the present I have
considered to be the happy medium. F. WALKER.
THE WORLD'S WORST ROADS.

Sir,— I see in the issue of January 12th that my letter of
December 22nd has put Mr. fi, Beacon's back up. I regret
this, because he and I axe both on the same tack, he being
irritated by Englishmen's abuse of their roads at home, I
by their continual boasting of the appalling surfaces in the
colonies, which, nevertheless, fail to damp their manly-
ardour. When I found that these were much better than I
had been led to suppose, I succumbed to the temptation that
every man has once, at least, in his lifetime, that of rushing
into print.

To answer Mr. Beacon's question, rain improves sandy roads
out of all recognition.
~_ Lastly, I hope his four months on English roads included
the Uxbridge and Hounslow tram routes. I should like to
think they have altered. OVERSEAS TRIUMPH.

S. Rhodesia.

TWO "BEACON HILLS."

Sir,—I note with interest the various replies to my recent
letter re the freak hill at South Harting. Your correspon-
dents seem to have been trying their various mounts on the
wrong hill. The Beacon Hill is not exactly what one may-
call a road, but simply a chalk lane directly up the side of

the South Downs. Mr. C. J. Evershed states he has climbed
it on his Dunelt sidecar. This I beg to contradict, as it is

absolutely impossible to pilot an outfit up the Beacon Hill.

I am willing to meet any of your correspondents at Easter
if they will write to me (c/o the Editor) and arrange a
particular time. REGINALD S. FOWLER, R.A.F.

SHAFT-DRIVE UNPOPULARITY,
Sir,—Why are our manufacturers so terrified of shaft-

drive? After hectic hours of wrestling by the roadside

with slipping and breaking belts and filthy and inaccessible

chains, the mere rider may be pardoned for enquiring, in

language more pointed than printable, why " car-drive " is

denied to him. The F.N. has employed this transmission

for many years, with no apparent want of success—even on
a single-cylinder lightweight—while in price these machines
compare very favourably with more conventional types.

One would almost be tempted to ascribe the phenomenon
to sheer lack of enterprise did one not find the gifted

designer of the A. B.C. (by no means a slave to convention!)

carefully " turning the drive round " in order to get the
•' final chain " ; an act (one would think) of sheer per-

versity, introducing an unnecessary complication for a

highly undesirable end.

Will one of our authorities shed the beam of his wisdom
upon the darkness of our ignorance, that we may suffer

our belts or chains gladly henceforth, comforted by the

knowledge that there is no practicable alternative ?

CHARLES A. N. MORRIS.
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SPRING NUMBER AND BUYERS' GUIDE
An enlarged number with seasonable features and
special articles of interest to all Motor Cyclists

and Potential Riders.

An illustrated Buyers' Guide embodying Speci-

fications of all Motor Cycles on the British

market will be a feature.

Thursday. April 6th.

(

\

2
SPEEDS OF TWO-STROKE LIGHT-WEIGHTS.

Sir,—I. would like to accept Mr. Grubb's challenge to a
three-lap race on Brooklands. My machine is a 293 c.c.

single-speed Connaught. STEVE.
Hendon.

AFTER PROLONGED USE.

Sir,—Referring to the observations by Major Willcox
on the above subject, I should also like .to give a few par-
ticulars of my experience over' a corresponding period with
a similar machine, a model H. 4 h.p. Triumph.
The machine in question is a 1919 model (August), and

the total distance I have covered to date (solo only) »is

just over 11,000 miles. I do not use the machine for busi-

ness purposes, consequently it very often remains in for a
week or more at a time, especially in bad weather seasons.

I may say that the only replacements I have fitted up
to the present time are :

—

1 new set of wheel cones and bearings.

1 „ ,, ,, head races for frame and crown axle.

2 new barrel springs.

1 clutch control cable.

As regards the engine, the :main shaft bearings, large
and small end bearings, and transmission generally are in

excellent order, no apparent wear being perceptible. I have
found that by packing fine cotton waste inside the inlet

valve spring and lubricating occasionally with a few drops
of engine oil, adequate lubrication of the valve guide is

maintained. The waste also prevents the scouring action

and consequent wear caused by the suction of dirt particles

into the guide.

My consumption for petrol averages 90/95 m.p.g., and
for oil approximately 250 miles to the pint. With the stand-

ard jet as supplied (32) I have obtained 53 m.p.h. with a
16-tooth engine sprocket, and could no doubt "touch" 60,

under very favourable conditions, but I really doubt the
possibility of this model reaching some of the extraordinary
speeds some of your recent correspondents claim to have
attained. SATISFIED RIDER.

Bristol.

DEFINING A "SPORTING" MACHINE.
Sir,—Your recent leader on the best type of sporting

machine is interesting ; the argument, however, is bound to be
interminable unless a hard and fast definition of the word
"sporting" can be agreed upon. To many people it has
little meaning beyond speed and acceleration, coupled with
a deafening exhaust. This is not my idea, though, of course,
speed and acceleration cannot be ignored. I feel that the
most sporting machine is one whose powers are such that
with skilful riding and expert nursing it can just be per-
suaded to accomplish the most difficult tasks. I do not
believe it possible for the rider of a big twin or modern
3^ h.p. ever to experience the thrill of exultation and triumph
which comes to the rider of the baby—whether two or four-
stroke—as he successfully tops Alt-y-Bady, or rounds the last
hairpin on Tornapress. Of course, we all know the con-
temptuous sneers of the big twin enthusiast—that it takes
a wan to handle one in bad going, while if it is too rough
for the baby you can .put it in your trouser pocket and walk
up, and so on. Be it so, but let the B.T.E. try to ride the
baby up, for instance, Park Rash, and he will find that it

is as much of a handful to control as he could wish for. And
as for that "scrap" along the road, the baby may not be
able to do a lot more than forty, but at the end of two or
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three hours it will not be such a very, long way behind,
particularly if it is not a straightaway main road. Anyway,
I am a whole-hearted supporter of the baby as • the true
sporting machine. The first machine I ever owned was the
biggest, and each succeeding one has been smaller, and has
given me more real satisfaction than the others. The capacity
of my present machine is 220 c.c, and my riding weight
fifteen stone, and if I can find an appreciably smaller engine
which can be persuaded to do what I ask it, I shall certainly
try it. (REv.) J. M. PHILPOTT.
SIX THOUSAND MILES ON A SPRING-FRAME MOUNT.

Sir,—I have read with interest the recent correspondence
concerning "Where are the Spring Frames?" The paucity
of their numbers as compared with those of rigid frames
doubtless accounts for the above quoted query ; but when
spring-frame machines for the most part have seen only a
single season, one cannot expect to see their numbers compare
favourably with those of rigid frames, the dates of manu-
facture of which vary from pre-1910 to the present day.
My experience with a spring-frame machine may be of .

interest. Last February I secured delivery of a 5-6 h.p.

Raleigh. I was immediately captured by the comfortable
sitting position and the vibrationless running of the engine.
The spring frame gave one 100% more comfort than a rigid

frame, so that even after a long journey over present day
roads one did not feel unduly fatigued. The one " fly in the
ointment" was, "How would the spring-frame bearings wear?
Would 'play' develop and make riding at speed dangerous?"
Over 6,000 miles have been covered on this machine, and I

can truly say that the motor cycle is as comfortable and
safe to ride to-day as on the day I purchased it. The spring
frame has given me the seating comfort of a car, and has
given no trouble whatsoever. Without undue forcing, the
machine can tick off (as per Watford) 55 m.p.h. on a level

stretch of road any time, equipped, as it is, with the wide
leg shields fitted as standard. On wet roads it is as steady

as" a rigid-frame machine—in fact, steadier than many I have
known, as the weight and riding position are low. Only the

deeper pot-holes are felt ; the jars of the small and medium
sized ones are not transmitted to the rider, and, after all, it

is the continual jars from these that make motor cycling

fatiguing and unpleasant to lovers of ease and comfort.

I have no connection with the Raleigh Co. other than
being a thoroughly satisfied owner and user of one of their

productions. D.F.C.
Tregaron, Cardiganshire.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Mr. C. R. Haill has had very discouraging experiences

with "clearance covers."

The wonderful speeds on the road periodically claimed by
readers move Mr. S. G. Ouseley to suggest that the police

may also be readers of The Motor Cycle.
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Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists.
Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle.

" MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM."
The standard handbook on the motor cycle.

Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10.

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying
them when found. Fourth Edition.

Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

" TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's point of

view. Price net, 3/-. By post, 3/3.

" MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
By " Ixion," of The Motor Cycle.

Price net, 5/-. . By post, 5/3.

" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS.
Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland,
London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6.

Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and'.
Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8.

" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10.

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE &SONS Ltd.,

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers

and Railway Bookstalls.
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I Th Quadrant
CHAIN CUM •

BELT

COMBINATION

ALL CHAIN

DRIVE

COMBINATION

— Catalogues from —

MARCH, NEWARK & Co., Ltd., Quadrant Works, Birmingham.
London Agency: CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Co., 177, Westminster Bridge Road, S.E.I.
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Ths School of

the Open Road
Practical

Application

I

FRIGES
from

£65

Orig nality

of Design

Careful

Workmanship

OUR TRADE MARK.
A trade mark should be the first cousin of the

goods it represents.

The WOOLER trade mark has a v:ry real

connection with WOOLER MOTOR CYCLES.
The little S2t-spanr,er reproduced above is certainly

closely related to th; design of th" WOOLER.
Only two sizss of Nuts and Bolts on the whole

machine 1

Thisisnota pleasant dream, butan accomplished fa:t.

With the exception of the nuts on either end of the

crankshaft, this little spanner and a screwdriver will

enable you lo take down completely and re-assemble
>our WOOLER enjine and gear.

Mudguards, tank, brakes, steering, any detail you
can think of will bow to the sp=II of this little spanner.

In addition the word ACCESSIBLE means what
it says.

Write for particulars. ALPERTON, LONDON

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle. 25-26
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"VICTORY" OVER FREAK HILLS.
One Hill only—a new discov2ry—Causes Real. Trouble in Saturday's Birmingham

M.C.C. Classic Trial.

On Sandy Lane, B. L. Bird (6 B.S.A. sidecar) charged up at speed until he met his Waterloo in the shape ol one of the banks within

a few yards of the summit.

WITH the exception of one hill, the

course of last Saturday's " Vic-

tory " Reliability Trial was nearly

ideal for such an event ; it was quite fair,

yet reasonably sporting. The inclusion of

Sandy Lane, a sadly misnamed wet,

earthy gutter up a hillside near Alfrick

village, was undoubtedly a mistakeT
At 2.30 p.m. "No. 1" registered a

failure here, and it was three and a half

hours later before the last of the 210

starters did not get up. The fact -that

there were one or two. clean climbs proved
that it was not an impossible task, but
unfortunately the successful riders gain no
advantage in marks over those who
sprawled up with legs trailing in an erratic

and inelegant - fashion, providing, of

course, they did not actually come to a

stop.

There were twelve other non-stop hills

and two observed "colonial" sections.

From Birmingham.

Starting at the James Cycle Works,
Greet, Birmingham, competitors found
little difficulty with Swan's Hill or Gravel
Pit Hill, but muddy Fordrough required

careful negotiation. On- an even worse
section following quite a few of the early

(r T-12I

men had an uneasy suspicion that they
had run off the course—so thoroughly vile

were the red clay tracks—but they picked
up the arrows again in due course. For
the rest the route-marking was exemplary.
Very good times were recorded in the

acceleration test by B. Kershaw and J. N.
Roberts (New Imperials), A. R. Evans,
and A. W. Thrush (Sunbeams), E.
Spencer (3£ Douglas), L. Newey (8 Ariel

sc), G. E. Austin (5-7 Coventry Victor),

M. G. Scalley (4| Humber), A. Watson
(3£ Sunbeam sc), H. Stretton-Ward (3g
Triumph), R. Brown (3-£ Sunbeam sc),

B. L. Bird (6 B.S.A. sc), and G. Dance
and A. Bennett (Sunbeams). W. E.
Smith (3^ Norton), broke a front chain.

Lower Walton and Hagley Wood Hills

were taken on the run by most. P. L.

Mayo (2i Coventry Eagle), W. E. Smith
(3^ Norton), carburetter trouble, and
F. C. Gray (8 Excelsior sc), with a stone
wedged in his mudguard, were the only
stops on the latter grade. Not until

Noah's Ark Hill, beyond Stourport,. came
into view was there much incident for

observers or Press men. The alarmist

rumours regarding the last mentioned
climb were, however, mainly unfounded,
and the majority of the failures were due

to belt slip developed in a miniature,

river-bed approach.

Belt Slip Troubles.

E. H. Broughall (3J Coventry-Chal-

lenge) and E. Gates (2£ Sun) both

stopped for this reason; E. Poppe, on a

very fast White and Poppe two-stroke,

was also unfortunate, but re-started well

after he had shed his silencer. Very fast

climbs were made by R. W. Duke (3g

Triumph), Bert Kershaw (2J New Im-
perial), W. B. Gibb (3j Douglas)—until
he all but missed his gear-change—and
Eric Barnett (2§ Francis-Barnett). A.
King Smith (2i Morris) combined con-

siderable speed with as much noise.

The descent of High Oak Hill was, in

the words of the route card, a natural

brake-test, and a rocky water-splash at

the foot, plus the immediate ascent of

Liveridge Hill, called for careful driving.

Belt-slip was again prevalent, A. D.
Mayo (2^ Coventry Eagle), W. T. Wood-
cock (3£ Ariel), W. Bell (2i New Hud-
son), P. Sadler (2f Connaught), E. H.
Broughall (3^ Coventry Challenge), J. E.

Bramley (3£ Coventry Challenge), H.
Bennett (3£ Ariel), R. A. Weeks (2f

Sirrah), L. G. Green (2J Verus), and

d ii
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Thick layers of extremely glutinous red clay formed the surface for several hundred yards

after Hagley Wood Hill. S. H. Jones (2J Levis) manfully keeps his equilibrium while

R. E. Pugh on a sister mount " foots."

G. L. Beading (3A Ariel) being the chief

sufferers. Clifford Wilson (4£ Quadrant
sc.) charged through the splash and up

the hill in striking contrast to M. G.

Scally (4,L Humber), who came through
at less than a walking pace. Three of

the most striking climbs were made by

R. G. G. Beesley (3J, Sunbeam sc), B. L.

Bird (6 B.S.A. sc), and H. J. Stretton

Ward (3J Triumph). Having "lost" his

low gear, G. E. Austin (5-7 Coventry-

Victor) returned to the foot and an-

nounced his intention of retiring. Great

caution failed to prevent J. Westwood
Will's new Powell outfit from almost

overturning in the water.—

An Old Favourite Revisited.

Buckeridge, the next official climb, was
child's play, and it remained for Abber-
ley Hill to tarnish further clean sheets

before the lunch stop, which it did most
effectively, but withal fairly.

Rushing tactics were impossible on
account of a fairly acute right-hand turn
at the foot, and the following failures

were recorded :—F. W. Viles (2| Raleigh),
punctured ; E. Gates (2£ Sun), dry-
skidded ; F. Wood (3^ Connaught sc),
turned turtle; "A. Rollason (3A Ariel);

Bert Bladder (8 New Imperial sc. );

W. H. Fortington (3^ Sunbeam sc), ran
to a standstill causing clever driving in

the rough by S. Judge (2\ Velocette)
;

F. A. Robbins (2-L Triple-H.) and H. W.
Parkes (2| Sun-Vitesse) ; Mrs. Janson
(2£ Ner-a-Car), clutch slip, almost
baulking F. T. Sibley's and W. L.

Danskin's 7-9 h.p. Rudge outfits; A. L.
Mould (3 A.B.C.), skidded and fell,

being almost run over by H. V. Collins's
very fast Norton outfit S. E. Longman
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U-b Uurley-D. sc. 1, burnt out his clutch,
baulking G. W. Shepherd (21 Edmund
sc); S. G. Neal (2£ Neal-Dalm) ; R. G.
Spainforth (2^ Ner-a-Car), skidded into
ditch; L. Heller (4 Douglas), charged

into bank for no apparent reason ; and
S. R. Philpott (6 Martinsyde sc).

T. Blumheld (8 Ariel sc.) just clam-
bered up, being hampered • by a broken
throttle wire; and A. Fisher (4 James
sc.) and H. K. Prosser (3^ Ariel sc.)

both bounced violently, perchance need-
lessly, in their saddles. Wonderful
climbs were made by George Dance and
Alec Bennett on long-stroke Sunbeams,
and by J. A.- Watson-Bourne on a brand
new Brought Superior. Fractionally less

excellent were J. W. Moxon (3£ Mono-
pole), F. J. Price (2j Diamond), Gus
Kuhn (4 Douglas), F, Giles (7 A.J.S.

sc), H. R. Davies(2J A.J.S.)-, who was
almost baulked, C. Greenwood (4^ Sun-
beam sc), T. C. de la-Hav (4£ Sunbeam
sc), G. Sharrat (T.G.S.), G. S. Smith
(2^ Morris sc), who seemingly sat in

mid-air, Sam Wright (4J, Humber sc),

"revving" at a terrific rate, and J. H.
Mathers (7-9 Rudge).

At the "Hundred House."

Lunch at the " Hundred House " was
followed by mixed and often tortuous go-
ing via Clifton Hill, unworthy of observa-
tion, and a much bungled stop and re-

start test on Telegraph Hill to the now
famous Sandy Lane. We noted the per-
formance of every competitor at this

point, and at the outset would emphasise
that the glorious failures who kept their

feet firmly on the rests until they fell

off deserve more commendation than
many who lost no marks by the ex-
pedient 01 keeping moving somehow.

Four Outstanding Climbs.

By magnificent riding four, only four,
solo men made absolutely clean ascents:
they were J. S. Bacon (3A Sunbeam), W.

B. Bourke (4 A New Hudson sc), followed by F. Wood (3i Connaught sc). :n the

approach to much over-rated Noah's Ark Hill

nver-beJ
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"Victory" over Freak Hills.—

Brandish (4| Hurnber), H. J. Stretton-
Wai'd (3£ Triumph), and G. Dance (3J-

Sunbeam).
Seventeen, passenger machines succeeded

in reaching the top without stopping and
without external assistance; they were:
P. Pehrson (4 Dunelt sc), his passenger
lying so far back that the sidecar body
tipped up backwards; A. Watson (3iSunbeam sc); Keg. Brown (3i Sunbeam
sc), who came up most of the way in
middle gear; B. Bourke (4£ New Hudson
sc), slow but sure; Bert Bladder
(8 New Imperial sc), amid a stream
of sparks from a steel-studded rear
tyre); H^ G. TJzzel (8 New Imperial
sc), "only just" from the spectators'
viewpoint; G. W. Shepherd (2f Edmund
sc); H. V. Collins (4 Norton sc), very
fast; T. C. de la Hay (4i Sunbeam sc),
very spectacular; F. W. Giles (7 A.J S
sc), ditto; J. J. Lloyd (7-9 Harley-D.
sc), strenuously bouncing; H. B. Denley
(10 Rhode four-wheeler), slow (with Par-
sons chains) ; F. S. Spouse (8 T.B.); P.
Yates (10 New Hudson three-wheeler)

;

W. Ridley (10 New Hudson three-
wheeler) ; J. Allday (10 Rhode) ; anH A.
Fraser Nash (8 G.N.), who hurtled up
nearly:. 10 m.p.h. faster than anything
else on two, three, or four wheels'.

Creditable Failures.

Particularly creditable failures were
registered by W. B. Gibb (3£ Douglas),
who cleverly avoided a baulk only to
stop higher up, F. A. Longman (3£
Ariel), A. Bennett (3i Sunbeam), who
only justJailed to emulate Dance's dash
up, H. R. Davies (2J-A.J.S.), A. S
Smith (2J, Calthorpe), J. A. Watson-

375

_ Typical of three-quarters of the route, this photograph shows C. Wilson (4£ Quadrant
sidecar) approaching one of the lesser test hills, the Gutter.

'15-16)

cleverly avoided a baulk, but he, toTtp'peda fgyar* tgh'er u.f
^ **. '.

fXe

(i

8

Fl°)
USh S"Peri01 '

) '"
'nd J

' ^ 8? ^ » Pa°k °f «*" Wlren C
Humorous relief was not lacking. ZTed on il u

S

!

deCai' was beinS
When L. -Newey's Ariel outfit over- off £ npJ e

i

e
,

xha,
?
st P'Pe muffler fell

turned, some personal luggage was spilt "m';J
ge

? hat lfc would be h°t> an
including what looked from higher* up ?"*£« /Pftator picked it up . he had

to lepeat the operation six times before^ .*„ _,„ ,,. - ,
-

f,

e ftl?ally succeeded in clumping it into
the sidecar.

One particular section of the bank be-came very popular with the B.S.A side-

6
cars, several charging for the same spot

. . ,, .
Again, Paynter (3£ Norton sc) forgot

fc -i.
•

t° stop bouncing until quite some time
after his engine had stopped. T H
Bonham's passenger (2| Calthorpe sc)
made a great effort to assist- the little
outfit up by turning the sidecar wheel
by hand.

Thus Are the Mighty Fallen

!

Some of--fhe failures were surprising,
but none more so than H. F. S. Morgan's;
he did not use non-skid chains, however.
Amongst the best of the leg-waving

solo climbs were : D. A. Atkin (2£ • Cov-
entry Eagle), S. G. Orford (2| Henley-
Blackburne), W. T. Woodcock (3£ Ariel),
A. Rollason (3£ Ariel), B. Riley (2|
A.J.S.), a youngster of 15 or 16, A. W.
Thrush (3J, Sunbeam), E. Mundey (2J4 New -

Hudson), E. A. Barnett (2| Francis-Bar-
nett)., W. R, Bown (21 Bown), E. Gates
(2i Sun), L. G. Green (2|- Verus), J. A.
Newman (3-| Douglas), after a stop with
petrol tap turned off, J. Whalley (2j
Massey-Arran), P. H. Johnson (7-9
Rudge), G. L. Reading (31 Ariel), G. F.
Hollyoak (2J Federal), G. J. Barag-
wanath (2| A.J.S.), K. G. Bedford (2-f
Calthorpe), J. Gardiner (2^ Levis), R. R.
Grindlay (2f Francis-Barnett)-, H. R.
Harveyson (4 Harley-Davidson), G. A.
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'Victory" over Freak Hills.

—

5 Brough Super: R. H.

Kirbv oii a four-valve Triumph, the

:wo being" particularly fine and

- an - „-,
Stee dry. Mill

- on
s:x:v or se - uth :j Connaught .

grounded on a project-

rer.

Home in the Darkness.

Seal -
i petitors were

on a detoui Beacon Hill, w
a huge crowd watched a series of mono-

tonously s ssi scents. If was long
before the last

man passed, but the police in the neigh-

bonrh *3 roughly sporting and
- nfortunates with

ty.

MARCH - •

The organisation was good, bnt the

main idea of the organisers seemed to be3

to make the competitors so dizzy that

when they came to a stretch of goodS
zhl :;>3d thev would ^utomaticalw

fall ofi

Out of 208 starters, 168 signed in af|

the finishing point, which in itseli indi-

cates the nature of the day. There
not be manv trold medalists

OPENING RUN OF THE
M.CC. TO BRIGHTON.

FROM the road point ::' > there is

not :he excitement about :

r=g run there was in the early

days of the club now the rendezvous at

Purler has been abandoned, and all mem-
bers "go down independently. However.

there was a very happy gathering a i

Royal Albion Hotel, "Brighton, on Satur-

day" as tent dinner

under the chairmanship of Mr. J. E,
Starter, the president, who made a

speech, while speeches were, also made by
the chairman of the club. Mr. Robert

W. H. Wells, the club's

captain. In "the course of the dinner the

medals won in the London-Exeter run

-resented by Mrs SI

TAXATION
REFERENDUM.

THE A.A. contends that the experienci

of 1921 has forcibly demonstrated the

ur.rer.s.-r.t.er.ess :::.: ;: ; rrtrrrrtes

:; |he system —nieh bees: e last

vex:. and is orging the Government t«

remedy this at the earliesl late by intro-

rr.;
:

::r

the individual tax in proportion to the

enter.: :o whirl thevt cle uses the road.

A qufsfiomtair is.hei g rirculated to all

PATIENCE REWARDED.

: . ~

The Nisbet Award. Jnst received by

F.
1
vT. Applebee tor his plucky ride against

tjmesnd adversity- in the 1920 T.T. race.

members and to as many other r.

cyclists as possible, with the object of ob-

taining the results of practical expe.

on the road during 1921, e.g., total annual
mileage, average fuel consumr.
amount of tax paid, extent to whi.

or motor cycle was laid up. and any diffi-

culties in-obtaining registration be
lire::;?.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.
COMPARED with January's importa-

tion of iRotor cycles, last- month's

figures show a fairlv b"s red .

being "only £7.297, as. against £11,9599

Exports, however, remain ner

same comparatively low level, a sligljflj

reduction.":- value £2,334 being regisS

tered. although there were forty -six

machines expo:

:

Figures from the Board of Trade fia
: .::: are given below :

—

In

£" 237
Nrr^r-r :: ::":
v_r.-; :: — ^-v: -=^ i- -: r-r:; £11 rrr

Exports.
\ :r:r:r ::' -.;::: ;'-- _

; "- ^7
Valise o* motor cycles ... £5r.I-3 £;.: rDo

vi-; .-: 73t:s ... £-:.;-r £:=.?«

£57.153 £54,8«

speed limit. a>\u^rrrroRS at brooklands in the a.cu. stock machine trial.

serere test :or a new rnacbine to indulge it a prolonged speed "bursr, but the majority of the entries stood up very weD.

(31---)
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crimes to Xigbt Xamps.
Mar. 23rd .. .. 7.16 p.m.

.. 7.1925th -

27th

29th

822
8.25

-Vumber plates to be illuminated tnirty minute
earlier, vi/te Road Vehicles .Registration and
Licensing Order (1921).

Put Your Clocks On.

Summer Time comes into force at 2 a.m.
on Sunday next.

Scottish Trials Leader.

This year, Xo. 1 in the Scottish Six
Days will be Rex G. Mundy. who will be
at the wheel of a B.A.C. light car.

An Early Bird.

To ensure that he should obtain an
early number A. G. Cocks, the Beain-
more-Precision rider, entered the Scottish -

Trials on January 1st.

Beware Road Repairs.

A Xorthern reader sends a warning
regarding repairs which are being effecte'i

to the main road between Durham aud
Barnard Castle, about 2j miles from the

latter place. Only half the road is avail-

able, and there is a considerable drop from
the edges.

The Popularity of the Motor Cycle.

There is no question about the popu-
larity of the motor .cycle in England, but

in America it would be. useless to claim

thrt motor cycles find universal favour.

An American journal just received is

using great efforts to show the. wide use

of the motor cycle in England by every

class of rider, from the highest in the

land to the lowest.

Hill Climbing at Pretoria.

British machines scored in a hill-climb

organised by the Pretoria 91.C, C. B.
Bower (Norton) being first, P. C. Flook
(Xorton) second, and A. V. Baker (Armis)
third. In the sidecar class on formula,
two American machines, a Harley-David-
son and Indian respectively, occupied the
first and second places, while an Enfield
_ran third.

Carelessness.
Many manufacturers entering the

A.CD. Stock Machine Trial evidently
did not read the regulations, or twenty
odd machines would not have been
penalised for not complying with them.
Most of the motor cycles which were
penalised through not having front stands
were sporting models, the present-day
T.T. type. Incidentally, the A.C.D*.
regulations for the last" T.T. did net
demand front stands.

Now on Three Wheels.

Mr. 0. D'Lissa, the veteran Moto-
sacoche exponent, is to be seen these days
driving a Xew Hudson three-wheeler,

which incidentally is fitted with a M.A.G.
engine.

Lightweight Sidecars.

A topic of conversation on the track
last week was Eric Williams' astound-
ing speed on Brooklands with a 1% h.p.

A..J. S. sidecar at the conclusion of the

Stock Machine Trial. He doubled the
legal limit for 12 laps.

Why?
Since most of the penalised machines

in the Stock Machine Trial were chosen
from stocks by the A.C.U., and also were
examined prior to the start, why were
they allowed to start when the officials

must have known that there was no
chance for a premier award?

Special ^features.
TUNING A 4 h.p. TRIUMPH.

SPRING IRAMES.
OFFICIAL TEST OF STOCK

MACHINES.

Longer Days.

I week
hour of dav

we
ght.

shall have one more

English Princes through American Glasses.

In an American motor-cycling contem-
porary there is an (unintentionally) amus-
ing article on the use of motor cycles in

the British Universities. Undergraduates
are called "students," and the following

sentence is typical :
" Americans . . .

may fancy that Prince Albert and Prince
Henry were driven to school in the Royal
Rolls-Royce until they acquired their own
Sports Models to use at Eton or Hanover
(sic) and Oxford or Cambridge. But they
don't."

THE SIDE-WHEEL. An outfit in use in Germany wherein the sidecar body is dispensed

with. A framework is fitted over the "sidecar" wheel to which is fixed an ordinary bicycle

saddle and fixed handle bars. On this device the passenser is even more exposed than the

driver. A similar attachment was marketed in England during 1912-13.
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1922 Records.

Last week, saw the first successful

attempt on ' records this year.

Mounting Entry List for the Scottish Six

Days.

Seventy entries have now been received

for the Scottish Six Days' Trials, which
take place on May lst-6th.

Entries for Land's End.

One hundred and seventy entries have
already been received for this year's

Land's End run.

Amendments in Stock Trial Results.

Certificates of performance have now
been awarded to A. Milwood and J.

Wooler, who both rode 2} h.p. Woolers.

Staxton Hill Climb.

First held in 1909, an Easter Monday
hill climb will be run this year for the

ninth time at Staxtou by the Scarborough
and Dist. M.C.C.

Expenses of End-to-End Run.

It is estimated that £25 will cover the

expenses of a competitor in the M.C.C.
commemorative Land's - End—John - 0'-

Groat's run.

To Ride T.T. Triumphs.

Four riders have now been chosen to

carry the Triumph colours in the T.T.,

F. G. Edmond, H. R. Harveyson, F. B.

Halford, and W. Brandish. G. H. Kirby
will act as a reserve.

Team Trial Jor Private Owners.

For the third year the Surbiton Motor.
Club will hold . its inter-club team trial

for the Maude Challenge Shield for ^'ubs

affiliated to the A.C.TJ. The date is fixed

for April 22nd, and is open to teams or

six, consisting of three solo and three

sidecar competitors. No trade riders are

allowed. The start, as in previous years,

will be from Ripley, Surrey, at 12 noon.

The present holders of the trophy are the

Oxford M.C.

I

j
Thursday. April 6th.

L

SPRING NUMBER AND BUYERS'
GUIDE.

Special articles and illustrations

will be included.

Stock Machine Trial Trifles.

The course was too easy, but Brooklands
was a severe test for new machines.

Airmen's suits are very popular among
competition men.

Most of the more experienced trials

riders of both passenger and solo machines
cruised up ICop on middle gear.

H. R. Davies (A.J.S.) went round the

track as if out for a record—and paid the

penalty. He was towed in with a bent
valve due to a cotter coming adrift.

It was very sporting of the competitors

to help -one another, but in a 140-mile

run there should have been no cause for

so much " tinkering."

Several competitors remarked that the

trial was the nearest approach to the

Scottish Six Days' event the A.C.U. has
ever done, inasmuch that there was an
absence of irritating tests and checks and
"interference."

In Wales.

A Neath (Glam.) reader sends a cutting
from the Western Mail whereon it is re-

ported that a Calvinistic Methodist meet-
ing at Porthcawl resolved to petition the

County Council to issue only six days'

licences to motorists. Incidentally, from
central Wales comes a report that the

roads between. Llandovey and Lampeter
and between Cardigan and Aberystwyth
are -practically useless for motoring.

EQUAL PERFORMANCE BUT NOT EQUAL AWARD. Stock Humbers in the A.C.U.

trial. The brothers Brandish rode sports models and were penalised because the standard

specification does not include a front stand. R. Grindlay (centre) rode the touring type solo,

and secured a special certificate of merit.
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Forming a great contrast to the old fashioned

sign posting, this guide post, erected by the

Ministry of Transport, is situated on the

main Birmingham and Stratford-on-Avon

Road at Robin Hood. The main arms

depict the class and number of the road.

Police Activity.
" It is reported that on two occasions,"

at least in the early part of the month,
a police trap has been worked in the ten

mile limit in Radlett on the main
London—St. Albans road.

Saturday's Big Trial.

Although not comparing with the so-

called " closed " '-' Victory " Trial in the
matter of entry figures, the open event
of the East 'Midland Centre A.C.U.,
to be run by the Leicester and District

M.C; on Saturday, has received excel-

lent support. There are eighty-one
solo, thirty-one sidecar, and ten three-

or four-wheeled cycle car competitors.

The International Six Days.

This year the International Six Days'
Trials start on Wednesday, August 2nd,

while the Sunday, August 6th, will be a

day of rest at Lugano. So far as the

actual regulations are concerned, these

are very much the same as in the English
Six Days, the effect of the F.I.CM. regu-

lations being to place ail Six Days' Trials

rules, no matter in what country, on prac-

tically the same basis. There will, of

course, be hill climbs and a kilometre

speed trial at the conclusion of the con-

test, in which the usual set speeds will

have to be maintained by the different

classes.
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CLUB NEWS.
Prestwkh and District M.C.C.

About forty new members were enrolled
at a very successful recruiting meeting on
February 22nd.

Leeds and District M.C.
Country headquarters have been fixed at

the Black Horse Hotel, Otley, and they
will be officially opened with a house
warning (supper and social evening) on
Monday next, at 7.30 p.m.

Coventry Triangle M.C.
At the annual general meeting, Mr. W.

Vice, 58, Argyll
: Street, Coventry, was

elected secretary, Mr. J. Peplow social
secretary, and Mr. J. Yardly chairman.
The annual subscription is 5s.

Coatbridge, Airdrie and District M.C.C.
Membership now stands at 60, but, ac-

cording to the secretary, Mr. W. A. Muir,
Carraaale House, Coatbridge, there' is
room for 600; all local motor cyclists are
invited to join.

Worcester and District M.C.C.
Among the many interesting events in

the 1922 summer programme are social
runs with definite objects in view, such
as visiting motor factories, etc., and
evening main-road trials for amateur
riders exclusively.

Keigate, Redhill and District M.C.C.

In conjunction with the Woolwich,
Plumstead and District Club, an opening
run was made from Green Street Green on
March 12th. Several freak hills were
visited before going to Wrotham, where
tea was taken at "The Bull."

Rugby M.C.

On the 12th inst. the club held a most
successful reliability trial over a sporting
course of 84 miles. There were only five

survivors, the winner being M. G. A.
Scally (4£ Humber). Victor Miller (4£
B.S.A.) was second.

Southport M.C.

The opening social run was held on the
12th inst. to Clitheroe, and was favoured
with ideal weather; upwards of thirty-five

members started. After lunch an im-
promptu hill cl.rnb was held on Pendle
Hill.

Blackpool and Fylde M.C>
At a "hot-pot" and smoker at the

Queen's Hydro, South Shore (the club's
headquarters), the sew president, Mr. E.
H. Altman, was introduced to the mem-
bers. Mr. Altman announced his inten-

tion of presenting a cup for the reliability

trial to be held on the 26th inst.

Surbiton M.C. >

On Saturday, April 1st, a one day reli-

ability trial will be held. for the Mellano
100-guinea Challenge Trophy. Entries

close on Saturday next.

On the evening of March 16th a suc-

cessful carnival dance was held at the
Vaudeville Club, Thames Ditton. The
opening run will take place this week-
end, the Talbot Hotel, Ripley, will be
the venue.

JjOTm@aiB 379

A group of Woolwich and Plumstead chit enthusiasts on the occasion ot the recent opening run.

It is manifest that interest in social runs will this year be as great as ever.

MeefcsEnfc Club Events.

Mar. 25
Mar. 25
Mar. 25
Mar. 25

Mar. 25

Mar. 26

Mar. 26
Mar. 26

Mar. 26
Mar. 26
Mar. 26

Mar. 26

Mar. 26

-Essex M.C. Hill-climb.
-Bristol. M.C. and L.C.C. Mystery Trial. -

-Coventry Triangle M.C. Paperchase.
-Worcester and District M.C.C. Evening
Main Road 'Reliability) Competition.

-Essex County and Southend A.C. Fuel
Economy Trial.

-Ipsicich and District M.C.C. Opening
Reliability Tour.

-Westmorland M.C.C. Social Run.
-Blackpool and Fylde M.C. Reliability

Trial.
-Brighton and Hore M.C.C. Hill-climb.

-Eccles and District M.C. Opening Run.
-Stalybridgeand District M.C. Reliability

Trial.
-Eccles and District M.C. Hidden Route
Competition.

-Coventry and District Works Motor
Association. Social Run to Henley-in-

Arden.

3 a B B B S B B B BB B B B B B B B B B B B B B H

Stalybridge and District M.C.

A short reliability trial in the Ashopton

—Glossop district will be held on the

26th inst. as an opening run. Members
should note that the secretary is now
Mr. T. W. Hamer, Hare and Hounds,

Mottram Road, Stalybridge.

Neath and District M.C.

The speed trials" which are being held

on Porthcawl Sands on Easter Monday
are open to all members of the S.W.

Wales A.C.U. Centre. All classes will be

catered for, and ladies may compete free

of charge. Entries close April 11th.

The hon. secretary is Mr. Haydn Evans,

9, Windsor Road, Neath.

West Kent M.C.

The club, will' meet at the Bull Hotel,

Chislehurst,. at 10.45 a.m. 'on the 26th

inst. for the purpose of holding a new
style of speed-judging contest. Members
are particularly requested to be present

themselves and to bring motor cyclist

friends with them. An important an-

nouncement will be made.

Redditch and District M.C.C.

An attractive programme has been ar-

ranged for the coming season, and
'
five

cups are being offered for competition

amongst the members, including the

B.S.A. and Terry Challenge Trophies.

The opening run is fixed for Saturday,

and will be a half-day reliability trial

under touring conditions.

Lewes and District M.C.C.

In glorious weather on the 12th inst.

the opening run to Godstone too!;

place. The party, numbering nearly
forty, were entertained to tea at \ e

Claytone Hotel by their president, the
Mayor of Lewes, Aid. C. Patrick, J.P.,

who journeyed there on his 2-i h.p. Royal
Enfield machine. The event was voted
one of the most enjoyable the club had
ever held.

Mexboro' and District M.C.C.

On March 9th the club held its first

whist drive and dance, which proved a
huge success, over 200 persons being
present. Great credit is due to the ladies

attached to the club for the catering
arrangements.
New members are joining each week,

and a good programme of sporting and
social events is being prepared. All

motorists in the district are invited to
join. The secretary is Mr. J. E. Major,
42, Temperance Street, Swinton.

Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.

The first trial of the year (for novices)

was to Richmond (Yorks) and back, and
of 37. entrants five were non-starters and
seven failed to finish. There were four

lady competitors—Mrs. Appleton and
Miss. Barker, both driving P. and M.
sidecars, Miss D. Sayles (Barnsley),

(Scott sc), and Mrs. F. W. Wood.
Result : 1st, Triumph Cup (held for

one year) and gold medal, H. Barker

(4 Triumph), error 52s. 2nd,- silver

medal, H. R. Humphries (Salmson car),

error 53s. _,

Manchester M.C.

A reliability trial was held in glorious

weather on the 12th inst. The start was
from the Nag's Head Hotel, Bucklow Hill,

and 103 competitors -were despatched at

half minute intervals over an interesting

course, the vicinity of the start being

crowded with spectators. Results : 1, B.

Duncan (3j Norton) ; 2, C. Stevenson
(Indian) ; 3, A. Allbone (4 Triumph).

Particulars of the next event, a reli-

ability trial for the Blake Challenge Cup,
to be run on April 2nd, may be obtained

from Mr. S. J. McCann, Beech Terrace,

Heaton Park.
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fpral
Manx M.C.C.

did not receive sufficient

climb, and in its place

competition was held.

with a 3£ h.p. Norton,
time, riding the two
against the wind in

The club

entries for its hill

an open friendly

J. S. Mylehreest
made the fastest

miles uphill and
2m. 9s.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

Taking advantage of the fact, that St.

Patrick's Day (last Friday) was a bank
holiday in Ireland, the club ran off the

first of its reliability trials. The course

selected for the event lay for the most
part in County Wicklow, the two chief

test pieces of the day being the ascent

of AnnaCreevy Hill, near1 Enniskerry,

and Eed Lane, leading from the seaboard
to the Calary plateau. The weather con-

ditions were extremely favourable, and
with most of the roads in good con-

dition the trial was deprived of a good
deal of its terrors. Out of a field of

thirty-two the following twenty com-
pleted the course : J. Browne (3^ Doug-
las), A. Carton (3£ Norton), F. O'Connor

(3i Douglas), H. Sinclair (8 Diatto), T:

Slevin (2£ Velocette), Ed. McGuire (8

Enfield sc), Eichard Murphy (4

Triumph), H. W Nesbitt (3£ Norton),
J. A. Carville (4^ B.S.A.), P. Grimes
(8 Ariel sc), J. Healy (4£ Ariel sc),

A. A. Wayte (3£ Sunbeam), G. A. Daly
(4 Triumph), R. Humphries (2£ Velo-
cette), L. McCullagh (3| Norton), T. E.

Green (3£ Douglas), D. Tyson (2|
A.J.S.), F. J. McMullen (6 Campion),
W. Burney (7.5 Deemster), and H. Mc-
AHster (2| A.J.S.).

«j*j*assKr3«--
'

' . -

.

IN THE "VICTORY" TRIAL. Not many
of the sidecars reached as far as W. E.

Bayhss's New Hudson outfit, which is

on one of the critical patches of Sandy Lane.

MARCH 2jrd, ig?2.

Reigate, Redhill and District M.C.C.

On Wednesday, April 5th, a paper-

chase will be held, entries (2s.) closing

on the previous Monday.

Barrow and District M.C.

The club is holding a reliability trial

on April 9th over a course including Con-
iston, Red Bank (down), Ambleside, Kirk-
stone Pass, Windermere, and Kendal.

'

Any local motorists who would act as

checkers or observers should communi-
cate with the Iron, secretary, Mr. W. B.

Wilson, 6, Brown St., Barrow-in-Furness.

Beds. Auto Club.

• The above club has recently been

formed with town headquarters at The
Fountain Hotel, Bedford, and country

headquarters at Hexton. A lengthy and
interesting programme of social events,

reliability and speed trials, has been
arranged. All interested should apply to

Mr. C. Whitworth, 11, St. Andrew's Road,
Bedford.

Herts M.C. and L.C.C.

An attractive programme has been

arranged for. 1922, and the membership
now totals about 115, and is steadily in-

creasing. The opening run, which will in-

corporate a distance-judging competition,

-has been arranged to start from head-

quarters at 3.30 p.m. on March 2Sth,

finishing at the same place. Tea, fol-

lowed by a lecture by Mr. C. F. Plowman
on "Mountain Climbing," will be taken,

at Little Gaddesden

OVERHEAD VALVE NORTONS AT LAST!
Mean Speed Records Broken at First Appearance.

R. N. Judd and the o.h.v. Norton machine,

on which he broke the international mile

record ; his mean speed was 8839 m.p.h.

for the two runs.

RECORD breaking in 1922 has been
opened.
Riding a new o.h.v. 3^ h.p. Norton

(70x100 mm. =490 cc), R. N. Judd
lowered the international mean speed

figures for the kilometre and mile on
March 15th. Over the kilometre in the

ordinary direction the time taken was
23.96 sees., and the time in the reverse

direction was 25.79 sees., the mean time
being 24.87 sees., equalling 89.92 m.p.h.

The two times for the mile were 39.48 sees,

and 41.98 sees, respectively, the mean
being 40.73 sees., equalling 88.39 m.p.h.

Judd's previous speed for the kilometre,

attained a year ago, was 86.37 m.p.h.,

while the speed of the last holder of the

international one mile record, E. B. Hal-

ford (3i o.h.v. Triumph), was 83.91

m.p.h.

Will One-way Records Fall?

Although the overhead valve Norton
has been something of an open secret for

quite a while past, this is its. first official

appearance in the public eye, and no
doubt, ere long, it will be a formidable

contestant in the lists for the kilometre

and mile British records. At present the

ultimate speed in the 500 c.c. class appears

to be G. Dance's 93.99 m.p.h. over the

flying kilometre with the 3£ h.p. Sun-

beam.

An experimental Norton racing engine or

490 c.c. with overhead valves, which made
its successful debut at Brooklands on

.

Wednesday of last week. This model is for

the track only, and is not available for the

market.
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A FLAT TWIN WITH ENGINE
GEAR UNIT.

The ChairvdrivenWooler Revived with many
)vements and Detail Refinements.Impro\

IN view of the recent revival of its manu-
facture, details concerning the new
model chain-driven 2-| h.p. Wooler are

of interest.

One of the latest innovations is the

fitting of a handle starter, which is applied

directly to the engine-shaft and enables

the engine to be pulled over compression

from the saddle. As small engines of the

flat twin type are usually easy starters,

one pull up is generally sufficient.

Another practical feature is a chamber
screwed on to the bottom of the crank

case for carrying the spare chain. It is

retained by a single bolt, the chain re-

Simplic ty is the kevnote of the 2| h•P.

Wooler. the metal-to-meta cone clutch in

the chain-driven model is shown with its

component parts.

posing in the
chamber be-
tween two thick
pieces of felt;

in this position

it remains un-
damaged and
cannot rattle.

Foot Control of

Change Speed.

Among the
peculiarities of
th« machine
may be men-
t i o n e d the
method of
changing gear

Features of the 2f h.p. Wooler engine. Note the handle starter, which is

an innovation, also the foot-controlled change speed gear. Oil is carried

up on the two transmission gear wheels and splashed into the trough
shown to the right of the clutch control cable, whence it is conducted to

the principal moving parts of the engine.

by means of the foot, which is quite easy
after a little practice.

The whole engine has been carefully
thought out from start to finish, and par-
ticular attention has been ,paid to the
lubrication. Oil is carried in a large sump
at the base of the engine, and is taken
up by means of gear wheels through a
trough, whence it is conducted to the main
bearings. The oil mist which escapes

through the crank case breather is carried

up into the frame tubes, trapped in the

horizontal and saddle tubes, and allowed
to drain from, the latter back into the

sump. This careful arrangement of the •

release, which is of the timed variety,
keeps the crank case perfectly clean, and
the whole system is most economical in oil

consumption.
Though the bulk of our experience has

been with the chain-driven Wooler, the
belt-driven model is also a very practical

mount, having a variable belt drive. It

is worth mentioning that the Dederich-
Wooler Eng. Co., Alperton. will sell this

attractive little mount at £65. The chain-

driven model, which is geared 5g, 8|, and
16 to 1, is priced at £78.

A MAGNETIC SPEEDOMETER.
Simplicity, Sturdiness, and Legibility of

O.S. Instrument.

Dial Features of the

TO be added to the list of those speedo-
meters which work on the magnetic
principle is -the O.S., an instrument

of French manufacture, and popular

One of the good
features of the

O.S. speedometer
is the legibility of

the dial.

among car owners before the war, but
hitherto practically unknown .to motor
cyclists.

The outer casing is a die casting

enamelled black, the rifh which secures

the glass only being plated. This rim
is attached to the instrument by means
of screws, is rendered dustproof by a

rubber ring, and can easily be removed
in the unlikely event of such a procedure
being necessary.

A Circular Magnet.

A circular magnet embedded in an alu-

minium cup is driven by flexible shafting
from one or other of the motor cycle

wheels. Immediately above it is an alu-

minium disc to which the spindle carry-

ing ' the needle is attached. On the cup
carrying the magnet being rotated, the
eddy currents set up tend to carry round
in the same direction the disc to which
the needle spindle is attached. The
system renders the instrument very sen-

sitive and the reading of the hand quite
steady.
On the outer edge of the cup carrying

the magnet a screw thread is cut which
meshes with the worm wheel driving the
distance-recording mechanism.
There are dog couplings at either end

of the flexible cable, and the small driven
wheel is of fibre, consequently silent run-

ning is assured. The O.S. speedometer
is sold by Messrs. Ripaults, 1, King's
Road, St. Pancras, London, N.W.I.

HgEDLt SPHJDLE:

ODOMETEB.

aUMimOHDBC
iOTRCHED TO HEECtE

MftOuT

"WOEMDBIVIMG
MIIEAgE EEOEDEQ

Interior mechanism of the speedometer.
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SALES BY SIDECAR.
How a 1914 Outfit with Special Tradesman Carrier Box aids a Vendor of eX'W.D. Goods.

MANY uses are made of the sidecar out-

fit as a business vehicle, and it is

by no means surprising that its

sphere should how include the door-to-

door selling of the multitudinous surplus

Government clothing, etc., at present on
the market. Illustrated is the 1914 Match-
less sidecar used by the Government
Surplus Stores Co., Brighton Road, Croy-

don, regarding which the proprietor, Mr.
Jupp, gives us some interesting particulars.

Covering about fifty miles per day, the

outfit has been in use for two years with-

out the slightest mechanical trouble.

During week-ends an ordinary sidecar is

substituted to provide transport for the

owner's family.

Several features of the huge box carrier

itself are not uninteresting. Its capacity

is fairly obvious from the photographs, the

floor dimensions being 6ft. by 2ft. If

required, the box portion, which is made
of three-ply on an angle iron frame, may
be removed and the"" platform only used.

The front compartment is generally used
for small parcels and samples, while that

in the rear carries goods in bulk for sup-

plying village shops. One of the photo-

graphs shows the outfit laid out as a
retail " shop."

Operating in the hilliest districts of

Kent, the average petrol consumption
works out at 48 m.p.g., the normal run-

ning speed being 30 m.p.h.
Mr. Jupp. who has registered the design,

has found the carrier much preferable to

the cheapest car on the following counts

:

Lower fuel consumption,
Less running costs,

Greater speed,

Greater mobility, and
Less garaging difficulties.

A Matchless sidecarrier

owned by an enterprising

Croydon dealer who can-

vasses the villages with

surplus Government articles.

IRISH OLYMPIC GAMES.
Two Road Reces to be held under Government Auspices in Phcenix Park.

Tlli prompters of the Irish Olympic
Games, which are to be held in

Dublin in August next, have decided

to include in the programme, of events a

course of motor cycle races, and have secuied

the co-operation of the Southern Centre of

the Motor Cycle Union in the running of

the events. As the games are being held

uuder the auspices of the Government,
there will be 110 difficulty in securing per-

mission to close the roads, both for the

races and the preliminary practising. The
committee of the games has accepted the

suggestion of the Union that the races

should be held in Phoenix Park, where a
circuit of nearly five miles is available.

The proximity of the park to Dublin, and
the excellent condition of its roads, should
make the venue a particularly suitable

one.

It is proposed to hold two races—one of

twenty-five miles, with separate classes

for 250 c.c. and 350 c.c. machines, and
one of fifty miles for 500 c.c. machines.
The races will be open to any person of

Irish birth, and as quite a number of

well-known figures in the English com-
petitive world can claim "that distinc-

tion, we have no doubt there will be a
good many entries for the races from this

side of the Channel.
Meantime, it may be added that the

proposal to hold light car and motor cycle

races in the South of Ireland, a suggestion

which was urged on the Royal Irish

Automobile Club by the trade, seems at

the moment to hang fire, and the general

impression is that the events are not likely

to take place. On the other hand, the

trade in the North of Ireland have made
considerable progress with the light car

and cycle races which they propose to

hold on June 17th. " A. circuit of fifteen

miles has-been selected in Co. Antrim for'

the events. It does not seem to commend
itself to those interested in light cars, but
is regarded as not unsuitable for motor
cycle racing.

FUEL CONSUMPTION TESTS.

MR, H. S. B. BOOTH, whose proposed
private fuel cousumption test has
aroused such a storm of controversy,

now replies to the A.C.U.'s statement of

its position as outlined by Mr. Lough-
borough on page 314 of The Motor Cycle.

He writes :

"I fear the A.C.U. has in some respects
forgotten its r'aison d'etre, and does not

fully appreciate what the motor cycling
public desire. If the A.C.U. does give
authentic information, (which Mr. Lough-
borough says is desirable), why did it

not reply to the leader in The Motor Cycle
of September 8th last when the published
results of the A.C.U. Six Days' Trials

(petrol and oil consumption tests) were
described as ' Artificial in the extreme.

. . . Competitors free-wheel clown

hills. . . . The figures for lubricating

oil are in some cases unbelievable.'

"'No criticism of a test could be more
severe than that quoted above, and until

the 'man in the street' feels convinced
that he can get information that is*

authentic he will hold his private trials.

" My test will take place on April 29th."
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A selection ot questions ot general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle "
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply.
Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-
taining Ieg-1 questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner ot the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.
ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing li 2d. stamp), and will be dea t
with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality.

VALVE OPERATION.
Has the usual method ot operat-

~^Z\ ing poppet valves by cams alwarys

> been used? If some other method
-^J was used at any time, why was

it discontinued?—C.D.C.
Some form of cam mechanism has been
used in the case of all motor cycle engines
having poppet valves, although, of

course, the cams may take widely different

forms. For example, the early single-

cylinder Motosacoche engines had a

system of valve operation by means of a
slipper running in a special track
machined in the face of the flywheel.

Probably manufacturing costs accounted
for the discontinuance of this type.

BURNT-IN PISTON RINGS.

With a Binks carburetter on
^Tj a 1920 Triumph two-stroke I

> average 125 m.p.g. The machine
-1-1 runs well, except that I get the

piston rings stuck up. When I
first decarbonised after 1,000 miles I

found the two top rings stuck fast on
the exhaust side, the same thing hap-
pened at the end of the next 8u0, the
next time after only 460. Up to that

time I had been using heavy oil, mix-
ing according to instructions (four

measures of oil to one gallon of petrol,

which works out at two-third pints to

one gallon, or 1 in 12). I was advised
by a motor cyclist having a Royal En-
field two-stroke to try another brand
of rather lighter body. I have just
completed 620 miles on this oil, and
find that two top rings are stuck fast-

again on the exhaust side. The rings

are a good fit both in the grooves and
the cylinder. Would you advise a
different brand of oil or, say, a smaller
quantity of this, as I find a good deal
of oil deposited in the silencer pipe.

I do not overdrive, and very seldom
exceed 20 m.p.h—B'.C.M.

Tfie trouble you describe is common to

many forms of two-stroke engines, and
it is unlikely that any difference will be
made by changing the brand of oil ; a
slightly smaller quantity of oil might
improve matters to a certain degree, and
it might be as well to increase the ver-
tical clearance of the rings a little. As
your rings appear to get stuck up rather
more frequently than should be the case,
you will be well advised to apply to the
manufacturersj as they may be able to
supply a set of lings having greater
clearances than those fitted.

important H>ates.

Sat., Mar. 25th—East Midland
Centre A.C.U. Open Reliability
Trial.

Sat., Mar. 25th, to Sun., April 9th—
Tour de France.

Fri., Mar. 31st, to Thur., April 6th

—

Amsterdam Show.
Sat., April 1st—Western Centre
A.C.U.—Open Rellabllltv Trial.

Sat., April 8th—B.M.C.R.C, Mem-
bers' Meeting at Brooklands.

Frl., April 14th, and Sat., April 15th.—
M.C.C. London-Land's End Run.

Sat., April 22nd—N.-Eastern Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., April 29th—S. Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Hill-climb.

Sun., April 30th, to Sun., May 7th—
Paris-Pyrenees Trial.

Mon., May 1st, to Sat., Mav6th—Scot-
tish Six Days Reliability Trials.

Sat., May 6th—B.M.C.R.C. Members'
Meeting at Brooklands.

Sat., May 13th-I\orthern Centre A.C.U.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., May 20th—S.-Western Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Tues., May 30th—Junior Tourist
Trophy Race.

Thurs., June 1st—SeniorTourist Tro-
phy Kace.

Fri., June 2nd. and Sat., June 3rd

—

M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.
Mon., June 5th, to Sat., June 10th

—

Royal Scottish A.C. Light Car Trial.

Sat., June 10th—B.M.C.R.C. Open
Meeting at Brooklands.

Sat., June 17th—Yorkshire Centre
A.C.U. Open " Colonial Trial."

Sat., June 17th—Ealing and Dlst.
M.C.C. 200 mile sidecar race,
Brooklands.

Frl., June 23rd, and Sat., June 24th—
Irish twenty-four hour Open Relia-
bility Trial.

Sat., June 24th—Midland Centre
A.C.U Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., Julv 1st—East S. Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials.

Wed., July 5th—Eastern Centre A.C.U.
Open Speed Trials.

Wed., July 12th—French Grand Prix.

Sun., July 23rd—Belgian Grand Prix.

Frl., July 28th, to Mon., July 30th

—

Anglo-Dutch Trial in Holland.
Thurs., Aug. 3rd, to Wed., Aug. 9th—
International Six Days Trials.

Sat., Aug. 5th, and Mon., Aug. 7th

—

Irish Two-day Open Reliability
Trial.

Mon., Aug. 7th—West S. Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials at
Pendine.

Sat., Aug. 12th—North Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Mon., Aug. 21st, to Sat., Aug. 26th

—

A.C.U. Six Days Trials.
Sat., Sept. 23rd—500 Mile Race at
Brooklands.

AN UNUSUAL CONNECTING ROD.
The " connecting rod big end of

^T] my 2^ h.p. four-stroke engine is L
> shaped, i.e., the big end bearing is

-I-l off set from the connecting rod
centre line. In which way should

the rod be assembled in relation to the
direction of rotation, and what would be
the result if it went the reverse direc-

tion ? Would it affect the balance of the
engine?—T.R.

A connecting rod of the type you describe
is very unusual in a single-cylinder engine,
though it is not uncommon in V twins,
where it is used to avoid the forked rods
fouling. It should make practically no
difference which way the rod is erected,
since it is merely a means of connecting
the gudgeon pin and crank pin, the rela-

tive positions between which cannot be
altered by the shape of the rod. ;

FITTING MAGNETO CUT OUT.
Can I tap the low-tension current

— I of my Bosch magneto in order to

> fit a cut-out switch by fitting an
-S-J insulated bolt in the centre of the

contact breaker cover, and arrang-
ing thereon a spring blade to make con-
tact with the contact breaker centre
screw? There is a hole in the contact
breaker cam ring, but I cannot make out
what it is for?—A.H.C.

The device you suggest would be quite
satisfactory. The hole you mention was
probably used at one time for the same
purpose, a pin passing through an insu-

lated bush in this hole, with an L shaped
spring leading to the nut forming the low-
tension contact to which the switch wire
would be connected.

TIMING A.I.V. TWIN.

How should my Rex be timed ?

_ I It is an old machine of 6 h.p. with

> automatic inlet valves, and what I
-i-l should like to know is how to set

the cams, as they are separate.

When I get one exhaust valve full open
where should the other one be?—J.R.C.

Set the timing of both your cylinders

separately. The exhaust valve should

close when the piston is on top dead
centre. If this is set correctly for the real-

cylinder, the crankshaft should then be
turned a complete revolution, and a part

of a revolution more until the front cylin-

der is at the top of its stroke. The
exhaust valve in this cylinder should then

be just closing.
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Time limit for police summons.
I have received a summons for

driving a motor cycle without a
registration licence four months

-ago. Is this summons in order,
as I am under the impression

that if notice is not given within
twenty-one days from the alleged occur-

,
rence it is invalid?—8.D.

The summons may be issued any time
after the infringement of the law to which
it refers.

REPAIRER'S RESPONSIBILITY FOR
DAMAGED ENGINE.
Recently I had the misfortune

to break the gears of my cycle
car, which I left at a garage for
repairs. Learning that the
machine was ready, I went for

it, but on arrival found that in trying
the engine to test the job one of the
cylinders had blown clean off, also
smashing the piston and bending the
connecting rod. The garage people state i

that they cannot accept any liability
for the damage, and maintain that the
cylinder had previously been welded,
of which I have no knowledge. They
propose to charge me for the cost of
the new parts, and I should be glad if

you would inform me if I have any legal
redress.—F.M.

If you can show by means of expert evi^
dence that the damage which was done
at the garage was due to the negligent
way in which the repairers were carrying
out the work, then you can insist upon
such damage being made good free of
charge. In a case like the one you de-
scribe, however, it might be argued that
a cylinder may blow off at any time, for
although it is unusual, it nevertheless
does happen at unforeseen times.

iSfigjPLB

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions published

under this heading should be addressed
c/o The Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E-CA, when they will be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned.

"C.H.S." (Finchley).—3 h.p. N.U.T.
Speed on hills, etc. ; stability.

"A.R." (Manchester).—4i h.p. Quad-
rant sidecar: Consumption, etc., and
ground clearance.

"R.F.B." (Wymondham). — 2| h.p.
Raleigh : Power, speed, most suitable car-
buretter for sports model.
"W.H.J." (Market Draytqn).—2| h.p.

chain - drive New Imperial, 2| h.p.
Diamond-Jap, and Raleigh.

"J.C.C." (India).—5-6 h.p. Raleigh and
8 h.p. Excelsior-Blackburne sidecars.

"W.B.-S." (Lancaster).—Scott Sociable
in rough, hilly country; front wheel drag
on hills.

"N.C.D." (Richmond). — Bleriot-
Whippet belt-driven model.
"W.F.Y." (Holytown).—8 h.p. Rex-

Acme sidecar, Model G.
"H.R.T." (Bristol).—2| h.p. two-speed

Excelsior-Jap.

"J.D.M." (Edinburgh).—4-5 h.p. New
Hudson sidecar.

"C. LaC." (Streatham).—2-J h.p. Royal
Enfield : Suitability for pillion riding.
"C.H.G.G." (Battersea).—Suitable free-

engine clutch for J.E.S.

(1 26

"K.W.F." (Walsall).—2| h.p. three-

speed Raleigh, 2| h.p. three-speed Excel-
sior-Blackburne, and 21 h.p. New
Imperial.

"C.S.B." (Leicester).—21 h.p. Coul-
son-B.
"T.R.H." (Brixton). — Indian, 1916

speed model. Single gear Norton with or
without Philipson pulley.

" N.J." (Willington).—P. and M. reno-
vated W.D. model with sidecar.

" J.W.H." (Bakewell).—Starting tips for

1919-20 4i h.p. B.S.A.
"W.F.T." (Morpeth).—21 or 3 h.p.

Raleigh.

"A.B.C." (Cheshire).—Any folding side-

car on 21 h.p. machine.
"R.C.C." (Berkeley).—Hints on over-

hauling and maintenance of 3^ h.p. 1914
Sunbeam engine gears and clutch.

"J.J.J :
" (Shotley - Bridge). — Motor-

assisted bicycles.

"G.T.G." (Cheltenham).—8 h.p. L.S.D.
" A.L." (Brighton).—Philipson pulley oft

21 h.p. O.K.
"D.R.". (Tollington Park).—4£ h.p.

Quadrant sidecar.

"Jeb" (Stockton-on-Tees). — W.S.R.
adapter on 21 h.p. Douglas ; or other Amac
carburetter.

"A.H.S."- (Tonbridge).—21 h.p (Model
Bl) A.J.S. or 2| h.p. sports Velocette.

" Sttnbeasi " (Bristol).—Johnson's Wax
on Sunbeam tank : Effect on gold lining.

Also Sparxekas. -

"S.J..P." (Cambridge).—L.S.D. three-

wheeler.

"Precision" (Worcester). — Highest
speeds obtained with Precision two-stroke :

Gear ratio used and plug.

READERS' REPLIES.
GEAR RATIOS FOR INVALID TRICYCLES.

A reader, " R.F.G." (Weymouth), points
out that the Auto-Wheel camshaft only
runs at quarter engine speed, therefore the
actual ratio is 10 to 1, and the ratio in

relation to a 26in. wheel is about 12^ to 1,

or double the figure given on p. 319 of
our issue of March 9th.

MOTOR CYCLES AND NERVES.
With reference to "H.S." and Mr. S. R.

Giddings' letters on the above subject,
I should like to state my experiences and
ask your readers' opinion. I have pos-
sessed nine motor cycles since leaving the
Army from 21 h.p. to 8 h.p., all solo.

These I could drive at their top speed
without feeling any ill-effects, but on
attempting to drive with a sidecar
attached (I have made three attempts

—

4-| h.p. B.S.A., 6 h.p. Rex, and 3i h.p.
Premier) I have crashed every time, as I
shoot off to the right after about the first

twenty yards. This may be explained by
the fact that I still carry a small portion
of Krupps' output in my head ; but I have
done 50 m.p.h. solo, so pourquqil—
Not Yet Beaten.

difficulties with a " two-stroke.''
In my opinion it is not the carburetter

that is the cause of the "popping back,"
etc., but the magneto. If "H.L.L." will
closely examine this unit he will find that
the loose fibre roller has become worn (due
to coming into constant contact with the
spring) to such an extent that the spring
catches the roller and hinders it on its
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course. I have experienced the same
trouble with a similar machine, which
absolutely refused to run easily, but on
engaging bottom gear would pick up.
The reason for this was when going
slowly on top the spring would catch the
roller, causing misfiring, but on engaging
bottom gear and increasing the revs, the
roller would force its way. With regard
to "|I.L.L." using a 34 jet, this also
accounts for the consumption. I use a 27
with excellent results.

—

Owen E. Jones.

Successful Small Two-stroke.

In the Colmore Cup Trial, the 2! h.p.

Allon sidecar, driven by L- E. Clulee,. was
the only two-stroke passenger machine of

its power to gain an award.

A British Win in Spain.

At a recent hill -climb near Madrid a

Gradua-geared Zenith-Bradshaw is re-

ported as winner in the 500-600 c.c. class-

at 84 km.p.h. (approx. 52 m.p.h.).

Long Connection Severed.

The position of managing director of

F.N. (England), Lt<5., has been relin-

quished by Mr. A. E. Gelder ; he held the

post before the war, and resumed it imme-
diately after the Armistice.

For Home-made Screens and Hoods.

Celluloid sheet, in any size up to

56in. x24in., is supplied by Coupe Wind-
screens, 28, Middle Street, Portsmouth, at

3s. per square foot. The same concern
also markets waterproof twill at 12s. 6d.

per yard (72in. wide), and cloth-to-cloth

press-studs with celluloid tops at Is. lOd.

per dozen.

Catalogues Received.

The Firestone Tyre and Rubber Co.,

Ltd., 216, Tottenham Court Road, Lon-
don, . W.l. : A folder giving the latest

prices of Firestone motor cycle tyres.

Firestone prices have been considerably
reduced.
Massey-Arran Motor Co., Ltd., Bordes-

ley Street, Birmingham : The models
described are the popular Blackburne, B.,

the Brooklands sports J.A. P., the Brook :

lands, sports Blackburne, and the T.T.
type with . overhead valve Blackburne
engine. All are of 2f h.p.

Leicester Rubber Co., Ltd., Post Office

Place, Leicester : Catalogue of John Bull
motor cycle tyres, belts and such acces-
sories as belt punches, knee grips, tubing

;

for acetylene lamps, footrest rubbers,
,

rubber handle-bar grips,-- horn bulbs,
repair outfits, and motor cycle clothing.
Whitley Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

Charterhouse Mills, London Road, Coven-
try: "A folder "giving particulars of
Whitley sidecars and accessories, includ-
ing a luggage carrier, pedal clutch control
for Sturmey-Archer gear boxes, and
chain adjuster for use with the same
component.
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SEAMS ARE
CEMENTED, DOUBLE
STftlPED, RUBBERIZED,

PROTECTED AND SEWN

5»

A REAL WATERPROOF SUIT AT LAST

THE "AQUAMAC
Patent No. 173993/21. Guaranteed for 3 Years. Trade Mark no. 4x3317.

INVENTED—PATENTED—MANUFACTURED
by a Motor Cyclist, who knows by actual experience what is required
by riders who have to -ia.ee all elements. THE ONLY Waterproof
Motor. Suit with TRIPLE FLY FRONTS. Flv Side Scams with
PNEUMATIC FITMENTS and many other novel, useful, distinguishing
advantages over and above ANY suit ever yet sold. - Untearable large
pockets, Vith "right through " opening to all pockets of your
ordinary attire.

Torrential downpou

on the f^\
"AQUAMAC" "=^r
is like pouring water

on a

duck's back.

Torrential downpou

on the

"AQUAMAC"
^ is like pouring water

duck's ta^k

SEND NO MONEY

Just a few pul's at the side seams,

as illustration. |*F"

JusVwrite for descriptive Catalogue and Pattern;
at once. Order Book filling rapidly.

This Suit can be inspected at the Showrooms of our LONDON AGENTS
OTHER AGENTS NOW BEING APPOINTED.

Special Terms for Traders, Factors, and Trade Riders.
Die Aquamac Suit -ts exclusively the invention of the actual Manufacturer-

THE EXPRESS MANFG. CO. (M/C), LTD.
Manufacturing Waterproof Motor Clothing Experts,

AQUAMAC WORKS,
431-7, ROCHDALE ROAD, MANCHESTER.

Sole London Agents. Traders and Retail.

TL. Q'FPVTr'F' r, °MPANY I TO 289-293 high holborn,ine OEKVILL ^LONDON, L, 1 1J., LONDON W.0.1
The Motor Cycle Specialists.

ABSOLUTELY
IMPERVIOUS TO
THE HEAVIEST
DOWNPOUR OK GALE

Trousers fall to the ground clear

of the boots, as above.

In these hard times you've
no money to waste—

—

You must buy keenly and carefully. That
new motor cycle must be low priced, cheap

to run — its depreciation figure must be

low, its efficiency high. It must be

simple and sure, and good for

three hundred and sixty-five

days' running per year for

a good many years.

In fact

it must he an

(FXEGA

A FEW
OMEGA VALUES.

1 h.p. Two Stroke, Single
speed = = . -£39 10

Ditto, with Duplex Frame,
2=speed Clutch,
Kick=starter

2 J J.A. P. Engine, with
2=speed Clutch,
Kick=starter =

2} J.A.P. Sports Model,
3=specd Clutch, c _ 1A A
Kick=starter = I/O 1U U
5/6 J.A.P.Twin Sports Model,
3=speed Clutch, ,,.»(, nA
Kick=starter = IliU UU

£69 10

£66

W. J. GREEN, LTD.,
Omega Works,
CO V ENTRY.

London : Bart!elts, S3 Gt. Portland St.

Birmingham : Coughs, 1 83a Broad St.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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(^BU^ETTEI^

NEVER FALTERS !

A FURTHER PROOF OF ITS

CONSISTENT EFFICIENCY
IS PROVIDED IN THE RESULTS OF T-HE

COLMORE CUP
RELIABILITY TRIAL HELD ON 22nd FEBRUARY. 1922

IN THIS TRIAL 214 COMPETITORS TOOK PART, 30 RIDING
MACHINES FITTED WITH COX "AmOS" GAINING 24. AWARDS.
THE COX "ATMOS" WAS USED ON THE FOLLOWING MAKES
OF MACHINES :—

Ariel, A.J.S., B.S.A., Coventry-Victor, Douglas, James, Levis, Morgan,
New Hudson, New Imperial, Norton, O.K.-Junior and Rhode Lightcar.

THE CALTHORPE 100 GUINEAS TROPHY and GOLD MEDAL
won by Mr. R. E. Pugb on a 2£h.p. Levis fitted with Cox "Atmos," for best performance on a machine under 250c .c.

THE P. J. EVANS CYCLECAR TROPHY and GOLD MEDAL
won by Mr. P. Yates on a 10 h.p. New Hudson fitted with Cox "Atmos," for best performance on a cyclecar.

STAR CLIMB OF BUSHCOMBE HILL (only8 competitors made dear, ascents.)

Mr. N. Hall, on a 2f h.p. O.K -Junior and sidecar fitted with a Cox " Atmos," made not only a clean ascent, but tha
most remarkable climb of the day. The carburetter used has been in constant use for upwards of two jears.

COX CARBURETTERS, Ltd.,
Lower Essex St.,

Birmingham.
IT WILL BE WORTH YOUR
WHILETO KNOW THE COX "ATMOS."

ALBION LIGHTWEIGHT
COUNTERSHAFT GEARS.

Three Speed with Clutch and Kick Starter.
Two Speed with Clutch and Kick Starter.

Two Speed, Plain Box.

SPECIFY ON YOUR NEW MACHINE, OR IF

YOU WISH TO CONVERT YOUR PRESENT
ONE SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

ALBION ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
UPPER HIGHGATE STREET, BIRMINGHAM,

London Stockists: H. Taylor & Co., Ltd., Store St., W.l.

SPEEMOTOR OILS
HIGH GRADE

AND
UNEXCELLED
FOR CYCLES,
John S. Morris& Son (Oils), Ltd., Cross Lane Oil Works, Manchester

g^Msftt

Fully guaranteed.
Ask your agent
for prices

EIC MAGNETOS Mi
Sampson Rd North,

BIRMINGHAM.
West ofBaglandServiceDepot

W- B CO reAM
14/1 \Kc\i*na St. Bristol

MAGNETOS
^*--^&

ft

Model 42 (as illustrated'—-Black finish. Nlckel-piated
bezel. Indicates speeds tn 60 miles per hour. Total
mileage counter to 10,000 and repeats. Quickly
reset trip-counter.

Price £5 5 O (or without trip, model JO) £5 15 O
Back wheel drive for

Triumph, 5s. extra.
Back wheel drive for
Indian or Hariey-David-
£on, lOs. extra.

Manufac urcdhn
NORTH & EONS,
Ltd., WATFORD, &
U,Sbho ?q.,Jjondon,W.l

SPEEDOMETERS for Mot'

Cyc'.ea

ci6 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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REGISTERED.

| IM P O R TAN T I
1 ANNOUNCEMENT I

I
PAY TAXI FARES
EQUIP YOUR COMBINATION

FOR ANY WEATHER.
= To-day " Eastings " represent the maximum
= efficiency in protection from Wind, Rain,

= Dust, Cold or Broken Glass.
- The more acute the weather conditions,
= the more its perfect protection is appre-
= ciated. Judge your sidecar by the comfort

= "
it gives, know more about passenger com-

r= fort—ask your dealer for full details or

S write for latest list.

1 DPnilPFn ROYAL - -£500= K.E,L»»JV^i-» STANDARD - £318

I PRICES BABY - £3

SPECIAL NOTE—Complete sets of Royal jitlinas

for converting " Standard " models to " Royal,"

giving simplified adjustment to any position—and
quick, easy entry or exit, price 45/-.

New Celluloids can be fitted and returned in three

days. Royal and Standard 20/-, Babv 16/-.

Trade

EASTING WINDSCREENS LTD.,
132, STEELHOUSE LANE, BIRMINGHAM.

a a a
London Office & Service Depot

24, FINSBURY SQUARE, LONDON, E.C.2
Telethons Clerkenwsll igo(.

WHOLESALE UTOCKCSTS: AUSTRALIA—J. J. Wilkios & Son 3 ,

596. George St., Sydney, IRELAND—C. ET Jacob, 18, Great
BiUnswick St.. Dublin. SCOTLAND—Of all factors,
f^ole Manufacturing Rights in U.S.A.: Messrs. Sbillan, Beck &
Co., Inc., 68-72, East lSlst St., New York.

| REDUCTION IN PRICE |
OF THE FAMOUS

j|

CAMEO
I -WINDSCREEN- =

NEW PRICES.
Screen only

With Side Valance

Side Panels, as illustrated, ea.

Front Apron

£2 10

£2 15

7 6

£1

The side panels are adaptable to all Cameo
-Screens, and can be supplied separately.

= TO USERS.

Order at once,
and avoid dis-
appointment for
the holiday.

TO GARAGES. =
II your stock is =
low, send an order —
to-day. There will =
be a big demand =:
for Easter. —

©Hard, Westcombe
& CO., LTD.,

46-47, Groat Charles Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

mit

= LOOK AFTER HER COMFORT. =

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." cio.
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Sports Model J Combination.

This model has been introduced to

meet the growing demand for a

sporting s/c machine. The Sidecar

is readily detachable so that

machine can be used Solo when
desired . . .

.

. £160

Model H, Spring Frame . . £170

Family 2-seater s/c . . £175

or £52 down, the balance in 12

monthly instalments of £10 16s. 8d.

Over 50 Guaranteed S/H Machines

in Stock

Your present Machine in part exchange,

NEW 1922 MODELS.
A.J.S., 2J h.p., 3-speed, bports or

Touring «» °

A.J.S., 7 h.p., Com *175

Allon, 2j h.p., 2-speed and k.-s. ... £60

Ariel, 3* h.p., 3-speed, Sports £87 10

Brough Superior, all models, from . . £125

B.S.A., 4} h.p., all chain £110

B.S.A., 4i h.p., Com. £1« °

B.S.A., 6-7 h.p., Com *tM

Calthorpe, =5 h.p., si-stroke £36

Calthorpe, i§ h.p. Jap, 2-speed .... £65

Douglas, 2| h.p., 2-speed £'5

Humber, 4i h.p., Sports S1°»

Levis, 2J h.p., single speed £48

Levis, 25 h.p., 2-speed, clutch and k.-s. £68 0.

Newlmperial,22h.p.,3-speed,allchain £73

Triumph, 4 h.p., 3-speed £105

Norton, 3J h.p., 3-speed, Sports £115

O.K., all models, 38 gns.—92 gns.

Rudge, 3;. h.p. multi £77

Zenith Bradshaw £113

Morgans, all models, from £150

Over 50 new models actually in stock.

Easy payments from 4 per cent.

©UNELl
500 c.c. Interchangeable Wheel

Combination.

The Ideal Family Outfit. In its

road performance it resembles a
5/6 H.P. Twin. On hills the
Dunelt pulls where' the, majority
of 4-stroke singles would knock and
konk out. Complete with spare
wheel £113 8s.

or £30 down and 12 monthly in-

stalments of £7 6s. lOd.

Overhauls and Repairs by Motorcycle
Experts.

Commercial Publicity,

TESTED— PROVED—TRUSTED

For 1922 T.T. RACES.
SHOWELL'S ROTARY PUMP

has been selected by some of the leading firms and has

solved the problem of automatic lubrication for this

VITAL TEST.

SHOWELLS ROTARY PUMP is good enough for them

"E S S
"

fifi wllat about

FITTINGS g&m YOU?
ARE

ECONOMICAL

SIMPLE

SAFE.

Doing
Duty
in the
T.T. Races.

Pump only

11/6
each.

Conversion
Sets for
"Best "Lu-
bricators,

16/6
each.

WHY PAY
MORE.?

Conversion sets

for all machines.

SEND FOR FREE DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.

EDWIN SHOWELL & SONS, Ltd.,
.. E .s .s.„ 14, NEW STREET, W0EKS:
fittings. BIRMINGHAM. shrchley.

38 and 75 GUINEAS.

WHY PAY
these amounts for a machine,

WHEN YOU CAN BUY AN

INDIAN PRINCE
MOTOR CYCLE

for 42 GNS.

SILVER PRINCE
for 46 GNS.,

which are acknowledged to be the FINEST VALUE IN THE WORLD,
and FINISH is up to any 100 GUINEA Model SHOWN at

OLYMPIA. SEND direct to US for LISTS if no LIVE agent in

your district. ALWAYS insist upon having SPECIFICATION before

BUYING and SEE THAT EVERYTHING CORRESPONDS.

MANUFACTURERS

:

TRYUS CYCLE CO.,
Johnstone Street, Birchfields, BIRMINGHAM.

In answering these, advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bat.

BAT-J.A.P. 6h.p. Combination, countershaft, all

chain, fully equipped; slump price, £55.-179,
[atfield Rd\, St. Albans. [4895

BAT-J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination, new Magdjno,
oversize tyres, spare wheel; 56165. — Ednaville,

'ark Rd., Farnborough, Hants. [5175

| h.p. Sporting Bat^Jap, very fa3t, perfect, photo;
t nearest £35; exchange machine with. gear?.—Wil-
iams, 17, Glanmor Crescent, Swansea. [4750

j
Q20 Bat, 8 h.p., spring frame, Sunbeam sidecar,

Lt/. Punlops, unpunctured, negligible mileage, prac-

caUy unscratched; £102, offers.—" Mendip," Queen's
td.; Cheltenham. [5441

BAT 1921 8h.p. Combination, with: spare wheel,
first-class order; £110; exchanges.—N'ewnham

Totor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Rhone :

[ammersmith 80. [3894

Beardmore;
I Q21 Beardmore, spring frame, guaranteed perfect
Lt/ and unscratched; £68, or offers.—Culpan,
Lentonville," Castle St., Cambridge. [4625

BEARDMORE-PRECISION.-1922 models tor im-
mediate delivery. Cash, exchange, or deferred

-aymenta.—Kays. 8, Bond St., Ealing, [7227

BEARDMORE-PRECISION Combination 3i/
2h.p.

1921, spring frame, electric lighting, excellent

nidi t ion and appearance; £80.—Chirney's Garage,
larpenden. _ [4651

I Q22 Beardmore-Precision 3h.p., brand new, now
i-*7 reduced to £65; lightweight 3h.p. sidecar com-
pination, £85; easy payments only 4,% extra.—Premier
fotor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [8962

Blackburne.
I Q20 4h.p. Blackburne Combination, in excellent
L*7 condition, and as new; £85.—Sibley's Garage.
[attack, Somerset. - [4918

BLACKBURNE-HOSKISON, August, 1921, 4h.p.,

2-speed, hand clutch, kick starter, electric light-

og set (accumulator), tyres as new, tax paid. Any
rial. Owner giving up for health reasons. What

lifers.—Dobson, 55, Marchraont Rd., Edinburgh. [4978

Dli.p. Blackburne, August 1919, Middleton spring
3 wheel, touring sidecar 1921, windscreen, Cox
itmos, Tan-sad, D.A. lighting, speedometer, etc.; fax
•aid; stiff test gladly; £90 or exchange solo A.B.C.,
tc. 'Phone: Hampstead 8142, or p.c, for details.—
:. Buckland Crescent, Swiss Cottage, N.W.3. [5730

\ Spare Parts:

BLACKBURNE Engines—All spares in stock; de-
livery on receipt of order.—D.R. Engineering Co.,

'.td., Dunfermline. . [5862

Bradbury.

Ih.p. Bradbury, 1921; £65.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, London. [5856

BRADBURY, 1920, 4VSh.p., 3-speed, K.S., all on,

perfect "condition; £75.—Ingle, Hilton, Hunts.
[5368

BRADBURY 3y2h.p., 2-speed gear- box, kick start,

Bulks, Bosch lamp, licensed, ride away; first £28.
-90, Church St., Preston. .[5310

BRADBURY 4h.p. Combination, as new, C.S. gears,

clutch, K.S., all-chain drive, tax paid; £65.

—

l74, Vicarage Rd., Leyton. [5037

WAUCHOPE1S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—6h.p. Brad-
bury combination, new 1921, reduced to £130;

ho extra charge for easy terms [4511

Ih.p. Bradbury, fully equipped. 2-speed, K.S., Binks,

guaranteed mechanically perfect; genuine sacrifice,

jr3i
og gns.—Ramsden's, Maybell Av., Blackpool.

[4839
BRADBURY 4h.p., Bosch magneto, variable gear,

Druid snring forks, good tyres, perfect order, and
oachbuilt sidecar; £25; bargain.—Box 9361, c/o The
Wotor Cycle. [4967

,1 Q21 5-6h.p. Bradbury and sidecar, complete with
.1*7 screen and lamps, perfect condition, un-
,;cratched; £125.—Claremont Garage Co., Ltd., 38.

Eligh St., Shrewsbury. [4783

1 Q21 Bradbury Combination 6h.p,, Grindlay canti-
|-L«/ lever sidecar, lamps. Easting windscreen, guar-

anteed condition; £105; Montgomeryshire.—Box 9345,
fe/o The Motor Cycle.

}
[4757

1Q21 (June) Bradbury, Stanford Classic S.C.,
XU 4 i ;h.p,, 2-speed, chain drive, clutch, K.S., fully

Equipped, mileage 500 guaranteed; £85, or near offer.

-Ro,=e, North St., Droitwich. [4855

BRADBURY Spare Parts; see our advertisements
under Parts and Accessories.—Bright and Hayles.

[78, Church St., Camberwell. [5480

Brough.
NEW 1922 Brough 3V^h.p. flat twin, oJi.v., 3-speed

Sports model actually in stock for immediate
delirery, exceptional value; £110. — Premier Motor
Cd„ Aston Rd., Birmingham. [5878

And EASTER will be upon us.

Be assured of an enjoyable holiday

by purchasing a machine from us,

either New or Second-hand.

CASH or DEFERRED PAYMENTS
12 MONTHLY
PAYMENTS.

fir CLEVELAND, 1920.
•I" J h.p., 2-speetl, K.S./C, fully en 1 Q

equipped ... ... &*£tm LOm iJ

COO CALTHORPE-J.A.P.
X£U Fully equipped. Shop-soiled CO O Q

£35
JAMES, 1919.
5/6 h.p. Combination, fully

equipped, screen, mud-shields, PC T C
tax paid igzz XU*/**0

£25
ALLDAYS-ALLON, 1921.
2| h.p., 3-speed Combination,
K.S. Clutch, fully equipped,
speedometer. mud - shield, £A n Q
screen ... 3t^-U^Sf

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920.

£8-10-3
CAf\ HARLEY-DAVIDSC*"" 7-9 h.p. C.B.. Combination,

electrical model, fine condition

COn HARLEY-DAVIDSON. 1920.XdU 7-9 h.p., electrical model, CC C C
electric horn, new condition. XO*D*0

rOC NORTON (1921 LATE).
*"** 3* h.p., No. 9 Model, equipped £4 Q *]

as new. ... ... Xfx***f^f

£20
RUDGE, 1919.
MULTI T.T., fully equipped, CO Q O
tax paid IQ22, good condition ***— <JmO

£30
ROYAL ENFIELD, 1920.
8 h.p. Combination, dynamo
lighting, horn, speedometer, P*y C A
new tyre, good condition ... *• "0*\J

£40
SUNBEAM, 1918
$i h.p. Combination, 3-sp3cd.
K.S. Clutch, fully equ ;pped, ££ n {*
good condition ... ... ... XiJ^ I *U

£40
BAT (1 ONLY).
NEW (SHOP-SOILED), 6 h.p.. CO C Q
3-speed, C./K.S. JtO-D-O

£40
HARLEY-DAVIDSON.
4-5. h.p. sports, Swan sporting fJQ O A
sidecar, fully equipped, as new XI/^O^'4

£60
COVENTRY-PREMIER, 1921.
S h.p. Runabout, 3-speeds and
reverse, dynamo lighting,

dickey seat, tax paid 1922, £Q Q O
absolutely as new 3L»J,- —£

£30
A.J.S. 1918 COMBINATION
LUCAS accessories, spare
wheel, screen, speedometer, tax CC C C
paid ... XO»*U-U

£25
INDIAN SCOUT, 1920.
Speedometer, fully equipped, CC H C
new condition XtJ**l—

O

£1C INDIAN.
T. T. Clutch model,
equipped, very fast

fully
£2-13-9

PARKER'S
BOLTON: MANCHESTER:
Bradshawgate.

Tel: 1348.

245, Deansgate.

Tel : Cen. 864.

B 1

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Brough Superior.
ROUGH STJPERIORS.-Order your new mount
from us. We are the Brough experts. Specially

tuned to order. Mark I., 8h.p., side valve, £150;
sporting combination, with screen, step, mat, and
apron, £180; Mark I., 90mm. bore, o.h.v., £160;
Mark II., 6.5h.p. M.A.G. engine, £125; Mark II
combination, £150. Special Service Agents; lists.—
G. and J. Dawson, The Ideal Garage, Cambridge.
'Phone: 993. [0834
A LLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd., Service Depot,

-^* and sole London agents for the Brough Superior,
Die sporting rider's ideal.—Immediate delivery of 1922
models at reduced prices. Mark I., 90x77^ o h v 3-
speed, clutch, and kick starter, £160; Mark 1., sporting
combination, step, mat, screen, etc., £180, or with
special side valve J.A.P. engine, same price; Mark
iiol ' maE '-' 72x90 >

3-speed, clutch, and kick starter,
£125; sporting combination, step, mat, screen, etc.,
£150. Demonstration models in stock. Catalogues sent
post free on request.—The Allen-Bennett Motor Co.,
Ltd., 9-10-11, Royal Parade, London Rd., West Croy-
don. Phone : Croydon 2450. [0733

CPARES.—All engine, gear box, and frame sparei
^> for Brough Superior in stock; write for lists.—
G. and J. Da,wson, The Ideal Garage, Cambridge.

B.S.A.
[0835

Jg.S.A. 1922 Models in atoct ; catalogue with pleasure.

"D.S.A. Specialists.—County Cycle and Motor Co., Broad
-*-* St., Birmingham.

. [4678
"D.S.A. 3l/

=h.p., free engine, perfect condition: £36
-*-» —Steer, 67, Balmoral Rd., N.W.2. [4745

1 21 4<4h.p. B.S.A., chain drive, brand n.'w; Jtl05
£*? -Morriss and Co., Ltd., 139, Finchley Rd.,
N.W.3. [4712
"]V"EW 1921 4Uh.p. B.S.A. Combination and acces-
J-^ sones; £125.—Bounds Garage, 223, High Rd
Kilburn.

t538g
Qh.p. B.S.A. Combination in stock, all models —
y Keene, 301, Goldhawk Rd., Shepherd's Bush
London, W. [362 ^

1Q13 B.S.A. 3i/
2h.p., all chain,- kick start, lamps

--«-' and horn, all in good condition; £30.—Walbro
Ely, Cambs. [4939
T>.S.A. 4&h.p„ 3-speed, countershaft, wide tank new
TT„ condition

; 43 gns.—Willson, " Brentor," Shooter;
Hill, S.L.18. [5115
"D.S.A. Combination (late 1920), in new condition
-"-» and guaranteed. Insured until August; £95—
Stanbridge-, Cranbrook. [5755
"O.S.A. and sidecar, a most reliable combination, fully
-*-» equipped, new tyres, etc.; offers wanted.—Sibley'.
Garage, Martock, Somerset. [4917
tj.S.A. 1922 new 8h.p. Combination; £185- imme-x-' diate delivery . or exchange—Harry Nash
'Phone : 2837 Hammersmith. [3658
"O.S.A. 1922.—Brand new 4 1/,h.p., model H2, in stock-
^-» £110; easy payments arranged; lists free.—Wilkins
Minpson, -Opposite Olympia, London. [5409

I Q 1.5 4 14h.p. B.S.A. Combination, lamps, horn etcJ-«-' in splendid condition £70.—D.R. Engineering
Co., Ltd., Hospital Hill, Dunfermline. [5859

iQ GNS.—Sacrifice-! B.S.A. Combination, 4»ih.p.,tr^W 3-speed, lamps, windscreen, excellent order
15t Elsenham St., Southfields, S.W.18. [5070
"D.S.A. 1916 4h.p., chain, 3-speed, Middleton side-JJ car, hood, screen, tax, insurance paid, lamp*
horn; £68.—122, Dalston Lane, Hackney. [5500
"DARGAIN.—New B.S.A. Combination, all chain
J-» No. 3 sidecar, equipped; £120.—James, c/o
Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [5206
"D.S.A. 1921 Combination, special machine, many
A-» spares, lamps, tools, very fine condition £1 ride
50 miles: £105.-19, Edgedale Rd., ShefBeld. [3752
£55.—B.S.A. Combination, 1916, luggage dickey

hood, screen, Tan-Sad, electric, mechanically per'
feet.—31, Holmesdale Avenue, East Sheen, S.W'.

.S.A. 1921 4%h.p„ Model H.2, all-chain drive^wii.n
special coachbuilt sidecar, slightly shop-soiled-

£120.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. '

[4910
20 B.S.A. Combination, 4'4h.p.,- Lucas, dynamo

lighting, spares, in splendid order- no' good
offer refused.—Box No. 8966. c/o The Motor Cycle.

' [202 T

T>.S.A., all 1922 models supplied ; exchanges- also

*7,„
19

i' ,'' ,, "
J
K^ Combination. No. 2 side-

car; £114.—Eagles and Co.. 275, High St A~>~™
London. r579y

S.A. 4'lli-P-. purchased new February, 1921 mefh
amcal oiling, lamps, horn, copper exhaust dons

600 miles, as new; £85.—Milne, 8, Wetherbv Terrace
Earls Court.

[50sa
-S.A- 1920 Canoelet Combination, electric lighting
excellent .order: £79. 1922 models in stock: ex-

changes arranged.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition
Rd., S.W.7. [529g

B

19 2

B

B

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A. 1922.—All models; immediate deliveries.—
Clifford Motories, Eastwood, Notts. 18827

-|Q22 6h.p. B.S.A. Combination; £162.—Morriss and
-*«' Co., Ltd., 139, Finchley Ed., N.W.3. [4707

X> .S.A. Combination, all chain, Swan sporting side-
-*-» car, all lamps, 2,000 miles; onlv £95.—The
Winstan-Henney Motor .Co., 63, South End, Croydon.
'Phone 2431. . [5739

1 Q19 4Vih.p. B.S.A. Combination, tank, handlebars,
-i-t/ etc., re-enamelled, plated, mechanically perfect;
68 gns.; appointment.—Root, 79, Huntingdon Rd.,
East Finchley. [5531

1Q20 4i4h.p. B.S.A., all chain, and No. 2 sidecar,
J-*-' lamps, Tan-Sad, Easting, speedometer, luggage
grid, excellent condition; 92 gns.—Edwards, 101, Gt.
Portland St., W. [4157

B.S.A. 1920 4I ih.p. all-chain Combination, splendid
condition, electric lighting, Easting, luggage grid;

£115; or exchange Morgan.—Cross, 5, Chatsworth
ltd., Brondesbury. [5054

"O.S.A. Combination Machine 1918, sidecar 1921,
J-* fully equipped, cameo screen, perfect condition;
£60.—Biss, 44, Sun St., Waltham Abbey. 'Phone,
Waltham Cross 299. [5445

TJ.S.A. 4'Sh.p. 1916 C.S. Combination. 3 speeds,
-*-* clutch, K.S., lamps, fully equipped, Easting wind-
screen, runs splendid; sacrifice, £60.—143, Ravensburv
Rd., Earlsfield, S.W.18. [5604

"D.S.A. 1920 4i4h.p. all-chain Combination, Lucas
-*-* lamps, screen, luggage grid, Klaxon, excellent con-
dition throughout, trial or examination ;-£80.—Minchin,
Shorwell, Isle of Wight. [5312

B.S.A. 1920 4i4h.p. Combination, lamps, speedo-
meter. Easting and luggage grid, plenty spares

and tools, low mileage; £95.—Young, 22a, Hillside
Gardens, Highgate, N.6. [5696

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.-B.S.A., Model H2,
4Vih.p., with B.S.A. sidecar, 1921 latest model

combination, brand new; £125.—Wilkins Simpson,
Opposite Olympia, London.

; [5417

B.S.A., 1917, 4 ,,4h.p., 3-speed clutch and sidecar,
with child's seat, 'in splendid condition, little

used; £75, genuine lot. Alter 6 o'clock.—42, Oxford
Rd., Kilburn. Photo sent. [4987

1Q21 6-7h.p. Twin B.S.A. Combination, spare wheel,
A-*' D.A. lighting, speedometer, etc., condition as
brand new, unscratched; £128.-37, Canterbury Rd.,
Ball's Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l. [5866
X>.S.A. 1922 Models for immediate delivery; best
-*-* prices allowed on second-hand models in part
payment.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Rd., W.6. 'Phone ; Hammersmith 80. [3884

D.S.A.-PRECISION 4h.p., Bosch, - perfect order;
-*-* great bargain, £30; private owner; appointment;
'phone 217 Chiswick, or Sunday.—H. S. S. Young,
11, Marlborough. Crescent, Bedford Park, W. [5306

B.S.A., 1915, 4V4h.p., 3-speed, countershaft K.S.,
Canoelet K4, Easting, luggage grid, all lamps,

spares, tyres excellent ; £65, or exchange for new
Morgan, cash balance.—Pond, 7, High St., Slough.

[4991
"1Q20 B.S.A. Combination, all chain, 1921 sidecar,
J-*' screen, hood, Tau-Sau", fully equipped, very
little used, new April, 1921. trial or inspection by
appointment; £100— Dease, 57, Earls Court Sq.,
S.W.5. [4829

TJ.S.A. 1922, all models.—It should be noted that the
-*-» Plus One sidecar body at £27 is suitable for
fitting to these machines; cash or terms; exchanges.

—

W. E. Line, late Coppen Allan! 89, Gt. Portland St.
Langham 1601. [5819

1Q21 B.S.A. Combination 4}4n.p., all chain, fully
A*' equipped, tax paid, insured, indistinguishable
from new; bargain, £115; must sell quick, room
wanted for car; alter 2 p.m. only.—Evans, 369, High
Rd., Leytcai, E. [4647

1Q19 (late) B.S.A. 4^h,p. chain-cum-belt, Hoplev
-S-W folding sidecar, excellent condition; only used
Wednesday afternoons

.
during summer; Easting,

lamps, speedometer, etc. ; £85, or near offer.—Overy,
Windmill St., Gravesend. [553*3

"PUBLIC Official has 4V.h.p. All-chain Model H
J- B.S.A., No. 2 sidecar, absolutely faultless,
unscratched. fully taxed, insured, 100 miles to bona-
fide purchaser; £75; just bought motor car.—Accoun-
tant, 277, Chiswick High Rd. [5022

O.S.A. 4i,4h.p. all chain 1920, Milford sidecar, Orto
-*> Triplex screen, horn, lamps, grid, tyres, and
general condition excellent, spare chains, valve, tubes,
caTefully driven; first owner, always reliable; £80 —
Topliss, 89, Fotheringham Rd., Eufield. [5181

B.S.A. 41/Ji.p. 1921, and Millford skiff 1921 with
spring carrier, 1.500 miles only, best mechanical

pump, Easting, F.E.W. valve attachments, lamps,
horn, all tools, perfect mechanically, unscratched, un-
punctured; £105.—Freeman, Harley Cottage, Gerrards
Cross. [3549

DOUGLAS.

2f: h.p. Model, All on £75
4 h.p. Combination, All on £135

A. J. S.

2$ h.p. Sports Model £85
7 h.p. Combination £1 75

ROYAL-ENFIELD.
2j h.p. Mpdel £55
8 h.p. Model Combination £140
5 h.p. Model Dynamo Combination £158

MATCHLESS.
8 h.p. Sports Model £130
8 h.p. Combination £170

ARIEL.
3* h.p. Sports I^odel £87 10

3^ h.p. Combination £125
6-/ h.p. Combination £140

ZENITH-BRADSHAW.
3i h.p. Chain-drive Model £119

ANY MAKE SUPPLIED.

EXCHANGES A SPECIALITY.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

SECONDHAND BARGAINS.
1922 3i h.p. ZENITH BRADSHAW,

shop soiled £100
1021 3!. h.p. N.U.T., shop soiled £90
io2r 2! h.p. ROYAL RUBY £50

1921 2} h.p. FEDERAL, 2-speed £40

1921 2? h.p. DOUGLAS, All on £55

1920 4' h.p. HARLEY DAVIDSON,
Combination £110

1920 3! h.p. A.B.C., dynamo £75

1919 » h.p. SUNBEAM, Combination £112

r9!9 3-J h.p. ROVER, Combination £80

1916 4! h.p. B.S.A., Combination £65

1915 2} h.p. DOUGLAS, dynamo £37

1914 2} h.p. A.J.S £42
2i h.p. CALTHORPE, bargain £17

MANY MORE.

SEND FOR FULL LIST.

R. BAMBER & Co., Ltd.,

2, EASTBANK ST.,

Phone 607. SOUTHPORT.

B

i

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

"D.S.A. 1921 67h.p. Combination, B.S.A. -ideca
J-* Lucas Magdyno, fully equipped, spare whet
Cowey speedometer, Easting Royal, insurance, ta

paid, low mileage, splendid condition, cost £26]
accept £155 cash.—Underwood, 7, King's Colleg
Rd., S. Hampstead. [53J

B.S.A. 1921 6-7h.p. Twin Combination, Lucas ma
dyno lighting, interchangeable wheels, sbb

wheel, Watford speedometer, Cowey horn, coaehhjfl
dashboard with screen attached, hood, luggage 1 avrle
covers for sidecar -and spare wheel, complete set
spares; a perfect outfit, condition - as new; £165,-
Jeffreys, 25, London Rd., Maldon, Essex. [5i*

Spare Parts:

B.S.A. Spares.—Immediate delivery.— Kays. 8, Hot
St., Ealing. [36f

.S.A. Specialists.—All spares by return—County Cvi
and Motor Co., Broad St., Birmingham. [461

THE Promptest Firm for B.S.A. Spares.—FeriSe
Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [SB

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., -fjl
bridge.—All B.S.A. parts in stock; no waiting

[49'

B.S.A. Spares can be had by return, post th
from Jones Garage, B.S.A. Agents and Sp»i

Service Depot Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. [081

rjODFREYS', Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., Lortdf
*-* W,l.—Complete stock of all B.S.A. spare pai
always in stock. Write lor free spare part list, stati
year of manufacture. [07

Calcott.
f>3h.p. Calcott, believed 191-6, Bosch, new B.Jlj^4 B., tyres, re-enamelled, equipped; barga
£18/10.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [56

Calthorpe.
CALTHORPE Junior, 2-speed, perfect order; JE

—Tucker, 56, Lordship Lane, Tottenham. jHi

CALTHORPE 2-stroke 2"ih.p., splendid condit*
£28/10—277, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield. [51

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 254h.p., 1920. 2-speed. I

feet; £45. -Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7.
W

1Q21 Calthorpe-Jap 2";ih. p., 2-speed, clutch and k

J-v starter, brand new, and cash exchange lor g'

combination.—34, Manchester Rd., Swjudon. [2'

£25.—Calthorpe-Jap 2%h.p. 1915, Enfield 2-sp(

clutch, recently overhauled, tax paid, all act

sories—23, Glenlyon Rd., Eltham Pa-rk, S.E.9. [51

1 Q20 2^&h.p, Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed, electric lifUs ing, horn, tools, not run 500 miles, per;

running order; reason selling, owner injured at wo
£50.—44, Bath St., Ilkeston.

("1ALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2*'
4h.p., Enfield 2-speed g

J clutch, engine overhauled by makers; £30 cs

seen Saturday, afternoon; write /irst.—Milling!

Homedale, Clarence Rd., Wallington.

CALTHORPE 3h.p. 1920 (Oct.), 2-speed. Ian

Klaxon, accessories, Tan-Sad, tax and insure

covered to end of current year; little used; in per

condition; £42.—Underwood, 6, Druce Rd., Dulff

S.E.21. [8

C1ALTHORPE 1921 Combination, actually In si

J for immediate delivery; cash or deferred ter

place your orders with the Calthorpe specialisl

Burlington Motors. Ltd., Clapham Common, S.l

Phone: Brixton 2417. It

Cedos.

KICKHAM, Slokes Croft, Bristol, Sole Dis

Agent for Cedos; unequalled service, rep
j

etc. r;
I

CEI10S Bargains.—Standard 2>4b.p>, 2-speed, b

I

new, £49; also K.S. model, 2',in.p., 2-speed, b I

new, £57 or offer.—Frank Palmer, Hyde Park, fc

[i

Centaur.

CENTAUR 3V-.h.p. 1914, excellent condition; fi

7, Exhibition Rd, S.W.7.

£20.—Stnh.p. Centaur, 2-speed, clutch, line 0:

appearance, trial; exchange 1914 Douglas; ;

6.-37, Leamington Rd. Villas, W.ll. ;

Chater.Iap.

CHATER-J.A.P. Combination 8h.p„ 5-speeil,

any load; £68; take lower power part—57,
bury St., Camberwell, London.

Chater-Lea.

IMMEDIATE delivery all models 1922 Chatei;

motor cycles; rtamp for catalogue.—H. Beard 1

147. Burliugton St., Liverpool.

CHATER-LEA 8h,p. Tandem, sidecar will

adult and 2 children; hood, lamps, speed,

tax and insurance paid; £80.—141, Tufnell Park
Holloway, N.7. „ „ J

3 Ah. p. Chatev-Lea, Antoine engine, M.O.V., r

2 Amac. N.S.TJ. 2-speed, E.H. lamp set, horn,

tyres, sporting sidecar, wicker; bargain, £r5'

Ford, Sotwell, nr. Wallingford, Berks.

C2-|. All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desir

advertisement, and the date of the issue

ed, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

fl.h.p. T.T. Douglas, specially tuned, very fast,

I long copper exhaust, Lucas accessories, not
v., appearance and mechanical condition perfect;

!.— 1, College Lane, Church End, Finchley. [5196

E|lR Douglas 1922 2'ih.p. and 4h.p. combinations,
! get in touch with us; we are North London agents

i^give you the best of service; all spares in stock; no

V. rubbish.—Jones Garage, The Broadway, Muswell
[0786

BARKER'S Motors can supply all Douglas 1922
I models at list prices and give an insurance policy

Just mechanical breakdown for 12 months free,

jh. deferred, or exchanges —194, Balham High Rd.,

3.12. [1212

di21 Douglas 2'4h.p., 2-speed, all on, mileage under
' 900, newly decarbonised, tyres as new, Sterling

< shields, Beacon oilskin suit, fur-lined helmet,

i deis Green.) £65.—Box 9359, c/o The Motor
le. (D) [4964

tfnUGLAS 1921 2}4h.p., 3-speed, T.T. bars, new
1 belt and Hutchinson superstud back tyre, com-
))> horn,, lamps, etc., tax paid till end of year; a

i bargain, £70.—Wilkins Simpson, Opposite Olym-

I London. [5418

1J115
(not W.D.) 2";4h.p. Douglas, speedometer,

11" lamps, horn, Tan-Sad pillion, tyres unpunc-
ad, perfect condition, just overhauled and re-

• nelled; sacrifice £35.-34, Amwell St., Hoddes-
i Herts. [5564

BIRMINGHAM' and District.—For fair value ex-

I changes, or sinvple and confidential instalment

i ngement, write official wholesale and retail Doug-

It distributors, Frank Whitworth, 139, Mew St.,

Sringham. [2152

t|16 2r;4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, discs, lamps, knee
J' grips, etc., tax paid to December, £36; or

f) model, 3-speed, clutch, kick starter, lamps, Oowey,
. practically new, £70. Many others to choose

|i.T-Below.

>|1
1' unscratched;
Itton Hill.

£75.—Daw, Douglas Agent, 114,
[5244

delivered2-speed, all on,T|21 Douglas 2";4h.p„

i' July, mileage under 2,000, privately owned
;

h only Week-ends, perfect condition; £55, no offers;

I be seen Saturday after 3.—Heard, 43, Horseferry

b Westminster. [4881

10UGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1920, purchased

J, brand new January, 1921, Easting, lamp set,

B ford, horn, tax paid, beautiful condition, un-

gctured, low' mileage, any trial; £110—R. Cutchee,

Bttock Rd., Oxhey, Herts. [5147

10UGLAS 2 3ih.p. 1921, as new, 2-speed; a genuine

J offer including speedometer, Cowey, Klaxon,

1-Sad tax paid, insured, tools, lamps, etc.; £60, or

rj- offer. 'Phone: Chingford 113, or write—Durs-

jji, Eglington Rd., Chingford. [5639

J121 "*odel Douglas 234h.p., 3 speeds, complete

ll' with lamps, etc., fitted with Mills-Fulford

a hbuilt sidecar, hood, windscreen with side wings,

gect condition, tax paid to Dec. 31st; £85, a real

Ij-ain.—19, Mersea Rd., Colchester. [5112

^NCRATED 1919-1916 2&h.p. W.D. Douglas,

\\ lamps, generator, Cowey horn and speedometer,

te-- etc. just overhauled, mechanically perfect, ap-

Sance excellent; £40.—Write, Diprose, 7, Grove
3nue, Church End, Finchley, N.3. [5684

I ICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, the Douglas
- Agent with real experience and knowledge of a

1 glas. Successes during 1920 oh this mount: 38

tt 5 17 seconds, and 8 thirds, also 6 special

fj illies. Let me deal with your order. Unequalled
Sice, repairs, etc. [3150

a; h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, clutch and kick 6tarter,

^ Lucas lamp (unused), horn, speedometer, knee

as, new tools, spare new belt and chain, new valise,

I Amac carburetter, just overhauled by makers,

Sect condition, total mileage 3,400; deposit and
run; £50.—Habershon, Cave, Erith, Kent. [4739

19 (late), date guaranteed, fitted 1920 clutch,

4h.p. Combination, electric light, speedometer,

>r mechanical horn, screen, hood, not done 1,800

, engine just decarbonised, one owner's hands,

thing perfect and looks like new, genuine bar-

, owner buying car'; first 75 'gns.—W. J. C.

il>or Exchange, 5, Addison Avenue, Holland Park,

\ 1. Park 2071. t5257

•BE you looking for a Douglas? If so, have you
A heard of our reconditioned machines, from
B/10, built up of 75% new parts, new tyres, etc.,

1 special copper exhaust, a really posh 'bus; but,

Bt is more, we give a 3 months' guarantee. Book
y\- order for Easter and prevent disappointment.—
~

or write for particulars to Central Garage, 302,

tidon Rd., Thornton Heath. [5254

~ OUGLAS Agents. All 1922 Models in stock.

2"'ih.p. 2-speed, all on, £75; 2";4h.p. 3-speed
c ill. all on, £90; 4h.p. 3-speed clutch, all

0'! £110; 3i/
2h.p. fast sports, all on, £130;

4b. Combination, all on, £135; 6h.p. C'ombin-
a]n, all on, £160. Exchanges, extended pay-
Wit terms to suit individual requirements. Cata-
lr.es on application.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green
£ Cambridge. [5714

II

THREE WEEKS
TO EASTER!

In view of the approach of the Spring holidays we

have secured a large and varied stock of new motor

cycles to enable us to execute quickly the large number

of orders that are placed at this time of the year.

At present we can supply from stock most models of

the following popular makes and you will be well

advised to inform us of your requirements without

delay.

NEW 1922 MODELS OFFERED.
A.J.S.

ALL0N.
ARIEL.
B.S.A.

HAWKER.
INDIAN.

LEVIS.

MATCHLESS.
MARTINSYDE.
METRO-TYLER.

N.U.T.

NEW IMPERIAL.

QUADRANT.
ROYAL ENFIELD.

RALEIGH.
RUDGE.
SCOTT.

SUNBEAM.
TRIUMPH.
ZENITH-BRADSHAW.

ROVER LIGHT CARS.

BAYLISS-THOMAS LIGHT CARS.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

The selection of used machines below carry our

guarantee of perfect mechanical condition,

SECONDHAND.
A.J.S., 1921, 7 h.p. Combination, 3 speeds,

clutch and kick-starter, Lucas Magdyno
lighting. As new £160

DOUGLAS* 1918, 4 h.p. Combination, 3 speeds,

clutch and kick-starter £85

RUDGE-MULT1, 1921, 3$ U-P-, lamps,
mechanical horn £63

DOUGLAS, 1916, zl h.p., 2 speeds, lamps,
horn, tax paid £38

ROVER, 1919, 3^ h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and
kick-starter, lamps, horn, and Millford

sidecar . . . •. £76

TRIUMPH, 1920, 4 h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and
kick-starter, lamps, horn, speedometer, and
Canoelet sidecar £90

RUDGE, 1920, 5-6 h.p. Combination, Multigear,

clutch, foot-starter, lamps, horn, tax paid . . £85

VELOCETTE, 1919, 2J h.p., 2 stroke, 2 speeds,

all chain drive, lamps, and horn £35

B.S.A., 1919, 4l h.p. Combination, 3 speeds,

clutch and kick-starter, lamps, horn, speedo-

meter, hood, screen, luggage grid £90

RUDGE, 1921, 3£ h.p., I.O.M. model, Multi

gear and clutch, tax paid £63

ROVER, 1920, 5-6 h.p. countershaft, 3 speed

gear, all chain drive, lamps, horn, speedo-

meter, windscreen, Tan-Sad seat, and
Millford Empress sidecar. .

.". £155

DEFERRED PAYMENTS
Both new and secondhand machines can be purchased

under our Credit Scheme at an extra charge of 4 per

cent, only, except in a few cases where the manu-

facturers have stipulated other rates.

THE EASTERN GARAGE CO.
(Official Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A., & M.U.)

418 ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E.7.

Telephone 49° East Ham.

Telegrams " Egaraco, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

Sparc Parts:

DOUGLAS Spares; immediate delivery.—Kays 8Bond St. F.alin". ric,[3611
1 Qll Douglas Spares, Repairs.—Write or call, PJ-t/ W. Allsopp, 35, CliHord St., Manchester,
S.E. [5436

N.10.
TjUiANK WHITWORTH,

TXERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
-a-J. bridge, the Douglas Specialists.—Lists Iree; the
trade supplied. [4945
"TkOUGLAS spares; large stocks of genuine DouglasJ-' spares; dealers supplied at trade rates.—Rivett
236, High Rd., Leytonstone. [2267
T\OUGLAS Spares.-We hold a complete stock forJ-' all models; post free. Douglas Agents and spare
part stockists.—Jones Garage, Broadway, Mui;well Hill

[0806
-, Ltd.. 139, New St., Bir-

mingham.—Complete stock, genuine guaranteed
Douglas spare parts; prompt attention, immediate
dispatch, lowest cash prices. [2147

Edmund.
T^DMUND, the great spring frame machines—Gour-
-*-* lay, the Agent, Fallowfield, Manchester. [3648
TfDMTJND 1920 2y2h.p., Enfield 2-speed gear, first-
J-* class condition; £41.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,
Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80

[3895
T?DMUND 1921 2-jin.p., spring frame, Blackbume
-a-i engine, Burman 2-speed ge/:r, new machine, fullv
guaranteed; X75.-P. J. Ev-.v.s, John Bright St
Birmingham. [4912

Enfjv.Id.

T?NFIELD, new 1922 models in stock. 2-stroke and
-a-* Combinations.—Moss, Wem. [5744
CHEFVlELD Agent for Royal Enflelds; all models*^ in stock.—J. A. Stacey. 12, Ecclesall Rd. [0573
"NJEW7 1921 Enfield Combination and accessories-±1 £130.—Bounds Garage, High Rd., Kilburn.

1\IEW 192,! Enfield Lightweight and accessories'!-^ £50.—Bounds Garage, 223, High Rd., Kilburn.
[5392£ 4^-B.

rand n™ Enfield Lightweight unpacked'
<** Exchanges.-Kenfs, 417, Lord St., Southport.

"DRAND New Enfield, 2-stroke, 2-speed, full eoui!)
4

J-» ment; £45.-4, Balliol Rd„ North Kensingtoh.

T?NFIELD Combination 1920, as new, speedometer-
J-' £100.—Tucker, 56, Lordship Lane, Tottenham.

"CiNFIELD Combination 1914; £55; perfect orderJ^ trial.—Tucker, 56, Lordship Lane, Tottenham.

"1Q19 Enfiei-l Combination, splendid condition; £75J-« or near offer.—64, Church St., Edgware Rd
'

w - [5659
T?NF1EL1)S.-1922 Combinations and 2-speed light-
•"-' weights in stock.—Clifford Motories, Eastwood
Notts. [8829
"P<NFIELD, 1921, 8h.p. Combination, Magdyno,

windscreen; £135.—23, Hamilton Rd ,

[5013

JU Binks
Reading.

"1Q18 Enfield Combination, 8h.p. Colonial model; aXtf bargain, £85; like new.—Ross, 86- TTi^h T)A
Lee, S.E.

86, High Rd.,
[3481

-1Q16-17 T.T. 3h.p. Twin Enfield, 2-speed, clutch,
--»/ splendid condition; £38.— 35. TTnner Tnntin<r
Rd.

splendid condition; £38.— 35, Upper ' Tooting
S-W. [5039

NEW 1922 Enfield Combinations in stock.—Bounds
Garage, 223, High Rd., Kilburn. 'Phone : Hamp-

stead 1863. [5387
TjiNFIELD 1921 Lightweight, 2-speed, k.s., all on,
JLJ tax paid, perfect order; £42.-90, Elmbourne
Rd., S.W.17. [5178
"I Q22 8h.p. Royal Enfield Combination, Magdyno,
JL" horn; £158.—Morriss and Co., Ltd., 139, Finch-
ley Rd., N.W.3. [4708

I'
ONGMAN Bros., Bond St., Ealing, Official Enfield

J District Agents; cash, exchange, or deferred pay-
ments, 4% extra. [4485

"J
Q21 Enfield Combination, brand new; £129; ex-lw change.—Shepherd, Enfield Highway. 'Phone:

Waltham Cross 31. [0801

ENFIELD 1916 Combination, excellent condition,
Bluemel screen; £72.-71, St. John St., EC.

'Phone : City 6961. [4630

"IQ22 21/ih.p. Royal Enfield, 2-stroke 2-speed, kick
J-J7 starter, £57.—Morriss and Co., Ltd., 139,
Finchley Rd., N.W.3. [4709

ENFIELD, 1921; exceptional bargain; 2-speed, 2-

-

stroke. £46; tax paid.— Barker, 216, Portobello
Rd., North Kensington. [5600

-1 Q 14 Enfield 3h.p., M.A.G.. equipped, tax paid, ex-
-L»f celleht order; 23 gns.—Edwards, 50, Harrington
Rd., South Kensington. [4455

8 h.p. Enfield Combination, 1920 (August), hood„
screen, licensed, insured; £100 or offer.

—

Bradley, East Grinstead. [5193,

411 letters relating to advertisements sbould quote the number at the end of eacn advertisement, and the date of the issue BI9

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENFIELD Combination 1916 6h.p., splendid run-
ning order, accessories; best offer.—2, Palmerston

Rd., Southfields, S.W.18. [1817

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Enfield 1921 8h.p., Mag-
dvno, double-seated sidecar, hood and screen,

guaranteed perfect; £125. [0818

ENFIELD &h.p. Combination, splendid condition,
overhauled; £70; seen any time.—" Carlton/'

Crook Log, Bexley Heath. [4810

"I Q16 8h.p. Enfield Combination, electric lighting,
-Lt7 windscreen, good condition; 62 gns.—Edwards,
101, Great Portland St., W. [5888

6h._p. Enfield Combination, speedometer Easting,
lamps, complete outfit as new; bargain, £95.—

Rigb-y, 335, Blackburn Rd., Bolton. [4800

ENFIELD, 2-stroke, 2-speed, perfect, practically

new accessories, insured : £sft / 1 0.—Corney, 75.

St. Leonard's Rd., Mortlake, Surrey. [3744

£130.-1921 Enfield (Vickers) 8h.p. Combination,
Magdyno, all accessories, perfect condition.—

8a, Culverden Down, Tunbridge Wells. [5448

ENFIELD Combination 6h.p., fully equipped, en-

gineer owned, guaranteed mechanically perfect,

any trial; £85.—23, Sydney Rd., Enfield. [2493

"1 O20 Enfield Dynamo Combination, condition guar-
-L«7 anteed, Easting, etc.; £115, near.—James, c/o
Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [5205

ENFIELD 2-stroke T 2-speed, late 1920, condition
and appearance as new, Lucas lamp set, tax

paid.- White, 437, West Green Rd., Harrimgay. [5303

"I Q20 Enfield Combination, Easting, equipped,
J- *s spares, special tvres, new, any freak test, tax

paid: £105.—Steele, Enfield Test Shop, Redditch.
[4740

ROYAL ENFIELD, 2-stroke, 1922 model, 2-speed,

licence paid, lamps, horn, tools, done 100 miles;

£50.—S. Hallworth, Midway, Poynton, nr. Stockport.
[4796

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination 6h.p., perfect con-

dition, lamps, horn, tools, etc.; bargain, £75.—
Seen Ward's Yard, 47U, Holloway Rd., London, N.

[4664

ENFIELD 1922—Brand new 2^b.p., 2-speed, kick

starter, in stock; £57; easy payments arranged;
lists free.—Wilkins Simpson, Opposite' Olympia, Lon-
don. [5410

ENFIELD 1922—Brand new Sh.p. Combination in

stock; £140; easy payments arranged; exchanges;

lists free.—Wilkins Simpson, Opposite Olympia, Lon-
don. [5411

: 1Q 18 Enfield Combination, lavishly equipped, small
-1*7 mileage, perfect condition, any trial; £90; or-

exchange family Morgan.—23, Sotheby Rd., High-
bury. [4818

6h.p. Enfield Combination, Speedometer, lamps, acces-

sories, hood, Easting windscreen, good tyres, tax
paid 1922; £75.—Warriner, Herd, Builders, Loughton,
Essex. [5338

"I Q22 Enfield 2-seater Combination, £145; Standard
J-«7 Combination, £140; easy payments, 4% extra;

immediate delivery.—Premier Motar Co., Aston Rd.,

Birmingham. [4489

ENFIELD Combination, September, 1920, dynamo
lighting, speedometer, windscreen, splendid con-

dition throughout, £110.—Foulkes, Wales and Co.,

Ltd., Shrewsbury. [3530

1 Q21 Enfield (Oct.) ~ 8h.p. Vickers engine, Lucas
JLiJ Magdyno lighting, hood, screen, mileage 600;
£120.—Hillier (side bell), 9, Wallingford Avenue,
North Kensington. [5274

A6h.p. Enfield Combination, late 1917, Magdyno,
screen, licence, insurance, just overhauled, per-

fect, any trial; £95.—Wallace, 39, Old Deer Park,
Richmond, Surrey. [4894

1 Q21 Enfield Combination Sh.p. Vickers, Lucas
It/ Magdyno, windscreen, spares, excellent condi-

tion tax paid 1922; £120.—Young, 33, Queen's Av.,

MusweU Hill. N.10. [4840

I^NFIELD, complete range ol 1922 models in stock
J for immediate delivery. Cash I Exchanges! Easy

payments 4 per cent, extra.-P. J. Evans, John
Bright St., Birmingham. [4911

pOYAL ENFIELD 1919, 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch,
Xl> chain drive, lamps, Klaxon, tools, pump, good
tyres, fullv taxed; £33.—Lawson, 66, Perry Vale,

Forest Hill Station. S.E. [5093

ENFIELD Combination 1920 8h.p., Magdyno, East-
' ing. insurance, speedometer, unused since car

bought last June; £110; condition perfect.—Boot, 1,

Berridge Rd., Nottingham. [4578

6h.p. Enfield Combination, all Tamps, rather ugly
Sidecar, otherwise perfect condition; bargain;

£45.—The Winstan Henney Motor Co., 63, South
End, Croydon. "Phone: 2431. [5742

ENFIELD 1916 Sh.p. Combination, new J.A.P.
engine, 1921 cylinders, hood. Cameo, just enam-

elled and brought up to new condition at cost of

£30, tax paid 1922; £88; would exchange for late

Scott combination.—Chamberlain 686, Garratt Lane,
Tooting, S.W.17. [5180

The

Effra Motor Works

DOUGLAS
Motor Cycles &

Spares
Having purchased the entire stock of

Douglas Motor Cycles and Spares
from Messrs. Crabtree & Son, Ltd.,

of Wisbech, we are in a position to

re-sell at most attractive prices.

These machines are entirely re-built

and finished as new. Over 75°/o of

brand new parts on every machine
and fully guaranteed for 3 months.

Cash Prices.

(Trade Supplied)

speed, fully2f-h.p. two
equipped ...

4-h.p. three-speed, kick start

and clutch, fully equipped

£47-10-0

£68-0-0

4-h.p. ditto and sidecar, with new body finished in

" DOUGLAS " Saxe Blue, P Q (I _ fl _ fl
and fully equipped as above oUUlf " U ™ U

CARRIAGE EXTRA IN EACH CASE

.2$ Douglas Frames, £4 10s.; Carriers, 15/-; Foot-

brake mounting, 7/6; Forks, 16/6 (enamel soiled);

Springs, 2/- ; Bars, 15/- (plated) ; Bushes, 2/-

;

Small, 1/6; Gudgeons., 1/- ; Pistons, 7/6; Tappets,

2/-; Guides, 1/6; Rings, 1/3 ; Wheel spindles, 3/6

;

Silencers, 12/6.; Petrol filters, 2/9 ; Flywheel sprockets,

3/-; Non-return valve, 1/9; Valve guides, 2/-:

Crankshafts, 32/6; Fork spindles, 1/6; Shackles,

1/6; Stand clip, 2/-; Head clips, 5/-; Secondary

shafts, 12/6; Sprocket, 5/-; Cam wheels, 12/6;

Petrol pipes, 2/9 ; Keys, 6d. ; Valve caps, 3/9 ; Belt

rims, 10/-; Seat pillar, 3/6; Magneto wheels, 5/-;

Inlet rockers, 3/- ; Exhaust, 3/6 ; Tanks (genuine

maker's colours), 45/- ; in fact, everything.

4 h.p. Douglas Frames, £5; Carriers, 22/6; Tanks,

60/- (maker's colours); Pistons, 10/-; Rings, 1/6;

Gudgeons, 1/- ; Tappets, 3/6 ; Valve guides, 2/6

;

Sleeve nuts, 5/6 ; Drawbolts, 2/6- (complete)
; Fork

spindles, 3/6 ; Silencers, 10/- ; Crankshafts, 60/-, etc.,

carriage extra.

Telephone

:

Brixton 1115.

Telegrams

:

' Efframola, Clapcom., London.'*

The Effra Motor Works
LIMITED,

59, 61 & 63, HIGH STREET,
CLAPHAM, S.W.4.

B20 AH letters relating to advertisement!) should quote the number at the end of each adv
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield,

ENFIELD 1922.—Brand new 8h_p. Combinat
Magdyno lighting; £158; in stock; easy •]

ments arranged; exchanges; lists free.—Wilkins Sii

son, Opposite Olympia, London. [5

1Q19 late Sh.p. Enfield Combination, first re
**' tered and used Jan. 20; seen any afterno
in constant use; offers over £80.—Tromans, Bell
Makers, Black Heath, Birmingham. [4

LATE 1916-17 3h.p. Enfield, 2 speeds, speedome
lamps, etc., in good condition; £30; or excha

for Douglas 2%h.p., 2 speeds, 1919 or 1920; c

adjustment.—Curry, 31, Gordon Rd.,_Chingford. [4

LATE 1921 8h.p. Royal Enfield Combination, a
plete with Lucas Magdyno lighting set, hood i

screen, not done 1,000 miles, perfect condition,
new; price £145.—TJnderhill, Callington, Cornwall

[41

ROYAL ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1921 mo.
Magdyno, speedometer, windscreen, mirror ;

all tools, in perfect condition, low mileage; barg
£110.—Write M-, 40, Queen's Rd., East Grinstead

-„ &
T^NFIELD 1922 Models for immediate delivery; I

J-J allowances on second-hand machines in part {
inent; distance no object.—Newnham Motor Co., 2

Hammersmith Rd., W-6. 'Phone : Hammersmith
[31

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination 1916 6h.p., 3.A
2-speed, free engine, acetylene, windscreen, ft

equipped, overhauled at works; accept fair prici

Full details from C. Dufty, 115, Uppingham I

Leicester, [2;

"I Q20 (November) Enfield Combination, 8h
-L*"/ speedometer, horn, all lamps, spring lir

Tan-Sad, hood, screen, child's seat, several ot

extras, tyres and condition perfect, any trial; £11'

5, Frobisher Rd. Green Lanes, Hornsey. [5!

Spar« Parts

:

ENFIELD Spares. — Immediate delivery. — Kay»,
Bond St.. Ealing. [31

LONGMAN BROS., 17. Bond St., Ealing.—Offi
agents Royal Enfield spares. [5

THE Promptest Firm for Enfield Spares.—Forf
Motors, Forfield Place, Leamingron Spa. £3]

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Ci
bridge.—All Enfield engine parts in stock;

waiting. [4!

Excelsior.

£18- — Excelsior, Ruthard mag., overhaul

enamelled as new, snip. — 179, Yack 1

Islington. [51

BRITISH Excelsior Combination, late di

5-6h.p., all-chain drive, 3-speed countersh;

good condition; 57 gns.—47, Lyham Rd., Brixt
[»

EXCELSIOR 2*tfi.p. 1921 Motor Cycle, 03

frame, perfect condition, pillion seat, new sp

belt; £34-—3, Burton St., Loughborough, Leices'

shire. [51

"I Q21 British Excelsior Combination 8h.p. J.A
A«* Lucas Magdyno lighting, 4 interchanges

wheels, speedometer, legshields, discs, perlect coi

tion; cost £200; must sell, £125, near offer.—Hugl

95, Fernhead Rd., Paddington, W.9. [*

Fafnir.

3JLh.p. Fafnir, free "engine, mag., Senspray 1

2 buretter; £15/10.—10, Ellesmere Rd., Ren

Rd., London, E. [5'

F.N.

F.N., 4-cylinder, overhauled, new tyre; £20, or p

offer.—Arnold, St. Thomas St., Lymington. [4

F.N., 2 1 -.h.p., 2-speed, clutch, etc., good condit.

must" sell; £15.—G. E. C. Chappell, 6, Tho
St., Bishops Stortford, Herts.

F.N., the wonderful £95 model; one actually

stock. 'Phone, Hampstead 2012, wire or ca.

Delancey St. Garage, Camden Town, N.W.I. [5

F.N., 2I i.h.p., 2-speed, clutch, shaft drive, 1

Biuks" engine renewed 1921, perfect order; A

nearest.—-Martin, Moretou Pinkney, Northants. [5

, Spare Parts.-

F.N. Spares.—We can supply for all models f

1904. Prompt attention to nil inquiries. St;

please—Langford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, N.\

[5

FrancisBarnett.
3>.p. Francis-Barnett, new, in stock; price £7<i

4 Everest, Newport Garage, Newport, Salop. [5

"I 021 2"'ih.p. Francis-Barnett, lamps, horn, spe -

1J meter, perfect condition; £45.—D.R. Engir

ing Co., Ltd., Hospital Hill, Dunfermline. [£ •

F*RANCIS-BARNETT, 1921, 2%h.p. J.A.P.,
f

speed, clutch, K.S., condition as new; £4 -

B. B. F. Co., Melbourne Rd., Coventry, [3

-j Q20 Francis-Barnett, 2^ih.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, (

1J starter, hand clutch, appearance and condi >

as new; £50.—Hucklebridge, 133, Sloane St., Lon

S.W.I. " 2

ertisement, and the date of the issue

marked (P).

2
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MOTOR- CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

OVER, 1919, 5-6h.p. Combination, Cowey, Brooks'
1 cantilever saddle, Cameo screen, grid, Lucas
lips, mileage under 5,000; £90; appointment only.
Ha vward, "Eastwood," King Edward Rd., New
met. [4995

OVER 1320 5-6h.p., 3-speed, with Lucas dynamo
l- lighting,, fitted with Canoelet sporting sidecar,
v sparty outfit; £105; exchanges.—New nham Motor
„ 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Ham-
rsmith 80. [3898

919 Rover Combination, countershaft, 3-speed
gear box, clutch, kick start, silent chain trans-

*sion, tyres good, licensed and equipped, excellent
idition, guaranteed sound order; 68 gns.—186, St.
nesRd., Croydon. [5680

[| 19-20 5-6h.p. Twin Rover Combination, 3-speed,
v foot clutch, kick start, lighting set, horn etc., tank,
., unscratched, condition practically like new, trial
r time; £78.—Walker, 769,- Romford Rd., Manor
i-k, London, E. [5142

lh.p. Rover (countershaft), 3-speed, kick start,
2 clutch, Lucas lamps and generator, Tan-Sad,
,- tyre and belt, tax paid till 1923, in excellent
dition; for quick sale £55; no offers.—22, White-
se Rd., Croydon. [5336

vnrf Parts

:

OVER Spares. " Immediate delivery.— Kays. 8,
' Bond St., Ealing. [7225

Royal Ruby.
3h.p. Royal Ruby, 1914, single, lamps, shields, tax
4 paid; £28, good condition; offer.—Box 9372,
The Motor Cycle. [5029

)20 Royal Ruby, magnificent turnout, large
bulbous sidecar, as new; 87 gns.—67, X'erulea

, Balham. . [5671

OYAL Ruby 2%h.p., 2-stroke, splendid condition,
all accessories, discs; nearest £22; must sell.—34,

;dala Rd., London, N.19. [5403

)20 3h.p. Royal Ruby, spring frame, first-class-

. condition, fully equipped; nearest £57/10.—
i.e. 87, Salusbury Rd., Kilburn. [5212

)18 Royal Ruby 8h.p. Combination, fully
equipped, sidecar, windscreen, hood, perfect

Hition; £65.—204, Ladbroke Grove, W.10. [536*1

,OYAL RUBY 1920 8h.p. Combination, 3-speed,
: accessories; £115; exchanges —Newnham Motor
223. Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammer-

ih 80. [3893

ifc22 8h.p. Royal Ruby—the spring frame combina-
|' tion par excellence—fitted with interchangeable
; spare wheel, luggage and petrol carrier, Easting
:dum screen, lamps, horn, etc., all on, at £185;
liediate delivery from the agent for all thigh-class
Les, as usual.—Sam. E. Clapham (Motors), 27,
fekwell St., Greenwich. 'Phone, 751. [5893

Rudge.

J 22 Rudste-Multi in stock, for cash or exchange;
V £77.—Below.
k 19 Rudge-Multi, fully equipped ; £55.—Daw,

J'
Rudge Agent, 11$, Brixton Hill. [5246

'.h.n. Rudge-Multi 1920; £62/10.—Wauchope's, 9,
.' Slioe Lane, London. [5851

L'DGE-MULTI 1918, perfect _ order; £40.—Tucker,
. 56, Lordship Lane, Tottenham. [5566

\\Z2 3>Ah.p. Rudge-Multi; £77.—Morriss and Co.,
I' Ltd., 139, Finch ley Rd., N.W.3. [4711

I: UDGE-MULTI 3i/'h.p., clutch, foot oiler, all on;
[1
snip, £38.-266, Friern Rd., Dulwich. [4610

I 5.—Rudge, T.T
1 Holloway, 68

Binks, discs, perfect, ISOlbs.—
Julian Ave., Acton. [5325

I' JDGE, good condition, all on,' new tyres, Tan-
L Sad; £32. — Wolforth, 11a, Blithdale Rd.,
instead. [5535

I'CJDGE-MULTI 3V2h.p. 1914-15, fully equipped,
L pillion seat, tax; £35.-9, Lampmead Rd., Lee
'i-n, S.E.12. [5543

S(2iy2 Rudge-Multi, I.O.M., 3%h.p„ equipped, 2,500,
licensed 1922, new condition ; £63.-29, Lower

:>ton Rd., E.5. [5101

1)22 I.O.M. Rudge-Multis in stock at the latest
*" reduced prices, £77.—Jones Garage, Broadway,
\ well *TiJl. N.10. [0791

[JDGE-MULTI, T.T. bars, as new, ..mileage 300;
l,i going cheap.—9, Havana Rd., Wimbledon Park
1: 1868 Putney. [4677

'li. p. Rudge-Multi Combination, as new, equipped^
jl trial, guaranteed, £50; sacrifice — Melrose,
|

pit Walk, Worcester. [5528

\ h.p. Rudge, fixed gear, re-enamelled, first class
S: order, tyres good; £29.—Shepherd, Enfield
iway. Waltham X 31. [0792

I 7 is the price of a new Rudge. Get it from the

jjj
Agents ; in stock ; cash or payments.—Knight's,

I
Upper Tooting Rd., S.W.17. [0836

Vk 14 Rudge 3y;.h.p., lamps, horn, etc., good con-
* dition, running order; £35.—Beagley, 2, Win-
:lter St., Farnborough, Hants. [4836

WATCH THIS COLUMN
EVERY WEEK FOR

BANCROFTIAN CO.'S

BARGAINS.
Advertisers in "The Mo+or Cycle" frcm its

first publication.

. TYRES.—Manufacturers' clearance stocks, not
W.D. Although clearance they are new and perfect.
Wood-Milne extra heavy 4 ply, 20* X 3, 30/-. 650 :< 65,
27/6. 26X z\ combination, 35/- ; All clean and wrap-
ped in original packing. Pedley 26X 2^, 3-ribbed, 25/-.

Hutchinson 26 by z\ heavy T.T. 27/6 ; Passenger
26X 2* for 2£ 39/6. 700X 80 to. fit 650X 65 small car
heavy 49/6. 24.x 2 T. T. heavy 25/-, extra Inavy 3
ribbed 700x65 or 756x65 for American machines
35/-. 650x65 steel studded car type, 65/- , original,

£6 6s. Firestone 20x2, Auto wheel, 21/-; original,

45/-. Tube, 6/6. Palmer 26x2, light, 22/6; 650x65
cord, 42/- ; 26x2*-, cord, 42/-. Oylers 650x65 ribbed
square tread, heavy, in original packing, 27/6 ; original,

45/-. Clincher de Luxe, very heavy, 28x2, 32/6;
26X2J, 37/6; 26x2, Junior de Luxe, 22/6; 26X ij,

17/6. , Dreadnought Passenger A. Won 28x3, 45/-.

Hutchinson wired edge covers, 26 X 2 J- and 26 x 2 J, 30/-
each.

TUBES.—24 X2j, 4/6: 24x2,4/6; 26x4 5/6;
26x2i,5/9; 2GX2g, 5/6; 28x3, extra heavy, 7/6;
700x80, 7/6.

BELTS.—Clincher clearance line, new, not W.D-
J", 6' 6", 8/6 ;

$", 7' 6", 12/3 ;
8' 6", 14/- ; i", 7'-6">

16/-; S', 17/-; i$", 7M8/- ; 8', 20/6 ;
8' 6", 21/6 =

Bates short lengths, £", 5', 4/6; 5'- 6", 5/-; .$",4' 6",

5/-
; 575/- ;

5' 6", 5/6 ; 1", 4' 6", 6/3 ;
5', 7/- ;

5' 6", 7/9;
leather belts, ;J" at 2/6 per foot; belt fasteners, 9d.
and 1/-.

SPEEDOMETERS.—Cowey with trip, £4 19s. 6d. ;

Stewart with trip (£6 6s. model), £4 15s. ; Jones with
trip, £3 17s. 6d. ; all unused and perfect. All speedo-
meter replacements in stock.

TAN SADS, with back seat 28/6, original price 57/- ;

only limited quantity.

GOGGLES.—Genuine Triplex, 45/- model, 10/6 ;

25/- model, 9/6. They are new and perfect.

GAUNTLETS.—Extraordinary bargains. Tan leather
gauntlets unl.ned 7/n; lined 10/6; new and fresh.

The greatest bargain ever offered. Chrome leather
gauntlets with finger, and thumb, wrist strap, 3/6,
Gloves leather wool lined 4/6; Above lines worth
more than double. Limited quantities only. Order
at once.

WATERPROOF SUITS.—Less than pre-war prices.

Great purchase of manufacturers' stock, consisting
of double-breasted coats with belts, storm cuffs, and
collars, and seatless trousers with gussets, patent
fasteners, and leather bound seats. Finest quality
extra heavy double texture waterproof material,
dark fawn, new and fresh, only been made recently,
not half perished W.D. Our price to clear, £2 2s.

Could not be bought elsewhere under £4 10s., the
greatest bargain ever offered. Order immediately
to save disappointment. All stock sizes.

"

OIL SKIN SUITS.—Lined, double-breasted coat,
long trousers, with bib, first class quality, colour dark
green, 17/6, worth £3 3s,

Reliable Electric Motor Cycle Horn as illustrated,
complete with wire and switch, 15/6, postage 1/3.
Usual 29/6.
We can supply everything for the motor cyclist at

competitive prices. On all -Love goods carriage extra.

BANCROFTIAN CO.,
78, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON. E.C.

Grams- "Chaikel, London." Phone: London Wall 9S97

« MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

025.—Clutch M.odel Rudge, 3'/.h.p., overhauled and
<*» in Rood running order.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm
Rd., Opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station. [5895
Qlh.p. Rudge-Multi Combination, splendid con-rt dition, any trial; £45; seen by appointment.—
G. P. C, 7, Florence Terrace, Ealing, W.5. [5301
"DUDGE 1921 31/ih.p. Multi, in splendid condition;
-** £55, a real bargain.—W. E. Line, late Coppen
Allan, 89, Gt. Portland St. Langham 1601. [5831
I Q19 Rudge-Multi 3Vyi.p., lamps, horn, tax paid
J-iL/ overhauled, re-enamelled, spares; full particulars,
stamped address.—Bath, Bulkington, Devizes. [5598

TJUDGE 1922 Models for immediate delivery; ex-
-«-l/ changes.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer-
smith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [3889

A NY model Rudge Multi supplied on extended pay-
-£* ments. Send for catalogue and terms.—The
Hackford Eng. Co., 33, Hackford Rd., Brixton. [5027
TTWO 3ViJi.p. Rudge-Multis, spares; £35 each; seen
-*- daytime, evening, by appointment; owner going
abroad.—Dyson, Hedgis Yard, North End, Croydon.

"D UDGE-MULTI 3l/,h.p., I.O.M., specially finished
J-»> deep red, ridden 3,000 miles, unscratched; 49
gns.—Hare, 21, Mostyn Gardens, Kensal Rise, N.W.10.

JO 22 3V2h.p T.T. Rudge, brand new, in stock; fm-
-«-«•' mediate delivery; £77; cash or easy payments;
exchanges—Wilkins Simpson, Opposite tilyrhpia
London. '[5416

A SHGATE Garage. Edgedale Rd., Sheffield.—1922
f*:

Kudges, immediate delivery. Multis, £77-
3-speed, £94; 7,9h.p. Combination, with spare wheel,
£.150; send for list. [3751
'T> UDGE-MULTI, 1919,. clutch, pedal-starter, justJ-t/ overhauled, tax paid, lamps, etc., anv trial-

w uT
44

' n
SM

Jk- Waltham. .Abbey. WoneY.Waltham Cross 299. [5446
-p UDGE-MULTI, 1921 (August), 31/ih.p., touring-"' model, 1,500 miles, complete with tools, lamps
Klaxon, mirror, spare belt case, and belt; £65.-3
Selborne Rd., Sidcup. [5263
T> UDGE-MULTI, 3!ih.p., touring model, clutch.-** starter, Senspray carburetter, lamps, horn
speedometer, exceptionally fine condition; £45 or
near offer.— 156, Ribblesdale Rd., Streatham. [5501
Qlh.p. Rudge, single-gear, overhauled' and re-
*-'* enamelled, lamps, horn, etc., back tyre and
belt new, new adjustable pulley; bargain, £29/10 —
Muncaster, 12, Cringlethwaite, Egremont, Cumberland

"DUDGE 1922.—All' models of Ihis popular mount.'
J-t< The 3%h.p. Multi at £77 is competitive with
anything in its class; cash or terms; exchanges.—
W. E. Line, late Coppen Allan, 89, Gt. Portland
St. Langham 1601. [5830
lT-9h.p. 1921 Rudge-Multwin Combination, in perfect
• condition, fast and economical, mileage under
3,000, complete with electric lighting, speedometer,
horn, and tools; 100 gns.—Noble, 89, Kensington
Garden Sq., London, W.2. [4908

Spare Parts:

T ONGMAN BROS., 17, Bond St., Ealing.—Official
-L' agents Rudge spares. [5710
rpHE Promptest Firm for Rudge Spares.—Forfield
-- Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [3163

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—All Rudge parts in stock; illustrated

list post free. [495 L

Scott.

JOHN R. KINSEY & Co., Ltd.—Croydon—for
Scotts. [5149

QCOTT Service Depot, 99, Great George St., Liver-
1-J pool.—Scott motor cycles. Scott Sociables. [5438

SCOTTS, either model, West of England Agent is

Gibb, 100, Northgate, Gloucester. 'Phone : 852.
[8126

1Q22 Scott Models in stock, complete; £110: de-A" livered free.— Millard's, Scott Agents, Chester-
field. 14276

F.O.C.H. for a 1920 Scott, brand new condition;
also 1914 combination.— 5, Heath St., Hampstead.

tNear Tube.) [4927

SCOTT Combination in first-rate condition, with"
lamps, tools, and. luggage carrier; £45.—Stan-

bridge, Cranbrook. [5754

1 Q14 Scott 3-Jih.p., water-cooled twin, 2-speed, and
J-tffree engine, fitted with coaenbuilt sidecar; £45.
Waucliope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [5849

1 Q20 Scott, mileage only 1,100, Binks, speedometer,
-Ltf lamps, horn, perfect order; £80; licence paid.
—13, Clifton Crescent, Folkestone. , [4747

SCOTT 3%h.p. 1920. model, now at works bem?
overhauled by makers; what offers ; must sell.—Harding, Glenfarne, Co. Leitrim. [5398

SCOTT 1914-15 Combination, in thorough "running
order, lamps and spares; a bargain, £45: amy

trial.—220, High St.,
,
Stoke Newington. [4S53

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue B29
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P;. .
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

£\(\ M.P.H. guaranteed—Scott, November 1919, run^" 8,000 miles, perfect condition, double pole ig-

nition, Squirrel footrests, new racing pattern, Cox-
Atmos; £65.—Giddy, Ditton Hill, Surbiton. [5067

SOUTH London Scott Service Depdt—'Phone Croy-
don 1129 for demonstration runs; immediate de-

livery; prices from £105.—John R. Kinsey and Co.,
Ltd., 350-352. Lower Addiscombe Ed.. Croydon. [8352

Spare Parts

:

SCOTT Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [7226

SOUTH London Scott Service Depot..—Scott Spares :

Scott Repairs.—John R. Kinsey and Co., Ltd.,
350-352, Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. 'Phone
1129. [8353

GODFREYS', Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London,
W.I.—Complete stock of all Scott spare parts

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, stating
year of manufacture. 10751

Silver Prince.
SILVER PRINCE, exceptional bargain.—New 1922

Lightweight Combination for £85, J.A.P. engine,
Stnrmey gear box, Brampton forks, Canoelet sidecar
with screen.—Chinery, 1, Hammersmith Rd., Kensing-
ton. 'Phone: Western 4140. [5285

Singer.
"1 Q14 3V2hp. Singer, 3-speed, licensed for year; 18
-"-«/ gns.—Edwards, 101, Gt. Portland. St., W. [5886

QQ GNS.—Singer
2J/2

h.p., 2-speed, countershaft, en-
<-Vti/ closed mechanical valves, good tyres; excep-
tional bargain.—53, Swaffield Rd., Wandsworth. [5344

GINGER 3y2h.p. T.T. model, racing cams, Bosch^ magneto, special Senspray, lamps, horn, tax, etc.,
fast, mechanically perfect, splendid appearance and
condition; £35; private owner.—H., 173, King's Rd.,
Kingston. [4681

Swart Parts

:

THE Promptest Firm for Singer Spares.—Forfleld
Motors, Forfleld Place, Leamington Spa. [3164

Spark.
QPARK 1922 models, Villiers engine, flywheel mag-
*J neto, £39/18; also 2-speed kick starter models
in stock, £52/10.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St.,
Acton, London. [5791

Sparkbrook.
1 Q21 Sparkbrook 2V2h.p., 2-speed, Villiers engine,
J-«J Lucas lamps, horn, College mudshield, insured,
licensed; cost £68, guaranteed; £38.—40, Warley.
Ed., Blackpool. [5431

Sun.

"J Q 21 (October) Sun-Vitesse, equipped, done 400
;*" miles; 30 gns., bargain; exchanges.—Kent's, 417,
Lord St., Southport. [5587
Ol\ Gns., Bargain—1919 Sun-V.T.S., 2 speeds,^v» footboards, smart, rebushed—Seabridge, Harrsler
Rd., East Dulwich. (Sydenham 2452.1 [7936
CJUN-VITESSE, kick starter, 2-speed, hand clutch,
5? horn, lamps, all accessories, as new; £45.—C. A.
Blay, 192, Heath Rd., Twickenham. [5776
T7IOE Sun, J.A.P., or Sun-Vitesse, get in touch with

. .
thf sole North London agents. Models in stock,

single Special, 42 gns.; 2=ih.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, K.S.,
M> gns. Send for catalogues. Trade supplied.—.Tones
Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill. N.10. [0790

Sunbeam.
Qih.p. Sunbeam 1919 Combination; £95.—Wau-" -i chope s, 9 Shoe Lane, London. [5855

r^R2SSu' Effingham Sq., is Agent for Sunbeams inv Kot/neriam; new models in stock. [5330
TTICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol. Sole District-"- Agent for Sunbeams; unequalled service, repairs
etc.

f3i43
OUNBEAM 1915 3i/,h.p. Combination, very good
>-> order, fully equipped; £65.—Allin, 12, -Bridge
St., Cambridge. [4778

CUNBEAM 1919, 3i/
2h.p., 3-speed. clutch, kicku starter, equipped, perfect; £70.'—5, Victoria

Avenue, Surbiton. [5334
SUNBEAM Twin Combination, 1915-1919, exception,

ally good condition
; offers.—Jones, 1 1, Hawks-

head St., Southport. [5453
Olh.p. Sunbeam Combination, Sept., 1920, complete"2 tax paid, perfect condition; £160.—Cranmer!

, 8, Salop Rd., Oswestry. [5469
"1 Q19 3i/

2h.p. Sunbeam Combination, in good con-
•<-" ditiou, lamps, horn, etc.—Vincent, Hemsworth
Lane Ends, nr. Wakefield. [4848
SEMI-SPORTS Sunbeam, 1919, 3V2h.p., appearance and

running order as new, lamps, etc. ; £80,—Loweth
6, Mount Pleasant Rd., Ealing. [5263
Oih.p. Sunbeam, 1920, complete with lamps, horn,
*-* 2 Biuks, detachable wheels, splendid condition

;

£85.—Gore, Wickfield, Hunger-ford. [4791

SUNBEAMS 1922.—Order now; cash or terms; ex-
changes.—W. E. Line, late Goppen Allan, 89

Gt. Portland St. Langham 1601. [5832

Three Attractive
Value-for-Money
LIGHTWEIGHT
PROPOSITIONS
THE Built as it is

OI T A I ITY throughout, from
Kiut\L.u i components bear-

HENLEY ing such irre-

proachablenames
as Blackburne, Burman, and
Brampton, this beautiful machine
stands head and shoulders above
the ordinary assembled light-

weight by reason of its superb
finish and detail refinement. The
price, too, is attractive. Three-
speed 2-|h.p. Black- *7A f*

. lUu:burne engine . rns.

THE
BIG-HEARTED

RADCO

A machine of

special appeal
to the man
who requires a

sturdy, reli-

able machine, made by a firm with
a first-class reputation at the
lowest possible price. The single-

geared model at 34 Gns. is the
lowest-priced REAL motor cycle

to be bought, while you can obtain
the same equipped with a two-
speed clutchand kick-A C /"*

start gearbox for .. I^VfllS.

THE range of

THOROUGHBRED^^
EXCELSIOR firm with

nearly half

a century's reputation—each a
leader in its particular class. Econ-
omy is a special feature of these

machines-—-both to buy and main-
tain—while the finish is second to

none on the road. The 2 \ h.p.' Ex-
celsior Villiers two-speed Sturmey
Archer clutch and k.s. at £53
is outstanding value. Complete
with electric light- P^ p7
ing set and lamps ToJ % 10

FRANK HALLAM,
Dalton Sl^rSffBSJar) Birmingham
and 88, BRISTOL ST. ('Phone: Midland 1472).

Full Market fPrlce allowed for your present machine in
e * change. Easy payments direct with the purchaser

< ny a per cent, extra.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

"|O20 (late) SVjh.p. Sunbeam, electric lighting
J-i/ Binks, speedometer, etc., perfect condition; £90
-Box 9349, c/o The Motor Ci/cle. [482(

I Q21 Sports Sunbeam, Lucas head lamp, horn, etc.

X*7 new condition; £106; year's tax paid.—Rose
80, Cluntergate, Horbury, Wakefield. . - [512!

SUNBEAM Combination 3y2h.p. late 1919 model
condition as new; first offer £90—Write, Daviee

" Lynton," Tottenham Lane, Hornsey, N. [466!

SUNBEAM Combination 3>/2h.p., 1916, full;

equipped, splendid condition, very little used

£70.—Southern, 386, Heneage Rd., Grimsby. _550!

SUNBEAM 1919 3V2h.p. Combination, lamps, horn

long exhaust, sidecar re-painted, all in splendii

order; £75—Allin, 12, Bridge St., Cambridge. [4771

SUNBEAM Combination, 6h.p., as new, wonderful!;

reliable, large body, with child's seat, trial

£120.—64, Forthbridge Rd., Clapham Common, S.TC.4

[545!

1 Q21 Sunbeam 3V2h.p. Combination, all wheel

J-*7 interchangeable, equal to new, fully equipped

£137 or nearest.—Sheppard, Benton Hill, Horbury
Wakefield. [5221

1Q19 Sunbeam 3Y2h.p., 3-speed, all chain, Lucas
i-*s accessories, exceptionally fine condition; £65
—Hillier (side bell), "9, Wallingford Avenue, Nortl

Kensington. [527-'

I Q20-21 Sunbeam, fully equipped as mew, inter

J-eJ changeable wheels, small mileage, guarantee

perfect every respect; £96.—Everald Sexty, Pool Fara
Tibberton, Glos. [477-

SUNBEAM, 1919, 3V2h.p., Mills-Fullford sideCal

mileage under 4,000, lamps and all tools; £9(

Appointment only.—Hayward, "Eastwood," "Kin

Edward Kd„ New Barnet. [499

1 Q19 3V2h.p. Sunbeam and brand new Sunbeai
AJ7 Sidecar de Luxe, fully equipped, perfect cor

dition; £90.—Hillier (side bell), 9, Wallingfor

Avenue, North Kensington. [527

4h.p. French Military Model Sunbeam Combinatior

recently thoroughly overhauled and repainted, an

trial given; £95, or near offer.—Apply, before 2 p.m

1, St. John St., Smithfield, E.C [465

1QI9 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, Lucas lampt

13 hood, screen, detachable spare wheel, speech

meter, clock, licensed, condition excellent; 105 gns.-

Edwards, 101, Gt. Portland St., W. [588

1 A21 3V2h.p. Sports Sunbeam mileage 2,500, lamp
-i-^ horn,' 80 m.p.h., speedometer, spare sprocket'

verv fast, and in perfect condition; £115; tax paiil.-

D.R. Engineering Co., Ltd., 113, George St., Edii

burgh. [585

1Q21 Sunbeam Sports, mileage under 1,000, enanw

J-«7 and plating perfect, Cowey horn, CA.V. hea

lamp rear lamp, aluminium number plates, perfec

condition, seen Reading; £110.-Lavfn, Old Housi

Sonning, Berks. Lla0

1 Q20 3V»h.p. Sunbeam and Sidecar, Lucas acetyler

J-tf lighting, horn, tools and spares; cost £210, 3

splendid condition; £140. or nearest offer; ovmf

going abroad.-Webster, " St. Malo," Oakhill Garden

Woodford Green. I466

in 21 Sports Sunbeam, little used, absolutely i

Xil new fully insured, Bonniksen, Lucas lamp

numerous extras and spares, exceptionally las

nearest £127; without accessories if <>«"«;

51, Wilberforce Rd., Fmsbury Park, N.4.

31 h.p. Sunbeam, 1918-19, Henderson sidecar, Eas

2 ing, very fully equipped, D.A. lighting, Bormi

sen, special valve covers, etc., gold medal winner, ]u

plated, enamelled, insured, year's tax, clean, reliabl

98 gns.-130, London Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [94'

I021 3V.h.p. Sporting Model Sunbeam Motor Cycl

L\f complete with lamp, generator, horn, and nm
epares, cast aluminium plates., new in April last, ana

evcentionallv rrnod condition tyres unnunctured ;
nenre

.offer tdfillO.-Geoffrey Smith, The Motor Cyd

Coventry. li-^_

SUNBEAM Combination 8h.p. 1921, engine K

8/72389, run 1,245 miles and in perfect co

dition, tank and all paint-work unscratehed, and ,

fittings as new, equipped with Lucas Magdyno ugi

ing, Bonniksen, Cowey horn, H.B. mirror, sc. -ho.

anil windscreen, Tan-Sad, all tools; £210.-Box 939

c/o The Motor Cycle.

SUNBEAM Agents—All 1922 models in stocl

3Vih.p. Touring model, £126; 3i/
2h.p. Sup-

Sports model, £136/10; 3y2h.p. Light Touring rood.

£136/10- 4y4h.p. Combination, £182/14; 8h.p. Co

bination, £217/7. Exchanges, extended payme:

terms to suit individual requirements. Catalogi

on application.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green S

Cambridge. t"

Spare Parts

:

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Ca

bridge.—All Sunbeam parts in stock; no wa

ing. [4=

Swan.
7-9h,p. Swan Sporting Combination, EX., T

handles, tools and accessories, lots spares, li

1920; £90.—Owner, 25, York St., W..1. - [45

B30 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Verus.

921 4h.p. Verus-Blackburne, 3-speed, as new,
mileage 200; exchanges or delerred.—Edwards,

|l, Gt. Portland St., W. [4161

920 Verus 2 I/.h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, etc., excellent

condition; £37/10.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale,

jhone : Hampstead 1353. [5635

921 Verus, 2-speed, clutch, K.S., aluminium discs

and legshields, equipped; £32/10; exchange
:jibination.—James, c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow

Paddington. [5208

920. 2'kh.p. Verus-Blackburne. 2-speed. clutch,
lamps horn, disc wheels, etc., first-class order

x paid; £55.—Shepherd, EDlield Highway. "Phone
altham Cross 31. [0799

920 Verus 2'ih.p., single-speed, good as new, elec

trie light outfit, good accessories, suit overalls

It. 6irO, insurance, tax paid; lot cost over £75,
t-5; appointment only.—Schofield, 25, Santos Hd..
Jandsworth, S.W.18. [1020

Villiers.

riLLIERS-GAMAGE 2yzh.p., delivered 1920, condi-

]
tiou as new, new tyre on back, cost £60; £28.—

Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchlev Rd. Hampstead,
22. [5765

Werner.
\fERNER 4h.p. Twin, splendid condition; £22;

take push cycle part.—57, Kenbury St., Camber-
1:11, London. [5475

Wooler.
»25.—Wooler 1915 2*)ih.p., 2-stroke, variable gear,

i' clutch, lamps, etc., splendid order; exchanges;-

j, Solon Rd., Brixton. [5199

JX700LER, 2".ih.p., 1921, with lamps; £48/10.
- V Klaxon, speedometer, extra.—Write, 6, Stockwell
<rk Crescent, S.W.9. [5694

ilTOOLER 1920 2*;4h.p., 9 speeds, clutch, equipped,
? ' tax paid, as new; £43; or exchange 1920 Doug-
is.—18, Marlborough Rd„ Old Kent Rd., S.E.I.

[5309
920 Wooler, fully equipped and licensed, recently

overhauled by makers, very smart appearance;
El gns. ; after 4 p.m.— 4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith.

[5351
921 Wooler, done 2,500 miles, excellent appear-

ance and . mechanical condition, lamps, horn,
I en Hampshire district, cheap for quick sale.—Box
1558. c/o The Motor Cycle. [4864

Zenith.
ik TO Z. Allan and Zenith.

k LLAN GRTJZELIER, Specialist in Zenith Motor
li. Cycles.

JJUY a Bradshaw Model to-day—and thank me for

|^ putting you on a good thing to-morrow.

ITEMEMBER.—You get After Sale Service with all

j^V Zenith motor cycles purchased from me; also im-

mediate delivery, and deferred payments if you wish.

|-London office : Ulster Chamber 168, . Regent St.
' egent 205. Showrooms and Workshops : Knight and
Vheatley's Garage. Coulsdon. Purley 1277. [3377

; Q22 Zenith-Bradshaw, Gradua gear, shop soiled

only; £98.—Tippen, Marden, Kent. [5076

£55.—1919 8h.p. 90-bore Sports Zenith, excellent
condition, equipped,

IQ22 3l/
2h.p. Zenith-Bradshaw,

\*J —Morriss and Co.,

186, "Southgate Rd., N.l
[5499

IQ 22 Zenith Bradshaw. beautiful machine, shop-
L«J soiled only; £105.—Downing and Donovan,
tyde. [5440

S.A., 3-speed; £119
Ltd., 139, rinchley Rd.,

J.W.3. [4710

J7ENITI-T 1920 8h.p. Sports, Swan sidecar, fully

p* equipped; £78, bargain.—Clark, 7, Exhibition
jtd., S.W.7. [5898

l^h.p. Sports Zenith, late 1920, lamps, horn, tools,

1^ tax paid, just overhauled; £65.—French, 1, Bed
lord St., Oxford. [4943

.r/ENITH Brand New 5h.p. Sports Models, guaran-
'Ll teed; £76/13; lew only left.—Clark, 7, Exhibi-.
! ion Rd.. S.W.7. ^'294

ZENITH-BRADSHAW 1922 models in stock; £113;
liberal exchanges.—Eagles and Co., 275, High

jit., Acton, London. [5794

ZENITH Twin J.A.P. 6h.p. Combination, Easting,

lamps, handle start; 50 gns.; not taxed.—131,
SBdnchurch Rd., Bnghton. [4605

il Q 20 6h.p. Zenith, mileage 2,500, Bonniksen, Lucas
JLv lamps, all accessories, excellent condition; £70.
j-Clarendon House, Newbury. [5447

£45.—6h.p Zenith Sports 1913, Binks, 1921 rod

brake, equipped, taxed, insured, seen, tried.—Far-

liuhar, 4, Eatou Ter., S.W.I, [4586

ZENITH, new March, 1921, 6-8h.p., sports, electric

lighting, electric horn, speedometer; offers.—157,

Lordship Lane, Wood Green. [5019

F.O.C.H. for Zeniths, latest models in stock; also

1920 8h.p. countershaft combination.— 5, Heath
Bt., Hampstead. (Near Tube.) [492;.

;The Juno Cycle;

;and Motor Co.,;
« Proprietors

:

b^

METROPOLITAN MACHINISTS Co., Ltd.

B 248, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON, E.C.2.

19
TTI r PHONE : BISHOPSGATE 2195.

g I LLLGRAMS : QUILLS AVE LONDON. Ij

ESTABLISHED OVER FORTY YEARSj
~

- The Pick ofthe Bunch!

« A.J.S., ARIEL, B.S.A.,

CHATER LEA,"
B DOUGLAS, ENFIELD,

J
; INDIAN, LEVIS, B

m MATCHLESS, NORTON, b

RALEIGH, RUDGE,
; sun. ;
_ Any of the above Motor Cycles or B

Combinations can be supplied on our

well-known GRADUAL PAYMENT
SYSTEM. B

Particulars on Application. B

B ~ B

b Further Sidecar Reductions!
B

WATSONIAN. Sidecars for n -I £
B Lightweights, very light and c&» lu 1
B sporty. - - - C A S H

B MILLS FULFORD. n r\ A g
Corvette. A sidecar for the dL^i'Tr

B connoisseur !
- -CASH -

B All Sidecars can be supplied B

on monthly payments. g

Sidecar Bodies, Sandum or Venus, _
from £5 15 0.

Underslung or step chassis from £7.

RUDGE MULTI 1920. In perfect

condition, £55 ; or £10 12 deposit g

and 12 payments of £3 18 0.

Accessories at Reduced Prices.
fi

£ s. d.

Easting Screens 3 18

Cameo „ 2 15

Bluemels, 1921 3 10

Orto Hoods - 3 6

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

WRITE for photo and particulars of the most
sporty and best equipped Zenith combination

on the road.—Walbro, Ely, (Jambs. [4942

5-6h.p. Sports Zenith, late type; £55, no offers;

60 m.p.h. ; exchange Barley.—W. Bennett, 19,

Ferrajd St., Bermondsey, S.E.I.
.

[4808

ZENITH and sidecar, 5-6h.p., countershaft sear and
kick start, engine overhauled, any trial; £45.

Sibley's, Garage, Martock, Somerset. [4916

1 Q21 Zenith 8h.p. clutch Combination, all Lucas
Xi/ accessories, equal and looks like new, licence-

paid; £1Q5.-Harris, 14, Gt. Marlborough St., W.l.
[5120

6h.p. Zenith Combination, 2-seater sidecar, tully

equipped outfit lor small family, good running
urder; £80; seen any time.—Baker, High St., Ealing.

[5179

ZENITH 1920 8h.p. countershaft, kick start, Hcn-
' derson Elite sidecar, lamps, Bonniksen, speedo-

meter, excellent condition; £105.-5, Heathcote Rd..

Epsom. [5117

1 Q20 Zenith 8h. p..clutch, Henderson Elite sidecar,
-!?«/ new condition, only ridden 800 miles; sacrifice

£105.—Elms, 433, Brixton Rd., S.W.
ton 704.

Phone, Brix-
[4960

ZENITH 8h.p. countershaft Combination, splendid

condition, lamps,, windscreen, Tan-Sad, etc. ; £75

;

exchange for 0.1.p. combination.—46, Fairfield Rd..
Edmonton. [5241

QA-BORE Twin Side-valve Zenith, direct drive,
*J VF excellent appearance and condition, fully

equipped; seen London; £60.—Box 9347, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [4787

yENITH 8h.p. Sporting Combination, 2,500 miles,
' delivered May, 1921; £105; all lamps, etc.,

: -

perfect condition.—Shuter,
Bark, S.W.^0

Greville House,

I Q21 8h.p. Sportslv since November,

Z 1

19 2

Spring Shackles,

set of four - 6 6

P. & H. Lamp
Sets - - 1 12

Orto Hood for

Sidecar - 3 15

W. S. R. Jets,

allsizes 8/6&10 6

£ S.«i
Watford Speel-
ometers,slight-
1 y soiled,
guaranteed - 4 15

Renolds Cham
I X i per ft. 6 1

ail spares in

stock,

Tan-Sads - 1 10

Austin Seats - 15

B&B Light-
weight Car-
buretters, win-
dow soiled - 2 10

; FREE.
Call or write for

80 pp. Illustrated List

with all latest price
reductions.

Rayne;
[5534

-|Q21 Sports Zenith 5h.p., brand new and unused,
J-" makers' full guarantee; listed £110, our price

73 gns.; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 101, Gt.

Portland St., W. [4457

Zenith, new August, stored

mileage 1,300, condition as

new throughout; £85,' no offers.—127, Midland Rd.,

Wellingborough. -> [4692

1 Q22 Zenith-Bradshaw, slightly used for a few
J- tF demonstrations, indistinguishable from new,

lull guarantee; sacrifice, £95.—Frank Whitworth, 139,

New St., Birmingham. [0711

ENITH 1919 8h.p. J. A.P., with Dunhill coach-

bun., sidecar, hood, screen, lamps, etc., tax paid

till , end of year; a snip, £105—Wilkins Simpson,

Opposite Olympia, London. [5421

21 Zenith Sports 5h.p., brand new and unused,

maker's full guarantee, listed £110; our price

73 gns.; exchanges or deterred.—Edwards, .50, Har-

rington Rd., South Kensington. [1957

LONGMAN Bros., Bond St., Ealing. Tel., 689.—
Sole district Zenith agents, specialists in repairs

and tuning. All mode.s for immediate delivery. Cash,

exchange, or deferred payments. [9909

BARKER'S Motors can supply 1922 Zeniths, all

models, at list prices, and give an insurance

policy against mechanical breakdown for 12 months

free Cash, deferred or exchanges.—194, Balham High

Rd.! S.W. 12. [1210

1 Q21 Zenith 8h.p., o.h.v., sporting aluminium tor-

13 pedo sidecar, all lamps, spares, etc., Bonniksen,

bought June; cost over £200; unused since September,

mileage 1,000; accept nearest £150.—Mitchell, Lin

dens, Farnham. . C730

ZENITH-BRADSHAW 1922 Models for immediate
delivery; best allowances on second-hand machines

taken in part payment; distance no object.—Newnham
Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone

:

Hammersmith 80. [3891

ZENITH 1920, countershaft, 8h.p., nearly new,

special Rennoc roomy sidecar, hood, cameo,

Cowey speedometer, horn, electric, gas, excellent order

throughout, trial . (reasonable distance) ; 105 gns.—10.

Clarendon Rd., W.ll. ts5li5

ZENITH 1920 8h.p. Combination, countershaft, kick

start, clutch, Millford sidecar, F.R.S. electric

lighting, speedometer, disc wheels, condition as new;
£105 —Smith, 9, Johnson St., Notting Hill Gate.

London. 'Phone: Park 3447. [5813

1 O20 8h.p. Twin Zenith-Jap Countershaft Com-
i-O bination, kick starter and clutch, luxurious

Sandum sidecar, cameo windscreen, lighting set, horn,

etc , in practicallv new condition throughout, seen

any time; £98.—Sidney, 769, Romford Rd., Manor
Park, London, E. [5141

ZENITH 1920 8h.p. Sports Combination, counter-

shaft, Swan sporting sidecar, Avro windscreen,

long copper exhaust, aluminium discs, speedometer,

lamp set. Klaxon, new belt, in new condition, the

smartest outfit on the road; £90; seen any time

Exeter Rd; Garage. Brondcsbury, Met. Station.—

Bresler. 'Pho: : City 8575. [6489

Svare Parts:

rGMAN BR
gents Zenith spares.

T ONGMAN BROS., 17, Bond St.-, Ealing.—Official

[5706

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement and the date of the issue A33

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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Spare Parts

:

Zenith.

-Kaya, 8,

[7222
ZENITH Spares. Immediate delivery.

Bond St., Ealing

Ladies.' Motor Cycles.

tf>lb.p. Ladies' Hoyal Ruby, 2-stroke Villiers, 2
t*i 2 speeds, accessories, perfect condition; £34.—
McKie, Lodge 145, Preston Rd., Brighton. (P) [5096

I^RANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139. New St., Bn
ininghatn, distributing agents for the Lady's Ivy,

daintiest of all ladies'

for list.

machines; £62. complete
[0724

A MOST suitable mount for
frame Reynolds Runabout, 2%h.p., 2-stroke,

LADIES' Douglas 1914 2-;ih.p., 2-speed, kick starter,

clutch, fully equipped, perfect order, small mile-

age, tax paid; £32; appointment.—S., 53, Lawrie Park
Rd., Sydenham, S.E. 'Phone: 1402. [4827

lady is the open-
with

2-speed and kick starter.—Get details from Frank
Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New St., Birmingham. [5900

V"
ELOCETTE 1922, Model E.L.2, open frame
clutch, kick starter, is the ideal lady's mount;

all black waterproof finish,' clean to ride in all

weathers; £68; easy payments 4% extra; illustrated

catalogue on request.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd..
Birmingham. [89 G6

Miscellaneous.

REX, £13; Precision, £16; Fafnir, offers; must
sell.—44i T Seven Sisters, Tottenham. [5007

33h,p. motor cycle, running order, tax paid; going
4 abroad ; £20.—Perry, 47, Huddersfield Rd.,

Ellaud. [5542

23h.p. Kerry, engine, frame, wheels, £5; also 3%h.p;
4 Bat, slightly incomplete, £4/10.—King, Ecrove

Farm, Oxford. [5227

BARGAINS.—New O.K.'s, Ariels. Harleys, Oii.es-
Quadrants; exchanges entertained. — Booth.-

Motones. Halifax.

BARGAINS.—1920 Matchless combination, detach
able wheels, £130 /10 /6 ; 6h.p. Zenith combina

tion. £49/10/6.—Booths' Motories. Halifax.

BARGAINS.—1917 Allon. 3-speed gear, clutch, kicH
starter, lamps, speedometer, £42/10/6.—Booths

Motories.

BOOTHS' Bargains.-1920 Sun, 2 speeds, clutch
£39/10/6; 4-cyl. F.N.. 2 speeds, £22/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—Harley-Davidson Combination.
- mileage 300. £129/10/6; 1920 Harley, £95/10/6.

like nsw.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—1920 Wooler,- £49/19/6; 3h.p
2-speed Enfield, £29. 10/6; 1914 Phelon and

Moore. £35/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—6h.p. 3-speed Rudge, £35/10/6 :

3',-h p. Minerva, magneto. £10/15/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.-1921 Phelon and Moore, small
mileage, £75/10/6; 6h.p. Rex combination,

£27/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—Matchless Combination. 3-speed
countershaft, £69/10/6; 1920 S-speed Ariel.

£69/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—1919 4h.p. Douglas Combina
tion, £79/10/6; 4h.p. late model Douglas

£55 / 10 /6 ; 2%h.p. Douglas, cheap-, lightweight motor
cycle, £13/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—1920 8h.p. Tamplin, £79/10/6;
-1920 Morgan De Luxe, £165/10/6. cost

£250 / 10 ; nearly new Ariel combination, £85 / 10 / 6 ;

new 3\i'h.p. 3-speed Ariel. £87/10/6; new 4'/2h;p
Quadrant combination, £100; several others, cheap;
push cvcles taken exchange—Boot ha' Motories, Port
land Place, Halifax. 'Phone : 1062. [1966

-| Q15 Road Racer, very exceptional condition, very
-L«J' hot, will tick over; 35 gns.; exchanges.—Kent's,
417, Lord St., Southport. [5585

ASHGATE.—1921 B.S.A. Sporting Combination,
semi T.T. bars, footrests, lamps, many spares,

competition machine, perfect order throughout; £105.
—Below.

ASHGATE.—1920 Matchless Combination, Magdyno
lighting, speedometer, spare wheel, new tyre,

excellent condition; £135.—Below.

ASHGATE.—

3

l
/2h.p. Precision,, single speed, recently

overhauled, re-enamelled, new tank, new drip
feed; bargain, £25.—Below.

ASHGATE.—1922 Rudges, immediate delivery all
models; see Rudge advts.—Ashgate Garage Edee-

dale Rd., Sheffield. [3750
DRADBURY Motor Cycle,
J-> carrier, 2-speed, free engine, accessories, engine
No. 9357; price £22/10 lot. Apply to the Purchasing
Agent, Great Eastern Railway, Liverpool St. Station
Telephone : London Wall 3585 ex. 5. [3479

4h.p., and wicker goods

F.O.C.H. for second-hand cycles, combinations, and
runabouts at bargain prices; exchanges arranged;

any new cycle, combination, or car supplied; cash or
deferred "payments.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heat'1

St., Hampstead (near Tube). 'Phone: Hampstead
3752. Hours, 9-7, including Saturdays. [4934

STOP
at this and compare prices
and quality. Invitation to

inspect before purchasing.
All Buildings carriage paid. No extras.

This Building is complete with tin. tongued and
grooved foor, Jin. match-boards or wea her-
boards, 3in. framing, strong boarded roof, best
pluvex felt. Building treated with weather-
proof composition. Prices, complete end
carriage paid to any stat on in England and
Wales.

8x 6 £8 16x10 £27 O
iox 8 13 18x10 33
12x8 17 10 20x10 3710
14x10 23 20* 12 4
OLYMPIA MODEL ASBESTOS BUILDING

Specification in Our Catalogue.

12X £23 10 18x10 £42 10
14x10 32 15 20x12 46 15
16X10 3715 - u
Delivered with iron roof complete. Fire-proof

and sound proof.

Our unsolicited testimonials' should create
con.idence.

5, York Place, Mirfield, Yorks.
Feb. io

f 1922.
The South-Western Appliance Co., London.
Dear Sirs,—The Motor Hut 1 ordered from you
came to hand a few days ago. I have now erect-
ed same and am pleased to inform you that it is

entirely to my satisfaction. In conclusion I

must sav it is excellent value for money.
^ourstrul", A. WALKER.

Q4, Eaton Road, Brynhyfryd. Swansea.
Mr. Brodrick, Feb. 11, 1922.
Dear Sir,— I am pleased to tell \ou the shed
was delivered in good order and has given
great satisfaction.

Yours faithfully,

JAMES BRAY.

3, Eddington Road, Fairhaven, Lytham.
Feb. 13, 1Q22.

Dear Sir,—In re~e ;pt of your letter of the 31st,

I have received " Delholme ' hut alright. I

am pleased with same and recommend it to
. our friends.

Yours trnlv

_____ H. NEVILLE.

illustrated Catalogue Free.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE C?
High Street, Fulham, London, S.W.

Telephone: PUTNEY 2771.

coachbuilt combina-
2 speeds, lamps, screen ; 42 gns.;

*34 A " letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each ad
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are when desired

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.—Great bar."» gains; finest selection motor cycles London; ex-changes; easy terms.

'WANDSWORTH.—Easter bargains. Easter bar.»• gams. Nows the time to buy real good motor
cycle at your own price and be ready for your Easter
holidays.

WANDSWORTH.—Easy. terms. The onlv firm to
» ' give immediate delivery first deposit.

"WANDSWORTH.—Gregoire 3V_.h.p., magneto, good»» tyres, runs splendidly; sacrifice, 19 gns.; easy
terms.

"WANDSWORTH.—Condor 3y2h.p., T.T. type, mag-
'» neto, very fast; cheap, 22 gns t ; easy terms.

"WANDSWORTH.—Motosacoche 2V.h.p., magneto," variable gear, nice little machine; 23 gns.; easy
terms.

"WANDSWORTH.—Tourist 3y2h.p,, magneto, 2-speed
'_' gear box, low built; 28 gns.; terms.

"WANDSWORTH.—Peugeot 3Vih.p., magneto, good
»

» tyres, nice machine, licensed; 26 gns. : easv
terms. -

"WANDSWORTH.—Singer 2V-.1 .p., 3" speeds, clutch," almost new tyres; 29 gns.; easy terms.

"WANDSWORTH.—Rover 3'/2h.p., clutch model,»' Bosch, kick, fine machine; 33 gns.; easy terms.

"W"AMDSWORTH.—Rudge 3%h.p., 2 speeds, kick,"— newly enamelled, special; 36 gns.; easy terms.

W"ANDSWORTH.—Henderscn clutch model 8h.p.,
v» 4 cyls., chain drive, lamps; 39 gns.; easy terms.

"WANDSWORTH.—Humber, almost new, 3V->h.p., 2~» speeds, lamps, hooter; 46 gns.; easy terms.

"WANDSWORTH. — F.N., magnificent machine," 5-6h.p., 2 speeds, clutch newly enamelled,
plated; 59 gns.; easy terms.

"WANDSWORTH.—Triumph 4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch,
*v fi ne machine; only 46 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Bradbury
tion, 4h.p., "

3asy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Woli coachbuilt combination.
3 1

'

i:
-4h.p. J.A.P., 3 speeds, countershaft; 49 gns.;

easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph (late) Gloria- combina-
tion, 4h.p., 3 speeds, countershaft; 69 gns.; easy

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—T.M.C. coachbuilt combinationr
8-10h.p., 3 speeds, shaft drive, spring frame,

.eater-cooled, lamps, screen, speedometer ; 59 gns. ; easy

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 Triumph coachbuilt com-

bination, 4h.p., 3 speeds, lamps; 89 gns.; easy

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 Scott sporting coachbuilt

combination, water-cooled, almost new ; 85 gns.

;

aasy terms.

WA DSWORTH.—1920 P. and M. combination,
3!/oh.p., 2 speeds, kick, lamps; 79 gns.; ea-;

Lerms.

WANDSWORTH.—Harley-Davidson (late) combina-

tion, 3 speeds, lamps, screen; 89 -gns.; easy

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1921 Velocette 2V4h.p., 2 speeds,

chain, practically new; offers; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH. — 1918 Levis 2%h.p., lamps,

licensed,, nearly new machine; 35 gns.; easy

terms.

WANDSWORTH. — Scott coachbuilt combination,

3r;ih.p., water-cooled, 2 speeds, lamps; 49 gns.;

easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—F.N. coachbuilt combination,

5-6h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, lamps; 49 gns.; easy

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph coachbuilt combina-

tion, 3V2h.p., 2 speeds, lamps; bargain, 48 gns.;

easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph, almost brand new

machine, 4h.p., 3 speeds; offers; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Douglas, almost brand new,

unscratched, 2%h.p., 3 speeds; 58 gns.; easy

terms.

WANDSWORTH. — Triumph 3Vjh.p., magneto,

spring forks, drive away; only 22 gns.; easy

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—F.N. 4%-5h.p, 4-cv l., magneto, :

2 speeds, wants attention; gift, 17 gns.—Below. '

WANDSWORTH.—Exchanges.—Wandsworth Motor

Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town

Station). 'Phone: Latchmere 4686. L524U

CLEARANCE Sale.—Several new complete 2 Vjh.p.

2-strokes, Villiers engine, 2-speed countershaft

(.pars £45 Motor cycle frames for Lightweights,

complete with stand and carrier £ 4/15; ditto less

mudguard and carrier, £3/17/6. Motor cycle lug sets

for 2«>h.p., 3'/»h.p., and 6h.p., 17/6.—J.H. Motor

Engineering Works, Castle Mill St., Oldham. [5577

Ivertisement. and the date o! the issue

marked (P).
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BODIES
,'IDECAR bodies, brand new, all colours, £4/15;
i* spring back and cushion.—Edwardes, 277, Cam-
invell Rd., S.E. [513B

IJASTONES ior Sidecar Bodies, all latest models in

) stock from £4.-228, Pentonville Rd.. King's

Brass, London, N.l. [5131

i'lDECAR Bodies, several secondhand, bulbous back,

i' Matchless, etc., low prices.—Edwardes, 277,
jmberwell Rd., S.E. [5139

>LT7S One Bodies are the best 2-seaters. See Side-

i
car Attachments.—W. E. Line, late Coppen

llan. 89, Gt. Portland St. Langham 1601. [5839

^HERE'S still time before ' Easter to fit a Cobb
- Speedman sports body at from £2/12/6, finished

15/15, carriage paid—Vernon Cobb, 18, Midland Rd..
Hilton, Ncttuigram. [5030

JOYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, first-

jX class finish ; have a iew coachbuilt bodies, cleiu-

;ice lines from £5 each: extra good value. — The
'illowbrook Motor Co.. Leicester. [0336

IGIIT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd.—
U We hold a large stock of all types of bodies ; these
ulies are all coachbuilt and beautifully finished ; light

Hiring. £4/10; medium touring, £7 and £7/10;
'torts model, £8; heavy touring, with bulbous bacK,

10/10; heavy touring de luxe, £11/11.—Below.

1ECOND-HAND Bodies.—Sandum touring moael as

t* new, £6/10; 1919 Rove/ body, slightly damaged,
|l; step body, in sound condition, £1/10.— 26. Tulse
[ill, Brixton (V> minute from Brixton Skating Rink),
i'honc : Brixton 1292. [5761
:JIDECAR Body Designs tor the trade only. Work-
J ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of original

'signs, also working drawings, full-sized or to 6cale.—

ooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers

, the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when
.siBuius uew ideas.— 20, Tudor St.. London, E.C.4.

922 Bodies, beautifully finished and upholstered,
satisfaction guaranteed, complete with coverall

pfon, from £6/10 to £14; 1922 2-seater bulbous back
tidies £10/10; extended payments taken. Trade en-

uil'ies invited. A few 1921 models, shop-soiled, com-
lete, £6/10. Send for catalogue. Bodies repainted.

kpaired, etc.; reupholstering Irom £2. We are actual

lianufacturers. Carriage extra.

—

r'Phone : Brixton
585—Robini Manfc. Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brix-

:m. S.W. t56M

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

bOB .

bANDElAM the smartest sidecar specialists

JANDUil Sidecars.—Our pre-war prices were the talk

>5 oi the show: £14 to £50. Write for new catalogue

3AKDUM (V-shaped) Wind ScreeD, a hood, ecreen,

J aud aproD; £2/15 and £3/18. Write for list.

2JANDUM (V-shapedi Wind Screen.—Our South London
J iifient writed :

" An instantaneous success ; sold

at; send further supply." Agents, pet in touch with us

2ANDUAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Grays Inn
J Ltd.. W.C.I. Phone: Museum 3427 10019

ill" IDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are

y± guaranteed 3 years.

ATIDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis for

y±. high-powered machines : Zenith, Harleys, Indians,

iew Imperials, Sunbeam. Blackbuines, etc.

[NDIANS with kick starter on leit present no diffi

culty with Middleton's special model.

VTIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs of all

Jx kinds. Twisted motor cycle frames and forks

iromptly corrected.

SECOND HANDS of ranom makes for sale. Your
J old sidecar taken in part exchange.

t\I IDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
LVA safer and more comlortable, but are faster on
md roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not

'jash into them.

MIDDLETON'S London's oldest established eiderar
makers, wholesale, retail, and export, 27, Stroud

Jreen Rd., Finsbury Park (near Tube). 'Phone: Horn-
'ey 1584 [0522

TRITUBE Sidecars are most unique. Scientifically

designed, made of finest materials.

TRITUBE Chassis, constructed i steel lugs, straight

steel tubes, with welded joints.

TRITUBE Sidecars are light. Supplied with either
sporting or touring coachbuilt bodies.

TRITUBE Sidecars. One price, £15/10. Write for

booklet.—Davis Bros., Church St., Rickmansworth.
jPhone: 5. [3235

"O-SEATER Rennoc coachbuilt Sidecar, hood, screen,
& grid, 28in. wheel.—Diver, Marple. [5110

SIDECARS, several cheap, room wanted; fitted free.

57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [5473

DOUGLAS Sidecar and chassis, complete; accept
£10-7, Clarence St., Southall, W. [4687

QIDECAR, underslung, new coachbuilt body; £10;O after 7.-1, Greenhill Rd., Willesden. [5554

All letters relating to advertisements

KIOEEZI
Sidecars.

£16 10 or £5 10 and 12 Monthly Payments of £1.

PAYEEZI
Send for Terms and Cata o^uts Po=t Free.

£24 01 £6 4 and 12 Monthly Payments ot £1 11 3.

FEELEEZI
Wc finance ourselves. All Goods Carnage Paid. .

Two-Seater.

£37 or £9 15 and 12 Monthly Payments of £2 8 11.

HOWEEZI
P C. for Tei ms and Cata.ogue.

£26 10 or £7 and 12 Monthly Payments of

£1 15 0.

'TISEEZI
APPROVAL. Colours to choice.

We will quote you 12, is or 18 months' credit for any new

Machines, any Sidecar with any lamps, any accessories,

insurance and' Licence and Carriage paid.

RIDEEZI SALES LTD.,
5, VICTORIA STREET, S.W.I.

(NOTE NEW ADDRESS)

S1DF.CAR ATTACHMENTS.
BASTONES for Sidecars, no better or cheaper house.

All latest models in stock.

BASTONES.—Lightweight sidecars complete, to fit

any machine; £12/18/6.

BASTONES. Sport., model sidecar, complete,
£17/10; several other models in stock, including

tandem, all at low prices.

BASTONES.—Distributing agents for the famous
Montgomery sidecars, all the latest 1922 models

in stock; lightweight model £17/10, Model No. 3
£19/10, Sports model £23/10, tradesman's carrier
model £23/10, Model No. 2 £24/10, Model No. 1

£28/10, Model de Luxe £34/10, tandem model £30.

BASTONES.-Whitley 1922 sports model in stock,
£25.

BASTONES for Sidecar Chassis, underslung £7/19/6,
tandem chassis £14/10, auxiliary arms 14/—

228, Pentonville Kd„ King's Cross, London. N.l.
'Phone: 2481 North. Grams: Bastones, London.

L5132
SIDECAR, coachbuilt, all connections, wheel, less

tyre; £5—249, Goldhawk Ed., W.6. [5451

("CAMBER Utility Models; £25.-Bright and Hayles,^ 78, Church St., Camberwell, London.

CAMBER Utility Tandems; £27.—Bright and Hayles,
78, Church St., Camberwell, London.

CAMBER Semi-touring Models; £18/10—Bright and
Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

/""•AMBER Bulbous Back Models; £19/12/6.—Bright
V-* and Hales, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

CAMBER Lightweight Models; £16/10.—Bright and
Hayles, 78, Church St Camberwell.

/CAMBER Hexagon Sports Model; £25/17/6.-^ Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell
[5485

CANOELET Sports, excellent condition; £10.—57,
Falmouth Avenue, Highams Park, E.4. [4806

1 O G^ s-—Swan Sports Sidecar, off Triumph.—20,AV Treen Avenue, Hoggers Corner, Barnes. [5430

SIDECAR Chassis off Triumph, 4 points, good tyre;
£5; after 6 p.m.—75, Lavender Hill, Battersea.

[5050
3JLh.p. Raglan, Torpedo Sidecar, running order;

2 £27; offer.—106, Camberwell New Rd., S.E.5.
[4842

tf? 5.—Coachbuilt Sidecar, new tyre, off Triumph.—
<& Knowles, 14, Rovdene Rd , Plumstead, S.E.

[5644
ONE Bramble Sidecar, good condition; £10.—Geiger,

24, -Mansfield Rd., Gospel Oak, London, N.W.3.
[5767

MONTGOMERY No. 1 Sidecar, 1921, complete, ofl

Triumph; £7/10.—Prout, Canon St., Taunton.
[5505

MILLFORD Sidecar, 4 point. Easting standard,
splendid condition; £16.—116, Inchmery Rd.,

Catford . [4811

INDIAN Phoenix Sidecar, red, electric lamp, hood,
couplings; £10.-67, Little Heath, Charlton,

S.E.7.- [5537

COACH Sidecar, underslung, 4 point attachment,
smart; £9/10.—Higby, Manor Estate, Heme!

Hempstead [5152

DOUGLAS Sidecar and Chassis, complete, like new.
underslung, new tyre; 10 gns.—R.A., 50, Church

Rd., Acton [5104

SPORTING Coachbuilt Sidecar, royal blue, very

posh, suit 4-8h.p., as. new; £11/10.-7, Cowdrey
Rd., Wimbledon. [5495

BOOTHS Bargains.—Limited number of new coach

bodies, full size, with locker; £5/12/6; usual

price. £9/10.

BOOTHS Bargains—New £9/10 coach bodies for

£5/12/6. Don't miss them. Illustration free.

BOOTHS Bargains.—Quantity oi new underslung

chassis, 4-point attachment; £9/19/6; illustra-

tion free

BOOTHS Bargains.—Several shop-soiled sidecars

offered very cheap; send for list.

OOTHS Bargains.—Hercules coach sidecar.B £8 '"516- dittS"c'anceTetV£8/10/6; ditto Farlow.

£8 '10/6 -Booths Motories, Portland Place, Halifax.

'Phone: 1062 f19M

MILLFORD Family Sidecar, hood, screen, apron,

luggage grid, lamp; £20 or near offer.—4, Her-

bert RdJ Southall. [5284

r» RFATER Sidecar on Clyno chassis, complete with

A fittings less apron; £10; stamp.—R. Skipper, Gt

Ryburgh, Fakenham. H86U

UNDERSLUNG Sidecar, small aluminium bods';

£4; wanted, lightweight, Amac or Blnks -3.

Nightingale Rd., Hanwell 10&S°

COACHBUILT Sidecar, 26x21', new tyre, wind-

screen, lamp, ex.; £18, or near offer.-Arnold

St. Thomas St., Lymiugton. fioc*

COUPETTE Sidecars with rigid disappearing hood

for the man who wants the best and U'.(stin

sidecars.-Particulars, Goad. 122, Mama Vale. WS.
'Phone : Hampstead 1353. L3"3

should quote tlie number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue a3 7
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S1DECAH ATTACHMENTS.
FOR Sale— 1921 Scott Sidecar, tyre as new, in firsts

class condition. £16; also Easting windscreen,

[U/5.—Hasquencort, Neath. [4643

HALIFAX.—New Swan Sporting and Millford de

Luxe for Harley and American X.—Motor Ex-
change.' Horton St., Halifax. [5784

M1LLFORT) Sidecar, underslung, 4 pt. attachment,

Otto windscreen, 28x3in. Dunlop; £12.-406,
SarraJt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W. [6340

MILLPORD Corvette Body with springs, £4; East-

ing windscreen, £2; both nearly new.—Howard,
I, Fitzjohn's Avenue, N.W.3. [5108

WATSONIAN Featherweight, new tyre, good con-

dition, £7/10; also Tan-Sad, complete, 30/-.—

50, Bingham Rd.. Addiscombe. [4649

M.P. Cantilever Sidecars, 6 only left, in various

colours; £27/10 each.—W. E. Line, late Coppen

Allan, 89, Gt. Portland St. Langham 1601. [5837

A.B.C. Special Gracemill polished aluminium side-

car complete good tyre, electric lamp, cover, as

new; £25.—Robertson, R.A.F., Henlow, Beds. [4o95

RENNOC Sidecars, bodies, hoods, scieeus. largesi

c-tock- In London, actual manufacturers through

out. Send for our catrlogue, 32 pages. 80 illustrations

PHCENIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by the

Rennoc Sidecar Co.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in Bidecars for Indian

motors, with left-hand kick 6tnrters. and can

deliver.

RENNOC- Co. have 50 secondhand and clearance

sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear at knock

Dut prices. Noto: Write for special clearance list.

ENNOO Co. have the finest selection of complete

sidecars in the trade.

RENNOC Co. undertake repairs to any make of side

car; repainting and reupholstering a speciality

EENNOC Co. have in stock sidecars to fit all makes.

r English and American.

T>ENNOC Co. again ask you to send for theii

XV catalogue, the most comprehensive issued by auj

manufacturers.

"DENNOC Motors, Ltd.. 155a, Marlborough Ed.. Uppe'

ii Holloway. N19 'Phone- Hornsey 1589 12319

SWAN Sports Sidecar, triplex screen, underslung step

chassis, 26x2'/., Dnnlop heavy new, cost £28;

sacrifice £18.-Parsons, 1, Acton Lane, Chiswick

EXTENDED Payments accepted for sidecars; motleis

for all makes.—Send for catalogue, etc., Rideezi

Sales, Ltd., Atlantic House, 103, Oxford St.. London

W.l L0S29

SIDECAR—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Saves

garage worn and expense. Attached to motor

will go througn passage 28in. Tandem and single

bodies ntted.-Hopley

FOLDING Sidecar.—When ordering your motor

specify a Hopley iolder. Suits motors up to

lOh p Can be changed from pleasure to commercial

in few seconds Detachable wheels can be fitted

Tested 7 years.- -Hopley, Opper Highgate St.. Birming

ham. L01"
SUNBEAM Coachbuilt Sidecar, complete with fit,

tings, hood, apron, luggage grid, good condition,

bargain; £7/10; after 4 p.m.-4, EJm Gardens, Ham-
mersmith. t5354

COLLINS and Son for sidecars, new bulbous back

models, complete with renovated underslung

chassis, coverall apron, all fittings for any machine

from £12/10.—Below.

COLLINS and Son.—2-seater bulbous back coacll-

built models with underslung chassis, all fittings,

from £15.—Below.

COLLINS and Son have various models in stock to

suit any machine; few secondhand sidecars in

stock, cheap.—Below.

COLLINS and Son specialise in frame and chassis

repairs ; special chassis built to order ; work guar-

anteed. Send for catalogue, or call. Open till 8.30

p m Saturdays till 5 p.m., Sunday mornings 10 to

12 Collins and Son, rear of 84, High St., Putney,

S.W. I5322

NEW HUDSON (Speedwell), 1914, coachbuilt side-

car, 4 point, with luggage carrier and screen,

good condition; £6/10.—Wright, Avon House, Whit-

nash, Leamington. [5114

COMFY Sidecars, strong underslung chassis, coach
built bodv bulbous back with locker, quick de-

tachable fittings. Clincher tyre; price 18 gns.—789.
High Rd., Leytonstone. [3079

WILLOWBROOK Royal Leicester Sidecars, smartest
designs, first-class finish; prices from 17 gns.

Write for catalogue Repairs undertaken, hoods, wind
screens etc—The Willownrook Motor Co., Leicester

[0335

PLUS One Sidecars are supplied in any colours for

fitting to any make of machine; Millford chassis

if desired; bodies only are supplied, and fit A.J S.,

New Imperial. Royal Ruby. B.S.A., James, Indian,
Excelsior, Harley, Reading-Standard, Henderson. Do
not forget one of these outfits carried 2 fully grown
adults through the J.nndon-Exete'' ion.—W. E. Line,

late Coppen Allan, 89, Gt. Portland St. Langham
1601. [5836

An Opportunity for

Enterprising Agents.

Insurance

Policies

IMPORTANT
AGENCY
XTENSION

SERVICE to your clients

should include the best

and most reliable Motor
Cycle Insurance Agency it is

possible to obtain.

The Policies you recommend should

carry a name that inspires confidence

and gives an assurance of prompt
and generous settlement of claims.

From your, own point- of view it is

desirable that you should represent

a company that enjoys the highest

reputation among the motoring
public, and be able to offer policies

that are known to give complete and
comprehensive cover.

An extension of the Agency and
Service arrangements for "The
MotorCycle " policies is now being
made, and applications are invited

from agents who realise the value
of specialised experience and the
importance of maintaining the
goodwill of their clients.

Here is your opportunity of handling

policies that every motor cyclist knows
and the value of which he fully

appreciates.

WRITE TO-DAY FOR
FULL PARTICULARS

Address—Agencv Dept..

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

Head Office

:

77. Cheapside, London, E.C.2.
- Telephone: City g83l and 9832.

- - ; Telegrams: " Autoinsurc, Cent. London."

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
C<IDECARS, underslung, handsome coach, n<

-5 throughout, £ll/lu; bulbous, £12/10; sv

Triumph; similar heavy twins, £16/10; bodies frc

£4/5; no junk.—Taylor, 637, Seven Sisters Rd., T(
tenham. [51'

1,000 Douglas Underslung Chassis, suitable for ar

make of machine to order, absolutely .comple
and renovated, as new, £5 each.—Old Mau Hep, 1

Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London. S.W.8. 'Phon
1958 Brixton. [88S

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storag
has 7 years to its credit, and uas proved Use

absolutely reliable. tits any make of motor cycl

and, when folded, combination will pass through
30in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.— Wincyc
Co., Ltd.. 236. High Holborn, W.C.I [03i

LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd.-
Lighfc touring body, with new chassis, £1!

medium touring body, with new chassis, £14/10; In
fitting, coachbuilt touring-de-luxe sidecars, specially d
signed for Triumph riders, £20. Second-hana sidecars
Empire sidecar, in good condition, with Easting win
screen, £8/10; Canoelet touring, £8/10; Scott sid

1

1

car £5; Canoelet touring sidecar
;
£5/10.—26, Tul

Hill, Brixton (V2 minute from Brixton Skating Rink -i

'Phone : Brixton 1292. - f5.^B
DOUGLAS Underslung Chassis, complete everythii

as new, with bulbous back body, £14; Mills-Fu I

ford P. and M. chassis, new tyre and tube, mudguat'
etc., with new bulbous back body, £12,10: light

|

seaters, bulbous back, chassis, etc., complete, £U
,

,

new chassis, complete witii bulbous bai 11 or spor
j 1

body, for 4h.p. machines, £19/10; lightweights, £16 m
a lew shop-soiled, 1,12/18/6. We are a tual mam i

facturers. Extended payments taken. Trade enquirii I
invited. Carriage extia.— Phone: Brixton 1035.-''

Robini Manfc. Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.v M
[56J

SIDECARS 1 Sidecars.—Right here, every make ;
|q

every price, new and secona-hand, from £7/11

Swan sporting (cigar) model. £23 for Sunbeam, Rudg I
Norton, Triumph, B.S.A., etc., etc.; for Indians, etc 1

£28; Millford Junior, £2?. Don't foiget our famol ,

:

London-Edinburgh coachbuilt underslu.ig touriE 1

models at £16 or £17/10, 'with spacious bulbous bad
I

luggage grid, sprung, £1 extra; child's folding sea ;

35/-; 1922 Montgomery sporting model, £23/10; Lan;
|J

ford spring wheel touring De Luxe, picnic models, £3 \
while our stock lasts; our special lightweight unde
slung coachbuilt sidecars, for Douglas, etc., £14, con
plete, very sporty and comfortable; also heavy tourin

;

models for spring frame Indian and Harley, etc., larg (i

bulbous back bodies, 28x3 extra heavy Dunlop r

£28,10 and £30; 2-seaters at £38.

HERE you are I—Sandhums screens, 55 /- ; Eastini
j

78/-; Cameo, £2/15; fourth point attachmer
|

arms, 15/-.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, Londoi 1

N.10. 'Phone: Hornsey 2917. [56-

1

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
j

REY'S, of Enston Rd. (Nos. 378-384), have the fo '

lowing in stock :—

-

MORGANS, all 1922 Models, also second-hand I)

Luxe and Grands Prix in good condition.

COVENTRY-PREMTER 1922 4-wheeler Mode!
£230; one shop-soiled, only £205.

ROVER 8h.p. Model, £220; two second-hand, goo
condition, £162/10.

G.N.'s, all Models; also 1920 with dynamo, ver

good order, £132/10; one 1921. £142/10.

EXCHANGES or deferred payments arranged.-
Rey's, 378-384, Euston Rd. 'Phone, Museun

6436. [399'

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London—5-6h.p

Carden Monocar, £50. [450'

A.V. Monocar, 6h.p. J.A. P. engine, perfectly new
£60.—Progress Garage, Nuneaton. [476'

MORGAN 1921, G.P., fully equipped and as new
£165.—Mylam, 197, London Rd„ Croydon. [542'

MORRIS-OXFORD 2-seater; take good combinatioi.

part, or sell £150.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [522'

IO 21 De Luxe GUN., dynamo lighting, any trial

i-*S £128.-24. Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [5071

"I Q21 S.P. Morgan, most lavishly equipped, as new,-

-LJ7 £140.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington.
[507!

MORGAN.—New models in stock.—Agents, Birken

head Motor Works, 9, Hamilton St., Birkenhead
[238S

1021 G N., popular model, tax paid; £135; exi

i-if changes.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.J
[536c

MORGAN Runabouts, immediate delivery, Standard

and Grand Prix models in stock.—Moss, Wem.
[574!

BLERIOT Whippet 1920, as new; exchange goo(

solo and cash.—Mvlam, 197, Londou Rd., Croy

don. [5"2'

WEST Norwood.—Absolute bargains procurable in

cycle cars and runabouts at Douglas S. Cox's

(see Cars). [58 ?2

8hp Rover.—1922 model in stock; exchanges.-

'Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Waldea
Phone: 45. l715s

A38 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
-IRAKER-SQUIRE 30-owt. Lorry, 1916, worm drive,

1 j steel wheels, all new tyres, -smart coach-built body
it drivel's cabin with side doors, lamps, horn, jack,

JiIt, etc.; price £220.—See below.

ELDEN 1916 2-ton Lorry, fitted large covered top,

( suit furniture remover or contractor, all new
lei, recently thoroughly rebuilt engine, tax paid,

Idy lor instant work, all lamps, etc.; price £200.—
hrd Garage, Shards Sq., Peckham Park Rd., Old
Jnt Rd., London. [4620

"EST Norwood.—Absolute bargains (few samples) :

>' 5-ton 1913 worm-drive De Dion lorry, enclosed

reSj £75; 3-ton L.G.O.C. lorry, live axle, good one,

tart, £95; 30-cwt Gobron platform lorry, all solid,

, 20; 3-ton Knight-Daimler platform lorry, £130;
i eptionally good 4-ton Kelly-Springfield, £150; prac-

Jiilly new 1921% Ford ton van lorry, £185; 1-ton

U.C., £185; 2-ton 1916 Vinot, £185; overhauled,
vred 3-ton Belsize, £250; 2-ton worrn-drive Leyland,
35; others (see Cars).—Douglas S. Cox, West Nor-

H'd. Extended payments accepted. [5874

ENGINES.
Jj-LACKBTjRNE and Villiers Spares, any part from
»]' stock.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Great Portland
H, W.l- [5459

[ETRO 2 5ih.p. 2-stroke engine in perfect order;
£5.—Auto Engineering Co., Edgwick Mill,

irfibtry. [5509

rBW 5h,p. J.A.P. engine, complete, unused, any
examination; £15/10.-179, Eaiisfield Rd.,

- 'indsworth. [4733

3h.p. 2-stroke engine, complete with magneto, any
4 examination ; £5.—17, Little Ealing Lane,

Bling, W.5. [5292

h.p. Alldays, new, but Tun in, T.B. magneto,
complete unit; £12/10.—Jones, Post Office House,

,vport, Salop. [4638

3h.p. Precision 4-stroke, No. 6638A, pulley, car-
4 buretter, good condition; £6.—Turner, 17, Sandv-
i Place, Glasgow. . [5574

h.p. Blackburne engine, B. and B., Bosch, magneto,
[ £15; with Sturmey 3-speed gear box, £25.—27,

dge St., Northampton. [4875

. 3k.p. 2-stroke (1922), brand new, eminent make,
1 guaranteed- perfect, latest type; £8/10.—Grant,

fciGosta Green, Birmingham. [5109

(J21 Precision 3',<l;h.p., 2-stroke, with Cox Atmos
<j carburetter, Thomson-Bennett magneto, corn-

Bite, brand new, £14.—Below.
iOUGLAS 8h.p. Water-cooled, C.W. radiator, petrol
' tank, bedplate, starting handle, induction pipe,

• d condition, £11/10; thoroughly overhauled, new
i^gneto, carburetter, guaranteed running order, £21,

' riage forward; make splendid light car engines,
• ee selection: stamp reply; trade supplied.—Derring
w> , Grafton Rd., New Maiden. [5752

I COVENTRY Simplex engine, lOh.p., with magneto
j' and clutch, suit light car or boat, £25; or would
I -hange motor cycle ; cash adjustment.—West, 50,

ldon Rd., Acton, W.3. [5221

i
i-4h.p. New Hudson, 1914 engine, complete
2 with magneto case, silencer, and exhaust
>e, good condition; £8.—Wright, Avon House, Whit-
en, Leamington. [5113

lh.p. 1919 B.S.A. engine, complete chain, sproc-
I * ket, spring drive. magneto, carburetter,

;ncer, only done 1,000 miles; boxed, carriage paid,
! 7, bargain.—166 Eldon-st., Sheffield. [5324

'LAT Twin Engines (Levis 2-stroke), 4V2h.p. and
6h.p., guaranteed perfect, and with carburetters

:1 magnetos; price £10 and £12 each.—Write, Cole,
1. Rathgar Rd., Loughborough Junction, S.W.9.

[3336
>RAND New Engines.—An exceptional opportunity

;

* 1921 Precision 3h.p. 2-stroke (as fitted to the
'< -ardmore motor cycle, etc.), a complete unit, with
iiomson-Bennett magneto, Cox Atmos single-lever car-
. refter. list price over £30; limited number, to clear

B4. What a gift, or, less magneto and carburetter,
gns. ; onlv a few left.—Marble Arch Motor Ex-

ange, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2. 'Phone: Pada. 7«9
[5688

TEPPELTHWAITE'S.—5h.p. J.A.P.s, £14; 1915,
A 5h.p. J.A.P. , £11; 5-6h.p. Fafnir (unit), £7/10;
2h.p. Alldays, £4; 4h.p. O.H.V. J.A.P., £5; twin

stroke (vertical), £4. Lovely cyclecar flat twin unit,
most, new,* £13/10. Also 5h.p. Rnd 8h.p. J.A.P.

\ :
aves galore, the entire stock of W. Hawkins, York

I gl For other spares, see Old Man Hep. advertise-
" Sent in Spare Parts and Accessories. Stamp for
'ply please. 'Phone: 1953 Brixton.—19, Wilcox Rd.,
Ituth Lambeth, London, S.W.8. [5844

".A.P. Engines, J.A.P. Engines, J.A.P. Engines.—

I

j have the largest stock of 8h.p. J.A.P. engines and
I'-.rts in England; over 30 engines in stock to select
'om at j£l8 each, and all parts for 8h.p. New
Hnders, 50/- each; new pistons complete, 20/- each;
w connecting rods, 50'- pair; crank case, 35/- pair;
•hes complete, 4 / - each ; exhaust caps, 4/- ^ach

;

m levers, 3,'- each; gear cover, 17/6; chain cover,
6; exhaust box arid pipe-:, 15/- each; stamp reply.

.South Croydon Motor Exchange, 22, South End
roydon

'
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OFFICERS' ARMY
TRENCH COATS

Sent on

Approoal 57/6
Money

Returned if

Dissatisfied

OILSKIN INTER-LINED AND
DETACHABLE FLEECE-LINED

The Cheapest and Best
Trench Coat on the Market

Ideal for Motoring

BLUE TRENCH COAT (Woollen Gabardine) 45 -

„ ,, „ and Interlined 52/6

LEATHER FLYING COATS (only a few left) 65 -

DINNER AND DRESS SUITS 60/- to 120-

LOUNGE SUITS (Second-hand) 35/- „ 80-

„ „ (New and Misfit) .40/- „ 90/-

ALL GOODS SENT ON SALE
OR RETURN. CASH RETURNED IN

FULL IF GOODS NOT APPROVED OF.

Gents' Clothirs of Every Description

Bought, Sold, or Taken in Exchange.

MOSS BROS. ('Phone:

r>Park4817>

83-5, High St., Notting Hill Gale
& 214, High Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6

H
H

ENGINES.
B.S.A. 4h.p. 1914, good condition, 1920 Fellowes

magneto, Capac carburetter; £10 or nearest offer.

—Briersfield, Dartmouth, Devon. (D) [4595

EXCHANGE lOh.p. 4-cylinder La Ponette 2 sealer
for Combination and cash, or Morgan.---Terrace

Garage, Turnham Green Terrace, Chiswick. [5638

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
TRY Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4, for

easy terras. 'Phone, Holborn 5777. [7218

WEST Norwood.—Cars on extended payments, abso-
lutely cash bargain prices.—Douglas S. Cox (see

Cars). [5873

HALIFAX.—Second-hand models, at special rates;
send your requirements.—Motor- Exchange, Hor-

ton St., Halifax. - [5781

FOE Best Treatment and best terms for light cars,
cycle cars, or motor cycles of any make, new or

second-hand, write Service Co., 292, High Holbom,
W.C.I [0672

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge,
will supply any make of motor cycle or light car

on easy terms; strict privacy, no unpleasant inquiries.
Full particulars by post. [4957

ANY make of cycle or any combination completely
equipped; licensed, insured on 12, 15, 18 months'

extended payments system.—Write for particulars,
Rideezi Sales, Ltd., Atlantic House, 103, Oxford St.,
London, W.l. [0S3O

REY'S, of Euston Rd. (Nos. 378-384) make a
speciality of deferred payments; all leading makes,

including Morgans, Coventry-Premiers, Rovers, G.N.'s,
and other well-known light cars; used cars taken in
part payment. 'Phone, Museum 6436. [4002

I^ASY Payments.—Any make of motor cycle or car
J-J- supplied for cash or the easiest of easy pavments.
Agents for all leading makes, including B. S.A.I Doug-
las, Enfield, Matchless, Rudge, Triumph, etc; also
Rover, Coventry Premier, Singer, Calcott, Swift,
Humber cars, etc.—Note address : Wilkins Simpson,
Opposite Olympia, London [5420

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
TJB. I. Co

.B. for new and second-hand magnetos; all spares
stocked.

B. Specialise in Thomson-Bennett complete for
fixing to Triumph.

p.M., J.A.P., Douglas, 2-stroke engines, etc; £3.

fXA.V. New, twin and single, clock and anti; £3.

"TVIXIE, Single and twin, all degrees; £2/5.

TT.B. Guarantee all magnetos one year,

TJ.B. will take your old machine in part payment.

H.B. Despatches all goods per return, carriage paid,
on approval against cash, or through The Motor

Cycle deposit system.

H.B. Ignition Co., 78, New Park Rd.. Brixton
Hill, London. 'Phone: Brixton 610. [0694

VALE Engineering Syndicate, 8-11, Brown's Build-
ings, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3.

C.A.V. Magnetos, 1- or 2-cylinder, clock or anti,
variable ignition, with short-circuiting terminal

and platinum points; price 50/- each; all working
parts are standard, and interchangeable with C.A.V.
types KU1 and 2.

THOMSON-BENNETT, types A.H.I and 2, variable
ignition, clock or anti, fitted with short-circuiting

terminal and platinum points; price" 52/6 each."

THOMSON-BENNETT, and M-L's of Coventry, 1-
cylinder, types A.D.S. or P.L.R., especially suit-

able for stationary engines, price 35/- each; fitted
with variable ignition, 10/- extra.

THOMSON-BENNETT 4-cylinder, variable ignition,
clock or anti, fitted with short-circuiting' terminal;

price £4/10.

BOSCH, D.A.L., waterproof, variable ignition, 1-
cylinder, clock or anti, with short-circuiting ter-

minal; price £3 each.

GUARANTEE.—All magnetos are guaranteed to
give satisfaction, and are despatched in perfect

working order; any machine not in accordance with
our guarantee will be replaced or money refunded,
if returned to us as sent, and within 30 days of
receipt.

TERMS.—Net cash with order; samples sent on ap-
proval against cash.; all goods carriage paid.

BEFORE ordering elsewhere, write for samples, and
compare our quality and finish with other sup-

plies'.

VALE Engineering Syndicate, fi-11, Brown's Build
ings. St. Mary Axe, E.C.3. 'Phone: Central 877

[0696
DIXI Mag. for sale, single; 25s.—L. Raxworthv, 1

Pembroke Rd., Waltbamstow [5005
APOLLO Plugs,' new; 10/6 dozen, sample 1/5;

trade supplied.—Holland and Day, Chelmsford.
[3506

All letters relating to advertisements uhould quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue A41
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
"DROWN, Gardiner and Co.

C.A.V. 2-cylinder, clockwise, aeroplane starting mag-
netos, platinum points, guaranteed unused, all

working parts interchangeable with C.A.V. type KU2.

THESE Magnetos can be converted lor use on any
1- or 2-cylinder engine of less than 5h.p.; 25/-

*ach, carriage paid.

SPECIAL Prices for quantities.

i^ASTINGS and brass armature ends; 10/6 per set.

T ONG Cams necessary for single cylinders; 3/- each.

SAMPLES sent on approval against cash.

Gardiner and Co,J3R01 8, Bevis Marks, E.C.3.
[0826

r^OUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.

A LL Magneto Spares stocked,

GOVERNMENT Surplus Magnetos (new, unused).

D.A.L., variable ignition;"O OSCH, Single, type
£3/15 each.

M.L. Single Enclosed Waterproof, variable ignition,

£4 each.

THOMSON-BENNETT, single, enclosed waterproof,

variable ignition; £3 each.

THOMSON-BENNETT, twin, enclosed waterproof,

variable ignition, all degiees; £5 each.

G.A.V., single, enclosed waterproof; variable igni-

tion; £5 each.

C.A.V., twin, enclosed waterproof, variable ignition;

£3 each.

RUTHARDT, single, enclosed waterproof, variable

ignition; £2/10 each. _
BERL1NG, single cylinder, enclosed waterproof,

variable ignition.; £2/10 each.

SPL1TD0RF, single, enclosed waterproof, variable

ignition; £2/10 each.

DIXIE, single, enclosed waterproof, variable igni-

tion; £2/5 each.

DIXIE, twin, enclosed waterproof, variable igni-

tion; £2/5 each.

ANY of the above single-cylinder Magnetos can be

supplied with the special long
,

driving spindle,

suitable tor Rudge.

THESE Magnetos are fitted with leads aud base-

plates, ready to be immediately fitted. Please

state make of engine when ordering.

GUARANTEE.—We guarantee all our Magnetos for

12 months, and will willingly replace or repaii

any that should prove delective within that period.

SEND your repairs to us; it will pay you; aL
repair work guaranteed.

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd., 6.

Garden Lane, Christchurch Rd., Streatham,
London, S.W.

TEL. : Streatham 2898.
stret, London.

T.A. Ignitionac, Brix
[1848

THE Magneto and Accessories Co. carry spares for

your magneto.—Below.

PLEASE make a note of the following Government
surplus magnetos, which are new, unused, and

carry our written guarantee for 12 months.—Below.

BOSCH, single or any degree, twin (enclosed water-
proof), £5 each; very powerful spark.—Below.

THOMSON-BENNETT, single or any degree, twin
(enclosed waterproof), £3 each.—Below.

C.A.V. 6ingle or 180° fiat twin (enclosed water-
proof). The magneto for any Lightweight. Ball

races, new, Fafnir, lAx%x% t
' 1/ each.—Below.

ALL magnetos are supplied ready to bolt on your
machine, fitted with variable ignition and short-

circuiting terminal. Please state make of engine.
Send us your inquiries, whether it is for one or one
thousand (trade please note this), we have the
goods.

ANY magneto sent on approval against cash, car-
riage paid. Write or 'phone—Magneto and Ac-

cessories Co., Cromwell House, Fulwood Place, High
Holborn, W.C 1. Phone: Chancery 7054-5. [5687

O.A.V., 37/6; vari-
-84, Greenside Rd.,

[5135

MAGNETO Sprocket Manufacturers.—7-tooth to 24
tooth stocked.—Ridington,

BOSCH and M.L. singles, 30/-
able ignition, guaranteed.-

Croydon.

St.. Camberwell
202-4, Southampton

16886

ROTAX Igdyno, 6-volt, 5-amp., complete with coil,

also switchboard with ammeter, dimmer, and cut-
out; offers invited.—188. Farebrother St., Grimsby.

[5041
K.L.G. W D Plugs, unprecedented value, 4 for 2/6,

postage 9d. ; immediate return of money if not
iatistied.—Thompson 59. Queen St., Wolverhampton

[8206 |

^BROS. <?
200, GT. PORTLAND ST., W

'Phjue—Languaui 1704

Any make of machine can be
supplied on our Payment out of
Income Scheme. Write for full

particulars, and state machine
vou are interested in.

ENFIELD MODEL 190.
£158 cash or £39 10s. down and 12

monthly payments of £10 8s. 4d.

DOUGLAS 4 h.p.
£135 cash or £33 15s. down and the
balance In 12 monthly i nstatments ot

£8 IMS.

MATCHLESS 8 h.p.
£17(1 cash or £42 10s. down and 12 pay-

ments oi £11 4s. 2d

RALEIGH.
£08 cash, or £1/ down and 12 payments

of £4 9s. Sd

ENFIELD.
£55 cash, or £14 6s. down and 12 pay-

ments ot £3 lis. 6d

I MAP). "-1 PPLIRD

IGNITION, LIUdTINU, ETC.
"D ELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. (the larg
J-l/ London repair depot) lor repairs and new m I

netos.—See below.

T> ELIANCE Guarantee to Return your rnagre i
*-»' within 3 days, if necessary 24 hours, with a 9
months' written guarantee.

D ELIANCE Test Every Magneto after repair unc §J-** all running conditions, and, as we contract 5many ol the largest concerns, you need have no h( I

tation in plating your repairs and orders with us. I
RELIANCE Manufacture anu Stock Spare Parts : I

all magnetos. Special line, genuine platim 1
screws for every make, 12/- per pair.

T> ELIANCE will be pleased to give advice, free
J-Ij charge, upon any question concerning igniti U
troubles, as we place our long-standing experience 1
your disposal, and old and new customers may be 'c 1
tain 01 getting the usual promptness and courtesy I
nave always endeavoured to give.—Reliance llagnt I
ttepairing Co., 283, St. John St., London, E.C.I. I

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., 283, St. Jo I
St., London, E.C.I, lor new and secondJpW

magnetos.

rilOMSON-BE NETT Magnetos, brand new^Jjl
closed waterproof type, singles, suit any eugh

price £3; twins, 45, 48, 50. 56, 6u, 180 degre Q
lor Douglas, Clyno, etc., price £3. See our guaianl

j

oelow.

C.A.V. Magnetos, waterproof, new and unusi If

singles and 180 degiees twins, suitable I

Douglas, O.K., Calthorpe, A.J.S., Enfield, Levis. N n

imperial, Scott, Velocette, or any lightweight. Thi I
•iiagnetos are of the finest workmanship throughblJ
c'rice £3. See our guarantee below.

BEFORE Sending Elsewhere, send a P.C. for I

small interesting booklet showing a full range I

.nagnetos to suit every engine, with full particnla
:

and prices.—See below.

GUARANTEE.—Every magneto, no matter wh
j

the price or make, is guaranteed by us. N '

merely a guarantee that same is in good order at til

of sale, but a plainly written statement that !

guarantee each machine against all defects for a peri.

of 12 months. This, we maintain, justifies us
charging a few shillings more than certain of

competitors. * .

£} ELIANCE Cordially Invite Customers to thi

A; works to see any of the above on test. Magne
.ist, giving full particulars, sent upon application.

will pay you to deal with a firm ol repute.—Relian

uagneto Repairing Co. (1914), 283, St.. John St., Lo

don, E.C.I. £581

LUCAS Dynamo Lighting Set, complete, su

A.J.S , 10 gns.; M-L magneto, 50°, £6.—Cros
Agent, Rotherham. [53:

MAGNETO Contacts re-tipped, pure platinum, fi

weight; 12/6 per pair; return post.—Venimol

51, Court Oak Rd., Harborne, Birmingham. [461

MAGNETOS and Dynamos overhauled and repair©

moderate charges; all work guaranteed.—Leonal

G. Bourne, 8, West Hill Av., Hednesiord, Staffs. [471

DYNAMOS.—Twenty new E3 b-vult. 5-amp., £5/H
M5 switchbox, 42/6; 12-volt accumulators, £

—Jenner (Dept. M.C.), 165, Church tetieet, Mitchar
[54C

ACCUMULATORS—Quality right; price righl

write for list; trade supplied.—Adams bro

(Lonnton), Ltd., Accumulator JManulacturers, Longto:

Staffs. [128

ANV Motor Cycle Magneto repaired, no matti

what condition, provided complete, for 30/-; 2

tiuui service.— Kays, Electrical Dept., 8, Bond St

Haling, W. t'23

CIH.ELTENHAM.—Repairs to magnetos, telf-staner

t lighting plants, etc. ; London experts employed.-

Norwood Magneto WorkB. 95. Bath Ed Cneltenhan

Phr.oe 1256~ l°75

DASH Switchboards, 4-way, with ammeter, 20/-

with ammeter and voltmeter, 35/- each nett-

Leslie Dixon and Co. (Dept. H.l), 9, Colonial Av

Minories, E.1 L076

C.AV. Singles and Twins, suitable for Lightweight

up to 4h.p., £2/10; 1/6 extra for postage

satisfaction or money returned.—Bennett, 3, Gorruil

Park Parade, Tooting Junction, S.W.17. [483

JEBRON Contacts, used by Messrs. Collier Bros

platinum, for blades, screws, etc., cures misfiring

Tebron screws, fit Bosch mag., 10/6 pair; old screw

any make, Jebronised, 4/9 each, return post.

JEBRON Contacts, used by Messrs. Collier Bros

Colver, Martin, making world's records.—Jebrol

38, Herbert Rd., Woolwich, London, S.E.18. [000

CONTINENTAL Ignition Kepan Co. We repai

Continental magnetos only. By specialising q

Bosch U.H.. Eisemann, Mea, Splitdorf, Dixie an

Berling magnetos, we can naturally give you bette

=ervice.

PRICE: Rewinding 18/-. condensers 10/-, P'atinui

screws (Bosch standard) 6/-. vemagnetising 2/1

slip rings 6/6, H.T. terminals 4/6 Our price fc

overhauling a motor cycle magneto ranges betwee

20/- and 35/-, and never exceeds the latter nguri

Guaranteed for 12 months, and redespatched to yo

in 2 days,

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.. 13, Uordwic

Rd., Chiswick, London. l
3 ' a

A42 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue
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IGNITION. LIGHTING. ETC.
jiHOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, Type A.M., new,

I guaranteed perfect, waterproof, singles, flat twins,
twins, any angle 42° to 55°, clock or anti; week's

tproval aga insfc cash.—Brockbanks, 58, Lord St.

,

-jattaport. [0756

I.A.V. Magnetos.—Extraordinary bargains.—Brand
i' new 180° twin or single cylinder, 38/6, carriage

e. Every magneto thoroughly tested before dis-

tch; approval against cash.—Langford'a, 37, Crickle-

hod Broadway, London, N.W.2. [5645

T.H. Magneto Repairs.—We specialise in these mag
|J netos, and can be relied upon to give you good
-rice. Al, Bl, AO, KB1, KB2V, KZ2V type spares
,jcked; prices moderate; 12 months' written guaran-
J;._Cbarles Parker and Co., Churehfield Rd., Acton,
j.cdon. [4455

PLITDORF Magnetos, Model EU, single, anti-clock,
variable ignition, 38/-; large tvpe Dixies, single.

ck or anti, 30/-, 50°; 55-180 rj

, 387- All above are

new and guaranteed perfect. Nome of these mag-
tos are converted starter magnetos they are the
mine article.—Marble Arch Motor Exchange, 135,

Igware Rd., W.2. 'Phone: Paad. 789. [5689

'URPLTJS Magnetos, with written guarantee one
; year: M-L single. 35/-; B.L.I.C. ditto, 42/-;

'sen ditto, 45/-; Thomsom-Bennett and C.A.V. sin-

U and twins, 50/-. We specialise in repairs and
ires for all makes; lists 2d. stamp. Deal with es-

fts and avoid certain disappointment.—Whitdale
jLgoieto Service, Cherry Orchard, Croydon. 'Phone

:

oydon 1625. [3642

;»HE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. (estab-

lished 1912), contractors to H.M. Government,
d officially appointed by the R.A.C. Magneto re-

iirs of every description; all repairs at lowest pos-

le prices, and strictly guaranteed. We can mostly
urn them within 24 hours. We have several new
i second-hand single and 2-cyl. magnetos in stock,

. guaranteed.—The Magneto Repairing and Winding
|„ 78, Hampstead Rd., Euston, London, N.W.I
,ione : Museum 1158. T.A. : Kumagnelec, Eusroad,
.ndon. [2445

HUSTON Ignition Co.'s 24-hour repair service.

' Guaranteed repairs to all types cf magnetos;
litdorf and Dixie specialists; ofiicial Indian elec-

ical service station ; Thomson-Bennett repairs and
ires. All repairs are tested on an approval A.l.D.
It bench before despatch, and therefore carry oui
irantee for 12 months. We hold the largest stock
guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degrees;
ire parts for all make* in stock; charged accumu-
;ors, all voltages, always ready in stock; plugs,

lies, Vj-watt and vacuum bulbs, all voltages. We
|e you real live service always.—Euston Ignition Co.,

19, Euston Rd., London, N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum
}34. T.A. : Magdyno, Eusroad, London. [0263

TYRES.
-ENTRAL Garage for fair dealing.

6X2*4 Dunlop, 37/3; Goodyear E.H., 26/-; Bates,

31 / 6 ; Avon, 25 /- ; Clincher-de-Luxe, 21 /-

;

liner cord, 22/6.

6X2% Dunlop heavy. 32/-_; E.H.. W.D., 37/6;
Clincher E.H. (for 2'4), 27/6; Avon U.S.,

16,

6X2V' Avon, 24/-; Wood-Milne, 13/3; Clincher,

30/-.

6X2V'X2 1A Dunlop, 46/-; Avon E.H., 30/-;
Hutchinson T.T., 36/-; Clincher, 30/-; Palmer

,-d, 32/6.

8X3 Clincher (plain rib), 42/6; Dunlop ribbed,

32/6; Fisk, 40/-; Clipper 3-ribbed, E.H., 35/6.
e also have a special line of Macintosh bargains,

/6.
: RAx65 Goodyear E.H., 30/-; Dunlop S.S., 47/6;
I'OU Wood-Milne E.H., 19/-.
1 'AA X 80 Wood-Milne E.H., 41 /6 ; International
\j\j grooved, 55/-; Firestone, 45/ T ; Englebert,

'1UBES, all sizes, 6/6 each; 700x80, 7/6.
.

CENTRAL Garage will send any of the above lines
M on 7 days' approval on receipt oi cash plus 1/6
>stage.—302, London Rd., Thornton Heath [5252

u LWIN Tyre Co. will send on appi'oval against cash
^ any of the following tyres:—
>Ux2% Clincher, 19/-; Palmer Cord, 21/-; Fire-
-/O stone, 30/-; Goodyear, 26/-; 26x2% Clincher
,H., 66/-; Dunlop heavy, 31/-; E.H., W.D., 37/-;
Ton R.S., 27/6; 26x2V»x2 14 Palmer cord, 32/6;
lincher, 25/6; Avon E.H., 28/6; 28x3 Fisk E.H.,
!)/-; Dunlop ribbed, 30/-; Clincher ribbed, 42/-; Mac-
tosh special, 28/6; Clipper 3-ribbed E.H., 35/-;
10x80 Wood-Milne E.H., 41/6; Firestone, plain,
i/-; motor cycle tubes, all sizes, at 6/-.

LNY of the above lines will be sent on 7 days' ap-
proval against cash, plus 1/6 for post.—The

!

lwin Tyre Co., 37, Red Lion St., High Holborn,

f.C [5251
1TOOD-MILNE 26x2'/t-2^-650x65 ; 15/8, carriage
'* 1/6.—417a, Brighton Rd., Croydon. [5044

rHE Difference between a good retread and a bad
one is its mileage. Try us. Watch results.—Melton

sdhber Works. Melton Mowbray. ' [0636

ACCESSORIES
You'll want accessories for EASTER—orderNOW
from F.R.S., the only firm who can equip you
completely. You can have any article on
APPROVAL against cash—carefully examine
it and if you are not satisfied, return it and we
will refund your money.

HERE is the LAMP
—the famous F.R.S. *

Streamline Projector Set
—recommended and accepted by experienced
motor cyclists and leading manufacturers as the
standard lighting equipment for 1922. Unequal.ed
for beauty, quality, and value—its scientific

construction is patented, therefore cannot be
imitated—and its superior light-giving power is

never questioned. Comparison will prove our
claims but—when comparing,_b~ear this important
point in mind, that the body diameter of the
smallest size is 5 inches.

45/- 6" 66/-
POST FREE.

7" 99/-

10/6 S¥^ TOST FREE.

HERE is the HORN
—as supreme as the lamp—handsome in appear-
ance, distinctive in tone. Has no equal for

absolute quality and finish, even at 20 per cent,

more in price The special bulb and strengthened
neck ensures greater durability.

13" 10/6 15" 18/6 I'OST FREE.

HERE
is the

HOLDER
—another ex-

ample of F.R.S.
supremacy.
Has no loose

nuts and bolts,

sharp edges or

ugly clips. Secured together by ONE patent

binding nm and ONE large nut. Absolutely
watertight, adjustable to any angle, made ol

BRASS throughout. g/ p0STFREE.
Supphed in any finish. w/

Our guarantee ol " Satisfaction or money
refunded " is your safeguard in buying—order
NOW while we can give immediate delivery.

Complete List on request.

F.R.S. LAMPS, Vei-e St., BIRMINGHAM
LONDON: Glasgow: H.R.Wood.

GRAPE STREET, side, 65, West Regent St.

(ofi Shaftesbury Av.) r.elfast : G. Beers.
11. Bedford Street.

Clinton- Wall.

TYRES.
LOOK !—Wo still lead the way to tyre bargains.

Wood-Milne, guaranteed brand new. Not clear

ance or blemished.

X2'4, 26X2'/" o.s., 650x65, special three ply.

13/6.

X2i4, extra heavy 4-ply 16/6.

X2lh, to fit 214 rims, grooved and ribbed, best

English make, 24/9.

x2Vi, Moseley heavy ribbed (W.D.), 19/6.

26
26
26
26
0£?x2 :

)a, Dunlop retreaded grooved covers on Dun-
/WO -lop casings, 19/6.

nQx5¥j, to fit 28x3 American rims, Dunlop extra

& *J heavy rubber non-skid, 57/6.

OQx3 Dunlop sidecar, ribbed to fit American rims,

*(5 34/6.

3 Mackintosh Chain, heavy tread, 28/6.28>
NEW Tubes (in all sizes), 7/-. 1/- extra carnage

paid, passenger train. Other tyro bargains.

Price list on application.

MOTOR Cycling Helmets (1922 patterns). Illus-

trated list on application.

NEW Rubber Thigh Boots, 12/-, carriage 1/- extra.

—H. Emanuel and Co., Tyre Factors, 27, Bel-

grade Rd., Stoke Newington, N.16. Stores: 37A,

Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, London, N. Telephone!

Dalston 3161. t0832

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.—Special Bargains in clearance

and surplus stock covers. All goods sent on seven

days' approval, carriage paid, against remittance.

ECONOMIC.—24x2'i (also oversize for 2in. rims)

Clincher Heavy De Luxe Junior, 20/-; extra

heavy, 27/6.

ECONOMIC.—26x2li Dunlop heavy, warranted,

37/3; Bates special heavy, 28/6; Wood-Milne
extra strong, 20/-; special heavy tubes, 6/-.

ECONOMIC.—26x2% Dunlop heavy, warranted.

41/6; Hutchinson T.T., 29/-; special heavy tubes,

6/6.

ECONOMIC.—26x2y2 x2i4 Dunlop heavy, warranted,

46/-; Goodyear Diamond, 42/6; Clincher extra

heavy Dreadnought, 37/6; heavy, 30/-; Avon rubber-

stud, extra heavy, 30/-.

ECONOMIC.—28x3 Fisk extra heavy, 42/6 ; Beldam,
all rubber, 40/-; tubes, 6/6.

ECONOMIC.—650x65 Goodyear Diamond, 30/-;
special heavy tubes, 7/-; 700x80 Goodyear Dia-

mond, 50/-; tubes, 6/-.

CONOM1C,—Fully warranted Dunlop Rubberstud,E c

24x2, 22/6; 24x214, 24/9; 26x2, 24/6; 26x214,
25/9.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Rd., S.E.14
(near Town Hall). 'Phone; New Cross 1393.

[4549
OQx3 Wood-Milne Extra Strong, 25/-; Kempsnall,
^022/6.—Marble Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edg-
ware Rd., W.2. 'Phone: Padd. 789. [5691

SCOTTISH readers will find it advantageous to pur-
chase their tyres from McArthur, Hill and Co.,

new address : 436, Argyle St., Glasgow. Lists post
frea. [4983

MOTOR Cyclists.—Send your covers for retreading.
3,000 miles guaranteed. Repairs of every descrip-

tion; carriage paid.—Buxton Vulcanising Co., Buxton,
Derbys. T4357

T> ETREADING Diamond Nobby, grooved and ribbed
-tV treads, 7 patterns, American and H.F. process;
tube; repaired.—Midland Tvre Works, Green Lane,
Wa.A.ll. [3320

MISS DOOLEV.—28x3 New Dunlop E.H., 35/-;
each; Moseley, heavy, 30/- each, and Wood

Milne extra strong, 30/- each. Carriage extra. Im-
mediate delivery.

MISS DOOLEY —Tubes. New 28x3 Dunlop, butt
ended, or Palmer endless, at 5/- each. 26x3

Dunlop, butt ended, 5/- each. Immediate delivery.

—Please apply for above tyres and tubes to Miss E.
Dooley, 33, Killyon Rd., Clapham, S.W.8. [5626

BURST Motor Cycle Tyros, chafed beads, remoulded,
made perfect, tube vulcanising, butt-ends fitted,

retreading: send for list.—Melton Mowbray Rubber
Works, Melton Mowbray. [0347

TYRE Repair Specialists.—H.F. process throughout,
including retreading burst covers. Every kind of

repair to tyres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in 4
days—The Motor Tyre Co., 66. High St.. West Brom-
wick. r3852

:

045x2'/, (for 2% rim) Clincher De Luxe Stud, 25/-;*0 26x214, 16/-; 28x3in., Fisk R.N'.S., 40/-;
post paid. These covers are guaranteed by us and
are not W.I).—Maudes' Motor Malt, 100, Great Port-

land St., W.l [5460

DON'T miss last few carriage paid bargains.—26x2%
heavy Dunlop. 26/6; 26x2%, for 2V2 rims, heavy

Dunlop, 30/-; ditto. E.H Clincher, 26/6; sound new
tubes 26x2%, 4/6; 26x2V2 , butt or endless, 5/-.—

58, Blagdon Rd., New Maiden. [5778

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A43
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TYKES.
SPECIAL Offer, guaranteed new and unsoiled,

26x2% Dunlop heavy studded, 29/6; Wood-MUne
heavy, 26x2*4, 26x2»/2, 650x65, 15/-; Goodyear
Clearance d.amond extra heavy, 26x2^4 23/6, 650x65
28/6; Dunlop tubes, 6/6.—Harvey and Co., 47, South
Lambeth Rd., S.W.8. [0816

GOOD Second-hand Covers, all sizes, 12/6 each;
New Heldam cuvers, 26x2% for 214, 26x3 for

2V2 , 25/- each; 28x3, 35/- each; 650x65, 40/- each;
700x80, 45/- each; new Avon steel studded covers,

W.D., 700x65, 35/- each; sieel tow ropes, complete,
10/- each.—Homerton Rubber Works, Bruoksby's
Walk, Homerton, E.9. [0331

IF you have any old tyres, why not have them
made equal to new again at a low cost? We

guarantee every job. Send your old covers to us lor
re-reading with rubber studs; prices 10/6, 12/6, 15/6,
17/6, and 20/-; repairs from 2,6.—Phoenix Tyre Re-
pairing Co., 224, Sherlock St., Birmingham. [5814

TANKS.
ANKS for B.S.A., new, 38/6; 1910. 1921.—Coventry

Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry. [1421

HHANKS for Triumph, new, 38/6; 1910. 1921.-Cov-
-*- entry Tankers. Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry.

11422

TANKS Re-enamelled, makers' colours; 15/6.-
Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

[5481

I SPECIALISE i-n Repairs, Rebuilds, etc., to auy
jpattern; first-class enamelling; reasonable charges

-Day, 27, St Luke's Rd., Birmingham. [8245

CCOVENTRY Tankers, Ltd., makers to the principal
J manuiacturers; petrol tanks for any style supplied,

extra capacity.—Hearsall Works, Coventry. [1423

TANKS of every description replaced, repaired, and
re-enamelled. Quick service, moderate charges.

—

Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge. [4955

TANKS Made or Repaired, re-enamelled, lined, trans
ferred; handle-bars, etc., plated. Established 30

years.— Attwood's, 86, Rosebery Av., London, E.C.I.
[7073

TANKS re-enamelled to pattern; high-class work
only.—D. Jenkins and Sons, 6, Richard St., Atkin-

son St., Deansgate, Manchester. Established 25 years
[2245

A SHTON Bros.* 40/- Tanks, made of 20-gauge tin-

-^i- plate, in most standard designs, to fit any frame.

—Further particulars from 14, Market Place, Man-
chester. [3601

TANKS Re-enamelled, make)..' colours, designs, and
-transfers guaranteed, from 11/6. partition leakage,

dents, fastenings, and all repairs undertaken; lists.

—

Park Tank Works, la, Paradise Rd., Highbury, N.5.
[2764

TANKS of every description replaced, repaired, and
re-e.iameUed at nur own works; all kinds oi

fittingc stocked; quick service and reasonable cnarge«
Illustrated list tree.—A fireen. Water St.. Chapel *t

Salford, Manchester Tel.: 2191 Central. [0256

AVERY'S Stock Tanks for Douffas, Hazlewood.
B.S.A., Triumph, Omega, enamelled makers'

colours, plated fittings, 40/-, complete; other design or
shape to older. 12 months' guarantee with every tank.—
Gordon Street Tank Works. Coventry 'Phone: 1774.

'0770

TANKS Renovated in makers' colours and transfers,

14 / 6 ; renovated 2 34h-P- Douglas tanks, . slightly

soiled, 35'-; Triumph tanks, £2/10; carriage extra.

—

'Phone: Brixton 1585.—Robini Manfc. Co., 1 and 3,

Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W. [5628

TANKS.—All kinds made to order, 32/6 each, in-

cluding 2 plated fillers, 2 taps. Delivery 14
days, carriage paid. Satisfaction guaranteed or money
returned. Enamelling, one colour, 10/6; two colours,
17/6.—Order forms from H. Peel, The Liverpool Tank
Hospital, 5, Smithdown Lane, Paddington, Liverpool.

[4959
BELTS.

BELTS, best make, clearance, %in., lin., ltfein.,

cheap; size 10 Pedley horn bulbs, 1/6.—Davies,
Union St., Wednesbury. [4452

BRAND New Clearance Belts %x6ft. 6in. made by
Palmer; 8/- each.—MaTble Arch Motor Exchange,

135, Edgware Rd., W.2. 'Phone: Padd. 789. [5690

DOUGLAS 234h.p., complete length, 6ft. 6in„ brand
new, 9/-; postage, 9d.—W.J.C. Motor Exchange,

5, Addison Avenue, Holland Park, W.ll. Park
2071. [5259

BRAND new Dunlop belting in standard sizes Gent
on approval against cash, plus 1/- postage.

34in., 1/7 foot; Vsin., 1/10 "foot; lin., 2/2 foot: L^irr.,

3/2 foot.—^Central Garage, 302, London Rd., Thornton
Heath/ [5253

BALATA and Chrome Combination V Belts, suitable
for all classes of motor cycles, 34in., 1/4; %in.,

1/6; lin., 1/9; iysin., 2/- per foot Fasteners 9d.
each. Postage 1/-—W. Pollin & Son, Hollington, St.
Leonards-on-Sea 16656

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.
—All brand new and guaranteed. Dunlop round

top, 3/4in. t 1/10 It.; Vain., 2/2 ft.; lin., 2/8 ft.; lV8in.,
3/2 ft.; John Bull, S4in., 1/11 ft.; %in., 2/3 ft.;

lin., 2/8 ft., liflin., 3 '2 ft. Any length cut. Clear-
ance, belts, 6ft. 6in.x 3/iin., Pedley or Bates, 10/-.

[4954

1 922
VALUE

£85
OMEGA
COMBINATION

Complete as follows:

3 h.p. 348 c.c.

3 SPEEDS,
CLUTCH, KICK STARTER,

TOURING or SPORTS SIDECAR,
LAMPS, HORN, Etc.

READY TO RIDE.

OTHER

Omega Models
from £39 -10-0

WATSONIAN SIDECARS

SPORTING— TOURING—COMMERCIAL.

ROYAL RUBY 8 h.p.

SPRING FRAME COMBINATION.

SCREEN, LAMPS X*1 J5R
SPARE WHEEL W'Ow
2 Seater £197
DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

BARTLETTS
93, Great Portland Street,

London, W.
Phone

:

LANGHAM 1271.

BELTS.
BASTONE'S for new bell*.—John Bull, ?iin., 1/,

%tn-. 2/3; lin., 2/8; lVsin., 3/2 per loot. 1
ley, %iu., 1/9; '/sin., 2/-; lin., 2/6; lVsin., 3/-
foot. Buffalo hide and chrome, %in., 1/9; lin., 2

l'4,in., 2/3 per foot.—228, Pentonville Rd., Kii
Cross, London, N.l. [1!

CARBIDE.
CARBIDE, 20/- cwt., f.o.r., c.w.o., depots all pa—Hodge and Co., Warwick Rd., Bristol. [5:

"DEST Quality Carbide, 281bs„ 8/6, drum free; I

-*-* quantity supplied from Valb. tins to 2cwt. drm
only the best brands stocked; trade inquiries inyit
—Dargue, 57, Grey St., Newcastle-on-Tyne. [9:

CARBIDE.—Immediate delivery of all sizes in 1
2 lb., 4 lb., and 7 lb. lever lid tins, and- 2 c

drums, labelled or plain for reLailers' own labels, qua]
guaranteed, and all standard sizes supplied by
cheapest firm in the trade. -The Premier Lamp i

Engineering Co., Ltd., Moorfield Works, Armley, JLe<

[3i

PATENTS.
TT^E Buy, Sell, and Finance Inventions and Patel
* » and advise on their marketing.—Send postcard

full particulars to Dept. C, Inventors* Sales Agei
22-24, Spencer Av.. Coventry. fli

T\7"0NDERFUI' " Mag-Dyno." provisionally i
»» tected, for sale; full-size working model av

able for inspection and trial; cash or royalty.—

C

i'ugh Engineering Works, Shirley Rd., Croydon. [2!

PATENT AGENTS.
TjfREE, 100 Page Patent Guide, postage 6d—

1

A Consulting Patent Agency, 253m, Gray's ]

Rd., London. [2<

DATENTS Advice, handbook free.-King, Registe
-»- Patent Agent, 146a, Queen Victoria St., E
35 years' references. [01

VXI BEloOiN, B.So., Assoc. M.Inst.C.E., Cnaite
'v Patent Agent, 29 Southampton Buildir

i.nr.don. W C 2 'Phone Museum *6S1. 9;

IT. N. & W. S. SKERRETT (H. N. Skerrett, Fell
-*•-- of the Chartered Institute of Patent Agei
A.i.Mech.E., A.I.A.E., Associate I.E.E., etc.; W.
jkerrett, A.I.E.E., Registered Patent Agent).—Patel
designs, and trade marks.—24, Temple rtow, Birmi!
nam. Tel. : Central 1038. T.A. : Skerrett, Birmi
ham. [IE

AGENCIES.
REPRESENTATIVES required by leading ma

facturers oi lubricating oils and greases; exi

tent opportunity to push high-grade and competil
products.—Write, giving full "particulars, Box 16
Sells Advertising Odices, Fleet St:, E.C.4. [4'

INSURANCE.
£3 Covers All Risks for 2%h.p., others at compi

tive rates.—Ernest Bass, 40, Chancery La
VV.C.a. Phone: Museum 4234. [0i

ROYS, LTD., Insurance Brokers —Agents for
companies and Lloyd's.—Competitive rates

motor insurance.—170, Gt. Portland St., London [Q<

THE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy is the po]
authorised by "The Motor Cycle," and co*

motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used lor priv
purposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Maxim
benefits, minimum rates. Full particulars and p
spectuses on application.—The Autocar tire and Ai
dent Insurance Co., Ltd., 77, Cheapside, Loudon E C

[GC

SITUATIONS VACANT.
REQUIRED, immediately, man with first-cl

' knowledge and experience of lepairs to all ma
of motor cycles, including magnetos, lighting sets, £

tuning up.—Apply, giving lull particulars, experiec
wages required, to Box No. 9402, c/o The Mo
Cycle. [5

1

;

SITUATIONS WANTED.
SUCCESSFUL Competition Rider offers servi

Junior T.T.; exchange expenses.—Box 9197/i
The Motor Cycle. [3'

ADVERTISING specialist desires engagement;
pert in printing, design, sketches, etc. — I

9380, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5;

YOUNG Man, 26, requires situation, salesm
demonstrator, mechanic. Fully trained mc

engineer ..practically, technically), good driver i

rider; southern or eastern counties preferred.—

I

9279, c/o The Motor Cycle. 14(

KEEN young experienced Amateur Motor Cyc
desires engagement for 1922 T.T., Brooklai

Reliability Trials, etc., car or motor cycle; pm
nominal fees.—Will firms interested kindly write 1

9360, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4!

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FO.

SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.i
CYCLE and Motor Cycle Business for Sale, g

going concern, main road; hire car; price, all

£400 for quick sale.—Box 9377, c/o The Motor Cy
[5!

MOTOR and motor cycle business in prosper
town; 30 miles London, spacious premises i

sound connection; all at £350.—Bos 9397, c/o !

Motor Cycle. [5

A44 AI! letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and thei date of the issue
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Editorial, Advertising, and Publishing Offices : Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.
Telegrams: " Cyclist, Fleet, London." Telephone: City 2847 (13 lines).

Coventry: Hertford Street. Birmingham: Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street. Manchester: 199, Deansgate.

Te'et/mms : "Motorcycle. Coventry."
Telephone ; 10 Coventry (5 lines).

Telegrams: "Autopress. Birmingham.'
Telephone : 2970 and '.1971 Midland.

Teleyirn
Telepltrm

: "Tliffe. MatieheBter."
: 8970 and 3971 Oil y.

Subscription Rates : Home, 23s. lOd. ; Canada, 23s. lOd. i other countries abroad, 28s. 2d. per annum.

100 Miles an Hour!

BROQKLANDS track has only recently been~

reopened -for 1922 racing, but already

one of the outstanding achievements of

motor cycle history has been accom-

plished thereon—a 500 c.c. machine has

been officially timed to attain a speed- of 100

m.p.h. over a distance of half a mile.

Although this short distance is not recognised

for official record purposes, its merit is undoubted,

since much discussion of late has centred

around the possibility of a 500 c.c. machine
attaining three-figure speeds during the present

year. It must be remembered that at the close of

1921 the greatest speed to the credit of any

500 c.c. machine was 93.99- m.p.h., and to

increase that figure by 6 or 7 m.p.h. seemed to

be a matter of at least a season's careful tuning

and testing, for the addition of even one mile an

hour at these almost phenomenal speeds is a

prodigious task when it is remembered that wind
resistance (the greatest force the speedman has to

overcome) increases as the square of the speed.

Nevertheless, no sooner was the track available

than the speed leapt up almost at once to 98.11
m.p.h., almost immediately afterwards raised to

98.50 by a rival machine—the contestants being

flat twin and single respectively.

A Success for the Flat Twin.

Ultimately the former type attained the signal

honour of topping the 100 m.p.h. mark over an

officially timed distance. It is little more than

six months ago that the three-figure speed was
reached by an American 1,000 c.c. machine, yet

to-day we have British 500 c.c. machines
creeping up in close pursuit. It now only
remains for a Class C mean speed international

record to be brought up to the same level, to

mark another epoch in the development of the

motor cycle.

Students of engine design will not fail to

notice that all the machines which have recently

raised the sprint speeds of the 500 c.c. class have

been engined with units, of the overhead valve

type, and although the general tendency of racing

men has been to favour the single cylinder engine,

it has remained for a horizontally opposed twin to

-show that over 100 m.p.h. was attainable by a

500 c.c. unit. Whether this type of engine can

prove its staying power to the extent of converting

100 m.p.h. into an international mean speed

record,, and incidentally proving its independence
of such adventitious aids as -favourable winds and
gradients, remains to be seen. Perhaps, in a few
clays or weeks, or may be even as we write, the
" 3^ " single will demonstrate its ability to record

-this achievement. It must not be overlooked,

however, that it is a feat the accomplishment of

which is beset with many difficulties.

What International Records Mean.
These sprint performances which astonish

everyone from time to time are largely made
possible by the astute selection of the opportune

moment. Having developed the engine to its

maximum state of efficiency it is difficult to keep
it in tune for more than the concentrated effort

which will carry it over the sprint distance. To
qualify for an international record, which in-

volves a run both ways, with and against the wind
(should the atmosphere not be calm at the moment)
demands the possibility of much higher speed

under favourable conditions than the ultimate

mean speed often implies. In securing an inter-

national record, all the help gained by swooping
down the banking with the generous help of a

60 m.p.h. following wind is eliminated on the

backward journey; it follows, therefore, that for

mean speed records a calm day is essential.

Meanwhile, all honour to the first man and
machine to bring a three-figure speed with a 500
c.c. engine into the realm of accomplished fact.

Z/, / / / y /.../ / /. /..; y z Z Z 2 2 Z Z Z Z ^ .,.. ., Z S3 S5S ^^.-~.S^ ' ^ -v ^ X S V \VS.V-.x.^!nX1
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500 c.c. ENGINE
C. G. Pullin (3| o.h.v. Douglas): 10006 m.p.h.

R. N. Judd (3i o.h.v. Norton) : 98'50 m.p.h.

Remarkable Speeds at Brook'ands. A Landmark in Progress. History of

500 c.c. class Speed Records.

I

T\VELVE months ago ioo m.p.h. on a - motor cycle

of any power had yet to be accomplished in

this country ; last week a 500 c.c. machine, of

the popular " 34 h.p.
J

' class, attained the magic
figure, the honour of being first going to C. G. Pullin

on an o.h.v. flat twin Douglas.

Several people were known to be in the running

for some time past—George Dance on a new o.h.v.

Sunbeam, F. B. Halford on a four-valve Triumph,

R. N. Judd in combination with D. R. O'Donovan
and the o.h.v. Norton, and C. G. Pullin and his

Douglas—but actually the tussle resolved itself into

a duel between the Norton and Douglas camps to be

settled before the other two made an

official reappearance on the track

A Flat Twin Triumphant.

The game was opened on Tuesday

of last week by C G. Pullin (T T.

winner of 1914), who succeeded in

sending up
Dance's (Sun-

beam) 93.99
m.p.h. for the

flying kilometre

nearly 5 m.p.lT

to 98. 1 1 m.p.h.,

and Harford's

87.89 m.p.h. to

93.26 m.p.h for

the mile. Hand
timing was em-
ployed in this

instance.

On the very
next day, however, incidentally a bitterly cold one,

Judd decided that the o.h.v. Norton had already
proved fast enough to better these amazing speeds.

Accordingly an attempt was made, this time with
electrical timing attended to by Col. Lindsey Lloyd
himself, for it was recognised that an error of a

fraction of a second might mean the difference between
success and failure.

At first ill-luck attended him, and a broken inlet

valve spring caused some delay.

It was nearly lunch time before the overhead

Norton was lovingly pushed half-way up the test-hill

—to ensure a certain start—but once going it was only

a matter of seconds before it was all over. At his

first Tim he lifted the mile and kilometre speeds to

97.35 m.p.h. and 98.50 m.p.h.

a 2*

. -_~

490 c.c. o.h.v. Norton.

494 c.c. o.h.v. Douglas.

Three 500 c.c. o.h.v. engines which have

been instrumental in forcing up the

short distance speeds at Brooklands.

Douglas holds the coveted honour of

being the first "3i h.p. " machine to

accomplish 100 m.p.h. The Norton

;and Sunbeam were runners up.

The figures were :

Classes C and D.
Kilometre ... 22.71 sec. 98.50 m.p.h.

Mile ... ... 36.98 sec— 97.3-5 m.p.h.

Equipment used included: Dunlop tyres; Binks

carburetter; C.A.V. magneto; Speedwell oil; and

Pratt's spirit.

Col. Lloyd was obliged to leave the track imme-

diately, and consequently the machine was locked ugj

until it could be officially measured. But not before;

Mr J. L. Norton, who had witnessed the attempt,

had demonstrated to our representative how remark--!

ably cool the engine had kept. It was possible, lesa

than five minutes after, to keep the un-<

gloved hand against the cylinder,;

then barely warm.

The High Efficiency Single

As we indicated last week, this dej
sign is in a very^

:;
. . ,

:

•

: ;:a e x p e r imental

stage ; so much
so thai lugs are!

cast in the cylin-j

der head for ona
type of valve-

rocker gear ,

;

while an entirely )

different type is]

used. - Speaking:
generally, the'

4 most striking

lsinle

499 c.c. o.h.v. Sunbeam.

points visible to

the eye are (1)

the massive na-

ture of the valve gear and (2) the depth of tha

radiating fins—incidentally always a Norton feature;}

Asked how it was done, Mr. Norton would volun-j

teer no further information than " careful considera-4

tion of the effect of one thing upon another." A
Ricardo piston was used, but we were assured that

none of the reciprocating parts are lighter than on
the standard B.S. engine.

All the Norton people were confident that they harj

by no means reached their limit, and that even more
startling speeds would be reached very shortly.

All this time, however, Pullin had been working]

steadily in an endeavour to extract an extra ounce oa
two of power -from his Douglas, and it is said tha$

not before two o'clock on the following morning dicE

he cease from this labour of love.

(18)
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100 m.p.h. with a 500 c.c. Engine.—
His industry was rewarded, for a few hours later,

on Thursday, there fell to him the signal honour of
being the first man to be timed officially on a 500 c.c.

machine at 100 m.p.h., and also to regain the flying-

mile and kilometre records.

Pullin's figures are doubly remarkable in that his

•speed for the mile, 99.98 m.p.h., is faster than that
for the kilometre, 98.76 m.p.h. This is explained by
the fact that he only gained the full benefit of' the
wind towards the end of the measured section. (It

is only fair to add that Judd, the brilliant Norton ex-
ponent, was similarly helped on the previous day.)

Wonderful Speed of
Pullin's Douglas.

Pullin's 100 m.p.h. was
accomplished over the second
measured half-mile, his

exact time being 17.89 sec. =
100.06 m.p.h. The first

half-mile was traversed in

18.26 sec. =98.57 m.p.h.

His record figures were

:

Kilometre.

22.69 sec. = 98.76 m.p.h.

Mile.

36.15 sec. = 99.98 m.p.h.

Equipment used included :

Hutchinson tyres ; Amac car-

buretter; E.I.C. magneto;
Lodge plugs ; Renold chains ;

Castro] oil ; and Pratt's spirit.

Although Pullin was officially

timed, a half mile is not a recognised " record

Looking Back-

:
.

. :

Side-by-side valve J.A.P. Overhead exhaust valve Martinsyde.

T varying types of twins which have also made good
performances on the track.

distance.

-500 c.c. Records from 1909
to 1921.

In view of the marvellous speeds

attained by the 500 c.c. machines,,

it will repay us to study the de-

velopment of this class in its per-

formances on the track.,.

Previous to 1909 motor cycle

records were a hopeless jumble,, as

no attempt had been made to

classify them properly and the

details published were meagre in

the extreme.

The credit of dividing motor
cycles into classes

was due to the enter-

prise of the British

Motor Cycle Racing
Club, for in 1909, the

first year of its

foundation, in the

s'ecpnd race meeting
reported, there were
two classes in the

hour race—" A " for

machines up to 500
c.c, and " B" for

machines up to 1,000
c.c.

The next meeting

«5)

which have been

>*>

^°
l c™ P '

v
'
DouSlas has ,allen lhe honour of being the first machinem the 500 c.c. category to attain a speed of 100 m.p.h. It was ridden by

C. G. Pullin at Brook-lands on March 23rd.

3S7

of the B.M.C.R.C. marked the foundation of the
classes as we now know them, which were finally
adopted by the A.C.U., though, of course, many
others have been added. Their first appearance in
print is in the announcement of the third members'
meeting, event 4, record time trials, in which the
classes stood as follows :—Class "A," 275 c.c; "B,"
35° c.c. ; *C," 500 c.c; " D," 750 c.c; and "E,"
1,000 c.c No records were made during the meeting,
and it was not until' the next one that H. H. Bowen,
3* h.p. Bat-Jap, covered the kilometre in 36.40 sec.
(65.02 m.p.h.) and the mile in 56 sec. (64.28 m.p.h.).
This was on July 14th, 1909.

The Keenly Contested
Class "C."

For many years " Class C "

motor bicycles—3^ h.p. (500
c.c.) machines have been
looked upon "as general utility

mounts. They were not too
heavy, were fast enough for
high speed touring, and when
provided" w i t h suitable

change-speed gears, capable
of taking a sidecar anywhere.'
This, then, was the type of
machine which received the
greatest encouragement; and
for fourteen years has marked
the largest engine size per-
mitted in Tourist Trophy
races. What remarkable de-
velopments have been made
Between Bowen's successful

attempt in 1909, and Dance's achievement at the end
of last year there is a difference of nearly 29 miles an
hour, a 44.57 per cent, increase.

Perusal of the great record book—a really ponderous
volume—

,

n the A.C.U. offices is a most interesting
occupation; it reveals not only the development of the
motor cycle engine but calls, to mind the names of:

once well-known riders which have nowi
sunk into oblivion. While Bowen the
first Class " C " record holder, is still an '

active rider and holds an important posi- .

tion in the Martinsyde experimental and
testing; departments, enthusiasts like

Haswell, the private owner
Triumph rider, whose
records are in the list

before us
vas we write,

and G. Lee Evans,
the brilliant Indian
exponent, are no more
seen on the track, and
younger riders know
them .not.

Singles Pre=
eminent in
S00 c.c. Class.

It is worth noting
that few records have
been made with ' ma-
chines fitted with
multi-cylinder e n -

a 29

in the last twelve years!



1909 1910 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1913 1919 1920 1921

Annual progress of the flying mile (full line) and kilometre (dotted line) 'ecords

from 1909 to 1921. Last week 99
-

98 m.p.h. was attained over the flying mile.

gines, only three makes figuring in the Class "C" list,

these being a Martin-Jap, an A.B.C., and a Douglas.

Flying Kilometre Speeds.

Looking over the records of past years, we see re-

markable increase in speed, and although .Bowen's

record stood till the following year, it was then beaten

by Martin in T911, the date from which our graphs

start. Here, it will' be noticed, is the first twin-cylinder

machine entered, and over the flying kilometre the vic-

torious rider's speed was 73.90 m.p.h. The 80 miles

an hour mark was not reached until Emerson, on the

old A.B.C., covered 80.47 m.p.h. in 1914; but he

was beaten by D. R. O'Donovan on a Norton, who
held the record for the same year with a speed of

8r.o5 m.p.h. In T915 O'Donovan again bettered his

own record by covering 82.85 miles an hour, only to

be outclassed by George Dance on a Sunbeam in

November last year (93.99 m.p.h.).

The Coveted Mile Record.

As regards the mile, the late J. Gibson only

managed to beat Bowen's 1909 record in the fol-

lowing year by 0.3 miles an hour, but Martin, on
the same machine as referred to above, beat the

record easily in 191 1, and the speeds gradu-

ally crept up until 1915, when O'Donovan did

78.95 m.p.h:, a record which he held until F. B.

Halford, on the o.h.v. Triumph, wrested it from
him last year, accomplishing a speed of 87.80
m.p.h.

Over Longer Distances.

Regarding the history of the flying 5 miles, it

Was not until 19 11 that any speeds were recorded,
and the first was by Stanhope Spencer (Rudge),
who opened the ball with 65.79 m.p.h. This was
beaten by G. E. Stanley (Singer) in 1912, and
.again in 1913, in the former year by 5 miles an
hour, and by rather over 2 miles an hour the fol-
lowing year. O'Donovan again triumphed in

1914, covering the distance at the rate of 75.88

MARCH 30th, 1922.
\

m.p.h., a record which he held until last year.

when Halford (o.h.v. Triumph) handsomely
beat it with a speed of 8r.78 m.p.h.

The flying 10 miles has only two entries in

its history: 1913, when Stanley, on a Singer,
|

did 70.39 m.p.h., and in 1921, when Dance,
on the Sunbeam beat his record by 12.30 miles

an hour (82.69 m.p.h..).

The 50 miles record dates from 1909, when:
G. Lee Evans, on an Indian, put up the speed
of 51.42 m.p.h., a record which stood for two
years until Spencer, on a Rudge, raised the

speed to 65.83 m.p.h. The wizard, .Stanley,

again figures in the list in 191 2, putting up

a speed on -the Singer of 69.43 m.p.h., a

record which held until last year,'w?hen it was
decisively beaten by Halford's Triumph with:

a speed of 77.27 miles an hour.

Long Standing Figures.

Naturally, in. the long distances the average

speeds were comparatively small until modern
times. Eor example, in 1909, the first year

of the 100 miles record, G. Lee Evans, on the single-

cylinder Indian, averaged 52.48 m.p.h. This was

soundly beaten by Spencer on the Rudge two years !

later with a speed of 63.74 m.p.h., while J. L. Emer-
son, on the Douglas, last year beat the record, his speed
being 73.32 m.p.h., surely a wonderful average for

so long a distance.

In the 150 miles, McNab, on the Trump, first ap-
peared on the list in 1910, making a speed of 52.54
m.p.h. This, Haswell took away from him the fellow-"
ing year on' his Triumph, covering the distance at a
speed of 61.40 m.p.h. Haswell's record stood,
for nine years, and was not beaten until 1920, when
V. Horsman (Norton) averaged 65.47 m.p.h.

In the 200 miles there are only two entries in thes
list: the redoubtable Haswell, again on his Triumph;:
in 1911, his speed being 61.61 m.p.h.; and D. Rfl
O'Donovan (Norton), who beat him in 1920 by 2.3'i
m.p.h. (63.91 m.p.h.). ' I

50

.191

KM. ImilE 5mm-E IOmile 50mil6 IOQmileI50miu200mle.300mle400m.

(dotted line) and 1921 (unbroken line) records showing comparative

speeds in the 500 c.c. class.

(22)
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.00 m.p.h. with a 500 cc. Engine.

—

Three, Four and Five Hundred Miles.

The 300 miles has likewise only two entries; in 1912
IV. L. Rhys, on a Rudge, put up an average of 53.7a
n.p.h., which was not beaten until 1920, when J. L.
imerson, on a post-war A.B.C., accomplished 62.10
n.p.h., a recordT which still stands.

The year 191 1 also marked the first entry in the

ecord list of 400 miles, which was held jointly for

en years by C. G. Pullin and T. E. Greene (Rudge),
he speed being 59.79 m.p.h., and this was not beaten

until 1 92 1, when Horsman, on a Norton, put up a
speed of 61.64 m.p.h.
A two-stroke heads the list in the 500 miles, this

being the first appearance of its type in the Class'" C "

records. The rider was S. Gill (345 cc. Alecto), and
his .speed was 41.71 m.p.h., but this .was soundly beaten
by Horsman (Norton), who put up a speed of 62.31
m.p.h. the following year—1921.

In the longest distance record of. all—600 miles

—

in this particular class, the Norton again triumphs;
ridden by D. R. O'Donovan and H. H. Beach, who
in 1920 accomplished a speed of 54.40 m.p.h.

A STUDY FOR PESSIMISTS.

R
ACING
a motor
cycle en-

gine whilst on the

stand is a detest-

able habit. It is

olerated in a

parage, or under
pecial circumstances on the road, but when an indi-

idual persists in stepping and starting his engine

wenty times in the course of a quarter of an hour for

10 apparent'reason, one does begin to feel one's nerves

"ray. The obvious course was for me to quit the place

J
had chosen for my lunch, but being such a delectable

pot I hated to leave it.

I
A narrow grassy lane led past, the rose-embowered

ottage and on to undulating tilth and pasture. The
etting of the little house was perfect. Nothing
rtarred the harmonious whole except the tinkering

notor cyclist. Fleecy clouds drifted across a blue'

ky, and a faint smell of burnt wood bark and peeled
villow pervaded the air.

A moment's cessation, a moment of heavenly
ilence, when the bees could be heard buzzing from
lower to flower. I filled my pipe, and thanked
Providence that the fellow with the machine had by
his time ceased to tinker. Ordinary tuning I could
aave understood, but what tuner would allow his

rigine to rev. appallingly for minutes- on end?
The spell of silence was short, however, and "once

[gain the din _ started. This time I decided to

investigate, and approached the cottage, where I saw
pa youth of twenty or so

-

in a red blazer and white

rousers standing in a curiously intent attitude

istening to the beat of the engine. Occasionally he
hifted the lever and allowed the engine to tick over.

To be just, it must be admitted that the engine

ippeared to be in perfect tune. He throttled it down
intil it just tickled over, then opened out to a lively,

lealthy roar. Somehow the noise did not seem half

o bad when the machine was in sight. But why
lidn't the fellow try it on the road ?

j
I stood in full view expecting -him to speak, seeing

hat I could not be mistaken for anything but a motor
•yclist. Such was my conceit that I felt piqued at

lis indifference, and prepared to move away. An
ndifferent unsociable sort of a bounder, thought I.

Ctt, why should he, at home in his own garden, turn

o accost a perfect stranger? T should not. But a

(13)

Srf^ the

and
the

strange feeling

compelled me to

remain .where I

was, and at last

he straddled

m a c h i n e

dragged at

stand.
The engine was just ticking over as he paddled it

down the miniature drive. I had just moved aside
when a matron rushed from the house in apparent
alarm.

"Dick! " she cried, hurrying after him. "What
are you doing? You must be. mad."
The boy smiled, and waved a reassuring hand.

"Don't alarm yourself, mater," he laughed, "I'm
only going to feel the road, just feel what it is like."
The lady in grey stood in the pathway, the picture

of nervous apprehension, and watched the youth pass
through the gateway.

The scene is fixed vividly in my mind, although at

the time I had no notion of its significance. The
grey lady, the little drive lined each side with green
velvet and Mrs. Simkins pinks, the white-washed
cottage in the background, and the indifferent youth.

He looked directly at me, but my presence created

no more interest than a mere handcart would have
done. Straddling the machine he let in the clutch

and the machine moved a yard or two> on low gear

towards the hedge. Directly the wheel touched, the

grass he stopped the engine, and wheeled the machine
back towards the gate. Curiously enough, the lady

in grey did not show any surprise, but opened the

gate for him to enter and helped him through. It

was just after he had pushed the 'bus back on the

drive that a thought occurred to me, and I strode

to the gateway.
" Anything wrong ? " I asked. " Perhaps I can give

.you a hand."
I was quite close to the lady in grey, but the

•response came quickly from the youth. He turned, and,

with a flushed but smiling face, " It's all right—

thanks, thanks."

And as he moved, away the lady turned to me.
" He'll never ride again," she said quietly.

There was a moment of silence, then she added with

a break in her voice

:

"He was blinded in France—no, he will never ride

again, the doctor says- so.

"

Friar John.
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New Lighting Laws.

THE forecast—semi-official, doubtless—of the new

lighting laws includes a return to sanity in

respect of rear lights. But there is no mention

whatsoever of a reform which has long struck me as

most profoundly necessary. Anybody who has ever

resided off the beaten track knows that the lighting

laws are observed only in cities and towns. In the

neighbourhood of Little Slushington very few people

(excepting only motorists) pay any serious attention to

the regulations. Just as a dog is theoretically allowed

one free bite, so carters and cyclists are never prose-

cuted for the first offence against the lighting laws

unless they happen to have a personal quarrel with the.

policeman involved ; and feminine road users, especially

if youthful and attractive, are permitted quite a number

of '" first ". offences. Such misdemeanours are not very

serious when committed by cyclists on lonely roads,

for the rider generally has the sense to hop off and

squeeze into the hedge at the approach of another

vehicle. But heavy unlighted carts come in quite a

different category. Agricultural people take out broad

conveyances on narrow roads without lamps in the

most fight-hearted fashion if they know that the chance

of their meeting a policeman is small. This offence

is potentially far more serious that the vast majority

of offences against the speed limit, 'but conviction

seldom entails a fine of more than 5s. The new lights^

Bill will tempt all road users to depend more than -

ever on the lighting of other vehicles; indeed, it is

doubtless designed to speed up, as well as to safe-

guard, our night traffic. In that case heavier penalties

are needed against any persons importing serious

danger into night traffic.

Aluminium Pistons.

I
STILL receive many rather timid enquiries about

the reliability of aluminium pistons. If I had to

sum up my personal experiences of them, reli-

ability is an idea which would hardly occur- to me, for

they have never yet let me down." At the same time I

should not recommend them broadcast, because their

special advantage (a trifle of extra- horse-power) is

hardly needed by the' average rider. They probably

economise oil. They certainly get !e-:s gummy when
cold than is the way of a tight-fittirig cast-iron piston.

Neither of these merits. is enormously valuable. . On
the other hand, they still " slap " a little till the engine

has warmed up, and in short-distance, multi-stop work

the slap is an ever-present annoyance, albeit -of a

purely sentimental kind. Finally, they will give serious

trouble under a degree of under-lubrication at which

a cast-iron piston would probably smile ; and the

average duffer under-lubricates his engine for a few

miles three or four times in a season. There is, there-

fore, nothing to be afraid of in an aluminium piston;

on the other hand, as trade policies indicate, it is

questionable whether they yet offer any very immense

attraction, to an owner of the pottering type. I must

confess that I have not yet tested one on a low-powered

outfit, which is slightly nervous about really fierce •.

climbs or apt to run rather hot on a gruelling drive with

the wind astern. Possibly, their technical merits may -

be of great avail under such conditions. For me, the

question of aluminium v. cast-iron resolves itself into

a question of whether that extra 3 or 4 m.p.h. is worth

the " cold slap " or not.

Our Lost Simplicity.

YESTERDAY I was poised in dumb . adoration

before an ultra-modern outfit with instrument

board, interchangeable .
wheels, spring frame,

hood, screen, and several billion gadgets (note the

'diminutive, implying the presence of a cigar lighter,

variable jet, mechanical- oiler, and all the other small,

fry). My agile brain fled back at a tangent to a.d. 1902

or -so, "when I used to transport my particular packet

bf\fair' femininity in a forecar, .scaling about i8olb.

ail-oii.'.. It had a 76x80 mm. engine with automatic

inlet, direct belt drive, accumulator ignition, ain.

Clincher tyres, and brakes consisting of a Bowden
horseshoe astern, and two bands in front with the cir-

cumference of a florin apiece. Yet " Me and ma Gal
|

actually toured Devon in this outfit. What's more, my
taste in gals ever inclined—like the Kaffirs, I believe

—

to plumpness. What's more, we never had any serious

tiQuble with that outfit, though we reeled off j 5,000
._

miles on it. Punctures were our. one real foe, with

belts in the background. Hills? Well, we dodged

the worst ones ; and the" others we took in three

charges: charge 1, " Ixion " and Miranda seated;

charge 2, Miranda unloaded for a walk, "-Ixion

"

descending and making a fresh rush ; charge 3, " Ixion
"

and Miranda running alongside,- with " Ixion " pushing

and Miranda pretending to push.

Naturally, there is no real comparison between the

1922 super sidecar at 8cwt. and ^225 and my own

tricar at r8olb. and—was it ^90? Still, I daresay

there is still a market for the economy two-passenger

motor cycle, and a few specifications like the Harper

indicate that some designers have long memories.

129
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Occasional Comments.
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A Novelty in Dud Bulbs.

J
OT hyacinths, of course ; I refer to an electrical

bulb. Our contributor " Road Rider " is a

canny lad. As I perused his recent article on

detecting faults, in a lighting circuit, I thought I should

catch him tripping, for that very week I had been

mentally tortured by just such a circuit as he described,

viz., with a head lamp and tail lamp wired in series.

The symptoms were that my head lamp burnt

brilliantly but my tail _ lamp remained as black as

ink. Obviously, methinks—and even as " Road Rider
"

laid down—a short circuit along the wire connecting

the head to the tail. The first snag was that I could

find no sign of a short in the required position. The
second snag was that when in desperation I inserted

a spare bulb in the tail lamp, it immediately lit up.

Still more surprising was the, fact that close examina-

tion in a good light at home showed that the filament

of the original tail lamp bulb was intact. I was driven

to the conclusion that this bulb had
developed an internal short across the insu-

lation inside its socket.- If this be so,, it

is the first time I have struck a bulb with
this fault. But I get nothing back on
" Road Rider," who had safeguarded his

statements as cautiously as any politician

;

in " 999 cases out of 1,000," quoth he, such
symptoms indicate a short along the

between-lamps wire.

Live and Learn.¥E novices with a superficial smatter-

ing of electrical knowledge and a fair

stock of assorted bulbs, try the

experiment of inserting bulbs of assorted

w.attage and ohmage and candle-power and
all the rest of it in the sockets of two lamps
wired in series, and then watch the results.

(3-+)

39*

You will be endowed with enough matter to furnish
unlearned argument over a week-end. Since I perforce
experimented in this direction, I have been peculiarly
careful to keep the correct bulb at hand for all my
lamps.

Was It In Malice?
R. K. D. MORGAN, of 27, Dartmouth Road,
Chorlton-cum-Hardy (by the way, who or what
was " Hardy "

?), may be variously regarded as
a philanthropist, or as a person with murderous designs
against young England. He posted a small jeweller's

box to .my private address, and I tore open the box
before I read the covering letter. Out fell a delightful
little pocket, knife, adorned with two spring knobs and
two tiny levers. The~eyes of the table were' instantly
fixed upon this attractive toy.

Then I read the letter. Mr. Morgan knows what it

is to sit in a puddle and hold the two ends of a
tense but disconnected belt together, what time he
prays for a third hand to open his knife and saw off

the unwanted inch of rubbered canvas. So
he now markets this patent spring pocket
knife. So far, so good. But as I laid the
toy down beside my porridge plate, I espied
an unholy glitter in the eyes of all the
" Ixionettes." By hook or crook thev intend
to get hold of that knife ; and they will

infallibly guillotine their fat little fingers

with it, bless 'em. So I am not quite sure

that I regard Mr. Morgan gratefully. But
from a purely motor

. cycle standpoint, his

knife is, of course, just '.' it." Personally,

I am more interested in bisecting chains
- than -belts, but I shall retain the tool.

THE TRIAL FOR STOCK MACHINES. Scenes during the recent A.C.U. One

Day Trial. (Left) B. Bladder (8 New Imperial sidecar) and Allen-Bennett (10 Grand

Prix Morgan) rounding the hairpin bend on Chinnor Hill. (Right) G. H. Kirby

(3 J- Triumph) and J. T. Bashall (6 Martinsyde sidecar) nearing the top of Kop
Hill, Princes Risborough.
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The " Lakes " of

East Anglia;

a District of

Distinctive Beauty

and Diverse

Attractions.

A DISTRICT saturated with sun-

shine; a country of shimmering

waterways, luscious foliage, and

crooUed roads which never reach to the

place one wants to reach—so the Broads

appear to many. At least they never

lead to the particular Broad orie can see

in the distance and that, on a first visit,

is somewhat of a grievance. Local ad-

vice, however, soon puts that matter

light, and the banks of most of the

Broads can usually be reached without

njuch difficulty.

For the Leisurely Tourist.

If you are a motor cyclist whose sole

ambition is mile-eating, and who detests

stopping for a pipe here and there; who

thinks nothing of punting, scu

"houseboatitig," fishing, sailing, there are

places where you might be happier. The

Broads is a district where one can laze to

the heart's content, and in some of the

villages there are men—men, be it ob-

served—who could give a beachcomber

points in the gentle art of existing with

the minimum amount of exertion.

Whether it is the motor cyclist's inten-

tion of spending a lazy fortnight or so in

this district, or simply to pass along and

be satisfied with a general impression,

East Anglia offers everything he wants

except hills. The roads are on the whole

excellent; sinuous, true, in many dis-

tricts, as are all the by-roads from the

Humber to the Ouse, but one is not

bothered by charabancs.

A glance at the accompanying map will

show how easy the Broads can be sur-

veyed. One can make it a week-end run

w^msmmss
-iOjs

from town, or embrace the district in a

more comprehensive tour, say of Eastern

England. Although definite directions

have been given for motor cyclists who
like riding to a pre-determined route,

p'robably the most interesting way is to

wander "just where fancy takes one, stay-

ing overnight at some of the small in-

land hotels or at the seaside, which is

only an hour or two's run from the

farthest Broad.

The Sportsman.

The fisherman will find roach, bream,-"'

rudd, perch, and pike plentiful—the

latter running up to 301b.—and the cost

of angling is insignificant. Yachting can

be had at all prices, and the motor

cyclist interested in the hire of a wherry

for a party will get all the information

on this subject from the Norfolk- and Suf-

folk Broads Yacht :owners' Association.

What finer fortnight's holiday for a party

of four than the run down to Breydon

Water, Barton, Wroxham, or Oulton

Broads, spend a week or so in a house-

boat (which can be hired cheaply), a day

or two motor cycling round East Anglia,

and finish up with a short time at

Lowestoft, Hunstanton, or Cromer. One
would indeed get the fullest benefit out

of the treasured fortnight's holiday. Such

an itinerary is easy to arrange, and what

is more, the consideration of h.p. of

the machine does not matter in the least,

for the oldest of crocks or smallest of

engines will accomplish a tour in this de-

lightful district which should really be

much better known to motor cyclists than

it is at the present time.

N'

SUGGESTED ROUTE.
f
ORWICH is the most convenient

place from which to start a round

tour of the Broads, besides being

.

an interesting city where excellent accom-

modation, can be found.

A circular route embracing most of the

well-known yachting and fishing districts,

avoiding as" much as possible the most -

winding roads, is given below.

NORWICH — GREAT YARMOUTH
(via STALHAM) 32 miles.

Norwich, New Catton, Rackenheath,

Saihouse, Haverton [Broads near), Wrox-

ham 7-i (Wroxham Broad), Stalham, Cat-

field (HicBihg Broad and Heii/liam

Sound near). Potter Heigham, Rollesby,

pass Ormesby Broad and Rollesby Broad

on to Caister, Great Yarmouth—32J-

miles.

YARMOUTH to NORWICH by

LOWESTOFT—37 miles.

Gorleston, Hopton (Fritton Lake on

~ri<jht), Lowestoft (Oulton Broads near),

Beccles (very picturesque), Stockton Inn,

Loddon, Trowse, Norwich—5<i miles.

DISTANCES OF THE BIG
TOWNS FROM NORWICH.

miles.

From London to Norwich ...

,, Southampton to Norwich

,, Bristol to Norwich

,, Birmingham to Norwich

,,
Nottingham to Norwich

„ Manchester to Norwich

,, Leeds to Norwich
„ Newcastle -on -Tyne to

Norwich
„ Sheffield to Norwich

119J,-

189
216J,

162

123i
201i
182

263
163

t>4
(19-20)
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ROAD TESTS

NEW MODELS

The 2| h.p. Raleigh.

ENGINE: Raleigh; single cylinder,

side-by-side valves, outside fly-
wheel. 71 :; 8S mm. (348 c.c.)

GEAR BOX: Sturmey-Archer, three

speed, kick-start and hand clutch.

SPECIFICATION.
TRANSMISSION : Enclosed chain

ani final bell.

BRAKES : V type on belt dram ;

dummy drum on front wheel.
.

TYRES: 26in. x

FRAME : Rigid

,

WEIGHT: 1981b.

PRICE: £(1S.

2§in.

. Brampton forks

IN
looking back : over the years one now sees that in

1 91 1, say, it would have been a Aery safe pre-

diction to have anticipated a great future for

the sound, sturdy, and well-

made 3» h.p. single-cylinder,

which was then really coming
into its own.
That we are on the eve of

another similar epoch is felt by
most of those who are in close

sympathy with the motor cycle

movement. To-day, however,

the decade on which we are

opening will assuredly be the

decade of "the 2§ h.p. single.

Typical 3J? h.p. machines

have outgrown themselves and
developed into heavy mounts
far more suitable for sidecar

work than for even merely

occasional solo riding. True
a sports type of " 3J" " has de-

veloped, but it is the result of

_the demerits of its overgrown

parent, and for the average

rider it remains a type that

novices still regard as being too

weighty, too fast, and too

powerful.

The Ideal Solo Sise.

A machine for the man who
invariably rides solo, yet 'Who

(5-6)

yearns not habitual

quering nor for the

no greater cylinder

For pillion liders the lightweight Raleigh provides efficient

transport for two. On country rambling expeditions it is

an extremely handy mount, for when a stop is made it can

be dropped on its footrest without fear of overbalancing.

ly for the joys of freak hill con-
thrill of ultimate speed, need have
capacity than 350 c.c. Such an

engine will give all reasonable
speed, may indeed give more
speed than many roadster

4 h.p. models, will climb any
reasonable hills, and most un-
reasonable ones, and, finally,

will provide occasional trans-

port for two, either by pillion

or by sidecar. Just as the

4. h.p. has become a passenger

model used for occasional solo

work, so has the 2f h.p. single

stepped up to take the vacated

place as the ideal solo mount
which at the same time is quite

suitable for occasional passen-

ger work.

From the General to the
Particular.

That the foregoing thoughts

were inspired by the use we
recently enjoyed of a 2f h.p.

three-speed Raleigh may be

taken as greater commendation

1 of the machine than anything

we might say of the actual

machine's performance under

this, that,. or the other circum-

stance.

b 7
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Road Tests tJl New Models.

—

Handed over to us almost immediately after the

A.G. U..'- stock machine trial, the machine under re-

view was in the condition in which it finished that

event wherein it gained a special certificate of merit

as a standard stock machine. Without any chance to

become familiar with it, it was driven straight into

the densest London traffig, and subsequently used for

running in and out to business and a week-end's pot-

tering, as well as subjected to tests on rough sur-

faces and hills, in all respects it gave,good results

such as one would expect from a machine bearing

the distinguished name it carries and finished so hand-

somely as it appears to be.

With a Pillion Passenger.

Ridden solo the machine's performance on ordinary

hills was such that . no use of the gears was called

for on Surrey main roads, but departures into by-

tracks occasionally demanded second, and on one

occasion even produced knocking on that ratio, which

_ caused a further drop to low; this, however, was due

to a combination of mishandling and very low speed;-

A pillion passenger's extra weight on one jaunt proved

Flywheel side of the 2f h.p.

3 speed Raleigh. The
primary drive is on the out-

side of the flywheel so that

it is possible to guard it

efficiently

that the machine was not appreciably slowed on hills

by the double load, but, of course, the ability to climb
hills slowly on top gear was reduced.

fcmootfa and Quiet Running.
Owing largely, no doubt, to its outside flywheel,

the 2|- h.p. Raleigh engine pulls exceptionally well at

low speeds and in moderate traffic; its top gear of

5-i to 1 (roughly measured) is all that is needed in

conjunction with the lightly-operated clutch. In very

dense traffic middle gear was advisable and a smooth
restart, even on gradients, could be made. Low gear

was found to be too low for convenient handling of

the machine in traffic on level roads, and should never

be needed except on single figure hills.

Maximum speed is not abnormal, but it has a useful

pace, and at. 38-40 m.p.h. engine vibration is not

unpleasantly discernible. Riding position (and steer-

ing) is excellent, and both feet may remain firmly on
the rests, even when the heel-brake pedal is in use

on the near-side. The top gear position of the gear-

control lever is rather out of reach, and might be

higher with advantage.

On the actual machine we tested petrol consumption
was rather high, between 90 and 95 m.p.g.~ being ob-

tained ; 115 to 120 m.p.g. should normally be obtained

with this size of engine. Starting from cold was also

none too easy, unless liberal injections were made.
Both faults, however, could no doubt be eradicated

at once by suitable carburetter adjustments.

To sum up in a

sentence, we con-

sider that the

2§ h.p. Raleigh,

without being su-

perlative in any

one direction, com-
bines as many
sound and work-

manlike qualities

as one would wish

to find in a

mount ; withal the

value for money
is good, for it is

sold at a competi-

tive priee.

THE GRAND PRIX OF FRANCE.

IN
our issue of the 16th inst. we referred to the

Grand Prix, mentioning that the date officially

decided for this important Continental fixture,

was July 1 2th. Preliminary particulars, views of

Strasbourg, and a map of the -course appeared in The
Motor Cycle of February 9th, p. 196.

500 c.c. the Capacity Limit.

We have now received an official communication from
the organisers, the Union Motocycliste de France,

the national body controlling the sport of motor
cycling in France, which informs us that the race will

be open to motor cycles of 250 c.c, 350 c.c, and
500 c.c, and of these the smallest machines must make

bS

20 laps of the .8^ mile circuit, making /a total of ap-

proximately 162-J miles, the 350 c.c. machines 25
laps, a distance ot approximately 2o8| miles, while

the 500 c.c. machines will cover 30 laps, approxi-

mately 243! miles.

Entry fees cost £4 6s. 8d. English money, and
must be sent to the secretary of the A.C.U., 83, Pall

Mall, London, S.W.i. Entries close at ordinary fees

on. May 15th, and at double fees between May 15th

and June 15th.

The Grand Prix of the U.M.F., usually known as

the Grand Prix, to distinguish it from other events

bearing the same title though of less importance, is

the blue riband speed event on the Continent.
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SIDECARS FOR MOTOR BUS INSPECTORS.
A Novel Service Instituted for the Purpose of Checking on Country Bus Routes.

1

The Bristol Tramways & Carriage Co.'s fleet of sidecar-mounted bus inspectors. Five B.S.A. machines are shown, the sixth bung in

process of overhaul. Observe that all 'the sidecars are fitted with Easting screens.

M OTOR cyclists, generally, have only one attitude

towards the motor . omnibus-—they dislike it;

but, despite its roadbreaking tendency and
bulkiness, it is undoubtedly of the greatest service to

the inhabitants of districts hitherto untouched by any
form of passenger transport, and therefore to be con-

sidered as a very important item in road travel.

Those who can put aside any prejudice and con-

sider the traffic from a commercial standpoint will soon
realise that one of the problems, and by no means a

minor one, is how best to keep a definite check on the

running times, fares, and general conduct of the staff

when the vehicles are out on many different routes

miles away from their depots. It is not that the com-
pany suspects its staff of dishonesty or irregularity

—

that usually brings its own reward very quickly, but

there must be a constant organised supervision to keep
' the whole sendee working sweetly. . Timetables hi

particular must be adhered to or a bad name results.

Mobile Motor Cyclist Inspjctors.

The ordinary inspection by officials who board the

bus, ride' with it for a while, leave it to board another

in the opposite direction, with frequent long waits,

must mean a deal of waste time, and the duties of such
men being known, there is always the loophole for

, irregularities when they have been passed.

The reader may be forgiven for thinking that so far

this article appears more suitable for the pages of our

sister journal Motor Transport, but here comes the

point of interest to> motor cyclists.

The Bristol Tramways and Carriage Co., Ltd., one

of the largest companies in the motor coach world,

has solved the problem by the use of the sidecar

outfit. A special staff is kept for the duty of, what
amounts to, secret checking on its extensive series of

routes.in the West of England.

(11-12)

This staff is equipped with 6-7 h.p. B.S.A. sidecar

outfits, absolutely to catalogue specification.

The magnitude of the task may be gathered from the

following figures :

The company has a
:
fleet of 150 motor buses work-

ing.

There are 50 separate routes.

The total length of all routes worked is 700 miles.

The area covered from Bristol as a centre includes

Bridgwater (32 miles), Cheltenham (42 miles), and
Swindon (50 .miles).

There are six outfits in use, and their weekly travel

varies round about 700 miles. Duties are regular and
constant, that is to say, except for periodical .overhaul

the machines are in constant daily use ; thus we have

the interesting fact that six British-made big twin

outfits have reeled off nearly 5,000 miles per week since

the fall of last year, doing ail that was. asked cf them

efficiently and satisfactorily in every way. And, further,

at the present time they appear to be in such good con-

dition that one might suppose they had just completed

their first 1,000 miles.

It should be noted that they run very little en main

roads ; when a bus has been checked according to the

schedule for the day the next check may. be 011 another

route, say at a point ten miles away, only reached by

narrow lanes. Quite 75% of their work is on cross-

country jaurits over second and third-class roads; thus

the mileage standing to the credit of these outfits is

of a more arduous nature than ordinary main road

travel.

The WorKing System.

This company "is noted for its method in manage-

ment, and the daily routine mapped out for the sidecar

check department is unusually well thought- out. As
in a certain degree this work is secret, it is not -adyts-

b n .
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Sidecars for Motor Bus Inspectors.

—

able to give definite details, but generally the duties

are arranged in two shifts, three inspectors going on

from 6 a.m. to about 2 p.m., and the other three from

2 p.m. until 8 or 10 p.m.

On reporting for duty the managing officer hands

each a leather wallet containing typed instructions for

the day together with a half-inch scale map or maps
to cover the district. The checks are arranged to

allow a reasonable time for travelling between points,

and on arriving- at a check point a short waiting period

may be necessary ; the inspector hoards the bus and

the sidecar follows up until the inspector is ready to

transfer to the sidecar again^ when thev turn away to

the. next point. Herein lies the reason for the use of

sidecar outfits as against mounting the inspector on a

solo machine ; obviously the latter would mean much
greater economy, but it would necessitate a bus

stopping whilst the check was taken; this Would take

sometime where there are twenty or so sets of tickets

to examine, as is the case -on some routes^

No Fixed Routine.

The daily schedules are made out afresh for each
day, there is no regular sequence of checks and the dis-

tricts touched are very varied. An inspector may start

out south of the city, go west, then east, and, working
round to the north, may finish his duty on the opposite

side of the town, having travelled in three counties

—

Somerset, Wilts and Gloucester; also the number of

checks taken on one run vary from, say, ten to thirty

or more.
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Incidental Usefulness.

Another s;ide to the activities of this staff is that

each carries a box of spares for the " Bristol " bus, in

addition to its own motor cycle spares ; the bus spares

include such items as a contact breaker, valves, springs,

etc., electric light bulbs, and a number of other useful

parts. No spares are carried on the buses ; since it is

clear that with over 100 buseVin commission, to supply-

each with a set of parts would mean a, large outlay on
spares which, would be floating around deteriorating,

with constant waste.

Efficient repair breakdown gangs are sent out if

required, but frequently an inspector can be diverted to

a stranded coach, and, being a skilled driver and
mechanic can render" mechanical first aid.

How the Mounts Behave.
The behaviour of these big twin outfits has been

remarkably good ; no serious trouble has been experi-

enced, a few instances of broken balls in the back
hubs being the chief failure.

Petrol consumption is 55 m.p.g., which, having

regard to the varied character of the work, may be con-

sidered excellent.

Oil consumption works out from 700 to 1,000 m.p.g.,

a reasonable result with a powerful twin cylinder

sidecar machine.

The Bristol Tramways. and Carriage Co. are to be
congratulated- upon the successs of a most interesting

experiment and the formation of a new commercial
sphere for the motor cycle.

Westerner.

ON THE HILLS OF THE WEST.
Impressions of Three Famous Gradients in Somerset and Devon. Inclusion of

Beggar's Roost in the Land's End Run at Eastertide.

WITH the annual advent of the M.C.C. London-
Land's End Trial attention is re-directed to

the so-called " Devonshire terrors," Porlock

and Lynton—so-called at any rate is the first-named,

for it is well inside the Somerset boundary.

In the last Land's End run a 20 m.p.h. average was
demanded from Porlock village to the summit of Lyn-
ton Hill, a requirement which called for unseemly
speeds on the narrow moorland roads and on the

dangerous descent of Countisbury, in order to regain

the time lost in climbing Porlock and Lynton. This
year, however, the climbing of these hills will be
separately timed as a means of differentiating the per-

formances of the competitors without putting a

premium on recklessness between the two points.

Speed Requirements on Porlock.

Solo machines of above 350 c.c. capacity will be
required to average 18 m.p.h. up the first mile of
Porlock. The speed for solo lightweights and big -

. sidecars is 15 m.p.h. ; for 500 c.c. sidecars 12 m.p.h.,
and 1,100 c.c. cycle cars 15 m.pfh. As the hill is

now in excellent condition as regards surface, the solo
men should experience no trouble whatever, but the
dead load to be lifted up the long gradient will tax
the smaller sidecars fairly severely, not to mention

b 12

some of the bigger outfits and the cycle cars. Unless

very heavy rains immediately precede the run, wheel

slip should not cause any failures on Porlock.

The timed section on Porlock is- the first mile, which
covers the . worst gradient, measuring from the Ship

Inn in the village at the foot.

Lynton in Poor Condition.

Between Porlock and Lynmouth much road improve-

ment has been effected, but this notwithstanding, the

road is in a shocking state. The descent of Countis-

bury has been rendered safer by widening the road

and easing the bend near the foot, but the new surface

is composed of loose metal, which will slide if wheels

are locked by down-coming drivers.

Lynton Hill is in its usual state, having a narrow
and firm path on the right-hand side, the middle and
left being a mass of earth and stones. Wheel slip

will be the deterrent feature here, and woe to the

machine which cannot keep its driving wheel on that

narrow right-hand strip. Three- and four-wheeled

cycle cars will be at a disadvantage on Lynton,

Will Beggar's Roost be Included ?

Officially, no one is supposed to know the hill to be
included in the Land's End run after Lynton, but

(27-28)
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On the Hills of the West—
The Autocar definitely announces that Beggar's

' Roost has been selected. This hill is merely a

steep winding lane, now generally neglected since

the excellently-engineered avoiding road was con-

structed ; it rises almost immediately from the vil-~

lage of Barbrook, less than a couple of miles from
Lynton, and the approach from the village per-

mits a rush at the lower slopes, which are the

worst. The hill is about half-a-mile in length,

and has a maximum gradient of 3 in 10, accord-

ing to the-" A.A. notice at the top. When sur-

veyed for The Motor Cycle some years ago it

was 1 in $.6, which is much the same.
Speaking generally, the surface is better than

that of Lynton, albeit somewhat similar; there

is a~ smooth, right-hand path and a loose section

011 the left. After heavy rain, however, there is

a continuous flow of surface water down the hill

which renders wheel slip inevitable unless chains

are fitted. If the first three hundred yards can
be surmounted, however, the rest of the hill,

although steep, is comparatively easy. Having

.. .

;:

.. v; „.

TWO VIEWS ON BEGGAR'S
ROOST. On the right is the first

portion almost parallel with the main

road (Barbrook village in the distance).

The left-hand photograph was taken on

the worst portion (| in 3'6 gradient)

where the surface is rough and loose

except on the extreme right of the road.

A powerful machine can get up to this

point " on the rush," but, if the surface

is at all wet, wheel slip is almost in-

evitable. The bad gradient continues

for about 50 yards above this point,

and thereafter the hill becomes an easy

climb.

no bad hairpin in its approach, as is the case at

Lynton," Beggar's Roost is actually an easier ascent,

and if the writer were out to see the fun in the Land's
End run he would certainly take his stand just about

the bend of the former.

State of the Devonshire Roads.

After the competitors leave the summit of Beggar's
Roost behind them, their difficulties will be by no
means at an end. Supposing that their course then

leads them to Simonsbath, the - road surfaces en-

countered are wicked in the extreme. Almost imme-
(13-14)

diately after the top of the hill is a fairly severe

descent with a clayey surface and a bad hairpin
;

within a couple of miles is an extremely dangerous
bridge where the road doubles back at the other side

of the stream, and thereafter is a long, winding
gradient to the upper levels of Exmoor. The road

over the moors is in a very poor state, and deteriorates

as Simonsbath. is neared. Under adverse weather con-

ditions the crossing of Exmoor is a miserable journey,

especially if one is pressed for time ; without shelter

the undulating road when swept with rain borne by

the ui',-f'?±t°ved wind can produce untold discomfort.

b-15
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The Editor dees not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

RAIL CHARGES FOR MOTOR CYCLES.
Sir,—Surely the time has come to make an effort to obtain

a better classification of rail charge on motor cycles.

A 2£ h.p. cycle is in the same class as an 8 h.p. machine.
What are the views of lightweight owners on this sub-

ject? WORTHING.

WHICH SIDE DO YOU FALL ON?
Sir,—I quite agree with Mr. Leslie Lyons when he states

that in nine cases out of every ten a tumble or sideslip

results in the, machine being damaged on the near side. -

I myself can call to mind three instances at least where
I have had a fall. The first was while taking a right-

hand bend at speed. I skidded in about three inches of

sand, tumbled over on to the offside footrest, righted the

machine, and then came off on the left-hand side. The
second occasion was while trying to avoid a child Running
from an entry ; then also I found myself lying on the near
side of my machine after skidding on the wet tram lines.

The third was similar to the second, and each time my
left-hand footrest has told the tale by either being bent or

beyond adjustment. DIAVILLE.
Wolverhampton.

IS THERE AN AGE LIMIT?
Sir,—Perhaps the, opinion of one who is hear Mr. Palmer's

ag*e

—

i.e., 56—and "still going strong" may be of use.

I have been a motor cyclist for about twelve years—with
a gap of three years during the war—and have had various

makes of machines I can emphatically say that 56 at least

is not too old. For an "elderly" person, or one not very
robust, I think the whole matter is summed up in one item,

and that is : Easty starting from cold—easy starting first,

last, and always. The only possible exhausting thing about
the premier pastime is starting a cold engine, and that must
be guarded against when purchasing and by ordinary care of

the engine afterwards. Assuming that a modern machine
of good make is obtained, and that by preference a single-

cylinder, I do not see anything to prevent Mr. Palmer enjoy-
ing motor cvcling for another ten years at least.

F. J. HASWELL.

Sir,—I am 60 years of age. My wife and I have travelled
over 3,000 miles with a motor cycle and sidecar during the
last twelve months.

It all depends upon : (1) Physical fitness
; (2) type of

machine; (3) road -sense

I began my cycling career on a boneshaker in 1879. I have
ridden almost every make of safety bicycle and innumerable
tricycles, and spend all my holidays on the open road.

I should recommend Mr. Palmer to get a Scott and sidecar.
He wili then get easy running, smoothness and freedom
from vibration.

Bridgnorth. VERITAS.
»

Sir,—From my own experience I strongly advise Mr. R. E.
Palmer to harden his heart, take the plunge, and invest in
a reliable family bus.

I am well on the wrong side of 60, and pretty well crocked
at that, but my wife arid I get wonderful pleasure out of our

bi6

outfit, a 6 h.p. Royal Enfield. I also find that driving is a

splendid cure for insomnia, and a general refresher all round.

Of course I do not indulge in speed bursts, anything from

10 to. 15 m.p.h. on "so, so " roads and 20 to 25 on good

roads. We always take lunch and tea with us ; any beauty

spot about lunch time makes an excellent dining-room ; a laze

and a smoke and then on to a tea-time nature haven ; another

rest,, and then to one's destination. Travelling thus, one can

take in. all the beauties of the open road, and it is wonderful

the distance that can be traversed without any sense of

tiredness other . than a comfortable desire for bed when the

proper time comes. Long tours are quite simple if carried

out on these lines and no attempt is made to do too great

mileage in any one day.
Breakdowns on the road are very rare'with a good machine

nowadays, but should they unfortunately occur I have always
received unvarying courtesy and help from the " brethren of

the road," whether they be cyclists or the tradesmen's vans
one meets so continually these days. Should Mr. Palmer care

to write to me, c/o the Editor, I shall be very pleased to

answer anv questions that may occur to him.
Tunbridge Wells. T.A.C.

VALVE BOUNCE MADE VISIBLE.
Sir,—I am very much interested in this matter, and

appreciate the view of Mr. Denne as to the use of a device
with rotary shutter, arranged on a stand with a form <i
telescopic observation tube ; as a matter of fact, this form
of device has been on paper for a considerable time, and
but for the fact that my time has been taken up in other
directions, would possibly have been introduced at the end
of last' year.

As it would appear that Mr. Denne has already given
that matter some consideration, it would be interesting to

know if any instrument has been made on these lines, and
if so what difficulties, if any, were experienceTl in maintain-
ing complete synchronisation, or the required percentage
reduced or increased speed.

It would appear that for high-speed work the use of
an independent drive would render it impossible to examine
a phase of movement with any accuracy.
A great deal of work in this direction has been done,'

but in most cases, the apparatus is of a complex nature, and
any remarks tending to render the device more simple and
portable would be very welcome.

Possibly some of your readers with experience of the
stroboscopic or oscilloscope methods will give their views.

C. E. NOEL-STORR.

Sir,—Mr. R. A. Denne is obviously interested in strobo-
scopic devices. I would like to take this opportunity of
supplying him with a very little gratuitous information on
the subject.

Firstly, on a purely technical point the 101% ratio recom-
mended by the letter would enable the observer to see the
valve gear actuating backwards, which is not the desired
result.

Secondly, I have proved on practical considerations,
through bitter personal experience in years gone by, that
the shutter method is very far from being a practical one
for even moderately accurate, results, both for technical and
practical reasons.

(29-30)
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The technical reasons for its actual impracticability as
determined experimentally are due to the following con-
siderations :

(1.) It is impossible to get clear definition in practice
because of (a) halation effects of holes in rotating shutters

;

(6) the angle, the diameter of the hole in the rotating disc
subtends at the centre of that disc, necessary to give suffi-

cient illumination at high speeds, is too great to give good
"persistence of image" at low speeds, the one being the
converse of the other.

(2.) Flexible drives are completely out of the question
due to periodic cyclic hunting in the sense of angular dis-

placement within the flexible shaft itself. This nasty effect

entirely precludes even moderately accurate results.

(3.) The electric motor method also suffers from the same
defects, because it is impossible to prevent relative hunting
between the electric motor and the engine under examina-
tion, due to cyclic aberrations in both the engine and the
electric motor in actual practice, and the oscilloscope is

primarily a practical instrument.
I should very much like to invite Mr. Denne to a de-

monstration of the oscilloscope either in London or, if he
happens to. be in the Manchester district during the first

few weeks of April, he will find the oscilloscope being de-

monstrated at the Manchester School of Technology from
March 27th till just about Easter.

A. J. H. ELVERSON.
Oscilloscope Syndicate.

ANTI-FOGGING OINTMENT.
Sir,—In reply to Mr. A. T. Perrit's inquiry for an anti-

fogging paste for glasses, I would suggest that he need
not go to such an expense as to buy patent pastes. I have
for some time been in the habit of anointing mine with
clear apple-juice applied with a soft cloth, which does
not leave fibres behind on the glass. This prevents, to some
extent, the annoying fog which hides the road—and fre-

quently the hedge

!

Melton. LUNETTE.

"DUAL-PURPOSE BLIGHT" AND GEAR-CHANGE
TROUBLES.

Sir,—Disregarding "Lineshooter's " remarks on the "dual-
purpose blight," which, of course, were really unnecessary
and quite out of place, since the Eover Company supply
a T.T. machine for purely solo riding, and it is obvious to

the youngest of your readers that a dual-purpose machine
cannot possibly ideally satisfy both uses, his remarks con-

cerning gear changing difficulties are common to every dry
clutch gear box, the correct manipulation of which is purely

a matter of personal efficiency.

His advice concerning the correct procedure of changing
gear does not seem, to be sound practice. No experienced
rider who drives his own -machine would deviate from the
correct method of changing gear, i.e., to declutch.

J. ADAM HILGER.

ON LUBRICATORS AND GREASERS (IF FITTED).

Sir,—On the average 'bus, 2-stroke or otherwise, for

which a " fat " price has been paid, one finds that the

lubricators and greasers' (if fitted) are often totally inade-

quate in size, and are awkwardly placed.

When are we going to have large, adequate lubricators

fitted? It does not encourage one to take care of the

machine by oiling it. BULL-DOG.
London, S.W.19.

GRINDING THE PISTON.

Sir,—Whilst riding a 1913 2f h.p. Douglas I noticed a
peculiar knock coming from the engine.. As the machine was
badly in need of decarbonisation, and retarding the spark
cured this complaint, I thought nothing of it. As I was
climbing a fairly steep hill about a quarter of a mile from
home, there was a noise like a jazz band from the engine,

which ceased suddenly, leaving only one cylinder firing.

I decided to run home on one cylinder, and investigate the

trouble there.

I found the front cylinder was the culprit, and having
in vain examined all exterior causes of defects, I removed
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the cylinder. Imagine my surprise when I found that a
perfectly circular hole about 2in. in diameter had been
punched in- the head of the piston, the fragments being
ground to powder in the crank case. The extraordinary
part of the whole proceedings was the fact that, barring, of
course, the piston, not the slightest damage was done to
the engine, a new piston being the sole item of my repair
bill. Considering the fact that I rode about 400 yards with
the engine in this condition I consider it marvellous that no
more damage was done.

London. DOUGLAS.

HIGH TENSION OVERALLS!

Sir,—My overalls, being ex-W.D. stock, are distinctly
" baggy," and at times touch the plug. Thus, when they are
thoroughly soaked with water, a circuit is formed along the
overalls, through my hands on to the handle-bars giving an
unpleasant shock.
Have any of your readers been troubled in the same way ?

SIVEL.

REAR LIGHTS FOR ALL.

Sir,—Your leader strikes the right note. As a driver of

cars, motor cycles, and also as one who occasionally rides

a pedal cycle, I am convinced that rear lights are absolutely
necessary. On my " push bike " one lamp set low down
on the front fork spindle, with, red glass reflector back,
answers the purpose well. The small Lucas motor cycle

rear lamp is reliable, and rear lamps on all vehicles should
be compulsory.
Birmingham. F. C. C.

Sir,—The driver ot an overtaking vehicle who is unable
to see a motor cycle or the light thrown on the road by the
motor cycle's headlamp is a danger on the public road, and,

in my opinion, should not be allowed to drive.

In this part of the country (the Highlands of Scotland)
he would invariably drive into a stray horse, or cow, or

a herd of cattle being driven by men not carrying a light

in front, or behind, and so become a constant danger.

ANGUS MACDONALD.

Sir,—Might 1 suggest that the fitting of " red reflectors
"

to both cycles and motor cycles would be a good solution to

this obviously important question.

These reflectors are both cheap and efficient. Once fitted

there is no further bother or expense. Very little light is

required to obtain a really good reflection. E. C. BROOKS.

A SUCCESSFUL TRIALS COMPETITOR. A young club

enthusiast, F. A. Medcalf, of the Colchester and District M.C.,

is on the road to success in the big motor cycle events.

During the past eighteen months Medcalf has been awarded a

challenge cup, fourteen firsts and twelve seconds in vnrious

club events.

C3
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Sir,—I quite appreciate your point of view as regards

rear lamps on motor and pedal cycles, but from the soloist's

and " pedal cyclist's " point of view there is the continual

anxiety as to whether their ruby light is out or not. In the

case of a motor cycle the head lamp shows up sufficiently

from behind, while anyone riding a push-bike is able to

hear motor or" other traffic coming, and is enabled to pull

in to the side. It is surely no more dangerous for a fast car

to overtake a cycle than overtake foot passengers,
_
as it

will be noticed that there is hardly ever a footpath in the

country, therefore pedestrians are compelled to use the road,

and they do not even carry head lamps.

Westcliff. SOLOIST.

Sir,—I can picture Mr. Frank R. Ware, hon. secretary of

the Gloucester M.C. and L.C.C., projecting his tongue play-

fully into his cheek as he composed that delicious passage

in his most recent letter :
" As motorists we belong to a

large body, and we should endeavour to obtain ' the greatest

good for the greatest number,' which often means the sink-

ing of self. We should be ready, and willing, to suffer a
little inconvenience, if, by so doing, the community may be

benefited."

I should like to know who are the " community " whom I

shall benefit by carrying a rear lamp on my Baby Triumph.

I can imagine, with difficulty, the example of a private car

owner whose electrical equipment has failed, and who, while

compelled to use his emergency oil lamps, finds it imperative

to maintain a speed of, say, 40 m.p.h. for the purpose of

fetching a doctor to attend an urgent case. Such a driver,

perhaps, is the " community " alluded to, but even he ought

to see the flood -of light from my Lucas acetylene head lamp,

visible across the full width of the road and on both hedges.

If he cannot see that how is he to see a red light?

The fact is, as Mr. Ware discloses in^the latter part of his

letter, we motor cyclists are being used as tools in the cam-
paign to compel pedal cyclists to carry rear lamps. We 'are

being asked, " in common fairness," to do something that is

absolutely unnecessary merely in order, to assist a movement
aimed at another class of road users ; and I think it is time

to protest. What benefit will the motor cycling " com-

munity " gain by having another crime (that of the rear

lamp accidentally going out) added to the catalogue of

offences for which they may be fined?

(Mrs.) MARGARET M. STANCER.

[Several readers have written pointing out that Mrs. Stancer

is the wife of the secretary of the Cyclists' Touring Club,

a body notorious for its persistent opposition towards the

red rear light.

—

Ed.]

Sir,—I quite agree with Mrs. Margaret M. Stancer regard-

ing rear lights. There has not yet been made an absolutely

reliable rear lamp, and, before the war, these useless articles

were never dreamt of ; so why worry about them now ?

LIONEL E. B. WARRILOW.

STEERING BALANCE.
Sir,—I notice in " J E. G.'s " letter that he attributes

the gooa steering of his old Triumph to lack of head rake.

I should like to suggest that trail, and not rake, has more
bearing on the matter. The modern 3 h.p. A.B.C. has as-
much head rake as any machine on the market, except
perhaps the 5 h.p Zenith, but I can guarantee to ride any
specimen of this machine standing erect on the footboards
with my hands above my head. On my own A.B.C. I can
do this with a passenger on the carrier. I do not think I

have ever ridden, nor am I likely to ride, a more stable
machine. JO-5.
Chatham.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS.
Sir,—As the frequent rider of my father's two-stroke,

I entirely agree with the article by Lieut. -Col. Brereton.
"XH-3296" in his letter says that "the average boy

of fourteen wants speed, and knows no limit." In reply to
this, I may say that I know a fair number of fifteen-year-
old riders—seven to be exact—and their mounts range from
an Enfield two-stroke to a 7-9 h.p. Indian, but none of

'

them ride solely for speed, and only one could be called
an irresponsible daredevil.

C4

I think "XH-3296" and "Middle-age" both write in
rather a narrow-minded strain : after all, how many of the
accidents of which one reads are caused by the boys to
whom they seem to have such a great dislike?
Weston-super-Mare. JUNIOR TWO-STROKE.

Sir,—Here in Switzerland one is not allowed to drive
cars and motor cycles when under 18, and even when under
21 one must have a written permission from one's parents.
I think this limit could be brought down to 16, as there
is an official test to pass before the licence is delivered.
Motor cycling is one of the healthiest sports for young boys.

Zurich. 677.A.

Sir,
—"XH-3296" touches on road hogs, but abroad hog

is a person who wants all the road to himself, and this

seems to-be the desire of "XH-3296"!
Motor cycling is a healthy sport, enjoyed best by the

young—not, as "XH-3296 " seems to imagine, by the
short-sighted, deaf, or crippled. But then of course motor
cycles were not even thought of in his youth.

Hertford. FIFTEEN-YEAR-OLD.

EXPERIENCES WITH A LIGHTWEIGHT SIDECAR
OUTFIT.

Sir,—As no one has yet given their experience with a
lightweight sidecar outfit, perhaps I can start the ball roll-

ing by stating mine.
The outfit, a New Comet, is fitted with a two-stroke en-

gine of 293 c.c, having internal flywheels, C.A.V. magneto,
Amac carburetter and Albion two-speed, gear box, with
chain-cum-belt drive.

I purchased the machine last July, and have used it regu-
larly in all weathers since, covering an average of 140 miles
per week. Carrying a passenger half the time, the machine
averages 80 m.p.g., which seems very good. Having driven
several cars and motor cycles for some years, I am sur-

prised at its power, as it will climb ordinary hills on a
5.75 to 1 top gear, and anything but a freak on bottom.
A three- or four-speed gear would be exceedingly useful on
hills when the bottom speed is too low, the machine being
naturally slow then. Its maximum speed on the level with
no wind is approximately 32 m.p.h. Of course, wind affects

its speed greatly.

The sidecar itself is really comfortable and well sprung,

much more than many heavier makes, and carries a 12st.

person easily. The back is also high enough to prevent
fatigue on long journeys. Owing to the lightness of the
body, it is free from bounce when minus the passenger,

neither does it lift on corners so easily as one would imagine.

The adjustments that have been necessary have been no
more than for a heavy-weight, and were greatly facilitated

by the absolute simplicity of the outfit. In fact, decar-

bonising can be done in three-quarters of- an hour. The
most troublesome part of the machine is the clutch control

(hand), although the adjustment of the contact breaker once
caused queer running which took a fortnight to fathom,
and only then after dismantling the whole engine.

Summing up, after 3,500 miles of hard riding, it appears
quite a substantial and reliable bus, and of sufficient power
for all normal riding. Usual disclaimer.

.
HAROLD WILSON. v

ULTRA-RAPID AMERICAN TWINS.

Sir,— I am the owner of a particularly hot 4 h.p. single,

and on a recent Saturday afternoon I took a run down to
Folkestone from Kensington. When on a fast si,retch of road
between the villages of Sw-ly and F-rn-n-ham I chanced to
overtake an elderly blue 7-9 h.p. Indian. I am bound to
admit that when I passed the machine I was topping the
fifty mark, but, to my surprise, the Yankee had repassed
me in a few seconds !

I opened my throttle full out, and gave chase, but found
it absolutely impossible to keep up with him. Yet my
speedometer (Bonniksen) registered 64 m.p.h. during this
blind, and the Indian was travelling " two up," and was
handicapped by " discs." (The wind was strong.)
Can any reader name an English twin which after several

years' work is capable of putting up the same speed (probably
65 or 66 m.p.h.) with the same load? TRIUMPH.

Southend-on-Sea.
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TUNING A 4 H.P. TRIUMPH.
Sir,—Referring to the article by Mr. K. H. Leech on the

tuning of a 4 h.p. Triumph for speed, I beg to state that I

own a 1920 Model H of this make, and have" been timed

(electrical) over a flying half-mile in 27s. (approximately

66 m.p.h.). The only alterations from standard were an

aluminium piston, Biiiks three-jet carburetter, and straight

through exhaust pipe. The ignition timing was well

advanced but the valve timing was standard. A top gear

ratio of 5 to 1 was used.. TRIUMPH 4.

Peterborough.

Sir,—In the second ' column on page 360 about half-way

down, occurs the sentence, "An ordinary straightfaced cam
will give quick rise and slow fall to the exhaust valve."

Reference to the diagram on page 361 will show that
' inlet " should be substituted for "' exhaust."

Incidentally, experiments with a lower tap gear ratio (5.4

to 1) seem ,to show that the eugine " peaks " at about 3,400

to 3,600 r.p.m., and that the power falls off at above this

speed, due largely to the valves not following the cams, with

the standard valve springs

Prom Mr. Heather's formula, the horse-power developed

would be about 12-14. probably nearer the lower figure.

K. H. LEECH.

A TEST OR A DEFINITION?
Sir,—Referring to the leading article, in your issue of last

week, we are pleased that you have taken up the question

of the "front stand ruling" in the A.C.U. Stock Trial.

We, as manufacturers, entered this trial on the understand-

ing that it was purely and simply a test for stock machines
as supplied to the public. Whilst we agree that the con-

dition specifying a front stand was laid down in the official

rules and was. also noted by us, we would not, on principle,

enter anything in this trial other than machines to standard
^oecifications as supplied to the public.

If the A.C.U. continue to dictate to manufacturers and the

public in these matters, we shall expect a demand for special

gear ratios, special shape handle-bars, brakes, silencer, etc.

Manufactures should nip this in the bud, and in future

refuse to enter a stock trial with anything but standard
machines.

It would be interesting to know how many manufacturers
of lightweights fit front stands. -

THE BORDESLEY ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
W. A. DISNEY.

REVERSING A TWO-STROKE ENGINE.

Sir,—My machine is of 2-i h.p. and has a sidecar attached
;

I am able to take the machine with passenger normally seated

in sidecar backwards up the most severe hill in London,
viz., Muswell Hill.

Those readers who are familiar with this hill will agree
it is quite a novel performance.

I am curious to know whether any of your readers can.

claim the same experience. CURIOUS.
London, N.10.

SIDECARS ON FREAK HILLS.

Sir,—As a simple soloist, I may be "rushing in, etc.," in

venturing to address you on the subject of sidecar driving.

If, in your opinion, this is so, please save me by not publish-

ing this ! After watching several recent trials including the

Sandy Lane fiasco in the " Victory " Cup trial, I have come to

the conclusion that the majority of sidecar drivers tackle

these freaks in the wrong way. One sees machine after

machine (I am speaking of sidecar outfits only), charge

at it at (more or less) speed and end up by butting the bank
on the left-hand side of the road, with an. occasional clean

climb to vary the monotony. The clean climb, however, is

not confined to any particular make. or type, nor is it simply

a matter of choosing the right line or even of wheel grip,

though it is true that many failures are due simply to wheel
spin. But in a number of cases it is due, I believe, to the

driver being so occupied in thinking of his back wheel that

he forgets all about front wheel grip. He gets all the weight
he can on the back wheel (do petrol cans on the carrier ever
hold anything more solid than spirit?), and opens his throttle

wida on bottom gear, with the result that, with so little

weight remaining on'thefront wheel and the push of a roar-

6-.
"

ing engine to the left, the machine refuses to obey the handle-
bars, and the whole outfit sidles into left bank of the road.
1 think I remember reading Frank Smith's advice years ago
which modern riders might copy with success, " If you can-
not get the machine to go to the right, cut out and steer,
cut out and steer." No one w"hb has watched critically can
deny that, in climbing freak hills, brains go much further
than brute force, and if competitors realised this we should
not see nearly so many failures; route organisers suffer

much abuse simply because there is so much hideously bad
driving. J. M. PHILPOTT.

CENTRES OF GRAVITY EXPLAINED.
Sir,—In your issue of March 16th your correspondent

" Yelocitas " uses an extremely novel method of arriving
at the combined centre of gravity of a rider and a motor
bicycle. Using his method of calculation, he could have made
his figures much more striking by mounting his 1501b. rider on
an ultra-lightweight weighing 751b. If the centre of gravity
of such a machine is Bin. from the ground and the centre
of gravity of the rider seated on the machine is 35in. from
the ground, then, according to " Velocitas " their combined
centre of gravity will be 13 + y>-° X22 = 57in. from the ground,
that is to say, nearly five feet, or somewhere about the
rider's head. If ''Velocitas" will look at any elementary
book on statics he will find that the centres of gravity of the
two examples he gives are really 20.45in. and 21.25in. above
the ground.

I might also suggest from a slight consideration of rota-
tional dynamics, that the speed, the -virtual centre about
which the machine is turning, the apex of the virtual cone
developed by the steering head, and the radius of gyration
of the machine and rider about the wheelbase, are all far
more important factors affecting stability than the position
of the centre of gravity. DE 2928.
Tenby.

DESPITE DISABILITIES.

Sir,—I read with interest your leader entitled "Despite
Disabilities" in a recent issue.

While agreeing in part that a rider who has lost a leg

should not attempt to "perform" on a solo machine in

sporting trials, I should like to have seen it more clearly

stated that the loss of a lower limb is by no means an in-

superable obstacle to the management of a solo machine
under ordinary touring conditions, providing a suitable

mount is selected.

I may mention that although I have lost my left- leg at

the hip-joint and do not wear an artificial limb, I have no
difficulty whatever in the management of a single-speed

lightweight (two-stroke) ; in fact, I was surprised to find

that I felt safer in the saddle than when walking with

crutches. C. L. HAWTHORN.
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o Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists. °
br Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle.

2 " MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM." q
„ The standard handbook on the motor cycle.

Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10.
"

C " HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." °
D ' Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

" TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying n

r-i . them when found. Fourth Edition. Q
b: Price net, a/-. By post, 2/3. q
2 " TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." n

A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's point of ~
-. view. Price net, 3/-. By post, 3/3. U

D •« MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES." E
n By " Ixion," of Tke Motor Cycle. D
a Pries net, 5/-. By post, 5/3.

pi " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS. Q
lr Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, .-,

London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6.
~

Q Book post, 5/ioi Set of Two Maps—England and LJ

Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8. O
Q " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK.

With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. Q
Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,

n Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers q
!T and Railway Bookstalls. q
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TWO HIGH-EFFICIENCY ENGINES.
t ..' I .?.. ?.

The new stan-

dard sports
model British

Anzani. Com-
pare the sim-

plicity of this

model with the purely racing type.

SPECIALLY built to win for England
the high speed records at present

held by America, the British Anzani

racing engine (83x92 mm. = 996 c.c.) is

a unit which promises to uive an excel-

lent account of itself as soon as it is

ready for the track.

There are four valves in each cylin-

der, and these are actuated by means

of a special cam gear in an oil-tight

heavily ribbed aluminium case- situated

above the cylinder heads, each pair of

camshafts being driven by two ver-

tical shafts and bevel gearing. Universal

joints of the pin type are provided at

each end of these driving shafts.

In the case of the right-hand cylinder

a Best mechanical oil pump is situated

horizontally over the bevel gear cam-

shaft driving case.

Aluminium Bronze Cylinder Heads.

In the racing engine aluminium bronze

is the material used for the cylinder

head, which is carefully machined in-

ternally, and is provided with ports of

enormous size. Particular attention has

been given to lubrication, oil being de-

livered by the Best pump to the oil-

tight overhead valve gear case and to

a Y-shaped union between the cylinders.

The big ends and roller main bearings

are lubricated by splash.

Side thrust on the valve stems has

been eliminated by the insertion of a

small separate tappet rod to take the

thrust. Each valve gear casing is pro-

vided with an internal exhaust valve

lifter, while each cylinder has two plugs

fired by its own double-spark magneto.

An induction pipe of large size ' is

bolted on to the cylinders and attached

to it is a triple venturi tube Zenith

carburetter of large dimensions. An ex-

ternal flywheel is employed. Altogether

the engine is a very fine piece of design,

and should be highly efficient.

A British Anzani

V'twin, built to

attack the 1,000

c.c. Records, and

a Standard Sports

Engine on Similar

Lines.

This engine, it is claimed, has already

developed ,46 h.p. at 4,000 r.p.m., but

even better results are expected.

A Standard Sports Model.

Of the same dimensions as. the engine

just described, the 8-10 h.p. sports

model is built on somewhat similar lines

to the special racing engine, but is a

commercial proposition.

On each head there is a bracket sup-

Three-quarter view of the racing engine,

giving some idea of the size of the valve

ports.

Swy^pp^pw-C-**--

porting the rocker shafts, which run Ml

ball bearings packed with grease; like

the racing engine it has four inclined

valves to each cylinder. Adjustment

for the tappet clearance is provided, but

the rods actuating the valve gear are

not adjustable. The detachable heads,

which are of the same design as those

fitted to the racing engine, are in this

case of cast iron, the valves opening into

common ports, but being fitted with a

baffle in between the two.

Differing from the racing model, which

has a large ribbed sump at the bottom
of the crank case, no oil is carried in

the crank case of the sports engine, oil

being delivered by a Best mechanical

lubrication pump from the oil compart-

ment in the main tank to the Y-con-

nection between the two cylinders. This

oil pump is situated on the magneto chain

case. There is only surplus oil in the

crank case, the. Y-pipe delivering lubri-

cant to a space round baffles on the top

of the crank case, whence it is picked

up by the piston, the moving parts being

lubricated by oil mist.

Aluminium Pistons.

Die cast aluminium pistons fitted with

a scraper ring and strengthened by in-'

ternal ribs are employed, while there is

a groove below the third ring which is

drilled to prevent oil reaching the com-

bustion chamber. The gudgeon pins are

a driving fit in the pistons, the cylinder

walls being protected by brass pads.

The main shaft runs on ball bearings,

while the big ends are an interesting

piece of design. The forked big end is

strengthened by means of a strap at its

base preventing the fork from splaying,

and quadruple roller bearings are em-

ployed—two for each bearing.'

Reverting to the lubrication system,

there is a deflector plate at the base of

"24)
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Overhead valve

gear of the sports

model British

Anzani engine.

Note the size of

the valve ports.

the crank case which forces the oil

through a lug in the crank case base, up
a short pipe into the timing case. Here

it is picked up by a thrower
ring and distributed over the
timing gears.

So far as bearings are con-
cerned, practically the same
arrangement for the cam
rockers is ^adopted as on
the connecting rods, one of
these being forked, a long
bush being used, the centre
rocker running on the centre
of th» bush and the forked
rocker bearing running on
the outside of the bush.
The point of contact with
the cam is provided with a
single Hoffmann roller, these
rollers being kept in by
shroud plates adjacent to the
cams, and they should go "-

far towards reducing fric-

tion. ->

We are naturally looking
forward to seeing the per-

formances of these engines on
the road and track. From the

ingenuity displayed in their

design and the excellence of

the workmanship, they will, no doubt,

give an excellent account of them-

selves. These engines are manufac-

Symmetry of design is a feature of the

British Anzani combustion head, which
tends to the utmost efficiency being

attained.

tured by the British Anzani Engine
Co., Ltd., Anzani Works, 30 Scrubbs
Lane, Willesden, London, N.W.10.

SUPER-SPORTING TRIALS.
The Man, Not the Machine Nor the Nature of the Trial, the Most Important Factor.

IN
The Motor Cycle not long ago, a leaderette

drew attention to the fallacy that a motor cycle

used in freak trials of necessity depreciates abnor-

mally in second-riand value. In the opinion of the

writer, neither the nature of the trial nor the machine

used is the most important factor. All of us have seen

in freak trials the type of rider for whom such events

are utter folly. I recollect one of these participants in

last year's Scott trial. Prior to the start he was racing

his engine with the machine on the stand in a way
which gave one headache and heartache. He was
mounted on a brand new machine, the exhaust pipe of

which was hardly blue, but he must have " done it

in " literally during the event. His riding consisted

of a series of blinds, heedless of surface, till he fell.

Certainly the machine which has been ridden in

ultra-sporting events by a participant of this sort may
prove a bad speculation for the second owner, but I

agree entirely with the editorial view that (barring

exceptions) a modern machine suffers no ill-effects

whatever in a modern freak trial, such damage as

occurs, if any, being of a very superficial kind, which
a few cheap renewals set right.

In Skilled Hands.

In support of this I would like to say that during
the season 1920 my two team mates and myself rode
the same machines in all the important trials, including
the A.C.U. Six Days, the Scottish Six Daysand Two
Days, the Scott trial, and many others. At the end
of the summer my own machine might almost have
sold as new, and, in point of fact, I sold it to a friend,
and it has given unqualified satisfaction ever since.

The foregoing is not written with any idea of self-

-10)

commendation (and at all events the name hereafter is

not my own), but simply to show that the folly of the

freak trial is a matter of personal folly, i.e., that

the rider who is going to damage his machine by riding

is certainly foolish to ride. To talk about fatigue of

frame members through riding at excessive speeds over

appalling surfaces is absolute nonsense to any old

trials rider, for surely the whole art of trials riding

lies in avoiding such things ?

Freak Trials for Sport.

Machines are to-day so perfect that I regard any

kind of trial barring the freak as deadly dull, and

certainly I do not think that last year's A.C.U. Six

Days was in any sense to be compared with the one

preceding it. Moreover, the previous trial was abso-

lutely fair. I personally lost several marks on the

freaks, yet because my machine was a good one, and
did not crumple up or develop some mechanical defect,

I came out with a gold.

When ultra-sporting trials cease to be, I for one
shall lose all interest in motor cycle events, and
shall confine myself to the less varied thrills of Brook-
lands on four wheels. Stag Moss.

\
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NEXT WEEK!
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( SPRING NUMBER AND BUYERS' GUIDE

I AN ENLARGED ISSUE WITH
I MANY SPECIAL FEATURES.
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Htmes to Xtgfot Xamps.
Mar. 30th .

.

.

.

8.27 p.m.

April 1st .. .. 8.30 „

„ 3rd .. .. 8.33 „

5th .. .. 8.36 „

Number plates to be illuminated thirty minutes
earlier, vide Eoad Vehicles Registration and
Licensing Order (1921).

South African Imports.

Imports of motor cycles into South
Africa for November last amounted to 91

complete machines, value £7,847; 47 side-

cars, value £1,497, and £2,523 of parts.

Every Machine on the Market.

Next week's issue of The Motor Cycle
will contain amongst many topical and
entertaining features a completely illus-

trated Buyer's Guide, giving brief speci-

fications and prices of all makes of

machines.

The Youngest French Motor Cyclist.

Wilfrid Dupuy, who last week won his

class in the Cceur-Volant hill climb, is

the youngest French motor cyclist to

possess a driving licence. He is 12 years

of age, and had to compete with 501b.

ballast. He is the son of a director of

the Petit Parisien.

,' The Motor Cycle " Film in Sheffield.

Vickers Institute, Don Road, Sheffield,

has been secured by the Sheffield M.C.C.
for the display of The Motor Cycle film

on Saturday. The chair will be taken by
Mr. Evans, 'J.P., of Messrs. Vickers, Ltd.,

at 7.30 p.m. A grand organ is installed,

and an organist and vocalists will be pre-

sent. In addition some Vickers works
and aviation films will be shown. All

motor cyclists are invited.

Clubs and Taxation.

At a meeting of the Portsmouth M.O.
& L.C.C. the subject of taxation was dis-

cussed, and it was unanimously agreed
to ask all motor cycling clubs to support
the following resolution, with a view to

making a united protest :

—
" The Ports-

mouth and District M.C. & L.C.C. are

of the opinion that the unfair tax on
motor cycles should be reduced, taking
into consideration that the income of the

owners of these vehicles has been consider-

ably reduced, and that the tax should at

least be reduced in proportion." Other
club committees might do well to bring
this important matter before their mem-
bers.

KNIFE GRINDING UP TO DATE. This busy ex-Service man was recently snapped in

Bristol" by one of our photographers. An Autowheel unit supplies the power for the

perambulating grinding bench, and its owner was loud in his praises of the engine's cool

and steady day-long running

Special features.
100 M.P.H. ON A " 3J."

ON THE HILLS OF THE WEST.
THE NORFOLK BROADS.

Questions of Balance.

It may interest many of our readers to

learn that frame design plays an ' im-

portant part in balancing an engine. For
example, a M.A.G. fitted in a Morgan has

to receive treatment different from that

necessary with a similar engine fitted in

a Matchless.

A Spanish Cycle Car Race.

Among countries where motoring and
motor cycling are intensely popular is

Spain and many sporting events have
been organised in that country. We have
received particulars of the Armangue
trophy, to be competed for in a cycle car

race organised by the Real Moto-Club of

Cataluhya. The event will be run under
F.I.C.M. rules, and will conform to the

regulations of the Royal Spanish A.C.

Ambitious.

A motor cycle clrfb has been formed
in Worthing and an open trial from
Worthing to John 0' Groats, thence to

Land's End ancTfinally b,ack to Worthing,
figures on its fixture card. Whether this

event has received a " permit " we are

unaware, but apparently the Worthing
worthies believe in tempting Providence,
for the club flag is to be blue with a

white circle, " inscribed with the figures

thirteen in red."

Stolen Machines.

Recently a well-known Midland manu-
facturer had his sidecar outfit stolen while

it remained outside an hotel; now we
learn that a four-speed P. and M.
outfit, belonging to Mr. B. Marians- (of

Phelon and Moore, Ltd.), was stolen

from outside his house about 2 p.m.

on Monday, March 13th. In this case

,the machine may be identified by its

having a 3^h.p. 1922 engine and an ex- •

perimental type of four-speed control.

A Buyer's Guide of Cars.

The Spring Number of The- Autocar,

which will be on sale
.
all over the

country to-morrow, price 4d., contains

within its attractive coloured cover, not

only the usual popular features, but also

an illustrated Buyer's Guide to the cars

of 1922. This enlarged issue of the re-

presentative automobile journal is one

which should be filed by all interested

in contemporary automobile design,

whether they are prospective buyers or

not.

(16 ' ,
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\r/\T7HILE YOU SLEEP

V\7 THIS MAY HAPPEN
1

*-
to YOUR MACHINE

J
The ONLY POSITIVE SAFEGUARD

against this and other Accidents is

FULL INSURANCE with a

SOUND COMPANY.

-The-

AUTO-CYCLE UNION
recommends every motorcyclist to insure.

The A.CU. POLICY gives complete

protection against every contingency.

NO OTHER POLICY OFFERS ARBITRATION

by a COMMITTEE of PRACTICAL MOTOR-

CYCLISTS in case of dispute.

Apply far full particulars without delay to

The SECRETARY.

ALTO-CYCLE UNION, 83, Pall Mall, London,
s.w.i.

Telephone—Regent 535°-535i«

Telegrams—" Autocycle, London.

EVERY
THINKING

MOTORCYCLIST
JOINS THE

1 A.C.U.
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WESTALL CUP
In the competition for the Westall Cup,
run by the J.C.C. on Saturday last,

Mr. H. R. Godfrey, on a G.N., was 1st.

The award was made in consideration of

all-round performance, including relia-

General Efficiency Trial.

bility, speed, acceleration, flexibility,

silence, economy, hill-climbing,

manoeuvrability, springing, braking,

cooling efficiency, and, in fact, all the

qualities which are important to the

private owner.

G.N. MOTORS, Ltd., Wandsworth, London, S.W.18.
Showrooms at 222, Great Portland Street, London, W.l.

G.N. Cars, fully

equipped, from ^225

Raymond Public

The Swan — The Spring
O'er rolling down,
Thro' Valley gay, j

And fragrant wood,
Away, away.

Spring's here to-day,

Away with Care—
Sunlight and Sfiadow play—
The Motor purrs,
The Gleaming Sidecar waits—
It calls—awav. away.

Illustration snows Disc and Step, which are extra..

PRICES
To fit

ZENITH
TRIUMPH
NORTON
SUNBEAM
RUDGE
B.S.A.
HUMBER

£23

Specification as List

WRITE:

To fit

Spring Frame INDIAN, £28
SCOUT INDIAN, £25 10s.
HARLEY-

DAVIDSON, £27 10s.
HENDERSON, 4-Cyl., £28
A.B.C. (Special frame) £24 10

Other Machines on request

SIDECARS (Oxford) LTD., OXFORD.

For the HIGHWAY, the BYWA Y,= The A IRWA Y, mid the FAIRWA Y

The

Colmore
Winner

WAKEFIELD

It sells

because

it excels

Castrol Oil was used

by Mr. T. C. de la Hay,
the winner of the
" Colmore Cup " Trial,

riding a 4J h.p. Sun-

beam and sidecar.

The "Watson Shield" and the
" P. J. Evans Cyclecar Trophy "

were also won by competitors
using this oil.

Writefor pocket lubrication iitdex and _
price list.

C. C. WAKEFIELD & CO.. LTD.,
Specialists in Motor Lubrication,

Wakefield House, Cheapside, E.C.2.

"Phone ..... Central 1156 (3 lines).

Wire's . . . "Cheery, Cent. London."

ALL BRITISH FIRM. =

In answering these advertisements it ts desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Thanks Tendered.

The committee of the Birmingham
XI.C.C. wishes to convey its most sincere

thanks to the unknown owner of the
Swift car who carried F. P. Andrews to

hospital after the latter's accident in the

] ecent Victory Trial.

Only Open Hfll Climb of 1932.

So far the only hill climb of the year
for which an open permit has been
granted is that of the S. Midland Centre
(A.C.U.) on April 29th; the venue will

be Xop Hill at Princes Risborough. En-
tries, sent to Mr. W. Mathews, ' 6, St.

Aldgates, Oxford, close on April 15th.

Next Saturday's Twelve-Hour Run.
One hundred and two motor cycles and

three-wheeled passenger machines have
been entered for next Saturday's twelve-

hour open trial of the Western Centre
A.C.U. There are also twelve four-

wheelers, ranging from G.N. 's to 20 h.p.

cars.

Amateur Rider Joins J.A.P.'s.

Formerly secretary of the Oxford
University M.C.C. and the first private
owner home in last year's 500 Miles Race,
Mr. J. E. G. Harwood has joined J. A.
Prestwich and Co., Ltd., as chief corre-

spondence clerk. He still hopes to go in

fur a certain amount of competition work.

Travers Trial Rules.

Regulations and entry forms are now
available for the Travel's Trophy Trial,

1 he North-Eastern Centre open event to be
.organised by the Newcastle and District

M.C. on the 22nd inst. -Mr. H. Gillies

Wicks, c/o Coopers, Ltd., Westgate
Road, Newcastle-on-Tyne, is the secre-

tary.

"Palman Qui Meruit Ferat."

Entitled " Pointed Facts," a striking

little folder has been issued by the Pub-
licity Department of the Edinburgh and
District M.C. regarding the advantages

of competing in—or watching—the forth-

coming Scottish Six Days Trials. It is an
excellent effort, although probably the

event needs this sort of thing less than
any of-the big 1922 competitions.

Insurance Premiums Raised.

Motor cyclists will receive with mixed
feelings the news that insurance premiums
have received a general increase, talcing

effect from April 1st. For a comprehen-
sive policy for a 2| h.p. machine only an
additional 10s. is required on the £4 rate,

but tire other changes are proportionately
heavier, being : 4 h.p. from £4 10s. to

£6 10s. ; 5 h.p. from £5 to £7 10s.
;

10 h.p. from £6 to £9.

Riding Against Time !

Owing to the fact that there is no
telephone in Ottery St. Mary, Devon-
shire, a motor cyclist had to ride nine-
teen miles into Exeter to summon the fire

brigade on the occasion of a fire which
threatened to assume serious proportions.
The gallant driver, Mr. Brian Baker, to
save time started off in pyjamas and
mackintosh, and although he 'borrowed a
pair of trousers on the way he was com-
pletely exhausted with the col'd when be
reached his destination.

Date of the Anglo-Dutch Trial.

This year the. Anglo-Dutch trial will
take place in Holland, the date fixed
provisionally being July 28-30th.

A Welcome Mite.

No class of people in the Isle of Man
benefit more from the T.T. races than
the hotel and boarding house keepers.
Mr. T. Aylen, of the Hydro, Queen's
Promenade, Douglas, has just presented a
cheque for £5 5s. to the Manx M.CvG.
for the T.T. Fund.

MOTOR CYCLE QUARTERLY
LICENCES.

Many motor cyclists are m doubt as to ivhen to

pay their licences, and also exactly how long
these are available. Quarterly licences expire
nn March 2lth, June -30th, September 30th,
and December 31st. If a licence is taken out
before any of these dates of expiry the full
unexpired qxtarterly licence must be paid.
Example : For a licence lalcen out in respect

of one lightweight on June 29th, 10!-, one full
quarter's licence must be paid for one day's
use. For a motor cycle over 200 lb., to which
a sidecar is attached, licensed on June 29th
and retained by its owner till the end of the
i -a .

three successive quarterly licences of 251-
((un are necessary. The three remaining
quarterly licence rates are

:

—Lightweight and
sidecar, loj- ; Motor bicycle over 200 lb.,

20/-; and Three-wheeler, 251- {the same as a
heavy motor cycle and sidecar).

Single v. Twin.

In the history of the 500 c.c. class it Is

remarkable that the single-cylinder has far

more records to its credit than the multi-

cylinder. Of the whole list quoted in the

current issue on page 387 only one V
and two flat twins make their appearance.
Notwithstanding, the first machine to

attain 100 miles an hour was equipped
with a flat twin engine.

Motor Cycle Driving Lessons.

While there are plenty of schools of

good standing where motor car driving is

'taught, one very rarely hears of people
professing to teach motor cycle driving.
This is in itself a tribute to the efficiency

of the motor cycle. It is usually only
necessary to explain the controls and the
tyro rides away. After that Experience,
the best tutor, finishes his education.

The Freemasonry of the Road.

Years ago a motoring acquaintance of
ours bought his first car, and after being-

taught to drive was told always to stop
and offer assistance to anyone stranded
by the roadside. Soon afterwards he
came upon a stranded motor cyclist and
courteously offered his aid. The motor
cyclist held up an inner tube rent in

twain, and remarked, " What can you do
wdth this . . . thing? " The motorist,
who is the very best of fellows, now never
offers assistance, though he gives it to

all and sundry when they ask for it.

Watch Your P's and Q's in I.O.M.

Whilst it is not obligatory for a motor
cyclist in England or Scotland to exhibit
a rear light on his mount when indulging
in night riding, by a peculiar twist of a
twenty-five-year-old Manx law, which had
not previously been enforced, the rear light

is a legal requirement in the I.O.M. One
can only characterise the initial prosecu-
tion as a vexatious proceeding. The
innocent " offender " was a young clergy-

man, who, when he arrived in the Island,

enquired, and was told that a rear light

was not necessary. Then the awful
majesty of law descended upon him. The
police intended the case to be a warning
to other motorists, they said.

H. Le Vack, who has hitherto performed so conspicuously on American machines, is now
associated with the makers of J.A.P. engines. He is here shown mounted on an 8 h.p

Brougri -Superior-Jap.

r\ 3
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OVER DERBYSHIRE BOULDERS AND CLAY.
Mixture of Fair and Unfair Tests in East Midland Centre A.C.U. Open Trial.

Hunger Hill's flattened S bend is well portrayed in this fine composite picture of W. H. Hardman (31 Wilkin) and F. H. Brown
(4 Rex-Acme sidecar) on the most difficult stretch.

AMONG those who took part there

were two distinct verdicts on last

Saturday's East Midland Centre

Open Trial : either it was a very sporting

and enjoyable outing of concentrated but
not insuperable difficulties or it was quite

absurd. The latter view was more
general.

We cannot subscribe unreservedly to

either opinion. Two of the hills were
artificial to an extreme degree. Had a

tar-macadam surface replaced the existing

litter of six-inch boulders, sand, and rock
on " Lapidosa " and "Little Eaton
Quarry," an out-of-tune, single-geared

lightweight jmight reasonably have been
expected to scale both these inclines ; for,

in each case, the rise is perfectly straight,

quite short, and of no particular steep-

ness. For the rest, the observed tests

—

hills, colonial sections, and watersplash

—

admittedly severe, cannot be designated

as unfair.

Considering that, without Lapidosa
and Little Eaton Quarry there would still

have been no difficulty in weeding out
75% of the entry from the ranks of the
gold medal winners, it is to be feared that
trials organisers have not yet learned
where to draw the line.

Were they Reasonable?

Hunger Hill and Gorsey Bank water-
splash also came in for much criticism

;

the former is perhaps on the border line

of the doubtful, but its acute " S " bend
and severe gradient were responsible for

lost marks to an almost equal degree as

its loose and uneven surfacej the splash
was such that it could be negotiated
cleanly by a standard machine without
any special preparation. Therefore the
common allegation that" it had been
dammed for the event does not seem to
carry much ground.

Starting at Leicester, the route kept to
main roads as far as Derby, but a few
miles further on these deteriorated into
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thickly mud-coated by-lanes, and there-

after until 'the- lunch stop at Matlock
Bridge, less than forty miles further

on, the only variations in surface were
for the worse. First, "a grass section

(observed)," which was all the words
imply, then a slippery hair-pin bend
(also observed), then five miles of semi-

snow-bound roads over the moors brought
the 130 odd competitors to the first

check.

Tinning off Via Gellia was a new, and
as yet unnamed, hill, with a consistently

bad but hardly freakish surface for per-

haps half a mile of steady climbing.

Near the summit was a 60° grassy bend,

and here were lost the first marks of

the day. G. Brough (8 Brough Superior)

footed, as did several other solo men.
Worse followed—in the shape of an

extended colonial section ziz-zagging over

almost impossible grass-grown cart

tracks. Gradually the official observers

became more widely spaced, and toward
the end there were many quite unregis-

tered falls. For five miles this sort of

thing continued, and several riders were
not ashamed to confess to as many falls

before the next check. Full 20 m.p.h.

was required between the two near by
controls; "more haste, less speed," was
the motto of the moment.

Few Failures on Birchover.

Birchov.er Hill was wet and steep,

but the mud had a bottom, and there

were comparatively few failures. Among
the early unfortunates were H. Greaves

(2| Beardmore-Precision B. and S.), and

R. M. Knowles (3A Norton), who failed

to rush the " sticky " stretch fast

enough, and was consequently bogged.

J. Cooke {34 Sunbeam) also failed.

During the first half-hour good climbs

were made by J. N. Roberts (2| New
Imperial), W. L. Handley (2^ O.K.),

-A. E. Palway (2| O.K.), J. A. Newman

(3| Douglas), H. F. Harris (2f A.J.S.),

L. A. Bees (34 Beardmore-Precision),

J. H. Simpson (3| Scott), P. L. Mayo
(2i Coventry Eagle), W. H. Hadfield

(2J Raleigh); Hugh Gibson (2| Baleigh),

G. S. Boston (3j Scott), and George
Dance (3J Sunbeam), the last-mentioned

two" being particularly sure, and, inci-

dentally, well ahead of time. Several

machines bore visible traces of earlier

spills, bent mudguards, and number-
plates ; lamp sets slung over riders'

shoulders beins not uncommon.
There was quite a number of spectators

on Rowsley Bar, drawn there probably

by memories of the havoc which its de-

ceptive double bend had - wrought in

pre-war trials. It did not count for

much on Saturday ; unrolled macadam,
if bad for tyres, provides tolerably effi-

cient wheel grip, and, on the whole, the

rutted but -. dry colonial section which
followed caused greater anxiety than

the hill itself.

Lunch-hour Hill Climbing.

There now remained only Hunger Hill

between the buffeted riders and lunch at

'Matlock. The name of this precipice

proved most appropriate, for it was well

after two o'clock before those carrying

three-figure numbers were allowed to at-

tempt the climb. To prevent baulking
the last check of the morning was-
located before the hill, and competitors

were sent up singly in their own (lunch)

time. This process was not a swift one,

and for the tail-enders a two-hour inter-

val dwindled to a matter of minutes.

There were about 80 soloists still in

the running, but only four made non-stop

ascents without foot-waving or touching.

One was George Dance (3J Sunbeam),
who raised an ovation by the wonderful
way in which he corrected an almost
broadside skid just round the second

bend ; another was Bert Kershaw (2|
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Wer Derbyshire Boulders anl CI ay.

—

New Imperial) , who was steady and sure

;

[the third, V. Gayford (3J, Zenith-Brad-

:
shaw), faster than Kershaw but less

spectacular than Dance ; and the fourth,
|W. R. Haggas (3J- Sunbeam), a North-
country rider, whom none of Saturday's
terrors seemed to perturb very much.

Sheer bad luck attended one or two of
the others, who deserved to retain full

marks. On 'one occasion R. A. Thacker
(3J Beardmore-Precision), who wore a

bowler hat, was seen unconcernedly tour-
ing up the lower reaches in a gait and
manner in keeping with the semi-dignified
nature of his headgear. There was some
laughter, and the opinion was expressed
that he would not even reach the bends.
But to the general surprise he rounded
both faultlessly, picked his way daintily

up the following straight, and was on the
jpoint of disappearing over the summit
amid ringing . cheers when—he rammed
'the bank !

Nearly Successful.

. J. A. Watson-Bourne (8 Brough-
Superior) made an impressive climb,
marred only by one " dig"; C. J. Wilcox
(6 Hazelwood), P. L. Mayo (2£ Coventry
Eagle), W. F. Waddington (3 Ivy), H. S.

Bemister (2J o.h.v. Coulson), who broke
a belt, and P. G. Boult (2r Gonnaught)
were others whose attempts drew a "suc-

cession of " hard lines " from the on-

lookers.
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There was a treacherous loose patch at the commencement of Hunger Hill, where many
followed A. Nott's example and gave slight foot assistance. Nott's machine is a 5-6 h.p.

Raleigh sidecar.

Leading up through the woods from Via Cellia, the first observed climb was not severe.

The riders are W. L. Fincher (3| Norton) and A. D. Mayo (2| Coventry Eagle).

Before commencing to list those who
climbed well with an occasional touch
mention must be made of F. Wooley (2J
Sun-Vitesse) ; his feet left the rests occa-
sionally, but he did not once actually
touch the ground.
Only four marks were, or should have

been, lost by the following, who are
arranged in rough order of merit :—G.
Brough (8 Brough Superior), J. A. New-
man (3^ Douglas), W. L. Fincher (3^
Norton), A. Bennett (3^ Sunbeam), W.
Hadfield (2| Raleigh), G. Hope Wilson
(2| Barr and Stroud)—took the inside of
the hairpin, but pulled out with ample
power to spare—D. A. Atkin (2^ Coven-
try Eagle), W. H. Hardman (3i Wilkin),
H. J. Stretton Ward (3i Triumph),
P. W. S. Hartwell (8 Brough Superior),
H. Greaves (2| Beardmore B. and S.),

G. H. Smith (4 Triumph), and F. Wallis
(2r Velocette), a long-legged rider who
almost walked his little mount up. Per-
haps half a dozen other solo men made
less inspiring but officially non-stop
ascents.

Both the lady. competitors, Mrs. 0. M.
Knowles (3^ Norton) and Mrs. Janson
(2^ Ner-a-car) had to receive assistance.

Unavoidable Failures.

Several of the solo failures appeared
quite unavoidable. For instance, P.
Walker (2j Excelsior) found himself at
one time " see-sawing " on his erankcase,
A. D. Mayo (2^ Coventry Eagle) grounded
on his long exhaust pipe, while his wheel
proceeded to dig itself in, and R. Lucas
(3j Scott) discovered thai the low gear
of the Squirrel is too high to ' take any
clutch-slipping liberties on 1 in 5. The
youngest competitor, A. Bowerman (2|

Velocette). although not wholly successful,
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Reg. Brown (3J Sunbeam sidecar) breasting Lapidosa at a good speed

received much vocal encouragement for

his plucky effort.

As usual on such hills, the chief pro-

blem of the sidecar drivers was to pre-

vent their rear wheels from spinning.

Experience tells in such cases, as witness

F. W. Giles' (7 A.J.S. sc.)fast, clean

climb in contrast to W. Chapman's several

stormy failures on a similar outfit. Others

to force passenger machines to the sum-

mit non-stop included : B. L. Bird (6

B.S.A. sc), G. M. Townshend (4£ P.

and M. sc), his passenger hurtling on

to the carrier just in the nick of time,

B. Bourke (4-J, New Hudson sc), with

front wheel 12 inches in the air at one

time, and George Dcnley (2£ Velocette

sc), who, however, after a wonderful

climb met Tiis Waterloo almost at the

top, to evervbody's disappointment. _

F. O'Brien, driving an Anzam-engmed

Matchless, was baulked by a low petrol

level in his tank, as apparently was F. J.

Ellis on a standard sister mount.

In the Afternoon.

Steep and twisting, but dry, Riber Hill,

just over a mile on the return journey,

was taken on the run by most. J. Cooke

(3i Sunbeam) footed, Mrs. Knowles (3i

Norton) simply stopped, D. H. Jones (3£

Beardmore-Precision), and A. J. Rayner

(3i Rudge-Multi), both ran alongside,

were the exceptions.

More " colonial section " and an ob-

served hairpin followed, and then the

boulder-strewn cutting yclept Lapidosa,

The following soloists, in many in-

stances more by luck than judgment,

made commendably clean ascents :—H. V.

Harris (2% A.J.S.). J. A. Watson-Bourne
(2i Coventry Eagle), W. B. Haggas (3*

Sunbeam), J. Whalley (2| Massey-Arran),

S. Lawrence (3£ Sunbeam), P. Walker (2f

Excelsior), G. S. Boston (3i Scott), L.

Nicholson (2| Coulson), H. S. Bemister

(2| Coulson), and V. Bourlet (3i Ariel).

Those who failed, were comforted later

by the news that George Dance was

numbered in their ranks.
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Sidecars Score.

The sidecars scored more heavily this
time, and of twenty non-stops F. O'Brien
(8 Matchless-Anzani sc.) was generally
considered best, although it is difficult to
give a definite verdict on the point.
More rutted, grass-grown tracks led to

Gorsey Bank, the descent of which was
by no means easy, through a splash at
which 26 lost marks, and up a series of
observed grades of varied surface and
severity, terminating with Bream Fields
Lane.

Quite a number of the sidecar passen-
gers were becoming so suspicious by now
that as soon as they saw a red flag they
took up strategic positions on their car-

riers. N. Hall (2| O.K. sc.) and A. G.
Cocks (4| Beardmore-Precision sc.) were
the only failures, though several slogged.

Little Eaton Quarry.

Little Eaton Quarry we have already
referred to ; before attempting to differ-

entiate the performances we may qualify

our remarks by pointing out that there
was slightly more room to get up here
than on Lapidosa. Luck again entered
the game, but F. T. Hatton (3£ Douglas)
and G. Dance (3^ Sunbeam) made very-

fine climbs without any aid from the
fickle goddess.

"

Others deservedlv "O.K.-ed" were:

—

H. V. Harris (2? A.J.S.), J. Simpson
(3| Scott), W. H. Hadfield (2| Raleigh),
A. Bennett (3i Sunbeam), P. W. S. Hart-
well (8 Brough-Superior), H. J. Stretton-
Ward (3i Triumph), H. S. Bemister (2|
Coulson), and practically all the sidecars.

Of the three-wheeled cyclecars, P.
Yates (8 New Hudson) and N. Norris
and H. F. S. Morgan (Morgans) stormed
up as if nothing else mattered.

So extensively strung-out were the
competitors by now that some time be-
fore the late men put in an appearance
there was a continual stream of motor-
ing spectators making their way along
the rough and narrow track away from
the "hill," to the general discomfiture
of those approaching.
Via Nottingham to the late finish

(8 o'clock) at Leicester it was main road
going; there was certainly no need for
further obstacles.

Whoever wins the Raleigh Cup (the
premier award) will have thoroughly
earned that valuable trophy.

Some idea ot the
.
absurdity ot Lapidosa may be gathered trom this view, which show$

Sam Wright (4\ Humber sidecar) endeavouring to pick his way where no alternative

track was possible

!
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ENCIRCLING FRANCE IN TWELVE DAYS.
Start of the Tour de France Reliability Trial of 2,300 Miles.

Trials in France usually secure a good deal ot popular attention, especially so because the starting and finishing points are almost always

arranged within easy reach of the general public. This picture shows competitors starting on the twelve days Tour de France, under

cold and wet weather conditions.

rHIRTY-EIGHT motor cycles, divided
into seven different classes, and
30 cycle cars of 750 and 1,100 c.c,

tarted in the Tour de France trials on
ast Saturday morning.
The event, which comprises a distance

if 2,300 miles to be covered in twelve
tages, at a fairly high average speed, is

ndoubtedly the most difficult competition
if its kind ever held in France, and is

ne which had aroused an unusual amount
f interest. The presence of cycle cars
nth the motor cycles is explained by the
act that in France four-wheelers of not
nore than 1,100 c.c. capacity and 7711b.
veight come under the control of the
notor cycle authorities.

Marks on Mechanical Condition.

Before starting from Paris the com-
>eting machines were weighed and
ealed, for in addition to an average
peed to be maintained throughout the
rip, marks are deducted for the breakage
T replacement of any essential part, Be-
;inning with 100 marks for a broken
'rarne, a front or rear fork will cost
iO marks, a broken handle-bar 30 marks,
i broken rim or mudguard 20 marks,
.0 marks are deducted for a spring,
tancl, luggage carrier, exhaust pipe, and
hange speed or brake control mechanism.
The average speeds, which begin at

!4| m.p.h. for the 1,000 c.c. solo

machines, are : 21& m.p.h. for the 350,

500, 750 c.c. solos as well as for the
1,000 c.c. sidecars, and 18| m.p.h. for

the 250 c.c' solos and for the 600 c.c.

sidecars. One mark for each minute late .

will be deducted. It is considered by all

that the average speeds are very high, in

view of the length of the trip and the

nature of the roads to be covered ; the

jury has the right, indeed, to lower the
average if considered necessary on such
difficult stages as the Nice to Grenoble
run over the Alps, or the stage through
the Vosges mountains.

Police Assistance.

The start of the first stage, which was
from Paris to Caen, via Rouen, a dis-

tance of 153 miles, was given at the
Porte Maillot. It is significant of the
attitude adopted by the French authori-

ties towards these events that all traffic

was diverted from the main road for a

distance of two miles from the starting

point, and for the first thirty miles out
of Paris local police were on duty at

frequent intervals to keep the road free

for the competitors.

In the 250 c.c. class there are four

competitors, among them being a Levis

and a Velocette, with French riders.

The 350 c.c. solos are nine in number,
and comprise a Calthorpe, the new Bel-

gian Gillet two-stroke with aluminium

cylinder head, a couple of water-cooled
Viratelles, and the Basser, a rather
curious machine with a double-channel
section frame.

Machines in the Trial.

In the 500 c.c. solo class two of the
new Gnome and Rhone machines are
entered. These mounts, which are de-
signed by an Englishman, are just about
to come on the market, and are the pro-
duct of one of the biggest concerns in

France. Naas remains true to the twin
A. B.C., which is also built by the Gnome
and Rhone Co., and the English machines
in this class are a Sunbeam and a Rover,
both with French riders. In the 750 c.c.

section Lt.-Col. McKechnie's spring frame
machine, with Coventry Victor engine,

attracted a lot of attention, but was with-
drawn on the first day. Others in this

section are a vertical twin water-cooled

Viratelle, a couple of Triumphs, Rover,
B.S.A., Indian, and Harley-Davidson.

Dubost is alone in the 350 c.c. side-

car class, his machine being a single

cylinder two-stroke. J. Sykes on a Sun-

beam and Leroux on a B.S.A. are the

only competitors in the 500 c.c. sidecar

class. In the 1,000 c.c. sidecar class the

competitors are three Harley-Davidsons,

a Bleriot, a water-cooled Viratelle and a

Sunbeam, this latter being handled by an

Englishman (White).

r
™

1 DO NOT MISS " THE motor cycle " spring number
AND BUYERS' GUIDE.

ON SALE ALL OVER THE COUNTRY, THURSDAY, APRIL 6th.
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UP KOP HSLL AT "70. 55

Essex M.C. Hill Climb; Big Twin Makes Fastest Time. Consistent Running by

250 c.-c. Lightweights.

L. de Lissa (8 Motosacoche-Mag sidecar) ran away with the passenger machine class.

was 39 sees. ; 24 sees, faster than the next man.

His time for the 903 yds. of Kop Hil

IN conjunction with, and preceding, the

open hill-climb for cars on Saturday

last, the Essex M.C. ran off ten

classes for members' motor cycles.

A large entry did not materialise, but

some exceptionally fine climbs were made,

and the star ascent of the afternoon, by
Kaye Don (7-9 Indian) at a speed slightly

over 70 m.p.h., was nothing short of

marvellous. {Incidentally, the fastest

ascent in the open car classes, done by
Count Zborowski on a 4,500 c.c. Ballot,

was | of a second slower.)

A Healthy "Baby."

Another outstanding machine was S. M.
Greening's 2\ h.p. Francis Barnett with

the 250 c.c. J.A.P. engine. This machine

made five ascents of the 903yd. climb, and

its speed was 38|, 39?, 39|, 38^, 38J;secs.

respectively, a wonderfully consistent

performance, the average time represent-

ing approximately 48 m.p.h.

C. G. Pullin, fresh from his 100 m.p.h.

efforts on Brooklands, was competing, but

his Douglas was firing irregularly, and in

consequence he did not come into great

prominence.
Only one untoward incident occurred,

this being a fall sustained by T. C. de la

Hay (3-J,- Sports Sunbeam), which put the

machine out of action with a buckled

front wheel. In a subsequent class on a

3^- h.p. o.h.v. racing Sunbeam, de la Hay
made the second fastest and fastest single

cylinder climb of the day, despite a bad
wobble near the top.

Results were on time and formula, The
C x f2

Motor Cycle formula (C = c.c.,

f= time and W= weight) being used. The
results, subject to confirmation, were :

—
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CLASS 1. (Touring Machines up to 250 c.c.)

S. M. Greening (21 Franeis-Barnett-Jap) .

.

38?
J. V. Prestwich (21 J.A.P.) 44*
F. W. Applebee (2} Levis) .

.

: , .

.

451
B. J. Anderson (21 New Imperial-Jap) .

.

48-j

On Formula: Greening (1231), Applebee
(162), Prestwich (169-8), Anderson (196).

_ CLASS 2. (TOUKING, UP TO 350 c.c.)

S.M. Greening (2} Francis-Barnett-Jap) .. 39f
J. V. Prestwich (21 J.A.P J 44
E. J. Anderson (21 New Imperial) .. ..46
F. W. Applebee (21 Levis) 47
On Formula: Greening (128-2), Prestwich

(161-1), Applebee (174-9), Anderson (175-2).

CLASS 3. (Touring, UP to 500 C.C.)

T. C. de la Hay (31 Sunbeam) . . .

.

315
S. M. Greening (21 F.-Barnett-Jap) 1 oQl
A. C. Rhodes (31 o.h.v. Triumph) J

<>•><

S. J. Bassett (3 A.B.C.) 401
J. V. Prestwich (21- J.A.P.) 424

C.-G. Pullin (31 Douglas) 44;

E. J. Anderson (21 New Imperial) . . .

.

45$
On Formula: Greening (127,), de la Hay

(130-8), Prestwich (152-5), Anderson (166-5),

Rhodes (179-5), Bassett (247), Pullin (261).

CLASS 4. (Touring, up to 750 o.o.)

S. M. Greening (21 Fr.-Bamett-Jap)
A. C. Rhodes (31 o.h.v. Triumph) .

.

J. V. Prestwich (21 JA.P.) \ 41
T. R. Allchin (4 Harley-D.) j

"
•_ -"

F. W. Applebee (2J Levis) 44?
On Formula: Greening (120-5), Prestwich

(142-8), Applebee (157-8), Rhodes (172-2),

Allchin (237-5).

CLASS 5. (Touring, up to 1,000 o.o.)

G. J. Read (8 Enfield) 30?
C. G. Pullin (6 Douglas) 325
C. F. Temple (7-9 Harley-D.) 35?
S. M. Greening (21 FT.-Barnett-Jap) . . 381
J. V. Prestwich (21 J.A.P.) 41?
On Formula: Greening (120-5), Prestwich

(145-5), Puffin (190-5), Read (193-1),

Temple (239).

CLASS 6. (Ant Machine, UP- to 500 o.o.)

T. C. de la Hay (3* o.h.v. Sunbeam) . . 27$
C. G. Pullin (31- Douglas) 35
E. A. Marshall (31 Matchless) . . . . 88}
J. V. Prestwich (21 J.A.P.) 41f
On formula: de la Hay (118-S), Prestwich (144),

Pullin (161-3), Marshall (192-5).

K

Class 7. (Any Machine, up to 1,000 c.c.)

Sers.

Don (7-9 Indian) 26

381
38|

T. C. de la Hay (31 o.h.v. Sunbeam) . . 28S
G.J. Read (8 Enfield).. 28;

E. A. Marshall (31 Matchless) .. .. 34!

C. F. Temple (7-9 Harley-D.) 36-i

J. V. Prestwich (21 J.A.P.) 42?

On formula: de la Hay (124-3), Marshall (155-2),

Prestwich (167-3), Don (169). Temple (252).

CLASS 9. (Touring Passenger Machines,
up to 1,000 c.c.)

O. L. de Lissa (8 Motosacoche-Mag sc) . . 39
C. F. Temple (7-9Hai-ley-D.sc.) .. ..63
E. A. Bridgman (7-9 Indian sc.) . . . . 72f
W. H. Browning (7 A.J.S. sc.) .". .. 81
On formula : de Lissa (184), Temple (471),

Browning (567), Bridgman (694).

CLASS 10. (Touring Three-wheelers
up TO 1,100 CO.)

E. B. Ware (8 Morgan-Jap) 46?
O. L. de Lissa (10 New Hudson-M.A.G.) . . 731
On formula : Ware (196), de Lissa (457-5).

I

T.T. TELEGRAMS.
To those unable to visit the Isle ofMan,
" THE MOTOR CYCLE " telegrams,

displayed in Agents' windows, have

told the progress of the classic races

lap by lap. Again this popular service

is to be continued, and as the postal

authorities cannot deal with more than

a certain number of telegrams, firms
desirous of displaying the wires in

their showrooms should make imme-
diate application for the service to the

Advertising Manager, "THE MOTOR
CYCLE," Dorset House, Tudor Street,

London^ E.C.i.

S^..,«^.,,.^.«.^<,-^»ti-**.»t**.*.^fc.«i
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CLUB NEWS.

411

;ome idea of the strenuous nature of the recent 24 hours

trial organised by the Bath and West of England Motor

Club will be gathered from the illustration, which shows

several tired and dishevelled finishers immediately after their

long ride through the night from Land's End. Ptwlo: Dalit Clironiclt.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

Regulations are now available for the
Cole Cup Trial, to be held on April 8th.

Entries close this morning.

North Eastern Centre A.C.U.

Headway is being made by this newly
formed centre and it now boasts a

membership of nine clubs, the latest

addition being the Newcastle M.C.

Wensleydale M.C.

At a general meeting it was decided to

alter the title of the club from the Ley-
burn M.C.

All motorists in this area are cordially

invited to join. Full particulars from
the hon. secretary, Mr. F. J. Wilson.

West Kent M.C.

The club has considerably increased its

activities this year, and consequently has
vacancies for several new members.
Affiliation to the A.C.U., a comprehen-
sive fixture list, and arrangements to

combine with the other Kent clubs for

competition purposes, all contribute to

provide a programme to suit every sport-

ing and sociable motor cyclist. The
meeting place is the "Bull Hotel,"
Chislelmrst, where a warm welcome is

promised to prospective members on club
days. The subscription is 10s. 6d., and
the hon. secretarv Mr. H. J. Cox,
Holly Mount, Blackheath Hill, S.E.IO.

Pendle Forest M.C.C.

Being situated near the notorious

Pennine Range, this newly-formed club

has considerable scope for running com-
petitions, and a varied programme has

been arranged for 1922. Mr. C. Dyson,

Cherry Tree Cottage, Higham, Burnley,

Lanes., is the hon. secretary.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C. & L.C.C.

Over 100 machines turned up for the

opening run held on the 19th inst. The
pretty Derbyshire village of Castleton was
the objective, and members and their

friends spent are interesting afternoon in

attempting to climb the old Winnats
Pass, the surfac.3 of which was in a very

greasy condition. Some good ascents

were made, although the sidecar machines
suffered from wheel slip.

Cork and District M.C.C.

Results are now available of the re-

liability trials held on the 17th inst.

from Cork to Killarney and back. The
chief award, a cup and medal presented

by the New Hudson Co., was won by
R. H. Good (3i Norton sc.V. E. B. Rus-
sell (5 Brough so) and R. S. Russell

(3J Scott) were second and third, and
S. Coleman (3J Norton sc). fourth. The
novices prize was won bv J. O'SuIlivan

(2f A.J.S.), and the "first-time-out
"

prize by J. McCartney (8 Bat).

Ealing and District M.C.

Eutries for the annual London-Holy-
head trial, which is open to clubs in the
South-Eastern Centre A.C.U. , close de-

finitely on April 10th. The chief award
is the Maudes Challenge Shield. Mr.
F. A. Longman. 17, Bond Street, Ealing,

London, W.5, is the honorary secretary,

from whom any further particulars may
be obtained.

Ashiord M.C. and L.C.C.

With Brig. -Gen. Pitt as president, a

club has been formed at Ashford. Seven
vice-presidents were also elected, and
other officers as follows : Chairman, Mr.
H. C. Pendleton; secretary, Mr. T.

Bullen; treasurer, Mr. E. Tanton, with
two ladies and twelve gentlemen for the

committee ; an inaugural run was
arranged for April 2nd at 2 p.m.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

The awards in connection with the St.

Patrick's Day trial, described last week,
have been announced as follows :

—

GOLD MEDALS (100%).—A. Carton {3Vi Nor-
ton), F. O'Connor (3Vi Douglas), J. Ilealy (4>,i

James sc), R. Murphy (4 Triumph), P. Grimes
(8 Ariel sc), H. McAlister . (2 r

)i A.J.S.), J.
Browne (3>,i Douglas), J. A. Carville (4 1

/!

B.S.A.), W. H. Nisbett (3¥> Norton), A. A.
Wayte (3 1/. Sunbeam), E. MrGuii'e (8 Enfield),
G. A. Daly (4 Triumph), T. E. Greene (31

/;

Douglas)

.

SILVER MEDALS.—T. J. Slevin (2% Sun)
99%," R. Humphreys (2>4 Velocette) 99%, J..

McCullagh (3'" Norton) 99%, D. Tvson (2?i
A.J.S.) 96%.

d 13
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North Derbyshire M.C.

The opening run will be to Castleton

on April 9th, starting from headquarters,
Hotel Portland, at 2 p.m. The president,

Capt. H. D. Orr has invited the members
to be his guests on this occasion.

Yorkshire Centre A.C.U.

At a meeting of the Centre Board held

in Leeds on Monday of last week the

Darlington Club was formally elected to

membership. In future the headquarters
of the Centre will be the Guildford
Hotel, Guildford Street, Leeds.

Coventry Triangle M.C.

In spite of the rain and snow a good
muster of members turned out to compete
in the club's first sporting event—a paper-

chase through the winding lanes of

Warwickshire. 1, E. Prossor (4 Douglas),
16 marks lost ; 2, J. Hudson (3^ Triumph)
19 marks lost.

South-west Wales Centre A.C.U.

A Reliability Run will be held by the

above centre on April 8th, starting from
Ammanford at 9 a.m. Route : Carmar-
then, Lampeter, Llangybi, Pumpsaint,
Caio, Cynchordy, Llandovery ( lunch),

Llangadock, Trecastle, Cray, Pontar-
dawe, Ammanford (finish). Distance,
130 miles. Entry fees, 7s. 6d. plus 2s. 6d.

for those entering for centre champion-

Mee!?=]Eii& Club Events.

April 1st.-

April 1st.-

April lst.-

April 2nd.

April 2nd.

April 2nd.

April 2nd.
April 2nd,

' April 2nd.

April 2nd
April 2nd

April 2nd

April 2nd.

April 2nd

April '2nd

April 2nd

April 2nd.

April 6th..

—Surbiton M.C. One Day Mellano
Trial.

—Stile and District M.C.C. Invitation
Reliability Trial.

—Coventry TriangU M.C. Chairman's
Run.—Coventry Triangle M.C. Run to

Fenny Compton.—Sheffield M.C.C. Run to Southwell
Cathedral.—Southampton M.C.C. Run to Hind-
head.—Ecctes and D istrict M.C.C. Trial.

—Featherstone and District M.C.C.
Opening Run to York Minster.—Eastbourne and D'istrict M.C.C.
Opening Run to Crowborough.—Essex M.C. Run to Southend.—Woohcich, Plumstcad, and District

M.C. Wilmot Cup Trial.—Ashford M.C. and L.C.C. Opening
Run.—Eastern Counties M.C. Opening Ru-n
to Epping.—N.W. London M.C. Opening Run to

Tring.—Bridgnorth and District M.C.C. Open-
ing Run to The Wrekm.—Darlington and District M.C. Relia-
bility Trial.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.
and L.C.C. President's Cup Com-
petition.

—Reigate, Redhill. and District M.C.C.
Paperchase.

O EJ H Q G 3 Q El OB EJ B Q H El

ship. Entries to be sent to Mr. H.
Graham ' Church, Glamorgan Hotel,
Neath, before April 1st.

Preston M.C.C. (Brighton).

Taking the form of a paper-chase, the
opening run was held on the 12th inst. -in

glorious weather. The " hares " only
just succeeded in eluding capture in an
exciting finish.

Application for membership to the
club should "be made to the secretary,
Mr. H. J. Bridger, 44, London Road,
Brighton.

Bath and West of England M.C.

Nineteen competitors started for the
twenty-four hours trial to Land's End and
back, and the run—quite a formidable
one. as a club event—was ' a decided
success. Lynmouth, Porlock, and C'ountis-
bury, with its 1 in 5 gradient, were in-

cluded, the atrocious surface of the latter
accounting for many failures and lost

marks. The results are as follows:

SOLO CLASS.
Taylor Cup.—L. G. Williams, 3'A h.p. Norton.
Gold Medal—Cox, 3V- h.p. Norton.
Silver Medal.—E. C. Collins, 3V~ h.p. Norton '

Bronze Medal.—E. Colmer, 2y2 hp. Levis.

A remarkable feature of the -trial was
the five ties for the Catley Cup for side-
cars. These five all completed the course
without losing a single mark throughout,
and it is a tribute both to the endurance
of the riders and the qualities- of the
machines.

SIDECAR CLASS.
Catley Cup.—P. Difazio, 6-7 h.p. B.S.A.- C H

Tucker, 4 h.p. Norton ; F. G. Mann, 6-9 h p'

Harley; K. J. Woods, 3V- h.p. Wilkin- H
Walters, 8 h.p. Ariel (tied).

w "»">. * ^

VICTORY TRIAL RESULTS.
SINCE it was decided that marks lost

on Sandy Lane should not be for-

feited, there are considerably more
gold medal winners in the Victory Trial,

described last week, than were at first

anticipated.

A bonus of two marks was awarded
to all who made non-stop ascents, this

decision being made before the ob-

servers' sheets were scrutinised.
Bert Kershaw (2{ New Imperial) added

to his long list of honours by gaining
the premier award, the Victory Cup

;

the full official results are appended. •

Victory Cup (for best performance).

—

B. Kershaw (2^ New Imperial).
Midland Cup (for best performance by

a passenger machine).—Reg. Brown (3j
Sunbeam sc).

Duke Cup (for best performance by a
solo machine over 275 c.c).—F. J. Price

(2J Diamond).
Premier Cup (for best performance

by a solo machine under 275 c.c).—B.
Kershaw (2-i New Imperial).
Jexnens Cup (for best performance by

an amateur).—Reg. Brown (3-| Sunbeam
sc).

The Knuts Trophy (for best perform-
ance by a team).—1st : B.S.A. team.
(B. L. Bird (6 B.S.A. sc), J. H. Walker
(6 B.S.A. sc), H. S. Perry (6 B.S.A.
sc). 2nd : Duke Triumph team. (R. W.
Duke (4 Triumph). "R. T. Cooke (4

Triumph sc), G. H. Kirby (3£ Triumph).

GOLD MEDALS.
B. Kershaw (2y4 New Imperial),
J. N. Roberts (2y4 New Imperial),
S. G. Orlord (2% Henlev-Blackburne),
R. W. Duke (31/, Triumph).
A. Rollason (3Vc Ariel),

dij

T. Pec:; (3% Ariel).
B. Riley (2% A.J.S.),
E. Mundey (214 New Hudson).
E. A. Baxnett (2% Francis-Bajuelt),
W. Wells (3y2 Sunbeam).
C. S. Burney <3 Beardmore),
W. Brandish (4y2 Humber),
C. Spencer (3y2 Douglas),
W. R. Bown (214 Bown),

. L. G Green (2% Verus),
H. Gibson (2% Raleigh),
H. R. Fowler (5-6 James sc),
L. Newey (8 Ariel sc),
P. Perhsun (4 Dunelt sc),
R. T. Cooke (4 Triumph sc),
L. F. Peatty (4y4 Hawker sc),
C. Wilson (4y, Quadrant sc),
T. H. Feather-stone (2=4 A.J.S.),
A. Watson (3y2 Sunbeam .sc),
R. G. Beesley (3y. Sunbeam sc),
G. Hemphill (2% Excelsior),
Reg. Brown (3y2 Sunbeam sc),
B. L. Bird (6 B.S.A. sc),
H. S. Perry (6 B.S.A. sc),
J. H. Walker (6 B.S.A. sc),

G. F. Bedell (2% Francis-Barnett sc),
B. Bourke (4>/2 New Hudson sc),

W. Brooke 1.2% Cotton),
H. P. Cutler (4 Norton-1 sc),
V. Hawkins (214 Excelsior),

J. W. Wilis (4 Powell sc),

J. H. Wood (2% Velocette),
S. H. Jones (214 Levis),

R. E. Pugh (2>4 Levis),

A. B. Edwards (2y4 Levis),

J. A. Newman (3U, Douglas),
T. Weaver (2% Sirrah sc),
S. Wright (4'/2 Humber sc),

J. H. Ross (3y2 Sunbeam sc),

A. King Smith (2V2 Morris sc),

R. C. Cooper (2y2 Allon),

S. E. Longman (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc),

H. V. Collins (3V2 Norton sc),

J. Whalley (2«4 Massey-Arran).
G. Dance (3y2 Sunbeam),
E. J. Henson (2% Federation).
J. E. Greenwood (3>/2 Sunbeam),
T. C. de la Hay (414 Sunbeam sc).

C. Greenwood (3y> Sunbeam sc),

F. Giles (7 A.J.S. sc),

H. R. Davies (2% A.J.S.),

W L. Handlev (2V2 O.K.),

G. Denley (2y4 Velocette),

H. Poole (2% A.J.S.),

G. J. Baragwanath (2--'i A.J.S.),

R. W. Lovegrove (2y4 Ner-a-Car),

G. Povey (2y4 Velocette),
J. J. Lloyd (7-9 Harley sc)

. G. A. Strange (8 Brough),
J. A. Watson Bourne (8 Brou<*b)
A. Smith (2y, Calthorpe),
H. B. Denley (Rhode I.e.),

A. F. Nash (G.N. I.e.).

F. S. Spouse (T.B.),
J. W. Meredith (T.B.),
F. S. 'Morgan (Morgan),
F. J. Price (2s

4 Diamond),
W. Ridley (9 New Hudson),
W. A. Uarr (Morgan),
J. Allday (Rhode I.e.),

W. Moore (3% Scott),
J. F. Parker (7-9 J.F.P.),
G. H. Kirby (3V2 Triumph),
A. W. Newman (7 James sc),
A. E. Phillips (2y4 James),
II. J. Stretton Ward (3'/2 Triumph)

SILVER MEDALS.

A. D. Mayo (2y4 Coventrv-Eagle), W. T Wood-
cock (3y2 Ariel), A. W. Thrush <3y, Sunbeam),
W. Bell (214 New Hudson), L. A. Bees (3 Beard-
more), A. Janett (3>/3 Norton), H. Broughall (3ft
Coventry Challenge), J. E. Bramley (3y- Cov-
entry Challenge), S. Butcher (3y„ Sunbeam) A.
Weeks (2% Sirrah), E. Gates (2y, Sun), E. Smith
(2% Connaught), T Richards (8 Brough), H. I

Boynton (7 James sc), P. Mosedale, jun (254
A.J.S.), M. Scatty (4>/2 Humber), T. Blumfield
(8 Ariel sc), R. Walker (23,4 Excelsior), P. H.
Johnson (3 J/2 Rudge), O. L. Reading (3y, Ariel),
A. Cocks (4y4 Beardmore sc), C. Ramstedt (2%
Cotton), H. Greaves (4y4 Beardmore sc), J H
Mathers (7-9 Rudge), H G. - Uzzel (8 New Im-
perial sc), J. Darlison (2% Wooler), B. Bladder
(8 New Imperial sc), S. Judge (2y4 Velocette),
W. H. Fortington (3y2 Sunbeam sc), A. Robbins 1

(2y2 Triple H.), W. Parkes (2!4 Sun), F. T. I

Stblev (3>A Rudge sc), W. L. Danskin (7-9

Rudge sc), F. A. Longman (3y2 Ariel), F.
'

Guest (3'/2 Humber), W. Shepherd (414 Edmund
sc), S. G. Neal (2y4 Neal-Dalm), F. Bickuell
<2!4 Royal Enfield), C. Little (5 Coventry
Victor sc), F Brown (4 Rex Acme sc), T. R.
Gibbons (4 Rex Acme sc), A. Bennett (3y> Sun-
beam), N. Hali (2y2 O.K. sc), F. Harris (2%
A.J.S.), Gus. Kuhn (2»J Douglas), L. Poynter
(4 Norton sc), F. F. Downes (2%_ Hobart), P.
Yates (9. New Hudson), J. Moxon (2^4 Monopole),
R. C. Bennett (2% Federation), F. C. Boddington
(8 Morgan), F Morrall (4y4 B.S.A sc).
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HILL CLIMBING IN THE RIVIERA.
La Turbie Hill Climb at Nice. Records Broken.

Richard, an Indian rider, who despite a fall made the five mile ascent in 7m. 29i.

A TURBIE hill climb is one of the

_j most popular events amongst
French motor cyclists, and as a

enue it is historic, for the first speed
ontest up this mountain-side was held
5 years ago.

The hill, which is in the suburbs, of

ftce, is five miles long, perfectly sur-

aced, very winding, and being cut on
he flank of the mountain presents not -a

ew danger spots. The scenery is beauti-
ul beyond description, particularly near
he top, where there is a wonderful
lanorama over the Mediterranean coast-
ine and the natural harbour of Ville-

ranehe.

Fastest time in the recent climb held
here at the close of the Paris-Nice trial

vas made by Richard, a Marseilles rider,

DIMMING GAS LAMPS.
~~\IMMLNG of glaring head lamps is a

\-J courtesy which every road user

appreciates ; and the owner of an
cetylene-lighted vehicle feels at a con-

siderable disadvantage because he cannot
eturn the compliment. The little device

llustrated, however, puts him on an
"quality with the electricity user.

; Intended to clip on to the handle-bar,

he device, when out of action, allows the
acetylene gas a clear passage. When the

cylindrical valve portion, which works
Ln a bayonet clip, is pushed right home
fhe main pipe is closed and the gas
diverted through a small bore by-pass,
Capable of regulation by the screw and
lock nut on the left. It is claimed that
the resultant increased pressure in the
generator automatically cuts down the
water supply without any alteration to
the water valve setting. It is essential
that a rubber gasbag be used between
the generator and the dimmer.
The dimmer is sold at 12s. by Bu'ckland

and Burrell. Foots Crav, Kent.

who climbed the hill on an Indian in

7m. 29s. This time is all the more re-

markable in view of the fact that Richard
fell on one of the turns. The second
man in this class was Unia on a Harley-
Davidson.

In the 500 c.c. class Pardon on an over-
head valve Koehler-Escomer was the win-
ner in 8m. 17 l-5s., beating Dawson,
the only English rider in the race, on
a P. and, M.

In the sidecar class Harley-Davidsons
got the first three places. Cycle cat-

races, in France, are always organised by
motor cycle clubs, and in this class a very
fine performance was made by ^gnero, on
a water-cooled Morgan, who climbed the
hill in 7m. 27s., breaking the record by
the substantial margin of lm. 8s.

Part-sectional view of the Buckland and

Burrell dimmer dissected. Pressure on

the knurled topped plunger immediately

dims the head lamp.

The following are the times by
classes :

—

250 c.c.

:

1. Sazias (Terrot) 17.33 2/5
350 c.c. :

1. Gaudet (Terrot) 7.46
500 c.c. :

1. Pardon (Koehler-Escoffier) ... 8.17 1/5
2. Dawson (P. and M.) 8.48 2/5
3. Lena (Magnat-Debon) 20.41 1/5

750 c.c:
1. Vattier (B.S.A) 9.47 1/5

1,000 c.c. :

1. Richard (Indian) 7.29
2. TJnia (Harley-D.) 7.33 3/5

Sidecars, 1,000 c.c. :

1. Verdy (Harley-D.) 7.58 2/5
(record)

2. Porsi (Harlev-D) 8.40
3. Bricchi (Harley-D.) 8.48 2/5
4. Roux (Motosacoche) 9.20 2/5
5. Muraire (Indian) 9.25 4/5
6. Bellow (Harley-D.) 9.30 2/5
7. Sartorio (Harley-D.) 11.48

PETROL FILTERING.

MUCH carburetter trouble would be

avoided, in the opinion of C. Binks

(1920), Ltd., Eccles, if two petrol

filters were standardised—one to cover

the jet itself, and the other to trap any

impurities which might upset the working

of the float needle. Ac-

cording to them, the

slightest foreign body—
a hair or a piece of fluff

—causes the valve to be

ineffectively closed, with

resultant flooding and
general inefficiency,

which, on the face of^ it,

is a very plausible

theory.
To overcome this, they

have marketed a special

fine gauze filter, readily

fitted under the tank
without breaking the

petrol pipe. It is

neat, simple, and well

finished.

Binks petrol

filter, intended

for attachment

between the

tank and petrol

pipe.

di5
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A seiection ot questions ot general interest received Irom readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-

taining legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the'benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt

with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality.

WEAK. MIXTURE AT LOW SPEED.

My mount is a 1920 J model
^T| Harley-Davidson, and when I

> I have been running at about 35
-I~ to 40 m.p.h. and I- slacken down

to about 10 m.p.h. I am then

troubled with spitting at the carbu-

retter. What is the cause of this?

—

D.A.
It would appear that you are getting too

weak a mixture at low speeds. If you
are using a Schebler carburetter the fault

can be corrected by modifying the needle

setting.

A WIND WAGGON.

Would it be practicable to make
a " wind waggon " using an air-

cooled engine of about 5£ h'.p.

out of an A. C. Sociable ; if it is,

will you tell me if a propeller

about 4ft. 6in. would do
;

and about
what speed it would have to run ?

Would the machine go up the hills in

West Yorkshire satisfactorily ?—J.H.
The speed of the propeller would depend
upon its pitch and diameter, and it would
be necessary to get the information from
the makers, as propellers are designed to

run at one particular speed. It is ex-

tremely doubtful if the machine would
climb the average hills in your district

with an engine of such low power.

TWO PROBLEMS.

(1.) What causes the splutter

in the carburetter on a four-

stroke engine when a weak mix-
ture is given? (2.) What causes
an explosion in exhaust pipe alter

several attempts at starting when engine

is cold?—G.T.
(1.) The splutter or blow-back in" the

carburetter caused by the very slow
burning -nature of the flame associated

with a weak mixture. The residual gases
are still burning in the combustion
chamber when the inlet valve opens on
the next cycle, and, consequently, they
escape along the induction pipe to the
carburetter. (2.) The most common cause
of an explosion in the exhaust pipe when
starting a cold engine is due to a sticking
exhaust valve caused by congealed oil on
the stem. A temporary ignition fault
(e.g., stuck rocker arm) may have the
same effect, as the first explosion will
fire the unburnt gas which has been
pumped into the silencing system.
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Smpovtant Bates.

Sat., Mar. 25th, to Sun., April 9th—
Tour de France.

Fri., Mar. 31st, to Thur., April 6th—
Amsterdam Show.

Sat., April 1st— Western Centre
A.C.U.—Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., April 8th—B.M.C.R.C, Mem-
bers' Meeting at Brooklands.

Fri., April 14th,andSat., April 15th
M.C.C. London-Land's End Run.

Sat., April 15th, and Monday, April
17th—Western M.C.C. (Glasgow)
Two Day Trial.

Sat., April 22nd—N.-Eastern Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., April 29th—S. Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Hill-ciimb.

Sun., April 30th, to Sun., May 7th—
Paris-Pyrenees Trial.

Mon., May 1st, to Sat., May6th—Scot-
tish Six Days Reliability Trials.

Sat., May 6th—B.M.C.R.C. Members'
Meeting at Brooklands.

Sat . , May 13th-Northern Centre A.C.U.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., May 20th—S.-Western Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Tues., May 30th—Junior Tourist
Trophy Race.

Thurs., June 1st—-Senior Tourist Tro-
phy Race.

Fri., June 2nd, and Sat.. June 3rd

—

M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.
Mon., June 5th, to Sat., June 10th

—

Royal Scottish A.C. Light Car Trial.

Sat., June 10th—B.M.C.R.C. Open
Meeting at Brooklands.

Sat., June 17th—Yorkshire Centre
A.C.U. Open " Colonial Trial."

Sat., June 17th—Ealing and Dist.
M.C.C. 200 mile sidecar race,
Brooklands.

Fri., June 23rd. and Sat., June 24th

—

Irish Twenty-Four Hour Open Trial.

Sat., June 24th—Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., Julv 1st—East S. Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials.

Wed., July 5th—Eastern Centre A.C.U.
Open Speed Trials.

Wed., July 12th—French Grand Prix.

Sun., July 23rd—Belgian Grand Prix.

Fri., July 28th, to Mon., July 30th—
Anglo-Dutch Trial in Holland.

Thurs., Aug. 3rd, to Wed., Aug. 9th—
International Six Days Trials.

Sat., Aug. 5th, and Mon.,Aug. 7th—
Irish Two-day Open Trial.

Mon., Aug. 7th—West S. Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials at
Pendlne.

Sat., Aug. 12th—North Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Mon., Aug. 21st, to Sat., Aug. 26th

—

A.C.U. Six Days Trials.

Sat., Sept. 23rd—500 Mile Race at
Brooklands.

1W1N REAR WHEEL ON TRI-CAR.

Some time ago an illustrated

^| article appeared in The Motor

^ Cycle on a type of three-wheeler
-SJ with a twin rear wheel, "or per-

haps, to be more accurate, two

wheels running on the same shaft, (axle)

placed very close together" without a

differential. As far as I know, the

machine was not marketed, and it

would be interesting to know why?
If I remember rightly, the question

arose as to whether the machine- would
be taxed as a three-wheeler or a four-

wheeler, and I should be very "glad if

you would let me know what decision

the taxation authorities arrived at.

—

• B.C.
The machine to which you refer was no

doubt the Merrall-Brown. _ This machine
was certainly marketed during 1920, but

we believe has since been discontinued in

favour of a four-wheeler. There do not

appear to be any serious disadvantages

connected with the special form of duplex

back wheel which was used. Incidentally,

a twin rear wheel was used on Rexmotor
cycles ab'out 1907-8. So far as the three-

wheeler is concerned, when the treads of

the twin rear tyres . are not more "than

6in. apart, we understand that, in the

legal view it was not required to register

as a four-wheeled vehicle.

AN" ENGINE KNOCK.

My machine, a- 4 h.p. -Black-'.

^Tl burne, which has run perfectly

^ for 4,000 miles, has developed the

-!J following trouble. After ahout

five miles a faint knock occurs,

which intensifies with every symptom of

overheating. If I allow the engine to

cool down it again runs perfectly for a

few miles and the knock then re-occurs.

The magneto may require adjustment,
. but as the engine starts perfectly at

the first kick and runs well for. a few

. miles, it appears nothing much can be 1

wrong. Valves and ignition timing are

in accordance with makers' recommends-
tions, and compression is perfect. I have \

just decarbonised, and the engine is

. clean, and there seems no appreciable
wear in big or little ends, —F.O.L.

The knock which you mention, providing
it is not a mechanical knock due either to

worn bearings or to the piston, is probably
traceable to pre-ignition caused either by a

defective sparking plug or to a faulty ad-

justment of the contact breaker. Examine
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the plug, and, if at all doubtful, replace.

See that the plug points are not more than
Jjin, apart. The contact breaker points

should not open more than l-64in., or ac-

cording to the gauge which the magneto
makers will supply.

A CYCLE CAR SILENCER.

Being desirous of making a

JT] silencer for my three-wheeler, so

> as to reduce the noise and vibra-

-£J tion (8 h.p. twin engine), I pro-

pose using a . tube 16in. x 4in.

diameter. Would this do'? Also, could

you tell me if an ordinary open cham-
ber would answer, or should I have to

fix " baffle plates " (perforated) inside;

if so, how many and how spaced ? The
exhaust pipes (ljin. outside diameter)

meet at 9in. below the cylinder ports

in a Y-piece, and there is no silencer

on the extension. Would it- be an im-

provement if I had two pipes separate,

both direct into the silencer?—C.H.
A silencer 16in. x 4in. snould be large

enough to give reasonable silence ; there

should be no need to fit baffle plates un-

less the outlet is larger than ljin., as

quite a reasonable degree of silence

should be obtained. It would be prefer-

able to lead a separate pipe from each

cylinder into the silencer as you suggest,

but an additional silencer on the exten-

sion pipe should not be necessary.

REMOVING A CONTACT BREAKER.^
I wish to clean and adjust the

points of the contact breaker on
"

a T.B. magneto. To do this, it

seems necessary to remove the

rocking arm ; but this presents

difficulties to me. Beyond the flat re-

taining spring the rocking arm is fixed

by the curved spring, secured with grub
screws to the rocking arm itself, and
to a stud on the contact breaker. The
heads of these screws are covered by
the end plate of the magneto (the end
plate having a projecting circular flange

into which fits the circular strap carrying

. the cam which separates the points.)

Can I remove the rocker arm without

previously removing either the contact

breaker or the magneto end plate?

And if one of these must be removed,
which is the better way?—F.O.L.

You will have to remove either the contact

breaker casing or the contact breaker
itself. To do either is quite simple,

although in the case of the former it may
be necessary to disconnect the control

wire. Having done so, merely withdraw
the casing, taking care not to twist it

at the same time, otherwise it will bind
in its housing and be difficult to move.
When the casing is off it is quite easy to

remove the contact breaker. Unscrew
the centre bolt and carefully prise the

contact breaker away from the magneto,
using a screwdriver or preferably two
screwdrivers, diametrically opposed to

each other, between the back' plate and
the armature and plate. (Proceed care-

fully, and do not use unnecessary force.)

When replacing the contact breaker, make
sure that the small key on the back is

correctly engaged with the keyway on the

armature spindle, and do not over-tighten
the centre screw. Do not attempt to

remove the rocker arm unless the points

obviously need trimming. If you can clean

them by inserting a petrol soaked rag or

a piece of . cardboard between them, or

even a slip of fine emery cloth, so much
the better. If you have to remove the

rocker arm the curved spring must be

released at one end. Hold this very care-

fully when withdrawing the small grub
screw, as these springs have a nasty habit

of projecting the screw with tremendous
force if they are carelessly released as

the screw leaves its thread, the screw
being then almost invariably lost.

BADLY WORN PISTON RINGS.

My 1915 single-geared Villiers-

engineol two-stroke will not take

much air without popping back.

It starts all right cold, but after

about a quarter to half a mile

the explosion develops from a clear

"ponk", to a horrible "fluff," and
compression disappears. It will now
run for a short time if I inject oil very
liberally. When the fluffiness starts

throttle and air alterations hardly
make any appreciable difference. A
curious metallic rattle also develops
with the fluffiness. I removed the

cylinder, and all was in order, all bear-
ings were sound and without wear,
there was no appreciable carbon deposit.

The piston rings have considerable
play, about, -r^in. to gin. vertically.

Would wider rings do any good?

—

A.L.G.
You should certainly attend to the piston
rings if the play is anything like as great

as you suggest. It is most unusual, even
with very long wear for piston rings to

develop more .than ^in. vertical play.

WEIGHT OF NEW PISTON.

I recently had a new piston

fitted to an old h.p." Rover, but
find the engine vibrates some-
what when running free5 The
new piston weighs 41b. and the

old one only 31b. I find after placing

the main shaft with flywheel across a

bench, resting level upon two pieces

of smooth J-in. steel, and the connect-
ing rod attached, that it takes just

21b. 7£oz. additional weight to make
it balance with the balance weights on
the opposite side. What weight should
the piston be? I could get it lightened
by drilling.—W.N.O.

The figures you give are insufficient to
enable the balancing of the engine to be
worked out, but if the old piston weighed
31b., it should have been replaced with a
new one of the same weight, providing, of

course, that the machine was previously
reasonably free from vibration.

GETTING THE MOST FROM AN OLD
MACHINE.

I have a 1913 3£ h.p. Triumph
with three-speed hub clutch, and
have just fitted a Douglas side-

car. The sidecar seems fairly

heavy, and I should be much
obliged if you will kindly let me know :

(1.) What is the best gear ratio? (I

have it at 5 to 1 on top gear.) (2.)

What do you consider the best size

jet to use? (Triumph 1913 carburetter.)

(3.) The sidecar is sprung on a leaf

spring across the width of the car, over
the axle. (It seems to jolt, and I

wondered if I could fit two coil springs

in any position to obviate this?) (4.)

The engine seems to become very hot.

Would a smaller jet do any good to

this? The machine is in excellent con-
dition, not having been used for some
years.—W.Y.

(1.) The gear ratio is rather high for the

machine mentioned with a heavy sidecar,

and you would certainly do better with a

5^ to 1 gear. (2.) Probably a jet of

about 32 would be correct. (3.) It is not

clear whether you mean that the sidecar

springing is too rigid, whether it

" bottoms " or whether it throws upwards.
No doubt shock-absorbing springs could

be fitted with advantage. (4.) A lower

gear ratio would probably get over the

trouble of overheating, and it is more
than probable that a slightly larger jet

would improve the running.

CHAIRING A RECORD BREAKER. R. N. Judd being carried off the Brooklands track

by his enthusiastic colleagues after breaking the I mile mean speed record on the new
o.h.v. Norton. Mr. J. L. Norton will be observed wheeling the machine.

CI3



READER'S REPLY.
INTERMITTENT LOSS OF POWER.

I have had precisely the same trouble

as " J.W." with a similar machine, which,

in my case, was due to defective piston

rings. Presumably, when there was a

good supply of oil round the piston, it

held compression until the oil was distri-

buted or burnt, when the power fell off

until the next ' charge of oil was given.

Of course, "J.W." may have inspected

his rings, particularly as he says the

engine is in perfect condition, -which is

rather strange in view of his opening

remark.—W. G. Dixon.

fpSjJOLE

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions published

under this heading, should be addressed

c/o The Editor, " The. Motor Cycle,"

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,

E.CA, when they will be forwarded

direct to the querists concerned.

" E.G.J." (Greenwich).—7-9. h.p. Bar-

ley-Davidson sidecar, & h.p. BTOUgh

Superior sidecar, 8 h.p. Henderson side-

car, also Challenge inner tubes.

"W.H." (Ashton-under-Lyne).—2| h.p.

A.J.S. (Model Bl) : Consumption, com-

fort acceleration on hills.

"F.F." (London, S.W.4).—2| h.p.

Raleigh. .

"A:H." (Leicester). — 370 c.c. Con-

naught: Lubrication, pillion riding.

" Novice
n (Grimsby). — 4£ h.p.

Quadrant sidecar.

"F.T.H." (Whitstable).—3 h.p. Beard-

more-Precision two-speed sports model.

"P.G.D." (Dovercourt).—Indian Scout,

electrically equipped model.

"F.A.C." (Leeds).—4j- h.p. Coulson,

with sidecar.

"B.H.K." (Edington).—1920 American

X sidecar : Consumption, tyres, clutch,

speed.
"E.A.M." (Gravesend).—1920 4 h.p.

Bradbury, three-speed.

"E.B.K." (Bowes Park), —ty h.p.

Metro-Tyler, enclosed model : Oiling

system, maximum speed, drying up on

full throttle.

"F.R.B." (Dover). — Adjustments of

Binks carburetter on 6 h.p. A.J.S.
"J.T." (Shirebrook).—4£ h.p. Quadrant

sidecar.
" P.Y.J." (H.M.S. Warwick).—A.V.

two-seater : Comparisons with . 8 h.p.

outfit.

"R.H.C." (Kingston-on-Thames.) —
Fallolite lamp : Durability of pastille.

"A.E." (Maidenhead).—S.A. Impulse
starter: On 8 h.p. J.A.P. - engined
machine without kick-starter.

"A.R.M." (Rutherglen). — 2j h.p.

standard sports A.J.S.
"R.F." (Windsor).—1920 A.B.C: Con-.

sumption, speed, etc.

"R.E.P." (Nottingham). — 4^ h.p.

Quadrant sidecar : Power and long dis-

tance runs (chain and belt model).

"F.C." (Mansfield).—6.5 and 8 h.p.

Brough Superior, solo : Speed, comfort,

consumption.-

"G.M." (Windsor). — 3 lug. A.B.C,
solo or sidecar : Climbing, springing, etc.

" E.C.P." (Ealing).—Morris tube pro-

tector. .

SPARKLETS.
A Price Reduction.

Single speed 2J- h.p. Connaught
machines are reduced in price from £45
to £39 18s.

Spare Parts.

Readers in need of spares for Coulson-B.

machines will be glad to know that the

H.W.H. Engineering Co., 40, Old Town,
Clapham, London, S.W.4, are manu-
facturing spares for this make.

Free Maintenance.

Cash purchasers of new motor cycles,

cycle cars, and cars from' Collett's Engi-

neering and Motor Works, Station Road,
South Norwood, London, S.E.25, will

receive the benefit of a free maintenance

arrangement whereby carburetter, mag-
neto, valve, and cycle part adjustments,

and the fitting of any new part supplied

under maker's guarantee will be carried

out free of charge.

ROADSIDE AID. The R.A.C. has now introduced the sidecar as a means of enlarging the

guide's field of usefulness. P. & M. outfits have been selected for the purpose.

G 14
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Carrying On.

In view of the recent sad death of llr.

Charles Binks, it may be stated that the
carburetter manufacturing business of C
Binks (1920), Ltd., of Eccles, will be
carried on by his eldest son, Mr. Harold
Binks.

Saddle and Tank Covers.

Change of address to 25, Deyncourt
Gardens, TJpminster, Essex, is announced
by Mr. G. J. Coverly, whose combined
saddle and tank cover we illustrated on
page 265 -of the issue of March 2nd.
Deliveries will be available shortly.

Spares by Air.

Urgently needed Zenith spares in

Madrid were recently expeditiously
delivered by the following method : The
parcel (281b.) was taken by motor cycle to
Croydon, thence by air to Paris, and
finally to Madrid by train. Carriage and
insurance to Paris was only 10s. lOd.

Ralphite Celluloid Reviver.

A sample of Ralphite Celluloid Reviver
has reached us from Moss's Agencies of

20, Regent Street, Leamington Spa. It
is claimed for this preparation that it

restores celluloid to its original trans-
parency, filling- up the scratches without
damaging the material in any way.

Service Agencies.

With the growth of the motor cycle
movement, improved methods of busi-
ness relating thereto steadily develop.
One strongly marked feature in this con-
nection is the recognition by the best
agents of the value and importance of
service ; there is now no room for the
agent whose conception of business is to
dispose of a machine and think no more
about it or its purchaser. A trader who
is endeavouring to extend service of his
agencies is Mr. F. S. Whitworth of
Frank Whitworth, Ltd., New Street,
Birmingham.

Catalogues Received.

Burman and Sons, Ltd., Ryland Road,
Birmingham : Leaflet describing the Bur-
man countershaft gears in detail, and
giving instructions and. hints to users.

'

Barr and Stroud, Ltd., Anniesland,
Glasgow : A leaflet giving an illustration

of the Barr and Stroud sleeve valve engine
and a reprint of a letter to the Editor of

The Motor Cycle written in praise of this

interesting engine.
The Astra Dynamo Co., Ltd., 110,

Victoria Street, London, S.W.I : Cata-

logue listing Astra dynamos, lamps,
accumulator cases, dynamo brackets,
pulleys, dimmer switches, cut-outs, and
horns, together with wiring diagrams.

Veloce, Ltd., Victoria Road, Six Ways,
Aston, Birmingham: "The World's Ap-
preciation of the Velocette." An interest-

ing series of testimonials which testify

to the reliability, economy, " go-any-
where " capabilities, simplicity, utility,

and safety- of the Velocette.

The Rex Motor Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd., Earlsdon, Coventry. Rex-Acme
motor cycles : One of the most attractive

features is an illustration showing a Rex-

Acme sidecar outfit on The Motor Cycle

Screw hill.
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Buy on Deferred Terms
from the great Store of

WHITELEY
The selection of Motor Cycles at Whiteleys is the best in London, and includes Triumph,
B.S.A., Enfield, James, Martinsyde, New Imperial, O.K., Matchless, Blackburne, Lea-

Francis, Douglas, Levis, Hazlewood, New Hudson, P. & M., Quadrant, Raleigh,

Rudge, Sun, Zenith and Ner-a-Car—all side by side for critical examination.

Deferred TermS '. 4% extra on the Cash Price is all that Whiteleys ask for the convenience of Deferred

Payments. Whiteleys Motor Sales and, more important still, the Deferred 'Payment Plan (a system that

Whiteleys originated) are entirely under the control of Whiteleys and free from outside influence of any land.

1922 MODELS-SOLO
JAMES. 31 h.p., 3-speed, C/K.S., as illustrated. Deposit, Ca»h

£21 16s. and 12 monthly payments of £7 5s. 8d. .. £105
LEVIS. 2i h.p., single-speed ",„„•" " £*§
LEVIS. 2i h.p., 2-speed, with clutch and K.S £60
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped.. .. .. £75
DOUGLAS. 2} h.p.. 3-speed. C/K.S £ 30
NEW IMPERIAL, 21 h.p., 3-speed. C/K.S £69
NEW IMPERIAL, 2J h.p.. all-chain. 3-speed, C/K.S. .. £73
O.K. V1LLIERS. 2-stroke £39 18s.
O.K. MARK XII. 2-speed. C/K.S £60 18s.
ENFIELD, 2i h.p., 2-speed. 2-stroke £55
ENFIELD. 2i h.p~ 2-speed.OK.S. ..... .. .. £57
RUDGE. 3J h.p.. 3-speed. all-chain, C/K.S £94
TRIUMPH. 4 h.p.. Model H £105
TRIUMPH. 4 h.p.,Model SD £115
B.S.A., 4i h.p.. Model K2 £107
B.S.A.. 4i h.p.. Model H2 £110
JAMES. 31 h.p., twin, Model 7 £105
JAMES. 4i h.p.. Model 6 '

.. .. £105
NEW HUDSON, 2J h.p.. 2-speed. all-chain model .. .. £63
MARTINSYDE. 3i h.p.. sports model £110
JAMES, No. 8, 2i h.p., 2-speed .. .. .. .. £55
JAMES, No. 8a, 2i h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke. C/K.S £60
SUN. 2i h.p., 2-speed. C/K.S. . .. ,„ £57 ISs.
SUN 21 h.p., J.A.P. 2-speed. with dutch and K.S £63
RUDGE. 3V h.p.. multi gear £77
ZENITH-BRADSHAW, 31 h.p.. variable gear .. .. £113
LEA-FRANCIS, 31 h.p.. 3-speed. C/K.S £110
O.K. Mark VI. 2-speed £55 13s.
TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., 4 valve Sports Model *120

1921 SHOP-SOILED—SOLO
TRIUMPH "i h.p., 2-slroke. 2-speed «57
NEW HUDSON, 2} h.p.. 2-strcke. single-speed .. .. S45

1922 COMBINATIONS
MATCHLESS COMBINATION, 8 h.p., with two screens Cash

spare wheel and tyre, as illustrated. Deposit £37 19s.

and 12 monthly payments of £13 .. .. £186 lOs.
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model SDC, coachbuilt Sidecar, petrol-

tin carrier, etc. .. .. •• .• •• - £ 1 55
TRIUMPH. 4 h.p.. Model HC ..

- £145
B.S.A.. 4i h.p.. Model K2. with No. 3 Sidecar .. .. £39
B.S. A.. 4i h.p.. Model H2, with No. 3 Sidecar .. .. £142
P. & M., 41 h.p.. 4-speed. C/K.S., coachbuilt Sidecar .. £ 1 50
JAMES. 4J h.p.. Model 6, with coachbuilt Sidecar .. .. £135
DOUGLAS. 4 h.p.. coachbuilt Sidecar £135
QUADRANT, 41 h.p.. 3-speed. C/K.S.. coachbuilt Sidecar £ 1OO
JAMES 7 h.p.. Model 10, coachbuilt de luxe Sidecar .. £ 1 60
ENFIELD, 8 h.p., coachbuilt Sidecar £ 140
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., Model H2, coachbuilt Sidecar, luggage

carrier .. .. .. .. •• -• £ 1 70
BLACKBURNE, 8 h.p., 3-speed, C/K.S.. coachbuilt

Sidecar £131 5s.
HAZLEWOOD. 5-6 h.p., 3-speed, C/K.S.. coachbuilt Sidecar £ 1 IS
B.S. A.. 6 h.p.. with No. 3 Sidecar £-164
MARTINSYDE. 6 h.p., 3-speed, C/K.S., coachbuilt Sidecar £160
NEW HUDSON, 41 h.p., 3-speed, C/K.S.. coachbuilt

Sidecar .. .. .. . •• •• •• ^1^5
RUDGE. 31 h.p.. all-chain, coachbuilt Sidecar .. .. £ 1 20

1921 SHOP-SOILED COMBINATIONS
P. & M., 31 h.p.. coachbuilt Sidecar S1X6
QUADRANT, 5 h.p.. 3-speed, C/K.S., coachbuilt Sidecar.

screen . . • • • • • - • »99
ROYAL RUBY. 8 b.p., coachbuilt Sidecar, luggage earner,

Lucas lighting, windscreen, spare wheel, spring frame... ^1T9
READING STANDARD, 3-speed, C/K.S., Plus one single

or double Sidecar, electric lig-ting, etc. . . . . ^182 lOs*

EXAMPLE OF TERMS.
NER-A-CAR—a unique all-weather utility machine for lady's or gent's

use—easy to handle, non-skidding, efficient, and reliable 66 Guineas,

or £1«-10-0 deposit and 12 mont' ly payments of £4-16-0 (4«/ extra for I2 months' credit accommodation.)

WM. WHITELEY LTD., QUEENS ROAD, LONDON, W.2

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' CI7
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ALEXANDE
113-115, LOTHIAN ROAD,

EDINBURGH
pnp 272-274, GT. WESTERN ROAD,ruR GLASGOW

&Hdiafl Motocycles
This week we illustrate two of the Indian Range of Models, and we„would
draw special attention to the fact that those two models are fully equipped
like the most luxurious car, with dynamo electric lighting, ammeter,
speedometer, electric horn, etc. THERE IS NOTHING EXTRA TO BUY,

H

a

a

•)

Every part of this

machine fulfils its

I purpose in the most
I Caul Hess manner.
i Study the elaborate

f
specification.

£130

1

I

I

I

1

4 h.p. |
Indian Scout |

3-speed gear,

clutch,

kickstarter.

E

S

E

E
CARRIAGE PAID §

a

7h.p. Standard =
de Luxe

Sidecar
Combination jf

Cosy Comfort and =
Elegance are =
exemplified in this

magnificent passen-
ger outfit, with all

its 1922 refinements
and improvements.

£175
CARRIAGE PAID 1

S

1

lj Away like a bird goes this INDIAN thoroughbred at the slightest twist of the S
= wrist. Through verdant lanes, o'er rolling hills — it carries you comfortably, ^
j| speedily, surely, and brings you back delighted and refreshed.

^1 1 U M 1 1 1 It^ll IM11M If^l 1 1 II M I MI^I 1 1 1 ! ill 1 1[^l 1 1 1 1 II 1 UE^H 1 M [f i I II^M . IE IlL^l 1 1 M 1 I^E IlC^IIJltll illC^tll ilf I IIIfj^Dtlll Mtllll^llll Mill 11^ I HHt^l 1
1

f 1 1 1
1

f Il^f I f I f J f f1^

ci8 In answering tltis advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES,

/>VERTISEMENTs" in these columns
-1st 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

tiial word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

•echarged double rate. Each paragraph is

is;ed separately. Name and address must
? Hinted. Series discounts, conditions, and
tea! terms to regular trade advertisers will

1 loted on application.

Istal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

Irtisements should be made payable___-r-coT
IFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed,—-*—

"

•j iury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

a it, should not be sent as remittances.

.1 adverusa nsnts in this section should be

;:npanied with remittance, and be addressed

k offices of "The Motor Cycle," Dorset

c;e, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. To
tire insertion letters should be posted in

I to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"
' tie first post on Friday morning previous to

II lay of issue. Advertisements that arrive

1 late for a particular issue or that are

ided out will automatically be inserted in

1 following issue unless accompanied by
: actions to the contrary.

.1 letters relating to advertisements should

I the number which is printed at the end 0.

j
advertisement, and the date of the issue

hich it appeared.
' e proprietors are not responsible for clerical

inters' errors, although every care is taker

oid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
:

, tbe convenience of advertisers, letters may be
jssed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office

1 this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost ol

cation and to cover postage on replies must be addet!

e advertisement charge, which must include the

-Box 000, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only the numbei
'ppear in the advertisement. AH replies should b'

ssed No. ooo, c/o "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House
- Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who rep yto Box No
isements are warned against sending remittance tkrqugt

1st except' in registered envelopes; in all such cases tlit

the Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope

Ibe clearly marked "Deposit Department."

he case of motor cycles offered for sale under a bo

er, aa It Is unusual lor these to be sold without flrs
1

impeded by the intending purchaser, advertisers wit

ate business by embodying In their .advertisement

mention of the district In which the niachin

d may be seen and tried.

WT DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
softs who hesitate to send money to unknown person^

leal iu perfect safety by availing themselves of ou
iit System. If the money be deposited with "Tlr
r Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

! ,time allowed for a decision after receipt of th-

is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit tb

nt to the seller, but, if not, we return the amoun
; depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, bu
: event of no sale each party pays carriage one way
seller takes the risk of damage in transit. For al

actions up to £10, a deposit fee of 1 /- is charged ; 01

actions over £10 and under £50, the fee is 2/6 ; ove*

ind under £75, 5/-; over £75 and under £100, 7/6
on all transactions over £100, A%. All deposi
?rs are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street

on, E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should bt

payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited,
i letter "D " at the end of ah advertisement is ai

ition-that tbe advertiser is willing to avail himself o
>eposit System. Other advertisers may be equalh
»us, but have not advised us to that effect,

SPECIAL NOTE.
eaders who reply- to advertisements and receive no
ir to their enquiries are requested to regard the
e as an indication that the goods advertised have
ly been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

one by cost.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

-0. 1921 3h.p., 4-speed, spring frame, lamps,
iorn, tools, very fast, cost £143, mechanical con-
1 perfect; £72/10 or near offer.—Carter, Sa,am St., SouthwaTk Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [7114

BARGAINS
SPECIAL PURCHASES.
CANNOT BE REPEATED.

These lines have been snapped up at astonishingly
low prices and are offered to you at bargain rates.
Once the stock is exhausted there is not the re-
motest possibility of repeating any offer—therefore
take the opportunity while you may.

SPARKING PLUGS.
Two point. Steatite insulation. Metric thread.
Guaranteed. X.P. 3020. 2/1. Four for 7/3.
Worth 4/- each.

AVRO WINDSCREENS.
Polished aluminium frames—adjustable fittings.

Triplex Glass. I2in.x6in. for sidecars, Morgans
and sporting cars. Ex R. A.F. surplus. X.S. 3174.
8/3. Worth 30/- each.

&:

WINDSCREENS
ROYAL f50 O
STANDARD- • £3-l&0
BABY £30

6Wy a&Ktys - atftitouj:'

SPRING WASHERS.
Single Coil. 144 assorted Sizes—unsoiled. X.W.
5051. 1/9. Worth 5/6.

SILENCERS for TRIUMPHS.
Fit any model. Belt drive. 1915-1922. Complete
with exhaust pipe and nut. X.S. 3178. 16/-.

Worth 30/-.

CUSHIONS.
Spring well upholstered in very dark blue water-
proof material. Three-ply base board, for sidecar

use. Two make excellent cushions for light cars.

r6in. wide, igin. back to front, 3$in. deep.
9/6 each. Worth to/-.

GREASE GUNS.
Screw for Grease, can also be used as oil squirt.

Steel body, i£in. diameter, gin. lone. Brass nut
and plug. Steel T handle. 6in. flexible grease
spout with end screwed J in gas. 4in. bent brass oil

spout, 4/9 each. Worth 12/6.

HEADLAMPS.
MEDIUM SET.

British, All Black Finish. ?fin. Front Glass Lamp,
5in. across front. Anti-Glare Hood. 3^in. Re-
flector. Rattle-proof front. Generator 7in. high.
Butted ends to gas tubing. Absolutely new and
unsoiled. Worth 35/-. X.L. 3381. 21/-.

SPEEDOMETERS.
BRITISH i

Aluminium plated mounts. Speed 5 to 6p m.p.h.
Mileage to 9999 and repeat, also tenths. Rubber
protected cable, for 24-2610. or 28m. wheels.

X.S. 427. 78/-. Worth 100/-.

HEADLAMPS.
LARGE SET. BRITISH.

All Black, plated mounts. 4*in. front glass, 5jin.

across front. Anti-Glare Hood. 3*in. Reflector.

Rattle-proof front. Generator Sin. high. Butted
ends to gas tubing. Heavy brackets. X.L. 3380.
25/-. Worth 45/-.

BELTING.
Service Leather, in two or three pieces, offered at
specially low prices. Any length supplied, joined
together with our special fasteners.

Jin., 1/10; Jin., 2/4 J
rin., 2/9; i Jin., 3/1 per foot.

ALL CARRIAGE PAID.
' CAREFULLY PACKED.

289-293, High Holborn, London,W.C. 1

Telephone : Holborn 6430,
Telegrams : Admittedly, London. J

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

A.B.C. 1920-21, equipped, new condition; 68 gns.

;

would exchange.—37, Elmbank Gardens, Barnes.
[6630

A.B.C, perfect condition, D.A. lighting, uu-
scratched; £70.—Brockbank's, 58, Lord St., South-

port. [6067

| Q22 A.B.C, tax paid, brand new, A.B.C sidecar,
J- t' with hood, screen, extras; £115.—Box 94<*8,
c/o The Motor Cycle.

AJ

[6015

B.C., dynamo model, tax paid, specially tuned,
spares, etc. ; £85, lowest, or exchange Scott

Squirrel.—21, Monarch. Rd., Northampton. [7194

1Q20 A.B.C, lamps, horn, unridden for last 12
J-*/ months, splendid condition; £70, or near offer.
—Lieut. James, 11.M.S. Warwick, Devonport. [5955

A.B.C. (August, 1920),
and electric horn,

Lucas dynamo lighting set
insurance and tax paid

;

bargain, £,10.—Harris, Three Crowns, Redfield, Bristol

-

[6884
LATE 1920 A.B.C. Combination, dynamo lighting,

speedometer, Canoelet sidecar with luggage grid,
had little use, splendid condition -throughout; £95 or
near offer; must sell.—Osbaldstcne, Chalvey Rd.,
Slough, Bucks. [6547

3h.p. A.B.C. Combination, late 1921, not done 600
miles; smart appearance, perfect condition

mechanically, speedometer, horn, lamps (electric),
with pilot lamp, also 6-volt accumulator and 6-volt
dry battery; sidecar as new, with Easting windscreen;
taxed 1922; fully insured till September; £95. After
6.30.—Steele, 19, Baldry Gardens, Streatham. [6593

Spare Parts

:

A.B.C. Spares.—Largest stock m London; trade sup-
plied.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Gt. Portland

St., "W.l. [692^

S^- Abingdon,
tax paid; £35.-

field, Sussex.

Abingdon,
good running order, tyres, fast,

2, Wynberg Cottages, Rother-
[6772

ABINGDON King Dick Combination, 2-speed and
clutch, handle start, perfect condition ; £ 30.

—

Robini, 1, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W. [7079

Ace.
C.E. 1922 8-10h.p„ standard machine with M.P.
cantilever sidecar; £149; cash or terms; ex-

changes.—W. E. Line, late Coppen Allan, 89 Gt.
Portland St. Langham 1601. [5818

A-'

A.J.S.

A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination in
St., Bury.

stock.—Pilling, Rock
[6242

Gourlay,
[3646

; £85.—
[6722

\ .J.S. Motor Cycles.—Good delivery from
-A- Fallowfield, Manchester.

A.J.S. 2%h.p., Model B, touring, in stocl

Taylor's Garage, Wednesbury.

£20.—2%h.p. A.J.S., single speed, splendid running
order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [6485

1 Q 21 A.J.S., Lucaa dynamo lighting, spare wheel,
-LtF perfect; £135.-17, St. Charles Sq., W.10.

[62?

A.J.S. 1915 Dynamo Lighting Combination; £75;
lightweight part.—187, Elm Rd., New Maiden.

[7066

A.J.S. 1922 2%h.p. Sports and 7h.p. Combinations
in stock.—Clifford Motorics, Eastwood, Notts.

[8826

A.J.S.—Delivered anywhere, carriage paid.—Merrick's
Stores, Sisterhills Rd., Bradford. 'Phone: 2439.

[1207
"j Q21 new 7h._p. A.J.S. Combination, with tpare

wheel; £165

electric lighting,

Carnforth Motor Co., Camforth.
[6949

wheel, good-| O20 A.J.S., electric lighting, spare
J.*/ order; £107/10.—Welford's Motors, Brighton.

DAN
bination, £175

19 1

[6794
GUY, Weymouth.—1922 7h.p. A.J.S. Com-

in stock. Dorset trado supplier)

[0817
5 2%h.p. A.J.S., 2-speed C.K.S., good through-

out; offers.—Shaw, Regent St., Wellington,
[7189

Combination, perfect order, cheap.
— Byrom, 16, Great John St., Lan-

[6935

(Sept.) Combination, excellent order,

£100—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Ex-
Rd., S.W.7. [7196

models from stock. Official Agents,
payments.-Bambers, 2, Eastbank St..

Phone : 607. [6288

1915, 3-speed, good mechanical con-

iqis a.j.s
£87/10.

1919A .J.S:
-£*- any trial

A.J.S.-A11
deferred

A.J.S. 2'ih.p. 1915, 3-speed, good
dition, comparatively small mileage, accessories

spares; £45.—Beveridge, Pitreavie, Dunfermline,
[6117

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (PI
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

LONGMAN Bros., Bond St., Ealing, District
Agents, all models, Bl model in stock; cash, ex-

change, or deferred payments. [8958

A.J.S. 1920 Combination, dynamo lighting, spare
wheel, speedometer, licence paid; £125.—Ratcliffe

Bros.," 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [7046'

FOR A.J.S. 1922 models. 2%h.p soio, or 7h.p. com
binations, get in touch with the N. London agents.

—Jones Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill. [0785

"I Q22 A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination in stock for imme-
-L*/ diate delivery; £175; cash or easy payments.—
Piemier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [7242

A .J.S. 1922 2%h.p. ; place your order now; cash or
J-* terms; exchanges.—W. E. Line, late Coppen
Allan, 89, Gt. Portland St. Langham 1601. [5817

A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination, latest 1922 model; imme-
diate delivery.—Elce, Ltda 15-^6, Bishopsgate

Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.
£0065a

-J
Q22 A.J.S..—All models. Immediate delivery 2%h.p.

-*-*/ Model Bl. Catalogues with pleasure.—Sam. E.
Clapham (Motors)*- 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich,
S.E.10. [5892

A.J.S. 1922 7h.p., with Plus One body on A.J.S.
chassis; £186; cash or terms; exchanges.—W. E.

Line, late Coppec Allan, 89, Gt. Portland St. Lang-
ham 1601. [5816

1Q16 A.J.S. Coachbuilt Combination, recently over-
J- 17 hauled, owner buying car; £60. View before 6.—Hoargraves Garage, Marylands Rd., Harrow Rd.,
Paddington. [6463

A.J.S. Combination, M.M., new 1920, mileage 3,000,
2-seater sidecar, tax and insurance paid, hood,

screen, spares; £100.—265, High Rd., Kilburn.
Hampstead 3011. [6661

A.J.S. Combination, 1915, stored 3 years, new tyres,
hood, etc., everything guaranteed perfect order;

£85; or exchange for Rover 8h.p.—30* Archibald Rd..
Tufnell Park, N.7. [4738

"I Q22 A.J.S. Sports Model, Lucas lamps, Klaxon
-1%/ horn, tax paid ' till 1923, mileage under 200;
only £80; owner buying combination.—French, 1,

Bedford St.. Oxford. [5988

A.J.S. 1920 Combination, perfect order, owner
driven, complete, spare wheel, horn, speedometer,

usual tools, tax paid ; price £ 1 15.—Pye, Warwick
House, Moreton-in-Marsh. [6583

A.J.S. 1919-1920, 6h.p. Combination, Magdyno,
speedometer, screen, spring saddle pillar, excel-

lent order, gold medal winner; £115.—Powell, Hol-
beton Vicarage, Plymouth. [6604

"I Q20 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, Lucas dynamo
J-*/ lighting, speedometer, spare wheel with cover,
two windscreens, excellent condition, spares; £130.—
435, City Rd., Birmingham. [6439

A .J.S. 1922 7h.p. Combination; £175. Secure de-
livery for Easter by plaoing your order now.

Cashl Exchanges! Easy payments 1—P. J. Evans,
John Bright St., Birmingham. [6297

A.J.S. 1915 6h.p, Combination, interchangeable
wheels, lamps, speedometer, glorious outfit, good

as new, mileage 8,000; £85; after 7.—Wilkin, 13.
Belmont Rd., Wallington, Surrey. [7115

LATE 1920 A.J..S. Combination, hood, screen,
speedometer, electric lighting, Cowey horn, con-

dition as new;- 130 gns.—91, Abingdon Rd., W.8.
Appointment. 'Phone : Western 4685. [6649

A.J.S. 1920 6h.p., with double-seater sidecar, all

accessories, tax paid, new condition; £150; ex-

changes.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [7027

"I Q 20 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, electric lighting,
-L*/" scTeen, hood, spare wheel, speedometer, Tan-
Sad, etc., inspection by appointment; £130.—Gold-
stone, 123, Brownlow Rd., New Southgate, N.ll. [6221

A.J.S. 1914 6h.p. Combination, hood, screen,

speedometer, spring seat pillar, Terry's links,

all in excellent condition; £75.—Barton, 32. Hex-
ham Rd., Lancaster Rd., West Norwood, S.E.27.

. [6327
"1 Q21 (latel A.J.S. Combination, 7h.p., electrically
J-t/ equipped, spare wheel, hood, screen, speerl

meter, tax paid, superb condition; £145.—Hillier

(side bell), 9, Wallingford Av,, North Kensington.
[6642

A.J.S. Combination 6h.p. 1919, recently overhauled,

good tyres, spare wheel. Triplex windscreen D.A
lighting set, hood and speedometer, excellent condi-

tion; £140.—Apply, Baker, Bell Farm, Walton-on-
Thames. [6115

1 Q21 7h.p. A.J.S. Combination, perfect every way,
A.*J spare wheel, speedometer, windscreen, side-

screen, hood and cover, F.R.S. Combination lighting

set, mileage 2,800; £150.—Readett, Hand .Lane,

Leigh, Lanes. [6479

6h.p. Twin A.J.S. Combination, 3-speed and kick
starter, late 1920 model, fitted with hood, wind-

screen, luggage carrier, spare wheel and other neces-

sary extras, guaranteed perfect condition, slightly

used only; offer invited.—Bridges, Ltd., Cirencester.
[5326

Pay as you ride
We give discounts

ENFIELD 8 h.p. Comb. S140 cash or £36 8

down and 12 payments of £9 2 0. All models

DOUGLAS 22 h.p. "All on." £75 cash or

£19 10 down and 12 monthly payments of

£4 17 6. All models immediate delivery.

CALTHORPE 2i h.p. £33 cash or £9 7 3 down
and 12 payments of £2 6 10.

DISCOUNTS ALLOWED it account be paid in 2,

4 or 6 months.
Selection from our shop-soiled and scconlhand stock.

1922 CONNAUGHT 2-spd., clutch, k-str., a

real bargain. £52 1

1922 CONNAUGHT s-spd., ridden 50 miles £42 10

1921 CONNAUGHT 2-spd., shop soiled £49 10

1921 ARIEL 6-7 h.p. comb, standard,

quite new £137
1920 P. & M. 3J h.p., quite new £100

1920 JAMES 4i h.p. standard ccmb., quite

new £120

1922 COVENTRY PREMIER, only ridden

100 miles £220
1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON special HP.

s-c, sports model, discs, spdr.

F.R.S. elec £130 & £135 C

1920 MATCHLESS, dynamo lighting £130
1920 MATCHLESS plain mod., single-str. £115 C

r92o MORGAN Family model, and access. £150 C

I9r8 DOUGLAS 4 h.p. comb., 2 lps., hom £69 1C

1920 ENFIELD standard comb., gas lamps £100 <i

1920 ENFIELD standard ccmb., gas lamps £95 C

1921 ENFIELD standard comb., gas lamps £115
1920 RUDGE 7-9 h.p. and Canoelet Sptg.

sidecar £85 C

1915 LEVIS "allon" £24 10

1915 FORD VAN, special large body, as

new £65
1916 DOUGLAS W.D £45 C

I9 i6 JJOUGLAS W.D., disc wheels £35
1921 OMEGA 2} Villiers, 2-spd., clutch,

k-str £42 10

1920 SUN VITESSE 2-spd., clutch, k-str. £32 10

ESTABLISHED 1906.

W ALTHAIHSTOW. LONDON, N.E. 151, High St.
'Phone—Walthainstow 169 {2 lines).

WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N. 50, High Road.
'Phone—Hornsey 1956.

BOSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W. (Opp. Gt. Portland
Street, Station). 'Phone—Museum 497SH.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
A.J.S.

A.J.S. 1922 7h.p. Standard Combinatinn; cas
-"-*• terms; exchanges.—W. E. Line, late Co
Allan, 89, Gt. Portland St. Langham 1601.

A .J.S. 1920 Combination, extra interchang
-*-*- wheel, hood, screen, Klaxon, speedometer c
horn, 2 new spare tyres 700x80, new spare cha
lamps, acetylene cylinder, tools, splendid rm
order; 125 gns., no offers; buying car.—23 Bion
Court, Maida Vale.

A .J.S. Combination, November, 1920, except
•£»- condition and appearance, Lucas dynamo
electric horn, Binks, Tan-Sad, hood, screen, detac
wheels; £165, or part exchange for brand new X
Cowley or Jowett car.—Advertiser, Culroer, Sha
Teignmouth, Devon.

Spare Parts:

A.J.S. Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kayt, 8
St.. Ealine. ' ' i

!
'

LONGMAN BROS., 17, Bond St., Ealing.—
agents A.J.S. spares.

A.J.S. Spares; prompt delivery.—Cyril Will
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. T.A.: I

A.J.S., 1910, 1911, 1912.—Authorised manulac \

of spares for early models.—Harry C. Be
Penn Rd., Wolverhampton.

Alldays.
1 Ql5 Allon 2%h.p., splendid running order; £ .

J-t/ Ockenden, 13, Westmoorland Rd., Barnes, j

"IQ17 Allon, 2-speed, discs; real bargain, i
;

J-t/ sale, £30 secures.—Fiske, Hopton, Thetfo

KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole Di i

Agent for Allons; unequalled service, re
etc.

K GNS.—Alldays" Alloa, 2-speed, K.S., c] iOv equipped, 1920-21, taKed.—Claremcnt Gs
Blackpool.

1 (121 Allon, 2-speed, clutch, kick starter, W
J-«7 jet, legshields, lamps, etc., perfect condi
£47/10.—Railton, 47, South King St., Manch
City 2417.

| :

ALLDAYS' Allon, new condition, perfect rm
(

order, Harley-Davidson Tan-Sad ; £37 / It i

near offer ; any time after 2 o'clock, Saturt -

H. C. Martin, 39, Ossington St., Bayswater, W

American X,

AMERICAN" X 7-9h.p., 3-speed, hand and
clutch, Combination, fully equipped: £55.- I

lier, Side Bell, 9, Wallingford Av., North Kensin i

1 Q21 American X 7-9h.p. Twin, 3 speeds, nev I

A«7 slightly shop-soiled, at a very low price to c
;

an opportunity for the bargain hunter.— 14. Gt. I

borough St.. W.l. . I
<

AMERICAN X, late 1921, blue finish, ;V
3-speed, magdyno, luxurious semi-sporting j

car, finished aluminium, windscreen, voltmeter, i

board lamp, watch, switchboard, 2 electric horns, I

over £200, mileage 3,000 ; sacrihee, 98 gns.- J

South Lambeth Rd., Stockwell.

-| Q21 American X 7-9h.p., 3-speed, at enonn ]

J-tJ reduced price; only slightly shop-soiled; 1

ford coachbuilt sidecar in stock to suit; if you re I

a powerful high grade combination at little i

second-hand price write for our special clearance 6

—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

Antoine.

ANTOINE 3V2h.p. TT.Ht, Senspray; sacrifice, J I

Confectioner, 179, York Rd., Islington, N.

Ariel.

ARIEL 3y2h.p. Combination 1920; bargain, £
j

81, Backett Rd., Doncaster,

I Q22 3V;.h.p. Sports Ariel, just delivered, imnn <

It/ delivery; £87/10.—Dan Guy, Weymouth. 3

F.O.C.H. have 1920 3y3h.p. Ariel Combination, ]

equipped; bargain.—5, Heath St., Hamp 1

(Near Tube.)

BRAND new 1922 unused 3V2h.p. Ariel,. S-- I

K.S., etc.; deliberate sacrifice, 75 gns.—Rams i
t

May Bell Avenue, Blackpool.

ARIEL.—All models, ca-sb or gradual payff;!

Spares supplied from stock.—West Central A|i *

Wincycle Co.. Ltd., 236. High Holborn, W.C.I.

1 Q15 Ariel Motor Cycle and Sidecar, 3-speed

it/ tershaft, kick start, good condition; I

£45 —A G. Ellingham, Swan Hotel, Newport

nell.'

1 014 Ariel S^h.p., 2-speed, S.C., coachbuilt, e

J.*/ and condition of machine excellent, a!
Jj

seldom used, trial appointment; £45, nearest- Q

54, Nichols Sq., E.2.

3_lh.p. Ariel Combination, 1916, perfect com a

2 engine recently overhauled by makers, !
?«

horn tools, and numerous spares, any trial; *

bargain, 65 gns.—Wray, King's Bridge, Canterb

C22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Chater-Lea.

[TAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Chater-
V Lea and sidecar, <jh.p. 1918, J.A.P. engine,
5. [6998

<HATER-LEA 1914 8h.p. Combination, nearly
new coach body; £70 or near offer.—859, Old

>nfc lid., London. [5976

\LAIEDIATE delivery all models 1922 Chater-Lea
motor cycles, stamp for catalogue.—H. Beardwood,

7, Burlington St., Liverpool. [0814

<HATER-LEA Sh.p. Combination, chain drive,
3-speeds, fully equipped, tax paid; £65,

rest offer.—20, Walpole Rd., New Cross. [6333

IHATER-LEA Combination, 5-6h.p., 2-speed, E.L.,
' all on, very fast, good tyres, also spaie parts;
3 or offer.—12, Barbot St., Lower Edmonton, N.9.

[7166
(HATER-LEA Combination Sh.p. J.A.P. , 3-speed,
' clutch, splendid condition, tase any load; £68;
ice lower power part.—57, Kenbury St., Camber-
,11, London. [6860

tHATER-LEA 8h.p„ 3-speed. handle start, black
I' tank, bulbous back, underslung C.B. sidecar with
jild's detachable seat, also Tan-Sad, all in fine

edition; £67/10; after 7.-4, Gosberton Rd., Bai-
rn, S'W. [5923

921 8h.p. Chater-Lea Combination, new and un-
registered, used for few demonstrations only;

mplete with 4 detachable wheels, spring seat pillar,
i d sidecar screen; £35 below list price; £135.—

iuth
Eastern Garage, Heme Hill, S.E.24. [6285

Chater=Lea=Jap.
, h.p. Chater Lea-Jap late model frame, Triumph
1 tank, fitted with brand-new Burman 2-speed
ar with clutch and kick starter, new Dunlop back,
jisch magneto; £25.—Walbro Motorcycle Co., Saf-
on Walden. 'Phone: 45. T7212

Chater=Villiers.
1HATER-VILLIERS 2-stroke, engine nearly new;
y £16.-8, Ray St., Farringdon Rd. [7152

Clyrio.

-Carnforth Motor
[5948

London.—Clyno
[7002

1LYNO Combination, 3-speed, K.S., overhauled, re-
enamelled, as new ; £60, or exchange.—Below.

i{V17 2V2h.p. 2-stroke Clyno; £15.-
*J Co., Carnforth.

XTAUCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane,
V 2Vi'h.p. 1919; £37/10.

|i LLON 234h.p., 2-speed,
'* monstration, as new;

921 8h.p.
wheels,

1921, used only for de-
£40, or exchange.—85,

bvelstoke Rd., Wimbledon Park, S.W.18. [7111

nLYNO 8h.p. Combination 1918, excellent condi-
iJ tion; bargain, £85.—Bunting's Exchange, Weald-
^e.

, [7060

Clyno Combination, complete, spare
shop-soiled; £135.—Taylor's Garage,

ednesbury. [6720

;[Q GNS.—1916 Clyno 6h.p. 3-speed Combination,
p tf all chain drive, splendid order.—134, Barlsbrook
Id., Redhill. • [6519

Q21 Clyno 2^h.p., 2-speed, clutch, reliable, small
J** mileage, equipped for touring; £38/10.-84,
"eston Park, Crouch End, N.8. [5939

'^ILYNO 1920, 2 speeds, 2-stroke, lamps, horn, etc.;

Y £37/10.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue,
iimomile St., E.C.3 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0075

^LYNO-J.A.P., 8h.p., 1918-19 model, handsome 2-

Y seater sidecar, finished black and gold, suit
[mily man; £75.—Snow, Laurel St., Dalston, E.8.

T7141
iLYNO Combination, late 1918, spare wheels.
J lamps, etc., excellent condition; £85; or exchange
-r light van, machinery, etc.—Urquhart, 371, Earls-
eld Rd., London, S.W. [6106

^ILYNO (May, 1920) 2">ih.p., 2-=peed, clutch, tools,

Y lamps, condition as new, mileage 1,000; £40, or
Barest offer; seen a<nv time.—C. Dunham, 65 Vic-
j'ria St., St. Albans, Herts. [5994

pLYNO Combination, 1917, Binks, Easting. Cowey,J spare wheel, good tyres, Lucas horn, spares, ex-
:
ert mechanical examination invited; £70; tax paid
"322.—Lawson, 19, Hindmans Rd., East Dulwich
-E.22*. [5921
VTISS DOOLEY. — 5-6h.p. 1916-17 3-speed K.S.
}"-*- Clynos, in perfect mechanical order and renovated
1 ke new, complete with tradesman's carrier ; price
>55 each.—Please apply to Miss E. Dooley, 33, Killvon
.'d., Clapham, S.W. 8. [6948-

^LYNO.—5-6h.p. 1916-17 models, rebuilt, replated,W enamelled black, 3 speeds, kick start, foot clutch,
hterchangeable wheels, chain drive, aluminium cases,
[.decars coach painted, in excellent condition, lamps
pmplete, machines as new; solo, £57; combinations,
:63.—Hearn Bros., 94, Brixton Hill, S.W .2. 'Phone,
(rixton 2888. [6282

:
Swnrri Parts

:

MOTOR
CLES

£60
£48
£63
£69

£27 6s.

£39 18s.

£60 18s.

... £65

... £105

... £115

PLYNO Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
St.. Ealing. 13610

ON EASY TERMS
All the following machines are available
from stock and may be obtained on
Harrods Convenient System of Easy
Payments. Details and latest lists free

NEW SOLO MACHINES
2} h.p. ALLDAYS-ALLON £60
i\ h.p. B.S.A., Belt Drive £10?
2 f h.p. DOUGLAS, Twospeed ... £75
2J h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-sp., clutch . £90
2} h.p. ENFIELD, Two-speed model
2J h.p. LEVIS, Popular model
2} h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 3-speed

2 J h.p.-NEW IMPERIAL, Clutch, etc

1| h.p. McKENZIE. Lightweight
2i h.p. O.K. JUNIOR ...

2i h.p. OK., 2 sp., clutch, etc.

2| h.p. TRIUMPH, Two-speed
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Belt Drive
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Chain Drive

NEW COMBINATIONS
4J h.p. B.S.A., Belt Drive, No. 3 s/e £139
i{ h.p. B.S.A., Chain Drive, No. 3 s/c £142
8 h.p. ENFIELD £140
8 h.p. MATCHLESS £170
6 h.p. HAZLEWOOD £118
8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL ... ... £145
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Chain Drive ... £155
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Belt Drive ... £145
4 h.p. DOUGLAS ... £135
6 h.p. DOUGLAS ... £165
4ih.p. HUMBER £144
3£ h.p. INVICTA and Sidecar ... £110

SHOP-SOILED MODELS
AT SPECIAL PRICES
2Jh.p. COULSON, Spring

Frame, 3-speed ... jp [ Q
44 h.p. HUMBER, Flat ninn

Twin, 3 sp., clutch & k.s. eb lUU
2-| h.p.WOOLER, Flat Twin,

Brook lands Sports nnn
model, fully equipped... (SjOvJ

SECOND-HAND
1921 ENFIELD Combina-

tion, mag. dyno. light-

ing, speedometer, etc

(cost £190)... ... «£,
z\ h.p. LEVIS, Popular

Model
5/6 h.p. HAZLEWOOD,

Combination, Speedo-
meter. Thoroughly
overhauled

2\ h.p CLYNO, 1920,
Two-speed and clutch,

lamps, etc. Tax paid
1922

£13710

£90

£3710
HARRODS MOTOR SALES DEPT
116-118 Brompton Road London SW1

[Opposite the Main Building).

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor-Cvcles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Connaught.

WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2?'ih.p
Connaught, 2 speeds, 1921, £45.

CONNAUGHT Single-speed 2%h.p.; £22.-
Villa, -

[699'-

, New
Pottery Rd., Brentford, Middlesex. [6076

I CJ16 Connaught, 2-speed. 2-stroke, new tyres, new'
-i-«-* magneto, guaranteed perfect; £30 or offer.—
Rees, Semley Bectory, Shaftesbury. [3655
X»18-—Connaught- 2%h.p., splendid condition
cV throughout, lamps, horn, tools, tax paid ; ofiers.—Miller, Victoria House, Potterne, Wilts. [6376
1 22 Connaught, the super 2-stroke, lor sidecar orA*/ solo; cash or easy terms; inquiries invited.—
Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Green-
wich, S.E.10. [3259
CONNAUGHTS, 1922.—2-stroke, £45; 2-speed

model, £54; 2-speed, clutch and kick starter,
£57/10; 3-speed 3'/;h.p. combination, £95; cash or

' exchanges.—W. E. Line, late Coppen Allan,
89, Gt. Portland St. Langham 1601.

Coulson.
COTJLSON-BLACKBTJRNE 2%h.p'.', 2-speed,

horn, tax paid; £50.-35, C'ourthill Rd.,
ham.

[5820

&'

lamps,
Lewis-
[6836

-J
Q21 Coulson 3i£h.p. o.h.v. Twin J.A.P., last year's

-*-*J 200 miles race winner; £85.—Goad, 122, Maida
Vale. 'Phone. Hampstead 1353. [6877

COULSON-BLACKBURNE, Patent 1922, 2-4h.p.,
3-speed. clutch, kick start, spring frame, tax paid

December 1922, mileage 800; 63 gns.— 132, Park
Av„ Barking. [7231

"J
Q21 Coulson-Blackburne 4h.p., 3-speed, electric

-*-*J light, small mileage, Just overhauled, excellent
condition, stored during winter; £70.—Hood, 24,
Shepherds Bush Green. [6419

COULSON 1922 models.—Deliveries now commenced.
Write for catalogues giving price and all latest

improvements.—London Motors. 61, Holborn Viaduct
E.C.I Telephone: City 4230. [7096

MEW Coulson, 2%h.p., spring frame, Blackburne
-L™ engine, 3-speed clutch and kick starter; (reduced
from £117/12). £75; easy payments.—Harrods Motor
Cycle Dept., 118. Brompton Rd., London. [6360

COULSON 1922 models.-2i/.h.p., £67/10. 2-
lhp

£78; 2->ih.p., o.h.v. (T.T. model), £95; 4^h.p.,
£95. Cash or deferred terms. Old machines taken in
part payment.—London Motors. 61, Holborn Viaduct
E.C.I. Telephone: City 4230. [7097
COULSON 1921 models.-Shop-soiled machines at

greatly reduced prices. Three only left; £65.
£75, £85 each. Cash, deferred terms, or old machine
taken in part payment.—London Motors, 61, Holborn
Viaduct, E.C. Telephone : City 4230. [7098

_* 45.—1920 Cbulson-BIackburne 2^h.p., 2-speed.
semi-T.T. bars, Brampton bitlex forks, spring

frame, lamps, etc., smart sporting machines; ex-
changes.—W.J.C. Motor Exchange, 5, Addispn Av.,
Holland Park, W.ll. Park 2071. [7081

Coventry Eagle.

1 Q18 4h.p. Coventry Eagle Combination, 3-speed
-L«7 countershaft, splendid condition, fully equipped;
£55; exchange entertained.—37, Arlington Rd., Sur-
biton. 'Phone. Kingston 1274. [6730
23 h.p. 1920 J.A.P.-engined Coventry Eagle, Stur-
4 mey-Archer countershaft, clutch, kick starter.

thoroughly done up, brand new tyres, lamps, 150
m.p.g.; £48.—Coxon, Huntingdon. [6094

Coventry Regent.
COVENTRY-REGENT 1921 5-7h.p., flat twin.

Sturmey countershaft, luxurious coachbuilt side-
car, perfect order; cost £190; sacrifice, 68 gns.;
would exchange.— 37, Elmbank Gardens, Barnes.

[6631
Coventry Victor.

COVENTRY VICTOR.—The perfect flat twin engine
Before deciding on your new mount, get our list

for 1922, showing Coventry Victor motor cycles fitted

with this famous 5-7h.p. engine. Also our special offer

of demonstration machine. The last word in motor
evele design and construction. — The Coventry Victor
Motor Co., Ltd.. Coventry. f0520

Diamond
£26/10.—2?4h.p. Diamond, Villiers engine, beautiful

condition, taxed.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.
[6487

DIAMOND-J.A.P. 1920-21 2";ih.p. J
2-speed, clutch,

equipped; 39 gns.—37, Elmbank Gardens, Barnes
[6632

KICKHAM, Stokes Croft. Bristol, Sole District
Agent for Diamonds; unequalled service, repairs,

etc. T3146

-| Q21 2^4h.p. Diamond-Jap, 2-speed Enfield gear,
J- *y all lamp sets and horn ; used few times and
is as new; £40.—Walbro Motorcvcle Co., Saffron
Walden. 'Phone: 45. [7209

1921) 2%h.p., 2 speeds,
clutch, kick start, belt

guard, lamps, toolr,, complete, splendid condition,

licensed 1922; £53.—Home, 166, Chancery Lane, St.

Helens, Lancashire. [6127

DIAMOND-J.A.P. (May,
S.A. countershaft gear,

BIy
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

Oikh.p. Douglas, single speed, new magneto; £2\ —
f*4, Hankin, Alresford, Hants. [6756

T\OUGLAS 2%h.p., perfect condition 1918; £36.—
[6025102, Trafalgar Rd., Peckham

DOUGLASES, 2)4h.p., a few left, as new; £38/10
417a, Brighton Rd., Croydon.'

"TTVO.C.H. have a 2%h.p. Douglas, excellent.£ St., Hampstead. (Near Tube.)

"TJOUGLAS -2?,li!p. 1913, perfect .running order;

[5043

5, Heath
[4928

£21.-17, Heaton Rd., 3'Htcham. [6560

1 Q16_ 2";ih.p. 2-speed Douglas, perfect; £30.-24
Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [6503

f> Q GNS.—2%h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, first cash secures.
£1 O —Claremont Garage, Blackpool. [61.44

KQ GNS.—1921 Douglas, 3-speed, spotless condition.
is *s —Claremont Garage, Blackpool. [6149

ALL Douglases.—A trial order only is requested.

-

Gibb. Gloucester. Phone: 852. [8121

"I Q18 4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, clutch, K.S. ; £47.—
i-tf 56, Park Lane, Kidderminster. [6699

uaranteed condition

;

Wood Green. [6681

the Great
[3647

beauti-

ful condition; £70.-17, St. Charles" So.. W.10.
[6236

1Q16 23/ih.p., 2-speed, all on,A" £33.-23, Barratt Av„ W
DOUGLAS, Douglas, Douglas—Gourlay,

Douglas Agent, Fallowheld, Manchester.

~E Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, equipped

1Q16 Douglas 2%h.p. (new 192G), excellent con-
« dition, all on; £40.—5, .Elmfield Av., Hornsey.

TTkOUGLAS, late 1916,

19 1

tyres.—2.3,

[6656
excellent condition, new

Milton Grove, Upper Holloway, N.
[6349

>14 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, clutch, taxed, per-

fect; -£35.—Collins, 69, Argyle Rd., Ealing.N
.[6599

DOUGLAS 1921 2%h.p. fullv equipped, licence paid;

£65.—Ratclifie Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.
[7043

1 Cfc20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, perfect, full equip-
J-9J ment; £75.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensing-
ton. [6507

DOUGLAS 2%h.p 1917. 2-speed, discs, perfect

order; £30.—Parker, Bost-u Manor Stn., Brent-
ford. [6095

tax
Overton,

[6743

£12

DOUGLAS 2 7;:,h.p. 1915, 2-speed, lamps, horn
paid, good condition; £25— Gifi'ord

;

DOUGLAS a^'ih-P., wants tuning up
nearest. — Horrell, 2, The Green, High St

Ealing.

DOUGLAS 2?.ih.p.,
overhauled; £42.

[6570

1918, all on, tax paid, recently
—89,- Richmond Rd., Kingston,

Surrey. ' [6538

DOUGLAS Combination 4h.p. 1918, splendid con-

dition; £65.—Wi-son. 2, Park Rd., Dulwich,
S.E.21. [6079

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-speed, perfect condition, ride

away; £30.-76, Latchmere Rd., Battersea,

S.W.ll. [6781

"I OH Douglas 2%h.p., overhauled, lamp, horn, tax
-*-*/ paid; £23; after 2 p.m.—12, Rodwell Rd., E.
Dulwich. [5919

Spratthall Rd
[6433

DOUGLAS Combination, electric lighting. Watford
speedometer; £100.—Escott, 39 '

Wanstead.

1 ft 1 ** Douglas Combination, lamps, licensed for yea

Brighton

DOUGLAS 2%h.-p., 1920, 3-speed, K.S
on, excellent condition £60.-

[6795

clutch, all

21, West Hall,
[7165"

2%h.p., mechanically perfect,
35, Clifford St., Oxford Rd.,

.[6557

good condition, fully

1 5 Upper Hagley R-d.

,

[6531

Douglas, Colonial Model ; £25.

—

Ltd., 350, Lower Addiscombe
[6885

DOUGLAS.—35 gns„ 1915 Douglas,. 3-speed, acces-

sories, bargain; exchanges.—Kent's, 417, Lord

£25, — Douglas
equipped, licensed

Manchester.

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-speed
equipped; £31.—Cope,

Birmingham.

I ft 13 23/i.h.p. Doi
J- «-' Kinsey and Co
Rd., Croydon.

St., Southport. [6706

O-SPEED 2-"/ih.p. Douglas, colonial model, equipppO good condition; 58 gns. — 30, St. George's Rd..
Gt. Yarmouth. [6526

02S.—2%h.p. 2-speed Douglas, genuine good condi-
ctb' tion, spares, etc.; alter 6 p.m. -59, Sumatra Rd.
W. Hampstead. [6215

Q-SPEED 2%h.p. Douglas, lully equipped, Colonial
model, good condition; 33 gns —42, Ruckledge

Av., Harlesden. [6110

1 Q21 2%h.p. Douglas, fully equipped, excellent
J~*s condition; £54.—Patterson, 12, The Quadrant.
Wiuchmore Hill. [60G3

HERE IT

THE FOLLOWING ARE
FOR IMMEDIATE DE
LIVERY FROM STOCK.

EXCEPTIONAL BARGAINS
1921 2} h.p. ROYAL RUBY, 2-spood . £50
rg.21 2i h.p. FEDERAL, 2-speed £40
ro2r 2-j h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed . £55

iQ2r 8 h.p. EWFIEtD Coirtb , £135
IQ'I Ai h.p. NUMBER Comb.. £127
rn.20 4 h.p. KARLEY-DAVIDSON

Comb £110
"1920 2i h.p. METRO-TYLER, 2-speed £50
loao' 2J- h.p. LEVIS £29

1919 '5- h.p. ROVER Comb
,

£80
roig 8" h.p. SUNBEAM Comb £112
1916 4i h.p. B.S.A. Comb £65
r9T5-r6 7-0 h.p. H ARLE Y-DA V1DSON

Comb £75

1015 2? h.p. DOUGLAS £17

191+ 2
:

; h.p. A.J.S., 2-speed, k.s. . .

.

£40
1013-1.1 3'.- h.p. TRIUMPH Comb £45

' 2! h.p. CONNAUGKT £17

3} h.p. BRADBURY, 2-speed,
-li.s £25

WANTED your present machine

in part exchange.

HIGHEST MARKET VALUE
ALLOWED.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS
COMBINATIONS.

r9 ;2 7 h.p. A.J.S. £175
ro22 8 h.p. ENFIELD £140
1922 8 h.p. ENFIELD dvn.imo £15S
IQ22 4 h.p. DOUGLAS all on £135
1022 8 h.p. MATCHLESS £170
1022 >,i h.p. ARIEL £125
1022 6 h.p. B.S.A £164
1922 4; h.p.B.S.A £142

SOLO.
1022 2; h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed £55
1922 z} h.p. DOUGLAS all on £75
1922 2} h.p. DOUGLAS all on, k.s £90
1922 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Sports £130
T922 3! h.p. ARIEL £95
rg22 4! h.p. B.S.A., chain drive £110
r9 22 3!-h.p. NORTON r6H 8115
r922 2? h.p. RALEIGH £60

ANY MAKE SUPPLIED.

CALL AND INSPECT.

t BAMBER & CO.,
LIMITED,

2, EASTBANK STREET,

SOUTHPORT.
'Phone 607.

must sell

Lye, Stourbridge.

1Q11 2%h.-p. Douglas, -lamps
J-.v on rear, in good ivnnin

i_uS All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end- of each adv
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

"I G)18 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, good oonditX t? must sell: bargain. £55.—Jeavons, Dra]

[7

"I Q15 Douglas 27}ih.p., lamps, tax oaid, good i

*-*S dition; £33.—Goad, 122, Maida" Vale. Th<
Hampstead 1353. [e

DOUGLAS 1916, 2^h.p., 2-speed, fully equip]
perfect condition; £32.—30, Belsize Park C

dens, Hampstead. [5

DOUGLAS.—1922 models for immediate deliv.

Cash, exchange, or deferred payments.—Kays,
Bond St., Ealing. [7;

1Q16 2%h.p. Douglas, purchased 1920, new, bu
J-*' head, dependable, tax paid; £40.-53, Bali
Rd., West Ealing. [5

36.—Douglas 2.^h.p., excellent order, rear la

&** horn, little used, tax paid.—3, Ladysmith Avei
Seven Kings, Essex.- [6

"I Q20 2%h.p. 3-speed Douglas and accessories,
JL t' good condition; £60.—Bounds' Garage, 2

High Rd., Kilburn. [6

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p. F 1918, 2-speed, splendid (

dition, all on, tax paid; £45.-2, Aboyne I

L. Tooting, S.W.17. [6

"J
Q 21 2J/4'h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, equipped, licen;

•*" Brooks' saddle, fine condition"; £61.-1
Keighley Rd., Colne. |>

horn, and iiew t

g order; £20.—T. I

[6

DOUGLAS Combination, 1918, with 1920 side
electric lighting; £65.—Reynolds, 15, Staff

Mews, Kilburn, N.W.6. [7

£32.—Douglas 2 54.h.p., 1916, 2-speed, very sm.
fully equipped; seen any time.—Pride, 1

Stockwell Rd., Brixton. [6

DOUGLAS 1916 2%h.p., 2-speed, fully equipp
bargain, £28.—28, Woodford Rd., Forest G;

"Phone: Stratford 2598. . [6

3 3.h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, lamps, horns, tax pi

4 good running order; £35.—Moore, Sunnys
K ingsley, Bordon , Han ts

.

[6<

DOUGLAS.—All models. from stock. Official Age:

deferred payments.—Bambers, 2, Eastbauk
Southport. 'Phone : 607. [6;

DOUGLAS Combination, excellent order; £60,.

change solo. 4h.p., single.—Hollhighurst,
Burnt Ash Rd., Lee, S.E. [6

£33.-1916 23/ih.p. Douglas, 2-speed, lamps, he

long exhausts, licensed 1922, 2 new tyres.—Be
lieu, Avenue Rd., St. Albans. [6<

DOUGLAS Combination 1917 4h.p., 3-speed, elui

kick start, disc, splendid machine ; 50 gns.-
Turnham Green Terrace, Chiswick. [6'

DOUGLAS 2?4h.p., believed 1917, licensed, ac I

sories, footboards, long exhaust; nearest £3E
Parr, 45, Hazelbank Rd., Catford. [6

DOUGLAS 1922.—All models"; cash or terms;
changes.—W. E. Liire, late Coppen Allan,

Gt. Portland St. Langham 1601. [5!

DOUGLAS. 4h.p. 1919, electric lights, Tan-Sad,
insurance, in excellent condition"; £62," offe

Jones, 6, Alexandra Rd., Bedford.

"

[6

TAOUGLAS 1916 2-;.',h.p., lamps, tax paid, date i

--^ condition guaranteed; £35.-204. Ladbi
Grove, W.10. 'Phone: Park 5541. [6.

1Q1Q 2^h.p. W.D. Douglas, long exhaust, li

-H- *J gripsj rear lamp set on ly , no tax ; £30,
offers.— 1, Ombensley Rd., Worcester," [6

TTALIFAX.—Douglas 1922 models; cash or
J-J- change. Note Erooklands performances.—Hali
Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [6:

1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, reconditioned like n
J-«/ and unregistered; £55.—28, Woodford 1

Forest Gate. 'Phone: Stratford 2598. [6
j

DOUGLAS 4h-p. Combination 1918, perfect i
\

ning order, Montgomery sidecar, fully equipr
£68.-64, Framfield Rd., Hanwell, W.7. -j [6

£17.—Douglas 1911 2^4h.p., 2 lamp sets, horn, i<

boards, tax paid, just been re-enamelled.—
Marlborough Rd., Old Kent Rd., S.E.I. [6

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, electric, spefij

meter, screen, tax, nice condition, reason;
~

offer.—13, Radley Rd., Tottenham, N.17. [6

DOUGLAS, late model, 2^h.p„ 2 speed, ft

equipped, tax, good condition, insured S

tember; £40.-145, Leander Rd., Brixton. [6

"I Q16 2"}4h.p. Douglas, W.D., not renovated, i

-L*7 1920. all' accessories, in splendid order; £4
Bedwell Lodge Farm, nr. Hatfield, Herts. [6

BIRKENHEAD, Douglas Agents.—All new ma
in stock, solos and combinations.—Birkenh

Motor Works. 9, Hamilton St., Birkenhead. [2.

DOUGLAS 2&h.p., 3-speed, clutch and K.S., H
tax paid, completely equipped, as mew; £6

Cope, 15, Upper Hagley Rd., Birmingham. [6

ertisement, and the date of the issue

marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Excelsior.

T4 20 Excelsior, 2-stroke, Buraian 2-speed, equipped,
Jj" taxed, 'perfect; £35.—Partlo, Codsall, Staffs.

[6000
(UICK Sale, 3 l,bh.p. Excelsior and sidecar, 3-speed.—

Guard Room, 6 Camp, Perham Down, Ludgershall.
£6202

Federation.
TEDEBATION-J.A.P. 2"

4h.p. 1916, all on, little

J used, splendid condition, 2-speed, footboards, just

u hauled with new parts at', cost of £7/10, 110
11 .g., 50 m.p.h., spares, including new belt, tyres
ej?Hent, tax paid; nearest £34 secures.—Rev. Brown,
1'. Congleton Rd.

T Sandbach, Cheshire. [6167

F.N.

l.N. 4-cylinder, shaft drive, good tyres and tubes,
4 very low frame;; £25, or exchange 2-stroke.

—

Samerfield Lodge, Capel, Surrey. [6175
IN., the wonderful £95 model; one actually^ in
4 stock. 'Phone, Hampstead 2012, wire or call.—
qancey St. Garage, Camden Town, N.W.I. [5063
EXCELLENT mechanical condition, 4-cylLnder F.N.,
J 2 speeds, clutch, new tyres, "tubes, £5 spent on
rjjneto, bearings right; £21/10.—Pickering, Longton.'

[6183
l.N. 21/«h.p., touring Model A, 2-speed, handle-bar
J control clutch, kick start, new ; £55. — Croydon
a District Agents, Pulling 's Garage, London Rd.,
fliydon. "Phone: 1619. [6954

'

**!)" re- Parts

:

"'.N. Spares.—We can supply for all models from
1904 Prompt attention to all inquiries. Stamp

jase—Langford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2.
[6578

Gamage.
AMAGE 1920, Villiers engine, Albion, 2-speed.

lamp, horn, speedometer, licensed ; nearest & 30.

toward, 4, FitzJohn's Avenue, N.W.3. [6693

Harlej -Davidson.
Agent _for Harley-Davidsons;

copper
Common,

from
[0577

exhaust
Surrev.
[6006

electric

Heath
[6304

iHEFFIELD
I. £120.—Stacey. 12, Ecclesall Rd
;75.—Harley, perfect condition,
c l^in., any trial.—Povey, Ham
*ione: 1663 Kingston.

j .O.C.H. have 7-9h.p. Harley Combination,
J model, beautiful condition, bargain.—

5

j, Hampstead (near Tube).

8GNS.—7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, 3-speed, luxurious
C.B. sidecar, tyres as new, real smart lot.

—

^iremont Garage, Blackpool. [6141

('.O.C.H. have 7-9h.p. Harley Combination, electric

: model, beautiful condition; £75, bargain.—5,

;ath St., Hampstead (near Tube). [4931

'0(15 Harley-Davidson, 3-speed, Rennoc sports side-

!*/ car, accessories, good condition, ride 100 miles;
5.—Dickinson, Thome Rd., Doncaster. (P.) [6591

95.—1917 Harley 7-9h.p., 3-speed, accessories, brand
|' new Model De Luxe Millford sidecar; a bargain.
'render Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [7246

[ARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination 1919, 1922 tax
paid, all on, better than new; £125; very smart.

j. Stratford. 203, Junction Rd., London, N. 19. [5235

[ARLEY Combination 1918, magneto, Royal East-
ing windscreen, electric lighting, Disc wheels, leg-

elds, very smart.—Railway Hotel, Egham, Surrey.

L6201

I
ARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., 1915, electric, 2-

seater sidecar, hood, screen, speedometer, leg

'ields, Tan-Sad, evenings; £75.-78, Croydon Rd.,
vnge. [6438

-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, electric model, Mills-

Fulford double sidecar, all splendid condi-
>n, any trial; price £135.—Gibbs, Hollies, Ash Vale,
jiney. [6614

918-19 Harley-Davidson, sporting torpedo sidecar,

re-painted, discs, beautiful condition; 80 gns.;
,enings, week-end.—17, Redfern Rd., Harlesden,
IWllO. [6745

O20 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, electric
' *J model, fully equipped, and absolutelv perfect
•roughout; £130.-239, Goldhawk Rd., Shepherd's
Jsh, W.12. [6515

919 Harley Combination, just overhauled by
makers, electric and D.A. lighting, fullv

luipped; £105.—Morriss, 8, Victoria Rd., Fins-
iry Park, N.4. [6312

: Q20 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p., new Sl'-seater Mill-
\'*} ford tandem sidecar, lamps, speedometer,
jlaxon, tools, excellent condition; £135.—Mason, 45,
ireston Rd., Brighton. [6020

919 Harley, 7-9h.p., and almost new Henderson
Elite sidecar, windscreen, Tan-Sad, all accessories,

imdition perfect, smart outfit, bargain; £110.-19,
ill St., Richmond, Surrey. [7106

920 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, new
2-seater body, speedometer, hood, windscreen,

imps, horn, guaranteed absolutely perfect; £120.—
0, Warley Rd., Blackpool. [6436
"^.OiNG cheaply, first reasonable offer taken.—1919
-* Harley, with Langford 45-guinea sidecar; over-
auled; smart machine, screen, and* accessories; any
rial; must sell.—56, Tollington Park,. N.4 {14
buses). [6602

1 &s&%&z&$£jr&&k

EASTER
OFFER

351= ONLY
MOTOR CYCLE SUIT

GUARANTEED
WATERPROOF

.Fawn doubl
texture
materia],
rubber
interlined,,

cemented
seams and

taped,
wind cuffs,

double-
breasted,

all - round
belt, wind
gusset and

patent spring

clasp fasteners

in overalls

J
THE SUIT

FOR THE
MOTOR
CYCLING

SEASON
JACKET and OVERALLS COMPLETE

35/-
JACKETonly - - 25/-
OVERALLS only - 1-5/- per pair
SEATLESS TROUSERS 18/- per pair

JACKET with ALL FITTINGS AS
ABOVE, COMPLETE WITH - ^

,

SEATLESS TROUSERS - - Hedt\-

Send jor our free pattern

Bunch of Cloths.
NO T E

TTiese Suits are made in

our own factory, and
are newlymanufactured.
Hundreds are being sold

every week to satisfied

riders through the
medium of The Motor

t

Cycle.
Ifyou cannot call,send money with

breast measurement and

MONEY
REFUNDED
IN FULL
IF NOT

SATISFIED.

Actual Manufacturers

:

Martin Waterproof Co. t

208,Oldham Rd.,New Cross, Manchester

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley 'Davidson.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., electric, Watsonian,
windscreen hood, pillion seat, rear chain en-

closed, rev. counter, tools, spares; £70, or near offer.—1, George St., Huntingdon. [6555
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Special , machine, dynamo

lighting, painted red and gold lines, with cupper
fittings, smartest machine on road; 90 gns.—43, Turn-
ham Ureen Terrace, Chiswick. [6967

1{j^ Hariey-Uavidsun; buck now lor early delivery,
JL*/ all models; also a lew 1921 at special prices;
catalogue with pleasure.—Sam. E. Clapharo (Motors;,
27. Stockwell St.. Greenwich, S.E.10 [5986

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., plated tank and
controls, electric light set, 9in. head lamp, new

oversize back tyre, spares, clubman's mount; £105.

—

" Roydene," The Drive, Sidcup, Kent. [6222

AUGUST, 1920, Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. electric
combination, luxuriously equipped, new tyies,

Tan-Sad, discs, hood, screen fully insured; £125.

—

4, North Side, Wandsworth Common, S.W.18. [6882

BARKER'S Motors can supply all Harley-Davidson
models at list prices and give an insurance policy

against mechanical breakdown ior 12 months free.

ash deferred, or exchanges.—194, Balham High Rd.,

S.W.12. [7089
. uinGMAN Bros., Bond St., Ealing, Official harley
-«-^ District Agents; cash, exchange, or deferred pay-
ments. Buy from the racing specialists, and have the
advantage of their experience. Repairs ancT tuning a
speciality. [4486

TWO 1920 Harley-Davidsons; £130 and £145 cash,

or £25 down and 18 monthly payments.—Lamb's,
Ltd., 151, High St., Walthamstow, E.17; 50, High
Rd., Wood Green, N.22; and 387, Euston Rd., Lon-
don, N.W.I. [6937

HARLEY 1920 electric model (July), 7-9h.p., fine

coachbuilt sidecar, locker at back. Easting screen,

Ian-Sad, spare tyre, tools, etc., any trial, in perfect

mechanical order; £115.—A. Southorn, 44, Abbeville
Rd., Clapham, S.W. [6854

SPORTING Harley 7-9h.p. and Swan sidecar, elec-

tric model, fully equipped, Zenith carburetter,
discs all round, T.T. bars, long exhaust, exceptionally
speedy, geared 3ya-l on top, a sportsman's mount and
equal to new; £125, or near.—Gunn, King's Ride,
Camberley. [6121

7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, disc wheels,
aluminium number plates, Zenith carburetter,

oversize tyres, nearly new, brass exhaust, leg shields,

windscreen, tax paid, has been completely overhauled
and is in top hole condition; £70.—Hankin, Aires-
ford, Hants. [6759

EASTER Bargain.—1921 Harley, C. and M. sidecar,

dynamo lighting, speedometer, disappearing hood,
screen, barely 2,000, discs, tools, insured, licensed,

coat £275, magnificent turnout, absolutely as hew;
£165; trial by appointment.—Private owner, c/o~ 89,

East Hill, Wandsworth. [6767

"J
Q20 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson -Combination, dynamo

-L *7 lighting, electric horn, discs, speedometer, Tan-
Sad, mudshields, comfortable Patey sidecar, locker,

screen side wings, hood, excellent condition, equal
new, hardly used, tyres good, any trial, any time;
£175, or offer.— 103, Balham Park Rd., Balham.
Latchmere 4441. [4841

1 Q20 Harley-Davidson and de Luxe sidecar, Auster
Xt/ triplex screen, hood, side curtains, two lug-
gage grids, large pan saddle, electric and mechanical
horns, double accumulator, electric lighting, large

brass car lamps, oversize back tyre; has been little

used, almost pass for new; in perfect condition in

even- way; cost £260; bargain. £140; seen by ap-
pointment.—Harris, 14, Alexander Sq., S.W. 3. [6590

Rmre Parts

:

HARLEY Spares.— immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

Bond St.. Ealing [3613

LONGMAN BROS., 17, Bond St., Ealing.—Official
agents Harley-Davidson spare?. [5711

Hazlewood
"I Q21 Hazlewood Combination 6h.p., J.A. P., Stur-
J- *J raey-Archer 3-speed gear box, good as new

;

£90.—W&shaw, Lythalls Lane Garages, FoleshOl.
Coventry. - [7051

1 Q20 Hazlewood Combination, 5-6h.p., just thor-
-L is oughly overhauled and complete with speedo-
meter and horn ; £90; easv payments.—Ilarrods Motor
Cycle Dept., 118, Brompton Rd., London. [6359
"1 022 Hazlewood, all models, for early delivery.
J- «? See the 6h.p. J.A. P. Twin Combination at

£118; finest value for money to-day; catalogues with
pleasure.—Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell
St., Greenwich. S.E.10. [5988

H.B.

H.B., 1922 Models, 2^h.p. Blackburne engine,
- 2-speed Burman gear box, chain belt, C. and

K.S., £72; with 3-speed gear box, £75; 4h.p., 3-speed,

£82; 4i/ih.p., 3-speed model, clutch and kick start,

£100; cash, deferred terms, or exchange.—Below.

H.B., 1922 Models for earliest deliveries.—Write
London Motors, 61, Holborn Viaduct, E.C., sole

distributing agents for the following counties:—Kent,
Surrey, Sussex, Hants, Berks, Oxford, Bucks,
NnrthanK Bed*. Hunts. Cambridge. Norfolk. Suffolk.

Essex, Herts, Middlesex (including London). [7100

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the. date of the issue

Moto
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1
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r Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Henderson.

KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol. Sole District
Agent lor Hendersons; unequalled service, repairs.

etc. 13145

IftZO 4-cylinder

IMMEDIATE Delivery.— 1922 Henderson de Luxe,
dynamo lighting, electric horn, etc.; £175.—

Pioneer Motors, Ltd., 50, Grindlay St., Edinburgh.
[1408

HENDERSON 1920, 4-cylinder, disc, speedometer,

lamps, handsome machine; £78, or exchange ior

loiter power and cash—43, Turnham Green Terrace,

Chiswick. [6968

1 Q20 (late) Henderson Combination de Luxe,
lv luxurious sidecar, equipped regardless of cost;

£125, or exchange.—Scott, 18, Clifton Gardens,

Maida Vale, after 5 p.m. [6335

HENDERSON lOh.p. 4-cylinder Combination,
clutch; £55; exchanges; good running order.—

Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [7030

Henderson, coachbuilt, bulbous,

sporting sidecar, dynamo lighting, 2 horns,

Tan-Sad, tax paid, excellent condition; £130, or offer;

must sell.—Junr., 126, High St., Croydon. [6098

4-CYLINDER Henderson 1920 Electrical and Side-

car, hood, screen, carrier, fine outfit, trial by
arrangement; no reasonable offer refused.—Hayter,

"Aspenden," Manor Park Crescent, Edgware. [6089

BARKER'S Motors are agents for the luxurious

4-cyL Hendersons; all new models at list prices

supplied carry a free insurance policy against

mechanical breakdown for 12 months. Spare Parts
supplied. Cash, deferred, or exchanges.—194, Balham
High Rd„ S.W.12. ; [7088

122 Henderson de Luxe, dynamo lighting, electric

horn, full equipment, £175; Mills-Eulford

Model de Luxe, bulbous back sidecar, enamelled to

match, specially made to fit Henderson frame, 27X
3V2in., Firestone tyre; £35; easy payments, only

4 per cent, extra.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.,

Birmingham. [7247
Hobart.

19 2

HOBART-VILLIERS
bargain, £27/10.-

indistinguishable from new;
47, Leigh Rd., East Ham.

[6671
2-stroke, lamps, and licensed for the

|"UMBER 4V2h.p. sports model; £100^ immediate
delivery.—D. J. Shepherd and

Waltham Cross 31.

Co., Enfield
[0842

HOBART _
year, nice order; £18/10.—Welford's Motors.

Brighton. U6797

HOBART-VILLIERS, 1921, 2V=h.p., all acces-

sories, perfect condition, not ridden 500
miles; accept £28.-25, Willoughby Rd., Hampstead,
N.W.3. [6329

Humber.
£15.—Lightweight 3-speed and " clutch Humber,

enamel, tyres, etc., as new.—Golding, 20, Ospringe

Rd., Tufnell Park. [6688

31h.p. Humber Combination, recently overhauled;
2 first -£25 secures; 2 new tyres.—Campion,

Hamilton Rd., Chorley. [6555

HUMBER 3V-h.p., Bosch, B. and B., runs well,

good condition, worth modernising; £8/10.—Box
0503. c/o The Motor Cndc- [6907-

H
Highway. Tel

HUMBER 31/Jl.p., flat -twin, 1917-18, large Swan
sidecar, apron, guaranteed splendid condition and

appearance; £79.—Cullen, 51, Harrowby Rd., Grant-

ham. [6033

HUMBER 4y,h.p. 1922, Flat Twin Sports; £100.

wonderful value; cash or terms; exchanges —
W E Line, late Coppen Allan, 89, Gt. Portland St.

Langham 1601. t5822

HUMBER Combination 1916-17 6h.p. Flat Twin,

water-cooled, 3 speeds, clutch, starter, all-

chain lamps, accessories, luggage grid, splendid con-

dition; £70; exchanges.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton.
[6466

NEW Humber Flat Twin, slightly shop soiled,

4>/,h.p., 3-speed clutch and kick starter, £100;
also Combination, £130; easy payments.—Harrods

Motor Cycle Dept. 118, Brompton Rd., London.
[6363

1 Q15 3-speed Humber, tax paid 1922, fully

I_*J equipped, appearance as new, guaranteed

mechanically sound; £35; exchange lightweight.—37,

Arlington Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone, Kingston 1274.
[6729

-1 ft 20 Show model Humber, small mileage, 4%h.p.

i" flat twin combination, Easting windscreen,

speedometer Brooks cantilever saddle, very fine ma-

chine; any trial; £85.—Jeffs, High St., East Grin-

stead. t6313

JULY 1921, 4V2h.p. Flat Twin Humber, De Luxe
touring sidecar, ample luggage accommodation,

Easting Royal, Bonniksen, Lucas horn, Brooks canti-

lever saddle", acetylene head, electric side tail, mechanical

lubrication, powerful, silent, perfect, mileage 1.950;

reared £120—Borrowdale, Groveland Rd., Wallasey.

(D) [6053
Indian.

15 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, good condition;

£65, offer—97, Colyer's Lane, Erith. [5992

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., 1914, just overhauled;- £40.—
Shirley, 35a, Naylor Rd., Peckham, S.E. [639'

19

DELIVERY
GUARANTEED
BEFORE EASTER

of the following

NEW 1922 MODELS
A.J.S., 7 h.p., Model D Standard Combination . £175
A.J.S., 7 tep., Model D Combination, with
dynamo lighting £195

ALLON, 2^ h.p., 2-stroke, z speeds, clutch and
kick-starter £60

ARIEL, ii h.p., Sports Model £87 10
B.S.A., 4i

:h:p., Model H2, all chain £110
B.S.A., 4} h.p., Model H; Combination £142
B.S.A., 4

J
f h.p., Model K2, chain-cum-belt .... £107

B.S.A., 4i h.p., Model K2 Combination £139
B.S.A., 6 h.p., Model E, all chain X £132
B.S.A., 6 h.p., Model E Combination :'..": £164
LEVIS, 2} h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, and kick-starter £60
MATCHLESS, h.p., Model H2 Standard Com-
bination £170

MATCHLESS, S hrp.j Model 1U Combination,
with dynamo lighting £188

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., Model J Sports Com-
bination £160

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., Model H 2-seater Com-
bination, with dynamo lighting £193 10

NEW IMPERIAL, 2j h.p., Model No. 2, chain-

cum-belt - £69
NEW IMPERIAL, 2j h.p., Model No. 3, all chain

drive £73
N.U.T., 3* h.p. Twin, ModelM, chain-cum-belt £100

N.U.T., 5 "h.p., Model M, all chain drive £120
RALEIGH, 2J h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, and kick-

starter £68
ROYAL ENFIELD, 8 h.p., Model iSo Standard
Combination £140

ROYAL ENFIELD, 8 h.p., Model 190 Com-
bination, with dynamo lighting £158

ROYAL ENFIELD, 2j-h.p., Model 200 £55
ROYAL ENFIELD, ?J h.p., Model 201, with

kick-starter £57
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2j h.p., Sports Model £55
RUDGE-MULTI, I.O.M. Model £77
RUDGE-MULTI, 3* h.p., I.O.M. Model, with

foot-starter £77
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model H, chain-cum-belt .

.

£105
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model S.D., all chain £115
TRIUMPH, 2} h.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds £65
ZENITH-BRADSHAW, 3* h.p., Model A,
Gradua gear r-. £113

"LIGHT CARS.
ROVER, 8 h.p., 2 cylinders, 3 speeds, dynamo

lighting, hood, screen, spare wheel and tyTe,

horn, etc .T £220
BAYLISS-THOMAS, 10 h.p., 4 cylinders,

3 speeds, dynamo lighting, hood, screen, spare

wheel and tyre, horn, etc £315

EXCHANGES AND
DEFERRED PAYMENTS

ARRANGED.
With each of our secondhand machines we give an
exactly similar guarantee to that issued by the manu-
facturers when new. We shall be pleased to send you
our stock list embracing the following makes :

—

A.J.S. ROVER.
CLYNO. RUDGE.
INDIAN. VELOCETTE.
JAMES. B.S.A
DOUGLAS. ROYAL ENFIELD.

NEW IMPERIAL.

THE EASTERN GARAGE CO.
(Official Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A., & M.U„

418 ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E.7.

Telephone 490 East Ham;
Telegrams : "Egaraco, London."

MOTOR CYCLES
Indian.

FOR SALE.

Croft, Bristol, Sole D
Indiana ; unequalled service, r«

I ft21 Indian Scout, as new, dynamo £83.—

J

Lv c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddinj

KICKHAM,
Agent for

etc,

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 3-speed, clutch, K.S., spring f

condition as new; £65 or near.—670, Hoi
Rd., N.

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, very good cone

seen Saturday-Sunday; £75.-15, Acre
Merton.

7-9h.p. Indian Racer, as new, 65 m.p.h.; £
offer.—Williams, 22, St. Martin's Rd.,

well, S.W.

INDIAN 4h.p. Scout Model, G.21, new ma
fully guaranteed; £98.—P. J. Evans, John 3

St., Birmingham.

"I Ol6 7-9h.p. 3-speed Indian Combination, sp
JL*7 order; £55.—28, Wcodford Rd., Forest
'Phone: Stratford 2598.

7-9h.p. Indian 2-speed- clutch Combination, 40
another clutch model single speed solo, ;

Hankin, Alresford, Hants.

TNDIAN Scout,

Co.,

1921, fully equip
car, mileage 1.400; £87/10.—R.
7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.

new
Clar

BARGAIN at £49/10.-1919 7-9h.p. Powerpl
dian, 3 speeds, clutch, kick starter, any t

Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.3.

~|Oj22 Indians, immediate delivery; cash or di

-i-v payments.—Brown (Indian Specialist), 3 a
Parker line, Burnley. "Phone, 1032.

"I Q15 Indian 5-6h.p., sidecar for adult and
-i-*/ splendid condition, Royal Easting, lamp

-15, Kelvin Av.

1920

Palmers Greeu.spares.

INDIAN 1920 7-9h.p, Coachbuilt Combk
spring frame, electric lighting, sporty, perfec

dition, any trial; £70.-1, Priory Rd., Kew.

"I Q 20 Powerplus Indian Combination, 7,000
overhauled,

-Wilkinson, 160,
sound condition,
Shirebrook Rd.

icreen, etc.;

Sheffield.

1Q14 IU fra

1 Q 20 Powerplus Indian Combination, Mills-E
A*/ sidecar, year's tax paid, equipped, periee

dition; 82 gns.—13, Vambery Rd., Plumstead.

INDIAN 1919 Powerplus Solo, 3-speed clutch
start, good condition, run UDder 1,000.

£60.—L. D., IS, Hosack Rd., Balham, S.W.17.

£75.—7-9h.p. Indian Combination, late mo-
speeds, clutch, and kick start, tax paidr

machine, or exchange.—198, Kiug St.,. Hammer

BARGAIN.—Indian Combination 7-9h.p.,

horn, good tyres, new sidecar, motor cycle

vated last March.—Parker, 72, Enfield Rd., Coi

INDIAN Combination 1916, 2-speed, clutch,
smart and genuine, overhauled; £65; or so

cash.—Green, 54, Minet Av., Harlesden, Londt

INDIAN Road-racer.—7h.p., Indian, 1915, 1

superb condition, accessories, tick over
hot; 35 gns.; exchanges. — Kent's 417, Loi
Southport.

INDIAN 1920 Powerplus Combination, d
speedometer, windscreen, etc., tax paid*, £

offers.—Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchley Rd.
stead 7822.

Indian, 7h.p., overhauled, gears, clutch,
Indian sidecar, electric lighting,

speedometer, hood, screen, licensed; £50.—85,

Rd., Putney.

INDIAN Combination,—June, 1920, mileage
electric lighting, condition as aiew; £115,

ager, "-Cabinet " Whisky Stores, Birkbeck Rd
ston, London.

INDIAN Powerplus Combination, 1918,. no
before 1920, electric lights, large sideci

paid, splendid condition; £80.-120, Estcom
Woodside, S.E.25.

-f Q20 Indian Powerplus, spring frame, dynam
It/ ing, speedometer, splendid condition, gre
gain; £70; seen Westbourne Park.—Billingsley,

House, Wormley, Herts.

"I Q20 Indian Combination 7-9h.p. Powerpl;
J-*/ namo lighting, splendid condition; 7
exchange for Triumph or other machine and it

43, Turnham Green Terrace, Chiswick.

INDIAN 1919 7-9h.p„ spring frame, 3-speeel

starter, T.T. handlebars, new engine,. a

sories, exceptional condition; £69/10; exeh^i
Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.I.

iOR Indians, all models, new and secondham
j

call, or phone us; 1921 new shop-soiled cl
tions, fully electrically equipped, at below n i

turers' cost; £140.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hi!
'

"j -Q20 Powerplus Indian Combination, 7-9h.p I

J-*/ Fulford sidecar, 3-speed, clutch, kick \

dvnamo lighting, electric horn, speedometer, fi I

condition, 1922 tax paid; £110.-168, High S '

lesden, N.W.

Fc

B22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P)
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless,

[ATCHLESS (1921) Combination, the finest turn-
L out on the road ; dynamo lighting, Easting
.dscreen, spare wheel and tyre, and every conceiv-

e accessory, cost over £275, tax paid till end of,

r; greatest bargain ever offered at £150.— Vander-
I, 199, Piccadilly, W.l. Gerrard 562. [6293

iARKER'S Motors, The South-West London
' Matchless Agents and Service Station.—1922

dels at list prices. We give an insurance policy

inst mechanical breakdown for 12 months free.

I
Matchless spares in stock Open from 9 a.m.

tii a -p.m.—194, Balham High Rd.;-S.W.12. [7085

[ATCHLESS Combination Model II. Sh.p., in per-

fect condition, as good as new, dynarno lighting,

A..G. engine, Bonniksen, speedometer, electric horn,

iminium discs to all 4 wheels, special coachbuilt

ecar enamelled to match, spare bulbs, tools, pump,
it £256; sacrifice, £155.—Wiggin, The Bungalow,
rton Rd., Wembley, London. [6894

[ATCHLESS Combination 8h.p., M.A.G. engine,

3-speed gears, Lucas dynamo, electric lighting,

wey speedometer, electric and bulb horns, hood,
sting windscreen, excellent condition, guaranteed
flmnirally perfect, fully insured, any trial given

;

5. Can be seen at Miteham Garage, 19-21, The
rade, Miteham.—C. R. Nunn, 62, Albert Rd.,
tcham. [6495

922 Matchless.—All models. 'Phone, Greenwich
751. Immediate delivery. Sam. E. -Clapham,

i agent that gets there. Why ? Ask my clients

? reason my sales of the popular Matchless com-
lation increase weekly. Give Sam. E. Clapham a

al. My reputation depends upon your satisfaction,

ways at your service. Cash, exchange, or easy

cis. Agent for all the world's best motor cycles.

e displayed advertisement, Motor Cycling. Note
dress.—Sam. E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell
., Greenwich, S.E.10. [5894

Spnrr Parts :

I
ATCHLESS Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kavs.

8, Bond St., Ealing. [7221

ONGMAN BROS., 17, Bond St., Ealing.—Official
J agents Matchless spares. [5707

TATCHLESS Spares for J.A.P. or M.A.G. by re-

'X turn, post free.—Jones Garage, Matchless Agent,
roadway, Mur-well Hill, N.10 [0808

Maxim.
yTAXIM-DALM 3h.p„ 2-stroke, E.I.C. magneto,
A Amac ^carburetter, Hutchinson tyres, Albion 2-

eed, complete with accessories, guaranteed mew;
irgain, £46/10.-224, Pentonville Rd., N.l. [6456

Metro.
./TETRO-TYLER 2V>h.p;, 2 speeds, lamp, etc., fast;
'J- £25.-13, Reservoir Rd., Hartlev, Plymouth.

[6424
GENUINE Bargain.—Famous Stype Metro Tyler, 2

JT speeds, -hardly soiled, indistinguishable from hew,
illv licensed, Klaxon, real Easter bargain; 39 gns.—
i, East Hill, Wandsworth. [6769

Minerva.
?18.—Racing Minerva, dropped frame, T.T. bars,
* new tvres, hot stuff.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

[6489
?14.—4h.p. Minerva, waterproof magneto, Saxon
* spring forks, dropped frame, good tyres, smart,
st, reliable.—Bacon, Offington Lane, Worthing.

[6443
Mirus.

> ih.p. Twin Minis, B. and B., Bosch, running
>2 order; £26.-23, Ondine Rd., S.E.15. [6750

Mohawk.
if0HAWK Cycles, new or second-hand . at lowest
*A itossihle prices for cash or easy payments.—Mohawk
ycle Co., Ltd., Alexandra Rd., Hornsey. [4793

Monarch,
I Q20 Monarch 2 r;4h.p. J.A.P., 2 speeds, clutch, kick-
Li/ start, just overhauled, tax paid; £37/10.—
oad, 122, Maida Vale. "Phone, Hampstead 1353.

[6873

Moto-Reve
Smrp Parts:

VTPTO-REVE Spares for all models, also repairs.
ltx overhauls.—Motor Supply Co., Sole Concession-
ires, 223a, High St., Lewisham, S.E. [9092

Motosacoche.

E13.
—Motosacoche, 2 ],|.h.p., tax paid, 2-speed, ride
awav; after 6 p.m.—Crabb, 106, Ritherdon Rd.,

lalham. [6308

£14, near.—2^h.p. Motosacoche, mechanical valves,
K.S., clutch, variable gear, Bosch, tax paid, ride

way.—181, Newton Rd., Burton-ou-Trent. [6415

Ner=a=Car.
NER-A-CAR.—Showroom model used for demonstra-

tion only; £58/10, bargain—Endrick, 26, Water
^ne, Watford. . [4616

THE PR ICE YOU PAY
for the price of Perfection.

Asweshall be shortly marketing a new Motor-
cycle Cover of our own design, we are anxious
to dispose of our present stock of various
makes at the following special prices. These
covers are not old W.D. stock, but special
clearance lines which we have purchased at
slump prices.

Price. Price

24x2
24 x 2J
26 : 2

26 x 21

650 65

700

Palmer, ribbed
Clincher de Luxe, heavy .

Englebert, Touring, rub. stud.

Bates, special hvy., wired-ou

Bates, special heavy headed
Dunlop, heavy rub. stud.. .

.

Clincher de Luxe, heavy
Hutchinson, T.T., rub. stud.

Wood - Milne or Spencer
Moulton, extra heavy ....

Englebert, Touring, rub. stud

Wood-Milne special heavv.

Duniop, heavy, rubber stud.

Avon, Tricar, rubber stud. .

.

Hutchinson, rubber stud. . .

Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy.
Clincher de Luxe, ex heavy .

Heavy, rubber studded ....

Goodrich, safety tread .....

Bates, special heavy .'

Clincher de Luxe, heavy
Elite, extra heavy, 3-rib . .

.

Englebert, Passenger, rub. std.

* Fits 650 x 65 rims.

Goodyear, rubber nonskid . .

.

Goodrich, satcty tread

Englebert, Racing,ex. heavy
Elite, grooved retreads ....

Goodrich, safety tread

Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy.

ISoly, rubber nonskid
80 Goodrich, safety tread

21/-

22/6
15/-

32 6
28/5
28/6
24/6
23/-

22/6
15/-

13/6
29/6
26/-

25/-

24/6
39/8
27 6

40/-

29/6
25-
56/-

32/6

35/-

48/-

36/6
17/6
40/-
30/-
21'6

48/-

29/6
35/-

46/3
38/6
40/-

37/3
35/u

36/6

50/-
49/-

53/9
41/6
40/3
49/S

47/6

49_/"

52?6
56/-
28/3
66/-

64/9

65/-

70/6

67/6
64/6
63/-
69/-

BELTS IN STANDARD
LENGTHS

J in. J in. 1 in. 1J in.

1/5 1/9 2/- 2/6
Bates Avon . . J

etc., per loot . . 1

These Special Clearance Lines are sent on 7 days'

Approval against remittance. CARRIAGE PAID.

TUBES
24 x 2, 4/9

26 x 2, 4/9
26 x 2|, 5 -

26
23

PHOHt

Victoria]

6553
4«J#,|

BEST QUALITY
GUARANTEED.

2;, 5 3 1 26;2i, 5/6

2J I ... 28x3," 6 -

2} I

s "
i 700x80, 6/-

Post Qd.

YOU CANNOT BUY
FROM A BETTER FIRM

ORDER THE

WAY .

LONDON'S LEADING:

\ TYRE HOUSE. ,

264'66,VAUXHALl BRIDGE R?,L0ND0N.SWi

C-AT 44,SURBIT0n)i?, KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

Pleasi address all'orderitoVauidallBridfeR'!.

Hours oi Business 9 till 5; Sat., 9 till 1.

NER-A-CAR 1

Wednesbury.

DAN GUY,
bination,

PHOND

Kingston

33JJ.

Steele

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ner°a*Car.

stock; 66 gns,—Taylor's Garage.
[672.3

New Hudson.
4h.p. 1916 New Hudson, 3-speed clutch, coachbuilt

sidecar, perfect order; £45.—Hankin, Aires ford,

Hants. ' [6763

NEW HUDSON, 1920, Lightweight de Luxe, mileage

700, as new; £37.-66, Alfriston Rd., Clapham
Common. [7110

Weymouth.—New Hudson 1919 Corn-

fitted with Lucas lighting, guarantee.!

condition; £70. [C-32J

"1 Q14 New Hudson 6h.p. Combination, Bosch, K.S..
J-if 2 spare tyres; £37/10 ior quick sale.— 13,

Hamilton Rd., Reading. [6429

NEW Hudson, 1919, 2-specd, 2-stroke, specially

tuned, new tyre; £32.—R. B. Clark and Co.,

7, Exhibition
,
Rd., S.W.7. [7199

1 Q19 New Hudson Combination: 4h. p., licensed, in
J-*? sured, very comfortable sidecar, Easting, splen-
did condition, cheap; £65.-168, High St., Uxbridge.

[6178

NEW HUDSON 5-6h.p., 3-speed, coachbuilt sidecar,

hood, windscreen, electric light, splendid running
order; £45, bargain.—J. Ragstlale, 182, Stockwell
Rd., Brixton, S.W. [6065

NEW HUDSON 3i/
2h.p., 3-speed countershaft com-

bination, exceptionally fine condition; £65 ; ex-
changes.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [7043

£48.—New Hudson Combination 5-6h.p. Twin,
Sturmey countershaft, 3-speed, clutch, kick

starter, 1921 Amac, canoelet sidecar, lamps, acces-
sories, splendid condition; exchanges.—63, Solon Rd ,

Brixton. [6467

| Q22.—New Hudson 4M>h.p. Combinations, £125

;

it' 2'^h.p. 2-speed Popular, £50; 2%h.p. De Luxe,
2-speed, clutch, kick starter, £63. Sole agents for

Cambridge district.—Wallis and Easton, 104, Mill Rd ,

Cambridge. [0824

NEW HUDSON 1922.—2-Speed lightweight, £50; 2

speed, clutch, kick starter, all-chain drive, £63;
4 1/2h.p., all chain, 3-speed, combination, £125; cash
or terms; exchanges.—W. E. Line, late Coppen Allan,
89, Gt. Portland St. Langham 1601. [5824

New Imperial.

NiEW IMPERIAL Combination 5-6h.p„ a beautiful
turnout ; £80.—Bunting's Exchange, Wealdstone.

L705S
"I Q20 New Imperial-Jap Combination, as new; anv
-L»7 trial; £85.—24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington.

[6508
SHEFFIELD Agent for New Imperial Motor Cycles;

all models in stock.—J. A. Stacey, Ecclesall Rd.,
Sheffield. . [0813

NEW IMPERIAL 2Vjh.p., 2-speed, clutch, K.S..
fullv equipped, lamps, speedometer, etc.; £35.-

—

Fairlight", Brookwood. [6850

NEW IMPERIAL, all models.—Immediate delivery;

exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50, Harringtou
Rd., South Kensington. [1952

NEW IMPER1AL-J.A.P. 2^h.p., 1916, 2-speed,
nearly new Dunlop tyres and belt; £32. — C.

Mitchell, Rose Cott., Balcombe. [6595

NEW IMPERIAL 1920 6h.p. Combination, large

roomy sidecar, fully equipped; sacrifice, £70.—
Allin, 12, Bridge St., Cambridge. [4780

17-18 New Imperial-Jap, 2Sih.p., 2-speed, com-
pletely re-enamelled, new tyres, equipped;

ns—14, Goodmayes-av., Ilford. [6344

BRAND new 1922 unused 2%h.p. New Imperial-Jap,
2-speed, K.S., etc.; deliberate sacrifice, 55 gns.—

Ramsden's, May Bell Avenue, Blackpool. [6153

"JVTEW IMPERIAL.—Immediate delivery of ~>922
-L^« models. Cash! Exchanges 1 Easy payments!—
P. J. 'Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [6302

-| Q21 27;ih.p. New Imperial, 2-speed, clutch, k.s., all

J-«/ on, Tan-Sad, only done 250; £55.—Write,
Jackson, 268, Amesbury-av., Streatham Hilh_ [6346

1 Q20 New Imperial 2^h.p., 2-speed, clutch, K.S.,
xv completely equipped, 45 m.p.h., 120 m.p.g.,

guaranteed ; £48, offer.—Bradbrooke, Bletchlev. (P)
[6392

Q3h.p. New Imperial-Jap 1919 (unverified), over-
& 4= hauled, perfect order, appointment ; £35.—
Ashbv c/o Chambers, Betsham, Southfleet, Gravesend.

[6374

NEW IMPERIAL i922; Models 1, £63, and 2,

£69, in stock.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate

Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone-: Avenue 5548.
[0069

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 6-8h.p., B.S.A. sidecar, not
done 3,000 miles, guaranteed perfect, everything

on tax paid, beautiful condition; £100.-207, Railton

Rd., Heme Hill. [6050

NEW IMPERIAL 1922.—The Plus One sidecar body
fitted to the 8b. p. model is the cheapest family

outfit; cash or terms; exchanges.—W. E. Line, late

Coppen Allan, 89, Gt. Portland St. Langham 1601.

19
36 g
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

8h.p, New Imperial, Sunbeam sidecar, screen, hood,
speedometer, electric lamps, spare tyres, tubes,

etc., mileage 6,000, perfect; £95, oiler. — Simmons,
14a, North Ed., Richmond, S.W. [6667

I Q 22 New Imperial actually in stock for inime-Av diate delivery; Model No. 2, £69; Model No.
3, -£73; 8h.p. Combination, £145; easy payments, 4
per cent, extra1

.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Bir-
mingham. [7251

Spare Parts:

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—All New Imperial parts in stock; no

waiting. [4949

New Ryder.
6>3.h.p. New Ryder, 1916, 2-speed; £26.—Gill, 51,^4 Nassington Rd., Hampstead, N.W.3. [6679a

New Scale.

BRAND new New Scale, unregistered, fitted famous
S'/oh.p. Precision engine, 2-speed, clutch, and

K.S.; £57/10.—J. J. Crawford, Harvey St., Consett.-
[6090

"» ffc22 sy^h-V^ New Scale, sidecar, Beardmore-Pre-
J-v cision engine, automatic 1 ubrication, 2-speed,
clutch, kick starter, the whole combination is abso-
lutely new, ownei must realise, unregistered ; £ C5 —
Ruilton, 47, South King St., Manchester. City 2417.

[6919
Norton.

OREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Nortons:

NO. 9, 3y2h.p., belt drive, £80; 16H 3-speed T.T
£115; Big 4, 3-speed, £120; easy payments 4%

extra.—Immediate delivery from the Norton Specialists:
The Premier Motor Co.. Aston Rd.. Birmingham. T0625

NORTON 31/^h.p., just overhauled; £35. -Howes": 5.

The Terrace, Bray, Berks. [6464

NORTONS.—All models. If you require one that
pulls, try Gibb, Gloucester. 'Phone: 852. [8125

NORTONS, 1922.—Immediate deliveries of all

models.—Clifford Motories, Eastwood, Notts.

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Norton 1921, absolutely
new, Big Four Combination, fitted De Luxe side-

car, oversize tyres, sacrifice; £130.

ABSOLUTELY new 1921 Sports Model, 17C, over-
size tyres, to clear, £98/10. [0821

TTALIFAX.—Norton 1922 models. Note Brooklands11 record.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St
Halifax. [6981

1Q20 3y2h.p., single gear T.T. Norton, accessories,
J-*/ perfect condition; £60.—Premier Motor Co.,
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [7252

"J
Q 2 1 Big Four Norton, sporting sidecar, electric

J-*J lighting, windscreen, 2-.000 miles; £120.

—

Brook, Didsbury College, Manchester. [6609

I Q21 Colonial Model 3'/2h-P. Norton, fully equipped,
JLif very fast, condition as good as new; £85; after
4 p.m.—4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [-7145

NORTON 1921 16H 3y2h.p., 3-speed, sporting com-
bination, absolutely as new; 110 gns.; would ex-

change.—37, Elmbank Gardens, Barnes. [6629

LATE 1919 Big 4 Norton, 3-speed, fully equipped,
74 gns.-; with Canoelet sporting sidecar, 83 gns.

—

35, Shepherd's Bush Rd., Hammersmith. [6853

J'
ONGMAN Bros., Bond St., Ealing, Official Norton

-i District Agents, immediate delivery; cash, ex-
change, or deferred payments, at 4% extra. [4487

BROOKLANB Special N orfcoiii la te 1916, large
lamps, Klaxon, knee grips, guaranteed perfect;

reasonable offer accepted.—Green, Grocer, Reigate.
[6497

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Norton
- 3V«h.p. Brooklands racing model, £57/10,

1920; also 1921 B.R.S. model, licence paid; offers.

[6995
NORTON Big 4, Rear Stand, footboards, chain

guards, Bluemel's windscreen, and rubber grips,

good second-hand.—Charles Osborne, 264, Main Rd.,
narnall, Sheffield. [4606

AUGUST, 1920, Four Norton, sidecar, scuttle dash,

V screen, all accessories, spares, oversize tyres,

legshields, pillion, any severe trial; 100 gns.—36,
Meadway, Gidea Park, Essex. {7128

"I Q21 Norton 16H, speedometer, lamps, new October
JLt/ small mileage, specially tuned; £95; exchange
for Triumph and cash.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale.
'Phone, Hampstead 1353. [6872

UNIQUE Opportunity to speedmen and others, 1921
S^h.p. Norton, special competition model, fitted

Tlicardo" racing pistcn and close ratio 3-speed gear
box, in new condition throughout, winner of many
prizes in open competitions; 95 gns. or near offer for
quick sale.—Joseph Hackney, Wolvey, Hinckley. [6103

TUCKERS', Redclifie Hill. Bristol.—Big Four Norton
and family sidecar. £154; ~16H sports model,

£115 (tuned for competition work); T.T. 3Voh.p.. £80,
finest value in the trade; all machines delivered car-
riage paid from stock to any address in England.—G.
H. Tucker, Norton Rider Agent and Specialist

|

'Phone : 4042. [5207 I

MANUFACTURERS' STOCK

MAKINK0T brand

TO BEJCLEARED.
Fawn double texture,

interlined rubber,

MOTOR SUITS
THESE suits are

made of Fawn
double textare

cloth, interlined
rubber.

The seams are
cemented, sewn
and taped,
making these
absolutel y
waterproof

Will stand any
amount of hard
wear.

The jackets are
made double-
breasted, with
belts and wind
cuffs.

The overalls are
made on the trouser
pattern, fastening
with clips and
straps, and have
wind gussets in leg.

These suits actu-

ally cost over 30/-

to manufacture

without any profit,

but we have
several thousands

to clear.

Every suit is guaranteed absolutely waterproof*

and should these not meet entirely with your
approval, we guarantee to return your money in

full, If returned within seven days.

SPECIAL PIIIGE,

29/11 Carriage 1 /- extra.

We have also several thousands, heavy Twill

Suits to offer. These are made of the heavy Twill

used for making Motor Hoods, and are one of the

finest suits made for motor cycling, interlined

rubber. They are made with sewn and cemented
seams, and taped, 'also the seams of these suits are

striped, making these garments absolutely water-

proof, and we are prepared to give a guarantee

that these are absolutely impossible for water to

penetrate through. The overalls are made in the

same way with wind gussets, fastening with clips

and straps. The Suits are in sizes 34., 36, 38, 40,

42 and 4+ chest, lengths inside leg are 27, 29, 31.

Please state when ordering by post, measurements
of chest, length inside.

50/- Carriage 1/- extra.

Orders to be addressed—

The LANCASHIRE and

CHESHIRE RUBBER Co.
MAKINKOT HOUSE,

30, Thomas Street,

LIVERPOOL.
Phone 4S91 Bank,

Liverpool.

i=

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

NORTON 4h.p. Special Uoyal Blue Combinafci
July, 1920, dickey seat, dash, Triplex sen

legshields, engine overhauled works; £106.—Sm:
" Westhaven," Broad ltd., Acocks Green.

IDENTICAL machine referred to in testimonial
serted Norton Motors, Motor Cycling, Ma

8th, 1921, 17C. Norton, 3-speed, picked engine, 1!

Utility 2-gallon tank, 650x65 tyres; £90.—Wili
Oakrield, Kugby. [&

NORTON 1921 16H, delivered July, little rpilei

speedometer, lamps, Bosch, magneto, copper
haust, splendid condition, tax paid; any trial; £
no offers.—Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchley 3

Hampstead 7822. [7<

1 021 Norton Hi 6, Montgomery sports sidecar, n
-I- #-^ equipped, maximum hand speedometer, licen

for year, excellent mechanical condition ; £107

;

changes or deferred.—Edwards, 50, Harrington I

South Kensington. [71

A REAL Bargain, 1921 Big Four Norton Combi
tion, complete with all lamps, Easting sen

spare long plated exhaust, etc., guaranteed peri

condition in every way, only run 2,000 miles; barg;

£115, no offers.—Brown, fl, Higher Albert
i

Chesterfield. [6'

Spare Parts:

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., C;
bridge.—Comple'e Norton list post free; ft,

supplied. [4!

N.S.U.

N.S.U., in good running condition; £17.—Apply
to 6 p.m., 31, Rcdwell Rd., E. Dulwich. [S

N.XJ.T.
/?h,p. N.TJ.T. Combination, 3 speeds, clutch; £" or exchange.—198, King St., Hammersmith. [6.

1Q20 (October) Standard N.U.T. 3V2b.p., Ian
J-*/ Brooks cantilever, excellent condition; £8'

Boultou, Saffron Walden. [6 1

1CJ21 5h.p. N.U.T. Combination, Lucas Magdj
J-*-* electric horn, speedometer, Grindlav sport
sidecar, splendid condition, seen Bristol district; £1
—Lieut. James. H.M.S. Warwick Devonport. [5

O.K.
"BQ15 2%h.p. O.K., 2-speed, in good running ore
J-*-* £23.—Carnlorth Motor Co., Carnforth. [5:

Oih.p. O.K., 2-speed, practically new engine,
]/W2 fectly good; 33 gns.—Hankin, Alresford, Hai

[6
(

"IQ21 O.K. 2y2h.p„ 2-speed, all on, not dnDe 1,0
J-*J £40, no offers.—28, Eeaufoy Rd., Tottenh;
N.17. [6,

"J
C&21 (November) O.K. Junior, all on, mileage 4

-*-*J perfect condition; .£33,—'" Newport," Woodbe
Way, North Finchley. [6:

OXFORD O.K. Agency.—1922 models in stock;
to 92 gns.; gradual payments arranged.—27

38, Cowley Ra., Oxford. Tel. : 870. [&

3l.J1.pr O.K., single speed, demonstration moi
2 ridden about 500 miles, complete with lai

tax paid; £35,—Hankin, Alresford, Hants. [6
1

O.K. Juniors.—We have Mark IK., X., XL new I!

models in stock at greatly reduced price

Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London/ [7:

1 Q19 O.K. Junior, 2V2h.p„ 2-speed, stored 1 y<

At7 overha-uled, excellent condition, pillion, all

£35. Offers.—Dnggan, 9a, Belsize-parade, Beh
Park, N.W.3. . [6!

£12 down and 50/- monthly buys immediate (Miy
of O.K.-Junior; simple and reliable,- best va

in trade for beginners.—Frank Whitworth, 139, r

St., Birmingham. « [2

Omega.
OMEGA-J.A.P. 2%h.p., 1920, 2-speed, K^„ clui

engine thoroughly overhauled, new valves, tapp
guides, rings, etc. ; best offer.—Williams, North E
Felstead. [6

-1 A19 2%h.p. Omega-Jap, 2 speeds, lamp sets ;

J-*s horn, good tyres, in nice running order :

appearance: £40.—Walbro Motorcycle Co., Saff

Walden. 'Phone : 45. [7.

1 A20 Omega-Jap, Ja^h.p., 2-speed, clutch, k
At/ starter, lamps, accessories, perfect condit

throughout, mileage 1,800; £47/10. — 12, Portl;

Avenue, Stamford Hill, N.16. {7

OMEGA 1922 Models; prices from £39/10. W
for catalogue, London Motors, 61, Holbora V

duct, E.C.I. Your old machine taken in part ]

ment, for cash, or on deferred terms.

OMEGA 1922 Models for earliest deliveries. W
London Motors, 61, Holborn Viaduct, E.I

Sole distributing agents for :—Norfolk, Northamp
shire, Huntingdonshire, Cambridgeshire, Hampsl
Rutlandshire. Bedfordshire, Berkshire, Buckingh
shire, Oxfordshire. Suffolk, Essex, Hertfordshire, i

sex, Surrey, Kent (with the exception of 20 rt

radius of London). [7

P. and M.

P.
and M. late -Combination, good order; £35.
Springfield Park Crescent, Catford, S.E.6. [E

B26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marKed (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

DGE-MULTI 1921 (June), lamps. Klaxon, fully

isured; £60 or offer.—349, Essex Rd., N.l. [6223

DGE 1914 3','i'h.p., clutch, good going order;

230.—Evans, Draper, HarlineWn, Middlesex.
[5974

2 I.O.M. Rudge-Multi from stock; £77; ex-

changes.—Kent's, 417, Lord St., Southport.
[6713

4 3%h.p. Rudge-Multi, all on, tax paid, climb
anything; £40.-218, Croydon Rd., Caterham.

[6348
Rudge, electric lamps, discs, perfect; £40, or

jxchange for sidecar machine.—Mullev, Builder,
3g. [6742

Jp. Rudge-Multi Combination, good order; £80;
iny examination.—Tyler, Seal ford Rd., Melton
ray. [6620

DGE-MULTI 1920, little used, tax paid, fully

equipped ; £51.—Cope, 15, Upper Haglev Rd.,
ngham. [6529

DGE-MULTI, 11 months old, as new, fully
quipped, tax paid; £54.—Cope, 15, Upper Hagley
Birmingham. [6530

12 i.G.M, Rudge-Mtiltis in stock at the latest
reduced prices, £77.—Jones Garage, Broadway,

ell Hill, IN. 10. [0791

rE 1914 3|/2h.p. Rudge-Multi, overhauled by
makers; £25; wicker sidecar, £3.—Comyns,
1st, Carshalton. * [6676

.7 3Vah.p. Rudge-Multi Combination, lamps,
horn and hood, in first-class condition; £50.—

mes Rd., Acton. [6319

DGE 3V2h.p. Combination; £58.—Newnham
Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
e : Hammersmith 80. [7032

up. Rudge-Multi Combination, good order, Canoe-
let sidecar, electric light; £50.—Beal, 149,

, Rd., Brighton, Sussex. [5909

DGE 7-9h.p. Twin 1920, with Mills-Fulford De
.luxe sidecar, speedometer, etc. ; £90.—Ratcliffe
200, Gt. Portland St., \V. [7049

i.p. 1921 Rudge-Multi, touring sidecar, tax and
insurance paid, all on, small mileage; £90.—
rds, 77, Rotherfield St., N.l. [6157
11 I.O.M. Rudge, low mileage, lamps, horn, spare
belt, knee grips, insurance; £60.—" Home-

" Shrewsbury Lane, Woolwich. [5930

20 I.O.M. Rudge-Multi, Lucas accessories, mile-

age 2,000, perfect condition; £60.—Premier
i- Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [7255

DGE-MULTI, fast sporting model, complete with
lamps, horn, speedometer; £35; bargain.—St.
s House, Holbrook Lane, Coventry. [6669

DGE-MULCI, 3i/;.h.p., 1921, 3,000 miles, no
breakdown, speedometer, pumps, etc; nearest offer

-Bucknail, Shotwick Aerodrome, Chester. [6522

DGE-MULTI 3M<h.p. 1919 Combination, original
,yres, electric light; any trial; £55, no offers,

11 solo.—6, Eversholt St., Camden Town. [6393

21 (October) Rudge-Multi and sporting sidecar,

all accessories, tax paid, as new, any trial; £60.
Swaton Rd., Bow. Tele.: E. 3155. [7148

DGE 1921 3yL>h.p. Multi, in splendid condition;

£55, a real bargain.—W. E. Line, late Coppen
t, 89, Gt. Portland St. Langham 1601. [5831

17 Rudge-Multi 5.6h-p., with Rudge sidecar, ex-

cellent condition, tax paid, seen by appoint-

; £60.—Cooper, 28, Birch Grove, Acton, W.3.
[6219

DGE-MULTI 1922 I.O.M. T.T. model in stock;

lew price, £77.— Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate
ue. Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548,

[0071
21 Rudge-Multi, I.O.M., clutch, starter, fully

equipped, licensed, brand new condition; £55.
Canterbury Rd., Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l.

[7158
IDGE-MULTI 3y2h..p. I.O.M., specially nnfshed

deep red, ridden 3,000 miles, unscratched; 48

-Hare, 21, Mostyn Gardens, Kensal Rise, N.W.10.
[6665

20 Rudge Multi Combination, 5-6h.p., fully

equipped, original tyres, equal new; £90.—
:, Lower House Clunton, Aston-on-Clun.

[7182

TDGE 1922 3'Ah.p., I.O.M. model, in stock for

immediate delivery; £77.—Newnham Motor Co.,

Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith
' [7017

GNS.—1920 3V_.li. p. I.O.M. Rudge-Multi,
* speedometer, lamps, licensed, excellent con-

n.—Remington, Chalet, Sanderstead Hill, Croy-
[6357

,22 Rudge, ridden from depot few days ago,

owner unfit, fully taxed and insured, lamps,

jr's guarantee; £75.-51, Upper Richmond Rd.,

ley. [6323

1
21 Rudge-Multi I.O.M., fully equipped, insured to

September, as new; £60; with splendid sidecar,
—" Crvs-Pal " Garage, 86, Church Rd,, Upper
wood, S.E.19. ' [6783

WATCH THIS COLUMN
EVERY WEEK FOR

BANCROFTIAN GO.'S

BARGAINS.
Advertisers in "The Motor Cycle" from its

n first publication.

TYRES.—Manufacturers' clearance stocks, not

W.D. Although clearance they are new and perfect.

Wood-Milne extra heavy 4 ply, G50X 65, 27/8. 26 X 2£
combination, 35/- ;

All clean and wrapped in original

packing. Macintoch 28x3 rubb?r non-skid "heavy

W.D. in original packing, quite f.esh, price 30/-.

Pedley 26x2^, vribbed, 25/-. Hutchinson 26X 2g
heavy T.T. 27/6; Passenger 20x2* for 2i 39/6.

700x80 to fit 650x65 small car heavy 49/6. 24x2
T.T. heavy 25/-, extra heavy 3 ribbed 700x65 or

750x65 for American machines 35/-. 650x65 steel

studded car type, 65/-, original, £6 6s. Firestone

20*2, Auto wheel, 21/-; original, 45/-. Tube, 6/6.

Palmer 26 x 2, light, 22/6; 650X 65 cord, 42/- ; 26x2*,
cord, 42/-. Oylers 650 x 65 ribbed square tread, heavy,

in original packing, 27/6; original, 45/-. Clincher de

Luxe, very heavy, 28x2, 32/6; 26x2^,37/8; 26x2,
Junior de Luxe, 22/6; 26X 1}, 17/6. Dreadnought
Passenger A. Won 28 x 3, 45/-. Hutchinson wired edge
coveis, 26X 2J and 26X 2j, 30/- each.

TUBES.—24x2 J, 4/6; 24x2,4/6; 26x21,5/8;
26x2*, 5/9; 26x23, 6/6; 28 x 3, extra heavy, 7/6 ;

700x80, 7/6.

BELTS.—Clincher clearance line, new, not W.D-
V, 6' 6", 8/6 ; I",

7' 6", 12/3 ;
8' 6", 14/- ;

1", 7' 6".

16/-; 8', 17/-; ij", 7', 18/- ; 8', 20/6 ;
8' 6", 21/6:

Bates short lengths, J*, 5', 4/6; 5' 6", 5/-; 1",a'V<
5/-

;
5', 5/- ;

5' &", 5/6 ;
1", 4' 6", 6/3 ; 5'. 7/- ;

5' <3", 7/9=

leather belts, f" at 2/6 per foot ; belt fasteners, 9d>

and1/-...

SPEEDOMETERS.—Cowey with trip, £4 19s. 6d.

;

Stewart with trip {£6 6s. model), £4 15s.
;
Jones with

trip, £3 17s. 6d. ; all unused and perfect. All speedo-

meter replacements in stock.

TAN SADS, with back seat 28/6, original price 57/- ;

only limited quantity.

GOGGLES.—Genuine Triplex, 45/- model, 10/6 ;

25/- model, 9/6. They are new and perfect.

GAUNTLETS.—Extiaordlnary bargains. Tan leather

gauntlets unlined 7/1 1 ; lived 10/6; new and fresh.

The greatest, bargain ever offered. Chrome leather

gauntlets with finger and thumb, wrist strap, 3/6,

Gloves leather wool lined 4/6; Above lines worth
more, than double. Limited quantities only. Order
at once.

WATERPROOF SUITS.—Less than pre-war prices.

Great purchase of manufacturers' stock, consisting

of double-breasted coats with belts, storm cuffs, and
collars, and seatless trousers with gussets, patent

fasteners, and leather bound seats. Finest quality

extra heavy double texture waterproof material,

dark fawn, new and fresh, only been made recently,

not half perished W.D. Our price to clear, £2 2s.

Could not be bought elsewhere under £4 103., the

greatest bargain ever offered. Order immediately

to save disappointment. All stock sizes.

OIL SKIN SUITS.—Lined, double-breasted coat,

long trousers, with bib, first class quality, colour dark
green, 17/6, worth £3 3s.

Reliable Electric Motor Cycle Horn as illustrated,

complete with wire and switch, 15/6, postage 1/3.

Usual 29/6.
We can supply everything for the motor cyclist at

competitive prices. On ai ab ive goods carnage extra.

BANCROFTIAN CO.,
78, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON. E.C.

Grams "Chaikel, London." Phone: London Wall 9897

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Kudge'.

RUDGE, 1912, clutch, lamps, horn, knee grips,
spare tyre, etc. new tyres_, completely overhauled,

excellent appearance, ^mechanically perfect, last ; 24
gns.—74, Victoria Rd., Stretford, Manchester. [6445

RUDGE 1922.—All models of this popular mount.
The 3VL-h.p. Multi at £77 is competitive with

anything in its class; cash or terms; exchanges.

—

W. E. Line, late Coppen Allan, 89, Gt. Portland
St. Langham 1601. [5830

RUDGE-MULTI 1921 Combination 5-6h.p., Tan-
Sad, Easting Royal screen, W.S.R. jet. done about

2,000 miles, just fitted new exhaust valve and piston
ring, ride 50 miles to certain buyer; £110; East
Herts district.—Write, F. M.. c/o Vickers, 5, Nicholas'
Lane, E.C. 4. [6062

1 Q16 5-6h.p. Rudge-Multi, just fitted following newty parts :—Cylinder, piston, connecting rod, crank
pin, all engine bearings, silencer, *foot-rests, 1 new
tyre, other in good condition, Triumph bars, very
powerful, fast, enamel indifferent; £38, offer.—
Parham, Norrington, Salisbury. [6031

K-6h,p. Rudge-Multi Combination, 1919-1920, just
*-* overhauled by Rudge, new piston, etc., hood,
windscreen, legshields, Tan-Sad complete, speedometer.
lamps, tax paid for 1922, insured, 4 gallons of Shell
oil, 8 lbs. of carbide, 3 new tyres, back oversize, 1

spare cover and tube; best offer over £80; seen any
time.—J. E. Rogers, Flint Wall Cottage, Farnham
Royal, Slough. [5922

Spare Parts :

T ONGMAN BROS., 17, Bond St., Ealing.—Official
J-^ agents Rudge spares. [5710

THE Promptest Firm for Rudge Spares.—Forfield
Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [3163

HERBERT .ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—All Rudge parts in stock; illustrated

list post free. [4951

Scott.

JOHN R. KINSEY and Co., Ltd., Croydon, for
Scotts. [6884

SCOTT Squirrel Combination or Solo in stock.—
Pilling, Rock St., Bury. [6244

tf> RJ GNS.—Scott, 2-speed, K.S., smart little bus.—
f^*J Claremont Garage, Blackpool. [6150

WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—3%h.p.
Scott and sidecar, 1914-15 model; £45. [6993

COTT Service Depot, 99, Great George St., Liver-
pool.—Scott motor cycles. Scott Sociables. [5438

SCOTTS, either model. West of England Agent ia

Gibb, 100, Northgate. Gloucester. 'Phone: 852.
[8126

"1Q22 Scott Models in stock, complete; £110; de-
-1-*/ livered free.—-Millard's. Scott Agents. Chester-
field. [4276

.O.C.n. for a 1920 Scott, brand new condition

;

also 1914 combination.—5, Heath St., Hampstead.
(Near Tube.) [4927

SCOTT Combination in first-rate condition, with
lamps, tools, and luggage carrier; £45.—Stan-

bridge, Cranbrook. [5754

£29.-1914 Scott, 2 speeds, clutch, mew oversize
tyres, lamp, tax paid, ride away.—Ewers, New-

ton Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [6416

SCOTT 3;4h.p. 1920 model, now at works, being
overhauled by makers; what offers ; must sell.*—Harding, Glenfarne, Co. Leitrim. [5393

SCOTT Sports, 1921, July, mileage 1,500, lamp,
generator, 1922 tvpe oiling, appearance as new;

£85.-16, Grecian Rd., Tunbridge Wells. [6342

"J
Q20 Scott Combination, lamps, horn, Easting,

J-*J windscreen, in fine conditiou, ready to ride
away; £85.—Bolton, 2, Rodney St., Wigan. [6024

SCOTT 354h. p., newly overhauled, guaranteed in
perfect mechanical condition, K.S., Binks; £45.

—Ha worth, 73, Scotland Rd., Nelson, Lanes. [6102

QU-PEHB 1919-20 Scott Combination, SuzanneO maroon and nickel finish, Lucas accessories; 80
gns.; exchanges.—Kent's, 41-7, Lord St., Southport.

[6709
OCOTT Combination, electric horn, dynamo lighting,O speedometer, almost as new, run only 3,12-5

miles; £115.—J. S. Horsfall, Motor Engineer, Nelson.
[6072-

"fQ14 Scott and sidecar,, engine bushed, new chainslv and sprockets, plated and enamelled by Scott
Co., new 3in. tyre; £55.—Bridge. Henfold, Tyldesley.

[5964
SCOTT and Sidecar, late 1920. 2,000 miles, condi-

tion first-class; all tools, accessories, and spares
(including tyres) ; £110.—Mirrey, Sunderland Rd.,
East Boldon, near Sunderland. [6741

SCOTT Combination (July, 1919), electric lamps,
horn, overhauls, etc. ; owner giving up riding

;

will ride 50 miles to genuine „offer
; privately owned;

£92.—King St. Garage, WaLforct [5927

1Q20 3*4h.p. Scott Combination, as new. mileage
A*/ under 1,000. complete with Miller lamps, tool

kit, and Cowey horn, licensed December, 1922; what
offers?—Partridge, Flour Mills, Pershore. [6132

S

F
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Scott.

SOUTH London Scott Service Depot.-'Phone Croy-

don 1129 ior demonstration runs; immediate de-

livery, prices Irom £105.~.John R Kinsey ,
and Co

Ltd., 350-352, Lower Addiscombe Ed.. Croydon. [8352

QCOTTS.—All models in stock I can quote you

O promptly for anything m the[Scott line. Over-

hauling and tuning a speciality—Taylo .Scott
Specialist, 74, Stony Lane, Smethwick. Birmingham^

SCOTT 1920, kick starter, Klaxon horn and all

accessories, disc wheels, in perfect running order

,

62 gns.-The Lancaster Motor Co., 158 Norwood Rd.,

West Norwood, S.E.27. 'Phone: Streatham 2541.^

OCOTT Squirrel, January, 1922, picked engine,

C3 standard mudguard, carrier, perfect condition

licensed- buying Scott combination; would exchange,

£95 -Williams 2, Hermitage Rd., Upper Parkstone,

Uorset.
L

Spare Parts

:

QCOTT Spares. Immediate delivery.-Kays, 8, Bond

O St., Ealing. L7<" b

OOUTH London Scott Service Depot.-Scott Spares:

k5 Scott Repairs.-John R. K™sey and Co. Ltd.,

•50-352, Lower Addlscombe Rd., Croydon. Phone

1 129.
[°353

GODFREYS', Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London,

W 1 -Complete stock of all Scott spare parts

always in stock. Write- ior free spare part list, stating

-year of manufacture.
Scout.

1Q21 purchased, 3h.p. R.W. Scout, 2-stroke,

i-V Union engine, Albion 2-speed, E.I.C., B. and B
-ust £73/10 without accessories (receipt shown), quite

new, never used; accept £.43, lowest, great bargain

-Write, Weaver, 11, Church Rd., Erith. [7136

Silver Prince.

CULVER PRINCE, exceptional bargain.—New 1922
>- Lightweight Combination for £85, J.A.P. engine,

Rturmev gear box, Brampton forks, Canoelet sidecar

with screen.—Ohinery, 1, Hammersmith Ed., Kensing-

ton. 'Phone: Western 4140. [s285

Singer.

AUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2'ih.p.

Singer 1910, N.S.U. gear; £25. [7006

Spar?. Parts

:

THE Promptest Firm for Singer Spates.—Forfiekl

Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [3164

Spark.

SPARK 1922 Models, Villiers engine, flywheel mag-
neto; £39/18; also 2-speed kick-starter models

in stock; £52/10.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St.,

Acton, London. [7167

Sparkbrook.
r>3.h.p. Sparkbrook, 2-speed, fully equipped, like

W4 new; 38 gns.—51, Garden Avenue, Mitcham.
[6226

SPARKBROOK-VILLIERS, 2-speed, lamps, hom,
spares, splendid condition; £32.-73, Southlands

Rd., Bromley, Kent. [6082

"I <Y2 1 Sparkbrook 2 !/Ji.p., 2-speed, Villiers engine,
-*-U Lucas lamps, horn, College mudshield, insured,
-licensed; cost £68, guaranteed; £33.-40, Warley
Ri l . Blackpool. [6437

Sun.

1Q21 Sun-Vitesse, brand new, never used; to
i-tl clear, £35.—Welford's Motors, Brighton.

1.6796

1 Q21 (Oct.) Sun-Vitesse, done 400 miles, full tax;
It; 30 gns.—Kent's, 417, Lord St., Southport.

[6712

SUN-J.A.P. 6h.p. Combination, splendid condition;

£50, exchange.—Fairhurst, Behind 68, Standish-

gate, Wigan. [6616

SUN-V.T.S. 2> 2 h.p., 2 speeds, discs, long exhaust,
fully equipped and licensed, sound condition;

£25.-35, Marlon' Rd., Anerley, S.E.20. [6465

SUN-VITESSE 1922 2-;ih.p., clutch,. K.S. model,
new, in stock.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate

Avenue, Camomile St., -E.C.3 'Phone : Avenue 5548.
[0072

SUN-VILLIEItS 1919 2^n.p., 2-spced, new Dunlop,
lamps, Klexon ; 30 guineas; appointment Satur-

day or Sunday.—Pearson, 14, Clanriearde Gardens,
W.2. [6830
SUN-VITESSE 1920 2V2Yi.p., 2-stroke, recently over-

hauled, not run over 1,000 miles, ready to ride
away; owner bought car.—Apply Box 9505, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [6905

FOR Sun, J.A.P. , or Sun-Vitesse, get in touch with
ihe sole North London agents. Models in stock,

single Special, 42 gns.; 2%h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, K.S.,
60 gns. Send for catalogues. Trade supplied.—Jones
Garage. Broadway, Muswell Hill. N.10. [0790

Sunbeam.
1 Q20 5l/,h.p. Sunbeam, beautiful condition; £85.—
-*•« 17. St. Charles Sq.. W.10. [6239

KICKHAM, Stokes Croft. Bristol, Sole District
Agent for Sunbeams; unequalled service, repairs

etc. (3143

Your new mount for

the Spring must be a

r~» CD ^j c^ l""^

i*->pe r~» io r-»

The Rolls-Royce of the

Motor Cycle World. 8 h.p.

the super twin, £150. 6-5

h.p.light sports model,£125.

Special Brough Superior

Sidecar, £30s including

screen and step.

For the Rider who studies

initial outlay and economy in

running costs the new im-
proved 1922 model RADCO
will make a special appeal.

Single speed ... 34 GllS.

2-speed K.S. clutch 45 GllS.

Other Agencies include

—

A.J.S.

Aflel:

Brough Superior.

Excelsior.

Harley-Davidson.

Hobart.

Henley.

Humber.

Norton.

Radco.

Raleigh.

Scott.

Velocette-

Specialities. Exchanges (full

market value allowed for your
present mount in part
exchange). Easy terms direct

with ttie purchaser at only

4% extra.

J
Frank Hallam

Dalton Street,

And 88, Bristol Street.

BIRMINGHAM.
PK0NE : MID. 1472.

19 1

1Q21 (August) 3V2h.p. Sunbeam Combination,

dard model, ^^^^ImefEd. ' ™"»

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

1Q19 3^>b.p. Sunbeam; speedometer and all acceS'

-LI? sories; £79.—Elmes, 22, York Rd., West

Norwood. .

[6726

TX7AUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—3y2h.i>.
VI 1919 Sunbeam Combination, £95; also Sole

Sunbeam, £75. [6996

SUNBEAM 1915 3i/
2h.p. Combination, very good

order, fully equipped; £65.-Allia, 12, Bridgf

St.. Cambridge. W77S

SUNBEAM Twin Combination, 1915-1919, exception

ally good condition; oilers.—Jones, 11, Hawks
head St., Southport. [5453

1Q19 3>/2h.p. Sunbeam Combination, perfect, Mlj
-L«J equipped, licence paid, Easting; £95.-182

Grove Rd., Balham. t59? 1

i A19 3i,4h.p. Sunbeam, Lucas accessories, conditio!

i-U perfect; £65.—Hillier (side bell), 9, Wallingiorf

Ay., North Kensington. . [664<

1 021 Semi-sports Sunbeam, interchangeable wheels

i-ij £115; as new, mileage 400, tax paid, insured

—217, Green Lanes, London, N. [616;

1Q19 Sunbeam and Brand New Sunbeam tie Luxi

JLV Sidecar, unscratched ; £90.—Hillier (side bell

9, Wallingford Av„ North Kensington. 16641

1015ii Sunbeam Combination, fully equipped yen

LU little used; bargain, £77, or nearest offer -

Taylor, " Rowans," Milton Rd., Cambridge. [6361

CJUNBEAM 1919 31/oh.p. Combination, lamps, horn

?5 long exhaust, sidecar re-painted, all in splendj.

order; £75.-Allin, 12. Bridge St., Cambridge. L 477!

TO 21 Sunbeam Combination, 3i'
2h.p., Lucas equip

l-if ment, Cowey speedometer, like new. perfect cod

dition; £135.-Engineer, Waterworks, Royston, Herts

19 3iAh p Sunbeam Combination, excellent con

ditio'n, windscreen, side curtain'.Com
speedometer; £90.-Dodge, IB, East Dulwich

^

M.

1CJ26-21 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination hood, screer-

I. if spare wheel, new condition; £130, elecfri

light.—James, c/o Bradmores, 432, Harrow Rd., Pm
dington.

itar,

acce;

sories; "iTAoT-Burrows, 16, Walmer Rd., Waterl«

Liverpool. ^
. , .

QUNBEAM 1920 Combination, m
f*\

n
n
lca"5

ar^b Cowey speedometer, mechanical hoin sparer n
condition and low mileage; bargain, ±,100.-269. Rs

^mmi-AM 3V,hP 1916, special engine, very iasl

UNB
gSfUfc\ndition accegorie^

;

spares co„

paratively small mileage; £70.-Bevenage, n ^
Dunfermline.

,
.,

1fkl9 Sunbeam 3y,h.p. Combination Mills-Fuller

ir^ar
o r

T^d'»--'
,a-^— ^|i

Glamis St., Bognor.

Ohp 1921 Sunbeam Combination Magdyno, infe

8 'changeable spare wheels, screen, hood, speedoBKt*

elc excellent condition, mechanically perfect; £181

8 Grange Rd., Ramsgate. L01"

19 Sunbeam, 3y,h.p., only run 4,500 mile

electric lighting, Bonniksen speedometer, I(

guards and lugga°ge bSx, eug.n, just overhauled; £71

-E Rotherham, 27, Spoil St.. Coventry. - [718

t ATTT 1919 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, dynan-

L lifhting, speedometer, electric horn, screen spa

wheel and cover, in excellent condition ;
barga.

£125.—Tilleys, The Esplanade, Weymouth. [68£

rrt21 3V,h.p. Sunbeam Combination, detacjiab

if wheels and spare wheel, lamp sets and hor

„,i t Q v uaid- in very nice- .condition ,

^14u.-

wflbro
3
MoLixycle

1

Co., skron Walden. -Phoney 4

-1021 3^aT.p. Sports- Sunbeam, delivered June 192

19 mileage under 2,000. fully ^tupped in perfe

condition, any inspection or tna !
£10|.-Ba rber,

Leinster Gardens, Bayswater, London. Phone, m
UNBEAM (October) 1919, 3V»h p., black and gol

3spfed kick starter, had little use and prac

callv indistinguishable from new ^cessories^ ft

yeai's tax paid; £85.—Smith s, 86, Chalk Paim «;

X w 1.

Qh.p.' Sunbeam Combination, August, 1920, hoc

O screen and spare wb.ee , Lucas lighting «et, Cuw

horn, in splendicl condition. ™'«-Se
Vi™

W
Hex'hai

£150, or near offer—Lloyd, Abbey View, liexnai

Northumberland.

-|«19 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination Lucas Ip^ a
,IS horn speedometer, spare wheel, »;«>J--er«

etc eoudition'guar-anteed, £112; 1914^.^
caiffullv used, lamps, speedometer, Tan-Sad £0=

' Crre-Pal " Garage, 86, Church Rd„ Upper Norwj

S.E.19.
l °

1 r»21 SVA.V. Sporting Model Sunbeam Motor CK
XV complete with lamp, generator, hora, nnd u«l

spares, cast aluminium plates, new m April last, ana

exceptional^ good condition tyres uununetnred; W
offer to fillO.-Geoffrey Smith, The Motor Cg
Coventry. l

S'

19 1

S'
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

IjRIUMPH, October 1919, engine 65926, 4h.p.,
chain-cum-belt, and Millford skiff sidecar, acety-

ie lamps, horn,, speedometer, insured to October,
22, done 9,000 miles, in generally good condition,
ivately owned; £85.—Cook, Lyncroit, Morningto
>ad, Woodford Green. [6663

921 Type S.D.C. Triumph-Gloria Combination,
Lucas accumulator, electric lighting, Bonniksen

eedometer, Lucas horn, Stirling legshields, specially
:ked machine, used for demonstration only

;
guaran-

:d as new throughout; £150 cash.—Premier Motor
i., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [7256

h.p. Countershaft, entirely renovated 1922, com-
plete with lamps and horn; £60. We have a

mber of 4h.p. Countershaft Triumphs from £40.—
fht Car and Motor Cvcle Engineering Co., Ltd., 26,
lse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone : Brixton 1292. flfc

nufce from Brixton Skating Rink.) [727

920 Triumph-Gloria outfit, electric lights, spares,
disc wheels, just delivered from makers after

5 overhaul, re-bored cylinder, oversize piston, tax
id, fully insured, any trial four up; 115 gns. or
ar offer.—Jack Wheeldonj Princess Mary's Con-
lescent Centre, Rednal, nr. Birmingham. [6447

921 Triumph Combination, practically new, Lucas
dynamo lighting, mechanical oiling, DunhiL

angular chassis, large comfortable body, Easting,
rfect condition; £100 cash secures.—S. and B.
ttors, King's College Rd., HJampstead; 5 rains. Swiss
ttnge, M.E.T. 'Phoire: Hanipstend 6782. [6826

921 All-chain Triumph Combination, shown at
Olympia, just returned from makers' complete-

irall, perfect condition and order, magdyno, Bonnik-
, Easting, Lucas horn and mirror, all spares and
Is, tax aud insurance paid, any examination; best
jr secures.—Box 9495, c/o The Motor Cycle. 'Phone,
ilsham 22. [6274

918 4h.p Triumph, 19^0 Henderson sidecar, over-
hauled September by makers, Coventry, all

rn parts replaced, sidecar has 4-p^int attachment,
olt 80-amp. accumulator let in seat, equipment
hides Lucas electric lamps and horn, Eonniksen
j speedometer, Easting windscreen, college' leg
aids, knee grips handle-bat muffs, Tan-Sad with
t-rests, spare values, tubes, chains, all tools, enamel
I plating like new, tvres all unpunctured, 40
).h., about 70 m.p.g., licensed 1922; owner guar-
ees combination in first-class condition in everv
.- £88.—Godrrey, 21. Woodland Rue, Muswell Hill,
jdon, N.10 [6100

Zparc Parts

:

RIUMPH Spares; immediate delivery.—Kays, 8.
Bond St., Ealing. [3615
ONGMAN BROS., 17, Bond St., Ealing.—Offi^ia'
agents Triumph spares. [5709

RIUMPH Spares.—Woodrow and Co., 5-7, Castle
St., Salisbury; trade_ supplied. [5946

[ERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
L bridge, the Triumph experts.—Complete illus-

ted list post fre-; [4953

OMPLETE itock Triumph and Sturmey-Archer
spares, no waiting.—Ward's, 51, Upper Rich

ad Rd.. Putney 'Phone :, Putney 2754. [1159

RIUMPH Spares, large stock.—For details see Parts
and Accessories column.—Light Car and Motor

•le Engineering Co., Ltd., 26, Tulse Hill, Brixtor
[726f

IRIUMPII Agents since 1906.-A1I Triumph Spare1

at new reduced prices from stock; principal Bir
ngham apents and service depot.— Premier Motor
., Aston Rd.. Birmingham. 1079P

RIUMPH Spare" Parts for all models; also
Sturmey-Archer gear parts from stock, post free;

r overhauls by specialist.—Jones Garage, Triumph
ints, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. [0809

RIUMPH Parts. 1904-21, every part in stock, new
or second-hand. Why not second-hand in place

new till prices drop? naif the price, satisfaction
iranteed. HundreJs of testimonials. Triumph
airs and renovations a speciality, under persona!
•ervision of our proprietor, late with Triumph and
inner cycle companies Cylinder regrinding on
ist machinery.— Forfield Motors. Forfield Place,

Velocette.

REMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Velocettes.

•IMEDIATE delivery of Model E.2, 2-speed, £65;
E.2, 3-speed, £72/10; all with clutch and kick

rter; easy payments, 4 per cent. extra, carriage
d to any address.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd
mingham. f7257
25.—Velocette 2%h.p

i
., 2 . speeds, all-chain, acces-

sories, splendid condition.—63, Solon Rd., Brix-
[6468

[|2l Velocette, 3-speed, internal expanding brakes,J unpunctured and unscratched, 140 m.p g
ips, horn, etc any trial; £60.—Mrmn, Armley
ds. [6044
ELOCETTE 1921, equipped, mileage 600, abso-
lutely as new in every respect, fast and very

aomical; £47; would exchange combination.—18,
rler Rd., Edgbaston, Birmingham. [6552

OF PARTS FOR
4 H.P. DOUGLAS.
GEAR BOX PARTS FOR 4 H.P. " DOUGLAS."
Gear Box half, Chain Side, £1 ; Pulley Side,

15/-; Gear Box Bolts, 6d. ; Front Bolts for Clutch
Arm, 4/- ; Rear Bolts for Clutch Release Arm, 5/6 ;

Clutch Release Bridle, 6/6 ; Drawbolt complete,
3/- ; Ball Races for Back Clutch Plate, 1/- ; Ferodo
Rings for Clutch, 4/6 ; Clutch Screwdriver, 3/9 ;

Kick-start Support Arm, 4/- ; Screwed Sleeve
Pinion, 9/6 ; Plain Sleeve Pinion, 5/- ; Main
Operating Fork, 5/6 ; Bronze Forks for Operating
Dog, 5/6 ; Front Clutch Plate, 8/6 ; Loose Clutch
Plate, 5/6 ; Screws for Back Plate to carry small
Ball Bearings, 3d. ; Compression Springs for
Clutch, 6d. ; Studs fixing Back Plate, 6d. ; Nuts
for same, 2d. ; Adjustable Pulley Flange plain,

10/6; Pulley Flange fixed to Main Shaft, 14/6;
Locking Cap for same, 4/9.

FRAME PARTS FOR 4 H.P. " DOUGLAS."
Frame new, £10 ; repaired, re-enamelled and

guaranteed, £4 ; Head Lug only, steel stamping,
15/-; Y Lug for Down Tubes, 12/6; Backstay,
straight, 7/6; cranked, 8/-; Fork Sides, late

pattern, left or right, 15/-; Fork Spring, 2/6;
Head Ball Races, 1/6 ;

Rear Stand, 7/6 ; Bolt for

same, 6d. ; Clip for same, 1/3 ; Front Stand, 12/6 ;

Footboards," 12/6 per pair, complete with Clips;

Front Brakes complete, £1 ; Belt Guards, 5/-;
Front Mudguard, late pattern, 17/6 ; Back Mud-
guard, £1 2s. 6d. ; Undershields complete with ;

Clips, 5/- ; Front Wheel Rim. 7/6 ; Back Wheel
Rim, 8/6 ; Belt Rim, 10 £ ; Handlebars, semi T.T.
pattern, £1; Tank only, £3 5s.; Carriers, 17/6 ;

Long arffou'el Toolbag, trap fastening, 11/6.

STREAMLINE
SIDECAR LAMP.
Ebony with N.P.
mounts, with
special bracket fo

attachingtosideca
body or mudguard-

Price 13/9.

LARGE HEAD-
LA M P SET.
Of handsome
and distinctive
design with" arge
capacity genera-
tor. Price com-
plete 32/6.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING SET.
Spun Brass 6 in. Htad Lamp and Tubular Tail.
Finish Black and Nickel. Pressed Sieel Box,
Accumu ator, Bulbs, Wiring. Lamps fitted with
independent Switch and Focus Ho ders.

Price complete, £4 17 6.

TRAub toLJPPLI O.BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCX.E CO., LTO.,
7,SoutliSide,CLAPHAMCOMMON,S.W.4
'Miom : Brixton 2417. Wires : Burlington Motors,Clapkam

Ju't by Clapham Common Underground Station.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Velocette.

"I Q21 Velocette, 2-speed, lamps, horn, tools, as new;*-« £40; exchange higher power.—2, Madrid Ed.,
Barnes. [6624
A STOUNDING value.—Not shop-soiled old stock but
f- brand new 1921 Velocette models D.2, delivered
from makers works in January, latest improvements
both brakes internal expanding, 2-speed, chain drive

'

£55 carries makers' lull guarantee; easy payments onlv
4% extra.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmine-

[1985ham.
Verus.

Ah.p. Verus, Blackburne, 3-speed, clutch, milea"o
J: 200; nearest £70.—Letters only, 87 Cathay's Ter-
race, Cardiff. *

[6737
T/"EEUS 1920 2-speed, clutch, K.S., legshield, discs,
T etc.; £35; new condition.—James, c/o Bian-
mores, 482, Harrow Ed., Paddington. [6460
1 Q20 Verus 2VL.h p., 2 speeds, clutch, kick start,
J-*/ just overhauled, tax paid; £37/10.—Goad, 122.
Maida Vale. 'Phone, Hampstead 1353. [6875
yEEUS 1920 2%h.p., Blackburne engine, Burman
* 2-speed, clutch and kick start; £50.—Newnham

Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone:
Hammersmith 80. [7033
1 OiiO Verus 214I1. p., single-speed, good as new, elec-
J-f trio light outfit, good accessories, suit overalls
(5it. 6in.), insurance, tax paid; lot cost over £75;
£45; appointment only—Schofield. 25, Santos Ed..
Wandsworth, S.W.18. [1020

Victory.
yiCTOEY 1920-21 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, kick
v start, lamps, horn, tools, smart appearance, take

2 anywhere, tax paid; £40, bargain.—143, Eavensburt-
Rd., Earlsfield, S.W.18. [5605

Villiers.

yiLUERS 2 1/2h.p., 2-stroke, Bosch, new Dunlop, tax
v paid, lamps, accessories, good running order; £28.

—Kerry, 31, Thorndon, Eye, Suffolk.- [6636

Vindec.
OiLhp. Vindec-Jap 1921, in excellent condition, for^ 4 sale, or part exchange for a 4h.p. Sunbeam
and sidecar, in good condition.—Box 9497, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [627-6

Williamson.
TyiLOAMSON Combination 1921 6h.p., J.A.P.,' Sturmey-Archer gear box, fullv equipped; £90.
—Cope, 15, Upper Hagley Rd., Birmingham [6533

Wolf.
TX7"OLF-J.A.P. 2%h.p„ nearly new, 1920, Sturmev-
»v Archer 2-speed, clutch and kick starter, lamps.
etc—365, King St., Hammersmith. [6817
tf>5.h.p. Wolf, o.h.i.v., Gradua gear, new tyres,^4 lamps, licence, perfect order, trial; £31 f ex-
change higher power.—Wilson, Ways Green, Winsford.
Cheshire. [6698
Ojih.p. Wolf-Jap, 1920, Burman 2-speed, kick^4 starter, clutch, Cowey speedometer, Miller
lamps, like new.—After 5, 30, Brechin Place, South
Kensington. Tel. Ken. 6249. 16320

Wooler.
"I Q20 Wooler 2%h.p., lamp, horn, aluminium foot-
A*/ boards, ]ust overhauled, little used; bargain,
£40.-3, King's Av.. Eastbourne. [6123

WOOLEE 2"'.',h.p., new May 1921 (invoice), unused
since September, accessories, perfect; accept £42.

—18, Carrninia Ed., Balham, S.W. [6843

£37 Bargain.-1920-l Wooler, hardly used, licensed,
spring frame, original tyres, absolutely perfect,

any trial, reliable, fast, 3h.p., 9 speeds.—Parwood.
89, East Hill, Wandsworth. _ [6768

NEW Wooler, 2*'4h.p., flat twin, Brooklands Sports
model, complete with lamps and horn; reduced

from £105 to £69, a bargain; easy payments.—Harrods Motor Cycle Dept., 118. Brompton Rd ,

London. [6361
Zenith.

A LLAN GRUZELIER, Zenith Specialist.

SPARE Parts, overhauls, new and second-hand,
machines.

BRAND new 1921 5h.p. Sports Models, £75; counter-
'

shaft, £85.

-f Q22 Bradshaw Models.—Belt, £113; touring chain,
JL& £119; sports, £127.

BEHIND every Zenith purchased from Allan
Gruzelier, you have a specialised service. Write

for particulars now, Easter is verv near.—London office,

Ulster Chambers, 168, Regent St. Regent 205.
Workshops and showrooms. Knight and Wheatleys
Garage," 4, The Pavement, Coulsdou. [6287

ZENITH 6h.p. Sports, discs, fully equipped; £44.—
114, Brixton Hill, [6819

6h.p. Sporting Zenith; a bargain; £45.- -14, Phceni r

St., Euston, N.W.I. [6408

1Q22 new 3V>h.p. Zenith-Bradshaw; £113.—Caii--
i-U forth Motor Co., Carnforth. [5950
r/ENITH 5h.p. Sports, wide tank, fast; £46:
i-i chajige.-49, Well St., Hackney. [6891

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desh

advertisement, and the date of the issue A33
ed. marked (PI.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
.Zenith.

f Q22 Zeuith-Bradshaw, Gradua gear, shop soiled
XJ/ only; £98.—Tippen, Marden, Kent. [5076

"I Q20 Zenith 8h.p., Swan sidecar, ridden 5 months;
-*-•-' £105.—Park Lane Garage, Walthara Cross.

£6026'

ZENITH-GRADTJA 5h.p. Sports, fully equipped,
perfect order; 48 g-ns,—3.7, Elmbank Gardens,

Barnes. [6628

ZENITH 1920 8h.p. Sports, Swan sidecar, speedo-
meter, lamps; £78.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7,

Exhibition Ed., S.W.7. [7201

BARGAIN..— 4h. p. Zenith, sporting sidecar, excellent
condition, lamps, tools, etc.; £43 or nearest.—L44,

Clarence Rd.; Wimbledon. [6224

ZENITK-BRADSHAW 1922 Models in stock;
£113. Liberal exchanges.—Eagles and Co., 275,

High St., Acton, London. [7169

"I Q20 Sports Zenith 5h.p„ little used, lamps, tools,
-*-*> spares, Tan-Sad; £90.—Mathias, 12, Townshend
Terrace, -Richmond, Surrey. [6259

F.O.C.H. for Zeniths, latest models in stock; also
1920 8h.p. countershaft combination.— 5, Heath

St., Hampstead. (Near Tube.) £4y "

8h.p. Sports Zenith, 1920 Henderson featherweight
sidecar, mileage under 2,000, practically as new;

offers.—Chattan House, Harrogate, [6231

ZENITH Sh.p. Combination, late 1920, very little
used, well equipped, and equal new; bargain, £90.

—Bunting's Exchange, Wealdstone. , - [7057

1Q20 2~\ih.p. Zenith Flat Twin, bought August,
-*-*/ 1921, jj.A. lighting, perfect; £52/10.—Houchin,
189a, High St., Peckham S.E.15. [6434

^ENITH 1921 5h.p. Sports- Models] brand new,
*-* guaranteed, few only left; 76 gns.—R. B. Clark
and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [7202

1 Or 21 Zenith Sports 8h.p., pillion, speedometer, etc.;
-*-«^ £80; exchange Triumpn combination, 1921.—
Hazell, c/o Carpenter, Holyport Rd., Fulham. [5925

1 Q20 Zenith 8h.p., clutch, Henderson Elite sidecar,
J-*J new condition, only ridden 800 miles; sacrifice
£105.—Elms, 433 Brixton Rd., S.W. 'Phone, Brix-
ton 704. [4960
"I Q22 Zenith-Bradshaw, slightly

_ used for a few
J-«J demonstrations, indistinguishable from new,
f nil guarantee; sacrifice, £95.—Frank Whitworth. 139,
Npw St.. Birmingham. [0711

Sh.p. Zenith Combination, new Aug. 1921. insured,
tax paid, hood, windscreen, Gowey, lighting, etc.,

excellent condition; £120.—Smith, Laburnum- Cottage,
Hrirstmonceux, Sussex. [604u

LONGMAN Bros., Bond St., Ealing. Tel., 689.-
Sole district Zenith agents, specialists in repairs

and tuning. All models for immediate delivery. Cash,
exchange, or deferred payments. [990Q
4h.p. Zenith-Gradua Combination, in splendid order,

recently overhauled, accessories, licensed 1922, ride
away; £57/10.—Mealand, 23, Clarendon Rd., Putney,
S.W. 15. "Phone, "Western 291. [6536
"IQ21 Zenith 6h.p Sport, done about 1,000 miles,
J-*J tuned for speed Zenith sp-cialists, electric
lighting, mechanical horn, licensed; £85.—Nay lor,
Eaglescliff, Station Rd., Birch ngton. [6029

"I Q21 Zenith Sports 5h.p., brand new and unused,
J-*-' maker's full guarantee, listed £110; our price
76 gns.; deferred payment or exchanges.—Edwards,
50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [7239

1 Q20 6h.p. Zenith Sporting Combination, top-hole
J-t/ condition throughout, electric outfit, speedo-
meter, windscreen, all accessories, tax paid; £75.—
b5, Eton Av. 'Phone: Hampstead 2542. [5989

ZENITH 1920 8-10h.p., countershaft, coachbnilt
sidecar, lamps, speedometer, horn, whistle, ex-

competition machine, 7,000 miles only, fast sporting;
£90, or best offer.—HiIdacot, Hildenborough, Kent.

[6131
ZENITH-BRADSHAW 1922 3&h.p., 3-speed, chain

drive model in stock for immediate delivery;
£119; cash or exchange.—Newnham Motor Co., 225,
Hammersmith Rd., W.6, 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.

[7019
BARKER'S Motors can supply 1922 Zeniths, all

models, at list prices, and give an insurance
^policy against mechanical breakdown for 12 months
free. Cash, deferred or exchanges.—194, Balham High
Rd., S.W.12. [7084

ZENITH 1920 8h.p. Countershaft, nearly new special
roomy sidecar, hood, screen, Cowey speedometer,

horn, electric, gas, excellent order throughout; 98 gns.;
deferred payment arranged.—10, Clarendon Rd.,
London, W.ll. [5565

ZENITH Combination, Millford family sidecar, 1920
J.A.P. 6h.p., countershaft, kick starter, Easting

windscreen, speedometer, horn, P. and H. lamps, spare
belt, chains, and tyres, consumption 65 to 70, any
trial;. £90.-16, Burns Rd., Battersea, S.W.ll. [6177

3 021-22 Sh.p. Zenith Combination, countershaft
-*J clutch, only ridden 900 miles, perfect condition

throughout, tax fully paid, and over £20 accessories

included; nearest £130 accepted.—Seen 2, Argyle St.,

King's Cross. 'Phone Owner, Museum 5357. 9-30—11
Dr 4—5. [6262

FINCHLEY
AND

UDERS GREEN
Motorists can get
everything at

OTORIA
15, Regent's Parade, TALLY-HO!

SOLE DISTRICT AGENTS:
Harley-Davidson, Enfield, Rudge, Trium ph,

Levis, B.S.A., Calthorpe, McKenzle.

1922 MODELS IN STOCK.
CASH, EXCHANGE OK
DEFERRED PA rMBNTS.

ACCESSORIES, TOOLS, ETC.
Vast Selection in Stock.

REPAIRS
The most up-to-date plant

and most skilled lab our only.

NOTHING TOO DIFFICULT.
Open till 8. Saturdays 9.

173, Gt. Portland Street.
Telephone—Lan^ham 1257

Open till 7.30 w'kdays.
4 o'clock Saturdays.

Hi RE
Motor Cycles and Combinations.

Any period from one day.

A GOOD SELECTION OF 1922

MODELS IN STOCK
hasy Payments taken on New Machines,

and Exchanges Entertained.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES
19:9 ZENITH, sports, 6 h n., witb Sidecar

and all accessories ...-.' S8j
jq2T MARTINSYDE Combination, all aces. £110
1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, electric model

and new £40 Sidecar complete £115
1920 , cNutKbom and sidecar all ncc^s. fc11j

1920 P. & M. and Canoelet Sporting side-

car complete £60

And many others. Call and inspect.

G N.'S, COVENTRY PREMIERS, MORGANS,
and ROVERS IN STOCK.
REPAIRS.

Good Machines taken in for Sale
on Commission

New Imperial Spare Parts Stockists

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

"IQ14 Zenith 5-6h.p. J.A.P. Cycle and Sideca
it' speedometer, Easting, re-enamelled and engi
thoroughly overhauled by makers, insured up to Jul
£100; price £55 for immediate sale; spares, tools, eU
included.—Apply Mason, 31, Upper Brook Me*
Craven Rd., Lancaster Gate, W. [68(

ZENITH 1920 8h.p., countershaft, clutch mode
kick starter, streamlinu MilLord sidecar, lamp

Tan-Sad pillion, luggage grid, Easting windseree:
Cowey speedometer, full equipment, in splendid co;

dition, tax paid; £110, or near offer; can be see

by appointment.—Cuff, 75, Cambridge Rd., Tl

Wimbledon, S.W.20. [6CM

Hpare Parts:

ZENITH Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kays, 1

1

Bond St.. Ealing. [722
|

LONGMAN BROS., 17, Bond St., Ealing.—Offk-i;

agents Zenith spares. [57C

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

FRANK WHITWORTH. Ltd., 139. New St., Bi
mingham, distributing agents for the Lady's Ir,

daintiest of all ladies' machines; £62. complete. Sen
for list. [072

A MOST suitable mount for a lady is the opei
j

frame Reynolds Runabout, Z\h.jp., 2-stroke, wit
2-speed and kick starter.—Get details from Fran
Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New St., Birmingham. [590

VELOCETTE 1922, Model E.L.2, open framt
clutch, kick starter, is the ideal lady's mount

all black waterproof finish, clean to ride in a!

weathers; £68; easy payments 4% extra; illustrate*

catalogue on request.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd,
Birmingham. [896i

Miscellaneous.
33. h.p. 2-stroke Druids, Amac, good tyres; £14.-

4= S [719

uega*
Booths

Shaw, Jeweller, Wellington, Salop.

BARGAINS. -(New U.K. s. Aiielo, uaneys. Omega*
Quadrants; exchanges entertained.

Motor ies, Halifax.

BARGAINS.— 1920 Matchless combination, detach
able wheels, £130/10/6; 6h.p. Zenith combina

tion, £49/10/6.—Booths' Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.-1917 Allon. 3-speed gear, clutch, kicl

starter, lamps, speedometer, £42/10/6.—Booths
Motories.

BOOTHS' Bargains.-1920 Sun, 2 speeds, clntch
£39/10/6; 4-cyl. F.N., 2 speeds. £22/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—Harley-Davidson Combination
mileage 300, £129/10/6; 1923 Harley, £95/10/6

like dbw.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—1920 Wooler, £49/19/6; 5h.p
2-speed Enfield. £29/10/6; 1914 Phelon and

Moore, £35/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—6h.p. 3-specd Rudge, £35/10/6
Z\'-A\.-p. Minerva, magneto. £10/15/6.

BOOTHS" Bargains.— 1921 Phelon and "Moore, small

mileage, £75/10/6; 6h.p Rex combination,
£27/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—Matchless Combination, 3-speed

countershaft, £69/10/6; 1920 3-speed Ariel,

£69/10/6

BOOTHS' Bargains.—1919 4h.p. Douglas Combina-
tion, £79/10/6; 4h.p. late model Douglas,

£55/10/6; 2%h.p. Douglas, cheap, lightweight motor
cycle, £13/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—1920 Sh.p. Tamplin, £79/10/6;
1920 Morgan De Luxe. £165/10/6, cost

£250/10; nearly new Ariel combination. £85/10/6;
new 3M>h.p. 3-speed ArieL £87/10/6; new 4 1

/2h.p.

Quadrant combination, £100; several others, cheap;

push cvcles taken exchange—Booths' Motories, Port-

land Place, Halifax. 'Phone: 1062 [1966

JONES Garage.—1919 Triumph and sidecar, fully

equipped, condition first-class in every way and

equal .to new; £85.

JONES Garage.—1919 P. and M. and new" sidecar,

fullv equipped, tax paid, as new, a very posh

outfit; £67/10.

JONES Garage.—1914 Humber combination, .3-speed,

kick start, fully equipped, new sidecar, new tyres.

JONES Garage.—1919 8h.p. New Imperial-Jap Com-
bination, fully equipped, as new, our special bar-

gain this week; £85,

JONES Garage.—Here you are, lads, 1914 6h.p. Sports

Zenith Combination, electric lamps, red cigar

sidecar, Zenith gear, very fast, general condition ex-

cellent, requires touching up, tax paid 1922; £30.

JONES Garage.—1920 Radco, 2-speed, equipped, tax

paid, as new, £35. Lots of others; send for big

list, or call, 'bus from Highgate and Finsbury Park \

passes the door. Open all Saturday, close at 1 p.m.

Thursdays.

JONES Garage invite inquiries; exchanges specialised

in and any make of machine obtained for you

at your price.

JONES Garage.—All the above machines will carry

our usual 3 months' agreement.—Jones Garage,

The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. 'Phone: 2917

Horasey.
"

C694E

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cvcles advertised by private owners are when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous

920 5-7h.p. Coventry Victor, perfect condition,
Sturmey 3-speed, Binks, tophole machine; £70.

lelovr.

lh.p. Humber, 2-speed, free engine, sporty; £30;
2 ba rga in .—Below.

h.p. Douglas Combination 1920, perfect condition,
re-enamelled and plated, Binks, electric lighting;

irest offer to £100. All three machines recently
jrnauled by makers.—Jones, Brondeg, Newtown.

-^ [6154
i/ANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.—Great bar-
* gains. Finest selection motor cycles London;
?hanges ; easy terms.

[TANDSWORTH.—Easter bargains. Easter bar-
» gains. Now's the time to buy real good motor
;le at your own price and be ready for your Easter
lidays.

[TANDSWORTH.—Easy terms. The only firm to
» give immediate delivery first deposit.

[TANDSWORTH.—Indian 4h.p. clutch model twin,
i drive away; cheap, 25 gns.-, easy terms.

[TANDSWORTH. — Triumph 3-3'i.h.p., magneto,
» spring forks, ride away, licensed; 22 gns.; easy

[TANDSWORTH. — Gregoire
V dropped frame,

rTANDSWORTIL-
V tion, 4h.p., 2

fTANDSWORTH.-
V.. 3Vj-4h.p. J.A.P.,

magneto,
19 gns.

;

combina-
42 gns.

3^:h.p.,
good tyres, licensed:

iy terms.

Bradbury coach built
speeds, lamps, screen

sy terms.

Wolf coachbuilt combination.
3 speeds," countershaft ; 49.

s, ; easy terms.

[TANDSWORTH.—Triumph-Gloria combination, 3
" speeds, countershaft, everything fitted; 69 gns.;
;y terms.

[TANDSWORTH.—F.N. (late) coachbuilt combina
» tion, 7h.p., 3-speed gear
nps; 68 gns.; easy terms.

[TANDSWORTH.—Indian beautiful coachbuilt com-
V bination, 7h.p., 3 speeds, lamps; 69 gns.; easj
'ms.

[TANDSWORTH.—Indian, . T.T. type 7h.p;, 2
T speeds, nice machine; 49 gns.; easy terms.

[TANDSWORTH.—Humber, almost new, 3Vili.p., 2
V speeds, lamps, unscratched ; 46 gns.; easy terms.

[TANDSWORTH.—Scott, fine machine, twin, water-
V cooled, runs beautifully ; only 39 gns. ; easy

box, speedomete

ITANDSWORTII.—Triumph
» combination, 4h.p., 3

ay terms.

[TANDSWORTH.—Rover
V kick, nice machine

plendid coachbuilt
speeds, lamps ; 49 * gns.

;

3Vjh.p., clutch model,
only "33 gns. ; easy terms.

|TA"%~'SWORTH.—Singer 3V>h p., clutch model,
V BlscIi, kick, drive away; 22 gns.; easy terms.

ITANDSWORTH.—F.N. 2":ih.p., magneto, 2 speeds,

V runs splendidly; cheap, 25 gns.; easy terms.

ANDSWORTH.—Zenith, 4h.p. J.A.P.,

gear, beautiful condition; only 39 gns.
Gradua

coachbuilt combination,
clearance, 45 gns.; easy

XTANDSWORTH.—B.S. A.
V 4h.p., 2 speeds, lamps;
rms.

XTANDSWORTH. — Rex 3V?h.p., magneto, disc

V wheels, wants attention; first offer accepted.—
;low.

ITANDSWORTH.—Exchanges.—Wandsworth Motor
V Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town
ation). 'Phone: Latehmere 4686. [7092

LLBER Garage, Thornsett Rd„ Earlsfield, London,
i. S.W. (opposite Station-, L.S.W. Railway). 'Phone,
itcbmere 4388. Terms no extr* with good deposit,
rmediate delivery. No inquiries. Satisfaction guar-
ecl.

. LLBER.—Sun-Villiers 1916 2'

L good order; £25.
h,p., all accessories,

complete with: LLBER.—Ixion-Villiers 2Kh.p„
*- lamps, in running order; £21.

: LLBER.—Levis 1916 2y2h.p„ 2-speed, -all accessories,
*- good order; £35.

. LLBER.—B.S.A. 1914 3'^h.p., 2 speeds, all acces-
L series, beautiful order; £32.

, LLBER.—Enfield Combination 1916 6h.p., 2 speeds,
*- all accessories, windscreen, luggage grid, tax paid,
splendid order; £70.

. LLBER—P. and M. Combination 1918 S^Ii.t*., 2
*- speeds, all accessories, in good condition; £43.

. LLBER.—B.S.A. 1915 Combination 4y.h.p., 3-speed,
*- all-chain model, all accessories, in good condi-
m; £55.

R,.—1920 New
accessories, in new condition, tax paid;~£35!

l LLBER.—1919 New Imperial Combination 8h.p.
*- J. A. P., 3 speeds, clutch, kick, complete with all

LLBER—1920 New Hudson, 2-stroke, 2 speeds, all

cessories, tax paid, in splendid order; £80. [6S42

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting

Sets.

manufacturers of
ACCESSORIES, PATENTS, SPECIALITIES.

POWERFUL LONG RANGE LAMPS.
November ]5th, 1921.

1922 PRICE GUARANTEED.
No alteration will be made in Current List Prices

FOR OWE Y AR FR-M 1HIS DATE.

H.A.H. MOTOR CYCLE HEAD LAMPS.
Fig. 895. " OAYLITE " HEAD
LAMP, 6J" front. Patent brackets,
djustable bayonet holder.
Highly polished
reflector. As illus- ~
.rated. pr;ce £S=ifl*;
Nickel
40/- ea.

Black
65./- ea.

Medium-sized Model. Fig. SSi. si'
lront;^Best quality finish through-
out. Totally insulated holder
with switch and adjust- '

ible focus, adjustable
brackets, dust aid
weather-proof
ont. As illus-

tra ed. „,.,

Fig. 574. Jf
S upplied Y"
with screw-in Bulb

and Wire.

Price 5,9 each.

Fig. 347. Spec-dolite.

Price 7/6 e;ch.

H.A.H. Insulating Tape.
Fig: 455.

" small roll, 7£d. each.
Fig. 456.

large roll, 1/- each.
Fig. 457.

small roll, 6d. each.

Fig. 410. Cut-out.

price 2/- each.

Fig. 449. 2-wav.
Price 3 - each.

Fig. 428. i-way
Price 2/- each.

A. H- HUNT, Ltd.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road, CROYDON, Eng.

Telephone

—

Crovdon 2225.

Telegrams

—

' Keyage, Croydon. 1

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

{COMBINATION Twin, runnins order £16; Rudgc
v^ solo. 3-speed. £23.—H. R. Hal!, opposite Film
Studio. Whetstone, London. [6037
TJAL1FAX-50 second-hand machines and combina-

-

-«-J- tions; cash or exchanges; get list—Halifax Motor
Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [6971

"BARGAINS in Motor Cycles and Sidecars.—

A

-*-» limited number of 1920 and 1921 shop-soiled
models, all well-known makes; best offer secures in
eacn case; send for list or call and inspect.—Mebe;
and Mebes.-_144 ,Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone:
Langham 2230^ [6133
Tj\O.C.H. for second-hand cycles, combinations, and
-*- runabouts at bargain prices; exchanges arranged;
any new cycle, combination, or car supplied; cash or
deferred payments.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath
St., Hampstead (near Tube). 'Phone: Hampsteail
3752. Hours, 9-7, including Saturdays. [4934

TWSLMinel2a '
6

.

h 'P-' m.p.i.v/s, overhead, £11/10;-L 2V!;h.p. Premier, m o.i.v., £15; 1911 twin
?£?,f

la&- £12 '
1
10; 2 -ih -P- 2-stroke Royal Rubv, £24;"*l

J
rlur"Ph combination, £98; 2-etroke Hobart,

a j £' 1; in -P- A.J.S.-engined motor, a. o.i.v., £9 —
Syd. Pearson, Gate House, Cheylesmore, Coventry
Phone: 1639. [6910
CjOME Show No charge for looking.—Norton, £40;(J Royal Enfield, £15; Indian, £66; A S I. £2S :

Precision, £30; New Hudson ,,3-speed combination;
«?'.?? « Nol'ton, £70; Triumph. £16; Douglas.
£7; Moto-Reve, £16; 3U.h.p. 2-speed Humber, £20-

?
C
,°»

t
1,,

c

l
slde

Su '
£9; 4h-P- J.A.P., £12; 4h.p. Arno,

t ii.
3 "hp - ?ex

' &11; 4;ih P- Minerva, £16; 6h.p!
J.A.P., £9; cheap Scott, £4; P. and M„ £8; 9h nLaw-ton, £15; 8h.p. Rene, £11; 4h.p. Re ,: jjij:
3 l/2h.p. Bradbury, £18; 3h.p. Jigsaw, £9; cheap scran
machine, £1; 4h.p. Rover, £12; 16h.p. Shooting Stat
racer, will do 100 miles per hour, £14; An Indian
£18; 9h.p J.A.P., £10; 8h.p. Rex con,Sation £S\Brough, £16; new 6h.p. and 9h.p. Indian, £18; 9bp
J.A.P., £10; 8h.p. Rex combination, £8; Brough
£16; new 6h.p. and 3'Ah.p. frames. £1 each; mag-
netos 7/- each; leg vice, 10/-; sidecar body. 10/--

5?
x

,

2
,

Vl \S"
er U,be

' 3I6 ' knee e r 'PS. 3/-. Cars-'
btoddard-Dayton 40h.p„ £100; Ford van. £80' Ford
chassis, £60; 24h.p. Panhard 4-cyl. 3-speed chassis
£9; sack of garage scrap. 5/-. Wanted, 1,000 motor
cycles or cars. Exchanges; honest dealing. Big show
on Saturday. Every accommodation for motorists and
biggest show you ever saw.—Stamped envelope for bi»
lists from Queens Rd. Garage, Bradford. [7177

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
T-TIRE Latest Models cycles and combinations any
•--I. period.—Write terms. Fowler Brigden, 130
Eustou Rd. 10795

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.H
F
PDWAEDS and Co.,

1 A1 , Ofc Portland St., W., are cash buyers of solos
J.Vf-1 combinations, and Morgans. Highest price*
given, distance no object. Call, write, or 'phone- -May-
fair 4027. '

r0b (J4

EW 1

* CTUAL Buyers.

PLEASE Offer Us your motor cycle or combination
We pay cash on sight.— Write, call, or 'phone

Museum 1337.—Percy and Co., 314, Euston Rd. [0815

W 1

ALWAYS Buy

SOLOS, combinations, cycle cars. If in town, write,
phone, or call If country, send to London

terminus. We collect free and send best cash offer.—
W.T. Dunn. 1. id., 326, Euston Rd., London. Museum
5391.

. (0332
rTVB.

"WANT

.>AA COMBINATIONS and Solos! any make, guar-
fvVantee top prices given.—T. and B. Motor Co..
Ltd., 372, Euston Rd. Museum 6581. [5564

LEVIS, late mcdel, must be perfect; full particulars.
—Mercer. Thnrsc [6668

T.T. Norton, any model; full particulars.—Reg,
32, II gh St., Reigate. [6754

WANTED, Combination, 4h.p. or over.—Robertson.
Lrqnhait St., Forres. [5941

TRIUMPH or Enfield Combination wanted.—Snow,
Laurel St., Lalston, E.8.

LATE Model Combination for
Rd.. Bow. Tel. : E. 3155.

[7142a
cash.—14, Swaton

[7150
1BI.TJMPII Solo 1918-19; £60 or near (Sunday!.

LnglamI, Kingshlhd Rd., Boxmoor. [6686

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each ad
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired,

vertisement, and the date of the issue

marked (P).

A35
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place

for disposing of motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a cash
offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure of

a good cheque if you sell your machine at
Palmer's Garage.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of men have
sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of

motor cvcles in the weekly auction sale every
Thursday at 2..

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage charge is

incurred until 7 days' notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
from any London railway station. The auction

sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash offer not ac-
- cepted, machine can be included in auction sale

held every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fix the price am
we do the rest.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms : Selling com-
mission, 7y2 per cent., not chargeable unless

machine is sold. If no sale, a nominal auction fee

is charged. For motor cars, 20/-; motor cycles under
£50 value, 5/-; ditto over £50 value, 1*0/-. When we
effect a sale these charges are cancelled and commis-
sion charged. *

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogue free. Tele-
phone : 208 Streatham. Telegrams : Palmer's

Garage, Tooting. [6988

F.N., perfect condition; full particulars; spot cash.—
Bos 9301, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4640

Oih.p. Levis or Enfield wanted, in exchange for 4-
.V4 seate&—109, Clapham Park Rd. [6011

DOUGLAS or Lightweight, late, any condition; very
cheap.—162, Wellfolme Rd., Grimsby. [6093

Indians

;

[6563

Combination ; cash at
-2, Fortune Gate Rd., Harlesden, N.W.

[6674
HIGH-POWERED Sporting Combination; about

£80.-528, Hertford Rd., Enfield Highway, N.
[0844

COMBINATION, modern, limit £70, stiff test in-

sisted on.—Details, 56, Dulwich Rd., Heme Hill.

[6206

WANTED, Norton 3Vi>h.p. Sports, late model; must
be cheap-.—Derrett, Orwell Rd., Clacton-on-Sea.

[6394
; Com-

bination; cheap.- 151, Turners Rd., Bow, E.3.
[6075

,S A. or other good Combination (late); no dealers.

N.19.
[6691

^

WANTED, Motor Cycles, any condition,
cash waitiqg.—17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham.

WANTED, Late Solo
siE ht.-

WANTED, Triumph Countershaft or Douglas Com-
bination; cheap- 151, Turners Rd., Bow, E.3.

[6075

B Write, 31, Laugdon Rd., Upper Holloway, N.19.

LATE Sunbeam, Triumph or Norton wanted,-~Full
particulars, 45, Knighton Rd., Forest Gate,

E.7. L6337

WANTED, good second-hand 7-9h.p, Indian, Harley,
or Zenith, cheap.—35, Upper Tooting Rd.,

S.W. 16411

8h.p. Sidecar . outfit, not earlier than 1920; cash

down.—Particulars, Jarvis, 20, Walcot Parade,

Bath. [67

MODERN 8h.p. Combination; must be cheap;
damaged immaterial.—93, Sheldon Rd., Chippen-

ham. [6778

WANTED, Modern Solos or Combinations for cash.

—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd.,
- S.W.7. [71b

WANTED, Triumph, Sunbeam, Enfield, A.J.S. pre-

ferred.—Mosedale, 30, Canterbury Rd., Kilburn,
N.W.6. [4268

VELOCETTE Ladies' kick start model wanted
cheaply.—Bowen, Whites Green, Charlwood,

Surrey, [6544

A.J.S., Norton, Sunbeam, Triumph, Scott, etc.,

Sports machine; cash waiting.—88, Lord St.,

Southport. [6711

WANTED, Countershaft Triumph, good condition;

about £50 cash waiting.—Stanfield, Woodhouse,
Stone, Staffs. [6703

T> EQUIRED, 1921 Harley-Davidson Combination or
XV Solo; no dealers.—" Oaklands," The Grove,

Einchley, N.3. [6334

WANTED, A.B.C. or machine with dynamo light-

ing, 1921 model; cash waiting.— 17, The Park,
Golders Green. [7104

WANTED, 1917 3h.p. Royal Enfield, good condi-
tion and reasonable.—Ash, 26, Thornfield Rd.,

Shepherd's Bush. [6470

WANTED, Douglas or other good lightweight, caah
waiting—Patterson, 12, The Quadrant, Winch-

more Hill, N.21. [6070

SOLO, any condition, not earlier than 1917; full

particulars.—Write. The "Cottage," Lord's
Cricket Ground. [6898

WHAT O'DONOVAN
SERVICE MEANS...

FIRST RECORDS
of the Season fall to

3& h.p. NORTON

<$ On March 16, R. N. Judd,
of O 'Donovan Motors,

BROKE THE WORLD'S
RECORDS

for 1 kilo, also 1 mile, by
covering the kilometre at
the mean speed of 89.92

m.p.h., and the mile at

88.38 m.p.h.

(subject to confirmation by F.I.CM.)

He also broke the 1 mile
British Record by cover-
ing the distance at a speed
of 91.3 m.p.h.

(subject to comfirmation by A.C.U.)
'

These figures beat all precious Records

in clashes C. and D, by about 5 m.p.h.

q On March 23, at Brook-
lands, same rider and
same machine broke the
kilo record by covering
the distance at 98.5 m.p.h.
and the mile at 97.35.

(subject to confirmation by A.C.U.)

Previous best speed

For kilo was 93.44 m.p.h.

For mile 91.3 „

All these Records were

ELECTRICALLY,
not hand, timed,

_

<][ <jj O'Donovan's service

made these records
possible. Concentrated
mainly on the Norton
machine, it can enable
you to get the utmost
out of your machine,
whether new or already

used.

<J We tune up new machines
for competition work free

of charge.

Write now for full details,

O'DONOVAN MOTORS
(D. R. O'Donovai and H. H. Beach).

76a, GREAT PORTLAND ST., W.l

Odonomonto Westdo, London.
Museum 5893. ^4

i

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
WANTED, 5-6h.p. Martinsyde Combination

similar; givw fullest particulars.—Box 9511,-0,
The Motor Cycle. [69t

.4? 60 offered for Modern Combination. Send partic
cv lars with engine number.—Snow, 91, Mapledei
Rd., Dalston, E.8. £712

LADIES' Lightweight motor cycle, good make, ar
j

guaranteed condition.—Cricklewood, Bray Hi!
Douglas, Isle oi Man. [59-;

WANTED, Sunbeam, Triumph, Douglas Combin
tion, recent model.—Stone, Motor Enginee

Bradford-on-Avon, Wilts. [611

FIRST-CLASS late Solo Sports, condition perfec"

leather coat, thigh boots.—Letters to L. Fawcet •

41, Cobden Place, Leeds. [68E
j

WANTED, 4-6h.p. Combination, tip to £60 U
cash, late model, perfect order and condition.-

Nunn, Boughrood, Radnor. [623
j

GOOD Secondhand Combination up to £200 as pal ;

exchange for Bianchi 4-seater.—12, Grevil
Place. Hampstead 1819. [497

WANTED, 1920-21 Combination; spot cash waitir
for good outfit.—Hillier, Side Bell, 9, Wallici

ford Av., North Kensington. [661

WANTED.—Best prices given for up-to-date moto
cycles.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastban

St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [113

5-6h.p. Shaft-driven F.N., cheap, appearance in

material, good running order essential.—Prio
Dewhurst, Carr Lane, Shipley. (D) [658

COMBINATION wanted, must be reasonable, m
earlier than 1918.—George, "The Captain Cook,

Howard Rd., Stoke Newington. - [714

SCOTTS Wanted.—Bought for cash, or taken in pai

exchange; also Scott Sociables.—Kinsey and Co
Ltd., 350, Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. [688

WANTED immediately, Motor Cycles, Combinations
and Light Cars.—Seabridge, 35, Hansler Ed

East Dulwich. Telephone, Sydenham 2452. [207

WANTED, Lightweight 4-stroke, Coventry-Eagle c

Dian-.ond-Jap preferred, guaranteed condition.-

Pope, " Ingham," Holland Av., Cheam, Surrey. [649

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph; price must be reasor

able; write appointment, or call evenings; cas.

waiting.—Oakdene, Anerley Park, London, S.E.20,
[683

WANTED immediately, Matchless Victory Combina
tion, reasonable condition, must be cheap.-

1, The Nooks, Dorset Rd,, Mottingham, Eltham, S.E.£

[617

A FAIR Price paid for good used machines, pre

ferably not earlier than 1920.—W. E. Line, lat

.Cop-pen Allan, 89, Gt. Portland St. Langham 1601
[5831

WANTED, Combination, also solo, any make o

condition; market value paid; profiteers pleasi

don't waste stamps.—Box 9504, c/o The Motor Cycle

[6901

MATCHLESS, A.J.S., or Sunbeam Combination
magdyno, 1921, new or nearly new.— KulJ parti

culars to Turner, 27, Blackburn Rd., Church, Lan
cashire. [640E

DOUGLAS wanted, about 1918, 3-speed for prefer

ence; £30-£35 waiting; no dealers. Saturdaj
afternoon or Sunday morning only.—84, Nelson Rd.

Wimbledon. - [6381

BUNTING'S Buy, Sell, or Exchange any make o:

motor cycle. State your requirements. We under

take to do your business and give you satisfaction

Distance immaterial.—Bunting's Motor Exchange
Wealdstone. [082£

WANTED, your motor cycle or combination. We art

buyers. Full market price given and cash paid or

the spot. Write, call, or 'phone Museum 5938AJ
Smith and Co., Motor Agents, Ltd.. 52-54. Hanipeteac

Rd., N.W.I. [0766

GASH on sight for new and second-hand motor cycle:

and combinations, any make or condition.— Cali,

write, or 'phone. Short and Glass, Ltd., 485-493, Uppei

Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone: Richmond
2362 and 2363. [0372

WANTED to Purchase outright, for cash, bank-

rupt stocks; W.D. spares, miscellaneous spares,

motor cycles, any make.—Send full particulars, Mc-

Neille and Piatt, 57, Great George St., Liverpool,

'Phone: 1092 Royal. [606C

SPECIAL Cash Buvers, Triumphs, Enfields. B.S.A.'s.

Douglases, Matchlesses, A.B.C.'s, Scotts, Brao,

bur^s Martinsydes, Zeniths. — Wandsworth Motor Ex
change, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station),

'phone : Latchmere 4686.

4-CYL. F.N.'s, Hendersons, T.A.C.'s, T.M.C.'s, wanted
—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.

Wandsworth,

RED Indians, Harley-Davidsons, wanted.—Wands-
worth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandswortli

(Town Station). [455S

F.O.C.H. always have cash waiting for sound

machines of all types; highest prices and cour-

teous treatment assured—Fair Offer Car House, 5,

Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube). 'Phone :
Hamp-

stead 3752. Hours, 9-7, including Saturdays, [4933

A36 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number ai the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
XTE are requiring immediately a number of second-
* hand machines and combinations ior cash. Good
ices paid and a representative sent to inspect and
gotiate purchase. after preliminary description. Write,

hone, or call.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing,

hone: 689. [7229

I7ANTED, good modern Motor Cycles, solo or

V combination, in part exchange tor 8h.p. Royer

other light «u\ Best prices allowed, extended pay-

>nts arranged.—Vivian Hardie & Lane, Ltd., 23/24,

'oodstock St. (off Blenheim St.), Bond St., W.l.

hone: Mayfair 6559. [0772

IEND Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cash

'er telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest

ition, Wimbledon. We will collect from any Lon-

n station. Machine can be included in auction

le if desired.—Sole address, Palmer's _ Garage,

wtiiig. C69s5

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
KINGSBURY Scooter and Spare Parts.— 3, Kendall's

L Mews, bland.oid at.. W.l lMa9

IKOOTAMOTA, in good running order; £25.—
> Clapham, -Troutbeck, Windermere. 14667

l TJTOGLIDER, 1921, Villiers 2'uh.p., magneto, fly-

L wheel, clutch, perfect; £20.—Rice, Amwell, Ware.
[6034

Lt'TOGLIDER, 2 r'ih.p., carry two anywhere, in per-

fect condition; £25.—Fox, Distington, Cumber-
nd. -t5929

l .B.C Skootamota, new, unsoiled, latest model; £23,
k- EiiTirice.—Frank Whitworth, 139, New St., Bir

ingliam. C2161

JEW Shop-soiled Autoped Scooters, dynamo light-

V ir," iy.h-.p-: bargain, £12/10 each. — Percy and

j/ 314, Euston Rd., N.W.I. [4178

IIGH-CLASS Scooter, Mobile, Stafford Motor Co.,

Palmer's mechanical irnj, ride away; £10/19/6,
st £40.—Thomas Butler, Littleover, Derby. [o„o.

1 .B.C. Skootamoto, absolutely as new, £15; or ex-

L change, with cash, for sole or combination.—

e-.vnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.

hone: Hammersmith 80. [7044

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
L UTO Wheel, good condition; £6/15.—L. Hodges,

L High St., Ewell. [5913

JEW Economic Motor Attachment; cost £25,
" accept £12.—106A, Gt. Moor St., Bolton. [6425

TOUNG motor cycle, lamps, new, nearest £17.

—

L Woad, 14, Duiverton Rd., Aigburth, Liver-

,0!. [6564

/OTJNG Special Cycle, extra stout spokes. lamps,

t year's tax paid; £22/10—Payne, 81. Greyhound
d.. N.17. •• - [6120

920 Auto Wheel, not been 100 miles, guaranteed
as new; £15.—Walbro Motorcycle Co., Saifron

'alden. 'Phone : 45. .
[7221

TFTALL Autowheel, with or without tandem bicycle,

'V no reasonable offer refused, tax paid to end of

ar —Dolton, 82, Wormholt Rd., Shepherd's Bush.
[6241

O20 Young Cycle with motor attachment, clutch,

-«J etc., only run a- few miles, perfect order; £20.

D. and S. Autocar Co., 33. The Parade, Golf.ers

reen. [5800

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
"tOLLINS and Son for hoods, screens, and aprons;
J hoods from 35/-.—Below.

COLLINS and Son.— Adjustable windscreens, com-
J plete with apron, 22/6, as sold elsewhere at

0/-; other screens at 30/- and 35/-; any screen on
pproval. Celluloid panels, fitted to any Svindscreen

1 few hours. Open. Sunday mornings, 10 to 12,

eekdays till 8.30 p.m Saturdays till 5 p.m.—Collins
nd Son. rear of 84, High St., Putney. S.W. [5320

^ASTING Standard Windscreen, brand new; £3, all

-i complete.— 114. Osborne Rd., Sparkhill, Birming-
am. [72 72

FIRST quality hoods. 40'-; with side curtains. 50/-
-Hercules Hood Co.. 698. Seven Sisters Rd .

otlenham 13230

aOOD side-curtains, covers complete, off A..T.S.

sidecar, condition perfect, 50/-:—Chauffeur, The
fount Garage, Harewood Rd., Croydon. [6573

BENT Hoops, hood fittings, straps, fnrnbuttons,
twills, etc. ; hardwood polished wind screens.

7/6.—Henry Jones. 778, High lid., Tottenham, Lnn-
on. (3239

RENNOO Co.—We are actual manufacturers of hoods
stieens. and aprons. Send for list. — Renuoi-

Jntori. Ltd. 155n. Marlborough 1M . Uvper Hollowav
i 19 (2321

I Q21 Coupe Hood, perfect, £2/5; detachable scuttle.
L*' windscreen and apron, 1921, for Gloria, as
ew, £2/5; exchange complete Easting.—Hurt, South
larley, Matlock. [6003

DOBTNI Manfc. Co.<—The Bower adjustable wind-
Hi screen, with coverall apron. 30/-, carriage paid,
teware of imitations. This is the standard price for
his ^screen. Agents wanted. Celluloid panels fitted,
lasting, 16/6; aprons made to order, 10/-.—'Phone:
'rijrton 1585.—Robini Manfc. Co., 1 and 3, Tnlse
fill. Biixton, S.W. [7077

2 WEEKS \\
TO

EASTER

!

B >
But there is still time for you
to obtain the machine you fancy

.

We made early allowance for
possible labour troubles, and
can now offer our retail custom-
ers the following splendid
selection of

:

NEW 1922 MODELS
READY FOR

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

SOLO MACHINES
RADCO, 2\ h.p., single gear £35
LEVIS, 2\ h.p., " Popular"... . £48
LEVIS -Model " S " 2-spwd £58
VELOCETTE E2, 2-speed £6i
HEW IMPERIAL, z| h.p,, 3 -speed. . . . £69
VELOCETTE, E3, 3 speed £72
VELOCETTE " Sports," 3-speed £75
NORTON No. g, 3* h.p £80
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. chain-cum-belt . : . . £106
TRIUMPH, .( h.p., chain drive £115
BR0UGH, 3* h.p., " Sports " £110
NORTON 16H, 3 J h.p., 3

- 5pecd £115

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS
BEARDMORE, 3 h.p., chain drive. . . . £85
TRIUMPH " II," Million! £127
TRIUMPH "SiD.," Montgomery .... £138
ENFIELD, S h.p £140
ENFIELD, 8 h.p., sweater - £145
ENFIELD, 8 h.p. Magdyno £158
TRIUMPH " H.C.," Gloria £155
NORTON " Big-4," de Luxe £159
RALEIGH, v6 h.p., Standard £160
RALEIGH, 5 6 h.p., de Luxe £172
A.J.?., 7 h.p., spare wheel. .> . £183

CYCLECARS
MORGAN " PopulaT " ".. £150
MORGAN " Grand Trix " £18-3

MORGAN, " Family " water-copied .... £191
ROVER "S" £220

Write for full list — over 50
machines in stock, all First-
raters and all

NEW 1922 MODELS.
Machines dcspaltlied by road or rail—

delivery fm.

THE PREMIER
MOTOR COMPANY

ASTON ROAD,
BIRMINGHAM,

Telegrams : " Primus, Birmingham."
Telephone : Central 7367 {2 lines).

BODIES.
NEW C.B. Bodv, Douglas pattern; £5—Reynolds,

15, Stafford Mews, Kilburn, N.W.6. [7137

r> ENNOO sidecar Bodies, actual manufacturers, 35
XV models, also several clearance, cheap to clear.

RENNOC Co. specialise in repairs, repainting, and
upholstering.—Reunoc Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marl-

borough Rd., Upper Holloway. N.19. [2320

MATCHLESS sidecar body, cheap, £2/10.—Marsh,
34, Yerbury Rd., Mercers. Rd., Holloway. [6378

C^OACH Sidecar Body; £4; suit 4h.p. machine.—
J Bright and jflayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

[5482
COLLINS and Son.—Bodies, new bulbous back

coachbuilt at £6; 5; 2-seater bulbous back, £9.

—

Below.

COLLINS and Son are actual manufacturers, and
give twelve months' guarantee with every body;

over 200 in stock. Large number of secondhand in
stock.—Relow.

COLLINS and Son repair, re-paint, and upholster at
moderate charges; all work guaranteed. Esti-

mates free. Send for ca talogue.—Collins and Son

,

rear of 84, High St., Putney, S.W. [5321

BASTONES for Sidecar Bodies, all latest models in
stock from £4.-228, Pentonville Rd.. King"s

Cross, London, N.l. [5131

XIGHT sporting bodies, £5/10; light bulbous back
bodies, £6/10; chassis from £7/7.—-Stock, 107,

Uoningham Rd., Shepherds Bush. [6675

CIX Scott Sidecar Bodies, equal to new, re-uphol-& stered and painted, £3/10 each.—Naylor and
Kirk, 406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W. [6610

"yENUS Step Bodies, 2 dozen to clear; from 50/-
each; great bargains.—Venus Sidecar Co., 694,

Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. 'Fhcne, 2102. [722 7

1021 Gloria No. 5, 'as now, complete coupe hood,
J-*/ apron, mat, detachable scuttle, windscreen,
£17; exchange sporting body and Easting.—Hurt,
south Darley, Matlock. [6004

OCTAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, first-
-*-*> class finish; have a few coachbuilt bodies, cleai-
nnce lines from £5 each; extra good value. — The
Willowbrook Motor Co.. Leicester. [0356
DO DIES, 1922 production, complete with coverall
-L* apron, from £6/10; 2-seaters, £10/10; shop-soiled
bedies from £6/10; wonderful bargains; write for
catalogue; we are actual manuiacturers.—Ror ini
Manfc. Co., \ 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W.
'Phone : Brixton lo85. [7076

WHAT a customer says about Cobb Speedman
sidecar bodies:—"My agent was staggered

when I told him what I had paid for the body, and
he asked for your address." Cobb Speedman bodies
cost from £2/12/6, carriage paid.—Vernon Cobb, 18.,

Midland Rd., Carlton, Nottingham. [6369

SIDECAR Body Designs lor the trade only. Work-
ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, lull-sized or to scale.—
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers
to the coach trade lor over 80 years. Consult us when
'lesigning new ideas.— 20, Tudor 'St.. London, E.C.4.

[0004
LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd.

—Every type of body kept in stock or designed
to customers' "own design and requirements Light-
weight, £4/5; medium touring, £7 and £7/10; heavy
touring, £10/10; heavy touring De Luxe, £11/11;
GrancfPrix sports model, £9.-26, Tulse Hill, Brixtc'n
(half minute from Brixton Skating Rink). 'Phone,
Brixton 1292. [7268

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

FOK

^ANDTIAM t)-e smartest sidecar specialists.

JJANDUM Sidecar?.—Our pre-war prices were the talk
* of the ahow; £14 to £50. Write lor new catalogue.

2ANDUM (V-?ha pedj Wind Screen , a hood, screen,
5 and apron; £2/15 and £3/18 Write for list.

SANDUM iV-shnped/ Wind 6creen.—Our South London
agent writes: "An instantaneous Buccess ; sold

cut: eend further supply." Agents, get in touch with na.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd.. 336, Gray's Inn
Rd W C.l Phone- Museum 3427 1(1019

LIGHT Sporting Sidecar, coachbuilt; £5.-26, Aber-
deen Rd., N.5. [5966

CHASSIS, fit spring frame Indian; £5/15.-27,
Vernon Rd., Luton.

_
[6899

SIDECAR, Gloria, sprung wheel , £5.-56, Acacia
Grove, New Maiden, Surrey [5979

FLTLFORD Indian Sidecar, hood, screen; £10.—
70, Baring Rd.. Lee Kent. [6735

CUDECAR, complete, good condition; £4/15.-51.
O Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. [6324

3-SEATER Rennoc coachbuilt Sidecar, hood, screen,

grid, 28in. wheel.—Diver, Marple. [5110

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A37
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
Spring Wheel Sidecars areMIDDLETON'S Patent

guaranteed 3 years.

MIDDLETON'S
high-powered machines : Zenith, Harleya, Indians,

Patent Unbreakable Chassi9 lor

_. machines : Zenith, Harle
New Imperials, Sunbeam, Blackburnes, etc.

INDIANS with kick starter ou lelt present no diffi-

culty with Middleton's special model.

MIDDLETON'S specialise

kinds. Twisted motor
n frame repairs ol all

cycle frames and forks

QECOND-ITANDS of various makes for sale.

prom ptly corrected

ICOND-HANDS
old sidecar taken in part exchange

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
saier and more comfortable, but are faster on

bad roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not
bash into them.

MIDDLETON'S. London's oldest established sidecar
makers, wholesale, retail, and export, 27, Stroud

Green Rd.,
sey 1584.

Finsbury Park '{near Tube). 'Phone : Horn
[0522

BASTONES for Sidecars, no better or cheaper house.
All latest models in stock.

TDASTONES Lightweiaht sidecars complete, to fit

any machine; £12/18/6.

BASTONES. — Sports model sidecar, complete,
£17/10; several other models in stock, including

tandem, all at low prices.

BASTONES.—Distributing agents for the famous
Montgomery sidecars, all the latest 1922 models

in stock; lightweight model £17/10, Model No. 3
£19/10, Sports model £23/10, tradesman's carrier
model £23/10, Model No. 2 £24/10, Model No. 1

£28/10. Model de Luxe £34/10. tandem model £30.

BASTONES.-Whitley 192Z sports model in stock,
£25.

BASTONES for Sidecar Chassis, underslung £7/19/6,
tandem chassis £14/10, auxiliary arms 14/-.—

228, Pentonville . Rd., King's Cross, London. N.I.
Phone: 2481 North. 'Grams: Bastones, London.

[5132
Scientifically

CAMBER Utility Models; £25.—Bri
78, Church St., Camberwell, Lo

HPRITUBE Sidecars are most unique.
-»- designed, made of finest materials.

TR1TUBE Chassis, constructed of steel lugs, straight
steel tubes, with 'welded joints.

TRITUBE Sidecars are light. Supplied with either
sporting or touring coachbuilt bodies.

TRITUBE Sidecars. One price, £15/10. Write for
booklet.—Davis Bros., Church St., Rickmansworth.

Phone: 5. [3235

SPORTING Sidecar, good condition, complete; £10;
after 6.—70, Newlands Park, Sydenham. [6692

_ht and Hayles,
London.

CAMBER Utility Tandems; £27.—Bright and Hayles,
78, Church St., Camberwell, London.

C(AMBER Semi-touring Models; £18/10.—Bright and
' Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

/CAMBER Bulbous Back Models; £19/12/6.—Bright^ and Hales, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

pAMBER Lightweight Models; £16/10.—Bright and
^> Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

pAMBER Hexagon Sports Model; £25/17/6.—
V^ Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St.", Camberwell.

[5485
SIDECARS.—Several cheap, room wanted, fitted

free.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [6862
GRINDLAY C.B. Sidecar, spring chassis, splendid

condition; £7.-48, Elmwood Rd., West Croydon.
[6198

LIGHTWEIGHT Sidecar, perfect condition, 26in
wheel; £6.-15, Elthorne Rd., Upper Holloway.

C.B. Sidecar, locker, tyre, connections tuit any
machine; £5/16.-85, Clifton Rd., Darlington.

[6623
<?7.—Green coachbuilt^ Sidecar^ with luggage carrier

fine condition.—Brett, High St., Cheshunt!
Herts. [5940
"O.S.A. No. 2 Chassis, unused; £12; or offers for
-L* sidecar complete.—210, Lower Addiscombe Rd.,
Croydon. [7156

PH03NIX Sidecar Chassis and Springs, good tyre;
£2/15.—Ross, 6, Glencoe Rd., Evesham, Wor-

cestershire." [6051
SIDECAR, coachbuilt, new body, suit 4h.p. over,

£10 ; trip speedometer, £3.-76, Dalling Rd.,
Hammersmith. [6751

SWAN Sidecar, new, shop-soiled, pain-ted red.-special
fittings for spring frame Indian; one only,

£19/15.—Below.

CANOELET Sidecar, new, shop-soiled, painted
khaki, special fittings for American X; one only

£19/15.—J. Blake and Co., 110-112, Bold St., Liver-
pool. [6938
BULBOUS Back C.B. Sidecar Body, locker, perfect

condition, fit any chassis; £4/17.-9, Swinburne
Rd., Darlington. [6622

1Q21 Sporting Henderson Sidecar; practically new,
J-** lamp, and storm apron; £14 to clear.—Carn-
io-rth Motor Co., Carnfortti. [5951

BASTONES
No Better or Cheaper House

SPECIAL LINE.

USCO RUBBER NON-SKID COVERS
Manufactured by the United States Rubber Co.Ltd.

26X2i") List Our
to fit" V Heavy
26x:

Price

53/-

Price

28/6

COVERS.
24 X 2\ Clincher de Luxe Junior 20/-

26X 2 Englebert Passenger, rubvstd. . -.

.

17/6
„ Bergougnan, Heavy, 3-ribbed 18/6

„ Clincher A Won ; 16/-

26X2J Wood-Milne, Special Heavy 13/6

„ Bergougnan, Heavy, 3-ribbed 20/-

„ Hutchinson T.T., rubvstd 23/-

„ Goodrich, Ex. Heavy, safety tread 28/-

„ Goodyear, All Weather tread 26/-

„ Rom, Heavy, rub. non-skid 29/-

26X2^ Clincher de Luxe, Extra Heavy .. 24/6
Hutchinson T.T., rub; std 25/-

26x2^ Clincher de Luxe (Heavv) 27/-

to fit \ Hutchinson T.T., ribbed 35/-

26 x z\ J Goodrich Safety Tread, ex. Heavy 36-
26 X 2\ Wood-Milne, Extra Heavy 16 6

„ Skew Rubber, non-skid 35,-

„ Michelin, Fine Ribbed 21/-

„ Goodrich Safety lr«ad. ex. Heavy . 35/-

„ Englebert, (Wired Edge) .'.

.

25/-

„ Bergougnan Heavy, 3-riDbed 23/6
650 x 65 Clincher Dreadnought, 3-ribbed. . .

.

39/-

„ Goodrich Safety Tread, ex. Heavy . 40/-

„ Wood-Milne Special Heavy * 13 '6

28 >: s Clincher A Won, Wired Edge .... 20/-
28 X 3 Clincher de Luxe, ex. Heavy 37/6

„ Goodrich Safety Tread, ex. Heavy . 48/-

„ Hutchinson Super-studded 64/3
700 x 80 Goodrich Safety Tread, ex. Heavy 48/-

m Clincher de Luxe, ex. Heavy .... 48/-

TUBES.
Goodrich, Clincher and Hutchinson.

24 x 2 or 2 } 4/3
26X2£or26X2i 5/9

26 X 2JX z\ or 650 >; 65 -.

.

6/3

700x80 or 28x3 • - 7,6

The above New Clearance lines are sent on approval
against remittance. Carriage paid.

SIDECARS.
Complete Sidecars from £13 16

Coach Built Bodies from £4 6 6

MONTGOMERY SIDECARS.
1922 Models in stock, from £17 10

Whitley Sidecars, Sports Model £25

MISCELLANEOUS.
Bowden Front Brakes 11/-

Bowden Magneto Controls -. 11/-
Sidecar Auxiliary Arms 14/-
Montgotnery Bo-Peep Screen £3 10
Easting Standard Screen £318
Sandurn V Serpen- 7. £2 15
Blackburne 8 H.P. Twin Engine .... £27

Hours- 9 till- 6; Sat,, 9 till 1.

228, Pentonville Road,
King's Cross, London, N 1.

'Phone : 2481 North. 'Grams : 'Bastone=, London'

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
BOOTHS Bargains.—Limited number ol new coach

bodies, lull size, with locker; £5/12/6; usual
price, £9/10.

BOOTHS Bargains.—New £9/10 coach bodies for

£5/12/6. Don't miss them. Illustration free.

BOOTHS
chassis,

Bargains.—Quantity ol new underslung
4-pom t attaebmen t ; £9 / 19 / 6 ; ill ustra-

B OOTHS Bargains.—Several shop-soiled sidecars

offered _ very cheap; send for list.

BOOTHS Bargains.—Hercules coach sidecar,

£8/10/6; ditto Canoelet, £8/10/6; ditto Parlow,
£&,'10/6.—Booths Motoric, Portland Place, Halifax.

•Phone: 1062. [1964

HALIFAX.—New Swan Sporting and Million! de

L,uxe i'or Harley and American X.—Motor Ex-
cnange, Horton St., Halifax. [6975

rQ21
Watsonian Sidecar, Monarch, fitted child's

*J seat in dickey, Easting, new condition; £19.—
138, Bingham Rd., Croydon. [6837

LIGHTWEIGHT coachbuilt Sidecar, perfect. Scott

purple, Dunlop apron, luggage grid; £10, 56c,

Birmingham Rd., W. Bromwich. [5931

SWAN Sports Sidecar, grey, 10 gns.; also old chas-

sis, complete, sound, 30/-.—Letters, Rogers, Jun.,

194, Soutbgate Rd., Islington, N.l. [6855

MILLS-FULFORD Coachbuilt Sidecar, Easting

screen, luggage grid, lamp; £10; excellent con-

dition—51, Kendall Rd., Beckenham, S.E. [6635

RENNOC Sideisjis, uudies, inwtin, .•cieens. ijirpest

stock in London, actual manufacturers through-

out. Send for onr catrlogue, 32 paged, 80 illustrations.

1JHCENIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by the

Rennoe Sidecar Co.

RENNOO Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian
motors, with left-liand kick starters, and can

deliver.

RENNOG Co. have 50 second hand an4 clearance
sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear at knock-

out prices. Note: Write tor special clearance list.

RENNOO Co. have the finest selection of complete.
. sidecars in the trade.

RENNOC Co. undertake repairs to any make of side-

car ;. repainting and reupholsterinjr a sueciality.

EENNOC Co- have in stock sidecars to fit ail makes,
' English and American.

RENNOC Co. again ask you to send for their

catalogue, the moat comprehensive issued Dy uaj

manufacturers.

OENNOC Motors, Ltd., 155a. Mailboroush Rd., Upper
T\, Holloway. N.19-* 'Phone . Hornsey 1589 12319

-| Q19 Sunbeam Sidecar, C.B., complete with wind-
1*/ screen, hood, lamp, grid, good condition; £25.—
Craswell, Wolsey Rd., Ashford, Middlesex. [6901

B.S.A.'s.—4-point coach, sidecar; 2-speed clutch,

wheel, perfect; exhaust box, long nickled exten-

sion: offers.— 143, St. Margarets Rd., Twickenham.
[6420

£19 J ia.—Sandum 2-seater, bulbous back, 28x3
wheel, windscreen, apron, two electric lamps and

switchboard.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.I.
[6800

EXTENDED Payments accepted for sidecars; models

lor all makes.—Send lor catalogue, etc., Rideezi

Sales, Ltd., Atlantic House 103, Oxford St., London,

W.l. L0829

TRIUMPH Gloria sidecar, new, not been used,

fitted with hood, screen, and apron; price

£38/10—G H. Layne and Co., Triumph Agents,

Brigg. I-
6068

1 (jig Burbury, 2-seater sidecar, with windscreen,

-L*/ all quite new, Dunlop heavy tyre just fitted;

cor Walbro Motorcycle Co., Saffron Walden.

Thone: 45. 17219

COLLINS and Son for sidecars, new bulbous back

models, complete with renovated underslung

chassis, coverall apron, all fittings for any machine

from £12/10.—Below.

COLLINS and Son.—2-seater bulbous back coach-

built" models with underslung chassis, all fittings,

from £15.—Below.

COLLINS and Son have various models in stock to

suit any machine; few secondhand sidecars in

stock, cheap.—Below.

COLLINS and Son specialise in frame and chassis

repairs; special chassis built to order; work guar-

anteed. Send for catalogue, or call. Open till 8.30 I

p m Saturdays tilj 5 p.m., Sundav mornings 10 to

12—Collins and Son, rear of 84, High St., Putney,

S.W. £5322

WILLOVvBROOK Royal Leicester Sidecars, smartest

deaigns. first-class finish ; prices from 17 gns.

Write for catalogue Repairs undertaken, hoods, wind

BCTeens etc.—The Willowbrook Motor Co., LeicestprJ
[0335

1,000 Douglas Underslung Chassis, suitable for any

make of machine to order, absolutely complete

and renovated, as new, £5 each —Old Man Hep. 19

Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W.S. 'Phone.

1958 Brixton. [8822

A38 All letters relating to advertisements should, auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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FreaK Hills in Trials.

RECENT trials indicate how important it

is for the organisers to give full con-

sideration to every detail of the route

beforehand. There are two distinct and
. widely differing ideals to bear in mind,

either a trial should be organised as propaganda
for the motor cycle movement, in which case only

such surfaces as would be traversed -by the

normal motor cyclist should be included, or the

event may be of a sporting nature, when hills

with freak surfaces and reasonably deep water

splashes may be included without hardship or

complaint.

In the event of a sporting course being

chosen, intending competitors should be made
aware of' the fact before entering, and this pre-

caution should prevent much of the grumbling
which is too frequently heard at the present time.

Whatever the nature of the trial, however, the

course which is chosen should be upheld, and it

should be clearly understood that no amount of

complaints will procure a modification of the

published rules. There is plenty of- room for

trials of all descriptions, for, while the sport-

ing element are apt to consider a straight-

forward trial a rather dull affair, it must not be

forgotten that a long list of failures on a freak

hill conveys to the minds. of the buying public an
entirely erroneous idea of the dependability of

the modern motor cycle: Less than 10 per cent,

of this public realise the nature of the surfaces

included in some modern trials, and they

are apt to be prejudiced against a perfectly

sound machine which has failed to negotiate

some obstacle which ordinary riders would
scorn. The East Midland Centre, A.C.U., in

particular, cannot have studied its trials route

carefully, and the reported action of officials

placing boulders on already ridiculous test hills

requires prompt explanation. One wonders

whether the A.C.U., as the governing body, is

exercising its jurisdiction in the matter of
freakish test hills. Experiences in the last three
trials certainly indicate that it is time to call a
halt.

Skilful riding plays an enormous part in

modern competition work, a point which must be
obvious to any spectator, and it seems hardly
just to the manufacturers to place a premium on
a commodity which cannot be bought by the

prospective purchaser. But even skill plus a
first-rate mount have proved insufficient lately,

for luck, pure and simple, has been the govern-
ing factor when successes at all have been
achieved.

An Amateur Race in the I.O.M.

AS
announced elsewhere in this issue, an
amateur road race is likely to material-

ise. Due to the enthusiasm displayed

by readers of The Motor Cycle, the Manx
Motor Cycle Club has approached the

Auto Cycle Union' for permission to hold a two-

lap race on the Wednesday between the junior

and senior races in the Isle of Man, which has

been sympathetically received.

Although full particulars of the race cannot
yet be announced, the definition of an amateur
will be based upon the: article written by a mem-
ber of The Motor Cycle staff which appeared in

the issue for February 23rd, and a trophy has
been offered by the proprietors of this journal..

Barely six weeks remain before the Tourist

Trophy Races, which means that amateur speed-

men who have sponsored the idea will have to

decide at once whether they can support this

event; but we have no doubt that among the

370,000 odd motor cyclists in this country there

will be sufficient to make an interesting race. In
the Isle of Man the project is being keenly

supported.

.' / ' s //,///;../. s /.//;; s ,.//// ^ ^^. ^ x-^-c^ ^ ,

;„ X . S N. > V. W V V. V ^ -^.V V.V.STTTTr

(5-6)
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Where all

ihe Beauty

of

North Wales

Ccncentrated

Llyn Ddinas, looking soulh-

TO name one gleam of sunlight as fairer than the

rest were perilously near attempting the impos-
sible; so to choose one spot in any earthly Para-

dise for supreme commendation might expose one's

selection to the criticism". of the world
;

yet in all that

wondrous wealth of wild glory that spreads about the

hills and moors of Snowdonia our hearts are ever lured

by. an almost irresistible impulse to the lonely hotel

standing at the foot of the Llanberis Pass.

Pen-y-Gwryd forms as choice a centre for rambles

and explorations, for great climbs and roadway ex-

cursions, as one would wish to find.

Eastward the road winds and undulates through a

four-mile valley to Capel Curig, with the hills piling

themselves over green' moors to right and left and
in the valley bed the stream that, after many a musical

waterfall and many a spreading pool, swells into the

broad waters of Llyn Mymbyr at the Royal Hotel.

Still further the road drops by graceful curves through

wooded ways into the beautiful tree-clad hollow of

Bettws.

Grandest Pass in Wales.

Westward from Pen-y-Gwryd the road climbs

steeply to the summit of the great pass, the wildest,

weirdest, grandest pass of Wales ; and from the top

of Llanberis the footpath breaks away to the three

lakelets and the summit of Snowdon. On this up-

ward climb there are glorious visions of the lower

hills to the east and the bare ridges and beetling crags

across the Cwm ; while, continuing the roadway, one

enters the loneliness of the Llanberis Pass, Loneli-

ness ? Yes, for one only sees the Pass at its best in

days of solitude and under threatening skies, when
the winds are wild and the dark clouds hang about

of the most beautiful spots in Wales.

the frowning precipices. Spring and autumn are ex-

cellent for this mountain region, when the multitude

is at home, and one is left alone to enjoy the moun-
tains to their full and see the choicest visions that the

land can give.

At the very door of the hotel the long descent south-

ward into the Ddinas valley begins, surely the most.,

beautiful mountain roadway in Wales, with a fall of

700ft.. in- three miles. This road is finely engineered-

and the gradient is never severe, while the way bends

in graceful curves round the irregularities of the moun-

tain slopes, presenting fresh aspects of the scenery

at every turn. Across the green valley Snowdon stands

serene and grand, its rugged peaks rising nobly above

the scarred and broken crags and screes, while, lower

down, the hillsides are cut and grooved with the flow-

ing of the streams into countless shallow defiles.

The Afon Glaslyn flows from the llyn high up in

the heart of the peaks, and passing through Llyn

Gwynant traces the verdant valley almost at the road-

side to join the waters of the lovely Llyn Ddinas.

A lake more exquisitely situated and more beauti-

fully encircled with hill and forest and distant peaks

it would be difficult to find.

The singing Afon Glaslyn.

But the beauty of this way is far from exhausted at

the shores of Llyn Ddinas,. for the Afon Glaslyn, sing-

ing its way over a rocky bed, by ruined watermills,

and under picturesque bridges, w-ashes the walls of

Beddgelert*s houses, and then falls through the match-

less splendour of the Aberglaslyn Pass.

The felling of many trees in the war years has not

lessened the beauty of this pass ; but on the other hand

(21-22)
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1 the Centre of Paradise.—
as made possible "certain visions that were obscured

efore.

Aberglaslyn is always beautiful, but the early spring

nd late autumn with their wondrous colouring en-

ich this glen with a magnificence not seen at other

sasons of the year; moreover, there is greater likeli-

ood of heavy rains in these months, and,, to be seen

t its best, there must be the raging torrent working

liracles of power
mong the great

oulders of the river

ed.

These are the

oadways radiating

rem this central

pot, but the rambles

Brer the moors and
ills are infinite in

!ieir variety and
h a f.irt,

; and the

o m b r e scenery

round'the secluded

wm-y-ffynnon away
ehind the hotel am.!

nder the shadow
f the Glyders is

ittle less than" an
ispiring revelation

5 those who see it

or the first time
nder propitious cir-

umstances.

-. : T---.>..:»:

On the banks of L!yn Ddinas, a small but exquisite lake in the Snowdon range.

Across the lofty ridge of the Glyders lies the Ogwen
valley with its wonderful views and its alluring climbs,
with its wealth of solitary tarns hidden in the recesses
of the hills, and its serpentine roadway trailing west
to Bangor, the gateway to the Isle of Anglesey, and
east to Capel Curig.

To have seen this district in the tourist season may
be to have gained a deep respect for it, and a longing
to return; and if the return be in golden autumn or

in the gales of

November, if it be

when the world is

silent under its white

mantle of snow-, or

when the fresh life

of spring is adorning
hill and dale, that

return will multiply

enormously t h e

sense of admiring
appreciation ; but
one will be lingering

merely along the

threshold until at

all seasons and
under- all conditions

-one has had the

privilege of making
acquaintance with

\y hat the writer

firmly believes to be

the most beautiful

spot in the land.

WEARING LEATHER.
A Defence of the Leather-

FROM time -to time there appear in print --indict :

ments against what it pleases certain writers to

term the " super-knut."
They tell us he bestows lavish care upon his person,

ledecking himself in much earnest in helmet, goggles,

md generally conspicuous clothing, while in many
ases his mount is obviously lacking the most elemen-

ar.y attention. That he may be recognised in any
:rowd as a motor cyclist, they would have us believe^

s a crime in itself. They draw for themselves pic-

ures of this indelicately equipped person, generally,

)e it said, grossly exaggerated, and then we are treated

a long dissertation on " making the countryside

lideous with dense volumes of smoke and ear-splitting

eports—all part of a plan to attract attention.''

T.T. Bars and Open Exhausts.

The necessary connection between wide T.T. handle-
bars and a riding helmet, or even between an open
exhaust and blue smoke, is hard to see. That nuis-

inces do exist is not to be denied, and much to be
egretted, but I very much doubt if the abandonment
)f the riding helmet, brightly hued scarf, etc., would
Produce a wonderful change in the countryside.

Take the ordinary family man, who, far from being
1 road-hog, is content, perhaps, with a comparatively
indent machine, and whose use of the roads is limited

(9-10

clad Misnamed Super'Knut. -

to week-ends. After his first two or three ventures in

true November weather he decides that the ordinary
cap, or soft felt, leaves much to be desired in the way
of comfort when riding ; that an upturned coat collar

is hardly proof against the cold wiads he is going to

contend with ; and again that something to augment
the so-called freedom from mud which his machine
affords, and at the same time maintain as warm limbs

as possible, is very desirable.

Leather the Most Suitable Wear.

For this man, if he is to equip himself for his job,

as all other sportsmen do, naturally turns to articles

specially designed and sold to meet his need, so we
find him wearing leather fleece-lined helmet, wroollen

scarf, and leather knee-boots—and arrayed thus he

becomes, automatically,, a super-knut so called.

How would the sight of Tottenham Hotspur play-

ing football in dancing-pumps or a cricket team play-

ing in boxing-gloves appeal to these critics of ours ?

And yet the motor cyclist, because he is such, is to

- be precluded from equipping" himself in accord with

the requirements of his sport.

Again I say that the riding helmet does not have

such a deleterious effect on the brain of the wearer as

to compel him to ride a real hog-bus, famous for

noise, smoke, and finding the killjoys. Reneve.

b 9.
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Instances of the manner in which Motor Cycling Blends with other Sports and Recreations

WHILE participation in present-day motor cycle

competitions may be regarded as sport

—

often very exciting sport, too—while evening-

runs or week-end rambles with no more definite object

than
'

' a breath of fresh air
'

' in themselves form an

engrossing pastime, and while to the mechanically in-

clined the very ownership of a motor cycle 'is a fully

satisfying hobby, there are some who are motor,

cyclists mainly to aid their participa-

tion in some other entirely different

form of recreation.

In the same way, many already en- •

thusiastic devotees of the self-pro-

pelled two-wheeler eventually dis-

cover how simple it is to add yet a

further interest, previously imprac-

ticable, to their spare-time occupation.

As a means of transport the motor
cycle combines mobility with an ex-

tremely wide range of action to a
greater extent than is in anv other

way possible. Therefore it would be surprising if il

did not become the most popular help to the sports-

man and the outdoor hobbyist in almost all his guises.

Whether the true motor cyclist needs another means
of diversion is a matter upon which opinions no doubt

differ. Probably it depends on the mentality of the

rider.

The keener type of amateur who tunes his own

River and sea cannot as yet be traversed by the motor cycle

(although in the upper picture the sidecar body may also be used as

a canoe), but the handy outfit often contributes its aid toward the

enjoyment of a day afloat.

machine and infinite pleasure from the task

b io

will scoff at the suggestion of a complementary

pastime. Should he desire to vary his alternate

spells of " tinkering " and testing the results of

his labours on the road, he finds the acme of

enjoyment in competing against his kind and

even against the factory-assisted professional in

his club's reliability trials or speed events. His

literature is almost confined to The Motor Cycles

and a bundle of well-thumbed motor cycle cata-

logues. There are thousands in this class; it

would be a poor motor cycle club which could

not boast a dozen or more.

Again,, the family sidecarist or solo " pot-

terer " often finds that the open road provides

(25-26)
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Complementary Pastimes.—
all- the variety of scene and action and all the health-

giving qualities which should form the basis of any

outdoor amusement. Where the previous type is

numbered in thousands, the present category runs into

tens of thousands in Great Britain alone.

', Some of us, however, perhaps inheriting Scotch

blood, are attacked by the golf virus; others discover

that the only "she" is a budding Suzanne Lenglen;
:bf perchance we fall to fishing's quiet fascination—no

matter which, or many more, the faithful mechanical

steed remains a friend and quarrels not with the newer

fad. Why? Because so adaptable is the motor cycle

that it enhances the pleasures

of any outdoor sphere of

action.

-Taking, as a typical ex

ample, the game which de-

veloped the " Plus Four "

and enlarged our unwritten

vocabulary, the convenience

of being whisked back to

civilised regions after a

tiring eighteen holes instead

of pedalling or tramping has

to be experienced to be real-

+19

ised. And only a very small minority of the country's
golfers live within two miles of their favourite links.

To a lesser degree this applies to tennis, football,

hockey, or any other like athletic games for which
Britain is so justly noted.

In the same way shooting—rabbit, pheasant, or

clay-pigeon—may be more readily enjoyed by the town
or city dweller if he possesses a handy means of trans-

port for self and dog and gun to the country lanes.

Which incidentally reminds us to deplore the fact that

occasionally a motor cyclist brings his brethren into

disrepute by practising that ever rampant vice, poach-
ing.

MOTOR CYCLISTS AS ALL-
ROUND SPORTSMEN.

Fishing and bathing are often in-

accessible to those who most desire

to participate. Happy solutions are

. above, and, as a curiosity,

the lower picture shows how two of

the greyhounds were conveyed to a

recent coursing meet.

(n-12) b 11
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Complementary Pastimes.

—

In winter, speaking, of course, of winter as it

should be—as favoured by the Christmas-card artist

— the motor .

cyclist, and the
sidecarist in par-

ticular, gets to the

skating pond or

toboggan run be-

fore the thaw sets

in ; in summer he

a r r i v e s at the

swimming beach or

boating river be-

fore the ' rain.

Ever-ready trans-

port is invaluable

in both cases.

The naturalist,

the artist, and tin*

photographer, too,

enlarge their fields

of action to limits

bounded only by
our island coast if

they are fully

mobile in the most
'convenient a n d
least expensive

way. There are
ways and means for accommodating" all the para-

phernalia which participants in these hobbies find

necessary to obtain the desired results.

In the left-hand bottom corner of this animated picture of a somewhat rare winter

scene is the clue to how to get there.

Even the airman may make good use of the speedy,

road-machine as a tender to his official " bus," and,

indeed, there is no reason why he should not ship it

....... on his nights, as

one or two have

already done, and
have a ready
means of com-
pleting his journey

wherever he lands.

To instance
further cases
ivould savour of

repetition ; enough

has been said to

prove that motor

cycling may be

complementary to

90% of' the other

outdoor recrea-

tions, whilst re-

taining all the

fascinations of its

own.

The modern
motor cycle is

v
so

reliable and com-

fortable that its

use in no way in-

terferes with the

" form " of the athlete, the tennis or "cricket player.

and anyone who has hesitated on this account should

hesitate no lonser.

HIGHER PREMIUMS.
Reasons for the Increased Cost of Motor Cycle

and Motor

THE announcement in our last issue that still

higher premiums are to be charged by the

leading insurance offices transacting motor

cycle business came no doubt as an unwelcome sur-

prise to most riders. I believe it was very unexpected

by most motor cvclists, a reduction in premiums being

looked for owing to the decrease in the cost of labour

and materials, but they have the meagre satisfaction

of knowing that were this not so the increases would
be still heavier.

Cost Based on Experience.

During the last year the collective experience of

the offices has been bad, and business has been run

at a loss. It is, of course, not to be expected that

the companies will "carry on any class of business at

a loss, so the premiums have- been advanced.
Many people do not quite realise the principles of

-insurance, strange though it may seem. The basic
idea is, of course, that all who wish to be protected
against monetary loss in the happening of a certain

event or events pay into a common fund, which is to

be equitably administered for the benefit of those who
suffer. If certain of the insured are unscrupulous,
and- make bogus or inflated claims, or do not take

b 12

Insurance discussed by an Insurance Official

Cyclist.

reasonable care of the property they insure, then the

amount in the pool will have to be larger than would
otherwise be necessary, and if it is insufficient, then

each person will have to pay a little more, and the

fair suffer for the benefit of the unfair.

A Mistaken Notion.

There are a number of people who imagine that

insurance companies are little less than huge swindling

institutions, and that - anyone - who can get the

better of them by fair means or foul is doing

a service to the community; but as a matter of fact,

in normal years, after claims and administrative ex-

penses have been paid, a very small proportion of the

premiums received is available as trading profit and
as reserve for bad years.

It should be the aim of every motor cyclist to take

the greatest precautions againsf loss of or damage tc

his- machine, and if everyone did so premiums woulc

be reduced by reason of a legs amount having to be

expended in settlement of claims, to the mutual bene

fit of all concerned. The man who carelessly expose:

his machine to fire, theft; or damage, saying, "I

doesn't matter, it is insured," is doing himself ant

others a great disservice. XVZ.

(27-3
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"Daylight Screens'" for Headlamps.

DT appears that Kodak, Ltd., of Kingsway, are the

actual producers of the Wratten and Wainwright

screen to which I was recommended for correcting

the colour values distorted by the glare of our head-

lamps at night. A number of riders have complained

to me that this colour distortion troubles them,

especially when they are travelling over wet, tarred

roads at night. The Kodak people explain that their

screens are designed to correct acetylene or electric

light for photographic purposes, and stop a great deal

more of the light value than would be necessary with

a screen designed for motor headlamps. The firm

seems to be rather coquettishly inclined, towards

marketing a special motor cycle screen, and if anything

materialises in that direction, I will give due notice.

Short-sighted riders undoubtedly find night driving

more exhausting since our roads were tarred.

The Dry Sump,

D
DON'T know who is to blame. Perhaps the war.

with all its aero engine research. Perhaps that

busy brainster, Granville Bradshaw. But any-

how, the dry sump type of motor cycle engine seems

to be occupying a number of drawing offices. I don't

suppose that many riders care a split-pin what sort of

a sump their engines have, but the people who ought

to know7 say that a dry sump -engine will keep as cool

as a cucumber up Applecross, will never gum up, and

will run 5,000 miles before carboning becomes

apparent. Personally, I relish one day's rest in seven,

though I seldom get it; and I can quite understand

that any self-respecting lubricant lasts longer if it is

given an occasional holiday outside the warmish hurly-

burly of the crank case. I only hope that the dry sump
engine won't make any addition to the corrugated

items which we have to clean at regular (or irregular)

intervals ; there are quite enough of them on my
machines already.

Easy.

EALLY, motor cyclists have the faculty of

observation keenly developed—they must all

.

have been boy scouts in their youth. If one
person has asked me outside my favourite—er—garages,
what happens when one valve of either pair on my
o.h.v. Triumph gets ground in deeper than the other,

seeing that there is no separate clearance adjustment
in the operating gear, this query has been put by
twenty riders. The answer is, of course, childishly

easy. After grinding the valves you measure them ; if

one projects further from the head than the other,

b T4

shorten its stem to suit. It seems to me that somebody .<

must be • trying to crab this very excellent engine.

.

Next, please? The sparking plug? Ah, yes. Just a

little patience; and mind you don't lend or otherwise

lose the two special spanners. But personally,! coi>£

sider that the ideal position for a sparking plug is

as this one, jammed right under the top tube guarded

by four valves. Why? Certainly; because you can'

leave the machine out in the rain all night, and not

a drop will get oft the plug, while you can't oil it up

if you use a B. and L. mechanical pump instead of the

old-fashioned hand type.

Stagnation in Carriers.

WHEN I buy a three-and-sixpenny carrier for my

pushbike,' I find it ready fitted with straps

passing through slots in the metal; the straps

may often be of a deplorable quality, but at least it is

possible to attach luggage" rapidly and securely, and

the substitution of a pair of good saddler's straps

puts me at peace with all the world. On the_ other

hand, when I pay upwards of ^100 for a motor bicycle,

I find that the manufacturer is usually a generous fool.

Generous, because he throws in a carrier free, gratis,

and for nothing. Foolish, because he carefully designs

that carrier to' give me the maximum amount of exer-

tion and annoyance in the using thereof. I use it

firstly and most frequently to haul my ponderous

mount" upwards and backwards on to its stand; but

there is seldom a nice grip anywhere on the tailbar

of the carrier, and I abrade my delicate fingers on

the sharp edge of a number-plate or the bolts securing

the same. I use the carrier, secondly, to transport

luggage. It has no straps. It has no slots or cleats to

take straps. There is seldom any clearance (worth

mentioning) between the panniers and mudguard on the

one hand, and the carrier tubes on the other hand.

Supposing I succeed in finding a strap as thin as court

plaster and as tough as rhinoceros hide, and coax it

into position, the bare tubes of the carrier provide no

longitudinal stops to hold the straps nicely spaced

apart. They gravitate towards the centre of the plat-

form,' and make my modest Japanese basket look like

, a Christmas cracker with two waists. Then my flapper

. . . but here Tan-Sad comes to the rescue. In

the other items, may we have a little more ingenuity?

Use or Ornament ?

ALWAYS feel rather shamefaced when I attach

certain items to a motor bicycle designed to be

as much a thing of beauty as the Arab steeds

which scorchers of a previous epoch scared pedestrians

1 <
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Occasional Comments.—
with. For example, it is an insult to a Norton to

strap a Japanese basket full of underclothing to its

carrier. So it was not without compunction that' this

winter saw a pair of John Bull handle-bar muffs fixed

to my handle-bar. Their undeniable ugliness is more
than balanced by their extreme efficiency. Weighing
under 2lb. the pair, they are very easily installed, and
permit such a chilly mortal as myself to ride bare-

handed in quite severe weather, and to find light gloves

really cosy in a snowstorm. They are a fine instance

of that rare article, a pluperfect accessory. Two wire-

rimmed cylinders, covered with waterproof leather, they

are big enough in the bore to allow easy operation of

the control levers, with rubber ends flexible enough to

slide over the grips, yet locking the muff firm in

position' and forcing it to keep its shape. Incidentally,

the lining has given a notion for making money. It

is of blanket, camouflaged to look like leopardskin. I

understand that the modern Kaffir is a degenerate

individual,, eager to swank in a leopardskin, but too

timid to adventure himself in the jirngle. I shall hie

me to Africa, and enrich myself by selling sham
leopardskin to degenerate Kaffirs.

"Obsolete" in 18 Months.

PARTICULARLY short-sighted and scandalous

instance of bad trading methods has just been
brought to my notice by a Sunningdale reader.

He bought a new lightweight of reputable make in

September, rc)2o. In February, 1922, an overhaul

revealed that the flywheel half of the crankshaft was
seriously damaged, either by the fracture of a roller

or through some hard foreign substance entering the

race. He applied to the makers for a spare, and
under date of February 28th, 1922, received a letter

from the manager of the repair department to the

@@OLB 423

effect that his crankshaft was "obsolete" (!), and
suggesting the purchase of a new model shaft, complete
with crank pin, both halves of shaft, and rollers, for

p^3 5s. As 15s. is approximately a normal charge for

half a crankshaft, it will be seen that this firm's failure

to maintain a proper supply of spares has cost my
correspondent a sum of 50s. The firm's letter contains

no apologetic matter whatsoever, and adds insult to

injury by admitting that the " probable " cause of the

crankshaft trouble was a faulty roller. I need hardly

say that under similar circumstances most British firms

would instantly offer free replacements, and that the

more churlish catchpenny type of concern would at

least apologise for their inability to supply spares and
forward the new model Shaft complete at the. figure

chargeable for the old pattern. It is the worst case

of silly and mean trading which, I have encountered in

my long experience. If this paragraph comes to the

attention of the firm concerned, I trust they will even

now make amends.

Mending Unpuncturable Tubes.

[0, I'm not Irish. But I suppose that when an
inventor terms his 'patent tube " unpunctur-

able " he doesn't necessarily mean that an
I.R.A. bullet or a broken beer bottle on the road might

not administer a temporary quietus. Anyhow, several

readers enquire whether the Jeff and Challenger tubes

can be mended if the incredible occurs and some fear-

some puncturing instrument should get them where

the hair is short, so to speak. The Jeff is repairable

in exactly the same manner as an ordinary tube. The
original pattern of the Challenger tube w; as, I be-

lieve, not very difficult to mend by hand, but awkward
to vulcanise. The current edition has a thickened

outer skin of red rubber on the tread side, and can

be patched like any other tube. .

r~~

WHERE THE WESTERN WINDS DO BLOW. An early spring scene on the breezy slopes of the Malvern Hills. Worcestershire,
where an error of judgment in steering up the narrow pathways might lead to dire results.

1-2-3-4 c 1
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Discussing the Most
Economical Methods of

Providing for Two People

—with one Revolutionary

Solution to the Problem.

PASSENGER motor cycling

Oil limited means is the Three most <conomical methods of

thorniest of all the per-
riding ' the ^shtwelgrit outfit, and

plexities which beset the intending purchaser at this

time of the year, and a few notes may enable worried
readers to cut their Gordian knot. The choice—at

what motor cyclists would regard as a really low
figure—is as follows :

—

(i) Pillion (new or second-hand bicycle).

(2) Bijou sidecar (second-hand outfits scarce, but

sidecar may be attached to second-hand bike).-

(3) 5°° c - c - side-

car (new or

s e c o n_d -

hand),

(-l) Second - hand
h i g h -

powered
sidecar or

cycle car.

(5) Two . t w o -

stroke solo

mounts.
The first alterna-

tive takes us down
to extremely low
figures. For about

^45 it is possible

to get a really first-

class lightweight

with two- or four-

transport for two : Pillion

ths " big single " sidecar.

Many couples prefer separate solo mounts to

few points in favour

stroke engine, clutch, kick-

starter, and two- or three-speed

gear, and the second-hand

market provides . plenty of

choice. The question of new
v. second-hand bobs up thus

early for consideration. There
are only two methods by which

a novice should approach the

purchase of a second-hand

machine. The first is to buy a mount from a skilful

friend, when its whole history is known to the buyer.

The second is to trust an honest dealer, if identifi-

able. It is curious that a man who is ignorant of

horses or cattle • would not dare to buy a beast from
a stranger, trusting to his personal acumen, whilst

breeders and farmer often insist on a vet.'s guarantee;

but lots of people will buy complex machinery from
entire strangers in

simple faith.

Taking the wise

precautions for
granted, what is to

be our verdict on a

250-350 c.c. pillion

mount ? According
to the wiseacres,

pillion riding is the

most dangerous

form . of motor
cycling. It is seen

at its worst when a

light machine is in

question, for the

tail leverage reaches

its maximum when
the bicycle is very

small and light.
using one sidecar, and there are not a

the idea.



The popularity of pillion

riding has resulted in the

introduction of such
tandem-seated machines
as the Reynold's runabout.
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The Cheapest Transport for Two.—

On the other hand, many
riders cover a big mileage

without accident. It is ob-

viously the least comfort-

able mode of transport for

a woman, although I expect

that this will be denied.

Technically, pillion riding-

is less severe on the engine

than even a miniature side-

car, and permits the couple

to travel almost anywhere.

Lightweight machines,
ridden solo, will go any-

where ; with an extra pas-

senger, the worst that can

happen is for the passengc:

to \valk a very severe hill

once or twice in the season.

The bijou sidecar plainly promises far more comfort
than any pillion seat, and, theoretically, is safer. It

will be slow. Its climbing limit in ordinary hands
is probably represented rather by a hill like Dash-
wood than by Sutton Bank ; but there are very few
Sutton Banks on main roads, and they can always
be dodged by a detour. Air-cooling is so efficient

nowadays that the little sidecar machine can be abso-

lutely trusted not to
"

.__

overheat, and, as these S" Tsbbt.; —31—

;

little engines positively J
enjoy hard work, rapid

wear need not be

apprehended. S t r u c-

tural troubles, due to the

low weight, need not be

feared, for if the outfit

be light, it is certainly

not speedy, and will not

get banged about half

so roughly as a big one.

The obvious competitor

of the miniature sideca

is the second-hand

550 c.c. outfit. For in-

stance, in The Motor
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Cycle of February- 2nd I

find that the average price

put on a ro2o Triumph
sidecar is .£87, whilst

1921 models average ^110.
If these outfits are fully

equipped and in sound
order, they are as cheap to

buy as almost any smaller
sidecar, are not vastly

more costly to run, and
are more adequate for tour-

ing purposes. The tax is

a little higher, but the de-

preciation will be, if any-

thing, rather less, and the

loss of interest on capital

will be similar. Insurance
will be slightly heavier. The

second-hand 550 c.c. is really the better proposition
from a technical standpoint, and the bijou sidecar
exists, first, because so many people prefer something
which is brand new-, and, secondly, because some buyers
lack the confidence or skill to adventure their cash
amid the pitfalls of the second-hand market.

The second-hand high-powered outfits and cycle
cars present rather a different problem. As soon as

500 c.c. is reached, the rider will possess a reasonable

One obtains more comfort and a greater reserve of power with a fully equipped
8 h.p. sidecar or three-wheeler ; but naturally one has to pay for these advantages

in increased upkeep costs.

reserve of power for emergencies, and it

is the desire for this extra margin
which makes many people hesitate be-

tween a new lightweight with sidecar

and a second-hand " big single." The
further upward step towards a second-

hand 750-1,000 c.c. machine, a Morgan
or a G.N'., is almost exclusively a quest

for luxury.

The running expenses of such outfits

are quite appreciably heavier than those

of the simpler specifications, and I do

not advise any impecunious person to

c7
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The Cheapest Transport ior Two.

—

plunge on unnecessary horse-power. The extra horse-

power is, however, hardly a luxury where really heavy

-

loads are concerned. If it is vital that two children

or a third adult, probably plus luggage, . should be

carried on occasions, 750 c.c. or even more is dis-

tinctly desirable. A prohibitive load robs a 550 c.c.

sidecar of all its life on the flat, slows it down
terribly on the level, especially against a head wind,

and makes all the difference between success and
failure on crucial hills.

UpKeep of Big Machines.
At the same time, it must never be forgotten that

any machine with a 1,000 c.c. engine is getting peril-

ously-near the small car scale of maintenance charges,

and that between the more economical forms of

motor cycling and owning a car there is fixed a

great financial gulf. It is very rare for any man of

moderate means to wish he had bought a more extra-

vagant vehicle. It is common for people to sell

motors because the running expenses are too heavy a

tax. Every temptation is in the direction of buying
something too big for one's purse. It is astonishing

what pleasure a contented mind can extract from a

simple motor which is not Aery " posh," not very big.

and not very fast.

And now ths Modern Way.
A few owners are adopting quite a novel policy

this last year or so. They have noticed that the

lightweights are becoming very good indeed.. It is

possible to buy two first-rate second-hand solos with

liberal specifications for about ,£75, and a brace of

good new examples for ^100 or very little more.

Quite a number of young couples have purchased two
small bicycles instead of one big bicycle and a sidecar.

Such a pair, of machines makes an excellent stud for

conjugal touring, and in local work round the home
it is infinitely more convenient than any one-piece

two-passenger outfit. What husband is not weekly

victimised by having to ferry his wife to attend dull

functions or visit dull people ? The brace of two-

strokes permits man and "wife to go their several ways

on such petty occasions, and to travel together when
so inclined. Of course, you cannot -very well convey

small olive branches on the pillion, and the luggage

accommodation is none too good. But I know many
voung couples who consider that a pair of bikes is

easilv the best solution of a harassing problem.

RADIATION OF HEAT.
Notes on the Cooling Effect of Bl

" "\"^7"7'IiV is blacklead advocated for cylinders?

\A/ Why not white or aluminium paint? " asks
* * a reader.

If my memory is not at fault, the cylinders of

the T.T. A.J.S.'s were copper-plated and finally

blackened. This question is fully explored in that

branch of physics called heat.

Heat can be transmitted in three different ways :

(1) By conduction. If one end of a poker is put in a

fire, the other end will also become hot. - This is con-

duction, as the heat is literally " conducted " along

the poker. (2) Convection. In the case of convec-

tion, however, the actual substance which is being

heated moves, carrying the heat withjt. An example
of this is central heating. Water is heated in a boiler,

and flows through the various pipes and radiatots,

carrying heat with it. (3) Radiation. If we hold our

hands below a red-hot bar of iron, we feel the heat

-from it. The heat has reached our hands without the

aid of .any exterior means.

In motor cycle engines of the air-cooled variety heat

is carried by conduction'from the interior of the cyiin-

.der to the outside wall, and there dissipated to the

surrounding air by radiation.

Simple Experiments.
As the following simple experiments will show, much

depends on the surface of the radiator.

Take a piece of sensitised paper, and in the centre

of the unsensitised surface paint a square of a dull

black colour. The rest of the paper paint an alu-

minium colour. When quite dry, bring it near a

source of heat. It will be noticed that that part of the

sensitive paper directly behind the dull black colour
becomes much darker than that behind the aluminium
surface. This shows that the dull black colour is a
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better absorber of heat than the aluminium. The
following experiments will prove that good absorbers

of heat are also good radiators.

The first experiment is performed with an instrument

known as " Leslie's Cube." This is merely a cubical

tin in which the four vertical sides are prepared as

follows : (1) covered with lampblack ; (2) polished

grey; (3) painted white; and (4) brightly polished.

A thermopile is placed about 18 inches from it. The
thermopile consists of several pairs of rods of the

metals antimony and bismuth, arranged alternately.

If the ends of the series of rods are joined by a wire

and the junctions are heated, a current of electricity is

generated. A sensitive galvanometer detects the

passage of the electricity, and by. its deflection the rela-

tive amount of radiant heat falling on the junction is

measured. The cube is kept at a constant temperature

by passing steam or hot water through it, and the

different surfaces are tested. It will be found that

the polished tin radiates the least, the painted white

next, then the polished grey, whilst the surface covered

with lampblack is by far the best radiator.

Perhaps the following is a more conclusive experi-

ment. Two tin castors of equal size are taken, and I

one is brightly polished and the other thickly coated

with lampblack. A thermometer is placed in each,

through a wooden lid. Pour an equal amount of

boiling water in each tin, and at the end of a short

time, say ten minutes or so, note the thermometer read-

ings. - The thermometer in the lampblacked tin will

have fallen far lower than that in the polished tin.

From the preceding experiments it is fairly evident

that a dull black surface radiates heat far quicker than
a polished one, therefore we need have no fear ab6ut

blackleading our cylinders. E. N. J.
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Fallacy of Always Count' n

ing the Cost in £ s. d.

and Letting Good Times
Go By.

THERE are many people reading The Motor
Cycle who are like David Harum when he was

'

'a youth. -They don't possess a sidecar outfit,

but they want to own one badly. David wanted a

silver tobacco box badly, but he kept on waiting and
waiting. No doubt everybody who appreciates humour
will have read his discourse on the subject of waiting

too long before buying a much-desired article.

David, after taking twenty years to make up his

mind to buy a silver tobacco box, says :
—

" I don't

mean to say that I didn't spend the wuth of it foolishly

time over an' agin, but I couldn't never make up my
mind to put that amount o' money into that pertic'ler

thing. I was always figurin' that some day I'd have a

silver tobacco-box, an' I sometimes think the reason

it seemed so extrav'gant an' I put it off so long was
because I wanted it so much. Yes, sir," says David,
" I never spent a small amount o' money but one other

time an' got SO' much value, ony / alwus ben kickin'

myself to think I didn't do it sooner."

When it is suggested that David probably enjoyed

it all the more for waiting so< long he says :

—
" No, it

wa'n't that—I dunno
—

'twas the feelin't I'd got there

at last, I guess. Fur's waitin' fer things is concerned,
the' is stick a thing as waitin' too long. Your appetite
'11 change, mebbe."

Procrastination.

And so it is with the man or woman who reads

religiously the big advertisements of The Motor Cycle,

then scans the " Smalls,." picking out the bargains.

But he doesn't buy. He keeps waiting, week by week,
month by month, not thinking that his " appetite Ml

change, mebbe." Sometimes the waiting is inevitable,
' just as it was in that blissful age- when we lost interest

in stamp collecting and push bicycles .and succumbed
for the first time to a fuller passion for the petrol

engine, longing, as we have never .longed for anything
before—or since—to possess a machine. The waiting

in those days, as I have said, was inevitable, but we
appreciated their worth well enough.

But there are readers who this, very moment desire

to buy and who have- the money to buy, y.et refrain

from doing so from mercenary motives. These people
think that prices will drop, and are waiting for that
time. But they do not appreciate the fact that they
are failing to take advantage of one of the,. greatest

health-producing devices invented by . man. . That is

saying a great deal, but it is undoubtedly true. Owners
of machines who have always possessed abounding
vitality may say the statement is probably true; for,

motor cycle or no motor cycle, these lucky people

7
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always feel fit, motor cycling not adding to their well-

being except to give more exhilaration and excitement

to their lives. There are those, however, who seldom
feel fit, whose general condition is C3, and who, before
taking up

J

the motor cycle, ambled through life with
the doubtful aid of pills and capsules, spending enough
on these nerve tonics and revivers to run a motor cycie.

Value.
The real worth of the motor cycle cannot be

measured by pounds, shillings, and pence, and if one's

nature is so constituted that every farthing spent must
return its full value in something tangible, then the

only pastime to be recommended to these people is

walking, and even then there is boot leather to be
considered.

Take it that a man is able to afford ^100 to ,£150
for an outfit or solo machine, and that the general

upkeep will not affect him appreciably. What does he

and his family stand to gain or lose by the purchase ?

Although a chartered accountant might not pass the

following balance sheet, I think the items are fairly

represented, although there is a big blank on the debit

side that augurs badly for that side of the column.

Debit.

Interest, running costs, and
depreciation of a 5-6 h.p.

sidecar^

15s. Per Week.
N.B.—Details need, not be

given, the figure being
neai' enough to the; mark
for an average rider.

Credit.
Freedom of the "Great gay
road."

Access to the beauty spots

of Great Britain which
otherwise might be missed
on the score of railway
and travelling expenses.

Feeling of independence in

"travel.

The possession of a vehicle
' ready to travel any dis-

tance.
• 'A greater appreciation of

.„..'..'-,
. one's own beautiful
country.

'"- 7"he health-giving propensi-
ties, which are unques-
tioned.

Always something to look
forward to. Anticipation,
inspired by thoughts of

the next drive.

An interest in life that must
be health-giving—a stimu-
lant that doesn't let one
down.

One could add indefinitely to the credit side, but the

specifications given are sufficient to show that those who
hesitate buying on the score that it won't " pay them "

are labouring under a fallacy, even though the machine

be. purchased purely for pleasure. Friar John.
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PASSENGERS,
FAIR AND

Our Partners, Active and Passive,

in the Joys of the Road.

By Ixion (Illustrations by Helen McKie).

E was one of those benevolent gentle-

principal*™j men who attend the

motor cycle trials and present free

tins of Somebody's oil to any competitor

who will sign a bond to use no other. It

fell to my lot to arrange transport for him
over the route (1 didn't quite see- why he

need cover the course at all, but perhaps
he was afraid one of his riders might
seizet his engine, and 'that help might be needed to

frame a cause wholly divorced from lubrication).

Anyway, I told him ruefully that all the cars were

full ; but perhaps I might find him a seat in a side-

-car. " 1 am very particular," quoth the oily one,
<: whose sidecar I ride in." I warned the intended

driver that the passenger was fastidious. "\es,"
roared the angry driver, " arid I am particular

who rides in my sidecar."

I quite agreed with the driver. My sidecars have

conveyed all sorts and conditions of men and women.

I will not generalise dogmatically about the ideal pas-

senger. Dirt, as the poet said, is matter out of place.

On a sunny day in August, when one. is trying to

make all other motor cyclists Castrol colour with -envy

by driving a Brough Superior outfit (o.h.v., of

course) up and down the front at Brighton, Miss

Tottie Plantagenet, of the Frivolity revue, attired as

only she can attire herself , is unquestionably the goods.

So, too, when the latest 1922 outfit is being photo-

graphed for our " Road Test" series (unless, indeed,

Mrs. Ixion has any

evidence that I exe-

cuted the particular

road test concerned).

But in a London-
Exeter, Miss Tottie

Plantagenet would
be—well, matter out

of place. I have the

warmest possible
memories of my pas-

sengers in trials.

Dear old Bill, for

example, bless his

heart. When two of

the sidecar connec-

'^tions fractured near

the Cockb ridge
Ladder in the 1888
Scottish Six Days,
did not Bill manfully

"One of those benevolent gentlemen who \
olunifr t0 carry

attend the principal motor cycle trials
the Sidecar wreckage

and present free tins of Somebody's oil." across six mOOl'S and
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London-Exeter run Miss Tottie Plantagenet would be . . . out of place."

three lochs to the nearest railway station whilst 1

rode the rest of the "bus" solo, completing the

course and duly securing my gold ? There was one

brief but awful period during which the A.C.U. got

too big for its boots and actually forced all trials

entrants of passenger machines to put the second seat

at the Union's disposal, and they filled it with nasty

hybrid creatures resulting from the cross between a

theoretic engineer and a female spy—William le

. Queux brand. These noisome reptiles strolled up to

us in the official garage at the start, ignored us as if

they were duchesses and we were hired chauffeurs at

a society wedding, deflated all our natural pride in

our mounts by remarking audibly that they would
jolly well see the secretary put them on something
decent next time, waited expectantly till our inevitable

troubles began, and then made . voluminous and
damaging notes in a fat journal, standing in attitudes

of detached and dispassionate observation whilst we
sweated in the sun to coax a bang out of the silent

engine.

The Perfect Passenger.

Contrast the behaviour of dear old Bill. My en-

gine had hardly conked in a big trial before he was
overboard, ripping out the tools. The repair com-
plete, Bill performed feats of legerdemain as I tore

along at 40 miles an hour. First of all he would
carefully pack up all the kit again. Then he would
gradually transform himself from a cursing, shirt-

sleeved fiend into a respectably camouflaged motor
cyclist, complete with helmet and goggles. At the next I

check Bill would convince the most flintv hearted I

checker that the official watch had gained ten minutes,

whilst I replenished the tank ; and as soon as we were
off, I would feel a nudge in my ribs, and there would
be Bill holding up a -pate de foie gras sandwich and a ;

bottle of Bass, incredibly commandeered whilst a hun- 1

dred hungry men were, threatening to pull down the

hotel or lynch the head waiter. Pushing; co-opera-

tive; energetic. Bill was the man to have aboard in

any emergency. If I'd ever run over a policeman,
Bill would have disposed of the carcase inside ten

|
minutes, and even the Big Four of the Yard would
never have solved the disappearance.

2 3
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Passengers, Fair and Otherwise.^-

Ginger, now flying near Bagdad, was equally great

in a very different way. His forte consisted of mono-
syllabic inspirations, for he was a taciturn lad whose
brain moved slowly but surely. For example, one day
he and I were burbling down the Great North Road.

.Something was amiss somehow. The sun was balmy.
- The 'bus was running like a clock. There were no
police about. Our Edinburgh medals were safe in our

pockets forty-eight hours before. Yet, like the fabled

'.person seated at the organ, I was weary and ill at ease.

;
Some je ne sais qiwi disturbed my interior peace.

Though I had miles of straightish billiard-table sur-

. faces before me, I felt too low to open the throttle.

Monosyllables.

Suddenly Ginger elbowed me in the ribs. He
-.pointed to the left—with his other hand, and ejaculated

the one word " Golf! " I spied, to the left a board
with the legend " Doncaster Golf Club." We swung
jn, hired two sets of mouldy old clubs from the local

marker, and when we emerged two hours later, the

,
haunting malaise was gone—I could open my throttle

with a glad heart. Or, again, one evening we were'

halfway through a hundred-mile spin, when rain be-

gan to ~fall heavily. I cursed and Ginger grunted
- sympathetically. In a mile or

so we approached a potty little

village, unknown to me. Again
. that inspired elbow in. my ribs.

"Beer! " he murmured. Beer

it was. A well-known authority

has publicly stated that there is

no bad beer ; but if there can

be degrees in perfection, the

beer of that unknown village

came nearest the nectar of an-

cient fable. Ginger was a man
of acute understanding. The

. only time we came near a quar-

rel was on another cold night

—too cold for beer, and I thought he had said

"Beer." It turned out that he had really ^said

" Beef !
" which was correct under the circumstances;

we turned into the little inn, and got two fillets of

undercut, all pink and oozy.

One of my colleagues, X, has never really loved

.sidecars since a side wheel became detached under him
some years ago; it ran on ahead, and hit the fence not

quite hard enough to make a gap for the sidecar, which

fetched up at the same point a few seconds later.

Since then my colleague has been a somewhat queasy

person to have on board one's outfit. So I was all

the more pleased when his solo mount let him down
in a big trial last year. We begged a seat for him in

a sidecar driven by Jones, a stranger to him, but not

to us. I rode behind the pair to mark the progress

of the conversation by the elevation of X's back hair.

Jones's opening never varied that summer. It ran

as follows—
5 Jones : I haven't driven a sidecar since

1914.

X': Indeed? (tail of his cap rises- £in.).

Jones :' No; I stopped one 'at Aubers, and I've got

shell-shock.'

4
,

-
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" Gradually transformed himself from

a cursing shirt-sleeved fiend into a

respectably camouflaged motor cyclist."

ledge.

X (gurgles unintelligibly
;
peak of cap lifts "per-

ceptibly).

Jones : It brought on neurasthenia,, arid the doctors

seem to think I get worse every day.

X : Would you like me to drive for you ? (his cap
blows right off).

Jones : It doesn't matter. I think I see a pub. I

shall be better when I've, had a glass and a chaser.

(N.B.—Jones has had umpteen '.'glasses and chasers"

already.)

Talkative Ones.

I particularly detest talkative passengers. Of course,

it depends what they say. One day. at a big meet
somebody asked me to give a lift to a nice little thing

who lived a. mile or two down the road. At the first

blind corner a motor coach nearly r juggernauted us.-- I

did rather a nice there-and-backskid, and just as I

cleared the great lumbering- obstruction' I said some-
thing rather pointed—no swear-words, you know, just

a few cutting words about pre-

historic hearses. Presently a

silvery little voice tinkled in my
ear, " Mr. Ixion? "

I gazed down into two large

pools of delphinium blue.

"I do so admire presence of

mind !

"

I never saw her again.

But some talkative people are

the limit. Once in a Scottish

with a bent fork and rather

rickety sidecar connections 1

was negotiating that nasty roat'

along Loch Lomond. My ex-

haust was practically open, and
the idiot I had aboard had evi-

dently seen The Motor Cycle

for the first time the night be-

fore. He was trying to impress

me with his technical know-
Indecipherable bellow from him. I shut, off

the engine, and daringly take my eyes off the narrow
twisty road for 'a second. "Wh-a-a-at?" Repeat
eight or ten times on both Sides. Finally I elicit that

he wants to know if my engine is fitted with drilled

steel pistons. Being a single-cylinder, it only has one
piston, which happens to be cast-iron, and has a large

piece jagged out of the skirt, so that the less I am
reminded of it, the better I am pleased. Presently

we interchange a further series of muffled bellows-r It

transpires anon that he considers my brakes excellent.

I lose my temper and untruthfully remark that I've

only got one, and that its thread is stripped. More
bellows. Apparently he wants to know if that isn't

rather dangerous. "Very," I retort briefly. -Con-
versation closed pro. tern.

Lady passengers vary- from" the sublime to the ridi-

culous. The parcel lady is the type which all good

motor cyclists most abhor. She may be an aunt. In

that case, excessive opulence is her' sole justification.

She may be Juliet's mother—none but the brave de-

serve the fair. But she is never a likeable person.

She usually giggles. She considers the chair is so

small, "Can't you leave those funny hard things in

d7
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—

the bottom behind ?
'

' (how can one go out minus a

tyre pump and a jack?). Are we sure it is clean

—

these motor cycles are so often oily? Why hasn't our

sidecar got a dinky little hood, like young Jacomb's?

Do we know Mr. Ambler? He has a car. It is a

Rolls-Royee. She often"goes in it. It doesn't bump.

It is as quiet as an electric launch. It doesn't sway

round corners. There is room in it for seven persons.

Unwelcome Oddments.

When she gets out courage is required to investigate

the sidecar. She has probably left a paper bag of

over-ripe plums or tomatoes -in the footwell. Never

-

turn your back whilst such a person is fussing round

the sidecar. The mother—I think it was—of quite a

nice girl once put six

bloaters wrapped in news-

paper in the well under my
sidecar seat, and forgot

them- I did not find them

till I had a puncture some

weeks afterwards. So, on

the whole, it is best to in-

vestigate as soon as you

have disposed of the pas-

senger.

It is popularly supposed

that the ripening flapper is

the genuine raison d'etre of

the popularity of the side-

car. The unripe flapper

goes, of course, on the

carrier. Two or three

years later one's salary is

rising, matrimony is on the

horizon, and a fractionally

more mature flapper rightly

merits better sitting accom-
modation. Well, I share

the universal weakness for

—something frilly, it was

' Commandeered hilst a hundred
lynch the h

a few years ago ; now, I suppose one must say,

leggy objects with incredible figures, jumpered
in impossible colours. But you know that when
that mood is on us, we temporarily cease to be

worthy members of the motor cyclists' fraternity.

Speed, the road, sport, and scenery temporarily lose

all their magic for us. During this mad moment the

centre of the universe for us is a female thing whose

most pronounced faculties are a greed for indigestible

confectionery, a capacity for spending more than any-

body ever earned, and a rapacity for admiration. In

my private opinion a second-hand American car is good

enough transport for such. An honest British sidecar

deserves an honest British passenger. It should not

be degraded by the transport of man-eating blood-

suckers. Whoever occupies it, whether clad in

trousers or petticoats,

should be a comrade.

Comradeship in life is

compounded of too many
ingredients to" admit of 1

definition. On the road -it

is a simpler matter. He
—or she—must love the

road as you love it ; be

ready to share foul or fair :

weather with you ; take

speed and trouble as the

journey brings them ; ap-

prove the inns that you

approve, and joke with you

over the inns that both of

you must disapprove ; love

your mountains and flats.

your rivers and your sea

:

potter when the potter-

mood is on you ; and trust

you when the inevitable

tight corner looms up. You
will find few such passen-

gers. Treasure them when

they- come.

hungry' men were threatening to

ead waiter.'

EASY STARTING FROM COLD.
THE successful starting of a motor cycle engine

depends on many things ; but assuming that

a machine is in tune, in the more general

sense of the term, the three vital points in the matter

are :—(1) The introduction of a good explosive charge

into the cylinder; (2) the easy ignition of that charge;

and (3) the correct use of the kick-starter. These
may be dealt with in turn.

(1) When an engine is cold, a large proportion of

petrol in the mixing, chamber of the carburetter is

necessary to produce the explosive charge, owing to

the fact that only a portion of the petrol is vaporised.
So if the carburetter is not fitted with a slide that
completely shuts off the air; when in the closed posi-
tion, it is as well to close the air intake by means
of a cork, rag, or similar device.

--(2) Assuming the magneto and plug to be in order,
this matter really resolves itself, into the setting of
the plug points. Now it is generally advocated that

d?

these be set a little wider than a magneto point gauge,

but it would appear that if the rider sets his points,

to this gauge exactly, a spark is more likely to jump

the small gap than a larger one at very slow revolu-

tions. The points must of course be clean and dry.

(3) Perhaps this point is the most important of

the lot. To make an engine start it is imperative

that it should • revolve over compression, since mix-

ture is not in the least likely to explode unless first

compressed. Also, while the exhaust valve is being

held open, very little, if any, mixture is being drawn

into the cylinder, as air is being easily drawn in i

through the open valve. So, when using the kick-

starter, always drop the lifter in the middle of the

kick and not at the end, as is done by nine people out

of every ten.

One word of caution :—Directly the engine has

started, remove the temporary block from the air in-

take, or the mixture will become too rich to fire.
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W'HEN a machine is used by that conscientious

type of rider who never permits anything to

remain undone nor any fault to remain un-

righted, it is no doubt always ready for a thousand-

mile tour at no longer notice than is. needed- to fill

the tanks and strap on the luggage.

:- Fortunately, to add spice and variety to our other-

wise' monotonous existence, such machines are rather

the exception than the rule, and a mount which is in

daily use, on business journeys or the workaday

rounds of trade, as well as the machine which is ridden

hard at week-ends by a man too busy during the week

to give if. attention, will need some kind of cursory

overhaul so that the pleasure of its owner (and his

family mayhap)
shall not be jeopar-

dised during the

annual holiday,

which is usually all

too brief.

If the locker is filled by a petrol tin, the

stowage of luggage is difficult. A petrol

tin carrier on the chassis is advisable.

The Spares
Question.

T w o considera-

tions differing from
the normal condi-

tions of running at

once arise before the

motor cyclist plan-

ning his first long

tour. The first is

that the machine will be away from its garage for a

trip which may run into a thousand miles or more,
and the second is that it must carry an extra amount
of equipment—in the case of a passenger machine,
and depending on the sex (and age if the sex be fair)

of the passenger, an extraordinary amount of equip-

ment in all probability.

First, as to the machine. The writer is a " spares
fiend," and believes in .carrying everything which might
be needed—he. is an unlucky man and therefore pessi-

mistic. Other riders will indulge the spares-carrying
habit tp the- extent warranted or demanded by experi-

ence and temperament. Beginners would be well ad-
vised to take a spare inner tube, patching material,

an engine valve (complete), a few odd nuts and bolts,

10
:

fZttAtOmifc

Spares to Take, Attention to the

Machine before Starting, and

Packing the Equipment.

a plug or two, copper wire and insulation tape, and
transmission spares. If visiting the north-west
of Scotland, sidecar and fork springs are advisable.

A Thought for the Machine.
Before starting out, it is as well to recollect that

as the machine will be away from headquarters some
time, a thorough run round the details requiring lubri-
cation should he given. Oil slopped liberally over
fork, frame and control joints—in fact, anywhere
where movement takes places—will lubricate and help
to keep out the wet. Grease packing in the hubs will
relieve anxiety on that, score. Oil-bath chains need
no. special care, but exposed chains are a curse.
Graphite grease

is good, but often

troublesome t o

apply, and the

writer's practice

is to save old en-

gine and gear

box oil and brush

this thickly over

the chains before

. each long jour-

ney.

No self - re -

specting machine
should need more
attention than
outlined in the

found necessary, it is obviously in want of care-

ful scrutiny, and in any case the job should be

done well. To start a holiday tour with a stretched

chain, a hook-toothed sprocket, shaky forks, a pulled

belt, a wobbly sidecar wheel, a cover showing its

Fibre cases, if made of the right material,

are better than leather, for they are water-

proof and not so easily ruined by exposure.

This is a good specimen, having wood and

aluminium battens to prevent chafing on the

carrier. It is known as the Wearprufe.

foregoing. If bigger things are

2 GALLS PETK.0L

5PARE BULB5 SPARE TUBE

KIT BAG
FOE. B00T5

BAG PACKED LOOSELY

AT TROUT END
BAG 0F..0JD5

AND ENDS
1 QUART OF 0!L

Packing a sidecar for a long trip. With the addition of case

on the carrier of the motor cycle and a haversack of oddments,

equipment for two people for two weeks may be carried.

d"u
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Preparing tor the Tour.

—

canvas, or a sidecar arm joined .with Meccano strips

is asking for a spoilt trip.

Spares and tools should be packed so as to avoid,

as far as possible^he unshipping of per-

sonal kit or the disturbing o-f the passen-

ger if trouble is encountered.

On the Solo Mount.

The solo man has few worries, or else

leaves them at home. He can pack a

week's kit in a rucksack and sling it on

his shoulders or dump the lot in a valise

securely strapped on the carrier. It is a

good plan to fix the straps securely to the

carrier by means of wire or string lash-

ings, as by so doing endless trouble due to the load

shifting endways, back over the number plate, or for-

wards into the small of the back, under the agency

of rough roads, can be prevented.

No solo man of experience needs to be told that

to travel light is to travel light-heartedly.

Luggage on the Passenger Outfit.

Much-married men need no advice on the subject

of what to take on a tour. The responsibility is

taken from them—theirs but to pack, theirs but to

do or die. On the subject of packing and what
" simply cannot be done without," they know the

whole truth. Youth, however, is optimistic, and

those who tour in double harness for the first time

A handy receptacle for

packing heavy clothing,

boots or other awkward
articles ; the Lycett Swag-

bag for the carrier.

should take the advice of one to whom packing has

been, and is, a nightmare. Take the old solo kit

haversack, and leave the luggage grid, the car-

the locker behind the cushion, the locker under

the seat, the locker in the dash, the well in

the floor of the sidecar, and everything that

therein is, to the passenger. Even then she

will want to put the soap and sponge in.

your haversack.

There are motor cycle tourists, of course, •

who send their luggage on by rail. These

people are not worthy of the name of motor

cyclists, however, for if one cannot travel

"self-contained," one admits the limita-

tion of the motor cycle—besides, some of' !

the best touring grounds are far away from,

railways.

Final Hints.
Because our weather is usually so mixed, it is ad-

visable to protect the luggage, usually carried in an
exposed position, as much as possible from rain. Suit

cases, being designed primarily for railroad travel,

'

seldom stand a day's soaking without looking the w-orse'

for the exposure, even if the contents remain un-

damaged. A good leather case is usually ruined in

appearance by one tour, a cheap fibre case, has no

appearance to ruin, but it kinks in wonderful ways

when .soaked and may let water in. In consequence,

the best plan is to wrap up each case in waterproof

sheeting—ex-W.D. rubber ground-sheets are " the

goods "
; they are cheap and good and serve a multi-

tude of purposes. Wharfedale.

SUCCESSFUL NOVELTY CLUB EVENT.
NOT the least difficult part of a club secretary^

duty is to devise events in which all members,

sporting and touring, can take part. —" The

Snakes and Ladders Race" has been very successful

in the writer's club. No skill is required, it being

quite a matter of luck who wins.

The start is from the headquarters town, and the

finish at some suitable rendezvous for tea. Com-

petitors are despatched at minute intervals, and are

told that they will probably meet observers who will

turn them back, or in some cases allow them to go on

if they accept a ticket. Observers are stationed on

various roads in such a way that competitors have to

go some way round to reach the rendezvous. The

"snake" observers should be stationed at the ends

of roads with few turnings, so that competitors have

to come back some distance after being stopped. The
" ladder " observers are provided with a bundle of

coloured tickets (about six different colours). Plain

cards endorsed with the club rubber stamp will

suffice. Each competitor who comes their way is

stopped and given a ticket. He is told that it repre-

sents marks added or deducted, but no one knows

which, and that he must hand it to- the timekeeper

at the finish. He feels bound to do this, as, if he

does not, he may be giving away marks. The sports

secretary should write numbers on one set of tickets

as follows :

—

+ 5, +io. + 15, -s, -io, -15,

and seal these in an envelope. The timekeeper at the

rendezvous checks in the competitors and takes par-

ticulars of the cards they have collected.

Ensuring a Social Success.

During the tea stop the envelope is opened and

the times are corrected according to the bonus and

penalty cards, and the winner is the competitor with

the shortest nett time. It adds considerably to the

gaiety of the affair if a club official acts the part of

a policeman and makes charges of various motoring

offences against competitors. These can be tried by

a mock court after tea. There is generally an easy-

going clubman who does not mind having his leg

pulled for the sake of the club. It is a happy idea

to make the prizes small, and give a fairly large

number, all prizes going to the ladies, except perhaps

a booby prize to the last man. This ensures the social

success of the run, and brings out the ladies^

The secretary is advised to cook the results a bit

to ensure the right member receiving the booby prize.

In the writer's club this event is used as the opening-

run of the season, the club possessing a " valuable'

silver cup, one inch high, which. is the premier award

held for one year. Although not a sporting event in

the usually accepted term, it is one of the most

popular events of the season. The event outlined .

above is capable of many variations, which secretaries

can make for themselves. M. T-

r! 12
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RACING & HILL CLIMBING.
ANOTHER RECORD MADE !

Mr. JUDD on his O.H.V. NORTON uses
the Mousetrap Carburettor for the

Flying Kilo 89.S2 m.p.h. mean speed

Flying Kilo 88.38 m.p.h.

NEW
CARBURETTORS

1922

This Carburettor must be of interest to
Professional and Amateur sportsmen,
because it WINS.

To compete against a man who has a
Mousetrap Carburettor is courting defeat
unless you have one yourself.

As there is no throttle the construction
gives a clear way through, and by natural
forces the gas cannot help cramming
itself into the cylinder through the
scientifically shaped venturi tube in a
way no other Carburettor permits.

The control wire seen on the illustration
governs the strength of the mixture by
varying the area around the diffuser jet.

. This you control from the handlebar.

PRICE £5 5s. ex stock for single and
twins. Will you order one for competi-
tions ?

FAMOUS 3 Jet

Carburettor for Touring.

THE MOUSETRAP RACER.

This is an illustration of a

TRANSPARENT SIDE
SCREEN on a Motor Car,

, which shields the passenger

from wind which eddies'

round the front screen.

This comfort can be imparted

to your Sidecar if it has a

flat screen, and your pas-

senger can ride, shielded

from wind, rain and mud
which is splashed up by
passing cars.

Possibly it may be your
particular delight to make
your passenger as cosy as

possible, and this is one way
in which you can help to do
so.

Delivery in 3 days certain.

' PRICE 30/- pair.

TOURING & TOWN
DRIVING.

This Carburettor is the finest instrument
made, and you can buv it on approval for

one month. PRICE £3 15s.

ECONOMY is really extraordinary, and
is ' obtained not by a fluke or special
driving, but by reason of its construc-
tion. The main jet is only brought into
operation when power is wanted, other-
wise it is sealed by a damper and waste
prevented.

AUTOMATIC. The three jets give a
perfect range and can be tuned to suit

individual engines. Once set you cannot
get a bad mixture.

EXTRA AIR LEVER (independent) is

incorporated so that you can coast down
hill without oiling your plugs, and use
your engine as a brake.

DRIVING is easy, as the flexibility is

smooth and certain. You can tick along
on top gear, and by moving a single lever
make the engine do just as you please,
and avoid all tearing and racing.

Guaranteed saving, 20 per cent, to 75 per
cent, in petrol. Please write for lists

and Book on Carburation, and approval
terms.

How to order a pair of Screens. They
are fastened by a hook at the top and
turn buttons en the coachwork. Cut out
a template in brown paper to fit down
the front edge of the screen and hang over
1 in. below the upholstery, cutting out a
hole where the screen hinge handle comes
through, and send this to us.

Mr CHARLES L. BINKS. AN OPEN LETTER TO MOTOR
CYCLISTS.

April, 1922.
Gentlemen,

You will no doubt ftavc heard of our great loss by the death

of Mr. Charles- Bmks, our governing Director, to ivhose credit and
honour stands our firm and its valuable productions.

The Board of Directors intend to carry on. the business on the

same lines as adopted by Mr, Bwks, and will endeavour to serve you
courteously and quickly and place their experience of Carburation
and Motor Cycles entirely at your service should you ask their advice.

The business Ms lost a personality yet it will not lose the personal
element. Mr. C. Binks' two sons, who have been trained in the firm
for 12 years, will continue to take an active part in the management
and personally supervise the desigyiing, developments and relations

with customers.

If you will call at the works we shall be glad to see you.

Yours sincerely,

Harold Binks.

Mr. HAROLD BINKS.

C. BINKS (1920) Ltd., ECCLES, nr. MANCHESTER.
(6) In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' D3f
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Power and—Comfort
Lots of both—go to make the " big single " spring -

frame Beardmore - Precision a challenge to the

cyclecar.

The Design is simple, sound and strong through-
out. It is a motor bicycle which anyone can drive

with ease and enjoyment because of the ample
power and supreme comfort.

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES OF THE *ih.p.
BEARDMORE-PRECISION.

Full Cantilever Spring Frame and 700x80 mm. (26"X3*)
light car tyres. 598 c.c. 4J h.p. Precision single-cylinder four-

stroke engine, with detachable head- —
Automatic and Mechanical Lubrication; £ ..

Stuimey-Archer 3-speed gear, clutch and kick-starter, built-in

to engine unit.

All-steel frame of battleship strength, embodying pressed steel

petrol tank (ho'.ding 2 gallons), large mudguards and tool-case

as parts of the frame.
Band brakes to both wheels.

OTHER POINTS.
All-chain drive with shock-absorbing hub. P—I n ii £*1 AE
Sensible leg -shields. All -black finish. 1HLC*1VJ
Sports Touring ts Two-Seater Sidecars at

£25, £30 and £35.

F. E. BAKER, LTD.,
(Associated with William Beardmore & Co., Ltd.),

PRECISION WORKS, KING'S NORTON.
'Phone: King's Norton 184-5. 'Grams: " Bschuck, Kingsnorton."
London Depot—112, Great Portland St,, W.i. Scotland (Wholesale)—
James Robertson, 48, West Nile Street, Glasgow.James Robertson, 43, West Nile Street, Glasgow.

(
N^ ^S \J "V/

C0LMORE CUP —5 Beardmore-Precisions entered ; 4 Silver Medals.

of 1922 Saasotu
the SapeftiMtif^

ESSEX
M.C.C

HILL CLIMB

14 It?

6 ££d

4 5r̂

WON ON

OoleMatuifkcta.ret&i~
J.A.PRESTW1CH GC?15P
„ . Tottenham:.
Sstk Sty

1
).

VONDON.N.IJ. ENGINES
In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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AIR INLETS: UNCONTROLLED AND A

CONTROLLED.

Explaining how the Admission of Pure Air

Time and

ELIMINATION of air-leaks in an engine results

in a longer life for the wearing parts, economy
in fuel, increased power, and, above all, docility

at all speeds. There are only two serious causes of

uneven firing. One is uneven sparking, and we are

here presuming it non-existent. The other—the bete-

noire of the conscientious—is nothing more nor less

. than " atmospheric interference." It may be due

to leaks at the induction pipe or carburetter joints,

which are easily cured by a spanner, or, if that fails,

some packing or a length of homely insulating tape.

But far more often the cause is worn inlet valve

stems and guides.

To begin with, the manufacturer {i.e., his designer)

should provide means of lubricating the valve stems.

Most engines do not have provision for lubrication

at this important point. Therefore, in the opinion

of the writer, a new engine should be fitted immedi-
ately on receipt with one or other of the several excel-

lent valve stem lubricating sleeves now on the market.

Worn Valve Guides.

What of the second-hand machine with valves

already far gone in the guides ? If it can be afforded,

new valve guides (if not valve gear complete) should

be fitted, and the above-mentioned valve stem lubrica-

tors added to the inlet guides before taking the road

again.

A mushroom head valve is so designed as to come
down with deadly even accuracy on its entire face

each time, and to do so any number of times up to

two or three thousand per minute.

How can it keep its head if its tail is wobbling

about? So distortion, perhaps ending in breakage at

the neck, is the first result. Then premature pitting

(in the case of the exhaust, perhaps actual burning)

of the face of both valve and seat. Then leaks.

Exhaust valve stem leakage matters little. Often,

indeed, e.g., on twins, the position and function of

this valve ensure it a liberal dose of oil. On many
used engines, therefore, it will be found that the

exhaust valve^guide is less worn than the inlet. But

ideally no oil should pass the piston head ; such

leakage is often due to careless" over-lubrication of

the engine, and is another instance of providence turn-

ing folly to good account. So the main results of a

worn exhaust valve guide are reduced to a mere two^

:

strain, leading to distortion, and premature pitting

—

so premature that it may be called burning.

A loose inlet valve guide, on the other hand, means
the presence of a permanent extra air inlet—an ever-

open door which will make starting difficult and slow

running impossible. On a '

' single " it is bad enough.
On a twin it is very bad—a constant curse to the

disciplinarian who values control over every functional

process in his engine. How' many " twin " owners
have spent hours on plugs or magneto, because " that

back cylinder goes out
'

' at low speeds or will not

(5-6)

to an Engine is Beneficial—at the Right

Place.

"chip in" at starting—when all the time its inlet

valve guide is just admitting a little unwanted air?

No carburetter can be designed to cope with the

subsequent admission of unauthorised " atmosphere
"

as well as to function on a new engine with air-tight

passages. I firmly believe pilot jets would never have

been brought into use on motor cycles—certainly they

would have been unnecessary—if valve guides had
been assured of efficient lubrication from the start,

either by the designer or by the owner.

Extra Air Inlet.

With all leaks stopped, then, the rider is con-

trolling every c.c. of incoming gas by means of the

usual carburetter lever or levers. Supposing fuel

economy is desired, he may fit a smaller jet, but he

will lose power. He returns to the old jet—the maker

knew best !—and thinks.

It is a curious fact that when an engine refuses to

take more air through the carburetter, in 99% of cases

it will take it if admitted to the mixture later on—
on the way up the induction pipe—after the petrol

has been broken up. The amount which can be

admitted differs, of course, with the engine and the

speed ; but I have never yet come across an engine

which refused to gulp it in through some such

secondary inlet when it had said "thank you, no,"

to one's efforts with the orthodox air lever acting at

the carburetter. The air admitted at the carburetter

is meant to vaporise the fuel. Apparently, it cannot

efficiently both do this and make the best explosive

mixture. So when the carburetter air has vaporised

it, more air is needed to " explosivise " it. And to

vaporise fuel the air should be as hot as possible,

yet the later-admitted air should be cold.

An extra air inlet on the induction pipe is therefore

necessary to get the best results from an engine at

speeds of above 15 m.p.h. on top, or pro rata on

other gears. It may be in the crude form of a one

and sixpenny compression tap (with a large and easily

found lever), or one of the variously controlled special

makes on the market.

It is not the fault of the carburetter designers that

such an extra air inlet remains essential in this year

of grace. It is the fault of a fact with which they

could only begin to cope by making the whole induction

pipe with this secondary inlet arranged to open with

the throttle. Since it should be fitted as far along

the induction pipe (away from the carburetter) as

possible this would be difficult. And then it could

not function efficiently at all speeds and in varying

barometric condition ; nor is it easy or desirable to

use it much in traffic. It is essentially an extra-^a
" gadget," in the original' sense of that useful word

—

for use on the open road by an enthusiast, who is

sufficiently repaid for his trouble by the certain

knowledge that his engine is getting the best chance

in the world. E. M. Wright.

e 7
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Hinckley and Distiict M.C.C.

Members are asked to note that the
new address of the hon. secretary, Mr.
H. A. Gutteridge, is 37, Park Road,
Hinckley.

North Shields and District M.C.

Recently formed, with headquarters at

the Railway Hotel, North Shields, the
club has arranged an interesting pro-

gramme of social events and reliability

trials. All interested should apply to the
secretary, Mr. Geo. Wood, 9, Railway
Street, North Shields.

Kilmarnock and District M.C.C.

Although scarcely a month old the club
has been moving along at great strides,

and has had no occasion "to change
down." The flag is to be Kilmarnock's
coat-of-arms with the club's lettering and
colours (blue and gold). The club will

have numerous trophies to -be contested
for annually. The headquarters are The
Ossington, Kilmarnock, and the hon.
secretary Mr. H. W. Jones, 11, Wilson
Avenue, Kilmarnock.

North Cheshire M.C. and L.C.C.

Although those taking part did not
arrive at their objective, the run in-

tended for Monsal Dale on the 25th
ult. was a great success. After a
strenuous journey across the Cat and
Fiddle road through deep snow, tea was
taken in Buxton, after which there was
a most enjoyable run home through
Whaley Bridge and Disley, during which
some of the "speed merchants" tried

different gadgets in anticipation of the
hill climb which will take place on
April 9th at Axe Edge.

Slough and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Results of the very successful hill climb
at Kop Hill on the 11th ult. were as fol-

lows :

—

350 c.c.-On time: 1, F. L. Hall (2% Douglas),
57'/= sees.; 2, E. A. Cullum (2% Douglas), 58 1-5
sec. On formula: 1, E. A. Cullum (2% Douglas):
2, F. L. Hall (2-y4 Douglas).
500 ex.—On time : 1, F. L. Hall (2% Douglas),

56 sees.; 2. G. W. Lacey (3% Budge), 58'/,
sees. On iormula : 1, F. L. Hall" (23J Douglas)!
2, E. -A. Cullum (2% Douglas).
750 c.c.-On time: 1. F. I. Moore (4 Triumph),

49 sees.; 2, E. Tuddenham (5 Zenith), 54 sees.
On formula : 1. A. Andrews (3y« Rover); 2, D.
Power (3 A.B.C.).
1,000 c.c.-On time: 1, E. Finch (8 Zenith),

54 2-5 sees. On formula : E. Finch (8 Zenith).
1.000 c.c. SIDECAR.—On time: 1, E. Finch (8

Zenith se.), 47 1-5 sees. On formula : E. Finch
l8 Zenith sc.).

FASTEST TIME.-E. Finch (8' Zenith), 34 2-5
sees.

Although the weather was perfect the
surface of the hill was rather bad on ac-
count of. rain Followed by frost during the
previous week.

e S

York and District M.C.

Open to any Yorkshire Centre A.C.U.
clubs, the annual hill climb at Sutton
Bank will be held on April 22nd.

Worcester and District M.C.C. and
Worcester M.C.

On Good Friday the two clubs will

hold a joint half-day reliability trial.

The trials secretary is Mr. J. C. Gibbs,
25, Albany Terrace, Britannia Square,
Worcester.

Ilkley M.C. and L.C.C.

For the second year in succession the
club has nominated Geoffrey Glapham, of

Keighley, the well-known Scott rider, as

its entrant in the Tourist Trophy Race.
He will ride a 3£ h.p. Scott Squirrel.

A special general meetinp- on Monday
of last week approved an excellent list

of fixtures, in which considerable atten-

tion was paid to the social side.

Colchester and District M.C.

An inter-club hill climb with the Bury
St. Edmunds Club will be held on Easter
Monday, April 17th, starting at 2 o'clock.

The usual classes will be run under
A.C.U. competition rules. Bounst-ead
Hill, which is about two miles out of

Colchester, has been chosen for this

event. Particulars may be obtained from
Mr. L. C. Solomon, hon. secretary, 121,

High Street, Colchester.

Darlington and District M.C.

If the enthusiasm displayed at recent

meetings can be maintained, 1922 will

prove a record year ; the membership is

already rapidly approaching one hundred.
Excellent affiliation arrangements have
been made—in the first place with the

N.E.A.A. , whereby all members secure,

among other benefits, free legal defence
and the advantage of the popular " get

you home" scheme; and by its affiliation

to the Yorkshire Centre A.C.U. the club

caters fully for its sporting members.

South-West London M.C.C.'

With headquarteis at 26 Tulse Hill, a

club has been formed at Brixton, named
.as above. Mr. W T. Carpenter is the

honorary secretary.

An invitation run has been arranged to

take place on April 9th. The venue will

be the Huts Hotel, Hindhead, where lunch
will be served at 1.30 p.m. From there a

run will be made in the afternoon to

Ripley for tea at 5.30 p.m. All intending
visitors are asked to write to the secretary

at 26, Tulse Hill, and inform him as soon
as possible, so that arrangements can be
made for meals.

Brixton M.C. and L.C.C.

Only formed in the middle of March,
the club has already become affiliated to

the A.C.U. Local motor cyclists who are

interested should communicate with the

hon secretary, Mr. H. Claude Hughes, 80,

Barnwell Road, Brixton, London, S.W.2.
(Telephone: Brixton 2771.)

Maldon and District M.C.C.

A club hasrecently been formed at

Maldon, and motor cyclists in the neigh-

bourhood are invited to join. The entry

fee is Is., and annual subscription 5s. ,

Headquarters, The Chequers Hotel

:

Hon. Sec, H. Knightsbridge, 55, High
Street, Maldon.

Bulwell M.C.

Thirty-two members entered for the

recent opening event, a 50 miles speed-

judging contest. Twenty-two finished

the course. W. Bales, on a 21 h.p.

Royal Enfield, was the winner of the

solo class, and G. W. T, Hartwell (8

Brough Superior), carried off the prize

for passenger machines

Berwick and District M.C.

At the annual dinner and presentation

of prizes held in the King's Arms Hotel,

Berwick-on-Tweed, on the 24th ult., the

Mayor and Sheriff of the town and Mr..

J. E. Hodgkin, secretary of the North-

Eastern Automobile Association, were

amongst the guests. There was a large

attendance of ladies and gentlemen inter-

ested in the club, and the president, Coun-

cillor Alex. Darling, was in the chair.

Ipswich and District M.C.C.

In the form of a 97 mile reliability

trial under touring conditions, the open-

ing event of 1922 took place on the 26th

ult. A. good entry was obtained.

Secret checks were made en route by

non-competing members, the journey

having to be accomplished at the running

speed of 20 m.p.h., non-stop. Riding

was very consistent throughout. Special

credit is due to Miss L. K. Evans for

riding as leader .on a solo machine

throughout the course without having tfl

register a stop, which, considering the

-state of the weather and roads during

the latter half of the run, was very re-

markable. Results :

—

Outstanding for lady's performance : Miss L. K.

Evans (Triumph).
SOLO MACHINES.-l. K. Fish (Chater-Lea).

2, J. C. Lingley (Triumph); 3, W. B. Kirk

(Triumph).
SIDECARS.-], H. O. Goldsmith (6 Brough sc.);

2, R. Revett (3'4 Rudge-Multi sc); 3, J. W
Pretty (4 Triumph so.). "

(21-22)
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Berwick and District M.C.

The second annual dinner was held in

the "King's Arms" Hotel, on the 23rd

ult. The president, Alex., Darling, Esq.,

J. P., presided over a company of 52, and
the guests included His Worship the

Mayor and the Sheriff of Berwick, Mr.
H. Philipson of London, and Mr. J. E.
Hodgkin, lion, secretary of the N.E.A.A.

South East Durham M.C.

On the 22nd ult. the club held a whist
drive and dance at Wingate, which proved
a huge success, over 200 persons being
present. New members are joining each
week, and at the moment the membership
is 100. All motorists in- the district are
invited to join. The secretary is Mr.
W. H. Armstrong. 9, Cemetery Road,
Wheatley Hill, Co. Durham.

Coatbridge, Airdrie and District M.C.C.

On the 17th ult. the club held a most
successful lecture and social evening in

the Y.M.C.A. Rooms, Bank Street,

Coatbridge. The chairman, Mr. Wm.
Man-, opened the proceedings, and- in-

troduced the lecturer, Mr. D. Black, of

Bates Tyres, Ltd., who gave an ex-
ceedingly interesting lecture on tyres.

Ealing and District M.C.C.

On Saturday last the club held its

annual trial for the Longman Cup. The
route was mainly over slimy Surrey
lanes, and two circuits of a 30-mile course
had to be covered non-stop. In the
stopping and re-starting test, M. Pear-
son (Triumph) put up the best perform-
ance, crossing the second tape in 4 sees.

The Longman Cup was won by W. G.
Boyer (Norton), whose total time error
over the two circuits was 19 sees. only.

The only other competitors to complete
the course non-stop were Nias "(Ariel),

Giladjean (Wooler), Noble (Hawker),
and two light cars.

Westmorland M.C.C.

When the arrangements of the club
were formulated for the season a strong
desire was expressed in the committee that
every opportunity possible should be given
for the novice riders. Happily the
ambition of the committee and officials

has been realised at the very first run,
for in a speed-judging contest a young
rider who had never previously been in a
competition, and who, in factj had only

M.eeft=Bn& Club Events.

April 6th.—North Wales M .C .0'.—Reliability
Trial.

April Sth.—Coventry Triangle M.C.—Run to

Maxstoke Priory.
April Sth.—Coatbridge, Airdrie and District M.C.—Opening Social Rim.
April Sth.—Essex County and Southend A.C—

Surprise Run.
April Sth.—Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.—

Cole Cup Reliability Trial.
April Sth.—Livetpool M.C.—Club Run.
April Sth.—Redditch and District M.C.C.—Flexi-

bility Test.
April 9th.—Eastern Counties M.C.—Run to

Watton.
April 9th.—Eceles and District M.C.—Tour.
April 9th.—Coventry Triangle M.C.—Run to

Edge Bill.

April 9th.—Featherstone and District M.C.C.—
Run to Harrogate and Knaresboro'.

April 9th.—Sheffield M.C.C.—Run to Normanton
Inn.

April 9th.—Rugby M.C—Hill Climb.
April 9th.—Barrow and District M.C.—Reliability

Trial.
April 9th.—Rochester, Chatham and District M.C.

and L.C.C.—Run to Hawkhurst
Green.

April 9th.—Halifax and District M.C. and L.C.C.—Run to Alderley Edge.
April 9th.—Golne and District M.C.—Run to

Whitewell.
April 9th.—Bradford M.C. and L.C.C—"Dis-

patch Riders' " Trial for Sidney Cup.
April 9th.—Brighton and Hove M.C.C.—Picnic

Run to Leixh Hill.

q -a a a a ob b m a a b b b b b b h a ah a

ridden a machine for about a fortnight,

carried off the first prize. The full re-

sults were as follows :

—

I, J. Bland <Velocette), 25 sees, out; 2, J.

H. Hall (Velocette), 50 sees..; 3, W. Hutchinson
(Bat-Jap), 1 min. 20 sees.

The following also finished in order ot merit

:

F. Brennand (Triumph), W. Westwood (Triumph),
A. Snaith (Triumph sc.), W. A. Carter (3%
Ariel sc.), B. Tunner (Velocette), J. Atkinson
(Velocette), W. Kendall (8 Acme sc), R. M.
Chaplow (Scott),) P. Hoggarth (2% A.J.S.), H.
Longmire (2% Raleigh) and R. R. Rothwell
(Triumph) tied, - W. KiiHngbeck (Triumph),
T. E. K. McfJaughtan (Morgan), E. A. Earl
(Sunbeam) and B. Hill (Velocette) tied. A. J.
Miles, M. Sedgwick (Sunbeam), S. Bewsher
(Francis-Barnett), P. M. Rheam (Scott), and
A. Anderson (7 A.J.S. sc).

Public Schools M.C.C.

A successful Brooklands meeting was
held last Saturday before a goodly crowd
of spectators. The various events were
well supported, and an excellent after-

noon's sport was enjoyed. Col. F. Lind-

say Lloyd, the president of the club, by
whose courtesy the meeting was able to

be held, was a tower of strength, officiat-

ing as starter, judge, time-keeper, and in

various other capacities.
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The club, as a matter of international
courtesy, invited M. Pean, the Peugeot
expert, to become an honorary member
for the day, and compete in the various
events, but he decided that it would be
unfair to compete against amateur riders.

The results were as follows :

—

General Handicap.
Sees.

1

.

J. B. Browning (3?. Sunbeam) 49
2. J. C. Watson (4 Harley) 20
3. Co! R. N. Stewart (6 Trump-Jap) » scr.

Won by 100 yds. Speed 52.8 m.p.h.

Handicap foe 500 c.c. Machines.
1. W. H. Sheraton (3i Norton) 14
2. G. J. Thompson (3i A.B.C.) scr.
3. E. O. Mizen (3$ Norton) 34
Sheraton in spite ot starting 9 sees, late, won
by 50 yds. Speed 69.3 m.p.h.

General Handicap.
1. J. G. Watson (4 Harley)
2. Col. R. N. Stewart (6 Trump-Jap)
3. C. C. Labia (3* Zenith-Bradshaw) 40

Won by 150 yds. Speed 61.92 m.pUi,

Test Hill (Standing Start).

1. W. H . Sheraton (3J Norton) 1 1 j

2. J. B. Browning (3J Sunbeam) Ill
3. H. B. Browning (2£ A.J.S.) 12j

Kilometre Scratch Races.
Class I. Col. R. N. Stewart (6 Trump-Jap).
Class II. C. C. Labin (31 Zenith-Bradshaw).
Class III. H . B. Browning (21 A.J.S.).

General Handicap.
1. J. B. Browning (3i Sunbeam) 40
2. W. H. Sheraton (3i Norton) 10
3. Col. R. N. Stewart (6 Trump-Jap) scr

Won by 60 yds. Speed 55.59 m.p.h.

3-Lap Match (level).

Captain A. G. Miller (Wolseley car) beat Co . R. N
Stewart (6 Trump-Jap) by 10 yds. Speed 72. IS

m.p.h. Miller's fastest lap 77.2 m.p.h.

Redditch and District M.C.C.

In the form, of a sporting half-day
reliability trial the opening run was held
on the 25th ult.

Twenty-six members faced the starter

and 16 finished the course, which included
two water-splashes and numerous boggv,
lanes. The best individual performance
was made by H. Ward (4^ B.S.A.)
Results ;

—

250 c.c. SOLO.
1. W. Brown (2% Velocette).
2. E. Radnall (2% Radco).

600 c.c. SOLO.
1. H. Ward (41/4 B.S.A.).
2. J. Weller (3>/2 Norton).

OVER 600 C.C. SIDECARS.
F. Jalteman (8 Matchless sc),

350 c.c. SOLO.
F. Robbins (3% Beardmore-Precision)

600 c.c. SIDECARS.
1. R. Nioholls (4% B.S.A. sc).
2. E. Smith [3V« Norton SC).

OVER KIRKSTONE PASS AGAIN.
M.C.C. London-Edinburgh- Run to follow .the 1920 Route.

FEATURES of the 1922 London-Edin
1 burgh run will be a new starting-

point and the adoption of the 1920
route (embracing Kirkstone Pass, from
Ambleside), with slight modifications.
For the first time for many years the

starting place outside the Gate House
Hotel, Highgate, will be abandoned. This
is a great pity, as the Highgate starting
point, first used sixteen years ago, has
always been most popular, and the enor-
mous crowd orderly and well behaved.
Notwithstanding, it is felt that it would
be more convenient to start from a more
secluded spot where the competitors could
be" handled with greater ease, and on Fri-

(11-12)

day, June 2nd, this popular run to the

north will start from outside the London
Country Club, Hendon. Negotiations are

already in progress between this club and
the Motor Cycling Club, and no doubt
satisfactory arrangements will be made.

A Circuitous First Stage.

Leaving Hendon the competitors will

traverse a hilly and rather complicated

piece of country lying between the two
main roads, the Edgware. Road and the

western branch of the Great .North Road.
They will pass through Milt Hill, High-
wood Hill, Arkley, to Barnet, where they

will join the Great North Road.

Starting Point at Hendon.
The course will be the same as utilised

in 1920, over Kirkstone Pass from Amble-
side, but a slight alteration will be made
at Kendal, the twelve miles' approach tc

which will be by the shorter and more
hilly road.

Entries close on May 13th, and the
latest date for receiving applications for

membership for the purpose of this trial

will be April 29th. Members are re-

minded that subscriptions must be paid
before entries are accepted, and that com-
petitors desiring to ride together will be
limited to groups of three, while all mem-
bers of intending groups must send in

their entries at the same time.
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EXTRAORDINARY TRIAL CONDITIONS.
Deep Snow Causes Curtailment of Western Centre Trial.

\

Never one to hesitate at obstacles, H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan) did the work of a snow-plough on several occasions. In this picture

his three-wheeler is recovering from a slight skid.

THERE axe some who may criticise the

organisers of the A.C.U. Western
Centre trial for arranging an event

scheduled to cover 230 miles so early in

the year. Nevertheless, they can hardly

be blamed for the extraordinary con-

ditions which prevailed on Saturday last.

Starting from Clent in the early morn-
ing, the roads were frozen and dusty, and

though an icy wind was blowing there

was every prospect of the hills being in

dry condition. Before reaching Chelten-

ham the roads were covered with snow,

and only a few miles further on the route

was blocked by four-foot drifts, no traffic

being possible in places. A detour was
made, but for a matter of 35 miles pro-

gress was but little more than a fast

walk, and near Warmley the roads svere

again impassable. Conditions improved

on nearing Bristol, but so great was the

delay that the stewards wisely decided to

conclude the trial at Clevedon—originally
intended as the lunch stop.

Medals for the Hardy Ones.

After a stewards' meeting it was an-

nounced that all solo riders who reached

the finish, and all drivers of passenger

machines to check in either at Tetbury

or Clevedon, would be awarded a special -

silver medal, to rank as a first-class

award, and to be engraved with the words
" Western Centre Arctic Trial." This

decision was received with cheers by the

assembled competitors, and certainly any-

one who reached the finish, by whatever

means, richly deserves his medal.

Never- before have we seen, anything to

equal the snowbound roads in the West

of England, and it is many years since

such a snowfall has occurred in these

parts. Falls were frequent, and it was
not uncommon to find an exhausted solo

rider lying where he fell, after struggling

through the drifts, while drivers of pas-

senger machines took it in turns to lift,

pusli, and man-handle each other's

vehicles through masses of snow at least

two feet deep in places.

On the First Stage.

From the starting point at Clent, near
Stourbridge, the soloists were sent away
at the rate of two per minute, while pas-

senger machines left at minute intervals.

Only three miles from the start came
Shut Mill Hill, a rough lane with a deep
central gully, which was robbed of its

terrors owing to a night's frost, which
had solidified the greasy patches. The
early solo riders performed uniformly
well, and in its existing state the hill was
too easy for detailed performances to be

of interest. A few, however, touched

with their feet, and at least two sidecar

outfits failed owing to the engine hitting

the ground.
Beacon Hill also, though rough, is a

simple climb when dry. There followed

a check at Bromsgrove, only 11 miles from
the start, and a second check at Evesham
after a further uneventful 20 miles.

First Ice—then Snow.

Just before Winchcombe the roads be-

came coated7 first with ice, which made
solo work a little tricky, and then with

a thin layer of snow. This snow became
thicker on the heights of Cleeve Hill, and

soon after joining the Cheltenham tram-
lines a sharp descent led to the foot of

Gambles Lane. This steep hill has been
so frequently mentioned that it needs no
description, but its snow-covered surface

gave an air of novelty to the ascent and
caused an unusual amount of wheel slip.

Particularly good climbs were made by
W. B. Gibb (34 Douglas), E. A. Barnett

(2| Francis-Barnett), M. Bishop and S.

Gill (2i Sun-Vitesses), and F. G. Morgan
(21 Cotton).

Up Birdlip in the Snow.

There was a third check at Cheltenham,
and passing out of the town Leckhamton
Hill was ascended ; then came the first

taste of deep snow. Two miles -from

Birdlip summit the road was blocked
with a drift reputed to be four feet deep.

This necessitated a descent to the foot of

the well-known hill and a subsequent
ascent.

The climb presented no difficulty to

solo riders until the last few yards, where
deep snow covered a frozen surface and
rider after rider fell ; many passenger

vehicles had trouble with wheel slip at

the same point.

A sharp right-hand turn led along the

top of the ridge of hills, where constant

deep drifts of virgin snow pulled up the

early arrivals. J. A. Newman led on a

3gh.p. Douglas, and after forcing his way
through a number of deep snow banks

he collapsed for a time and others took

up the duties as snow-plough. Constant

changes in leadership were necessary to

relieve the pioneers, but it was no rncom-

(27-28)
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Extraordinary Trial Conditions.—

mon event to count thirty competitors

held up while the leaders were pushed
and carried clear- of the deepest snow.

This kind of progress continued for mile

after mile, and it was seldom that one
could get into top gear for 100 yards at

a time. Falls were frequent, but after

a while one became accustomed to the con-

ditions and the average pace improved

a little. Chances were taken, of course,

and often they came off; when they did

not the rider did.

Clean Climbing Almost Impossible.

Knapp Hill is not- easy at the best of

times, but with a snow-cove) ed surface

it became a terror. The long, steep climb

alone is sufficient to account for weak-
lings, but the right-hand' hairpin near- the

top defeated the majority. At this point

we> saw very few really clean climbs, but
the following ascents were noticeable :

—

W. Brandish (4^ Humber), R. Grindlay

(4£ Humber), A. E. Rollason (3^ Ariel),

M. Bishop. (2{ Sun-Vitesse), who was.
baulked), H. Stretton-Ward (3^ Tri-

umph), H. Greaves (3 Beardmore), A. B.
Edwards (2{ Levis), E. J. Henson (2^

Allon), R. W. Duke (3i Triumph), W. H.
Bashall (6 Martinsyde sc), F. T. Sibley
(3J- Budge sc), L. Clulee IZh Allon sc),

F. W. Gites (7 A.J.S. sc), A. Watson

(4i Sunbeam sc), G. H. Goodall and
H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgans), and J. W.
Meredith (8 T.B.). There was a good
deal of baulking at this point and many
failed and ran back into the hedge. Near
this-point Mrs. D. V. Cocks, who sport-

ingly attempted the course on a brand new
3 h.p. Beardmore and sidecar, disappeared

from the trial with clutch trouble. P.
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A. G. Cocks (4^ Beardmore-Precision sidecar) negotiating a tricky section near Brimscombe.

Adam, and H. Collins (4 and 3
:

Pehrson (4 Dunelt sc), who looked like

making a clean climb, broke a belt just

as he was over the worst part. W. F.
Scott (3| Scott sc.) made a very fine

attempt and only just failed. The follow-

ing made good attempts and only steadied
slightly :—V. C. Anstice, F. G. Ball, and
P. Phillips (Douglases), G. Tucker, F.

Nor-
tons), A. Paley and B. Butcher (3j Sun-
beams), H. Greathead (3 Ivy), and E.
Cope (Raleigh).

Further on, the roads, which at first

showed signs of improvement, got worse
and worse, and both motor cycles and
'cars were constantly held up, lifted, and

if

../*,

i )

Even Birdlip caused several to foot-slog, although the

reaches (shown) were climbed with ease.

(15-1O)

lower Fortunately the snow on Knapp Hill did not make it quite

impossible; F. T. Sibley (3A Rudge sidecar) is shown making

good progress.

13
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Extraordinary Trial Conditions.

—

carried. A certain well-known racing
rider showed a Napoleonic genius for
circumventing obstacles which appeared
to be insuperable. Where the road was
impassable, he made a detour across the~

fields, and other competitors followed his
lead.

Most of the solo riders short circuited
the route near Old Sudbury and took the
lower road to Bristol. This was a wise
move, since the passenger machines and a

few solo men who attempted to follow
the route were finally held up after

Herculean labours short of Warmley by
a, wall of snow. These unfortunates were
forced to retrace their steps and follow
the lead of the early solo motor cycles. .

Thereafter the warm sun and traffic

made the road rideable. and ten miles
before Bristol a snow plough had done
good work.

Any Way to the Finish.

The rest of the journey became a " go
as you please " event, and only one rider,

G. Tucker (4 Norton), attempted Rectory
Lane, the last bad hill before the
" lunch " check. Indeed, some ten or
a dozen riders remained at Kingswood,
and rumour had it that they were enjoy-
ing hot baths as the remaining heroes
passed on, determined to reach the half-

way mark at all costs.

The first man was due at Clevedon pier

at 12.48, but actually the first batch were
timed in at 3.15, and consisted of J.

Whalley (2| Massey-Arran), J. Roberts
(2£ New Imperial), A. Bennett and G.
Dance (3j Sunbeams), B. Butcher (3g
Sunbeam), and W. Moore (3| Scott).

E. A. Barnett (2j| Francis-Barnett) was
officially timed in some minutes later, but
appeared to arrive with this batch.

APRIL 6th, ig2 2.

The following officially finished the
course :

—

COMPETITORS WHO QUALIFY FOR THE
SPECIAL " ARCTIC " MEDAL.

Arrived Clevedon.
J. A. Newman (o 1

/? o.h.v. Douglas):
'

V. C. Anstice (3y> o.h.v. Douglas).
A. Colcombe (4 Indian).
J. Whatley (2-)4 Massey-Arran).
B. Kershaw (2*4 New Imperial).
J. N. Roberts (2y4 New Imperial).
E. W. Spencer (3y> o.h.v. Dougias).
W. J. L. Paynter (3.% Norton).
A. Bennett (3% X.T. Sunbeam).
G. Dance (3y2 T.T. Sunbeam).
W. B. Gibb (3y, o.h.v. Douglas).
F. G. Ball (2% Douglas).
P. B. Phillips (2;i Douglas).
C. G. Pullin {2*;.i Douglas).
S. M. Greening (2% Coventry Eagle).
E. A. Barnet't (2% Francis-Barnett).
K. J. Davis (3y> Sunbeam).
A. E. Rollason (3y2 Ariel).
W. T. Woodcock (3y2 Ariel).
L. Newev (3y, Ariel).
W. H. D. Drew (3y. Norton).
M. Bishop (2yi Sun-Vitesse).

J. Johnson (2% Sun-Vitesse)
Butcher (3y2 Sunbeam).
W. Thrush (3V2 Sunbeam).
J. Adam (3V> Norton).
W. Ramstedt (2}i Cotton).
Ferriday (2% Omega).

H. Greaves (3 Beardmore).
A. E. Paley (3y» Sunbeam).
F. W. Hughes (2% Rex-Acme).
N. W. Smith (4 Triumph).
W. Moore (3% Scott).
R. Sadler (3 lvv).
H. Gibson (2% Raleigh).
H. J. Greathead (3 Ivy).

W. H. Hadfield (2^4 Raleigh).
C. F. Nott (2% Raleigh).
A. R. Edwards <2V4 Levis).
E. F. Cope (5-6 Raleigh).
R. C. Cooper (2% Alldays Allon).
(J. W. J. Bushy (2~i4 New Imperial).

' Bennett (2*4 Federation).
J. Blick (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc).
Perrey (6 B.S.A. sc).

B. Bladder (8 New Imperial sc).
T. H. Weaver (2% Sirrah sc).
F. T. Siblev (3y2 Rudge sc).
W. L. Danskin (3y2 Rudge sc).
A. G. Cocks (414 Beardmore sc).
F. W. Giles (7 A.J.S. sc).
F. W. Becker (5-7 McKechnie).
II. O. Walters (8 Ariel sc).
W. F. Scott (3% Scott sc).
G. H. Goodhall (8 Morgan).
J. W. Meredith (8 T.B.).

W. A. Carr (8 Morgan)

F.
B.
A.
F.
C.
F.

tt. C.
L. R.
H. S.

Arrived Tetbury.

J. T. Bashall (6 Martinsyde sc).
W. H. Bashall (6 Martinsyde sc).
E. H. Gilford (6 Martinsyde sc).
B. L. Bird (6 B.S.A. sc).
J. H. Walker (6 B.S.A. sc).
P. Pehrson (4 Dunelt sc).
N. Hall (2% O.K. Junior sc).
L. E. Clulee (2y2 Alldays Allon sc).
H. G. Uzzell (8 New Imperial sc).
V. H. Smith (3y2 Norton).
A. Watson (4% Sunbeam).

ASTERISKS.
Seven Douglases started and seven

finished. Three of these were standard
2| h.p. three-speeds. All the Raleighs
finished.

* * *

The only lightweight sidecar to reach
Clevedon was T. H. Weaver's 2J h.p.
Sirrah.

* * *

Not a few machines showed signs of

their hard work and many falls. On the
whole, however, snow is soft to fall on,

though a motor Cycle would be an un-
comfortable companion even on a- feather
mattress. -

* * *

After the finishing check closed we
noticed B. L. Bird (6 B.S.A. sc.),. T. H.
Walker (6 B.S.A.), H. G. "Uzzel! (8

New Imperial sc), and A. Watson (4j-

Sunbeam sc.) nearing Clevedon.
* * *

Even in the Scott trial we have never
witnessed, nor experienced, so many falls

per mile, yet the greater the difficulties

the more the riders became obsessed with
the idea of reaching Clevedon.

Of 127 entrants, 43 solo men reached
Clevedon and 39 sidecars, three-wheelers,

and cars reached either Tetbury or Cleve
don, thus qualifying for medals.

L-eft: Other competitors lend a hand in lifting J. T. Bashall's Martinsyde outfit over a snow drift. Right: Solo riders following
the leader who has forced his way ahead. Each man took his turn as pioneer.

ei4 (31-32)
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AN AMATEUR ROAD RACE.
Manx M.C.C. Proposes to Organise a Two'Lap Race for Private Owners over the

I.O.M. T.T. Course. 'The Motor Cycle" to Present a Trophy.
The proposition of the Manx

M.C.C. to organise an amateur road

race was sympathetically received

and fully discussed by the A.G.U.
Competitions Committee. Permis
sion was granted for the Club to

apply for a permit, and the Club was
instructed that full details as to the
proposed race must be furnished at

the same time, when the matter would
be further considered at the Compe-
titions Sub -committee's next meeting.
—A.C.TJ. communique.

For Amateur Speedmen Only.

KEEN private owners have long desired

a road race for themselves, and it

is with much pleasure that we an-

nounce the likelihood of a wish so often
expressed in these columns becoming an
accomplished fact.

Provided that A.C.U. permission is

granted, and that sufficient support is re-

ceived, the I.O.M. Club will run a two-
lap race for amateurs over the famous
T.T. course, on the Wednesday between
the junior and senior events proper

—

i.e.,

May 31st. That this should be done was
suggested in The Motor Cycle of Feb-
ruary 23rd (page 231), where also were
given proposed regulations to .eliminate
the trade rider, the " shamateur," and
the specially factory-tuned machine. These
suggestions, which are recapitulated
below, will form the bafis of the rules

' now being drafted to govern the new
amateur race.

It is unfortunate that longer notice of
the event could not have been given, but

we feel confident the sporting private
rider will recognise the necessity of mak-
ing this year's race a success in order to

ensure that the fixture becomes an
annual.

Whether three capacity classes will be
included is uncertain, and it may be that,

for the present, the one limit of 500 c.c.

will be made to suffice.

Therefore owners of o.h.v. Douglases,
Rudges, Scotts, Sunbeams, o.h.v. Tri-
umphs, and such-like machines should at

once get into communication with the
Secretary of the Manx M.C.C. (Mr. H.
Rogers), Douglas, I.O.M., in order that
some idea may be formed of the sup-
port which the event will receive. It is

anticipated that the entry fee will "Tie

£10, and, after expenses have been paid,
50 per cent, of any surplus will be re-

turned to the entrants.

The proprietors of The Motor Cycle
will present a silver cup to the winner,
but whether this will be a perpetual
trophy or one to be won outright has not
yet been decided.

It therefore only remains for the en-

thusiastic amateur rider to support the
scheme at once. If he owns a reliable

machine which will reach 60 m.p.h.
against the- clock, neither make nor date
matter much; he will have a chance of
winning what should become the most
thoroughly sporting event of the motor
cycle year. For, as was pointed out in a

previous article, the best rider who makes
a non-stop run should win, not the man
on the super-tuned machine.
The general regulations will probably

be on the lines summarised below (a

precis of the article of February 23rd) :

Entry is prohibited to those who are engaged
in the manufacture, sale, exhibition or ex-
ploitation of motor-cycling goods or accessories.
No entrant shall be eligible who accepts or

has accepted any monetary benefit or considera-
tion or the equivalent from a person or firm
trading in the manufacture or sale of motor
cycles or motor cycle components or accessories.

ISO entrant snail be eligible who has pre-
viously gained a gold medal in any Tourist
Trophy race, or who is already entered for this
year's Tourist Trophy race. (N.B.—This rule
may seem hard to many, but it must be re-
membered that the event is intended to attract
the rider who has previously stood out on the
quite reasonable score that the odds against him
were too great. Of course any private owner
who rides in this year's T.T. race proper and
fails to gain a gold medal would be eligible
for next year's amateur event.)
Each machine must be wholly the entrant's

bona fide property, and must have been in the
owner's possession for at least three months
prior to the announcement of the race. (N.B.

—

This rule may be modified this year on account
of the short notice of the event) ; it must be,
or have been, a listed model to catalogue speci-
fication, and must have been offered to the
public in its present form for at least six months
prior to the date of the race.
Each entrant must sign a declaration that

these particulars are complied with and that he
has received no help or assistance from any
manufacturer.

To Find the Best Amateur Rider.

Further regulations will probably pro-
vide for supervision of the machines dur-
ing the practising period, including re-

placements and spares.

The main principle upon which ths
rules will be based is that the race is in-

tended to find the best amateur rider; all

endeavours will be made, therefore, to

ensure that every entrant shall have an
equal chance. If factory assistance of

any description is rendered impossible

this should not be difficult.

RATIONAL RATING OF ENGINES.
Suggested Official Ruling

IT will be remembered that at the
Bournemouth general committee meet-
ing of the A.C.U., held at the»end

of last year, a special sub-committee was
appointed to go into the question of horse-
power rating, the A.C.U. being well
aware that the present rating, of motor
cycle engines was misleading and absurd.
That tills is so has long been the opinion
of The Motor Cycle, which has dealt

with the matter not only before the war
but recently, and in the issue of Decem-
ber 15th published an article entitled
" Misleading Horse-power Ratings,"
which went very closely into the matter.
The sub-committee consisted of Prof.

A. -M. Low, in the chair, Major S. R.
Axford, Messrs. E. M. P. Boileau, E. B.
Ware, and S. L. Bailey. The only ab-

Based on Cylinder Capacity. 100

sentee at the recent meeting was Mr.
S. L. Bailey. After some discussion it

was finally agreed " that for the purpose
of the classification of motor cycles ac-

cording to their power the A.C.U. shall

in future describe them by their cubic

capacity expressed in cubic centimetres

divided by 100, such rating to be known
as Horse-power A.C.U. Rating. For in-

stance, an engine with 499 c.c. capacity

would be described as 4.99 h.p. A.C.U.
rating ; a 980 c.c. engine as 9.8 h.p.

A.C.U. rating, etc., etc."

This new rating, if universally adopted,

will upset a good many of the anomalies

to which our article of December 15th

referred : for example, it is interesting

to note that the 350 c.c. Beardmore-Pre-
cision will be rated at 3.5 h.p., or, in

c.c. to the Horse Power.
other words, 3i h.p., exactly what it is

now called, while the Barr and Stroud
engine of the same capacity, now rated

at 3 h.p. by its manufacturers, will lie-

come 3^ h.p. ; the 995 c.c. M.A.G. engine

on the 7 h.p. Matchless wil[ agree witli

the 8 h.p. J.A.P. engine of 976 c.c, the

engines being rated at 9.96 and 9.76 h.p.

respectively. Again, the absurdity of

calling both 293 c.c. and 350 c.c. engines

2|h.p. will be abandoned, the 293 c.c.

engine being 'rated at 2.93 h.p. and the

350 c.c. at 3.5 h.p.

The recommendations of the sub-com-

. mittee, before being definitely put into

practice, are, we understand, first of all

to be submitted to the Manufacturers'

'Union, and must finally be passed by the

general committee of the A.C.U.

A TRIAL THROUGH BELGIUM AND FRANCE.
IT is not often that a competition passes

through more than one country, but
an ambitious trial is to be organised

by the Royal Moto-Club of Liege from
May 17th to 26th, under F.I.C.M. rules,

starting in Belgium and traversing prac-
tically the whole length of France. This
competition is open to all types of motor

cycles, is to be an international one, and

open to all countries and clubs attached

to the F.I.C.M.
It will be run under touring conditions,

and the journey will be accomplished in

three days. The first stage is from Liege

to Dijon, 306^ miles, the second from

Dijon to Digne, 288^ miles, and the third

from Digne to Nice, 95 miles. There will

be one day's rest at Nice, and the com-

petitors will return in three days to

Liege by the same route. The total length

of the double journey will be 1,3782 miles.

Information concerning this event can bo

obtained from the secretary. The A.C.U ,

83, Pall Mall, London, S.W.I.

e iq
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A SPORTING
TRIAL IN

THE SNOW.
Surbiton Club's Successful

Event for the Mellano Cup.

TO obtain an entry of 55 for a

purely club one-day event argues
well for the enthusiasm and sport-

ing spirit of the Surbiton Motor Club
members. True, the prize at stake was
the Mellano Cup,, a trophy well worth
the winning ; nevertheless, the large entry

is indicative that club trials are exceed-

ingly popular
In fine but very cold weather the first

man was started from the Talbot Hotel,

Ripley, to Guildford ; here Bright Street

Hill, a favourite test hill .with Surrey
clubs, was climbed
A few miles of main road work

brought the competitors to a five miles
colonial section, very rough, muddy, and
made more severe by an overnight fall

of snow. Consequently to the first men
the course marked by blue dye was some-
what difficult to find. This occasioned
several deviations from the route.

On most colonial sections a hard riding
track can usually be found somewhere,
but with snow totally obscuring the road
surface one can imagine it was somewhat
of a lottery as to where one would land.

The gyrations of some of the com-
petitors were distinctly amusing, and
falls were numerous, thereby depriving
the unfortunates of any chance of lift-

ing the cup. For good driving on this

section particular mention should be
made of F. M. Gwyne on a 1| h.p.

Young Attachment ; to the ordinary
machine it was mostly middle gear work,
however, Gwyne, with much lusty big
work on the pedals, got through.
Fallowing the colonial section was the

hill of the day, Glenlea; this, again, was
only difficult by reason of the snow

;

those that failed were unlucky; under
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In front of B. S. Allen's 8 h.p. Matchless sidecar will be seen the skid-marks left by the

luckless solo men.

normal conditions it would present no

difficulty.

Excellent climbs were made by W. C.

Hemy (2f A.J.S.), F. E. Salter (2J
Zenith),'B. S. Allen (8 Matchless sc.),

and A. E. Bridgman (7 Indian sc).

The unfortunates were W. R. Preston

(Sunbeam), A. E. Leeding (James),

C. E. Taylor (3 Vasco), A. S. Richardson

(6 Trump), V. H. C. Gavford (3-J, Zenith-

Bradshaw), and C. H. 0. Allwork (6

Martinsyde sc).

From Glenlea the route lay through
Has'.emere, Milford, Godalming, Shalford.

Guildford, all main road work, and back
to Ripley for lunch.

Numbers were considerably depleted

for the afternoon run, as most of those

who recorded stops decided not to re-

start.

White Downs was considered to be the

tit-bit of the afternoon, the Ford car

which arrowed the course the previous
afternoon having to negotiate it on its re-

verse gear. However, the strong winds of

the morning had practically dried the

chalky surface, and as wheel slip and not

gradient was its chief terror, all diffi-

culty was removed, everybody sailing up

with plenty of power in hand.
In all 30 competitors checked in at the

finish, a goodly number, considering the

severity of the morning section. The com-

mittee are to be commended for working

out the results that evening; it adds to

the enjoyment of an event for competitors

to know their award before leaving.

Results.
Mellano Cup and Gold Medal, A. E. Bridg-

man (7 Indian sc) ; 2nd Gold Medal, F. E.
Salter (2% Zenith); 3rd Gold Medal, L. B. Clark
(3 1/. Zenith-Bradshaw). Silver Medals: A. A.
Svmes (6 Martinsyde), B. S. Allen (8 Matchless
sc), H. E. K. Sawtell (10 Morgan). Bronze Medals

:

A. O. Gruzelier (3«. Zenith-Bradshaw), S. R.
Axford (3V.- Zenith-Bradshaw sc), F. A. McNab
(6 Trump-Jap), G. E. Cuffe (5-6 Metro-Tyler),
W. H. Wells (6 A.J.S. sc), C. H. Mocatta [2\,

A.J.S.), Mrs. Hardee (S Matchless sc), F. W.
Carryer (4 Hawker), R. Charlesworth (3 1/. Zenith-
Bradshaw), J. L. Boxall (3'i Sunbeam), and A.
E. Leeding (3M> James).

PROGRESS OF THE TOUR DE FRANCE.
Thirty-two M®tor Cycles out of Thirtyeight Starters Complete a Third of the 2,300 Miles Course.

WHEN one-third of the Tour de.

France trials had been run, and
the competitors were at Bordeaux,

six of the 38 motor cycles had been elimi-

nated and seven others had been
penalised for either late arrival or the
breakage of sealed parts. L. Psalty (2i
Levis) lost ten points on the run from
Caen to Nantes, while Mineur. on one
of the two-stroke 2§ h.p. Gillets, collided

with a cycle car, the damage being such
that he had to withdraw. Renier, on
another Gillet, lost ten points on the first

stage from Paris to Caen, and Dyon, on
the water-cooled Viratelle, was penalised
five points.. Rasser, who was riding one
of the two-stroke machines of his own
make, lost points cm each of the first

three stages.

The 500 c.c. solo class made a very
fine showing, the six machines, compris-

ing a Bleriot, an A. B.C., the - two
Gnome and Rhone, a Sunbeam, and a

Rover, covering the 591 miles without
the loss of a single mark.
Among the 750 c c. solo machines, the

first to drop out was Lt.-Col. Mc-
Kechnie's spring frame motor machine.
For some unknown reason the rider
failed to reach Rouen in time, and
abandoning the trials, turned round and
was in Paris the same evening. J.

Psalty (4 Harley-Davidson), suffered a

bad fall on the road to Nantes, and had
to be taken to hospital to be operated
on. Another Harley-Davidson, ridden
by Smeets, dropped out on this stage

;

De Neufville's Triumph suffered 20 marks

loss, and Arnaud, on an Indian, lost 21

points on the first day
In the sidecar section Dubost on his

350 c.c. D.F.R. sidecar, was the only
one to lose point but he was still

running at the end of the Bordeaux
stage. Sykes (3-i- Sunbeam sc), and
Leroux (4| B.S.A. sc), the only two in

the 600 c.c. class, had to retire before'"

reaching Rennes. The sidecar attach-;

ment broke on the Sunbeam, and being!

irreparable, Sykes continued solo until

notified that this was contrary to the

rules. The six men in the 1,000 c.c.

sidecar class all covered the first three

stages without the loss of points. These
machines comprised three Harley-David-
sons, a Bleriot, a Viratelle, and a Sun-

beam.
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ENTRIES FOR THE T.T. RACES.
135 Entries Received at Ordinary Fees. Senior Event Attracts 66. Junior 34

and Lightweights 29. 6 Entries Race Not Specified.

SE.VIOR RACE, THURSDAY, JUNE 1ST.

Entered by Other
makers. entries. Total.

A.J.S. ... 2 1 3
Triumph ... 4 4
Douglas ... .:. o 4 4
Sunbeam ... 5 7 12
K'udge ... 7 1 8
Norton ... 5 9 14
Indian ... 4 4
Scott ... 3 2 5
N.U.T. ... 1 1

}Jew Hudson ... 2 2
New Imperial ... 1 1

Sheffield-Henderson ... 2 2

Beardmore ... 3 3
Massey-Arran ... 1 1
Duzmo ... 1 1

Not specified ... 1 1

250 CO. LIGHTWEIGHT- RACE, TUESDAY,
MAY 30th.

Entered by Other
makers. entries. Tota

Levis ... 3 1 4
Velccette ... 3 3
New Imperial ... 3 5
1/nvicta ... 1 1

New Hudson ... 1 1

Hobart ... 1 1

Diamond ... 4 4
Shefiield-Hendersor ! ... 2 2
Fraincis-Barnett ... 1 1

Massev-Arran . .
• 1 1

Sun-Vitesse ... ... 3 3
O.K. . . 3 3
Coulson ... 2 2

Totals 21 8 29

Totals 40

JUNIOR RACE, TUESDAY, MAY 30th

OTHER ENTRIES. TOTAL.
Races Not Specified.

New Imperial ... ... ... 5
Reg. - Lucas ... ... ... ... 1
Total for t tiree races ... 1-35

Entered by Other
makers. entries. Total.

A.J.S. ... 7 7
Edmurjd ... 3 3
Dot ... 2 2

i»y ... 1 3 4
Sheffield-Henderson 2 2

New Scale ... ... 2 2 4
New Comet ... ... 1 1

Douglas ... 2

Blackburne . .

.

... 1 1

Raleigh ... 1 1

Massev-Arran ... 1 1 2
Cotton ... 2 1 3

H.B ... 1 1

Coulson ... 1 1

Notes.

Last year's senior winner on a 2§ h.p.

A.J.S., H. R. Davies, will defend his

title on a similar machine.
Major Halford, holder of the 500 c.c.

hour record, will ride a Triumph.
W. Brandish, who last year rode a

Rover in good style, will this year be
mounted on a Triumph, as will H. R.
Harveyson.

F. G. Edmond last year made the
fastest lap. He is again entered on a

Triumph, and is one of the favourites.

T. C. de la Hay, Geo. Dance, A. Ben-'
nett, C. Greenwood, and Reg. Brown are

the Sunbeam riders nominated by the
makers.

J. A. Watson-Bourne will ride a Budge
with Danskin and Sibley. Altogether
there are seven Rudges entered.

A. Alexander has entered a 3^ h.p.

Douglas.
Victor Horsman will ride a Norton in

the senior and a Raleigh in the junior
race.

D. S. Alexander is to be one of the
Indian team.
H. Le Vack is down to ride a New Im-

perial in both the senior and the junior
events.

J. Whalley will again be mounted on
a Massey-Arran.

For the first time since pre-war days
New Hudsons will figure in the senior
race.

Three 3g h.p. Beardmore-Precisions are
entered.

Geo. Grinton is one of the A.J.S. seven
in the junior race.

Judd and Denley will again ride Veloc-
ettes in the lightweight class.

F. W. Applebee, P. Pike, and G. S.

Davison constitute the Levis trade entry.

Dr. Hopwood has again entered himself
to ride a Levis.

EXTENDING THE ORGANISATION OF MOTOR CYCLISTS.
The A.C.U. Offers Prizes for Original Ideas.

rHERE are still a great number of

motor cyclists who do not realise

the desirability of joining an crgan-

ation.

Frequently there are brought to our

lowledge cases of riders who, through

) fault of their own, or through, per-

tps, a little thoughtlessness or careless-

;ss, are brought into contact with the

w, and are put to heavy and unneces-

ry. expense. Take the case of the motor
clist on holiday on the South Coast

ho hails from the Midlands.- For all he

lows his registration numbers are of the

rrect size and are accurately spaced,

it perhaps while he is in an hotel a

eddlesome constable measures the letters

id figures and finds they are l-16in. out.

lie motor cyclist is then warned, and
lally receives a summons at home to pro-

ed down to some South Coast bench to

'lend his case. Membership of an or-

inisation would provide for his being

represented and defended free of charge.

Again, there is the importance of motor
cyclists combining to fight offensive legis-

lation. It is only by sheer weight of

numbers that objectionable legal enact-

ments can be combated.

To Awaken Fresh Interest.

Now the A.C.U., which is in its twen-
tieth year, has laid itself out to do all it

can for motor cyclists, but its member-
ship is not yet large enough. Its com-
mittee has therefore decided to run a com-
petition which will help to bring home to

-every individual motor cyclist the neces-

"sity of joining the Union, both for his

own personal profit and in order to aug-

ment the great national body that all

must recognise as a necessity.

To the motor cyclist who suggests to

the Secretary of 'the A.C.U. the best

method of inducing 250,CCO motor cyclists

to enrol in the A.C.U. by September 30th

will be awarded a prize of £100; the
second prize will be £50, and the third
prize £10, while there will be twenty con-
solation prizes of £1 each.

The entrant must express his scheme in

500 words, giving the method to be em-
ployed in operating it. These sugges-
tions must be accompanied by Is., so as
to rule out other than serious competitors,
and must reach the secretary not later

than May 15th. The judges will be the
members of the committee of the A.C.U.,
assisted by Commander F. P. Armstrong,
R.N.V.R., acting-secretary of the R.A.C.,

. and others. The committee reserves the
right to use or adopt any scheme or part
thereof, whether or not a prize has been
awarded, but in the event of such "use a
special honorarium will be granted to any
competitor who is not actually a prize-

winner. The results of the competition

will be announced on or before July 15th

this year.

ROUTE OF THE SCOTTISH TRIALS.
/IUCH new ground, for English com-
1 petitors anyhow, is being broken

in the route of the Scottish Six
ays Trials, which start on May 1st.

The course for five of the six days has
iw been approved as follows :

1. Edinburgh, Stirling, Crieff, ' Ken-
more, Dalnacardoch, Pitlochry,

Kenmore, Perth Cross. 173J 4,

miles.

2. Peith, Forfar, Laurencekirk, Ban-
chory, Ballater, Corgarff, Gran- 5.

town. 142J miles.

3. Grantowrr" Farr House, Inverness,

Drummardrochit, Fort Augustus, The
Inverfarigaig, Kyllachy, Gran- home
town. 139-1 miles. which

Grantown, Braemar, Strathdon

Road End, Calrach Top, Oyne,
Aberdeen. 150 miles.

Aberdeen, Forfar, Perth, Dollar,

-Falkirk, Edinburgh (West Mains
Road). 162 miles,

remaining day will be an out-and-

run from Edinburgh, details of

are not yet available.
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CURRENT
CHAT THE CHEAPEST TRANSPORT FOR

TWO.
ILLUSTRATED BUYERS' GUIDE.

PASSENGERS—FAIR AND OTHERWISE-
COMPLEMENTARY PASTIMES.

XEimes to Xigbt Xamps.
April 6th .. .. 8.38 p.m.

„ 8th .. .. 8.41 „
„ 10th .. .. 8.44 „

„ 12th .. .. 8.48 „

Number plates to be illuminated thirty minutes
earlier, vide Read Vehicles Registration and
Licensing Order (1921).

Repairing the T.T. Course.

Sixty men are now engaged in putting
the Isle of Man course in order.

40 Years' Service.

Mr. H. J. Spooner, C.E., for 40 years

head of the Engineering School at the
Polytechnic, is retiring. A presentation is

to be made by his many admirers.

Governor's Bridge Improvements Delay.

The improvement to which we have
recently referred in the dangerous
Governor's Bridge will, we hear, not be
ready in time for the 1922 T.T. races.

O.h.v. Nortons to be Marketed.

It will be pleasing news for Norton
enthusiasts to hear that Judd's record-

breaking o.h.v. machine is the experi-

mental model of a design which will be
added to the standard range as soon as

it is. fit for production.

London-Land's End Run at Easter.

A magnificent entry has been received
for the London-Land's End run, totalling

322 competitors in all, composed of 122
motor bicycles, 98 sidecar outfits, 9 cycle

cars, and 93 cars. A full list of the motor
cycle entries will be published in next
week's issue of The Motor Cycle, together
with a map of the course. Details of the

car entries will be found in The Autocar.

A Badger Badgered.

Some excitement was recently caused in

the vicinity of Regent's Park by the

escape of a wild badger from the London
Zoological Gardens. After remaining at

large for some time, during which period

it was seen by various policemen and
chased by a taxicab, the whereabouts of

the animal was betrayed by the yowling
of cats on the licensed premises of the
" Yorkshire Stingo" Police investigations

resulted in the animal being cornered until

keepers arrived from the Zoo.
This badger was presented to the Society

by our contributor H. Mortimer Batten,
in whose Scott Sociable it was conveyed
from its native quarters to its home in
Yorkshire, and subsequently to the railway
station for transportation to the Zoo.
The badger made no attempt to escape
while in the Scott Sociable, so evidently
he appreciated good springing ! It is

significant that its final round up should
be at the " Yorkshire Stingo "

!
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Licences in London.

In future all communications to the

London County Council relating to taxa-
tion licences should be addressed : The
Chief Officer, Public Control Department
(Local Taxation Licences), The New
County Hall, London, S.E.I.

Road Books and Maps.

Now is the time to overhaul road books
and maps, and in this connection The
Motor Cycle series is bound to be of

interest. The Motor Cycle Route Book
(2s. 6d.) and the set of maps which our
publishers supply in waterproof case

(4s. 6d. and 5s. 6d.) will no doubt be
found in many sidecar pockets this year,

for their popularity among riders con-

tinues to increase.

Victory Trial Hill Ruled Out.

The many complaints made by com-
petitors 'in the Victory Cup trial with
regard to marks lost on Sandy Lane, has
resulted in the Trial Committee of the

Birmingham M.C.C. deciding that the
penalty of four marks for failure on the

hill be cancelled, and that a bonus of

two marks be awarded to all who climbed
the hill. The decision was made before
the committee analysed the checking
sheets relating to this particular hill.

Spring !

Spring and snow ! Competitors in last

Saturday's trials found conditions more
winterly than in any London-Exeter run.

Brooklands Racing Restarted.

Saturday next will see the first motor
cycle meeting of 1922 at Brooklands, racing

starting at 2 p.m. Six handicaps, includ-

ing one for private owners, and three

scratch races, constitute the programme.

French Attempt on the Flying Kilometre.

As soon as it was known in France that

Judd, the Norton rider, had beaten the

kilometre record last month, Pean, the

famous Peugeot trade exponent, ex-

pressed his intention of coming over to

England to try to beat it on Brook-

lands track. The news had not then

reached him that the record had been

further beaten by Pullin on the Douglas.

However, Pean has postponed his attempt

until the end of this month owing to the

inclemency of the weather. It will be

most interesting to see how the Peugeot
will perform, as it seems that Pean has a

great deal of speed to add to his machine
before attempting to. beat the magnificent

British records already standing.

AT THE BOAT RACE. Motor cyclists found that their mounts made excellent grandstands
from which to view last Saturday's event on the river.
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New President on the A.C.F.

The president of the Automobile Club
of France, the Baron de Zuylen, has
occupied the post of office since its

foundation in 1895, but he has now re-

tired for reasons of ill-health. The new
president is Baron Robert de Vogue.

No Privilege for the Pedestrian.

In the neighbourhood of the Saint-
Lazare station (Paris) a foot passenger
was summoned by the police and fined a
franc for persisting in remaining in the
roadway after the driver of a motor
vehicle had blown his horn, and for be-
coming a hindrance to the rest of the
traffic.

International Six Days' Trials.

July 16th is the closing date for the
entry of national teams. Machines
entered for these teams must be manufac-
tured in the country they represent. A
national team must consist of three solo

machines and one sidecar outfit or cycle
car. One of the motor bicycles must be-
long to either Class A, B or C, while
the others may be in any class. In the
case of two national teams qualifying for

the trophy it will be awarded to the team
with the smallest total cylinder capacity.

Amalgamation of Newcastle Club.

Interest is being aroused in Tyneside
motoring circles by an effort that is being
made towards amalgamation by two New-
castle organisations, the Northern and
the Newcastle Motor Clubs. According to

reports, there is a great probability, even
should no actual amalgamation take place,

of a working arrangement being arrived

at that will suit everybody.
Some months ago a similar scheme in-

cluding the Newcastle and District Motor
Club came to nothing. On that occasion

Mr. H. Wilkinson, the local representa-

tive of the R.A.C., had a great deal to

do with bringing the clubs together.

More Motor Cycle Police.

The motor cycle penetrates into" the

farthest corners of the earth, where its

utility is appreciated as much as at home.
Fourteen patrol men of the Honolulu
police are now to be mounted on motor
cycles.

The United States of America was the

pioneer country of motor cycle police.

They were first adopted by the City of

Chicago in 1910 ; there were 25 motor
cycle police in 1913, and now 50 new
Hendersons have been supplied to the

force. This is irrespective of others

allotted to various parks in the city.

ffpiSgpLlE
The Broken Promise.

One of the conditions of the A.C.U.
consenting to run the T.T. races in the
Isle of Man this year was that an electric

crane should be erected on Douglas quay.
Now the I.O.M. people say that such a

crane cannot be erected ; a story we have
heard before, but where there's a will

Commercial Instinct

!

It cannot be said that the average
young motor cyclist has a commercial
mind, but the exception proves the rule,

and the following small advertisement
makes interesting reading :

—" Experi-
enced motor cyclist in London, N.W. dis-

trict, offers sporting ladies or gentlemen
desiring exhilarating country rides the
comfortable pillion seat on his special solo

motor cycle ; 6d. per mile ; distance no
object: passenger weight limit 9 stones."

Motor Cycle Locks.

Frequent motor cycle thefts have com-
pelled owners' to purchase locks and
chains for the better security of their

machines. One extra cautious rider

recently chained his machine to some rail-

ings in London. The lock was of the"

snap-on type, and when he came to take
the machine away he found he had for-

gotten the key ! He lived miles away,
and by the time he had returned home
and got back to his machine it was light-

ing-up time. He then discovered that his

lamp set was out of order.

High Tension Overalls.

A correspondent complains of getting
shocks through his overalls when they
touch the plug and are soaked with
water. He is evidently not one of the
pioneers who rode the 1903 Ormonde.
This machine earned the engine behind
the saddle tube. In those days pedal
assistance on hills was frequently re-

quired, and when indulged in consider-

able skill had to be exercised so as not .

to suffer from a shock through the back
of the leg, which was as painful as dis-

concerting when violent pedalling was
necessitated.

EASTER HOLIDAYS.

Publishers' Announcement.

Readers who desire to insert Miscel-

laneous Advertisements in " The Motor

Cycle" dated April 20ih should note

that instructions must be in our hands

fry first post Wednesday, April 12th.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.
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livening Runs.

Immediately daylight saving came into
force there was a marked increase of
motor cycles on the road in the
evenings.

Swiss Passports.

Visitors from Great Britain to Switzer-
land must have passports, but the neces-
sity for a visa has been discontinued,
notwithstanding the fact that Swiss
visitors to England must undergo this
formality.

State of the T.T. Course.

A report has just been received to the
effect that the T.T. course is in an
appalling condition in parts, the moun-
tain road being badly cut up by the
haulage of loads of stones by means of
steam wagons. The matter has been
brought to the notice of the Highway
Board, who are giving it their imme-
diate attention, and wo understand a
large staff has been engaged to put the
roads into a thorough state of repair.

Italian Road Racing.

Eight laps of 17.4 kilometres comprised
the first Italian road race in 1922, and
this was won by Mario Cavedini (3£
Norton), who covered the total distance
of 139.200 km. (86 miles approx.) in

lh. 33m. 10§s., at an average speed of

89.637 k.p.h. (55i m.p.h.). The second
man was Mario Nardelli, also on a
Norton, in lh. 40m. 12|s., average speed
83,350 k.p.h. (51i m.p.h.). Piero Ghersi
(3i Borgo) was third, time, lh. 42m. 31s.,

speed 81.469 k.p.h. (50i m.p.h.). The
remainder of the competitors were
mounted on Freras, Motosacoches, and
Gileras.

Solo and Sidecar Race in Switzerland.

Speed events are rare in Switzerland,
but this year the Motosacoche Club of

Geneva has decided to hold a Grand Prix
race for motor cycles and sidecars round
the picturesque Lac de Joux, situated
among the Jura mountains. The course
encircles the lake, and the distance is

21.5 kilometres (approx. 13^ miles); it

must be covered ten times by the 250 c.c.

machines, 12 times by the 350 c.c, 14

times by the 500 c.c, and 16 times by
the 1,000 c.c. class, while the 1000 c.c.

' sidecars will make 9 circuits and 600 c.c.

sidecars 7 circuits. Valuable awards are

offered as well as cla=s priVoo v„. _:,„.._

which close on May 31st, cost 30 Swiss

francs. British entries must be sent to the

Secretary of the Autn-Cvcle Pnion. 83.

Pall Mail, London, S.W.I. The date of

the race is July 2nd.

In Chicago fifty of the local motor police are mounted on four-cylinder Henderson machines. Thirty-tour are shown above, making an

imposing sight on the parade ground.

e25
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Motor Cycling under DifficuLies.

Handicaps that Add Relish to the

Joys of the Open Road.

AS one who was born in the greatest city in the

world and lived half his life therein, much of

the time as a motor cyclist, the writer feels he is

qualified to voice the views of the motor cyclist town-

dweller.

We are not all constructed alike. Some prefer the

gaiety and hum of city life, while others rejoice in

the calm of the country, the song of the birds, and
the views of hill or wold. Probably the motor cyclist

belongs mostly to the latter category.

The Rider par Excellence. •

What a fine fellow is the motor cyclist who keeps

his machine in die centre of one of our great industrial

cities. How proudly can he hold up his head and
look down upon the ordinary citizen tied down to

the crowded train, the bumping bus, or the ever-stop-

ping tram ! Never was there such a rider. Grease

holds no terrors for him. Necessity has made him
skilful. No one would ride wet traffic-bethronged

roads for choice, but the town-dweller must perforce

traverse them on occasions to reach the country and
again to reach home. See him thread his way through

the densest traffic ; spurting ahead through the nar-

rowest opening, stern of face -and yet happy, ready

to check at a moment's notice, and wary lest aught

meet him from the side street or crossing. He is not

to be caught napping. Ever alert, he becomes immune
from accident, since caution combined with skill prove

to be his sure protection.

True Lovers of the Country.

Doubtless he envies his country friend, who has his

own private motor house, where he can tinker o' nights

and at week-ends, slip on to the great highway, and
cover half of England before he sees a tramline.

But he has not the joy of reaching the country after

miles of traffic and rough roads. Once the unpleasant-

ness is over the open road is all the more appreciated.

We are all better suited to enjoy our pleasures if we
do not attain them without a little trouble, and the

breath of the sea is all the sweeter to him whose
lungs mostly inhale a less pure atmosphere.

That spare valve so badly needed, that 'piece of
copper pipe so urgently required for the week-end job
are not to be had for the asking by the country resi-

dent. Here the town-dweller scores. All that he
needs is at hand, and any repair that has to be done
is quickly executed.
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There is yet another direction in which the rider

who lives in a large town becomes extraordinarily skil-

ful, and this is in avoiding traffic. Naturally London
offers the greatest scope in this respect. Years ago,
when police-trapping was at its height, it was possible

to dodge practically every control (and slip clear of
the great city, incidentally never touching a tramline
except to cross it at right angles) and escape prac-

tically every ten-mile limit.

Conducive to Health and Contentment
To the city-dweller the motor cycle is an untold

blessing. By its possession he owns his own railway
train to take himself or his belongings where he will

and in his own time. What this means to the health
of the nation the Government was forced to realise

during the height of the war. Obviously good health
and fitness were needed to get the best out of every-

'

one, and when others could not get it the munition
worker was allowed a small dole of petrol, not only
to enable him to reach his work with comfort and ex-

pedition, but to allow him to get clear of the towns
'

at week-ends for the benefit of his health. The late

Mr. A. W. Torkin°;ton, chairman of the Auto Cycle
Union, founded the National Motor Cyclists' Fuel'
Union for this object, and to the day of his death
believed that the motor cycle was a valuable antidote

to many evils to which the city dweller is subject. He
was of the opinion that it went far towards solving

the problem of overcrowding, it enlarged the minds
of all who used it, dissipated discontent, and pro-

duced that admirable state of affairs

—

mens satia in

corfore sano—a healthy mind in a healthy body.

There are few more interesting studies of the town
motor cyclist than to see him issuing in his hundreds

along the great arteries radiating from the industrial

centres at the week-ends. Young men on their motor
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rhe Motor Cycle and the City Dweller.—

cycles or sidecar outfits with their sweethearts or wives,

and the older men on their family buses. All with
the same happy if tense look, bent on taking their meal
on the wind-swept common, on the wooded hill-top,

or by the silver sea, or perhaps on visiting some dis-

tant relative or friend. No nation has learned the joys

of the motor cycle better than Great Britain, and it

is curious indeed that other countries have not even
commenced to realise its advantages.

Come, fill the tank with petrol

And fill the flask with tea,

Pack up the food in the old tin box
And leave the town with me.

Soon we've left the tramlines,
The air blows sweet and free,

And we'll sail o'er the hill to the field by the mill

Where the stream flows down to the sea.

And then in the shade of the ev'ning,
Back to our home we'll ride,

To sleep and dream of the swift-flowing stream
And the joys of the country ride.

ON THE PORTSMOUTH ROAD.

These photographs convey more

eloquently than words why the motor

cycle is such a popular vehicle with

the city dweller, who, independent of

train, tram or bus, is enabled to reach

the open country with the minimum

of effort.

A MOTOR SHOW IN HOLLAND.

ON Friday last (MarclT~ 31st), the Amsterdam
Motor Show was opened by His Royal High-
ness the Prince of the Netherlands, and thou-

sands of motorists, motor cyclists, and motor traders

aave already visited the exhibition. Besides the 51
:ars of international makes a good number of motor
:ycles are on view, the Humber, Sunbeam, Arrow,
Triumph, Peugeot, Quadrulet, Blerkrt, Ace, Cleve-

land, Briggs and Stratton, Harley-Davidson, F.N.,
Rudge, Victoria, Matchless, Blackburne, Bianchi,

Royal Enfield, New Hudson^ Abingdon King-Dick,
B.S.A., N.S.U., James, Levis, Hardy, Saroiea, Hen-
derson, Douglas, Edmund, Eysink, Raleigh; Simplex,

(19-20)

Ivy, Opal, Cedos, Wooler, Norton, A.J.S., and Read-

ing Standard being represented. Among the 39 makes

mentioned there are 22 of British origin, which shows

how popular ,. and how well represented our machines

are in. Holland.

The only entirely new machine on view !* the Dutch

9 h.p. Simplex sporting model. It is 01 the same
type as the 5 h.p. machine which did so well in the

last Anglo-Dutch trial, only it is heavier and has a

9 h.p. M.A.G. engine and the Bosch lighting system.

A new local make in which British components are

used is the De Anstel. It is a two-stroke of 2§ h.p.,

and a two-speed gear, and kick-starter.

C29
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JMfrm to tfc Gtitor
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Correspondence should tie addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's nam: and address.

OIL COOLING AND WORN PISTON RINGS.
Sir,—I am very interested in the method of cooling an

engine by oil, but I take it for granted that such engines are
only intended to be used with absolutely tight and efficient

piston rings, for if the rings are allowed to be worn and
leaky, the plugs are, especially when placed in an exposed
position in overhead valve engines, in my opinion, more or
less bound to be fouled by the excessive amount of oil

circulated. SWEDISH ENTHUSIAST.

IN-TOLL-ERABLE.'

Sir,—Some time ago I saw in your excellent paper a growl
about the tolls on the Southampton road. These, like other
evil things in life, we must I suppose bear with, even if we
do not grin when paying; but the limit is reached, I think,
when, in addition to being robbed without violence, you are
also grossly insulted.

On a recent Sunday I pulled up with a grand sweep and
a bang at Woolston floating bridge, with a sidecar outfit
bearing a name almost supreme in the motor cycle world—

a

name which,_ but two short days before at Brooklands, was
on the machine which broke many world's records—removed
my fur gloves, raised my triplex goggles, " dropt my nimble
saxpence," and received in return a ticket which in cold print
described my machine and self as a " Donkey cart and
driver-." BIG FOUR.
Gosport.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS.
Sir,—I was most interested in the letters from your

various schoolboy correspondents, and must say I am all
fdr them

! I am a rider of the fair sex, and had my first
motor cycle in 1913, directly I left school, and I have
owned a machine ever since.

To my mind it is not the boys of 14-20 who drive "all
out"; they take pride in their mounts, and are careful
with them; but I find the road hogs are almost invariably
men of about 20-26. I am not by any means a slow rider
myself, but—there are road hogs, and road hogs!

I think why so few boys have machines is. principally,
lack of finance on the parents' part-, and, as for girls, the
same reason applies; also, I think they must have gone to
schools with "home comforts," or else been "governessed "

!

I do not agree with "Gus" that no four-stroke light-
weight will clo "50." I was timed to do 53 m.p.h. on my
1913 Douglas (standard model).

Here's good luck to the schoolboys ! I'm with them every
«me

!

1922 TRIUMPH 4 h.p. SOLO.
Kent.

Sir,—As an elderly motor cyclist and owner of a 1910
sidecar outfit, I should like to say a few words against the
wholesale issue of licences to juveniles.
y There are many ways of contracting a sudden death.
One of these is heart failure. Although an aged man, I

e3o

do not yet wish to die. But I fear that I may do so quite

soon if I am again nearly run down by a headstrong child on

a high-powered motor cycle.

Only the other day one of these embryo road hogs flashed

past me on an 8 h.p. Sports Zenith, narrowly missing an

apple-cart in his headlong rush. He could not have been

more than 16 vears of age, and must have been doing quite

70 m.p.h.
It is time that a stop was put to these infantile mono-

maniacs. I cannot speak too strongly against motor cyclists

under 20 years of age. N. QUESTON GRAVES.

Sir,—x\t present I own an old 2\ h.p. -Fafnir, about 1909,

with a.i.v., to which I fitted a magneto in place of the

battery, and I think every boy should learn on an old

machine, not later than 1912, to let him see what real motor

cycling is. Nowadays it has become merely a matter of

changing gear and opening the throttle to climb any reason-

able hill, but with an old single speeder of low power it is

a very different thing. The original carburetter is a 1909

B. and B., and is very sensitive, and unless the engine is

well cared for and well tuned it soon becomes a case of

push.
I am 18 years of age, and have been motor cvcling for

the last four years. '.'GOOD OLD DAYS."
Falkirk.

[Above are three representative letters from a further

large batch on this subject, mainly supporting the school-

boy motor cyclist.

—

Ed.]

ARTIFICIAL OBSTACLES IN AN OPEN TRIAL.

Sir,—Would any person or persons who were actual wit-

nesses of the following occurrences, or any one of them, in

the East Midland Centre A.C.U. Open Trial on March 25th.

kindly send particulars to me (c/o the Editor), together with

their names and addresses, the place referred to in the trial,

the time of the occurrence, and if possible the names of those

responsible ? The occurrences were :

Lapidosa Hill (known by another name locally).—Placing

of large boulders taken from the road so as to stoj> up the

clear, normal path.
Gorsey Bank Watersplash.—Damming the stream (2in. to

3in. deep overnight) to a considerable depth. Throwing in

of a fair-size tree branch to drive competitors into the deeper
water.

Little Eaton Quarry Hill.—Placing large boulders on the

only practicable path. Names of those actually responsible
for throwing additional boulders while the competitors were
actually going up.

I take this opportunity of thanking all those who have
already given me their names, etc., and no one need hesitate

to write me for fear of publicity, because any information,
names, etc., will not be used without the consent of the
person giving it. J. A. NEWMAN.

(3-4)"'
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12,000 MILES WITH A CHAIN-DRIVEN TRIUMPH.

Sir,—I think the following notes may be of interest as
showing what may be expected of a modern high-class
machine.
About the first half of the distance was covered solo, the

latter half being with a Triumph standard sidecar. The
.machine has been used every day of the week for short
business runs, and during the week-ends for purely pleasure
purposes. Several trips over some of the Welsh mountain
tracks have been made, including towing another machine up
part of the famous Bwlch-y-Groes. The machine has, there-

fore, not been nursed. .

Engine.—The only replacements have been two piston

rings, which, as a matter of fact, were not really required.

-I have used a K.L.G. and a Lodge plug, putting the Lodge
in when I suspected the K.L.G., and vice, versa. This is the
cheapest solution I have come across of -the plug changing
craze. I have had no valve trouble, but the mechanism is

very noisy, and the tappets run dry and squeak. I thought
this was an unknown fault. The cylinder and piston have
been decarbonised .about every 800 miles.

Sidecar.—This is, on the whole, beautifully finished, but
has some poor detail work. The door handle and the cup-
board door constantly;' rattle; The spring wheel is good,

but I think the springs are too strong. - The, leaf springs

have no lubricators at the shackles, and the pivoting at the
fore end chatters. The luggage carrier creates such a noise

at certain engine speeds that I have removed it. The petrol

tin carrier is good, but allows the tin to " drum. " in a most
unpleasant manner.
The bearings are apparently perfect. I do not like roller

big ends, but must admit mine have been excellent so far.

A lubricating system and split bearings give much sweeter
running.
Gear box.—My machine has one of the earlier boxes, which

are far from perfect on the change down. The only other
trouble has been the breakage of the selector rod plunger
spring. This, curiously enough, resulted in the gear shaft

sticking. I had a thrilling run home on top in hilly country
on a foggy night. After a good deal of search I located

. the trouble. Why don't manufacturers send out proper draw-
ings so that one can tell what procedure to adopt to get at a

part ?

The gear box is oil tight.

The clutch slips slightly, and I have had no less than three

new Bowden control wires. This is not Bowden's fault, as
- the control is very inaccessible. ""•"-

Tyres.—I have had the most satisfactory results, having
bought only one. new one, which has just been fitted.

Spare Parts Service.—One gets what one wants within a

week, but this is surely not prompt enough.
Petrol and Oil.

—I have not mea- -
sured the petrol , ... r

consumption accu-

rately, but it /*:**-*

works out at about -SHM
60-65 m.p.g. The- < g*
machine solo would f

do over 100 m.p.g.

Oil works out at

about 700 m.p.g.
Brakes. — Front

doubtful ; rea"r ex-

cellent. The method
of adjusting the
latter is not very
safe. The pivot pin
slides in a slotted

lug and is held in

position by fric-

tion. . The sides of

the lug should be
serrated. -as if one
:.s not careful to do
the adjustment up
very tightly the
pivot slips, and one
has no brake at
all.

a 1

Fastest single cylinder time on Kop H
made by T. C. de la

29
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Wheel Bearings.—I have had three new sets of front bear-
ings, and one sidecar set. The rear wheel bearings, which
are better proportioned, have required no attention:

It will be seen that, on the whole, the troubles mentioned
are of a minor nature, and it must be admitted that the
behaviour of the machine has been most satisfactory. As far
as my experience goes, there is only one car made which
would have given less road trouble, and many would have
given much more.

C. H. STEPHENSON.

INSTALLING A COMPASS.
Sir,—Losing utterly my sense of direction on a foggy

night. (20.00 hours) in the back lanes of Hounslow on a non-
stop run Torquay-Harrow, I found myself at Kew Bridge
instead of Greenford,' and vowed solemnly to provide my
P. and M. sidecar with an oil compass. I have been experi-
menting with an ordinary prismatic, and find two probable
positions

: («) On an aluminium or wooden bar extending
upwards 2ft. from the tank so that the compass is under
the chin ; or (b) on the sidecar centrally and in line with
the steering head. In these positions the influence of the
iron mass of the machine is at a minimum compatible with
visibility

; but my experiments show error up to 30 degrees
when heading north or south. Probably there is some
method of compensation, and I should be very glad to hear
from any. of your, readers who have successfully installed a
compass on their machines, or to receive advice from your
staff. - V

K. N. HOWARD.
THE MORE RESPONSIVE RIGHT LEG.

Sir,—I am an all the year round motor cyclist, riding solo
through miles of traffic every day ; the .'brake .is on the
left side of the machine I. have used for about, three years.
I have now got an .Indian sidecar, and intend. to use both.
The Indian foot, brake is on right side, ;and .-J. knew that
to use both machines in their ordinary condition .was look-
ing for trouble ; so, on looking at the solo machine, I saw
that I could fit a pedal to the brake which would bring
it to the right side, and in the same position as the Indian.
On the first run it was. strange for about five minutes,

and, after that I felt as if I had always had it there, and
that it was, in fact, far more convenient than on the left

side. Now the point is this. On looking oyer- The Daily
MAil

'

recently I read a short article. headed, "The Brain in

Action," by a Doctor. The following is an extract :

—

"As well as being right-handed, we are also right-legged.

"As the muscles^ of the right arm and legju'e more con-
stantly employed and more quickly respond to orders which
we know come from the left side of the brain, it is fair to

assume that the
' centres ' there
that control them
are more highly
developed, _and in

that limited sense
we are left-;
handed."
As this is n

matter of fact, I

think it should de-
cide once and for
all where the
most important
control (the brake)
should go. It
should be where
the limb best
suited to use it is.

Another point is

that most motor
cyclists hope to
own cars some
time" or other, and
they will have
nothing to, unlearn
when they get

them
n. L. BOYD.

d33

ill in the recent Essex _ M.C. hill climb was

Hay (3J o.h.v. Sunbeam);
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A RISKY PRACTICE.

Sir,—In answer to Mr. J. Reynolds and "Ruff Rhodes,"'

I should like to say that owing to the perfect balance and

the exceptional steering qualities of the 4 h.p. Harley, the

control of the "machine, with 'four up, solo, at 40 m.p.h., is

very nearly as easy as with -only one person on the carrier.

The danger of anything "giving" with such a weight on

board I think is very remote, aS the 4 h.p/ Harley frame,

is as strong as that of any big twin. "-'-

As regards keeping so- many ."parcels " on the carrier

at the speed, I sat on the tank,, one. sat. on the saddle,. the

other two. on the carrier, and no straps or insulating tape

were needed.
The original Goodyear tyres are still gome strong, and

only one that on the'rear wheel, has ever punctured.

Newport, Salop. "FOUR-UP-SOLO."

TUNING A 4 H.P. TRIUMPH.
Sir,—As a rider of a Triumph, the article by K. H.

Leech, B.Sc, has greatly interested me. I'm sure many

Triumph riders besides myself would very much like to know

(1) His petrol consumption (with his cam) at about 35-

40 m.p.h.

(2) Behaviour of the engine at slow speeds, and

(3) His top gear ratio.

As one who has done 55-60 m.p.h. on a Triumph many
times, I think Mr. Leech should have sounded a .note of

warning as to the danger of speeding on an absolutely stan-

dard bike. The riding position, even with T.T. bars, is of

the "sit up and beg" variety, and the front forks, though

excellent for the purpose for which they were designed, are

thoroughly dangerous at speed. Some painful experience has

taught me that the first thing to be done before endeavouring

to get speed out of a Triumph is to fit " Druids."

If Mr. Leech has ridden at 50 m.p.h., on several 'occa-

sions, a Triumph with flexible Triumph forks, I raise my
hat to him. LLEWELLYN H. BARKER,

J.I. Mech.E.

NON-SKID BIG TWINS.

Sir,
—

"Whilst agreeing with ' : Velocitas' " conclusions re-

garding the superior stability on grease of heavy twins, I

must beg to disagree with the accuracy of his calculations

dealing with the centres of gravity of his examples.

Taking the same two machines, i.e., (1) Big twin, weight

4001b., centre of gravity of machine 15in. from ground, and
rider, weight 1501b., centre of gravity in riding position

35in. from ground; (2) 3j h.p. single, weight 2501b., centre

of gravity 13in. from ground, rider's weight and position

same as in (1).

Taking moments about the ground line, let x = height of

centre of gravity of machine and rider combined.

In (1) 550x=(400 x 15)+ (150x35),- .•.:£ = 20.45in.

In (2) 4O0.z = (250 X 13)+ (150x 35), ;.x = 2l.2bm.

It will be seen from this that the difference of 2in. arrived
at by " Velocitas " is reduced to just- over three-quarters of
an inch, and in my opinion this is not sufficient to account
for the undoubted superiority of the heavier machine.

It is more likely, I think, that the cause is to be found
in the greater inertia of the heavy machine.

So long as a motor cycle pursues a straight and undeviat-
ing course there is no tendency to skid ; as soon, however, as
this straight course is altered by however small an amount,
forces tending to make the machine skid make their appear-
ance. ' Of course the larger the deviation the larger the force.
The greater inertia of the heavy machine helps to prevent

inequalities .of the road surface, etc., having such an effect
on the machine's course as they do on that of the lighter
machine, and so renders it less liable to skid.

This theory also explains the success of those people who,
having nerves of iron, on sighting a patch of particularly
greasy-looking surface open the throttle half an inch or so
and proceed to cross it at speed, holding the bars absolutely
rigid, and apparently experiencing no difficulty whatever,
while the ordinary mortal like myself shuts do:wn and takes
it slowly, and possibly has to steady with the feet also.

A. R. TURNER.
d 34
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FROM HUB TO COUNTERSHAFT GEAR.
Sir,—7011 the Coventry road at Stone Bridge on a recent

Sunday,' T noticed that I was not by any means the only

one who has fitter! an old Triumph with an Albion 3-speed

countershaft gear. I should like to know the experience of

other ridersL T have received excellent service from mine,

and can thoroughly recommend- the conversion. H.A.P.
Birmingham. -

COMPLICATED COASTING.
Sir,—-With reference to Mr. Walker's query on the subject

of coasting, I consider the following is the best and simplest

method : "

Lift the exhaust valve lifter and close the throttle ; this

will enable the engine to cool reasonably, and will facilitate

starting by just dropping- the exhaust valve lever. Experi-
ence has taught me that no trouble will arise through burnt
valves, providing they are of good quality. I can assure

Mr. Walker that this is the most popular method of coasting

the average hill. G. S. THIRSK.

UNWRITTEN ROAD LAWS.
Sir,—Referring to the paragraph

.
entitled "Preparing

to Overtake," by "Ixion," surely, if "Ixion " was over-

taking the cart, and the unknown Indian rider coming to-

wards them, the latter was on his right side, viz., left.

Should not one give way in such a case, when, of course,

the obstacle is seen? E. SEYMOUR.

[Our correspondent is correct in his general assertion,

but in this case the unknown rider had apparently cut

across the front of the cart, from his wrong side, at the

last moment.

—

Ed.]

TWO-STROKE EFFICIENCY.
Sir,—In regard to the letter of " R.T.F.,",may I point out

that the statement that "the temperature of the cylinder

walls will remain constant " is incorrect.

Since the ratio of volume of the cylinder to surface exposed
to the flame is greater in larger cylinders than in small ones,

the heat flow, per unit area, through the walls will be larger

also (assuming a constant maximum temperature). Thus, the

wall temperature will be higher, since

temperature drop_ heat flow per unit area X thickness of wall

through -galls.
~~

coefficient of conductivity

This is the reason why large cylinders are more difficult

to design than smaller ones, and why there is a limit to

cylinder size with present-day metals and lubricating oils

Newcastle-on-Tyne. H.V.S.
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_ Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle. .-.

n " MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM." q
Zl The standard handbook on the motor cycle. nQ Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. hi
D "HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." g

Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-- By post, 2/3. LJ

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying
them when found. Fourth Edition. rj

D Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

' TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES.'
A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's point of

D view. Price net, 3/-. By post, 3/3. D
" MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."

By " Ixion," of Tlie Motor Cycle.

q Price net, 5/-. By post, 5/3. Q
"THE MOTOR CYCLE "_ROADJ«APS.
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D

Set ol Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland,
p,

London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6.

Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and Q
Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8. D

1 THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK. D
With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10.

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., L7

q Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers rj
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A selection ot questions of genera! interest received irom readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, f' The Motor Cvcle "
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed 'envelope for reply.
Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-
taining leg-! questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects
ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dea t
with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality. '

CHARGING ACCUMULATORS WHEN
NOT IN USE.

?Does an accumulator run down
when out of use if not constantly

-S-l recharged?—D.C.
Yes ; they become discharged gradually.
Accumulators should be charged at least

once every six weeks even when not in

use.

OILING AND SOLO GEAR RATIOS.

Please enlighten me on the
following points in connection
with my 1920 4-i h.p. B.S.A.
motor cycle: (1.) How often
should I oil with the drip feed?

I am giving about one pump per five

miles solo and four sidecar (the engine
seems to carbon up very quicklyj. (2.)

What maximum speed solo can I expect ?

My gear is 5 to 1. (3.) Would . a
slightly higher gear be more comfort-
able for solo riding?—A.P.F.P.

The frequency of lubrication is a matter
of experience ; it would appear, however,
that you are giving rather too much.
One pumpful per ten miles solo and one
in five to seven with sidecar, should be
sufficient. You should obtain about 45
m.p.g. ; though the machine might be
geared 4| to 1 for solo work, it is doubtful
if you would obtain much advantage froro-
the change.

NO ACCELERATION OVER 20 M.P.H.

My 1918 4 h.p. Douglas runs

^1 with delightful smoothness up to

> about 20 m.p.h., and runs
-!-l smoothly down to 6 or 7 m.p.h.

on top gear, burr when the throttle
is opened to increase speed or on a hill

.

the engine appears to be choked, fires

irregularly, and shows scarcely no in-
crease of power. The petrol level and
carburetter appear to be correct, with
28 jet ; the trouble is just the same with
60 jet. Engine starts very easily. 1—
F.K.R.

'

The symptoms you describe are consistent
with bad carburation, and it is possible
that the carburetter is apt to flood at-
high speeds owing to the needle valve
being worn. A partial obstruction of the
petrol supply or an air lock in the petrol
tank would have a similar effect. It is

also possible that your magneto is timed
too late. The usual setting is to fix the
magneto with the points just breaking,
the ignition control being two-thirds re-
tarded and the piston on top dead centre.

important IDates.

Sat., Mar. 25th, to Sun.. April 9th—
Tour de France.

Sat., April 8th—B.M.C.R.C., Mem-
bers' Meeting at Brooklands.

Frl., April 14th— The Richmond
Meet (Yorks.).

Fri. .April 14tn,andSat., April 15th.

—

M.C.C. London-Land's End Run.
Sat., April 15th, and Monday, April

1 7th—Western M.C.C. (Glasgow)
Two Day Trial.

Sat., April 22nd—N.-Eastarn Centra
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., April 29th—S. Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Hill-climb.

Sun., April 30th, to Sun.. May 7th—
Paris-Pyrenees Trial.

.Mon., May 1st, to Sat., Mavoth—Scot-
tish Six Days Reliability Trials.

Sat., May 6th—B.M.C.R.C. Members'
Meeting at Brooklands.

Sat.,May 13th-Northern Centre A.C.U.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., May 20th—S.-Western Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Tues., May 30rh—Junior Tourist
Trophy Race.

Thurs., June 1st—Senior Tourist Tro-
phy Race.

F»i , June 2nd, and Sat., June 3rd—
M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.

Mon., June 5th, to Sat., June 10th—
Royal Scottish A.C. Light Car Trial

Sat.. June iCth—B.M.C.R.C. Open
Meeting at Brooklands.

Sat., June I7th—Yorkshire Centr.-
A.C.U. Open" Colonial Trial."

Sat., June 17th—Ealing an 1 n,st
M.C.C. 200 Mile Sidecar R.;e.
Brooklands.

Fri., June 23rd. and Sat., June24th—
Irish Twenty-Four Hour Open Trial.

Sat., June 24th—Midland Cent;e
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., Julv 1st—East S. Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials.

Wed., July 5th—Eastern Centre A .C.U.
Open Speed Trials.

Wed., July I2th—French Grand Prix.

Sun., July 23rd—Belgian Grand Prix.

Fri., July 28th, to Mon., July 30th—
Anglo-Dutch Trial in Holland.

Thurs., Aug. 3rd, to Wed., Aug. 9th—
International Six Days Trials.

Sat., Aug. 5th, and Mon. .Aug. 7th

—

Irish Two-day Open Trial.

Mon., Aug. 7th—West S. Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials at
Pendine.

Sat., Aug. 12th—North Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Mon., Aug. 21st, to Sat., Aug. 26th—
A.C.U. Six Days Trials.

Sat., Sept. 23rd—500 Mile Race at
Brooklands.

A CHASSIS REPAIR THAT FAILED.
Last month I had the mis

fortune to break one of the tube;
on the chassis of my sidecar
This was repaired by inserting ;.

liner in the tubing and brazing.
On the journey home, before I had pro-
ceeded twenty miles, the repair gave
way, necessitating my shedding my
passengers, and sending them Tiome by-

rail. 1 was naturally annoyedl, and on
reaching town stopped the cheque given
in payment for the repair, and I have
had to purchase a new sidecar chassis.
The repairers now- threaten me with
proceedings, and I would be glad to
know whether I am within my rights in
refusing to meet this cheque.—W .O.

In order successfully to resist the payment
you would have to show that tfvere was
actual negligence on the part of the
repairer ; this is a practical point on
which you should get the opinion of an
expert. The repairer would be able to
take out a County Court summons in his
district, and having regard both to the
time which you would have .to spend in

defending the case and to the smallness
of the amount, it might be simplest to
pay the claim or to try to effect a com-
promise. On the other hand, if you can
clearly show that there was absolute
negligence on the part of the_.repairer,
and that the repairer well knew when
he entered into the contract that he
was repairing the tubing in order that
you and your family might return home,
then there would be a counter-claim for

the damage sustained. However, you
should bear in mind that it is quite
possible that the repairer did what he
considered his best for a temporary
repair, and he may have had some
grounds for considering that it was
reasonable to expect that it would- last

for your journey.

SHAFT DRIVE.

Is there any drawback to shaft-

driven motor cycles, as I do not

see many on the road in our part

of the country (Staffs.)? What is

the reason for there being so few
of these machines on the road?— J.K.

There is no particular drawback to shaft

drive, and in many ways it has decided

advantages over all other methods of

transmission ; but there is only one make
of motor cycle on the market on which it

is employed (the F.N., made in Belgium).
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With the average big single-cylinder or V
twin machine the fluctuations in torque

impulses necessitate the transmission
details being unduly heavy with such 'a

rigid form of drive as shaft and gearing,

hence it is chiefly suitable for use with
engines having particularly smooth torque,

such as three- or four-cylinder units or

two-cylinder two-strokes.

READER'S REPLY.
MOTOR CYCLES AND NERVES.

In answer to "Not yet Beaten's "

inquiry in the issue of March 23rd, I

think that, if he will make inquiries of

other motor cyclists who have taken to

sidecar driving a-fter riding solo for some
time, he will find most of them have
experienced the same trouble. Before I

tried my first ride on a sidecar I had been
warned not to try to balance it, but in

the excitement of the moment this good
advice was thrown to the winds, and con-
sequently I promptly " shot off to the
right," and incidentally into the kerb.
Next time, however, having learned a
lesson, I managed quite well. Perhaps,
if your correspondent will give up all in-

clination to balance the outfit and steer,

say, as if it were a car, he may be
attended with like success. Anyhow, I
wish him the best of luck as company on
tour greatly enhances the pleasure.

—

XF61.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions published

under this heading should be addressed
c/o The Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.CA, when they will be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned.

"H.J.H." (Beading).—1920-21 8 h.p.
countershaft model. Zenith sidecar.

"H.P.E." (Bedford).—2f h.p. sports
model A.J.S.
"J.B." (Leith).

—

% h.p. Beardmore-
Precision.

" W.S." (Sheffield).—Binks & Atmos
carburetters on 8 h.p. Enfield-Jap : Jet

sizes and settings.
" W. M." (Fife).—3± h.p. Norton and

3£ h.p. Zenith-Bradshaw : General com-
parisons.

" Beam " (Yeovil.—3^ h.p. sports Sun-
beam : Consumption, advantage of

W.S.R. jet adapter, petrol-benzole mix-
ture; any other hints and tips.

" C.D.W." (Finchley).—2| h.p. Wooler,
chain drive model : General performance,
special tips, ' eliminating oil leak behind
engine sprocket.

"T.E.S." (Sandycroft).—Jet sizes for

Binks carburetter on 2J h.p. Douglas :

Consumption and speed.
" L.S.J." (Aldershot).—Best non-skid

tyres on chain-drive Triumph ; advis-

ability of 28 X 3in. ; hints on rendering

brake less fierce.

"C.R.P." (Doncaster).—3g h.p. Brough;
A. B.C. ; and Scott Squirrel.
" C.N." (Seven Kings).—W.S.R.

adapter on pilot jet B. & B. carburetter,

also best carburetter on 1921 Matchless-

Mag.

SPARKLETS.
In Belgium.

One of the first trials in Belgium during
this year for the Coupe de la Meuse took
place last month, and the award was
carried off by M. Tayman (4 Triumph
sc).

Motor Cycles beat Car Uphill.

At the conclusion of a recent hill-

climb at Pretoria, several Norton
riders anxious to try their pace
organised an impromptu time trial

over the course, which was rough and had
a stiff gradient. The fastest speed was
an average of nearly 48 m.p.h. The times
were : Dr. A. L. du Toit, 37|s. ; P.

Flook, 38fs. ;. L. van Bergen, 40|s. ;

C. W. Bower, 42|s. These riders were all

mounted on Norton machines. The
fastest time in the car class was made by
a Vauxhall in 41s.

Found on the Road.

The finding of a tool roll on the old
Birkenhead-Chester road on March 12th
is reported by Mr. W. K. Woodward,
Moor Cot, Tower Road S., Heswell,
Cheshire. He believes that it fell from
a Norton machine.

Motor Cycles for R.A.C. Guides.

In the windows of Stratton & Instone,
Pall Mall, London, S.W.I., are to be seen'
two 4£ h.p. B.S.A. motor cycles

enamelled in R.A.C. blue, with the club's
initials on the side of the tanks. They
are for use by R.A.C. road guides.

Spare Valves.

Those who require spare valves for old
engines should get into touch with the
Leamington Valve Co., of Clinton Street,

Leamington Spa. This old established
company can supply any design of valve
and will use material to a given specifica-

tion.

A New Make Foreshadowed.

Having severed his connection with the
Massey-Arran Motor Co., Ltd., Mr. A.
Massey, in association with several people
well known in the motor cycle trade, will

shortly commence to market a range of

machines known as the Massey motor
cycles.

Echoes of Recent Trials.

K. Don (3£ Norton) has had his protest
upheld regarding his stop on' Kop Hill

in the Stock Machine Trial, and is there-

fore awarded a special certificate of merit
(his machine was equipped with a front

stand). G. H. Kirby (3£ Triumph) was
not amongst those who stopped on Kop
in the same trial—his only shortcoming
was the absence of a front stand.
In the Victory Cup trial J. A. Newman

(3£ Douglas) claims that his stop on
Sandy Lane was not due to petrol tap
being turned off but to an air lock in the
tank ; the same rider gained a gold in the

Colmore Cup Trial and not a silver a;

first announced.

SCENES ON THE TOUR DE FRANCE TWELVE DAYS' TRIAL.

How the French say " au revoir." Bergen (Velocette) on the right

receiving a salutation before starting out one morning.
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Two Harley-Davidsons passing through the historic town of

St. Germain in the early stages of the trial.
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THE FOLLOWING 1922 MODELS ARE AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
WHETHER YOU ARE A BUYER AT THE MOMENT OR NOT, WE SHALL BE
PLEASED FOR YOU TO CALL & INSPECT OUR WONDERFUL SHOW OF MACHINES.

IF YOU CANNOT CALL WE SHALL BE ONLY TOO PLEASED TO SEND YOU FULL LISTS

ON HEARfNG FROM YOU.

CASH. GRADUAL PAYMENTS. EXCHANGES.

B.S.A.

4\ h.p. Model Ki . . £107

4J „ „ - Hj .. £110

6 „ „ E .. £132

Magdyno £iS 149. extra.

Hawker.

aj h.p. Mod. "A" £52-10 I

4i h.p. Mod. " D " £89 5

Morgan.

8 h.p. Popular .. £t50

8 h.p. Grand Prix . . £180

Scott.

3$ h.p. Standard . £110 I
3jh.p. Squirrel £105 1
Standard Sidecar . £35 B
Squirrel Sidecar . £30 H

Triumph.

4 h.p. Type H
4 h.p. „ S.D. ..

'2:1 h.p. „ L.W. .

.

Triumph Sidecar .
."

£110 1
£115 1
£65 1
£40 1

Zenith.

3V h.p. Bradshaw
All Chain .. £119 I

5 h.p. Sports .. £110|

Millford Sidecars.

ALL MODELS.

From £22.

Spare Parts.

FULL STOCKS FOR
INDIAN, SCOTT,
B.S.A., ' LEVIS.

I DFREY'S II
1

208 GREAT PORTLAND ST., LONDON, W.l
Telegrams : GOFRABIKE, LONDON. 'Phone: LANGHAM 1300 [2 Lines!.

REPAIR DEPOT : 14, MILLER ST., CAMDEN TOWN, N.W.

IS hi answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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It's three horse power, and the

Specification—Model 6.

Engine: 3 h.p. two-stroke, 71x88
mm. made and designed in

our own works.

Lubrication : Petroil system.

Magneto : Fellows.

Carburetter : Amac.
Silencer : Long pipe with aluminium

silencer.

Spring Fork : Gosport or Omega.
Finish : Throughout of the very best.

SINGLE GEAR .. £39 10
TWO SPEED .. £45 10
TWO-SPEED, CLUTCH
& KICK-STARTER £51

Send for List.

price is only £39 10
O
ful

NE of the many factors which should induce you to buy the

Omega is that it has a full-sized grown up Engine, big and power-
enough to take you anywhere at any time over the worst

of country, the steepest of gradients, without a grumble. Exhaustive
tests have proved it to have wonderful pulling powers, a good turn of

speed, great flexibility and silence. Moreover—look at the price!

QnEGA
W. J. GREEN, LTD., Omega Works, COVENTRY.

London : BARTLETT'S, 92, Gt. Portland St., W.
Birmingham: COUGH'S, 183a, Broad Street.

I ' z

The motor cycle set No. M.C. 23.

This handy little set, ready for imme-
diate use, makes small adjustments
a pleasure.

Consisting of three spanners to fit six

sizes of nuts, a screwdriver, and a
telescopic tommy-bar; the set, when
fitted into its neat little case, is a
model of compactness.

Further reduction of prices .

Price per set (including inland post,

age) 2/10| ; or in leather case, 4/1 i.

Obtainable from all agents.

Accles & Pollock,
Limited,

Oldbury, Birmingham.

M.C. 23.

BRIT. PAT . 15646 / 1 *. 3

Every motorcyclist should get
our " Bowden Motorcycle Re-
placement Parts " List No. 146.

It is sent post free on request and'
gives illustrations, prices and distin-
guishing numbers of all

BOWDEN MOTORCYCLE

REPLACEMENT PARTS
for Bowden mechanism, completely-
fitted handle-bars, etc. — for the
immediate supply of which we have
organised a Special Department.

Bowden Service also extends to the
quick repair and renewal of all Bowden
fi tmcn ts. Send your overhaul jobs now.

Bowden Brake Co., Limited
Tyseley - - Birmingham

Quick Service
Moderate Charges/
Perfect Satisfaction///

D38 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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OFFICERS'ARMYTRENCH COATS
AT 70/- EACH

(Without Detachable Fleece Lining 55/- each.)
Carriage Paid in United Kingdom.

Reduced from 75/-, at which price over
25,000 havebeensold in the last 5 months.
On January 1 6th we announced a special sale of our Officers' Army Trench Coats at 70/-. So great was the success of this sale that
although the individual profit was less", the aggregate profit was greater than formerly. We have therefore decided not to revert to
the old prtce but to continue to sell, this' magnificent coat at 70,-, thus acting in accordance with the spirit of the times and
carrying out our business principle of giving the public the utmost value for money.

uite 60% below present-day prices.
|

These goods can never be duplicated at the price.

Brand New. Triple-proof Gabardine Check Lining, OILSKIN INTERLINING, and with

detachable ALL-WOOL fleece, lining. FOUR COATS IN ONE. These Coats are made
from guaranteed Government materials, by Contractors who made thousands of Officers

Army Trench Coats during the war. This is the only Coat made THROUGHOUT with

Surplus Government materials which we control.

When existing stocks of Government material are exhausted (which at the pre-
sent rate of sale will be in from 3 to 4 months), it will be impossible to buy a
genuine officer's army trench coat at anything like this price. There are no
REAL Officers' Army Trench Coats on the market approaching it,

POINTS FOR TRENCH COAT BUYERS.
A Genuine Officer's Army Trench Coat made THROUGHOUT with Government Surplus materials

will last for years. An inferior one will " crock up " in a few months.

See that the fleece lining is ALL WOOL.
See that the fleece lining extends down the sleeves to the wrist.

See that the interlining is oil skin or oil cotton and not a rubber solutloned fabric which is perishable.

See that you deal with a "MONEYBACK" Firm, so that if the coat does not meet with these

requirements you can demand a refund.

OUR GUARANTEE.
We guarantee this coat to be as described above, and that the description is in no way
exaggerated. If the customer is not satisfied with his purchase we guarantee to return
his money in full without question, provided the coat is returned undamaged within
seven days of purchase.

MONEYBACK PRINCIPLE.
All our business is condurted on the " Moneyback " principle. Inasmuch as a Man
Order Customer has no opportunity of inspecting his goods before purchasing, this is

the only fair and satisfactory way of conducting a Mail Order Business. Mail Order
Customers should always insist on a "Moneyback Guarantee" before parting with
their money. An announcement such as ours forms a legal contract between the
Seller and the Purchaser, and therefore fully protects the latter.

THE PRESENT WHOLESALE PRICE OF COATS EQUAL TO THESE, FROM CONTRACTORS NOT IN POSSESSION
OF THE SURPLUS GOVERNMENT MATERIAL IS 105/- EACH.

When ordering, slate height and chest measurement over waistcoat. CHEST SIZES 34, 36, 38, 40, 42. 44 ins. Also state wheihcr

coat is required in Military style or adapted lor civilian wear. In the latter case, shoulder straps and brass Ds on belt are omitted.

Cheques, Money Orders, -and Postal Orders should be crossed Barclays Bank, Limited. Treasury Notes stiould be registered.

GEORGE WESTON & CO.
Clothing Contractors, " Moneyback" Merchants ("Dept. M.C.),

= Offices

= Warehouse & Stores : Inverness Rd. J
. ln^L«

R
RH

d
I HOUNSLOW, MIDDLESEX. 1

In ansicerina this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." D41
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COMBINATION SETS.

These sets give from 9 to 1 2 months' service, in ordinary
intermittent use, without renewal batteries.

Specification.—6-volt " Volex " Dry Batteries in metal
container, Switchboard, Head Lamp <5£in. front), Side
and Tail Lamps, Cord and Bulbs.
No. Mc/490, as illustrated Price £6 10
Also supplied with '•' Superb a: de Luxe"
Head Lamp {7m. front), No. Mc/450 Price £8

Ready for immediate use

ACETYLENE TO ELECTRIC
CONVERSION SET.
Complete Outfit, as illus-

trated, with 4-volt " Volex "

Aero DryBattery
in Leather Sat-
chel container
with conducting
Cord and Bulb,

31/-.

Do. with 6-volt
" Volex " Aero
Dry Battery,

37/-.

*> BULLET '• ELECTRIC REAR LAMP.
Robust Construction, heavily

nicke'Ued. Complete with
Lampholder and Adaptor, 7/6.

Rear Lamp as above with
Switch Holder, 9/-.

DRY BATTERY LIGHTING OUTFITS
for Motor Cycle and Sidecar. British Made,

Recommended for Home and Export.
. ^

" Volex " Dry Batteries have been in use for

over. 15 years. Owing to their reliability and
extreme convenience the Motor Cyclist enjoys
the advantages of Electric Lighting without"
the disadvantages of Accumulator charging..

and its attendant complications.
The Ideal No-Trouble Outfits.

See Sectional List M.303A. for. full particulars

The "RAYONITE" Self-contained
Motor Cycle Electric Head Lamp.

The pleasure of having a lamp always ready
for use will be appreciated.

Set comprises Head Lamp, 5%'m. front, com-
bined with a strong metal container holding
the Volex " Rayonite " Dry Battery, complete
with Bulb No. M 9/1. Price £3 10s.

Supplied also with Accumulator instead of

Dry Battery, 14/- extra.

Complete Head and Rear Set, £4 12s. 6d.

If with HEADLAMP ;in. front, 10/6 extra.
Spare " Rayonite " Dry Batteries, 10/6.

Can be-fitted in a few moments.

SOLO SETS.—The most efficient Dry Battery Solo Sets

produced". Head Lamp is provided" with 6-volt bulb

giving an exceptionally brilliant ligtit, and ample light

is provided in the Rear Lamp. Complete -with 6-volt

"Volex " Aero"Dry Battery in strong leather satchel

container. .

"

Head and Rear Set. . - -

5*in. front Head Lamp, Mio/10 £4 10

Head Lamp set only, Mi 0/7 *4
" Superba de Luxe " Head and Rear Set __ ,
7in. front Head Lamp, Mio/n. - - . *5 7 6

Head Lamp set only, Mio/8. £4 17 6

MOTOR CYCLE HEAD LAMPS
High grade finish; Exceptionally

efficient. Fitted -"with Adjustable

Handle Bar Bracket Attachments and
f oc u s s i n g
TypeHolder.
Complete
with Lamp-
holder and
Adaptor.
5in. front,

24/-.

5$in. front,

40/-.

7-in. front.

50/-.

1
Sectional List M203A free on request.

'For the Rider who will have the best.

The sidecar SUPREME in

appearance and comfort.

Eight Models to choose from, for

machines from 2J h.p. to 10 h.p.

Prices to suit all purchasers,
from £17 to £38.
A copy of our latest illustrated catalogue

mailed free anywhere upon request.

. GRtNDLA1* (Coventry), Ltd.,
1] Melbourne Works ,COVENTRY

.

X-L-ALL SADDLES
EXCEL ALL OTHERS IN COMFORT

BECAUSE OF

PARALLEL
SPRINGING,

LATERAL
RIGIDITY,

ADJUSTABLE
SPRINGS. MODEL X 30.

READ WHAT A USER SAYS :—

" It's the finest thing I've struck in the way of Saddles

for absolute comfort."

Signed :— T. F. S., Stoke Newington.

WHEN ORDERING YOUR NEW MACHINE
SPECIFY AN X-L-ALL SADDLE & ENSURE

A LUXURIOUS SEAT.

JOHN LECKIE & Co., Ltd.,

WALSALL.
LONDON : 84, Fore St., E.C.2.

D42 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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British nnvn "o
MADE J. I 1CJC* VALVE

Everything a

tyre valve should be

The "Schrader Universal"

is everything a tyre valve

should be. Airtight ; easy

to pump ; the air inflated

stays in, therefore less

work than with the old

type valve. Simplicity;

no joints to leak and no
nuts to screw on. The
valve proper—the inside

—is self-sufficient. Rein-

forced and kept clean

by the patent doubly-

crowned valve cap. Fitted

as standard by the leading

Tyre Manufacturers of

Great Britain and U.S.A.

Spares and replacements

from all good dealers.

Sectional View of the

"Schrader Universal"'
Motor Cycle Tyre Valve.

G.—Valve cap. Slotted end is

used for removing or screwing
down Valve " inside."
G.—Central Pin of Inside to
which "D" is attached. A.

—

Screwed locking plug, with lugs
for slots of valve cap. B.

—

Rubber - faced seating cone.
D.—Cup seating for " B." E.

—

Spring. F.—Spring abutment.
J.—Rim nut. K.—Air passage
in body. L.—Locking nut. M.—
Ring washer. N.—Head of valve
stem.

TYRE
PROTECTION
The life of your tyres depends
on their inflation pressures.

Comfort in riding depends on
inflation pressures. There is a

mean between these two figures

which will achieve both economy
and comfort. Pressures cannot
be guessed. The little sturdy

"Schrader Universal'

Tyre Pressure Gauge
will record exactly the air con-

tents of your tyres—pounds per

square inch—and so insure that

you inflate correctly.

For "Schrader Universal " Valves, price 7/2.

With adapting footing for other valves, 7/9.

Anglefoot gauge for disc wheels.

For " Schrader Universal " Valves,
price 8/3.

With adapting footing for other valves, 8/ro.

High Pressure Anglefoot, 10/7.

POST
FREE

Out " Table of Correct Air
Pressures" gives tyre pressure for

all standard sizes from information

supplied by the World's Leading
Tyre Manufacturers. It will be

sent post free on request. Write
TO-DA Y for it.

A. SCHRADER'S SON, INC.
British Factory :

Victoria Rd., Willesden Jnc, London, N.W.10.

Manufacturers of the " Schrader Universal " Tyre Pressure Gauge.

Be sure it's a "SCHRADER" — Look out for the name.

(31; In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle. >\5
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"(hemico

CHEMICO REPAIR OUTFITS

PUNCTURES are

like accidents, they

will happen, even

with the best of tyres,

and it is when they

have happened that you generally

remember you left the remedy at home.

Carry a CHEMICO Repair Outfit in

your pannier, and be sure of having

everything necessary for tyre repairs

with you, neatly packed in a strong metal

case. There are several styles to choose

from, and at Chemico 1922 reduced

prices, all represent the best value

for your money that you

CHEMICO BLOWOUT PATCHES

CARRIED
in your pan-

nier will save

a tyre. They
are simplicity

itself and can

be fixed by a

novice without any trouble, by following

the directions given on every patch.

Once fixed, no load is too heavy, no

strain too great, to test a repair effected

with a CHEMICO Blowout Patch.

The Patches are obtained in four sizes

at most Garages, no other emergency
device for tyres is so simple or so cheap

—get YOUR supply to-day.

THE COUNTY CHEMICAL CO.. LTD.
BRADFORD STREET BIRMINGHAM.

"
'jfewy.-

1

;

1

-

J^igEest Qn&R^y & Va/xiQ

FLEXEKAS
Flexekas

is simply an

.airtight spring

fitted in compres

sion between tlie

bottom of the guide and

-the spring support so that

no leak can occur past the

valve guide, also the valve^sti

is protected from grit and lubricated

with graphite contained in the Flexekas

Once fitted this devii.* will last indefi-

nitely without any attention andw

cure the "most common cause of

bad starting and failure to

evenly at slow speed. Bette

carburation is ensured

and consumption and
power improved.

Valve clatter

is also ell

inated,

Sparxekas
is a dome of

strong tempered
glass designed on

the lines of an H.T.

Jine petticoat insulator

which ensures no leakage

current across the insulator,

of a sparking plug. Embodied

in the neck of the- dome Is an

annular spark gap completely

enclosed yet visible externally;

properly designed to give amplifica-

tion of current without any strain

e magneto, this^ device

. overcome oiling up of

plugs and partial internal

short due to dirty insu-

lation. Sparxekas

are very neat

and give a

striking
effect.

SPARXEKAS
FLEXEKAS ftt any engine and are supplied with special

heatproof graphite paste at 2/6 per valve. Extra
cartons of paste to be used when overhauling are 1/6 each.

SPARXEKAS flt anv P,u£ and are supplied complete and
ready for fitting under existing terminal nut

at 2/6 per plug.

If your dealer does not stock send direct to the patentee and sole manufacturer—
CLIFFORD PRESSLANP, A.M.I.E.E.,

Engineer, HAMPTON-ON-THAMES.

ALBION LIGHTWEIGHT
COUNTERSHAFT GEARS.

Three Speed with Clutch and Kick Starter.
Two Speed with Clutch and Kick Starter.

Two Speed, Plain Box.

SPECIFY ON YOUR NEW MACHINE, OR IF

YOU WISH TO CONVERT YOUR PRESENT
ONE SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

ALBION ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
UPPER HIGHGATE STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

London Stockists: H. Taylor & Co., Ltd., Store St., W.l.

Agricultural
Established IS'M. \j&X(JXfcC<

AN ILLUSTRATED PAPER FOR THE FARM.

DEALS fully with all technical questions re- ;

Iating to Farming, Stock - Breeding, the

I Dairy, Poultry, and gives the latest and most

I
complete information regarding

! FARM MOTOR MACHINERY- I

I tractors, ploughs, cultivators, etc.

Obtainable of all Newsagents.

EVERY FRIDAY. PRICE TWOPENCE.
j

Specimen copy sent post free on request to the Publishers:

IlLlFFK & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Tudor St., London, H.C.4
^
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THE FAMOUS

Still More
Successes.

VICTORY CUP TRIAL.

3 GOLD MEDALS
1 SILVER MEDAL

THE JAMES CYCLE CO., LTD.

GREET, BIRMINGHAM.
London Showroom :

22, HOLBORN VIADUCT, E.C.I

.

"THE BEST YOU CAN BUY."

£160MODEL No. 10. 7 HP.
COMBINATION DE LUXE.

All-enclosed chain drive. 3-speed countershaft gear.

Hand and Heel Clutch. Interchangeable wkeels, etc.

Write for full Catalogue of this and other James Mode's.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY NO WAITING.

s

I

!

1

I

1

Seewhatyou save!
A Millford Sidecar costs from

£22. You know what your
favourite solo machine costs.

Add the two and see what you
save compared with the price

of a Combination.

There are 8 models for 1922.

The "Favourite" has a bulbous back
Body with ample luggage accommoda-
tion. Suitable for attachment to
medium and high power machines.

Write for Folder " B."

MILLS - FULFORD LIMITED, COVENTRY.
The ORIGINAL Sidecar Makers.

(Established 1809.)

onvfovt

The "Millford Favourite
Price £30.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." D49
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CA EO
Windscreens
Double the pleasure
for your Passenger

!

The ease with which it is manipulated,
its fine workmanship, splendid material,
and simplicity make it the most attractive

of all windscreens.

DE LUXE
MODEL.

STANDARD MODEL.

Important Announcement

REDUCTION IN PRICE

Screen only ... ... £2 10 O
With valance (as illustrated) £2 15 O
Side Panels „ each £ 1

Front Aprons ... ... 7 6
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

OLLARD, WESTCOMBE & CO., LTD.,
46-47, Great Charles Street, BIRMINGHAM.
' Phone—Centra! 682. •Gn Hard, Birmingham.'

M'-d-l 32 (hi'iis rated-—Black finish. Nickel-plated
bezel. Indira tes speeds to 60 miles per hoar. Total
mi'ease counter to 10,000 and repeal. Quickjy
reset, trip-ccnnter.

Price £3 5 (or without trip model 40) £5 15
Tack: wheel drive for
Triumph, 5s extra.
Back wheel drive for
Indian or Harley-David-
eon, 1 Os. extra.

Manufac ured by
NORTH & SONS.
Ltd., WATFORD. &
U,S Jho- q., London,W.l

\ "DRAGONFIi"
S MOTOR OIL

I o PflUDENTlAL BUILDINGS, f DgTAClTC

TO MOTOR CYCLE MANUFACTURERS and ENGINEERS
CLIMAX TWO-STROKE ENGINES.

A unique opportunity occurs for a Motor Cycle Firm desirous of taking
up the manufacture of their own proprietary engine, to acquire the
Design, Patterns, Dies, etc., for the production of this most successful
Two-stroke Engine.
The sound mechanical construction of these engines has been demon-
strated in many important Trials and Races. We have had NO
MECHANICAL FAILURE in any competition.
Ttu high efficiency to which this engine has been brought is ptoved
bv the fact that we hold MORE LONG DISTANCE RECORDS
AT BROOKLANDS than all other two-stroke engines
together,
Mr. 1. F. NEVVEY, the designer, will, if desired, place h s- valuable
experience and research with two stroke engines at the service of
the purchas r.

To a firm out for a leading position with this type of engine, and able
to develop the same commercially, this is undoubtedly a most favour-
able proposit.on.

THE NEWEY ENGINEERING CO.,
36, Ashted Row, Birmingham.

SPEEDON
MOTOR Oik

I

D50

"^"^^^^^^^^m^^mm John S. Morris & Son (Oils), Ltd., Cross Lane Oil Works, Manchester.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Equip Now for Easter at

BENETFINK
"The CITY'SOWNSTORE"

Advertisements, xvn

WOOD-MILNE HEAVY RUBBER STUDDEO

Look to Your TYRES!
Do not let a " groggy " Tyre, Tube or Belt spoil your Easter

touring while Benelfinks offer their reliable

CLEARANCE TYRES AT PRE-WAR PRICES.
REMEMBER BENETFINKS STAND BY ALL THEY
Size.

24x2
24x2
26x2
26x21

26x23

26": 2i to

fit 2i
26x2Ato

fit 2i

650
"
65

26 < 3

28x2',
28x3"
700 x 80 to

fit 650 X 65

PALMER, 3 Ribbed
WOOD-MILNE
PALMER, 3 Ribbed
MACKINTOSH Rubber Non-Sk
AVON, 3 Ribbed
BATES, Special 3 Ribbed
PALMER Cord
AVON Tricar
PALMER Cord
EXTRA HEAVY, Rubber Studd<
CLINCHER, Extra Heavy de Luxe
WOOD-MILNE, 3 ply

4 „
„ 3 „

„ „ 4 „ Ex. Strong
ENGLEBERT Passenger ~
CLINCHER Dreadnought..
CLIPPER Reflex, Very Heavy

EXTRA HEAVY, Rubber Studded, New
Post free.

NEW INNER TUBES
Made of finest quality Extra Heavy Red Rubber, GUARANTEED to give t.oub'e-
free service for 3000 miles. Specially manufactured for us by one of the bggest
tyre makers in the Country. Fitted with standard valves and bolt valve pate,
complete in box. Give one a trial. You will be suiprised at thei. st eng h
and good value.

Size

24x2
26x2
26X2i
26 X 2g

CU.JP.RICE Other Makers

4/!..
•4,9

5 -

5/3
26X2iX2 56
26X2S; 5/6

7/6;.

SI-

S/3

9/-

9/6
9/6

S'ze

26x3
26X3X2;
28X2J-
2SX3"
650 X 65
7OOX80

The Famous LYCETTSWAG BAG

Made of stout mail canvas,, thoroughly
waterproof. Best qrality leather straps.
An ideal " hold-ail " for motorcyclists.
Can be carried quite fiat when " Q in
not in use. Size irxS Price »//0
Post free. Size 17x8 Price IS*1-

No Kit is Complete
Without Motorcyclists'

"ALL SORTS"
Th:s bag contains assorted Bolts
and Nuts, Spring Washers, Split
Pins, Copper Wire, Asbestos
String, Adhesive Tape. Com-
plete in bag. Reduced Price A !

'Post 9d. % **

BENETFINKS, GHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.2.

PILLION RIDING
SNAPSHOTS os the ROAD

This Girl had

NO Tan-Sad
Look at the

Pained Back.
Look how the

Feet can catch
in the Wheel—

That is why other

Insurance Companies

5 0% extra

for Pillion Ridiiw.

This Girl HAS A TAN SAD
and shows

SUPREME COMFORT, Every Confidence of Safety.

That is why

GE
1nd

AS-iADDENT
is^es

Insurance Policy

Covering Pillion Riding, FREE.
Why not buy one NOW, and have this, comfort ALL

THROUGH SPRING AND SUMMER !

TAN-SAD Ltd.
Freeman St.,

BIRMINGHAM.

In answerina these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Moloi Cycle."
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1 AND THE VICTORY CUP TRIAL Y

RIDERS OF THE FOLLOWING MACHINES USED COX "ATMOS."
Ariel, Alldays Allon, B.S.A., Brough-Superior, Coventry-Chal-
lenge, Coventry-Victor, Excelsior, Humber, James, Morgan,
New Imperial, New Hudson, O.K. Junior, Rhode and Sunbeam

—

WINNING

VICTORY CUP
Mr. B. Kershaw on a 2\ New Imperial.

PREMIER CUP
Mr. B. Kershaw on a 2\ New Imperial.

KNOTS' TROPHY
Team Prize—Mr. Perrey and Mr. Walker

used Cox -' Atmos " on B.S.A's.

16 GOLD MEDALS
8 SILVER MEDALS

TO GET DOWN TO REAL ENGINE TUNE-
POWER, SPEED AND EFFICIENCY—FIT A COX "ATMOS."

Price £4 10 0. Write for particulars of
60 days' trial.

COX CARBURETTERS, LTD

LOWER ESSEX STREET,

BIRMINGHAM.

BIKE
UYERS

LISTEN HERE!
It is safer for you to purchase in

18 MONTHLY PAYMENTS

We give a

DISCOUNT
if you pay off the Instalments in a

less number of months.

We will supply you with a Solo or Combination
with any equipment that you desire, fully

Insured, Licensed and delivered Carriage Paid.

You only pay our Deposit, and have no further
cash to lay out.

Send for Application Form. It places you
under no obligation, and please note that

we FINANCE OURSELVES.

RIDEEZI SALES LIMITED,
5, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.I.

PENETRATING

POINTS

of the

ORTO

WINDSCREENS
Automatic in action.
No lifting or undoing to get out.
Gives perfect protection.
Always gives a perfectly clear view.
Can be folded out of sight when not in use.
Does not cause eyestrain.
Adjustable in every possible way.
Can be fitted with Triplex Glass.
Always has a smart and neat appearance.
No fitting required—fixed in 5 minutes.

Price S3 12 6. Triplex Glass 24/- extra.

Adjustable Side Screens for Matchless 14/6 each, for

Morgans, 32/6 each.

ORTO HOODS
Complete with Curtains and

all fittings S3 to £4.

Two-seater Hoods, S4 to S5.

30 different models in stock to

fit all the leading makes.
' Lists/ free.

306, Uxbridge Road,

Shepherd's Bush, W.
Hammersmith 140

1

...JfL'
,S==^T#

ATKINSON'S,
'Phone -

D54 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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^*

ARE YOU REQUIRING A LIGHT WEIGHT?
The fastest speed ever officially

recorded on a Levis was

accomplished by W. JULIAN
:: on Brooklands. ::

Single Speed . . . £48
Two Speed .... £58

Kick Start £2 extra.

Model Gl .... £58
Two Speed .... £66

ARE YOU REQUIRING A MEDIUM WEIGHT?

]Softon) •Jfc.

MODEL 16 H -11 15. RICARDO-E120. 2J h.p. SPORTS-S85.

ARE YOU REQUIRING A COMBINATION?

ARE YOU REQUIRING A SPEED MOUNT?
ORDER NOW.

Early Delivery 70 m.p.h.

Squirrel

£105 @S0&
FOR EARLY DELIVERY.

Specially Tuned 70 m.p.h.

Squirrel

£105

W. JULIAN has secured Gold Medals in London—Exeter I 92 , London—Land's End 192 I
, London-

Edinburgh 1921, London—Exeter 1921, a feat unequalled by any other rider of a sidecar machine.

DEAL WITH THE R I D E R- A G ENT S.
In London—Exeter Trial the brothers S. and W. JULIAN each obtained Gold Medals.

DEEDS NOT WORDS! PERFORMANCES NOT PROMISES!! EXPERT ADVICE! SERVICE!! SATISFACTION!

I

H. JULIAN, 84, Broad Street, READING
'Phone: 1024. BIGGEST DEALERS IN THE SOUTH.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." r>57
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Genuine Bargain Offer
of our No. 38

SUPERIOR

MOTOR
CYCLE
HOUSE.

Must not be confused with inferior buildings now being

so freely offered by some Makers.

Ours is the best value fo; money in the kingdom.

Larger sires suitable for motor car.

Height Height
Size, to eaves, toridge.

8'X6' 6' 8' .

6'

6'

6'

6'

i
t

9'X/
10' X 8'

12' X 8'

I4'x8'
14'xio'
16' x 12'

8 3,
8'

6"

8' 6"

8'
6"

3"

3

Reduced
price.

£9 12 6
10 18 6
12 15
14 5
16
20 7 6
24 12 6

Floor & slop-

ing platform.

£200276
2 15 O
3 2 6

3 10 O

576
6 15 o

9/6

, li-
re/,

12/6
15/-

17/6
20/-

Carriage pail to stations in England and. Wales for

cash with order. .PROMPT DESPATCH Made in

complete sections to bolt together, of SEASON bu
BEST QUALITY Swedish Red Deal, planed tongue 1

and grooved from Jin. boards on strong framing-

mortised, tenoned, and pinned together. Root ot

matchboards covered with superior waterproof telt.

Tongued and grooved FLOOR AND SLOPING
PLATFORM made from Jin. boards. Two larger

sizes lin. floor and platform. Bolts and naU tor

erection supplied. Satisfaction guaranteed. Write for

Free List No. 88 for Bargains in Portable Bmldln gs,

or No. 7 for Motor Houses.

Estimates free to customers' own requirements.

The principal and best Mailers at lowest prices of

portable wood and iron buildings, poultry houses, etc

.

J. T. HOBSON & CO., BEDFORD.
Established 80 years. Works 9 acres.

E.T. MORRISS&Co.,
LIMITED,

139, Finchley Road,
N.W.3.
Agents for :

—

RALEIGH, TRIUMPH, ZENITH,
MARTINSYDE, ROYAL ENFIELD,
B.S.A., RUDGE-WHITWORTH,
ECONOMIC, and A.J.S. Motor Cycles,

Solo or Combination.

HILLMAN, ROVER, BELSIZE, and
COVENTRY PREMIER CARS,
ECONOMIC BTJCKBOARD, any other

make of Car or Cycle supplied.

ENFIELDS^ TRIUMPHS, RUDGE,
ZENITH BRADSHAW, B.S.A., and

MARTINSYDE from stock.

BRADSHAW BELSIZE 9 h.p., from
stock, £275.

HILLMAN, all accessories, repainted,

bargain, £285.

Deferred payments, exchanges and insurance-

S.V. FOOTBOARDS
can be fitted by any rider to any Motor Cycle.

Thick rubber pads remove all vibration.

Price 12/6 PaIr*

Agents stock them or directfrom (he Manufacturers

:

The Sun Cycle and Fittings Co., Ltd
,

Aston Brook Street, • - Birmingham.

STANLEY BELTS
ANd FASTENERS.

MILLIONS ordered and in use by
H.M WAR OFFICE and our ALLIES.

ABOXOFSTANLEY SPARES is a complete
belt equipment outfit—the best and
cheapest Insurance you ' can effect

against belt trouble on the road. It contains

IVi_ "
...

WL
THE
STANLE

m & ^^ '..-Bit*

The STANLEY FASTENER with the BEND that
NEVER BREAKS, the BEST at any price.
Hardened & tempered hook and flanged pins

the STANLEY SPARE LINK which is the best
belt length adjuster yet invented. Savestime,
trouble & money. Saves the cost ofanew belt.

The STANLEY SHIELD, which protects the belt
fastener, prevents wear of the pulley, and
conserves power. Specially designed for use
with the Philipson Pulley, get.

w /a" */"

STANLEY ADJUSTING HOOKS, for adjusting the
length ofyour belt in one second. Set of 3, Gd

"Never be without a box of Stanley Spares."
Price 3/6 post free. Send size of belt when ordering.

The LION FASTENER, guaranteed for 5,000
miles

—

lid.

Our Goods are World-renowned for their Reliability.

A STANLEY FASTENER (res with each belt

Stanley Motor Belts & Fasteners Co.,
BRITISH THROUGHOUT

(STANLEY WEBB, inventor of tne original Hook
Belt Fastener and other Practical Belt Aids.)

32, London Road,
BROMLEY, KENT ^hone

Bromley 806

BE FREE FROM BURSTS^.
PUNCTURES, AND /<$>^
DELAYS. . ^iV>^
FILL YOUR /iJLvV/ Theonl5'

tyres -^KJrC^y Fill
l
Dg T

WITH -J^Oy^y to air. For Com-

/C.K/ mercial and Tounng

/^Q V^-^ Cars and Motor Cycles

^i+\j \^^ Full particulars from sol

«j*>^ agents for England and Walese

The R.F.D. CO., Queen's Road, Walton-on-Thames.

Telephone—Esher 365. Trade enquirijs invited

SIDECAR I
==

« -_— A _ — — -^ • DEPAIES to all types and

\^yn /\_ J3 13 -FSnaltes of sidecar chassis

• and frames (illicitly and.RFPATR ^5 efficiently carried out.*^> *-rfi f** l > v' First-class workmanship and

4n 4hs> JT* J— I material. Up-to-date plant
10 tne 1 rade I Quick delivery.

Work done for the Trade.

m Send1 us your ne.u repair job.

List of lugs, wlieels, springs, mudguards, ftc.—all parti fnt

building up chassis—sent to tlie Trade post free on requzst.

SPECIALISTS IN SIDECAR CHASSIS.

l\3 5 9-361. EUSTON RD. LONDON N.W.I

Patterns

Post

Free.

The man who rides

knows what is

wanted. Sixteen

ear;' riding

experience

Get this

Book.

IRVINE SMITH,
BUTTERSHAW, BRADFORD.

SEND A\ \
CARD TO

DRIVE AT NIGHT?
-pITone of our LIGHTING DYNAMOS and

do away with acetelyne lamp troubles. These
are very strongly made bail bearing machines, and
can be run satisfactorily for head, side and tail

lamps, either driven by friction or belt. Output
8 watts. Easily fitted.

Only £1 7s 6 . Post 1/6.

| W. H. TINDALL, King's Rd., Sunninghill,Ascot

PULLEYS FOR ANY MOTOR
21/6

fixed to 4j in. dia., 9/-
Adjustable plated, sin. dia., 15/6; 6 in. dia,

Countershaft Pulleys from 9/-
All known makes stocked. Guaranteed. Post free.

J. PERKINS,
455, High Road, LEYTON.

- 'Phone: MARYLAND 1878.

Reliable

£
For running small workshops and*
garages P.B, Gas or Oil Hnginesl
are ideal — Economical and Reliable,"

& inexpensive POWERS—from i h.p. to loh.p.j
pn pp Simply send postcard to-day asking^
r ntt *° r price and Booklet E.F.45

B. LTD., Cambrian Works, WREXHAM.

MOTOR CYCLE MASCOTS
From 6/- upwards.

Send for Illustrated List of NYMPHS,
DEVILS, ANIMALS, etc.

NORTH LONDON CARRYING CO., Ltd.,

Carlton House, Regent St., W.I.

Tel. : Gerrard 5(86.

Telegrams: " Spcednynify, Piccy, London.

D58 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention The Motor Cycle.'
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REDUCED PRICES
of "The Coventry " Cycle & Motor Cycle Chains

came into operation on the 1st instant, and these popular Chains

may now be obtained from any dealer at the following prices :—

•

MOTOR CYCLE CHAINS.

3vl lvJL K-.l 5 v 1 4x4S A
(S 2 A \S £ A 4 tf

A 4 S A
t> ;

xA I ;< H S xA

"THE COVENTRY" CYCLE CHAINS,

" 3 Spires " " O.A." " Elite "

3/7 4/5 4/10 5/6 5/10 6/2 6/6 7/- %££* "^ % J*
^ The above prices are per foot. Prices for Chains not exceeding 5 feet long.

There is just time to fit "The Coventry" Chains to your mount

for Easter, to ensure a tour free of all transmission troubles.

" The Coventry ill Co. Ltd., Spon End Works, Coventry.

LONDON MANCHESTER. GLASGOW. BIRMINGHAM. NEWCASTLE. NOTTINGHAM. BELFAST.

5?

E=Z1T1HG vrniwcREEiv.
HiB H^ 5 BE 8^9^ 133, 5TGIL.'IO

U
USE

eUHh 8IBMIM14i.M. -

FROM THE PASSENGER'S

POINT OF VIEW.
The finest Combination is not the best Motor

Cvcle and the best Sidecar— but—the best
Sidecar and an "EASTING."
An Easting Windscreen gives the utmost pro-
tection from any weather conditions—Wind,
Rain, Dust, and Cold. It makes a Sidecar
as cosy as a Coupe.

Judge your Sidecar by the .comfort it gives

;

know more about passenger comfort ; ask your
dealer for full details, or write for latest list.

ROYAL, £5 ; STANDARD, £3 18s.;

Stocked by all A genis, Garages, and Factors

Sole Manufacturing Rights in US.A.:
SHILLAN, BECK & CO..

Iii answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/cle.
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THE LAST WORD IN

PROP-STANDS
Patent afplitd for.

Fixed in a few seconds

PRICE

12/6
EACH.

Weight

16 ozs.

Special Features:

CONVENIENCE, SIMPLICITY,
STRENGTH, EFFICIENCY.

Write at once to

;

—
MOWBRAY BELLAIRS & CO.,
2 1, Little Chester Street, Belgrave Square, London, S.W.1

.

Telephone : ~,'icloria 5012 & 1280.

Trade

Enquiries

Invited.

RENNOG SIDECARS

Model 36. Immediate Delivery.
Send for Catalogite.

24 Models to suit all makes of motor cycles.

Also we have a large stock of Clearance Sidecars
anil Bodies at cut ptices.

Rennoc Motors, Limited,
Progress Works, 155a, Marlborough
Road, Upper Holloway, N 19

'Phone; Hornsoy 1569.

NO MORE AIR LEAKS
MAKE YOUR ENGINE JOINTS WITH

METALASTENE

Tubes I/- & 3/-

AluPol
The Perfect Polish for all ALUMINIUM metalwork
wheel discs, bodies, etc. Imparts a brilliant lustre
with a minimum of effort.

Large Tubes, 1/3.
From Live Agents, Halford Depots,

J. Grose, Ltd., London, or post tree from

METALASTENE CO., PotiltotHe-Fylde

Uh p., 2jh.p ,&3h.p.
Petrol-ParaffinEngines
For Farm or other station-
ary work. 11 op pec
cooled, magneto ignition-
governed. Easy to start.
Sent out complete, ready
to run. Send for list.

Delivery iromStoik:

Portland Pla=e.
HALIFAX.A.C.,

GRAMOPHONE
BARGAINS

AT ONE THIRD OF COST.

H'AVING
purchased the entire stock of one of the

- largest Gramophone Cabinet Manufacturers in

England, we are selling this exquisite Hornless Beau-

tifully Figured Solid Oak Jacobean Cabinet, includ-

ing Record Compartment which holds ioo records.

>

^^£ :

£10

Mahogany Finish

£/ 17 6
Solid Mahogany
£9 19 6 U.K.

Height 3 ft.

Length 3 ft.

Also this Pedestal
Model in Solid Ma-
hogany and Maho-
gany Finish. Height
4 ft. All Gramo-
phones are fitted

with a powerful
double spring,worm-
driven Standard
motor, 12 in. turn-
table,Swan neck tone
arm, needle cups,etc.
All wearing parts are
fu 1 1 y guaranteed.
Visit our show-rooms
or, if preferred, we
will send to any part
of the United King-
dom packed free*

carriage paid.
We guarantee to re-

fund money in full

if not entirely satis-

fied.

Write ior Ulustrated
Catalogue.

GRAMOPHONE MANUFACTURING Co.
(DEPT. M C.)

S2, Tottenham Court Rd., London, W.l
Telephone: Museum 3772.

Tanks any
sriape'to order.

Repairs and re-

enameUine
I r o m 15/6.
Illustrated
List free.

Auxiliary
j

tanks, with :

liar, tap. T ;

I'iec*. piping,
cl L pa. com-
lueUa, always
in stock,

1

A.GREEN.WatcrSL, off Chapel «t.8alrord.Manchesicr
4
TZI0£2.

SLADE JAP n h.P . £52
2-Speed, Kick Start, etc.

Send for Specification and Photo.

WHITTLE'S
The last word in Lightweights.

SLADE LANE,
LONGSIGHT, MANCHESTER.

6 in.

7/9

WHEN PREPARING YOUR MOTOR CYCLE FOR—- THE [ROAD, YOU NEED

AND FOR CLEANING THE HANDS AFTER
TAKING DOWN YOUR ENGINE,

KLEENITOFF
IS THE CREAM OF HAND CLEANERS.

1/- Tins. 2/- Hand-cleaning Outfits.

-ASK YOUR GARAGE FOR IT.

THE ELEPHANT CHEMICAL CO., LTD.,=;
Neate St., Camberwell. L.ONDON, S.E.5.

EASY STARTING
and Better Ruiining is Assured by Fitting

a " PROUD " Variable Jet
For Starting, press knob " C " smartly , which
raises Plunger "B." forcing a =pray of fuel

thraaeh Jet "A 1
' at high pressure, causing

instant vaporisation.
Choked Jets are cleared in t':e soma
manner while riding.
The Size of Jst is also variel while ridin?

by moving lever "D,"all.w ne you to get the

best results from your engine at all times.

ForAMAC.B. & D .and SENSP-iAX OIA
(Post free by return.) °/~

When ordering send old Jet and Holder at
•pattern, and give immj and addr^st <f your

Motor Agent. .

PROUD-AUTOBITS, 2f>, Gosfrorth Rd.,

SOUTHPORT. *^ *£.

London Stockists: Maude's
Motor Mart, Gt. Porrland St.

Old Jewry; -'ervii'a Co.. T,td.

Jame- Grose Ltd.
irhHobrn; e c

d6: In answering" these advertisements it is desirable to mention

JucKes* Patents gears can have the 4th gear

added at any time to .light or h eavyweights without

alteration to the bos, an

IMPORTANT'
Feature, also 3 Speeds and Reverse.
EFFICIENT MOTOli AND ENGINEERING CO..

Bilslon Road. Wolverhampton,
Stamp for List.

-">
.
Mention Paper.

The Motor C^le."
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When tuning up for the
coming season it would be
a great mistahe to omit

fitting the

F. E. W. VALVE
ATTACHMENT

THE MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY DEVICE.

J.A.P.

A.J.S.

BL'.CKBURNE
NORTON
B.S.A.
ROVER
SUNBEAM
TRIUMPH
DOUGLAS,

4h.p.
ARIEL

BRADBURY
Eta., Etc.

Note
the

clean,

neat

exterior

given

to

usually

grimy,

grit-

coverered

valves.

ADVANTAGES GAINED
1. Complete Protection of Valves from Road Filth.
2. Perfect Lubrication of Valves and Guides.
3. Automatic Sea ini> Upof Inlet'Valve Guide Air Leaks.
4. Easy Starting—Even Running.
5. No Sticking Valves.
6. More Miles per Gallon— 10 to 25%.
7. Valve Noise Keduied to a Minimium.
8. A Dirty SpO' cle ned up.
9. A Great Improvement in Appearance.

,0. Increase in all-round Efficiency.

F.E.W. PATENTS Co.,

full particulars^**' ite to:—
217 Gordon Road, Peckham,
LONDON S.E.15

Don't risk spoiling the
night ride through having to
lt tinker " with your Generators

—

fit the MOTEX make, the Gener-
ators you can rely upon at ail times !

No, £02. Su'ecar Model Reduced Price 8/-
—a strong effi-ient Generator which fits on Sidec.tr Chassis
by means of strong bracket with universal movement.

No. 5 1 3, Bear Lamp IV odel Reduced Price 6 /-

fits on Back Carrier and adjustable to any angle. This
Generator will light the
MOTEX Minor Rear
Lamp for 7 hours with
one charge.

Obtainable of alt
Agents op direct.
For "better" Combina-
tion Lighting—MOTEX
Sidecar and Rear Lamps
fed by MOTEX Gener.
ators. Your dealer will

show you thein 1

"wT*^ Stanley & H1H, Ltd.,

jp§ -. uekin^ham St.,

I ^3 BIRMINGHAM

, loss

\J

TRADE M4PJC

BRICO PISTON RINGS
prevent the sooting of
sparking plugs—and

of POWER.
A sparking plug taken from a BRICO
equipped engine speaks volumes for the
efficiency of BRICO Rings

[t is always tinged with that light, reddish de-
posit which indicates perfect combustion and
no leakage of oil— never, when BRICO Rings
are used, will there be thick grease due to
leaking oil, unless the cylinders are scored.
BRICO Rings fit tight between the piston
and the cylinder walls, leakage isimpossible.

Perfect compression and maximum power
go hand in hand with BRICO Piston Rings
All A.J.S. T.T. WINNERS USED BRICO RINGS
There s a BRICO Ring jor every Engine
in stock at all Ue .lers. Agents, and Garages.
Let BKLO 1- ings ' ginger up ' your Engine.
Don'tJustask /or ' Asjk /or a Blil^O
a Piston Rin* aiuigetthe BEST.

Pronounced " BRYCO ''

THE BRITISH PISi ON'RING
CO., LTD.

COVENTRY.

"r\

/

^

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." C9
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TYRE HOUSE
SPECIAL BARGAINS IN

BRAND NEW COVERS
CLEARANCE.

Quality counts as well as price.

24x21 for 24<2 Rim.
Clincher Junior De Luxe

28x2.
Clincher Ai Ribbed
Rodace Fluted Tread

26x2i.

Wood-Milne Keygrip 3-Ply

Wood-Milne Keygrip 4-Ply
Wood-Milne Combination .

.

Rom Rubber Non-Skid
Pedley 3-Ribbed Medium
Pedley 3-Ribbed Ex. Heavy
Hutchinson Passenger Rubber Stud
Goodrich Safety Tread
Hutchinson Super Stud Strong
Hutchinson Super Stud Ex. Strong

26x28 to fit 2'f Rim.
Heavy Rubber Non-Skid, leading make
Hutchinson 3-Ribbed
Hutchinson Passenger Rubber Stud
Hutchinson Super Stud .

.

Hutchinson Super Stud Ex. Heavy

26x21 to fit 21 Rim.

V '-. — - " '-

Englebert Touring Rubber Stud "

.

.

Hutchinson Rubber Stud
Dunlop Heavy
Dunlop Ex. Heavy
Hutchinson Super Stud Ex. Heavy

26 21 for 2i Rim.
Clincher Sidecar Ribbed
Skew Rubber Non-Skid
Skew Ex. Heavy Rubber Non-Slcid
Wood-Milne Combination

26x3 for 24 Rim.
Hutchinson Rubber Stud

28 X 3.

Englebert Extra Heavy
Goodrich Safety Tread . . -

Firestone Non-Skid
Goodyear Diamond
Dominion Traxion Tread
Dunlop Ex. Heavy .

.

28x21.
Clincher Ribbed Sidecar

650x 65.

Light Weight Fluted
Wood-Milne 3-Ply
Wood-Milne 4-Ply .

.

Clincher De Luxe
Hutchinson 3-Ribbed

Heavy Rubber Stud .

Avon Square Tread
Clincher Fluted
Firestone Non-Skid

700x80.

18/6

17/6
16/6

15/-

22/6
25/6
27/6
33/-

37/6
37/6
33/-
366
47/-

35/-
31/-
37/-
41/6
49/6

39/6
38/6
46/-
55/3
55/3

18/3
19/6
22/6
25/6

51/6

42/6
48/-
72/3
72/3
72/9
65/3

23/6

25/6
35/-
38/6
39 S

59/6

39/6
39/6
41/3
69/6

All Goods sent Carriage Paid
on 7 days' approval against

remittance.

PIKE TYRE & RUBBER
CO., LTD.,

THE TYRE HOUSE,

83, Theobald's Rd.Holftopn, W.C.I.
'Phone: Museum 1543.

A FEW SPECIAL
BARGAINS
left over from our clearance.

Hurry up and secure one of those,

which cannot be repeated after

sold.

: Brand New 1922 7 h.p. INDIAN, Powerplus, spring
;

frame, electrically equipped, speedometer, with new
;

; shop-soiled 1921 sidecar i £150
;

Brand New 1921 6/7 h.p. B.S.A. Twin Combination,
wide mudguards, list price £175 Sale Price £148

Special Offer in New 8 h.p. 1922 MATCHLESS—J.A.P.

Combination, 3-speed, detachable and interchangeable

wheels, touring sidecar body £150

1919 8 h.p. SUNBEAM Combination, 3-speed, fully

equipped, lamps, horn, hood, screen, etc. Perfect

running order £125

1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Combination, fully equipped, :

tax paid till end of June, sidecar almost new. Perfect :

running order "... £95 :

1920 7 h.p. MATCHLESS — M.A.G. Combination,
detachable wheels and spare wheel, dynamo lighting.

Excellent condition £120

1921 4 h.p. NORTON Combination, fitted with lamps,
horn, numerous spares. A splendid outfit in perfect

order £115

Very snecial chance of almost brand new 1922 3'- h.p.

SUNBEAM, fitted with Lucas dynamo electric lighting,

Lucas horn, and tax paid till end of year. New and
perfect condition in every way. Used about 50 miles.

(You would not know it.) Cost £162 Sale Price £140

A few cheap mounts all guaran-

teed in good running order.

2} h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed, tax paid £35

21 h.p. COVENTRY EAGLE, 2-stroke, 2-speed £35

2! h.p. SUN VITESSE, 2-speed £25

SPECIAL BARGAIN TO AN
AMATEUR MECHANIC:
7 h.p. INDIAN Road Racer, free engine,

clutch, wants overhauling. . Very fast

and powerful machine 4-1

5

ALEXANDERS
113-1 15, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh

272-274, Gt.WesternRd.Glasgow

Self-contained"

The DRUID Fork is

" Self-contained."

This means that all shocks
encountered are completely
absorbed within the fork it-

self-^-none being transmitted
to any other part of the frame.

DRUID Springs are not
anchored to any member of
the frame, but ONLY to the
unsprung portion of the fork
itself—therefore any vibra-
tion which the springs do
not take up returns to the
front portion.

Illustration shows this principle as
applied to the DRUID Mark II—the
model with dual springing for ver-
tical and horizontal shocks.

Prompt Deliveries
The Season's motorcycling will be
safer and more enjoyable if your
machine is DRUID-equipped.

A. DREW & CO., Limited,

^ Leopold Street, Birmingham.

DRUIE
In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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HEADY FOR IMMEDIATE USE
All the machines listed here, both new and secondhand, are
actually in our Showrooms and are available for use at once.
Those that are not already "tax paid" can be regfstered and provided
with licence and number plates written within two or three hours.
We can also issue immediate insurance cover and can supply and '

fit from our own comprehensive stock all accessories such as
Lamps, Horns, Speedometers, Hoods, Windscreens, etc., etc.

NEW 1922 MODELS.
J.S., 7 h.p., Model D Standard Combination
.J.S., 7 h.p., Model D Combination, with
dynamo lighting

LLON, 2.V h.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds, clutch
and kick-starter

RIEL, 3i h.p.. Sports Model
.S.A., 4l-"h.p., Model H2, all chain

S. A., 4i b.p., Model H2 Combination
j.S.A.| .ll h.p., Model K2, Chain-cum-belt. .

.

S.A., 4 V h.p., Model K2 Combination ....

S.A.,.6 h.p., Model E, all chain
S. A., 6 h.p., Model E Combination
OUGLAS, 2$ h.p., 2 speeds, " All on model "

DUGLAS, 6 h.p., Combination, detachable
wheels, lamp, horn, windscreen
(CELSIOR VILLIERS, 2* h.p., 2-stroke,

Sporting model
AWKER, 2l h.p., 2-stroke, Model A
iVIS, 2\ h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, and k.s,-. .

.

£VIS, 2| h.p., Popular model, single speed.

.

£195

£60
£87 10
£110
£142
£107
£139
£132
£164
£75

£165

£39 IS
£52 10

£60
£48

LEVIS, 2J h.p., Model S, 2 speeds and clutch.

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., Model H2 Standard
Combination r

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., Model H2 Combination,
with dynamo lighting

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., Model J Sports Com-
bination

MATCHLESS, S h.p., Model H 2-seater Com-
bination, with dynamo lighting. . .- £193 10

MEW IMPERIAL, :'l b.p., Model No. 2. chain-
cum-belt

NEW IMPERIAL, 2j h.p., Model -No. 3, all

chain drive

£58

£170

£188

£160

£69

NEW IMPERIAL, 2J h.p., Model No. 1

W.U.T., 3^ h.p. Twin, Model M, chain-c.-belt

N.U.T., 5 h.p., Model M, all chain drive

ROYAL ENFIELD, 8 h.p., Standard Comb.
ROYAL ENFIELD, 8 h.p., Combination, with
dynamo lighting

£73

£63
£100
£120
£140

£153

ROYAL ENFIELD, 3 J b.p., 2 speeds
ROYAL ENFIELD, ai h.p., 2 speeds, with k.s.

ROYAL ENFIELD, 2* h.p., Sports Model. . .

.

RUDGE, 3* h.p., 3 speeds, chain drive

RUDGE-MULTI, I.O.M. Model
RUDGE-MULTI, 3V h.p., I.O.M. Model, with

foot-starter

SCOTT, 3j h.p., Squirrel Model
TRIUMPH, 1 h.p., Model H, chain-cum-belt.

.

TRIUMPH, -1 h.p., Model S.D., all chain

TRIUMPH, 2] h.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model S.D., with Gloria de
Luxe Sidecar

ZENITH, 1 h.p., Sports Model C
ZENITH-BRADSHAW, 3* h.p.. Model A,
Gradua gear

ZENITH-BRADSHAW, 3* h.p., 3 speeds, all

chain drive

LIGHT CARS AND RUNABOUTS.
&YLISS-THOMAS, 10 h.p., 4 -cylinder, 3 speeds,
Lucas dynamo lighting set, hood,, windscreen,
detachable wheels and spare wheel, complete £315

B.S.A., 10 h.p., water cooled, 3 speeds, self starter,

Lucas dynamo lighting set, windscreen, hood,
detachable wheels and spare wheel , complete £340

MORGAN, Popular mode!, 2-speeds, lamps,
hood and windscreen

£55
£57
£55
£94
£77

£77
£105
£105
£115
£65

£157
£110

£113

£119

horn,
£150

^YPH AWPPQ form a prominent part of our business as we replenish our second-hand
jAvflnnULu stock by accepting used machines in part payment for new models.

SECONDHAND MOTOR CYCLES.
Every secondhand machine we offer is completely and thoroughly overhauled in our works and
we give with it an exactly similar guarantee to that issued by the manufacturers when new.

3UGLAS, 1917, 4 h.p., Combination, 3
speeds, clutch and kick starter £85

)UGLAS, 1916, 2} h.p., 2 speeds, lamps.
horn/ tax paid. £38

3VER, 1919, 3J- h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and
lack starter, lamps, horn, and Millford

Sidecar £76

3VER, 1920, 5-6 h.p., countershaft, 3-speed
gear, all chain drive, lamps, horn, speedo-
meter, windscreen, Tan-Sad seat, and Mill-

ford Empress Sidecar £115

AFIELD, 1915, 3 h.p., 2 speeds, clutch and
kick starter, lamps, speedometer, tax paid £35

ENFIELD, 1921, 8 h.p. Combination, 2 speeds,
clutch and starter, Lucas Magdyno lighting,

horn , screen and side curtains, tax paid .... £1 25
ARIEL, 1919, 3^ h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and

kick starter, with Canoelet Touring Sidecar £76
COULSON, 1920, 2J h.p., Blackburne engine,

z speeds, tax paid £52
NEW IMPERIAL, 1919. 2} h.p., 2 speeds,

lamps, and horn, tax paid £38
CLYNO, 1918, 6 h.p. Combination, 3 speeds,

clutch and kirk starter, detachable wheels.

.

£95
NEW IMPERIAL, 191S, 8 h.p. Combination, 3

speeds, clutch and kicft- starter, speedo-

meter, lamps, horn, hood, screen £75

BROUGH, 1920, 5 h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and
kick starter, lamps, horn, speedometer,
Henderson Elite Sidecar, Easting screen,

tax paid

P. & M., 19-0, 3$ h.p., 2 speeds, clutch and
kick starter, lamps, horn, speedometer, and
Millford Sidecar, tax paid

MATCHLESS, 1921, 8 h.p. Combination,
lamps, horn, hood, and screen, spare wheel,

tax paid

JAMES, 1919, 4i h.p. Combination, 3 speeds,

clutch, and kick starter, lamps, horn, de
Luxe Sidecar

£140

)UR DEFERRED PAYMENT SYSTEM E?„
e

:&S&1£
leryj; of a quarter of the purchase price, the balance can be divided into twelve equal monthly

istalments and the extra charge is only 4%, except in a few cases where, the manufacturers

ave fixed a higher rate for their new models.

rHE EASTERN GARAGE CO'Y.
(Official Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. and M.U.)

418, ROMFORD ROAD, FOREST GATE, E 7.

Telephone: 490 East Ham. Telegrams: " Egaraco, London,"

In arisneerinq thi.-s orlrrrtiscmrnt it is desirable to mention "Tlir Motor Cycle." ci^
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SOLOS.
£ 5.

A.J.S., 2| h.p., Sports 85
ALLON, 2} h.p., 2-speed 60
ARIEL, 3 5 h.p., 3-speed 87
B.S.A., jl'h.p., all chain .. ... ..110
CALTHORPE, -'1 h.p 36
CALTHORPE, 2| h.p., 2-speed . . . . 45
CALTHORPE J.A.P., 2 J h.p 65
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p, all on 75
DOUGLAS, -,S h.p, O.H.V. .. ..130
DUNELT, 4 h.p., 3-speed 86 2
HUMBER, 4* h.p., Sports 100
LEVIS, 2* h.p 48
LEVIS G., clutch and k.-s. .. . . 68
MASSEY-ARRAS, 2j h.p. .. ..72 10
MATCHLESS J., 8 h.p 130
NEW IMPERIAL, 2 ', h.p. .. . . 73
NEW IMPERIAL, 350 c.c. .. . . 84
NORTON, 3i h.p., iftH 115
O.K., 2jh.p. 39 18
O.K., 2-speed 55 13
O.K., 2-speed, clutch and k.-s. -.. .. 60 18
RUDGE, 3* h.p., I.O.M 77
SCOTT, 3»"h.p 105
SHEFFIELD HENDERSON, O.H.V. .110
SUNBEAM, 3 1 h.p. 126
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p 105
TRIUMPH, all chain ... . . 115
ZENITH-BRADSHAW 113
ZENITH, 5 h.p., Sports 110

COMBINATIONS.
S s.

A.J.S., 7 h.p 175
ARIEL, 7 h.p. 160
B.S.A., 4i h.p., all chain 142 .0

B.S.A., -h.p. 164
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p 135
DUNELT, 4 h.p., spare wheel .. ..113
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.p 185
ENFIELD, S h.p 140
HUMBER, 4Vhp ..140
MATCHLESS Sports .. ..160
MATCHLESS Special Touring .. ..150
MATCHLESS, H2 70
MATCHLESS, H 2 , 2-seater .. ..175"
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p 145
NORTON Big Four 153
O.K., 3 h.p 96 10
P. and M., 4* h.p., 4-speed .. .. 130
SCOTT, 3Jh.p 140
SUNBEAM, 4* h.p. 175
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p .. 140

BROUGH-SUPERIOR.
The Sporting Rider's Ideal.

£ S.

Mark I., 8 h,p 150
Mark I., Combination 180
Mark II., 6.5 h.p - .. .. 125
Mark II., 6.5 h.p. Combination . . . . 150

Book your order now to secure Delivery for Easter.

Sole London Agents.

LIGHT CARS.
MORGANS.
We specialise in these wonderful Runabouts.
Immediate delivery of most models.

£ s.

POPULAR 150
DE LUXE A.C 175
DE LUXE W.C 186
GRAND PRIX .. 180
FAMILY W.C. 191
Prices include lamps, horn, hood, screen, mats.
BAYLISS-THOMAS, 10.5 h.p., 4-cyl., W.C.

dynamo .. .. .. ..315
ROVER, 8 h.p., dynamo 220
ROVER, 8 h.p., De Luxe 245

Earliest Delivery.

SIDECARS.
SWAN SPORTS (6 only).

Siightly shop-soiled to clear, 20 guineas each.

HARLEY MODEL 25 guineas.

HENDERSON.
Slightly shop-soiled at 10% off maker's prices.

Fitted while you wait.

SECOND-HAND MODELS. 3 MONTHS' GUARANTEE.
£ s.

45

82 10

85

75

TRIUMPH, 1920, Baby 2\ h.p., s-speed, completely equipped and
in new condition throughout . . . . . . . . -

.

.

TRIUMPH, 1919, 4 h.p., 3-speed clutch and k.-s., all lamps, horn
and tools ; run under 2,000 miles ; semi-T.T. bars

TRIUMPH, countershaft, just been entirely rebuilt with new parts,
re-enamelled and plated, makers' colours, new tyres, tubes,
carburetter, chain and belt, etc.; indistinguishable from hew
in every respect

TRIUMPH, 1917-18, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch and k.-s., thoroughly
overhauled, tank re-enamelled ; in splendid condition.

.

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4 b-P-, 3-speed, entirely rebuilt, 50 per cent, new
parts, re-enamelled and plated, as new, fully equipped, new
tyres . . .... 57 10

TRIUMPH, 1913, 3£ h.p., T.T. clutch, lamps and horn . . . . 33
DOUGLAS, 1920, 4 h.p., and 1921 sidecar, fully equipped, un-

scratched ; rare opportunity .... . . . . . . 95
DOUGLAS (two), 1919, 4 h.p., combinations, fully equipped, not

W.D., in splendid condition throughout 82 10
DOUGLAS (three), 1917-18, 4 h.p., combinations, fully equipped and

thoroughly overhauled . . . . . : . . . . . . 77 10
DOUGLAS (two), 1916-17, 2J h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped, in

splendid condition . . . . . . . . . , £47 10s. and 50
DOUGLAS, 1917-18, 4 h.p., solo, thoroughly overhauled, new tyres 65
P. ind M. f 1919, 3£ h.p., 2-speed clutch and k.s., and Canoelet sports

sidecar, fully equipped, all lamps, horn, speedometer, not W.D.

;

as new throughout
Pa and M., 1917* 3^ h.p., coach-built combination, 2-speed clutch

and k.-s., windscreen ; very sound
RUDGE, 1920, 3* h.p., Multi, I.O.M., lamps and horn, in new

condition . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . 60
RUDGE, 1913, T.T., 3£ h.p., lug exhaust; very fast 38
JAMES (two), 1915-16, 4i h.p., combinations, all enclosed chain

drive, lamps and horn; can be thoroughly recommended . . 67 10
LEVIS (two), 1917, 2» kp., single speed, tanks re-enamelled and

fully equipped ; lovely little machines . . . . . . . . 32 10
ALLON, 1920, z\ h.p., 2-speed clutch, nearly new, hardly used,

completely equipped ....
A.B.C., 1921, 3 h.p., 4-speed, semi-T.T., practically new, splendid

machine, very fast, all lamps
NORTON, 1921 (late), Big Four, and new 1922 Montgomery sidecar,

brand new Lucas lamps, unscratched and indistinguishable
from new . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

-
' .

ROVER, 1917 (late), semi-sports, 3J h.p., 3-speed clutch and k.-s,

wide tank; very smart and fast. . .. .67 10
ZENITH, 1920, 8 h.p., Sports, exceptionally well kept, and in new

condition throughout . . . . - .-. . . . . . . 75
RUDGE, 1921, I.O.M. Multi, as new, unscratched 65
RUDGE, 191?, I.O.M. Multi, very fast.. .; 45
MATCHLESS, Victory model combination, Lucas M.A.G. engine,

dynamo lighting, electric horn, Easting screen,Watford speedo-
meter, spare wheel, luggage and petrol, can carrier . . . . 90

77 10

62 10

48

77 10

120

£ s.

B.S.A., 1917-18, \\ h.p., all-chain drive, 3-speed clutch and k.-s.,

all lamps and horn
Or with sidecar.

.

NEW IMPERIAL, 1917, 2f h-P-, J.A.P., 2-speed; very carefully

used
HUMBER, 1919, 4 h.p., flat twin, 3-speed clutch, all-chain drive;

as new
Or with new sidecar

ENFIELD, 1917-18 combination, fully equipped, been stored for 18
months, new condition

ARIEL, 3$ h.p., and Watsonian Monarch sidecar, Easting wind-
screen, electric lighting ; exceptionally good condition through-
out . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . .

.

ROYAL RUBY 191S-19 combination, new sidecar, re-enamelled
and plated makers' colours, ail lamps

VERUS, 1920, i\ h.p. Blackburne, 2-speed clutch, and k.-s., fully

equipped, -new condition
BRADBURY, 1913-14, 4 h.p., combination, 3-speed clutch, and

coach-built sidecar, windscreen, all lamps and horn ; snip .

.

COULSON, 1920, 2f h.p. Blackburne, 3-speed, spring frame; good
condition

MORGAN, 1920, De Luxe model, lamps, horn, screen, speedometer
CARDEN, 1921, 2-seater, electric lights, hood and screens .

.

ROVER, 1913-14, 3* h.p., 3-speed
ARIEL, 1914, z\ h.p., 3-speed
ENFIELD, 1916," 3 h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped
BRADBURY, 1915, 3^ h.p., 2-speed, re-enamelled, and plated,

perfect condition . . . . . . . . . . ...

SCOTT, 1921, Sports, 3$-Ti.p., just been re-enamelled and plated,

as new, exceptionally fast . . . . . . " .
'.

RECONSTRUCTED MACHINES.

DOUGLAS, i\ h.p., fully equipped, lamps, horn, licence holder .. 55
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., solo, 3-speed clutch, and k.-s., equipment as

. Above ..." . . . . .... . . . . . . 75
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., combination ; equipment as above ; and brand

new bulbous-back sidecar, finished saxe blue, upholstered in

antique leather .. .. .. .. .. .. ..950
ROYAL RUBY, 1919, equipment as above, 8 h.p., combination,

brand new sidecar .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . 95
ROYAL ENFIELD, 1919, equipment as above, S h.p., combination,

brand new sidecar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95
CLYNO, 6 h.p., as above 85
P. and M., %\ h.p., 2-speed clutch, and k.-s 60
P. and M., 3$ a*p., 2-speed clutch, and k.-s., finished service green. . 55

The above machines have been thoroughly overhauled, entirely rebuilt

with new parts in our own works, re-enamelled and plated (makers
1

colours), and carry our usual guarantee for three months from date oi

purchase.

65
77 10

38

70
87 10

85

80

95

55

50

47 10
125
75
38
38
45

36

77 10

Extended Payments only 4 per cent, extra.

ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR CO., LTD.,
9-10-11, Royal Parade, W. Croydon. 'Phone Croydon 2450.

OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIL 7.30 p.m. Bus 5?a from Charing Cross passes the door.

ci6 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'"
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MOTOR CYCLES FOt* SALE.
Alldays.

£25.—1917 2%h.p, Alldays-Allon, 2-speed, running
order, licensed.—King, JCgrove Farm, Oxford.

[8337

-JQ18 Alldays-Allon 2-^h.p.,- 2-speed, clutch; K.S.,
JLt7 accessories, tax paid; £40.—Stroud, Lechlade.

[8399
ALLDAYS' Altai 1921 2%h.p„ C.K.S., etc., as

new; £50.-15, Nightingale Lane, Hornsey, N.8.
[7781

KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District
Agent for Allons; unequalled service, repairs,

etc. (3118

Q3.li. p. Allon, guaranteed_ perfect, Jegshields, ^D.A
133, South Larn-

[7728
et, all tools, run 250; £58

letll Ed.

ALLDAYS-VILLIERS, splendid running order; £30,
or exchange.—Medley, 24, Coptfold Rd., Brent-

rood, Essex. [8178

ALLDAYS 2;ih.p., 2 speeds, clutch, kick starter;
wanted, Cycle, 22in. frame, or Aiitowlieel.—13,

Cadogau Rd., Cromer. [8370

£35 or nearest offer.—Allon-de-Luxe 2 :;jh.p., late

1919, scarcely used, Lucas lamps.—Apply, Castle
Hill, High Wycombe. [8853

1 Q 14.—Alldays' Matchless, 3VL'h.p., Bosch, Druids,
Lcf 2 speeds, Dunlops, faultless; £27.—Captain
Collins, Sunbury Common. [7558

S>JLli.p. Alldays' Matchl
^W2 just overhauled; £
E. H. Macmillan

19

Villiers 2-stroke engine,
£20 ; take push-cycle part.—

King's Langley. [7317

i)5,h.p. Allday Allon, 1920, 2-speed, kick start and
r*J4i clutch, lamps, original tyres, in excellent con-
dition and order; £48 —Hartnett, 35, Stafford Rd.,
VValliugton (nr. Croydon). [8844

OQ GNS. (1920 late).—Alldays Allon, Sturmey-OU Archer 2-speed, kick start, hand clutch, leg-

shields, lamps, horn, taxed for year, smart perfect
irder; exchanges.—W.J.C, Motor Exchange, 5, Addison
Av., Holland Park W.ll. Park 2071. Open Sunday
morning. [8452

American X.

"I Q20 7-9h.p. American-X Combination, 3 speeds,
JL*J K.S- etc.; £60 or exchange.—14, Swaton Rd.,

Bow. [8750

AMERICAN X 8-10h.p. 1920, perfect order, been
used . very little; £65.^McHudson, Market

Weighton, 'Phone: No. 4. [7442

J Q21 American X 7-9h.p., 3-speed, at enormously
Lt7 reduced price; only slightly shop-soiled; Mill-

'ord coachbuilt sidecar in stock to suit; if you require

i powerful high grade combination at little above
;econd-hand price write for our special clearance list.

-Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [7243

Ariel.

LAMBERT'S of TheUord lor Ariels, all models.
Immediate delivery. [8272

1 Q20 3Voh.p. Ariel, full' accessories, like new; £70.

—

-L*J Ross, 36, High Rd., Lee. [7918

22 S^h. p. Sports Ariel, just delivered, immediate
delivery; £37/10.—Dan Guy, Weymouth. [0S23

ARIEL SV'jh.p. Combination 1920, lamps, etc., per-

fect condition ; £75.—Coryn, Walden, Horn-
church. [8709

F.O.C.H. have 1920 3y2h.p. Ariel Combination, fully

equipped; bargain.—5, Heath St., Hampstead.
(Near Tube.) [7740

1Q20 3Vjh-P- Ariel, only done 500 miles, condition
J-*7 as new, fully equipped, licensed; best offer ovei
£75.—King, Sandford Avenue, Church Stretton.

[7631
ARIEL 5-6h.p. Combination, nearly new condition,

guaranteed ; £68, equipped.—Mosedale, 30, Can-
terbury Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6 (facing Princess Rd.).

[8700
ARIEL 1919 5-6h.p. Combination, lamps, horn,

speedometer, etc.; £85.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16,
Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone

:

Avenue 5548. [0066

ARIEL 5-6h.p. Combination (Oct., 1918), Stewart,
Klaxon's, Easting, eleotric, spares, etc., licensed,,

insured; offers, appointment.—27, Griffin Rd., Plum-
stead, S.E.18. [7795

ARIEL Combination, 1920, 3V2h.p., 3-speed, foot
clutch, kick start, pillion, lamps, tools and acces-

sories, excellent condition; offer.—Bradford, 17, Aire-
dale Avenue, Chiswick. [8368

"I Q21 4','jh.p. Ariel, fully equipped, perfect con-
J-*/ dition, mechanical oiling, hand and foot
clutch, legshields, licensed 1922, absolutely as new;
£82.-100, Union St., Southwark, S.E.I. ' [790-

AREEL 3V2h.p. late 1920, 3-speed, chain-cum-belt
drive, and Canoelet D4 sidecar, acetylene lamps,

Lucas horn, Watford speedometer. The outfit has
not been driven more than 2,000 miles, and is in
perfect mechanical order, and enamel and plating
unscratehed; £105.—Everingham, George St., Pock-
liugton. . [7366

A FEW EXAMPLES.
Be assured of an enjoyable Easter
by purchasing a machine from
us, either new or second-hand.

CASH or DEFERRED PAYMENTS

DEPOSIT
SCOTT

and

1920.

12 MONTHLY
PAYMENTS.

XZb T.T., electric lamps, horn, Ace £4 1 C n
discs, tax paid, oversize tyres XTfc*'AiJ'"U

Jfpn BLACKBURNE, 1920
4 h.p., 3-speed, K.S. Clutch,
fully equipped, excellent con- £C Q A
dition XO-O-U

£30
SCOTT, 1922.
Specially fast, Squirrel, Lucas
accessories, Bonniksen, mileage C£% C C

£50
MORGAN, 1921.
W.C., Grand Prix, Mag. engine, CIA C A
tax paid, absolutely as new ... XiU^U^U

£40 G.N., 1920.
Sporting model, dynamo light- C'J O A
ing, spare wheel, good condition * » ^*>**1

£25
ALLDAYS-ALLON, 1921.
2|h.p.. 3-speed Combination,
K.S. Clutch, fully equipped,
speedometer, mud - shield,

screen £4-0-9

£40
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920.
7 :9 h.p. C.B. Combination, £JQ 1A O
electrical model, fine condition XO—lU^O

£30
HARLEY-DAVIDSON , 1 920.
7-9 h.p., electrical model, CO C C
electric horn, new condition. 10*0^0

£25
NORTON (1921, LATE).
-3* h.p., No. g Model, equipped PA Q ij

as new. ... XI-U" 4

£27
NUT, 1920.
3^ h.p., twin Lucas, dynamo
lighting, indistinguishable from £C 1A A

£40
SUNBEAM, 1918.
3* h.p. Combination, 3-speed,

K.S. Clutch, fully equipped, PP »y £>

good condition *u*i"U

£40
BAT (1 ONLY).
NEW (SHOP-SOILED), 6 h.p., - £Q C Q
3-speed. C./K.S XO-O-O

£40
HARLEY-DAVIDSON.
4-5 h.p. sports, Swan sporting fJQ Q A
sidecar, fully equipped, as new Xtf^O^Ht

£30
A.J.S. 1918 COMBINATION
LUCAS accessories, spare
wheel, screen, speedometer, tax OC C C

£24
TRIUMPH, 1919.
GLORIA Combination, fully

equipped, leg shields, tax paid, PC A A
good condition XtJ^U-U

£15
INDIAN.
T. T. Clutch model,
equipped, very fast

fully
£2-13-9

£40
COVENTRY PREMIER, 1921.
3-wheeler, dynamo, spare

wheel, dickey seat, water-

cooled, 3-speed and reverse, fJA *|0 A

PARKER'S
BOLTON: MANCHESTER:
Bradshawgate.

Tel. 1348.

245, Deansgate.
Tel. Cen. 804.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

ARIEL.—All models, cash or gradual payments.
Spares supplied from stock.—West Central Agency.

VVincycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0704

1Q21 (July) 6-7h.p. Ariel De Luxe Combination,
-Li/ all-chain drive, hand and foot clutch, dynamu
lighting, electric horn, screen, better than new ; any
trial; bought car; £150.—31, Corsica St., Highburv.
N.5. North 1143. [7778

ARIELS.—Longman Bros, Bond St., Ealing. Tele-
phone : 689.—All models obtainable from the Ariel

experts. Specially tuned sports models, 3-speed, certified

10 nave exceeded 65 rn.p.h.; £92/10. Cash, exchange,
cr deferred payments. [5785

ARIEL 3'/L>h.p. 1920, with Montgomery sporting side-
car. Baby Easting windscreen, acetylene and elec-

tric lighting sets, speedometer, mirror, etc., perfect
condition; £100, bargain.—Margesson, Fiat Motors,
Wembley. 'Phone, 186. [8287

AK1ELS, the most reliable machines on the road:
all models from stock ; spare parts sent any-

where; trade supplied.—F. Speakman, Ariel Expert,
Ariel Garage, 7, Rochdale Rd., Harpurhey. Man-
chester. Tel.: 325 Cheetham Hill. ,5135

1 Q19 3M-h.p. Ariel, and Sidecar; bought new, and
-*- *J only driven by present owner, now buying
cycle car; wearing parts and tyres recently renewed;
electric lighting, legshields, numerous spares; trial
willingly ; £70.—Walker, Cottingley, Bingley, York-
shire. [7578

A RIEL 1919 6-7h.p. Combination (under 5,000
-t*- miles), attractive sporting coachbuilt sidecar,
electric lighting, Stewart speedometer, Cameo wind-
screen, Klaxon, splendid running order, tax paid
December, 1922; £100,—Smith, 6, Linden Rd., Mus-
well Hill, N.10. [7460

ARIEL 1920 3y2h.p. Sporting Combination, 3-speed
countershaft, clutch, Powell and Hanmer

dynamo, electric lighting, decompresser, horn, mirror,
speedometer, Zeppelin-shaped sidecar. Easting, year's
tax paid, insured to October, done 5,000 miles; £95.—Clarke, 37, Ruby Rd., Walthamstow, E.17. [7592

Sr>nre Parts .

LONGMAN BROS., 17,
agents Ariel Spares.

Bond St., Ealing.

-

-Official

[5704

A RIEL Spares lor all models, post free. Ariel^ Agents, and Spares Service Depot.—Jones Garage.
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10 [0804

Arno.
ARNO 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch,

Druids, new Clincher; £40,
Vicarage, Woolwich

absolutely new
offers.—Plumstead

[8143

BAT 31/ih.p., spring
order; £12/10.—t

Town.

Bat.

frame, Bosch magneto
Gloucester Rd.,

good
Camden

[7849'

8IT.p. Bat, overhauled throughout, re-enamelled,
plated, guaranteed 65 m.p.h.; £40.—Cogger^

School of Education, Shorncliffe. [8148

AT-J.A.P. 6h.p. and sidecar, with hood, 1921, as
new, dynamo lighting set, spare wheel, horn,

S.W.8.
[8652

B
Wandsworth Rd.,tools, spares ; £ 110.—311

'Phone: Brixton 1921.

Q O GNS., exchange.—1920 Bat-Jap 8h.p., 3OtJ speeds, clutch, kick start, sporting sidecar,
equipped, fast, any examination, trial.—Seabridge, 35.
Hansler Rd., East Dulwich. (Sydenham 2452.) [7240

B AT-J.A.P. 8h.p., Grado gear, accessories, splendid
condition, very fast, exchange lower power or

sell ; £35 ; canoelet sporting sidecar (optional), £8
extra.—Cowdell, 1, Minstead Rd., Endinbton, Birming-
ham. . [8375

Beardmore.
BEARDMORE-PRECISION 1919 3y2h.p., 2-stroke.

excellent order; £50.—The Morris" Garages, Ox-
ford. [7353

BEARDMORE-PRECISION.-I922 models for im-
mediate delivery. Cash, exchange, or deferred

payments.—Kays. 8, Bond St., Ealing. [7227

BARR and Stroud engined Beardmore-Precision 1922
new models for immediate delivery anywhere.

—

Baldock's Garage, Burton-on-Trent. Telephone: 465._ [7700
T3EARDM0RE-PRECISI0N Combination 3Voh„p.
J-> 1921, spring frame, electric lighting, excellent
condition and appearance; £80.—Chirney's Garage,
Harpenden. [4651

-| Q22 Beardmore Precision 3h.p. Sports Model,
-L *J Sturmey-Archer gear box, brand new, £65

:

3h.p. chain-drive sidecar combination, £85; wonderful
value; easy payments only 4% extra.—Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [7244

BEARDMORE-PRECISION, all chain, spring
frame, overhauled by makers this January and

refitted with 1922 pattern parts, insured, licensed.

accessories; best offer over £44; owner going abroad
immediately.—Priston, 27, Putney Hill, S.W. (D>

[6008

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Beardmore.

BEARDMORE-PRECISION 3l/>h.p„ new Septem-
ber, 1921, mileage under 500, clutch, kick start,

B.T.H. electric lighting complete. Bonniksen trip,
horn, licensed, unscratched, as new; £59/10; Ken-
nington.—Box 9656, c/o The Motor Ci/cle. (U) [7835

Blackburne.
20 4h.p. Blackburne, full accessories, bargain;

£74.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [7922

BLACKBURNE 4h.p., 3-speed, thoroughly over-

hauled; £45.—Nicholas. 30, Little Trinity Lane,
E.C. [7398

8h.p. Blackburne, new, unregistered; owner buying
Morgan; accept £95.-12, St. Romans Rd.,

Southsea. [7628

8h.p. Blackburne and Canoelet Bulbous Back Side-

car, bought Sept., 1920, including all accessories,

excellent condition; £110.—Shalders, 10, Golden Sq.,

W.l. [7342

BLACKBURNE 4h.p., October, 1919, 1921 Canoelet
sidecar, Easting Royal, electric light. Klaxon,

trip Cowey, Brampton spring chain, any trial; £95 —
Austin, 2, Abbotts Rd.. East Ham. [7506

4h.p. 1920 Blackburne Combination, excellent con-

dition, new tyres and chains, Easting, Klaxon,
Binks, all lamps, tools, spare chains, etc. 90 m.p.g.;
£80.-15, King's Tenace, Southsea. [7629

BLACKBCRNE-DALTON 1921 2%h.p., Buiman
2-speed clutch, K.S., electric lamps, mileage 700,

perfect conditiou, cost £115, bargain; £59.—Talbot,

30, Brookfield Park, Highgate Rd., N.W.5. [8361

,S '<ir Parts

:

BLACKBURNE Engine spares fropi stock.—Maudes'
Motor Mart, 100, Gt. Portland St.. W.l. [7884

Bradbury.
BRADBURY 3>jh.p.; real bargain, £13/19; Bosch,

Senspray, Dunlops.—Littleover Motors, Derby.

BRADBURY Combination, polished aluminium
body, splendid outfit; £35.-17, Ileatou Rd.,

Mitcham. [8289

BARGAIN—4h p. Bradbury C.B. combination,

lamps, spares, excellent condition; £14.-144,

Clarence Rd„ Wimbledon. [7784

BRADBURY 4'ih.p. Combination, C.S. gears,

lt.S„ chain drive, fully equipped, as new; £65
—174, Vicarage Rd., Leyton. [8042

O Q GNS —4h.p. Bradbury coachbuilt Combination,

OO 3-speed, and clutch, excellent condition, any

trial.—130, Beulah Hill, Norwood. [8695

BRADBURY Combination, 1920, 4h.p., Mont-

gomery sidecar, lamps, Cowey horn, excellent

condition; nearest £95.—Scott, Sunscales, Cocker-

mouth. £7402

BRADBURY, 6h.p., 1921 Twin, 3 speeds, chain

drive, band and foot-controlled clutch, new ana

unused; £96 -Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton

London. L8518

BRADBURY, £40—4h.p. coachbuilt combination,

2-speed, large nnderslung sidecar, all in perfect

condition, seen by appointment.-Bryant, 51, Barretts

Grove, Stoke Newington. 18UU/

TQ21 6h.p. Bradbury and sidecar, lamps, liorn, ete.,

-L«J spare wheel, and spare wheel carrier fitted to

sidecar sliding Orto windscreen, - licence and insurance

paid for the year; £120, a bargain—McHudson,

Market Weighton. 'Phone: No. 4. [7443

BRADBURY Motor Cycle, 4h.p., and wicker goods

carrier, 2-speed, free engine, accessories, engine

No. 9357; price £22/10 lot. Apply to the Purchasing

Agent Great Eastern Railway, Liverpool St. Station.

Telephone: London Wall 3585 ex. S. [3479

Spare Parts:

RADBL'RY Spares and Repairs.—Agents, Bright

,nd Ilayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. [8030

Brough.

BROUGH 1916 3'jh.p., o.h.v.'s, 3-speed, used one

season- cash £60; exchange Lea-Francis,, light-

wei»hV evenings.—120, Marlborough Flats, Walton
St„°Ch'elsea. S.W.3. [8371

BROUGH 1920 3',4h.p., o.h.v., sporting model
flat twin, 60 ni.p.h., 2-speed, free, Amac, full

lamp set, Lucas horn, .tools, etc., tax paid for 1922,

lias been little and carefully used and is very hot
stuff on the road, tyres as new; accept £65; a real

bargain.—R. Watson, Victoria Rd., Aldeburgh,
Suffolk. „ , .

[8836
Brough Superior

BROUGH SUPERIOR 8h.p. o.h.v. Combination, new
September, 1921, cost £220; price £140.-17,

St. Charles Sq., W.10. [6233

BROUGH SUPERIORS.—Order your new mount
from us. We are the Brough experts. Specially

tuned to order. Mark I., 8h.p., side valve, £150;
sporting combination, with screen, step, mat, and
apron £180; Mark I., 90mm. bore, o.h.v., £160;
Mark II., 6.5h.p. M.A.G. engine, £125; Mark II.

combination, £150. Special Service Agents; lists.—

G and J. Dawson, The Ideal Garage, Cambridge.
'Phone: 993 [0834

B

THE PRICE YOU PAY
for the price of Perfection.

As we shall be shortly marketing a new Motor-
cycle Cover of our own design, we are anxious
to dispose of our present stock of various
makes at the following special prices. These
covers are not old W.u. stock, but special
clearance lines which we have purchased at
slump prices.

Size.

24x2
24x2J
26x2

26x 2i

26x2^

26x2*1
x2i(
26x2J

*26>3

28x2J
28x3

650x65
ii

700x 80

Make.
^Ouri-ist
jPrice. Price

Palmer, ribbed :

Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy.
Englebert, Passenger, rub. std

Englebcrt, Touring, rub. std..

Bates, special livy., wired-on

.

Bates, special heavy, beaded

.

Dunlop, heavy rub. std

Clincher de Luxe, heavy
Wood-Milne or Spencer Moul-

ton, extra heavy .........

Englebert, Touring, rub. std..

Dunlop, heavy rubber std.. .

.

Avon, Tricar rubber studded

.

Hutchinson, rubber studded .

Clincher de Luxe, ex heavy
Clincher de Luxe, ex heavy. •

Heavy, rubber studded
Goodrich, safety tread

Bates, special heavy
Clincher de Luxe, heavy
Elite, extra heavy, 3-rib. . .

.

Englebert, Passenger, rub. std.

* Fits 650x65 Rims.
Goodyear, rubber non-skid .

.

Goodrich, safety tread

Englebert, Racing, ex. heavy

Elite, grooved retreads

Goodrich, safety tread

Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy .

Soly, rubber non-skid

Goodrich, safety tread

21/-

28/9
17/6
14/-

32/6
28/6
28/6
24/6

22/6
15/-

29/6
26/-

25/-

246
396
27/6
40/-

29/6
25/-
56/-

32/6

35/-

48/-

36/6
17/6
40/-

30/-

21/6
48/-

29/6

53/-

46/3
38/6
40/-

37/3
35/6

5o/-
49/-
4l/6
4o/3

49/6
47/6
49/-

52/6
56/-

28/3
66/-

64/9

65/-

70/6

67/6
64/6
63/-
69/-

BE LTS
Bates Avon .

.

etc., per foot .

.

£ in.

1/5

IN STANDARD
LENGTHS

I in. 1 in. 1^ in.

1/9 2/. 2 6

Tl n C C BEST QUALITYU D C 3 GGUARANTEED.
26 X 23, 5,3

|
26x2i, 5,6

26 X 2J 1 ... 28X3," 6-
^ 01 l 3/" — --'

24 x 2, 4 9

26 X 2, 4 9
26 X 2i, 5,- I X 2r )"'"

I 700x80, 6/

These Special Clearance Lines are sent on 7 days'

Approval against remittance. CARRIAGE PAID

YOU CANNOT BUY
FROM A BETTER FIRM

ORDER THE

PHONE'

Victoria]

6553
e655*i

WAY I

LONDON'S LEADING

TYRE HOUSE.

264'66,VAUXr|ALL BRIDGE R;L0ND0N.S.Wi

CAT44.SURBIT0N Rf, KIHCSWNOH-THAUES

Please address allorders to Vatixfo/I BridgeRt

r,curs 0* Business s till 5, Sat., 9 till 1.

PHOND

Kinptoa

33SS.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Brough Superior.

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd., Service De 1

and sole London agents for the Brough Sape: G
the sporting rider's ideal—Immediate delivery of 1

jmodels at reduced prices. iMark I., 90x77'!., o.h.v I
speed, clutch, and kick starter, £160; Mark I., spor
combination, step, mat, screen, etc., £180, or \

special side valve J.A.P. engine, same price; i!

J,

1 - |-5, mag., 72x90, 3-speed, clutch, and kick stai [

f en £Ponin 6 combination, step, mat, screen^ ( \:
£150. Demonstration models in stock. Catalogues: I

post free on request.—The Allen-Bennett Motor
Ltd., 9-10-11, Royal Parade, London Rd., West C
don. 'Phone: Croydon 2150. [0

Spare, FartST
QPARES.—All engine, gear box, and frame sp;

J^
lor Brough Superior in stock; write for list !

G. and J. Dawson, The Ideal Garage, Cambridgf
[0

Brown.
Q 1 h.p. Brown. Bosch mag., Druid forks, low, g"-5 tyres and belt; £15.—Anthonv, 1, Tuwnsh
Cottages, St. John's Wood, N.W.8. [8.

"DROWN 3',-h.p. automatic carburetter, drop I

-*-» frame, brass exhaust, grips, sporty, fast, mart,
in daily use; nearest £16.—Private Garage, Vu
Rd., Penge. -j,

B.S.A.

B.S.A.—Complete range in stock, catalogues t>

pleasure.

"D.S.A. Specialists.—County Cycle and Motor (I
-*-* Broad St., Birmingham. [4t

T AMBERTS of Thetford for B.S.A. motors. Lai I±J models in stock. "8!

B.S.A. Combination; £75, a very nice lot.—

3

Green St., Upton Park. [72

D.S.A. 3 ],oh.p., free engine, perfect conditiou; £
]±J —Steer, 67, Balmoral Rd., N.W.2. [47

B.S.A. 1922.— All models; immediate deliveries
Clifford Motories, Eastwood. Notts. [88

B.S.A. 3'oli.p., 2-speed, free engine, pedal start
accessories; £29, bargain.—Moss, Wem. [87-

£35.—3!bh.p. 2-speed Combination, good conditSc
evenings.—24, Oxford Rd., Upper Norwood.

36
"IQ16 4Uh.p. B.S.A., belt-cum-chain, renovated li

J-t/ new, bargain; £55.—Ross, 86, High Rd., La
[79

"D.S.A. 3'[,h.p. 1914, 2-speed, clutch, condition a
-L> appearance good; £52/10.-4, Austin-Wave. T.

bridge. [865

B.S.A. 4I4I1.p. 1918, smart; wanted exchange
Stagg, " Woodbine," St. John's Rd., Newpo:

Wight. [ill

NEW 1921 4'|h.p. B.-S.-A. Combination and acci

sories; £125.—Bounds' Garage, 223, High Ri
Kilburn. [761

B.S.A. Combination, new May, 1921, all span
perfect.—G. E. - Vinter, Sutterton, Boston, Li

cdlnshire. [741

B.S.A. 1916 Combination, dynamo lighting, gadg
'bus; £60, or offer.—Honev, Harrow Alley, A!

gate. E.l. "85(

8 h.p. B.S.A. Combination
Keene, 301, Goldhawk

London, W.
B.S.A. 3'ih.p., 2-speed,

dition, any trial. —
John, Oxon.

in stock, all models.-
Rd., Shepherd's Bus!

[362

free engine, good coi

Broughton, Stanton =.S

[790

B.S.A. 1922, all modejs. immediate deliverv.-

Hucklebridge, 133, Sloane St., Chelsea. TeL
Victoria 451. [745
-1 Q20 B.S.A. 4'ih.p. Combination, all chain, peiw feet condition; 78 gns.—Cunningham, 9i

Moorgate. E.C. 2. [633

B.S.A. 1919 (November) 4'ih.p. Combination, ele.

trie lighting; £79.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7. E)
hibition Rd., S.W.7. [720

£55.—4'ih.p. B.S.A. Combination, 3-speed, connte:
shaft, gears, clutch, K.S., fine condition. Kinl

Egrove Farm, Oxford. rg33

"I Q 17 4!^.?. B.S.A. Combination, fullv eouippedi" £55.-28, Woodford Rd., Forest' Gati
'Phone: Stratford 2598. 841

OQ - GNSJ-^lh.p. B.S.A., K.S.. clutch, "etc
>w t/ equipped; deliberate sacrifice. — RatnsJen'
Maybell Av., Blackpool. [765

B.S.A.—All models from stock. Official \»ent-
deferred payments—Bambers, 2, Eastbank St

Southport. 'Phone : 607. rg29

B.S.A. 1914 Model H., all chain, Million! wi.-ke
sidecar, excellent condition ; £65.-38 Windei

mere Rd., Muswe!! Hill, N.10. [749

OK GNS. !—4h.p. B.S.A. coach combination, clutel"w K.3., etc., Easting, perfect, one ~onlv.—Rami
den's, Maybell Av., Blackpool. [76S

B.S.A. 1922, all models—It should be noted that th
Plus One sidecar body at £27 is suitable 10

fitting to these machines; cash or terms; exchartges.-

W. E. Line, late foppen Allan, 89, Gt. Portland St

Langham 1601. [581

B20 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

I Q20 B.S.A. 4 1
/41i.p. Combination, all chain, perfect

%.*} condition, tax paid; £80; must sell.—Howich,
Keeper's Comer, Burstow, Surrey. [8090

1 Q21 all-chain B.S.A. 4Uh.p. Combination, mileage
i-*/ 1,000, all on; £120, -offers—Talbot Bros.,
Henley-on-Thames. 'Phone: 222. [7967

B.S.A. 4Hn -P* and sidecar, December, 1919, de-
livered, 3-speed, all on, excellent condition

;

£70.-381, West Green Rd., N.15. [7391

1Q20 3y2h.p, T.T. B.S.A., fixed engine, sports
A*/ model, excellent condition; £40.—J. L. Smith,
Huddleston, South Milford, Yorks. - [8162

B.S.A. 3*£h.p. Combination, K.S., 2-speed, coach-
built, Bosch, perfect order; £45.—B., 10,

Trincler Rd., Crouch Hill, London. - [7435

B.S.A. 1919 41
/
4h..rj., recently overhauled, new

cylinder, re-enametted, new sidecar, all acces-
sories; £70.—Power,' Brewery, Mallow. [759.0

B.S.A. 1913 Combination in excellent running order

;

£44.—Newnham Motor G^o., 223, Hammersmith
Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [7036

1Q21 B.S.A. Combination, not done more than 500
J-«7 miles, lamps and horn fitted, complete; £120.—
Wallis and Easton, Mill Rd!," Cambridge. [7737

1Q20 B.S.A., Model K., Lucas lamps and horn,
it' guaranteed not more than 1,500 miles, perfect;
£65.—Wallis and Easton, Mill Rd„ Cambridge. [7738

1-Q21 4%h.p. B.S.A. Combination, Magdyno light-
A«/ ing set, electric horn, hood, screen, all spares,

ai new; best offer.—Monk, Gunmaker, Chester. [7587

B.S.A. 4i/4h.p. 1915, 3 speeds, clutch, kick starter,
sidecar, needs overhauling; sell £30; exchange

3'i.h.p
,
cash adjustment.—Xirkbarrow House, Kendal.

[7509
B.S.A., 1922, brand new ^Mih.p., Model " H2," in

stock; £110. Easy payments arranged. Ex-
changes.—Wilkins Simpson, opposite Oh-mpia, London.

[7564
B.S.A. Combination, 3-speed, countershaft, clutch,

and kick start, overhauled, and guaranteed; £65.
—RTiiud and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme, Manches-
ter. [8227

"|Ol4 B.S.A. Combination, 2-speed hub, kick start,
At/ all-chain, lamps, spares, tyres good, mechanic-
»llv sound, trial; .£40.—JMeCoimaek, Avenue, North-
wicll. [8043

B*.S.A., 1914, re-enamelled and overhauled, cylin-
der, piston, tyres, sprockets, etc, new, 3-apeed

clutch; £50, or nearest. — 75, Charles St., Milford
Haven. [7343

JO GNS.!—B.S.A. 4 1/in.p., 3-speed, countershaft
jfc/W Combination, lamps, windscreen, excellent con-
dition ; sacrifice !—15, Elseuham St., Southfields,
S.W.18. [7707

B.S.A. 1922 Model H2, with B.S^A. No. 2 sidecar,
brand new ; £135; exchanges.—Newnham Motor

Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammer-
smith 80. [7012

B'fi.A. 1920 4i4h.p. Combination, all accessories,
excellent order; £89;. exchanges.—Newnham Motor

Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammer-
smith 80. [7029

1Q13 B.S.A. Combination, Lucas, Magdyno, fitted
At/ Easting screen, in first-class condition; £87/10,
exchange.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme,
Manchester. [8226

INSURED and licensed, a late 1920 4&h.p. all-
chain B.S.A. combination, Easting, speedometer,

many spares; £90.—Young, 22a, Hillside Gardens.
Highgate, N 6. [8767

"1J.S.A. - 4Vj,h.p.v Model K, 3-speed, countershaft
-L* gear, coachbuilt sidecar, with all accessories,
any trial; £65.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St.,
Acton. London. [8520

1 Q21 4%b.-P- B.S.A., all-chain drive; this machine
At/ has never been ridden and is unregistered; cost
£110. first cheque for £93 secures.—Williams, 2, St.
David St., Neath.. "/ [8327

"D.S.A., new, not shop-soiled, No. 3 sidecar, all
-*-* lamps, etc., never used; £115.—James, c/o
Bradmore's, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington, or
'phone Willesden 1744. [8539

B.S.A. all-chain 1920 Combination, new 1921, hand
and foot clutch. Easting Royal, lamps, horn,

under 2,000 miles; trial anv time; tax paid; £95
714, HollowayRd., N.19. [7583

1Q 22 6h.p. B.S.A. Sports Combination, ridden 50At/ miles, exchange 1920-22 Morgan or Triumph
Combination, cash adjustment either way.—King, 4,
Willow Walk, Short St., Cambridge. [8824
"1021 B.S.A. 6-7h.p. Twin Combination, special large
--t/ sidecar, interchangeable wheels, Lucas lighting
Eamng windscreen, absolutely as new; £160, or
nearest offer.—143, Peckham Rye, S.E. [7807
A Ih.p. B.S.A. Combination, late K model, appear-*? ance anc* mechanically as purchased new, lavish
equipment, accessories, luxurious sidecar, special dash
Triplex screen, hood, plated fittings, luggage carrier'
many spares, including tyres; an outfit to be proud
of; exceptional bargain £78.-27, West End Engle-
nekl Green, Eghfim, Surrev. [7487

1922 COVENTRY PREMIER
REDUCED PRICE, £230.

8 h.p. W.C. 4-wheelcr, dynamo lighting, spare wheel,
hood, screen, speedometer, dickey seat and 12 months'

insurance

1

NEW 1922 LIGHT CARS
AIREDALE, CALTHORPE, COVENTRY PREMIER,

LAGONDA, AND L.S.D.

NEW 1922 MOTOR CYCLES
B.S.A., BRADBURY, DOUGLAS , ENFIELD.
EDMUND, LEVIS, MARTINSYDE, NEW IMPERIAL.
NORTON, REX, ROYAL RUBY, SCOTT, SUN-

BEAM and TRIUMPH.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS
SOLOS.

A. B.C., 1921, 3 h.p., electric light £87 10

A.V., 1920 Monocar, 8 h.p. Jap £75
ARIEL, 1920, 31 3-speed £72 10
BRADBURY, 37. single gear £35
COV. EAGLE, 1920, 3

'., 3-speed £65
DOUGLAS, 1920, 2

', 3-speed £65
ENFIELD, 1922, 2 1

,, tax paid £52 10
INDIAN SCOUT, 1920 £87 10

O.K., 1920, 2i, single speed £29 10

O.K., 1916, 21 2-speed £32 10
RUDGE MULTI, 1920, 31 I.O.M £59 10
RUDGE MULTI, 1916, 3i £45
TRIUMPH, 3$, with Clutch £39 10
WOOLER, 2}, 1920, flat trim £49 10
PREMIER, 3i, 2-speed F.E £35
SUNBEAM, 1921, 3h, Sports £115

PASSENGER MACHINES
MORGANS, 8 h.p £85, £95
ACME-J.A.P., 1920, Mag-Dyno £125
A.J.S., 1919, 6 h.p. comb £125
ARIEL, 31 1920, 3-speed comb £85
B.S.A., 1921, 4V, Mag-Dyno £135
COVENTRY VICTOR, 5-6, 1921 ........ £115
CHATER-LEA, 8 h.p. comb £59 10
ENFIELD, 1920, hood, screen £99 10
ENFIELD, 1915-16, 6 h.p. comb £85
HARLEY, 4 h.p., 1915 comb £55
HARLEY, 1919, electric comb £115
INDIAN, 1915, 5-6, 3-speed comb £59 10
P. & M., 31, tax paid, 1922 £49 10
REX, 6 h.p., 2-speed comb. £49 10
REX BLACKBURN, 1920 £117 10
ROVER, 5-6, 1920, unused 1920. New

Rover sidecar £120
RUDGE, 7 h.p. 1920 comb £97 10
SCOTT, 1920, 2-speed comb £95
SUNBEAM, 8 h.p. M.A.G £115
ZENITH, 6 h.p. kick start, clutch £52 10

SPECIAL BARGAINS
STANDARD, 11.6 bnd. new 2-sr £475
FORD, 1920, 4-seater, dynamo lighting

and starter, and extras £125
MARTINSYDE, 1921, combination. Brand

New £125

The

Halifax Motor Exchange,

25, Horton Street, Halifax.

Phone : 1400, 'Grams :
'' Perfection. '

B

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

D.S.A. 4'/ih.p. Combination, late 1921 pattern, per-
-*-* fectfy new condition, onlv driven 900 miles,
owner buying car, Easting, mirror, 3 lamps, horn, and
apron; £125.—Evans, Glengar, Stroud. [7484

"D.S.A. 1920 4 I/,h.p. chain-drive Combination, with
-*-* Lucas dynamo lighting, excellent condition; £105;
exchanges.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Rd., W.6. 'Phone.: Hammersmith 80. [7034

1Q20 (date guaranteed) T.T. 3i/.h.p. B.S.A., as new,Xt/ never been registered, best bargain of the week;
49 gns.; exchanges.—W.J.C. Motor Exchange, 5, Addi-
son Av., Holland Park, W.ll Park 2071. Open
Sunday morning. [8454

"I Ch21 B.S.A. Combination, 6-7h.p., fully equipped,
-*-*' Lucas, Magdyno, Easting, Cowey, spare wheel,
luggage grid, insurance, tax paid; £140.—Underwood,
7, King's College Rd., Hampstead, N.W.3. 'Phone:
Hampstead 6782. [8677

"D.S.A. 6-7h.p. Combination, Magdyno lighting, per-
J-* feet condition, elaborate equipment, mileage
under 2,000, May, 1921. receipts; take £60 less than
cost; bought car, doctor's advice.—Izzard, 585, Green
Lanes, Harringay. Hornsey 2214. [7619

4ih.p. 1919-20 B.S.A. Combination, 3-speed gear,
4 clutch and kick start, £77/10; and 3i/

2h.p.
B.S.A. and sidecar, 1913, 2 speeds, £35; another,
4yh.p. 1915 B.S.A. and sidecar, 3 speeds, £65.—
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [7871

B.S.A. 4 l/ih.p. ehain-cum-belt. model, very late 1919
model, and condition guaranteed as new, both

appearance and mechanical parts, head lamp and
horn; bargain, £59; approval.—Holland, Hearsall
Lane Corner, Coventry. 'Phone: 1945. [8603

1 C|21 B.S.A. 6-7h.p. Twin Combination, LucasAf dynamo lighting, Easting Royal windscreen,
disc wheels, Tan-Sad pillion seat, Cowey horn, in-
surance policy, tax paid to' 31st December next, in
first-class condition; £155.—Ferrier Williams, Maesteg.
South Wales. [7995

1 Q21 (April) B.S.A. 6-7h.p. Twin Combination,
-V*r. spare wheel,

_
luggage carrier. Low generator,

Easting, largest sidecar, special mat, legshields,
rear-drive speedometer, Cowey horn, many spares,
overhauled, perfect throughout; £145.—Write Ad-
vertiser, 8, Westbourne Gardens, W.2. [7395

Svare Part*

S.A. Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [7539

THE Promptest Firm for B.S.A. Spares.—Forficld
Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [3161

B.S.A. Specialists.—All spares by return.—County
Cycle and Motor Co., Broad St., Birmingham.

[4677
HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-

bridge.—All B.S.A. parts in stock; no waiting.
[4944

B.S.A. Spares can be had by return, post free,

from Jones Garage, B.S.A. Agentf and Spares
Service Depot Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. [0805

CGODFREYS', Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London,
* W.I.—Complete stock of all B.S.A. spare parts

always in stock. Write for 4ree spare part list, stating
year of manufacture. J0750

Calcott.

SNIP.—2%h.p. Calcott, about 1916, perfect through-
out; £16/10.—7, Cowdrey Rd., Wimbledon.

[8121
3Jih.p., Calcott, believed 1916, new tyres, belt, new

<L B. and B.. Bosclr, guaranteed; bargain, 18 gns.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balaam. [8726

Caltliorpe.

2 .3 h.p. Calthorpe, 2-speed, good condition; £28.—
* 21, Keighley Rd., Avenden, Halifax. [8171

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1920. 2-speed, equipped; £42.
—R. B. Clark and Co.. 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.

[7198
CALTHORPE 2?ih.p., J.A.P., late 1919, 2-speed.

perfect; £38.—A. Hunt, 23, Castle Crescent.
Reading. [7830

<T)3h.p. Calthorpe-Jap 1916, Enfield gear, full acces-
/V4 sories, condition as new; £35.—Waite,. Alver-
stoke. Twickenham. [7621

CALTHORPE 254h.p., sold new in 1921, 2 speeds,
lamps, tax; £40; excellent.—Goad, 122, Maida

Vale. 'Phone : Hampstead 1353. [8535

LATE 1920 Calthorpe 2-stroke, 3h.p., Enfield 2.

speed, all on, as new; £45; tax paid; ride
away—119, Risley Av., Tottenham, N.17. [7298

1 Q20 Calthorpe, 3h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, Miller
X«7 lamps, Cowey speedometer, Klaxon, good tyres,
recently decarbonised, excellent condition throughout,
licensed 1922; £38.—Augeraud, 17, Enys Rd., East-
bourne. [864C

Campion.
CAMPION-PRECISION, 2-speed, countershaft, all-

chain drive, 4h.p., coachbuilt sidecar, comfort-
able; £45.—Turnill North, Peterborough. [7667

"I Q19 8h.p. Campion-Jap Combination, Easting, alllv accessories, any trial, anywhere; £90.—Stephens
and Kay, Engineers, Staveley, Chesterfield. [7493

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cjxles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole
Agent for Cedos ; unea.ua lied service.

etc.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Cedos.

District
repairs,
[3149

Chater=Lea.
-| Q16 Chater-Lea, 4h.p. J.A.P., Grado gear, tax
J-tJ paid; £32 or near offer.—170, Broadway, West
Hendon, N.W.9. [8379

CHATER-LEA Combination, Sh.p. J.A.P., 3-speed,
take any load ; £68 ; take lower power part.

—

57, *Kenbury St., Cambenvell, London. [8312

CHATER-LEA 2V^h.p., 1920 model, Villiers engine,
small mileage, every accessory, really good con-

dition; £40, or near offer.—Apply Oram, 15, Holland
Mews, W.14. [7726

CHATER-LEA, heavy frame, 8h.p. J.A.P. engine,
magneto, Sturmey late gear, tank, Druids,

wheels, requires little to finish ; £33 .—32, Canter-
bury Rd., Brixton, London. [8514

1Q21 8h.p, Chater-Lea Combination, new and un-
it/ registered, used for few demonstrations only;
complete with 4 detachable wheels, spring seat pillar,
and sidecar screen; £35 below list price; £135.

—

South Eastern Garage, Heme Hill, S.E.24. [8778

CHATER-LEA 8h.p., double-seater coachbuilt side-
car, 1914, small mileage run, in good mechanical

condition, 3-speed, foot clutch, kick starter, oversize
tyres. Sidecar : hood, screen, luggage carrier, mat,
lamp, etc. Cycle : pillion seat, lamps, horn, etc.

;

£69.-8, Grosvenor Terrace, York. [7512

Chater-Lea= Brown.
Chater-Lea-Brown, re-bushed, re-enamelled,

tank, and heavy Dunlops, late
Brooks, Amac and Bosch, easy starter, overhauled
throughout, perfect, bargain ; £30, or exchange
Douglas.—Howell, 100, Mnswell Hill Rd., N.10.

[7436

Chater«Lea=Jap.
CHATER-LEA-J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination, just over-

hauled with brand new A.J.S 3-spced gear and
kick starter, which cost £24; coachbuilt sidecar; witn
double springs; Tan-Sad, windscreen, and hood; price
£60 lowest.—Collver, 286, High Rd., Wood Green. .

£7755

Clyno.
1Q17 2Voh.p. 2-stroke Clyno; £15.—Carnforth Motor
J-t/ Co., Carnforth. [5948

Shoe
[7867

CLYNO Combination, spare wheel, full accessories,
bargain ; £68.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [7919

Olh.p.
«>2 new semi-T.T.,

Qih.p. Clyno, 1919; £37/10.—Wauchope's
f^ 2 Lane, London.

CLYNO 5-6h.p., 1916, splendid
lamps; bargain, £42/10—Locke,

running
Draper,

CLYNO Combination, hood,
condition; £65.—34, Adela Avenue,

screen, lamps,
Ne\

X-6h.p. Clyno Solo, condition as uew,
*~* tax paid 1922 for sidecar; £55.-13
Barnes.

29 GNS.-Clync
1919 model,
Wandsworth.

Clyno Combination,

2V-!h.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds,
all accessories, perfect.—

8

order,
Peuge.
[7285

_?lendio
ew Maiden.

[8381

spring drive,

Charles St.,

[7970

X?28.—5-6h.p. Clyno, 2-speed, clutch, K.S., with
c*w coachbuilt sidecar; £35.—King, Egrove Farm,
Oxford. [8339

clutch.
High
[8087

TO 18 Clyno Combination, interchangeable wheels,
X *J new tvres, perfect condition ; £50.—3, St.

James Rd., Croydon. [8732

CLYNO 1916 6h.p., 3-speed, countershaft combina-
tion, splendid condition, any trial; 49 gns.—134,

Earlswood Rd., Redhill. [7945

CLYNO 1920 2%h.p., overhauled, tax paid, fittings,

accessories, nearly new; £35.—Daye, 30, Cam-
bridge Avenue, Kilburn. L"'708

20 2Vjh.p. Clyno, 2-speed, clutch, 2-stroke, all

q, tax paid, excellent condition, very fast;

£39/10.-11, Queen's Rd., S.E. [7311

J^iLYNO 5-6h.p., and sidecar, windscreen, grid, good
\J order, tyres, and chains; £42/10, near offer.

—

Davies, 45, Denning Rd„ N.W.3 [8611

CLYNO Combination, 1918, complete, spare wheel,
lamps, horn, splendid condition; any trial; £75,

or offer.—42, Southsea Av., Watford. [8105

CLYNO Combination, 6h.p., 3-speed, clutch,. K.S.,

lamps, hood, screen, all on, in good order; £65.

—W. Phillips, l.^High St., Plumstead. [7288

CLYNO Combination 6h.p., 2-speed, kick start,

splendid order; £58; take lower power part.

—

57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [8314

CLYNO 1920 2 l/2h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke, equipped;
£37/10.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue,

Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0065

A O GNS.—6h.p. Clyno Combination, luxurious side-

'tjbtf car, hood, lamps, horn, spare wheel, enamelled

blue and gold.—Smith, c/o Claremout Garage, Black-

pool. [8409

LYNO 1918 Sh.p., J.A.P. engine, 3-speed, hand
and foot clutch, and ^idecar, very good condition

19 2

C 1

£75.—28, Woodford Ed., Forest Gate,

ford 2598.
Phone: Strat-

[8417

BAMBERS
WILL MAKE YOU AN

EXCHANGE
HIGHEST MARKET VALUE
ALLOWED FOR YOUR
PRESENT MACHINE

NEW 1922 MODELS
SOLO

1922 2?, h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed £55
1922 2} h.p. DOUGLAS, All on £75
1922 25 h.p. DOUGLAS, All on, k.s £90
1922 8 h.p. MATCHLESS, Sports £130
1922 3^ h.p. ARIEL £95
1922 4J h.p. B.S.A., chain drive £110
1922 3i h.p. NORTON, 16H £115
1922 2! h.p. RALEIGH £68

COMBINATIONS
1922 7 h.p. A.J.S £175
1922 8 h.p. ENFIELD £140
1922 8 h.p: ENFIELD, Dvnamo £158
1922 4 h.p. DOUGLAS, AH on £135
1922 S h.p. MATCHLESS £170
1922 3* h.p. ARIEL £125
1922 6 h.p. B.S.A £164
1922 4I h.p. B.S.A. £142

ANY MAKE SUPPLIED

DEFERRED PAYMENTS

RELIABLE SECONDHAND
MACHINES

10" 3.V h.p. ZENITH-BRADSHAW, shop
'soiled £100

19^1 500 c.c. I.O.M. SCOTT £75
4'l !% h.p. ROYAL RUBY, 2-speed £50
1921 2I h.p. FEDERAL, 2-speed £40
iq^i 2J h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed £55

1921 8 h.p. ENFIELD. Comb £135
iq^l 4*h.p. HUMBER, Comb £127

1920 6 h.p. ENFIELD, Comb £110

1920 4 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Comb. . £110
19^0 2J h.p. METRO-TYLER, 2-speed £50

1919 3J h.p. ROVER, Comb £80

1919 8 h.p. SUNBEAM, Comb £112
1916 4I h.p. B.S.A. Comb £65

1915/16 7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON,
Comb £75

1915 2j h.p. DOUGLAS £37

1913/14 3* h.p. TRIUMPH, Comb £45
2i b:p. CONNAUGHT £17

3 i h.p. BRADBURY, 2-speed, k.s.. .

.

£25

DROP US A LINE

!

r.mm & co.,
LIMITED,

2, EASTBANK STREET,

S0UTHP0RT.
'Phone 607.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Clyno.
1Q16 Clyno 5-6h.p., kick start, coachbuilt sideo
J-" Cameo, excellent running order; £45, bargai
exchange.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholn
Manchester.

"IQ20 Clyno 2Uh.p,, 2-speed and clutch, lamp ai
J-*/ horn, tax paid for 1922; £37/10; easy pa
ments.—Ha rrods
Rd., London.

Motor Cycle Dept., 118, Brompb
[78!

"I Q18 spring drive 5-6h.p. Clyno Combination,
J-v speed, kick start, interchangeable wheels,
wheel, good order; best offer.—Goff, Docking
Gaywood, Norfolk. [741

1 Q14 5-6h.p. Clyno Combination, excellent com
-Lt/ tion, good running order, Easting screen, elt

trie horn
Littleton,

light; £75,
Winchester.

or near offer.—Rev. Sli

[76:

8 h.p. Clyno Combination 1917, little used, spa
wheel. Easting screen, lamps, and spares, piilioi

£90, or near offer; appointment.—Slater, 101. Abbot
Park Rd., Leyton. E.IO. [75<

CLYNO 2Uh.p., 2-speed, clutch, 1919 model, "o

been tested since being overhauled and r
j

enamelled, as gocni as new; a bargain, £35; (Midlam
,

district).—Applv, -Box 9635, c/o The Motor Curie.

1 Q16 Clyno - Combination, 700x80 tyres,
-* */ wheel, long dash, screen, overhauled,
cylinders, pistons, bushes, gear parts, black and
accessories; £55.—Parker, 65, Clifton Av., Wei
Hill.

MISS DOOLEY.—5-6h.p. 1916-17, 3-speed,
Clynos, in perfect mechanical order and

ated like new, complete with tradesman's car:

price £55 each.—Please apply, Miss E. Dooley,
Killyon Rd., Clapham, S.W.8. [;

CLYNO-—5-6h.p. 1916-17 models, rebuilt, repli

enamelled black, 3 speeds, kick start, foot cl

interchangeable wheels, chain drive, aluminium case
sidecars coach painted, in excellent condition, lamp

!

complete, machines as new; solo, £57; combination!
j

£68; deferred payments or exchange.—Hearn Bros.

94, Brixton Hill, S.W.2. 'Phone: Brixton 2888.
[628:

$l>ar» Parts :

CLYNO Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bom
St., Ealing. [754'

Connaught.
0-^ u -P- Connaught, 1921, 2-speed; £45.—Wau^4 chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [786!

CONNAUGHT 1921 Miniature, 2-speed, klcl

starter, clutch, small mileage, perfect order
licence paid, -horn; £50.-8, Church Rd., Kingsland

,

N.l. [7321

1 Q22 Connaught, the super 2-stroke, for sidecar or \

-L *s solo ; cash or easy terms ; inquiries invited.-

Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Green
wich, S.E.10. [325S

CONNAUGHT 2-stroke (1921), 2-speed, accessories
;

lamps, tax paid, insured, perfect running order

genuine bargain; £35.—Westwood, Forty Lane
Wembley Park. [748;

"I Q20 Connaught Standard model, lamps, horn, etc.

Xtl tax paid for year, in first-class condition; 36

gns., cost £65; would consider exchange and cash foi

1922 model, not necessarily Connaught.—14, Kings-

way, Coventry. [7753

CONNAUGHTS, 1922,—2-stroke, £45; 2-speed

model, £54; 2-speed, clutch and kick starter,

£57/10; 3-speed 3%h.p. combination, £95; cash or

terms; exchanges.—W. E. Line, late Coppen Allan,

89, Gt. Portland St. Langham 1601.

Coulson.

COULSON 1920 2^4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, lamps,
horn, new belt, tyres good, tax paid, insured;

£50 ;
perfect.—6, Wcodchurch Rd., West Hampstead.

,

[8103

TVTEW Coulson 23_ih.p., spring frame, Blackbume
-Li engine, 3-speed clutch and kick starter (reduced
from .£117/12); £75; easy payments.—Harrods Motor
Cycle Dept., 118, Brompton Rd., London. [7851

~| Q 21 Coulson B., 3-speed, spring frame, lamp,A *J horn, Cowey speedometer, mirror, driving over-

alls, mileage under 500, everything as new, tax paid

1922; £75 for quick sale.—28b, Coolhurst Rd., N.8,v

Hornsey 356. [7324

1 Q21 4h.p. Coulson £126 Model, 3-speed Sturmey-'lv Archer, electric lighting, a-ccessories; any trial
j

or test, ride 50 miles to purchase; £75, or near
•offer; guaranteed perfect. — Howard-Allman, Thell

Lodge, Wye, Kent. [8118

Coventry Victor.

COVENTRY VICTOR Combination, Montgomery Side

car, been used for demonstrating ; special frame
guaranteed; first cheque £85 secures.—The Coventry

Victor Motor Co., Ltd., Coventry, [052C

Crescent.

CR.ESCENT-V1XLIERS, 2-speed, 1916; £32/10: lik<

new; exchange.—31, London Rd., Enfield. [867f

Dalm.
i Q13 25ih.p. 2-speed Dalm, a bargain;
JL*7 86, High Rd., Lee.

£25.—Ross
[7931

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Balm

ALM 2-stroke, 2 l,ih.p„ enamelled, overhauled, 2-

- speed; £25.—Tiley. Dukes Mens. Duke St., Ox-
ford St., W. [8100

Dayton.
Qili.p. Dayton, 2-stroke, lamps, horn, in running
-W2 order; bargain, £7.-26. Tulse Hill, Brixton.

'Phone, Brixton 1202. [8500

De Dion.
E DION 2")ih.p., overhauled, good running older;

nearest £10.—Morris, Chapel St., Slough. [8358

Diamond.
KICKHAM. Stokes Croft, Bristol, SouT District

Agent lor Diamonds; unequalled service, repairs

Oih.p. Diamond-Jap, 2-speed, Enfield gear, jus* de-

4 4 carbonised, fast, tvres good; £37/10, or near

offer.—Barlow, Sunnybrae, Sellv Oak, Birmingham.
[7609

SPORTING Diamond (J.A.P.). 1921, 250 ex., special

racing engine, Stnrmey-Archer,. 2-speed clutch,

tyres, condition as new, all accessaries; £60; won
several speed events.—55, Hainault "Avenue, Wetschff-

on-Ser.. - [8107

Dot.

1Q21 Dot-Jap 2~*ih.p.. 2-speed, complete outfit,

JL«/ cheap.—Munro. Peckover Inn, Church Bank,
Bradford. [7415

Douglas.
O-Sh.p. Douglas, 2-speed. as new; £38.—42, Abbey
»W4 Grove, Abbey Wood. S.E. [7986

DOUGLAS 4h.p., fully equipped, splendid condition,

cheap.—33, Pennard ltd., W. [8233

OUGLASES, 2"i,b..p., a. few left, as new; £38/10.
417a, Brighton Rd., Croydon. [5043

£25.-1913 2%h.p. Douglas, new Dunlop tyres, belt.

—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [8340

FO C.H. have a 2 :;.,h.p. Douglas, excellent.— 5, Heath
St., Ilampstead. (Near Tube.' 177 44

A LL Douglases.-A trial order only is requested -

-»1 Gibb,_ Gloucester. Phone: 852. [8121

<T>3l!.p, Douglas 1921, 2-speed Eadie; £65.-Wau-
(W4 chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [7869

OUGLAS 2->ih.p., 2-speed, 1915; £29/10; -view

Friday.—Druitt, 47, Ordell Rd., Bow. [8o31

20 Douglas Combination, nice order, year's tax

paid; £80.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [7920

OUGLAS, Douglas, Douglas—Gourlay, the Great

Douglas Agent, Fallowfield, Manchester. [3647

DOUGLAS 2%h.p„ 1913, 2-speed, lamps, fast, reli-

able- £25.—108, Bruce Grove, Tottenham.
[7670

3-SPEED 1915 Douglas 2 7'ih.p., accessories; £35;
exchanges.—Kent's 417, Lord St., Southport.

[8647

1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, equipped, beauti-

J-«7 iul condition; £70.-17, St. Charles So.. W.10.

O&h.p. Douglas, July, 1921, 2-speed, all on; £65.-
** Whitaker, " Everslev," Gerard Rd., Rotherham.

[7306

"1Q20 flh.p. Douglas Combination. " complete equip

-Li/ ment; £75.—24, Balliol Rd., North Kensing-

ton. [8139

LATE Douglas Combination', very posh condition,

Easting; bargain, £65.—67, Fernlea Rd., Bal-

ham. [3727

DOUGLAS 2%h.p. 1918, almost new, little used,

fully equipped; £40.-9, Towuley Rd., East Dul-

wich. ' t7826

DOUGLAS 2%h.p. Twin 1915, W.D., lighting, tools,

tax paid; £30.-227, Grove Green Rd., Leyton-

stone. [7532

DOUGLAS, 1920, 2"\',b.p., -3-speed. kick start, disc

wheels, tax paid; £50. — II. Rock, Cradley

Staffs. [8264

DOUGLAS - 2%h.p., 1920, 3-speed. latest type.

scarcelv used; price £60 —The Moras Garages,

Oxford. " C7352

Kyi GNS.—1920 2^h.p. Douglas, 3-speed. clutch,

04vs equipped— 20, Treen Av., Hogger's Corner,

Barnes [796°

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-speed. good condition and run-

ning order; £32.—Pinn's Garage, 12, High St.,

Fulham. '
' [768i

DOUGLAS 1915 2%h.p.. 3-speed. new Dunlops,

perfect order; £35—Sibley, 106, Market Place,

Romford. " t8067

£19.—Douglas 2%h.p ,
2-speed, 1911, fast, good

appearance; seen week-end—24, Mitehim Park,

Mitcham. [7788

DOUGLAS Combination 4h.p.. 3-speed, perfect run-

ning order; £57/10—94a, High Rd., East
Finehley. [8801

1Q21 2%h.p Douglas, new. 1922 licence, complete
J-t' accessories; 55 gns.—Fersfield, Westburv Rd.,

New Maiden. [8323

DOUGLAS, very fast, 2":;h.p., overhauled, enamelled,
1015; £35.—Tilev, Duke's Mews, Duke St., Ox-

ford St., W. [8099

4h p. Douglas Combination, nice condition, fully
eq'iioped; sacrifice £55.-71, Windermere Rd.,

South Ealina. • [8479

£4:10:0
IS THE ONLY
EXTRA(^TED)

TO EQUIP YOUR
NEW MACHINE

WITH

POWERFUL
ELECTRIC

LIGHTS
IF ITS A

VILLI ERS
TWO-STROKE
WORKS :-:':'•

SUNBEAM STREET
WOLVERHAMPTON

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

A^.p. Douglas, Torpedo sidecar, lamps, speedometer.^ Cameo, smart outfit; £70.-40, Forest Hill Rd.,
East Duhvich. [7332
"F)OUGLAS 2%h.p., new condition; any trial;
-*-' genuine bargain, £34.-103, Choumert Rd.,
Peckham, S.E. [7597

Of^P- Douglas, brand new engine, gear box,
**•& Palmers, etc.; offers.—Simpson, Orchard, Sun-
bury-on-Thames. [8575

QQ GNS.—

2

r
;ih.p. Douglas, 2-speed, complete.

™.y licensed, overhauled, not rubbish.—Bustin,
Chilton, Thame. [8244

T"VOUGLAS 1919 2^h.p., perfect condition, anv
-*-^ trial; bargain, £49/10.-32, Douglas Av., Wem-
bley, Middlesex. [7374

T"\OUGLAS.—1922 models for immediate delivery.
-1-' Cash, exchange, or deferred payments.—Kays, 8,
Bond St., Ealing. [7228

4*32.-i9i5_i9i 6 23^^. Douglas, 2-speed, excellent
Sf condition, any trial; bargain.-Smith's, 86, Chalk
Farm Rd., N.W.3. [8446

T)OUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1919, splendid order,

-f-' lamps, accessories; £62, offer.— 132, White Hcrse
St., Stepney. (P) [7362

T\OUGLAS 2^4h.p. 1915, horn, lamps, 6peedometer,±-r excellent condition, trial; £38.-46, Brougham
Rd,, Dalston, E.8. [7837

1Q21 Douglas 27
;i h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped, per-

J-*' feet, tax paid, specially built; £48, offers.—34,
Iffley Rd., Hammersmith. [8563

T\OUGLAS 2^h.p., 1918, tax paid, overhauled,
*-* lamps, Klaxon, Zoom; snip, £37/10.—Norris,
Chapel St., Slough. [8357
"I Q20 25,4b.p. 3-speed Douglas and accessories, in
J-*^ good condition; £60.—Bounds' Garage, 223,
High Rd., Kilbum. [7662

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, late 1919, very smart
turn-out; £80; Lightweight wanted.—Bunting's

Exchange, Wealdstone. [8742
4h.p. 1919 Douglas, new appearance, just over-

hauled, new tyres, etc.; £58.—P. A., 120, Field-
ing Rd., Chiswick, W. [6307
"I Q 17 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, all accessories, like
J-*-* new, tax paid till December; £28.-64, Church
St., Edgware Rd., W. [8755

MGNS.—2%h.p. Douglas, single-speed, Bosch,
Amac, all on, ride away.—20, Treen Avenue,

Hoggers Corner, Barnes. [8092
1Q19 Douglas 234h.p., 2 speeds, tax, excellent
X*7 condition; £47/10.-Goad, 122, Maida Vale.
'Phone : Hampstead 1353. [8534

DOUGLAS.—All models from stock. Official Agents,
deferred payments.—Barnbers, 2, Eastbank St..

Southport. "Phone : 607. [6289

1 Q 19 Douglas 4h.p\ Combination, fully equipped,
X*7 speedometer, screen, Al condition; £75.—64,
Guilford Avenue, Surbiton. [7554

1Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination; £95; or ex-
X«7 change LH Ford and cash.—73, St. Albans
Avenue, Bedford Park, W.4. [7765

"I Q 15 Douglas 23£h.p., 3-speed, new cylinders.
X«7 pistons, etc., . good condition; £45.—Turner, 2,

High St., Walton-on-Thames. [8055

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 1920 Combination,' fully equipped,
perfect condition, licence and insurance, any trial;

£95.-19, Church Av., S.W.14. [8819

"|Q15 2%h.p. Douglas, not rode for 3 years, perfect
Xt? condition, a bargain; £32/10.—Wallis and
Easton, Mill Rd., Cambridge. [7739

DOUGLAS 2 ;;4h.p., 2-speed, low sporting, new tyres,

discs, overhauled; £28, offers; wanted, Triumph.
10, Plover St., Hackney Wick. [7951

3ih.p. Douglas Combination (1915), 2-speed,' con-
2 dition as new; £45, or nearest offer.—-Bush,

North Street, Sudbury, Suffolk. [8095

DOUGLAS 1918 4h.p., 3-speed, lamp, horn, kick

start etc., tax paid, splendid condition; £43.

—

Ault, 22, Bengeo St., Hertford. [7618

OUGLAS, 1922.—All models for cash or easy pay-
' ments. Lists free. Exchanges.—Wilkins Simp-

son, opposite Olympia, London. [7570

o3h,p, Douglas, 2-speed, mechanically perfect, all

/*W4 on, any trial; 32 gns.—Bennett, 3, Gorringe

D c

Park Parade, 'Tooting Junction. [8040

DOUGLAS 1922.—All models; cash or terms; ex-

changes.—W. E. Line, late Coppen Allan, 89,

Gt. Portland St. Langham 1601. [5821'

"IQ21 2^ih.p. Douglas, 3 speeds, kick starter, good
15? condition, fully insured and licensed; £60.—
R. Hole, Broadway, Burgess Hill. [7313

£22—Douglas 2%h.p„ 1913, sporty, lamps, disc

wheels, good thing.—Wood, 10, Farrant St..

Fourth Avenue, Harrow Rd„ W. [7422

4hp Douglas Combination 1919, little used, excep-

tional condition, fully equipped; £85, or near

offer—11, Sydney Rd„ Muswell Hill. [7475

1 019 4h p. Douglas, 3-speed, kick start, £49.
J_«7 Douglas sidecar, £6.—28, Woodford Rd.,

Forest Gate. 'Phone: Stratford 2593. [8415

411 letters relating to advertisements should
Motor Cycles adve
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

6>3.h.p. Douglas, late W.D., lamps, speeds, tax paid,
-^4 tools, etc., good order; £35.—Hartnett, 35, Staf-
ford Rd., Wellington (nr. Croydon). [8839

"| Q19 2%h.p. Douglas, fully equipped, licensed 1922,
-Ltf condition as new throughout; £45.—37, Canter-
bury Rd., Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l. [8762

DOUGLAS Combination 1920, Ferodo clutch, pil-

lion, Easting, mechanically perfect; £85; ex-

changes:—27, Brisbane Av., Wimbledon. [7831

HALIFAX.- Douglas 1922 models, cash or exchange.

Note 100 m.p.h. Brooklands performance.—Hali-
fax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [7873

DOUGLAS 1919 2^h.p., 2-speed, in perfect con-

dition, lamps, Klaxon, tax paid, guaranteed,

any trial; £45.—F. Warren, Hindon, Wilts. [8849

1 Q21 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, fully equipped, low
J-J7 mileage, licence paid; £50; after 6.—8, Hemp-
stead Rd., Walthamsiow (Wood St. Station). [7953

BIRKENHEAD, Douglas Agents.—All new models

in stock, solos and combinations.—Birkenhead
Motor Wurks, 9, Hamilton St., Birkenhead. [2388

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1918, repainted, lamps,
hood, windscreen, luggage grid, perfect ; nearest

£"65.—McEwen, 27a Annrley Park, Anerley. [8097

~1Q15 2%h.p. Dunglas, 2-speed, lamps, horn, tax
J- J/ paid, good running order; £33.—D. and S.

Autocar Co., 33, The Parade,' Golders Green. [5802

1Q19-20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, splendid con-
-*-*/ dition, fully equipped, Easting, tax paid; £110,
or nearest offer.—Good ley, Ock St., Abingdon. [6773

DOUGLAS (tax paid) - 1915, 2-speed, P. and II.

lamps, knee grips, footboards, etc., smart, re-

liable mount; 38 gns.—36, Second Av., Mortlake. [7491

"I Q 20 4h.p. Douglas and Sidecar, painted royal
-i-"-' blue, dynamo lighting, fully equipped; bar-
gain, £85.—Blake. 216, Westbourne Grove, W. [8080

1 Q21 Douglas, 2";4h.p., 3-speed, new, fully equipped,
J-«/ under-shield, footboards, long exhaust; £66,
great bargain.—Welch, Great Missenden, Bucks.

[7914
DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, splendid condition,

tax paid, equipped; £58.^—Mosedale, 30, Canter-
bury Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6 (facing Princess Rd.).

[8701
"1 021 Douglas, 2 J/|h.p., 2-speed, Binks carburetter,
J-*J mileage 1,500, perfect condition, all on; £65.
—Talbot Bros., Henley-on-Thames. 'Phone : 222.

[8127
1 Q21 4h.p. Douglas Combination, speedometer, full
J-W equipment, date, condition guaranteed; £85.

—

37, Canterbury Rd., Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l.
[8759

"IQ14 2%h.p. Douglas, like new; £36; also 1915 at
-*-«-' £38; both guaranteed for 3 months; also 4h.p.
1915 model, bargain; £44.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee.

[7926
DOUGLAS 1919 27ih.p., 2-speed, splendid order,

acetylene and electric lighting, mudshield, tax
paid, trial; £45 nearest.—393, City Rd., Birmingham

[8046
4h.p. Douglas Combination 1918-19, guaranteed per-

fect condition and appearance, sidecar 1921, cost
-S32; exceptional, £85.—Beadle, South Bank, York-
shire. [7264

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, fully equipped,
mechanically perfect, tax paid, any trial ; £65

;

evenings after 6 o'clock.—224, Park Rd., Crouch End,
N.8. [7378

DOUGLAS 4h.p., large sidecar, splendid condition
(overhauled, cost £20), ready for season; health

cause of sale, proof; £75.—9, Edmonton Green,
N.9. [7602

"I Q20 2 r:ih.p. Douglas, 3-speed, clutch, kick start,
J-«^ full equipment, licensed 1922, condition as new;
£57.—37, Canterbury Rd., Balls Pond Rd., Dalston,
N.l. [8761

DOUGLAS- 1921 (May) 2%h.p„ 2-speed, foot-
boards, perfect condition, small mileage, used 6

months, missionary on furlough; £60.—W. Bray, Led-
bury. [8383

1 Q 21 Douglas 4h.p , 3-speed, clutch, kick start,Iw fully equipped, condition as new, tax paid Decem-
ber, 1922, anv trial; £90.—Walker, 41, Aglionby St.,

Carlisle. [7457

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1920-21, tax paid,
. new condition, speedometer, screen, all acces-

sories; £115.—Carter, The Nook, St. Mary's A v.,

Wanstead. [7657

4h.p. Douglas 1918 Combination, 3-speed, clutch,
kick starter, very good condition, good tyres,

taxed; £65\—Lawson, 66, Perry Vale, Forest Hill
Station, S.E. [7956

Q3h,p Douglas Unused Spares.—Valves, 1/6;
/W4 tappet guides, gudgeon bushes, rings, 1/-;
piston, 7/6; postage extra.—Corner, 3, St. Martin's
Rd., Preston.

_
'[8333

DOUGLAS 1922 models, 2%h.p., £75; 4h.p. solo,

£110 ; 4h.p combination, £135; prices include
iill accessories; delivery from stock.—Rivett, 236, High
Rd., Leytonstone.

'

[2266

REYS
173, Gt. Portland Street.

Telephone—Langham 1257.

Business Hours.
At the

(
request of numerous clients we have

decided to alter our business hours, and in future
we shall be open to give every attention to
prospective customers up to

7.30 p.m. Mon, to Fri.

4 o'clock Saturdays.

HIRE
Motor Cycles and Combinations.

Any period from one day.

A GOOD SELECTION OF 1922

MODELS IN STOCK
Easy Payments taken ore New Machines,

and Exchanges Entertained.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
1919 ZENITH, sports, b h.p;, with Sidecar

and all accessories £85
1920 P. & M. and Canoelet Sporting side-

car complete £60

1919 2j 2 speed NEW IMPERIAL, speedo-

meter, all accessories £40

And many others. Call and Inspect.

G N.'S, COVENTRY PREMIERS, MORGANS,
and ROVERS IN STOCK.
REPAIRS.

Good Machines taken in for Sale
on Commission

New Imperial S-are "arts *tock<sts

SAVE
£10 to £20

on a

BRAND NEW
1921 MOUNT
James 7 h.p. Combination - £140

Harley-Davidson 7/9 Com-
bination fully equipped - £175

New Imperial Jap
Combination £130

Brand New Shop-soiled

1922 Bat Jap 8 h.p.

Combination, listed at

£176, for - - - £160

ALEC THOM,
201 <3 203, City Road, CARDIFF

'Phone: 2876.

H24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end" of each adv
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 1922, brand new, 2-speed, all on,
lamps, horn, licence holder, etc. ; £75 cash,

Easy payments arranged.—Wil kins Simpson, opposite
i

Olympia, LondoD. [7569

ELI CLARK can give you good service both in new
machines and spares; try me. I may be useful

to you. The pioneer agent ior Douglas motors.—196,
Cheltenham Rd., Bristol. [0016

T~VOUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-speed, excellent order, elec-
|-*-' trie lamps, mudshields, footboards, new tyres,

spare tyre, tools, spares.—85, Ritherdon Rd., Balham.
'Phone: 1652 Streatham. [7825

j

"I Q22 Douglas 2*4h.p., 2-speed, all on, only ridden a
\J-*7 few miles, licensed to end 1922, owner bought

combination; £60: no offers.—10, High Street Build-

j

ings, Dorking. 'Phone : 146. [7988

1Q21 4h.p. Douglas Combination, perfect, electric
,-t" and acetylene lamps, screen, shields, mileage

under 1,000 as owner has car; £110.—Borough Sur-
veyor, Town Hall, Lowestoft. [7314

'

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 3-speed (Colonial Model),
Coronet C'.B. sidecar ; 55" gns. ; fully equippet

K.S., clutch, thorough order, new appearance.— 19'

Shooters Hill Rd., Btackheath, S.E.3. [78

"J
Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, equal to

J-«7 recently completely overhauled, electric lig

Easting, Tan-Sad, speedometer, fully licensed, anv tri

£120.—Box 9634, c/o The Motor Cycle. [75

DOUGLAS 2*4h.p. 1915, speedometer, polisl

aluminium discs, long copper exhaust, lam
etc., recently overhauled; £25.—L. M. Cox, 128,
Wycombe Rd., High Wycombe, Bucks. [770'

4 h.p. Douglas Combination, early 1919, not W.D.,
hood, screen, tax paid, lamps, horn, tools; ex-

cellent condition and appearance; trial; £68.

—

Attwood, 50a, Beulah Rd., Thornton Heath. [8613

FOR Douglas 1922 2%h.p. and 4h.p. combinations,
get in touch with us; we are North London agents

and give you the best of service; all spares in stork; no
'

\V D. rubbish.—Jones Garage, The Broadway, Muswell
Hill. [0786

23h.p. T.T. Douglas, good sound 1914 model, stored
4 1915-1918, thoroughly overhauled for purpose

of sale; discs, big exhaust, all on, inspection invited;
^40, or near offer.—Weller, Nuthurst, Cranleigh,
Surrey. [7731

1Q19 (late) 2=jili.p, Douglas, 2-speed, all on, discs.
J.*/ legguard, Klaxon, knee grips, unpunctured
lyres, £5 worth accessories, perfect condition, tas
paid; £42, bargain.—118, Greenvale Rd., Eltham,
S.E.9. __ [7501

BARKER'S Motors can supply all Douglas 1922
models at list prices and give an insurance policy

against mechanical breakdown for 12 months free.

Cash deferred, or exchanges.—194, Balham High Rd.,

S.W.12. [7086

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination,~4)erfect condi-

tion, lamps, Cowey horn, windscreen, Tan-Sad,
legshields, tools, spare tubes and belt; £90; seen in

Birmingham ; owner buying car.—Barnett, Broadoak,
Lapworth, Warwickshire. [7614

SMARTEST Douglas ' Combination on road, 1921,
indistinguishable from new, mileage 600, East-

ing, speedometer, many spares; £100, nearest.—
James, c/o Bradmore's, 482, Harrow Rd., Padding-
ton, or 'phone Willesden 1744. [8541

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination (1919, December),
not W.D., latest clutch, electric lighting,

aluminium hinged dash and wind screen, over-

hauled , absolutely perfect ; "£85 or reasonable offer.

—Fairfield, Serpentine Rd., Selly Hill, Binning-
ham. - [7438.

DOUGLAS 2-.
th.p. 1913, 2-speed, adjustable pulley,

special TJT. bars, long exhaust, racing pistons,

trip speedometer, lamps, hora, footboards, knee grips,

fully equipped, very low machine, fast, excellent con-

dition, tax paid; £37/10.—Bindon. 80, Rushey Green,
i

Catford. [7810

KTCKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, the Douglas
Agent with real experience and knowledge of a

Douglas. Successes during 1920 on this mount : 38

firsts, 17 seconds, and 8 thirds, also 6 special

trophies. Let me deal with your order. Unequalled
service, repairs,, etc. [3150

OUGLAS Lightweight Combination, 1914, 2 r'4h.p.,

cylinders rebored, new pistons, etc., fitted 3

speeds, clutch, kick starter, Amac carburetteiviamps, \

spares, etc. ; special Lightweight coachbuilt sidecar, a

Canoelet windscreen; licensed; outfit;, £50.—R. S., 11, 1

Bettran Rd., S.W.6. [7648 '<

DOUGLAS 1917 coachbuilt . Combination, 4h.p. 3

speeds, kick starter, free engine, clutch, C.A.V., \

powerful, fast, guaranteed perfect throughout, good

tyres, all accessories; trial any time; bargain, £56.

—

Stepney Garages, 77, Salmon Lane, Commercial Rd.,

Stepney. 'Phone: East. 4542. [8237

DEFERRED Payments, £45, or cash offers; 1919

2s;h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, tax and insurance paid,

lamp horn speedometer, fine condition; all 1922

models supplied; deferred payments, exchanges.—

Haverstock Hill Garage, 50, Haverstock Hill, London,

X.W.3. 'Phone: Hampst-ead 6609. [8747

ertisement, and the date of the issue

marked (P)
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS Combination, late 1920', equipped. 3

lamps, horn, tools, Tan-Sad, licensed December,

922 machine caretully used, as owner runs another

l'ach'ine: condition and appearance perfect; £95.—
tiles, 25, Oakfleld Ed., Stroud Green. [7899

921 Model Dougla-s 2?4h.p., 3 speeds, complete

with lamps, etc., fitted with Mills-Fulford

laehouilt sidecar, hood, windscreen with side wmgs
effect condition, tax paid to Dec 31st; £85, a real

argain.—19, Mersea Rd., Colchester. [8351

£85 or best offer.—4h. p. Douglas 1918 combina-

tion, perfect running order, best lamp sets,

owey speedometer, c.-mplete Tan-Sad, Easting wmd-
reen special aluminium sidecar, legshields. tools,

nd numerous other accessories; owner going abroad.

-Apply after 6 p.m. or by letter. Crane, 285, Ui-

ridge "Rd., Shepherd's Bush. [8384

J 3hp Douglas 1919, very fast, the property of mem-
Ji" ber of The Motor Cade staff, fully equipped with

illiou =eat; special features include experimental

ntrle-lerer carburetter, hand-made by well-known

rm and giving 98 m.p.g.; also brand new chain

laxon horn, and new belt; also fitted with special

uin" windscreen and exhaust manifold; practically

ew rear tyre (Hutchinson); machine lust been com-

Ictelv overhauled; trial run arranged gladly; £
bargain-Write, Box 9609, c/o The Motor Cycle

£45,
le.

[0846

Snare Part*

:

D
OUGLAS :

Boud St.,

D -Rivet!
[2267

pares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

Ealing. [7541

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd.. Green St., Cam-
bridge the Douglas Specialists.—Lists free; the

rade sup°plied. [4945

OUGLAS spares; large stocks of genuine Douglas
pares; dealers supplied at trade rates.

1

36. High Rd., Leytonstone.

DOUGLAS Spares—We hold a complete stock for

all models; post free. Douglas Agents and spare

ait stockists—Jones Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill.

,'.10. .
[°806

FRANK WHITWORTII, Ltd.. 139. New St.. Bir-

iriugham.—Complete stock, genuine guaranteed

louglas spare parts; prompt attention, immediate

lispatch, lowest cash prices. [2147

DOUGLAS Spares. Try the Sulina Garage. We
hold the largest stock of Spares in the South,

nd our prices are right. See our advertisement

mder " Parts and Accessories."-Sulina Garage Co.,

{ew Park Rd., Brixton Hill, S.W.2. 'Phone;

itreatham 40. f8546

Dunelt.

I Q21 4h.p. Dunelt, electric lighting, black finish,

t-U perfect, mileage 3,000; £85—Dashwood, 163.

Denmark Hill, S.E.5. [3540

Duzmo.
DUZMO 1921 3'ih.p., 3-speed, chain, demonstration

model splendid condition, lamps, etc., guaranteed;

£70.— John Wallace, Enfield Highway. [8177

DUZMO Motor Cycles, 3V=h.p., direct belt; £80;
jKip 3-speed, chain; £115; 8h.p., 3-speed,

hain-'"£140; immediate delivery all models.—John

Wallace, Enfield Highway. [8176

DUZMO 1921 3K.h.p: o-h.v. engine, direct belt drive,

very fast machine, only run about 400 miles

ind as new £55. Exchanges.—Newnham Motor Co..

>23 Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith
SO. [?039

Economic.

£10 and deferred payments, buys new Economic
motor cvcles, or ,£34 cash; extraordinary value-

Write Direct Sales, . 69, Newman St., W.l. [7446

ECONOMIC.—We can give you early delivery of

this wonderful low-priced machine, variable gear

nodel; £34. Please send p.c. for catalogue.—South

Eastern Garage, Heme Hill, S.E.24. [8781

ECONOMIC Motor Cycles, • modern marvel; £10,

down and monthly instalments, or £34 cash.

4.sk your agent for details.—Economic Motors, Ltd.,

Manufacturers and Wholesale Distributors, Wells St.,

KM. [7357

Edmund.
NEW 27;ih.p. Edmund, spring frame, shop soiled:

£70.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [7937

EDMUND, the great spring frame machines—Gour-
lay, the Agent, Fallowfield, Manchester. [3648

EDMUND 1921 2%h.p., spring frame, Blackburne
engine Burman 2-speed gear, new machine, fully

guaranteed; £75—P. J. Evans, John Bright St.. Bir-

mingham. [7758

EDMUND 1920, spring frame, 2Vzh.p , J.A.P., En-
field 2-speed, very good condition; £45.—Newn-

ham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
'Phone ; Hammersmith 80. [7035

Elswick.

ELSWICK Lightweight t%h.p., 2-speed gear, engine
just overhauled, very good order; £19/10.

—

McHudson, Market Weighton. 'Phone : No. 4. [7444

1922

OMEGA
3H.P.JUNI0R348c.c.

£39:10:0
OTHER MODELS

£45 to £120,

Omega Combination

3 h.p. 348 C.C.

3 speeds; clutch, kick starter.

TOURING OR SPORTING
SIDECAR. LAMPS, &c.

ROYALRUBY 8 HP.

SPRING FRAME COMBINATION.

£185SCREEN, LAMPS
SPARE WHEEL

WATSONIAN SIDECARS
SPORTING—TOURINC—COMMERCIAL

DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

SECONDHAND:
1921 Douglas, 2J H.P., 3-speed, clutch, kicK-

start, MX. Dynamo Lighting £78

1921 B.S.A., 6/7 HP. Twin Combination,
Dynamo as new . . £145

1921 B.S.A., 6/7 H.P. Twin Combination,
Electric lights £135

1921 Enfield, 8 HP. Combination, shop-soiled

only £130

1921 Omega, 2i H.P. .Villiers fixed g^ar .. £30

1921 Omega, 2J HP., Villiers 2-speed .... £42

1918 New Imp., S HP., Combination .... £90

1920 Coulson, 2$ Blackburne 2-speed .. .. £55

1920 Norton, 4 H.P., and light sidecar .. .. £95

BARRETTS
93, Great Portland Street,

LANGHAM 1271. L0H00I1, Wi

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

LAMBERT'S of Thetford lor Enfield motor cycles
Latest models in stock.

£115

[8273

24, Bal-i
[8134

BRAND new Enfield Combination;
Iiol Rd., North Kensington.

BRAND new Enfield, 2-stroke, 2-speed; £45.—24. i

Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [8136
;

Oih.p. Royal Enfield, 2-speed, 1921; £42/10—Wau-^4 chone's. 9. Shoe Lane. London. 17857(7857

"1Q19 8h.p. Enfield Combination, well equipped;;
J-C £80.-17. St. Charles Sq., W.10. [6237

"1Q16 3h.p. Enfield, condition as new; £40.—Joseph,
J-«-' Loveridge, VVote St., Basingstoke. [8172!

£30.—3h.p. Enfield, 2-speed, K.S., tax, perfect; ex-!
change.—27, Church Path, Chiswick. [7696

very,
[7928'

1Q15 3h.p. Enfield, 2-speed, full accessories,
-»-«/ fast; £32.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee.

SHEFFIELD Agent for Royal Enfields; all models
in stock.—J.. A. Stacey. 12. Ecclesall Rd.

TVTEW 1922 Enfield Combinations in
-L^ Bounds' Garage, 223, High Rd„ Kilburn

10573

stock.—
[7659.,

NEW 1922 Enfield Combination in stcck; imme-
diate delivery; £140.—Walbro, Ely, Camtos.

1 Q15 6h.p. Enfield Combination.
-If full tax paid; £62.—Ross, 86,

[7388
sound condition,
High Rd., Lee.

[7921
NEW 1921 Enfield Combination and accessories;

£130.—Bounds' Garage, 223, High Rd., Ivilburn.
[7660

LOOK ! Brand new unpacked Enfield Lightweight
£48; exchanges.—Kent'

port.
417, Lord St., South-

[8646

ENFIELDS—1922 Combinations and 2-speed light-
weights in stock.—Clifford Motories, Eastwood,

Notts. [8829

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, very fine lot; £70; ex-
change or deferred payment.—Bunting's, Weald-

stone. [8743

I7NFIELD 2-stroke, 2-speed, perfect condition, lamps,
-I tax paid.—College, 14, King's College Rd., Swiss

Cottage. [7894

1 Q1S Enfield Combination, 8b. p. Colonial model; aLV bargain, £85; like new.—Ross, 86, High Rd.,
Lee, S.E. [3481

"I Q20 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., excellent con-lw dition, all on; £96.—B. Sharpe, Carebv,
Stamford. [7517

IONGMAN Bros., Bond St., Ealing, Official Enfield
i District Agents; cash, exchange, or deierred pay-

ments, 4% extra. [4485

ENFIELD Combination 6h.p., thoroughly over-
hauled, good condition throughout; £47.—Rose's

Garage, Uxbridge. . [8580

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, just overhauled; any
trial; best offer over £75.—Aunett, Terrace Rd.,

Walton-on-Thames. [8378

TWO 1921 6h.p. Enfield Combinations, mileage
1,500 each, perfect condition; .£115 each, or near.

—Goodall, Evesham. [7386

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Enfield 1921 8h.p., Mag-
dyno, double-seated -sidecar, hood and screen,

guaranteed perfect; £125. [0818

ENFIELD.—All models from stock. Official Agents,
deferred payments.—Bambers, 2. Eastbank St.,

Southport. 'Phone : 607. [6290

splendid condition,
time; £70.—

" Carlton,"
[7523

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination
overhauled, seen any

Crook Log, Bexley Heath.

ENFIELD 8h.p. Combination. Lucas lamps, speedo-
meter, small mileage; £105, offers'.—26, Tot-'

teridge Rd., Enfield Wash. L'<a«l

"IQ21 8h.p. Enfield-Vickers Combination, new, elec-Iw trie, speedometer, horn, year's tax; £135.-
873. Hi

19 21

;h jtd., Leytonstone. [8168

214h.p. Enfield, 2-stroke, 2-speed, splendid
condition, full insurance; £40,—J. Eliot, 89,

Forest Rd., West Nottingham. [7371

ENFIELD 1915 Combination, full equipment, pri-

vately owned; bargain, £85. — Applv, Brookes
Garage, Raynes Park, S.W. [8377

ENFIELD 2%h.p. Twin, 2-speed, clutch, new Dun-
lops, lamps, etc., manv new parts; .£26.—26,

Thornfield Rd., Shepherd's Bush. [7796

ENFIELD 1921 Combination, Magdyno, electric

light, usual accessories, little used; bargain, £125.
—2, Reading Rd., Henley-on-Thames. [5936

CROYDON and District.—Sole official appointed
agent for Roval Enfields.—A. F. Pulling, 175a.

London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone, 1S19. [6951

"I Q21 Enfield Combination, 8h.p., Magdyno, perfect
J.U condition, new tyres; a snip, what offers?—

David, 1, River Side, Newbridge, Mem. [7329

ENFIELD 1921 2*4h.p.. 2-speed. 2-stroke, mileage 300.

exceptional bargain, tax paid year; £42.—Barker,
216 Portobello Rd., North Kensington. [8588

CU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol eacti advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cvcles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

1Q21 Enfield Combination 8h.p. f
Magdyno, horn,

J-** speedometer, spares, good condition; £125.

—

Bryson, 136, High Rd., East Flnchley, N.2. [7808

ENFIELD Combination, 8h.p.
p
Lucas dynamo light-

ing, Tan-Sad, all accessories; £100, or close

offer.—70, Rosebery Av., Manor Park, E.12. [7791

ENFIELD 1922 models for immediate delivery; cash
or exchange.—Newnham Motor Co. 223, Hammer-

smith Rd!, W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [7018

ENFIELD 1917 8h.p. Combination; £80; ex-

changes.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer-
smith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [7031

"1Q21 2*411. p. Enfield, 2-speed, licensed 1922, excel-
J-«7 lent order, good tvres; bargain, 38 guineas.

—

F. K. Hayman, 52, Caister Rd., Gt. Yarmouth. [7608

1Q!9 Enfield Combination,, all accessories, Easting
-Lt/ windscreen; this machine is nearly new, a

bargain; £75. -64, Church St., JEdgware Rd., W. [8754

"I Q21 8h.p. Royal Enfield, Vickers engine, 2-seater
Xc/ sidecar, .fully equipped; £115.—Hillier (side

bell), 9, Wallingford Avenue, North Kensington.
[8018

"1 Q 17 Enfield Combination, 2-seater sidecar, condi-
•J-t/ tion as new, fully equipped; £85.—28, Wood-
ford Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone: Stratford 2598.

[8418
ENFIELD Combination, only done a few miles

;

£98 ; fully guaranteed.—Mosedale, 30, Canter-
bury Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6 (facing Princess Rd.).

[8699
ENFIELD De Luxe Combination, electric lighting

and every accessory, as new; £125.—Hammond,
" Heathside " (top Station Rd.), Crayford, Kent.

[8369
£80.—1916 Enfield Combination, excellent condition,

700 x 80, hood, screen, lamps, thoroxighly over-

hauled, 1922 tax.—5, Chatterton Rd., Bromley, Kent.
[8304

ENFIELD, 1922, brand new 2*/ih.p., 2-speed, kick-
starter, in stock; £57. Easy payments arranged.

Exchanges.—Wilkins Simpson, opposite Olympia, Lon-
don. [7565

ENFIELD, 1922, brand new 8h.p. Combination, in
stock; £140. Easy payments arranged. Ex-

rhanges.—Wilkins Simpson, opposite Olympia, Lon-
don. [7566

ENFIELD Combination 1914, 6h.p., J.A.P. engine,
as new, overhauled, hood, screen, speedometer,

lamps, all on;. £78/10.—330, High Rd., Leytonstone,
E.ll. [8002

ENFIELD Combination 6h.p., Tan-Sad pillion seat,

Lucas lamps, windscreen, splendid condition
throughout;
S.W.17.

£65.-96, Bickersteth Rd., Tooting,
[8634

£75.—1918 6h.p. Enfield Combination, fully
equipped, electric lamps, hinged dash, screen,

luggage grid, practically as new.—Beaulieu, Avenue
Rd.. St. Albans. • [8123
"I 019 8h.p. Enfield Combination, Lucas, dynamo
J-*-* lighting, perfect condition, as new, tax paid;
£90, offers; must sell.—Howich, Keeper's Corner,
Burstow, Surrey. [8091

"I Q21 Royal Enfield, J.A.P., electric lighting, wind-
-L«J' screen, side curtains, tools, in new condition;
£110; exchange.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place, B"Rh-
olme, Manchester. [8219
"I Q21 Royal Enfield Combination, 8h.p., Magdyno,
J-«7 all accessories, perfect condition, not done 500
miles; nearest offer to £140.—Dr. Browne, 77, Vic-
toria Rd., Southsea. - [7326

ENFIELD, 1922, brand new eh.p. Combination,
Magdyno lighting, in stock; £158. Easy pay-

ments arranged. Exchanges.—Wilkins Simpson, oppo-
site Olympia, London. . [7567

ENFIELD.—Complete range of 1922 models in stock
for immediate delivery. Cash! Exchanges!

Easy payments 4 per cent, extra.—P. J. Evans, John
Bright St., Birmingham. [7757

ENFIELD Combination 5-6h.p. 1917, dynamo light-
ing, 1918 engine, electric horn, fully equipped,

windscreen, good tyres; £60.—Naylor and Kirk, 406,
Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W. [8678

1 Q16 Enfield 5-6h.p. Combination, hood, screen,
-J-*7 all lamps, 2 new tyres, Tan-Sad, engine over-
hauled, tax paid for year; bargain, £70.—Patterson,
12, The Quadrant, Winchmore Hill. [6071

ENFIELD Combination, 1921 (August), Magdyno,
Vickers 8h.p. engine, small mileage, Easting,

spares, condition throughout excellent ; £135, or
near offer.—Wooddene, Brighton Rd., Purley. [7836

ENFIELD Combination, 1921, fully equipped.
Easting, speedometer, accumulator lighting,

child's sidecar seat, Tan-Sad, mileage 4,500; £125.—
Johnson, 50, Wellington Rd., East Grinstead. [8354

1 Q21 Enfield Combination, Magdyno, Brookes canti-
Xt? liver saddle, Cameo de Luxe screen; cost £195;
new Stepney tyre, guaranteed as new throughout,
mileage under 2,000; £130-—Spencer, Ledbury. [7990

1 Q21 Enfield Combination, with Magdyno light-
-*-«-' ing set, horn and speedometer; cost owner
over £190; small mileage; a bargain, £137/10.—HoTt
rods Motor Cycle Dept., 118, Brompton Rd., London.

[7854

ASTRA
DIMMER SWITCH &
CURRENT ECONOMISER

(Patent applied for)

INSTANTLY FITTED to any lamp with
standard double contact holder and adapter.

Price 7/6 Post Free.

ACCUMULATOR LIGHTING SETS
SOLO SET with 6" headlamp, accumulator case
on lamp brackets and 4 v. 40 amp. accumulator
tail lamp, all best quality. Complete wth bulbs
and wired up ready for instant hit ng. £3 18 6
Full particulars and catalogue of Dynamo Lighting

Sets and Accessories from

THE ASTRA DYNAMO CO.
110, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.I

Telephone: VICTORIA 7544 and 7545.

SAFETY LOCK WASHER

Will absolutely prevent the unseating

and consequent loss of Nuts and Bolts

under any condition of service whatsoever.

THE GREATER
THE VIBRATION
THE TIGHTER
THE GRIP.

Cartons containing 24
Palnut lock washers
(assorted sizes)

ThcPALhUTCaL
6. Great 5t.Hclcns, London.

fHONF:- A V£/VU£ SO 4
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EX. 3

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

/* Q One., exchange.—Really exceptionally nloV *J Enfield Combination 1915, but had very Httli

use, disc wheels, equipped, smart, any examination
trial.—Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd., East Dulwicb
{Sydenham 2452.) [724]

1 Q-2 Enfield Combination actually in stock for im,
J-J7 mediate delivery; standard, £140; 2-seat«r,

£145; magdyno electric lighting £18 extra if r&.

quired; easy payments 4% extra; carriage paid to

your address.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Blr-

mingham. [7245

Spare Parts:

ENFIELD Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 3,

Bond St., Ealing. '

[7542

LONGMAN BROS., 17, Bond St., Ealing.—Official
agents Royal Enfield spares. [5703

ENFIELD Spares and Repairs a speciality.-
Pulling s Garage, London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone

1619. [6952

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—All Enfield engine parts in stock; no

waiting. [4946

Excelsior.

£J.3_h.p. Excelsior, magneto, B. and B.', etc., bargain,^4 £18; take bicycle part.—Fisher, " Roseleipl).

Heston, Hounslow.. [7606

"IQ21 Excelsior, 2-stroke, 2-speed, 21
/^h.p., norn,

it/ new condition, mileage 75; snip; 45 guineas,—Talbot Bos., Henley-on-Thames. 'Phone ; 222.

LtSl26

1 Q22 Excelsior, all-chain, 2 7':
th.p., Blackburn, 3-

A«/ speed, clutch,- K.S., all on, Sports, mileage 250;

offers.—Talbot Bros. , Henley-on-Thames. 'Phone

:

222. [7966

Fafnir.

FAFNIR motor cycle, incomplete, engine sound; first

£6 secures.—Piatt s, 602, King's Rd., Fulham,
S.W.6. '8619

F.N.
3ih.p. F.N., belt drive, good condition; £11; cycle

2 part pay.—35, Maxim Rd., Crayford, Kent.

[7426

F.N. Combination 7-8h.p. 1920; £135.—Motorists'
- Advisory Agency. Ltd., 89, Wigmore St., W.l.

[8448

F.N., 4-cylinder engine, perfect, all oh, tax paid

1923; £30, near offer.

—

28b, Cato Rd., Clap-

ham. [8658

F.N, l^h.p., Bosch, good condition, lamp, horn,
spare belt; 8 gns., or offer.—Smith, 38, Rich-

mond Rd., Staines. [7599

F.N. 4-cylinder, just overhauled, new parts fitted,

sporty mu\mt, good tyres, tax paid; £25.—Barry,
44, Rodwell Rd., East Dulwich

-| r*f GNS, only.—F.N. 4V;>-5h.p.. 2 speeds.
,
shaft

-*- * drive, wants attention.—Wandsworth Motor Ex-
change, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station).

[8548

F.N. 2M-h.p., touring Model A, 2-speed, haDdle-bar
control clutch, kick start, new ; £55. — Croydon

and District Agents, Pulling's Garage, London Hit,

Croydon. 'Phone: 1619.

F.N., the wonderful 1922 £95 model, 7h.p., 4-cyl.,

gate chamge, car tyres, one actually in stock.—

"Phone : Hampstead 2012.—Wire or call, Delaucey

St. Garage, Camden Town; N.W.I. [7900

LANGFORD'S, 37, Cricklewood Broadwav, London,

N.W.2.—1922 8h.p. 4-cylinder F.N., with new

o.h.i.v. engine, 3-speed gear, and no-trouble shaft

drive; £135. Lightweights, £55 and £72. Higher
price for your present -machine in exchange. [8204

Spare Parts:

F.N. Spares.—We can supply for all models from

1904. Prompt attention to enquiries. Please

send frame number and stamp for reply—La ngford's,

37, Cricklewood Broadway, London, N.W.2. [8205

FranciS'Barnett.
20 Francis-Barne'tt, 2^h.p. J.A.P., 2 speeds,

19 kick start, hand clutch, appearance and con-

dition as new; £40.—Hucklebridge, 133, Sloane St.,

Chelsea. [7451

Grande*.
GRANDEX 1915 Lightweight, l^h.p. Pre Won

engine, 2-speed, splendid running order, tax

paid; £19.—Atkins, 246, High St., Barnet. [7677

Griffon.

1 Q17 Griffon 4b.p. twin, tyres new, Saxon forks,

A. *J hardly been used ; wants magneto and car-

buretter.; £14.—52, Manor St., Clapham, S.W.4.
[8047

Haden.
1 Q21 Haden-Precision, brand new, 3^h,p., haodle-

JL*7 bar clutch and kick starter.—Rhind anil Co..

Stone Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [8221

Harley-Davidson.
1 Q18 7-9h.p. HaTley, new condition; £70.—Ross, 86,

i-0 High Rd., Lee, S.E. [7923

SHEFFIELD Agent lor Harley-Davldsons; Iron

£120—Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd. f0577

1 26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote-the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date
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Editorial, Advertising, and Publishing Offices : Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.
Telegrams : " Cyclist, Fleet, London.'' Telephone ; City 2847 (13 lines).

Coventry : Hertford Street. Birmingham : Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street. Manchester : 199, Deansgate.
Telegrams: "Motorcycle, Coventry."
Telephone ; 10 Coventry (5 lines).

Telegrams: " Autopress, Binninifharn."
Telephone .- 2970 and 2971 Midland.

Telear
Telephone

"tliffe. MRiiclieetcr."

8970 and S971 City.

Subscription Rates: Home, 23s. 10d.; Canada, 23s. lOd. ; other countries abroad, 28s. 2d. per annum.

Suggested New Motor Laws,

FOR
long it has been recognised that existing

laws concerning motor vehicles are out of

date. The Government has realised this,

but, before making drastic revisions,

wisely instituted a committee to investi-

gate every item fr.om the standpoint of present-

day aeeds. This committee's report has now
been made public, and extracts from the sections

affecting motor cyclists are given on page 473 of

this issue.

The report reveals the views of actual road

users, and, even if it is not possible to agree

^completely with all the recommendations, it is

satisfactory to know that motorists and motor
cyclists were represented on the committee.

We refer chiefly to the proposal to abolish the

speed limit and to inflict very severe penalties

for offences of driving to the common danger.

It is feared that, if the proposals are adopted,

too much power will be placed in the hands of

the police. We have frequently advanced our

view that a raised speed limit would be prefer-

able to a law which is open to unreasonable inter-

pretation on the part of biassed individuals.

Incidentally, the suggested abolition of the

speed limit applies only to motor cycles and
touring cars fitted with pneumatic tyres. If not

thus equipped, it is intended that the speed limit

remain at 20 m.p.h.

It is interesting that the Commissioner of

Police disagrees with the total abolition of the

speed limit, as he does with several other pro-

posals of the rest of the committee.

A very sensible recommendation in the report

is that the police, in instituting proceedings for a

technical offence, should have regard to the

object" with which the regulation was made, and
avoid regarding the mere breach of the regula-

tion as being necessarily an offence in itself.

The absurdity of the present-day position regard-

ing baffle plates in silencers comes under this

heading.

That it is proposed to make rules of the road

part of the law will be regarded with satis-

faction. At present these matters are merely

courtesies of the highway. The question of pass-

ing tramcars, too, is covered by the report.

Every type of road vehicle is dealt with in

the report, and, taken generally, the recom-

mendations are sound and their adoption very

desirable. It will, however, be some time before

any new regulations are made law, and in the

meantime certain revisions may be expected.

Spring !

ALTHOUGH the use of a motor cycle is by
no means limited to the finer months of

the year, yet there are many riders who
regard the pastime as a seasonal one and
who therefore are now bestirring them-

selves, furbishing up their mounts and preparing

for the open road.

Those who use their machines either for busi-

ness or pleasure throughout the whole year—and
they are in the majority—have already had some
excellent enjoyment from the fine weather and
dry roads with which we have been favoured even

before winter was ended
; yet even they will feel

an awakened joy in the knowledge that spring is

here—with its warmer sunshine, flourishing wild-
.

life of the country-side, and lengthened evenings.

The present year was heralded with a promise

of being fuller than the preceding one, and,

despite unrest in certain directions detrimental to

the welr-being of the motor cycle industry, it is

already bearing out its early promise. The
pastime has never been more popular and organ-

ised competitions never better supported—and
the programme is a full one.

1

-
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Solved ?

HT was very wet. It was very cold. The road

was unknown to me. The dark was intense. My
only source of light was an electric head lamp.

As I slithered cautiously round a greasy corner under

some trees, the world quite suddenly went jet black,

and remained so. By dint of peeping with such fitful

light as a few matches shielded between my palms

could produce, I found that everything visible was

apparently in order, and decided that the bulb of my
head lamp had gone phut. Fortunately there was a

spare in a shaving soap tin in my pocket. With the

penultimate match I tackled the lamp. Woe ! It

.was of the type by which the sole access to the in-

terior is by removing the front lens ; and the front

lens was secured by a split spring ring. I knew
how to get the ring out. You just prise it out with

a penknife. Did so. Inserted new bulb. World
illumined once more. Now to replace the split spring

ring. It whirred away several times into the mud. I

got crosser and crosser. Finally—happy thought

!

Electric bulbs don't blow out! Why not proceed

with lens in pocket? Did so.

Next morning, the Editor being absent, I experi-

mented with that split spring ring in the secrecy of

my office. I am glad I don't have to fit up those

lamp lenses for a living—on piece rates. But, any-

,how, I believe I know how they are meant to go in.

Mine is in at last anyway. I pushed the lens well

over to one side of its bed, inserted a tip of the

ring, and then pushed it hard into the gap, holding

the lens and its bed stationary. The last inch or so

was a struggle, but all's well that ends well, and
my next lamp shall have • a hinged or screw front.

Unless, of course, its bulb is removable from the tail

end.

Simple Fourwheelers.

K
NOTICE that several correspondents are display-

ing marked interest in some of the cheaper cycle

cars. And no wonder. You can buy certain of

them new for much less than the
.

price of a new
8 hip. sidecar outfit, and second-hand, at proportion-

ately lower figures. An 8 h.p. two-seater at round
about ^100 must always be' attractive. Their second

draw is that both occupants enjoy a proper seat and
such weather protection as goes with sitting- in some-

thing instead of on something. Many readers must
wonder why these remarkably cheap and handy four-

wheelers do not sweep the sidecar right- off the road.

There are several reasons. The,- first is that none of

them have ever been properly pushed. It is partly the

fault of their makers, who seldom adopt a live pub-
a 24

licity campaign; it is equally the fault of the clubs,

who organise competitions fit only for chamois, whereas

the cheap cycle car by comparison fits the needs of

much quieter folk, "and would not invariably show up

well in a freak trial. The second is that these machines

have no reverse, and are uncommonly awkward to turn

round. They are too low to be nice to push, and if they

were higher their solid back axles generate incredible

friction when the helm is locked hard over. The third

is that they have very narrow tracks, which makes

them lively on bad surfaces. The fourth is the silly

fashion in which the Government taxation scale handi-

caps the cheap four-wheeler as contrasted with the

more expensive types of three-wheeler. If the first

and the last difficulty can be met, these machines would

sell very freely to people who can dispense with a

reverse and who either confine their rides to goodish

roads or do not mind being bounced about. I am sure

it is high time that somebody organised a trial to show

what such machines can do. They cannot do all that

a sidecar outfit de luxe can do, and they have never

had a chance to demonstrate their undoubted merits.

If I were selling them I would run a big fleet through

the Exeter, Land's End, and Edinburgh runs, which

are well inside their compass. They ail deserve to

be much better known.

From the Khyber Pass.

YES, the Blue 'Un is lovingly perused on the north-

west frontier of India. So a kindly soldier

sends the following cutting from the advertise-

ment columns of the local print :

—

If You Want a Really Good Bike
You Cannot Do Better Than Go In For A

DE DION BOUTON
PUSH BICYCLE.

British pedal cyclists will please note the broad-

mindedness of the distant Pathan.

Mechanical Oiling in Frosty Weather.

[Y recent question anent the behaviour of mech-

anical oilers in Arctic weather was really

prompted by an experience aboard a friend's

car equipped with a somewhat similar system. A
mechanical pump delivered oil under pressure to a

sight feed, from which a gravity pipe ran to the

crankcase. In winter he encountered persistent

trouble forward of the sight feed. As far as the

glass, the feed was under pressure and O.K. But

the thick oil, which he fancied, would not surrender

to gravity when it was cold, the glass filled up, and

presently the oil welled out through the venthole in

(28)
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he top of the sight feed, " and so the poor engine

lad none." I was curious to know whether motor

•vclists are experiencing the same trouble with similar

ayouts. My postbag indicates that they are not

—

ndeed many users of such pumps as the Best and the

Showell tell me that right through the cold months
hey continue to use the thickest summer oils with

jerfect ease. Occasionally their sight glasses fill up,

>ut the~pressure behind the lubricant is so great that

it presently goes on to the engine. _ Possibly a helpful

factor is the shortness and straightness of the pipe

jetween their sight glasses and the engine ; on the

;ar referred to above, this pipe was nearly 5ft. long,

md included four rectangular bends—a particularly

foolish bit of design.

Simplifying Decarbonisation.

THE other day I received a sample " Vril stick. '-'

This quaint term identifies a wire brush intended

to be spun in a brace for decarbonising the com-

bustion head of a one-piece cylinder, and it is centred

by a cone which fits into the compression tap orifice.

There is nothing new under the sun. The R.B.

Engineering Co., of Didsbury, Manchester, who make
the Vril stick, may be interested to hear that when 1

last changed houses the scrap heap was enriched by

a similar brush of unknown origin, sent to this office

some fifteen years ago. It decarbonised many engines

before its wire bristles at last gave up the ghost, and
enabled me to get a polish on a part of the engine

which is often rather sooty after we have done our best

with a chisel. I wish the Vril an equal lease of life.

w Dr. Coue at Brooklands.

HEN I can get away from the office for a day
or two, I have distinct highbrow tendencies,

and old Brown coaxed me last night to attend

a lecture on the methods of Dr. Coue, which I under-

stand are all the rage amongst unhealthy people (being

a motor cyclist, I am perfectly healthy, thank you). I

gather that being ill nowadays is quite a picnic.

Instead of swallowing nauseous medicine and still more
nauseous food, or having your inside decarbonised

under chloroform, you merely assume a cheery expres-

sion, and remark repeatedly and fervently, "I'm get-

ting better, I'm getting better !
" And before you

know it, you've got better. The next time I put

myself round rather too much beer, and suffer from
the proverbial parrot-cage mouth, I must try this

recipe. But really the worthy Frenchman's ideas

sounded quite plausible, and were much enhanced by

demonstrations from sundry patients, who once had
but one leg, and had recently grown a new one under

the doctor's treatment ; or had lived in bath chairs and
on spinal couches for years, and were now in the front

row of the chorus at one of C. B. Cochran's shows.

So, being an impressionable sort of bloke, I blush to

confess that I tried the dope on my Squirrel. I took

it to Brooklands, and did a lap or two without Ebble-

white developing that intent expression with which

anything over 90 adorns his face. So I began to

coue. I felt as confident as I could, and ejaculated

as fervently as the wind pressure would let me, " She's

revving faster, - she's revving faster!" My speedo-

meter took no notice, recorded no acceleration. After

a lap or two my enthusiasm subsided.

A HIGHWAY ACROSS THE MEXICAN PLAINS. This view taken near La Laguna Salada (the Salt Lake) in the state of Baja,

Lower California, shows a portion of the National Highway now under construction. This road extends from Mejicali to Ensenada, a

distance of 180 miles, and its completion will make an easy motor course over what was formerly an almost impassable desert stretch.

(16) a 25
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Some Notes on the Choice of a Motor Cycle.

By MAB. LOCKWOOD-TATHAM.

SPRING produces all sorts of things, such as

chickens, love, spots, the I-want-a-new-hat

fever. It is reputed to play the dickens with

a young man's fancy, but I think the most normal

thing it does is to make' everybody long to get out into

the country and get lots of fresh air. I venture to

think that this year particularly many girls, including

some who probably have never ridden before, will

buy a motor-bike as a good means to that end. There-

fore a chat on- the subject of choosing a suitable

machine may be useful.

In the first place, and before- any definite steps are

taken, a prospective lady motor cyclist should think

it over carefully, decide for what she is going to use

the machine most, and consider her own capabilities,

including strength, nerves and size.

It is a great mistake to try to run before one can

walk, and a lot of difficulty and probably trouble of

some sort will result if a .lady attempts to drive a

high-powered, heavy machine right away. It is much

better to start with a machine which is not complicated

nor too high powered, and which is amenable to drive.

When one has become thoroughly accustomed to

motor cycles and their ways the original mount can

always be sold
It is quite unusual to

jlgJHb find a lady's mount con-

sisting of an overhead-

^ valved machine. Miss

""S^ Roberts, of Barrow, rides

her o.h.v. Monarch at

ocal speed trials.

and one more

"sporty"
substituted.

a 215

Girls are like the English weather—they vary

a lot. One may be able to stand up to her

big brother with the gloves; another may not

be very strong. In the latter event the novice,

should not choose a machine that is too heavy to lift

on to the stand. Remember one hasn't only to ride

the bike. One must be able to push it about, hold it

up, and prop it on to the stand without undue exertion.

Conversely, if my reader's proportions are more Ama-
zonian she will look better on, and be quite capable

of handling, something a little more solid.

The Question of " Nerves."

If her nerves are bad, in fact if she has any at all
in the usual sense of the word, and she contemplates

buying a motor cycle, my advice is the same as that

of Punch to those about to commit matrimony

—

don't ! She will be a danger to herself and everybody

else, and nobody will love her. All the same, there is

a possibility that one imagines oneself nervous. If any

lady can ride a pedal cycle with ease and confidence,

she should be quite fit to handle a motor cycle.

The next question should have a bearing on the

choice of mount.

Suppose it is required just for local running about,

getting into the nearest town, etc. Then one does not

want such a speedy or capable mount as if she is going

to make a speciality of long-distance touring or com-

petition work.

For the purpose of pottering about, a small two-

stroke answers the ^purpose admirably—and indeed,

such strides have been made in the design of this type

of machine that it shows good results on heavier work,

too, sometimes. The type of country in which one

lives should also be taken into consideration. If it is

very hilly, the subject of gears must be considered.

Practically every machine has two, three, or even

four speeds nowadays.

(3->
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Through Feminine Goggles.—

Another point which is important to a girl is the

presence of a clutch and kick-starter—particularly the

latter, as a clutch is not much good without it, except

for restarting in traffic.

Of course, many lightweights are easy enough to

paddle off under ordinary circumstances, but the best

of engines are obstinate sometimes, and believe me,

it's temper-wearing and back-breaking work pushing a

machine along against compression—especially on a

warm day. •_''.
Twe>=Strokes versus Four.

The chief advantage of a two-stroke is that it

is less complicated than the four-stroke and easier

to understand in every way. The engine is usually

more accessible, it is generally easy to start, and it is

a very reasonable weight considering the power it

develops. With one or two exceptions two-strokes

are not made in sizes larger than 2§ h.p., and a good
model can be bought for considerably less than a four-

stroke. All these points show that it is really

an ideal machine for a lady, especially if she

is a beginner or of a non-technical turn of

mind, and does not want to indulge in very

high or sustained speeds.

The four-stroke is usually of more substan-

tial design and wider capabilities. There is

467

less chance of overheating while keeping up a high
average speed, and it is generally considered a more
racy and professional mount than its young contem-
porary.

Still, it has the disadvantages, from the feminine
viewpoint, of being rather heavier and slightly more
complicated.

Open or Closed Frame.

This point always crops up during the choice of a

machine, and the reason for it is the question of wear-

ing apparel. As Mrs. Grundy no longer frowns upon
us for wearing breeches, this is now entirely a question

of personal inclination. ^An open frame is really

better if skirts are to be worn always, but it is possible

to wear them on a low, diamond-frame machine.

The great disadvantage of the open frame is the

difficulty of most manufacturers—that of producing

sufficient rigidity to eliminate " whip " at speed.

So that it is really better to buy the more general

A lady driver who appears quite at home on her powerful

New Imperial outfit.

^i^***

A change over. It is quite common in these days for the

passenger to take her turn at driving.

design, and if ne'cessary compromise the dress question

by wearing divided skirts.

Second-hand Machines.

A word of advice from one who has bought the

experience. In buying a second-hand machine, the

lady should take an expert with her, and have it

thoroughly tested on the road. There are thousands

of second-hand machines on the market just now, and

while some are good—others- are like the curate's egg.

ELECTRICAL V. HAND-TIMING.

REGARDING the recent short distance records at

Brooklands, Mr. J. L. Norton, the designer of

the machine which bears his name, writes :

—

" lam strongly of opinion that for short distance high-

speed records electric timing is absolutely essential to

accuracy, and I would suggest tothe A.C.U. that for

distances up to one mile, at any rate, electrical timing

only should be recognised. My very esteemed friends,

Messrs. Ebblewhite and Renolds (whose unequalled

work and experience everyone recognises and appre-

(2)

ciates);will not, I am sure, take exception to my sugges-

tion, for no One can better realise than their good selves

the impossibility of accurately measuring time by hand

to the one-hundredth of a second,: and speeds are now

such as. to make minute divisions essential."

As noted in The, Motor' Cycle's .description, elec-

trical timing was 'used, in both the recent successful

record attempts .. over short distances in the 50a c.c.

class. 'Furthermore, the apparatus

Weybridge track is of great accuracy.

installed at the

a 27
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The 4| h.p. ChairvDriven Quadrant Sidecar.

SPECIFICATION.

ENGINE: 4i h.p. Quadrant ; single CARBURETTER: Amac, two- DRIVE : All chain, cush hub.

cylinder. 85 x. 110 mm. {624 lever. TYRES: 26in. x 2\in.

c.c). MAGNETO : Gear-driven. SIDECAR: Coach-built.

VALVES : Side and rear. GEAR : Stnrmey-Archer, 3-speed. PRICE WITH SIDECAR: £105.

IN
spite of the very moderate figure at which the

Quadrant is sold, the impressions obtained from
an examination of the machine and from the feel

of the engine on the road are not those which one is

apt to associate with a cheap production. The engine

is quiet and powerful in action, and a close inspection

reveals no skimping of workmanship or fittings. A few

may take exception to the retention of the horseshoe

type front brake, but we purposely tested this fitting

and found it quite serviceable.

A very considerable improvement has been made
in the silencing of

the engine, and the

exhaust is now
muffled by a
duplex aluminium
silencer until the

noises peculiar to

most four-stroke

engines are the most
audible sounds.
The tappet noise,

however, is not
excessive, and the

machine which we
handled, even after

over 4,000 miles

road work, was
quieter than the

majority of motor
cycles.

A glance round'

a 28

Climbing Stoneleigh Hill

the machine before starting out on the road revealed

the fcry sturdy and straightforward construction of

both motor cycle and sidecar chassis, while the rounded
saddle tank is distinctly attractive and the sidecar

roomy and" well finished.

No difficulty was experienced in starting the engine
in spite of the intensely cold wind in which the machine
had been standing for a considerable period before
we took it over. A very good and natural riding
position is provided, and the outfit steered perfectly at

all speeds. For the first few miles we contented our-

selves with normal
]

touring speeds,
though the machine'
handled so easily

that there was no
feeling of strange-

ness except • for the]
fact that the power-

i

ful foot brake has
its operating pedal
on the not verv

usual right-hand
side-. Stoneleigh

Hill, near Coventry

j

was the first test

with which the

machine was faced,

and at the first

attempt the
engine, which was
pulling stoutly on

.

(18)

between Coventry and Leamington, on top gear with
a A\ h.p. Quadrant sidecar.
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Road Tests of New Models.

—

a top gear of 5-1, gave a momentary flutter

which caused a drop to middle. This flutter

was subsequently found to be due to a stoppage in the

petrol pipe, and after removing a lump of fluff from
below the carburetter the machine ran perceptibly

better. A second attempt at Stoneleigh for photo-

graphic purposes resulted in a clean top-gear climb of

the 1 in 9 gradient with a fairly heavy passenger in the

sidecar. .The hill is not a steep one, but as no
" rush " is obtainable a top-gear, climb with sidecar

passenger may be considered as no mean performance.

After a second short stop for photographic purposes

we changed over to the sidecar seat, and as circum-

stances demanded haste, the next few miles were
covered at a smart pace. Two points became imme-
diately obvious : the sidecar was comfortable and very

well sprung, the back being set at just the right angle

for comfort, and the Quadrant engine proved itself

capable of a very fair turn of speed with good staving

qualities. Though no speedometer was fitted and no
milestones were available, we should estimate the maxi-
mum speed of the outfit at somewhere in the neighbour-
hood of 45 m.p.h., and it is certainly capable of

maintaining a high average for some miles without
showing signs of distress. Some time was spent in

driving the machine through water splashes at varying

speeds and in climbing steep banks with grassy

surfaces. The position of the magneto, directly

behind the crank case, renders it immune from trouble

in any reasonable depth of water, and we found the

climbing powers of the machine ample for any hill on

which a grip for the tyres can be obtained.

Recent modifications to Quadrant motor cycles

include a new silencer giving greater ground clearance

and very neat cast aluminium chain guards.

As regards equipment, the mudguards are of truly

sensible width, the forks are neat and efficient in action,

the lever of the Sturmey-Archer gear comes in just the

right position, and the aluminium footboards are com-

fortable, but might be slightly, longer.

It will be remembered that the valve position on the

Quadrant engine is somewhat unusual, for though the

exhaust port is normally placed at the side of the

cylinder, the inlet port lies directly behind the cylinder,

the valve being operated by a separate gear and shaft.

Behind this again lies the magneto in a position which

is well protected from mud and water, though the con-

tact breaker is not too accessible.

The more we examined the latest 4% h.p. Quadrant
outfit and the more we rode it, the more obvious be-

came the fact that it is very wonderful money value,

and there is no need for anyone to fear that in purchas-

ing such a mount they would be buying something nasty

because it is cheap. All essentials are included in the

price of ,£105, and no part is skimped in order to build

down to a price.

The 4J h.p. Quadrant

sidecar. A low saddle

position is obtained by
the use of a sloping top

tube, and the rounded

saddle tank is neat and

easv to clean.

WANTED : AN ANTI-DAZZLE REFLECTOR.

POLICE traffic signals at the busy traffic junctions

of the provincial cities often lead to confusion.

Obviously, the officer on duty cannot face four

directions at the same time, but when a rider is ap-

proaching him from the rear misunderstanding arises

due to the motorist being unable to perceive, whether
" the man in blue " intends him to proceed or stop.

Viewed from the rear, the raising of a policeman's arm

very frequently appears like the circular wave of the

(6)

hand to go forward, when actually the motor cyclist

was intended to " free engine."

More than once has the writer found himself in

error from this cause, and it would seem to him at

busy. street intersections the use of mirrors would be

helpful to both the police and to motor users. As a

matter of fact, mirrors were used in Liverpool in the

early part of last year, but were removed after a short

trial, owing to the sun's reflected rays causing dazzle.

a 29
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A scene at the start of the New South Wales M.C.C. Six Days' Trial.

In the centre is seen F. Roberts

(4 Indian), who suggested the trial and

backed it up by providing the whole of

the pnze/TTioney.

First Annual " Six Days " of

the M.C.C. of New South

Wales. Bad Weather
Produces Pioneer Conditions.

British Machine Driven by

Private Owner Makes Best

Solo Performance.

ALTHOUGH the first of its kind to be
attempted in Australia, the N.S.W.
"Six Days" proved to be a great

success. Of 38 entries received 24 faced
the starter. It was very unfortunate that

wet weather was experienced during the

trial, as the rain was responsible for the

failure of some of the competitors. On
the~whole, however, the trial proved the

reliability of the motor cycle, and it

should also create a greater interest in

the sport..

ThChe success of Harry Hulford on the

3i h.p. Douglas shows that the medium-
weight has the reliability to go anywhere,
the same as the high-powered machines, a
fact not always realised by those with
no experience of British motor cycle

history.

The Start of the Trial.

At the start it was very dull and
threatening. The first day's run was to

Bathurst, 129 miles, with the luncheon
stop at Lithgow, 89 miles.

The first rider away was H. Cuncliffe

(2| James), followed 20 minutes later by
the " under 600 c.c." contingent. The
sidecars followed next, and the procession

was completed by the solo machines over
600 c.c.

The roads to Penrith were abominable
to say the least. Bolton (4i B.S.A.) fell

on the Mount Victoria Pass, but was

a 30

luckily unhurt. A little further on Hodg-
son also came off. Patching (7-9 Indian),
after crossing the deep creek before Lith-
gow, got water into his magneto, and
was compelled to retire. E. Norman
(7-9 Harley-Davidson) was ' troubled by
oily plugs. P. Harrison (7-9 Indian) had
a bad fall, but all except Patching-
checked in on time at Lithgow. Cuncliffe
had had trouble with his lubricating oil

and was compelled to change it at

Lithgow.
Eain now commenced to fall, and it

teemed all the . way to Bathurst. Cun-
cliffe (James) punctured, but soon had
matters right. On arrival at Bathurst it

was found that Hallinan (2f Douglas)
had struck a series of punctures, which
cost him 76 points. Cross (Harley-David-
son sc.) and Head (Harley-Davidson solo)

both retired before Bathurst.

Incessant Rainfall.

Throughout the night the rain continued
in a deluge, and it was ascertained that
the road from Wellington to Parkes was
impassable. The officials were in a quan-
dary, and on it being submitted to the
competitors it was decided to omit that
section, ^nd set out at 9 a.m. for Parkes,
omitting Wellington.
Whilst the riders were having break-

fast, word was received to the effect that
the road had collapsed four miles out,

leaving a hole 10ft. wide and 12ft. deep.

After a consultation it was decided to

ride there in a bunch, all to lend a hand
in getting the machines across. After

some difficulty the machines and the

official car got safely over, only to meet,

five miles further on, a creek swollen by
the heavy rain ; with difficulty all crossed

safely, and rode through to Orange.
After lunch at Orange, Tretheway (7-9

Indian sc.) had three punctures, which
cost him 44 points. Four miles out of

Molong, Bolton (4£ B.S.A.) ran out of

oil. A mile or so further on lie fell

heavily, and was rendered unconscious.

Cuncliffe, on the James, lost the top of

his carburetter, and ran out of petrol. He
had to walk two miles for a supply, mak-
ing a new top for his carburetter out of

a puncture repair outfit tin.

Third Day—Parkes to Young.

Twenty competitors set out from iji

Parkes. The road conditions were only n

fair, and many of the competitors got t

lost. Buckley (7 Harley-Davidson) was <['

unfortunate, covering 84 miles instead of i

42, and losing 37 points. Cuncliffe (2i
James) also got lost. Hulford (3g
Douglas) punctured. J. Miles (7-9 Harley-
Davidson sc. ), had a. sooted plug, and J.
Saunders (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc), had
water in his magneto.

(22)
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Fourth Day—Young to Cootamundra.

The start was made in fine weather, all

getting away except Stuart, who re-

mained to repair a punctured sidecar

wheel. Six miles out the Douglas riders,

E. Williams, M. Hallinan, and H. Hul-
ford (known as "Faith, Hope, and
Charity"), were passed, one having a

puncture and the other two helping".

Naught (Indian sc.) also suffered from
tyre trouble. The last portion of the
run was an almost straight 50 miles, but
a most enjoyable run was spoilt by grass-

hoppers, which were present in millions.

Everyone arrived at - Temora except
Stuart, who through punctures lost 51

points.

On the next stretch to Junee, White
(7-9 Harley-Davidson), had a bad spill.

All the way to Cootamundra the "roads
"

were merely rough waterlogged tracks.

Fifth Day—Cootamundra to Goulburn.

This stage will never be forgotten by
those who took part. Before starting,

Norman took out his Harley back wheel
and sidecar wheel to repair punctures.
Hallinan's Douglas refused to fire for

some considerable time. The road to

Harden was only fair, but all checked in

except Naught, although Norman only

just arrived on time.

At 2.10 p.m. the competitors left Yass
for Goulburn in pouring rain. The
lightning was very vivid, and struck a

tree which fell across the road. Those
who left Yass early arrived at Goulburn,
but the late starters left their machines
on the roadway, and walked to Gunning,
five miles away, where they stayed the

'light. ,

Sixth Day—Goulburn to Sydney.

Fourteen riders faced the starter for

the last day of the trial, and none looked
very happy, as it was still raining, and
the speeds set were high. Hulford could
not start his Douglas, and .was delayed
ten minutes. Three who stayed the night
at Gunning started with the others from

Goulburn. White -(7-9 Harley-Davidson),
who had not lost a single point, stopped
with a broken valve, and Hodgson, who
stopped to assist, failed to get his ma-
chine going again, and had to be towed
to Moss_Vale. Another huge tree was
found across the road, having been struck
by lightning.

Three miles from Picton, Kerslake
(4 Indian) opened up on a perfeet
metalled road, but striking a greasy
patch, skidded into a culvert and
smashed his machine. Up till this acci-
dent he had not lost a mark. Roberts
(4 Indian) stopped to place some bearings
in his front wheel, and arrived at Cam-
den control three minutes early, thus
losing two marks, his only loss in the
trial. Hulford (3J, Douglas) was now the
only solo rider with a clean sheet.

At the Finish.

Everyone who timed in at Taverner's
Hill was allowed 15 minutes to reach the
final control at the Club rooms, in order
to go slow through the city traffic.

On arrival at the rooms each machine
was checked in, and the riders retired
for refreshments. One prominent rider
was heard to say that the mud :caked
machines were a bad advertisement, and
should not be permitted.
Undoubtedly it proved how inefficient

the mudguards were. Also noticeable
was the fact that four machines of one
make had all broken front forks in the
one place.

47*

Marks lost
... nil

2 .

... 94

... 100

.. 110

,
The results were :

—

SOLO CLASS.

H. Hulford (3V. Douglas)
F. Roberts (4 Indian)
E. White (7-9 Harley-Davidson) ...

E. Williams (3 1/, Douglas) i

L. Palmer (7-9 "Indian) )

H. Hodgson (7-9 Harley-Davidson)

SIDECAR CLASS.
„ .

Marks lost.
P. Williams (7-9 Excelsior sc.) 1 ,, •

,

J. Miles (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc.) I
,

Dead
nil

A. Dennis (7-9 Indian sc.)
J

hcat

E. Norman (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc.) ... 34
E. Buckley (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc.) ... 36
J. Thretheway (7-9 Indian sc.) 43
S. Stuart (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc.) ... 63
J. Saunders (7-9 Harlev-Davidson so.) .. 100
M. Grayson (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc.) ... 152

RETIRED AND CAUSES.
P. Harrison (7-9 Indian)—broken lorks, and

progress stopped through rain.-
P. Kerslake (4 Indian)—machine smashed

through fall,

A. Patching (7-9 Indian sc.)—water in magneto
and capsize.

R. Cunclitle (.2'A James)—took wrong road.
M. Hallinan (2->4 Douglas)—punctures and

heavy rain.

.
M. Cross (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc-.)-did not

complete first day, no fault of machine.
H. Head (7-9 -Harley-Davidson)-did not com-

plete first day, no fault of machine.
W. Bolton (4',4 B.S.A.)—machine damaged owing

to fall.

R. Naught. (7-9 Indian sc.)—rain, and punc-
tures.

Undoubtedly the best, performance in
the trial was that of _H. Hulford. He
rode a 3J 'h.p. Douglas solo, and had no
occasion, to touch his machine except for
a few punctures. Almost as good was
the

2-J- h.p. James ridden by Cuncliffe.
This machine negotiated the worst roads

^-«*«i^S!**

:2wR^
'*f<**^

A scene en route. Owing to heavy rains part of the road had been washed away and had
to be repaired by competitors themselves.

(n)

mill]

Competitors and spectators at Camden, forty

miles from the finish.

and hills, covering over 300 miles, and
arriving at every check except one on
time. Taking a wrong road proved the

rider's undoing. (Australian trials are

not over ochre-stained roads
!)

The trial was excellently organised,

and the police have commented very
favourably on the manner in which it

was carried out.

An innovation was that competitors
were not told to arrive at a certain place

at a certain time. They were given a

set time to do the distance and had to

work out their own time of arrival.
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An Australian Six Days' Trial.

—

The four riders who got through with-
out loss of points were two trade and two
private competitors. The latter rode n

Douglas and a Harley sidecar, and the
manner in which they got through speaks
volumes for those machines, as the course
was an everyday one over main roads.
Mr. J. A. Fair, secretary to the M.C.C.

of N.S.W., states: "When we organised
the trial and issued the conditions we
promised on the official programme, ' The
course selected is over beautiful roads,
the conditions are suitable to all, and,
it you propose a social trip at Christmas,
what better, can you do than enter ?

' I

am sorry to say it was the reverse, owing
to the heavy rains over the whole course.
The roads were in a frightful state, the
riders were rain-soaked throughout, and
the machines had a gruelling test beyond
doubt. I have followed every reliability
trial held in this State, and many inter-
State, but this was the daddy of the lot.
The riders who finished deserve great
credit, and also their machines. Many
lost points through sheer bad luck, such
as falls and punctures ; but it is all in
the game, and none grumbled."

H. Hodgson (7-9 Harley-Davidson), a rider who holds road records between Sydney and

Melbourne, at one of the several water splashes on the route.

Such was Australia's first " Six Days."
Everyone is looking forward to the next,

which, it is confidently anticipated,

be a great event.

will

EAST MIDLAND CENTRE TRIAL RESULTS.
ONLY a small proportion of the

starters retained clean sheets in the
open trial of the East Midland

Centre A.C.U., held by the Leicester
M.C. in Derbyshire on March 25th, and
described in The Motor Cycle of the
Thursday following. This, of course, was
only to be expected from the nature of
the trial ; and that a three-wheeler would
gain the premier award was also almost
a foregone conclusion—no solo machine
could overcome the handicap of being a
single track vehicle on " roads " utterly
unsuited for solo motor cycles
Apart from this criticism, we think the

results make interesting reading ; those
who have gained 100% awards have every
reason to be proud of their performance,
this applying only fractionally less so to

the silver medallists.

The, official results follow :

—

OPEN AWARDS.

The Raleigh Cup (value 100 guineas : to be held for

one year with gold medal ; for the best individual

performance).—H. F. S. Morgan (Morgan Runabout).
The London Motors Trophy (To be held for one year

with gold m?dal, for the best sidecar performance).

—

B. L. Bird (6-7 B.S.A. sc.).

The Chapman Trophy (To be held for one year with
gold medal ; for the best performance by a solo

machine). B. Kershaw (2J New Imperial).

The Winn Trophy (To be held for one year with gold

medal ; for the best performance 3-wheeled runabout
or cycle-car—winner of premier award not eligible).

N. Morris (Morgan Runabout).
The Bowerman Trophy (To be held for one year with

gold medal ; for the best performance by a solo two-
stroke up to 350 ex.). L. Bees (3 Beardmbrc-Precision).
The Waddington Cup (To be held for one year with

£4 4s. gold medal (by the North Derbyshire Motor
Club) ; for the best performance by an amateur).

—

F. J. Ellis (Matchless sc).

Team Prize. Sunbeam Team.—G. Dance, Reg.
Brown, and A. Bennett.

Gold Medals (Best Class performances, other than

tropnv recipients).

Solo: 250 c.c, A. Bowerman (2} Velocette):

350 c.c, H. Gibson (23 Raleigh) ; 500 c.c.. A.

Bennett (3.1 Sunbeam) ; unlimited, G. Brough'

(8 Brough Superior).
Sidecar : 250 c.c, no award ; 350 c.c. T. H.

Weaver (2J Sirrah sc) ; 560 c.c, G. M. Townsend
(4! P. & M. sc.) ; unlimited, I. Cohen (10 Campion
sc).

Additional Gold Medals, carrving first class

awards: H. Harris (2|- A.J.S.) ; W. Hadfield

(2J Raleigh) ; G. Dance (31 Sunbeam) ; H. J.

Stretton - Ward (3! Triumph) ; S. Wright (4!

Humber sc.) : F. O'Brien (Matchless sc). .

Silver Medals, carrying 2nd class awards:
F. Hatton (3?. o.h.v. Douglas) ; .T. Simpson
(31 Scott); J. A. Watson Bourne (23 Coventry
Eagle) ; E. A. Barnett (2} Francis-Barnett)

:

G. W. Hartwell (8 Brough Superior) ; F. W. Giles

(7 A.J.S. sc); J. W. Hazelwood (5-6 Hazelwood
sc.) ; W. L. Danskin (7-9 Rudge sc.) : B. Bourke
(41 New Hudson sc.) ; J. H. Walker (6 B.S.A. sc.)

:

F. H. Brown (4 Rex Acme sc) : Reg Brown
(31 Sunbeam sc.) ; W. Ridley (New Hudson Light

Car) ; H. P. Denley (Rhode Car).

RESULTS OF "ARCTIC" TRIAL.
SPECIAL silver medals, to rank as first-

class awards, will be given to all the
solo competitors in the Western

Centre A.C.TJ. Open Trial who checked
in at Clevedon and all the drivers of
passenger vehicles who reached Tetbury
or Clevedon. As announced in our de-
scription last week, the event " was
abandoned at half distance, owing to the
unprecedented weather conditions.
The official list of medallists follows :—

SOLO MOTOR CYCLES. (Officially deemed to
have checked in jit Clevedon.)

J. A. Newman (31 Douglas); V. C. Anstice
(3* Douglas) ; A. J. Colcombe (4 Indian) ; J.
Whalley (23 Massey-Arran) ; B. Kershaw (2} New
Imperial); P. L. Mayo (2V Coventry-Eagle);
J. N. Roberts (2J New Imperial) ; E. W. Spencer
(31 Douglas) ; W. J. L. Pavnter (31 Norton)

;

A . Bennett (31 Sunbeam) ; G. Dance (31 Sunbeam);
W. B. Gibb (31 Douglas): W. Brandish (4*
Humber) ; R. Grindlay (41 Humber) ; F. G. Ball
(23 Douglas) : P. B. Phillips (2,3 Douglas) ; C. G.
Pullin (2.J Douglas) ; S. M. Greening (23- Coventry-
Eagle) ; D. A. Atkin (23 Francis-Barnett) ; A.
White (2$ Francis-Barnett); E. A. Barnett (23
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Francis-Barnett) ; K. J. Davis (31 Sunbeam)

;

A. E. Rollason (31 Ariel) ; W. T. Woodcock (3.1

Ariel) ; L. Newey (6 Ariel) ; G. H. Tucker (4
Norton) ; W. H. Drew (31 Norton) ; F. C. Parkes
(2jr Sun-Vitesse) ; M. Bishop (2J Sun-Vitesse)

;

F. J. Johnson (2} Sun-Vitesse) ; S. GUI <2J Sun-
Vitesse (award subject to confirmation) ; G.
Butcher (31 Sunbeam); A. W. Thrush (31 Sun-
beam) ; F. J. Adam (31 Norton) ; E. R. Main
(31 Zenith-Bradshaw) ; C. W. Ramstedt (23
Cotton); W. Brooke (23 Cotton); F.G.Morgan
(23 Cotton) ; F. Ferriday (23 Omega) ; H. Greaves
(3 Beardmore) ; H. V. Collins (31 Norton) ; W. T.
Bicknell (2} Enfield) ; A. E. Paley (31 Sunbeam)

;

F. W. Hughes (23 Rex-Acme) ; N. W.
Smith (4 Triumph) ; H. J. Stretton - Ward
(31 Triumph) ; W. Moore (3} Scott) ; R. Sadler
(3 Ivy) ; H. Gibson (2| Raleigh) ; H. J. Greathead
(3 Ivy) ; W. H. Hadfield (23 Raleigh) ; C. F. Nott
(23 Raleigh) ; H. W. Parkes (24. Sun-Vitesse)

;

A. R. Edwards (2} Levis) ; E. J. Henson (21
Alldays-Allon) ; E. F. Cope (5-6 Raleigh) ; R. C.
Cooper (2J Alldays-Allon) ; R. W. Duke (31
Triumph); C. W. J. Bu,by (2J New Imperial)";
R. C. Bennett (2i Federation).

PASSENGER VEHICLES. (Officially deemed
to have checked in at Tetbury.)

N. Hall (23 O.K. Junior sc.) ; V. H. Smith
(31 Norton sc).

PASSENGER VEHICLES. (Officially deemed
to have checked in at Clevedon.)

J. T. Bashall (6 Martinsyde sc.) ; W. H. Bashall
(6 Martinsyde sc) ; E. H. Gifford (6 Martinsyde
sc.) ; L. R. Blick (7 Harley-Davidson sc) ; B. L. 1

Bird (6 B.S.A. sc.) ; J. H. Walker (6 B.S.A. sc);
H. S. Perrey (6 B.S.A. sc.) ; P. Pehrson (4 Dunelt
sc.) ; B. Bladder (S New Imperial sc) ; T. H.
Weaver (2| Sirrah sc.) ; F. fl. Sibley (31 Rudge
sc.) ; W. L. Danskin (7-9 Rudge sc.) ; L. E. Clulee
(21 Alldays-Allon sc) ; H. G. Uzzell (8 New Im-
perial sc.) ; A. G. Cocks (44. Beardmore sc);
F. W. Giles (7 A.J.S. sc) ; F. W. Becker (5-7

Coventry-Victor sc) ; H. O. Walters (8 Ariel sc);
A. Watson (4J Sunbeam sc.) ; W. F. Scott (33 I

Scott sc); G. H. Goodall (8 Morgan cyclecar);!
J. W. Meredith (8 T.B. cyclecar); W. A. Carn|
(S Morgan cyclecar).

NOMINATED TEAMS OFFICIALLY DEEMED:!
TO HAVE FINISHED COMPLETE. (In alpha-i

betical order.)

MANUFACTURER'S SOLO TEAMS.
Ariel Motors, Ltd. (Mixed Team.)
Douglas Motors, Ltd. (23 Team.)
Douglas Motors, Ltd. (31 Team.)
John Marston, Ltd. (31 Team.)
Norton Motors, Ltd. (3"l Team.)
Raleigh Cycle Co., Ltd. "(2J Team.)
Sun Cycle & Motor Fittings Co., Ltd. (24, Team.)

j
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REGULATING ROAD TRAFFIC.
Suggested Abolition of Speed Limit. Illuminated Number Plates and Rear Lamps on

Motor Cycles. Recommended Signals for Drivers.

A PERUSAL of the report of the

Departmental Committee on Taxa-
. iion and Regulation of Road

Vehicles brings good news to all motorists,

as it embodies really sensible proposals,

based upon experience, regarding motor
car law.

The rejport deals with every form of

road vehicle, and contains not a few refer-

ences to motor cycles, the first of these

being with respect to trade numbers,
which are issued at a fee of £1 10s.

No Speed Limit The most startling

recommendation in the whole report is

that the speed limit should be abolished,

the actual opinion of the" Committee
reading as follows : "Upon the whole we
have come to the conclusion that more
effective control could be exercised in -a

less unpopular manner -by amending Sec.

I. so as- to make it applicable to all cases

of negligence or reckless driving, or

driving to the common danger, it being
made explicitly clear that speed is an ele-

ment of danger. This involves the repeal

of the 20 miles an hour speed limit." It is

now suggested that Sec. I. of the Motor
Car Act should read as follows :

—"If
any person drives a vehicle on a public

highway recklessly or negligently, or at a
speed or in a manner which is dangerous,
having regard to all the circumstances
of the case, he shall be guilty of an
offence under this Act," thus removing
the objectionable clause "having regard
to the traffic which may reasonably be
expected to be on the highway."
Ten Mile Limits Discountenanced.

—

The abolition of 10 miles an hour speed
limits is also suggested, while in their

stead cautionary signs with notices to-
the effect that speed should not exceed
so many miles an hour might be erected.

It is also suggested that the mere ex-

ceeding of the suggested limit is not
necessarily an offence. The Committee
goes on to say that unauthorised signs
should not be allowed.

Heavy Penalties for Dangerous Driv-
ing.—Having abolished the speed limit
in its suggestions, the Committee ex-
presses its opinion that driving to the
public danger should be treated as a
most serious offence, the offender for the
first time being liable to a fine not ex-
ceeding £50 and the possible suspension
or withdrawal of his licence,, while on
the occasion of the second or subsequent
offences suspension or withdrawal should
be compulsory, and the fine not exceeding
£100, and/or imprisonment not exceed-
ing six months.

' In view of the suggested abolition
of the speed limit the illumination of
motor cycle rear number plates is ex-
pressed as being desirable and essential
in the public interest. As in the case of
a previous report, motor cycles are classi-

fied as "those vehicles which have less
than four wheels and do not exceed
8cwt. unladen." It is also stated that
the Committee is aware that there are
motor cycles which do not comply with
the regulations as regards weight.

Motor Cycle Brakes.—As before, the
.
motor cycle must be equipped with two
independent brakes, but a further sug-
gestion is made that these brakes must
be "kept in proper order and repair,"

and . that the police be empowered to

examine them if occasion require.

A curious statement is made as regards
trailers. The word "trailer" indicates

a wagon attached to a heavy motor car

;

it does not include "sidecar," but' we-"

also read that "no motor cycle be per-

mitted to draw a trailer as distinguished
from a sidecar." That means to say that
a trailer carrying a camping outfit towed
behind a sidecar outfit or a motor bicycle

will not be allowed if the suggestions are

adopted.
So far as the age limit is concerned,

the Committee recommends that the
Minister of Transport be empowered to

raise the minimum age limit for motor
cycles (14 years) if found necessary
owing to altered traffic conditions, or for

greater horse-power of motor cycles, or

for similar reasons.

Non-Production of Licence.—Another
abuse of the existing lav* which is put
forward for alteration is that affecting

the production of licences on demand by
the police, and the report states that the
failure to produce a licence on demand
should not be necessarily an offence if

the holder gives his correct name and
address, and produces the licence to the

police authorities within three days and
satisfies the court that his failure to pro-

duce it was due to occasional inadver-

tence. Nevertheless, the licence should
always be carried by the driver.

Licences should be all of a common
form ; that is to say, every county should
issue>the same form of licence, and the
holder should sign his licence.

Police Want Bigger Number Plates.

—

With regard to the question of number
plates, it is expressly stated that the
police want motor cycle number plates

to be two-thirds the size of those carried
on cars, and not half Ihe size as at pre-

sent required, but the Committee does
not recommend this alteration. It is

further expressly stated that the illumi-

nation of front number plates was most
unsatisfactory ; it was recommended that
rear number plates on motor cycles

should be properly and clearly illumi-

nated, and that the red rear lamp should
be compulsory. Driving mirrors are also

recommended.
Drivers' Signals.—Some important re-

marks are also contained in the report
concerning the rules of the road and
driving. These signals, the report sug-
gests, should be as few as possible, but
those mentioned are sensible, and are
practically those in daily use. For ex-
ample, the driver wishing to stop holds
out his right arm vertically ; if he turns
to the right he holds his right arm out
horizontally ; if he is about to slow down
the right arm is held out horizontally
with the palm downwards, -the hand
being moved up and down; if he desires

to turn to the left the right arm is held
out horizontally and swept towards the
left hand ; if the driver desires a vehicle
to overtake him he holds his right arm
below the horizontal, and waves it from~-
the rear to the front. It is suggested
that non-observance of these driving rules
is not to be constituted as an offence,

but failure to make the right signal
would be taken . into consideration if an
accident has been caused.
Under the heading " Rules of the

Road; Advice to Drivers," it is sug-
gested that any towing by, or riding on
a vehicle without the consent of the
driver would be regarded as an offence.

No Case Against Pillion Riding.—

A

good • deal has been written concerning
pillion riding, but in the opinion of the
Committee this should not be forbidden,
as "no case has been made out to be so
strong as to justify its prohibition."
Pedal cycles have not escaped the

notice of the Committee, and it is ex-
pressly stated that every cycle should
have a means of audible warning of ap
proach, and if fitted with a free wheel
it must have a brake. It is also sug-
gested that deaf cyclists should carry a
signal showing the disability from which
they are suffering.

There was only one dissentient among
the Committee signing the report ; this
was Mr. Frank Elliot, C.B., Assistant
Commissioner of Police, and as it is by no
means impossible that his views may in-

fluence the final adoption of the report by
Parliament, we reproduce those objections
which affect motor cyclists :

—

" I disagree with the recommendation
to treat all motor vehicles with less than
four wheels, and not exceeding 8cwt. in

weight, as falling within the motor cycle
|class, and therefore entitled to carry
number plates of half size. Further, I

am satisfied that an ample case has been
made out for increasing the size of the
identification mark on motor cycles.

" As regards the legal speed of motor
vehicles, I would have been ready to as-

sent to a substantial increase of speed,
but I think that the increases proposed
for some of the heavier types are too gen-
erous, and I disagree altogether with the
recommendation to fix no maximum speed
limit for motor cars and motor cycles.

In my opinion, the time is not ripe far

such a drastic change; the proposal does
not show due regard for the public
safety ; and, if carried into effect, would
be attended by the jnost unfortunate re-

sults, however great the. deterrent"" af-

forded by the penalties for dangerous
driving and kindred offences.

" I cannot support the recommendation
that pedal cycles with a fixed wheel need
not be fitted with a brake and that those
with a free wheel need have only one. I

think that the former should be required
to carry a brake (subject to special conces-

sions for machines designed and used for
~ track racing, whose use on the highway is

only occasional and" for short distances),

and that the latter should have two:"

b 1
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GUIDE TO THE LONDON—LAND'S END TRIAL.
Official List of Competitors. Route and Time Table. Contour of Beggar's Roost.

Detail Maps of Timed Hill Climb.

322 COMPETITORS
122 Motor Bicycles-

98 Sidecar Outfits

9 Cycle Cars.

93 Cars.

LANDS EI1D
4.10 ,

THE first London-Land's End Trial

took place for the cup presented by
the late president of the Motor

Cycling Club, Lt.-Col. Charles Jarrott,

in 1908.

The course was from London to Land's

End and back via Salisbury and Exeter,

only six hours' rest being allowed at

Penzance. In the following year the same
course was utilised.

In the first two years the trial was
held in August, but in 1910 the time was
changed to Easter. Thirty-five started

and twenty finished the same course. A
more difficult route was chosen in 1911

;

sixty-nine started and twenty-seven
finished. In 1912 the course was made
still more difficult ; eighty competitors

started and forty-four finished. Lyme
Regis and Trow hills were first included
in 1913, and, despite very bad weather,
fifty finished out of the ninety-five riders

who started.

Better weather prevailed in 1914, and
the same course was used. One hundred
and sixty-nine men started, and one
hundred and eight finished. It was not
until 1920 that the trial was resumed.
Further stiffening of the course took place
by the inclusion of Porlock and Lynton
hills, and the journey was made a single

one, finishing at Land's End. Cups were
offered for sidecars, three-wheeled cycle
cars and light cars. Last year the run
was made severe by insisting that the
competitors should take Porlock on the
run and cover the most difficult section of
the route at a speed of 19.4 m.p.h.
Seventy-two solo riders started and sixty
finished. Sixty drivers of sidecars started
and forty-four finished.

This year the course has been made
even more difficult by the inclusion of
Beggar's_ Roost (Barbrook Mill) one of the -

most trying climbs in the country.

t>2

THE ROUTE AT A GLANCE.

Previous .winners of the Jarrott Cup
were :—
1908. S. G. Frost (4i/

2 Minerva).
1909. F. G. Srnith (3V> Triumph).
1910. Rear-Admiral Sir R. K. Arbuthnot, Bt.,

K.C.B. (3V2 Triumph).
1911. A. J- Moorhouse (7 Indian).
1912. H. Karslake (3V> Rover).
1913. P. W. Moffat (2% Douglas).
1914. E. A. Colliver (7-9 Indian).
1920. T. S. Sharratt (4 Triumph).
1921. F. A. Longman (3% Ariel).

Complete List of Entries.

Including official numbers and registration numbers
of the machines where known.

Route and Time Table.

Time. Place. S,

p.m. Two miles west of
10.30 SLOUGH (start) ...

10.42 Maidenhead
11.21 Reading ..."

A.M.
12.12 Newburv
12.38 HUNGERFORD (check)
1. 8 Marlborough ... ...

1.28 Beckhampton
1.51 Devizes ..:

2.21 Trowbridge (check)
2.48 Frome
3.22 Shepton Mallet
3.49 Glastonbury
4.33 BR1DUWATER (control

and check)
5.33 BRIDGWATER
5.58 Wether Stowey
6.26 Williton (Minehead)
7. 8 PORLOCIC (timed mile)...
7.43 Lynmouth (non-stop begins)
7.45 LYNMOUTH Hll.r. TOP

(check)
7.48 Barbrook Mill
7.51 LYN CROSS (check, non-

stop ends) ...

8.12 Simons Bath
8.45 SOUTH MOLTON
9. 7 Umberleigh Bridge
9.33 GREAT TORRINGTON

(check)
9.45 Langtree

10.18 HOLSWORTHY
11. LAUNOESTON (control

and check)...
NOON.
IS. LAUNGESTON
12.25 Trewint
1. 5 BODMIN
1.41 Indian Queens
2.19 TRURO (check)
2.45 Redruth
2.55 Camborne ...

3.13 Havle
3.35 PENZANCE
3.45 Catchall
3.51 St. Buryan
4.10 LANDS END

4
13

17
ay,
10
. 6%
7'/2

10
9
11%
9

14ji

14
ny2

Hi

7
11
7'/3

Total
mileage.

4
17

34
42'*
521/2

59V4
66%
76%
85%
97l/

4
106 1/4

121
121
129i,i

138V,
152Vi
164

"

164V.
I651/2

166%
1731/4

I8414
191%

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

MOTOR BICYCLES.
A Longman (3% Ariel), MD 144.
Pond (4 Triumph), XK 781.
W. Buigoyne (4 Triumph), XF 8386.
H. S Love (31/, Norton), XF 4301.
Atkinson (4 Triumph), AJ 7627.
Bellield (3 A.B.C.), XC-1694.
L. B. Wills (31/, Rudge), XA 6521.
J. Wheeler (3i/

2 Scott Squirrel), BL 9663.
Atkins (31/2 Ariel), HM 2074.
H. Jones (3V» Sunbeam), OK 283.
F. Plowman (31/. Sunbeam), NK 1613.
J. Keyfloe (3V2 Kudge), BL9251.
J. Boyd-Harvey (3i/> Scott Squirrel),
L9711
W Segrett (3ty> Ariel), BY 8340.
W. Spencer (3y, Douglas), HR 6008.
A. Newman (31/. Douglas), AD 7009.
V. Chidley (5 Brough), MD2691.
S. Bridcutt (4 Dunelt), BY 8178.
S. Austin (3y, Scott Squirrel), YA 2271.
W. Ratclitle (8 Brough Superior), R 6384.
C. Rhodes (3y> Triumph), NO 4496.

8V, 2001/i
4 ." 20414
10% 215

14 229

229
8V4 2371/4

14V, 250%,
12 262%
12V) 275y4
8% 283%
i¥, 28714
6 293^1
VV4 300V,
i-A 303%
2 305%
614 312.

Brough (8 Brough Superior), HP 2122.
Street (3V, Sunbeam), PA 4169.
Dickinson (3% Ariel), NM 1527.
Bourlet (3V. Ariel), .

C. Nias (31/. Ariel), ME 1566.'

N. Staonah (3y, Rover), HP 3658.
A. folium (4 Indian-Scout) BL9280.
L. Daniels (4 Douglas), XB 3404.
Hancox (31/. Zenith-Bradshaw), FC 4335.
W. Easten (3 A.B.C.), Y 8017.
S. Green' (3% Scott), XB 1123.
V. Gordon-Cumming (3y2 Norton),

SP 5339.
34. R. V Saltmarsh (4 Harley - Davidson),

XC 2633.
35. J. Richardson <3y2 Lea-Francis), .

36. W. G. Boyer (3y2 Norton), MD 6493.
37. E. H. Gilford (3% Martinsyde), PC 435.
38. H. H. Nicholson <3y, Martinsvde), PC 334.
39. A. A. F. Symes (6 Martinsyde), PC 433.
40. M. Pearson (4 Triumph), BW 5376.
41. J. A. Stedman (4 Powell), .

42. B. H. Brayne (.1<A Blackburne), LY 2216.
43. F. V. Edwards (4% B.S.A.), MD 5822.
44. J. G. L. Boorer (5 N.TJ.T.), HK 1781.
45. V. Gayford (3y2 Zenith-Bradshaw), .

46. W. D. Pugh (3V2 Zenith-Bradshaw), PC 480
47. J. A. O'Sullivan (8-10 Reading-Standard),

XB 1362.
48. E. W. T. Howard (3y2 N.TJ.T.), XF 4853.
49. J. W. Grose (3 A.B.C.), HE 6482.
50. R. B. Roberts (4 Triumph), HP 2281.
51. J. Eddv (4 Rover), FJ 1922.
52. T. A. Slann (4 Triumph), HM 1141.
53. J. W. Troughton (4 X.L.), XK 4894.
54. A. W. Hadley (3y2 Rudge), XK 2283.
55. F. E. Salter (3% Zenith-Bradshaw), NNN.
56. E. J. Walter (31/. Zenith - Bradshaw),

KE7510.
57. W. A. Newell (3% Scott), FX 5683.
58. G. E. Untie (5-6 Metro-Tyler). ME 1932.
59. E. Hardwick (5 N.D.T.), BY 7956.
60. H. R. Harveyson (3y2 Triumph), HP 2933.
61. R. Charlesworth (3% Zenith-Bradshaw), —.

62. W. R. Williams (3y2 Triumph), KE 8556.
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Guide to the' London-Land's End Trial.—

MOTOR BICYCLES—cant.

J. Marks (31:, Triumph), HM 2406.
Pugh (3y. Triumph), BH 8726.
8. Burnett (5-6 Raleigh), BH 8450.
Fester (5-6 Raleigh), .

Pike (3',i Norton), .

Harrison (3% N.U.T.), XH 743.
Newitt (3',;> Douglas), BH8113.
Heurv Wells (3 A.B.C.), .

J. G. Dickson (4 Triumph), OE 7030.

J. Sims (4 Triumph), LH 1587.
O. Ford (3'i Zenith-Bradshaw), TA 2652.

G. Biss (4 Norton), T 1739.
M. Chudley (4 Indian-Scout), FJ 1764.
H. Williams (3y2 Triumph), FJ 1962.

S. Sharratt (2% A.J.S.), B.N 8541.

F. Anderson <2y. Uonnaught), OH 8697.
H. Baxter (2% Radco), HK 416.

L. Sprosen (2y- Connaught), IK 610.

M. Kmll (2% Raleigh), XK134.
Gibson (2 r

;4 Raleigh), AU 5296.
Richardson (2^ "Raleigh), .

L. Richardson (3y2 Alecto), XF 904.
V. (Jraulord <2?!4 P.V.)., XF 174.
L. Thomas (2% P.V.), AF 5025.
N. Thomas (3 Hagg Tandem), NK 627.

N. Taylor (3 Hagg Tandem), MD 7931.
W. Lewis (31/2 Beafdmore-Precision),
OK 886.
G. White (23.4 G.R.I.), GB 435.
A. Davies (2% A.J.S.), .

H. Mocatta (2% A.J.S.), XK 861. —
O. Hemy (2?4 A.J.S.). .

Sutton (214 Royal Enfield), DP 3289.
Kuhn (2V-, Calthorpe), OK 464.
Heller (2% Calthorpe): OO 334.
G. Wall (234 Veloeette),^ .

J. Greathead (3 Ivv), OK 960.
A. Welch (2y, O.K. Junior), FC 4444.
J. Youngs (2V. O.K. Junior), XK 3512.
G. Churchill (254 Verus), .

G. Wooldridge (234 A.J. SO, .

M. U. McLachlan (234 A.J. SO, XK 1426
W. Applebee (214 Levis). OB 9743.
R. H. Stewart (2";4 Raleigh), XK 1982.
S. Newnham (234 Raleigh). XK 1981.
T. Glanfield (21/. Cotton-Villiers), T 9289
V. Bateman (2?4 Diamond), DA 5600.
S. Guthrie (2«4 Diamond), .

N. Cooper (2% Sirrah-Blackburne),
PC 890.
R. Gray (3 Coventrv-Eagle), HP 3359.
J. Stone (2*1 Orbitt), ME 171.
Read (21,:. Readv), YA 1004.
Haydon Robinson (234 Wooler), MD 7295.
Milward (2% Wooler), MC 3640.
Wooler (2% Wooler), ME 879.
E. Pautard (214 Trump-Jap), XK 2545.
A. Hopkins ((3 Ivy), XH 9234.
L. Hanman (2^4 Coulson), XK 5123.
F. Alcock (2% Raleigh), AU 5869.
W. Harrington (234 Douglas), AN 3404.
W. Allen (234 Blackburne), XH 1168.

SIDECAR OUTFITS.
123. W. A. Fell Smith (8 Brough Superior),

HP 2929
124. Clifford Wilson (4Vj Quadrant), XF 2530.
125. G. A. Pidgeon (4y, Quadrant), XA 5731.
126. T. J. Ross (7 Matchless), XX 4835.
127. R. C. Boxer (7 Matchless), XK 720,
12S. H. W. Glendrnning (8 Rex), FM 519.
129. H. Clennell (8 Brough Superior), BY" 8120.
130. S. C. Tait (8 Brough Superior), BY 8110.
131. A. C. Ward (4 Triumph), XA 6949.
132. F. V. Harris (4 Triumph), AD 8698.
133. P. W White (8 Sunbeam), W 8968.
134. R. McK. Veale (6-7 B.S.AO, KE 3555.
135. B. S. Allen (8 Matchless). BY 8069.
136. J. G. Hann (8 New Imperial), BL8551.
137. J. Mackenzie (6 Humber). NH 193.
138. F. J. Watson (7 Ariel), MX 6244.
139. W. F. Guiver (7 Matchless), HO 8068.
140. W. H. Hardman (8 Matchless), NK 1266.
141. E. A. Bridgman (7 Indian), SJ 80.
142. D. H. Davidson (4 Indian-Scout),. UY 7.

143. R. W. W.- E. Clarke (4% Quadrant),
XK3831.

144. J. D. Marvin (.8 Bxough Superior), XF 666.
145. W. P. Brandon (4 Triumph), CR 5691.
146. A. G. Cocks (4V, Beardmore-Precision),

OH9t86.
147. C. G. Pullin (6 Douglas), PC 691.
148. E. Eland (414 B.S.AO, SS 344.
149. A. A. Attwood (414 Hawker), -BY 8365.
150. A. H. Carat (334 Scott Squirrel). FL 2651.
151. J .A. Peacock (7 Matchless), XF 9968.
152. W. J. Barker (Henderson), .

153. S. H. Farley (Henderson), '.
.

154. P. S. Cranford (7 Matchless), XF 157.
155. T. E Ranger (8 Matchless), .

.156. T. G. White (7 A.J. SO, CA 9849.
157. A. H. Nelson (4 Triumph). BY 7591.
158. J. A. Masters (7-9 Harley-Davidson), LM 324
159. C. F. Temple (7-9 Harley-Davidson),

XH9794.
160. S. E Longman (7-9 Harley-Davidson),

LO 9120
161. G. Nott (7 Matchless), XK 532.
162. D, S. Parsons (8 Matchless), .

163. F. E. Jones (8 Matchless), -—

.

164. T. H. Weaver (5-6 Verus), DA 9323.
165. A. Greenwood (8 Brough Superior), CX 4925.

pSIJpLIg 475

63. S.

64. H.

65 R
66. K.
67. V.

68. ,1.

69 K
70. W.
71 11.

72 K,

73. G.
74 .1

75 F,

76. K
77. T.
78 1.

79. K
80 <:.

81 A
82. 11

83. (1.

84. R
85, R
86. W
87 R
88. B.
89. C.

90. r>.

91. H.
92. 1:

93. W
94. H
CIS (J

96. 1,

97 A.
98. H
99 1,

ino F.
101. w
102 s.

103 A
104. F.
lOh A.
106 n,
107. s
108. H,
109 A.
110. C.

Ill M
112 1)

M3 I)

114 H
115 A.
116 J.

117 .1.

11H V
119 J.
120 (!,

121 H
122 H

166.
167.
168.
169.

171.
172.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.
201.
202.
203.

P. Bradley (414 Sunbeam), NP 655.
J. Agg (7 A.J. SO, .

Campbell-Culien (5-6 A.J.S.), AF 2472.
E. Bellield (7-9 Harley - Davidson)
XK 2532.

E. J. L. Strong (7-9 Harley-Davidson)
TA 293

W. H. Basliall (6 Martinsyde), PB 1746.
J. T. Bashall (6 Martinsyde), PB 1745.
G. Baxter (6 Martinsyde), PB 4742.
S. Julian (8 Matchless), DP 4104.
W. H. Julian (8 Matchless), DP 3991.
W. Bucknell (8 Matchless), BY 8319.
A. F. Pulling (8 Royal Enfield), BY 3304.
G. R. Claridge (4 Triumph), FJ 1573.
E. Wood (4 Norton), FJ 1899.
C. R. Collier (7 Matchless), LW 2991.
F. J. Ellis (7 Matchless), XH 6022.
G. D. Hardee (7 Matchless), XK 4411.
B. L. Bird (6 B.S.A.), NP 308.

H. Walker (6 B.S.AO, NP 310.
S. Perry (6 B.S.AO, NP 309.
A. Newnham (5-6 Raleigh), AU 4479.
J. Bosworth (5 Brough), AU 4209.
Couville (5 Lea-Francis), EM 1169.
Dyer (7-9 Harley-Davidson), XH 9205.
L. Miseres (7 Matchless), XH 1570.
H. Usley (7 Matchless), XK 4408.

. . A. Hoult (7 Matchless), XK 4410.
P. Cunningham (4'/> Phelon and Moore),
F. W. Giles (7 A.J. SO, DA 3010.
W. L; Danskin (7-9 Rudge), HP 2755.

J. Wallies (5-6 Coventry Victor), ME 1524.

E. C. Barton (4 Triumph), BP 4034.
T. J. Ryan (7-9 Rudge), XK 4658.
W. King (7-9 Harley-Davidson), BY 4644.

F. Pownall (8 Royal Ruby), LX 3597.

Eli Clark (4>i Beardmore-Precision), .

F. W. Weill (7 Matchless), XK 4409.

J. Graham (7 Matchless), XH 5855.

M.
A.
K.
B.

204 F
205. H\

206. V.

207. H.
208. A.
209. A.
21(1 W
211. H,
212. A
213. \>.

214. H.
215 W,
216. R.
217. V.
218. W.
219. J.
220. 1.

221. W
222. H.
223. S.

224. F.
22b. V.
226. »:
227. s.
22H. A
229. H.
A lis

Autocar

Macdonald (7 Matchless), XF 1133.
A. Jaques (8 Zenith), ME 275.
W. Becker (5-7 McKechnie), HP 3529.
W. Choldcroit (6 A.J.S.), IT 115.
P. McGowran (4 Triumph), HP 2225.
C. Maskell (8 Matchless), XK 1045.
L. Card (7 Matchless), .

H. Saddington (6 James), NH 332.
R. Richardson (4 Triumph), PB 1418.
Pehrsen (4 Dunelt), OE 341.
W. Vallings (4 Dunelt), LT 3521.
E. Brough (31/2 Brough), .

B. Clark (3V2 Zenith-Bradshaw), .

T. Sidley <3y. Rudge), DV 2555.
N. Worthington (234 Wooler), ME 1303

J, Pruen (3y2 -Douglas), YA 2077.
" P. Brettell (3y, Connaught), OK 1017.

CYCLE CARS.
H. Elce (10 Morgan), .

E. K. Sawtell (11 Morgan), EX 5968.
Hall (10 Morgan), .

W. Dame (8 Morgan), HX 9951.
Spouse (8 T.BO, .

W. Holmes (10 Morgan), .

A. McCarthy (8 Morgan), KK 295.
G. Gripper (10 Morgan), .

F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan), CJ 743.

t oi the 93 car entries appears in T/i'v

So-rati ixrn

«^rv-

The shaded portion shows the timed

mile, commencing a little way beyond

Porlock village.

Contour of Beggar's Roost, near

Barbrook village. This hill was

specially surveyed for " The Motor
Cycle " thirteen years ago.

From the foot of Lynton Hill to some little distance

beyond the summU of Beggar's Roost is a non-stop

section, details of which are shown.

wirier- post.
CROSS.

OPPOSITE FAPJ-1 HOUSE

b*
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Weather Protection Aids; Alignment;

Luggage storage; German sidecar tendencies;

and a Note on Four-Cylinders.

By "FRIAR JOHN."

TO what endless uses have the many ex-Government

surplus stocks been put. Aeroplane wings

have been used as pigsties and hen-runs, propellers as

walking sticks, and swords as ploughshares, at any

rate bayonets as pokers—so the mighty arms of war

have fallen, and now the Service Co. has sent me

an ex-W.D. fencing jacket in white drill that will

make " an ideal under-jacket for the motor cyclist

who gets about in all weathers." It converts the

slimmest figure into a veritable Bibendum, and will

defy an Alaskan biizzard. One can buy this garment

for 4s. 9d., even though the original cost was 32s.,

and probably get more than 4s. od. worth of cotton-

wool in the linings.

A COLD draught whistling 'round the edge of the

screen, whether on a sidecar or runabout, can

completely spoil the passenger's comfort—and, by the

way, how is it that the driver himself so seldom com-

plains of draughts and cold? Is it because the

charm and distraction in driving blinds him to dis-

comfort? However, if passengers- did not frequently

and persistently criticise, probably we should not have

advanced so far as we have done in providing pas-

senger comfort. The makers of the Orto windscreen

must have heard grumbles about the flat windscreen,

for they fitted sidescreens long ago on their admir-

able productions, and now they are placing side-

screens on
,
the market which are specially designed

for Morgans, and very effective they are too, being

of good width, and, of course, adjustable, as the illus-

tration shows.

I/" NOCK-KNEED outfits are not so common as^ they used to be, although there are still too

many on the road, and what a disgraceful sight they

are, labelling the ow'ner at once a slothful and un-

reliable individual, unless, of course, the matedjust-_

ment be a temporary accident. There is no excuse

An Orto sidescreen which will interest Morgan owners.

b.i

Avoid appearing on the road with a sidecar and machine

leaning in this ungainly manner.

whatever for loose tube clips, and although one may
say that the nuts are fastened as tightly as possible

and will not hold, any mechanic will make the job

hold some way, either using packing or pinning the

clip. At all costs avoid appearing on the road like

the rider shown in the illustration, and have a little

thought for your passengers, since in some mysterious

way -a knock-kneed outfit makes both rider and pas-

senger look foolish and ridiculous

19
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Passenger Machine Topics,

A COLLEAGUE
•**• facetiously re-

marks, orf seeing the

photographs of the

sidecar on the right,

that " it was a capital

idea for camping,
being of good length,

for if the folding

back were supported
on legs, one could
sleep in' the body."
Being well accus-

tomed to sleeping in

a yacht's bunk about
the width of a match-
box, he might sleep

dreamlessly in it, but many would not. When Mr.
Easting had the sidecar made, it was not his idea to

sleep in it, I feel sure; at any rate, he said nothing
about that particular point. The most commendable
feature of the body, which was built specially as a

business vehicle, is the great provision for storage.

-without an ugly and cumbersome appearance ; there

. is room for a passenger as well as a great many
sample's.

I do not know whether a private individual would
be justified in carrying a body of this size about with

him always on short journeys, but for frequent long

tours the superb storage capacity would save the

trouble of packing luggage on the carrier, besides

looking infinitely "neater.

JUDGING from the illustration on this page Ger-

man sidecar, manufacturers are not blind to the

tendency of design in this country. Mr. R. Shepherd,

of Eindhoven, OOievaafslaan, sends an illustration of

a body of pleasing appearance, with ample mud-
guarding, yet not at all clumsy. Angle iron is used

in the chassis construction and transverse semi-elliptic

springing for the front suspension. The hood is con-

cealed in the locker behind. At the present rate of

exchange the cost of. this sidecar in Germany is 11,500

marks, roughly £,10 in English money, a price that

need not be commented upon; it speaks for itself

with capacious luggage space,

for commercial travellers.

ONE hardly associated four-cylinders with a sport-

ing solo mount, although we may shortly see

more four-cylinder models on the road. Up to the

present their weight has placed them in the category

of passenger mounts, but the advent of the Low t.wq-

stroke and another design which will shortly be shown

to the public may alter this state of affairs. As a

purely speed mount it may never equal the super-

single, but, if only on the merit of smooth running

and pleasure of driving or being driven in a four-

cylinder outfit, the introduction of new engines of this

type is more than justified. Ten years ago more than

one well-known authority on motor cycle matters pre-

dicted the four-cylinder sidecar eventually ousting the

twin and the single. Although their prediction is far

from fulfilment, the advent of new models marks a

desirable revival of interest in the type. I have often

asked passengers whether they have any preference in

'the matter of engines, whether the purring twin _
is so

very much more desirable than the " thumping " single,

and it must be acknowledged that the twin has the vote

in the majority of cases. But then all twins don't

purr, and all singles don't thump. Personally the

most pleasurable sidecar ride I have ever had was in

a four-cylinder outfit. - Terrific acceleration combined

with excellent brakes (on this particular machine) made

driving in traffic and on the open road an absolute

pleasure, and top-gear hill-climbing was the rule rather

than the exception.

J

A German sidecar with concealed hood and cruiser type of

body.

GRACEFUL AND LIGHT.

Unique streamline design is one of the features of this

sporting model Hawk sidecar. There is a spacious locker behind

the passenger with room for batteries, and it is sold complete

with windscreen and clockhoard by the Hawk Manufacturing

Co., 12, Hampton Street, Brighton.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Coirespc iK'ence stould fce addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Dorset Hous?, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and mist be accompanied by the writer'3 name and aidresi..

MOTOR CYCLES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS.

Sir,—May I, as a motor cyclist of some twelve years' ex-

perience, be permitted to say that though in the many thou-

sand miles of my wanderings I have met many youthful
riders of both sexes, I have yet to encounter one who was
guilty in any way of either reckless 01% careless driving.

Most of my thrills have been caused by " speed merchants
"

of about twenty years of age. That, I know at any rate,

was my own dangerous period !
—

By all means let the youngster have a motor cycle. The
sport will do him, or her, nothing but good, both physically

and mentally.

I only wish that some of the " old hands " I have met
were as considerate in their driving as the youngsters I have
met—or as cheerful in the case of a breakdown !

0. P. C. COLLIER.

Sir,—My eldest boy, before he was 14 years of age, came
into possession of a very ancient 2§ h.p. F.N. machine. It

was at least six years old, and looked more. He took the
whole thing to pieces, engine and all, cleaned it up, andje-
assembled it. The old-fashioned tappets were very badly
worn, and I helped him to turn new ones on my little 4in.

lathe out of some steel rods which had belonged to an old

sewing machine. After re-assembling and re-enamelling, the

old bike looked quite smart, and, more wonderful still, she
went! On the boy's fourteenth birthday I presented him

.,

with the price of a driver's licence. That was five years ago,

and he has since ridden some thousands of miles on the same
old bus. Now will anyone say that a boy who could take
down, repair, and re-assemble a motor cycle at that age is

not better qualified to drive one on the open road than a

middle-aged duffer whose fingers are all thumbs, and who
does not know which way to turn a screw ?

WM. F. A. ELLISON.

ON WHICH SIDE DO YOU FALL?
Sir,—A correspondent mentions that in nine out of every

ten cases a machine is damaged on the near side.

I appear to be the tenth case.

I have had several skids and sideslips this winter, and
in each case I have hit the ground and damaged the off-

side of the machine.
I suggest that the following explanation is the cause :

—

I always mount my machine from the offside and dis-

mount from the offside.

In case of any danger my right leg is the first to leave
the footrest. Therefore at the slightest sign of danger my
weight is automatically thrown to the offside, and in case
of a sideslip the machine falls on the offside. G.P.H.

Watford.

Sir,—I am very much interested in Mr. Leslie Lyon's
statement that in nine -cases out of ten a tumble, or side-
slip, results in the machine beinp- damaged on the near
side, I myself having the same experience.
My theory is, one mounts a machine from the near side

in nearly all cases, therefore there is a natural tendency
when danger occurs to bring oneself oyer to the left if
it is possible. In fact, quite a number of people find it
much easier to make a left-hand turn on this account than
they would a right. E. RICHARDS.
b6

GREASE NAVIGATION ON A PRE-WAR SINGLE.
Sir,—I see that " Troubled " has difficulty in keeping a

straight course on his 1910 single-geared Triumph when
riding on grease.

Perhaps his trouble may be caused by the same things

that caused rolling on grease on my 1912 Triumph. I Have
ridden it about 13.000 miles since I bought it in 1920, and
I have now no trouble in keeping a straight course. I found
that my trouble was :

—

(1.) The ball races in the head and forks were badly
worn, so that the 'steering was stiff and the forks were not
smooth in action. I fitted new ball races, and made the
head and forks work properly.

(2.) The barrel „ spring of the forks- was not a genuine
Triumph spring ; it was too long, thus shortening the wheel
base and restricting the movement of the forks. I fitted

a genuine Triumph spring.

(3.) I find that running slowly on a gear that is too high
will cause skidding, because the back wheel jumps at each
powe>; impulse. 1 have an adjustable pulley, but I carry
two belts, an inch belt (top gear) and a |in. belt (low

gear for riding on greasy tram lines). 1 hold the bars
firmly (but not as if I am trying to bend them), and I grip

the tank with my knees.

I use W.D. Triumph flat bars, the saddle is as near the
centre of the machine as possible, and the footrests are

4in. below and lin. to the rear of the old pedalling gear
bearing. H. N. W. GOSS.

THE A.C.U. AND PRIVATE TRIALS.
Sir,—Many points have been well ventilated, but I do not

understand why Mr. A. E. Curtis should require " every
intelligent motor cyclist " to support Mr. Loughborough's
attitude. Who constitute the " certain type of rider " who
"object to being dictated to in the matter of sport"? I

should tay 99 per cent, of the total motor cyclists living.

Surely we have a sufficient number of restrictions and obli-

gations enforced by the police (bearable only because they
are more or less necessary) not to want more regulations
from unnecessary sources.

If the only objections to these trials are the facts that
unofficial figures may be published, and that "the ordinary
private owner, without opportunity or inclination to investi-

gate the claims of all and sundry, would simply be unable
to come to a reliable opinion," then we need consider these
objections very little. The experienced motor cyclist can
always judge for himself ; the beginner, if starting in a small
way, would buy the best machine within his reach, while if

buying a new machine he would, without doubt, get advice
from an experienced friend. In any case, " the art of the
advertisement writer " is likely to be overshadowed by the
art of the salesman.

So I repeat, but without any gibe, Mr. Curtis's words,
" By all means let Mr. Booth promote his petrol consumption
competition if it amuses him." Doubtless there is a sufficient

number of good sportsmen who will back him up, and
therein find amusement, too.

I, as one of the ordinary private owners, shall be grateful

to know what may reasonably be expected from an ordinary
machine in ordinary hands. L. WAKEFORD.
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ULTRA-RAPID AMERICAN TWINS.
Sir,—I would like " Triumph " to know of one of my

experiences with a Yankee big twin. Last summer a friend
and I went on a tour of four days, during which time we
covered some 600 odd miles. The machine was" not repaired
or adjusted throughout the trip. On our return journey we
touched 63 m.p.h., my friend weighing list. 81b., myself
list. 41b. We carried a full two-gallon tin of petrol, kit of

tools, and two suitcases. The machine had at that time
covered just over 5,000 miles. HARLEY.
London, W.9.

Sir,
—"Triumph" may now be disposed to believe the

statement that an extra passenger on the carrier has very
little effect upon the speed of a solo machine on the level.

We are loth to appear " Doubting Thomases," but, as we
happen to reside quite close to, and consequently know, the

stretch of road referred to, we cannot share " Triumph's "

optimism in regard to the speeds mentioned.
B. WHOMES.
L. W. G. HARTLEY.

Sir,—The other day, while jazzing to the South Coast from
London on my 1 h.p. Tish-Tosh with two passengers in the
sidecar and one on the pillion seat (I usually carry two here),

I saw in front of me a moving object of enormous dimensions.
On passing it I noticed that it was Count Z- -b- -ky's wonder-
ful 3,000 h.p. X.Y.Z;
A minute^or so passed, when up he rushed ! Zing ! I

immediately opened up, and we ran parallel for some ten

miles or so, when he began to draw away from me, although

my Bon- -k- -n (geared up 1 to 10) showed 98.765 m.p.h.

For the benefit of your correspondent, I might add that

seventeen drops of water in the float chamber and a small

amount of bird seed in the oil tank considerably lessen the

time taken on these record runs. HANDLEBARS.
Friern Lane.

Sir,—Your correspondent "Triumph" is, I think, mis-

taken in his conclusion that the "ultra-rapid " qualities are

confined to American machines. My own experience last

summer, when driving my 12-cylinder car in the early morn-

ing, was somewhat similar to his. On a perfectly open, wide,

safe road, I was travelling just over 40 m.p.h. when I re-

ceived warning toots and was somewhat surprised to be

rapidly overtaken

by a procession

oi three motor
cyclists, who yelled

a cheery invitation

to speed up. The
first was passed at

52 to 53 m.p.h..

the second at 58.

whilst the fleetest

took a lot of catch-

ing at 63. I noticed

that each cycle'was''

a B.S.A. I make
no apologies for

this furious speed-

ing, as the condi-

tions -were ideal,

the time 6 a.m.,

anil uie safety of

no one but our-

selves was im-
perilled. As an nlrl

motor cyclist. (1906-

7) I was greatly

impressed with the
beautiful rhythm
and speed of these
machines, each well
laden with a lusty
rider and full kit
of luggage, also

with the cheeriness
and sportsmanship
of the "tourers."

"1906-1922."

Wallasey.

QUEUEING FOR THE CLIMB. Scenes of this sort are by no means uncommon
in 1922 trials, where fear of baulking on a freak hill results in a check and consequently

a queue of waiting competitors at the foot.

m
Sir,—I should like to reply to " Triumph's " remark's re

speeds of a blue Indian and his own 'bus between Swanley
and Farningham.
Riding a 1915 7 h.p. R.R. Indian in this district, and

knowing every inch of the roads and lanes, I should like to
ask exactly where 64 m.p.h. was obtained, for I do not know
of a stretch of road between these two towns on which I
should dare to attempt such high speeds—especially on a
Saturday afternoon. ' JACK LINGGOOD.
Sir,—It might interest "Triumph" to know that thelndian

he mentions has never done more than 60 m.p.h. solo, let
alone 66 m.p.h. two up, in its six years of existence. Also
the machine is not a so-called " Blue Indian," but merely a
repainted red one. ZENITH.

TWO-STROKE EFFICIENCY.
Sir,—How does Mrs. Mary C. Jennison explain the fact

that long-distance records were held by the 350 c.c. Aleeto
2-stroke 1. (I am presuming this machine had a cast-iron
cylinder and a normal bore-stroke ratio.) R.R.
Birmingham.

POSSIBILITIES OF THE WIMSHURST INFLUENCE
MACHINE ON I.C. ENGINES.

Sir,—Referring to the letter on the above question, it

scarcely seems possible that any machine which depends
wholly on an infinitely high state of insulation in all parts
could be made to give good results for general ignition
purposes, as damp air alone is quite sufficient to cause total
failure.

One of the greatest sources of trouble in all electro-static
machines is failure to "build un " owing to leakage of the
residual charge of electricity, either through or across the
insulation, or through the air. This difficulty seems, so far,

quite impossible to overcome entirely, the quantity of elec-

tricity being extremely minute, but at a very high potential.
A certain amount of improvement might be effected by

enclosing the whole in a case containing compressed air, but
this would at once introduce mechanical objections when
seen from the motorist's point of view.
Admitting that machines of the Wimshurst type will give

very powerful discharges at long intervals, it is doubtful
whether sparks sufficiently powerful to jump the spark-

ing plug points and
not brush across
the porcelain could
be got in succession
rapidly enough for

a high-speed en-
gine.

It may be said
that these criti-

cisms relate only to
the present state of

development, and
take no account of
the. future possi-

bilities of the static

machine ; but, all

considered,- there
seems but little

hope of improve-
ment over the"

magneto by its

adoption,-either oh
the question of size,

weight, reliability,

or cost of produc-
tion.

It would be in-

teresting to know
how Mr. Freeman
Lee arrives at the
theoretical output

and the useful out-

put of 5 per cent,

of a Wimshurst
machine.

H. W. BAKER,
b n
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COMPLICATED COASTING.
Sir,—Having owned various machines for the last ten

years, commencing at the age of 14 (I hasten to add I was
neither .reckless nor irresponsible), I should like to explain

to Mr. F. Walker the method of coasting which has proved

so successful during my experience with both fixed engined
and m-ulti-geared 'buses.

When coasting down the average main road hill with a

multi-geared machine, descend in top gear with the throttle

shut and air wide open. Thus, it will be seen, that'although

no petrol is being consumed, the engine is being turned
over and is sucking in clean, cool air into the cylinder,

which has a cooling- effect, and not that of distortion ; then
with a touch on the throttle lever the engine will start

up when desired.

Should the descent be steep, a lower gear will have greater
braking effects, should that be deemed necessary.

Concluding, one should never descend a hill in neutral,

as it may become necessary to "shovel the coals on " at a

moment's notice. LOUIS FIELD NORTON. __

WHEN BORED WITH MAIN ROADS.
Sir,—It may be of interest to you to know that a very

good hill for a sporting trial is situated in the Oxted dis-

Map showing the location of Tandridge Hill, referred to by
Mr. G. Collard.

trict, and I enclose a very rough map, which will enable
vou to see exactly where it is to be found (Tandridge Hill).

G. COLLARD.
JUSTIFYING THE FREAK TRIAL.

Sir,—There appears to have been considerable comment
caused recently by the introduction in reliability trials of

hills and surfaces, over which, until a short time ago, it

was assumed that no sane motorist would wish to travel.

Has it never occurred to your readers that these various
roads and by-roads (erroneously termed "colonial tracks"),
do not exist merely for the sake of providing trials pro-

moters with courses, but that they serve some other useful
purpose also. It is quite possible to find habitations along--

side these tracks, and more often than not, the local in-

habitants number amongst them several users of motor
cycles, whose only means of reaching home is along these
self-same paths.
We, ourselves, are fortunate in having the Peak District

close to hand for the purpose of testing our gears, and many
times our testers have driven up and down these by-lanes
with heavily laden sidecars for the purpose of discovering
whether any latent defect might become evident after pro-
longed use of one or the other low gears.

We think we are right in stating that practically every
track of suitable width in this district has been travelled
over "three up" on one of our testing outfits, and there-
fore we see no cause for grumbling on the part of .some
would-be sportsmen who find that their progress is barred
by an obstacle such as they are not accustomed to meet
in the more southern part of the kingdom.

bl2

Competitions are presumably arranged for finding the
best combination of machine and rider, and we hardly think
it fair to expect more than a very small proportion indeed
of competitors to obtain medals. The absurdity which
has recently arisen in the Victory Trial, where out of approxi-
mately two hundred and eight competitors eighty-one
obtained gold medals, and fifty-two silver medals, is self-

evident. We fail to see what advertising value a medal
in such a case can possess, as apparently every manufac-
turer seems to have won one . of some sort. Apparently in

such a case the award means little more than that machine
and rider have succeeded in finishing the course. Surely
it is the manner of finishing the course, and not the fact

of finishing, that should be the essential point in making
awards. - I. COHEN.

John Jardine, Ltd.
- *

REAR LIGHTS FOR ALL.
Sir,—The cyclists' arguments against rear lights are

perfectly sound, but like so many other theories, complica-
tions step in and make modifications necessary in actual
practice. The complication in this case is that of dazzle,

and I consider this to be the- deciding factor in the whole
problem. After being half blinded by one of the " double
million magnifying" projectors (as Sam Weller would have
described them) demanded by cyclists to justify their case,

a live light ahead is about the only thing visible to the
overtaking motorist, and at any speed over 12 m.p.h. an
unlighted object ahead is a real danger till the eyes have
regained their normal condition. No pedestrian with any
sense will disport himself in the middle of the road with his

shadow in front proclaiming the presence of an overtaking
vehicle, and besides pedestrians and cyclists there are very
few unlightable objects ou the main roads where the
dazzle nuisance is met with.
The answer to this problem will be given in the future,

when the importance of fast road travel is recognised, and
when, excepting pedestrians, unlightable road users will not
be allowed on main roads at night, any more than Tom,
Dick, and Harry are allowed to play marbles between the
tracks of the Great Western Railway after school hours.

LESLIE LYONS.

Sir,—For some time past the Committee of the North
Eastern Automobile Association has been interesting itself

in the agitation for the reimposition of the regulation

making the carrying of rear lights on bicycles compulsory.
. This is not a question of inflicting any hardship upon

cyclists, as rear lights are inexpensive, easily fitted, and
there is no difficulty or danger in keeping them alight, as

was proved during the war years while the regulation was
in force. Further, motor cyclists, who are about the fastest

travellers on the road will also be required to carry a rear

light.
_ _

-~-
But it is chiefly in the interests of cyclists themselves

that the regulation is desired. There have been lately

several accidents, due to no fault on the part of motorists.*
in which users of bicycles have been injured more or less

seriously, and it is therefore for their -own sakes that the

reform is desired.

J. E. HODGKIN, Hon. Sec, N.E.A.A.

Sir,—Personally I consider rear lamps are an abomination
and absolutely unreliable, firstly because all rear lamps are

minute, and in the case of acetylene the burner is very small,

with very low pressure in the tube. Remembering that

rear lamps are at the extreme rear of the machine and get

heavy jolting, it does not require the use" of much grey
matter to realise that they are much more easily

extinguished thai* head lamps, which are on the best

sprung part of the machine.
At present night runs are one of my greatest pleasures,

but, before, I never went out after dark unless forced to,

because every few yards I had to screw round to see if the

blinkin' rear lamp had finally blinked.

In a smash it's the carrier, or non-carrier, of the rear

light who gets hurt, and not the overtaking car—so why
all this sob stuff about the " common good to all," etc?

TRIUMPH SOLO.
Manchester.
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Sir,—I l'eel very angry with Angus Macdonald, in spite

of his name, and feel sure that he is a constant • danger on
his Highland roads.

I should like to catch him up, some dark night, when he
and his flock were spread over the road and I was driving a

Foden. WILLIAM H. KENT.

AN AMATEUR ROAD RACE.
Sir,—With reference to the proposed Amateur Road Race,

I think that if the entry fee were definitely fixed at £5 and
no surplus were returned, the race would receive more
support.

To take one's machine to the Island and stay for, say, two,

weeks will cost at least £10, and on top of this we are asked

£10 for an entry fee.

I am also of the opinion that a class should he formed
for, owners of 600 c.c. dual purpose mounts such as the fol-

lowing : 4 h.p. Triumph, 3| h.p. Scott, 4 h.p. Norton, 4 h.p.

Douglas, etc.

It cannot be said that these machines will be too fast for

the course, as The 05 h.p. sporting models made, by the above
firms are much faster. :

AMATEUR, :

Southport.

Sir,—Why not, as suggested in an .earlier article in The
Motor Cycle, endeavour to prevent any advertising of suc-

cesses in the Amateur Race I. This would most effectually^

put a stop to possible faking by interested trade men.

Secondly, why does the Manx M.C.C. worry about A.C.U.
'permission to apply for a permit-' at all? If the Manx
authorities are willing—well.

" —UMPH !

"

London, W.C.2.

RADIATION OF HEAT.
Sir,—Your contributor " E.N.J." falls into a very popular

error in his article on "Radiation of Heat" when he states

that the heat from the outside of the cylinder wall is dissi-

pated by radiation.

The amount so dissipated is very small compared with the

total amount to be dealt with.

Radiation is proportional to the fourth power of the abso-

lute temperature, and, at the comparatively low temperature
of the cylinder, radiation is of very little value. This would
become very obvious if the cylinder were enclosed in a

vacuum, or even in a small closed glass box (glass being
practically transparent to radiant heat).

The real cooling effect is due to convection ; not the con-

vection caused by the heat, but by each particle of air being

heated by direct contact with the cylinder as it passes in

the stream caused by the motion of the machine.

So although the cooling will be improved by a dull black

finish on the cylinder, such improvement will be too small

to be detected by ordinary means. P. BREWSTER.

ARTIFICIAL OBSTACLES.
Sir,—In reference to Mr. Newman's amusing letter in your

last issue, I regret that I cannot give him the names of any
guilty of all the terrible offences he enumerates.
Respecting Gorsey Bank, doubtless your correspondent will

recollect that he himself successfully negotiated the water
splash there on the occasion of the Leicester Club's Winter
Trial in 1921, when it was a miniature lake. This time,

under easier conditions, more than one-half the competitors
succeeded, and he failed. Hence the' squeal.

Cross Keys, Loughborough. ''., A. PRINCE.

RIDING COMFORT.
Sir,—We are pleased to see in your issue of the 23rd nit.

„ that "Friar John," in "Passenger Machine Topics," draws a
comparison between the average vehicle and the Chesterfield

chair, for which, anything up to £20 is frequently paid, this

after a most critical and justified examination.

We cannot understand why some motor cyclists will pay
. such careful attention to the engine and machinery portions
.of the machine, apparently forgetting entirely that their own
concern is to sit. on this machine during the whole of its

useful service. In this, way they must spend, at any rate

during the summer months, a very much longer period of

their lives in the saddle than in the expensive Chesterfield
clhair. .

, H. T. BALLEMY.
(For J. B._ Brooks & Co., Ltd.).

*4

, 4.S1

4 H.P. AEROPLANES.
Sir,—I was much interested to see that " Ixion " in his

" Occasional Comments " voices his regret that the day of the
£100 aeroplane has not yet arrived.
This is a. fact, as regards flying as we have become

accustomed to see it of late years, but I firmly believe that
modest flying is within the means of the comparatively
impecunious, and that for a sum much less than that
mentioned a small party of enthusiasts could build them-
selves a machine capable of giving them much pleasure.

I emphasise the word " modest," for high speed, high
altitude and long distance all demand big engines, which
mean big cost, both original and upkeep
The writer has built many aeroplanes since the far-off

days of 1909, of various types, from four man-power (ground
speed 9 m.p.h.) to "Hun strafers " of the hottest; so.
although he is quite prepared for the howl of derision which
is bound to greet his views, he is not entirely talking through
his hat. y
The ideal I have in view is a machine of extremely light

weight, large surface, slow speed and small engine power,
a.nd obviously: limited to use in favourable weather, and
within the limits of good ground.

' I have discussed the project frequently with an eminent
designer of war-time machines, who, at first sceptical, on
making rough calculations, expressed the opinion that the
plan was certainly not hopeless, and that 4 h.p. would
probably be sufficient for the machine in view, and an air
speed of 25 m.p.h. attainable.

I am afraid the question of design and cost would occupy
too much space to be entered into, but I have not ignored
these,

_
and in conclusion should like to point out tft

those interested that German amateurs have devoted much
work along these lines since the war, and have achieved
remarkable success with featherweight machines without
engines, flights of eight miles in length and fourteen minutes'
duration having been officially recorded.

" NUTANSPLITPIN."
Birmingham.

CLEANING CELLULOID SCREENS.
Sir,—I am sending the following hint in the hope that it

may benefit your numerous readers who are blessed (or
cursed) with celluloid windscreens.
Mix some whiting and olive oil into a smooth paste and

rub well into the celluloid with a soft cloth. When the
marks have been removed wipe as much of the paste off as
possible and sprinkle with french chalk. Leave for a few
minutes for the chalk to soak up any oil which may remain
and then polish off.

The above treatment will remove all marks and small
scratches, and is recommended by one of the leading celluloid

manufacturers. ROBERT CHATTERTON.
DnnnDDnnnDanDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
a Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists.
~Z Tailed in i-nninnrtinn with The Mntnr CvrJpIssued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle.

MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM." D
The standard handbook of the motor cycle.

D Price net 2/6. By post, 2/10.

D ** HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Eighth Edition. - Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying —

_ them when found. Fourth Edition. hfu Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3. U
*. TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."

D A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's point of

D view. Price net, 3/-. By post, 3/3.

" MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES." rj

By " IxiONj" of The Motor Cycle.

Cloth Bound. Price, 5/-. By post, -5/3.

II Paper Boards. Price, 2/6. By post, 2/9. U
° " THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS. O

Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, D
D London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6. rj

Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and
Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8. t-l

'THE MOTOR"-CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10.

—. Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,

!=! Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, o- of leading Booksellers rj

^£ and Railway Bookstall^.
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PLAIN WORDS ON PILLION RIDING.
Passenger's Position a Less Important Safety

his Companion'

PILLION riding is somewhat of a contradiction.

With an experienced and careful driver and a

passenger entirely ignorant of motor. cycles and

oblivious to traffic problems it is as safe as walking,

perhaps more so. With _an uncertain driver and a

nervous and traffic-wise passenger it may be very

dangerous.

The Ideal Passenger.

Much has been said in the past on riding position

as applied to this super-economical means of transport,

on the necessity for foot-rests, and hand-rests and

back-rests, on cornering ; but in the writer's opinion

the real essential to safety is a passenger who sits like

a sack of potatoes and forgets that he (or she) is not on

four wheels instead of two.

Given this condition, usually obtained with a

feminine " load," who sits side-saddle and prides her-

Factor than the Driver's Capability and
s Mentality.

self on the fact that she does not hang on, insurance

companies would cease to increase their premiums for

the privilege.

For comfort a spring seat is a decided improvement,

but unless it has been thoughtfully designed it may dis-

play a tendency to side-roll as well as raise the centre

of gravity of the outfit—two serious faults.

if pillion-riding were as dangerous as the pessimists
aver it would not be so popular as it is. seen to be

upon any main road on a fine week end.

b 16
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CLUB NEWS.
^j

YORKSHIRE CLUB ENTHUSIASTS. Scene at the opening rally of the Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C. and L.C.C. at Millhouses.
Although cold, dull weather prevailed, a good number attended.

St. Anne's-on-Sea M.C.C.

A club has been formed at St. Anne's,
near Blackpool, with Mr. F. Knutton as

the president, and Mr. F. Dearden as hon.
secretary.

South-East Durham M.C.

On Easter Monday the club will hold a

reliability trial to Kirkby Stephen and
back ; distance, 140 miles.

Bishop Auckland M.C.C. and Durham
and District M.C.C.

Supported by the Stockton, Darlington,
Hartlepool, Pelton, Annfield Plain, and
South-East Durham Clubs, an important
hill-climb will be held at Legs Cross Hill

on Easter Monday. Particulars may be
obtained from Mr. W. Hedley, Lloyds
Bank Chambers, Durham.

Prestwich and District M.C.C.

Taking the form of a speed-judging-
contest, the opening run took place on
the 19th ult. In spite of the dubious
nature of the weather, quite 75 per cent,

of the members completed the 30 mile
course of Cheshire lanes. A trail of
Hour was laid, the route being unknown
to competitors previous to the run. Re-
sults have now been announced as fol-

lows :

—

1, W. Brown (3*/, Rover se.), 2 sees, error; 2,
R. Murphy (2%t Wolf). 30 sees, error.

Booby Prize ; W. Weaver (414 B.S.A. sc).
Award for Pluckiest Attempt : Miss K.

Hands <2Vi CalthorpeV

Natal M.C.C.
* On Saturday, March ilth, the club held
its second hill-climb for the Aggregate
Cup on Van der Spuy's Hill. The surface
was good, and some fair times were put
up. The results are as follows :

1. C. IT. Young (3V> Triumph).
2. D. Gelderd (2i,i Singer).
3. C. Woodward (3>i Norton).

It will be seen that British machines
can more than hold their own as far as
Watal is concerned.

(5-11)

Durham and District M.C.C.

Entitled, on the topically humorous
menu card, the "1922 Inaugural Competi-
tion, Consumption Trial," the club's

recent annual dinner was well in keeping
with this hint of a cheery atmosphere.

Bloxwich and District M.C.C.

Humorously illustrated and arranged in

the form of a trial's route card, the pro-

gramme of the club's recent dance formed
not the least important contribution to an
enjoyable evening.

Skipton M.C. and L.C.C.

The opening run was made to Ingleton

on April 2nd. A good number of members
turned out, and a most enjoyable day was
spent in the " Land of Waterfalls." The
scenery at Ingleton is perfect, and club

secretaries who wish to arrange a lovely

day's outing could not do better than

include a run to Ingleton in their fixtures.

Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.

To the strains of the Rosedale Abbey
Brass Band, the annual freak climb of

Rosedale Abbey Bank for the Fell Cup
will be held on the 23rd inst.

Biggleswade and District M.C.C.

Three new challenge cups have been
donated, and there is a general enthu-
siasm which, it is hoped, will continue
through the year. The club opens its

activities on Good Friday afternoon, when
a paperchase open to all motorists in the

district is to be held.

Ferryhill and District M.C.C. (Durham).

Nearly forty members have already been

enrolled, and further applications are

being received daily. Richmond Meet on

Good Friday will form the object of the

opening run. Particulars may be obtained

from Mr. R. E. Gittens, 35, Morrison

Terrace.

A northern club's opening run. Members of the Westmorland M.C.C. at Brough.
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Pendle Forest M.C.C.

Over three circuits of a nineteen-mile

course, including numerous freak hills, a

reliability trial will be held on the 15th

inst. Entry forms may be obtained from

the hon. secretary, Mr. C. Dyson, Cherry

Tree Cottage, Higham, Burnley.

Brighton and Hove M.C.C.

On the 26th ult. the club opened its

competition season with a well supported

hill-climb, at Vamcornb, near Saddles-

combe. Entries numbered 100, and the

event was witnessed by a large crowd of

interested spectators. Lewes, Horsham,
and Eastbourne club members took part.

The average gradient was 1 in 9, and the

length of the course was £ mile.

Results :

—

Two-Strokes (Ladies).
secs.

1st.—Miss N. Dunford (2V4h.p. Enfield) ... 29 1-5

2nd.—Miss M. Dunford (2',4h.p. Enfield) 32 1-5

3rd.—Miss E. Dunford (2~;4h.p. Sirrah) 36 4-5

300C.C. Two-Stroke (General).
secs.

1st.—S. Dunford (2'ih.p. Enfield) ... 28 4-5

2nd.—E. Brook (2'/4h.p. Enfield) ... 31 2-5

3rd.—"W. Hylands (2'/4h.p. Verus) . ... 33

350c. c. Motor Cycles (Amateur).
secs.

1st.—A. Fraser (2%h.p. Sheffield-Hender-
son) ... ... ... 19

2nd.—R. G. Martin (2'ih.p. Royal Ruby) 21 2-5

3rd.—L. P. Greenwood (2i4h.p. Royal Ruby) 23 1-5

350c.c. Motor Cycles (General).
secs.

1st—A. Fraser (2"ih.p. Sheffield-Hender-
son) _ ... ... •• 18 3-5

2nd.—A. C. Quick (2;4h.p. Rex-Acme) ... 19 1-5

3rd.—C. Volk (2-y4h.p. A.J.S.) 19 2-5

600c.c. Motor Cycles (Amateur).

1st.—W. H. Sheraton (3%h.p. Norton) ...

2nd.—R. Green (3%h.p. Norton)
3rd.—A. Fraser (3>/=h.p. Sunbeam)

600c.c Motor Cycles (General).
secs.

1st.—A. J. Koehler (3f.h.p. Douglas) 15 1-5

2nd.—W. H. Sheraton (3'/ih.p. Norton) 15 3-5

3td.—A. Fraser (3Vbh.p. Sunbeam) ... 16 2-5

SECS.
15 3-5

17
17 1-5

Unlimited Motor Cycles (Amateur).
secs.
15 2-5

17
1st.—W. H. Sheraton (3>.<.h.p. Norton) .

2nd.—L. W. Preston (7-9h.p. Harley) ..

3rd. A. Fraser (3Vjh.p. Sunbeam) \
R. Green (3ibh.p. Norton) (

-"

Result of "run off" for 3rd award:— •

A. Fraser (3V„h.p. Sunbeam) ... 17
R. Green (3V>h.p. Norton) ... 17 4-5

Unlimited Motor Cycles (General).

1st.—A. J. Koehler (3'L.h.p. Douglas)... 15
2nd.—W. H. Sheraton (3V>n.p. Norton) 15 2-5
3rd.—A. Fraser (3'/:..h.p. Sunbeam) ... 16 4-5

350CC Motor Cycles (Standing Start).
secs.

1st.—A. Fraser (2%h.p. Sheffield-Hender-
son) 27 1-5

2nd.—R. G. Martin (2i4h.p. Royal Ruby) 30 3-5
3rd.—C. Volk (2?4h.p. A.J.S.) 31 1-5

60GC.C Motor Cycles (Standing Start).
secs.

1st.—A. Fraser (3Mjh.p. Sunbeam) ... 21 2-5
2nd.—W. H. Sheraton (3V»ll.p. Norton) 21 3-5
3rd.—A. J. Koehler (3'Ah.p. Douglas)... 22 3-5

Unlimited Motor Cycles (Standinc Start).
secs.

1st—W. H. Sheraton (3'Ah.p. Norton) ' 21 1-5
2nd—A. J. Koehler (3'ai.p. Douglas)... 21 3-5
3rd.—A. Fraser (3 l,l'h.p. Sunbeam) ... 22 1-5

Unlimited Sidecars.

1st.—G. E. Stacey (3V'm.p. Norton) ... 21 1-5
2nd.—S. Dunford (7-9h.p. Harley) ... 22
3rd.—J. A. Bowles (8k.p. Zenith) ... 27

l.lOOc.c. Light Cars.
Dead Heat (on formula).

L. Humphries (G.N.).
II. S. Moore (Amilcar).

Special award, value £5. presented by Mr. A.
Fraser for fastest time of the day;—
A. J. Koehler (3M»h.p. Douglas) ... 15 secs.

C4

Wallington and District M.C. and L.C.C.

On Wednesday, April 19th, the club is

holding a short evening trial for the

President's Cup (to be won outright). The
start will be from the Triangle, Walling-

ton, at 5 p.m.

Bristol M.C. and L.C.C.

What was described as a " Mystery
Trial " was held recently; it consisted of

a fifty-mile course of varied character;

run in five sections, each covered by sealed

orders which were opened by the
checkers. Thus the 25 riders were quite

in the dark as to the direction of each
succeeding section, and being set the task

of keeping to a secret time schedule with-

out the distance being known, they were
kept guessing all the way to the finish,

where competitors and helpers to the
number of over 40 took tea. Results:—

1, H. Walker (3% Norton sc); 2, H. Chal-
lenge (3 1/' Triumph sc.) ; 3, A. E. Le Brun (3V3
Rudge); 4. H. C. Walters (8 Ariel sc).

Bristol M.C. and L.C.C. and Bath M.C.

These two live clubs, having a joint

membership approaching three hundred,
were amongst the most eager supporters

of the Centre scheme when it was formed,

and have taken a very prominent part in

the affairs of the Western Centre A.C.U.
both financially and in arranging events.

The open trial of this Centre, organ-

ised over a course the most difficult sec-

tions of which were in the particular
" hunting grounds " of these clubs, has
been the cause of differences of opinion
which have resulted in both clubs signify-

ing their intention of withdrawing from
the Centre.

Leamington Spa M.C.C.

Under the above title a club has been

formed, with Mr. F. A. Boggis, 53,

Clarendon Avenue, as secretary.

Sheffield and Hallamshiie M.C. & L.C.C.

Arrangements for the Traders' Team
Trial were on the lines of the M.C.C.
Inter-team Trial (i.e., 3 circuits of a given

course ; stop causes disqualification
;
petrol

to be carried, etc.).

Five teams, each consisting of three

solo and three sidecar machines, faced

the starter. The course was round
Stocksbridge. The tit-bit of the trial was
undoubtedly Windhill Lane, where, al-

though the gradient is comparatively

easy, the surface, except at the very,

top, is simply a mass of slime. On
the fust circuit several machines failed,

wheel slip and, in one case, a skid into

the wall on the right-hand side being the

causes. On the second circuit some fine

climbs were made. R. May (3^ Norton)
came up steadily; F. Hall (Indian sc.)

tore up at speed, hugging the right-hand

side; R. L. B. Taylor (2| Levis), riding

the smallest powered machine in the trial,

came up in good style with power to

spare; J. Younie (5-6 Martinsyde sc.l

came up very slowly but with an entire

absence of wheel slip, his machine being

the steadiest performer on the hill ; but

undoubtedly the fastest ascent was made
by Reg. Stacey (7-9 Harley sc), who liter-

ally streaked up the ' hill with a grim
expression on his face. The trophy is

won by the " Holmes and Younie.

Limited," team, consisting of:—
L. Adams (3V. Martinsyde), R. L. B. Tailor

(2'4 Levis), L. Hayward (3',i Sunbeam), J. M: I

Younie (5-6 Martinsyde sc), G. W. .Wilkin
(5-6 Martinsyde sc). A Blake 15-6 Brough sc.l.

AN OFFICIALLY OBSERVED TEST OVER DARTMOOR. Under A.C.U. observation-.

a 21 h.p. Levis and a 4 h.p. Norton sidecar successfully accomplished a journey from Exeter to

Penzance and back on six consecutive days. The daily run was 240 miles, part of the route

being across Dartmoor which on several occasions was covered with snow. The two machines

under test are in the foreground, and the A.C.U. official observer on the machine in the rear.

Pike & Co., of Exeter, were the organisers of the trial.

(17-23)
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Dunheved (Launceston) & District M.C.C.

At the annual meeting the secretary

(Mr. Maurice Prout) reported a balance

in hand (including prizes in stock) of £32.

A feeling of optimism prevailed as to the

club's future.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

There were forty-four starters for last

Saturday's trial for the Cole Cup (pre-

sented by Lieut .'-Col. Cole, the presi-

dent), and thirty-three finished. The
route, including an acceleration test, lay

in the Cotswolds, and the weather, es-

pecially in the morning, was bad. No
award has yet been made, but it is known
that very little margin separates the .

leaders.

Darlington and District M.C.

Sixteen enthusiasts competed in the re-

liability trial held _on the 2nd inst. The
course was a very sporting one, including
Peat Hill and Loftley Hill and water-
splashes, the difficulties being increased
by the snow-covered moors.
The winner of the C. W. Smith Cup

proved to be C. Bone (4 Triumph), .the
second prize falling to J. M. Richmond
m Norton sc), third B. M. Fox
(4 Triumph).

North Wales M.C.C.

On Thursday last the club held its open-
ing reliability trial. The route lay over
a really sporting course of 53 miles, and
included five observed hills, of which two
are well known as " North Wales terrors."
All kinds of roads were encountered, also"
one stretch of mountain track upon which
lay over eighteen inches of snow. Pro-
visional results :

Marks lost.
1. R. R. Bromley (3y> Sunbeam) ... 1
2. F. T. Jones (31/a Sunbeam) ... 5
3.' S. W. Smith (3V, Scott Squirrel) 5

Cork and District M.C.C.

Results of the series of interesting
events at Five Mile Bridge have now
been announced as follows :

—

FLEXIBILITY TEST.
Sidecar Machines under 600 c.c.—1. A. Wil-

son (3V2 Sunbeam sc); 2, C. M. Rvan (4
Triumph sc).
Sidecar Machines over 600 c.c—1, C S

Ilosiord (8 Blackburne sc), 2, C. A. Murphy
(6 Enfield sc), R. J. Swanton (7 Indian sc),
and Reg. Good (4 Norton sc), equal.
Solo Machines under 350 c.c—1, J Gibbines

<2''J A.J.S.); 2, J. Heaiy <2"'4 A.J.S.); 3,
J. U'Sullivan (2% A.J.S.).

Solo Machines, 350 to 600 c.c.—1, J. Mulli-
gan (3\» Triumph); 2, W. Waterman (3M, Snorts
Douglas).; 3, J. Wilson (3 A.B.C.).
Solo Machines over 600 c.c— 1, Raymond

Good <4 Norton); 2, C. A. Murphy (6 Enfield).

STOPPING AND RE-STARTING TEST.
Sidecars over 600 c.c—1, 0. S. Hosford

(8 Blackburne sc); 2, R. J. Swanton (7 Indian
sc); 3, Reg. Good (4 Norton sc). -

Solo Machines under 350 c.c— 1. J. Gibbiu"s
(2% A.J.S.); 2, T. O'SulliTan (2% A.J.S.); 3,—

. Browne (2Vi Diamond).
Solo Machines, 350 to 600 c.c—1, J Mulli-

gan <3ya Triumph); 2, J. A. Wilson (3 A.B.U.);
3, J,. Ryan (3y2 Indian Scout).
Solo Machines over 600 c.c—1, Raymond

Good (4 Norton); 2, V. A. Murphy.

FAST CLIMB.
Sidecar Machines over 600 c.c.—1, C. S Hos-

lord (8 Blackburne sc); 2, Reg. Good (4 Norton
sc); 3. R. J. Swanton (7 Indian sc).

Solo Machines under 350 c.c—J. O'Sullivan
(2'i A.J.S.), w 0.

Solo Maohines, 350-600 Co.—1, J Mulligan
(3i/

a Triumph); 2, W. Waterman (3'/, Sports
Douglas); 3, R. S. Russell (3% Scott). "

solo Machines over 600 0.0.—1, Raymond
Good (4 Norton); 2, (J. A. Murphy (6 Enfield).

(6-12)

Meefc=]£nb Club Events.

April 14th

April Hilt

April 14th

April 14th

April 14th.

April 14th.

April loth.

April 15th-

April 15th.

April 15th.

April 15th.

April 16th.

April 16th.

April 16th.

April 16th.

April 16th.

April 16th.

April 16th:

April 17th.

April 17th.

April 17th,

April 17th,

April 17th.

April 17th,
April 17th.

April 17th.-

April 17th.-

April 17th,

April 19th.—

April 20lh

Ipsivich and District M.C. and Norfolk
M.C. and L.C.C.—Inter-Club Relia-
bility Trial.

-Kent Clubs Hill Climb at Vigo Hill.—lleigate, Redhill and District M.C.C.—
Run to Bognor.

Worcester and District M.C.C.—Half
Day Reliability Trial.

•Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.
and L.C.C.—Hill Climb.

.

—Berkhamsted and District M.C.C.—
Challenge Cups.

.

—Birmingham M.C.C.—Trial to Weston-
super-Mare for Sangster Cup.

-17th.—S. Birmingham M.C.C—Bir-
mingham to Lynmouth. Birmingham
Trial.

.

—Coatbridge, Airdrie and District

M.C.C.—Run to Lanark.
,

—

Kidderminster M.C.C.—Social Run.—Coventry Triangle M.C.—Run to

Napton.—Manchester M.C.—Social Run.—Northern Centre A.C.U.—Rally at

Dungeon Ghyll.—Halifax and District M.C.C.—Run to

Edinburgh.—Darlington and District M.C.—Run to

Ravenstoncdalc.—Coventry Triangle M.C.—jRk» to

Earlswood Lake.—Featherstone and District M.C.C.—
Run to Baivtry.

—Sheffield M.C.C.—Run to Ashford-in-
the-Water.—Neath and District M.C.—Speed Trials
at Porthcawl.—Colchester and District M.C. and Bury
St. Edmunds M.C.—Inter-Club Hill

Climb.—Bishop Auckland M.C. and Durham
District M.C.C —Inter-Club Hill
Climb.—Scarborough and District Jljf.C.—
Staxton Hill Climb. _—Eastbourne and District M.C.C.—
Hill Climb.

—S.E. Durham M.C.—Reliability Trial.—Barrow and District M.C.—Run to

Gunner's Hoive. I

Bloxwich and District M.C.C.—One-
Day Reliability Trial.

Avon M.C.C.—Social Run.
Gloucester M.C. and L.C.C.—Run to

Cheddar Gorge.
Wallington and District M.C. and
L.C.C.—Evening Trial for the Presi-

dent's Cup.
Dunheved (Launceston) and District

M.C.C—Hill Climb.
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Newcastle and Northern M.C.

During the past few months several

attempts have been made to bring about
an amalgamation between the three

Newcastle motor organisations, and in

that way do away with a great deal of

the overlapping and useless expenditure
caused by having three separate clubs.

The idea culminated in a joint general

meeting of two of the clubs, which was
held in the Crow's Nest, Newcastle, on
the 30th ult., at which the amalgamation
was sealed.

Mr. W. Stevenson, a member of the
Newcastle daily Press, acted as neu'tral

chairman, and business was pushed for-

ward harmoniously. T'he members were
were unanimously in favour of the amal-
gamation, and when Mr. Atkinson sug-

gested that the title of the new club
should be the Newcastle and Northern
M.C. his suggestion met with instant ap-
proval, and was adopted.
The meeting fixed the annual subscrip-

tion at 10s. 6d., and decided that the
question of an entrance fee should be
waived. 3

4S5

Reigate, Redhill and District M.C.C.

The results of a paperchase held
recently were as follows : 1, R, T.
Alderton (3J Norton); 2, H. Hudson (3
A. B.C.); 3, W. D. Steyning (5 Zenith).

Austin L.C. and M.C.C.

With headquarters at the Longbridge
factory, Northfield, Birmingham, yet
another works club has been formed in the
Midlands ; and a successful opening run
was held on the 1st inst. to the Old
Hundred House, Whitley Court.

Cardiff M.C.C.

The first event of the year, a reliability
run, will take place on Wednesday, April
19th. All prospective entrants should
communicate with the hon. sports or-

ganiser, Mr. E. R. Mitchell. 29, Llanfair
Road, Cardiff.

Manchester M.C.

Thirty competitors took part in the
reliability trial for the silver challenge cup
presented by Messrs. J. Blake and Co.,
run on the 2nd inst., over a fairly stilt

course, starting from Monks Heath. The
surface of Mow Cop was greasy, and
several failures occurred, also some fine

climbs were recorded, notably H. Jacques
(7-9 Harley-Davidson sc), E. Foster (5

Raleigh), H. Reed (8 Dot sc), and E. P.

Allbones (7-9 Rudge sc).

North London M.C.C.

In the form of a " find your way " com-
petition, the captain's surprise run was
held on Saturday the 1st inst. A prize

awarded for this- event was won by B.

Staley (4 Triumph^ whose time was
nearest to 20 m.p.n.
This club's second " At Home " was held

at Ye Olde Gate House Hotel, Highgate,
on the following Monday. Considering
the weather, there was a very good attend-

ance, and a most enjoyable evening was
spent. It has been decided to hold these

gatherings on the first Monday of each
month throughout the year, and all motor
cyclists will receive a hearty welcome.
The hon. secretary is Mr. Alan W. Day,

" Claremont," Ballards Lane, Finchley
London, N.3.

Leinster M.C.C.

The club held an open hill-climb re-

cently at Kilinarin Hill. The afternoon

was bitterly cold, and snow fell at inter-

vals, but nevertheless a good number of .

competitors turned out and an interest-

ing afternoon's sport was witnessed. The
handicapping was very skilfully done, and
in most of the classes the men were
brought nicely together.

Handicap
Time.

TWO-STROKES TODER 350 c.c. Sees.

1 B,. Humphreys (21 Velocette), 2 sees , 39?
2. T. F. Slevin (21 Velocette), scr 43!

3. J. Gilmour (2J- Omega), 5 sees 77?

FOUR-STROKES OP TO 350 C.C

1. H. J. Mclnally (21 New Imperial), 2 sees. 31J
2. J. G Burney (2J Douglas), 8 sees 33
3. J. A. H. Waters (2J A.J.S.), scr 331

All Types xre to 600 c.c

1. A. A. Wayte (3i Sunbeam), 1 sec 26 j

2. C. S. Masruire (41 Humbert, 4 sees 27
3. 1. Alexander (3 J Sunbeam), 2 sees 271

Sidecars tip to 1,000 c.o

1. P A. Bell (7 James sc). 4 sees 38
2. S.' J. Redmond (7-9 Indian Chief sc), ser 40
. J. Healy (41 James sc), 8 sees 41J
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XTimes to Xtgbt Xamps.
April 13th .. .. 8.50 p.m.

„ 15th .. .. 8.53 .,

„ 17th .. .. 8.57 ,.

„ 19th ... .. 8.59 „
Number plates to be illuminated thirty minutes

earlier, vide Ecad Vehicles Registration and
Licensing Order (1921).

Surbiton Inter-Club Team Trial.

Entries for this year'} inter-club Team
Trial for the Maude's Challenge Trophy,
to be held on the 22nd inst., close on
Saturday next.

Rear Lights for All.

In the Report on the Regulation of

Road Vehicles (see p. 473) attention is

drawn to the first interim report of the
Committee on Lights on Vehicles (1920),

which recommends that a red rear light

should be carried at night by all vehicles.

Qualification for Driving Licences.

It is generally known that driving

licences may be issued to any member of

the public, no matter whether he be in-

sane, halt, maimed, or blind. The autho-

rities are against a medical examination

for fitness for intended drivers, but

recommend that every applicant should

make the following declaration :
" I here-

by declare that to the best of my know-
ledge I am not suffering from any disease

or physical disability which would be

likely to cause the driving of a mechanic-
ally-propelled vehicle by me to be a source

of danger to the public."

100 m.p.h. in Natal?

R. Blackburn, acknowledged to be S.

Africa's champion heavyweight rider,

will very shortly be seen in Natal com-
petitions with a new racing Harley-
Davidson, which has just been unpacked.
The new machine is of the eight-valve

track type, and is certified as having
accomplished the speed of 112 m.p.h. in

America.

The Snowbound West.

The blizzard which heralded April in

the West Country effectively put many
well-known beauty spots " off the map

"

for the time being. Cheddar Gorge, par-

ticularly the top, was quite impassable for

vehicles even on Sunday and Monday of

last week, drifts being well over head
level in some parts. Access to Cheddar
village was only possible by a roundabout
route. '

London-Holyhead-London Trial.

On Friday and Saturday (21st-22nd
inst.) the Ealing and District M.C.C.
will hold its annual twenty-four-hour run
to Holyhead, open this year to any club

in the South-eastern Centre A.C.U. The
premier award is the Maude's Challenge
Shield, to be held for one year. Entries
are coming in at a very satisfactory rate,

and it is expected that last year's record

will easily be beaten. First post to-

morrow morning is the last date upon
which entries will be received, further

particulars being obtainable from the or-

ganising secretary, Mr. F. A. Longman,
17. Bond Street, Ealing, London, W.5.

Special jfeatures.
AUSTRALIAN SIX DAYS.

FIRST 1922 BROOKLANDS MEETING.
GUIDE TO EASTER TRIALS.

DANGER AHEAD. Instead of banners, which were always liable to fall on the road in

front of 60 m.p.h. riders, sets of notice boards, as shown, each 8ft. high, will be used this

year as warnings of the proximity of dangerous bends on the T.T. course.

c8

Peggy Fraser on the Screen.

Miss Peggy Fraser, the fashion artist

whose dress designs for lady motor
,

cyclists are familiar to our readers, i;

now "featuring" in a screen interview

in the "Around the Town" series of

topical films. She is the first dress artist

to be screened.

Big Easter Monday Hill Clim*.

Such well-known riders as George

Dance, G. S. Boston, F. W. Dixon, R. T.

Cawthorne, and E. Searle are competing

in the Staxton Brow hill-climb on Easter

Monday, and since the hill is in perfect

condition it is expected that all records

will be broken.

"Rough, Heart-breaking Stuff."

It has now been practically decided tc

give premier awards in each of the eleven

classes in the Yorkshire Centre colonial

trial in June. The course, w'hich will

centre upon Harrogate, is of 70 miles, and

will be covered twice. Though there will

be no such freak hills as Park Rash, " all

the course," according to Mr. J. N. Long-

field, " except for nine or ten miles, will

be absolutely rough, heart-breaking stuff

—the sort of thing that we Yorkshire

riders appreciate." Marks will be given

for the condition of the machines.

At Brooklands next Month.

Among the principal attractions of the

next meeting of the B.M.C.R.C., to be

held on May 6th, are three races for

motor bicycles conforming more or less

to Tourist Trophy requirements. Of

these events two will be run together

(250c.c. and 350 c.c. machines), while the

third race will be for motor cycles which

conform to the Senior T.T. conditions.

The smaller machines will cover 26 laps,

and those in the senior class 30 laps. It

has been estimated that the time occu-

pied will be 1^ hours for each race, it

having been considered that the light-

weights should travel at 45 m.p.h., the

junior machines- at 50 m.p.h., and the

senior machines at 60 m.p.h. Other events

will be the five-lap All-Comers passenger

machine handicap, and a three-lap scratch

race for motor bicycles up to 1,000 c.c.

It has been decided by the B.M.C.R.C.

that members who enter for a race and do

not start will lose 10 marks in their scor-

ing for the aggregate cup presented at the

end of the year.

(IS-2J)
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[liability olt a Dog.

Two hundred and fifteen pounds dam-

aces were recently awarded a Scottish

motor cyclist, who sued the owner of a

dog which had attacked him on the road

and caused a bad spill.

Attempting Records in Italy.

P. S. Vailati, the Italian champion for

the 500 c.c. class on a Sunbeam, is at-

tempting the flying kilometre (world's

record) on a machine of the same make.

It is rumoured that the machine in ques-

tion is the one on which Dance obtained

such marvellous speeds last year.

Road Racing in France.

To form the first eliminating trial of

the French international motor cycle

championship, a minor C4rand Prix race

will be held at Lyon on May 21st. It is

claimed that the roads on the circuit, St.

Andre-De Corey, will be improved, even

if at considerable expense.

An Historical Retrospect.

The earliest recognition by Parliament
of the use of mechanically-propelled road
vehicles was in 1831, when a Select Com-
mittee of the House of Commons was ap-

pointed to inquire into the tolls imposed
on coaches and other vehicles

.
propelled

by steam or gas on common roads.

Road Patrols During the Lunch Hour.

Hitherto the A. A. road patrols have
left their beats for their midday meal at

various times between 12 and 2 p.m. To
enable members, however, to know pre-
cisely when they may rely upon receiving
midday road assistance, it has been ar-

ranged that all patrols take their meal-
time from 1 to 2 p.iri.

AT BROOKLANDS LAST SATURDAY.

A notable win was scored by G. H. Williams

(348 Sheffield-Henderson) in the private

owner's race. His speed was 63"69 m.p.h.

Entries for the Amateur Road Race.

Should A.C.U. sanction be obtained for

the I.O.M. Amateur Road Race, referred

to in The Motor Cycle last week, entries

will probably close on May 15th.

Manchester Trades Dance.
- A dance in aid of the Manchester
Centre Cycle Trades Benevolent Fund was"
recently held at the Assembly Rooms,
Cheetham Hill, Manchester, at which 200

local traders were present.

British Racing Success in Italy.

Three o.h.v. 3J h.p. Triumphs practic-

ally swept the board in the 500 c.c. class

of the Italian C'ircuite di Brescia, finish-

ing first, second, and fifth, making the

fastest lap of the day, and winning the

team prize.

Golf Competition for Traders.

On May 1st a golf competition (at

Redditch Vale Golf Club) is to be organ-

ised by the Manchester Centre of the

Cycle and Motor Cycle Trades Benevolent
Fund, open to all members of the centre.

This event is to be followed by a dinner

and a concert. Entries close to-morrow
and should be forwarded to Mr. F.

Webster, 28, King Street, West
Manchester.

Motor Cyclist's Conviction Quashed.

An important precedent has been estab-

lished by the Lord Chief Justice and
Justices Sherman and Salter, who
quashed a conviction against a motor
cyclist because it could not be proved that

he was the driver. The case was that of

a motor cyclist who was summoned for

riding to the common danger. He could

not be identified, but the' registration

number of the machine was taken, and
he, as the owner, was summoned. Al-

though he could not be definitely identi-

fied as the driver the magistrates decided

that he was, and fined him. The motor

cyclist appealed, with the above result.

SOME ROADS TO BE AVOIDED.
Holiday Routes which are in Indifferent Condition.

ALTHOUGH it is not possible to avoid
travelling over some of the roads
mentioned in the list below if ex-

tensive journeys are made, to be fore-

warned is to be forearmed, and motor
cyclists should, as far as possible, take
heed of the warning which the Automo-
bile Association gives with relation to the
condition of the stretches enumerated.

Home Counties (North).

London to Romford.
Billericay to Southend.
London to Epping.
North and South of Alconbury (Great North-

Road).
Stony Stratford and Fenny Stratford.
Oxford Road.
Lond on to Uxbridge

.

Beaeonsfield to Stokenchurch.
Hath Road; Colnbrook to Maidenhead.

Home Counties (South).

Hastings Road south of Bromley and between
Sevenoaks and Tonbridge.

Eastbourne Road; between East Grinstead and
Maresfield arid south of Hailsham.

Brighton Road; north, of Crawley.
Worthing Road; between Dorking and Warn-

ham.
Portsmouth. Road ; near Petersfield.
Southampton Road ; on the London side ol

Farnham and halfway between Winchester
and Southampton.

Exeter Road; between Hartley Row and
Basingstoke.

Bath Road; west of fiungerford.

(2-8)

Midland Counties.
The Fosseway; Leicester to Six Hills. * -

Leicester to Ashby,
Gundle to Peterborough.
Derby to Ripley.
Wolverhampton to Whitchurch.
Alcester and Stratford-on-Avon.
Stonebridge and Kenilworth.
Wat ling Street (Wellington-DaTentry) between

Prior's Lee and St. George's, also between
Fazeley and Wilnecote, Churchover and
Dunsmore.

Lichfield to Walsall.
Lichfield to Coventry.
Rugby to Coventry.
Nuneaton and Hinckley.

Western Counties.
Exeter to Plymouth.
Brent to Wrangaton.
Exeter to Barnstaple; bad after Lapford.
Exeter to Torquay.
Kingsteignton to Newton Abbot.
Exeter to Minehead.
Tiverton to Bampton.
Exe Bridge and Dunster.
Newton Abbot to Kingsbritlge; bad in places.

Princetown to Exeter ; bad to MoretonhaniD-

Barnstaple to Ilfracombe; bad via Braunton.
Lynton to Simonsbath and South Molton.
Dartmouth to Modbury.
Bath, to Wells; bad to Newton St. Loo.

Taunton to Minehead.

North-Eastern Counties.
York to Bridlington; poor after Driffield.

York to Hull; between Barnby Moor and Mar-
ket Weighton.

Hull to Withernsea via Patrington.
Selby to Market Weighton.
Leeds-Olton-Pontefract.
Great North Road; from seven miles from Don-

caster to Aberford.

Doncaster to Wakefield; full width repairs 5V-2

miles from Wakefield.
Bradford to Wakefield.
Great North Road; between Colsterworth and

Stretton.
Boston to Spalding.
Scunthorpe to Thorn.
Spilsby to Horncastle.
Horncastle to Wragby.
Lincoln to Grimsby via Market Rasen.

North-Western Counties.

South of Kendal and between Kendal and Snap.
Kendal and Kirkby Lonsdale.
Sedbeigh to Lancaster.
Gisburn to Nelson. '

<

South of Preston on both roads to Bolton.
Matlock and Derby.
Derby to Ashbourne.
Chester to Flint, and northwards.
Pentre Voelas to Corwen. ..-,
Dolgelly to Festiniog, Barmouth, and Machyn-

lleth.

South Wales.

Cluu to Newtown. .

Llanidloes to Newtown.
.

' 1-\rdigan to Aberayron.
Haverfordwest to Begelly.

Carmarthen to Swansea.
Cardiff to Penarth.
Merthyr Tydfil to Abergavenny.

Eastern Counties.

Norwich to Saxmundham.
Beccles to Lowestoft.
Norwich to Great Yarmouth.
Norwich to Cromer.
TTolbeach to Spalding.
Peterborough to Oundle.
Colchester to Sudbury U

tl bad hallway.
Colchester to Halstead I

Chelmsford to Rayleigh.

c 9
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FIRST 1922 BROOKLANDS MEET.
Wonderful Speeds by 350 c.c. and 250 c.c. Machines.

Sunbeam and Sheffield Henderson Records.

C. F. Temple (988 Harley-Davidson sidecar) leading, H. Le Vacl: (980 Zenith sidecar) in a stiff struggle for a place in the sidecar handicap.

IT is only to be expected that the first

Brooklands meeting of the year should

provide an uncertain hour or two for

competitors, backers and bookmakers
alike, and last Saturday's affair was no

exception to the rule.

The presence of George Dance with a

couple of new super-track o.h.v. Sun-

beams, looking very businesslike, despite

their glittering finish, gave the hero-

worshipping element in the crowd some-

thing tangible to follow, and compensated

for the fact that neither O'Donovan nor

Judd nor the o.h.v. Norton were racing.

Taken on the whole, the racing was in-

teresting and easy to follow ; all the

events consisted of three laps, starting

and finishing at the fork : and it is diffi-

cult to imagine any further changes in

organisation or arrangement which would
make the meeting more exciting as a

spectacle. It is a pity, however, that

motor cyclists cannot be handicapped in

the manner horses are. i.e., by carrying
weight, or by some other method which
would ensure a simultaneous start and a

close finish.

Again, scratch races are become rather

farcical when the limit men are well

beaten by the back markers in previous

handicap events over the same distance.

Scratch Man Wins.

Fourteen riders faced the starter in

the first event. Dance gave i from 45

seconds up to 2 minutes 24 seconds to

the rest, but hurtled through the field

at nearly 80 m.p.h., catching up W. D.
Marchant (248 Sheffield-Henderson) just

as they came into view a few hundred
yards .from the finish on the last lap.

Merchant himself rode a fine race and

Mr. Ebblewhite despatching two of the limit men in the 600- 1 ,000 c.c. passenger event,

c " io

was considerably faster than any of the

350 c.c. machines against which he com-
peted ; E. J. Anderson (249 New Imperial)
was the only other to look dangerous,
but he was troubled with mis-firing at

half distance.

EVENT .1.— (350 c.c. Solo 3 Lap Handicap).
1. G. Dance (349 -Sunbeam), scratch.
2. W. D. Marchant (249 Sheffield-Henderson),

lm. 36s.
3. J. Woodhouse (349 Martin-Jap), lm. 48s.

Winner's speed, 78.90 m.p.h.

During this race Dance and Marchant
broke records as under :

—

Class B (350 c.c.) : 5 Miles.—G. Dance (349
Sunbeam), 3m. 43.56s. = 80.51 m.p.h. (Previously
held by H. R. Davies (349 A.J.S.) at 74.40
m.p.h.)
Class A (250 c.c.) : 5 Miles.-W. I)

Marchant (249 Sheffield-Henderson), 4m. 34.63s =
65.82 m.p.h. (Previously held by R. N. Judd
(249 Velocette) at 65.61 m.p.h.)

History looked like repeating itself in

the 500 c.c. handicap, which attracted
seventeen starters, including Dance (499

Sunbeam), J. Emerson (499 Douglasl,
F. B. Halford (499 Triumph), and C. P.

Wood (486 Scott), but Dance broke a .

connecting rod and the remaining three
were, unable to overtake the limit men, -

headed by W. H. Sinnett (490 Norton), ".

who won comfortably.
EVENT 2.— (500 c.c. Solo 3 Lap Handicap).

1. W. H. Sinnett (490 Norton), lm. 45s.
2. Guy James (490 Norton), lm. 45s.
3. G. Maund (398 A.B.C.), lm. 27s.

Winner's speed, 69.98 m.p.h.

Triangular Contest.

Although there were only seven
• starters in the 1,000 c.c. class, there was
the material for a very exciting trian-

gular contest in the matching of C. F.

Temple (Harley-Davidson) against H. Le
Vack (Zenith-Jap) and Kay.e Don (In-

dian), the latter pair receiving 9 seconds

from the Harlev rider. The limit man,

J. W. Tollady' (600 Humber), kept his

place first time round, followed by J.

Hall (748 Trump-Jap), and then Kaye
Don and Temple almost abreast, with

Temple visibly gaining ground. At the

end of another lap the Harlev rider led

the field. Le Vack, who had fought ahead

considerably, being second, with Tollady

gamely hanging on behind. It was not

a close finish.

(1 4--°)
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First 1922 Brooklands Meet.

—

EVENT 3.—(1,000 c.c. Solo 3 Lap Handicap).
1. C. F Temple (988 Harlev-Davidson), scratch.
2. H. Le Vack (980 Zenith-Jap), 9«.

3. kaye Den (38a Indian), 9s.

Winner's speed, 90.59 m.p.h.

Out of nine entrants only one, R.
Dequin (348 Ivy sc), turned up for the

following event, and he was well round
on his first lap before "some indignant

backers persuaded C. P. Wood (486

Seott sc.) to make a race of it. As De-
quin hove in sight again he was duly
warned that he was not having a walk-

over, but it was unnecessary, for the odds
were too great against the Scott.

EVENT 4.— (600 c.c. Sidecar 3 Lap Handicap).
1. R.. Dequin (348 Ivy sc), 2m. 57s.

Speed, 43.1 m.p.h.

Big twin sidecars and cycle cars (re-

presented by E. B. Ware's Morgan at

scratch and Eric Longden's four-wheeler)

uere lumped together in Event 5, in which
0. de Lissa's 996 c.c. Motosacoche out-

fit deservedly won a fine lace. Temple,
Ware, and Le Vack had an exciting tussle

amongst themselves, and had the race

gone another lap all three and the actual

winner might have finished within inches

of each other.

EVENT 5.— (600-1,100 c.c. Passenger Machine
3 Lap Handicap).

1. O. de Lissa (996 Motosacoche sc), 57s.
2.- 0. F. Temple (988 Harley-Davidson sc), 6s.

3 E. B. Ware (1,098 Morgan-Jap), scratch.

Leading All the Way.
The 350 c.c. scratch race does not de-

serve much comment. Dance (349 Sun-
beam) had already proved that he was
nearly 20 m.p.h. faster than his compe-
titors, and it satisfied him to keep just

in front of J. Woodhouse (344 Martin-

Jap) and F. V. Jones (349 Coulson-Jap),

this order being maintained throughout.

EVENT 6.—(350 c.c. Solo 3 Lap Scratch Race).
1. G. Dance (349 Sunbeam).
2. J. Woodhouse (344 Martin-Jap).
3. F. V. Jones (349 Coulson-Jap).

Winner's speed, 58.72 m.p.h.

Nothing daunted at his 499 c.c. mount
being hors de combat, Dance essayed to

lower the Douglas and Triumph colours

in the 500 c.c. class, carried respectively

by C. G. Pullin and F. B. Halford, on
his 349 c.c. machine. It was a thrilling

SCOTTISH SIX DAYS'
ROUTE.

FULLER details of the route of the

Scottish Six Days' Trials are now
available, which make it clear that

the event is, at least, to be quite as severe

as hitherto. Within one mile of the finish

on the sixth day Blackford Hill is down
to be climbed; competitors in the two-day

autumn trial will remember this precip-

itous ascent in an Edinburgh park and
will quake accordingly.

A skeleton of the route is appended.
The start is on Monday, May 1st.

First day.—Edinburgh, Stirling, Crieff,

Amulree, Kenmore, Trinafour, Dal-

mally, Pitlochry, Kenmore, Perth.

Second day.—Perth, Cairn o' Mount,
Ballater, Rinloon, Cockbridge,
Grantown.

Third day.—Grantown. Carrbridge,
Fan- House, Craggie, Inverness,

Abriachan, Fort Augustus, Glendoe,
Inverfarigaig, Grantown

.

Fourth day.—Grantown. Bridge • of -

Avon, Braemar, Lumsden, Cabrach.
Aberdeen.

4S9

Private-owner speedmen, S. E. Herrtage (492 Sunbeam) and G. E. Eyston (498 Zenith-

Bradshaw), show the spectators what to expect from machines " just as you can buy."

struggle. Dance led from Halford and
Pullin at the end of lap one; he still led,

with Pullin second, at the end of lap

two. He was beaten on the post by the
Douglas rider in lap three (and lasi) by
a matter of yards only. Incidentally,

Pullin's winning time exactly equalled

the speed at which Dance won the first

event of the afternoon. While the big

three were fighting it out, J. W. Tollady
(Scott-Squirrel) and P. G. Kennedy
(Norton) were having a little race be-

tween themselves, " won " by the latter.

EVENT- 7.— (500 c.c. Solo 3 Lap Scratch Race).

1. C. G. Pullin (499 Douglas).
2. G. Da.nce (349 Sunbeam).
3. F. B. Halford (499 Triumph).

Winner's speed, 78.90 m.p.h.

Temple, Le Vack, and Kaye Don now
met again, this time on even terms, J.

W. Tollady on a Sports Humber being

the only other starter. Result :

EVENT 8.—(1,000 c.c. Solo 3 Lap Scratch
Race).

1. C. F. Temple (988 Harley-Davidson).
2. H. Le Vack (980 Zenith-Jap).
3. Kaye Don (998 Indian).

Winner's speed, 90 09 m.p.h.

Fifth day.—Aberdeen, Laurencekirk,
Forfar, Perth, Dollar, Falkirk,

Edinburgh.
Sixth day.—Edinburgh, Broughton,

Talla, Moffat, Tinto, Biggar, Edin-
burgh.

Observed hills :

—

First day.—Sheriffmuir (special awards
only), Amulree, Trinafour, Ken-
more.

Second day.—Cairn p' Mount, Rinloon,

Cockbridge.
'

' Third day.—Abriachan, Glendoe, Inver-

farigaig (special awards only).

Fourth day.—Bridge-of -Brown, Cabrach.
Sixth day.—Talla, Tinto, Blackford.

THE TOUR DE FRANCE.
TWENTY motor cycles out of an entry

of thirty-eight completed the

arduous twelve-day 2,300 mile Tour
de France reliability trial.

Set speeds for the various classes were
arranged, the highest. (24.8 m.p.h.) being

for trie 1,000 c.c. solo machines; marks
were a'so deducted for the breakage of

sealed parts.

Fifteen entered the lists for the final

event, a private owners' handicap; it

was the biggest field and probably the
most interesting event of all. The limit

man, F. V. Jones (349 Coulson-Jap)
kept his lead for one lap, but A. Frazer
(349 Sheffield-Henderson), Guy James
(490 Norton), and C. Moser (499
Triumph) were all drawing ahead in a
threatening manner. G. H. Williams
(349 Sheffield - Henderson) overhauled
Jones in lap two, as, in quick succession,
did James and Moser, both apparently
slightly faster than Williams or Frazer.
Then Moser 's engine seized in the final

lap, leaving the race to Williams and
Frazer, who just succeeded in overtaking
James.

EVENT 9.—(Private Owners' 3 Lap Handicap)
1. G. H. Williams (349 Sheffield-Henderson),

lm. 33s.
2. A. Frazer (349 Sheffield-Henderson), lm. 69.
3. Guy James (490 Norton), lm. 24s.
4. S. E. Herrtage (492 Sunbeam), lm. 6s.
5. A. G. Williams (492 Sunbeam), lm. 6s.
6. F. V. Jones (349 Coulson-Jap), 2m. 21s.
7. L. G. Cantle (977 Zenith), 18s.

Winner's speed, 63.69 m.p.h.

Several British makes were repre-

sented, including the only 5C0 c.c. side-

car entries ; unfortunately these machines,
a. B.S.A. and a Sunbeam, retired on the
second day. Results, with marks lost :

250 0.0. SOLO.

Berger ( Velooette)
Bignon (Soyer) . .

16
Not stated

350 CO. SOLO.
Pierre (D.F.R.)
Reynaertz (Gillet)
Renier (Gillet)
Kelly (Viratelle) ... 283

500 c.c SOLO.
Naas (A.B.C.)
Borgotti (Gnome and
Rolly-Gonnet (Ginome

Rhone) ...

and Rhone) 11

750 c.c. SOLO.
Berrenger (B.S.A.)
Montarlot (Rover) ... -

De Neuville (Triumph) ...

Vache (Indian) ... ... ...

Arnaud (Indian) ...

Lambert (Viratelle)
Pinney (Triumph)

4
10
17
71

105
148

350 c.c. SIDECARS. -

Dubost (D.F.R. sc) 064

1,000 c.c. SIDECARS.
Vuillamy (Harley-Davidson sc!) ...

Raymon (Harley-Davidson sc.) ...

Wbitc (Sunbeam sc.)

30
CO
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EASTER WITH THE CLUBS.
Varied Competitive and Social Programme for the First Holiday Week-end of the Year.

EASTER is always a period of great activity

among the motor cycle clubs, but seldom if

ever has it attained such magnitude as this year.

New clubs are being formed almost daily and old

clubs are growing in strength, so it is not surprising

that next week's fixture list has surpassed any pre-

vious calendar in extent and in importance.

Naturally the M.C.C. London-Land's End Trial

takes precedence; particulars of the entry of 229

competitors and the route changes to include Beggar's

Roost will be found on pages 474-5.

Possessing a different appeal, the Richmond Meet

nevertheless arouses just as great interest in its own
sphere, and, should long overdue favourable weather

greet the day (Good Friday), there seems no doubt

that the old Yorkshire market town will welcome more

motor cyclists than ever before.

Scotland and the Midlands.

Easter is less of a national holiday in Scotland

than in England, but this year one of the biggest

clubs on the other side of the Tweed is organising

a two-day (Saturday and Monday) trial, which pro-

mises to receive excellent support. Oban is the Sunday

resting-place, and the route has not hitherto been well

traversed by numbered motor cyclists. In the Mid-

lands two of the most important Birmingham clubs

are scheduled to hold long-distance out-and-home

trials. The Birmingham M.C.C. goes to Weston-

super-Mare on Saturday to decide who shall hold

the Sangster Cup, and, on the same day, the South

Birmingham M.C.C. will start its annual run to Lyn-
mouth, returning on Monday.

The Northern Centre A.C.U. will stage a social rally

at Dungeon Ghyll on the 16th; and on Monday the

Scarborough and District M.C. will hold its usual

hill-climb at Staxton, open to the Yorkshire Centre.

Other Inter-Club and Centre Events.
Many other fixtures show indications of over-reach-

ing the importance of the usual confined club events.

Inter-club meets, either speed or reliability affairs,

are more popular than ever, and in some cases these

joint competitions are promised the active support of
many more clubs than the actual organisers. The
Colchester and Bury St. Edmunds clubs combine for

the purposes of a hill-climbing competition on Good
Friday ; the Bishop Auckland and Durham clubs for

the same reason on Easter Monday, several further

local bodies assisting in the latter scheme ; and in

the South on Friday yet another big climb, on Vigo
Hill, will be staged by the various Kent organisa-

tions headed by the West Kent M.C. and the

Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Welsh speedmen are catered for by the Porthcawl

races to be. held on Monday by the Neath and Dis-

trict M.C.
Minor trials, hill-climbs, and social ' runs are re-

ferred to in our fixture list in " Club News." Suffi-

cient to say here that there is scarcely a district in

Great Britain where some form of organised motor

cycle event will not take place.

T.T. NOTES AND NEWS.
Practice for the Tourist Trophy Races will extend

from May 15th to 29th, the practice hours lasting

from 5, a.m. to 7 a.m. daily, with the exception of the

21st and 28th.
* * * *

The mountain climb is at present rather soft, but

,from the gate above Windy Corner to Craig-Na-Baa

will be found enormous improvements. The road has

been widened very considerably and much improved,

Windy Comer has been eased to a great extent, and

when the work is complete Keppel Gate will be 10 feet

wider.
* * * *

With regard to improved landing facilities at Doug-

las, it is understood that the authorities are ready and

willing to erect a special crane, but are unable to

obtain sanction for the expenditure from the British

Treasury.
it * * *

Following a practice which has long been popular

in similar events on the Continent, the machines
actually competing in the T. T. Races will be on ex-

hibition to the. pubiic after the official examination.

c 16 1

Considerable interest attaches to the Rudge re-entry

to road racing, for their previous notable success pro-

vided them with first-class experience, and it is certain

that this year's T.T. machines will not be " back
numbers."

* * * *

Though the roads are not yet in good trim, the

authorities are to be congratulated on the good work
they are putting in. A heavy snowfall has delayed
work on the mountain, but some big changes for the

better will be noted.
* # * *

Four or five Nortons are already in the Island, one
an o.h.v. model!

* * * *

Shall we see anything very "startling in the way of

design ? Probably not, though there will be more new
. overhead valve engines, and at least one make will

employ dry sump lubrication.
* * * *

With the exception of the Scott, two-strokes are not
represented in the senior event ; but the Scott has
found quite a lot of extra speed, and the two-stroke

twin may well win the race once again this year.
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A selection 01 questions ot general interest received lroru readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-

taining legal questions should hz marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dea t

with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality.

DIMENSIONS OF BELT DRUM.

lS

^T] How does one get the measure-

^ merits for a new belt rim

—

Li-I width, belt line; etc. ?—F.M.
The belt line is the distance, between the
centre line of the machine (i.e., centre of

tyre track) and the centre line of the belt

pulley. The width of the belt used, of

course, determines the width of the belt

drum, and the diameter will depend to

some extent on the size of the back
wheel : 18in. is the usual size.

WHEN DO AUTOMATIC INLETS OPEN ?

Please tell me the correct ex-

haust valve timing of a 2J h.p.

Douglas (1911 model), and
when the automatic inlet valve
actually opens on the induction

stroke.—J. McE.
In timing the engine the exhaust valve
closes as the piston reaches top dead
centre of the stroke ; the point of its

opening may then be disregarded. The
actual moment of opening of the auto-

matic inlet valve cannot be definitely

stated, as it depends upon such valuable
factors as the strength of the springs,

the compression-tightness of the engine,
and the' engine speed. In timing an
a.i.v. engine the inlet valves are ignored.

PAYMENT FOR REPAIRS ESTIMATE.
(1.) Would you let me know if

_| it is a custom in the motor repair-

> ing trade to charge for estimates
JLJ submitted for repairs to their

cycles ? To my knowledge all

estimates in building and various other
trades are submitted free of charge or
obligation to the client. (2 ) Is the
owner of the cycle bound to get the
cycle repaired by the firm so submitting
an estimate ? (3.) If the estimate sub-
mitted is unsatisfactory or exorbitant,
and the machine is handed back with-
out making any claim for payment for
the estimate furnished, can the re-

pairers claim subsequently such amount
as they fancv for the estimate sub-
mitted'?—M.W.H.

As it is necessary to dismantle a motor
cycle, either partly or completely, before
a definite estimate for many of the repairs
connected with it can be given, it is quite
usual for many firms to specify that a
nominal charge for labour in dismantling
and re-erecting will be made before the
preparation of an estimate can be under-
taken. If, however, no arrangement was

made, there does not appear to be any
claim on the part of the repairers ; at the
same time, we think it quite reasonable
that they should demand payment for the
actual work involved if the estimate was
not accepted.

important Dates.

Fri., April 14th— The Richmond
Meet (Yorks.).

Fri. .April 14th, and Sat., April 15th.—
M.C.C. London-Land's End Run.

Sat., April 15th, and Monday, April
17th—Western M.C.C. (Glasgow)
Two-day Trial.

Sat., April 22nd—N.-Eastern Centra
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., April 29th—S. Midland Centra
A.C.U. Open Hlli-climb.

Sun., April 30th , to Sun., May 7th—
Paris-Pyrenees Trial.

Won., May 1st, to Sat., May6th— Scot-
tish Six Days Reliability Trials.

Sat., May 6th—B.M.C.R.C. Members'
Meeting at Brooklands.

Sat.,Mayl3th-Northern Centre A.C.U.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., May 20th—S.-Western Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Tues., May 30th—Junior Tourist
Trophy Race.

Thurs., June 1st—Senior Tourist Tro-
phy Race.

F.I., June 2nd. and Sat., June 3rd—
M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.

Moo., June 5th, to Sat., June 10th

—

Royal Scottish A.C. Light Car Trial.
Sat., Juno 10th—B.M.C.R.C. Open
Meeting at Brooklands.

Sat., June 17th—Yorkshire Centre
A.C.U. Open " Colonial Trial."

Sat., June 17th—Ealing and Dist.

M.C.C. 200 Mile Sidecar Race,
Brooklands.

Fri., June 23rd. and Sat., June24th

—

Irish Twenty-Four Hour Open Trial.

Sat., June 24th—Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., July 1st—East S. Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials.

Wed., July 5th—Eastern Centre A .C.U.
Open Speed Trials.

Wed., July 12th—French Grand Prix.

Sun., July 23rd—Belgian Grand Prix.

Fri., July 28th, to Mon., July 30th—
Anglo-Dutch Trial in Holland.

Thurs., Aug. 3rd, to Wed., Aug. 9th—
International Six Days Trials.

Sat., Aug. 5th, and Mon., Aug. 7th

—

Irish Two-day Open Trial.

Mon., Aug. 7th—West S.Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials at
Pendine.

Sat., Aug. 12th—North Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Mon., Aug. 21st, to Sat., Aug. 26th—
A.C.U. Six Days Trials.

Sat., Sept. 23rd—500 Mile Race at
Brooklands.

?

RE-BALANCING A SINGLE.

Will you help me with the
balance of my 4 h.p. Bradbury
motor cycle ? I am fitting a
lighter piston and connecting rod
and -am puzzled about the

different weights. Does it stand that
if I lighten the piston and connecting
rod by half that I must likewise lighten
the flywheel the same, or shall I have
to put the weight that I took out of

the piston and connecting rod into the
flywheel. I was told by a friend of

mine that the latter was the right way,
but I think that he is wrong.—J.S.B.

You would be approximately correct in

removing half the difference in weight of

the two pistons from a point in the

balance weight exactly opposite to the
crank pin and at exactly the same dis-

tance from the crankshaft. Of course, you
must take half the total weight to be
removed from each flywheel, not all of

it from one side.

LIGHTING FROM A MAGNETO.

I wish to run an. electric rear

light from the Thompson Ben-
nett magneto fitted to my 3i h.p.

Sunbeam. There is a terminal

fitted on the low tension side,

which takes the current from the screw
in the centre of the contact breaker.

I have purchased an electric rear light

with wiring, also a choking coil, as I

understand that I shall need one. I

have fitted the lamp and wired it up
so that the coil bridges the wires from
the magneto to the lamp, and the lamp
to "earth," and I find that if the

light is switched on while the engine

is running, there is just a flicker of

light and the engine stops. I should

be much obliged if you. would point

out where the error lies. I think there

must be some mistake in the wiring.

—

Sunbeam.
Lighting from the low tension circuit

of an ordinary magneto, especially

when running at half engine speed, is not

always successful. In all probability

you will not be able to start the engine

when the lamp is switched on, and the

light will flicker very badly at
_
low

speeds. Your description of the wiring

indicates that the choking coil is wrongly

connected; insert the coil in series with

the lamp, not in parallel; in other words,

insert the coil in tire lead between the

magneto terminal and the lamp.

c 17
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READERS' REPLIES.
BADLY WORN PISTON RINGS.

"A.L.G." might cure his trouble

described under the above heading in the

issue of March 30th by fitting a new
spring to the release valve.—M.N.

MOTOR CYCLES AND NERVES.

I can sympathise with " Not Yet
Beaten " in his efforts to master the out-

fit. I had the same experience when I

first attached my sidecar after riding solo

for some considerable time, for I finished

with the machine on the off side pave-

ment. I think that if " Not Yet Beaten
"

takes his first runs dead slow and deter-

mines that the outfit shall run straight

ahead, even when in overtaking traffic

in a narrow road he gets on the camber
on the wrong side of the road, he will

eventually overcome that uncomfortable
feeling he has experienced. — A. G.

Turner.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions published

tinder this heading should be addressed

c/o The Editor, " The Motor Cycle,''

Dorset House, Tudor Street,. London,
E.CA, when they will be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned.

"S.J.C." (London, N.l).—4 h.p. Dunelt
sidecar.

"J.B." (Leith).—4£ h.p. Beardmore-
Precision sidecar.

"A.A." (Bucks).—7 h.p. four-cylinder

F.N. sidecar: Economy tips specially.

"G.S.S." (London, W.C.)—3i h.p. T.T.
Sunbeam and 8 h.p. Brough Superior.

"E.W." (Catford). — 1916 2§ h.p.
Douglas : Speed ; most suitable light

sidecar.

" J.H." (Eastbourne).—7-9 h.p. o.h.i.v.

Indian : Misfiring on front cylinder at
low speeds.

"N.L.J." (Huddersfield). — 3£ h.p.
Rudge Multi : Ease of starting, suit-

ability of Binks carburetter.

"A.F.E.F." (Fambridge). — 4-J h.p.
B.S.A., solo and sidecar: Comparisons
with other 1921-22 singles.

"F.D." (Monkseaton).—Method of pre-
venting oil leaks from timing gear to
magneto on Skootamota engine.

"A.R." (Consett).—1921 A.B.C., solo

and sidecar : valve and exhaust noise

;

reliability of kick-starter and valves.

"K.F.C." (Norwich).—Best- automatic
oil pump on 7 h.p. A.J.S. : Consumption,
fitting, and reliability ; . also most suit-

able plug.

"E.H." (Morecambe).—3 h.p. A.B.C.,
1% h.p. A.J.S., and 3^ h.p. model 16h or
17c Norton : Suitability for riding to and
from business.

"H.P.E." (Bedford). Most suitable

carburetter and. plugs on Scott; hints
on slow running and equal oiling; Hood
Equaliser for chains.

"G.P.W." (Aberdeen).^3£ h.p. Sports
Douglas: Life of o.h.v., fitting of Showell
pump, steering at speed and on grease

;

also Scott Squirrel, best carburetter,
jearing for hilly district, oversize tyres,
efficiency of cooling system.

ci8

A Cycle Car Race in Algeria.

A telegram from Mostaganem an-

nounces that in a race organised there

the first, second, and third prize winners

drove G.N. cycle cars.

Sleeve-Valve Engine's Success.

The engine used in F. J. Price's Dia-

mond, on which he secured the Duke
Cup in the Victory Trial, was a 3 h.p.

Barr and Stroud.

Motorised Invalid Tricycles.

A move has been made by the Argson
Engineering Co., Ltd., from the West
End to larger works at Cambridge
Park, East Twickenham, Middlesex.

For Motor Cyclist Campers.

There is no better way of spending a

roving- holiday than by undertaking a

camping tour ; equipment capable of

being packed into the smallest compass

is provided by the Lightweight Tent

Supply Co., 70," High Holbom, London,

W.C.I.

Price of the Raleigh:

Some misapprehension has existed in

regard to the price of the 2J h.p. Raleigh,

a road test of which we described in the

issue of March 30th. With two-speed

gear this machine costs £68; for the

three-speed model an extra £5 is charged.

This was not made clear to us when the

road-test specification was prepared.

In the Western Centre "Arctic" Trial.

It is claimed that the only machines

which covered the entire course, up to

the lunch stop, of the Western Centre's

abandoned trial in the recent snowfall,

were the team of three" Martinsyde
sidecars, two B.S.A. sidecars, and one

each New Imperial, Norton and Sun-

beam sidecars, and one Sun Vitesse. •

A Stop in the Stock Trial.

A protest was entered by A. J. Stevens,

Ltd., regarding the stopping of F. W,
Giles (7 A.J.S. sc.) during the speed test

in the A.C.U. stock machine trial. This
stop, it was claimed, had nothing what-
ever to do with the machine, which
otherwise had a clean score; the A.C.U.,
however, upheld the decision to withhold
an award.

Tommy Bars for Box Spanners.

More often than not the tommy bars
supplied for use with box spanners are

insufficiently strong, and bend when
much force has to be exerted. Sir

W. G. Armstrong, Whitworth & Co.,

Ltd., are producing four tommy bars of

different sizes, made from steel of one
hundred tons tensile strength, which
will not bend or snap under the most
severe usage. The address is Central
Commercial Department, 8. Great George
Street, Westminster, London, S.W.I.

APRIL IJt/l, IQ22.

British Machine Honoured.
At the International Motor Show held

in Milan a First Class Diploma and Gold
Medal were awarded to a Lea-Francis
machine.

Improved Signposting.
Credit for the new signposts in the

Birmingham area (one of which was
recently illustrated in our pages) must be
given to the Engineer's Department of

the City of Birmingham, and not the
Ministry of Transport.

Flat Twin as Sidecar Hill-climbe .

It is reported that a 3j h.p. Zenith-
Bradshaw with sidecar has successfully
climbed Quarry Bank, Purbold, before
the committees of the Southport M.C.
and the N.W. Centre, A.C.U. ; the hill

has never been climbed previously by a I

500 c.c. sidecar.

A Record Breaking Two-Stroke Revived

Alecto motor cycles' are again to be
produced, the makers being the Whitmee
Engineering Co., who have retained Mr.
Cashmore as manager of the motor cycle

department. The address continues to

be Alecto Works. 3, Grove Road, Bal-

ham, London, S.W.

Victory Trial Echoes.

P. H. Johnson, who gained a silver

medal in the Victory Trial, rode a 5-7

h.p. Coventry-Victor and not another
make, as reported, while S. G. Neal
(3 Neal-Dalm), against whom a stop was
recorded on Abberley Hill, was baulked
and allowed another attempt, which was
successful.

Catalogues Received.

Victoria Motor and Cycle Co., Ltd.,

Victoria Works, Dennistoun, Glasgow

:

A folder describing the principal patterns
of Victoria motor cycles.

The Sun Cycle and Fittings Co., Ltd..

Aston Brook Street, Birmingham. A
folder' dealing with the lat/'est model
Sun and Sun-Vitesse motor cycles.

Francis and Barnett, Ltd., Lower Ford
Street, Coventry : A well got up cata-

logue of Francis-Barnett motor cycles,

which are differentiated by types and not
by initials or marks.
The East London Rubber Co., Ltd.,

29-33, Great Eastern Street, London,
E.G. 2 : Kerry motor clothing, including
garments of every sort and description for

everyday use and motoring, suitable for

both sexes.

The Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd., Enfield

Works, Redditch : Catalogue in two
colours, giving particulars of the 2^ h.p.

Royal Enfield two-stroke, with and with-

out kick-starter, and the 8 h.p. sidecar

outfits.

New Imperial Cycles, Ltd., Imperial
Works, Princip Street, Birmingham : The
New Imperial Guide, a catalogue con-
taining excellent sectional drawings of

engine and gear box and sketches of gear

box adjustments, etc.

C. Edmund & Co. (1920). Ltd., Milton
Works, -Milton Street, Chester ; London
Onice, 117, Great College Street, N.W.I.
A folder describing the Edmund motor
cycle. This is one of the oldest machines
on the market fitted with a spring sus-

pension system for the rider.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES

ADVERTISEMENTS* in these columns

—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

are charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and addfess must

be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and

special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable.^--r~£a.
to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed.-

—

*~~~

Treasury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances.

All aivertise.nents in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Dorset

House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. To
ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of "The Motor Cycle,"

by the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue. Advertisements that arrive

too late for a particular issue or that are

crowded out will automatically be inserted in

the following issue unless accompanied by

instructions to the contrary.

AU letters relating to advertisements should

liiote the number which is printed at the end ot

;ach advertisement, ani the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

>r printers' errors, although every care is taken

[0 avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience oi advertisers, letters may be

iddressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

tVben this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

egistration and to cover postage on replies must be added

to the advertisement charge, which must include the

vords Box 000, c /o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number
vill apr>ear in the advertisement. All replies should be

1Jdress'ed No. ooo, c /o "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House,

rudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who rep y to Box. No
dverlisements are warned against sending remittance through

'he post except in registered envelopes: in all such cases the

ise of the Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope

:hould be clearly marked " Deposit Department" .

In the case ot motor cycles ottered tor sale under a box

lumber, as it is unusual tor these to be sold without first

>eing inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

acilitate business by embodying in their advertisements

lorae mention ot the district in which the machine

iltered may be seen and tried.

m- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send "money to unknown persons

nay deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
ilotor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

;oods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

imount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
.0 the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, but

n the event of no sate each party pays carriage one way
rhe seller takes the risk of damage in transit. For all

ransactions up to fro, a deposit fee of 1 /- is charged ; on
ransactions over £10 and under £50, the fee is 2/6 ; over

|50 and under £75. 5/-; over £75 and under £100, 7/6
ind on all transactions over £100, i%. All deposit

natters are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street,

-ondon, E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should be

nade payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

ndication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself ot

he Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

esirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

nswer <o their enquiries are requested to regard the

ilenoe as an indication that the goods advertised have

Iready been disposed 0!. Advertisers often receive so

lany enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

ach one by oost.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

i .B.C., 1920, splendid condition; run 2,000 miles;
A long separate exhaust pipes, T.T. handle-bars, verv
1st machine; £65, or best offer.—Butterworth, Lower
fills. Holmfirth. ur. JIuddersflekl [9029

11

LANGHAM 1300
7)

THURSDAY BEFORE EASTER—

" THAT GODFREYS " ?

"YES, SIR"!

" WHAT HAVE YOU IN

STOCK " ?

" EVERYTHING "

!

"READY FOR THE ROAD"?

"YES, SIR"!

"WHAT ABOUT REGISTRA-

TI0N, LICENCE,

N0S., AND
INSURANCE " ?

"WE DO ALL THAT

FOR YOU "
!

"TO-DAY"?

"YES, SIR"!

-Thats GODFREYS

!

GODFREY'S L
TD

showrooms 208, Gt. PORTLAND ST.,

LONDON, W.

PHONE—LANGHAM 1300 (2 Lines).

THE SERVICE HOUSE FOR
B.S.A., INDIAN,

LEVIS AND SCOTT
SPARE PARTS.

WORKS AND 14, MILLER STREET,
REPAIRS CAMDEN TOWN, N.W.

'Phone—MUSEUM 2+34.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

"I O20 A.B.C., lamps, horn, speedometer not ridden
„, , „nnt,

11 1921
' P"Iect condition; £75.-SelIers,

Wyke, Bradford. [7488
A .B.C. Motor Cycle, 1922, brand new, tax paid,
±* also sidecar, hood, screen, etc.; £105.—Gossin
Knowsley, Inverness. [9334
A.BC., latest model, brand new; standard, £82-
-"- dynamo, £98; exchanges arranged Maudes, 100,
treat Portland St., London. [1133

A ,BC., 1921, August, equipped, mechanically per-

T , o '
£70

'
or exchange Sunbeam, Matchless,

A.J.S., 3-speed Velocette; Midlands—Box 9764 c/o
I he Motor Cycle. [9316

A .B.C. Motor Cycle, kick start, 2-cylinder hat twin
-"--^ 4-speed gear box, quite new; genuine bargain!
price £85.—Apply to Messrs. John Birch and Co
u. ',.7

12
'
Park Crescen t Mews East, Great Portland

St., W. rg254
"I O20 A.B.C., lamps, horn, speedometer, Binks car-

V huretter, and year's licence, also spare racinK
carburetter, pistons, cylinder, and complete overhead
gear; only £65—Blake, 4, Park Crescent Mews. Gt.
Portland St., London. W.l. [9688
A .B.C., 1921, engine, gears overhauled, receipt

-"-» shown, b?ll and cup rccker adjustments," rocker
return, springs, special gudgeons, front forks rebound
spring, Bmks inteiisifiers, lamp, generator horn
tools, full tax paid; £78.-Kirby, 43, Mar tell Rd..
Dulwich (nr. Rosendale Hotel). [9111

*rt'ire Parts:

A .B.C. Spares.—We are the largest stockists of these
-t»- spares, and can supply any part bv return; trade
supplied.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Great Portland
St., W.l. [H3J

Abingdon.
ABINGDON King Dick Sports Model, nearly new,

3^h.p. ; £30; tax paid, excellent order.—68,
Gloucester Rd., Camden Town. [115y

ABINGDON King Dick Combination, 2-speed and
clutch, handle start, perfect condition; £30.—

ttobini, 1, Tulse Hill, EHra Rd., Brixton, S.W.2
[1180

Ace.
A CE 4-cylinder Combination, original tyres, un-ii marked, well equipped, magnificent outfit; bar-

gain. £110.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [1279

ACE 1921 Combination, C.B. Middleton spring
wheel, screen, idckeT, speedometer, lamps, tyres

as new, horn, tools, hardly used, excellent condition;
any trial; sacrifice, £135.-21, Wonterer Rd.,
Balham. - [9200

Acme.
I^OR Sale.—Acme Combination, 8-10h.p., 1920 model,

electric lighting, coachwork sidecar, all in beau-
tiful condition ; £120, or best offer.—Foley, Bourne.

[9070
ACME 8h.p. J.A.P. Combination, spare wheel,

lamps, horn, tax paid, speedometer, perfect order,
and ready for the road; £125.—Newnham Motor Co.,
223. Hammersmith Rd.. W.6. 'Phone, Hammer,
smith 80. [1021

A.E.L.
BARGAIN.—Brand New 1922 (unpacked) A.E.L.-

Jap 2-;ih.p., 2 speeds,, clutch, kick starter; £49;
genuine Easter bargain.—89, East Hill, Wandsworth

[9952
A.J.S

TDROMLEY, Kent.—A.J.S. Agents, J. L. Lcve and
-*-» Co. [1318

SHREWSBURY Agent for A.J.S.; exchanges.—J. C.
Pickering. [9555

CROSS, Effingham Sq., is agent for A.J.S.'s in
Rotherham. [1115

A.J.S. New 1922 Models in stock.—Combination,
£175; Model Bl, £85.—Nelson's, Rhyl. [9302

A.J.S. Combinations and 2^h.p. models; order now.
—Official Agent, Longman, Salisbury. [9616

6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, or exchange
lower power.—69 London St., Southport. [9587

A.J.S. 1922, immediate delivery Combination, early-

delivery 2%h.p. ; book now.—Moss, Wem. [1184

A.J.S. 2%h.p. Motor Cycles, delivery from stoclr.—
Geo. Langley, 49, Bromham Rd., Bedford. [9121

A.J.S. 7h.p. 1922 Outfits; delivery free anywhere.—
Write. Merrick's Stores, Listerhills, Bradford.

[9141

DAN GUY/ Weymouth.—1922 7h.p. A.J.S. Com-
bination, £175; in stock. Dorset trade supplied.

[0817

"I O20 November A.J.S., Lucas dynamo lighting,
X«7 spare wheel, legshields; £135.—17, St. Charles
Sq.. W.10. [9570

'.!l letters elating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

C2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S.—All 2%h.p. models from stock, also 7h p.
combinations.—King and Harper, ' Bridge St.,

Cambridge. [8489

A.J.S. 2%h.p. Sports, late 1921, done 200 miles, as
new, lamps, horn, etc.; £76.-184, Whitehorse

Rd., Croydon. [8894

A.J.S. Combination, perfect, equipped; £80, real
bargain.—James, c/o Bradmore's, 482, Harrow

Rd., Padding-ton. [9925

Qilh.p. A.J.S., kick starter, handle-bar clutch, guar-
'-•'4 anteed perfect, any trial, £48.—Box 9792, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [9827

1Ul« A.J.S.
J-t/ 500

Combination, as new, mileage under
miles; £125, bargain.—Lawrence, The

Common, Southampton, [9205

A.J.S.—All models from stock. Official Agents,
deferred pavments.—Bambers, 2, Eastbank St.,

Soutbport. "Phone : 607. [6288

IN Stock.—1922 7h.p. A.J.S. Combination, spare
wheel and tyre; £183.—D. and S. Autocar Co.,

33, The Parade, Golders Green. [9884

A.J.S. 6h.p. Motor Cycle and Sidecar, condition
as new, complete with all accessories—Twenty -

man, Union St., Wolverhampton. [9082

"1Q15 A.J.S. 6h.p., 3 speeds; kick starter and side
JL*7 car complete, accessories, excellent condition;

£75.—Blake, 216, Westbourne Grove, W. [807b

FOR A.J.S. 1922 models. 2%h.p sole, or 7h.p. com
binations, get in touch with the N, London agents

—Jones Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill. [0785

1 Q22 A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination in stock for imme
J-*7 diate delivery; £175; cash or easy payments.—
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [7242

A.J.S. Combination 1920, perfect order, complete,
hood, speedometer, spare wheel, electric lighting,

tax paid; £110.—Roberts, Padgate, near Warrington.
[8966

"I Q20 A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, Lucas, acces-
!«/ sories, hood, and screen ; £125.—Hillier (side

bell), 9, Wallingford Avenue, North Kensington.
[1039

"I Q22 A.J.S.—All models. Early delivery 2%h..y
•*-& Model Bl. Catalogues with pleasure.—Sam. E
Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich
S.E.10. [589?

A.J.S. 2%h.p. Sports Combination, late 1921, elec-

tric lighting, speedometer, overhauled through-
out, perfect condition; £75.—Richardson, 33, Union
St., S.E.I. [1256

"1 Q22 7h.p. A.J.S. Magdyno, spare wheel, unused,
-!-«/ unregistered, just delivered; owner cannot keep,

and will sacrifice £10 off list.—Box 9801, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [1240

A.J.S. 6h.p. 1914 Combination, 3-speed, electric

lighting, hood and screen, perfect order; £70,
or near; exchange Morgan.—Hammant, 63, Carlton

Vale, Kilburn, N.W. [9639

1 20 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, dynamo lighting,
" electric and bulb horns, speedometer, insured,

spares, perfect condition; £130.—Duff, 127, The
Vale, Golders Green. [9377

A.J.S. 1922 7h.p. Combination; £175. Secure deli-

very for Easter by placing your order now.
Cash i Exchanges ! Easy payments !—P. J. Evans,

John Bright St., Birmingham, [9272

A.J.S., first-rate condition, 2%h.p., 1914, 2-speed,

hand clutch, all-enclosed chain drive, speedo-

meter, mechanical horn; offers invited.—75, North
End Rd., Golders Green, N.W. [9355

"I Q16 A.J.S. Combination, mileage 6,000, perfect
J-*/ condition, spare wheel, speedometer, hoed,

screen, spring pillion, new tyres; £90; after 5 p.m.
—18, Kent House Rd., Beckenham. [9352

A.J.S., 1921, dynamo lighting, Combination de
Luxe, hood, screen, absolutely unscratched; 125

gns; good solo part.—37, Elmbank Gardens, Barnes
Bridge. Telephone: Putney 2755. • [1271

A.J.S. Combination, 1918, hood, screen, spare tyre,

interchangeable wheels, mechanically as new;
£80.—Station Hotel, Bramley Rd., Notting Hill

(Latimer Rd. Station, Metropolitan). [1067

A.J.S., late 1919, spare wheel, Triplex windscreen,
hood, speedometer, D.A. lighting set, 2 new tyres,

tax paid, excellent condition throughout; £130, no
offers.—47, Masons Hill, Bromley, Kent. [9058

A.J.S. Gh.p. Combination, 1918, perfect running
order, complete with, hood, wind screen, and

usual fittings; Price £95 or near offer; for owner.

—

Burt, 60a, Trinity Rd., Balham. 'Phone : Battersea
1528. [1255

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination 1917, Mills-Fulford side-

car, re-upholstered, outfit just overhauled, Lucas
dynamo lighting, spare wheel, luggage grid, condition
excellent; £87.—Whiting, 100, Nottingham Rd., _Not-
tiugham. [9982

A.J.S. Combination 1920, spare wheel, hood, screen,
Klaxon, speedometer, clock, horn, 2 new tyres

(spares), new spare chain, lamps, D.A. cylinder;
£120; owner buying car.—Bounds, 223, Kilburn
High Rd. [9376

19 2

SAVE YOUR TICKET MONEY
" PAY AS YOU RIDE "

OUR
MOTOR CYCLES.

TftglMPH

TRIUMPH "Ricardo." £120 cash or S31 4 dow,i
and 12 payments of S7 16 0. All models in stock.

MATCHLESS "Sports." £160 cash or £41 12
down and 12 payments of £10 8 0.

ALLON. £60 cash or £15 12 C down and 12 pay
ments of £3 IS 0.

B.S.A. 6 h.-p. comb. £164 cash or £42 12 9 down
and 12 payments of £10 13 3. All models in

stock.

LEVIS. From £48 cash or £12 9 8 down and 12
|

payments of £3 2 5. All models in stock.

EVERY WELL KNOWN MAKE OF MOTOR CYCLE
IN STOCK.

DISCOUNTS ALLOWED IF ACCOUNT "AID IN

2, 4 OR 6 MONTHS.

WOOD GREEN. LONDON, N. 50, High Road.
'i'hone—Hornscy 1956.

WALTHAMSTOW. LONDON, N.E. 151 High St,
'Phone—Walttiamstow 169 (a lines).

EOSTONROAD, LOMDON, N.W. (Onp. Ct. Portland I

Street Station). 'Phone—Museum 4978.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A-J-S. Combination 6h.p. 1915, .only seldom u^e-

f* spare wheel, unused tyre, wonderfully rehab],
fast, financial economy only reason for selling- £iooRev. Fairfax Robson, Caister-on-Sea, Norfolk!' [895

A J-S. Combination 6h.p. 1916-17, 3-speed, kitc* start, etc., recently overhauled and repaint**
smart outfit; £87/10; call for trial. - Geona
" Tiie Captain Cook," Howard Rd., Stoke Newine
ton, N.16.

[g3^
A .J.S. 1919 6h.p. Combination, Lucas lamps horn

•£-»- speedometer, spare wheel and tyre, tax M i.

December, 1922, tyres good all round, in eqq,
mechanical order throughout; £105.—Shaw Bro=
Halesowen.

[95g

A .J.S. Combination (August, 1920), guarantee,
^ equal brand new, just thoroughly overhauled a

A.J.S., costing £25, Lucas equipment, licensed; baigam, £135.—31, Claremont Rd., Alexandra Park
Manchester.

U25 1

PRACTICALLY new 7h.p. 1921 A.J.S. CombinationA Lucas dynamo lighting, electric horn, speedometer
legshields, 2 screens, hood and cover, spare wheel
cantilever saddle, taxed; £147.-24, Balliol Rd
North Kensington. [939^

1Q21 2^4h.p. A.J.S., 3 speeds, kick starter, LucaAt/ lamp sets and horn, tax paid till December
been 400 miles only and guaranteed equal new an<
very fast; £68.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffrot
Waklen. 'Phone : 45. [126;

A .J.S.—The latest models in stock; also 192:
-£* dynamo lighting model, lavishly equipped, onh
3 weeks old, £185.—Lamb's, Ltd., 151, High St'
Walthamstow; 387, Euston Rd., N.W.I; 50 Hiei
Rd., Wood Green, N.22. '

[noi

A .J.S. 7h.p. Combination, May, 1921, splend:d conXA dition throughout, never ran better, enamel ani
plating excellent, 710mm. x85mm. back tyre, other
good for thousands of miles, spare wheel and tyre
cost £215, sacrifice £155.-30, Chaffinch Rd., Becken
ham, Kent. [925i

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, steel bodv sidecar, Co-
Atinos carburetter, Terry's links to forks, Tan

Sad seat with back and foot-rests, in excellent con
dition, all Dunlop tyres and tubes last season,
lamps and generators; owner bought car; offers; la'
paid.—Lee, 48, Clevelands Rd., Burnley. [964<

Spare Parts

:

A.J.S. Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bom
St , Ealing. £753;

A.J.S.—Complete stock of spares.—King and Harpei
Cambridge.- 'Phone: 853. [848!

A.J.S. Spares; prompt delivery.—Cyril Williams
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. T.A. : Parts

r?9o

A.J.S., 1910, 1911, 1912.—Authorised manufacture
of spares for early models.—Harry C. Boham

Penn Rd., Wolverhampton. [497,

Alecto.
A LECTO 3i/

L.h.p 2-stroke, brand new, 2-speed Bui
-** man gear, clutch; list price £87/10, £45; on!
a few left.—Daw, Agent, 114, Brixton Hill. [949,

Alidays.
£25.-1917 2^'Ji.p. Alldays' Allon, 2 speeds, lamp;
<** tax paid.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [973

KICKHAM, Stokes Croft. Bristol, Sole Distric
Agent for Aliens; unequalled service, repairs

etc. [314

-J
Q18 Allon, 254h.p., 2-speed, discs, legshields, pei

J-tf feet condition; £38, or offer.
—" Gaywood.

Castle Rd., N. Finchley. [979

ALLDAYS-VILLIERS 2y1J
h.p., 3-speed, clutch mode

as new; bargain, £36; tax paid.—23, Ravele
St., Kentish Town, N.W .5. [923

ALLDAYS' Allon, late 1921, 2-speed, hand clutel

fully equipped, Tan-Sad, in splendid condition, eas

starter; £47/10.—Birkinger, 28, Fallow Court Avem*
North Finchley. [974

American X.

"I Q21 American X, standard model, gas lam
-I-«7 with D.A. cylinder, Lucas horn, Whitley sid>

car, Easting screen; £130.—To be seen at Robertson
Motors, Ltd., 157b, Great Portland St., W.l. [929

£75.-1920 7h.p. American X coachbuilt Corabin:

tion. Rideezi sidecar, dynamo lighting, 3-spee-

'tax paid; to any requiring a smart, reliable, and ea;i

handled machine, this is it.—Pride, 156, Stockve

Rd., Brixton S/W.9. - [98C
i

"I CI 20 American X, standard model, acetylene bes

J- *s lamp, with D.A. cylinder, electric rear ar

sidecar lamp with accumulator, Henderson Elite ski

car to match, small mileage; trial given; £120, &

offer.—G. W. McL. Henderson, Henwick, Maideuhea
[921

I Q21 American X 7-9h.p., 3-speed, at eoormbus
JL«/ reduced price; only slightly shop-soiled; Mi

ford coachbuilt sidecar in stock to suit; if you requi

a powerful high grade combination 'at little abo

second-hand price write for our special clearance lii

—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. \72>

C2 2 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number 3t the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

".S.A? 1919 4*4h.p. Combination, all chain, K.S.,
' Uunlops unpunctured, lamps, horn, Cameo
ien, insurance and tax paid; 85 gns.— Austin, 138,
;denhall Rd., Clapton, E.5. [9083

" .S.A.-, August, 1919, 4^h.p„ Model K, and Grindlay
1 sidebar, hood, screen, grid, etc., Lucas lamps, horn,
J., lull insurance and licence; £100, or near offer.

—

jply Fred. Sands, Hoo, Rochester. [8994

"I'.S.A.—We have several late model B.S.A. Combina-
r tions in excellent order for sale or exchange; list

d request.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
1., W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmith 80. [1014

• .S.A. 1921 6-7 h.p., interchangeable wheels,
i* electric light, indistinguishable from new,
iiedometer, mudshields, etc., cost £205; accept

J35—K.J. Motors, Bromley, Kent. [9603

KS.A. 1922 Models for immediate delivery; best
.
;| prices allowed on second-hand machines in part
j/ment.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
!., W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmith 80. [1027

• .S.A. 1920 444h.p. Chain-drive Combination,
I' Grloria sidecar- best accessories, not done 1,000
lies, excellent condition; what offers; must sell.—
litch, 22, Larkheld Rd., Richmond. [9363

jt.S.A. 1920, new July, 1921," Montgomery special

J*
2-seater sidecar, speedometer, Lucas lamps, abso-

jeiy perfect condition, tax paid; 90 gns.—Longman
jos., 17, Bond St., Ealing. Tele.: 689. [1308

921 B.S.A. 7h.p. Twin Combination,^ Magdyno,
cost £240 last July ; also 1920-~B.S.-A. twin

}o, owner just bought _.8h.p.= B.S.A. combination.—
iupstm, 14, Stanley Terrace,- Ripon, ,Y6rEs.

,
[8892

> .S.A. 6-7h.p. 1921 Combination, equal to new,
>* spare -wheel, Palmer cords,

:
grid,-- hood", Easting,

n-Sad, Lucas set, Klaxon,' insurance "and "tax paid;
85—Goodhouse, Goose ;Green, E,ast-Dulw.ich. [8867

B20
B.S.A. 4»4h.p. Chain Drive Combination, with

No. 2 sidecar, hood, Cameo, screen, Klaxon, 3

itylene lamps, speedometer, 1922 tax pa-id;- genuine
rgain, £90.—Rivett, 236, High Rd!, Leytdnstorie.

'

:

;

~ - T [9098
, ATE 1916 4i4h.p. B.S.A., countershaft 3-speed
I' and coachbuilt sidecar, 3 lamps,, generators,
'{gage grid, tool kit, nearly new tyres;, any. trial;

,0; would separate.—74, Chiton Rd., Canning Town.
[9248

i> .S.A. Model H 4 14h.p. Combination chain drive
!* (new), 1921 showroom model,, never been
sensed, precisely same as 1922 ; will sacrifice for

'00 if before Easter.—P.B,, 101, Holloway Rd., N.7.
[9143

|>,5.A, 4*4h.p. b.c.c, 4*4h.p. all chain, the 6h.p
model and the No. 3 sidecar all., in- stock.—

mb's, Ltd., 151, High St., Waltharostow; 387,
iston Rd., N.W.I r 50, : High Rd.,
22.

Wood' Green,
- "'• - [1109

».S.A. 1921 6-7h.p. Combination, with, lamps, horn,
* speedometer, tax paid, mileage 100; absolutely as

;v; £145; exchange for solo ' and . cash.^-Newnham
>tor Co., 223, Hammersmith . Rd., , W. 6. - 'Phone,
ammersmith 80. [1012

921 (April) B.S.A. 6-7h.p.' .Twin ..Combination,
spare wheel, luggage, carrier, Low generator,

:Sting, largest sidecar, - special mat," legshields,

ir-drive speedometer, Cewey -horn, many spares,

srhauled perfect throughout; £145.—Write Ad
rtiser, 8, Wc=tbnurne Gardens, W.2.. ,., .. [7395

>.S.A. 6-7h.p, Model A, with No. 1 sidecar,. brand
I* new as uncrated, 3-speed chain' drive, 28x3
tachable wheels with spare wheel and tyre, luggage

'\d and wheel carrier, Talmer cord
4
" tyres, spring

[it pillar, splendid - mount; list -£190, sacrifice at

i 65.—Rivett, 236, High Rd., Leytonstone. [9096

jj

?»an Parts :
- *• • "*

j) .S.A. Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
I* St., Ealing. [7539

"HIE Promptest Firm for B.S.A. Spares.—Forfield
. Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington" Spa. [3161

J
.S.A. Specialists.—All spares by return.—County

, Cvcte and Motor Co., Broad St;, Birmingham.
:-•'•'. [4677-

J.S.A. Spares can be had ,by return, post free,

irom Jones Garage, B.S.A. Agents and Sparea
Tvice Depot Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. [0805:

GODFREYS'. Ltd.. 208, Great Portland Sfc.Tfcondon,
yf Wjl.—Complete stock of all. B.S.A. spare parts
ways in stock. Write for free spare part list, stating
•sar of manufacture. '" * [0750

Calcott.
j^ALCOTT lightweight, new carburetter, tyres, -belt,-;

Y guaranteed, equipped; £17/10.-67, Fernlea Rd:,
jilham. [1222

Calthorpe.
'^ALTHORPE. new 1922 2V2h.p. 2-stroke actually

Y in stock; £36.—Moss, Wem. - • --- *•—-
[Ji'87

'3-h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 2 :speed, just overhauled; £25.
y* —Bradbeer, Minehead, Som. ...... .[9651

916 2%h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed, clutch, licensed
and equipped; 32 gns.—Edwards, ,101, Gt.

ortland St. [9661

MANUFACTURERS' STOCK

MAKINKOT brand

TO ??_?_L_?^m
Fawn double texture,
interlined rubber,

MOTOR SUITS
THESE suits are

made of Fawn
double texture

cloth, interlined
rubber.

The seams are
cemented, sewn
and taped,
making these
absolutel v
waterproof

Will stand any
amount of hard
wear.

The 'ackers are
made double-
breasted, with
belts and wind
cuffs.

The overalls are
made on tbetrouser
pattern , fastening
with clips and
straps, and have
wind gussets in leg.

These suits actu-

ally cost over 30/-

to manufacture

without any profit,

but we have
several thousands

to clear.

Every suit is guaranteed absolutely waterproof,

and should these not meet entirely with your
approval,-, we guarantee to return your money in

full, if returned within seven days.

SPECIAL PRICE,

29/11 Carriage 1 /- extra.

We have also several thousands, heavy Twill

Suits to offer. These are.made of the heavy Twill

used for making Motor Hoods, and are one of the

finest suits made for motor cycling, interlined

rubber. > They are made with sewn and cemented
seams, and taped, also the seams of these suits are

striped, making these garments absolutely water-

proof, and we are prepared to give a guarantee
that these are absolutely impossible for ivater to

penetrate through. The oyeralls are made in the

same way'with wind gussets, fastening with clips

and straps. The Suits are in sizes 3+, 36, 38,40*
42'ahd 44-chest, lengths inside leg are 27, 29, 31.

.Please state.when ordering by post, measurements
;of chest, length inside.

50/- Carriage if- extra.

Orders to be addressed—

The LANCASHIRE and

CHESHIRE RUBBER Co.
MAKINKOT HOUSE,

30, Thomas Street,

LIVERPOOL.
Phone 4891 Bank,

Liverpool.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthorpe.

"J
Q16 2a'|h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed, legshields, bean-

r.
tlJ?' condltl°n ; bargain, £32.—62, Hawkshead

St., Southport. [9764

-| Q GNS.—

2

l/»h.p. Calthorpe-Precision, 2-speed, good
J-tf tyres. splendid order.—Smith, Claremont
Garage, Blackpool. [9938

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., late 1919, Enfield, 2-speed,
equipped, taxed, mechanically perfect; £40.—56.

The Grove, Palmers Green. [9778

OALTHORPE 2y,h.p., J.A.P., Enfield gear, leg-^ shields, decompressor; £28; S.E. London.—Box
9768, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9343

Campion.
Qh.p. Campion Combination, hood, screen, all lamps,
<_> new tyres, perfect condition; £90.—C. Brittain, 10.High St., Grantham. [9009
f~JAMP10N-J.A.P. 6h.p. Combination, coachbuiltv-' sidecar, underslung, 2-speed countershaft, Bosch
magneto, just overhauled; £55.-68, Southgate Rd.,N - [9081
T ATE 1920 Campion Combination, 8-10h.p., electric

.horn lights, fitted with car tyres as new, luggage
carrier, Tan-Sad; cost £200; only done 4.000 miles
guaranteed perfect; £110.—Shorter, Broad St., King's
Lynn. rg 08
1Q21 4h.p. Campion-Jap Combination, excellent--f condition, Sturmey 3-speed gears, B. and B
carburetter. Thomson-Bennett magneto, Dunlop tyres.
Lasting, done about 3,000 miles; exchange ecu-
sidered.—93, Lea Rd., Gainsborough. [9442

Cedos.

K 1C
,
KHAM

i
Stokes Croft. Bristol, Sole District

-*». Agent lor Cedos; unequalled service, repairs.
etc - (3149
Qih.p. Cedos, latest model, clutch, K.S., 2-speed,*« fully equipped, licensed; £57; Oxfordshire.—Box
9738, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9073

Centaur.
"I RT GJNS. 1—4h.p. Centaur, grand nrder, any trial,
-*-t» tax, genuine k sacrifice.—Morrisson, Waterloo
Rd., Blackpool. L9158

Chater-Lea.4 h.p. Chater-Lea, metal sidecar, N.S.U.. Bosch; £35
ex carriage.—150, Garratt Lane, S.W. [9031

CHATER :LEA Combination, 8h.p. J.A.P., 3-speed,
. very powerful ; take lower power part.—57, Ken-

bury St., Camberwell, London. [9452

31h.p. Chater-Lea, Antoine engine, m.o.v., Bosch,
2

,
Amac, N.S.IT. 2-speed, lamps, horn, long ex-

haust, sporting sidecar; first £15; ride away.—Ford,
Sotwell, near Wallingford, Berks. [9604
"1 Q21 81r.p. Chater-Lea Combination, new and un-
X«7 t; registered, used for few demonstrations only;
complete with 4 detachable wheels, spring seat pillar,
and sidecar .screen; £35 below list price; £135.

—

South Eastern Garage, Heme Hill, S.E.24. [8778

Chater.Lea* Precision.

4 .In. p. Chater-Lea-Precision Combination, counter-
4 shaft, clutch, free, mechanically perfect; £45.—

75, Hampton Rd., Ilford. [9913

CHATER-LEA-PRECISION Combination, 3-speed.
kick-start, complete in every way, as new; £75.

or close offer.—118, Disraeli Rd., Putney. [9186

Clyno.
Qlh.p. Clyno, 1919; £37/10.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe^ 2 Lane, London. [7867

CLYNO 1919, 2-stroke, 2 speeds, clutch; 29 gns.—8,
High St., Wandsworth. [9859

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Clvno
2Vyi.p. 1919; £37/10. [1298

5-6h.p. Clyno Combination, 2-speed; £33, or near.'—
Aston, Dean House, Plymstock, Devon. [8924

1 Q17 6h.p. Clyno Combination, lamps, taxed; £63-Iw exchange.—2, Fortune Gate Rd., Haiiesden^
N.W. [9586

"JQ21 8h.p.. Clyno Combination, complete, spare*
i«7 wheels, shop-soiled; £135.—Taylor's Garage.
Wednesbury. [8942

/|Q GNS.—1916-17 Clyno 6h.p. 3-speed Combination.
^t Zf all-chain drive, splendid condition.—134,' Earls-
brook Kd., RedhHl. [9795

8 h.p. Clyno Combination, 1919-20, sound and fast;
any trial; £88; will separate.—Witt, Molcey Mill,

West ' Deeping, Lines. [9199

CLYNO 5-6h.p., with all accessories; accept £40
lor immediate sale; also sidecar if required.—94,

Westbury Av., Wood Green. [9257

"I Q21 8h.p. Clyno, Model de Luxe, condition perfect,H7 all spares, tax, insurance paid; £140.^Steer,
Colne Cottage, London Colhey. [9760

1Q18 Clyno Combination 5-61i.p., lamps, horn, all
*7 accessories, spare wheel, large bulbous back

sidecar, in perfect condition; £75, or offer.—C. A.
Blay, 192, Heath Rd. Twickenham. . [1093

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, ititirked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

CLYNO 1918 8h.p., 3-speed, countershaft, sidecar,

splendid order; £65.—28, WoodforJ Rd., Forest

Gate. 'Phone: Maryland 2598. [9514

CLYNO 5-6h.p., and sidecar, windscreen, grid, good
order, tyres, and chains; £42/10, near offer.

—

Davies, 45, Denning Ed., N.W.3 [8611

S'-eh.p. Twin Clyno, coachbuilt sidecar, windscreen,

in good running order; £45, bargain.—Rhind and
Co., Stone Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [9623

made

19 2

CLYNO 8h.p. J.A.P. Combination, special

frame and chassis for rough roads, fully equipped,
spare wheel, tax paid 1922, original tyres on and
scarcely scratched; £80.—Bunting's Motor Exchange,
Wealdstone. [9706

CLYNO.—5-6h.p. 1916-17 models, rebuilt, replated,

enamelled black, 3 speeds, kick start, foot clutch,

interchangeable wheels, chain drive, aluminium cases,

sidecars coach painted, in excellent condition, lamps
complete, machines as new; solo, £57; combinations,
£68; deferred payments or exchange.—Hearn Bros.,

94, Brixton Hill, S.W.2. 'Phone: Brixton 2888.
[6282

Spare Parts :

CLYNO Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays. 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [7540

Connaught. _

BROMLEY, Kent.—Connaught Agents, J. L. Love
and Co. [1343

SHREWSBURY Agent" for Connaught; exchanges.—
J. C. Pickering. [9559

(J3i.p. Connaught, 1921, 2-speed; £45.—Wau-
>V4 chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [7865-

CONNAUGHT, 1922, immediate delivery from stock,

2-speed, clutch and kick start; £57/10.—South-
croft Motors, Mitcham Lane, Streatham. [1061

22 Connaught, the super 2-stroke, for sidecar or

solo; cash or easy terms; inquiries invited.—

Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St.. Green-

wich, S.E.10. [3259

CONNAUGHTtS Now Reduced, from 28 gns.; all

models in stock.—Lamb's, Ltd., 151, High St.,

Walthamstow; 387, Euston Rd., N.W.I; 50, High
Rd., Wood Green, N.22. [1112

(CONNAUGHT, show model, 2-speed, 26in. wheels,
J Dunlops, never been on road; special bargain,

£55. Other 1921 shop-soiled machines; full range
1922 models in stock. Trade supplied—Connaught
Depot, 111, Great Portland St., W.l. 'Phone : Lang-
ham 1968. [9145

Corah.

CORAH 4h.p. Combination, ride away; £27/10.—
Seen 2, Stanleton Parade, Mount Pleasant Rd..

N.4. [937S

Coulson.

COULSON B 234h.p., 1920, fully equipped, perfect,

tax paid.—43. Pembridge Rd., Notting Hill Gate.
[9435

COULSON, 1921, brand new, 4h.p. Blackburne,
Stttrmey-Archer 3-speed; £95.—White Bros.,

Northgate, Darlington. [9124

COULSON Combination 4h.p., J.A.P., S.A. 3-speed,

small mileage, excellent condition, stored winter;
£95.-99,. Princes Av., Wood Green, N. [9375

1 O 20 2^-ih.p. Coulson B, specially fitted B. and B-,
JL*/ spare belt, chain, etc., all accessories', fast

tourer; 49 guineas.—15, Charlbury Rd., Oxford. [9003

4h.p. Coulson B 1920 Countershaft, fully equipped,

with lamps, horn, tools, etc., small jnileage,_tyre:

£50.-25, Fredericks Rd., Custom House
[9695

etc., as new
E.16.

COULSON 1922 models.—Deliveries now commenced.
Write" for catalogues giving price and all latest

improvements.—London Motors, 61, Holborn Viaduct,

E.C.I Telephone: City 4230. [7096

COULSON 1922 models.—2%h.p., £67/10; 2">ih.p.,

£78"; 2i4h.p-, o.h.v. (T.T. model), £95; 4V4h.p.,

£95. Cash or deferred terms. Old machines taken in

part payment.—London Motors. 61, Holborn Viaduct,

E.C.I. Telephone: City 4230. [7097

COULSON 1921 models.—Shop-soiled machines at

greatly reduced prices. Three only left; £65.

£75, £85 each. Cash, deferred terms, or old machine
taken in part pavment.—London Motors, 61. Holborn
Viaduct, E.G. Telephone: City 4230. [7098

Coventry Eagle.
jr»25.—Coventry Eagle, 2*:ih.p., 2 speeds, Jardine
oW speedometer, lamps, horn, splendid order.—11,

Warwick St., Oxford. [9180

BARGAIN.—Coventry Eagle 4h.p., 2-speed counter-
shaft, sidecar, running order but shabby, needs

slight attention; £19.—Keen, Leominster. £8908

BARGAIN, Coventry Eagle, 1921, 5-6h.p., Jap
engine, B.B.M.L. mag, Sturmey 3-speed K.S.,

Mills sidecar, tyres as new, accessories all on ; price

£140 or offer.—K., 122, Fore St., Edmonton, N.18.
[1213

Coventry Victor.

COVENTRY VICTOR Combination, Montgomery Side-

car, been used for demonstrating; special frame;
guaranteed; first cheque £85 secures.—The Coventry
Victor Motor Co., Ltd., Coventry. [0520

Your complete EASTER
outfit—from mount
to accessories—supplied

immediately from stock.

There is no house more favourably
situated or better equipped than we
are to fit you out for Easter—on
favourable terms. We hold an ex-

ceptionally extensive stock of both
new and second-hand machines at
prices touching rock bottom. Every
mount sold carries our clearly de-

fined guarantee, and we go all out to

ensure your entire satisfaction.

Spare parts, accessories, cloth-
ing and outfitting, comforts,
solo machines, combinations,
etc. In every department we
excel on quantity, quality and
price. Our easier easy terms
are arranged to suit your
convenience.

Actually in Stock Now.
Ariel McKenzie Rudge
B.S.A. Matchless Royal Ruby
Calthorpe New Stanger
Douglas Imperial Triumph
Enfield - Norton Zenith
Humber O.K. ' Zenith.
Martinsyde P. & M. Bradshaw

Motor Cycles

Millford Watsonian
Grindlay Henderson

Sidecars

Let our staff of

Specialists help you.

Every man on our staff is a specialist

in his department. When you come
here for your mount you discuss its

merits and demerits with a practical

motor cyclist of wide experience.

Unbiassed advice is given and you
are helped to choose the machine
that is best for your particular pur-

pose. That is the whole basis of this

highly successful business—service

unlimited.

Come along and inspect the stock.

We shall be open on Saturday morn-
ing prior to Easter Monday.

URGENT ORDERS
Wire Remittance and Order—deduct

cost of telegram from amount of order.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Dayton.

DAYTON l'L'h.p. 2-stroke. buffer spring forks, p..
tyres, enamelling and plating in good condition

£10; ride away.—14, Estcourt St., Devizes. [954

De Luxe.
TJAEB AND STROUD.—How to get a 1922 De \mJ-* Barr and Stroud motor cycle at £20 off list price
See our advert.
Wolverhampton.

under Miscellaneous.
pn.-e

Motoritie
[780

"DRAND New De LuxeBarrand Stroud motor cydi
-*-* Dunlop tyres, C.A.V. magneto, Amac carbureite:
Pan saddle, a luxurious mount; £56, including 2-spee
Albion.— 1, Meadow View, Newbridge, Wolverhampfcy

.1:1

Diamond.
SHREWSBURY Agent for Diamond; exchange*.-

J. C. Pickering. [95^

TTICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole Distric
-1-*- Agent for Diamonds; unequalled service, renain
etc. 13,4,

1O20 Diamond-Jap, Sturmev-Archer 2-speed, indii-L" tinguishable from new; £55.—Wells, B;
Mon. -920

1 Q 19 Diamond-Jap 254h.p., Enfield 2-speed geaiJ-«^ fully equipped, tax paid to December; £40—llfl
Brixton Hill. ^949

"TVIAMOND-J.A.P., 2iih.p., Sturmey-Areher, 2-speet
*-* K.S. and clutch, good condition throughout- £4*—Nelson's, Rhyl,

£93q

1Q19 2>4h.p. Diamond-Jap, Enfield gears, all acce--*' sories, condition guaranteed, full tax; £40 c

near offer. -Drummond, White Bridges, Boston. .895

"I Q21 Diamoud-Villiers, Sturmey 2-speed, clutciJ-*' kick start, splendid condition, lamps '

nearest £45
Widnes.

-Mason, " Hillcrest,"

BROMLEY,
and Co.

etc.

Peelhouse Lam
[923

Douglas.
Kent.—Douglas Agents, J. L. Lev

[132

on; £75, imntedial

[930

DOUGLAS, 2-speed model, all
delivery.—Nelson's, Rhyl.

"TkOUGLASES, 2i4h.p., a few left, as new; £3B,'1(J-* 417a, Brighton Rd., Croydon.

£ 14 —Douglas, about 1912, fine
9787, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[504

condition.—Bo
[983

A LL Douglases.—A trial order only is requested.-11 Gibb. Gloucester. Phone ; 852. [812

LATE Douglas, exceptional bargain, guaranteed
62 gns.—67. Fernlea R.r? Ttpllia™ noi62 gns.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham [121

289-293, High Holborn, W.C.I j

Oilh.p. Douglas 1921, 2-speed Eadie; £65 -Wat"•4 chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [786

2jih.p. Douglas, 1912, 2-speed; £20; exchanee-21
4 Flaxton Rd., Plumstead, London. [933

I Q20-21 2%h.p. Douglas, 3 speeds, perfect, licensedJ-f £56.-26, Church Rd., Tottenham. "

[921

"TkOUGLAS 2-jjh.p., 3M,h.p. sports and combination
J-' —Official Agent, Longman, Salisbury. [961

4h.p. Douglas 1918, .3-speed, clutch', kick starlet
£ 47.—56, Park Lane, Kidderminster.

4h.p. Douglas, smart, new appearance, oveihaulec
55 gns.—120, Fielding Rd., TJhiswick. ;ilS

OSh.p. Douglas, 2-speed, little used, splendid cot<^4 dition; £36.-80.1, High St., Bexley. [1"
4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1919, all on- £70,

offers.—Hazell, 20, Hoyle Rd., Tooting.

[122

[915

"TJOUGLAS 2%h.p., 3-speed, K.S., 1920, all on; £6!J-' or offer.—7, Stoke Newiugton Rd., N.16. [895

DOUGLAS 2";ih.p., 1918-1921, less parts of enguif
£18.—Hughes, 30; Homesdale Rd., Bromley. ;906

-| Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, well equipped
-L*/ £75.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [940

Qilh.p. Douglas, m running order, tax paid; £2t^4 —50, Xuvicta Rd., Custom House, E.16. [909

3-SPEED 1915 Douglas, 2sih.p. ; £35, snip; e:

changes.—Kent's, 417, Lord St., Sottthport.
"95?

1 Q17 4h.p. Douglas, perfectly sound, been storec
J-tf bargain, £45.—Reynolds, Melbourn, Cantos.

[90C
33h.p. Douglas needs slight attention; £14, offers.

-

4 Hill, 101, Shaftesbury Rd., Hammersmith, W.
;90E

3i$h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, fully equipped, appeal

4 auce as new.—16, Portland Rd., London, W.l '

[919

1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, equipped, beaut

IU ful condition; £65.-17, St. Charles Sq., W.l
[95'

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-speed, discs, lamps, tools, pe

feet order; £32.-19, Valnay St., Tooting, S.V

[891

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., excellent condition, tyres unpun
tured, tax paid; £42.—61, Tanfield Rd„ Cro

don. 3°:

DOUGLAS 2=ih.p., 1915, good tyres; bargain. £3

or near offer.—2, Palmerstou Rd.. Sotithfiek

s w .'931

Bit All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

iare Parts:

OUGLAS Spares.—We hold a complete stock for
all models; post free. Douglas Agents and spare

,
stockists.—Jomes Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill,

). [0806
RANK WHITWORTH. Ltd.. 139, New St.. Bir-
mingham.—Complete stock, genuine guaranteed

iglas spare parts; prompt attention, immediate
iatch, lowest cash prices. [2147
OUGLAS Spares. Try the Sulina Garage. We

hold the largest -stock of Spares in the South,
our prices are right. See our advertisement

8T " Parts and Accessories."—Sulina Garage Co.,
Park Rd., Brixton Hill, S.W.2. 'Phone

:

atham 40. [8546
Economic.

.0, and deferred payments, buys new Economic
motor cycles, or £34 cash; extraordinary value —
te Direct Sales, 69, Newman St., W.l. [7446

HONOMIC.—We can give you immediate delivery
from stock of this wonderful low-priced machine,

able gear model; £34 cash, or £10 down and
rred payments. Please send p.c. for catalogue.

—

th Eastern Garage, Heme Hill, S.E.24. [1281

Edmund.
3K Robbins to call with Edmund demonstration
machine ; latest specifications free.—The Efficient
iund, 177, Great College St., N.W.I. [9450
OMTJND 1921 2%h.p„ spring frame, Blackburne
engine, Burman 2-speed gear; new machine; fully

-anteed; £75.—P. J. Evans, -John Bright St., Bir-
gham. [9269

DMUND, spring frame, chain-cum-belt, J.A. P.
2^h.p., 2 speeds, new September, 1921, large

as acetylene bead lamp, horn, Cowey speedo-
er, extra heavy 26x2-y8 new cover on back
el, carefully used; any examination, reasonable
1; owner wants faster machine, touring; £55.
or Thorburn, Artillery Mess, Deepcut, Faru
mgh. [914.'

Enfield.

ROMLEY, Kent -Royal Enfield Agents, J. L.
Love and Co. [1334

i.p. Enfield, 2-speed; £35.—Kemp, 62, Southfield
Bd., Chiswick, W.4. [9649

J0.~3h.p. Enfield, 2-speed, clutch, good running
order.—Burt, Rayne, Essex. [9552

NFIELD, 1922 new 2-stroke and Combinatioi
actually in stock.—Moss, Wem. [1188

ATE 8h.p. Enfield Combination, perfect condition-
£75.-17, St. Charles Sq., W.10. [957 T

EW 1922 Enfield Combinations in Stock.—Bound
Garage, 223, High Rd., Kilburn. [997

NFIELD 2 1/ih..p. 2-stroke and 8h.p. combinations.-
Official Agent, Longman, Salisbury. [9618

/"ATJCHOPE'S, 9. "Shoe Lane, London.—Sh.p
floyal Enfield Combination; £95. [130C

lh.p. Royal Enfield, 2-speed, 1921; £42/10.-Wau
t chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [7857

HEFFIELD Agent for Royal Enflelds; nil mode,
in stock.—.7 A Stacev. 12. Ecclesnll Rd r057'

NFIELD Combination 1921, mileage 2,000, like
new, bargain; £118.—Grfford, Overton, Hants.

[9546
416 6h.p. Royal Enfield Combination, lamps, tax
' paid to" 'December; £70.-114, Brixton Hill.

[9492
EW 1921 Enfield Lightweight and Accessories
£50.—Bounds Garage, 223, High Rd., Kilburn

V [9979

NFIELD, new 1922 models. 8h.p. Combination.
£140; lightweight, £55, in stock.—Nelson's, Rhvl

[9305
RAND new 8h.p. Enfield Combination, unregis-

tered; £114.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington
[9403

NFIELD 1916 3h.p., splendid condition; £40.—

R

Blackmore, 17, Leighton Rd., Bush Hill Park,
[9005

i.p. Enfield, 2-speed, clutch, speedometer, lightine-

set; £32.—Cartwright, Highwood Hill, Mill
I. [1254

NFIELD, 2-speed, beautiful condition; £38.—28.
Woodford Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone: Maryland

8. - [9513

OYAL ENFIELD Combination, in good condition,
all on; £60.—J. Yates, 55, Holland St., Brixton,

idon. [8964

IGNS. I—Enfield Lightweight, just overhauled, all

accessories, recommended.—106, Fircroft Rd.,
ting. [9187

EW 1921 Sh.p. Enfield Combinations and Acces-
sories; £130.—Bounds Garage, 223, High Rd..

burn. [9976

M8 Enfield Combination, 8h.p. Colonial model; a
J bargain, £85; tike new.—Ross, 86, Hifih Rd..
, S.E. [3481

8h p. Enfield Combination, about 1918, little used,
tax paid, all on.—Harley, 15," Knockhall Grove]

enhithe. [90li

Sole London and District Agents for

A.J.S., Excelsior & Dnnelt Motorcycles

LOW Motorcycle Lamp Set ... £4 10
Packing and carriage 2/— extra.

Illustrated Catalogue FREE on request.

TAN-SAD FILLION SEATS

SPRING Seat as

illustrated.

3 /-

Back Rest 7/-
Astride fool reits

4/6

Wearproof Expanding' Carrier Case
Solight that the i8:n. case weighs only 4 lbs. yet
strong enough to support two men. Water and

dust proof and fitted with aluminium-faced
3-ply battens that keep bottom of case clear of
carrier protrusions.
Size 14 x io£ x 6iin Price 26/-

„ 18 x iii X 6m „ 27/6

PLUG BARGAINS, 1/9
A limited supply of brand new K.L.G. and
Lodge Mica Plugs available at th's exceptional
price.

HANDLE-BAR WATCHES, 8/6
Specially designed to withstand vibration.

COWEY MECHANICAL HORNS 25 -

A J.S. TANKS (perfect condition) . . 40/-
POST HORNS (black finish) . . . . 12/6

LUGGAGE GRIDS, 35 -

Will fit any w;dth s'decar. All joints welded.
Folds flat against back of sidecar when not in use.
Supplied complete with straps and all fittings.

H.T.C. MUDSHIELDS ..15/6
TAN-SAD FOLDING STOOLS . . 4/6
WATERPROOF HELMETS . . . 7/6
LEATHER KNEE GRIPS {pair) .. 5/-

All orders over 10/- in value, carriage paid.

H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd.
Showrooms—

Motorcycles and Cars,

£2-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington.
Accessories, Spare Parts and Repaiis,

21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.I

Wholesale

—

38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.1
Garage—Tottenham Court Road, W.i.

Fhones: Accessories & Repairs, Museum 1^40
Motorcycles and Cars, Kensington 7260

Telegrams: " Dynametro, Westcent. London "

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

HALIFAX.—1922 Enfield combination; £140; cash
or exchange.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton

St., Halifax. [9890

GIVEN" Away.—Brand new unregistered Enfield
Lightweight; £46; exchanges.—Kent's, 417, Lord

St., Southport. T9593

ROYAL ENFIELD 6h.p. coachbuilt Combination,
exceptionally good; £75.—Blanchard, 45, Fenton

St.*. St. Helens. {9959
6h.p. Enfield Combination, all accessories, in good

condition; £65, or offer.—C. A. Blay, 192, Heath
Rd., Twickenham. [1095

"IQ20 (Oct.) 8h p. Enfield Combination, electric
J-v lighting, Easting, etc., perfect; £105.-86,
Inchmery Rd., Catford. [9361

1 Q 20 Enfield Combination, Lucas dynamo light-
-*- */ ing, spares, as new.—" Springhurst," Fassett
Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [9598

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Enfield 1921 8h.p., Mag-
dyno, double-seated sidecar, hood and screen,

guaranteed perfect; £125. [0818

TJi NFIELD.—All models from stock. Official Agents,
J-* deferred payments.yBambers, 2, Eastbank St.,
Southport. 'Phone : 607. [6290

Tp NFIELD 6h.p. Combination, splendid condition,
J-' overhauled, seen any time; £70.—" Carlton,"
Crook Log, Bexley Heath. [7523

ENFIELD 1921 Lightweight, as new (250 miles), all
accessories, best offer; £48.-53, Avenue Rd„

King's Heath, Birmingham. [9480

"pNFIELD 2"'ih.p., 1914, Boscn, Amac, lamps, horn,
J-^ tools, good condition; £30, or near offer.—Wood,
Hythe Rd., Staines

1

, Middlesex. [9132

1 Q14 3h.p. Enfield, M.A.G. engine, 2-speed, good
J-t/ running order; 23 ens.—Edwards, 50, Har-
rington Rd., South Kensington. [9670
"1 Q18 Enfield Combination, 2-speed, enamel andX *J tyres good, accessories, very fast ; sell £45 or
exchange.—174, Avenue Rd., Acton. [9674

CROYDON and District.-Sole official appointed
agent for Royal Enfields.—A. P. Pulling, 175a,

London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone, 1619. [6951

1 Q 22 Enfield Combination, new dynamo lighting,
-*-•/ hood, screen, horn, licence paid: sacrifice for
£160.—Chatfield, 27, High St., Tonbridge. [8972

£55.-1915 6h.p. Enfield Combination, 3 lamps,
horn, taxed 1922, speedometer, guaranteed per-

fect.
—

" Beaulieu," Avenue Rd., St. Albans. [1231

ij
1 NFIELD Combination, 2-seater sidecar, mag.
J dynamo, hood, screen, etc.; sacrifice, £120, or

near offer.—Read, 323, High St., Brentford. [9378

1Q16 6h.p. Enfield Combination, bought 1918, all
-*-*/ accessories, in perfect condition, like new; £80.
-C. A. Blay, 192. Heath Rd., Twickenham. [1091

ENFIELD Combination, 1913, 6h.p., good condi-
tion, all on; any trial; nearest £60.—The Tele-

graph, Albert Rd., North Woolwich, E.16. [9127

ENFIELD 1921 2&h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke, mileage
300, exceptional bargain, tax paid vear; £42.

—

Barker, 216, Portobello Rd., North Kensington. [9470

1 Q20 Enfield Lightweight, lamps, horn, tools, tax
A*7 and insurance paid; £35.—Wilson, 91, Stockwell
Park Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. Evenings, after 6. [9807

ENFIELD Combination, only done a few miles;
£98 ; fullv guaranteed.—Mosedale, 30, Canter-

bury Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6 (facing Princess Rd.).
[8699

"I Q21 Royal Enfield 8h.p., Vickers engine, 2-seater
-i-*/ sidecar, Lucas lamps, tax paid; £115.—Hillier,
Side Bell, 9, Wallingford Avenue, North Kensington.

[1-035

ENFIELD Combination, Sh.p., large sidecar, equal
new, fully licensed and insured, D.A. lighting,

hood, Easting; £105.-6, Waldock Rd., West Green,
N. [9025

"I Q21 Enfield-Vickers Combination, splendid eon-
'

J-*7 dition throughout, fully equipped; 100 gns.

—

37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone : Kingston
1274. 4

[9856

ENFIELD Combination 8h.p., engineer owned, hood,
screen, 700x80 tvres, as new, electric light, re-

liable outfit, any trial; £95.-18, Darley Rd., Wands-
worth Common. [9580

1 Q21 Enfield Combination, sh.p. Vickers engine,iv nearly new, mileage negligible, tax paid, £30
worth extras; bargain, 120 gns,—Derngate Motor Co.,
_ orthampton. [8980

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, speedometer, lamps, etc.,

splendid condition, tax paid ; ride away ; £45.—
Can be seen any. time at 57, Stephenson St., "Willes-

den Junction. [9040

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p. J.A.P., December,
1919, good condition, has been carefully ridden,

lamps, tools, etc. ; £90.—Lloyd, Greenhill Villa.

Kidderminster. [901

4

£39 10s., 1921 Enfield, 2-stroke, 2-speed Enfield,
perfect condition; exchanges.—W. J. C. Motor

Exchange, 5, Addison Avenue, Holland Park, W.ll.
Tel. : Park 2071. [1235

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue B2I
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P)-
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
bntieid

ENFIELD-J.A.P. Combination, late 1920, Mag-
dyno, condition O.K.; £105 cash.—Cromwell

Engineering Co., 327, Putney Bridge Rd., S W.15.
Phone : 1601 Putney [9285

ENFIELD.—Complete range oi 1922 models in stock
for immediate delivery. Cash ! Exchanges

!

Easy payments, 4 per cent extra.—P. J. Evans, John
Bright St., Birmingham [9268

"I C|21, June, 8h.p. Enfield Combination, low mileage,
-!-«/ appearance and order as new, lamps, fully in-

sured and tax paid; £125.—Hitchman, Ivydene, Pros-
pect Hill. Walthamstow. [8893

ENFIELD Combination, 8h.p.
f August, 1920, elec-

tric lighting, Cameo windscreen, tools, spare
tyre, smart, good condition; £110.—Clark, " Belie-
Vue," Sunbury-on-Thames. [9041

ENFIELD Combination 8h.p., Magdyno lighting,
speedometer, electric horn, bulbous back sidecar,

windscreen, perfect; £60.—Naylor and Kirk, 406, liar-

i-aifc Lane, Earlsfield, S.AV. [1290

"I Q21 8h.p. Enfield Combination, magnificently
-L«J equipped, electric lighting, etc., as hew through-
out; £110, bargain; exchange-.—Rhind and Co., Stone
Place, Rusholme, Manchester'. [9620

ENFIELD 3h.p. T.T., October, 1919, excellent con-
1 dition, completely equipped, speedometer, small

mileage, tax paid, seen Wendover or Watford; £50.—
Box 9796, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1164

ENFLELD 8h.p. Combination 1918, new Langford
coachbuitt sidecar, just overhauled, re-enamelled,

appearance and running as new, any trial; £80.—
Anson, Lancaster Rd., Leicester [9476

"I Q21 (late) Enfield-Vickers Combination, Magdyno
-i-v screen, tax paid, low mileage, as new; £120;
exchanges.—W. J. C. Motor Exchange, 5, Addison
Av.. Holland Park, W.ll. Park 2071. [1236

TL^NFIELD Combination 1916, -modern improvements,
*-* perfect order, good condition, any trial, speedo-
meter, Easting; £75, or near offer.—Ingledew, 37,
Surrey St., Strand. 'Phone : Holborn 6400. [8984

/? /? Gns., exchange.—Really exceptionally nice"" Enfield Combination 1915, but had very little

use, disc wheels, equipped, smart, -any examination,
trial.—Seabridge, 35," Hansler Rd., .East Dulwich.
(Sydenham 2452.) [7241

ENFIELD 1922 Models for immediate delivery.—
8h.p. Combination, £140; with dynamo lighting,

£158; lightweight models from £55; exchanges.

—

Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
'Phone, Hammersmith 80. [1031

TO 22 Enfield Combination actually in stock for im-
-*- *J mediate delivery ; standard, £140 ; 2-seater,
£145; magdyno electric lighting £18 extra if re-

quired; easy payments, 4% extra; carriage paid to
your address.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Bir-
mingham. [7245

ENFIELD 8h.p. Combination, new September, 1921,
2-seater sidecar, hood. Triplex Orto screen, P.

and H. lighting set, Tan-Sad with back and foot-rests,
tax and insurance (£200) paid, little used; bargain,
£160. Trains met Witham.—Ramsey, Great Totham,
Wit-ham, Essex. [9905

-|Q20 (July) 8h.p. Enfield Combination, Lucas Mag-Aw dyno lighting, horn Tain-Sad, spare tube, tools,

etc., condition, appearance as new, 3,000 miles only;
3 up anywhere; cost £205, £140, or near offer; any
trial, 1922 tax paid.—Rogers, Shutwell House, Pilton,
Sbepton Mallet [9642

1 Q 20 Enfield Combination, sidecar with child's
A*7 seat, rear, Easting Royal (new), 6h.p. J.A.P.,
Lucas Magdyno, Cowey, 700 x 80 tyres, good, spare
new chain (rear) Brooks cantilever suspension saddle,
splendid condition and appearance, mileage under
4.000, £115.—Stevenson, 3, Roland Gardens, South
Kensington. Telephone : 1432 Kensington. [9322

ENFIELD, 1920, dynamo model, with hood, screen,
child's seat, speedometer, £110; 1921 dynamo

model, hood, screen, £110; 1921 dvnamo model, hood,
screen, £125; 19^.0, Lucas lighting, £95; 1920,- Lucas
lighting, hood, screen, £110; 1921, Lucas lighting,
£115; also 1922 single and double-seaters, with and
without dvnamo; also sports . lightweight; in stock.

—

Lamb's, Ltd., 151, High St., Walthamstow; 387,
Euston Rd., N.W.I; 50, High Rd., Wood Green,
N.22. [1104

Spare. Parts:

ENFIELD Spares.—Immediate delivery,—Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [7542

ENFIELD Spares in stock for immediate delivery.—
Longman, Fisherton, Salisbury. [9614

ENFIELD Spares and Repairs a speciality.—
Pulling' s Garage, London Rd., Crovdon. 'Phone,

1619. [6952
HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-

bridge.—All Enfield engine parts in stock ; no
waiting. [4946

Excelsior.

BRITISH EXCELSIOR Combination, late date,
5-6li.p., all-chain drive, 5-speed countershaft, good

condition; 58 gns.—47, Lyhani Rd., Brixton. [9366

Many happy rides on
machines purchased now.
Norton, Indian, Scott,

Raleigh, Qua d r ant v

Velocette, Levis, B.S.A.,

Martinsyde, AlJ.S.,Royal

Ruby, and Victoria.

A Selection of Secondhands
1919 4 h.p.. Norton & Milford

s/car, acetylene lighting . . £90

1920 4 h.p. Wilkin-Blackburne
comb., dynamo lighting and
windscreen ............... £1 00

1914 6 h.p. A.J.S. comb:,
acetylene-lighting and East-

ing screen £75

1920 3J h.p. Sunbeam, acety-

lene lighting and Lucas horn £90

1920 5-6 h.p. Rudge comb.,

horn and acetylene head
and tail lamps £70

1916 2| h.p. Douglas £40

1920 4 h.p. Triumph, fixed

gear, mileage under 500 . . £45

1918 4 h.p. Douglas solo, horn £65

1921 3 h.p. Roya! Ruby,
spring frame, Cowey horn
and. tool kit. Perfect con-

dition .....' £55

All above machines are

guaranteed and can be

obtained on

Deferred Payments.
Any modern motor cycle taken in

part exchange for a new machine.

Victor Horsman
Ltd.,

7, MOUNT PLEASANT,
LIVERPOOL.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Excelsior.

EXCELSIOR (British) 8h.p. 1920 CombinSH*
fully equipped, Easting, rery little used; 90 gi J—Longman Bros., 17, Bona St., Ealing. TeU

689. [13

EXCELSIOR 1921 6-8h.p„ J.A.P. engine, Sturm
3-speed countershaft, with Excelsior sidec;

lamps, horn, speedometer, tax paid, perfect ord< .

£110.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith I?

W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmith 80. [10

1 Q20 (late) 8h.p. British Excelsior, Mills-Fulloi
-L*y Excelsior 2-seater sidecar, hood, screen, luggs
grid, detachable wheels, original tyres, trip speedomet
small mileage, tax paid, guaranteed; £98, 10.— I

Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. 'Phone: Putney 27!

[12

F.N.

F.N., 4 cylinders, shaft drive, lamps, horn, sidec

chassis enamelled Indian red, going order; £25
Wainwright, 135, Victoria St., Burton-on-Trent. [88

F.N. Combination, very sound condition, Lucas Ugl

ing set, new tyres all round, hood, windscret

tax paid; £30.—Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchley R
Hampstead 7822. [99

F.N. 2V-;h.p.,. touring Model A, 2-speed, handle-t
control clutch, kick start, new; £55.— Croyd

and District Agents, Pulling's Garrge, London R
Croydon. 'Phone: 1619.

LANGFORD'S, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, Lend-

N.W.2.—1922 8h.p. ^cylinder F.N., with a
o.h.i.v. engine, 3-speed gear, and no-trouble sh:

drive, £135; lightweights, £55 and £72; highest pr

for jour present machine in exchange.

Snare Parts:

F.N. Spares.—We can supply for all models fr<

1904; prompt attention to inquiries.—Langfore

37, Cricklewood Broadway, London, N.W.2. [95

Francis=Barnett.
1Q21 Francis-Bamett, 2*ih.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, t
J-«7 start, hand clutch, new, slightly shop-soiU

£63.—Huckiebridge, 133, Sloane St., Chelsea. [90

Grose.
ROSE 2 14h.p. J

excellent condition^ only wai
|G £18.—31, Westpark Rd., Kew. [83

Harley-Davidson.

BROULEY, Kent.—Harley-Davidson Agents, J.

Love and Co. [13

SHEFFIELD Agent lor Harley-Davidsons; In

£120.—Stacey. 12. Ecclesall Rd. [05

1Q19 Harley-Davidson, with £50 sidecar, peri©

J-*/ £87/10.-9, Church Rd., Harlesden. [94

HARLEY Sports, new, for 1918 Triumph or oil

good make, and cash.—Kemp's Garage, Lou
Lines. BH

1Q19 Harley-De-Luxe Combination, every possi

-Ltf accessory, taxed; £82.-24. Balliol R*., Noi

Kensington. W
HAHLEY, 7-9h.j>., 2 speeds, lamps, etc.; £59/1

exchange 4h.p. or Lightweight.—8, High S

Wandsworth. Ps

i ni5 7-9 h.p. Harlev Combination, INlillford sidec

13 Lucas lamps, good order; 55 gns.—Edwards, II

Gt. Portland St.

1Q20 Harlev-Davidson 7-9h.p., all accessories,

-L57 -eater sidecar, in splendid order throughcr

£140.-114, Brixton Hill.

"1 Q20 4b. p. Harlev, lamps, speedometer, rniie;

\-*J 4,000; £69(10.—Shepherd, Enfield Highw

'Phone: Waltham Cross 31

"I 1117 Harley-Davidson Combination, fully equippt

-La £67/10.—Hillier, Side Bell, 9, Waltingic

Avenue~ North Kensington.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Flat Twin; £115; fo

equipped; these models actually in stock-La

man Bros., 17, Bond St., -Ealing.

HARLEY Late 1920 4h.p. Sports Solo, beauti

condition, small mileage; £80,; owner goi

abroad—Ward, 167; London Rd., Kingston. [9«

18-19 Harley-Davidson Combination^ discs, sidei

19• re-paintedi beautiful condition; 78 gns.; ev

ings, week-end.-17, Redfern Rd., Harlesden, a-"- 1
",

-I ft 21 7-8h.p. Harley-Davidson, electric model,

la »ns. C. and M. sidecar, screen and

appearing hood, speedometer, licensed, as new, i

gns.—Below.

1 fi20 7-9h.p. Harlev-Davidson, electric .model

IV and M. sidecar, speedometer ,
spkmM c

dition; 130 gns.-Edwards, 101, Gt, Portland St

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 Combination, coa

built, electric Ights, hood and screen, vent

and sporty; £127.-261, Mitcham Lane. Streatn.

1 Q20 Harley Combination, complete ™t\ 1™
JL«7 Easting, Tan-Sad, etc., unscratched; au ju

£240; ta"

Pilton, Somerset.

E22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless

i.TCHLES5. 8-10h.p., spare wheel, windscreen,
hood, luggage and petrol carriers, lamps ; in

good condition, both mechanical and appear-
tax paid; £120; anv time during holidays or

evening.—75, Howartti Rd., Plumstead, S.E.18.
[9908

.RKER'S Motors. The South-West London
Matchless, Agents and Service Station.—1922

Is at list prices. We give ah insurance policy

st mechanical breakdown lor 12 months tree.

Matchless spares in stock. Open from 9 a.m.

8 p.m.—194, Balham High Rd., S.W.12. [7085

LTCHLESS 1920-21 Model H 8h.p. Combination,
Lucas lamps, speedometer, horn, mirror, Tan-
with feet and baokrests, hood and screen, spare

! and tyre, tools, pump, etc., fully insured, con-

1 excellent; genuine bargain, £130; owner buying
after 6.—P.D., Seven Sisters Hotel, Broad Lane,
nham. [8930

lTCHLESS Combination, exceptional opportunity
of securing the finest turnout on the road

;

no lighting, Easting windscreen, spare wheel and
every conceivable accessory; tax paid for year;
over £275 a little over a year ago ; ready to

away; a bargain to first comer; £140.—Vander-
199, Piccadilly, W.l. Gerrard 562. [9286

32 Matchless.—All models. 'Phone, Greenwich
751. Immediate delivery. Sam, E. Clapham,

tgent that gets there. Why ? Ask my clients

eason my sales of the popular Matchless com-
ion increase weekly. Give Sam. E. Clapham a
My reputation depends upon your satisfaction.

fs at your service. Cash, exchange, or easy

. Agent for all the world's best motor cycles,

displayed advertisement. Motor Cycling. Note
ss.—Sam. E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell
Jreenwich, S.E.10. [5894

ire Parts:

I m mediate delivery.—Kays.
[7221

TCHLESS Spares.
8, Bond St., Ealing.

TCHLESS Spares for J.A.P. or M.A.G. by re-

turn, post free.—Jones Garage, Matchless Agent.
way. Mmwell Hill. N.10 [0808

Metro.
TRO-TYLER, 2*\ih.p., 2 -speed, really good; best

£30.—Culleii, 20, Wade Rd., E.16. Bank 8290.
[9477

.p. 2-stroke Metro-Tyler, just overhauled, com-
plete with accessories, good tyres; £25.—1,

iod Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [8780

Minerva.
.p. Minerva, in running order; £13 or' offers.

72, Beechtield Rd., Finsbury Park, N.9.
[1056

>&., £9.—3J4h.p. Minerva, engine running order,

equires tyres and minor adjustments, taxed. —
Ramsbury, Wilts. L9090

Mohawk.
HAWK Cyclee, new or second-hand, at lowest
possible prices for cash or easy payments.—Mohawk
Co.. Ltd., Alexandra Rd., Hornsey. [4793

2 Mohawk Lightweight, 2M»h.p. Villiers engine,
2-speed gear, clutch, dynamo lighting, lamps,
speedometer, etc.; £52/10; year's licence and
,nce transferred.—Dunn and - Stringer, St.
e's Square Mews, South Belgravia. [9540

Monarch.
!0 Monarch, 2vib.p. J.A.P. , 2 speeds, clutch, kick
start, excellent order; £35. bargain.—Goad, 122,

', Vale. 'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [9879

Monopole
—1917 Monopole-Villiers, 2-stroke, splendid con-
lition, aluminium footboards, all accessories.

—

iws, Surveyor, Shire Hall, Bedford. [9465

Moto-Reve-

TO-REVE Spares for all models, also repairs,
overhauls.—Motor Supply Co., Sole Concession-
223a, High St., Lewisham, S.E. [9092

Motosacoche.
—2iAh.p. Motosacoche, mechanical valves, K.S.,
lutcfi, variable gear, Bosch, tax paid, ride away.
, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [9932

TOSACOCHE, 2V4h.p., Bosch, Amac, lamps,
,ools, pump, all complete, recently overhauled,
t running order; £15. Apply between t> and 7
ar Saturday after 1 o'clock.—33, Rutland Rd.,
Hackney, E.9. [9369

Ner=a=Car.
t-A-CAR in stock; 66 gns.—Tavlor's Gamee.
Wednesbury. [8940

New Comet.
Y COMET 2-stroke, condition better than new,
inly done few miles; bought car; what offers?—
Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.C. - [0845

BUY YOUR.

^Douglas \

FROM THE {
\ AGENT
THAT GIVES ?

SERVICE, v

<m \
By so doing you can always obtain the service of

Specialist with the essence of experience gained

through 10 years in the Engine Dept. at

Douglas Works.

1922 MODELS.

the

2} H.P. Two-speed, fully equipped - £75

i% H.P. Three-?peed. fully, equipped £90

3* H5P. The famous 102; Sports -Model, fully

£130

3I H.P. The famous 1922 Sports Model, fitted

with Sports Sidecar £155

i H.P. Solo, fully equipped - £110

4 H.P. Combination, fully equipped ' - £135
6 H.P. Combination, fully equipped £165

THE L.S.D. LIGHT CAR
Complete, ready for the road,

£165
The real value for money proposition.

We shall be pleased to give you a
demonstration run by appointment,
and thereby prove the merits of this

sturdy car.

ONLY 4% EXTRA FOR
EXTENDED PAYMENTS

.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

I Q20 New Hudson, 2-speed, 2-stroke, little used, all
-L *' accessories; sacrifice, £37.—62, Hawkshead St.,
Southport. [9765

NEW HUDSON 1921 2%h.p., 2-stroke, 2-spe-6d, acces-
sories, tax paid; £35.—Vicarage, Chatham St.,

Walworth, S.E. [94.89

jVTEW HUDSON 4h.p., 3-speed, canoelet sidecar,
-*-" windscreen, hood, speedometer ; £45.—292, Gold-
hawk Rd., W.12.

, [9446

£28.-1914-15 New Hudson 3%h.p., 3-speed, K.S.,
clutch, all accessories; ride away; snip.—219,

Belsize Rd., N.W.6. [9873

NEW Hudson, 1919, 2-speed, 2-stroke, specially
tuned, new tyre; £32.—R. B. Clark and Co.,

7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [7199

TVTEW HUDSON Motor Cycles.—London Depot, 45,
-1-" Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.C.2. Full stock
of spares. Trade supplied. [0851

1 Q 16 New Hudson 4h.p. Combination, 3-speed,
J-*-' excellent order and condition ; 50 gns.—John
Barnett, Ltd., Malvern Link. [8874

"J Q 17 New Hudson 2-stroke, single speed, perfect
-L tf condition, all on, tax paid; £23.-6, Chippen-
dale Waye, Uxbridge, Middlesex. [8879

NEW HUDSON 2y2h.p„ 2 speeds, sports model,
very fast, tax paid* in absolutely new condition,

lamps, etc. ; call for trial ; £35.—Snow, Laurel St.,

Uaiston, E.8. [9357

"I Q20 New Hudson Lightweight de Luxe, very reli-
-i- *-* able, splendid condition, lamps (Miller), horn,
tax paid; £40; evenings. — Danehill, Hastings Av.,
Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester. 1912b

£45".—New Hudson Combination 5-6h.p. Twin, S»,ur-
mey 3-speed, countershaft, clutch, kick starter,

1921 Amac, canoelet sidecar, lamps, accessories, splen-
did order.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [9770

3ih.p. New Hudson-Jap, 3-speed hub, clutch, f 'al

2 good condition, take 2 anywhere; any trial 03
pillion; £40, or exchange late model Rover or other
good make, cash adjustment.—Harvey, Baker, Marlow.

[9970
~|Q22 New Hudson lOh.p light car, £230; 4'/2b.p.
J-tf combinations, £125, solo, £100; 2i/

th.p. 2-speed
Popular, £50, De Luxe, £63; exchanges and deferred
pavments entertained; sole agents for Combridge.

—

Wallis and Easton, 104, Mill Rd., Cambridge. [0824

BROMLEY, Kent
Love and Co

Bargains in Second-Hand Light Cars

SINGER COUPE io H.P. , late 1920 model,
dynamo lighting, self starter, sLx detach-

able wheels £275

B.O.B. 8-9. H.P., two-seater, nearly new, .

1921 model,, four cylinder wakr-cooled
engine, three speed gear box, dynamo
lighting, five detachable wheels - - £200

STANDARD 11 "6 H.P. Four-seater, leather

upholstered, perfect running order - - £90
DE MARCAY 7-9 H.P. Two-seater, sport-

ing body, 1921 model, dynamo lighting,

hood, screen, five, detachable wheels,

practically new - £125
DE MARCAY 7-9 H.P. 1921 Competition
Model, three speed gear box, acetylene

lighting, five detachable wheels - - £110
SAXON 19-20 H.P. 6 cyclinder, five-seater

Touring, dynamo lighting and self starter £350

New Imperial.
New Imperial Agents, J. L.

[1338

"I Q19 New Imperial 2%h.p., Barman, "overhauled,
-L^f all on; £40.—12, St. Michael's Terrace, Wood
Green. [9407

SHEFFIELD Agent for New Imperial Motor Cycles;
all models in stock.—J. A. Stacey, Ecclesall Rd.,

Sheffield. [0813

NEW IMPERIAL 2";ih.p., 2-speed, countershaft,
smart, perfect, 1922 Amac; £31/10—Lloyd, rear

92, High St., Wandsworth. [9853

]VTEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 1918 Bh.p. Combination,
-1-" excellent condition; bargain, £75; after 6.—40,
Caversham Rd., Kentish Town. [9801

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
FOR LONDON AND SURREY.

Sub-Agents wanted for Douglas
Motor Cycles and L.S.D. Cars.

A. H. LAKEMAN LTD.
26, LONG ACRE, W.C.2.

'Phone No. : Gerrard 1383.

"I Q16 23ih.p. New Imperial, fine order, fnlly
J-tJ equipped, tax paid; £32. — Maynard, 161,
Bowes Rd.. Bowes Park, N.ll.' [9673

IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1917, 2-speed, excellent condi-
tion, all on; 30 gns., nearest offer.—Pollard,

High Mill Rd., Gt. Yarmouth. [8899

Q3.h.p. New Imperial 1915-16, 2-speed, accessories,^4 licensed 1922, overhauled; £32.—12, Dulverton
Mansions, Gray's Inn Rd., W.C.I. [1248

NEW IMPERIAL, all models, immediate delivery|
exchanges or deferred payments.—Edwards, 50,

Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [9686

NEW IMPERIAL! Immediate delivery of 1922
models. Cash I Exchanges ! Easy payments !

—

P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [9270

"J
Q20 234h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, Lucai

-I-t7 lamps, Cowey, Tarn-Sad, had little use, tax
paid to December; £40.-114, Brixton Hill. [9501

1Q20 New Imperial, 2^h.p. J.A.P., 2 speeds, clutch,
-I-*' kick start, excellent condition; £47/10.—Goad,
122, Maida Vale. "Phone: Hampstead 1353. [9880

NEW IMPERIAL 1922, models 1 and 2, new, in
stock.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue,

Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0069

NEW IMPERIAL 8h.p. J.A.P. 1920 Combination,
3-speed, kick start, sound and perfect condition;

£110, or near.—Brewster, 58, Wakeriug Rd., Barkingr-
[9993

"I Q19 New Imperial-Jap, 8h.p., Canoelet sidecar,
J-*J Easting windscreen, speedometer. Klaxon, Luca*
outfit; £90, or near offer.—Brown, 35, Church Rd.,
Upper Norwood. [8905

SPECIAL Model New Imperial-Jap 6-8h.p. Twin
Solo, new condition, late 1919, special fitting*;

£80, or nearest; stamp for details.—Hillside, Sl&iton,
Towcester, Nortbants. [980S

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the. date o! the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

1 Q20 New Imperial 6h.p., 3-speed, expensive
J-J/ Grindley sidecar, hood, screen, horn, luggage
grid, tax paid, in beautiful condition; £95.-365,
King St., Hammersmith. [9702

VIEW IMPERIAL 23,in..p. Models at £63, £69 and
Ll £73, all in stock.—Lamb's, Ltd., 151, High
St., Walthamstow; 387, Euston
High Rd., Wood Green, N.22.

N.W.I; 50,
[1111

"I Q20 8h.p. New Imperial-Jap, tandem sidecar,
-*-«/ windscreen, hood, luggage grid, 2 spare tyres,

engine spares, Lucas lamps, speedometer, Klaxon;
£90.—Scarfe, 23, Mandeville Rd., Enfield Wash. [1085

"I Q22 New Imperial actually in stock for imme-
-!.«/ diate delivery; Model No. 2, £69; Model No.

3, £73; 8h.p. Combination, £145; easy payments, 4
per cent, extra.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Bir-

mingham [7251

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.—New Imperial 6h.p. Com-
bination, little used, lovely condition, with elec-

tric lamps, Cowey speedometer, mechanical horn, tools;

tax paid; trial run; £100.—Burdett, 15, Waldemar
Avenue, Ealing, W.13. [9152

"I Q19 8h.p. New Imperial, coachbuilt sidecar, 28in.
A*/ wheels, mechanically perfect, 4 tyres as new,
mirror, speedometer, and lot of extras. (Requires
new chassis for sidecar to make compete, to cost about
£3.) Owner wants room; £95 the lot.—11, South
Parade, Blackpool. [9387

Stiar Part ft .

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—All New Imperial parts in stock; no

waiting [4949

"VJEW IMPERIAL Spare Parts—London stockist's.

.J-> Rev, 173, Gt. Portland St. 'Phone : Langham
1257. Open till 7.30 p.m., 4 o'clock Saturdays. [0855

New Ryder.

EASTER Bargain.—1920 New Ryder-Jap 2%h.p.,
. 2 speeds, fully equipped, licensed, as new; £36.

—

113, High St., Clapham. Latchmere 4290. [9844

Norton.

JDREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Nortona:

NO. 9, 3y2h.p„ belt drive. £80; 16H 3-speed T.T
£115: Big 4, 3-speed, £120; easy payments *U

extra.—Immediate delivery from the Norton Specialists

Tbp PreTTM*"- Mntnr Co Aston Rd Birmingham r06?

BROMLEY, Kent.—Norton Agents, J. L. Love and
Co. [1321

SHREWSBURY Agent (or Norton; exchanges.—J. C.

Pickering. [9563

NORTONS.—Delivery from stock, all models.—King
and Harper, Bridge St., Cambridge. [8488

T.T. Norton, late model, guaranteed, sell cheap, ex-

change.—Green, Winemerchant, Reigate. [9723

LATE 1919 Norton Big Four, 1920 Covette side-

car, complete; £80.—Pearse,- Staplehurst. [9964

"MORTONS.—All models. It you require one that

-LN pulls, try Gibb Gloucester. 'Phone : 852. [8125

NORTONS, 1922.—Immediate deliveries of ail

models.—Clifford Motoriea. Eastwood, Notta. • .

[8828

1 Q21 3y.-h.p. T.T. Norton, electric light, tax, beauty;
J-«7 58" gns.—Smith, Claremont Garage, Black-

pool. [9941

1 Q20 (November) B.R.S. Norton, Lucas lamps; 59
15; gns; exchanges.—Kent's, 417, Lord St., South-

port.

NORTON S'-.h.p. T.T., October, 1920, mileage 1.500,

new condition; £58-—23, Hilderthorpe Rd.. Brid-

lington. [9°55

HALIFAX.—Norton 1922 models. Note Brook-

lands record.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton

St., Halifax. [9892

1ft2l 3V,hp Norton and Norton Sports Sidecar,

Jit! fully equipped, licensed and insured, as new;

105 gns—Below.
-« rv21 Big 4 Norton, fully equipped, Tan-Sad, as

X" new mileage negligible; 90 gns.—Edwards, 101,

Gt. Portland St. [9657

NORTON 3v"h.p., 16H, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., late

model in perfect condition, guaranteed; £85.—F.

Warren, Hindon, Wilts. [9243

NORTON, No. 9 T.T., new December 1921, Lucas

462 lamp and horn, as new; £67/10,

19, Portland St., Cheltenham.

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Norton 1921, absolutely

new Big Four Combination, fitted De Luxe side-

car, oversize tyres, sacrifice; £130.

ABSOLUTELY new 1921 Sports Model, 17C, over-

size tyres, to clear, £98/10. [0821

•t A21 Norton 16H., fully equipped, as new; £95,

JL*/ or exchange Triumph and cash.—Goad, 122,

Maida Vale. 'Phone : Hampstead 1353. [9881

T>IG Four Norton, 3-speed, all chain, fully equipped,

Williams,
[9736

Rd., Hammersmith

B28

'Phone Museum 7286. [9748

ARE YOU READY FOR EASTER?

IF NOT, WIRE OR 'PHONE US.

All the undermentioned machines are

ready ior immediate delivery.

All second-hand machines accompanied by

the Layton guarantee.

NEW MACHINES.
Ariel, 3* h.p., Sports.

B.S.A., Model K2.
Enfield Lightweight.

Indian.
New Imperial, 2! h.p., 3-speed.

Scott Squirrel.

Triumph, Model H.
Velocette.
Edmund.
Brough Superior.

Enfield Lightweight Sports, £55.

Enfield Combination.
Matchless.
Norton, 16 H.
Triumph Ricardo.

Triumph, Model SJ>.

Massey Arran.
Etc. Etc. Etc.

: SECOND-HAND & SHOP SOILED.
: Ariel, 1921, 3% h.p. Comb., 85 gns.
: 1920 A.B.C., Dynamo Model, £90.
• B.S.A., Model K2 and sidecar, 80 gns.

: Douglas, 1920, Comb., very fine, £80.
: 1918 James, Comb., Dynamo £90.
: Omega-Jap, 1920, 2-speed, 40 gns.

: 1920 Scott and sidecar, £75.
: 1920 Ariel, Combination, £75.'

i B.S.A., 1920, 4* h.p., £65.
: B.S.A., K2, soiled, £97 10s.

: Harley-Davidson, 1918, £65.
: -N.U.T., 1922, 3k h.p., Sports, £95.
: Rover, 3^ h.p., 1920, £70.
: Rudge-Multi and sidecar (1921),
• Maglita, very fine, £90.
: 1920 Model H Triumph and Mont-
: gomery Sports Sidecar, exceptional

: order, £85.
:
. 1922 Triumph H. and new Sidecar.

Fully equipped and licensed. Not
: done 200 miles. Sacrifice for £1,20

cash. Unrepeatable.
: 1921 Enfield, 8 h.p. Combination,

: Colonial model, soiled only, £115.

1920 Verus-Blackburne, z% h.p.

: Special. Side by side and overhead

: valve gear, fast, £70.

: Zenith, 1920, 5 h.p., Sports; Very
• small mileage and as new, £70.
• Etc. Etc. Etc.

All second-hand machines have been through our work-

shops and are ready for firsi-class road service.

Enquiries invited and treated with every courtesy and

consideration.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

1 Q20 Big Four Norton, Magdyno lighting a

J- *J brand new Montgomery Sports sidecar a .

screen, licensed: 95 gns.—Edwards, 101, Gt. Portia *

St. [9E

I Q21 Norton 16H Sporting Combination, Bonn
j-*-«' sen, equipped, taxed; 105 gns.; would se\ I

rate or exchange.—284, South Laiuoeth Rd., St©
well. [12

NORTON T.T. 3%h.p., engine No. 161442, Philip ;

pulley, engine perfect, lamps, horn, speedomet
licence paid ; £47.—G. Savage, 7, High St., Sutu
Surrey. [89

1VOKTON 1921 (May) 3y2h.p., 3-speed, 16H, a
|

-*-^ minium piston, excellent condition, spares, ty
j

3 inner tubes, tools; £85.— Walker, Gt. Lines Can: ')

Chatham. .89

I Q21 3^h.p. Norton H16 and Montgomery sii

J- *J car, fully equipped, speedometer ; 102 gn
exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50, Harrington R
South Kensington. [96

"I /*H Norton, 3-speed, late 1921, as new, milea 1

J-U 2,000, quick sale, £87; two Enfield 21/ih.p. |!

strokes, late 1921, good order, £38 each.—Brui
wick House, Tiverton.

IV] OKTON Big Four, lyau, electric lighting, a;

!

-1-* <J.B. Millford sidecar, unused 15 months, propel

,

officer abroad; £90; perlect condition ; bargain.—2
jManor Green Rd. East, HJpsom. [90 I

]yORTON (Late 1921), 1611, 3V-h.p., 3-speed, em:]x ~ mileage, perfect condition; £88; with canoe

'

sporting sidecar, £ 100 ; tax and insurance paid, i

Bradley, Albert Mills, Bingley, Yorks. [95

NORTON No. 9, specially tuned, 80 m.p.h. guara '

teed, like new, tax paid and insured, a gem in
jgood setting; £63 ; no offers; old machine accept

part payment.—Queen's Road Garage, Bradford. [12
'

EXCEPTIONALLY Fast.—1921 T.T. Norton 3%k;
Bonniksen speedometer, lamp sets, horn, and t

paid, been little used and is equal to new, tyi

.

unscratched; £68.—"Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saflr !

Walden. 'Phone : _45. [12

Spare Parts:

NORTONS.—All spares for all models.—King a
Harper, Cambridge. 'Phone : 853. [84

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Ca
bridge.—Complete Norton list post free; tra 1

supplied. [49
|

N.S.U.
Olh.p, N.S.TJ., mechanical valves, overhauled; £1

<

^4 —27, Flaxton Rd., Plumstead. [93
'

N.S.TJ. 4h.p. Combination, 2 speeds, fully equippe
|

£33, or offer.—Goodhouse, Goose Green, Ei
'

Dulwich.
,

[88
j

JVT.S.U. 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, slig

'

-L' adjust required; bargain, nearest £45.—Matin
Crossley Sanatorium, Kingswood, Frodsham, Chesnii

'

[9H

N.S.U. 5-6h.p., 2-speed, free engine, Watsoni;
:

sidecar, just overhauled, tax paid 1922, perfe
1

condition, all on; trial given; £50, or near offer.

Van Weert, 21, Wellington Rd., Battersea Bridge
[89.

N.U.T.
BROMLEY, Kent.—N.U.T. Agents, J. L. Love ai

Co. [13!

N.U.T. 3i£h.p., 3-speed, Model M; £100; just de

vered.—Nelson's, Rhyl.

TVT.U.T. 3V"h.p., Magdyno, 1920, horn, as new; offe:

II —Williams, 19, Portland St., Cheltenham. [97

1 Q20 5h.p. Sports N.U.T., dynamo lighting, or
Li/ done 500 miles; £75.—Bounds Garage, 22

High Rd., Kilburn. [99

-|Q21 3V:>h.p. N.U.T., magdyno, speedometer, sp

X«7 light, Terry spring saddle, superb conditio

ISO, High Street, & 30, Hollywel! Street;
|

Oxford, and London Road, Bicester.

j Phones : 58 1 Oxford ; 35 Bicester
j

Grams :
" Integrity," Oxford and Bicester:

J. W. TolladT.
General Manager

f

90 gns.—Edwards, 101, Gt. Portland St. [96

BRAND new N.U.T. 3%h.p., Lucas Magdyno ligl

ing equipment, Lucas electric horn, license

£90.-37, Canterbury Rd., Ball's Pond Rd., Dalstc

N.l. [12.

O.K.

BROMLEY, Kent—O.K. Agents, J. L. Love ai

Co. [13

Qlh.p, O.K., 2 speeds tax paid, lamps; £19/1
/W4 bargain.—74,, Brighton Rd., Surbiton. [II 1

O.K. Junior 1921 2%h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, ;

on, perfect condition; £35.—Sharpe, 172 UpE
St., Islington. [91

£25.—O.K. 2V'h.p., 4-stroke. 1915, 2-speed, lam;

horn.—Smith's, 86 Chalk Farm Rd. (opposr

Chalk Farm Tube Station). [98

OXFORD O.K. Agency.—1922 models in stock;

to 92 gns.; gradual payments arranged.—27

38, Cowley Rd., Oxford. Tel. : 870. [94

1Q17 O.K., 2%h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, clutch and hi

11/ starter, overhauled; £32, or near offer.—Ov<

den, 70, London Rd., Bromley, Kent. [90

1 C120' 25'ih.p. O.K. Union, fine condition, comp!<

±V lamps, horn, etc., tax paid; £30.-Write, And

son, 10, Shawfield Park, Bromley, Kent. [89

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P 1
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
O.K.

. Juniors.—We have Mark IX., X., XI., new
921 models in stock at greatly reduced prices.—

; and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London. [1081

E 1920 O.K.. 2'/2h.p, 2-speed, clutch, kick

art, lamps, horn, pump, etc., 1922 tax paid;

Felling, 53, Rosalya Av., Barnes, S.W. [9140

1 O.K.-Villiers, 2-speed, clutch, kick start,

amps, Klaxon, tyres unpunctured, insured; any
£45.—48, Church Crescent, Finchley, N.3.

[8923
-V1LL1ERS, 19^1, 2-speed, fully equipped,

raps, knee grips, pump, mechanical horn, etc.,

rfect order; £38.—Miller, 224, Hertford Rd.,

am Cross. (D) [9042

1 O.K. Junior, 2\'2h.p., 2-speed, kick start,

clutch, accessories, good as new, splendid run-
condition ; licence paid ; £50.—Apply Povey.
A-ick Rd., Evesham. [9221

Omega.
2%h.p, 2-speed Omega-Jap, lamps, horn, etc.,

in perfect order; £42, must sell.—Tucker, Moor
Bideford. [8897

SGA-J.A.P. 2&h.p. 1921, little used, speeds,

lutch, kicker; £49.—Williams, Brightview, Had-
1., New Bsrnet. [7689

3GA 1922 Models; prices from £39/10. Write
or catalogue. London Motors, 61, Holborn Via-
E.C.l. Your old machine taken in part pay-
ior cash, or on deferred terms.

2GA 1922 Models for earliest deliveries. Write
^ondon Motors, 61, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.I.
iistributing agents for :—Norfolk, Northampton-
Huntingdonshire, Cambridgeshire, Hampshire,

adshire, Bedfordshire, Berkshire. Buckingham-
Oxfordshire, Suffolk, Essex, Hertfordshire, Sus-
lurrey, Kent (with the exception of 20 miles
of London). l*/099

P. and M.
)MLEY, Kent.—P. and M. Agents, J. L. Love
nd Co. [1333

.nd M. 1916 3U.h.p. Combination, lamps, horn.
tc; bargain, £50.—Below.

nd M. 1918 3V»h.p., lamps, horn, etc., good con-
lition; £42/10.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopseate
e, Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.

[0070
, Coach Combination, late model, tax paid; £56.
-112, Gorton Rd., Coventry. [1051

8 P. and M. 3V2h.p., 2-speed; £40, or near—
Rixon, Chilimrk. Salisbury. [1070

nd M., 1919, not W.D., cew condition; 38 gns.
-Ramsey, 79, Marouess Rd., N.l. [9823

ind M. Combination, 1919, just overhauled, as

iew; bargain, £55.—Hayes, Aylesbury. [9154

Lnd M., 2-speed, etc., lamps, horn, speedometer,
Pan-Sad; £55.- Davis, 55, Lennard Rd., Penge.

[9726
8 P. and M. 3 l/2h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick
starter ; £37.—56, Park Lane, Kidderminster.

[9995
md M., 1920, 2-speed; £58; like new, all on,

censed, tyres excellent.—11, Warwick St., Ox-
[9179

uid M. 1920 Model, excellent order and condi-

ion, lamps, speedometer, horn; £65.—Nelson's,
[9299

md M. Combination, 2-speed, kick start, gocd
rder; £35.-1, Springfield Park Crescent, Cat-
S.E.6. [9854

and M. Combination, equal to new, fully

sqnipped; £69.—Goodhouee, Goose Green, East
ich, S.E. [8864

ind M. Combination, 2-seater body, 2 screens, pil-

lion seat, all on, reliable, tax paid, trial; £40.—
Midmoor Rd., Balham. [9693

^9 P. and M., 2 speeds, clutch, with lamps, good
condition; £38/10, or exchange lightweight.

—

King St., Hammersmith. [9504

. Combination, smart and good condition;
33 gns.; tax paid.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond
:aling. Telephone: 689. [1305

and M. 1919 Combination, all lamps, etc.,

iractically unused; £55.—James, c/o Bradmore's,
Harrow Rd., Paddingtou. [9923

and M. Combination, 1918, overhauled", taxed,
quipped; £52/10: would separate.—38, Sherriff
West Hanrpstead, N.W.6. [9842

L8 sy2h.p. P and M. Combination, equipped,
exceptionally fine condition throughout; £56.

—

Fairbridge Rd.. Highgate, N.19. [9864

31, late, P. and M\ Combination, fully equipped,
wiftdscreen, tax, indistinguishable from new; first
is.—Morrisson, Waterloo Rd., Blackpool. [9157

and M. Combination, 1917 (about), 2-speed, kick
start, lamps, horn, windscreen, all in genuine
order, tax paid; £57/10.—78, Crowborough Rd.,
ng Bee. [1060
and M. 3ly£h..p. Combination, latest type, kick
tart and ratchet brake; £85.—Newnham Motor
223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone,' Ham-
Qith 80. [1023

The Juno Cycle

and Motor Co.
Proprietors

;

METROPOLITAN MACHINISTS Co., Ltd.

248, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON, E.C.2.

TTI r PHONE : BISHOPSGATE 2195.
I CLCgraMS : QUILLS AVE LONDON.

ESTABLISHED OVER FORTY YEARS!

The Pick of the Bunch!

A.J.S., ARIEL, B.S.A.,

CHATER LEA,
DOUGLAS, ENFIELD,
INDIAN, LEVIS,
MATCHLESS, NORTON,
RALEIGH, RUDGE,

-SUN.-

McKENZIE
LIGHTWEIGHT MOTOR CYCLES.

Low price. Cheap running.
Easy Payments.

26 Guineas cash, or
£7 10 deposit and 12 monthly

payments of £1 17 6.

Carriage and packing extra.

Any Motor Cycles, Combinations (or

Sidecars), can be supplied on our
well-known GRAOUAL PAYMENT

SYSTEM.
Particulars on Application.

KEEP DRY—OUTSIDE.
Special Line double texture Water-
proof Suits, complete with helmet to

match, 53/-, very smart and com-
fortable.

Sidecar Bodies, Sandum or Venus,
from £5 15 0.

Underslung or step chassis from £7.

EVERYTHING FOR THE MOTOR CYCLIST AT
REASONABLE PRICES.

Accessories at Reduced Prices.

%

£ s. d.

Bowden Heavy
Band Brakes 2 16

Cameo Screens 2 15

Bluemels, 1921 3 10

Orto Hoods - 3 5
Spring Shackles,

set of four - 6 6

P. & H Lamp
Sets - - 1 12

F Ie e c e- 1 i ned
Lea t her
Gauntlets - 14 9

W. S. R. Jets,

all sizes 8/6 & 10 6

Large H'bar
Mirrors, 4$-"

reflector - 7 6

JBs.il.
Watford Speed-
ometers^slight-

1 y soiled,
guaranteed - 4 15

Renolds Chain
I x i per ft.- 6 1

Ail spares in

stock.
Tan-Sads - 1 10
Brooks B170
Saddles - 2 8

B & B L i g ht-
we ight Car -

buretters, win-
dow soiled - 2 1

Cross over Belt
Rim Brakes 18 6

FREE.
Call or write for
80 pp. Illustrated List
with all latest price
reductions.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and ZV1

P. and M., 1917, nice coachbuilt sidecar., lamps,
born, luggage grid, tax paid, just overhauled and

re-enamelled ail over; sacrifice, £67/10.-365, King
St., Hammersmith. [9700

P. and M. Sidecar Combination, late 1920, 3%b-p.,
little used, been stored, splendid condition, all

accessories; anv trial; £65.—Brown, 174, Mitobam
Rd., Tooting, S'.W.IT. [9250

"p. and M. Combination, late R.A.F. model, excep-
*- tional condition, smart and mechanically sound,
lamps; £50.-13, Somers Mews, Edgware Rd., Londou
(of Cambridge Terrace). [9536

T>HELON-MOORE Combination, carriage-built aide-
-1- car, new condition, electric lighting, speedometer,
tools, etc.; prlte £125.—Dendy, adjoining "Swan

'

Hotel, London Rd., Mitcham. [9220

"D. and M. Combination, R.A.F., enamelled and
J- " plated 1920 colours, perfect condition internally
and externally, completely equipped, posh bus; 47 gns.
—42, Southsea Avenue, Watford. [9726

"VTOLTAIRE Motor Works can supply a limited
* number of late type ex-R.A.F. P. and M.'s, re-

built, re-enamelled, lined and plated, fitted with new
T. and B. magnetos, B. and B. carburetters, tyres and
tubes, and guaranteed perfect; 40 gns.—Below.

P.
and M. Solos, ex-R.A.F., £35; combinations, £60.
These machines are late models, rebuilt and guar-

anteed perfect.—Voltaire Motor Works, 4, Voltaire Rd.,
Clapham Rd. Station, London, S.W. 4. [4962

Spare Parts:

P. and M. Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8.
Bond St., Ealing. [7219

p. and M. Spare Stockist. Every part stocked

;

-*- cheap.—Inman. Durham Rd.. Seaforth, Liverpool.
[6249

T>. and M.—All parts in stock for P. and M.'s; send
J- stamp.—P. and M. Specialist, H. Beardwood, 147,
Burlington St., Liverpool. [0839

Pero.
"DERO 1916 21/oh.p., 2-stroke, condition like new;
J- £24.—H. Drake, 118, East Rd., Cambridge. [8951

Peugeot.
"pEUGEOT 3y2h.p., low, powerful; £10, worth
-1- double—Peake, Banbury [9950

"DEUGEOT 4h.p. Twin, perfect condition, low, alia-
-1- minium footboards, tool bags, Bosch, lamps, etc.;
£16.—41, Devonshire Rd., Holloway, N.7. [9522

Portland.

PORTLAND 1920 new, 2-speed, chain-cum-belt
drive; £45.—Maudes's, 100, Paris St., Exeter.

[1143
Precision.

33h.p. Precision Sports, condition appearance new;
4 £27; licensed.—19, Beverlev Rd., Anerley.

[9461
PRECISION Junior 23ih.p., 2-speed, equipped,

taxed, perfect; £17/10.—17, Heaton Rd., Mit-
cham. [9821

33. h.p. Precision , Paragon folding Sidecar (cane )

.

4 2-speed, K.S., latest B.B., pillion, mirror,
licence; £40; exchange new model.

—

:56, Lime Grove,
New Maiden, Surrey. [9640

Premier.
TDREMIER 3V2h.p., new condition, cheap.—Partiru-
X( lars, 28, Heaton Rd., Newcastle-on-Tyne. [8956

T>REMIER 3l/2b.p. Coachbuilt Combination 3-speed,
perfect, taxed; £29.—17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham.

[9820
£28.—

3

1/jh- P. Premier, clutch, handle-bar control,

lamps, good tyres.—45a, Overbury, Tewkesburv,
Glcs. [9108

PREMIER, lightweight, gradua gear, kick start,

must sell, licensed; £22/10.-67, Fernlea Rd.,
Balham. £1221

£25.—Premier 1914 3Vuh.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick
starter, any trial, bargain.—Smith's, 86, Chalk

Farm Rd.
r, any
N.WT3 [1169

PREMIER 3V2b.p. 1914, 3-speed hub, rebored, re-

bushed, lamps, etc., several spares; £26.—43,
Delawarr Rd., East Grrnstead. [9576

PREMIER Motor Cycle Combination, 1913, 3V2b.p.,
in excellent condition, and warranted running

order; £30; licence paid 1922; trial arranged.—S.

Constable, Nizels, Hildenborough, Kent. [9168

<?iiffrg Part*.

PREMIER Spares and Repairs.—We claim to be the

most competent firm to supply spares and execute

repairs to Premier motor cycles. We served in the

Premier works, and know this machine from A to Z.

We hold the most varied stock of parts for it in the

world. We are the only traders who can claim to

supply every part for a Premier machine. Our prices

are rock bottom, and our service unsurpassable. Write

ua full requirements ; you will receive our reply per

return.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place, Leamineton

Spa. [3167

the end of each advertisement, and the; date of the issue B29
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P.V.

1Q20-21 31/fch.p. P.V.-Precision, T.T., spring frame,1" 2-speed, lamps, speedometer, scarcely ridden,
handsome machine, tax paid ; 48 gns.—21 , Mostyn
Gdns., Kensal Rise, N.W.10. [9774

P.V.—Astounding value is represented by our ' new
range of popular models, incorporating our

famous spring frame and Villiers or J.A.P. engines.
Prices from £45. Lists from agents or P.V. Motor
Cycles, Ltd., Forest Hill, London. [6548

Quadrant.
BROMLEY, Ken L.—Quadrant Agents, -J. L. Love

and Co. [1340

CLIFFORD WILSON Company, 16 years' experience
with Quadrants. T3277

"1 Q22 Quadrant 4V2h.p. Combinations; £100.
JL*7 Agents for Cambridge.—Wallis and Easton.
104, Mill Rd., Cambridge. [0825

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., Distributors, 139,
New St., Birmingham.—Quadrant £100 4y2h.p.

Combination, delivery from stock. [0767

"I Q21 Quadrant Combination, all chain, perfect, all
-i-t/ accessories; £70.—31a, Compton Rd., Wakeman
Rd., Kensal Green, N.W.1U. [9039

CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Company. Quadrant
Works Representatives and Sole Wholesale Dis-

tributors for London, Southern and Eastern Counties;
official repairers and spare part stockists; deferred
payments ; exchanges ; all models in stock. Special
insurance facilities applicable to Quadrants only.

—

177, Westminster Bridge Rd., London, S.E.I, opposite
Waterloo Station Approach. Telephone : Hop 210.

[3279
Radco.

Qih.p, Radco, single speed, just overhauled, bar-
^-4 gain; £15.—Bradbeer, Minehead, Som. - [9652

TJADCO 2-stroke, in perfect condition, fitted with
XV special tank and electric lighting, any trial, 2 up;
£28.—Sutton, 41. Lewis Grove, Lewisham. [8888

Raleigh.
"DREMIER Motor Oo. for 1922 Raleighs.

IMMEDIATE Delivery of 5-6h.p., spring frame, de
tochable wheels, £130; standard sidecar, £35; De

Luxe sidecar, £42; early delivery of the new Raleigh
lightweight. £68; easy payments 4% extra.—The Premiei
Motnr Co.- Astnn Rd.. Birmingham [0626

BROMLEY, Kent—Raleigh Agents, J. L. Love and
Co. [1341

SHREWSBURY Agent for Raleigh; exchanges.—J. C.
Pickering. [9564

RALEIGH 2 7&h.-p., new, in stock; £68.—Bradbeer
Bros., Minehead, Som. [9653

ALEIGH 5-6h.p. Combination, new 1922 model;
£165.—Nelson's, Rhyl. [9308

ALEIGH, new 1922 2%h.p. Lightweight actuallv
in stock; £68.—Moss, Weni. [1189

RALEIGH 2%h.p., 2-speed, kick start, in stock;
£68.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., 3.W.7. [1280

1 Q 22 Raleighs, 2%.h.p. and Combinations, delivery
A*/ anywhere, always in stock.—Clifford Motories,
Eastwood, Notts. [7764
RALEIGH.—Immediate delivery of 1922 models

Cash, exchange, or deferred payments.—Kays, 8.

Bond St.. Ealing. [7230

RALEIGH 1921 5-6h.p., 3-speed, kick start, Raleigh
sidecar, all lamps; £118.-—Maudes', 100, Gt. Port-

land St., London. [1150

BRAND new 2^h,p. Raleigh, 2 speeds, in stock;
£68, plus deliverv.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co..

Co., Saffron Walden. 'Phone :" 45. [1264

RALEIGH.—2%h.p„ 3h.p., and 5-6h.p. solos and
combinations from £68. Cash or deferred pay-

ments; old machine taken in part payment.—London
Motors, 61, Holborn Viaduct. E.C.- "Phone: City
4230. [7095

RALEIGH 2%h.p., 2-speed model, in stock; early
delivery of all other models. Why not give

your present mount m part exchange? Cash or
deferred terms.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South
Kensington. * [9680
X> ALEIGH 5-6h.p.,' 3-speed, spring frame, inter-
-tV changeable wheels; immediate delivery from
stock; solo, £130; combination, £165; best prices
allowed on exchanges.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,
Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmith 80.

[1028
Read i Hi; Standard.

READING-STANDARD, 1921, lOh.p., dynamo light-

ing, electric horn, Plus One, single or double
seater sidecar, hood, windscreen, mileage 1,000, tax
paid; £145, near offer .-=-33, Viaduct Rd., Chelmsford,
Essex. [9912

Revere.

IQ20 2 ]/2h.p. Revere, single speed, equipped, good
*? condition; 23 gns.—Edwards, 101, Gt. Portland

"St. [9662
Res.

REX 3 J ^h.p., clutch model; £14; fixed-gear Rex,
£10.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [9819

j

R
R

RIDEEZI
I

It is safer for you to pur-

chase in

18 MONTHLY
INSTALMENTS

LISTEN HERE!
We will supply you with

any make of

SOLO or
COMBINATION
complete withWmd Screen,

Hood, Lamps, Horn, Num-
ber Plates, Licence-holder,

any Gadgets.

FULLY INSURED AND TAX
PAID, &c. CARRIAGE PAID

You can pay a Deposit and
the remainder in

1 8 Monthly Payments.

We will give you a

DISCOUNT if you com-
plete the payments earlier.

We also supply the

famous

RIDEEZI Sidecars

ON 12 MONTHLY
PAYMENTS.

Send for Lists and Forms, which
places you under NO obligation.

Please note that we finance
ourselves.

RIDEEZI SALES
LIMITED,

5, VICTORIA STREET,
LONDON, S.W.I.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

REX Combination 3 ],oh.p., 2-speed, tax paid- *—Axford, 32, Marcus St., Wandsworth, s.W I

3.1h.p. Res, Bosch, B. and B., Dunlops, in sple f
2 order; 10 gDs.—McLeod, 17, Victoria

Elgin.
( j

1 Q'14 Rex 6-8h.p. Combination, -eplendid eondi fcf
-L£/ Easting, tax paid; £55.—Hole, Cowper Avi '«

Sutton.
[

REX 6-Sh.p. Combination, 3 speeds, K.S., ele k
lighting; £35; 2-speed model, £30.—17, H(

Bd., Mitcham. -

MGNS.—Rex 2 54h.p. mechanical valves, mas ,

Senspray, dropped frame, runs splendidly .-

Swaffield Rd., Wandsworth.
"IQ12 6h.p. Twin Rex Combination, stored ',

-M-1S retyred; nearest £45.—Peronne, Hampden <

behind St. Pancras Station. Holborn 6522. [ {

"I Q21 Rex-Acme, as new, 3- or 5-seater sidecar, .

-I- *J trie light, Bonniksen, spare wheel,

equipped, suit family man or hire work; £150.—
,

High Rd., Wood Green.

1Q12 5-6h.p. Twin Rex coachbuilt Combinatio -

-L*7 speed, Bosch, Binks, Brooks B.250, Lucas 1 I
handle start, requires attention; first cheque

f.c.r.—Mackie, 52, St. Peter St., Peterhead. [ I.

"|0 22 Rex-Acme; book your orders now foi 1

A«/ mode's, early delivery can be given of t"

8h.p Black ourne engine, all chain drive, 3-s ,

clutch, kick starter, Model G, detachable and i

changeable wheels; complete with luxurious si«
-

at £150; catalogues with pleasure.—Sam E. Claj

(Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.10. 1 i

Rover.

BROMLEY, Kent.—Rover Agents, J. L. Love \

Go. l

ROVER, new 1922 4h.p. chain-drive model in s- ;

£100.—Moss, Wem.
21 S^-jb-.p. Rover, speedometer, fully equipped

eel lent condition; 75 gns.—Below.

I Ai4 3L>h.p. Rover and Rover Sidecar, 3-s B
LtJ speedometer, licensed, lamps, insurance; 45 k-

^Edwards, 101, Gt. Portland St. L I

ROVER 3Voh.p., fast, sporty, smart, guaran ;

must realise; £32.-67, Fernlea Rd., Ealh

[ '

ROVER 1914 3y.h.p., Philipson, good order, = t

machine; £34.-11. Drake, 118, East Rd., -

bridge. t M
ROVER 3*&h.p. 1920, 3 speeds, jelutch, kick sIe y

fully equipped, as new ; £65.—63, Solon ,

Brixton.

ROVER 1920 3*Ah.p. Combination, perfect; I

1919 ditto, £68.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7. .

hibition Road, S.W.7. [

"I Q13 3 ] L'h.p. Rover Combination, 3-speed,
,

!

It/ start, in perfect condition; £55.—5, Nor i

Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24,

1Q14 Rover Combination, little used, good c
'•'

M-*J tion, mechanically sound; £35.—Perrott, ( •

ville, Twyfordj Berks.

ROVER 5-6h.p. 1919 Combination, dynamo ligh

hood, screen, just overhauled; £90, or near

—Central Garage, Bromley, Kent.

T.T. Rover 3',;>h.p., in splendid mechanical
ditiou, enamel unscratched; £40; call for i I

—Snow, Laurel St., Dalston, E.8.

ROVER 1921 3U'h.pM 3-specd, with coachbuilt
car ; new machine ; fully guaranteed ; £11 -

P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham.
~IQ22 4h.p. Rover, 3 speeds, all-chain drive; £ ;

J-t7 better value cannot be obtained.—Of T
Agents, White Bros., Northgate, Darlington. [ H
ROVER 1917 3 ] ;.h.p. Combination, lamps, 1 .

etc.; £65.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av< \

Camomile St, E.C.3. 'Phone; Avenue 5548. [

3ih.p. Rover, 3-speed hub, engine recently
2 vated Rover Co., new tyres, sound order;—Lulworth House, Tilehouse Rd., Shirley, Bin t-

ham. [

ROVER 3V2h.p. C.B. Combination 1914. 3-s I
foot clut-ch, accumulator lighting set, wants I

ing, Easting; offers.—Winder, 28, Binfiekl

Clapha-m.

HOT Stuff.—75 m.p.h., 1921, 3Vjh.p. Rover-P! I

sou, accessories, long plated exhaust, perfect \
low mileage, unscratched; bargain, £68.—9-, Ea ji

Crescent,. Earl's Court,

1 Q 19-20 5-6h.p. Rover-Jap, Henderson Elite sicJj
A«/ windscreen, electric lighting, aluminium
Binks, Watford trip speedometer, little used, pei ;

£100.—25, Wellington St., Slough.

LEICESTER.—5-6h.p. 1920 Rover Combhwi
windscreen, luggage carrier, speedometer, el*

'•

lighting, etc., in excellent condition; £110 or if

offer.—Thornwood, Stoughton Rd„ .Leicester.

ROVER 1920 5-6h.p." Combination, with dy
jj

lighting, £110; also 1919 ditto, £100; (

5-6h.p. combination, £75; 1921 3lbh.p. all-chain M
£85; exchanges.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Han
smith Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmith 80.

u3o All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
— Rover.

-41LQ.—Rover 1914 3',l>h.p., 3 speeds, with, coach-

lilt sidecar, three lamps, horn, apron, etc.,

e«3ractically unsoiled, full year's tax paid.

—

Sifey Street Garage, Camden Town, N.W.I. [9967

Jj -e- Parts.

1 1 ER spares.
v pud St., Ealing.

m mediate delivery.

-

-Kays, 8,

[7225

-Kemp,
[9648

Royal Ruby.
3 p. Roval Ruby, good condition; £23

4J2,
Southfield Rd., Chiswick, W.4.

91) Royal Ruby, Villiers, new condition, year's

tax ; 25 guineas.—Fersfield, Westbury Road,

w alden. [9928

3 .p. Royal Ruby, 2-speed, Villiers engine, condi-

£ tion as new; £40, or near offer.—Smith, 11,

3(jn, near Lewes. [9946

1(0. Royal Ruby, 1917, Villiers engine, splendid

i& condition, fully equipped, licensed; £25.—
icon, Cambria Avenue, Ellesmere. [1007

RAND new 1921 Sports Model Royal Ruby
, 'ih.p., 2-speed, kick start; £60 to clear; would
re'^entweight in part payment.—Lofts, Spital St.,

r rd. [8876

(AL RUBY 1918 Combination 8h.p„ fully

; quipped, tax paid, pillion seat, maker's original

o» unsoiled; £95.—Bunting's Motor Exchange,

a .tone. [9711

BiJ
8h.p. Royal Ruby— the spring frame combina-

; tion par excellence—fitted with interchangeable
ll>are wheel, luggage and petrol carrier, Easting
nn screen, lamps, horn, etc., all on, at £185

;

Biate delivery from the agent for all high-class

fc as usual.—Sam. E. Clapham (Motors), 27.

it ell St., Greenwich. 'Phone, 751. [5893

Rudge.
-Rudge Agents, J.] MLEY, Kent.—Rudge Agents, J. L. Love and

[1331

ilGE 3y2h.p. Multi and 3-speed chain-drive
i loilels.—Longman, Salisbury. [9619

lip. Rudge-Multi 1920 I.O.M.; £62/10.—Wau-
2i chope's, ,9, Shoe Lane, London. [7861

31) Rudge-Multi, fully equipped, and in excel-

lent order; £40.-114, Brixton Hill. [9497

J p. Rudge, fixeil gear, first-class order, lamps,
Bete; £29.—Dyer, 552, Harrow Rd., W.9. [8903

(j)GE-MTJLTI 1921, splendid condition, tax paid
'i 65, must sell.—15, Red Lion St., " ;

0+ Rudge, 3'zih.p.,

^ field Highway.

Woolwich.
[8887

good; £27/10.—Shepherd, En-
Phone : Waltham Cross 31.

- [0848
ip. T.T. Rudge, in excellent condition, very fast;

£ £35.—Moselev, Kirby Muxloe, Leicester.
[9989

|j2 3$£h.p. T.T. Rudge, brand new, in stock; list

1- price.—C. A. Blay, 192, Heath Rd., Twicken-

\
[1092

p GNS.—Rudge coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed,

K N.S U.. smart lot.—Smith, Claremont Garage,
cool. [9942

t.'GE-MULTI 1915, first-class condition, new back
' /heel, new tyres; £35.—Bowling, Chemist, Pem-
iDock. [8963

1 p. Rudge-Multi, 1921, August, new, fully

2 equipued; £60.-101, Wilmslow Rd., Didsbury,
n ester. [9245

£p. Rudge, fast, splendid condition ; £48; any
:amination.—Tongue, 53, Fassett Rd., Kingston-
Imes. [9374

">GE, 3V>h.p., clutch model, perfect condition;
! rial; £45, offers.—Bennett, Wymondham, Oak-
Qjlutland. [9197

l!) I.OM. Rudge-M-ulti, small mileage, engine just
w overhauled, speedometer; £42.—7, South Park,
l"d., Croydon. [9253

[2 I.O.M. Rudge-Multis in stock at the latest
* reduced prices, £77.—Jones Garage, Broadway,
All Hill, N.10. [0791

2—Clutch Model Rudge 3%fi.p., all accessories.

—

mith's, 86, Chalk Farm" Rd. (opposite Chalk
nTube^ Station). [9887

j|5 S^h.p. Rudge-Multi touring model, lamps,
'-', horn, tax, guaranteed; 28 gns.—Smith, Clare-
nIGarage, Blackpool. [9940

Jp. Rudge, clutch, thoroughly overhauled and
jfl re-enamelled, smart appearance; £29.—282.
;bans Rd., Watford. [9539

[1 Rudge-Multi, as new, mileage 300, T.T. bars,
t- pedal starter, full tax paid; £64.—9, Havana
..vimbledon Park, S.W. [9184

"is the price of a new Rudge. Get it from the
.gents; in stock; cash or payments.—Knight's,

SJpper Tooting Rd., S.W.17. [0836

">GE, 1919, 5-6h.p., Multi gear, chain-curn-belt
'drive, Rudge sidecar, all lamps; £75.—Maude's,
threat Portland St. London. [1142

JUST WHAT
YOU WANT!
AFTER many experiments in trying to

evolve an absolutely accurate time-

keeper for Motor Cyclists, we now
offer you the

'LIMIT" Wrist Watch
and the

"LIMIT" Handle Bar Watch
both the acme of perfection.

Both have luminous dials and hands of the

best quality. Whilst not claiming the im-

possible for these watches, we back our

opinion with an honest, straightforward

guarantee that the variations do not exceed

10 seconds per day under any conditions, and
it stands good for two years from date of

purchase. It is the watch which will never

let you down in appointments or in the trial

runs, when accurate time is of importance.

To introduce this watch we are offering it

at much below usual price, and will give you

a special guarantee insuring it against

accidents for one year. The following are a

few points of quality : Jewelled, Breguet

hair-spring, interchangeable parts, nickel

damaskeened movement, timed within 10

seconds per day, two years' guarantee, hard

enamel dial, foolproof easy winding, prices

including postage.

Wrist Watches W.64, Nickel Case,

£3 '• 1 5 : Usual Price, £4:18 :0

W.65, Silver, H.M. Case,

£4:15=0 Usual Price, £5:18:0
Handle Bar Watches Ditto.

FATTORINI
Watch and Clock Specialist

ORMSKIRK, LANCS.
All makes of Motor Clocks and
Watches repaired at reasonable rates.

Please make ail ckequ es payable to Messrs. Fattorini,

and crossed & Co.

Oih.p.oa is

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

3ih.p. Rudge-Multi, 1919, and Canoelet Minor side-
2 car, complete with tools; £75.—R. W. Atkins,

" Royden," Parkhurst Rd., Bexley. [1040

"I Q21 5-6h.p. Rudge-Multi, brand new, shop-soiled;
J~*J £88, for quick sale.—Shepherd, infield High-
way. 'Phone: Waltham Cross 31. [0849

. Rudge-Multi Combination, excellent coiuli
2 tion, any trial; £45; seen by appointment.

—

G. P. C, 7, Florence Terrace, Ealing, W.5. ' [9633

RUDGE-MULTI, 3'/2h.p., and coach-built sidecar,
mechanically perfect, lamps, speedometer, etc.;

£4o, or near "offer.—357, High Rd., Ilford. [1223

RTJDGE 3 l,l»h.p. Combination, guaranteed excellent
condition; £60.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Ham-

mersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmith 80. [1016
"D TJDGE 3'/oh.p., 3-speed hub, clutch, lamps, speedo-
J-t> meter, full equipment, any reasonable inspection
and trial; £35.—Foote, Church St., Pewsey, Wilts.

[8976
"I Q2iy2 Rudge-Multi 3V2h.p„ I.O.M., low mileage,
-Lt/ licensed 1922, fully equipped, absolutely new
condition; £60.—Smith, 29, Lower Clapton Rd., E.5.

[9691
T> UDGE-MTJLTI, 3%h-.p., 1914, tax paid, lamp.
-*-V mechanical horn, £9 overhaul, new Dunlop, belt;
£30. near offer.—61, Kensington Avenue, Manor Park.
E.12. [9223

fjh.p. Rudge-Multi Combination, exceptionallv good,
** equipped, spares, guarantee, cash or solo part,
offers wanted.—Estate Office, '43, South St., Ponders
End. [9578

RUDGE-MULTI, new 1922, 3V»h."p., T.T. Isle of
Man; £77; in stock.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishops-

gate Avenxxe, Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue
5548. [0071

RUDGE-MULTI, 3\&h.p;, September, 1919, stored -

1921 ; engine 16914, clutch, starter, new heavy
Dunlops, good condition; £48/10.—Morris, Printer.
Worcester. [9229

"I Q20 7-9h.p. Rudge Combination, under 5,000 miles.
J- *J Lucas accessories, practically new ; best offer
over £90.—Simmons, 13, Jubilee Crescent, Wort-holme,
Gainsboro. [1097

20 Rudge-Multi 5-6h.p. Combination, little

used, in good order, "with lamps (3), tools, etc.;
trial given; £80, or offer.—Dermis, Watton Rd.', Kneb-
worth, Herts. [9104

RUDGE 3M>h.p., perfect condition, Grado gear, black
wicker sidecar, new tyre, belt, Easting wind-

screen, sensprav, electric lamps; first offer, £30.—2a,
Zennor Rd., Balham, S.W. 12. [9517

£60.-1920 5-6h.p. Rudge-Multi, Rudge touring side-

car. Cameo screen, Lucas K.R. lamps, tools,

spares, appearance, condition as new; photo, stamp.—
Bacon, Omngton Lane, Worthing. [9034

RUDGE 1922 3yoh:p. Isle of Man Models for de-
livery from stock at reduced price of £77; ex-

changes.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmith 80. [1030

RUDGE, I.O.M. , 1920, lamps, speedometer, special

, engine with Zephyr piston and buffed crahkease,
excellent appearance and perfect mechanical condi-
tion; £60.—Watson, "Bee" Inn, Denbigh. [9958

7-9h.p. 1921 Rudge-Multwin Combination, licensed
for year, done under 1,500 miles, condition and

appearance as new; 100 gns.—Hamilton, 69a, Ferrit

Rd.. East Dulwich. 'Phone, New Cross 1309. [8472

BARGAIN.—1920 Rudge-Multi 3 1Ah.p., lamps, horn,
and speedometer,, racing piston and cams, fast,

new Goodyear oversize tyre, good condition; £55.—
E. Godfrey, 4, The Drive, Bounds Green Rd., New
Southgat'e, N.lT. [9581

Spare Parts

:

RUDGE Spares in stock for immediate delivery.—
Longman, Fisherton, Salisbury. [9615

19

THE Promptest Firm for Rudge Spares-
Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa.

•Forfielrl

[3163

Saltley.

£35 Bargain.—1922 2^ih.p. Saltley, 2 speeds, fully

licensed, absolutely new, not run 20 miles, un-
scfatched, perfect.—89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [9953

Sarolea.

£14.—5-6h.p. Sarolea twin, brand new tyres, fast.

—

King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [9734

BROMLEY,
Co.

Kent.

Scott.

-Scott Agents, J. L.

COTT, 3V2h'.p. Squirrel, just received
son's, Rhyl.

h.p. Scott and Sidecar,

Love and
[1324

£105.—Nel-
[9307

1914-15; £45.—Wau-
S

1

33 .

4 chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [7860

BRAND new 1922 Scott; owner must sell at once;
accept £95.—Box 9739, c/o The Motor Cycle.

SCOTTS,
Gibb,

[9072
either model. West of England Agent 19

100, Northgate. Gloucester. 'Phone: 852.
£8126

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P)
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

SCOTT Service Depot, Gt. George St., Liverpool.—
Scott motor cycles, Scott sociables, efficient Scott

service. [8329

FO.C.H. have a 1920 Scott, brand new condition;

also 1914 combination.—5, Heath St:, Hampstead
(near Tube). [9278

SCOTT, £40 or cash adjustment, for late Rudge;
•evenings, Sundays.—Watts, 417, Caledonian Rd..

Holloway, N. I9036

SCOTT 1910, less carburetter and back chain, good

order, engine new parts; £15, or near.-Sowerhy
" Beelsby, Grimsby. I7600

SCOTT 1914, 3"ih.p., 2speed, all chain drive, Mill-

ford sidecar, all lamps; £50.-Maude's, 100, Great

Portland St. London. L1141

£34 —Scott combination, engine, gears, chains, all

new, lamps, accessories, complete, licensed, smart;

bargain—79, Castleton Mansions, Barnes. [9202

SCOTT Combination 1914, lamps, horn, speedometer,

good tyres, serviceable machine, ride away; £40.

—Owner, 50, Horsham Av., North Fmchley. [8965

-t ft 21 Sports Scott, perfect condition, Bonniksen,

X\y mirror, Klaxon, lamps, insured and taxed lor

season; photo.—James, Stewart St., Nuneaton. [9689

SCOTT Combination, electric horn, dynamo lighting

speedometer, almost as new. run only s."°

miles; £115.-J. S. Horsiall, Motor Engineer, Nelson.
[bu/

CJOUIRREL Scott, absolutely brand new, tax paid,

Lucas, accessories; test card, 2/3/22, 12-5 b.h.p ;

98 gns. ; exchanges.—Kent's, 417, Lord St., bouth-

port. l9585

SCOTT and sidecar, Gloria wicker, splendid con-

dition, with lamps, luggage grid, Tan-Sad, etc.;

bargain, £50, or near.-15. Temple Rd., Hounslow,

Middlesex. I8895

£65—1920 Scott, mechanically sound, smart appear-

ance, electric lamps, Lucas horn, tyres as new,

little used, ride 50 miles.—Wilson, 27, Bath St.,

Market Harborough. [8947

-1 Q21 Scott Combination, complete with all acces-

J-t/ sories, excellent order, any trial or examination,

tax and insurance paid to December; £110.—McLay,
13, Morley Rd., Doncaster. 19051

£100—1922 Scott Squirrel, mileage negligible, in-

distinguishable from new, lamps, horn, other

extra-s, full tax paid, cost £120, too fast.—28, Stock-

ton St., Moss Side, Manchester. [9240

33h.p. Scott, 1912, 2-speed, free, all chain, 650x65
4 heavy Dunlops, as new, been stored; running,

but needs little tuning; gift; 26 gns.—Herefords

Box 9786, c/o " The Motor Cycle." [9835

-1 ft 20 Sports Scott, Lucas lamps, Stewart horn, 2in.

La copper exhaust, new Dunlop Extra-Heavy

tvres, chains, 55 m.p.h., 75 m.p.g., used week-ends;

£80, or nearest.—50, King's Rd., Leeds. [1006

SOUTH London Scott Service Depdt.— 'Phone Croy

don 1129 for demonstration runs; immediate de-

livery; prices from £105.-John R. Kmsey aDd
roY?',;

Ltd.. 350-352, Lower Addiseombe Rd.. Croydon. [S4b<!

1 O20 Sports Scott, Lucas lamps, horn, Binks, spare

J-«7 75-tooth sprocket with chain for sidecar work;

1921 rubber footboards, tools, fine condition; private

owned; £72/10.—Lambert, 4. Aberdour Gardens, Good-

niayes,' Essex. [9041

-1 ft"0 August. Scott 3=jh.p. Sports, not ridden until

_L«7 November, condition as new, Bosch magneto,

speedometer, etc, new 3in. tyre, many spares; £85, or

nearest.—Chapman, 60, Onslow Gardens, South Ken-

sington, S.W.7. 'Phone: Ken 1009. [9779

Spare Parts

:

COTT Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
'

St., Ealing. [7226

SOUTH London Scott Service Depot.—Scott Spares

:

Scott Repairs.—John R. Kinsey and Co., Ltd.,

350-352, Lower Addiseombe Rd.. Croydon. 'Phone

1129. [8353

GODFREYS', Ltd., 208. Great Portland St., London
W.I.—Complete stock of all Scott epare parts

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, stating

year of manufacture. 10751

Singer.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2V2h.p.
Singer, 1910, N.S.U. gear; £25. [1302

BROOKLANDS 2%h.p. Singer, 1914, 2-speed
countershaft, as new, spares, licensed; offers.

—

Walter, Klaora, Westmoors, Dorset. [1004

4Ah. p. Singer with Coachbuilt Sidecar, 2 speeds,
4= free engine, splendid condition; bargain.

—

Pilcher, 19, Grosvenor Place, Margate. [9216

Q Q GNS.—Singer 3 l/2h.p. coachbuilt Combination,
0«J 3-speed and clutch, in splendid running order;

also Lightweight, 2-speed, 29 gns.—53, Swaffield Rd.,

Wandsworth. [8009

Syarc Parts

:

THE Promptest Firm for Singer Spares.—Forfield
Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [3164

s

There is just
time to get it

for EASTER.
Any machine in this list can be equip-
ped with accessories, Registered, and
the number plates written—in fact,

ready for the road— within a few
hours from receipt of instructions.

NEW 1922 MODELS.
A.J.S., 7 h.p., Model D Standard Combination .... £175
A.J.S., 7 h.p., Model D Combination, with dynamo

lighting £195
ALLON, 2S- h.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds, clutch and

kick-starter £60
ARIEL, 3l h.p., Sports Model £87 10
B.S.A., 4l h.p., Model H=, all-chain £110
B.S.A., 4l h.p., Model H2, Combination £142
6.S.A., 4J b.p., Model K2, chain-cum-belt ....... £107
B.S.A., 4i h.p., Model K2, Combination .—— £139
B.S.A., 6 h.p., Model E, all-chain £132
B.S.A., 6 h.p., Model E, Combination £164
DOUGLAS, 6 h.p.. Combination, detachable wheels,

lamps, horn and windscreen £165
LEVIS, 2l h.p., 2 speeds, clutch and kick-starter. .

.

£60
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., Model H2 Standard Com-
bination £170

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., Model H2 Combination, with
dynamo lighting £188

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., Model J Sports Combination . £160
MATCHLESS, S h.p.. Model H 2-seater Combination,

with dynamo lighting £193 10
NEW IMPERIAL, 2] h.p., Model No. 2, chain-cum-

belt £69
NEW IMPERIAL, 2? h.p., Model No. 3, all-chain

drive £73
N.U.T., 3! h.p. Twin, Model M, chain-cum-belt £100
N.U.T., 5 h.p., Model M,' all-chain drive ._ £120
ROYAL'ENFIELD, 8 h.p., Standard Combination.

.

£140
ROYAL ENFIELD, 8 h.p., Combination, with
dynamo lighting £158

ROYAL ENFIELD, 2j h.p., 2 speeds £55
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2 1

,- h.p., 2 speeds, with kick-starter £57
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2j h.p., Sports Model £55
RUDGE-MULTI, I.O.M. Model £77
RUDGE-MULTI, 3J h.p., I.O.M. Model, with foot-

starter T . ~ £77
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model H, chain-cum-belt £105
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model S.D., all-chain £115
TRIUMPH, 2} h.p., 2-stroke,-2 speeds £65
ZENITH-BRADSHAW, 3! h.p., Model A, Gradua
gear £113

EXCHANGES AND DEFERRED
PAYMENTS ARRANGED.

Our secondhand machines are sub-
mitted to a complete overhaul and are
just as fully guaranteed as when they
left the manufacturers' works new.

SECONDHAND.
DOUGLAS, 1917, 4 h.p. Combination, 3 speeds,

clutch and kick-starter £85
ROVER, 1919, 3^ h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and kick-

starter, lamps, horn, and Millford Skiff sidecar . . £76
ENFIELD, 1921, 8 h.p. Combination, 2 speeds, clutch

and starter, Lucas Magdyno lighting, horn, screen,

and side curtains, tax paid £125
ROVER, 1920, 3^ h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and kick-

starter, lamps, horn and Millford Corvette sidecar £85
CLYNO, 1918, 6 h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, clutch fc
and kick-starter, detachable wheels £95

NEW IMPERIAL, 1918, 8 h.p. Combination, 3
speeds, clutch and kick-starter, speedometer,
lamps, horn, hood, screen £75

BROUGH, 1920, 5 h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and kick-

starter, lamps, horn, speedometer, Henderson
Elite sidecar, Easting screen, tax paid £110

WRITE FOR COMPLETE LIST.

THE EASTERN GARAGE GO.
(Official Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A., & M.U.)

418 ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E.7.

Telephone 400 East Ham.
Telegrams "Egarco, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Spark, *

SPARK 1922 models, Villiers engine, flywheel uj
neto, £39/18; also 2-speed kick starter moi ™

stock, £52/10.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., . M
London.

Sparkbrook.
SPARKBROOK Model A 1920, flywheel maga j

speeds, new condition; £39.--Eagles and Co. 5
High St., Acton, London.

SPARKBROOK-VILLIERS, 2%h.p., 2-speed, I,

equipped, copper exhaust, like new; £37 i
(

Garden Avenue, Mitcham, S.W.

SPARKBROOK 1919 2V=h.p., 2-speed, all 1

sories, tax paid, splendid condition, ronnini r-

tect; £40—Gerard, 47, Elborough St., South .

S.W. 18.

Sun.
STJN-VILLTERS, equipped, new magneto, rn «.

order; £25.—6, Esplanade, Burnham, Some

"I tt21 (October) Sun-Vitesse, tax paid, equiupei
-1-*' gns.; exchanges.—Kent's, 417, Lord St., S
port.

SUN-VITESSE rotary valve T.T. show rr &
£49/10.—C. A. Blay, 192, Heath Rd., Twi I

ham.
]

-

NEW 2r>ih.p. 1921 Sun-Vitesse, 2-speed, clutch, ;
starter, lamps; cost £90; £48.—30, Molewood

Hertford.

SUN-VITESSE 2''jh.p., 2-speed, kick starter, n

new; £45, or offer.—c. A. Blay, 192, I i

Rd., Twickenham.

SUN-VITESSE 1922, new, 2r:4h.p., 2-speed, 2-st

clutch, K.S. ; £57/15.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bis .

gate Avenue, Camomile St., E.TJ.3. 'Phone: Ai 9

5548. I

LATE ,
1921 Sun-Vitesse, scarcely used, 2?; ,>•

Sturmey-Archer, 2-speed, lamp, horn,
licensed; £45, or near offer.—Elliott, 7, Brondes t

Park Mansions, N.W.6.

FOR Sun, J.A.P., or Sun-Vitesse, get in touch 1

the sole North London agents. Models in B ,

single Special, 42 gns.; 2%h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed,
,

j0 gns. Send for catalogues. Trade supplied.—, t

Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill. N.10. [ ^

Sunbeam.
BROMLEY, Kent.—Sunbeam agents, J. L. 1

and Co.,
([

SUNBEAM 3i'
2h.p„ new pattern, new: £l:

Nelson's, Rhyl.

3 Ah. p. Sunbeam, 1919; £85.—Wauchope's, 9, :

2 Lane, London. [•

LATE 3M;h.p. Sunbeam, absolutely unscratc
£85.-17, St. Charles Sq., W.10. [I

SUNBEAM, new 1922 Light Sporting model 1

.ally in stock; £136/10.—Moss, Wem. [:

KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol. Sole Dis
Agent for Sunbeams; unequalled service, rep

etc. f:

CROSS, Effingham Sq., is agent for Sunbeam;
Ro-inerham. 3J,oh.p. and 41411.p. models 1

stock. [1

{ Q21 Sports Sunbeam, condition throughout as 1

-'-«' £100.—Graham P. Dodge, Frome. 'Pho
Frome 30. [E

SUNBEAM 3Vjh.p. 1919, all chain, perfect ra

tion throughout ; what offers ?—322, Green L»
Finsbury Park, N.4. [5

SUNBEAM . 1919 3l4h.p., 3-speed, all-chain di

Sunbeam sidecar, all lamps; £105.—Mau<
Walsall Garage, Walsall. [1

1 Ol9 3V'h.p. Sunbeam, fully equipped; £70; di

-l-«7 1917, £62/10.—Hillier, Side Bell, 9, Walling

Avenue, North Kensington. [1

SUNBEAM 3Vih.p. 1920, semi-T.T. bars, long

haust, Lucas 462 lamp, horn; £90.—Willia

19, Portland St., Cheltenham. [9

SUNBEAM 1920 3>/2h.p. Sports, 3-speed, all-cl

drive, semi-T.T. bars, first-class condition ; £10

Maudes', 100, Paris St., Exeter. [1

SUNBEAM 1920 3y2h.p. Combination, Li

equipped, speedometer, Easting, licence paid-

price apply, Bunner, Montgomery. [9

SUNBEAM 8h.p. M.A.G. engine, very good Sunbi:

sidecar, all accessories; bargain, £150.-.

Palmerston Rd., Southfields, S.W. [9

1 Q21 3V2h.p. "Sunbeam and Sunbeam- Side;

-LtJ speedometer, licensed, excellent condition;

gns—Edwards, 101, Gt. Portland St.

1Q19 3 ].oh.p. Sunbeam Combination, in fine 1

13 dition, seen any time; £85.—Hillier, Side I

9, Wallingford Avenue, North Kensington.

KAAcc. Sports Sunbeam, 1921; 90 gns. 1

Q\J\J Sunbeam Combination; 120 gns.

changes.—Kent's, 417, Lord St., Southport. [9

"1 Q20 3K,h.p. Sunbeam Combination, only usee

i-if months, line condition; £105—Pike, U
Church St., Chelsea. 'Phone : Kensington 137. 19

B32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

3/ti.p. Sunbeam, 2-=peed, K.S., thoroughly over-
4 hauled and indistinguishable from -new; £60,
H.—8, Hinstock Rd., iiandsworth, Birmingham.

[9107

919 Sunbeam Combination 3^>h.p. Sports Model,
lamps, tools, etc., perfect condition; £80.—a,

enville Place, Gloucester Rd., South Kensington.
[9762

h.p. 1919 Sunbeam Combination, spare wheel,
equipped, as uew ; £125; exchange lower power;

irate owner.—106, Sydney Rd., West Wimbledon.
[9551

ATE 1921 Sunbeam 3'jh.p., semi-sporting, mileage
1 700_ as new, stored winter, Cowey horn, speedo-
terylamps; £l2J; appointment.—1, Albany Gardens,
chmond. . _ . [8952

UNSEAM 6li.p., 2-seater, Bowser sidecar, speedo-
meter, lamps, horn, all in excellent condition,

es nearly new, tax paid; £95.—Wood, 10, Station
I., Horley. [9389

921 Semi-Sports Sunbeam, condition as new, inter-

changeable wheels, leaf spring fork, mileage
der 400, tax paid, insured; £110.—247, Green
nes, London, N [G4C8

I UNBEAM, 3M;h.p. Sports, August, 1921, 3-speed,
1

,
special variable carburetter, specially tuned 70

p.h.,; condition perfect ; £96.-9, New Rd., Hale^-
en, Nr. Birmingham. [9016

PORTS Sunbeam, 1921, carefully used, absolutely
as new, fully insured, exceptionally fast, with
without accessories; best offer.—Seen Sunbeam

pot, 157, Sloane St., S.W.I. [9163

920 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, hood, screen,
spare wheel, i_,ucas lamps, horn, speedometer.

m-Sad, just overhauled, condition perfect.—R.
l 'ans, 1 Lower Bar, Newport, Salop. [8083

''h.p. Sunbeam 1921 Combination, Magdyno, lamps,
1 hood, screeu, speedometer, electric horn, spare

iterchangeable wheels, almost new condition; £lfc>0;

pointment.—8, Grange Rd., Ramsgate. [9110

,»h.p. Sunbeam Combination, cream sidecar, hood,
i' screen, dynamo lighting, electric and bulb horns,
•are wheel, late 1919, small mileage, reDUilt a&
w; £170.—Paxton, 337, Park Lane, Macclesfield.

[1203
921 Sunbeam Combination 3y2h.p., perfect condi-

tion, electric horn, lights, interchangeable spare-
;ieel, Cowey speedometer, latest seat, tax paid; £140.
!-M. t 2, Queen's Mansions, Queen's Rd., Bavswater, W

[9015
j<UNBEAM, last year's model, 3Vjb.p., and Sunbeam
]' Sidecar with screen, interchangeable detachable
lieels all round, perfectly new; to-day's price,

.182/14, will accept £170 cash for this superioi
1 nation.—Nelson's, Rhyl. [9295

MUNBEAM 3»/
?
h.p. 1921 Combination, Magdyno

j* electric lighting, electric horn, speedometer, wind-
jreen, hood, spare wheel, fully equipped,, as new;
juton, Bedfordshire; £160, or nearest offer.—Box
j'62, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9314

'Q19 3'/i'h.p. Sunbeam Combination, 3-speed, clutch,
\-& kick start, all-chain drive, lighting set, horn,
jc,

F
most beautiful running engine, very fast, in

fcautiful condition throughout; £88.—Surgery, 769,
jomford Rd., Manor Park, London, E. [9850

SUNBEAM, 3V2h.p. 1920 Combination, perfect,

J* leg shields. Lucas electric fittings, two C.A.V.
jcumulators, sidecar screen, 3 new oversize tyres,
Lx paid; accept reasonable offer; owner bought car.
• Dufty, 115, Uppingham Rd., Leicester. [8483

921 3 J/sh.p bjurting Model Sunbenm Motor Cycle,
complete with lamp, generator, horn, and usual

paies, cast aluminium plates, new in April Inst, and ir

Kceptiona)]'' ennd n^ditioil tyres 11 n punctured ; nenrp<; f

Ifer to £110.-Geoffrey Smith, The Motor Cycle,
Coventry [X428 r

DECEMBER, 1919, 8h.p. Sunbeam de Luxe Com-
j-' bination, Lucas dynamo lighting, electric and
,ulb horns, hood, screen, spare wheel, Ralli discs,
jtepney tyres nearly new, F.E.W. valve lubricators,.
jnee grips, speedometer, etc., mileage 6,000 ; £185

;

"ny examination or trial (bought car).—Nixon, 41,
"eepsend Lane, Sheffield. [8971

ijjh.p. F.M.M. Sunbeam (October, 1919), black and
ft gold, 3-speed, K.S., overhauled throughout by
bakers, plated straight-through exhaust, quantity
Jpares, new tyres, Bonniksen, Tan-Sad, Lucas King of
fcoad lamps, 4,500 miles, perfect condition, any trial,

insurance £150, licensed for year; £90.—Hubbard, 8.

irew Rowley Rd., Dudley, Worcester. [8962

il Q21 (October) Sunbeam 3y2h.p, Semi-sports Com-
/-*/ bination, 1922 sidecar, engine No. 153/11582,
Jivishly equipped, new condition, interchangeable
Keels, licensed and insured for ensuing year; cost
'ver £180, accept £130, or near offer; trial and
ixamination, photograph.—Foster, 3 Arrows Hotel,
lliddleton Rd., Rhodes, nr. Manchester. [9201

[3T7KBEAM Combination, 8h.p. twin, 1921, engine No.
J 26/72377/K; run under 1,800 miles, in perfect
ondition and equal to new, equipped with Lucas, Mag-
lyno lighting, horn, hood, screen, apron, luggage car-
rier, 4 wheels, covers, and tubes, solid leather suitcase
Jo fit on pillion, all tools, etc., etc.; £175, or first
easonable offer; is ready for road.—Proprietress,
3ridge House Hotel, Wheatley, near Oxford. T9075

PHltfcs
PATENT AUTOMATIC COVERNOR

PULLET
AND GEAR COMBINKD.

A sweet, silent drive is only
obtainable with a

Philipson
No gear box friction.
No grinding noises.

No wheels or pinions
to chew up.

The lightest, speediest, and
simplest gear on the market for
direct belt - driven 4 - stroke
engines.

W e are now in a position to supply
the Philipson Pulley to fit J.A.P.
engines without any alteration to
the machine or " staggering " of
the engine.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Send tor Illustrated Booklet.

During the past few weeks the
following machines have been
fitted with

PHILIPSON Pulley

Triumph
Rover,
Norton,
Douglas,
Singer,
Bradbury,
Ariel,

Switt,
Abingdon,
Minerva,
Precision,
Matchless,
Ivy Precision,

Arno,
Rex,
B.S A.,

James,
L.M.C.,
Lincoln Elk,

N.U.T.-Jap,
Humber,
N.S.U.,
Peugeot,
Rudge,
Quadrant,
Alldays,

Villiers Mark IV.,

and numerous Jap engines.

What is your make ? Write as

REDUCED <?7 7 ft Carriage
PRICE *** * V Paid.

Philipson & Co., Ltd.,
Astley Bridge, BOLTON, Lanes.

(Established over 50 years.)

Phone: 147 bagley. 'Grams: " Gaiety, -Bolton.

*

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

CjUNBEAM 3V>h.p. Semi-sports, 1920 model, inter-
KJ changeable wheels, thoroughly overhauled, tip-top
condition throughout

; £90 cash.—Nelson's, Rhyl. [9296
S/jure I'arts

TTERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
J-J- bridge—All Sunbeam parts in stock; no wait-
ing. [4952

Triumph
pREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Triumphs.

TMMEDIATE Delivery of Type II 4h.p., 3-speed, £105.
•a- Type SD, chain drive. £115; Type LW, lightweight,
£65; sidecars from £20 to £50; easy payments 4% extra.
^-Uuy direct from the leading Triumph agents: Ths
Premier Motor Co. Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0627

ROMLEY, Kent.—Triumph Agents, J. L. Love
and Co. [1320

'T'RIUMPH, 1912, Sports Model, perfect; £20.-1,
Priory Rd., Kew. [9632

22 Triumphs, all models; catalogues will please;
cash or easy terms.

B

19

19?21 4h.p. Triumph, model H, fully equipped,
tax paid for year, exceptional bargain; £86.

—

Z^h a^rinp m lMotors ). 27, Stockwell St., Gn
wich, S.E.10. [7228

W1

rpRIUMPH, new Type H, and all-chain drive models
-«- m stock.—Moss, Wem. [1192

1 O20 C.S. Triumph, lamps, horn, etc., condition*-« as new, gift; £70.—Below.

19 18 C 'S ' Trium Ph, renovated throughout, 75%*-v new parts, guaranteed 3 months; £70.—Below.

1 Q V C
r
S

- Triumph, re-enamelled and plated, over-
-«-«' hauled, etc., splendid condition; £55.—Below.

1Q18 C.S. Triumph, as new, 3 months' guar-
-»-«' antee; £75.—Below.
rpRIUMPH Combination 1917, re enamelled and
-*• plated, bargain; £70.—Below.

E have several W.D. Triumphs in good condi-
tion; £45. Give us a call, we are tho

1 rivmph Specialists.—The Hackford Engineering Co ,

33, Hackford Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. [1209

NEW 1921 4h.p. Triumph, Model H; £95.—Bounds
Garage, 223, High Rcl., Kilburn. [9980

j (\ IS Countershaft Triumph, perfect; £47/10.-24,
-»-«/ Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [9404

-|Ck20 Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed, equipped, all as new;
-a-" £70.-17, St. Charles Sq., W.10. [9571
IDABY Triumph, fully equipped, tax paid to
*-* December; £42.-114, Brixton Hill. [9500

4h.p. Triumph, as new, Ricardo piston, wide tank;
£60.—" Dugdale," Radford, Coventry. [1048

TRIUMPH Combination 4h.p., 1918, accessories, per-
fect; £65.—8, High St., Wandsworth. [9861

TRIUMPH 1920 fixed gear Sports, scarcely soiled;
£58.-Clark. 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [8681

"I Q22 Triumph 4h.p., shop-soiled only, never been*" on the road; £95.-114, Brixton Hill. [9499

"IQ13 3-speed Triumph, splendid condition, year's
J-«7 tax; £29.-185, Shernhall St., Walthamstow.

[9745
£16.—3'i'h.p. Triumph, Bosch magneto, splendid

running order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.
[9732

COACHBUILT Triumph Combination; £40.—59,
Palfrev Place, Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W.8.

[9987

BRAND new Model II Triumph, unused, unregis-

tered; £84.-51, Upper Richmond Rd., Putnev.
[1241

TRIUMPH Coachbuilt Combination, good condition,
trial given; £48.-115, George St., Romford.

[9828

CROSS, Effingham Sq., is agent for the Trusty
Triumph in Rotherham. All models from stock.

[1118
4h.p. 1919 Triumph Combination, good condition.

—

Gerhold, 119, The Estate, Rosendale Rd., Heme
Hill. [9381

rRlUMPHS.—A fine assortment of all models in

stock at prices to suit all —Ross, 86, High Rd.,

l.ee [5020

£18.—3V.h.p. Triumph, overhauled, guaranteed, single
speed.—Chamberlain, 769, High Rd., Leyton,

E.10. [9010

-| 022 Triumphs; immediate delivery all models.

—

Li/ Kemp's Garage, Triumph Agents, Louth,
Lines. - [9348

TRIUMPHS.—All models from stock, including
Model R—King and Harper, Bridge St., Cam-

bridge. [8487

•J 018 Late Triumph Countershaft, goQd condition,
L*7 guaranteed; £49.-51, Upper Richmond Rd.,

Putney. [1241A

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Countershaft, lamps, Klaxon,
pump, tools, Dunlops; £45.-2, Madrid Rd.,

Barnes. [9840

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (PI.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Triumph.

"DABY Triumpn, good order, with accessories, tax
J-» paid; £35.—Sheppard, a08, Tie Crescent,
Slough. [1065

rpRIUMPH 4h.p. 1916 sidecar, electric lightins, all
-- on; £85.—Bolding, 14. Fernside Rd., Balham,
S.W.12 [6330

1 Q 18 Countershaft Triumph, perfect; £48.—Hillier,
f-" Side Bell, 9, Wallingford Avenue, North Ken-
sington.

. [1033

1Q14 Triumph Combination, overhauled and reno-
-•-«/ vated; £45; tax paid.—112, Gorton Rd.,
Coventry. [1049

£17/10.—Triumph 1910, excellent
paid to June.—35, Annesley Ai

Hendon.

nt condition, tax
esley Avenue, The Hyde,

[9793

AQ GNS.—4h.p Triumph, countershaft, Binks, good
^*C7 tyres, ride away.—181, Newton Rd., Burton-
on-Trent. [9934

3 Ah. p. Triumph, new cvlinder, discs, Hunt's, Brooks',
2 tax paid; £28/ 10.—Harris, 15, Furlong Rd.,

HoJloway. [9518

rpRIUMPH Junior, 1921, lamps, horn, spare belt,
J- perfect order; £55, lowest.—Bush, King's Parade
Isleworth. [9085

1 Q20 Baby Triumph, accessories,- tax paid, excel-
AtMent; £38; exchanges.—Kent's, 417, Lord St.,
Southport. [9591

rpRIUMPH (countershaft) 1918; £40; callers only.
J- —Davis, 46, Blandford Rd., Bedford Park, Chis-
wick, W.4. [9725
1Q18 Triumph-Gloria outfit, first-class condition;
-«-•' £75.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme,
Manchester. [9622
"1 O GNS. — 1912 Triumph, N.S.U. 2-speed,

modernised! ride away.—183, Canterbury St.,
Giliingham. [9129

TRIUMPH 1919 Combination, fullv equipped, tax
paid 1922; £85.—Bunting's Motor Exchange,

Wealdstone. [9708

TRIUMPH, chain-driven model, fully equipped,
mileage 100; £95.—Bunting's Motor Exchange,

Wealdstone. [9707

TOASTER.—Triumph, 1918, as new, fully equipped;
i-J £55.—James, c/o Bradmore's, 482, Harrow Rd.,
Paddington. [9922

TRIUMPH Countershaft, 2-speed, drop frame, fine
condition, equipped; £28.—25, Ravensbourne

Rd., Catford. [9413

31h.p. Triumph 2-speed Lightweight Combination,
2 lamps, speedometer; £35.—Sharp, 11, Vorley

Rd., Highgate. [9918

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, C.S., electric
lamps. Klaxon, perfect; £70.-120, Sutherland

Rd:, Croydon. [1072

"I Q 18 4h.p. Triumph, Philipson, Arnac, engine over-
it' hauled;. £45.—Summer's, Beechcroft, Rusting-
ton, Sussex. . L9806

TRIUMPH Combination, 1919, 4h.p., tax paid,
splendid condition; 78 ens.— 6, Thurlow Rd

Hanwell, W.7..

TRIUMPH 1917
gomery sidecar;

Hammersmith

[9637

Model H, countershaft, Mont-
bargain, £67. — 365, King St.,

[9704

TRIUMPHS.—All new 1922 models in stock; £65,
£105, £115, £120. Triumph Spare Agencv.

—

Nelson's, Rhyl. - [9

-

309

TRIUMPH 2 14h.p., 1919, with all accessories, very
little used; £37/10.—41, Lovelace Rd., Surbiton.

Kingston 1224. [9326

TRIUMPH 4h.p. 1920, condition as new, fully
equipped; £75.—Vincent,- 50, Cranmer Rd.,

Forest Gate, E. [9457

|_>ABY Triumph, recently overhauled by makers, in
-*-* perfect condition and complete; £26.—Springett,
Billericay, Essex. [9079

3in.p. Triumph, 2-speed. clutch, tax, perfect order
2 and condition; £28.-14, Gordon Rd„ High

Wycombe, Bucks. [9600

TRIUMPH S'ih.p., in good order; £16; write ap-
pointment.—H. R. Hall, Hutton Grove, North

Finchley, London. [9077

TO 15 3V.h.p. T.T. Triumph, exceptional condition,±0 fast, flexible; 29 gns.—Smith, Claremont
Garage, Blackpool. [9937

TRIUMPH Junior 1921, perfect, equipped, taxed,
mileage 2,000; £45.-12, Stanford Rd., New

Southgate, N.ll. [9915

TRIUMPH 1919 41i.p. Combination; £95.—Newnham
Motor Co., 223. Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone,

^ Hammersmith 80. [1024

1Q GNS.—1912 3*£tL.p. Triumph, 2-speed, lamps,
.*/ Klaxon. guaranteed

Garage, Blackpool.
Smith, Claremont

[9939

"I Q18 Triumph, lamps, licensed, speedometer, per
i£/ feet; £48.-37, Canterbury Rd., Ball' '

Rd., Dalston, N.l
Pond
[1250

>> [•IQIBI>tl»ll»»IMOIBIIID'l'"l

An Opportunity for

Enterprising Agents.

OT©l(QT€ltE

nsurance

Policies

IMPORTANT
AGENCY
EXTENSION

5
lERVICE to 5'our clients

should include the best

and most reliable Motor
Cycle Insurance Agency it is

possible to obtain.

The Policies you recommend should
carry a name that inspires confidence
and gives an assurance of prompt
and generous settlement of claims.

From your own point of view it is

desirable that you should represent

a company that enjoys the highest

reputation among the motoring
public, and be able to offer policies

that are known to give complete and
comprehensive cover.

An extension of the Agency and
Service arrangements for " The
Motor Cycle " policies is now being
made, and applications are invited
from agents who realise the value
of specialised experience and the
importance of maintaining the
goodwill of their clients.

Here is your opportunity of handling
policies that every motor cyclist knows
and the value of which he fully

appreciates.

WRITE TO-DAi FOR
FULL PARTICULARS

Address—Agency Dept..

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

Head Office:

77, Cheapside, London, E.C.2.
Telepliow: City 9831 and 9832.

telegrams' " Atttoinsure, Cent. London*'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

4h.p. Triumph, model H.; £105; immediate
livery.—Shepherd, Enfield Highway. Te !

Waltham Cross 31, [0E

TRIUMPH Combination, 3-speed, splendid conditi<

£38; take Lightweight part,—57, Kenbury i

Camberwell, London. [9*

1 Q20 4h.p. Trinmph, equipped, licensed, spee
-L *y meter, excellent condition ; 80 gns.—Edwar
101, Gt. Portland St. [96

£29.—T.T. Triumph (believed 1914), Philips,
decompressor, ail accessories, extremely fast.—'

Minet Av., Harlesften. [92

F.O.C.H. for Triumphs; latest models in stock. A
1921 solo and 1918 combination.—5, Heath £

Hampstead (near Tube). f92

1 021(late) Triumph-Henderson, little used, excell<
1-*J condition, hood, cameo, accessories.—Chill
House, Sudbury, Suffolk. [62

1 Q19 Triumph, Lucas lamps, etc., excellent cc
-L*/ dition. fast, anv trial: 55 gns.—SpearmB

[93

dition, fast, any trial

Parks, Crediton, Devon.

TRIUMPH, 1913, 3-speed and clutch, lamps, hoi

tools, tax paid, splendid condition; £33.—3E

King St., Hammersmith. [96

pry GNS.-3'/2h.p. Triumph, Mabon clutch, siai& i speed, splendid running order, all on.—1;

Earlsbrook Hd., Redhill. [97

TRIUMPH 1921, Model Mf, fully equipped, licens

1922, every detail in the pink; £90.—Buntini
Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [97

TRIUMPH, 1918, 3-speed, clutch, kick start, ful

equipped, tax paid; genuine bargain, £56.—
Bishops Mansions, Fulham. [91;

TRIUMPH, late 1920, direct belt drive, very fa

ep»endid condition; £55; after 5.30.—Millar,
Penwortham Rd., Streathara.

"J Q20 T.T. Triumph, hardly used, perfect conditio

A- is best equipment; low price quick sale.—Ben tie

Park Rd,. Shenneld, Essex.

TRIUMPH, 1916, 4h.p., 3-speed, kiek start, chai

cum-belt drive, all lanrps; £65.—Maude's, 10

Great Portland St., London. [11:

£19.—1911 Triumph, clutch, K.S., tax, new tyr<

tax another sports, very posh; £29.—Ewei

Vewton Rd., Burton-on-Trent.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-

4h.p. Triumph, Model H, and Sidecar, 1918, t»

paid, fully equipped; £77/10. [12!

(COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, latest, gear-chang

> fullv equipped; 49 gns.; would exch.ange.-28.

>outh Lambeth Rd., Stockwell. 1122

"I Q19 Triumph Model H, countershaft, origin!

1«7 enamel and plate, splendid condition; £68/10..

365, King St., Hammersmith. [970

TRIUMPH 3y2h.p., good condition; must sell; r.

liable; appointment; £25—C.L.F., "Drayton,

Bramber Rd., North Finchley. [913

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 1917, 3-speed countershaft, ne

lamp set, fast and in perfect order; £49/10-

261, Mitcham Lane, Streatham.

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, December, 191!

just overhauled, bargain, all on. tax, etc.; £95.-

Savin, 74, Baring Rd., Lee, S.E. [892

£451—4h.p. 3-speed countershaft Triumph, splei

did condition; another, reconditioned, £5P-—^
Canning Crescent, Wood Green. [908

TRIUMPH 1922, model SD, new, in stock; £115.-

Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, CamomiJ

St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [007

TRIUMPH, all models, immediate delivery; «
changes or deferred payment.—Edwards, 5C

Harrington Rd., South Kensington.

TRIUMPH 4h.p., late 1919, excellent _ condition

Whitley sidecar, licence paid, £75; or would sei

solo, £65.—Corwen Motor Co., Corwen.. [961

1 Q21 (delivered April) 4h.p. Triumph Solo, at

13chain, T.T., accessories; £100 or nearest.—Hoi

wood, 12, Park Place, Eltham, S.E. (P) [984

1 O20 Triumph, 3 speeds, countershaft, clutch, kic

J- *J start, in beautiful condition ; exchange, or se

79 gns.—53, Swaffield Rd., Wandsworth. [801

"IQ20 Triumph, condition perfect, practically bran

-LU new, with sidecar, lamps, etc.; £75, qiuc

sale.—Henderson, Fairholm, Fairwarp, Sussex. [888

1Q20 Triumph, countershaft, Lucas iamps, licensee

i-U date, condition guaranteed; £67/10—37, Car

terbury Rd., Ball's Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l. [125

4h p T.T. Triumph, 1917, clutch, kick start, i

speed, countershaft, tax paid December, lamp.'

etc.; £58.-230. Underbill Rd„ Dulwich, S.E. [921

IN Stock.—1922 4h.p. Triumph, chain and belt drivi

3-speed, clutch and kick starter; £105.—D. an

S. Autocar Co., 33, The Parade, Golders Green. 1988

-\ O20 Triumph Combination, fully equipped an

III exceptionaliv good condition; 73 gns.—Lonf

man Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing Tele. : 689. [130•••iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiif
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date ol the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH 4h.p., clutch model, pedal start, free en-
i gine; exchange for higher power or sell £30.

—

"Vmg, 46, Eastern Rd., Kemp Town, Brighton. [9059

(1EFF1ELD Agent for Triumphs; all models in

K stock for immediate delivery.—J. A. Stacey,
Tnimph Service Depot, 12, Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield.

[0812
119 Triumph Sporting Combination, re-enamelled,
1J painted, engine guaranteed, any inspection; £85.
-Urangways Dixon, Middlesex Hospital, Oxford St.

[9416

J58.—1916 4h.p. 3-speed Triumph countershaft coach-
d built Combination, splendid condition, fully

riiipped—Pride, 156, Stockwell Rd., Brixton, S.W.9.
[9799

j.p. 1914 Triumph and Henderson Lightweight
1 sidecar, Sturmev 3-speed and F.E., good Condi
ti; £40.-20, Forest St., Latchford, Warrington

[9745
TRIUMPH centre frame forks, £5; variable pulley

,
gear, new, £2; Clyno body, £4/10; electric set,

B 11 gas., £5.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, Lon-
[9455

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, just overhauled, 3-speed,
'* K.S., guaranteed perfect ; any trial ; accept S42
f< quick sale.—T., 49, Heaton Rd., Peckham, Lon-
(.. [9384

f RIUMPH Junior, practically new, mudshields, foot-
boards, horn, any examination, tyres unpunc-

f,ed; £46.—Plumridge, 6, Station Rise, Marlow,
] :ks. - [9443

''IIS (late) Triumph, fast, reliable, splendid ap-

Y pearance, fully equipped, Bonniksen, licensed,

onerous spares; offers near £60.—33, Deodar Rd.,
Ijfcney. [9238

319 Triumph Combination, lamps, tools,
.
wind-

screen, legshields, tax paid, as new; £85, bar-

i
n.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme, Man-

Ister. [9621

IRIUMPH, new 1921 Model S.D., all chain, and
Gloria sidecar, spring wheel, screen, Lucas lamps

el horn, nice outfit; £108.-365, King St., Ham-
(smith. [9701

20 Triumph Combination, electric lighting,

speedometer, re-enamelled, new tyres, belt,

C-in, spares, tax paid; £80.-23, Tivoli Rd., Crouch
li, N.8. [9604

ljRIUMPH 3V2h.p., variable gear, free engine, Bosch
"i magneto, new tyres, any trial; 19 gns. ; sidecar,

J_28, Woodford Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone: Mary-
Id 2598. [9512

"!aTE Countershaft Triumph Combination, tax
- paid, insurance, speedometer; £85.—Junction
('rage, Highstone, Leytonstone, E.ll. 'Phone, Wao-
lid 403. [1286

TRIUMPH Coachbuilt Combination, clutch model,

I
splendid condition, ready to go anywhere; £30.—

Tm, 260, Balham High Rd., Balham. 'Phone: Latch-
Ire 4714. [9261

- Q13 Triumph, kick start, free engine, Tan-Sad,
Klaxon, lamps and tools, good condition, must

W

11; £30, or offer.—C. A. Blay, 192, Heath Rd
ickenham. [1089

Jap. Triumph Combination, countershaft, Easting
-: windscreen, lamps, etc., splendid condition; £70.
Eton, 260, Balham High Rd., Balham. 'Phone:
'.xhmei-e 4714. [9262

IRIUMPH 4h.p., renovated 1920 by Triumph Co.,

i absolutely unscratched, licensed for year; 75
ii.; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 101, Gt.
'.rtland St., W. [9670

J ICARDO, Triumph 4h.p. o.h.v. Racing Model, T.T.
> bars, for ,immediate delivery, in stock; also other
iiumph models, immediately.—Meeten Motors, Dork-
\. 'Phone, 163. [7962

[112 Triumph, guaranteed mechanically perfect,
'& tyres as new, lamps, etc., any trial; £23 —

Richardson, 2, Kelton Villas, Hawkes Rd.,
igston-on-Thames. [9597

IRIUMPH Junior 1921, equipped with Lucas acces-

j
sories, fine condition, £46; also a similar machine,

Ir and unused, £57.—Eagles and Co., 275, High
g, Acton, London. [1078

,26.-1912, 3-speed, clutch, ^Triumph, lamps, cylin-

•J der just reground and new piston, good, re-

l
i )le machine.—Hay ter, Hope Cottage, Grange Rd.,

i ughton, Guildford. £9174

lOUNTERSHAFT Triumph renovated 1922, splen-

did condition mechanically ; £50. Several in
Id running order, £45.—26, Tulse Hill, Brixton.
f;one: Brixton 1292. [1199

"'[120 Triumph (September), speedometer, Lucas
p lamp set, special copper exhaust pipe, new
ties, tubes, perfect condition throughout, any trial

;

;p.-E. Pledger, Ely. [7478

"[120 4h.p. countershaft Triumph, de Luxe fittings,
•!* new condition, been stored, owner bought car,

C. F. Attneave, West-
[8932

"|119 Triumph, pillion and light sidecar, quickly7 detachable, will go through 28in. doorway,
und and reliable, tax paid; £75.~Swain, 73, West
E;i Rd., Harlesden, N.W. [9171

test; seen by appointment.-
f;d, Nether St.. Finchley.

You can't do better than get a
machine from the Burlington—because
each machine is carefully tuned and
tested for good hard work and constant

service.

BURLINGTON DOUGLAS
2f h.p.

Practically rebuilt throughout with
new parts.

Prices.

2i h.p. 2 speed - - 55 Gns.
4 h.p. 3 speed and k/s - - 75 Gns.
4 h.p. comb, with new

Burlington s/c - - 93 Gns.
Fully equipped and fully guaranteed

for three months.
Write for our generous Easy

Payment Terms.

SUn "Vitesse
"The two-stroke that is different."

Vitesse 2-stroke engine, Sturmey-
Archer 2-spd. gear, c. and k/s.

Price 55 Gns.

We are special distributing agents for
Sun Motor Cycles, and shall be pleased

to forward you particulars of the above

and other models.

Cash or Deferred Payments.
List of new and secondhand machines

in stock on application.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCJLE CO,, LTD.,
7, South Side.CLAPHAMCOMMON,S.W .4

Phone : Brixton 2417. Wires : Burlington Motors, Ciapham

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumdh.

^TRIUMPH 4h.p. 1922 Model, all-chain drive, mile-J- age 200, Lucas horn, knee grips, taxed June,
oioi

exhaust; bargain, £90, no offers; Sussex.—Box
9791, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9809
TUNIOR Triumph, Bonniksen speedometer, Miller

j,
bead

.
ll fiht >

Lucas cyclorn, excellent running order
and good appearance; £35 lowest.—Edward Turner,
14, Great Smith St., S.W.I. [9817
fpRIUMPH Combination, 1918, 3-speed, clutch,
J- tax paid, hood, large locker, Easting, all acces-
sories, perfect condition; £75; call after 6.— 2, Temple
Rd., Selwyn Estate, Richmond. [9133

*T1RIUMPH!—Complete range of 1922 mod;Is In
J- stock for immediate delivery. Cash and ex.
changes. Easy payments, 4 per cent, extra.—P. J.
Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. (£274

£47/10.—Triumph 1914, 3 speeds, in exceptional
condition, with sporting coachbuilt sidecar, new

front tyre, horn, lamps, speedometer, etc.—Delancey
Street Garage, Camden Town, N.W.I. [996cJ

£78, a Bargain.—Triumph Combination, 1919,
<** speedometer, horn, lamps, mirror, leg shields,
knee grips, Easting screen, luggage carrier, tyres
good.—Box 9763, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9315

1Q21 Triumph 4h.p. all chain Combination, Mont-Ai/ gomery sports aluminium-fronted sidecar, alu-
minium discs, perfectly equipped, tax paid, exception-
ally fast, exceptionally smart; £110.—Below.
"|021 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, lamps, tax paid,
i- t' exceptionally fine condition, Triumph foot-
boards; £85.—Below.

1Q21 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, all on, fitted
-*- «' with brand new Coupette sidecar, exceptionally
line combination; £115.—Below.
"1Q18 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, renovated as new,
*-*' new tyres, etc., tax paid; £60.—Below.
"I CI 1.8 Triumph 4h.p. Combination, tax paid, as new
-1«J throughout, fine outfit; £67/10.—Below.
"I Q20 Triumph 4h.p., lamps, tools, just overhauled,
J-v very fine condition, t&x paid; £70.—Below.

1Q18 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, excellent con-
J-*7 dition; £58/10.—Below.
"I Q21 Triumph Baby 2 J4h.p., 2 speeds, absolutely
A** as brand new, insurance; £45; all the above
machines are not rubbish and fully guaranteed.—
Goad, Engineer, Norman Lodge, 122, Makla Vale.
'Phone: Hampstead 1553. [9875

TRIUMPH 3y2h.p., all on, Philipson, Binks, .new
belt, good tyres, extra large tank, plating and

enamel as new, very fast, tax paid; "40 gns.—Coote,
92, Canterbury Rd., West Kilburn, N.W.6. [9176

"I Q16 Triumph Combination, large coachbuilt side-
J-*/ car, bulbous back screen, etc., all accessories,
splendid mechanical condition, tax paid; £59.—26,
Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton 1292. [1197

TRIUMPH December 1918, Henderson sidecar, lug-
gage grid, Tan-Sad, new Sin. mudguards, just

stove enamelled, accumulator lighting, as new ; £78

;

exchange 2-seater.—400, High St., Lewisham. [9438

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p. Combination, windscreen and
hood, 3-speed, kick start, splendid condition,

good tyres and spares, tax paid; nearest offer £45.-^—

Hoare, Fire Station, Gt. Scotland Yard, S.W.I. [9365

1 Q20 Countershaft Triumph, Canoelet sport-
JL *J ing sidecar with luggage grid, lamps, speedo-
meter, Cowev horn, full insurance, mileage 2,600;
£95.-78, Ruskin Avenue, Manor Park, E.12. [9906

1 Q 19 Triumph, renovated 1921, aluminium swan
J-tl sporting sidecar, splendid condition, enamelling
paint unscratched, accessories, guarantee, must sell,

best offer; £95.—Allerton, 60 Eaton Rise, Ealing.
[9415

TRIUMPH, T.T., 1913, coach sidecar, countershaft

gear, clutch, kick start, lamps, Cowey horn,

powerful, perfect, had little use; £40; take Douglas

nart.—91, Carpenter Gardens, Winchmore Hill, N.v
. [9089

£35,_3i/,h.p. Triumph Combination 1913, 3-speeds

clutch, exceptionally good condition, both mech-
ancally and in appearance, lamps, speedometer, horn,

tools.—Langford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, N.W. 2.

[9530

TRIUMPH and Sidecar, late 1919, most completely

equipped. Easting, tool kit, spare tyres, chain,

belt, plug, licence paid ; £75.—Collett, 1, Railway
Buildings Opposite Norwood Junction Station, S.E.25.

[9448
I Q 21 Triumph-Gloria, July, smartest outfit run-

JLt/ ning, magnificently equipped, hood, speedo-

meter, Tarn-Sad, etc., guaranteed as new, owner
abroad- £120, near offer.—79, Bedford Hill, Balham.

[1223

-| O20 Triumph 4h.p. Combination, delivered Novem-
J- tf ber, Gloria type sidecar, mechanically perfect,

indistinguishable from new, lamps, horn, etc., tax

paid, must sell; sacrifice, £88.—T. C. M., 20, Oxford
Mews, Titchborne St., Edgware Rd., London, W.2.

[9752
20 4h.p. Triumph and Sidecar, 3-speed, clutch

and kick starter, chain and belt drive, all

lamps horn, perfect order and contHtion ;
r

D. and S. Autocar Co., 33, The Parade,

Green.

19 2

£85.-
Golders
[9885

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at. the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners ale. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

BARKER'S Motors can supply all Triumph 1922
models at list prices and give an insurance policy

against mechanical breakdown ior 12 months tree.

Cash deterred, or exchanges— 194, Balham High Rd.,

S.W. 12. -C7087

£37.—Triumph 3'Ah.p., 3-speed hub, gear, clutch, in

excellent condition, ideal mount tor Easter, tax
paid 1922; any trial or examination; supplied easy

terms it desired.—The Welwyn Atlto Service Co., Wel-
wyn, Herts. [9030

TRIUMPH 4h.p. countershaft, new lamps, mechani-
cal horn, and long exhaust pipe, tools complete,

driving suit, condition excellent, licensed, insured till

June, many spare parts; £53.—153, Strathyre Avenue,
Norbury, S.W. I9074

TRIUMPH - GLORIA Combination, 1920, disc

wheels, electric lights, spares, oversize piston,

tax paid insured, guaranteed perfect; any trial 4 up;

£100.—Jack -Wheeldon, " Hillside," Princes St.,

Leamington. [9235

"I O GNS.—Tax paid, all on, 3V-h.p. Sporting
it/ Triumph, dropped frame, late forks, Bosch, B.

and B., good order and tyres, reasonable trial, in-

spection invited, cash wanted.—Stapleton, Meadfield,

Langley, Bucks. [9423

4h.p. Triumph, Model H, 3 speeds, kick starter

and clutch, £85; also a 4h,p. W.D. 1918
countershaft, 3-speed model, £65; and 4h.p. Triumph
and sidecar, 3 speeds, 1914, £47/10—Wauchope'e, 9,

Shoe Lane, London. [7870

1 Q21 Triumph Combination, 4h.p., Canoelet sports
It/ sidecar, absolutely new condition, bought April,

1921, not used since October, selling owing death of

owner; inspection by appointment; £100.—The Execu-
tor, "Penrhyn," Enfield. [9002

1 Q21 chain-drive Triumph and Gloria Sidecar, in

XtJ perfect condition; £120, all on; very little tfSed

owing absence abroad; to he seen Manchester, and
telephone, Central 2236.—Clegg, Woodlands Bank,
Stockport Rd., Altrincham. [1044

TRIUMPH Combination, late model, fully equipped,

hood, tcreen, grid, child's seat, Tan-Sad, speedo-

meter, mirror, etc., tax paid, numerous" spares splendid

condition and appearance, inspection by appointment;

£120.—Young, 48a, Emmanuel fid.. Balham. [8915

TRIUMPH 1914 3-speed and Sidecar, £42/10; also

1920 Model H, nicely equipped. £79/10; also

1922 Type H, HC, SD, and SDC, all actually in

stock; terms Vt down and 12 payments.—Lamb's,
Ltd., 151, High St., Walthamstow; 387, Euston Rd.,

N.W.I; 50, High Rd., Wood Green, N.22. [1108

1(117 Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed, countershaft. Model H,
-I-*/ equipped with Smith's Trip speedometer, Tan-
Sad, mechanical horn, copper exhaust extension, P.

and H. lamps, (£3) tax paid until December, a real

pleasure to ride, mechanical condition perfect; £58.—
Clarke, 20, Oxford Mews, Southwick St., .London,

W.2. [9 753

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p., 3-speed hub, gear, coachbuilt
sidecar, Tan-Sad, Watford, perfect condition; £58,

or near offer (stored 3V, years) ; exchange for 7-9h.p.

Harley, Reading, Standard, or Indian. 1920, cash ad-

justment; tax paid December, 1922; Saturday, Sunday,
or by appointment.—7, Ravenscourt Gardens, Hammer-
smith, W.6. [8997

Syart Parts

:

TRIUMPH Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [7545

LONGMAN BROS., 17, Bond St., Ealing.—OnVia'
agents Triumph spares. [5709

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge, the Triumph experts.—Complete illus-

trated list post free. [4953

TRIUMPH Service Agents, Cambridgeshire.—Com-
plete stock of spares.—King and Harper, Cam-

bridge. 'Phone: 853. [8484

COMPLETE stock Triumph and Sturmey-Archer
spares, no waiting.—Ward's, 51, Upper Rich-

mond Rd., Putney. 'Phone: Putney 2754. [1247

TRIUMPH Spare Parts.—Immediate delivery of

genuine Triumph spares. Authorised Triumph
service agents.—J. E. Lawes, Ltd., The Triangle,

Aldershot. [7669

LIGHT Car and Motor Engineering Co., Ltd.—All
Triumph spares in stock.—26, Tulse Hill, Brix-

ton 'Phone: Brixton 1292. (% minute from Brix-

ton Skating Rink.) [1200

TRIUMPH Agents since 1906.—All Triumph Spares

at new reduced prices from stock; principal Bir-

mingham agents and service depot.—Premier Motor
Co.. Aston Rd.. Birmingham. [0798

TRIUMPH Spare Parts for all models; also

Sturmey-Archer gear parts from stock, post free;

gear overhauls by specialist.—lones Garage, Triumph
Agents, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. [0809

rj^RIUMPH Parts. 1904-21. every part in stock, new
JL or Second-hand- Why not second-hand in place

of new till prices drop? Half the price, satisfaction

guaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph
repairs and renovations a speciality

l
under personal

supervision of our proprietor, late with Triumph and
Premier cycle companies Cylinder regrinding on
latest machinery.— Forfield Motors, Forfield Place.
Leamington Spa. [7361

We have in stock the following

machines, undoubtedly the pick of

the world's best. Cash, Exchange, or

Easy Payments.

A.J.S. 2f . Price £85.

A.J.S. 2| COMBINATION. £110.

RALEIGH 2[. £68.

TRIUMPH 2-STROKE. £65.

TRIUMPH TYPE H. £105.

TRIUMPH ALL CHAIN. £115.

TRIUMPH ALL CHAIN COM-
BINATION. £155.

HUMBER 41 h.p. £110.

HUMBER 4-V SPORTS. £100.

ROVER 4 h.p. SPORTS. £110.

ROVER 4 h.p. COMBN. £135.

ROVER 5 6 COMBN. £155.

ROVER LIGHT CAR. £220.

A few shop-soiled and second-hand machines

at prices that you will buy at. SEND
FOR LIST.

Our patent Footboards for Junior and 4 h.p.

TRIUMPHS, £1:9:6 pair. Carriage

Is. 64. extra.

No alterations required, can be fitted in a

few minutes.

Leg Guards easily fitted to any Motor Cycle.

Patent pressed steel £1 : 17 : 6. Carriage

Is. 6d. extra.

Send for list of Footboards and Leg Guards

W. Brandish & Sons
Works and Showrooms

:

Foleshill Road & Queen Mary's Road,

COVENTRY.
'PX'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

Spar* Parts:

SEND to the Rhosha Motor Garage, South
Romford, for Triumph and .Sturmey-Ar<

spares and repairs. No disappointing delays;
part in stock. Repairs by skilled mechanics o
We are official service agents. [7

Unibus.
BRAND new 1922 Unibus, 2 speeds, clutch, hai

start, Villiers engine, C.A.V. magneto, spl

Walbro Motor C
[i

gine,
rame, list £49; take £30 cash,
Co., Saffron Walden. 'Phone : 45

Velocette.

TJREMIER Motor Co. tor 1922 Velocettes.

IMMEDIATE delivery of Model E.2, 2-speed, £
E.2, 3-speed, £72/10; all with clutch and 1

starter ; easy payments, 4 per cent, extra, carri
paid to any address.—Premier Motor Co., Aston 1

Birmingham. rj

VELOCETTE, new 1922 2-speed in stock; one s

soiled, £59.—Moss, Wem. [1

i?23.—Velocette 2>4h.p., 2 speeds, all-chain, ac* sories, splendid order.—63, Solon Rd., Brixtc

F9VELOCETTE 1921, only ridden 500 miles; ow
going abroad; seen by appointment; £50.-1

161, Brigstock Rd., Thornton Heath. [9;

VELOCETTE, 1919, 2"y4 h.p., lady's model. 2%
all chain drive, touring bars, good order; £41

Maude's, 100, Great Portland St., London, [1

Verus.
-| Q20 Verus, 2-stroke, perfect order, licensed, lam
-•-«/ £27/10.-19, Saxon St., Wrexham, [9

VERUS 1920 2'ih.p., single -speed, good conditi
£34.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., London

"I Q20 Verus 2';/,h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, kick st;A" tax paid; £35, bargain.— Goad, 122, JIa
Vale. 'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [9.

VERUS-BLACKBURNE 2~'ih.p. Sports, S.A. 3-sp
clutch and kick-starter, 50 m.p.h., insured; i

or offer.—300, South Lambeth Rd., S.W. [9.

4h.p. Verus-Blackburne, 1920, 3-speed, clutch, K
mileage 500, tax paid, fully equipped; £6!

Blyth, c/o Goodraayes Motor and Cycle Co., (-(!

mayes. [9!

VERUS-BLACKBURNE 1920 (September) 2%h
2-speed, K.S., clutch, electric lights and ho

discs, and speedometer; £55.-19, Well Hall Para
Eltham, S.E.9 [9]

Villiers.

(T) Q GNS., 1917 2 r;jh.p. Villiers, 2.s])eed, couni
'""'CJ shaft, discs, taxed, trial.— 25, General SI., Bla
pool. [9;

VILLIERS 2-speed, privately owned, just the mach
for the holidays, tax paid to Deccmher; ride aw.;

£44; after 6.—12, Birchington Rd., Kilburn. [9C

Werner.
WERNER 4h.p., splendid condition; £22; ti

push cycle part.—57, Kenbury St., Came
well, London. [94

Wolf.

WOLF-VILLIERS, Albion 2-speed, perfectly new, 1

shop-soiled, 1920 model; £37/10, genuine b
gain.—Nelson's, Rhyl. [92

20 Wolf-Villiers, 2-speed, extra large petrol tat19 2

lights, licence paid, very fast; first cheque £27 secu

this bargain, carriage paid.—Mullock, The Crof

Frees, Salop. [82

Williamson.
8 h.p. Williamson Combination, equipped, tools, a

spares; a lovely machine and genuine; barga

£65; exchange considered.—120, Fielding Rd., Cb

wick. [11

Wooler
Qilh.p. 1920 Wooler, 2-speed; £37/10.—Wauchope
<V4 9, Shoe Lane, London. [78

WOOLER, 23
;;li.p., spring frame, as new; 45 gas

9, Woolwich Rd., Belvedere, Kent. [99

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.

2%h.p. Wooler, 1920, variable gear, tax pai

£37/10. [I2

1 Q20 Wooler 2%h.p., overhauled, splendid conditio

-LtF licence paid; £38, or nearest otter.—Lye

Gresford, Dorchester. [89

21 2r-ih.p. Wooler, as new, accessories, 1'.

mrp.g., variable gear, flat twin; £48, °l<er

exchange.—174, Avenue Rd., Acton.

OOLER 1921 2%h.p., 9 speeds, clutch, almc

19 2

W c

any test! £44.-371, Earlsrield Ri
tyres, tax paid
London, S.W.

xx.
electric light, tax paid; £90

1, Brookhill Rd., WoolwichX.L., late 1921,
offer.-

- [98

136 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Vale.

r]3h.p.. Yale, splendid condition, new tyres; £55.
Lighter machine taken in part exchange.—Attfield,

5|Lewisham Rd., Greenwich* S.E.

Zenith.
LLAN" GRUZELIER, Zenith Specialist.

' ARGAINS tor Easter.

Bradshaw.22 chain-drive
£112.

[9038

demonstration model

;

)

'"1)22 Gradua gear model, shop-soiled; £95.

"
1 21 Gradua gear model, shop-soiled; 85 gns.

)21 5h.p. Sports, brand new, £75; 8h.p. counter-
shaft model, new. £110.

EVERYTHING for the Zenith rider, spares, over-
i hauls, tuning and advice.

HIAAN GRUZELIER, Ulster Chambers, 168,
4 Regent St. Regent 205. Showroom and Work-
sips, Knight and vVheatley's Garage, 4, The Pave-
Hit, Coulsdon. L1205
1R0MLEY, Kent—Zenith Agents, J. L. Love and
•^ Co. [1325

dfREWSBURY Agent for Zenith; exchanges.—J. C.
W Pickering. [9585

JeNITII 5h.p. Sports, taxed, all on; £46, exchange.
—49, Well St., Hackney. [9606

lendid machine, very
td., Chiswick. [1183

TlNITH 6h.p., discs, fast, special oiling to front
* cylinder; £45.—14, Phoenix St., Euston. [9383

118 Zenith 6h.p. Combination, perfect condition;
' £75, offers.—Fellows, Crescent Rd., Darlastcn.

[0956

I

fjh.p. Zenith Combination, s

t
l

fast; £60.—120, Fielding

£38.—Kraggs, 6, Dordons Rd., Leagrave, Beds.
[9485

<3h.p. Zenith, aluminium discs, Tan-Sad, splendid
running order; £55.—Hammond, Hurstpierpoint,

P ex. [9159

gi.p. Zenith-Jap Sports, with sidecar, condition as

\ new; £55 lor quick sale.— 5, Lancaster Avenue,
l/chin. [9396

SENITH 8h.p. Sports Combination, V jet, C. shaft,

I K.S., Cowey, lamps- £65.-44, Thorpe Kd.,
ligston. [9730

riENITH, 1914, 3i/jh.p. J.A.P., Gradua gear, Amac
J carburetter; £35.—Maude's, 100 Great Portland
£ London. [1137

JEN1TH 4h.p. Sports Model, T.T. bars, good tyres,

A complete, splendid order; £25.-3, Lambton St.,

]inton, Eccles. [9436

;'i.p. 1920 Zenith Combination, all accessories; offers,

| or exchange furniture and cash.—Howe, Warren
:

; Lenham, Kent. [9425

1'ENITH-BRADSHAW 1921 3M>h.p„ shop-soiled,
' chain-cum-belt drive; £100.—Maudes', 100, Gt.
I Hand St., London. [1146

ENITH 1920 8h.p. Sports, Swan sidecar, speedo-
• meter, lamps ; £78.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7,

jiibition Rd., S.W.7. [7201

)14 3 l.£h.p. Zenith, Sports Model, very good con-
dition; £25.—28, Woodford Rd., Forest Gate.

' one: Maryland 2598.

t ..p.. Zenith, late 1920,

[9510

clutch, K.S., Watsonian
R34 sidecar, insurance ; £90 ; tax paid.—Seen

1 High St., Hampstead. £9173

", O.C.H. for Zeniths; latest models in stock. Also
- 1920 8h.p. countershaft combination.—5, Heath
S Hampstead (near Tube). [9276

(ATE Sports Zenith, 6h.p., special sidecar, perfect

i condition, fullv equipped; £65, nearest offer.—
}|l, Hale End Rd., Woodford Green. [9479

'ENITH 5h.p. Sports, late 1920, as new, low genera-

| tor, speedometer, etc.; £70, offers, exchange single.

-Aldred, 58, Church St., Warrington. [9046

,l~ GNS'.—Magnificent 6h.p. Zenith Combination.
IJ hood windscreen, lamps, horn, Tan-Sad, full

fci —Smith, Claremont Garage, Blackpool. [9935

ijENITH, 1919, 6h.p. Sports, excellent order, with
il sidecar; £75, or exchange countershaft, tax
ijl.—Sheppard, 108 1

, The Crescent, Slough. [1064

iENITH, Special sidecar, Ace discs, speedometer,
i electrics, Flexi, not ridden 1,000, trial; £110;
(lb £220.-83, Queen's Rd., Richmond, Surrey. .[1071

) 15-16 4h.p. Twin Zenith, J.A.P. engine, counter-
shaft, kick starter, condition good, all acces-

ses; £50.—Blake, 216, Westbourne Grove, W. [8078

I'ENITH-GRADTJA 4h.p. 191G, engine just over-

| hauled thoroughly, tax paid 1922, lamps, horn;
ij), or offer.—20, Oakwood Avenue, Beckenham

[9340
ZENITH 6h.p. Sports, electric lighting speedometer,
A gocd order throughout; £45; exchange light-
vghfc and cash. -Price, Police Station, Wallingford.

[9996

The

Effra Motor Works
LIMITED.

DOUGLAS
Motor Cycles &

Spares
Having purchased the entire stock of
Douglas Motor Cycles, and Spares
from Messrs. Crabtree & Son, Ltd.,
of Wisbech, we are in a position to
re-sell at most attractive prices.

These machines are entirely re-built
and finished as new. Over 75°/o of
brand new parts on every machine
and fully guaranteed for 3 months.

(East/ "Payments arranged)

Cash Prices.

(Trade Supplied)

2J-h.p. two - speed, fully

equipped ...

4-h.p. three-speed, kick start

and clutch, fully equipped

£47-10-0

£68-0-0
4-h.p. ditto and sidecar, with new body finished i

"DOUGLAS" Saxe Blue,

and fully equipped as above £85-0-0
CARRIAGE EXTRA IN EACH CASE

2% Douglas Frames, £4 10s.; Carriers, 15/-; Foot-
brake Mounting, 7/6 ; Forks, 25/- ; Springs, 2/-

;

Head Clips, 5/- ; Fork Spindles, 1/6 ; Shackles, 1/6 ;

Handle Bars, 15/-; Pistons, 7/6; Bushes, 2/-;
Small, 1/6 ; Gudgeons, 1/- ; Rings, 1/3 ; Tappet?,
2/-; Guides, 1/6; Con Rods, 15/-; Valve Guides,
2/- ; Crankshafts, 32/6 ; Inlet Rockers, 3/3 ; Exhaust,
3/9 ; Belt Rims, 10/- ; Wheel Spindles, 3/6 ; Tanks
(Maker's Colours), 45/-; Silencers, 12/6; Petrol
Filters, 2/9 ; Flywheel Sprockets, 3/- ; Front Brakes,
10/-; Non-return Valve, 1/9 ; Secondary Shafts, 15/-

;

Sprocket, 5'-
; Pulley, 5/- ; Petrol Pipes, 2/9 ; Valve

Caps, 3/9 ; Seat Pillar, 3/6 ;
Magneto Wheels, 5/-

;

Exhaust Handle, 3/6 ; Carb. Controls, 4/- ; Chain
Guards, 6/-; Chains, 5/- ; Rear Stands, 10/- ; Front,
4/- ; Engines (complete unit) overhauled and guar-
anteed, £15; Gear Boxes Complete, £5 (built from
over 50 per cent, of brand new parts). All miscel-
laneous engine and gear box parts, also the useful
small odds and ends.

4 h.p. Douglas Frames, £5 ; Carriers, 22/6 ; Fork
Blades, 40/- ; Tanks, 60/- (Maker's Colours) ; Pistons,

9/-; Rings, 1/6; Gudgeons, 1/- ; Con Rods, '18/6
;

Cylinders, 27/6; Guides, 2/-; Camshaft, 15/-;
Complete Exhaust Lifter, Cable Handle, etc., 12/6;
Magneto Wheels, 5/6 ; Brakes, front, 16/6 ; Rear,
Complete, 14/6; Clutch Face Plate, 12/-; Clutch
Worm, 7/6; Drawbolts, Complete, 2/6 ; Silencers,

10/-; Crankshafts, 60/-; Gear Box Halves, Clutch
Side, 15/- ; Head Lugs, 15/-, etc., etc. All the useful
replacements.
We have huge stocks of Motor Cycle Spares and should
be pleased to quote at most attractive prices.

Telephone

:

Brixton I I 1 5.

Telegrams

:

' EftYaniota, Clapcom., London.'

The Effra Motor Works
LIMITED,

59, 61 & 63, HIGH STREET,
CLAPHAM, S.W.4.

I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

£Jh.p. Zenith Combination, 2-seater sidecar, fully

A
equipped outfit for small family, good running

ord.r; £75, or nearest offer.—Baker, High St., Ealing
[9035

fjh.p Zenith, clutch model, new Middleton sidecar,« electric horn, speedometer, excellent condition-
private; £95, or offers.—Peaston, 1, Station Rd.,
Epsom. [9178
Kh.p. Zenith Sport, 1921, Model C, brand new, with" makers' guarantee, listed at £110; our price
76 gns.; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 101, Gt
Portland St. [9669
^ENITH 1921 5h.p. Sports* Models, new, guaran-ti teed, 76 guineas. All-chain Bradshaw models.
£119 from stock—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibi-
tion Rd., S.W.7. [1278
£46-1914-15 Zenilh-Gradua Coachbuilt Combina-* t10 '-. 4h P- JA.P., fully equipped, excellent con-
dition, 2 spare covers, etc-18, Marlborough Rd.
Ivent Rd., S.B.I.

"I 022 Zenith-Bradshaw, slightly used
,,, demonstrations, indistinguishable
full guarantee; sacrifice £95-"
New St., ~

90

Old
[9398

for a few
from new,

-. Frank Whitworth, 139,
Birmingham. [0711

1O20 8h.p. Zenith Combination, clutch model, good
7T

J,

ilorn and lamps, windscreen, etc., splendid condi-
tion, fast; must sell; £90.-Wyndham, 2, The Ter-
race, Wofcurn Sands Beds. [9043
^ENITH 1920 Sports 8h.p., R34 sidecar, electric
*^ lamps, gorgeous condition; £95; tyres perfect;
offers.—Nisbet, Easington, Castle Rd., Weybridge
Station : Walton-on-Thames. [9228
^ENITH-BRADSHAW 3y2h.p. 3-speed chain-drive^ Models in stock for immediate delivery; ex-
changes.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmith 80. [1032
1 Q21 5h.p. Zenith, sports model, brand new,
--«-' unused, with makers' guarantee; listed at £110
our price 76 gns.; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards
50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [9682

Bore Zenith, 1914, overhauled and m perfect
condition, guaranteed for 80 m.p.h.; offers, or

exchange.—W. J. C. Motor Exchange, 5, Addison
Avenue, Holland Park, W.ll. Park 2071. [1233
y'ENITH Sh.p., with sporty coachbuilt sidecar, Bosch

Lr
maSneto ' htmps, Amac, all &ccessories, the whole

outfit lately been re-enamelled and overhauled; £65.—
Write, W. S., c/o Daniels, High St., Wendover. [1163
^ENITIT 1920 8h.p. Combination, just re-painted and^ re-nickelled, electric lighting, excellent tool out-
fit, speedometer, mechanical horn, driving mirror very
low mileage; £105.—W., 20, Finchley Rd., N.W.8.

5 h.p. Twin Zenith, forward countershaft gears, kick
start, and clutch just overhauled, fast and power-

ful; £45, or would exchange for really good 2-jih.p.
2^speed kick start lightweight.—Brooks, Brynville, Mar-
tock, Som. [9067
BARKER'S Motors can supply 1922 Zeniths, all

models, at list prices, and give an insurance
policy against mechanical breakdown for 12 months
free. Cash, deferred or exchanges.— 194, Balham High
Rd., S.W.12. [7084

ZENITH 1917 6h.p. 1921, aluminium sidecar, Tan-
Sad, electric- acetylene lighting, excellent tool kit,

Lucas horn, tax and insurance paid, good tyres, very
fast outfit, in perfect order; £59.—Littlefield, 123,
Norwood Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [9177

ZENITH, late 1921, clutch combination, mileage
1,000, electric throughout, Easting, luggage grid,

special rear seat, speedometer, various gadgets, every
spare, guaranteed perfect, tax paid; £140; trial after
6 p.m.—252, St. Ann's Rd , Tottenham. [9219

1 Q21 Zenith Sports 5h.p., Canoelet K4 sidecar,
-i-t/ torpedo apron, windscreen, luggage grid, Fallo-
lite head light, dissolved acetylene, Klaxon, Bonnik-
sen, licensed, condition perfect, extremely smart;
£105. — Allen, . c/o Stuart Harrison's, Cheadle,
Cheshire.

349

ZENITH 90 Bore O H.V. Racing Twin Combina-
tion, special ball-bearing engine, racing Amac,

polished aluminium sidecar, 1,200 miles only, Bon-
niksen, lamps, 28x3 tyres, unscratched; personal
reason selling; £135; solo, £115.—Meeten Motors.
Dorking. [7963

c.c. Zenith, single, J.A.P., o.h.v., 1922, cylin-
der, Cox carburetter, Lucas lamps, Smith

speedometer, licensed, competition machine, fast and
perfect every-where; first reasonable offer accepted; ride
100 miles to purchaser.—Morden, 33, Broad St., Stam-
ford, Lines. [9392

ZENITH 1920 6-8h.p. sporting Combination, new
Lucas lamps, special racing sidecar, also spare

Mills-Fulford body ; condition perfect, all accessories

;

will appeal particularly to sporting riders; annual tax,
insurance paid ; £85.—Hudson, " Nairne," Southill
Avenue, South Harrow. [9165

SPECIAL Competition 7-9h.p. Zenith-Mag., 1921,
enlarged ports, aluminium pistons, racing Amac car-

buretter, special M-L. magneto, 700x88 mm. tyre;.

The whole machine is as new, any trial, 80 m.p.h..
Watford knee grips, exchange 1921 close ratio Norton;
sell £100.— " Windermere," London Rd., Twickenham.

[1074

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue a^7
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

Spare Farts :

ZENITH Spares. Immediate delivery .—Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [7222

LONGMAN BROS., 17, Bond St., Ealing.—Official

agents Zenith spares. [5706

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-

mingham, distributing agents for the Lady's Ivy,

daintiest of all ladies' machines; £62. complete. Send
for list. £0724

VELOCETTE 1922 Models, with clutch and kick
starter, for immediate delivery ; 2-speed, £68

;

3-epeed, £75; all black weatherproof finish, all-chain

drive, open frame, giving very low position ; the ideal

ladies' mount ; easy payments, 4 % extra ; illustrated

cataloeue free on request.—Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd. [1277

Miscellaneous.

7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, new chassis,

new carburetter, etc.; £105.—Below.

4)3h.p. Martin-Jap, 2-speed, kick starter and clutch;
/W4 £65.—Below.

O-alfc-P- New Imperial, 1919, 2-speed model, recently

<V4 overhauled; £40.—Below.

3Xh.p. Clyno, 2-stroke, 2-speed, and clutch, 1920;
4 £28.—Below.

33h.p. O.K. Junior, Jap engine; £35. 2;4h.p.

4 Douglas, 2-speed; £45.—Below.

ALL second-hand, and in perfect condition ; reason-

able trial or examination. Offers considered.

—

Edmondson's Garage, Ltd., 28, Main St., Keswick.
[9294

JONES Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10,

and Woodside Parade, North Finchley.

NOTICE.—We are open all day every Saturday, and
have all makes in stock. Write, call, or 'phone

Hornspy 2917 for big bargain list.

1 019-21 Ariel 3V>h.p. and sidecar; Messrs. F. E.
-L& Jones Competition Gold Medal machine, speci-

ally tuned; £80.

"I Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, demonstration
model, exactly as new; £90.

} Radco 2l/-h.p., 2-speed,
feet little 'bus; £32/10.

-| Q20 Radco 2l/oh.p., 2-speed, fully ' equipped, per-

i Q20 4h.p. Blackburne and Sidecar {Mills-Fulford),
Xtl Easting, licence paid and insurance, fully

equipped, precisely as new; £87/10.

i Q19 Triumph 4h.p. and luxurious sidecar, East-
XJ/ ing, and all equipment; a high class turn-out;

£85.

1 Q19 8h.p. New Imperial Combination, fully

J-*7 equipped, licensed; '£85 ; scarcely used; our
special bargain of the week.

ANY of the above can be had for one-quarter
down, balance in 6 or 12 payments; all guaran-

teed 3 months. Send for particulars.—Jones Garage,
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. Motor-'bus from High-
gate, or Finsbury Park. [1289

MOTOR Cycles bought, sold, or exchanged.^Rhind
and Co., Stone Place, Rnsholme, Manchester.

[9628
HALIFAX.—50 second-hand machines and com-

binations ; cash or exchange
; get list.—Halifax

Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax, [9893

J.A.P. 4h.p. racing, overhauled, re-bushed, splendid

condition, good tyres, new belt, economical; £24;
exchange lower power. " Frondeg," Sudbury Hill,

Harrow. [9209

ALLBER Garage, Thornsett Rd., Earlsfield, London,
S.W; (opposite Station, L.S.W. Railway).

'Phone : Latchmere 4388. Terms : no extra with
good deposit. Immediate delivery. No inquiries.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

ALLBER.—Clyno 1920, 2-stroke, 2 speeds, clutch,

all accessories; tax paid, in new condition; £40.

ALLBER.—Sun-Villiers, 1916, 2^h.p., all acces-

sories, good order; £21.

ALLBER.—Ixion-Villiers, 2Vjh.p., complete with
lamps, in running order; £24.

ALLBER.—Levis, 1916. 2 l/;jh.p., 2-speed, all acces-

sories, good order; £35.

ALLBER.—B.S.A., 1914, 3Vl-h.p., 2 speeds, all ac-

cessories, beautiful order; £32.

A LLBER.—1919 New' Imperial Combination, 8h.p.
-A- J. A.P., 3 speeds, clutch, kick, complete with all

accessories, in splendid order ; £80.

A LLBER.—Enfield, 1917, 3V2h.p. twin M.A.G. en-
A. gine, 2 speeds, all accessories, tax paid, in good
order; £38.

ALLBER,—A.E.L.-J.A.P., 1922, 2%h.p., 2 speed

-

- clutch, kick-starter, splendid machine, brand
new; bargain, £48. [1126

BARGAINS in Motor Cycles and Sidecars.—

A

limited number of 1920 and 1921 shop-soiled

models, all well-known makes ; best offer secures iu

each case. Send for list or call and inspect.—Mebes
and Mebes, 144, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone:
Langham 2230. [9144

STOP
at this and compare prices

and quality. Invitation to

inspect before purchasing.
AM Buildings carriage paid. No extras.

This Building is complete with (in. tongued and
grooved floor, |jn. match-boards or weather-
boards, 3in. framing, strong boarded roof, best
pluvex felt. Building treated with weather-
proof composition. Prices, complete and carriage

paid to any station in England and Wales.
8x 6 £8 16x10 £27
iox 8 £13 18x10 £33
I2X 8 £17 10 20x10 £37 10
14x10 £23 20x12 £40

OLYMPIA MODEL ASBESTOS BUILDING-

Specification in Our Catalogue.
I2X 8 £23 10 i8xzo £42 10
14X10 £32 15 20x12 £46 15
16x10 £37 15 —
Delivered with iron roof complete. Fire-proof

- and sound-proof.

Our unsolicited testimonials should create
confidence.

24, Emsworth Road, Shirley, Southampton.
Feb. 25, 1922.

Messrs. The South-Western Appliance Co.,

S.W. 6.

Dear Sirs, — The Delholme Motor House
arrived safely on Monday last, and I have
erected it to-day. I am very satisfied with it.

The workmanship and materials are excellent.

I thank you for dispatching so promptly ; too
promptly, in fact, as I had allowed a week for

possible delays on rail. Notwithstanding the
fact that it has been lying out in the heavy
rains for 5 days, I had no difficulty in erecting
it, the timber having apparently not swollen.

Many thanks.
Yours faithfully, W. R. WILLIAMS.

St. James's Palace, S.W. 1.

March 28.

Dear Sirs,—Lady Helena Gleichen will be
glad to receive the 16x15 Motor Cor House
as soon as possible.

it, Elm Terrace, Cockton Hill,

Bishop Auckland,
Match. 25, 1922.

Dear Sirs,—I beg to acknowledge receipt of

complete shed, which, since erected, has been
admired by many friends.

Thanking you for your prompt attention,

Yours faithfully, Mr. T. W. LUMLEY.

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE C?
High Street, Fulham, London, S.W.

Telephone : PUTNEY 2771.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Misce.ianeous.

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.-Great East
bargains. Ftue selection cheap motor cycle

easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Easter holiday easy terms; it
while you pay; now's your chance.

WANDSWORTH—Easy terms. Easy terms. Tl

only firm to give immediate delivery fir

deposit.

WANDSWORTH.—Gregoire 3y2h.p., magneto, gw
tyres, runs splendidly; only 19 gns. ; easy tern:

WANDSWORTH.—Condor 3y2h.p., tine sportil

type machine, enamelled red; 22 gns.; ea
terms.

WANDSWORTH—Triumph 3y2h.p., magneto, goi

tyres, drive away; only 23 gns,; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Motosacoche lightweight 2%ij
variable gear, runs splendidly; clear, 21, gn-

easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—E.N. 5-6h.p., 4 cylinders, Bosc
shaft drive, very fast; 26 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH — Matcn'ess-Jap 4-5h.p. twi

Bosch, ready drive awav; 25 gns.; easy terms

WANDSWORTH.—Tourist (sporting type) 3y2h.p.,
speed ge.tr box; 29 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.-Rover 3V2h.p., 'clutch model. Mi
starter, nice machine; 33 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH —Peugeot 3V2h.p., magneto, lc

built, runs well; cheap, 26 gns.; easy terms

WANDSWORTH—Levis, late model, looks lil

mew, runs beautifully; 35 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH—Headerson, clutch model, 8h:i

4 cylinders, lamps, drive away; 39 gns.; ea

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Scott twin, water-cooled, ma
neto, fine machine, very fast; 42 gns.; ea

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Indian T.T. type 7h.p., 2 speec

beautiful condition ; 49 gns ; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH—Humber, looks new conditio

3y2h.p., 2 speeds, lamps; 46 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH —E.N , most beautiful combin

tion, 5-6h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, lamps, speed

meter ; 59 gns. ; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH. — Wolf combination, 3yr4h.

J.A.P., 3 speeds, countershaft, lamps; 49 gm
easy terms.

WANDSWORTH —Indian late 7-9h.p. Powerpli

3 speeds spring frame; 59 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH—Bradbury combination, 4h]

Bosch, 2 speeds, lamps; 49 gns.; easy terms.

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph combination, 4h.p.,

speeds, clutch, lamps, speedometer; 59 gas

easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Rex combination, 6h.p. twi

Bosch, 2 speeds lamps; 49 gns ; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—B.S.A. combination, 4h.p.,

speeds, kick, lamps; clear, 45 gns.; easy tern

WANDSWORTH—1918 P. and M. 3l!,h.p.,

speeds, kick, nice machine; 49 gns.; easy tern:

WANDSWORTH. — F.N , magnificent machin

5-6h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, lamps, newly enamelle

plated; 58 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH —Triumph, latest, absolutely

new, 4h.p., 3-speeds, 89 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1921 Wooler. nearly new, twi

everything fitted; what otters? easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 almost new Scott coi

bination, unsorrtched, everything fitted; 85 gn!

easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1921 Douglas 2%h.p., 3 speei

everything fitted; 58 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1922 A.E.L., 2>ih.p. J.A.P.,

.speeds, kick, brand new; 55 gns.; easy terms

WANDSWORTH—1919 Triumph 4h.p„ 3 spee(

lamps, nice condition; 59 gns ; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH—F.N. 4V2h p., 4 cylinders,

speeds, shaft drive, wants attention; 17 gn:

terms.

w-'
Station). 'Phone :

r \NDSWORTH.—Exchanges—Wandsworth Moi

Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Toy

Latchmere 4686. [98

1rt20 2'/,h.p. Clyno, 2-speed, clutch, £40; 19

lil 3X,h.p. Rudge-Multi, £65; 1921 2¥4h.p. Doug!

2-speed, £60; 1921 3y,h.p. N U.T., 3-speed, Magdv

£80' 1915 6h.p. Clyno Combination spare wheel, t.

1920 7-9h.p. -Indian Combination, dynamo light;

windscreen, £100; 1920 4h.p. Norton Combinati

windscreen, £110. Above all tax paid, complete w

lamps, etc., thoroughly overhauled. Brand new Ml

Bradbury and Henderson Elite sidecar, ""dscre

£120 —J. Hebden and Sons, 71,- Scotland Rd., MeB

Lanes, Tel. : 91.

A38 All letters relating to advertisements should quote, the number at the end of each a

Motor Cycles advertised by' private owners are, when desired,

dvertisement, and the date of the issue

marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

ALE or Exchange, must clear, Abingdon King
Dick 5'i.h.p., Zenith 5-6h.p., Rex 5-6h p., Ariel

4jp„ Simms 2^h.p., B.S.A. Combination 3Voh.p.,
Bnir Combination i^h.p.—79a, Clapham Rd., SAV.9.

[9846
"JLACKPOOL Bargains.—1922 Hudges. 1922 Anels,
J 1922 O.K.s. 1922 New Imperials, 1922 Quadrants,
1:2 Royal Ruby's. Quick deliveries. Good price for
yir machine; exchange.—Booths' Motories, 294,
Afterloo Rd., Blackpool.

1LACKPOOL Bargains.—1919 New Imperial, 2
J speeds, kick starter; £45/10.—Booths' Motories.

1LACKPOOL Bargains.—1919 P. and M. Combina-
J tion; £49/10/6, 6h.p. Clyno Combination, de-
niable wheels, £69/10/6.—Booths' Motorics.

JLACKPOOL Bargains.—3^h.p. Minerva, £10/10/6.
. N.S.U. Lightweight, £13/10/6. 6h.p. Zenith
Cibination, £49/10/6. 6h.p. Rex Combination,
4 10 6.—Booths' Motories, 294, Waterloo Rd.,
pckpool.

"1 LACKPOOL Bargains.—1920 Matchless Combina-
J tion, detachable wheels, £120/10/6. A.J.S. and
S?car, £59/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

] LACKPOOL Bargains.—1917 Allon, 3-speed gear,
Jj clutch, kick starter, lamps, speedometer,
r. 10 6. 1920 Sun, 2 speeds, kick starter,

HJ/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—1920 Wooler, £49 '10'"
J 3&h.p. Humber, £20/10/6. P. and M.
Ji/10/6. Indian Combination, disc wheels,
fi'10/6. 6h.p. 3-speed Rudge, £35/10/6.—Booths'
lories.

"[LACKPOOL Bargains.—2-speed O.K., £24HP
J 1919 Douglas, £45/10/6. 1919 4h.p. Douglas
Clbination. £79/10/6. 4h.p. Douglas, £55/10/6.
10 Tamplin. £79/10/6. 1920 Morgan de Luxe,
s 'dometer, water-cooled magneto engine, £155/10/6.
S?ral others cheap. Push cycles taken in exchange.
5 or cycles purchased for cash.—Booths' Motories,
2, Waterloo Rd., Blackpool. [9317

JO.C.n. for second-hand cycles, combinations, and
runabouts at bargain prices. Exchanges arranged.

A new cycle, combination, or car supplied, cash or
d :red payments.—Fair Offer Car House. 5, Heath
S Ha mpstead (near Tube) . 'Phone' Hampstead
3 2. Hours : 9-7, including Saturdays. [9284

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
t-IRE Latest Models cycles and combinations, anv
-1. period.— Write terms. Fowler Brigden, 130.
Eton Rd. 107B5

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

l'DWARDS and Co.,

1'\T| , Gt. Portland St., \V are cash buyers of solos,
combinations, and Morgans. Highest prices

i. distance no object. Call, write, or 'phone: May-
4027. [0604

J of late models Sunbeam, Triumph, Douglas
AUDES" Motor Mart are purchasers for spot cash

~ mbeaiu, Triumph,
Maudes', 100, Gt.r>ton; also Morgans

S- London, W.l.

VE

Portland
[1128

J

CTUAL Buyers.

luEASE Offer Us your motor evele or combination
J We pay cash on sight.—Write, call, or 'phone
Weum 1337.—Percy and Co., 314, Eustou Rd. [0815

"HE

tWAYS Buy

ji'LOS, combinations, cycle cars. If in town, write,
^ 'phone, or call. If country, send to London
t'linus. We collect free and send best cash offer—
VT. Dunn, Ltd., 326. Eustou Rd., London. Museum
B]l. [0332

fitA COMBINATIONS and Solos, any make, guar-
VV/antee top prices given.—T. and B. Motor Co.,
L., 372, Euston Rd. Museum 6581. [5564

Swaton Rd.,
[9784

if price right.—32, High
[9722

Museum 6581.

IjiTE Model Solo or Combination.-
I Bow.

1'T. Norton
J St.

1)0 to £70 offered for late Combination.—Particu-
=* lars, 65, Norton Rd., Letchworth. 9777
yANTED, good Motor Cycle or Combination, cheap

lor cash.—8, High St., Wandsworth. [9863

. cash waiting
Reigate.

Motor Cycling
in

Car Comfort
The vibrationless and smooth gliding motion of
a motor cycle fitted with The Brampton Bi-
Flex Spring Fork is comparable to that of a
well-sprung Car.
You cannot appreciate how luxuriously com-
fortable motor-cycling can be made until you
have ridden a machine fitted with the Brampton
Bi-Flex. The exclusive dual action of The
Brampton Bi-Flex Spring Fork, in conjunction
with the successful combination and arrange-
ment of coil springs—acting in compression—is
instantly reponsive to, and completely absorbs
within itself, all vibration and road shocks from
every angle at which resistance is encountered,
rendering the rider immune from discomforts
which are otherwise impossible to entirely
eliminate. Choose a motor cycle fitted with
The Brampton Bi-Flex Spring Fork or let us
send you a measurement form and descriptive
Booklet illustrating models for" machines from
2j h.p. upwards.

RAMPTON
Bi-Flex

SPRING FORK.

BRAMPTON BROS. LTD.
Oliver St., BIRMINGHAM

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
pALMER'S Garage, Tooting—The pre-eminent place
-«- tor disposing of motor cycles.

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a cash
A- otter at sight.

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-You will be sure of a
-^- good cheque if you sell your machine at Palmers
Liitl age.

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-Thousands of men*- have sold their machines here.

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality ofJ. motor cycles in the weekly auction sale everyThursday at 2.

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-No garage charge is
-«- incurred until 7 days' notice is given.

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
i • ? ,

any London railway station. The auction
sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.
pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash offer not ac-
*- cepted machine can be included in auction sale
held every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fix the price andwe do the rest.

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-Terms : -Selling com-
. .

mission 7y,%, not chargeable unless machine is
sold, if no sale a nominal auction fee is charged -

For motor cars, 20/-; motor cycles under £50 value,
5/-J ditto over £50 value, 10/-. When we effect a
sale these charges are cancelled and commission
charged.

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-Catalogue free Tele-J- phone, 208 Streatham. Telegrams, Palmer'sGarage, Tooting. mstj

W^^'^'T^ °r Coulson B
' <*«*P. cash.-'" 24, South St., Newport, Isle of Wight. [9746

RANTED, Modern Solos or Combinations, for cash.-R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7!

•WANTED, 1922 Triumph, S.D., new, lowest trade
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Wrifi'
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Sim
ri
lar £ombina«oD. 1921 or later-
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p- 79

> Akerman Rd., Brixton.3 V a '

[9870
(COMBINATION wanted, Douglas or other low h.p :y best bargain under £85—5, Bouverie Sq., Folke-ne '

[949JWANTED, 4h p. Triumph Combination; no fancy
price—Towsey, Sheffield Rd., Glossop, Man-

chester.

(COUNTERSHAFT Triumph Crankcase, also'Tv"V-' wheels with shafts—Strettell, Heron Rd., Meo's
Cheshire.
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VTORTON, Coulson, other makes, lowest price—Letters

moutn?n
y
ire

J°neS
'
LlanS°™ Fa™. Penyclawdd. Moo-

T\fANTED, powerful Combination, late model, Lan-
T.V

°a
.
shire district preferred—Denton, 73, Burnler

Rd., Colne. [9215
"TyANTED, late model Enfield or Matchless Corn-
el ,

bination.—Call or write, 73, Victoria Rd
,Stroud Green, N.4. [8974

03.h.p. Douglas, New Imperial, etc., also combination
and Morgan 1921-22, water-cooled, cheap. H-VI

63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [9773

/"^.OOD Secondhand Combination up to £200 as part
exchange for Bianchi 4-seater.—12, Greville

Place. Hampstead 1819. [4975
TXTANTED, Triumph, B.S.A., Blackburne, A.J.S" solo or combination.—Rhind and Co., Stono
Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [9629
TyANTED urgently, good Triumphs, also any good
'

' motor cycle; cash waiting.—Goad, 122 Maida
Vale, 'Phone : Hampstead 1353. ' [9882

£50 to £60 for best Triumph or B.S.A. oountei-
shaft combination offered; deposit system —SB

Gertrude Rd., West Bridgford, Notts. [957t'

WANTED, 2%h.p. Douglas, 1912-1915, 3-speed
model preferred, cheap.—Lewiss, 10, Buckingham

Vale, Pembroke Rd., Clifton, Bristol. [9548

rpRIUMPH Combination wanted, not earlier than
1920; must he cheap _and in good oondition.

Butler, 70, Kingsfield Rd., Watford, Herts. [8904

WANTED, good Triumph or Douglas combination,
about 1 '1920 or later, must be cheap for spot

cash.—Price and particulars to Walker, 769, Rom-
ford Rd., Manor Park, London, E. [9849
CUNBEAM 1921 Semi-Sporting, with standard
»-» Silencer, magdyno or accessories studied, must
be as new, engine number essential, earlier model
entertained, fullest particulars.—53, St. Andrews Rd
Sonthsea. [1375
BUNTING'S Buy, Sell, or Exchange any make of

motor cycle. State your requirements. We under-
take to do your business and give you satisfaction.
Pistance immaterial.—Bunting's Motor Exchange.
Wealdstone. [0828

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (PI.

*39
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED
WANTED immediately, Motor Cycles, Combinations,

and Light Cars.—Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd.,
East Dulwich. Telephone, Sydenham 2452. [2079

WANTED, your motor cycle or combination. We are
buyers. Full market price given and cash paid on

the spot. Write, call, or 'phone Museum 5938.—J.

Smith and Co,. Motor Agents, Ltd., 52-54. Hauipsteari
Rd.. N.W.I. [0768

CASH on sight for new and second-hand motor cycles
and combinations, any make or condition.— Call,

write, or 'phone. Short and Glass, Ltd., 485-493, Uppei
Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone: Richmond
2362 and 2363. [0372

\\7"ANTED to Purchase outright, for cash, bank-"
» rupt stocks ; W.D. spares, miscellaneous spares.

motor cycles, any make.—Send full particulars, Mc-
Neille and Piatt, 57, Great George St., Liverpool
'Phone: 1092 Royal. [6060

CJPECIAL Cash Buyers, Triumphs, Enfields, B.S.A.'s.
^-7 Douglases, Matchlesses, A.B.C.'s, Scotts, Braa-
burys, Martinsydes, Zeniths. — Wandsworth Motor Ex-
change, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station)
Phone: Latchmere 4686.
4-CYL. P.N.'s, Hendersons, T.A.C.'s, T.M.C.'s, wanted.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St
Wandsworth.

RED Indians, Harley-Davidsons, wanted.—Wands-
worth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth

(Town Station). ("4559

F.O.C.H. always have cash waiting for sound
machines of all types. Highest prices and cour-

teous treatment assured.—Fair Offer Car House, 5,
Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube). 'Phone: Hamp-
stead 3752. Hours: 9-7, including Saturdays. [9283

WANTED, good modern Motor Cycles, solo or
combination, in part exchange for 8h.p. Rover

or other light car. Best prices allowed, extended pay
ments arranged.—Vivian Hardie & Lane, Ltd., 23/24
Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.), Bond St., W.l
'Phone: Mayfair 6559. [0772

SEND Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cash

offer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest
station, Wimbledon. We will collect from any London
station. Machine can be included in auction sale if

deiired.—Sole address. Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [1153

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
KINGSBURY Scooter and Spare Parts.— 3, Kendall's

Mews, Blandford St., W.l. [5499

Ilh.p. Kenilworth Cyclette, 1921 model; £37'in
4 —Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. £7868

A .B.C. Skootamota, brand new, unused; £20, cost
£60.—19, Beverley Rd., Anerley. [9460

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Kenilworth
Motor Cyclette, l^h.p., 1921; £37/10. [1299

A .B.C. Skootamota, new, unsoiled, latest model; £23
sacrifice.—Frank Whitworth, 139, New St., Bir-

mingham. [2151

i?15-—A.B.C. Scootamota, as new, electric lamps,
°* any trial, bargain.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm
Rd., N.W.3. [117;

NEW Shop-soiled Autoped Scooters, dynamo light-
ing, iy2h.p. ; bargain, £12/10 each. — Percy and

Co.. 314, Euston Rd., N.W.I. [4178

SCOOTER, Kenilworth, overhead valves, spring seat,
cost £50, not ridden 20 miles; anv reasonable

offer considered.—C. F. Rymer, Ltd., Little Sutton,
ear Birkenhead. [9224

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
\7"OUNG Bicycle, with l^h.p. engine, also new JamesA tajik; offers.—93, Guildford St., Chertsey. [8901

AUTOWHEEL Owners !—Turn your engine into a
smart up-to-date motor cycle in one hour.

—

Below.

AUTOWHEEL Owners 1—Cheapest Lightweight yet;
complete sets; stamp particulars.— S. Motors,

Egerton, Kent. [9945
f>h.p. Johnson, less tyre and tube, perfect condition,
/"W tax paid; 12 gns.—Bainbridge, 9, Ewell Place,
Camberwell. [9123

1 Q 2 1 Young's Attachment, practically new, gnar-
J-*J anteed complete and perfect; £12.—37, Arling-
ton Rd., Surbiton. "Phone: Kingston 1274. [9855

WALL Auto-wheel, attached gent.'s cycle. 28in.
frame, both perfect condition, tax paid; £15, or

aear offer.—Beard, 33, Hunt St.. Swindon, Wilts. [9335

YOUNG special cycle and attachment, equal to new,
guaranteed perfect ; owner bought combination

;

£22/10, or nearest.—H. Hurdley, High St., Iron-
Bridge. [9990

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
EASTING Windscreen, £2; Amac carburetter, 25/-.

—14, Phcenix St., Euston. [9193

V-shaped Windscreens, £3/13; small si2e, £2/15.—
Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

[8026

HERCULES Hoods and Aprons; write for ffst.

—

Hercules Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters Rd., Tot-
tenham. [0853

STANLEY BELTS
and FASTENERS.

MILLIONS ordered and in use by
H.M WAR OFFICE and our ALLIES.

ABOX OF STANLEY SPARES is a complete
belt equipment outfit—the best and
cheapest Insurance you can effect

against belt trouble on the road. It contains

1/2 each. \gds
The STANLEY FASTENER with the BEND that
NEVER BREAKS, the BEST at any price.
Hardened & tempered hook and flanged pins

The STANLEY SPARE LINK which is the best
belt length adjuster yet invented. Saves time.
trouble & money. Savesthe cost ofa new belt.

The STANLEY SHIELO. which protects the belt
fastener, prevents wear of the pulley, and
conserves power. Specially designed for use
with the Philipson Pulley, got.

STANLEY ADJUSTING HOOKS, for adjustingthe
length ofyourbelt inonesecond. Setor'3, 6d.

"Never be without a box of Stanley Spares."
Price 3/6 post free. Send size oj belt when orderin •

The LION FASTENER, guaranteed for 5,000
miles—lid.

Our Goods are World-renowned for their ReliaSilit,-

A STANLEY FASTENER tree with each OelL

Stanley Motor Belts & Fasteners
BRITISH THROUGHOUT

(STANLEY WEBB, inventor of the original Hook
belt Fastener and other Practical Bert Aids.)

32, London Road,
BROMLEY. KENT, pi™?'

„ .
Bromley 806

HOODS, WIND

jffeutej*
fr'or your Motor Cycle or Gar.

Built of Best Quality Timber.
Sectional. Tenant's Fixtures

F RICES from SS 5 0.

Catalogues post free.

F0THESGILL &
SCHOFIELD,

Warwick Road.

8ATLEY
8L York?

%

SCREENS, ETC.
screens, and aprons

:

COLLINS and Son lor hood
hoods from 35/-.—Below.

COLLINS and Son.—Adjustable windscreens com-
plete with apron, 22 / 6, as sold elsewhere at

30/-; Easting windscreens, standard model, good con-
dition, 45/-; other screens at 30/- and 35/-: any
screen on approval. Celluloid panels fitted io any
windscreen in few hours. Open Sunday mornings
10 to 12, weekdays till 8.30 p.m. Saturdays til! 5 pm
—Collins and Son, rear of 84, High St., Putney, S W

[5320
hood fittings, straps, tnrnbui-tons,
hardwood polished wind screens

Henry Jones, 778, High Rd., Tottenham, Lon'.

[3239

RENNOC Co.—We are actual manufacturers of
hoods, screens, and aprons. Send for list,—

Rennoc Motors. Ltd., 155a, Marlborough Rd Uniier
Holloway, N.19. [2321

BENT Hoops,
twills, etc.;

27/6
don.

AVIA V-shape windscreens
gineer's product ; 50/ -

:

are undoubtedly an en-
complete with rubber

apron, fit any sidecar in 5 minutes; trade inquiries
invited.—" Avia " Manufacturing Co., 9, Yew Grove,
Cricklewood, N.W.2. [8696

ROBINI Manufacturing Co.—The Bower Adjust-
able Windscreen, registered, with coverall apron,

30/-, carriage paid. Beware of imitations. This js

the standard price for this screen. Agents wanted.
Celluloid panels fitted, Eastings, 16/6; aprons made
to order, 10/-.—Robini Manufacturing Co., 1 and 3,

Tulse Hill, Effra Rd., Brixton, S.W.2. 'Phone, Brix-
ton 1585. [1179

BODIES.
GUNBEAM body, like new, roomy.—Particulars, 12,
*C Bessie St., Barnoldswick, Yorkshire.

CAMBER Sidecar Bodies; from £4/17/6.
Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell

[9013

-Bright and
L8021

RENNOC Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacturers, 35
models, also several clearance, cheap to clear.

RENNOC Co. specialise m repairs, repainting, and
upholstering.—Rennoc. Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marl-

borough Rd., Upper Holloway, N.19. [232C

COLLINS and Son.—Bodies, new bulbous bad.

coachbuilt at £6/5; 2-seater bulbous back, £9 —
Below.

COLLINS and Son are actual manufacturers, anc
give twelve months' guarantee with every body

over 200 in stock. Large number of secondhand ir

stock.—Below.

COLLINS and Son repair, re-paint, and upholster ai

moderate charges; all work guaranteed. Esti
mates free. Send for catalogue.—Collins and Son
rear of 84, High St., Putney, S.W. [5321

BODIES, several new, bulbous back and s(ep, fron

£4/15. Call and inspect.—Edwardes, 277, Cam
berwell Rd.„ S.E. [973*

BASTONES for Sidecar Bodies, all latest models ii

stock from £4.—228, Pentonville Rd., King"
Cross, London, N.l. [513

SECONDHAND
P. and M.,

Camberwell Rd.,

Sidecar Bodies, Matchless, Harlev
etc., from £3/10.—Edwardes, 277
S.E. [978'

VENUS Step Bodies, 2 dozen to clear; from 50/
each; great bargains.—Venus Sidecar Co., 69<:

Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. 'Phone : 2102. [997

SPEEDY and Gardner, " The Speedy " 2-seater, £15
single, £8; bodies to order; screens repairec

12/-
Rd.,

aprons to order,
Brixton.

let us quote you.—67, Effr

[918

COBB Speednian Bodies for speedmen and all wli

desire a finely finished, well-made eoachbui"
attachment to fit any old type or modern chassis- at

moderate price.

COBB Speedman Bodies cost £2/12/6, unpaintc
and unupholstered; or finished ready for tl

road to match your machine at from £3/15.

COBB Speedman Bodies are manufactured by Ve
non Cobb, 18, Midland Rd., Carlton, NottniNottin

ham. [99(

OYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, firs

class finish ; have a few coachbuilt bodies, clen

ance lines from £5 each; extra good value. —Tl
Willowlirook Motor Co., Leicester. [03;

EASTER Bargains.—Bodies. 1922 production, bra:

new, from £3/15; 2-seaters, complete, from £

Actual manufacturers, Write for catalogue. Bod
re-painted and upholstered from £3.—Robini Manuff

turing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Effra Rd., Bri.\t(

S.W. 2. 'Phone: Brixton 1585. [11

AxCt

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. WoV.

ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of origh 1

desitrnfl. alio wnrkin? drnwings. full-sized or to wale'

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Designing Dept., establish

designers to the coach trade for over 80 years. C<

suit us when designing new ideas.—Dorset Hen
Tudor St., London, E.C.4. TOO

04/17/6.—New Douglas type Bodies, bulbous bad
aW and upholstered in crocodile rexine; they requ

a finishing coat of paint only. We have contrac

I for a large quantity, so can give the benefit to y

i See Sidecar Attachment column.—Old Man Hep.,

I
19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, 8."

j 'Phone: 1958 Brixton.

411 letters relating to advertisements snould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

pOR
SaNDHAM, the smartest sidecar specialists.

LjANDUM Sidecars.—Our pre-war prices were the talk

p of the show; £14 to £50. Write for new catalogue.

^ANDTJM (V-shaped) Wind Screen, a hood, screen,

]5 and apron; £2/15 and £3/18. Write for list.

^ANDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen.—Our South London
5 agent writes: "An instantaneous success; sold

lut; send further supply." Agents, get in touch with us.

HaNDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
O Rd., W.C.I. ' Phone : Museum 3427. T0019

VTIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars art

ltX guaranteed 3 years.

VflDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis lot

,-YX high-powered machines : Zenith, Harleys, Indians

!s'ew Imperials, Sunbeam, Blackburnes, etc.

[NDIANS with kick starter on left present no dim
culty with Middleton's special model.

ITIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs ol all

;.VJ. kinds. Twisted motor cycle frames and forks

Promptly corrected.

!^ECOND-HANDS of various makes for sale. Youi

p old sidecar taken in part exchange.

ATIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
jJ. safer and more comfortable, but are faster on
lad roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not

iash into them.

VTIDDLETON'S London's oldest established sidero.'

,.vJ. makers, wholesale, retail, and export, 27, Stroud
Jreen Rd., Finsbury Park (near Tube). 'Phone: Horn
ey 1584. [0522

BASTONES for Sidecars, no better or cheaper house
All latest models in stock.

BASTONES.—Lightweight sidecars complete, to fit

any machine; £12/18/6.

BASTONES. - Sports model sidecar, complete,
£17/10; several other models in stock, including

andem, all at low prices.

BASTONES.—Distributing agents for the famous
Montgomery sidecars, all the latest 1922 models

a stock; lightweight model £17/10, Model No. 3
il9/10. Sports model £23/10, tradesman's carrier
lodel £23/10, Model No. 2 £24/10. Model No. 1

128/10. Model de Luxe £34/10, tandem model £30.

BASTONES.-Whitley 1922 sports model in stock.
£25.

BASTONES for Sidecar Chassis, nnderslung £7/19/6
tandem chassis £14/10, auxiliary arms 14/-.-

'28, Pentcnville Rd., King's Cross, London. N.l
Phone : 2481 North. 'Grams ; Bastones, London.

[5132CAMBER Utility Models; £25.-Bright and Hayles,W 78, Church St., Camberwell, London.

CAMBER Utility Tandems: £27. -Bright and Hayles
"" 78, Church St., Camberwell, London.

"CAMBER Serni-tcuring Models; £18/10.—Bright and
•J Hayles, 78, Church St.. Camberwell.

CAMBER Bulbous Back Models; £19/12/6.—Bright
y and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.
CAMBER Lightweight Models; £16/10.—Bright and
-' Hayles, 78, Church St., Camoerwell.

"CAMBER nexagon Sports Models; £25/17/6.—
\J Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

[8023
PRITTTBE Sidecars are most unique. Scientifically
L designed, made of finest materials.

rRITUBE Chassis, constructed of steel lugs, straight
steel tubes, with welded joints.

rRITUBE Sidecars are light. Supplied with either
sporting or touring coachbuilt bodies.

HRITUBE Sidecars. One price, £15/10. Write for
L booklet.—Davis Bros., Church St., Rickmansworth.
?hone: 5. [8622

.blDECAR, coachbuilt, off Triumph; £8.—
;? "Kynance," Wildwood Rd., N.W.ll. [9692

HDECAR, 4-point, underslung, off Triumph, us
' new; £10.—Ford, Watchmaker, Redhill. [9786

'X/ATSONIAN R34 (1921 model), Easting, lamp,
'• apron; £18. 78, Fordel Ed., Catford. [9172
"lOACHBUILT Sidecar, sound, but paint rough; £8
Y or close.—198, King St., Hammersmith. [9506

i^LYNO Sidecar
~> Kennard, 78,

Chassis, complete; £6/10.—
Yerbury Rd., Holloway, N.19.

[9139
POACHBUILT Sidecar, complete with chassis and
y wheel, hardly used.—31, Linden Grove, Nunhead.

[9419
'3ANDUM Featherweight Sidecar, new, with fit-
V tings.—Oliver, 11, Osborne Rd., Egham, Surrey.

2IDECAR Chassis, new, complete with wheel, fromJ £5/17/6.—Edwardes, 277, Camberwell Rd., S.E.

JIDECARS.—Several cheap; room wanted; fitted

f free.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, JLondon.
[9454

riUIAUDE RUBBER Co"
58, PRAED STREET, W. 2

^^-^^— 4484 Padd.

WE GUARANTEE YOUR SATISFACTION
and send immediately on 7 days' approval

against Cash.

24X2I Avon Ribbed. Heavy 18/S
Clincher de i.uxe. Ex.Hvy. .. 21/-

26x2 Englebert Passenger. Heavy.. 1 7/

6

26X2J Avon Rubber-studded. Heavy 22/6
Wood-Milne Key-grip. Heavy 13/6
Wood-Milne Comb. Ex. Hvy. 22/-
Dunlop Kubber-sludde I. Heavy 27/6
Goooyear Diamond. Ex. Hvy. 25/-

FirestOnO Safety. Ex. Heavy . . 28/3
26X2j Dunlop Kubber-stud. Ex.Hvy 3b, j

Clincher do Luxe. Ex.Hvy... 26/6
Hutchinson Rubber stud. Hvy. 26/6

26X2$X2i Avon Ribbed. Heavy 27/6
Painrr Cord. Heavy 32/6
Clii.cher de Luxe. Heavy 28/6
Kempshali Anti-skid. Heavy 27/6
Avon Rubber Stud. Ex. Hvy. 28/6
Ounlop Heavy. Rubber Stud. 46/-

26x21 Wood-Milne Key-grip. Heavy 13/6
Wood-Milne Key-grip. Ex. Hvy. 16'6
Bates Ribbed. Ex. Heavy 35/-
Hutchinson Rubber stud. Hvy. 26/6
Englebert Passenger. Ex.Hvy. 22/6

26X3 Englebert Passenger. Heavy.. 30/-
28x3 Macintosh Chain Tread 28/6

Clipper-Reflex. Eitra Heavy 32/6
Clincher Ribbed. Lt. Car 38/6
Avon S. studded. Extra Heavy 37/d
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 30/-

650X 65 Wood-Milne. Sq. Tread. Ex.
Heavy 22/6

Englebert. Sq. Tread. Ex.
Heavy 22/6

Gotdyear Diamond. Ex. Hvy. 30V
Dunlop S. studded. Light car 35/-

700x80 Avon Sunstone. Ex.Hvy.... 45/-
Avon Super-Chain. Ex. Hvy. 45/-
Michelin St. Stud. Ex.Hvy... 45/-
Firestone Grooved. Lt. Car 45/-
Rodace Sq .

tread. Ex. H v . Lt.Car 42/6
Dunlop Magnum Cord.Ex. Hvy. 55/-

710 x 90 Avon Sunstone 50/-
Avon Square Extra Heavy. 45/-
Firestonc Grooved 50/-

Tubes. Bran i new Dunlops, Palmers, and Avon
26"x 2", 2}", 2 j" and 2j" 5/6 "each.

26x3,28x3,650 & 700 6/6 ,,

MADE BY NORTH BRITISH RUBBER Co., etc.
Easily Converted to Wellingtons.

RUBBER

Actual
Value
45/-

BOOTHS Motories,
pool.

B J

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
f^OOV Tradesman Box Sidecar,' £5, bargain; fit anyVJ motor cycle.—Box 9804, c/o The Motor Cycle.

1151?
Y\7TCKER Sidecar, complete, nice shape; ofiers.-" Owen, 2, Denmark Gardens, West Kilburn.

[9117
"IXTATSONIAN Lightweight sidecar (80 lbs.), cosl
'• £22, as new;. £13.—Roberts, Stanton-by-Bridge
Derby. [894!

06/10.—Red Coachbuilt Sidecar, all connections, finicV condltion.-^41, Olive Rd., Cricklewood, London
N.W.2. [905c
"TTALIFAX.—New Swan Sporting and Millford D«
-*--•• Luxe for Harley and American X.—Motor Ex
change, Horton St., Halifax. [989?

BOOTHS Blackpool Bargains.—Limited number, ne»
coach bodies, full size with locker, £5/17/6.

usually £9/10.

"DOOTHS Blackpool Bargains.—New £9/10 coach
J-» bodies for £5/17/6; illustration free.—Boothi
Motories, Blackpool.

BOOTHS Blackpool Bargains.—Quantity new under
slung chassis, 4-point attachment, £9/19/6;

illustration free.—Booths Motories, Blackpool.

"DOOTHS Blackpool Bargains.—Several shop-soilec/
*-> sidecars, cheap. Hercules coach sidecar
£9/10/6; ditto Canoelet, £8/10/6; ditto Farlow
£8/10/6.

294, Waterloo Rd., Black-
[931f

"-TRADESMAN'S Box, off Enfield, new condition,
*- superior finish, roomy; 10 gns.—H. Almond, Shep-
perton, Middlesex. [921f
SIDECAR. Sandum de Luxe, perfect, mew January

not done 50 miles, apron, lamp; gift, 18 gns —
10, Manor Rd., Leyton. [9433

ASTONE'S Sidecar, lightweight, coachbuilt, good
as new, windscreen, apron, 4-point. attachment!

£12/10.-101, High St., Merton. [9502

T ARGE bulbous back Fulford coachbuilt sidecar foi
*-* spring frame Indian, fine condition; £10—29
Pembroke St., Cowley Rd., Oxford. [8885

pXTENDED Payments accepted for sidecars; models
'-' lor all makes.-Send for catalogue, etc., Rideezi
Sales, Ltd., 5, Victoria St., S.W.I. [0829

TVXILLS-FULFORD Sidecar, deep body, fully under-
l-"-1- slung, perfect running order, bargain; £8.-152
Crystal Palace Rd., E. Dulwich, S.E.22. [9161

COACHBUILT Sidecar, 1921, off Zenith, by Kirk and
Mernfield, hood, screen, very little used; £20 cost

double.—Caram, Bycott, Tiverton, Devon. [9053

SANDUM Metal Cigar-shaped Sports Body, Harley-
Davidson colours, splendid condition; £4.—Clare-

mont Garage, Claremont Rd., Highgate. [9903

SIDECAR, brand new, latest, underslung, handsome
bulbous back, coach, £12/10; body separate, £5

—Taylor, 637, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. [9409
T ARGE family coachbuilt sidecar (Canoelet), offJ-' 6-7h.p. B.S.A., lis new; £25; locker at back;
cost £41.—W. Boyles, Dalkeith Place, Kettering. [8889

DENNOC Sidecars, oodles, hoode. seieeus, taigest
-X-1* stock in London, actual manufacturers' through-
out Send for our catalogue, 32 pages, 80 illustrations.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by tha
Rennoc Sidecar Co.

RENNOO Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian
motors, with left-hand kick 6tarters. and can

deliver.

O ENNOO Co. have 50 second-hand and clearance
-f-a< sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear at kuoek-
out prices. Note- Write for special clearance list.

RENNOO Co. have the flness selection of complete
sidecars in the trade.

ft ENNOC Go. undertuke repairs to any make of eide-
*f car: repainting and reupliolstering a SDecfality

E ENNOC Co. have in stock Bidecars to fit all makes.
' English and American.

RENNOO Co. again ask you to send for their
catalogue, the moot comprehensive issued by uuy

manufacturers.

RENNOC Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marlborough Rd.. Upper
Holloway. N.19. 'Phone: Hornsey 1589 [2319

B.S.A. Coachbuilt Sidecar, Model No. 2, brand
new, never used, complete fittings, apron, etc.;

bargain, £25.—Thompson Bros., Dromore, Down.-
[2404

£19/10.—Sandum 2-seater, off Henderson, 28x3fn.
wheel, windscreen, apron, 2 electric lamps, and

switchboard.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.3.
[9839

MILLFORD Sidecar off Triumph, new, £18;
also Millford chassis complete, suit any ma-

chine, £60.—33, Hackford Rd., Brixton, S.W.
[1211

TRIUMPH Gloria sidecar, new, not been used,

fitted wirh hood screen, and apron; pfico

£38/10.—G. H. Layne and Co., Triumph Agents,
Brigg. 16068

AH letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue A4I
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
"IXfATSONIAN Lightweight Sidecar, brand new,
»T polished aluminium, with all fittings and apron,
complete; £15.—West, 2, Brunswick Rd., Totten-
ham. [9027

PARAGON Folding Sidecar, 28x3 Palmer cord, Eaat-

ing, luggage grid, very roomy, new condition; cost

£40, accept 25 guineas.-—23, Hilderthorpe Rd., Brid-
lington. [9054

COLLINS and Son for Eidecarg, new bulbous back
models, complete with renovated underslung

chassis, coverall apron, all fittings for any machine
from £12/10.—Below.

COLLINS and Son.—2-seater bulbous back coach-
built models with underslung chassis, all fittings,

from £15.—Below.

COLLINS and Son have various models in stock to
suit any machine; few secondhand sidecars in

stock, cheap.—Below.

COLLINS and Son specialise in frame and chassis
repairs; special chassis built to order; work guar-

anteed. Send for catalogue, or call. Open till 8.30
p.m., Saturdays till 5 p.m., Sunday mornings 10 to
12.—Collins and Son, rear of 84, High St., Putney,
S.W. 15322

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Saves
garage worry* and expense. Attached to motor

will go througn passage 28in. Tandem and single
bodies fitted.—Hopley.

FOLDING Sidecar.—When ordering your motor
specify a Hopley folder. Suits motors up to

lOh.p. Can be changed from pleasure to commercial
in few seconds. Detachable wheels can be fitted.

Tested 7 yearB.—Hopley, Upper Uighgate St., Birming-
ham. [0152

LIGHT Coachbuilt Sidecar, Easting, luggage grid,
tool box, lamp, re-enamelled B.S.A. green, 26 x

2i/
2 wheel, new tyre; £17.-13, Searles Rd., New

Kent Rd., S.E.I. [1311

COMFY Sidecars, strong underslung chassis, coach-
built body, bulbous back with locker, quick de-

tachable fittings, Clincher tyre; price 18 gns.—Comfy
Sidecar Co., Leytonttone. [3079

SPORTING Canoelet Sidecar, complete, nearly new,
4 points, Lucas lamp set, waterproui apron,

plated adjustable windscreen, photo; £14/10; delivered
free first 50 miles.—E. Pledger, Ely. [7477

ROVER Coachbuilt Sidecar, £12; Rudge coachbuilt,
£12/10; both lovely condition, complete, ready

for machine; coachbuilt sidecar, £6.—Syd. Pearson,
Gate House, Cheylesmore, Coventry. 'Phone: 1639.

[9759
WILLOWBROOK Royal Leicester Sidecars, smallest

designs, first-class finish; prices from 17 gns.
Write for catalogue. Repairs undertaken, hoods, wind
screens, etc.—The Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester.

[0335
PARAGON (patent}- Folding Sidecar saves storage,

has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itself

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,

and, when folded, combination will pass through a

30in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—:Wineycle
Co.. Ltd.. 236, HiRh Holborn. W.C.I [0388

HAVE You Seen the Latest in Sidecars (Brookes'
Patent) '( An open or closed sidecar in 60

seconds, guaranteed protection; from 4.5 gns., com-
plete . with chassis (no leather or canvas hood).

—

Particulars from Patentees and Designers, Brookes-
Harris, Bishop St., Wolverhampton. [1173

OLD Man Hep. has 1,000 Douglas Underslung
.Chassis, complete and renovated, to suit all

makes of machines to order, £5 each. We can supply
a brand new bulbous-backed Douglas type body and
new tyre for £5/10 extra. The body requires a
finishing coat of paint only, upholstered in rexine.—
17-19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8.
'Phone: 1958 Brixton. [1284

LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd.—Light touring complete, £12/12. Medium
touring complete, £15/ 15. Heavy touring complete,
£21. Second-hand touring sidecar, suit 8h.p.
machine, complete with lamp, £5. Second-hand body,
dark green, in very good condition, fitted to brand
new chassis, £12.—26, Tulse Hill, Brixton (% minute
from Brixton Skating Ring). 'Phone : Brixton
1292. [1196

GREAT Bargains for Easter.—20 1922 new under-
slung chassis, complete with new bulbous back

body, £18/10; 20 1922 lightweights, complete, all

brand new, £11/10; P. and M. outfits, complete, from
£12/10; Douglas outfits, complete, from £14. Won-
derful bargains; we are the actual manufacturers.
Extended payments.—Robini Manufacturing Co., 1 and

- 3, Tulse Hill, Effra Rd., Brixton, S.W.2. 'Phone

:

Brixton 1585. {1177

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
7-8h.p. Carden De Luxe, 1921; £110.—Wauchope's,

9, Shoe Lane, London. [7866

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Loudon.—Carden de
Luxe, 7h.p., 1921; £110. [1297

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—5-6h.p.
1914 Carden Monocar. £50. [1301

1 35.—Morris-Oxford 2-seater, beautiful condition,
!& tax paid.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [8792

THE

Pero Works Co.
10, Anderton Sq., Whittall St,

BIRMINGHAM.

Cylinders Reground.

Pistons—Over-size,

supplied.

Engines Overhauled.

Spares—Made to

order.

Welding—Acetylene.
Aluminium
a speciality.

Over £1,000 is the

value of the machines
and equipment that will

do your repairs

No Repair too small.

AC.U. 6 DAYS' TRIAL,
1910 two silver medals, 1020 team prize and six gold medals-
1021 team prize And four gold mid Tour silver medals. lfi 22
Colmore Cup Trial Henley machine woii silver medal. 1022
Victory Cup Trial Henley machine won gold medal.

ALL FITTED WITH THE
W.S.R. VARIABLE JET ADAPTER
Speed, power, economy, easy starting, slow running, choked
jet done away with. Stops four-stroking on two-stroke machines

A.M.A.C., B.&B..8/6
Senspray, Triumph,
ClaudelHobson. vicr
and Cedos Carburetter' lO/O

Postage and Packing 6d.

I. fitted with BOWDEN
CONTROL 11 /6 EXTRA.
When ordering atata length of
jet, including plug and year of
carburetter. Write for leaflet,

it will interest you.

Motor Fittings Manufacturers
FLEET ST., BIRMINGHAMRUDGE BROS.

COMFORT AND SAFETY
<for driver and rider) by using the "Eversura" Foot

Rests for pillion seat riders.

An even
bulance.

No side-

slipping.

I atent pending.

A child can
fit it.

Price IIB pair, 8 / post free. Cash with frder. Special tarms

to the trade. Stan lard size Jin. Other sizes to order. Fixed

on back stayB of machine.—Q. NICHOLLS, The Central

Oar ce, 103. Little Par* St.. Coventry. Tel IMP

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
MORGAN.—New models in stock.—Agents. Birkt

head Motor Works, 9, Hamilton St., BirkenheB

[23

£125.—G.N. 1921, mileage under 2,000, tax pa
bargain.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W

[11

A.C. Sociable, beautiful 2-seater, overhauled, new
painted; 49 gns.; exchange motor cycle; ea

terms.

GIRLING Parcel Carrier, good tyres, drive a«a
gift, 29 gns.; easy terms. — Wandsworth Met

Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (.Town 'Station).

[«fjl

-| Q21 G. P. Morgan, lOh.p. M.A.G. engine, dynat
J-«7 lighting; £150.-24, Balliol Rd., North Ke
sington. [94'

BEDELIA.—The new 1922 model, 8-10h.p., a

cooled or water-cooled, to choice. Immedia
deliveries.

BEDELIA.—Air-cooled model, £185; water-cool

model, £195. Side-by-side armchair seats,

speeds and reverse, 5 detachable wheels, hood, scree

lamps, tools, jack and pump included. Trial free.

BEDELIA.^Cash or easy terms. Your old car

motor cycle taken part payment.

BEDELIA.—Catalogue free from L. N. Palmer. S(

Concessionaire for the British Empire.—Palme
Garage, Tooting. '11

8h.p. Rover— 1922 model, early delivery; exchanges

Walbro Motor Cycle Co.. ttallron Walde
Phone: 45. [71.

MORGANS, new 1922 Standard, Grand Prix, a

Model de Luxe in stocc, from £150 complete.

Moss, Wem. .11

MORGANS Always in Stock.—The West of Engla
Agent. Gibb, Gloucesu

[81:

100, Northgate
Phone f 852.

AC 3-wheeler, B tvpe, splendid order, equippt

trial, tax (£4) paid; £48.-96, Wickhajn R
Brockley, S.E. [97

£29/10.—^Carden-Jap Monocar 5-6h.p. Twin, compli

with accessories, bargain.—Smith's, 86, Cha
Farm Rd., N.W.3. [11

MORGAN, 1919 Grand Prix, 8h.p., fitted with n

M.A.G. engine, aero body; £160—Maudes'. 1(

Gt. Portland St., London.

G.N., September, 1921, Standard Touring, done.-6

miles, complete, excellent order; £165.—Majnai

Collington Avenue, Bexhill. "90

(lOVENTRY PREMIER.—1922 model, early (

^ livery; exchanges.—Walbro Motor Cycle C

Saffron Walden. 'Phone : 45.

MORGAN, Grand Prix, 1915, excellent runni

order, tax and insurance paid; £90. — Whi

437, West Green Rd., Harringay.

MORGANS.—Prompt delivery of all models, ne

exchanges, extended terms ; official agents, tra

distributors.—Elce, Ltd.—Below.

G.N. 1922 Standard and All-weather Models
stock, dynamo lighting, dickey seat, etc.—E)

Ltd., 15-16 B'ishopsgate Avenue, E.C.3. [00

A.V. Monocar 1919, thoroughly overhauled, elect

light; bargain, £65.—Inglcdew, 37, Surrey £

Strand. 'Phone: Holborn 6400. [89

MORGAN 1920, -Grand Prix, M.A.G very jr

equipped, aluminium dash; £142.—R. B. ua

and Co., 7. Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.

G.W K 1914 2-seater overhauled, perfect, new tyr

lamps, really reliable car; £115.—Owner,
Thurlby Rd., West Norwood, S.E.27. [89

G.N., Easter Tour, excellent 1920 standard, gc

tyres, spares, dynamo lighting; £120.—Bowmi
Pembroke House, Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [96

C^YCLE Car, J.A.P. engine, friction gear, lam

J etc.; £50, or exchange combination.—Knight,

Pavement, Coulsdon, Surrey. Purley 1277. [91

1Q17 G.P. Morgan-Jap, lamps, horn, discs, CO

i-«7 plete; any trial; £135; motor cycle part

The Haven, 120, Sutherland Rd., Croydon. [10

MORGAN, Grand Prix, 8-10h.p., W.C., J.A.

discs, lamBs. horn, tools perfect condiui

£125, or near otter.—17, Churchgate, Bolton. [47

SIZAIRE-NAUDIN 8-9h.p. 2-seater with dickey, n

tyres, excellent condition, all on, tax pa

£75.—Pryor, Off Licence, Newchapel, Lingfield. [91

GRAHAME-WHITE 2-seater, nearly new, 6h p.,

wire wheels, new tyres; bargain, £50—Ws
South Western Garage, New Maiden, Surrey. [8',

MORGANS—1922 De Luxe, Grand Prix, :

Popular models, early delivery; exchange

Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Walden. 'Phone

:

NEW 1921 Tamplin 2-seater, 8h.p,, all compli

£125; cycles or combination taken in part

change.—Percy and Co., 314, Euston Rd., N.W.J.

A.V. 1920 Monocar, dickey, 2-speed, electric lil

ing, aluminium discs, new Dunlops, just re-pair

and overhauled, as new; £50.-2, Madrid Rd., Bar

A42 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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Editorial, Advertising, and Publishing Offices : Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.
Telegrams: " Cyclist, Fleet, London.'' Telephone: City 2847 (13 lines).

COVENTRY : Hertford Street. BIRMINGHAM : Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street. MANCHESTER: 199, Deansgate.
Telegrams : " Motorcycle, Coventry."
Telephone : 10 Coventry (5 lines).

Telegrams: "Autoprcaa. Birmingham
Telephone : 2970 and 2971 Midland.

Telegrams: "Tliffe. MancheBter."
Telephone ; 8970 and S971 City.

Subscription Rates : Home, 23s. lOd. ; Canada, 23s. lOd. : other countries abroad, 28s. 2d. per annum.

Spare Part Prices.

ALTHOUGH motor cycle prices have fallen

appreciably during the past six months
there has been no general tendency to

reduce the price of replacement parts for

current models. Old standing spares

must perhaps naturally retain their original value.

In these days, when the front rank machines
are almost of equal quality, and when perform-

ances and reliability are on a general level of

excellence, the prospective buyer is apt to look

towards some of the more extraneous character-

istics of a machine for deciding factors in his

"

final choice. Obviously if a rider wavers be-

tween two machines of very similar specification

and capabilities, and he' learns that the service

given by the makers of the one is better, or the

spares cheaper, than the other, his selection is

bound to be influenced by the consideration of

the fact.

Manufacturers in this country have never

looked upon the spares side of their businesses

in the same way as, for example, the producers

of cheap cars in America. In some directions

the car is sold at s. small profit, and a great

part of the value of the sale lies in the poten-

tiality of the car as consumer of spare parts.

Motor cycle manufacturers tend to regard the

supply of spares as a necessary evil, and although
they may produce copiously illustrated spares i

lists, they frequently give the impression that the

sale of parts is a burden on their energies and re-

sources, which can only be carried by the im-

position of exceedingly high prices for the indi-

vidual components of their machines.

This should not be so ; any firm producing
machines which are not needlessly changed in ,

design from year -to year, should be ;able to run
its spares service department as a profitable

trading concern, without demanding fictitiously

high prices. One large concern has already

made a step in this direction, and others must
follow ; as motor cycle design crystallises into

hard-and fast lines (a slow process, truly !) this

extraneous matter of prompt and cheap spares

supply will have more and more weight in the

guidance of the public's choice.

On Treacherous Surfaces.

STRANGE subjects crop up in our Corre-

spondence columns, but there is possibly

some method in the seeming madness of
the query, " On which side do you
fall? " It is suggested that when a solo

machine upsets it eventually lands on the side

from which the rider usually mounts.
But it would be more useful to obtain exact

information as to the correct riding procedure in

various situations which require careful negotia-

tion tj maintain an upright path. One well-

known track rider, for instance, recommends that

the handle-bars should be released entirely on
the first symptoms of speed-wobble, asserting

that the machine will then right itself ; another
rider advises a similar cure for an incipient skid

caused by reaching a loose, uneven patch of road

at too great a speed for safety—in effect, he. says

that bars should be held loosely ; but a third

fairly common hint is to speed up and grip tight

on really bad grease.

There is really no reason why all this seem-

ingly contradictory advice should not be correct

under different circumstances ; but to the ordinary

rider the only tangible fact is that he begins

to wobble or skid on a treacherous surface long

before the trials riding expert, who may not skid

at all, and he is more, interested in why this

should be so than on which side he will eventu-

ally fall.

">
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For Kerridge Folk.

FTEN I have emphasised the growing, if some-

what inarticulate, demand for a utility motor

cycle amongst people of limited means, devoid

of technical knowledge, who merely desire cheap trans-

port, and have no intention of ever growing interested

in the technical or sporting aspects of motor cycling.

This demand has become so keen of late that its- victims

are taking the initiative, and spontaneously hunt up

machines which appeal to them, though clubmen know
little about the designs and possibly care less. Within

the last few weeks I have received quite a number of

letters from people of distinct social standing referring

to such machines as the Hack,- the Reynolds, and the

Xtra car. How many of my readers could state the

approximate specification of this trio offhand ? The
"gentry" are taking trial runs on these cheap and
unconventional vehicles, and seem to be mightily tickled

with them.

A 'Moody Engine.

THE latest brain-twister in our out-patient depart-

ment is purveyed by a reader who owns a

Rudge. It is a machine with a past—a highly

creditable past, too; but just lately it has developed

a very curious trick. In the ordinary way it " rudges

it " like any other Rudge. Every how and then,

usually, though not invariably, when climbing a mild

grade with the multi lever a notch or two backwards
the engine suddenly begins to " super-rudge it," or

behave like Cyril Pullin's 1914 bike of that ilk. In a

hundred yards or so it returns to its normal self. The
four-cylinder F.N. was often accused in old days of

occasionally turning " fey," as the Scots call it, and
developing about double its normal h.p. for a few
moments. But I have not previously heard of the

Rudge exhibiting a mad minute. Can any rudger

account for the symptoms ? The owner has been over

the carburetter with a fine tooth comb to no purpose.
That's the worst of these pedigree animals—they turn

skittish when they're full of oats.

bi2

Big Tyres and the Right Fork.

HHAVE tried big tyres and the wrong fork, little

tyres and the right fork, and latterly big tyres

and the right fork, as exemplified by two con-

junctions, namely the Scott fork plus 3m. Palmer

cords, and the Druid fork plus 3m. Dunlop magnums
(or should it be "magna"?). We all know that big

tyres spell a vast increase of comfort, and eke that

the fork is really far more important than the engine.

But I fancy there are lots of riders who have never

sampled a first class fork in conjunction with a big

tyre, blown rather sloppy. I frankly admit that on

modern roads with a grade B fork and 2§in. tyres

motor C)rcling can be a most exhausting pastime. More

than once last year T rode upwards of 200 miles in

the day,- and when night came I felt as I never wished

to do it again. I was never quite sure whether post-

war roads or sheer Anno Domini were really responsible

for the envious glances (horrible confession) which I

occasionally cast at parties in big cars towards the

199th mile. But this year the various road strains,

whether due to potholes or freak hill surfaces or speed

or distance or perennial corners or grease, leave me as

fresh as the proverbial daisv after 200 miles. I have

not got a spring frame, and I really don't feel the need

of one.

Beggars' Roost.

THIS famous hill will obviously be a centre of

public interest at Easter. The most humorous
episode I ever witnessed on it was as follows :

Jones, who. sought to paralyse the market by producing

the perfect cycle car, was with difficulty convinced that

your sporting motor cyclist does not regard Dashwood
and Stoneleigh as worthy the name of hills, and a

friend of mine took Jones, complete with "cycle car,

down West to look at some real gradient. Porlock was

found to be drv, and the Jonesette scrambled up after

all superfluous kit had been dumped at the Ship Inn.

-Countisbury burnt out the brakes, and Lynmouth was

negotiated slowly but surely at the tail of a cart with

f?fii
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Occasional Comments.—
the aid of a stout chain. Jones insisted on tackling the

Roost, and my pal very laudably refused to assist other-

wise than by taking a photograph. The Jonesette

stuck as soon as its nose touched the 3 in 10 piece.

Its brakes wouldn't hold backwards, SO' Jones was fain

to turn it round before he descended. He got the car

broadside on across the gradient, and it promptly

turned over down the hill. I wish truth allowed to

add that it rolled to the bottom ; but, alas ! the

Jonesette was not sufficiently sturdy in construction for

that. Its side squashed in like a sat-upon topper at

the first capsize.

The 1922 Sports Bus.^

f Y motor cycling memory is as long as most, but I

do not recall any year in which engines and
frames have made so much progress as in

1921-2." The current sports bus is a direct incentive

to average nearer 40 rri.p.h. than 30 m.p.h. I do not

mean that it will not trickle along at a speed which

auntie would approve, but 40 m.p.h. is its natural

minimum when the road is straight and clear, and

what's more, its steering, its brakes, and its comfort all

tempt the ordinary owner to. keep up that sort of pace.

There is actually nothing dangerous or reckless about

it, so smooth and controllable are the latest editions.

As a motor cyclist I appreciate this luxurious travel

enormously ; but as John Citizen I rather wonder that
so few makers have utilised the recent advances in de-
sign to give us lighter, cheaper, and more economical
solo buses. Every machine has a natural speed at

which it runs its best without forcing and without being
held back. For my own 1922 solo roadster that speed
is 42 m.p.h. on standard gear, and the machine weighs
2J cwt. , all on. My surprise is expressed at the fact

that the people who build this bus do not flank it in

their list with a little sister, weighing, say, iSolb., and
giving the sort of performance which we expected from
a standard 3^ h.p. in 1914.

Four-cylinder Sidecars.

nN a review of a hush-hush four-cylinder project now
on the carpet, I estimated that such an outfit

might be produced at round about .£175. Mr.
H- G. Bell, of the F.N. Co., points out that his

firm's super o.h.v. 8 h.p. outfit-de-luxe is listed

at .^ I 74- -A- bright guess on my part, for I had no
notion of the F.N. price when I penned my para-

graph. But Mr. Bell certainly offers astounding value

in the shape of the 7 h.p. F.N. sidecar, which is

actually listed at .£127—less than I have paid for

a solo single-cylinder in this year of grace. Makes me
wronder how our exchange stands with Belgium ;

having no charitable relations in that country, I don't

happen to be au fait with their money market.

A TYPICAL ENGLISH LANDSCAPE. Trials have now started in earnest, competitors' numbered machines being a familiar sight at

week ends both on the highways and in the byways : the solo and sidecar riders, too, are thronging the roads in greater numbers, some
attached to clubs, others preferring to follow their own inclinations. The scene is at the bottom of Birdlip, Gloucestershire.

(M)
' bi3
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orzno Z/ie7fe6riGfe>s.
H TRIP TO TOE LONG ISLAND

~fl LITTLE KNOWN PART OF

THE BRITISH ISLES - '

,.#>

The Norton outfit on a rocky track in the

of Harris.

Island

One of the curiously shaped chambered cairns known as Langas
North Uist island.

IN
recent issues of The Motor Cycle contributors have
described motor cycling conditions in the outlying

parts of the United Kingdom. 'The Channel Isles,

the Isle of Wight, the Isle of Skye, and the, Isle of

Man have all received their meed of praise. There is

another distant fragment of the British Isles of which
few know little about, i.e., the Hebrides. Take a map
and locate these islands, and you then realise that

there are many districts—each with a charm of its

own—which might be worth "discovering."

The' writer, last summer, visited the Hebrides on a

Norton sidecar, and the trip proved most interesting.

The Western Islands.

On reaching Kyle of Lochalsh one feels instinctively

that the Western Isles have already been reached.
Kyle, indeed, is different from all other Highland
towns; it is, as it were, the clearing house for the

Hebrides. There, less than a mile across the sound,
is Skye, where a white line of cottages stands out
plainly marking the village of Kyleakin and, looking
straight down the Kyles, the Cuchullins tower above
the water.

But we -were bound for the Long Island and, having
arrived at Kyle late in the afternoon, we thought it

advisable to see the Norton safely aboard the Storno-
way boat, that vessel having apparently no very fixed

time for weighing anchor.

Applecross from the Sea.

About an hour's run from Kyle we were interested

to see the ferry-boat come out from Applecross to take
the mails off the steamer, for now the Highland post-
man no longer toils over-the long " Pass of the Cattle,"
so familiar by name to all motor cyclists, to reach the
village from the land side.

-We arrived . in Stornoway harbour about eleven
o'clock, just as the sun was setting behind the island.

b 14

Barp.

The sea passage had been most enjoyable,

the Kyles and the Minch really presenting :

a magnificent spectacle during fine weather.

Our plans were first of all to explore

Lewis as far as possible, then to run down
and look at Harris and, afterwards, to take

the boat from Tarbert down the Little

Minch and-past the Sound of Harris to Lochmaddy in

North List.

With the aid of the map we located the- places of

interest and set out on our trusty mount in quest of

them. Much of the interest in Lewis lies in its pre

historic monuments. At Callernish we found a. fine

example of the Druidical circle ; at Morsgail are. two
well-preserved specimens of all-stone hee-hive huts,

known locally as the " bee-bothies "
; at Carloway is an

old round stone hill-fort, known as the "" Dun Dearg
"

(red fort), which is one of the best preserved specimens
of this type of structure still extant. At Uig there

remains an old cave dwelling.

A Land without Trees.
Besides these features the scenery in Lewis is not at

all uninteresting. There is the Rocky Butt of Lewis, .

which well repays a visit. Perhaps the most striking

feature is the almost absolute lack of trees. There
are indeed trees in the castle grounds at Stornowav,
planted by Major Matheson, Lord Leverhulme's pre-

decessor, but even amongst these the winds have
played aw:ful havoc.

Lewis on the whole is flattish, one vast moorland,
besprinkled everywhere with little lochans. The roads

are what one would expect in such an outlying part.

They are none too good, and are in many parts grass-

grown and rutted, with a rough, stony surface.

The houses in Lewis are certainly unique. The
walls consist of two wall's of dry stone building between :

which is packed earth to keep out the wind. The
framework of the roof is put up in wood, presumably
imported or " scrounged " from somewhere, and over

this a layer of turf is placed. Grass and heather are

then heaped on over the turf and held in place by ropes

and old fishing nets weighted down with stones.

- Between Stornoway and Tarbert the road led us

over the mountains which mark the border line between

(30)
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Exploring the Hebrides—
Lewis and Harris. The road over Ben Clisham is long

and has many patches where the gradient furnishes a

searching test for the engine, and one hair-pin bend,

marking the commencement of the really stiff part of

the hill, is quite sufficient to tax the capabilities of any

amateur rider.

Some three miles out of Tarbert we passed a disused

whaling station at Bunamhuinneader, which Ave under-

stood would be working again during next season.

Tarbert is a nice little "town," supplied with a fine

hotel and situated on a narrow isthmus some few

hundred yards across,- separating the East Loch from

the West Loch, and incidentally forming the boundary

between North and South Harris.

From Tarbert we ran the machii.e i'own to the

extreme end of the island to a place now known as

Leverburgh, the old name Obbe having fallen a recent

victim on the altar of commercialism.

The scenery in Harris is totally different from that

in Lewis ; the difference might possibly be summed up

in the words " peat " and " rock." Harris is rocky in

the extreme, and the panorama for sheer wilderness and

desolation must want some equalling in the British

Isles. The road is one continual switchback of ups

and downs, and possesses a " Devil's Elbow " all of

its own and surely not unworthy of its name.

Along this stretch of road for some twenty-five

miles, it was a joy to find a level reach where top

gear could be engaged for any considerable time,

bottom and middle gears frequently being required for

the safe negotiation of the down slopes. In Harris,

unlike Lewis, the villages are not found along the main

road, but are scattered along rough tracks branching

Showing the isolated position of the

Hebrides.

Taking the boat

from Tarbert to Loch-
maddy, we - had the

pleasure of seeing the

outfit swung up into

the air by the ship's

derrick and lowered

into the hold.

North Uist possesses

really only one road,

running all round the

island with two off-

shoots, the first ' to

Carinish, the com-
mencement of the

North Ford to Benbe-

cula, and thence to

South Uist, and the

second to Port Nan
Long, the commencement of the Ferry to Berneray and

Boreray islands in the Sound of Harris.

The motor cycling possibilities of North Uist are

therefore easily exhausted. We, however, found plenty

to interest us on the small island. Even on the first

day of our arrival, while making our way from Loch-

maddy harbour to our inn at Westford after dark, ws
disturbed a herd of deer which had wandered down
from the hills to the roadway.

North Uist, too, is an island well dotted with lochs,

many of which have round forts in them with winding

causeways connecting them with land. There is also

a few hundred yards from the road a huge chambered
cairn, known as Langass Barp, which is in -quite good
preservation, and is the best example of a barp still

standing, the barp itself . being a type of

structure only found in the Hebrides.

The " Teampoull na Trionaid " at Carin-

ish, foo, a relic of ea"rly Hebridean Chris-

tianity, well repaid our visit.

As regards the machine, we found it

.\ absolutely equal to its task even on the

stiffest slopes and roughest surfaces we
encountered, and these were not a few.

Sometimes, however, we would have liked a

rear brake unaffected by climate. J.F.

"
:^?y

A distant view of the range of mountains on

which is the famous trials hill, Applecross.

The village of that name can be discerned on

the banks of the loch.

off at either side over the rocky, hilly

country. Along one of these we ventured to

take the machine, a feat which was safely

managed by careful slow driving on middle
and bottom gears. We were told later that

we were the first to negotiate the track with
a sidecar, the feat having been previously

performed several times on a solo Triumph.

(9)

A typical dwelling on the island of Lewis. Although crudely constructed

it will withstand the most terrific gales.

bi 7
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ENGINE : B.S.A. side valves, V twin,

76 x 85 m.m. = 770 c.c.

LUBRICATION : Mechanical pump.

SPECIFICATION.

B.S.A. twoCARBURETTER:
lever.

GEAR BOX : B.S.A. 3-speed.

TRANSMISSION : Enclosed chains.

BRAKES : Dummy belt drums frord

and rear.

TYRES: 26in. x 3in.

PRICE: £132 Solo.

SINCE the introduction of the 8 h.p. B.S.A., the

6 h.p. engine, which has already earned a good

reputation, has been relegated to a lighter,

frame, and in its present form it is particularly well

adapted to pull a light or medium weight sidecar.

The machine in its standard form is remarkably well

equipped with cast aluminium chain cases, comfortable

footboards, and a spare detachable rear wheel may
be supplied. In addition to all these fittings the actual

model placed at our disposal Was fitted with Lucas

Magdyno. lighting set, a pair of most practical leg

shields, and the large sheet aluminium windscreen

which attracted so much attention at the last Motor
Cycle Show at Olympia.

Behind a Complete Windscreen.

As the screen is the most noticeable fitting, it is as

well to deal with it first and to sum up the pros and
cons. The writer, who usually chooses a more or less

sporting solo mount for his own use, seated himself

behind the protecting wings of the big screen with a

feeling which almost amounted to prejudice, and a

tendency to look round or over the shield had to be
consciously restrained for the first few miles. After a

short time, however, the folly of such a procedure
became obvious, for the view of the road obtainable
through the adjustable celluloid window is ample for

most driving purposes. Just to begin with, the window
was kept open for about 6 inches, but a cold head

b iS

wind encouraged a trial with the window totally

closed.

Undoubted Advantages.
Having once discovered the advantages" of full pro-

tection, the feeling of security and comfort steadily

increased, and after driving through an adverse hail-

storm in the dark the conquest was complete. There
is no doubt whatever that' an adequate shield would
be a blessing to hundreds of motor cyclists who ride

daily through the winter, and the B.S.A. Co. are cer-

tainly on the right lines with their somewhat daring

introduction. Concerning the head resistance, it would
appear that this is but slight, for although the machine
was ridden for nearly three hundred miles both with

and without the shield, it was in position when the

highest speed was actually accomplished.

Few experimental devices are without disadvantages

in their early forms, but the disadvantages of the

B.S..A. shield are not of major importance, neither

-are they by any means insuperable. Firstly, on rough
roads the metal shield is apt to be noisy in itself ;

secondly, it intensifies any mechanical noises of the

motor cycle; and thirdly, a trip over dry roads brought
to light the fact that a certain amount of dust was
sucked up behind the screen and was apt to get in

the rider's eyes.

Now as to the 6 h.p. B.S.A., the engine is flexible

and free from any serious periodic vibration. The
flexibility and economy are materially increased by a

(2-5)
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In addition to the

handle-bar control of

the clutch, a lever"

extends upwards into

the leg shield m such

a position that it can

be operated by knee

pressure.

4-99

A very useful and
handy device is the
nevvjet control, which
passes through the

tank and can be

operated whilst

driving.

simple jet control, conveniently -placed on the top of
' the tank. This fitting is likely to become standard in

the future, and it is certainly most useful.

Knee Control for the Clutch.

In addition to the normal handle-bar control we found

an experimental knee clutch operation very convenient

;

in fact, the hand control was seldom used ; the clutch

itself is sweet in action. Gears are easily~changed,

but a more decided stop in the middle gear position

would be an advantage, and a slight tendency to drag
made the neutral position a little, difficult to find. On
the whole, the engine was quietf certainly much quieter

than a 1921 model which was tested on a previous

occasion.

Mechanical lubrication is a very strong point, for

not only does the B.S-A. oscillating pump relieve the

rider of all

worry, but, in

conjunction with
the roller and
ball bearing en-

gine, it is re-

markably econo-
mical. The rear

brake is admir-
able, and the

chain transmis-

sion smooth at

all but low
speeds on top
gear, and we
found the riding

position, com-
bined with a
Terry saddle,
ideal for side-

car work.

During our road experience, which included much
of the Colniore Cup Trial route, the machine per-formed steadily throughout

; it is capable of a good
turn of speed, and appears to revel in long runs on
generous throttle openings. Hill climbing is well up
to all reasonable requirements, and the engine remains
clean externally even after a long, fast trip. Cleanli-
ness is certainly a feature of the machine, and themudguards are excellent.

. With the leg hields in
position we found no need for leggingsVen under

the worst road conditions, and the screen
protects the rider so admirably that there
is no necessity for any special apparel
other than a rainproof coat. It should be
explained that the leg shields are held in
position by clips, and can be swung away
instantly .in order to get at the engine. The

sporting model sidecar is

comfortable, and the step is

of great assistance to the
passenger

; the seat, however,
is a fraction too far back.

(3)

With its ample shields the B.S.A. may be ridden for long distances in bad weather without special clothing. The leg shields can
be instantly hinged away to provide access to the engine.
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IDEAS: USEFUL AND INGENIOUS. ^&i

Eliminating Tool-bag Rattle.

BRIEF and to the point is Mr. D. J.

Balderson's idea for preventing
noise from the pannier bags of his

Triumph machine. A rubber or felt pad

Rubber or felt insertion beneath tool-bag

on Triumph carrier pannier platform.

is inserted beneath the bottom of the bag

and the platform on which it rests ; this

packing he has found to eliminate a rattle

which could not be obviated otherwise,

no matter how tightly the bag was packed.

Operating Mechanical Horns
from the Handle-bar.

IN all probability Mr. A. H. Swanh is

an organist, for he has arranged a

Cowey horn on his machine for

either pedal or keyboard (pardon

—

handlebar !) operation. The instrument
is fitted horizontally on the front down
tube so that an inward pressure with the

toe produces the desired result. The
handlebar control consists of a piece of

suitably bent 5/16in. brass tube fitted

Simple wire control for Cowey horn.

to the back of the horn ; a Bowden stop
is screwed into the tube at one end.
There is an elongated hole in the elbow
of the tube through which the wire
passes to the lever pivoted in the cleft

upper end of the tube. No return
spring other than that contained in the
horn plunger is necessary, providing the
wire from the bar is led by easy curves.

Moving Obstinate Valve Caps.

A SEA-GOING engineer who writes
from aboard ship gives a stock'
method the engine-room staff uses

for moving any screwed part that has

b 22

A Selection of our Readers'

Home-made Gadgets, with
some Practical Hints on Work

in the Garage.

rusted up. For example, he instances a
ship's side dead light (cast iron), which,
although immovable- previously, yielded to

their simple treatment, whieh is merely to

soak a lump of cotton waste in vinegar
and leave it on the immovable part for a

few hours, or all night, if possible. Our
reader, who motor-cycles when in port,
suggests that this method is much safer

than " a spanner and six feet of gas
pipe " on a refractory valve cap, as

recently recommended by a correspondent.

Fitting a Mechanical Pump on
a Matchless-M.A.G. Engine.

WE have had samples of the Best
mechanical pump fitted to at least

three of our staff machines, with
satisfactory results, and have not ex-

perienced the need for a fitment such as

that described below, which is sent in by
Mr. H. Tyler, of Boston. However, this

Torque reaction plate for Best pumps.

reader considers that on his Matchless
machine (M.A.G. engine) the strengthen-

ing plate between the pump casing and
the magneto chain case is an advan-
tage. The sketch is really self-explana-

tory. Mr. Tyler mentions that in fitting

the pump it is very necessary to secure

perfect centring for the pump spindle

and for the circle on which the holes lor

the holding screws must ba drilled.

Having fitted two of these pumps with'

our own hands we concur in \\\z opinion.

Repairing Badly Worn Tappets

ON a Cornish reader's machine, the

tappet heads were worn into such

deep depressions that adjustment

became very inaccurate. A new lease of

life was given to the parts however, by

drilling a hole through the centre of the

hollow and passing through a screw with

Method of building up a deeply worn
tappet head.

a large flat head, which was filed down
to the required thickness. The screws

were cut off so that they would take a

very thin nut insidj the tappet head.

it being possible in this case. On some
engines it would be impossible to fit a

nut inside the tappet head, in which

case the latter might be tapped for the

screw, which could be slightly riveted

over inside. Case-hardening of the screw

head would be advantageous.

Preventing Release Valve
Blowing Oil.

RJDERS who use two-stroke engines

which are minus the refinement of

an enclosed release valve that is

connected to the exhaust system are often

afflicted by the messy blowing of oil on to

the under side of the tank. Mr. A.

Charlton, of Ipswich, has cured this

defect by very simple means, which can

be applied to many makes of engines.

All that is needed is a thick washer of

bore suitable for slipping over the release

Carbide tin lid used as an oil trap on a

two-stroke release valve.

valve guide, and a carbide tin lid punched

with a hole of the same size. The washer

goes on the guide first, then the lid, then

the usual control mechanism plata and

nut. etc., holding all in position. This

tip is not applicable to engines where th«

,

escape holes from tho valve blow out at

right angles to the valve stem, 'of, coursa.

(19)
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THREE MILES A PENNY!

Being an Ac-
count of a Ride
from Hyde
Park Corner to

Yarcombe,
Devonshire, on
a Motor ised

Bicycle.

I

WILL admit that
I was rather

sceptical when a
friend recommended
me to purchase a motor attachment for my pedal cycle.

I wished to journey to 'Devonshire, and I was doubt
ful if the " Cyclotracteur " would negotiate all reason

able hills.

Inspired by a spirit of ad-
venture, I made'the plunge— '

twenty guineas and my faith-

ful old pedal cycle became a

motor vehicle.

On a Thursday I wired my
friends that I was due to ar-

rive at Stotehayes, near Yar-
combe—a matter of 150 miles
—on Friday. " What an op-
timist !

" I said to myself.
Within a few minutes of
mounting my bicycle—if the

truth be known I was a bit

nervous— I found I was quite i

an fait witlTthe simplest of
controls

;
and was sailing along at a

good speed and with "ease, leaving

Edgware Road at 11.30 a.m.
Having safely negotiated all the

tramlines, I found myself on the Staines

Road. What a wonderful run it is.

through Virginia Water ! A great wide
road with a good surface, firs on either

side, and a pleasant little surprise in

a picturesque waterfall on the right-

hand side of the road. Knowing how
easy it was to start up my little ma-
chine, I had no compunction in pull-

ing up, propping it against the side

of the road and taking in the beauties

that existed on all sides.

A cast by the road-side, with the Cyclotracteur conveniently near

"«,
I

88 Miles in the Day.

Off again on a splendid spin to Sun-
ningdale, I found the level crossing

gates closed, and so decided to lunch

(16)

(Top.) The short wheel-base of the

motorised bicycle enabled it to be

carried on the running board of the

Renault.

(Bottom.) In by-lanes and when cross-

ing narrow bridges the machine was

found very handy.

at the Sunningdale

Hotel. After a

threequarters of an

hour's rest I con-

tinued my journey,

and passed through

Bagshot and Farn-

boro', where I

took in some petrol :

the little tank holds

nearly a quart,
which is sufficient

for about fifty miles.

I had tea at Andover
after travelling 63

miles. The distance between Andover and Salisbury

—

18 miles—was covered in 59 mins. It is a wonderful
stretch through open country on a switchback road,
mounting all the time, the downs stretching out for

miles on either side, with

splendid views.

I stopped at Salisbury for

refreshment, and proceeded
to Wilton, where I decided
to stay for the night. This
is a charming old-world vil-

lage, and distant from
London 88 miles. After a
dinner composed of wonder-
ful Wiltshire bacon and to-

matoes, I went to the local

I

inn, and there heard the local

j

gossip discussed over pots of
cider, and so to bed—as
Pepys would say.

The Second Day.

From Wilton next morning at 10.30
journeyed through Shaftesbury,

where I stopped for an hour, then

down into Sherborne. ' The country

was getting more hilly every mile, but
still my machine " carried on " in game
fashion. I reached Sherborne, lunched

at the Half Moon, and had a long

rest, visited the Digby Arms and
took in petrol, and so into Yeovil,

famous for its leather tanning and
glove making. It is a beautiful run

from there into Uminster and on to

Chard. Here I stopped for tea and
started off on the long hill that leads

from Chard into Yarcombe. Devon-
shire at last !

My destination was a fishing cottage

on a farm about one and a half miles
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Three Miles a Penny.—

from Yarcombe and down a country lane. At the

bottom of the lane is a ford across the River Yartey,

and a small wooden bridge only if t. in width. It was

here I found an advantage of my machine, being

able to get it across' the bridge. A larger mount might

have .necessitated a detour of some six miles to reach

my destination.' I took the Cyclotracteur over the

bridge, across some fields, and arrived, having covered

APRIL 20th, 1922.

150 miles on one and one-third gallons of petrel*

and a shillingsworth of oil.

Later, as an experiment, I rode through the ford

without detriment to the engine, which is placed above

the front wheel. I do not think I remember having

enjoyed a trip more than this one.

I carried my luggage on a carrier at the rear, the

total weight, including myself, being about 2oolb.

C. H. C. X.

DYNAMOS FROM OLD MAGNETOS.
Some Further Details in the Construction of a 25/- Dynamo.

SO many enquiries have been received from readers

asking for. further details as to the construction

of the dynamo converted from an old magneto,

which was described in The Motor Cycle a few weeks

ago, that further explanation seems necessary.

The various queries submitted were :

(1.) Fitting a rear lamp and best bulbs to use.

(2.) Whether a twin-cylinder magneto could be

used.

(3.) Size of magneto, and wire used for rewind-

ing, in relation to maximum output

tainable.

ob-

®^S—lH'

EARTH

Wiring diagram showing parallel wiring of head and tail lamps,

and also dry battery circuit for small bulb in the h=ad lamp.

(4.) Speed of dynamo ; direction of rotation

and whether possible to charge accumu-

lators.

(5.) Method of drive for inside flywheel engine.

Fitting a Rear Lamp.

The lighting of two or three lamps presents certain

difficulties, the dynamo functioning best when only

one lamp is required as on a solo machine.

It will be realised, then, in order to fulfil the con-

ditions specified in the previous article, that it is

essential that the current used by the lamp should

be exactly equal to the maximum amps, obtainable,

i.e., if two lamps are used, their combined currents

must not exceed this maximum. This rather compli-

cates matters, since if only 1 amp. can be taken

from the dynamo, both bulbs would have to take

0.5 amp. each, since bulbs are not. obtainable in frac-

tions of an amp. less.than A (i.e., 1, 1.5, 2 amps., etc.;.

It will be seen that such an arrangement of lamps

would seriously impair the brilliancy .of the head
light, and would give an unnecessarily bright rear

lamp.

Of course, if 2 amps, were obtainable a 1 amp. and
A amp. bulb could be used; but since they would
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have to be wired in parallel the burning out of one

lamp would cause the whole of the available current

to flow through the other, which would also cause it

to burn out quickly.

The method used by the writer is as follows :

The .maximum current obtainable was found to be

approximately i amp. (1.3 amps, to be exact). The
bulbs chosen consisted of an 8 volt 1 amp. head and

a 12 volt ^ amp. bulb in the rear, both lamps being

run in parallel.

The total resistance of the parallel circuits will be

6 ohms i.e + —
) and the lamps will

24/ t

0^98 amp. (approx.), and current

1 1

K
==

8

share the current in the ratio of their respective resist-

ances of 3. to 1. As the total current available is

1.3 amps., and the combined resistance is 6 ohms;

neither of which are variable, tire following equation

js obtained by Ohm's law :

Voltage = Res. xCurrent = 6x 1.3 = 7.8 volts.

Therefore, the current in the head light will =

Voltage 7-8
"

Res'. "cT

in rear light= o.325 amp.

The respective candle-power of the two lamps will

be 7.65 and 2.5 (approx
: ),

the light obtainable for the

rear lamp being quite sufficient to give a good red

light.

On Sidecar Machines.

The use of such a dynamo to light three lamps on

a sidecar outfit is not advisable, as, in the writer's

opinion, the brilliancy of the head light would he

seriously affected, but if it were

attempted a good arrangement

of bulbs would be : Head and

side lamp 8 volt i amp. bulbs,

rear light 12 volt \ amp. bulb.

Of course, readers may ob-

tain a different maximum cur-

rent from their respective dy-

namos, but the principle still

holds good, and the size of

bulbs may be worked out ?.s

follow's :

First obtain maximum current obtainable either by

means of a fairly sensitive ammeter or by the bulb

method as previously described. Then decide upon

the speed at which maximum light is required, and

The reconstructed slip

ring.
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Dynamos From Old Magnetos.—
note the voltage obtained. Use a head light bulb of
this voltage, which will take nearly but not the whole
of the available current. Choose a rear light bulb. of
the lowest possible amperage obtainable and of a volt-

age approximately one-third greater than the head light

bulb. It is of the utmost importance that the amps,
taken, by the bulbs when added together should not

exceed the maximum amps, obtainable, and they must
he wired in parallel and operated by the same switch,

as shown in the diagram.

Twin Magnetos.

A twin-cylinder magneto may be used, but as the

slip ring is insulated over part of its circumference
another must be substituted, which may be constructed

as follows :

Obtain a piece of hard red fibre and turn it down
until the outside diameter is i^in. Over this fit a

brass ring about i"g-in. thick, and secure it in the fibre

with short countersunk brass screws. Bore out the

centre of the fibre to fit the armature-shaft, and in

the side of fibre fit a wooden peg, -which is inserted

in the hole bored in the armature end plate, thus pre-

venting the slip ring from turning round on the shaft.

Care must be taken that, the width of the con-

structed slip ring is exactly equal to that of the one

removed, or else the brush will not run on the centre

o* the ring..

Size of Magneto and Wire Used.

Any size of magneto may be used, provided it

can be fitted to the machine. In general the larger

the magneto the greater the maximum output, but as

the latter depends entirely upon the strength of the

permanent field, it is quite possible to obtain a larger

output from a small magneto with a strong field than

from a larger one with a comparatively weak- field.

The size of wire used will neither increase nor- de-

crease the maximum output in watts. This is rather

difficult to explain in non-technical language, as the

output is governed by armature reaction. This re-

action, on weakening of the main field, is due to the

current flowing round the armature coils multiplied by

the number of turns of wire, and is known as

ampere-turns.

As an example, consider a dynamo wound with

200 turns of 20 S.W.G. and giving a maximum
output of .1 amp. at 8 volts. Then the permissible

ampere turns allowed, before any appreciable weaken-

ing of the field sets in, will equal 200x1 = 200

ampere-turns.

If the dynamo were rewound with 2.5 S.W.G. wire,

more turns could be placed into the winding space
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available, say 250, and since the voltage generated
t
is

proportional to number of turns, this increase would
give a corresponding increase in voltage equal to

250

200
8=10 volts; but since the ampere-turns must

not exceed 200 the permissible current would now
1

200
De ttt xi = 0.8 amp., and the maximum watts ob-

tainable will equal 8 watts, and are the same as that

obtained when the 20 gauge wire was u§ed. The chief

effect of a different sized wire is to alter the voltage

obtainable at a given speed, but it does not give

any increase in the maximum output obtained.

Speed and Rotation of Dynamo.'

The dynamo may be driven in either direction, and
for intermittent use the speed may be as high as

twice that of engine speed without damage to the

bearings, the belt being removed during daylight.

It is not possible to charge accumulators, since the

current obtained is alternating. The dynamo is

earthed, as shown in the wiring diagram, to the frame

of the machine, to which the lamp is also earthed

via the switch,

Method of Drive for Internal Flywheel Engine.

The simplest method would be to extend either the

mainshaft or the magneto-shaft, which could be ac-

complished as follows :

Obtain a piece of hexagonal mild steel and turn

it down over part of its length to, say, -Jin. diameter,

leaving suffi-

cient of the

hexagonal por-

tion to act as

a nut. Bore
out and screw

the inside . of

this portion to

the same size

of thread
as the exist-

ing lock-nut,

and substitute. Another hole will then have to

be bored in the timing case cover to allow the turned-

. down portion to protrude outwards, the dynamo.pulley

being secured to this by any suitable method.

In conclusion, the best method for readers to adopt

is to first make the dynamo as previously described

and then to carry out their own experiments as to

bulbs to be used, method of drive, etc., using the

instructions given in this
1

article as a guide to the

correct procedure to be adopted. ^ R.

A suggested method of a dynamo drive

from an engine with internal flywheels.

TIMING SPRINT RECORDS.

AS is only obvious, electrical timekeeping is surely

coming into its own. At a recently held meet-

ing of a special Timekeeping Sub-Committee of

the A.C.U., consisting of Mr. H. P. E. Harding (in

the chair), Col. F. Lindsay Lloyd, C.M.G., Prof.

A. M. Low, D.Sc, Messrs. A. V. Ebblewhite, and
A. G. Reynolds, it was decided to recommend to the

Competitions Committee that in the case of all attempts

(6)

at records up to one mile the time should be taken

within i/aosec. by means of an electrical chronograph,

the records to be timed by two or more official time-

keepers stationed at the commencement and finish of

the different distances attempted. All claims for record

must be accompanied by the official documents, and,

in the case of Brooklands, the actual tapes recording

the times on the chronograph must be produced.
;

b 29
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Yorkshire Centre A.C.U.

Saturday's hill climb on Sutton Bank,
which has gained an excellent entry, will

start at 12 noon.

Falkirk and District M.C.

Amulree was the test hill in the open-
ing reliability trial on the 5th inst.,- but
presented no great difficulty ; nine- com-
petitors finished. A special prize was
awarded to J. Patrick (2J- Douglas).

Eastern Centre A.C.U.

On Saturday, the 29th inst., a half -day
reliability trial will be held by the Ips-

wich and District M.C.C., open to clubs
in the centre, entries closing this

morning.

North-Western Centre A.C.U.

All motorists are cordially invited to

the big rally at Rawcliffe Hall on the

23rd inst. Various prizes are offered,

including the Motor Agents' Cup for the

best club attendance and .mileage figure.

Herts M.C. and L.C.C.

The first sporting event of the summer
season—a paper chase—was held on the
8th inst._J£krven false trails were laid,

and there were several unexpected fords
and hills. The winner was T. Derek
Chapman f8 Zenith), 18.07 m.p.h.

;

.second, B. G. Bobbins (4 Triumph),
16.85 m.p.h.; third, S. B. Mardon (2|
Francis-'Barnett), 15.8 m.p.h.

East Midland Centre A.C.U.

Club awards in the open trial of the

Leicester M.C. held on the 25th ult. have
now been announced, as follows :

—

fPetty Trophy and Gold Medal (For best per.
ormance by a Leicester Club amateur)

:

Alex Bowerman (2V Velocette).
Gold Medal (For the best performance by a

Hinckley Club member)

:

G. White (3i o.h.v. Triumph).
Gold Medal (For the best performance by a

Loughboro' Club member)

:

H. Gibson (2J Raleigh).
• Silver Medal : G. Marsh (4 Triumph).

East South Wales Centre A.C.U.

On Saturday, May 6th, the centre is

holding a reliability trial, starting at

Brvnmawr, and going through Brecon,
Me'rthyr Cynog, Builth, Hay, Trefadoc,
Longtown, Pontulais, Broadoak, Mon-
mouth, Llangwm, Usk, Little Mill, Aber-
gavenny. It is open to members of the

centre only, and any machine is eligible

to compete. The Abergavenny, Bryn-
mawr, and Blaina clubs are organisers,

and full particulars may be obtained
from hon. trials secretary, Mr. H. E.
Prichard, chemist, Blaina. Observers
are required.
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Mid-Bucks M.C.C.

Already possessing a very satisfactory

membership, the club is reviving its pre-

war activities, and has arranged an inter-

esting programme for 1922. Mr. H. T.
Ball, 159, Cambridge Street, Aylesbury,
is the hon. secretary.

Burnley and District M.C.C.

On the 30th inst. the opening reliability

trial will be held for the Whitehead Cup.
New members are enrolling at each meet-
ing, and all. local motorists interested

are invited to join. The hon. secretary

is Mr. J. Collison. 9. Fir Street,

Burnley.

CLUB PENNANTS AND BADGES.

Hi LJ - •

Coventry District N ealh and Dislric

Works Motor Associ- M.C. : Black with,

ation : Yellow ground Maltese cross in

with black spots and white,

lettering.

Bournemouth and

Pitrict M-C
,

a
,»
d Harrow and District

&7C C"
g£ M -C-C-: Club badge

with the fir cone enam- •

elled in natural colours.

Berkhamstead and District M.C.C.

Fine weather and a fair number of

competitors and interested spectators

attended the club's maiden venture in

competition organisation, a hill climb at

Aston Clinton. The class winners were :

A. Driscoll (3^- Norton), B. Hobson

(2f Douglas), and C. Hill (3i Douglas
sc).

North Eastern Centre A.C.U.

At the Centre Board meeting, held on
the 7th inst., arrangements were made
for the team trial to be held on May 21st.

The route chosen is : Newcastle ; Shotley
Bridge; Castleside; Stanhope; Peat Hill;

Bookhope Chimney ; Allanheads ; Burtree-

ford ; Killhope ; Allandale. Return :

Allanheads ; Stanhope ; Allansford ; C6r-
bridge ; Newcastle. (119 miles.)

East Lothian M.C.C.

An opening run was held recently

from Haddington to Dunbar, Grants-

house, Duns, Lauder, and home via

Boutra Hill, its success auguring well for

the progress of the club.

West Herts M.C. and L.C.C.

At a meeting held at the Swan Hotel,
' Rickmansworth; the above club was
formed, officers elected, etc. Anyone
interested should communicate with Mr.
H. H. Lewis, 18, Church Street, Rick-

mansworth, Herts.

Ayr M.C.C.

Over thirty entrants faced the starter

in the recent opening reliability run. The
course included Burnfoothill. which was
the tit-bit, but quite a number made a

clean climb.

All Ayr and district motor cyclists are

asked to join up for sport and pleasure.

The hon. secretary is Mr. T. Gilchrist,

Ashgrove Street, Ayr.

Cookstown and District M.C.C.

Three very interesting events will be

held on May 4th, including an open re-

liability trial consisting of five circuits

of a two-mile course at speeds varying
from 15 m.p.h. to 27 m.p.h^ and a T.'H|
handicap race of 25 miles over the same
course. Entry forms may be obtained

from Mr. Arthur Gourlay, Cookstown,
Ireland.

Luton and South Beds. A.C.

The opening run has been fixed for

Saturday next, it being proposed to have

a social run, with a halt for tea and a

sing-song. Mr. E. J. 0. Sansome has

been elected captain, Mr. Dunham vice-

captain, and Mr. C. Dickinson secre-

tary, with Mr. S. W. Brown again hold-

ing the purse-strings. Trophies for com-
petition this year will include a new
challenge cup, presented by Lord Ludlow,
M.F.H., the president.

Liverpool M.C.

There were 92 entries for the club's

first run of 1922. An interesting ma,-

chine was a 2|- h.p. Sunbeam, with over-

head valves. The competitors started

off in pairs at intervals of 30 seconds, for "1

Chester and Broxton to Peckforton Gap,
where there was a stop to permit of a 1

hill climb. . A clean ascent was made !

first time by Miss Cottle, riding a 4 h.p. •.

Triumph, J*. H. Fox on a 4 h.p. Norton, .

and C. H. Fox also .on a 4 h.p. Norton.
Perseverance rewarded the efforts of '

S. H. Falek (4 Triumph). L. G. Copley

(3i Norton) . and T. Dehanev on a

2| h.p. A.J.S.

(22)
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Conespcndenee should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

ULTRA-RAPID AMERICAN TWINS.
Sir,—With reference to the original letter regarding " Ultra-

rapid American Twins,'* we trust that our friend of the
"particularly hot single " has by this time suitably disposed

of his very particularly hot stuff Bonniksen.
Siough. DOUGLAS, BEABDMOBE, SHANKS.

LIGHTWEIGHT CLASSIFICATION LIMITS.

Sir,—May I plead for a more general adoption of the

275 c.c. limit,, as opposed to the 250 c.c. one, as the smallest

class in speed trials and the like ? In looking through your
" Buyers' Guide," I noticed no fewer than twenty-nine makes
of motor cycles with one model of their engines of 269 c.c.

Now, in a speed trial none of these machines would stand
any chance against, for instance, a 2|h.p. A.J.S., which is,

however, in the same class, and therefore the owners of

these machines wisely abstain from entering. A 275 c.c.

limit would, I am sure, produce a very considerable increase

in the entries. " METRO."
Congleton.

OIL-COOLING AND WORN PISTON RINGS.

Sir,—The oil-cooled engine does not depend on the piston

rings proper to prevent the increased quantity of oil circu-

lating through the engine from entering the combustion
chamber.

I believe all oil-cooled engines are fitted with a scraper

ring on the skirt of the piston whose duty it is to return

to the crank case any surplus oil that may reach the cylinder

walls on the upstroke of the piston.

It might interest your correspondent to know that owing
to the improved cooling of the piston due to the large

quantity of oil circulating in the crank case carbon does

not form either on the crown of the piston or round the
rings to the same extent as in the average air-cooled engine.

The rings are, therefore, left free to do their work in an
efficient manner and do not become gummed up. This con-

sequently increases the life of the piston rings, and for

these reasons, therefore, the oil-cooled engine does not suffer

in the manner suggested by your correspondent to any
greater extent than other types of either air- or water-
cooled engines. G. CAMPLING.

GARAGE HUNTING DURING T.T. WEEK.
Sir,—As. the T.T. Eace week is approaching, I would like

to know if any persons or garages are likely to make pro-

vision to cater for the number of motor" cyclists who find

it more convenient to travel to Liverpool by road. From
past experience, I know that motorists have to do a lot of

skirmishing around to find a garage or suitable place to

store their machines, particularly if any mishap has caused
them to arrive in Liverpool late. The following suggestions
are offered for what they are worth :—1. That arrangements
be made at all garages conveniently situated to have their

addresses and charges published in The Motor Cycle. 2.

That an A.A. or E.A.C. Scout be on point duty at suitable

road junctions, furnished with a list of places to direct

strangers on entry to Liverpool. Something worked on these
lines would be greatly appreciated, by those who travel to

get the night boats. A. E. BEARD, Capt.

(1-7)

"VALVE BOUNCE MADE VISIBLE."

Sir,—I thank Mr. A. J. H. Elverson for the information
conveyed by his letter. I agree that the insertion of 101

.
per cent, in place of 99 per cent, was an error, and I am
glad that he realised it was clerical and not intended.
As regards his technical points—1. (a) Has he ever at-

tempted to measure the frequency of a tuning fork by
means of the stroboscopic disc? If so, did he notice any
halation effect? (b) Is there a variable cam in the oscillo-

scope to allow for sufficient illumination at high speeds and
good persistence of image at low speeds? I cannot imagine
that the arrangement of a variable shutter or aperture would
present an insurmountable obstacle.

2. I agree that a truly flexible drive is out of the ques-
tion, but an adjustable drive free from cyclic hunting is

the matter of a very few minutes' thought.
& A motor driven off a direct current main should be

free from appreciable cyclic aberration. Reverting to point

1, the stroboscopic disc mentioned is driven by electric

motor and cyclic aberration is not noticeable.
In high speed cinematography relative aberration is not

present to any extent.
In conclusion, I

,
would be glad of the opportunity of

accepting Mr. Elverson's invitation to inspect the oscillo-

scope. E. A. DENNE.

ARTIFICIAL OBSTACLES IN AN OPEN TRIAL.
Sir,—Seeing Mr. J. A. Newman's letter, I wish to state,

that while detained upwards of two hours at the top of the
hill previous to Hunger Hill, I was able, with the aid of

binoculars, clearly to distinguish officials replacing boulders
in their original position after they had been disturbed by
the passage of competitors. This was on the second bend
of Hunger Hill.

I regret I am unable to give you the actual names of the
persons who replaced these rocks, but there is no doubt in

my mind that they were officials, as they wore the armlet.

W. L. DANSKIN.

[It seems possible that our correspondent mistook the
action of one or two spectators who endeavoured to improve
the road surface on this hill by filling in the worst holes with
large flat slabs of stone ; their motives were good, but
whether the action was really helpful or not is another
matter.

—

Ed.]

Sir,—I have just received a list of the awards in the

East Midland Centre Open Trial, and this appears to me to

be as big a farce as the trial itself. No account is given of

how many marks any competitor lost, or how he lost them,
and therefore no competitor knows how he stands. It would
be interesting to know how the Leicester Club has arrived

at the results, owing to the chaos which prevailed through-
out the trial.

First—as competitors were not allowed to stop and sign

at checks and were only allowed one minute early or late,

nobody knew if he had lost marks at a check or not.

Secondly, competitors were held up at the foot of every
hill, and could not obtain information from the officials how
long they had been held up for, and in one instance no times
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were taken at all, consequently nobody knew what time he

would be expected to arrive at the next check. Then, again,

I myself was held up so long at the foot of Hunger Hill that

1 arrived at the lunch check at Matlock one minute after I

was due to leave after lunch. When I complained that I

wanted lunch I was cheekily told by an official that I had

had my two hours at " Hungery " Hill; consequently I left

this control, after filling up with petrol, without any lunch

and late on my time, and no allowance made for this delay.

Amongst the surprising things in the results is the fact

that one competitor has obtained a gold medal who was re-

ported to have parted company with his machine on one

hill which entailed a loss of 12 marks, and is shown in a

photograph on another hill with his foot on the ground,

which according to the rules lost him 5 marks—17 marks

in all. In all my years of competition work I have never

competed in a trial where the organisation left more to be

desired, or an open A.C.U. trial where the open competition

rules were treated with such utter contempt. Also the

placing on the road of artificial obstruction was the most

unfair" thing I have ever known in any trial. I maintain

that most of us were induced by the Leicester M.C.O. to

enter what was purported to be an ordinary A.C.U. one-day

trial, run on the same lines as the A.C.U. themselves would

run it. and under the same rules, and we were badly let

down .
ARCHIE G. COCKS.

RADIATION OF HEAT.
Sir,—Your contributor, " E. N. J.," writing about cooling,

states that heat is dissipated from a water-cooled engine by

water flowing round the cylinder carrying away the heat

by convection ; he then Btates that an air-cooled engine is

cooled by radiation.

Surely, since air is flowing round the cylinder at an even

greater rate than the water in the previous case, the air

must take the heat away by convection also. Furthermore,

supposing " E. N. J." is correct and the heat from an air-

cooled cylinder is dissipated by radiation, why fit fins

(misnamed "radiating")?
Radiation is the transmission of heat from one body to

another without necessarily heating the substance in between

them, the transmission of heat having nothing to do with

the contact of one object with another. The fins fitted to

the cylinder, being there to increase the surface exposed, are

therefore useless, put there as ornaments or dust traps.

Personally, when my cylinder gets sufficiently hot to

dissipate an appreciable amount of heat by radiation, I stop,

light a cigarette on the head thereof, and wait till I have

finished it before proceeding. " ENIL MAERTS."
Derby.

EQUITABLE INSURANCE.
Sir,—Your contributor "X.Y.Z." in the issue of April

6th appears as an apologist for the insurance companies, and

tells us that for the insurance pool to be equitably adminis-

tered it is necessary that the careful and skilful suffer for

the careless, clumsy, and unscrupulous. This may be neces-

sary up to a point; but is it equitable?

My great objection to motor cycle insurance has always

been this one point. I have driven a motor cycle for sixteen

years in many countries and three continents, and have
never—I touch wood—been concerned in an accident that

would have cost an insurance company a single pound. A
friend of mine has a son who, in his first season of motor
cycling and insurance, has had paid two heavy accident

claims and one total loss by theft. We are insured through

the same agent, and my season's mileage is more than

double his. To insure at the beginning of last season we
were absolutely on level terms. I got no advantage what-
ever for my previous safe record. I and all other ex-

perienced and careful riders are put on exactly the same
footing as reckless novices.

Surely this is not necessary. A life office does not accept

all and sundry without investigating their expectation of

life, and they adjust their tables accordingly. As it is, I

insure for total loss and third party risk only, as I do not
believe in benefiting the incompetent and the road hog
more than I can help.

I feel sure that if this matter, which many find a real

grievance, is ventilated. in your columns, some enterprising

office will be found who will come forward to adjust the
inequity. Of course, all insurance is to a certain extent a
gamble ; but in this case the personal factor is so immensely
important that it cannot reasonably be overlooked.

BERNARD SIFFKEN.

Sir,—Is it not a fact that the larger proportion of the
liabilities incurred by the insurance companies is due to

the "smart Aleck" who reckons to keep his machine up
to date by saddling the company with every repair on
as lavish a scale as possible, and who' does not consider he
has had a good season unless he has made the company
repay him considerably more than the amount of his

premium ?

In my opinion, the legitimate use of insurance is only to

safeguard oneself against large claims or losses too great
for the individual to bear. I should suggest that the
insurance companies issue policies only which put the first

£2 10s. or £5 loss upon the insured ; this would undoubtedly
make him more careful and less likely to send in question-
able claims of a few pounds, if a fair proportion of the

loss fell upon himself.
Even under the present system, I feel sure, if the in-

surance companies examined their liabilities under such
policies, they would find that they could allow a very much
larger rebate than the 15 per cent, or 20 per cent, as at

present, if the careful policy-holders were not made to bear

the charges incurred by the type of rider mentioned above.

H. A. CHAPLIN.
j

TUNING A 4 H.P. TRIUMPH.
Sir,—I have pleasure in answering the queries contained

in Mr. Barker's letter on page 460.

1. " Petrol consumption at 35-40 m.p.h."
I have no record of this, as I do not find it possible to

maintain such a high speed on the road for long enough to

get consistent results; but over longish runs with sidecar

and luggage the fuel consumption has varied from 60 to

85 m.p.g., the extremes being the figures on petrol, driving

hard against a head wind, and on benzole, in calm weather
on the Great North Road. My average on tour seems to

be about 72 m.p.g., this including, of course, sundry spurts

on full throttle, as well as the normal one-third throttle

required to keep up 25-30 m.p.h.
Solo, I have not any figures available, but in comparison

with a friend's standard Triumph, on a long run we made
together, I had slightly the advantage.

2. "Behaviour at slow engine speeds."

This is as nearly perfect as possible, . the engine ticking

over in neutral as slowly as will suffice to carry over

compression.
Acceleration and power at all engine speeds are better than

on any standard Triumph I have been able to compare it

with, but acceleration would probably be improved by
fitting an aluminium piston, such as on the machine owned
by " Triumph 4 " (whose identity it is not difficult to guess).

However, for sidecar work I have concluded that a cast-iron

piston is better.

3. " Gear ratio."

On the occasions when I have reached 60 m.p.h. solo, I.

have used a 16-tooth engine sprocket, giving a top gear of
approximately 4.7 to 1. With a sidecar I used a 15-tooth

sprocket, giving a 5 to 1 top gear, but I have now adopted

a 14-tooth sprocket (5.4 to 1) as giving sweeter running-,

without apparently affecting the maximum speed of the

machine on the level.

As regards the Triumph spring fork, / like it. It has

its disadvantages, notably in cornering, and it does nofc-

damp out pot-holes, as do some other forks ,-of more elaborate

but less rigid and strong construction; but it is capable of

adjustment against sideplay, ,it is proof against sidecar

drag, and it is the simplest fork on the market.

I have never had the least suspicion of a speed wobble,

although at one time my handlebars were very " touring."

Since then I have altered their shape so as to give better

control with a very comfortable riding position, and I

suppose they might now be called " semi-T.T."
I should mention that I keep, my forks strapped up

tightly against rebound, so that the spring is stressed in

compression only. I have not had a broken spring on my
present machine, but on another Triumph I owned I once'

(I3--I9)
•
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broke a spring on a very bad pot-hole, and rode for some

days in reasonable comfort on the broken spring. This could

j not be done with a link fork using two springs arranged
symmetrically.

I trust that the length of this defence of the Triumph
fork will be pardoned. It appears to me that most of the

recurrent adverse criticism (not, of course, in Mr. Barker's

case) emanates from those who argue from theory rather

(ban from practice, and that a statement of actual fayoura-

able experience might be worth putting foward. I think I

ought to add the usual disclaimer.

KENNETH H.- LEECH.

AMATEUR ROAD RACE DETAILS.

Sir,—Now that a little of the suspense is over and we
may reasonably hope for tile race, and bearing in mind the

usually hard-up speed-merchant (the enthusiast who " sells

his shirt " for hill-climbs, etc.), whose reason for not

competing this time, I hope, will not be the entrance fee,

may I make a few suggestions?

1. That every effort be made to"" reduce the entrance

fee to a rock-bottom figure (£10 to two or three probable

competitors I know represents a terrific sum).

2. In view of the fact that the race is largely a personal

matter (the man, not the machine), it would be very in-

teresting and perhaps fairer to institute a class for com-
petitors under 20 years of age ; also to give them, if pos-

sible, a reduced entry fee, this because of the uncertainty

of the depth of their pockets in most cases.

3. That the number of practice laps be limited to as few
as should be sufficient, say 5.

4. That as a matter of course the usual classes should be

run. I presume they
N
would be run at the same time, so

what matter ?

With reference to suggestion 1, it might be interesting In

arid that the entry fees for the French and Belgian Grands
Prix are £10 and £8 respectively.

Two" laps seem ideal.

All honour to The Motor Cycle and the Manx M.C.C. for

their go-ahead policies. MABCHAND DE VITESSE.
Paris.

GOOD TYRE MILEAGE.
Sir,—May I, through your columns, take the liberty of

I asking your correspondent, Mr. C. H. Stevenson, what make
and size of tyres he has used on his Triumph, the mileage
of which he claims as, approximately, 12,000 miles?

Great Yarmouth. BBUNDALL-BUSTEB.

BLACKLEADING CYLINDERS.
Sir,—Regarding the article by " E. N. J." which appears

on page 426, might I warn your readers that the last para-

graph might easily lead them astray, as to blacklead motor
cycle cylinders with ordinary domestic blacklead is fatal to

proper cooling, a semi-polished surface being obtained.

I speak from bitter experience of this trouble, and might
say that blacklead, when once put on, is very difficult to

remove.
Possibly the specially prepared blacklead sold for the pur-

pose of coating cylinders is all right, although I have never

tried it, as I prefer to run with the cylinders in their natural

condition (rough surface). W. D. EDWARDS.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS.

Sir,—In reply to Mr. N. Queston Graves, elderly motor
cyclist and owner of 1910 sidecar outfit, who narrowly escaped

death at tire hands of a juvenile, I really must congratulate

him on his powers of observation, being able to determine
Uie age of the motor cyclist travelling at this extraordinarv

speed. E. GORDON BODE.

Sir,—I fully agree with " 1922 Triumph 4 h.p. Solo" that

the reason for our not seeing more boy and girl motor cyclists.

is that the financial position of parents nowadays is certainly

one calling for economy. I should like to point out, however,
that a great many parents, especially mothers, are frightened
to let their children get near a motor cycle.

EX-SCHOOLBOY MOTOR CYCLIST.
Margate.
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Sir,—I was much interested in Mr. N. Queston Graves's
letter. If I might be allowed to state my opinion, I think
that all outfits as old as 1910 should be put in a safe place,

such as the local museum.
Kent. INFANTILE MONOMANIAC.

. Sir,—1- was very amused at the indignant letter from Mr.
Graves on the subject of "Infantile Monomaniacs." How
inconsiderate of that ': child " to startle him.
But I really think he exaggerates things a trifle. I should

have thought it impossible to have seen the make of a motor
cycle when it passed him at 70 m.p.h. ( ?) on the road ; much
less ascertain the driver's age. S.J.B.A.
London, S.E.6.

Sir,—I would suggest that as a solution of this difficult

question the speed limits for motor cyclists should be re-

stricted to one mile per hour per year of age, thus prevent-

ing the 16-year-old from exceeding 16 miles per hour, whilst

one of my age and experience would be perfectly at liberty

to "put on a bit of a spurt " if he so wished.
London, S.W.15. CENTENABIAN.
Sir,—I cannot help thinking that such letters as those

from " Middle-age," " XH-3296 " and, lastly, Mr. N. Queston
Graves give a very bad impression of the sportsmanship of

elderly motor cyclists. The wording of all their letters

implies that they consider that they have the first right to

the road, merely because they are getting on in life.

If there exists an}' "first right," surely it is the younger
generation who has it, for motor cycling is essentially a

pastime for the young and healthy. I would like your
younger readers to know that, at any rate, a good many of us

who are not youthful any longer do not share such un-

sportsmanlike views. Is there any logic in " Middle-age's
"

opinion that a pedal cycle is " good enough " for youths

;

" let therrr earn " motor cycles ? This in the case where a

boy has the chance of participating in one of the most healthy

pastimes existing ! . _ , .

One cannot seriously attempt to answer such a letter as

that from " XH-3296." who states that he prefers to meet
short-sighted, deaf, or crippled motor cyclists to an average

healthy boy on a motor cycle.

Again, it is certainly not for a man like Mr. Queston

Graves, who is evidently in constant fear of death by heart

failure, to give an opinion as to what type of person should

be in charge of a motor cycle, while he himself is still

" taking the road."

I have always been of the opinion that a certificate of

health should have to be produced when obtaining a driving

licence, but if such wholesale unsportsmanship exists among

elderly motor cyclists, it seems that there should be an age-

limit as well, but in the opposite direction to that which

vour three correspondents advocate.
'

Lincoln. LIVAN LETLIVE.

DDaDDDDDDDPDaDDDDDDQDDDDDDDaDD
a Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists.
Cl Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle. jd

n " MOTOR CYGLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM."
O The standard handbook on the motor cycle.

"
Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. Q

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3. D

n "TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES." D
pJ A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying q
1J them when found. Fourth Edition.
D Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

"
D " TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." °

A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider s point of LI

view. Priee net, 3/-. By post, 3/3. Q
n " MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES." D
n By "Ixios," of The Motor Cycle. Q

.

u Cloth Bound. Price, 5/-. By post, 5/3. nQ Paper Boards. Price, 2/6. By post, 2/9. J~
" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS. Q

Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, Q
London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6. q
Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and _
Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. ,

By post, 4/8.
"

E " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK. ti

With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post, 2,'ro. jJ

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from 1LIFFE & SONS Ltd., U
Q Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers

_ and Railway Bookstalls.

a
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A selection or questions ol general interest received irom readers and our replies thereto. Ail questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must lie accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope lor reply.

Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-

taining leg-1 questions should ba marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dea t

with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality.

WELDING OR BRAZING?
Having just had a frame re-

^T| built, I am claiming that it is

V absurd to weld the tank saddles
-AJ to the tube, as has been done,

for the intense heat applied

usually results in fractures immediately
after the work is finished. Perhaps
you will give me your opinion on the

matter, as I contend that the saddles

should have been brazed to such a thin

tube and not welded.—C.H.S.
We cannot agree with your opinion that

it is absurd to weld tank brackets to the

frame tubes of a motor cycle, as we know
several cases in which this is done; true,

brazing is more commonly the method
in use, but under proper., control the heat

' of welding should not affect the tube
detrimentally.

CLAIM AGAINST A GARAGE HAND.
Being unable to restart my

— I motor cycle after a stop, I

^ wheeled it to a garage, entering
-i-l by what appeared to be the

principal entrance, and was met
by a man in overalls who asked what
was wrong. He looked about the
machine, and then violently worked the
kick-starter without releasing com-
pression, and so broke the gear box. A
relative of the proprietor's (being, -I
understand, in temporary charge of the
garage), saw this man start operations,

but didn't see me come in, and walked
away before the gear box was broken.
The proprietors say (a) I could recover
nothing from the man as he has no
money

; (6) that they are not respon-
sible, saying that I should have come
to the office first, that the man only
does casual work for them, and that X

engaged him independently of them.
They offer to do without ' a profit in

mending the gear box. Have I a right
to any better compensation?—S.P.C.

It is difficult to imagine that any respon-
sible garage proprietor would employ a
man for whom he did not take a certain
amount of responsibility ; certainly, if the
man was employed by them at all, it does
not seem feasible that he would be making
arrangements in their garage to undertake
work for customers on his own account.
Whether you can claim any compensation
is rather a difficult matter to ascertain;
before, you could succeed in an action yon
would Tiave to prove that an employee of
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the garage (always supposing him to be
an employee) was negligent and careless
in the manner in which he handled the
machine. As the garage people appear to

admit some responsibility in the matter
by offering to repair the gear box at

cost price, we think your best plan would
be to take legal advice locally, especially

if you are in a position to prove that they
have offered certain concessions on account
of the damage done to the machine.

important ©ates.

Sat., April 22nd—X.-Eastern Centra
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., April 29th—S. Midland Centra
A.C.U. Open Hill-climb.

Sun., April 30th, to Sun., May 7th—
Paris-Pyrenees Trial.

Mon., May 1st, to Sat., May6th— Scot-
tish Six Days Reliability Trials.

Sat., May 6th—B.M.C.R.C. Members'
Meeting at Brooklahd9.

Sat., May 13th- Northern Centre A.C.U.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., May 20th—S.-Western Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Tues., May 30th—Junior Tourist
Trophy Race.

Thurs., June 1st—Senior Tourist Tro-
"hy Race.

Fri , June 2nd, and Sat., June 3rd

—

M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.
Mon., June 5th, to Sat., June 10th

—

Royal Scottish A.C. Light Car Trial.
Sat., June 10th—B.M.C.R.C. Open
Meeting at Brooklands.

Sat., June 17th—Yorkshire Centra
A.C.U. Open " Colonial Trial."

Sat., June 17th—Ealing and Dist.
M.C.C. 200 Mile Sidecar Race.
Brooklands.

-Fri.. June 23rd. and Sat., June 24th—
Irish Twenty-Four Hour Open Trial.

Sat., June 24th—Midland Centre
A.C.U OpenReliability Trial.

Sat., July 1st—East S. Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials.

Wed., July 5th—Eastern Centre A.C.U.
Open Speed Trials.

Wed., July 12th—French Grand Prix.

Sun., July 23rd—Belgian Grand Prix.

Fri., July 28th, to Mon., July 30th—
Anglo-Dutch Trial in Holland.

Thurs., Aug. 3rd, to Wed., Aug. 9th—
International Six Days Trials.

Sat., Aug. 6th, and Mon., Aug. 7th

—

Irish Two-day Open Trial.

Mon., Aug. 7th—West S. Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials at
Pendine.

Sat., Aug. 12th—North Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Mon., Aug. 21st, to Sat., Aug. 26th—
A.C.U. Six Days Trials.

Sat., Sept. 23rd—500 Mile Race at
Brooklands.

CONSUMPTION OF 5-6 h.p. TWIN.

I have a 6 h.p. Clyno sidecar,

?and want to know what is con-

sidered a fair average of mile-—I age obtainable from a gallon of

petrol. At present I am not

getting more than an average of about

45 m.p.g.—E.R.
From a machine of the type you men-
tion 50 to 55 m.p.g. should be obtained

if the engine is in good tune, but as

possibly your machine is an old one, 45

m.p.g. is not unreasonable.

LACK OF SPEED.

(1.) On a recent journey in the

JT1 West Country I . covered 600

? I odd miles on my 1920 model two-

-£-- stroke, and on the return trip,

being anxious to reach the town
where I intended stopping for the

night, I increased my speed a little

above the average. After about five

miles of this speeding, a terrific knock

developed in the_ cylinder, and I had

to slow down, but found I could reach

the town by going slowly. I had given

the engine plenty of oil so as to be on

the safe side. The next day the knock

was present at any speed over about

15 m.p.h. When I got home I dis-

mantled tire engine and found a lot of

carbon, particularly on . the inlet side

of the piston head, but the rings were

quite free. Thinking I had cured the

trouble by decarbonising, I subsequently

set out for a 50-mile run, and was
surprised to find the knock return at

the end of the run. Can you explain

this, or suggest a remedy, please? (2.)

In connection with the above, I was

using an aero type plug. If this is not

considered suitable, can you suggest any

other? (3.) I should like to point out

that I have never been able to average

more than 20 m.p.h. at the best.

When I see that two-stroke machines

attain 32 to 37 m.p.h., I cannot under-

stand my machine's lack of power. I

am not a speed hog, but should like to

get 25 to 30 m.p.h. Can you help me,

please?—J.S.R.
(1 and 2.) The knock is probably duel

to pre-ignition, and we should recommend
you to try another plug ; although aero>

plugs are excellent for many engines,

they are not suitable for all two-strokes.

It may be that the particular plug yon

have has become faulty owing to car-

bonised or burnt insulation. (3.) If you

(15-21)
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in average 20 m.p.h.. over a long journey

le speed of your machine must be fairly

>od. If you mean that 20 m.p.h. is the

sst speed which you can generally attain,

is certainly low. You must recollect,

iwever, that the majority of small two^
roke machines are not built for high
eeds. If all engine details are in order,

y advancing the ignition a little.

iXPERIENCES WANTED.
Headers' replies to questions published
ider this heading should be .addressed

o The Editor, " The .Motor Cycle,''

orset House, Tudor Street, London,
CA, when they will be forwarded
red to the querists concerned. Bequests
r experiences should be accompanied by
stamp.

"A.R.C." (Sunderland).—8 h.p. 1921
ifield two-seater sidecar : W.D. plugs,

nac carburetter.

"W.C.K." (Eltham).—Morgan, family
jdel : Air or water cooled, Binks or

her carburetter, gear ratios.

"E.W." (Leicester). — 2J "h.p. 1922
mlson-B : Reliability and handling of

ring frame. Also 2j h.p. Rex-Black-
i-ne, all chain.

"J. de W." (Lelant).—3 h.p. Beard-
>re-Precision two-stroke with sidecar in

ly country.

'A.W." (Mapplewell).—A.B.C.; gen-

ii performance j-obtaining spares.

'M.W." (Otley).—Proud variable jet.
' E.T." (Bury).—Hood and sidescreen

A.J.S. sidecar; shelter provided.
'R.D." (Edinburgh)'.—A.B.C. (latest

)del) ; .mechanical pump ; reliability.

'W.S." (Bridge of Earn).—Orbit en-

les; Motorfties home-assembly sets.
:'K.M." (Isle of Mull).—Scott Sociable
d Seal two-seater ; general remarks,
io any wear at joints of Scott chassis

ter long use.
' J.W.V." (Towcester).—Binks carbur-
er on 3| h.p. M.A.G. engine.
" H.S." (Sheffield)—Jet sizes in Binks
4 ;h.p. Douglas outfit.

ECOMMENDED ROUTES.
lHlington to Wolverhampton.—

G.E.H.
Darlington, Scotch Corner, Catterick,
eming, Baldersby Gate^ Ripon, Ripley,
.rrogate, Spofforth, Wetherby, Aberford,
otherton, Ferrybridge, Doncaster, Balby,
ad-worth, Tickhill, Oldcoates, Carlton,
orksop, Whitwell, Barlborough, Staveley,
imington, Chesterfield, Baslow, Edensor,
atsworth Park, Beeley, Rowsley, Matlock
idge, Matlock Bath, Cromford, via
'Ilia, Grange Mill, Ashbourne, Clifton,
idbury, Draycott, Yoxall, Kings Biomley,
chfield, Muckley Corner, Walsall,
olverhampton. Approximately 197 miles.

EYBMDGE TO GREAT MALVERN.—C.E.H.
Weybridge, Chertsey, Staines, Wind-
r, Eton, Salthill, Maidenhead, Henley,
ettlebed, Benson, Shillingford, Dor-
ester, Nuneham Courtenay, Littlemore,
{ford, Woodstock, Chipping Norton,
oreton-in-Marsh, Bourton-on-the-Hill,
ockley, Broad Campden, Chipping
rmpden, Aston-sub-Edge, Weston-sub-
Ige, Wrllersey, Broadway, Evesham,
ershore, Defford, Baughton, Upton-on-
ivern, Hanley Castle, Great Malvern,
pproximately 119 miles.

(s-8)

Carburetters under Official Observation.

In the recent A.C.U. observed test of

: a Norton sidecar outfit and a Levis light-

weight, carried out in Devon and Corn-
wall, Cox Atmos carburetters were used

on both machines.

Useful Instruction Booklet.

A second edition of " Martinsyde
Maxims," giving valuable information to

users of Martinsyde motor cycles, to whom
it is issued free of charge, is now avail-

able from Martinsyde, Ltd., Woking,
Surrey.

Oil for Nothing.

To any motor cyclist who w7ould like

a sample tin of Prices' oil, Prices' Co.,

Ltd., Battersea, London, S.W.8, will issue

a voucher on application, which on pre-

sentation to any motor agent will be ex-

changed for a quart tin of Prices' oil,

free of charge. The company only . ask

that the applicant for the free tin should

furnish particulars of the machine and
state that he has had no previous expe-

rience of Motorine or Huile de Luxe.

T.T. Souvenir.

Last year the Leicester Rubber Co.,

Ltd., Leicester, published a most useful

little booklet entitled "The John Bull

T.T. Souvenir." The 1922 issue is in

course of preparation and will be ready
about May 1st; it gives a complete his-

tory of the T.T. races, full information

concerning the course, local regulations,

fastest laps, a speed table, and a list of

motor cycle records.
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Bulk Fuel Storage at Brooklands.

Two underground tanks and two Bow-
ser delivery pumps have been installed at

Brooklands by the British Petroleum Co.,

Ltd.

Tyre Price Reduction.

Dominion motor cycle tyres have been
reduced in price by The United States

Rubber Co., Ltd., 47-48, Farringdon
Street, London, E.C.4.

Found on the Road.

A tool-roll was discovered on the

London-Brighton road at Patcham on
April 9th by Mr. J. E. Hay, cycle dealer,

34,. Kensington Gardens, Brighton.

Prices of 1922 Models.

The Sun Vitesse range for 1922 is

priced as follows : 247 c.c. two-stroke,

two-speed, chain and belt, £57 15s.

;

three-speed, all-chain, £72 9s. ; 293 c.c.

four-stroke (J. A. P.) two-speed chain and
belt, £66 3s. ; three-speed all chain,

£78 15s. In our Spring Issue Buyers'
Guide it was also not made clear that the

2-J h.p. and 3 h.p. Raleigh models at

£68 and £73 respectively had two-speed
gears ; for three speeds £5 extra is

charged.

Catalogues Received.

The Hobson Manufacturing- Co., Ltd.,

29, Vauxhall Bridge Road, London,
S.W.I. A catalogue of accessories, includ-

ing Hobson and Pognon plugs, the Hob-
nova plug cleaner, and plug box spanners.

The Ruby Cycle Co., Ltd., Moss Lane.
Altrincham, Cheshire. A catalogue of

Royal Ruby motor cycles, illustrated by
half-tones and sketches.

The Capac Co., Ltd. ,18, Bruton Place,

New Bond Street, London, W.l. A leaf-

let describing Capac single-lever carburet-

ters, and embodying instructions for
!

fitting.

Murden Page, Ltd., 21, Mortimer
Street, London, W.l. Electric and me-
chanical motor cycle horns, nickel steel

valves, spanners, and compression taps.

SPRING ! April snow storms and biting east winds stopped many a hardy motor cyclist

but not enthusiastic lady competition riders. Mrs. Hardee (8 Matchless sidecar) followed

by W. Julian (2J Levis sidecar) in the " Colonial Section "
(? Labrador brand) of the Surbiton

Club's recent event.

c 9
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1

dumber plates to be illuminated tnirty minutes
earlier, vide Road Vehicles Registration and
Licensing Order (1921).

Considering the Amateur Road Race.

To-morrow the draft rules for the pro-
posed Amateur Road Race in the I.O.M.
come before the Competitions Committee
of the AiC.U., when it is hoped that the
necessary permit will be forthcoming.

Yorkshire Enterprise.

Through its secretary, Mr. W. A.
Dovener, the Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.
has already made application for the
1922 edition of The Motor Cycle film.

For the Next East MidlandJTrial ?

One day last month an enthusiatic
amateur rider, Mr. A. R. Linsley, of
Nottingham, made a successful attempt
on an ex-Army 6 h.p. A.J.S. up a track-

over the Peak in Derbyshire, the course
consisting of the river-bed at the bottom
of Jacob's Ladder, and then up a preci-
pitous track, with several severe corners
and an appalling gradient.

Very Much Split Seconds.

The resolution of the Timekeeping
Sub-committee of the A.C.U. to the effect

that shOrt-distanco record times must be
taken up to l-20sec. largely owes its

origin to certain tests made by the Royal
Air Force during the war, when it was
found that that particular fraction of a
second was the time taken by a normal
individual to transmit action from the
brain to the hand.

Fair Lady and Freak Hill.

Mere male readers may be alarmed to
hear that one of the only three clean
ascents at a first attempt of a freak hill

included in the Liverpool M.C.'s open-
ing run was maae by a lady motor
cyclist, Miss Cottle, whose driving skill

was, incidentally, one of the outstand-
ing features of two of last year's open
trials in North Wales. There were 92
entrants.

Testing a Big Single Two-stoke.
In order to prove that overheating

under strenuous hill-climbing conditions
is not a fault of the 499 c.c. Dunelt two-
stroke; W. Chase, of Newcastle-on-
Tyne, recently made twenty-five non-stop
ascents of Clara Street, a notorious gra-
dient of 1 in 6 in that city, having in
addition to the sidecar nassenger, an-
other adult on the carrier of the machine.
The lest was successfully accomplished
under A.C.U. observation.

*ki
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Special features.

Free Transport forja Scottish Tour.

Any reader, prepared to pay his own
expenses, who would like a sidecar seat
on a competing machine in the Scottish
Trials, should communicate with Mr.
E. W. Becker, 3, Booth Fields, Foleshill,
Coventry, the McKechnie-Victor driver.

EASTER EVENTS ILLUSTRATED.
IN THE HEBRIDES.

THREE MILES A PENNY.

Rudges in Competition.

This year the Rudgc has been a i'amiliu

name in most of the big eompetitions and
as is evident from a list of entries or ii

tended entries for forthcoming events, i

will continue to be so. Those who wi
ride Rudges in trials in the near futui

include G. W. White, R. R. Grindla\
and Rt- Carfrae.

French Assault on British Market.

News that the 3i- h.p. Gnome
Iihone motor cycle is eventually to

placed on the British market is interesi

ing, in view of the fact that one of the;

machines- completed the 2,334 miles
the Tour de France without the loss of

single mark, tieing with the A.B.C
. which hails from the same factory. 'IX

designer of the Gnome et Rhone is a

Englishman, Mr.-'K. Bartlett. •

Switzerland as a Trial Ground.

In its natural characteristics no com
try in Europe is better situated for mote

cycle trials than Switzerland. The. length

of the hills are in themselves an excellei;

test, the long descents are trying to th

brakes, and if steep gradients are require

it is not difficult to find them. Man
manufacturers might profit by the report

of an experienced tester turned loose i

the Alps for a month or so, with instriK

tions to cover 5,000 miles.

NOT 1822 BUT 1922. This disgraceful stretch of highway As on the main Taunlon-
Minehead road, and should be avoided if possible, especially by solo riders at night time.

Readers journeying from Taunton to Minehead this Easter arc advised to take the road

round Bridgwater.

(14-20)
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\ COMPACT
TWO-

STROKE.
)uplex Loop
Tame, All Chain

)rive and De-

ichable Wheel,
imbodied in the

view White and

'oppe - Engined

Lightweight.

3UITE one of the most interesting

.. machines which we have- been able
to examine and handle is now_

ndergoing preliminary road tests in an
xperimental form.
Originated by Mr. E. Poppe, it will be
roduced in conjunction, with Mr. G-.

'ackman, of Rochester, and it is hoped
hat it will be ready for the market in the
utumn of the present year. Though in

:s present form the machine differs some-
what from the production model, the
ssentials are embodied and are under-
oing prolonged tests.

A White an4 Poppe two-stroke engine
f 250 c.c. (previously described in .these
•ages) is fitted, and the gear is a Sturmey-
rcher lightweight three-speed, with clutch
nd kick-starter. It is intended that these
wo parts shall be embodied in a single
nit, the Stucmey- Archer gear parts being
tted in an extension of the crank case. The
ngine is to be increased in bore so as to
iring it within the 350 c.c. class, and a
rechanical pump will supply oil from a
ump between the crank and gear box
artitions.

'ower Unit Moved for Chain Adjustment.

The whole power unit is mounted slid-

bly on the duplex frame, and it can
e moved to provide adjustment for the
ear chain. A very unusual feature is

ncorporated in the final drive, for the rear
piocket lies outside the chain stay, and is

arried on a double row ball race housed

An experimental two-stroke to be marketed later in the. year by
Poppe and Packman. Good design, neat appearance and

excellent detail work are important features.

Details of the rear wheel assembly ; the

semi-circular projection on the hub is used
to locate the distance washer.

in the rear fork end. A similar ball bear-

ing is mounted in. the. opposite fork end,

and the quickly detachable wheel has no
hub bearings, but is held in place by a

central knock-out spindle and driven by
a dog clutch. A refinement not without

importance lies in the provision of a semi-

circular lip on the wheel hub which locates

the distance washer (necessary for wheel
withdrawal) and consequently facilitates

assembly.
The standard machine will be equipped

with the B.T.H. Sparklight ignition and
lighting set, the accumulator box being

fitted under the saddle ;
pannier tool bags

are neatly housed below the duplex tubes

from head lug to rear axle. Brampton forks

are used, cup and cone bearings being

employed in the steering head, while the

-normal head clip is replaced by a com-
bined cup, spring buttress and handle-bar

lugs splined on to the steering column, and
held down by a special set pin.

Complete Enclosing of Mechanism Possible.

By a clever piece of design (not shown
in our illustrations) the whole engine and
its accessories can be closed in by side

shields, which are neatly fastened to the

tank. These side pieces splay outwards at

the front, and they are curved round to

form leg shields, which help to deflect air

over the engine and keep the rider free

from oil as well as mud, yet they can be
detached in a few seconds.

Even on the experimental model the fit-

tings are practical and excellent. A large

sized Webb front brake is employed, and
both mudguards are fully valanced and
supported by flat stays, but the present

internal V rear brake will be replaced by
an expanding brake within the rear

'

sprocket. Roughly, the frame may be
described as consisting of six tubes, two
from the head to the rear spindle, two
from the head passing downwards under
engine and gear box and extending rear-

wards to form chain stays, and two light

tubes bolted in and taking the place of the

saddle tube. The seat itself is hinged

from a point on the frame, well in front

of the saddle peak, and is supported on
the rear by a pair of very long compres-

sion springs. Complete with 26in.x2^in.
tyres and B.T.H. lighting set, the machine

scales 1851b., and it is hoped that it may
be marketed at about £65.

A short run on the road convinced us

that the machine is thoroughly comfort-

able, and steers perfectly at speeds over

10 m.p.h. ; at slower speeds an improve-

ment might be made, and the matter is

receiving attention at the moment. A
large silencer directly in front of the frame
member successfully reduces the exhaust

noise, and other mechanical noises are

slight. The riding position is excellent,

as the seat is well in front of the rear

wheel and so close to the front that the

forward swept bars come into a natural

position. It is difficult to realise the size

of this very compact little machine, but as

a guide to proportions when examining the

illustration it is well to remember that

26in. x2£in. tyres are fitted.

Cup and cone steering head races are fitted,

and the head clip is combined with the

handle bars and spring fork buttress, the

whole being carried on splines.

INCREASE IN EXPORTA-
TION OF MOTOR CYCLES.

A SATISFACTORY feature in the

Board of Trade returns for March
is the substantial inciease in value

of machines and accessories exported. In
February their value was £54,849, but

last month this figure was increased by
£19,049. Even this amount falls short

by the big sum of £96,429 when com-
pared with the March figures of 1920.

but still to find our overseas trade on the

up grade, no matter how slight, shows
that the bed rock of trade depression has

been reached, and that a trade revival -is

imminent.

r] i
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-€V 'S-' ,£^_>rAe London
LSnds End Trml

Porlock and Beggar's Roost Try the Passenger Machines.

Rain and Head Winds Test Endurance or Competitors,
j

212 Motor Cyclist Starters, 43 Retirements.

GALES and gradient proved uncom-
monly difficult obstacles in this

year's London—Land's End Trial,

the record-breaking Eastertide event of

the JU.C.C. to decide the soloist and side-

car driver to hold the President's and
Captain's Cups respectively lor another

twelve months.
Not only was Beggar's Roost included

in the stiffened edition of last year's route

as a climax to a very possibly almost im-

passable Lynton. but the "0. i/c. Gales"
apparently went holiday-making, leaving

his south-west army to wage war against

the luckless Land's End men. Rain pro-

vided the finishing touch—stinging rain

which was almost indistinguishable from

hail.

Rumour had it, too, that the eight-mile

section from Beggar's Roost to Simons-

bath was one of the (hundred odd) worst

roads in the country, but it was so tho-

roughly snow-bound that it was wisely de-

cided at the eleventh hour to divert the

competitors by a less exciting route.

More Main Road Checks.

Little incident of note relieved the mono-
tony of the long procession as it wended
a fairly straight-forward way from
Slough, through Maidenhead, Reading,

and Newbury to the first check at Hunger-
ford. Incidentally, there were more
checks this year, but nobody grumbled,
the general opinion being that, within

limits, the more the merrier.

Through Savernake Forest the going

was rough, but this was expected. The
gale that met the earlier solo men after

turning off for Devizes was not. Gradu-
ally its intensity increased, or so it

seemed, and rain came more heavily—
sometimes dead ahead, sometimes half-

left, but never behind.
Frome, Shepton Mallet, and Glaston-

bury came to be regarded as milestones

in the fight for Bridgwa'sr, and 90% of

the riders pondered the usual problem at

this stage—why on earth were they there '!

At approximately half-past four " No.
1," F. A. Longman (498 Ariel), entered
Bridgwater for the usual breakfast stop,

which almost as truly might be called

supper, at the White Hart Hotel. Two
items only call for comment here : there
was an extraordinary number of fully

authenticated but quit© impossible-to-be-
true stop-press rumours about all three
test-hills, and, secondly, the washing
arrangements were greatly improved on
those of last year.

Timed Climbbag Test on Porlock.

Porlock, which came next, may always
be relied on to relieve one or two of their
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gold medals ; this year also it was again
the deciding factor for the trophy awards
-—nearest to twenty miles per hour up the
first mile winning—and in consequence
anxiety bred failure in several cases. As
a hill it is the least difficult of the three
included in the trial.

Porlock's two hairpin turns of terrify-
ing steepness formed the first real
" stumbling block " in the course of the
trial.

On Saturday the surface of soft red
clay and loose sharp stones was adversely
affected by the previous heavy rains, and
•many of the competitors failed on, or just
after, the first bend.
Some stopped at the first corner by tak-

ing the turn too close in ; there the road
surface was very bad. Attempting, the
turn too fast and skidding into the out-

side ditch was also the cause of several
failures at this point. Some excellent
cornering, however, was witnessed, both
by the solo and sidecar men.
Probably because of their low bottom

gears many of the lightweight riders took
the first turn in splendid style, notably
S. G. Wooldridge (349 A.J.S.) and
A. R. H. Stewart (348 Raleigh). F. E.
Salter (496 Zenith-Bradshaw) had rather

a bad skid, and fell just before the turn.

E. S. Burnett (750 Raleigh) and R.

Newitt (497 Douglas) made very good
ciimbs, as did E. H. Williams (499

Triumph).
C. H. Mocatta (349 A.J.S.) skidded

badly into the ditch, and H. Robinson
(345 Wooler) stopped after taking the

first turn in good style, and had to be

pushed to restart, whilst T. E. Pantard
(250 Trump-Jap) failed just round the

bend.

Skids and Baulks.

Much excitement was caused when
W. H. Julian (996 Matchless so.) took

the turn too fast and skidded across the

road. In the haste to get away again he

baulked two other Matchless sidecars (G.

Nott and D. S. Parsons), which, however,
just managed to scramble through the re-

stricted road passage.

Ivan P. Brettell (370 Connaught sc.)

made a very clean ascent as far as could

be seen—sailing round the bend very
smoothly.

C. W. Vallings (499 Dunelt sc), A. C.
'

Maskell (996 Matchless sc), P. Cunning-
ham (-555 P. and M. sc), and William
King (989 Harley-Davidson sc.) also

made splendid climbs.

A 600 c.c Beardmore-Precision outfit

driven by A. G. Cocks took the turn well,

though too wide; and W. P. Brandon

Well round the acute bend at the foot of Lynton, J. Wallis (688 Coventry-Victor sidecar) opens

out for a successful climb.
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Two 678 c.c. Martinsyde outfits, piloted by the Bashall brothers, passing

through the quaintly named village of Indian Queens.

T. Weaver (796 Sirrah sidecar) nearipg Truro during a brief resp.te

from the storm

(550 Triumph sc.) stopped right on the

bend and caused air exciting obstruction,

involving three other machines. G. R.

Claridge (550 Triumph sc.) made an out-

standing climb.

Cycle Cars on Porlock.

Most of the three-wheeled cyclecars

managed the ascent remarkably well.

W. H. Elce (1096 Morgan), F. W. Dame
(980 Morgan), H. F. S. Morgan (975

Morgan), and F. Spouse T.B.), all

climbed excellently, but H. W. Holmes,

driving a Grand Prix model Morgan, took

the first turn in too dashing a style, and <

made a most spectacular skid on the loose

surface. As a result his rear tyre burst

with a loud report, but, undaunted, he
roared away up towards the second bend
on the rim.

Between Somerset and Devon.

The road over Exmoor and down Coun-
tisbury hill to Lynmouth had only been
opened on the previous week-end after the

recent heavy snowstorms in the neigh-

bourhood, but its general condition was
by no means worse than usual ; lingering

At one period something approaching chaos reigned on Beggar's Roost. F. W. Gilc

(800 A. J. S. sidecar), in the left foreground, is making a brilliant get-away after a bad baulk.

remains of once 6-feet-deep snowdrifts
indicated what might have been had
Easter been a little earlier this year.

Most of the riders used their engines as

brakes on Countisbury, and oiled plugs

were not uncommon at Lynmouth.

Snares oS Lynton Hill.

When the surface is out of condition
there are three bad spots on Lynton Hill.

The first is at the first corner, where it

is well-nigh fatal to cut in on the inside;
the second is a steep, loose patch about
100 yards higher, and the worst is a stiff

pull about 200 yards beyond. Recent
heavy weather on this occasion rendered
the bill at its worst, though it needed the

advent of the. sidecar machines and cars

to show how bad matters might be, for

almost without exception, the soloists

made good climbs. This, of course, was
to be expected, as the only moderately
rideable path is close to the offside wall,

.and is very narrow.

Good Performances.

First man up, in good style, was F. A.
Longman (498 Ariel). E. Atkins (498

Ariel) had to indulge in foot work, whilst

J. S. Austin (496 Scott-Squirrel) climbed
well, although his engine appeared to be
misfiring. E. A. Collum (596 Indian
Scout) went up steadily but quietly, and
noticeably good performances on and
after the first corner were made by J.

Richardson (498 Lea-Francis), V. Gay-
ford (500 Zenith-Bradshaw), R. Newitt
(497 Douglas), G. O. Ford (500 Zenith-

Bradshaw), and G. Kuhn (245 Cal-

thorpe). S. Hancox had a sidecar at- .

tached to his 500 c.c. Zenith-Bradshaw,
although listed as solo ; he created a sen-

sation by coming up to the first corner at

a great speed, but he cut in too fine and
stopped round the bend, getting ' away
again in the end. W. Henry Wells (398

A.B.C.) narrowly escaped a baulk from
another machine, but neatly cut in and

managed to pass above the first corner.

Praise must be, and was on the spot,

awarded to the veteran F. W. Applebee

(211 Levis), who with his engine misfir-

ing slightly, skidded on the corner, used

d 3
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Two solo riders making light of Beggar's Roost—H. A. Davies (498 Ariel), leading, and

C. H. Mocatta (349 A.J.S.)

his feet to recover, and got away again

very well. C. H. Mocatta (349 A.J.S.)

narrowly missed being baulked by a cart.

B. N. 'Taylor (349 Hagg Tandem) ar-

rived very late, took the corner too fine,

stopped, and eventually went up running

beside his machine, which was not an

easy task.

Sidecarists not Happy on Lynton
Slime.

When the sidecar machines came, the

fun began. Many of the solos took the

hill as if there was nothing in it, engines

by no means extended. All the wise men
hugged the right-hand wall as they went

up.
Because of the stops and baulks, parti-

cularly on the upper portion of the hill,

it was almost impossible to say who did,

or might have done, well, and the pro-

moters of the trial will have some diffi-

culty in sorting things out to .universal

satisfaction. It was noticeable that, de-

spite these troubles, the competitors
showed the utmost good humour, whilst

the marshals did their best to keep track

of things and to help those who needed it.

The cause of the trouble, of course, was
the unutterably loose surface made
worse bv recent showers.

One Accounts for Many.

The beginning of one turmoil was the
failure of.A. J. Agg (799 A.XS. sc). He .

-baulked A. Greenwood (9^6 Brough-
Superior sc), who passed it on to W. H.
Bashall: (678 Martmsvde sc.)-, and then
J! T. Bashall (678 Martinsyde sc.), G.
Baxter (678 Martinsyde.se), B. E. Bel-
field (989 Harley-Davidson sc), T._ H.
Weaver (796 Sirrah sc), and A. H.
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Carnt (532 Scott-Squirrel sc), all became

involved. This was typical of the day.

Good Sidecar Climbs.

The following can be picked out as

making good climbs by skill, judgment,

or luck :—A. H. Nelson (550 Triumph
sc), who drove splendidly; S. Julian

(996 Matchless sc), F. J. Watson (994

Ariel sc), J. Wallace (688 Coventry-Vic-

APRIL 20th, 1922.

tor sc), J. Graham (996 Matchless sc),

B. S. Allen (996 Matchless sc), t. J.

Boss (996 Matchless sc), and R. C.

Boxer (996. Matchless sc). So many were
the incidents, so rapid the action, so

thrilled the onlookers, that it was almost

impossible to keep track of all the hap»

penings. At least 32 failed, and at least

20 more stopped through baulks, which
were extremely prevalent.

Not much better luck befell the three-

wheelers. A. G. Gripper (1096 Morgan)
came to grief on the corner; F. W. Dame
(980 Morgan) failed; but W. H. Elce

(1096 Morgan), F. Spouse -^80 T.B.),"

and H. F. S. Morgan (975 Morgan) all

did well on the first corner and beyond.

Beggar's Roost—the Third Test Hill.

_ Thence followed ihe culminating ascent

of the Devonshire Hills, namely, Beggar's -

Roost, on the edge of the village of Bar-

brook Mill. From the contour survey ex-

clusively published in last week's issue of

The Motor Cycle it will be seen that the

steepest section is 1 in 3.64, and for the

whole three-quarter mile length of the

bill the gradient averages about 1 in 7.

Spectators gathered in the early hours-
the first man was due at 7.48 a.m.—some
keen enthusiasts being content to munch
sandwiches in lieu of breakfast, which
some of the Lynmouth district hotels

fought, shy of providing so early.

It was fine with a strong wind blowing
up the hill. F. A. Longman (Ariel), last

year's Jarrott Cup winner, led the way
in company with E. Pond (550 Triumph)
and P. L. Wills (499 Rudge), followed

by an official Morris car piloted by L. A.
Baddeley.

Belfield (398 A.B.C.), C. Wheeler (481

Scott-Squirrel), and P. H. Jones (f

"

Sunbeam), were next, and so far all got

up comfortably. E. W. Spencer's 497 c.c.

Douglas toyed with the precipitous
' gradient, whilst O. S. BrideuU (499

Th? commencement of Beggar's Roost and the main road, on the right, by which competitors

rejoined the route after completing the climb. S. H. Farley (1170 Henderson sidecar) is

the rider in the foreground.
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L. A. Welch (292 O.K. Junior) zig-zagging up Beggar's Roost while D. G. White (347 G.R.I.),

on the worst side of the road, finds it necessary to dismount.

Dunelt) slewed around in the road and
had to touch with his feet, but kept going,

nevertheless. E. Atkins (498 Ariel)

footed, but re-started and finished •well.

'G. Segrott, on a similar mount, was slow

;

and sure. E. J. Keyhoe (499 Rudge)
'charged the gradient with his feet dang-
ling, and disappeared at a rare bat; J A.
Newman (497 Douglas) was good, but his

I
right eye was blackened, apparently
through a fall.

Some Fine Solo Ascents.

Then a roar, and two riders in close

company charged round the bend at speed

—they were G. Brough and S. Ratcliffa

(976 Brough Superiors). A. C. Rhodes
(499 Triumph) made a neat climb, also

P. Street (499 Sunbeam), T. L. Daniels

(595 Douglas), and H. C. Nias (498

Ariel). Austin's 496. c.c. Scott was mis-

firing, and he stopped and elected to re-

tire. One of the I.O.M. T.T. Rovers,

ridden by L. N. Stannah, stopped in

front of C. Boivrlet (498 Ariel), but the

after got up by dextrous driving. C.

Dickinson, on another 498 c.c. Ariel,

climbed faultlessly, also E. A. Collum

!(596 Indian),.W. G. Boyer (490 Norton),

and H. Nicholson (496 Martinsyde). J.

iRichardson (498, Lea-Francis) was in ex-

cellent fettle, notwithstanding the all-

night gruelling, but B. IT. Brayne (548

Blackburne) onlv iust got up, hindering

V". Gayford (496 Zenith-Bradshaw), who,
however, made a clean ascent. R. V.
Ealtmarsh (584 Harley-D.) and S. Easton

|(398 A.B.C.) did well; J. G. Boorer (678

1N.U.T.) was slow, but sure; and then

ithree made clean climbs in close company
:—W. D. Pugh (496 Zenith-Bradshaw),
E. Gifford (496 Martinsyde), and A.
Symes (678 Martinsyde). S. Hancox's
(496 Zenith-Bradshaw) sidecar stopped
low do^n and proceeded to push—a fore-

taste of what might happen to the pas-

senger machines.

Gaps in the Ranks.

So far the road surface had quite well

survived the biggest crowd of motor cycle-,

ever to climb Beggar's Roost, but the
lower reaches were strong. G. S. Green's
532 c.c. Scott came to a standstill on the
very crest of the crucial stretch ; J.

0' Sullivan's 1170 c.c. Reading Standard
was surprisingly slow, but good notwith-
standing. Then a long wait, which
suggested " fun " on Lynton, the pre-

ceding climb, only 1^ miles away. F. V.
Edwards' 557 c.c. B.S.A. stopped low
down ; M. Pearson's 550 c.c. Triumph was

So breezy and raw was it at • .-

Land's End that most of the

competitors quickly moved off
i ^

again leaving little material for

our photographer. A scene

as the last sidecars arrived.

good, also J. Eddy's 499 c.c. Rover, E.
noward's 499 c.c. Sunbeam, and R.
Roberts' 550 c.c. Triumph. Grose added
to A. B.C. laurels, and was followed by a
batch of successful men, Hardwick
(N.U.T.), Cuft'e (Metro Tyler), Charles-

worth (Zenith), Harveyson and Marks
(o-.h.v. Triumphs), Hadley (Rudge),
Walter (Zenith;, and Troughton (XJL).

The sun bothered the riders, as it shone
straight into their eyes during the ascent.

After Pugh (499 Triumph) had passed, at

speed there was another long wait until

F. Salter (496 Zenith-Bradshaw), P.

Pike (490 Norton), and G. Ford (496

Zenith-Bradshaw) came up well. E.

Foster (750 Raleigh) hesitated after a

swerve, but recovered well, and afterwards
the following, showed up conspicuously

:

E. Burnett (750 Raleigh), J. Biss (630

Norton), Williams (499 Triumph),
Sprosen (293 Connaught), R. Newitt (494
Douglas), H. Gibson (348 Raleigh), T. S.

Sharratt (349 A.J.S.), A. M. Knill

(348 Ra:eigh), Wells (398 A.B.C.), and
Baxter (247 Radco). G. Richardson (348

•Raleigh) was slower than his confreres.

Lewis (349 Beardmore-Precision) made a

neat ascent; Thomas (349 Hagg Tandem)
footed vigorously, but kept going. Hemv
(349 A.J.S-.) was good, also Davies (498

Ariel) and Mocatta (349 A.J.S. ), who
were noticeably faster than the fore-

runners. White s 347 c.c. G.R.T. stopped

in the stones, Welch (292~ O.K. Junior)

made a fine climb, (Greathead (348 Ivy
was good, but Kuhn and Heller on 245

c.e. Calthorpes footed. R. Richardson

(349 Alecto) stopped, whilst Wooldridge
(349 A.J.S.) and Stewart (348 Raleigh)

were fast. McLachlan (349 A.J.S.)

touched with his feet, needlessly one

thought; Guthrie (Diamond, with 349 c.c.

Barr and Stroud engine) was very good.

One Way oi Clearing the Course.

Youngs (292 O.K. Junior) raised a;

laugh among the crowd by steering

straight for a spectator sitting on the

bank, whq. promptly fell on his back with

his legs in the air.

d 5
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On Bodmin Moor a few minutes after one of the worst storms of the year. W. J. Bfrker

(1170 Henderson sidecar).

Sidecar Observations.

Then the sidecars started in earnest,

W. A. Fell-Smith (976 Brough-Superior

sc. ) forming the vanguard, and incident-

ally clearing the over-zealous spectators

who meandered aimlessly in the road while

natural banks awaited them. Clifford

Wilson (653 Quadrant sc.) stopped, but

was able to see Pidgeon on a similar outfit

go up well. More sidecars followed, Ross

and Boxer among a remarkably big

Matchless representation, doing well.

Watson (994 Ariel sc.) got over the

critical 1 in 3.64 by vigorous bumping on

the saddle.

Two Star Climbs.

But the star ascents among the sidecar

competitors we credited to Bridgman
(998 Indian), and Marvin (987 Brough-
Superior). Curiously enough, they were
in close company, and their fast ascents

thrilled the onlookers.
" Hard luck !

" exclaimed the onlookers

as Harris (550 Triumph sc.) came to a
standstill after manfully breasting the
steepest bit; Glendinning's 998 c.c. Rex
outfit stopped at precisely the same spot.

Tart (980 Brough-Superior sc.) stopped
with his driving-wheel churning up the
stones. Davidson's 596 c.c. Indian Scout
outfit repeated the performance, and he
burnt out the clutch in attempting a,, re-

start. White (996 Sunbeam sc.) stopped,
and then perfect chaos prevailed as a
bunch of sidecarists in close company at-

tempted the hill. Some were baulked,
and the officials took their depositions in

the midst of the climb instead of clear-

ing the course for the next men. Mack-
enzie (745 Humber sc), Guiver (996
Matchless^ sc). Cocks (598 Beardmore-
Precision sc), Attwood (548 Hawker sc),
were all at one time at a standstill with-
in a space of twenty yards. The
100 m.p.h. exponent—C. G. Pullin (749
Douglas sc.) disappointed everybody by
stopping; Hann (980 New Imperial bc.)

also stopped, as well as Nelson (550
Triumph sc). Ranger and Peacock

h r.

(Matchless sc.) just scraped up ; one
noticed that most of this team had Par-

sons chains on the driving wheel. White
(800 A.J.S. sc.) stopped, due to wheel
spin; Nott (Matchless sc.) was slowly

overhauled by Parsons, who actually

struck Nott's stand, but managed to keep
going; Jones (996 Matchless sc.) stopped
low down the hill, but Wood (633 Norton
sc.) got over the steep pitch and then un-

accountably failed.

The sidecar men found Beggar's Roost
a tough proposition, a-nd another bunch
of machines were strewn about the hill at
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this point awaiting assistance from wil '

ing helpers. W. H. Bashall (678 Mail
tinsyde sc.) was baulked at this point, bu
restarted with a third passenger on th

carrier and went up well. Giles (801

A.J.S. sc), who had found his progres

barred by a stranded Matchless and Hei
derson, made a perfect restart, am
climbed the hill faultlessly. Greenwooi
(956 Brough-Superior sc) followe:

Bashall's example, whilst Hardee am'
Ellis (Matchlesses) restarted at the pom
they were baulked and climbed the re

mainder of the hill excellently. Claridg'

(550 Triumph sc.) and Carat (532- Scot

sc.) were assisted, but C. R. Collier (99;

Matchless sc) made no mistake. Whee
spin brought Walker (770 B;S.A. sc.) t>

a stop. Bad luck again dogged the ilai

tinsyde, for Baxter was badly baulked by

three stopped sidecars; he managed t<

worm his way around them all, however,
and got up amid applause; Perrey (77C

B.S.A. sc) made a similar performance
but unluckily stopped, while Bird (770

B.S.A. sc.) simply had no opening left

for him.

A Mix-up on the Gradient.

There was surely never such a scene

;

anxious spectators yelled themselves

hoarse to clear the road of a Harley, two '

Matchlesses, and an Enfield; excited side-

car passengers joined ill, and pandemon-
ium prevailed. It was strange that here-

abouts the percentage of failures was over

80, whereas formerly fully 60 per cent,

had succeeded. Hoult (993 Matchless sc.)

relieved the monotony, sending a shower

of gravel from his driving wheel among
the spectators, now scattered all over the

roadway; then Cunningham (555 P. and

M. sc). stopped, as his front wheel re-

fused to steer straight ahead. Four more

V"

>

One of the finest sidecar ascents of Beggar's Roost was made by W. A. Fell-Smiti (976

Brough-Superior sidecar), but even his passenger found it advisable to transfer more

weight to the rear wheel.
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sidecars followed in a bunch : Choldcroft
(750 A.J.S. sc.) stopped; Macdonald
(993 Matchless sc.) did we'll; Maskell
(Matchless sc.) failed, as did Wallis (688
Coventry-Victor sc), but the last-named
restarted and went up well. Wheel spin
stopped Clark (499 Zenith sc), but Neill

(980 Matchless sc) made a splendid
ascent. Danskin (998 Rudge sc.) stopped
and burnt his clutch out, as did several

others, in attempting a restart, and so re-

tired; Elce (Morgan), effectually- stopped
by a sidecar failure, restarted and went
up well, followed by H. J1

. S. Morgan,
who was exceptionally good.

Spouse (T.6.) halted on the crest of
the steep pitch, also Gard (Matchless sc).
Cars now began to arrive, but a number
of sidecar competitors, having lost time,
trickled through while the car ascents
were in progress, including Allen (Match-
less), who was good, Brettell (370 Con-
naught sc), who stopped, due to wheel
spin only, King (989 Harley-Davidson
sc), stopped, Strong (989 Harley-David-
son sc), a plucky rider minus legs, who
had to be assisted while a passing shower
cooled the willing helpers, and Gripper
(Morgan), who made an excellent ascent.

Last Moment Change of Route.

The last moment change of route after
the ascent of Beggar's Roost meant that
competitors doubled back on their own
tracks for a short distance at Barbrook
Mill. This worked quite well in the case
of the solo machines, but there were some
time-wasting jams on the road before the
later sidecars got clear.

On via Simonsbath, South Molton, and
Umberleigh Bridge to another check at
Great Torrington the road was often
exceedingly tortuous, and in the neigh-
bourhood of Umberleigh Bridge there were
hills of considerable severity. Added to

ffolSjpji
this the gale seemed ever-increasing in

intensity.

A. H. Carnt (532 Scott-Squirrel sc.)
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Barbrook bridge, which the competitors

crossed and re-crossed on their detour to

Roost. A local policeman lends

willing hand at traffic control.

gave up near Umberleigh, and I. P.
Brettell on the 370 cc. Connaught outfit

5'7

was noticed gamely fighting a losing battle
with the head wind.
A little further on H. W. Harrington's

349 cc Douglas with the draught-board
tank was overtaken in trouble from the
same cause, and indeed there were few of

the solo lightweights or passenger outfits

which did not find difficulty in keeping to
schedule over this section. Driving, too,

was most unpleasant; it was almost im-
possible to open more than one eye at a

time ; A. G. Cocks (598 Beardmore sc)
left the road entirely at one stage . and
went ploughing over the moor to the
considerable detriment of his front fork,
although on the whole the Beardmore
stood it remarkably well.

Terrible Weather.
All the way to the Launceston lunch

stop and for the first hundred riders or so
right into Bodmin. the blinding rain con-
tinued, and it was no uncommon sight- to
meet people returning in disgust ; it was
however, quite impossible to decipher
their numbers as they sped homewards.
F. W. Becker (688 McKechnie sc), sus-

tained the last straw in this section in the
shape of a puncture in the sidecar tyre.

There were dry intervals after Bodmin,
which gradually increased in duration un-
til a cold rainless wind was the only re-

maining obstacle to reaching the end on
time. At the same time there were
several not unexpected secret checks,

which, in conjunction with the tortuous
nature of the switch road chosen from
Penzance this year, made the task quite
sufficiently arduous
Land's End was reached by the van-

guard of the surviving soloists shortly

after four o'clock, but it was well past

lighting-up time before the last car

finished the memorable 312 miles ride.

An article describing how the cars fared

in this severe trial appears in to-morrow's
issue of The. Autocar

THOSE WHO REACHED LAND'S END.
MOTOR BICYCLES.

F. A. Longman (498 Ariel), E.
Pond (550 Triumph). Victor Belfield
(398 A.B.O.). P. I,. B. Wills (499
Rudge), C. J. Wheeler (481 Scott
Squirrel), E. Atkins (498 Ariel),
P. IT. Jones (499 Sunbeam), C. P.
Plowman (499 Sunbeam). E. J. Key-
hce (499 Rudge). G. W. SeErott (498
Ariel), E. W. Spencer (494 Douglas),
J. A. Newman (497 Douglas). O. S.

Bridcutt (499 Dunelt), S. W. Rat-
cliffe (S56 Broufih Superior); A. C.
Rhodes (499 Triumph Kicardo). G.
BroUEh (956 Brough Superior). P.
Street (499 Sunbeam). O. Dickinson
(498 Ariel), C. Bourlet (498 Ariel),
H. C. Nias (498 Ariel). L. N. Stan-
nah (499 Rover). E. A. Collum (596
Indian Scout). T. L Daniels (595
Douglas), S. W. Easton (398
A.B.C.). G. S. Green (532 Scott),
R. V. Saltmarsh (584 Harley-David-
son), J. Richardson (498 Lea-Fran-

. cis), E. H. Gilford (496 Martinsyde),
H. H. Nicholson (496 Martinsyde),
A. A. F. Symes '678 Martinsyde),
M. Pearson (550 Triumph), B. H.
Brayne (548 Blackburne), F. V. Ed-
wards (557 B.S.A.), V. Gavford (496
Zenith-Bradshaw). W. D. Pugh (496
Zenith-Bradshaw), J. A. O'Sullivan
(1170 Reading-Standard), E. W. T.
Howard (499 Sunbeam), J. W. Grose
(398 A.B.C.). J. Eddv (499 Rover),
J. W. Troughton (550 X.L.),) A. W.
Hadley (499 Rudge). F. E. Salter
(496 Zenith-BradshawV E. J. Walter
(496 Zenith-Bradshaw). G. E. CnlTe
(698 Metro-Tyler), E. Hardwick (678

N.TJ.T.). H. R. Harveyson (499 Tri-
umph), R. Charlesworth (496 Zenith-
Bradshaw), R. PuEh (499 Triumph),
E. S. Burnett (750 Raleigh). E. Fos-
ter (750 Raleigh). P. Pike (490
Norton), R. Newitt (494 Douglas),
W. Henry Wells (398 A.B.C.), B. J.
Sims (550 Triumph), G. O. Ford
(496 Zenith-Bradshaw).) E. H. Wil-
liams (499 Triumph), T. S. Sharratt
(349 A.J.S.), R. H. Baxter (247
Radco), C. L. Sprosen (293 Con-
naught), A. M. Knill (348 Raleigh).
H. Gibson (348 Raleigh), G. Rich-
ardson (348 RaJeiEh).) R. L. Richard-
son (349 Alecto), W. L. Thomas C293
P.V.), R. N. Thomas (349 Hagg
Tandem), B. N. Taylor (349 HagE
Tandem), C. W. Lewis (349 Beard-
more-Precision). H. A. Davies (498
Ariel). C. H. Mocatta (349 A.J.S.).
W. C. Hemy (349 A.J.S.), G. Kubn
(245 Calthorpe). L. Heller (245 Cal-
thorpe), A. G. Wall (249 Velocette),
H. J. Greathead (348 Ivy). L. A.
Welch (292 O.K. Junior), F. J.
YounES (292 OK. Junior), S. (i.
Wooldridge (349 A.J.S.), F. W.
Applebee (247 Levis), A. R. H.
Stewart (348 Raleigh), R. S. Newn-
ham (348 Raleigh), S. T. Glanfleld
269 Cotton-Villiers). A. S. Guthrie
(349 Diamond), P. A. Hopkins (348
Ivy).

SIDECARS.
W. A. Fell-Smith (976 Brough

Superior), T. J. Ross (996 Match-
less), R. C. Boxer (996 Matchless),
H. W. Glendinnins f998 Rex). S. C.
Tait (980 Brongh Superior), F. V.

Harris (550 Triumph). B. S. Allen
(996 Matchless), J. Mackenzie (745
llumber), F. J. Watson (994 Ariel).
W. F. Guiver (996 Matchless), E. A.
Bridgman (998 Indian). J. D. Mar-
vin (987 Brough Superior). A. G.
Cocks (598 Beardmore-Precision),
A. A. Attwocd (548 Hawker), J. A.
Peacock (996 Matchless), W. J.
Barker (Henderson), S. H. Farley
(Henderson), P. S. Crauford (996
Matchless), T. E. Ranger (996
Matchless). A. H. Nelson (550 Tri-
umph), G. JNott (996 Matchless),
D. S. Parsons (996 Matchless) F. E.
Jones (980 Matchless), T. H. Weaver
(796 Sirrah), A. Greenwood (956
Brough Superior), J. T. Bashall (678
Martinsyde), W. Bucknell (996
Matchless). A. F. PullinE (965 Roval
Enfield), G. R. Claridge (550 Tri-
umph), E. Wood (633 Norton). C. R.
Collier), (993 Matchless). F. J. Ellis
(993 Matchless), G. D. Hardee (993
Matchless), B. L. Bird (770 B.S.A.),
J. H. Walker (770 B.S.A.), H. S.
Perrey (770 B.S.A.), H. L. Miserez
(993 Matchless), J. A. Hoult (993
Matchless), P. Cunningham (550
P. and MJ, F. W. Giles (800
A.J.S.), J. Wallis (688 Coventry
Victor), Eli Clark (600 Beardmore-
Precision). F. W. Neill (980 Match-
less), J. Graham (993 Matchless),
E. W. Choldcroft (750 A.J.S.). A. C.
Maskell (964 Matchless), W. L. Gard
(993 Matchless), P. Pearson (600
Dunelt), C. W. Vallings (500
Dunelt), R. B. Clark (499 Zenith-
Bradshaw), 8. Hanoox (500 Zenith-
Bradshaw).

CYCLE CARS.
W.- H. Elce (1096 Morgan). F. W.

Dame (980 Morgan), F. Spouse (980
T.B.), II. F. S. Morgan (975
Morgan).

RETIRED.
Motor Bicycles.

G. W. Burgoyne (550 Triumph),
A. H. S. Love (490 Norton). E. J.
Keyhoe (499 Rudse), M. V. Gordon-
Cumming (490 Norton), W. G. Boyer
(490 Norton), J. A. Stedman (547
Powell), J. G. L-. Boorer (678
N.U.T.), R. B. Roberts (550 Tri-
umph), T. A. Slann (550 Triumph),
W. A. Newell (533 Scott). W. R.
Williams (499 Triumph), S. J.
Marks (499 Triumph), J. Harrison
(496 N.U.T.), J. G. Biss (630 Nor-
ton), Ivan F. Anderson (295 Con-
nauEht), R. V. Crawford (293 P.V.).
D. G. White (347 G.R.I.). H. Sutton
(225 Royal Enfield). W. G. Churchill
(348 Verus). A. M. O. MacLachlan
(349 A.J.S.), C. N. Cooper (350
Sirrah), D. Read (250 Ready), H. H.
Robinson (345 Wooler), Alan Mil-
ward (345 Wooler), J. E. Pantard
(250 Trump-Jap), J. L. Hanman
(348 Coulson), C. F. Alcock (348
Raleigh), H. W. Harrington (349
Douglas).

Sidecars.

Clifford Wilson (653 Quadrant),
G. A. Pidgeon (653 Quadrant), H.
ClenmeU (976 Brough Superior),
P. W. White (996 • Sunbeam),
R. M. Veale (770 B.S.A.); J. G.
Harm (980 New Imperial), W. JJ.

d II
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London-Land's End Trial.—
Hardman (996 ilacbless), D. H
JJaviosun (596 inujan Scout),
W. W. E. Clarke (654 Quadrant),
W. P. Brandon (650 Triumph),
C. . G. Pullin (749 Douglas), E.
Eland (557 U.S.A.), A. H. Carnt
(532 Scott Squirrel), T. G. White
(800 A.J.S.), M. P. Bradley (599

Sunbeam), A. J. Agg (800 A.J.S.),
B. E. Belfield (989 Harley-David-
son), E. J. JL. Strong (989 Harley-
Davidson), W. H. Bashall (678
Martinsyde), G. Baxter (678 Martin-
syde), S. Julian (996 Matohless),
W. H. Julian (996 Matohless),
M. A. Newnham (700 Raleigh),
A. J. Bosworth (690 Brough), A.
Conville"- (592 .Lea Francis), G.

OTOEOpLB
Dyer (989 flarley-Davidson). A. H.
llsley (996 Matchless), W. L. Dan-
skin (998 Rudge), E. 0. Barton
(550 Triumph), T. J. Ryan (998
Rudge), W. K-ing (989 Harley-
Davidson), P. Pownell (986 Royal
Ruby), F. Macdonald (996 Matoh-
less), F. A. Jaques (986 Zenith),
F. W. Becker (688 McKechnie),
A. P. McGowran (550 Triumph),

APRIL 20th, IQ22.

a. H. Saddington (662 James),
F. T. Sibley (499 Rudge), W. M.
Worthingtom (347 Wooler), J. Prueri
(494 Douglas), I. P. Brettell (370
Uonnanght).

CYOLECAKS.

H. E. K. Sawtell (1,096 Mor-
gan), S. A. McCartley (1,980 Mor-
gan), A. G. Uripper (1,096 Morgan).

CURRENT CHAT (/ZTSo)
Honours Easy.

Was Beggar's Roost or Lynton the

worse hill in the London-Land's End
Trial? Opinion at present is divided.

Police Holiday Activity.

On Good Friday a member of The
Motor Cycle staff was held up by the

Somerset police no less than seven times
between Frome and f'orlock.

As will be seen, the new lightweight

record-breaking Blackburne engine fol-

lows closely the lines of the 350 c.c.

type bearing the same name.

Aids to Cooling.

Whether to leave one's cylinder bare or
to paint it dead black is a problem for

those who want the~best cooling results.

During the holiday week-end we saw an
Autowheel owner, however, who had
struck out on original lines, for his cylin-

der was covered with gold paint.

The Week-End Gale.

Not only the London-Land's End com-
petitors, but everyone who took to the
road during the Easter holiday, experi-
enced the force of the gale which swept
over the country. Trees were blown down
in many districts. On two occasions
pedal cyclists were blown over immedi-
ately in front of our machine.
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Great Travellers !

Rather an amusing faux pas was made
in the programme of this year's London

—

Land's End Trial. Travelling marshals

.

were instructed, among other things, to

ensure that every finisher returned his

number-plates at Staines. To do this

they would certainly have had to travel

!

Important 250 c.c. Class Records, g
Early last week W. D. Marcha-nt,

riding a Sheffield-Henderson with a new
250 c.c. o.k.v. Blackburne engine, gained
the British mile record at a speed of

72.89 m.p.h., and the kilometre at 71.96

m.p.h. He then went for the inter-

national (mean speed) records, covering
the.mile at the rate (average of two runs)

of 71.42 m.p.h., and the kilometre at

71.88 m.p.h.—truly wonderful speeds for

so small an engine.

On the following Thursday the same
rider and machine created new records
for the hour and the fifty miles, his

speeds being respectively 58.89 m.p.h.
and 58.99 m.p.h., over 3 m.p.h. inci'ease

on the previous bests.

The new Blackburne' lightweight en-

gine is built on the lines of the famous
550 c.c. unit, having inclined overhead
valves. The bore and stroke are 60 and
88 mm. respectively, the capacity being
249 c.c.

Relieving Officer's Motor Cycle.

A motor cycle, value £57, has been pro-

vided for the relieving officer of the

Henley Board of Guardians.

Cost of Making a New Road.

A new tar-macadam 20ft. road costs

about £3,000 per mile, but the estimates

submitted by local authorities to the

Ministry of Transport are often excessive.

Many existing roads could be made good

for seven years for half that amount.

" Dug-outs."

Ordinarily the City of London is not an
ideal place for the riding of ancient fixed

geared machines, but it is deserted at~
holiday times, and on Easter Monday we
were much interested in the passage of

two a.i.v. singles near the Tower.
Neither machine was less than 15 years'

old, and they romped along the quiet

streets quite healthily.

Over-loading.

To possess
, a more-or-less capable

passenger machine is to be expected to

provide transport for friends and relatives

on holiday occasions. From every big
city the roads were to be seen thronged
with outfits carrying at least double
the normal load. . What is more, the
overburdened : mounts do not appear to-

suffer appreciably.

THE TOUR DE FRANCE. Berrenger, winner of the 750 c.c. class on a B.S.A., be'ng

tulated at finish of 2,300 miles trial by M. Pollack, a prominent member of the M.C
congra-

F.
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THE
RICHMOND

MEET.
Heavy and Continuous Rain

Spoils Popular Northern
Good Friday Rendezvous.

OWING to the early date at which
this popular meeting of Northern
motor cyclists is held, a variety of

weather conditions has from time to

time attended it, but never previously

has the day been so completely spoilt' by
unbroken downpour as on Friday last.

Over two thousand motor cyclists were
expected, and provision made for their

reception, but nothing approaching this

number materialised. At six on Good
Friday morning the officials were out,

marking off the square for the various

clubs. An hour or so later the rain be-

gan, and continued to fall without inter-

lude to the end of the day, entirely

obliterating their efforts.

The best representation of members
was put up by the Middlesbrough Club,
followed by Stockton. The Mayor, in

his speech preceding the donation of

the prizes by the Mayoress, specially

commented upon the manner in which
the Middlesbrough Club had always up-
held the event, and he thought that it

FpraaQaiB 5'

9

Despite weather ! Mrs. Linroot, o(

Middlesbrough, who secured the lady's

prize for the smartest - lady's machine.
Her mount is a 2\ h.p. Levis.

Owing to the rain, the ancient square at Richmo.id (Yorks) did not present its ucual Good
Friday spectacle of hundreds of rnacRinss. The majority sought shelter.

was largely due to them that the popu- „

larity of the meet has grown so con-
siderably. He extended a cordial invita-
tion to the promoters of the meet to
make it in future a three days' affair,

extending over to Easter Monday.
The A.C.U. Cup was won by the Ber-

wick club, which unquestionably de-
served it, considering the weather con-
ditions and the distance the men had
travelled. Scarborough and North Lon-
don were highly commended.
In the smartest lady's machine, a prize

given by Councillor Parnley was won
by Mrs. Linfoot, of Stockton (2{ Levis).
A second award went to Miss E. C. Sim-
kins (2i Cly-no), of Darlington. The
prize offered by Mr. W_ R. Haggas for
the most ingenious gadget was won by
Harold Walton, of Stockton, whose
acetylene headlamp was fitted with an
auxiliary electric bulb so that either gas
or electricity could be used.

Test of Mudguarding.

Mudguarding in the solo machines was
very poor, and the weather conditions
showed up its shortcomings. A standard
A.B.C., a standard Scott, and a 2| h.p.
New Imperial were the only three ma-
chines which could be considered ade-
quately mudguarded, and in the opinion
of the judges the A.B.C. was the best.
Therefore Major Eenwick's prize went
to C. E. Morris, of the North London

. Club.
The Motor- Cycle award for the best

protected sidecar outfit went- -to M.
Brass, whose 8 h.p. Brough Superior Youngest motor cyclist at the meet.
outfit was fitted with ingenious and Master Blackburn (age 14), of Middles-
practical shields to protect the rider. brough. His great-grandfather (age 89)

In the award for the lady who had also rides a two-stroke, and was only pre-
ndden the greatest distance to the meet vented from attending by the heavy rain-
honours were equal between Miss Bel- storm.

d 13
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The Richmond Meet.

—

lerby _ and Miss
,
Procter, both of the

Middlesbrough Club (mounted on Harley-
D. and Triumph sidecars respectively).

Miss Bellerby drew the handsome silver

tray presented by the Mayor of Rich-
mond, and a further award is to be
made to Miss Procter. Mr. Longfield's

prize for the best kept solo machine

was won by A. Hindson, of Darlington

(2| Blackburne), and that for the best

kept sidecar by A. Blackburn (Bat).

The greatest novelty award went to B.
Meacock (Doncaster and District), for a

set of lighting switches and combined
mirror and door let into the dash of

the Volta sidecar on an 8 h.p. Black-
burne.

APRIL 20th, iQ22. .

At the request of the Ilkley Club
officials the Mayor concluded the meeting
by presenting Harold Sellers with a
handsome silver card tray as a recogni-

tion from the members of the Ilkley

Club for his able services as secretary,

and for his good influence generally in

motor cycle circles in the North of

England.

EASTER TWO-DAY HIGHLAND TRIAL.
Wretched Weather Conditions Make Holiday Event of Glasgow Western M.C.C.

Unusually Stiff.

WHEN the Western M.C.C. does any-
thing it is never by halves, and
the trial arranged as an Easter

two-day event was a real success. Sixty-
five competitors started away from Can-
niesburn Toll, Glasgow, on Saturday last-

in rain which beggars description.

The course was for the most part a new
one,, and for almost the whole way the

route was over loch-side roads. Loch
Lomond, Loch Long, Loch Fyne, Loch
Awe are amongst the best known lochs

on the way to Oban, which was the last

check of the day. In fine weather the
scenery is amongst the best in Scotland :

on Saturday, however, it was just a ride
through a land of mountain and flood.

On "Rest and Be Thankful."

To the first check at Inverbeg was
covered without incident, but the non-
stop section from there to the top of Rest
and Be Thankful gave the competitors
their first anxious moments. Here the
first batch of golds vanished. The rain

made itself felt, and caused trouble to

magnetos and carburetters. Douglas Alex-
ander was amongst the first of the unfor-

Some idea of the nature oi the trial may
be gathered from this view of D. S. Ban-

climbing Ariehanish Hili on a Barr and
Stroud engmed Ner-a-car.

tunates ; his 3^ h.p. Douglas spluttered and
stopped in sight of the check, and it was
some time before it could be persuaded
into action again. F. Ball (7 A.J.S. sc.)

also fizzled out with water in his carburet-
ter. Amongst the best performers was K.
Wilson (2j A.J.S.), who rode into the fly-

ing check, watch in hand, dead on time.

Douglas Barr, who"was riding a Ner-a-
car fitted with one of his firm's B. and S.

sleeve-valve engines, was going "well all

day, and on the very difficult hairpins at

Ariehamish the cornering of this machine
\vas excellent.

From the top of the Rest to the lunch

stop at Inverary was plane sailing.

Water-Bound Roads*.

Weather conditions now became worse,

if possible, and the stiffest part "of the

course was yet to come. From Gradish to

Ford, down Loch Awe side, there was a

lot of water on the road, and both riders

and passengers were treated to a series of

shower-baths ; although nothing could

make them wetter than the incessant rain

had already done.

After Ford the route lay from Arie-

James Bcil (7 A.J.S. sidecar) round ng an awkward right-hand hairpin included in h.imish to New York. Therfr were hills

Saturday's roule. and hairpin bends, some of them being

d )i
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3aster Iwo-Day Highland Trial.—

1 in 4, a track which in parts is on a

cliff high above the loch, and a road sur-

face which for the most part was covered
with grass. Failures on a road like this

were no disgrace.

The section began with a hill at Arie-
hamish, which starts from a farmyard;
there- is a gradient of 1 in 4, and three
hairpin bends so acute that the light

cars could not round them without re-

versing.

The officials had arranged for helpers
along this section, and they had a busy
tirae of it.

Belt-slip Prevalent.

The belt-driven Ariels ridden by R.
Lochead and Leo Helyer did not get far,

and B. H. Cathruk (4 Dunelt) also suf-

fered from belt-slip and was assisted up
the first hill ; further up he ran into the
bank and gave up. T. J. Perry (7-9

Rudge) appeared to be overgeared ; he
took the corners at speed, but failed to

keep his engine going.
Duncan Bell (2| A.J.S. sc.), who had

made a fine performance up to this point,

was unfortunate. His number-plate had

fallen on the road, and while shouting his
number to an observer he caught a boul-

der with his foot-rest, which brought him
up very suddenly; he started away again
without assistance. Geo. Grinton (7-9

Harley), J. M'Fadyen (8 Sunbeam sc),
and R. Brown (7 A.J.S. sc.) also went
over this stretch in good style.

The last check of the day was at the
Royal Hotel, Oban, the official hotel for
the week-end.
After a change into dry clothes and a

hot meal the weather was soon forgotten.
In the evening a concert was arranged
amongst the club members, and it is sur-

prising what talent the club can muster
when occasion arises.

Sunday in and about Oban was spent
in various ways, and with the weather
improving the prospects for the morrow
were good.

The Return Journey.

Owing to Saturday's weather the num-
ber of competitors was very much reduced
when they were checked out of Oban on
the Monday morning. One-third of the
numbers called failed to appear ; the
weather, however, this morning was ideal.

Down through the pass of M effort pre-
sented no difficulties, but after KilmeUu-t
it was back in the rough again.
After passing Loch Avich the competi-

tors were back to Loch Awe side, the scene
of many of Saturdav's failures. Bainet
Gold (2-| Francis Bainett sc.) found
trouble on the first hill, and baulked about
half a dozen competitors, amongst them
being R. MacRae (7-9 Harley-Davidson),
whose sidecar collapsed shortly after.

Next came the hill at Covaignaish, which
proved to be the hardest task of the day

;

the competitors were sent up one at a
time. Amongst the soloists," R. Wilson
(2J A.J.S.) and H. Wilson (Edmund) were
outstanding, and amongst the sidecars G.
Grinton (7-9 Harley-D. sc), who went
up steadily, R. Watson (6 Martinsyde sc),
who was probably the fastest, and'D. Bell

(2f A.J.S.), whose climb was good, and
the pluckiest performance of anyone in
the trial. After Craigneish and Ford the
course was round by Lochgilphead to the
lunch check at Inverary. The Duke of
Argyll came down to see them go away.
From Inverary to Glasgow saw but few

failures, and at Canniesbum Toll finished
a good sporting trial.

HILL CLIMBING IN YORKSHIRE.
THE Staxton Hill Climb, probably the

most popular event of its kind* held
in Yorkshire, took place on Easter

Monday in cold, wet weather, with a
strong following wind for the competitors.
There was a record entry, a big gathering
of spectators, and plenty of incident at

the starting-point, where the grease re-

sulted in several spills. One -competitor.

Smith-Branhan, experienced trouble with
his sidecar and ran into the spectators,

fortunately without serious consequences.
The results of the various classes,

which were run off smartlv, follow ::

—

275 c.o. Class,
Stainlorth (New ImperiaJ), 37 sec.
Wood (New Imperial), 375^ sec.
Bower (New Imperial), 39V5 sec.

Amateur :—
Miss Wilson (Velocette).

350 c.c. Class.
Dance (Sunbeam), 3D/5 sec. '. _

Wilkinson (A.J.S.), 32% sec.
Hodgson (Sheffield Henderson).

Amateur :—
Slaeppeard ( Sheffield Henderson).

600 c.c. Sidecars.
Cawtiiorne (Norton sc.), 32% seo.
Wood (Scott sc.), 33 sec,
Da-nce (Sunbeam sc), 3:.% sec.

Amateur :—
Boston (A.J.S.).

800 c.c. Sidecars.
Wood (Scott sc), 33 l/5 sec.
Cawthorne (Norton sc), 36%' sec
Searle (Sheffield Henderson sj.), 35% sec.

Amateur :

—

Boston (A.J.S.).
Sidecars, Unlimited.

Dixon (Harley-Davidson sc), 32 sec
Cawthorne (Norton sc), 33^ sec.
Searle (Sheffield Henderson sc), 33% sec.

Amateur :

—

Boston (A.J H 1

Solo, 500 o.c.
Wood (Scott), ^t>-/s sec.
Cawthorne (Norton), 29 sec.
Dance (Sunbeam), 30 sec

Amateur :—
Tied.
Bower (Norton).
Bradshaw (Sunbeam).

Solo, Unlimited.
Dixon (Harley-Davidson), 2S sec.

Fastest time :—
Wood (Scott), 282/, sec
Bower (Norton), 31 sec, amateur.

Solo Touring, 650 o.c.
Brabble (amateur) (Norton), 35 sec.
Stephenson (Zenith-Brads haw), 35% sec
Turner (Norton), 37% Eec,

Cyclecar (970lb., 1,100 c c).
Moore (U.N.), 333^ sec.
Cave (amaiteur) (Morgan), 18% sec.
Waters (C.N.), 50y5 sec

EASTER TWO DAYS' TRIAL IN IRELAND.

A TWO-DAYS' trial to Tranmore,
Co. Waterford, and back during
the Easter holidays was held by

;
the Leinster Motor Cycle Club. The
weather conditions were most unpro-
mising at the start from Dublin on Satur-
day morning, but nevertheless twenty-
nine of the thirty-two entrants turned

j
up and were duly despatched. The first

portion of the outward journey was over
a circuitous route in Co. Wicklow, and
with the roads in a verv heavy state

owing to the previous dav's downpour,
it was exceedingly difficult to average
twenty miles an hour. From Wooden-
bridge onwards the conditions were
easier. Those who took part in the trial

were as' under :

—

J. J. Boggan (8 Henderson); C. S. i\Iagu:re (4V2
Humbert; T. F. Slevin (2^4 Velocette); M. Jt
Doyle (2-J4 New Imperial); W. J. Fagan (5
Indian); P. A. Bell (7 James sc.); J. Patton
(2% James); J. Healy (4*4 James); H. E. Bell
(3V2 James); H. Briggs (2% Douglas); J. A.
Carville (4% B.S.AJ; E. (J. Draper (4 Indian);
Geo. Thomson (i'/2 N.U.T.); T. E. Greene (3y3

D.ugla-s); p. F. Moran (3*4 Velocette); T. P.'' " ''"- '"-'»>• J. Browne (31A Douglas);
T. Henry (2% Velocette); F. Holmes (8 Matchles'
sc); \*. A. U3.iy \i Triumph); R. Murpiiy (4
Triumph);. W. E. S. Gilmour (4 Douglas sc);
Jas. Adair (4 Triumph); J. A. Adair (4 B.S.A.);
H. Adair (4 B.S.A.); K. M. Murphy (4 Triumph);
S. J. Redmond (7-9 Indian sc); W. J. Burney
(9 Belsize); J. G. Buruey (8 Enfield so.).

Of the above, Doyle, Fagan, Patton,
Healy, Briggs, Draper, Moran, and Gil-

mour failed to complete the 153 miles
of the first day's run. The second day's
route was mostly over main roads.

HOLIDAY EVENT NEAR DUBLIN.
TTfE original intention of the Dublin
1 and District M.C. to hold the open

trial for the Dunlop Cup on Easter

j

Monday was abandoned so as to permit
members to take part, in the two-days
event of the Leinster Club. An open trial

without a premier award was substituted,
and for this an entry of thirty-four was
received. The course lay in Co. Wicklow,
and, with favourable weather the outing
was more or less of a holiday nature.

All of the entrants, with one exception,

took part. The crossing of Wicklow Gap
in the forenoon and the traversing of a
" Colonial " Section between Laragh and
Roundwood were the chief features of the
trial. Of the thirty-three starters, the
following completed the course on time :

—

Major J. A. H. Waters (2% A.J.8.), Mrs.
Waters (2% Velocette). Thos. Murohy (2%
Douglas), R. B. Hill (2V1 Velocette), G. V. B.
Cooke (3'^j Sunbeam), E. Adair (3 1/. Premier sc),
E. McGufre (B Royal Enfield sc), L. A. W. Orr

(214 Royal Enfield), D. Orr (2^ bun Vitesses), G.
EilerKer \&% Douglas), R. *alkin<#r (2^4 New
Imperial), Hugh W. Nesbitt (31/. Norton), G. W.
Travey (8 Sparkbrook), Dene Allen (4 Norton
sc), A. Carton (3% Norton), E. A. Traeey (4
Tndian Scout), H. McGarry (8 Ariel sc). H.
McAllister (2% A.J.S. bo.), P. Grimes (8 Ariel
sc), W. H. Freeman (7 A.J.S. sc), R. Watson (4
Triumph), P. H. Hurse (4'/. Ariel . so.), M.
McSlerry (8 Matchless sc), A. B. Murray (214
Levis), J. F. McMillan (3y2 Campion), A.
Breslin (4 Triumph sc), A. - Maher (4 Douglas
sc), F. O'Connor (3y3 Douglas), A. G. Coard
(4 Indian), J. H. Patton (214 James), R. Gill

(2'A Radco), R. Humphreys (3'/j Norton), J.
Hanlev (2*4 Raleigh).

di5
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CLUB NEWS 0-")
Marlow and District M.C.C.

The club held its opening run on

Easter Monday, the venue being Kop
Hill, where an impromptu trial was held.

Some good climbs were made, and a most

enjoyable afternoon was spent.

Any motor cyclists in the district are

welcome on any run, and the lion,

secretary, Mr. A. F, H. Baldry, Marlow
Common, Bucks, will be pleased to

answer any inquiries.

Coatbridge, Airdrie and District M.C.C.

Kyle's Garage, Bank Street, Coat-

bridge, presented an unusually lively and
animated scene on the afternoon of Satur-

day last, when the club met for the open-

ing run. The gathering, including about
seventy members, attracted much
interest and attention from the towns-
people, crowds of whom lined the streets

to view the proceedings. Enthusiasm and
good fellowship prevailed everywhere
throughout, and every member who left

Coatbridge reached Lanark, despite the

trying weather conditions. At the Bonn-
ington Hotel, Lanark, the company
indulged in an enjoyable tea, and after-

wards listened to a short concert pro-

gramme, which was much appreciated.

Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.

In the form of a Despatch- Riders'
reliability trial the club held its second
event of the year on April 9th. Com-
petitors had to find their route by the
map, as at each check a card was given
bearing the next destination and mileage
by the nearest route. The Sidney Cup
(presented by Charles Sidney, Ltd., of

Bradford), to be won outright, was the
first prize. There were 50 entries, and
the distance of the course was 90 miles,

over some "tricky" roads. Result:

—

l6t : Sidney Cup : H. S. Loekwood (3% Scott
sc.) : Total error, 17 min. 35 sec.

2-nd : Silver Medal : E. P. Dodd (3y> Sunbeam) :

Total error, 27 min. 36 sec.

3rd : Bronze Medal : H. S. Moorhouse (4
Triumph) : Total error, 2H min. 50 sec.

Meeft*j£n& Club Events.

April 21st-22nd.—Ealing and District M.C.C.—
24, hours Trial. London-
Ho'ghead. London Trial.

April 22nd.—Surbiton M.C—Inter-Club Team
Trial.

April 22nd.—Dumfries and District M.C. and C.C.
Social Run.

April 22nd.— Tork and District M.C—Hill Climb
at Sutton Bank.

April 22nd— West Kent M.C—Inter-Club Team
Trial.

April 22nd.—Essex County and Southend A.C—
Knockout ilill Climb.

April 22nd.—Coatbridge. Airdrie and District

M.C.G.C—Social Run to Killearn.
April 22nd.—Midland Centre A.C.U. Inter-Club

Team Trial.
April 22nd—Coventry Triangle Motor Club —

Secretary's Run-
April 22nd.^-West, Birmingham . M.C.C. — Hill

Climb.
April 23rd—Bradford M.C. and L.C.C—Annual

"Freak Bill" Climb at Rosedale
Abbey Bank.

April 23rd—North Western Centre A.C.V.—Rally
of Club Members at Rameliffe Hall.

April 23rd.—Featherstone and District M.C.C.—
. Run to Gooie.

April 23rd.—Sheffield M.C.C—Run to Gringley-on-
the-Hill.

April 23rd—Halifax and District M.C and L.C.C.
Rtm to Whalleg.

April 23rd.—Ilkley M.C and L.C.C—Novice Trial

for the Founder's Trophy.
April 23rd.—Barrow and District M.C—Speed

Trial.
April 23rd.—Rochester, Chatham and District M.C

and L.C.C—Run to Mayfteld via -

Tunbridge Wells and Mark Cross.'

April 23rd.—Colne and District M.C—Run to

Staiuforth.
April 23rd.—Southampton M.C.C.—Run to Sand-

banks.
April 23rd.—Coventry Triangle M.C.—Run to

Evesham.
April 23rd.—York and District M.C.—Run to

Farndale.
April 23rd.—Darlington and- District M.C.—Run

to Rosedale Abbey Bank.
April 23rd.—Croydon and District M.C.C.—Open-

ing Run to Burford Bridge.

OJHBHDQHEJEJQBQHEJQBHBEJEIBHHE)

Barrow and District M.C.

The successful competitors in the
the 9th inst.

Southport M.C.

Over a course of 196 miles to the Lakes
and back, the club held a twelve hours'

reliability trial for the President's Chal-

lenge Cup and several special prizes. The
entries included 17 solo machines, three

sidecars, and two cycle cars. All the

machines did very well at the Kirkstone
Pass' climb, Jones (2| A.J.S.) covering the

three miles in 7m. 50s. ; Hughes
(Morgan), 8m. 55s. ;" Klein (Zenith-

Bradshaw), 9m. '2s. ; King" (Zenith-Brad-

shaw), 9m. 5s.; Ecroyd (Morgan),

9m. 20s.; Allison (Sunbeam), 9m. 22s.;

Killey (Triumph), 9m. 55s. Another
creditable performance was that of Stott

(2J Bown-Villiers). On the return

journey no marks were lost by the

fourteen competitors who finished, and
eleven of them had not lost a mark at any
of the checks or controls. The winner of

the President's prize was Klein on a
Zenith-Bradshaw, and he also took a

special prize for the best performance on
a solo mount over 350 c.c. Jones (2|

A.J.S.) won the special prize for solos

under 350 c.c.

West Kent M.C.

There were between 1,500 and 2,000

spectators at the very successful hill climb

held by the combined Kent clubs at Vigo
Hill on Good Friday. The timed distance

was 550 yards, and the average gradient

1 in 5. G. Williams (3i Sunbeam) made
fastest time of the day, his speed being

54.2 m.p.h. Other results follow :

—

350 C.C.
Sees.

club's reliability trial

were as follows :
—

1st : W. Exton (5-6 Unique-Jap).
2nd: C. H. Oliversou (8-9 Belsize-Bradshaw I.e.).

3rd : Bryan Fisher (4 Norton).

L.
JL.

A.

Williams (2 3 '. Massv Arran)
Tong (2% Massy Arran)
Gorringe (2% A.J.S.) ...

2S%
'... 29

A.
G.
G.

500 C.C.
G. Williams (3K Sunbeam)
Newman (31/, Sunbeam)
Maund (3 A.B.C.)

... 20JJ

... 21-i

... 22

A.
G.
G.

1,000 C.C.

G. Williams (3Vi Sunbeam)
Maund (3 A.B.C.)
Newman (3\1. Sunbeam)

... 19%

... 20%

... 21=/,

A.
H.
G.

SIDECAR 1.000 C.C.

Clark (4 Triumph sc.)

Chaiklin (7-9 Harley sc.)

Potts (7-9 Harley sc.) . ...

... 33%

... 36%

... 45%

T.T. NOTES AND NEWS.
SOME alterations and additions have

been made to the list of entries
already published in The Motor

Cycle. In the lightweight races the 2£ h.p
Sheffield-Hendersons previously entered
by Henderson Motors, Ltd., are now
under the name of L. B. Henderson

;

the 2£ h.p. Diamond ridden by F. J.
Price previously in the lightweight class
has been transferred to the Junior Race.
New Imperial machines ridden by
Calder, Prentice, and Kershaw have
been transferred from the Junior to the
Lightweight Pace. In the Junior, other
alterations and additions are J. Bance
(21 O.E.C.-Blackburne) and J. A.
Porter (2§ New Gerrard.) Porter was
previously down as riding a New
Scale. Norton riders are now specified

;

they are H. W. Hassall, J. W. Shaw,
D. M. Brown, R. T. Cawthorne, and N.
Black. These are machines entered by

•
(1 16

the firm. In the Senior Race, J. A.
Porter is down as riding a New Ger-
rard.

# * * *

Tarring is in progress near Union
Mills and Crosby, and from Ballacraine
to Ballig Bridge the roads have been
re-surfaced.

# # * #

The hairpin at Governor's Bridge will

in time be entirely eliminated, but un-

fortunately the modification will not be
ready for the forthcoming races.

# * * *

Hope that a crane may be installed on
the quay is not absolutely abandoned.
Particulars of a small electric crane have
been laid before the Steam Packet Co.
and the Highway Board, and it is to be
hoped that they may be persuaded to hire

one for the benefit of competitors and
visitors.

A change has been made in the situa-

tion of the A.C.U. office. This year it

will be at the Peveril Hotel, where Major
Dixon Spain will be in charge.

* * * *

Further improvement for , the scoring

board at the grand stand has been
evolved. It consists of a clock arrange-

ment above each competitor's number,
on which there are six letters. These
not only indicate certain positions on
the course, but also correspond in num-
bers to the actual laps made in the

Senior Race. The letters on the clock'

face, reading clockwise, aie : F, Start

and Finish
; Q. Quarter Bridge ; B, Balla-

craine; S, Sulby; R, Ramsey; B, Bun-
galow. One hand is advanced round the

dial letter by letter as the rider com-
pletes his laps, while the other is used
to indicate the point on the course at

which he was last signalled.
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UThe Hermetic ?»

Tyre Protecting Band
The " Hermetic " Band is made
of good resilient rubber only with
specially shaped and graduated
rubber studs moulded upon its

upper surface.

The Band is used inside the Tyre,
between the air tube and the tyre
lining.

The air pressure in the tube com-
presses the band against the tyre
lining, thus forming a resilient

supporting cushion which absorbs
all road shocks and deflects any
ordinary puncturing agent.

It is a real Trouble

(Pat. No. 29575/20)

for the prevention of Tyre Damage resulting
from road shocks and punctures and for

strengthening weak tyres

.

Saver and lyre

Kconomiser.

J
Price 14/-. Easily Fitted or Detached.

One Band Outlasts Three Tyres.

May be obtained through any Motorcycle or Cycle Agent.

Pamphlet on application :

The Self=Sealing Rubber Company, Limited,
" Hermetic Works," Ryland Street, Birmingham.

The SymbolofSuccess

MARTINSYDE UD
MAYBURY HILL,WOKING, SURREY

Uliis zuee&'s reason?
c
ttlhu tjoii shouldbuif cl

MARTINSYDE

Every-
Ming
has been done
to improve the

appearance and
reliability oj the tank,

^7elephon& :—

WOKING 551
(Two Lines}

A few of out-

most recent

SUCCESSES
aaaHQBDBDaQQ

A.C.U. Standard
Stock Trial;

15//: March, 1922.

Two Special
Certificates o f

Merit.

aa

Sheffield Traders
Cup.

April 6th, 1922.-

Three Gold
Medals.

A.C.U.
Western Centre
Reliability Trial:

April 1st, 1922.-

Th ree Arctic
Medals.

In hn'swvrina these arfvp.rtifipm/mts it u dpHrablv in mention " T/ic olotor Cycle.! "5
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BARJteSTROUD
SINGLE SLEEVE
Four Stroke Engine

MORE PROOFS.
WEEK by week proof accumulates

of the efficiency of the Barr and

Stroud 4 - stroke Sleeve Valve Engine

(350 c.c.)

In the A.C.U. Standard Stock Trial, on

March nth, Mr. J. J. Donaldson on a
" Royal Scot," with " B. & S. " Engine,

won a Special Certificate of Merit.

In the Birmingham Victory Cup Trial,

on March 18th, Mr. F. J. Price, on a
" Diamond," won the Duke Cup (for best

performance on a solo machine over

275 c.c.) and a Gold Medal.

The " B. & S." Engine is just as reliable

in everyday use as it is in competition.

It is remarkable for the ease with which

J
it can be handled, the power it develops,

;

its flexibility, silence and low running

costs. Fuel consumption 140 m.p.g. ;

oil 2,500 m.p.g.

The Single Sleeve

of the Barr and
Stroud Engine,

Booklet FREE.

BEFORE placing your order
for a new machine, send to

us for copy of " The Book
of the ' B. & S.' Engine";
and write to the makers of

Beardmore-Precision, Diamond,
Edmund and Royal Scot
machines for details of their

models equipped with it.

" B. & S." Engines can be

fitted to existing machines by
Warnes, Ltd., Churchfield Road,
Acton, W. 3.

BARR & STROUD, Limited,

Anniesland, Glasgow.

London Office: 15, Victoria Street,

Westminster, S.W. 1.

An Important Series of

Eight Special Numbers
of

Engineering
Production

The British Journal of Works "Practice and

Administration Circulating at Home and Overseas.

MARCH 16th to MAY 4th, 1922
(Inclusive).

DEVOJED TO

Production and

the Railway Shop
MODERN machines and appliances

as employed upon interchangeable

repetition work in locomotive and rolling

stock production. The application of the

latest methods and plant to the securing

of increased output on more efficient lines.

ALL MODERN PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
FULLY ILLUSTRATED AND DESCRIBED.

DETAILS given of the best practice

in the Railroad and independent

locomotive shops in this country, also

of works systems, every phase of the latest

works methods being dealt with.

The whole series is being very fully

illustrated.

"Engineering Production " is published Weekly, price 6d., and

may be obtained through any newsagent or bookstall, or direct

from the publishers, price 7$d., a copy post-free.

Subscription Rates: United Kingdom, 32/6; Canada 32/6;

Other Countries Abroad, 36/10, per annum, post free.

Publishers

:

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Tudor Street

London, E.C.4.

=

ci6 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cyele
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES

ADVERTISEMENTS* in these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

are charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must
bo counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payat)le___—r"co°
to IJJFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed. -*
Treasury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances.

All advertise nents in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. To
ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

I

by the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue. Advertisements that arrive

too late for a particular issue or that are
crowded out will automatically be inserted in

the following issue unless accompanied by
instructions to the contrary.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end ol

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

9f printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

; addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

When tbis is desired, tbe sura of 6d. to defray the cost of

. registration and to cover postage ou replies must be added
; to the advertisement charge, which must include the
1 words Box 000, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only thenumber
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be

! addressed No. ooo, c/o "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House,
' Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who rep y to Box No.
1 dveitisements are warned against sending remittance through
'

the post except in registered envelopes; in all such cases the

use of the Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope
should be clearly marked " Deposit Department."

In the case of motor cycles offered tor sale under a box
number, as tt is unusual lor these to be sold without first

being inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

facilitate business by embodying in their advertisements
some mention of the district in which the machine
offered may be seen and tried.

JW- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
MotorCycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
to the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, but
in the event of no sale each party pays carriage one way.
The seller takes the risk of damage in transit. For all

transactions up to £10, a deposit fee of 1 /- is charged ; on
transactions over £10 and under £50, the fee is 2/6 ; over
£50 and under £75. 5/-; over £75 and under £100, 7/6*
and on all transactions over £100, £%. All deposit

;
matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street,

London, E.C.4., and cheques and money orders should be
made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that tbe advertiser is willing to avail himself of
1 the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive sa
many enquiries that It is quite impossible to reply to
jacta one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

A .B.C. 1921, September, Cowey, Challenge tubes,

f*- spares, perfect; £68.—Jakins, 24?-, High Ed.,
_^ [1581

Did you enjoy your

Easter

Holiday?

If you are one of the un-
fortunates who endured
a tedious railway journey
or in some other way felt

the lack of a motor-cycle,

you will doubtless desire

to at once remedy such
an unsatisfactory state of

affairs.

There is really no reason
why you should not im-
mediately participate in

the delights of motor-
cycling, as we can suppfy
a machine that exactly

suits your needs.

If it is not convenient to

pay cash down for it take
advantage of our system
of deferred settlement, it

is simplicity itself and has
no irritating conditions.

May we send you now
our lists of new and
second-hand machines ?

They include models, of

nearly every reputable

make.

f

9

«F

The Eastern Garage Co.
(Official Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U..

A.A. and M.U.).

418, Romford Road, Forest Gate, E.7.

Telephone

:

490 East Ham.
Telegrams

:

' Egarco, London.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

A BC
', 1921 ,3h.p., dynamo model, all-chain drive,

?ZjeT
£ T

.\
T

- J^J?- i
a* Paid; £90.-Maudes', 100,Great Portland St., London. [1829

I Q 20
,
A -B.C. 3h.p., excellent condition, lamps, Cowey*** horn, speedometer, tools, tax paid 1922; £75 —

Anthony, 61, Queen's Gate, S.W.7. - [1778

Sparc Parts:

A .B.C. Spares.—We are the largest stockists oi•a. these spares, and can supply any part by
return. Trade supplied.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100,
Great Portland St., W.l. [1754

Abingdon.
ABINGDON King Dick Combination, 2-speed and

jcs. clutch, handle start, perfect condition; £30.—
Eobini, 1, Tulse Hill, Effra Rd., Brixton, S.W.2.

[1180
Ace.

A CE 4-cylinder Combination, original tyres, un-^v marked, well equipped, magnificent outfit: bar-
gain, £110.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [1279

Acme.
T7IOR Sale.—Acme Combination, 8-10h.p., 1920 model,
J- electric lighting, coachwork sidecar, all in beau-
tiful condition; £120, or best offer.—Foley, Bourne.

[9070
\ CME 8h.p. J.A.P. Combination, spare wheel,II lamps, horn, tax paid, speedometer, perfect order,
and ready for the road; £125.—Newnham Motor Co,
223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammer-
smith 80. [1021

A.J.S.
CHREWSBURY Agent for A.J.S. ; exchanges.—J. C^ Pickering. [g55 6

A.J.S. 7h.p. 1922 Outsta; delivery free anywhere.—
Write, Merrick's Stores, Listerhills, Bradford.

[9141
A.J.S. 1922 23Ah.p. Sports and 7h.p. Combinations

in stock.—Clifford Motories, Eastwood, Notts.
[8826DAN GUY, Weymouth.—1922 7h.p. A.J.S. Com-

bination, £175: in stock. Dorset trade supplied
[0817

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, complete, with all extras,
late model; bargain, £115.—Timberlake's Garage,

Wigan. [1625

A.J.S.—All models from stock. Official Agents,
deferred payments.—Bambers, 2. Eastbank St.,

Southport. 'Phone : 607. [6288

6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, 1920 model, interchange-
able wheels, with spare, and complete equipment I

£110—Hopkins, New St., Ledbury. [1437

1 021 7h.p. A.J.S., complete with all lamps, horn,'
-"-cr hood, screen, very small mileage, and licensed;
£135.—Carnforth Motor Co., Carnforth. [1707

£20.—A.J.S. 2Vu.h.p., overhauled, new tyres, horn,
half tax paid, adjustable pulley, good running

order.—13, North St., Bishop's Stortiord. [1415

IN Stock.—1922 A.J.S. combination, complete with
spare wheel and acreen; £183.—D. and S. Auto-

car Co., 33, The Parade, Golders Green. [1704

MOST luxurious 1921 7h.p. A.J.S., Lucas dynamo
lighting, every possible accessory, mileage 1,000;

£142.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [1619

FOR A.J.S. 1922 models. 2?4h.p solo, or 7h.p. com-
binations, get in touch with the N. London agents.

—Jones Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill. [0785

33h.p. A.J.S. for sale, late 1921 sports model, ln-
4 surance and tax paid, guarantee in perfect con-

dition; 80 gns.—Walker, 22, Grenlell Rd., Hereford.
[1381

1 Q 22 A.J.S.—All models. Early delivery 2%h.p.
A*7 Model Bl. Catalogues with pleasure.—Sam. E.
Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich,
S.E.10. [5892

I Q22 7h.n. A.J.S. Magdyno, spare wheel, unused,
J-t/ unregistered, Just delivered; owner cannot keep,
and will sacrifice £10 off list.—Box 9801, c/o Ths
Motor Cycle. [1240

A.J.S. 1922 2%h.p. Bl, done 200 miles only, lamps,
horn, speedometer; £85, recently cost £100.—Elc«,

Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St., K.O.3.
'Phone : Avenue 5548. [006S

A.J.S. 1921 Model Combination, with electric light,

disc wheels, spring, Tan-Sad, and every extra,
splendid condition, used very little; bargain, 140/-.

—

Timberlake's Garage, Wigan. [1528

"I Q16 A.J.S. Combination, mileage 6,000, perfect
XcJ condition, spare wheel, speedometer, hooi,
screen, spring pillion, new tyres; £90; after 5 p.m.—18, Kent House Rd., Beckenham. [8352

A.J.S. 1920 (April) 6h.p., electric lighting, speedo-
meter, legshields, spare wheel, hood, screen, side

curtains, in 6plendid condition; £120.—Yates, 151^
Clapton Common, E.5. 'Phone : Dalston 1475. [1351

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adver
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired

tisement, and the date of the Issue

marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

Spare Parts

:

19

A.J.S. Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
St, Ealing. [7538

A.J.S. Spares; prompt deliwy.—Cyril Williams,
CnapeJ Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. T.A, : Parts.

[7901
Alldays.

KICKHAM, Stokes Crolt. Bristol, Sole District
Agent lor Allons; unequalled service, repairs,

etc. F3148

ALLDAYS Matchless, 2%h.p. Viiliere, 2-stroke,
splendid condition, sporty model, tax paid; £30,

or near offer.—7, Aldenburg Av., West Ealing. [1591

American X.

1 Q21 American X, standard model, gas lamp
J-*' with D.A. cylinder, Lucas horn, Whitley side-

car, Easting screen; £130.—To be seen at Robertson's
. Motors, Ltd., 157b, Great Portland St., W.l. [9291

"I Q20 American X, ttandard model, acetylene head
J-«7 lamp, with D.A. cylinder, electrio rear and
sidecar lamp with accumulator, Henderson Elite side-

car to match, small mileage; trial given; £120, or
offer.—G. W. McL. Henderson, Hen wick, Maidenhead.

[9289
Ariel.

22 3 r'i;h.p. Sports Ariel, just delivered, immediate
delivery; £87/10.—Dan Guy, Weymouth. [0823

F.O.C.H. have 1920 3^h.p. Ariel Combination, fully
equipped; bargain.—5, Heath St., Hampstead.

(Near Tube.) [1601

"I Q19 Ariel 3y2h p. Combination, good condition,
*-*' coachbuilt sidecar, all accessories.—Bridgman, 5.

Park Hill Rise, East Croydon. [9115

ARIEL.—All models, cash or gradual payments
Spares supplied from stock.—West Central Agency,

(Vincycle Co., Ltd.. 236. High Holborn, W.C.I. [0704

A REEL 1921 8%h.p. Touring, 3-speed, kick start,
£* mileage 600, as new throughout, Tan-Sad; £70;
tvenings.—John aton, 1, Muswell Av., Muswell Hill.

[1372
A RIEL 1919 6-6h.p. Combination, speedometer,
CX, lamps, etc.; £85.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate
Vvenue, Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.

[0065

"I Q20 6-7h.p. Ariel Combination, 3-speed chain-cum-
J-t/ belt, Montgomery sidecar, Cameo screen, lamps,
horn, luggage grid, etc., perfect order throughout;
price 85 gns.—Below.

1 Q20 Sl,fch.p. Ariel, 3-speed gear, kick start and
J-*/ olutch, chain-cum-belt transmission, footboard, leg-

ihlelds, mechanical horn, perfect condition throughout;
price 65 gns.—Edwards, 101, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

[1686

ARIEL 6-7h.p. Combination (October, 1920), speedo-
meter, lamps, horn, pillion, Easting, legshields,

many spares, etc., unpunctured, mileage, 2,160, con-
dition as new; £110.—Gregory, Stanton Lane, Sandi-
»cre, Notts. [1553

AR1ELS, the most reliable machines on the road,
all models from stock : spare parts sent any-

where; trade suopl'ed.—P. Speakman. Ariel Expert,
Ariel Garage, 7, Rochdale Rd., Harpurhey, Man-
chester Tel.. 325 Cheethan Hill. 15135

Snare Pari*:

ARIEL Spares for all models, post free. Ariel
Agents, and Spares Service Depot.—Jones Garage,

Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10 [0804

Bat.
O O GNS., exchange.—1920 Bat-Jap 8h.p., 3OO speeds, clutch, kick start, sporting Bidecar,
•quipped, fast, any examination, trial.—Seabridge, 35,
Hansler Rd., East Dulwich. (Sydenham 2452.) [7240

Beardmore.
BEARDMORE-PRECISION.—1922 models for Im-

mediate delivery. Cash, exchange, or deferred
payments.—Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing. [7227

Blackburne.
4Ah.p. Blackburne Motor Cycle, 1921, Blightly

8 ridden; £75.—Mr. Wykeham Musgrave, Barnsley
Park, Cirencester. [1436

BLACKBURNE 4h.p. 3-speed chain drive Combina-
tion, tax paid, accessories; £85.—Newnham Motor

Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammer-
smith 80. [1025

"I Q21 8h.p. Blackburne with K3 Cftnoelet sidecar,
J.*/ lamp, horn; etc., detachable interchangeable
wheels, perfect order throughout; price 115 gns.—
Edwards, 101, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [1690

"I 21 Blackburne 4h.p., all-chain drive, H.B. con-
--*/ trolled clutch, Sturmey 3-speed, guaranteed in
mw and perfect condition, Klaxon and tools, etc.,
licensed till June; £80; deposit system with pleasure.
—J. Ervine, 4e, Sloop St., Barrow-in-Furness. [1682

Snare Porta

;

BLACKBURNE Engine Spares from stock.—Maudes'
Motor Mart, 100, Great Portland St., W.l.

L1753

SAVE YOUR TICKET MONEY

"PAY AS YOU RIDE"
OUR

MOTOR CYCLES.

"Trqmpjj

TRIUMPH " Ricardo." £120 cash or £31 4 down
and 12 payments of £7 16 0. All models in stock.

ENFIELD 8 h.p.Comb. £140 cash or £36 8 down
and 12 payments of £9 2 0. All models in sto ;k.

ALLON. £60 cash or £15 12 C down and 12 pay-
ments of £3 It 0.

LEVIS. From £48 cash or £12 9 8 down and 12
payments of £3 2 5. All models in stock.

COVENTRY PREMIER. £230 cash or £59 16
down and 12 payments of £14 19 0.

EVERY WELL KNOWN MAKE OF MOTOR CYCLE
IN STOCK. TRADE SUPPLIED.

DISCOUNTS ALLOWED IF ACCOUN1 PAID IN

2, 4 OR 6 MONTHS.

WALTHAMSTO W. LONDON, N.E. 161, High St
'Phone—VValthamstow ioo (a lines).

EUSTONROAD, LOUDON, N.W. (Opp. Gt. Portland
Street atation). 'Phone—Museum 4978.

WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N.E. SO, High Road
Phone—Hornsey 1956.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury.

BRADBURY Combination 6h.p. 1920, perfect rut I :

ning order; £80—Lt. Tyrrell, 2nd Div. Signal:

Aldershot. [163

F.O.C.H. have a Bradbury combination, 3-speei

countershaft, kick starter; bargain.—5,- Heatl
Street, Hampstead (near Tube). [160i

CHEAP.—Bradbury 1915 4h.p., 2 speeds, clutch

K.S., tax paid, good order; £35, or nearest offer

—67, Philip Rd., Peckham Rye. [140!

BRADBURY 4h.p. Combination, coachbuilt, 3

speed, clutch, excellent condition, any trial; bar
gain, £35.-130, Beulah Hill. Norwood. [158!

Sharp Parts:

BRADBURY Spares and Repairs.—Agents, Bright

and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. [803C

Brough Superior.

SHREWSBURY Agent for Brough Superior.—.1.. C.

Pickering. [9557

BROUGH SUPERIOR, 1921, special 8h.p. o.h.i.

J.A.P. engine, guaranteed 80 m.p.h.; plated tank

and cylinder, with Swan sporting sidecar, disc and

step complete, Lucas accessories, all spares; puncture-

proof tubes, as new; £140.—Rae, Annickvale, Salt-

coats. (9960

BROUGH SUPERIORS.—Order your new mount
from us. We are the Brough experts. Specially

luned to order. Mark I„ 8h.p., side valve, £150;

sporting combination, with screen, step, mat, and

apron £180; Mark I., 90mm. bore, o.h.v., £160;

Mark II., 6.5h.p. M.A.G. engine, £125; Mark II.

combination, £150. Special Service Agents; lists.—

G and J. Dawson, The Ideal Garage. Cambridge
'Phone: 993 [0834

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd., Service Depot,

and sole London agents for the Brough Superior,

the sporting rider's ideal.—Immediate delivery oi 1922

models at reduced prices. Mark I., 90x7.7V2 o.h.v., 3-

speed, clutch, and kick starter, £160; Mark I., sport-

ing combination, step, mat, screen, etc., £180, or with
special side valve J.A.P. engine, same price; Mark
II. 6.5, mag, 72x90, 3-speed, clutch, and kick

starter, £125; sporting combination, step, mat,
screen, etc., £150. Demonstration models in stock.

Catalogues sent post free on request.—The Allen-

Bennett Motor Co., Ltd., 9-10-11. Roval Parade, Lon-
don Rd., West Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450.

[0733

S flare Parts :

SPARES.—All engine, gear box, and frame spares

for Brough Superior in stock; write for lists.—

G. and J. Dawson, The Ideal Garage, Cambridge.
[0835

B.S.A

B.S.A. Specialists.—County Cycle and Motor Co.,
Broad St., Birmingham. [4678

SHREWSBURY Agent for B.S.A.—J. C. Pickering,
Shrewsbury. [9558

B.S.A. new 1922 models, K.2 and H.2, actually in

stock.—Moss, Wem. [1731

1Q22 B.S.A. Light Twin, Model E, with No. 4
J-*J sidecar, in stock, at list price.—Below.

1Q-1 6-7h.p. B.S.A., No. 1 sidecar, spare wheel,Af windscreen, overhauled by B.S.A. Co., as new;
120 gns.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Ken-

sington, S.W.7. [1624

B.S.A. 1913 3y2h.p., 2 speeds, good condition;

nearest £30.-29, St. Philip's Av., Maidstone.
[1392

NEW 1921 4'4h.p. B.S.A. Combination and acees-

sories; £125.—Bounds Garage, 223, Hign Rd„
Kilburn. [1662

B.S.A. 1922, all models, immediate delivery.-

Hucklebridge, 133, Sloaue St.. Chelsea. Tel.:

Victoria 451. [7454

B.S.A. 1919 (November) 4>4h.p. Combination, elec-

tric lighting; £79.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Ex-

hibition Rd.. S.W.7. [7203

4ih.p. 1919-20 B.S.A. Combination, 3-speed gear,

4 dutch and kick start, £77/10.—Wauchope's,

9, Shoe Lane, London. [7871

B.S.A.—All models from stock. Official Agents,

deferred payments.—Bambers, 2. Eastbank St.,

Southport. 'Phone : 607. [6292

B.S.A. 414h.p. Combination, 2-speed, kick starter,

good condition; any trial; £49.—Skinner, 296,

London Rd., Westclifl", Essex. [1427

B.S.A. Combination, 3-speed, kick start, windscreen,

and lamps ; tax paid ; call ativ time for trial

;

£65.—Snow, Laurel St., DaJston, E.8. [1806

I Q20 B.S.A. Combination, lamps, hood, luggagelw grid, splendid condition, licensed; nearest offer

to £96.—Hulls, Peascod St., Windsor. [1365

B.S.A. 4*ih.p. 1921, 3-speed, all-chain drive, com-

pletely equipped, good running order; £78.—
Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., London. [1833

B.S.A. 4"4h.p. 1920 Combination, accessories, East:

ing, grid, licence, overhauled, reupholstered;

£69.-25, Silverdale Rd., Higham's Park, E.4. L
1422

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oi each advertisement, and the date of the issue

T.iotor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (Pj.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

NEW 1922 Enfield Combination in stock.—Bounds
G.arage, 223, High Rd., Kilburn. [1660

Olh-P- -Royal Enfield, 2-speed, 1921; £42/10—Wau-
I
rJilt chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [7857

BRAND new Enfield 2-stroke, 2-speed; £45.—24-,

Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [1617

ENFIELD 2s4h.p., 2-speed, excellent condition; £19;
exchange.—17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [1574

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Sh.p.

Royal Enfield Combination; £95. [1300

BRAND new 8h.p. Enfield Combination; £112.—
24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [1618

SHEFFIELD Agent for Royal Enfielda; all models

i
^ in stock.—J. A. Stacey. 12. Ecclesall Rd. [0573

"IQ17 Enfield, 2-speed, C.K.S., splendid condition;
li/ what offers?—Pierce, Holmwood, Surrey. [1371

NEW 1921 Enfield Lightweight and accessories;

£50.—Bounds Garage, 225, High Rd., Kilburn.
£1665

NEW 1921 Enfield Combination and accessories;

£130.—Bounds Garage, 223, High Rd., Kilburn.
[1661

ENFIELD 2 I
/4h.p., 2-speed, perfect, equipped, con-

dition as new, late 1919; £38.— 3, Knowles Rd.,

.Gloucester. [1375

HALIFAX.—1922 Enfield combination; £140; cash
or exchange.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton

St., Halifax. [1757

ENFIELD 1921 Lightweight, 2-speed, K.S., all on.

tax paid, perfect order; £45.-97, Rosebery Rd.,
Muswell Hill. [1615

6h.p. Enfield Combination, 1920 model, lullj

equipped, very little used; £115.—Hopkins, New
St., Ledbury. [1440

(•h.p, Enfield Combination, first-class- mechanical
O condition, fully equipped; £65.—Hopkins, New
St., Ledbury. - [1439

£30.-1916 3-h.p. Enfield, tax paid, makers recent
overhaul, excellent order.—Lieut. Small, R.N. Col-

cgc, Greenwich. [1564

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Enfield 1921 Ship., Mag
dyno, double-seated sidecar, hood and screen,

guaranteed perfect; £125. [0818

ENFIELD.—All models from Etock. Official Agents,
deferred payments.—Bambers, 2, Eastbank St.,

Southport. 'Phone: 607. [6290

"IQ14 3h.p. Enfield, M.A.G. engine, 2-speed, good
J-*J running order; 23 gns.—Edwards, '

j-ington Rd., South Kensington.
50, Har

[1626

CROYDON and District.—Sole official appointed
agent for Roval Enflelds.—A. F. Pulling, 175a,

London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone, 1619. [6951

tl Q14 3h.p. Enfield Twin, year's licence, fully
LU equipped, good condition ; price 32 gns.—
Edwards, 101, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [1698

• 1 Q22 Enfield Combination; only ridden from sta-
! L *J tion ; good reason for selling ; what offers ?

—

A'ansbury, Kingsdown, Sevenoaks, Kent. [1397

ENFIELD 1922.—Brand new 8h.p, combination, in
stock; £140. Easy payments arranged. Ex-

changes.—Wilkins Simpson, Opposite Olvmpia, London.
[1711

ENFIELD 1919 6h.p. Combination, Colonial model,
equipped; £75.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate

Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.
[0068

I Q21 Enfield, 8b.p. Vickers engine, 2-seater side-
• L«/ car, fully equipped, run only few miles; £115.
-Hillier (Side Bell); 9, Wallingford Ave., North Ken-

sington. [1558

jj^NFIELD 1921 2i4h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke, mileage
.ItJ 300, appearance posh, tophole bargain, tax paid
ear; £42.—Barker, 216, Portobello Rd., North Ken-
iogton. [1550

ENFIELD 1922.—Brand new *2^]i.p., 2-speed, kick
starter, in stock; £57. Easy payments arranged.

Exchanges.—Wilkins Simpson, Opposite Olympia,
London. [1710

I Q21 Enfield Combination, 8h.p. Vickers engine,
I*-*' nearly new, mileage negligible, tax Daid, £30
;.'orth extras; bargain, 120 gns.—Derngate Motor Co.,
Northampton. [8980

I Q 2^ 8h.p. Enfield Combination, lamps, horn, etc.,
L*7 Bonniksen speedometer, Easting screen, perfect
'ondifion; price 93 gns.—Edwards, 101, Gt. Port-
iand St,, W.l. [1691

ENFIELD 1921 8h.p. Cohibination, hood, windscreen,
all accessories, Tan-Sad, spare tyre, tax, insurance

jaid, perfect order; £120, offers.—Reid, Brockhill,
v'ickford, Essex

: [1482

I Q20 Enfield Combination, Magdyrio, just beenLw overhauled, as good as new, privately owned

;

hsured for 10 months; £115.—Nelson, Crescent
larage, Ramsgate. [1364

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., fully equipped, ex-
ceptionally good condition, licence paid; worth

eeing; £60, or near offer.—Kavanagh, 4, Montague
M,, Ilomsey, N. [1400

NEW 1922 LIGHT CARS
B.8.A., CALTHORPE, COVENTRY PREMIER,

LAGONDA, L.S.D. AND RHODE.

NEW 1922 MOTOR CYCLE ->

B.S.A., BRADBURY, DOUGLAS, ENFIELD,
EDMUND, LEVIS, MARTINSYDE, NEW IMPERIAL,
NORTON, REX, ROYAL RUBY, SCOTT, SUN-

BEAM anil TRIUMPH.

SECOND-HANDBARGAINS
SOLOS.

A. B.C., 1921, 3 h.p., electric light £79 10
A.V., 1920 Monocar, 8 h.p.Jap £75
ARIEL, 1920, 3 1

,, 3-speed £69 10
BRADBURY, U, single gear £29 10
COV. EAGLE, 1920, 3.1, J-speed £65
INDIAN, 1915, 5-6, 3-ipeed £49 10
INDIAN SCOUT, 1920 £87 10
RUDGE MULTI, 1920, 31 I.O.M £59 10
RUDGE MULTI, 1916, 3.V £45
SCOTT, 1 920, 3 :

i
h.p., 2-speed £79 1

TRIUMPH, 31, 2-speed, F.E - £37 10
TRIUMPH, 1914, 3-speed* hub gear £37 10
WOOLER, 23, 1920, flat [win £42 10
PREMIER, 3i, 2-speed F.E £35

SCOTT, 1922 SQUIRRELL, 1,000 miles,

tax paid £95
ZENITH GRADUA, 4-5 Twin, countershaft £49 1

PASSENGER MACHINES
MORGANS, 8 h.p., taxes paid £85, £95
A.J.S., 1915, 6 h.p. comb., spare wheel, etc. £87 10
A.J.S., 1919, 6 h.p. comb., spare wheel, etc. £115
ARIEL, 3' 1920, 3-speed comb £19 10
B.S.A., 4i, 3-speed, and coach sidecar.. . . £65
COVENTRY VICTOR, 5-6, 1921, flat twin. £115
COVENTRY ACME-J.A.P., 8 h.p., Magdyno

combination, spare wheel, etc £125
ENFIELD, 1920, hood, screen £99 10
ENFIELD, 1915-56, 6 h.p. comb £85
HARLEY, 4 h.p., 1915 comb £55
HARLEY, 1918, 7-9, Henderson Elite s.c. £105
HARLEY, 1919, electric comb £115
HUMBER, 1919, 31, flat twin comb £75
INDIAN, 1915, 5-6," 3-speed comb £59 10
REX M.O.V., 6 h.p., 2-speed comb £39 10
REX, 6 h.p., 2-speed comb £45
REX BLACKBURNE,1920.spare wheel, etc. £110
REX J.A.P., 8 h.p., z-speed comb £52 10
ROVER, 5-6, 1920, unused 1920. New

Rover sidecar £120
ZENITH, 4-5 crankshaft comb £62 10
RUDGE, 7 h.p., 1920 comb £97 10
SCOTT, 1920, 2-speed comb , £95
TRIUMPH, 1914, 4 h.p., 3-speed hub comb. £52 10
TRIUMPH, 31, 2-speed, F.E. comb £42 10
SUNBEAM, 8 h.p. M.A.G £115
ZENITH, 6 h.p., kick start, clutch £52 10

SPECIAL BARGAINS
STANDARD, 11.6 bnd. new 2-sr. £475
FORD, 1920, 4-seater, dynamo lighting

and starter, detachable and spare wheels £125

VOUGTAS CASH -BARGAINS
DOUGLAS, 1914, 2J, 2-speed £35
DOUGLAS, 1915, 2|, 3-speed £42 10
DOUGLAS, 1920, 2f, 3-speed £59 10
DOUGLAS, 1922, 3J, 3-speed Sports,

mileage about 300, and accessories. .. £110
All tax paid. Spot cash only.

25 Horton Street,

'Pttorie moo Grams: Perfection.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desir

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENFIELD 1922.—Brand new 8h.p. combination,
magdyno lighting; £158; in stock. Easy pay-

ments arranged. Exchanges.—Wilkins Simpson, Oppo-
site Olympia, London. [1712
TjiNFIELD Combination, screen, hood, grid, Klaxon,
J-J speedometer, Tan-Sad, 3 lamps, tools, spares, tax
paid, splendid condition; £85, offer.—26, Granville
Rd., Hoe St., Walthamstow. [1491
TjiNFIELD 1921 Combination, 6h.p., Magdyno elec-
J-J trie lighting set, horn, good tyres, condition per.
feet, appearance as new, tax paid; £135.-3vlucklow,
84. Grove Park Terrace, Chiswick. [1460
"IQ16 6h.p. Enfield Combination, splendid condi-
-»-«/ tion, under 2,000 miles, Easting, Willowbrook
back seat, stored 3 years, original tyre on sidecar,
perfect; any trial; £85.—Hirst, Bream, Glos. [1405
"piNFIELD 2>4h.p., 1920. lamps, horn, speedometer,
J-< variable ignition, variable jet (handle-bar con-
trol), tax paid, cost owner £80, excellent condition;
sell £35.—Crossle, Xansdowne, Worcester Park,
Surrey. . [1357

fifi GNS., exchange.—Really exceptionally niceW Enfield Combination 1915, but had very little
use, disc wheels, equipped, smart, any examination,
trial.—Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich.
(Sydenham 2452.) [7241

"C"NFIELD 1922 Models for immediate delivery.—
*-* 8h.p. Combination, £140; with dvnamo lighting,
£158; lightweight models from £55; exchanges.—
Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
'Phone, Hammersmith 80. [1031

Simr? I'arta.

TjiNFIELD Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays. 8,U Bond St.. Ealing. [7542
TpNFIELD Spares and Repairs a speciality.—
J-* Pulhng's Garage, London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone.
1619. [6952

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—All Enfield engine parts in stock.

Trade supplied. [1783
Excelsior

EXCELSTOR (British) 8h.p. 1920 Combination,
fully equipped, Easting, very little used; 90 gns.—Longman Bros., 17, Bona St., Ealing. Tele.:

689. [1307

"PXCELSIOR 1921 6-8h.p., .T.A.P. engine, Sturmey
-*-* 3-speed countershaft, with Excelsior sidecar,
lamps, horn, speedometer, tax paid, perfect order;
£110.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.,
W.6. "Phone, Hammersmith 80. [1017

F.N.
LANGFORD'S, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, London,

.
N.W.2.-1922 8h.p. 4-cylinder F.N., with new

o.h.i.v. engine, 3-speed gear, and no-trouble shaft drive,
£135; lightweights, £55 and £72; highest price for
your present machine in exchange. [1647

F.N. Spares.—We can supply for all models from
1904; prompt attention to inquiries.—Langford's,

37, Cricklewood Broadway, London, N.W.2. [1648

Harley-Davidson.
SHEFFIELD Agent for Harley-Davidsons: from

£120—Stacey 12 Ecclesall Rd r0577

7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, in first-class
mechanical condition; £75.—Hopkins, New St.,

Ledbury. [1438

I Q20 4h.p. Harley, lamps, speedometer, mileage
*-** 4,000; £69/10.—Shepherd, Enfieid Highway.
'Phone: Waltham Cross 31 [0850

HARLEY 7-9h.p. Combination, overhauled, as new,
lavishly equipped; £80; faultless condition.

—

Davies, Crockeries, Reading. [1357

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Flat Twin; £115; fully
equipped ; these models actually in stock.—Long-

man Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. [8856

"|t|16 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, guaranteed sound,
J-v Miils-^'ulford sidecar, 2 new tyres, new paint;
£55.—Passmore, Wood St., Swindon. [1598

ARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915 7h.p., 3-speed, kick
start, all-chain drive, Coronette sidecar, requires

slight overhaul; £60.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland
St., London. [1831

"I Q 20-21 Harley-Davidson Combination, electriclu model, speedometer, screen, hood, unscratched
condition; £125.—Hillier- (Side Bell), 9, Wallingford
Ave., North Kensington. [1562

22 Harley-Davidson; book now for early delivery,
all models; also a few 1921 at special prices:

atalogue with pleasure.—Sam. E. Clapham (Motors),
II Rt.ockwell St.. Greenwich. S.E.10 [5986

20 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, electric model, de luxe
sidecar, 2-fold screen, rear drivg speedometer,

discs, perfect order throughout; price 125 gns.

—

Edwards, 101, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [1688

BARKER'S Motors can supply all Harley-Davidson
models at list prices and give an insurance policy

against mechanical breakdown lor 12 months free,

^ash .
deferred, or exchanges.—194, Balham High Rd.,

S.W.12. [7083

advertisement, and the date of the issue C23

ed. marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
liarley'Davidson.

ITARLEY-DAV1DSON 7-9d.p., magneto model, gas
-*--1- and electric lighting (accumulator), 6 months
old sidecar and lasting windscreen, speedometer,
Tan-Sad; £95—Apply, Warwick, 21, Abinger Rd.,
Bedford Park, W.4. [9267

1 O20 Harley, with C. and M. sidecar, electric light-
f-*J ing hood, screen, luggage grid, licensed for year,
in_ splendid mechanical condition and appearance

;

price 120 guineas; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards,
50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [1634

TJTARLEY Combination, 1920 (early), Henderson
J-L Elite, Lucas dynamo lighting, electric Klaxon,
spot light, speedometer, discs, legshlelds, enamel and
plating perfect; £105, or near offer.—Malsbury, 2,
Pilgrim's i,ane, Roslyn Hill, Hampstead. [1819

TTARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, kick
J-X start, 1'921 type clutch, specially coachbuilL
sidecar, one of the most fully equipped and elaborate
machines offered on the market to-day; originally cost
nearly £300, bargain price to clear, £155.—Maudes',
100, Great Portland St., London. [1836

Spare Parts:

HARLEY Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kavs, 8,
Bond St., Ealing. [7543

Hazlewood.
"I Q22 Hazlewood, all models, for early delivery
J-*> See the 6h.p. J. A. P. Twin Combination al
£118; finest value for money to-day; catalogues with
pleasure.—Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell
St., Greenwich. S.E.10 [5988

Henderson.
HENDERSON lOh.p. Combination, 2 speeds; £65.—

Basildon House, West Byfleet. [8400

KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District
Agent for Hendersons; unequalled service, repairs

etc. 13145

^53.—Henderson Combination 1915-16, 4 cylinders,
<** electric lighting, new carburetter, hood, etc., splen-
did condition, gift.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [1530
IMMEDIATE Delivery.—1922 Henderson de Luxe.

dynamo lighting, electric horn, etc.; £175—
Pioneer Motors. Ltd., 50. Grindlay St., Edinburgh.

ri40R
"I Ah.p. Henderson Combination, 1920, Z2, electric
-i-V lighting, bulbous sidecar, large luggage grid, in
excellent condition; £125.—63, King St. East, Roch-
dale, [1600

HENDERSON 1920 lOh.p. Combination, lamps,
horn, speedometer; £115—Elce, Ltd., 15-16,

Bishopsgate Avenue. Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone

;

Avenue 5548. [0067
|J>ARKER'S Motors are agents for the luxurious
•*-» 4-cyl. Hendersons; all new models at list prices
supplied carry a free insurance policy againsl
mechanical breakdown for 12 months. Spare Parts
supplied. Cash, deferred, or exchanges.—194, Balhain
High Rd., S.W.12. [7088
1 Q21 4-cylinder Henderson Combination, dynamo
-l-«^ lighting, with large accumulator in sidecar, elec-
tric Klaxon horn, Cowey speedometer, Millford tandem
sidecar, 2 screens, hood, 1,000 miles total, as new,
privately run, owner now has car; £160.—To be seen
at Robertson's Motors, Ltd., 157b, Great Portland St
W.l- [9290
1(121 (November) Henderson Model K, 4-cylinder,
-•-"3 speeds, dynamo lighting, electric horn, Wat-
ford rear drive speedometer, Millford De Luxe
bulbous sidecar, Millford screen, hood, luggage grid,
27x3y2 tyres all round, air cushion Tan-Sad, dimmer
switch, many refinements, spares, small mileage, prac-
tically new, original owner, cost over £300; trial
appointment; genuine bargain, £155.—Bruce, Harmer's
Hill. [1638

Hobart.
HOBART 2%h.p. J.A.P., 1921, alt on, tax paid; 50

gns.—3, Ventnor Rd., New Cross. [1348

1 Q20 2*)4h.p. Hobart, 2-speed, lamps, horn, etc.,
A*-* licensed; price 35 gns.; perfect condition.

—

Edwards, 101, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [1697

H
Humber.

UJ\LBER Agents.—All 1922 models in stock.

4 ill. p. Jfiat Twin Sporting Model, 65 to 75 m.p.tt :

2 £100.
^JLh.p. Flat Twin Combination; £144,

rriRlAL Hides Arranged.

EXCHANGES; extended payment terms to suit
individual requirements. Catalogues on applica-

tion.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge,
[1797

HUMBER Lightweight, 3-speed, nearly new; £22;
take push cycle part.—57, Kenbury St., Cam-

berwell, London. [1669

HUMBER 3'/jh.p., 2-speed, clutch, good condition,
lamps, horn, tools; £22/10, or best offer.—Renny,

Bell Hotel, Chelmsford. [1485

3 Ah. p. Humber Combination, single engine, splendid
2 condition, ready for use, all complete; cash

C50; before 6 p.m.—Dawes, 213, KLngsland Rd.,
London, E.2. [1382

TYRES
IMPORTANT NOTICE.

Owing to the various cheap covers that are

being offered, we desire to draw your atten-

tion to the fact that they do not represent the

best value. If you require a reliable article '

you must pay a reasonable price. Cheap goods
not only * let you down' on the road but mean

, additional expense. The experienced motor-
cyclist pays 'a little more' because he knows it

is the cheapest in the end. Everything offered

| below is guaranteed to be thoroughly reliable.

These covers are not old W.D. stock, but
,

special clearance lines which we bavepur-
chased at slump prices and we are anxious
to dispose of, to make room for a newMotor '

Cycle Cover of our own design we sbali be ,

shortly marketing.

Size.

24x2
24x2J
26x2

26 x 2i

26x2;

26x2*1
x2|/
26x2*

28x2J
28x3

650x 65

700x80

Make.

Palmer, ribbed
Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy.
Englebert, Passenger, rub. std

Englebert, Touring, rub. std.

Bates, special hvy., wired-on
Bates, special heavy, beaded.
Dunlop, heavy rub. std. .

Clincher de Luxe, heavy.

.

Wood-Milne or Spencer Moul-
ton, extra heavy

Englebert, Touring, rub. std..

Dunlop, heavy rubber std.. .

.

Avon, Tricar rubber studded.
Hutchinson, rubber studded .

Clincher de Luxe, ex heavy
Clincher de Luxe, ex heavy.

.

Heavy, rubber studded
Goodrich, safety tread

Bates, special heavy
Clincher de Luxe, heavy
Elite, extra heavy, 3-rib. . .

.

Englebert, Passenger, rub. std.

* Fits 650x65 Rims.
Goodyear, rubber non-skid .

.

Englebert, Racing, ex. heavy
Elite, grooved retreads

Goodrich, safety tread
Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy .

Soly, rubber non-skid
Goodrich, safety tread

Our
Price.

«/-
28/9
17/6
14/-

32/6
28/6
28/6
24/6

22/6
15/-

29/6
26/-
25/-

24/6
39/6
27/6
40/-

29/6
25/-

56/-

32/6

35/-

36/6
17/6
40/-

30/-

21/6
48/-

List

,

Price.'

29/6

53/-

46/3
38/6
40/-

37/3
35/6

5o/,
49/-
41/6
40/3
49/6
47/6
49,'-

52/6
56/-
28/3
66/-

64/9

70/6

6 7/6
64/6
63/-
69/-

BE LTS
Bates Avon .

etc., per toot

.

J in.

1/5

IN STANDARD
LENGTHS

5 in. 1 in. tj- in.

1/9 2/- 2/6

Til D C C BEST QUALITY
\J E> G ^ GUARANTEED.

28 X 2J, 5/3 I 26x24, 5/8
28 X 2i !-,„ 28x3," 6/-

v 71 I
a'°X 21 I

'

.. 24 x 2, 4 9
> 26 X 2, 4 9

I
28 x 2|, 5;-

These Special Clearance Lines are sent on 7 days'
I Approval against remittance. CARRIAGE PAID.

708 x 80, 6/-

iPHOMEi

Mcfttra

G5S3

£0»#J

WAY
LONDON'S LEADING

TVRE HOUSE.

264'66,VAUXHALL BRIDGE RUONDON.SWi

tAT44.SURBIT0NRf.KmCST0N0NTHMES

Please address dllorders to Vauxhill BridgeM

.

PHONE:

33SS.

Houts oi Busmess- iat., » till 1.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.

HUMBER 1919 3',(.h.p. flat twin Combination; £85.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd

,

W.6. Phone, Hammersmith 80. £1022

HUMBER 1'ih.p. sports model; £100; immediate
delivery.— I). J. Shepherd and Co., Enfield

Highway. Tel. : Waltham Cross 31. [0842

TTTJMBER Combination 1916-17, 6h.p., flat twin, 5V speeds, clutch, kick starter, accessories, luggage
grid, splendid condition; reasonable offer; exchanges.—
63, Solon Rd., Brixton. L1531

Indian.
SHREWSBURY Agent lor Indian; exchanges.—J. C.U Pickering. [9561

TNDIAN 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, and K.S., spring
-«- frame; £70.-670. Hollowav Rd. [1492i-ame; £70.-670, Holloway Rd.

KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole
Agent ior Indians; unequalled service,

etc.

[1492

District
repaira
[3144

Stsclc

"JO 14 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 2-speed, clutch,
^-V lamps, tools, anv trial ; nearest £45.—Oak Cot-
tage, Brighton Rd., Coulsdon. [9354

INDIAN Scout, 1921, fully equipped, new side-
car, mileage 1,400; £87/10.-R. B. Clark and

Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [7197

1 022 Indians, immediate delivery; cash or deferredA" payments.—Brown (Indian Specialist), 3 and 7a.
Parker Lane, Burnley. "Phone, 1032. [8208

1 Q20 Powerplus Indian Combination, Mills-Fullord^^ sidecar, year's tax paid, equipped, perfect con-
dition; £86.—13, Vambery Rd., Plumstead. [6140

1 Q20 Indian Combination, electric lighting, Easting,-Lv perfect condition, mileage 3,000; £105.

—

Reade, Draper, 214, High Rd., Wood Green, Lon-
don. [9382

TNDIAN Combination, 1920 year, 7-9h.p„ C.A.V.
-*- lighting, condition as new; anv trial; £115.—
T. Taylor, 15, County Chambers, Corporation St..
Birmingham. [9225

"I t)19 November Indian Combination 7-9h.p., all on,
-*-«> electric lighting, spares, condition as new, in-
spection invited; reasonable offer.—48, Churchill
Avenue, Coventry. [1821

INDIAN Scout, special Montgomery sports sidecar,
outfit new December, 1921, mileage 1,500, abso-

lutely spotless and perfect; 90 gns.—Longman Bros..
17. Bond St., Ealing. Tele.. 689. [13U»

TNDIAN 1920 7-9h.p. Combination, with dvnamo
->• lighting, speedometer, excellent order an<i con-
dition; £105.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer-
smith Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmith 80. [1018
t^OR Indians, all models, new and secondhand wnw
1- call, or phone us; 1921 new shop-soiled corabina-
.ions, fully electrically equipped, at below manufac-
lurers' cost: £140.—Joues Garage. Muswell Hill. [0787

TNDIAN Twin 1917 Combination, 5-6h.p., 3-speed,
J- clutch, K.S., new tyres, 2 spare tubes, overhauled,
re-enamelled, hood, screen, luggage grid, 3 lamps, horn,
veals tax paid; £80, offer.—Johnson, 37, Hillmarton
Rd., N.7. [146j
TUNE, 1920, Big Valve Indian Powerplus Combina-" tion, total mileage 2,600, tyres unpunctured,

electric. Easting. Tan-Sad pillion, perfect condition;
any trial; £120, or best offer.—Owen, 3, Merivale
Rd., Harrow. [1407

1 Q20. 7-9h.p. Indian, electric combination, rear
J-*-* drive, speedometer, windscreen, licensed for year,
absolutely perfect mechanical condition and appear-
anco as new; price 96 guineas; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.

[1635
INDIAN 1921 7-9h.p. Combination, electric and gas

lighting, electric horn, speedometer, luggage
carrier, De Luxe sidecar. Easting and sidecar cover,

paint and tyres as new, only done 4,617 miles; £130,
or near offer.—Sparke's, 7-13, Upper Gloucester Place,
N.W.I. 'Phone: Paddington 2900. [1435

LANGFORD'S, Indian Specialists, can supplv all

1922 models. In "stock.—4h.p. Scout, £112;
Millford Junior sidecar, £134; Swan sports, £137/10;
De Luxe, £147; 7h.p. combination. £175, with dy-

namo and speedometer; Chief, £199. with ditto; ex-

change your present machine for one of these magnifi-
cent models; we can allow you highest prices; write,

call, or 'phone for full particulars.—Langford's, 37,

Cricklewood Broadwav, N.W.2. Hampstead 8616.
[1649

Sparc Parts :

INDIAN Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kavs, 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [7544

GODFREYS', Ltd., 208. Great Portland St., London.
W.l.—Complete stock of all Indian snare pnrk

always in stock. Write lor free spare part list, stating
vear of manufacture. [0752

INDIAN.—The Dennis Accessories Stores, 89, Brix- i

ton Rd., London ('Phone : Brixton 3129), supply
all parts from stock, new and second-hand. They
also specialise in Indian repairs. [6788

INDIAN Spares.—New and second-band for all

models; all second-band spares sent on Approval;
write, call, or 'phone; we can save you money.—
Langford's. 37, Cricklewood Broadway. N.W.2. Hamp-
stead 8616. [1650

C24 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

Spare Parts:

>. and M. Spares. Immediate delivery.— Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [7219

). and M. Spare Stockist. Every part stocked;
cheap.—Inman, Durham Rd., Seaforth, Liverpool.

[6249
3. and M.—All parts in stock for P. and M.'s; send

_ stamp.—P. and M. Specialist, H. Beardwocd, 147,
urlhlgtou St., Liverpool. .[0839

Precision.
'h.p. Twin Precision, 3-speed. clutch, kick start,
' lamps, coachbuilt sidecar, windscreen, splendid
mdition; £40.—40, Warley Rd., Blackpool. [1590

Premier.
)REMIER 3y2h.p., 3-speed, equipped, £25; coach-

built sidecar, £17.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham.
[1572

> lh.p. Premier, 1913, 3-speed, clutch, Philipson,
P2 speedometer, lamps, etc., condition excellent, not
;ed during war; £28.—Freeman, Otford, Kent. [1513

Snare Part*

>REMIER Spares and Repairs.—We claim to be the
most competent firm to supply spares and execute

pairs to Premier motor cycles. We served in the
remier works, and know this machine from A to Z.

e hold the most varied stock of parts for it in the
arid. We are the only traders who can claim to
ipply every part for a Premier machine. Our prices
e rock bottom, and our service unsurpassable. Write

; full requirements; you will receive our reply per
turn.—Foi'field Motors, Forfield Place, Leamineton
ja. [3167

P.V.
>.V.—Astounding value is represented by our new

range of popular models, incorporating . our
mous spring frame and Villiers or J. A. P. engines,
rices from £45. Lists from agents or P.V. Motor
rcles, Ltd., Forest Hill, London. [6548

Quadrant.
CLIFFORD WILSON Compan-y, 16 years' experience
J with Quadrants. [3277

)t*ADRANT, new 1922 4%h.p., chain-drive Com-
bination actually in stock; £105.—Moss, Wem.

[1732
922 Quadrant 4V:>h.p. Combinations ; ±. lOu

Agents for Cambridge.—Wallis and Easton,
14, Mill Rd., Cambridge. [0825
jiRANK WHITWORTH. Ltd., Distributors, 139,
New St., Birmingham.—Quadrant £100 4%h.p.

)mbination, delivery from stock. [0767

CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Companv. Quadrant
> Works Representatives and Sole Wholesale Dis-
ibutors for London, Southern and Eastern Counties;
ficial repairers and spare part stockists; deferred
lyments; exchanges; all models in stock. Special
surance facilities applicable to Quadrants only.—
'7, Westminster Bridge Rd., London. S.E.I, opposite
aterioo Station Approach. Telephone : Hop 210.

[3279
Radco.

TOTOR Cycles.—Ride while you pay. Radco, king
-L of lightweights, from 34 gns. £9/2/2 down and
monthly payments of £2/2/3. Immediate delivery.

Pritchett's Automobile Garage, Park St., Islington.
[1493

Raleigh.
>REM1ER Motor Co. for 1922 Raleigbs.

MMEDIATE Delivery of 5-6h.p., spring frame, de
tachable wheels. £130; standard sidecar, £35: De

ne sidecar, £42; early delivery of the new Raleigh
;htweiglit, £68

:
easy ijayineuts 4% extra.—The Premiei

ntor Co.. Aston Rd., Birmingham 1062*
HREWSBURY Agent for Raleigh; exchanges.—J. C.

1 Pickering. [9564

>ALEIGH 2%h.p.
F

2-speed, kick start, in stock;
i £68.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [1280

JALEIGH, new 1922 2&h.p. Lightweight in stock,
*> early delivery, 3h.p. model.—Moss, Wem. [1737

922 Raleighs, 2%h.p. and Combinations, delivery
anywhere, always in stock.—Clifford Motories,

istwood, Notts. [7764
iALEIGH,—Immediate delivery of 1922 models

Cash, exchange, or deferred payments.—Kays, 8.

md St., Ealing. [7230
IALEIGH 1921 5-6h.p., 3-speed, all-chain drive, hand
t clutch, Raleigh sidecar, 'fully equipped; £118 —
judes', 100, Great Portland St., London. [1835

iALEIGIL—Early delivery of all models. Why not
give your present mount in part exchange ?

ish or deferred terms.—Edwards, 50, Harrington
1, South Kensington. [1627
> ALEIGH 5-6h.p., 3-speed, spring frame, inter-
* changeable wheels; immediate delivery from
ick; solo, £130; combination, £165; best prices
owed on exchanges.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,
mmersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmith 80.

[1028
Reading=Standard.

'130.— 1921 Reading 8h.p., Plus One sidecar, hood,
' etc., 3,000 miles.—Movrell, Banning, Maidstone.

[1458

Douglas^
>fewL tide aa&nt^*

By so domg you can always obtain the

service of a Specialist with the essence of

experience gained through 1 years in the

Engine Dept. at the Douglas Works.

1922 MODELS.
2-J h.p. Two-speed, fully equipped. . .-. £75
2$ h.p. Three-speed, fully equipped £90
3 J h.p. The famous 1922 Sports Model, tally

equipped £130
3-V h.p. The famous 1922 Sports Model, fitted with

Sports Sidecar £1 55

4 hip. Solo, fully equipped £110
4 h.p. Combination, fully equipped £135
6 h.p. Combination, fully equipped. . £165

THE L.S.D. LIGHT CAR
Complete, ready for the road,

£165
MORGANS IN STOCK

FROM £150
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

OF ALL MODELS.

ONLY 4
/
EXTRA FOR

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

Bargains in Second -Hand Light Cars
SINGER COUPE 10 h.p., late 1920 model,
dynamo lighting, self-starter, six detachable
wheels £275

B.O.B. 8.9 h.p. two-seater, nearly new, 1921
model, four cylinder water-cooled engine,

three-speed gear box, dynamo lighting,

five detachable wheels. . : £200

STANDARD n.6 h.p.- four-seater, leather

upholstered, perfect running order £90

DE MARCAY 7-9 h.p. two-seater, sporting

body, 1921 model, dynamo lighting, hood,-
screen, five detachable wheels, practically

new . . . , £1 25

DE MARCAY 7-9 h-P- 1921 Competition
Model, three-spexl gear box, acetylene light-

ing, five detachable wheels. £110

SAXON, 16-20 _ h.p. 6-cylinder, five-seater

Touring, dynamo lighting and self-starter . . . £350

Only used for demonstration purposes.

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
FOR LONDON AND SURREY.

Sub-Agents wanted for Douglas
Motor Cycles and L.S.D. Cars.

A. H. LAKEMAN LTD.
26, LONG ACRE, W.C.2.

'Phone No. : Geirard 1383. -

19 2

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Revere.

2V»h.iP. Revere 2-- stroke, single speed,
equipped, good condition; price

Edwards, 101, Gt. Portland St., "W.l.
23 gns.-

[1695

Rex.

REX 4h.p. Clutch Model, perfect order; £14; ex-
change.— 17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [1571*

REX 6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, all-chain, electric
lights; £36; exchange.—17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham.

[1570
REX Lightweight, Gradua gear, splendid order; £20;

take push cycle part.—57, Kenbury St., Camber-
well, London. [1667

rQ21
8h.p. Rex combination, Blackburne engine, all

*' lamps, horn, spare wheel, tax paid December,
D.A. cylinder, perfect order and condition; £115.

—

D. and S. Autocar Co., 33, The Parade, Golders Green.
[1706

"I Q 22 Rex-Acme; book your orders now for all
-L*/ models, delivery cam be given of the 8ft. p,

Blackburne engine, all-chain drive, 3-speed, clutch,
kick-starter, Model G, detachable and interchangeable
wheels; complete with luxurious sidecar at £150;
catalogues with pleasure.—Sam E. Clapham (Motors),
27, 'Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.10. [1815

"|Q 22 Rex-Acme; book your orders now for all
-Li/ models, early delivery can be given of the
8h,p. Blackburne engine, all chain drive, 3-speed,
clutch, kick starter. Model G. detachable and inter-

changeable wheels; complete with luxurious sidecar
at £150; catalogues with pleasure.—Sam E. Clapham
(Motors). 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.10. [2082

Rockson.
~| Q22 Rockson Lightweight, 2V:»h.p. Villiers engine;
Xt7 not done. 50 miles.—36, Beccher Rdt, Cradlev,
Staffs. [1395

Rover.

ROVER Combination, twin-cylinder, complete, bar-
gain, 95 gns.—Timberlake's Garage, Wigan. [1527

ROVER 1920 3i/»h.p. Combination, perfect; £82.
1919 ditto. £68.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Ex-

hibition Road, S.W.7. [7200
"1 Q14 3'/_>h.p. Rover and Rover sidecar, 3-speed,
-L»7 clutch, equipped, speedometer, good condition;
price 40 gns.—Edwards, 101, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

[1701
ROVER 1917 3'^h.p. Combination, fully equipped;

£65; good order.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16 Bishopsgate
Avenue, Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.

" [0070
~|Q21 3 !/jh.p. Rover, all-chain drive, speedometer,
-Li/ etc., fully equipped, excellent condition
throughout; price 75 gns.—Edwards. 101, Gt. Portland
St., W.l." [1696

3ih.p. T.T. Rover 1918 (November), Philipson,
2 completely equipped, excellent condition, tax

paid, insured, welcome inspection; £50.—Weslev,
" Wayside," Braunstone, Leicester. [1541

ROVER 1920 5-6li.p. Combination, with dvnamo
lighting, £110; also 1919 ditto, £100; 1918

5-6h.p. combination, £75; 1921 3'/.>h. p. all-chain solo,

£85; exchanges.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer-
smith Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmith 80. [1013

Svnre Parts

ROVER Spares. Immediate delivery.— Kay3, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [7225

Royal Ruby.
"I Q22 8h.p. Royal Ruby—the spring frame combina-
-Lt/ tion par excellence—fitted with interchangeable
and spare wheel, luggage and petrol carrier. Easting
Sandum screen, lamps, horn, etc., all on, at £185

;

nimediate delivery from the agent for all high-class
makes, as usual.—Sam. E. Clapham (Motors), 27.
Stockwell St., Greenwich. 'Phone, 751

!

. [5893

Rudge.
3ih.p. Rudge-Multi 1920 I.O.M.; £62/10.-Wau-

2 chope's, 9, Shoe Lane. London. [7861

1Q14 Rudge, 3M*h.p., good; £27/10.— Shepherd, En-
-L «/ field Highwav. 'Phone: Waltham Cross 31.

[0843
-| Q21 Rudge 3Vjh.p., I.O.M., fully equipped, tax
Ji*7 paid; £56.—Jones, c/o Bradmore, 482, Harrow
Rd., Paddington. [1768

j Q 22 I.O.M. RudEe-Multis in stock at the latestlv reduced prices, £77.—Jones Garage. Broadway.
Muswell Hill, N.10. [0791

"I Q22 Rudge, l.O.M. model, immediate delivery from
-L*' stock.—Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stcck-
well St., Greenwich, S.E.10. . [1816

£77 is the price of a new Rudge. Get it from the
Agents; in stock; cash or payments.—Knight's,

126, Upper Tooting Rd., S.W.17. [0835

RUDGE 1921 3M>b.p., I.w.M. model. Multi gear,
pedal starter, first-class condition; £58.—Maudes',

100, Great Portland St., London. [1834

rQ21
5-6h.p. Rudge-Multi, brand new. shon-soiled

;

iJ £88, for quick sale.—Shepherd, Enfield High-
way. 'Phone : Waltham Cross 31. [0849

KUDGE, 1919, 5-6h.p., Multi gear, pedal start,
Rudge sidecar, fully eouipped, tax paid; £75.

—

Maudes', 100, Great Portland. St., London. [1833

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue r^
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired- marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge

1 Q 191 2 5-6h.p. Rudge Combination, Easting, speedo-
*- is meter, now tvres, overhauled, fully equipped;
:85, offers—Mclntyre, Larklands, Ilkeston. [1471

I Q22 3>/2h.p. T.T. Rudge, brand new, in stock;
*- «? £77, Cash or easy payments. Exchanges.—
Vilkins Simpson, Opposite Olympia, London. [1716

DUDGE 3 J/>h.p. Combination, guaranteed excellent
CV condition; £60.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Ham-
aersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmith 80. [1016

1 Q20 Rudge, new Montgomery sidecar, Triplex
Lif windscreen, fullv equipped, Low lamp set,

peedometer, fullv licensed; £75.—Perkins, 455, High
Rd., Leyton, [1504

DUDGE 1922 3i»h.p. Isle of Man Models for de-

CV livery from stock at reduced .price of £77; ex-

hanges.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
td., W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmith 80. [1030

£55.—Rudge Multi, I.O.M., 1920, in practically new
condition, fitted with lamps, Stewart mechanical

fconn, leather belt and tube case, spare belt and
ube, 3 toolbags, tools, pump, kneegrips, etc., full

ear's tax paid; bargain—Smiths, 86, Chalk Farm
3d., N.W3. U818

Sparc Parts:

THE Promptest Firm for Rudge Spares.—Forfield

Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [3163

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—All Rudge parts in stock. Trade sup

^ plied.

Scott.

unused 3^ih.p.
lock; £98.—Moss, Wem.

sporting

[1786

model in

[1733

£45.-Wau-
[7860

s COTTS,
Gibb.

OCOTT, i

35.h.p. Scott and Sidecar, 1914-1!
4 chopes, 9 Shoe Lane, London.

BRAND new 1922 Scott: owner must sell at once;

accept £95.—Box 9739, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[9072

either model. West of England Agent is

100 Northgate, Gloucester. 'Phone; 852
[8126

rOCH have a 1920 Scott, brand new condition,

also 1914 combination.—5, Heath St., Hamp-
stead. (Near Tube.) [1604

SCOTT, 1920, 3%h.p., 2-speed, kick start, all chain

drive, Scott sidecar, completely equipped; £90.

—

Maudes', 100 Great Portland St., London. [1837

i(J21 Scott Combination, complete with all acces-

i-if sories, £xcellent order, any trial or examination,

tax and insurance paid to December ; -£110.—McLay.

13, Morley Rd., Doncaster. [9051

SCOTT Combination, late 1920, 2-speed, kick starter,

electric lighting. Easting screen, tools, etc., con-

dition excellent, tax paid; accept £97/10 quick sale.

—Wilkins Simpson, Opposite Olympia, London. [1724

SOUTH London Scott Service Dep3t.—'Phone Croy-

don 1129 for demonstration runs; immediate de-

livery: prices from £105.—John R. Kinsey and Co.

Ltd., 350-352. Lower Addiscombe Rd.. Croydon. [8352

Sparc Parts:

SCOTT Spares.

St., Ealing.
Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond

[7226

OUTH London Scott Service Depot—Scott Spares :

Scott Repairs—John R. Kinsey and "
Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon?50-352

1129.

Phone
[8353

GODFREYS'. Ltd.. 208, Great Portland St.. London.
W.I.—Complete stock of all Scott spare parts

always in stock Write for free spare part list, stating

year of manufacture. 10751

Singer.

9, Shoe Lane, London.—2'L'h.p

"Singer, 1910, N.S.TJ. gear; £25. [1302

O Q GNS.—Singer 3V2h.p., 3-speed, fast, sporting

/WO machine, in fine condition, tyres, belt as new,

lull year's tax paid.—Delancey St. Garage, Camden
Town, N.W.I. [1640

S fiarc Parts.

-Forfield
[3164

Sun.

1Q21 (July) Sun 2%h.p. . Combination, Canoelet
-L«7 sidecar, dyuamo lighting, used demonstration;

accept £70.—Cooke, Garage, Crewe. [1408

FOR Sun, J.A.P., or Sun-Vitesse, get in touch with

the sole North London agents. Models in stock,

single Special, 42 gns. ; 2%h.p. J.A. P., 2-speed, K.S.

CO gns Send for catalogues. Trade supplied.—Jones
Garage. Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. [0790

Sunbeam.
3in p. Sunbeam, 1919; £85.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

2 Lane, London. [7864

TTT-ACCHOPE'S,

THE Promptest Firm for Singer Spares.-

Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa.

SFNBEAM, brand new 1922 Light Sporting model
actually in stock.—Moss, Wem.

TT 1CKHAM, Stokes Croft,

[1735

Bristol. Sole District
Agent for Sunbeams; unequalled service, repairs.

13143

PROTECTION
from RaJa.Wlnd & Dust JS ESSENTIAL

Secure one of our
"ALL WEATHER" GARMENTS.

WATERPROOF
MOTOR CYCLE
SUIT (Fig. 1).

Fawn double texture

material, interlined

rubber, seams ce-

mented and taped,

wind cuffs, wind gus-

set in overalls, and
clasp fasteners. Guar-
anteed waterproof.

SUIT COMPLETE

35/-
Jacket only, 25/

to ^ *

Fig. 1

Waterproof nri
Trench Coat *0/-

(Fig. 2 Fawn material,

rubber lined wind cuffs,

guaranteed waterproof.

< lE'T''
l,* l^f

SEAT-
LESS
Trousers
Fawn
double
texture
material
rubber
inter-

lined,

wind guss;t,

& clasp fast-

eners. All

sizes.

18/-
per pair.

WATERPROOF OVERALLS.

Double texture material,

clasp fasteners, perfectly

waterproof.

pet 12/6 p^-

// you cannot caU, send
money with breast measure-
ment and height.

Zend fin patt&in. &aiai

Carriagepaid on all Orders.

Actual Manufacturers

:

Martin Waterproof Co.

,

208,Oldham Rd.,NewCro38,Manchester

SUNBEAM
equipped.

iMOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
;

Sunbeam.
QWBEAM Agents.—All 1922 models in stocl I

Qifc.p. Touring .Model;' £126.

OiU.p. Super Sports Model; £136/10.

3JLu.p. Light Touring Model; £136/10.
2

Jlh.p. Combination; £182/14.

Oh. p. Combination; £217/7.

EXCHANGES; extended payment terms to I
individual requirements. Catalogues on app .

tion.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambrid
[:

BRAND new 3V2h.p. 1921 Sports Sunbf
£122/10; or exchange.—Jack Pnien, Oxford ,

Weston-super-Mare. [1

1 CI I? SM'h.p. Sunbeam, 3-speed,- K.S. , fully equip*
It/ £62/10.—Hillier (Side Bell), 9, Walling
Ave., North Kensington. []

SUNBEAM, 3 l,l;u.p. Touring model, semi--T.T. hai
bar, new last July, equipped, licensed, and g

anteed ; £110.—Moss, Wem. ^i

1 Q19 Sunbeam Combination 3M;h.p., excellent
J-*? dition; £80.—Hillier (Side 'Bell), 9, Wall
ford Ave., North. Kensington. [l

QUNBEAM, 1920, 3Mih-P- f sports model, 3-speed.

chain drive, in first class condition; £10.'

Maudes', 100, Paris St., Exeter. \\

1920 3!/.>h.p. Combination, Li
peedometer, Easting, licence paid-

price' apply, Bunner, Montgomery. [9

T-9h.p. Sunbeam Combination, sp'are wheel, h
and screen, dynamo lighting; £112/1'

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [1

8h.p. Sunbeam, late model, with sidecar, Lr I
lamps, licence, all complete, splendid conditi

£150.—Timberlake's Garage, Wigan. [1

"I Q20 3Voh.p. Sunbeam. Henderson sidecar, complei
JL *J equipped, mechanically perfect, spares ; £95
Hocking, Royal Mint, E.l. (Appointment.) [li

SUNBEAM, 1921, 3y2h.p., 3-speed, kick start,

chain drive, verv fullv equipped, in splendid c

dition; £115.—Maudes', 100, Paris St., Exeter. [If

QUNBEAM 6h.p., 2-seater, Bowser sidecar, spee^ meter, lamps, horn, all in excellent conditi

tyres nearly new, tax paid; £95.—Wood, 10, Stat

Rd., Horley. [92

|Q2i 3V2h..p. Sunbeam Combination, lamps, ho
At/ speeflcirneter, etc.;, detachable interchangeal

wheels, perfect throughout; price 120 gns.—Edwar
101, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [16

SUNBEAM 3Y2h.p. Combination, late 1919, ho<

soreen, lamps, and all accessories, tax and insi

ance paid to 1923, owner driven, very little tisi

perfect condition ; best otter. -Moat Farm, Pilgric

Hatch, Brentwood, Essex. [14

UNBEAM, 3y2h.p. 1920 Combination, perfe-

legshields, Lucas electric fittings, two C.A.

accumulators, sidecar screen, 3 new oversize tyr«

tax paid; accept reasonable offer; owner bougat cf

—Dufty, 115, Uppingham Rd., Leicester. [84;

1 Q21 3Voh.p. Sporting Model Sunbeam Motor Oyc!

J-*J complete with lamp, generator, horn, and iwu

spares, cost aluminium plates, new in April last, and

exceptionally good fondition tvrea unpuuetured; Deare

offer to £110.~Geoffrey Smith, The Motor Cycl

Coventry. I^42{

LATE 1921 Sunbeam, semi-sports engine, accum

lafcor electric lighting, superior fittings, standa:

mudshields, Cowey horn, new oversize tyre, speed

meter (minus cable), just been tuned; offers, neare

£120 secures.—Inspection by appointment invited,

write, W. T. Delamain, R.M. Academy, "

S l

Woolwich.
[i4;

Syarc Parts:

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Can

bridge—Sunbeam Spare .Part Service Agent

Trade supplied. I 1 '*

T.D.C.

QJk.p. T.D.C. de Luxe, semi-T.T. Druids, E.I.I

/V4 magneto, Senspray carburetter, variable pulle;

lamps, splendid condition, fast, tax paid; £30.—
(

15j

Northwold Rd., Upper Clapton, E.5.

Triumph.
PREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Triumphs.

IMMEDIATE Delivery of Type H 4h.p„ 3-speed. J5101'

Type SD, chain drive, £115; Type LW, ligbtweign

£65; sidecars Irom £20 to £50; easy payments 4Xeitn

-Buy direct from the leading Triumph agents:
J»

Premier Motor Co.. Aston Rd.. Birmingham. 100'

TRIUMPH, new type H, solo and chain-drive Cot

binations in stock.—Moss, Wem. L175
,

"\TEW 1921 4h.D. Triumph, model1921 4h.p. Triumph, model
Garage, 223, High Rd., Kilburn. [166

r-,6 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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2-stro^
-Be.-*.

Zenith
"Rex Combination,

294, Waterloo Rd.,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

ARWOOD Easter Bargains.—1922 2-speed,

fully licensed, not run 20 miles; £35

.ARWOOD.—Brand new 1922 A.E.L.-J.A.P. 2&h.p>,

2 speeds, kick start, hand clutch, genuine Dar-

in; £49.—Below.

i ARWOOD.—Late Powerplus Indian Combination,
'

fully licensed, 3 speeds, all lamps, perfect out-

L £65.—Below.

. \RWOOD.—1920 4h.p. Harley, fully licensed, all

; 'on; £85.—Below.

ARWOOD have several other bargains; exchanges

entertained; smart Martini 2-seater, dickey, £75.

l'arwood Garage, 89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [1543

L\CKPOOL Bargains.—1922 Rudges, 1922 Ariels,
1 1922 O.K.s, 1922 New Imperials, 1922 Quadrants,

[2 Royal Ruby's. Quiet deliveries. Good price for

lir machine; exchange.—Booths' Motories, 294,

j terloo Rd., Blackpool.

LACKPOOL Bargains.—1919 New Imperial, 2

V speeds, kick starter; £45/10.—Booths' Motories.

LA.CKPOOL Bargains.—1919 P. and M. Combina-
1 "tion; £49/10/6. 6h.p. Clyno Combination, de-

ihable wheels, £69/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

I L VCKPOOL Bargains.—3'-^i.p. Minerva, £10/10 '6.

KSU Lightweight, £13/10/6. 6h.p.

.mbination, £49/10/6. 6h.p,

j 7 / 10/ 6.—Booths' Motories,

tckpool.

(LACKPOOL Bargains.—1920 Matchless Combina-
> tion, detachable wheels, £120/10/6. A.J.S. and

,;iecar, £59/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—1917 Allon, 3-speed geai,
1 clutch, kick starter, lamps,' speedometer,

• 2 / 10/6. 1920 Sun, 2 speeds, kick starter,

9 / 10/ 6.—-Booths' Motories.

(LACKPOOL Bargains.—1920 Wooler, £49'10/p
> 3&h.p. Humber, £20-10/6 P. and M.
5 10/6. Indian Combination, —disc wheels,

5 10/6. 6h.p. 3-speed Rudge, £35/10/6.—Booths'

..tones.

k LACKPOOL Bargains.^2-speed O.K.. £24/10'
* 1919 Douglas, £45/10/6. 1919 4h.p. Douglas
mbination, £79/10/6. 4h.p. Douglas, £55/10/6.
20 Tarnplin, £79/10/6. 1920 Morgan de Luxe,
edomecer, water-cooled magneto engine, £155/10/6.
veral others cheap. Push cycles taken in exchange.
I.tor cvcles purchased for cash.—Booths' Motories,
;. Waterloo Rd., Blackpool. [9317

BARGAINS in motor cycles and sidecars.—A limited

! number of 1920 and 1921 shop-soiled models, all

i 11-known makes ; best offer secures in each case.

md for list, or call and inspect.—Mebes and Mebes,
A Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: Langham 2230.

[1756
"'VO.C.H. for secondhand cycles, combinations and

runabouts at bargain prices. Exchanges ar-

iiged. Any new cycle, combination or car sup-

fed, cash or deferred payments.—Fair Offer Cur
iuse, 5, Heath Street, Hampstead (near Tube),
done: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including
.turdays. [161L-

FACING 3'/_.h.p. Overhead Valve J.A.P. 3-speed

B» Combination, Flying Middleton sidecar, winner
imerous awards in competition, everything cream of

idition, fitted best of material regardless of expense;
•rifice or consider exchange; photo sent on request.
). E. Carter, -2, We=twood St., Moss Lane East,
snehester. [1496

»UNTING'S.—New Hudson, 3%h.p. Armstrong,
;* 3-speed hub, £25; Triumph, Sturmey 3-speed hub,
;5; Young's motor attachment (this is almost new).
:1; J.E.S., £21; Campion-Precision 2 1/i>h.p., 2-speed
;ir box, £16. All (many others at similar prices)
.good order. (No Sunday business.)—Bunting's Motor
\
change, Wealdstone. [1776

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
test Models cycles and ct

-Write terms. FowlerI
IRE Latest Models cyclesand combinations
period.-

HIRE.
abinatior
Brigden,

iston Rd.

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

EDWARDS and Co.,

130
[0705

A1,Ct, Portland St.,
VFX^ combinations.

.
W.. are cash buyers of solos.

»»»>».»»„«, and Morgans. Highest prices
fen, distance no object. Call, write, or 'phone: May-
ir 4027 [0604

IATJDES' Motor Mart are purchasers for spot cash
of late models Sunbeam, Triumph, Douglas,

irton; also Morgans.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland
., London, W.l,-. [1128
•VB.

ANT
v-

,0(1 COMBINATIONS and Solos, any make, guar-" Van tee top prices given.—T. and B. Motor Co.,
*.d., 372, Euston Rd. Museum 6581. [5564

HE HAS "WORKED
IT" ALL RIGHT—
CAN'T YOU?

Genoa better thing to strive for

than a motor bike ?

Our payment terms bring one
within your reach.

Cash
Price

£115
£120
£153

Make and First
Description Payment

Norton 16 H . . £40
Norton Big 4 . . £42
Norton Big 4 and

De Luxe side car £53
Indian Scout with

electric equipment £45
Indian Chief with

electric equipment £55
Indian Chief with

electric equipment
and side car - £69

Scott Squirrel . . £37

Scott Standard £38
Levis Popular . . £17
Levis 2 - speed,

clutch & kick-starter £21

Levis Model G.. £23
Martinsyde 3'

twin sports . . £38
Quad rant4o single,

chain drive, solo £30
Quadrant 4i single,

chain drive, com-
bination

£110 B.S.A. ih chain

drive £38
Velocette 2-speed

Velocette 3-speed

Raleigh 5 h.p. solo

£165 Raleigh 5 h.p.

combination

Raleigh 2| h.p.

2-speed

£130

£160

£199

£105
£110
£48
£60

£66
£110

£85

£105

£65
£72
£130

£68

10

Twelve
Monthly
Payments

£6 13 o

£6 18

£8 17

£7 11

£9 6

£11 10

£6
£6 8

£2 15

£3 9

£3 16

£6 8

£4 18

£37 £6

£38
£23
£25
£45

£6 8

£3 15

£4 4

£7 11

£57 £9 11

£23 £3 19

MANY OVERHAULED GUARANTEED
BIKES FROM STOCK.

VICTOR H0RSMAN,
:: LTD.

MOUNT PLEASANT,
LIVERPOOL.

7,

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

AKE

A CTUAL Buyers.

PLEASE OHer Us your motor cycle or combination.
We pay cash on sight.— Write, call, or 'phone

Museum 1337.—Percy aod Co., 314, Euston Rd. IOB15

W E

A LWAYS

SOLOS, combinations,
phone, ur call.

Buy

cycle cars. IE in town, write,
If country, send tu .London

terminus. We collect free and send best cash otier. -

W. T. Dunn, Ltd., 326, Euston Rd., London. Museum
5391. |0332

WANTED,
wern, iN

late Triumph or N.U.T.-
eath.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The
for disposing of motor cycles.

Elcock, Peny-
[1545

ire-eminent place

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting,
offer at sight.

will make you a cash

You will be sure of a
your machine at Palmer's

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting,
good cheque if you sell y<

Garage.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of . men
have sold their machines here.

PALMER'S- Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of
motor cycles in the weekly auction sale every

Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage charge is

incurred until 7 days' notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machine*
from any London railway station. The auction

sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

Tooting.—If cash offer not ac-

an be' included in auction sale

Tooting.—You fix the price and

PALMER'S Garage,
cepted machine (

held every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage,
we do the rest.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms :—Selling com-
mission 7'A%, not chargeable unless machine is

sold. If no sale a nominal auction fee is charged

:

For motor cars, 20/-; motor cycles under £50 value,
5/-; ditto over £50 value, 10/-. When we effect a
sale these charges are cancelled and commission
charged.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-
phone, 208 Streatham.

Garage, Tooting.

-Catalogue free. Tele-
Telegrams, Palmer's

[1156

DOUGLAS Combination; about £50 cash.—Mearis,
106, Ea

P

st Barnet Rd., New Barnet. [1503

DOUGLAS 2-ijh,p., any condition,
lars, price.—58. Harringay Rd.,

cheap;
N.15.

particu-
[1584

WANTED, Scott, after 1919, good condition, cheap.
- —20, Marlwood At., Wallasey, Cheshire. [1523

WANTED, Modern Solos or Combinations, for cash.
—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7.

[8682
£35-£45 offered for sound' 4h.p. countershaft com-

bination.—Booker, 8, Griffins Wood Cottages,
Epping. [1473

OL1J or Damaged Machines, engines, gear boxes;

parts, wanted, cheap.—Captain Collins, Sunbury
Common. [1596

£70-75 Cash for best combination offered, 1920-21,
date guaranteed, liarley or B.S.A. preferred.—

Warr, Eaton, Grantham. [1536

GOOD Secondhand Combination up to £200 as part
exchange lor Bianchi 4-seater.—12, Greville

Place. Hampstead 1819. [4975

CCOMBINATION Wanted, Brough Superior or Sun-
S beam preferred, late model.—Particualrs to Box

9859, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1680

2jlh.p. Douglas, New Imperial, etc., also combina-
4 tion and Morgan, 1921-22, water-cooled, cheap.

—H., 63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [1533

TRIUMPH Countershaft or Norton, price must be

reasonable; state full particulars.—Pride, 156.

Stockwell Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. [1540

WANTED immediately, Motor Cycles, Combinations,
and Light Cars—Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd.,

East Dulwich. Telephone, Sydenham 2452. [2079

TRILTMPH Countershalt Combination or Solo by
ex-D.R., one in need of overhaul or slight repair

not objected to—Mams, 151, Turners Rd., E.3. [1403

UNTING'S Buy, Sell, or Exchange any make of

motor cycle. State your requirements. We under-

take to do your business and give you satisfaction.

Distance immaterial.—Bunting's Motor Exchange.
Wealdstone. - [0828

ANTED, your motor cycle or combination. We are
buyers. Full market price given and cash paid on

the spot. Write, call, or 'phone Museum 5938.—

J

Smith «nd Co., Motor Agents, Ltd.. 52-54. Hampstead
Rd.. N.W.I. [0753

B l

W J

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised bv orivate owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
C1ASH on sight for new and second-hand motor cycles

' and combinations, any make or condition.—Call,

write, or 'phone, Short and Glass, Ltd., 485-493, Upper
Richmond Rd.. East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone: Richmond
2362 and 2363. I

0372

WANTED to Purchase outright, lor cash, bank-

rupt stocks; W.D. spares, miscellaneous spares,

motor cycles, any make.—Send lull particulars, Mc-
Neille and Piatt, 57, Great George St., Liverpool.

'Phone: 1092 Royal. [6060

SPECIAL Cash Buyers, Triumphs, Enflelds, B.S.A.'s,

Douglases, Matchlesses, A.B.C.'s, Scotts, Braa-
burys, Martinsydes, Zeniths. — Wandsworth Motor Ex-
change, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station).

Phone : Latchmere 4686.

4-CVL. P.N.'s, Hendersons, T.A.O.'s, T.M.C.'s, wanted.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange. Ebner St.,

Wandsworth.

RED Indians, Harley-Davidsons, wanted.—Wands-
worth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth

(Town Station). [4559

F.O.C.H. always have cash waiting for sound
machines of all types; highest prices and cour-

teous treatment assured.—Fair Offer Car House, 5,

Heath Street, Hampstead (near Tube). 'Phone:
Hamnstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including baturdays.

[1610

WANTED, good modern Motor Cycles, solo or

combination, in part exchange for 8h.p. Rover

or other light car. Best prices allowed, extended pay-

ments arranged.—Vivian Hardie & Lane, Ltd., 23/24,

Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.), Bond St., W.l.

'Phone: Mayfair 65S9. [0772

SEND Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cash

offer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest

station, Wimbledon. We will collect from any London
station. Machine can be included in auction sale if

dciired.—Sole address. Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [1153

TRICARS FOR SALE.

FOR Sale, mechanically propelled invalid chair,

practically new; offers.—Davies, " Corsock,"

Stanley Avenue, Wembley. C1780

SINGLE-SEATER Tricar, De Dion engine, 3-speed,

chain, gear box, and clutch, in excellent con-

dition, on C springs, wheel steering, handle starting,

a real bargain; first £25; suitable for short-legged

man—Jones, 6, Avondale Avenue, Woodside Park,

Vorth Finchley. [1411

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
KINGSBURY Scooter and Spare Parts.— 3, Kendall's

Mews. Blandford St., W.l. [5499

SKOOTAMOTA, brand new, with leather seat; £25.

—Hopkins, New St., Ledbury. . [1441

Ilh.p. Kenilworth Cyclette, 1921 model; £37/10
4 —Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [7868

AUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Kenilworth
Motor Cyclette, l'/kh.p., 1921; £37/10. [1299w

A.B.C. Skootarhota, new, unsoiled, latest model; £23,
sacrifice.—Frank Whitworth. 139, New St., Bir-

mingham. [2151

NEW Shop-soiled Autoped Scooters, dynamo light-

ing, lVih.p. ; bargain, £12/10 each. — Percy and
Co., 314, Euston Rd., N.W.I. [4178

-i Q20 Autoped Scooter, clutch, electric lamps, splen-

XU did condition; first cheque £10 —Piper, 17,

Cambridge Rd., Bexhill-on-Sea. [1475

SCOOTERS.—Skootamota, well equipped, original

tyres still on and in good order; £10/10; would
take push bike part payment.—Bunting's Motor Ex-
change, Wcaldstone. [1777

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
AUTO-MOTOR; £14; ride away; take push cycle

part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London.
[1670

AUTOWHEEL, new, latest model, only done 30
miles, cost £35; bargain, £25.—Raglan Garage,

Colchester. [1420

t Q21 Simplex Attachment, not run 50 miles, per-

ItJ feet running order; £10.—Stanford Rectory,

Loughborough. [1455

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC,

V-shaped Windscreens, £3/18; small size, £2/15.—
Blight and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

[8026

BENT Hoops, hood fittings, straps, turnbuttons,
twills, etc.; hardwood polished wind screens,

27/6—Henry Jones, 778, High Rd., Tottenham, Lon-

don. [3239

RENNOC Co.—We are actual manufacturers of

hoods, screens, -and aprons. Send for list.

—

Rennoc Motors. Ltd., 155a, Marlborough Rd., Upper
Holloway, N.19. [2321

HOODS.—Best quality heavy motor twiJl, plated
fittings, side supports, turn-buttons, best leather

straps, all screws; 40/-. carriage p;iid.—Grafton. 23.

Coombe Rd., New Maiden, Surrey. [1391

There's many a happy day ahead for

the motor cyclist during the coming
season. If you haven't yet definitely

fixed on your machine, this list will

help you to decide.

They're all Al machines, tuned and
tested to give the best under all

conditions.

Shop-Soiled & Second-Hand List.

1922 " CALTHORPE," 3 h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed

gear and kick - starter (Olympia Show
Model) £60

1921 " CALTHORPE " J.A.P., 2$ h.p., 2 speed and
kick-starter £65

1922 2£ h.p. "WOLF BLACKBURNE/'Sturmey-
ArctaeF 2-speed clutch and kick-starter £70

1921 2j h.p. "DOUGLAS/* hardly used, tax and
insurance paid £70

1920 7-0 h.p. " HARLEY-DAVfDSON " Com-
bination, electric model, fully equipped with

all spares; special large sidecar, with Dickey
seat, windscreen and hood, condition and
appearance as new £145

1920 3*' h.p. "ROVER," with. Canoelet sidecar,

fully equipped £1 00

5-6 h.p. " ROVER " Combination £90

6 h.p. "NEW IMPERIAL" J.A.P., fully

equipped with I.ucas Mag. - dyno,
lighting £120

"TRIUMPH" Combination, C.A.V. electric

lighting, Easting Royal wind-screen, fully

equipped £95

1918 "TRIUMPH " Solo, fully equipped. . £70

2f h.p. "WATSON" J.A.P., overhead
valves, very fast Sports machine .... £30

Any of the above machines can be supplied on our

Easy Payments System, particulars of which we
shall be pleased to forward you on application.

SPARES FOR DOUGLASES.
We carry a larger stock of spares for

'Douglases than any motorcycle agent in

the country. Wr te for What you Want
and get it by return.

1
FOOTBOARDS for z\_ h.p. and 4 h.p. Douglases
covered with lino ; brass beading ; with clips

12/6 per pair. Postage 16.

TRADE SUPPLIED
*

7, South Side,

Clapham Common, S.W.4.
'Phone: Brixton 2417.

Wires : Burlington Motors, Clapham.

Just by Clapham Common Underground Station.

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
HERCULES Hoods and Aprons; write for list.—

Hercules Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters Rd., Tot-
tenham. [0853

ROBINI Manufacturing Co.—The Bower Adjust-
able Windscreen, registered, with coverall apron,

30/-, carriage paid. Beware of imitations. This is

the standard price for this screen. Agents wanted,
Celluloid panels fitted. Eastings, 16/6; aprons made
to order, 10/-.—Robini Manufacturing Co., 1 and 3,
Tulse Hill, Effra Rd., Brixton, S.W.2. 'Phone, Brix-
ton 1585. [1179

BODIES.
RENNOC Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacturers, 35

models, also several clearance, cheap to clear.

RENNOO Co. specialise in repairs, repainting, and
upholstering.—Rennoc Motors, Ltd., 155a, Mad-

borough Rd.. Upper Holloway, N.19. [2320

CAMBER Sidecar Bodies; from £4/17/6.—Bright ant]

Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. [8024

BASTONES for Sidecar Bodies, all latest modeU in

stock from £4.-228. Pentonvilte Rd., King's
Cross, London, N.l. [5131

THE Cobb Speedman Sidecar Body is a Hght,
strong, and handsome attachment, designed to

fit any chassis and sold at a reasonable price.

C^OBB Speedman Bodies from £2/12/6 upwards, are
J sent carriage paid anywhere in the United

Kingdom. You can have one to match your machine
without extra charge. Cobb Speedman bodies are
manufactured by Vernon Cobb, 18, Midland Rd.,
Carlton, Nottingham. [1613

VENUS Step Bodies, 2 dozen to clear; from. 50/-
each; great bargains.—Venus Sidecar Co., 694,

Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. 'Phone : 2102. [9974

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, first-

class finish; have a few coachbuilt bodies, clear-
ance lines from £5 each; extra good value. — Tlie
Willowbrook Motor Co.. Leicester. [0336

EASTER Bargains.—Bodies, 1922 production, brand
new, from £3/ 15; 2-seaters, complete, from £9.

Actual manufacturers. Write for catalogue. Bodies
repainted and upholstered from £3.—Robini Manufac-
turing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, EfTra Rd., Brixton
S.W.2. 'Phone: Brixton 1585. \\y}%

£4/17/6.—New Douglas type Bodies, bulbous backed
and upholstered in crocodile rexine; they require

a finishing coat of paint only. We have contracted
for a large quantity, so can give the benefit to you.
See Sidecar Attachment column.—Old Man Hep., 17.

19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8.
'Phone: 1958 Brixton. [1285

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, tnll-sized or tn scnte.—
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Designing Dept., established
designers to the coach trade for over 80 years. Con-
sult us when designing new ideas.—Dorset House,
Tudor St., London, E.C.4r [0004

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s
TpOR

OANDHAM, the smartest sidecar specialists.

SANDUM Sidecars.—Our pre-war prices we're the talk

of the show; £14 to £50. Write for new catalogue.

ANDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen a hood, screen,S

s-
A

out

8*

ANDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen.—Our South London

agent writes : " An instantaneous success^ sold

out; send further supply.

"

% Agents, get in touch with us.

ANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn

Rd., W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. [0019

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are

guaranteed 3 years.

MIDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis, for

high-powered machines : Zenith, Harleys, Indians,

New Imperials, Sunbeam, Blackburnes, etc.

INDIANS with kick starter on left present no diffi-

culty with Middleton's special model.

MIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs ot all

kinds. Twisted motor cycle frames and forki

promptly corrected.

SECOND-HANDS of varions makes for sale. Yow
old sidecar taken in part exchange.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wbe6l Sidecars are not onlj

safer and more comfortable, but are faster od

bad roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not

bash into them.

MIDDLETON'S London's oldest established eidecflj

makers, wholesale, retail, and export, 27, Strouo

Green Rd., Finsbury Park (near Tube). 'Phone: Horn
eey 1584. £052i

OS—Good sound coachbuilt sidecar, off P. and M.-
c%> King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [156s

SIDECARS, several, cheap, room wanted, includini

Douglas.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London
[167'

WHITLEY Sidecars, Coventry.—Three models, £25

£29 / 10, £32/10. Nothing on one wheel U

equal. Lists free; [°85f

JJ40 411 letter? relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
OE Best Treatment and bent terms tor light cats.

cvcle cats, or motor cycles of any make, new or

Md-hand. write Service Co., 292, High Holboru,

D.l.
[0672

NY make of cycle or any combination completely

eouinped; licensed, insured on 12, 15, 18 months'

ended payments system.-Write for particulars,

leezi Safe Ltd., 5, Victoria St., S.W.I. [0830

rERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
L bridge will supply any make of motor cycle or

it car on easy terms at the lowest possible price

ainable anywhere. Catalogues and full particulars

post.
[1789

ASY Payments.—Anv make of motor cycle or car

supplied for cash or the easiest of easy payments.

»nts for all leading makes, including B.S.A., Doug-
"

Enfield, Matchless, Rudge, Triumph, etc.; also

ver Coventry-Premier, Singer, Calcott, Swift,

mb'er cars, etc.—Note address, Willdns Simpson,

posfte Olympia, London. [1718

ENGINES.
'TTTIERS all spares from stock. J.A.P. 8h.p.

twin air cooled, new, £25; also 7-9h.p. M.A.G.,

ter-oooled, new. £35.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100.

eat Portland St.,.W.l. [1752

AP Engines, J.A.P. Engines, J.A.P. Engines.—

I have the largest stock of 8h.p. J.A.P. Engines

1 parts in England; over 30 engines in stock to

ect from. Engines at £18 each, and all parts
;

for

p new cylinders, 50/- each; new pistons, l//b
:h' complete; new connecting rods, 40/- pair; new

ink cases, 35/- pair; valves complete, 4/- each; ex-

nsfc caps, 3/-; cam levers, 3/- each; gear covers,

'6- chain covers, 7/6; exhaust box and pipes. 15/-.

imp replv.—South Croydon Motor Exchange 22

uth End, Croydon. L»"u

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
T.B. I. Co.

I.B. for new and second-hand magnetos; all spares

stocked.

I.B.
Specialise in Thomson-Bennett complete for

fixing to Triumph.

>.M., J.A.P., Douglas, 2-stroke engine3, etc.; £3.

I.A.V. New, twin and single, clock nnd anti; £3

\IXIE, Single and twin, all degrees; £2/5.

T.B. Guarantee all magnetos one year.

T.B. will take your old machine in part payment.

IB Despatches all goods per return, carriage paid,

on approval against cash, or through The Motor
ycle deposit system.

I.B. Ignition Co., 78. New Park Rd.. Brixton

Hill, London. 'Phone: Brixton 610. [0694

BOUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.
J
i LL Magneto Spares stocked.

GOVERNMENT Surplus Magnetos (new, unused).
T
3 0SCH, Single, type D.A.L., variable ignition;

5 £3/15 each.

1".L. Single Enclosed Waterproof, variable ignition,

«. £4 each.

HHOMSON-BENNETT, single, enclosed waterproof,
L variable ignition; £3 each.

OHOMSON-BENNETT, twin, enclosed waterproof,
L variable ignition, all degrees; £3 each.

"I.A.V., single,., enclosed waterproof, variable igni-

J tion; £3 each.

G.A.V., twin, enclosed waterproof, variable ignition;
J £3 each.

iUTHARDT, single,, enclosed waterproof, variable

ignition; £2/10 each.

3ERLING, single cylinder, enclosed waterproof,
variable ignition; £2/10 each.

JPLITDORF, single, enclosed waterproof, variable
* ignition ; £2/10 each.

"\IXIE, single, enclosed waterproof, variable igni-
-* tion; £2/5 each.

3IXIE, twin, enclosed waterproof, variable igni-

tion; £2/5 each.

i NY of the above single-cylinder Magnetos can be
*- supplied with the special long driving spindle,
ntabie for Rudge.

rHESE Magnetos are fitted with leads and base-
plates, ready to be immediately fitted. Please

;ate make of engine when ordering.

"1UARANTEE.—We guarantee all our Magnetos forJ 12 months, and will willingly replace or repair
ny that should prove defective within that period.

^END your repairs to us ; it will pay you ; all
J repair work guaranteed.

BOUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd., 27,
'J Stockwell Rd., Clapham, London, S.W. (opposite
tockwell Underground Station)

.

rELE. : Brixton 2841. T.A. : Ignitionac, Brixstret,
London. [1848

The Juno Cycle

;

and Motor Co.
Proprietors

;

METROPOLITAN MACHINISTS Co., Ltd.

248, BISH0PSGATE, LONDON, E.C.2.

TCI C PHONE : BISHOPSGATE 2193.
• CLtGRAMS : QUILLS AVE LONDON.

ESTABLISHED OVER FORTY YEARS!

The Pick of the Bunch!

A.J.S., ARIEL, B.S.A.,

CHATER LEA,
DOUGLAS, ENFIELD,
INDIAN, LEVIS,
MATCHLESS, NORTON,
RALEIGH, RUDGE,

-SUN.-

McKENZIE
LIGHTWEIGHT MOTOR CYCLES.

Low price. Cheap running.
Easy Payments.

26 Guineas cash, or
£7 10 deposit and 12 monthly

payments of £1 17 6.

Carriage and packing extra.

Any Motor Cycles, Combinations (or

Sidecars), can be supplied on our
well-known GRADUAL PAYMENT

SYSTEM.
Particulars on Application.

KEEP DRY—OUTSIDE.
Special Line double texture Water-
proof Suits, complete with helmet to

match, 53/-, very smart and com-
fortable.

Sidecar Bodies, Sandum or Venus,
from £5 15 0.

Underslung or step chassis from £7.

EVERYTHING FOR THE MOTOR CYCLIST AT
REASONABLE PRICES.

Accessories at Reduced Prices.

£ s. d.

Bowden Heavy
Band Brakes 2 16

Cameo Screens 2 15

Bluemels, 1921 3 10

Orto Hoods - 3 6

Spring Shackles,

set of four - 6 6

P. & H. Lamp
Sets - - 1 12

F le e c e- 1 i ned
Leather
Gauntlets - 14 9

W. S. R. Jets,

allsizes 8/6&10 6

Large H'bar
Mirrors, 4V'
reflector • 7 6

£ s. d.

Watford Speed-
ometers,sligQt-

1 y soiled,
guaranteed - 4

Renolds Chain
6 X i per ft.-

A*l spares in

stock.

Tan-Sads - 1 10
Brooks B170
Saddles -280

B & B L i g ht-
we igh t Car-
buretters, win-
dow soiled - 2 10
Cross over Belt
Rim Brakes 18 6

15

6 1

FREE.
Call or write for
80 pp. Illustrated List
with all latest price
reductions.

c

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
DROWN, Gardiner and Co.

/~i.A.V. 2-cylinder, clockwise, aeroplane starting mag^s netos, platinum points, guaranteed unused, all
working parts interchangeable with C.A.V. type KU2.
'TiHESE Magnetos can be converted lor use on any
-* 1- or 2-cylinder engine of less than 5h.p.; 25/-
each. carriage paid.

OPECIAL Prices for quantities.

£JASTINGS and brass armature ends; 10/6 per set.

T ONG Cams necessary for single cylinders; 3/- each.

CJAMPLES sent on approval against cash.

T_JROWN, Gardiner and Co., 8. Bevis Marks, EC J.

"yALE Engineering Syndicate, 8-11, Brown's Build-
ings, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3.

.A. V. Magnetos, 1- or 2-cylinder, clock or an L i

variable ignition, with short-circuiting terminal
amd platinum points; price 50/- each; all working
parts are standard, and interchangeable with C A V
types KU1 and 2.

rpHOMSON-BENNETT, types A.M.I and 2, variable
J- ignition, clock or anti, fitted with short-circuiting
terminal and platinum points; price 52/6 each.

^THOMSON-BENNETT, and M-L's ol Coventry 1-
J- cylinder, types A.D.S. or P.L.R., especially suit-
able for stationary engines, price 35/- each; ficted
with variable ignition, 10/- extra.

THOMSON-BENNETT 4-cylinder, variable ignition
clock or anti. fitted with short-circuiting terminal-'

price £4/10.

DOSCH, D.A.L., waterproof, variable ignition, 1
•*-* cylinder, clock or anti, with short-circuiting ier
minal

; price £3 each.

GUARANTEE.- All magnetos are guaranteed to
*-* give satisfaction, a<nd are despatched in perfect
working order; any machine not in accordance with
our guarantee will be replaced or money refunded
if returned to us as sent, and within 30 days of
receipt.

'pERMS.-Net cash with order; samples sent on ap
J- proval against cash; all goods carriage paid.

DEFORE ordering elsewhere, write lor samples* andJ-» compare our quality amd fiuish with other sup-
plies.

"yALE Engineering Syndicate, 8-11, Brown's Build-
T ings, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3. 'Phone: Central 877

"pELlANCE Magneto Repairing Co. (the largest
-*-*> London repair depot) for repairs and new mag-
netos.—See below.

DELIANCE Guarantee to Return your magneto
J-*- within 3 days, if necessary 24 hours, with a 12
months written guarantee.

"DELIANCE Test Every Magneto after repair under
J-* all running conditions, and, as we contract for
many of the largest concerns, you need have no hesi-
tation in placing your repairs and orders with us.

DELIANCE Manufacture ana Stock Spare Parts for
-*-* all magnetos. Special line, genuine platinum'
screws for every make, 12/- per pair.

D ELIANCE will be pleased to give advice, free of
-*-l> charge, upon any question concerning ignition
troubles, as we place our long-standing experience at
your disposal, and old and new customers may be cer-
tain of getting the usual promptness and courtesy we
have always endeavoured to give.—Reliance Magneto
Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London, E.C.I.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., 283, St. John
St., London, E.C.I, lor new and second-hand

magnetos.

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos,' brand new. en-
closed waterproof type, singles, suit any engine,

price £3 ; twins, 45, 48, 50, 55, 60, 180 degrees,
for Douglas, Clyno, etc., price £3. See our guarantee
below.

C.A.V. Magnetos, waterproof, new and unused,
singles and 180 degrees twins, suitable for

Douglas, O.K., Calthorpe, A.J.S., Enfield, Levis, New-
Imperial, Scott, Velocette, or any lightweight. These
magnetos are of the finest workmanship throughout.
Price £3. See our guarantee below.

BEFORE Sending Elsewhere send a P.C. for our
small interesting booklet showing a full range of

magnetos to suit every engine, with full particulars
and prices.—See below.

GUARANTEE.—Every magneto, no matter what
the price or make, is guaranteed by us. Not

merely a guarantee that same is in good order at time
of sale, but a plainly written statement that we
guarantee each machine against all defects for a period
of 12 months. This, we maintain, justifies us in

charging a few shillings more than certain of our
competitors.

RELIANCE Cordially Invite Customers to their
works to see any of the above on test. Magneto

list, giving full particulars, sent upon application. It

will pay vou to deal with a firm of repute.—Reliance
Magneto Repairing Co. (1914), 283, St. John St., Lon-
don, E.C.I. £3382

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the, date of the issue B43
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
THE Largest Organisation in Europe for ignition

and automobile electrical equipment.

THE Runbaken Repair Service bas eight fully staffed

and equipped Service Depots throughout the

country, each ready and competent to carry out the

most difficult repair to any make or type of rnagnetu,

dynamo, starter, accumulator, or battery.

COMPLETED Work is fully guaranteed and of the
highest finish. Send your machine for a flee

examination and quotation.

rpHE Runbaken Magneto Co.,. Ltd. Head office and
X works : Cheetwood Lane, Derby St., Manchester
(City 8266) {3 lines). Manchester: 288, Deansgate,
(Central 7542). London : 142, Gt. Portland St.,

W 1 (Museum 3905). Leeds: 94, Albion St. (27219).
Liverpool: 65, Renshaw St. (605 Royal). Birming-

ham: 192, Corporation St. (2059 Central). Bristol:
'14, Colston St. (3728). Glasgow: S. W. Murray, 34,

Bath St. (Douglas 1784). Paris: 7, Rue Brunei
(Wagram 50-11). T0841

BOSCH and M-L. Singles, 30/- ; C.A.V., 37 /fi

;

variable ignition, guaranteed.—84, Greenside Rd.,

Croydon [1580

DYJNAMO Sets.—Lucas 12v. battery, cut-out, £7;
6v, dynamos with cut-out, £6.—Jenuer (Dept.

M.C.), 165, Church St., Mitcham. [5401

KX.G. W.D. Plugs, unprecedented value, 4 lor 2/6,
postage 9d.; immediate return of money if not

satisfied —Thompson. 59. Queen St., Wolverhampton,
[8206

ACCUMULATORS.—Quality right; price right;

write for list; trade supplied.—-Adams Bros.

(Longton), Ltd., Accumulator Manufacturers. Longton,

Staffs. t 1284

ANY Motor Cycle Magneto repaired, no matter

what condition, provided complete, lor 30/-; 24

hour service.—Kays, Electrical Dept., 8, Bond St.,

Ealing, W. t723 2

CHELTENHAM.—Repairs to magnetos, eelf-sturters,

lighting plants, etc.; London experts employed.—

Norwood Magneto Works, 95, Bath Rd.. Cheltenham.

'Phone: 1256. [0758

DASH Switchboards, 4-way, with ammeter, 20/-;

with ammeter and voltmeter, 35/- each nett.

—

Leslie Dixon and Co. (Dept. H.l), 9, Colonial Av„
Minories, E-l. [0760

MAGNETOS Overhauled and Repaired from 15/- to

30/-; returned as r.ew in 2 days; guaranteed for

12 months.—Turner Bros., Magneto Repair Service,

Summerseat, Manchester. [6954

JEBRON Contacts, used by Messrs. Collier Bros.;

platinum, foT blades, screws, etc., cures misfiring;

Jebron screws, fit Bosch mag., 10/6 pair; old screws,

any make, Jebronised, 4/9 each, return post.

JEBRON Contacts, used by Messrs. Collier Bros.,

Colver, Martin, making world's records.—Jebron,

38, Herbert Rd., Woolwich, London, S.E.18. [0002

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, Type A.M., new,
guaranteed perfect, waterproof, singles, flat twins,

V twins, any angle 42° to 55°, clock or anti; week's

approval against cash.—Brockbahks, 58, Lord St.,

Southport. [0756

LUCAS Latest Electric Head, Side, and Tail Lamps,
soiled only, 70/-; Lucas accumulators in case, un-

used, solo 35/-, combination 45/-; magdyno single anti, as

new, perfect, £11; E3 dynamo, £5; cables and switch-

box* 55/-.—60, Baker St., Sparkhill, Birmingham. (D)
[1517

C.A.V. Magnetos.—Extraordinary bargains. Brand
new 180° twin or single cylinder, 38/6, carriage

free. Every, magneto thoroughly tested before . des-

patch; approval against cash. Kindly state rotation

required.—Langford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway,
London, N.W.2. [1652

SlfRPLUS Magnetos, with written guarantee one
year; M-L single, 35/-; B.L.I.C. ditto, 42/-;

Bosch ditto, 45/-; Thomson-Bennett and C.A.V. sin-

gles and twins, 50 /-. We specialise in repairs and
Bpares for all makes; lists 2d. stamp. Deal with ex-

perts and avoid certain disappointment.—Whitdale
Magneto Service, Cherry Orchard, Croydon. 'Phone

:

Croydon 1625. - [7593

T1HE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. (estab-

lished 1912), contractors to H.M. Government,
and officially appointed by the R.A.C. Magneto re-

pairs of every description ; all repairs at lowest pos-

sible prices, and strictly guaranteed. We can mostly
return them within 24 hours. We have several new
and second-hand single and 2-cyl. magnetos in stock,

all guaranteed.—The Magneto Repairing and Winding
Co., 78, Hampstead Rd.. Euston, London, N.W.I.
'Phone : Museum 1158. T.A. : Kumagnelec, Eusroad,
London. [2445

EUSTON Ignition Co.'a 24-honr repair service.

Guaranteed repairs to all types of magnetos;
Splitdorf and Dixie specialists; official Indian elec-

trical service station; Thomson-Bennett repairs and
spares. All repairs are tested on an approval A.I.D.
test bench before despatch, and therefore carry our
guarantee for 12 months. We hold the largest stock
of guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degrees;
epare parts for all makes in stock; charged accumu-
lators, all voltages, always ready, in stock; plugs,
cables, Vo-watt and vacuum bulbs, all voltages- We
give you real live service alwavs.—Euston Ignition Co.,

329, Euston Rd., London, N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum
5054. T.A. : Magdyno, Eusroad, London. [0263

"DAYBEAM"
Complete ^^% Solo Outfit, £3 3s.

Electric Set for ^^^ Combination Outfit, £3 15s.

Lightweights. headlamp only, 25/-
& 6 Tail Lamp only, 5/-

" DAYBEAM'* Heavyweight Sets.—Solo, £5 5s.;

Combination, £7 7s. Illustrated List Free.

ACETYLENE HEADLAMP SET.

G
TYRES.

ENTRAL Garage for fair dealing

O^Jx2V, Dunlop, 37/3; Goodyear E.H., 26/-; Bate
&** 31/6; Avon. 25/-: Clincher-de-Luxe, 21/
or fit an oversize 28x3 Macintosh,- 28/6.

X2% Dunlop heavy, 32/-; E.H., W.D., 37/E
Clincher E.H. (for 2 $4), 27/6; Avon It.S26

THE •• LIFEGUARD
ACETYLENE MADEREAR LAMP. |K jq

Price 3/- each. 3 LAST.
Westwood Special Lines are stocked

by all reputable agents.

RIM & PATENTS LT9
LAWDEN RB BQRDESLEY BIRMINGHAM.

OfJx2 1
/2 Avon, 24/-; Wood-Milne, 13/3; Clinche«D 30/-.

Q£!x2>/,x2 14 Dunlop, 46/-; Avon E.H., 30/
(*« Hutchinson T.T., 36/-; Clincher, 30/-; Palmi
cord, 32/6.

OQx3 Clincher (plain lib), 42/6; Dunlop E.H
"'O 65/-; John Bull (the Harley special), 68/
Dunlop sidecar A.C., 32/6; Mackintosh, 28/6; Clii

per 3-ribbed, E.H., 35/6.

/2KAX65 Goodyear E.H., 30/-. Dunlop S.S . 47/f
\JO\J Wood-Milne E.H., 19/-; Palmer cord, 45/-.

i7Cifi xS0 Wood-Milne E.H., 41 / 6 ; Internatiom
• " VF grooved, 55/-; Firestone. 45/-; Engleber

42/6; Dunlop Mag. cord (light'car), 57/6; Avon supi

studded, 4/6.

rpUBES. all sizes, 6/6 each; 700x80, 7/6.

CENTRAL Garage will be open over East
Holidays for convenience of London client

or will send any of the above lines on 7 daj
approval on receipt of cash plus 1/6 postage.—30
London Rd., Thornton Heath. 'Phone : 2237 Cro
don. [Hi

ALWIN Tyre Co. will send on approval against ca:

any of the following tyres:—
OR x2 'i Clincher, 19/-; Palmer Cord, 21/-; Fit/WO stone, 30/-; Goodyear, 26/-; 26x2% Clinch
E II-. 26/-; Dunlop heavy, 31/-; E.H., W.D., 37/
Avon R.S., 27/6; 26x2",x2i,4 Palmer cord, 32/1
Clincher, 25/6; Avon E.H.. 28/6; 28x3 Fisk E.B
45/-; Dunlop ribbed, 30/-; Clincher ribbed, 42/-; Ma
intosh special, 28/6; Clipper 3-ribbed E.H., 35/
700x80 Wood-Milne E.H. 41 '6: Firestone, plai
45,'-; motor cycle tubes, all sizes, at 6/-; Avon sup
studded, 4/6; 650x65 Palmer cord, 45/-.

ANY of the above lines will be sent on 7 days' a
proval against cash, plus 1/6 for post.—Tl

Alwin Tyre Co., 37, Red Lion St., High Holbor
W.C. [n;

P MANUEL'S For Tyre Bargains.—From Mantifa
-L* turers'. Bankrupt, and Surplus Stocks.—Below

i)Ax2.—Hutchinson lubber studded, 22/3. •

O/f x2 !4-—Clincher de Luxe heavy rubber studde&^t 22/3.

Oftx2.—Continental standard and ribbed, 16/
*J\) Wood-Milne Key-grip, 18/6; Hutching
Brooklands rubber studded, 26/9; Palmer cord heav
34/6.

tf>/'X2Vi-—Moseley heavy ribbed, 20/6; Bates sped
*W x9 heavy beaded, 28/3; Macintosh chain heaf

32/3; Palmer cord 3-ribbed heavy, 34/9; Dunlop Ma
num heavy, 36/-.

6>/ix2 7>y.—Dunlop retreaded grooved, 20/6; Palm
<*WvP cord 3-ribbed extra heavy, 35/3; Dunlop Ma
num heavy, 35/9; Clincher de Luxe extra heavy, 24/

Of!x2 1
,4 (to fit 2>4 rims).—Emanuel's All-weatb<

fWU 25/9; Hutchinson rubber studded or ribbe

33/-; Bates special 3-ribbed extra heavy, 56/-. I

pCx2',i.—Wood-Milne 3-ply, 13/6; Wood-Mil
<^" 4-ply extra heavy, 16/6; Rom. Combinatio
38/9; Dunlop rubber non-skid, 41/-; Hutchinei
rubber non-skid or ribbed, 29/9; Emanuel's ext

heavy rubber non-skid, 45/-; Englebert passeng

rubber, 32/-.

QQX2 1/o.—Hutchinson ribbed, 25/-; Spencer MotlltiWO rubber non-skid, 30/-.

OQx3 (to fit 2 J/' rims) .—Dunlop heavy rubber no
/WO skid, 45/-.

O Qx3.—Macintosh chain tread heavy, 27/6; Du
^Olop sidecar, 37/6; Dunlop heavy rubber studde

44/-; Fisk extra heavy rubber studded, 46/-; Jol

Bull extra heavy rubber studded, 68/-.

6!T/~kx65.—Wood-Milne special key-grip, 14.

0\J Wood-Milne 4-ply extra strong, 25/

Emanuel's rubber non-skid extra heavy, 26/6; Palm

cord light car, 40/-; Burnett grooved, 30/-; Dunh

steel studded, 45/-.

ry AAx80 (to fit 650x65 rims).—Bates sped
1 V/Vf heavv 3-ribbed, 52/6; John Bull extra Ilea

ubber non-skid, 55/-; Clincher grooved, 47/6.

TjiXTRA Heavy Rubber Studded Non-skid, 42.6.

"VTEW Tubes, all sizes, 7/-; clearance, 5/6 each.

H EMANUEL and Co.—Stores, 37a, Balls Poj

Rd., Dalston, N.l. Office, 27, Belgrade Ri

Stoke Newington, N.16. Tele.: Dal. 3161. [08:

MOTORISTS.—Try our 3,000 mile retreads, repaii

etc.. carriage paid.—Buxton Vulcanising O
Buxton, Derbyshire.

THE Difference between a good retread and a a

one is its mileage. Try us. Watch results.

Melton Rubber Works, Melton Mowbray. [06.

Ej-t All letters relating to advertisements should citiotc the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue
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SERVICE
BARGAINS

2/8
Post 6d.

DRIVING GLOVES
(as illustrated)

Made from best quality HORSEHIDE
One Stud Fastener at wrist.

SOFT AND PLIABLE
STRONG AND DURABLE
IN TAN AND GREY.
State size Glove worn.

5 Only. GREY OILSKIN SUITS. Jacket b.B.,'4oin.'
long, deep storm front ail round belt, Leggings to
match. 3S, 40, 42. Usual price, 58/6 suit. Toclear,
31/6 suit. GUARANTEED NEW GOODS.

LEGGINGS
(as illustrated).

Made from Stout

Fawn Twill Mackin-

tosh. Absolutely

Waterproof.

ALL SIZES FOR
LADIES' WEAR.
Ideal for Drivers

and Pill'on Riders.

GENTS' and

VOUTHS' in follow-

ing calf sizes

:

12, I2j,

13, 13!,

A PAIR.

POST FREE.

12 6

2/6

Only. GAUNTLET MITTENS
od Water-proof material, lined
Kapok, Strap Wrist - - Post paid,

Made from Fire

23
ENUINE "TRIPLEX" AVIATION MASK GOGGLES

(as illustrated).

Ex -Government
Surplus.

Made from Best
Quali-ty Chrome
Leather; nutria
fur lined, White
or Tinted Lenses.

Maker's list

price. 42/-

.5211/9
)
-??!»!.?i .Hl. âA^**ysT BELTS. 2/11, postfree

289-293, High Holborri. London

lens, for 1920-21
inlet.—Ross, 17,

[1516

EXCHANGE.
XTO. 2 Bull's Eye Kodak, B..R.
-LI Senspray carburetter, Hiin.
Hillend Place, Edinburgh.

yOUR old machine exchanged for new or second-
-*- hand combination. Bring it along.—Edwards,
101, Great Portland St., W. [0803

"I 021 Beardmore-Precision, spring frame, guaranteed
o Perfect ' 'or good combination; cash adjustment.—Seager, Wincanton, Somerset. [1417

"DACING J.A.P. Combination.—See Motor Cycles

—

" Miscellaneous Column.—Carter, 2, Westwood St.,
Moss Lane East, Manchester. [1495

TTjXCHANGE.—1920-21 2%h.p. Coulson B„ 2-speed,

~i,
e
SS.'

ppefl Perfe°t. tor Wooler, chain or belt drive.-Box 9819, c./o The Motor CycU. [1396
T7XCHANGE 15.9h.p. Darracq Landaulet; £150;-n wire wheels, tax paid; solo or combination and
cash.-417a, Brighton Rd., Croydon. [1312
T7XCHAKGE 25h.p. Daimler Limousine, 1915,
•*-« mechanically sound, for motor cycle combination
and cash.—610, High Rd., Chiswick. [7732

1 O20 American X Combination, dynamo lighting
„*; perfect condition, for Triumph or Douglas.—
Pride, 156, Stofkwell Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. [1539

RX
P?i^NGE Do,,Blas 2=ih.p., fine- condition; F.N^

.
5-6h.p., mechanical inlet valves; 2"\',h.p. 2-stroke

engine; offers.—Bostock, Byron St.. Ilkeston. [1461
"PXCHANGE Saxon 2-seater for good combination;

cash either way.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Ham-
mersmith Rd., W.6. Phone, Hammersmith 80. [1010
"CTALIFAX.—1922 B.S.A.. Calthoi-pe, Coventry Pre-
-»--«- mier, Lagonda, and Rhode light cars; keen ex-
changes.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [17e2
pXCHANGES'a Speciality!!! 2- and 4 seater cars
J-J from £50 to =6500 !—Seabridge, 35, llansler Rd.,
bast Dulwich. Call, write, or 'phone, Sydenham 2452.

TX,TANTED, Norton, Triumph, Sunbeam (sports)? br

, ™. ' 2^*"-P-> in part exchange for 1921
Castle Three.—" The Denne," Hardwicke Rd., Reigate.

[1487TO 14 Briton 10-12h.p., 2-seater and dickev, fullyJ-" equipped and in good condition, 5 detachable
wheels; exchange for modern combination and cash, 01
sell £165.

1 Q21 Carden cycle car, standard model, not done
c , ?

00 miles
: exchange for combination, or sell £100.—Salsbury, Oundle. [1639

A -J.S. 1922 Models.—Your Triumph solo or com-•i*. bination taken in part payment; full value
satisfaction .-Ward and Co., 51, Upper Richmond
Rd., Putney. r7537
"EXCHANGE Chenard Wlaeker 2-seater Coupe for
-" combination; cash adjustment offered.—Newnham

!23, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone
[1011

"D. and M. Combination, as new, equipped veryA
.

special Royal Leicester sidecar, for Douglas or
I lumph solo and cash; or would sell.—Shepherd, 41Elmwood Rd., West Croydon. [^174

HE
S*£?T .R?B INS0N

.
Ltd" Green St., Cam-AA budge, will take your present car or combination

in part exchange for a new model. We give
deal lor cash, exchange, or easy terms.

"PXCHANGE 4-seater Touring Darracq, in first-class-EJ running order, for combination; cash adjustmentoffered or good outfit.-Newnham Motor Co., 223, Ham.mersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmith 80. [1009

"VXfANTED, 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination complete-y exchange 1916 Indian 2-stroke 2i/,h.p., 3-speed'
clutch, accessories licence paid, perfect condition, andcash.—Jennings, Station Rd., Fakenham, Norfolk.

"PXCHANGE 1921 Carden 2-seater, with tlfn-*-< cylinder 2-stroke engine, in new condition, for
combination; would sell £80.—Newnham Motor Co

?;,
Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone, llammer-

"
'

'" [1020

Douglas, Edmund, En-
-. New Imperial, Norton,

Rex, Royal Ruby, Scott, Sunbeam, Triumph and Hen-derson motor cycles; exchanges quoted.—Halifax
Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [1763

Motor Co.,
Hammersmith 80.

a rair

[1790

TTALIFAX.— 1922 B.S.A.,
—• field, Levis, Martinsyde, New" Imperial','

F.O.C.H. will take
chanaje for a ne

your present machine in ex-
„ for a new or secondhand car or motor

cycle; highest prices allowed.—Pair Offer Car House
5, Heath Street, Hampstead (near Tube). 'Phone-'
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays'.

BUNTING'S will allow full market value for
[

your
present machine in part payment for any used

one from our stock; or off any new motor cycle or
car. Collection and delivery arranged any distance if
desired. Closed Sundays.—Bunting's, The' Motor Ex-

[1774
„hest prices allowed. New models

J-J in stock—A.J. a., Enfield. B.S.A., Douglas. Match-
less, Zenith, Ariel, Norton, etc., etc. We have a good
selection of second-hand motor cvcles for you to chocse
from. Write now.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2. East-
bank St., Soutliport. 'Phone: 607. [1393

change, Wealdstone.

"C< XCHANGES.—Hi;

BANNERS
The

Exchange Specialists-

new 1922 MODELS
FROM STOCK.

7 h.p. A.J.S. Combination £175

8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb £1M
8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb., dyn nu £158
4 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb nij
6 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb -•" ties
8 h.p. MATCHLESS Comb £17 jj

6 h.p. B.S.A. Comb tied
4l h.p. B.S.A. Comb £142
3i h.p. ARIEL Comb .'.'..'. £125

SOLO
2I h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed £55
z| h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed £75
2j h.p. DOUGLAS, 3 -speed and K.S £90
3* h.p. DOUGLAS, Sports £130
3* h.p. NORTON, 16H £115
3-5- h.p. ARIEL, 3-speed and K.S. .

.

£95
4i h.p. B.S.A., all chain £lin
2} h.p. NEW IMPERIAL £73

1

1 • ZENITH-BRADSHAW ' £ng
ANY MAKE SUPPLIED.

HIGHEST MARKET VALUE
ATT OWFD ,or >'our P"Ment machinefi±,iA7 yy &u

in part excIlange_

DEFERRED PAYMENTS
SECONDHAND MACHINES.
1922 2j- h.p. ENFIELD, shop-soil.-d £50
1921 23 h.p. ROYAL RUBY, 2-snced . . £50
1921 25 h.p. FEDERAL, 2-speed £40
1921 2} h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed £55
1921 8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb £135
1921 .ii h.p. HUMBER Comb £127
1920 5 h.p. ZENITH Comb. £90
1920 2% h.p. EDMUND, 2-speed £45
1920 h.p. ENFIELD Comb £110
1920 4 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON

Comb £i-(o
1920 2.V h.p. METRO-TYLER, 2-speed. . £50
1919 6 h.p. JAMES Comb £85
1919 3^ h.p. ROVER Comb £pq
1919 8 h.p. SUNBEAM Comb. £112
1916 4i h.p. B.S.A. Comb £55
1915-167-ah.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON

Comb £75
1915 2} h.p. DOUGLAS £37
1913-14 3* h.p. TRIUMPH Comb £45

2Hi.p. CONNAUGHT £17
3!. h.p. BRADBURY, 2-speed, K.S. £25

WRITE NOW.

R.BAMBER&Co.Ltd.,
2, EASTBANK STREET,

Ph
e°o
n
7
e SOUTHPORT,

Ml letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue B47
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An Opportunity for

J
Enterprising Agents.

OTOISPOLIE

Insurance

Policies

IMPORTANT
AGENCY
EXTENSION

SERVICE to your clients

should include the best

and most reliable Motor
Cycle Insurance "Agency it is

possible to obtain.

The Policies you recommend should
carry a name that inspires confidence
and gives an assurance of prompt
and generous settlement of claims.

From your own point of view it is

desirable that you should represent

a company that enjoys the highest
reputation among the motoring
public, and be able to offer policies

that are known to give complete and
comprehensive cover.

An extension of the Agency and
Service arrangements for " The
MotorCycle " policies is now being
made, and applications are invited
from agents who realise the value
of specialised experience and the
importance of maintaining the
goodwill of their clients.

Here is your opportunity of handling
policies that every motor cyclist knows
and the value of which he fully

a ppreciates

.

WRITE TO-DAK FOR
FULL PARTICULARS.

Address—Agency Dept..

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

Head Office:

77, Cheapside, London, E.O.2,
Telephone: City 9831 and 9832.

Telegrams: "Auloinsure, Cent. London."

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGES.—Your present motor cycle or car

taken in part exchange for a new model. We offer

best possible prices. Agents for all leading makes,
B.S.A., Douglas, Enfield, Matchless, Rudge, Triumph,
etc.; also Rover, Coventry-Premier, Singer, Calcott,

Swift, Humber cars, etc. Any make supplied.—Note
address, Wilkins Simpson, Opposite Olympia, London.

[1717
EXCHANGES.—We have a large stock of slightly

used and second-hand motor cycles, combinations,
and cars, which we are open to exchange for other

models. Cash either way. Any make of car or motor
cycle supplied for cash or exchange. Keenest prices

quoted in all cases. Earliest deliveries offered. A
firm offer will be made by post on receipt of full

particulars and make of machine required. Distance

no object.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Rd., W.6. 'Phone, Hammersmith 80. [1008

REPAIRERS.
NT.

ARMSTRONG or Sturmey-Archer Gears Repaired
promptly and efficiently.—County Engineering Co.,

Hounslow. [0517

C*.
R. FOSTER, of Leeds, Is the original cylinder

J erindins specialist.

YLINJDER Grinding by Foster, of Leeds, has
equal. Price, complete with piston, from 25/-,

DOUGLAS Repair
Douglas overhauls and repairs.-

c
01,000 is the value of the machine and equipment^ that will grind your cylinder at our works.-
Foster, o! Leeds, 170, Cardigan Rd. f0003

WHITTALL.—Pistons, any make. cheapest,
promptest; accuracy guaranteed.

WHITTALL.—Cylinders re-ground and new com-
plete pistons from £2, Perfection guaran-

teed. Experts in welding.—Whittall Machinists' Co.,

Whittall St., Birmingham. [0017

REPAIRS and overhauls to any make °* machine-
Bright and Hayles. 78, Church St., Camberwell.

[8029
CYLINDERS re-ground, new pistons fitted, £2/12/6

—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St.. Cam-
berwell. [8028

Specialists,—We specialise in
Tavistock Engin-

eering Co

DOUGLAS Repair Specialists.—-We specialise in
overhauling and tuning for speed and power.

—

Tavistock Engineering Co.

DOUGLAS Aluminium Valve Caps, with 6 hori-

zontal fins, 2/6 each; approval against cash.

—

Tavistock Engineering Co., Johnson St., Notting Hill

Gate, London. 'Phone : Park 3447. [1099

WELDING Aluminium Crank Cases, gear boxes uy

experts; immediate attention; seasonable prices.—

—Below.

WELDING Broken Cylinders, flanges, combustiou
experts of 11 years' experience.—Below.

CYLINDER Grinding on latest machinery, installed

since hostilities ceased; accuracy guaranteed;
uew pistons fitted.—Sadgrove and Co., 140, Conybere
-;t Birmingham. [4769

REPAIRS and Overhauls, satisfaction guaranteed.—
Davies, Engineers, Fei'ham Works, Foundry St.,

Rotherham. [165V

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gear Repairs
and replacements; all parts supplied from siock.

—Tavistock, below.

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears repaired
while you wait.—Tavistock, below.

GEARS.—Any type of gear boxes or gear replace-
ments made to pattern or drawing at competitive

prices.—Tavistock, below.

KINDLY Note our new address,

eering
Park 3447.

Co., Johnson St.,

•Tavistock Engin-
Notting Hill Gate.

[1100

ENGINE Overhauls.—Rebushed from 30/ .

parts to pattern or sketch.—Moulder, Blackwell

St., Kidderminster. [7582

SWIFT Repair Works, 133, Long Acre, W.C. Any
make ol motor cycle overhauled and renovated.

Estimates submitted. [0796

L?OR Expert Engine Overhauls, cylinder grinding,

V new pistons, and spares, Hedley and Co., Forth

St., Newcastle-on-Tyne. [1333

INDIAN Owners.—If you havetrouble with your ma-
chine, send to Indian repair specialists, Dennis,

89, Brixton Rd., London. [1853

F"RAME, chassis, and tank repairs, enamelling and
painting by experts; prompt deliveries.—Langham

Co.. Fitzroy St.. Leicester. [6097

ENGINES rebushed, overhauled, rings fitted, com-
pression guaranteed. Singles, 35/-; twins, 43/-;

returned in three days.—Below.

CYLINDERS reground, new pistons fitted with
Brico rings and gudgeon' from 25/- to 40/-.—

Below.

WE repair any make of countershaft gear,—Turner
Bros., Motor Engineers, Summerseat, Manches-

ter. [8834

RIDEEZI
It is safer for you to pur-

chase in

18 MONTHLY
INSTALMENTS

LISTEN HERE!
We will supply you with

any make of

SOLO or
COMBINATION
complete withWind Screen,

Hood, Lamps, Horn, Num-
ber Plates, Licence-holder,

any Gadgets.

FULLY INSURED AND TAX
PAID,&c. CARRIAGE PAID

You can pay a Deposit and

the remainder in

1 8 Monthly Payments.

We will give you a

DISCOUNT if you com-
plete the payments earlier.

We also supply the

famous

RIDEEZI Sidecars

ON 12 MONTHLY
PAYMENTS.

Send for Lists and Forms, which

places you under NO obligation.

Please note that we finance
ourselves.

RIDEEZI SALES
LIMITED,

5, VICTORIA STREET,
LONDON, S.W.I.

B48 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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STANLEY BELTS
AND FASTENERS.

MILLIONS ordered and in use by

H.M. WAR OFFICE and our ALLIES.

A
BOX OF STANLEY SPARES is a complete

belt equipment outfit—the best and
cheapest Insurance you can effect

against belt trouble on the road. It contains

I stanley^C T(f€t^M

1/2 each. -s^gx

Itie STANLEY FASTENER with the BEND that
NEVER BREAKS, the BEST at any price.
Hardened &. tempered hook and flanged pins

the STANLEY SPARE LINK which is the best
belt length adjuster yet invented. Saves time
trouble* money. Saves the cost ofanew belt

the STANLEY SHIELD, which protects the belt
fastener, prevents wear of the pulley, and
conserves power. Specially designed for use
with the Philipson Pulley, gel.

w ./«'

I STANLEY ADJUSTING HOOKS, foradjustinethe
length of yourbelt in onesecond. Setof3,6d.

"Never be without a box of Stanley Spares."
I fnce3/6 post free. Send size of belt when orderin-
The LION FASTENER, guaranteed for 5,000

miles—lid.
' Cur Goods are World-renowned (or their Reliability.

A STANLEY FASTENER free with each oelt.

Stanley Motor Belts & Fasteners
BRITISH THROUGHOUT

(STANLEY WEBB, inventor of the original Hook
Belt Fastener and other Practical Belt Aids.)

32, London Road,
BROMLEY, KENT, '^f- „ tBromley Bob

DOUGLAS
Terms from I 2/6- 100 Aparttr.en'.s.

80 windows overlooking Bav.
Exceptional Cu;sr

ne. Separata Tables-
Everything of the best.

Letters and Telegrams—"HYDRO." Douglas.

<<

The HYDRO ji

HOTEL QUEEN'S
PROMENADE.

REPAIRERS.
ACETI'LENE and Electric Welding.—Broken llanges,

fl cracked water jackets, scored bores, worn bearings
built up; aluminium gear boxes, crank cases, any
broken motor part welded and machined up and re-
turned in 7 days; 14 years' expeiience.— Lincoln Jeffries,
-Tun., Gun and Motor Maker, 120, Steelhouee Lane.
Birmingham. 'Phone: Central 729. (2818
"\T7"HITE and Watson, 80, Belvedere Rd., S.E.I,
»' Motor Cycle Repair Specialists.—In addition to

our reboring speciality, we have taken over a new
process for aluminium welding. Crank cases, gear
boxes, and aluminium parts welded without distor-
tion; all work guaranteed. Reboring prices as usual.
2 5

/4h.p., 3?/£h.p., and 4h.p. Douglas cylinders reground
and fitted with 2 new pistons complete, 35/-, 40/-,
and 45/- per pair. Other flat twins from 40/- to
46/- per pair. Other cylinders at the following
rates:—Up to 65 mm., 22/6; 70 mm., 27/6; 80 mm.,
32/-; 85 mm., 35/6; and over, 37/6 2-strokes extra.
Aluminium or steel pistons if required. Brico rings
fitted to our rebores as standard, but we will fit the
Clewpet endless ring at 4/- per bore extra. Engines
re-bushed, re-balanced, and overhauled. Gear boxes
overhauled and replacement machined. Business as
usual. n483

CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Space can always be obtained under thi3 heading for

announcements required by Clubs. Rate 3d. per
word, minimum 3/-.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.

NOTE : I« addition to advertisements under
this heading, advertisements of Spare Parts for
individual makes of motor cycles will be found at
the end of the advertisements of such makes in
the classified pages of " Motor Cycles for Sale."

BANISTER and Botten for Dougla3 Spares.—With-
out doubt the largest stock in London. All new

and genuine. Trade supplied.—Below.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Engine Spares.—Cylinders with
guides (chipped), 25/-; pistons, 9/6; valve caps,

2/-; guides, 1/9; crankshafts, 37/6; connecting rods,
16/-; valves, 2/6; spring, 6d.; tappets, 3/3; guides,
3/9; rings, 1/6; small ends, 1/6; gudgeons, 1/-; big
ends, 2/-; camshafts, 15/-; camshaft races, 4/-;
housings, 3/-; sprockets, 3/6; maia timing wheels,
4/-r magneto, 5/6; others, 5/-; pumps, complete, 9/-;
top and middle sections crank case, each 25/-; main
oil pipes, 4/6; crankshaft race, narrow, 8/-; induction
pipes, 12/6.—Below.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Gear Box Spares.—Halves casing,
10/-; all pinions, 6/-; mainshaft races, 6/-;

secondary, 5/-; bolts, 6d.; dogs, 3/6; mainshaft, 9/-;
steel fork, 3/6; bronze, 3/-; pulleys, complete, 15/-;
back plate, 10/-; races, 1/-; middle, 2/6; cork, 5/-;
front, 6/6.

DRAWBOLTS, 2/6; sleeve nuts, 5/6; kick starter
pinions, 2/6; nuts, 1/6; kick starter quadrants,

12/6; worms, 5/6; bridles, 3/6; front bolts, 2/6; rear
bolts (kick starter), 4/6; springs, 6d. ; all smaller
parts.—Below.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Frames (latest), £7; forks (latest),

£5; headlugs, 15/-; rear bottoms, stays, sides,

4/6; fork sides, 15/-; steering columns, 6/6; headclips,
5 /- ; races, 9d. ; shackles, top, 4/-, bottom, 4/ 6

;

spindles, 3/6; springs, 1/6; eyes, 1/9; eye-nuts, 6d.

—

Below.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Mudguards.—Rear, 10/-; foot-
boards, brass-edged, genuine, 12/6 pair ; carriers

1913, 16/6; carburetter controls, 3/-; magneto, 3/6;
wheel rims, 5/6; hubs, 15/-; spindles, 3/-; belt rims,
10/-; cups, 1/-; nuts, 2d.—Below.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Front Brakes, 18/6; rear, 14/6;
rear exhaust pipes, 10/6; silencers, 10/-.—Below.

DOUGLAS 2yth.p. Crank case, timing side, 30/-;
pistons, 7/6; rings, 1/-; connecting rods (com-

plete), 14/-; valves, 2/-; flywheels, 20/-; chains, 5/6;
rockers, 3/6; valve guides, 1/6; tappets, 2/-; guides,

1/3; main pinions, 4/-; intermediate and magneto
wheels, 5/-; small ends, 1/-; big ends, 2/-.—Below.

DOUGLAS 2%h.p. Gear Box.—Layshafts, 13/6; plain
sleeves, 6/-: lartre races, 4/-; small, 3/-; pulleys,

5/-; chain wheels, 5/-.—Below.

DOUGLAS 2%h.p! Front Brakes, 12/6; mudguards,
8/6 each; carriers, 15/-; armoured toolbags, 7/-.

—Below.

TRIUMPH Carriers, 12/6; Rudge gears, 2/10
(second-hand); Scott carburetters, 5/-.—Below.

MAGNETOS for Douglas and Triumph.—Bosch,
M-L, E.I.C., £3; C.A.V. for Rudge, 50/-; all

genuine and unconverted; Thomson-Bennetts 180° and
singles, 40/-.—Below.

LARGE Car Toolkits, 21 tools, 16/6 each.—Banister
and Botten, 341, Upper St., London, N.l. 2480

North. [1480

3-SPEED ball-bearing foot motors for driving small
lathes; 67/6—Below.

SIDECAR Covers.—Best motor twill; 14/9; complete
with turnbuttons; send paper pattern or sketch.

—Sterlings, Cobden St., Bradford. [1666

B

MAUDE RUBBER CO-
58, PRAED STREET, W. 2——

—

4484 Padd.

WE GUARANTEE YOUR SATISFACTION
and send immediately on 7 days' approval

against Cash.

HOURS.—9-7. Sat. 9-6.

2-1 ::.:[ Avon Ribbed. Heavy 18/6
Clincher de Luxe. Ex. Hvy. .. 21/-

26x2 Englebert Passenger. Heavy.. 17/6
26X2i Avon Rubber-studded. Heavy 22/6

Wood-Milne Key-grip. Heavy 18/6
Wood-Milne Comb. Ex. Hvy. 22/-
Dunlop Kubber-studded. Heavy 27/6
Goodyear Diamond. Ex. Hvy. 25/-
Firestone Safety. Ex. Heavy .. 28/6

26X23 Dunlop Rubber-stud. Ex. Hvy 36/6
Clincher de Luxe. Ex. Hvy... 26/6
Hutchinson Rubber stud. Hvy. 26/6

26 x 2$ X 2 J Palmer Cord. Heavy 32/6
Clincher de Luxe. Heavy .... 28/6
Kempshall Anti-skid. Heavy 27/6
Avon Rubber Stud. Ex. Hvy. 28/6
Dunlop Heavy. Rubber Stud. 46/-

26x2} Wood-Milne Kev-grip. Heavy 13/6
Bates Ribbed. Ex. Heavy 35/-
HutchinsonRubber Stud. Hvy. 26/6
Englebert Passenger. Ex. Hvy. 22/6

26X3 Englebert Passenger. Heavy.. 30/-
28 x 3 Macintosh Chain Tread 28/6

Clipper- Reflex. Extra Heavy 32/6
Clincher Ribbed. I.t Car 38/6
Avon S. studied. Extra Heavy 37/6
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 30/-

29 X 3} Dunlop Extra Heavy 50/-
650X 05 Wood-Milne. Sq. Tread. Ex.

Heavy 22/6
Englebert. Sq.Tread. Ex. Hvy. 22/6
Avon Sunstone. Extra Heavy. 35/-
Dunlon S. studded. Light car

700 x So Avon Sunstone. Ex. Hvy
Avon ouper-Chain. Ex. Hvy.
Michelin St. Stud. Ex. Hvy..
Firestone Grooved. Lt. Car. .

.

RodaceSq. tread. Ex. Hv.Lt.Car 42/6
Dunlop Magnum Cord.Ex. Hvy. 52 6

710X go Avon Sunstone 50/-
Avon Square Extra Heavy. 45/-
Firestone Grooved 50/-

Tubes. Brand new Dunlops, Palmers, and Avon.
26"x 2", 2i", 28" and zi" 5/6 each.
26x3.28x3,6500:760 6/6 „

MADE BY NORTH BRITISH RUBBER Co., etc.
Easily Converted to Wellingtons.

35/-

45/-
45/-

45/-
45/-

RUBBER

Actual
Value
45/-

Postage 1/3

All Goods seni on Approve 7 day; against cash

SHO€!KSTOpS1
INVERTED RUBBER CRIPS SaV

Non-Inverted (Neat Solid Flange).

If unobtainable. ..ample pa
write lot

Lightweight, 3/- per pr.

.Standard • 5/- per pr.

E*tr* Long (8* inches)

For Rud-e, Triumph,

Enfield. &c. 6/9 per pr.

Stocked by (_.>*. i:„ \ ..-.,.. i.

Standard, ? 3 per pr.

abroad).

T. LLOYD- 12, BRIDGE MANCHESTER.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue e;i
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I Try

$0&Us

for K
Regrinding j^

Motor Cycle S
S Cylinders and Fitting X

k New Pistons, Pins.andRings JS

« PRICES. H

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.

Th«

PRICES.

A.J.S., 4 and 6 h.p. ; Ariel 31 h.p.; Bradbury
4 h.p. ; B.S.A., 41 h.p. and Dome head ; Black-
turneii and 4 h.p. ; Indian 7-9 h.p. and Powcrplus;

Jap 2}, 6, 8, and 10 h.p. Norton ; Premier 3} h.p.;

Precision 8 h.p. ; Kudge 31 h.p. ; Triumph 3' h.p.

(Dish head), 4 h.p. (Flat head), and 1914 Dame
head ; 35/- each.

Douglas 1914-20 2| h.p. 33 - pair.

Douglas 31 Si 4l'..p. 46/- pair.

First Class Material and workmanship and
quick delivery.

Carriage F.O.R. Bradford.

Please Send Old Piston with Cylinder.

HEPWORTH RINGS
conform to Air Board Chemical

Analysis and Physical Test.

HEPWORTH PISTON RINGS were used on the

X Napier " t,ion " engine in the D.H.g Biplane,

W which broke the world's altitude record, and also on

m the same type of engine which was fitted to the« machine winning the British Aerial Derby, 1921.

S HEPWORTH & GRANDAGE, Ltd.

K
%
%
%

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X Wakefield Road, BRADFORD.

KXXXXKXXXKXXXXXXXXXXk

r central'*'
A FEW DOORS FROM K1NOSWAY

Phone: 4676 Holborn.

DEPOT FOR THE

ARIEL
The Motor Cycle that DCIIADIIITV
holds the Record for KfcLIABILI I I

We carry a large stock of

ARIEL SPARES
and can give IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

MAKE A NOTE OF OUR ADDRESS

PARAGON Patent _ . -^

|JI^ SIDECAR

Saves Storage,
t
WHEN FOLDED COMBINATION
VW11U PASS THROUGH

DOORWAY.

CALL & SEE IT DEMONSTRATED

GRADUAL PAYMENTS
arranged to suit customers' convenience

WINCYCLE COMPANY, LTD.,
236, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I.

(A Idw doora from Holborn Tube Station.)

MAUDES' .Motor .Mart.

STURMEY-ARCHER countershaft gear spares from
stock. Plugs, new ex-YV.D. Lodge, 2/6; Apollo,

1/6; Bosch, 2/6; voltmeters reading 12 volt, pocket
or flush fitting, 4/-; James fork springs, 5-6h.p.,

21- pair; Druid spring, light, 1/6 pair; heavy, 2/-;

P. and M. R.A^F. model frame tool-bags, 11/-; back
mudguard, less rear portion, 12/6; special offer of

Cowey non-trip speedometer complete, hew, 90 / -

;

front brakes, new, complete, 2*ih.p. Douglas, 12/9

;

P. and M., 24 / 6 ; B.S.M. polished aluminium discs,

17/6 per wheel; chains, Renolds, new, W.D. surplus
stock, for 2%h.p. Douglas, 6/4; 4h.p. Douglas, 9/6;
Coventry, ex-W.D., for P. and M, high gear, 7/-;

low gear, 7/6; driving chain, 15/-; set complete, 28/-;
any length Coventry %x 3

,a, 4/6 per foot; P. and H.
No. 120 lamp set, shop-soiled, 25/-; black mechanical
or bulb-type horn, 11/-; 8h.p. Royal Ruby spindles,

complete with cones, front, 5 / - ; rear, 7 / 6 ; 5-6h p.

James, front, 5/-; rear, 7/6; P. and M. front stands,

6/6; aluminium flr-cone valve caps, 5/9; Bowden
wire, inner and outer, in 8ft. lengths, 3/6. All
goods sent on approval against cash.—Maudes' Motor
Mart, 100, Great Portland St., W.l. Museum 581.

[1750
"POSTERS.

OUR Spares are genuine and uew. Our prices are
keener than elsewhere, our stock one of the

largest in London, t herefore try us and be satisfied

at last,—Below.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Spares.—Cylinders, 30/-; crank-
shafts, 37'6; valves, 2/6; guides, 1/9; springs,

6d.; caps 2/ ; tappets, 3/6; guides, 3/6; pistons,

10/6; rings. 1/6; -gudgeons, 1/-; big end bushes,

2/-j small, 1/6; main pinion wheels, -4/-; iuductioi,

pipes, 12/6 ; oil pumps, 10/-; worm screws, 1/6;
wheels, 1/-; camshafts, 15/-; chains, 9/-; connecting
rods complete, 16/-; etc.—Below.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Gear Box Spares.—Gear box com-
plete with clutch as new, £8/10; screwed sleevt

pinions, 6/-, 23 and 19 teeth pinions, 6/-; dogs.

3/6; bail races, 6/-; small, 5/-; clutch plates, back.

10/-; loose, with cork inserts, 5/-; middle, 3/-

ront, 6/-; clutch release arm, 6/-; drawbolts com
plete, 2/6; rear bolts, 4/-; K.S. pinions, 2/6; ratche
nuts, 1/6; springs, 9d.; adjustable pulley, 15/-; etc-
iielow. , i

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Miscellaneous Spares.—Forks, £3.
carriers, late type, 16/6; . front brakes, £1

,

handle- bars, 12/6; fork sides, 15/-; springs, 1/6;
steering columns. 10/-; head clips, 8/-; ball races,

set of 4, 2/6; etc.—Below.

fl'VOUGLAS 2%h.p. Spares.—Pistons, 9/-; rings,
-L' 1/-; gudgeons, 1/-; big end bushes, 2/-; small,

1/6; crankshafts, 35/-; valves, 2/-; guides, 1/3;
springs, 6d.; caps, 2/-; tappets, 2/-; guides, 1/3;
rockers, 3/-; engine sprockets, 3/-; Renolds chains,

II-; Coventry ditto, 5/-; silencers, 10/-; etc.—Below

DOUGLAS 2-j4h.p. Gear Box Spares.—Chain wheels,

5/-; pulleys, 5/-; screwed sleeve pinions, 8/-;

mainshafts, 11/-; secondary, 15/-; operating forks,

6/-; hail bearings, large, 4/-; small, 3/-; etc.—Below.

DOUGLAS 2%h.p. Miscellaneous Spares. — Forks
complete, £3/10; fork springs, 2/; links, 1/-;

spindles, short, 1/-, long, 2/-; ball races, set of 4,

2/6; front brakes complete, 12/6; etc.—Below.

MISCELLANEOUS. — Tubes, 4/9i. flexible steel

tubing, lVsm. bore, 1/3 per foot; Douglas side-

cars, complete with new body, £11; chassis only, as

new, complete £5; Thomson-Bennett new enclosed

type magnetos, 180 J
, twins and singles, guaran teed

,

37/6; etc.—Below.

FOSTERS.—The quick despatch firm. All goods

sent same day on approval, carriage extra; send

stamp for lists.—Fosters, ' 31, Clissold Rd., Clissold

Park, London, N.16 'Phone: Dalstou 2526. [158d

INDIAN Spares, actual stockists, Dennis, 89, Brixton
Rd. London [5375

WILLIAMSON cylinders, pistons, gears, frame and
fork parts in stock.—Below.

SINGER, Premier, Rex, and Arden parts in stock;

send inquiries.—Below.

rTiRIUMPH Parts.—Second-hand and new parts for

J- all models in stock.—Below.

("1 EARS 1—Sturmey heavyweight. Moss 3-speed light-

T weight, and Albion 2-speed, K.S., and clutch

model gear boxes in stock; exchanges.—Below.

A LBION 2-speed gear box and controls, perfect, £4;
Jr\ Millennium 2-speed wheel, £4.—AH. Holland,

Hearsall Lane Comer, Coventry. Phone: 1945. [1656

INDIAN Engines, forks, mudguards, handle-bare,

gears, clutches, wheels.

INDIAN Magnetos, carburetters, kick startero, and
all parts for above.

INDIAN Carriers, chains, springs, sprockets; in fact,

ad parts for models 1909-1921.

INDIAN Spares.—Vast stock new, also second-hand.
—Dennis, 89, Brixton Rd., London, the Indian

Repair Specialists "Phone: Brixton 3129. [8207

OIL
The Quality of your Oil is

of paramount importance.
Take no risks. Use

CHALLENGE

MOTOR OILS

ONE QUALITY ONLY—
THE BEST.

Grade H.M. for Motor
Cycles will keep its Fluidity

at low temperatures.

O/ all Dealers.

CHALLENGE OIL CO., Ltd.

Stoke Newington, N. 16.

V-

Speedwell Patent No- 83617 /2n

For Lightweights „. so/-

'or Heavyweights.. 35/-
Per set complete.

Exhaustive teats prove that
their nae ensures complete
protection increased nower
and fuel economy throogh
engine cooling without wind
reactance.
inrough youi igent •

direct.
When ordering please
specify whether out-
ward cur e or d nble

curvb is required
und whether
footbards or

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
[DE and Clarke for ex-W.D. lamp sets at bar-

yam prices.—Below.

/
£• Largest size Miller, No. 3lH, lamp set,

<U 'complete with latest 1922 generator, finished

.—Below.

//• —Medium size No. 125 P. and H. lamp set,

/ O complete with latest 1922 generator,

ed ebony. Mangin mirrors, all sizes, 5/-. P.

H. brackets, 4/6; Lucas brackets, 5/-.—Below.

riGLAS 2 r,

4h.p. cylinders, new (front only), 25/-;

pistons, b/t>; connecting rods, 12/6; rings, 1/-.

—

UOLAS 2?ih.p. crankshafts. 25/-; tappets, 2/-;
tappet guides, 1/3; valves, 1/6; valve guide?,
springs, 4d ;

gudgeon--, 1/-; bushes, 1/6.—xielow.

UGLAS 2"'.jh.p. gear box spares.—Chain wheels,
4 / 6 ;

pulleys, -*5T^ malnshaf ts, 7 / 6 ; secondary
f. 12/6; ball bearings, large, 3/-; small, 2/-;
pto-i chain, new, #>x3-16, 4/-; belt punches, 6d.

low.

UGLAS 4h.p. pistons, new, 9/-; crankshafts,
25 /

- ; connecting rods complete, 20 /- ; gudgeon
1/6; engine sprockets, 3/-; valve guides, 27 -.

—

RRIAGE extra on all the above goods. Stamp
for reply or list of spares.—Pride and Clarke,
Stockwell Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. 'Phone: Brix-
598. (Garage entrance, Garden Row.) [1538

LE Engineering Syndicate, 8-11, Brown's Build-
ings, St. Mary Axe, E C.3.

,SHBOARD Lamps, with bulbs' and 2 yds flex.

2 volt; sample, carriage paid, 1/6; 12. 10/6;
80/-.

CLE Valves to fit standing part of any standard
sized motor cycle or car valves. 2, carriage paid,
lots of 100, 7579.

BERING Wheels, 12in. bore, ^in. aeroplane type;
price 3/- each; lots of 6, price 15/-, _ carriage

ASfrTERS. engineer's bright steel; sample set, 6d,;
: 1 gross mixed, 2/-; 10 lbs., 11/6, carriage paid;
'of 28 lbs., 20/-; 56 lbs., 35/-; 112 lbs., 60/-,
age forward. Sizes, bore 'sin. to '/"in.; if Dlated,
extra.

N VERSION Wheels for 4-cyIinder magnetos, all
makes; price 10/- per set; liberal discount to the
i; guaranteed quiet running, and to give satis-

pn.

RMS net cash; satisfaction or money refunded
U goods returned as sent, within 14 days.

LE Engineering Syndicate, 8-1 1, Brown's Build-
lings, St. Maty Axe, EC. 3. [0699

j.P. Spares Immediate delivery.- Kays. B, Bund
St., Ealing [7224 I

'LINDERS for 2%h.p. J.A.P., 40/-, while they
|

last. -Limited number only.—Below.

jIOIPH and Premier Spares. New, second-hand. !

Most varied assortment in the world.—Below.

JIUMPH Spares.—We can supply genuine or pat-
tern parts as your pocket dictates.—Below.

JIUMPH Riders.—We supply a special large 2 1/,-

Igallon tank for this machine. Old tank taken
jirt payment. Triumph or any colours to order.
h for full particuars.—Below.

llUMPH Tanks, complete with fittings, 22/6,
132/6, 42/6, 52/6. Premier tanks, 42/6.—Below.

fUMPH centre portion o: frames, 1905-7, 14/-;
11908-13, 27/6; 1914-22, 49/-.—Below.

JIUMPH and Premier Repairs and overhauls our

I
speciality. Promptest service —Forfield.—Below.

JIUMPH engine sprockets, 6/9; engine to gear
jbox chains, new, 10/6. Triumph carburetters,
1! 15/-, 20/-, 30/-. Brand new saddle, latest type,
j.—Below.

IUMPII size tool bags, new, 15/- per pair. u.l\.
J pattern handle-bars, new, 21/-. Countershaft
i mudguards with stand-clip, new, 12/9. Valanced
:! guard, champion mud-stopper, 12/6. Brooks
ie, 15,'-. Long copper exhaust pipes for Tri-
al, new, 16/6. Triumph bottom back stays, 17/6:
<nd B. carburetter, complete with controls, good
ktion, 21/6. Bosch magneto, single, anti-clock.

Triumph 1909 cylinder, 52/6:" Ditto crank
j
complete, 60/-.—Below.

JEMIER.—Every part in stock Cheapest and
j promptest in the trade. Lightning despatch.

—

jv.

jEMIER and Triumph riders in any diffioultv,
pvrite us. We have opened our Technical De-
pewfc to help you. Advice free.—Below.

JEMIER, Triumph, Singer, B.S.A., J.A P
'Douglas, Rndge, Sturmey-Archer, Enfield. Hum-
\
We specialise in spare parts for above. Stock

inmense, cannot advertise a fraction. Write us
;, exact requirements; quotation per return.

—

1 w.

CARS.—If you are requiring gears of any describ-

p
lion, write r-s. We specialise in these.—Forfield

y»vs, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. Telephone:
[1310

HERBERT* * *

THE TRIUMPH SET.
New wide pattern front and rear

Mudguards give full protection to rider, underguard
protects magneto and engine from mud and dirt.

SPECIAL BARGAINS
Aluminium rear lamps, 4/-. Large Side car Lamps,
7/6. Douglas chain covers, 3/6. Plated French bulb
horns, 7/6. Large size, 10/6. Tool rolls, 3/-. Knee
grips, 3/-. Ditto all leather, 5/-. Tweed lined overall

suits in large sizes only, 45/-. Leather helmets, 5/-.

Crash helmets, 7/6. Triumph valve caps, 1/6.

Renolds rivet extractors, W.D., 5/6. Large repair

outfits, 1/-. Large packets assorted patches, 1/-.

Tool kits, 8/6. Large standard kits, 18/-. T.T. motor
cycle suits, 45/-. Tool bags, 8.6. Gauntlet Gloves,

4/11 pair.

CRASH HELMETS.

Approved by the A.C.U., as

used in the T.T. Race;.

Comfortable, light, and give

full protection, 37/6. We
have a few shop-soilad

Leather American pattern

Safety Helmets, clearing at

10/-.

HANDLE-BARS.

SPECIAL OFFER. Slightly soiled Douglas Flat T.T.
i stem, -| top. Touring, g stem, 1 in. top. 1921 Hat
T.T., \i stem, £ top. Semi T.T., 1 in. stem, r in. top.
Touring, 1 in. stem, 1 in. top. Triumph Touring,
g stem, £ top. rind 1 in. stem, 1 in. top, all at 14/6
pair. The new Half-moon Flat pattern as now being
fitted, 1 in. stem, 1 in. top, and £ stem, I top. 21/-.

ALUMINIUM VALVE CAPS.
IMPROVED DESIGN.

Atter much experimenting
we have now produced an
improved valve cap. This is

far super.or both in appear-
ance and efficiency to any
other on the market. In
stock for Douglas, Triumph.
B.S.A., A.J.S., Blackburne,
Rover, Norton, J.A. P., Sun-
beam P. & M., 8 h.p. Rover
Light Car, 5/6 each. Other
makes to order, 6/6. Please
send old valve cap when

Rd. 688703. , ordering special make.

01

EXHAUST PIPES.
Straight through drect trom engine, no back pressure.

In stock for Triumph, Rudge, Rover, "Sunbeam,
Ariel. Heavy nickel piated. Complete with fishtail,

21/-. Copper, 278. ?.% Douglas, nickel plated, 21/-.

Pair fishtai.% 2/6 each. Other makes to order in 7

days. Prices on application.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
TOOL Rolls, Strong Leather, with strap and pockets,

7in.X18in., 3/-.—Below.

KNEE Grips, well padded, porpoise laces, 5/6 pair,
carriage paid ; cash reiunded not approved.

—

County Legging Co., Perry Barr, Birmingham. [8380

SPOKES, 1/10 dozen.—Easterhouse Engineering Co.,
Bellahouston, Glasgow. [8433

INDIAN.—New parts. Write us for spares for all
models; despatch by return.—Below.

TND1AN.—Second-hand parts in perfect condition
J- are our speciality; all models; approval against
cash; prompt attention to all inquiries.—Below.

TNDIAN.—1911-15 models. Cylinders, 40/-; pistons,X 10/-; flywheels, 20/-; crank-cases, £5 pair;
Bmks carburetters, 50/-; Cox-Atmos, new, £4/10;
magnetos,. 50/-; Bosch, £3/10; handle-bars, Renold,
30/-; front, 18/6; silencer, 25/-; saddles, 30/-. All
Powerplus spares in stock.—Langford's, 37, Crickle-
wood Broadway, Lor.dcn, N.W.2. [1654

PHKIP
S0N Pulle -V -

oft 3 'ih -P- Triumph; bargain,*3—Powell, 37, Epsom Rd., Leicester. [1474
f^ASTROL R.. 28/6 5 gallons, drum free, carriagevy forward.—Gwennap, Engineer, Stafford. [1379
TPRIUMPH 1911, minus engine, good tyres; £6—

Rowlands, New Rd., Gooowen, Oswestry. [1355
INKS Carburetters.—Large stock ready for imme-
diate delivery.—Booths Motories, Blackpool.

"DINKS Carburetters.—We specialise in these; allJL» modeis supplied.—Booths Motories, Blackpool.

"DINKS Carburetters.—We take your old carburetterJ-» in exchange.—Booths Motories, Blackpool.

"DINKS Carburetters for Douglas, Scott, Indians,
J-» Harley-Davidsons, Triumphs.—Booths Motories,
Blackpool.

"DINKS Carburetters enable your engine to tickJ-» over; try one.—Booths Motorics, Blackpool.

B 1

B INKS Carburetters save petrol and give
power.—Booths Motories, Blackpool.

"DINKS Carburetters.—Let us take your old carbu
J-» retter in exchange.—Booths Motories, Blackpool.

"VTEW Sidecar Wheels 19/9, hubs 10/6, rims 5/9,
-L^ sidecar blades with valance 8/9, with stavs and
lug 19/9, springs .12/6, 2V4 or 21/, tyres 17/6 —
Booths Motories, Blackpool.

"|M"AGNETOS. Bosch and C.A.V., weatherproof,
-LM- cheap; magneto for Douglas, 45/-.—Booths
Motories, Blackpool. m
1KA CARBURETTERS.—Nearly new 1920 carbu-
-I.it/ Vf retters; B.S.A., 38/6; Brown and Barlow
pilot jet. 45/-; double lever Amac, 45/-; automatic
Auiae, 32/6; Capac for Douglas, 32/6; 1921 models
Capac, 38/6; Flexi and S.TJ. for Douglases, 30/-; good
Brown and Barlows and Amacs, 22/6; 1920 Binks
50/-; carriage 1/3- extra.—Booths Motories, 294.
Waterloo Rd., Blackpool. [9319

N.S.TJ. Gears, several, £5/10 each; good order; state
machine.—Box 9861, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[1677
rplIE promptest firm for J.A.P. spares and repairs.A —Forfield Motors. Forfiela Place. Leamington
Spa. [445q

BINKS Latest, as new, exchange for Senspray; sell
50/-.—C. Patrick, 143, Whipps Cross, Levton-

stone.
[1486

TRIUMPH Countershaft Spares.—Centre frames
(new), 80/-; top stays, 20/-; bottom (new), 60/-.—Below,.

TRIUMPH Chains.—Renolds, new, 11/6; chain
covers, 14/6;_ sprockets. 12/6; tanks, 32/6.

—Below. °
TRILTMPH Magneto controls, new, 5/6; carburetter

controls, 12/-; footrest sockets, 6/- pair.—Below.

STURMEY-ARCHER Spares.—Clutch control, new,
5/6; sliding pinions, new, 7/-.—Below.

SIDECAR bodies, underslung, coachbuilt. for
Triumph, as new, £5 ; commercial, suit butcher

or provision merchant, £5.—Below.

TRIUMPH Riders.—Everything for the Triumph, in
stock; also Sturmey-Archer spares and complete

gear boxes always in stock.—Miles. 11, Chichester Rd ,

West Kilburn, N.W.6. (1 minute Kilburn Park Tube.)
[1802

A.K. Knee Grips, new genuine, shop-soiled, 7/6 pair;
new Rotherham petrol taps, 1/3 each, carriage

paid.—Below.

STEEL Bolts, pins, set screws, nuts, hexa-
gon, useful assorted parcels; 5/-, carriage250

1/-.—Below.

V ALVES, high grade Douglas exhaust, 2/6 each.-
Below.

ALUMINIUM
Below.

Footboa ids, 9/6 pair, post 1/6.-

BINKS 3-jet, latest, suit 4h.p. h.o. twin Humber;
£2/15; exchanges considered.—Below.

SPARE Parts, machining, replacements,' bushes,
gudgeons, pistons, anything made, splendid work-

manship.—O. E. Carter. Motor ExperL, 17, Webster
St., Greenheys, Manchester. [1497

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue B.^OJ
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CYLINDER GRINDING MACHINES.

Cylinders reground
and fitted with new Pistons complete.

Two Stroke.
Pnfield, Triumph, Levis, Velocette, Ivy,~ T.D.C.,

New Hudson, Alloa, O.K. Union, VUlierS... 50/- ea.

Four Stroke Singles.
2\ and 2\ Jap, Premier and F.N 38/- ea.

A.J.S., Norton, 3J Humber and Triumph... 45/- ea.

3, 3A and 4 h.p. Jap, Premier. Rover, Rudga 48/- ea.

3£ and 4\ Precision, James and Bradbury 50/- ea.

Four Stroke Twins.
2| Douglas, Enfield and 3 h.p. Jap 58/- pr*

3! and 4 Douglas, 5 and 6 Jap, and 3^ James 70/- pr.

5/6 Indian, A.J.S., Humber, Rudge, Brough, 8 and
10 h.p. Jap, 7/9 Indian, Harley - Davidson, Clyno,
A.B.C 80/- pr.

Four Cylinder F.N 115/- set.

Other Singles, 50/-. Twins, ao. -.

Prices include return carriage.

OFFICERS'

TRENCH COATS
Check-Lined and £•* »T7 l£* and Detachable
Oilskin Interlined «3 / /"O Fleece-Lining.

SIMILARXOATS SOLD ELSEWHERE AT 70/-

BLUE

TRENCH COATS
45/- & 52/6
Check-Lined Check-Lined and Interlined.

THESE COATS ARE WOOL GABARDINE
AND ARE WONDERFUL VALUE AT THESE
PRICES. ________
Sports Jackets, 17/6, 22/6, 25'-, 27/6, 30'-

and 35/-

Flannel Trousers, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 17/6,

20/- and 25/-

Dlnner and Dress Suits . . 60/- to 120/-

Lounge Suits (Second-hand) 35/- to 70/-

Lounge Suits (New and Misfit) 40/- to 90/-

ALL GOODS SENT on SALE or RETURN

Money returned if dissatisfied.

Illustrated Price List and Self-Measurement Farm
sent on application.

GENTS. CLOTHING BOUGHT,
SOLD, OR TAKEN IN EXCHANGE,

MOSS BROS., (p^Xv)
83-5, High Street, Notting Hill Gate,

and 224 High Road, Kilburn, N.W.6.

H 1

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
SEND lor free leaflet on Care of Valves.—New Ways,

Ltd., Middleton Hall Rd., King's Norton, Bir-

mingham. [8670

SADDLES.—Brooks B170, rebuilt as new, 21/-, post-
age 1/6; third year.—Gosferd Engineering, Ltd..

Coventry. [1554

VALVES for 1914 to 1918 6-8h.p. J.A.P. engines,
4/6 each; guides, 2/- each.—Storey, Petersham

Rd„ Surrey. [9288

MUDGUARDS.—Extra large 7in. domed mudguards,
heavy gauge, slots in front for forks; 32/- pair,

enamelled.—Belpw.

SILENCERS.—Large silencers, exhaust pipe and long
tail pipe, new, 15/- complete; brake shoes, blocks,

and pedal, 7/6.—Ashgate Garage, Edgedale Rd.,

Sheffield. [1499

EAVYWEIGHT B. and B., 12/-; 8h.p. J.A.P.
con. rod, bushes, 10/-.—Patterson, 2nd Divisional

Signal^ Aldershot. [1453

COPPER Exhaust Pipe (solid copper tubing), polished,

all sizes stocked; straight, from 2/- foot. Bending

n speciality.—Evans.

TRIUMPH Pipes, sneei.nl offer, compete witV Hip

:

long copper, 14/6; steel, 12/6; plated, 16/6.—
Evans. —
DOUGLAS, 2%h.p.; copper, 12/6 pair; steel, 10/-.

—Evans.

RUDGE, Sunbeam, Rover, Norton.—Copper, 20/-;

steel, 13/6; plated, 17/6.—Evans.

NEW IMPERIAL, Omega, Levis, etc.—Copper, 14/-;

steel, 10/6; all T.T. bends.-Evans.

MUFF-LER Ends (Norton pattern), detachable, fish-

tailed, various sizes stocked, from 2/6.—Evans.

FOOTBOARDS.—Solid aluminium, upcurved front

and heelpiece, with adjustable clips, 12/- pair;

with fittings for Douglas, 12/-; complete with rods

[or Tnumpns, 14/-.—Evans.

TOOL Boxes, armoured, suit Triumph, etc., 10/6
pair; with locks, 12/6 pair.—Evans.

HANDLE-BARS, plated, Trnitnnh nattem, W-D
or D.R., %tn. 13/6, lin. 14/0.—Evans.

LEUSH1LLD&, suit all machines, enamelled and gold

lined, complete, 13/6 pair; aluminium, 15/- pair.

—Evans.

WHEELS from 42/- pair; to suit standard Triumph,
rear, 60/-; front, 30/-J complete; specials built

to order ; any parts supplied.—Evans.

BELT Rims.—Standard Triumph 10/6; any size to

order, 16/6; tyre rims, 10/6; spring forks from
50/-.—Evans.

CARRIAGE Free, cash with order, discount to trade.
—Evans Bros., Brougham St., Hockley, Birming-

ham. [1644

CAMEO Windscreen, perfect, few 4h.p. Triumph
parts; 30/- lot; no approval.—27, Gleaves Rd.,

Eccles (Lanes.). [1587

ENGINE, magneto, and chain sprockets promptly
manufactured.—Ridington, 202-204, Southamp-

ton St., Camberwell. [3400

iNDIAN Spares, vast stock, new and second-hand.

-

Dennis, the " Indian '" Repair Specialists, 89.
Brixton Rd.. London. £5376

1 F\ A SCREWS, nuts, washers, set screws, 3/-; 144
±0\J bright eteel bolts, 2/6; 72 bright hexagon
nuts, 2/6.—See below.

7i> BEST Spring Washers, 3-1 6in. to y.in., 1/9; 36
/W castle nuts, &in. to y2in., 1/9.—See below.

~\AA Coppered Bifurcated Rivets, 8d.; 12 Bin.
J-^t^t hacksaw blades, 1/6; any of the above car-
riage paid—Wood. Tithebarn St.. Preston. [556 1.

COWEY Speedometers, non-trip, brand new, com-
plete, 80/-, post free; cannot repeat.—Godstone

Motor Garage, Surrey. [9208

2eTfl BRIGHT Steel assorted nuts, atuds, bolts,
tl \J etc., sent, carriage free, 10/- approval.—

Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [1152

P.
and M.—Just arrived, 10 incomplete machines;
£17/10 each; 1918 machines renovated and

guaranteed ; £45.^Below.

P.
and M. Engines, £7/10; gears, £5; forks, 70/-;
wheels. 17/6; tanks, 15/-.—Below.

P.
and M.—All new, magnetos, £2; chain case, 5/6;
saddle, 25/-; valves, 5/-; piston rings, 1/-;

bushes, 1/-; K.S. chains, £/-; frames, 50/-; foot-rest
rubbers, 2/- pair; valve caps, 3/6; gear operation
boxes, £1; gear chains. 9/6; silencers, 17/6.—
Below.

P.
and M.—All parts stocked. Immediate delivery.
Inquiries, stamp please.—Below.

P.
and M.—The Specialist Agent, Lewis M. Inman,
Durham Rd., Seaforth, Liverpool. 'Phone

:

Waterloo 296. [6248

BRAND new Burma n, 2-speed, K.S., clutch, com-
plete with controls; £7/15.—Davies, Villa, Ches-

wardine, Market Drayton. [1412

SOLUTION, quick drying, strongest adhesive, non-
flam, (odourless); sample 7d.—Bateman, Rubber

Footwear Specialist, Hammersmith. [7620

ASTRi>
HIGH CAPACITY

ACCUMULATOR SET

Solo,

£3 18

Sidecar,

£415
Head Lamp : 6in. front, adjustable focus, fitte

with high efficiency 8 c.p. bulb. Accumulator :

volt'; 40 amp., specially strengthened for mote

cycle work. Tail Lamp combining detachable ir

spection lamp and complete with bulb. All Lam[
fitted with self-contained switches. Wired up wit

best quality twin rubber covered cable, ready fc

instant fitting.

LAMP SETS complete but without accumulator

Solo, £2 11 6; Sidecar, £3 8 6.

The above Sets can be converted to Dynamo ustt fu
£7 10 2. extra inc'uding al standard Jiflings.

The ASTRA Dimmer Switch & Current Economise;
wliicn can be insta..tly fitten to amr lamp, with staiular

double contact S.B.C. holder and adapter, 7s. 6 I. post fret

State voltage and candle power of head lamp liulb whe
ordering. Full particulars and Catalogue frot

THE ASTRA DYNA O CO
110, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.

Telephone: VICTORIA 7544 and 7545.

JULIANS
OF mmg

READING
YOUR LAST CHANCE.

Raleigh 2f h.p. 2-speed £6?

Matchless Combina-
tion Touring Model 'J' £15(

Enfield Combination - £14(

Levis, 2-speed - - £5f

Triumph Ricardo - £12(

Triumph, Model ' H '~~£10i

Norton 16 H £11J

Ariel 3^ h.p. 3-speed - £9i

H. JULIAN,
84, Broad St., Reading.

'Phone: 1024.

B54 AH letters relating to advertisements snould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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" Motorcycle, Coventry.
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Teleyams: 'Iliffe. Manchester."
Telephone ; 8970 and 8971 City.
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Lesser Popularity of Speed
Events.

LAST year more than 6o per cent, of the

open motor cycle competitions took the
form of speed trials or, what is much the
same thing, timed hill-climbs ; this year's
fixture list of important dates consists

mainly of reliability trials, speed events being
almost rarities.

This is no doubt in part due to the stand
which The Motor Cycle' made regarding the un-
wieldy nature the latter type of competition
tended to take, often making it wearisome to

riders and spectators alike. Racing against the

clock lacks any considerable element of the spec-
tacular, and is only interesting if the course (in

the case of a hill-climb) be difficult, if the number
of classes be curtailed to a minimum, and if the

onlookers are able to follow the times, etc., in

a fully intelligent manner. If these considera-

•tions are kept to the fore, the limited number of
open speed trials to be run during 1922 should

gain in importance over anything of the kind
previously organised, and the very fact that

they are limited should further enhance trade

and public interest.

senger attachment is secured to special lugs built
into the frame.

Much of the pleasure of driving a sidecar is

lost if the cycle leans in towards the attachment
appreciably, for all responsiveness in handling is

lost ; moreover, the defect encourages a slovenly

and ungraceful attitude on the part of the driver,

who, to counteract the effect on the steering,

often sits with one foot up on the sidecar chassis,

his body twisted, and the saddle supporting any
part of his anatomy than that for which it was
designed. It is such machines and riders which
bring discredit on the motor cycle movement
generally, and as there is no need for even old

machines to remain thus out of adjustment it

behoves every self-respecting rider possessing

such an outfit to see that it is lined up and gives

an appearance of mechanical correctness before

it is again seen on the road.

Unmechanically Fitted Sidecars.

SIDECAR attachr-.ents and the evils of bad
alignment have been discussed in our
pages almost ad nauseam,, but machines
are still to be seen on the road every week-
end which are not only an offence in the

sight of mechanically-minded people, but are

actually ludicrous and even dangerous in appear-
ance to the eyes of the everyday world.

Of course, the trouble is chiefly apparent on
old machines, especially those not fitted with the

maker's own sidecar. An outfit that has seen

several years' service in various hands naturally

may have suffered, for it is unlikely that the pas-

The Amateur Road Race.

ON
Friday last the Auto-Cycle Union re-

versed its attitude towards the Amateur
Road Race which the Manx Motor Cycle

Club proposed to hold during the T.T.
week. Distinct encouragement was given

to the Manx delegates when they first approached

the governing body, and " permission was
granted for the club to apply for a permit."

-In the meantime other influences have been at

work. When the Manx delegates formally made
application for an open permit on Friday last,

it was resolved, for reasons which are stated in

another page of this issue, that no permit for

an amateur road event on the Wednesday
between the two T.T. races would be granted.

The greatest objection .was that "the committee

felt that if such a race had been held between

the two T.T. races it would have been to the

detriment of the latter.

'^/' '/ //' / ///S/JS// ZZ < /,../.V...V.S.VSSSSS v V- v -v ^ >- V s s s v .vs. v v w.s.. 1
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L
Ambitious Amateurs.

AST week brought me quite a batch of letters,

running somewhat as follows :

—

"Dear Ixiox,
"Motor cycles are the only things I live for. I am at

present employed in an office, which I hate.

"I have a 2£ h.p. baby two-stroke.

'"I have occasionally begged a ride ou a friend's

machine.
"Can you introduce me to some firm who would give

me a mount in the T.T., or otherwise assist me to a start

in the competition world?
"

Obviously, any firm which has lots of young
mechanics or apprentices on its own premises, lads

who understand and possibly ride the firm's machines
better than 80 per cent, of the concern's customers,

are unlikely to look far afield for a recruit. So keen

is the rivalry in the motor cycle world to-day that it is

just as hard to excel in it as anywhere else. I can
give no counsel to these discontented penpushe'rs than

the disappointing maxim that there is always room at

the top. The only royal road into the inner circle of
racing men is to tackle them at their own game, and
hold your own with them. This is much harder than

it used to be, for racing is so specialised that a cracky
concern will often employ (a) a special technical man

;

{b) a picked rider; (r) a small experimental workshop.
Hence the sagest advice for most would-be T.T.
winners is that they should stick to their present jobs

until they earn enough to purchase a machine, and theii

enjoy motor cycles in an amateur status. Neverthe-
less, the really clever youngster, possessed of sufficient

ready money to put in a season's hard work at com-
petitions, may achieve sufficient success to-secure a
subordinate job on a trade staff.

About Insurance.

THE rise in premiums coincided with a friend's

purchase of a 3! h.p. machine valued at ^85.
His meditations ran somewhat as follows :

" Better have full cover, and I may lend it to a pal

occasionally." The quotation from a tariff company
(he fancies there must be some snag in the non-tariff

rates) was -£6 10s., plus 50%, for covering any
licensed rider; total, £g r5s. Subsequent reflections

were to the following tune: "Dash it all, this is

almost as expensive as electric lighting. Let's ask

the agent where Lean economise." The reply was
that if he cared to "be content witlTcover against the

three worst foes of the unlucky rider, viz. :

1. Third-party risks.

2. Fire.

3. Theft.

b6
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the premium would be £z~~\ifi. plus 27s. extra for

covering any friend to whom he might grant a ride.

So he decided to be churlish and never to let any-

body else drive, so that he is actually paying £2 14s.

But it is interesting to notice that covering an ^85
500 c.c. machine against accidental damage costs

^3 1 6s. It shows what a lot of petty accidents some
folk have, and what almighty smashes occur to quite

cautious persons who take the precaution to -insure.

I must confess that I had a fancy the motor thieves

were principally to blame for the rise in premiums.

The Prop Stand.

V 200-mile-in-a-day runs are interspersed with

other days in which I may not cover 50 miles,

and may make as many as thirty stops. At

some of these stops there is a kerb handy, against

which to .support the machine ; at others, there is no

kerb. My machine weighs 282 lbs. My. rear stand

is -not spring operated, and is not remarkably well

balanced, i.e. it is rather long and high, and its feet,

when in action, are well forward of the rear spindle.

So whenever I use it I have to wander round to the

tail of the machine, stub the stand with one foot, and

haul quite hard with both hands to pull the cycle up.

It follows that my enthusiasm for the prop stand,

which saves me so much time and exertion, remains

undiminished.

About Jets.

A HARD rider discourses interestingly about jets

in a private letter to me. He eschews the

various patent variable jets, because he has

noticed them leaking on his friends' machines (inci^

dentally, I have not yet sustained this trouble either

with the old B. and B., the W.S.R., or the S. and

P.). His only road stops are due to choked jets and

punctures, so that in theory the variable jet appeals

to him as being remediable without tools. 'He also

uses benzole when obtainable, but often he cannot get

it on tour, and is then reduced to petrol ; and the

closed-up 32 jet, which suits benzole on his Triumph,

sets up pernicious knocking on pure petrol. So he

has to carry a larger jet in reserve for use with

petrol ; and here, again, a variable jet would suit

his needs.

This letter furnishes two strong arguments in favour

of the variable jet,- and indicates that the firms who

market such devices should take steps to reassure a

suspicious public against the dread of leaking joints.

Short memories, my friends. Most trade riders used

handle-bar controlled jets in the last A.C.U. Six

Days.
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Occasional Comments.—
Mrs. Malaprop,

[Y literature is very rusty nowadays, but I -fancy

it was Sheridan who invented the widow with a

knack of using words in their wrong senses.

Had the cynical playwright lived to-day, and sampled

the fierce joys of motor cycling, how he would have

enjoyed a neighbour of mine, who instead of saying
' I -accelerated " always remarks " I exhilarated !

"

The. Trade and Trials.

THE correspondence columns of the trade papers

indicate that there are sharp divisions of opinion

both amongst manufacturers and agents as to

the value of our numerous competitions, and the justifi-

cation of the expense which they imply. Naturally

in such a quarter the influence of competitions upon

sales is regarded as paramount; and the support which

trials receive from traders—an increasing support

—

shows that the majority of the trade recognise that

competitions are valuable, even from this compara-

tively sordid standpoint. My own view is that a large

percentage of adults take a very mild interest in freak

trials and sprints. But you should catch your motor-

cyclist young, if possible, as the Army and the Church
try to catch their men young ; and it is the competition

side of the sport which bites the youngster every time.

Any material reduction of the competition programme
'would be reflected promptly in sales statistics.
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A New Industry.

MERE'S a cutting from 'the Baruei Press:—
Experienced motor cyclist in London, N.W.

district, offers sporting ladies or gentlemen desiring
exhilarating country rides the comfortable pillion seat on his
special soio motor cycle, 6d. per mile; distance no object;
passenger weight limit 9 stone.

I've given many sporting ladies pillion rides, but it

never occurred to me to charge them 6d. a mile. Oh,
and here's another; from the Daily News this time :

An " Aerial Orient Express " from London to- Con-
stantinople is to be started on Saturday. The flight of
2.000 miles will take 40 hours. The fare is"£37 10s.—roughly
4i-d. per mile.

When I get my wages on Saturday, I will have a few-

sixpenny miles behind " Experienced Motor Cyclist "
;

but, when I win a T.T. sweep at Douglas, I will have
a few 4^d. miles in the air along the Balkan route.

Dud Bulbs.

'NDER this heading I described what was to me
a novel experience with an electric lamp, the

bulb refusing to light up, though the filament

remained intact, so that I presumed an internal short

in the socket. A reader suggests that a leak may
have destroyed the vacuum and admitted the air, in

which case the filament might convey the current and
complete the circuit, but would be so far cooled by

the air leak that it would not become incandescent.

w

ON BEGGAR'S ROOST IN THE LONDON-LAND'S END TRIAL. Spectators gathered on the hill in the early hours of the
morning of the 15th, expecting to see some fun. They were not disappointed, for many of the sidecarisls were unhappy on the loose
surface, although most of the solo riders made fine ascents. T. J. Ross (996 Matchless sidecar) and S. T. Glanfield (269 Cotton

Villiers) are shown on a steep portion of the hill.

(4) . ,1 b 7
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ON A SOMERSET GRADIENT-LONDON-LAND'S END TRIAL.

An impression of the Porlock climb at the second hair-pin. By F. Gordon Crosby.

b 8 (20)
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PICTORIAL
ECHOES OF
THE LAND'S

END TRIAL.

(1.) C. W. Vallings (5C0DuneIt sidecar) passing through

Truro. (2.) B. L. Bird (770 B.S.A. sidecar) making a

good climb up Beggar's Roost. (3.) An unusual "view

of Lynton. (4.) Sun-glare hampers E. J. Walter (496

Zenith-Bradshaw) and -J. W. Troughton (550 X.-L.) on

Beggar's Roost. (5.) Spectators going to the assistance

^f F. W. Becker (688 McKechnie sidecar) on Lynton.

(S)
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HOW suggestive, how full of optimism are the

words "Preparing for the Tour"! No one,

not even the grumpiest of individuals, ever prepared

for a motor cycle tour except in the highest hopes

and with the rosiest anticipation, not even " Wharfe-

dale, " who incidentally openly admitted, in his article

in the Spring Number, to the luxury of being a

pessimist. I, too, agree that one never finishes pack-

ing in an amiable frame of mind—that is, finishes

packing a sidecar the occupant of which is to be his

wife and perhaps a youngster to boot. But, dour

"unlucky" " Wharfedale," how melting, how
pathetic, how prophetic was the prelude- to your final

hints
—"much-married men need no advice on the

. subject of what to take on a tour " the responsibility

is taken from them; theirs is but to pack, " theirs is

but to do or die "—and the final sentence, how bitter

and disillusioned. " Even then she will want to put

the soap and sponge in your haversack." The
advice, however, that " Wharfedale " offers on the

subject of packing is sound ; advice founded on prac-

tical experience, no matter how bitter or soul-search-

ing, even on such a prosaic subject of packing luggage

on the sidecar, must always be fascinating.

O <3> <3> <s>

PvYNAMO lighting has deservedly become popular
•L-' on both sidecar and solo mounts, the majority
of manufacturers offering at least one of their models
so equipped. Everyone will admit, too, that the

greatest bugbear of night riding—the keeping in order
of acetylene sets—is totally eliminated by the use of
a good dynamo lighting -set. But for the sidecarist

who cannot afford that luxury', or whose night riding

is of short duration, a -dry battery is certainly worth

considering. A thoroughly sound production by-

Messrs. Siemens Bros. & Co., has, been sent to me for

testing purposes. It is one that should appeal to the

rider who has to use his machine for, say, a quarter

of an hour every night—at this rate the dry battery

should last six months or so.

The set is sold complete with a plain but well-

finished head, side, and tail lamps, and a switch

which can be attached to any convenient place on the

sidecar body, the batteries, of course, being carried

under the sidecar seat.

When the light from the sidecar lamp shows de-
creased brilliancy a lower voltage bulb, say 3.5

volt 0.2 amp., can be utilised. Spare head and

rear bulbs are included in the equipment.

THE first week of real warm spring-time weather

wiil bring out sidecars that have been stored prac-

tically the whole of the winter, and with the sunshine

will come the owner who prepares and overhauls his

machine on - the roadside. Year by year the motor

cyclist grows better in this respect, but it must be

admitted that the proportion of motor cyclists to car

owners found effecting repairs on the roadside is unduly

high. This can only be attributed to careless-

ness and taking things for

granted. Lack of pre-

paration is one reason

why the majority of

amateurs fail when pitted

against -trade riders, both

in trials and speed events.

This same lack of pre-

Although very compact and racy in

appearance, there is ample accommo-
dation in trie rear locker of the Bowser aluminium sidecar for a
tin of petrol and for the wind screen. The price is £J2 10s. Od.

bio
A Siemens dry battery lighting set of interest to sie'ecar owners.

(24)
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The latest Coupe combined hood

Passenger Machine Topics.—

paration at the commencement of a long

spell of riding is the cause of half the

worry on the roadside. Outfits are taken

out after the most perfunctory overhauls,

renewals and repairs only taking place

when a particular weakness has mani-

fested itself whilst riding. The astute

owner, however, of an aged outfit will

by now have had his machine thoroughly

examined. Everyone is liable to a punc-

ture or ah .accident, but

little sympathy can be

offered to the man who
wastes his own. time- and
sometimes other people's

on roadside repairs which
might easily be obviated

by five minutes' careful

scrutiny at home.

Here are a few things

the sidecar owner ought to do if he is to ride with that

feeling of security that adds to the pleasure of the

road :
—

Take out all inner tubes and carefully examine for loose

patches and minute cracks.

See that spare tubes are in good condition. Renew the

valve rubbers.

Stop all cuts and gashes in the tyre; see that the outfit is

complete, and that the solution is not dried up.

The ends of the belt may be perished ; examine carefully,

and see if it has started to " pull out," even slightly.

Examine the chain, link by link, and do not risk a break-

age ; if very worn get a new one.

Adjust tappet clearances.

Grind in valves—see that the. spare is the correct length

and carefully packed, and not rattling about amongst the~

tools.

Carry a spare spring and cotter.

Oil bicycle bearings ; even they require attention occa-

sionally.

Don't forget the gear box.

Carry spare carbide always, and see that the burners are

in good order.

Flush out the tank. with petrol by screwing out the waste

cock, clean out float chamber and petrol pipes.

All these are very obvious hints, which is one reason

why they are not followed asthey should be.

A reader's happy idea for accomodating two juveniles on

outfit without the use of a tandem sidecar.

and screen, a device light in construction but unconventional in

appearance.

A HOOD and screen for ^4, and weighing but

6ilb., is an attractive proposition; this is the

price and weight of the new Coupe windscreen by

T. A. Simpson, Portsmouth. The unconventional

appearance of this little device should be no draw-

back to anyone requiring an effective and cheap pro-

tection for his passenger. Since the Coupe screen

was described in The Motor Cycle (Atigust 4th, 192 1),

detailed improvements have been made, an extra cross

member has been fitted at the middle of the frame to

prevent the water-pressed twill sagging overhead, and

bends in front and back tubes are now eliminated. .

o <> o o
HTHE double pillion shown on this page with the

*• seats arranged jaunting-car fashion seems an

excellent arrangement, especially from the point of

view of the passenger, who has probably had enough

of the " little dears " with her in the sidecar at one

time or another.
<•> o o <•>

" Sweet recreation barred, what doth ensue,

But moody and dull melancholy."

—

Comedy of Errors.

CHAKESPEARE was indeed an optimist, believing
** firmly in sport. He took up his- characters in

the hollow of his hand and bade them dance his tune

of tragedy or comedy in no high-brow spirit. Had
he lived to-day he would just as likely have immortal-

ised some lusty motor cyclist Adonis as he did the horse-

men of his day, or a Venus in a sidecar as surely as

he mirrored the milkmaid or the queen. But who-

ever the character that danced to his tune, and what-

ever tragedy overtook h-irrij,' there would -run the silver

thread of humour through the play, and tire spirit of

sport and recreation- would pervade the atmosphere.

No, -perhaps this is hardly a jassenger-machine

topic, but how can I better remind'4ffose who are yet

ignorant of the pleasures of the motor cycle (and there

are many,' even though they read The Motor Cycle)

than that the great William penned those immortal

lines knowing the -ways of men and the absolute neces-

sity of relaxation, and there is no recreation under the

sun that can chase away " dull melancholy " like the

sport of motor cycling.

b 11
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A RIVAL TO BEGGAR'S ROOST.
Hill-hunting Expeditions in North Devon Provide a New Find between Lynton

and Barbrook Mill.

Breasting the I in 3'6 portion of Beggar's Roost in good style, R. W. Duke (7 James sidecar\

EXCEPT for the fact that the roadway is narrow,
a defect from the competition point of view,
there is a test hill near Lynton vieing in

severity with Beggar's Roost. Known as Summer-
house Hill, and situated between Lynton and Bar-
brook Mill, it may be familiar to some of our readers.

There are "three

bends, two of them
. acute ; the gradient

in parts must be
quite 1 in 4, and the

surface is loose, but

passable.

We were intro-

duced to the gradient

by a group of mem-
bers of the Billing-
ham Motor Cycle
Club, who, knowing
our penchant for hill

climbing,- dug us out
of the comfortable
fastnesses of the Lyn
Valley Hotel, Lyn-

b 12

le idea of the

gradient and surface

on the corner of Sum-
merhouse Hill may
be gained from this illustration

mouth, to essay the new climb. The Birmingham
riders were fresh from the Sangster Cup Trial to

Weston-super-Mare
; incidentally, they had experienced

a terrific gale in that event, trees being encountered
across the road in three places, necessitating a detour.

With sun shining on the lower reaches, there was

actually thick snow
at the top of Summer-
house Hill. First F.

Hayes, driving a 10

-h.p. New Hudson
three-wheeler with a

low ratio of 12 to 1,

essayed the climb and

succeeded comfort- 1

ably. R. W. Duke
on a 7 h.p. James .

sidecar followed, re- c

peating the success ;

L. A. Bees (4|
Beardmore-Precision)

came next, with his

passenger on the

carrier to give extra

(26)

(Inset) F. Hayes' New Hudson climbing well
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A Rival to Beggar's Roost.

—

adhesion for the driving wheel; and then P.

Bourke (4^ New Hudson sc ), whose engine

was. in wonderfully good fettle. Although

all the quartette are well known and experi-

enced hill-climbing exponents, the 100%
success somewhat minimised the severity of

the climb, so a move was made to Beggar's

Roost for purposes of comparison. Again all

cot up the hill which stopped nearly 50%
of the London-Land's End competitors, Bees

fpES£@aLB "O

L. A. Bees (4i Beardmore-Precision sidecar) climbing Summerhouse Hill.

this time succeeding with his passenger normally
seated. All were agreed that Summerhouse Hill,

thanks to its two bends, ranks in severity with
Beggar's Roost. Still not satisfied, A. J. Dixon, who
had joined the party, led the way to the station hill at

P. Bourke (4| New Hudson sidecar) rounding

the second bend of the same hill.

Lynton, and P. Bourke piloted his New
Hudson sidecar up this precipitous ascent tc

prove to Dixon that the latter's opinion thai

the hill was unclimbable was wrong.

Those who require proof of the efficacy of

Ferodo-lined single-plate clutches should in-

vite Hayes to demonstrate the New Hudson

clutch. Running downhill with the reverse

engaged and brakes off, he will engage the

clutch and bring the machine to rest, and

straightway run backwards without touching brakes at

all. "indeed, he "seesawed" in this fashion for our

benefit with both hands above his head—a demonstra-

tion the like of which we have never previously wit-

nessed or even heard of.

TAKING A MOTOR
SINCE the publication of our article entitled

" International Touring," wdiich appeared in The
Motor Cycle^ol February 16th, page 199, some

alteration has been made in the duties and licences to

which visitors are liable.^

Motor bicycles may be introduced into France free

of duty and without the necessity ofpaying any cash

deposit equivalent to the duty, on the production of

a special customs card issued by the A.C.U. or A. A.

and M.U. Motor cycles with sidecars attached are

liable to the following duties, which must be deposited

with the organisation previous to visiting the country.

*A. *B. *C.

Francs. Francs. Francs.

Motor cycles only ; per 100 kgs.

net ' .

.

. . .

.

. . 250 880 220
Sidecars only ; charges on body

only, weighing less than r25
kilos net. .. .. .'.-. 150 480 120

The charges for motor cycles must also be multiplied

by the coefficient 1.9.

The charges for sidecars must also be multiplied

by the coefficient 3.5.

'14)

CYCLE TO FRANCE.
* A.—American makes.
* B.—German, Austrian, Czecho-Slovakian,

Greek, Russian-, and Portuguese makes.

* C.—Other makes.

On landing the motor cyclist is advised to ask for

a laisser-passer available for three months at the cost

of 2 francs; owners of motor cycles with sidecars

should ask for a laisser-passer for either 48 hours,

which costs -3 francs, for one month (25 francs), or two-

months (50 francs). Visitors with motor cycles who
wish to make a longer stay than these periods must

take out the yearly tax of 20 francs in the case of a

motor bicycle (which cannot be paid quarterly) and

12 francs 50 centimes per quarter in the case of a

sidecar outfit. The latter tax can be paid for the

whole year in advance if desired at the cost of 50

francs. This yearly tax can be paid at any tobacco-

nist's, while in the case of a motor bicycle a plaque

de controle is issued and fixed to the machine, which

is in the shape of a metal disc. If the owner desires

to take a passenger on the carrier he must pay an

additional 20 francs.

b 13
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London-Land's End and the Ladies.

By MAB. LOCKWOOD TATHAM.

AS I drove up to Slough at about

10 p m. on Good Friday the scene

which met my eyes fired my imagi-

nation with the idea that I had stepped into

another world—a world peopled by strange

creatures in gnome-like head gear, with big
.

glass eyes, a wild manner, and a strange

language in which they addressed their

various weird chariots. The wild stormy night, pour-
ing rain, and fitful moon lent colour to the fancy, and
the cold, inadequate light of arc lamps only seemed to

show blacker shadows here and there.

Coming back to earth I proceeded to examine with

interest the three hundred and twenty-two entrants for

the trial. The excitement was intense, and both build-

ing and yard hummed like a hive. Spasmodic pops
and bangs and roars came from every quarter, tyres

were violently pumped up, nuts and bolts tightened

here and there, and refreshments tucked away in handy
places. Only one oasis of calm did I see in all this.

It was a four-seater Westwood containing two gentle-

men coolly eating sandwiches, all tucked up ready

to get away, quite half an hour before the start

!

Little Things of Note.
As my interest was in motor cycles and sidecars, I

must not say too much about the car entries, but there

were one or two ideas on the latter which appealed
to my feminine mind. A little oil-cooled Belsize,

though not carrying a lady passenger, had a maximum
of comfort in every way, down to an air cushion, coffee

in a Thermos, and sandwiches. One of the Morgans
was carrying Mr. and Mrs. Morgan on their - first

London Land's End trial, and was excellently

equipped for the journey. Both driver and passenger

had air cushions, and they each had a hooter, while

Mrs. Morgan was wisely furnished with a dinky little

stone hot-water bottle She was the only lady I saw
wearing an ordinary little hat (of_ cerise suede)—all

the other lady passengers had on orthodox driving

helmets. Nevertheless she informed me that she was
carrying one of the latter in case of necessity.

An A.V. 8 h.p. twin, though of rather an extra-

ordinary appearance, seemed most comfortable. It is

very low, and the engine is situated beyond the back
axle. The bonnet concealed—nothing ! and leg-room^

extended right to the end of it. In fact, there was
nothing to prevent the passenger from going to sleep

at full length.

Sidecar Comforts.
There were fewer lady passengers both in cars and

sidecars on this trial than in the London-Exeter at

bi4

Christmas. It is undoubtedly a strain, this long, cold

trip through the " wee sma' hours " when most people

are tucked between the sheets, but I do not think I

have ever seen more complete arrangements for com-
fort under the circumstances. Many ideas were worthy

of standardisation, being thoroughly practical and
obviously the outcome of much experience.

One of the Brough Superiors had a " Kangaroo"
sidecar, so named, as readers may guess, because it

carried the luggage in front. The entire front lifts up
to allow the passenger to enter and a valise, etc., to be

put in, and in this case, it had a complete car dash-

board fitted with switches, light, mirror, clock, and
voltmeter. There were pockets on either side, and the

lady passenger carried an electric torch. Thermos
flasks containing respectively eggs and milk (which it

was hoped would not curdle !), Bovril, and nuts ready

cracked, were prepared for the. interior comfort of

the pair, and a nice little kangaroo mascot surveyed

the world at large from the sidecar nose.

Splendid Isolation.

Another outstanding feature was a hood on the

Matchless sidecar occupied by Mrs. Collier. In this

case the luggage was carried on the back, and the

waterproof hood came right over it and buttoned on
to the windscreen. A side curtain had its place on
the' engine side, and the whole thing looked wonder-
fully neat and comfortable. The only drawback
seemed to be that the passenger could not speak to

the driver with the hood up. An extra cushion and
lots of chocolates completed this workmanlike outfit.

Nearly all the machines carried spare tyres with

Parsons chains for the negotiation of Porlock Hill

—

the latter as usual the source of much anxiety—and
Ingersoll watches predominated for timing. Most of

the outfits carried three or even four watches, but I

admired the faith of one Harley-Davidson driver—he

carried one Ingersoll Midget. This driver (G. Dyer)

had had a brilliant idea, and mounted an aero inspec-

tion lamp on the toolbox (on the tank) with a bolt.

It was connected with the battery.

(30)
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Through Feminine Goggles.-

Many of the ma-
rines had special

legshields, but I

:hink the cutest

idea I saw was on

the Dunelt. The
.large, round num-
ber plates on either

side of the front

forks were simply

bent outwards to

jive the necessary

protection. The
passenger in this

sidecar was of the

111 a 1 e persuasion,

and he looked quite

111 appy on- the
cushions of cordu-

roy velvet, and the

ample waterproof

apron seemed to

obviate the neces-

sity for a wind-

screen, which was
missing.

Two Minutes
with a

Veteran.

As I strolled

along on my tour

of inspection I saw
a familiar figure on
a Levis without

whom no trial is

FASHIONS FOR THE LADY MOTOR CYCLIST. The top left and right drawings

show two styles of sleeveless leather waistcoats, one in yellow kid trimmed with brown
suede and fastened with a belt and possessing pockets, the other in washable white

doeskin without any trimming and fastened at the waist at both sides with one button.

The centre sketch is one of the short fur sports coats that are being worn. For

motor cycling grey lambswool is the most suitable materia!. Below are two hats

suitable for either rider or passenger. (Left.) A close fitting turban cap of scarlet

kid embroidered with oxidised thread and finished with a tassel. (Right). A light

weight hat of green oiled silk with a front brim that affords protection from

the glare of the sun. The trimming is a conventional design stencilled on the crown

and a strap is fastened under the chin.

really complete. It was "Pa" Appleby—cheery,

weather-beaten, and ready for the road in his well-

known sou'-wester turned back off his face. A black
furry cat in a green ribbon ornamented the handle-
bars. " Pa " announced that he wasn't going to

knock himself up this run, because of the coming
T.T. I have seldom met so great an enthusiast.

Feminine Kit.

I should think the most critical of men have never
: seen a more sensibly' garbed collection of ladies—and

:; this without any loss of charm. Leather, wool, water-
: proof materials, and fur predominate'd. One lady

was particularly

The Sporting
Spirit.

Although t h e

drivers were all

chivalrously con-
cerned about 'their

fair passengers'

comfort, and anxi-

ous for them to rest

or even sleep part

of the time, I. was
glad to note the

keen interest taken

by the ladies in the

active part of the

run. Few intended

to sleep at all

during the night,

and all were more

or less responsible

for the timing—
not such an easy

job as it sounds.

Methods of carry-

ing the route card

were many and

various — -it was

clipped in some

cases to the sidecar

windscreen, some
hung from the
driver's belt, some

loose,, but nearly all

covered in celluloid

and framed in

leather. One driver

—rather exposed, I

One
neat and w:orkmanlike in a brown

leather coat, gauntlet gloves, gaiters, and a beaver-

;
lined driving helmet. I should think it would

'
, be almost impossible to get cold in such a

costume.

Another wore a Burberry over her leather jacket.
' Many wore just ordinary shoes and stockings, trust-

i ing to a travelling rug for warmth round the ankles.

f I only saw one lady with a muff—a most sensible

thing to carry, as it is so much easier to slip one's

hands out of than gloves, and. is much warmer. Woolly

j
scarves or mufflers were de rigeur round the neck, no

furs at all being worn except in the form of a fur

collar on a cloth or leather coat. Woollen, rather

than skin, gloves also seemed popular.

(5)

had his strapped to his left arm-

thought, in the event of rain.

I think some of the ladies would like to have been

driving their owri machines, but, of course, such a

thing is not yet permitted, though the reason is not

obvious on trials of this description. After all, there

is none of the danger of racing, and even ordinary

speeding entails disqualification.

DRIVING LICENCES IN FRANCE.

ALL candidates for driving licences in France

must submit to a practical examination before a

Government inspector. If the inspector is a

practical motorist the. examination is of real value ; but

if, as sometimes happens, the inspector's knowledge is

entirely theoretical, and his time well filled up with

other business, the candidate may get his carte rose

without having given many proofs of his capability.

The Government now seems inclined to rid itself of

this task of granting driving licences and a Bill has

been brought forward in Parliament and sent through

to the Senate by the terms of which motor clubs and

sporting associations will be entrusted with the duty

and responsibility of conducting these examinations

and granting certificates.

The change is not altogether an innovation, for

already one or two French clubs are authorised to

examine candidates for driving licences.

b 1 =
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THE SCOTTISH SIX-DAYS TRIALS.

New Hills in Next Week's Big Event.

List of Competitors. Details of the

Course. 143 Entries.

TWO OF THE NEW HILLS. (Left.) This
stream (or torrent, after a storm) has to be
negotiated after climbing Tinto Hili. (Right.)

On the first steep portion of Sherifrmuir. which
is reminiscent of a Surrey lane (from a pictorial

point of view only). (Circle.) Near the top of
Tinto.

ON Monday next the Edinburgh Motor Club's Six Days
Trials start from Edinburgh. As .usual the event has
attracted a large and representative entry. Owing

to the earlier date than usual, this year the riders will not
be taken very far north of the Caledonian Canal, but several

new hills have been included, exclusive photographs of which
are given on this page.

It is said, however, that the organisers of the trial are
conscious that they have still found nothing to beat Amitlree
and Glendoe. During the wet Easter week-end a Scottish
correspondent visited Sheriffmuir. This new hill, in the
first day's run, is the start of a four-mile track leading to

Sheriffmuir Inn, the scene of the battle of that name. The
hill itself is hardly a mile long, and the only serious gradients
are concentrated in three very short portions. The surface
is very^light soil with a foundation of rocks which jut
through in places, some stones, and the usual cart-wheel ruts.
It should be quite easy unless there is heavy rain at the
time. After the hill proper there remain several sudden
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rises, with loose stones and lumps of rock, and there are

two or three awkwardly^ concealed gulleys which make
speeding inadvisable over this portion; also one bad water-

. splash.

Tinto Hill—a by-road over a shoulder in the famous low-

land group of that name—is surely the easiest observed
hill ever included in a "Scottish." Except for a short

portion of loose stuff at the bottom, it is practically a top

gear rise.

The following are the observed hills on the respective

days :

First day. Sheriffmuir (special awards only), Amulree,
Trinafour, Kenmore.
Second day. Cairn-o-'Mount, Rinloon, Cockbridge.
Third day. Abriachan, Glendoe, Inverfarigaig (special

awards only).

Fourth day. Bridge-of-Brown, Cabrach.
Sixth day Talla, Tinto, Blackford Hill.

A map of the route is given on the next page.
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Che Scottish Six Days Trials.—

List of Entrants.

lex G. Mundy (B.A.C. I.e.).

\\ E Fairley (A.B.C. I.e.).

a Gbrmg (2
5
4 Hawker).

1" S Perrey (6 B.S.A. sc.).

8'
L.' Bird (6 B.S.A. sc.).

j'H. Walker (6 B.S.A. sc.).

\ F: Downie (7 A.J-S. sc.).

\" yV Downie (3^2 Ariel).

A L. Downie (2 3
4» Raleigh).

X G Donaldson (Royal Scot).

H' Mortimer Batten (3 Barr & Stroud Precision

ll Greaves (2 3
4 Barr & Stroud).

\ G Cocks (4% Beardmore-Precision sc).

) H' Alexander (3V;, Douglas).
&' H. Alexander (3V, Douglas).

H Alexander (7 Matchless sc).

D S Alexander (7 Matchless sc).

OTSOfCILIS

Maj. Johnstone (7 Jowett I.e.).

R. S. Macrae (7 Harley-Davidson sc).
Miss Pullinger (Galloway I.e.).

P. Pehrson (4 Dunelt sc).
B. H. Cathrick (4 Dunelt sc).
C. W. Vallings (4 Dunelt sc).
Geo. Grinton (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc).

L. S. Sealey (4'/4 B.S.A.).
M. C. Breese (414 B.S.A.).
A. A. Fan- (414 B.S.A.).
D. S. Milne (10- B.S.A. I.e.).

A. W. Brittaiu (10 B.S.A. 1.0.).

T. G. Ellis (10 B.S.A. I.e.).

H. Gibson (2% Kaleigh).
J. Shepherd (8 Chater-Lea sc).
D. C. Sangster (3V2 Sunbeam).
J. A. Newman (3 1/, Douglas).
E. W. Oholdcroft (244 A.J.S.).

W H. Hardman (3 1
,!, Wilkin).

W. A. .Hadfield (2% Raleigh).

E. Foster (5-6 Raleigh).
A. Rollason (3V2 Ariel).
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The Scottish Six Days Trials route in detail. The course for each day is indicated by

the appropriate figure.
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R. N. Lochhead (3y2 Ariel).
L. Newey (8 Ariel sc).
J. L. Stocks (8 Ariel sc).
W. Woodcock (8 Ariel sc).
Geo. Nott (7 Matchless sc).
Mrs. Knowles (244 A.J.S.).
R. M. Knowles (3'/2 Norton).
B. Jowett (7 Jowett' I.e.).

W. Jowett (7 Jowett I.e.).

R. B. Clark (31A Zcnitli-Bradshaw).
T. T. Sibley (3y3 Rudge sc).
J. H. Mathers (3V2 Rudge).
R. R. Grindlay (3'/2 Rudge).
W. L. Danskin (7-9 Rudge sc).
G. W. White (7-9 Rudge sc).
E. S. Astley (7-9 Rudge sc).
D. A. Aitkin (244 Francis-Barnett).
E. A. Barnett (2% Francis-Barnett).
S. M. Greening (2% Francis-Barnett).
G. M. Black (314 Norton).
J. D. Price (344 Scott).
W. Moore (344 Scott).
W. L. Guy (3?4 Scott).
G. W. Scott (344 Scott).
R. W. Stansfield (3% Scott).
R. Calfrae (3>/2 Rudge).
E. R. C. Sdiolefleld (9-10 New Hudson).
D. Parsons (7 Matchless sc).
E. II. Gifford (3"/2 Martinsyde).
A. A. F. Symes (6 Martinsyde sc).
W. H. Bashall (6 Martinsyde sc).
J. T. Bashall (6 Martinsyde sc).
B. Kershaw (2V4 New Imperial).
D. B. Calder (214 New Imperial).
G. K. Hubbard (2% New Imperial).
J. M. Philpott (214 Velocette).
W. Westwood (31/2 Triumph),
A. Brown (8 Ariel sc).
John Stirling (241 A.J.S:).
R. Lewis .(4% P- and M. sc).
P. Cunningham (4V2 P. and M. sc).
G. M. Townshend (4V2 P. and M. sc).
Armstrong Graham (Harper Runabout).
R. -O. Harper (Harper Runabout).
J. A. Porter (3y, New Gerrard).
J. G. Porter (2%, New Gerrard).
R. M. Wishart (31/2 New Gerrard).
W.Wilkie .(American Henderson sc).
Mrs. Hardee (7 Matchless sc).
H. H. Vaughan-Knight (G.W.K. I.e.). .— Pope (G.W.K. I.e.).

- Jackson (G.W.K. I.e.)

A. B. Fairley (3V2 Douglas).
J. B. Sanderson (244 Hawker).
C. A. Hensilaw (4V4 Hawker).
W. C. Brookes (7-11 Marseel l.c.)._

D. Brown (10 Salmson I.e.).

R. Spence (3y2 Sunbeam).
Paynter (jr/a Norton).
Collins (3V, Norton)'.

H. E. Horwood (3y2 Ariel).
R. Humphries (2y4 Velocette).
W. S. C. Walker (6 Douglas sc).
E. Wardlaw Ramsay (214 Velocette).
Geo. Brough (8 Brough Superior).
J. A. W. Bourne (8 Brough Superior).
F. B. Dickson (8 Brough Superior).
J. Richardson (5 Lea-Francis sc).
A. Lea (3V2 Lea-Francis).
R. P. Ransom (3y2 Lea-Francis).
W. E. McKechnie 15-7 McKechnie).
F. W. Becker (5-7 McKechnie).

.

Donald" Scott (5 Scott and Gasking)
S. L. Taylor (10 Tevlor I.e.).

J. C. Nuttall (8-9 Belsize I.e.).

(A.B.C. I.e.)

(A.B.C. I.e.)

(A.B.C. I.e.)

Miss Uordery (10 B.S.A. I.e.).

Mrs. Jansen (2!4 Ner-a-Car).
F. W. Giles (7 A.JiS. sc).
R. M. Wilson (244 A.J.S.).
D. Bell (7 A.J.S. sc).
T. F. Sleven (214 Velocette).
J. M. Phillips (31/, Sunbeam)
S. H. Hubbard (4 Rex-Acme sc).

W. Handley ( ).

R M. Johnstone ( -).

A. G. Mitchell (2y4 Velocette).
H. Gold (244 Francis-Barnett).
G. C. Wakeham (9 Rhode I.e.).

A. B. Dentlev (9 Rhode I.e.).

B. A. Hill (9 Rhode I.e.).

J. Boddington (Morgan Runabout).
J. M. Watson (4 Harley-Davidson).
W. A. Carr (Morgan Runabout).
J. Wallis (6 Coventry Victor).

H. E. Sawtell (10 Morgan c.c).

R. H. Forrester (11 Riley).

V. Walsgroove (11 Riley).

J. R. Fellows (3y2 Sunbeam).
C. Guthrie (5 Raleigh).
W E. Smithie (3y3 Norton).

(244 Royal Scot)-.

Considering the expense of participat-

ing in an event of six days' duration this

is a wonderful entry, and testifies doubly

to the popularity of the trials as, a test-

ino' ground for manufacturers and as a

holiday for private owners—providing,

in the latter . case, that the weather is

better than it usually is in May !

(9)
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id Impressions 9

Comfortab'e
Riding Posi-

tion, Accele^
ration and
Smooth Run'
n i n g are
Features of

the Sporting

Scott.

By H. MORTIMER
BATTEN.

THOUGH at one time the Scott was far and

away the writer's favourite mount, and many
thousands of miles were covered annually on the

famous two-stroke, it so happens that during the last

three or four years this make has been conspicuously

absent from the chosen few. This, of course, was

merely a matter of chance.

But old friends do not meet as strangers, though on

the surface of things the specification of the Scott

Squirrel with its hot-stuff engine and gear ratios of

3.75 and 5.4 seemed rather forbidding!

The approach to the Scott works "is rather typical

of the kind of thing that the sporting Scott crew revel

in. Leaving the works one progresses for a hundred

yards or so over a stretch of road evidently begotten of
,

a volcanic disturbance, thence through a knee-deep

quagmire round a right-angle corner and straight up a

severe and rutty gradient to the greasy, tramway sets.

Once astride the machine, however, there was abso-

lutely no further thought as concerned the road con-

ditions. As a rule it takes a little while for one to feel

completely at home on a strange machine. Not so the

Squirrel. The most nervous rider could not help but

lose all sense of nervousness immediately he found him-
self gripping those extremely businesslike bars.

In Traffic.

Owing to fog and the appalling condition of the

roads, I had decided to take the way of least resist-

ance, namely, via Orle.y, Wetherby, York, and thence

north and east. By the time I had arrived at Otley,

however, my blood was up. Why funk Sutton Bank
and the stretch of colonial road thence to Helmslev ?

Main Road Impressions.

One thing that strikes one immediately is that the
Squirrel engine is a much better engine than anything
of the kind that has preceded it. Not only is it more
controllable and more efficient, but the balance is

better—or at any rate there is considerably less vibra-
tion. This is due to some extent to the modifications
in the frame design. There is no whip on the new
frame. It is rigkl. Also, of course, the engine is

b 18

'//& Scott SouiiTe]
smaller, and
the reciprocat-

ing parts are

lighter — a 1 u-

minium pistons,

etc. Vibration

is no more
noticeable i n

the case of the

Squirrel than it

is in the best

opposed twins,

and though the

chains were
distinctly o n

- the slack side,

the old irritating snatch was gratifyingly absent.

Skirting Harrogate, the road via Ripley, Ripon, anct;-

Thirsk contains some fine speed stretches, but the

engine being so new prudence forbade anything

approaching full throttle. At 45 m.p.h one was pro-

gressing at a comfortable purr. One had no impression

of a high road speed, as the cornering of the machine

and the riding position are in accordance. Fifty on

the Squirrel does' not seem so fast as thirty-seven on>

the ordinary roadster, and on anything like a main road

it should be possible to average 35 m.p.h. without

taking a single risk and without any sense of strain.

In Thirsk a cab horse, complete, with cab and old

lady, meandered out of a side road on the wrong side,

and proceeded to shuffle across the thoroughfare.

Ordinarily one would have applied both brakes and
come to a sudden stop, with appropriate glances at

the cabby. Not so on the demoralising Squirrel. One
opened the throttle, looped the loop round the growler,

and roared off with rumbling exhaust amidst the wide-

mouthed gaze_ of the populace. At least, that is how
one pictures the populace.

The Shadows cf Sutton.

There is - always an atmosphere of romance in

approaching Sutton from the fertile but thinly peopled

stretches of the plain. The great bank, crowned with

a shimmer of blue pines and wildly timbered along its

boulder-covered slopes, rises like a survival of another

age from the agricultural lands, and on striking it

civilisation dwindles to the rear, and beyond lies—the

tundra ! Wild moorland country, for the most part, yet

.

providing endless surprises in its hidden-away little

valleys, which for simple beauty have a charm quite

their own.

By now" the fogs of manufacturing Yorkshire were

left far behind, and Sutton looked more than ever

mysterious—languid with a damp and chilly beauty
which was distinctly of the winter. From half-way down
to the summit white strata of cloud streaked the slope,

and the summit rose like a giant's castle from above

the clouds, the effect being rendered more grotesque

by the bright sunshine which reached only to the top-

most ridges.

-T23)
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toad Impressions of the Scott Squirrel.—

At. Sutton village I asked a cyclist what the hill was

ike. He said that he had. never seen it worse, and

hat no motor vehicle had attempted it for several

.reeks. He recommended an alternative route, but the

:limb was finally tackled.

Those who know Sutton in the summer time have

orobably no great opinion of it. Its worst gradient is

[ in 3.96, but the road is more or less a main road.

[ have climbed it easily on an opposed twin which was
nissing continually on one cylinder, but this day'Pwas
:;o have the surprise of a lifetime. The hill was just

ibout equivalent to Park Rash, but with deep mud
nstead of stones.

On the first attempt I failed miserably. One piston

deemed rather inclined to grip, so I got the wind up

rnd closed the throttle. . Having sat for a minute or
two, throwing snow at the radiator, I descended and
made a second attempt. This time I got fully half-

way up the first bad stretch on top gear, changed
lown. and climbed the 1 in 4 section easily. Fearful

for the new engine, I rested a minute or two. restarted

~m the 5.4 to r gear without difficulty, and crept in

.1 comfortable and easy fashion to the top.

Here, for the next
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ten miles or so, the
• a d s were truly

colonial—deep ruts,

net, bottomless sand

arid the like, supple-

menting a return of

dense fog, while the

way is tortuous, with

many stunning little

ascents and descents

which take one by
surprise. It was for

such conditions as

these that I had
thought the high gear

ratios would prove

farcical, but it was
surprising how the

engine pulled a n d

kept on pulling at a

low rate of revolutions

and over the most
trving going—includ-

Although smaller by 5 1
'5 c.c. than the

standard mode!, the Scott Squirre

of 481 c.c. is sold

under a speed guaran-

tee of 60 m.p.h.

ing deep, sodden snow. This improved flexibility is

a great point about the latest Scott.

i
Gear Ratios.

A vjord now regarding the gear ratios and all they

involved. My bottom gear was higher than the

standard for Squirrel machines, which is 6.9, but

despite the fact that most of my riding is in hilly moor-

land country, I think I would prefer the 5.4 bottom

to -the 6.9. In the first place it is.much more sporting,

"and seems adequate even for abnormal conditions. In

the second place it is safe and practical to ride thex

Squirrel at much higher speeds over difficult country

than one. would ride any ordinary machine, so that

whereas 5.4 would be hopeless on most machines, even

though one possessed a more powerful engine, the

unique qualities of the Squirrel render it quite a prac-

tical ratio. The machine climbs wonderfully on its

top gear, and, since it will do 45 m.p.h. on bottom,

the change down can be made advantageously at 30

m.p.h., and that speed maintained without much regard

for grease, corners and the like.

Summing up, the Squirrel is a very delightful solo

mount, arid though a considerable distance has now
been covered on it, I

have no criticism to

offer. Among sport-

ing machines it is

distinct in that it is

not solely^ and essen-

tiallv a speedman's
mount. It is the

safest machine I

have yet straddled,

and though an inex-

perienced rider
would be ill-advised

to go in for the very

high ratios, which
might lead him into

the abuse of his en-

gine, I can imagine

no safer and better

type of motor bi-

cycle for the man
of nerves than a

suitably geared Scott

Squirrel.

ROMANCE AND THE SIDECAR.

APROPOS the sidecar as a means of trans-

port, and in proof of its popularity in Italy,

we reproduce the following translation of a

" Eulogy of the Sidecar," which recently appeared in

a number of tKe Sport Illustrato of Milan

:

" 'Jween the mud and the tempest, amid the

hidden snares of the night, the ' sidecar ' has. won her

battle; the timid anxieties of the critics have been

calmed by a triumph which even the warmest sup-

porters of the motor cycle and sidecar did not dare

to hope for.

"All praise to the 'combination.' She represents

a practical means of transport ; she asks for but very

little spirit for her nourishment: and yet she ascends
1 a

'15)

swiftly to every summit, overcomes every obstacle,

carries man and his companion everywhere where

the fever of commerce and the desire for fresh

beauties impel and entice.

" Here is the picture : the handsome knight,

enclosed in his armour (read 'overalls'), in a

statuesque posture holds the reins of the impatient

horse of steel which devours the road in a cloud

of dust. Reposing in the sidecar, like a jewel in

its case, the whole being of the little lady palpitates

in the delicious throe's of 50 and 60 miles an hour.

"We delight in the intoxicating speed, in the soli-

tude (for two), under the fascination of the magnifi-

cent sights which Nature offers."

br9
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Exhaust Valve Cooling

Radial holes in the

hexagon portion lead-

ing to a hollow central

column assist heat dis-

persion in the Airco

exhaust valve radiator.

10s. (A. W. Gamage,
Ltd., Holborn,London.

E.C.I.)

It is claimed that the

fin"area of the E.W.L.

radiator is greater than

any other type at pre-

sent in use; it has a

|-in. Whitworth thread

and is intended to be

screwed permanently

into the valve cap. 3s.

(The E.W.L. Acces-

sories Co., 102, Lan-

chester Road, Shrews-

bury Road, Forest

Gate, London, E.7.)

Head Protection in Winter.

Made of very supple leather

and lined with wool, this racing

helmet is sold by A. W. Gamage,

Ltd., Holborn, London, E.C.I,

at 9s. 6d.

Cooling the Cylinder Head.

Simply a rect-

angular piece of sheet

aluminium with two
holes and a bent

edge, the device il-

lustrated forms a

neat and inexpensive

radiator for Douglas

valve caps. (M.E.A.,

25, Charlotte Man-
sions, Baron's Court
London. W.14.)

b 20

Neat Detachable
Terminal.

By means of a drilled and

slotted end. closed or opened by

a collar on split taper bushes, the

Grose plug terminal is both quickly detachable

and very secure when in position. (James

Grose. Ltd., 4. Old Jewry, London, E.C.2.)

For All-Night Competition
Riding.

Competitors in all-night trials will

appreciate the advantages of this water-

proof, enclosed and dry-battery illuminated

route card holder marketed at 15s. 6d., by

E. S. Ramstedt, Seymour Road, Gloucester.

Improvements to a Prop-
stand.

Already illustrated in The Motor Cycle,

the Bellairs prop-stand has undergone
certain modifications. The diagrammatic

inset shows exactly how the device is fitted

and operated. (Mowbray, Bellairs & Co.,

24, Little Chester Street, Belgrave Square,

London, S.W.I.)

Sparking Plug Box Spanner.

Where there

room to use it, tr

Runbaken sparkin

plug box spanni

certainly provide

more humane treat

ment than does th

popular " 6-mch ad

justable." It is

well made article

2s. 9d. (The Run
baken Magneto Co., Ltd., Cheetwood Lane
Derby Street, Manchester.)

Safe Solution Storage.

There has been considerable

discussion recently as to the

best method of carrying rubber
solution in the tool-bag ; as a
result, A. W. Hirst of Chardin
Road, Turnham Green Terrace
London, W.4, has now intro-

duced a special tubular brass
holder with screw-top and
metal tongue at 9d. and Is.

(nickel-plated).

Conversion from Rests to

Footboards.
Illustrated is one of an attractive looking

pair of footboards designed for machines
having footrest rods of various dimensions

;

the aluminium clamps may be placed in

any position. 16s. 6d. (The Service Co.,

Ltd., 289, High Holborn, London, W.C.I.)

Foiling the Motor Cycle Thief.

So . mystical are the rites

necessary to open this simple-

looking combination lock that

it might mar the efficiency of

the device if we attempted an

explanation ; suffice to say that

a key is only supplied to change

the combination. 7s. 6d. (The

D.O.T. Keyless Locks Co.,

Ltd., Northampton.)

(31)
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1 Ik "Nofes and News

Latest Jottings from the Isle of Man and the Competition Stables.

A T the moment of writing, the T.T-
^\ entries stand as follows : For the

Lightweight class, 32 ; for the

Tumor event, 38; and for the Senior race,

.7, making a total of 137 in all.

* * * *

Considerable activity is being displayed

!)V various competitors on .the track, and

nauy experimental features are already

oeine tried out at Brooklands.
. * * * *

! The two larger New Hudsons will

losely resemble the 4£ h.p. model, .but

he bore will be reduced to 79.5 mm.
100 mm. stroke). These machines will

je' ridden by B. Boutke "and E. M'undey;"

jne of these rider's,, probably Mundey,
will ride in both events.

* . * *
,

"*

There is likely to be something of a

iensation upon the appearance of the 350
:

:.c. New Imperial, and though at the

n-esert moment we are not permitted to.

jive details, it is safe to say that' the

ngine will have overhead valves. D.

Prentice will, of course, defend his title

n the lightweight race, and H. Le Vack
will ride both in the 350 c.c. race and in

he 500 c.c. race; in the latter event he

will be mounted on a 350 c.c. model.
* * * *

Very few modifications have been made
!n the Norton for the forthcoming race,

rhe engine remains as before, and a short

ivheelbase frame similar to that used in

last year's race will be employed. A
separate oil tank is attached to the saddle

:ube, and the pump is operated by foot;

r Webb brake in front and a slightly

nodified internal Vee brake at the rear

vill be relied upon for deceleration.

350 x65mm. tyres will be fitted.

* * * *

A considerable amount of experimental
work is being carried out with the Levis
r.T. machines, but the details of the

mgine have not yet been decided. With
:he exception, however, of comparatively
small items, there will be no change from
last year.

* * # #

Chain-driven Coulsons will make their

first appearance in the forthcoming
rourist Trophy Race. These will be the
forerunners of an all-chain model, which
will probably appear on the market for
1923*. One 350 c.c. machine and two 250
e.c. machines will compete, all three
being fitted with overhead valve Black-
burne engines. But little alteration has
been made to the Coulson frame, though
the wheelbase is somewhat shorter and
1 separate oil tank is fitted. All machines
ire shod with 26 x 2jin. tyres, and there
is a distinct probability that some form of

mechanical lubrication will be embodied
in the design.

(«)

A special department has been set aside

at the New Hudson Works for preparing
the competing machines, and great
activity prevails. In the 250 c.c. class the

New Hudson will be represented by a.

two-stroke which varies but little from
the standard machine, except that ball

bearings will be fitted- to the crankshaft.
* * * #

The engineers' lock-out will be respon-

sible for at least one disappointment to

keen motor cyclists, since owing to this

cause Barr & Stroud, Ltd., will in all

probability be unable to complete their

special sleeve valve Tourist Trophy
engine, and consequently several entries

"of this type have -been withheld. This

"A new Lodge racing plug showing cooling

fins, heavy copper electrode (detached)

and cleaning brush.

is most unfortunate, since the perform-

ance of the sleeve valve engine would
have been keenly watched.

* * * *

Mechanical lubrication by a special

pump will be a feature of all the New
Imperial machines. In the 250 c.c. class,

side-by-side valve J.A.P engines will be
employed- with the semi-unit system
associated with the New Imperial name.
The three-speed gear box is carried on the

-rear engine plates, and the whole unit is

slung in a special loop frame. A tool box
is clamped down on to the top of the

tank, gripping the top tube; oil is carried

in a separate compartment and an
auxiliary foot-operated oil pump is

incorporated in the design. Cox car-

buretters, Brampton forks, and internal

expanding brakes, those at the rear being

operated by a pedal from each side of the

machine, are further features. It is not

at all unlikely that an overhead valve-

engined machine will take part in this

race. Engine shaft shock absorbers will

be fitted in all cases.

All Fellows magnetos fitted to T.T.

competing motor bicycles will be painted

red.
* * * *

Indians remain the only overseas

entries; after continued fine perform-

ances they deserve good luck.
* * * *

Additional entries at ordinary fees have
been received from Roberts and Hibbs
(New Scale), driver R. Gray, and E. H.
A. Humphries (O.K. Junior), driver W.
L. Handley.

» * * #

It is now ruled that machines competing
in the Lightweight class which perform
so well that they qualify for an award in

the Junior race must be entered in that

event also before an award can be given.

This accounts for the extra entries being

received at ordinary fees.
* ft^ * :~ *

N. Hall, F. C. North, and W. L.

Handley have been chosen to ride the

O.K. Junior machines. A very neat

little machine has been evolved which

is engined with a 2i o.h.v. Black-

burne. Most of the frame lugs are

machined from steel billets, and a very

powerful parallel action, internal V, rear

brake is operated by pedals from either

side of the frame.
* * * *

Already the Norton contingent is look-

ing round the course, and a few trial runs

have been made by R. T. Cawthorne
(Leeds), J. W. Shaw (Belfast), and W.
Mansell. Mr. J. L. Norton was there

also, but the bad condition of the surface

prevented them making proper " lap-

time " tests. The weather was good, but

there was snow, on the mountain road.

One of the Nortons is of the o.h.v. type,
s * *: ft

A 250 c.c. Francis-Barnett will be

ridden by R. W. Loughton. This little

machine, which has already been dis-

patched to its owner, has a 65.5x76 cm.

side-by-side valve J.A.P. engine similar

to that employed by last year's winning

New Imperial. A three-speed Sturmey-

Archer gear box with five plate cork

clutch is fitted, the drive being by chain

throughout. Frame and fittings are to

all intents and purposes Francis-Barnett

standard practice, but the tank is enlarged

to hold nearly two gallons.
* * ft ft

Another private entry is that of J.

Joynson, who will ride a 250 c.c. Invicta-

Jap, a pretty little machine with chain

drive throughout, large saddle tank,

Webb front brake, and Sturmey-Archer

It is a promising symptom to find that

both Francis-Barnett and Invicta light-

weights are fitted with 26x2^in. (Palmer)

tyres.
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The Island is literally buzzing with
steam-rollers, and everyone is doing his

best to make a success of the T.T.
* * /. *

One of the youngest riders in the races

is Hamlet Burrell, who is only 18g years

of age. He is one of the Rndge stable.
* * * *

As in former years, coffee will be pro-

vided to every competitor during the
early morning practising by the Dunlop
Rubber Co., Ltd.

* * * *

The entire marshalling of the, course,

both for practising and racing, will be
undertaken by the Manx M.C.C., whose
work was so efficient last year. Dr.
Pantin will be the official doctor at the
start.

.. « * * *

An appeal is made by the A.C.U. for

marshals at various points of the T.T.
course. Those who -are anxious to offer

their services are requested to apply to
the Secretary, 83, Pall Mall. London,
S.W.I.

OTOKKTOL®

Chocolate, red and green, the colours

worn by the Tanks and Armoured Car
Corps, have been adopted as the official

colours for the, T.T. races by Humphries
and Dawes, Ltd., for their O.K. Junior

motor bicycles. The headquarters of the

firm will be the Yilliers Hotel, Douglas,
* * # ~ *

Great indigination is felt by the Isle of

Man authorities that the crane which it

was stated would be erected before this

year's T.T. races will not be forthcoming.

The entire blame is put upon the British

Government, who refuse the sanction for

it for this year until they are certain that

the pier is strong enough to stand the

strain and the weight. The £5,000 in-

volved is I.O.M. money, and the Manx-
men are most indignant that they are not

allowed to spend it.
* * * *

Naturally . great interest is being dis-

played with regard to new comers to the

Tourist Trophy and equally in the

machines produced by firms who have not

been represented for some years past,.

APRIL 2Jth, IQ22.

A. E. Taylor, who rode a B.S.A. in the

1921 T.T., where he made some very fast

laps but could not finish owing to engine

trouble, is now riding under the Eudgu
colours.

* * * *

The standard INortons are fast enough
to win, and the appearance of a new
o.h.v. model which has already done

wonders on Brooklands will be keenly

watched.
# * — * *

The Rudge machines will be ridden

by W. L. Danskin. J. A. Watson-Bourne,
R. B. Ewens, J. H. Mathers, H. Rid
dell, 0. Baldwin, and A. E. Tavlor.

» ' » * *

A new racing plug by the famous house

of Lodge has recently made its appear-

ance, and is likely to be seen in the Isle

of Man. It has a particularly heavy

copper electrode, which is easily detach-

able. The gap is adjustable, and brass

fins are fitted at the top. A small " flue"

brush is supplied for internal cleaning

purposes.

WEATHER PROTECTION ON TWO WHEELS.
Well known Scottish Competition Rider Designs a Single Track Carette.

CAR comfort on two wheels " has
become so trite a phrase that we
hesitate even to use it, but never-

theless it conveys more adequately than
otherwise possible the aim of Alexander
Motors, Ltd., in producing the vehicle

illustrated. Incidentally, the designer;

Mr. A. H. Alexander, is the well-known
Scottish competition rider.

Trials Riding in Ordinary Clothes.

At the outset, it may be stated that,

clothed in an ordinary lounge suit without
overalls, the driver in the photograph
gained a gold medal in a recent muddy-
trial organised by the Edinburgh Club.
Cleanliness is, however, only one of the
advantages claimed ; absence of skidding
is another, for the centre of gravity is

low; and cheapness of production should
eventually be a third, for the only
'-' finish " consists of enamelling the outer
shell, the other parts being "water-
proofed,", as on a car. Finally, comfort
for the rider figures largely in the design,

which is sprung front and rear, and pro-

vided with a large cushion seat and back-
rest ; and, if that is not enough, wind-
screen will be added, and probably a
waterproof apron.

At present the design is, of course, in

BP*"^

Clothed as he is, without overalls, H. E. Fairley drove this carette through a muddy Scottish trial.

b 24

an experimental state, but its possibilities

have been proved on the road: and it is

hoped that it will not share the usual

fate of the unconventional.
The pressed steel frame is of rectangular

form, 12in. wide, to which is attached an

ordinary type ball head, into which fits a

pair of front spring forks somewhat
resembling the original Indian type. The
rear wheel is fully supported on a hinged

fork, -which is held up by a pair of leaf

springs ; owing to the width of the bear
ing, llin., absolute rigidity is

claimed. The petrol tank is set

over the top of the very wide
front mudguard enclosed in . a

housing of sheet metal, which
forms a large air duct through
which the air passes on to the

top of the cylinder past the

engine and out at the back of

the under-cover. Engine and
gear box are enclosed in sheet

metal covers which are easily

detachable, and are entirely

protected from mud or fain.

Accessibility.

A pressed steel guard of con-

siderable width encloses the

Hi rear wheel, the centre panel
' : 3f folding up on hinges, permitting

extremely easy access to the

wheel tyre, and final chain.

The wheel can be detached and
lifted out from above.

' On the present model the

wheelbase is 60in. , but this was
purposely lengthened to see

whether it made any difference

to the stability.

Final choice of engine, prob-
ably a 500 c.c. single, and gear

box will be made later ; and.

surprising as it may seem, the

possibility of fitting a sidecai

has-Jbeen seriously and favour-

ably considered.

(281
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AN 8 h.p. SPORTS TWIN.
New Dot Model for Solo

or Sidecar.

)NE of the most attractive-looking

big twin sports models that we have

yet seen is now being placed upon

3 market by Dot Motors, Ltd., Arundel

i-eet, Hulme, Manchester. Fitted with

? latest side-by-side valve 8 h.p. J. A. P.

gihe, three-speed Sturmey-Archer gear

d all-chain drive, it is eminently suited

fast solo work. A saddle tank and a

ecially constructed frame with duplex

per tank rails are distinctive features.

Saxon forks, Amac carburetter, and

I.C. magneto form part of the specjfica-

111, and sidecar lugs are incorporated in

3 frame. The machine may be supplied

her with or without carrier.

A sporting twin of big capacity : the 8 h.p. Dot.

A SIMPLE PILLION SEAT.

L TWO -STROKE WITH
INSIDE FLYWHEELS.
\NE of the few two-stroke engines to

/ hold long-distance records at Brook-
lands is the little 293 c.c. Climax,

• on July 121h last this plucky

tie power unit fitted to a New Comet
ptured the four, five, and six hours' and
;200 and 250 miles records in Class B/S
>r 350 c.c. machines with sidecar).

In outward appearance the Climax has
e outstanding feature, for it ispracti-

lly the only two-stroke in existence

th inside flywheels. The crankshaft is

the normal built-up construction,

ving a single row roller big end and
ng plain main bearings. It is claimed
the manufacturers that these inside

'wheels provide remarkably smooth
nning, and from our own experience we
n testify that the engine is very smooth
action. All three ports are cast in the

cylinder, the inlet

port being at the
side, but although
l

,he location of the
ports is normal
particular care has
been taken in the
proportions, with
the result that the
engine is ~~b o t h

powerful and eco-

nomioal. The
Climax engine also

possesses one other

unusual feature in

that the only two
rings are contained
in a single wide
groove.

Section of

the 350 c.c.

CI i m a x

two-stroke

engine, fitted

with inside

flywheels.

IF a pillion seat is to be attached to the

carrier of a motor cycle there are

_certain important points to be con-

sidered. Comfort, absence of side rock,

io>v position, and ease of attachment are

obviously amongst the desiderata that

spring to the mind. All these points

Ease of attachment and low riding

nJ\ position are commendable features

of the new Austin pillion seat.

a minute to adjust. Secondly, the well-

padded seat lies on a spring steel plate,

which extends for the full width and the

greater part of the length of the frame.

This plate is folded over one of the frame

cross-bars and is riveted in position so

that it is free to hinge but not rock side-

have been carefully studied in the con-

struction of the new Austin pillion seat,

marketed by W. H. Jenks, 63, Snow Hill,

Birmingham.' To begin with, the strip,

steel framework is attached to the carrier

by screw expanded blocks, which take but

ways. The opposite end of the plate is

attached to another cross-bar by six

tension coil springs, and when unloaded

the whole arrangement lies flat and occu-

pies but little room. The seat weighs

61b. The complete device is well finished

and upholstered with saddle leather and
felt padding. The seat alone retails at

26s. 6d., with rests at 33s. 6d.

A TWO-STROKE SPORTS MODEL. This addition to the Enfield range possesses larger

riorts than the standard two-stroke. T.T. handle-bars and adjustable footrests combine to

make it quite an attractive-looking machine.

b2 7
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SCOTTISH CLUB ENTHUSIASM.

Members of the Coatbridge and District M.C.

at trie start of their opening run to Lanark.

West Birmingham M.C.C.

Notwithstanding the stormy weather
experienced, seventeen members turned

out to the opening run, a paper chase,

organised by the captain and vice-cap-

tain. The latter were the hares, and
led an intricate trail across Clent^ to

Kinver, thereby successfully frustrating

the followers. Though many went
widely astray, all but one finished in

time to enjoy a welcome tea at the Stew-
pony Hotel.

West Sussex M.C. and L.C.C.

With a view to stimulating interest in

its activities, the Club, which has just
completed a very successful inaugural
year, recently held a dinner at the Globe
Hotel, Chichester. Mr. E. Harrison pre-

sided, and there was a delightful absence
of formality about the proceedings of the
evening.

Rugby M.C.

If the entry list in the recent hill-climb

at Kdgehill was not a long one, the event
did not lack interest in the matter of the
speed of the machines entered, or as a
sporting meeting. The course measured
about five-eighths of a mile, and the
fastest time recorded was 50 seconds,
being made by G. Le Champion 011 a
3^ h.p. Sunbeam. As the hill had not been
closed to ordinary traffic, the waits be-
tween individual performances were apt to

be overlong, for competitors were obliged
to give precedence to any passing traffic.

Results :

—

1. M. G. A. Scally (2V, Rex Acme).
2. F. W. Eraser (2% Levis).

350 C.C.
1. M. G. A. Scally (2-S A .) S )

2. G. Le Champion (2V2 Rex Acme).
3. C. Walden (3 Beardmore Precision).

550 0.<J.
1. G. Le Champion (31/. Sunbeam).
2. B. O. Garrett (3y> Norton).
3. W. L. Fincher (3y2 Norton) :

750 C.C.
1. F. T. Hatton <3y„ Douglas).
2. H. G. Stretton-Ward (3V4 Triumph).
3. W. L. Fincher (3V> Norton).

UNLIMITED.
1. G. Le Champion (3V> Sunbeam).
2. B. C. Garrett (3% Norton).
3. W. L. Fincher (31/2 Norton;.

b2S

Colchester and District M.C. and
Bury and District M.C.C.

By a narrow margin of only nine

points, the Bury Club won the very

successful inter-club hill-climb on Easter

Monday. There were 109 entries and

about 1,000 spectators.

350 c.f, SOLO.-l, A. McKechnie (A.J.S.), 23
sees.; 2, C. Gooch (Douglas), 30 sees.; 3, F. Coul-
son (Douglas), 31% sees.

500 c.c. SOLO.—1, R. Fenn (o.h'v. Triumph),
18% sees.; 2, E. Lambert (o.h. v. Triumph), 19%
sec. ; 3, L. Solomon (Sunbeam), 19% sees.

600 e.c. SOLO.-l, R. Fenn (o.h.v. Triumph), 19
sees.; 2, D. Robinson (Sunbeam),) 19% sees; 5, L.
Solomon (Sunbeam), 20 sees.

750 c.c. SOLO.—1, D. Robinson (Sunbeam), 18
sees.; 2, A. Mann (Sunbeam), 18% sees.; 3, R.
Fenn (o.h. v. Triumph), 19 sees.

1,000 c.c. SOLO.— 1, D. Robinson (Sunbeam), 18
sees.; 2, R. Fenn (o.h.v Triumph), 18% sees.; 3,

L. Solomon (Sunbeam), 19% sees.

500 c.c. SIDECAR.—1, R. Fenn (o h.v. Tri-
umph sc), 22% sees.; 2, O. Smart (Norton sc),

23% sees.; 3, H. Robinson (Sunbeam sc), 23%

600 c.c. SIDECAR.-1, R. Fenn (o.h.v. Tri-
umph sc), 21% sees.; 2, O. Smart (Norton sc),
23% sees.; 3, H. Robinson (Sunbeam sc), 23%
sees.

750 c.c. StDECAR.-l, O. Smart (Norton sc),

22% sees.; 2; H. Robinson (Sunbeam sc), 23
sees.; 3, A. jljedealf (Norton sc). 25% sees.

1,000 c.c SIDECAR.-l, O. Smart (Norton sc),
22% sees.; 2, A. Medcalf (Norton sc), 23% sees.;

5, il. Robinson (Sunbeam sc), 23% sees.

Cumberland M.C.C.

Rainy weather somewhat spoilt tl

popular Easter trial of this flourishii

club, and out of the 32 competitors on

ten survived the watery ordeal. T]

majority-retired through magneto troubl

A splendid sporting route was chose
which was to have been, somewhat of

preliminary skirmish for the big Northe
event in the early future—the one dl

Open Trial on Saturday, May 13th,
|

ferred to on page 544 of this issue.

Notable performances on Blen Ta
Pass were made by G. Henderson
Triumph), W. B. Anderson (A.J.S.), ai

L. Dixon, whose Norton came up too 'fa

for the comfort of mind of the spectator!

R. Drinkall (4 Triumph sc.) stuck in t

flood and carried his passenger asno'i

Provisional results :

Lightweight Class:—R. Pape (2"'i Wilkin)..
Solo Class;— 1st, G. Henderson (4 Triumpl

2nd, K. Hodgson (4 Triumph) ; 3rd, L. Dixon (i

Norton)
Passenger Class:— 1st, R. Drinkall (i

Triumph sc).
Novice Class:—1st, L. Dixon (3l

/e Norton): 2r

VV. F. Waanop (3'/- Sunbeam).
Hilton Robinson Cup:—G. Henderson (4 T

umph).

Speed trials on Porthcawl sands. L. F. Griffiths (Norton), S. Parker (Sunbeam) and

H. H. Bush (Norion) are starting in the " unlimited " class.

»*)
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J%ttm to tfic Glitor
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Dorset Home, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by tbe writer's name and address.

IS THE GAME WORTH THE CANDLE?
Sir,—Having read many letters 011 this subject, I should

like to relate my experience in the " Mellano " Cup Trial.

It was a very naughty, sporty course.

I had finished the morning -section with 30sec. error, had
done everything I was told to in the afternoon section, and
was about 150 yards from the finish when a large car, travel-

ling at speed, knocked me out, and all my hopes went west.

But I am looking forward to my next stunt, hill-climb or

otherwise, and still most emphatically consider that competi-

tion riding is the finest of all sports, and well worth the

candle. REG. GREEN.

LIMITED SADDLE ADJUSTMENT.
Sir,—May I make a plea for greater latitude of adjust-

ment of the saddle? I have never yet ridden a machine on
which it was possible to have it too low; but with plenty

it is not nearly low enough.
The chief adjustment should be horizontal, so that its dis-

tance from the handle-bars can be suited to the rider. For
me the handle-bars are nearly always just 2in. too far away.
People say "Bend the handle-bars." That is certainly a com-
promise ; but not nearly ae good as moving the saddle. It

does not give the same control. R.E.C.
Ilfracombe.

RADIATION OF HEAT.
Sir,—I have read, with interest, P. Brewster's reply to

"E.N.J.'s" article on "Radiation of 'Heat," and being

acquainted with the subject in general, I should like to give

him my views.

His first statement, to the effect that very little heat is dis-

sipated by radiation, needs no further comment, but it is his

later statements that I should like to say something about.

First of all, glass is not transparent to radiant heat, since

the latter consists of wave-lengths several times bigger than
those encountered in the visible part of the spectrum.

Glass is opaque to such wave-lengths which are first met
with in the infra-red portion of the spectrum. A practical

example of this is- a greenhouse, which may be termed a

heat-trap, since the glass is transparent to the sun's' rays,

which are of the visible light, but the radiant heat emitted

by the objects inside the greenhouse is unable to pass back
again through the glass, since, as stated, it consists of wave-
lengths of greater length than those that entered as the sun's

rays, and glass will only transmit wave-lengths whose siz?

is about 5.9xl0- 5cm., this being the wave-length of light

corresponding to what is known as the D line of sodium, and
whose colour, as is known by most people, is yellow. ^
The next paragraph is, however, where his mistake is most

evident. Here it is stated that "The real cooling effect is

due to convection . . . each particle of air being heated by
direct contact with the cylinder as it passes in the stream
caused by the motion of the machine." Surely Mr. Brewster
means comlaction—not convection, for as can be read in any
text-book on heat, in conduction, the matter receiving the

heat is in contact with the matter from which it receives it,

this being a standard definition of the process of conduction.

(13) .

The process of convection only occurs when the engine is

stationary, and not when in motion, to any appreciable
extent. .

- W. E. MARSH.

COMPLICATED COASTING.

Sir,—Over the signature of Louis Field Norton motor
cyclists are advised to coast down hill ".

. . with the throttle

shut and the air wide open," so that "the engine is sucking
clean, cool air into the cylinder," etc.

Unfortunately, in about 99 per cent, of carburetters in

use on motor cycles, shutting the throttle also has the effect

of shutting off the air, even though the air slide may be
wide open.

Only on such carburetters as have the air inlet between the
mixing chamber and the induction pipe (Binks, for example)
is it possible to carry out' your correspondent's advice, unless

an additional air inlet is fitted. - R. J. HARDMAN.
Bishop Auckland.

4 H.P. AEROPLANES.

Sir,—I have read with interest "Ixion's" remarks on the

£100 aeroplane, also "Nutansplitpin's " letter, and as I, too,

would very much like to see such a machine put on the

market, I venture to ask whether any of your readers can

tell me what happened to a little machine I saw at Messrs.

Farman's aerodrome at Toussous-Ie-Noble, near Paris, in the

early part of 1919. It was a small, single-seater monoplane,

fitted with a Fiat twin A.B.C. engine of—I think—36 h.p.

The exact wing-span and length I cannot remember, but the

main planes consisted of the tail-plane of a Farman
"Goliath." the elevator portion being used as ailerons, and
running the whole length of the planes. One could lift the

fore part of the machine with ease, and one man could pick

up the tail and wheel the 'bus anywhere. I was told that

she was good for 60 m.p.h., and would do two hours on a

tankful of petrol, i.e., two gallons. Also that it was possible

to get up to 4.000 feet, and that it was intended to put the

machine on the market at 4,000 francs, which at the then

rate of exchange worked out at about £148.

Surely, now that production costs are down, such an out-

fit would sell at about £100, aod do all that the private

owner would desire.

If my information as to consumption was correct, this

little machine's juice bill would compare very favourably

with that of an 8 h.p. sidecar outfit, and, with a simple

fiat twin engine, the maintenance costs should work out at

rather less than- with a sidecar outfit.

For "Nutansplitpin's" amusement, I may add that as a

boy of 16 I built a 22-foot glider, and becoming elated

with moderate success, eventually installed a 4J, h.p. F.N.

engine with a very home-made prop. The results were

catastrophic, needless to add, both to myself and the glider;

one glorious ten minutes of frantic taxi-ing, culminating in

a bump-off and a very bad landing, being enough to dis-

solve the whole bag of tricks into its component parts, and

to necessitate six stitches being put into my noble brow ..

Gsrewal! "NUTHERUMPH."
bst
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ALUMINIUM PISTONS WITHOUT THE
DISADVANTAGES.

Sir,—I was astonished to read " Ixion's '.'

your issue of March 30th re aluminium pistons,

he has not yet heard of " Specialloid " pistons.

These pistons, as their name signifies, are made of a

special aluminium alloy. This is unique, in that it pos-

sesses a very high tens'iJe strength and at the same time a

degree of expansion under heat very nearly equal to that

of cast-iron. Thus this enables Specialloid pistons to com-

bine all the advantages of ordinary aluminium pistons

without the attendant disadvantages, i.e., piston slap, risk

of stiffness or seizure, etc., which are all a direct result of

high expansion.

I could say a great deal more, but will remember that

your space is valuable.

In actual practice over a considerable mileage during

the last eighteen months I have found that they do all that

1 was told that they would do. This is especially notice-

able as regards speed, economy, and cool running. Piston-

slap is non-existent, and after the most brutal treatment as

regards over-driving I have never had a stiff engine.

I may add that I have no connection with the makers,

Messrs.' Specialloid, Ltd., whose address is, '. believe,

Western Ed.. Mitcham, Surrey. •

London, N.8.

D. C. D.

COMPLETE SPRINGING.

Sir,—I have read your article on "Spring Frames " with

much interest, but was greatly disappointed^ to find no men-

tion of the "Wooler" spring frame therein.

No spring frame could be more typical of Class I., "That

in which the whole frame ... is sprung," and no spring

frame could better comply with your contributor's remark,

"... a spring frame is best designed as a whole with the

front and rear springing on the same lines."

The Wooler front" and ^ rear spring parts are- interchange-

able, and the rear springing adds only about two pounds of
' unsprung weight, in addition to that of the wheel.

There is none of the "usual disclaimer" business about

this letter; but basing my remarks on (I should be afraid

to say how many) tens of thousands of miles riding' on

Various tvpes of Woolers, during which time I have never

had the least trouble with the springing, it does seem to

me a pity that this system of spring suspension was omitted

from your otherwise excellent article.

The Wooler springing was first patented by Mr. John

Wooler in 1911, has remained exactly true to type ever

since, and is standard on all models. JOHN F. HULL.

STEAM.
Sir,—" W.G.E.E.," writing on the subject of "Steam,"

asks why it is -not given a trial on motor cycles, in view of its

many advantages. The answer of an experienced motor

cyclist would be that its advantages count for nothing until

its disadvantages' are overcome, which, so far, they have not

been. Is this because the difficulties are insuperable, or

because they have not been seriously attacked?

I believe it is- for the latter reason, because no ordinary

individual will face the trouble and cost of building a

machine which must be, admittedly, heavier than a petrol

machine of the same power, and more difficult to sell in after

years. Nevertheless I am sure a thoroughly practical steam
cycle could be built and would be just as reliable as the

best modern machine, a better hill-climber, more suited

to passenger work, pleasanter to drive, and better, capable

of maintaining its tune (not to mention fuel at Is. 6d. a

gallon).

Correspondence on this subject crops up regularly, but we
can get no further by theory I would suggest that if some
motor cyclist, who is also a "model engineer," were "to build
an experimental machine he would derive great pleasure and
satisfaction from it, and would be doing a great service to
the pastime by publishing his experiences.

Anyone who has seen Mr. Hindle's design in the Model
Engineer (April 11th and 18th, 1918) must agree that he has
overcome the more obvious difficulties very neatly,, and
one could not go wrong by following it.

J. R. HARDIXG.
b.32
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Sir,
—" W.G.E.E.'s" idea struck me as distinctly humorous.

I can imagine the average motor cyclist seated astride a tank

of water at a temperature of about 300° C ; between his legs

is a. fire-box burning coke. (Coke carried in special, coke

^carrier at rear.)

Every two or three miles A.M.C. must perforce dismount

to stoke up.
When he stops his engine the safety valve, which would

be situated a la top tube, would fly open, thereby consider-

ably damping A.M.C, and also causing the recital of numer-
ous words and phrases which are not fitted as standard on

most modern makes of dictionary.

I am only seventeen, and am therefore very ignorant of

these matters, but I know that until some genius invents a

rig-out of nether garments of 3in. steel, asbestos lined, this

child will stick to really inefficient i.e. engines. M.E.M.
Leicester.

SHAFT DRIVE'S UNPOPULARITY.
Sir,—Replying to Mr. Morris's query, the reason for the

shaft drive being left severely alone by manufacturers is

simply because it is not, and cannot be made, as efficient as

the chain drive. The difference is anything from 15% to 20%,
according to design, and may be even greater after prolonged

wear. As a mechanical job, however, where transmission

loss is not. of importance, it is decidedly preferable.

The success of the modern motor cycle is undoubtedly due

to the faot that for its power it is capable of doing much
more work than any other machine on the road, and this-js

chiefly because of its higher transmission efficiency. No-

better proof of this can be obtained than by—merely going

back to the shaft-driven bicycle of a few years ago (or.

" chainless " as it was called). These machines died a natural

death, in spite of a lighter and neater appearance, so soon

as they were tried out on the racing track by experts, and in

competition. with the chain-driven machine.
The margin of power available from the average motor

cycle engine does not permit of inefficient transmission

systems simply on the score of cleanliness or appearance.

W. A. WEAVER,
Coventry Victor Motor Co., Ltd.

Without departing radically from the orthodox, the experimental

Poppe & Packman 250 c.c. two-stroke possesses several

unconventional features, as the illustration shows, in the lay out

of the power unit, frame construction and saddle suspension.

A full description of the machine appeared last week.

(29)
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CORRECTION OF COMPASS ERROR.

Sir,—Your correspondent, Mr. K. N. Howard, asks for a

means of correcting the error of a compass fitted to his

motor cycle. The best method of doing this is to procure

one or two small bar magnets and place them under the

compass, being free to revolve independently round their

centres (being an imaginary extension of the axis on which

the needle works), and to be moved nearer and further from

the needle. (One magnet would do, but would not be as

accurate as two.)

The machine, in normal running condition, should then be

placed in a level position and away from metal buildings or

electric wires. The corrector magnet should then be set so

that the compass needle shows a minimum average error all

round ; this can only be found by experiment. It is impos-

sible to obtain absolute accuracy by this method, or for that

matter by any other, and if Mr. Howard desires greater

accuracy he will have to prepare a card setting down the

error at a number of equal points round the compass. Obvi-

ously, the more points taken the better the results he will

obtain.

It is almost impossible to say what the best position for

the compass would be, as it depends on the machine itself,

but above all, it should be placed as far from electric wires,

magnetic speedometer, and the framework of the' machine as

possible. The sidecar would probably be found unsuitable

owing to its bouncing propensities when empty.

Derby. STREAMLINE.

Sir,—I should^ advise Mr. Howard to procure one of the

excellent treatises on this subject by Captain Craig Osborne,

of the Admiralty Compass Department ; these can be ob-

tained by any bookseller. But I can assure Mr. Howard that

it will be quite impossible for him to correct perfectly his

compass under the conditions in which he wishes to use it.

He will be able to correct for the magnetism in the wrought

iron and steel parts of his machine by means of small correct-

ing magnets, placed at right angles to each other, in a special

receptacle under or above the compass, but he will not be

able to correct for the magnetism in the soft iron parts of

his machine." The only known way at present of making this

latter correction is by means of soft iron balls placed either

side of the compass, and owing to their size and weight this

would be out of the question on a motor cycle. .

A. C. STORY,
Late Compass Officer, R.A.F.

Sir,—With regard to Mr. Howard's compass showing an
error of about 30° on northerly and southerly courses, it is

quite clear that it is suffering from the effects of an athwart-

ship magnetic attraction. I gather from his letter that the

error is zero in east or west courses up to north or south.

Now there is a position on his machine where the magnetic

forces on one side of this position would be equally balanced

by the forces on the other side; consequently a compass
placed in the determined position would not be affected by
the side pull's. On the other hand, if he placed the compass

in this position it is quite possible that it would now be

affected by fore-and-aft attraction, resulting in errors ap-

pearing when heading, east or west, but not north or south.

I would suggest that he leave it in its present position, and
get a small magnet and correct the error. NAVIGATOR.

Lee, Kent.

SIXPENNY PILLION RIDES.

Sir,—Relative .to my . advertisement offering pillion rides

at 6d. per mile, and your short comment, it may interest

your readers to know that same was the outcome of a wager
-at the club with a view to disproving, if possible, an. asser-

tion of a fellow member.' VIC.
Hendon.

AMATEUR ROAD RACE DETAILS.
Sir,—The. idea of an Amateur Road Race seems to be a

most excellent one. I, amongst many, are most certainly

in favour of such an event
It will no doubt be well patronised by motor, cyclists and

others. <
. TERRIER.

London. S.W.19.
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Sir,—There is a clause in the condition of the proposed race
to which I as an amateur very strongly object, viz. : It is

stated that any riders who have entered this year's open
T.T. are not eligible to enter the amateur event this
year should such a race take place, although I notice it is

suggested that amateur riders who do not gain a gold
medal in this year's open event will be eligible to enter
the race next year should one take place.
What is the reason for this clause? Are we amateur

riders to understand that all the .entrants in this year's
open events are considered to have had assistance rendered to
them in some form or other by the manufacturers ? It

looks very much like it when they are debarred from
entering the amateur event.

I am an amateur absolutely, and have no connection
in any shape or form with the trade, not even as a share-
holder in any of the concerns. I have entered this
year's open event, but I did so as it is, or was, the
only means of- taking part in any Tourist Trophy event.
I have never won anything at all in any open competition
of this kind, and I most certainly consider it most unjust
and unfair that I should be excluded from taking part in

this proposed amateur event.

If I had known that the amateur event was to take place
I should not have gone to the expense" of entering the open
T.T. G. WATERHOUSE, Jnr.

TWO-STROKE EFFICIENCY.
Sir,—In reply to "R.T.F.," it is not my intention to con-

tinue a technical discussion on thermal conductivity and
emissivity in your correspondence columns. I would only
say that I cannot agree with him. . May .1 remind him

—

(1.) That the rate of flow through metal is large compared
with the rate of flow from metal to air, and the . surface
getting rid of the heat is through the whole of the outside
cylinder surface, not the head only.

(2.) The loss' of heat from the working stuff to the walls
takes an appreciable time, and continues throughout . tht-

stroke, not merely at the instant of ignition.

In further reply to your correspondent, "R.R.," who
raises the question of the Alecto loQg-distance records :

whilst not wishing to disparage the excellent performance
of the Alecto in these records, I would point out that one
swallow does iiot make a summer, and he will find that my
statement generally holds good. Innumerable instances

might be quoted which would seem to support it, but these

do not really do so, i.e. :
—

The 500 c.c. class was won by a 650 c.c. four-stroke in the

T.T. last year.

The .350 c.c. Sunbeam, at the first 1922 Brooklands meet
equalled the time put up in the 500 c.c. class.

Berger, on a 220 c.c. Velocette, in France, got the premiei

award in the Tour de France, over a course of 2,300 miles.

M. C. JENNISON.
QDaDDQODDDDDDODaDDDDDDDDaDODaD
d Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists, c

Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle. *-

Q " Tv*/vron nvnr.i?.s atvt* mow to MAMAm? tpht.m " "
The standard handbook on the motor cycle. LJ

Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. D
D " HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." D

Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3. £
"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES." £

A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying r
them when found. Fourth Edition.

Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

D ii TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." C
A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's point of D
view. Price net, 3/-. By post, 3/3. Q

« MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES." Q
1-1 By " Ixion," of The Motor Cycle.

Cloth Bound. Price, 5/-. By post, 5,3. nD
D " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS. D

Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, p
London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6. H

jZ Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and n
•"* Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8.

*-*

E « THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK. £D With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. LI

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., O
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers

and Railway Bookstalls.

DaDDnDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDaDDDDn
c *

Paper Boards. Price, 2/6. By post, 2/9.
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XLimes to Xigbt 3Lamps.

April 27th

„ 29th

May 1 si

„ 3rd

9.13 p.,

9.16
,

9.20 ,

9.24 ,

.Number plates to be illuminated thirty minutes
earlier, vide Road Vehicles Registration and
Licensing Order (1921).

Where to go on Saturday.

London and Home Counties enthusiasts

should note that the big open hill climb,

to be held next Saturday on Kop Hill,

Princes Risborough, starts at 12 noon.

Silence—in Two Continents.

Cut-outs have been prohibited in Great
Britain for the past nine years. In the

United States just now an appeal is being

made to manufacturers to abandon the

fitting of cut-outs altogether.

Postmen Motor Cyclists.

In the American town of Riverside
motor car mail vans are being abandoned
and motor cycles have taken their places.

South African Imports.

For the twelve months ending Decem-
ber 31st, 1921, 1,424 motor cycles were im-

ported into South Africa, to the value of

£131,685, comparing rather unfavourably
with the figures for 1920—3,314 motor
cycles, value £274.593.

Are they the Best ?

According to Sir Henry Maybury, our
finest roads, are the granite-paved ones in

Glasgow. The setts are blocks of granite

like kerb-stones, 3ft. 6in. long, set in

bitumen, but the price is prohibitive. For
heavy transport vehicles they are, no
doubt, very satisfactory, but what about
solo riding thereon ?

%

No keener sportsmen are to be found than Yorkshiremen, and no mailer what the event

crowds are sure to gather, as shown by the photograph taken at Staxton hill climb. The

rider is E. Searle on a Sheffield-Henderson.

'PBCIAI. FLatVKSJ

T.T. NOTES AND NEWS.
GUIDE TO THE SCOTTISH TRIALS.

PASSENGER MACHINE TOPICS.

Pillion Riding.

In view of the favourable comment on

pillion riding in the Inter-Departmental

Committee's report, the daily news-

papers have given a distinct fillip to this

method of carrying a passenger.

Not so Bad as we Think.

There are bad roads in England, and

plenty of them, but there are also some
of the .best in the world. According to

the Director of Roads of the Ministry

of Transport, French and other foreign

road-makers frequently come over to

study our methods.

Driving Mirrors.

On a recommendation of the General

Purposes Committee of the Derbyshire

County Council, the clerk was instructed

to draw up. a bye-law compelling motor
vehicles to carry driving mirrors. In

the opinion of the Ministry of Transport,

such a bye-law, before coming into force,

would require confirmation by the Home
Office, and such a contingency is, we
understand, extremely unlikely.

Regulations for the Grand Prix.

Official rules for the French Motor
Cycle Grand Prix, to be run at Stras-

bourg, on July 12th, have just been pub-

lished, and merely confirm the outline

already given in these columns. This
race, the most important event of its kind

in France, i's open to 250, 350, and 500 c.c.

machines complying with the inter-

national regulations regarding weight and
tyre sizes. The Strasbourg circuit is 8.31

miles round, and will have to be covered

20, 25, and 30 times respectively by the

250 c.c, 350 c.c, and 500 c.c. classes.

The, entry fee is 400 francs per machine,

whatever the class. Entries close on

May 15th, or at double fees on June 15th.

Lake District Open Trial.

Organised by the Cumberland County
M.C.C., the Northern Centre A.C.TJ. will

hold an open reliability trial on Saturday,

May 13th, starting from the Crown and

Mitre Hotel, Carlisle, at 9 a.m.. Valuable

prizes and trophies will be awarded to the

winners, including the " Alan Trophy,"
value 65 guineas, for the best individual

performance ; the " Cumberland County
Trophy " for the best performance in the

solo class, the "Barron Trophy," for the

:
best performance in the passenger class

(excluding light cars), and the "New Im-

perial Trophy," for the best performance

on a machine up to 250 c.c. Further par-

ticulars and entry forms may be obtained

* from the hon. trials secretary, Mr. R. L.

Williamson, 19, Cecil Street, Carlisle.

17 '.)
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2VERY THINKING MOTORCYCLIST JOINS THE AUTO-CYCLE UNION J
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he Auto-Cycle Union
What is the best method of ensuring

that every Motor Cyclist in the Kingdom
shall become a member of the A.C.U. ?

To do so means, firstly, making known the unquestion-
able advantages of membership—already known and
appreciated by tens of thousands. If we are to create
a really powerful national organisation these benefits
must be made known individually to the whole of
the half-million motor cyclists in the Kingdom.

If such a powerful organisation be not created, then
we must continue to suffer at the hands of uninformed
officials in matters of law and its administration, and
also continue to be at the mercy of monopolists in
matters which touch our pockets, and so restrict
the free use of our machines.

How, then, can we bring home to every individual

motor cyclist the necessity of joining, both for his

own personal profit and in order to create that great

national body which all must recognise as so necessary

to-day ?

It is a simple matter to reply

:

"Advertise!"
This is a valuable aid

—

" But it isn't original, is it ?

WE WANT ORIGINAL IDEAS.
Therefore the following prizes are offered :

—

1st Prize - £100 in cash

2nd Prize - £50 *> >»

3rd Prize - £10 „ ,,

and twenty Consolation Prizes of £1 each.

WHAT YOU HAV| TO DO TO WIN A PRIZE.
Submit to the Secretary of the Auto-Cycle Union, 83, Pall Mall, London, S.W.I, suggestions as to

the best method of inducing 250,000 motor cyclists to enrol in the A.C.U. by the 30th September, 1922;
stating what additional benefits, if any, the Union might usefully offer.

These are the simple rules governing the Competition :

—

Your scheme must be expressed in not more than
500 words, but should set out in detail exactly
how you would operate it.

It must be forwarded to the Secretary A.C.U.,

83, Pall Mall, London, S.W. 1, not later than
the 15th May, 1922.

No correspondence will be entered into with
entrants.

The decision of the Judges, who will be members
of the Committee of the A.C.U., assisted by Com-
mander F. P. Armstrong, R.N.V.R., Acting Secre-

tary, Royal Automobile Club, and the Editor
of " Motor Cycling," as to the award of prizes

will be final and binding on all entrants.

The Committee reserve the right to make use of

or adopt any scheme or part thereof whether a prize

has been awarded to its author or not—but in

the event of such use will award a special

honorarium to any competitor who is not an
actual prize winner.

The result of the Competition will be published

in " The Motor Cycle " and " Motor Cycling " on
or before 15th July, 1922.

7- In order to rule out other than serious competitors,

no suggestion will be considered unless accom-
panied by tire application form at the foot of this

page, together with a remittance of 1/- in stamps
or postal order.

(Members of the Staff of the A.C.U. and R.A.C. are not eligible as Competitors.)

I desire to enter the A.C.U. Membership Competition and enclose \\- entrance fee herewith.

NAME

ADDRESS .: M.G.S7/4/33

IEVERY THINKING MOTORCYCLIST JOINS THE AUTO-CYCLE UNION

!

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention il Tlie Motor Cycle." C$
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Economical to Run,

Easy to Handle, Delightful to Drive,

ing in Price from -'.-'-' £00

™Pl£ID)IEMCInL

ALPERTON, LONDON.
Write for particvlars.

lAfOOAdt/*Cl Motor Cycles always are Value for

Money and fulfil the most exacting

requirements.

FLEXEKAS
Flexekas

Is simply an

airtight spring

fitteJ in compres-

sion between the

bottom of the guide and

the spring support so that

no leak can occur past the

valve guide, also the valve stem

Is protected from grit and lubricated

with graphite contained in the Flexekas

Once fitted this device will last indefi-

nitely without any attention andwill

cure the most common cause

bad starting and failure to 1

evenly at slow speed. Better

carburation is ensured

and consumption and

power improv

Valve clatter

is alsocJim--

inated.

Sparxekas

a dome of

strong tempered

glass designed on

the lines of an H.T,

line* petticoat insulator

which ensures no leakage

current across the insulator,

of a sparking plug. Embodied

the neck of the dome is an

annular spark gap completely

enclosed yet visible externally;

properly designed to give amplinca

tion of current without any strain

on the magneto, this device-

will overcome oiling up of

plugs and partial internal

short due to dirty insu-

lation. Sparxekas

are very neat

and give a
striking

effect.

SPARXEKAS
FLEXEKAS fit anv engine and are supplied with special

heatproof graphite paste at 2/6 per valve. Extra
cartons of paste to be used when overhauling are 1/6 each.

SPARXEKAS flt anv Plu£ and are supplied complete and
ready for fitting under existing terminal nut

at 2/6 per plug.

Obtainable Jrom Halford Depots, James
Grose Ltd, principle garages or directfrom

CLIFFORD PRESSLAND, A.M.I.E.E.
Engineer. HAMl'TON-ON-THAMES

HOBART
VALUE and EXPERIENCE-

these points are essential to you.

In the lightweight motor cycle

class, two-stroke or four-stroke,

there's a HOBART model to

meet your requirements.

VALUE—in price to the utmost
limit, is represented in every

HOBART model.

EXPERIENCE—in manufacture
since 1884 is put into every

HOBART Motor Cycle.

THE MOTOR CYCLE FOR YOU—
Two-stroke—Villiers or Morris engine.

Four-stroke—J-A.P. or Blackburne engine.

Gear Box—Sturmey-Archer, 2 or 3 speed-

Transmission—Chain-cum-belt or all-chain.

PRICE from £42 O O upwards.
Full specification post free on request.

HOBART CYCLE CO., LTD.,
COVENTRY.

c6 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle:
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Cheaper Benzole.

Most of the roadside garages during the

week-end announced benzole stocks at

2s. lid. per gallon.

The Great North Road.

Gradually the condition of the Great

North Road is improving. From London
to Doncaster is generally good, the only

really bad section being at Alconbury Hill.

North of Doncaster, Aberford, Ferry-

bridge and Wetherby districts retain their

old unenviable reputations, but signs of

improvement are apparent here and there.

South African T.T. Race.

It is wonderful the~ influence the T.T.

Races have had throughout the world.

The Natal M.C.C. has been accustomed

to run a South African T.T., but at the

request of the Motor Cycle Union
of South Africa it has agreed to forgo

the title of " South African," owing to

the fact that the Union contemplates

organising an event for the whole' of

South Africa, to be known as the South
African Tourist Trophy Race.

Sue the Manufacturers !

Sheffield magistrates reluctantly fined

eight offenders £2 each for using motor
cycles which were too noisy. In several

of the cases it was evident that the noisy

machines were used as sold by the

manufacturers, and the presiding magis-

trate said that he was surprised that

reputable firms sold machines in such a

condition. The defendants were advised

by the magistrates' clerk to sue the firms

selling the machines for damages. We
have already hinted in The Motor Cycle

that the silencing arrangements on
certain sporting models are, if used (to

employ a common expression) " simply
asking for trouble."

OF DISTINCTIVE

DESIGN.

Called the Sgonina-Special by its

enthusiastic owner, C. Sgonina

the well-known Welsh speedman,

this attractive looking mount is

based on a Norton, but has been

much altered. The new over-

head camshaft is chain driven off

two sprockets on the original cam-
shafts. Frame and gear box

resemble the track Sunbeam.

Value of International Trials.

All the British competitors who took
part in the International Six Days' Trial
last year agreed that, on account of the
unfamiliar nature of the Alpine roads
traversed, the event was one of the most
instructive in which they had ever
ridden. The principal British makes
represented were the A.J.S., Brough
Superior, Douglas, Sunbeam, Scott,

Raleigh, Triumph, and Norton; the two
latter were entered by Swiss representa-

tives.

Amateur Road Race Abandoned.

So as to avoid embarrassing the
A.C.U., the Manx M.C.C. definitely de-
cided last week-end to abandon the
Amateur Road Race for this year. Par-
ticulars of the A.C.U.'s refusal of an
open permit are given on page 549.

Racing Track for Blackpool.

The Blackpool and Fylde Motor Club
is receiving the enthusiastic support of

motorists throughout the North of

England for the proposal that a new
motor racing track should be included in

Blackpool's new park scheme. The
A.C.U. and the Lancashire A.C. are to
consider the question at their next meet-
ing. Meanwhile a large number of

important motoring clubs have written to
the Town Clerk in favour of the proposal.

After all, why should not Blackpool
have a motor race track ? There are few
seaside resorts in the country with a
better claim and few places more popular
amongst northern motor cyclists

FRONT WHEEL DRIVING AND STEERING. A Yorkshire product, the 8 h.p. Jap-

engined Bramham monocar. Similar in layout and transmission to the Stanhope cycle

cars, it was entered in last Saturday's Sutton Bank hill climb, which was postponed

owing to rain.

THE NEXT STAGE

!

MOTOR CYCLISTS interested

in small or large cars should read

Every Friday 4u.

the forerunner of all motoring

journals. Founded in 1S95, it

remains the largest and most success-

ful automobile paper, and enjoys

the greatest circulation. It. is

universally accepted as the repre-

sentative British motoring journal.
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TRIUMPHS
FOR THE T.T.

F o u r-v a 1 v e E n gi n e ;

Three'speed Gear Box

;

No Kick-starter ; Detail

Modifications. 26x3in.
Tyres Retained.

WHAT first, impresses one
about the Triumph for

this year's T.T. is that it

would make a' most delightful
standard solo mount of the super-
sports type. For although it

embodies advanced features of At a

design it bears not the slightest exami
suspicion of being a racing freak.

It may be described as a blend of last
yearns four-valve I.O.M. design, and this
year's marketed model with' several im-
portant modifications.

I he cylinder dimensions now are
85x88 mm., the reduction in stroke per-
mitting ample ground clearance, but at
the_ same time allowing full scope for the
design of an efficient cylinder head and
overhead gear with two inlet and two
exhaust valves without increasing the
overall height, and, consequently, raising
the centre of gravity of the machine. We
were assured that there was no other
reason for this reversion after a year in
the long stroke class to a more "square"
cylinder.

t APRIL 27th, 1022.

;lance the Triumph for the T.T. resembles the standard four-valve model, but on closer

nation there are one or two obvious modifications, none of which, however, is in any way freakish.'^

At a cursory glance, the cast iron cylin-

der, cylinder head, and the overhead
valve gear, all resemble the marketed
sports model, but actually there have
been some modifications. The valve area

is approximately 25% greater, the two
exhaust ports are set out at an angle

instead of being parallel on their centre

lines, and the sparking plug, has been
transferred to the side. This last change
was made purely on the score of increased
accessibility and an alternative position

is retained in the centre of the head.
As before, the inlet valves are

"masked," but generally the whole valve
gear is on more generous lines than
hitherto.

M&K3WR8Ww«wSrS«w :SK2i

The timing gear, too, has been altered

on the lines of last year's I.O.M. Triumph,
the cams are smaller but wider, and thf

decompressor has been dispensed with.

Th? 85

C 8

mm. edition of the four-valve engine to represent Triumphs in the I.O.M.

Overhead valve gear and cylinder head.

The sparking plug may be fitted at the

side as shown or in the old position in

the centre.

Double-row roller bearings are retained

for the big end, but the small end of the

connecting rod is now hardened, and
carries the floating gudgeon pin without
the customary phosphor-bronze bush.
The lubrication systerii is not unchanged,

but a detailed description of. this must
form the subject of a future article.

About 18 h.p. at 5,000 r.p.m. is expected

from the engine. At present the com-

pression ratio is about .65 to 1, but the

removal of the standard compression plate

would increase this considerably; whether
this will be done has not yet been

decided.
Transmission has also undergone detail

alterations. A three-speed close ratio

gear box on the usual Triumph lines has

been designed so compactly that the actual

casing is the same size as last year's T.T.

two-speed box. The clutch area has been

increased but both clutch and shock

absorber are of the same design as previ-

ously. Clutch operation, however, is

effected by a rod passing through the

hollow main shaft. No kick -starter is

fitted. The oil bath primary chain case

18
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Triumphs for the T.T.—
is cut away in the centre, permitting the
footrest bar to be fixed in the correct

position for greatest eontrollabilty.

Several sets of alternative gear ratios

are under consideration, the final choice
depending on whether 80 m.p.h. is

regarded as possible on the Island course.

As the machine stands, a. top ratio of
4.45 to 1 gives 5.48 and 8.23 as second
and first; with a 4.75 top the others
would be 5.84 and 8.78; while a third
alternative, necessitating, of course, a

fJpOT@aui
change in the box, would- give 4.75, 5.84,

and 7.12.

Excess care ' has not been devoted to

the engine and transmission at the expense
of the bicycle parts, and the few details

where improvement seemed possible have
all received attention. The excellent rear

brake remains as before^ but the control

rod has been modified so that the brake
pedal lies directly under the rider's foot

when normally placed on the rest. In
front a neat external band brake has been
fitted.

54/

Since the main tank carries. petrol only,
and is of a wider build, the capacity has
been increased to about 2^ gallons. No
carrier is fitted. 26in. x 3in. .Dunlop
Magnum tyres and Druid forks, of course,
find a place in the specification as does
the new square type M-L magneto. The
final choice of a carburetter will probably
fall on the racing Amac, but, naturally,

not without experiment.
We should imagine that the Triumph

team will be among the first favourites

at the start on .June 1st.

A TRIAL
FOR WORKS

STAFFS.
The Men who Assist in

Making Motor Cycles hold a

Trial of their own.

AS its name implies, the Coventry and
District Works' Motor .Association

is a body whose membership is

drawn from local works' staffs. That this

energetic institution is growing rapidly
is shown by the fact that no fewer than
sixty-one entries' were received for the
half-day reliability trial held on Saturday
last.

Unfortunately, various circumstances
prohibited the participation of many
entrants, . and only thirty-five actually

faced the starter. Of these thirty-two
finished the course, which was approxi-

mately fifty miles in length, and was
intentionally of an easy nature. This
trial was intended as a form of training

for stiffer tests in the near future, and it

must be remembered that though the
members are recruited from Coventry
motor works, well-known competition
riders are comparatively few and far

between. In fact, the majority of com-
petitors on Saturday last were genuine
amateurs, riding and owning their own
machines, many of which were faithful

friends of some years' standing. This

A study in sidecars at the Coventry and District Works' Motor Association's Trial on

Saturday. In the foreground is W. Montgomery's brilliant chessboard sidecar attached to

a Brough Superior ; immediately behind is J. Biddle's Rudge and compact little coupe.

accounts for the fact that there were
three failures on the very modest little

hill turning off right-handed some three-

parts of the way up Warmington hill.

On this, the most severe up gradient on
the course, there were several excellent

performances, notably, W. .Montgomery
(8 Brough Superior sc), J. Herbert (5 Lea-
Francis sc), E. Marshall (44 Humber sc),

T. Gibbins (8 Rex-Acme sc.), S. Walker
(6. Excelsior, sc), J. Bratby (4£ Humber),
W.. Dono (4 Triumph), and J. Richards

(4 Triumph sc).

•For the rest, "the only, difficulties lay in
the negotiation of some rather greasy but
very smooth three-track field roads

between Gaydon and Warmington. On
one gradient in this section there was a

certain amount of wheel spin, but the

most serious trouble was the oiumber of

gates to be opened, .adiich . materially

delayed competitors .. in" the non-stop
section. ... .

'
, ,..., -, ;

Both start and finish, took place just off

the Coventry-Kenilwbrth Road, and in

spite of a wet morning not a drop of rain

fell throughout the trial. There might
have . . been more direction arrows
employed, but there was no real excuse

for the few who left the course.

Results will not be available until next

week.

Although associated all the week with the manufacture of motor cycles, the majority of the members of the Association are as keen

amateurs as are to be found in any club. The illustration depicts the start of their trial last Saturday.

c
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A TRIAL FOR PRIVATE OWNERS.
Surbiton Motor Club's Third Annual Team Contest.

Five of the winning team in the Surbiton Club's inter-team trial. From left to right they are A. Shillito (8 Matchless sidecar)

R. C. Staunton (4 Triumph), R. A. Green (Norton), E. R. Showell (6 Martinsyde sidecar), R. Charlesworih -(3j Zenith-Bradshaw) ; the other

member of the team was W. Henry Wells (7 A.J.S. sidecar). They represented the organising club.

DESPITE the very unpleasant weather

conditions, there was no lack of en-

thusiasm on the part of the private

owners who competed in the team trial

organised by the Surbiton Club, which

took place last Saturday. Team cap-

tains were supervising last minute pre-

parations, checking watches, and issu-

ing final instructions so that nothing

should be left to chance, and so interfere

with the teams' prospects of winning the

Maudes Shield. The weather conditions

being so bad, the organising club called

a conference of club captains, who de-

cided that instead of doing three circuits

of the course, two would suffice.

Not a Freakish Course.

The event being open only to amateur
riders, the executive wisely decided to

exclude anything of a freakish nature on

the course, which lay through Guildford,

Albury, Farley Green, Smithwood Com-
mon, Horseblock Hollow, Shere, Gonis-

hall,"White Downs, Croeknorth, Horsley
Towers, Ockham, and back to Ripley.

Bright Street, Guildford, Horseblock Hol-
low, and White Downs were the three

test hills. Most of the competitors had
plenty in hand on Bright Street, some of

them making particularly fast climbs.

The " star performances " were the two
Brough Superiors, driven by H. D. Dob-
son and J. Clutterbuck ; also the entire

Oxford team.
From Bright Street the course was

followed with some difficulty ; it would
have been considerably better if the club
had augmented the blue dye with arrows,
the continuous rain having washed most
of it away.

Horseblock Hollow was the next test
hill; having a gradient of about 1 in 5,

and rather loose, it is quite a " stiffish
"

climb when dry, so it was not surprising

that a few failures resulted. R. W.
Greaves (Enfield sc), B. E. Belfield

(James sc), and F. V. Edwards (4

Harley sc.) were among the unfortunates.

An excellent ascent was made by
D. F. C. Fitzgerald (4 Norton) ; a sidecar

'failure directly in his fairway neces-

sitated a swerve into the greasy gutter

;

this gave him a bad wobble, but, making
a good recovery, he proceeded to the top

at speed. )

A circuitous run over muddy lanes

brought the riders to Shere, and so on to

White Downs. This accounted for quite

a few stops, some due to bad luck,

;

but none to absolute lack of power.

Easy going through Ockham back tn

Ripley completed the circuit of 33.3

miles. Only four of the teams were

intact for the next circuit, Woolwich
leading on the first round, followed by

Surbiton, Brighton, and Oxford. They
continued in this position until Crock-

north, where F. Ellis, the Woolwich cap-

tain, riding a Triumph, had a fall and

broke his handlebars, and so ended the

Woolwich team chances.'

The three remaining teams, finishing

complete, made it a question of time as

to which was the winner. Half an hour's

work on the part of the officials found

the Surbiton Club first.

!.
.' 1

"

D. H. Williams (2f A.J.S.) making light of White Downs Hil

20)
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THE AMATEUR ROAD RACE.
A.C.U. Refuses Permit for Open Amateur Event between Junior and Senior Trophy Races.

AND so the open amateur race is not

to be after all. The news will be
received with regret by the hundred

thousand odd keen motor cyclists in this

country and riders the world"over.
After giving the proposal- its blessing,

the A.C.U, Competitions Committee re-

versed its attitude last Friday, when
formal application was made by the

delegates of the Manx Motor Cycle Club,

and, by a majority of one only, turned
down a race it originally encouraged.

Objections Not Convincing.

It will be recalled that at the previous
meeting between the Auto-Cycle Union
and the representatives of the Manx
Club, the A.C.U. stated that the proposal
was " sympathetically received," and
" permission was granted to apply for a

permit,", but since then other influences"

have been at work.
The membership of the A.C.U. is very

largely composed of private motor cyclists,

and they will inevitably require an
explanation for the refusal to grant a
permit for an event so exclusively of

interest to that particular class of rider.

That an amateur race would be popular
has been amply proved in our pages. No
one will deny that there are obstacles in

the way, but some of the objections
trumped up by the several interested
parties were considered petty in the ex-
treme.

Of Political Significance.

Two Manx representatives came over
specially for the A.C.U. meeting

—

G. J. A. Brown and H. Cowin—and re-

turned to the island unconvinced as to the
merit of the objections put forward, their
report being presented to the Manx Motor
Cycle Club last week end.
True the time in which to arrange the

race has been short—and this may be re-

garded as one of the chief objections on
the part of those who wished to see the
race a success—but, from the moment the
proposed event was announced in our
pages, it appears to have become a
political matter of greater significance
than is generally realised by the
enthusiast.

The position of the A.C.U. is rather a
difficult one. It is first the governing body
of the sport and pastime, representing the

motor cycling public and doing its best to
foster development along, right lines. In
order to do. this,, events : such . as the
Tourist Trophy races are promoted. The
committee are, therefore, race promoters.
Now a race is proposed which, although
not probable, is at least possible ulti-

mately to rival the A.C.U. event, and
antipathy is perhaps natural. This

___revives a question often asked by private
owners, i.e., whether the governing body
is in a position fairly to adjudicate in

such matters, where an unbiased view
cannot be expected.

Trade Objections.

It was not the A.C.U. objections, how-
ever, which were entirely responsible for
the rejection of the amateur race. It is

no secret that there was
.
strong opposi-

tion on the part of the trade, who,
through Majo- H. R, Watling, of the
Manufacturers' Union, approached the
A.C.U. with a list of objections.

From what we know of the objections
of. both the A.C.U. and the trade, we
can say that some at least were petty and
unconvincing ; but there was one objec-

tion shared by both the A.C.U. and the
trade, and, we will admit, also by our-

selves. An umateur race sandtviched be-

tween the great blue riband Junior and
Senior events v>ould undoubtedly tend to

minimise the importance of the latter.

Some of the other objections are re-

garded in the Isle of Man as merely
excuses. For instance, the view was ad-

vanced that such a race would have no
scientific value. (Comment is unneces-
sary.)

Another objection was that an extra

25 or 50 men on the course would be
detrimental to the roads, yet the A.C.U.
was open to receive entries up to 200 for

the T.T. races, and less than 150 have
been received.

There is no doubt that the idea of

an amateur race was not congenial to

the A.C.U. management—as distinct from
the competitions committee—a represen-

tative and sporting committee, it so hap-

pens. Thus the committee had the diffi-

cult task of deciding whether they, were
to be swayed by outside considerations or

endorse their previous feeling and grant

a permit, and so satisfy the insistent call

of keen amateurs for a race all their

own. As we have intimated, there was
a majority of one—7 for and 6 against.
A narrow rejection.

Suggestion—Too Late.

We are informed that the feeling of the
committee appeared to be that had a
formal application for a permit been
made in respect of the Friday after the
senior race it would have been granted.
It transpires, however, that this sugges-
tion did not eventuate until after one or
two members of the committee had left,

and on the Isle of Man delegates . making
an application for a permit for the day
mentioned, it was found that another
meeting would have to be called. There
is now no time for this to be done, so the
I.O.M. delegates returned to the island

with two alternatives to discuss :

1. Postponement until nest year.

2. To run the race as a closed event.

It is some time now since we first

termed the A.C.U. the Motor Cyclists'

Parliament, but it was not until this

affair that the true likeness to parlia-

mentary methods became apparent.

Keen amateurs who want the race are

bound to consider that the A.C.U. has

been influenced by the trade in a matter

over which the private motor cyclist

considers the trade has no jurisdiction.

It is argued that an amateur race on the

lines suggested by the Manx Club is

surely just the very event where trade

considerations should be entirely absent.

Personally we should have liked to have
seen the race materialise, but not at the

expense of the T.T. races. Possibly the

Manx Club will organise an event later

in the year. Certainly an event at a later

date would attain greater prominence

than if held at a time when so many
important competitions are engaging the

attention of all interested in the motor

cycle movement.

"The Motor Cycle" Cap.

The Motor Cycle's offer to present a cup

to the winner was contingent upon the

official A.C.U. permit for the event, in

order to preserve harmony in the motor

cycle world, but it is renewed for an

amateur race under A.C.U. aegis, if the

Manx Club can arrange another date

satisfactory to all parties.

THIS YEAR'S LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN.
PARTICULARS of the fifteenth Lon-

don-Edinburgh run organised by the
Motor Cycling Club are now issued.

A3 previously announced, the start will be
from a private road adjacent to the
•London Country Club, Hendon, on the
eveningof Friday, June 23rd, and Kirk-
stone Pass will once again be included.

The first breakfast will be at Grantham,
the second breakfast at Dkley, lunch will

be served in Carlisle, while there will be
a stop at Moffat for tea.

Entries cost £2, including a deposit

on the number plates, which must be

returned to the club after the trial. The
final date for the closing of entries is

Saturday, May 13th.

Gold medals will be awarded to com-
petitors who comply with the regulations,

who are not more than 15 minutes early

at any point on the journey, or more
than 10 minutes late at any point, and
"who complete the section from Amble-
side over Kirkstone Pass up to Patter-

dale as a non-stop run.

Silver medals will be awarded to com-
petitors who are not more than 15
minutes early or 30 minutes late at any

point on the journey. Bronze medals

will be awarded to competitors who are

not more than 15 minutes early and who
complete the journey in 25 hours.

Anyone not a member wishing to com-

pete should apply to the honorary

secretary, Mr. Southcomb May, 34, Gower
Place, London, W.C.I, for a membership
application form. These applications

must be completed by Saturday, how
ever. Entries for the run must be sent

to Mr. F. T. Bidlake, M.C.C. Trials

Secretarv, 84, North End Road, Golder's

Green, London, N.W.ll.

ci5
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LONDON TO HOLYHEAD.
Strenuous Week Event Traversing Welsh Mountain Passes Organised by the

Ealing and District M.C.C.

IFTY-FIVE entries, including motor

F cycles, three-wheelers, and -"-cars,

were received "by the Ealing and

District M.C.C. for its-third annual trial

from London to Holyhead.
The first man was despatched from

Cranford Bridge at 12.1 a.m., the rest

following at minute intervals. The route

lay over main roads through Reading and

Faringdon, where the first check' was

held, to Gloucester, where W. B. Gibbs

was in charge of the second check; he

also supplied the riders with coffee and
sandwiches, which were appreciated.

G. E.' Cuffe (5-6 Metro-Tyler) was

dogged with ill luck throughout the trial,

having suffered a burst rear . tyre'; before

reaching Faringdon ; then his spare tube,

which he carried in a haversack on his

back, caught in his rear chain sprocket,

throwing him off. F. R. G. Spikins (3i

Triumph) was passed on Birdlip with his

carburetter dismantled, and was not seen

again; also the Zenith-Bradshaws ex-

perienced oiled-up plugs after the descent

of Birdlip Hill- Although rumour
had it that the road surface from

Gloucester to Hereford was in a shocking

condition, it did not appear to be at all

out of- the ordinary, but misfortune in

different ways befell many.

About Dawn.

Cyril Pullin (350 Douglas) was ob-

served sitting on a gate drinking coffee

from his Thermos, but he was not seen

again; F. J. Youngs (2^ O.K.) discovered

his platinum (alleged) points had burnt

out, so fitted a new spare contact breaker

complete, which he carried, and Mrs. Jan-

son (2£ Ner-a-car) burst her rear tyre,

which made her late at Hereford, where
one hour was allowed for breakfast.

Main roads led on to Rhayader, but

before reaching this place F. S. Spouse

(8 T.B.) retired with engine trouble, and
Cuft'e's front brake seized on, which re-

sulted in a nasty fall. G. H. Goodall (8

Morgan) broke his rear brake band, and
H. Beart (10 Morgan) had continuous

trouble with his chains throughout the
trial. Before reaching Rhayader several

snowdrifts at the side of the road were

passed, but fortunately this was all that

was actually encountered, although the

mountain tops were white in many parts.

Within eight miles of the Rhayader check

the first observed hill was ascended,' but

it did not cause much trouble, being dry

and stony. It was announced in the final

regulations that a secret check would be

held somewhere between the last-named

place and Bala', a distance of 885 miles,

-which naturally made the competitors

endeavour to keep to their schedule time.

This, however, was difficult, as the road

surface was in places appalling, added to

which some nine water-splashes had' to be

negotiated. A. G. Waif (3 A.B.C.) hit a

boulder "and crashed with nothing more
.'serious than water in his magneto, which
he soon dried out; but H. C. Nias (3£

Ariel) made a splendid crossing.

On the Mountains.

Passing- by way of Devil's Bridge,

the next check was held at Llanidloes,

and then the most difficult section,

scheduled. at only 15 m.p.h.,was started

to Machynlleth, where one hour was
allowed for lunch. Mrs. Janson (2\ Ner-
a-ear) ran short of petrol near Stay-a-

Little, but managed to obtain a supply.

Hereabouts the route lay through
several gates, which were closed, and over

the mountain of Plynlimmon, with its

rock-strewn, so-called road. Great havoc
was wrought amongst the cars, the. motor
cycles coming through well, although
several checked in late at Machynlleth.
This section was doubtless severe, but in

previous years the roads were wet," which
added vastly to the difficulties in such
circumstances. A good road now led on
through Dinas Mawddwy to the dreaded
Bwlch-y-Groes, where several gold medals
were lost, as is usual on this hill.

W. S. Schooley, W. D. Fugh and V.
Gayford. all on 3^ h.p. Zenith-Bradshaws,
H. C. Nias Pi Ariel), J. Hall (2|

Trump), M. O'Reilly (3i N.U.T.). H. W.
Glendinning (4 Powell sc), G. E. Cuffe
(Metro-Tyler), S. A. McCarthy (8

Morgan), P. Pehrson (4 Dunelt" sc),

all made good,' steady climbs with alltlit

solo Zeniths fast. Mrs. Janson (2-J

Ner-a-car) stopped, but with a great dea

of foot slogging ultimately got up

A. "Ward (2§ Sirrah-Blackburne) put up a

similar performance ; S. E. Longman {Zi

Zenith-Bradshaw sc.) was obliged t"o stoj

and shed his passenger. A. G. Wal.

(3 A.B.C.) was good, and F. J. Young;

(2£ O.K.) came up slowly, emitting clouds

of smoke. The secret check -was at last

found just over the summit from where

the road was followed through Bala tc

the. tea check at Bettws-y-Coed.

Minor Collisions.

About here G. E. Cuffe in pass-

ing : F. J. Youngs caught the lattev's

handle-bar grip, which resulted in the

latter falling and hurting his leg ; how-

ever, after straightening up footrests.

handle-bars, etc., they were both able to

continue. . V. Gayford (3^ Zenith-Brad-

shaw). endeavouring to avoid someone on

the road, hit a car while he was indulging

in fast riding, which might have had very

serious consequences. As it was, he was

thrown from his machine with great- force,

but luckily only suffered a shaking.

After tea the route continued on to

Bangor (where Cuffe was at last obliged

to retireWith more tyre troubles) over the

Menai Bridge and on to the final check

which was held on the milestone reading

"Holyhead two." In this trial the

" sealed watch " system was used, as is

usually done in the big Midland events.

At time" of going to press the results

have not been announced, but the follow-

ing are those who checked in at Holy-

head :

S. E. Longman (3Vi Zenith-Bradshaw sc). ,

W. D. Pugh (3'i. Zenith-Bradshaw).
V. Gavford (31/. Zenith-Bradshaw).
H. C. 'Nias (3>i Ariel).
Mrs. G. M. Janson (2li Ner-a-car).

T. A. Ward (2% Sirrah-Blaekburne).
.1. Hall <23i Tramp).
W. Si Schooley (3 1/- 2enith-Bradshaw). .

P. Pehrson (4 Dunelt sc).
A. -G. Wall (3 A.B.C).
II. O'Reilly (5'j N.U.T.).
H W. Glendinning (4 Powell sc.).

P. J. Youngs (214 O.K. Junior).
S. M. Greening (2*4 Coventry-Eagle).
G. H. Goodall (8 Morgan).
H. Beart (10 Morsran).
S. A. McCarthy (8 Morgan).

A ROYAL MEETliNG AT BROOKLANDS.
ON May 20th the Essex M.C. will

organise a race meeting at Brook-
lands, under the patronage of

H.R.H. the Duke of York, K.G., who
will be present during the meeting.
There will be six car races and three
motor cycle events : The Duke of York
3-lap junior handicap, for motor bi-

cycles not exceeding 500 c.c. ; the Duke
of York 3-lap senior handicap, for motor
bicycles not exceeding 1,000 c.c. ; and the
Essex 3-lap passenger machine handicap,
for sidecars not exceeding 1,000 c.c. en-
gine capacity, and cycle cars under 1,100
c.c. The distance in each case will be
about 8J miles. For the 1,000 c.c. solo

c 16

race entries may be limited to machines
capable of 70 miles per hour or more.
Specially designed medals, commemora-
tive of the occasion, the exclusive design
of which will be approved by H.R.H.
the Duke of York, will be awarded to

the winners.

Proceeds to Charities.

The proceeds of the meeting will be
devoted to the funds of the Middlesex
Hospital and the Industrial Welfare
Society. The Appeal Committee con-
sists of the Earl of Athlone, G.C.B.,
G.C.V.O., C.M.G., D.S.O., and Wing-

Commander Louis Greig, M.V.O., repre-

senting the Duke of York, and a- number
of ladies and gentlemen prominent in the

motor and motor cycle worlds. Tickets

can be bought before the day for 4s.,

and the price of admission at the gates

is 5s. To encourage advance booking a

free gift of a 4 h.p. Harley-Davidson
motor cycle, presented by Mr. Duncan
Watson, will be awarded to a purchaser

of an admission ticket before the day.

Particulars of the scheme under which
this machine will be awarded have not

yet been announced. The hon. sec. is Mr.

A. G. Reynolds, 95, Fillebrook Road,
Leytonstone, London, E.ll.
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OUR MIXED CLIMATE.
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Sutton Bank Hill Climb Postponed. Heavy Rain Makes Surface Impossible.

HOPES WASHED OUT. Disconsolate competitors, committee men, press men and spectators held repeated inquests on the state of the

weather at the foot of Sutton Banc, the venue of the Yorkshire Centre A.C.U. hill climb last Saturday. Finally it was decided to

postpone the event for one week.

SOUTHERNERS—and there were a,

number—who trekked northwards on
Friday last in order to compete in the

Yorks Centre Sutton Bank hill-climb on
Saturday enjoyed a glorious ride under
perfect weather conditions.

Inside Yorkshire's borders, however,
gloom prevailed,

-
- and Saturday's dawn

brought rain. Officials and competitors
sadly peered through the mists and
driving downpour and watched the surface

deteriorate from a fairly ridable one to a

slippery quagmire of yellow clay. One or

two essayed the ascent, R. T. Cawthorne,
for instance, on his 3^ h.p. Norton side-

car, and Fraser Nash on the G.N.
struggled up despite wheel-slip at a speed
which scarcely ever exceeded 25 m.p.h.
Many spectators found it impossible to

climb the hill at all, and ultimately the
committee reluctantly announced that the
event would be postponed until next
Saturday. Nothing else was to be done,
of course, but the assembled motor
cyclists having nothing better to do and
perhaps feeling " fed up and far from
home," whiled -away the - afternoon in

desultory attacks on the gradient, in

gossip, and in tea at Thirsk, where sorrow
might be drowned.

Such a disappointment is, indeed, hard
lines on the organising club (the York
and District M.C.) and on the spectators,

many having journeyed by chars-a-Dancs
from surrounding places. Many of the
competitors, of course, may have other
arrangements which will prevent them
competing on the 29th, but to those who
are able to be there, better luck next
time

!

Strange to say, those who travelled
southwards on the following day found
that lovely weather had been enjoyed in

termittently during the week-end south
of Yorkshire—such is fate.

SPORTING NORTH COUNTRY EVENT.
Few Finish with Clean Sheets in the Travers Trophy Trial of the Newcastle and District M.C.

INTERMITTENT rain
_
during the

1 whole day somewhat increased the
difficulties of an already sporting

course in last Saturday's Open Trial of

the North-Eastern Centre A.C.U. The
organising club was the Newcastle and
District M.C, and the chief award, as

last year, was the Travers Challenge
Trophy (value 200 guineas), together

with a special prize (or cheque), value
£50. There were several further awards
and the entry list was very representa-

tive, well-known riders attending from
all over the country.
Each competitor was credited with

100 marks at the start and was allowed
a five-minute early limit without penali-
sation. Failure on an observed hill

meant a loss of five marks, and to decide
the winner of the Trophy, should

several finish with clean sheets-
, a for-

mula climb was held en route on Killhope
Hill. Fastest time in this climb, irre-

spective of class, gained the Alan
Robson Shield for one year.

From the start at the Grand Hotel,
Newcastle, the route led through Shotley,
Castleside, Blackpool Hill, to Stanhope,
up Peat Hill, which has a bad left-hand
bend, and along a very difficult section to

Holloway Hill, through Middleton-in-
Teesdale to Killhope, and then on to
lunch at Allandale, a distance of 83
miles.

Several competitors got into trouble
early. H. R. Harveyson (3^ Triumph)
punctured twelve miles from the start

ajid was eight minutes late at the next
check in consequence, as was P. Hart
(3g Sunbeam). However, he carried on,

without worrying much about keeping to
schedule time, and indeed stopped on
several of the hills to watch the other
competitors' performances. Last year's
Trophy winner, George Denby (2£ Velo-
cette), was also put out of the running
at an early stage, owing to his magneto
timing slipping.

Killhope, the timed hill climb, a main
road test, was in fair condition. A car
by the roadside was mistaken for the
official check by a number of the com-
petitors, who pulled up there by mistake.
Hugh Mason, on a very speedy sport-

ing N.U.T., made fastest time, another
N.U.T. was second, and Harveyson, on
the o.h.v. Triumph, was third. Other
excellent ascents were made by G. Grinton
(1922 7-9 Harley-Davidson sc), ' W. R.
Haggas (3^ Triumph). Bert Kershaw (2i
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Sporting North Country Event.—
New Imperial), and G. M. Townshend
(41 P. and M: so.).

After climbing the lower reaches at a

good pace, Kaye Don (3| Norton) came
to a stop, owing to the needle-valve of

his carburetter breaking.

There was a surprising number
_
of

stoppages in the morning's run which,

although not difficult, included a consider-

able amount of grass-grown moorland

tracks. Perhaps W. R. Haggas (3^
Triumph) shone more than any other on
these sections, but Harveyson (Triumph)
and Kershaw (New Imperial) were also

very sure of themselves.

Stanley Bell (2J Beardmore, - Barr &
Stroud) retired at the luncheon check with

a broken throttle wire ; R.
.
Pace (4

Triumph) was pursued by belt trouble,

both in the morning and the afternoon,

and J. Joynson (2-| Invicta) broke a valve.

APRIL 27th, 11)22.

In the afternoon the reverse morning's

course was followed in two separate

portions, but the total distance was
shorter by fifteen miles.

E. A. Barnett (2§ Francis-Barnett)
broke a chain, but by hard riding

managed to make up time.
A big percentage of the starters

finished, to the delight of a. huge crowd,
but it is generally agreed that very few
retained absolutely clean sheets.

CLUB NEWS (continued "\

from p. 540)
Worcester and District M.C.C. and

Worcestershire M.C.

J. H. Kettle, an amateur driver, on a

New Hudson three-wheeler, only de-

livered a week previously, made an out-

standing performance in the recent joint

trial of these clubs. Results :

Kay Cup:—Bert Kershaw (2Vt New Imperial).

Special Prize:—T. H. Leeke (10 Morgan).
Silver Medals: W. J. Stretton-Ward (3"o

Triumph). L. W. Lewis -(<ry Beardmore), C F.
Townley (31a ).

Cork and District M.C.C.

To qualify for first class awards in the

Easter Monday trial, a competitor had to

to be on time at all open checks. (2m. al-

lowed), and at all secret checks (5m.)-,

to climb both test hills, and to show a

figure of merit in the flexibility test

ranging from 4 for solos under 300 c.c.

and sidecars under 6C0 c.c. to 7 for solo

machines from 750 to 1,000 c.c. on the

formula : slow time -4- fast time. The
total distance was about 150 miles. Six
competitors made clean ascents of
" Priest's Leap." Results :

First-class Awards (no marks lost).

Jack Mulligan i3\'i Triumph).
R. S. Russell (3% Scott).
Don O'Sullivan (4 Triumph).
J. Gibbings (2K A.J.S.).
J. P. Frost (8 Blackbmne).

Second Class Award.
J. O'Sullivan (2% A.J.S.) (1 mark lost).

The Challenge Cup presented by the Sotrth of
Ireland Motor Co. was awarded to Jack Mulligan
for the best performance of the day.

Meefc=J£nJ> Club Events.

April 27th.

April 27th

April 29th

April 29th
April 29lh.

April 29th

April 30th
April 30th
April 30th
April 30th

April 30lh.

April 30th

April 30th
April 30th

April 30th

April 30th.

April 30th.

April 30th

April 30th

April 30th

May 1st.

—Gloucester M.C. and L.C.C.—Relia-
bility Trials.

—Sorth Wales M.C.C—Petrol Con-
sumption Test.

—Sheffield M.C.C—Picnic at Slrtnes
Inn^

—Card iff M.C.C—B ill dim b.—Eastern Centre A.C.U. — Balf-tlay
Reliability Trial.

.—Coventry Triangle M.C — Bill
Climb.— York and District M.C—Club Run.

.

—

Manchester M.C.—Speed Trial.
.—Wolverhampton -If .C .C .—Trial.
.

—

Darlington and District M.C.—Social
Run.

,

—

Brighton and Bore M.C C.—Surprise
Run.

.

—Rochester. Chatham and District M.C.
and L.C.C.—Run to Pcnshurst.

.—Northern Centre A.C.P.—Rally.
Balifax and District M.C. and L.C.C.

—Reliability Trial.
.
—Kelso and District M.C — Paper

Chase.—Feaiherstone. and District.—Run to

Shipley Glen.—Kidderminster M.C.C.—Social Run.
.

—Coventry Triangle M.C. — Run to

Yarningdale Common.
.—Sheffield M.C.C. and S.C.C—Trophy

Trial.
Taunton and District M.C. and L.C.C
—Run to Sidtnouth.

Oxford M.C.—May Morning Social Run.

3E]QEiaai3l3E13a!3Q[3aH[3QEIBElHBE13

At the start of the 500 c.c. class in last Saturday's Edinburgh and District M.C. speed
contest held at Ravelaw Hill. Balerno. J. R. Alexander (494 Douglas) and Graham Black

crossing the tape.

c 18

Essex County and Southend-on-Sea A.C.

- On account of the organisation required
to ensure a successful event, the club
has been obliged to postpone its big hill

climb from -May 1st to May 27th.

Cardiff M.C.

.
The first reliability trial of 1922 was

held on Wednesday of last week over
a 65-mile course. Seventeen competi-
tors started, and twelve completed the
course. R. Morel (8 Rex sc.) won
premier place with a loss of only three
marks.

Rochester, Chatham and District M.C.
and L.C.C.

Much of the credit for the success of

the Easter hill-climb at Vigo Hill,

described last week, is due to this club,
which carried out the greater part of

the organisation, the other Kent clubs
attending mainly as competitors.

Leinster M.C.C.

Results have now been announced of-
the two days' Easter trial

:

Carver-Draper Cup (for medium solos and side-
cars over 600 c.c.) :—H. E. Bell (3'i James).

Lepler Cup (for lightweights solos and under
600 c.c sidecars) :—T. Henry (2'i Velocette).
.First Class awards:—H. E. Bell (3 1/. James),

R. Murphy (4 Triumph), H. Adair (4" B S i I

J. A. C«rville (4 B.S.A.), J. G. Burney (S Enfield
sc). S. J. Redmond (7-9 Indian sc), F. Holmes
(8 Matchless sc), T. E. Greene (31'- Douglas)
G. A. Daly (4 Triumph), R. M. Murphy (4 Tri-
umph).

Second Class Awards (Silver Medals) :—James
Adair (4 Triumph), G. Thomson (31 '. N.TJ T ) T
Henry (2',4 Velocette), J. A. Adair (4 BS 4), J
Brown (3>'2 Douglas), P. A. Bell (7 James).

Special Prize for best performance of a novice
was awarded to H. E. Bell (3% James).

Special prize for best performance of machines
up to 250 c.c. was awarded to T. Henry (2*4 Velo-
cette).

Nottingham and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Night runs are becoming popular with
the East Midland centre A.C.U. clubs.

In the last of them, organised by the

Nottingham Club, the 141-mile route was
via Mansfield, Newark, Lincoln, Retford,
Worksop, Chesterfield, Matlock, and

Derby, finishing at Wollaton Park gates.

A team event was incorporated, and gold

medals offered by the North Derbyshire
Club for the best_per.formance of a team

of three riders, from any club of the

centre, but several riders took a wrong
road outside Lincoln, and no complete

team finished. Only one failure was re-

ported in the observed section at Amber
Hill. Awards

:

350 c.c. : S. S. Debenham (2*4 Campion) : 550
c.c. solo: W. N. Haslam (3>b Norton); 1,100 cc.

sidecar: I. Cohen (10 Campion sc), only single

cylinder sidecar machine to finish, L. S. Hooley

(4*.4 Beardmore-Precision sc).
Gold medal certificates :—D. O. M. Macfai lane

(Velocette), D. H. Jones (Beardmore)," A. J-

Raynor (Rudge-Multi), F. E. Nash (Scott), C.

Coates (Douglas), and W. Waddington (Ivy).
(
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply.
Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-
taining legal questions should be marked " Legal ' in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.
ROUTES.-*-By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt
with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality.

TWISTED FRAME.
Owing to the very bad roads I

ol nave been over recently, the

5 head of my Scott machine has
-iJ been pulled over by the side-

car iin. out of the vertical. I

have been assured that by placing a

steel bar through the head it is possible

to lever it back the necessary ^in. (each

end of the head) without heat. Is this

not rather risky, as I feel the metal
may possibly have a flaw m it -after

such treatment ?—Old Man Safety.
"he treatment you describe is distinctly

.•isky if carried out without heating the

frame, as on account of the spring of the
metal you would have to pull it much
more than you propose in order to set it

back £in. The best plan will be to return
the frame to the makers so that it can be
properly trued on a jig.

SPRING FORK AND TYRE WEAR ON
BIG SINGLE.

I have a 1921 B.S.A., 4£ h.p.,

^T] and sidecar. (1.) The front fork

> springing seems very harsh ; is

-S-l this usual on this type of

machine? (2.) Should I improve
matters to a great amount if I fitted

Terry spring links? (3.) After 1,000

miles running, the back tyre is worn
quite flat, not down to canvas, but all

pattern gone ; is this caused bv the
all-chain drive?—R.W.F.

(1.) We do not quite understand what
you mean by the front fork springing
being harsh, as you do not make it clear

whether the fork is too lively or whether
it does not work at all ; you can damp
its action (if the former) by tightening
the shackle bolts, while if it is too stiff

you can free it by slackening them. We
have found this spring fork to be effi-

cient and satisfactory, although it tends
to bounce somewhat if the shackles are

allowed to get slack. (2.) Although we
have not used the spring links- on these
particular forks, we should imagine that
they are an improvement, as they make
provision for horizontal shocks. (3\)

With the same machine 2,500 miles (with
sidecar) should be obtained from the
back tyre before it is worn quite down
to the canvas. The clutch spring ten-

sion is best eased off somewhat to render
the drive less harsh, and the engine must
never be allowed to thump on top gear,
middle gear being used whenever neces-
sary, and slight pressure being applied to

the clutch lever when the engine is pick-
ing up on toj gear.

CARBURETTER FAULT.
My Rudge machine starts off

easily, but on steadily opening
out above 30 m.p.h. chokes and
backfires and stops unless I shut
off again pretty quickly. I have

just had the engine down (rebushed,
new piston rings, etc.), and the magneto
timing is correct; do you think wrong
valve timing would do this? I have a
large, long, trumpet-ended air intake
fitted to the carburetter and a rather
large jet. It chokes if I open both gas
and air steadily, or if I open gas
only. Could you kindly advise me on

important Bates.

Sat., April 29th—S. Midland Centra
A.C.U. Open Hill-climb.

Sun., April 30th, to Sun., May 7th—
Paris-Pyrenees Trial.

Mon., May 1st, to Sat., May6th—Scot-
tish Six Days Reliability Trials.

Sat., May 6th—B.M.C.R.C. Members'
Meeting at Brooklands.

Sat.,May 13th-Northern Centre A.C.U.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., May 20th—S.-Western Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Tues., May 30th—Junior Tourist
Trophy Race.

Thurs., June 1st—Senior Tourist Tro-
phy Race.

Fri., June 2nd, and Sat., June 3rd

—

M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.
Mon., June Sth, to Sat., June 10th

—

Royal Scottish A.C. Light Car Trial.
Sat., June 10th—B.M.C.R.C. Open
Meeting at Brooklands.

Sat., June 17th—Yorkshire Centre
A.C.U. Open " Colonial Trial."

Sat., June 17th—Ealing and Dist.
M.C.C. 200 Mile Sidecar Race,
Brooklands.

Fri., June 23rd. and Sat., June 24th

—

IrishTwenty-Four Hour Open Trial.
Sat., June 24th—Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., Jul v 1st—East S. Wales Centre
A.C.U."Open Speed Trials.

Wed., July 5th—Eastern Centre A.C.U.
Open Speed Trials.

Wed., July 12th—French Grand Prix.
Sun., July 23rd—Belgian Grand Prix.
Fri., July 28th, to Mon., July 30th—
Anglo-Dutch Trial in Holland.

Thurs., Aug. 3rd, to Wed., Aug. 9th

—

International Six Days Trials.
Sat., Aug. 5th, and Mon., Aug. 7th—

Irish Two-day Open Trial.
Mon., Aug. 7th—West S. Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials at
Pendine.

Sat., Aug. 12th—North Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Mon., Aug. 21st, to Sat., Aug. 26th—
A.C.U. Six Days Trills.

Sat., Sept. 23rd—500 Mile Race at
Brooklands.

this, please? The pipe from the carbu-
retter has an ugly bend in it ; would
it improve the running if I substituted
a straight pipe?—R.V.

The symptoms are those of insufficient

petrol supply beyond a certain throttle
opening, and if you bad not stated that
the jet was a fairly large one we should
have judged it to be on the small side.

Test for partial obstruction in the flow.
On the other hand, the trouble might be
due to incorrect valve timing, and this

should be checked carefully by the
makers' instructions. A straight inlet

pipe is generally desirable, but it is

unlikely that the bend you describe is

the cause of the trouble. As a guide to
the correctness of the jet size, notice
whether black smoke is given off from the
exhaust ; this is a symptom of too rich

a mixture. Inability to open the air lever
fully at moderate speeds indicates weali

mixture.

INJURY TO A DOG.
Recently while riding up a

slight hill I ran into a large

shepherd dog. I did not run
over it, but struck it hard in the
centre of the body, and from

what I hear the dog has died and the
farmer has told me he is going to claim
compensation for it. I did not fall off

nor was any perceptible damage done
to the machine; there were no people

about at the time, and the dog was
standing in the centre of the road and
ran to the side at the moment I should

have passed ; the farmer now states I
was going 30 miles per hour.—S.J.M.

The liability depends entirely on how you
were riding. If you were going at a

moderate speed and, by exercising proper
care, could not avoid doing injury to the

dog, then you are not liable. Of course

the dog had a perfect right to be in the

road, and it was your duty not to ride in

such a manner as to cause"it injury, but

if, as suggested, the dog was standing in

the centre of the road and suddenly ran

in front of your machine just as you were

passing there is no liability, if, as before

stated, you were riding carefully.

IMPROVING A TWO-STROKE ENGINE.
Being desirous of timing up the

2k h.p. Union 2-stroke engine on

my motor cycle, I would be
grateful for assistance. I under-

stand that by filing all the rough-

ness, corners, and sharp edges of the

exhaust and inlet ports, more power
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can be obtained. (1.) How much is it

advisable to file off without weakening

the cylinder? (2.) Should the ports be

filed on all four sides? (3.) Will this

seriously affect the timing of the ports?

—D.H.S.
(1, 2, and 3.) It is quite likely that an im-

provement would be effected by filing the

ports as yon suggest, but at the com-

mencement, at any rate, we think it would

be best to do no more than smooth them

and then test the effect on the running

of the engine. You certainly should not

take much off the top and bottom of the

port without careful thought, as by so

doing you will alter the timing of the

engine.

FITTING A SPEEDOMETER LIGHT.

I have a Lucas Magdyno fitted

[—Tl to a Matchless outfit, which has

I" the usual three lamps connected

LLI up. I now wish to fit a speedo-

meter lamp, the current to be

taken from the generating outfit; will

you furnish me with details as to where

to make my connections?—F.A.C.

There is a spare terminal in the switch box

of the Magdyno set to which extra fittings

such as a horn or inspection lamp may be

connected. Write to the makers for their

instruction booklet, which contains dia-

grams of the wiring and interior of the

switch box.

EFFECT OF EXCESSIVE IGNITION
ADVANCE.

I have a 3£ h.p. J.A.P. engine,

and last week
;

after setting the-

magneto (Bosch) correctly, as I

thought, I tried to start up, and

the cylinder broke off where it

is bolted to the crank case. What
was the cause?—H.H.

You timed the ignition with too much
advance, -thus causing the spark to occur

so far before the piston reached the top

of the stroke that the full force of the

explosion was developed when the piston

was actually on top dead centre, with the

result that the cylinder broke away from
the crank case bolts. The spark should

be timed to take place when the piston is

on top dead centre with the ignition con-

trol two-thirds retarded, and in no case

should it be much advanced beyond this

setting.

FOUR-CYLINDER TWO-STROKES.

As I am about to design a four-

cylinder w.c. two-stroke engine

of about 7-9 h.p., I should Tike

to know your opinion on such an

engine for a light car, etc., before

I go very far into the matter. (1.) Do
you consider 60 mm. x 70 mm. bore and
stroke will give 7-9 h.p.*? (2.) What is

the usual compression space for a two-
stroke engine in relation to bore and
stroke?—F.G.S.

(1.) The dimensions you mention will give

a total capacity of approximately 800 c.c.

.

and this might be nominally rated at 7

to 8 h.p. (2.) This question cannot be
answered ; the usual compression ratio is

between 4 and 5 to 1. There does not
appear to be any object in making a four-

cylinder two-stroke unless the cranks are
set at 90° ; if the cranks are set at 180c

the torque is no better than that of a
two-cylinder two-stroke.

fflSigaLE

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions published

under this heading should be addressed

c/o The Editor, " The Motor Cycle,'-

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.CA, when they will be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned. Bequests

for experiences should be accompanied by

a stamp.

" A.L.H." (Birmingham).—2i h.p. Cal-

thorpe two-stroke, with clutch and kick-

starter.

"N.E.H." (London, W.2).—5^ h.p.

Rudge-Multi and 3i h.p. Duzmo.
" A.B.C." (Ashington).—1922 A.B.C.

solo.
" J.M." (Newton 'Stewart).—A.B.C.

under Colonial conditions; can W.S.R. be

-fitted; mechanical defects; also Palmer
rear suspension on 2| h.p. Douglas.

" F.J.G." (London, W.).—Scott with

sidecar; reliability, accessibility, m.p.g.,

compression losses at crankshaft glands.

"H.K." (London, N.W.I).—Ner-a-car :

with additional passenger occasionally.
" C.T." (Norwich).—2J h.p. Excelsior-

Blackbume.
"J.B." -{Liverpool).—2J h.p. Cleve-

land : improving starting and consump-
tion.

" A.L." (London. S.E.17).—5-6 h.p.

F.N. : particularly cost of upkeep.
"A.F.M." (Boat of Garten).—Volex

dry battery outfit on sidecar machine.

. SPARKLETS.
Coulson Motor Cycle Spares.

As the present makers of Coulson motor
cycles. A. W. Wall, Ltd., have organised

a spares and repairs department, and
replacements are now promptly available

from the works at Tyseley, Birmingham.

Found on the Road.

Mr. P. T. Kimmins of Lynton, Devon,
reports finding a starting-handle on
Beggar's Boost after the passage of the

Land's End competitors on Easter Satur-

day.

On Good Friday Mr. J. B. Cox,-

27, Flanders Road, Chiswick, London,
W.4, found an inner tube between Dork-
ing and Horsham.
A new inner tube was seen to drop from

a solo rider's machine at Hvde Park
Corner on April 13th by Mr. P.'H. Hard-
wick. Particulars should be forwarded to

the Editor.

APRIL zjth, 1922.-

Plugs in the Tour de France.

In the 500 c.c. class in the 2
:
300-rai]

Tour de France, Naas, who gaine

premier position, used K.L.G. plugs i

his A.B.C. machine.

Spares Service.

As an example of the value which the

place upon the spares and replacemen
side of their agency business, Maudi
Motor Mart, of London, Exeter, ai

Walsall, mention in a recent letter th:

30% of their stock value is apportion
to' these headings.

Teams in the International Six Days.

Owing to a printers' error iu t]

original regulations it was stated in 01

issue of April 6th that a national tea

must consist of three solo machines ai

one sidecar outfit or cycle car. The tea

should consist of two solo machines ai

one sidecar or cycle car.

Touring Handbook of the A.C.U.

A new edition of the Auto Cycle TJnii

touring guide is a larger publication thi

the 1921 issue. It contains informatii

on legislative matters affecting mot
cyclists, the new camping facilities offer

to members, a list of ferries in the Unit
Kingdom, railway rates, and a lists

hotels and repairers.

More Echoes from the Arctic Trial.

Credit for taking round the smallf

engined sidecar outfit to gain an ana
in the Western Centre's abandoned t'r:

of April 1st must be given to L. CltB

(2^ Allon sc). Two solo Allons al

secured certificates. The award of S. G
(2^ Sun Vitesse) has been confirmed, a

A. Williams (8.7 G.N.) has received
award.

Catalogues Received.

The Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., 2, 4 &
Alexandra Road, Hornsey, N.8. A eal

logue dealing with the various models
Mohawk motor cycles, also sidecars a

sidecarriers.

The D. F. & M. Engineering Co., L$
Diamond Works, Wolverhampton. %
catalogues, one describing the Jap engin

Diamond models, and the other the H
& Stroud engined models.

A modified sports model 2| h.p. Coventry Eagle. All but essentials have been removed

in order to reduce the price to £67. The prices of other models have also been reduced,

but they dc not replace the standard types with full specification.
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Power and—Comfort
>ts of both—go to make the " big single " spring -

ame Beardmore - Precision a challenge to the

clecar.

lie Design is simple, sound and strong through.

it. It is a motor bicycle which anypne can drive

ith ease and enjoyment because of the ample
>wer and supreme comfort.

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES OF THE. 4£h.p.
BEARDMORE-PRECISION.

Full Cantilever Spring Frams and 700x80 mm. (26"X3")
light car tyres. 598 c.c! 4 J h.p. Precision single-cylind?r four-

stroke engine, with detachable head.
Automatic and Mechanical Lubrication.
Sturmey-Archer 3-speed gear, clutch and kick-starter, built-in

to engine unit.

AU-steel frame of battleship strength, embodying pressed steel

petrol tank (ho'.ding 2 gallons), large mudguards and tool-case

as parts of the frame.
Band brakes to both wheels.

OTHER POINTS.
All-chain drive with shock-absorbing hub. P^lna X? 1 A tm

Sensible leg-shields. All -black finish. I IlCe *< l V J
Sports Touring 6 Two-Seater Sidecars al

£25, £30 and £33.

F. E. BAKER, LTD.,
[Associated with William Beardmore & Co.* Ltd.),

PRECISION WORKS, KING'S NORTON.
'Phone: Kind's Norton 184-5. 'Grams: "Upchuck, Kin^snorton."
London Depo:—112. Grent Portland St.. W.i. Scotland (Wholesale)—
James Robertson, 48, West Nile Street. Glasgow.

C0LM0RE CUP—5 Beardmore-Preeisions entered ; 4 Silver Medalst,uijUi*JX\iii vu*: —o ccoiuiuuicTituiaiuiu truieitru . ^1 jiivci imcucus. _

I
The ^gr "<Hf*

enitH
RECENT SUCCESSES

include :

Successful Climb of Quarry Bank, Purbold,
by .1 \ h.p. Zenith-Bradshaw and sidecar with
two "passengers.

Zeniths finished 2nd and 3rd out of 55 entries
in the Mellano Cup Trial, gaining 2 out of 3
only Gold Medals awarded.

Sonthport Club 12 hour Trial. Zenith-Brad-
shaw won President's Cup, another won 1st
Class Award—the only machines to lose no
marks.

Brooklands Race Meeting.
Le Vack on Zenith- J.A.P.
won two 2nds in the big
Scratch and Handicap
events.

Slough M.C. Kop Hill Climb.
Zenith was 1st Solo and
1st Sidecar, and made
Fastest Time of the Day.

A.C.U. Western Centre
Arctic Trial. Zenith-Brad-

shaw won 1st Class
Special Award.

Illustrated descriptive Catalogue
posted on request.

ZENITH MOTORS,
Limited,

-

HAMPTON COURT, ENCLAND.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle-

ZENITH-BRADSHAW
Chain Drive, Model B
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SPECIAL SECONDHAND BARGAINS.
The following machines are fully guaranteed for

thoroughly overhauled in our own works, and
three months from date of purchase, all having been
can be thoroughly recommended. For the benefit of

country clients, machines are

against approved references.

I.O.M. Rudge-Multi, 1921, fully-

equipped, as new, T.T. or Touring
bars..... £57 10

Sparkbrook, 1920, 2j h.p., 2-speed,

fully equipped, very carefully used,

small mileage £42 10

Velocette, 1921, 2} h.p., 2-speed, all-

chain drive, fully equipped and in

new condition throughout £47 10

Triumph, 1919, 4 h.p., 3-speed, Hunt's
electric lighting, horn, etc., prac-

tically new, 3in. tyres
Lea-Francis, 1920, 3J h.p., 2-speed,

M.A.G. engine, all-chain drive, all

lamps and horn, run under 2,000
miles, as new £65

Enfield, 1916, 3 h.p., 2-speed, Lucas
lamps, mechanical horn, very care-

fully used
Douglas, 1916, i| h.p., 2-speed, snip

Coventry-Eagle, 1920, show model,
4 h.p., and Mills-Fulford sidecar,

sent on 24 hours' approval against cash or on our Extended Payment System

£80

£42 10
£42 10

Sturmey 3-speed, all lamps, horn,

windscreen, unscratched and in-

distinguishable from new £90
Zenith, 1920, 8 h.p., aud Zenith side-

car, windscreen, etc., most carefully

used, perfect condition £90
Harley-Davidson, 1919, 7-9 h.p.,

combination, fully equipped, not
W.D., a real bargain £95

Douglas, 1918, 4 h.p., combination,
fully equipped, Bulbus back sidecar £75

The above are all TAX PAtD.
And over 50 others.

NEW 1922 MODELS.

A.J.S., 25 h.p., 3-speed, Sports or

Touring £85
A.J.S., 7 h.p. Combination £175
Allon, 2J h. p., 2-speed, clutch and k.s. £60
Ariel, 3* h.p., 3-speed, Sports £87 10

Brough Superior £125-£180
B.S.A., 4i h.p., all-chain £110

Easy Payments. 4% extra except where Makers
enforce Special Rates.

_fAotoy Company Limited

B.S.A., 4jr h.p. Combination £142
Calthorpe, 2J h.p., single speed £36
Calthorpe, 2i h.p., 2-speed, clutch . . £45
Calthorpe, i\ h.p., J.A.P., 2-speed,

clutch and k.s £65
Enfield, 8 h.p. Combination £140
Humber, 4 i h.p. Sports £100
Dunelt, 4 "h.p. Combination, spare

wheel £113
Levis, 2\ h.p., single speed £48
New Imperial, 2} h.p., s.speed, all-

chain £73
New Imperial, 8 h.p. Combination . . £150
Matchless, J. Sports £130
Matchless, J. Touring Combination. . £150
Matchless, H £170
Matchless, Family £175
O.K., all models £39 18- £96 12
Rudge, I.O.M. uiulti.. £77
Zenith-Bradshaw, 3* n P £113
Zenith, 5 h.p.. Sports £110
Triumph, 4 h.p., all-chain £115

I

9, 10, 11,

Royal Parade,

W. Croydon.

Commercial Publicity.

u

KING DICK-good tools

"King Dick" TOOL KITS
consist of ten " King Dick " tools in high

grade canvas roll with adjusting strap

and pocket. The tocls are the best of

their kind—and all you really need.

"King Dick"
BELT PUNCH
Made from steel forgings

accurately machined and well

finished. Will pierce clean

holes through the toughest belt

without clogging. Made in

four sizes, for |", £", 1" and i^"

belts.

TTTTER dependability,

long life and exceptional

accuracy are qualities of

every tool that bears the

" King Dick " mark. Behind

that mark stands a reputa-

tion for honest value and

fair trading for over fifty

years.

Our standards remain as high as

ever. A "King Dick" tool

is a tool you can trust—always.

We illustrate here a few of our
products, let us send you our

complete catalogue.

"King Dick"
SPANNER SETS

Handy, compact, to hold our 3", 4",.
6"

and 9" spanners. Also for 3", 4" and b*

sizes only. Wallets are of finest leather;

strongly sewn and well finished.

See the

ABINGDON WORKS LTD.,
Tyseley, Birmingham.

London Showrooms : 12, Mortimer St.,W.l.

" King Dick " SPANNERS
are guaranteed for ever

British made from solid steel drop forgings, and

capable of infinite adjustment. Always grip and

never burr the nuts. Made in four sizes—3 in.

4 in., 6 in., and 9 in;

ertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

KIEL 1920 3V2h.p. Combination, good tyres, Easfc-

ingi Tan-Sad, perfect running order ; £80.-154,
tonstone Rd., Stratford. " [2590

[J
19 Ariel 3%h.p. Combination, 3-speed, lamps,

7 horn, mirror, pillion; nearest £70.-46, Hillier

., Wandsworth Common. [3128

[119 Ariel 3V?>n p. Combination, good condition,
t/ coachbuilt sidecar, all accessories.—Bridgman, 5,

rk Hill Rise, East Croydon. [9115

52/10.—Ariel combination, late model, 3V!>h.p., 3
.speeds, clutch, kick starter, fully equipped, splen-
condition.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [2359

920 3^h.p. Ariel and Coachbuilt Sidecar, all

accessories, in first-class condition; 75 gns.—Car-
hers, 48, Avenue Rd., Westcliff-on-Sea. [2715

RIEL.— All models, casn or gradual payments
l Spares supplied from stock. — West Central Agency
ncvcle Co . Ltd 236. High llolborn. W C_l [0704

RIEL 1922 3'^h.p. new Sports model in stock;
. £87/10.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,

momile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0065

REEL, all models in stock, best value for money;
- 3%h.p., £95; Sports, £87/10. Special Ariel
lerts.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing,
lone: 689. [3044

RIELS. tbe most reliable machines on the road
l all models from stock; spare parts sent any
ere; trade supplied. -F Speakman. Ariel Expert,
iel Garage, 7, Rochdale Rd., Harpurhey, Man-
ester Tei 32* ''her.dHn Hill ' 5 1 3S

921 (July) 6-7-h.p. Ariel de Luxe Combination,
all chain, hand and foot clutch, dynamo light-

;, electric horn, wind screen, all accessories,

ires, guaranteed condition, trial run; £150 or
sr.—Morton, 31, Corsica St., Highbury, N.5.
30 to 6.30; Sat. 9.30 to 1.) [2892

?pnre Parts

:

RIEL Spares for all models, post free. Ariel
L Agents, and Spares Service Depot.—Jones Garage,
oadway, Muswel! Hill," N.10 [0804

Bat.
AT-J.A.P. Combination, fullv equipped, £37; also

* cycle shed, £5.—Box 9899, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[1875

10ACHBUILT Combination, 6h.p. Bat-Jap; £60; ex-
' cellent condition.—Dennis, Union St., Ashbourne.

[2843
l.h.n. Bat-Jap 2-speed Combination, new coach,
'2 Easting, equipped, tax paid, stored 5 years; real

rgain, £35.-64, Upper Brockley Rd., S.E. [2422

>AT-J.A.P. combination, 6h.p., 1919-20, fully
* 'licensed, 3-speed, all-chains, condition as new. go
,ywhere, accessories; £100.-88, Langthorne St., Ful-
,m. [3209

»20—Sporting Bat-Jap 5-6h.p. M.O.I.V. Twin, spring
* frame, new Amac, heavy Dunlop, and belt, re-

ished, fast, smart, reliable, photo; stamp.—Bacon,
fington Lane, Worthing. [2693

!"Q GNS., exchange.—1920 Bat-Jap 8h.p., 5
' *7 speeds clutch, kick start, sporting sidecar,
uipped. fast, any examination, trial.—Seabridge, 35,
ansler Rd East Dulwich (Sydenham 2452.) [7240

921 Late 8h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, electric
lights, speedometer, screen, spare wheel, tax

iid, fully insured, too fast for owner; £140; or ex-
ange for 1921 Rover car, cash adjustment.—16,
ildon St., Battersea. [2446

Beardmore.
DEARDMORE-PRECISION.-1922 models for im-
-* mediate delivery. Cash, exchange, or deferred
lyments.—Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing. [7227

Blackburne.
I
-ih.p. Blackburne Motor Cycle, 1921, slightly
t2 ridden; £75.—Mr. Wykeham Musgrave, Barnsley
ark, Cirencester. [1436

>LACKBURNE, 1921, November, 4h.p., chain drive,
* little used, tax. horn, lamp, long exhaust, large
res, excellent condition, any trial; £85.—Turner, The
arl, Oxford. [2108

*110.—1921 Blackburne Combination 8h.p., dynamo
* lighting, interchangeable wheels, fully equipped,
xed, exceptionally cheap.—143, Ravensbury Rd.,
arlsfjeld, S.W.18. [2979

3LACKBURNE 4h.p. 1920, mileage 3,000, 3-speed,
-* all chain, tyres perfect, B. and B., lamps, horn,
ly examination or trial; £68.—Neal 22, Penrith Rd.,
asingstoke, Hants. [2708

I

h.p. Blackburne and Sidecar 1920, lamps, 28x3
t wheels, Burman 3-speed box, all chain, hardly
;ed 1921 "season, excellent condition ; £88 ; seen
mdon district.—Box 9980, c/o The Motor Cycle.

9
[3014

21 Blackburne 4h.p., 3-speed, K.S., chain drive,
oversize tyres, long copper exhaust, speedometer,

lly equipped, almost new; absolute sacrifice. £72;
:change Triumph.—H.G., 33, Graham Rd., Wimble-
>n. [1890

PARKER'S
BOLTON

:

Bradshawgate.

Tel. 1348.

MANCHESTER
245, Deansgate.

Tel. Cen 864.

BARGAINS!
and

OOC SCOTT, SQUIRREL.

12 INSTAL- CASH
MENTS 0? PRISE

Lucas lamps, Bonniksen,
tax paid, as new £6 5 5 £95

£15
BRADBURY and C.B.
sidecar, 1914.
2-speed, K.S. and clutch,

fully equipped, tax paid £2 13 9 £45

£1C RUDGE, 1919.
XI«J 3 £ h.p. Multi, fully

equipped, tax paid .... £2 13 9 £45

£30
A.J.S., 1918.
6 h.p.Combination,Lucas

'

accessories, screen, spare
wheel, speedometer, fine

turn-out £6 5 5 £100

MP INDIAN, 1914.
«lw 7-9 h.p. model, clutch,

fully equipped, very fast £2 13 9 £45

C10 RUDGE, 1921.
JtlO 3i h.p. Multi, I.O.M., CCC

fully equipped, tax paid £4 3 4 *UiJ

£10
DOUGLAS, 1914.

2$ h.p., 2-speed, fully

equipped, good condi- CQC
tion.. £2 4 9 *<50

£40
SUNBEAM, 1918.

3*V _ h.p. Combination,

3 "speed, K.S., clutch,

equipped £5 7 6 £100

OOC N.U.T., 1920.
%£v 3^ h.p., 3-speed, K.S.,

clutch, Lucas dynamo
lighting, new condition. £6 5 5

rOC HARLEY-DAVIDSON,
&>OD 1920.

y-g h.p., electrically

equipped, comb., hood,
screen, speedometer, new
condition £8 17 1

£1C ROYAL ENFIELD, 1913.
ID 6 h.p. and sidecar, fully

equipped £2 13 9

£OA ALLDAYS-ALLON, 1921.
At&iXJ Combination, fully

equipped, speedometer,

as new £4 8 7

£95

£135

£45

£70

£40
MORGAN GRAND
PRIX.
8 h.p. W.C., equipped, as

new, tax paid, mileage
negligible £10 3 8 £155

£35
ZENITH SPORTING
COMBINATION.
Fully equipped, Ace
discs, absolutely as new £7 19 5 £125

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Blackburne.

Syynrc Parts;

BLACKBURNE Engine Spares from stock.—
Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Great Portland St.,

W.l.
t^807

Bradbury.

3 lh. p. Bradbury, N.S.U, 2-speed, new Dunlops, ex-
2 cellent order; £21.—248, Bentley Rd., Don-

caster. [2864

"WTAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—6h.p. Twin-
*» cylinder 1921 New Bradbury, but shop-soiled;
reduced to £130. [2919

13 RADBURY 4h.p. Combination, C.S. gears, all-
J-* chain drive, fullv equipped, tax paid; £60.-174,
Vicarage Rd., Leyton. [2096

F.O,C.H. have a 3^£h.p. Bradburv Combination, 3-
speed countershaft, kick starter; bargain.— 5, Heath

St., Hampstead (near Tube). [2256

"ORADBURY 1921 6h.p. Combination, Grindlay de
J-* Luxe sidecar, lamps, perfect condition, new tyres;
£95, bargain.— Hughes, 79, College St., Ammanford,
Carm. [2706

BRADBURY 6h.p. 1921 Twin, 3 speeds, chain
drive, hand and foot controlled, clutch, new and

unused; £94.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton,
London. [2898

Oft GNS. only, or easy terms, Bradbury Coachbuilt
<-* *J Combination, 4h.p., 2 speeds, screen, lamps,
drive away.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,
Wandsworth (Town Station). [2542

y> RADBURY 4h.p., '2-speed, clutch, chain drive,
-*-* Bosch, B. and B., Dunlops, lamps, licensed, run-
ning order- but wants overhauling; £25, lcwest.

—

120, Macoma Rd., Plumstead, S.E. 18. [2297

4 h.p. Bradbury, 2-speed, lamps, horn, generator, in
good condition. Mill ford coachbuilt sidecar, with

windscreen and draught valance, tax paid, must sell.

—

H. Buntiug, High St., Bunsall, Matlock, Derbyshire.
[9063

Sfiare Parts

:

BRADBURY Spares and Repairs.—Agents, Bright
and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. [8030

Brough.

BROUGH 5h.p. Combination, late 1919, Easting,
electric lighting, just overhauled; £85.—" Snow-

flake," Saffron Waldon, Essex. L2450

"I Q16 o.h.v. Brough 3}&h.p. t 3-speed, used one season;
J- *J near&st £65 ; evenings.— 120, Marlborough.
Flats, Walton St., Chelsea, S.W.3. [2456

JEW 1922 3V..h.p. o.h.v. Flat Twin Brough,
sports" inodel; £110, easy payments 4% extra,

—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [3018

BROUGH, 1920, 5h.p., 3-speed, chain drive, kick-
start, hand clutch, Brough sidecar, all lamps,

Easting screen; £90.—Maudes', Walsall Garage, Wal-
sall. [3199

£45:—3tyjih.p. Sporting Brough 1916, overhead valves,

lamp, horn, taxed; exchanges.—W.J.C. Motor
Exchange, 5, Addison Av., Holland Park, W.ll. Park
2071. [2796

Brough Superior.

BROUGH SUPERIOR, 1921, special 8h.p. o.h.y.

J.A.P. engine, guaranteed 80 m.p.h.; plated tank
and cylinder, with Swan sporting sidecar, disc and
step complete, Lucas accessories, all spares; puncture-
proof tubes, as new; £140.—Rae, Annickvale, Salt-

coats. [9960

BROUGH SUPERIORS.—Order your new mount
from us. We are the Brough experts. Specially

tuned to order. Mark I., 8h.p., side valve, £150;
sporting combination, with screen, step, mat, and
apron £180; Mark I., 90mm. bore, o.h.v., £160;
Mark II., 6.5h.p. M.A.G. engine, £125; Mark II,

combination, £150. Special Service Agents; lists.—

G. and J. Dawson, The Ideal Garage, Cambridge.
'Phone : 993 [0834

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd., Service Depot,
and sole London agents for the Brough Superior,

the sporting rider's ideal.—Immediate delivery of 1922
models at reduced prices. Mark I., 90x77V2 o.h.v., 3-

speed, clutch, and kick starter, £160; Mark I., sport-

ing combination, step, mat, screen, etc., £180, or with
special side valve J.A. P. engine, same price; Mark
II. 6.5, mag, 72x90, 3-speed, clutch, and kick
starter, £125j sporting combination, step, mat,
screen, etc., £150. Demonstration models in stock.
Catalogues sent post free on request.—The Allen-
Bennett Motor Co., Ltd., 9-10-11, Roval Parade, Lon-
don Rd., West Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450.

[0733
Spare Parts :

SPARES-.—All engine, gear box, and frame spares
for Brough Superior in stock ; write for lists.

—

G. and J. Dawson, The Ideal Garage, Cambridge.
[0835

Brown.
3 ih.p. Brown, T.T. bars, sloping frame, watertight

2 magneto, low 'and fast, licensed. £17.—Middle-
ton, 35, Millais St., Albany Rd., Camberwell, S.E.5.

[2304

N

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issui e_;3

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

.S.A. Specialists.—County Cycle and Motor Co.,
Broad St., Birmingham, [4678

S.A. 3^h.p.j Alabon gear, tax paid, all on; £30.
—11, Queens Rd., Peckham. [1993

4 ill. p. B.S.A. Combination!, just overhauled, all

4 on; £55.—Tegg, Dorchester, Wallingford. £2184

B.S.A. and Sidecar, under 2,000 miles, fully equipped,
tax paid, as new; nearest £110—Apps, Bracknell.

[2478
WAUCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, Loudon.—

4

l
/4 h.p.

B.S.A. Combination, 1919-20, 3 speeds, etc.

;

£77/10. :
[2934

\TEW 1921 4'4li.p. B.S.A. Combination and acces-
-L* sories; £125.—Bounds Garage, 223, High Rd.,
Kilbum, [2291

£35,_3i..;h.p. B.S.A. Combination, 2-speed, clutch,

good condition; evenings.—24, Oxford Rd., Upper
Norwood. [2844

B.S.A. 1922, all models, immediate delivery.

-

Hucklebridge, 133. Sloane St., Chelsea. Tel. :

Victoria 451. [7454

1 Q20 B.S.A. 4*i&.p- Combination; nearest £70.—
J-O Greer. Bloomsbury House Club, Cartwright
Gardens, W.C. .

[2278

B.S.A. 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick start, new tyre,

condition good; £47/10.—Bridge House Garape,
Crayford, Kent. [1849

B.S.A. 1919 (November) 4*4h.p. Combination, elec-

tric lighting; £79.-R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Ex-

hibition Rd.. S.W.7. [7203

1 Q22 B.S.A. model, H2, in stock; terms or ex-
XI/ change.—Shepherd, Enfield. Highway. Tel.:

Waltham Cross 31. [086U

1Q19 B.S.A. Combination, 3-speed, K.S., Tan-Sad,
-M-*J speedometer, in new condition; £70.—59, Claren-
don Sq., EustOll, N.W.l. [2673

B.S.A.—All models from stock. Official Agents,
deferred payments.—Bambers, 2, Eastbank St.,

Southport. 'Phone : 607. [6292

OQ GNS.—B.S.A. 4h.p. F.E. clutch, enclosed niag-
>W *7 neto, good tyres, ready to drive awav.—53.
Swaffield Rd., Wandsworth. [2957

B.S.A., 1921, 4 I4b.p., 3-speed, hand clutch, kick
start, all chain driv.e, tax paid; £78.—Maudes',

100, Great Portland St., London. [3184

|3 .S.A. 1922 Models.—Immediate delivery; cash, de-
-*-* ferred payments, exchanges. Repairs.—Motoria,
Regent Parade, Taily-Ho, Finchley. [2156

B.S.A. Combination, 3-speed countershaft, wind-
screen, tax paid, nice condition ; £65 ; call any

time.—Snow, Laurel St., Dalston, E.8. [3113

KT K GNS.—1917 B.S.A. 4^h.p. Combination, 3-speed
*J *J countershaft, mechanically perfect, lamps, horn,
windscreen, tax year.— 1, Priory Rd., Kew Green. [2557

L) .S.A. 2-speed 4i,ih.p., mechanically perfect, fully
-*-*. equipped, £33; C.B. sidecar and screen to suit,

£7/10.—Estate Office, Chelsea Gardens, S.W.I, after 5.

[2209

BRAND new 1920 T.T. B.S.A. 3V..h.p., sporting
machine, fast; exchanges.—W.J.C. Motor Ex-

change, 5, Addison Av., Holland Park, W.ll. Park
2071. [2801

B.S.A. 1919 4 1,4h.p. all-chain Combination, luxurious
Dunhill sidecar, tax paid, insured, screen, hood,

lamps, splendid condition; 75 gns.—87, Gore Rd.,
Hackney. [2476

B.S.A. 1921 chain-cuiu-belt Model, equipped lamps,
horn, and licence holder, mileage about 2,500, in

beautiful condition ; bargain , £85 .—Parker and Son

,

Longpool, Kendal. [2386

1 Q19 4 1,ih.p. B.S.A. Combination, full equipment,
J-*7 registered, new tyres, windscreen, beautiful
condition, bargain; 69 gns; after 5 p.m.—4, Elm
Gardens, Hammersmith. [3089

£65.-1919 B.S.A. 4i4h.p. Combination, tank re-

enamelled, bars, etc., re-plated, excellent con-
dition, equipped, tax paid; after 8 p.m.—79, Hunt-
ingdon Rd., East Finchley. [2707

B.S.A. 4 14h.p., 1920, purchased 1921, not ridden
500 miles, 3-speed, kick start, all accessories, auto-

matic oiler, Tan-Sad, tax paid 1923; £80.—Maher,
181b, High St., Hounslow, W. [2Llfc

4ih.p. B.S.A. Combination, 3-speed, kick start, 1916,
4 taxed, overhauled, very smart outfit; £59; ex-

changes.—W.J.C. Motor Exchange, 5, Addison Av.,
Holland -Park, W.ll. Park 2071. [2798

"!Q21 B.S.A. 6-7h.p. Combination, new August,
-It/ Lucas lamps, Easting, Tan-Sad, chain drive, in-

surance, tax paid, spare tube; price £160, or near
oITer.—Day, 119, East Reach, Taunton. [1552

4h.p. B.S.A. 2-speed, all-chain drive, kick start,
clutch, P.H. lighting, Klaxon engine, lust over-

hauled, tyres as new, smart, reliable turnout, photo.;
£35.—Shorter, Broad St., King's Lynn. [2519

B.S.A. 4i,4h.p. 1920, delivered 1921, Brooklands
model, C.B. sidecar, fully equipped, electric light-

ing, taxed, easy starter, splendid condition; evenings,
or write.— 6, Selwyn Rd., Walton-on-Thames. [2763

NEW 1922 LIGHT CARS
B.S.A., CALTHORPE, COVENTRY PREMIER'

LAGONDA, L.S.D. AND RHODE.

NEW 1922 MOTOR CYCLES
B.S.A., BRADBURY, DOUGLAS, ENFIELD,
EDMUND, LEVIS, MARTINSYDE, NEW IMPERIAL,
NORTON, QUADRANT, RALEIGH REX, ROYAL

RUBY, SCOTT, SUNBEAM and TRIUMPH.

SECOND-HANDBARGAINS
SOLOS.

A. B.C., 1921, 3 h.p., electric light £79 10
A.V., 1920 Monocar, 8 h.p. Jap £75
ARIEL, 1920, 3'., 3-speed £69 10
BRADBURY, 3' , single gear £29 10
C0V. EAGLE, 1920, 31, 3-speed £65
INDIAN SCOUT, 1920 £87 10
RUDGE MULTI, 1920, 7-9 Twin £79 10
RUDQE MULTI, 1920, 5-8 £65
RUDGE MULTI, 1920, 3.'. I.O.M £59 10
RUDGE MULTI, 1916, 3'. £45
SCOTT, 1920, 33 h.p., 2-speed £79 10
TRIUMPH, 3V, 2-speed, F.E - £37 10
TRIUMPH, 1914, 3-speed, hub gear £37 10
WOOLER, 2{, 1920, accessories, tax paid.

.

£52 10
PREMIER, V., 2-speed F.E £35

SCOTT, 1922 SQUIRRELL, 1,000 miles,

tax paid £95
ZENITH GRADUA, 4-5 Twin, countershaft £49 10

PASSENGER MACHINES
MORGANS, 8 h.p., taxes paid £85, £95
A.J.S., 1915, 6 h.p. comb., spare wheel, etc. £87 10
A.J.S., 1919, 6 h.p. comb., spare wheel, etc. £115
ARIEL, 3J 1920, 3-speed comb £59 10
B.S.A., 4!, 3-speed, and coach sidecar £65
COVENTRY VICTOR, 5-6, 1921, flat twin. £115
ENFIELD, 1920, hood, screen £99 10
ENFIELD, 1915-16, 6 h.p. comb £85
HARLEY, 1918, 7-9, Henderson Elite s.c. £105
HARLEY, 1919, electric comb £115
HUMBER, 1919, 3 1

., flat twin comb £75
MATCHLESS, 6 h p. coach combination. . £57 10
REX M.O.V., 6 h.p., 2-speed comb £39 10
REX, 6 h.p., 2-speed comb £45
REX BLACKBURNE, 1920, spare wheel etc. £110
REX J.A.P., 8 h.p., 2-speed comb £52 10
ROVER, 5-6, 1920, unused 1920. New

Rover sidecar. Electric Lighting. . . . £120
RUDGE, 1920, 5-6, and sidecar. Tax paid. £75
RUDGE, 7 h.p., 1920 comb . £97 10
SCOTT, 1920, 2-speed comb., special £105
TRIU MPH, 1914, 4 h.p., 3-speed hub comb. £52 10
TRIUMPH, 31, 2-speed, F.E. comb £42 10
SUNBEAM, 8 h.p. M.A.G £115
ZENITH, 6 h.p., kick start, clutch £52 10

SPECIAL BARGAINS
STANDARD, 11.6 brand new 2-seater.. ... £475
FORD, 1920, 4-seater, dynamo lighting

and starter, detachable and'spare wheels £125
SUNBEAM, new 1921, 31, detachable

wheels and new 1922 special sidecar... £152 o

DOUGLAS CASH "BARGAINS
DOUGLAS, 1914, 2:}, 2-speed £35
DOUGLAS, 1915, 2], 3-speed £42 10
DOUGLAS, 1920, 22, 3-speed £59 10
DOUGLAS, 1922, 31, 3-speed Sports,

mileage about 300, and accessories. . . £110
All tax paid. Spot cash only.

ESHorton Street,

HALIFAX.
Piionje moo Grams: Perfection

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

B.S.A.
£85.-1920 late 414b.. p. B.S.A. combination, Mu

gomery sidecar, chain drive, fully equippt
licensed, driven about 1,000 miles; reason ot ea

unemployment.—G. Holdway, Cople, Bedford. [25:

~|Q20 B.S.A. Combination, in absolute top-hole cc
-L*/ dition, B.S.A. sidecar, just been re-painted ai

re-upholstered, luggage grid, Easting windscreen, lam]
tools, tax paid, etc.; £77.—Casey, 51, Harberton H<
Highgate, N.19. [27;

B.S.A. Combination, 4 14h.p., late 1921, milea
about 600, indistinguishable from new, Model-o

Luxe sidecar, dynamo lighting, Tan-Sad, hood, sciee
etc., guaranteed; 120 gns.—Longman Bros., 17, Boi
St., Ealing. 'Phone : 689. l30;

B.S.A. 1922 models for immediate delivery; be
prices allowed for machines in part paymea

Also two 4 1
/[,h.p. 'Model K. combinations in stock,

speeds, kick starter, £65 and £75 each.—Eagles at
Co., 275, High St., Acton, London. [285

6-7h.p. B.S.A. 1921 Combination, No. 1010, tho
oughly recommended, Lucas magdyno, Bluem

adjustable, Bonniksen, luggage grid, Tan-Sad, ma
wheels interchangeable and spare, best possible col

dition: £160, or very near; cost £230.-29, Southgai
St., Gloucester. [193

Snare Parts:

B.S.A. Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8 Bon
St., Ealing. [753

THE Promptest Firm for B.S.A. Spares.—Forfiel
Motors. Forfield Place. Leamington Spa. [316

B.S.A. Specialists.—All spares by return.—Count
Cycle and Motor Co., Broad St., Birmingham.

[467HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridgf—All B.S.A. parts in stock, no waiting. Trad
supplied. [293

B.S.A. Spares can be had by return, post free

Irom Jones Garage, B.S.A. Agents and Spare
Service Depot Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. [080!

GODFREYS', Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London
W.I.—Complete stock of all B.S.A. spare part

always in stock. Write lor iree spare part list, statim
year of manufacture. [076(

Calcott.

Qih.p. Calcott, new B. and B., tyres, etc., smart.^2 uwuer away; 15 gns.—67, Fernlea Rd., Baiiinm
[308C

"I CI 15 Calcott 2ii,h.p., good order; best otter ovei
-*-tf £12/10 secures, carriage extra.—'foyer, 76,
Cromwell Rd., Luton. [2146

£20.—Calcott 2r;4h.p., about 1916, lamps, horn, taj
paid, good condition, real bargain.—143, Ravens-

bury Rd., Earlsfleld, S.W.18. [1922

Calthorpe.

f^ALTHORPE Junior, 2-speed, ride awav- £28/10^ —W. Pendry, Creech, Taunton. [2089

/JALTHORPE 1920 2-stroke, Enfield ; £38.-Thomp-v-' son, 1, Nottingham Place, High Rd., N.12.
[2187

<T>3h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, Enfield gear, overhauled, re-
^4, bushed, lamps; £32"/ 10.—Westfiekl, 23. Canal
St., Paisley. [2098

CALTHORPE Junior, 2-speed, excellent condi-
tion; bargain, £22.—Fairhurst, 68B, Standish-

gate, Wigan. [2390

Enfield 2-speed,(CALTHORPE-J.A.P., late 1919,
v>> licensed, equipped, any trial; £38.-56, The Grove,
Palmers Green. [2588

1Q20 2">jh.p., 2-speed Calthorpe-Jap, in perfect con-
-Ltf dition throughout; £38.—26, Tulse Hill, Brix-
ton. 'Phone: Brixton 1292. [3004

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 1916 2S4h.p., 2-speed, clutch,
licensed, equipped, excellent condition; £32; after

6.—Gray, 52, Sumatra Rd., West Hampstead. [2562

CiALTllORPE 1922 Models.—Immediate delivery;
J cash, deferred payments, exchanges. Repairs.—

Motoria, Regent Parade, Tally-Ho, Finchley. [2159

CALTHORPE 3h.p. Combination,- 2-speed. kick
start, fitted with M-L Maglita set, slightly shop-

soiled; £85—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birming-
ham. ' [2240

CALTHORPE-.T.A.P.-2-"}4h.p., believed 1917, 2-speed,

fully equipped, rebushed, enamelled, excellent con-

dition; £35.—Cox, Langtcn Cottage, Lvtchett Minster,

Poole. [2527

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2'ih.p., Albion 2-speed, kick
start, hand clutch, chain-cum-belt drive, all

lamps, tax paid ; £35.—Maudes', Walsall Garage,
Walsall. [3190

1Q21 Calthorpe Combination, 3h.p.. 2-stroke, 2-

-l-*7 speed, electric light, full equipment, taxed;

cost £120; accept £60.—Sharpe, 4. Station Parade
Sevenoaks. [2287

B34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

th.p. Douglas Combination, B-speed, clutch, kick
starter, taxed, lamps, very good appearance and

pres; £57.—Lawson, 66, Pern- Vale, Forest Hill

tation, S.E. [2689

th.p.
Douglas, polished aluminium Douglas sidecar,

perfect order, tax and insurance paid; offers.

—

iddis. 2, Ellington Wardens, Taplow (near Maiden-
ead Bridge). [2267

DOUGLAS 1922 models, 2*'ih.p., £75; flh.p. soR-
£110; 4h.p. combination, £135; prices include

11 accessories; delivery from stock.—Rivett, 236, High
id., Leytonstone. [2266

£55.—Douglas 1921 2-y,h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped,
speedometer, tax paid, mileage 500, condition as

evr.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Ed. (opposite Chalk
'arm Tube Station). [2893

ELI CLARK can give you good service both in new
machines and spares; try me. I may be useful

you. The pioneer agent lor Douglas motors.—196.
Iheltenbam Rd., Bristol. [0016

j

Q18 2^ih.p. Douglas, just overhauled, enamel and
Lo plating like new, tyres new, magneto new, and
?veral other parts, tax paid; £42.—Watson, 6, Caven-
,ish Parade, Clapham, S.W. [2428

1 Q16 Douglas 2%-h.p., aluminium, disc, speedo-
L*7 meter, copper exhaust, all lamps, horn, tax paid,

, ke new; any trial ; £35.—Ward, South-Western
(arage, New Maiden, Surrey. [2017

.4 Douglas Combination 4h.p., electric lighting, roomy
*- sidecar, cover, cameo windscreen, Klaxon, numer-
us accessories, excellent running order; £75.-35, Wing-
lore Rd., Church Rd., Tottenham. [30S3

r\OTJGLAS.—Smart turnout, licensed and equipped,
L' lamps, mechanical horn, 4b. p., engine 7936, new
ires, enamel, and plate, sidecar, machine as new;
;66.—58, Blagdon Rd., New Maiden. [2890

J fk GUINEAS.—Douglas 1918 2"
4h.p., 2-speed, un-

x" crated, 1920, small mileage, condition as new,
amps, horn, tax paid.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd.
'opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station). [2895

DOUGLAS. 1919, 4h.p„ 3-speed, foot clutch, kick
start, chain-cum-belt drive, Empire sidecar, com-

plete with lamps, speedometer, tax paid; £88.—
:
laud.es', 100, Great Portland Street, London. • [3174

DOUGLAS Combination, 1919 model, practically
new, both mechanically and appearance, 3 speeds,

ick start, platedlamps, stored 2 years; bargain, £75;
[ax paid.—James, 25, Landor Rd., Clapham, London.

[2723

FOR Douglas 1922 2%h.p. and 4h.p. combinations,
get ia touch with us- we are North London agents

nd give you the best of service; all* spares in stock; no
V.D. rubbish.—Jones Garage, The Broadway, Muswell
Hill. [0786

HALIFAX.—Douglas 1922 all on models, 2";ih.p. J
2-

s^eed, £75; 2-Jih.p., 3-speed, £90; 3l/2h„-p. sports,

1130; 4h.p. combination, £135; 6h.p. combination,
;165. Liberal exchanges.—Halifax Motor Exchange,
Norton St., Halifax. [2983

CHEAPEST Douglas in England.—1919, excellent
</ condition, large copper exhaust pipe, leather mud-
hields, 2 lamps, generator, Klaxon horn, speedometer,
nee grips, kit of tools, pump, etc., full year's tax paid;
8 gns.—Delancev Street Garage, Camden Town, N.W.I.

[2961
RICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, the Douelas

Agent with real "experience and knowledge of a
Douglas. Successes during 1920 on this mount: 38
irsts, 17 seconds, and 8 thirds, also 6 special

rophies. Let me deal with your order. Unequalled
ervice, repairs, etc. [3150

DOUGLAS 4h.p. late 1921 Combination, un-
" scratched, and equal to new, windscreen with side

ui tains, all accessories, tax paid to June; £110.
;Uso 2-4h.p. models, reconditioned throughout, 3
peeds, kick starter, foot clutch, £55 and £60 each;
met one 2 r<\\i.n. model, 2 speeds, all accessories, £40.—
Ragles and Co.. 275, High St., Acton, London. [2896

DOUGLASES, 2"-4h.p., reconditioned, absolutely as
new, practically all new spares fitted; the finest

alue obtainable; £45, all on. Before purchasing
lsewhere, let us give you a trial, and convince your-
elf. If you require the real mount for Easter, we
iave it, Deferred terms if desired.—The Sulina Gar-
Lge Co., 73, New Park Rd., Brixton Hill, S.W.2.
Phone : Streatham 40. [8545

r>.3h.p. Douglas 1919, very fast, the property of mem-
"^4 ber of The Motor Cycle staff, fully equipped with
nllion seat; special features include experimental

i ogle-lever carburetter, hand-made by well-known
irrn, and giving 98 m.p.g.; also brand new chain,
Klaxon horn, and new belt; also fitted with special
'.icing windscreen and exhaust manifold; practically
ew rear tyre (Hutchinson); machine just been cora-
jletelv overhauled; trial run arranged gladly £45
1 bargain.-Write, Box 9G09, c/o The Motor Cycle.

'

[0846
S-pnrc Parts: __

T"|OUGLAS Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,
Bond St., Ealing. [7541

rXERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge
i.1. —The Douglas Specialists. Trade supplied.

[2939

MOTOR
CYCLES
ON EASY TERMS

All the following machines are available
from stock and may be obtained on
Harrods Convenient System of Easy
Payments. Details and latest lists free.

NEW SOLO MACHINES
2J h.p. ALLDAYS-ALLON £60
4j h.p. B.S.A., Belt Drive £10?
2| h.p. nOUGLAS, Two-speed ... £75
2| h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-sp., clutch . £90
2J h.p. ENFIELD, Two-speed model £55
2J h.p. ERANCIS-BARNETT, 2-sp'd £73
2 i h.p. LEVIS, Popular model ... £48
2J h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 3 speed £63
2 J h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, Clutch, etc. £69
If h.p. McKENZIE, Lightweight £27 6s.

2J h.p. O.K. JUNIOR ... £39 18s.
2| h.p. O.K., 2 sp., clutch, etc. £60 18s.

2J h.p. SUN VITESSE, single speed £44 2s.
2i h.p. SPARK, single speed ... £39 18s.
2$ h.p. SPARKBR00K, single sp'd £54 12s.

2J h.p. TRIUMPH, Two-speed ... £65
i h.p. TRIUMPH, Belt Drive ... £105
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Chain Drive ... £115

NEW COMBINATIONS
4J h.p. B.S.A., Belt Drive, No. 3 s/e £139
4| h.p. B.S.A., Chain Drive, No. 3 s/c £142
8 h.p. ENFIELD ... £140
8 h.p. MATCHLESS £170
6 h.p. HAZLEW00D £118
8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL £145
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Chain Drive ... £155
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Belt Drive ... £145
4 h.p. DOUGLAS £135
3J h.p. INVICTA and Sidecar ... £110

SHOP-SOILED MODELS
AT SPECIAL PRICES
4i h.p. HUMBER, Flat ninn

Twin, 3 sp. , clutch & k.s. db I UU
2| h.p.WOOLER, Flat Twin,

Brook lands Sports OQD
model, fully equipped. .

.

otjUO
U h.p. HUMBER COMBIN-

" ATION. Flat Twin En- f»iqn
gine, 3-speed, etc. ... wluU
SECOND-HAND

2i h.p. LEVIS, Popular IM 9
Model wT1'

5/6 h.p. HAZLEWOOD,
Combination, Speedo-
meter. Thoroughly £*Qn
overhauled ... ... ouOU

All machines sent Carriage Paid to

nearest Railway Station

HARRODS MOTOR SALES DEPT
116-118 Brompton Road London SW1

(Opposite the Main Building)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

S-paTc Parts:

T^OUGLAS spares; large stocks of genuine Douglas
spares; dealers supplied at trade rates.—Hivett,

236. High Rd., Leytonstone. [2267
T^OUGLAS Sua.res.-We hold a complete stock for
J-' all models; post free. Douglas Agents and spare
part stockists.—Jones Garage. Broadway, Muswell Hill
N.10. [0806

Economic.
O10, and deferred payments, buys new Economic
<=*> motor cycles, or £34 cash; extraordinary value-
Write Direct Sales, 69, Newman St., W.l. [7446

"P CONOMIC.—The Marvellous Flat Twin, with
J-J variable gear, within the reach of all; £10 down,
balance easy terms, or £34 cash. Catalogues with
pleasure.—Personally tested by Sam. E. Clapham, 27,
Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E. 10. [3051
T^EMONSTRATION Runs on Economic Motor
*-* Cycles can be hxed up with the following agents :

The Associated Rubber Manufacturers Co. 172, Gt.
Portland St., W.l; W. Parish, Esq., Cathedral Close
Garage, Norwich, Norfolk; Messrs. Baker and Son,
87, Anlaby Rd., Hull; H. Braine. Esq., 13, St. Ig-
natius Rd., Dublin; The Associated Rubber Manu-
facturers Co., 100, Victoria St., Bristol; A. Finch,
Esq., Frogmore St., Tring; E. T. Morris and Co.,
Marmet House, Swiss Cottage, N.W.3; J. W. Burton,
and Co., 100, Byres Rd., Glasgow, W.; Messrs. Porter
Bros., Mantle St., Wellington, Somerset; Yates and
Topping, Grand Garage, Thornton Rd., Morecambe,
Lanes.; Athol Motor Garage, Hill St., Douglas, Isle
of Man; C. S. Barrow, 79, High St., Lymington; The
Associated Rubber Manufacturers Co., 38, Grey St.,
Newcastle-on-Tyne. Ask for particulars from your
nearest agent. Trial drive machines are proceeding
North, and to the West Coast next week. Agents
who are interested, please write, so that machine can
call.—Economic Motor Cycles, 741/,, Wells St., W.l.

[2302

Edmund,
EDMUND-J.A.P. 2-y4h.p„ spring frame, Enfield 2-

speed; £58.-193, Broadway, West Hendon.
[2148

THE Oldest Spring Frame Machine. Ask Robbins
to call and show you one!—177, Great College St.,

London, N.W.I. [2011

rjENWA Better Machine?—Edmund, latest Ban- and
^-* Stroud model, just arrived; demonstrations
arranged.—Edmund Depot, 295, Harrow Rd., W.9.

[2618

Enfield.

ENFIELD 3h.p., 2-speed, K.S., D.F., tax, perfect;
£32.-27, Oburch Path, Chiswick. [2694

NEW 1922 Enfield Combinations in stock.—Bounds
Garage, 223, High Rd., Kilburn. [2290

BRAND new Enfield Combination 8h.p. ; £112.-
24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [2466

OYAL ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 2-speed, kick start;
£32/10.-16, Montague Rd.., Dalston. [2272

15 3h.p. Enfield-M.A.G., 2-speed, chain; £26.

—

Shaw, New- St., Wellington, Salop. [3157

ENFIELD 2*4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, equipped, per-
. feet; £20.—17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [2668

S'HEFFIELD Agent for Royal Enfielde; all mode.s
• in stock.—J. A. Stacey. 12. Ecclesall Rd. [0573

WALJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2%h.p.
Royal Enfield, 1921, 2 speeds; £42/10.- [2933

"I Q15 6h.p. Enfield Combination, tax paid; genuine
i-V bargain, £62.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [2300

1Q19 Enfield Combination, splendid condition; £85,
J-*/ or near offer; anv trial.—49, Pearman St., S.E.I.

[3070
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—8h.p.

1917-18 Royal Enfield Combination, 2 speeds;
£85. . [2923

ENFIELD 2^ih.p. Twin, 1914, 2-speed; £27, or
near.—Houchin, 189a, High St., Peckham,

S.E.15. [2638

"1 Q22 Enfield Combination, hood, screen, horn, tax
J-*/ paid, never been ridden; £130.—Chesshire, Hock-
ley Heath. [1952

HALIFAX—1922 Enfield Combination; £140. Cash
or exchange.—Halifax TVIofcor Exchange, Horton

St., Halifax. [2982

"1 Q20 Hnneld Combination, 6h.p., splendid condi-
JL** tion, tax paid, all on; what otters:-'—B. Sharpe,

Careby, Stamford. [2155

1Q19 Enfield Combination, all accessories, new
13 condition; £78; or exchange.—64, Church St.,

Edgware Rd., W. [3099

ENFIELD Combination, excellent condition, ready
ride away; £60 or near offer.—Anderson, 66,

High St.. Evesham. [2534

TDOYAL ENFIELD, 1919, 2'/,h.p., 2-speed. chain
-TV drive, all lamps, tax paid; £38.—.vlaudes', Wal-
sall Garage. Walsall. [3194

ENFIELD 1921 2-stroke. dynamo lighting, as new;
£50, bargain.—James, c/o Bradmore's, 482,

Harrow Rd , Paddington [2826

K
19
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D
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Enfield.

AN GUY, Weymouth.—Enfield 1921 8h.p., Mag
dvno, double-seated sidecar, hood and screen,

guaranteed perfect; £125. [0818

ENFIELD 6h.p., lamily sidecar, licod, screen, lamps,
etc.; £85, condition as new.—Pemburv Mews,

Pembury Rd., Tottenham. " [2261

ENF1ELD.-AU models Irorn stock. Official Agents,
deferred payments.—Bambers, 2, Eastbank St.,

Southport. 'Phone: 607. 16290

"I Ci 2 l Enheld-Jap Combination, JUagdyno, Buulops,
-*-*' tax December, splendid condition; £125.-40,
Park At. South, Hornsey. [2218

rQ21
Enfield Combination, Cameo, pillion, lamps,

«* spares, like new, cost £170; lowest, £105 —
Johnson, Printer, Nantwich. [2538

L^ JNf ii±~u 2-;4h.p., free engine, all accessories, per-
*--* feet condition; £20, or good push cycle and
cash.—la, Garthorne Kd., S.E. [2217

ENFIELD, cheapest Combination on the road; im-
mediate delivery, all models.—Longman Bros., 17,

Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone : 689. " [3045

Q3.h.p. Enfield Twin, single speed, Bosch, Amac, run-
<V1 ning; £15.—Letters only, Bradley, Cleveland
View, Coundon, Bishop Auckland. [2028

CROYDON and District.—Sole official appointed
agent for Roval Enfields.—A. P. Pulling, 175a,

London Rd.. Croydon. 'Phone, 1619. [6951

BARGAIN.—Enfield 3h.p. twin. 1915, 2-speed, new
Amac, fast and powerful; £25, or exchange 2-

stroke —61, Grand Parade, Harringay. [2671

IriNFlEUJ 1922 Models.—Immediate delivery; cash,
J deferred payments, exchanges. ' Repairs.—

.Victoria, Regent Parade, Tally-Ho, Pinclifey. [2157

ENFIELD 6h.p„ Milliard sidecar, all lamps, licensed

to December, good running order; £50.—Smith,
4, Honister Av., Jesmond, Newcastle-on-Tyne. [2605

ENFIELD 1921, -2-stroke, 2-speed, mileage 300,
fullv equipped, tax paid year; £42.—Barker,

216, Portobello Rd., North Kensington, W.ll. [2612

ipNFIELD 1919 6h.p. Combination, lamps, horn,
•* etc.; £85, bargain.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate

Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548.
[0067

"IQ21 Enfield 2-seater Combination, 8h.p. Vickers
J-i» engine, fullv equipped; £110—Hillier, Side

Bell, 9, Wallingford Av., North Kensington, W.10.
[2699

ENFIELD, 1921, 6h.p., dynamo lighting, 2-speed, all-

chain drive, Enfield sidecar, fully equipped, tax

paid; £125.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., Lon-
don. [3175

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1919, Lucas lamps,
horn, just overhauled, new condition, tax paid;

bargain, £90, offers.—367, St. Benedicts Rd., Birming-
ham. [2720

1 Q22 Enfield Combination for immediate delivery,

-L«J standard, £140; 2-seater, £145; easy payments
4% extra.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd,, Birming-
ham. [3019

*| Q17 3h.p. 2-speed Enfield, equipped, licensed, ex-
13 cellent condition; £39; exchange, cash, for En-
field. Zenith combination.—3, Morpeth Rd., S.

Hackney, [2713

ENFIELD Combination 6h.p. 1914, 3>,b years war
stored, excellent condition, anv trial given, com-

plete in all; bargain, £55.—Box 9971, c/o The Motor
Cycle. (D) [2996

ENFIELD Combination, late 1920, Magdynamo, 2-

seater sidecar, hood, screen, speedometer, and
spare chains, etc.; nearest £120.-323, High St..

Brentford, W. [2602

"I Q20 Enfield Combination, Magdyno, Easting,
J-*J Cowey, mirror, Tan-Sad, spares, perfect condi-

tion, fully licensed; £115 —Darling, 19, Ardfern Av.,

Norbury, S.W.16. [2762

ENFIELD—Complete range of 1922 models in

stock for immediate^ delivery; cash, exchanges;

sasy payments 4% extra.—P. J. Evans, John Bright

St., Birmingham. [2235

T.T. Enfield 3h.p., 2-speed, all chain, clutch, full

licence, new tyres, 2in. exhaust, late model; abso-

lutely perfect; £39 cash; genuine bargain.—89, East

Hill, Wandsworth. - [2574

"IQ21 8h.p. Vickers-Enfield Combination, Lucas
X*/ Magdyno, low mileage, as new; £125; exchanges.

—W J C. Motor Exchange, 5, Adlison Av., Holland
Park, W.ll. Park. 2071. . [2797

ENFIELD 1921 8h.p. Combination, Easting, electric

lamps, absolutely as new; £130, or exchange.

—

Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
'Phone : Hammersmith 80. . [2380

ry /y GNS.—Bargain, splendid Enfield Combination,
fl \l 6h.p., windscreen, hood, speedometer, mirror,

Tan-Sad, fine lamp set, tvres perfect, trial.—Lane, 126,

Queen's Rd., Dalston, E.8. [2420

ENFIELD 1918 (late), 8h.p. J.A.P., special bulbous
back sidecar body. Easting, legshields, Watford

trip, lamps, horn, and spares, tyres and tubes nearly
new,- also tradesman's box to fit same, only wanting
seeing, trial, tax paid 1922, everything in tip-top con-
dition; price 100 gns.—J.T.M., Hooley Bakery, Couls-
don, Surrey. . _ .

- [287.

k:8 All letters relating to advertisements
Motor Cycles

SAVE YOUR TICKET MONEY
" PAY AS YOU RIDE "

OUR
MOTOR CYCLES.

"pytwpi*

TRIUMPH "Ricardo." £120 cash or £31 4 down
and 12 payments of £7 T6 0. All models in stock.

ENFIELD 8 h. p. Comb. £140 cash or £36 8 dow ,

and 12 payments of £9 2 0. All models iD stoffk,

ALLON. £60 cash or £15 12 C down and 12 pay.

ments of £3 18 0.

LEVIS. From £48 cash or £12 9 8 down and
payments of £3 2 5. All models in stock.

COVENTRY PREMIER. £230 cash or £59 16

down and 12 payments of £14 19 0.

EVERY WELL KNOWN MAKE OF MOTOR CYCLE
IN STOCK. TRADE SUPPLIED.

DISCOUNTS ALLOWED IF ACCOUNT PAID IN

2, 4 OR 6 MONTHS.

I

WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON, N.E. 151, High St
'Phone

—
"Wahhaiustow too (2 lines).

EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W. (Opp. Gt. Portland
Street Station). 'Phone—Museum 4978.

WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N.E. 50, High Road.
~ 'Phone—Hornsey 1956.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

I Q20 Enfield 8h.p. Combination, J.A.P. engine.
-*-*J Lucas dynamo lighting, horn, speedometer, tools.

Easting windscreen, tax paid, excellent condition:
£110.—Dr; Spencer, Alcester. [194c

6h.p: Enfield Combination, 1915, been thoroughly
overhauled, receipts shown; no reasonable offei

refused; money urgently required.—Whiting, 17, Barry
Rd., Stonebridge Park, N.W. 10. [2101

6h.p. Royal Enfield Combination, 1915 (late), stored

3 years, recently thoroughly overhauled, in ex-

cellent condition, insured, taxed; nearest offer £70.—
Corner House, Godstone, Surrey. [2296

ENFIELD Combination, 8h.p., 2-speed, Magdync
lighting, fully equipped, electric horn, speedo-

meter, etc., perfect running order; £60.—Naylor anu
Kirk, 406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W. [2537

£120.-1921 dynamo lighting Enfield combination,
Vickers 8h.p. engine, fully equipped, perfect c6n- ,

dition throughout, will guarantee 6 months if re- 1

quired.—165, Junction Rd., Tufnell. Park, N.19. [3131

/? /? GNS., exchange.—Really exceptionally nice**" Enfield Combination 1915, but had very little

use, disc wheels, equipped, smart, any examination,
trial.—Seabridge, 35, Hansler Rd., East Uulwieh.
(Sydenham 2452.) [7241

I7NFIELD Combination, overhauled, Easting, lamps,
-J Binks, Tan-Sad, tools, overalls, spares include

extra driving chain, tyres, valves, pistons, connecting-
rods; £68; write or call.—J. L. Furneaux, Whitbread
and Co., Scvubbs Lane, Willesden. [2326

"I Q20 (August) 8b.p. Enfield Combination, Easting,
-lv Cowey horn, and speedometer, Binks, 3 lamps,

College shields, luggage carrier, tools, spares, good
tyres, enamel coach painting excellent, tax paid, in-

sured, take 4 anvwhere; £95, or near.—Watts, Bethers-

den, Ashford, Kent. [2100

"IQ20 Enfield Combination, 8h.p. twin J.A. P., 3-

J-t/ speed, handle start, 1922 tax paid, Magdynamo
lighting throughout, horn, Bonniksen trip and dis-

tance speedometer, Easting windscreen, etc., excep-

tionally fast engine, in -most beautiful condition; any

test or trial; £98.— Walker, 769, Romford Rd., Manor
Park, London, E. [1894

Snare Parts

.

E NF1ELD Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

Bond St.. Ealing. [7542

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St.. Cambridge.

—All Enfield engine parts in stock. Trade sup-

plied. [2310

EM FIELD Spares and Repairs a speciality.—

Pulling's Garage, London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone,

1619. [6952

Excelsior.

EXCELSIOR 1920-21 De Luxe Combination, 8h.p.

J.A.P., fitted roller con.-rods by makers, Lucas

magdvno, lamps and horn, latest 3-speed Burman gear

box, Cowev speedometer, legshields, interchangeable

wheels, spares : screen, carrier, perfect, tax paid, in-

sured; nearest £145; appointment.—Long, 15, George.

St., Richmond. 'Phone 1281. [2400

F.N.

F.N., 1914, 5-6h.p., 4-cylinder, 2-speed, hand clutch;

£30.—Maudes', Walsall Garage, Walsall. [3197

F.N. 4-cyl. Coachbuiit Combination, 2 speeds,

clutch, excellent condition; £35.—Box 9925, c/o

The Motor Cycle. (D) [2056

LIGHTWEIGHT F.N., 2 speeds, clutch, . shaft drive,

new tyres, in perfect condition, tax paid ;
£24.—

Dinwoodie, Brougii, Westmorland. [2821

F.N. 2"'ih.p., spring forks, new tyre, in splendid

running' order, suit beginner; bargain, £9.—Smitn,

82, Seeley Rd., Tooting Junction. [2367

2-speed and clutch, licensed till

splendid tunning order, new heavy

tyres; £30, or nearest—Souter, " Daisybank," Calder-

cruix, Lanarkshire. [2738

.N. 5-6h.p„ 2 speeds, h.c. clutch, 1921, Binks,

Best-Lloyd mechanical lubrication/ m.o.i.v., eleC:

trically equipped, frame cut down, wide tank, perfect

condition; £58.-4, Hanover St., London, W. [P)

LANGFORD'S, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, London,

N W 2 - 1922 8h.p. 4-cylinder F.N.; with new

o h i v engine 3-speed gear, and no-trouble shaft

drive, £135; lightweights. £55 and £72 ; highest price

for your present machine in exchange. isva*

^nnrp Pnrtfi

5-6h.p. F.N.,
December,

F J

FN. Spares.—We can supply for all models from i

1904; prompt attention to inquiries—I/augforcU

37, Cricklewood Broadway, London, N.W. 2.. [302E

19 20
;£30.

stead 1353.

Gamage.
Gamage-Villiers, two speeds, good condition

-Goad, 122,. Maida Vale. 'Phone:

Harley-Davldson.
Agent for Harley-Davidsons:

Hamp-
[2910

from
[0577SHEFFIELD .

£120.—Stacey. 12. Ecclesall Rd.

19 Harley Combination, with £50 sidecar, per-

fect; £87/10.-9, Church Rd., Harlesdeu. [24°°19

should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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CYCLES
Indian.

FOR SALE.MOTOR

nn-re Fartx

:

DiAN.—Tlie Dennis Accessories Stores, 89, Brix
ton Rd., London ('Phone : Brixton 3129), supply
parts from stock, new and Eecond-hand. They
specialise in Indian repairs. [6788

Ivy.
—

2

5jh.p. Ivy—g--stroke, in sp'endid running order.
-King, Egrove I arm, Oxford. [2832

19.

[| 20 2i£h.p. Ivy, accessories, speedometer,
away; bargain, £48.-47, Thurlby

ride
Rd.,

mbley. [2477

38.—1920 2i'
2h.p. Ivy 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, com-

pletely equipped, licensed, run about 500 miles.—
Holdway, Cople, Bedford. [2525

"Y-PRECISION Combination, 3%h.p„ - 3-speed,
coachbuilt, tax paid, good condition; £44; ex-

ge- monocar or kick start combination, cash
en.—180, Brecknock Rd., Islington. [2687

121 Ivy Three, 2-speed, clutch, kick start,_lamps,
' Cowey, horn. Smith's trip speedometer, etc.,
eage under 2,000, condition as new, tax paid, ready
ride away; £55; absolutely genuine.—Hogg, 2,

ses Sq., Newmarket. [1995

James.
ET us fix you up with a James Combination or

Solo for Whitsun.—Whitby's.—Below.

new £95.—U
lighting.
Grafton

[2593

|NLY 4% extra for deferred payments, and liberal
cash allowances on your old machine.—Whitby's.

3elow.

:ATa"LOGUES free on request, and demonstration
runs.—WnitJjy"s, James Service Depot, 7, The

le, Acton, W.3. [2804
kAN GUY. Weymouth.—1922 7h.p. James De Luxe
w Combination. £160; 2-stroke. kick start, £60; in
<*- [081

5

AMES 1921, 2-speed, 2-stroke, as new, not ridden
600, full equipment; £43.-2, Stafford Rd., Brix-

i, S.W.9. £2271
AMES, 1917, 2V4 h.p., 2-speed, chain-cum-belt

drive, Amac carburetter; £26.—Maudes', Walsail
rage, Walsall. (.3-188

h.p. James Combination, late 1919; best offer over
£100; splendid condition.—7 Station Parade,

ling Common, W.5 [2670

921 James Combination, 7h.p., electric
screen, Tan-Sad,

:ws, Warren St., W.l
I.O.C.H-. have a James 4'4h.p. Combination, Lucas
dynamo set, also 1920 444h.p. solo.— 5, Heath

, Hampstead (near Tube;. [2253

U. WHITBY and Son.- Immediate delivery ol
* new James models; no waiting; list free on
juest.-7. The Vale, Acton, W.3. [3312

920 late 5-6h.p. James Combination de Luxe, new
condition, any trial; £110; part exchange.

—

irhurst, 68B, Standishgate, Wigan. [2389

lli.p. Sporting James, twin, K.S. catch, 3-speed,
2 all chain, excellent condition, 1915 100 mpg
ured; £49—25, Cranley Gdns., N.10. [2589

Jth.p. James Combination, condition as new, year's
4 tax, all on, spares, Easting, speedometer, trial;
irest £70.—Hesketh, 36, Larch St., Southport. [1961

AJV1ES 1918 Combination, 7h.p., Easting, speedo-
meter, aluminium discs, copper exhaust, 'excellent

idition; oDers? -Welch, Worlii.gham, Beccles [220J

919 James 5-6h.p. Combination, lamps. Cameo,
hood, speedometer, tools, splendid condition,

ring up rkling.—20, Tresco Rd., Peckham Rye. [2401

919 5-6h.p. James Combination, tank repainted
by makers, thoroughly overhauled, electric

ht, speedometer, in perfect order; £80.—Sylvana,
inton Rd., Famham. [1882

AMES 5-6h.p. Combination (1920), speedometer,
horn-, Lucas electric lighting set, hood, windscreen,

3ls, tax paid, good order; £90, quick sale.— 198,
,rrock St., Gravesend. [1353

922 James 7h.p. Combination, spare wheel, dynamo
lighting, child's dickey seat, unused, tax paid;

asormble offer; lightweight taken part.--Thompson,
i3, Munster Rd., Fu'ham. [2677

920 James combination, 7h.p., tax paid, lamps,
horn, mirror, windscreen, etc., perfect condition

)5.—Gordon R. Croxford, The Motor Cycle House,
I, I-pper Richmond Rd , S.W.14. 'Phone: Rich-
snd 322. [2814

Spar Pnrts:

\
AMES Spares.

1

St.. Ealing
Immediate delivery.— Kay3, 8,

TTHITBY'S for James spares and service;
' » lor last 16 years.—7, The "V ale,
'hone : Chiswick 1513.

Bond
[7223

agents
Acton.
[33U

.E.S
si

10, Great Portland St

J.E.S.
2-stroke,1921, 2h.p.

suitable machine for beginners
al starter,

£35.
belt drive,
—Maudes',

[31 7T

BANNERS
The

Exchange Specialists.

NEW 1922 MODELS
FROM STOCK.

7 h.p. A.J.S. Combination £175

3 h.p. ENFIELD Comb £140
8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb., dynamo £158
4 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb £135
6 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb £165
8 h.p. MATCHLESS Comb £170
6 h.p. B.S.A. Comb £164

4 J h.p. B.S.A. Comb £142

3i h.p. ARIEL Comb £125

SOLO
=} h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed £55
23 h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-5peed £75
22 h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-speed and K.S £90
=i h.p. DOUGLAS, Sports £130
5+ h.p. NORTON, i6H , £115
3ih.p. ARIEL, 3-speed and K.S. £95

4i h.p. B.S.A., all chain £110

2} h.p. NEW IMPERIAL £73.

3i h.p. ZENITH-BRADSHAW £119

ANY MAKE SUPPLIED..

HIGHEST MARKET VALUE
\ t t AvirrT] 'or vour present machine
flLLUVVtll

jn part excnange _

DEFERRED PAYMENTS
SECONDHAND MACHINES.

»1 h.p. ENFIELD, shop-soiled .... £50
25 h.p. ROYAL RUBY, 2-spjed .

.

£50
2^ h.p. FEDERAL, 2-speed £40
2} h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed £55
8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb £135
.il h.p. HUMBER Comb £127
5" h.p. ZENITH Comb., £90
2j h.p. EDMUND, 2-speed £45
6 h.p. ENFIELD Comb. . . .- £110

4 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON
Comb £110

2l h.p. METRO-TYLER, 2-SDeed.. £50
6" h.p. JAMES Comb £85

3 l h.p. ROVER Comb £80
8" h.p. SUNBEAM Comb £112

4i h.p. B.S.A. Comb £65

79hp. HARLEY-DAVIDSON
Comb - £75

IOI5 23 h.p. DOUGLAS £37

1Q13-14 31 h.p. TRIUMPH Comb £45
2S h.p. CONNAUGHT £17

3} h.p. BRADBURY, 2-speed, K.S. £25

WRITE NOW.

RBAMBER&Co.Ltd.
2, EASTBANK STREET,

'Ph
6
°D
|

: SOUTHPORT.

1922
1921
1921
1921
192

1

1921
1920
1920
1920
1920

1920
1919
19 19
19 19
19 16
1915-16

^

T .E.S.O smell

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
J.E.S.

Lightweights.—These machines run 01

petrol.—Gibb, Gloucester.

Kenilworth.

1 the
[8122

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—lWh.p.
Kenilworth Motor Cyclette, 1921, suitable lor

lady; £37/10.

Kingsbury.

KINGSBURY 2';ih.p., 2 speeds, new;
Queen's Terrace Mews, Queen's Gate.

[2925

43 gns.—32.
S.W.7. [2308

Lea-Francis.
1920, 3'.ih.p., 2-speed, M.A.G.

kick
10,

[2679

LEA-FRANCIS
engine, perfec ~

Garage, Kensington Palace. 'Phone: Park 86. [2113

LEA-FRANCIS Coachbuilt Combiration, 3'/ih.p

twin J.A.P., 2-speed, countershaft, clutch,

start, perfect condition, all-chain drive; 54 gi

Belgrave Rd., Hounslow

Levis.

TJREMIER Motor Co. lor 1922 Levis.

POPULAR 2i4h.p. single gear Levis £48 ;
Model

S, 2Vjh.p., 2-speed. clutch, £58; Model G., 247

c.c, 2-speed - clutch £56; kick starter, ±2 extia.

easy payments. 4 per cent, extra; carnage paid to

any address; all models in stock for immediate cleli-

Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham
very.-

£34; any trial.

-

[2410

licensed

;

[1950

£25—2V,h.p. Levis, 2-speed, clutch, all-chain, splen-

did funning order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxtod.

1920 2>:,h.p., single gear, belt drive, all

lamps, tax paid; £26.—Maudes', Walsall Garage

Walsall.
L51SU

LEVIS.-A11 models, bv one who knows them Call,

write, or 'phone 852.—Gibb, 100, Northgate.

Gloucester

IEVIS 2%h.p., 2-speed. as new;
J Crown Garage, Weybridge.

T EV1S 1915 2 lAh.p., excellent condition

T EVIS,

-Levis Popular
stc

Wells

[8123

iusfc thoroughly overhauled
- Tun-

[2870

on, excellent condition, Tan-Sad,

£27 / 10 j

and stove enamelled.-8A, Cnlverden Down, Tun-

Norburv Crescent, Nor-
[3063

bridg'

LEVIS, 1920, all

foil outfit; 37 gns.—30.
bury, S.W.16.

LEVIS 1920 2-speed, tax paid 1922, fully equipped,

perfect; £34.—Naylor and Kirk, 406, Garratt

Lane. Earlsfield, S.W. [2535

16-17 Levis, guaranteed first-class condition,

lamps and everything complete; £26—Car-

ruthers, Halstead, Essex. ["44

LEVIS 2i/ih.p., 1921, Sturmey 2-speed, clutch, speedo-

meter, all accessories; £45, or near.—Hardy,

Beaverwood Rd., Chislehurst. [1858

1922 Models.—Immediate delivery; cash, de

ierred payments, exchanges. Repairs.—Motona.

Regent Parade, Tally-Ho, Fm-;hley. [2163

1921 Model S, 2-speed, and clutch, fully

tax paid; £42.—Barker, 216, Porto-

bello Rd., North Kensington, W.ll. [2614.

20 Levis, perfect condition throughout, accessories

photo., only used bv lady; £34.-Brooker Mill

House Farm, Salters Rd., King's Lynn. [2845

FOR 1922 Levis, the most reliable and neatest 2

stroke upon the road, send or call at Jone;

Garage, The Broadway, M.iswell Hill. N.10. [0788

LEVIS All 1922 models. Send your orders along:

catalogues with pleasure.—Sam E. Clapham

(Motors). 27, Stockwell St.. Greenwich. S.E.10. 17943

-1 Q21 Levis, tax paid for a year, lamp^ horn, _etc
;
.

L*? perfect condition; £34.-

19

'

LEVIS
1

LEVIS
equipped.

19 2

Gordon "R. Croxford.

The Motor Cycle House. 461 Upper Richmond Rd
S.W.14. 'Phone : Richmond 322. L2813

TMMEDIATE or early delivery of all Levis models.

We have one Olympia Show model left. Model S,

the acknowledged finest 2-stroke. We are agents for

all the leading makes, and will supply Levis or any

motor rvcle or combination on deferred terms. Special

™m toi Levis We specialise in deterred terms.

"in particulars will be supplied with pleasure-

ri fford Motor Co.. London and District Agents for

Levis 14, Clifford St., Bond St., W.l. [2080

Snare Parts :

LEVIS Spares. Immediate delivery.— Kays. 8. Bon-1

St. Ealing. ' - t7230

Green St.. Cambridge.
Trade supplied.

[2941

LEVIS —All spares or complete 1922 "model cycles

from stock, carriage paid.—Jones Garage. Broad-

way, MusweH Hill. N10.
(ODFREYS 1

, Ltd.. 208.

H
mmediate delivery.

-

St. Ealing.

ERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd.,

All Levis parts in stock.

GJDFRETS'. Ltd.. 208. Great Portland St.. Loudo

W 1 —Comi'lete stock of all Levis scare part

always in stock. WritB for free spare part list,

year of manufacture.

statins
[0753

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue B4 i

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
J.ilKoIll I Ik.

10.—1913 Lincoln-Elk Z%h.p., Bosch,
tax paid.—Milk, Clayton-Wiekham

£16/11

Martinsyde
MARTINSYDE —Immediate deliver?

models. Cash, exchange;
Kays. B, Bond St., Ealing

B. and
Hasso ks

[2211

S'Ah.p Martinsyde
31' deferred—D. & S
Golders Green.

ol 1922
de:erre1 payments.—

(7229

sports model;
Autocar Co.,

[2974

IN stock.-1922
£110, cash 1

33, The Parade,

F.O.C.H.
pletely equipped, excellent condition; bargain.-

5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube). [2254 .

FOR a 1922 JWartinsyde 3U,h.p. Sports or 6b. p.
Combination get in touch with the North London

agents, Jones Garage, The Broadway. Mnswell Hill.

N 10 10789

MARTINSYDE 1922 Sports Model for immediate
delivery; £110. Best price allowed on exchange

deals.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,
W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.

Hammersmith Rd.,
[2370

"I Q21 6h.p. Martinsyde Combination, bought August,
J-tJ 1921, run about 4.000 miles, electric lights
with new accumulator, windscreen, Speedwell V leg-
shields, horn, handle-bar muffs, spare tyre, only 9d.
expended on replacements since purchase, doctor's
machine, well cared for, condition perfect; £130 or
nearest-; owner buying car.—Dr. Daniels, King's St.,
Lancaster. [3010

Massey.Arran.
K1CKHAM, Stokes Croft. Bristol, Sole District

Agent for Massey-Arrans; unequalled service, re
pairs, etc. 13147

Matchless

NEW 1922 Matchless Combination, shop-soiled onlv;
£155.—Cross, Effingham Sq., Rotherham. [2778

I
HAVE in stock the latest rigid frame Special
Model Matchless Combination; £150.—Ross, 86,

High Rd., Lee. [2301

EARLY 1921 Matchless, Model H, dynamo lighting,
hood, screen, spare wheel; £130.—187, Murchison

Rd., Leyton, E.10 [2095

MATCHLESS Victory Combination, unscratched, full

equipment, beautiful outfit; £90, lowest.—62,
Princess Rd., Kilburn. [2769

MATCHLESS.—All models Irom stock. Official

Agents, deferred payments.—Bambers. 2, East-
bank St„ Southport. 'Phone:. 607. [6291

MATCHLESS, 1921, all on, carefully run in,

manufacturers' guarantee; appointment; £140.

—

Garland, 50, Northbrook Rd., Ilford. [2611

]Y/["ATCHLESS 1915, M.A.G., 3 speeds, hood, screen,
'uggage carrier, excellent mechanical condition;

[2722£65 East Ham.-Cox, 9,_ Langton Av

MATCHLESS, Model H, Sept. 1920, Magdyno,
spare wheel, Easting, Binks, insured, perfect;

£120.—Daniels, Limes Parade, Weybridge. [2288

PRACTICALLY new Model H. Matchless Combina-
tion,- dynamo lighting; taxed, every accessory;

£122.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [2467

SHEFFIELD Agent 101 Matchless. All models lu

stock. Sporting models £130. standard models
£170—A. J. Btacey, 12. Ecclesall Rd . Sheffield [0574

1 Q22 Matchless-M.A.G. combination, Lucas, magdyno,
-L*J equipment, shop-soiled onlv. never been on the
.road; £168.—Arthur G. Daw, 114, Brixton Hill.

[2748
MATCHLESS, all models supplied, very liberal ex-

change allowance on your -machine.—Agents,
R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.

[7204
MATCHLESS combination, M.A.G. engine, 3-speed,

kick starter, overhauled, re-enamelled, plated like

new; £85.—Robarts, 81, Dundee Rd., South Norwood.
[2881

£150 is the price of a new Matchless Combination

;

see our showrooms, all models in stock; cash or
payments—Knight's, 126, Upper Tooting Rd.. S.W.17.

[0759
MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 6h.p. Solo, kick start, clutch,

sound tank, sports model, fully equipped, suit
overalls, spares, etc.; £40.-13, Crooklog, Bexleyheath,
S.E. [2459

TASSELL, la, Bloomlield Rd., Plumstead, for
Matchless Combinations; deferred payments;

spares of all dates; trade supplied where agents not
appointed. [2241

8h.p. Matchless Combination, 2-speed, Easting, Tan-
Sad, lamps, tax paid for year, condition perfect,

any trial; £50.—York, Durnsford Rd. Pumping Stn.,

Wimbledon. [2697

MATCHLESS 1921 Combination, dynamo, hood,
screen, etc.,- indistinguishable from new; £130,

nearest.—James, c/o Bradmore's, 482, Harrow -Rd.,
Paddington. [2825

MATCHLESS 1920 Model II., fully equipped, new
condition, 3 new tyres, guaranteed perfect, tax

paid and insured; £120.—Lindsell, Corn Dealer, Bel-
lenden Rd., PeckhanJ: ^ [2452

£57.—Matchless combination, late model, 7-9h.p.
M.A.G., 3 speeds, clutch, kick starter, all-chain,

lamps, licence, luggage grid, accessories; real snip.

—

33, Solon Rd., Brixton. [2360-

BERTIE'STWO CALTHORPES
SUCCESSFULLY COM-
PLETED THE COURSE.

They were the lightweight models,
2

'. h.p. two-strokes, prices of which
range from

£36
We shall be pleased to forward you
paiticulars of the same together with

our very easy payment terms,

. TO SIDECARISTS.
If you require a thoroughly reliable

combination you cannot do better
than a Burlington Reconstructed 4 h.p.

Douglas and sidecar. They are a real

value-for-money proposition.

They are almost entirely built through-
out of new parts, fully equipped and
covered by a guarantee for three

months.

Comb.

Solo

CASH PRICE.
with new Burlington s/c

93 gns.

75 gns.

FASY PAYMENT TERMS
For Combination'; Deposit £25 16 6

12 monthly instalments of £6
For Solo : Deposit £20

12 monthly instalments of £5

9 6

18 6

4 3

7, South Side,

Clapham Common, S.W.4.
'Phone : Brixton 2417.

Wires : Burlington Motors, Clapham.

Juit by Clapham Common Underground Station.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

Combination, June, 1921, M.A
lighting, hood, .screen,

MATCHLESS
Lucas acetylene

shields, perfect, trial

Marchniont St., Russell
uffer.-Hill,

[2

DOUBLE SEATER
November. 1921,

£120,
Sq.

Matchless Combination,
full accessories, only done 1; I

miles, year's tax paid; exceptional- bargain, 160 gn
Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [2; I

1 (119 Matchless Combination, Victory Model, us!
J- ^r accessories, including "spare wheel, windscn
patent Tan-Sad. saddle, et<r„ excellent condition; £
—Uatlands, Ashwood Rd., Woking. [z I

MATCHLESS 1921 Combination, Magdyno, elec

horn, speedometer, hood, screen, step, legshie

tax paid, perfect, condition; £148.—Richardson, Flat

58, Ufford St., Blackfriars Rd , S.E. [2

MATCHLESS Combinations.—Book your orders w
Ross. 86. High Rd., Lee, S.E., or 'Phone

Green 744 for immediate delivery of 1922 models,

changes and gradual payments arranged. [3'

ATCHLESS, Model H2, M.A.G. Combinati
Magdyno, speedometer, mud shields, hood, si

car step, Tan-Sad, spares, 5 tyres, good conditi.

£140: after 6.—199, Widmore Rd., Bromley, Kent
[2;

MATCHLESS Combination, 8h.p., Model H, 19

speedometer, hoods, screen, lamps, leg shie

spare wheel, excellent appearance and running coi

l.ion, great bargain ; 95 gns.—Longman Bros.,

Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone : 689. [31

22 Matchless, family model, dynamo lighti

spare wheel, 2 screens, fitted wfth Triplex, r

drive speedometer, iront band brake, legshields, :

other extras, mileage 400, cost £240; accept first i

sonable offer; owner buying car; seen by appointnif

—Hickmott, Longfleld, near Dartford.

ARKER S Motors, The South-West Lone

Matchless Agents and Service Station.—
lj

models at list prices. We give an insurance pc-1

against mechanical breakdown for 12 months

All Matchless spares in stock Open from 9 a

until 8 p.m.—194, Balham High Rd., S.W.12. [31

22 Matchless. 'Phone : Greenwich 751. i

Combination that scores every time. See

suits of Land's End Trial. You can do the same

your Matchless is supplied by Sam E. Clapham. S

your orders along and secure satisfaction

"diate delivery, all models, cash, exchange,

terms.—Matchless Service Depot, Sam I

(Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich,

ATCHLESS, This is It.—1920 Model H, Ju
done 4,200 miles, fine condition, J.A.P. engi

magdyno, electric horn, hood, windscreen with-s
valences, speedometer, Sterling legshields, Cbven'
thief-proof lock, Binks carburetter, mirror, inspect]

lamp, spare wheel, spare -bulb rase, valves, etc., gt

bargain, cost £256; price £160.—70, Brinnington R
Stockport, Cheshire. [18

Spnrp Ptirts

MATCHLESS Spares Immediate delivery.—Ka
8, Bond St.. Ealing. [72

ATCHLESS Spares lor J.A.P qr M.A.G. by :

turn, post free.—Jones Garage, Matchless Agei

Broadway, Mu,well Hill, N 10 [08'

M'

19 2

B J

19 s

M'

ii

Inn

Claph
S.E.10. [3C

M'

McKenzie.
Lightweight; 26 gns:MCKENZIE

livery.—SoJe District Agents, Motoria, Rege
Parade, Tally-He, -.b'mchley.

McKENZIE-HOBART Ultra Lightweight
cycles; 26 guineas, ex works. Immediate de

veries of these wonderful little machines.—Coloni

Motors, 104a, Finchley Rd. Hampstead 7822. [31 1

immediate
~teg<

[2H

mot

METRO, 2-speed
28, Hamilton

^PORTING Metro-Tyler, 2-speed
sell engi

Hartley, Plymouth
S
Re=ervoir Rd

Metro.
extra posh and unused; £50.

Rd., Twickenham. [2H

new condition, ;

I Q 22 Metro-Tyler 2',.jh.p. Sports,
It/ horn, tax paid December, unscratched, perfec

E26:

2-speed, lam]

£45.—Chelmercot, Amberley Rd., Palmer's Gree

London. £23i

Minerva.

£16/10.—Minerva 3M>h.p., very fast; take pu

cycle part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, Lo

don. •
"

t23l.

Mohawk.
MOHAWK Cycles new, or second-hand, at lowo

prices, for cash or easy payments.—Mohawk Cy*<

Co., Ltd., 276, Alexandra Rd., Hornsey, N.8. [19=

MOHAWK Combination, 1922^ model, new but shq

soiled, Model E, 3V2h.p. Abingdon engmi

Sturmev-Archer 3-speed; 100 gns.; bargain.—2, Ale

andra Rd., Hornsey, London. •
[19'

Moto-Reve-
OTO-REVE
£14, or

do-n. " .

25ih
offer

.p. Twin, in- very
—35, Theberton

good
St.,

conditioi
Islingto

[227

li,J3
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the

Motor Cycles advertised bv private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P.V.

p.V. 1921 2%h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, clutch, kick start,

iamps, horn, spring frame, perfect condition;

J5, or near offer.--32, Mayow Rd., Sydenham, S.E.26.
[2739

'.V.—Astounding value is represented by our new
- range of popular models, incorporating our
jiious spring frame and Villiers or J.A.P. engines.
ices from' £45. Lists from agents or P.V. Motor
fcles, Ltd., Forest Hill, London. [2384

Quadrant.
ILTFFORD WILSON Company, 16 years' experience

with Quadrants. T3277

t

,rAPRANT, new 1922 4%h.p. chain drive Com-
bination, actually in stock; £105.—Moss, Wem.

[2915

922 Quadrant 4V:>h.p. Combinations; £100
Agents for Cambridge.—Wallis and Easton,

I. Mill Rd., Cambridge. [0825

913 Qt/zh.p. Quadrant Combination, perfect, ride
away; £20; seen week-end.— 5, Stamford Brook

., Hammersmith, W.6. [2772

QUADRANT, a.i.v., good order, new magneto, minus
exhaust and brakes ; first cash £7.—Gibbons.

wal Rd., Whittlesey, Cambs. [2166

RANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., Distributors, 139,
. New St., Birmingham.—Quadrant £100 4V2h.p.
nbihation, delivery from stock. [0767

TAUCHOPE'S, 9, _
Shoe Lane, London.—4V2b.p.

' Quadrant Combination, 3 speeds, kick starter
I clutch models, 1920 model; £77/10. [2936

IJLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Company, Quadrant
Works—Representatives and Sole Wholesale Dis-

butors tor London, Southern and Eastern Counties;
cial repairers and spare part stockists; deferred
.nients; exchanges; all models in stock. Special
urance facilities applicable to Quadrants only.—
7, Westminster Bridge Rd.. London, S.E.I, opposite
iterlou Station Approach. Telephone: Hop 210.

[3279
Radco.

916 Radco, 2'/jh. p., P. and H. lamp set, new tyres
and belt. Klaxon horn, tax paid, College mud-

eld, very fast, as new; £25.—C. Baxter, Waterbeach,
Whs. [2016

[J15 Radco, 2Vih.p., tax paid for year, lamps, horn.
f etc., good condition; £20.—Gordon R. Crox-
rl, The Motor Cycle House, 461, Upper Richmond
., S.W.14. 'Phone: Richmond 322. [2817

Raleigh.

iREMIER Motor Oo. fox 1922 Raleigh*.

MMEDIATE Delivery of 5-6h.p., spring frame. He
tnchahle wheels, £130; standard sidecar, £35: De

xe sidecar, £42; early delivery of the new Raleigh
htweiplit, £68; easy payments 4% extra.—The Premie:
>tor Co.. Aston Rd.. Birmingham. [C62t

tALEIGH 2s4h.p., 2-speed, kick start, in stock;
u £68.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [1280

C|22 Raleighs, 2%h.p. and Combinations, delivery
*J anywhere, always in stock.—Clifford Motories,
stwood, Notts. [7764
> ALE1G 11.—Immediate delivery of 1922 models
\> Ca=h, exchange, or deferred payments.—Kays, 8,

nd St., Ealing [7230

pALEIGH Lightweights and Combinations for im-"
n mediate delivery. Best prices allowed on exchange
ds. We have been agents for Raleigh machines for
* 15 years, and can offer best service and deliveries,
wnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
lone: Hammersmith 80. [2369

Rex.
i EX 3^vh.p., Bosch, single speed, perfect order;
lJ £10/10.-17, Heatcn Rd., Mitcham. [2566

• 16/10.—3'^h.p. Rex, splendid condition; take push
' cycle part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, Lon-
a. [2341
»EX, 5h.p. coachbuilt, 2-speed combination, all new
b tvres. full tax; 30 gns.; exchanges.—Kent's, 417.
rd St,, Southport. [2002

912 6h.p. Rex Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed,
all new tyres, taxed; gift, £30; exchanges.—

nt's, 417, Lord St., Southport. [2000a

913-14 3'/vh.p. T.T. Rex, re-enamelled, overhauled,
Bnsch, B. and B., variable gear, new tyres, tax

id; £25, nearest.—18, School Lane, Cirencester*
)S. - - [2188

921 8h.p. Rex Combination, Blackburne engine,
all lamps, horn, snare wheel, tax paid Dec,

A. cylinder, all-chain drive, perfect order and con-
ion; £115.—D. k S. Autocar Co., 33; The Parade,
lders Green. [2976

922 Rex-Acme, latest model G, immediate de-
livery. 'Phone: Greenwich, 751. All-chain drive

.p. Blackburne engine, Sturmey-Archer gear with
;cial clutch, interchangeable and detachable wheels,
redo band brakes, spring seat-pillar, etc., special
signed chassis, with luxurious sidecar; a combina-
n bristling with refinements at £150, complete.
II and inspect same in my showrooms, catalogues
th pleasure.—The agent for all high-class produc-
es is Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stoc,kwell St.,
eenwich, S.E.10. [3053

WATCH THIS COLUMN
EVERY WEEK FOR

BANCROFTIAN CO.'S

BARGAINS.
Advertisers in "The Motor Cycle" from its

first publication.

TYRES.—Manufacturers' clearance stock, not W.D.
Although clearance, they are new and perfect.
Wood Milne extra heavy, 4-ply, 26x2^, combination,
35/-. Pedley, 26x2^, 3-ribbed, 25/-. Hutchinson,
26x25, heavy T.T., 27/6; Passenger, 26X2* for 2},
39/6 ;

70*0 x 80 to fit 650 x 65 small car, heavy, 49/6 ;

light car, 750X 75 for 28 x 3 rim, 42/- ; heavy Passenger,
26x3, 37/6; extra strong Passenger, 28x3, 53/6;
24 x 2 T.T. heavy, 25/- ; extra heavy, 3-ribbed,
700 X 65, 35/- ; 650 x 65 steel studded car type, 65/-

;

original, £6 6s. Firestone, 20x2, Auto wheel, 21/-;
original, 45/- ; tube, 6/6. Palmer, 26 X 2, light, 22/6

;

650 X 65 cord, 42/- ; 26 X 2& cord, 42/*. Oylers,

650 "^65, ribbed square tread, heavy, in original

packing, 27/6 ; original, 45/-. Clincher de Luxe, 'very
heavy, 26x2^, 37/6; 26x2 Junior de Luxe, 22/6;
26.X if, 17/6. Hutchinson wired edge cover, 26X2-i
and 26X2J, 30/- each. Postage 1/6.

TUBES.—24 X2jr, 4/6; 24X2, 4/6; 26x2^ 5/6;
26x2!, 5/9; 26x23-, 5/6; 28x3, extra heavy, 7/6;
700 x 80, 7/6. Postage ad.

BELTS.—Clincher, clearance line, new, not W.D.
£", 6' 6", 8/6 ; -S",

7' 6", 12/3 ;
8' 6", 14/- ; i", f 6",

16/- ; 8', 17/- ; ij", 7', 18/- ;
8', 20/6 ;

8' 6", 21/6 ;

Bates short lengths, %", 5\ 4/6 ;
5' 6", 5/-

;
£", 4' 6",

5/-; 5', 5/-; 5' 6", 5/6 ;
1", 2' 6", 3/-

; 3',Af- ;
3' 6",

4/6
;

4' 6", 6/3 ; leather belts, £" at 2/6 per foot ; belt

fasteners, 9d. and 1/-. Postage 1/-.

SPEEDOMETERS.—Slightly shop soiled. Cowey
with trip, £4 15s. ; Stewart with trip (£6 6s. model)',

£4 10s.; Jones with trip, £3 14$.; Smith's with trip,

£4 10s. Also Bonniksen in stock. All speedometer
replacements in stock. Postage 1/6.

TAN-SAD, with back seat, 28/6 ; original, 57/-

only limited quantity. Carriage 3/6 extra.

GOGGLES.—Genuine Triplex, 45/- model, 10/6
25/- model, 9/6. They are new and perfect. Postageod.
GAU NTLETS.—Extraordinary bargains. Tan leather

gauntlets unlined, 7/11 ; lined, 10/6 ; new and fresh.

The greatest bargain ever offered. Chrome leather

gauntlets with finger and thumb, wrist strap, 3/6 ;

Gloves, leather, wool lined, 4/6. Above lines worth
more than double. Limited quantities only. Order at,,

once. Postage 6d.

WATERPROOF SUITS.—Less than pre-war prices.

Great purchase of manufacturers' stock, consisting of

double-breasted coat with belt, storm cuffs, and collars,

and seatless trousers with gussets, patent fasteners,

and leather bound seats. Finest quality, extra heavy,
double texture waterproof material, dark fawn, new
and fresh, only been made recently, not half-perished

W.D. Our price to clear, £2 2s. Postage 1/6 extra.

Could not be bought elsewhere under £4 10s. The
greatest bargain ever offered. Order immediately to

save disappointment. All stock sizes.

OILSKIN SUITS.—Lined coat and long trousers,

with bib, first-class quality, colour dark green, 17/6,

worth £3 3s. Postage 1/6.

HOLDTITE OUTFITS, Motor Cycle, 2/6, as illus-

trated. Extraordinary value.

HOLDTITE PATCHES.—" The patch that does not

come off." Linen backs, No. i,1id. ; No. 2, 2d. ; No. 3,

4d. ; No. 4, 6d. ; No. 5. 10d. Post free.

HORNS.—Reliable Electric, Motor Cycle, up to

4-volt only, complete with wire and switch ; usual

price, 29/6, our price, 15/6. Postage 1/3 extra. Smith's

E'ectric Horns, black and nickel, in 6, 8, or 12 volts,

lar°e size, suitable for heavy combinations; original

price, £2 15s. ; our price, 30/-. Postage r/6. The
greatest bargain ever offered. All new and perfect.

We can supply anything for the motor cyclist at

competitive prices.

BANCROFTIAN CO.,
78, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON. E.C.2.

'Grams :"Chaikel, London." 'Phone: London Wall 9897

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

"I Q22 4h.p. Rover in stock; cash or exchange.—Rose's
J-*^ Garage, Uxbridge. [2617

ROVER Combination, twin-cylinder, complete, bar-
gain, 95 gns.—Timberlake's Garage, Wigan. [1527

3l.h.p. Rover, excellent condition, kick start,
2 sporty; 30 gns.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham.

[3078
1 Q 13 Rover, 2-speed, 3V>h.p., splendid condition,A« year's tax; £28.-6, Cambridge Rd., Gosport.

[2167
£37 / 10.—Rover 3'/"h.p., 3 speeds, countershaft,

splendid order, any trial.—8, High St., Wands-
worth. [2578

KOVER 3',1-h.p., Philipson pulley, Binks, fast,
licensed; £25.—Goodman, 35, Ranelagh Gardens,

Barnes. [2144

£65.—Rover, 1920, V/ih.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick
starter, fully equipped, absolutely as new.—63,

Solon Rd., Brixton. [2362
ROVER 1920 3'/^h.p. Combination, perfect; £82.

1919 ditto, £68.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Ex-
hibition Road, S.W.7. [7200
5-6h.p. Rover 1919-20 Combination, electric- light-

ing, screen, tools, beautiful turn-out; £95.—73.
Windermere Rd., S. Ealing. [25b 1

ROVER 3Vlih.p., 1912, 3 speeds, clutch, excellent
condition, tax; £30; exchange.—Smith, Huddleston

Hall, South Miliord, Yorkshire. [2204
"DOVER Combination, 1920, 5-6h.p., perfect con-
J-*; dition, used 6 months since purchased new; £120.
—Blackwood, Moniaipe, Dumfriesshire. [1863

"[Q20 Rover 5-6h.p. Combination, tax paid, acces-
J-t/ sories, little used, condition as new; £100.

—

51, Hertford Rd., Freezywater, London, N. [2345

ROVER 1921 3y2h.p., 3-speed, with coachbuilt
sidecar, new machine, fullv guaranteed; £1.15.

—

P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [2237

5-6h.p. Rover Combination, Easting, full equipment,
as new; any trial; owner wants more power.

—

S. W. P., 93, Old Dover Rd., Blackheath, S.E.3.
[2685

31.h.p. Rover 1914, 3-speed, clutch, footboards, new
2 Lucas lamps and horn, spare tyre, tax paid,

just being overhauled; £40.—13, Portland Rd.,
Gravesend. [2454

ROVER 1917 3y2h.p. -Combination, fully equipped,
excellent condition; £65.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16,

Bishopsgate At,, Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone :

Avenue 5548. [0070

ROVER combination, late model, 5-6h.p.
(

3 speeds,
clutch, kick starter, all-chain, oversize tyres,

hood, screen, lamps, accessories, new condition; £78.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [2363

OO GNS.-Rover, 1914, 3i/oh.p., 3 speeds, Binks car-00 buretter, with coachbuilt sidecar, three lamps,
horn, apron, etc., tyres practically unsoiled, full year's
tax paid.—Delancey Street Garage, Camden Town,
N.W.I. [2959

"| Q18 3'/2h.p. Rover, standard 3-speed, clutch and
JLt/ kick start model, in excellent condition, fitted
with Cowey trip speedometer, mechanical and bulb
'horns, ^luck, spare belt and case, complete set of
lamps with 2 generators, and a large number of tools
and spares, bought new by present owner; price £60,
no offers.—Hon. H. Bathurst, Lydney Park, Glos. [2784

Spare Parts .

ROVER Sparas. Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [7225

Royal Ruby.
ROYAL RUBY-J.A.P., 2-speed, excellent condition;

£40.—Monk. New Rd., Harlow. [1947

1 Q 20 Royal Ruby, 2-stroke Villiers engine, lamps
-Lt7 and horn, licence paid, excellent condition; £30.
—Johnson, Brinnington Hall, Stockport. [1869

I Q22 8h.p. Royal Ruby—the spring frame combina-
M-*y tion par excellence—fitted with interchangeable
and spare wheel, luggage and petrol carrier. Easting
Sandum screen, lamps, horn, etc., all on, at £185

;

immediate, delivery from the agent for all high-class
makes, as usual.—Sam. E, Clapham (Motors), 27.
Stockwell St., Greenwich. 'Phone, 751. [5893

Rudge.
3JLh.p. Rudge single-speed Model, in fine order; £26.

2 Cross, Agent, Rotherham. [2782
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—3i/.h.p.

1919 Rudge Multi, I.O.M. model; £50. [2920

£39/10.-1920^ Rudge-Multi, Binks, excellent order,
tax paid.—7, Portland Place, Leamington. [2854

1 Q21 3'/jh.p. Rudge-Multi, Lucas lighting set, as
J-*J new; 58 gns.—93, Ormenxl Rd., Burnley. [2066

£1€.:—Rudge, T.T., Binks engine, perfect; exchange
2-stvoke.—Holloway, 68, Julian Avenue, Acton.

[2411
3Xh.p. Rudge-Multi, fully equipped, tax paid, mile-

2 ace 2,500; £47.-11, Merthyr Terrace, Barne?,
[1883

-1 Qi7 Rudge-Multi Combination, 5-6h.p., excellent

J_«7 order: £50.—Cooper, 28, Birch Grove, Acton.

W .
- [2716

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the, date of the issue B45

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Radge.

RUDGE-AIULTI 3V:;h.p., sidecar, all accessories, per-

fect condition; £48.-4, Somerville Rd., New
Dross. [2280

T Q20 Rudge-Multi 3Mtb.p., all on, tax paid; £48.

—

-L" J. Haynes, 53, Pageant Rd., St. Albans,
Herts, [2532

RTJDGE-MULTI, 1919, T.T., I.O.M., clutch, all

accessories; £40, or offer.—11, Nottingham Terrace,
N.W.l. [2047

"I Q20 5-6h.p. Rudge-Multi Combination, as new, all
J-tF on; £65.—Hailton, 47, South King St., Man-
;hester. [3148

31h.p. Rudge-Multi, I.O.M., fast, reliable; £38;
2 appointment.—" Rothesay," Oatlands Park,

Surrey. [2601

31h.p, Rudge-Multi, speedometer, horn, lamps, etc.;

2 £45, or near offer.— Kent, 44, Maidstone Rd.,

Rochester. [2068

ff? 48.—1920 Rudge I.O.M. 3I/
2h.p., fully equipped, ex-

es' ceptionally cheap.—143, Ravensbury Rd., Earls-

field, S.W.18. [2980

1Q22 l.O.M. Rudge-Multis in stock at the latest
X*J reduced prices, £77.—Jones Garage. Broadway,
Muswell Hill. N.10. [0791

1 Q22 Rudge, l.O.M. model, immediate delivery from
J-" stock.—Sam E. Ulapham (Motors), 27, Stock-

well St., Greenwich, S.E 10. [1816

"I Q20 I.O.M. Rudge-Multi, splendid condition, all

JL*7 accessories; £60.—Cooke, 110, Sewardstone
Rd., Bethnal Green, London. [2522

£77 is the price of a new Rudge. Get it from the
Agents; in stock; cash or payments.—Knight's,

126, Upper Tooting Rd., S.W.17. [0836

RUDGE-MULTI, 1921, 3M,h.p., T.T., little used;

£65, or exchange late clutch, Douglas preferred.—
Simpkins,. 27, Old Town, Clapham. [1855

"I Q21 Rudge-Multi, I.G.M., speedometer, Klaxon,
J-tF etc., beautiful condition; 53 guineas.—Fers-

fleld, Westbury Rd., New Maiden. [2563

1 Q21 5-6h.p. Rudge-Multi, touring sidecar, all on,
-Li/ tax and insurance paid, small mileage; £90.

—

Edwards, 77, Rotherfleld St., N.l. - [1864

RUDGE, 1922 models; immediate delivery, cash,

deferred payments; exchanges; repairs.—Motoria,

Regent Parade, Tadly-Ho, Finchley. [2160

RLTDGE 3V.-h.p-, I.O.M. model, in stock; £77.
Easy payment and exchanges.—Longman Bros.,

17, Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone: 689. [3041

£25.—Clutch model Rudge, good running order,

lamps, horn, etc.—Smith's. 86. Chalk Farm Rd.
(opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station). [2894

RUDGE 3%h.p., fully equipped, tax paid 1922,
good running order; £22.—Naylor and Kirk.

406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfleld, S.W. [2536

5-6(1.p. Rudge-Multi, 1920, complete with necessary

equipment, mileage 2,400; accept £50 for imme-
diate sale.—Bridges, Ltd., Cirencester. [2966

RUDGE, 1919, 5-6h.p., Multi gear, chain-cum-belt
drive, Rudge sidecar, complete with lamps; £75.

—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., London. [3173

"IQ20 I.O.M. Rudge-Multi, electric lighting, alu-
J-*J minium" discs, Lucas horn, taxed; 50 gns.;

exchanges.—Kent's, 417, Lord St., Southport. [2005

5-6h.p. Rudge Combination, late J919, just over-

hauled and re-enamelled, very first, perfect order;

£65.—H. F. Tattersall, Glenburn House, Pinner.
[2106

"1 Q21 T.T. Rudge-Multi, k.s., equipped lamps,
J-t/ Klaxon, Tan-Sad, knee grips, etc., perfect con-

dition; snip at £55.—8A, Culverden Down, Tunbridge
Wells. [2868

"I Q19 Rudge-Multi 3y2h.p., re-enamelled and over-
-Ljt7 hauled, sound condition, accessories, licensed

1922, ride away bargain, £47/10.—Bath, Bulkingtcn,

Devizes. [2168

4 iy GNS.—1920 Rudge-Multi, equipped, pedal.start,

^i i clutch, perfect mechanical condition, excellent

appearance; after 5 p.m.—20, Treen Avenue, Hoggers

Corner, Barnes. [2509

7-9h.p. 1921 Rudge Twin Combination, tax paid till

1923 condition practically new, windscreen, acces-

sories; £105, or best offer.—Davies, 96, Beeches Rd.,

West Bromwich. [1954

5-6h.p Rudge Combination, lamps, horn, screen,

Tan-Sad, in splendid mechanical order; £80, or

nearest; letter appointment.—Souter, " Daisybank."

Caldercruix, Lanarkshire. [2737

TO 19=4 5-6h,p. Rudge-Multi, touring sidecar, Cameo
J-fJ screen, Cowey speedometer, horn, mirror, small

mileage, tools, tax paid, appearance and condition as

new-°£70, or lightweight and cash.—Bareham, 62,

Beachcroft Rd., Leytonstone, N.E.ll. _ ._ [2033

1 Q21 3y.h.p. I.O.M. Rudge-Multi, pedal start,

At? little used, perfect and new condition, fast,

Stewart speedometer, Lucas horn, knee grips, original

tool kit, licensed, excellent condition throughout;

owner unemployed; quick sale desired; £53.—Rudge,
Tatenhill, Burton-on-Trent. [2398

STOP
at this and compare prices
and quality. Invitation to

inspect before purchasing.
All Buildings carnage paid. No extras.

This Building is complete with tin. tongued and
grooved floor, fin. match-boards or weather-
boards, 3in. framing, strong boarded roof, best
pluvex felt. Building treated with weather-
proof composition. Prices, complete and carriage

paid to any station in England and Wales.
8x 6 £8 i6Xio £27
3ox 8 £13 iSxio £33
I2X 8 £17 10 20X10 £37 10
14X io £23 Q 20x12 £40

OLYMPIA MODEL ASBESTOS BUILDING

12X 8 £23 10
14X 10 £32 15
16x10 £37 15
Delivered with iron roof complete,

and sound-proof.
Fire-proof

Our unsolicited testimonials should create
confidence.

24, Emsworth Road, Shirley, Southampton.
Feb. 25, 1922.

Messrs. The South-Western Appliance Co!, •

S.W. 6.

Dear Sirs, — The Delholms Motor House
arrived safely on Monday last, and I have
erected it to-day. I am very satisfied with it.

The workmanship and materials are excellent.
I thank you for dispatching so promptly ; too
promptly, in fact, as I had allowed a week for

possible delays on rail. Notwithstanding the
fact that it has been lying out in the heavy
rains for 5 days, I had no difficulty in erecting
it, the timber having apparently not swollen.
Many thanks.
Yours faithfully, W. R. WILLIAMS.

St. James's Palace, S.W. 1.

March 28.

Dear Sirs,—Lady Helena Gleichen will be
glad to receive the i6x 15 Motor Car House
as soon as possible.

ii, Elm Terrace, Cockton Hill,

Bishop Auckland.
March 25, 1922.

Dear Sirs,—I beg to acknowledge receipt of

complete shed, which, since erected, has been
admired by many friends.

Thanking you for your prompt attention,

Yours faithfully, Mr. T. W. LUMLEY.

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE C°
High Street, Fulham, London, S.W.

Telephone: PUTNEY 2771.

19
19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

Spare Parts

:

THE Promptest Firm for Rudge Spares.—Forfiel
Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [316

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridg.
— All Rudge parts in stock. Trade supplier!.

[294

Scott.

20 Scott Combination, hood, screen, perfect; £71

120, Argyle St., St. Helens. -_243

20 Scott, perfect condition , tax paid ; £ 64.-

Pinn's Garage, 12, High St., Fulham. [242

WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London.— 3"ih.i
Scott and Sidecar, 1914-15, 2 speeds, etc.; £45.

[293

SCOTT 3*ih. p. Combination, 1914-15, in good rm
ning order; £45.—J. Pcate, Midhurst, Sussex.

[277

SCOTT'S, either model, West of Encland Agent :

Gibb, 100, Nortbgate, Gloucester. 'Phone : 851

[812

SCOTT 1920 3r:+h.p., original tyres, all accessories

£75, or exchange.—72, Cornwall Rd., Bristol

S.W.2. i231

F.O.C.H. have a 1920 Scott, brand new condition

also 1914 combination.— 5, Heath St., Hainpsiea
(near Tube). [225

SCOTT, 3*4,h.p., 1920, 2-speed, kick start, all chai

drive, Binks carburetter; £70.—Maudes', Walsa
Garage, Walsall. [318

SCOTT 1916 3%h.p., 2 speeds, K.S., lamps, horr

good condition ; must sell, £35 , or offer .-

Chandler, Ham, Hungerford. [284

QCOTT, 1920 3r?jh.p., 2-speed, kick start, all-chai

1^ drive, Scott sidecar, all lamps; £90.—Maudes
100, Great Portland St., London. [317

"I Q 20i/
2 Scott Combination, accumulator electri

J-& lighting, perfect throughout; £90, or near offei

—125, St. James Rd., Watford. [269

1 Q21 Sports Scott, perfect condition, Bonaikser
-I-*/ etc.; 55 gns.; photo; exchange lightweigh

part.—James. Stewart St., Nuneaton. [250

SCOTT, 1914, 33ih.p,, 2-speed, kick start, all-chai

drive, Bosch magneto, Millford sidecar, all lamps
£50.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., London. [317

SCOTT Combination, 1919-20, exceptionally smarl

Binks, electric, discs, apron, windscreen, etc

tax, insured; £85.-36, Elfoit Rd., Drayton Part

N. [245

1Q20 3r:ih.p. Scott, thoroughly overhauled and n
JL«7 enamelled, splendid condition, speedometei

electric lighting, T.T. bars; £70.—Gilmore, 16, Pon

St., S.W.I. Victoria 7904. [246

SCOTT 1912, just thoroughly overhauled and T(

fitted a-t cost of £15, has 1920 type cylinder:

new tyres, new lamps, tools; £35—Turner, Cotswol

Stores, Far Hill. Stroud, Glos. [277

"I Q20 3^ifi.p. Scott Combination, as new, mileag
J-t/ -under 1,000, complete with Miller lamps, toe

kit, and Cowev horn, licensed December^ 1922; wha

offers?—Partridge, Flour Mills, Pershore. [224

OUTH London Scott Service Depot. -'Phone Croj

don 1129 for demonstration runs; immediate di

livery; prices from £105.—John R. Kinsey and Co

Ltd., 350-352, Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. [835

Spare Parts:

SCOTT Spares. Immediate delivery.— Kays, 8, Bon

St., Ealing. [722

SOUTH London Scott Service Depot.—Scott Spares

Scott Repairs.—John R. Kinsey and Co., Ltd

350-352, Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. 'Phot

1129. [835

GODFREYS'. Ltd.. 208, Great Portland St., Louder

W.I.—Complete stock of all Scott spare pari

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, statin

year of manufacture. f075

Singer.

WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2i/
3h.]

1910 Singer, 2 speeds; £25. [292

QO GNS. only or easv terms.—Singer (clutch model

<4 /Q runs well.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebnt

St.^ Wandsworth (Town Station). - [254

QO GNS.—1914 Singer Coachbuilt Combination,
0«/ speeds, clutch, enclosed valves, splendid runnin

order.—53, Swaffield Rd., Wandsworth. [295

OXh.p. 1913 T.T. Singer, splendid tune, ovei

/W2 hauled, stoved, many accessories, phutograp

on application; £25, offer.—42, Wenham Drive, We*
cliff.

[244

Svarr. Parts:

S

THE Promptest Firm for Singer Spares.— Forfiel

Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [316

Spark.

SP 4.RK 1922 models, Villiers .engine, flywheel ma
neto, £39/18. Also 2-speed, lack starter mode

in stock, £52/10.—Eagles and Co., 275, High hi

Acton, London. I28 -

B46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sparkbrook.

RKBROOK, unscratched, only done 900 miles,

;r P. and M., not later tlian 1918, mechanically
York district.—Hox 9959, c/o *- ftc Motor

[2258
Sun.

GNS —Sun-Villiers, 2-speed, clutch, equipped,
licensed.—20, Treen Av„ Hcggers Corner, Karnes.

[2552
-VITESSE, new 1922 2%h.p., 2-speed, clufcch,

ick start; £57/15.—Elce, -Ltd., 15-16, Bishops-

Lv Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Pnone : Avenue 5548.
[0071

'» Sua, J.A.P., or Sun-Vitesse, get in touch with
;he sole North London agents. Models in stock,
Special, 42 gns.; 2~r4h.p. J.A. P., 2-speed, K..8..

s. Send for catalogues. Trade supplied.—Jones
e, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. [0790

Sunbeam.
UCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—3V<.h.p.
Sunbeam, 1917, 3 speeds; £75. [2925

1 3%h.p. Sunbeam Combination, taxed, as new;
£112.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [2470

5 3V'h.p. Sunbeam Combination, year's tax
paid; £70.-17, Crcmwell Rd., Wimbledon. [2440

;KHAM, Stokes Crolt. Bristol, Sole District
igent lur Sunbeams; unequalled service, repairs

13143

SS, Effingham Sq., is agent for Sunbeams lor

otherham. 3'/;>h.p. and 4*4h.p. models from
[2780

BEAM 3'Ah.p., 1919, spares, exceptionally fine

mdition throughout; <£75—322, Green Lanes,
[ry Park, N.4. [1863

9 3V-h.p. Sunoeam Combination, £75; ditto
1919, £80.—Hillier, Skle Bel!, 9, Wallingford
forth Kensington. [2700

D 3li>h.p. Sunbesim Combination, horn, speedo-
meter, lamps, screen, insurance; £120.—4, West-
errace, Whitstable. [2014

p. Sunbeam, 2-speed, kick staiter, enclosed
chain drive, lovely condition, tax paid; £40.

—

3entley Rd., Doncaster. [2863

D Sunbeam '3%h..p. Combination, Sunbeam side-

:ar, excellent outfit; 120 gns.; exchanges.—
, 417, Lord St., Southport. [2003

BEAM 1920 3!/2h.p. Combination, Lucas
[Uipped, speedometer, Easting, licence paid.—For
apply, Bunner, Montgomery. [9292

Sunbeam, late -model, with sidecar, Lucas
mps, licence, all complete, .splendid condition;
-Timberlake"s Garage, Wigan. [1524

1919 Sunbeam Combination, as new, spare
heel, lamps, hood, screen, etc., taxed ; £125.—
lyduey Rd., West Wimbledon. [2322

Sunbeam Combination, late 1919, Swan sport-

g sidecar, electric lighting, fine condition; near-

30.—Romer Jones, 56, Chester St., Wrexham.
[1874

BEAM Combination, 4h.p., 1918, electric light-

g, windscreen^ fully equipped, perfect running
85 gns., nearest.—Lev, 261, Underbill Rd., E.

:h. [3129

E 1921 Sunbeam 3V-.li. p., semi-sporting, mileage
)0, as new, stored winter, Cowey horn, speedo-
lamps; £120; appointment.—1, Albany Gardens,
ond. [1883

ITS Sunbeam, 1921, 3 l£h.p., tip-top condition,
:omplete with lamps, generator, horn, tools,

lew June last; £110 or near offer.

—

1b, Vine
xbridge. [2515

BEAM 1919 3i/»h.p. 3-speed, kick start, hand
lutch, all-chain drive, Sunbeam sidecar, ail

speedometer, screen; £105.—Maudes', Walsall
), Walsall. [3201

5 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, just thoroughly
>verhau!ed and enamelled makers, very smart,
. condition, ai» accessories; best offer near £119.
Park St , Cambridge. [2540

DIAL Sporting 3i/>h.p. Twiu Sunbeam, M.A.G.,
ractically unscratched, delivered June, photo;
jver £90; evenings.— 120, Marlborough Flats,
a. St., Chelsea, S.W.3. [2457

BEAM 3 l,£h.p. Combination {November, 1919),
creen, speedometer, etc., perfect order; £105;
take lightweight motor bicycle part payment.—
-faidstone Rd., Rochester. [2423

I Long Strcke T.T. Sunbeam, Lucas lamps,
Jonjiiksen, spares, cost £150, absolutely un-
led, only used two competitions; £120.—W. R.
;. Oakworth Ma^nor, Keighley, Yorks. [2526

BEAM 3 l L'h.p. Sports, light solo combination,
s'w November, 1921, magdyno lighting, kick
, speedometer, full equipment, tax paid,, owner
car; accept reasonable offer.—Dufty, 115, Up-
m Rd., Leicester. [1933

BEAM Combination, Sh.p., 1922, recently new
om makers, only run 500 miles, guaranteed
than new, luxuriously equipped, spare wheel,
screen, lamps, speedometer, etc., cost £250,
forbidden owner to ride, sacrifice.—Moss, Wem.

[2916

AH letters relating to advertisements
Motor Cycles

I DON'T ENVY-
pm OTHERMAN"
I Take advantage of

1 The Service Co.'s

Easy Way and get

| a brand new 1922

model of your

Z favourite make.
Deposit. Solo Mounts.

12 Monthly
Payments.

£4 3

£7
/2

8

9

65 4

%% J 6
if) 17

6

o
as7
X-s

£13 AUdays-Allon . . „
£iS Ariel, 3i Sports, 3-speed £6
£23 B.S.A., 4J, 3-speed

£8 Calthorpe, 2i h.p.

£t6 Douglas, 2J Allon

£12 Enfield, i\ Sports

^22 Humber, 4J Twin.
£27 Martinsyde, 3 J- Twin
£16 New Imperial, Model
£13 O.K. Junior, 2J, 2-sp.,

k.starter £4 4
£14 O.K. Junior, 3-ppeed,

k.-starter £4 17

£6 6s. McKenzie, ij h.p. .. /t 17

£14 Royal Rubv, 2\ Sports. £4 19
£16 Rudge Multi, 3 J £5 7
£20 Stanger, 5 h.p. Twin, 2-

stroke, spring frame . . £6 16

£25 Triumph, Model H £7 1

£28 Zenith-Bradshaw £7 10

COMBINATIONS

10

4
6

3

289-293, High Holborn,

London, W.C.I.
(Few doors west of Chancery Lan _.)

BB £3° B.S.A., 4}, 3-speed.... £9 14 4 I
U £30 Enfield, Sh.p £9 14 4 S
I /35 Martinsyde, 6 h.p /n o 10 II

U £32 Matchless, 8 h.p., Mod. J£io 8 6
I /26 Triumph, 4 h.p., and LLD

M Millford Sidecar £8 18 5

Etc., etc. I
E3

j Balance in 15 or iS monthly payments ^
WW if desired. Other Models of above Wi

Bj makes at proportionate Rates. _

I Good tip-to-date Machines taken in
j]

part exchange.

IJ

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
sunbeam.

CJUKBEAM 1922 41/ih.p. brand new; £132; exchangeu A.J.S. 2%n.p„ Barr and Stroud, or similar.—Out-
ram, Rectory Rd., Southport. [2761

CJUNBEAM 1920 3'Ah.p. Combination, licence paid,
>*-* speedometer, tools, spares, cost £205 May, 192 i-

.£95, offers.—Box, 2, Duke St., Brighton. ' [2224

I 21 3'/,h.p. Sporting Model Sunbenm Motor Cycle,J-*/ complete with lump, generator, horn, and usual
spores, cost aluminium plates, new in April lost, and in
exceptionally good condition tyres uniuinctured; nearest
offer to £110.—Geoffrey Smith, The Motor Cycle,
Coventry.

I i.028 5

Oi.ii. p. Special Racing Sunbeam, 1921, winner Ave
** * cups and twenty medals, 75-80 m.p.il., only
ridden in speed events, mileage about-1,000, appear-
ance as new, expert examination invited, an ideal
speed bike; £120.—Apply to W. Ivor Thomas, 85,
Brecon Ter., Neath, S. Wales. [2285

Sparc I'arts
,

TTERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd.. Green St., Cambridge,
J-J. Sunbeam spare part service agents. Trade sup-
plied. [2944

Triumph.
pnEMIER Motor Co. for 1922. Triumphs.

"IMMEDIATE Delivery ot Type 11 4h.p„ 3-speed, £105
J- Type SD, chain drive. £115; Type LW, ligutweight.
£65; sidecars from £20 to £50; easy payments 4% extra.
--Buy direct from the leading Triumph agents : The
Premier Motor Co.. Aston Rd., Birmingham. [062/

BUY a Trusty Triumph Countershaft, renovated
as new; £60.—Below. --

TRIUMPH Combination hood, apron, lamps, horn
tax paid; bargain, £65^—Below.

lyRIUMPH Countershaft, guaranteed 3 months
-•- renovated throughout like new; £75.—Below.
ANY of the above or new machines from stock;-

-cl- cash or extended payments. Triumph agents
and spare part specialists. Every spare always in
stock.—The Hackford Engineering Co., 33. Hackford
Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. [3122

rpRIUMPH-RICARDO in stock; £120.-Batchelor,
-- Clarence St., Kingston. [2405

RICARDO Triumph, 4h.p., o.h.v., in stock; £120.—
Meeten Motors, Dorking. [2358

TRIUMPHS.—All models in stock; cash or exchange.
Rose's -Garage, Uxbridge. [2615

TRIUMPH 1915 4h.p., Model H, lamps, horn,
discs; bargain, £65.—Below,

TRIUMPH.—Immediate delivery of all 1922 models,
including new type Ricardo, from stock.—Elce,

Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.
Phone : Avenue 5548. [0072

TVTEW 1922 4h.p. Triumph, Model H; £105.—Bounds
-tl Garage, 223, High Rd., KUburn. [2293

TRIUMPH, late 1919 Junior, excellent condition;
*39—Rose's Garage, Uxbridge. [2616

-] Q18 Countershaft Triumph, perfect; £47.-24,
J- £7 Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [2471

f\JEW 1921 4h.p. Triumph, Model H; £95.—Bounds
-1-' Garage, 223, High. Rd., Kilburn. [2292

4h.p. Triumph Countershaft, coachbuilt sidecar; £80,
or nearest.—23, Foord St., Rochester. [2069

TRIUMPH 1918 Combination, countershaft, per-
fect; £70.-261, High St., Borough. [3068

TRIUMPH 1920 fixed gear- Sports, scarcely soiled;

£58.- Clark, 7. Exhibition Rd . S.W.7. [8681

EW 1921 Baby Triumph; best offer over £40
ecures.—Write, 7, The Vale, Acton, W.3. [2803N

19 20-21 Triumph, Tvpe H, Millford skiff sidecar,
perfect; offers.—2a, Dover St., Coventry. [2858

1 Q20 Triumph Combination, full equipment, taxed;
J-«7 £80.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [2468

4h,p. 1916 Triumph Combination, countershaft;
£60, near-.—freeman, 20, Goodge St., W.l. (P)

[2279
TRIUMPH-RICARDO Sports, just arrived; £120.—

- Messrs. Buckingham and Sons, Chelmsford.
[2331

rQ19
Triumph combination, Easting, splendid order

f throughout; £82.—Daw, 114, Brixton Hill.
[2753

TRIUMPH, late 1918, all on. taxed; £55.—James,
CO Bradmore's, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington.

[2829
WAUCHOPEtS, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—4h.p.

Triumph, 1920 model H, 3 speeds, etc.; £85.
[2930

CROSS, Effingham Sq., is agent for the trusty
Triumph for Rotherham. All models from stock.

[2779
"IQ19 Triumph Combination, all accessories; £68;
-L*7 or exchange.—64, Church St., Edgware Rd, W.

[3098

TRIUMPH Countershaft. W.D.. good condition; £37,

or offer.— 15, Baskerville Rd., Wandsworth Com-
mon. U9 6?

should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH Combination 1919, 4h.p., tax paid, splen-

did condition; 78 gns.—6, Thurlow Rd., Hanwell,

VV.7. [2553

FOCH for Triumphs.—Latest models in stock;

also 1921 solo.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near

Tube). l22sl

3JLh.p Triumph, drop frame, clutch, kick start, all

2 on, tax paid, any trial; £37.—1, Julian Ave.,

Acton, [2099

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p., excellent condition, fully

equipped; what offers—50, Cranmer Rd., Forest

Gate, E. [2774

TRIUMPH Junior, 1921, lamps, horn, spare belt,

perfect order; £55, lowest.—Bush, King's Parade,

Isleworth. [2182

-|Q18 Triumph, countershaft, fully equipped, perfect;

J-*J £48.-37, Canterbury Rd., Balls Pond Rd.. Dal-

ston, N.l. __ [3108

IN stock.
ferred.—D. & S

Golders Green.

Model H Triumph. £105: cash or de-

Autocar Co., 33, The Parade,
[2975

1Q17 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, Montgomery
J-" coachbuilt sidecar; bargain, £68.-365, KingSt.,
Hammersmith. [2824

kick-start, handTRIUMPH, 1920, 4h.p., 3-speed.

clutch, Gloria sidecar; £100—Maudes', Walsall
Garage, Walsall. [3200

TRIUMPH, 3-speed, hub gear, motor cycle, £25; in

good running order.—Terry and Co., "Ltd.

Wrotbam, Kent. [2509

3ih.p. Triumph, new tyres, free engine, tax paid,
2 seen any time; £35. — Gray, Railway St^

Braintree, Essex. [tC-9 7

-|Q 14 Triumph 3-speed 4h.p. coachbuilt Combina-
X*7 tion, overhauled; 45 gns.—Innes* Rydens Farm,
Walton-on-Thames. [1376

com-
plete; any trial; best offer.—Taplin, 52, Gowlett

Rd., East Dulwich. [3075

"IQ20 Triumph Combination, hood, screen,
J-«* plete; any trial; best offer.—Taplin, 52, G<
Rd., East Dulwich.

1 Q14 Triumph Combination, fully equipped, excel-
-I-v lent condition, tax paid; £60.—Low, 50, Pennard
Rd., Shepherd's Bush. [1977

TBJUMPH .1917, coachbuilt sidecar, Lucas lamps,
urlanrt

[2731Grove, Clapham, S.W.

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Combination, new folding sidecar,
engine overhauled; sacrifice, £50.—Saunders,

Parade, Golders Green. [2735

TRIUMPH 1920 Combination, extra comfortable
saddle -and spring pillar, accessories; £90, offers.

—

2, The Paddock, Dover. [2038

1 Q20 flh.p. Triumph Combination, splendid cond
Itf tion; £80—Hillier (Side Bell) "

Ave., North Kensington.
Wallingford

[2702

TRIUMPH, 2Vih.p-> lamps, 1922 tax paid, good
running order; cash £25.-8, Garden St., Vaux-

hall Bridge Rd., S.W-.l. [2324

TRIUMPH Coach-built Combination, clutch model,
ready to go anywhere; £29.—Eton, 260, Bal-

aam High Rd. Balham. [2968

3ih.p. Triumph, about 1911, clutch, first-class run
2 ning order, just done up;

Southampton Row, W.C.I.
Flat 17, 122,

[2265

If the -

BEST
is

good enough,
we have what
you will like.

Twelve
Cash Make and First Monthly
Price Description Payment Payments

£115 Norton 16 H - . £40 £6 13

£120 Norton Big 4 . . £42 £6 18

£153 Norton Big 4 and

De Luxe side car £53 £8 17

£130 Indian Scout with

electric equipment £45 £7 11

£160 Indian Chief with

electric equipment £55 £9 6

£199 Indian Chief with

electric equipment

and side car . - £69 £11 10

£105 Scott Squirrel . . £37 £6

1 Q18 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, just renovated,
-»-£/ perfect condition; exchange lightweight and cash.
—12, Garfleld St., Leicester. [1968

TRIUMPH-RICARDO, new, just delivered; sacrifice

£5 under list, plus tax and accessories, if wanted.
—Vos, Spring Bank, Bradford. - [2070

TRIUMPH 1918 Combination, 3-speed countershaft,
very good order

Gate. 'Phone
£65.-28. Woodford Rd.,

Maryland 2598.
Forest
[1908

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph Combination, electric

lights, screen, guaranteed good condition; 39 gns.

—123, Alexandra Rd., Hampstead. [2518

TRIUMPH, 1922 Models.—Immediate delivery, cash,
deferred payments, exchanges, repairs.—Motoria,

Regent Parade, Tally-Ho, Finchley. [2161

026 1—1918 T.T. Triumph, 1913 engine, all on, long* exhaust, fast and sporting. -1,
(D)

Marguerite Villa:

[2847^olesey Rd., Hersham, Surrey

tlUMPH Combination,
hauled,' perfect condition, speedometer, tax paid^

T^RIUMPH Combination, 3',eh.p., 3-speed, o

£36.—Pinn, 12, High St., Fulham.

TRIUMPH 1919 4h.p., 3-speed,

clutch, Hughes sidecar, all

Maudes', Walsall Garage, Walsall.

[2424

kick .start, hand
lamps; £105.—

[3203

TRIUMPH, 1919, 4h.p., W.D., 3-speed, kick starter,

chain-cum-belt drive, all lamps; £75.—Maudes',
100, Great Portland St., London. [3180

-IA19 Triumph Combination, equipped, spares,
A*/ tools; £80, or exchange, with cash, w.c.

Morgan.—218, Bath Rd., Hounslow. [2348

rr K GNS.—4h.p. Triumph, fully equipped, registered
1922, practically brand new

p.m.~4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith
gift; after 5

[3091

£110 Scott Standard
£48
£60

£66
£110

£38
£17

£6 8

£2 15Levis Popular
Levis 2 - speed,

clutch & kick-starter £21 £3 9

Levis ModelC £23 £3 16

Martinsyde 3'

twin -sports . . £38 "£6 8

£85 Quad rant 4-1 single

chain drive, solo £30 £4 18

£105 Quadrant4|single,
chain drive, com-
bination .... £37 £6

£110 B.S.A. 4$ chain

drive £38 £6 8

£65 Velocette 2-speed £23 £3 15

£72 10 Velocette 3-speed £25 £4 4

£130 Raleigh 5 h.p. solo £45 £7 11

£165 Raleigh 5 h.p.

. combination . . £57 £9 11

£68 Raleigh 2| h.p.

2-speed . . . . £23 £3 19

£136 10 Sunbeam light

sports . . • • £47 £7 19

£136 10 Sunbeam TT
sporting . . . . £47 £7 19

We will take good modern mounts in

part exchange for new, and haoe

many overhauled used machines for

disposal at attractive prices. Jlsk for

our second-hand list.

VICTOR H0RSMAN,
LTD.

7, MOUNT PLEASANT,
LIVERPOOL.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1Q17 renovated 1922, countershaft Triumpllv mechanical condition guaranteed; £63.—26, Tul:

Hill, Brixton. Phone: Brixton 1292. [300

TRIUMPHS, several, 1921, chain drive, with expel

sive accessories, £95; 1921 belt, with sidecar, £9(
1919 ditto, 80.—Bunting's, Wealdstone. [281

-| Q20 Triumph and Racing Sidecar, lamps, disc

J- *7 and accessories, very sporty; £95.—A. Harme
The Old Crown, Church St., Kingston. [IBS

/COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, 3-speed, K.S., guarai

V^ teed mechanically perfect; £40.—Callers on!;

T., 49, Heaton Rd., Peckham, London. [313

1Q14 Triumph Adjustable Pulley, new, 15/!

J-" countershaft cylinder, 25/-; piston, 5/-; 4 Foi

pistons, 17/6—Herbert's, Littlehampton. [186

1 Q 18 Triumph Combination, every possible acce

J-*J sory, condition guaranteed; £69/10.-37, Cante

bury -Rd.," Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l.

1 Q21 Baby Triumph, enamel and plating perfec

Itf lamps, horn, etc., equal to new; £50.-3!

Woodside Green, South -Norwood, S.E.25. [244

TRIUMPH 1914 Combination, G.S., 4y?h.p.,
speeds, guarantee perfect, lamps, tax paid; £61

—Kerr, 21, Chestnut Grove, New Maiden. [311

TRILTMPH, 1916, 4h.p., 3-speed, kick start, chai

cum-belt drive, Bosch magneto, all lamps; £65.-

Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., London. [31!

-| Q20 Triumph-Gloria combination, all accessories, U
i~fj paid till June, condition as new; £96.—

2

Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton 1292. [361

£57/10.-1918 4h.p. Triumph, electric lightio

renstere 1 1922 fastest and soundest on the roai

after 5 p.m.— 4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [30!

SHEFFIELD Agent for Triumphs; all models i

stock for immediate delivery—J. A. Stace

Triumph Service Depot,. 12, Ecclesall Rd., shefflel°'

TRIUMPH, all models, immediate delivery, sole di

trict agent; easv payment and exchange.

Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone: 689

1()18 Triumph Countershaft Combination, Eastii

Xlf wind screen, all accessories, in splendid Co

dition; £60.—Eton, 260, Balham High Rd., Balhal

TRIUMPH Combination. 1920, fully equipped, ti

paid, Easting. Tan-Sad, pink of condition; £8

Barker, 216, Portobello Rd., North Kensingto

W.ll. t26:

-| O 20 Triumph Junior, with lamps and horn, sple

J-t7 did condition, as new, done under 800 mik

£45.—Tolputt, Anhalt Cottage, Albert Bridge, »
tersea. "a

Jf) GNS l—4h.p. 3-speed Countershaft Triumj

*/W licensed, fullv equipped, excellent conditio

another renovated, £45.-30, Canning Crescent, Wo
Green.

1Q21 Babv Triumph 2iih.p., 2-speed, lamps, too

J-" condition as new. ride away or delivered Londo

£55. or near offer. — Gordon, 12, Combs Crescei

Stowmarket. 1
8

TRIUMPH Junior 1920, little used, condition pi

feet Tan-Sad, Bnnniksen. footboards, accessor!

insurance and tax paid; £55.-Sturton, 37, Hertfc

St., Coventry. W
TRIUMPH.—Complete range of 1922 models

•tock lor immediate delivery; cash and exchang(

easy 'payments 4% extra.-P. J. Evans, John Brig

St., Birmingham.

OPORTING Triumph, 3Vih.p., 1913. 3-speed Sturm.

k5 overhauled, engine specially tuned, discs Tan-bi

Klaxon, etc., parts replated: £45; tnal.-331, Wig.

man Rd., Hornsey, N.8.

/» f\ GNS 1920 Triumph, model H, counter*!

Oil praetioallv indistinguishable from brand ni

equipped, licensed; after 5 p.m.-20, Treen Avar

Hoggers Comer, Barnes. t«

-i rk21 Triumph 4h.p., all-chain countershaft CO

lJ/" bination, Montgomery sports aluminium de

aluminium discs, lamps, tools, tax, exceptionally sma

guaranteed; £110.—Below.

in2n Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, complet

li) equipped, tax, perfect throughout, guaranty

£70.—Below.

-i r»18 Triumph 8h.p., countershaft combinati

1" nearly new bulbous sidecar, tax, perfe

£72/10.—Below.

-1 ft 20 Triumph 4h.p„ countershaft, equipped. I

1" feet, tax; complete with smart sidecar, £8!

Below.
-• r*18 Triumph 4h.p„ countershaft, just overhaul

1» good condition; £52/10. All these niacin

are fullv guaranteed and not rubbish-Goad, engm

Norman Lodge, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone: Hal

stead 1353. L"

TRIUMPH, earlv 1921, and Dunhill sidecar, spl

did condition, good tyres, new cylinder n

and belt, 3 lamps, spares, small mileage; £95.-

Manor Lane, Lee, S.E.12. !"•

B4S All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end o! each

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when des

advertisement, add the date of the issue

iired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
^Triumph.

LO.—Triumph. 1914, 3 speeds, in execellent con-
ion, with sporting coachbuilt sidecar, new front

om, lamps, speedometer, etc.—Delancey Street
,
Camden Town, N.W.I. [2960

rMPH Coachbuilt Combination, 4h.p., 3 speeds,

itch, kick, speedometer, lamp; only 55 gns.; tax
asv terms.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner
andswurth (Town Station). [2549

Countershaft Triumph, late model, posii

achine and as new, equipped and licensed;
late liehtweight and J £25; sell £62—Hillier,

;
rntwood Lane, Earlsfield, S.W. - [2412

Triumph-Gloria sprung-wheel Combination,
perfect, powerful, Lucas accessories, Royal East-
strol carrier, luggage grid, spares; £112 ; aJter

ck.—56, Malyons Rd., Lewishamr [2734

JMPH, 1920, Gloria sidecar, lamps, horn,
Jowey speedometer, 2 new tyres, unused Easting
reen and Tan-Sad seat, tax paid; price £115.

—

lrzon St., W.»l". Grosvenor 1975. [2394

JMPH' Combination, 1917-18, overhauled, as
w; electric, pillion, tools, spares, insurance, tax,
running and appearance; £75, or offer.—28,

nhurst Rd., Addiscombe, Croydon. [2274

L Triumph, 4h.p„ countershaft, speedometer,
lamps, Tan-Sad, T.T. bars, lung copper exhaust,
ist, genuine, perfect, owner bought car; £85.—
ds, Surveyor, Wellington, Somerset. [2083

I'CHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—4h.p.,

Triumph and Sidecar, 1914, 3 speeds, etc.; £50;
h.p T914 Triumph solo, 3 speeds, £40; and a

1918 W.D. model. 3 speeds, etc.; £65. [2932

' Triumph and sidecar, tax paid for year, 3-speed,

countershaft, splendid order; £55.—Gordon R.

rd, The Motor Cvcle House, 461, Upper Rich-
Rd., S.W.14. 'Phone: Richmond 322. [2815

3 Triumph, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., lamps, horn,
etc., a really good old 'bus; £32/10.—Gordon R.
rd, The Motor Cycle House, 461, Upper Rich-
Rd., S.W.14. 'Phone: Richmond 322. [2816

CMPH, 4h.p., 3-speed, countershaft. Swan
Sporting sidecar, Cowey Jiom and speedometer,
j
insurance and tax paid, trial evenings; £95.—

Shakespeare Crescent, Manor Park-, E. [2499

9 Triumph 4h.p. Combination, just overhauled

by makers, enamelled and plated, lavishly

)ed, tax, paid; £90; any trial or exchange.—
South-Western Garage, New Maiden, Surrey.

[2018
—4h.p. 3-speed Triumph Combination, fully

auipped, registered 1922, speedometer, pillion

sporting sidecar,, very smart appearance, guaran-

jerfect; after 5 p.m.—4, Elm Gardens, Hammer-
[3093

RKER'S Motors can supply all Triumph 1922
icdels at list prices and give an insurance policy

it mechanical breakdown for 12 months free,

deferred, or exchanges.—194, Balham High Rd.,

2. [3139

UMPH 4h.p., chain drive, Gloria sidecar, Lucas
[lynamo lighting, hood and screen, speedometer,

ad, tax paid, new August, 1921, run 1 ,800

only, cost £235; accept £150.—Holmes, 36,

ace St., Kingston-on-Thames. [2406

[UMPH Combination, late model, fully equipped,

hood, screen, grid, child's seat. Tan-Sad, speedo-

mirror, etc, tax paid, numerous spares, splendid

tion and appearance, inspection by appointment;
—Young, 11, Westbourne Av., Acton. [8915

!1 Triumph-Gloria Combination,, all chain, best

spring w-heel sidecar, Lucas lamp sets, horn,

i speedometer, and spares, condition as new, un-

ured, mileage negligible, tax paid; expert

ination invited; £135.—Spikins, 365, Green St.,

a Park, E. C1915

"UMPH 4h.p. Countershaft Model H, ma'gdyno

ilectric lighting, electric horn, specially wide tank

sight-feed lubrication, ace disc wheels, knee

complete tool kit and several spares, a specially

sporting machine in perfect condition throughoiit,

>aid- £90 or first reasonable offer. May be seen

ime—Owen, 19, Home Park Rd., Wimbledon.
[2081

ire Parts:

[UMPH Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [7545

R, Triumph- spares go to the Hackford Engineer-
ing "Co., 33, Hackford Rd., Brixton, [3127

1RBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge,
Triumph spare part service agents. Trade aup-

[2945

MPLETE stock Triumph and Sturmey-Archer
spares, no waiting.—Ward's, 51, Upper Rich-
Rd., Putney. 'Phone: Putney 2754. [1247

ilUMPH AgentB since 1906.—All Triumph Spares
at new reduced prices from stock; principal Bir-
;ham agents and service depot.—Premier Motor
Aston Rd., Birmingham. 10798

IUMPH Spare Parts for all models ; aho
Sturmey-Archer gear parts from stock, post free;
overhauls by specialist.—Jones Garage, Triumph
,ts, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. [0809

'411 letters relating to advertisements
Motor. Cycles

.EXCELSIOR-BLACKBURNE,
3-speed, all-chain drive

£75

Easter3feH3Sywer

What about Whitsun?
— and what about the WEEK-
ENDS in between Motorcycling

—ALSO what about calling at

FRANK HALLAM'S to select

any one ofthe following famous

MOTOR CYCLES
— and get some runs in

before the next holiday ?

Solo Machines :

ARIEL
Sports Model . . . . £87

BROUGH-SUPERIOR
6.5 h.p. . . ._. . . £125

HOBART 2J h.p. J.A.P.
2-speed clutch and kick-

starter . . .

.

. £63

HENLEY-BLACKBURNE £67

RALEIGH 2J h.p. . . £68

Combinations

:

EXCELSIOR 6 h.p. twin
3-speed, all-chain drive £130

HARLEY-DAVIDSON .. £188

NORTON "BIG FOUR"
de Luxe Sidecar. . .. £153

RALEIGH 5-6 h.p. . . £165

10

10

Easiest 01 Easy Terms for Extended Payments,
direct with the Purchaser.

EXPERT TUITiON FREE
Registration, Insurance, etc., arranged with
minimum amount of trouble and expense.

EXCHANGES A SPECIALITY.

Ask for Particulars.

FRANK HAILAM
Dalton Street

(2 doors from Bull Street)

and 88, Bristol Street,

BIRMINGHAM.
PHONES

:

Dalton St., Cent. 7317. Bristol St., Mid.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

Spare Parts :

SEND to the Rhosha Motor Garage, South Str,

Romford, for Triumph and Sturmey-Archer
spares and repairs. No disappointing delays-; every

part in stock. Repairs by skilled mechanics only.

We are official service agents. [7766

rimiUMPH Parts, 1904-21, every part in stock, new
A or second-hand. Why not second-hand in place
of new till prices drop? Half the price, satisfaction
guaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumptj
repairs and renovations a speciality, under personal
supervision of our proprietor, late with Triumph and
Premier cycle companies Cylinder regrindins on
latest machinery.— Forfield Motors, Forueld Place.
Leamington Spa. [7361

Trump.
TRTJMP-J.A.P., 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kirk

start, equipped, taxed; 27 gns.—37, KimDank
Gardens, Barnes. [3164

Velocette.
T3REMIER Motor Co., for 1922 Velocettes.

IMMEDIATE delivery of Model E.2 2-speed, £65;
E.3 3-speed, £72/10; E.L.2 lady's open frame,

£68; all with clutch- and kick starter; easy payments,
4 per cent, extra; carriage paid to any address.

—

Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [3020

1 Q 22 3^speed Velocette, licensed, done 400, un-
-*-*? scratched; £65.-R. Marley, St. Bees, Cumber-
land. [2399

VELOCETTE, 1921, 2 l,£h.p.
1

2-speed, ail cnain
drive, tax paid; £48.—Maudes', Walsall Garage,

Walsall. [3193

"1 Q21 Velocette, 2-speed, lamps, horn, tools, perfect
--*/ condition and appearance; £45; appointment
c-nly.—55, Queen's Gate Mews, Gloucester Rd., Ken-
sington, S.W. 7. [2521

VELOCETTE 2Vi h.p., 2-speed, speedometer, only
soiled, mileage 100, lamps, leg Shields, indistin-

guishable from new; 48 gns.—Longman Bros., 17,
Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone: 689. [3039

Verus.

VERUS, 1920, 2Vi,h.p., single speed, all lamps; £34.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., London.
[3176

Wolf.

WOLF 1918, 2-stroke, lamps, horn, legshields, new
condition, nearly new tyres and belt; £26.—

Woodfine, 53, Westow Hill, Upper Norwood. ' Syden-
ham 958.- [2680

ACk GNS. only, or easy terms.—Wolf Coachbuilt
^fc */ Combination. 4h.p. J.A. P., 3 speeds, counter-
shaft, clutch, chain drive.—Wandsworth Motor Ex-
change, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station).

[2550
Wooler.

WOOLER, 3 [/i;h.p., 1920, 2-speed, clutch, lamps,
speedometer, fully equipped ; £45.—Telford

Garage. 47, Streatham Hill, London, 'S.W.2. [2994

Zenith.
ALLAN GRUZELIER, Zenith Specialist.

"DRAND new 1921 5h.p. Sports Zenith at 76 gns

TyTAKER'S full guarantee; immediate delivery.

DRAND new 2%h.p. models at £60.

ALL 1922 J.A. P. and Bradshaw models in stock

for immediate delivery.—Write for full descriptive

catalogue to the London Office, Ulster Chambers, 168,

Regent St. Regent 205. .

WORKSHOPS and Showrooms, Knight and Wheat-
ley's Garage, 4, The PaTement, Coulsdon. Purlev

1277. ' [2229

hp Zenith, countershaft, in good condition; £65.—
14, Phcenix St., Euston, N.W.I. [2674

22 shop-soiled new /enith-Mrad^haw; £105 to

clear.—Carnforth Motor Co., Carnforth. [1708

8
19
£50.—sh.p. Zenith Combination, in excellent running

order.—8a, Culverden Down, Tunbridge Wells.
[2871

8 h.p. Zenith, late 1920, clutch, K.S., Watsonian
R34 sidecar, insurance: £80; tax paid.—Seen

78. High St., Hampstead. C9173

F.O.C.H. lor Zeniths.—Latest models in stcck; also

1920 8h.p countershaft' combination.— 5, Heath
St., Hampstead (near Tube). [2250

i A21 Sports Model Zenith, with torpedo sidecar.

JL«J hardly soiled, electric lighting, licensed to

December; £85.—Groom, Towcester. [2768

8 h.p. Zenith 1919-20 Countershaft, Montgomery
sidecar, Binks, capital condition; accept £90.—

Hubbard, Bishop Thornton, Harrogate. [2088

ZENITH, late 1921, 8h.p. clutch Combination, elec

trie throughout, Easting, luggage grid, special real

seat speedometer, every spare, various gadgets, guar

anteed perfect and as new, low mileage, tax paid
;
£140.

Trial after 6 p.m.—252, St.. Ann's Rd., Tottenham.

should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue B49

advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALli
Zenith.

£40.—Zenith combination, 6h.p., new tyres, belt,

spares, lamps, tools, etc., good family outfit.

—

Jiateson, c/o Wirdnam, Buriord, Oxford. [2024

"I 1120-21 5il.p Sports Zenith-Swan Combination,
J-«7 lamps, hoin iriplex, accessories, new condition,

tax paid; £85.-12 Brooks Hd Chiswick. [2183

wh. p. Sports Zenith, brand new (shop soiled), with
«J maker's guarantee, list price £110, our price 76
Ens.—Edwards, 101, Great Portland St., W. [2912

T.T. Zenith Gradua, J.A.P.
full tax paid, ready to

£25.-14, Estcourt St., Uevizes.
[2718

ZENITH Combination, 6h.p. J.A.P., countershaft,

kick starter, speedometer, etc., windscreen, pri-

vately owned; £60.—At Carr Bros.' Garage, Purley.
[8004

yl JN1TH 1917, 8h.p„ clutch, 1920 special liunhili

£j sidecar, verv good condition, low mileage; £73.—
10, St. Mary Abbotts Terrace, Kensington. Park 4177

[217B
ZENITH-BRADSHAW, 1922, i Gradua gear, hand

clutch, immediate delivery; £113, special offer

this week £100.—Collings, 334, Shirley Hd., Southamp-
ton. I1965

ZENITH Sports 1921 5h.p., excellent condition, elec-

tric lighting, long nickel exhaust, aluminium
undershield, fully equipped; 60 gns.—2, Madrid Rd.,

Barnes.

BARGAIN.—1914
engine, fully equipped,

lide any distance;

1 Q22 Sports Zenith-Bvadshaw, chain drive. 3 speeds,

i-V kick starter, 'ong exhaust pipes, brand new, just

delivered, tax paid; sacrifice, 100 gns-King, 523. Lord

St., Southport. [2129

-| Q22 Zenith-Bradshaw, slightly used lor a lew

i-*J demonstrations, indistinguishable from new,

full guarantee; sacrifice, £95.—Frank Whitworth 139

New St.. Birmingham. [0711

ifll9 Zenith 8h.p„ sporting, electric lighting, double
i-V oiling, special 4in. plated exhaust, special discs,

tax, exceptionally smart; £65.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale.

Phone: Hampstead 1353. [2909

ZENITH-BRADSHAW 1922, 3-speed, all-chain drive,

in stock; £119. Best prices allowed on exchange

deals.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.,

W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [2371

ZENITH Combination, 1920, 8h.p. countershaft,

1921 chain case, electric side and tail lamps,

Baby Easting, perfect order, mileage 2,500; £95.—
Harding, Derwent, Newport, Mon. [2523

1Q21 Zenith-Gradua 8h.p., o.h.v., fully equipped,

JLiJ Boimiksen, aluminium sporting sidecar, mile-

age 1000, perfect; cost £200; nearest £150; or solo,

5-70 m.p.h—-Mitchell, Lindens, Famham. [2227

BARKERS Motors tan supply i922 Zeniths, all

models, at list prices, and give an insurance

policy against mechanical breakdown tor 12 months

free Cash, deferred or exchanges.-194. Balham High

Rd., S.W.12. ' 3141

DEFERRED Payments £80, or Cash Offers.-

Zenith 1919 8h.p. - sports combination, full

equipment, tax paid, excellent, condition ;
any trial.-

Haverstock Hill Garage, 50, Haverstock Hill, N. \V 3

'Phone: Hampstead 6609. [3111

P7EN1TH 1920 8h.p. Twin J.A.P. Countershaft Com-
Zj bination, luxurious Sandum sidecar, Cameo wind-

screen lighting set. horn, Tan-Sad, speedometer,

oversize tyres, etc.," most splendid condition
_
through-

out, only needs seeing.-Sidney, 769,

Manor Park, London, E.

*i;/\'oc Sports Zenith, extra handle-bar operated

<D" pump, racing cams, and many spares, just

overhauled bv makers, sports Swan sidecar, just coach

nainted, guarantee 60 with sidecar, 70 solo, an excep-

tional machine; £85; seen bv appointment.—Harrison,
" Fairhaven," Park Rd., Teddington. [2175

£47.-Zenith-Gradua Sports Model 1919, 5-6h.p.

JAP engine, waterproof magneto. Amac,
Dunlop's

'

new lin. Pedley belt, T.T.-baxs, aluminium

discs, long plated exhausts, knee grips, very smart

appearance, any expert examination, ridden to buyer.—

110, Williams Rd., Cannon Hill Park. Birmingham.

2TENITH Combination, coachbuilt sidecar with screen

J and hood. 4h p J.ii.P. engine, B. and B. car-

buretter W.S.R jet adapter Bosch magneto, Gradua

gear, lamps; has just been thoroughly overhauled and

*e-enamelled new tvre .aid belt; owner purchasing

Singles; 30 mile test run, £65, no offers.

Prout Grove IVeasden, N.VV 10.

Spare Parts:

ZENITH Spares. Immediate delivery.— Kays, 8,

Bond St.. Ealing. [7222

THE

Romford Rd.,
[1897

Dadd, 5,

[213D

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

LADY'S Douglas Motor Cycle, 2"-|h.p., perfect con-

dition; cheap.—Dan Guy, Weymouth. [2230

LADY'S Calthorpe. 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, perfect
throughout; £36/10, carriage paid. — Notley,

Rollesby, Gt. Yarmouth. [1981

VELOCETTE. 1919, ladies' model, 2-uh.p., 2-speed,
all-chain drive, splendid order ; £40.—Maudes',

100, Great Portland St., London. [3178

Pero Works Co.
10, Anderton Sq., Whittall St.,

BIRMINGHAM.

Cylinders Reground.

Pistons—Over-size,

supplied.

Engines Overhauled.

Spares—Made to

order.

Welding—Acetylene.
Aluminium
a speciality.

Ov.er ^i.ooo is the

value of the machines
and equipment that will

do your repairs

No Repair too small.

"Pero" Two-Stroke
bore 70 m/m stroke 70 m/m.

Neat lines and evidences of dura-

bility are features of the Pero

two-stroke engine.

2\ h.p. Pero Power Unit.

MOTOR CYCLES FOH SALE
Ladies' Motor Cycles.

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 2 r;ih.p., 2 speeds, clutel

kick start, licensed, all on, perfect; £35; exchang
considered.—40, Fore St., Seaton, Devon. [266

J^RANE WHITWOIiTH. Ltd.. 139 New St., fit

ininghniii, distributing agents for the Lndv'a Iv;

daintiest of all ladies' machines: £62. complete. Sen
for list. [072

VELOCETTE 1922 Models, with clutch and kic
starter, for immediate delivery; 2-speed, £6E

3-speed, £75; all black weatherproof finish, all-^hai

drive, open frame, giving very low. position; the idei

ladies' mount ; easy payments, 4 % extra ; illustrate
catalogue free on request.—Premier Motor Co., Asto
Rd. [302

Miscellaneous
O-STROKE, 2h.p., good running order; £12.—Burrel& Unstead, Shalfoid, Surrey. [253

runnin
[283

£35; Ariel 2%h.p., wants buildinj

Farrar, Burn, near Selby. [203

Rarley-Davidson
etc.

;

£10.—2;4.h.p. J.A. P., magneto, spring forks
order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

I-JS.A. 3'i-b.p.

7-9h.p
new carburetter

Combination, new chassi
£105.—Below.

OJJh.p. Martin-Jap, 2-speed, kick starter and clutel
/W4 £65.—Below.

>3.h.p. New Imperial, 1919. 2-speed model, recent!3L .

4 overhauled; £40.—Below.

Olh.p. Clyno, 2-stroke,
£28.—Below.

2-speed. and clutch, 192(

). O.K. Junior, Jap engine; £35
Douglas, 2-speed; £45.—Below.

2;4h.]3F-
ALL second-hand, and in perfect condition; reasoi

able trial or examination. Offers considered.-
Edmondson's Garage, Ltd., 28, Main St., Keswick, s

T92S

JONES Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.ll
and Woodside Parade, North Finchley.

NOTICE.—We are open all day every Saturday, aD
have all makes in stock. Write, call or 'phor

Hornsey 2917 for big bargain list.

1 Q 19-21 Ariel, SVL-h-p., and sidecar, Mr. F. ]

-L*7 Jones's competition gold medal machine, sp
dally tuned; £80.

1 O20 Radco, 2^h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped,, pe
It/ feet little 'bus; £32/10.

ROVER, 5-6h.p. Sports solo, 3-speed, all-chaii

shop-soiled, otherwise new 1921; £110.

RUDGE I.O.M., shop-soiled, £70; 8h.p. Enfiel

Combination, Magdyno, 1921, indistinguishab

from new, £145.

1 Q19 P- and M - Combination, exactly as ne\

-Li/ equipped; £70.

1Q21 3 l '-}i.p. Rover Combination, unused, speci
J-*/ model, £97/10; Hobart-Villiers, shop-soile

£42/10.

"I Q20 Ariel, S^h.p., equipped, £72/10; also secon
-L*J hand and new sidecars from £7/10.

1 Q20 4h.p. Blackburne and sidecar (Mills-Fulford
A-*y Easting, licence paid and insurance, ful

equipped, precisely as new; £87/10.

I Qi9 8h.p. New Imperial Combination, ful

J. *s equipped, licensed, £85, scarcely used; ot

special bargain of the week. Any of the above ca

be had for one-quarter down, balance in 6 or 1

payments ; all guaranteed 3 months. Send for pa

ticulars. — Jones Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hi]

N 10. Motor 'bus from Highgate or Finsbury Par;

[3H

13 3yi;h.p. Rover Combination, 3-speed, ped
itart" in periect condition; £55.—Below.

21 8h.p. Chater-Lea Combination, new and u:

registered, 4 detachable wheels, spring sei

pillar, sidecar screen; £35 below list; £135.—Below

2%ii.p. Premier, new condition, tax pai<

£18— Below.

19 1

19 2

1419
i Q14 31411 p. Singer, 3-speed, all accessories, as nw
±*s £42".—Below.

- q 12 3ii.li p. B.S.A., 2-speed, free, rebored at

JL«/ bushed by makers, not run since; £30.—Belo'

IPOONOMIC—We can give you immediate delive

J of this wonderful low-priced machine; variab

gear model, £34; or on easy payments. Please ser

p c for catalogue.—South Eastern Garage, Heine Hi

S.E.24. t22 '

"» *t 1
' n 2-stroke, new engine, Druids-Amac, gft

*4 tyres; £14.-41, Regent St., Welltagto

Salop.
pl

;

sound, tyres perfect; a real bargai

E.C., 6, Horley St., nr. Bishop Stol

ford, Herts.
[2<1 '

JAP Combination, 1915, cane torpedo sidecar,

'

speeds and clutch, condition perfect, tax pal

50 gns—W.R.. 5B, Tranmere Rd.

Oih.p. J.A.P.,
*2 £5/10.-

Earlslield. [18'

B50 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the numoer at the end of each advertisement, and the date o

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

M3E Gara&e, 74-76, Brighton Ed., Surbiton,
Phone, Kingston 3025, have the following
nes for sale or exchange at bargain prices:

—

tGE.—A.J.S. 51i.p., twin cylinder, countershaft
jear box, kick starter, hand clutch; £45, or

oge.

E.GE.—Indian 5h.p. Combination, 3-speed, gear
Sox, kick starter, splendid condition; £50, or

age.

tGE.—Ciyno, 8h.p. J. A. P. engine, with large 2-

:eater sidecar, all accessories; £85, or exchange.

8MB.—New Hudson, 2-stroke, 2 speeds, splendid
jrder; £30, cr exchange.

SGE.—Baby Triumph, 2-stroke, 2 speeds, only run
ibout 200 miies, imlistioguisbable from new,
:oessories, complete; £40, or exchange.

!GE.—Triumph 3V*h.p. Sporting machine, splen-

lid condition; £22, or exchange.

;GE Garage, 74-76, Brighton Rd., Surbiton.
Phone Kingston 3025. [3168

LIFAX.—50 second-hand machines and combina-
tions. Cash, exchange, or deferred payments,
ii.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.

[2985
IS 2'Ah.p. 2-stroke, complete lamps, etc., tax
taid, good condition, £18/10; Douglas 2%h.p.,
IE order, £12/10.—Johnstone, Dovemount Place,

k [2041

J
Make Solo or Combination ~6n the most

dvantageous terms for cash. Spares and acces-

prccured for customers on best terms; state

sments.—T. Scott, Direot Manufacturers' Agent,
flesbury St., Clerkenwell, London, E.C.I. Central

[2013

tGAINS in Motor Cycles and Sidecars.—

A

oiited number of 1920 and 1921 shop-soiled

:, all well-known makes. Best offer secures in

ase. Send f6r list or call and inspect.—Mebes
tfebes, 144, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone

:

am 2230. [2124

C.H. for secondhand cycles, combinations and
runabouts at bargain prices. Exchanges ar-

I. Any new cycle, combination or car sup-

cash or deferred payments.—Fair Offer Cai

j
5, Heath Street, Hampstead (near Tube)

>• Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including

lays. [1611

iCKPOOL Bargains.—2-speed O.K., £24 n
919 Douglas, £45/10/6. 1919 4h.p. Douglas
nation. £79/10/6. 4h.p. Douglas, £55/10/6.
Tamplin, £79/10/6. 1920 Morgan de Luxe,
meter, water-cooled magneto engine, £155/10/6.
1 others cheap. Push cycles taken in exchange,
cycles purchased for cash.—Booths' Motorics,

Waterloo Rd., Blackpool. [9317

FCHELOR. BARGAINS.—1920 8h.p. Matchless
Combination, all .on, £110; 1920 8h.p. Zenith
rshaft Combination, all on, £110; 1920 Enfield

ination, dynamo lighting!, hood and screen,

1920 6h.p. Ariel, all on, £80, condition brand
2 1

J4h.p; New Hudson, 2-speed, £45; brand new
Drook, 2-speed, £50; 1921 4h.p. Sunbeam Com-
an, detachable wheels, all on, £125.-36,
ice St., Kingston, Surrey [2408

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
tE Latest Models cycles and combinations, any
leriod.—Write terms. Fowler Brigden, 130.
1 Rd. [0705

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

PARDS and Co.,

I , Gt. Portland St., W.. are cash buvers of solos,
t combinations, and Morgans. Highest prices
distance no object. Call, write, or 'phone: May-
027. [0604

COMBINATIONS and Solos, any make, guar-
antee top prices given.—T. and B. Motor Co.

37.2, Enston Rd. Museum 6581. [5564

TJDES' Motor Mart are purchasers for spot ca-sh
of late models, Sunbeam, Triumph, Douglas,
n, and Morgans.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland
..ondon. [3205

lE Combination;" cash.—14, Swaton Rd., Bow
rel. : E. 3155. [2501
.or 8h.p. Combination, 3 speeds.—Ayden, 159.
Hornsey Rd., N.7. [2437

IN STOCK AT THE

EASTERN GARAGE
1922 MODELS, NEW.

A.J.S., 7 h.p., Model D Standard Combination . £175
A.J.S., 7 h.p., Model D Combination, with
dynamo lighting £195

ALLON. zh h.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds, clutch and
kick-starter £60

ARIEL, 3£ h.p., Sports Model £87 10
B.S.A., 4} h.p., Model H2, all chain - £110
B.S.A., 4i h.p., Model H2 Combination £142
B.S.A., 4i h.p., Model K2, chahvcum-belt £107
B.S.A., 4i h.p., Model K2 Combination £139
B.S.A., 6 h.p., Model E, all chain £132
B.S.A., 6 h.p., Model E Combination £164
DOUGLAS, 6 h.p.. Combination, de achable
wheels, lamps, horn and windscreen £165

HAWKER, 4i h.p., and Sidecar, 3 speeds,
clutch, and kickstarter, all chain drive £105

LEVIS, i£ h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, a;id kick-starter £60
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., Model H2 Standard Com-

bination £170
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., Model H2 Combination,
with dynamo lighting ; . . .

.

£188
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., Model J Sports Com-

bination £1 60
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p.. Model H 2-seater Com-

bination, with dynamo lighting' £193 10
NEW IMPERIAL, 2% h.p., Model No. 2, chain-
- cum-belt £69
NEW IMPERIAL, 23 h.p., Model No. 3, all chain

drive '. £73
N.U.T., 31- h.p. Twin, Model M, cbain-cum-belt £100
N.U,T., 5 h.p., Model M, all chain drive £120
RALEIGH, 2.% h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, and kick-

starter " £68
ROYAL ENFIEuD.8 h.p., Standard Combination £140
ROYAL ENFIELD, 8 h.p., Combination, with
dvnamo lighting £158

ROYAL ENFIELD, 2£ h.p., 2 speeds £55

Exchanges & Deferred Payments
Arranged.

The following are used machines that have been over-
hauled by us, and carry par written guarantee that they
are in proper mechanical order :

—

SECONDHAND.
DOUGLAS 1917, 4 h.p. Combination, 3 speeds,

clutch, and kickstarter £85
ROVER 1919, 3$ h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, and

kickstarter, lamps, horns, and Millford Skill

Sidecar £76
ROVER 1920, 5-6 h.p., Countershaft, 3-speed

gear, all chain drive, lamps, horn, speedo-
meter, windscreen, Tan-sad seat, and Millford
Empress Sidecar £115

O.K. 1920, 2J h.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds, lamps,
and horn, tax paid £38

ARIEL 1920, 3^ h.p. Combination, 3 speeds,
clutch, and kickstarter, tax paid £80

TRIUMPH 1917, 4 h-P-» 3 speeds, clutch, and
kickstarter, and Millford Skiff Sidecar, tax
paid £70

F.N. 1920, z\ h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, and kick-
starter, shaft drive, lamps, and horn £40

ENFIELD 1919, 2j h.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds,

lamps, horn, tax paid £40
ENFIELD 1921. 8 h.p. Combination, 2 speeds,

clutch and starter, Lucas Magdyno lighting,

horn, screen, and side curtains, tax paid. . . . £125
NEW IMPERIAL 1919; 2| h.p., 2 speeds, lamps,
and horn, tax paid £38

CLYNO 191S, 6 h.p. Combination, 3 speeds,
clutch, and kickstarter, detachable wheels. . £95

NEW IMPERIAL 1918, 8 h.p. Combination, 3
speeds, clutch, and kickstarter, speedometer,
lamps, horn, hood, screen., £75

BROUGH 1920, 5 h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, and
kickstarter, lamps, horn, speedometer, Hen-
derson Elite sidecar, Easting screen, tax paid £110

P. & M. 1920, 3a h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, and kick-
starter, lamps, horn, speedometer, and Mill-

ford Sidecar, tax paid £80
MATCHLESS 1921, 8 h.p. Combination, 3 speeds,

clutch, and kickstarter, lamps, horn, hood,
and screen, spare wheel, tax paid £140

The Eastern Garage Co.
(Official Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U.,

A.A. and M.U.),

418, Romford Road, Forest Gate,E.7.
Telephone

:

Telegrams

:

490 East Ham. "Egarco, London."

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

A CTUAL Buyers.

PL
u^

S
? 0Her

>F
S you r motor c ''cIe °r combination.

Museu^a S&=&£ .S3V»rSon Sd/tfSS

WE

ALWAYS Buy

CjOLOS, combinations, cycle cars. If in town, write,
>~> phone, or call. 11 country, send to London
i,
e
,

rI
S,
ln

,s
s

-
We c°"ect tree and send best cash offer.—W T. Dunn. Ltd., 326, Euston Rd., London. Museum"al - 10332

£ 12
S ojered for good Combination.—64, Church

•** St., Edgware Ed., W. [3100
"jyORTON, any model.-Full particulars and price to-^ 32, High St., Reigate. ' [2307

.£30 cash lor 3'/;.-4h.p. countershaft; private.—4,
<=*» Dorking Rd., U'unbndge Wells. [2165
£»45 offered for Triumph countershaft model.—Box* 9965, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2838
]\JEW IMPERIAL 2%h.p., not earlier than 1918
-"•' D.A.P., 60, Dogeett Rd.. Catford. rifl[1935

"DALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent
-»- place for disposing of motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a cash
offer at sight.

"DALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure of
J- a good cheque if you sell your machine at
Palmers Garage.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of men
have sold their machines here.

"DALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of
J. motor cycles in the weekly auction sale every
Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage charge is
incurred until 7 days' notice is given.

"DALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
J- from any London railway station. The auction
sale is held every Thursday, commencing at 2 p.m.
"DALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—If cash offer not
J- accepted, machine can be included in Auction
Sale held every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fix the price
and we do the rest.

"DALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms : Selling com-
-*-- mission, 7V»%, not chargeable unless machine is
sold. If no sale, a nominal auction fee is charged
For motor cars, 20/-; motor cycles under £50 value
5/-; ditto over £50 value, 10/-. When we effect a
sale these charges are cancelled and commission
charged.

"DALMER'S Garage, Tooting.^Catalogue freeL Telephone
: 208 Streatham. Telegrams •

Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [2791

"1X7"ANTED, motor cycle, any condition, cheap, cash
» » waiting.—61, Gramd Parade, Harringay. [2672

LATE countershaft Triumph wanted for cash
Knight, 23, Station Grove, Wemblev. [2316

COUNTERSHAFT, Triumph; good price for good
machine.—33, Blackford Rd., Brixton. [3125

COMBINATION about £45, spot cash.—Thompson,
12, Trinity Rd. (above shop), Balham. [2745

Oh. p. Zenith, o.h.v., or countershaft prelerred; £50." —Ling Dene, Farnham Common, Slough. [2421

WANTED, late Solo or Combination; cash.—29,
Addiscombe Court Rd., East Croydon. [2330

WANTED, Levis or other 2-stroke, not exceeding
£20.—Box 9964, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2837

WANTED, Modern Solos or Combinations, for cash.
—R. B. Clark and Co., 7. Exhibition Rd.. S.W 7.

[8682
COUNTERSHAFT Triumph or Enfield, cheap for

cash.—C. Franklin, Swinford, Eynsham, Oxon.„ [2207
\\TANTED, old Pierce Arrow motor cycle, cheap

;

* v give cycle and cash.—Huggins, Skelton, York,
[2203

SMART Combination, late Triumph or Douglas.—
Powell, 25, Carlton Park Av., Raynes Park.

[1873
WANTED, late Combination for cash, perfect con-

dition.—Particulars to Peplow, Clun, Salop.
[2067

33h.p. A.J.S. or Couison wanted, cheap, for cash.
4 —Johnson, 110, Lincoln Rd., Peterborough.

[2485
GOOD Combination wanted immediately; write oi

call.—143, Ravensbury Rd., Earlsfield, S.W. 18.
[2981

SPORTS Zenith or similar, condition immaterial, for

cash.—Wilcoek, Park Mansions, Knightsbridge.
[2775

WANTED, incomplete P. and M.'s or parts, any
quantity.—Inman. Durham Rd., Seaforth, Liver-

pool. [2154

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue bji
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
WANTED, 3V2h.pl Triumph, 1908 or 1910, no

clutch or speeds.—Box 9973, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [2999

WANTED, 1918 or late countershaft machine, solo
or combination; cheap. — Green, 84, Park St.,

Slough. [1854

~V\7ANTED, T.T. machine, Norton, Rover, Rudge.

—

VV Write Braithwaite, 32, Winchester Rd„ Col-

chester [2636

GOOD Lightweight, equal uew, low price, spot cash;

also Matchless Combination.—255, Minister Rd,
Fulham [2678

r

WANTED, Sunbeam, Triumph, Scott, Norton, any
good make solo or combination.—88, Lord St.,

Southport. [2006

WANTED, complete countershaft machine, less

engine—Particulars, Gillett, Maddox Park, Book-

ham, Surrey. [2025

COMBINATION, 1920-21, noted make, test required,

cheap for cash.—Elliott, 61, Bromley Common,
Bromley, Kent. [2225

WANTED, Triumph, B.S.A., or 16H Norton, solo

or combination, cheap.—Letters only, Fruin,

Raynes Park, S.W. [2659

WANTED Sunbeam or countershaft Triumph;
reasonable.—Write, A. S. N., 26, Cleveland

Avenue, Chiswick. [3117

WANTED, 1922 2=4h.p. A.J.S. Standard Sports,

new condition essential; cheap.—70, Minet
Avenue, Harlesden. [2328

WANTED Harley-Davidson combination or Indian

;

write particulars; must be cheap.—24, Geral-

dine Rd., Chiswick. [3116

£50 Waiting for Triumph Countershaft, must be

Triumph, no comic makes.—L. Hive, Abiugton

Brewery, Northampton. .

[2022

WANTED, good Solo or Combination, late model,

for cash on sight.-37, Canterbury Rd., Bails

Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l. l3110

WANTED, countershaft Triumph, solo or combina-

tion; please sta.te condition and lowest offer.—20,

Winchester St., Coventry. [2007

GOOD Secondhand Combination up to £200 as part

exchange for Bianchi 4-seater.—12, Greville

Place. .Hampstead 1819. [1975

TRIUMPH Combination, not earlier than 1919;
spot cash.—Write fully, P., 10, Bank Chambers,

Tower Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [2862

2JJh.p. Douglas, New Imperial, etc., also combination
4 and Morgan, 1921-22, water-cooled; cheap.

—

H., 63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [2364

WANTED, good motor cycle, with or without side-

car, also Lightweight, cheap for cash.—Write,

211, Garratt Lane, Wandsworth. L2580

TRIUMPH, B.S.A., Sunbeam combination, subse-

quent 1919, equipped; £65 cash.—Particulars,

Box 9910, c/o The Motor Cijelc. [1974

WANTED, 4h.p. Douglas Combination or 6h.p. En-
field; exchange 2'ih.p. Douglas and cash.

—

Kennett, 7, Lower George St., Richmond. [2620

WANTED, late model Triumph or similar counter-

shaft; must be in excellent condition, and

cheap.—A. B., 11, Banbury St., Battersea, S.W. [2342

3 Ah.p. to 4h.p. Norton, Sunbeam, Triumph, N.U.T.,
2 or similar, must be good condition, late model,

and cheap—Full particulars, 5, Hill St., Douglas,

I.O.M. . t2026

£65 (about) for best twin combination offered;

Enfield preferred; roomy or 2-seater sidecar;

state guaranteed date.
—

" Rosebank," Thorkhill Rd.,

Thames Ditton. [2419

BUNTING'S Buy, Sell, or Exchange any make of

motor cycle. State your requirements. We under-

take to do your business and give you satisfaction.

Distance immaterial.—Bunting's Motor Exchange.
Wealdstone. [0828

WANTED, your motor cycle or combination We are

buyers. Full market price given and cash paid on

the spot. Write, call, or 'phone Museum 5938.—J.
Smith and Co.. Motor Agents. Ltd.. 52-54. Hampstend
Rd.. N.W.I. [0768

CASH on sight for new and second-hand motor cycles

and combinations, any make or condition.—Call,

write, or 'phone, Short and Glass, Ltd., 485-493. Upper
Richmond Rd.. East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone: Richmond
2362 and 2363. [0372

WANTED to Purchase outright, for cash, bank-

rupt stocks; W.D. spares, miscellaneous spares,

motor cycles, any make.—Send full particulars, Mc-
Neille and Piatt, 57, Great George St.. Liverpool.

'Phone: 1092 Royal. [6060

SPECIAL Cash Buyers, Triumphs, F.nfields. B.S.A.'s,

Douglases, Matchlesses, A.B.C.'s, Scotts, Brao-
burys, Martinsydes, Zeniths. — Wandsworth Motor Ex-
change, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station).
'Phone; Latchmere 4686.

4-CYL. F.N.'s, Hendersons, T.A.C.'s, T.M.C.'s. wanted.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,

Wandsworth.

RED Indians, Harley-Davidsons, wanted.—Wands-
worth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth

(Town. Station). [4559

LISTEN

THIS
SEND for our Extended

Payment Form, fill in

with the make of Solo

or Combination you want,

also the makes and models

of Lamps, Horn, Speedo^

meter, Screens, Hood, etc.

(anything that you desire),

Tax and Insurance.

Fill in the amount of deposit

that is convenient to yourself,

return to us, we will fill in

prices (if you don't) and

return for your consideration.

The payments may be

spread over

18 MONTHS
and we give a

DISCOUNT
if you complete the payments

earlier.

THIS places you under no

obligation to us.

IF IT'S SIDECAR
only you require,

Send for latest Art Catalogue

and Sidecar Extended Pay'

ment Form.

MODELS for every make.

RIDEEZI SALES,
5, Victoria Street,

LONDON, S.W.I.

D
K
A

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
F.O.C.H. always have cash waiting for soar I

machines of all types; highest prices and con
fl

teous treatment assured.—Fair Offer Car House, I

Heath Street, Hampstead (near Tube). 'Phone
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

[16]

WANTED, immediately, any number of secon
hand machines and combinations ; a competei

representative will be sent to inspect and comple
purchase after preliminary negotiations; cash ai I

goo'd prices paid.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond Si

Ealing. Telephone: 689.' [30<
*

WANTED, good modern Motor Cycles, solo i

combination, in part exchange lor 8h.p. Roy<

or other light car. Best prices allowed, extended pa
ments arranged.—Vivian Hardie & Lane, Ltd., 23/2
Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.), Bond St., W.
'Phone : Mayfair 6559. [07'

SEND your motor cycle to Palmer's Garage and Mot
Auction Rooms, High Street, Tooting. Cash off

telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest statu

Wimbledon. We will collect from any London static

Machine can be included in auction sale if desired.-

Sole address, Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [27!

WANTED.—Motor cycles and combinations for ii

mediate cash, ^new or second-hand. Bring yo I

machine to us for a cash offer; high prices paid
the spat. Write, 'phone, or call if possible.—for
Garage, 74-76, Brighton Ed., Surbiton. Phon.
Kingston 3025. [311

TRICARS FOR SALE.
LATE 1920 T3. Tricar, only done 3,000 miles,

first-class condition, 8h,p. air-couled J.A. I

engine, speedometer, gaiters, tail locker, spare whei
lamps, full set of tooLs, spares, licence paid; £150,
offers.—L. Newbigin, Narrowgate, Alnwick. - [201 i

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
YSON Scooter; £12, or near offer.—Allan Bryar

83, Balham Pk. Rd., S.W. [23

INGSBURY Scooters and Spare Parts.—Beaufc
Works, Richmond Rd., Twickenham. [22.

,

.B.C. Skootamota, unsoiled, as new, £17.-1
Bellevue Gardens, Clapharn Rd., S.W.9. [21!

KINGSBURY Scooter, li'oh.p., C.A.V. magne!
nearly new. excellent urder; £14.-68, Gioucest

i

Rd., Camden Town. [26'

NEW Shop-soiled Autoped Scooters, dynamo ligl

ing, lV-h.p.; bargain, £12/10 each. — Percy a

Co.. 314, Euston Rd.. N.W.I. [41

1q GNS.—A.B.C. Scootamota, almost indistinguis

•W able from new, electric lamps, etc., trial

Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.3. [28

SCOOTER, coupling, spring seat, perfect ord
I

hardlv ridden; cost £45; any reasonable oil

considered —C. H. Harding, Grittleton, Chippenhan
[26

|

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
AUTO-WHEEL, good running condition; £8

Holman, 17, Bourne St., Hastings. [18

J.E.S. Auxiliary, complete, good order; £10
Pounder, 79, Scarborough St., West Hartlepool.

[19

AUTO-WHEEL, late model, in perfect mechanic

condition, tax paid; £9.—Smith, 82, Seeley R
Tooting Junction. [23

21 Young's attachment, guaranteed mechanica

sound and complete, can be tried; £12.—:

Arlington Rd., Surbiton. t2 °

SIMPLEX Motor Attachment fitted to high-cl;

gent 's cycle, 24in., practically new, unuss

15 gns.—Guthrie, 196, Bishopsgate, E.C. [19

AUTO-WHEEL, 1920. complete, and in splem

condition; £9/10.—Anthony, 1, Townshend C

tages, St. John's Wood, N.W.8. [26

1 Q21 Young Attachment and Lady's Cycle co

A*7 plete, done about 50 miles, new condition,

cellent running order, licensed; £20.-Wake!lii

White St.,- Coventry. L"

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.

COLLINS and Son for hoods, screens, and apro

hoods from 35/-.—Below.

COLLINS and Son.—Adjustable windscreens. c<

plete with apron, 22/6, as sold elsewhere

30'-' Easting windscreens, standard model, good c

dition, 45/-; other screens at 30/- and 35/-; i

screen oil approval. Celluloid panels fitted to .

windscreen in few hours. Open Sunday mornir

10 to 12, weekdays till 8.30 p.m. Saturdays till 5 p

-Collins and Son, rear, of 84, High St.. Putney, S

V-shaped Windscreens, £3/18; small size, £2/15

Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Canloerwi
18'

HERCULES Hoods and Aprons;
.

write for net

Hercules Hood Co., 698. Seven Sisters Rd., .

tenham. *

EASTING Windscreen, standard size, compl

brand new; £3 for quick sale. — 210, w
Lanes, Birmingham. L

1W

All letters relating to advertisements shot. Id auote the number at the end of eath advertisement, and the date ol the issus
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HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.

iAT Hoop;, hood fittings, straps, turnbuttons,
t twills, etc.; hardwood polished wind screens,

^6—Henry Jones, 77a, High ltd., Tottenham, Lon-

if- [3239

(ENNOC Co.—We are actual manufacturers of

i- hoods, screens, and aprons. Send for list.—

nnoc Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marlborough Rd., Upper
lloway, N.19. [2521

i O-BIN I Manfc. Co.—The Bower adjustable wind-
i screen, registered, with coverall apron, '60/-,

ria^e paid. .Beware of -imitations. Celluloid panels

e<l "Easting's, 16/6; aprons made to order, 10/-.—

bia'ti Manfc. Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Effra Rd.,

Ston, S.W. 2. 'Phone: Brixton 1585. [3050

BODIES.
AM1LY Coachbuilt Body, -new, not upholstered;
30/-.— 1, Desmond St., New Cross. [2020

AMBER Sidecar Bodies; from £4/17/6.—Bright and
Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. [8024

iENNOC Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacturers, 35
\i models, aiio several clearance, cheap to clear.

t ENNOU Co. specialise m repairs, repainting, and
i> upliolsteiiog.—Kennuu Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marl-
rough Rd., Upper Holloway, N.19. [2320

> ARGAIN.—Coachbuilt Body, apron, complete, as?

1 new; £6/10; photo.—Webber, Eastleigh, Honiton.
[1985

IOLL1NS and Son.—Bodies, new bulbous back
coachbuilt at £6/5; 2-seater bulbous back, £9.

—

low.

IOLL1NS and Son are actual manufacturers, and
' give twelve months' guarantee with every body;
^r 200 in stock. Large number of secondhand in
cb.-—Below.

<OLLINS and Son repair, re-paint, and upholster at
' moderate charges; all work guaranteed. Esti-
ites free. Send for catalogue.—Collins and Son,
r of 84, High St., Putney, S.W. [1920

IPECAR Bodies, all sizes, shapes and colours,
fruin £5; give us a trial.—33, Hackford jRd.,

ixtcn. [3123

fEW Douglas pattern sidecar bodies, colour as
I desired; £5/10.—Reynolds, 15, Stafford Mews,
lburn, N.W.6. [2647

' DWARDES Sidecar Bodies, bulbous back, beautiful
' finish; only call and inspect; £4/15.-277, Cam-
:well Rd., S.E. [2495

JASTONES lor Sidecar Bodies, all latest models in

stock from £4.
oss, London, N.l.

-228, Pentonville Rd., King's
[5131

rENUS Step Bodies, 2 dozen to clear ; from 50 /
-

each; great bargains.—Venus Sidecar Co., 694,
ven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. 'Phone: 2102. [9974

921 Matchless standard sidecar jbody complete,
screen, luggage "grid, as new; offers, or exchange

eater Matchless body.—18, Saffron Rd., Biggles-
.de. [8509

PEEDY and Gardner, " The Speedy " 2-seater, £15;
1 single, £8 ; bodies to order ; screens repaired,
'-; aprons to order, 8/-; let us quote you.—67, Effra

1., Brixton. [2127

>OYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, first-

V class finian; have a few coachbuilt bodies, cleai-

ce lines iiom £5 each ; extra
illowlunok Motor Co., Leicester.

good value The
[0336

BODIES,
J 2-seatevs complete from

1922 production, brand new, from £3/15;
£9. Actual manufac-

Write for catalogue.—Robini Manfc. Co., 1

d 3, Tulse Hill, Effra Rd., Brixton, S.W. 2. 'Phone:
.ixtcn 1585. [3049

'IDECARS.—De luxe, sporting, touring, made to
' urder and in stock, first-class, work only, as fitted
Harleys, Indians, Matchless, 2-seatersj old sidecars
part payment.—R.E. A.L. Carriage Wks., Kew

klge. 'Phone: Chiswick 1254. [2627

IGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd.
J —Light weight, £4/10. Medium weight, £8.
eavy weight, £10/10. Sports, £8/10. Second-hand
;ht touring, in new condition, £4. Enfield body
-upholstered and renovated as new, £9.-26, Tulse
ill, Brixton (V2 minute from Brixton Skating Rink)
'hone: Brixton 1292. [3003

*4/17'6.—New Douglas type Bodies, bulbous backed
•* and upholstered in crocodile rexine; they require
finishing coat of paint only. We have contracted
r a large Quantity, so can give the benefit to you.
ie Sidecar Attachment column.-—Old Man Hep., 17-
), Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W. 8.

hone: 1958 Brixton. [1285
for the trade only. Work-

pencil, or line drawings of original
'Hicns. also working drawings, full-sized or to ponle.—
jqper's Vehicle Journal. Designing Dept., established
signers to the coach trade for over 80 years. Con-
ilt us when designing new ideas,—Dorset House,
udor St., London, E.C.4. [0004

~*OBB Speedman Sidecar Bodies.—A light, beauti-
-' fully streamlined coachbuilt attachment, to fit
|d type non-underslung, or modern chassis. Supplied
1 £2 j 12 / 6, ready for painting and upholstering,
landsomely finished any colour, upholstered in good
kalKv red or blark material,~""£3/15; door 10/- extra.
Vernon Cobb, 18, Midland Rd., Carlton, Notting-
im. [2136

3IDE.CAR Body Designs
J ing, coloured pencil,

The Juno Cycle

and Motor Co.
Proprietors :

METROPOLITAN MACHINISTS Co., Ltd.

248, BISH0PSGATE, LONDON, E.C.2.

Tri r PHONE : BISHOPSGATE 2195.
I C.LE.GRAMS : QUILLS AVE LONDON.

B —
ESTABLISHED OVER FORTY YEARS)

:

—

The Pick of the Bunch!
;

A.J.S., ARIEL, B.S.A.,
CHATER LEA,
DOUGLAS, ENFIELD,
INDIAN, LEVIS,
MATCHLESS, NORTON,

n RALEIGH, RUDGE,
—SUN. —

THE HAPPY MEDIUM AT LAST !

McKENZIE
LIGHTWEIGHT MOTOR CYCLES.

Low price. Cheap running.
Easy Payments.

_ 26 Guineas cash, or
£7 10 deposit and 12 monthly

payments of £1 17 6.

g Carriage and packing extra.

No waiting. Machine; actually in

stock.

Any Motor Cycles, Combinations (or

Sidecars), can be supplied on our
well-known GRADUAL PAYMENT

SYSTEM.
Particulars on Applied'"-*.

RENEW YOUR BRAKES NOW
Front Rim Bowden Brakes from 13/9.

Band Brakes and rear rod brakes
from 18/6.

Brake Blocks to suit all maces in stock.

Sidecar Bodies, Sandum or Venus,
from £5 15 0.

Underslung or step chass s from £7.

EVEB>THING FOR THE MOTO ! CYCLIST AT
REASONABLE PRICES.

£ s. d.

Goggles, Trip-

lex; plain or

s m c k e d
glass, cellu-

loid or non-
inflam. mica

. from - - 1/3 pr.

Bluemel?, 1921 3 10

Orto Hoods -.3 5

Spring Shackles,

set of four -

P. & H. Lamp
Sets - - 1 12 C

W. S. R. Jets,

all sizes 8/6&10 6

Large H'bar
Mirrors, 4^"

reflector - 7 6

6 6

* S.d.

VVatfo d Speed-
omet rs,slight-

Jy soiled,
guar nteed - 4

Renolds Chain,

• X t, per ft.

; FREE.

15

5 6

A i spares iq

stock. i

Tan-Sads - 1 10

B &. B L i % ht-

weight Gar*
burettars, win- .

dow soiled - 2 10

Cross over Belt
Rim Brakes 18 6

Call or write Sor 1923 96 pp.
Illustrated List with all latest

price reductions. A veritable

motor cyclist's encyclopaedia.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s
T?OR

QANDHAM, the smartest sidecar specialists.

SANDUM Sidecars.—Our pre-war prices were the talk

of the show; £14 to £50. Write for new catalogue.

SANDTJM (V-shaped) Wind Screen, a hood, screen,

and apron; £2/15 and £3/18. Write for list.

QANDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen.—Our South London
^ agent writes :

" An instantaneous success; sold

out; send further supply." Agents, get in touch with us.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
Rd., W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. [0019

QIDECARS! Sidecars!

Second-hand Coachbuilt Sidecars fromSEVERAL
£7/10.—Below.

BRAND New Coachbuilt Sidecars with bulbous backs
and complete with aprons; a first-class job; hot

cheap and nasty; £17/10.—Below.

BRAND New Sidecars, coachbuilt, from £16. These
are really wonderful value.—Below.

WE Have two Langford spring wheel sidecars, 5-

point attachments, large bulbous backs with Picnic
cases, completely fitted with all utensils, most elabor-

ately finished, complete £35.—Jones Garage, Muswell
Hill, London, N.IO. [3160

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are
guaranteed 3 rears.

Patent Unbreakable Chassis lor

:hines : Zenith, Harleys, Indians,

New Imperials, Sunbeam, Blackburnes, etc.

MIDDLETON'S
high-powered ma

INDIANS with kick starter on left present no dii

culty with Middleton's special model.

MIDDLETON'S spe
kinds. Twisted

promptly corrected.

CECOND-HANDS ol

specialise
motor

n lrame repairs of all
cycle frames and forks

various makes for sale,

old sidecar taken in part exchange.
Your

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
safer and more comfortable, but are faster on

bad roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not
bash into them.

MIDDLETON'S London'3 oldest established sidecar
makers, wholesale, retail, and export, 27, Stroud

Green Rd., Finsbury Park (near Tube). 'Phone: Horn-
6ey 1584. [0522

COACH Sidecar, off Triumph, hood and screen, £10.
—70, Baring Rd., Lee. [24P2

LIGHT Coachbuilt Sidecar; £6/10.—Kennard, 78,
Yerbury Rd., Holloway, N.19 [2170

TR1TUBE Sidecars are most unique. Scientifically

designed, made of finest materials.

TRITUBE Chassis, constructed of steel lugs, straight
steel tubes, with welded joints.

TRITUBE Sidecars are light. Supplied with either
sporting or touring coachbuilt bodies.

TRITUBE Sidecars. One price, £15/10. Write for
booklet.—Davis Bros., Church St., Rickmansworth.

'Phone: 5. [8622

BASTONES for Sidecars, no better or cheaper house.
All latest models in stock.

BASTONES.—Lightweight sidecars complete, to fit

any machine; £12/18/6.

BASTONES. - Snorts model sidecar, complete,
£17/10; several other models in stock, including

ta,ndera, all at low prices.

BASTONES.—Distributing agents for - the famous
Montgomery sidecars, all the latest 1922 models

in stock; £25.

B ASTON Ed for Sidecar Chassis, underslung £7/19/6,
tandem chassis £14/10, auxiliary arms 14/-.—

228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, London. N.l.
'Phone : 2481 North. Grams : Bastones, London.

[3032

CAMBER Utility Models; £25.—Bright and Hayles,
78, Church St., Camberwell, London.

CAMBER Utility Tandems: £27.—'Bright and Hayles,
78, Church St., Camberwell, London.

CAMBER Semi-tcuring Models; £18/10.—Bright and
Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

CAMBER Bulbous Back Models; £19/12/6.—Bright
and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camoerwell.

CAMBER Lightweight Models; £1.6/10.—Bright and
Hayles, 78, Church St., Camoerwell.

CAMBER Hexagon Sports Models ; £25 / 17/6.—
Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St.. Camberwell.

[8023

Sidecar (bodv purple); best offer; room
72, Cornwall Rd., Brizton. [2315

PORTING Sidecar, good condition; £8, complete

;

SCOTT
wanted

S
ROVER Sidecar n.nd Chassis, new condition; £9.—

i"embui'y Mews, fembury Rd., Tottenham. [2263

COACHBUILT Sidecar, suit 4h.p., good condition,

repainted; £8/10.-76, London St., Chertsey.
[2354

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue 653
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
WATSONIAN Sidecar Chassis, 1921, very little'

used; £7.—Pankhurst, 36, Strand, Esmouth.
[2104

SWAN Sporting, 4 points, condition as new; £14.—
-Harding, 48, Wellington Rd., Hollow-ay, ^.7.

MONTGOMERY Sidecars, the famous sporting

model, i~ stock; prices from £17/ 10.—Iiouchin,
Below.

LIGHT Montgomery chassis re-enamelled, with new
light bulbous bodv, £12/10.—Houchin, 189A,

High St., Peckham, S.E.15. [2637

DE-LUXE Canoelet - Sidecar, fine condition, fit

Triumph or other machine; £12.-3, Parker Lane,
Burnley. " [2061

SANDTJM Sidecar, bulbous back, 28x3 wheel, nearly

new. cost £28; accept £14.-93, Ormerod Rd.,

Burnley. [2062

SIDECAR Chassis, new, suit most make?; £5 '19/6
complete to clear.—Edwardes, 277, Camberwell

R.d„ S.E. [2496

WATSONIAN Lightweight Touring Sidecar, nearly
now, perfect condition; £12.—Higbdene, Ridge-

way, Enfield. [2198

BOOTHS Blackpool Bargains.—Limited number, new
coach bodies, full siae with locker, £5/17/6;

usually £9/10.

BOOTHS Blackpool Bargains.—New £9/10 coach

bodies for £5/17/6; illustration free.—Booths
Motories, Blackpool.

BOOTHS Blackpool Bargains.—Quantity new under-

slung chassis, 4-point attachment, £9/19/6;
illustration free.—Booths Motories, Blackpool.

BOOTHS Blackpool Bargains.—Several shop-soiled

sidecars, cheap. Hercules coach sidecar,

£9/10/6; ditto Canoelet, £8/10/6; ditto Fallow,

£8/10/6.

BOOTHS Motories, 294, Waterloo Rd., Black-
pool. [9318

SWAN Tearing Sidecar, suit Harley, extremely
- comfy, wants seeing; £12.-1, Lunham Rd., Upper

Norwood," S.E. [2270

DOUGLAS Sidecar and Chassis, complete, under-
slung, as new, too heavy; £10, or exchange.—

Mercer, Thurso. [2073

WHITLEY Sidecars, Coventry.—Three models, £25,
£29/10, £32/10. Nothing on one wheel to

jqual." Lists free. [0856

SIDECAR, light, neat, as new, nndersluug chassis,

bulbous back, coach-built; £11.-30, Cloncurry
St;, Fulham, S.W. [2112

DUNHILL Bulbous Sidecar, coachbuilt, new, done
60 miles, special chassis; £22, offer.—Porter, 50,

Bloomgate, Lanark. [2205

£9 .—As new, very smart, comfortable coachbuil L

sidecar, disc wheel, screen, fit any make.- 203.

Lillie Rd., Fulham. [2453

CANOELET Racing Sidecar for Indian, new con-

dition, with screen, etc., photo. ; £12 / 10.—
Spencer, Okehampton. [2097

GLORIA sprung wheel No. 5 sidecar, ' black and
gold, luxurious equinment, as new; £22.—S.

Reck, Cradley. Staffs. [2861

SIDECAR, underslung, coachbuilt, smart, perfect

condition; £12/15.—Farrow, c/o Kwik, 4a,

Tyrrell Rd., E, Dulwich. [2260

8GNS.—1921 coachbuilt sidecar, bulboiis back,

locker, 26x2V-> Dunlop,- new condition; evenings.
— 143, Norbury Crescent, Norbiuy. [2413

EXTENDED Payments accepted For sidecars; models
for all makes.—Send for catalogue, etc., Rideezi

Sales, Ltd., 5, Victoria St., S.W.I. [0829

SWAN Sidecar, cream and black, as new, windscreen
triplex, lamp, generator, disc-wheel, etc.; 16 gns.

—8, Clifton Gardens, Golders Green. [2082

RENNOO Sidecars, bodies, hooda, screens, largest
f-took in London, aotnnl mnnnfnPtnrers through-

out. Send for our catalogue, 32 pages, £0 illustrations

PH03NIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by the
Rennoc Sidecar Co

RENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise In sidecars for IndiaD
motors, with left-hand kick starters, and can

deliver.

RENNOC Xo. have 50 secondhnnd and clearance
sidecors, bodies, hooda, etc., all to clear at knock

out prices. Note: Write for special clearance list.

RENNOO Co. have the finest selection of complete
sidecars in the trade.

RENNOC Co. undertake repairs to any make of side
car; repnintitE and reupholstering a speciality.

EENNOC Co. have in stock sidecars to fit all makes.
i English and American.

RENNOO Co. again aek you to send for theii
catalogue, the moat comprehensive issued by uuy

manufacturers.

RENNOC Motors, Ltd.. 155a. Mnrlhorouph Rd., Upper
Holloway. N.19. 'Phone: Hornsey 1589. [2319

ItMIIIIIIIIIIIII IMIIIIIIKII •••'

An Opportunity for

Enterprising Agents.

.OTOTiraOLE

Insurance

Policies

IMPORTANT
AGENCY
EXTENSION

SERVICE to your clients

should include the best

and most reliable Motor
Cycle Insurance Agency it is

possible to obtain.

The Policies you recommend should
carry a name that inspires.confidence

and gives an assurance of prompt
and generous settlement of claims.

From your own point of view it is

desirable that you should represent

a company that enjoys the highest

reputation among the motoring
public, and be able to offer policies

that are known to give complete and
comprehensive cover.

An extension of the Agency and
Service arrangements for "The
MotorCycle " policies is now being
made, and applications are invited
from agents who realise the value
of specialised experience and the
importance of maintaining the
goodwill of their clients.

Here is your opportunity of handling
policies that every motor cyclist knows
and -the value of which he fully

appreciates

.

WRITE TO-DAY FOR
FULL PARTICULARS

Address—Agency Dept..

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

Head Office:

17. Cheapside, London, E.C.2.
Telephone: City 9831 and 9832.

Tdegrams r "Aittoinsurc, Cent. London."

«» Bi.iiiiiiiiiiia.iiiitit.Miiiiiiniiiii

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
MILLFORD coachbuilt sidecar ,new condition; £1( '

—Apply 30, Christehurch Rd., East Sheen, S.W
[321

MONTGOMERY Coachbuilt Sidecar, complete wit

ESsting and mat, excellent, condition; £13/10.-

Woodside Motor Co., South Norwood. [195

SIDECARS complete from £15, Millford, Douglai

etc., the above are fitted with the finest bodie

on the market.—33, Hackford Rd., Brixton. [312
t

SIDECAR, coachbuilt, 4-point, new tyre, aprol

electric lamps, accumulator, suit 3M>h.p. or liglj

weight; £12,10.-2, Langley Court, Long Acre. [307

JUST a few left.—Our 10-g.uinea coachbuilt sideca'

complete with fittings and Clincher non-skid tyre

—Comfy Sidecars, 789, High Rd., Leytonstone. [222

SIDECAR brand new, underslung, handsome bulbor
|

back, coach, complete, £12/10; body separat.

£5.-Taylor, 637, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham
[185

SIDECAR. -Have a Hopley lolding sidecar. tiav!

garage worry and expense Attached to mott

will go througn passage 28iu Tandem and singl

bodies fitted—Hopley.

FOLDING Sidecar.— When ordering your mote
'

specify a Hopley iolder. Suits motors up t

lOh b Can be changed from pleasure to commercii

in lew seconds. Detachable wheels can be fittei

Tened 7 years.-Hopley. Upper Highgate St., Birmini

ham. [015

COLLINS and Son lor sidecars, new bulbous bw
models, complete with renovated underslur

chassis, coverall apron, all fittings for any machu

from £12/10.—Below.

COLLINS and Son.—2-seater bulbous back cowl

built models with underslung chassis, all fitting

from £15.—Below.

COLLINS and Son have various models in stock I

suit any machine; lew secondhand sidecars I

stock, cheap.—Below.

COLLINS and Son specialise in frame and chass

repairs; special chassis built to order; work gna

anteed. Send for catalogue, or call. Open till 8..

p.m. Saturdays till 5 p.m., Sunday mornings 10 I

12 —Collins and Son, rear ol 84, High St., Putne

S.W. ^ ]

COMFY Sidecars, strong underslung chassis, cowl

built body, bulbous back with locker, quick d

tachable fittings, Clincher tyre; price 18 gns.-Coml

Sidecar Co., Leytonstone. I50 '

TORPEDO sidecar, underslung, 4-point attachnien

£10- sidecar outfits for Douglas, Triumph, 1

and M., etc., in stock; let us quote you.—De Cort ar

Flynn, 39, Essex Rd., London, N.l. .S-*

SIDECAR coachbuilt, complete, £6/15. Al

Douglas, £10/10. Canoelet, £16. Anothi

nearly new. lowest position, £14; room wanted.-

57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London.

WILLOWBKOOK Royal Leicester Sidecars, smarte

designs, first-class finish; prices from 17 gu

Write for catalogue Repairs undertaken, hoods, wu

screens, etc.—The WillowDrook Motor Co., Leicester

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storag

has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itse

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycl

and when folded, combination will pass througn

30in doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.-ttiiieyc

Co., Ltd.. 236. High Holborn. W.C.I lOaf

OA 1922 Underslung Chassis, complete with ne

iQ\J bulbous back body, £18/10; 20 1922 light weigh

complete, all brand new, £11/10; P. and M. outn

complete, all new guards, etc., £14; Douglas outn

complete from £14: Extended payments.—Robi:

Manic Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Effra Rd., Brixto:

S.W. 2. 'Phone ; Brixton 1585. [30«

LD Man Hep has 1,000 Douglas underslni

chassis, renovated and complete, to suit all mak

of machines, for £5; or fitted with a brand M
Douglas type bulbous backed body, lor £10/10 (Ine

bodies are upholstered with good quality Rexine, b

require a last coat of paint); this has been lelt 1

travelling on rail; send for photo, enclosing stam

We cannot be beaten for our prices. 'Phone: 19-

Brixton. (See Body column.)—19, Wilcox Rd., sou

Lambeth, London, S.W.8. 1=0.

LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Lt

—Light touring complete, £12/12. Mediu

touring complete,- £15/15. Heavy touring complel

£19/19. Heavy touring de Luxe, £21. Spoi

model, £18. Bramble touring sidecar, good coin

tion £8/10. Light touring body, dark green, splf

did 'condition, £4; with new chassis, £12. Cnstome:

old sidecars taken in part payment. Large s;

tradesman's box carrier, complete with strong chass

£10 Millford.—26. Tulse Hill, Brixton ('.-.• mini.

from Brixton Skating Rink). 'Phone: Brixt

1292. t30

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

MORGANS, new 1922 Popular and Model De In
in stock.—Moss, Wem.

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London.—5-.6h

1914 Garden Monocar; £50. [29

o

B54 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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tUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
21 De Luxe G.N., dynamo lighting; £125.-24,
Balliol Ed., North Kensington. [2474

IDEN, 1921, rebuilt by engineers, fine condition;
365.-58, St. James's Rd., West Croydon. [2071

^rCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—7-8h.p.
Carden De Luxe, 1921, 2 speeds; £87/10 [2928

II Bleriot Whippet, practically as new; best bid
over £70 secures —Central Garage, Hunstanton.

[1999
rE 1920 De Luxe Morgan, as new, every acces-
sory; £110.—24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington.

[2475
RGAN De Luxe, w.c, J.A.P. in stock; cash or
exchange.—Daw, Morgan agent, 114, Brixton

12751

/ 10.—Carden 5-6h.p. Twin-Jap. Monocar, lamps,
etc; exchanges.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd.,
5. [2876

DELIA.—The new 1922 model, 8-lOh.p., air-

cooled or water-cooled to choice. Immediate
ries.

1ELIA.—Air-cooled model, £185; water-cooled
model, £195; side-by-side armchair seats, 3
i and reverse, 5 detachable wheels, hood, screen,

, tools, jack and pump included. Trial free.

DELIA.—Cash or easy terms. Your old car or
motor cycle taken part payment.

DELIA.—Catalogue free from L. N. Palmer,
Sole Concessionaire for the British Empire.

—

;r's Garage, Tpoting. [2786

>2 8h.p. Rover; cash, terms, or exchanges.

—

Shepherd, Enfield Highway. Tel. : Waltham
31. [0862

. Sociable, B Type, fine order, all on, tax paid;
E40, or near offer.—Jennings, Stanstead Rd.,
isdoai. [1990

PE 1921 8h.p. Rover, dynamo lighting, every
accessory, taxed; £155.-24, Balliol Rd., North
ngton. [2473

1. Dnocar-J.A.P., Bosch, Sinks, variable pear,
good tyres, fast; £40.—Shaw, Jeweller, Well-
1. Salop. -[3156

. Rover.—1922 model, earlv delivery; exchanges.—
v"a!bn> Motor Cycle Co.. Sa-ffron Waiden
e: 45 [7159

. Monocaspi 1920-21, new condition, electric
lighting, single seater; £55.-120, Argyle St.,
Eelens. [2434

RGANS Alwavs in Stock.—The West or England
Agent. Gibb, 100, Northgate. Gloucester
e: «52. [8127

RRALL-BROWN, 1920, 4-cylinder; £100, or
exchange motor cycle.—-19, Grafton Mews
in St., W.l. [2595

BY PEUGEOT, 1915, 3 speed, tax paid; £100,
or exchange combination.—19, Grafton Mews
m St., W.l. [2594

1DEN, 1922 model, perfect order, semi-de-luxe,
dark green, tools; £90.—du Plat, King Edwards
Ascot, Berks. [2628

lOh.p. Light Car Chassis, 4 speeds and reverse;
sale or exchange lightweight, cash adjustment.—
.
King's Lynn. [1983

. 1921 De Luxe, fully equipped, perfect; £130;
mall mileage.—James, c/o Bradmore's, 482,
iw Rd., Paddington. [2827

RGAN.—New 1922 Models in stock.—Agents,
Birkenhead Motor Works, Old Bidston Rd.,
thead. 'Phone: 2047. [2389

RGANS.—Prompt delivery of all models; official

agents and trade distributors; exchanges, ex-
1 terms; spares.—Below.

.—Delivery from stock of new 1922 Standard
arid All-weather models.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16,
psgate A v., Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone

:

le 5548. [0073

GENTRY PREMIER.-1922 model, early de-
livery; exchanges.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co.,
n Waiden. 'Phone : 45. [7160

BY Argo, 4-cylinder, 2-seater, 9h.p., mag.,
dynamo. 2 anct reverse, as new; sacrifice £90.—
myers, Carriers, Keighley. [2634

IDEN, 1921 (August), perfect; sell £75, or
exchange 7-niece Chesterfield suite and cash.

—

mn, Union St., Winchester. £2733

rE 1920 T.B, 3-wheeler, interchangeable wheels,
I spare, every possible accessory, taxed; £110.—
alliol Rd., North Kensington. [2472

!1 Morgan-De-Luxe, new condition, about £60
extras, tax and insurance paid up to next

1; £160.-168, High Rd., Kilbum. [2078

TT Sociable, delivered June, 1921, run 3,000
miles, all complete, spare wheel unused; £165.
be seen 42, Cranbrook Rd., Ilford. [30S7
PP and Second-hand Light Cars and Cycle Cars.
II makes; good selection in stock; cash, easy
sirta, or exchange.—Service Co., 292. High Holborn,
L. [0673

GRADO, LTD.
Special Pricss.

Kick-start
Model £6.
Variable r*ear, fres
engine, kick-start.

Here is nur world,
famed kick start

Model for all ma-
chines from 3 to 10

li.p. Delivery from
Stock.

Plain Model
£5 0.

Lightweight
Plain Model

£4 5 0.

Two-stroke
Countershaft
Model £8 8 0.

Variable gear, free

engine, handle start

Com p I et e w'i t h

chain, both sprock-
ets arid starter.

Postage free.

The Grado Concentrix Valve Grinder-

Grinds Valve Absolutely Centra!.

VALVE

CAP

an J

SPARKING

PLUGSIZE-

American and English
Threads.

Post Free

Requires No Effort

No need to take off

2^ Cylinder.

The Grado Stand Spring Return.

Frice 5/9 Post Free.

The Grado Valve Facer.

Price 20

LONDON : 26, Cross St., Hattan Garden, E.C.I.

NORTHERN & MIDLAND ORDER*:
66, Pershore Street. Birmingham

UUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
A.C. Sociable, 1914, splendid order, Binks carbu-

retter, hood, windscreen, newly upholstered; £55,
-Partridge, Grocer, 174, Ealing Rd.,- W.5. [199/

MORGAN, 8h.p. J.A.P., a.c, 2 speeds, screen,
hood and cover, lamps, in good condition; £90;

any trial.—228, Kilbum Lane. Paddington. [3069

1Q21 G.P. Morgan, J.A.P., red, lined black, discs,
J-*7 spring seat, lighting set, Stewart horn, under
1,000 miles; £150; exchanges.—Ewen, King's Lvnn.

[-1982

MORGANS.—1922 De Luxe, Grand Prix, ami
Popular models, early delivery; exchanges.--

Walbro Motcr Cycle Co., Saffron Waiden. 'Phone : 45.
l715rt

LATE 1920 Bleriot-Whippet, dynamo lighting, spare
wheel, many accessories, taxed ; 98 gns. ; good

motor cycle part.—37, Elmbank Gardens, Barnes.
[3165

I Q20 Morgan, Family model, 8h.p. J.A.P., w.c,
--«/ engine recently overhauled, in good order, ac-
cessories, trial; £145.—Birch Cottage, Beech Hill,
Bordon. [2729
T3ILEY Light Car Chassis, wheels, axles, £8; com-
J-V bina-tion electric light set, 50/-; Norton Philip-
son pullev, 70/-.—E. W. Rapson, 116, Woking Rd.,
Guildford. [1953

BAYL1SS-THOMAS, 1922 lOh.p. model, 4-cyl. water-
cooled engine, 3 speeds, Magdyno; 300 gns. ; im-

mediate delherv.—Godfrey's, Lift., 208, Gt. Portland St..

London. W 1 [0736

BLERTOT Whippet, 1920. thoroughly overhauled,
good condition, handle starter, lamps, tools,

etc., not used for 12 months; £90.—Hollowav and
Knight, Bedford. C2503

1Q22 Morgan Popular, £150; Grand Prix, £180;
J- tf 8b, p. Hover, £220 : in stock for immediate delivery ;

easy payments oaly 4% extra.—The Premier Motor Co.,
Aston ltd.. Birmingham. [0773

TAMPLIN 1921, 2-seater, J.A.P. engine, 8h.p„ 3
speeds, recently overhauled, not used since last

September, a fast little car- price £80.—A. H. M.,
24, Alexandra Rd., Reading. [1810

A.V, Monocar, 1921V2 Sports, special J.A.P. racing
engine, new oversize tyres, speedometer, lighting

set, and horn, guaranteed perfect; £85.—Haven,
Portsmouth Rd., Esher, Surrey. [3121

"IQ20 Morgan de Luxe, lOh.p. M.A.G. engine, in
-L*/ new condition, all new tyres, acetylene lighting,
very fast, any trial; £125; great bargain.—Stone, 28u,
Gloucester Rd., Horfield, Bristol. [2644

OK GNS, genuine bargain.—Morgan, M.A.G., a.c,Ow 1920, large bonnet, fully equipped, including
discs, any trial; wanted, Coventry-Premier. — 136,
Dalmally Rd., Addiscombe, Croydon. [2325

HALIFAX.—Morgans, 8h.p. J.A.P., hood, screen,
tax- paid, £85 and £95; 1920 8h.p. A.V. Mono-

car, £75; 1920 2-seater Tamplin, £99/10.—Halifax
Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [2989
"1 Q21 Carden 2-seater, nearly new, electric lighting,iw hood, screen, licensed, very smart; 85 gns.; ex-
changes; easy terms.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange,
Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station). [2551

MARTINI lOh.p., 2-seater, 4-cylinder, hood, screen,
side curtains, lamps, folding dickey, speedo-

meter, tools, perfect order, reliable ; £68 ; real bar-
gain; trial.—89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [2576

BABY Peugeot 1915, 2-seater, hood, screen, lamps,
licensed, entirely overhauled, 4-cylinder, three and

reverse, splendid condition, trial, very smart; £85,
guaranteed.—89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [2575

G.N., 8h.p., standard touring, electric lighting, left-

works August, first usel January, like new, licensed
to December, ready to drive away ; £170.—Telford
Garage, 47, Streatham Hill, London, S.W.2. [2995

G.N., 1921, Vitesse model, dynamo lighting, alu-
minium pistons, variable ignition, spare wheel,

tax paid, condition as new; £145, bargain.—K.
T

7a.
Grasmere Rd., Woodside, S. Norwood, S.E. [2651

8-1 Oh. p. Voism Light Car, 5 detachable wheels,
dynamo lighting, very light and economical, any

trial; £125, or exchange motor cycle or combination
and cash—7, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [2247

A.C. Sociables, by the A.C' Company, dependable
runabouts, take 2 persons anywhere, good con-

dition and appearance, fully equipped, from £40 to
£55; trial.—29, Allsop St., Upper Baker St., London,
N.W. [2652

A.V. Monocar, 1919, 6h.p., yellow and black, latest
ball-bearing gear, electric lights, hood, screen, new

tyres, new Cox Atmos carburetter, engine just re-

bushed throughout, tax paid, £30 spent on complete
overhaul, bill shown, any trial; £?0.—Robins, High
St., Wanstead. 'Phone: 607. [2110

CI .N. (April, 1920) Touring 2-Seater, Smith's dy-
*" namo lighting, bulb and electric horns, speedo-

"

meter, interchangeable spare wheel, 5 new tyres,

engine has been -thoroughly overhauled and fitted

with adjustable valve tappets and latest improved
type cylinder heads, body re-enamelled, varnished and
fitted with aluminium bonnet, very sporting appear-
ance, car is complete with various spares and excel-

lent tool kit; £155; any inspection or trial on appli-

cation to owner.—C. C. Collumbell, 15, Devonshire

Sq., Loughborough. [2232

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue B55
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

Svare Parts:

MORGAN Spares from stock—Maudes' Motor Mart,
100, Great Portland St., W.l. [2809

MORGAN Spare Parts Depot—Spares for all models
from stock.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bisnopsgate Av.,

Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Pnoue : Avenue 5548. [0074

TAXI-COMB1NATIONS AND CABS.
" /BOUNTY," 8h.p. B.S.A. Sidecar Taxis, as licensed
yj throughout the country.—Write for jull partic

lars, County Cycle and Motor Co.

300, Broad St., Birmingham.

" Originator?
[5353

9

CARS FOR SALE.
lr.p. Bayard, 2-seater; £75.

1 A"- P- I 915 Calthorpe, 2-seater, sports, electric

-11/ lighting, disc wheels; £120.

1 Q21 Merrall-Brown 4-cylinder Coventry-Simplex,
J-*7 detachable disc wheels, etc.; £150.

EXCHANGES, deferred payments.—Railton, Cobham
and Co., Ltd., 47, South King St., Manchester.

T3149

£25 down and 12 monthly payments £4 secures

excellent Napier long chassis.—Palmer's Garage,

Tooting.

£35 down and 12 monthly payments £5 secures

12-14h.p. E.l.A.T. chassis.—Palmer's Garage, Tuut-

£40 'down and 12 monthly payments £10 secures

excellent Berliet touring car. — Palmer's Garage,

Tooting.

£30 down and 12 monthly payments £6 secures

25h.p. Darracq limousine.—Palmer's Garage, Toot-

ing.

£30 down and 12 monthly payments £6 secures

2-ton Karrier lorry, -new tyres—Palmer's Garage,

Tooting:

£50 down and 12 monthly payments £8/10 secures

Oakland 7-seater touring car,, dynamo lighting.—

Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£125 down and 12 monthly payments £10 secures

modern 15.9h.p. Peugeot sports 4-seater.—Palmer's

Garage, Tooting.

O30 down and 12 monthly payments £5 secures

cW splendid S.U.A.T. 12-seater waggonette.— Palmer's

Garage, Tooting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will accept your old

car or motor cycle" as parr payment for any car

in stock. .
[2'85

MOVER Cars.-1922 8h.p. model: price £220. emu
delnery. -Godfreys'. Ltd." 208. Gt. PoitlaDd St.

London. W.l. ["35C

BARGAIN.—Old 8h.p. Rover, running order, needs

attention, suit mechanic; scrap iron price, £19.—
Keen, Leominster. [2542

ROVER 8h.p. 2-seater, and dickey, good running

order, taxed; £45; exchange A.C. Sociable.—12,

Lesbom-ne Rd.', Reigate. [2698

ROVER Cars.—The lamous 8h.p model in stock.

£220; for immediate delivery.— Eagles and Co.
275, High St.. Acton, London 10761

HUMBERETTE, A.C, excellent condition, fully

equipped; year's tax paid, any trial; £78—White,
24, Bramshill Rd., Harlesden. [2121

1 021 Rover 8h.p., dynamo lighting, spare wheel, con-

It? dition perfect; £160.—Hillier (Side Bell), 9,

Wallingfovd Ave., North Kensington. [2701

COVENTRY PREMIER. 1922. 4. wheel model; £230;
immediate delivery; cash or deferred payments —

Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [0730

ROVER 8h.p. Light Car, 1922 models, dynamo
lighting; £220 cash; deferred payments 4%

txtra.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.. W.l.
[0729

EXCHANGES a. Speciality!!! 2- and 4-seater cars

from £50 to £500 1—Seabridge, 35, llansler Rd
,

East Dulwich. Call, write, or 'phone, Sydenham 2452
T793S

HALIFAX.—1922 B.S.A. , Calthorpe, Coventry

Premier, Lagonda, and Rhode. Latest models.

Cash or exchange.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton
St., Halifax. [2990

LjABY Peugeot 2-seater, 1915, 4 cylinders, water-
-t> cooled, in excellent condition"; nearest £85, or ex-

change for good motor cycle and cash.—18, WhersLead
Rd., Ipswich. [2717

COVENTRY PREMIER 3-wheeler, 8h.p., water-

cooled, show room model, unsoiled, never been

=old demonstration only, dynamo lighting, spare wheel;

bargain £165—"West's, Official Agents, 42, C:anbrook

Rd., Ilford. [2150

£115.—Morris-Oxford, 2-seater, in very fine condition,

3 tyres as new, hood, screen, spare wheel and tyre,

5 lamp's, accumulator, Klaxon horn, speedometer,

petrol can carrier, pump, jack, and tools; £9 tax

caid.—Delancey Street Garage, Camden Town, N.W.I.
[2962

I^CL/^^ BROS. £
200, GT. PORTLAND ST., W

Phone—Larigrraih 170 [.

Any make of machine can be
supplied on our Payment out of
Income Scheme. Write for full

particulars, and state machine
you are interested in

KN FIELD MODEL 190.
£158 cash or £39 10s. down and

12 monthly payments of £10 8s. 4d

DOUGLAS.
£135 cash or £33 15s. dawn and 12

monthly payments of £8 18s.

RALEIGH.
£130 cash or £32 10s. down and 12

monthly payments of £8 lis. 5d.

BUDGE.
£77 cash or £19 5s. down ana 12

monthly payments of £5 Is. 6d. i

I

B.S.A.
£107 cash or £26 15s. down and 12

monthly payments of £7 Is. Id

TRADE SUPPLIED. 1

CARS FOR SALE.
WEST NORWOOD!—Several fiesh arrivals in

I

J

lowing (selection only), over 60 vehicles ac
,

ally viewable, many absolutely absurd bargains, '

eluding:—De Dion chassis, £20; Rover 2-seater, £;•
,

Baby Peugeot, £40; Auto-Carrier, £45; Darracq, £!

Adams 4-seater, £50; Alldays, £60; lOh.p. Sisa

sporting 2-seater, £ 65 ; Wolseley, £ 65 ; combinati
£70; 15h.p. 5-seater, £75; 3-ton worm-drive lot

£75.

WEST NORWOOD!—Exceptionally smart 1{

Ford tourer, domed mudguards, dynamo, £i

12-15h.p. Duhanot 3-seater, dickey, monobloc, £;
'

ITaic 15 cwt. van, £85; 20h.p. Wolseley three-quar
landaulet, ,gate, £90; L.G.O.C. 3-tonner, £95; t

little G.W.K. 2-seater, £100; 8-10h.p. 1913 light <

coupe, £100; lOh.p. 1915 2-seater light car, 4-cylirn

monobloc, £100 ; 30 cwt. lorry, £1"50; smart 161

English-made landaulet, enclosed valves, gate, Zeni

£125; 15-20h.p. Mitchell semi-sporting 2-seater, £i
3-ton Knight-Daimler, £130; 1 2h .p. Humber coi;

dickey, £135 ; Maxwell tourer, £135; 12h.p. Siza
Naudin 3-seater, dickey, 4-cylinder, monobloc, £1
Renault, £135.

WEST NORWOOD!—Smart little 12h.p. 1916 !

land 4-seatev, self-starter, dynamo lighting,

cylinder, monobloc, nice, £150; Fiat landaulet, £1
brand new latest 1-ton Ford, £165; lOh.p. 4-cylin
4-seater, £175 ; 25h.p. English three-quarter lane
let, £175; 1917 1-ton G.M.C., £185; 15-20h.p. 1 i

coupe, self-starter, dynamo, £185; 15.9h.p. Ar
Johnston tourer £185; 20h.p. Vauxhall landan
dynamo lighting, cord interior, smart, £185; 15.9'

Gregoire, stream line 4-seater, £ 200 ; 1 5.9h.p. J

three-quarter landaulet, £200; 3-ton 1"916 FM' 1

overhauled,, retyred, £250; Minerva streamline tou '

?250; 22h.p. Darracq interior-drive saloon, dynr|
lighting, enclosed valves, cord interior, £250; sn
22,4h.p. Flat three-quarter landaulet, £285; 2 !

Leyland, £285; 24-seater Hallford, £285; 1916 Tal
dynamo, £300; 30h.p. 6-cylinder interior-drive
weather double cabriolet, £350.

WEST NORWOOD !—1920 12h.p, Varley-Wo
,

bulbous-back 3-seater, dickey, self-stai

dynamo lighting, cantilevers, cost double, £350;
cylinder bulbous-back streamline, 4-seater, Eng
make, £18 tax, dynamo, £385; fine interior-d 1

saloon, £385; 16-20h.p. Wolseley interior-drive sal!
self-starter, dynamo lighting, splendid car, barg '

£485; super-sporting 17-50li.p. Bignan-Sport, 4-sei l

self-starter, dynamo, 70 m.p.h., splendid condit
£650 ; 16h.p. Sunbeam super landaulet, £685; 1

Fiat tourer, almost new, self-starter, £850 ; sev

others ; exchanges ; payments.—Douglas S. Cox,
absolutely straight motor man, Lansdowne Hill, ^
Norwood, has above actually in stock. Please
Established 1902. fj

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
TRY Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4, I

easy terms. . 'Phone. Holborn 5777. [',

TTALIFAX.—Second-hand models at special rat
-*--L Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifa

ABSOLUTE cash bargain purchases on extei I

payments. Postcard procures list.—Douglas .

Cox, West Norwood.

FOR Best Treatment nnd hest terms for light
cycle curs, or motor cycles of any make, Dei

second-hand, write Service Co.. 292, High Holt
W.O.I [<

ANY make of cycle or anv combination compli '

equipped; licensed, insured on 12, 15, 18 moi
extended payments system.—Write for particu
Rideezi Sales, Ltd., 5, Victoria St., S.W.I. [i

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., I

bridge, will supply any make of motor cycl r

light car on easy terms at the lowest possible E

obtainable anvwhere. Catalogues and full partic -
;

by post. [
-:

ENGINES.

P-.
and M. engine, good; £9.-118, Algernun
Lewisham.

[ |2

HARLEY Engine; £18.—Kenuard, 78, Yerburv ..

Holloway, N.19.
[

<T>3h.p. Minerva, mechanical rim, spring forks;

^4 —Swan Lane, St. George, Bristol.
(

T.D.C. 2-stroke, 2^411^., like new, chain and p
for magneto; £6.^Storey, Crogan Hill, B I

I -

LEVIS 4 1/oh.p. Flat Twin, 2-stroke, M-L maf W
Binks carburetter, complete, seen running.— v k>

33, Angell Rd., Brixton.

4)3h.p. 2-stroke (1922), latest type, eminent
1
1«|

n/4 brand new, guaranteed perfect; approval, |-

Grant, 1,-Gosta Green, Birmingham.

4h.p. J.A.P. Engine, air-cooled, £7/10; 3h.p. Ip
engine, air-cooled, £5^—Shotton Motor and .pJ<

Co., 85, Chester Rd., Shotton, near Chester.

4")3h.p. Minerva M.O.V.. Thomson-Bennett matfJ
^4 Amac carburetter, £4/10; 3 l/.h, p. Kerry e: hft

£2/10.-887, Lea Bridge Rd., Walthamstow.

1Q14 4h.p. Triumph Engine, 37225, decompi M
J-*J Splitdorf magneto, latest carburetter, e> m
pipe, silencer, engine plates; £14/10, or offer; PS
Furze Lane, Purley.

e-6 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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ENGINES.
p. T.D.C. Engine, magneto, carburetter, new
cylinder; £12.-26, Balcarres Rd., Preston. [1960

and M. complete engine, pre-war model; £2/10.—
King, Egrove Farm, Kennington, Oxford. [2836

h.p. Precision 4-stroke, Bosch, B. and B., rests,

etc,, recently overhauled, ready for frame; £12.
Bailey St., Derby. [3154

LLIERS.—All spares from stock. J.A.P. 8h.p.
twin, air-cooled, new, £25; also 7-9h.p. M.A.G.,

r-cooled, new, £35.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100,
it Portland St., W.l. [2808

HUMPH Engine, 3Vjh.p., complete with silencer,

magneto platform, ohain covers, engine plates,

carburetter; £8/10.—Maxwell, 4, Cambridge
e, Kilburn Park, London, N.W.6. £2282

V.P., as new, 8h.p., £22; 6h.p., £18/10; 5h.p.,

£17/10; all rebuilt by makers. Cylinders and
ins cheap, perfect. All spares. State engine
ber.—V. M\, 13, Ashmount Rd., Page Green,

[3145

h.p. Bloomfield twin, £6/10; 6h.p. Bucket twin,
with magneto, £12/10; 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson

,
£18; 8h.p. new J.A.P. water-cooled twin, with

aeto, £25;'10h.p. new Precision twin cycle car

ae, £30. — Murray's, -37A, Charles St., Hatton
ten, Holborn. [2859

S.A. engines, 4 14h.p., perfect order and condition,
from £12; Clyno 5-6h.p. twin, ditto, £12; T.D.C.

.p. special engine, with Bosch magneto and Zenith
uretter fitted, complete unit, £20; Humber 2%h.p.
, magneto and carburetter, £15; others in stock;
is quote you.—De Cort and Flvnn, 39, Essex Rd.,
Ion, N.l. [2756

EPPELTHWAITE'S.—8-10h.p. w.c. twin Rex,
£11/10; 8h.p. a.c. J.A.P. , £18; flat twin 2-

:e (unit), £10; Indian 7-9h.p„ £14/10; M.A.G.
. (been in fire), £11; 1922 model 4h.p. Scout,

;
3h.p. M.O.V. Minerva, £3 ; and several others,

Spare Parts and Accessories column, under
aelthwaite's, 19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambet,h,
Ion, S.W.8. 'Phone: 1958 Brixton. [3033

tAND New Engines.—An exceptional opportunity :

1921 Precision 3h.p., 2-stroke (as fitted to the
dniore motor cycle, etc.), a complete unit, with
uson-Bennett magneto, Cok Atmos single-lever car-

tter, list price over £30 ; limited number to clear,

What a gift; or, less magneto and carburetter,
;ns. Only a few left.—Marble Arch Motor Ex-
ge, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2. 'Phone : Padd. 789.

[3102
CK LUCAS for reliable engines.—Bensley 6h.p.

side-by-side twin, practically unused, £5 ; Scott
oke, air and water-cooled, £6, complete with
uretter; 1908 Rex 3V;,h.p., M.O.V., fitted

on cvhnder, really fast, £5; New Hudson, 1914,
tically new, £8; Humber 3iAh.p., A.I.V., £2;
Dion, 35/-; lMfh.p. Clement, £l ; Clement-
ad water-cooled stationary, outside flywheel,

>1, oil and cooling tanks, magneto and car-

tter. £10.—Jack Lucas, 110, Willows Rd., Corn-
Hill, Birmingham. [2587

..P. Engines, J.A.P. Engines, J.A.P. Engines.

—

I have the largest stock of 8h.p. J.A.P. Engines
parts in England; oyer 30 engines in stock to

t from. Engines at £18 each, and all parts for

new cylinders, 50 /- each ; new pistons, 17/6
complete; new connecting rods, 40/- pair; new

i cases, 35/- pair; valves complete, 4/- each; ex-

b caps, 3 /- ; cam levers, 3 /- each ; gear covers,

; chain covers, 7/6; exhaust box and pipes, 15/-.

ip reply.—South Croydon Motor Exchange. 22.

a Er«3, Croydon. [9320

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
B. L Co.

B. for new and second-hand magnetos; all spares

stocked.

B. Specialise in Thomson-Bennett complete for

fixing to Triumph.

J., J.A.P., Douglas, 2-stroke engines, etc.; £3.

i.V. New, twin and single, clock and anti; £3

XIE, Single and twin, all degrees; £2/5.

B. Guarantee all magnetos one year. -

B. will take your old machine in part payment.

B.. Despatches all goods per return, carriage paid,
on approval against cash, or through The Motor

1 deposit system.

B. Ignition Co., 78, New Park Rd.. Brixton
Hill. London. 'Phone : Brixton 610. T0694

IW unused 1914 Bosch magneto, £5.—30, Christ-
church Rd., East Sheen, S.W. [3211

W Thomson-Bennett 50° Twin; £4/15, close offer.
—24, Wilton Crescent, Wimbledon. [2219

L Single, Kl type, variable, unused; 50/-.—Tomp-
kins, 25, Buckingham Rd., Harlesden. [2032

XXE Magneto, enclosed waterproof* variable ig-
oition, 180°; 30/-.—15, Lea St., Kidderminster.

[2149
)SCIT and M.L. singles, 30/-; C.A.V., 37/6, vari-
able ignition guaranteed.—84, Greenside Rd.,

[2357

BAST0NES
ESTABLISHED 16 YEARS.

No Better or Cheaper House

USCO RUBBER NON-SKID
COVERS.

Manufactured by the Dominion Tyre Co.

20X2M List Our
to fit

f
Heavy Price Price

26X2jJ 53/- 28/6

GOODRICH Safety-Tread
COVERS (Extra Heavy)

26X2J 28/-
26X2|x2j .. .. .. 36/-
26X2J _.. 35/-
550x65 36/-
650 X 65 . . 40/-
700 x 80 for 650 x 65 rim . . 48/-
28x3 ....'' 48/-
710x90 •.

. .

.

. . . . 55/-
815x105 . 80/-

Skid

20/-
25/-
27/-
27/-
39/-

47/-

37/6

CLINCHER Rubber Non-
COVERS.

24 X 2j De Luxe Junior
26 X 2|- De Luxe Heavy
26 X 2§ Extra Heavy .

.

26 X2JX2J Heavy
650 x 65 Dreadnought 3-ribbed

700 X 80 )

tofit > De Luxe Extra Heavy
650 X 65 J

28 x 3 De Luxe Extra Heavy.

.

MISCELLANEOUS COVERS.
26x2 Englebert Passenger .. 17/6

Bergougnan Heavy .. 18/6
26 X2-J Hutchinson T.T. - '

.. 23/-
26X2I .. 25/-
26

X

2-1 Bergougnan (Heavy).. 20/-
26 x 2| Kempshall Anti-Skid .

.

30/-
26 X2| Midland Rubber Non- -

Skid 26/-
26 X 2J Bergougnan Heavy .. 23/6
26X2|Wood Milne Extra

Heavy.. .. .. 23/6
650 x 65 Wood Milne Heavy .

.

18/6
26 X 3 Englebert Rubber Stud 25/-
26 X 2| Michelin Fine Ribbed. . 21/-
26 X2i Englebert (wired edge) 25/-
26 x 2J Rom. Rubber, Non-Skid 29/-

26X2J „ Combination .. 40/-
26 X 2 J Goodyear Diamond Tread 26/-
26 x 2 J Skew Rubber, Non-Skid 35/-
28 x 2 Clincher A Won (wired edge) 20/-
28 X 3 Hutchinson Super-Studded 64/3
700 x 80 Super Chain Ex. Heavy 42/-
30x3! Prudential Rubber Non-

Skid . . . . .

.

59/6

TUBES.
~

Goodrich, Clincher, Hutchinson and Red Fox.

24X2 and 24X2J . . each 4/3
26 x 2 J and 26 X 2A .. each 5/9
650

w q
5

\ and 28 X 3 . . each 7/6
700 X 80

1

° '

The above new Clearance lines are sent on

approval against remittance. Carriage Paid.

Hours—9 till 6 ; Sat., 9 till 1.

228, Pentonvilie Road,
King's Cross, London, N.l.
'Phone : 2481 North. 'Grams: 'Ba&tonea, London,

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
DROWN, Gardiner and Co.

fJ.A.V. 2-cylinder, clockwise, aeroplane starting mag^ netos, platinum points, guaranteed unused, all
working parts interchangeable with C.A.V. type KU2.
rpHESE Magnetos can be converted lor use on any
•m. l- or 2-cylinder engine of less than 5h.p.; 25/-
each, carriage paid.

QPECIAL Prices for quantities.

HASTINGS and brass armature ends; 10/6 per wt.

T ONG Cams necessary for single oylinders; 3/- each.

QAMPLES sent on approval against cash,

DROWN, Gardiner and Co., 8, Bevia Marks, EC3
-1-*

I -. [0826

/BOUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.

A LL Magneto Spares stocked.

GOVERNMENT Surplus Magnetos (new, unused).

BOSCH, Single, type D.A.L., variable ignition;
£3/15 each.

M.L. Single Enclosed Waterproof, variable ignition,
£4 each.

rpHOMSON-BENNETT, single, enclosed waterproof.
J- variable ignition; £3 each.

nHHOMSON-BENNETT, twin, enclosed waterproof,
-«- variable ignition, all degrees; £3 each.

C.A.V., single, enclosed waterproof, variable igni-
tion ; £3 each.

C.A.V., twin, enclosed waterproof, variable ignition;
£3 each.

"DTJTHARDT, single, enclosed waterproof, variable
J-*> ignition; £2/10 each.

BERLING, single cylinder, enclosed waterproof,
variable ignition; £2/10 each.

SPLITDORF, single, enclosed waterproof, variable
ignition; £2/10 each.

DIXIE, single, enclosed waterproof, variable igni-
tion; £2/5 each.

DIXIE, twin, enclosed waterproof, variable ieni-
tion; £2/5 each.

ANY of the above single-cylinder Magnetos can be
supplied with the special long driving spindle,

suitable for Rudge.

THESE Magnetos are fitted with leads and base-
plates, ready to be immediately fitted. Please

state make of engine when ordering.

GUARANTEE.—We guarantee all our Magnetos for
12 months, and will willingly replace or repair

any that should prove defective within that period.

SEND your repairs to us; it will pay you; all
repair work guaranteed.

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd., 27
Stockwell Rd., Clapham, London, S.W. (opposite

Stockwell Underground Station).

TELE.: Brixton 2841. T.A. : Ignitionac, Brixstret,
London. [1848

'l/'ALE Engneering Syndicate, 8-11, Brown's Build-

C
ings, St. Mary Ase, E.C.3.

A.V. Magnetos, 1- or 2-cylinder, clock or anti.

price 50/- each; all working
d interchangeable with C.A.V.

amd platinum points
parts are standard, a

types KU1 and 2.

THOMSON-BENNETT, types A.M.I and 2, variable
ignition, clock or anti, fitted with short-circuiting

terminal and platinum points; price 52/6 each.

THOMSON-BENNETT, and M-L's of Coventry, 1-

oy Under, types A.D.S. or P.L.R., especially suit-
able for stationary engines, price 35 /- each ; fitted

with variable ignition, 10/- extra.

THOMSON-BENNETT 4-cylinder, variable ignition,
clock or anti, fitted with short-circuiting terminal;

price £4/10.

BOSCH, D.A.L., waterproof, variable ignition, 1-

cylinder, clock or anti, with short-circuiting ter-

minal; price £3 each.

GUARANTEE.—All magnetos are guaranteed to
give satisfaction, and are despatched in perfect

working order; any machine not in accordance with
our guarantee will be replaced or money refunded,
if returned to us as sent, and within 30 days of

receipt.

TERMS.— Net cash with order; samples sent on ap-
proval against cash ; all goods carriage paid.

"DEFORE ordering elsewhere, write for samples, and
compare our quality and finish with other sup-

plies.

VALE Engineering Syndicate. 8-11, Brown's Build-
ings, St. Mary Axe, E.G. 3. 'Phone : Avenue 4564.

toey«
THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, Type A.M., new,

guaranteed perfect, waterproof, singles, flat twins,
V twins, any angle 42° to 55°. clock or anti; week's
approval against cash.—Brockbanks, 58, Lord St.,

Southport. [0756

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue E57
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
MAGNETO and Engineering Co. for magnetos,

spares and repairs.

BOSCH Enclosed Waterproof Type D.A.L. Mag-
netos, Government surplus, ready to fit on

Indian, Harley, J.A.P., or any big single or twin,
gives powerful spark at all engine speeds, makes your
engine a real live engine, gives you easy starting,
smooth and rapid acceleration, high speed, and low
fuel and oil consumption with increased power; price
only £5 each, postage 1/6 extra; a 12 months"
written guarantee sent out with each magneto. We
give you satisfaction or refund cash.

PLEASE note, the above type magnetos were origin-
ally manufactured for 200h.p. aircraft engines;

therefore we have every confidence in claiming them
to be the magneto you require for your big machine.
Fit one to-day, and see life with a live machine.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON owner writes :

—
" Magneto

to hand ; many thanks for prompt dispatch

;

satisfactory in every* way; will recommend to my
[fiends."

REMEMBER your magneto is sent on 14 days' ap-
proval against cash per return on receipt of

your order; there is no obligation to keep it until
you have used it for 14 days on your machine and
are satisfied; let us send you one now.

MAGNETO and Engineering Co., 28, Bateman's
Row, E.C.2. 'Phone: London Wall 4570. (One

minute from Brown Bros.) [3208

TILE Largest Organisation in Europe for ignition
and automobile electrical equipment.

THE Runbaken Repair Service has eight fully staffed
and equipped Service Depots throughout the

country, each ready and competent to carry out the
most difficult repair to any make or type of magneto,
dynamo, starter, accumulator, or battery.

COMPLETED Work is fully guaranteed and of the
highest finish. Send your machine for a free

examination and quotation.

THE Runbaken Magneto Co., Ltd. Head office and
works : Cheetwood Lane, Derby St., Mancnestet

(City 8266) (3 lines). Manchester: 288, Deansgate,
(Central 7342). London: 142, Gt. Portland St..

W.l (Museum 3905). Leeds: 94, Albion St. (27219)
Liverpool: 16, Colquitt St. Birmingham: 192, Cor-
poration St. (2059 Central). Bristol : 14, Colston St.
(3728). Glasgow: S. W. Murray, 34, Bath St.
(Douglas 1784). Paris : 7, Rue Brunei (Wagram
50-llJ. [0841

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. (the largest
London repair depot) for repairs and new mag-

netos.—See below.

RELIANCE Guarantee to Return your magneto
within 3 days, if necessary 24 hours, with a 12

months' written guarantee.

RELIANCE Test Every Magneto after repair under
all running conditions, and, as we contract for

many of the largest concerns, you need have no hesi-
tation in placing your repairs and orders with us.

RELIANCE Manufacture ana Stock Spare Parts for
all magnetos. Special line, genuine platinum

screws for every make, 12/- per pair.

RELIANCE will be pleased to give advice, free of
charge, upon any question concerning ignition

troubles, as we place our long-standing experience at
your disposal, and old and new customers may be cer-

tain of getting the usual promptness and courtesy we
have always endeavoured to give.—Reliance Magneto
Repairing Co., 283, St. John St„ London, E.C.l.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., 283, St. John
St., London, E.C.l, for new and second-hand

magnetos.

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, brand new, en-
closed waterproof type, singles, suit any engine,

price £3; twins, 45, 48, 50, 55, 60, 180 degrees,
for Douglas, Clyno, etc., price £3. See our guarantee
below.

C.A.V. Magnetos, waterproof, new and unused,
singles and 180 degrees twins, suitable for

Douglas, O.K., Calthorpe, A.J.S., Enfield, Levis, New
Imperial, Scott, Velocette, or any lightweight. These
magnetos are of the finest workmanship throughout.
Price £3. See our guarantee below.

BEFORE Sending Elsewhere, send a P.C. for our
small interesting booklet showing a full range of

magnetos to suit every engine, with full particulars
and prices.—See below.

GUARANTEE.—Every magneto, no matter what
the price or make, is guaranteed by us. Not

merely a guarantee that same is in good order at time
of sale, but a plainly written statement that we
guarantee each machine against all defects for a period
of 12 months. This, we maintain, justifies -us in
charging a few shillings more than certain of our
competitors.

RELIANCE Cordially Invite Customers to their
works to see any of the above on test. Magneto

list, giving full particulars, sent upon application. It
will pay you to deal with a firm of repute.—Reliance
Magneto Repairing Co. (1914), 283, St. John St., Lon-
don, E.C.l. [3882

LIGHTING Set, brand new 1922 Bosch, lamps,
accumulator, dynamo, clips, wiring, spare bulbs,

ready to fit; best offer.—Write, 3, Ashbourne Man-
sions, N.W.ll. [2432

™

For reliability and power
ihe best plug to use is the

dependable FORWARD
with the gas-tigh t joint.

Type C or XT, 4,1-

Type M, a detachable mica plug that gives wonderful

results on hot engines, 5/-.

FORWARD
belt fastenecs with the

unbreakable steel links

as fitted to Triumph and

all best machines for the

past twelve years.

1 9, with three assorted

links for adjustment.

Forward leather covered

links, 1/6.

Forward Belt Punches

ensure a dead central

hole in your belt, 2/6.

KING HOOK
belt fasteners with the double strength hooks

that never break.

The strongest hook

fastener made.

1/3 detachable.

t /6 adjustable.

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
BOSCH (soiled), Z.A.2 and D.A.L. . 60 -

,

approval ; exchanges.—Magnetos, Bristol Mct
Paddington, W.9; "23=

THE Centra Ignition Works, London.—Surpi,
magnetos (new, unused), not converted from el

W.D. starter magnetos.

OSCH twins types: Z.A.2, £3/10; Z.U.2, £4 1

enclosed, waterproof, variable ignition.

X. singles enly, enclosed waterproof, variable i V

nation, £3/10.

I.C. single and twin, enclosed waterproof, vai
\

able igni&on, £375.
'

THOMSON-BENNETT single and twin, enclU I

waterproof, variable ignition, £3.

JTJTHART, singles only, enclosed waterproof, va I

able ignition, £2/10.

A.V. single and twin, enclosed waterproof, v# ,

able ignition, £3.

WE have a special line of C.A.V. and Rutfca"
magnetos fitted with genuine ' Ru<lge Oijvi

spiudles. C.A.V., £3/7/6; Ruthart, £3 2.6.

THESE magnetos were formerly made exclqgfa
for Rudge motor cycles, so that you can in

way doubt their entire efficiency.

BOSCH Sparking Plugs, suitable for all Engli
cars and motor cycles, long and short reach, 1 I

each. Carriage on each plug, 2d. on orders up I

6; over 6, carriage free.

C

Forward Plug Co., Summer Row, B'ham

NO MORE AIR LEAKS
MAKE YOUR ENGINE JOINTS WITH

METALASTENE

AluPol
Tbe Perfect Polish for all ALUMINIUM metalwork,
wheel discs, bodies, etc. Imparts a brilliant lustre
with a minimum of effort.

Large Tubes, 1/3.
J roni Live Agents, Halford Depots,

J. Grose, Ltd., London, or post tree from

METALASTENE GO., Poulton-le-FyUle

REPAIRS accepted for all magnetos.

PARES Stocked, all types. -

ALL goods .lespatched by the Central are tonvan.
!

on approval against cash. II dissatisfied, yc .

cash refunded within 24 hours.

/^.UARANTEE.—We guarantee all our magnetos :
,

v-A a period of twelve months, and will willinj
replace or repair any magneto that should pn I

defective within that period.

CARRIAGE on all magnetos, 1/6.—Tile Cent I

. Ignition Works, 14, LougTiborough Rd., Br 1

ton, London, S.W. Tele.: Brixton 210. [32

DYNAMO Lighting Set; £6; Astra, 3 lamp;, 10

J

mutators, cutout, switchboard, almost oerc

Green, 298, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [21

KX.G. W.D. Plugs, unprecedented value, 4 lor 2,

postage 9d.; immediate return of money it r,

satisfied.— Thompson 59. Queen St., VVolverhampU
[82

ACCUMULATORS.-Quality right; price rig]

write for list; trade supplied.—Adams Br
'Longton), Ltd., Accumulator Manufacturers. Longt
Staffs. [12

ANY Motor Cycle Magneto repaired, no mat
what condition, provided complete, for 30/-;

hour service.— Ka-ya, Electrical Dept... 8, Bond i
\

Ealing, W. [72

CHELTENHAM.— Repairs to magnetos, eelf-«tortt'

lighting plants, etc.; London experts employee
Norwood Magneto Works. 95, Bath Rd.. Chelteahs

Phone: 1256. [0/

DASH Switchboards, 4-way, with ammeter, 20 i

with ammeter and voltmeter, 35/- each nett

Leslie Dixon and Co. (Dept. HI), 9. Colonial A
Minories, E.l [01

HARLEY Lighting and Ignition Set, Remy get

'

ator, Exide battery, and case to fit frame, e I

horn, all in excellent condition; £8/10.-10, Lane

Lane, Vauxhall, S.W. 8. [2]

MAGNETOS Overhauled and Repaired from 15/- !

30/-; returned as new in 2 days; guaranteed
12 months.—Turner Bros., Magneto Repair Serv

j

Summerseat. Manchester. [G!

U.H. Magneto Repairs.—We specialise in these m I

netos, and can be relied upon to give yon gt
I

service. Al, Bl, AO, KBl, KB2V, KZ2V type spa

stocked; prices moderate; 12 months' written guar
,

tee.—Charles Parker and Co., Churchfield Rd., Art

London. 2!

C.A.V. Magnetos.—Extraordinary bargains.—6n
{

new 180° twin- or single-cylinder, 38. 6, oni
free. Every magneto thoroughly tested before i

patch; approval against cash. Kindly state rotat

required.—Landlord's, 37,, Cricklewood Broachi

London, N.W.2. .
£3i E

SURPLUS Magnetos, with written guarantee "j.

year; M-L~ single, 35/-; B.L.I.C. ditto, 42

Bosch ditto, 45/-; Thomson-Bennett and C.A.V. -

gles and twins, 50/-. We specialise in repairs :M

spares for all makes; lists 2d. stamp. Deal with |ttl

perts and avoid certain disappointment.—White

Magneto Service, Cherry Orchard, Croydon. 'Pho

Croydon 1625. [2

BRAND New Thomson-Bennett Magnetos, type A
180° anti clock, 45/-; Splitdorf Model EU BU

anti clock, 38/-; large type Dixies, single clock

anti, 30/-; 50°, 55°, 180°, 35/-. All the above

guaranteed perfect. None of these magnetos are 1

verted or reconstructed starter mags. They

the genuine article.—Marble Arch Motor Excha

135, Edgware Rd., W.2. 'Phone: Padd. 789.

B58 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
;
Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. (estab-

jhed 1912), contractors to II.M. Government,
[ficially appointed by the R.A.C. Magneto re-

of every description; all repairs at lowest poa-

irices, and strictly guaranteed. We can mostly

them withiD 24 hours. We have several new
icond-hand single and 2-cyI. magnetos in stock,

irauteed.-The Magneto Repairing and Winding
'8, Hampstead Rd., Euston, London, N.W.I.
>

•' Museum 1158. T.A. : Kumagnelec, Eusroad,

q. [2445

TON Ignition Co/s 24-hour repair service

uaranteed repairs fco all types of magnetos.
jti and Dixie specialists; omcial Indian eleo

service station; Thomson-Bennett repairs and
All repairs are tested on an approval A.l.D

encn beture despatch, and therelore carry oui

iiee lor 12 months. We hold the largest stock
rauteed magnetos in London, twins all degrees,

parts tor all makea in stock; charged accumu
ail voltages, always ready in stock; plugs,

te-watt and vacuum bulbs, all voltages We
ou real live service always.—Euston Ignition Co.,

Huston Rd., London, N.W.I. 'Phone : Museum
T.A. : Magdyno, Eusroad, London [0263

TYRES,
TRAL Garage for fair dealing

<2'4 Dunlop, 37/3; Goodyear E.H., 26/-; Bates
31/6; Avon. 2S/-: Clinoher-de-Luxe, 21/-

au oversize 28x3 Macintosh, 27/6.

<2% Dunlop heavy. 32/-; E.H.. W.D.. 37/6
Clincher EH (for 2%). 27/6; Avon R.S.

Wood-Milne. 13/3; Clincher<2V, Avon. 24/-
30/-.

<2'/»x2Vi Dnnlop, 46/-; Avon E.H., 30/-:
Hutchinson T.T., 36/-; Clincher, 30/-; Palmei

32/6.

<3 Clincher (plain rib), 42/6; Dunlop E.H
65-; John Bull (the Harley special), 68/-;

n sidecar, 32/6; Macintosh, 27/6; Clipper 3

,
E.H., 35 .'6.

0x65 Goodvear EH.. 30/-; Dunlop S.S.. 47/6.
Wood-Milne E.H., 19/-; Palmer cord, 45/-;

in, 47/6.

OX80 Wood-Milne E.H., 41/6; Internationa;
grooved. 55 ' Firestone. 45/-; Englehert

Dunlop cord (light car), 57/6; Avon supei
d, 44 6.

ES, all sizes, 6/6 each; 700x80, 7/6.

TRAL Garage, always open, or will send "any of
.he above lines on 7 days' approval on receipt
i plus 1/6 postage.—302, London Rd., Thornton

'Phone : 2237 Croydon. [3069
7IN Tyre Co. will send on approval against cash
ny of the following tyres:—
<2(4 Clincher, 19/=; Palmer Cord, 21/-; Fire
stone, 30/-; Goodyear, 26/-; 26x2% Clincher

26/-; Dunlop heavy, 31/-; E.H., W.D., '37/-;
R.S.. 27/6; 26x2'Ax2i/4 Palmer cord, 32/6;
er, 25/6: Avon EH. 28/6; 28x3 Fisk E.H.
Dunlop ribbed, 30/-; Clincher ribbed, 42/-; Clip-
ribbed E.H., 35/-; 700x80 Wood-Milne E.H.
Firestone, plain, 45/-; motor cycle tubes, all
at 6/-; Avon super studded, 44/6; 650x65

i' cord, 45/-.

have a special line of Macintosh heavy covers
which are an excellent oversize for 26x2%,
price, 27/-.

of the above lines will be sent on 7 days' ap-
roval against cash, plus 1/6 for post.—The
Tyre Co., 37. Red Lion St., High Holborn.

[3060
:2%x2'4 Dunlop -Extra Heavy, new; 37/-, post
/6.—Fleming's, Redcar, Yorks. [2885

'ORISTS.—Try our 3,000 mile retreads, repairs,
etc.. carriage paid.—Buxton Vulcanising Co..
i, Derbyshire. (9293
Difference between a good Tetread and a bad

•ne is its mileage. Try us. Watch results.—
Rubber Works, Melton Mowbray. [0636

;3 Pedley Clearance Covers, 39/6. list 70/ ;

24x2(4 covers and tubes, 16/3 to 22/-, carriage
-Davies, Union St., Wednesbury. [4452

PTISH readers will find it advantageous to pur-
lase their tyres from McArthur, Hill and Co.,
jdress

: 436, Argyle St., Glasgow. Lists post
[1514

READING Diamond Nobby, grooved and ribbed
'eads, 7 patterns, American and H.F. process;
repaired.—Midland Tyre Works, Green Lane
'• [9508

(ST Motor Cycle Tyres, chafed beads, remoulded,
lade perfect, tube vulcanising, butt-ends fitted,
ang: send for list.—Melton Mowbray Rubber
. Meltcn Mowbray. [0347

E Repair Specialists.—H.F. process throughout,
eluding retreading burst covers. Every kind of
to tyres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in 4
The Motor Tyre Co., 66, High St., West Brom-

[2060

The Easter rush has considerably lowered

our stock, but amongst the following may
be found something to meet all demands.

The following machines are actually in stock.

NEW MACHINES
Ariel 3A h.p. Sports.

B.S.A. Model K 2.

Brough Superior.
Enfield Combination.
Enfield Light-weight.
Enfield Sports.
Edmund.
Indian. -

Matchless.
Massey-Arran.
Norton 16 H.
New Imperial.

Rex Acme.
Triumph Ricardo.
Triumph Model H.
Triumph Model S.D.
v'elocette, etc., etc., etc.

.-lumber, 1920, 4$ h.p., £G3.

SECOND-HAND & SHOP SOILED.

B.S.A. Model K 2, 19a r, and sidecar.
80 guineas.

Douglas Combination, 1020, very fine,

£80.

Omega J.A.P., 1920, 40 guineas.
1920 Scott and sidecar, £75.
B.S.A., 1920, 4^ h.p., £65.
B.S.A., Model K 2, soiled only, £97 10s.

Harley-Davidson, 1918, £65.
N.U.T., 1922, 3A h.p., sports, £95.
Rover, 3^ h.p:? 1920, £70.
1920 Model H Triumph and Mont-
gomery sidecar, £85.

1920 Enfield Combination, completely
equipped, exceptional order, £100.

1922 Model H Triumph and new
sidecar, as new, unrepeatable at
£126.

192

1

Enfield Combination, Colonial
model, soiled only, £115.

Zenith, 192 1, 5 h.p.. Sports, not done
200 miles. Bargain. Electric
lighting, £80. •

Ariel, 19-O, 3^ h.p. Combination,
equipped, £So.

Etc., etc., etc.

Erquiries invited and treated w.tli every courtesy.

fejTpflU

araees
90, High Street, and 30, Holywell Street,

:

Oxford, and London Road, Bicester.

F hones: 581 Oxford. 35 Bicester.

I
"Grams ;

" Integrity," Oxford & Bicester,
j

J. W. Tollady,
General Alanager.

<2.—Hutchinson rubber studded, 22/3.

TYRES.
MOTOR Cycle Tyres on Easy Terms, standard makes;

list post free.—J. G. Graves, Ltd., Sheffield. [0589

EMANUEL'S For Tyre Bargains.—From Manufac-
turers', Bankrupt, and Surplus Stocks.—Below.

24
O A x2'/4.—Clincher de Luxe heavy rubber studded,
/w^b 22; 3.

fi> /? x 2.—Continental standard and ribbed, 16 / 6

;

fyl vf Wood-Milne Key-grip, 18/6; Hutchinson
Brooklands rubber studded, 26/9; Palmer cord heavy,
34/6.

X2*4.—Moseley heavy ribbed, 20/6; Bates special
heavy beaded, 28/3 ; Macintosh chain heavy.
Palmer cord 3-ribbed heavy, 34/9; Dunlop May-

heavy, 36/-.

X2%.—Dunlop retreaded grooved, 20/6; Palmer
cord 3-ribbed extra heavy, 35/3; Dunlop Mag-

heavy, 35/9; Clincher de Luxe extra heavy, 24/3.

x2'/2 (to fit Z)A rims).—Emanuel's All-weather,
25/9; Hutchinson rubber studded or ribbed,
Bates special 3-ribbed extra heavy, 56/-.

26
32/3;
nuni

26
num

26
33/-;

6>|2x2%.—Wood-Milne 3-ply, 13/6; Wood-Milne
/WU 4-ply extra heavy, 16/6; Rom. Combination,
38/9; Dunlop rubber non-skid, 41/-; Hutchinson
rubber non-skid or ribbed, 29/9; Emanuel's extra
heavy rubber non-skid, 45/-; Englebert passenger
rubber, 32/-.

OQX2V-.—Hutchinson ribbed, 25/-; Spencer Moulton40 r
7 '

rubber non-skid, 30/-.

X3 (to fit 2 1/' rims).-

skid, 45/-.
-Dunlop heavy rubber non-28

O Q X3.—Macintosh chain tread heavy, 27/6 ; Dun-
<*^ O lop sidecar, 37/6; Dunlop heavy rubber studded,
44/-; Msk extra heavy rubber studded, 46/-; John
Bull extra heavy rubber studded, 68/-.

6pT/\x65.—Wood-Milne special key-grip, 14/6;
*J \J Wood-Milne 4-ply extra strong, 25/-;

Emanuel's rubber non-skid extra heavy, 26/6; Palmer
cord light car, 40/-; Burnett grooved, 30/-; Dunlop
steel studded, 45/-.

7AA/80 (to fit 650x65 rims).—Bates special
4W heavy 3-ribbed, 52/6; John Bull extra Heavy

rubber non-skid, 55/-; Clincher grooved, 47/6.

T^XTRA Heavy Rubber Studded Non-skid, 42/6.

"VTEW Tubes, all sizes, 7/-; clearance, 5/6 each.

H
Stoke Newington, N.16. Tele.: Dal. 3161. [0832
H. EMANUEL and Co.—Stores, 37a, Balls Por.d

Rd., Dalston, N.l. Office, 27, Belgrade Rd.,

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.—We have the following bar-

gain lines in clearance and blemished covers. All
goods sent on 7 days' approval, against remittance,
carriage paid.

ECONOMIC.—24x21,4 (also oversize for 2in. rims)
Dunlop Heavy (warranted), 36/3; Clincher Ileav;,

Junior do Luxe, 20/-.

ECONOMIC.—26x2"! Firestone Extra Heavy, 28/6;
Wood-Milne Keygrip 4-ply, 20/-; Bates Special

Heavy, 27/6; special heavy tubes, 6/-.

ECONOMIC—26x2% Palmer Cord Heavy, 40/-;
Clincher Extra Heavy de Luxe, 26/6; Hutchinson

T.T., 29/-; special heavy tubes, 6/6

ECONOMIC.—26x2(Ax2(4 Dunlop Extra Heavy
(warranted), 55/3; Clincher Heavy de Luxe, 30/-;

R.O.M. Rubberstud, 25/-.

ECONOMIC.—26x2Vi O.S. Bates Special Heavy,
30/-; special heavy tubes, 7/-.

ECONOMIC.—28x3 Fisk Rubberstud, 42/6; Stepney
Roadgrip Extra Heavy, 47/6; clearance tubes,

6/6.

ECONOMIC.—650x55 Palmer Cord Light Car, 40/-;
Stepney Roadgrip Extra Heavy, 40/-; special

heavy tubes, 7/-.

ECONOMIC.—700x80 Beldam " V " Grooved (war-

ranted), 50/-; Goodrich safety tread, 50/-; Avon
extra heavy rubberstud, 42/6; clearance tubes, 6/6.

I
ECONOMIC.—Fully warranted Dunlop Rubberstud,
-I 24X2, 22/6; 24x2%, 24,9; 26x2. 24/6; 26x2- 4 ,

25/9.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Rd., S.E.14
(near Town Hall). Phone: New Cross lo93.

Repairs and retreadiDg. [1042

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—Special oner of shop-soiled and manu-

facturers' clearance stocks. 24x2(4 Moseley 3 ribbed,

29/- 26x2 1
/4 John Bull, 30/-; Bates, 30/-; Dunlop,

50/-'; Palmer, 30/-; Cuthbe, 32/-. 26x2%, Hutcnin-
son 25/-; Clincher, 30/-; Bates, 37/6; Dunlop, Mi-.
26x2\<>, Bates, 30/-; Dunlop, 37/6; Moseley, 55/-;

John Bull, 35/-; Cuthbe, 34/-; Kempshall, 30/-. 26x
2V-., to fit 2(4. Bates, 42/-; Cuthbe, 42/-. 26x3,
Ba'tes, 49/6; John Bull, 44/-; Cuthbe, 45/-. 29X3 1

,!;.

Bates, 50/-; Dunlop, 55/-. 650x65, Avon heavy,

32/6; Cuthbe, 45/-; John Bull. 45/-; Bates, 45/-.

700x80, Robinson's heavy studded, 42/6; John Bull,

45/-; Cuthbe, 55/-.

TUBES, best red rubber and guaranteed: 24x2,
4/9; 26x2, 4/9; 26x2(4. 5/-; 26x2%, 5/3; 26x

2V, for 2',4. 5/6; 26x2>i. 5/6; 26x3, 6/-; 28x3, 6/-;

650x65. 5/6; 700x80, 6/-.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd.,

Green St., Cambridge. [294F

Ml letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue B59
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TYRES.
Q £*m.x2yiisa, Dunlop Heavy, 26/-; 26in.x3iu.
^"Dunlop, for 2'/.in. rims, 40/-; ditto combination;
50/-; 26in.x2y.iri.. Avon Sunstone, 35/-; 28in,x3in.
Clincher, 35/-. — Murray's, 37a, Charles St., Hatton
Uarden, Holborn. [2860

t^OOD Second-hand Covers, all sizes, 12/6 each;
* New Beldam covers, 26x2% for 2*4, 26x3 lor

21/a, 25/- each; 28x3, 35/- each; 650x65, 40/- each;
700x80, 45/- eacn; new Avon steel studded covers,

W.D., 700x65, 35/- each; steel tow ropes, complete,
10/- each.—Homer ton Rubber Works, Brooksby's
Walk, Honierton, E.9. 10331

SPECIAL offer of clearance covers.—26x2 Dunlop
light, 15/-;,26x2^ Avon Stonehenge, 32/-; new

Clincher de Luxe, non-skid (Junior), 16/-; 26x2 to
fit 2V1. Dunlop, heavy W.D., 30/-; new Clincher de
Luxe stud, non-skid, extra heavy W.D., 25/-; 26x2V3
Wood-Milne special non-skid, 20/-; Spencer-Mo ulton
steel stud, 17/6; 26x3 Rapson, with tube, 60/-;
28X2% Diamond rubber non-skid, 30/-; Diamond
28x2% rubber non-skid, 30/-; 28x3 Fisk rubber stud,
40/-; Moseley sidecar rubber stud, 20/-; 650x65
Hutchinson 3 rib, 27/6; Dunlop plain, 20/-; 700x80
Firestone plain, 45/-; 750x75 to fit 700x65 Hutchin-
son 3 rib, 30/-; 30x3V;; Burnett groove, 85/-; tubes
any motor cycle size, 5/6. These goods are guaran-
teed by us; postage is included in the above prices.

—

Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Great Portland St., W.l.
Museum 7676. [2810

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
MOTOR Van, 12h. p., 3 speeds and reverse, splen-

did condition; £65, or exchange for combina-
tion, cash adjustment.—80a,,.High St., Bexley. [3133

TANKS.
TANKS re-enamelled, 15/6.—Bright and Hayles, 78,

Church St., Camberweil. [8025

JAMES Tank, with Enot's drip feed lubrication;
35/-.—76, London St., Chertsey. [2353

TANKS, Radiators, Repaired or Replaced.—Hughes,
373, New. John St. West, Birmingham. [8996

TANKS for B.S.A., new, 38/6; 1910, 1921.—Covers
try Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry.

[2243
TANKS for Triumph, new, 38/6; 1910, 1921—Cov-

entry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry.
[2244

TANKS for Humber, 1921 pattern, to fit 1912;
38/6 .—Coventry Tankers, Ltd

.
, Hearsall Works,

Coventry. [2242

TANKS Renovated, makers' designs, transfers; 13/6.
—Whitworth Motor Renovating Co., 7, Jamaica

Row, Birmingham. [2728

I
SPECIALISE in Repairs, Rebuilds, etc., to any
pattern; first-class enamelling; reasonable charges.

-Day, 27, St Luke's Rd., Birmingham. [8245

COVENTRY Tankers, Ltd., makers to the principal
manufacturers; petrol tanks for any style supplied

extra capacity.—Hearsall Works, Coventry. [2245

TANKS Made or Repaired, re-enamelled, lined, trans-
ferred; handle-bars, etc., plated. Established 30

years.—Attwood's, 86, Rosebery Av., London, E.C.I.
[7073

TANKS re-enamelled to pattern; high-class work
only.—D. Jenkins and Sons, 6, Richard St., Atkin-

son St., Deansgate, Manchester. Established 25 years
[2245

TANKS of every description replaced, repaired, and
re-enamelled; quick service, moderate charges.—

Herbert Robinson, Limited, Green St., Cambridge.
[2951

OVERSIZE Triumph, capacity 2*4 gallons peuoi
JA gallon oil, standard Triumph fittings, £4, un-

enameiled.—Ashton Bros., 14, Market Place, Man-
chester. [8598

TANKS of every description replaced, repaired, and
re-enamelled at our own works ; all kinds of

fittings stocked; quick service and reasonable charges
Illustrated list free.—A- Green, Water St.. Chapel St..

Salford. Manchester. Tel. : 2191 Central. [0256

AVERY'S Stock Tanks for Douglas, Hazlewood,
B.6.A., Triumph, Omega, enamelled makers'

colours, plated fittings, 40/-, complete; other design or

shape to order. 12 months' guarantee with every tank.—
Gordon 6treet Tank Works, Coventry 'Phone: 1774.

'O770

TANKS Made, repaired, re-enamelled, partition
leakage, dents, fastenings, and all repairs under-

taken ; enamelling, makers' colours, designs, transfers,

as new, guaranteed. Six days' service, private or
trade.—Park Tank Works, la, Paradise Rd., Highbury,
N.5. [2664
TANKS.—All kinds made to order, 32/6 each, in-

cluding 2 plated fillers, 2 taps. Delivery 14
days, carriage paid. Satisfaction guaranteed or money
returned. Enamelling, one colour, 10/6; two colours,
17/6.—Order forms from H. Peel, The Liverpool Tank
Hospital, 5, Smithdown Lane, Paddington, Liverpool.

[4959
BELTS.

BELTS.—Clipper, new, 8ft.x%, 11/6 8ft. 6in.x 5̂ ,
12/3; 8ft. 6in.x%, 14/-.

JOHN BULL or Bates Standard (new), in any length.—34in., 1/11; %inM 2/3; lin., 2/8; l%in., 3/2,
per foot.—H. Emanuel and Co., 37a, Balls Pond Rd.,
N.l. [0854

1922

OMEGA
3 H.P. JUNIOR 348c.c.

£39 : 10 :

OTHER MODELS

£45 to £120.

Omega Combination

3 h.p. 348 c.c.

3 speeds; clutch, kick-starter.

TOURING OR SPORTING
SIDECAR. LAMPS, &c.

ROYAL RUBY 8 HP

SPRING FRAME COMBINATION.

£185SCREEN, LAMPS
SPARE WHEEL
F.N. 8 H.P. 4 cyls. shaft drive. n 1 Q C
New Overhead Valve Model 3* I J

DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

WATSONIAN SIDECARS
SPORTING—TOURINC—COMWIERCIAL.

SECONDHAND:
1921 Douglas, 23 H.P., 3-speed, clutch, kick-

start, MX. Dynamo Lighting •. £75

1921 B.S.A., 6/7 H.P. Twin Combination,
Dynamo as new .

.

£145

1920 Matchless M.A.G. SH.P. Combination,
All Accessories, Dynamo Lighting £120

1921 Enfield, SH.P. Combination, shop-soiled
only. £130

1921 Omega, 2J HP, Villiers fixed gear .. £30

1921 Omega, 2| HP., Villiers 2-speed .. .. £4:

1918 New Imp., S HP, Combination .... £90

1920 Coulson, 22 Blackburne 2-speed .. .. £55

1920 Norton, 4 HP., and light sidecar . . .

.

£95

1920 Harley - Davidson and C & M Sidecar
Dynamo, etc £130

BARRETTS
93, Great Portland Street,

London, W.
Phone

:

LANGHAM 1271

w

BELTS.
BRAND New Clearance Belts, %x6ft. 6in., made I

Palmer; 7/- each.—Marble Arch Motor Excham I

135, Edgware Rd., W.2. 'Phone: Padd. 789. [31
]

BALATA and Chrome Combination V Belts, snltal

lor all classes of motor cycles, %in., 1/4; %i I

1/6; lin., 1/9; lVsin., 2/- per foot. Fasteners <

each. Postage 1/-.—W. Pollin & Son, Hollington, ; I

Leonards-on-Sea. [63

BRAND new Dunlop belting in standard tizes s(

on approval against cash, plus 1/- postai I

;'4 in., 1/7 loot; %io., 1/10 foot; lin., 2/2 foot; Vft
3 / 2 foot ; Dunlop fasteners, all sizes, 1 / 3.—Cent
Garage, 332, London Rd., Thornton Heath. [30 I

BASTONES for new belts.—John Bull, %in., 1/1
7
/8in., 2/3; lin., 2/8; lVsin., 3/2 per foot. Pi I

ley, 3/iin., 1/9; 'yfein., 2/-; lin., 2/6; V/8ia , 3/- j .

foot. Buffalo hide and chrome, 7/ein., 1/9; lin., 2

Hain., 2/3 per foot.—228, Pentonville Rd,, Kin!
Cross, London, N.l. [19

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., ua I

bridge.—All brand new and guaranteed Dflrdi

round top -Jiin., 1/10 it.; %in., 2/2 ft.; lin., 2/8 f J

.vain., 3/2 it.; John Bull, ^iin., 1/11 ft.; '/ain., 2

tt.; lin., 2/8 ft.; IVgin., 3/2 ft,; any length c

Clearance belts, 6ft. 6in.X%in., 10/-. [29

CARBIDE.
CARBIDE, finest quality, giving 100 per cent, pi i

gas yield, all sizes, cwt. 23/6, Mi-cwt. 14/6, 28 I

8/6, drums free.—Young, Importers, Misterton, Som
j

set. [3t

BEST Quality Carbide, 28lbs., 8/6, drum free; a

quantity supplied from Vjlb. tins to 2cwt. dmn E

only the best brands stocked; trade inquiries in^it

—Dargue, 57, Grey St., Newcastle-on-Tyne. f91 1

PATENT AGENTS.
J.

E. S. LOCKWOOD, 3, New Street, BirminghE
'Phone: 5816 C. Patents guide free. pfjl

FREE, 100 Page Patent Guide, postage 6d.-l
Consulting Patent Agency, 253m, Gray's I

Rd., London. [21

PATENTS Advice, handbook free.-King, Registei

Patent Agent, 146a, Queen Victoria St., E
jj

i5 years' references. [01

BRIsUjN, B.Sc., Assoc.M.Inst.O.E., Cluiile I

Patent Agent, 29, Southampton Buililio

!

Lor.don, W.C.2. 'Phone; Museum 3651. |9I \

PATENTS.
WE Buy, Sell, and Finance Inventions and Patei I

and advise on their marketing.—Send postcs I

for full particulars to Dept. C, Inventors' Sa
]

Agency, 22-24, Spencer Av., Coventry. [u

AGENCIES.
REQUIRED, energetic men with some capital,

take up the sole agency for our motor cycles
j

the West End of London and other large town!

Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., 277, Alexandra Rd., Ho
sey, N.8. [1<

THE Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., require sole age

for their celebrated motor cycles in distri
[

where they are not already represented.—Write
lists and terms to Mohawk Cycle Cc%, Ltd., 2

1

Alexandra Rd., Hoinsey, N.8. [1!

INSURANCE.
£3 Covers All Risks for 2%h.p., others at comp<

tive rates.—Ernest Bass, 40, Chancery La

W.C.2. Phone: Museum 2234. [0*

J.
THOMPSON, Mitchell, and Co., Incorporated
surance Brokers, 28, Basinghall Street, E.C

specialise in Motor Cycle Insurance. [8'

l>OYS, LTD., Insurance Brokers —Agents for
;

tV companies and Lloyd's.—Competitive rates

notor insurance.—170, Gt. Portland St.. London. [01

NO Increase in Motor Cycle Rates.—For prospec

and full particulars, writ* or 'phone, P.

Porter and Co., 33, Palewell Pk., East Sheen, S.W.:

Pnone : Richmond 511. [1

FRANK ROY, Insurance Broker, Agent for i

companies and Lloyd's Comprehensive Motor Cj .

and Car policies, 33 J/3% under tariff rates; prospec

on application—10-12, Copthall Av., E.C. 2. [2:

MORGANS, full cover, £6; comprehensive c;J

policies from £3. Lowest rates for all cla
|

of insurance consistent with security.—A, R. Brc

hurst (late Clements and Co.), 65, Holborn Viad-

E.C.l. t 1

TiHE Motor Cycle" Insurance Policy Is the p0:

J- authorised by " The Motor Cycle," and col

motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for pn

purposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Masm
benefits, minimum rates. Full particulars and v

spectuses on application.—The Autocar Fire and A
dent Insurance Co., Ltd., 77, Cheapside. London, t,.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
rriRAVELLERS in Motor Accessories wanted

A British Isles by well-known firm, to take

selling lines on liberal commission.—Write, Box 9

c/o The Motor Cycle. [I

b6o AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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C.C. or H.P. ?

DISCUSSION in motor cycle circles is once

again centred upon the subject of mis-

leading horse-power ratings. And again

the suggestion that ioo c.c. should be

regarded as the standard horse-power

unit for normal purposes has been advanced.

The proposal is a practical one and can be put

into effect without trouble by anyone acquainted

with the cubical capacity of the cylmder simply

by placing a decimal point in front of the

last figure, but two of the capacity figure. Thus
a 249 c.c. engine would be rated at_. 2-49 h.p.,

and a 499 c.c. engine at 4-99 h.p. That the

suggestion is not & new one does not detract from
its value as a ready means of comparison, but

we may remind readers that it emanated from
the staff of The Motor Cycle as long ago as

1912. In our issue of January 18th in that

year we published an article en the subject, in

which it was contended that
" every maker can and does make an engine

which in the usual motor cycle sizes, is capable
of giving 1 h.p. for every 100 c.c. capacity, and
that in ordinary touring trim."

Since 19 1 2 we have from time to time revived

the subject, urging the adoption of the 100 c.c.

unit, but events have moved forward a big stage

in ten years, and more anomalies than ever exist

to create confusion among the buying public.

Generally speaking, the standard 499 c.c.

machine is rated at 3^ h.p., but some engines of

smaller capacity than 499 ex. are actually rated

at 4 h.p. And so on, up and down the scale,

until one realises that horse-power ratings convey

little or nothing to the buyer.

For some time past, recognising the mislead-

ing nature of horse-power ratings, The Motor
Cycle has made a practice of quoting cylinder

capacities in order to form a basis of comparison,

and this practice will be continued in our

columns. " C.C," after all, is now well under-

stood by novices and experienced alike, so that

any horse-power denomination is immaterial, par-

ticularly since horse-power rating can be but a

nominal one and in course of Jime become out

of date, for the reason that increased power is

obtainable from 'a given c.c. -as the years roll

by. . Against the proposal to define horse-power

by cubical capacity is the fear that daily or non-

technical papers will drop the point in a 3-49 h.p.

machine," and style it 349 h.p., and, again,

mystery will be occasioned in novices' eyes when
4'99 h.p. is quoted, since 5 h.p. would (to them)

prove so much more simple, and the fraction not

worth consideration. By merely quoting 399 or

499 cylinder capacity, therefore, we consider that

the position will be rendered clear to everyone,

for, as we have said, those who desire to know

the horse-power have it at a glance.

Appearance.

IT
is every rider's duty to himself, to his

fellow motor cyclists, and to the pastime to

turn out attired as neatly as is possible. It

is no longer accepted as" fact that old clothes

and motor cycling are synonymous.

At one time, perhaps, the average motor cyclist

was careless of his appearance, and conveyed an

impression to the world at large that motor cycles

were clothes tearing machines upon which it was

impossible to present a neat appearance.

A change is now most apparent, and the in-

creasing popularity of leather wear is fast re-

moving the stigma of slovenliness which at one

time was levelled at many riders. Overalls, too,

are much neater than they were a few years ago,

and motor cycles infinitely improved in their

mudguarding, while the practice of wearing an

ordinary cap with the peak behind is a rarity.

It is all a question of suitability of attire,,

which, for wet or fine weather, can always be neat

if the rider takes the trouble adequately to equip

himself.

.^..y. / /./A/ /.; / y / / / 1 z z z I Z ' Z s -
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Publicity in France.

HAM neither a politician nor a financier. My poli-

tics are limited to voting for anybody who is anti-

waste, my finance to convincing Mrs. Ixion that

she can keep house on far less than she imagines. So
I will not dogmatise on the possibilities of the French
exchange sinking enough to facilitate sales of British

machines in France. But I happen to know that a

correspondent at Lyons is correct when he asserts that

the average French rider ranks British machines above

all others, that the French market is particularly defi-

cient in 500 c.c. sports machines, and that the French
are peculiarly susceptible to sound propaganda work.

He informs me that French motor cycle opinion

esteems the Grand Prix de Lyon—run on May 21st

—

higher than our T.T. or the Grand Prix de France.

So far I believe there is only cne British entry^—an

o.h.v. Triumph. One deduces that our trade does not

expect the French exchange to return to normal in the

near future.

Cost, Conservatism and Chances,

fOST trade brochures are dull as ditch water to

the ordinary ride-and-cuss-it type of motor

cyclists, of whom I am one. But I spent quite

an eager half -hour over some recent Vickers catalogues

which came into my hands the other day. The first

dealt with Duralumin, which appears to be an ideal

substitute for nickelled brass and copper. These two

metals are the plague of a lazy motor cyclists's life,

and as Duralumin doesn't rust, it tickled my fancy

at once. I suppose it does not adorn our machines,

for cost reasons, so let's hope it may get cheaper.

The next pamphlet dealt with stainless steels. For
example, Vickers stuck a piece of carbon steel and

a piece of rustless on the top of their offices, and
measured the weight lost by exposure to the par-

ticularly sulphurous air of Sheffield. They found

that the carbon steel would be completely destroyed

in twenty years, whereas a faint trace of the lump
of rustless would survive after 400 years. If any-

body will make rustless steel cheap enough for motor

cycle purposes, he will do me a good turn, and Globe

polish dividends a bad one. Finally, I knew that

the market in rustless steel was hampered not only

by its high original cost, but also owing to the expense

of machining so hard a metal ; but I did not know
that softer rustless steels of good physical properties

are now being produced. Heigho ! When I am a

grandfather, I suppose I shall see my posterity stor-

ing their motor cycles under, the rhododendrons on

my front lawn, whereas I suffer from housemaid's

elbow contracted in trying to keep my machine. bright,

inside a moderately weatherproof shed.

a 30
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Jumpers and Big Tyres.

YOU don't see the connection ? Well, I don't

mean the sort of " jumper " you mean. You

mean one of those pink or mauve or yellow

woollies, which used to be called sweaters till the girls

copied them, and disdained mere white. / mean an

inspector- who dodges about a tram or 'bus route, and

sees that the conductors have counted the passengers

accurately and put all the coppers in the bag. A
large West Country company (already mentioned in The

Motor Cycle^ has mounted its jumpers on 6-7 h.p.

B.S.A. sidecars (the driver chases the 'bus with the

TS.S.A. whilst the jumper is toying with the tickets, so

that no time is lost). These outfits are shod with 3m.

Dunlop extra heavy covers—the " Magnum " wasn't

invented when the outfits were bought. These 3111.

tyres are averaging about 10,000 miles apiece. I have

a lot of evidence that the ordinary -2§in. back tyre

on a 500 c.c. sidecar seldom exceeds 2,000 miles in

really heavy use. As the big tyre is far more com-

fortable and steers quite as well, utilitarian owners

who have to consider expense should note the statistical

experience of the large public service concern to which

I refer.

The Dump.
To)ECENT samples to hand include a couple of stout

]_[v£ hide carrier straps from C. T. Penn, of 75,

Abbey Road, Warley, Birmingham. He sells

them at is.,, though they cost him nearly -double, and

advertisements costing -£3 in various papers have only

procured him one customer. He might aswell try to

sell footwarmers in the infernal regions, as market

a touring requisite during frost and a nor'-easter.

(N.B.—The straps are not long enough . to secure a

flapper.) .Then the Luton Alum. -> (presumably
'

' aluminium
'

' is meant ?) Casting Go. , of South

Road, Luton, forward a neat combination tool

which performs four operations. It punches a belt.

It extracts or replaces a chain rivet. It does ditto

when the bush is broken. My only criticism. would

be that with its. case it is as big as a repair outfit,

though this does not affect its value for sidecar or

garage work. So far as actual purchases are con-

cerned I have been lalrdably economical of late, charm

the gadget merchants never so wisely. But I have
* made an exception in favour of a B. & L. mechanical

oil pump, which I am at present busy fitting to my
6.I1.1C Triumph. It will, I hope, save me from oiling

up a plug, a pardonable weakness with a new engine. •

Ixion's -MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES" are

available in book form, price 2s. 9d. post free, from " The

Motor Cycle " Offices, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4.

(«)
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Occasional Comments.—

-

Riders of o.h.v. Triumphs should note that their spare

plug ought to be somewhat short in the body ;
other-

wise there is not clearance to get the special tube

spanner over it";' and when the plug is nearly red-

hot ! The dump is topped by. a pair of Fox's

puttees. Not khaki, thank you. Serviceable as that

shade is, roost of us had enough of it in 1914-1918.

But the same people now manufacture puttees in every

conceivable hue. They don't advertise that they can

supply them to match -any machine from Indian red to

Douglas blue and silver, but no doubt they could.

Mine are a rather tony clove colour, to match my
latest " plus fours."

Truth Is Stranger than . . .

THE original of the subjoiaed letter is in my pos-

session. It was received by a reader who
advertised his machine. No prize is offered for

a suitable answer to it.

I see you want to sell your 3! h.p. Scott motor

bicycle. There are a few questions I would like to

ask before I buy it.

1. Why does the Scott motor bicycle have no

pipe from the handle-bars to the saddle ?

2. Why does it have eleven chains? My
friend says it has eleven, and I am not sure,

so. will you tell me ?

3. Why has it a two-bicycle engine? My
friend says nearly all motor bicycles have

four-bicycle engines.

4. Why are there two * plugs, and where are

the spare plugs carried?

5. Has a motor bicycle many valves? How
many valves has the Scott motor bicycle ?

6. Will a 3! h.p. Scott motor bicycle_ carry

me and my sister up a steep hill without

changing the gears too often? My sister

557

will be sitting up behind me and will be

holding on to me.

7. If I buy your 3! h.p. Scott motor bicycle,

will I have to water it often to cool it? My
friend says it is not kept cool by the air

like my uncle's. <»
I am sure I will be able to keep the machery

good if it has not rustyed too much. I would

give you twenty-eight pounds, and I do not know

how much more till you answer my questions.

Yours truly,

* I left out sparking.

I do not know if the Scott publicity man has bribed

his little brother to perpetrate this -letter in the hope

of getting a free ad. But if he did, he deserves it.

No More Solo Riding?

HF 1 carried all the tools which inventors and

mechanics assure me that one needs, I should

have to eschew solo work and fit a sidecar to

take the kit. I vividly remember how I owned a

chain-driver in 1905. Having a rough engine and

no shock absorber in the transmission, it used to tear

chains to pieces at short intervals. In those days we

had no rivet extractors. We dismounted, and cursed,

and got out a file, and looked round for a couple of

hard stones. .One of them served as hammer, and

-the other as- anvil. The tang of the file was utilised

to punch out the rivet after filing as much as possible.

To-day almost every post brings me a new patent rivet

extractor, most of which are excellent for garage use,

but too bulky to carry solo.

FREAK HILL
CLIMBING IN j*
YORKSHIRE.

Not content with the

bad surface and steep-

ness of Rosedale Abbey

Bank, the Bradford

M.G. and L.C.C.

further handicapped

competitors in its freak

hill climb by strewing

boulders across the

easiest side of the road.

A big crowd gathered

to watch the sport.

(13)
a 31
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Which Figures will Rise or Fall on Brooklands for the Flying Kilometre in the Different

Classes ? Some Varied Opinions.

sees.) is not an officially recognised distance ; therefore,

so far as official records are concerned, 100 m.p.h.

with a 500 c.c. engine has not yet been attained.

Who will be the first to place the magic figure on

the record lists in Class C ?

Always in the past there have been -distinct gaps

IN
attaining over 100 m.p.h. on his o.h.v. Douglas,

C. G. Purlin's recent achievement came as a

surprise to most of our readers, but to those

behind the scenes at Brooklands it had been acknow-

ledged at the end of last year that 100 m.p.h. with

a 500 c.c. engine was a likely possibility during 1922.-

LEADING RIDERS
250 CO. FORECASTS (Present Kilom. Record SI _

71.70 m.p.h.»). 87.38 m.p.h.*).

FORECASTS.
350 c.c. FORECASTS (Present Kilom. Record

Prophet. m.p.h.
Eric Williams 90
C. R. Collier 85
G. W. Walker 84
F. B. Halford 80
S. M. Greening SO
A. H. Alexander 80
H. R. Davies 80
J. A. Watson Bourne

.

SO
F. W. Barnes . .

.

80-

Kaye Don - ... : 78
J. Shaw 78
J. Emerson 75
T. C. de la Hay . 75

Type of Engine.
1-cyl. vertical.

o.h.v.
1-cyl. 2-stroke.
1-cyl. vertical.

1-cyl. side-valve.
1-cyl. 4-stroke.

1-cyl.
1-cyl.

1-cyl.

1-cyl. 4-stroke.

1-cyl. 2-stroke.

1-eyl. vertical,

o.h.v.

Prophet.
Eric Williams
C. R. Collier

F. W. Barnes
G. W. Walker
S. M. Greening
F. B. Halford
H. R. Davies
J. A. Watson Bourne
Kave Don
T. m de la Hay
A. H. Alexander . .

.

J. Emerson
.1. Shaw

m.p.h.
100
95
94
94
93
92
91
91
90
90
90
90
88

Tvpe of Engine.
1-cyl.

o.h.v.
1-cyl.

o.h.v. l-cyl.

o,h.v.
1-cyl. vertical.

1-cyl. 4-stroke.

1-cyl. 4-stroke.
1-cyl. 4-stroke.
o.h.v.
1-cyl. o.h.v.

1-cyl.
o.h.v. flat twin.

1-cyl. 4-stroke.
o.li. v. flat twin
o.h.v. 1-cyl.

1-cyl.

1-cyl.

Held by 1-cyl. 2-stroke. * Held by o.h.v. single

500 c.c. FORECASTS (Present Kilom. Record
98.76 m.p.h.*).

Prophet. m.p.h. Type of Engine.

Kaye Don 110
A. H. Alexander 107
J. Shaw 106
Eric Williams 105
E. Searle 105
G. W. Walker 105
C R. Collier ... 105
F. B. Halford 104
T. C. de la Hay 103
H. R. Davies 103
J. A. Watson Bourne. 103
S. M. Greening 102
J. Emerson 102
O. de Lissa 102
F. W. Barnes 102

* Held by 2-cyl. o.h.v.

o.h.v.

o.h.v.
1-cyl. vertical.

o.h.v.
1-cyl.

1-cyl.
o.h.v.

Flat twin.

1-cyl.

. flat twin.

50 c.c. FORECASTS (Present Kilom. Record
' 98.70 m.p.h.*).

It is no secret

that Pullin took

the wind out of

the sails of other

trackmen in set-

ting up the re-

cords which it is

prophesied will

not stand for

very long. An
o.h.v. Norton
is reported to

have done over ioo m.p.h. on two unofficial occasions,

and at the first favourable moment we shall probably

see O'Donovan or Judd improving on Pullin 's figures,

although it must be admitted they have a hard task

before them.

Pullin's half-mile at 100.61 m.p.h.' (time, 17.89

a 32

Prophet. m.p.h.
A. H. Alexander .... 112
Eric Williams 110

F B. Halford 108

H. R. Davies 107
J. A. Watson Bourne. ' 107
J. Shaw 106
C. R. Collier 105
S. M. Greening 102
J. Emerson 100
G.W.Walker ....... 98
Kaye Don 95

Type of Engine.
o.h.v. flat twin.
Twin.

) 4-cyl. in line or
1 flat twin.
Flat twin.
Flat twin.
o.h.v. flat twin.
o.h.v.
x>.h.v.

V twin,
o.h.v. flat twin
V twin.

* Held by 500 c.c. 2-cyl. o.h.v. flat twin.

1,000 c.c. FORECASTS (Present Kilom. Record
107.55 m.p.h.*).

Prophet. m.p.h,
Kaye Don 120
H. R. Davies 120
J. A. Watson Bourne. 120
A . EL Alexander 120
F. W. Barnes 118
T. C. de la Hav 115
Eric Williams 115
C. R. Collier 115
F. B. Halford 114
O. de Lissa . . ; 112
S. M. Greening 112
J. Shaw 110
J. Emerson 110
G.W.Walker 110

Type of Engine.
V twin.
V twin.
V twin,
o.h.v. V twin
V twin,
o.h.v.
V twin,
o.h.v.
4-cyl. in line.

twin

between t h e

kilometre and
the mile speed?.

When the last-

mentioned dis-

tance has been

covered at a-

speed exceeding

100 m.p.h., there

still will be the

mean speed inter-

national record,

i.e. the mean of timed miles in opposite directions.

The mean speed record for the mile is at present
held by R. N. Judd (Norton), who covered the dis :

tance one way at a speed of 91 m.p.h., and in the

opposite direction at 86 m.p.h., a mean speed of.

88. 39 m.p.h.

(29)

o.h.v.
o.h.v. V
V twin.
o.h.v. V twin

* Held by 2-cyl. o.li.v. V twin.
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1923 Speed Possibilities.

—

It will be seen that our super tuners and riders have

still a long way to go. Will it be done this year?

It must be remembered that a. 1,000 c.c. machine has

yet to accomplish, the same feat.

Everyone competent to judge agrees that such a per-

formance with a 500 c.c. engine is not yet in sight.

Judd, the Velocette and Norton track exponent, tells

us that there is great difficulty in holding a compara-

tively light machine on the slight- bend and on the

rough surface at that point of the. track where records

are made.

Favourable Conditions and One-Way Records

In the opinion of F. B. Halford, present holder of

Ihe 500 c.c. 1 -hour record on an o.h.v. Triumph, too

much is made of a one-way kilometre record in which

so much depends upon favourable weather conditions,

and he regards mean speed records (with and against

the wind) as being more indicative of power and speed.

Amongst well-known racing men and those who are

in close touch with the attainment of high speeds, 'we

find very few who prophesy a speed for the kilometre

which provides sufficient margin to make the 100-

m.p.h. mean speed mile record a probability this year.

As is to be expected, there is a wide diversity of

opinion, also concerning the types of engines which

are likely to attain the highest speeds in their respec-

tive classes. -

F. B. Halford does not include one V twin simply
because for such sprint work as the flying kilometre
he anticipates that this type of engine in either the

750 or the 1,000 c.c. sizes will gradually find itself

more and more handicapped as engine speeds increase,

due to the excessive loading of the crank pin. This,
he says, particularly applies to the larger class, in

which he believes the 4-cylinder will eventually oust
the rest of the field.

This view is a new one to motor cyclists generally,

but Major Halford is in a unique position to judge
these matters, being closely associated with Ricardo
& Co., Ltd., whose activities are greater than is gene-
rally appreciated.

It is thought that what efficiency may be lost due to

increased factional losses of the " four " will be com-
pensated by the more even torque of this type of engine.

Even in engines of under 750 c.c. the 4-cylinder is

considered to be a possible -alternative to the flat twin.
In smaller sizes Major Halford favours the single
cylinder engine.

In the accompanying series of lists the prophecies
of many riders and prominent men in touch with recent

developments are tabulated. The figures relate only
to the kilometre records, and it will be seen that there

is great diversity of opinion as to the types of engines
which will achieve record-breaking speeeds, and also in

some directions there are some very optimistic expecta-

tions of great increases.. _
•

TWO SPARKS AND THE TWO-STROKE.
Some Notes of Special Interest to Scott Riders.

THERE is no doubt that a two-pole plug, run

in line with a single pole, one. placed in the

cylinder head (preferably the single pole) and

the other in the side of the cylinder, helps consider-

ably to increase the engine revolutions. I have used

this system for several months, and can tell imme-

diately when one of the two-pole plugs cuts out. "The

engine continues to pull fairly sturdily, but somehow
it seems immediately to lose its liveliness. Scott

enthusiasts who are out for high efficiency will find the

tip worth trying.

The two-pole plug is, I think, preferable to a two-

spark magneto. My experiences of the latter were

confined to a pre-war magneto of Bosch make, and

were not particularly happy. The advantage -of the

double plug system is that one obtains an intensified

spark, which minimises plug troubles in the case of

an oily engine.

The two-pole plug is, however, a rata avis, gener-

ally to be obtained only from the makers. In the

Scott Sociable one of Mr. Scott's own design is used

;

it is made by the Lodge people, who for some years

Ijave marketed an alternative design.

The Scott "Motor Cycle Co. learnt during the T.T.

races some years ago that two sparks per cylinder

produced improved results; some will recall " Tim "

Wood putting up a record lap, then retiring with a

burnt-out magneto. So said the reports imme-

diately succeeding the race ; but when it came to

(1)

dissecting the magneto, it was found not to be burnt

out, but to be suffering from something new in the

way of magneto ailments, the result of its peculiar

design. It was, of course, a two-spark magneto.

I had the same apparatus "a little while later, but

it was not so satisfactory as the two-pole system of

to-day. When employing -the two-pole system it is

necessary to keep the plug points very finely adjusted,

as, there being two gaps, there is a much greater

strain thrown on the insulation. If the points are a

fraction too wide, the spark will choose any course,

even the safety gap, rather than the one it is intended

to take. Thus the points need fairly regular atten-

tion, as the. great heat of the spark quickly widens

them, and the resultant shorting takes a variety of

forms.

It is a curious fact that, while the power of most

two-strokes is decidedly enhanced by two sparks, the

addition seems to make no difference to a four-stroke.

Incidentally, a two-stroke so equipped may tend to

pink, in which case the way to get the best results is

to find just the right mixture of petrol and benzole,

which varies according to the tastes of individual

engines. To obtain maximum revolutions, the quan-

tity of benzole should be cut down until the pinking

stage is almost reached, as it affects quick accelera-

tion. Unfortunately, few two-strokes can accommo-

date more than one sparking plug.

H. Mortimer Batten. .

bi
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SEARCHING
FOR A

LAKELAND
TRIALS

Little-known Corners

Explored for a

Forthcoming Event.

By GEORGE D. ABRAHAM.

On Tilberthwaite Hill, part of the proposed cours? of the forth-

coming Northern Centre (A.C.U.) Open Reliability Trial. The
riders, who are officials of the promoting club, are R. L. William-

son, on a Norton, and W. B. Anderson, on a 2, h.p. A.J.S.

WITH the coming of spring in Lakeland, trials

seem very much in the air. Enthusiasts are

keenly on the hunt for new hills, and many a

quiet dale is stirred by the lively music of motors
striving lustily for mastery of the heights.

The forthcoming open trial of the Northern Centre
(A.C.U.) on May 13th has roused unusual interest, and
after a recent week-end outing the full course may now
be considered complete. Many old favourites are to
be fei-uded, but several new sections will be added.
Th*- lunching place will be the New Dungeon Ghyll

At Tilberthwaite Farm, Coniston. The trials committee and

friends who met to discuss the final course.

Hotel in Langdale, and in this Westmorland section

there will be many' interesting features.

On a fine day, and with the surface fairly set, the

notorious Blea Tarn Pass loses most of its terrors,

but : under wet, stormy conditions, which sometimes

occur thereabouts, its inclusion in an open trial is

hardly fair. This was proved during the Northern

trials on Good Friday. Blea Tarn Pass will not be

climbed this year, arid at the outset it should be stated

that a perfectly fair- course has been chosen, with

nothing of the Wrynose and Hard Knott element

about it.

Where FreaK Hills Abound.

A recent outing of the Route-finding Committee lay.

in the Tilberthwaite area, and probably nowhere in the
'

district are so many freak hills to be found. Unfortu-

nately, these are usually roads that curl up to the many
slate quarries, and they are not suitable for through

routes.

A large partv of keen liill-hunters foregathered at

the famous Swan Hotel in Grasmere's peaceful vale.

By the way, this splendidly renovated old hostelry on

the roadside of the main highway is worth keeping in

mind as a welcome house of call by all motor wanderers

in Lakeland. In glorious sunshine, the more staid

section of the party~journeyed to Tilberthwaite, over

Oxenfell. It was sheer delight to thread the daffodiled

depths of the vales from Grasmere to Rydal, and so

through speed-curbing Ambleside to Skelwith Bridge.
,

The emerald gleam of larches lightened the way, and
up we climbed to breezy heights where the promise of

spring had scarcely come, and snow-capped loftiness

loomed overhead. Once over the summit, it was a

C7)
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Searching for a Lakeland Trials Route.—

speedy run down through the softer airs of Yewdale,
until about two miles short of Coniston an awkward
sharp- turn on the right led up into the wild recesses

of Tilberthwaite, with its famous crag-girt glen and
quaint, old-world farms. The hill enthusiasts had
arranged to travel by the more mountainous route over
Red Rank, Ullett Hill, and Colwith, and wait for us

at Tilberthwaite Farm.
After. a journey of a mile and a half through the pine

woods a scene of much liveliness was encountered at the

ford across the Brathay. This is the most notorious

water-splash in Lakeland; a neighbouring farmhouse'

keeps a special rope to haul cars out of their watery
dilemma. After inspection, there was no mistaking the

deceptiveness of the place. It was about sixteen yards
across. .A footbridge spanned the ford. Apparently the

road kept close by this, but there .the water was four or

five feet deep. The .real road through the ford curved
far away from the footbridge, and was from six to ten

yards distant. There it was quite easily passable by
cycles and small cars alike. Unless the weather is bad,

the Colwith watersplash will probably- be included in

the forthcoming trial, but, failing suitable conditions,
an alternative avoiding route of equal mileage will be
used. Keeping to the shallows, all the machines of
the exploring party came through the ford successfully.
With the machines properly marshalled, the Colwith
Ford deserves a place in what is certainly a much easier
course than that of last year.

After leaving this a way was made back to Tilber-
thwaite Farm, where a tricky " hairpin " gave approach
to the new Tilberthwaite Hill. This led up and over
to a fascinating mountain road which leads to near
Fell Foot in Little Langdale. Thence the Trials route
will avoid Wrynose and go over Blea Tarn Pass from
the southerly side using the well-known test hill for a
brake-trying descent into Great Langdale.
At Tilberthwaite some very fine ascents were, made,

notably by the following riders : Williamson.and Morton
(Nortons), Anderson (A.J.S.), Pape (Scott), Jenkinson
(A.B.C.); Reid (P. and M.), and Harrison (Sunbeam).
Of the. sidecars, Tiffen's B.S.A. was very speedv.
Other interesting exploratory work was undertaken, then
came the deluge. 'Midst a veritable watersplash the

merry party scattered homewards in all directions, thus

ending a fascinating and useful outing^

THE PLEASURES OF THE OPEN ROAD. Ravenstonedale, in Westmorland, is the Mecca of thousands of motor cyclists rnd holiday
makers. The old world village situated in the heart of the Lake District abounds in' historic interest and varied h«»nty. ' Th;

machines are a 5 h.p. N.U.T. and a 2| h.p. Douglas.

(7) .
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j^otorAtcles Overseas

A competitor in the recent Bombay to Poona Reliability Trial crossing the Jhana bridge, about twenty-four miles from Bombay.

The illustration conveys a good idea of the excellent roads to b^ found in the neighbourhood of big Indian cities.

Views and News from our " Foreign " Mail Bag. Some Candid Criticisms.

1.THOUGH widely, separated by every diversity

of climate and location the keen spirit of en-

thusiasm -which has made the British motor

cycle movement so strong flourishes in many corners

of the earth.

Naturally, prevailing conditions modify the view-

points of overseas motor cyclists, so we get very con-

tradictory letters on similar subjects from time to time ;

nevertheless, the essentially British sport associated

with motor, cycles is a universal attribute, as is shown

in the subjoined selection from our letter bag.

Ceylon.

From the fair isle of Ceylon we-iiave received the

report of a 189-mile trial at 20 m.p.h. Our corre-

spondent writes as follows :

" Thirty competitors took part. The medium-powered
Iridian showed itself . the most popular motor cycle on our

market, being represented by eight competitors. Of B.S.A.
and Ariel machines there were three of each. The Wooler,
Zenith, 'Ace, Harley -Davidson, and Triumph were each repre-

sented by two examples, while there was one machine of

each of the following makes : N.S.U., Royal Ruby. Eudge
Multi, Frere, and A.B.C.

" The first stage of the run, from Colombo to Kandy, SO

I

miles, presented only the usual hindrances of sleeping

bullock-cart drivers, excited pariah dogs which make the

centre of the road their kennel, and still more excited stray

cattle, which sometimes suddenly try to race with motor
cycles. There were no serious accidents, however.
"The next section, from Kandy to the Yatiyantota Rest-

house (51 miles), presented the greatest difficulties, as the

dangerous Ginig.rtenna Pass and several steep hills and nar-

row and sharp turns had to be negotiated, but the delight-

fully cool climate modified the strain of the extra exertion

A Blackburne twin and a New Hudson two-stroke m the Bandoeng
district of India.

An Mbaban rider who has covered 17,000 miles in Swaziland.

S.A., on his Enfield outfit.

very greatly. It is a pity a little time was not allowed to

look over the beautiful country from the Ginigatenna hill-

crest, or at the many other points noted the world over for

their remarkable scenery.
" The next run was for Ruanwella, a matter of seven

miles, through undulating country thickly studded with

dagobas and other interesting ancient relics. From here to

Urupola (12 miles) was marked down for a non-stop test.

The rest of the 28 odd miles back to Colombo, through many
pleasing hamlets, presented no extraordinary motoring diffi-

culties. The run was voted on all hands a delightful event.

(23)
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When will unpuncturable tyres become universal ?

Indian on a wayside in Rhodesia.

Riders of an A. F. Healey and his 6 h.p. A.J.S.
outfit, the mudguarding of which he
specially commends for pioneer work.

" That 80 per cent, of the machines should have survived

so exacting a road and climate test speaks well for the

reliability of. the modern motor cycle.
" The Ceylon Motor Cyclists' Club has made arrange-

ments to hold a six-hours' inter-district motor cycle compe-

tition, with the route laid entirely in the cool and beautiful

but hilly up-country. In the middle of the run is included

a half-hour's rest at the Newara Eliya Grand Hotel.

frtewara Eliya is the sanatorium of Ceylon.
" The winning team will be found by means of an accelera-

tion test upon the steepest, part of the Ramboda Pass, and

by a high-speed half-mile test. The general average is, how-

ever, fixed at 18 m.p.h."

India.

The Matchless

motor cycle was

quite an attraction at

the Bandoeng An-

q u a 1 Industrial

Fair, and was pur-

chased by the Board

of the Industrial

Fair to be awarded

as a prize to visitors.

This make of ma-
chine and also
Blackburnes are
being demonstrated

by B.C. A. (India),

Ltd., at Bandoeng.

Norway.
A correspondent

in Scandinavia (who

signs himself
" V.B.T.").. writes

on ground clearance

as under :

"I have twice in

this country come to a

standstill through the

under parts of the ma-
chine hitting the mud
w,hen the back wheel
slid into a particularly

deep rut. and on Scan-
dinavian roads this

would continually be
happening. There is

uo need to build Eng-
lish sidecar outfits

quite as low as it is

usually done.

In Victoria Park, Sydney, where the M.C.C. of N.S.W. he'd its recent speed trials.

(Top left.) T. Benstead (7-9 Harley-Davidson), winner of the 200 mile champion-
ship of Australia and various championships, and one of the best all-round riders in

the Commonwealth. (Top right.) A. Clifton (7-9 Harley-Davidson), a successful

competitor in speed events.

"With the heavy
gloves used in Nor-
wegian winters, the
English short con-

trol levers are diffi-

cult to manage. The
twist-grip throttle,

foot clutch, and
long gear lever
are far better in

cold weather.
"The drip-feed

lubrication is

moderately efficient

in England, but at

the temperatures
often experienced
m more northerly
countries this
method of lubrica-
tion would be un-
re.iable.

"The chain cases
also, though adding greatly to the appearance, are certain
to become a nuisance before the machine has run for many
years. My own experience of a broken chain in a forward
cast aluminium chain case, and the consequence of its
jamming under the gear box sprocket, are sufficient to con-
vince me of the danger of these contrivances on solo
machines.

" The difference of opinion in England and Norway is

interesting. At home it causes comment if one rides a twin
cylinder Sunbeam solo, whereas

' in Christiania it is very
common to see four-cylinder Hendersons ridden solo and
very fine they look. In the surrounding country one' more

often sees Harley-
Davidsons or Reading-
Standards ridden solo
than with sidecars."

Swaziland.,

On the previous
page we illustrate an
8 h.p. Enfield side-

car which is giving

every satisfaction in

Swaziland after
having completed
17,000 miles. The
owner in sending
the photograph re-

fers to it as one of
" Ixion's " pet aver-

sions, i.e., a silent

twin. We are told

that the Enfield does

not rely on vaseline

and dope for protec-

tion, and is really

silent. The buzz of

the speedometer

drive and hiss , of

carburetter can be

easily heard above

the whir of the

engine. Can any
overseas rider want
anything better,
especially when it is

allied to the Enfield

standard of reli-

ability ?

(")
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The Motor Cycle Overseas.— \

S. Rhodesia.

Colonial roads are discussed by a Bulawayo corre-

spondent—A'. F. Healey—who writes^:

" I noticed in a copy of The Motor Cycle that riders were
clamouring for a less Colonial section in 'the Six Days'.'

The so-called Colonial section is better than some of our

town roads. Roads ! When you have to get off every few
miles (or rather hundred yards) and scrape the mud from the

wheels, and get stuck up to the hubs in Rhodesian mud,
riders at home would have reason to complain; but it is an

evervday occurrence here, during the wet season.

"Then, again, water-splashes. We have water-splashes

here, not a few feet wide, but a hundred or more, and deep

at that. I owned a well-known 4| h.p. single a year ago, and
was let down through water getting into the magneto. Why
don't manufacturers fit magnetos behind the engine, such as

the Sunbeam and Rover? It costs no more, is neater, and
more suitable for overseas conditions.

"At present I own an ex-W.D. 6 h.p. A.J.S. The sidecar

is home-made, and cost £7 10s. It is all wood, and took six

weeks to make, working every now and then in my spare

time."

New South Wales.

One of our Australian correspondents comments
upon British motor cycles for service in New South

Wales. He writes :

" There are 97,000 miles of roads in N.S.W., and of these

36.000 miles are in their, natural state—unmade and un-

metalled. You can see there are some 61,000 miles formed
which, although not all in good condition, can be used. In

X.S.W. alone there are 11,066 motor cycles actually in use.

"There are many British machines eminently suit-

able for general purposes, but which are unobtain-

able here. Manufacturers do not advertise thejr

prices for overseas sales. If they advertised the ex-

port price one could easily calculate the final cost.

as shipping charges, etc.,' could be found out for

inquiring.

" Personally, I have written to three prominent
manufacturers of utility mounts in England with the

following results : No. 1 replied that as his home
business exceeded his manufacturing capacity he was.

sorry to be unable to quote for an overseas order.

No. 2 forwarded no reply although the letter was
addressed as per advertisement in The Motor Cycle.

No. 3 answered to the effect that they had a representative
in Melbourne and that any transaction would have to be
through him.

" Writing to this gentleman, he answered that he would
have to enquire current price from England, and that it

would be imposssible to obtain a machine before six months
unless he cabled. Should I care he would cable, provided
I paid the cost of the cable whether I placed the order or

not. Does this encourage one to get a British machine when
one can get immediate delivery of any American machine?
Everyone cannot wait.

"I have been asked by the hon. secretary of the M.C.C.
of X.S.W. , Mr. J. A. Eair. to mention the benefit derived
by the affiliation of that club with the A.C.U. The M.C.C .

which is the premier club of N.S.W., if not all Australia,

has over thirty suburban and country clubs affiliated with
it. and governs as an A.C.U. centre. There are only two
clubs unaffiliated, but as both are mainly social clubs little,

is lost by their absence.
"The 5l.CC. interprets the rules fairly and properly, and

there is no chance of any two clubs running contests on
days and clashing with one another. . Before, that- was
practically always the case, as our local governing body,
always had club leanings. The A.C.U. scheme has brought
about a great revival of interest in club life of the motor
cycle in New South Wales.

"It has been very gratifying to motor cyclists generally

and the M.C.C. in particular to know that the American club
officials are seriously considering, the advisability of adopt-

ing our method of hill-climbing in place of their machine-
wrecking events. Our climbs are on the knock-out principle

—two men climb at the same time and the best man wins.
There is little doubt that this is the best system by far. and
very much more interesting than merely timing the riders

up the hill singly, as seems to be the vogue in your country."

HILL CLIMBING IN THE
NCRTH OF ENGLAND. The
seventy of the hills included in

the recent open trial of the North-

Eastern Centre A.C.U. will be

gathered from the above impres-

sions at Shuddon, depicting R. Pace

(4 Triumph) and G. Grinton (7-9

Harley-D. sc.) on the worst portion

of the hill:

bfi
(2 7)
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LONDON-LAND'S END RESULTS SUMMARISED.
332 Entries. 294 Starters. 76 Gold Medals. 121 Silver Medals. 2 No Awards.

IN winning the President's Cup, pre-

L sented by J. K. Starley, Esq., in the

London-Land's End run, -a remark-

ible performance was made by A. G.

,Yall (598 A.B.C.), •
.

In the official programme Wall was

lown to ride a. Velocette, but he elected

change his mount at the last minute

md was allowed to ride the A. B.C., a

nachine with which he was quite un-

amiliar. He carried no watch, and broke

lis speedometer, yet nevertheless rode

MOTOR BICYCLES.
Entries ... ... - •-

Starters

)up winners
Jold medals
,ilver medals
Retired

dead to schedule throughout the run.

In the solo class there were 121 entries,

nine of them proving to be non-starters

;

in addition to the President's Cup win-

ner, 43 won gold medals, 40 were awarded
silver medals, and 28 retired.

Of the 99 sidecar entrants, 92 started;

of these 17 gained gold medals, 37 silver

medals, and 36 retired. The cup pre-

sented bv the captain of the club, Mr.

W. H. Wells, was won by F. J. Ellis

(993 Matchless sc). One of the sidecar

drivers, W. H. Bashall (678 Martinsyde),
finished the. journey,' but arrived too late

at the finish to gain an award.
Special mention must be made of the

sportsmanlike act of Mr. W. H. Elce, the

actual winner of the cup presented by him-

self for the best performance on a three-

wheeled cycle car, who generously passed

on the cup he had won to the competitor

who made the next best performance,

H. F. S. Morgan. In this class there were
one gold and two silver medal winners.

SIDECARS. THREE-WHEELED CYCLE
121 Entries 99 CARS. Entries

112 Starters 92 Entries 9 Starters

1 Cup winners 1 Starters 8 Cup winners
43 Gold medals 17 Cup winners 1 Gold' medals
40 Silver medals 37 Gold medals 1 Silver medals
28 No award ... 1 Silver medals 2 No award ...

Retired 36 Retired 4 Retired

CARS.

A.B.C.
.1. G. Wall (398). President's Cap
'irt.ir Belfield (398). Gold medal.
. W. Grose (398). Gold medal.
V. Henrv Wells (398). Gold medal.
. W. Eastern (398). Silver medal.

A.J.S.
'. S. Sbarratt (349). Gold medal.
'. H. Macatta (349). Gold medal.
V. C. Heiny (349). Gold medal.
'. W. Giles (800 sc). Gold medal.
!. G. Wooldridge (349). Silver medal.
',. W. Choldcroft (750 so.). Silver
medal.

V. M. O. McLachlan (349). Retired
\. .T. Agg (799 sc). Retired.
• Glen White (800 sc). Retired.

ALECTO.
t. L. Richardson (349). Silver medal.

ARIEL.
'; A. Longman (498). Gold medal.
5. Atkins (498). Gold medal.
I. C. Nias (498). Gold medal.

.'. J. Watson (994 so.). Gold medal
pR W. Segrott (498). Silver medal.
'. Dickinson (498). Silver medal.
1. Bourlet (498). .Silver medal.
I. A. Davies (498). Sitar medal.

BEARDMOBE-PRECISION.
3. W. Lewis (349). Gold medali
I. G. Cocks (598 sc). Silver medal.
Cli Clark, Jr. (600 sc). Silver medal.

BLACKBURNE.
i. H. Brayne (548). Silver medal

BROt/GH.
i. J. Bosworth (690 sc). Retired.

BROUGK SUPERIOR,
i. W. Rateliffe (956). Gold medal.

| !. Brough (956). Gold medal.
vV. A. Fell-Smith (976 sc). Gold
medal.

I. D. Marvin (987 sc). Gold vedal'
3. C. Tait (980 sc). Silver medal.
K. Greenwood (956 sc). Silver medal
I. Clennell (1,000 sc). Retired.

B.S.A.
I H. Walker (770 sc). Gold medal.

iil.'S. Perry (770 sc). Gold, medal.
i. L. Bird (770 sc). Silver medal...
I. MrKenzie Veale (770 sc). Retired

'. 3. Eland (557 sc). Retired. .
'

CALTHORPE.
"!. Knhn (245). Silver medal.
L. Heller (245). Silver medal.

CONNAUGHT.
J. L. Sprosen (293). Silver medal.

. P. Brettell (370' sc). Silver medal.
'. P. Anderson (295). Retired.

COTTON-VILLIERS.
3. T. Glanfield (269 sc). Silver
medal.

COULSON.
II. L. Hannian (348). Retired.

COVENTRY-VICTOR.
J, Wallis (688 sc). Silver medal.

DIAMOND.
A. S. Guthrie (349). Gold medal.

DOUGLAS.
K W. Spencer (494). Gold medal.
I. A. Newman (497). Gold medal.
R. Newitt (494). Silver medal.
I. L. Daniels (595). Silver medal.
1. W. Harrington (349). Retired.

'

(to)

INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCES.
C. G. Pullin (749 sc). Retired.

J. Pruen (494 sc). Retired.

DUNELT.
O. S. Bridcutt (499). Gold medal.
P. Pehrson (500 sc). Silver medal.
C. W. Vallings (500 sc). Silver

medal.

ri. G. White (347).' Retired.

HAGG TANDEM.
R. N. Thomas (349). Silver medal.
B. H. Taylor (349). Silver medal.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.
R. V. Saltmarsb (484). Silver medal
P. V. Edwards (484). Silver medal.
W. King (989 sc). Silver medal.
B. E. Belfield (989 sc). Retired.
E. ,T. E. Strong (989 sc). Retired.
G. Dyer (989 sc). Retired.

HAWKER.
A. A. Attwood (548 sq..). Silver

medal.
HENDERSON.

W. J. Barker (1301). Silver medal.
S. H. Farley (1301). Silver medal.

HUMBER.
J. MacKenzie (745 sc). Silver medal.

INDIAN.
E. A. Bridgman (998 sc). Gold
medal.

E. A. Collum (596 Indian Scout).
Silver medal.

D. H. Davidson (596 Indian Scout
sc). Retired.

IVY.
H. .7. Greathead (348). Silver medal.
P. A. Hopkins (348). Silver medal.

JAMES.
H. Saddington (662 sc). Retired.

LEA-FRANCJS.
J. Richardson (498). Gold medal.
A. Conville (592 sc). Retired.

LEVIS.
F. W. Applebee (247). Gold medal.

MARTINSYDE.
E. H. GifTorcl (496). Gold medal.
H. H. Nicholson (496). Gold medal.
A. A. F. Symes (678). Gold medal.
J. T, Bashall (678 sc). Silver medal.
G. Baxter (678 sc). Silver- medal.
W. II. Bashall (678 sc). Wo award.

MATCHLESS.
V. J. Ellis (993 sc). The Captain's
Cvp.

T. J. Ross (996 'SC). Gold medal.
R. C. Boxer (996 sc). Gold medal.
J. A. Peacock (996 sc). Gold medal.
T. E\ Ranger (996 sc). Gold medal.
G. Nott (996 sc). Gold medal.
D. S. Parsons (996 sc). Gold medal.
C. R. Collier (993 sc). Gold medal.
G. D. Hardee (993 sc). Gold medal.
j. A. Holt (993 sc). Gold medal.
F. W. Neill (980 sc). Gold medal.
B. S. Allen (996 sc). Silver medal.
W. F. Guiver (996 sc). Silver medal.

P. S. Craulord (996 sc). Silver

medal.
F. E. Jones (980 sc). Silver medal.

W. Bucknell (996 sc). Silver medal.
H. L. Miserez (993 sc). Silver medal.

J. Graham (993 sc). Silver medal.

A. C. Maskel! (964 sc). Silver medal.

W. L. Gard (993 sc). Silver medal,

W. H. Hardman (996 sc). Retired.

II

S. Julian (996 sc). Retired.

, W. H. Julian (996 sc). Retired.

A. H. llslev (993 sc). Retired.

F. Macdonald (993 sc). Retired.

McKECHNIE.
F. W. Becker (688 sc). Retired.

METRO TYLER.
G. E. Cuffe (698). Gold medal.

MORGAN (CYCLE CAR).
H. F. S. Morgan (975). Elce Clip.

W. H. Elce (1096). Gold medal.
F. W. Dame (980). Si/ver m,cdal.

H. E. K. Sawtell (1096). Retired.

H. W. Holmes (1096). Retired.

S. A. McCarthy (980). Retired.

A. G. Gripper (1096). Retired.

NEW IMPERIAL.
J. G. Hann (980 sc.) Retired.

NORTON.
P. Pike (490). Gold medal.
J. G. Biss (630). Gold medal.
E. Wood (633 sc). Silver medal.
A. H. S. Love (490). Retired.

M. V. Gordon-dimming (490).

Retired.
W. G. Boyer (490). Retired.

N.U.T.
E. Hardwick (678). Silver' medal.

J. Harrison (496). Retired.

J. G. L. Boorer (678). Retired.

O.K.'
L. A. Welch (292). Si7ver medal.

F. J. Youngs (292). Siiver medal.

P. and M.
P. Cunningham (550 sc). Silver

medal.
POWELL.

J. A. Stedman (547). Retired.

P.V.
W. L. Thomas (293). Silver medal.
R. V. Cra-uford (293). Retired.

QUADRANT.
Clifford Wilson (653 sc). Retired.

G. A. Pidgeon (653 sc). Retired.

W. W. E. Clarke (654 sc). Retired.

RADCO.
R. H. Baxter (247). S«ver nedal.

RALEIGH.
E. S. Burnett (750). Gold medal.

A. M. Knill (348). Gold medal.
Hugh Gibson (348). Gold medal.

A. R. H. Stewart (348). Gold medal.

E. Foster (750). Silver medal. •

G. Richardson (348). Silver medal.

R. S. Newnham (348). Silver medal.

C. F. Alcock (348). Retired.'

M, A. Newnham (700 sc). Retired.

READING-STANDARD.
J. A. O'Sullivan (1,170). Gold medal.

READY.
D. Read (250). Retired.

REX.
H. W. Glendinning (998 sc). ^Silver

medal.
ROVER.

J. Eddv (499). Gold medal.
L. N. Stannah (499). Silver medal

ROYAL ENFIELD.
A. F. Pulling (965 sc). Silver medal.

H. Sutton (225). Retired.

93
82
1

13
44
1

23

ROYAL RUBY.
F. Pownall (986 sc). Retired.

RUDGE.
P. L. B. Wills (499). Gold medal.
E. J. Kevhoe (499). Silver medal.
A. W. Hadlev (499). 'Silver medal.
W. L. Dan-kin (998 sc). Retired.
T. J. Rvan (998 sc). Retired.
F. T. Sibley (499 sc). Retired.

SCOTT.
C. J. Wheeler (481). Gold medal.
G. S. Green (533). Sl7vcr medal.
J. J. Bovd-Harvev (496). Retired.
J. S. Austin (496). Retired.
W. A. Newell (533). Retired.
A. H. Carnt (532). Retired.

SIRRAH-BLACKBURNE.
C. N. Cooper (350). Retired.

SUNBEAM.
P. Street (499). Gold medal.
E. W. T. Howard (499). Gold meda,..
P. W. White (996 sc). Silver medal.
P. H. Jones (499). Silver medal.
C. F. Plowman (499). S/7vrr medal.
M. P. Bradley (599 sc). Retired.

T.B. (CYCLE CAR).
F. Spouse (980). Silver medal.

TRIUMPH.
A. C. Rhodes (499). Gold medal.
M. Pearson (550). Gold medal.
H. R. Harvevson (499). Gold medal.
R. Pugh (499). Gold medal.
E. H. Williams (499). Gold medal.
E. Pond (550). Silver medal.
B. J. Sims (550). Silver medal.
F. V. Harris (550 sc). Silver medal.
A. H. Nelson (550 sc). Silver medal.
G. R. Claridge, (550 sc). Silver
medal.

G. W. Burgoyne (550). Retired.
R. B. Roberts (550). Relived.
T. A. Slann (497). Retired.
S. J. Marks (499). Retired.
W. R. Williams (499). Retired.
W. P. Brandon (550 sc). Retired.
E. C. Barton (559 sc). Retired.
A. P. McGowran (550 sc). Retired.

TRUMP-J.A.P.
J. E. Pantard (250). Retired.

VERUS.
T. H. Weaver (696 sc). Stiver medal.
W, G. Churchill (348). Retired.

WOOLER.
H. H. Robinson (345). Retired.
A. Mihvard (345). Retired.
W. N. Worthington (347 sc).
Retired.

X.L.
J. W. Troughton (550). Silver medal.

ZENITII-BRADSHAW.
V. Gayford (496). Gold medal.
W. D. Pugh (496). Gold medal.
R. Charlesworfch (496). Gold medal.

G. O. Ford (496). Gold medal.

S. Hancox (500 sc). Silver medal.

F. E. Salter (496). Silver medal.

E. J. Walter (496). Silver meda'..

R. B. Clark (499 sc.). SUvcr medai

.

F. A. JatK.-.ss (986 sc. ZeuitLV
Retired.
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A TWO-STROKE WITH POPPET VALVES.
Attempting to Combine the Advantages of a Two-Stroke with the Efficiency of a

Four'Stroke. The Dickinson Engine.

MOST two-stroke users are aware of

the disadvantages of this simple

and popular type of engine, and it

wit- with the idea "of overcoming these

faJings that the engine here described

vas designed. It has a bore and stroke

of 75x79 mm. (349 c.c), and incorporates

many startling departures from usual

practice.

Firstly, it must be mentioned that it

follows four-stroke practice in that it has

mechanically-operated valves which ar©

actuated by cams on the main shaft of

the engine. ' The cylinder is of cast iron,

with two-thirds of its length enclosed in

the aluminium crank case, the upper por-

tion of which is ribbed, to form part of

the cooling system. The greater portion

of the cylinder, therefore, is in the nature

of a cast iron liner in the aluminium

case. The cylinder barrel is of consider-

able length, the lower portion being a

smaller diameter than the working por-

tion, and forming a cross-head guide.

Steam Engine Type Piston.

We must now turn our attention to the

piston, which in design somewhat re-

sembles that employed in a steam engine,

being very shallow as to depth. It is

provided with radiating fins under its

head and has three grooves, in each of

which there are three thin rings. The

On the test bench.

A general view of

the Dickinson

t w 0-3 Iroke
unit.

§team engine type piston and crosshead

and general arrangement of valve gear are

shown in this sectional drawing of the engine.

piston rod is in- cue with the piston head,

and is filled with oil, which leaks out

through a hole at the bottom, effectively-

sealing the gland through which it passes

at the cylinder base. At the bottom of

the piston rod is a cross-head, which car-

ries the gudgeon pin and small end of

the connecting rod. ®

Functions of the Engine.

Qn the side of the crank case is the

inlet port and valve chest, and this is in

coriiinunication with a ring of vertical

slits in the lower part of the wall of the

working cylinder. In the head of the

cylinder is the overhead exhaust valve,

both valves being worked by tappets and

cams on the crankshaft. As the piston

rises, the inlet valve opens and the lower

part of the cylinder is filled with gas.

On the downstroke this gas is com-

pressed, and 20 mm. before the bottom

of the stroke the exhaust valve opens.

The piston being very- shallow and the

slits in the cylinder wall being of greater

depth, it follows that at the end of its

stroke the compressed gas can escape

from the lower to the upper side of the

piston. The effective depth of the inlet

ports, however (i.e., that portion of the

slits above the piston), is only 6 mm., but

the area is large, since they extend round

the cylinder, and consequently transfer

takes place in a small period of piston

travel.

The rush of the incoming gases from
below results in the complete expulsion

of the exhaust gas above (the valve re-

mains open slightly after bottom dead
centre), hence the excellent scavenging of

this engine, which results in the Dickin-

son engine giving the remarkably good
petrol consumption of 0.6 pint per h.p.

hour, the. same as a four-stroke engine of

a similar cubic capacity.

High Compression Ratio.

Instead of the usual compression ratio

of 4 to 1, actually a 5J to 1 ratio is used,

the compression pressure being between

75 and 80 lb. to the square inch. As has

already been shown, the compression

takes place in a separate chamber, and
the ciank chamber is isolated from the

mixture by means of a diaphragm at the

cylinder base and a special gland con-

sisting of a split bushj held together by

a steel contracting ring.

Othar Mechanical Features.

Roller bearings support the one-piece,

outside tlywheer, crankshaft, and the big-

end bearing is lined with white metal,

and is- of the- split type. It will be

noticed that the inlet valve works right

away from the heat of the engine.

Lubrication is effected by means of a

simple valveless oil pump in the sump,

driven off the main shaft, and the lubri-

cation throughout is forced, the crank-

shaft being hollow and the oil passing up

the connecting-rod, lubricating both of its

bearings, and eventually passing by way
of the hollow piston rod into the cylinder

proper, which it lubricates, and whence
no oil can escape. Thanks to this ar-.

rangement. the oil consumption is excel-

lent. Oil is delivered to the various bear-'

ings at a pressure of 20 lb. to the square

.

inch, and the quantity delivered is ad-

justable from the exterior of the engine.

Not only are greater economy and

ample power claimed for this engine, but

increased flexibility as well. In the ex

perimental works of Leopold Ward, Har-

mood Place. Chalk Farm, London.

N.W.I, where it was built, the engine

has been found to develop 6.2 h.p. at

2,7C0 r.p.m., while it can be made to

turn over at 4.CC0 r.p.m". Its inventor is

Mr. R. Harland Dickinson.

One piece crtnlcshaft, connecting

head ; the piston and hollow piston rod are

shown in part section.

(26)
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A VARIABLE JET
AUTOMATIC

CARBURETTER.
Detail Improvements in the Wex. Handle-

bar Operated Variable Submerged Jet.

Sectional view of the latest Wex carburetter

showing the taper needle jet control, the

diffuser, and the throttle barrel which
uncovers the '_ diffuser as the throttle is

opened.

ALTHOUGH first appearing as one of
• the "single-lever variety, the Wex
carburetter is now to be fitted with

two controls. It still remains automatic
in its action, however, for the second
lever merely serves to actuate the tapered
needle running through the jet, so con-

trolling the aperture of the latter.

It is in the vaporising chamber of the •

Wex that the chief improvements are em-
bodied. There is a submerged jet which
limits the amount of fuel used at large
throttle openings, while screwed above it

is a diffuser, through which the petrol
issues by way of a narrow slot. The
amount of mixture passing to the engine
is controlled by a barrel throttle, and this
also regulates the amount of air which
rushes in behind, the diffuser and vapor-
ises the spirit. The diffuser ' slot is

tapered, and is of approximately the same
length as the diameter of the air intake,
and it will be seen that at any throttle
opening a portion of the diffuser is un-
covered, the illustration showing the

• groove in the throttle barrel which effects

this.

Fuel Control at All Speeds.

At high speeds the fuel flow is con-
trolled by the fuel level in the well, since

the submerged jet is not influenced appre-
ciably by the depression in the inlet pipe,

and therefore at very high speed the
weaker the mixture tends to become, as

the level is then low; at low speeds, how-
ever, the level is normally high. The

Racing model
Wex carburetter

wi^h top feed

float chamber,

straight-through

air passage and

handle-bar con-

trolled variable

jet.

tapered needle
is a step
further to-
wards the at-

tainment f

economy
through the
control of the
fuel.

It has been found in use that when the
machine is pulling hard on a hill closing
the throttle has very much the same effect
as closing the air with a two-lever carbur-
etter. To enable the carburetter to be
accurately tuned spare submerged jets
and spare diffusers can be supplied.
We have tried earlier models fitted to

a 2J.h.p. New Hudson, with which ample
flexibility was obtained, and also on "a
Scott Squirrel, which proved to be
not only flexible but capable of good
acceleration.

The racing model works on exactly the
same principle as the carburetter just de-
scribed, but has an absolutely straight-
through passage to the inlet and is pro-
vided with a ton feed float. The makers
the Wex Carburetters, Ltd., 319, Fulham
Road, London. S.W.10.

NEW SLEEVE VALVE MEDIUM-WEIGHT.
The Barr &- Stroud Engined Coventry Mascot with Practical Specification.

AS an engine the 350 c.c. Earr and
Stroud (70x90.5 mm.) is fast earn-

ing an enviable reputation. Silence

and flexibility are outstanding points in

its favour but in addition it is neat in

appearance and extremely accessible.

The first Coventry firm to announce the
inclusion of this engine as standard are
the Coventry Mascot Cycle Co., of 49,

Gresham Street, their new 3 h.p. model
being specially constructed for the Barr
and Stroud engine. Except for a very
stout divided down tube, which allows
the exhaust pipe to pass direct to the
silencer without unnecessary bends, there
is nothing unusual about the frame con-
struction; the lines, however, are good,
and the saddle is well in front of the
rear wheel. A Burman two-speed gear,
with clutch and kick-starter, is fitted to
the bottom bracket, the drive being by
chain and Jin. belt. Maplestone forks
are fitted, and both front and rear brakes
are of the Webb internal expanding type,
and particularly smooth in action. Both
guards are wide and domed, and in addi-
tion to valances a sensible splash guard
is fitted in front. All the detail work
is good, the driving chain is partially
enclosed, the front number plate is fitted
with licence card holder, the tank has

(5)

a slightly rounded top, and glass top filler

caps are standard. With 26in. x2£in.
tyres, the .Coventry Mascot is listed at
£80.
On the road we found the engine

smooth, powerful, and silent, the Vici

carburetter (fitted as standard) giving
good acceleration and slow running, while
the riding position was comfortable.
There is an entire absence of rattle, and
the whole machine is thoroughly well
turned out.

Fitted with a 350 c.c. Barr & Stroud sleeve valve engine and Burman two-speed gear, the
Coventry Mascot, a new comer in the motor cycle field, makes a sound and pleasing-

looking mount.
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MOTOR CYCLES AT ALL PRICES.
Guide to the .Present'day Value of Secondhand Machines, as Indicated by the

Classified Advertisements in "The Motor Cycle."

Below £3n £55 1918. 4*4 h.p. Jatnes sc. £85 1916. 6 h.p. Enfield sc.

£56 1915. 31/2 h.p. N.U.T. £88 1921. 5-6 h.p. Rudge-Multi
£19 2% h p. Enfield. £56 1921. 3V2 h.p. Rudge-MuUi. £88 1919. 4 h.p. Douglas sc.
£20 1914. 2\'n h.p. Conna'ught. £57 10s. 1921. 2% h.p. Douglas. £89 5s. 1920. 6-7 h.p. Ariel sc.

-
£32 1920. 1% h.p. J.E.S. £58 1921. 3i/j h.p. Rudge-Multi
£24 1916. 2-slroke Ivy. £90 to £100.
£24 3a. 1920. 2Vo h.p. Revere. £6C to £70.
£24 3s 1914. 3 h.p. Enfield £90 1920. 8 h.p. New Imperial sc. (2-seater)

£25 1915. 2y2 h.p. O.K. '£60 1920. 2% h.p. Douglas. £90 1916. A.J.S. sc.

£25 2% h p. Metro-Tvler £60 1916. 4 h.p. Calthorpe-Jap sc. £90 1921. 3 h.p. A.B.C.
£27 10s. 1914. 3y2 h.p. Rudge-Multi. £60 1920. 2% h.p. Invicta-Jap. £90 1920. 3«i h.p. Scott sc.

£60 1921. 2% h.p. Douglas. £93 9s. 1921. 414 h.p. B.S.A.

£30 to £40. £60
£60

3'/2 h
1917.

p. Rudge-Multi sc.
*6 h.p. Clyno sc.

£94 10s.
£94 10s.

1920. 414 h.p B.S.A. sc. (2-seafer):

1921. 31/, h.p. N.U.T.
£30 1916. 2% h.p. Calthorpe-Jap. £61 1921. 2^i h.p. Douglas. £95 1919. 8 h.p. Zenith sc.

£30 1913. 3y3 h.p. B.S.A. £61 19s. 1920. 2=£ h.p. Douglas. £95 1920. 3'(. h.p. Sunbeam sc.
£30 1916. 3 h.p. Enfield. £62 10s. 1920. 3V-_. h.p. Rudge-Multi £95 1919. 4 h.p. Triumph sc.

£32 1920. 2 h.p. J.E.S. £62 10s. 1917. 3Mj h.p. Sunbeam. £98 10s. 1920. 5-6 h.p. James sc.
£33 1919. 2ya h.p. Diamcmd-Viiliers. £63 1921. 2-ji h.p. 3-speed Doi glas. £99 1921. 4 h.p. Triumph sc.
£33 12s. 1914. 3 h.p. Enfield. £65 1919. 4i,i h.p B.S.A. sc.

£33 123. 1914. 234 h.p. Douglas. £65 1918. 4 h.p. Douglas. £100 to £120.
£34 13s. 1916. 2y2 h.p. Calthorpe-Jap. £65 1916. 4 h.p. Triumph.
£34 13s 1916. 2% h.p. Douglas. £65 1915. 41/4 h.p. B.S.A. sc. £100 16 . 1920. 7-9 h.p. Indian sc.

"

£35 1915. 4 h.p. Bradbury. £65 1921. 2\'.i h.p. Douglas. £105*
. 1920. 7-9 h.p. Indian sc.

£35 1914. 3y2 h.p: Zenith. £65 1921. 2;, h.p. Douglas. £105 1920. 3V, h.p. Sunbeam
£35 1920. 2-speed Campion. Villiers. £65 1920. 6 h.p. Zenith. £107 2 . 1921. 3V'2 h.p. Nortc/n sc.

£35 1914. 2% h.p. Douglas. £65 1917 3 1
.:. h.p. Rover sc. £110 1921. 31:. h.p.. Sunbeam

£35 1919. 2% h.p. Velocetle. £68 1919. 31/2 h.p. Rover sc. _ £110 1920. 6-7 h.p. Ariel.
£35 14s 1918. 2^4 h.p. New Imperial. £68 5s 1920, 3Vo h.p. Ariel. £110.* 1920. 5-6 h.p. Rover sc.

£36 1919. 2*4 h.p. Levis. £68 10s 1918. . 4 h.p. Triumph sc. £110 1920. 6 h.p. A.J.S. sc.

£36 15s 1920. 2% h.p. Hobart. £69 1920 414 h.p. B.S.A. sc. £110 1921. 5 h.p. Zenith sc- _

£36 15s. 1920. 2% h.p. Kingsbury. £69 10s 1920. 4 h.p. Barley-Davids n. . £110 5s. 1921. 4V, h.p. B.S.A. sc.

£37 10a 1919. 2y2 h.p. Clvmo. £112 10 .*8 h.p Uunbeam sc.

£37 Ills 1919. 2Vi h.p. Triumph. £70 to £80. £115 1921. 4% h.p. B.S.A. sc.

-

£37 10s 1920. 2% h.p. VVooler. £115 1920. 6 h.p. Enfield sc.

£38 1919. 214 h.p. Enfield. £70
£70

1921.
1921.

2~i\ h.p. Sun sc.

3V3 h.p. Ariel.
£115
£115

1921. 8 h.p. Rex sc

6 h.p A.J.S. sc.

£40 to £50. £70 1920. 4 h.p. Triumph.

-

£115 1920. 10 h.p. Henderson sc.

£75 1919. 5-6 h.p. Rudge-Multi sc. £115 1921. 8 h.p. Enfield sc. (2-seater).
£40 2% h p. Omega. £75 1921. 4 1

/-. h p. Blackburne. £115 1920. 7-9 h.p. Indian sc.
£40 1920. 2y, h.p. Chater-I ea. £75 1920. 3 h.p. A.B.C. £115 192L. 3y, h.p. Sunbeam.
£40 1917 3y2 h.p. P. and ill. £75 1920. 4 h.p. Doiiglas sc. £118 1921. 5-6 h.p. Raleigh, M.
£40 1914. 4 h.p. Triumph sc. £75 1919. 6 h.p. Enfield sc.
£40 1914. 4 h.p. Douglas. £75 1922. 2-speed Douglas. £120 to £140.
£42 1914. 3y2 h.p. Rover sc. £75 1922. 2?>'

A h.p. Douglas.
£42 1921 2% h.p. O.K. Junior. £77 1922. 3ya h.p. Rudge-Mult £120 1920. 8 h.p. Acme sc.

£42 1921. 2% h.p. Enfield. £78 1920. 8 h p. Zenith sc. £120 1921. 8 h.p. Enfield sc.

£42 103 5-6 h p. Clvno sc. £78 192J. - 414 h.p. B.S.A.
4 h.p. Triumph,

£120 1920. 6 h.p. A.J.S. sc.

£42 10a 1921. 2>4 h.p. Royal Enfield. £78 15s 1920. £120 15 >. 1921.- 8 h.p. Blackburne -sc.

£43 1918. 2% h.p. Douglas. £7S 15s 1921. 3V> h.p. Rover. £122 10s. 1921. 3y> h.p. Sports Sunbeam.
£45 1921. 2-stroke Levis. £79 1919. 414 h.p. B.S.A. sc. £126 1921. 4 h.p. Triumph sc.

£45 1921. 2^4 h.p. Connaught. £79 16s 1921. 5 h.p. Zenith. £125 1921. 4yi h.p. B.S.A. sc.

£45 1919. 2% h.p. Douglas. £125 1921. 8 h.p. Enfield sc. (2-seater).

£45 1914. 354 h.p. Scott sc. £80 to £90. £126 19-21. 6-7 h.p. B.S A. sc.

£45 6 h.p Chater-Lea sc. £126 1921. 3 1/. h.p. Sunbeam sc.

£45 1914. 7-9 h.p. Indian sc. £80 1920. 214 h.p. Enfield. £126 1921. 8 h.p. Enfield sc.

£45 1919. _2y± h.p. Douglas. £80 1917. 5-6 h.p. Indian sc. £130 1921. 7-9 h.p. Indian sc.

£45 1917. 4 h.p. Douglas. £80 1919. 31/2 h.p. Sunbeam sc £130 1921 8 h.p. Reading-Standard sc.

£45 3a 1919. 2^4 h.p. Douglas. £80 1919.- 8 "h.p. New Imperial sc. £130 1921.' 8 h.p. Matchless.
£47 5s 2 3

,i b p. Douglas. £80 1921- 4 h.p. Blackburne. £131 5 . 1920. 7-9 h.p. Harlev-Davidson sc.

£47 10s. 1920. 2% h.p. New Imperial. £80 1920. 6 h.p. Bradbury sc. £135 1921. 7 h.p. A.J.S. sc.

£81 18s 1919. 4 h.p. Triumph sc. £135 1921. 6 h.p. Enfield sc.

£50 to £60. £82 1920. 3V» h.p. Rover sc.

£84 1921. 2-i h.p. A.J.S. £140 upwards.
£50
£60

1916.
1918.

3% h.p. P. and ST. sc.

'

3% h.p. T.T. Rover.
£84
£85

1920.
1919.

4 h.p. Triumph.
5-6 h.p. Rudge-Mult sc. £140 1921. 8 h.p. Brough-Superior sc.

1921. 7 h.p. A.J.S. sc.

1921. 6-7 h.p. B.S.A. sc.

1920. 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson sc.

1921 8 h.p. Matchless sc.

1921. ,6-7 h.p. B.S.A.

£80 1922 2% h.p. Orbit. £85 1919. 3iA h.p. Bumber sc. £142
£62 10s 1921. 2*4 h.p. Hobart. £85 1919. 3 1/" h.p. Sunbeam. £145

£55 1916. 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson ac £85 1922. 2*4 hrp. A.J.S. £155

£55 1921. 2y2 h.p. Clyno. £85 1921. 3V2 h.p. N.U.T. £160*

£55 1917. 2^.4 h.p. Douglas. £85 1919. 5-6 h.p. Ariel sc. £160
£55 1916. 5-6 h.p. Clyno.

SOUTH

£85

A F

1919. 4 h.p. Douglas sc.

condition;

* With dynamo lighting.

RICAN ROAD 5.

Br continually reiterating the faults

and shortcomings of any particular

thing, the virtues, no matter how
desirable, are apt to be overlooked. In
dwelling on the tonic of bad road con-

ditions overseas, for instance, it is quite

easy to take for granted the fact that

excellent roads do exist; and in the in-

terest of motor cyclists generally we have
laid special stress upon the need for

good ground clearance and heavy tyres,

knowing how essential these points are

when negotiating the outlying roads of

such countries as South Africa and Aus-
tralia. The Motor Weekly of South
Africa, however, thinks that a mislead-

ing impression as to the roads in South
Africa was given in the notes we pub-
lished on Mr. J. L. Norton's 3.039 mile

b 16

tour in that country by the stress and
importance that was made of the bad
road conditions. But it must be remem-
bered that there are two points of view
on the subject. We have, as a technical

journal, always endeavoured to foster for

overseas work the type of machine that

would be suitable for all conditions,, and
a motor cycle capable of performing well

over the bad routes is more desirable

than one which can traverse good roads

only, and it is only by continually draw-
ing the attention of makers to the road
difficulties met with overseas that im-
provements continue to be made. Tt

must be remembered, too, that Mr.
Norton would be most impressed by, and
naturally lay most stress on, features

that were not in common with the riding

conditions familiar to him in Great Britain.
" In justice to our country," The

t

Motor Weekly writes, "it should be

stated that Mr. Norton made his tour

during the rainy season, after several

exceptionally heavy storms had been ex- .

perienced, and the roads at the time

were in no state for comparison with
those of other countries. Under average
conditions, however, the roads are very

passable, and some of the main roads

leave nofjiing to be desired. In view of (

the fact that South Africa is known to 1

be a dry country subject to tropical rains,.,

it is obvious that the conditions under
which Mr. Norton and his machine were '

photographed are exceptional, and the

photographs are not by any means a por-

trayal of typical scenes on the veld."

(21) .
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FIRST 1922 ITALIAN ROAD RACE.
Success of 500 c.c. British Machines in the Circuit di Brescia.

BRESCIA has once more had the

honour of opening the Italian

racing season "by a meeting which,

in the intentions of the organisers, was
, to have surpassed anything previously

held in that country."

Unfortunately, however, the rain

spoiled matters. The first day was re-

served for the flying kilometre record
attempts, and 50 km. and 100 km.
standing start records, but, of course, it

was impossible to obtain very remark-
able performances.

„ - ::

A competitor at one of the several corners

improvised

The following times, however, are

worth recording, considering the condi-

tions under which they were accomp-
lished :

Malvisi (1,000 c.c. 8-valve Harley-

Davidson) covered the kilometre both_

ways at an average speed of 97.3 m.p.h.

(23sec.)l Rogai, on a 1,000 c.c. Harley-

Da'vidson sc, covered the flying kilometre

both ways at an average speed of^

73.6 m.p.h. (30 2-5sec.); ,and Delia

on the course. Observe the barricading and
footbridge.

Ferrera, on a new 350 c.c. twin of his own
manufacture, at an average speed of 71.48
m.p.h. (31 3-10sec), also beating the pre-
vious Italian record.

Racing on Wet Roads.

The second day saw- the running-off of

the road race proper, over the usual cir-

cuit of 62 kilometres (38^ miles), and
though the weather was clearer the roads

were still in a very bad state. This event

The grand stand, scoring board and
replenishing depots.

marked the 'debut in Italy of the o.h.v.
Triumph^ which scored a conspicuous
success, coming in 1st and 2nd in its

class. Full results of the event appear
hereunder :

—

350 c.c— 3 LAPS, 7 STARTERS.
1, Gnesa (Garellr), in 2 hrs. 24 mins. 3V/5 .sees,

(average speed, 47 m.p.h.); 2, Baj Badino
(Douglas): 3, Visioli (Visioli). Fastest, lap, Gnesa,
average 48 -m.p.h.

500 ex.—4 LAPS, 26 STARTERS.
1, Opessi (Triumph), in 3 hrs. 3 mins. 42^

sees, (average speed, 50 m.p.h.); 2, Mareolli (Tri-
umph); 3, Vailati (Sunbeam). Fastest lap, Opessi
(Triumph),_ average speed, 51.3 m.p.h.

750 c.o.—3 LAPS, 4 STARTERS!
1, Rava (Indian), in 2 hrs. 37 min. 28^ sees,

(average speed." 44 m.p.h.).

1,000 cc.-4 LAPS, 11 STARTERS.
1, Rogai (Harley-D.), in 2 hrs. 38 mins. 47%

sees, (average speed, 57 m.p.h.); 2, Wingler (Har-
ley-D.); 3. Faraglia (Harley-D.).

Here the Harley-Davidsons " wiped
the board," alt the six finishers riding

these machines, and the fastest lap being
accomplished by Malvisi at an average

speed of 60 m.p.h. The sidecar class was
also won by a Harley-Davidson.

RESULTS OF GLASGOW HOLIDAY TRIAL.

ONLY four competitors lost no marks
in the two-day holiday trial of the

Western M.C.C.. described in The
ilotor Cycle of the 20th ult.

Gold medals have therefore been

awarded to :

—

R. M. Wilson (2*4 A.J.S.), D. Wright (3'/2 Sun-
beam*, G. H. Wilson (2% Edmund-B. and S.),

& Grinton (7-9 Harley-D. sc).

SOME very useful hints 'regarding chain

lubrication are contained in a booklet

recently issued by Brampton Bros.,

Ltd. In the opinion of the author the only
satisfactory method is to remove the chain
periodically, place it in a bath of paraffin,

The principal trophy winners were :

—

Hutchinson Trophv. Best Solo Performance.—
G. H. Wilson (2^4 Edmund-B. and S.).

A.J.S. Trophv. Best Sidecar Performance.—G.
Grinton (7-9 Ha.rle.v-D. -sc.).

Agents' Team Prize. Bell Bros. Team.—"D. Bell

(2-i A.J.S. so.), R. Wilson (2% A.J.S.). R. B.
Brown (7 A.J.S. sc). Total loss. 12 marks.
Best Performance by Private Owner Club Mem-

ber (Solo).—D'. Wright (3'ii, Sunbeam).
Best Performance bv Private Owner Club Mem-

ber (Sidecar).—R. B. Brown (7 A.J.S. sc).

CHAIN LUBRICATION.
petrol, or benzole, changing the liquid

from time to time, until the chain is clean.

It should then be dried and placed in

a bath of lubricant (any good grease or

graphite preparation) at melting,- not

boiling, point, and allowed to remain until

SILVER MEDALS.
J. W. Morton (3Vm Douglas)', T. Morion (3>.!.

Norton), D. Bell (2^ A.J.S. sc),.R. B. Brown
(7 A.J.S. sc), J. W. Burton (7-9 Harlev-D.sc).
G. A. Mann) (6 A.J.S. sc), G. F. Ball (7 A.J.S.).

BRONZE MEDALS.
J. M. Cowan (3% Martinsyde), R. H. Lochhead

(3'/i Ariel), C. M'AIlister (2% Francis-Barnett),
R. Watson (6 Martinsyde sc), A. Dqwhie (6

Raleigh sc).

cool. This procedure should be repeated

every 500 to l,OC0 miles. There is a fund
of other useful information, and numer-
ous valuable' hints in the booklet, of

which every owner of a chain-driven

motor cycle should possess a copy.

b 19
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The 243 c.c. Calthorpe Twostroke.

ENGINE : Two-stroke, 67 x 69 mm.

•= 243 c.c.

GEAR : Two-speed, Albion clutch and

K.S.

SPECIFICATION.

TRANSMISSION : Chain and

fin. belt.

TYRES : 24 x ?]-.

CARBURETTER:
lever.

FORKS: Druid.

PRICE : £47.

Mills, single

I

T is no exaggeration to say that nearly half those who

ride motor cycles and those who hope to ride in

the near future are chiefly interested in the small

machine selling at a low price

-eople who at present cover

their journeys on a pedal -

cycle who would like to ex-

tend their range of action

and avoid the exertion

necessary with this form of

transport, and in addition

there is an army of young

people, both boys and girls,

who require a small ma-

chine, at any rate until they

have graduated » to some-,

thing larger. To all these

and to many others the

little Calthorpe will make a

strong appeal. Emphasis

has been laid on the small

size of the machine, but it

must not be imagined that

it is too small for the

average man. Indeed, the

writer who is well over the

average height stowed him-

self away quite comfortably

and at no time felt cramped.

For Everyday Riders.

On a machine which is

frankly intended to appeal

b 20

There are very many

Power unit of the 243 c.c. Calth

cylinder walls and the rr.agneto

to the multitude rather than to the exclusively sporting

element, simplicity and ease of control is of the utmost

importance, and in these particulars the motor cycle :

under consideration excels. Including even machines
which sell at high prices, we
have never handled one-

which steered better ; true,

the maximum speed does

.

not greatly exceed thirty to .

thirty-five miles an hour,

hut so perfect is the steer-

ing . that it is possible to

control the little mount -

" hands off." even in or-

dinary traffic.

Ln addition to the con-

trollability of the machine,
the port setting of the en-
gine is such that in con-

junction with the Mills car-

buretter, the engine will

two-stroke down to the very

lowest speeds. Even with

the gear lever in neutral and
the throttle all hut closed,

two-stroking is maintained,'

and with the low gear en-

gaged one can walk beside

the machine at an ordinary

pace while the engine runs

perfectly regularly. First

impressions
,

give one the

idea that the machine is

(3i)

orpe. Oil is fed directly to the

is in a well protected position.
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Road Tests of New Models.—

less powerful than is really the case; this is probably

due to the even torque and good balance, for in actual

practice the little engine carried us comfortably over

a gradient of 1-9 on top. gear.

awkwardly placed clip joints on the handle-bar which

are apt to render clutch control a little uncomfortable.

Little to Criticise.

Few machines, especially in the more moderately

priced class, are perfect, but our criticisms of the

Calthorpe refer to details only. First, the saddle is

too small for comfort, a matter which can be rectified

by the purchaser at a small- extra outlay. Secondly,

there is a tendency to .flywheel ring, due probably to

the neat cast aluminium chain cover which protects

the primary chain. It should be mentioned, in paren-

thesis, that this chain lies outside the flywheel and is

consequently particularly easy of access. The last

point, and one which the manufacturers are intending

to modify, is that there are a number of comparativelv

onventionai

Oiling System, BraKeworfc and Fittings,

With regard to mechanical features, one finds the

magneto well placed behind the cylinder, and an ad-

mirable lubrication system which is confined to this

make of engine. Oil is fed through a Best and Lloyd
sight feed drip to * a ring surrounding the cylinder.

From this ring a series of small holes passes through
the cylinder wall, and thus the piston is lubricated

directly and not by splash only.

A simple, internal V rear brake is operated by a

pedal projecting forward from the pivoting point of

the shoe—this arrangement is effective and obviates

joints, rods, and toggles. The front brake is of the

normal horseshoe type. A single armoured tool bag
is mounted at the rear of the carrier, and the frame
is low, having a sloping top tube, the saddle position

being so low that

in design, this two-stroke Calthorpe will even the shortest

appeal to prospective buyers desiring sturdy construction rider has a feci-
al moderate outlay.

jng of securityi

Other Models.

Similar in all

respects except as

regards transmis-

sion, there are

two other Cal-

thorpe models
employing the
same engine.
One model has a

two-speed gear

without clutch or

kick-starter, arid

a single-geared

machine is listed

at £tf.

FOR NAVAL OFFICERS.
Details of the Two-Day Trial

^"N PEX to officers on the active lists of the Royal
11 Navy, Royal Marines, R.N.R., and R.N.V.R.,
^""^ the trial for the fine trophy in memory of the

hue Rr.-Adm. Sir Robert K. Arbuthnot. R.N.', will

take place on June 30th and July 1st.

Reigate has been chosen as the starting and finishing

point, and the competitors will cover one circuit .of

about 45-50 miles east of Reigate for the first section

and about the same distance over a circuit west of that

town for the second section of the day's run. The start

is to be at 2 p.m. . On the following day the same
circuits will be covered in the same order but in the

reverse direction, and a start will be made at 9 a.m., so

that the event may finish about 3 p.m.

These routes will include some of the best known
Surrey and Kentish test hills, but there will be nothing

freakish in the course, and no roads of excessive rough-

ness likely to damage competing machines.

Each circuit is to be considered as a non-stop

section, and competitors will be required to furnish a

(12)

for the Arbuthnot Trophy.

full report of all stops, adjustments, and replenish-

ments at the conclusion of each day's run.

Regulations to Suit Circumstances.

.Owing to the fact that this trial is unique, its condi-

tions differ materially from those of the ordinary reli-

ability trial. Being well aware of the difficulty which

officers experience in obtaining leave exactly when de-

sired, the organisers have arranged for the competition

to start at 2 p.m., on Friday, and entries will be received

until within two hours of the start; intending competi-

tors are requested, however, to acquaint the Auto Cycle

Union, 83', Pall Mall, London, S.W.i, of their desi-re

to enter as early as possible.

Previous winners of the Trophy have been: 19 19,

Lt. E. S. K. Evans-Greaves, R.N. ; 1920, Lt. G. P.

Glen Kidston, R.N. ; and in 1921 the Trophy was

jointly awarded to Lt. T. H. Back, R.N., Sub-Lt

H. C. Chads, R.N., Lt. E. V. James, R.N., and

Lt. C. Plumer,- R.N.
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North Western Centre A.C.U.

In addition to spectators' mounts, there

were 125 machines at the Rawcliffe Hall

Rally in the count for the Motor Agents'

Cup for the best attendance, calculated

on a figure of merit. Chief results :

—

1. Colne and District M.C.C
2. Southport M.C.
3. Accrington M.C.C.

Fig. of merit.
... 2450
... 2217
... 1368

Lee, Lewisham, and District M.C.
and L.C.C.

Results of Hopwood Cup Reliability

Trial; held over a difficult course of

approximately 84 miles, have been issued

as follow :

—

TINDER 350 c.c. SOLO.-G. W. Manger (2"i
P.V.), goll medal.
V OVER 350 c.c. SOLO.-N. Gibbs (4 Douglas),
gold medal.

600 c.c. SIDECARS.—W. A. Sweet (7-9 Harley-
Davidson sc.), Hopwood Cup and gold medal.

The hon. secretarv, Mr. H. W. Allen,

of 23 Bopne's Street, Lee. S.E.13, will

be pleased to receive applications for

membership.

V/est Birmingham M.C.C.

On the 22nd ult. the club held a sporting
hill-climb at Hopton Bank. nearCleobury
Mortimer. The first portion of the hill,

a distance of half a mile, was chosen, and
the results, which were judged on time
only, "are as follows :

—

FASTEST TIME OF THE DAY.—R G. Smith
(3 1/.'. Sunbeam), 41 5,£s., special award.
UNDER 350 CO.—W. C. Shelton (2»4 Douglas),

1m. 5V-s.

UNDER 500 c.c—R.. G. Smith {$>/• Sunbeam),
421,*s.

UNLIMITED.—R. G. Smith (3V. Sunbeam V,

»l%s.
SIDECARS.—S. Brand (Indian), 1m. 6»Js.

Kilmarnock and District M.C.C.

As an. initial venture, a reliability trial

will be held on May 6th, starting at

2 p.m., the course being approximately
75 miles.

Buluwayo M.C.C.

Motor cyclists of Buluwayo recently

met with a view to forming a club. They
congregated at Queen's Road, and a dozen
of them took part in a flying half-mile

speed trial, the fastest time being 35s.

Knock M.C.C. (Belfast).

W. R. Boyd (-24 Allon) and B. Boyd
(New Imperial) were respectively first and
second of the " hounds " in a recent ex-

citing paper chase, but none succeeded in

catching up the "hares," G. W.
Fitchie (Verus) and a car driver.

Ipswich and District M.C.C.
Norfolk M.C.C.

and

It has been decided to
";r3"ns instead of medals.

award silver

Results of the very well-supported
inter-club reliability trial on Good Friday
have now been announced, as follows :

—

SOLO MACHINES NOT EXCEEDING -350 c.c.
—W. J. Coe, Ipswich (Velocette) ; G. Turner,
Ipswich (A.J.S.); L. Sharpe, Ipswich (A.J.S.).
SOLO MACHINES NOT EXCEEDING 500 c.c

—P. Sherwood, Norfolk (Triumph); R. W. Fison,
Ipswich (Norton); L. G. Baker, Norfolk (P. and
M.).
SOLO MACHINES NOT EXCEEDING 750 c.c.

—A. Blake, Norfolk (Norton); R. A. Daniels, Nor-
folk (Norton); M. F. Horlock, Ipswich (Zenith).
UNLIMITED SOLO MACHINES.—G. H. Gow-

ing, Norfolk (Sunbeam); E. C. Rose, Ipswich
(N.U.T.); J. Prettv, Ipswich (Triumph). ."

600 CO. SIDECAR MACHINES.-C. D. Rose,
Ipswich (B.S.A.); H. Chapman, Norfolk
(Triumph); A. F. Bagshaw, Norfolk (Triumph).
UNLIMITED SIDECAR MACHINES.—E. C.

Lunuiss, Ipswich (Sunbeam); H. O. Goldsmith,
Ipswich (Brbugh); H. D. Wheeler, Norfolk (New
Imperial).

Ipswich thus won three firsts', four
seconds, and three thirds, and secured the
trophy.

Sale and District M.C.C.

Formed only a month ago- the club has

already a membership of sixty, all enthu-.

siasts, it is claimed. Headquarters are

at the Sale Hotel.

Wallington District M.C. and L.C.C.

Succumbs Hill and its atrocious sur-

face accounted for no less than nine com-

petitors in the President's Cup Trial,

but Allan Gruzelier (3J; Zenith-Brad-

shaw), Reg. Green (3£ Norton), R. F.

Aklerton (3A Norton). J. C. Sanford

(5 Rover sc), E. W. Lanfear (4

Triumph), made very excellent climbs.

The fact that only five out of the 2b

survived to collect awards alone proves

the strenuous nature of the course.

WTNNER OF THE CUP.—R. F. Alderton (3V-j

Norton).
GOLD MEDALS.—E. W. Lanfear (4 Triumph),

J. C. Sanford (5 Rover sc.).

SILVER MEDALS.—E. C. Gordon (3V> Norton),

H. E. K. Sawtell (10 Morgan).

North London M.C.C.

Arrangements are now well in hand for

the Second London Rally, to be held at

the London Aerodrome, Hendon, on

Whit Monday, June 5th. Apart from

the Challenge Shield (presented by the

captain of the North London M.C.C),
which is being competed for by clubs

from various parts of the country, there

will be a great deal to interest the un-

attached motor cyclist in the form of

novel competitions, for which many
}

prizes are to be won. Efforts are being

made for the actual machines which win i

the Junior and Senior T,T. Races to be n

on view, but in any case many late

models of new and unconventional
mounts will be on exhibition. Fuller de-

tails are obtainable from the hbn. Rally

Organiser, Mr. Alan W. Day, "Clare-

mont." Ballards Lane, Finchley. N.3.

(2S)
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Clevedon and District M.C.

With headquarters at The Royal Pier

otel, Clevedon, the club, which has.

dy recently been formed, is affiliated

the Western Centre A.C.U. The snb-

ription is 7s. 6d. per annum. Lt.-Col.

r Chas. Miles, Bart., is president, and

r. R. E. Merrifield, 24. Old Church

oad. Clevedon. is secretary.

Surrey M.C. and L.C.C.

Oyer the standard course, from Guild-~

>rd to Arundel, with finish at Hind-

iad the first team-trial of the year took

lace on the 22nd ult. Results :

—

Marks
lost.

Farnborough B. Team : PI. C. Mansell
(A.J.S.), P. \V. S. Bulman (Zenith sc.).

Miss Bewers (Triumph sc.) ... ...

Farnham A Team : P. T. Mitchell (G.N.),

S. W. Mansell (Rover), T. Broadhurst
(Sunbeam) ... ... ... ...

Holmttood Team : F. P. Verney (Triumph),
F. Verney Jun. (Triumph Junior),
G. C. Verney (Rover Eight) 6

* Tied.

Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.

It is estimated that some 5,000 people

'itnesesd the_ Rosedale Abbey Bank
reak hill climb on the 23rd ult., and
his despite a heavy hailstorm. Re-

iults
:— "

SIDECAR CLASS.— 1. G. M. Townshend (ti-

mid Ml sc): 2, Master T. Bullus (4»4 P. and
r. SC.).

SOLO CLASS.—1, W. Hodgson (3U Sunbeam):
. H. S. Moorhonse (5',j Triumph); 3, J. H.
impsop (3-^4 Scott); after a tie between the£e

hree riders.

The winner in this class is awarded iIa!> <w

he Fell Cup outright. Mai im
May 10th.

Isle of Wight M.C. and L.C.C. . „ „„,
, , , ,

. , Mau 10th
On Easter Monday the club carried out MnlJ lljh

very successful reliability trial. The
ottrse was, roughly, a 53-mile circuit of May llth.

1 he island, and included two observed

nils, Cowlease and Brighstone, which,

lowever, 111:1st of the competitors .made
ight of. Over an enjoyable tea at the

tVheatsheaf Hotel, the President, Dr.

3. F. W. Buckell, read out the results :

A. G. Smith (3V, Lea-Francis) was first with
i loss of only 5 marks, and G. W. J. Marvin
4 Douglas), secon 1, 7 marks. Other good perf-

ormances were made bv E. T. Withara (3'^>

ibingdon K.D.) and G. Mansbridge (2'4 James).

Meefi*]£no Club Events.

—Birmingham M.C.C.—Half Bay Sport-
ing Trial.

-Kilmarnock and District M.C.C.—
Open Reliability Trial.
—North West London M.C.—Optional

Route Competition.
—Loughborough and District M.C.C.—

Hill Climb at Beacon.

—Dumfries and District M.C. and C.C.—
Minor Reliability Trial.—Coatbridge. Airdrie and District M.C.
and G.C—Fining Half Mile (Open).

—Licerpool M.C—Hill Climb.

—Gloucester M.C. and L.C.C—Reliability
Trial.—Kidderminster M.C.C.—Petrol Con-
sumption Trial.—Coventry Triangle M.C—Run to

Prinecthorpe.
—Sheffield M.C.C—Picnic.
—Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.—

President's Run.
—West Birmingham M.C.C—Half Day

Reliability Trial for the Rileit Cup.
—East. London M.C.C—Solo Rill Climb.
—Sheffield M.C.C—Run to Handforth,

Cheshire.—Coventry Triangle M.C.—Run to

Badby Woods.—Barrow and District M.C.C—Meet
W.M.C.C at Blea. Tarn.—Eastbourne and District M.C.C—
Reliability Trial " Blakemarsh " and -

" Doull " Cups,
—llkley M.C. and L.C.C—Social Event.

— West Kent M.C. Social Run
—Southampton M.C.C—Rn~, j) Sh.ap-

iricl:.—Colne. and District M.C Ran to

llklai.

—Ashford M.C. and L.C.C—Meet at

Margate.—Colne ami District M.C—Sporting
Event.—Surbiton M.C.—Social Event.—Eastbourne and District M.C.C.—Run
to Brighton.

—Ashford M.C. and L.C.C—Event.

—North Wales M.C.C.—Fast and Slow
Hill Climb.
-Gloucester M.C. and L.C.C—Visit to

Douglas Motor Works, Bristol.

iUQBDOQQ0QBHQQrDQHrara0C]m !3E Ti

Birmingham M.C.C.

All helpers in the "victory Trial are

thanked by the club for their assistance.

In most cases this has already been done

by post, but some may have been neglected.

May eth.

May 6th-

May 6th.

May 6th.

May 6th.

May 6th.

Mag 6th:

Man 6th.

May 6th

May 6th

J/ai/ 6th

May Sth

May 6th

May
May

7th

7th

May 7th

May 7th

May 7th

Mag 7th.

May 7th

May 7th

May 7th

May 7th
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Essex County and Southend A.C.

Motor cyclists were successful in beat-

ing the car drivers in a recent handicap
knock-out hill climb. Results :

—

1, F. C. Pead (2% Edmund); '2, Miss Freeman
(2% Coulson).

Redditch and District M.C.C.

On Saturday, the 20th inst., the club
will hold a trial open to members of the

Midland Centre A.C.U. The award
list includes the Terry (40 guinea), and
President's (30 guinea) Cups.

Woolwich, Plumstead, and District

M.C.C.

Starting from the Three Horse Shoec
Hotel, Knockholt, on a three-circui..

course, totalling about 100 miles, the

fourth inter-team trial for the cup pre

sented by the promoting club ' will be
held on the 13th inst. Entries, which
are limited to teams from S.E. Centre
A.C.U. clubs, close en Saturday.

Stafford and District M.C.C.

Awards in connection with the club's

most recent trial (re-run) were as fol-

lows :

—

CLUB GOLD MEDAL FOR BEST SOLO PER
FORMANCE.—J. Worthingtpn (2V;, Sun-Vitesse).
Worthington, after apparently losing all chance by
a failure on the flexibility test, pluckily kept to
the course, and was rewarded by being the only
club member to complete the trial on

-
a solo

machine,
CLUB GOLD MEDAL FOR BEST SIDECAR

PERFORMANCE.—E. H. Bunn (8 Royal Ruby
so.).

PRT7.E FOR, BEST PERFORMANCE BY
NON-MEMBER.-W. E. Hill (2% H.B.).-

Heaton Moor M.C.C.

After some confusion at a first attempt

to run a reliability trial this year owing
to another club using the same blue dye
for route-marking:,, a successful re-run

event was held on the 23rd ult., lime-

green being used on doubtful corners.

The results have now been announced, as

follows :

—

500 c.o— 1, F. Slack (3 l/> Sunbeam), 9 marks
lost, gold medal and special prize; 2, H. Cheetham
(3 J '> Rover), 11 marks lost, silver medal.

350 c.c.—I. Bennet [2% Verus), special prize.

SIDECAR.— 1. II. Moore (8 Royal Ruby sc),

11 marks lost, silver medal and sidecar prize.

A MEET OF EAST ANGLIAN MOTOR CYCLISTS. The gathering of competitors at Hintlesham previous to the recent Ipswich

and District and Norfolk M.C. and L.C.C.'s inter-club reliability trial.

(2)
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ACCELERATION AND
BRAKE TESTS.

—— § Desirability of Technical Tests in Reliability

IT
is desirable to include in a modern reliability trial

tests to measure the ability of the machine to pick

up speed, and also the efficiency of the brakes.

The tests used by some clubs to determine these factors

are far from satisfactory.
.

Brake tests as usually carried out simply consist, ot

stopping the competitor on a hill and measuring the^

distance covered in coming to rest. This is no test

at all. as everything depends on the speed of the com-

petitor, and although one competitor may be caught

by surprise, those foUmvir£ have generally time to

reduce their speed. Even if every competitor is sur-

prised at the same speed, the distance covered in

coming to rest is no direct criterion of the retardation

which is the important quantity to be measured.
_

The

following method gives a simple means of determining

both the acceleration and retardation accurately. It

may be carried out either at the start or at some stop

during the trial.

The Suggested Combined Test.

The competitors are started from a line marked

A on tire road (which should be of good surface

and level). They are told to ride as fast as possible

to a point B. also marked on the road, and then

stop as quickly as possible. They are timed by means

of a stop-watch from A to B. and the distance they

are coming to rest. Y. is measured. Let T = time of

acceleration, and X the distance from A to B (pre-

viously measured), then average velocity during time'

XT =
T

-£>-«-
-r

STAEI STOPPED
CA B

Diagram illustrating the writer's ideas on brake tests.

Since the machines start from rest, and tlie accelera-

tion may be assumed uniform, the maximum velocity at

2.X.
B will be -^r- The rate of increase of velocity or.

T

acceleration during T will be

.

2X 2X
-j-2

*TxT
If the distance X is in feet, and T in seconds, the

result will be acceleration in feet per second per second.

The distance covered in stopping is Y.
The formula of motion is \° — 2fs, where Y is

final velocity. / is acceleration, and s space covered.
When / is negative or retardation, V is the initial

velocity, but initial velocity of braking period" is equal

b 28

to final velocity of accelerating period, and Y = S,

T
or

retardation =
2X2

T2Y'
The retardation will also be in feet per second per

second. In reliability trials, it is desirable to award

ten marks each to acceleration and braking, calling the

best performance ten and expressing the other perform-

ances to the nearest 16 per cent.

Personal Element Largely Eliminated.
A distance of 50 yards is suitable for X, as ma-

chines can attain a speed of 25 m.p.h., at which

braking is reasonably difficult. The formula has one

very desirable aspect. There is no opening for

trickery. If the rider delays in getting away or cut?

out before the point B it spoils his acceleration figure

without improving his braking .figure to any extent, as

the following figures show.

Example.

T. y.

Ft. per sec. per see.

Acceler-Remarks. Brake.

Acceler- Retard-
ation.

ation. ation.

marks- marks.
Best "\ SI 36 4-CS 19-1 10 10

Performance i 10 24 3 187 C.V 10

SkiddedWheel 8:8 84 3SS 69 8i 3k
Cut out befor,'

reaching B ... 14 42 1-54 4 01 3

Missed Brake
Pedal ... ... 120 120 I'SS 235 4

Generally speaking, competitors would start with

warm engines, but if held after a tea stop with cold

engines, the acceleration figure could be used as a

starting from cold test. To encourage clean riding

it is sometimes desirable to include these rules :

—

(a) Riders skidding round will hate their perform-

ance halved.

(Z>) Riders falling off in the brake test will lose 10

;

marks.

(c) Competitors cutting out. before end of accelera-.'-

tion are disqualified.

The lines at A and B should be marked with white

distemper. The quickest method of measuring Y is to

mark out on both sides of the road the number of feet

from B. Two observers stretch a string in front of die

machine after it has stopped, and thus get Y to the

nearest foot. M. Jennison, A.M.I.E.E.

(18)
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HANDLING SIDECARS,
575

Unusual Hints and Observations on the Management of Sidecar Attachments.

When sending a sidecar or sidecar

chassis by rail, a broom handle

fixed as shown in the sketch

facilitate handling and possibly

save the tyre from damage.

THERE are several wrong ways of wheeling a
detached sidecar, but some are worse than
others; indeed, so far as I know, there is no

eally right way of wheeling a detached sidecar. If

Billingsgate handled sidecars instead of herrings, a
more or less correct method would doubtless have
materialised; as things stand, the good old British

railway porter, who can usually be depended upon
for the way of conveniently handling unwieldy goods
other than his own, sheds considerable light on -the
subject by showing us just how the sidecar should
not be handled if due regard for its

well-being is to be taken.

I watched two porters at it a few
Jays ago, and "having no interest in

the victimised vehicle, I went home
with hopes renewed. They tried a

the worst ways, and finally

stuck to the worst of all ; for,

having damaged several inci-

dental goods during their

initial efforts, including an

unhappy bull-terrier—unhappy
because he was muzzled—rthe

brighter of them hit upon the

idea of dragging the sidecar

• forcibly against the grain

—

that is, broadside on, the wheel

scraping the concrete in semi-

circles. At the tail-end of the

!
procession two more wiry ex-

soldiers were conveying the motor cycle which had
run in happy unison. The gear lever had been

i
knocked into engagement, and these sons of British toil

knew nothing about exhaust valve lifters. So, chiefly

by the force of" blasphemous effort, the machine pro-

ceeded with the rear wheel locked, leaving a trail of

Dunlopall along the fairway.

When Sending by Rail.

- There is a moral to this. When sending a sidecar

by rail, attach a broom handle under the chassis at

the for'ard end This protects the vehicle, and gives

porters two handles of inspiration. A couple of men
can then easily wheel the machine, the one on the

right holding" the chain-stay coupling and his end of

the broom handle, the other (quite unnecessary, but

he is sure to be hovering about, so you 'might as well

keep him out of mischief) steadying the vehicle by hold-

ing the other end of the handle'. Further, when send-

ing a motor cycle by train, remove the rear chain. It

is_also a good plan to bind the handle-bar controls flush

with the bars:

Wheeling a Detached Sidecar.

I One of the least difficult ways in which to wheel a

detached sidecar is to hold the chain-stay, connection

in the left hand and the steering-head connection in the

right. Keep the chassis as level as possible, and steer

by moving the front end. If any up grades have to

(13) : •

be negotiated, it is as well to adorn oneself in shin-

guards and wicket-keeping pads. A shrapnel helmet
is necessary only for severe down grades, but it is

better to hire a hand cart.

Recollection and Re=connection.

I seem to recall having written a good deal on
the subject of sidecar alignment and other giddy
whirls of our gay youth. I suppose such literary

efforts were the result of Matilda casting adrift, or
some such breach in tlie ' couplings of life. Anyway,

there you are ! To-day, when I ride a side-

car, the canniness of accumulated years of a
Celtic temperament carefully check all its

possible weaknesses.

Watch the average garage mechanic and
his brilliant partner in crime, the boy -who

fills up the two-strokes, stick-

ing a motor cycle and sidecar
together. The main points

of connection are made, and
the united forces of the two,
backed' by a 41b. hammer,
soon bring the more reluctant

couplings to within bolting-

distance. Some kind of

check on the alignment
is usually taken, a n d
finally everything is pulled

tightly up with the air of a

stiff job well achieved.

Ride behind a sidecar travelling fast on a bad road,

and you will obtain a fair idea as to the stresses it

undergoes. Nor does it require much imagination for

one to realise how tremendously these stresses are

enhanced when the connections have been sprung

forcibly together and rigidly fixed there ! Moreover,

a sidecar attached in this way is always a trouble to

re-attach should it be removed, whereas if properly puf
.

up at first, there should be no further difficulty.

Practical Advice on Connecting=up.

One of the best methods is as follows :—Presuming

the outfit is standing on a hard, level floor, wangle

your various connections till you get the correct align-

ment, then tighten everything as though for keeps.

Now proceed to scotch both the motor cycle and the

sidecar with blocks and strips of wood, placing them

by the gentle persuasion of a light hammer under every

corner of the chassis and under the footrests, so that

the two rest irrespective' of their connections. Now
slacken every connection," and go round with the afore-

said light hammer as a railwayman tests his wheels.

A tap here and there should relieve any tension there

is, causing each connection to creep into its right place

while- the machine and the sidecar remain stationary.

After a little experience this job takes only, a minute

or two, a few light taps with the hammer doing the

trick, and so no unnecessary stresses exist when the

final tightening takes place. Chinook.

bit
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tador Street, E.C.4, and most be accompanisd by the writer's name aod aiiress.

AN AMATEUR ASSOCIATION SUGGESTED.
Sir,—As a prospective entrant in the Amateur Road Race.

I read with considerable disappointment that the A.C.I",
had refused a permit for this event.

By so doing, that autocratic t>ody would appear to have
• _ ned its resignation as far as the control of the sport

among private owners is concerned, and. to me. it seems that

the obvious . sequence should be the formation of a purely
amateur association.

Are amateur motor cyclists less enthusiastic than amateur
golfers or footballers? Unless they can muster the energy to

organise their pastime on clean, businesslike lines, the answer
must be in the affirmative, which I am sure is-wrong.
What do fellow-readers think' R.I.C.'-TJMPH.
London, W.C.2.

BLACKLEADING CYLINDERS.
Sir.—Regarding Mr, W. D. Edwards' letter, he . would

appear to have mistaken the point of the article by " E.N.J.."
which was that the very idea of blackleading cylinders is

to obtain a black and not a polished surface.

I might add that blackleading with ordinary blacklead
gave excellent results on a B.S.A. which I used to have, and
that it appears to work verv well on the Rover " 8 " I now
have. NIGER.

Salisbury.

Sir.—In reply to Mr. W. Edwards, I would like to say
that the blackleading of the cylinder does materially assist
cooling by radiation. I have seen an experiment cosducted
in which water cooled more rapidly in a blackened calori-
meter, and I now quote from an authoritative text book :—
" The rate at which heat is radiated depends upon the nature
of the body's substance, thus a black surface radiates heat
more rapidlv than one not so treated." DUPE
London, S.W.19.

ULTRA-RAPID TWINS.
Sir,—While I agree with "Handlebar's " remarks in your

issue of April 13th, I should like to point out that' the
original "Bine" Indians were racing models, built for
speed, and while I should not expect 64 m.p.li. from a 1913
model with sidecar and passenger. I have a 1915 7 h.p.
Indian that can touch over 60 "solo, and will do 50 on a
good road with sidecar.

It is truer this machine has been kept carefully tuned,
is fitted wifh a Binks carburetter and Bosch magneto, is

run on Shell aviation, and, has only two ringsin each
piston. I am constantly touring with heavy Gloria sidecar
and child in pillion seat, and can take .three and luggage up
practicallv anv hill in the Peak District.

Matlock. BLUE IXDIAX.

Sir,—Replying to "Horley" re the speed of his machine. I
own a 6 h.p. Enfield sidecar that can touch 65 m.p.h. loaded,
by a." Stewart," and it has done something like 11.000 miles
now. Only last Sunday on the Epping—Bishop's Stortford
road, I had three up (weighing 52 stone, without weight
of machine or carl, and gave a solo rider on a 5 h.p.
twin a nasty shock in both sprinting and long distance.
He said afterwards "We were too good for him."
London. ENFIELD.
t>32

WITH A LIGHTWEIGHT SIDECAR OUTFIT.
Sir.—I think 1 can go further than your correspondent

Mr. Harold Wilson. I took possession of an "Ivy Three"
outfit in May, 1921. and have covered •oh this outfit nearly

8, COG miles, with an outlay of 6 piston rings, 2 plugs, and
2 sets of heavy Dunlop tyres, plus oil and petrol.

ERNEST HEWKT-V

H.P. RATINGS AND INSURANCE.
Sir.—In a recent issue the suggestion was recorded that'

the rating of motor cycles should be altered so as to make :

100 c.c. equal to 1 h.p.

Whilst agreeing with the suggestion, I think the question

of insurance has evidently been overlooked, and if the idea

was put into force it would not benefit all motor cyclists'

unless the insurance "horse-powers" were altered likewise.'-'

As an example, the 4 h.p. Harley-Davidson is 584 c.c. At
present it can be insured under the " not exceeding 4 h.p."^

scale. Under the suggested new rating it would have to be

placed under the '"not exceeding 10 h.p." scale,!

Olton: IVY THREE.

GOOD TYRE MILEAGE ON A TRIUMPH.
Sir,—Your correspondent " Brundall-Buster " refers to the,

above question, and I am giving the most accurate detail:- 1

can at the moment, as my records are not at hand.

, I did not mean to convey that the whole 12,CC0 miles had;

been covered on the original tyres. The following details

niay be of interest :

—

Make and Size.—Dunlop 26in. x2J,in. (to fit 25m. rims)..

Front wheel and sidecar, "-Heavy": rear wheel. "' Extra*
Heavy

"

Distances.—Rear wheel : About 9,000 miles. Front wheel:

Up to date this cover has done 14.OC0 miles, and is nowjjim
the sidecar. Sidecar : This cover was changed on to the rear

wheel, and then on to the front wheel. It has just been

scrapped ; total life, about 7.000 miles or more.

I think that the results are most satisfactory, and show
how good modern tyres can be, and that chain drive is no .'

disadvantage from the point of view of tyre wear, if an

effective " cushion " is incorporated in the transmission.

I have never had such good results from motor cvcle or.

car tyres since 1906. C. H. STEPHENSON.

CLIMBING QUAY STEPS.

Sir,—1 see in " T.T. Notes and News " that there is 3

probability of a crane not being available at Douglas this

year for the landing of machines.
Should this be the case, motor cyclists will find that if

they adopt the method I have used, carrying the heaviest

"

solo machine up the steps is a very easy and simplo
matter. All that is required are two lengths of wood, or in

preference steel tube, about 2ft. each, these being passed ,

through the two wheels, the front one to be at the bad.- of

the forks, .and the rear one to be up solid also behind carrier

down tube. When carrying machines down steps to the boat,

place the bars through the wheels in front of forks and
carrier stays. On the T.T. boats there is always assistance

available. Machines carried in this manner cannot by any
chance be damaged, provided strong enough bars or tubes

are used. (Oapt.) A. E. BEARD.

(-9'
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FROM A MECHANICAL ENGINEERING VIEWPOINT.
Sir,—About July last year I commented upon the lack of

any worthy attempt being made at designing a two-stroke
lightweight machine from a mechanical engineering point of

view.

Without wishing to labour the point, or appear preju-

diced in the interest of any particular firm (I am not in the

trade myself), permit me to point out that the Poppe and
Packman machine illustrated in the issue of April 20th, from
the description given, is certainly a better attempt at design-

ing a two-stroke machine than the majority on the market
at the present time. DRAUGHTSMAN.

Manchester.

50 MILES PER WEEK WITH A BABY TWO-STROKE.
Sir,—I took delivery of a Junior Triumph in July, 1920.

I have not had a road stop excepting once last year for a

burst in the front tyre; in fact, the machine has never
required any attention at all, save a chain adjustment and
belt shortening at a garage about a month after purchase,
and decarbonisation of cylinder at intervals of about six

months since. Otherwise it has not been touched, nor have
the tool bags been opened.
The same belt is still running, and is only just being

shortened for the second time in its history. The back tyre
is unpunctured, and only needs pumping up every two or

three months.
I have used the machine regularly, winter and summer,

averaging 50 miles a week, in all kinds of weather, often
on very bad roads, and think this is a record of absolute
reliability which would be hard to beat. I can do a regular
25 miles per hour. H. CHALLEN SHARP.
GEAR RATIOS FOR TOURING.

Sir,—I drive a well-known 750 c.c. sidecar outfit,-and for

the to-vt ensemble have nothing but praise, but I am hot
pleased with the gear ratios.

Ignoring decimals, these are : 5 to 1, 9 to 1, and 15 to 1.

The top gear is ideal for bad conditions, e.g., 150 miles
against a nor'-easter, or when the engine is a bit off colour.

Also, it takes quite respectable pimples "on the run." For
normal running, under favourable circumstances, it is on the
low side.

Second gear is far too low, and on hills just above top-

gear compass entails a monotonous 10 m.p.h. grind on quarter
throttle, or fearful " revs.," neither being much to my liking.

Its lowness encourages hanging on to top, when with a more
reasonable ratio a change down would be made.
As regards the bottom ratio, I can honestly say I have used

it seriously twice only in 2j years. I always start from rest,

and turn round in the street on it, both of which could be
easily done on a much higher ratio. I do not go mountain-
hunting from choice, but use the machine like 90 per cent,

of other motorists, as a means of transport for business and
pleasure. For all practical purposes, my mount is en the
same footing as the two-speed Enfield.

I may say I have tried an engine sprocket with one more
tooth, but the experiment was not a success. It made the top
gear about right, but, as it lessened my top gear climbing
capacity, without seriously raising my two low bottom
ratios, it merely showed up the defects of the latter still

more by the increased number of changes necessary.
I presume we have to thank the various freak trials for

these low ratios being fitted as "standard." Would it -not
be fairer to the majority to fit more reasonable ratios, giving
the chamois the option of paying for specially low ones?

A. E. M.

SIMPLE FOUR-WHEELERS.
Sir,
—

" Ixion," whose page I always read with interest,

even when I don't agree with him, wonders why the simple
four-wheeler, "the 8 h.p. 2-seater at round about £100,"
does not " drive the 8 h.p. sidecar outfit (and I presume the
3-wheeIed cyclecar) right off th© road." He finds that this
is partly the fault of the makers, who don't advertise (this

has not been the fault in all cases), and " equally the fault

of the clubs, who organise competitions fit only for chamois."
Well, I don't think that the clubs will level down their

competitions to the capacity of " remarkably cheap and
handy " 4-wheelers, which are unfit to compete, with the low-
powered sidecar: "Ixion" evidently thinks the same, for

he adds that " it is high time that somebody organised a trial

to show what such machines can do " (the italics are his). But
if they can do very little—too little to venture more than a
saunter on the highway—the trial would hardly be taken
seriously, and would not supply a good advertisement. I am
a little sceptical about the thousands who are waiting
anxiously for the potter-bus ; one meets them more often in
the correspondence column than elsewhere.
As " Ixion " himself says, the three big events of the

M.C.C. should be (he says " are," but that is hardly borne
out by the facts) "well inside the compass" of the simplest
4-wheelers. He would himself, if he were selling them, enter
"a big fleet" for the Exeter, Land's End, and Edinburgh
runs. Hotspur's words occur to one :

Why so can I and so r.an any man.
But will they run if you do enter them ?

As a matter of fact, a number of these machines were
entered for all three events in 1921, and only two obtained
first-class awards; very few finished. There are eighteen 4-
wheeled eyclecars of 8" h.p. and under entered for this year's
Land's End, but few of them come under " Ixion's "'

cate-
gory of " remarkably cheap 4-wheelers." I am writing before
the event, and it is possible that the results may modify my
opinion of the cheap 4-wheeler, but I can see no likelihood
of the simple 4-wheeled cyclecar " sweeping the sidecar right
off the road." H. GEORGE MORGAN.
LAPPING AT 60 m.p.h. ON A TOURING SINGLE.

Sir,—It may interest Mr. K. H. Leech and others to know
that I have covered a lap at Brooklands at a speed of
60.1 m.p.h. on a 4 h.p. Triumph with a perfectly standard
engine. This speed was confirmed by Mr. Ebblewhite. I
found it exceedingly difficult to steer at this speed, and
several times I was obliged to cut out in order to reoain
control.

In my opinion the standard 4 h.p. Triumph engine has dis-
tinct leanings towards speed, and I see no reason why one
of these engines, with lightened reciprocating parts and
slight detail modifications, fitted in a good steering frame,
should not pass the 70 m.p.h. mark. ARIEUMPH.

Isleworth.

CARBON FORMATION ON OIL-COOLED ENGINES.
Sir,—I read with interest Mr. G. Campling's letter in

defence of the oil-cooled engine, particularly in regard to
improved piston cooling. I agree with him that owing to
this improved cooling, carbon deposit is not formed so
rapidly as in the case of the average air-cooled engine. In-
deed, it is the latter type that is the greatest Offender in

this direction.

It would appear that to eliminate to a great extent the
formation of excessive carbon deposit, gummed rings, etc.,

designers should concentrate upon a more efficient exhaust
system than we have at the present day, one that would
completely scavenge the cylinder of hot exhaust gas, thereby
using to greater advantage the cooling effect of the incoming
charge. I add the usual disclaimer. W. H. W.

Coventry.

INACCESSIBLE CARRIER TOOL-BOXES.
Sir,—May I occupy a little of your valuable space to voice

my misgivings as to the true merits of the growing practice

of incorporating the tool-box in the carrier ?

At first sight this seems a splendid scheme, but :

—

(1.) The attachment of luggage (especially if it includes

several oddly-shaped parcels) becomes even more difficult

than in the past (c/. "Ixion").

(2.) Roadside repairs and adjustments would not be made
more pleasant by the additional labour of unshipping and

refixing one's week-end or touring suit-case, etc.

(3.) What is to happen to Ermyntrude and her Tan-Sad?

(4.) In certain cases (if not in all), the fixing of the rear

lamp (when it is again compulsory) is going to be a

problem.
(5.) One of the cross tubes of the carrier provides quite

the best grip for heaving the' 'bus on to its stand (again, cf.

"Ixion").
I wonder if others share my doubts? Or am I rust a

prejudiced IGNORAMUS?
London, N. 15.
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ARTIFICIAL OBSTACLES.
Sir,—I believe that it is a legal paradox that "the greater

the truth the greater the libel." Accordingly, though it is

open to anyone to criticise- vindictively the abstract subject of

the conduct of a competition, it is not always policy or " lair

comment" to discuss frankly the conduct of any particular

competitor.

-With this introduction I content myself by stating that

after making exhaustive inquiries I cannot find any confir-

mation of Mr. Cock's allegation that artificial obstructions

were placed on the course of the East Midland Open Trial by
marshals. K. S. TOPPING.

(Hon. Sec, East Midland Centre, A.C.TJ.)

TRAILERS.
Sir,—Having been away oh holiday, I did not see your

report on the proposed regulations for road vehicles on
page 473 in your issue of April 13th, until I returned home.

I was horrified, however, when I read that it is suggested
that a trailer shall not be used behind a motor cycle and
sidecar. Why ?

I could understand trailers not being allowed behind solo

machines. In the old days I had a trailer, and I can see

very good reasons why this should not be allowed, but my
personal experience with my camping outfit last summer
proved that it was perfectly. safe and reliable.

I should not have been surprised if it had been suggested

that I should have to pay an additional tax, and I should

not have grumbled, but why the few people .who, like myself,

have found out the great benefit to health which can be ob-

tained in this wajr
, should be victimised, completely passes

my comprehension. G. A. WEATHERILL.
[Our correspondent is the author of an article which ap-

peared in The Motor Cycle for Dec. 29th, 1921, on the con-
struction of a trailer caravan.

—

Ed.]

ELECTRICAL TIMING?
' Sir,—I am pleased to note the A.C.U. has lost no time
in moving in the important matter of electrical timing, but
their move, although in the right direction, does not go
far enough. I think the opportunity of removing any
shadow of doubt due to the personal element entering into
timing has, for the time being, been lost, and the diffi-

culties and inconveniences already attending record attempts
been increased, against the one single advantage gained (ad-

mittedly a most important one) of a finer division of the
second. The suggested method is not electrical timing
of the vehicle, it is merely the electrical registration of
the time two separate individuals press two separate keys
or buttons—however accurately or inaccurately this may
be done.
In the past it has been necessary to consult, and frequently

await the convenience of, a certain number of officials,

probably miles away, before a timed event could be run.
In the future, apparently, this number, whatever it happens
to be, must be increased with additional inconvenience and
expense, and still without the elimination of. the personal
element, the effect of which is likely to differ even with
the same person, depending perhaps upon his liver, the
share market, or the weather. (This is not a joke. It is a
known scientific fact that the mental or physical condition
of an individual makes a great difference in reflex action,

and only a small difference is sufficient to determine the
success or otherwise of a flying start record attempt.)
At Brooklands there is satisfactory timing equipment,

always there, always ready for use with the laying down
of the strips. There are officials at Brooklands also always
there, experienced and capable of using the equipment.
Why, then, should it be necessary to make special dates,
pay travelling expenses, in addition to timing fees, etc.,

etc., to bring other officials to the track? Is not Brooklands
of sufficient importance to warrant a permanent, or, if you
wish, resident time-keeper? It should be possible to go
down to the track at any time and make official and elec-

trically timed tests without having to wait, and trouble time-
keepers to come from the city or elsewhere, and returns, I
am convinced, would amply repay the authorities.
The value and convenience of such arrangements would

also be incalculable, and, I feel sure, would meet the

wishes of the majority of the Brooklands habitues. - In any
case I fear there will always be a certain amount of dis-

satisfaction or doubt until, for short distances, true elec-

trical timing is used.
I make these suggestions without, of course, any reflection

whatever upon those good men and true who have officiated

to date, but merely because the press key method does not
eliminate the personal element, is not entirely scientific or

best under the circumstances, and the usual procedure
neither business-like nor economical.

JAS. L. NORTON.

USEFUL GUTTERS.
Sir,—I am glad to see that the Triumph manufacturers

have discovered how one gets all those nasty mud spots on
one's trousers when riding on wet roads with no overalls.

May I suggest that many other makers would do well

by fitting a "V " channel from the top to the bottom of

the front mudguard on each side of the wheel?
Taunton. "ALWAYS FILTHY."

ONCE A MOTOR CYCLIST—
Sir,—After reading my letter you will probably regard me

as a sort of Rip van Winkle. To explain myself, I may say

that at Easter, 1909, I bought an old chain-driven Humber,
with accumulator ignition, and old type of control, which
I rode until the end of 1910, when I had completed about
3,500 miles.

As the machine was becoming somewhat decrepit and
funds would not allow of a better machine, owing to the

demands of a rising family, I sold out, hardening my heart

against the desire of the sport. Since then I have neither
ridden a motor cycle nor even bought a motor cycle paper,

until—about a month ago when waiting for a train I bought
the old blue one at the bookstall, and, believe me, the fever

is on me again. RIP VAN WINKLE.
Heckmondwike.

EVgiV-DAV

WPBYtAP

% FASTtMASfER

DR. COUE AT BROOKLANDS. " Ixion " recently described

his very discouraging experiences at Brooklands with Dr. Coue's

doctrines, but, nothing daunted, C. F. Temple, the Harley-

Davidson rider, has now adopted the idea, greatly to the

amusement of fellow trackmen. Whether he will ha\ e more
successful results than fell to the lot of the writer of " Occasional

Comments " remains to be seen.
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Best in a Gruelling Test

The London to Land's End test is a severe

one of the worth of a machine. Of eight

I
machines entered ALL finished the

course without trouble and were awarded

4 Gold Medals and 4 Silver Medals.

100% SUCCESS.
Moreover, Mr. F.J. Watson, riding an Ariel 8h.p. Combination,

competed for the 6th time and again won a gold medal—5 gold

medals and special cup in 6 years—every time an Ariel.

That's the machine you want.

Carriagepaid bygoods train

to nearest agent's station.

ARIEL WORKS Ltd.,

3, B0URNBR00K, BIRMINGHAM.

In ahswerina this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." c.5
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Patents pending at home and abroad.

The. springs work independently, or

in unison, according to the pressure of

the body.

It is covered with a high grade felt "and
" Rexine " cover. The " Rexine " is quite

waterproof.

63/- From your Agent-
or in case of difficulty, from us.

WHEN ordering, please give weight of

rider, and the name andyearcf machine
to be fitted.

If it does not give you satisfaction you may
return it and have your money back freely.

Those 28 high grade

springs disperse road shocks

by a process of absorption.

lerry S spring seat saddle

wins Its way—day by day.

Another "convert" praises its luxuriousness.

April 25/22. Bournemouth.

"May I record my appreciation of your very excellent

spring seat saddle. I have recently fitted it to my 3-Mi.p.
' Rudge-Multi ' Solo, arid I can honestly say it is by far

the most comfortable saddle I have ever ridden.

My previous saddle was good, and many motor cyclists

have said ' most comfortable,' but Terry's eclipses it

absolutely.

Roads full of potholes I used to crawl over in fear and
trembling, with jars, jolts and vibration, I can now
cross as fast as the machine will go, without any
discomfort whatever. -

The ' Terry ' saddle, instead of decreasing the shock by
violent, vertical oscillation, disperses it by what you may
term absorption. It is the ' Berkeley ' of the motor cycle.-

To appreciate your saddle, one must try it on the road. In

the showroom it feels nice and soft, but one is inclined to

think that its efficiency is no more than any other good
quality saddle. The first ride over potholes dispels those
ideas, and I venture to remark that, having once bought one
of j'our saddles, many owners will retain their ' Terry ' saddle
when selling their machine.
Thanking you for such a comfort giving production.

[Signed) J. R"

P.S. You will be interested to know that this is the first

time I have ever written to

the manufacturers of any
article, praising theirgoods to

the extent I can the 'Terry'
paddle. ,So many things are
grpssly over advertised with

Pedal

cycle

size

30/-
each.

Bookl-ls
P si Free

THE SPRING AND PRESSWORK SPECIALISTS,

Herbert Terry & Sons, Ltd A

Manufacturers of high grade
:: springs, spanners, etc. :: 9

REDDITCH, ENG.
Est. 1855. 217/22

a In ansieenna t/iis advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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BLIZZARD PROTECTION FOR THE DRIVER.
Sir,—The recent blizzards and torrential rains make one

wonder why screens, similar to the B.S.A. mentioned
recently in The .Motor Cycle, are not in general use.

Why not an " Easting" on the handle-bars?

0. S. MOORES.

EQUITABLE INSURANCE.
Sir,—Mr. Siffken appears to have overlooked the fact that

all the leading offices allow a rebate of 10 per cent, on re-

newal premiums where no claim has been made in the pre-

ceding year of insurance. In this way Mr. - Siffken would
have an advantage over his young friend of many accidents,

in that he would only have to pay 9-10ths of the premium
paid by his friend. F. H. BEVAN,

Edinburgh Assurance Co., Ltd.

TEMPERAMENTAL ENGINES.
Sir,—I was more than usually interested in " Ixion's

"

reference to a " Moody Rudge Engine," which suddenly de-

veloped temporary abnormal power. I have a similar machine
just over two years old, which behaves in a similar way. I
am therefore delighted to take this opportunity of putting
my trouble before some of the "No. 8 hats." The symptoms
are somewhat different, however. The machine alternately

accelerates and decelerates with regularity on any but large

throttle openings. Of course, in this case the engine is run-
ning normally when accelerating and something causes it to

. slow up again after a few yards, the exhaust note dropping
to' a mere bumble. The throttle may be a quarter or one-

third open, but this goes on, the difference between the
"slow" and "fast" running being very great. On a long
run with a large (half and over, say) throttle opening, the
engine gets going, and keeps going, but the amount of throttle
required to get and keep it going varies with some
(.unknown) conditions.

I am not exactly a novice, and have gone over all ordinary
possible causes. I may say when the engine does get going
its performance is in every way up to Rudge standards.
What is my trouble, please? R. S. L. BOOTE.

Sir,—I read with much interest " Ixion's " remarks on page
494 relating to a Rudge engine which occasionally "runs
mad."
My present machine is a 1920 3^ h.p. Rudge Multi, and

ever since I had the machine I have noticed the same thing
occur, possibly on an average about once every fifty miles or
so for about a minute or two.

I have thoroughly examined carburetter, valves, ignition,

etc., several times in my endeavour to make the machine
always " mad," but am still no neare* to the solution.

My machine is anything but slow for a 3^ h.p. roadster,
but that extra " mad " bit if always available would con-
siderably shorten those long straight stretches of road
which seem sometimes to be too long when one's object is to
" get there."

If other " Rudge " riders have experienced the same thing,
it would be interesting to have the makers' 'views on the
subject, but I have always put it down in the past to some
defective adjustment which I had failed to discover

W. D. EDWARDS.
Sir,—After reading " Ixion's " remarks, I am tempted to

give my experiences with a 1911 3j h.p. Triumph which I
ride.

This machine is fitted with a Binks carburetter, and 1
always make use of the air brake when descending moderately
steep hills. When the bottom of the hill is reached and I

open the throttle I find myself the proud owner of a super-
engined 'bus, and I can also give the engine more air. After
"about 200 yards more or less in proportion to length of
hill traversed with air brake working, my engine becomes
normal.
What is the explanation ? The mere cooling of the cylinder

seems a possible cause, but I find that cooling by other
means, such as stopping for a little while, does not have the
same effect at all. The increase in power just mentioned is

very marked indeed, and I think that some of your readers
should be able to offer a suitable explanation of this curious
phenomenon. MX 599.
London, N.8.

FROM "SERVICES" TO "SERVICE."
Sir,—Recently I was riding on a fairly quiet road between

Hounslow a'hd Staines, when upon looking at ray petrol tank
I discovered that I should have to obtain a fresh -supply of
juice at the next garage; so when I saw the welcome sign
displayed outside what at first sight I took to be a church,
I pulled in, and gained the information • that it had been
a church in its better days. This seemed to me to be rather
unique, and I wonder if any of your readers can tell me of

a garage with a better past than this. ROYALIST.
Windsor.

POLICE HOLIDAY ACTIVITY.
Sir,—I notice a paragraph in a recent issue about police

activity during the holidays. I went down to Porlock to
see the London-Land's End, and between Tewkesbury and
Porlock we had to show a sort of pass no less than 21 times.
This includes the outward and return journeys.

I was also interested to see several of the Bristol Tram-
ways and Carriage Co.'s B.S.A. outfits, and very surprised
to notice that they were badly aligned, the machines leaning
in towards the sidecars to a most marked extent.

C. H. STEPHENSON.

OVERCOMING DEPRECIATION OF AWARDS.
Sir,—That the value of the gold medal in trials has de-

preciated as badly as the mark is proved by nearly half the
competitors of the "Victory Trial" receiving this once-
coveted reward, to use the remark of a friend : "Given
away with a pound of tea!" Can they be termed trials

at all ? The course is published weeks before the event, and
check times at stopping places are given. There is nothing
to prevent a competitor going over the course until he knows
it off by heart. With the modern machine and this know-
ledge the rest is simple. The course should not be made
public until the morning of the event; this would give all

a fair chance. . .

Now we all know that the modern machine fitted with
suitable gears will take us anywhere the wheel will grip

the road.

I suggest that maximum marks would be awarded to

only those competitors who completed the course on top
gear. Sidecarists would, of course, be awarded "bonus"
marks. This would show us exactly what the engine would
do on a given gear ratio, as well as put every competitor
on the same footing. It would certainly add to the sport

of the trial, and also the skill of the driver. >

Birmingham. ANASTIGMAT.
[We take it that our correspondent intends that easier

trial courses should also be chosen ; no machine would have

retained full marks over the Victory Trial route using only

top gear.

—

Ed.]
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The standard handbook on the motor cycle.P

P Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. P
P " HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." P
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" TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES." P
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P .4 TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." °
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Designers and Riders making Serious Preparations for the Island.

EXPERIMENTAL and competitions
departments of most motor cycle fac-

tories are working at full pressure

for the T.T. races. As usual, many firms

are behind schedule with the new racers,

but perhaps not so much so as in pre-

vious years. Certain it is, those who
have had their mounts on the road and
track for some time—everything else

being equal—stand the better chance.
* * * *

Two of the T.T. riders, Ivor Thomas
and Jack Thomas, are members of the

Neath M.C.C., the former being its

chairman.
* * * *

Detail- modifications will be found in

the Ivy two-stroke models, and the most
striking of these is the aluminium alloy

detachable cylinder head. Another
change is that a separate oil tank will

be fitted behind the saddle tube.
* * * *

Among the well-known firms which will

be absentees from the races this year is

the New Rover Cycle Co. Mr. F. L. Allen,

the general manager, informs us that it

was found impossible to enter owing to

the races being held in the week preced-

ing the Whitsuntide holidays—probably
the busiest week of the year for motor
cycle manufacturers. The Motor Cycle

pointed out the unsuitability of the
chosen dates due to (1) the proximity to

Whitsuntide and (2) the clashing of public

interest in the old classic London-Edin-
burgh run, which starts on the evening
following the Senior Race.

F. B. Halford, holder of the

500 c.c. hour record, on the

Triumph he will ride in the

Isle of Man.

In the Senior event the Scott machines
are to be 3j h.p. Squirrels, and they will

be ridden by C. P. Wood, H. Langman
and Ivor Thomas.

The New Comet entered remains practi-

cally unchanged, in fact the machine will

be the identical motor cycle used in the

last two Junior events. This is surely a
record for the Tourist Trophy Races.

*.-#.,**
In addition to the standard Norton

entry it is more than probable that at

least one overhead valve Norton will take
part in the race. The Norton trade team
consists of D. Brown, J. W. Shaw, R. T.

Cawthorne, H. Hassall, and N. Black.

Although two types of Rudge machines
are entered, they will be similar as regards
engines. Externally^ there is not very
much change in the design, though the

distribution of metal in the cylinders has
been re-proportioned and a new inlet valve
dome is a noticeable feature. The frame
of the Multi model is founded on the well-

known 1914 type, and the chief modifica-

tion in transmission lies in a simple pedal
operated control of the gear. The fact

that the wlieelbase of the three-speed
model is only one inch longer than that
of the Multi is something of an achieve-
ment ;. the weight has been kept as low as

possible and a close ratio Rudge gear box
is employed. A spring shock absorber is

fitted to the engine-shaft and an experi-

mental clutch is giving

most satisfactory re-

sults on the machines
which are now under
test.

There is a likelihood

of six 550 c.c. machines
having " a flutter " in

the Senior event. En-
couraged by the suc-

cess of the A.J.S. last

year there is some
method in this ap-
parent madness, but
will a " 350 " be good
enough to win this

year ?

* * * #

Certainly if designers
learned their lesson

last year the " 350

"

should be well beaten
;

but how many of the
competition staffs have
realised that rapid
acceleration is worth
more than an extra
mile or two down the
mountain ?

In the Junior Race F. J. Price will be

riding a 2-J h.p. Diamond, and not a

2| h.p. as stated in the official list/
* * * *

C. Waterhouse, the honorary secretary

of the Heaton Moor M.C.C., will repre-

sent his club on a Sunbeam in the Senior

Race.
* * * *

Some of the Rudge riders and staff

are already in the Isle of Man for a

preliminary look lound. Rumour has it

that they are using the new Multi with

foot control.
' * * * *

Howard Riddell, who is riding a

Rudge, took part in the 1913, 1914 and
1921 Tourist Trophy races, and did a

good deal of racing in the United States

in 1920.
* * * *

Naturally everyone will watch for the

appearance 'of the latest A.J.S. It is

yet too early to lift the veil, but there

are' excellent reasons for expecting an

even better performance from this make
than last year.

* * * ' *

W. L. Danskin, now a member of the

Rudge competitions staff, was a con-

sistent rider of Rover machines before the

war. He has had successes in the Lon-

don-Exeter and London-Land's End runs,

and in the last three English Six Days'

Trials.
* * * *

In the lightweight race two-iStrokes

outnumber four-strokes, and the chances

of this type are by no means negligible

since it is represented by manufacturers
of the highest repute.

* * * *

This year mounted on a Rudge, J. A.

Watson-Bourne is an experienced T.T.

rider. He just missed winning the

Junior T.T. on a Blackburne in 1920,

when he came in second, while in the

1921 Senior Race he finished fifth on a

Triumph.
* # * *

Last year considerable attention was at-

tracted to the Sun-Vitesse two-stroke with
its rotary inlet valve. A somewhat simi-

lar engine will be used in the forthcoming
races, but it is probable that at least one
of the three machines entered will have
an aluminium cylinder with steel liner. If

tests which are being carried out at the
present moment prove satisfactory, it is

not unlikely that all the machines will

be so equipped. The frame is neatly de-

signed, Webb internal expanding "brakes
being used both front and rear. A curious

departure from the conventional lies in

the fact that an oil tank will be fitted

above the top tube, while the toolbox will

occupy a position behind the saddle tube.

c8
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T.T. Notes and News.

—

Rates at which motor cycles accom-
panied by passengers are carried between
Liverpool and Douglas on the I.O.M.

-Steam Packet Co.'s vessels are : Motor
bicycles, 5s. ; two-seated motor bicycles,

6s. ; sidecar outfits 9s. ; motor tricycles,

9s.

Sidecars must be detached from motor
cycles when conveyed by the I.O.M.
steamers. **'.**
Cycle cars are charged at the rate of

4s. 9d. per-cwt. not exceeding 12 cwt.

Liverpool town dues are 2s. 6d. per car.

Licensed porters are authorised by the
Douglas Town Council to charge 2s. for

assisting in the landing of machines ; if

more than one porter is necessary no more
than 4s. may be charged. An extra 2s.

is demanded if a sidecar is fitted.
a * * #

From Monday, May 1st to Friday,
May 19th, there will be daily sailings

between Liverpool and Douglas on
weekdays at 10.30 a.m. On the Satur-
days May 6th and 13th the sailings will

be at 6 p.m. The steamers on this service

will be the Douglas and the Fenelia.

A double daily express service will be
run from May 20th to June 30th from
Liverpool at 10.30 a.m. and 3 p.m., and
there will be an extra service on Tuesday,
May 30th, and Thursday, June 1st, at

1 a.m.

Mechanical lubrication will be a feature of

the new Imperial T.T. machines. A worm
driven bronze shell with suitable ports is

rotated at 1/1 20th engine speed, while the

plunger is controlled by a cam track in the

cap. By rotating the cap the amount of

oil fed is infinitely variable.

From Douglas the return crossing may
be made every weekday at 9 a.m. or

4 p.m., with an extra boat on Tuesday,
May 30th, and Thursday, June 1st, at

12.30. (midnight).

Special excursions have been arranged
in connection- with the T.T. Races on
Tuesday and Thursday, May 30th and
June 1st. The boats leave Liverpool for

Douglas at 1 a.m. and 10.30 a.m., and
return at 4 p.m. and 12.30 (midnight).

Fleetwood to Douglas, 10.30 a.m., return

from Douglas, 6 p.m. Day excursion

fares : First, 12s. 6d. ; third, 9s.

* -X- * *

For a period of three weeks prior to the

races a nominal fee will be charged for

temporary registration of visitors'

machines.

To all intents and purposes the Island

is a foreign country, consequently, motor
cycles brought from there to Great Britain

are liable to an import duty of 33J%. In

order to avoid difficulty, however, machines
being temporarily exported from the

United Kingdom to the I.O.M. are

examined by -the Liverpool Customs
officers prior to leaving, so that they may
be identified on their return.

* * * *

Representation has been made to the
Royal Automobile Club by the Auto-
Cycle Union that the practising for cars

should cease until the motor cycle races

have been held.
* * * *

There will be no exhibition of T.T.
machines in Douglas prior to the races.

* * * * -

' As was the case last year, John Bull

milestones will be erected round the T.T.
course by the Leicester Rubber Co., Ltd.
These will be in place much earlier this

year, so that riders will get the fullest

possible benefit from them.

BACK TO RACING AGAIN.
Rudge Machines in Preparation for the T.T. Detail Modifications.

THE return of the Rudge to the Tour-
ist Trophy has caused considerable
interest. Concerning the Multi

model there is at first sight but little

change from previous practice, except
for the fact that the Multi gear is direct

operated by a rocking pedal on the left-

hand side. In addition to this the front
brake is now of the flat rim pattern,

similar to that used on the rear belt

drum so successfully in the past.

»A new inlet dome, facing forwards, is a

feature of the T.T. Rudges.

A new inlet valve dome, which allows

for very much easier gas flow, is the
most ohvious change in the engine, while

the Senspray carburetter faces forwards.

In addition to this the inlet valve itself

has been increased to 1-Jin. diameter.

Engine Improvements.
Though it is less obvious, the cylinder

casting has been very much improved,
''' -12'

and besides the fact that the walls have
been stiffened up near the head, the ribs

have been modified and are nicely

radiused into the walls. The compres-
sion ratio will be approximately 5 to 1,

a domed aluminium piston with a plain

skirt being employed. A special stain-

less steel exhaust valve and a large ex-

haust pipe are now fitted. In the Multi
model the gear ratios range from 3^ to 1

to 7 to 1, and John Bull belts will be
used; Dunlop cord 650x65 tyres are

fitted, but 700x80 covers of the same
make are fitted to the chain-driven

model, the engine of which is similar.

Clutch on Countershaft.

On the extended main shaft of the ;

close ratio gearbox is mounted- a new
dry plate clutch entirely made up of

steel pressings. This clutch is giving

admirable results, and is operated in

rather an unusual way. Both hand and
foot controls are used, operating through

the same Bowden wire, the hand control

actuating the clutch through the cable

and the pedal through the casing. A
Best mechanical oil pump will supply the

lubricant from a tank on the saddle

tube, and an auxiliary hand-pump is

fitted in case of emergency.

Carried off the front down tube, the

change speed lever is in a convenient

position, and the gate is splined on to

the supporting bracket so that it may be

adjusted to the convenience of the rider.

From the striking lever a control rod
passes to a quadrant similar to the nor-

mal Rudge striking quadrant, but the
quadrant itself is pivoted at the base,

The substantial clutch operating mechanism
and the eccentric gear box adjustment may

be seen in the above sketch.

and is locked by a stationary plunger.

The gear striking mechanism is particu-

larly simple and effective. The frame of

the chain-driven model is only lin.

longer than that of the Multi, and the

centre of gravity has been arranged as

low as possible.

Both filler caps are on the left-hand

side, so as to be convenient for the filling

stations, and large spring-retained caps

are employed. Tentative gear ratios, for

the chain-driven machine are 4.3 to 1,

6 to 1, and 8 to 1.
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he Scottish ©Days
* Trials
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Preliminaries at Edinburgh; Snow on Mountains Necessitates Poute Changes; The Start.

AS the competitors travelled north,
whether by rail or road, wide caps
of snow on the Cumbrian fells

roused forebodings which were amply
confirmed on arrival at Edinburgh.
Here the genial committee of the Edin-
burgh and District M.C.C. were found
busy revising the trials routes in re-

sponse to a barrage of telegrams from
various road" surveyors, local correspon-
dents, and others. '".Drifts twenty feet

deep over Cockbridge Ladder, and still

snowing," ran one of these wires.
The early date rendered necessary by

the congestion of the 1922 competitions
programme, and the usual scarcity ot

hotel accommodation, had already pinned
the Trial south of Inverness ; now at the
eleventh hour several of the' southerly
moorland areas were perforce cut out.

If report was to be trusted, the sodden
condition of what remained would more
than atone for any excisions, and by
Saturday evening, lightweight entrants,

remembering the "Arctic" Trial, re-

joiced that their machines could be eaT-

ried over snowdrifts in case of need.

Revised Routes.

Several of the observed hills were
affected by these last-minute changes m
the course. On Tuesday's run, Rinloon
and Cockbridge were exchanged for
Cabrach and Bridge of Avon (always
provided that the official plough could
clear the latter hill in time). On Thurs-
day Cairn o' Mount (north side) took
the place of Cabrach. On Saturday,
Tinto (of which nobody was afraid)
gave place to Tynron Hill, the subject
of many extremely alarmist rumours.
To-day's new route is :—Grantown,

Bridge-of-Brown (observed hill), Ach-

612

breck, Cabrach, Castle Newe, Ballater,
. Banchory, Cairn o' Mount . (observed
hill), Charterstane, Aberdeen.
To-morrow, Friday :—Aberdeen, Lau-

rencekirk, Forfar, Perth, Dollar, Fal-
kirk. Murrayfield Car Terminus, Edin-
burgh.
Saturday's route will be :—Edinburgh,

Broughton, Talla Linns (observed hill),

Cappercleugh, Moffat, Durisdeer, Tyn-
ron (observed hill), Penpont, Wanlock
Water, Biggar, Blackford Hill, Edin-
burgh (observed hill).

Customs House Methods.

The organisation of the Edinburgh
and District M.C.C. was always good
and improves annually. With a mini-

mum of fuss the 148 entrants were mar-
shalled on Sunday morning into the

darkest and least convenient garage ever

utilised for a first-class trial. Hawk-
eyed officials, doubtless with previous

training in H.M. Customs, went through

baggage and sidecars with fine-toothed

combs; the haul of illegitimate spare

parts included no fewer than five com-

plete magnetos, all duly confiscated.

Even tyre repair kits were opened for

examination, and as some of the ladies

complained that their suit cases were

ransacked, no doubt a female searcher

figured on the club staff. Quite a bevy

of ladies started this year, many as pas-

sengers on cars or sidecars, but two as

drivers of light cars, and three stalwart

heroines as drivers of motor cycles

:

Mrs. Hardee (Matchless sc), Mrs. Jan-

sen (Xer-a-car), and Mrs. Knowles (348

A.J.S.). A certain amount of cunning

had plainly been devoted to' the wording
of the rules, and especially with- a view

to discouraging doubtful claims for clean

ascents of observed hills, which caused

so much heartburning in 1921. The com-

petitors as a body regretted the neces-

The Ariel team on 992 c.c. sidecars. L. Newey, F. J. Watson 2nd W. Woodcock.
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The New Gerrard *trio. R. M. Wishart on a 482 c.c.' machine, J. G. Porter (269 c.c.)

and J. A. Porter (482 c.c).

5S3

Triumph, Harper Runabout, New Ger-
rard, 4-cylinder Henderson, McKechnie
spring frame, Ner-a-car, and the G.R.I.

The Hill Tests.

None of the new hills were seriously

expected to thin the ranks of gold medal-
lists. Year by year the promoters in-

crease their regard for Amulree and
Glendoe as tests which sift out inferior

machines and inferior drivers. Inver-

farigaig was transformed into a " special

award hill for 1922, an admission that

no disgrace is implied when a newcomer
fails to climb it after others have cut up
the corners. The entire trial ascends

these "special " hills, but no gold medals

are sacrificed by failure upon them.

Motor cyclists do not look with any
special favour upon the inclusion of light

car entries in their events. Twenty-five

light cars were entered this year, and
were started indiscriminately, in order

of entry—a system which contains

serious threais of baulks in hill climbs,

and creates much trouble about overtak-

ing along moorland tracks which happen

to be both narrow and rough.

The clothing question had obviously

been the subject of much thought. A
majority of the men evidently decided

that a Scottish May was wet and cold,

so they brought "Sidcot suits, flying

sity for dating the events so early in the

season. Quite apart from the tremen-
dous handicap imposed by bad weather,
many of the loveliest parts of the High-
lands are completely unattainable in

May, and others are shorn of half their

beauty until the forests come into leaf.

The spring was so late that at Edinburgh
on April 29th the trees were still black

and the daffodils had not reached their

zenith.

Newcomers to the Six Days.

Many of the trials entrants are really

making their debut in an event of first-

class rank, and the behaviour of their

machines will be closely scrutinised.

Among such are the Barr and Stroud
engines; 348 c.c. Raleigh, 496 c.c. Zertith-

Bradshaw, New Hudson cycle car, o.h.v.

Martinsyde competitors. A. F. Svmes and J. T. Bashall on 678 c.c. sidecars,

E. H. Gifford (498 c.c. solo), and W. H. Bashall (678 c.c. sidecar).

'-:
, _ - -.

The two B.S.A. teams of solo and sidecar riders. A. A. Farr, M. C. Breeze, L. L. Sealey (on 557 c.c. machines), and B. L. Bird,

S. H. Perrey and J. H. Walker (on 770 c c. sidecars).

15
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The Scottish Six Days Trials.—

coats, and other sub-arctic garments. On
the other hand, quite tropical tempera-
tures are hot unknown at this, time of

year, and a sudden change might yet

cause plenty of discomfort and fun.

The present" writer has gone south after

two consecutive Scottish Six Days (a)'

with his face peeled; (b) with chilblains

—so one never knows.

Details -of the Machines.

. On the whole there was surprisingly

little novelty among the competing
machines; and the few deviations from
catalogue specification were mainly those

of convenience, effected by the drivers

themselves. For example, Archie Cocks,

remembering a toss in the London-Land's
End Trial, caused by running off the

road in a blinding hailstorm, had en-

sured that this would not happen again

by fitting a small windscreen on the

handle-bars of his 600 c.c. Beardmore-
Precision outfit. The supporting mem-

Single cylinder sidecars. The P. and M. team on machines of 555 c.c. capacity.

G. M. Townsend, R. Lewis and P. Cunningham.

ber consisted of an old metal competi- stowing the more commonly used tools

tion number plate, suitably bent, which and spares in Cocks's sidecar,

also served in its original capacity. Much Another Beardmore rider, H. Greaves,

ingenuity had also been displayed in had the latest edition of that make fitted

The Dunelt team. C. W. Vallings, W. Chase, B. Cathrick on 499 c.c. sidecars.

with a Barr and Stroud engine ; the ex n
haust arrangements on this -machine wer *

particularly neat, the necessary cur.ve i I

the straight-through pipe being in a hori 3

zontal instead of a vertical plane.

Mrs. Jansen's"Ner-a-car had undergom

several modifications which converted i 9

very cleverly from a potterer's runabou*

to a pukka trials mount: An emergenc;i|

low. gear of approximately 20 to 1 wa|
provided by an auxiliary primary drivejl

a separate oil-tank adorned the fron

mudguard, feeding lubricant through ; i|

standard Best and Lloyd drip feed, am I

a double Bowden lever carburetter con I

trol replaced the twist grip.

F. W. Becker's spring-frame Mel
Kechnie outfit was to all intents am

purposes the show model already de
j

scribed in The Motor Cycle, but tin

designer's (W. E. McKechriie) own soli

mount was altered in ,
several respects

notably in the gear box, now a Jardini

four-speed, and in the provision o

rubber-covered stops to limit the amour,

of frame movement on the really bac

roads expected by the competitors.

Francis-Barnett lightweight team on 346 c.c. machines.

E. A. Barnett, S. M. Greening, and D. A. Atkin.

c 14

The Scott team. W. Moore, W. L. Guy, and G. W. Scott,

knee-grips are fitted on the tanks.

Special
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The Scottish Six Days Trials.—
Mrs. Hardee's Matchless outfit had an

Anzani engine, with neat covers for the
over-head valve gear, fed with oil from a
supplementary B. & L. sight feed in the
tank top.

Will be Watched Closely.

The Harper runabouts turned up in

good time, and caused considerable
speculation among th© onlookers "as to

the procedure on Amiilree—would the
riders remain tied up in their storm
aprons and, if so, what was going to
happen if they failed ? The drivers them-
selves, however, appeared confident that
the difficulty would not arise. Two spare
wheels and tyres were carried on each,
the wheels, of course, being detachable
and interchangeable. To use a well-worn
phrase, their performances will be
watched with interest.

On J. A. Watson-Bourne's big Brough-
Superior there was one of the latest two-
jet Bink carburetters, specially designed
for this machine ; the driver expressed
considerable satisfaction to us regarding
its behaviour. Above one-third throttle
it is almost entirely automatic in action
and acceleration is said to be particularly
good.

Two-Strokes.

Even less revolutionary were the re-

mainder of th© extra fitments. However,
the fact that the Scott team had fitted

knee-grips
_
of special design to their

machines is certainly worthy of note.
J. M. Philpot.'s little nest of spare spark-
ing plugs of all makes and sizes on his
Velocette also aroused interest and some
amusement, as did- the same rider's

massive thigh-operftted big car type of
bulb-horn, extending right down one , of
the rear stays.

The "5 h.p. Scott and Gasking," to
have been ridden, according to the pro-
gramme, by Donald Scott, did not
materialise, and its place was taken by a
269 c.c. Excelsior two-stroke, the only
representative of that make in the trial.

floral 585-

A plucky pair who have started the formidable trial on Harper runabouts, fitted with

269 c.c. engines. Armstrong Graham and R. O. Harper.

First Day—The Start.

The only non;starters were D. C.

Sangster (499 Sunbeam) and George
Brough (976 Brough Superior), but W.
Chase rode Pehrson's Dunelt,. Watson
rode Stock's Ariel sc., C. N. Faulcon-
bridge was on White's Rudge, and A.
Shepherd took over Handley's O.K. R.
Evans on a lightweight Raleigh, and
D. S. Bell (800 A..J.S. sc), were addi-

tions to the programme.
Just as No. 2 started away at the

lamentably early hour of 7.30 the rain,

which had fallen almost continuously
through the night, restarted; all the way
to Stirling it fell more or less continu-

ously, and even at this early stage belt

slip was not unknown among the light-

weight entries, for the tar macadamed
roads were simply awash. On the whole
this portion of the route was improved -

compared with last year, but it was, and'

always will remain, the most dull and
unpleasant side of the week. Sherriff-

muir Hill, four miles beyond Stirling, was
in an extremely wet condition, and caused
quite a lot of anxiety among the be-

draggled competitors. But Amulree re-

mained as dangerous as ever it was. No
alteration had been made to the first

day's route, and after climbing Trinafour
and Kenmore in the- afternoon the riders

returned to Perth.

FROM SINGAPORE TO LONDON.
TWO ambitious motor cyclists, F. A. F.

Johnstone (550 Triumph) and E. D.
Hill (348 Douglas) are endeavouring

to ride from Singapore to London. They
left on December 21st and rode to Penang.
Thereafter they found the roads unride-

able, so made, their way along the-railway

to Patalung, -where they joined the road-

way and got as far as Rompibun. Getting

their machines rigged up so as to be able

to ride along the railway track, they were
then unable to get the necessary, permis-

sion to use the lines, and therefore they
went on to Bangkok by train. Owing to

the total absence of roads and the nature
of the country through which they must
pass a considerable portion of their

journey will have to be done by train and

RESULTS OF THE LONDON-HOLYHEAD TRIAL.
LONDON to Holyhead by the main road

is as easy as the Ealing and District

M.C. Club's route over the Welsh
mountains at Easter was difficult, hence
the number of gold medals awarded is

comparatively small, and those received

are consequently weli earned. The results

are as follows :

—

. .

The Maudes' Challenge Shield and Gold
Medals.

Joint holders : V. Gavford (3 !/. Zenith-Bradshaw)
and Hon. V. A. Bruce (11 AC. car).

Gold Medals.
W. D. Pugh (31/, Zeuith-Bradshaw).

H. C. Nias (3V2 Ariel).

J. Hall (2% Trump).
W. S. Schooley (3y2 Zenith-Bradshaw).
P. Pehrson (4 Duiielt sc),
A. G. Wall (3 A.B.C.).
M. O'Reilly (5-6 N.U.T.).
F. J. Youngs (214 O.K. Junior).
S. M. Greening (2"-i Coventry Eagle).
S. A. McCarthy (8 Morgan).

Silver Medals.
8. E. Longman (3'/> Zenith-Bradshaw sc).
T. A. Ward (2~;i Slrrah-Blackburne).

Bronze Medals.
Mrs. G. M. Jansen (2Vi Ner-a-Car).
G. H. Goodall (8 Morgan).

Team Prize.
Zenith Motors—Messrs. Gayford, Pugh and

Longman 011 Zenith-Bradshaws.

boat. From Burma they proceed to

India, where the roads should present no
difficulties, and then pass on to Persia.

From Basra it is intended to use the rail-

way attachment through Mesopotamia and
on to Constantinople, after which plain

sailing is expected. The journey will take
about eight months, and the riders carry
enough petrol for 600 miles.

WORKERS AT PLAY.
In the Coventry Works Motor Associa-

tion's trial reported in our last issue, the

solo award was won by W. Dono
(Triumph), of the Triumph Works team;
B. Brandish (Triumph), of the Hillman
team, was runner-up. There was a much
bigger entry of sidecars, and out of the

twenty-three finishers in this class, G.
Bettridge (4 Norton sc), of the M.L.
Works Club, had the least time error;

the runner-up was L. Griffiths (Triumph),

of the B.T.H. team.

c 19
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ONLY OPEN HILL CLIMB OF 1922,
Well Supported South Midland Centre (A.C.U.) Event at Kop.

E. Searle (348 Sheffield Henderson sidecar) making a good climb. Fastest time of the day. G. Dance on his 492 c.c. Sunbeam.

FINE weather, a record attendance,

and George Dance's brilliant asr
cents of Kop Hill, were the chief

features of the South Midland Centre's

hill-climb on Saturday.
Everything possible ha*l been done to

make the event a success: police, R.A.C.
road guides, and A.A. patrols all co-

operating to regulate the dense traffic

and park the numerous cars and motor
cycles which bore spectators to this

popular venue. Some idea of the. vast

concourse of people present may be
gathered from the fact that 1,200 pro-

grammes were sold—the complete stock

—quite early in the afternoon.

One Run Only.

In many cases the events were divided
up into pairs—experts barred to experts

and general—and when this occurred no
rider rode in more than one event of the

two. For example, a private owner might
enter ' for the "expert barred" class

and also for the "expert and .general
"

class, and when this happened, although
his name appeared twice, he only rode

once, but his time was recorded in both
classes. This resulted in a considerable

saving of time. Even then, the event

which started at about 2.40 did not con-

clude until after 6.30. Fortunately there

were no formula results, and owing to

the excellent arrangements of posting

the times promptly after each perfor-

mance at the start and finish, people

were able to follow the competition with
interest throughout its duration.

Thoughtless Spectators.

Competitors had to wear T.T. helmets,,

and owing to this regulation one unfor-
tunate rider who fell off was saved fiom
severe injury. Until this happened the
crowd was rather difficult to control, and
Baragwanath, who rode an M.A.G.-
engined Matchless sidecar, and Bridg-
man (Indian sidecar) complained bit
terly of people wandering on the course
and obstructing their view of the road.
After the accident the Crowd sobered

down somewhat, and the course was
thereafter kept clear.

The first few classes provided little of

interest, save that a few of the private
owner entrants suffered from speed
wobble. Failures were of course rare,

and occurred owing to falls, of which
there were' only two, to a mechanical
defect, and to a puncture. The latter

trouble happened to Marshall (496 Match-
less), whose hack tyre punctured within
sight of the finish. Riddoch (986 o.h.v.

Zenith), the hope of the Oxford Univer-
sity M.C.C., smashed a valve spring early

in his climb, and, notwithstanding, came

up on one cylinder in 51sec. Fortunately

he had arranged matters so that the

valves could not fall into the cylinder.

Naturally Dance's performances on the

Sunbeam overshadowed all others. The
effect of his first superb climb in 28 3-5sec.

was most interesting. First he came up,

as the Americans would say. "like a

streak." Hardly had the noise of the

exhaust died away when no sound could

be heard except the clapping of the en-

thusiastic spectators. Then a moment's
silence, followed by the buzz of conversa-

tion made up of favourable comments on

his magnificent riding. People travelling

A big crowd witnessed the excellent sport on Kop Hill on Saturday last. E. C. E. Baragwanath
" all out " on his Matchless sidecar. He was disqualified on technical grounds.
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Inly Open Hill Climb of 1922.—
ip in 38-40sec. had wobbled dangerously,

nd yet this superman, moving at express
rain speed, had kept "the even tenor of

lis way." True his machine leaped from
crag to crag," but, notwithstanding, he
teered a perfect course. ,

Organisation.

So far as the organisation was con-
erned there were small grounds for
omplaint, but it is clear that in future
ipen hill-climbs should be timed by two
ime-keepers. Though in this case the
ield telephone worked perfectly, aaid

ilr. A. G. Reynolds was as accurate and
irecise a'S his own stop-watches, too much
iepended on the individuality of the two
ifficials who worked the buzzer at the
itart; and on more than one occasion
:ompetitors' times were missed alto-
;ether. On the whole the riding was
;ood, but certain private owners who shut
heir throttles before reaching the finish-
ng line should receive a course in hill-

:limbing before competing again. Re-
mits :—

Touring passenger motor cycles np to 500 c c
experts barred) :

—

D. F. G. Fitzgerald (490 Norton so.), 461/4 sec.
R. Pugh (499 Triumph so.), 47% sec.
N. V. Young (492 Sunbeam m.j, 48l/

5 sec.

As previous class (experts and general) :—
0. F. 0. Fitzgerald (490 Norton sc), 46% sec
N. V. Young (492 Sunbeam sc), 48ft see
E. Searle (350 Sheffield-Henderson sc), 5114 sec.
Touring motor cycles up to 250 ex. (experts

larred) :

—

S. M. Greening (248 Francis-Barnett-Jap), 41V=
ec
C. W. Johnston (247 New Imperial), 48ft sec.
G. L. Lake (225 Enfield). 59% sec (silver medal

astest member of Beds Auto. Club).

Touring passenger motor cycles up to 750 cc.
[experts barred) :

—

B. F. C. Fitzgerald (490 Norton sc), 47y5 sec.
N. V. Young (492 Sunbeam sc), 47% sec
Touring motor cycles as. above (experts and

general) :

—

N. V. Young (492 Sunbeam sc), 47ft sec.
E, Searle (350 Sheffield-Henderson sc), 51% sec.

Touring motor cycles not exceeding 350 cc.
[experts barred) :—
A. Fraser (349 Sheffield-Henderson), 37% sec.

S. M. Greening (248 Francis-Barnett-Jap), 41%
sec.

L. F. Peaty (348 Hawker), 48% sec.

Touring motoT cycles, as above:—
E. ' Searle (350 Sheffield-Henderson), 36% sec.

A. Fraser (350 Sheffield-Henderson), 37% sec.

S. M. Greening (248 Francis-Barnett-Jap), 41%
sec. -

Touring passenger . motor cycles not exceeding
1,100 cc (experts barred) :

—

E. A. Bridgman (998 Indian sc), 38% sec
C. Broom Smith (998 Indian sc), 44% sec
A. Fitzgerald (490 Norton sc), 47 sec.

Touring passenger motor cycles, as above (ex-

perts and general) :

—

E. A. Bridgman (998 Indian sc), 38% sec.

C. Broom Smith (998 Indian sc), 44% sec. .

N. V. Young (492 Sunbeam sc), 48 sec.

Spectators were kept well informed as to the classes being run and the times made by the

riders. A very excellent arrangement which other clubs might rollqw.

Touring motor cycles not exceeding 500 cc.

(experts barred) :

—

A. W. Thrush (492 Sunbeam), 35% sec.

R. Pugh (499 Triumph), 35% sec. •

H. James (490 Norton), 38% sec.

Member of N.W. London M.C.

Touring cycle cars not exceeding 1,100 cc. (ex-

pert and general) :

—

H. R. Godfrey (1086 G.N.), 41% sec
H. F. S. Morgan (875 Morgan), 45% sec.

C. D. Malby (1086 Morgan), 48% sec.

Any type motor bicycle up to 500 cc. (experts

barred) :

—

R. T. Grogan (490 Norton), 34% sec
E. A. Marshall (496 Matchless), 35 sec-

A. W. Thrush (492 Sunbeam), 36% sec. (silver

medal, fastest member Oxford M.C).
A. Fraser (349 Sheffield-Henderson), 38% sec.

(silver medal, fastest member N. London M.C.C.).

-Any type motor bicycle not exceeding 500 cc.

(experts and general) :—
G. Dance (492 Sunbeam), 28% sec
E A. Marshall (496 Matchless-M.A.G.), 35 sec.

E. Searle (350 Sheffield-Henderson), 42% sec.

Touring motor bicycles not exceeding 750 cc.

(experts barred) :

—

G. F. Bainbridge (745 Martinsyde), 34 sec
A. W. Thrush (492 Sunbeam), 35% sec. -

p. T. Grogan (490 Norton), 35% sec

Experts barred. Any motor bicycle not exceed-

ing 750 cc. :—
E. A. Marshall (496 Matchless), 33% sec
G. F. Bainbridge (745 Martinsyde), 34% sec.

A. W. Thrush (492 Sunbeam), 35% sec. (fastest

member Oxford M.C).
As above (experts and general) :

—

* G. Dance (492 Sunbeam), 27% sec.

E. A. Marshall (496 Matchless-M.A.G.), 33%
sec _ ,

Experts barred. Touring motor bicycles un-

limited :

—

C. Broom-Smith (998 Indian), 33% sec.

E. W Finch (996 Zenith), 35 sec. (fastest time

Slough and District M.C.C.).
A. W. Thrush (492 Sunbeam), 36% sec.

* Fastest time of the day (approx. 65 m.p.h.).

Motor bicycles unlimited (expert and general) :—

C. Broom-Smith (998 Indian). 33% sec.

E. Searle (350 Sheffield-Henderson), 37ft sec

Any motor bicvcle unlimited (experts barred) :—

.

G J. Read (996 Enfield-M.A.G.), 30% sec

C. Broom-Smith (998 Indian), 32% sec (fastest

time Bucks County M.C.C.).
L. Avery (988 Harley-Davidson), 35% sec.

Any motor bicycle unlimited (experts and
general) :—

G. Dance (492 Sunbeam), 28% sec.

G. J. Read (996 Enfield-M.A.G.), 29% sec.
.

C. Broom-Smith (998 Indian), 32% sec

In the next class for cars, the only

competitor was H. R. Godfrey (belt-

driven G.N.), whose time was (standing

start) 38 4-5sec.—a considerable im-

provement on his previous performance.

The length of the course was 902 yards.

DUBLIN HILL CLIMB.

THE Dublin and District Motor Cycle

Club held an open hill-climbing

handicap on Saturday last at the

de, Selby Quarries Hill, near Tallaght.

The various classes were well supported,

the 350 to 600 c.c.-solo division naturally

having the largest number of entries. In

this class the chief interest was centred

in the scratch pair, T. E. Greene -(34

Douglas) and A. A. Wayte (3^ Sunbeam).
The veteran Greene hardly rode up to

expectations and was decisively beaten by
his younger rival, who also won on
handicap. The handicapping in the

various events was not unsatisfactory,

and most of the men were brought nicely

together. The placed men in the various

classes were as under :

—

TWO-STROKE (UP TO 300 cc.) CLASS.
H'cap time.
min. sec.

1, J. H. Patton (214 James), 4 sec. ... 1 21%
2, D. Allen (2% Sun-Vitesse), scr. ... 1 23%
3, Dr. T. F. Broderick (2% Levis),

2 sec ' 1 32%
FOUR-STROKE (UP TO 350 cc.) CLASS,

H'cap time.
min. sec.

1, H. J. McNally (2ft New Imperial),
2 sec 54%

2, S. Wallen (2% A.J.S.), 3 sec. ... 5.5

3, F. Holmes (2% Douglas), 4 sec ... 1 3

350 cc TO 600 cc CLASS (ALL TYPES).
H'cap time.
min. sec.

1 A A. Wayte (31/, Sunbeam), scr. ... '44%
2, J. A. Adair (4% B.S.A.), 9, sec 46%
3, F. Holmes (4ft Humber), 2 sec. ... 48%

SIDECAR CLASS (UNLIMITED CAPACITY).
H'cap time,
min. sec.

1, D. Allen (4 Norton), 5 sec. ... 1 25/,

2, H. W. Nesbitt (3'/, Norton), 7 sec. 1 3"/.

3, J. Holding (6 Enfield), 8 sec. ... 1 14",;

Despite the political situation the

Dublin Club continues to hold successful

and well-supported events, olthough

some of the longer distance trials have

had to be abandoned this year.

C-2I
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Uimes to %iQht 3Lamps.
May 4th .. .. 9.25 p.m.

„ 6th .. .. 9.28 „

„ 8th .. .. 9.30 „

„ 10th .. .. 9.33 „
Number plates to be illuminated thirty minutes

earlier, vide Road Vehicles Registration and
Licensing Order (1921).

Heavy Fines Not Confined to Britain.

In the Borough Court of Durban motor
cyclists exceeding the speed limit were
fined £7 10s. for 30 miles an hour and
£5 10s. for 29 miles ; a lady motor cyclist

who did 37 miles an hour had to pay £5.

Watering Roads with Salt Water.

In East London, South Africa, con-

siderable damage is done to motor cycles

through the watering of the city streets

with salt water, which is highly deleterious

to mudguards and their fittings. It is also

damaging to the enamel.

Next Saturday at Brooklands.

Quite a good entry has been received

for the race meeting to be held by the

B.M.C.R.C, at Brooklands track at

2 p.m. on Saturday next. Attractive

features of the event will be the "T.T."
races, in which it is to be hoped some
of the actual machines for the I.O.M.
races will be seen on the track.

Disappointing the Amateurs.

Amongst amateur riders disappointment
is felt that the Amateur Road Race pro-

posed by the Manx M.C.C. has been
"turned down " by the A.C.U. A selec-

tion from the many letters received on
the subject will appear next week.

That Extra Brake !

At the conclusion of the proceedings at

Windsor Guildhall recently, the chairman
of the Windsor County Bench, Sir Wil-
liam Shipley, stated that in future, if

so many cases concerning motor cycles

which were not equipped with efficient

brakes came before the bench, the magis-
trates would very probably increase the
fine from 10s. to a much larger sum.

Bad Roads Round West Hartlepool.

So serious has become the state of the
roads around West Hartlepool that the
secretary of the Hartlepools M. C. ad-
dressed a letter to 900 local motorists
urging them to combine with the object
of getting the roads put into order. A
meeting was convened at which a resolu-

tion was passed calling the attention of

the Durham County Council and other
Councils involved to the appalling state

of the roads leading to the Hartlepools,
and urging that they should be put into

proper condition.

Special features.

1922 SPEED POSSIBILITIES.

MOTOR CYCLES OVERSEAS.
THE SCOTTISH "SIX DAYS."

Drive Carefully in Cambridge.
Motor cycles are immensely popular in

Cambridge, but as the streets are narrow
and, during term-time, are thronged with

pedal cycles, riders should proceed with

great caution. Traffic regulations are

being strictly enforced.

A Liverpool Picnic.

For the venue of the second annual

picnic of the Liverpool Centre of the

Cycle and Motor Trades TSenevolent

Fund, on June 7th, the Woodlands, Llan-

gollen, has been chosen. Full particulars

can be obtained from the Secretary, H.
Rawnsley, 120, Duke Street, Liverpool.

Parking Machines in Worcester.

Motor vehicles may now be left in cer-

tain streets in Worcester for short periods

without arousing police objection, so we
are informed by the A. A. The streets

are : Shaw Street (south side), 15

vehicles; Trinity Street (west side), 5

vehicles; Queen Street (west side—be-

tween St. Nicholas Street and The
Trinity), 7 vehicles; the Corn Market
(near Public Hall when not being used),

2 vehicles; College precincts, 2 vehicles.

LADY COMPETITORS IN THE SCOTTISH SIX DAYS' TRIALS.
Mrs. Hardee (998 Matchless sidecar), Mrs. Knowles (349 A.J.S.), Mrs. Jansen (21 1 Ner-a-car).
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ll Fields in South Africa ?

Oil has been found in the Winterton
strict, which, fortunately, is only six-

en miles from the nearest railway.

ileigh Extensions Completed.

To-morrow (Friday) the new works of

je Raleigh Cycle Co., Ltd., at Lenton,
iottingham, will be opened by Lord
tirkenhead. A special train will convey
e guests from London.

Moists and Fine Weather.

Although Spring-like weather is not yet

e order of the day, many more solo

lers are to be seen than a couple of

:eks ago. Most of the soloists 'favour •

(hi weights of medium power, and two-
irokes predominate.

French Hill Climb.

The enterprising Western A.C. of

ance is holding a hill climb on the 7th
St., which will be open to all types of

otor vehicles excepting lorries. There
ill also be a gymkhana on the same day.
le organisers are L'Automobile Club de
)uest, 34, Place de la Republique, Le
ans, France.

I Sunny Japan.

For the benefit of English and American
jotorists in Japan some rules affecting
iving are printed in English. We give

ferewith a few specimens :
" When a

jissenger of the foot hove in sight, tootle
je horn—melodiously at first, but if he .

ill obstacles your passage, tootle him
ith vigour, express by workings of the
jouth the warning ' Hi ! Hi !

'
" " Beware

I
the wandering horse that he shall not

Ice fright as you pass him by. Do not
Jcplode an exhaust at him

; go sooth-
igly by." ''Give space to the festive
bg. that shall sport in the roadway."
Avoid entanglement of dog with your
heel-spokes." " Go soothingly in the
,-ease-mud, as there lurks the skid-
:mon."

pen^Trial in Devonshire.

The route selected by the committee of
e South-Western Centre A.C.U for the

be"n trial on May 20th is a very sporting
lie, and should attract a large entry. The
I art will be made from Exeter, and will
tnbrace the lovely Exe Valley and the
jxmoor hills. From Exeter the competi-
jirs will run to Crediton, after which
•ley will encounter Bickley Hill, passing
jirough Tiverton they will come to
jinkem Hill, and then on to Templeton,
puth Molton, Rock Hill, and Barnstaple,
.here lunch will be taken. After lunch
jraunton and Coombe Martin will be
sited, and then the famous Hunter's Inn

;!ill will have to be negotiated. Passing
arbrook Mill, Beggar's Roost. Conutis-
jury and Porlock Hills will be encoun-
pred, after which the competitors will
puch the fringe of Minehead and pro-

ved along the main road to Taunton,
(here they will complete the journey.

j
Rules and regulations were issued im-

lediateiy after the meeting of the
ports committee of the A.C. IT., and
pplication for same should be- made to
Ir. S. L. Ward, 5, Hammet Street,

Taunton.

Fishy !

It is well-known that rain washings of

a tar-treated road are apt to kill the fish

in any river they may reach. A Joint
Departmental Committee appointed by
the Ministries of Transport and Agri-
culture considers that highway authori-
ties should give preference to asphalt
bitumen free from tar products for the
treatment of roads draining directly into
fishing waters.

At the Start of the London-Edinburgh.

Members of the M.C.C. committee,
competitors, and officials in the London-
Edinburgh run will be made honorary
members of the London Country Club
for the day, and will be able to make
use of the club for the purpose of getting

light refreshments in the afternoon and
dinner in the evening prior to the start

of the run, which takes place on Friday,

June 2nd, the day following the Senior
T:T. race in the Isle of Man.

American Records Cancelled.

All American claims for world's records

in 1921 have been disallowed by the

F.I.CM., as the persons responsible have
failed to realise that in the case of long

distance records a standing start must be
made, and in the case of the mile record,

only the average speed after two
attempts, one each way, is allowed to

made, and in the case of the mile record,

was made on a circular track, and it was
therefore urged that the mean speed was
not required, but the International

Federation have insisted that all short

distance records must be made in accord-

ance with their regulations.

.
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Land's End-John o' Groats Abandoned.

In view of the impossibility of finding

adequate accommodation for competitors
in Scotland, or of finding a suitable date
for the event, the End-to-End trial, which
it was proposed to organise this year in

celebration of the twenty-first anniversary
of the M.C.C. will not take place.

217,427 Motor Cycle Licences.

According to the statement issued by
the Ministry of Transport, the number of

licences issued for motor vehicles from
December 1st, 1921, to February 28th,

1922, show that there were during that

period 201,667 annual motor cycle licences

issued and 15,760 quarterly licences,

making. a total of 217,427. The figures

published between January 1st" to

November 30th, 1921, showed that the

total number of . motor cycle licences

issued was 357,359.

French Trials Reporting.

This is how a bad rainstorm is

described by a French journalist who
followed the Tour de France. " After Aix
heavy clouds pursue us. We try to

escape them, but to no purpose. They fall

on us, and it is a terrible deluge ; tonrents

of water descend upon us, the rain which
falls is cold, penetrating, punishing ; it

paralyses the bravest hearts. The nature
of the surface is difficult. There are roads
which are all stones, rough, jolts which
provoke numerous short and violent

oscillations, dangerous to the mechanism
and to the wrists of the drivers. We
reached Frejus in a veritable lake of mud.
The morning has been disastrous."

MODERN TR<\NSPORT MEETS ANCIENT CUSTOM.—Last week the Hocktide Court

sat at Hungerford to elect the officers for the year ; those elected are the Chief Constable,

officers of the town, and the " tuttimen." The latter have the privilege of making a tour

of the town and kissing all the girls they meet, giving an orange in payment for the kiss. As
may be seen, the sidecar passenger qualifies for the golden fruit

!
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[bfor Grclisfa Country Diar
On the Question of

Fogs in General with
Notes on Live Stock

and Open Gates.

Here, flying loosely as the mane
Of a young war-horse in the blast ;

There, roll'd in masses,—H. Moore.

POETS and painters

have rhapsodised over

the fleecy mist clouds,

.

but the motor cyclist' loves

them not. They are -worse

than inky darkness, for they

are impenetrable by the

strongest lamp, they cling

closer than a brother,, they
make us like unto the Father
Christmas of the greeting

card—and are altogether

soul-killing.

To watch a rolling fog
from the top of a mountain
is fascinating—when the fog
is in the valley below or en-

shrouding some distant peak

;

to be personally mixed up in

one on a motor cycle is an
abomination.

Those who live in the

country and use their motor cycles to get to business
in some neighbouring town have been greeted by the
fog in their bedrooms, they have looked out of the
window on to their own patch of the great round
world to see if the said fog was as bad as yesterday,
and have discovered it was worse. Then they have
buttoned everything which would button, and set off

on their journey, hoping that the meandering, unenter-
prising village cows will not be in the lane, that
platoons of ducks and geese will not be slowly
waddling to the green or duck pond, and that the
school-coming children will have the sense to go to

one side of the road or the other.

Dogs, Fog, Pigs and Milk Carts.

All these daily possibilities past, there is the
corner at which the dog always rushes out and which
we have in vain endeavoured to kick, and there is the
next corner at which we frequently find one or two
pigs—apparently stone deaf, and bereft of both sight
and sense—crossing the high road at the psychological
moment we arrive. They are uncertain enough in
blazing sunshine, but in the midst of a fog they are a
risk no self-respecting accident insurance company
woul(j take. Sundry milk carts returning from the
station, driven by boys with their hands deep in their
breeches pockets, and whistling with such vigour as
to endanger the retention of their front teeth and
exclude all other sound, are also to be contended with.
Altogether the ride from country to town in recent

c 26

Platoons of ducks slowly waddling to the green."

days has been a trial to those

with nerves, even if we did

go through " the Great War.
daddy," and in those years

take everything as it came,

and with our " Where did

that one go to, Herbert?"
make a joke of things which

carried death in their wake.

Only the other day the

grandmother of a boy who
will, come into a big estate

and a title confided in me
thusly :

'

' Stephen is bent on

having a motor cycle. He'll

probably get his way, too,

... if he does, he'll be cer-

tain to be killed. They're so

very dangerous, and he is so

venturesome." I comforted

her by saying I hadn't been

killed yet and that the boy

would be quite as safe on a

motor cycle as on some of

the young horses I'd seen

him riding.

Opening Gates.

There are a line of gates over a highway in York-

shire along which several motor cyclists pass each

morning. On each side are open fields with stock

running in them: It is an inconvenience to the farmer

if the stock get wrong—the gates are a daily incon-

venience to the motor cyclists and others who use the

road. The M.C.'s have come to an agreement that

the first to reach the said gates will throw them open

and leave them so for the benefit of those who follow,

the last comer to' close them. As in the case of gates

out hunting, however, the last man always imagines

that there is someone else to come.' The result is, the

farmer is furious.

Motor cyclists have to live their life in that dis-

. trict where folk are very locally 'minded and where

fat sheep and bullocks, turnips and crops are the main

topic of conversation. Consequently, with public

opinion against them, they, as sensitive fellows, ask,

" What should we do ? " To fence off those fields would

be an expensive undertaking, to dismount five times

to open gates is so irritating as to upset the equi-

librium of some M.C.'s (who do not salute the happy

morn too cheerfully when there's snow on the ground

or lakes in the road). The town motor cyclist knows
" nowt " about these field gates over the high road,

but we country cousins have much experience—and

this is the year of grace 1922, and not the days of

stage coaches, of toll bars, and Dick Turpin's Black

Bess which could jump over the gates at a pinch.

J. Fairfax-Bi.akeborough.
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A selection 01 questions ol general interest received irom readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope tor reply.

Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-

taining leg-d questions should bs marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement wit^ the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

ot the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dea t

with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality.

A QUESTION OF DATE.
Last year I purchased a motor

^Tl cycle wliiph was sold to me as'

a

'f 1916 model (a friend -was with
-j-l me when this statement was

made). I have lately made an
exchange for another bike at a garage,

and I stated at the time of exchange
mine was a 1916 model, which was
'quite agreed upon on both sides. Now,
after seven weeks, the man tells me he
finds it is a 1914 machine. I have
always believed it to be as I stated, and
the machine was taken in exchange
very readily at the time, and the' man
was perfectly satisfied with the bargain.
He now says I must compensate him.

.

Can he make me do so?—J.B.
From a legal point of view it appears that
there was misrepresentation of the date of

the machine, although this appears to
have been of an unintentional character.
At the same time, the buyer would be
justified in claiming the difference in
value between the two' machines of the
years stated, and you in your turn would
be in order in suing for a like compensa-
tion from the person who sold the machine
to" you. In view of all the circumstances,
however, it is very improbable that the
buyer would succeed in an action against
you, and before making any payment you
should take legal advice locally.

EFFECT OF IGNITION TIMING ON
NOISE.

You once stated in a reply to a
reader who complained of the
noise of his machine that you were
inclined to believe ' that his
ignition was too much retarded.

(1.) Will you please say wby this should
'affect the noise ? (2.) What is the cause
of eight-stroking instead of four-stroking
when running slow (machine not driving,
but out of gear)? The engine four-
strokes correctly on increasing speed
(1914 4£ h.p. Singer single).—E.W.

(1.) At large throttle openings the noise
of the exhaust is much more noticeable
if the ignition is retarded; obviously
with late ignition the charge in the
cylinder is still burning when the exhaust

valve opens, this resulting in a more
violent discharge into the silencer or
exhaust pipe. (2.) The trouble may be
due to an excessively rich mixture, or it

may be caused by an excessively weak
mixture, due to air leaks which dilute the
charge at slow speeds ; the latter solu-

tion is less likely than the former,
however.

Jmportant 2>ates.

Mon., May 1st, to Sat., Mavoth— Scot-
tish Six Days Reliability Trials.

Sat., May 6th—B.M.C.R.C. Members'
Meeting at Brooklanrls.

Sat. , May 13th-Northern Centre A.C.U.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., May 20th—S.-Western Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Tues., May 30th—Junior Tourist
Trophy Race.

Thurs., June 1st—Senior Tourist Tro-
phy Race.

Frl , June 2nd, and Sat., June 3rd

—

M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.
Mon., June 5th, to Sat., June 10th

—

Royal Scottish A.C. Light Car Trial.
Sat., June 10th—B.M.C.R.C. Open
Meeting at Brooklands.

Sat., June 17th—Yorkshire Centra
A.C.U. Open " Colonial Trial."

Sat., June 17th—Ealing and Dist.
M.C.C. 200 Mile Sidecar Race,
Brooklands.

Fri.. June 23rd. and Sat., June24th—
Irish Twenty-Four Hour Open Trial.

Sat., June 24th—Midland Centre
A.CJU. Open Reiiabiiity Trial.

Sat., July 1st—East S. Wales Centre '

A.C.U. Open Speed Trials.
Wed., July 5th—Eastern Centre A .C.U.
Open Speed Trials.

Wed., July 12th—French Grand Prix.
Sun., July 23rd—Belgian Grand Prix.
Fri., July 28th, to Mon., July 30th—
Anglo-Dutcb T'-lal in Holland.

Thurs., Aug. 3rd, to Wed., Aug. 9th

—

International Six Days Trials.
Sat., Aug. 5th, and Mon., Aug. 7th

—

Irish Two-day Open Trial.
Mon., Aug. 7th—West S. Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials at
Pcndine,

Sat., Aug. 12th—North Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Mon., Aug. 21st, to Sat., Aug. 26th—
A.C.U. Six Days Trials.

Sat.. Sept. 23rd—500 Mile Race at
Brooklands.

BALANCE OF A SINGLE CYLINDER.

Should the balance weights of

a 34 h.p. Rudge Multi be 'equal

in weight to the connecting rod
and piston, as I find mine only

balance the rod itself?—T.T.
The balance weight should be equal to the

weight of the rotating parts, plus approxi-
mately 0.4 of the reciprocating weight.
The former consists of the crank pin, big
end, and lower half of the connecting rod,

and the latter the top portion of the rod
with gudgeon and piston complete.

ENGINE RELEASE VALVE.

(1) When kicking my 499 cc.

Sunbeam over compression there

is a noise from the rear right-

hand side of the crank' case like

the escape of compression; It

appears to. come from what I can only
describe as an arrangement similar to
a screw-on greaser, except that it has
a hole bored in the head. I don't think
this noise should .be there, but as I

know very little about the engine I shall

be glad of your help. (2) Recently the.

oil feed was disconnected, leaving only
the 4 or 5 inch connection on the front

of the crank case. Immediately the
engine was turned over oil spurted up
through' the top of this in fairly large

quantities, and I cannot understand the
cause. I may say that for some time
the glass sight on the oil feed has been
blurred, when the engine is running.—J.E.P.

(1) The fitting you. describe is a crank
case release valve, and it would appear
that this has become partially obstructed

;

you should remove and clean it internally,

and make quite sure it is in good order.

(2) If the crank case release is not work-
ing properly, oil will be blown back. up
the oil feed pipe and this may account for

the obscuring of the sight feed glass.

Attention- ,to the release valve will no
doubt put matters right. If it does not
cure the fogging of the sight glass make
quite sure that the latter is not cracked
or insecurely bedded on its leather

washers at top and bottom of its chamber.
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CHAINS NEED ADJUSTMENT.

Some five months ago I pur-

rri chased an 8 h.p. Royal Enfield

I? sidecar, and drove it direct

LLi from the works, having since

covered many hundreds of miles,

the machine giving entire satisfaction.

About a month ago, however, the engine

developed a rather pronounced "jerki-

ness" at slow speeds, and despite all

endeavours I have been unable to

rectify it. I have decarbonised it,

ground in the valves, etc., without

results. This " jerkiness " is quite

irregular, and appears quite distinct from

misfiring. It only appears at moderate

pace and when accelerating. Can you

enlighten me as to the cause?—J.Y.F.

From the symptoms you describe we
suspect slackness in the driving chains

rather than faults in the engine. Pro-

bably the high gear chain needs adjust-

ment.

READER'S REPLY.
LACK OF SPEED.

Under the above heading in The Motor
Cycle of the 20th ult., "J.S.R," states

that at any speed over 15 m.p.h. his two-

stroke develops a serious knock. I have
a 1920 2 h.p. Levis, and I have exactly the

same trouble. I have overcome it for a

short time by having the big end tightened

up. This I have had done three times, but in

a very short time it is as bad again. Each
time I took it to the garage I was told that

the big end was not loose, but I had it

done : it is the only thing (that I can
find) that will stop the trouble. There
is nothing wrong with the ignition or

carburetter. If any other reason for this

fault can be suggested I shall be very
glad to hear it.—F.R.K.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions published

under this heading should be addressed
c/o The Editor, " The Motor Cycle,''

Dorset House, Tudor. Street, London,
E.CA, when they will be forwarded
dir£ct to the querists concerned. Bequests
for experiences should be accompanied by
a stamp.

" W.W." (Ipswich).—Single-speed Levis,
especially suitable for 6ft. rider.

"J.C." (Maghull).—Easy starting tips

for 1920 4 h-P- B.S.A. or most suitable

carburetter.
" J.G.T." (Yate).—Comparisons between

two-stroke and four-stroke machines for

long-distance riding.

"Inquisitive" (Ceylon).—1921 3£ h.p.

dual-purpose Sunbeam : Maximum speed
solo geared 4.9 to 1.

"R.A.R." (Rotherham).—Jet size and
consumption with Binks and Amae on
8 h.p. Matchless-Mag.
"H.E.R." (Bradford).—4i h.p. Beard-

more Precision sidecar.

"D.A.H.B." (Shorncliffe). — A.B.C. :

Speed, reliability of valve gear, etc. ; also

2| h.p. stripped sports A.J.S. at high
averages.

"J.A." (Bradford).—4i h.p. and 7 h.p.

James sidecars and 6 h.p. Bradbury-
Grindley sidecar.

h.p.

gears

New
and

"G.B.B." (Coventry).—Makers of -re-

commended tents for motor cycle camping.

"V.D." (Brighton).—2% h.p. two-speed

Raleigh.
" S.H.S." (Southport).

_

Imperial sidecar : Especially

transmission.
"T.A.M." (Newport, Mon.).-

for Binks on 4 h.p. Douglas sidecar.

"R.M." (Yeovil). — Morgan, popular

model.
"F.L.B.

type of

A.B.C.
"E.H."

pillion seat

;

Matchless.
" " H..G-" (Liverpool).—Volex dry battery

lighting sets; duration of light, etc.

"A.E?C." (Kensal Rise).—247 c.c. two-

speed Sports Levis with pillion passenger

;

also A.B.C. and A.J.S.

"Plug" (Lemington-on-Tyne).—1921 3

h.p. two-speed Ivy. .
-

" G.A.C." (Merthyr Tydfil).—Benzole

on 7-9 h.p. Indian : Action on cork float.

Particulars of any more convenient

exhaust lifter.

-Jet sizes

(Manchester).—Any improved
o.h.v. rocker mechanism on

(Maidstone).—Sit-easy tubular

also 29in. x 3£in. tyres on

To Supersede the Copper Exhaust?

A process whereby steel or other pipes

are given a coating of aluminium has been

devised by Marsh and Wright, Victoria

Street, Weymouth. It is specially recom-

mended for exhaust systems.

Competing on ex-W.D. Machine.

The award of a silver medal obtained

by G. Kunn in the Victory Cup trial has

been amended to a gold. Kuhn rode an

ex-W.D. Douglas, reconstructed by the

Burlington Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., 7,

South Side, Clapham Common, London,
S.W.4.

Dashboard Lighting-up Tables.

Small ivorine lighting-up tables suitable

for fixing on the dashboards of sidecars or

runabouts were offered gratuitously to

motor cyclists some weeks ago by H.
Taylor and Co., Ltd., 52-53, Sussex Place,

South Kensington, London, S.W. The
stock is not yet exhausted, and any appli-

cant forwarding return postage will

receive one.

The Use of Enamels.

Manufacturing the well-known Robbialac
motor cycle enamels is by no means the
only activity of Jenson and Nicholson,

Ltd., Stratford, London, E.15, for they
make all manner of domestic enamels and
varnishes, and have recently issued an
instructive booklet on house decoration
obtainable on remitting fourpence postage.

Instruction leaflets on re-enamelling
motor cycles and sidecars may be had on
application also.

MAY 4th, IQ22.

Will Club Secretaries Oblige?

Particulars of competitions organised

by motor cycle clubs are required by the

Competition Manager, F. E. Baker, Ltd.,

King's Norton, Birmingham.

Pedal-assisted Bicycles in Scotland.

Appointment as sole distributors of the

McKenzie lightweights in Scotland has

been given to Morris^ Russell (Scotland),

Ltd., 52, George Street, Edinburgh.

Found on the Road.

On applying to Mr. J. Crawford, motor

and cycle agent, Consett, the competitor

who lost a lamp at Shotley Bridge in the

Travers Cup trial on April 27th will have

his property returned.

British Products on the Continent.

Two of the principal events in Belgium

this year, the Coupe de la Meuse and the

Gillet Cup, have been won by British

machines ; the former by Ferdy on a

Sunbeam and the latter by Vanneste on a.

Norton. Both machines were fitted with

Bates tyres.

A.C.U. Fixture List for 1921.

Copies of the list of A.C.U. fixtures

and open trials for this year may be

obtained from 83, Pall Mall, London,

S.W.I, price sixpence. It also contains

a list of the clubs affiliated to the^ Union,

with the addresses of the secretaries. .

Local Machine's Win at Staxton.

In the recent Staxton Brow hill-climb

the winner in the 275 c.c. class was

mounted on a 249 c.c. Spa-Jap, and not

on a New Imperial as previously an-

nounced. The machine is produced locally

by the Spa Motor and Engineering Co.,

Scarborough.

Catalogues Received.

John Marston, Ltd.. Sunbeamland,

Wolverhampton : A catalogue full of

information relating to Sunbeam machines.

Joseph Kaye and Sons. Ltd., 93, High

Holborn, London, W.C.I: A catalogue

giving particulars of the famous Kaye oil

cans.

The Coventry Eagle Cycle and Motor

Co., Ltd., Foleshill Road, Coventry:

Folder describing Coventry Eagle super-

sports models.

A. W. Gamage, Ltd., Holborn, London,

E.C.I: "Everything for the Motorist."

A considerable section of this publication

is devoted to accessories of interest to

motor cyclists.

The Monopole Cycle and Motor Co., .

Ltd., St. Mary's Street, Coventry: Cata-

logue giving prices and particulars of the

Monopole range from the 2£ h.p. single-

speed two-stroke model to the 5-6 h.p.

sidecar outfit.

Brown Bros., Ltd., 22-34, Great Eastern

Street, London, E.C.2 : Particulars of the

Vindec lightweight two-speed two-stroke,

the price of which has been reduced to

£55, and of the Vindec 8 h.p. sidecar

outfit, which is now £160, including spare

wheel and tyre. Details 'of Duco side-

car chassis and bodies are also given.
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SERVICE

IF iUU Jtv IN li<W that one agent made a practice of lining the tool bags of all his
motor cycles with a £5 note, would it influence your order ?

Presuming such a practice to be quite legitimate (which, by the way, it is not) and other things
being equal, of course it would. Why ? " Because you would obtain greater ,

value for your
money."

Now the " lining " of each machine at Godfrey's is the Bank Note of Service, the value of which
is not to be measured in units of 5, but, like the hypothetical bank note, is good for any length
of time.

Service, with Godfrey's, is a fetish, arising doubtless from the fact that the members of the
firm are old competition riders and know by practical experience the needs of motor-cyclists.
And so every department of Godfrey's business is organised with one end in view—Prompt and
Efficient Service.

Godfrey's are prepared to take your present mount in part exchange and will quote you an
allowance price on receiving full particulars.

Should your capital be locked up you may desire to take advantage of credit terms. Write for

particulars of Godfrey's System. Our charge is 4 per cent, (except in a few cases where manu-
facturers have special rates). . One quarter down and balance in 12 equal monthly payments.

In the course of the last few years we have built up a large mail order business. If you have
any difficulty in obtaining spare parts, try Godfrey's. We carry full stocks of spares for B.S.A.,
Indian, Levis and Scott Motor Cycles.

Our works at 14, Miller Street, Camden Town, is staffed by experienced mechanics. Should
your machine need overhauling, write direct. Estimates given.

To sum up, neither the motor-cyclist nor the prospective motor-cyclist need have any hesitation
in putting our Service to the test. If we can be of any assistance to you quite apart from any
obligation to purchase we shall welcome the opportunity.

WE CAN GIVE IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OF THE FOLLOWING 1922 MODELS :

B.S.A., INDIAN, LEVIS, SCOTT, TRIUMPH, *
A.J.S., ARIEL, COVENTRY EAGLE, DOUGLAS,
EXCELSIOR, HAWKER, MATCHLESS, MORGAN, NEW
IMPERIAL, N.U.T., ROYAL ENFIELD, RUDGE, ZENITH.

OUR FULL LIST OF ALL MACHINES IN STOCK AND ANY CATALOGUE SENT FREE ON REQUEST

GODFREYS LTD.,

EXCHANGES

CREDIT TERMS

SPARE PARTS

REPAIRS

208, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, LONDON, W.l.
JPHONE—LANGHAM 1300 (2 lines). 'PHONE -WORKS—MUSEUM 2434.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.''
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THE

IN THE

3,700 KILO = 2,312 MILES

TOUR de FRANCE
SOMETHING LIKE A TRIAL.

ONE VELOCETTE ENTERED
GAINED

FOUR PREMIER AWARDS.
FIRST POSITION: -GOLD MEDAL.
CITY OF COLMAR :—GOLD MEDAL.

MOTOR CYCLE CLUB BEZONTIN PRIZE.
CLUB DU NORD:—SILVER PLAQUETTE.

No other Lightweight (2 stroke or 4 stroke) can claim such a magnificent Success. Remember All Machines were Sealed

Send for Catalogue—free from

VELOCE LTD., Victoria Rd., Sixways, Aston, BIRMINGHAM.

NO MORE PERPLEXITY
8/6 each. Post free

Write for leaflet- A/B.

Definitely enables you to see a
spark take place at Plug Points.

Whether sparking regular or not
Whether points sooted or insn-
lator cracked.
Indicates " shorted " Plug.

SIMPLY A MATTER
OF PRESSING THE
SK BUTTON

—

THE RUNBAKEN
Spark AMPLIFIER
AND TESTER ! !

(Paid. 139S0)

This highly finished

accessory is quickly

fitted to any type

of plus, and with

jts aid, besides giving

the generally recognised

advantages of an extra

spark gap in the high

tension current, has

also the following

advantages :

1. Confirms Magneto
and High Tension
Wire O.K.

Will cut out cylinder for testing

purposes.

Acte as thief-proof device.

Never necessary to take out
Plugs except when faulty.

THE RUNBAKEN MAGNETO CO., LTD.,
WORKS : DERBY ST., CHEETHAM, MANCHESTER.

'Phone : City 8266 (3 lines).

MANCHESTER : 28S, Deansgate
LONDON : 142, Gt. Portland St, W.I
LEEDS : 94, Albion Street

LIVERPOOL : 16, Colquitt Street
BIRMINGHAM : 192, Corporation St.

BRISTOL : 14, Colston Street
SCOTLAND : F. W. Murray, 34-36, Bath Street,

Glasgow
PARIS : 40, Rue Brunei - - -

'Phone : Centra' 7342.
'Phone: Museum 3905.
'Phone : 27219.
'Phone : 605 Royal.
'Phone : Central 2059.
'Phone : 3728.

'Phone : Douglas ^784.
'Phone : Wagram 50-n

FEDERAL
"* cfwo^Stroke ~ "" *

fitted with z\ h.p. Villiers Engine,

the Federal

SOLVES the PRICE PROBLEM
AT 38 GUINEAS.

Fitted with two-speed, 48 Guineas ;

with two-speed, clutch and kick start,

53 Guineas.

Designed Jot comjort and ease, its con-

struction is a sound piece of engineering.

Send to C.W.S. Motor Cycle Works, Tyselcy, Birmingham,

for specification of the trusty, speedy, & popular "Federal."

C30 In ansicering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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To Agents and Riders-

SUPPLIES MAY BE

DIFFICULT, THEREFORE, BOOK
YOUR ORDERS FOR

VE RRAH
MOTORCYCLES

NOW, IN GOOD TIME FOR WHITSUNTIDE
VICTORY CUP TRIAL ----- Two Gold and One Silnr Medal.

A.C.U WESTERN CENTRE - - - First Class award.

A.C.U. EAST MIDLAND CENTRE - Gold Medal.

SANGSTER CUP TRIAL- - - - - One Sdoer and One Brcnze Medal.

ALFRED WISEMAN Ltd., Glover St., BIRMINGHAM.
Telegram; VERCS, BIRMINGHAM. Telephones VICTORIA 5I0 & 561.

=MOTOR CYCLE CLOTHING OF DISTINCTION^
RITCHIE PATENT SPLIT OVERALLS
In Two Styles—" TREWSO " and " TAB." Potent No. 10677

Specially designed to meet the requirements of the business

man, doctors, and all those wanting a quick on and off suit

without soiling hands or clothes no matter how dirty the

weather, and give absolute protection.

" TREnSO style are fastened with two long springs and tab at knee.

" TAB '
style are fattened with four patent undamageable press studs.

Nothing "just as good." ^Che world's best in workmanship.

"IXION" in his "Occasional Comments" in "The Motor Cycle" says—" The
best of its kind and I know of nothing to beat it."

THE IMPERVIOUS WATERPROOF CLOTHING
is guaranteed to keep you dry under all conditions of weather. All
proofings guaranteed for two years against decomposition.

The only clcthing that stood the test in Copenhagen for the 200
miles Trials in a heavy downpour of rain.

Can be procured from all the

principal Rubber Shops and large
Retail Warehouses.

Wholesale from all the principal

Accessories Factors.fREWSO.'
"TAB."

Sole Manufacturers : The IMPERVIOUS RUBBER Co., Ltd.,

38, FALFIELD STREET, GLASGOW. Wholesale and Export Only.
Tel gram? :

" ImDervious, Glasgow."

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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THE MARTINSYDE The SymbolofSuccess

WINS AGAIN!
LONDON—LAND'S END TRIAL

3
Easter, 1922

SOLO MACHINES ENTERED

%3 FINISHED

t3 GOLD MEDALS AWARDED
"THE TWIN TO WIN"

The SymbolofSuccess

MARTINSYDE LTD
MAYBURY HILL.WOKING. SURREY

telephone -.—

"WOKING 551
(Tvvo Lines}

The B.T.H. "Sparklight"
combined ignition and lighting set for single cylinder cycle engines,

supplies lighting from the magneto without increasing the power

required to drive it, or affecting its ignition efficiency in the slightest

degree.

The set comprises a B.T.H. high-tension magneto with attachment

to automatically collect the lighting current ; a non-spillable battery

in metal case with switch ; and head and tail lamps complete with

bulbs, wiring, and fittings.

Two-StroKe Single

Type £13 10s. Od.

Four-SiroKe Single

(Solo) £16 16s. Od.

Four-Strohe Single

(Comb.) £17 10s. Od.

N.B.—We offer £2 10s. for any Magneto
replaced by a "B.T.H. " Sparklight " Set.

Write for particulars and quote CM. 4522.

The British Thomson-Houston Co. Ltd.

Lower Ford Street :: :: :: :: Coventry AufomaNc Charging Switch

Baby Triumph fitted with " Sparklight " Set.

«34 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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TELEOftAMB

:

"Montgomery Sidecars Coventry
TELEPHONE 470 COVENTRY.

sole proprietor:

yV. Montgomery.

The Motor Cycle

slowly, but surely,

W MONTGOMERY 1PQ

MONTGOMERY & CO.,
SIDECAR SPECIALISTS,

LEICESTER CAUSEWAY. COVENTRY.
Manufacturer's idea of a Sidecar is a big, heavy affair which

wears the heart out of your engine and a big hole in your pocket.

Montgomery Sidecars are the product

of a firm who have specialised in Side-

cars for over 20 years. Whatever make
of Motor Cycle you choose, insist on a

Montgomery Sidecar for distinguished

appearance, easy steering, comfort of

passenger, moderate cost and excellent

road service. MONTGOMERY SPORTING SIDECAR

/eifatixfiatthfS^fffjs^ Art catalogue free on request. Price £23 10 complete.

Successes of the " Sheffield-Bendersoii."

V ORt D'S AN© BRITISH RECORDS AT BRCOKLANDS.

W. D. Marchant riding a 2\ h.p. " Sheffield -Henderson " broke the

following records in Class "A" (250 c.c.) . (Subject to A.C.U. confirmation.)

BRITISH MILE
BRITISH KILO
WORLD 5 MILES

72.89 m.p.h. WORLD MILE .. 71.42 m.p.h. (International

71.96 „ WORLD KILO .. 71.88 „ (Mean Speed.

4min. 34' sec. WORLD 50 MILES. .58.99 m.p.h. WORLD 1 HOUR. .58.89 m.p.h-

Brooklands Meeting

April 8.

Three Lap Handicap
(350 c C).

W. D. M reliant . ?e ond

A. Frazer - • Fourth

Three Lap Private

Owners Handicap

C. H. Williams - Fir t

A. Frazer • - Sec ml

ghtoil Hi 1 C'iir.li

March 25.

A. Frazer

Staxtou Hill Climb

April 17.

F. Shepherd - 1 First

G. Hodgson - I Third

E. Seale - - 2 Thirds

Sheffield and Hall

M.CC. H II Climb

a Grange Hill

April 15.

I.. Pailley 8 Firsts

E. Searle - 4 Firsts

(Fastest Time of Day,

Solo and Sidecar.)

If you want
to win speed

events

buy a^

" Sheffield-

Henderson."

Jill "Sbeffie1d=Benderson" motor Cycles

are fitted with Blackburne Engines.

Catalogue on Reqtest ;

—

Henderson Motors Ltd., 73, Fitzwilliam Street, Sheffield.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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LONDON-LAND'S END RELIABILITY TRIAL
1

The Model de Luxe 4-eyItiider

HENDERSON
made its first appearance in competition in the

most strenuous English 24-hour trial ever organised.

Send for descriptive leaflet

(post free) to

MELCHIOR, ARMSTRONG &
DESSAU (LONDON), LTD.,

14E, GT. MARLBOROUGH STREET,

: LONDON, W.l. : : :

\-?ams

Vhone

' Melarm, London."

Gerrard 2462.

2 Hendersons & Sidecars started,
driven by W. J. Barker and S. Farley.

2 Hendersons & Sidecars
COMPLETED THE COURSE WITHOUT
MECHANICAL TROUBLE OF ANY KIND
AND FINISHED WITHIN SPECIFIED TIME.
CAN YOU WISH FOR BETTER PROOF
OF HENDERSON RELIABILITY?

EVERY Motor Cyclist

Should possess a copy

of this useful book

OTOR(YCLES
a.how tomanage them.

"Motor Cycles and
How to Manage
Them" is the stand-

ard handbook on the

motor cycle, its care

and management.
It deals with every

part of the machine,

and with all types

of machines, and
gives useful infor-

mation in regard to

keeping every part

in good order.

400 illustrations.

THE TWENTY.SECOND EDITION -revised and

brought up to date—is now on sale

Price 2/6 net; by post 'fiSSa) 2/10

Obtainable from—

ILIPFE & SONS Ltd ..Dorset House, Tudor St.. London, E.C.a

AND LEADING BOOKSELLERS

PINNACLE" SIDECARS
FOR

COMFORT, DURABILITY & ELEGANCE.

' PINNACLE 1

Light Tourer - £18 18
Bacing Model - £19 10
Sports Model - £26 15
Touring Models
£27 15 - £30 15

Particulars from

W. G. FEARN & Co.,
ALBION WOMS,
KING'S CROSS,
LONDON.

RENT-FREE ADVERTISING
Advertisers and advertising agents who are investigating economical

publicity methods should carefully consider the merits of

Always clean and attractive, they are appreciated by retailers.

Once in position they cost nothing, yet continually produce business.

Write for New Booklet and Specimen
THE BRITISH TRANSFER PRINTING CO., Ltd.,

Quinton Works, COVENTRY.
London : Dorset House, Tudor St., Ji.C-4. Manchester: 199, Deansgate.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

DVERTISEMENTs" in these columns

_irst 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

dimal word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

at charged double rate. Each paragraph is

efrged separately. Name and address must

blcounted. Series discounts, conditions, and

sjsial terms to regular trade advertisers will

bjjuoted on application.

I'ostal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

ajertisements should be made payable^,—£"coT
tiiUFFfi & SONS Ltd., and crossed

"

l asury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

Prisit. should not be sent as remittances.

All advertiss nents in this section should be

aUmpaniei with remittance, and be addressed

tithe offices of "The Motor Cycle," Dorset

Ijuse, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. To

tjiure insertion letters should be posted in

liie to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

1 the first post on Friday morning previous to

\. day of issue. Advertisements that arrive

ill late for a particular issue or that are

iiwded out will automatically be inserted in

iji following issue unless accompanied by

Uructions to the contrary.

All- letters relating to advertisements should

fate the number which is printed at (he end ol

f:h advertisement, and the date of the issue

i which it appeared.

,The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

J printers' errors, although every care is taken

avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
"or the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

Iressed to numbers at " Tho Motor Cycle" Office.

ieu this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

istration and to cover postage on replies must be added

I the advertisement charge, which must include the

rds Box ooo, c /o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number

I aDoear in the advertisement. All replies should be

'dressed No. ooo, c/o "The Motor Cycle." Dorset House.

|
dor Street, London, E.C.4. Reader's who rep y to Box No
citiscments are warned against sending remittance through

i- post except in registered envelopes: in all such cases the

t ol the Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope

buld be clearly marked " Deposit Department."

In the case of motor cycles offered for sale under a bos

mber as it is unusual lor these to be sold without first

in« inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers wih

iilitate business by embodying in their advertisements

:me mention ol the district in which the machine

'ered may be seen and tried.

MT DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
' Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

ay deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

jposit Svstem. If the money be deposited with "The
otorCycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

.The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

,ods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

nount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amouni

1 the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, but

the event of no sale each party pays carriage one way

'he seller takes the risk of damage in transit. For all

ansacHons up to (10, a deposit fee of 1 /- is charged ; on

ansactions over fro and under, £50, the fee is 2/6 ;
over

;o and under £75. 5/-; over £75 and under £100, 7,6

ad on all transactions over £100, *%. All deposii

latters are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street

;.ondon, E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should be

lade pavable to IlifTe & Sons Limited.

The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

idication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself 01

an Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

esirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

nswer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

Hence as an indication that the goods advertised have

heady been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

iauy enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

ach one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
4. B.C.

A
.B.C. 1921 Combination, speedometer, screen, etc.,

just overhauled; £95.-126, Upper Tulse Hill.

[3934

PARKER'S
BOLTON

:

Bradshawgate.

Tel. 1348.

C) MANCHESTER

() 245, Deansgate.

()
Tel. Cen 864.

BARGAINS!
SUBJECT

DEPOSIT

£25 SC0T
T-

SQUIRREL.

12 INSTAL- CASH
MERITS OF PRICE

Lucas lamps, Bonnikscn,
tax paid, as new £6 5 5 £95

£15 BRADBURY aod CB
sidecar, 1914.
2-spced, K.S, aud clutch,
fully equipped, tax paid £2 13 9 £45

£15
ALLOW, 1919.
2& h.p., 2-speed, H.C.
clutch, fully equipped,
speedometer, tax paid £2 13 £45

£20
A.J. S., 1921.

z% h.p., 3-speed, K.S.,
clutch, Lucas accessories,

tax paid, new condition £4 £70

£30
HARLEY-DAVIDSON,
1920.
7-9 h.p., eleclrically

equipped Combination,
speedometer, screen, tax
paid . £8 1 3 £120

£18
RUDGE, 1921.

3J h.p. Multi, I.O.M.,

fully eo/uipped, tax paid £4 £65

£10
DOUGLAS, 1914.

2$ h.p., 2-speed, fully

equipped, good condi- »

tion £2 4 9 £35

£40
SUNBEAM, 1918.

3^ h.p. Combination,
3-"speed, K.S., clutch,

equipped £5 7 £100

£25
N.U.T., 1920.

3V h.p., 3-speed, K.S.,

clutch, Lucas dynamo
lighting, new condition. £6 5 5 £95

£35
HARLEY-DAVIDSON,
1920.
7-9 h.p,, electrically

equipped, comb., hood,

screen, speedometer, new
condition £8 17 £135

£15
ROYAL ENFIELD, 1913.

6 h.p. and sidecar, fully

equipped £2 13 £45

£20
ALLDAYS-ALLON.1921.
Combination, fully

equipped, speedometer;
as new £4 £70

£25
DOUGLAS, 1920.

4 h.p. combination.
Brooks leaf - saddle,

screen, speedometer, tax
paid, fully equipped . . £6 5 5 £95

£35
ZENITH SPORTING
COMBINATION.
Fully equipped, Ace
discs, absolutely as new £125

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

5Q GNS.—1920-21 A.B.C., equipped, perfect 0,1-O dition, taxed December.—40, Aynhoe Rd.,
W.14. [3901

1 Q21 A.B.C., complete, licensed, lamps and horn;
-•-"£65.—Herbert Robinson, Lid,, Green St., Cam-
bridge. [3711

"|Q2,1 A. B.C.. 4-speed, fully equipped, as new; £65.
J-<l/ _28. Woodford Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone:
Maryland 2598. [3857
"1 Q22 A.B.C., latest _ model, in stock; £82, ex
J-eJ works. Exchanges.— Kent's, 417, Lord St.,
Southport.

'

, [4051

"I Q21 A.B.C., 3h.p., 4 speeds, standard model, abso-
J-«J lute gilt; £63.—37, Canterbury Rd., Balls
Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l. [4558

A .B.C. 1921 3h.p., 4 speeds, chain drive, kick start,
hand clutch; electric lamps, tax paid; £70.

—

Maudes', Walsall Garage, Walsall. [4681

A .B.C., late 1921; £78; Lucas dynamo lighting,
-^ Bonniksen, new type pistons, gudgeon, guaranteed
perfect.—17, The Park, G-olders Green. [3741

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd.-1920 A.B.C. (new in
1921) Standard, with Henderson sidecar, acces-

sories; £70.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [4215

A.B.C. 1921, dynamo model, 3h.p.. 4-speed, hand
clutch, all chain drive, speedometer, tax paid;

£85.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., London.
[4670

"1Q21 (October) A.B.C. Special Sporting Combina-
J-«-' tion, electric lighting, discs, spares, beautiful;
105 gns., exchange good solo and cash.—284, South
Lambeth Rd., Stcckwell. [4515

A B.C. 1920 (Oct.), Lucas lamps, horn, Tan-Sad,
-£* engine, enamel perfect, mileage 2,000, new spare
tyre; £70; exchange G.P. Morgan.—Shaw, Vicarage,
Huriton Bridge, Watford. [3368

"IQ21 A.B C. De Luxe, dynamo lighting, electric,
-1- O horn, specially tuned by well-known expert,
beautiful condition; £80; tax paid; any trial.—605.
'Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.18. [4308

Sparc Parts

A.B.C. spares.—We are the largest stockists of these
spares. Trade supplied.—Maudes' Motor Mart,

100, Great Portland St., W.l. [4587

Abingdon.
14 5-6h.p. Abingdon King Dick, 2 speeds, clutch;
bargain, £27/10.-19, Audrey Rd., Ilford. [425019

A BINGDON 3'/ih.p., N.S.TJ._ 2-speed gear, tax paid
^1. £25 or nearest offer

timer, Maldon, Essex.
I-linton, Woodham Mor-

[3239

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each a

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desii

Ace.

A.C.E. 1921 Combination, C.B., spring wheel, speedo-
meter, lamps, horn, tools, tyres as new, excellent

condition, any trial; £135.—21, Wontner Rd., Balham.
'[3599

A.E.L.

A.E.L.-J.A.P., 2 speeds, K.S., "brand new; £42/10.
'—47, Leigh Rd., East Ham. [3906

A..J.S.

£20.—2V>h.p. A.JA, sound lightweight, fine running
order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [4090

A -J.S. 1916 5h.p. Combination, new cylinders and
J\. pistons; £55.-126, Upper Tulse Hill. [3935

~fl O20 A.J.S. Combination, most lavishly equipped;13 £100.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [3851

6 h.p. Combination A.J.S., 1914-1921 clutch; £100
or near offer.—32, Bromley Common, Kent. [3441

A .J.S. 7h.p. 1922 Outfits; delivery tree anywhere.—
Write Merrick's Stores, Listerhills, Bradford.

19141

A .J.S. 1922 2"'lh.p. Sports and 7h.p. Combinations
in stock.—Clifford Motories, Eastwood, Notts.

[8S26

A .J.S'. 1920 Combination, electric, hood, screen,
spare wheel; £110.-17, St. Charles So.., W.10.

[3939
DAN GUY, -Weymouth.—1922 7h.p. A.J.S. com-

bination, £175: in stock. Dorset- trade supplied
[0817

A.J.S. 6h.p, Combination, 3 speed, detachable wheels,
recently renovated; £85.—Snow, Laurel St.,

Dalston, E.8. 4543

rQ21
A.J.S. Combination, electric, all on; £130,

*J as new.—James, c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow
Rd., Paddington. [4646

A.J.S. 1916, 2-speed, clutch, new tyres and tubes,
recently overhauled; price £40.—House Bros..

Pnriton, Bridgwater. [3350

A.J.S. 1913 5-6h.p., 2-speed, chain drive, kick start,

foot clutch, coachbuilt sidecar; £60.—Maudes',
Walsall Garage, Walsall. K684

dvcrtisement, and the date ol the isaue r J

ed, marked (P).
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A.J.S., 1915, 2";.',h.p., 3-speed, clutch,
drive, guaranteed perfect, tax paid; £42.-

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S.—All models from stock. Official Agents,
deferred payments.—Bambers, 2, Eastbank St.,

Solithport. 'Phone: 607. [6288

A.J.S. Combination, 1919, good condition, hood,
screen, extras; £85. ^- James, c/o Bradmores,

182, Harrow Rd.,- Paddington. [4643

A.J.S. 1920 6h.p., 3-speed, chain drive, coachbuilt
sidecar, all lamps, fully equipped, tax paid; £125.

—Maudes', Walsall Garage, Walsall, [4688

all-chain
._. -16, Wil-

loughbv Rd., Hampstead. Near Tube. [3740
"1022 A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination for immediate de-
-*-*J livery; £175, exchanges or easy payments.—Pre-
mier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [3016

"OOR A.J.S. 1922 models. 2%h.p solo, or 7h.p. com
-1- binations, get in touch with the N. London agents.
—Jones Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill. [0785

"I O20 A.J.S. Combination, Lucas dynamo lighting,J-" hood, screen, small mileage; £125.—Hillier (side
bell), 9, Wallingford Avenue, North Kensington. [4191

TJOBERTSONS Motors, Ltd.-192^ A.J.S. electric
--l* combination, luxuriously ' appointed, Bonniksen
speedometer; £155 —157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

[4214
*»37/10.— 2.;4h.p. A.J.S., 2-speed, clutch, speedometer,
cV lamps, horn, overhauled by makers last September,
new tyres, chains.—Swans, West Garage, Stratford-on-
Avon. :[4149

A.J.S., 1922, 7h.p. Combination; £175. Secure
delivery of this famous motor cycle by placing

your order now—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Bir-
mingham. [36S4
"I Ch21 A.J.S. combination, dynamo -lighting, spare
J-t' wheel, speedometer, hood and screen, mileage
2,000, perfect order, as new.—Offers t6 A. G. W. c/o
Tew, Petersfield, [3789
"1Q20 (Sept.) 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination (£220), ex-
*-** cellent condition, faultless, any trial; £125,
near.—Simpson Smith, Selwyn, Cambridge (Honlev,
Huddersfield). [3627
"I O20 A.J.S. Combination, Lucas electric lighting,
J-«J spare wheel, etc., guaranteed as new, little
used, genuine; £120.-31, Claremont Rd., Alexandra
Park, Manchester. [4487

\ .J.S. 1921 Combination, spare wheel, 3 Lucas
-£*- lamps and generator, also D.A. lighting, triplex
screen, tax paid, carefully used; £130.—Taylor, 5, New-
Dover Rd., Canterbury. [3472

1 Q22 A.J.S., with Plus One body complete, small
-*-*' mileage, in perfeot order; £178; exchanges wel-

89corned.—W. E. Line, late Coppen Allan,
land St. Langham 1601.

'3Q20 A.J.S. Combination, condition as ne 1

.R iy windscreen, speedometer, Klaxon, spare wheel, elec-

Gt. JP,

[3504

hood,

trio lighting; 125 gns.—James,
W.8. 'Phone : Western 4685.

91, Abingdon Rd.
[4311

1Q20 A.J.S.
-I-t7 meter, spare wheel,

A.J.S. Spares.—Immediate delivery .-

St, Ealing.

A J.S. Spares; prompt delivery.- _,
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton.

Combination, original tvres, speedo-
valves, etc., hood, screen,

legshields, pillion, splendid condition; £110; ap-
pointment.—42, Aunandale Rd., Greenwich. [3261

1 Q22 7h.p. A.J.S. Combination, Magdyno, sparelw wheel, Lucas electric horn, recently delivered,
costing £207; unsoiled, unscratched, taxed, mileage
negligible, genuine; £192/10.-51, Upper Richmond
Rd., Putney. [3084
6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, 1919, -mileage 8,000, in

splendid condition, sidecar just newly relined and
upholstered, screen, hood, luggage grid, spare wheel, 2
.tubes, tyres practically new, all •ols, lamps, speedo-
meter,, insurance and tax paid until, next year, anv
trial after 5.30; £120.—25, Woodlands Rd., Ilfonl."

[4546
Spare Parts:

-Kays, 8, Bond
[7538

delivery.—Cyril Williams,
T.A. : Parts.

[7901
Alecto.

ALECTO 31/oh.p., holder of 21 records on Brook-
lands, 2-speed ; £35 ; private owner.—Apply at

19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W. [4641

"IQ20 Alecto 3i/jh.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch and
Atf kick start, lamps, horn, tools, been overhauled,
tax paid; £32/10; would take push evele or old
motor cycle part exchange.—Box 1130, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [4081

Alldays.

ALLON 1919 2%h.p., clutch, K.S., accessories, good
condition; £45.—Brown, Nascot Lawn, Watford.

[3410
KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District

Agent for Allons; unequalled service, repairs,
etc. 13148

-|Q18 2%h.p. Allon, 2 speeds, in very good order;
J-*7 £25.—Maynard, 161, Bowes Rd., Bowes Park,
N.ll. [3964

£38.—1920 Alldays-Allon, 2 speeds, clutch, K.S.,
fuHv equipped.—143, Ravensbury Rd., Earlsfield,

S.W. 18. [4418

FOR PLEASURE or BUSINESS

BUY THE FAMOUS

MATCHLESS "Sports" comb. S160 cash

£41 12 down and 12 payments of £10 8 0.

Rigid frame model. £150 cash or £39 down and
, 12 payments of £9 15 0.

2-seater Dynamo Spare Wheel. £175 cash
£45 10 down and 12 payments of £11 7 6.

EXTRA EQUIPMENT.

Spare Wheel and Tyre £6 6 or £8 18 6
2 Screens £4 16
Hood £4 17 6
Hood Envelope . . - . . ,

,

9 6
Dyno lighting. .

,
.. £17 10 or £18

Acetylene lighting . . £5 or £7 5
Rear drive spdr £6 10

DISCOUNTS will be allowed if deferred payment
accounts are paid in 2, 4, or 6 months.

EXCHANGES.—Any make of machine accepted in

part exchange for a Matchless. Generous allow-
ances.

WE ONLY CHARGE «% for Deferred Payment
accounts.

tUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.fOpp. Gt. Portland
Street Station). 'Phone—Museum 4978.WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N. SO, Hign Road.

'Phone—Hornsey 1956.

WALTHAMSTOW. LONDON, E. 151, High St.
'Phone—Walthamstow 169 (2 lines).

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Alldays.

1 Q 14 4h.p. Alldays-Matchless ; condition, app
-«-*/ ance, perfect; £25.—Potter, Hollybush Cott
Pulham Market, Norfolk.

BARGAIN.—Alldays' Allon, 1917, 2%b.p., 2-sp
new tyres, tax paid, any trial or examinat:

£30.-61 , Grand Parade, Harringay.

1 Q 20 Allon, 2-speed, clutch, Lucas lamps, h
A«7 spare tube, tax paid, little used, like new; i

—Buttle, 56, Southwood Rd., Rains-gate.

ALLON 2%h.p., 2-speed, clutch, excellent condi
throughout, lamps, horn, speedometer, etc.,

paid; £30.—Totland, Station Rd., Orpington, Ken
[3

ALLDAYS' Allon 1920 2%h.p., 2-speed and
§gg

electric dynamo lighting, cycle tip-top condit:

45 gns.—Rood, 279, Globe Rd., Bethnal Green, 1

don. [3

ALLDAYS' Allon 2^4h.p., only done few m
looks new, tyres and condition perfect, tax p;

£45 or offer.—Jones, " Sunny Lawn," Burnham
Sea, Somerset. [3

4h.p. Alldays' Matchless, ball-bearing engine,

closed valves, 2-speed, T.T. model; £35 for qi

sale; licensed, guaranteed.—Aspell, Steeple. Ash
Trowbridge.

Ol GNS.—Allon 2-stroke, 2 speeds, footboards, lai

O-l horn, good tyres, tax paid, splendid condit

any examination, trial.—Seabridge, Hansler Rd., 1

Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. , [4

American X.

AMERICAN X. 7-9h.p. Combination, luxnrio

equipped; £67/10.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitch

near Tooting Junction. [3

ROBERTSONS Motors. Ltd.-1921 American
shop-soiled £90; 1921 combination, acceasoj

tax paid, £115.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [4

"JQ21 American X 7-9h.p. 3-speed with Mill]

-l-«7 coachbuilt sidecar. If you require a powe
high-grade combination brand new at little al

se<-wnd-hand price, write for our ,=pecial bargain

-Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [3

Ariel.

T.T. model, very fast, spies£ 25.—Ariel, 3'i.h.p.

A RIEL 3V>h.p., as new, sporting, fast; 23 g

-ii offers.—Neville, Littlewick, Maidenhead. [3

ARIELS from Stock from the live agents. Bar

and Son, Monton, Eccles. Tel.: 160 Eeoles

3
bridge.

O.C.H. have 1920 3V:rh.p. Ariel Combination, f\

pst

(near Tube) E2
'

\ RIEL, * immediate delivery, Combinations fi

Ih.p. Ariel Countershaft Combination, licence pji

2 £45—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Ci

equipped; bargain—5, Heath St., Hampst

delivery,
deferred .- -Pinn's Garage,-tt- £115. Cash _

High St., Fiilham.

1 Cfc 22 3V2h..p. Ariel in stock, touring model; cash,

e

i-*7 terms, exchanges; £95.—Longman Bros., 17, B 1

St., Ealing. Tel. : 689. I*

A RIEL 31/i'h.p., variable gear, decompressor, V>

-i semian sidecar, splendid condition; £26.—Ccm

45, Sankey St., Warrington. [4.

ARIEL 3V>h.p., Bosch magneto, splendid order,

frame, ride away; £15.-28, Woodford Rd., Foi

Gate. 'P-hone : Maryland 2598.

ARIEL —All models, casn or gradual paymei

Spares supplied from stock.-West Central Agec

Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0

ARIELS, the most reliable machines on the ro;

all models from stock; spare parts- sent a

where; trade supplied.-F Speakman. Ariel Esp<

Ariel Garage, 7, Rochdale Rd., Harpurhey, W
i.tiester Tel. 325 Cheetnam Hill.

Swire T*nrfn -

ARIEL Spares for all models, post free. A
Agents and Spares Service Depot.—Jones Gan

BrL>adway, Muswell Hill. N.10 (Ol

Bat.

ij Q GNS., exchange.—1920 Bat-Jap 8h.p., 3 spe

* ^J kick, spring frame, sporting sidecar, sen

equipped, fast—Seabridge, Hansler Rd., East Dulw

Sydenham 2452. [4

-i Q20 6h.p. Bat-Jap, Henderson Elite sidecar,

A*/ and H. lamps, Klaxon, speedometer, d

5 000, good running order; £95.—Hunt, 8, Gr<

away Gardens, N.W.3. £3

Kh.p. Bat-Jap, 2-speed, .cork clutch (new), i

perfect, engine perfect, 90 m.p.g., 60 ni.r.i

all on, fine condition, with good cane sidecar; £5£t

verv nea: offer.—44, St. Donatts Rd., New Cross, !

Beardmore
1 021V-, Beardmore Precision combination, 100 m
It/ as new; £75, or offer.—Taylor, Firth

Huddersfield. E4

GNS.—1920 Beardmore-Precision, 2-speed, f

equipped, taxed. Exchanges. — Kent's, '

Lord St., Southport.
44

i-..) j AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

ATNO 6h.p. combination, 2-speed, kick start, good
condition; £55 or offers; after 6.— 25, Lincoln

South Norwood. [3798

|18 CIvno Combination 6h.p., 3-speed, detachable
' wheels, good condition; £58; exchange.—110,
er Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [4202

jYNO, 8hj). J. A. P. engine,- 3 speeds and clutch,

detachable wheels, as new; £65. — 12, The
tdwav, Muswell Hill, N.10. Phone; 668 Horn-

[4015

A'KO, 2 1/i>h.p., 1916, stored 3 years, lately over-

hauled by makers, new Dunlop tyre, belt, tube,
paid, looks 1921; £26; evenings.—8, Walerand
Lewisham Hill. [3978

A'NO (1918) 8h.p. Combination, fully equipped,
licensed 1922, spare wheel, original tyres still on
in excellent condition; £80.-—Bunting's Motor

hauge, Wealdstone. 1.4477

jYNO Combination, 6h.p., 1918, 3-speed, lamps,
horn, 4 interchangeable wheels, screen, apron,

's licence, good condition; best offers.—Eaton, 25,
en's St., Kings Lynn. [3225

i.TE 6h.p. Clyno Combination, 3-speed, clutch,
K.S., coachbuiit sidecar, hood, screen, Klaxon,
trie lighting, spare wheel, luggage grid, thoroughly
hauled, superb condition; £70—Oscrclfc, 212, Bow
E.3. [3748

1 18 Clyno Combination, 8h.p. J.A.P, engine, 3
" speeds, kick starter, B. and L. automatic oiler,

oughlv overhauled, large 2-seater sidecar, hood,
fSj screen, lamps; £110.—Gurnev, 158, Well St.,

kuey, E.9. [3650

ISS DOOLEY.—5-6h.p. 1916-17, 3-speed, K.S.,
Clynos, in perfect mechanical order and renov-

1 like new, complete with tradesman's carrier;

e £55 each — Pleise n«"'-, Miss E. Doolev. 3^
yen Rd., Clapham, S.W-8. £4496

ANO 5-6h.p., 1916-17 models, re-built, re-plated,
enamelled black, 3 speeds, kick start, foot

ch, interchangeable wheels, chain drive, aluminium
s: combinations, £68; solo, £57, as new; de-

;d terms or exchanges. One commercial 4 cwt.
rier, £75.—Heam Bros., 94, Brixton Hill, S.W.2.

[3284
)mrr Parts .

jYNO Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [7540

Connaught.
rAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.— 2";ih.p.

Connaught, 1921, 2 speeds; £45. [292.

Lh.p. Connaught, 3_-speed, dutch; £26. — 32,

I Willow Vale, Shepherd's Bush, London. [3237

)i\'NAUGHT 1916, 2-stroke,
cellert order; £20—O.G.,

lamp, horn, etc., ex-
59, Scholeheld Rcl-

[3278

)NNATJGHT 1920, 2-speed, 2-stroke, equipped,
year's tax; £29/10.-110, Upper Richmond Rd.,

i Sheen. [4204

)20 Connaught, 2-speed, clutch, K.S., lamps, in-

sured, taxed; £27.—Hodges, Station Rd.,
tlebury, Kidderminster. [4053

122 Conna-ught, all models for immediate delivery;
' cash or terms, exchanges welcomed.—W. E.
;, late Coppen Allan, 89, Gt. Portland St. Lang-
1 1601. [3505

)22 Connaught, the super 2-stroke, for sidecar or

solo; cash or easv terms; inquiries invited

E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Green
1, S.E.10. [3259

I'onlson

|20 Coulson B., 23ih.p., 2-speed, spring frame,
" equipped and taxed; 48 gns.—284, South Lam-
1 Rd., Stockwell. [4516

)20 27'

4h.p. 2-speed Coulson B, overhauled ~bv
makers, all accessories, tax, insurance paid; £58.

lear; after 6.30.—" Nyons," Fernleigh Drive, Leigh-
lea. [3739

|21 Coulson 2^h.p., 2-speed, clutch. K.S., Binks.
" jack-stand, Stewart speedometer, lamps, spares,

perfect, tune and appearance; £65.—Do-ran, 69,
1am Hill, Ell-ham. [3612

3ULSON B 1921 4h.p„ 3-speed. kick start, hand
clutch, chain-cum-belt drive, fitted with Coulson

•ts sidecar, tax paid; £90.—Maudes', 100, Great
Hand St., London. [4692

)ULSON-BLACKBURNrE 4h.p., 2-speed. 1920.
bought 1921, under 1,000, re-enamelled and

ed, -very posh; £60.-130, Farnham Rd., Hands-
:h, Birmingham. (D) [3642

Vfll Coulson B., 4h.p.
f 3-speed, clutch, kick

" starter, spring frame, lamps, horn, speedo-
er, mirror, as new, tax paid, mileage under 500;
l or near offer.—28b, Coolhurst Rd., N.8. Horn-
356. [3309

ATEU921 model Coulson, very little used, in splen-
did condition ; price £60, which includes lamps
licence paid to end of vear; a bargain; specially

e-J engine.—Apply, London Motors, 61, Holborn Via-
t, E.C.I. [3766

k MOTOR CYCLE

$ REPAIR OUTFIT-

REPAIR OUTFIT - 3/6

SPECIAL NOTICE
If you expect a reliable article you
must pay a reasonable price. Ex-
perienced motor cyclists will tell you to

be let down on the road is an expensive
experiment. All goods offer..d by us are
guaranteed to give satisfaction.

To each purchaser we will present

AN IGNA SPARKING rLUG for

each cover bought. This advertise-

Our List

Price. Price

mtnt must be mentioned.

Size.

24 x
24 x
26 X

26x2J

Make.

26x2
X2,

26 •

26"

28 X
850 X

700x80

Palmer, ribbed
Clincher de Luxe. ex. heavy
Englebert, Passenger, rub. std

Englebert, Touring, rub. std.

Bates, special hvy., wired-on

Bates, special heavy, beaded
Dunlop, heavy rub. std. . .

.

Clincher de Luxe, heavy
Wood-Milne or Spencer lYloul

ton, extra heavy
Englebert, Touring, rub. std..

Dunlop, heavy rubber std.. .

.

Avon, Tricar rubber studded

.

Hutchinson, rubber studded .

Clincher do Luxe, ex. heavy
Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy
Clincher de Luxe, heavy .

.

Heavy, rubber studded
Goodrich, safety tread

Bates, special heavy -

Clincher de Luxe, heavy
Elite, extra heavy, 3-rib. . .

.

Englebert, Passenger, rub. std.

* Fits 6.0X65 Rims.
Bates, special heavy
Goodrich, safety tread

Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy .

Soly, rubber non-skid ......

Goodrich, safety tread

21/-

28,9
17/6
14/-

32/6
286
286
24/6

22/6
15/-

29 f6
26/-

25/-

246
35/6
32/-

27/6
40/-

29/6
25/-

56/-

32/6

50/-

40/-

30/-

21/6
46/-

29/_6

53/"

46/3
3S/6

40/-

37/3
35/6

50/-

49/-
41/6

40/3
49/O

47/6

52/6
56/-
2S/

3

66/-

64/9

68/-

67/6
64/6
63/-
69/-

BE LTS
Sates Avon
.tc, per fool .

1'

ll.IIIIE.CI

IN STANDARD
LENGTHS

J in. I in. 1 in 1£ in.

1/5 1/9 21- 2/5-

iiiit«gaiiiiiygaii«iiiiiiaiTn SS O BEST QUALITYU B E 3 GUARANTEED.
24 X 2, 4/9 I 20 X 23, 5/3 I 26 x 2i, 5/6

26 x 2, 4/9 23 X 2J \ -,. 28x3, 6/-

28 x 2\, 5/- I
X 2J J

s/0
I 700x80, 6/

These"special Clearance Lines are sent on 7 days'

Approval against remittance. CARRIAGE PAID.

m ^.~D-"-- a«-,

""l
1^."»-

YOU CANNOT BUY
FROM A BETTER FIRM

ORDER .THE

PHONE:

V/ttond

65S3
1-6SS1A

WAY
LONDON'S LEADING

TYRE HOUSE.

264>66,VAUXHALL BRIDGE R°, LONDON.SW,

&AT44.SURBIT0HR' KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

Please address allorders to Vamhill Bridge R*.

PHONE:

Kingston

Hojrs of Busiiesj 9 till 6 Sat., 9 til 1.

Steele

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Coulson.

COULSON 1922 models.—Deliveries now commenced.
Write for catalogues giving price and all latest

improvements.—London Motors, 6li Holborn Viaduct,
E.C.I. Telephone: City 4230. [3770
COOLSON 1922 models.—2'/>h.p., £67/10; 2-

4h.p.,
£78; 2-^h.p., o.h.v. (T.T. model), £95; 4V4h.p„

£95. Cash or deferred terms. Old machines taken in
part payment.—"London Motors, 61, Holborn Viaduct,
E.C.I. Telephone: City 4230. [3774

COULSON, 2';ih.p. Blackburne engine, 2-speed
Sturmey, clutch and kick start, lamps, horn,

complete kit and spares, excellent condition, fast, re-
liable, insured and licensed for 1922; £55.—Bergne,
367, Upper Richmond Rd., S.W.15. [3981

/"•JOULSON 1921 models.-Shop-soiled machines- at
^-> greatly reduced prices. Three only left; £65,
£75, £85 each. Cash, deferred terms, or old machine
taken in part payment.—London Motors, 61, Holborn
Viaduct, E.C. Telephone: City 4230. [3773

Coventry Eagle,
COVENTRY EAGLEVfLLIERS. 1921, flwvheel
V-^ magneto, tax paid, ail on, perfect condition;
£33.—Write, H., 47, Glengall Rd., N.W.6. [4354

Coventry Victor.
TO 22 Coventry Victor, Magdyno, Sturmey-Archer
*-** gear box, mileage 250; reasonable otters.—31a,
Fieldhouse Rd., Balham, S.W. [3546

Ualm.
J-VALM. 2-stroke, 3h.p., pillion, etc., splendid running
J-' condition; £25, near offer.—201, Essex Rd., Islin»-
ton, N. [3727

Dayton.
Ah.p. Dayton, T.D.C., 2-speed, Druids, tax paid,
4 excellent condition; £25, nearest; bargain.—

35, Cotleigh Rd., West Hampstead, N.W. [3955.

De Luxe.

DE LUXE 2-stroke, 2"!lh.p., 1920, tax paid, lamps,
horn, ride away; £32.—W. Taylor, 9, Charlton

Rd., Blackheath. [3262
TjiVERYONE interested in the wonderful Barr and
•*-* Stroud engined machines should read our adver-
tisement. See Parts and Accessories columns.—
Motorities. [3783

Diamond
(TITBB, 100, Northgate, Gloucester. Official District
~* Agent for Diamonds. Delivery from stock.

[8124
KICKHAM, Stokes Croft. Bristol, Sole District

Agent for Diamonds; unequalled service, repairs,
etc. . '3146

DIAMOND-VILLIERS, late 1919, tax paid 1922,
horn, lamps, etc., excellent condition; £33; after

7, or week-ends.—90, Suffolk Rd., Barking. (3570

DIAMOND (250 c.c. Super-J.A.P.), 1922, Sports
model, 3-speed near ratio Sturmey, clutch, all-

chain drive, spare sprocket, speedometer, licensed,
will do 58 miles per hour, onlv run 500 miles;
£77.—Holland, 183, Chester Rd., Macclesfield. [3630

Douglas.
TAOUGLAS—Great Reductions.

0-3.D.. p., 2-speed model; £68.

pin. p., 3-speed, clutch mcdel; £82.

2

OJth.p. Sports model; £115.

/•h.p. Combination; £165.

^h.p., 3-speed Solo; £110.

/Ili.p. Combination; £135.

ALL above models complete with beat quality larrjps,

horn, licence holder, pump, tools, etc;; delivery

from stcck; exchange^ and special payment terms i£

desired.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge. l[3705

DOUGLAS 1916, j'ust taken in exchange; £35.

—

Bunting's, Wealdstone. L4472

-| A16 Douglas, Bosch, equipped, any trial; £30.—53,
Xt/ Catskun Rd., Kentish Town. [4022

1 Q20 Douglas Combination, well equipped; £75.—24,
Xt7 Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [3843

ALL Douglar.es.—A trial order only is requested.—
Gibb Gloucester Phone: 852 [8121

DOUGLAS 2^4h.p., 2-speed, 1917, splendid condition;

£33, oilers.— 17, Byron St., Ilkeston. * [4559

£22.—Douglas 1912, 2-speed, fully equipped, tax
paid, good running order.—Below.

*| Q14 Douglas, 2^4h.p., 2-speed, tax paid, recon-
lt/ ditioned as new ; £30.—19, Grafton Mews,
Warren St., W.l. [4043

£33.—1915 2:'4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, equipped; year's

licence.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [4091

DOUGLAS 2 r:ih.p., fully equipped, unscratched^fine
machine; cheap.—33, Peiinard Rd., W. [3810

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motdr Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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iMOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

., tax paid; £45.
ten, 47, South King St., Manchester.

ft,

I Q 19 Douglas 25411.

p

DOUGLAS, 2-»peed, countersh
i order; £36.—28, Bourne Rd

T\OUGLAS, 1922

-itail-

[4385

first-class running
Bexley. [4540

2-"'ih.p., 2-speed gear, shop soiled;
only £69/10.—Attwood's Garage, Stafford. [3324

Combination, new 1920, exceptional
condition; £65—17, St. Charles Sq., W.10. [3941

LATE 1919 Douglas Combination, electric, nice con-
dition; 60 gns.—67, Fernlea 'Rd., Balham. [4519

"XTTAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2%h.p.
Vt Douelas. 1921. 3 SDeeds. clutch, etc.; £75.

- [2924
47 gns.

4h.p. Douglas
co

3 speeds, clutch,

2-speed, all brand new;DOUGLAS 2%h.p.,
few only left.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.

[4616
DOUGLAS 2 7/ilr.p., thoroughly overhauled, running

order; bargain, £23.—1, Austin Waye, Uxbridge.
[3725

"i Q 21 4h.p. Douglas Combination, as new; £95.-59,
i-*J Palfrey Place, Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W.8.

(4116
BRAND new 2*4h.p. Douglases at 47 gns. from

Allan Gruzelier, Ulster Chambers, 168, Regent
St. [4230

£30.-1915 2%h.p. Douglas, all on, tax paid, ride
away.—130, Southwark Park Rd., Bermondsev,

9.E. [3790

1 Q18 Douglas, 27;ih.p., 2-speed, fully equipped and
i-»J taxed; 37 gns.—284, South Lambeth Rd., Stock-
.tell. [4517

splendid appearance,
Portland Rd., London,

[4434

Douglas, almost new, unregistered; £45,
nearest offer.—25, Nursery Rd., Merton,

[4140

Q3b.p. Douglas 1911, splendid puller, fast; £10/10;
•V* gift—Saunders, 49, Riverside, Kingston-on-
Thames. . [4260

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2%ll.p., 2-speed, perfect, insured;
£35.—Sharp, 19, Doddington Grove, Kennington

Park, S.E. [3373

QQ gn .—Douglas, 1918 4h
.
p., . speeds, new tank;

*J *J exchanges.—12, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester
Rd., S.W.7. [4575

"J016. 4h.p. Douglas^ Combination, all

DOUGLAS 2-v,h.p., all

ride awav; £40.-16,
W.ll.

1 Q19 4h.]

S.W.19.

.. accessories,
licensed; £60—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green

St., Cambridge. '[3713

33h,p. Douglas. 2-speed, lamps,
4 licensed; £45 "

St., Cambridge.

DOUGLAS 4h.p., discs,

guaranteed; 43
Rd., Hampstead.

imps, horn, footboards,
-Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green

[3708

accessories, good condition,
gns., a bargain.—217, Belsi?e

[4358

models lor immediate delivery
cr deferred payments.—Kays, 8,

[7228

1 Q20 2%h.p. 3-speed Douglas and accessories, in
-i-*7 good condition; £60. — Bounds Garage, 223.
High Rd , Kilburn. [3593

DOUGLAS Combination 4h.p., late 1918,
dition, Sandham screen, taxed; £50.

Rd„ Catford, S.E.6.

DOUGLAS.—1922
Cash,

Bond St.,

exchange,
Ealing.

DOUGLAS Combination 1920 4h.p.,
start, electric and acetylene lamps

57, Bexley Rd„ Erith.

good con-
-195, Laleham

[3726

clutch, kick
£85.—Jnleff,

[3561

DOUGLAS, 1918, 2%h.p., splendid condition, for
late" Rudge-Multi, cash adjustment.—40, Lan-

caster Rd., Leytonstone. [3283

2-yih.p., 1916, perfect condition;
£37/10.-132, High Rd., East Finchley

•Phone:. Finchley 2338. [3618

-Ajl models from stock. Official Agents,
deferred payments.—Bambers, 2. Eastbank St.,

Southport. 'Phone ; 607. [6289

•J-VOUGLAS,

"TVOUGLAS.-

4h.p. Combination,
. good

Acacia Avenue, Wembley-

DOUGLAS
tyres, all accessories,

1 Q18 2 r).,h.p. Douglas, Klaxon.
-i- *s chain case, new carburetter

;

stead Way, Golders Green.

1918, 3-speed. good
condition; £75.—9,

[4041

lamps, tools, shields,
40 gns.—205, Hamp-

[3954

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, late 1919, perfect
condition; 68 gns.; would exchange.—110, Upper

Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [4201

1Q21 2%ll.p. Douglas, 2-speed, lamps, horn, tax
-x-*J paid December; £58/10.—Gritten, 69, Heath-
fiekl Rd., Wandsworth, S.W. [4265

"I Q18 4h.p. Douglas Combination, new bo'dy 1922,J-v in perfect condition; £60; any trial.—10, Ash
Grove, Cricklewood, N.W.2. [4323

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., late 1918, over-
hauled, perfect condition ; £85.—7, Atlantic

Terrace, Camborne, Cornwall. [4437

DOUGLAS 1916 2r;.ih.p., good condition; £35; or
exchange, with cash, for late Triumph.—Frost,

30. Offley Rd

E46

Brixton. (P) [4011

BAMBERS
FOR

EXCHANGES
A.J.S. & ROYAL ENFIELD

SPECIALISTS

NEW MODELS FROM STOCK

8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, dynamo £158

NEW COMBINATIONS.
7 h.p. A.J.S. Combination £175
5 h.p. ENFIELD Combination £140
.4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination £135
6 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination £165
5 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination £170
6 h.p. B.S.A. Combination £164
4i h.p. B,S.A. Combination £142
3i h.p. ARIEL Combination £125

SOLO.
2.; h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed . £55
2} h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed £68
2} h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-speed and kickstarter £82
3i h.p. DOUGLAS, Sports £115
3* h.p. NORTON, 16H £115
3^ h.p. ARIEL, 3-speed and kickstarter . .

.

£95
4i h.p. B.S.A., all chain £110
4 h.p. TRIUMPH £105
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, all chain £115
2} h.p. NEW IMPERIAL £73
3! h.p. ZENITH-BRADSHAW £119

ANY MAKE SUPPLIED.

BEST PRICES ALLOWED
for secondhand machines in

part exchange.

EASY PAYMENTS
BARGAINS.

Secondhand Motor-Cycles.
1922 sj h.p. ENFIELD, shop soiled £50
I02t 25 h.p. ROYAL RUBY. 2-speed £50
1921 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination £135
1921 4i h.p. HUMSER Combination £127
1920 2 j h.p. EDMUND, 2-specd £45
1920 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination £110
1920 4 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON Comb. . . £110
1920 2i h.p. METRO-TYLER, 2-speed £50
1919 6 h.p. JAMES Combination £85
1919 3* h.p. ROVER Combination -.

.

£80
1919 8 h.p. SUNBEAM Combination £112
1915/16 7-9 h.p.

1 HARLEY-DAVIDSON
Combination . .- £75

3^ h.p. BRADBURY, 2-speed, k.-s £25

DON'T "WAIT AND SEE"
WRITE NOW

2, EASTBANK STREET,
PHONE

;

607
SOUTHPORT.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas

TTfcOUGLAS Combination, 1919, 4h.p., triplex

-j Q19 Douglas, 2~'jh.p.,
-»-*> haust, equipped a

screen, hood, electric lamps, tax paid; £8
Curtis, Eagle House, Dursley.

[3J

£32.—

2

r,

4h.p. Douglas, 1917, lamps, horn, tax
new tyres, thoroughly overhauled.—K. Bal

11, Ridgmont Rd., St. Albans.

2 3h.p. 1914 Douglas, 2-speed, fully taxed, re
4 vated, good ty_res; £26.—Lawson, 66 "Pe

Vale, Forest Hill- Station, S.E. '

[3;

SPORTING Douglas, 2^h.p.,- 2 speeds, kick start I

clutch, long copper exhaust, footboard: ft
equipped, tax paid; £32. Be-low.

2 speeds, nickel plated
new, lamps, Klaxon, r

tyres, tools, etc., tax paid, perfect condition
; £45.

Marsharn St., Westminster. V<jt

DOUGLAS 1922 Solos and Combinations in st

—Agents, Birkenhead Motor Works, Old Bids'
Rd.. Birkenhead. 'Phone : 2047.

1Q19 Douglas Combination, recently overhaul.
J-£7 £80, or would paythe difference for 1922 Trier
srlo.—Roberts, Drapers, Wantage. [4;

1Q16 2-54h.p. Douglas, fully equipped, as 1A«7 througnout, re-enamelled, guaranteed perfe
£33.—7, Cowdrey Rd.. Wimbledon. [4]

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 3-speed, kick st;

paint "and mechanical condition perfect; £5E
O.G., 59, Scholefleld Rd., Holloway. [3;

Douglas, countershaft, Bosch, Binks, all

perfect running older; £18, offers.,-

Birmingham Rd., Si.ratford-on-Avon. [3t

DOUGLAS 2 54h.p., W.D., T.T. bars, open exhai
exceptionally fast, good condition, accessor]

£55.—Brown, Nascot Lawn, Watford. [3<

DOUGLAS 2"ih.p., 1916 model, very nice conditi

all accessories, tax paid; £34/10.—26, Ti;

Hill, Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton 1203. [4(

DOUGLAS 254h.p. late 1921, mechanically sou:

condition as new, fully equipped, tax paid; £

Oili.p.
<I4 in

—Raymond

£60,
c

15, Avenue Rd., Grantham. [42

or offer; must
jinbi nation, 1918
The Mall, Ealim

ell; buying car; 4h.p. Doug
type.—Parsons, Veterinary S
. 'Phone: 865. [38

DOUGLAS
little used,

geori

1921 2^,h.p., 2 speeds, all on, vt

small mileage, verv fast and powerfi

bargain, £55.—Norfolk Works, Worthing. [33

6) Hh.p. Douglas, 2-speed, all accessories, excellent ci^4 dition throughout, licence fully paid ; £32
157, Burntwocd Lane, Earlsfield, S.W. 17. ,. [39

DOUGLAS 2"'
4h.p., 1918, 50 m.p.h. speertomet

lamps, tools, guaranteed perfect; must sell; sac

fi.ee, £37/10.-453, Waterloo Rd., Blackpool. [33

1Q20 Douglas 2r'
4h.p., 3-speed, tax paid, all lam;

J-"*/ etc., perfect condition throughout; £55.—;
Belsize Park Gdus., Hampstead. 'Phone: 5590. [43 ;

£30 Douglas, '2r
;.'ih.p., 2-speed, 1917, new tyr. '

tubes, perfect throughout, all accessories, tax

till 1923.—145, Leander Rd , Brixton, S.W.2. [44

DOUGLAS 2^h.p. 1917, 2-speed, fully equippt
tax paid, fine condition; 38 gns., or nearest

Gidley, 7, Lankaster Gardens, East Finchley, N. {38'

DOUGLAS, 2 r'4h.p., 2-speed, 1917, fast, perfect, go
tyres, buffers, guaranteed throughout, lamps, too

bargain; £39.—Owner, 45, Charles St., Stepney. [41

DOUGLAS 2"
4h.p. 1920. 3-speed, posh lamps, t

paid, many spares, fast; £55.—Station II(>i

(opposite), Latimer Rd. Station, Metropolitan. [46

1 O|20 Douglas Combination, 4h.p., equipped

Canterbury Rd., Balls Pond R.,37

H
WAUCHOPE'S, 9,

Douglas, 1921,

Dalston, N.l.

[45

DOUGLAS, 1921, 3-speed, kick start, clutch, fnl

equipped and practicallv unused; £65.-13
High Rd., East Finchley. 'Phone: Finchley 233

[36

ARLESDEN.—4h.p. Douglas Solo, 1917, fill

equipped, speedometer, etc., new tvres, raa'

spares, taxed; £48.—M., 29, Greenhill Park, Harli

den. [38:

Shoe Lane. London.—

2

3/n.

2 speeds; £65 ; also a 4h.

Combination, 1920, 3 speeds, clutch, and kick starte

£85. [29

OUGLAS ?r'

4 »-P- t
2-speed, uncrated 1919, equipp

taxed, perfect condition; bargain, £36,
exchange.—Hillief, 91, Burntwood Lane, Earlsfie

S.W. * [39 .

TTi.O.C.II. have 1919 4h.p. Douglas solo, fit

-JC equipped, tax paid and insm'ed, excellent. p<

dition; bargain.— 5, Heath St., Hampstead. (N( >

Tube.) [37

BOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, new si dec;

perfect condition; £70; electric lighting.—Stati
Hotel, Notting Hill (Latimer Rd. Station, Meti

'

politan). [28

OUGLAS 1922, brand new, 2-speed, all-on» lam
horn, licence holder, etc.; £68 cash. Easy pi

'•

menU arranged—Wilkins Simpson, Opposite Olynip

London. £36

D c

D c

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

Parts:

delivery .- -Kays, S,

[7542
fjELD Spares.—Immediate
bnd St.. Ealing.

yELD Spares and Repairs a speciality.—

lling's Garage, London Rd.. Croydon. 'Phone,

9l
[6952

Excelsior.

|J3XS.—

2

1oh.p. Excelsior 2-stroke, smart, fast,
*

iod tyres ; real bargain.—Ev:ers, Newton Rd.,

t on-Trent. [4376

|i British Excelsior, Sh.p , de Luxe Combina-
* tion, dynamo lighting, electric "horn, inter-

table wheels, spare and tyre, windscreen, leg-

it, spare chains, valve, etc., unscratched; bargain,

ie-5. Alstone Rd., Heaton Chapel, Stockport.
[3991

Fafnir.
1. Fafnir, 2-speed, Bosch, Amac, in perfect

aning order, photo; £18/10, offers.—32, Bir-

f> m Rd.. Stratford-on-Avon. [3615

F.H.
Motor Cycles.—Barr and Stroud engines.—

amp for particulars and specification to F.H.
. The Wergs, Wolverhampton. [4423

F.N.
1914 5-6h.p.. 4-cyIinder, 2-speed, hand clutch;
30.— -Maudes'. Walsall Garage, Walsall. [4682

I shop soiled 2 1 ..h.p. F.N., 2-speed,' shaft drive;
jhrice £45.—Harris's Garage, Slough. Phone 88.

[3928
; 5-6h.p., 4-cylinder, 2-speed, clutch, mechanical
overhead inlet valves, tax paid; £27, bargain,
j[-17, Byron St., Ilkeston. [4660

I.
1

5-6h.p., 4-cylinder, 2-speed, shaft drive, 1914,
it good condition; £35; or exchange 3 i/-.h.p.

I cash either way.—The Nook, Dorchester Rd.,

I
idge, [3405

q 1914 Combination, 7h.p.. 3 speeds, kick starter,
uxuriously equipped, attractive in appearance

r lechanically as new; £65.—Bunting's Motor Ex
le, Wealdstone. [4478

,
,'GFORD'S, 37, Cricklewocd Broadway, London,

f.l\W.2.-1922 Sh.p. 4-cylinder F.N., with new
u, engine, 3-speed gear, and no-trouble shaft

i: £135, lightweights, £55 and £72; highest price

jur present machine in exchange. [3024

&*re Part*

1 . Spares.—We can
904: prompt attend

,'ricklewood Broadway

upply for all mo.dels from
on to inquiries.^Langford's,
London, N.W.2. [5025

two speeds,
Maida Vale.

good condition;
'Phone: Harap

[2910

Francis? Barnett.
:1 Francis Bamelt 2%h.p., J. A.P., 2-speed, kick
start, hand clutch, new, slight lv shop-soiled;

Jfueklcbridge, 133, Sloaue St., Chelsea. :[3835

Gamage.
Gamage-Villiers,

£30. -Goad, 122,
1353.

Grandex.
14 Grcindes-Precision 2%li.p., good appearance,

I running order; nearest £15; must sell, moving,
f High Rd., East Finchley. [3819

Ha'gg.

IlGG Tandem, £60. Having new models now
\ available, we are making this exceptional offer

•w machine 1
? to standard specification to clear

ttg stocks only. Further particulars on applica-
-Taylor and Havtev, Engineers, Park St., near St.

! 13. [3879
Har ley Davidson.

;
SFF1ELD Agent for Har ley -Davidsons; from

l£120.-Stacev. 12, Ecclesall Rd. [0577

[p. Harlev-Davidson, 1921 model, new and not
lj used; .£95.—Lawes, Triangle, Aldershot. [3316

21 Harley De Luxe Combination, electric model;
£125.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [3350

fla.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, splendid con-
dition, small mileage; £95.—Webber, Haldon Rd.,

: sr. [3949

: VRLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9h.p., electric model, thor-
oughly sound, like new; £80.—24, Geraldine Rd.,

>ick. [4277
' VRLEY Combination, -1919, In excellent condi-

j tion; £95, or lower power part.—76, Dalling Rd.,
imersmith, [3903

^ARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920, fiat twin; £80; fully
equipped, excellent condition.—Ryda 1, Rowlands

.! Worthing. [3999

J,

19 Harley-Davidson Combination, in running
order; £85, no offers.—Mr. Higham, 1, Derby

, Ohiswick. [3336

,20-21 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination, dy-
namo lighting, hood, screen, disc; £120.—Hil-

lside bell), 9, Wallingford Avenue,, North Kensing-
[4190

.asy

e t-asier

at TAYLORS
4%

is all wc charge for credit accommodation
extending over a whole year.

{Except wkere makers stipulate olhenvisc.)

1922 MACHINES.
NEW COMBINATIONS.

A.J.S., 7 h.p. Combination
A.J.S., 7 h.p. ;-seater Combination.
A.J.S., 2j h.p
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. Model J. Tourin
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. Sports £160
MATCHLESS, S h.p.. Model H £170
P. & M., 4 h.p., 4-speed £130
ENFIELD, 8 h.p. Standard £1«0

£17S
£185
£110
£150

£158

£197 10
£155
£133
£119
£100

£53
£115
£119
£77
£39 13

£S9

£75
£39 18

ENFIELD, 8 h.p., Dynamo
EXCELSIOR, 8 h.p. De Luxe,

Dynamo
EXCELSIOR, S h.p. De Luxe
EXCELSIOR, 6 h.p. Combination. .

EXCELSIOR, 4} h.p. Big Single . .

.

QUADRANT, \ h.p.. Chain Drive .

.

B.S.A., 4i h.p., Model H 2 £142
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Chain Drive ... £155
MORGAN, 8 "h.p., W.G. Grand Prix . £180
ARIEL, 4* h.p., Chain Drive £140
ARIEL, 6-7 h.p., Twin Combination £125
DUNELT, 4 h.p., :-stroke Comb £113

NEW SOLO MOUNTS.
A.J.S., 2j h.p. Solo £85
EXCELSIOR, 2j h.p. Blackburne .

.

EXCELSIOR, z\ h.p. Sports Model.
EXCELSIOR, 2i h.p. Sports, 2-speed

cl. & k/s

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., AU Chain
ZENITH BRADSHAW, Chain Drive
RUDGE, ;i h.p
O.K. JUNIOR
NEW IMPERIAL, ?': h.p., 3-speed

clutch and k/s

ARIEL, 35- h.p £87 10

ENFIELD^ aj h.p £55
RALEIGH, 2} h.p £68
A.B.C., 3 h.p., 4 speeds £82

Send for Bargain List of shop-sailed and
carefully used machines— It will pay yaa.

H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd.
Showrooms—

Motorcycles and Cars,

52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington.
Accessories, Spare Parts and Repairs,

21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C. 1

Wholesale

—

38, ALFRED PLACE, W Cl
Garage—Tottenham Court Road, W.t.

Phones: Accessories & Repairs, Museum 1^40

Motorcycles and Cars. Kensington 7260
Telegrams :

" Dynametro, W^stcent, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Harley-Davidson.

ry-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination
98

electric model,

Flat 17, 122.
[4508

65

only run 3.000 miles;
Southampton Row, W.C.I.

BARGAIN.—1919-20 Harley combination, not W.D..
dvnamo lighting, beautiful condition, licensed;

£98.-89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [4136

gns.—Harley-Davidson, 1917 model, 7-9 h.p..

3 speeds, kick start; exchanges.—12, Coin-

wall Mews, Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. [4577

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, brand new, unregistered.

4h.p. uafc twin, list £140; sacrifice, 98 gns.; ex-

change—37, Elmbank Gardens, Barnes Bridge. [4175

1Q15 Ilarlev-Davidscn Combination, 7-9h.p., 3-

J-«* speed, amps, Easting, etc.; £65.—97 Chesnut
Rd., Plumstead. [3453

Combination, lamps,
windscreen, guaran-

m'ileage 5,500; £110.—40, Warley Rd..
[4006

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, all models, immediate de

livery, special agents. Easy payments and ex-

changes.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing.

'Phone : 689. i 304 3

-f Q 18-19 Harley Combination, discs, re-painted,

J-«J splendid mechanical condition, powerful; bar-

gain, £76; evenings, week end.—17, Redfern Rd.,

Harlesden, N.W.10. [3729

1Q20 (late) 7-9h.p. Harley, handsome Harley sidecar.

It/ fully equipped, magneto model, unscratched

1 Q20 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p.
Iw horn, speedometer, hood,
teed perfect,

Blackpool.

19 2

H

19 1

£100.-32, Preston Rd.,

bulbous back
re-enamelled,
with spares,
Leytonstone,

[3229

and as new; £120.-28, Woodford Rd., Forest, Gate.

'Phone : Maryland 2598. [3856

1Q^2 llaney-Liavidson; book now lor early delivery.

X-U all models; also a few 1921 at special prices;

catalogue with pleasure.-Sam. E. Clapham (Motors).

27. Stockwell St.. Greenwich, S.E.10. [5986

21 Harley, 7-9h.p., eleetrio combination, 2-seater

decar, hood and covei, 2 screens, discs, Tan-

Sad spares; cost £279, accept £150 or near offer.

—

Packwood, Brent St., Hendon, N.W.4. [3795

1 020-21 Harley-Davidson electric Combination, hood.

-Li/ screen, side-curtain, Binks carburetter, discs

all wheels, beautiful condition, mileage 2.500; £145;
insured.—60, Victoria Drive, Eastbourne. [372£

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915 7-9h.p., 3-speed, hand
and foot clutch, kick start, all chain drive, Bosch

magneto, Coronette sidecar, all lamps, tax paid; £60.

--Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., London. [4671

ARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 8h.p., late

1919, electrically equipped, taken over in part

payment for a yacht; must sell; highest offer over

£75 accepted.—Rowland's Dockyards, Ltd., Bangor
[4227

18 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, with
sidecar, thoroughly overhauled,

electric lighting, Tan-Sad,_ new tyres,

licence paid ; *

E.ll.

BARKER'S Motors can supply all Harley-Davidson

models at list prices and give an insurance policy

against mechanical breakdown for 12 months free.

Cash, deferred, or exchanges.—194, Balham High Rd.,

S.W.12. [3137

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, late 1919, elec

trio model, Luxurette sidecar, low mileage, fully

equipped, and in perfect condition throughout;—.1.,

c/o Squire and Ealp, London Rd., Forest Hill,

'Phone: Sydenham 513.

ARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 7-9h.p., 3-speed, kick

=tart all-chain drive, special coachbmlt sidecar.

This "outfit is one of the finest equipped combination!

offered to-day. Only wants seeing to purchase; £140

—.Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., London. [4b62

ARLEY-DAVIDSON. W.D., 7-9h.p., 3-speed, kick

start hand and foot controlled clutch, all chain

28in.x3in. tyres, fitted with brand new

bulbous back Montgomery sidecar; £100.—Maudes
Mart, London, Exeter, Walsall, and Norwich.

1(121 (Nov) 7-9h.p. magnificent Harley-Davidson

-l«J Sporting Combination, dynamo model, electric

horn disc wheels, speedometer, spot light, screen, tax

paid,' almost new, and cost £245; finest outfit West

London; sacrifice, £160, or near.-Parsons, 1, Acton

Lane, Chiswick. .
13957

19 7-9h p Harlev-Davidson Combination, first

u*ed 1920. equipped Eastings, Tynesider pld,

200 miles since overhaul; following new: Ban-
Brampton spring chain, Renolds front, sprocket,

mechanically perfect, any examination; filOO.-tJumby.

Middle Rd., Lymington, Hants. [3992

-f Q20 Harley-Davidson 7-91i.n. Combination, electric

J-tf lighting, horn, speedometer, discs, Tan-Sad.

large sidecar, screen, hood, good condition, insurance

naid to April, 1923, seen and trial at 102, Bromley

Rd Catford; £110, or near offer; must be sold; .

owner bought car.—Godbold, 157, Algernon Rd..

Lewisham. [4512

7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Motor Cycle and

S.E.23.
[3760

IT

W
drive,
bulb oi

Motor

19 1

spares.

1 20
X«7 "luxurious 0. and M. sidecar, dynamo lighting,

perfect condition ' throughout, which will be included

in an auction sale at " Trouville," 17, Smitham
Bottom Lane, Purlev, on Tuesday, May 9 next, by

Messrs. King an* Everall, 128, George St., Croydon.

and' branches. T3746

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at tte end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue n49

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (Pi.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley. Davidson.

Span 1 Parts:

HARLEY bpares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

Bond St.. Ealing. [7543

Hawker.
]Q21 Hawker 2^'ih.P-. 2-speed, all on, tax paid;

*J £45; exchange Omega or Higher power.—Smith,
Wakefield Ed., Horbury. [4358

Hazlewood.
"I Q20 Hazlewood Combination, 5-6h.p., just thor-
-*-«/ oughiy overhauled, speedometer and horn; £75;
easy payments.—Harrods Motor Cycle Dept., 118.
Brompton Rd., London. [3762

H.B.

H.B., 1922 Models, 2<S&h.p, Blackburne engine,
2-speed Burman gear box, chain belt, C. and

K.S., £72; with 3-speed gear box, £75; 4h,p., _3-speed,

£82; 4V,h.p., 3-speed model, clutch and kick start,

£100; cash, deferred terms, or exchange.— Below.

1922 Models for earliest deliveries.—WriteH 11..

£75.—Henderson
horn, and numerous extras, guaranteed.—Clifford

distributing agents for the following counties:—Kent,
Surrey, Sussex, Hants, Berks, Oxford, Bucks,
Northants, Beds, Hunts, Cambridge, Norfolk, Suffolk,
Essex, Herts, Middlesex (including London). [3771

Henderson.
KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District

Agent for Hendersons; unequalled service, repairs.
etc. 13145

"I Q 20 Henderson Combination, dynamo lighting,iw screen, speedometer; any trial; £110.—Broadway
Garage, Tooting. [3932

£55.—Henderson Combinations, 19-15-16, ^cylinder,
2 speeds, clutch, fully equipped, excellent condi-

tion; choice of 2,—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [4159

combination, windscreen, lamp:
"Hiffor

Wilson, 177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [4601

IMMEDIATE Delivery.—1922 Henderson de Luxe,
dynamo . lighting, electric horn, etc. ; £ 1 75.

—

Pioneer Motor's. Ltd., 50, Grindlay St., Edinburgh.
T1408

HENDERSON Solo, lamps, Klaxon, Tan-Sad, Cowey,
etc., mileage 1,970, in perfect condition through-

-" Bolnore," Hay-
[3588

HENDERSON 1920 10h/p> 4-cylinder Combination,
lamps, horn , speedometer, tax paid ; £ 1 15.

—

Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St.,

E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0067

"1 Q21 12h p. Henderson, 4-cylinder, 3-speed and re-
J-t7 verse, P. and H. electric dynamo lighting, all

in perfect order, iust been decarbonised; meet buyer
anywhere; £115.—Ward, 94, Anlaby Rd., Hull. [3550

gns.—Henderson Elite Combination, 1921 1
/.,

12h.p., 4-cyl., side valves, 3 speeds, reverse,

model, dynamo lighting, licensed, as new through-
out, cost £285; exchanges.—12, Cornwall-mews, Glou-
cester Rd„ S.W.7. [4576

out; cost £200 in late 1920;
ward's Heath.

159

BARKER'S Motors are agents ior the luxurious
4-cyl. Hendersons; all new models at list prices

supplied carry a free insurance policy against
mechanical breakdown for 12 months. - Spare Parts
supplied. Cash, deferred, or exchanges.—194, Balham
High Rd., S.W.12. [3138

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., the original Henderson
experts, offer the following : Practically unused

1922 De Luxe combination, Bonniksen speedometer,
tax paid, £220; 1921 electric, with reverse, Cowey
trip. Milliard tandem sidecar with 2 screens,, scarcely
used, £170; 1P21 Standard, in perfect order, tax paid,
•£110; 1920 electric combination, Tan-Sad, just com-
pletely overhauled, £135; 1920 Standard, Capjon and
Mudd, £80; sidecar, Cowey trip, and all accessories,

£135; 1920 Standard combination, all accessories, tax
paid, £120; 1915 Standard, with luxurious sidecar,
speedometer and accessories, £75.—157b, Gt. Portland
St., W.l. [4213

Svnr Parts

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., the original Henderson
Spares Importers, nave the largest representative

stock in the country.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
[4222

Hobart.
"1 C|21 Hobart, new, shop soiled; £39.—Shepherd,
it/ Enfield Highway. Tel.: Waltham Cross 31.

[0859
-| Q22 Hobarts, all models. Catalogues with
A*/ pleasure from the agent, Sam E. Clapham
(Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.10. [4633

"I Q14 Hobart 4h.p. Twin, 2-speed, countershaft, and
-*-«-' kick start, with Canoelet sidecar; tax paid, and
all accessories; £35.-26, Tulse Hill, Brixton.
'Phone: Brixton 1292. [4422

Humber.
£18.—Humber, 3V'h.p., licensed, ^ride away.—47,

Baystau Rd., Stoke Newington, N.16. [3452

MANUFACTURERS' STOCK

MAKINKOT brand

Fawn double texture,

interlined rubber,

MOTOR SUITS
THESE suits are

made of Fawn
double texture

cloth, interlined
rubber.

The seams are
cemented, sewn
and taped,
making these
absolutel v

waterproof

Will stand any
amount of hard
wear.

The jackets are
made double-
breasted, with
belts and wind
cuffs.

The Motor Leggings
are made on the
trouser pattern,
fastening with clips
and straps, and
have wind gussets
in leg.

These suits actu-

ally cost over 30/-

to manufacture

without any profit,

but we have
several thousands

to clear.

Every suit is guaranteed absolutely waterproof,

and should these not meet entirely with your
approval, we guarantee to return your money in

lull, if returned within seven days.

SPECIAL PRICE,

29/11 Carriage 1 /- extra.

We have also several thousands heavy Twill

Suits to oner. These are made of the heavy Twill

used for making Motor Hoods, and are one of the

finest suits made for motor cycling, interlined

rubber. They are made with sewn and cemented
seams, and taped, also the seams of these suits ate

striped, making these garments absolutely water-

proof, and we are prepared to give a guarantee

that these are absolutely impossible for water to

penetrate through. The Motor Leggings are made
in the same way with wind gussets, fastening with

clips and straps. The Suits are in sizes 34, 36, 38,

40. 42 and 44 chest, lengths inside leg are 27, 29, 31.

Please state when ordering by post, measurements
of chest, length inside.

50/- Carriage 1/- extra.

Orders to be addressed

—

The LANCASHIRE and

CHESHIRE RUBBER Co.
MAKINKOT HOUSE,

30, Thomas Street,

LIVERPOOL.
'Phone 4391 Bank,

Liverpool.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber,

HTJMBER Combination, excellent . condition
paid, drive away; £33.-19, Chaldon Rd.,

ham.
[;HUMBER-CENTAUR 1914 3Vjh.p., runs excelle

equipped, taxed; £19.—Clark, 7, Exhibition
S.W.7.

[

HUMBER, late 1919, flat twin, as new; ban
£70. — Hobbs, 332, Wandsworth Bridge

Fulham.
[;

HUMBER Motor Cycle, Roc gear; sell complet
parts; bargain; stamps.—Cleworth, Twist I

Leigh, Lanes.

hare 3V_>h.p. Humber Combination
excellent condition; £35.-5, Heath

Hampstead (near lube).

HUMBER 3>/jh.p., 1916 model, perlec:- condi
all on: £25, or near offer.—W. Dowie, 9.

shall St., London Rd., S.E.

HUMBER 3V»h.p., free engine, 2-speed, handle s

Bosch mag'neto; £15.-28, Woodford Rd., F
Gate^, 'Phone: Maryland 2598.

3Jlh.p. Humber, all on, discs, long exhaust, cou
2 shaft frame but no gears, trial; £35.—

301, Hornsey Rd., Holloway, N.19. [

HUMBER 4y2h.p. sports model; £100; imm&
delivery.—D. J. Shepherd and Co., Er

Highway. Tel. : Waltham Cross 31. I

£20 Humber 3',£h.p., engine overhauled, Boscli

and B.," spring forks, good tyres- and rue

order.—Read, Aston, Nantwich, Cheshire.

F.O.C.H.
speed,

43.—Humber $ l/ih.-p. C.B. Combination,
3-speed, clutch, kick_ starter, apron,

licensed Pickett, Keepers, Chaldon, Caterham. L

HUMBER 1919" 3V2h.p., 3-speed, handle sta

- hand clutch, all-chain drive, coachluilt sid

all lamps; £75.—Maudes', Walsall Garage, Walsa

3ih.p. Humber Combination, C.B., 2 speeds, 1

2 lamps, tyres good, and 2 spare covers; £
E. A. Clieeseman, 9, Wilson St. Battersea, S.W.l

I

3-speed Combination, niechHUMBER 3Voli.p
.

ally perfect, coachbuilt sidecar, tax
insured; £45; seen and tried any time.—12, York
Sudbury, Suffolk. [

HUMBER Combination, 2-speed, accessories, pe

running order, tax paid, £55; also J.E.S. 1

weight, perfect condition, £15.-5, Belmont 6
Lewisha.n, S.E. 13.

HUMBER 4h.p., 3-speed, kick start, hand el

all-chain drive, with Millford sidecar, all la

speedometer, windscreen, tax paid; £90.—-Mai
Walsall Garage, Walsall.

£65.—Humber Combination, 6h.p., flat twin, a
cooled, b speeds, countershaft, clutch,

starter, fully equipped, splendid condition. Excha
—63, Solon Rd., Brixton,

NEW Humber, flat twin, slightly shop-soiled,. 4Vi

3-speed clutch and kick starter; £100; also

bination, £130; easy payments.—Harrods Motor)
Dept., 118A Brompton Rd., London.

3 ih.p. Humber Solo, 2-speed, good condition
2 tune, nearly new gears, piston rings, t

tubes, hot air carburation, lamps, horn, speedora

licensed; £35.—Evans, 12, Greenfield St., Abe
wytb.

O30.—2}4h.p. Humber, 1913, twin, 3-speed, eh
<& discs, round tank, low, sporty, posh 'bus,

paid for quarter, rebushed, new rings.—Wills,

Spring St., Rugby. [

HUMBER, 4h.p., 3-speed, kick starter, ami a
built sidecar, Bosch, splendid order, guaran

nice outfit, lamps, tools, trial any time, bargain;

—Stepney Garages, 77, Salmon Lane, Commercial
Stepnev. 'Phone: East 4542.

Indian.
3-speed, K.S., clutch,- spring
Holloway Rd.

TNDIAN,
A —670,

INDIAN 5-6h.p.,~ good order,
—15, Elthorne Rd., N.19.

lamps; £30; tax

INDIAN 5-6h.p., 3-speed, clutch, K.S., perfect;

—Marsh, 127, Grove St., Deptford.

INDIAN 5-6h,p., clutch, road racer ; £28.

Heaton Rd., Mitcham, near Tooting Juncti<

KICKHAM, Stokes Croft. Bristol. Sole D\

Agent lor Indians; unequalled service, re;

etc. i

7-9h.p. Indian Powerplus, lamps, horn, good

ning order; £55.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., (.

St., Cambridge. [

7-9h.p. Indian Combination^ electric light, He
son sidecar, splendid condition; £65.—'

Booth, Frodsham.

INDIAN Combination, guaranteed as new,

equipped, tax paid; £75.—Tuck, 154, Black

Rd., Walthamstow.

B50 ***" >£V£2fs relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless

CHLESS, 1921, Lucas dynamo lighting, elec-

•ic horn, hood, screen, legshields, speedometer,
£140.-13, Arklow Rd., New Cross, S.E. [3607

CHLESS Combination, H2 model, M.A.G.
li.p., 1921, perfect condition, every accessory;

\V Nether ton, 4], High St., Sidcup, Kent.
[3365

CHLESS, new 3921, magneto engine, 2-seatev

idecar, 2 windscreens, hood, spare wheel, mile-
)- £155—Read, 58, St. Aidami Sid., Dulwich.

[3913
is the price of a new Matchless. Combination,

e our showrooms, all models in stock; cash or

ts.—Knight's, 126, Upper Tooting Rd., S.W.17
[0759

CHLESS 1920 H Model, lamps hood, screen,

?are wheel, spares, just overhauled, tax paid;
167, Plumstead Common Rd., Plumstead,

.[3600

ELL. la, Bloomfield Rd., Plumstead, for

alchless Combinations; deferred payments;
of all dates; trade supplied where agents not
ed. [2241

CHLESS-M.A.G., coachbuilt, screen, 3 speeds.
Lucas lumps, overhauled, good condition, bar
ash wanted; £64.—Weymouth House, Purrett
mmslead. [4447

CHLESS Combination, Victory model, good
ondition, accumulator, electric lighting, hood,
spare wheel; price £90.—Seen at Oaklev's.

Hill, Ilford. [3265

Matchless-Mag, Magdyno lighting, hood,
leedometer, leg shields, all perfect, cannot be
lished from new; £155.—Tassell, 1a, Bloom
d„ Plumstead. [4-456

'CHLESS Combination 1921. Eneas acetylene
ichting, hood, Easting screen, Binks, spare

etc., perfect running; £125.—A. C, 86, Lan-
Rd., W. Norwood, S.E. [3890

'CHLESS Model IT. late 1920, good condition
.hroughout, complete with speedometer, screen,

) tyres, lamps, etc., ready for the road; bargain,
499, Harrow' Rd., W.10. [390,

Matchless Combination (July, 1921). Lucas
uamo lighting, M.A.G. engine, magnificent turn
bsohUely as new, genuine; £145.-31, Clare-

Id., Alexandra Park, Manchester. [448tf

'CHLESS Combinations.—Book your orders witf
toss, 86 High Rd., Lee, S.E,, or 'Phone Lee
744 for immediate delivery of 1922 models. Ex
s and gradual payments arranged. [3480

["CHLESS Combination, late 1920, 8h.p
f.A.G. engine, dynamo lighting, windscreen,
r.eter, etc., as new; £125; owner buying car.—
he Broadway, Winchmore Hill, N. [3743

CCHLESS 1919 8h.p., spare wheel, windscreen,
iood, good tyres, whole outfit in splendid con-
many spares, tas paid ; £1 05 ; any evening

:

av afternoon.—75, Howarth Rd., Plumstead.
[3723

rCHLESS Sports 8h.p., o.h.v. J.A.P. engine
ienitlf racing gear, Cos Atmos carburetter,
d with 82 m.p.h., docile starter, tyres hardl-
tas paid; £50; owner's wife objects.—605,

t Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.18. [4309

?CHLESS 1920 8h.p. Combination. M.A.G., dy-
amo lighting, horn, speedometer, hood, screen,
wheel and tyre, tools, tyres, practically new,
u'n excellent;, a genuine bargain, £139/10; tax
till end of year.—Wilkins Simpson, Opposite
id, Lcndon, " [3673

iKERS Motors, The South-West Londu'
Ha tcli less Agents aud Service Station.— 1922
at list prices. We give an insurance policy

. mechanical breakdown for 12 months free

atchle--s spares in stock Open from 9 am
} p.m.-194, Balham High Rd., S.W.12. [3140

RCHLESS 1921 (July) H2 Model Combination,
!-seate_r sidecar, Magdyno lighting, speedometer,
wheel unused, hood and cover, legshields, steps,

> horn, in new and perfect condition, insured
tax paid; £180; mileage 2.000.—Chorley, 39,

ill St.. E.C.I. 'Phone: Clerkenwell 2246. [3335

2 Matchless. . 'Phone: Greenwich 751. The
Combination that scores every time. See re-

jf Land's End Trial You can do the same if

Jatchless is supplied by Sam E. Clapham. Send
orders along and secure satisfaction. Imrne-
delivery, all models, cash, exchange, or easy

-Matchless Service Depot, Sam E. Clapham
ps), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.10. [3052

><> "Part*

rCHLESS Spares Immediate delivery.— Kavs
1, Bond St. EalinR- [722

1

rCHLESS Spares for J.A.P. or M.A.G. hy re-

nrn, post free.—Jones Garage, Matchless Agent.
say. Mu.'well Hill, N.10 [0808

Maxim.
SIM Junior, 2h.p. 2-stroke J.E.S. engine, Run-
jaken magneto, Dunlop tyres, footrests, weight
581b?., absolutely new; bargain, £29/10.-224,
unlle Rd., London, N.l. [3559

y/artetfo

CYCLES
ON EASY TERMS

All the follcwing machines are available

Irom stock and may be obtained on
Harrods Convenient System of Easy
Payments. Details and latest lists tree

NEW SOLO MACHINES
2J h.p. ALLDAGALLON £50
4£ h.p. B.S.A., Belt Drive £li)7

2| h.p. DOUGHS, Two-speed ... £68

2f h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-sp., clutch . £82
2 i h.p. ENFIEjD, Two-speed model £55
2 j h.p. FRANC IS-BARNETT, 2-sp. etc. £73
2| h.p. LEVIS, Popular model ... £48
2| h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, Cha :n,etc. £73
2 J h.p. NEW I MPERIAL, Belt, e ,3. £69
if h.p. McKEIZIE, Lightweight £27 6s.

2Jh.p. O.K. JUNIOR ... £39 18s.

2i h.p. O.K., 2 sp., clutch, etc. £6J 18s.

2| h.p. SUN VITESSE, sinfje'spjeel £44 2s.

li h.p. SPARK, single speed ... £39 18s.

2.! h.p. SPARKBROOK, single sp'd £54 12s.

I n.p. Titll/MPH, Two-speed ... £65
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Belt Drive ... £105
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Chain Drive ... £115

NEW COMBINATIONS
4£ h.p. B.S.A., Belt Drive, No. 3 s/c £139
4-1 h.p. B.S.A.. Chain Drive, No. 3 s/c £142
8 h.p. ENFIELD £140
5 h.p. MATCHLESS ... ... £170
6 h.p. HAZLEW00D £118
8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL £145
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Chain Drive ... £155
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Belt Drive £145
4 h.p. DOUGLAS £135
31 h.p. INVICTA and Sidecar ... £110

SHOP-SOILED MODELS
AT SPECIAL PRICES
4A h.p. HUMBER, Flat fiinfl

Twin, 3sp., clutch &k.s. otl IU J
2| h.p.WOOLER, Flat Twin,

Brook lands Sports OOQ
model, fullvequipped... ADu

U h.p HUMBER COMBIN-
ATION. Flat Twin En- £10f|
gine, 3-speed, etc. ... owlOU

SECOND-HAND
i\ h.p. LEVIS, Popular 4>A9

Model ttiTL,

5/6 h.p. HAZLEWOOD,
Combination, Speedo-

. meter. Thoroughly
overhauled ab/3

All machines sent Carriage Paidfrom
London to nearest Railway Station

HARRODS MOTOR SALES DEPT
116-118 Brompton Road London SW1

(Opposite the Main Building)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
McKenzie.

McKENZIE-HOBART Ultra Lightweight motor
cycles,; 26 guineas ex works. Immediate deli-

veries of these wonderful little machines.—Colonial
Motors, <04/t, Finchley Ed., Hampstead.' 7822. [4312

Metro.
METRO-TYLER, Burman 2 speeds, clutch, K.S..

disc wheels. Clinchers, late model, licensed

;

£40.—267, Hightown Rd., Luton. [3807

METRO TYLER.—We are the district agents. All
models in stock.—The East Finchley Motor

Engineering Co., 132, High Rd., East Finchlev.
•Phone: Finchley 2338. [3621

Minerva.
£16/10.—3M;h.p. Minerva, splendid order; push cycle

part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London.
[3918

Mohawk.
MOHAWK Cycles new, or second-hand, at lowest

prices, for cash or easy payments.—Mohawk Cycle
Co., Ltd., 276, Alexandra Rd., Horusey, N.8. [1924

MOHAWK Combination, 1922 model, new but shop-
soiled, Model E, 3'/jh.p. Abingdon engine,

Sturraey-Archer 3-speed; 100 gns.; bargain.—2, Alex-
andra Rd., Hornsey, London. [1971

Mononole
1Q17 Monopole Villiers 2'/»h.p., ride away; £25.—
J-" 127, Maiden Rd., New Maiden. [4017

1 Q22 Demonstration Speed Model Monopole, fitted
-i-tr with 350 c.c. J.A.P. engine, Sturmey-Archer
gear and kick start, T.T.- bars and straight-through
exhaust, tax paid, manv accessories, new condition

;

*72.—26, Tulse Hill,' Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton
1292. [4467

Moto=Reve.
MOTO-REVE. single, nearly new engine; £16, or

exchange—Hipkins; 5, Mill View, Mill Lane,
Chadwell Heath. [3944

*l>nn- I'nrrs

M OTO-itlvvE Spares lor all models, also repairs,
uvertiaals, -iMctor Supply Co., Sole Concessi-on-

anes 225a. High St.. I.ewisham, SIS. T909J

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE 2'4b.p., Bosch, 2-speed, tas paid,

good running order; £13, or near.— ],06, Rither-
don Rd., Balham. [3626

Ner=a=Car.

NER-A-CAR, as new,- run 400 miles, perfect-
Offers to Major Norton, Halton Camp, fiucks.

[3296
"VTER-A-CAR, unused, licensed to Dec; offers
-L* wanted ; cash or exchange.—Ill, Morton Ter.,
Gainsborough. [3344

1Q22 Ner-a-Car, special accessories, improved mag-
J-*J neto, excellent running, better than new; bar-
gain, 55 gns.; or exchange 4h.p. Triumph.—Bos 1119,
c/o The Motor Cycle. (D) [3700

New Comet.

NEW COMET 2-stroke, condition better than new.
only done few miles; bought car; what offers?—

245. Gray's Jnn Rd., London, W.C. [0845

New Hudson.
"\j~EW HUDSON, 2-stroke, 2-speed, nearly new; bar-
J-* gain; £50.-Foxwell, Ewhurst, Surrey. [3958

NEW HUDSON Gb.p. Combination, 3-speed, K.S.,
overhauled; £57.—S., 72, Carter St., S.E. [3299

£25.—New Hudson single-speed 2-stroke, Bosch, tax
paid; offers considered.—99, Wilton Rd., Hacknev.

[3531
31h.p. New Hudson, very smart machine, not being

2 used; £22.—157, Bumtwood Lane, Earlsfield,

S.W.17. * [5971

NEW HUDSON 3h.p., 3-speed, free engine, tax
paid, trial; £28, or nearest.—Gassick, Bells Hill,

Bishop Stortford. [3439

1Q22 Hudson de Luxe, £63. Also Popular model,
J-*y £50.—Shepherd, Enfield Highway. Tel. :

Waltham Cross 31. [0861

Q_lh.p. New Hudson, lamps, horn, licensed, ex-
&4= celleot order; £38.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd.,
Green St., Cambridge. [370b

NEW HUDSON" 1921, 2-stroke, 2-speed, usual acces-

sories, tax paid, perfect condition; £45.—Harris,
58, Langdale Rd., Hove. [3341

NEW HUDSON 2'4h.p. 2-stroke, 1916, lamps, etc,

excellent condition; £18.—Thomas, 24, Townlev
Rd., East Dulwich, S.E. [3563

£35.—New Hiidson Combination, 1914, 3-speed,

clutch. Sporting cane sidecar; trial.—58, Acacia
Rd., St. John's Wood, N.W.8. [4549

Jp22.—New Hudson, 2 r,ih.p. J.A.P., 3 speeds, clutch,
cw starter, lamps, accessories, licensed, excellent

condition.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [355f

NEW HUDSON motor cycles.—London Depot, 45.
Gray's Inn Rd , London, W.C. 2. Immediate delivery

all models. Spares stocked. Trade supplied. ' [0851

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement and the aate of Hie issa*

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

NEW HUDSON 1916 2lih.p. 2-stvoke, single-speed

good condition; £25; exchange with cash P. and
M. combination.— 3, Chingford Hatch, Chingiord.

.[3580
"IQ17 (believed) 4Wh.p. New Hudson, 3-speed, coun-
-S-" tershaft. just thoroughly overhauled, done up
in Sunbeam colours; £50.-122, Southampton Row,
W.C.I. 11507

1Q14 New Hudson coachbuilt Combination 4h.p.,

-"-«? 3-speed, hub gear, first-rate condition, perfect

order; £50, or nearest oiler.- Charman, Baker, Craw-

ley, Sussex. 13457

NEW HUDSON 6-8h.l>. V. Twin Combination, 3-

-speed countershaft, B. and B„ Lucas dynamo
lighting, tax paid 31/12/22, fine condition; £85.

offer.—495, Southwark Park Rd., S.E.16. [3753

NEW HUDSON 2-stroke, 2-speed, absolutely as new,

low mileage, original tyres, C.A.V.. Binks car-

buretter, electric lighting, mechanical horn, all acces-

sories, spare magneto, tax paid, £45, or near.

Swallow, Hazlehead, Sheffield. [3538

TEW HUDSON 1922.—2-speed lightweight. £50: 2

speed, clutch, kick starter, ail-chain drive, £63;

4V'h.p., all chain, 3-speed, combination, £125; cash

or" terms; exchanges.—W E. Line, late Coppen Allan,

89, Gt. Portland S'„ Langham 1601. [3509

1Q22 New Hudson lOh.p light car, £230; 4VL>h.p

Xif combinations, £125. solo, £100; 2Mh.p. 2-speed

Popular, £50, De Luxe, £63; exchanges and delerred

payments entertained; sole agents for Cambridge —
Wallis and Easton, 104, Mill Rd.. Cambridge. [0824

New Imperial.

4h.p. o.h.v. New Imperial-Jap; £35.-Fincb and

Smith, Sovereign Mews, Edgware Rd. [39bO

SHEFFIELD Agent for New Imperial Motor Cycles;

all models in stock.-J. A. Stacey. Ecclesall Rd
Sheffield. I0813

ATF.W IMPERIAL, 6 8h.p„ B.S.A. sidecar, every-

-lA thing required on, perfect; bargain, £90.-207,

Railton Rd,, Heme Hill. [3 602

NEW IMPERIAL 2^5h p., excellent condition, just

overhauled, lamps, licence; £32; exchange higher

power; Saturdays.—41, Wood St., Barnet. [364 r

£28.—New Imperial-Jap 2Hh.p.. 2-speed, extra tank
1

on top bar, only wants seeing, ride away, tax

paid 30/-.—28, Queen's. Rd., Teddington. [4030

NEW IMPERIAL—Immediate delivery of 1922

models. . Cash. Exchanges. Easy payments.—

P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [3686

TO 18 2»Jh.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, all on. good

lit condition, seen by appointment; £36.-Hartz-

wood, Church Rd., Osterley Park, Isleworth. [3804

£33.-1917 New Imperial-Jap, 1922 B and B, and

E l.C. magneto, tax paid, insured, beautiful con-

dition- all accessories.-124, Crofton Park Rd., Brook-

ley, S.E.4.
[

M"b

OCT 1917 23/ih.p. New Imperial, in good condition,

stored last "two years, just fitted with new pis-

ton and new cylinder; first buyer £38.-Davies, Somer-

set House, Celn, Merthyr. L«»

1 ft 20 New Imperial-Jap Combination, tax paid,

XU electric lighting, electric horn. Easting etc

indistinguishable from new; £110; exchange^-Rhind

and Co.. Stone Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [3695

lft22 New Imperial actually in stock for infrne-

lE> diate delivery; Model No. 2. £69; Model No.

3 £73- 8h.p. Combination. £145; easy payments 4

per cent. extra.-Premier Motor Co., Aston Bd. Bir-

mingham. L

NEW IMPERIAL 8h.p. Combination, delivered

1921, 700 miles; 1920 M.A.G. water-cooled

Mofgan; both fully equipped, excellent running

order; respectively £110. £130 or near oHer -
Trotter, 28a, King's St., Whitehaven. [3293

S-nnrp Pfirta

NEW IMPERIAL Spare Parts.-London stockist's.

Rev 173, Gt. Portland St. 'Phone : Langham
1'57 Open till 7.30 p.m., 4 o'clock Saturdays. [0855

New Scale.

2 New Scale Combination, 3'Ab.p. Precisio
1- ..-.n-. -1 — :i...l ..vmerail- Cd^ T?ailtnn d

~t (\44 wew
-L*J slightly shop-soiled, unused; £45.—Railton, 47,

South King. St., Manchester. [4384

NEW Scale-Precision, perfect, equipped, ride 50

miles, £45; also Mobile-Pup Scooter, best over

£12.-17, Salisbury St., Hull. [3425

Norton.

TJREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Nortons.

NO 9 3i/-h.p., belt drive. £80; 16H 3-speed T.T
£115- Big 4, 3-speed, £120: easy payments 4;:

extra —Immediate delivery from the Norton Specialists

The Premier Motor Co Aston Rd . Birmingham t0fi~

NORTON 3'Ur.p., Colonial, Binks, almost new; £85
—Loring, Ma' l=t Drayton. [3571

31hp T.T. Norton, lamps, tax paid; £43.-L. Pap-
2 worth, "G-.-ilale," Elsworth, Cambs. [3825

THE

Pero Works Co.
10, Anderton Sq., Whittall St.,

BIRMINGHAM.

Cylinders Reground.

Pistons—Over-size,

supplied.

Engines Overhauled.

Spares—Made to

order.

Welding—Acetylene.
Aluminium
a speciality.

Over £1,000 is the

•value of the machines
and equipment that will

do your repairs

No Repair too small.

"Pero" Two-Stroke
bore 70 m/m stroke 70 m/m.

Neat lines and evidences of dura-

bility are features of the Pero
two-stroke engine.

2| h.p. Pero Power Unit.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

ORTONS— All models. If you require OIK »'.

pulls, try Gibb, Gloucester. 'Phone : 852. s

TVTORTONS, 1922.—Iminediato deliveries

w
m odels.—Clificrd Motorie3, Eastwood, Notfo

ATORTON 1611, just delivered, tinridden, ui a,

1> tered: £105 lowest.—Box 1159, c/o The G
Cycle.

NORTON Combination, 3-speed, excellent com U
tax paid, drive away; £48.-19, Chaldon US

Fuihani.

NORTON 1921, T.T. Model, 3V-.h.p., belt dm U
lamps; £75.—Maudes', 100, Great Portlam t.

London.

NORTON Combination, Big 4, 1921, countei it

chain, lice.ised, perfect; £100.-5, Victoria »
Sul'bitoc. —

DAN' GUY, Weymouth.—Norton 1921. abso U
new. Big Four Combination, fitted De Luxt ><

car, oversize tyres, sacrifice; £130.

ABSOLUTELY new 1921 Sports Model, 17C. M
size tyres, to clear. £98/10.

I7Q GNS.—1921 3V2h.p. Norton, fully equ! |
• *7 splendid cond.tion; exchange considered; u

5 p.m.—4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith.

NORTON 1917 3>/;h.p., Grado-Multi pulley h

kick start, belt drive, all lamps, tax paid; \i—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., London.

NORTON Big Four, De Luxe sidecar, Stu U
Archer countershaft, chain drive, splendid li

dition, accessories; £78.-49, South Lambeth J

S.W.8.

"I Q 19 Big Four Norton, 3-speed, all-chain, 1

Jl*s accesories, in excellent condition; 69

35, Shepherd's Bush Rd., Hammersmith. 'Pi

Museum 7286.

NORTON 1922 1611, unscratched, mileage 650,

niksen, lamps, Tan-Sid, fully insitled; cost
accept £105 ; evenings.—The Homestead, Hi
Lane, Finchley.

1 Q20 (late) Norton Big Four Combination, 3-ilw kick start, dynamo lighting, Canoelet si<

outfit as new, guaranteed; £87/10.-51, Upper
mond Rd., Putney.

NORTON 1921 16H, speedometer, taxed, «
many speed trials, £85; 1920 Big 4, Mag

1921 Norton sidecar, taxed, mechanically pe

£105.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd„ S.W.7

1Q20 Norton 3JAh.p., 3-speed, equipped, taxed
J-*7 tyres, winner many competitions, gained s

award reliability trial, April 19th. perfect; 78

21, Mostyn Gdns., Kensal Rise, N.W.10.

3 Ah. p. T.T. Norton 1916, lamps, horn, new
2 and belt, long polished copper exhaust, far

condition throughout, licensed; £52.—Navarino,
bury Av„ Church End, N.3. 'Phone : 1119 Fini

JULY, 1921, 16H. Norton, not done 3,000 1

oversize tyres, head lamp, generator, horn,

feet condition ; £90, or nearest ; new Sports Z
wanted.— S. Bailey, Ivydene, Tichborne St., Leic

AUGUST, 1920, Big Four Norton, late 1921

car, V-screen, lifting scuttle, all access

spares, oversize "tyres, pillion legshields, any

£95—Hollinghurst, 477, Oxford St., W.l. Tel.:

fair 1096. -

\7'ERY Hot T:T Norton, Watford, Cowey
lamps, knee grips, enamel unscratched, 1

perfect driven carefully under 2.000 miles, Phil

and 2-speed N.S.U.; cost £120 in Oct. 1920; £
" Bohiore," Hayward's Heath.

"j Q20 Big Four Norton Combination, coach
Iv sidecar, 3-speed, hand and foot clutch, 3 1

and generators. Klaxon, speedometer, complete

tools, spare tube, chains, plugs, valves, sprocket,

2 carburetters, B. and B. and Cox Atmos, tax :

£105.—W. H. Hines. Castle Brewery, Bedford. [

N.S.U.

NS V Twin Combination, coachbuilt, smart

perfect condition ; bargain, £38.—89, Frencl

Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex.

31h.p. N.S.U., 2 speeds, Binks, tax paid 1

2 good running order, recently overhauled;

—Write 33, Minard Rd., Catford, S.E.

N.U.T-

1 Q20-21 3¥Ji.p. N.U.T., full equipment. Mage

J-«7 tax paid, as new; £85.-4, Corporation

Southwold. t

1 Q-20 ah.p. Twin Sporting N.U.T.. dynamo ligh

S-tJ only done 500 miles; £75.—Bounds Gat

223, High Rd., Kilburn. t

AT U.T. 3V,h.p., 1920, Magdyuo, speedometer, sr

-TV splendid condition, licensed; £85.-114, Si

Grove, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

PRACTICALLY brand new N.U.T. 3tih.p.. I

Ma»dyno lighting equipment, Lucas electric 1

Bonniksen speedometer; £85.-37, Canterbury

Balls Pond Rd., Dalstou, N.l.

All letters tcicCtmg 10 advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desii

advertisement, and the date of the issue

ed, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sun.

Ii°l (October) Sun-Vitesse, done 400 miles, taxed;
[' gift. £29/10. Exchanges.—Kent's, 417, Lord
Southport. [4055

Sunbeam.
ii.p. Sunbeam, new; £126.—The Morris Garages.

I Oxford. [4397

;,,OSS, Effingham Si

. Rotherham,
Agent for Sunbeam in

[4492

AUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane, London.—3'Ah.p.
Sunbeam, 1917, 3 speeds; £75. _ [2925

.ANDUDNO.—Kelly Bros., 108, Mostyn St.,

Agents. Sunbeams in stock. 'Phone: 277

1CK1IAM, Stokes Crolt, Bristol. Sole
Agent lor Sunbeams; unequalled service.

[3311
District
repairs
i3I43

. XBEAM Combination, late model, accessories;
£65.-59, Palfrey Place, Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd.,
3. [4119

p. Sunbeam Combination, M.A.G., Lucas dynamo
anil horn, spare wheel; £145.—65, Oxhev Avenue,
;lford.

•

[3820

NBFAM. 1921, 3&ta.p.. brand new, list price
£155 : offers wanted.—Ginger, Sunbeam Agent,
bury, [4150

NBEAM Combination, 1920-21, electric light, hood,
lax paid; £125, or offer; after 2.-95, Broke Rd.,

pton, E.8. [3742

A20 Sunbeam Combination, Sunbeam sidecar, de-
1 tachable wheels; 115 gns. Exchanges.—Kent's,
, Lord St., Southport. [4056

|21 Sports Sunbeam, as new, tax paid, fully
' equipped; £115, or offer.—French. 43, Old Park
,
Palmers Gres-n, N.13. {3654

XNBEAM, 1916, 8h.p„ M.A.G. engine, speed, re-
liability, appearance excellent; £100.—Hayes, 105,

tral Park Rd., East Ham. [3972

l.p. Sunbeam and sidecar, shop soiled onlv, spare
wheel and tyre; sacrifice, £185.—Harris, 51,

-on Lane, Forest Gate, E.7. [4426

]|20 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, hood, speedo-
' meter, lamps, spare wheel, small mileage; £120.
27. Wolverton Rd., Leicester. [3982
;MfEA.\I 1920 3V2h.p. Combination, Lucas
equipped, speedometer, Easting, licence paid.—For
e apply, Bunner, Montgomery. - [9292

|21 Sunbeam, 3'jh.p., semi-sporting, practically
' unsciatched, lamps, spares, cost £168; accept
:.—Evans, 11. Bulges, Coventry. [4144

1 19 3Vl;h.p. Sunbeam, speedometer, lamps, horn
* ' and all accessories, splendid condition; bar-
1, £75.—Gooda, 22, York Rd., West Norwood.

[4050
121 3\:?h.p Sporting Sunbeam. Lucas lamps, D.A.

Li, Lucas horn, carefully used, guaranteed
id; £100.—Herbert Robinson. Ltd., Green St., Cam-
ge. .[3712

"NBEAM 1919 3%h.p„ 3-speed. kick start, hand
clutch, all-chain drive. Sunbeam sidecar, all lamps,

;i[ometer, screen ; £105.—Maudes', Walsall Garage,
[salt. [4687

fc 19 Sunbeam Combination, 3 l -.>h.p., electric lamps,
' horn, speedometer, tools, Easting screen,
'e's, perfect; £90.-7, Hemington Villas, Park
, East Finchley. [3475

'NBEAM 8h.p. Combination, double-seater side-
car, Easting, Klaxon, discs, electric lighting, tax

I, like new, unscratched; £165.-47, Gloucester
Riverside, Cardiff. "[3555

.p. Sunbeam Combination, late model, in splen-
did condition, spare wheel, electric lighting, hood,
en, etc.; a.nv trial by appointment"; £140.—Sales
lager, C. Binks, Ltd., Eccles. [3681

INBEAM Combination, 8h7p., 1920, unused last
year, beautifully equipped, hood, screen, electric,

iv extras; £130, bargain.—James, c/o Bradmores,
, Harrow Road, Paddington. [4642

'0RTS Sunbeam, 1921, fully insured, absolutely
as new, numerous extras- and spares, with or
lout accessories; nearest £110.—Beaurain, 51, Wil-
orce Rd., Finsbury Park, N.4. [3409

.p. Sunbeam Combination, dynamo lighting, elec-

tric horn, spare wheel and tyre,, luggage carrier
extras, as new, tax and insurance paid; £175.^

agate Motor Co., Northampton. [3501

>21 Sunbeam, 3 l4h.p., and sidecar, delivered
October, as new, done under 500 miles, licensed

1922. what ofiets ? no dealers, owner bought car,

at . Church Hatch, Christchurch, Hants. [3479

NBEAM. S'l-h.p., sporting, specially tuned, fast,

fully eouipped, licensed 1922, and insured; many
es, whole as brand new, any trial ; £90.—Cran-
3g Chii-tchurch Rd., Sidcup, ' 'Phone: Greenwich

[3950

VTE 1920 3Vjh.p. semi-Sports Sunbeam, Lucas
lamps, 700x30 tyres, 2 4-volt accumulators,

:light. 8-volt, Klaxon, band Klaxon; offers over
: after 6 p.m.—Brian Astle, Copperfield, Bicklev.
t. [4032

WATCH THIS COLUMN
EVERY WEEK FOR

BANCROFTS CO.'S

BARGAINS.
Advertisers in "The Mo'or Cycle" from its

first publication.

TYRES.—Manufacturers' clearance stock, not VV.D;
Although clearance, they are new and perfect.

Wood Milne extra heavy, 4-plv, 26 :< 2 J, combination,
35/-. Pedley, 26X2J-, vribbed, 25/-. Hutchinson,
26 x 2$, heavy. T.T., 27/6 ; Passenger, 26X2* for 2},

39/6; 7oo'.:8o to fit 650x65 small car, heavy. 49/6;
light car, 750:- 75 for 28 x 3 rim. 42/- ; heavy Passenger,

26x3, 37/6; extra strong Passenger, 28x3, 53/6;
i\

. 2 T.T. heavy, 25,'- ; extra heavy, 3-ribbed,

700 x 6g, 35,- ; 650 x 65 steel studded "car type, 65/-
;

original, £6 6s. Firestone, 20 X 2, Auto "wheel, 21/-;

original, 45/- ; tube, 6/6. Palmar, 26.x 2, light, 22/6 ;

65&X 65 cord, 42/- ; 26 ', 2k cord, 42/-« Oylers,

650 x 65, ribbed square tread, heavy, in original

packing, 27/6 ; original, 45/-.* Clincher de Luxe, very
heavy, 26x2!, 37/6; 26x2 Junior de Luxe, 22/6;
26x1?, 17/6." Hutchinson wired edge cover, 26x2$
and 26 x 2^, 30/- each. Postage 1/6.

TUBES.—24X2I, 4/6;' 24x2. 4/6; -26X2^, 5/6;

26X2i, 5/9; 26x2^,5/6; 28x3, extra heavy, 7/6";

700 X 80, 7/6. Postage od.

BELTS.—Clincher clearance line, new, not W.D.
3", 6' 6", 8/6 ; I",

7' 6", 12/3 ;
8' 6", 14/- ; 1", 7' 6",

16/-; 8', 17/-; i£", 7', 18/*; 3', 20/6 7
8' 6", 21/6;

Bates short lengths, -£", 5', 4/6 ;
5' 6", 5/-

;
£", 4' 6",

5/-
;

5', 5/-
;

5' 6", 5/6 ;
1", 2' 6", 3/- ;

3'-. 4/- ;
3' 6".

4/6 ;
4' 6", 6/3 ; leather belts, -J" at 2/6 per foot ; belt

fasteners, 9d. and 1/-. Postage 1/-.

SPEEDOMETERS.—Slightly shop soiled. Cowey
with trip, £4 15s.; Stewart with_trip (£6 6s. model),

£4 10s. ; Jones with trip, £3 14s. ;~ Smith's with trip,

£4 10s. Also Bonniksen in stock. All speedometer
replacements in stock. Postage 1/6.

TAN-SAD, with back seat, 28/6 ; original, 57/-
;

only limited quantity. Carriage 3/6 extra.

GOGGLES.—Genuine Triplex, 45/- model, 10/6;
25/- model, 9/6. They are new and perfect. Postage gd.

GAUNTLETS.—Extraordinary bargains. Tan leather

gauntlets unlined, 7/t1 ; lined, 10/6 ; new and fresh.

The greatest bargain ever offered. Chrome leather

gauntlets with finger and thumb, wrist strap, 3/6 ;

Gloves, leather, wool lined, 4/6. Above lines worth
more than double. Limited quantities only. Order at

once. Postage 6d.

WATERPROOF SUITS.—Less than pre-war prices.

Great purchase of manufacturers' stock, consisting of

double-breasted coat with belt, storm cuffs, and collars,

and seatless trousers with gussets, patent fasteners,

and leather bound seats. Finest quality, extra heavy,

double texture waterproof material,- dark fawn, new
and fresh, only been made recently, not half-perished

W.D. Our price to clear, £2 2s. Postage 1/6 extra.

Could not be bought elsewhere" under £4 10s. The
greatest bargain ever offered. Order immediately to

save disappointment. All stock sizes.

OILSKIN SUITS.—Lined coat and long trousers,

with bib, first-class quality, colour dark green, 17/6,

worth £3 3s. Postage 1/6.

HORNS.—Reliable Electric, Motor Cycle, up to

4-volt only, complete with wire and switch ; usual
"price, 29/6, our price, 15/6. Postage 1/3 extra. Smith's
Electric Horns, black and nickel, in 6, 8, or 12 volts,

large size, suitable for heavy combinations; original

price, £2 15s. ; our price, 30/-. Postage 1/6. The
greatest bargain ever offered. All new and perfect.

We can supply anything for the motor cyclist at
competitive prices.

BANCROFTIAN CO.,
78, BlSHOPSGATE> LONDON. E.C.2.

'Grams : "ChaikeL, London." 'Phone : London Wallq8q7

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

QUNBEAM 1920 3',1'h.p. Combination, licence paid,^ speedometer, tools, spares, cost £205 May, 1920;
£95, offers.—Box, 2, Duke St., Brighton. " [2224

1 Q20 (Sept.) 3'/2h.p. Sunbeam Combination, Her-
*-*s derson Elite sidecar, electric light, dimmei
head light, legshields, knee grips, first-class condition
and appearance; £130.—Crankshaw, 12, Sandhurst Rd.,
Stockport. [338C

OTJNBEAM 3'Ah.p. Sports, light solo combination
^J new November, 1921, magdyno 'ighting, kick
starter, speedometer, full equipment, tax paid, owner
buying car; accept reasonable offer.—Dufty, 115, Up-
pingham Rd., Leicester. [1930

SUNBEAM 1914 Ziih.ip., Sunbeam 2-speed gear,
clutch, and kick starter, Bosch magneto, chain

drive in oil-bath. Brooks saddle, Hutchinson tyres,
lamps and horn, very little used; £65.—Rogers,
Kingscliffe, Sandown, I.W. [3231

SUNBEAM Combination, 8h.p., M.A.G. engine, hood,
screen, apron, dynamo lighting, electric and

bulb horns, speedometer, spare wheel, luggage carrier,
all accessories; £145, or nearest.—Hallett, Albion
Works, Albion St., King's .Cross. [3281

8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, July, 1921, Lucas
Magdyno lighting, spare wheel and tyre, hood,

screen and apron, speedometer, electric horn, leg-
shields, 29x3V; back tyre, 4,500 miles, perfect condi-
tion; £200.—Edwards, Shornmead Fort, Gravesend,
Kent. [3343

I Q21 3'^h.p. Sporting Model Sunbeam Motor Cycle.
J-«7 complete with lamp, generator, horn, and usual
rpares, cast aluminium plates, new in April Inst, and in
exreptionallv enod rendition tvres unmiDctured; nearest
offer to £110.—Geoffrey Smith, The Motor Cycle,
Coventry 1X4285

SUNBEAM 3V-h.p. sports, 1921,~mileage 2,500, un-
scratched. perfect, equipped Lucas regardless, Ped-

ley's knee and bars, oversize unpunctured, exceed 70
m.p.h., electrical timing, sprockets, spares, tax paid,
insured; good reason; quick cash £100.—Trysull, Bay-
lie St., Stourbridge, Worcs. [3897

8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1920 model, me-
chanically perfect, dynamo lighting and horn,

speedometer, spare wheel, 3 nearly new Dunlops,
windscreen, Tan-Sad, spare chain, etc., unused since
last October; £150 or near offer.—Dr. Livingstone.
Mount Lodge, Worplesdon. Surrey. [3292

"I Q21 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, Magdyno lighfc-

J-«J ing, electric horn, Cowey horn and speedo-
meter, sidecar fitted hood, windscreen, spare wheel,
dashboard fitted watch, ampmeter, and lamp, also

inspection lamp; new condition; seen by appointment;
nearest offer £200.—Griffin, 154, Warwick St., Pim-
lico. [3215

T.D.C.
4T>il.h,p. 2-stroke T-.D.C., discs, M-L, Senspray, per-
•*W4 feet condition; £15.—Write, Andrews, 123,
Falmouth Rd., Newington, S.E.I. [3648

Triumph.
"DREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Triumphs.

"

IMMEDIATE Delivery of Type H 4h.p., 3-speed. £105.
Type SD, chain drive, £115; Type LW. lightweight.

£65; sidecars from £20 to £50; easy payments 4% extra.
-Buy direct from the leading Triumph agents : The
Premier Motor Co. Aston Rd., Birmingham f0627

t)lli.p. Triumph Junior, .new; £65.—The Morris
fV4 Garages, Oxford. [4398

Olh.p. Triumph, Model It, new; £120.—The Morris
02 Garages, Oxford. [4399

4h.p. Triumph, Model S.D., new; £115.—The Morris
Garages, Oxford. [44QO

4h.p. Triumph, Model H, new; £105.—The Morris

Garages,- Oxford. [4401

TRIUMPH Combination, 1919, in perfect condition;
£65.—33, Hackford Rd., Brixton. [4564

1Q20 Triumph-Gloria, as new, mileage 2,500; 85
*-*? gns.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [4520

NEW 1922 Triumph, Model H, in stock.—Bounds
Garage, 223, High Rd., Kilburn. [3594

"I Q18 Countershaft Triumph, full equipment; £43.—
JL*7 24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [3846

tf?48 / 10.—Countershaft Triumph, better than new

;

cV bargain.—47, Leigh Rd., East. Ham. [3907

1Q 20 Triumph Combination, full equipment, as new;
-«? £78.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [3849

TRIUMPH, coach-built sidecar, 1918, splendid con-
dition; £55.-33', Hackford Rd., Brixton. [4565

4h.p. Triumph, sbsp-soiled only, fully equipped,
taxed; £75.-17, St. Charles Sq., W.10. [3940

A Q. GNS.—4h.p. Triumph, countershaft, Binks, good
'oto tyres.—181, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [4373

TRIUMPH Junior, 1920, perfect, fullv equipped;
£45.—Clark, 8, Whitehorse Rd., Croydon. [3961

1 Al9 Model H Triumph, and Sidecar, lamps, he^'n,
J-tl etc; £80.—365, King-St., Hammersmith.

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the- date of the issue

Motor - Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

"1 IJ GNS.—1911 Triumph, taxed, discs, adjustable
-i- * puJley, sporty.—60, Barrington Rd., S.W.9

[3347

TRIUMPH 1920 Fixed Gear Sports, practically un-
used; £55.—Clark. 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.

(461V
TRIUMPH Cuachbuilt Combination; £38.-59, Pal-

irey Place, Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W.8.
[4115

TRIUMPHS.—Prompt delivery and service.—Harlow
and Son, Monton, Eccles. Tel.: 160 Eccles.

[3692
019 '10—1910 3'/jb.p. Triumph, rlne running order,

cV licensed year.—King, Egrove. Farm, Oxford.
[4092

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—4h.p.

Triumph, 1920 model H. 3 speeds, etc.; £85.
[2930

TRIUMPH Motor Cvcle, 1913, all accessories; £35.
—Miller, St. Martin's St., Marlboro', Wilts. -

[3562
RICARDO Triumph actually in stock, immediate

delivery; £120.—R. Fox, Pocklington. Tel.: 11.
[3414

CROSS, Effingham Sq., is Agent for the Trusty
Triumph in Rotherharn. All models irom stock.

[4493
O20.—Triumph 1913 3'Ah p., single gear, perfect run-
ts'1 ning order.—28, Medora Rd., Brixton Hill, S.W.

[3792

1 Q18 Triumph, all on, taxed, as new; £58.—James,
X«7 c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd„ Paddington.

[4644

BABY Triumph, 2-speed, all accessories, nearly new,

tax paid; £35.—64, Church St., Edgware Rd.",

W. [4525

TRIUMPH, 3-speed, sidecar, overhauled; £35, offer.

—Whitaker, 209, Northend Rd., West Kensing-
ton. [4010

£25.—Sporting Triumph 3V:>h.p., lamps, accessories,

last, splendid condition.—63, Solon Rd., Brix-
ton. [4163

F.O.C.H for Triumphs.—Latest models in stock;

also 1921 solo.— 5. Heath St., Hampstead (near

Tube) [2251

£37/10.—Triumph Combination, 2 speeds, chain-

cum-belt, accessories.—8, High St., Wands-
worth. [3986

£25.—3V>h.p. Triumph, 1911, Mabon clutch, lamps,

tax "paid, splendid order.—134, Earlsbrook Rd..

Redhill. [4045

LATE model Triumph Combination, fully equipped,
for Morgan. — Albert Deans, " The Croft,"

Baldock. [3902

TRIUMPH, 1922 model, 3V;h.p., Ricardo engine,
delivery from stock; £130.—Attwood's Garage,

Stafford. [3327

TRIUMPH 3%n.p., all on, pillion, tax, tine con-
dition; £18/10.—71, St. German's Rd., Forest

Hill, S.E. [4511

TRIUMPH, countershaft, as new, equipped, tax
paid; £50.—Davis, 46, Blandford Rd., Bedford

Park, W.4. [42.87

£38.—Baby Triumph (1920). fully equipped, taxed,
excellent. Exchanges.—Kent's, 417, Lord St.,

Southport. [4054

TRIUMPH Junior for sale, only dene 50 miles, as
new; bargain, £48.—Fowell, 91, Castleton Rd.,

Goodmayes. [3574

£25.—Triumph 4h.p., guaranteed in good condition.—Geiger, 24, Mansfield Rd., Gospel Oak, Lon-
don, N.W.3. [4606

TRIUMPH Combination 1919, 4b.p., tax paid,
splendid condition; 78 gns.—6, Thurlow Rd.,

Hanwell, W.7. [4365

T Q18 Triumph, guaranteed perfect, electric light,
J-«J registered; £55; after 5 p.m.—4, Elm Gardens,
Hammersmith. * [4534

3 in.p. Triumph, C.B. sidecar, Grado gear, all in
2 good order; £27.—Rainey, High St., Farn-

borough, Kent. [3486

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p„ 3-speed, kick start, hand
clutch, Gloria sidecar; £100. — Maudes', Walsall

Garage, Walsall. [4686

£19.—1911 Triumph, clutch model, new tyres, tax;
another, sports model, £29.—Ewers, Newton Rd.,

Burton-on-Trent. [4374

£65.—4h.p. Triumph, tax paid, accessories, guar-
anteed.—Clifford Wilson, 177, Westminster

Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [4600

£22.—Triumph, 3Voh.p., 2-speed, free engine, side-

car machine, in excellent condition.—Shore, Aid-
bury, Tring, Herts. [4029

TRIUMPH Combination, 1914, good condition, tax
paid; £50.-30, Vestris Rd., Forest Hill, S.E.

Saturday, Sunday. [3330

O K GNS.—Renovated T.T. Triumph, fully equipped,^ 1-r beautiful condition, gift.—Ramsden's," Maybel]
Avenue, Blackpool. [3544

3 in.p. Triumpn-rniilerva, fast and sporty; bargain,
2 £17/10; photo stamp.—Stevens, Springwell Rd.,

tleston, Honn:Ic?. [4039

^^ BROS. #
200, GT. PORTLAND ST., W

'PQO..C—L::ngiiJlu I70[.

Any make of machine can be
supplied on our Payment out of
Income Scheme. Write for full

particulars, and state machine
you are interested n.

TRIUMPH S.D.
£115 cash or £28 15s. down and 12

monthly payments of £7 lis. Sd."

ZENITH Model B. ,

£119 cash or £29 15s. down and 12
monthly payments of £7 16s. lid.

JAMES Sports.
£105 cash or £26 5s. down and 12

monthly payments of £6 18s. 5d.

ALLON.
£60 cash or £15 down and 12 monthly

payments of £3 19s, Id.

B.S.A.
I £107 cash or £26 15s. down and 12

monthly payments of £7 Is. Jd.

TRADE SUPPLIED.
1

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
TriumDh.

jp 18.—Triumph 3'^h.p., Bosch, -B. and B.. I

o& boards, etc., bargain. — Fisher, " Roselei
Heston, Hounslow.

TRIUMPH, coach-built sidecar, renovated th:v
out, three months' guarantee; £70.—33, T '

ford .Rd., Brixton.

TRIUMPH 1921 Model H Swan Sports, ele
lighting, mudshJelds, Bonrriksen; £115.—Scott

Landford Rd., Putney.

TN Stock.—1922 4h.p. Triumph, Model H: ca^
J deferred; £105.—D. and S. .Autocar Co., 33, i

Parade, Golders Green. -

rriRIUMPH 1919 4h.p., 3-speed, "kick start,
j

* clutch, Hughes sidecar, all lamps; £105.—ilai

Walsall Garage, Walsall.

£52.—Triumph 1918 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, K.S.
paid, fully equipped, splendid condition.— 8.

hop's Mansions, Fulham.

1 Q 21 Triumph-Henderson, excellent condi
J-J7 hood, Cameo, accessories; £110. — Ch
House, Sudbury, Suffolk.

1 Q18 Triumph Combination, 4h.p., beautiful e
-I-*/ tion; £69 10/-.-—37, Canterbury Rd.,

Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l.

TRIUMPH Combination, 1918, countershaft, sp

excellent condition, trial; 60 gns.—Owen.
High Rd., East Finchley.

TRIUMPH Combination, countershaft, new siJ

-good tyres, excellent condition; £55.—O.G.,
Scholefield Rd., Holloway.

1 Q20 Triumph Combination, or separate, exce

li/ condition. Tan-Sad, insurance paid; £80.-

Pope Rd., Bromley, Kent.

1Q18. 4h.p. Triumph and sporting Renncc, pe

J-*J condition throughout; first -reasonable cash c

—17, Blakesley Av., Ealing.

"I Q14 Triumph, 3-speed, coachbuilt sidecar, la

J-*/ horn, speedometer, screen, tax paid.
:

Brampton Rd., St. Albans.

1 Q18 Triumph and new sidecar complete, ele

i-t/ lighting, splendid, order; £65.—Webster,
Rockingham Rd., Kettering.

1 Q21 S.D. All-chain Triumph and Gloria Sia

i-«J Lucas lamps and horn, nice condition; £11

365, King St., Hammersmith.

npRrUMPH 3V2n -P- Combination, clutch, Bosch,

X frame, torpedo sidecar, splendid condition;

128, Smallwood Rd., Tooting.

TtRIUMPH 4h.p. Countershaft, 1922 renovated,
j

_..._ 4. „., . nci/m DC TiitsB •

Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton 1292.

19

TRIUMPH 3i/,n.p., variable gear, free engine,

tyres, ride away; £18.-28, Woodford Rd., F
Gate. 'Phone : Mary land 2598

TRIUMPH countershaft, engine 46804, pe

throughout tyres nearly new, privately ow

£60.—92, Romford Rd., Stratford.

1 fkl4 3-speed Triumph Combination, coacW

i-U sidecar, all renovated, as new, guarant

£45.—A. Clifford, Eastwood, Notts.

14 4h.p. Triumph and sidecar, excellent a

tion, recently overhauled, 3-speed clutch;

-Gales. 6, West Terrace, Folkestone.

TRIUMPH 1918, with sidecar, good condition,

and insurance paid, all on; £80; after 6 p.

Warner, 87, Bermondsey St.. Bermondsey.

TRIUMPH 3V.b.p. Lightweight Combination

speeds, lamps, speedometer; £34; perfect

dition—Sharp, 11; Vorley Rd., Highgate. [;

TRIUMPH Countershaft, 3 speeds, clutch, K5
carburetter, engine No. 55386, unregistered; Sa

Haynes, 28, Church St.. Greenwich, S.E 10. [i

SO ens.—Triumph, 1919"2 . 4h.p., 3 speeds, elv.

/* kick start, speedometer, licensed; exchange

12, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. [<

1*120 Triumph-Gloria Combination, with all ai

J.tJ sories, including screen, splendid condit

£87.—Parker, Erin Lodge, Buckhurst Hill. [-

TRIUMPH 1915 Model H., lamps, horn, discs, i

£65—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Ave

Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [C

1 f|19 Triumph, countershaft, kick starter

_L" speeds, perfect condition; fully equipped

new, tax paid.—47, Marsham St., Westminster, ['

TRIUMPH, 1918, renovated makers 1920, and 1

C.B. sidecar, perfect running order, very f

£65.—Limmer, 14, Constantino Rd., Hampstead. [:

"1 Q22 Triumphs, all models. Still the finest sii

J." Catalogues with pleasure..—Sam E. Clap

(Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E. 10. !<

1 O20 Triumph Combination. 4h.p. Easting, eqiui

X*J every possible accessory, as new; £82-
Canterbury 'Rd., Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l. !'

B6o hig to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycle.- advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
1 riumph

IUMPH Combination, 1920, 4h.p., countershaft,
Gloria car, lamps, speedometer, perfect eondi-

i £105; evening.—88, Cecile Park, Crouch End.
[3436

^ITJMPH Combination, special sidecar, fully

J equipped, large quantity spares ; £80 ; apply
6 p.m. (except Thursday).—53, Bassein Park

t.
London, W.12. [3975

^EtfiELD Agent for Triumphs; all models in

• stock for immediate delivery.—J. A, Stacey,
mph Service Depot, 12, EcclesatI Rd., Sheffield.

(.0812

YRGAIN.—Triumph, 4h.p., 1914, 3-speed and
clutch, lamps, good tyres, very fast, any trial

lamination; £33.—61, Grand Parade, Harringay.
[4036

'• 21 Renovated Model H Triumph, by makers,
I

lamps, horn, U'ip speedometer, tools, tax paid,

ct, condition; £68.—365 King St., Hammersmith.
[4341

:

.TE* 1918 Triumph, countershaft, tax paid, all

;
on, splendid condition; nearest offer.—G. Witt,

Voobuvn Cottage, Staines Rd., Bedfont, Middle-
[3490

j, 3-speed Triumph Combination, lavishly equipped,
speedometer, smart sporting sidecar, in tip-top

lition; after 5 p.m.—4, Elm Gardens, Hammer-
a. [4533

;IUMPH 1919, renovated 1922. unscratched,
aluminium Swan sporting sidecar, engine guaran-

,
full insurance.—Details, Dixon, Eaton Rise,

ug. [3267

1
21 4h p. Sports Triumph, all chain, lamps, hcru,
speedometer, very fast, tax paid, bought Novem-

dfene 1,200 miles; £95.—Middletcu House, Os
ry. [3258

.h.p'. Triumph Junior Lightweight, lamps, horn,

licensed, just been overhauled, perfect- condi-
£39/l0;~Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St.,

bridge. [3707

1 19 Triumph Combination, Montgomery sidecar,
' windscreen, lamps, tax paid, as new, guaran-
• £85.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme,
Chester. [3696

h.p. Triumph, recently renovated by Triumph,
r tax paid, lamps, horn etc., good running order;

£18 secures.—Collins, Riverslev Rd.. Nuneaton.
wickshire. [4442

118 Triumph, countershaft, 1920 Montgomery
' sidecar, all on, plenty spares, condition and
aauicallv perlect ; £65. — 305, Brockley Rd.,

kley, S.E.4. [4143

1 19 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, under 3,000,
'

perfect condition, speedometer, lamps; £75.—
;on= Muuntfort, Chorley Wood. Herts. 'Phone

:

rley Wood 88. [3404

1 19 4h.p. Triumph and brand neiv sidecar, whole
' outfit guaranteed mechanically perfect, new
; tax paid; bargain, £78.—Whisstock and Lingley,

Abridge, Suffolk. [3828

1 21 Triumph 4h.p., all-chain countershaft com-
' bination, Montgomery sports aluminium deck,

unium discs, lamps, tools, tax, exceptionally smart,

anteed; £110.—Below.

1 20 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, completely
1 "enuipped, tax, perfect throughout, guaranteed;
—Below.

l18 Triumph 8h.p., countershaft combination.
' nearly new bulbous sidecar, tax, perfect;

/10.—BeloW,

l20 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, eauipped. ner-
1

feet, tax; complete with smart sidecar, £85.—
w.

.18 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, just overhauled.
' good condition; £52/10. All these, machine^
fully guaranteed and not rubbish.—Goad, engineer
oau Lodge. 122, Maida Vale. "Phone: Hamp-
1 1353. [2908

tlUMPH Baby 2-stroke Motor Cycle, 1921 model,
ridden very little, indistinguishable from new;
bargain, £47/10.—Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner.
Mitry. 'Phone: 1945. [3839

tlUMPH JUNIOR, practically new and un-
scratched, mileage negligible, expensively

pped, tax paid; £40; apply after 2.—52, Durl-
Rd., Upper Clapton. [4500

1IUMPH-GLORIA Combination, 1921 model,
almost new, tax paid, lamps, screen Tan-Sad,

es, etc.; no reasonable offer refused.—Seen, 9,

lesley Gardens, Ilford, Essex. [3280

lIUArPHS 1 All models supplied, new or second-
hand, for cash or easy terms. Triumph Agents
Spare Part Specialists.—The. Hackford Engineer-
Co-, 33, Hackford Rd., Brixton. [4567

tlUMPH Combination, Easting (Royal) wind-
sjreen, speedometer, lamps, etc., new condition,

1 mileaee 1,800, cost £158; sell £98; any trial.

9, North Side, Clapham Common. [3433

.p. Triumph 1914, 3-speed, clutch, new over-
hauled, enamelled, tyres good, coach sidecar;
Humber Lightweight, overhauled, good; £20.

—

er, Victoria Rd., Garswood, Wigan. [4445

*By first post
Without fail
Any spare part for any model Douglas or
Williamson from 1908 upwards. Being
on the spot I can get you anything you
require, and guarantee not to disappoint
you. Douglas Repairs completed, includ.

ing a complete rebuilding and
enamelling in seven days.

A FEW SPECIALITIES
for your convenience. Filler, Funnel
and Compression Reducer combined for

4 h.p. Douglas. The original patent.
Permits the last drap of oil to be got out
of the can. Sump refilled without
soiling the hands. Fitted in 5 minutes,
substantially made, and lasts a lifetime.

10/6.

PATENTED TWIN
RINGS

15 per cent, increase in power,
hold compression indefinitely,

prevent carbonising, reduce oil

consumption and reduce fric-

tion. All the racing men and trial

riders "are now using them. *
4 h.p., 1/8; 2$ h.p., 1/6 each.
Insist on having them fitted.

A NEW TWIN RING
PISTON

Scientifically designed to prevent
distortion. Four strengthening
webbs and radiating fins, gudgeon
pins supported correctly. Much
fighter than- standard pistons, yet
double the strength. Piston with
rings and gudgeon pin, 14/6.

J.S. writes :
" I fitted the new

pistons, and was astonished at the
speed and power increase,"

ZOOM! ZOOM!!
Are you Zooming it ? This lovely
exhaust pipe gives a lovely Zoom
note and provides an expansion
chamber many times the cylinder
capacity ; it silences without back

pressure. The most efficient

system yet devised ; over 2,000
sets already fitted. Beautifully
finished in polished copper
plate, 30/-. Nickel plated,

33/6.

THE ORIGINAL AIR-
COOLED ALLOY VALVE

CAP
z| h.p. and 4 h.p. Douglas engines.
Absolutely prevents overheating and
konking. Used by th? T.T. and
Grand Prix riders. Price 4/-.

The Tony Combined Footboard

and FoOtrestS (Patented).

Made in burnished aluminium; polished edge,
non-slipping surface, solid rubber pads, ideal

riding positions and keep the boots clean. Adds
greatly to the appearance of any Douglas. Sub-
stantially made and unbreakable. Price 30/-.

per pair.

THE MAN ON THE SPOT
OFFICIAL DOUGLAS AGENT

Everything Douglas by return.

10 years with Doug'a. Motors Ltd.

140, VICTORIA STREET, BRISTOL
(Late Douglas Motors, Ltd.) Tel. 3792

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

rpPv,ITJMPH.—Complete range of 1922 models in
-*- stock for immediate delivery. Cash and ex-
changes. Easy payments 4 per cent, extra.—P. J.
Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [3689

Oih.p. Triumph, 3-speed, clutch, re-enamelled," 2 engine overhauled, beautiful condition and
running order, all accessories, tax paid; £0,2..—135,
Cavendish Drive, Leytonstone, E.ll. [3869

rpRITJMPH, 4h.p., 1920 T.T. model, fixed engine,
-- accumulator electric lighting, mechanically ex-
cellent, tyres cood, tax paid; accept reasonable offer.—Dufty, 115, Uppingham Rd., Leicester. [3329

"DOBLRTSONS Motors, Ltd.-1921 Triumph, all
-*-*> chain, Millford sidecar, accessories, tax paid,
£105; chain-cum-belt, Milltord sidecar, accessories, tax
paid, £95.—15 /b, Ct. Portland St., W.l. [4217

'JiRIUMPH ..Combination, 1918, 3-speed, clutch,
-*- kick start, tax paid, hood, large locker.
Easting, all accessories, recently overhauled; £75.~
2, Temple Rd., Selwyn Estfate, Richmond. [3577
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—4h~p.
'» Triumph and Sidecar, 1914, 3 speeds, etc.; £50;

also 4 h.p. 1914 Triumph solo, 3 speeds, £40; and a
4h.p. 1918 W.D. model, 3 speeds, etc.; £65. [2932

rpRIUMPH 1922 4h.p., cham-belt, £105; 4h.p., all
J- chain, £115; Record model, fast roadster, £125;
cash or terms; exchanges.~W. E. Line, late Coppen
Allan, 89, Gt. Portland St. Langham 1601. £3514

TRIUMPH Combination, 1917-18, Swan or Mont-
gomery sidecar, overhauled by makers last

December, tax, lamps, tools, discs, any reasonable
offer.—" B.," 75, Carshalton Rd., Carshalton. 3899

1 ft 18 (late) Triumph, with Mills-Fulford spring
At-' wheel sidecar, the whole in excellent condi-
tion, enamel and plating as new, guaranteed;
*/b/10.—51, Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. [4573

BARKER'S Motors can supply all Triumph 1922
models at list prices and give an insurance policy

against mechanical breakdown lor 12 months free.

Cash, deferred, or exchanges.—194, Balham High Rd.
S.W.12. [3139

"I ft 21 Triumph-Montgomery (renovated), mechanic-
-L*/ ally perfect, electric lighting, speedometer,
windscreen, luggage grid, tools, spare belt, etc., tyres
good, tax paid; £110 or near.—9, Fauconberg Rd..
Chiswick. [4031

TRIUMPH Combination, 1919 model, in exceptional
condition; sidecar and chassis only recently fitted

at a cost of £30; speedometer and lamps, all acces-
sories, tax paid; £87/10.—26, Tulse Hill, Brixton
'Phone: Brixton 1292. [4424

"1Q21 Triumph, S.D. combination, purchased
J-v Triumph Co. January, last, done under 1,000
miles, electric lighting, spare accumulator, hood,
screen, Cowey speedometer", legshields; £120.—9,

Kenilworth Court, Putney. [323U

"IftiS 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, countershaft, kick
J-*/ starter, thoroughly overhauled, 1921 Canoelet
sidecar, all on, enamel and nickelling perfect, guaran-
teed; £75; or exchange with cash for higher power;
letters.—Evans, 52, Vicarage Rd., Camberwell. {3780

TRIUMPH H. 1921 and coach-built sidecar, fully
equipped, very attractive outfit both in appear-

ance and mechanically; £100. A similar 1919 Com-
bination, £35. Clutch model in thorough good order,
£30. All licensed 1922.—Bunting's Motor Exchange,
Wealdstone. [4481

TRIUMPH Combination, tax, insurance, condition
guaranteed, fitted following accessories : hood,

speedometer, horn, electric lighting, long plated ex-
haust, Palmer cord new tyres, spare tyres, new
chain, any test; £90.-21, -Overhill Rd., East
Dulwich, S.E. [3569

LATE ^20 Triumph Combination, Phoenix side-
car, brand new chassis, Easting windscreen,

original tyres unpunctured, a splendid machine in
first-class order, all lamps, spares, complete, tax
paid; £110.—Back, Gardens, Rooksnest Park, God-
stone, Surrey (1633). [3943

Tjift20 4h.p. Triumph Combination, Gloria type
AtV sidecar, lamps, horn, tax- paid, etc., perfect
condition, latest " shock-absorber on engine shaft,,
engine No. 73831, delivered November, indistinguish-
able from new, must sell; £38.—Clarge, 20, Oxford
Mews, Titchborne St., Edgware Rd., London, W.2.

[4299
"Bftl3 Triumph (licensed), . modem frame and tank-,
Xft/ 2-speed, hand and foot clutch, aluminium
discs and legshields, new tyres and belt, speedometer,
lamps, copper exhaust, kneegrips, Flexekas, Klaxon,
overhauled and xe-plated, perlect inside and out;
£35, offers—21, Hitherfield Rd., Streatham, S.W.16

[363H

NOV., 1919, 4h.p. Triumph Combination, Mill.-
Fulfprd sidecar, exceptionally smart. Easting

windscreen and apron, apron to cover sidecar, aTumirir
ium discs, loose Bedford cord covers fitted to sidecar,
legshields, electric rear and side lights, acetylene head!
tyres as new, also two spares and tubes, tools, etc.!

new spare belt, tax paid for year; sacrifice, £80, 01*

very near offer; private owned —Box 1008, c/'o The
Motoi Cycle. [3290

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the, date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph,

Spare Parts :

rpRiUMPH " Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,A Bond St., Ealing. [7545

SIMPSON for, Satisfaction.—Triumph ex-W.D.,
prices right; see " Parts and Accessories."—

Orchard, Sllnbury-on-Thames. [4132

COMPLETE stock Triumph and Sturmey-Archer
spares, no waiting.—Ward's, 51, Upper Rich-

mond Rd., Putney. 'Phone: Putney 2754. [1247
rriRIUMPH Spare Parts.—Immediate delivery ofA genuine Triumph spares. Authorised Triumph
Service Agents.—J. E. Lawes, Ltd., The Triangle,
Aldershot. [3494

TRIUMPH Agents since 1906.-AII Triumph Spares
at new reduced prices from stock; principal Bir-

mingham agents and service depot.—Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. 10798
rpRlUMPH Spare Parts for all models; alsoA Sturmey-Archer gear parts from stock, post free;
gear overhauls by specialist.—Jones Garage, Triumph
Agents, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. [0809

SEND to the Rhosha Motor Garage, South St.,
Romford, for Triumph and Sturmey-Archer

spares. No disappointing delays; every part in
stock. Repairs by skilled mechanics. We are
official service agents. Telephone : Romford 584.

riiRIUMPH Parts, 1904-21, everv part in stock, new
J- or second-band. Why not second-hand in place
of new till prices drop? Half the price, satisfaction
guaranteed. Hundreis of testimonials. Triumph
repairs and renovations a speciality, under personal
supervision of our proprietor, late with Triumph and
Premier cycle companies. Cylinder regrinding on
latest machinery— Forneld Motors, Forneld Place
Leamington Spa. [7361

Trump.
fTiRUMP-J.A.P. 1914 4b.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick
-- start, taxed, equipped; 26 gns.—37, Elmbank
Gardens, Barnes Bridge. [4176

Velocette.

J>REMIER Motor Co., for 1922 Velocettes.

TMMEDIATE delivery of Model E.2 2-speed, £65;A E.3 3-speed. £72/10; E.L.2 lady's open frame,
£68; all with clutch and kick starter;. easy payments,
4 per cent, extra; carriage paid to any address.—
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [3020
032.—1919 2 I

/4h.p. Velocette, 2 speeds, fully
<** equipped, perfect.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

[4093
\7"ELOCETTE 1921 2l,4h.p., 2-speed, all chain drive,
» tax paid; £48.—Maudes', Walsall Garage, Wal-

sall.

VELOCETTE, 2«b.p., 2-speed,
horn, new condition; £28/10

ley Rd., Leicester.

[4679

all-chain, lamp.
Warwick, Hinck-

[3587
1Q21 Velocette 2V4h.p., 2-speed, legshields, lamps,
"-•^ horn, tax paid, as new, 49 gns.—Owner, 61,
Westow Hill, Upper Norwood, S.E. [4262
VTELOCETTE.—Last 2 late 1921 models, 3-speed,
» £60; ladies', £57/10; splendid opportunity, take

it now.—O'Douovan Motors, 76a, Gt. Portland St..
W.l, [4235
yELOCETTE, 1920, gent's model, 2-speed, Lucas
v lamps, horn, tools, splendid condition; £45.

—

Mrs. Gale, 49, Rookery Rd., Bournbrook. Birming-
ham. [4446

Verus.
I Q20 Verus Black burne, 4b. p., Sturmey gearbox,A«J lamps, speedometer; £55, or near.—Paine,
Boro', Canterbury. [4432
SPORTING Verus. late 1920, 2»ih.p. Blackburne,

2-speed, clutch, kick start, engine just tho-
roughly overhauled, dual lighting set, Ace discs,
licensed; £48.-14 Kildoran Rd., Brixton. [3451

1Q20 Verus 2>/ih.p., single-speed, good as new, elec-
At/ trie light outfit, good accessories, swit overalls
(5ft. 6in.), insurance, tax paid; lot cost over £75;
40 gns., rto offers; appointment only.—Schofield, 25,
Santos Rd., Wandsworth, S.W.18. [1020

Vindec.
\7TNDEC Special 6h.p. Twin, less one cylinder and

magneto; £5.—Saunders, 80, Cotteiill Rd., Sur-
blton. [3242

VINDEC Special (1921) 8h.p. J.A.P. ' Combination,
Sandum sidecar, Easting windscreen, lamps,

Klaxon, tax paid 1922; £80.—A. J. L., 14, Constan-
tine Rd., Hampstead. [3423

Werner.
£22.—4h.p. Werner, last, powerful; take lower

power part.—57, Kenburv St., Camberwell, Lon-
don. [3917

Westwood.
WESTWOOD-J.A.P. 1921 8h.p., 3 speed, all chain,

super-luxurious sidecar (cost £47), hood, screen,
legsbields, dynamo lighting, speedometer; cost over
£220; mileage 3,000. absolutely as new; 98 gns.; eolo
rart—110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. 14203

Wolf.

£12.—Wolf Lightweight, magneto, tax paid; ride
away.—Howe, Nirvana, Fernbank Rd., Ascot.

[3252

William Nichols
GLOUCESTER MANSIONS, CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS

Tel. ; Ger. 6472. LONDON, W.C. 2

&

CO.

Motor Cyclists ! ! !

Replace your exhaust valve
caps with our aluminium air-

cooled plug.

As used in the T.T.
Keeps your valve and engine
cool.

Increases your power.
Reduces petrol consumption.
Stops pinkiog.
Supplied to fit any engine.
Made of pure aluminium.
Machined all over.

Aero-eiigine quality.

free. Any- engine.

When ordering—state make of engine and H.P.

Clearance Line of Leather Jerkins
B

TheseJerkins are made
in strong leather lined

with warm woollen
material. They make
ideal garments for

Motorists, Motor
Cyclists and Drivers,

etc., and will give
years of hard service.

In splendid condition
—well cut—soft and
pliable— wind and

cold proof.

State size — small,

medium or large.

Price / /- each.

Leather Driving Gloves

Soft and pliable,

gusseted at wrist
with tab & press-

button fastener.

Made of best
selected skins.

Will stand the
tests of beat,

steam, water and"

washing.

"Price O I Q Ideal fpr Motorists,
Cyclists, etc.

Hutchinson Tyres— Clearance
All new guaranteed Goods

Size. Make. Our
Price.

26H ij Hutchinson, Brookland, Rub . Std. 19/6
26X 2 „ 20/-
26X2i ,, -,, 20/-
26x2 T.T. 26/-
26x2! „ T.T. 26/-
28 X2* T.T. 26/6
26X2 „

~ Passenger 30/-

26X2J „ „ ,
30/-

28X2i „ ,. ,
32/-

26X2J tl ree-i ibbed 28/6
26X2J 28/6

650X55 „ Light Car 30/6
700X75 ,, ,, , 30/6
650 X 75 Small Car

,
33,'-

750X 75 ,. . 33/-

HUTCHINSON TUEES -CLEARANCE
ALL SOUND.

26 xS and 26x2^ 4/11

We have all other sizes in stock at proportionate
prices—Send your inquiries— all goods sent post

free, carriage paid against remittance.

Three days' approval.

last year's actual T.T. mac!
new, £55; standard torn

MOTOR CYCLliS FOR SALE
Wolf.

WOLF-ENG1NED 2-stroke 2";
4h.p., new tyres la;

hurn; £15.—Foster, 24, Park Rd., Sunbury. [i

£15.—2"
4h.p. Wolf; m.o.h.v., guaranteed good

<** ning order.- King, Egrove Farm, Oxford, [t

VVooler.
TS/"OOLER, 1920. mileage 2,500, best offer-
*» change 2-stroke and £20.— 9, Woolwich

'

Belvedere, Kent. p
WOOLER 2-ih.p

very fast, ai.

new 1921. £50; also Brooklands modei,"a's n'ew-L
man Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. Tel.: 689. [i

"VTEW Wooler 234h.p., flat twin, Brookl:
-L' sports model, complete with lamps and horn
duced from .-£105 to £69; a bargain; easy pavmen
Harrods Motor Cycle Dept., 118, Br'ompton
London.

Yale.
"^ALE 8h.p,, engine in thorough order, tvre* gJ- lamps, variable gear, clutch; £55, or near .

—Bailey, 25, London St., Reading.

Zenith.
A LLAN GRUZELIER, Zenith Specialist.

"DRAND new 1921 5h.p. Sports Zeniths at 76

SLIGHTLY -used 1921 5h.p. Sports model, spi

meter, lamps, taxed, perfect; £75.

£60.—Brand new 2 r>
4h.p. models, Gradua gear.

ALL 1922 models for immediate delivery 1

London or Coulsdon.

LONDON Office,

Regent
Ulster Chambers. 168, Repent

205. Works, Knight and Wheat
Garage, 4, The Pavement, Coulsdon. '

[<

JQ19 8h.p. Sports ZenithSports
meter, tax paid; £55.-

fully equipped, spt

186, Southgate Rd.
[•

ZENITH 6h.p. Countershaft Combination; mil:

sold, £65, near oiler.—58, Burns. Rd.. Hade.

ZENITH 5h.p. Sports, 1921, new and guaran
few only left; 76 gns.—Clark, 7, Exhibition

S.W.7. . [

ZENITH, 1917,
pillion, etc.;

Plaistow, E.13.

4b. p.. re-enamelled,
sacrifice £40.-158.

fast, la

Grange

model, Gradua gear,

ROBERTSONS Motors. Ltd.— 1922 shops
Zenith-Bradshaw, Gradua gear; £100.— 1571x,

Portland St., W.l.

3ih.p. Zenith, Sports
2

Church St., Oswestry.

8h.p. Zenith, sidecar, Tan-Sad, excellent conrli

licensed; £54.—Hal wood, 100, Avenue Rd., .
(

Cottage Station, N.W.3.

F.O.C.H. for Zeniths.—Latest models in stcck;
1920 8h.p countershaft combination.— 5, B

St., Hampstead (nea- Tube)

ZENITH 6h.p. Millford sidecar, lamps, windsc
Klaxon, tax paid, perfect;- £65.-221, Winch

Rd., Higham Park, -Ghingford.

ZENITH 8h.p. J.A.P. Countershaft Combina
renovated; £90 or near offer to Hubert K

Fernside, Inglesham, Lechlade. [

ZENITH Combination. 3'-,h,p. J.A.P., Gradua
perfectly reliable, any trial ; £40.—Seed, 2

Mount Pleasant Rd., Crouch Hill, N.4.

6h.p. Zenith C B. Combination, clutch, Gr
£ear, . all on, good condition, tax paid; £ ;-

How, 13, Cotteralls, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. [
j

£60 or near offer.—Late 6h.p. Zenith, special

car, all accessories, penect condition, gel

bargain.—224, Hale End Rd., Woodford Green. [

1 Q20 (late) 8h.p. Zenith sports combination, I

J- *y lamps, horn, new belt, taxed, guarantee
new; £87/10.-51. Upper Richmond Rd., Putne;

ZENITH 7-9h.p. Sports, special machine, only

in England, verv fast; £130; shop soil

Barker's Motors, 194, Balham High Rd.. S.W.:

1Q20 Zenith 81i.p. countershaft Combination, pi

At/ order, first-class condition, accessories,

e-'tras; bargain, £105.-114, Woodstock Rd., 0:

ZENITH 8b. p. Sporting Combination, mileage )

licensed 1922, speedometer and full equipi

£90. Like new.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, V
stone.

ZENITH 1921 8h.p. Countershaft Conibin.

speedometer, lamps, horn, taxed, new cond

under 1,000 miles; £U5.—Clark, 7, Exhibition

S.W.7.

ZEN1TH-J.A.P., 1920, 5-6h.p. sporting Combin
electric light, screen, speedometer, access

insured, low mileage; offers.—12, High Lane, Clio

cum-Hardy.

B62 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue

Motor Cvcles advertised hv private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

7 8h.p. Sports Zenith, perfect, all new parts,

timed, do over 70 m.p.h.; £65, or exchange
or Triumph.—Howarth, Stand Lodge, Rad-

Lancs. [4362

Guarantee; sacrifice.

jSt., iiirmingham.

j'E 1921 Sports
lliorn. Ace discs,

,
owner buying

am Rd., Tooting.

10.—Sports Zenith, 1949, 5h.p., excellent con-
.tion, onl.v done 3,500, Bonnikseu, mechanical

1 real bargain ; Cambridge.—Box 1156, c/o The
/,

Cycle. [4468

[12 Sports Zenith-Bradshaw, chain drive, 3 speeds,
l kick starter, -oiig exhaust pipes, brand new, just
led, lax paid; sacrifice, iOO gus.— King, 523, Lord
jiuhporc [2129

KITH 1919, 8h.p. J. A. P., with Dunhill coach-
puilt sidecar, hood, screen, lamps, etc., tax paid
,nl of year; £92/ 10.—Wilkins Simpson, Opposite
ii;i, London, [3672

tfj Zenitn-liradsnaw, slightly used lor a iew
t demunstratiuns indistinguishable Irora new,

£95.-1- rank Whitworth, 139,
[0711

Zenith Combination, lamps,
tools, tax paid, onlv needs
car; £1-25. — French, 21,

[3822

• ITU Combination 1920 8h.p., kick start, clutch,
lectrir lighting, hood, screen, guaranteed per-
£80.—Marcus, Broadway, Tilbury Docks, and
il-a Rd-, Westcliff. [3236

9 Zenith Sh.p., sporting, electric lighting, douoie
I oiling, special 4in. plated exhaust, special discs,

xceptionally smart; £65.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale
e: Hampstead 1353. [2909
aTH, 1919, 8h.p., Sports, and C.B. sidecar,
hood and screen, competition mount, overhauled
s, good dual-purpose machine; £85 cash.—2,
!r Rd., E. DuHvich. [3583

aTH-GRAPUA, 4h.p.. 1914. coachbuilt under-
slung sidecar, fully equipped, spares, licensed,
lass condition; £38, near offer. — Miles, 48,
m Rd., Forest Gate. [3946

I1TH-BRADSHAW 1922, 3-speed, all-chain drive,
II stock; £119. Best prices allowed on exchange
—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.,
'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [2371'

W unused 8-10h.p. 90 mm. bore, o.h.v. Zenith,
built to special order for amateur competition
unable to take delivery from agent; cost £146,
i-cept £110.—Horton, 44, Barbourne, Worcester.

[4151
'. Zenith, 90 bore, new cylinder, carbuieUei
learings, lamps, horn, Alum discs, Long exhaust,
paid, fully insured, do 55; £40 or offer.—
S Cambrian House, Roval Circus, West Nor-

[3814

RKER'S Motors can supply 1922 Zeniths, aJi

nodels, at list prices, a od give an insurance
against mechanical breakdown for 12 months
Cash, deferred or exchanges.— 194, Balham High
5.W.12. [3141

12 Sh.p. Zenith countershaft Combination, polished
aluminium sporting body, fully equipped,

sd, only run 1,000 miles, cost £185 in January
accept £120.—Beech, 100, Mclntyre Rd., St.

=, 'Worcester. [4314

|RTS Zenith 4h.p. Twin, speedometer, lamps,
torn, licensed for whole year, good tyres, a very
md sporting bike, condition as new; £45^—James
r and Sons, Ltd., 24 and 25, Brook Mews North,
islor Gate, W.2. [4252

>. Zenith Countershaft, 1915, stored several years,
oachbuilt sidecar, tools, lamps, spares, tax paid,
condition, £65; also Rennoc sidecar, 1921, extra
I, mileage 400, seat for child, £18.—" Sandleford,"
ber Rd., N. Fiuchley, N.12. [3735

10-21, 8h.p. Zenith combination, countershaft,
K.S., electric lighting, speedometer, large Canoe-
deear, luggage grid, accessories, etc., practically
new, tax and insurance for vear; £85.—C. S.,

waton Rd., Bow. Tel.: E. 3155. [4550
ilTH late 1921 Sh.p. clutch Combination, elec-
tric horn and lighting, with dimmer. Easting,
It grid, special rear seat, speedometer, every
guaranteed as new, tax paid; £140; trial after

1.-252, St, Annls Rd., Tctlenham. [4013

>. Zenith (June, 1920), clutch, countershaft,
ick start, speedometer, Tan-Sad, Klaxon,
lamps, tax paid 1922, perfect condition, only
2,000 miles, any examination, trial- by ap-

£85.—Walters, Harold Gardens, Wick-
[3611

!0 Zenith 8h p. countershaft Combination, as
ngw, special engine, done 4,000 miles, electric
EasUng screen, Tan-Sad, Ace discs, Stewart
Cowey speedometer, quantity of spares, sidecar
stered in corduroy; £125.—Hamilton, 17, Fen-
h 8t- [4560
flTH Sh.p. Sports (July, 1921), Lucas equip-
mei

t,
Sniltu triP speedometer. Cox Atmos,

t.s, Runbaken spark intensifiers, valve-stem
atov? under 5,000, decarbonised April, first-
comhtion, tyres perfect, full kit, spare tubes,
TOT last, good reason selling, trial; £80 —
1. Richmond Rd . Altrincham. [3823

nent
Essex

Established 1876.
'Phones: 7712 Central I z97 ' rth. City 36*4

OLD JEWRY. CHEAPSIDF, KC.2.
and at 255-257, Holloway Road, N.

;

s

8, New Bridge Stre2t, E.C.

SIDECARS
We specialise in Sidecars, and can supply from
Stock to fit almost any make of machine, and will

fit free of charge.

SPUR RACER.
Light sporting coachbuilt body, with small
Locker fitted, on light undersluhg chassis, com-
plete with all fittings, and studded tyre

—

&*3 - 3 - 6.
Body only £4 - 15 - 0.

THE SPUR
Light touring coachbuilt body, well upholstered,
with locker under seat, light 'underslung chassis,
complete with all fittings, and studded tyre—

£14 -14-0
Body only £6-6-0

SPUR LA GRANDE.
The smartest Sidecar on the road. Best coach-
built body with large bulbous back giving a large
locker, spring upholstering and special shape door,
chassis -heavy underslung, four-point connection,
valanccd mudguard, etc., and complete with
Hutchinson tyre-

£23
Body only £10- 10 0.

CHASSIS.
The SPUR, complete with all fittings, mudguards,
wheel, etc £7 7
The SPUR Heavy, uiutelung, fitted with 4-point
connection, valanccd mudguard, etc. £10 10
The SPUR Tandem, specially suitable for Harleys
and heavy twins, will take family body, etc.,

built of heavy gauge tubiug, .vleaf spring, "5-point
connection, valanced mudguard, with special
fitting any size wheel £16 16
The SPUR Indian, specially made for spring
frame Indian 4-point connection, valanced mud-
guard, 28m. "wheel, finished in Indian red, com-,
pletc £15 15

A Special Show of Sidecars is always on view at
our HoNoway Road Branch, which closes at
1 o'clock Thursdays and 9 o'clock Saturdays.

19
R

MOTOR CYCLES TOR SALE.
Zenith.

Spare Parts:

ZENITH. Spares. Immediate delivery.- Kays, 8
Bond St., Ealing. [722^

Ladies' Motor Cycles.
"I Q21 Ivy, 2-speed, clutch, K.S„ electric lamps
-i-«^ horn, accessories, tax paid, condition as new,
no dealers; £50.~Seen 148, Parnell fid., Bow, E.3.

[3295
UBANK WHITWORTH. Ltd., 139, New St.. Jjir-
J- minghnm, distributing agents fcr the Lady's 1 7y.
daintiest of oil ladies' machines; £62, complete. Semi
for list. [072a

"DOUGLAS, lady's model, 2-^h.p., 2-speed, tax
J-' paid, new tyres; accept £24 cash.—Metre's
Presto Motor Works, Ltd., North End, Ciovdon.
'Phone: 2624. [3322

yELOCETTE 1922 Models, with clutch, and" kick
» starter, for immediate delivery; 2-speecl, £68;

3-speed, £75; all black weatherproof finish, all-chain
dtiye, open frame, giving very low position; the ideal
ladies mount

; easy payment's, $% extra ; illustrated
catalogue free on request.—Premier Motor Co., Aston
Kd. [3023

Miscellaneous.
JONES Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.lO, -

and Woudside Parade, North Finchley.

NOTICE.—We are open all day every Saturday, and
have all makes in stock. "Write, call or 'phono

Hornsey 2917 for big bargain list.

"JQ19-21 Ariel, 3$§h.p:, and sidecar, Mr. F. E.
-*-*J Jones's competition gold medal machine, spe-
cially tuned; £80.

20 Radco, 2 1/2h.p. l
2-speed, fully equipped, pet",

feet little 'bus; £32/10.

OVER, -5-6h.p., Sports solo, 3-speed. all-chain,
1/ shop-soiled, otherwise new 1921; £1^.0.

RUDGB I.O.M., shop-soiled, £70; 8h.p. Enfield
Combination, Magdyno, 1921, indistinguishable

from new, £145.

"JO 19 P. and M. Combination, exactly as new,
-teJ' equipped; £70.

i Q21 3'^h.p. Rover Combination, unused, special
X*7 model. £97/10; llobart-Villiers, shop-soiled,
£42/10.

TQ20 Ariel, 3*$h.p.; equipped, £72/10; also second-
i-*' hand and new sidecars from £7/10.

rQ21
Matchless, Model IT, Magdyno Combination,

*j spare wheel, speedometer, Easting, every ac-
cessorv,- indistinguishable from new, very exceptional
mttit; £145.

19 2''ih.p. Douglas, 2-speed, fine sporting little
bike, as new; £37/10.

1Q 19 Sh.p. New Imperial Combination, fully
A'7 equipped, licensed, £85, scarcely, used; our
special bargain of tho week. Any of the above can
be had for one-quarter down , bala nee in 6 or 12
payments; all guaranteed 3 months. Send for par-
ticulars. — Jones Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill,
N.lO. Motor 'bus ftbrn High rate or Finsburv Park.

[4625

8hV- J-A.P. Twin, ns new; £18. -=-12, Broadway,
Muswell Hill, N.10. 'Phone: 668 Hornsey.

[4016

TO prevent disappointment, don't forget Bunting's
Motor Exchange, Wealdstone, is closed Sundays.

[4479
£19.—2-stroke, new engine, etc., recently fitted, per-

fect running order, licence, insurance; seen after
6.-8, Highlands Av., Acton. [4179

4>h.p. Kerry Light Motor Cycle, £7/19/6; Mobile^ Scooter, mechanical magneto, etc., Palmer's,
£ll/19/6.-Littleover Works, Derby. [3521

, "pORGE Garage, 74-76 Brighton Rd., Surbirop;
*- "phone: Kingston 3052, have the following
machines, for sale or exchange at bargain prices:—

FORGE.—A.J.S. 5h.p., twin cylinder, countershaft
gear, all-chain drive, hand clutch; £45;

chn nge.

19

or ex-

FORGE.—Indian Combination, 3-speed gear box,
kick starter, splendid condition ; £50 ; or ex-

change.

FORGE.—O.K. Junior, 2-speed gear box, in excellent
running order; £20.

FORGE.—Douglas 1918 2-';;h.p., 2-speed, disc wheels,
speedometer, nearly new condition, fully equipped;

£36; or exchange.—Forge Garage, 74-76, Brighton Rd.,
Surbiton. 'Phone: Kingston 3025. [4638

"IQ16 5h.p. M.A.G. Combination, 5-speed kick start,
-M-*J windscreen* licence paid year, Tan-Sad, just
overhauled; cash wanted.—Peek, Reepham, Norfolk.

[3994
HALIFAX.—Fifty Second-hand 'Machines and Com-

binations; cash, exchange, or deferred payments;
get list.—Halilax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.

[4406

J Q20 o'^h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick starts, semi-
_L«7 T.T.'bars, Lucas lamps and horn. Iice"rv*-

r
paid;

£75.—Ilelamere, 74, Mount Pleasant, Barrow-)'n-Far-
ness. [4489

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oT the tsv* 163
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P),
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-\T7ANDSWOETH.-
Vf 4i/

2h.p., twin,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

TX/rANDSWOP,TH Motor Exchange.—Fine selection
*' motor cycles, combinations; prices right; ex-

changes; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Cheap machines is. our motto;
cheap machines ; nothing dear ; all cheap.

WANDSWORTH.—East terms; -the only firm to
give immediate delivery first deposit.

WANDSWORTH.—Henderson clatch model 8h.p. 4-

cylinder, chain drive, cheap; 39 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Indian 7h.p. twin, 2 speeds,

clutch, beautiful condition; 46 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—India 7h.p. twin, 2 speeds, spring

frame, newly enamelled blue, nickel plated

;

55 gns. ; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Indiau (late) Powerplus 7h.p
twin, 3 speeds, spring frame ; 55 gns. ; terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Indian, lovely coachbuilt com-
bination, 7h.p., 3 speeds, disc wheels, hood,

screen, lamps; 65 gns.; easy terms.-

WANDSWORTH.—Indian, 1921, dynamo lighting,

bulbous sidecar, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, hood, screen,

110 gns.; terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Henderson, 1920, dynamo light-

ing, 12.2h.p., 4 cylinders, 3 speeds; 95 gns.; easy

terms.

\TfTANDSWORTH.—Scott, 1920, latest, practically
VV new, unscratched, coachbuilt combination; only

85 gns.; terms.

WANDSWORTH.—F.N., magnificent machine,

5-6h.p.. 2 speeds, clutch, newly enamelled red,

nickel plated; 49 gns.

WANDSWORTH P. and M., 3Vih.p., 2 speeds, chain

drive, going cheap; offers; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Rex (late) coachbuilt combina-

tion, 6h.p., twin, 2 speeds; 48 gns. ;
easy terms.

"117 -VNDSWORTH.—Triumph coachbuilt Combina-
Vr tion, 4h.p., 3 speeds, lamps, speedometer; 59 gns.;

easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph coachbuilt combina-

tion, 3Vjh.p., 2 speeds, lamps; only 49 gns.; easy

terms.

-Humber coachbuilt combination,
2 speeds, lamps; 39 gns,; easy

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Bradbury coachbuilt combina-

tion, 4h.p., 2 speeds, screen, lamps; 39 gns.; easy

terms.

"WANDSWORTH.—Singer 3>ih.p. clutch model, kick

VV starter, drive away ; 22 gns. ; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Condor (sporting type), 3'/oh.p

good tyres, low built; 22 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Motosacoche, 2i,ih.p., variable

gear, nice little runabout machine; 19 gns.; easy

terms. '

WANDSWORTH.—10 beautiful coachbuilt Sidecars,

Glorias, Grindleys; 15 gns.; others 8 gns.; easy

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Exchanges.—Wandsworth Motoi

"Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (town station).

•Phone: Latchmere 4686. [4207

ALLBER Garage, Thornsett Rd., Earlsfield, London,

SW (opposite Station, L.S.W. Railway). 'Phone:

Latchmere 4388. Terms, no extra with good deposit.

Immediate delivery. No inquiries. Satisfaction guar-

anteed.

ALLBER —Clyno 1920 2-stroke, 2 speeds, clutch, all

accessories, tax paid, in new condition; £40.

ALLBER.-Sun-Villiers 1916 2y4h.p., all accessories,

good order; £21.

ALLBER.—Ixion-Villiers 2>ih.p., complete with

lamps, in running order; £24.

ALLBER.—Levis 1916 2l4h.p. 2-speed, all acces-

sories, good order; £35.

ALLBER—A.E.L.-J.A.P. 1922 2%h.p., 2 speeds,

clutch, kick starter, splendid machine, brand

new ; bargain, £48.

ALLBER.—Invicta-Villiers, 1920, practically new;

£32.

ALLBER.—Douglas 1917 2%h.p., 2 speeds, all acces-

sories, tax paid, good order; £35.

ALLBER.—Rudge, 1920, I.O.M., Multi gear, all

accessories, splendid condition; £55

ALLBER.—Humber 1914 3%h.p., 2 speeds, handle
start, all accessories, tax paid; £25.

ALLBER.—1921 Baby Triumph, as new, tax paid,

all accessories; £45.

ALLBER.—192*1 Rudge-Multi twin combination, all

accessories, condition as new; £75.

ALLBER—Ariel combination, 1921, 6h.p., fitted all
accessories, new condition, splendid outfit; £95.

ALLBER.—New Hudson combination, 4h.p., 3 speeds,
clutch, all accessories, tax paid, splendid order;

£40. [4236

llYRE^JiOUSg
SPECIAL BARGAINS IN
BRAND NEW COVERS

CLEARANCE

Quality counts as well as price.

24 '21 for 24<2 Rim.
Clincher Junior de Luxe 18/6

23x2.
Clincher Ai Ribbed 17/B
Rodace Fluted Tread - 16/6

26x2}.
Wood-Milne Keygrip 4-Ply 22/6

Wood-Milne Combination 25 '6

Pedley 3-Ribbed Medium 33 '-

Pedley 3-Ribbed ex. heavy 37 6
Hutchinson Passenger Rubber Stud 37/6
Goodrich Safety Tread 311-

*Hutchinson Super Stud Strong 36/6

*Hutchinson Super Stud ex. Strong 47/-

25- 2J to fit 2} R'rn.

Heavy Rubber Non-skid, leading make .

.

35.'-

Hutchinson 3-Ribbed ".
. . 31 .'-

^Hutchinson Super Stud 41 S
^Hutchinson Super Stud ex. Heavy 49 6

26x2Uofit21 R'sn.

Hutchinson Rubber Stud .-..> 38'6
Hnglebert Touring Rubber Stud 39/6
Heavy Non-skid, best make 37/6
*Dunlop Extra Heavy r. 55/3
*Hutchinson Super Stud ex. heavy .

.

55/3

26v2ifor2i Rim.
Clincher Sidecar Ribbed 18/3
Skew Rubber Non-skid r 17'6
Skew ex. Heavy Rubber Non-skid 21 '6

Wood-Milne Combination 25/6

26x3 for 2* Rim.
Hutchinson T.T. Rubber Stud 39/6
Hutchinson Passenger Rubber Stud 45/6

28x3.
Englebert ex. Heavy 42/6
Goodrich Safety Tread 48 6
*Avon 3-Ribbed 553
*Avon Sunstone 56 '3

*Dunlop Extra Heavy 65 '3

*Firestone .Non-skid 72 '3

*Goodyear Diamond 72/3
*Dominion Traxion Tread 72/9
* Hutchinson Super Stud 64/3

28 x2V.
Clincher Ribbed Sidecar 23/6

650x65.
Light Weight Fluted 25/6
Wood-Milne 3-PIy 35/-
Wood-Milne 4-Ply 38/6
Clincher de Luxe 39/6
Hutchinson 3-Ribbed 59/6

700x80.
Heavy Rubber Stud 39/6
Avon Square Tread 39/6
Clincher Fluted 41/3
*Firestone Non-skid 69/6

Covers marked * are regular stock and not
clearance.

All goods sent Carriage Paid on^7
days'approVal against remittance.

Pike Tyre &
Rubber Co., ltd.

The TYRE HOUSE,
83, Theobald's Road, Holborn, W.C.I.

Phone : Museum 1543.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

ABINGDON King Dick 3^h.p., 2-speed N.S.U. &
£20; Douglas 2%h. p., re-enamelled, plated,

speed, £32 ; both perfect.—187, King's Cross 1

London. [4

LIGHTWEIGHTS and higher power machines fi

£16 to £160; all in good order. Inquiries ;

inspection invited. Closed Sundays.—Bunting > Mt
Exchange, Wealdstone. [4

TDUNTING'S Buy, Hell, or Exchange any make
-*-* motor cycle. State your requirements. We udi
lake to do your business and give you eatislact'
1 dstance immaterial,—Bunting's Motor Exchai
Wealdstone. (0

"IQ21 25,',h.p. Douglag, 2-speed, £59; 1918 Trium
-*-*/ countershaft and accessories, £60; 1921 J
Diamond. 2^h.p. Enfield gear, £40; 1920 Sunk
Combination. £105; 1915 Douglas Combinat:
£62 / 10.—Welfare,' 21, Barmouth Rd., Wandswoi
S.W. [4:

BARGAINS in Motor Cycles and Sidecars.-

limited number of 1920 and 1921 shop-soi

nodels, all well-known makes. Best offer secures

each case. Send for list or call and inspect.—Me
and Mebes, 144, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phoi

Langham 2250. [3i

8-lOh.p. overhead valve twin Jap-Star engi
solo, sporting mount, built for speed, all-ch

hive, top gear ratio 2V2-I, mechanically sou

.Timplete with lamps, speedometer, etc., no reasona

offer refused ; to be seen by appointment at 1

Benley Rd.. Erith. [3'

F.O.C.H. for secondhand" cycles, combinations ;

runabouts at bargain prices. Exchanges
anged. Any new cycle, combination or car s

died, cash or deferred payments.—Fair Offer i

louse, 5, Heath Street, Hampstead (near Tul
Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, includ

Saturdays. [1'

BLACKPOOL Bargains.-2-speed O.K., £24,''1C

1919 Douglas, *.45/10<'6. 1919 4h.p. Dotif

. ombination, £79/10/6. 4h.p. Douglas, £55/10
1920 Tamplin, £79/10/6. 1920 Morgan de Lr

,

peedometer, water-cooled magneto engine, £155/10
Several others cheap. Push cycles taken in exchai

Motor cycles purchased for cash.—Booths' Motor

194, Waterloo Rd,, Blackpool.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
HIRE latest Models cycles and combinations, 1

period. -Write terms, Fowler Brigden, 1

Euston Rd. [0'

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd.. for many- years h

sDecialised in this class of work. If machiut

purchased, full amount of hire tin to one week

allowed.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [41

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

E
p
pDWARDS and Co.,

1 S\ -| , Gt. Portland St., W„ are cash buyers of so

L\7_l cornbinations
;

and Morgans. Highest pr

-'iven distance no object. Call,, write, or 'phone: 51

fair 4027. [0

T B

~AA COMBINATIONS and Solos, any make, gi
]

e-/\/Uantee top prices given.—T. and B. Motor (

Ltd., 372, Euston Rd. Museum 6581. [5

A
TV/TATJDES' Motor Mart are purchasers ior spot c

of late models Sunbeam, Triumph, Douglas, f>

ton, and Morgans.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland

London.

E

[4

W E

RE

A CTTJAL Buyers.

PLEASE Offer Us your motor cycle or combinati
We pay cash on sight.—Write, call, or 'pb.

Museum 1337.—Percy and Co., 314, Euston Rd. [0;

O 25 offered' for 3-speed hub geared Triumph.—

1

iS/ 1131, c/o The Motor Cycle. '.<*<

P.
and M. Solo or Combination.—Kemp, 4, Berkc

Mews, Edgware Rd., W. [4.

LATE model combination for cash.—14, Swaton P

B<jw. Tel. : E; 3155. [4!

WANTED, cheap Combination ; not exceeding £

—Box 1132, c/o The Motor Cycle. [41

B64 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the numoer. at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

I*
LWAYS Buy

)LOS, combinations, cycle cars. If in town, write,

piiune. lt call. If country, tend to London
minus. We collect !ree and send best cash ofler.

T Dunn. Ltd.. 526. Euston Rd., London Museum
l[. T0332

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent p'.oce

lor disposing cf motor cycles.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a cash

oiiei at sighc.

AL3VIER.'S Garage, Tooting—You will be sure of

a go.d cnegue if you sell your machine at

mer's Garage.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of men have

s< > < 1 1 tileir machines here.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of

mo.or cycles in the weekly auction sale, every

nrstiay at 2. . -, ." „,

ALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—No 'garage charge is

Etacurrecl until 7 days' notice is given. -

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect, machines
from any -London railway station. The, auction

? is held every Thursday, commencing. 2 p.m •

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash offer' hot ac-

Cep.elt, machine can be included in auction sale

d every Thursday.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fix the price and

we do the rest.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms : Selling com-

mission, IV- per cent., not chargeable unless

i-hine is sold. If no sale, a nominal auction fee is

reed—for motor cars, 20/-; motor cycles under

) value, 5^-; ditto over £50 value, 10/-. When
effect a' sale, these charges are cancelled and com-

ision charged.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogues free. Tele-

phone : 208 Streatharn. Telegrams :
Palmer s

rage. Tooting. t4S97

ATE model Triumph, solo or sidecar, cheap for

cash.—88, Brampton Rd., St. Albans. [4187

IGH^WEIGHT, kick start, late model, cheap for

cash.—4, Gaywood Rd., Walthamstow. [3560

TANTED, motor cycle, any condition, cheap, cash
' waiting—61, Grand Parade, Harringay. [2672

and M. Solo, £30, not earlier 1918; state par-
'

ticulars.—Berry, 139, Brunshaw Rd., Burnley. ID)
[3265

[k20 Harley or Indian Combination; under £90.—

V siade. Tunnel Farm, Blisworili, Northants.

RIUMPH Combination or Solo; reasonable price.--

. Foyle, Drapers, 149, Stockwell, Brixton, iiW,

25-*30 Cash offered for good lightweight with

ge-irs.-B.lker, 42, Tranmere Rd., Earlsfleld, S W.

TINTED Triumph motor cycle with gear box,

< any condition.-Box 1122, c/o The Motor Cucl£

OOD Modern Motor Cycles required immediately

for cash.—110, tipper Richmond Rd., East bheen.

7ANTED good second-hand 2-stroke; offer cash

/ and old Triumph.-Rupert Smith, Thrapston
[4364

0UNTERSHAFT Triumph, good price given, condi-

tion immaterial.—33, Hackford Rd., Brixton
f4568

OMBINATION wanted; about £35; before Whit-

sun.-Ofters to Mr. Wright, 97, Tollington Park
[4245

TANTED cheap, 1912 4h.p. Bradbury cylin'der.-

' B^ker, 104, Park Rd., Chesterfield, Derby-

!V. t3384

TANTED, reliable cheap combination, appearance
' immaterial, no dealers—60, Barrington Rd..

C9. [3348

OMBINATION, 1920-21, noted make, test required,

cheap for cash.—Elliott, 61, Bromley Common,
nilev. Kent. [2225

OTJKTERSHAFT Combination, single, for business

purposes, cheap. — Clements, 37, Clovelly Rd.,

iswiclr. W.4. [S867

TANTED, Countershaft Combination or solo: about
' "£55. 37. Arlington Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone :

);,l. n 1274. [4269

TANTED, Triumph motor cycle or combination,
' 4h p countershaft; cheap, cash.—P. Riddelsdell,

Sad, Suffolk. [3361

TANTED, 2^ih.p. Douglas or New Imperial.—May-
' nar.l. 161, Bowes Rd., Bowes Park, N.ll. 'Phone:
imers Green 19. [3966

"ANTED, Solo or Combination, 1920-21 model;
' cr.sh waiting.—Hillier, Side Bell, 9, Wallingford
.. North Kensington. [4193

FRONT
BRAKES.™
New unsoiled,
complete for
P. & M. 24/6.

For 2j h.p.
Douglas, 15/-,
postage i/-.

MECHANICAL
HORN.

Black finish, to fit

handlebar, or top
tube. 10/-. Post, i/-

CHAINS.—W.D. surplus Renolds chain, PUMPS.—Large
unused, in lengths, for 2J Douglas, 6/4 ; -ft! nickel-plated
for 4 h.p. Douglas, 0/6. Also Coventry foot pumps, com-
VY.D. surplus for P. & M. low gear, p 1 e t e with
7/6; high gear, 7/-; driving chain, adaptor for
15/-; set complete, 28/-; any length car or motorM Coventry, 4/6 per foot, postage cycle, 6/6
mcluded - postage od.

ItJXS. PARTS F0" A.B.C., VILUERS, STURMEY
GEARS, BLACKBURNE, MORGAN, IVY. ETC.

PROMPTEST ATTENTION.

TOOL KITS.—
Complete as illus-

trated, with belt
punch adjustable for
all sizes, 9/6, postage
1/-. Tool rolls only,
1/-, postage 4d.

FRONT BRAKE
STIRRUP.

Complete, suit-

able for 1913-14
3£ h.p. Douglas,
2/-. Postage 7cl.

LT-
ERS.
t type,

as illustrated, or flush

fitting for dashboard, X^/fHORNS—-Black,
reading 12 volts, 3/6, \T

—

^ nin. over all, with
postage 6d. clip as illustrated, 4/-, postage 6d.

TYRES.—24X 2:1: Avon studded, 14/- ; 26X i\ New Clincher
de Luxe studded, non-skid, 16/-

;
4-ply Avon, 25/-

;

26x2^ Avon studded, t8/- ; 650X65 Hutchinson 3-rib,

27/6; 28X 3 Fisk non-skid, 40/-; 700X 80 Firestone plain, 45/-.

Tubes for all Motor Cycle sizes, 5/6. These covers are all

guaranteed by us, and postage is included in the above
prices.

MflCJDES'MOTOR rfmf
IQQGREfiT PORTLAND STREET

LONDON = W.I.
PHONES -MUSEUM. 557 *w 7676. GRAMS ABDICATEWE SOO"

I00.PAR1S STREET.EXETER.
TELEPHONE -E.XETEB933 TELEGBAMSCOMBUSTIONEXETW

WOLVERHAMPTON STWflLSflLL
TELEPHONE. WAl-5fV-L 44-4. TELEGRAP1SCOMBU5T10n"wALSAl1

CflSH.EXCHflNGESORDEFERREDPflYMEMTS
Temporary Office :—2?, Prince of Wales Rd., NORWICH.

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
23h,p. Douglas, New Imperial, etc., also combination

4 and Morgan, 1921-22, water-cooled; cheap.—H.,
63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [4164

MODERN fast Solo, Norton, Triumph, Sunbeam,
etc.; cash.—37, Elmbank Gardens, Barnes.

(Telephone : Putney 2755.) [4.178

\\TANTED, Twin Combination, cheap for cash; par-
v » ticuiar^ and lowest price.—White, 437, West
Green Rd., Tottenham, N.15. [4184

MOTOR Cycles, Combinations and 2-seaters bought,
;
sold ' or exchanged.—Rhind and Co., Stone

Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [3699

4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, countershaft; price must be
reasonable.—Pride, 156, Stockwell Rd., Brixton,

S.W.9. 'Phone: 898 Brixton. [4001

REQUIRED immediately, Triumph, B.S.A., Norton
or similar machine, late model.—Evans, The

Orchard, Ickenham, Middlesex. [3553

£45-50 for best solo mount offered, 3-speed, counter-
shaft, S.A. essential; write full particulars.

—

Abbott, Eaton, Grantham. (D) [3356

WANTED, 1920 or later 16H. or 17C. Norton,
, close ratio gears- preferred,- any distance.—Blobm-

fteld, 99, Ashleigh Rd., Mortlake. [3432

A FAIR Price paid for good used machines* pre-

ferably not earlier than 1920.—W. E. Line, late

Coppen Allan, 89, Gt. Portland St. Langham 1601.
[3516

TRIUMPH or B.S.A. 4h.p. Combination, late
model, must be good for cash.—Write, stating

fullest particulars, lowest price, C. B., 341, Harrow
Rd., W.9. [4326

CASH on sight for new and second-hand motor cycles

and combinations, any make or condition.—Call;
write, or 'phone, Short and Glass, Ltd., 485-493, Upper
Richmond Rd.. East Sheen, S.W- 'Phone: Richmond
2362 and 2363. [0372

WANTED to Purchase outright, for cash, bank-
rupt stocks; W.D. spares, miscellaneous spares,

motor cycles, any make.—Send full particulars, Mc-
Neille and Piatt, 57, Great George St., Liverpool.
Phone: 1092 Royal. [6060

SPECIAL Cash Buyers, Triumphs, Enfields, B.S.A.'s,
Douglases, Matchlesses, A.B.C.'s, Scotts, Braa-

burys, Martinsydes, Zeniths. — Wandsworth Motor Ex-
change, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station).
Phone: Latchmere 4686.

4-CYL. F.N.'s, Hendersons, T.A.C.s, T.M.C.'s. wanted.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,
Wandsworth.

RED Indians, Harley-Davidsons, wanted.—Wands-
worth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth

iTown Station). [4559

F.O.C.H. always have cash waiting for sound
machines of all types; highest prices and cour-

teous treatment assured.—Fair Offer Car House, 5,

Heath Street, Hampstead (near Tube). 'Phone

:

Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.
[1610

WANTED, immediately, any number of second-
hand machines and combinations; a competent

representative will be sent to inspect and complete
purchase after preliminary negotiations ; cash and
good prices paid.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St.,

Ealing. Telephone : 689. [3045

WANTED, good modern Motor Cycles, solo or
combination, in part exchange for 8h.p. Rover

or other light car. Best prices allowed, extended pay-
ments arranged.-^Vivian Hardie & Lane, Ltd., 23/24,
Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.), Bond St., W.l.
'Phone: Mayfair 6559. [0772

WANTED.—Motor cycles and combinations for im-
mediate cash, new or second-hand. Bring your

machine to lis for a cash, offer; high prices paid on.

the spot. Write, 'phone, or call if possible.—Forge
Garage, 74-76, Brighton Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone

:

Kingston 3025. [3169

SEND Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cash

offer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest
station Wimbledon. AVe will collect from any Lon-
don station. Machine can be included in auction
sale if desired.—Sole address, Palmer's Garage, Toot-
ing. [4594

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
KINGSBURY Scooters and Spare Parts.—Beaufort

Works, Richmond Rd., Twickenham. [2231

A .B.C. Skootamota, little used; accept £25.—
Phillips, Ironmonger, Newcastle Emlyn. [3448

A .B.C. Skootamota, not run 200 miles, perfect con-
dition ; accept best cash offer.—Riseley Lodge,

Maidenhead. [3415

A .B.C. Skootamota, new, unsoiled, latest model; £23,
sacrifice.—Frank Whitworth, 139, New St., Bir-

mingham. [4658

MOTOR Scooter (Auto Glider), 2iAh.p., with seat,

good running order, C.A.V. magneto.—Cleverly,
Headjngton, Oxford. [4023

A .B.C. Skootamota, scarcely used, leather saddle,

extra air inlet, lamps, horn; bargain, £20,
Perkins, Burnt Post, Coventry. [43 93

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue .433
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MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
1021 Young's motor cycle, in good running order;
J-v accept £21,-136. Church St., Edgware ltd.

[3395
A UTOWHEEL, splendid condition; £20, bargain;
.£* oonsider motor cycle exchange,—Richardson, En-mot.o

Lockerbie [3221finger

YOUNG Motor Cycles, ladies' and gent.'s, never

ridden; £26/10, or offer.—Hoa re, 84a, Brigstock

Rd„ Thornton Heath. [3775

3h.p. Motor Attachment, cost £26/10, fit any cycle,

electric lamps new; accept £12/10 quick sale.—

318, North Rd., Preston. [1293

SIMPLEX Attachment and Cycle complete, hardly

used, been stored,, original show model; £15.-9,
Kenilworth Court, Putney. [3233

ALL Auto-Wheel, splendid condition, new Dun
lop and tube; £9, or nearw

Parolles Rd Highgate, London.
offer—Wallis, 61,

[3781

-| Q21 Special .Tames Cycle and Young Attachment,
J-*7 year's licence, clutch, stand, guaranteed; nearest

£24.-23, Saviour's St., Talke, Staffs. [3904

YOUNG Attachment on special cycle, all on, just

overhauled, cost £38; take £19; owner buying

combination.—Dingley, 10, St. Martin's Mews, Trafal-

gar Sq. I4505

CYCLE and attachment. 1921, l%h.p., clutch,

26in.x2in. tyre, acetylene lamps, M.C., saddle,

variable spark, all on; £30.—Leared, 83, Humber Rd.,

Blackheath. [3575

AUTO-WHEEL (B.S.A.), in good running order,

fast, good climber, tax paid; £10 or nearest.—

Aithur Wilk'nson, Leslie St., St. Helen's, Auckland,

C'-. Durham. t3465

SIMPLEX l^h.p. motor attached to gent.'s Haale-

wood pedal cycle, 26in. wheels, only ridden few

times, perfect; £20, near offer; take cycle part ex-

change.—50, King St., Norwich. [3644

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
COLLINS and Son for Hoods, Screens and Aprons;

hoods from 35/-.—Below.

COLLINS and Son- Adjustable windscreens complete

with apron, 22/6, 30/-, and 35/-; sent on ap-

proval against cash; carriage 1/6 extra.—Below.

COLLINS and Son fit celluloid panels to any wind-

screen in few hours; new aprons, side curtains,

etc • open weekdays till 8.30, Sunday mornings till

1 o'clock.—Collins and Son, rear of 84, High St.,

Putney, S.W. (D) [4083

SANDUM Screens in stock from £2/15.—Houchin.
' 189A. High St., Peckbam, S.E.15. [3778

£3/18; small size, £2/15.

—

Church St., Camberwell
[8026

HERCULES. Hoods and Aprons ; write for list.

—

Hercules Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters Rd., Tot.

tenham. [0853

BLUEMEL Brand New Windscreen; list price £4/8,
take £3/10, carriage paid.—P. EL White, 62, High

St., Kingston, Surrey. [4307

HOODS, Screens, Bodies, new and second-hand; re-

pairs, upholstering, painting, cheap; aprons from
10/-._Works, 132, Crystal Palace Rd., East Dulwich.

[4530

BENT Hoops, hood fittings, straps, turnbuttons,
twills, etc.; hardwood polished wind screens.

27/6.—Henry Jones. 778, High Rd., Tottenham, Lon-
don. [3239

RENNOC Co.—We are actual manufacturers of

hoods, screens, and aprons. .Send Tor list.

—

Rennoc Motors. Ltd., 155a, Marlborough Rd., Upper
Holloway, N.19. [2321

' Bower " adjust-
registered, with coverall apron,

30/-, carriage paid. Beware of imitations. Celluloid
panels fitted, Eastings, 16./6. Aprons made to order,

3 0/-.—Robini Manufacturing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse
Hill, Efira Rd., Brixton, S.W.2. 'Phone; Brixton
1585. [4454

BODIES.
CAMBER Sidecar Bodies; from £4/17/6.—Bright and

Havles. 78. Church St.. Camharwell. [8024

V-shaped Windscreens,
Bright and Hayles, 78,

ROBINI Manufacturing Co.—The
able windscreen,

RENNOC Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacturers, 35
models, also several clearance, cheap to clear.

RENN.OC Co. specialise in repairs, repainting, and
upholstering.—Rennoc Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marl-

borough Rd., Upper Holloway, N.19. [2320

CCOLLINS and Son for coachbuilt bodies, all models
1 in stock, from lightweights to 2-seater.—Below.

COLLINS and Son are aotual manufacturers, and
give twelve months' guarantee with every body

made by them.—Below. ~

COLLINS a>nd Son repair, repaint and upholster at
moderate ciiaa-ges, first-class work guaranteed;

^>Limatcs free; send for catalogue.—Collins and -Son'
rear of, 84, ..High St., Putney, S.W, [4084

SIDECAR Body, Dunhill's, bulbous, as new; £9/10
—Keys, 9, Haroldstone Rd., Walthamstow. [3337

An Opportunity for

Enterprising Agents.

nsurance

Policies

IMPORTANT
AGENCY
EXTENSION

S
1ERVICE to your clients

should include the best

and most reliable Motor
Cycle Insurance Agency it is

possible to obtain.

The Policies you recommend should
carry a name that inspires confidence

and gives an 'assurance of prompt
and generous settlement of claims.

From your own point of view it is

desirable that you should represent

a company that enjoys the highest

reputation among the motoring
public, and be able to offer policies

that are known to give complete and
comprehensive cover.

An extension of the Agency and
Service arrangements for " The
MotorCycle" policies is now being
made, and applications are invited
from agents who realise the value
of specialised experience and the
importance of maintaining the
goodwill of their clients.

Here is your opportunity of handling
policies that every motor cyclistknows
and the value of which he fully

appreciates.

WRITE TO-DAY FOR
FULL PARTICULARS.

Address—Agency Dept.,

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

Head Office:

77, Cheapside, London, E.C.2.
Telephone: City 9831 and 9832.

Telegrams: "Atttoinsitre, Cent. London."'

""*

BODIES.
EDWARDES' Sporting Bodies, locker at bull

back, wonderful value; £4/15.—277, Camber '.

Rd., S.E.5. [4

SIDECAR Bodies, all sizes, shapes and colo
from £5; give us a trial.—33, Hackford !

Brixton. {£ I

BASTONES lor Sidecar Bodies, all latest moaeli
I

stock from £4.-228, Pentonville Rd., Ki
Cross, London, N.l. [5

VENUS Step Bodies, 2 dozen to clear; from I

each ; great bargains.—Venus Sidecar Co., i

Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. 'Phone: 2102. [9

EDWARDES' Sidecar bodies, bulbous back, full i

painted any colour or design; £4/15. You
not equal my value.—277, Camberwell Rd., S.E.£

H
SPEEDY and Gardner, ** The Speedy " 2-sea-ter, i

single, £3 ; bodies to order; screens repai
12/-; aprons to order, 8/-* let us quote you. Ti
supplied.—67, Effra Rd., Brixton. [2

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, f

class finisn ; have a few coachbuilt bodies, cl

ance lines from £5 each ; extra good -valne. —
Willowbrook Motor Co.. Leicester [0

£3/15.—1922 bodies, complete from £3/15.
seaters irom £9. Tradesman's boxes from

Write for particulars.'—Robini Manufacturing Co
and 3, Tulse Hill, Effra Rd., Brixton, S.l

'Phone: Brixton 1585.

£4/17/€.—New Douglas type Bodies, bulbous bai

and upholstered in crocodile rexinej *ney xeq \

a finishing coat of paint only. We have contra
,

[or a large quantity, so can give the benefit to

See Sidecar Attachment column-—Old Man Hep.,

19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S, 1

phone: 1958 Brixton. []

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. \Y

ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of out .

designs, also working drawings. full-siz^d nr to p«i

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Designing Dept., establi.
.

designers to the coach trade for over 80 years. I

suit us when designing new ideas.- Dorset He
Tudor St., London, E.C.4. [C

PECIAL Offer.—Light coachbuilt body in

finish, bulbous back and locker, £717. Tou
Luxe, £9/9. Many other models; come and Hi

your own selection. Several second-hand bo<iie5

excellent condition, from £3/10.—Light Car
Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd., 26, Tulse 1

Brixton "(half minute from Brixton Skating Ri

'Phone: Brixton 1292. [4

THE famous Cobb Speedman sidecar bodies are

manufactured in 3 models ; Sports at I

£2/12/6; Feather Touring at from £4; Speed
Hog-bus at from £5; all 3 types are the cheapes

the world. Send for lists. We are now erectini

additional factory at Burton Joyce to cope with

business out good value for money methods are b;

ing us. If you buy from another firm you will i

ably be buying a body made on our premises,

you will have to pay an enhanced .price;.—Vernon C

18, Midland Rd., Carlton, Nottingham. [i

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s
TpOR

QANDHAM, the smartest sidecar specialists.

OANDUM Sidecars.—Our pre-war prices were the

Q of the show; £14 to £50. Write for new catali

SANDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen a hood, sc: I

and apron; £2/15 and £3/18. Write ior lis
'

SANDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen. -Our South Lo:

agent writes :
" An instantaneous success;

out; send further supply." Agents, get in touch wit

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's

Rd„ W.C.lv. 'Phone; Museum 3427 [

MIDDLETON'B Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars

guaranteed 3 years.

Unbreakable Chassis

: Zenith. Ha
New Imperials, Sunbeam, Blackburnes. etc

TNDIANS with kick starter on left present no

8 I:

MIDDLETON'S Patent .

high-powered machines : Zenith. Harleys, Ind i

1 culty with Middleton's special model.

IDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs ol

M*^indT.~~Twisted""motor cycle frames and

promptly corrected.

SECOND-HANDS of various makes for sale,

old sidecar taken in part exchange.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are Dot

safer and more comfortable, but are fasten

bad roads than rigids. They give to the bumps,i

bash into them.

MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established sin

makers, wholesale, retail, and export, 27, St

Green Rd , Finsbury Park (near Tube). 'Phone, I
\

sey 1584

CANE Sidecar, off Triumph; i£5.—G., 28, Ham
Rd., Highbury Barn.

SWAN Sports, Triumph fittings, complete; ot

Scott, 25, Landford Rd., Putney. i

A-?4

HnvnuniMfHiMmn
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
ASTONES lor Sidecars, no better or cheaper house.

All latest models in stock.

ASTONES.—Lightweight sidecars complete, to fit

any machine; £12/18/6. s

ASTONES. Sports model sidecar, complete..
£17110; several other models in stock, including

iem, all at low prices.

ASTON'ES.—Distributing agents lor the famous
Montgomery sidecars, all the latest 1922 models

tock; £25.

ASTONES lor Sidecar Chassis, underslung £7/19/6.
tandem chassis £14/10, auxiliary arms 14/-.-

,
Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l.

one: 2481 North. Grams: Bastones, London.

[3032
RITUBE Sidecars are most unique. Scientifically
designed, made of finest materials.

RITUBE Chassis, constructed of steel lugs, straight
stee! tubes, with welded joints.

RITUBE Sidecars are light. Supplied with either
sporting or touring coachbuilt bodies.

RITUBE Sidecars." One price, £15/10. Write for
booklet.—Davis Bros., Church St., Rickmansworth.

one: 5. [4195
AMBER Utility Models; £25.-Bright and Hayles,'

78, Church St., Camberwell, London.

AMBER Utility Tandems; £27.-Bright and Hayles.
78, Church St., Camberwell, London.

AMBER Semi-touring Models; £18/10.—Bright and
Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

AMBER Bulbous Back Models; £19/12/6.—Bright
and Hayles. 78, Church St., OamoerwelL

AMBER Lightweight Models; £16/10.—Bright and
Hayles, 78, Church St., Camoerweil.

AMBER Hexagon Sports Models; £25/17/6.—
Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

1802
ARLEY Coachbuilt Sidecar; £12.-59. Palfrey
Place, Dorset Rd., Clap-ham Rd., S.W.8. [4114

:DECARS.—Several cheap, room wanted, fitted
free,—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London.

. [3921
TICKER Sidecar, Gondola pattern, less tyre;
£4/10.—R. Copping, Ipswich Rd., Colchester,

[3996
GXS.—Lightweight Henderson, complete, as new;
bargain.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.3.

[4212
EATHERWEIGHT Canoelet Sidecar, smart; £1(31—

17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham, near Tooting Junction.
[3884

IGHTWEIGHT Sidecar, good condition, new
tyre fitted; £5.-23, Rowland Grove, Sydenham.

[3366
OVER Sidecar and chassis, complete, new tyre and

1 tube; a bargain, £12.-201, The Rye, Peckha-m.
[3658

Seater Sidecar, black and gold, cost £42 few months
ago; accept £22.—Snow, Laurel St., Dalston, E.8.

[4542
[ONTGOMERY Chassis, suit Harley, 4-poinfc, un-
I used; £6/10, bargain.—9, Church Rd., Harlesden.

[4067
[DECAR Chassis, new, suit most makes, £5/19/6.
complete tt fit.—Edwardes, 277, Camberwell Rd..

f.5. [4243

fDIAN sidecar, for lelt-hand starter; £18; cost
£42 last year.—Tuck, 154, Blackhorse Rd., Wai-

mstow. [3968

[DECAR, large C.B., luxurious finish, little used,
suit 6h.p. machine; accept £25.-39, Ashford

., Swindon. [3382

OOTRS Blackpool Bargains.—Limited number, new
coach bodies, full size with locker, £5/17/6

;

ally £9/10.

OOTHS Blackpool Bargains.—New £9/10 coach
1 bodies for £5/17/6; illustration free.—Booths
tories, Blackpool.

OOTHS Blackpoo\ Bargains.—Quantity new under-
1 slung chassis, 4-point attachment, £9/19/6;
istration free.—Booths Motories, Blackpool.

OOTHS Blackpool Bargains.—Several shop-soiled
1 sidecars, cheap. Hercules coach sidecar,
/ 10/ 6 ; ditto Canoelet, £8 / 10 / 6 ; ditto Farlow,
/10/6.

| OOTHS Motories, 294, Waterloo Rd., Black-
1 pool. [9318

7HITLEY Sidecars, Coventry.—Three models, £25,
' £-29/10, £32/10. Nothing on one wheel to
lal. Lists free. [0856

IDECAR, 1921, bulbous back, blue, underslung
chassis; 14 gns.—12, Cornwall Mews, Glouces-

Rd., S.W.7. [4579
fNDERSLUNG Sidecar Chassis, £2; lamp set, 18/

4v. 100a. accumulator, "

enue Rd., Acton.
18/-. Johnson, 172,

[4107
10ACHBUILT Sidecar, 28in. wheel, nearly new
' Dunlop, suit Harley or Indian; £6.-15, Carlton
"ace. Child's Hill. [3754

NOTE
THIS!
OWING TO LOWER
COST OF MATERIAL
AND LABOUR WE
ARE NOW ABLE
TO ANNOUNCE A

FURTHER

REDUCTION
OF APPROXIMAiELY

15%
IN THE PRICE OF

fllUPSONi
PATBiT AUTOMATE GOVERNOR

ULLEY
AND GEAR COMBINED

for

2and4STROKE
ENGINES

No gear box friction.
No grinding noises.
No wheels or pinions to chew up.

The lightest, speediest, and simplest gear
on the market for direct belt-driven 2 and
4 stroke engines.

We are now in a position to supply the

Philipson Pulley to fit J. A. P. engines without
any alteration to the machine or ' staggering "

of the engine.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Send for Illustrated Booklet*

Wftat is yoxtr make ? Write ws*

NEW REDUCED
PRICE

£6-6-0
CARRIAGE PAID

PHILIPSON & C°LTD

Astley Bridge, BOLTON, Lanes.

(Established, over 50 years.)

'Phone, 147 Eagley. 'Grams, 'Safety, Bolton.'

|> KNNOC Sidecars, bodiea,
a-t* etook in London. Actual manufacturers through'"-

|b

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

P.
and M. Chassis, complete, enamelled, tyre and

. tube sound; £4.—19, Audrey Rd., llford. [4249

LIGHT sports sidecar, as new, with Easting com-
plete; bargain, .£15.—Hobbs', 332, Wandsworth

Bridge Rd., Fulham. [3606

3 GNS.—Good wicker sidecar, modern design, sound,
good Dunlop.—20, Treen Avenue, Hogger's

Corner, Barnes, S.AV.13. [4238

HENDERSON Model A Coachbuilt Sidecar, brand
new, unused; cost £20, £14.-29, Montford

Place, Kennington, S.E.ll. [4145

WATSONIAN Lightweight Sidecar, splendid condi-
tion; £9/10; exchange large 2-seater.—Saunders,

49, Riverside, Kingston-on-Thames. [4258

IipXTENDED Payments accepted for sidecars; models
-*-J for all makes.—Send for catalogue, etc., Rideezi
Sales, Ltd.. 5, Victoria St., S.W.I. [0829

SIDECARS complete from £15, Millford, Dougjas,
etc., the above are fitted with the finest boaiea

on the market.—33, Hackford Rd., Brixton. [4570

LIGHT Coachbuilt Sidecar, dark green, quite as new,
quick detachable, good tyre; £5; not Sundays.—

Cheesman, " Highfield " Eden Bridge, Kent. [4183

TRADESMAN'S Pointed Bos Sidecar, complete, ex-
cellent condition throughout, 3-point; £9.-143,

St. Margaret's Rd., St. Margaret's, Middlesex. [3264

hoods, screens, largest
..irouph-

ub. Send lor our catalogue, 32 pages, £0 illustrations

£)H(ENIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by tha
Rennoc Sidecar Co.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in Biderars for Indian
motors, with left-hand kick starters, and can

eliver.

RENNOC- Co. hare 50 second-hand and clearance
sidecars, bodies, hood*, etc.. all to clear at knock-

out prices. Note: Write lor special clearance list.

RENNOC Co. have the finest selection of complete
sidecars in the trade.

RENNOC Co. undertake repairs to any make of side-
car; repainting and reupholstering a speciality.

RENNOC Co. have In stock sidecars to fit all makes,
' Eugli.^h and American.

RENNOC Co. again, ask yon to send for their
catalogue, the most comprehensive issued by uuy

uanufacturers.

QENNOC Motors. Ltd., 155a. Marlborough Rd., Upper
ij Holloway. N.19. 'Phone: Hornsey 1589. [2319

JUST a few left.—Our 10-guinea coachbuilt sidecar,
complete with fittings and Clincher non-skid tyres.

—Comfy Sidecars, 789, High Rd., Leytonstone. [2226

MILLFORD chassis, large touring body, Easting,
.grid, splendid condition, suit Triumph or higher

power; £12.—48, Grant Rd., Wealdstone, Harrow, .

[3590

C.B. Bulbous Rennoc, Sidecar, 4-point attachment,
for Triumph, with Bluemel windscreen and Ace

disc, little used; £20.—C.B., 11, Pleasant Place, N.l.
. [4527

"J Q 19 Sunbeam Sidecar, complete, hood, screen,
J-*/ grid, lamp, excellent condition; £18, bargain.

—

Craswell, Wig-Warn, Woisey Rd., Ashford, Middlesex.
' [4135

MONTGOMERY Sidecars. — Aluminium Sporting
model in stock; prices from £17/10. Trade

supplied.—Houchin, 189a, Hiah St., Peckham, S.E.15.
[3 777

COLLINS and Son foi* Sidecars, new bulbous back
models complete with renovated underslung chas-

sis, with fittings for any machine, from £12/10.—
Below.

COLLINS and Son.—2-Seater bulbous back coachbuilt
models, with renovated underslung chassis, from

£15. -Below.

C^OLLINS and Son.—New Montgomery Chassis, fitted
f with our 1922 bulbous De Luxe coachbuilt body,

supplied with fittings for any machine, £18/10.—
Below.

C10LLINS and Son.—New Mills-Fuliord Chassis, with
' bulbous back -coachbuilt body, supplied with fit-

tings lor any machine, £17/10.—Below.

COLLINS and Son specialise in frame and chassis

repairs; all work guaranteed; send for catalogue.

Open . weekdays till 8.30, Sunday mornings till 1
o'clock.—Below.

COLLINS and Sou will take your present sidecar
in part payment of any model; a few second-hand

sidecars in stock.—Collins and Son, rear of 84, High
St., Putney, S.W. [4085

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar Saves
garage worry and expense Attached to motor

will go througa passage 28in. Tandem and single

bodies fitted.—Hopley

FOLDING Sidecar.—When ordering your motor
specify a Hopley folder. Sui t3 motors up to

lOh.p Can be changed from pleasure to commercial
in few seconds. Detachable wheels can be fitted.

Tested 7 years.—Hopley, Upper Highgate St., Birming-
ham. [0152

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A35
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
PINNACLE Sidecars for comfort/ durability, and

elegance, a model for every purpose. See dis-

played advertisement.—W. G. Fearn and Co., Albion
Works, King'3 Cross. [4563

COMFY Sidecars, strong underslung chassis, coach

built bodv bulbous back with locker, quick de-

tachable fittings, Clincher tyre; price 18 gns.—Comfy
Sidecar Co., Leyton^tone. 13079

BRAND- New Henley Coachbuilt Sidecar, suit 4h.p.,

mat, apron, slightly shop-soiled, 14 gns.
;
nearly

new Derwent coachbuilt sidecar, £9/15.-110, Upper
Richmond Rd„ East Sheen. [4206

WATSONIAN R34, deep green, specially strong,

5-point attachment chassis, stream line, lamp,
windscreen, perfect; £15; tyre unpunctured; offers.—

Nisbet, EasingLon, Weybridge. [4698

TORPEDO sidecar, underslung, 4-point attachment,
£10; sidecar outfits for Douglas, Triumph, P.

and M., etc., in stock; let us quote you.—De Cort and
Flynn, 39, Essex Rd. (

London, N.l. [2757

WILLOWBROOK Royal Leicester fiidecarB, smartest

designs, fir3t-class finish; prices from 17 gus.

Write for catalogue Repairs undertaken, hoods, wind .

screens, etc.—The Willoworook Motor Co., Leicester.
F0335

SANDHAM Elite, bulbous back, adult and child's

bucket seat, new Dunlop heavy tyre and tube, 2

new windscreens, all as new; £24/10 complete, or

chassis only, £12/10. — Kitson, Electricity Works,
Twickenham. [3956

LANCASTER Sidecars.—Superb coachbuilt sidecars

complete from 14 gns.; bodies only from 4 gns.

A good selection in stock. Call and inspect.—The
Lancaster Motor Co., 158, Norwood Rd., West Nor-

wood, S.E.27. 'Phone: Streatham 2541. [3328

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,

has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itseii

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,

and, when folded, combination will pass through u

30in doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Wincycle
Co Ltd.. 236. High Holhorn. W.C.I [03-8,'

PLUS One Sidecars are supplied in any colours for

fitting to any make of machine; Millford chassis

if desired; bodies only are supplied, and fit A.J.S.,

New Imperial, Royal Ruby, B.S.A., James, Indian,

Excelsior, Harley, Reading-Standard, Henderson. Do
not forget one of these outfits carried 2 fully grown
adults through the Xondtfn-Exeter run.—W. E. Line,

late Coppen Allan* 89, Gt. Portland St. Langham
1601. [3515

LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd.

—New chassis, ligbt type, £7/7, complete with
all fittings. Special coachbuilt body to suit, £5.
Heavy chassis, new, with all fittings, £10/10. A
number of Millford chassis, in excellent condition,
from £4/10. Several Millford chassis, with reno-,

vated bodies, in new condition, £9.-26, Tulse Hill,

Brixton (half minute from Brixton Skating Rink). :

Phone : Brixton 1292. [4463

OLD Man Hep has 1,000 Douglas underslung
chassis, renovated and complete, to suit all makes:

of machines, for £5; or fitted with a brand new
-Douglas type bulbous backed body, for £10/10 (these

bodies are upholstered with good quality Rexine, buL
require a last coat of paint); this has been left for

travelling on rail; send lor photo, enclosing stamp.
We cannot be beaten for our prices. 'Phone ; 1958
Brixton. <See Body column.)—19, Wilcox Rd., South
Lambeth, London, S.W.8. [50.55

JONES' Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10, for

all makes of new and second-hand sidecars from
£7/10 complete. Montgomery new sports, £23/10; also

touring and featherweight models. Langford picnic
spring wheel models, new, £29/15 only; Harley and
Indian specials at £27 / 10. Large selection. Also
special mudguards to fit to body, with brackets, 15/-,

any colour, no rattle. High-class bodies from £6/15.

—

'Phone Hornsey 2917, or call. Open all Saturday.
Also at 4, Woodside Parade, North Finchley, N. [4623

P.
and M. chassis, complete with new bulbous back
body, new guards, fittings, etc., £14. Millford

chassis, complete with new bulbous back body, new
guards, fittings, etc., for Triumphs, B.S.A.'s, etc.,

£15. Douglas chassis, complete new bulbous back
body, £15. New underslung chassis, complete with
new bodies, from £16/10. Lightweights, all com-
plete, brand new, from £11/10. Write for particu-
lars. Extended payments.—Robini Manufacturing
Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Effra Rd., Brixton, S.W.2.
Phone: Brixton 1585. [4452

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
LIGHT Car Chassis, complete, less engine, tyres,

channel section; £10/10.

TUBULAR Chassis, 3-wheeler, wheels, part steering,
springs, axles; £3.

SPECIALLY built 6-8h.p. Riley, air-cooled engine,
powerful, run little, mechanical valves, beauty

;

£11.

3-SPEED Reverse Gear Box, splendid condition; £5;
offers considered; 9 to 5.30, Sats., 12.—Beecroft,

14, Meanwood Rd., Leeds. [3287

BAST0NES
ESTABLISHED 16 YEARS.

No Better or Cheaper House

USCO RUBBER NON-SKID
COVERS.

Manufactured by the Dominion Tyre Co.

20 X 2\ \ List Our
to fit LHeavy Price Price

26X2jJ 53/- 28/6

GOODRICH Safety-Tread
COVERS (Extra Heavy)

26X2J 28/-

26X2JX2J 36/-
26X2£ 35/-

550x65 .. .. .. .. 36/-

650x65 40/-

700 X 80 for 650 X 65 rim .. 48/-

28x3 .. ' 48/-

710 X90 . . .

.

.

.

• . 55/-
815x105 .. .. .. 80/-

CLINCHER Rubber Non-Skid
COVERS.

24 X 2j De Luxe Junior .. 20/-
26 x 2f De Luxe Heavy .. 25/-
26 X 2-| Extra Heavy .. .. 27/-
26 X2JX2J Heavy .. .

.'

27/-

650x65 Dreadnought 3-ribbed 39/-

700 x 80 )

to fit [ De Luxe Extra Heavy 47/-

650 x 65 )

28x3 De Luxe Extra Heavy .

.

37/6

MISCELLANEOUS COVERS.
26x2 Englebert Passenger .. 17/6

Bergougnan Heavy .

.

.18/6

26X2J Hutchinson T.T. .. 23/-
26 x 2f . . . .

' . . . . 25/-
26 X2j Bergougnan (Heavy) .. 20/-

26 x 2§ Kempshall Anti-Skid .

.

30/-

26 X2| Midland Rubber Non-
Skid . . . . . . 26/-

26 X 2-J- Bergougnan Heavy .

.

23/6

26x2! Wood Milne Extra
Heavy.. .. .. 23/6

650 x 65 Wood Milne Heavy .

.

18/6

26x3 Englebert Rubber Stud 25/-

26X 2J Michelin Fine Ribbed. . 21/-

26X2J Englebert (wired edge) 25/-
26 X 2 J Rom. Rubber, Non-Skid 29/-

26X2J „ Combination .. 40/-
26 x 2J Goodyear Diamond Tread 26/-
26 X 2 J Skew Rubber, Non-Skid 35/-
28 X 2 Clincher AWon (wired edge)20/-

28x3 Hutchinson Super-Studded 64/3
700 x 80 Super Chain Ex. Heavy 42/-

30x3 \ Prudential Rubber NOn-
Skid 59/6

TUBES.
Goodrich, Clincher, Hutchinson and Red Fox.

24x2 and 24X2I .. each 4/3

26X2J and 26x2$ .. each 5/9

yooxfol
and28

"

X 3 ••
each 7/6

The above new Clearance lines are sent on

approval against remittance. Carriage Paid.

Hours—9 till 6; Sat., 9 till 1.

228, Pentonvilie Road,
King's Cross, London, N.l.
'Phone: 2481 North. 'Grams: *Bastones. London,

19

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
LITTLE Midland Light Car, Sh.p. J.A.P., wa

cooled, tax paid; £100.

35.h.p. T.D.C., good, tyres, accessories; £]<
4 Smith, 126, Market St., Tottington, Bi

Lanes. [q,

T ATE 1920 G.N., fully equipped, tax paid.—Ackr
-LJ Market Sq., Basingstoke. [41

WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—5-61
1914 Garden Monocar; £50.

/[O GNS.—1920 A.V., dickey, lamps, excellent c
rt<J dition.—2, Madrid Rd., Barnes. [4.

MORGAN Grand Prix, as new, lavishly equipp
£150.-52, Thoruhill Rd., Islington.

A .C. Sociable 1911, good engine, tyres, and runn
**> order.—1, Hut, Lampton, Honnslow. [41

WAUOHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—7-81
Carden De Luxe, 1921, 2 speeds; £37/10 1.2!

G.N ., touring model, immediate delivery ; £22i
Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Great Portland St., W.

[41

-| Q21 De Luxe Garden, full equipment, original tvi
X«7 £67/10.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensingtoi

[31

CARDEN 2-seater on order, not wanted. Who wa
my order?—Wood, Tof trees, Fakenhoin, Norft

E4i

FOR Sale.—Santler 3-wheeler cycle cars and lij

cars, -llh.p..; agents wanted.—Santler, Malvi
Link. [3f

MORGAN 1920 Grand Prix, water-cooled M.A
engine, lamps, horn, colour blue; £135

Below.

20 G.N. standard touring, dynamo lighting, he
etc., excellent order; £145.—Below. -

G.N. standard touring, 1920, dvnamo lighting, bo
etc..; £135.—Elce, Ltd., 1.5-16. Bishopsg

Avenue, Camomile •St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avei
5548. ;0(

1 Q22 Sh.p. RoveT; cash, terms, or exchanges
Xtf Shepherd, Enfield Highway. Tel.: Waltb
Cross 31. [<)i

BEDELIA.-The new 1922 model 8-10h.p., i

cooled or water-cooled to choice. Immedi
deliveries.

BEDELLA.—Air-cooled model, £185; water-con
model, £195; side-by-side armchair seats. 3 spe

and reverse, 5 detachable wheels, hood, screen, Ian
toola, jack, and pump included; trial free.

BEDELIA —Cash or easy term?. Your old car

motor cycle taken in part payment.

BEDELIA.—Catalpgue free from L. N. Pain
Sole Concessionnaire for the British Empir-

Palmer's Garage, Tooting [V.

COVENTRY Premier, Cycle Car, tax paid; £
or exchange combination. — Day, " Priai

Chelmsford. [3;

TAMPLIN Monocar, 1919, in splendid tune 1

«--«l' equipped; £70 or near.—Bunting's Excbar
Wealdstone. [4

"I Q21 De Luxe G.N., dynamo lighting, superb ecu

J-*7 tion, very smart; £130.-24, Balliol Rd., No
Kensington. [3;

MORGAN, 4-seater, water-cooled, fast. eqnii.r

accelerator; £135.—la, R-edcliffe Rd., So'

Kensington. [4

8h.p. Rover.—1922 model, early delivery; exchange
Walbro Motor Cycle Co.. Saffron Wald

Phone : 45. [7;

MORGANS Always in Stock.—The West of Engl;

Agent, Gibb, 100, Northgafee, Glouces

Phone: 852. [8:

"I 021 T.B. 3-wheeler, interchangeable wheels, 1 spi

Xif well equipped, taxed; £120.-24, Balliol J

North Kensington. [3

1 Q21 A.V. Light Car, dickey, Sh.p. engine, al

J-*7 lutely smartest on road, taxed; 65 gns.—79, I

ford Hill, Balham. [4

A.V. 1921 8h.p., 2-speed, minus woodwork (bui

and engine remains; best offer over £8.
Madrid Rd., Barnes. f4

1 Q16 Alldays, Dyno lighting, 4-eylinder, 2-^-sea
X t7 suit doctor ; £160; motor cycle pa rt.—Ceii
Garage, Hunstanton. [4

G.N., 1921, mileage 1,000, as new, dynamo, e

£135, nearest. — James, c/o Bradmores, 4

Harrow Rd., Paddington. [4

MORGAN.—New 1922 Models in stock.-Age
Birkenhead Motor Works, Old Bidston id

Birkenhead. 'Phone : 2047. [2

COVENTRY PREMIER.—1922 model, early

livery; exchanges.—Walbro Motor Cycle
Saffron Walden. "Phone : 45.

MORGAN 1921 Ve Luxe, J.A.P. W.C., overhai

and repainted, tax paid; £140.—Baker, 9, Be

ley Rd., Westbury Park, Bristol. [3

A36 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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The T.T. and the Public.

AT
this period of the year it is "not uncom-

mon to find in our letter bags a small

proportion of missives protesting against

the Tourist Trophy races, on the grounds

that they are valueless to the general

public. The fact that there have been fewer

than usual of these communications this year

may perhaps be regarded as indicative of a more

general realisation of their importance.

Only superficial observers imagine that the

race is run purely for advertisement and imme-

diate gain, and it is- safe to say that not a single

firm which enters for this classic event fails to

learn some lesson of value which is later reflected

in the standard product.

There are few solo mounts of high repute

which do , not owe a large measure of their

success to lessons learned in the T.T., and the

Isle of Man course is ideal for developing the

very features which the tourist most appreciates.

No motor cycle stands a chance of success over

the sinuous course unless it steers perfectly,

accelerates rapidly, and is fitted with first-class

brakes. The necessity for large tyres, sound

gears which change easily, and practical trans-

mission, have already been proved. The effect

of the long race on engine design, both as re-

gards cooling and lubrication, has been of . in-

calculable benefit, and still further improve-

ments in these respects are likely to accrue as

a direct result of the forthcoming races.

In- addition, the Junior event has been mainly

responsible for the high state of efficiency to

which the modern 350 c.c.'mount (perhaps. the

most popular solo machine of to-day) has at-

tained. The Lightweight race, so diligently

fostered by The Motor Cycle, has grown con-

siderably in importance, and already the 250 c.c.

engine has been brought to a state of perfection

which would have been considered almost im-

possible only a few years ago. It is largely

through the Tourist Trophy races that motor

cycles are perfected and power output increased

apace from a given cubical capacity. Thus the

cost of road transport is being steadily reduced

as smaller engine sizes become practicable. -

A First-class Utility Mount.

WHILE there is a steady demand for

motor cycles' of the very highest grade,

a survey of general conditions indicates

that low and moderately priced machines
are the ones most sought after. This is

as might" be expected, for a large number of

people are unable to afford just those few pounds
extra which are required to purchase the very

best. Very considerable efforts have been made
by manufacturers to reduce their prices to the

lowest point, and figures are now stabilised. Is

there a way of giving the enthusiast a chance of

buying '

' the best " at a reduced figure ? Quite

frequently it is the enthusiast who is most hardly
hit, for he is often impecunious, and every

shilling makes a difference to him. He will. go
without many luxuries in life to obtain a first-

class mount, and also forgo a number of

luxuries on his machine provided he can obtain

the essentials he desires. It might be possible

to produce a standard first-grade motor cycle

without front stand, without carrier, with slightly

less elaborate chain guards and mudguards, and
with foot rests instead of aluminium boards, and
thus effect that reduction which brings a machine
within the reach of thousands more prospective

buyers. This is no new idea, and some few
manufacturers have already adopted the notion,

selling the resultant product as a sports model.

But the idea se_ems capable of expansion. The
best of everything and no fitting which is not

strictly necessary should be the motto of any
manufacturer attempting to satisfy the call for a

first-class utility mount.

1

!-/ -• > / ; ,'/;/.>/;;/;;; ' ' V N. ^ V ^ '^ *~- ^ ~-~ v ^ v ^ \ w ^ v v >.
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A Chiel Takin' Notes.

THE croakers say that the crag-and-chamois type of

trial will shortly become moribund, as happened

to pedal-cycle competitions thirty years ago. I

don't think so. Why? With pleasure. Last Thursday

I hied me to the nearest main line railway station.

Travelling per o.h.v. Triumph, I naturally arrived well

before the train. Standing in the booking hall I

spotted two neighbours of mine—public school boys

aged perhaps seventeen or so. They arrived per baby

two-strokes—and to judge from their slippered feet,

dishevelled hair, and other clues which my Sherlock

Holmes brain read like an open book, they had not

yet breakfasted. They had come to collect their

weekly copies of the Blue 'Un off the local news-

paper train at 8 a.m. rather than wait till the local

newsagent handed in the" papers at their own door

(ten miles away) four hours later. In other words,

the growing manhood of the country presents the pas-

time annually with thousands of recruits whose main

obsession is to get hold of some sort of motor cycle

and smash It up in sporting events. So the freak trial

may very well survive many years after it has ceased

to serve any utilitarian purpose.

An Appeal to Chivalry.

NE of our fair readers makes an irresistible ap-

peal to my chivalry. Will I please put a couple

of anatomical pointers to designers of drop-

frame machines intended for feminine riders? The

first is that they should ascertain the mean, normal,

or average length of the feminine leg ? They will find

it is appreciably shorter than the male. They fail

to allow for this in their frame layout, with the result

that the fair motor-cyclist e can only straddle her mount

on tiptoe. I am credibly informed that there are ladies

on the stage who can remain on tiptoe by the hour, and

indeed acquire much wealth and fame by demonstrating

this ability. But my correspondent is~not an Adeline

Genee, and after a few seconds of the exercise her

machine generally collapses sideways with a sickening

thud. Secondly, will the aforesaid designers kindly

set their sisters astraddle the machines they design,

and note where the lady's ankles come. According to

my correspondent the odds are several billions to one

that the ankle will be adjacent to the knobblesome end*

of the footrest or footboard spindle. Let the de-

signers then reflect that a slim feminine ankle, clad

in filmy stockings of a champagne tint, is adorable;

but that a thick ankle, reminiscent of the fetlock of

a drayhorsc afflicted with glanders, is a noisome object.

Wherefore every fair motor cyclist wisely wears the

thinnest stockings obtainable. So let the designer at-

a 28
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tire his own ankles in similar stockings, and then try

to rivet over the end of the aforesaid footrest spindle

with his ankle bone. He will suffer such acute pain

that he will promptly alter the design. 'Nuf sed?

Just One Mote.

HAM glad to find that the ladies are sitting up and

taking notice. Here is another epistle in one of

those large, sprawly hands. It is almost as ana-

tomical as the last. Our fair reader has a baby two-

stroke. It has a brake. The brake is operated by a

pedal. The business end of the pedal terminates in

a disc. The disc is the size of a threepenny-bit, as

the designer makes a great point of saving weight.

The lady also has a foot. It is shod in a boot. With

a heel. The heel is equal in area to a halfpenny. In

the interests of grace and comeliness.

Yesterday this reader found herself undecided

whether to ride into a narrow gap between two cars.

Because a motor bus was approaching the gap from

the opposite direction. Meanwhile, a Brough Superior

was approaching at speed from astern—straight for her

bustle. So with her heel (see above) she felt for her

brake pedal (see above, as before). The heel did not

find the brake pedal in time. Luckily, the machine

was insured. The lady refuses to wear shoes with

larger heels. So—obviously—the trade must fit brake

pedals with larger plates. And why shouldn't they?

Gadgets—Their "Weight—
NUMBER of clever people who attempt to

transfer money from our pockets to theirs do not

. always pay sufficient attention to the weight or

dimensions of their gadgets. On the one hand it is

folly to burden a lively and manageable motor cycle

with half a hundredweight of extras, and yet there

are plenty of machines on the road which are dis-

figured to this tune. On the other hand, it is a physical

impossibility to squeeze into two pannier bags all the

outfit which some accessory makers consider it desir-

able we should carry. Here are a few examples, good,

bad, and indifferent, all of which are recommended

to me by various people for use on my sports single :

Two fishtails for exhaust pipes

Chain rivet extractor

Ditto (another make)
Electric hooter (sans battery) ...

Variable jet, with control

Mechanical oil pump (complete)

Spare bulb case

5 lbs. (Absurd!)
3i oz. (Excellent!)

16 oz. (I think not !)

2 lbs. 7 oz.

15 oz. (Worth it.)

2 lbs. (Ditto.)

3£ lbs.

Ixion's "MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES" are

available in book form, price 2s. 9d. post free, from "The

Motor Cycle "
Offices, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.i.

dS)
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These few trifles tot up to nearly 151b. The cata-

logue of many a rider's gadgets includes a dynamo,
two hooters, a mascot, two or three club plaques, a

spare tube and case, a speedometer, and possibly

several other odds and ends. Many of these extras

will be seen figuring on baby two-strokes. How can
we expect a designer to rack his brains in reducing

the weight of his machine when he beholds his cus-

tomers recklessly piling on heavy stuff with both
hands ? He will naturally conclude that we don't care

a split-pin what she weighs.

and Size.

ONLY less important is the size of these gadgets.

One well-known rivet extractor, when packed,
occupies a space 4;|- x 3 x i^in., whereas one

I carry when dismantled consists of one bit 1 x i|-

x gin. and three tiny, parts which will slip in anywhere.,

The only decent carrier for spare electric bulbs which
I have seen is designed exclusively for sidecar work,

being a cylinder 5-^in. long x 2|in. in diameter. In

the course of a year I receive numerous accessories

QtrpUE 595

which I should be glad to carry on the road, but which
are eternally condemned to a clip on the garage wall.

Wanted a Tyre Lever.

A CORRESPONDENT remarks with some justice

that the steady increase in the size of motor
cycle tyres is creating a demand for compact

but powerful tyre levers. For; .twenty years, as he
states, motor cyclists have been able to make shift
with ordinary cycle tyre levers, of which the trio of
" one-minute " instruments have been easily the best.

Most of the 1,000 c.c. machines equipped with large
tyres are attached to sidecars, with their facilities for
storing a set of car size levers if desired. Nowadays
quite a number of solo machines are shod with 3m.
covers, practically the equivalent of the 80 mm. car
tyre, which no owner or mechanic would dream of
tackling with his fingers or a 4m. lever. This reader
ran over half a bottle on his first outing with 3m.
tyres, and was quite unable to remove the cover until

• a passing car owner took pity on him. I suggest that

the machine with 3m. tyres needs a longish pannier
bag, in which a set of powerful levers can be packed.

til i

A FAMOUS TEST HILL IN THE SCOTTISH TRIALS. A fine panorama from Amulree,
269 c.c. Harper Runabout. This little machine, which created great interest, made a good climb.

following, made light work of this once-dreaded gradient.

(6)

showing Armstrong Graham on his

D. Bell (800 c.c. A.J.S.) who is seen
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Lightweight Sidecar
Outfits ; A Road
Map of England of

250 Years Ago.

By "FRIAR JOHN."

A READER said recently in the correspondence
** column, that he had accomplished 5,000 miles on
a lightweight outfit without any trouble. Such a testi-

monial entirely unsolicited is a tribute to an increas-

ingly popular class of machine, even though the record

is nothing unusual. It adds to that popularity and
brings the merits of the class before the public in the

same way as Eric Williams' run in the Victory Cup
trial did when he accomplished 41 m.p.h. at Brook-
lands after a gruelling test on several hills on a 2-f h.p.

sidecar. So long as weight in the shape of heavy
hoods, luggage carriers, spare wheels, and the like, is

not piled on to these light sidecars they will continue

to find a ready market. The upkeep and original cost

of a 2| h.p. two-stroke outfit are half that of a com-
pletely equipped 5-6 h.p. sidecar, and as values are

becoming more stabilised and money more valuable,

so the cheap outfit will loom as a possible purchase to

many who have refrained up to the present from invest-

ing in a sidecar.
<> <•> O <t>

/"\NE of The Motor Cycle Press photographers
^^ covered nearly 12,000 miles last year on his side-

car : in one week recently his mileage was 660. In

this distance he had one involuntary stop
; yet one fre-

quently hears statements from four-wheeler* plutocrats,

and also men who ride nothing but solo mounts that

the sidecar falls short in reliability compared with a

car. The sidecar outfit is as reliable as a car provid-

ing it is sensibly shod ; it must be acknowledged the

biggest percentage of roadside stoppages have in the

past been caused . by punctured tyres, but the folly of
fitting undersized tyres has long been recognised, and
this recognition, together with the immense improve-
ment in belt and chain manufacture, has reduced
roadside stops to a minimum.

<> -o o <>

A PROPOS of tyre trouble, last year I drove a
**• Morgan for many thousands of miles, and even-
tually laid one bogey low.- a bogey, I must admit.

tory. I started every

that very nearly scarei

me off three-wheelers fo

ever. I refer, of course

to rear tyre trouble. Th
first fortnight's owner

ship of this particula

de luxe model was purga

ride

—

;after my first 301

or 400 miles—in mortal terror of a sudden hard ah<

ominous bumping of the rear wheel, so persistent wa
the mysterious deflation of the rear tyre. After takin;

the wheel out several times on the road—an easier jol

than many pessimists would have us believe—and find

ing no puncture whatever, 1 naturally concluded tha

the creeping tyre must have caused the trouble whils

on its illegitimate journeying round the rim in spite

of securitv bolts. It had, of course, stretched the tubi

at the valve, letting out the air without splitting th<

rubber. On discussing the matter with Mr. H. F, S

Morgan, he said the Leosco " tube saver " woulc

remedy the trouble, and afterwards sent me one to try

From the moment of fitting it I was immune from tyre

bother, not even having a puncture whilst the machine

was in my possession. I believe all Morgans are now

fitted with the band, but the tip is of such real value,

not only to Morgan owners but to owners of heav\

sidecars, that it is worth repetition.

<S> <j> <s> <s>

THERE is little doubt that the originator of the

* T.O.M. windshield has had more than one

thorough soaking whilst driving in "the face of heavy

rain—it is so purely utilitarian. But this device,

although not handsome, is rather less forbidding than

the metal shield.

Legshields, which keep the rider free from mud and

create a forced draught of air upon the cylinders, are

the first part of the equipment. These shields do not

rattle and are quickly detachable. The-remainder of

the device is a complete shield made of twill, which

will keep the driver of the motor cycle almost as dry:

as the passenger in the sidecar.

A small aero windscreen is mounted on the top of two

uprights which extend the shield. The model illus-

trated is fitted to a 4 h.p. Triumph, but a rather

improved form was 'fitted to a Harley-Davidson, which

has hand muffs incorporated. Another advantage of

(22)
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Passenger Machine Topics.—

the shield is that if the machine is left out in the rain

the whole fitting can be hinged backwards to cover the

top of the tank and the saddle, since the supports are

pivoted on the top tube.

The T.O.M. windshield can be obtained from the

T.O.M. Syndicate, c/o Sir Walter ' Townley,
K.C.M.G., 3, Temple Avenue, London, E.C.4.

f~\y, the last day in April i drove my. "sidecar to that^ lovely stretch of the Thames between Staines and
Windsor. It is an uncommon bit of roadway, running

as it does close to the riverside for a mile or so.

Stationed well from the road, I watched the hundreds

of motorists pass by, and saw but one knock-kneed out-

fit. I say " stationed well from the road," for several

thoughtless individuals had parked their machines

on the exceptionally narrow road itself, causing

trouble and real danger to passing cars and motor

cycles.

The most noticeable thing in connection with the

passing sidecars, and perhaps the most commonplace,

was the number of passengers carried. Two, three,

four, five and six, I saw accommod/ated on various out-

fits, and truly remarkable was the ingenuity displayed

in "packing." In one instance a laughing boy of

eight or so sat straddled across the tank in front of the

driver, another boy was on the carrier, the mother and
yet another kiddy occupied the sidecar. This must
have been the outfit that carried six up, but I cannot

recollect how the other youngster was disposed—but it

was a single-seater sidecar and a 4 h.p. Triumph
machine that bore valiantly this cheerful load of

humanity. Yes, just as happy were they, as members
of a big Daimler saloon that,

rolled by at the same time,

an occupant of which was a

painted lady smoking a cigarette

in a foot-long ivory holder, aye, or even*a prince
who had passed by in a landaulet just before. Truly
all the world was awheel.

I must record also the unique sight of a daintil v.fur-
clad lady seated in a small dicky seat, with a child (also
dressed in black fur. with- a- touch of . crimson some-
where) occupying the big A. J. S.- sidecar. Why? Of
course my passenger was very- interested, and so were
maiiy other people. "I ask you," was. one .pertinent
remark thatt floated to me. from a. group" nearby. The
only answer I can find- is' that" the lady- must have
liked it.

o <S»" o o ....

\/OLUMES have been \vritten on the romance of the
road, and .writers still endeavour to say things

about it 'without appearing trite or poetical. "The
great open road," the " gay free road," are expressions
which have now- grown hackneyed. But even matured
beings who love the road—and what a fascination has
the highway—have to restrain themselves when on the
romantic subject of great highways, especially on a fine
May 'morning when the machine is running well and
the road—probably an old Roman highway—has a
surface like a billiard board.

There is nothing poetical, however, in the " Story of
the Road Book," the first part of which was published
in The Autocar of April 29th; but it is a story which
will interest every sidecarist. The author speaks of the
" Road Books of Ccesars," and touches on the evolu-
tion of the road guide up to the time of the famous
" Britannia " of Ogilby's, published in 1675. In-
tensely interesting are the details of Ogilby's survey.
It appears that he "perambulated " all the roads he
dealt with, measuring them to the statute mile with his -

"wheel dimensurator." But the beauty of this old
guide—it weighed ioAlb.—is its

engraved strip maps showing
" heaths and woods that have long
disappeared," the gibbets and
gallows of the roadside, and the
"smiths' shops," which were the

equivalent in those days of our
garages.

This story of the " Britannia "

is a romance of the road indeed
and worth reading.

(Left.) When the T.O.M.
windshield is in position

no interference with the

engine cooling is caused,

for there is an opening
through which air is ad-

mitted to the engine.

(Top.) Utilising the screen as a

protective cover for the saddle.

(Right.) Complete protection

from mud and mechanism for

the rider's legs is provided by
the lower part of the shield.

13)
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OIL COOLING
AND ITS

MERITS.
Notes on the Construction and

Performance of the 350 c.c.

Single - cylinder Bradshaw
Engine.

MAY nth, 1922.

I
of section of motor

cyclists there appears to be some mys-

tery in connection with oil cooling.

If these notes succeed in dispelling such

notions they will, at any rate, have "ac-

complished a part of their object, for

. the 350 c.c. Bradshaw engine is as simple

and as . straightforward a piece of mech-
anism as can be imagined.

Strength of Construction.

As far as the working parts ar? con-

cerned, the engine is normally and even

massively constructed as regards wear-

ing surfaces, though the reciprocating

parts are kept as light as possible con-

- sistent with reliability. A stiff one-piece

crankshaft with integral balance weights

runs. in plain bearings with an additional

double row ball race on the driving side.

The big end is split horizontally, and
the short aluminium piston -is fitted with

a scraper ring in the skirt which plays

an important part in the functioning of

the' cooling system. Both valves are

mounted in the detachable cast-iron

head, and are inclined towards the centre

of the combustion space. Valve opera-

tion is by means of a short stiff cam-

shaft having two separate cams, through

suitable rockers and adjustable tubular

push rods.

Apart from the scraper ring on the

piston, which is common on most car

and aircraft engines, the only additional

working part to the normal motor cycle

engine is the simple valveless rotary

plunger type of oil pump driven from the

spindle of the magneto gear wheel, the

magneto itself being carried on a plat-

form directly behind the cylinder and

driven through a simple coupling.

Three elevations of the 350 c.c. Bradshaw en

also the arrangement tff^>u;

gme,

h-rods

howmg the

and valve

oil pump an

rockers.

d indicator.

FILLER & FILTER

Lubrication diagram, showing the lead from

the cil base to pump and from pump to

annular recess surrounding the cylinder

ba rrel.

Left to Right. (Top) Crankshaft, oil-pump body and cylinder

head. (Below) Oil filler and filter, magneto coupling, timing

gear rockers and camshaft.

a 32

Oil Cooling System Described.

Now for the features which are re-

sponsible for the neat but somewhat un-

usual appearance of the engine. The
cylinder consists of a simple cast-iron

barrel having a flange at the upper

end. This barrel is sunk into a cylin-

drical extension of the aluminium crank

case, and is held therein by the cylinder

head holding-down bolts, the walls being

well clear of the surrounding case except

for a collar at the top. The action of

the combined ' lubricating and cooling

system is simply this. The capacity of

the oil pump (5.1 pints per minute at

2,000 r.p.m.) is very much greater than

is necessary for the lubrication of the

working parts, and the oil is led direct

to an annular chamber surrounding the

top of the cylinder barrel. From the

lower edge of this space the oil is al-

lowed to escape downwards over the

barrel, and is then thrown all over the

inside of the engine, including the walls

of the cylinder and crank case, finally

returning to a well in the engine base to

be circulated again.

During its continuous circulation from

and to the sump, the oil absorbs heat

from the working parts, a proportion of

which is dissipated through contact with

the aluminium walls of the crank and

cylinder case. It is therefore obvious

that ar large wall area is desirable, since

there is no external oil radiator—in fact,

there is not even an . external oil pipe

to leak or fracture from vibration. Everjt.

thing about the oiling system is simple,

and it is practically impossible for trouble
.

to occur ; -if, however, there is a short-

age of oil, an indicator on the pump at

.once gives warning of the trouble.

A Quart 01 Oil in Circulation.

It is impossible to over-fill the oil

sump, which holds 2.4 pints, owing to

the position of the filling cap .at the cor-

rect oil. level, and the pump should be

everlasting, since it operates under ideal

conditions and is of the simplest construc-

tion, having no spring-loaded valves.

(2)
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Through the courtesy of Mr. Gilbert

Campling, of 90, Jermyn Street, W.l,

we have been able to handle a standard

production engine on the road, and our

tests were spread out over several days

so as to obtain a fair idea of the en-

gine's capabilities in normal use. Details

of the experimental frame in which the

engine was fitted are unimportant, since

it is not intended for the market. Suffice

it, then, that it was fitted with a clutch

and two-speed gear having a top ratio

of 5.5 to 1 and all-chain drive with no
shock absorber ; a Claudel-Hobson single-

lever carburetter supplied the mixture.

After our initial experience—or rather

inexperience : no kick-starter was fitted

and the carburetter was inadvertently

over - flooded — the engine invariably

started easily, and throughout our test-

ran smoothly and faultlessly.

Impressions.

When the oil well is quite full there

was a slight tendency to smoke when
starting up or after descending hills with
the throttle closed, but we had been
warned when taking over the machine
that the scraper ring fitted to this par-

ticular engine was imperfect. In spite

of this slight tendency to smoke, how-
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ever no plug trouble was experienced.
Noise from the overhead valve gear is

considerably less than that from many
side-by-side valve units, and the power
is beyond dispute.

A figure in the neighbourhood of 45
m.p.h. (by speedometer) is attainable on
ordinary roads and one can fly up
hills of 1 in 9 to 1 in 10 at

well over the legal limit. In short, our

experience goes to prove that the 350 c.c.

Bradshaw is an engine to be reckoned

with, and that it is capable of holding

its own both in touring and competition

fields. We look forward to a closer

acquaintance.

A NEW SPORTS V-TYVIN.

Martinsyde Range

Extended by the

"QuicloSix."

A Speedy 739 c.c.

Solo Mount.

TO be added to the list of attractive
sports models already on the market
is the "Quick-Six" Martinsyde, the

happy name for which the well-known
rider, H. H. Bowen, head of the firm's
technical department, is responsible.

It was this machine which behaved so
well in the recent Kop Hill climb, win-
ning its class at 56 m.p.h. on the occa-
sion of its first appearance in public.

Improved Cylinder Heads.

Considerable improvement has been
made in the design of the cylinder head,
which is detachable. Instead of the ex-

haust issuing from the cylinders at an
acute angle the detachable head incorpor-
ates a special exhaust cage, heavily
ribbed with radiating fins, while the addi-
tion of streamline -ports adds greatly to

•he efficiency. Of course, the distinctive

A speed machine which looks its part and is appropriately named the " Quick-Six.

Martinsyde feature of overhead exhaust

and side inlet is retained. Ricardo pis-

tons are fitted, and each flywheel is

New detachable exhaust valve cage' with a

ribbed extension.

(!)

£How the adjustable handlebars are provided

with a positive lock by means of a knurled

clip.

machined and accurately balanced. All

reciprocating parts have been lightened,

while the connecting rods are of nickel

steel and machined all over.

Another feature which is worthy of

mention is that the length of the cylinder

has been so designed that the top ring

just emerges into the head by 10-l,000ths

of an inch, thus preventing any ridge

being formed at the top. A plain copper

washer is employed to ensure gas-tight-

ness at the head joints, this being found

to be quite as efficient as a copper and

asbestos washer. The same type of

washer is also employed for the exhaust

cage. Cone-type compression valves are

fitted instead of compression taps, as

these have been found to be far more
satisfactory.

A close-ratio gear box is fitted, the

ratios being in the proportion of 1, 1.5,

and 1.8 ; the actual gears aTe : top 3.6,

second 5.4, and bottom 9.1 to 1.

Foot-controlled Oil Pump.

A separate oil tank is now fitted, and
in future models the oil pump will be
foot-operated, while in the final design

both brakes will be of the dummy belt

rim variety, with compensating arrange-

ment on the shoes to ensure a parallel

movement. The price of the machine is

£150, and it is manufactured by Martin-

syde, Ltd., Maybury Hill, Woking,
Surrey.

An experimentil valve gear embodying

leaf springs.

b
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NOTES ON ELECTRIC BULBS.
Of Interest to Motor Cyclists using Electric Lighting Sets.

AN S£>.C BULB

ELECTRIC bulbs in use at the present time are

almost invariably of the incandescent type, con-

sisting of a glowing filament enclosed in a glass

globe.

Attached to the base of the bulb is a brass cap

which fits in the lampholder and holds the globe rigid.

The cap also contains the contacts for conveying

the current to and from the filament.

There are four standard
i

lamp caps and holders in use

in this country, viz. : (i) The
Edison screw, (2) the large

bayonet cap (L.B.C.), (3)

the small bayonet cap

(S.B.C.), and (4) the minia-

ture screw cap.

The first is only used on

very large bulbs, and the

second is the size commonly
employed in house lighting.

For automobile lighting, the

small bayonet cap is gene-

rally employed. The cap
consists of a piece, of

brass tube provided with

two small pins which engage
in slots in the holder.

Underneath the cap will be
found one or two metal con-

tact pieces which press

against spring plungers in

the holder.

Most S.B.C. bulbs are

double contact

—

i.e., the

current enters by one contact

and leaves by the. other—but

a number of single-contact lamps are in use, and in

these the current leaves by way of the cap- itself.

These bulbs are often used on motor cycles having
earth return lighting systems.

The miniature screw cap is provided on small bulbs
for pocket lamps, dash lights, etc. The current enters

by the centre contact and leaves by the screw portion ;

unfortunately they, have the disadvantage of being

liable to unscrew under vibration.

Three Classes of Bulbs-

Incandescent lamps fall into three classes : (a) Car-

bon filament, (b) metal filament, and (c) gas-filled.

The carbon filament was the earliest type, but is now
practically obsolete.

A carbon lamp consumes about 4 watts per candle-

power, whereas an ordinary metal filament takes only

about 1 watt per candle-power, and a gas-filled lamp
about half this amount. The watt, it may be men-
tioned, is a unit of power, 746 watts equal one horse-

power.

The watts taken by a lamp or other apparatus may
be found by multiplying the pressure (volts) by the

current (amperes). For example, suppose a lamp takes

b 2

Various filaments, bulbs and bulb caps mentioned by the writer

1 ampere at 6 volts, then the total watts will be 6,

and if the efficiency of the lamp is 1 watt per candle-

power, the candle-power will also be 6.

As their name implies, metal filament bulbs have
filaments of very thin high-resistance metal, which at-

tain a white heat when the proper current passes.

To prevent the filament burning away, the air is ex-

hausted from the glass globe. " Half-watt " or gas-

filled lamps differ from the

previous kind, in that the

globe contains some inert

gas, such as nitrogen, in-

stead of being exhausted

;

this allows the filament to be
~

run at a higher temperature,

thus giving a much brighter

light.

Focus Filaments.

With respect to the shape

of the filament, makers

differ somewhat, but gene-

rally filaments may be

divided into two types

:

(a) open, (b) focus filament.

The former is better for

general lighting, but for

headlamps the focus type is

to be preferred, as the

source of light is concen-

trated.

Some bulbs are provided

with two filaments, either of

which may be switched on

at will, the one giving a

bright light, and the other

just a glow.-

Lamps are generally marked with- their volts and

watts thus : 12 v. 6 w.

As before mentioned, the watts consumed give an

indication of the candle-power, and for the general run

of motor cycle lighting bulbs, excepting gas-filled or
" half-watt," candle-power and watts may be read

synonymously.
It is essential that the proper voltage be given when

ordering; as a lamp of too low voltage will light very

brightly, and quickly burn out. On the other hand, if

the voltage of the bulb is higher than that of the

circuit, it will only give a dim light ; but the current

consumption will be less and the filament less highly

stressed. A tail lamp suffering frequently from vibra-

tion is sometimes quite satisfactory with a bulb of the

next higher voltage. :

If the volts and watts are known, the current may
be found by dividing the former into the latter, thus :

.watts—:— — amperes.
volts -

A 12 v. 6 w. lamp, for example, takes a current of

0.5 ampere.

S. F. Philpott.

(3)
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Details of many New Racing Mounts. The Search for Efficiency.

AT 5 a.m. on Monday next, the 15th,

practising for the great blue

riband event will commence in the

Isle of Man. Interest in the races is

keener than ever.
* * * * .

Safety helmets have been long com-

pulsory for competitors in the T.T. This

year the Gamage T.T. Safety Helmet

has been accepted as the official head gear

for competitors in the races.
* * * *

The 494 c.c. Douglas entered by Frank
Whitworth, Ltd., in the Senior T.T. Race
will be ridden by A. Jones, of Bargoed,

S. Wales, who rode an Ivy in last year's

Junior Race, covering two laps in 47

minutes, averaging 47j m.p.h., the record

speed for a two-stroke.
* * * #

Also entered by Frank Whitworth, Ltd.,

is an Ivy to be ridden by J. A. Jones, of

Rhon'dda Valley, who is an ex-air pilot.

He acted as a despatch rider in 1914, and

after two years transferred to the Air

Force, gaining his certificate as a sergeant-

pilot.
*

On the Monday prior to the Junior

Race the Manx M.C.C. are organising a

monster fancy dress or masked T.T. ball

THE COVETED TROPHIES. This year,

in addition to the Senior and Junior
Trophies, there is a replica for the 250 c.c.

Lightweights, which hitherto have competed
for " The Motor Cycle " Cup. The shield

is the Nisbet award for the most plucky

performance.

(5)
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T.T. MEMORANDA.
PRACTISING.

PRACTISING commences at

5 a.m. Monday next, May
15th.

No practising will be permitted
after 7 a.m., or on Sundays.

THE COURSE.

Douglas, Bray Hill, Quarter
Bridge, Union Mills, Crosby,
Ballacraine, Ballig, Kirkmichael,
Ballaugh, Sulby, Ramsey, Snae-
fell, Keppell Gate, Hillberry,
Cronk - ny - Mona, Governor's
Bridge, Douglas.

Distance.—374 Miles.

NUMBER OF CIRCUITS.
Lightwe

188 m. 6
ights
fur.

250 CC), 5 laps. Total,

Junior
188 m. 6

(350
fur.

c.c), 5 laps. Total,

Senior
226 m. 4

(500
fur.

c.c), 6 laps. Total,

LAST YEAR'S SPEEDS.
Winner of The Motor Cycle Cup (250

c.c. Class), D. G. Prentice (New Im-
perial) averaged 44.9 m.p.h.

Junior Trophy was won by Eric
Williams (349 A.J.S.) at an average
speed of 52 m.p.h.

Senior Race winner, H, R. Davies (349
A.J.S.) averaged 54.49 m.p.h.

FASTEST LAPS, 1921.

Lightweights.—D. G. Prentice (249 New
Imperial), 49 min. 21 sec. (2nd lap).

Junior.—H. R. Davies (349 A.J.S.),
41 min. 4 sec. (5th lap).

Senior.^F. G. .Edmon'J (499
Triumph), 40 min. 8 see.3 (4th lap).

° Record for the course.

Time and Speed Table for the

T.T. Course.

Time per lap at speeds from 40 to
60 m.p.h.

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

m.p.h. 56 mins.
55
53
52
51
50
49
48
47
46
45
44
43
42
41
41
40
39
39
38
37

38 sees.

15 „
56 „
11 „
29 „
20 „
11 „

-12 „
11 ,.

14 „
18 „
25 „
34 „
44 „
57 „
11 ..

27 ..

44 „
3 „

23 „
45 „

to take place at the Palace, Douglas, from
8 p.m. to 2 a.m. Many keen motor
cyclists going to the races will no doubt
take part in this social gathering.

* * * *

Those in need of spare parts or complete
Burman gears will find them at the Brad-
don Garage, Athol Street, Douglas.
Burman & Sons, Ltd., will open their

depot on May 15th.
« * * *

Velocette T.T. machines will be very
similar to that employed at Brooklands,
the engine having a bore and stroke of

63x80mm. (249 c.c), a deeply ribbed
cylinder with two widely spaced exhaust
ports, and a detachable aluminium head
of considerable thickness. An aluminium
piston is employed, having two narrow
rings at the top, and plain bearings are

used throughout the engine in con-

junction with the well-known Velocette

mechanical lubrication system. Chain
drive is used throughout via a three-

speed countershaft gear box giving ratios

of 4.9, 7.1, and 9.3 to 1. A shock
absorber, is incorporated in the rear hub,
and both front and rear brakes are of the
internal expanding type. The cylinder

is offset from the crankshaft centre by gin.
* * * *

Frame modifications to the Velocette
include a wheelbase lengthened by 1^-in.,

a ljin. lower engine position, and

,~« *

Overhead valve 350 c.c. Blackbume engine

for the T.T. The deep radiating fins and the

extension of the vertical fins of the head on

to the exhaust port are special features.

b3
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Brampton racing forks. The capacity of

the petrol tank is approximately 2^

gallons, while over a quart of oil is

carried iri the engine base, the latter

being sufficient for the complete race.

24in. wheels will be retained, and it is

probable that 2^in. tyres will be fitted.

A point of interest is the fact that a

silencer will in all probability be retained

instead of the more normal straight-

through exhaust pipe.
* * * *

The Velocettes in the lightweight race

will be ridden by R. N. Judd, G. Den-
ley, and S. Jones.

* * * *

The Blackburne engines are not purely

for racing, and have been developed with

a view to fast touring work.
* * * *

Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., will have

their I.O.M. headquarters at Homefield,

Advocates of plain bearings have lost

their stronghold of example, for in the

Blackburne engines rollers are now used

in the big end and on the flywheel side

of the main shaft, while there is a ball

bearing on the timing side.

* # * *

0. M. Baldwin entered for the T.T. in

1920, but retired in the third lap. He
has had considerable racing experience.

He obtained the rank of Flight-Comman-
der R.A.F. during the war, gained the

D.F.C., Croix de Guerre and bar, and is a

Chevalier of the Legion d'Honneur.

* * * #

Only recently R. B. Ewens was in the

experimental department of the Rudge
works. He won the Lycett Trophy in

1914, and frequently rode as a member of

the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
team. He was a despatch rider during
the war, attached to the A.S.C., and was
for four years in France.

* * * *

Cooling has been carefully studied on
the T.T. Blackburne engines, the fins on
the head being much deeper than last

year's and being extended to the exhaust
port, which is of considerably larger di-

mensions. A domed piston of aluminium
alloy is provided with two rings.

Large filler caps on the Rudge are held in

position by coil springs; when open they can

be hooked over the edge of the filler.

Palace Terrace, Queen's Promenade,
Douglas.

* - - # * *

Blackburne engines will be well repre-

sented in the T.T. Races this year, as

they will be fitted to more than half a
dozen different makes.

* # * *

J. H. Mahlers has been in the Rudge
drawing office for several years. He was
a despatch rider in France attached to the

R.F.C., and was wounded in the foot.

He is one of the Rudge team.

Very deep ribs and two

widely spaced exhaust

ports are features of the

Velocette T.T. machines.

The detachable alumin-

ium head is held down by
four studs and has very

thick walls so as to provide

an easy heat flow.

b 4

ably lighter in weight. Both this and
the 350 c.c. model are declared to be
capable of showing over 1001b. m.e.p.

at nearly 5,000 r.p.m.

Motor cyclists passing through Liver-

pool will find every accommodation at the

garage of Victor Horsman, Ltd., 4, Brown-
low Hill. There is ample accommodation

An aluminium
piston with two
narrow rings is

fitted to the T.T.
Velocette. The
hollow gudgeon-
pm is retained by
a light central bolt

and washers.

The 350 c.c. Blackburne o.h.v. model

(71x68 mm.) has undergone slight modi-

fications. Among the chief features may
be mentioned the valve gear, which is of

the same design but somewhat lighter,

than previously. Two valve springs are

Cooling fins are now cast above the ex-

haust port of the cylinder head of the

new 350 c.c. Blackburne.

fitted, one inside the other, in the case of

each valve, while the inlet pipe is set

on the skew, allowing room for an ex-

tension pipe to the carburetter.

• * • •

So far as the 500 c.c. T.T. Blackburne
engine is concerned, it is practically the

same as that used last year except for a

few minor improvements.

* * * ' *

For the lightweight T.T. Burney &
Blackburne, Ltd., have produced a 250

c.c. engine which is identical with the

one which so signally distinguished itself

in records on the track on a Sheffield-

Henderson. It has the standard type of

head and many parts used in the 350 c.c.

engine, but machined so as to be consider-

An expanding rear brake is operated by

pedal from each side of the New Imperial

T.T. frame.

for any number of motor cycles, and in

the event of anyone arriving late in Liver-

pool the premises will be kept open by
arrangement, the usual closing time being

seven o'clock.

* * * *

Applications for reserved seats in the

A.C.U. grand stand should be made as

soon as possible to the clerk of the course.

A.C.U. local office, Hotel Peveril, Douglas,

I.O.M. Prices of tickets for each race are

as follows: Block A, just behind the

Royal Box, rows two and three, 20s.

;

rows four, five, and six, 15s. Blocks C
to F, first two rows, 10s. ; last four rows,

7s. 6d. Members of the A.C.U. need only

pay half these prices on production of their

membership cards.

* * * #

A rider following just behind another

competitor in the T.T. races is often liable

to suffer from stones and grit thrown up

by the back wheel of the machine in front.

This year Easting Windscreens, Ltd., 132,

Steelhouse Lane, Birmingham, are again

manufacturing a specially designed

handle-bar screen, which they will supply

free to any entrant in any one of the T.T.

races. Easting Windscreens will have a

representative in the island after May
21st.

At the front end of the Rudge tank is mounted

a change speed lever operating in a gate,

adjustable to the rider's convenience. The

rod is connected to a rocking quadrant over

the gear box.

(17)
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Outwardly the most striking feature in

be design of the T.T. 348 c.c. J.A.P.

ngine is the enormous increase in the

adiating surface, which enables the

aaintenance of power on full load on the

aountain course, which is a far more
mportarit point in the T.T. than the
apability of attaining high speeds over

hoit distances.
* * # *

An aluminium piston with two rings

t the top is used on the J.A.P. engines;

he connecting rod is of special material

nd very light; the valves are of gene-

ous dimensions, while the exhaust port

s lfin. in diameter and of equal size to

hat of the 998 c.c. twin. Roller bear-

'ngs are provided thi-oughout, and other

DN SUTTON
BANK.

A Yorkshire Hill Climb.

POSTPONED on April 22nd owing to

the continuous rain, which made the

surface almost unrideable, the York
and District M.C. held its Sutton Bank
Hill-climb, on the 29th of last month.
The meeting was a successful one, large

crowds of spectators were present, and
iome high speeds were achieved, C. P.

Wood, on a 532 c.c. Scott, coming within

.one-fifth of a second of the record for the

hill. The results follow :

.ssammeMimx'^.

pOTl(g^ILE

noteworthy features are light hollow
tappets and compound valve springs.
The aluminium fir cone exhaust valve cap
radiators, which were seen for the first

time on last year's J.A.P. engines, have
become standard practice.

The lightweight T.T. J.A.P. engine of
249 c.c. capacity remains much the same
as last year's model, except that the
radiating surface has been increased, a
lighter connecting rod has been fitted,

and a slightly modified piston with two
piston rings of heavier section is used.

As evidence of the influence of the
T.T. on design may be instanced the fact

that valve steels suitable for high quality

603

valves have been produced for the J.A.P.
engine after much careful experiment.

# * # *

In the Senior race the J.A.P. name will

be represented by a twin-cylinder engine,
of which the cylinders are two of the
249 c.c. type, making a total capacity
of 498 c.c.

* * * *

Altogether some nineteen J.A.P.
engines will be seen in the T.T. Races.
In the Junior class these will be fitted to

the New Imperials, Dot and Diamond

;

in the Lightweight 249 engines will be
seen on the Diamonds, New Imperial,
Francis-Barnett, and Invicta; while the
500 c.c. twins will be fitted to the
N.U.T., New Imperial, and New
Gerrard.

\ "Tapes --net-IB

Donald Watson rounding the hairpin on his 532 c.c. Scott Squirrel.

This il

gradient

(9)

ustration of Sutton Bank gives a good idea of the imposing
of the famous Yorkshire hill. R. T. Cawthorne (490 Norton

sidecar) making fastest time in his class.

SOLO UP TO 275 c.c—F. W.
Dosser (249 Velocette), lm. 40%s.

;

Frank Reynard (249 Monopoie),
lm. 49%s.

SOLO UP TO 350 c.c.
(Amateurs).—E. Wilkinson (349
A.J.S.), lm. 27Vss.; G. B. Gibson
(349 Douglas), 2m. 18%s.
SOLO UP TO 350 c.c—E. Wil-

kinson (349 A.J.S.), lm. 30s.;
Frank Reynard (249 Monopoie),
lm. 353/5S.

SOLO UP TO 560 c.c.
(Amateurs).—W. Wilkinson (Sun-
beam), lm. 242/^s.; E. Wilkinson
(349 A.J.S.), lm. 243

/sS.

SOLO UP TO 560 c.c—C. P.
Wood (532 Scott), lm 22%s.; C.
N. Sadler (490 Norton), lm. 22-tJs.

SOLO UP TO 750 c.c
(Amateurs).—W. Wilkinson (499
Sunbeam), lm. 22l/

ss.; E. Wilkin-
son (349 A.J.S.), lm. 22%s.

SOLO UP TO 750 c.c—C. P.
Wood (532 Scott), lm. 17-i.sS.;

R. T. Cawthorne (490 Norton),
lm. 203/sS.

UNLIMITED (Amateurs).—E.
Wilkinson (349 A.J.S.), lm. 21s.;
Donald Watson (532 Scott), lm.
33>/is.

UNLIMITED.—Fred W. Dixon
(988 Harley-D.), lm. 17 J/3s.; R- T.

Cawthorne (490 Norton), lm.
18%s.

SIDECARS AND THREE-
WHEELERS UP TO 560 c.c.

(Amateurs).—J. H. Illingworth
(490 Norton), lm. 56%s.; Wilfred
Wells (499 Sunbeam), 2m. 18%5.

SIDECARS AND THREE-
WHEELERS UP TO 560 c.c—
R. T. Cawthorne (490 Norton),
lm. 36%s. ; C. P. Wood (532
Scott), lin. 48%s.

SIDECARS AND THREE
WHEELERS UP TO 750 ' c.c—
C. P. Wood (532 Scott), lm.
34%s. ; R. T. Cawthorne (490 Nor-
ton), lm. 355,£3.

SIDECARS AND THREE-
WHEELERS UNLIMITED
(Amateurs).—J. H. Illingworth
(490 Norton), lm. 56%s.

SIDECARS AND THREE
WHEELERS UNLIMITED —
Fred W. Dixon (988 Harley-D. I.

lm. 262/^s. ; R. T. Cawthorne (490
Norton), lm. 34%s.; Wilfred
Wells (499 Sunbeam), lm. 51>/ss.

b5
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tdDITOR
The Editor dees nor hold himself responsib]

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, "'Ihe Motor Cycle,"" Dorset House,

THE AMAIEVR ROAD RACE,

Sir,—I have read with, much interest tout observations in

;:r.-e::i:rj with th is proposed event, and I think you will

agree that to imperil in the slightest degree the organisation

:; tie regular T.T. event by sandwiching another event in

between would have been the very height of folly, and I,

as one member of the Competitions Committee, would oppose

it to the limit of my power.

I venture to state that if the Isle of Man Club had been

prepared to accept aa open event to he held on the Friday,

the majority of the Competitions Committee would have

been disposed to recommend that a permit he granted on that

date; and further, I have not the slightest doubt that the

vast majority of the officials concerned in the T.T. events

would have been only too glad to have lent all the help they

possibly conldT Speaking personally, nothing would have

given me STealer pleasure than to have helped them in any

capacity they would have cared to place me in.

Furtheiinore. whilst I am one of the very last who would

kow-tow to the manufacturers in any shape or form, yet we
are bound to recognise that the T.T. event is, after all.

largely a manufacturers' event, and we must in all fairness

give considerable ear to their observations.

It is a most expensive undertaking for all the manufac-

turers who are concerned in the event, and is undoubtedly

tile greatest opportunity they have got of putting to the test-

all their best and newest ideas, having for their ultimate

object the improvement of the .motor bicvcle.

T. RUTHERFORD.

Sir.—As a keen amateur motor cyclist of sixteen years'

experience, I wish to criticise the A.C.U.'s attitude regard-

ing the above, as I have noted with great disappointment

that the A.C.TJ. has refused a permit for the event. The
ohjections raised are paltry and very selfish, and the refusal

is sure to create anti-A-C.U. feeling.

The A.C.U. is dependent for its very existence upon the

subscriptions of amateurs, and yet deliberately refuses their

requirements. For some time past it has been a well-known

fact that the A.C.U. has supported the trade, and thought

more of its own honour and glory than the needs of the poor

private owner.
Pre-war the Union made a special concession to private

owners entering the T.T. by accepting their entries at a

lower fee, but this has now been abolished, and the private

owner placed on the same level as the trade, with the result

that the poor amateur has heen practically wiped out of the

event, the entry fee of-21 guineas heing beyond the means of

the major:;- Further, what chance has the amateur, with

his one machine against the trade entries, with numerous
machines and a well-equipped temporary workshop on the

5 r :

:

-

Now, when a race is promoted genuinely for amateurs,

instead of the A.C.U. giving every assistance and support,

permission is promptly refjsed. This raises the question as

t: ~"-e:he: - U .- is for the interests and benefit of the

motor cycling public or for the trade. If the latter, then
the former should cease their subscriptions. This action

would certainly bring the T
its senses.

5 latest propaganda of the A.C.U. is: What is the
he", method of ensuring that every motor cyclist in the king-
dom should become a member of the A.C.U. ? The answer
to this question is : Reorganise the Union in such a way

b 5

e for the opinions of his correspondents.

Iador Street, E.C.4, and most te ac.on;ani5d by the writers name and aidress.

that it is a genuine benefit, and not a hindrance, to the

amateur.
The time has now arrived-when motor cyclists should seri-

ously consider further financing the Union until the Union so

regulates its policy as to cater for their requirements in a

straightforward manner, unbiased bv anv other influence.

Wetheral. AMATEUR.

Sir,—I cannot refrain from expressing my regret at what
seems to me the extremely short-sighted policy of prevent-

ing the Amateur Road Race, an event that may possibly

create more interest in the ranks of the motor cycling public

than even the T.T. I have heard this put forward as a
reason for its prohibition, i.e., that the T.T. may be over-

shadowed. Surely this is an inadvertent admission that the

amateur event may be more important. Let this be so or

not, the policy of the trade certainly should be to encourage
the sport among amateurs, even at the expense of events

where professional riders predominate.
The initiative of the Manx M.C.C. is to be commended

as much as the mistaken policy of the particular A.C.U. com-
mittee concerned is to be deplored, and I am of opinion the
matter is of sufficient importance to warrant calling a special

meeting in order to grant a permit for the Friday following
the Senior race.

The idea of shelving an important matter because one or

two members had left the meeting when this alternative was
suggested seems very feeble handling of it. It would have
been so simple, possibly, to have recalled the hurrying ones,

or else to have called another meeting at an immediate date,

but the line of least resistance seems to have been taken at

the expense of the interest of thousands and, I firmly believe,

of ultimate loss to the trade. Is it even now too late ?

JAS. L. XORTOX.

4 EJ>. (?) AEROPLANES*
Sir,—With reference to the letter from " Xutherumph,"

on page 541 of the issue of April 27th. re 4 h.p. aeroplanes,
may we correct a slight error in same?
The A.B.C. engine referred to was a "Gnat," designed and

produced throughout in our own works, and had no connec-

tion with Fiat Motors, Ltd. Probably your correspondent
has in mind the fact that this latter firm made for us, under
licence, a certain number of our 3£ h.p. engines, for which
there was such a large demand throughout the war.

A.B.C. MOTORS (1920), LTD.

Sir.—With reference to " Xutansplitpin's" and " Xuther-
umph's " letters on the above subject, the small Farman
machine that the latter saw was the Farman "David." or

sports model. It is still being made, and it is fitted with a

35 h.p. Anzani. and two of these machines were flying at the

recent Xice aviation meeting.

The day of the 4 h.p. aeroplane is very, very distant.

Assuming the complete machine could be built for a total

weight of 200 lbs. (a very low estimate), it would have a
weight of 50 lb. per h.p.—an absolutely unheard-of figure.

A machine much nearer the mark would be the de Pischof

Avionette. which was produced early in 1921. This was a
small biplane, with a flat twin Clerget of 16 h.p. The fol-

lowing are a few details : Span 17ft., length lift. 6in.,

height 4ft. 3^in., area 80| sq. ft., weight empty 225 lb"-,

weight per sq. ft. 2.78 lb. , weight- per h.p. 14 lb.

'21)
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The performance is quite good (actual tests—not esti-

mated): bpeed range, 3b to 6u m.p.h., cliinb to 4,(XX)ft. fn

5Znnn., consumption of petrol 1.3 gall, per hour, and oil prac-

tically nothing.

This is tne sporting type of machine to go for, instead of

wasting time with 4 n.p. machines, which at the present day
are practically impossible. Tne de Pischof is essentially a

one-man machine, tne upkeep is simple and inexpensive, and
I am sure, owing to its simple construction, it could be
marketed at less than £100. 1 should have mentioned that

a very ingenious feature about it is the speed with which the

win is can be dismantled or re-erected.

PHILIP J. ROBES'SON".

SHAFT DRIVE'S UNPOPULARITY.
Sir,—Anything more completely at variance with the facts

than the statement of Mr. W. A. Weaver in your issue of

the 27th the subscriber does not readily recall. To avoid
any misconception his actual words are quoted :

" The reason for the shaft drive being lett severely alone

by manufacturers is simply because it is not, and cannot
be made, as efficient as the chain drive. The difference is

anything from lo% to 20%, according to design, and may
be even greater after prolonged wear.

11

Has Mr. Weaver really had any, and if so jnst how much,
riding experience on shaft-driven motor cycles? It is sug-

gested that he has had none. He cannot be driving a chain-

geared car—nobody does—and he cannot possibly have com-
pared the two drives on a precision testing machine, for he
would then know better. He is challenged to produce his

evidence.

The present writer had three years (1910. 1911, and 1912)

riding on two P.X. shaft drive single-cylinder machines and
his experience in thaie yea;-s was that the gear box. change
speed, clutch, and axle drive were absolutely beyond praise

and roadworthily perfect.

So far as transmission efficiency is concerned, there is little

or nothing to choose between an oil-bath chain drive and
the standard shaft drive when both are new, but when both
are old the former will give up altogether, and the latter will

go on not materially impaired in efficiency. There is, of

coarse, no comparison at all between open chain and shaft

drives-.

The foregoing encomium applies to the standard bevel

drive, but it is submitted that a still better drive is pos-

sible with worm gear intelligently applied.

In the meantime the real reason why shaft drive is not

used has nothing whatever to do with transmission efficiency.

It is purely a question of mental inertia. The chain drive

on the motor cycle is easily applied without anv serious ex-

penditure of " grey matter," whereas the shaft drive involves

changes. The chain drive persisted for long on passenger

cars—it has now gone utterly ; it still persists on some few
out-of-date petrol lorries, but it is rapidly going, and it per-

sists on some electrie commercial vehicles, and it is going

.
there too.

Some day a bright- British designer will wake up to the

possibilities of shaft drive, and, if well baeked. he will mcp
np the market—home and Colonial. W. L. SPEXCE.

Sir,—Surely Mr. Weaver does not wish to convey that the

transmission efficiency of a chain is 15 to 20 per cent, higher

than the efficiency of a shaft drive; or, if he does, it would
be interesting to know what he considers to be the efficiency

of a good shaft drive and spiral bevel. I estimate it at

about 93 per cent., so, if a chain is 15 to 20 per cent, higher

in its efficiency, it would seem that by adding a sufficiency

of chains between engine and road wheels the effective power
of the engine could be increased ad infinitum.

Possibly Mr. Weaver wishes to say that a good shaft drive

has an efficiency of 95 per cent., and a good chain has an
efficiency of 94 per cent. This is a difference in transmission

losses of about 17 per cent., and a difference in transmission
efficiency of 1 per cent.

As to the effects of wear—I have seen a 1910 F.X. shaft

transmission with the bevels practically as good as new. In
what condition would a twelve-year-old chain be?
Why not be candid and admit that the ordinary single- or

four-stroke twin engine has a torque which fluctuates too

violentlv to permit of the advantages of shaft transmission
being availed of ? CECIL WEBB.

• (•)-- - - -
- .

QOj

Sir,—Mr- Weaver's explanation of the unpopularity of the
.shaft drive is very wide of the mark. Where does he el
his figures of relative loss of emciei-_

If he will turn up any recognised up-to-date book of
engineering data he will find that, given a well-designed
shaft and bevel drive, properly adjusted and
there is only an initial (inference of less than : in com-
parison with a chain drive in first-class order; I say initial
advisedly, because the efficiency of a chain, and in partkular-
of an unprotected chain, drops rapidly, whereas" the effi-
ciency of a shaft and bevel drive, if initial!v sound, tends
to improve, and remains highly efficient during the gre
part of its life if kept in proper adjustment
The disadvantage of the shaft and bevel drive as applied

to most motor cycles is that it makes a greater dema££
an even torque than does a chain drive, which in itself pro-
vides a little springiness tending to eliminate the effeei
dead centres. This, however, only affects the question oi
comfort, and does not in any way concern the question of
mechanical efficiency.

On the other hand, this defect automatically disapnears
under the more even torque of multi-cylinder eneines.

'

What killed the shaft dri^e pedal bicycle was its dead-
ness, due to the uneven torque of rjedalling over the dead
centres. This latter shows up to a slighter_£xtent in a chain-
driven bicycle owing to the natural spring of a pro-^- -

adjusted chain. Tension a chain drive bone- hard, and ::

exactly the same deadness as the shaft drive pedal cvele had
in the old days.
On the other hand, in the new shaft-driven P.N. pedal

cycle the- hollow driving shaft is made of spring steel, and
is so designed as to give just the requisite springiness in the
drive to eliminate the deadness which killed former shaft-
driven pedal cycles. I have been told by some of our lead-
ing cyclists who have made prolonged" trials of the new
machine that it is ideal.

No, sir, the" main reasons why shaft drive and bevel is

oof trenerally adopted for motor cycles as it is for cars are:
(i.) It is difficult- to design and expensive to manufacture.
(iL) On account of its demand for an even torque, it is

more suitable for use with multi-cylindered engines than
singles or twins.

(hi.) Many motor cyclists fear it is complicated and diffi-

cult to adjust (which H fe not

tiv.) There is much unthinking and unknowledgable pre-
judice to overcome, and propaganda is hard and expensive
work. " A. ERXEST GEEDER.

Sir,—Referring to Mr. Weaver's letter about shaft drive,
he certainly gives a very wrong impression ~of its efficiency

by comparing its use against chain drive in pedal cycles.

Whereas, in the humble push cycle which has its "drive

geared up, four bevels are necessary against two chain gear
wheels (and I presume it is in the gearing where the loss of
power takes place, not in the shaft itself), in the case of a
motor cycle, only two bevel gears are necessary against four
chain sprockets, so it is absolutely wrong to compare them
on this basis. Moreover, in the gear box of a shaft-driven

motor cycle, the power is transmitted straight through on
all ratios, while on the usual chain-driven machine on the

lower ratios, the drive is taken right round the laysha:':.

and even on top gear this is turned idly and must take up
some power.

I fancy the reason why shaft drive is not fitted on British

machines is due to the obstinacy of manufacturers, as 1:

:i the only thing which requires incorporating in desi-rs.

This is shown by the fact teat this drive is iac

in Be'-rian. Danish. American, and Australian machines.

Sheffield. BELT OE BEVEL.

T.T. AND 1,001st NUMBER.
On June 1st "The Motor Cycle "win celebrate Its 1,001st

consecutive issue. Nearly twenty years ago. when this
journal was first published, the motor cycli moverrent
was onlyjust developing. The 1,001st issue of " The Motor
Cycle "will contain many special articles and frustrations
of exceptional historical interest; and, appearing on the
date of the Senior Tcurist Trophy ev^nt, particulars of the
T.T, Races in the Isle of Man will form a feature.

Orders for copies of this enlarged issue should be

placed in giod time—Fourpenee as usual.
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COMPARATIVE INSURANCE RATES.
Sir, With reference to the increased insurance rates for

motor cycles, I suggest that an increase of 20 per cent, be

paid by owners under, say, 35 years of age, and that a

decrease of the present rates of 20 per cent, be due from

riders over 35. I have noticed during my ten years expe-

rience of traffic, riding that motor cyclists in the late

"thirties" are, as a rule, less rash and reckless on the

road ; also they have more riding experience to their credit.

I have been insured since 1912, and I have yet to make my
first claim. . JOHN J. BARTON,

TYRE MILEAGE.
Sir —I notice your correspondent, "Brundell-Buster," is

inquiring about the mileage of tyres. I have just discarded

a Dunlop "Heavy" which covered 14,000 miles with only

three punctures, "i had this tyre on the rear wheel of a

3-i h p Sunbeam (weight 3201b.) for six thousand miles,.

After two punctures I put it on the front, where it has

had only one puncture, which was caused by the canvas

breaking", owing to my keeping the tyre soft.

Quite half the mileage was done over sandy, gritty roads.

The tread is still all there and quite thick.

Its fellow, which commenced its career at the same time,

lasted 10 000 miles. This one was on the rear wheel for

4,000 miles. STUART T.' BARKER.

ST. JACOB'S LADDER.
Sir,—Referring to the note on p. 510 of your issue of the

20th ult., describing a climb up Jacob's Ladder in the

Peak, I may say that I climbed the greater part of this

track last autumn on my 3i h.p. N.U.T., fully equipped

(weight about 3001b.). My lowest gear, however, was lO.b

to 1 and with this I was not able to get up a certain grassy

bank near the top. With a gear of about 14 to 1 the whole

climb would not present much difficulty. At the com-

mencement of the climb is a very narrow bridge, which

can be crossed if the handle-bars ate .lot more than about

27in wide (mine were too wide, of coarse!), otherwise one

has to go through the stream, a bit of bog, and up a steep

hank I saw the wheel tracks of another machine on the

path. CYRIL STYNING.

TAXATION.
Sir,—If it be impossible to get the authorities to alter

the basis of motor taxation, could not something be done

for the benefit of our overseas friends ?

As an example of the hardship that is caused to them : A
client of ours came home on leave from Gibraltar during the

last week in February and returned there in the middle of

April. He purchased a new outfit directly he arrived here,

and has had to pay six months' tax, or £2 10s., for 51 days'

riding.

We feel sure that you will agree with us, that a tax ot Is.

a day is not the way to encourage the sport of motor

cycling. STANLEY MOTOR CYCLE CO.. LTD.
(Stanley A. Bevington, Director.)

ARTIFICIAL OBSTACLES IN AN OPEN TRIAL.

Sir,—Mr. Prince mentions my "amusing" letter. I am

sorry that I cannot see the humour in this connection, and

I think I am not alon« In this view, but I am prompted to

reply not on this count, but because Mr. Prince makes a

statement which I am sorry to say is untrue.

Mr. Prince says : "Respecting Gorsey Bank watersplash,

. .. . this time, under easier conditions, more than one-half

the competitors succeeded, and he failed. Hence the squeal."

This is an untrue statement, as I did not fail, for the

simple reason that before encountering this second obstacle

I was so disgusted that I had withdrawn from the trial.

Actually I came along to the splash after my withdrawal,

and used the footbridge to cross, not wishing for a repeti-

tion of the severe chill gained on the occasion of the Paskell

Cup Trial, with a resultant week in bed. On the evening

prior to the recent event, the splash was perhaps a couple

of inches deep ; as to whether organisers should allow artifi-

cial obstacles to be created in open trials will no doubt

be decided by the body which protects the sport.

The Paskell Cup Trial, may I remind your correspondent,

was not an open event, and therefore has no bearing on the

present instance. J. A. NEWMAN.
b 10

TWO-STROKE EFFICIENCY.
Sir,—Mrs. Jennison and "H.V.S." apparently consider that

the exploded gas in a cylinder has to be cooled to atmo-

spheric temperature before ejection, and that the ideal engine

is that with the greatest heat losses. The "ratio " of volume

to cooling area matters not at all; in fact, theoretically, it

should be as great as possible, when the gas can be ejected

when almost at its maximum temperature.

It is the ratio of internally exposed area to cooling area

which is important, and this is practically constant.

Apparently Mrs. Jennison would favour a return to the

almost obsolete T head cylinder, on account of its favour-

able "ratio," and shun the popular o.h.v. on account of

its high volume to cooling area "ratio." The 350 c.c. engine

which won the Senior T.T., which Mrs. Jennison in-

stances, with its spherical combustion head, has the most

"unfavourable ratio" of any, yet that does not seem to

have spoilt its speed capabilities. In theory a cylinder

should be of non conductive material, in order to retain the

heat. BUNNIE.
Doncaster.

BROKEN FORK SPRINGS.
Sir,—I much regret to find that such a practical man as

Kenneth H. Leech, in his experience on "Tuning a 4 h.p.

Triumph," on page 505, makes a most unthoughtful state

merit as : "A bus with a link fork, having a broken spring,

could not be ridden."

May I have the pleasure of tendering him a little ex-

perience?
On the usual morning's inspection I found the near side'

spring cracked, so gave the bike a run, and on cornering

at a fair speed it broke altogether, and very lucky, too, I

ha-d a sidecar on.

I managed to inter-coil about 10 inches of similar wire,

and rode home three days later without a hitch, with

12 stone on the saddle and 13 stone in the sidecar, together

with a hefty weight of luggage.

I may mention that on a later occasion my steering head

broke at the top ; on this occasion I managed to rope the

forks up tight with a spanner between the steering

column and fork girders, and also wired the handle-bars, for

steering, from the bottom links to the carburetter lever

camp on one side, and to the exhaust lever clamp on the

other.

In this way I reached home at a pace of about 8 m.p.h., a

distance of about 14 miles.

These are cases which may happen to the 9999th indivi-

dual, and during the last two years I have had bad luck

in this direction, so I. have decided to take down nw

ma«cot (His Lordship) on authorised advice from the village

parson. REDDISH.
Stockport.

nDouanaDannannnnnnnnnnnannnDnn]

n Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists, a
Q Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle. rr

Q " MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM." _
D The standard handbook on the motor cycle.

"
Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. Q

D " HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

n " TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES." d j

r- A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying rju them when found. Fourth Edition.

P Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3. *;
D .. TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." Ef

A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's point of U .

view. Price net, 3/-. By post, 3/3. .

" MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES." D :

r! Bv " Ixion," of The Motor Cycle. Q ;u Cloth Bound. Price, 5/-. By post, 5/3. rj-
D Paper Boards. Price, 2/6. By post, 2/9. ~

;

D " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS. "
Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, D

n London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6. Q
bj Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and
LJ Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8.

CI " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK. tj

D With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. JJ

Obtainable bypost (remittancewith order) from ILIFFE &SONS Ltd., JJ

Q Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers

_ and Railway Bookstalls. Q
DonaaaaaDDDanaaaaoaaaoanaaaaaa
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TLimcs to 2Ugbt 3Lamps,
May 11th .. .. 9.35 p.m

„ 13th .. .. 9.39 „

„ 15th .. .. 9.42 „

„ 17th .. 9.45 „

Number plates to be illuminated thirty minutes
arlier, vide Road Vehicles Registration and
JceDsing Order (1921).

forth London Police Activity.

Edgware, Canons Park, and Brockley
Hill are scenes of police examination of

Iriving licences and machine equip-

nent.

\nother Continental Racing Track.

Building has already begun on a

notor-racing track at Glostrup, near

1'openhagen, which it is hoped will be

jpened on July 16th.

\ Speedy Three-Wheeler.

Driving a J.A.P.-engined Morgan, E. B.

Ware recently gained the flying five-

miles record at Brooklands, doing 83.6

n.p.h., while he accomplished the 10-

miles (standing start) at 79.26 m.p.h.

These speeds are exceptionally good for a
f.hree-wheeled machine.

3pen Exhausts in the States.

They are troubled with noisy machines
iut in the United States just as we are in

:his country. An American writer's

opinion is stated as follows :
" What

peculiar kink in a man's mental processes

makes it perfectly all right for him to

jpen the muffler and race a motor on a

quiet Sunday morning and proceed to

shatter the peace and tranquillity of the

neighbourhood simply because he is

abroad, is beyond us."
. .

THE NEXT STAGE ?

MOTOR CYCLISTS interested

in small or large cars should read

Every Friday

the forerunner of all motoring

journals. Founded in 1S95, it

remains the largest and most success-

ful automobile paper, and enjoys

the greatest circulation. It is

universally accepted as the repre-

sentative British motoring journal.

CuFrcnF
1

•• Chdfc ••

Efficient Silencers Called For.

Just beyond the Finch' ey Road Metro-
politan Railway Station the police are

active against riders of noisy motor
cycles ; they are apparently operating

chiefly after dark.

What Really Happened?

According to a well-known daily paper
a London rider had just descended
Pembury Hill, near Tonbridrje, Kent,
when his gear box caught alight, and
the machine was enveloped in flames.

Like many other motor cyclists we are

wondering how it happened.

Touring Facilities in Norway.

Norway has now joined the list of

nations which issue the Carnet de
Douane and the International Touring
Pass, which are obtainable from the

A.C.U. and the A.A. & M.U. The
issue of these documents considerably

facilitates touring in foreign countries.

— am—mum— ied — a—
Special features.

THE SCOTTISH TRIALS DESCRIBED.
PASSENGER MACHINE TOPICS.

T.T. NOTES AND NEWS.

From a Provincial Paper.

"For sale, 10 h.p. Henderson, Dynamic
lighting, etc., " and in the same
column, "Late Douglas Combination,
Easting Speedometer, Cheap."
With the last item, presumably the

fitting of this new make of speedometer
has so completely altered the design that

it has ceised to he a Douglas mount,
hence the "late."

Fact!

It is on record that a motor cyclist

took to a dealer in one of the northern
towns a highly-priced machine with the

complaint that it would not go. Examin-
ation proved the motor cycle to be in

perfect running order, so far as mecha-
nism was concerned, and there seemed
no possible reason why it should not run;
however, taking a peep into the oil tank,

the discovery was made that the owner
had filled up with paraffin oil as a lubri-

cant, with a result that needs no ampli-

fication.

A large number of motor cyclists responded to the Earl of Denbigh's recent invitation to

the public to view his daffodils at Newnham Paddox.

(7)
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A selection ot questions oi general interest received trom readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-

taining leg-1 questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile. Association and Motor Union, readers of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be deait

with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality.

SOME CURIOUS QUESTIONS.

(1) Is it compulsory to have
^T] lighted lamps on a motor cycle

^ when on private property '! (2) Is

-iJ it out of order to ' hire a motor
cycle with a private licence in-

stead of hackney carriage ? (3) My
machine was smashed on private

property by a car, the owner of which
said he would pay for repairs if not-

excessive. I have now received a letter

from his insurance company urging me
to reduce my claim. (4) I also put a

claim in for £1 a day loss of trade, but
the insurance company contends I wai
out of order in doing hire work with
my private licence.—R.rl.

(1) It is not compulsory to have lights en
a motor cycle if it is definitely on private
property. (2) It is not illegal to allow
anyone to hire your machine by arrange-
ment, but you cannot ply for hire in the
streets unless you have a hackney carriage
licence. (3) It is difficult to say whether
you will be successful in resisting the

amendment suggested by the Insur-

ance Co. If your machine was
on private property various ques-
tions appear to be involved, such as

whether you had any right thereon, and
the same question applies to the car which
ran into you. Also, is traffic normally
allowed to use the private property on
which you were ? (4) From this question
we imagine that you were running your
machine as a public hire vehicle, although
you do not say so definitely. If this is so
we do not advise you to allow the case to
be carried to court, as you would probably
lay yourself open to proceedings for
running an unlicensed hackney carriage.

TWO-STROKE LUBRICATION METHODS.
A two-stroke Villiers engined

machine which I have purchased
has an oiling- system quite unlike
that peculiar to this make as
illustrated in "Two-Stroke Motor

Cycles." -It has an amateur arrange-
ment from trie drip feed to the induc-
tion pipe. Is this satisfactory, and if

so, how many drops per minute does
the engine need at about 15 m.p.h. ?

The late owner said he used the petroil
system.—W.K.B.

The lubrication system wherein the oil

from the drip feed is led to the induction
pipe between the carburetter and the
cylinder is quite satisfactory. Set the
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drip feed to - give about 30 drops per
minute at the speed mentioned

;
you can

easily increase or decrease the supply from
this setting if the engine appears to need
more oil or if it smokes at the exhaust,
respectively. The petroil system also

gives good results.

important Dates.

Sat.,May 13th-Northern Centre A.C.U.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sa'., May 20th—S.-Western Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Tues., May 30th—Junior Tourist
Trophy Race.

Thurs., June 1st—Senior Tourist Tro-
phy Race.

Fri , June 2nd. and Sat.. June 3rd

—

M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.
Mon., June 5th, to Sat., June 10th—
Royal Scottish A.C. Light Car Trial.

Sat., June 10th—B.M.C.R.C. Open
Meeting at Brooklands

Sat., June 17th—Yorkshire Centra
A.C.U. Open •' Colonial Trial."

Sat., June 17th—Ealing and Dist
M.C.C. 200 Mile Sidecar Race,
Brooklands.

Fri.. June 23rd. and Sat., June 24th—
Irish Twenty-Four Hou- Open Trial

Eat.. June 24th—Midland Centra
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., Julv 1st—East S. Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials.

Wed., July 5th—Eastern Centre A.C.U.
Open Speed Trials.

Wed., July 12th—French Grand Prix.
Sun., July 23rd—Belgian Grand Prix.
Fri., July 28th, to Mon., July 30tb—
Anglo-Dutch Trial in Holland.

Thurs., Aug. 3rd, to Wed., Aug. 9th

—

International Six Days Trials.
Sat., Aug. 5th, and Mon., Aug. 7th

—

Irish Two-day Open Trial.
Mon., Aug. 7th—West S. Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials at
Pendlne.

Sat., Aug. 12th—North Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Mon., Aug. 21st, to Sat., Aug. 26th—
A.C.U. Six Days Trials.

Sat.. Sept. 23rd—500 Mile Race at

Brooklands.

CYCLE CAR QUERIES.

(1.) How does one adjust the

— I bevels in the transmission of a
> cycle car, as mine are clearly too
-2-1 deeply meshed? (2.) I cannot

persuade the clutch to free itself

so as to allow a silent or quiet engage-
ment of low gear when starting. Should
tightening up the clutch springs effect

thisy and should the clutch be lubri-

cated ; if so, with what sort of oil ?

—

A.H.K.

(1.) Your questions would be best sub

mitted to the makers of the machine, an( I

this applies specially to the first one

The bevels should be in correct adjust

merit when the machine leaves the works
;

and if they do not run easily and silentli

after a reasonable amount of " runninj
j

in" the bevel pinion must be adjusted

but it is unlikely that you will bi

able to effect a cure yourself. (2.

This trouble, to a greater or less degree, ii

"not uncommon on comparatively crudi

machines, and the fitting of some kint
j

of clutch stop would be an advantage

:

increasing the tension of the clutch spring:

will make the trouble worse rather thai

better. If it is possible to do so without
j

making the clutch slip, it would be better U .

slack off the springs as far as possible. Thi

clutch cone should be dressed with Collai

oil, if it has a leather face. If it is i

|

fabric clutch no oil or grease must bi

used.

CHECKING MAGNETO AND VALVE
TIMING.

(1.) On a 5 h.p. 45° twii

jjjT] Minerva which I have, th<

> exhaust valves have £in. tappe
-iJ clearances and the exhaust tappet.'

have jin, more lift than the inlet

There are no signs of excessive wear
If possible, give me the complete valvt

timing, as I would like to check it al

over. (2,) The magneto of the sami

machine was originally a clockwise one

however, I reversed it myself. I turnec

the magneto round and retimed th<

slip ring, but I am running it wit!

the clockwise breaker ; what should i 1

do? I expect it will break up in time

(3.) Are motor cycle engines timed 01

top dead centre when fully retarded?—
J.W.

(1.) Time the engine so that the exhausi

valves close as the piston reaches top deac

centre and the inlet valves are just comi
mencing to open at the same time. OW
engines frequently require greater valv'

clearances than modern ones. (2.) Yon
do not mention the make or type of magi

neto. Some contact breakers may bi

run in the opposite direction to tha
intended without serious damage. (3.

The ignition should be timed so that th'

spark occurs when the piston is on to]

dead centre of the compression stroke

with the magneto control - two-third

retarded.

(19)
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JEARS AND JET SIZE ON DOUGLAS.

On my 2f h.p. three-speed

-T) Douglas I use two engine-shaft

V sprockets, one with 16 teeth and

JJ the other with 17, giving me gears

of 5§ to 1 and 5J, to 1 respectively.

At present I am running with 5i to 1

gear, and find that the engine knocks

slightly on corners and hills ; this ten-

dency is aggravated when I have a

pillion rider. The bike has only run

about 750 miles since its last overhaul

and is doing 100 m.p.g. with two up;

which gear is best to use for solo, which

for pillion, and which is most suitable

size jet to use in the Amac carburetter?

-C.C.B.
?or all-round running, you would find the

i§ to 1 top gear more satisfactory as it will

jive better acceleration from low speeds

vithout seriously diminishing the normal

•oad speed. The best jet size is a matter

'or experiment; probably No. 26 for

•easonable power and economy.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions published

under this heading should be addressed

c/o The Editor, " The Motor Cycle,'-

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,

B.CA, when they will be forwarded

direct to the querists concerned. Bequests

lor experiences should be accompanied by

1 stamp.
"F.H.P." (Bristol).—Binks jet sizes on

548 c.c. sports A.J.S.
> "O.S.B." (Whitchurch).—Binks on 992

c.c. M.A.G. ; Easting on Matchless side-

jar.

"Scoot" (London, N.W.2).—Schebler

jn Indian Scout.

"R.R." (Croydon).—A.B.C., 496 c.c.

N.U.T., and 595 c.c. Douglas solo-„

"E.H.B. " (Nottingham).—348 c.c. Cov-

entry Eagle, all-chain sports model ; light

sidecar or pillion.
" A.T.B." (Tonbridge).—348 c.c. Massey-

Arran, Blackburne, three-speed, all chain.

"W.S.J." (Newcastle).—Quadrant with

sidecar ;
power, accessibility, and front

fork springing.

"G.H." (Wigan).—220 c.c. Velocette,

three-speed.

"R.M." (Exeter).—1920 499 c.c. Sun-

beam with light Henderson sidecar.

"D.F." (Shawbury). — L.S.D. Run-

about : suitabilitv for a lady Reliability, etc.

"T.C." (Aberdeen).—348 c.c. Wooler

(touring model).

"F.E.P." (East Dulwich).—595 c.c.

Douglas sidecar : running costs (200 miles

per week).

"S.J.S." (Brixham).—Carden two-

seated in hilly country ; consumption ; is

Binks advisable? comfort.

"E.J.G." (Putney).—Claudel jet sizes

on 348 c.c. Douglas and m.p.g.

"G.M.S." (Keith).—A.B.C., consump-
tion, accessibility, reliability.

"W.W." (London, W.2).—Chemical
decarbonisers.

"L.S." (Upper Clapton).—1920 or '21

Bleriot Whippet; also 1920 2J h.p. Levis
with Enfield gear.

" M.O.G." (Cambridge).—Atmos or

other automatic carburetter on 1098 c.c.

Morgan-M.A.G.
"V.H.H." (Leicester). — 348 c.c.

Wooler : speed, climbing, starting.

(3)
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Oiling Chains.

The County Chemical Co., Ltd., of

Birmingham, claim that a considerable

saving in time and oil is effected by the

use of Chemico chain lubricant—a solid

stick of graphite and grease encased in

tin foil contained in a cardboard tube.

Success Indeed.

Out of eighty gold and 120 silver medal
winners in the London-Land's End trial,

forty-seven and seventy-five competitors

respectively used Castrol oils. In these

numbers must be included both cup
winners.

Enterprise.

A little booklet containing about 20

gummed labels bearing the company's
name and address, so as to save people

the trouble of addressing envelopes, post-

cards, or labels, is being sent out by
Barimar, Ltd., 10, Poland Street, London,
W.l.

Dry Batteries.

Genuine Hellesen dry batteries, which

have been temporarily unobtainable owing

to industrial trouble in Denmark, can

now be delivered in all types and sizes

from stock by A. H. Hunt, Ltd., H.A.H.
Works, Tunstall Road, East Croydon,

Surrey.

Gears for Moto-Reve Machines.

For readers who own Moto-Reve ma-
chines, the Motor Supply Co., 223a,

High Street, Lewisham, London, S.E.13,

inform us that they are in a position to

supply an engine shaft multi-speed gear

of the expanding pulley type, with free

engine to fit to all the older types of

M.R. engines; no structural alteration is

necessitated.

In France and Italy.

G. Pinney, the French rider of a 499

c.c. o.h.v. Triumph, recently made fastest

time in all classes and -won the 500 c.c.

class in a Grand Prix race at Dijon, and

on the same type and make of machine

P. Opessi tied for first place in the 500

c.c. class in one of the leading Italian

events, the Gran Premio di Centaurie

(1,000 kilometres) between Milan, Trieste,

and Salsomaggio.

A Fair Offer.

Thanks to the confidence which the

makers, W. J. Ritchie and Co., John
Street, Sheffield, have in the Argus
silencer, they offer to re-imburse any

motor cyclist to the amount of his fine

should he be proceeded against on the

score of excessive noise. This sporting

offer holds goods if the silencer is fitted

as supplied ; incidentally, on full throttle

running, loss of power due to back pres-

sure created by this fitment, as compared
with an open exhaust, does not exceed

5%.

609

Competition in the Channel Islands.

In" the Jersey Easter reliability trial a

348 c.c. Wolf-Blackburne, ridden by Miss

N. Niles, secured first place, the lady

winning a gold medal and silver cup.

An Award Amendment.

The silver medal award which H.
Greaves (4j h.p. Beardmore-Precision sc.)

gained in the Victory Cup trial has been

amended, and the rider is now credited

with a gold.

Found on the Road.

" Probably having an interest in Scot-

land " is the enigmatic way Mr. R. Lister,

Long Preston, Yorkshire, describes the

owner of a tool kit which he discovered

near Hellificld.

Puncture Sealing Tubes in Demand.

Owing to the great call for the Chal-

lenge puncture sealing inner tubes, the

makers, J. P. Cochrane and Co., Ltd., of

Edinburgh, are having to extend the de-

partment producing them.

A Price Correction.

Some misapprehension appears to exist

regarding the price of. the 998 c.c. Indian

machines. The Chief model costs £160
with electric equipment, and the Standard

type £140 ; the latter has the spring

frame. With sidecars the prices are £199
and £175 respectively!

British Flat-twin Successes Abroad.

At Batavia, in Java, a 3| h.p. o.h.v.

Douglas machine gained four firsts and
a silver cup in a speed test ; at Sellick's

Beach, in the South Australian speed

trials, C. S. Lindsay, on a machine of the

same type, broke six Australian records

(mile and half-mile) and secured two
firsts, a second, and fourth ; and at the

Circuito di Cremain, a 146 km. (90i miles)

race in Italy, P. Freschi won the £00

c.c. class, also on a 496 c.c. o.h.v.

Douglas.

Catalogues Received.

Hazlewood's, Ltd., Albion Mills,'

Coventry, catalogue of Hazlewood
machines.
Burney and Blackburne, Ltd., Atlas

Works, Bookham, Surrey. A useful book-

let of hints and tips for users of Black-

burne-engined motor cycles; a list of

spare parts, with prices, is, included.

Norrish and Pidcock, Ltd., 27, Chan-

cery Lane, London, W.C.2. A booklet

describing the Pidko twist grip handle-

bar controls, and a spring frame,^ foot-

rests for pillion riders, and a golf cap

which incorporates an eye-protector.

Hepworth and Grandage, Ltd., 14,

Snow Hill, Birmingham. Hepworth
Rings : A booklet dealing with piston

rings in general and giving exact dimen-

sions of piston rings suitable for practic-

ally every motor cycle engine on the

market.
Shell-Mex, Ltd.. Shell Corner. Kings-

way, London, W.C.2 Two folders; one

a price list of Shell lubricating oils, and

the other describing the variable com-

pression engine at Ricardo's engine-

testing laboratory at Shorenam, used for

testing Shell motor spirit.
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At the double bend on Amulree. E. R. C. Scholefield (1,100 c.c. New Hudson) approaching the corner where enthusiasts gathered to

watch and criticise the driving on the worst portion of the hill.

Varied Weather Conditions; Hills that have Lost their Terrors; Snow-bound Passes

Necessitate Route Diversions.

THE INITIAL STAGE

Route : Edinburgh, Stirling, Crieff*

Aberfeldy, Dalnacardoch, Pitlochry
Kenmore, Perth.

Test Hills : Sheriflmuir, Amulree,
Trinaiour, Kenmore.

THIS year provided a violent contrast

in weather with last. The 1921
event opened with blistering heat.

For 1922 the week-end brought April
weather, and the Scottish April would
be termed winter south of the Tweed.
Raw cold, a grey sky, and frequent
storms mingled with sleet and hail

accompanied us most of the way. "Ah,
weel, we'll be able to see the potholes
now they're fu' of watter," said a Scot
philosophically. They could be seen well
enough, but as far as Amulree they
could not be dodged, for the entire width
of the road was potholes, and it came as

a real relief to enter the "tiger
country," where sodden turf and living

rock, and miniature moraines were ex-

changed for lorry-shattered macadam.

Nerves and the First Hill.

The first observed hill, Sheriffmuiiv
just outside Stirling entailed no penalties
except for the special awards, and was
therefore expected to prove a real teaser.

Actually it is an easy second-gear hill,
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some three miles long, with four or five

short steepish knuckles, a number of

shallow gullies, and a few boulders. It

was not particularly soft or loose, and
the bulk of the entry tcyed with it quite

contemptuously. There was a little over-

anxiety, as usually occurs on the first

hill of a trial, and some men were there-

fore clumsy, but the majority displayed

an almost monotonous masterfulness.
Watson-Bourne pushed his big Brough-
Superior up at speed, while Humphries
on the Velocette made perhaps the star

ascent, his riding being perfect, and his

speed immense for so small an engine.

Amongst the sidecars the palm should be
awarded to the P. and M. four-speeders.

But the real eye-opener for the specta-

tors, here, as on other colonial sections,

was Colonel McKechnie's spring frame.
The veteran inventor sat bolt upright,

and his body appeared to progress jn an
absolutely straight line parallel to the
angle of the hill, utterly devoid of bounce,
dither, or tremor, whilst beneath his im-
mobile body the cycle was bucking like

a broncho. The least observant of the
spectators was forced to note the strange
contrast between his placid ease and the
involuntary lurches of the other riders.

We marked over a hundred ascents
as good. Foster's 698 c.c. Raleigh side-

car stopped mysteriously for half a
minute. Lockhead (496 Ariel) got into a.

muddle during a gear change and fe

Carfrae's Rudge-Multi was overgeare

and he had to run. Both Harper ru

abouts stopped at the same point, a

parently owing to the extreme length i

the hill heating up their tiny engint

for they went up easily after a she

cool. Meanwhile they were responsit

for a huge baulk, through which Mi
Hardee steered her machine very de

terously.

The Henderson sidecar stuck at

needed assistance on restarting. T!

Ner-a-car climbed slowly without ve;

much in hand. The rest of the enti

was on velvet, and of the debutant

the little Raleighs and the Barr ai

Stroud engines deserve special mention

More rain, hail, and potholes markt

the ride through Crieff to Amulree.

Amulree Again.

There is really no reason why ai

modern motor cycle should fail (

Amulree ; yefc year after year it pr

vides a first and very real stumblir

block in these trials. 1922 was no e

ception, there were no fewer than i

failures, and a considerable amount i

"footing" in addition, yet only a sma

arc on each corner was at all loose.

It would be wrong to sav that Harpe

runabouts made clean climbs, but the

certainly made clean ascents. Among tl
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i-o-e percentage which lost no marks, it

"difficult to classify the outstanding

;rformances—exxept as a spectacle ex-

ssive speed earned no bonus—but un-

mbtedly the following made the greatest

lpression on the onlookers : A. F.

ownie (800 A.J.S. sc), A. L. Downie

48 Raleigh), H. Greaves (348 Beard-

ore B. and S.), D. S. Alexander (992

atchless sc.),- B. H. Cathrick (499

unelt), G, Grinton (988 Harley-D. sc),

L. Sealey (557 B.S.A.). L. Newey
92 Ariel sc), W. Woodcock (992 Ariel

1—the last-mentioned pair in a brief

lilstonn—Mrs. Knowles (348 A.J.S.), G.

.ott (992 Matchless sc), W. Moore (532
.

tt—easily best of his team—W. West-

aod (499' Triumph), Bert. Kershaw
48 New Imperial), J. M. Philpot (249

jlocette)—after missing a gear change

wer down—D. Parsons (992 Matchless

.), C. A. Henshaw (550 Hawker), R,

?wis (555 P. and M. sc). P. Cunning-

:m (555 P. and M. sc), G. M. Towns-
d (555 P. and M. sc), J. A. Watson-
:>iirne (964 Brough Superior), F. B.

ickson (954 Brough Superior), R. P.

msom (496 LearFrancis)—very sym-

itrical cornering—W. S. C. Walker (736

mglas sc), A. Lea (496 Lea-Francis),

id J. Richardson (556 Lea-Francis sc).

Excitement for the Spectators.

There was no lack of incident, amus-

g or otherwise. S. M. Greening [346

ancis-Barnett)
,
jeopai'dised the chances

the very consistent F.B. team by
arging the bank ; he bounced in the

r, but it is doubtful if he stopped,

urtling round the upper bend fully 10

.p.h. faster than anyone else, J. D.
;ice (532 Scott), fell a victim to the

w 'of gravity, smashing his left foot-

ard completely in the tumble which re-

lted from his dashing tactics.

E. R. C. Scholefield (1,100 New Hud-
a), encored Greening's performance, but
iled to get away so quicklv, baulking
Carfrae (499 Rudge-Multi)—who, in-

lentally, deserves much praise for

ing there at all on a 7 to 1 low gear.

B. Fairley (494 Douglas) wobbled and
II heavily; W. Wilkie (728 Henderson
.), shed his passenger and then failed,

d R. M. Wishart (482 New Gerrard)
ipped.

At this point one of the cars stuck on
e second bend, which effectively ended
plucky attempt, which almost promised
be successful, of F. W. Giles (800

J.S. sc.) to climb the hill on one
Under" (caused by a valve spring break-
e). Then F.' W. Becker (688

cKechnie sc.
)
quite unsuccessfully tried

negotiate the inside of the initial

irpin—rather a striking contrast to

>1. McKechnie's imposing solo ascent,

fter a series of masterly wobbles, H.
'Id (346 Francis-Barnett) fell, and, to

d to his discomfiture, baulked another
ler entered by himself, J. Boyd (499
mlson). A few moments later J. Bod-
ngton (1,098 Morgan), overturned,
ppily without damage to himself or
ssenger. From the onlooker's point of
ew the fun ended here, although many
splayed some interest in Mrs. Jansen's
ther late and slightly wobbling but
?an climb on the 211 c.c Ner-a-car.

!©T©IS((ltaL5B 6n

On SheriUmuir, between Stirling and Crieff, a new hill included in the first day's run.

(Top.) H. Greaves (348 Beardmore B. & S.) and A. G. Cocks (598 Beardmore Precision

sidecar). (Centre.) D. S. Alexander (992 Matchless sidecar) on a bad stretch. (Bottom).

A. F. Downie (800 A.J.S. sidecar) on one of the lower bends.

b 21
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Down the Afternoon's Test Hill.

Down Kenmore to the Aberfeldy lunch
stop provided all varieties of road sur-

face, and, in addition, an opportunity of

prospecting "t'other side of Amulree,"
in readiness for the afternoon. Passages
had been cut through two snowdrifts.

Trinafour provided little work for the

club observers' pencils, the only stoppages

being J. Shepherd (976 Chater Lea sc),

J. G. Porter (269 New Gerrard), and
E. P. Ransom t496 Lea-Francis) ; several

of the solo men footed but quite un-

necessarily.

Improved Driving Methods.

By the time Kenmore was reached on

the return journey, practice on three

official hills and umpteen unofficial hills

had wrought a revolution in driving

methods, and accurate handling now
allowed the willing machines to display

their real quality. Farr (557 B.S.A.),

and Lea (496 Lea-Francis), hit the

famous reef of rock on the worst corner,

and stampeded the spectators without

spoiling their own marks. Danskin (998

Rudge sc), appeared to stop momentarily
quite low down. Colonel McKechnie was
again wonderfully steady.

Both the 269 c.c. Harpers foolishly cut

the stiffest corner, and were all but
stopped in consequence ; their engines

gobbled up the straights with ease. The
Zenith-Bradshaw and all the Martin-

sydes were impressive. This once for-

midable climb has completely lost its

terrors. Easily graded roads, with a con-

siderable amount of mixed going con-

cluded a very rough 188 miles at Perth.

NOTES.

Who got the cheers on the hills ?

Mrs. Knowles, Mrs. Jansen, and
Mrs. Hardee (their sex).

The Harper- Runabouts (being un-

conventional).

Col. McKechnie (the steadiness of

his spring frame*.

A special meeting of competitors had
to be called on Monday night. They had
been riding on the dye used for marking
the roads, and being wet it stuck to their

tyres and disappeared before the late men
came round

A. H. Alexander took the opportunity
of running-in his T.T. Douglas in the
Trials.

Lady Spectator on Hairpin : "What's
this coming up? Is it a motor crab?".
(Answer : A Harper Runabout.)

SECOND DAY.
Route : Perth, Forfar, Laurencekirk,

Banchory, Ballater, Bridge of Avon,
Grantown.

Test Hills: Cairn o' Mount, Cahrach,
Bridge of Avon.

EVERYBODY expected a picnic on
Tuesday, as it was known that
snowdrifts had compelled the

officials to cut out the main colonial sec-

tion. To a certain extent these hopes
were fulfilled. A strong breeze and
bright sun had dried the roads by break-
fast time, and the highway from Perth
to Brechin is a veritable speedway where
even a Brooklands 1.0C0 c.c. racer could

be given its head. But beyond Brechii

the organisers had inserted a cunniiij

little detour, including four wate
splashes, round the last of which Cain
0' Mount was tackled by an acute hair

pin. Then the weather broke, and
heavy storm churned the going into greas

which was so thick that tyres could onl;

cut it at speed ; and nobody likes speei

upon grease.

Cairn o' Mount is a very simple climl

with a maximum grade of 1 in 6 am
two mild hairpins. Few riders needec

bottom gear, and many climbed much
it on top. Once round the right-hani

hairpin and on the steepest portion of th

hill proper belt-slip made itself known t<

several. Although Chase's (Dunelt sc.

passenger wiped the belt vigorously th
outfit soon came to a stop. (The seconi

sidecar outfit of this make made an ex

cellent ascent). For the same reason A
Rol'ason (496 Ariel) was compelled ti

|$

paddle but did not stop.

Higher up the two-mile climb
fairly acute bends provided another poi]

of vantage for the inquiring onlooker

perhaps of more value than the lower,

steeper, portion, for by now the small

engines were beginning to feel the effe

of the long, low-gear grind. Hugh Gil

son (348 Raleigh), and A. Watson
Ariel sc), both stopped, the latter own
to a choked petrol pipe : and J. D. Pric

(532 Scott) was noted climbing with hi:

palm placed against the air inlet gauze.

Good Ascents of Cairn 0' Mount.

Among the most imposing ascents noted

during our observations on the upp
reaches were Eric Barnett's (346 Franc

Barnett), and J. A.Watson-Bourne's (9

On the lower portion of Kenmore. B. L. Bird on his 770 c.c. B.S.A. sidecar at the commencement of the hard climb.

b 22 (14)
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Brough-Superior). R. Carfrae (499 Rudge-
Multi) found it necessary to run. but not

for long. . Quite a good climb was made
by the first Harper runabout.

Speeding to Lunch.

From .Banchory another speedway—the
lovely Deeside road—led to lunch at Bal-

later. After lunch the going" slowly de-

teriorated, its main feature for some
time being huge shallow potholes full of
water, and several yards across, so that
everybody got pretty wet. Nearing
Cabvach the course became really colonial.

The Motor Cycle representative climbed
Cabrach Hill and found the official ear

stalled at the summit by a drift 6ft. deep.
Route markings were hastily altered, and
the men sent over a lower saddle of the
ridge a mile or two to the east. More
storms followed, and the concluding sec-

tions we're a nightmare, never to be for-

gotten by the participators. The roads
were naturally vile, narrow, rutted, stony
and precipitous—the last few yards of
the drop to Bridge-of-Brown are as

nearly vertical as a road can be. Where
the surface was not inches under water
it was either thinly filmed with
treacherous grease or plastered with deep
sticky mire. Overhead frequent hail-

storms bombarded us with missiles which
fell like splintered glass.

Hill Climbing and Hail.

Many of the riders climbed the last

observed hill—Bridge of Avon—under
these conditions, skidding all over the
road, and unable to see more than two or

three yards ahead. The- mud in a dip
halfway along this curious hill was
measured to be 14in. deep at one point,

and men found themselves labouring
downhill on bottom gear. The day's
journey totalled 195 miles, and several

veteran competitors described it as the
most exhausting trip they had ever made.

If Bridge of Avon had been included in

the route of an average one-day trial and

:

Geo. Nott (992 Matchless sidecar) and W. Woodcock (992 Ariel sidecar) on the worst bit of

Kenmore. A fine view of Loch Tay is obtained from this point.

the day was dry it would knot have been
worth observing. On Tuesday, however,
it came after nearly 200 tiring miles ; and
the day was not dry. Not many com-
petitors had passed before a high velo-

city hail-storm began, which was not only
difficult to drive in but further served to

liquefy the clayey upper streteh of the
hill, leaving it in a most unpleasant con-

dition.

However, perhaps the nature of the
test may be- more exactly labelled by ex-

plaining that out of three apparently
local non-competing motor cycles which
essaved the climb two failed !

The great majority of the actual com-
petitors climbed surely and well, but the

two Harpers both met their Waterloo,
low down, one, it is true, owing to wheel
spin only. The passengers in W. G.
Donaldson's Rover sidecar and F. J.

Watson's Ariel betook themselves to their

respective carriers, but perhaps need-

lessly; and F. W\ Giles (800 A.J.S. sc.)

bounced in his own inimitable manner,
again probably unnecessarily.

Of the teams, the Rudges, B.S.A.s,
and P.. & M. sidecars were consistently

good. Mrs. Knowles (349 A.J.S.) and
Mrs. Jansen (211 Ner-a-car) also mads

On a bit of rough going above Kenmore. W. Wllkie on a 1300 c.c.

American Henderson sidecar.

Ancther view of Kenmore. W. G. Donaldson on a 654 c.c. Rover

sidecar, end H. Greaves following on a 348 c.c. Beardmore B. & S.
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CAIRN

G. M. Townsend (555 P & M.' sidecar)

the hill.

quite' clean ascents, although the latter

appeared to have some difficulty in -keep-

ing a perfectly straight course.

NOTES.

On Tuesday's
:

run; one official piled up

two sidecar outfits, an indication of the

ordeal which successful competitors sur-

vived in triumph.

After 170 miles on Tuesday, Mrs.

Kuowles looked .very tired, and said she

was bored with .' all this main road."

After the concluding colonial section

(which few men ever -wish to see again

under similar conditions) she was

wreathed in smiles.

O' MOUNT ON THE SECOND DAY'S ROUTE.

on the lower part of W. H. Bashall (678 Martinsyde sidecar) followed by his brother,

J. T. Bashall, on a sister mount.

Many of the -teams lost their clean

sheets on Tuesday, but particular com-

miseration was bestowed on the Francis-

Barnett crew in their loss of D. A. Atkin

through a cush hub -going very much
wrong.

Punctures were very common in the

Banchory area—among others G. M.
Black and H. Collins, on 490 c.c. Nor-

tons, were unfortunate—but on the whole

the hail and rain prevented excessive

tyre trouble.

Owing to the glutinous nature of the

section just previous to Cairn o' Mount
and to the hill itself, many were late at

the Banchory check. Additionally it was
alleged that this section was, variously,

two to four miles longer than the route

card said.

Before the last man left Perth on Tues-

day morning the first man was cheeking
in at Forfar, thirty miles , away, a fact

which reveals the size of the entry.

After the Harper runabouts had
climbed Amulree, a trader solemnly in-

sisted on peeping under their aprons. He
explained that he suspected the aprons
were fitted to conceal an auxiliary pedal-
ling gear.

THE THIRD DAY..

Route : Grantown, Farr House,

Drumnadrochit, - Fort Augustus,

Kyllachy, Grantown.

Test Hills : Abriachan, Glendoe, Inver-

iarigaig.

THE roads had dried surprisingly

quickly, and if main roads .had been

adhered to, the ride to Abriachan

would have been dull, and for once the

riders might have gazed at the great

massifs of snow-capped mountains to the

north. But a small section of sporting

moorland track had been introduced as a

surprise packet. It included many acute

twists on a ' very narrow read, some

deepish sand and awkward little humps,

so timekeeping was not too simple.

Never was Abriachan in a better condi-

tion. Therefore, considering that the

failures in 1921, when it was rather loose

on the unguarded upper bend, were negh

gible, it was not expected to do much

damage this year. Nor did it. 9
On towards Fort Augustus, and .lunch,

the route lay over ground which ought tc

be familiar to all previous Scottish com-

petitors, but which, nevertheless; is as

crooked in " direction as the scenery is

magnificent. Several competitors passed

Drumnadrochit before the checker had

arrived, but all turned back in good time

except'A. H. Alexander (348 Douglas),

who discovered his mistake seven miles

further on—and then got in on time !

T->st Hill Improved by Wet Weather.

Three miles on in the afternoon's run

came Glendoe, also in excellent condition,

and apparently improved by recent

showery weather. There were only seven

failures, but the. clean ascents varied con-

siderably in merit.

Competitors at Dufftown buv filling up with petrol and oil. In the foreground are \V. Chase

(499 Dundt sidec r), W. Mooe (532 Scott), and R. Carfrae (499 Rudge Muhi).
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On the whole, . those who earned a
"Y.G." in. our representative's notebook
had shown up well on previous hills.

Outstanding Performers on Glendoe.

In this case the stars were : B. L.

Bird (770 B.S.A. sc), J. H. Walker (770

B.S.A. sc), A. H. Alexander (494 Doug-
las), L. L. Sealey (557 B.S.A.), Mrs.
Knowles (349 A.J.S.)—drawing a salvo

of cheers from the onlookers—R. B. Clark
(494 Zenith-Bradshaw)—particularly im-
pressive, but noisy—R. R. Grindlay
(499 Budge)—on second gear until round

, the right-hand bend—E. A. Barnett (346

Francis-Barnett), G. W. Scott (532 Scott)

—best of his team—W. H. Bashall (678

Martinsyde sc), A. A. F. Symes (678

Martiusyde sc), J. T. Bashall (678
Martinsyde sc.)—the three last-mentioned
in the order named—Bert Kershaw (248
New Imperial)—slightly slipping his

clutch but making a faultless climb

—

J. M. Philpot (249 Veloeette). J Stirling

(349 A.J.S.), Mrs. Hardee (992 Matchless
sc), H. Collins (490 Norton), J. A. Wat-
son-Bourne (976 Brough Superior), VV. E.
McKechnie (688 McKechnie), L. Payntor
(490 Norton), R. M. Wilson (348 A.J.S.),

J. M. Philipps (499 Sunbeam), D. White
(347 G.R.I. ), J. Wallis (688 Coventry
Victor), J. R. Fellows (499 Sunbeam),
and J. Boddington (109 Morgan).

Several of the sidecars suffered from
wheel-spin, but C. W. falling's (499

Dunelt sc.) was the only one actually to

.
fail from this cause.

Touch and Go.

It was touch and go with : E. Foster
(698 Raleigh sc), F. T. Sibley (499 Rudge
sc.)—much clutch slipping saving' him

—

J

The picturesque nature of the country at Bridge of Avon will be gathered from the above

illustration which shows J. M. Philipps (499 Sunbeam), and A. Shepherd (292 O.K.

Junior), about to ascend the hill.

D. B. Calder (249 New Imperial), G. K.
Hubbard (346 New Imperial)—the New
Imperials also being saved I>y dint of

clutch slipping—R. Lewis (555 P. and M.
sc.)—G. M. Townsend's similar outfit

failed owing, it seemed, to a delayed gear
change—J. B. Sanderson (292 Hawker)

—

commenced mis-firing low down, but to

everyone's amazement pottered slowly up
without a stop—and Mrs. Jansen (211

Ner-a-car). A. Lea (4©6 Lea-Francis)

failed to get away at first attempt after a

baulk. J. Richardson (564 Lea-Francis

sc), R. Carfrae (499 Rudge Multi), and
W. G. Donaldson (654 Rover sc.) failed

altogether.

E. Foster (698 Raleigh sidecar) at Achbreck. Snow is to be seen on the distant Kills.

C 5
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Whilst the sidecars were forced to take the water-splash at Cairn o' Mount, solo riders could

avoid doing so by means of the footbridge. The brothers H., A. H., and J. R. Alexander

riding in company.

The famous corkscrew at Inverfarigaig

was in better condition than in 1921, but
got badly cut up by the time half the

men had gone up. The reversing of the

cars on the hairpins and the skid-corner-

ing of the sidecars rapidly destroyed the

surface. This year the check was at the

top instead of at the bottom as in 1921,

and the men came up as they pleased.

Confusion on Iverfarigaig Corkscrew.

A great deal of baulking resulted, in

which the cars were the chief offenders

;

some of them were atrociously handled,

one actually reversing eleven times on

the hill, whilst another rammed Hor-

wood's Ariel and threw the rider right

over his handle-bars into the heather.

The hill presented a fantastic spectacle

at intervals; from the same standpoint

all six hairpins are visible, and as many
as fifteen riders were dotted over the

hill simultaneously, including solos, side-

cars, and cars, variously engaged in foot-

ing, bouncing, reversing, or quietly wait-

ing for a baulk to clear. To the eyes of

a spectator some of them were travelling

to the right and others to the left. It

was quite impossible to say dogmatically

who footed and who did not, and the fol-

lowing notes cannot be based on com-
plete views of each ascent.

Three-wheelers Shine.

Emphatically the best impression was
made by the three Morgans driven by
Boddington, Carr, and.Sawtell. Sidecars

were skid-cornering in alarming fashion :

cars were reversing and wheel-spinning :

half the solo machines were plunging and
floundering. But the three Morgans went
up placidly without an atom of fuss.

Amongst the solo machines we person-

c5

ally credited star ascents to Batten (420

Beardmore B. and S.), Paynter (490 Nor-
ton), Ransom (496 Lea-Francis), Wilson
(348 A.J.S.), Hardman (499 Wilkin),

Sleven (249 Velocette), and Wilson (348
Edmund B. and S.). Very good climbs
were apparently registered by N. Downie,
Rollason, and Lochbead (496 Ariels), Farr
(557 B.S.A.), Gibson, Hadfield, and A.

Downie (348 Raleighs), R. B. Clark (494

Zenith-Bradshaw), Barnett (346 Francis-

Barnett), G. M. Black (490 Norton), and
Kershaw (248 New Imperial). Colonel
McKechnie was very steady, but came
up late when the road was cut to

pieces, and had to foot a trifle. .Mrs.

Jansen kept a foot trailing in readiness,

but made an . excellent climb. Mrs.
Knowles ascended in her usual perfect

style, and her climb was neater than most
of the men's. Stirling (348 A.J.S.) had
ill-luck in breaking his front chain on
the hill.

The best sidecar ascents were not a
pretty sight and were calculated to

frighten ignorant spectators, as the

passenger was usually in some gymnastic
attitude or other, and the front wheels

did not seem to possess much control of

the machines. At -the fourth hairpin

several machines all but plunged clean

over the edge of the road, and others

rammed the bank, whilst Mrs. Hardee's

Matchless first tried to climb the bank and
then lay down on its side. Nearly all the

sidecars got up, but what with bouncing,

skidding, wheel-spin, and the antics of the

occupants the spectacle was not edifying.

Among the best performances we noted

D. and H. Alexander (992 Matchless sc),

Bird (770 B.S.A. sc), Cocks (598 Precision

sc.}, Shepherd (976 Chater-Lea sc),

Newey and Woodcock (992 Ariel sc—the

latter surely broke all records by passing

another sidecar on the hill), Townsend
(555 P. and M. sc), Hubbard (539 Rex
Acme sc), and the two Dunelts, which
were thoroughly impressive, especially in

view of their small engines.

Cars and Motorcyclists Mixed.

Many men were baulked, especially by
the cars which were sent up haphazard in

order of entry, a blunder which ought not

J. H. Walker (770 B.S.A. sidecar), in the shallow water-splash at Cairn o' Mount.

(15-21)
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t6 be repeated on such' a hill. Poor Hor-
wood was placidly negotiating the second
hairpin when a car ran violently into him
and hurled him off the road. He made a

neat ascent halt' an hour later. The driv-

ing, on the whole, was much better than
in 1921, many of the solo men making
perfectly -clean ascents without taking

their feet off the rests.

Once over the hill rain began to fall,

and time was difficult to keep in the next
section, which was full of abrupt twists.

NOTES.

F. W. Becker (5-7 McKechnie Victor

sc.) was "caused to retire" on Wednesday
owing to a skid which buckled his side-

car wheel.

s? 017

Latest eoweism : Every day at every
check everybody gets faster and faster.

The E.D.JI C.C. might do worse than
adopt the A.C.U. regulation as to noisy

exhausts. The entry included some
terrible ear-splitters, and some- of the
smaller engines were the worst offenders.

Above Loch Ness a number of the com-
petitors had to brake hard to let a herd
of wild deer cross the read.

Easy going at Bridge of Avon. S. H. Hubbard on a 998 c.c. Rex-Acme sidecar.

Fauconbridge,. after experiencing gear
box trouble at Kenmore on Monday, rode
the whole way to Aberfeldy on bottom
gear.

On Wednesday three champions, all

confidently tipped as certain "golds,"
packed up. A. F. Downie (magneto),

J. A. Newman (timing gear), and G-.

Grinton (broken chain stay).

The Harper runabouts were greatly

missed at mid-week. One of them seized

an engine bearing late on Tuesday, and
the other was charged over by another
competitor outside Grantown on Wednes-
day. Their obvious merits have im-

pressed the riders and spectators alike.

Any lingering doubts as to which was
the worst hill—Inverfarigaig or Glendoe
—have now been settled definitely "in
favour of " the former.

FOURTH DAY.

Route : Grantown, Bridge-oi-Brown,
Achbreck, Cabrach Castle Newe,
Ballater, Banchory, Cairn o' Mount,
Charterstane, Aberdeen.

Observed Hills :

Cairn o' Mount.
Bridge - of - Brown

Spf
I

One of the many ticklish corners on Inverfarigaig W. E. McKechnie (688 McKechnie)
observed by interested spectators.

THE easiest day so far was the general

opinion at the conclusion of Thurs-

day's run. Yet there were twelve
absolute failures (including some who had
not previously lost marks) on the first

hill, Bridge-of-Brown.
To a large extent the route followed

Tuesday's course in the reverse direction,

but the fjrst fifteen? miles were drier than
then, and the lower reaches on the

steepest portion of tire observed hill were
in fair surface order. There was not a

single failure here, although some had
little to spare; these included Donaldson
(654 Rover sc.) and Vallings (499 Duneit
sc). A few hundred yards higher up,

however, things began to happen, for the

surface deteriorated into a squelchy mire,

glutinous to a degree seldom met with on
British roads. Slogging was the rule

rather than the exception, and the follow-

ing stopped completely : N. W. Downie
(496 Ariel), Donaldson (Rover sc),

Greaves (348 Beardmore B. & S-), Chase
(499 Duneit sc), Vallings (499 Duneit sc).

E. S. Astley (988 Rudge sc). Barnett
(346 Francis-Barnett), Carfrae (499
Rudge), W. H. Bashall (678 Martinsyde
sc), and Scott (532 Scott). Greaves,
Bashall and Barnett had previously
ranked among the very best performers
on the hills, and Bashall had actually
climbed the 1 in 3 initial rise on second
gear.

Touring Conditions Sor a While.

Thereafter the trial became temporarily
a torn-

., as the riders sped over fair roads

C7
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A scene on Thursday's run. F. T. Sibiey (499 Rudge sidecar) midst picturesque surroundings.

-flanked in the distance by sunlit snow-
clad mountains. There was certainly no
excuse for the loss of marks on time be-
tween Grantown and the lunch stop at

Ballater; nor was there in the afternoon,
when the reverse side of Cairn o' Mount,
which was observed, formed the . only
difficult section. Nevertheless, there was
quite a number of retirements, and it was
evident that the gruelling of the first two
days was beginning- to tell. R. R.
Grindlay (499 Rudge) was compelled by
the club to retire owing to a fractured
rear stay, 'J. Boyd (499 Coulson) wisely
gave up at Ballater, for his plug had
blown rout -and -punctured the petrol tank.
Mrs. Jansen (211 Ner-a-car) also was re-

ported missing amid general expressions
of regret, for hers had been a plucky ride.

Bird" (770 B.S.A. sf.) was towed into

Aberdeen from" Stonehaven with a broken
frame tube.

FIFTH DAY.

Route : Aberdeen, Laurencekirk, Forfar,

Perth, Dollar, Falkirk ,Murrayfield Car
Terminus, Edinburgh.

Observed Hills : Nil.

THE selectors of a trials route never
enjoy an entirely free hand. The
necessity for hotel and garage ac-

commodation at midday, as well as at

night, imposes fixed points, especially in

Scotland. Subject to these limitations,

the E.D.M.C.C. intended to use Friday
to develop any latent weaknesses in the
machines originating from the bucketing
which they had sustained earlier in the
week.

For this nefarious purpose two ingre-

dients were judiciously blended in the
route from Aberdeen to Edinburgh, viz.,

assorted potholes and speed stretches of

MAY Ill/l, Zp22. I

irresistible temptation. Dame Nature
came to their assistance by setting a stiff

sou'-wester to blow hard in the men's
faces, so that engines of 350 c.c. needed
continuous full throttles to average 20
m.p.h. between Aberdeen and the lunch
stop at Perth.
The road undulates mildly as far as

Stonehaven, and is broad, flat, and fine-

surfaced for the rest of the 84 miles into

Perth. The small machines were compul-
sorily all out—for example, Mrs. Jansen
had to keep the Ner-a-car very hard at

work, and some of the two-stroke
riders found a Brooklands attitude advis-

able. On the other hand, the men with
big engines were unable to resist tempta-
tion, though the gale slowed them to a
maximum of 40 m.p.h. Petrol consump-
tions were 25 per cent, higher than they
had been in the mountains up north ; but
nobody grumbled,, so long as the sun
shone. The sensation of the morning was
the phenomenal travelling of the two
little Harper runabouts. Both were run-

ning unofficially, one because of a mys-
terious bearing seizure, the other because
a motor bicycle—with a prejudice for the
conventional—had rammed it amidships.
But they certainly astounded the many
experts engaged in the trial. They
weigh 2801b. They offer more wind re-

sistance than any bicycle. Their engines

are merely the standard Villiers, with a

special cylinder designed by Mr. Harper.

Yet they butted steadily into the teeth of

the gale all morning at 30-35 m.p.h., and
even such speed mounts as the Brough-
Superior had no easy job to overhaul and

pass them.

Parking in the Open at Perth.

The fine weather fortunately lasted out

the morning, for during lunch at Perth
the machines were parked in the open on

the river embankment. Engines had been

subjected to a semi-Brooklauds test all

morning : after lunch came the turn of

the frames. The road authorities are evi-

dently doing their best to improve the

surfacing in the industrial districts, and
the trial traversed quite a lot of good

A quintette on the road at the end of Loch Ness. J. D. Price (532 Scott), G. M. Black (490 Norton), W. Moore (532 Scott),

P. H. Johnson (499 Rudee) and J. Richardson (556 Lea-Francis sidecar).

cS I?
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The Scottish "6 Days" Described.—

roads : and there is a marked improve-

ment in the Stirling area since 1921:

nevertheless, the riders grew quite callous

about potholes which would cause a

scandal in southern England.

Individual Incidents.

Mrs. Knowles was still going strong f oi-

lier gold on the little A.J.S. Archie

Cocks on the Beardmore-Precision side-

car was another unfortunate. He broke
the "sleeve spring " of his spring fork

earlier in the week, and had conducted a

spirited controversy thereafter with the

judges as to whether or not a couple

of tyre levers strapped to a fork

"reinforce" it. In the rules any "rein-

forcement" of a frame disqualifies for a

gold medal, but so far Cocks had
brandished Nuttall's dictionary at the

judges' heads in vain. This
,
controversy

will now never be settled, as Cocks/broke

his chain stay after lunch, and so retired.

Perhaps the clearest case of "hard lines"

was the retirement of Bert Kershaw's
New Imperial on Cairn o' Mount during
the fourth day's ride. Beautifully

handled, it had performed as well as any-

thing in the trial. Suddenly during the

climb up the Cairn it apparently seized.

In a hasty diagnosis the gear box and
magneto were disconnected, when the

engine proved to be perfectly free. The
magneto armature, as one rider put it,

had. "burst"! E. B. Clark was also

in trouble after lunch. In his hands the

only Zenith-Bradshaw competing was cer-

tainly registering a quite outstanding per-

formance. Its misconduct was trivial

from a touring standpoint—merely the^

fracture of the cup washer confining an

inlet valve spring. But Clark had no
spare aboard, so he clever!v removed the

sturdy standard spnns and substituted

the light spring from his tyre, pump, the

valve now operating automatically. His
maximum speed was thereby reduced

20 m.p.h. of so, and it remained to be

seen whether in this enfeebled condition

his engine would be equal-next day to two
very teasy hills—Tynron and Blackford.

E. A. Barnett (346 Francis-Barnett) and S. M. Greening (346 Francis-Barnett) rounding an

acute band on Glendo;, one of the two "worst" hills in the trial.

Last Day's Early Start.

Again starting at the unpleasantly early

hour of seven a.m.—which incidentally

proved too early for L. Paynter (Norton),

who turned up half an hour late but was
allowed to start, the run degenerated

into a " semi-colonial " section before the

first check at Broughton, but 20 m.p.h.

was, only difficult to those who were

troubled with punctures. Section No. 2

brought the first observed hill, Talla

Linns, a flint-strewn, second-gear climb,

and seven miles of colonial going,

including three water-splashes. K. W.
Choldcroft (349 A.J.S.) took rather a

serious toss here, but pluckily carried on

for the honour of his
1 team; W. H.

Hardman (499 Wilkin) also came off, but

not so heavily; and W. Westwood (499

SIXTH DAY.

Route : Edinburgh, Broughton, Talla

Linns, Cappercleugh, Moffat, Duris-

deer, Tynron, Penpont, Wanlock
Water, Biggar, Edinburgh.

Observed Hills : Talla Linns, Tynron,
Blackford Hill.

THERE had been much uncertain

speculation on Friday night as to

the difficulty of the last day's run,

but as it turned out the terrors of the

day proved to be quite ' different -from
those anticipated by the majority.

Almost impenetrable, rain took the place

of an almost unelimbable hill,, as Tynron
was popularly supposed to be, and,

although the number of golds lost was
not very great, one or two " certainties

"

went the way ; that.certainties so often go.

Since it was last included -in a competi-
tion, Tynron has been- - thoroughly
re-surfaced by the local authorities, who,
far from asking the Edinburgh Club's
permission, had not even notified thatJ^-lllliOOH/Uj J I'll! ll\Jl.i

tody of their intentic

Thre riders attacking Ariachan, an observed hill on the the third day, and this year

in good condition.
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Scottish "6 Days" Described—
Triumph) grounded in one of the
splashes.

H. Collins (Norton) retired through
water in the magneto, probably picked
up at the same spot ; and Mrs. Jansen
(Ner-a-car) was forced to give up the

trial at the next check, owing, also, to

magneto trouble. It was a great pity,

for she had be_en heroically fighting

against the most adverse circumstances ;

not the least of her troubles being two
quite inoperative brakes.

Tynron Hill, fortunately, is situated in

less exposed country and the rain became
more desultory. What mud there was,
too, was of the surface variety, and
neither the gradient nor the bends are

extraordinary. The ascents, however,
were not all equally good

;
probably

anxiety, coupled with Friday's terrifying

rumours, was responsible.

E. S. Astley (998 Rudge sc.) attempted
the climb on second gear, but a suspicion

of konking warned him to change down

;

on the other hand, F. T. Sibley's 499
c.c. Kudge sidecar made a very sure
climb. The latter outfit, by the way,
had been doing very well throughout the
event, although Sibley was handicapped
by the loss of his rear mudguard ; there

was a layer of mud some inches deep on
his neck before the finish.

Probably, the fastest and neatest climb
of the afternoon was made by J. D. Price
(532 Scott), but the other Scotts were not
so good, one of their riders, R. W. Stan-
field, " footing " once. As usual, Carfrae
(499 Rudge Multi) made a very gallant
attempt, but although he lost no marks
on Talla he had perforce to dismount on
Tynron.

Two Fine Sidecar Ascents.

Of all the excellent ascents by the
Martinsyde outfits, W. H. Bashall's was
the fastest, which means that it was very
fine indeed ; and, again, Cunningham was
slightly faster than his P. and M. team
mates.

A. L. Downie (348 Raleigh) was the
first failure. Arriving very late, G. K.
Hubbard (346 New Imperial) almost
came to a standstill, but managed very
cleverly to wriggle up, by shutting off

his air with the palm of his hand. Evi-
dently suffering from an elusive magneto
defect, R. Humphries (249 Velocette),
who retired later in the day, made quite
an excellent climb with his engine cut-
ting out every eighth revolution.
Then came the surprise of the day.

J. A. Watson-Bourne (Brough-Superior)
attempted to get up on one cylinder, the
other going out of action on account of
water draining down the h.t. lead to
the plug ; he failed, but did not take
his feet off the rests until his speed was
down .to m.p.h. Finally, Shepherd
(348 O.K.), who had "lost'' his bottom
gear earlier in the trial, lost his gold
on Tynron.
Excepting one or two sidecar pas-

sengers who were inclined to indulge in
unnecessary acrobatics, the remainder
displayed little anxiety.
There was another check at Penpont,

and the run back to Edinburgh, over
main roads, was a pleasant contrast to

|vfOT©I((i;eMi
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the outward journey. The rain soon
stopped entirely, and when the Scottish

capital was reached it was discovered,

to the general surprise and disgust, that

it had been drj- there almost all day.

The Sting in the Tail.

Most of the hills being familiar to

the veterans in the entry, Blackford Hill

furnished, the Edinburgh leg-pullers with
their only chance of putting: the wind up
the Southrons this year. They succeeded
tolerably well, quite apart from the

natural nervousness induced by a' steep

climb in the very last mile of a Six Days.
They alleged it contained a patch of 1

in 2i ; that sidecars only cleared the wall

by an inch ; and so, forth. The rain

cleared as the trial neared the suburbs of

Edinburgh, and at last the riders spied

an abrupt hill crowned by an observatory

lip which wound a hard, smooth path

some 7ft. wide, looking steep enough to

overbalance and topple backwards. To
the right the breast of the hill was hol-

lowed out into a natural grand stand,

on which thousands of the citizens had
assembled to gloat over our panic.

An imposing array of constables

whistled and semaphored to the starting

marshals, who sent the men up one at

a time. Between whiles they tried to

prevent the crowd from sliding bodily

down the glazed turf on to the road, with
only partial success, for many competitors

climbed into an ever-retreating bottle-

neck of human figures. Local riders

fussed about the competitors. "Sidecars
must have lots of weight on both wheels.

Passenger on the carrier or she won't
drive. Driver well forward on the tank
or she won't steer

!

Not so Bad as Reported.

Actually the'ascent was not half so for-

midable as it looked. The surface was
excellent, except for a narrow paved V
gully or two ; and the maximum grade is

probably a few yards of 1 in 3f. Where
so many failed (thirteen in all), some de-

tailed description seems indicated. The
B.S.A. sidecars scorned the hill. The
Barr and Stroud engines were slow

—

wisely so, as later events proved. N.
Downie took his Ariel up cautiously ; his

brother. A.- L., was much faster on the

little Raleigh, but his magneto was ap-

parently exhausted by the furious burst,

and gave up sparking at the summit

;

it was lucky that he could coast in to the

last check. The four Alexander brothers,

who of course know the hill well, then
ascended at speed amidst delirious cheers

from their many friends in the crowd.
The sole surviving Dunelt romped up.

The B.S.A. solo team took no risks,

climbing well within their power, as did

Gibson (348 Raleigh) and Choldcroft
(349 A.J.S.), the latter sobered by his

toss earlier in the day.

Disappointing the Sensation Hunters.

By this time the crowd was growing
a little disappointed at the men's facile

conquest of an abnormal hill, but Loch-
head (496 Ariel) comforted them by -ob-

viously having nothing in hand ; where-
upon Newey and Woodcock (992 Ariel sc.)

apparently pottered up on second. Mrs.

MAY nth, I02S

Knowles mad6 a splendid climb, throttling

down to clear a sister machine just ahead.
Sibley (499 Rudge sc.) was all out. Ast-
ley on the big Rudge sidecar" roared up
dangerously fast, grazed ihe wall, re-

covered, began to knock, and finished
sedately. Barnett (346 Fraucis-Barnett)
came up halfway on second gear, and
Graham Black (490 Norton) raced up
much too fast, thrilling the crowd. Here-
abouts the amazing Harper runabouts
came up unofficially at speed. They were
so tickled at their success that they re-

peated the attempt, and, to the huge
delight of the onlookers, one of them
missed a gear change near the foot, and
disappeared backwards round the corner
at speed. A series of good- climbs fol-
lowed—Scotts, Martinsyde outfits, Calder
on the New Imperial, Philpott's Velo-
cette, Westwood's o.h.v. Triumph. Then
excitement commenced. The chain of
Lewis's P. and M. sc. jumped off and he
failed. A car stuck halfway up, and had
to be pushed up the rest, boiling vigor-
ously. Carfrae's Rudge Multi was over-
geared

; he very nearly jockeyed it up
with foot-slogging, a slack belt, and
clutch slip. Then Watson-Bourne at-
tempted his usual stunt climb, but his
wet glove slipped off the bar when the
huge machine bucked at the.gulley, and
he crashed heavily on full throttle
R. B. Clark forgot to turn on his petrol
after the stop at the foot, and all but
got up on one float chamber full. Ram-
say's Velocette had not lasted as well
as its stable companion, and failed.
Shepherd's O.K. had been minus its

bottom gear since noon on Thursday, and
did well to finish on second and top;
Blackford was naturally too much for it.

Other failures were the G.R.I., Gold's
Francis-Barnett, Sawtell's Morgan,
Evans's 348 Raleigh, and Ball's A.J.S.
sidecar. But the entry as a. whole had to
be careful not to come up too fast.

The Finish.

After' the finish the club entertained
the riders at a smoking concert in the
Dunedin Rooms. The chief features
were the presentation of the medals
(already—by some miracle—engraved
with the names of their winners), and
the showing ' of a cinema film of the
Monday's ride, including Amulree and
Kenmore Hills. Speeches were com-
mendably short, and Mortimer Batten
brought down the house in replying to

the toast of " The Competitors." He
said they had all enjoyed the Six Days,
but were jolly glad it wasn't a Seven
Days.

In to-morrow's issue of The Autocar
the performances of the light cars are

described.

WANTED—A NAME.
Q rapid has the development

O caterpillar track vehicle been
of the

that it

is time some appropriate name waa
coined. Have any of our readers any
ideas on the subject? It will be remem-
bered that a short time back we described

a very interesting motor cycle with end-

less tracks in lieu of road wheels.

(14-20)
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THE SCOTTISH SJX DAYS TRIALS.
OFFICIAL RESULTS.

121 Motor Cycle Entrants. 119 Starters. 59
42 Retirements. Team Prizes; Solo, A.J.S.

Gold Medals. 14 Silver Medals. 4 Bronze.
Sidecars, Martinsyde and Matchless riders tie.

A.J.S.
D. S. Ball (800 sc). Gold medal.
D. Bell (800 sc>. Gold medal.
E. W. Choldcroft (349). Gold medal.
F. W. Giles (800 sc), Gold medal.
Mrs. Knowles (349). Gold medal.

J. Stirling (349). Gold medal.

R. M. Wilson (349). Gold medal.
A. F Downie (800 sc). Retired 3rd
day.

AMERICAN HENDERSON.
W. Wilkie (1300 sc). Retired 2nd

day.
ARIEL.

N. W. Downie (496). Gold medal.

H. E. Horwood (496). Silver medal.

R. N. Lockhead (496). Gold piedal.

L. Newey (992 sc). Gold medal.
#RolIason (496). Gold medal.

. Woodcock (992 sc). Gold medal.

F. J. Watson (992 sc). Retired 3rd

day.
A. Brown (992 sc). Retired 2nd day.

BEARDMORE-PRECISION.
H. M. Batten (420). Gold medal.

H. Greaves (348). Gold medal.

A. G. Cocks (598). Retired 5th day.

BROUGH-SUPERIOR.
F. B. Dickson (964). Gold medal.

J. A W. Bourne (964). Silver medal.

B.S.A.
M. C. Breese (557). Gold medal.

A. A. Farr (557). Gold medal.
H. S. Perrey (770 sc). Gold medal.

L. L. Sealey (557). Gold medal.

J H. Walker (770 sc). Gold medal.

B. L. Bird (770 sc). Retired 4th
day.

CHATER.LBA.
J. Shepherd (976 sc). Retired 3rd

day.

COULSON.
J. Boyd (499). Retired 4th day.

COVENTRY VICTOR.
J. Wallis (688). Retired 4th day

DOUGLAS.
J. R. Alexander (496). Gold medal.
A. B. Failiey (496). Gold medal.
J. A. Newman (496). Retired 3rd

day.
W. S. C. Walker (736 sc). Retired
2nd day.

DUNELT.
B. Cathrick (499 sc). Gold medal.
C. W. Vallings (499 sc.). Retired

4(4 day.
W. Chase (499 sc). Retired 3rd day.

EDMUND.
G. H. Wilson (348). Gold medal.

EXCELSIOR.
D. Scott (269). Retired 1st day.

FRANCIS-BARNETT.
S. A. Barnett (346). Gold medal.
S. M, Greening (346). Gold medal.
D. A. Atkin (346). Retired 2nd day.
J. Gold (346) No award.

G.R.I.
D. White (346). Bronze medal.

IIARLEY-DAVIDSOJN.
R. S. Macrae (998 sc). Retired 3rd

day.
G. Grinton (998 sc). Retired 3rd

day.
J. M. Watson (580). Retired 1st day.

HARPER RUNABOUT.
R. O. Harper (269). Retind 3rd day.
A. Graham (269). Retired 2nd day.

HAWKER.
C. A. Henshaw (550). Silver medal.
J. B. Sanderson (292). Retired 3rd

day.
H. Goring (292). Retired 1st day.

LEA-FRANCIS.
A. Lea (496). Silver medal.
H. R. Ransom (496). Silver medal.
J. Richardson (556 sc). Silver medal.

MARTINSYDE.
VV. H. Bashall (678 sc). Gold medal
J. T. Bashall (678 sc). Gold medal.
E. H. GtlTord (498). Gold medal.
A. A. F. Synies (678 sc). Gold

medal.

MATCHLESS.
A. H. Alexander (992 sc). Gold

medal.
H. Alexander (992 sc). Gold medal.
JO. S. Alexander (992 sc). Gold

medal.
Q. Nott (992' sc). Gold medal.
D. Parsons (992 sc). Gold medal.
Mrs. Hardee (992 sc). Silver medal.

McKECHNIE.
W. E. McKechnie (688). Retired 6th

day.
F. VV. Becker (688 sc). Retired 3rd

day.

MORGAN.
W. A. Can (1098). Gold medal.
J. Bpddington (1098). Silver medal.
H. E. Sawtell (1098). Silver medal.

NER-A-CAB.
Mrs. Jansen (211). Retired 6th day.

NEW GERRARD.
J. G. sorter (269). Retired 4th day.
R. M. Wishart (482). Retired 4th

day.
J. A. Porter (482). Retired 2nd day.

NEW HUDSON.
E. R. C. Scholefield (1098). Retired

1st day.

NEW IMPERIAL.
D. B. Calder (248). Gold medal.
G. K. jfubbard (248). Silver medal.
B. Kershaw (248). Retired 4th day.

NORTON.
I.. Paynter (490). Gold medal.
W. E. Smithie (490). Gold medal.
G. M- Black (490). Silver medal.
H. Collins (490). Retired 6th day.

R. M. Knowles (490). Retired 5th day.

O.K. JUNIOR.
A. Shepherd (292). Bronze medal.

P. AND M.
P. Cunningham (555 sc). Gold medal.

R. Lewis (555 sc). Gold medal.

3. M. Townsend (555 sc). Gold medal.

RALEIGH,
li. Gibson (348). Gold medal.
C. Guthrie (698). Gold medal.
A. L. Downie (348). silver medal.
R. Evans (348). Silver medal.
W. A. Hadfleld (348). Retired 6th

day.
E. Foster (698 sc). Retired 5th day.

REX-ACME.
S. H. Hubbard (539 sc). Gold medal.

ROVER
VV. G. Donaldson (654 sc). Retired

6th day.

ROYAL SCOT.
J. Donaldson (420). Retired 2nd day.

RUDGE.
E. S. Astley (998 sc). Gold medal.
T. T. Sibley (499 sc). Gold medal.
C. N. Faulconbridge (998 sc). Re-

tired 1st day.
R. R. Grindlay (499). Retired 3rd

day.
P. H. Johnson (499). Retired 3rd

day.
W. L. Danskin (998 so.). Retired 2nd

day.
R. Carlrae (499). No award.

SCOTT.
W. Moore (532). Gold medal.
J. D. Price (532). Gold medal.
a. W. Scott (532). Gold medal.
R. W. Stanfield (532). Gold medal.
A. Pearson (532). Retired 1st' day.

SUNBEAM.
J. R. Fellows (499). Oold medal.
J. M. Philipps (499). Gold medal.
R. Spence (499). Gold medal.

VELOCETTE.
J. M. Pnilpott (249). Gold medal.
E. W. Ramsay (249). Gold medal.
A. G. Mitchell (220). Silver medal.
R. Humphries (249). Retired 6th day.
T. F. Sleven (249). Retired 6th dan.

WILKIN.
W. H. Hardman (499). Gold medal.

ZENITH-BRADSHAW.
R. B. Clark (496). Gold medal.

FRUITS OF CO-OPERATION.
Great Expansion of Raleigh Activities at Nottingham.

IT is refreshing in these days to find

a factory in such a happy state of

activity as is the Raleigh plant at

Nottingham. Referring tp the fact, Sir

Harold Bowden attributed the success

of the firm to the co-operation which
existed between the staff and employees,
which had enabled the firm to turn out

high grade goods at a low figure.

At a luncheon given on Friday last

to celebrate the opening of a new wing,

there were present the Rt. Hon. W. C.

Bridgeman, M.P. (Minister of Mines),
who performed the opening ceremony,
and many well-known figures in the
world of wheels, in addition to some 200
members of the Press.

In his opening speech the Rt. Hon.
W. 0. Bridgeman, M.P., dwelt upon
the difficulties of post-war reconstruc-
tion and the wonderful manner in which
the Raleigh Company had recovered
owing to co-operation, hard work, and a
thoroughly efficient chief.

Others speakers were J. C. Gould, Esq.,
M.P., Major J. D. Barnsdale, Colonel
Sir Joseph Reed, Valentine Knapp, Esq.,
Sir J. C. Percy, D.L., J.P., and W. G.
Howard Gritten, Esq., M.P. After
lunch the visitors were divided into

parties and conducted round the exten-

sive and up-to-date factory.

Although a great part of the factory

is devoted to the production of Raleigh
all-steel bicycles, even tubes and steel

lugs being manufactured on the premises,

motor cyclists found much of peculiar

interest to themselves.
The Raleigh flat twin and 2J h.p.

single-cylinder engines were to, be seen

undergoing bench tests. After an hour's
"running in" the engines are coupled
to a Froude brake, the larger engine
being scheduled to produce 13.9 h.p. at

3,400 r.p.m. and the smaller 6.5 h.p. at

3,000. Frame-building to jig, liquid

brazing, and coslettising processes all

attracted interested spectators, and while

passing through the orderly departments
devoted to .the manufacture of the well-

known Sturmey-Areher gear, one could

not help wondering if the T.T. winner's
gear box was amongst the rows of boxes
awaiting despatch.
A few of the leading statistics in con-

nection with the Raleigh plant are not
without interest. ' A gas producer plant
for power, heating, and lighting has been
installed, the total h.p of engines used in

the factories being 2,640. The output

of the factories wlien in full swing is

up to 100,000 cycles, 10,000 motor cycles,

250,000 cycle hub gears, and 50,000
motor cycle countershaft gears.

T.T SlCDfNumber
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many special
features
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A PRELIMINARY CANTER.
T.T. Mounts and Riders in Long Distance Races at Brooklands.

G. Dance (499 Sunbeam) taking the lead, closely followed by J. Emerson (4% Douglas) at the start of the Brooklands Senior T.T. race.

AT the B.M.C.R.C. May meeting on
Saturday last there were really only

two scenes in the picture, the

Brooklands Junior and Senior T.T. races

of twenty-six laps (70£ miles) and thirty

laps (814 miles) respectively. Between
these two was the mere entr'act of a

three-lap scratch race for machines not

exceeding 1,000 c.c, and the meeting

closed with the all-comers' passenger han-

dicap of five laps.

Naturally, with the Isle of Man T.T.

races in the offing, not a few prospective

\

A last lightweight single. The o.h.v.

348 c.c. Blackburne and its rider, E.

Remington, who won the Brooklands

Junior T.T. Race by a short head at

61"63 m.p.h.

contestants in the Manx events seized fhe-

opportunity of giving their mounts -a try-

out on the Weybridge track. Not only

was the opportunity an excellent one for

the riders, but the conditions prevailing

on Saturday all contributed to the thor-

ough enjoyment of the large numbers of

spectators present.

Lightweights and Juniors.

Out of thirty-four entrants in the Junior
event, twenty-nine faced the starter, and
it was not long before it became apparent
that C. G. Pullin (346 Douglas) had the

speed which had made him favourite.

He was not having it all his own way,
however, for a crowd of Blackburne-
engined machines pressed, him closely.

E. Remington (349 Blackburne) was set-

ting a cracking pace,- while A.. Eraser and
G. H. Williams (348 Sheffield-Hender-
sons) both were possible winners if Pullin
failed to keep his place for an instant.

Meanwhile, the 250 c.c. class was in the
midst of its own battle. W. D. Mar-
chant, the Sheffield-Henderson record-

breaker, was going like the wind, albeit

seriously challenged by J. V. Prestwich
on the 249 c.c. New Imperial, when
a stone or fragment of metal was thrown
up on to his oil tank and temporarily
stopped his progress. Fraser also suf-

fered a setback, his throttle wire break-
ing—clearly the luck of the Sheffielders

was out.

Sometimes the spectacular riders gain
all the attention while a steady man
misses notice. King Smith, for example,
was steadily pushing ahead on the 247
c.c. Morris two-stroke, and the O.K.-
Juniors and New Imperial contingent
were all keeping well Up.

The Pace that Kills.

After the first half-hour the stayers
began to be distinguishable, as man after
man dropped out. E. Longden (348

D.O.T.) suffered a fall, and his machine
caught fire. J. Whalley (348 Massey-
Arran) was seen no more after his third
lap. Tudor Thompson (350 Douglas)
rolled in with his front cover off at the

fourteenth lap, and T. Eve (350 Douglas)

and A. . A. Swan (249 New Imperial)

both stopped in their seventeenth laps,

the former shedding his engine chain

and the latter . coming into the depots

with a bad misfire.

Clearly now it-appeared to be Pullin's

race, for at his twenty-first lap only

Remington (Blackburne) was at his heels,

although Williams and Fraser (Sheffield-

Hendersons), Dequin (348 Ivy), and

Prestwich (New Imperial), the J.A.P.

exponent, pressed uncomfortably.

Hour Record Breaker. J. Emerson on

his 496 c.c. o.h.v. Douglas after winning

the Brooklands Senior T.T. Race, and

breaking the 50 miles and 1 hour records,

the latter at a speed of 78'91 m.p.h. -
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A Preliminary Canter.—
Then the unexpected happened. On

the last lap one of Pullin's tappets
seized, and his lead was insufficient to
enable him to do any more on one cylin-

der than to run in a close second behind
Remington, with Williams and Fraser
third and fourth. In the 250 c.c. class
Prestwich was miles an hour faster than
anyone else, and finished easily a winner.
Result :

Class A, not Exceeding 250 c.c.
1. J. V. Prestwioh (249 New Imperial),

56.83 nl.p.h.

2. A. King Smith (217 Morris). 48.41 m.p.h.-
3. W. flar.dley (250 O.K.-Junior), 47.16 m.p.h.

Class B, not Exceeding 350 c.c.

1. E. Remington (349 Blaekbnrne), 61.63
m.o.h.

. 2. C. G. Pallia (346 Douglas), 61.07 m.p.h.
3. G. H. Williams (348 Sheffield-Henderson),

59.89 ra.p.h. - . ~ .

Other finishers:—A. Fraser (348 Sheffield-
Henderson), R. Dequin (548 Ivy), H. Le Vack
(349 J.A.P.), P. J. Pfice (350 Diamond), C.
Reyersbach (349 Trump-Jap).

A Walk-over.

The next event, a three-lap scratch
race for machines not exceeding 1,000
c.c, only attracted H. Le "Vack (998
Zenith-Jap), C. F. Temple (988 Ilarley-
Davidson), and R. N. Stewart (998
Trump) ; the latter's machine had a
British Anzani engine. At the start
Stewart got away well, but Le Vack at
once took the lead, but when the banking
was reached Temple had shown his form,
and to all intents and purposes the race
became a promenade. Result :

1. C. T. Temple (988 Harley-Davidson), 86.89
m.p.h. .

2. H. Le Vack (998 Zenith-Jap).
3. R. N. Stewart (998' Trump).

Quite a number of actual machines
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for the Island took part in the 500 c.c.

T.T. event, including Douglas, Sheffield-
Henderson, Triumph, Rudge, and Sun-
beam ; if the majority of them meet with
the same fate as they did on Saturday
the Senior T.T. will prove more dis-

appointing than it did last year; for in
this track event of 81g miles eleven
machines stopped either completely or
for replenishments and adjustments, and
out of the field of sixteen starters only
four finished in limit time.

"Seniors" Tried Out.

At the fall of the flag G. Dance (492
Sunbeam) and F. G. Edmond (499
Triumph) got away beautifully, but J.
Emerson (494 Douglas) almost imme-
diately showed superior acceleration and
gained a lead he never lost. Pullin and
Anstice (496 Douglases) came in together
at their third laps—more tappet trouble,
so it was

. said—F. B. Halford (498
Triumph) wobbled rather badly at times,
and had two stops for oil-^one on
his fourth lap ! R. E. Dicker (499
Rudge) broke a valve on his eleventh lap,

and E. Searle (499 Sheffield-Henderson),
who was going really well, suffered a
cruel stroke of ill-luck—the valve spring
cup shearing out its centre, allowing the
valve to drop into the cylinder. J.

Connor (482 Scott) was gradually im-
proving his speed, but oiled a plug on
the ninth lap ; subsequently he settled
down to a steady " 63," and kept it up.
H. Nicholson (496 Martinsyde) met his
Waterloo in valve trouble- at his thir-

teenth lap. Sheraton (490 Norton) and
Wallace (496 Duzmo) were consistent but
slow.
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Flat-twin Leading the FieJd.

When Dance (Sunbeam) and Wood-
house, Halford and Edmond (Triumphs)
had completed their tenth laps, Emer-
son's Douglas was screaming along in its

eleventh circuit—clearly he had the pace
to win. When two-thirds of Emerson's
race was over Dance had disappeared,
and at the start of his last lap Halford,
Edmond, Gayford (496 Djuglas), Connor
(Scott), and Sheraton (Norton) were re-
spectively four, five, six, eight, and
eight laps behind him ; and his luck,
speed, and fine riding all held good.
Result

:

1. J. Emerson (496 Douglas), 78.93 m.p.h.
2. F. B. Halford (498 Triumph), 68.89 m.p.h.
3. F. G. Edmond (499 Triumph), 66.79 m.p.h.
Also finished:—V. Gayiord (496 Douglas).

Emerson Breaks Hour Record.
During the race Emerson broke the

fifty-mile British record for fifty miles
in 38m. 5.07s. (78.77 m.p.h.); also the
hour record, covering 78 miles 1,601
yards at a speed of 78.91 m.p.fi".

The Passenger Handicap.

Last on the programme was a five-lap
passenger handicap for sidecars and two-
seated cycle cars. Handicap events at
Brooklands are a hopeless confusion to
watch. With such things as the limit
man starting his third lap as scratch
leaves the mark it is almost impossible
to gauge the progress of the race.
Result :

1. O. de Lissa (994 Motosacoche so.), 68.90
m.p.h.

2. G. F. Bainbridge (745 Martinsyde sc).
3. H. Le Vack (996 Zenith-Jap).

There were fourteen starters.

A.C.U. AND THE TRADE.
Influence of Manufacturers and Safety in Trials Discussed at Motor Cyclists' Parliament.

IN the movement for the adoption of the
reports of various Management Com-
mittees, proposed by Prof. Low at the

second general Committee meeting of the
A.C.U. on Friday last, a paragraph which
read as follows :

" Agreed to recommend
appointment of a joint committee with
the trade to make recommendations on
any matter as to which there might be
difference of opinion as between the
A.C.U. and the B.C. and M.C.M. and
T.U.,_ Ltd." (commonly known as the
Motor Cycle Manufacturers' Union), was
criticised by.Mr._K. S. Topping.

Mr. Topping thought that such a joint
committee was undesirable, as it inferred
a possibility of an excess of trade in-

fluence in the Auto-Cycle Union. The
Chairman pointed out that the idea was
merely to get the opinion of the trade;

l

it would certainly not tend to cause the
trade to influence unduly or dominate the
A.C.U., and Mr. S. L. Bailey declared
it was the sole desire of the Manufac-
turers' Union to work in unison with the
A.C.U.

Arising out of a matter appearing in a
Management Committee's report, Mr. B.
Marians asked if every effort had been
made to persuade the insurance com-
panies not to increase their premiums.
The Secretary replied in the affirmative.

Prof. Low then moved the adoption of
the h.p. rating sub-committee report,
which, as was recently reported, recom-
mended that the horse-power of motor
cycle engines should be equivalent to

1 h.p. per 100 c.c. capacity.
A member then asked if the A.C.U.

was aware that motor cycle insurance
costs were based on the manufacturers'
stated horse-power and that the new
rating might result in still higher
premiums.
The Secretary assured the meeting that

the matter had not escaped the Union's
notice. The report was then adopted.
Mr. J. W. G. Brooker then moved the

various reports of the Competitions Sub-
committees. Referring to these, Mr. Alec
Ross called attention to the sportsmanlike
attitude of the Manx M.C.C. in with-
drawing their proposed amateur race.

To Safeguard Competitors and Spectators.
Major Vernon Brook then proposed ;

" That the A.C.U. steward for any open
events shall be taken over the course the
day before the event, or on some preced-
ing day, in order that he may cut out
any part of the course which he may
consider unsuitable, either from the point
of view of danger to competitors, or un-
suitability for an open event held under
A.C.U. rules."

Mr. J. N. Longfield stated "that he
thought that the adoption of such pro-
posals would infer that the A.C.U. was
interfering too much, and that the matter
should be left to the stewards of the
meeting.
Mr. S. L. Bailey and Mr. Dawes spoke

in support of the last speaker, while Mr.
T. Rutherford also opposed the motion.
The motion was finally withdrawn, to

be submitted to the competitions com-
mittee, which, the proposer said, " should
only issue permits on condition that the
public and competitors should be safe-

guarded."
Correspondence from the Rev. J. M.

Philpott was then read. In this he re-

ferred to anomalies in the titles of certain

Centre trials, which led people to believe

that these were organised by the A.C.U.
and not by the centres. It was agreed

that in the announcement of such events

the centre's name should appear first.

BRITISH RIDER WINS
LIEGE HILL CLIMB.

At the Liege international hill climb

last week-end G. S. Boston (349 A.J.S.)

secured the two premier awards, the

John Bull cup and the cup presented by
the Belgian journal La Wallom'e.

ci 7
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CLUB NEWS.
Activity in Clubland. Many New Clubs.

Bath and West oJ England M.C.

Members of this club recently gave an

outing to 200 patients of the Ministry of

Pensions Hospital, fifty vehicles being

used.

Bohemian M.C.C. (Southampton).

Owing to the retirement of Mr.

Gunnell, Mr. F. W. Kirby, of 28, Norfolk

Road, Southampton, is now the secretary

of the club.

A New Cluh at Thetford.

A motor club is being formed at Thet-

ford, Norfolk, with Mr. F. G. Edmonds,
Edmonds' Motors, Norton House, Thet-

ford, as secretary.

South Wales Centre (A.C.U.).

So as to avoid clashing with the T.T.

races, the South Wales Centre has de-

cided to hold its one hundred miles race

on Pendine Sands in July. This will

allow T.T. competitors to take part.

Clitheroe and District M.C.C.

The radius governing membership to

the above club has been extended from

four miles to eight miles, and the

secretary will be pleased to hear from

any new prospective members. The
membership fee is 7s. 6d.

A New Birmingham Cluh?

A number of motor cyclists in North
Birmingham, Walsall and District are

about to form a motor -cycle club, which

it is proposed to organise on unique lines.

The hon. sec. (pro. tern.), Mr. W. C.

Baker, of 3, New Street, Birmingham,
will be pleased to forward particulars on
request.

Bishop Auckland and District M.C.

An entry of 75 was received for this

club's recent hill-climb, which was wit-

nessed by over 1,500 spectators.

The results were as follows :

—

500 c.c. Class.—1, C. W. Smith {i\i Sunbeam),
34-i£sec. ; 2, B. Gummerson (o.h.v. Triumph),
39VoSec.

Sidecar Class, 500 c.c.—1, Percy Bell (2}i Dot),

60V4sec.
2x/ih.p. Class.—1, Foster (Velocette), 52 sec.;

2, H. Chilton (Royal Enfield), 66 sec.

2%h.p. Class.-], Percy Bell (Dot), 43 sec;
2, Joyson (Invicta), 49 sec.

Bristol M.C. and L.C.C.

The Second " Mystery " Trial was held

over a 40-mile course around Bath, and
took the form of a speed-judging contest,

there being seven sections to be run at

schedule speeds, which varied from 23

m.p.h. to as slow as 6 m.p.h., the latter

being two miles of level road, non-stop.

There were 32 starters. Result :

—

1st and Secretaries' Cup.—E. Spencer (3V2
Douglas), 5 min. error.

2nd, Silver Medals.—Four tied, 6 points error.

A. B. Fuller (3V2 Douglas), A. E. Tozer (3V2
Rudge sc.), F. Wheeler (41

,-, Ariel sc), — Laurence
(Douglas).

The King Cup event, of May. 20th, has
been postponed to June 17th, to avoid
clashing with the South-Western Centre
open event.

c 18

Meeft=i£n e> Club Events.

May 11th.—Kelso and District M.C.C. Social Run
and Picnic (with Berwick M.C).

Man nth.—North Wales M.C.C. Fast and Slow
Hill Climb.

Maij Hth.—Gloucester M.C. and L.C.C. Visit to

Douglas Motor Works, Bristol.

Man 11th.—Mid Bucks M.C.C. First Trophy Run.
May lith.—Essex County and Southend A.C.—

Acceleration Test.

May loth.—Reigate, Redhill and District M.C.C.—
Bill Climb.

Mag 13th.—Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.—

'

South Birmingham M.C. Trial (.Centre).

May 13th.—South Birmingham M.C.C.—Trial open
to the Midland Centre.

May 13th.— Woolwich, Plumstead and District

M.C.C—South Eastern Counties Inter-
Club Team Trial.

May 13th.—Sheffield M.C.C—Picnic, Cutthroat
Bridge.

May 13th.—Coventry Triangle Club.—Run to Little

Packington.
May 13th.—Eastbourne and District M.C.C.—Wool-

u-ich, Plumstead and -District M:CC
Team Trial.

May 13th.—West Kent M.C—Night Trial.

May loth.—Croydon arid District M.C.C.—Hill
Climb.

May 13th.—Coatbridge, Airdrie and District.

M.C.G.C—Flying Half Mile (Open).

May 11th.—Bradford M.C and L.C.C.—Wilson
Cup (So. 2).

May 11th.—Essex M.C.—Picnic and Old Crocks
,

' Hill Climb.
May 14th.—Colne and District M.C—Run to

Ingleton.

May 11th.—Leeds Motor Union.—Run to Castle
Howard and Kirkham Abbey.

Mag 11th.—Manchester Motor Club.—Social Run.
May 14th.—Lune Valley M.C.C.—Reliability Trial

for Elms Trophy.
May 14th.—Wolverhampton M.C.C—Social Run.
Mag 14th.—Wallington and District M.C. and

L.C.C.—Social Run.
May 14th.—Bridgnorth and District M.C.C—Run

to Stourport.

May 11th.—Rochester, Chatham and District M.C
and L.C.C—Run to Secret Hill.

May 14th.—Exeter M.C. and Junior C.C—Run to

Lustleigh Cleave.

May 14th.—Prestwich ami District M.C—Half-day
Reliability Trial.

May llth.—Bulwell M.C—100 Miles Reliability

Trial.

May 14th.—Barrow and District M.C.—Hill Climb.
May 14th.—Coventry Triangle Club.—Run to

Warmington.
May 14th.—Sheffield M.C.C—Run to Ashocer and

Matlock.
May 17th.—Kelso and District M.C.C.—Speed

Trial.

May 17th.—Leeds Motor Union.—Impromptu Run
from City Square. .

May 17th.—York ami District M.C—York Races.
'May ISth.—Bulw'ell M.C.—Run to Belper (River

Gardens).
May ISth.—Worcestershire M.C and District

M.C.C.—Opening Social Run (Official

Visit to Morgan Motor Works).
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Bridgnorth and District M.C.C.

A change of secretary has been made by
the above club, Mr. D. Wilkinson, St.

James's Villa, Bridgnorth, now offici-

ating.

Wolverhampton M.C.C.

The results of this club's first trial of

the year, held on the 30th ult., are as

-follows :

1st.—E. Wheeler (4Vi Sunbeam sc), total error

2nd.—R. S. Hill (2^4 H.B.), total error 21sec
3rd.—Dr. R. S. Harvey (8 Matchless sc), total

error 362<gsee.

1st Lady.—Miss E. M. Watton (2Vt Velocette),
total error 7min. 2^5Sec

B. Wheeler also won the Corke Silver Cup,
Sheppard Silver Cup, and two Gold Medals;
R. S. Hill, a Club Silver Medal; Dr. Harvey, a
Club Bronze Medal ; and Miss E. M. Watton, a
Club Silver Cnp.

Lichfield and District M.C.C.

The adjourned general meeting was held

on April 21st at the Swan Hotel, Lich-

field, when the officers for 1922 "were

elected. The honorary secretary is Mr.
H. Hoskison, jun.. Fradley, Lichfield.

Uxbridge and District L.C. and M.C.C.

For the Bayliss Cup event at the end
of last month a. fixed gear trial was ar-

ranged which included a starting test.

The course was one of approximately
fifty miles, and included nothing in the

way of freak hills. The winner was A.

H.' Milward (2} Woofer) with a loss of

only three marks.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C. and L.C.C.

Members of the above club ran to

Nottingham in glorious weather for the

purpose of visiting the works of the

Raleigh Cycle Co., Ltd. The party were

shown .the processes of manufacture em-

ployed in making cycles, motor cycles,

and gear boxes, and a most enjoyable

and instructive time was spent by all

who participated in the run.

Sunderland and District M.C.

Favoured with perfect weather, ov

three thousand spectators attended the

recent hill-climb at Tunstall Hope Hill,

which was in better condition than it has

been for years, consequently the times

were the fastest on record. Results :

350 c.c. Class.— 1, J. T. Jabborn (23j Sun-
beam), 19%sec; 2, H. L. Young (2^ A.J.S.),

aOVisec
600 c.c. Class.—1, F. Turvey, Jnr. (o.h.v. Tri-

umph), 17Vj|sec; 2, J. Kish (3V> Sunbeam),
175/ssec.

Unlimited.—R. Loughton (3 ] 2 Douglas), J
Kish (Sunbeam), tied, 17%sec.

North Wales M.C.C.

On the last. Thursday and Saturday in

April the club held a petrol consumption

test. There was a fair entry, and com-

petitors were supplied with one pint of

petrol and were required to travel from

Denbigh to Colwyn Bay and back, ov as

•far as the spirit would carry them. All

tanks were sealed. The provisional results

ace : 1, W. Edwards (2f New Imperial),

"figure of merit 79.6, m.p.g. 189.6 : 2, J.

H. Davies (3£ Sunbeam), figure of merit

68.5. m.p.g 132.8 ; 3, L. S. Jones (3

B.S.A. sc), figure of merit 58.5, m.p.g

75.2.

Ayr M.C.C.

A hill-climb was held on Holm Brae,

Dundonald, on Saturday, April 15th.

It was run on the knock-out principle, Ij

and as a large entry competed some fine i

finishes were witnessed. The results]'

were :—Two-stroke class, A. Marr (2j

Victoria); 500 c.c. R. P. Lees (3^ Rover] ;(|

500 c.c, experts barred, J. A. L. Sang-

ster (3-L N.U.T.); 1,000 c.c, Jas. Allan

(3i Douglas); 1,000 c.c, experts barred,
j

A. F. Aberdein (3^ Sunbeam).
An open hill-climb willl be held on May

27th. Entry forms may be had od

application to Thomas Gilchrist, Ash-

grove Street, Ayr.
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Fourth or Top Gear

FOUR
EEDS

IN

REGULAR
STEPS

Are Obtained

ONE

First or Bottom Gear

in the Jardine FOUR SPEED Gear.
John Jardine Ltd., Deering Street, Nottingham. 'Phone: gg Nottingham.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." C19
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Stocked in Chest sizes^
34, 36, 38, 40, 42, -44.

Any other size, 7 days.

" GOOD-SERVICE "

ARMY TRENCH COATS
AT 68/6 EACH

Made from GUARANTEED Government Materials by a former War-time Contractor.
New Triple-Proof Gabardine, smart check permanent lining, interlined
OIL SKIN, with an ALL WOOL Camel Fleece detachable lining.

For Spring—Summer—Autumn or Winter Wear. These coats are offered in the usual civilian style
Government materials combined with the knowledge of work hands whose experience was gained in
War-time production of this type of coat, and who know " what is required " in

OFFICERS' ARMY TRENCH COATS,
are embodied in the manufacture of the "GOOD-SERVICE" Coat (illustrated). With fleece lining detached
coat can be used as a smart Summer raincoat. With lining attached it gives all the advantages of an Ulster

S0% BELOW TO-DAY'S PRICES.
IF YOU CANNOT CALL, take advantage of our SATISFACTION GUARANTEE OFFER, which gives
you an opportunity of COMPARING the value offered in the " GOOD-SERVICE " Coat against inferior
garments now on the market. ... * * v

' -

In response to numerous inquiries, we now offer similar Coats, less fleece lining,

AT 52/6, E*
!
1

Don't Miss this Unique Opportunity Call or Mail To-day.

'(II II? (IIIARANTFF s/'<""<' the garment purchased fall inany way
:
WIS, UU/1l\/nn 1 U,U,. to come up to expectations,WB GUARANTEE

: to refund remittance IN FULL without further question, provided the garment
• Is undamaged and returned in seven days

State chest (over vest) and height measurement when ordering.

1 IlEi OHlX V Ik^H. MLONDON), I TT4 289-293, HIGH HOLBORN.
J-i 1 U., LONDON W.C.I

lube Ie Irotector

Vou will never again be stranded with a punctured tyre—never again

dread bits of glass, flint, and nails, if you fit the TUBE PROTECTOR.
The Tube Protector is a flexible layer of thin pieces of hard metal

(arranged as in a coat of mail) enclosed in canvas, and fits between the

outer cover and the inner tube of your tyre. No matter what sharp

matter pierces the outer cover, it cannot penetrate the Tube Ptotector

—cannot possibly pass through to the inner tube.

The Tube Protector is easy to fit, is light in weight, and causes no
friction. It allows you to wear down the outer cover to almost nothing.

Think of the saving in time, money, labour, and patience.

Ask your dealer to fit TUBE PROTECTORS to your motor cycle tyres.

PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION.

Liberal terms to factors and
retailers.Die fi-otecting'

layer or steer

Mail

m

PROTECTORS for MOTOR CYCLES, 17/11 each.

Sole Agents:

A. Stuart Morris & Co.,

Head Office : 101, Leadenhall St., E.C.3

Pits between
the outer cover
and tfw inner

tube

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention lt The Motor Cycle.'
1 C23
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THE "SPEED" MACHINE OF THE YEAR.

GUARANTEED
TO EXCEED
70 M.P.H.

PRICE

£110
SPECIAL HIGH

COMPRESSION

ALUMINIUM
PISTON,

RACING CAM,

ETC.,

SUPPLIED

FREE OF

CHARGE
WITH EACH
MACHINE.

THE
MACHINE
THAT IS

GAINING
AWARDS
IN ALL
SPEED
EVENTS.

HAS LOW
RIDING
POSITION
AND WILL
STEER

PERFECTLY
AT

ABNORMAL
SPEED.

AT THE OPEN HILL CLIMB AT KOP ON APRIL 29th THESE MACHINES GAINED
2 FIRSTS AND 3 SECONDS.

WRITE FOR FULLY ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND NAME OF NEAREST AGENT :—

HENDERSON MOTORS, LTD, 73, Fitzwilliam St., SHEFFIELD.
Sole London Agents: MESSRS. ALLEN BENNETT MOTOR COY., LTD., CROYDON.

Are you interested in

LIGHT CARS ?

Readers of " The Motor Cycle "

who are considering the purchase
of a small car will find all the in-

formation they desire in the pages of

^^^
Every Friday. FOURPENCE

'THE AUTOCAR" deals

every phase of motoring,

with

and

very fully covers the small car

movement.

All the known makes of light

cars are advertised in " THE
AUTOCAR."

Bargains in second-hand light

cars are more likely to be secured

through "THE AUTOCAR"
than any other medium

Because

—

More second-hand light cars

are offered for sale in " THE
AUTOCAR" than in any
other motor journal.

Published bv

Ilifte & Sons Ltd., Dorset House, Tudor St.,

London. E.C.4.

MOTOR CYCLE HOUSES.
Length. Width.

8 X 6 X
9 X 7 X

10 x 8 <

Eaves.

6 ft.

6 ft.

6 ft.

Price,

£8 10 o
£10 5

£12 5

Floor extra.

£1 15 o

£2 5
£2 3

Write for List "C."

j in. red deal matchboards on strong red deal
framing.

Match boarded roof, covered outside with
extra good quality felting.

Double doors complete with all fittings.
Windows made to open at the top, glazed with

21 oz. glass.

BROOKES BROS., Edith Rd., Smethwick, B'ham

I "THE MOTOR CYCLE"
j ROUTE BOOK
• With 32 pages of Road Maps of England and
i Wales, Scotland, and the London District.

• 2/6 net, by Post 2/10.
J From Hiffe & Sons Ltd., Dorset House, Tudor St„
I London, E.C.4 I

200
Enquiries

from a
1 advertisement.

YOU will b3 pleased to know
that from my last i" single

column advertisement in

The Motor Cycle advertising

my R.A.F. Flying Coats and
A.S.C. Motor Drivers' Coats, I

received over 200 enquiries,
including many cheques and
money orders.

"I think your paper wonderful,
and for reaching the motor
cyclist, it is certainly 'the

goods'."

H. J. Bleach,

Marmion Road, Sonthsea.

C24 In answerina these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle"
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WHITELEYS Special Show
Whiteleys draw attention to the newest success of this wonderful

guaranteed machine in the great

LONDON—LAND'S END EASTER TRIAL

91 Sidecar starters in this strenuous trial,

-only 17 obtained gold medals.

20 MATCHLESS Machines
gained :

—

THE CAPTAIN'S CUP
10 GOLD MEDALS
9 SILVER MEDALS

Let Whiteleys demonstrate

the ' Gold Medal ' machine

— you cannot buy better !

FOR PRICES SEE PAGE FACING.

In answering this advertisement it is detirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." BZt
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LONDON—LAND'S END.
Recognised as the most strenuous trial of the year. We entered four machines, which were

ridden and tuned by members of our staff. All finished, and gained the following awards

:

Two Gold Medals. Two Silver Medals.

DUNELT. O. S. Bridcutt. Gold Medal. BROUGH SUPERIOR. J. D. Marvin. Gold Medal.

MATCHLESS. B. S. Allen. Silver Medal. ARIEL. Segrott. Silver Medal.

Our experience in competitions and trials is at your disposal. Every second-hand machine is

thoroughly overhauled, and new machines tested and tuned before delivery.

We arrange the easiest of easy payments to suit your individual requirements, and payments

may be spread over a period of 18 months.

A full practical upkeep service is automatically placed at your disposal as soon as you become

an A.B. client. = —
Here are a few of the machines we actually have in stock ready for immediate

delivery Full list of Second-hand models sent post free on request.

A.J.S., 7 h.P . combination £175 MASSEY-ARRAN, 2-f h.p. Blackburne, 2-Speed,

att «-viLt « v. 1 4- v. „j i :.i. „4-„,+,„ £f>0 dutch and kick-starter i.7z 10ALLON, 2?- h.p. 2-sp., clutch and kick-starter .

,

£60 O
MASSEY_ARRAN , 2| h.p., O.H.V., Blackburne £99 15

ARIEL, 3 J h.p., Sports. 3-speed
*•»' « MATCHLESS, Sports Model J £130

BROUGH SUPERIOR, Sole London Agents: MATCHLESS, Model H ....
'. £170

8 h.p., O.H.V £160 MATCHLESS, Model H, 2-seater £175 10
8 h.p. Side Valve £130 O MATCHLESS, T Sports Combination £160

Delivery ten days. MATCHLESS, T Touring Combination £150 10
8 h.p. Combination £180 » MORGAN runabouts, all models from.. £150

Delivery ten days.
, NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p. Combination £145

6-5 h.p *125 ° NEW IMPERIAL, 2j h.p., 3-speed, all chain £73
Delivery seven days. NEW IMPERIAL, 350 c.c, I.O.M., Sports £84

6.5 h.p. Combination £150 O NORTON, 3J h.p., 3-speed Sports £115
Delivery seven days. NORTON, Big Four Combination £153

B.S.A., 4J h.p., all chain .-.. £110 O.K., 2 J h.p., single-speed £39 18
B.S.A., 4J- h.p., all chain combination £142 O.K., 2f h.p., 2-speed £55 13
B.S.A., 7 h.p. Combination £164 O.K., 2J h.p.! 2-speed, clutch and kick-starter .... £60 18
CALTHORPE, 2| h.p., single speed £36 P. & M.,'3jh.p., 4-speed combination, all on .

.

'.

.

£150
CALTHORPE, 2i h.p., 2-speed, clutch £45 ROVER, 8 h.p. Car £220
CALTHORPE, 2§ h.p., J. A.P., 2-speed £65 SGOTT, 3! h.p., Touring or Squirrel £110
DOUGLAS, 2|- h.p., 2-speed, all on £68 RUDGE, 3 V h.p.. Multi, I.O.M £77
DOUGLAS, 3$ h.p., O.H.V. Sports £115 SHEFFIELD HENDERSON, Sole London Agents :

DUNELT, 4J h.p., 3-speed, clutch and kick-starter 82 gns. 2J h.p.. Standard Touring or Sports £83
DUNELT, 4^ h.p., Combination, spare wheel and 2$ h.p. O.H.V. Blackburne, guaranteed 70 m.p.h. £110

tyre £113 SUNBEAM, 3* h.p., Sports £136 10

ENFIELD, 8 h.p. Combination £140 SUNBEAM, 3I h.p., Touring £126
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.p. Combination.. £185 TRIUMPH, ii'h.p., O.H.V £120
HUMBER, 4J h.p., 3-speed Sports £100 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., chain-cum-belt £105
LEVIS, 2J h.p. Sports £48 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., all chain £115
LEVIS, 2j h.p. Model G, 2-speed, clutch and ZENITH-BRADSHAW, 3* h.p £113

kick-starter £68 ZENITH, 5 h.p., Sports £110

SWAN, MILLFORD, HENDERSON Sidecars, Shop-soiled, at Reduced Prices.

T \ r^K^OlXT'S! TrVTPT^RVO Positive permanent cure against punctures.jrv^lV»JWl>l kj xivx*. xvj-v v w.
StQps ,eaks whi ,

e yQu ride<
. No motor cyclist

should be without it. Used by our riders in the London-Exeter, London-Land's End and
numerous other trials. Medium size tin for 2 Tubes I0J-.

\\TT?V (T* A 1?"RTTT?Ti,'T"T,Tn? Used by our riders in all recent trials. The most wonderful instru
WH/A. Vj-r-VlVD KJ JVC* 1 1 H(JV. ment on tup market. We are fitting agents. 14 days' trial

Make a note of our address and whenever in need of advice, assistance, spares, accessories or a machine, write, 'phone or call and you

will get immediate and continuous satisfaction. Stockists of Sturmey-Archer, Morgan, Villiers, Blackburne, Jap, Douglas,

Triumph, and P. & M. spares.

ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR CO., LTD.,
The Motor Cycle Specialists.

9, lO, 11, ROYAL PARADE, WEST CROYDON.
'Phone : Croydon 2450, 2451. 'Grams : " Track, Croydon." Open Saturdays until 7.30 p.m.

Pig In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bat.

JAT-J.A.P. 1916 5-6h.p., discs, chain drive, Canoe-
let sidecar, good condition; £60.—217, Belsize Rd.,

itburn. [5294

J
AT Motor Cycle, single-speed, Sh.p. J.A.P. engine,

Bosch magneto, 700x80 rear tyre; £22.—Day, 26,

. Hilda's Rd., N.16. [4939

DAT 6h.p. Sporting Combination, electric lights,

5 torpedo sidecar, Klaxon, good order; £50.—34,

2reford Rd., Westbourne Grove. [5566
|

JAT-J.A.P. 6-8h.p., 1913, 3-speed clutch,C.B. sidecar,

Bosch, B. and B., trial; nearest £50; must sell;

.pointnient.—Vallis, 129, Cator St., S.E.15. [5168

>h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, Mills-Fulford 2-seater
* sidecar, Cowey speedometer, gear box, engine 36614,
nrring order; £55.—Gammage, Highfield, Tutb
irton-on-Trent. [5159

9GNS., exchange.—1920 Bat-Jap Bh.p., 3 speeds,
kick, spring frame, sporting sidecar, screen,

' nipped, iast.—Seabridge, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich
denham 2452. [4635

DAT-J.A.P. Combination, 1920, 6h.p., 3-speed,
) Henderson sidecar, perfect condition, full equip-
ent, little used ; any trial ; £85.—Somerset Bros.,
tiornton Heath Pond. [4866

D AT-J.A.P. 5-6h.p., single gear, sporting, nana
-) clutch, Bosch, Binks, adjustable pulley, copper ex-
mst, good throughout, all on; £45.—Miller, 32, Corn-
ill Rd., Brixton, S.W.2. (P) [538L

3AT Combination 1921, 6h.p., electric, acetylene
lighting, Grindlay touring sidecar, Grindlay

reen; this combination has been carefully used,

id is in perfect condition throughout; owner must
11 through illness; bargain, £115.—Apply Picklin,

egh St., Warrington. [5092

Kcardmore.
3EARDMORE-PRECISION.—1922 models for im-

j

-* mediate delivery. Cash, exchange, or deferred
ivnients.—Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing. [4833

921 (late) 3^>h.p. Beardmore, delivered end Feb.
1922, as new, fully equipped, tax paid, done

jout 800 miles ;
good reason lor selling ; £55.—B.

iley, "Advertiser " Office, Peterborough. [5059

3EARDMORE-PRECISION Combination, 3 l/2h.p.,

2-stroke, spring frame, 3in. tyres, variable jet,

ucas headlamp and horn, new August, 1921, done
,600 miles; £90.—Puddy, 24, Lancaster Rd., Stroud
rreen, London. [5127

3EARDMORE-PRECISION, July, 1921, spring

frame, 26x3 Palmer cord heavy, flat rims,

chrader valves, Brooks B170, cast aluminium com-
ined legshields and footboards, 550 c.c. special T.-S.

ogine, gear, clutch unit, mechanical lubrication,

uaranteed 45 m.p.h., Cox Atmos or Binks, Lucas
i.O.£&., perfect mechanical order, appearance equal to

ew; £69.—Ellocott, 41, Whitchurch Rd., Cardiff.

D) [4713
Blackburne.

DLACKBTJRNE 4h.p. t 1919, thoroughly overhauled;
D £70.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.

[5715
1 Q 20 4h.p. Blackburne and coachbuilt sidecar, 3-

L«/ speed, clutch and kick starter, all-chain drive,

ood, windscreen, electric lamps, horn, speedometer,
;gshields, tax paid Dec., splendid order and condi-

ion; £85.—D. and S. Autocar Co., 33, The Parade,
holders Green. .

i[5743

BLACKBURNE Engine Spares from stock.

—

Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Great Portland St.,

JF.l. [5258
Bown.

I Q16 Bown's Baby 2-stroke, very fast, tyres as new,
Lt/ Dixie, Amac, lamps, horn, tax paid; quick sale,

£18.—Cundy, 111, High St., Aldeburgh. [4875
-

Bradbury.
BRADBURY 2''ih.p. Lightweights; £60; in stock.

—Clifford Motories, Eastwood, Notts, [4653

A h.p. Bradbury Combination, 2-speed, Bosch ma-g-

* meto, all on ; £47.—Institute, Stoke-under-Ham,
somerset. [5027

F.O.C.H. have a 3V2h.p. Bradbury Combination, 3-

speed, countershaft, kick starter; bargain.— 5,

Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube). [5073

BRADBURY 19i5 6h.p. Combination, 3-speed,

countershaft, 700x80 tyres, fully equipped, good
:ondition; £65: any trial.—84, Milward Rd., Hastings.

[4806

BRADBURY 6h.p. 1921 Twin, 3 speeds, chain drive,

hand and foot controlled clutch, new and unused;
£92.- -Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London.

[5778
nSh.p. Bradbury, new 1922, £60; 4h.p. model, £92;
44 4h.p. combination, £118/10; easy terms or ex-

change.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. "Phone :

:
Holborn 5777.

,

[5898

1 021 4h.p. Bradbury, 3-speed, all chain, delivered
J- *J Christmas, never ridden ; owner medically
ordered lightweight; accept £84.—Stuart White, Hal-
ton, nr. Leeds. [4856

No Lockout
AT

PARKER'S
WE ARE ALWAYS OPEN TO DO OUR
UTMOST FOR THE MOTOR CYCLLsG

FRATERNITY.

CASH EXCHANGES—
DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

DEPOSIT

£15

and
12 INSTAL- CASH
MENTS OF PRICE

NEW HUDSON.
3* h.p. 1914 model T.T. COE
equipped, tax paid.... £1 15 10 A.OO

£25
B.S.A., 1916. .;', h.p.

and sidecar.

3-speed, all-chain,
equipped, tax paid.... £3 11 £65

£20
B. & M.
3^ h.p. and sidecar,

2-speed clutch, fully
equ pp^d, tax paid.... £3 £55

£15
CLEVELAND, 1520.

3 h.p. 2-speed, K.S. CAZ
Clutch, fully equipped £2 13 9 a.TtJ

£15
BRADBURY and C.B.
sidecar, 1914*
2-speed, K.S. and clutch, Jp>4^
fully equipped, tax paid £2 13 9 *tJ

£30
HARLEY-DAVIDSON,
1920.
7-9 h.p., electrically

equipped Combination,
speedometer, screen, tax
paid £3 1 3 £120

£10
DOUGLAS, 1914.

2| h.p., 2-speed, fully

equipped, good condi- COC
tion £2 4 9 £00

£40
SUNBEAM, 1918.

3i h.p. Combination,
3-speed, K.S., clutch,

equipped £100

£25
N.U.T., 1920.

3^ h.p., 3-speed, K.S.,

clutch, Lucas dynamo £Q£
lighting, new condition. £6 5 5 Sii/O

£35
HARLEY-DAVIDSON,
1920.
7-9 h.p., electrically

equipped, comb., hood,

screen, speedometer, new
condition £8 17 £135

£1 C ROYAL ENFIELD, 1913.

*1 6 h.p. and sidecar, fully

equipped £2 13 9 £45
rOA ALLDAYS-ALLON,1921.
&,£A) Combination, fully

equipped, speedometer,

as new £4 8 7 £70

£35
ZENITH SPORTING
COMBINATION.
Fully equipped, Ace C19C
discs, absolutely as new £7 19 5 *J.4i«J

BOLTON

:

Bradshawgate.

Tel. 1348.

MANCHESTER
245, Deansgate.

Tel. Cen 864.

B

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury.

.">Q GNS No Otters.—Sporting 4h.p. Bradbury,
/VO Btisch, Amac, round tank, knee grips, discs,

uew tyre, just overhauled and re-enamelled, sound con-
dition, ride 50 miles to purchaser.—Barrett, 77, Harts-

holme Drive, Swanpool, Lincoln. [5548

,s>flre Farts.

RADBURY Spares and Repairs.—Agents, Bright
and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. [8030

Broler.

BROLER 2%b.p., 2-speed, kick start, clutch, 1920,
splendid machine; sacrifice, £35.—17, Byron St.,

Ilkeston. [4661
Brough.

O30.—Brough, 6h.p., and Canoelet sidecar,—Clifford
cW Wilson, 177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I.

[4602

NEW 1922 3'/2h.p. sports model overhead valve flat
twin Brough; £105; easy payments G,% extra.—

Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [6031

£33.—1917 3V2h.p. Brough twin, 3-speed Sturmey
countersha.lt, clutch, K.S., crank case cracked.

—

King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [5360

"I Q20 5-6h.p Brough Combination, Henderson side-
J-*7 car, 3-speed, kick start, F.R.S. lamps, Cowey
horn, Tan-Sad, spare chain, run about 1,500 miles,
like new, in perfect condition; cost £185; take £115.
—Dewhirst, 12, Euston Rd., Morecambe. [3339

Brough Superior.
BROUGH SUPERIOR and Swan sporting sidecar,

as new; £140.- Rae, Aunickvale, Saltcoats.
[4344

BROUGH SUPERIORS.—Order your new mount
from us. We are the Brough experts. Specially

tuned to order Mark I., 8h.p.. side valve, £150;
sporting combination, with screen, step, mat, and
apron, £1B0; Mark I., 90mm. bore, o.h.v., £160;
Mark II., 6.5h.p. M.A.G. engine. £125; Mark II.
combination, £150. Special Service Agents; lists.—
G. and J. Dawson, The Ideal Garage. Cambridge.
'Phone: 993 [0834

A LLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd., Service Depot,
-^*- and sole London agents for the Brough Superior,
the sporting rider's ideal.—Immediate delivery of 1922
models at reduced prices. Mark I., 90X77 1/, o.h.v., 3-
speed, clutch, and kick starter, £160; Mark I., sport-
ing combination, step, mat, screen, etc., £180, or with
special side valve J.A.P engine, same price; Mark
II 6.5, mag, 72x90, 3-speed, clutch, and kick
starter, £125; sporting combination, step, mat,
screen, etc., £150. Demonstration models in stock.
Catalogues sent post free on request.—The Allen-
Bennett Motor Co., Ltd., 9-10-11, Roval Parade, Lon-
don Rd., West Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 2450

[0733
Synri* Parts :

CJPARES.—All engine, gear box, and frame spares

^f for Brough Superior in stock; write for lists.—
G. and J. Dawson, The Ideal Garage, Cambridge.

[0835

Brown.
"DROWN, 2'/2h.p., new magneto, tyre, belt, splendid
-«-» order, tax paid; £16.—Apply 49, North St.,
Portslade. [5292

B.S.A.
B.S.A.—New arid second-hand models.—B.S.A.

Specialists.

("lOUNTY Cycle and Motor Co., Broad St., Birming-v-^ ham - [4678
"D.S.A. 1916, 3-speed, K.S., countershaft; £43; ex-
*-* change.—2, Coutta Rd., E. [5497

B.S.A. 4Jl.p., 3-speed, countershaft; £33.-18, Laven-
der Rd., Wallington, Surrey. [5428

"I Q22 Lightweight 6-7h.p. B.S.A., with No, 4 sportX«/ ing sidecar, at list price. Below. '

"I Q21 6-7h.p. Combination, overhauled by B.S.A.
-*-«-' Co. and in absolutely new condition; spare
wheel; 120 gns. Below.

"I Q20 4^h.p., all chain drive, with coachbuilt side-
A*7 car, equipped, licensed for year; 70 gns; de-
ferred payments or exchanges.—Edwards, 50, Harring-
ton Rd., S. Kensington. [6010

4ih.p. B.S.A., Millford sidecar, chain drive; £60—
* 8. Deanery Rd., Stratford, E.15. [5299

£46.—4Vih.p. B.S.A., 3 speeds, Binks, lamps, horn,
perfect.—Jenkins, Hairdresser, Griffiths Town.

[5305
B.S.A. 3V2h.p., Bosch, perfect condition; nearest £35

secures.—H. N. Webster, High St., Kelvedon.
[5208

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.—1921 B.S.A., shop-
soiled, Model A; £118.—157b, Gt. Portland St

W.l. [6075

~IQ18 B.S.A. 4'
/ih.p., with Empire sidecar, good

-!•«/ condition; what offers?—7, High St., Builth
Wells. [4979

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—

4

J4h.p.
B.S.A. combination. 1919-20, 3 speeds, etc.;

£77/10. [5877

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue 1331

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A. SVsh-.p., 2-speed, free engine, pedal starter,
equipped; £28.—Moss, Wem. [5782

NEW 1921 ^h.p. B.S.A. Combination and acces-
sories; £125.—Bounds Garage, 223, High Rd„

Kil.burn. (5015

B.S.A. 1922, all models, immediate delivery.

-

Hucklebridge, 133, Sloane St., Chelsea. Tel. :

Victoria 451. [7454

B.S.A. 1919 (November) 414h.p. Combination, excel-
lent order, electric lamps; £75.—Clark, 7, Exhibi-

tion Rd., S.W.7. [4618

B.S.A. 1919 4\4h.p.
t

3-speed, all-chain drive, good
running order; best offer.—Hale, 46, Harrington

Gardens, S.W.7. [5312
"1 022 B.S.A. model, H2, in stock; terms or ex-X *J change.—Shepherd, Enfield Highway. Tel,

:

Waltham Cross 31. [086U

B.S.A.—All models from stock. Official Agents,
deferred payments.—Bambers, 2, Eastbank St.,

Southport. 'Phone: 607. [6292
T>.S.A. 1921 4J,4h.p., 3-speed, hand clutch, kick start,
•*-* all-chain drive, tax paid; £78.—Maude's, 100.
Great Portland St., London. [5275

1Q22 6h.p. B.S.A. Model E, No. 3 sidecar, shop-J-v soiled only; £150.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co.,
Saffron Walden. 'Phone : 45. [5726

1Q21 B.S.A. 4i4h.p., K2, 2-seater sidecar, acces-
i *' sones, spares, condition, examination; £107/10.
—20, Glisson Rd., Cambridge. [5658

B.S.A. 4%h.p. 1920 Combination, Easting; £80, or
nearest; Morgan wanted.—Hunt, Valkyrie, North-

croft Rd., Ealing. Tel. : Ealing 555. [5190

"I Q20 4&h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed, fully equipped, guar-
J-*J anteed mechanically sound; £58.-37, Arlington
Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone: Kingston 1274. [5227
"D.S.A., 1922, brand new, 4^4h.p., Model H2, in stock;
-*-» £110; easy payments arranged; exchanges.—Wil-
kins Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [5834

B.S.A. 4*4h.p Combination, 1915, lamps and acces-
sories, in excellent running order, 1922 tax paid;

£55.—The Studio, 118, High St., Slough, Bucks.
[4863

1 Q19 4t&h.p. B.S.A. Combination, complete, East-
J-t/ ings, two lamp sets, tools, tax paid December,
fine running; £70, quick sale.—23, Whitfield St., W.l.

[6084
I Q15 4&h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed gear box, fully
J- ** equipped, licensed, insured ; particulars on ap-
plication; £55.—Walker, T6, Pembroke College, Cam-
bridge. [4961

B.S.A. 1921 6-7h.p., D.A. lighting, speedometer,
Tan-Sad, tax and insurance paid, perfect, suitable

for heavy sidecar work; £110.—43, Lysias Rd., Balham,
S.W.12. [5303

£57.—B.S.A. Combination, 1915-16, 4^h.p., 3
speeds,, clutch, kick starter, lamps, licence, East-

ing, accessories, splendid condition.—63, Solon Rd.,
Brixton. [5506

B.S.A. 6-7h.p. Twin, new June, .19.21, spare wheel,
Stewart speedometer, Easting windscreen, mileage

750, as new; £150, bargain.—109, Kingsland High
St., N.l. [4741

I Q21 B.S.A. Combination, 4*,4h.p., only done 70
A*/ miles, lamps, Easting screen, horn, spares, etc.,

tax paid; £100.—A. S. Hellier, 35, Princes Gate
Mews, South Kensington. [4919

1 Q21 B.S.A. 6-7h.p. Twin Combination, special large
-I-v sidecar, interchangeable wheels, Lucas lighting,
Easting windscreen, absolutely as new, must sell; best
offer.—143, Peckham Rye, S.E. [5934

B.S.A. Combination 6-7h.p., late 1921, Magdyno
lighting, horn, low mileage, windscreen, spare

wheel, perfect condition, as new; £140.—Rhosha Motor
Co., South St., Romford. Tel. : 584 [5772

"1 Q19 4 1
>
4h.p. B.S.A. Combination, Empire coachbuilt

J-«/ sidecar, windscreen, lamp sets and horn, tax
paid December, 1922, in nice running order; £80.

—

Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Walden. 'Phone: 45.
[5737

41h.p. New 1922 B.S.A., all chain, £110; 414h.p.
4 chain and belt model, £107; 4I4h.p. combina-

tions, £142 and £139; 6h.p. twin combination, £164.
—Wanchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone : Hol-
bom 5777. [5906

B.S.A. 1922 models for immediate delivery ; best
prices allowed for machines in part payment; also

two 4 14h.p. model K Combinations in stock, 3 speeds,
kick starter; £65 and £75 each.—Eagles and Co.,
275, High St., Acton, London. [5777

B.S.A. 6-7h.p. Combination, new September, 1920,
acetylene electric lighting, hood, Cameo screen,

speedometer, spare wheel, new tyres, spares, tax and
Insurance paid, in excellent condition; any trial or
examination ; £165 ; buying car.—28, Poppleton Rd.,
Leytonstone. [4883

1Q2L B.S.A. 6-7h.p. Combination, B.S.A. No. 1
*-*J sidecar, Magdyno lighting, spare wheel, luggage
grid. Easting Royal, Cowey speedometer, electric horn,
splendid condition; £140; (private owner).—Seen, 16,
King's College Rd., Hampstead, 3 mins. Swiss Cottage,
Met. 'Phone : Hampstead 6782. [4738

1
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IedwardsI
: & CO. :

M01, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, W.l

!

Tel. Mayfair 4027.

[WONDERFUL
BARGAINS

l SEVERAL BRAND NEW (Shop SoUed)

\2lDOUGLAS 47 Gns. =

TRADE SUPPLIED.

I Several Brand-New 1921 S h.p. I

I ZENITH- SPORTS I

j 76 Gns. (listed £110)1
1 Also MAKER'S USUAL GUARANTEE. r

§ Several Brand New 5-6 §

ZENITH
ICOUNTERSHAFT I

1 Models, Clutch, Kick-Start, I

84 Gns. I

i Listed £118. Maker's Guarantee. §

= 1922 3& h.p. I

(zenith bradshaw)
= Belt drive,Brand New(shop soiled), i

1 95 Gns. Listed £113 |

I NEW SIDECARS FOR I

! ABOVE MACHINES FROM I

I 17 Gns. 1

j SECONDHAND COMBINATIONS. E
: Gns. z
: 1917 B.S.A. Comb., equipped 50 ~

: 1918 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Comb., fullv equipped.. 70 =
: 1920 HARLEY, electric model and Harley sc., z
: hood, screen, Tan Sad 115 ~

: 1920 American EXCELSIOR Comb. 7 h.p., E
: electric model, speedometer, hood .... 75 z
: 1921 O.K. 2% comb., 2-speed, clutch, excellent =

; , condition. List price £97 10s., our price 67 E
: 1920 4$ h.p. B.S.A., No. 2 sc., fully equipped.

.

-89 =

: 1921 8 h.p. BLACKBURNE, with K3 Canoelet sc. 100 =

: 192^ 3$ h-P- SUNBEAM and Sunbeam sc., E
: speedometer, licensed, fully equipped 120 E

SECONDHAND SOLOS. 1

I
1920 3^ h.p. N.U.T. Magdyno Lighting, horn, z

: etc. Indistinguishable from new 84 E
j 1921 ENFIELD, 2-stroke, as new 44 =
: 1916 i\ h.p. J.A. P.- CALTHORPE. Equipped E
: and taxed . 26 E
- 1918 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed Stunney 56 E
: 1919 TRIUMPH, Sports Model, Phillipson Pulley, =

licensed, horn, knee grips, in good ~

\ condition 58 E
: 1918 ALL0N, equipped, licensed, good con- ~

dition 26 =

;
1913 DOUGLAS, 2-speed, licensed, good con- H

dition 27 E
1920 3^ h.p. ARIEL, equipped legshields, etc.. 65 -

: 1921 2§ h.p. KINGSBURY, 2-stroke, 2-speed, =

I clutch, fully equipped 35 =

:
Deferred Payments & Exchanges on any off the above. =

WANTED—SOLOS and COMBINATIONS. E

Cash waiting. r

.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiMuriiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiir

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A. 6-7h.p., Model A, with No. 1 sidecar, bram
new as uncrated, 3-speed, chain drive, 28x3 de

tachable wheels, with spare wheel and tyre, luggag<
grid and wheel carrier, Palmer cord tyres, sprint
seat pillar, splendid mount; list £190, sacrifice al
£165.—Rivett, 236, High Rd., Leytonstone. [490J

Snore Parts;

S.A. bpares.—Immediate delivery.—KayB, 8, Bono
St., Ealing. '

[•j^c

B

B
THE Promptest Firm lor B.S.A: Spares.— Forfield

Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. (3161

.S.A. Spares can be had by return, post Ires
irom Jones Garage, B.S.A. Agents and Sparei

Service Depot Broadway. Muswell Hill, N.10. [0805

THE B.S.A. Specialists—On the Spot.-Our spare!
service is unrivalled—write for catalogue 1—Count]

Cycle and Motor Co., Broad St., Birmingham. [467S

CJODFREYS', Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London
* W.l.—Complete stock oi all B.S.A. spare part!

always in Etock. Write lor free spare part list, stating
year of manufacture. 10750

Calcott.

CALCUTT, about 1916, 2^h.p., fully equipped, gooc
condition; £18, snip.—143, Ravensbury Rd

Earlsfield, S.W. '

[5781

Calthorpe.
CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2%h.p., 1915, good runninj

order, trial; £35.—Simmons, 85, Lingfield Rd.
East Grinstead. [4723

"I Q17 Calthorpe-Jap 2%h.p., Enfield 2-speed gear
-1-*/ tax paid; ride away; JE29.—8, Strathmore Rd.
Wimbledon Park. [545c

CALTHORPE 2r:4h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke, excellent
condition, trial; £25; 3-speed cycle part.—Mac

kenzie, 92, Ingelow Rd., S.W.8. [515f

CALTHORPE-PRECISION 2i4h.p., 2 speeds, coun-
tershaft, lamps, horn, splendid running order;

£20. 91, Fairfield Rd.. Bow, E.3. [4811

1Q20 2%h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed gear, very little

-i-t/ used, perfect in every respect; £35.-26, Tul«
Hill, Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton 1292. [5811

1Q2U Lalthorpe-Jap 2^h.p., 2-speed, lighting set.

-s-*7 new tyres, licensed, almost as new; sacrifice,

£39.-2, Saltaire Villas, Portugal Rd., Woking. [4737

CALTHORPE 1922 4h.p. twin J.A.P. Combination,
lamps, horn, licence paid for year, unused; listed

£120; accept £115, all on, for quick sale.—Motor Co.,

Ltd., Hereford. [4825

Campion.
CAMPION De Luxe, 2%h.p. J.A.P., Sturmey 2-

speed, clutch, kick starter, Dunlops, Cowey, leg-

shields, electric lighting, new condition, mileage 70P-
£55; seen after 5.—T„ 34, Huddleston Rd., Tufi
Park, N.7. [41

Carfield.

CARFIELD 1920 23,ih.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, lamps,
etc.; £34.—Urquhart, 371, Earlsfleld Rd., Earls-

field, S.W. [484T

Cedos.

CEDOS 2i4h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed gear, slightly shoi
soiled; £50.—Box 1266, c/o The Motor Cycle

[57i:

KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Solo Distni
Agent for Cedos: unequalled service, repair

etc [3141

Centaur.
CENTAUR 3h.p„ Druids, Senspray, M-L magneto,

tax paid, running order; £9.—3, Epsom Rd.,
Croydon. [4791

Chatec-Lea

CHATER-LEA 1914 8h.p.. 3-speed and clutch, with
|

2-seater sidecar, hood and screen; £49.—Sessions,

Earswick, oieaj York.

CHATER-LEA 8h.p. Combination, overhauled by
makers, C.B. sidecar, Easting, etc.; £60; after 6

p.m.—1, East Acton Lane, Acton. [5240

CHATER-LEA Combination, 6h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed,

clutch, etc., just overhauled; £35, or near offer;

any time.—98, Wellington St., Woolwich. [4848

8 h.p. Chater-Lea, 3-speed, chain driven, good con-

dition, all on. ta-x paid; £55.—G. Cubbage, The
Pells, Upper Hughenden Rd., High Wycombe. [4810

"I Q21 Chater-Lea Combination, 8h.p., 3-speed, clutchlv and K.S., new and unscratched, 4 detachable
wheels, spring seat pillar, sidecar screen; £35 below

list; £135—South Eastern Garage, Heme Hill, S.E.24.

Cleveland.
"I Q20 2?4h.p. Cleveland, 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch,
±-%f K.S., tvres unpunctured, machine as new, lamps
complete; £39.—Box 2, Smith's Bookstall, Redhill Sta-

tion. [5920

1 Q22 Cleveland, electrically equipped, , spot light,

\-%J luminous rear speedometer, Fentress pillion,

splendid condition ; £65, bargain.—37, Atherton Rd.,

Forest Gate, London. Tel. Maryland 2213. [5544

B32 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

-.O.C.H. have a 1919 4h.p. Douglas Solo, fully

. equipped, tax paid -and insured, excellent con-

( on; bargain.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near
' je). [5072

f,OUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1920, complete with
. lamps, tax paid, etc., in good condition and
i feet running order; £75.—Green, 202, Trinity Rd.,
;,'.17. [4980

'fOFFAT, Yeovil.—What we don't know about
L Douglas M.C.'s—nuf sed. New 1922 models,
res and repairs ; exchanges. Agents since 1908.
lone: 50. [5724

a
20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, first-class condi-

tion throughout, Easting windscreen, lamps, etc.;

5, or near offer; private owner.—16, High St.,

I

nutwood. [4836

lOUGLAS, £26; 2"^h.p„ 2-speed, perfect order,

Reynolds chain, 9y2ft. of lin.xl^iin., new con-

iion; offer.—Write or call, 16, Meadow Place, South
jjibeth Rd. {5306

|C|21 Douglas Combination, equal to new, speedo-
& meter, lights, all accessories, full insurance.
jnsferable, and tax paid; 100 gns.—Gosden, 13, High

J,
Worthing. [5002

919 Douglas Combination, 4h.p., perfect condi-
tion, lamps, speedometer, mirror, horn, 3-

'lanan, 16, West
[5910

jied, tax paid for year; £85.-
Trowbridge.

9GNS.-Posh 2%h.p. Douglas, believed 1915, 2

speeds, disc wheels, Lucas lamp, very smart,
•n in accident, but repairable.—Ewers, Newton Rd.,

rton-on-Trent. [5685

|OUGLAS 1922 models, 2"'ih.p., £68; 4h.p. solo,

\* £110; 4h.p. combination, £135; prices include

,
accessories; delivery from stock.—Rivett, 236, High

i„ Levtonstone [226P

919 late Douglas, almost new condition, electric

horn, mudshield, plated exhaust, lamps, all ac-

:
sories; bargain, £47.—119, Newington Butts, Ele-

ant and Castle. [5911

fcOUGLAS Combination 4h.p., 3 speeds, etc., equal

j

"
to new, tyres perfect, hood and screen ; reasonable

I sr considered ; having bought Enfield.— 6, Waldeck
., West Green, N. - [5040

i DOUGLAS 1920 2%h.p., 3 speeds, C. and K.S.,
i

" Miller lamps, in new condition, only been 500
les; £73; exchanges.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton
'., N.E. Dalston 2408. [5848

iJ>LI CLARK can give you good service both in new
;
-i machines and spares; try me. I may be useful

J
you. The pioneer agent for Douglas motors.— 196

leltenbam Rd., Bristol. [0016

: BARGAIN.—Special 1918 Douglas 2%h.p., 3-speed,
' clutch and K.S., lamps, horn, first-class condition
roughout; £48 lowest; or exchange higher power.—

I, Grand Parade, Harringay. [5517

\OUG-LAS 2>;h.p., 2-speed, 1914, engine re-bored
* and new pistons, etc., fully equipped and taxed,
tvately owned ; £33 ; trial, etc., by appointment.—
.x 1181, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4742

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.—Douglas 1921 - 2%h; p.,

v 3-speed accessories, tax paid, £60; 1916 (new in

18) 4h.p. combination, electric lamps, tax paid,
58.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6076

915 2%h.p. Douglas, Bosch, Amac, re-enamelled
maker's colours, new cylinders, pistons, etc.,

it over £20, good tyres, excellent condition; 40 gns.,

( nearest.—Treeby, Boar's Hill, Oxford. [4951

914 2 rfih.p. Douglas, 2-speed, clutch, and kick
starter, all lamps, horn, tax paid December,

llendid order and condition; £32.—D. and S. Auto-
' r Co., 33, The Parade, Golder's Green. [5745

-^OUGLAS 1919 4h -P-> 3-speed, foot clutch, kick

f-r start, chain-cum-belt drive. Empire sidecar, com-
ete with lamps, speedometer, tax paid ; £88.—
audes', 100, Great Portland St., London. [5271

th.p.
Douglas 3-speed Combination, engine No.

7903, new tyres, copper exhausts, enamel and
ating as new, licensed, lamps and horn, very smart
t; £65.-58, Blagdon Rd., . New Maiden. [5663

922 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed gear, lamps and
geneifitir. me ] nical l^nrn, ™'lion seat, kn^e

*ips, etc., licence fully paid, ridden under 100
jdles; £60.-157, Burntwood Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.17.

[5420
ITALIFAX.—Douglas 1922 models at reduced prices.
-X 2%h.p. twin, £68; 3V2h.p. sports, £115; 4h.p.
'ombination, £135; 6h.p. combination, £165. Liberal
Kchanges.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.

[5813
IQ17 (late) Douglas 2%h.p., overhauled and in
Lt7 perfect order, P. and H. lamps, tank, handle-
bars, etc., re-enamelled and plated, really reliable
machine; £40.-34, Hereford Rd., Westbourne Grove.

[5568
FOR Douglas 1922 2yth.p. and 4h.p. combinations,

get in touch with us; we are North London agents
ind give you the best of service; all spares in stock: no
#.D. rubbish.—Jones Garage, The Broadway, Muswell
TO. [0786

This is the most complete Tyre Outfit ever offered, for the
reason it is more than a tube repairing outfit as offered by
other firms, having all the necessary requirements for cover
repairs. Containing 1 cover patch, 9 assorted tube patches,

wire brush for cleaning, 1 roll cover canvas, 1 insulating
tape, valve tubing, large o /££ Dfl^T FRFF
tins of solution and chalk. O /O TU O I r n £t B

b TYRES b
SPECIAL NOTICE

1 If you expect a reliable article you
must pay a reasonable price. Ex-
perienced motor cyclists will tell you to
be let down on the road is an expensive
experiment. All goods offered by us are
guaranteed to give satisfaction.

To each purchaser we wilt present
AN IGNA SPARKING PLUG for

each (overbought. This advertise-
ment must be mentioned.

FREE
Size.

2«x2
24x2J
26x2

26x 2i

26.- 23

If

" II

26x"2n

VI

26 - 2i

•26 x 3

28x3
650x65

ii

700". 80

Make.

Palmer, ribbed
Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy.
Englebert, Passenger, rub. std

Englebert, Touring, rub. std.

.

Bates, special hvy., wired-on.
Bates, special heavy, beaded

.

Dunlop, heavy rub. std

Clincher de Luxe, heavy
Dunlop, heavy rubber std. . .

.

Avon, Tricar rubber studded

.

Hutchinson, rubber studded .

Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy
Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy
Clincher de Luxe, heavy
Heavy, rubber studded. . .

.

Goodrich, safety tread ....

Bates, special heavy
Clincher de Luxe, heavy. . .

.

Elite, extra heavy, 3-rib...
* Fits 6sox 65 Rims.

Hutchinson, ribbed
Goodrich, safety tread
Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy
Soly, rubber non-skid .....

Beldam, Bulldog

Our
Price

21/-

28/9
17/6
14/-

32/6
28/6
28/6
24/6
29/6
26/-

25/-

24/8
35/6
32/-

27/6
40/-

29/6
25/-
68/-

32/8
40/-

30/-

21/6
61/-

List

Price

29/6

53/"

46/3
38/6
40/-

37/3
35/6
41/6
40/3
49/6
47/6

52/6
56/-

28/3
66/-

67/6

64/6
63/-

BELTS
Bates Avon .

etc., per too!

.

i in.
1'--

iin.
1/5

IN STANDARD
LENGTHS

3 in. 1 in. Hin.
1/9 2/- 2/6

Til Q P O BEST QUALITYV O t O GUARANTEED.
24 x 2, 4;9

26 X 2, 4/9
26 x 21, 5/-

2o X 2j, 5/3 I 'to 2.1, 5/0
2J X 2J 1-,. 23x3, 6/-

X 21 J"' I 700x80, 8/L .
YOU CANNOT BUY
FROM A SETTER

ORDER THE

These Special Clearance Lines are sent on 7 days'
Approval against remittance. CARRIAGE PAID

\

PHONE-'

Victerb)

SS53\
tCSS4\

WAY
LOUDON'S LEADING

TYRE HOUSE,

264'66,VAUXHALL BRIDGE R?.L0ND0N.S.Wi

eAT44,SURBIT0NR?,KINCST0N0NTHtMES

Please address allorders to Vauxha/IBridge /}*.

PHONE:

33S5.

Ho-jrs 0.' Busing; 3 till 6 ; Sat., 9 till 1.

Steete

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

T\OUGLAS 1915 2%h.p„ overhauled, tuned, last.
*-* lamps, speedometer, . watch, footboards, shields,
chain cover, 2in.- polished exhaust, W.S.R., tools, many
spares; £34—124, Sout*iv.ark Park Rd., 3.E.16. [5218

1 Q 19 Douglas 4h.rj. Combination, electric light,
-i-*/ Lucas dynamo, windscreen, speedometer, Tan-
Sad, engine overhauled, new cylinders fitted, tax paid;
£87.—Colyer, Burnham, Claygate, Surrey. 'Phone :

Esher 351. [5166

LATE 1920 2%h.p. Douglas, 3^speed, K.S., clutch,
all on,' small mileage, like new, tax paid, r.ide

away, wi 1 exchange for combination or solo; cash
adjustment; private owner.—Wallingford, Newtown,
Montgomeryshire. [5230

"I Q20 2%h.p. 3-speed Douglas, clutch and kick
J-t/ starter, Lucas lamps, Cowey, legshields, etc.,
absolutely as new, £64; W.l). models, reconditoned,
80% new parts fitted, lamp, horn, etc., £50.—Daw,
Douglas Agent, 114, Brixton Hill. [5395

K1CKHAM, Stokes Crolt. Bristol, the Dousrlas
Agent with real experience and knowledge of a

Douglas. Successes during 1920 on this mount . 38
firsts, 17 seconds, and .8 thirds, also 6 special
trophies. Let me deal with your order. Unequalled
=ervice, repairs, etc. [3150

Oah.p. new 1922 Douglas, 2-speed, £68; 2%h.p. 3-

/*4 speed, clutch and kick start, £82; 4h.p. com-
bination, £135; 6h.p. combination, £165; 3%h.-p.
sports model, £115; all fully equipped ; easy terms
and exchange.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
'Phone: Holborn 5777. " [5904

DOUGLAS Agents.—1922 models in stock at the
reduced prices ; 2 34,h.p., 2-speed, £68 ; 2%h.p.,

3-speed, clutch, kick-starter, £82 ; 3%b..p. Sports
model, £115; 4h.p. Combination, £135; 6h.p. Com-
bination, £165. All these machines are fully
equipped with lamps, horn, licence-holder, tools, etc.
Call at our showrooms to discuss the matter. Your
old machine taken in part exchange.—Knight and
Wheatley, 4, The Pavement, Coulsdon, Surrey.
'Phone : Purley 1277. [5659

Simrp Pnrt.it

DOUGLAS bpares.—Immediate delivery'.—Kays, 8,
Bond St., Ealing. [7541

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., can supply all usual
Douglas spares requirements.—157b, Gt. Portland

St., W.l. [6077
"T\OUGLAS spares; large stocks of genuine Douglas
-L-' spares; dealers supplied at trade rates.—Rivett,
236. High Rd.. Levtonstone. [2267
"pvOUGLAS Spares.—We hold a complete stock for
J-' all models; post free. Douglas Agents and spare
part stockists.—Jomes Garage Broadway, Muswell Hill
N-10. [0803

PRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-
-L mingham.—Complete stock, genuine guaranteed
Douglas spare parts; prompt attention, immediate
dispatch loweat cash prices. [4657

Duztno.
rjRAND New 1921 3%h.p. O.H. Valve Sports
--*- Duzmo, 2-speed, all chain, long exhaust, real
hot stuff, will get you a few golds; reduced from £123
to £95; brand new single-speed Duzmo, reduced from
£98 to £75. We have two only. They carry maker's
guarantee.

,
Real bargains. First chtfque secures.

Exchanges. Immediate delivery of 1922 models.
Catalogues with pleasure.—S-tanworth Motors, Higham!
Burnley, Lanes. [5063

Economic.
£10, and deferred payments, buys new Economic

motor cycles, or £34 cash; extraordinary value —
Write Direct Sales. 69, Newman St., W.l. [7446

T^CONOMIC—We can give yon Immediate deliwrv
J-' of thi3 wonderful low-priced machine; variable
gear model, £34; or on easy payments. Please send
P.C. for catalogue.—South Eastern Garage, Heme
Hill, S.E.24. [5056

ECONOMIC—The Marvellous Flat Twin, with
variable gear, within the reach of all; £10 down,

balance easy terms, or £34 cash. Catalogues with
pleasure.—Personally tested by Sam. E. Clapham, 27,
Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.10. [3051

Edmund.
£45.—Practically indistingulshabla from new, 1920

2%,h.p. Edmund-Jap, spring frame, 2-speed,
clutch, chain drive, tax paid, any trial ; bargain —
Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.3. [5411

EDMUND.—The handsomest and most efficient
machine made. Call and inspect latest Barr-

Stroud models.—Robbins, Edmund Service Depot, 295,
Harrow Rd., W.9. 'Phone: Hampstead 4601. [5192

Enfield.

ENFIELD 2-stroke, 1921, tax paid; £38.—Clark 7
Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [6029

RAND New Enfield Combination ;

Balliol Rd., North Kensington.
£114.-24.

[5193

EW 1922 Enfield Combinations in stock.—Bounds
Garage, 223, High Rd., Kilburn. 15014

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adv
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired

ertisement, and the date of the Issue

marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

1Q21 Enfield, 2-speed, kick start, Magdyno; £47
*7 75, Richmond Rd., Bamsbury.

WAUCHOPES 9, Shoe Lane,
En6eld Combination; £67/10.

[5288

London—6h.p.
[5894

SHEFFIELD Agent for Royal Enflelda; all models
in stock.—J. A. Stacey. 12, Ecclesoll Rd. [0573

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2V4h.p.
Royal Enfield, 1921, 2 speeds; £42/10. [6883

NEW 1921 Enfield Lightweight and accessories; £50.
—Bounds Garage, 223, High Rd., Kilburn. [5017

ENFIELD 2";ih.p., running order, lamps, etc.; £28.
—35, Vernon Gardens, Seven Kings, Essex. [5114

3h.p. Enfield, fast,' all on; £38 or offer, consider ex-
change.—Roberson, 88, Eleanor Rd., Hackney.

[5577
Br<

Official district agents.
ENFIELD Sports 2-stroke; £55.—Longman Bros.,

17, Bond St., Ealing. Official district agents.
[6007

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 2-speed, all chain, Bosch,
Amac; £29.-27, Constantino Rd„ Hampstead.

[4805
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—8h. p. 1917.

18 Royal Enfield Combination, 2 speeds; £85.
[5884

-1Q19-20 Enfield Combination 8h.p., tax paid; £70.
J-W —Tromans, Bellows Makers, Black Heath, Birming-
ham. [5082

"C^NFIELD Combination, as new, Easting; £100;
guaranteed.—Stanley, 30, Canterbury-rd

N.W.6.

ROYAL Enfield, 2 !/lh.p., 1921,
new, lamps, tools, etc.; £38/10.-

Tooting

Kilburn,
[5912

2-speed clutch, as
19, Valnay St.,

[5430

ENFIELD Lightweight, 2-speed, K.S., all on, tax

paid, [.erfect order; £42.-97, Rosebery Rd., Mus-
well Hill. [S324

1 Q22 2 1
/4h.p. Enfield, not done 200, hornetax paid

JL«7 unscratched;
Streatham.

£4-7/10.—VVates, 39, Thrale Rd.
[5927

ENFIELD 1914 2%h.p.
dition ; £25.—Houchin

ham, S.E.15.

twin, 2-speed, good con-
189A, High St., Peck-

[5973

£20.—Erf.eld 2%h.p., twin lr.all on, new Amac, tax

paid year, good running order.—Scott, Nurseries,

Warminster.

"DOYAL ENFIELD 19191

2i4h^p.,_ 2-speed,

[5314

chain

drive, all lamps, tax paid; £38.—Maudes', Walsall

Garage, Walsall. [5279

DAN GUY, Weymouth.-Enfield 1921 8b..p., Mag
dvno, double-seated sidecar, hood and screen,

guaranteed perfect; £125. [0818

all-

Short, 25, Gar-
[5457

Official Agents,

ENFIELD, 2%h.p. twin, 2-speed, free engine,

chain; £25; by appointment.-
field Rd., Battersea, S.W.

ENFIELD.—All models from stock,

deferred payments.—Bambers, 2, Eastbank St..

Southnnrt 'Phone : 607. re.290

ENFIELD Combination, tax paid, hood, screen,

horn, Lucas lighting, speedometer, etc.—Mathews,
76, Holland Rd., Harlesden. [5390

ENFIELD 1921 2'4h.p., 2-stroke, mileage under 200,

perfect condition, all accessories; £45.—Thompson,
Cyprus Villas, Garforth, Leeds. [4807

CROYDON and District.—Sole official appointed
agent for Royal Enfields.—A. F. Pulling, 175a,

London Rd.. Croydon. 'Phone, 1619. [6951

|22 Enfield Combination, brand new, fully

equipped, tax; £135, or exchange late Morgan.—
Purnell, 73, Regent St., Gloucester. [4909

ji NFIELD-J.A.P. 6h.p. Combination, new tyres,

hood, screen, lamps, speedometer, tax paid;

£65.-195, Longley Rd., Tooting Junction. [4042

1 Q19 8h.p. Enfield Combination, excellent condition,
JLtl 700x80 Dunlop Magnums; £80, must sell.—

Howich, Keeper's Corner, Burstow, Surrey. [5593

19 2

Pure

ENFIELD 2%h.j>., 2-speed, 1921, fully equipped,

tax paid, indistinguishable from new ; £42.—
Hillier,-216, Bortobello Rd., North Kensington. [4959

IN Stock.—1922 8h.p. Enfield Combination, £140;
also 2 14h.p. model, £55; cash or deferred.—D. and

8. Autocar Co., 33, The Parade, Golders Green. [5738

TO 20 Enfield Combination, dynamo lighting,

J*/ lavishly equ'pped, as new; £98; quick sa-le and

bargain.—143, Ravensbury Rd., Earlsfteld, S.W.18
[5780

-iQ14 6h.p. Enfield, J.A.P., combination, 2-speed,

II; engine, gears, completely overhauled, tax paid;

£55- offers.—12, Imperial Parade, Henley-on-Thames.
[5562

MOTOR
CYCLES
ON EASY TERMS

All the following machines are available

from stock and may be obtained on
Harrods Convenient System of Easy
Payments. Details and latest lists free

NEW SOLO MACHINES
2f h.p. ALLDAYS-ALLON £80

4J h.p. B.S.A., Belt Drive £107
44 h.p. B.S.A., Chain Drive £110
2| h.p. ENFIELD. Two-speed model £55
2£h.p. FRANCIS-BARNETT^-sp'd etc. £73
2 1 h.p. LEVIS, Popular model ... £48

2J h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, Chain, etc. £73
2| h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, Belt, etc. £69
If h.p. McKENZIE, Lightweight £27 6s

1\ h.p. O.K. JUNIOR ... £39 18s.

2J> h.p. O.K., 2 sp., clutch, etc. £69 18s.

2| h.p. SUN VITESSE, single speed £44 2s.

1\ h.p. SPARK, single speed ... £39 18s.

2* h.p. SPARKBR00K, single sp'd £54 12s.

2i h.p. TRIUMPH, Two-speed ... £65
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Belt Drive ... £105
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Chain Drive ... £115

NEW COMBINATIONS
4J h.p. B.S.A., Belt Drive, No. 3 s/o " £139
i\ h.p. B.S.A., Chain Drive, No. 3 s/c £142
8 h.p. ENFIELD £140
8 h.p. MATCHLESS £170
6 h.p. HAZLEWOOD £118
8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL £145
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Chain Drive ... £155
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Belt Drive ... £145

H h.p. INVICTA and Sidecar ... £110

SHOP-SOILED MODELS
AT SPECIAL PRICES

£100

% Q22 Enfield Magdyno Combination, used one

J-iJ month, every possible accessory, taxed; cost

£172- accept £132.-24, Balliol Rd., North. Kensing-

ton. f5196

ENFIELD 1921 8h.p. Vickers Combination, Mag-
dyno lighting set, condition and_ appearance per-

lect; £130—Mncklow, 84,

wick.

Grove Park Ter., Chis-
[3601

i-h h.p. HUMBER, Flat
Twin, 3sp., clutch &k.s.

2| h.p.WOOLER, Flat Twin,
Brook lands Sports
model, fully equipped...

4i h.p. HUMBER COMBIN-
ATION. Flat Twin En-
gine, 3-speed, etc.

SECOND-HAND
If h.p. YOUNG Cycle,

with Motor Attach-
ment, single speed
and clutch

2j h.p. LEVIS, Popular
Model

5/6 h.p. HAZLEWOOD,
Combination, Speedo-
meter. Thoroughly
overhauled ...

£69

£130

£1710
£42

£75

All machines sent Carriage f>aid to

nearest Railway Station from London

HARRODS MOTOR SALES DEPT
116-118 Brompton Road London SW1

{Opposite the Main Building)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

1Q20 Enfield, 2*,4h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn, tax pa
Xt7 1922; £35.-23, London Rd., Salisbury, [55J

ENFIELD, 1922, brand new Sh.p. Combinatioi
in stock ; £140. Easy payments arranged. E:

changes.—Wilkins Simpson, opposite Olympia, Loi
don. [583

1Q22 Enfield Combination for immediate deliver
-*-«/ standard, £140; 2-seater, £145; easy paymen
4% extra.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmin,
ham. [30i

1 Q21 8h.p. Enfield Combination, dynamo lightinj
J-Jy condition and appearance perfect, all accessorie
many spares unused; £128.-140, Elgin Rd., Seve
Kings. [591

ENFIELD 1921 6h.p. dynamo lighting, 2-spee<

all-chain drive, Enfield sidecar, iuily equippc
tax paid; £125.— Maudes', 100, Great Portland St
London. [527

£85.—6h.p. Enfield Combination, 1918, hood, screei

pillion, 700x80 tyTes, legshields, snip, goo
throughout; Saturday or Sunday.—10, Finsbury Mai
ket, E.C.2. [524

1Q16 3h.p. Enfield Twin, recently overhauled b

X«7 makers at cost of £18, lamps, horn, speedomete;
tools, condition perfect; £45.—Heath, 49, Fleetwoo
Rd., Leicester. [553

ENFIELD, 1922, brand new, 214b. p., 2-speed, kicli

starter, in stock; £57. Easy payment
arranged. Exchanges.—Wilkins Simpson,
Olympia, London.

opposit

[583

Wallingford Avenm
[550

E>

E*

"I Q21 Royal Enfield, 8h.p. Vickers engine, booc
J-*/ screen, Lucas dynamo lighting, unscratched
£130.—Hillier, (side bell) 9,

North Kensington.

6 h.p. Enfield Combination, in perfect conditioi

fully equipped, tax paid, enamel and plating a

new, any trial given; £65.—Bythesea Villa, Newtowr
Trowbridge, Wilts. [543

ROYAL ENFIELD 1922 2l4h.p„ 2-stroke, chai

drive, 2-speed. all lamps, horn, -tax paid, pel

fectly new; £56—Hellyer, Three Swans Garage, Wii:

Chester St., Salisbury. [472

ENFIELD, a really high-class 8h.p. combinatioi
£140; 2 1/ih.p., 2-speed, £55. Write for catalogu

and particulars of easy payments.—P. J. Evans, Joh
Bright St., Birmingham. [598

NFIELD, 1922, brand new 8h.p. Combination
Magdyno lighting; £158; in stock. Easy pay

ments arranged. Exchanges.—Wilkins Simpson, op

posite Olympia, London. [583:

ENFIELD 1921 8h.p. Combination, Easting, electri

lamps, absolutely as new; £130, or exchange.-
Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6
Phone: Hammersmith 80. [238'

1Q15 3h.p. Enfield, overhauled, re-enamelled an,

-Li' plated at Enfield works July, 1920, cost £40

since only done 1,500 miles, perfect, equipped; £65.-

Latham, Haydock, St. Helens. [486:

NFIELD, 1922^ brand new, 2-stroke, 2l4h.p., nev

Sports model, just arrived, secure now; £55
Easy payments arranged. Exchanges.—Wilkins Simp
;an, opposite Olympia, London. [583(

ENFIELD, 1921, 2Vih.p„ 2-stroke, 2-speed, perfec

condition, new tyres, electric lighting (battery)

tax paid; £42; inspectable by appointment.—W. Fry

418, Strand, W.C. Regent 3815. [5451

ENFIELD-J.A.P Combination 8h.p., Magdyno, hood

screen, speedometer, many spares, tax paid to De

cember mileage 4,000.—Rolls, 4, Little Cadogan Place

Pont St., S.W.I. Victoria 4422-3. [477(

ENFIELD 1917-18 6h.p. Combination, engine No

57942, Lucas dynamo lighting, horn, new covei

and tube back wheel, tax paid June; £95.—Perm, 82
:

Meadvale Rd., Ealing. 'Phone: 11767 Central. [503E

1 Q22 Royal Enfield Combination, Lucas dynamt

A«J lighting set, horn, etc., brand new, £158; 1921

2Vjh p Enfield, 2-speed, lamps, speedometer, etc.,

£45.—Daw, Enfield Agent, 114, Brixton Hill. [539«

ENFIELD Combination, overhauled, Easting, lamps,

Binks Tan-Sad, tools, overalls, spares include

extra driving chain, tyres, valves, pistons, connecting

rods; £60; write or call.-J. L. Furneaux, Whitbreatl

and Co., Scrubbs Lane, Willesden. [502J

1 /\ /\ GNS —1921 Royal Enfield Combination, 8h.pj

1UU Vickers engine, new Dunlop Magnum tyres,:

Stewart speedometer, P. and H. lamps, legshields,;

windscreen
5

tax paid.-Smith's 86, Chalk Farm Rd£
(opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station). [56991

8'h v Enfield Combination, September, 1920, in per-'

feet condition, with Easting windscreen, speedo-

meter, Tan-Sad, electric lighting equipment, spare tyre,,

chain etc, done 5,000 miles; sole reason for sale,

owner buying car; £110.-Vicar, Chirbury, Shropshire.

Syarp Parts.

INFIELD Spares.—Immediate
Bond St.. Ealing.

Spares and Repairs a speciality.-

Pulling's Garage, London Rd., Croydon.

1619.

E*
CI NFIELD

delivery.—Kays, 8,

[7543

[6952

B36 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

>0\VERPLUS Indian Combination, very posh and
fast, discs, long exhausts, Binks; exchange

wer power or solo and cash.—Ewers, Newton Rd.,
uton-on-Trent. [5690

NDIAN Spring-frame Coachbuilt Combination,
7-9h.p., 1914, perfect condition, expert examina-
m welcomed; £55; see Exchange.—" Wenduyne,"
Lwyn Rd., Maidenhead. [5112

NDIAN 1916-17 Powerplus Combination, 3-speed,
electric lights and horn, T.T. and touring bars;

,'arest offer to £60; any trial.—A. 1). F., 46, ArroJ
|d., Beckenhain, Kent. [3073

>'-9h.p. T.T. Powerplus Indian, 3-speed, etc., with
lamps, horn and all tools, recently overhauled

id very fast, does 60; 60 gns; after 6.-3, Wel-
igton Square, Chelsea. [5134

'NDIAN 4h.p. Scout, Model G.E.21, equipped with
dynamo lighting, speedometer, and electric horn,

;w machine, fully guaranteed; £110.—P. J. Evans,
jhn Bright St., Birmingham. [5988

3ARGAIN.—Indian Combination 5-6h.p. 1917, 3-
J speed, K.S., perfect, sporting cane sidecar, all on;
50 (no dealers); seen except Saturday and Sunday.—
aughan, 46, Victory Rd., Wimbledon. [4731

920 Powerplus 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, T.T.
bars, nickel-plated exhaust pipe, silver discs,

ectric light, Millford sidecar and accessories; £98.—
Kn>yd, b, Clements Gardens, Cambridge. [4718

y-9h.p. Indian Combination, 1916, done under
' 4,000 miles, English controls, 2 pairs Indian
andle-bars, spare chain, speedometer, etc.; £75.—
hompson, 10, Durham Rd., Sidcup, Kent. [5098

£45.—7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 2 speeds, clutch,
kick starter, nearly new Millford touring side-

ar, luggage grid, lamps, overhauled, splendid condi-
\ou; exchange solo.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [5507

[NDIAN 7-9h.p., clutch model, new engine, kick
L start, lamps, all accessories, just overhauled,
plendid condition, tax paid, too fast for owner;
:45.—21, Sutton Hall Rd., Carr Vale, Chesterfield.

[4853
I
Q20'-> 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian Combination, dy-

;*-•/ namo lighting, legshields, exceptional engine
,
nd appearance, absolutely reliable, any trial ; ccst
,230; 98 guineas.—Gwinn, Walton Lodge, Clevedon.

[5001
TNDIAN 7-9h.p. o.h.v. S.H. petrol tanks (less in-

(

L jector
)

, 12 / - ; 28x3 front wheels (less fittings }

,

'5/6; huge stock of new and S.H. spares from stock ;

.tamp.—Indian, 45, Handcroft Rd., W. Croydon,
Surrey. [5289

I Q20 latest Indian coachbuilt combination, dynamo
'Lv lighting, Powerplus engine, 3-speed, clutch,
:ick, spring frame, hood, screen, lamps, speedometer;
ost 235 gns., sell cheap 89 gns.—Alfred, 77, Arthur
id., Wimbledon Park. [5877A

^NIP.—1915 7h.p. Indian, 3 speeds, kick starter,
J spring frame, lamp sets, horn, tax paid December,
922, engine completely rebushed and overhauled last
ear, little used since, nice order; £40.—Walbro Motor

Oycle Co, SaJiron Walden. 'Phone: 45. [5733

7-9h.p. Indian, spring frame combination, 1916, 3-
speed, clutch, kick start, Hedstrom carburetter.

Orto windscreen, hood, speedometer. Klaxon, Lucas
amps, tools, licensed, fast, reliable, excellent condi-
ion throughout; £75, offer or exchange.—31, Marl-
borough Rd., Richmond. [5555

INDIAN 1921 7-9h.p. Combination, electric and gas
lighting, electric horn, speeds, luggage carrier,

)e Luxe sidecar, Easting and sidecar cover, paint
ind tyres as new, only done 4,617 miles; £130, or
iear offer.— Sparke's, 7-13, Upper Gloucester Place,
S'.W.l. 'Phone: Padd. 2900. [4771

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, 1921, spring frame,
hand and foot clutch, kick starter, dynamo light-

ing, hood, windscreen and side curtains, speedometer,
aileage under 4,500, perfect condition, any trial,
as paid to Dec. 1922; best offer over £100.—Pollard,,
Broomfield Rd. Garages, Chelmsford. [5064

INDIAN- Combination, 7-9h.p. Powerplus, practic-
ally new, delivered less than 2 months ago, done

300 miles, not yet run in, fine large Millford sidecar,
fitted electric light, special Easting screen, fully
equipped, new spare tube, tools, fully insured and
tax paid for year; £140.—A. C, 47, Hereford Rd.,
Westbourne Grove, London, W.2. [3315

SENSATIONAL Bargain.—Indian, 7-9h.p., spring
frame, dynamo lighting, with Henderson Elite

sidecar, electric horn, speedometer. Sterling legshields,
aluminium number plates. This superb outfit was
purchased in February, and is absolutely new, having
run only 229 miles. Full year's tax paid; £135.—
Delancey Street Garage, Camden Town, N.W.I. [5220

LANGFORD'S, Indian Specialists, can supply all
1922 models. In stock.—4h.p. Scout, £112;

Millford Junior sidecar, £134; Swan sports, £137/10;
I)e Luxe, £147; 7h.p. combination, £175, with dy-
namo and speedometer; Chief, £199, with ditto; ex-
change your present machine for one of- -these magnifi-
cent models; we can allow you highest prices; write,
call, or 'phone for full particulars.—Langford's, 37,
Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2. Hampstead 8616.

[5404

Douglas
xutiUe. -yovu

f doom .

and Balance in 12 monthly

payments of £4 lis.

The following Douglas Models

may also be obtained on our

extended payment system :

—

2-| h.p. Two-speed, Deposit £17
and 12 monthly payments of £4 11s.

2^ h.p. Three-speed, Deposit £21

and 12 monthly payments of £5 10s.

3£ h.p. Solo Sports Model, Deposit £30
and ia monthly payments of £7 10s.

3^ h.p. Sports Model fitted with Sports Sidecar,

Deposit £35
and 12 monthly payments of £9 2s. 6d.

4 h.p. Solo, Deposit £28
and 12 monthly payments of £7 5s.

4 h.p. Combination, Deposit £35

and 12 mommy payments of £9.

6 h.p. Combination, Deposit £42

and 12 monthly payments or £11.

LCJ T"\ LIGHT
•5oU. CAR.

This sturdily-built car is real value for

money. Complete ready for the road,

£165
or £42 10s. down and balance in 12

monthly payments of £11 2s. 6d.

I
MORGANS IN STOCK

FROM £lSO

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
OF ALL DOUGLAS MODELS.

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
FOR LONDON AND SURREY.

TRADE
SUPPLIED.

A. H. LAKEMAN LTD.
26, LONG ACRE, W.C.2.

'Phone No. : Gerrard 1383.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

Spare Parte:

INDIAN Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [7544

/T.ODl''R]£YS ,

1 Ltd.. 208, Great Portland St., Londonv^ Y\ .1. —Complete stock of ell Indian *pare part*
always in stock. Write lor free spare part list, stating
jear of manufacture.

l075;j

TNDIAN.—The Dennis Accessories Stores, 89, Brix-
J- ton Rd., London ('Phone: Brixton 3129), supply
all parts from stock, new and second-hand. They
also specialise in Indian repairs. [6788
TNDIAN Spares.—New and second-hand for all
-*

_
models; all second-hand spares sent on approval;

write, call, or 'phone; we can save you money.—
Langtord's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, n!w.2. Hamp-
stead 8616. [5405

Ivy.

TVTAUDES' Motor Mart for 1922 Ivys. All depots.
-"-*- [5268

£18.—25;h.p. Ivy 2-stroke, Villiers, splendid running
order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [5357

TO 19 2y2h.p. Ivy, fitted brand new 2-speed, licensed,
-i- t' lately overhauled. — Brewster, Southbourne,
Hants. [4973

James.
DAN GUY, Weymouth.—1922 7h.p. James De Luxe

Combination. £160; 2-stroke, kick start, £60: in
stock. [0819
^Jlh.p. James Combination, 3 speeds, kick starter,
^*» lamps, horn, etc.; bargain, £55.-74, Brighton
Rd., Surbiton. [6066

F.O.C.H. have a James 4!4h.p. Combination, Lucas
dynamo set; also 1920 4(4h.p. solo.—5, Heath St.,

Hampscead (near Tube). [5069

1 Q20, late, 5-6h.p. James Combination de Luxe,Av pew condition; any trial; £110.—Fairhurst,
Behind 68, Standishgate, Wigan. [5318

W. WHITBY and Son.-Immediate deliverv of
new James models; no waiting; list free on

request— 7. The Vale. Acton. W.3. [3312

JAMES 1920, 2-stroke, 2 speeds, fully equipped,
tax paid; £35. Exchanges.—Homac's, 243,

Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. Dalston 2408. [5849

"I Q 20-21 James 5-6h.p. de Luxe Combination,
-Ti/ lavishly equipped; £87/10, bargain.—Goad,
122 Maida Vale. 'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [5863

"I Q 21 5-6h.p. James Combination, speedometer,
J-tf lamps, Klaxon, tools and accessories, perfect
condition; £98.—Pashlev, Asfordby St., Leicester.

[4801
JAMES 1920 4%h.p. De Luxe Combination, electrii

light, Binks, speedometer. Easting, tax, insuranct
paid, splendid condition; trial; £95, near offer.—Clark
4, Homecroft Rd., Sydenham. [5041

JAMES 3>yi.p. T.T. Twin, new July, 1921, 3-speed,
chain .drive, hand and foot clutch, kick starter,

Lucas lamps, horn, perfect condition; bought car;
sacrifice, £79.—Adie, 53, Hagley Rd., Birmingham.

[5329
JAMES Combination, 1920, 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, C.

and K.S., all-chain drive, luxurious bulbous
sidecar, equipped, lamps, horn, speedometer, luggage
carrier, in absolutely new condition, guaranteed,
tax paid; £110. Exchanges. Homac's, 243, Lower
Clapton Rd., N.E. Dalston 2408. [5850

Spare Parts:

Immediate delivery.—Kavs, 8, Bond
[4830

JAMES Spares.
St., Ealing.

WHITBY'S lor James spares and service; agents
for last 16 years.—7. The Vale, Acton.

Phone: Chiswick 1513 [3311

J.E.S.

Lightweights.—These machines run
smell oi petrol.—Gibb. Gloucester

J.E.S., in running order, year's licence paid; £16.

—

Baker, 44, Clifton Rd., Luton. [5146

J.E.S

£14.—lh.p. J.E.S. , in special built curved top tube
frame, good condition.—61, Wandle Rd., Crovdon:

[5194
Kelecom.

3 in.. p. Kelecom, excellent condition, Bosch magneto,'
2 new B. and B., lamps, etc., real sporting

mount; £25.—59, Nelson Sq., Blackfriars.

Kenilworth.
TTTAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane,

[5661

London.—ll^h.p.W Kenilworth' motor evele, suitable for ladv;
£37/10. [5885

Kerry.

KERRY 6h.p. Twin, Bosch, 3 speeds; £18.—Capt.
Collins, Sunbury Common. [5573

5-6h.p. Kerry Abingdon, fully equipped, tax paid

;

£15/10.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [5649

Kingsbury.
KINGSBURY, new, 2-speed, licensed December;

nearest £38/10.—H„ 34, Belgrave Gate, Leicester.
[5043

All letters relating to advertisements should quote tbe number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOIt SALE.
Kingsbury.

1 Q21 2^b.p. KiDgsbury, 2-speed, all chain, new and
-I-*/ unused; 39 gns.—Below.

ANOTHER 1921 Model, hardly done 100 miles; 35
gns. ; deferred payments or exchanges.—Edwards,

50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [6012

Lea-Francis.

LEA-FRANCIS 1916 Combination, 3y2h.p. J.A.P.,
3-speed, K.S., perfect order; £65, sale or part

exchange higher power.—Redgrove, Gargoyle Wharf,
Yoark Rd., S.W.18. Battersea 1482. [5596

LEA-FRANCIS, 1920, 3»£h.p. twin J.A.P., Mont-
gomery, electric and acetylene, Bonniksen W.S.R.,

Easting, Tan-Sad, spares, just overhauled, tine con-

dition, tax paid December; £75,-11, Tapsfield Rd.,
Crouch End. [5026

LEA-FRANCIS 1921 3?4h.p. Combination, with
special Middleton sprung chassis, lamps, horn,

and other accessories ; in splendid condition ; very

little used; price £80.—Apply London Motors, 61,
Holborn Viaduct. E.C.I. [6045

Levis.

"DREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Levis.

POPULAR 2l4h.p. single gear Levis, £48; Model
S, 2Wh.p., 2-speed, clutch, £58; Model G., 247

c.c, 2-speed clutch £56; kick starter, £2 extra;

easy payments, 4 per cent, extra; carriage paid to

any address; all models in stock for immediate deli-

very.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.
[3021

TRY Julians of Reading.—All Levis models in stock
[5704

LEVIS 1917, new Dunlops, splendid condition; £27,
or near.—Gunn, King's Ride, Camberley. [5104

1Q GNS.-2iih.p. Levis, good tyres, tax, enamel
J-" poor.—Ewers, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent.

[5683

"IQ20 2 1,4h.p. Levis, equipped, engine overhauled by
JL«7 makers; £32, offers.—Briggs, Annandale,

Ilkley. t"762

WE are the Agents for London, S.W. Choose from

our stock.—Knight's, 126, Upper Tooting Rd.,

S.W.17. [°778

LEVIS —All modelB, toy one who knows them. Call

write, or 'phone 852.—Gibb, 100, Northgate,

Gloncester [8123

LEVIS 1919 (June), well equipped, excellent con-

dition throughout ",
£30.—10, King's Rd., Kings-

ton-on-Thames. [5545

LEVIS, 2'Ah.p., 2-speed, footboards, Bosch, splen-

did order, appearance. — Particulars, King,

Lismore, Ireland. [4912

LEVIS 2i,lh.p., 1921, Sturmey 2-speed, clutch,

speedometer, all accessories; £40, or near.—

Hardy, Beaverwood Rd., Chislehurst. [4970

FOR 1922 Levis, the most reliable and neatest 2

stroke upon the road send or call at Jones

Garage. The Broadway. Muswel! Hill. N.10. [0788

LEVIS. All 1922 models. Send yonr orders along;

catalogues with pleasure.—Sam E. Clapham
(Motors). 27. Stockwell St.. Greenwich. S.E.10 [7943

1 Q21 Model S Levis, 2-speed, dutch, lamps, horn,
J-t/ licence paid, condition guaranteed as new; £45;
cash only.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-

ham. [6033

LEVIS (May, 1921) 2%h.p., 2-speed, clutch, first-

class condition throughout, fully equipped; £45.
—Graham, East Lodge, Wargrave Manor, Wargrave,

Berks. [5244

Oil c.c. Levis, October, 1919, single speed, silencer

/C-L-L and direct exhaust, specially lightened en-

gine, has exceeded 50 m.p.h., winner of many medals;

£30.—Symonds, Buckhurst, Cornwall Rd., Sutton,

Surrey. [5427

Snnrr Parts:

LEVIS —All spares or complete 1922 model cycles

from stock, carriage paid.—Jones Garage, Broad
way. Muswetl Hill, N 10. [0807

GODFREYS', Ltd., 208, Great Portland 6t., London
W.I.—Complete stock of all Levis spare part*

always in stock. Write ior free spare part list, stating

year of manufacture. [0753
Lloyd.

LLOYD'S 4 !;4h.p., clutch model, re-enamelled and
plated, splendid condition; £23.—George, 31,

Somerford Grove, 'Spurs Ground, Tottenham. [5029

L.M.C.

1 Q20 L.M.C. 6h.p. Twin Combination, tools, acety-
X*J lene lighting, any test, tax paid; £75 cash.

—

Penfold, 4, Claremont Rd., Seaford, Sussex. [4867

Martin.
"I Q21 Tourist Trophy 2%h.p. Martin-Jap, 3-speed,
J-*J chain drive, complete for road, lamps, tools,

horn, etc., winner two firsts Brooklands, several

seconds and thirds, third Junior Tourist Trophy race,

Brooklands; tuned by Cyril Pullin; ran in Tourist
Trophy race, May 6th; cost over £200; price £65,
Including spares.—Capt. Miller, Brooklands Track,
Weybridge. [4740

TURNERS
SPECIAL PURCHASE OF

C0W£Y SPEEDOMETERS
(Not Trip)

£3 3s. Od. each.
Send make of machine and size of tyre

We are stockists for the following
Manufacturers' goods i

AMAC
BINKS
BROWN & BARLOW
SENSPRAY

B0WDEN WIRE Ltd.
j
{5™^

&

1 Fork

J
Parts

Hub Parts

Carburet-

ters and

Parts

BRAMPTON
DRUID
BRITISH HUB CO.

B.S.A.
DOUGLAS
J.A.P.
LEVIS
TRIUMPH
VILLIERS

BEST & LLOYD

Engines

and

Machine

Parts

Lubricators

and Parts

LUCAS )

j

MILLERS ^amp*

POWELL & HANMERS] &™rts

RENOLDS - Chains & Parts

STURMEY ARCHER Gear Parts

TAN-SAD - Seats & Parts

NOTE.—
London Agents for
LEVIS SPARES

SIDECAR LUGS and FITTINGS
in endless variety

CAMEO 1 Windscreens and
EASTING j Fitting

We also have large stcck of Accessories

and one of the most varied assortments

in London. We shall be pleased to

quote you for uour requirements.

180181 l82.RaJlwayApproach

Eit.

1901.
SHEPHERD'S BUSH,

W.12.
'Phono

:

Western
6177

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Martin.

MARTIN-J.A.P. 2^h.p„ o.h.v., drip, Bosch, Drui
!

3-speed Sturmey hub, equipped, licensed, fa
j

£35; exchanges.—Bradshaw, Litton Mill, Buxton.
[5i

Martinsyde
TyjARTINSYDE.—Immediate delivery ol 1<

;

-"^- models. Cash, exchange, or deferred payment
Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing. [4i

MARTINSYDE Combination, 6h.p., new last Ji
hardly used, all on; £120, or nearest.—Surgt

j

27, Sydney St., South Kensington. [5!

F.O.C.H. have a 1921 Martinsyde Combinati
completely equipped, excellent condition; barga

—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube). [5(

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., are the London 1!
i

tinsyde Service Agents ; trial runs arrang
spares stocked.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [61

FOR a 1922 Martinsyde 3y2b.p. Sports or 61

Combination get in touch with the North Lon
agents, Jones Garage, The Broadway, Muswell I
N.10. [0

MARTINSYDE 1921 Combination, luxurioi
equipped, with speedometer also, mileage l,5il

£97/10.— liiilier, 216, Portobello Rd., Noith
sington.

IN Stock. -1922 &h.p. Martinsyde Combitt
£160; also 3V2h.p. sports model, £110;

deferred.—D. and S Autocar Co., 33, The Pw
Golders Green.

MARTlNaYDE 1922 Sports Model for immed
delivery; £110. Best price allowed on excha

deals.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith 1 :

W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.

MARTINSYDE 1921 6h.p. Combination, mile
800, accessories, electric lighting, windscro

j

tax paid; nearest £140; delivered 100 miles, roa
Wilson, 115, West View Rd., Barrow-in-Furness.

Massey=Arran.
KICKHAM, Stokes Croft Bristol. Sole DistJ

Agent for Massey-Arrans; unequalled service, 1
pairs, etc F3

|

Matchless.

TRY Julians of Reading.^-Matchless Model J, Ti

ing, in stock. [5
|

MAUDES' Motor Mart, London, Exeter, Wal:
and Norwich. Largest Matchless agents.

MATCHLESS 8h.p. double sidecar, all on, ma>
ficent condition.—553, Lordship Lane, Dulw

[5

1 Q22 Matchless Combination, dynamo lighting
Li/ shop-soiled only; listed £188, accept £16
Below.

1 Q20 Matchless Combination, dynamo lighting
-Lf/ hood, screen, speedometer, spare wheel, e

accept £120.—Daw, Matchless Agent, 114, Brix

Hill. [5

MATCHLESS, 1922, Magdyno, 2-seater, all ac

sories, tax paid; offers.—207, Rye Lane, JP<

ham. [5

MATCHLESS Combination 6h.p., J.A.P., per

condition; sacrifice £60.—Furminger, Hackem
East Grinstead. [4

MATCHLESS.—All models from stock; highest
change allowances.—Agents, R. B. Clark and

7, Exhibiton Rd., S.W.7.- [4

MATCHLESS.—All models from stock. Offi

Agents, deferred payments.—Bambers. 2, E
hank St.. Southport. 'Phone: 607 [6

MATCHLESS Combination, H Model, Magdyno,
new, Easting, speedometer, all on; £125.—

E

ton, 96, Westbourne Terrace, W.2. [4

SHEFFIELD Agent toi Matchless. All models
stock. Sporting models £130. standard mo

£170—A. J Stacey. 12, Ecclesall Rd.. Sheffield fO

£150 is the price of a new Matchless Combinat:
see our showrooms, all models in stock; cash

payments.—Knight's, 126, Upper Tooting Rd., S.W
ro

MATCHLESS-J.A.P., late 1914, 4h.p., twin-

sidecar, 3-speed and clutch, kick start, BO'i

Binks; £50.—Weller, 25, St. Thomas St., Wincheit
[4

MATCHLESS, 1922, brand new Model H2,

'

stock ; £170. Easy payments arranged,
changes.—Wilkins Simpson, opposite Olympia, 1

don. [5:

TASSELL, la, Bloomfleld Rd.. Plumstead,
Matchless Combinations; deferred paym©>

spares of all dates; trade supplied where agents
appointed. [2

MATCHLESS Combinations, all models for in
diate delivery, exchanges or deferred -

ments if required.—Edwards, 50, Harrington
South Kensington. [6

iA2i Matchless-Mag, Magdyno lighting-,

-LtJ speedometer, leg shields, all perfect, cannot

distinguished from new; £155.—Tassell^- 1a, Bit

field Rd., Plumstead.
. [4

B40 AM letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

>ORT0N Big Four De Luxe Combination (1921

j model), original tyres, 700x80, Lucas 8-guinea
ei'tric lighting set, the complete outfit as new, mile-

p abotit .2,000, cost about £190; lor quick sale,

j, t5. or near offer; any trial, here or near.—Jones
jjtor Co., King St., Mold, Flintshire. [5537

N.S.U.

6h.p. N.S.U., 2-speed; £25; ride away.—79, Totten-
« hal! Rd., Palmers Green. [5328
" .S.U., re-enamelled, ride away; £16.-38, Orchard
J Ed., Sunbury-on-Thames. 27c 'bus to Reservoir

[5929

114 N.S.U. SVsh.p. Twin, 2-speed, spring frame,
~? splendid condition; £24. — 37, Arlington Rd.,
i; biton. [5228

'.IGHTWEIGHT.—First cheque secures N.S.U.
.; 2%h.p. twin motor cycle, complete, Bosch, wants
•listing; cheap, £10.—Hall, Preston Rd., Chorley.

[6036
N.U.T.

J120 (October) Standard 3y2h.p. N.U.T., splendid
i J condition inside and out, Brooks cantilever,

hps, scarcely used; £85, or offers.—Boulton, Saffron

] Iden. [5418

I 7U.T. 1920 (June) 3i4h.p., Magdyno, Ace discs,

I
Lucas electric horn, Cowey trip, spares, mileage 988,

new; £85; tax paid, insured.—C. A., 59, Griffiths

, Wimbledon, S.W.19. [5621

O.K.
"\1G O.K. 2\oh.-p., 2rspeed countershaft, perfect
<* order; £19/10.—1, Priory Rd., Kew. [5978

j
12.—O.K. 4-stroke, Albion 2-speed, in good run-

' ning order.—8a, Culverden Down, Tunbridge
lis. [5552

920 O.K., complete with lamps, horn,, etc.,

licence, perfect condition; £28.—Holden, 384,
lalley New Rd., Blackburn [5012

\ [| 21 2%h.p. O.K. Junior, 2-speed, clutch, kick
\\9 start, lamps, horn, splendid condition; £40 —
Uley, Warlord St., Newtown, Manchester. [5431

jC|22
2i/

L
>h. p. O.K.-Villiers, single speed, shop-soiled,

\<J £32
-

; ditto, 2V-h.p., 2-speeds, kick starter, shop-
'• ed, £50.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Waiden.
jione: 45. [5728

Omega
920 Omega-Jap 2 3,ih.p., 2-speed, kick start, hand

clutch; any trial; £37.-1, York Rd., Birkdale.
[5450

![121 2%h.p. Omega, 2-speed, clutch, kick start,

ts lamps, Klaxon, just as new; £45.-120, Fair-

dge Rd., Highgate, N.19. [5426

vMEGA 1922 Models; prices from £39/10. Write
' for catalogue, London Motors, 61, Holborn Via-

:t, E.C.I. Your old machine taken in part pay-

nt, for cash, or on deferred terms.

|MEGA 1922 Models for earliest deliveries. Write
' London Motors, 61, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.I.

e distributing agents for :—Norfolk, Northampton-
re, Huntingdonshire, Cambridgeshire, Hampshire,
tlandshire, Bedfordshire, Berkshire, Buckingham-
re, Oxfordshire, Suffolk, Essex, Hertfordshire, Sus-
', Surrey, Kent (with the exception of 20 miles

litis of London). [3772

92OV2 2%h.p. Omega-Jap, 2-speed, hand clutch,

kick start, lamps, horn, all accessories, variou?

ires, just been completely overhauled; £45 or

irest reasonable offer.—Lane, Codsall, Staffs. [4917

Peco.

tOMBINATION, 1916, Service Peco 2%h.p., 2-

' speed, clutch, K.S., excellent condition; £45.
so 2-speed Albion gear; £3/15.-117, Sheen Lane,
irtlake. (D, [5617

P. and M.
>.' and M. 1921 3M>h.p. Combination, lamps, horn;

£78.—Below.

>. and M. 1916 3 l/2b..p. Combination, lamps, horn,
etc.; £50.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate

renue, Camomile St., E.C.3. "Phone: Avenue 5548.
[0069

>. and M., incomplete, late model; £16.-37, Seerllev

Rd., Pendleton, Manchester. [4707

920 P. and M. Combination, fullv equipped, tax
paid, perfect; £75.—Green, 656, Old Kent

1. [5307

VAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—3V2h.p. P.
and M. and sidecar, 1919, fully equipped. t*x

.id; £75. [5886

>.-and M. 1918 Combination, good condition, lamps;
£40; evenings.—68, Canford Rd., Clapham, S.W.

itt. 1855. [5528

918 P. and M., with sporting sidecar, complete
lamps, tax, tools; £50; exchanges.-^26, York

d., Woking. [4963

>. and M. Combination, 3M.h.p., W.D., lamps, horn,
- speedometer, good condition.—Write, Wiggin, Pitt
>tub, Cambridge. [6020

The finest

stock of
secondhand
mounts in London

/ /~VUR stock of ' 11 iratttfffl second-
^hind Motor cycles and Combina-
tions is wonderfully compr'1 hensive

.

Prices are btsed absolutely ro**k-
bottom and pvery machine sold h^s
been through the hands of an expert.
You are assur d of value for every
p"nny you spend b "cause it is our
desire to retain your goodwill.
LIGHTWEIGHT BARGAINS.

1920-1 3V h.p. ARIE ., 3-speed, with all

accessories, speedometer, screen, tax
paid, nearly new condition £95

1920-1 2.5 h.p. ENFIELD, 2-stroke, 2-speed,
clutch, footboards £45

1917 2| h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, J.A.P.
engine, 2-speed, footboards, lamps, horn,
speedometer £39

1920 2i h.p. CLYNO, 2-speed, hand clutch,

lamps, horn, nice order ; . . £38
1920 2$ h.p. NEWTON, Union engine,

2-speed, footboards, legshields, acces-
sories £38

30L0 BARGAINS.
19 18 4 h.p.TRIUMPH^-speedjCOuntershaft,

lamps, horn, good order £62 10

1914 4 h.p. REX, 3-speed Sturmey-Archer
gear, clutch, kick-starter, nice order . . . £40

1921 4 h.p. NORTON, 3-speed, Big-4 model,
good condition £90

1919 4 h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-speed, clutch,

kick -starter, lamps, Klaxon, condition
excellent £70

1919.4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed, clutch,

kick-starter, lamps, horn, speedometer,
tax paid £75

1919 4^ h.p. BLACK BURNS, 3-speed
Burman gearbox, lamps, horn,, tax paid,

very fine order £67 10

COMBINATIONS.
1918 8 h.p. ENFIELD, very fine order,

lamps, horn, hood, screen £90
1919 4 h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-speed combina-

tion,! atest clutch, screen, accessories, tax
paid, discs ._ £85

1920 3 1 h.p. SCOTT and coachbuilt sidecar

with bulbous back, lamps, Klaxon, nice

condition £90
1916 10 h.p. HENDERSON, 4-cyl. and Mill-

ford Empress sidecar, lamps, speedo-
meter, Klaxon, in going" order but
requires few adjustments £60

1917-S 6 h.p. CLYNO, 3-speed combina-
tion, overhauled and renovated as new,
accessories £95

1918 8 h.p. ROYAL RUBY, J.A.P. engine,

3-speed, all-chain, with sidecar and
accessories £98

If you do not see what you require
above, please write us stating the
type of machine you wish to pur-
chase. Our stock is constantly
changing and we shall be pleased to
send full list on application.
Every midline is overhauled and
guaranteed in good order.
Extended Payments from one fifth

of the cash price deposit, and the
balance in 12, 15, or 18 monthly
instalments.
Our stock of new 1922 models for
immediate delivery include, Ariel,
B.S.A.,CaIthorpe, Douglas, Enfield,
Humber, Martinsyde, McKenzie,
New Imperial, Norton,O.K., Rudge-
Multi, Royal Ruby, Stanger,
Triumph, Zenith.
Best exchange offer on your present
machine and Extended Payments
if desired.

fc/^«^
HONDO*' / tf^

289-293,HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON ,W.C.
(Few doors west of Chancery Lane.)

MOTOR; CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

P. and M. 1918 Combination, lamps, horn, tai paid;
.£45 ; engine No. 7033.—A. Cooper, 63, Avenuft

Rd., Camberwell, S.E.5. [5950

P.
and M., Millford C.B. sidecar, electric lighting,
fully equipped, good condition; £40, or near,—55,

Drakefield Rd., Balham. [5462

ACk GNS-—1919 P. and M. Combinations, excellent
^t*J condition, fully equipped; alter 5 p.m.—4, Elm
Gardens, Hammersmith. [5956

P.
and M. Combination, 1918, perfect condition,
lamps, horn, speedometer, tax paid; £60, or near

offer.—50, High Rd., Balham. [4704

-| Q18 P. and M. Solo, £30; 1918 combination, reno-
-L *s vated, £55 ; first cheque secures.—Beardwood,
147, Burlington St., Liverpool. [5721

I Q20 P. & M. (not R.A.F. pattern), Lucas light-
1-tf ing and horn, Cowey speedometer, Tan-Sad,
tools, etc.; £55.—Brockbank, 58, Lord St., South-
port. [5870

P.
and M., 1917, and sidecar, SVfeh.p., 2 speeds,
K.S., all-chain drive, lamps. Easting, tax paid;

£45.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E.
Dalston 2408. [5852

P.
and M., late 1917-18, newly plated and stove
enamelled makers' 1922 colours, guaranteed

equal to new throughout, not scrap; £60.-57, Firs
Iill Rd., Pitsmoor, Sheffield. [3523

DECEMBER, 1918, P. and M., all on, electrio
lighting, licensed to December 31st, selling owing

to health, seen by appointment, any trial; £45.

—

148, Croydon Rd., Caterham, Surrey. [4818

A GOOD Investment.—1919 P. and M. kick start
combination, reconstructed and re-enamelled

makers' colours July, 1921, new December, 1921,
Royal Leicester sidecar, outfit equipped, including
hood, side curtains, windscreen, tax paid, exceptionally
smart, for solo and cash, or sell £66.-41, Elmwood
Rd., West Croydon. . [5535

Snarr Parta

.

"O. and M. Spares Specialist. Every part in stock;
-*- cheap.—Inman, Durham Rd., Seaforth, Live^^l.

[4992

P. and M.—All parts in stock for P. and M.'s, send
stamp.—P. and M. Specialist, H. Beardwood, 147,

Burlington St., Liverpool. [0839

P. find S.

1 Q21 Pearson and Sopwith 31411. p., 2-stroke, 2.
J-*/ speeds, clutch, kick starter, accessories, tax paid;
£40.—Daw, 114, Brixton Hill. [5396

P.
and S., 234h.p. J.A.P. 1920, purchased new June,
1921, 2-speed, kick start, mileage 1,500, licensed,

all on, spare tyre; £42.-11, Roslyn At., Kenbury St.,

Camberwell. [5378

Precision.
41h.p, Twin Precision, 3-speed, clutch, kick start.

* lamps, coachbuilt sidecar, windscreen, splendid
condition; £40.-40, Warley Rd., Blackpool. [5433

B~ARGAIN.—1922 brand new 8h.p. Precision,
Sturmey 3-speed, clutch, kick start, unused; £55

cash.—89, East Hill, Wandsworth. Battersea 443.
[5231

Premier.
3.1h.p. T.T. Premier, perfect condition, lamps, horn,

2 tax paid ; £22 .—Laurel Farm, Headington , Ox-
ford. [5453

PREMIER Motor Cycle, 3M>h.p., 3-speed, kick start,

with or without sidecar.—R. Barnes, Lambourn,
Berks. [4700

4h.p. Premier countershaft Combination, fully

equipped, perfect; £38.-17, Heaton Rd.,
Mitcham. [5647

3ih.p. Premier, T.T. model, Bosch magneto, fine

2 engine, large tank; at price of component, parts,

£14 cash.—58, Blagdon Rd., New Maiden. [5662

PREMIER 7-9h.p. Combination, 3-speed, tax paid,

good going order; £70, or offer; write appoint-
ment.-H. Marden, 13, Shirlock Rd., N.W.3. [4754

Spare Parts;

jithjuiiuK. Sparos and Repairs.—We claim to be the
-t most competent firm to supply spares and execute
repairs to Premier motor cycles. We served in the
Premier works, and know this machine from A to Z.

We hold the most varied stock of parts for it in the
world. We are the only traders who can claim to

supply every part for a Premier machine. Our prices

are rock bottom, and our service unsurpassable. Write
us lull requirements; you will receive our reply per
retui.11.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington
Spa. [3167

P.V.

P.V.—Astounding value is represented by our new
range of popular models, incorporating our

famous spring frame and Villiers or J.A.P. engines.

Prices from £45. List3 from agents or P.V. Motor
Cycles, Ltd., Forest Hill, London. [2384

Quadrant.

1 Q22 Quadrant 4 l/2h.p. Combinations; £100.
X*/ Agents for Cambridge.—Wallis and Easton.

104, Mill Rd., Cambridge. [0825

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Quadrant.

WAUCIIOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London..—4V2h.p.
Quadrant Combination, 3 speeds, kick start

and clutch model, 1920; £77/10. [5887

£65.—Quadrant, 4y2h.p. combination, overhauled and
guaranteed.—Clifford Wilson Mfg. Company, 177,

Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [4603

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., Distributors, 139,
New St., Birmingham.—Quadrant £100 4y2h.p.

Combination, delivery from stock. [0767

£105.-1922 Quadrant combination, used lew demon-
strations only, licence paid, Lucas accessories,

screen, special finish.—Clifford Wilson Mfg. Company,
177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [4599

£45.—Quadrant coachbuilt Combination 1912, engine
overhauled makers, Brampton, windscreen, lug-

gage carrier, 3-speed hub, trial, appointment; offers.—
35, Fourth Av., Queen's Park, Paddington. [5158

[5265
Radco.

"\TAUDES' Motor Mart for 1922 Radcos.

NEW 1922 Radco 2l,4h.p., single speed, £35/14; 2-

speed clutch, kick starter, £47/2; carriage paid
to any address".—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Bir-
mingham. [6035

P. and H.
B. carburetter,

splendid order, tax paid year; £22.-18, Elam St,.

Lilford Rd.. Camberwell. [5645

RADCO 1916, completely overhauled,
lamp set, Bosch, new B. and

RALEIGH 2y4h.p.,
£68.- ~

Raleigh.
"pREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Raleighs.

IMMEDIATE delivery of 2%h.p. 4-stroke lightweight.

2-speed, £68; 3-speed, £73; also 5-6h.p. flat twin,

spring frame, detachable wheels, 6olo, £130; sidecar

combination, £165; easy payments, 4 per cent, extra;

free delivery to any address.—The Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0866

"VTALOES' Motor Mart for 1922 Raleighs. [5266

JULIANS of Reading have Raleigh 2%h.p. Model in

stock; £68. [5707

RALEIGH, brand new 1922 23/,h.p. model, actually

in stock; £68.—Moss, Wem. [5783

2-speed, kick start, in stock

;

-Clark, 7,'Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [1280

RALEIGHS—All models; delivery nou,.—Barlow
and Son, Monton, Eccles. Tel.: 160 Eccles.

[3693

RALEIGH 1921 6h.p. solo, new, unused; £115 or

nearest offer; exchange considered.—Godwin Bros.,

Woking. [3910

1Q22 Raleighs, 2%h.p. and Combinations, delivery
J- 17 anywheio, always in stock.—Clifford Motories.

Eastwood, Notts. [4654

RALEIGH.—Immediate delivery of 1922 models.
Cash, exchange, or deferred payments.—Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing [4836

RALEIGH 2%h.p., 2-speed, kick start, 1922, tourist

model, in stock; £68, or easy terms.—Talbot
Garage, Market St., Stourbridge. [4776

RALEIGH.—Immediate delivery of 1922 models;
exchanges or deferred payments arranged.—Ed-

wards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [6015

BRAND New 1922 2">ih.p. Raleigh, 2 speeds, kick

starter, £68; or with light sidecar, £85; in stock.

—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Walden. 'Phone :

45. t5729

RALEIGH.—2%h.p„ 3h.p., and 5-6h.p. solos and
combinations from £68. Cash or deferred pay-

ments; old machine taken in part payment—London
Motors 61, Holborn Viaduct, E.C. 'Phone: City

4230. [3769

RALEIGH Lightweights and Combinations for im-

mediate delivery. Best prices allowed on exchange
deals. We have been agents for Raleigh machines for

over 15 years, and can offer best service and deliveries.

Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6
'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [2369

Reading-Standard.
"I Q21 lOh.p. Reading-Standard Combination, dy-13 namo lighting, shop-soiled, unregistered; £135.

—Brockbank, 58, Lord St., Southport. - [5872

1 Q20 lOh.p Reading-Standard Combination, dy-
Xt/ mamo lighting, speedometer, etc., been stored,

otherwise nearly new; bargain, 100 gns.; seen Saturday;
appointment preferred.—87, Walton Rd., East Mole-
sey. Surrey [5644

Rex.
s; £

Rd., Beckenham, Kent.
fj-6h.p. Rex and Chassis; £25; tax paid.-

REX 5-6h.p. .

George's Rd., Kilburn

Durban
[5387

running order; £20 or offer.—26, St.

[4906

BEX 3y,h.p., Bosch, Amac, lamps, tax, disc wheels,
splenrfid condition; £30.-266, Hornsey Rd., Hol-

icway [5383

GRADO, LTD.
\ Special Prices.

Kick-start
Model £0.
Variable gear, free
engine. Eick-starL
Here is our worla-
famed kick start
Model for all ma-
chines from 3 to io

h.p. Delivery from
Stock.

Plain Model
£5 0.

Lightweight
Plain Model

£4 5 0.

Two-stroke
Countershaft
Model £8 8 0.

Variable gear, (ree

engine, handle start

Complete with
chain, both sprock-

ets and starter.

Postage Free.

The Grado Concentrix Valve Grinder.

Grinds Valve Absolutely Central.

PRICE

Post Fref

VALVE
CAP

and

SPARKING

PLUGSIZ.

merican and English
Threads.

Requires No Effort.

No need to take off

Cylinder.

The Grado Stand Spring Return.

STAND
ORDER

ON

TO-

DAY.

Price 5/9 Post Free.

The Grado Valve Facer.

LONDON : 26, Cross St., nation Garden, E.C.I.

NORTHERN & MIDLAND ORDERS:
66, Pershore Street, Birmingham.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

REX 3 ],l>h.p., fixed, replated, enamelled, ride away
,

taxed: £18.-7. Palmerston Rd.. BonihrieM.taxed;
S.W.18.

£18.-7, Palmerston Rd., Southnelds

[5177

"J
021 Rex Combination, Lucas accessories, used de-

jA«/ monstration only; bargain, £120.—Tewkesbury I

Garage, Tewkesbury. [4922

BARGAIN.—3>,ih. p. Rex Combination, 2-speed, 2

new tyres, new belt, new .carburetter; £20.-43,!
Eltisley Av., Cambridge. [604;

6 h.p. Rex Combination, just overhauled, ride away
best offer; after 6 p.m.—14, Heath Terrace

Maidstone Hill, Greenwich. [478C

016/10.—Rex 3y2h.p.,^ Grado gear, £18;
running order ; also 2%h.p '

. take push cycle part.—57
Kenbury St,, Camberwell, London. [546'

1Q13 Rex Combination 6h.p., little used, in splen I

tr did order; any trial; £45, or nearest.—Lyntori
All Saints' Rd., King's Heath, Birmingham. [518( i

REX-J.A.P. 4h.p., just overhauled, variable gear '

B. and B. 2-jet, carburetter, Bosca magneto, lami

.

set, mechanical hum.—A. Jfethenck, Lydford, Devon.
[5231

REX Combination, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed and starter

exceptionally good condition throughout, ver; >

smart appearance; £38.—157, Burntwood Lane, Earls I

field, S.W.17. [542 j

5-6h.p. Rex Twin, chain driven, 2-speed, hanrll i

start, coachbuilt sidecar; £35; entertain exchang l

with cash, late 4h.p. combination.—Carslake, Deans
i

hanger, Stony Stratford. [559'

"IQ21 Rex, Blackburne engine, 2%h.p., Sturmey
\

J-«7 Archer 2-speed, kick starter, excellent condi
(

tion, mileage 300, tyres as new, fully licensed; uric
,

£59—S., 1, Veronica Rd., Balham, S.W.17. [470:

"I Q21 8h.p. Rex Combination, Blackburne engim I

A«7 3-speed, clutch and kick starter, all chai

drive, detachable wheels and interchangeable, :>

lamps, horn, speedometer, tax paid till Decembei
j

splendid order and condition; £115.—D. and S. Aut(

car Co., 33, The Parade, Golder's Green. [574 .

19 22 Rex-Acme, latest model G, immediate d
ivevy. 'Phone: Greenwich 751. All-chain drr

8h.p. Blackburne engine, Sturmey-Archer gear wit ,

special clutch, interchangeable and detachable wheel
[

Ferodo band brakes, spring seat-pillar, etc., specia i

designed chassis, with luxurious sidecar; a corabim

tion bristling with refinements at £150, completi
|

Call and inspect same in my showrooms, catalogue

with pleasure.—The agent for all high-class prodm /

tions is Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St
j

Greenwich, S.E.10. [305

Rover.

ROVER HV^h.p., 3-speed, countershaft,
starter; £55, bargain.—Moss, V

ROVER 1919 Combination, well equipped, taxed 1

£68.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. . [461

1

ROVER 1915, equipped, perfect, tax paid; £34, c

near; owner bought combination.—20, Winchest*
j

St., Coventry. [545

ROVER 1918 6h.p. Combination, windscreen, elet
|

trio light, etc.; £85.—Andrewes, Chilcomb Re< i

tory, Winchester. [491

ROVER Combination 3i/
2n.p-i chain drive, new la*

July, mileage 600; 95 gns., complete.—.46, S

clutch, kic
f

[578

George's St., Canterbury. [565

]Q16 3V'h.p. Rover, countershaft, 3-speed, in exce ;

*J lent condition; £55, or close offer.—136, Londo
|

Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [518
,

VER 1918 3i^h.p. T._
dition ; £50.—Springfield, Albany Crescent, Cla;

ROVER 1918 31-h.p. T.T., Philipson^ splendid coi

dition; £50.—Springfield,
gate. 'Phone : City 7090. - [543

4*29.—Rover Z\'^h.-p. 1S14, K.S., electrics, speed*

ow mete- etc.; "sidecar Easting, new tyre, £5/10.-

81, Richmond Rd., Thornton Heath. [518

£20, or near offer.—3Vjh.p. Rover, tax paid for yea.'

lamps, horn, etc.; any trial; East Grinstead di

trict.—Box 1258, c/o The Motor Cycle. £548

ROVER 1920, 3V2n.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kic

starter, fully equipped, brand new conditioi

£70; exchanges,—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [55C

1 Q 20 Rover, Phillipson, equipped, speedomete
i-v excellent condition, very fast; 55 gns.; or e;

change 16H Norton, etc.; cash either way.—War,
139, Mare St., Hackney. [511'

GNS.—Rover 1914 3M;h.p., 3 speeds, wifo

coachbuilt sidecar, Binks carburetter, 3 lampi
horn, etc., tyres practically unsoiled; full year's ta

paid.—Delancey Street Garage, Camden Town, N.W.i
[52£

ROVER 6b. p. Combination, new August, 192 1
1

small mileage, fully equipped, speedometer, . ta I

paid 1922, perfect order, condition as new; £90; ej

change 1921 Matchless, cash adjustment.—Jones,
Rosemount, Wallington. [56C

18 Rover, 2%h.p. Villiers engine, B. and '.

\

carburetter, Bosch magneto, 2-speed, Dru
j

forks, touring frame, thoroughly overhauled,
,
per-fe

[

condition, all accessories; £30, or near offer.— 7, Per
broke Villas, Kensington, W.8. [51!
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

7ER 1917 S^h-p. Combination, lamps, horn,

•tc • £65.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue,

mile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0068

7ER 3y2h.p., late 1920, as new, owing absence

ojy ridden 500 miles, complete Lucas lamps,

license holder, spare belt, outer cover, inner

tooU etc., fitted variable jet, sidecar attach-

,
special sprung footboards, excellent condition;

Leeson, " Waverley," Albury Park Rd., Tyne-

!.
[5317

tp -Pnrtu

:

TER Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kays.^Jl,
Jond St., Ealing. [4832

Royal Ruby.
fAL RUBY, 2'Jh.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, splendid

condition; £40.—Monk, New Rd., Harlow. [4864

fAL RTJBYS.—Prompt delivery from Barlow
ind Son. Monton, Eccles. Tel. : 160 Eccles.

[3694
fAL RUBY 2%h.p. Sports model, new, hi stock;

60—Virgo, 156, High St., Hounslow, W. Tel. :

[5656

3h.p. Royal Ruby, spring frame, 1922 3-speed

gear box, tax, equipped, insured; £55.—Arnall,

Longton, Preston. [5035

fAL RUBY Combination, lamps, speedometer,

ipares, licence paid; price £100.—Hawkins,
x Garage, Exeter. [5242

. Ruby Combination, new 1920, fully equipped,

censed, insurance December.—92, Atwood Rd.,

lry, Manchester. [5636

1 Royal Ruby 2 34h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, K.S.,

lamps, etc.," licensed, insured, little used;

;; £50.-Box 1256, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5482

fAL RUBY Combini-ion, 8h.p„ luxurious outfit,

August, 1921, accessories, licensed; what offers?

lester —Box 1250, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5076

fAL RUBY 8h.p., J.A.P., 1919, Combination

ith s.11 accessories, little used; seen by appoint-

-Fidier, Council Offices, Hayes, Middlesex.

Royal Ruby Combination, 1919, 8h.p. J.A.P.,

S speeds clutch, kick starter, fully equipped,

i, splendid condition.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton
[5510

. Royal Ruby Combination, new March, 1920;

100; 3 speeds, lamps, accumulator, screen, Tan-

iriginal tyres unpunctured.—130, Northfield Av .

,,
15298

fAL RUBY 2'ih.p., 2-speed, free engine, fitted

with P. and H. lamps, tools, new tyre, pillion

m carrier, tax paid, take two anywhere, any
nation and trial; £30.—Hancock, 84. College

alisbury. W918

:2 8h.p. Royal Ruby— the spring frame combina-
tion par excellence—fitted with interchangeable

pare wheel, luggage and petrol carrier. Easting
im screen, lamps, horn, etc., all on, at £185
Hate deliverv from the flcent for all hieh-cla=s

,, as usual.—Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27,

sell St.. Greenwich 'Phone 751 r58q«

2 8h.p. Royal Ruby Tandem, 2-seater Combina-
tion, Lucas dynamo lighting, Cowey trip speedo-

, Lucas horn, Easting Sandum screen, handle-
atch, fitted with interchangeable and spare wheel,
;e and petrol carrier, ordered at Show, delivered
ikers on March 4th; cost over £230; will accept
;
perfect and as new, tax paid for year.—Dentist.

Tuir.ell Park Rd., Holloway. [5425

Rudge.
L.p. Rudge, single speed model; £26.—Cross,
Agent, Rotherham. [6053

DGE-MULTI, clutch, exceptional bargain, smart;
32 gus—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [5937

LUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—3V-h.p.
Rudge-Multi, 1919, I.O.M. model; £50. [5888

DGE-MULTI in Stock; £77; exchanges arranged,
lighest prices allowed.—Clark, 1; Exhibition Rd.,

[4620
.—1915 3V2h.p. Rudge-Multi coachbuilt Combina-
ion, beautiful condition.—King, Egrove Farm,
i . [5356

DGE-MULTI 3't.h.p. Combination, sood condi-
tion; £50; no offers. — 166, Garratt Lane,
8. [4850

!2 3Vih.p. T.T. Rudge, brand new, in stock;
£77.—Wirkins Simnson, opposite -Olympia,

>n. [5841

. Rudge-Multi 1920, tax paid, lamps, accessories,
•plendid condition; £60, offers.—158, Venner Rd.,
'nam. [5089
l.p. Rudge-Multi, 1920, just been overhauled;
£75, or exchange A.B.C. or Triumph.—F. Cope.
Cap, Staffs. . [4939

DGE-MULTI 31/2'h.p., Nov. 1920, all on, tax, in-
iurance paid, perfect condition; £50.-46, Milden-
Rd., Clapton. [4726

What you want
and

How you want it

It is a great convenience to find in our showroom a
selection of motor cycles embracing such a variety

of models that you can with ease select one which
exactly suits your requirements.
It is also pleasing to find that you can suit your own
convenience in buying it and that you are saved all

the bother of Registration and other formalities.

If you have a machine to dispose of before getting a

new one it simplifies matters if you can effect an
exchange, or should it be inconvenient to pay cash
for your purchase it is nice to be able to arrange for

settlement: in a way that suits you.
All these advantages and many others are yours if

you send your enquiry to

THE EASTERN GARAGE CO.

For the 1922 season we have contracted for the

following makes, and we shall be pleased to send you
our list of new models in stock.

A.J.S.

ALLON.
ARIEL.
B.S.A.

HAWKER.
INDIAN.
LEVIS.

MATCHLESS.
MARTINSYDE.
METRO-TYLER.

N.U.T.
NEW IMPERIAL.
QUADJtANT.

ROYAL ENFIELD.
RALEIGH.
RUDGE.
SCOTT.

SUNBEAM.
TRIUMPH.
ZENITH.

LIGHT CARS.
B.S.A.

BAYLISS-THOMAS.
ROVER.

SECONDHAND MACHINES,

Completely overhauled and guaranteed, and equally

reliable as when they left the works new.

MATCHLESS, 1921, 8 h.p. Comb., dynamo
lighting, electric horn, speedometer, leg shields,

screen, sidecar step, spare wheel and tyre,

tax paid, as new £150
ROVER, 1919, 3A h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and kick

starter, lamps,"horn and Millford Skiff sidecar £76
ROVER, 1920,' 5-6 h.p. countershaft 3-speed

gear, all chain drive, lamps,, horn, speedo-

meter, windscreen, Tan-Sad seat, and Millford

Empress sidecar £115
ARIEL, 1920, 3* h.p. Comb., 3 speeds, clutch

and kick Ftarter, tax paid 1 £80
" F. N.," 1920, 2k h.p., 2 speeds, clutch and

kick starter, shaft drive, lamps and horn. . . . £40
ENFIELD, 1915, 2.\ h.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds,

lamps, horn, tax paid £33
CLYNO, 1918, 6 h.p. Comb., 3 speeds, clutch and

kick starter, detachable Wheels £95
NEW IMPERIAL, 101S, 8 h.p. Comb., 3 speeds,

clutch and kick starter, speedometer, lamps
horn, hood, screen . £75

BROUGH, 1920, 5 h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and
kick starter, lamps, horn, speedometer, Hen-
derson Elite sidecar, Easting screen, tax paid £110

ENFIELD, 1916, 6 h.p. Comb., lamps, horn,

luggage grid £65
DOUGLAS, 1916, 4 h.p. Comb., 3 speeds, clutch

and kick starter, lamps, horn £68
METRO-TYLER, 1921, 2A h.p., 2 speeds, lamps,

horn, mirror, discs, College leg shields, tax

paid £45
DOUGLAS, 1913, 2J h.p., 2 speeds, lamps, horn,

tax paid - £30
MATCHLESS, 1920, 8 h.p. Comb., lamps, horn,

screen, hood, spare wheel and tyre, tax paid. . £110

The Eastern Garage Co.
(Official Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U.,

A.A. and M.V.),

41 8, Romford Road, Forest Gate,E.7.
Telephone: Telegrams: _

490 East Ham. "Egaraco, London.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

"IQ22 I.O.M. Rudge-Multis in stock at the latest
J-»/ reduced prices. £77.—Jones Garage. Broadway,
Muswell Hill. N.10. [0791

Oih.p. New 1922 Rudge, I.O.M.; £77; easy termsu: «' exchange.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
Phone

: Holborn 5777. [5905
"I t|22 Rudge, 1 O M. model, immediate delivery tromJ-" stock.—Sam E Clapham (Motors), 27, stock-
well St., Greenwich, S E 10 [1816

"DUDGE, clutch, Binks, Cowey, lamps, horn, etc.,
-»«- all spares, tax 30/- paid, fast, reliable; £30.—
24, Salisbury Rd., Seven Kings. [5191

1*77 is the price of a new Rudge. Get it Irom theoW Agents; in stock; cash or payments.—Knight's
126 tinner Tooting Rd.. S.W.17 10836
T> UDGE-MULTI, new T.T. models, 3i/,h.p., £77, in
-'-«• stock.—Hills' Garage, 13, Crooklog, Bexley Heath.
S.E. 'Phone: Bexley Heath 263. [5287

Oih.p. Rudge-Multi Combination, splendid condi-"2 tion, any trial; seen by appointment; 40 gns.—
G.P.C., 7, Florence Ter., Ealing, W.5. [5613

TJUDGE 1919 5-6h.p., Multi gear, chain-cum-belt
-*-»' drive, Rudge sidecar, complete with lamps; £75.
—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., London. [5270

TJUDGE 7-9h.p., complete with Mills-Fulford De
-*-** Luxe sidecar, hood, screen, speedometer, lamps,
and licence paid; £90—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Port-
land St., W. [5717
Oih.p. Rudge, 1920, line condition, pedal starter,
*J 2 Lucas lamp, Cowey speedometer and horn, both
T.T. and touring bars; £64.—Elm House, Elm, Wis-
bech,- Cambs. [4722
Oih.p. I.O.M. Rudge-Multi, 1920, Cowey trip speedo-
'-J2 meter, Lucas lamps, fust-class condition, low
mileage, tax paid; £60.—Bull, 22, W.'vertree Rd.,
South Woodford. [3809
"1Q21 Rudge-Multi 3V:h.p., I.O.M., practically new,
-*-v done 500, special inlet adjuster, pedal starter,
equipped, licensed; £60; letters only.—117, Bromley
Rd., Catford, S.E.6. [4815

"IQ20 (November) 3i,i,h.p. Rudge-Multi Combination,
-*-*' brand new sidecar, all accessories, speedometer,
tax and insurance paid; £70.—Dearman, 7, Regent
Place, Westminster. [5423
RUDGE-MULTI 5-6h.p. (Oct. 1919), mileage 5,000,

equipped, large touring sidecar, sprung luggage
grid, etc.. Easting, splendid condition; £65.-78,
Bat-tersea Rise, Clapham Junction. [4727
RUDGE-MULTI Syih.p. 1922, dropped handlebars,

pedal starter, under 100 mileage, insured,
licensed, too fast for owner; best offer over £72.-1,
Ashcombe Rd., Weston-super-j>?are. '[4813

1 Q21V2 Rudge T.T., I.O.M., no pedals, oversize back
J- £/ tyre, lamps, horn, and long exhaust, fast, and
in excellent condition; £65, or' near.—Bray Lodge,
Snakes Lane, Woodford Green, Esses. [5116

NOVEMBER. 1919, 3y2h.p. Rudge-Multi and Sport-
ing Canoelet sidecar, speedometer, horn, tax paid,

stored nearly two years, mileage 3,000; nearest £50;
evenings.—Wallace, 8c, North End Rd., Golders Green,
N W.ll. [5454

RUDGE 7-9h.p. Combination, 1920, little Used,
fully licensed, complete with lamps, speedometer,

windscreen, luggage carrier, horn, tools, and spares,
in excellent condition, practically new, any trial;
100 gns., or near offer.—Manager, Far Famed Cake
Co., Ltd., Rifle St., Poplar, E. Tel. : 297 East. [5120

CHEAPEST Rudge Combination in England.
Rudge-Multi, late 1919 (cost solo £80, receipt

shown), with coachbuilt sidecar, 3 lamps, 2 gene-
rators, Klaxon horn, 2 spare tyres and tubes, £2/2
tool kit, pump, etc. Full year's tax paid; £49/10.

—

Delancey Street Garage, Camden Town, N.W.l.
[5219

Snfirp Pn rtu '

THE Promptest Firm for Rudge Spares.—Fortleld -

Motors, Fortleld Place, Leamington Spa. [3163

Saltley.

£35.-1922 2*ih.p. Saltley, 2 speeds, fully licensed,
new.—89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [5235

Scott.

15 Scott, perfect, complete; £40; exchange A.C.
Sociable—87, Maylield Rd., Sanderstead. [5919

SCOTTS. either model. West of England Agent is

Gibb. 100. Northgate. Gloucester. 'Phone: 852.
rsi26

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London—3;4h.p.
Scott and sidecar, 1914-15, 2 speeds, etc.;

£45. [5889

SCOTT 1912, made as new, splendid machine, quick
sale. £23; bargain.—Box 1263, c/o The Motor

Cycle. [5481

F.O.C.H. have a 1920 Scott, brand new condition;
also 1914 combination.—5, Heath St., Hampstead

(near Tube). [5068

SCOTT 3%h.p. 1920, 2-speed, kick start, all-chain

drive. Binks carburetter; £70.—Maudes', Walsall

Garage, Walsall. [5277

19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Scott.
pLACE your Order now lor the new 3-speed model
* Scott and ensure early delivery.—Millards, Sheffield
Rd„ Chesterfield. [3371

CJCOTT Squirrel, 1922, Brooklands model, scarcely
<J used, D.A. lighting, tax paid; £90.—145, Widmore
Rd., Bromley, Kent. [5876

*| Q20 3%h.p. Scott, splendid condition, electric light-
J-«J ing, speedometer, T.T. bars; £69.—16, Pont St.,
S.W.I. Victoria 7904. [5376

1Q19 Scott 3">4h.p., 2-speed, kick start,_ horn,
licensed, small mileage; lowest,

Warford St., Newtown, .Manchester.
Beesley

[5432

1 Q15-16 3%h.p.
J-«J Binks carburette

Scott Combination, windscreen,
etc., exceptional bargain

;

£48, to clear.—Maudes', ioO, Paris St., Exeter. [6064

SCOTT 3%h.p., November, 1918, licensed, insured,
decarbonised, fully equipped; £63; no dealers;

after 7 or Sunday morning.—53, Bethel Rd., Welling.
[5922

SCOTT, 1915, fitted with Phcenix sidecar, splendid
condition, chains new, complete with lamps, tax

paid; seen evenings; 50 gus.—48, Frankfurt Rd., Heme
Hill. S.E [5181

SCOTT 1920 3^4h.p. Combination, new Easting wind-
screen, all accessories, equivalent to new ; owned

and driven by an expert; £92/10.—Apply London
Motors, 61, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.1. [6046

1 CI 20 Sports Scott, Binks, lamps, horn, licensed, in
JL*/ very good mechanical condition, enamel and
plating excellent, new tyres; £57 or near offer.

—

Peacock, Chadwell Avenue, Chadwell, Essex. [4884

SOUTH London Scott Service Depot.— 'Phone Croy-
don 1129 for demonstration runs; immediate de-

livery; prices from £105.—John R. Kinsey and Co.,

Ltd.. 350-352. Lower Addiscombe Rd.. Croydon. [8352

SCOTT Combination, 1920, just overhauled by makers
at cost of over £20, electric light, windscreen,

speedometer, tyres new; £100; would accept good light-
weight in part exchange.—45, Archer Lane, Sheffield.

[5620
SCOTT 1914 3&h.p., not used during war, Bosch

magneto, Binks carburetter, original tyre on front,
engine recently overhauled by Scott firm, licensed
December, 1922; £40.—Wannop, Little Blencowe, Pen-
rith. [5392

SCOTT Combination, . late 1920, 2-speed, kick-
starter, electric lighting. Easting screen, tools,

etc., condition excellent, tax paid; accept £97/10
quick sale.—Wilkins Simpson, opposite Olympia, Lon-
don. [5847

"I Q20 (Sept.) Sports Soott, double pole plugs, elec-
-*-*' trie and acetylene lighting, Cowey horn, big
bore flexible exhaust, posh tone, very fast, full tax;
70 gms.; exchanges—Kent's, 417, Lord St., South-
port. [5609

"IQ19 Scott 3%h.p. Combination, duplex frame,
A*/ spring saddle, petrol tank under top tubes sur-
mounted by aluminium cover-plate, lamps, horn, etc.,

Rennoc 60 gns, R.34 sidecar, windscreen; a real
bargain; 75 gns—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd.,
South Kensington [4455

1Q20 Scott, with exceptionally comfortable Rideezi
A*/ sidecar, carries Scott's recent guarantee 85
m.p.g. and 45 m.p.h. solo, fitted magnificent oversize
Rapson non-puncturable tyres throughout, special
pedals (detachable), lady's use, lamps, etc., tax and
insurance to December; £80.—M.H., 208, Upper Par-
liament St., Liverpool. [5536

33h.p. Scott, 1920, special model, sloping tank and
4 duplex tubes from steering head to saddle pillar,

tank holding Z lU gallons has aluminium cover plate
holding double oil drips_ and speedometer driven from
back wheel, automatic oiling to all chains and engine,
spring seat pillar, new 650x65 tyres, F.R.S. Major
lamp, horn, and all tools, licensed, Watsonian A alu-
minium sidecar and windshield, overhauled by makers
last February; bargain at £115 for cash; photo if

desired.—Worsley, 25,' St. Cuthbert's, Bedford. [5641

Spare Parts:

May hth, 1922,

SOUTH London Scott Service Depot.—Scott 'Spares
Scott Repairs.—John R. Kinsev and Co

350-352,
1129.

Lower Addiscombe Rd.. Croydon.
Ltd..

Phone
[8353

GODFREYS'. Ltd.. 208. Great Portland St.. London.
W.I.—Complete stock of all Scott spare parts

always in stock Write lor lree spare part list, stating
year of manufacture. [0751

Singer,

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane,
1910 Singer, 2 speeds; £25.

London.—2Voh.p.
[5890

£18/10.—2V2h.p. Singer, enclosed Bosch, splendid run-
ning order, taxed 1922.—King, Egrove, Oxford.

[5355
SINGER Combination 41/_.h.p. 1917, 2-speed, counter-

shaft, Bosch, B.S.A., licensed, good condition;
bargain, £45.—Ranford Garage, Malvern. [4779

SINGER 3'/2h.p., 2-speed, clntch, coachbuilt sidecar,
tools, lamps, spares, excellent condition, 4 years*

war stored, ride away; £45.—Tarry, Tieehurst, Sussex.
[5161

money, trouble, and gam
much that is worth having

by consulting Layton

Garages on any problem
connected with the sale

of a Motor Cycle—whether
you have £40 or £140, or

more, to spend. By doing

this you will be assured of

experienced disinterested

advice, directed solely to

helping you to get the right

machine—new or used—for
your needs, and the best

possible value for your

outlay.

Neb) 1922
Models.

ARIEL, B.S.A.,

BROUGH-
SUPERIOR,
DIAMOND,
DOUGLAS,
EDMUND,
ENFIELD,
HTJMBER,
INDIAN,
MA5SEY-
ARRAN, .

MATCHLESS,
NjRTON,
BUDGE,
SCOTT,

TRIUMPH,
and

VELOCETTE.

Layton . service is

known and appre-

ciated the whols

wo 1i over. Its ad-

vantages can reach

you wherever you

mayLe. Wr-ieUs,

therefore, and let

us show you how
they can benefit

SOU.

In addition to these

1922 Models we can

offer yoa

•UNIQUE
BARGAINS

in second - hand

machines, solo and

sidecar. They are

all perfect in every

respect, and sold

; with tie guarante-;

; f onr name ana

repute

-

Liberal Extended

Payment and Exchange

Terms.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Singer.

SINGER 2%h.p., perfect order, fully equipped' £25—168, Wandsworth Rd., S.W.8. [5440

CJINGER 2»ih.p.; £19; just overhauled, all accetK-7 sories, tyres good, well finished machine bar
gain.—1, Trinity Church Rd., Castelnau, Barnes
S.W.I 3. Hg47

'

CJINGER Combination, 4%h.p., 2 speeds, counter.^ shaft, all-chain drive, tax paid; £45 Exchanges.—Hornac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd.j N.E
[5855

3-speed,

Dalston 2408.

CINGER Combination 1914, ., clutch, nev.
sidecar body, bulbous back, plating, enamel, am

condition as new, tax paid; £31.-Derrington tjraita
Rd., New Maiden. 'Phone : 256.

Snar>- Harts:
[5S9J

stock, £52/10,
Acton, London.

THE Promptest Firm for Singer Spares.-—ForBel'
Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [316.

Sirrah.

SIRRAH 1922, Union 2-'Kh.p. engine, 2-speed, clntch
kick start, Canoelet Minor sidecar. Cameo

equipped, taxed, run 500 miles only, unscratched
cost £92, sacrifice, 68 gns.; exchanges.—Peter Gordon
Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [579:

Southey.
SOUTHEY 2>Ah.p. 2-stroke Motor Cycles, 2-speed

kick starter and clutch, complete with lamps
horn, licence holder and tools; price £60.—South?
and Co., Berkhamsted. [332(

Spark.
SPARK 1922 models, Villiers engine, - flywheel mat

ne.o, £39/18; also 2-speed, kiek starter model
Eagles and Co., 275, High St

[577

Sun.
SUN-VITESSE, late 1920, licence paid, mileage 1,000

£35.—Hilder, 22, Sackville Rd., Bexhill. [558

SUN-VITESSE 1916, 2-speed, good: condition, lamp,
licensed; £27—W. J. Wilson, Station Rd., Asple

Guise, Beds. [501

SUN-VILLIERS, good condition, last and sporti
licensed 1920 ; bargain for quick sale, £22.—1*

Longland, Blisworth. [559

"I Q21 (Oct.) Sun-Vitesse, done 400 miles, equippetJ-" taxed; gift, £29/10; exchanges—Kent's, 411
Lord St., Southport. [561

L^uK bun, J.A.jy., or Sun-Vitesse, get in touch wit
-a. the sole North London agents. Models in stocl
jingle Special, 42 gns.; 2=4h.p. J. A. P., 2-speed. K.S
60 gns. Send lor catalogues- Trade supplied.-Join
Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill. N.10L f079

Sunbeam.
9, Shoe Lane, London.—3V>h.i

3 speeds; £75. [589'

{""•ROSS, Effingham Square, is agent for Sunheanw for Rotherham. New models from stock. [605

TLANPUBNO.—Kelly Bros., 108, Mostyc St
-"-< Agents. Sunbeams in stock. 'Phone: 277.

[331
TT'ICKHAM, stokes Crolt. Bristol, Sole Distri.
J-*- Aaent lor Sunbeams; unequalled service, repair
etc |3i4

Oih.p. Sunbeam 1918, fully equipped, splendid col
«.«dilion; £60, bargain.—Carr, 8, Alpbington 81
Exeter. ^497

CJUNBEAM, 1921, 3y2h.p., brand new, list pric
: offers wanted Ginger, Sunbeam Agen

WAUCHOPE'S,
Sunbeam, 1917

£155
Banbury. [415

CJUNBEAM 1922 light sporting model, completeKJ equipped, licensed, guaranteed as new; £125.-
Moss, Wem. [57s

"WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-3%hj
TT 1922 Sunbeam, only ridden 400 miles, co:

£140; price £115. [589

"I Q21 3 l/2h.p. Sunbeam, Montgomery sidecar, lamp
J-** horn, speedometer, licence paid; bargain, £120.
Wessex Garage, Exeter. [52;

CUNBEAM 3'/bh.p. Combination (1919); £90; ful
' equipped, good_ condition, trial, taxed—18

[50'Grove Rd-, Balham, S.W.12.

8h.p. Sunbeam and sidecar, shop soiled only, spa
wheel and tyre; sacrifice, £185.—Harris, 5

Upton Lane, Forest Gate, E.7. [44!

CUNBEAM and sidecar, 8h.p., 3-speedV all-chaKJ drive, lamps, tyres new; £70; any trial—Ha
91, St. Peter's St., St. Albans. [48:

"I Q21 Brand New Sunbeam, light touring modi
J-*/ list price, £136/10; first cheque £125 seeow
—J. B. Milburn, Ltd., Penrith. [53'

8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, dynamo lighting, spa
wheel, hood, screen, etc.; £125.—Seen at Wa

.... .«.. chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C. [58:

Integr.tv." O. ford and B.cest oi h ,p, Sunbeam, 1920 touring model, small mileaf"2 lovely condition, insured till March, tax pai
£100.—Joliffe, 11, Wellington Rd., South E»ling.

1

. [53

B46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

High St., OXFORD
And at Bicester.

581 and784 0xord.
35 Bicester

j. vr. i0"a
G%era i Manager.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

1 21 S'L-h.p. Sunbeam, speedometer, lamps, Jeg-
" shields, detachable wheels, etc., excellent condi-
; £108.—Maudes', 100, Paris St., Exeter. [6060

.p. Sunbeam, with extra large Gloria sidecar, com-
pete lamps, speedometer, hood, ready to go any-
re; £110.—53, Leslie Park Kd., Croydon. [5297

NBEAM 1919 3y2h.p„ 3-speed, kick start, hand
clutch, all-chain drive, Sunbeam sidecar, all

>s, speedometer, screen; £105.—Maudes", Walsall
ige, Walsall. [5283

9.—Sunbeam Combination, 3Vjh-P-. 3 speeds,
clutch, kick starter, new sidecar, lamps, licence,

;ing, apron, accessories, splendid condition.—63,
n Rd., Brixton. [5511

»2i 3\£h.p. Sunbeam solo, condition like new,
licensed December 31st, 2 Lucas lamps, inter-

lgeable wheels; £105, no offer; exchanges.—198.

g .St., Hammersmith. [5752

1 20 3V2h.p. Sunbeam Combination, Lucas electric
' lamps, speedometer, mudshields, spare wheel,
ict condition; £130, or offers.—Wyncote, Cleator
Warbrick Hill, Blackpool. [5300

NBEAM 3 l/2h.p. 1920 Combination, sporting c.b.,

fully equipped electric and acetylene, Cox or

md B., condition perfect, full tax; 114 gns.—
Barron Rd., Northfield, Birmingham. [4902

h.p. New 1922 Sunbeam Light'Solo, £136/10;
! 3V-h.p. T.T. model. £136/10; 3^h.p. new 1922,
pattern model, £126; easy terms and exchange.—
Lchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone: Holbnm
r.

" [5900

NBEAM 1921V2 3M;h.p. Sports, ridden only in few
competitions, gold medal winner London-Exeter,
pped, taxed, mileage 1,500; 105 gns.; exchanges.—
r Guidon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East
;n. [5791

NBEAM 3Vjh.p. Sports, light " solo combination,
new November, 1921, .accumulator lighting, kick

,er, speedometer, full equipment, tax paid, owner
og car; accent reasonable offer,—Dufty, 115, Un-
ham Rd., Leicester [1933

lTE 1920 3y2h.p. Sunbeam Combination, just re-

ceived from makers after complete overhaul, re-

lelled. unused 1922 sidecar (Sunbeam), spares,

>sories; £137/10; any examination.—Tregelles, 31.

jlk Av„ Southampton. [4710

,p. Sunbeam Combination, 1919, little and care-

ully used,, smart and sound, just overhauled and
lelied throughout makers, all accessories; about
5, or exchange for nearly new 2-seater ; cash ad-

nent.—12, Park St., Cambridge. [5575

.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1918, well kept, over-

hauled, detachable wheels, triple tank, tyres good,

,
Klaxon lamps, . sidecar newly upholstered,

;ing, 2 luggage grids, licence paid ; £105. or

est.—Edwin, 50, Abbotts Park Rd„ Leyton, Em
[5123

i"2l 3V2h.p. Sporting Model Sunbeam Motor 1 •

" complete with lamp, generator, horn, and usmi

es, cast aluminium plntes. new in; April \nnt, and ir

pHonalW tr^nd ^nndition tvTfs \1nrunct11red : near*"
to £110.—Geoffrey Smith, The Motor Cycle,

!Dtry 1X428*

.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1920 model, me-
chanically perfect, dynamo lighting and horn,
dometer, spare wheel, 3 nearly new Dunlops.
Iscreen, Tan-Sad, spare chain, etc., unused since

October; £150 or near offer.—Dr. Livingstone,

at Lodge, Worplesdon, Surrey. [3292

"NBEAM Combination, 1917, 8hp., 3 speeds, C.
and K.8., Lucas dynamo, Lucas electric horn,

ey speedometer, watch, leg guards, Binks car-

ifcter, Sports sidecar, in really Bplendid order,
s excellent, guaranteed; £110.—Homac's, 243,
er Clapton Rd., N.E. Dalston 2408. [5854

TapHn.
|20 Taplin, 3h.p. Dalm engine, 2-speed, gear box,
" equipped, licensed, makers' certificate, 54
h.; £38; after 7.30.—Torrome, 10, Cathcart Hill,
). [3717

T.D.C.
ORTING 2*ih.p. T.D.C. 1920, specially tuned,
C.A.V., knee grips, long exhaust, photo; £25/10,
s—20, Frankfort St., Birmingham. [5152

Torpedo.
)RPEDO-PRECISION 23ih.p„ 2-speed, counter-
shaft, splendid condition throughout, guaranteed;
.—7, Cowdrey Rd., Wimbledon.

~"

[5762

Triumph.
iEMlER Motor Co. for 1922 Triumphs.

MEDIATE delivery of type H, 4h.p., 3-speed
£105; type S.D., chain drive, £115; tvpe R,
p„ overhead valve, £120; type L.W., lightweight,
; sidecars from £20 to £50; easy payments, 4 per
. extra; free delivery to any address.—The Premier
or Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0867
JXTANS"-of Reading have Triumph-Ricardo I*
stock; £120. [570«

MANUFACTURERS* STOCK

MAKINK0T brand

TO BEJOLEARED.
Fawn double texture,

interlined rubber,

MOTOR SUITS
THESE suits are

made of Fawn
double texture

cloth, interlined
rubber.

The seams are
cemented, sewn
and taped,
making t he se
absolutel y
waterproof.

Will stand any
amount of hard
wear.

The jackets are
made double-
breasted , with
belts and wind
cuffs

The Motor Leggings
are made fastening
with clips and
straps, and have
wind gussets in
leu.

These suits actu-

ally cost over 30/-

to manufacture

without any profit,

but we have
several thousands

to clear

Every suit is guaranteed absolutely wattr^rocf,

and should these not meet entirely with your
approval, we guarantee to return your money in

full, if returned within seven days.

SPECIAL PRICE,

29/11 Carriage 1 /- extra.

We have also several thousands heavy Twill

Suits to ofier. These are made of the heavy Twill

used for making Motor Hoods, and are one of the

finest suits made for motor cycling, interlined

rubber. They are made with sewn and cemented
seams, and taped, also the seams ot these suits are

striped, making these garments absolutely water-

proof and we are prepared to give a guarantee

that these are absolutely impossible for water to

penetrate through. The Motor Leggings are made
in the same wav with wind gussets, fastening with

clips and straps. The Suits are in sizes 34, 36, 38,

40. 42 and 44 chest, lengths inside leg are 27, 29, 3r.

Please state when ordering by post, measurements
of chest, length inside.

50/- Carriage 1/- extra.

Orders to be addressed—

The LANCASHIRE and

CHESHIRE RUBBER Co.
MAKINKOT HOUSE.

30, Thomas Street,

LIVERPOOL.
•Phone 4891 Bank,

Liverpool

.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

JJ^JAUDES' Motor Mart for 1922 Triumphs. [5267

1 Q 22 Triumph-Ricardo Model in stock; £120 -
-*- " —Below.

1 Q21 4h.p. S.D. Model Triumph-Gloria Combina-
, _tlon - ""distinguishable from new, electric light-
ing, Cowey speedometer, tax paid, £130; 1919 ModelHI, and sidecar, Easting, lamps, tax paid; £80.—DawTriumph Agent, 114, Brixton Hill. [5393

I J)
21 SD

-' a11 cllain Triumph and Gloria, all acces-*-<* sories; £112.—Below.

"I Q19 H Triumph and sidecar, all accessories; £80-1- *^ —Below.

]0 17 E n
Tril

i?ph and Montgomery sidecar; bargain,
nmer-
L5519

£68.—Harry Nash, 365, King St., Hamme

W^i?1=n £e,,iTer Tri™pli "22, new, model S.D.f ' £115.—Below.

W^inc" t\iyeT Triumph 1922, new, model H.;
* ¥ £105.—Below.

'T'RIUMPH 1919, splendid condition, new tyres, 3-- months guarantee; £75.—Below.
TRIUMPH (1919) renovated throughout, grand

bargain; £65.—Below. .

rTlHIUMPH Combination 1918, new sidecar, apron,A etc. ; £70.—Below.

A NY of the above machines supplied on extended
*-»- payments; buy from Triumph Agents.—The
Haokford Engineering Co., 33, Hackford Rd., Brixton
S.W.9. [5947
fcTEW 1921 4h.p. Triumph, Model H; £95.—Bounds
J-' Garage, 223, High Rd., Kilbum. [5016

£14.—Triumph 3y2h.p„ expanding pulley, lamps; bar-
cain.—29. Victnrv TM w;m l,l<„l„„ rAon/tgain.—29, Victory Rd., Wimbledon. [4894

II

O20.—Triumph 3%h.p.. T.T., Bosch. Amac, guaran-
c*» teed perfect.—19, Norland Sq., W.ll. [4878
'T1RIUMPH-RICARDO in stock; £120.-Premier
-» Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0868
"IQ20 Triumph Combination, beautifully equipped;
-"-« £80.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [5201

1 Q 18-19 Triumph, not re-conditioned model, all on;l" £60.—Tewkesbury Garage, Tewkesbury. [4923

I Q18 Countershaft Triumph, fully equipped, smart;-L« £48.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [5197

'T'RIUMPH 1920 Fixed Gear Sports, practically un-
-•- used; £55.—Clark. 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.

[4617
TRIUMPHS.—Prompt delivery and service.—Barlow

and Son, Monton, Eccles. Tel.: 160 Eccles.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—4h.p.
Triumph, 1920, Model H, 3 speeds, etc.; £85.

[5892

~|Q21 Baby Triumph, perfect condition, lamps, horn,
-L «' accessories; £45.-35, Woodside Green, S.E.25.

[4999
F.O.C.H. for Triumphs; latest models in stock; also

1921 solo.—5, Heath St,, Hampstead (near Tube)
[6067

£ 18-—Triumph 1911 3i,i>h.p., equipped, tax paid,
bargain.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.3.

CROSS, Effingham Square, is agent for the Trusty
Triumph for Rotherham. All models from

stock. [6052

TRIUMPH Combination 4h.p., accumulator lighting;
£B0.—5, Bushey Hill Rd., Camberwell. Two

knocks. [4947

TRIUMPH 1912, splendid condition, Druids, lamp,
- horn, licensed; £23.—Thomson, Teviot Crescent,

Hawick. [4714

£16.—3V'2h.p. Triumph, single speed, Bosch, B. and
B., good running order.—King, Egrove Farm,

Oxford. [5354

BARGAIN'.—1920 Triumph Combination, very
smart, equipped; 82 gns.—67, Fernlea Rd.

Balham. [5956

£19.—3V2h.p. Triumph Sports, clutch, K.S.. variable
gear, tax, ride away.—Ewers, Newton Rd., Burton-

on-Trent. [5682a

1 Q20 Triumph Combination, beautiful condition;
J-«7 £82.—37, Canterbury Rd., Balls Pond Rd., Dal-
ston, N.l. [5967

-I pj GNS.—31/2I1.P. Triumph, fine order, coachbuilt
i-ii sidecar, £6. —Fisher, " Roseleigh," Heston,
Hounslow. [5433

4h.p. Triumph, approximately 1918, 3-speed, etc., in
excellent condition; £68.—Maudes', 100, Paris

St., Exeter. [6061

SNIP.—1920 Baby Triumph; £35; fully equipped,
taxed, excellent; exchanges.—Kent's, 417, Lord

8t„ Southport. 15608

TRIUMPH, disc wheels, sloping frame, very sporting,
single gear; £30, very cheap.—19, The Pavement,

! Chadwell Heath. [5674

All letters relating to advertisements should
Motor Cycles adv

quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

ertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p., 3-speed, kick start
clutch, Gloria sidecar; £100.—Maudes

Garage, Walsall. '.-

1 Q18 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, fullV equipped
J-*/ _£48.—HiHier (side bell), 9, Wallingfor

hand
Walsall
[5282

North Kensington.
Ave.,
[5500

£27.—T.T. Triumph, clutc !i, licensed, latest tank,
copper exhaust, smart, perfect; bargain.—89, East

Hill, Wandsworth. [5233

65.—4h.p. Triumph, tax paid, accessories,

Wilson, 177, Wesumanteed.—Clifford
Bridge Rd., S.E.I.

I Q20 Triumph, Mills-Fulford sidecar.
J-«J equipped, guaranteed; £85.-51,
mond Rd., Putney.

[4600

taxed, fully
"Upper Rich-

[5135

MOFFAT, Yeovil, Official Triumph Service Agents.—
_ 1922 models from stock; exchanges; all spare

me: 50. [5725parts.

"J
ft 14 Triumph, 3-speed.

-L*' perfect order. Stepney district; £45.
all

c/o The Motor Cycle.

on, 28x3 tyres, discs,
" -Box 1238,

[4934

1Q21 Triumph all-chain 4h.p. Combination, Sport-
Xt/ ing _ Montgomery! discs, excellent and very

-Below.

"I Q18 Triumph 4h.p. Countershaft Combination,
X*J whole renovated as new, excellent lot; £67/10.

Countershaft, ' just renovated
throughout ; £48 / 10.—

smart; £105

|18 Triumph

-Below.

1Q17 Triumph 4h.p.
J- */ and in fine condition
Below.

"I Q 20 Triumph 4h.p., W.D. model, renovated bylw Triumphs, exceptionally fine condition through
out, lamps, tax paid, tools, etc.; £68/10.—Goad,
" Norman ' Lodge," 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone:
Hampstead 1353. [5861

first

Triumph Service Agent,
[5722

1921 Type H, fully equipped, licence
" Ratcliffe Bros., 200,

[5714

RICARDO-TRIUMPH actually in stock, new
£120 secures.—Moffat,

"Phone: 50.

TRIUMPH
paid, perfect condition ; £85.

Gt Portland St., W.

TRIUMPH, good 3^h.p. ( sidecar, and lamps, in run-

ning order; £30.—J. Tutton, 27, Riverhall St.,

Wandsworth Rd., S-W. [5921

BRAND New Triumph, Model H, unused, unregis-

tered; £85; carriage paid 100 miles.—51, Uppei
Richmond Rd. Putney.

4h.p., 3-speed, kickTRIUMPH 1919
clutch, Hughes sidecar, all lamps; £105

Walsall Garage, Walsall.

1 Q20 4h.p. Triumph, T.T. sporting
_L*7 also spare pulley, like new;
100, Paris St., Exeter.

1021 Triumph-Henderson, excellent
XV jhood, Cameo, accessories

House, Sudbury, Suffolk.

3Jth.p. Triumph, clutch model
2 piston.

22,

tax paid,

Berigeo St., Hertford.

[5132

start, hand
Maudes',

[5285

N.S.U. 2-speed,
£78.—Maudes"

[6062

condition
— Chilton

[3565

new cylinder and
splendid condition; £32.-

[4734

£110.

TRIUMPH Combination or Solo for sale, thoroughly
overhauled, bargain trial.—Apply

;

Triumph

Golders Green.

Walthamstow.

-1922IN Stock.-1922 4h.p
cash or deferred.—D. and S.

"145, Black-
[4981

model H, £105;
Autocar Co., 33,

[5740The Parade,

TRIUMPH Combination 1913, all

overhauled and enamelled; £35
South Grove, Highgate Hill.

TRIUMPH 1921, Model H., licensed, mileage 700,
solo, unpunctured, fully equipped; £90.—Wood-

ward, Hampton Rd., Solihull. [5315

accessones, just

-Peppercorn, 7,

[5007

1 Q 19 countershaft Triumph Combination, 4h.p
nearest £78.

IO290

Dunhill sidecar, all

-Mr. Underhill, 33,
[5949

Ex-

"1Q21 Baby Triumph, new condition, 2-speed,
J-i/ tools, tax paid, Dunlops;

tax paid, excellent condition

6, Thurlow Rd„ Hanwell. W.7.

TRIUMPH Combination 4921,
accessories, tax paid; £110.

Hackford Rd., Brixton, S.W.9.

IN Stock.—Triumph-Ricardo, also Model H.
changes or deferred payment.—Edwards, 50, Har-

rington Rd., South Kensington. [601

J

lamps,
£52/10.—Gordon, 14,

Court Rd.,' West "Norwood, S.E. [5009

1 Q 19 Triumph, Gloria chassis, fully equipped,
J-t/ Easting, taxed, guaranteed as new; £82/10.—
51, Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. [5136

TRIUMPH 4h.p., countershaft, perfect condition,
complete Tan-Sad, stirrups, tax paid; £70.-4,

Kempshott Rd., Streatham Common. [4787

-1 A18 Triumph Combination, full equipment, beauti-
X*7 ful outfit, guaranteed; £69/10.-37, Canterbury

[5964

including over-
Brandish and

C5985

Rd., Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, N.I.

TRIUMPHS.—Every model in stock,

head valve; delivery immediate.—

W

Sons, The Triumph. Garage, Coventry.

FOLLOWTHELEAD
of others and put

: your trust in :

IVY MOTORS
They don't fail you 1

Their classy and dis-

tinctive appearance
stamps them as aris-

tocrats of their type.

Made
models,

quality

in var ious
but in one

only.

The Ladies' Favourite — Dainty
iuperb. 2h h.p., 2-speed Gear -

and
£62

Ivy Three—All-Chain Drive, 3-speed Gear,
Cnsh Hubs----- £77

S. A. NEWMAN, Ltd.,
IVY MOTOR WORKS,

ASTON CROSS, BIRMINGHAM
London: MAUDES' MOTOR MART,

Great Portland Street.

Art Catalogue post free on request.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

£23.—3M:h.p. Triumph, Bosch, 1921 B. and B., tyi
belt excellent, recently re-enamelled and ot

hauled.—5, Thames View, E. Molesey. [55

170 GNS.—Late 1920 Triumph, indistinguishal
* & from new, fully equipped, registered; gift; ai
5 p.m.—4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [59

-|Q22 4h.p. Triumph Model H, 3 speeds, carefu
J-tf used, 200 miles only; £95.—Walbro Mo!
Cycle Co., Saffron Walden. 'Phone: 45. [57

CROYDON Agents Triumphs, all new models a
large range of second-hand in stock.—Moor

Presto Motor Works, North End, Croydon. [08

"1 Q18 Countershaft Triumph, Canoelet sidec,

J-& lamps, tools, spares, licensed December ;
£,',

or oiVer.—32, ,Pitcairri Rd., Mitcham, Surrey. [47

I {\22 Triumphs, all models. Still the finest sing
X *J Catalogues with pleasure.—Sam E. Claph;
(Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.10. [46

TRIUMPH Countershaft. 1918, renovated, splenc
condition, trial ; £65 ; sidecar, £3 / 10 ; t

paid.—Seen at 49, North St., Portslade, Susses. [52

TRIUMPH 1921 (March), Cajioelet sports sidec
lamps, horn, etc., not used since October, alnu

B ;

S 1

new condition; 95 gns.—T.A.D., Penrhyn, Enfield.

[47

"I Q20 Triumph, countershaft, speedometer, elect!

J-t/ lighting, excellent condition throughoi
licensed; £70.-23, Tivoli Ed., Crouch End, N.8.

[55

TRIUMPH.—Immediate delivery ol all 1922 mode
including the 3y2h.p. Type R, o.h.v. engine; £12—From P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham.

[59

TRIUMPH, Model H, 1918, just completely ovi

hauled, well equipped, tax, splendid conditio

£65 or near.—Sykes, King's College, Cambridge.
[52'

ABY Triumph, end 1920, Lucas acccssorii

Stewart speedometer, perfect condition; £5
seen by appointment.—E, 119, High St., Croydon.

[48'

HEFPIELD Agent for Triumphs; all models
stock for immediate delivery.—J. A. Stace

Triumph Service Depot, 12, Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield.

(08:

TRIUMPH.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealir.

Tel. : 689. Official district agents. All modi
exchange; deferred payments. Write, 'phone, or ca

[601

TRIUMPH Combination 4h.p., 3-speed, countersha:

gear, kick start, late model windscreen, lugga

grid, etc.; £60.-63, Arlingford Rd., Brixton, S.W.
[50;

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, as new, fully guara
teed, bargain, £75; 1918 Triumph, very litt

used, £65.-26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone : BrixU
1292. [581

TRIUMPH 1922 Models R. and SD. in stock; de

_ very immediately.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishor

gate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avem
5548. [00;

TRIUMPH 4h.p., grand machine, ready for instai

and continuous work, complete lighting, tool

spares, supreme bargain; £50.—Fryer, Doveride

Derby. [«f

T"
RIUMPH Combination 1922, lamps, horn, tax pal

s'^art turnout done 500 miles; what offers?

Mr. Norchi, 59, South Island Place, Clapham Re

S.W.9. [59<

BARGAIN—July, 1921, Triumph-Gloria, speed

meter, hood, Tan-Sad, Triplex screen, nnscratoh»

114 gns.—Garaged at Bedford Garage, Bedford Hil

Bilham. t592

1 Q21 2'4h.p. Triumph, fully equipped; exchani

It/ higher powered, geared solo; sell £50; by a)

pointment.—Guille, 69, Bristol Rd., Edgbaston. Bi

mingham. [51S

TRIUMPH 1920, renovated, horn, speedometer, T.'

bars, electric lighting, Ricaxdo piston, spare

watch; after 7 -pm.; £69.—35, Tooting Beo Garden
Streatham. t«l

|

TRIUMPH Combination 1914 4i4h.p., just bee

thoroughly overhauled, Sturmey-Archer 3-spe»
....__ m^_„ . 65 c j,n,c

[479
tyres good, excellent condition.—Thomas.
St., Oswestry.

1 Q 17-18 Triumph Combination, countershaft, 3:
speei

-LtF lamps, horn, tax paid,
overhauled

;

Easting windscreen,
Westfields, Hereford.

4h.p. Countershaft Triumph,
Bristol sidecar, all accessories

teed perfect, just overhauled;
Weston Hotel, Bath.

£72. — The Fird
[489

;

engine No. 26462:
Easting, guarai

£78/10. .— Spencei
[494

TRIUMPH 3'/2h.p., as new, tank, D.R. bars, mui

guards, controls, and enamel all new, tax pait
- near offer.—9, Meado

[512
perfect condition ; £35,
Rd., Pinner, Middlesex.

early 1921, Dunhill sidecar, the who]

i, good tyres,

spares,

TRIUMPH, „
in excellent condition, good tyres, largest _-PJ:

lamp, 2 generators, Klaxon, new belt,

81, Manor Lane, Lee, S.E.

£95.-

[488

R-lR All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

22 Model S.D. Triumph, lamps, horn speedo-

meter -Tan-Sad, brand new, ridden 8 miles;

re £110 or near offer.—2, Adelaide Villas, Nether

', North 'Finchley, N.12. [5020

iR^ND New 1922 4h.p. Triumph Combination in

< stock complete with new coachbuilt sidecar, lamp

h and horn; £125.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saf-

|o Walden. 'Phone: 45. [5736

919 Triumph, Canoelet sidecar. Easting wind-

screen, electric- lighting set, spares, excellent condi-

n- 80 gns ; owner bought car.—Stubbs, c/o Newsum,

ic'ebridge Heath, Lincoln. [4760

65 Triumph,- 1916, countershaft Combination,
" 1920. sidecar, tax paid, insured, all accessories,

Lie 1 good condition ; after 6 p.m.—Barrow, 67,

Hour ltd., Highbury, N.5. [5214

IP.IUMPH and Sidecar, 1920, fully equipped,

Lucas lamps, horn. Cameo screen, spring foot-

irds, in perfect order; £95.—Homac's, 243, Lower
ipton Rd., N.E. Dalston 2408. [5856

IRIUMPH, 4h.p:, 1920 T.T. model, fixed engine,

accumulator . electric lighting, mechanically ex-

lent, tyres good, tax paid; accept reasonable offer.

mitv, 115, Uppingham Rd., Ieicester. [3329

922 Triumph, SD Model, in perfect condition, only

used few hundred miles, licence paid to end of

ir, fitted with lamps and horn; a genuine bargain,

00, or near offer,—Fryer, Leominster. [5746

'ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd.—1921 Triumph, all

t chain, Millford sidecar, accessories, tax paid,

05; chain-cum-belt, Millford sidecar, accessories, tax

id; £95.—157b. Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6081

IRIUMPH 1920, Gloria de Luxe coachbuilt side-

car, hood, screen, etc., all lamps, speedometer,
.1 kit. original tvres good, mileage 3,000, tax paid;

00.-145, Widmore Rd.. Bromley, Kent. [49^6

IRIUMPH, 1913, clutch and N.S.U. 2-speed, discs,

mudshields, in splendid condition, new tyres, £40,
ence paid; light coachbuilt sidecar, £10.—Wilkinson,

., St. Herbert St., Keswick, Cumberland. [4889

918 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, with lamps,
horn, tax paid, etc., perfect condition, enamel

,,d plating like new; £56.—T.M.C., 20, Oxford Mews,
tchborne St., Edgware Rd., London, W.2. [5764

JTAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Triumph
V and sidecar, 4h.p., 1914, 3 speeds, etc., £50;
:o 4h.p. 1914 Triumph solo, 3 speeds, £40; and a

i.p. 1918 W.D. model, 3 speeds, etc., £65. [5893

GNS.—Triumph, 4h.p. t countershaft, 1917,
engine No. 50523. renovated, Dunlop tyres, P.

id H. lamps, horn, pump, tools, etc.—Smith's, 86,

nalk Farm Rd. [opposite Chalk Farm Tube Sta-
in). [5700

Ih.p. Triumph, late 1918, good, fully equipped, Tan-
c Sad, etc., or would exchange with cash for

9h.p. Harley combination, must be good, not later

)20.—Cecil Oxley. Oliver House, Whitehall Lane,
rays. [5623

BARKER'S Motors can supp.y all. Triumph 1922

models at list prices and give an insurance policy

•ainst mechanical breakdown for 12 months ™
ksh deferred, or exchanges -194, Balham High Rd

W.12. _
l3139

HRIUMPH 3'Ah.p., clutch model, re-enamelled as

L new, thoroughly overhauled, new T.T. handle-bars,

mac, lamps, and horn, perfect inside and out, very

st; anvtriaU £29, or near.^68, Rattray Rd., EHra

d., BrTxfon. [5606

PRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination 1919V-, perfect

L cuiiuterehalt, lavishly equipped speedometer,

mps, Dunlons, Easting, luggage grid, hood, lan-bad,

.c? spares, insured, tax paid; £97/10.-31, Ferndene

d.; Heme Hill. [4757

rRlUMPH 1919 Countershaft No. 64945 Combina-

tion, coachbuilt, new chassis, gas and electric,

oares, tax and insurance, property doctor ; £80, or

-ear offer.-Seen, Atlas Garage, 27, Ardleigh Rd
lalston, N. (P) [4881

I 018 Triumph Countershaft Combination, Wat-
L" sonian, windscreen, fully equipped, many spares,

erfect condition, any trial licensed and insured

;

:?5, or nearest.—Champion, Lower Burnhams, Little

lookham, Surrey. [ .

IQ21 Triumph, S.D. combination, purchased

L" Triumph Co. January last, done under 1,000

lilee, electric lighting, spare accumulator.

rreen, Cowey speedometer, legshields

jCenflworth Court, Putney,

C£ GNS.—1920-21 Triumph, 4h.p
.

OD model H, practically indistinguishable from

>rand new, licensed, equipped; accept modern Light-

weight pait; after 5 p.m.—20, Treen Avenue, Hog-

g's Coiner, Barnes, S.W.13. [5251

TRIUMPH 4hp-, 3-speed, 1920 model, Lucas light-

ing, Ace discs, Cowey speedometer and horn

.pare cover, tube, belt, chain sprocket, valve barrel

pring perfect condition; any trial; £75

leave, Westfield, Finchley, N.3.

TRIUMPH countershaft model 1921, Whitley com-

mercial convertible sidecar, excellent business or
:

'--ii. legshields and
Ace

[4824

; The Juno Cycle

; and Motor Co,
n Proprietors

;

METROPOLITAN MACHINISTS Co., Ltd.

248, BISH0PSGATE, LONDON, E.C.2.

* ' TCI r PHONE : BISHOPSGATE 2195.
I LLCgraMS : QUILLS AVE LONDON.

ESTABLISHED OVER FORTY YEARS

THE VERY BEST!

A.J.S., ARIEL, B.S.A.,

C HATER LEA,
DOUGLAS, ENFIELD,
INDIAN, LEVIS,
MATCHLESS, NORTON,
RALEIGH, RUDGE.

SUN VITESSE.
IN STOCK—NO WAITING.

hood,
£120.-9,

[3232

countershaft,

-C. F. Att-
[4854

pleasure outfit, perfect condition, legshields and full

equipment; £98, or offer.-Cornercroft, Ltd

Works, Vecqueray St., Coventry.

McKENZIE
LIGHTWEIGHT MOTOR CYCLES.

The little chap with a big heart.

Low price. Cheap running.

Easy Payments.

26 Guineas cash, or

£6 deposit and 12 monthly
payments of £2

Any Moior Cycles, Combinations (or

Sidecars), can be supplied on our

well-known GRADUAL PAYMENT
SYSTEM.

Particulars on Annl»ra>!/-n.

CARBURETTERS.
Binks, £3 15 0. B. & B., 67/- & 72/-.

A.M.A.C., 60/- & 72/-. Senspray,

67/- & 72/-. B. & B., shop-soiled, 50/-.

Sidecar Bodies, Sandum or Venus,
from £5 15 0.

Underslung or step chassis from £7.

EVERYTHING FOR THE MOTOR CYCLIST AT
REASONABLE PRICES.

mote Our large postal department ensures

despatch per return past on all orders

accompanied by remittance.

£ s. d. S s. 1

W. S. R. Jets,
all sizes 8/6&10 6

Lycetts Motor
CycleSaddles 1 9

Renoids Chaii,

5 x }, per ft. 5 6
Renoids and
Coven try
spares in
stock.

Tan-Sads 1 10
Bowden extra

air inlets,
complete - 17 6

Goggles.
Triplex perpr.

One piece

noninflam
Rubber -

Chenilleedged
oblong glasses

Bluemels 1921
Windscreen 3

Orto Hoods - 3

Spring Shackles,

set of four -

P. & H Lamp
Sets - - 1 12

12 6

1 9
1 3

20

5

5 6

: FREE.
96 pp. illustrated motor list

with all latest price reductions.

Call or write, Dept. M/C,
address as above.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
1 1 iumnri

TRIUMPH-GLOBIA Combination 1920, splendid
condition, expert inspection invited, speedometer.

Easting, spring footboards, legshields, Tan-Sad, Lucas
lamps, Klaxon, watch, mirror, spares, tax paid end
year; £120; evenings only.—22, Boscastle Rd., High-
gate Rd„ N.W.5. [5034

3 lh.p. 1922 New Triumph, o.h.v., £120; 4h.p. com-
2 bination, all chain, £155; 4h.p. S.D. solo, £115;

4h.p. combination, chain-cum-belt, £145 ; 4h.p. Model
H, £105; 2 1 .'

1
h.p. Junior Triumph, £65; easy terms

and exchange.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
'Phone : Holborn 5-777. [5903

"I Q20 4h.p. Triumph Combination, 3 speeds, best
J-*/ Montgomery sidecar with apron, luggage grid,
locker in hack, 8-volt electric lamp sets all round.
Klaxon, brand-new heavy tyres lust fitted, tax paid
December 1922, slightly used only; £115.—Walbro
Motor Co., Saffron Walden. 'Phone: 45. [57351

TRIUMPH Combination 4i/,h.p. 1918, just reno-
vated, 3-speed Sturmey gear, engine shield, P.i

and H. lamps, tools, Millford chassis, smart sidecar,
tyres unworn, Cowey speedometer, Cameo windscreen,
side screens, tax paid; £80, or oiler; trial evenings,

—

Conday, Ruskin Walk, Heme Hill, S.B. [5033

S/iare Paris .

TRIUMPH Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,
Bond St., Ealing. [7545'

COMPLETE stock Triumph and Sturmey-Archer
1

spares, no waiting.—Ward's, 51, Upper Rich-'
mond Rd., Putney. 'Phone: Putney 2754. [1247,
TRIUMPH Agents since 1906.—All Triumph Spare3

at new reduced prices from stock; principal Bir-
mingham agents and service depot.—Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0798
rpRIUMPH Spare .Parts for all models; also!
-*- Sturmey- Archer gear parts from stock, post free;
gear overhauls by specialist.—Jones Garage. Triumph

j

Agents. Broadway. Muswell Hill, N.10. (0809

CEND to the Rhosha Motor Garage, South St.,

I

J Romford, for Triumph and Sturmey-Archerl
spares. No disappointing delays; every part in!
stock. Repairs by skilled mechanics. We aia!
official service agents. Telephone : Romford 584.

rpRIUMPH Parts. 1904-21. every part in stock, new
J- or second-hand. Why not second-hand in place
of new till prices drop? Half the price, satisfaction
guaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph!
repairs and renovations a speciality, under personal
supervision of our proprietor, late with Triumph and
Premier cycle companies Cylinder regrinding oni
latest machinery.- Forfield Motors. Forfleld Place
Leamington Spa. [7361

Velocette.
"DREMIER Motor Co., for 1922 Velocettes.

IMMEDIATE delivery of Model E.2 2-speed, £65;,
E.3 3-speed. £72/10; E.L.2 lady's open frame.l

£68; all with clutch and kick starter; easy .payments,,
4 per cent, extra; carriage paid to any address.—'
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. £3020'

VELOCETTE 1921 2i4h.p.. 2-speed, all-chain drive,
tax paid; £48.—Maudes', Walsall Garage, Walsall.

[5278

VELOCETTE 2i4h.p., extraordinary hot stuff, lamp,
horn, tax, perfect bargain; £16.-187, Elm Rd.,

New Maiden. [5963

Oih.p. New 1922 Velocette, all models, from £65;
>V4 easy terms and exchange.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, London. 'Phone : Holborn 5777. [5899

VELOCETTE 2>4h.p., 2-rpeed, 1921, unused Bonnik-
sen speedometer, legshields, Lucas lamps, abso-

lutely new; 48 gns; cost £80.—Longman Bros., 17,
Bond St., Ealing. Tel. : 689. [6008

ELOCETTE.—Last 2 late 1921 models, 3-speed,
£60; ladies', £57/10; splendid opportunity, take

it now.—O'Donovau Motors, 76A, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. [4235
Verus.

VERUS-BLACKBURNE 4h.p„ December, 1920,
sports, all accessories, splendid condition; £65.

—

116, Ichmery Rd., Catford. [4816

"1Q20 Verus 2 14h.p., single-speed, good as new, clec-

X«7 trie light outfit, good accessories, suit overalls

(5ft. 6in.), insurance, tax paid; lot cost over £75;
40 gns, no offers; appointment only.—Schofield, 25,

Santos Rd., Wandsworth, S.W.18. [1020

Victoria.

VICTORIA, 1920 Toranda Sidecar, 3V2h.p. J.A.P.,
clutch, kick-start, lamps, horn, screen; 63 gns.

—Edwards 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.
[6016

Vindec.

VINDEC 2-speed, 2-stroke, in excellent condition;

£27.-40, Replingham, Southfields, S.W.18. [5697

TNDEO 2-stroke, 2-speed, 2%h.p., fully equipped.

O.K. condition; £30—13K School Lane, Addle-

Surrey. [5372
Villiers.

23hp Villiers 2-stroke, lamps, licensed, nice littla

4 bus; £22; exchange.—Malvern Rd. Garage,

Thornton Heath, Surrey. L°°58

V'

V1

stone,

M, -otters re.atlng to^^tS^^^^ desire.,, mar.ed .PI
each advertisement, and the, date of the issue a33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Werner.

3 ah. p. Werner, excellent running order, tax paid;
A £10/10.-17, Heaton Ed., Mitcham. [5650

£22.—Werner 4h.p., fast, powerful, any trial;

lightweight part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell,

London. [5468

Wolf.

WOLF, 2-stroke, 2%TLp., less carburetter; £17/10,
or near offer secures.—Rex, Middle St., Taun-

ton. [5619

WOLF 31i.p., 1915, overhauled; through death;

£17.—Fairhtllst, Behind 68, Standishgate,
[5320Wigan.

Wooler.
cod running order, tax paid; £33.

[5869
1 Q20 Wooler, .
i-iJ Brockbank, 58, Lord St., Southport.

WOOLER 2s
4h.p. flat twin, 1920, 2-speed, clutch,

fully equipped,-- beautiful mount; £45—Telford

Garage, 47, Streatham Hill, London, S.W.2. [5873

Zenith.

H.
F.
TfDWARDS and Co.

KA, HaJjSlBlton Rd., South Kensington,' offer

O U sevijrM brand new unused 1921 5h.p. Sports

Zeniths, wit,, makers' full guarantee, at 76 gns.

!

listed at £110. Your machine taken in. part exchange,

or £27 down, and 12 instalments of £4/14/7. Also
=everal brand new 1921 countershaft 5-6h.p. models,

clutch, kick start; 85 gns. Listed at £118. Your
machine taken in part exchange, or £30 down and
12 instalments of £5/6/2. [6017

F.O.C.H. for Zeniths; latest models in stock.— 5,

Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube). [5066

rENITH 5h.p. countershaft, first-class order, all on;

£58—Hooydonk, Oakengates, Letchworlh. [4798

'ENITH Combination, 6h.p., lamps, horn, tax paid;

£50.—James, 46, The Green, Kew, Surrey. [5093

h.p. Zenith Sports, December, 1919, perfect con-

Z 1

8
ford.

dition, accessories; £65.-6, Alexandra Rd., Bed-
[55o.

ZENITH 5h.p. Sports, 1921, new and guaranteed,

few only left; 76 gns.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd.,

S.W.7. [4615

Zenith Sports Combination, in excel-

nearest £75.-16, Creber St.,

E. Dulwich. [5776

4h.p. Zenith-Gradua, splendid condition, trial

plete, licensed
Monton, Eccles

Motors, Ltd.—1922 shop-soiled

-157b, Gt.
[6082

-| Q20 5-6h.p.
X*/ lent condition;

St.,

£20; offers.—Preston, Lambton
[5301

ROBERTSONS
Zenith-Bradshaw, Gradua gear; £100.-

-Baker, High St., Ealing

yENITH 1915 3'i,h.p. J.A.P.

Portland St., W.l.

6 h.p. Zenith Combination, 2-seater sidecar, all acces-

sories, perfect running order; £80, or near offer.

[4964

new back tyre and^ belt, pillion, taxed, decarbonised; £35.-38, Lans-

downe Gardens, Stockwell. [4969

TENITH 1922 8h.p. Combination, clutch model,
fully equipped; best offer over £135.—Griffith,

19, Pulley Rise, Purley, Surrey. [5121

ZENITH Sports 8h.p., June, 1920, good condition
" and tyres, tax paid, fully equipped ; offers.—80,

Station Rd., Hampton, Middlesex. [5323

iNGE 3t.jh.p. Zenith Combination, clutch,

for 2-speed Henderson; sell; best offer.—

Flat 7, 122, Southampton Row, W.C.I. [5933

ENITH Combination, Gradua, 1920, any trial,

guaranteed, all accessories; £105

Z 1

EXCHANi
K.S., f

z
" Lochvoil Gloucester Rd. t

New Barnet.
offer.—
[5119

5 h.p. Sports Zenith, 1920-21, speedometer, horn, and
all tools, verv good condition, any trial; £75, or

near offer.—Barker, 19, Rookfield At., Muswell Hill,

N.10. .
[5595

ZENITH-BRADSHAW 1922, actual show model,

belt drive, licence, lamp, spares, ridden 500

miles- £100: Wimbledon.—Bos 1249, c/o The Motor
Cycle'. t5077

ZENITH 1921 8h.p. Countershaft Combination,
speedometer, lamps, horn, taxed, new condition,

under 1,000 miles; £115.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd.,

S.W.7. [«13

rENITH-GRADUA 4-5h.p. Twin, just' overhauled

and bushed, perfect running order and condition,

tax paid' £50.—Wyeth, The Hollies, East Oakley,

Hants. [5032

ZENITH-J.A.P., 1920, 5-6h.p. sporting Combination,
electric light, screen,- speedometer, accessories,

insured, low mileage; offers.—12, High Lane, Chorlton-

cum-Hardv [3308

Y*¥ q GNS.—1920-21 5h.p. Zenith-Swan Sporting Com-
i O bination, tax paid, insurance, completely

equipped, brand new condition.—Surman, 12, Brooks

Rd., Chiswick. [5516

71

AfflAZjjjjj OFFER!

SPEED
80 m.p.h.
Guaranteed by

Brooklands Certificate.

DOUGLAS
SPORTS MODEL

Timed by Mr. C. G. PULLIN.

I have been sMccessful in completing arrangements
with Mr. C. G. Fullin, the ioo m.p.h. record hold-
er, to tune up a limited number of 3$ h.p. Sports
Models. These machines will be passed at
Brooklands, and arrangements have been made
with the timekeeper to certify the speed of each
and to issue a certificate. Mr. Pullin's retaining
fee' is exceptionally high and obviously above the
pocket of the average purchaser. However, I

have decided to spread the cost over a number of
machines, charge it to publicity and make only a
nominal charge to purchasers for timing, carriage

to, Brooklands, track fee, certificate fee, etc.

The cost will be PO which, with the new price
of the Sports **>» Model at C1 1 C gives
you the fastest 3J h.p. in the XlliJj world
at the lowest price of all for the Sports Model.

REMEMBER The Douglas Sports
has detachable and

interchangeable wheels, two shock absorbers,

650 X 65 tyres, all-steel lug- frame, reliable

brakes, and is also a real touring bus, with
kick starter, 3-speed gear handlebar, control

clutch, all lamps.

REMEMBER only a very limited
number of PULLIN

TIMED MODELS will be sold.

!

REMEMBER you can win ?ny
speed event

the "cracks" at 80 miles per hour.
gainst

Repairer,
in one wee

part by return of post.

Write about my special offer of

1922 2-| h.p. 2-speed models, 55
miles per hour, at £69.

THE DOUGLAS SPECIALIST
AND OFFICIAL AGENT,

140, VICTORIA STREET, BRISTOL
(Late Douglas Motors, Ltd.) Tel. 3792

ET f* Magneto Service Depot for West of
el.v^. England. All spare parts for any

model by return.

Official Repairer. AnyAp |T Official Kepairer. Any repair
•v»Uo finished in one week. Any spare

Any spare part for any model Douglas or
Williamson from 1908 upwards by return
of post without fail. Douglas Repairs
completed, including a complete rebuild-

ing and enamelling in seven days.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

ZENITH, 1919, 8h.p. J.A.P., with Dunhill coa, I I.

built sidecar, hood, screen, lamps, etc., tax p; 1 1.

till end of year; £8/15.—Wilkins Simpson, oppos
Olympia, London. . [58

ZENITH-BRADSHAW 1922 Sports, new conditiiI
fully equipped and insured; £97; or eschar

suitable combination.—Philipps, Andemie, Peart: I

At,, Southampton. [47

1 Q19 Zenith 8h.p., sporting, electric lighting, doul jlw oiling, special 4in. plated exhaust, special dis

tax, exceptionally smart; £65.—Goad, 122, Maida Va
'Phone : Hampstead 1353. [58

ZENITH 1920 6h.p. Sports, luxuriously ecprhrpi

everything as new, guaranteed perlect condltic

£68; exchange combination, cash adjustments-
Riverdale Terrace, Richmond. [59

ZENITH-BRADSHAW 1922, 3-speed, all-chain dri I

in stock; £119. Best prices allowed on exchar,

deals.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith R
W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [23

6 h.p. Sports Zenith, 1915, discs, large exhau

enamelled red 4-64 m.p.h. on top gear of 3i
=

recently overhauled, excellent condition; £50—Hoi
sey Tavern, High St;, Hornsey, N. [55

ZENITH Combination, 4h,p., J.A.P., Gradua gei

lamps, horn, tyres excellent, engme overhaul

at JA.P.'s, guaranteed perfect; £60.—Homac's, 24

Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. Dalston 2408. [58!

BARKER'S Motors., can supply 1922 Zeniths, (

models, at list prices, and give an insuran

policy against mechanical breakdown for 12 mrmt

Iree. Cash, deferred or exchanges—194, Balham Hi|

Rd., S.W.12. t31 '

-1Q20 8h.p. Zenith Combination de Luxe, countc

i-U shaft model, electric lighting, discs, wnee

speedometer, and accessories, perlect condition; £9

no offers.-Sroith, 9, Johnson St., Notting Hill Gal

W.ll. t

£52/10.—Sports Zenith, 8h.p., latest colours, Wj
and red, all accessories, engine rebnsn

throughout, good tyres, belt, very fast and sport

perfect condition; will ride 50 miles to purchase

privately owned; offers; after 8,—Mumford, 83

Trinity Rd., Balham. Lsl -

ZENITH 1920, 8h.p. Twin J.A.P. Countersha

Combination, luxurious coach-built sidera

Cameo windscreen, lighting set, horn, Tan-Sad, speed

meter, oversize tyres, etc., most splendid condltic

throughout; only needs seeing.—Sidney, 769, Romfo

Rd., Manor Park, London, E. [54'

Immediate delivery.—Kays,
[48:

SimrP Parts:

ZENITH Spares.
' Bond St., Ealing

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

I7RANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139 New St., B
. nuns-ham. distributing agents for the Lady s it

daintiest of all ladies' machines; £62. complete. Sei

for list.
l07 '

6 h.p. L.M.C. 1920, suspension frame, beautif

Grindlay spring wheel sidecar, under 7,000 mile

hardly scratched cost £193; near Lewes; SI 10--*"

1216, c/o TM Motor Cycle.

DOUGLAS Lady's 2%h.p., 2-speed, absolutely pe

feet condition, done 2,000 miles, recently returm

from makers complete overhaul, worn parts replace

replated, enamelled, used once since new tyres, tuM

XL-All saddle, speedometer, complete; £55.-Heil

Rynda, Milford-on-Sea, Hants. f,al

VELOCETTE 1922 Models, with clutch and kit

starter, for immediate delivery; 2
:
speed, £6

3-speed, £75; all black weatherproof finish, all-cna:

drive, open frame, giving very low P°s > tlon v.\" 'a
.,

ladies' mount; easy payments, « extra; i™5""'

catalogue free on request.—Premier Motor Co.. a»k

Rd.
liU'

Miscellaneous.

7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, new chassi

new carburetter, etc.; £95.

-1Q21 23,4h.p. Martin-Jap, 2-speed and kick starte:

J.O £65.

O ah p. New Imperial, 2-speed model, recently ove

/*4 hauled; £38.

3ah-p. Douglas, 2-speed, £45; Scott motor cycle, ts

4, paid, £48.

-1ft 21 Ladies' Velocette, as new, 2-speed; £55; ij

iy perfect condition, reasonable trial or exarmii.

tion.—Edmondson's Garage
Keswick

Ltd., 28, Main St I

[476

8ho JAP Twin, as new; £18.-12, Broadwa:

Muswell Hill, N.10. 'Phone; 668 Hornsey.,

SPORTING J.A.P. 3Mih.p., cut down frame, specii

tank, long exhaust, perfect; £20.-1, Priory M
Kew. L

5-6h D J.A.P. Combination, just overhauled; ai

trial; £50.—Fairhurst, Behind 68, Standlsligat

Wigan. L

-\14 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desir

advertisement, and the date of the issue

ed. marked (!').
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I3CI8ION, running, £15; also Fatnir
£20.-441, Seven Sisters, Tottenham.

and sidecar, Mr. F. E.
gold medal machine, spe-

fully equipped, per-

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

and Hex,
[4940

(13 3V2h-P. Rover Combination, 3-speed, pedal
* starter, in perfect condition; £55.—Below.

1 14 2 1 -.h.p. Premier, new condition, tax paid; bar-
' gain, £18.—Below.

([4 S'.li.p Singer, 3-speed, all accessories, as

new;" £42.—Below.

tl2 S^h.p. B.S.A., 2-speed, free, restored and
' bushed by makers, mot run since; £30.—Below.

21 8h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, electric lighting,

skiecar screen, tax paid, only wants seeing;

.-South Eastern Garage, Heme Hill, S.E.24.
[5057

\'ES Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10,

ind Woodside Parade, North Finchley.

"TICE—We are open all dav every Saturday, and
1 have all makes in stock. Write, call or 'phone

[ sey 2917 lor big bargain list.

19-21 Ariel, 3'/!.h.p.,

Jones's competition
i tuned; £80.

'20 Radco, 2V>h.p;, 2-speed
I feet little 'bus; £30.

VER, 5-6h.p., Sports solo, 3-speed. all-chain,

shop-soiled, otherwise new 1921 ; £liO.

'DGE I.O.M., shop-soiled. £70; 8h.p. Enfield

Combination, Magdyno, 1921, indistinguishable

new, £145.

19 P. and M. Combination, exactly as new,
equipped; £70. Hobart-Villiers, shop-soiled;

10.

20 Ariel, 3"»h.p., equipped, £72/10; also second-

hand and new sidecars from £7/10.

21 Matchless, Model H, Magdyno Combination,
spare wheel, speedometer, Easting, every ae-

ry indistinguishable from new, very exceptional

t'; £145.

19 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, fine sporting little

bike, as new; £37/10.

! 19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, first-class condi-

tion, any trial given; £79/10.

ilVER (big single) Combination, our special bar-

gain of the week, brand new, fully equipped,

,- ior the road, an extremely attractive demonstra-

outfit, unused, slightly shop-soiled; £87/10; cash

; free tuition.

'

18 Douglas 2=ih.p., 2-speed, in excellent condi-

tion; £27/10.

[T of the above can be had for one-quarter down

balance in 6 or 12 payments; all guaranteed 3

hs Send for particulars—Jones Garage,_ Broad-

Muswell Hill, N.10. Motor
'insbury Park.

.ACKPOOL Bargains. -1922 Rudge=. 1922 Ariels

1022 OK.s 1922 New Imperials, 1922 Quadrants

Roval Rubys. Quick deliveries:
' machine; exchange.—Booths'

?rloo Rd., Blackpool.

.ACKPOOL Bargains.-1919 New Imperial, 2

speeds, kick starter; £45/10.-Booth s Motories.

.ACKPOOL Bargains.-P. and M. Combination,

£47/10/6; 6h.p. Rex Combination, £27/10,6.—

lis' Motories, Blackpool.

,ACKPOOL Bargains- Clyno Combination, lamps,

screen, spare wheel, £69/10/6; 8h.p Premier

hination. screen, hood, £49/10/6. -Booths' Mot-

, 294, Waterloo Rd.

.ACKPOOL Bargains.—Goorl Trump, £18/10/6;

N.S.U. lightweight, £13/10/6; 4h.p. Douglas

binalion, £59/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

^ACKPOOL Bargains.—A.J.S. Combination, lamps,

screen,- £49/10/6; G.N. 1920 car, dynamo right-

fully equipped, £140/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

ACKPOOL Bargains.—1920 Matchless Combina-
tion, detachable wheels, £120/10/6; A.J.S. and

ar, £59/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

CACKPOOL Bargains.—1917 Allon, 3-speed gear,

clutch, kick starter, lamps, speedometer,

10 6; 1920 Sun, 2 speeds, kick starter,

/10/6 —Booths' Motories.

iLACKPOOL Bargains.-1920 Wooler, £49/10/6;
3K,h.p. Humber, £20/10/6; P. and M.,

'10/6; Indian Combination, disc wheels,

/10/6; 6h.p. 3-speed Rudge, £35/10/6.—Booths'
ories. —
LACKPOOL Bargains.—2-speed O.K., £24/10/6;
1919 Douglas, £45/10/6; 1919 4h.p. Douglas

lhination. £79/10/6; 4h.p. Douglas, £55/10/6;
Tamplin, £79/10/6; 1920 Morgan de Luxe,

dometer, wa.ter-cooled magneto engine, £15,5/10/6.
>ral others cheap, Push cycles taken in exchange.
or cycles purchased for cash.—Booths' Motories.
, Waterloo Rd., Blackpool. [5060

'bus from Highgate
[5999

Good price for

Motories, 294,

NOTE
THIS!
OWING TO LOWER
COST OF MATERIAL
AND LABOUR WE
ARE NOW ABLE
TO ANNOUNCE A

FURTHER

REDUCTION
OF APPROXIMATELY

15%
IN THE PRICE OF

MILIPSON:
PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVEG1

ULLEY
AND GEAR COMBINED

2and4STROKE
ENGINES

No gear box friction,
' No grinding noises.

No "wheels or pinions to chew up.

The lightest, speediest, and simplest gear

on the market for direct belt-driven 2 and
4 stroke engines.

We are now in a position to supply the

Philipson Pulley to fit J.A.P. engines without

any alteration to the machine or " staggering "

ol the engine.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Send for Illustrated Booklet

What is your make ? Write ust

NEW REDUCED
PRICE

CARRIAGE PAID

PHILIPSON & C°- L
TD

Astley Bridge, BOLTON, Lanes.

(Established over 50 years.)

'Phone, 147 Eagley. 'Grams, 'Safety, Bolton.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

Fine selection

. ices right;
changes; easy terms.

WANDSAVORTH.—Cheap machines
c'

T\JANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.-
** motor cycles, combinations, prii

— our motto;
cheap machines, nothing dear, all cheap.

WANDSWORTH.—Easy terms. The only firm to
give immediate delivery first deposit.-

Singer, clutch model,'' 3 l4h.p.,
built; only 22 gns.; easy terms.

TXfANDSWORTH. -Rex,

WANDSWORTH .-

magneto, low 1

WA
1

SVL.h.p., 2 speeds, low built,
drive away; 22 gns,; easy terras.

ANDSWORTIL—F.N. 5-6h.p., clutch model, shaft
rive, runs, splendidly; 28 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Indian (late), Powerplus 7h.p.
twin, 3 speeds, spring frame; 55 gns.; terms.

WANDSWORTH.-Indian 7h.p. twin, 2 speeds,
clutch, beautiful condition; 46 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Henderson, clutch model, 8h.p.,
4-cylipder, chftin drive; cheap, 39 gns.; easy

terms.

T\7"ANDSWORTH.—Indian lovely coachbuilt com-
»» bination, 7h.p., 3 speeds, disc wheels, lamps,

hood, screen; 65 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.-Triumph coachbuilt combination,
4h.p., 3 speeds, lamps, speedometer; 59 gns.;

easy terms.

XyANDSWORTH.-Scott, 1920, latest, nearly new
*" coachbuilt combination, fully equipped; 85 gns.;

terms.

almost brand
easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Douglas 1921 4h.p., 3 speeds,
clutch, nice condition; offers; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Indian 1921 beautiful coachbuilt
combination, dynamo lighting, hood, screen;

110 gns.; terms.

WANDSWORTH.'—P. and M. 1918 3V2h.p., 2 speeds,
lamps, fine machine; 49 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Humber coachbuilt combination,
4'/2h.p. twin, 2 speeds, countershaft; 39 gns.;

easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Premier coachbuilt combination,
S'/ub.p., 3 speeds, clutch, lamps; 39 gns.; easy

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Levis 1918 2%h.p. ; 2 speeds,
lamps, nice condition; 35 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.-Triumph, 1920,
new machine, 3 speeds; 89 gns.

Motosacoche
nice little

2'/
1
.h.p., magneto.

runabout machine;
WANDSWORTH.-

variable gear,

19 gns.; terms.

WANDSWORTH.—De Dioh 2%h.p., magneto, tax
paid, runs splendidly; very cheap, 16 gns.; terms.

WANDSWORTH.— 10 ' beautiful coachbuilt sidecars
from 8 gns. each; wickers 4 gns. each.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Exchanges.-Wandsworth Motor
Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town

Station). 'Phone : Latchmere 4686. [5826

Q jlh.p. Villiers, 2-stroke, 2-speed, tax paid, perfect
-•W4: condition ; £38, near offer.—12, Wemyss Rd..
Blackheath. [5106

J.A.P. 2%h.p., Bosch magneto, good tyres, low
built, smart appearance; bargain, £12.—15, Deal

Rd., Tooting. [5224

J .A P., overhead valve, 3'/oh.p., new tyres, low
built, splendid running order; £14,—15, Deal

Rd., Tooting. [5225

also
Rd.,

Whetstone, London. [4773

Motor Cycle, lamps. Klaxon, licensed 1923,
fast; £25, or near offer; evenings.—Green, Haven.

Windsor Walk, Weybridge, Surrey. [4859

FORGE Garage, 74-76, Brighton Rd., Surbiton;
'phone: Kingston 3025; have the following

machines for sale or exchange at bargain prices :—

"fpORGE.—Triumph 4h.p., late 1921, countershaft, 3
speeds, elaborately equipped; £75; or exchange.

MOTOR Cvcle in good order, 2-stroke, £15;
3V;>h.p. 3-speed, £16. -II. R. Hall, High

Qh.p.O fa:

FORGE.—Indian Combination, 3-speed, 5h.p., nearly
new' tyres, practically new condition, runs well;

£50; or exchange.

T70RGE.—Metro-Tyler 1922, 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch
JO and
exchange

kick starter, only run few

"I Q19 4h.p. Combination-,
J- *s accessoi

'

bargainnew;

£40;
[6067

electric lighting, Easting,
inder 2,500, plai

£85.—Treasure House, Tr.ro.uay. (D)

[5022

HALIFAX.—50 second-hand machines and com-
binations; cash, exchange, or deferred payments;

pet list.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Ha'i-

fax. C5814

-i(\20 2*4h.p. Douglas, £48, licensed; 1918 4h.p.
A-*J Douglas combination, windscreen, hood, all on,

£65, licensed; 1920 James Big Twin, licensed, ex-

changes, sell £95.-17, Vernon Rd., Mortlake. [5546
.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

K-6h.p. Clyno Combination, 3-speed, R.S., recan-
ts ditioned, in good running order, £65 ; S^oh-P-

B.S.A., 2-speed, K.S., engine in splendid condition,

-£35.—Benton, Chediston St., Halesworth, Suffolk.
[5639

"I Q21 Coventry Victor 5-7h.p. Combination, perfect
J-v condition. Bluemel windscreen, tax paid, pillion,^

lamps, and tools; also 2%h.p. motor cycle, good run-*
ning order, also coachbuilt sidecar, good Dnnlop-tyre;
exchange considered.—Abbey, Watton, Norfolk. [5771

BARGAINS in Motor Cycles and Sidecars.—

A

limited number of 1920 and 1921 strop-soiled

models, all well-known makes; best offer secures in

each instance. Send for list or call and inspect.—

Mebes and Mebes, 144, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone:
Langham 2230. [4921

F.O.C.H. for secondhand cycles, combinations and
runabouts at bargain prices. Exchanges ar-

ranged. Any new cycle, combination or car sup-

plied, cash or deferred payments.—Fair Offer Car
House, 5, Heath Street, Hampstead (near Tube).

Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including

Saturdays. [1611

PETER GORDON, Ltd.. 110, Upper Richmond Rd„
East Sheen—Connaught 2»jh.p., 2-speed, 27 gns.;

Trump-Jap 4b. p., 3-speed, 25 gns.; Triumph S&h.p.,

clutch, 29 gns.; Precision 4h.p., 2-speed, 19 gns.; all

taxed for year and fitted lamps, horn, tools. Also

see Clyno, Douglas, Norton, Sunbeam advertised.

Open Sundays. Exchanges. [5796

T> ADCO 1921 2V.h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick start, etc.,

-tb perfect, £32 ; Enfield 2-stroke, 1921, 2-spe"ed, fully

equipped as new, £35; Douglas 2'4h.p., 2-speed, 1917,

fully equipped, disc wheels, a snip, £34; Enfield com-
bination, 6h.p., Magdyno lighting, electric horn, fully

equipped, windscreen, a smart and reliable outfit, £60;
Rudge Sy-h.p., free engine, fully equipped, tax paid,

£22; Rex" combination, 5-6h.p., 2-speed, good running
order, £38; Enfield 3h.p. 2-speed, M.A.G. engine, fully

equipped, recently overhauled, only wants seeing, £39.
Navlor and Kirk, 406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.

[5820

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
HIRE Latest Models cycles and combinations, any

period.—Write terms, Fowler Brigden, 130.

Euston Rd. [0795

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., for many years have
specialised in this class of work. If machine is

purchased, full amount of hire up to one week is

al lmved.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6083

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

Y^"ANT

f>fkA COMBINATIONS and Solos, any make, guar-
tJvPv/antee top prices given.—T. and B. Motor Co.,

Ltd., 372, Euston Rd. Museum 6581. [5564

WE

A CTUAL Buyers.

PLEASE Offer Us your motor cycle or combination.
We pay cash on sight.—Write, call, or 'phone

Museum 1337.—Percy and Co., 314, Enston Rd. [0815

W1

ALWAYS Buy

SOLOS, combinations, cycle cars. If in town, write,

'phone, or call. If country, send to London
terminus. We collect free and send best cash offer.—

W T Dunn, Ltd., 326, Euston Rd., London. Museum
5391. (0332

BEST

>RICES

f~i IVEN.

H. F. EDWARDS and Co., 50, Harrington Rd..
South Kensington, will purchase for spot cash

your motor cycle or combination. Call, write, or

phone Ken. 3709. [0604

A
MAUDES' Motor Mart are purchasers for spot cash

of late models .Sunbeam, Triumph, Douglas, Nor-
ton, and Morgans.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St.,

"London. [1128

GOOD Combination; cash waiting.—497, Old Ford
Rd., Old Ford. [5934

OLO or Combination, good condition.—14, Swaton
Rd., Bow. Tel. : E.3155. T5955

20 offered for good motor cycle.—Full particulars,
43, Shaftesbury Rd., Gosport. [4913

ANTED, Motor Cycle about £10, running order
—Bos 1255, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5352

WANTED, good motor cycle, cheap for cash.—Full
particulars, 40, Walford Rd., N.16. [4843

S'

£
W

Motor Cycle

Stolen

TRIUMPH
2J h.p. Junior

Frame No.

260947

Registered No.

XA 7869

A Reward

of £5
will be paid by

The AUTOCAR FIRE and

ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED,
77, Cheapside, London, E.C.2,

to the first person giving

information leading to the

recovery of the property

stolen and the apprehension

of the thief or thieves.

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent I

for disposing of motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a I
offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be su I
. a good cheque if you sell your machine at Pali I

Garage.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of I
have sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a specialii I
motor cycles in the weekly auction sale I

Thursday at 2. -

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage charjl
incurred until 7 days' notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect mad I
from any London railway station. The au< I

sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m. I

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash oKm I

accepted, machine can be included in auction I

held every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fix the price I

we do the rest.

PAEMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms : Selling I

mission, l lf%/B1 not chargeable unless machii I

sold. If no sale, a nominal auction fee is cha: I

for motor cars 20/-, motor cycles under £50 vafrtel

ditto over £50 value 10/-. When we effect a sale il

charges are cancelled and commission charged.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogue free. 1

208 Streatham. T.A. : Palmer's Garage, Too I

ANTED, motor cycle, any condition, cheap;
j

waiting.—61, Grand Parade, Harringay. £

PORTING Twin Solo, gears, known make prefe I

cash to £25.—Box 1275, c/o The Motor Cy\

W
S

WANTED, good solo or combination, reasonah B
Manning, 30, Canterbury Rd., Kilburn, N/R H

WANTED, countershaft Triumph, cheap for cas I
Maynard, 161, Bowes Rd., Bowes Park, >

TRlT7MPH-(rLORIA Combination, cheap for cas I
A. E. Woodcock, 14, Park Ave., Palmers Gi

N.13. [!

MATCHLESS 1921-22 2-seater wanted; . ll
equipped.—Apply, 153, Trafalgar Rd., Greenv r

S.E.10. [
;

TRIUMPH Countershafts, any condition, cash I
exchange.—Ward, 51, Upper Richmond I

Putney. [

:
-

WANTF.D, Harley, A.J.S., similar combinat I
about; 1916; £4- £50.—Lambert, 1, Phi g

Croyuon. [E

WANTED, 5\'^h.p. single, any reputable mi I
must be cheap.—Read, 37, Ennismore Ave I"

Chiswick. i-l

COMBINATION, late model, perfect; cheal
Letters, '' Experience," 30, Mildmay Gi I

Canonbury, N. _[i

WANTED, 3%-4h.p. late solo, Coulson ot-Vl
make; cash; write particulars, price.—52, AM

andra Villas, Bradford. -

OiLh. p. Douglas, New Imperial, etc., also combinal
-4 4 and Morgan, 1921-22, water-cooled; caea?l

H., 63, Solon Rd., Brixton. :-

RELIABLE late model, 2-stroke, cheap for a I
other kind (preferably Triumph) would intern

H

Waterfall, 196, King's Rd., Reading. [4

PETER GORDON, Ltd., are cash buyers of (I
modern machines, call or write. Open Sundajfl

110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [E

WANTED, good motor cycle with sidecar or B

livery box, detachable, must be good condit I

cheap for cash.—Moss, Billinghurst, Sussex, [A P

ELCEr Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, Carnal
St., E.C.3, are buyers of late model solos, <B

binations, cash or exchange. Send details. [C
f

LATE Harley, Matchless, or Stevens Combina *

wanted, reasonable, no rubbish; private bt|
Mso solo Triumph, cash.—20, Archway, Walmer L

W.10. i
£

WANTED, Second-hand Combination; must J
cheap and in good condition; no dealers; let!

only; full particulars.—W., 23, Chimes Av., Pali|

Green, N.33. L'

-| Q22 Combinations, A.J.S., Harley-Davidsoo, u

J- *J and M., Martinsyde, or Blackburne, I

equipped, cheap for cash.—Butcher, 128, St. Leon?

Rd., Poplar. I-

WANTED for Cash, 6 combinations, Eni I

"Triumph, A.J.S., or similar, 1919-1921. musl
reasonably cheap.—Letters only, Marcel, 10, Broa< 1

Chambers, Ilford. PI

COMBINATION, A.J.S. or Sunbeam, 1920, musl
guaranteed mechanically perfect; £90 cash i|

ing for best outfit offered.—Write full particulars, I

' 1261, c/o The Motor Cycle. ['

A -6 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED,
uD Sovereigns paid for best bargain offered, solo

ir combination.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [5353

NTING'S Buy, Sell, or Exchange any make of

notor cycle. State your requirements. We under-
to do your business and give you satisfaction.

oce immaterial.—Bunting's Motor Exchange,
3stone. £0828

311 on sight for new and second-hand motor cycles

and combinations, any make or condition.—Call,

or 'phono, Short and Glass, Ltd., 485-493, Upper
aond Ed.. East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone: Richmond
and 2363. [0372

VNTED to Purchase outright, lor cash, bank-
rupt stocks; W.D. spares, miscellaneous spares,
cycles, any make.—Send full particulars, Mc-
and Piatt, 57, Great George St., Liverpool.

ia: 1092 Royal. [6060

1CIAL Cash Buyers, Triumphs, Enfields, B.S.A.'s,
Douglases, Matchlesses, A.B.C.'s, Scotts, Braa-
, Martinsydes, Zeniths. — Wandsworth Motor Ex-
:e, Ebner St„ Wandsworth (Town Station),
e: Latchmere 4686.
ih. F.N.'s, Hendersons, T.A.C.'s, T.M.C.'s, wanted.
-Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St..
isworth.

D Indians, Harley-Davidsons, wanted.—Wands-
vorth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth
1 Station). [4559

.C.H. always have cash waiting for sound
machines of all types ; highest prices and cour-
treatment assured.—Fair Offer Car House, 5,

1 Street, Hampstead (near Tube) . 'Phone

:

»stead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

[1610
iNTED.—Motor cycles and combinations for im-
mediate cash, new or second-hand. Bring your

ine to us for a cash offer; high prices paid on
;pot. Write, 'phone, or call if possible.—Forge
je, 74-76, Brighton Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone

:

;ton 3025. [3169

1NTED, good modern _ Motor Cycles, boIo or
combination, in part exchange lor 8b. p. Rover
ler light car. Best prices allowed, extended pay-
1 arranged.—Vivian Hardie & Lane, Ltd., 23/24,
stock St. (off Blenheim St.), Bond St., W.l.
ie: Mayfair 6559. „ [0772

WAYS Wanted, immediately, any number of
econd-hand machines and combinations; a com-
t representative will be sent to inspect and corn-
purchase after preliminary negotiations; cash

?ood prices paid.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St.,

,g. Telephone: 689. [3046

.S. Specialists.—Wanted, .your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model
stock. No waiting. "Distance no object. Best

; allowed ior second-hand machines. Deferred
ents, see column advertisement.—Bambers, 2,

>ank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [4925

IEL Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model
stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best

i allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred
ents, see column advertisement.—Bambers, 2,

jank St., Southport. 'Phone: '607. [4927

FIELD Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model
stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best

i allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred
ents, see column advertisement.—Bambers, 2,

>ank St. Southport. 'Phone : 607. [4924

lTCHLESS Specialists.—Wanted, your present
motor cycle in part exchange for any new model
stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best

5 allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred
.ents, see column advertisement.—Bambers, 2,

)ank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [4931

I.A. Specialists-—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model
stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best

5 allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred
lents, see column advertisement.—Bambers, 2,

jank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [4926

•TJGLAS Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model
stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best

s allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred
lents, see column advertisement.—Bambers," 2,

oank St., Southport. 'Phone : 607. [4930

RTON Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model
stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best

s allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred
lents, see column advertisement.—Bambers, 2,

bank St., Southport. 'Phone: 6077 [4929

lUMPH Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model
stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best

s allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred
lents, see column advertisement.—Bambers, 2,
bank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [4928

^D your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cash
telegraphed immediately on receipt. -Nearest

c-.n Wimbledon. We will collect from any London
on. Machine can be included in auction sale if

ed.—Sole address : Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
[5829

Grinder
enables you to re-grind

your valve in
five minutes

IT
saves all the fag and bother usually

entailed in Valve Grinding. It

automatically ensures accuracy and

dead centring. Do the valve grinding

yourself with the aid of the EWART
and save time and money.

Regular attention with the aid of the

EWART will vastly improve the

running power of your cycle. This

handy tool is thoroughly well made
of best materials. The slandard

pattern is supplied to fit all types of

motor engines both English andforeign.

Supplied conveniently packed in box
complete with tube of paste for 10/-,

post free. Extra tubes of paste 1 /-,

post free.

Stocked by leading motor dealers.

The trade are invited to write for terms.

NewWays Limited
Middleton Hall Road,

King's Norton, Birmingham.

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
KINGSBURY Scooters and Spare Parts.—Beaufort

Works, Richmond Rd., Twickenham. [2231

A .B.C. Skootamota, new, unsoiled, latest model; ££3,
sacrifice.—Frank Whitworth, 139, New St., Bir-

mingham. [4658

Oh..p., Kingsbury scooter, with seat, carrier, tools,™ horn, as new; £25.—Rogers, 42, Church Rd.,
Hendon. [5170

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
~|Q22 Young Motor, special bicycle; no agents; price
--*' £24.—13, Eardley Rd., Stieatham. [5019

"yOTJNG Cycle and Engine, perfectly new, horn,i!ingn _,

stand; nearest £20.—Heney, Saaidiacre. [4717

"VX7"ALL Auto-Wheel, good condition, recent.—Wal-" lace, The Platanes, Champion Hill, S.E.5. [5342

J.E.S. Auxilary Set, perfect condition, £9; with
bicycle, £12.—J. Hulland, Bampton, Devon. [5018

SIMPLEX Attachment and special duplex cycle, in
new condition: £30.—AonW. X. 7. Victoria. St..new condition; £30.—Apply, X

S.W.I.
7, Victoria St.,

[4750

"j Q21 Ladies' and Gent.'s Cycles,
Ac/ attachment complete; £20 each.-
Plumstead, S.E.

Young motor
8, Ripon Rd.,

[4960
T ADY'S Enfield, with 1921 Simplex attachment, as
-*-i new; £15 or separate.—Owen, 129, West Brom-
wich Rd., Walsall. [6021

A TJTO-WHEEL (Wall, Model He Luxe), with Chater-
**- Lea cycle, licence paid; £15.—Withers, Church
Rd., Ashtead, Surrey. [4778

NEW Shop-soiled Autoped Scooters, dynamo lighting,
lV2h.p.; bargain. £12/10 each.—Percy and Co.,

314, Euston Rd., N.W.I. [5994

SIMPLEX Attachment and Cycle complete, hardly
used, been stored, original show model; £15.-9,

Kenilworth Court, Putney. [3233

WALL Auto-Wheel, in new condition, very little

used; approval with pleasure; what offers?—
Thornbank, Lymiu, Cheshire. (D) [5046

LOOK.—New l%h.p. air-cooled Whippet scooter, en-
gine, suitable cycle attachment, scooter, mowing

machine, etc. Note, 4-stroke and brand new, with car-
buretter and magneto; £8/10; worth treble; offered
subject unsold.—Wortham-Blake and Co., Waltham
Cross. [5825

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
COLLINS and Son for hoods, screens, and aprons;

hoods from 35/-.—Below.
/~1OLLINS and Son.—Adjustable windscreens, cora-^ plete with apron; 22/6, 30/-, and 35/-; sent
on approval against cash; carriage 1/6 extra.—Below.

COLLINS and Son stock all known makes of wind-
screens; we have a few second-hand Standard

Eastings, fitted with new celluloid, from 45/-.—Below.

COLLINS and Son fit celluloid panels to any wind-
screen in few hours, new aprons, side curtains,

etc.; open weekdays till 8.30, Sunday mornings till

1 o'clock.—Collins and Son, rear of 84, High St

,

Putney, S.W. (D) [6025

V-shaped Windscreens, £3/18; small size, £2/15.

—

Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Cambenvell.

[8026
SANDUM V windscreens in stock; £2/15; trade sup-

plied.—Houchin, 189a, High St., Peckham
S.E. 15. [5975'

HERCULES Hoods and Aprons; write, for list.

—

Hercules Hood Co., 698. Seven Sisters Rd., Tot-
tenham. [0853

BENT Hoops, hood fittings, straps, turnbuttons,
twills, etp. ; hardwood polished wind screens,

27/6.—Henry Jones, 778, High Rd., Tottenham, Lon-
don. [3239

RENNOC Co.—We are actual manufacturers of
hoods, screens, and aprons. Send for list.—

Renncc Motors. Ltd., 155a, Marlborough Rd., TJpper
Holloway, N.19. [2321

RQBINI Manfc. Co.—The Bower adjustable wind-
screen, registered, with coverall apron, 30/-, car-

riage paid; beware of imitations; celluloid panels
fitted; Eastings, 16/6 ; aprons made to order, 10/-.
'Phone : Brixton 1585.—Robim Manfc. Co., 1 and 3
Tulse Hill, Effra Rd., Brixton, S.W.2. [5803

BODIES.
CAMBER Sidecar Bodies; from £4/17/6.—Bright and

Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. [8024

RENNOC Sidecar Bodies, actual ma-nufacturers, 35
models, also several clearance, cheap to clear.

RENNOC Co. specialise in repairs, repainting, and
upholstering.—Rennoc Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marl-

borough Rd.. TJsper Holloway, N.19. [2320

COLLINS and Son for coachbuilt bodies, all models
in stock, from lightweights to 2-seater.'—Below.

COLLINS and Son are actual manufacturers, and
give twelve months' guarantee with every body

made by them.—Below.

repaint and upholster at
charges, first-class work guaranteed

;

estimates free; send for catalogue.—Collins and Son,
rear of 84, High St., Putney, S.W. [4084

COLLINS amd Son repai!
moderate

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A37
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BODIES.
COACH Body, bulbous back, upholstery and paint

new: £2.—32, Queens Hd., Leigh, Essex. (D)
[5774

BASTONES ior Sidecar Bodies, all latest models in

stock from £4.—228, Pentonville Rd., King's

Cross, London, N.l. [5131

WILLOWBROOK Bodies to fit any chassis; prices

Irom £5 upwards; write for designs.—Willow-

brook Motor Co., Leicester. . [0336

COACH Bodies Repainted and Upholstered from
£3; repainted only from 30/-.—Bright & Hayles.

78, Church St., Camberwell. [5995

COBB Speedman Famous Sporting Bodies at £2/12;
Baby racing models, light and heavy touring

at correspondingly low prices; send for lists.—Vernon
Cobb, 18, Midland Rd., Carlton, Nottingham. [5167

£3/15.-1922 bodies, complete, from £3/15; 2-

seaters from £9 ; tradesmen's boxes from £8.

Write for particulars. 'Phone: Brixton 1585.—
Robini Manfc. Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Effra Rd.,

Brixton, S.W.2. [5802

£4<17/6.—Douglas Type Bulbous and Locker under

Seat, nnholstered and brand new, send for photo,

owing to contract we can offer at price. 'Phone:

1958 Brixton.—19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth,

London, S.W.8. t6026

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Designing Dept., established

designers to the coach trade for over 80 years. Con-

sult us when designing new ideas.—Dorset House,

Tudor St., London, E.O.4. [0004

LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd
-—Light coachbuilt bodies, bulbous back and

locker, from £7/7. Touring de Luxe from £9/9.

Many other models in stock. Customers' old sidecars

taken in part payment. Second-hand bargains.

Genuine Enfield body, indistinguishable from new, £7.

Millford bodies renovated as new from £4.—26,

Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton 1292
(J4

minute from Brixton Skating Ring). [5808

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s
pOR
Q ANDIIAM, the smartest sidecar specialists.

S\NDUM Sidecars.—Our pre-war prices were the talk

of the show; £14 to £50. Write for new catalogue.

S4.NDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen a hood, screen,

and apron; £2/15 and £3/18. Write for list.

SANDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen—Our South London
agent writes: "An instantaneous success; sold

out; send further supply." Agents, get in touch with us.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn

Rd., W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. [0019

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are

guaranteed 3 years.

MIDDLETON'S Patent "Unbreakable Chassis for

high-powered machines: Zenith, Harleys, Indians,

New Imperials, Sunbeam, Blackburnes, etc.

INDIANS with kick starter on left present no diffi-

culty with Middletons special model.

MIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs of all

kinds. Twisted motor cycle frames and forks

promptly corrected.

SECOND-HANDS of various makes ior sale. Your

old sidecar taken in part exchange.

~ rlD' ,T ETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars ale not only

iVL safer and more comfortable, but are faster on

bad roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not

bash into them.

MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established sidecar

makers, wholesale, retail, and export, 27, Strond

Green Rd - Finsbury Park (near Tube). 'Phone, Horn-

sey 1584.
'

I
0522

SCOTT Sidecar complete, off Triumph; £7,10.-135,
Brook St., Stepney, E.K [5340

T> ASTONES for Sidecars, no better or cheaper house.

All latest models in stock.

ASTONES.—Lightweight si

any machine; £12/18/6
"DASTONES.—Lightweight sidecars complete, to fit

BASTONES. — Sports model sidecar, complete,

£17/10; several other models in stock, including

tandem, all at low prices.

BASTONES.—Distributing agents for the famous
Montgomery sidecars, all the latest 1922 models

in stock.

BASTONES for Sidecar Chassis, underslung £7/19/6.
tandem chassis £14/10, auxiliary arms 14/-.—

228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, London. N.l.

'Phone : 2481 North. 'Grams : Bastones, London.
[6049

SCOTT Sidecar, bargain; £5 10.—Gray and Levin

5, The Boulevard, Balham, S.W.

Your Pillion Passenger
will also appreciate the advantages afforded by

The

BRAMPTON
Bi-Flex

SPRING FORK.
whilst you will be relieved of all anxiety for

her safety and comfort.

By reason of its exclusive dual action and the

unique combination and arrangement of coil

springs—acting in compression—the Brampton
Bi-Flex Spring Fork provides a revelation in

how luxuriously comfortable motor cycling can

be made.
, ,

The liberal margin of streugth which the.springs

ol the Brampton Bl-Flex possess in excess of

any possible road reiiulrement ensures that the

initial high standard of efficiency of the Fork
is maintained in use. .

- „.

The Brampton Bi-Flex Spring Fork never

tires—is always instantly responsive to, and
completely absorbs within itself vibration and
road shocks from every angle at which resistance

is encountered..
Insist upon
your new
machine being
fitted with the
Brampton
Bi-Flex Spring
Fork.
M e a s uremenfc
forms and de-
scriptive book-
let illustrating

in o d el s for
motor cycles,

from 21 h.p.

and upwards,
may be ob-
tained on re-

iiue^t.

Brampton
Bros. Ltd.

Oliver Street,

Birmingham.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
TRITUBE Sidecars are most unique. Scientifically

designed', made of finest materials.

TRITUBE Chassis, constructed of steel lugs, straight
steel tubes, with welded joints.

TRITUBE Sidecars are light. Supplied with either
sporting or touring coachbuilt bodies.

TRITUBE Sidecars. One price, £15/10. Write for

.booklet.—Davis Bros., Church St., Rickmansworth.
'Phone : 5. [4195

CAMBER Utility Models; £25.—Bright and Hayles,

78, Church St., Camberwell, London.

CAMBER Utility Tandems; £27.—Bright and Hayles,

78, Church St., Camberwell, London.

CAMBER Semi-touring Models; £18/10.—Bright lad
Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

CAMBER Bulbous Back Models; £19/12/6.—Bright-
and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camoerwell.

CAMBER Lightweight Models; £16/10.—Bright and
Hayles, 78, Church St., Camoerwell.

CAMBER Hexagon Sports Models; £25/17/6.-
Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

[8023

LIGHT Montgomery sidecar, complete, re-enamelled,

new body; £12/10.—Houchin.—Below.

MONTGOMERY Sidecars from £17/10; sporting

model in stock; trade supplied; district agent.—

R. G. Houchin, 189a, High St., Peckham, S.E.15. 15976

9GNS.—Lightweight Henderson, complete, as new.

—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.3. [5414

SIDECAR, good condition; £7; room wanted.—
Platts, 602, King's Rd., Fulbam, S.W.6. [5475

CANOELET Minor Sidecar, complete, good condi-

tion; £10—Barker, 10, Algernon St., Grimsby.
[5039

CANOELET Roomv Coachbuilt Sidecar, 4-poiut, off

Sunbeam; £8.—Torrome, 10, Cathcart Hill, N.19.
[5074

CANOELET Sidecar, first-class condition, only 400

miles; £13/10. — Box 1237, c'o The Motor

Cycle. - W9"
2-seater green sidecar body, new

£12.-42, Ealing Park Gdns., South

Ealing. [4846

6hp. Enfield Sidecar, £8/10; also 3>
:
.h.p. Rudge-

Multi Combination; £49.—21A, Brent St..

Hendon. W"i

GLORIA Chassis, 4 fixings, petrol carrier, tyre, etc.,

off Triumph; £5/10, offers—Stuart's Garage

Methven [1716

hood, screen, lamp, excellent order;

MONTGOMERY,
condition

;

k .B.C. Sidecar,

Inverness.

BOOTHS Blackpool Bargains
coach bodies, full size,

usually £9/10.

[5140

Limited number, new
with locker, £5/17/6;

BOOTHS Blackpool
bodies ior £5/17/6

Bargains.—New £9/10 coach

illustration free.—Booths

Motories, Blackpool.

BOOTHS Blackpool Bargains.—Quantity new under-

slung chassis, 4-point attachment, £9/19/6;

illustration free.—Booths Motories, Blackpool.

BOOTHS Blackpool Bargains.- Several shop-soiled

sidecars, cheap; Hercules coach sidecar, £9/10/6;

ditto Canoelet, £8/10/6 ditto Farlow, £8/10/6; cane

body, 22/6.—Booths Motories, 294, Waterloo Ed.,

Blackpool. [5061

SIDECAR Chassis, underslung, suit Douglas, with

new cover and tube; £5/10.—Allison, 46, Church

Rd., Acton. [5332

MONTGOMERY coach-built Sidecar, almost new,

fit 4h.p. Douglas; £12/10.-64, Framfield Ri..

Hanwell, W.7. [549!

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, No. 2, cost £27; £15, oft'

Triumph; original tyre.—Newman, Wattou

Place, Hertford. [5588

£6/10.—Red Coach Sidecar, all connections; guaran-

teed new condition.—61, Ambleside Drive,

Southend-on-Sea. W874

WHITLEY Sidecars, Coventrv.—Three models, £35,

£29/10, £32/10. Nothing on one wheel to

equal. Lists free. [0856L

SPORTING Middle/ton, painted black, little used;i

accept auv reasonable offer.—Millward, 26, Rut-1

land Court, S.W.7. i*™*

COACHBUILT Sidecar, underslung, well upholstered,

good condition, 4-point attachment; £8.—Benning

ton Park, Stevenage. [*76 -

MILLS-FULFORD Sidecar, fully underslung, 650x

65 6h.p. touring; any time; £7.-152, Crysta

Palace Rd., E. Dulwich, S.E.2. [503i

BRAMBLE Touring Sidecar in good condition, com

plete with all connections; £8.-26, Tulse Hill

Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton 1292. [580.

Renrioc Coachbuilt Sidecar, excellenSPORTING -

condition, purple and gold

51, Arodene Rd., Brixton Hill.

fter 6.-
[594
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The Influence of Car Design.

FOR
the first time on record interconnected

front and rear brakes will be used in the

Tourist Trophy races. Backed by the fact

that this innovation has been introduced by

a firm with a high reputation and wide

racing experience, this step is of peculiar

interest. It has often been remarked that

developments in automobile practice exert an

important influence upon modern motor cycle

design. Here is another example to the list

already quoted. In the car world four wheel

braking systems are becoming increasingly

popular, especially on high-powered cars of

leading rank, and the adaptation of an equi-

valent system for two wheelers introduces great

possibilities for the future. The type of brake

and amount of leverage utilised are of the utmost

importance, but the advantages of checking both

wheels when a hurried stop is necessary are too

obvious to need emphasis on our part. Just as

the rear brakes of cars first come into operation,

retardation of the front wheels following, the

motor cycle system is similarly arranged. It is

not improbable that a similar system will be

developed for touring cycles, as it 'would be

particularly valuable where heavy sidecar outfits

are concerned.

Why Not Three Cylinders?

AMONG motor cycle designers, undoubtedly

there is a revival of interest in engines

having more than two cylinders. This is

perhaps a natural sequel to the remark -

- able development of the small-capacity

single-cylinder engine. As our readers are

aware, this type of engine has been fostered by

The Motor Cycle and brought to a high stage of

efficiency by the 250 c.c. class in the Tourist

Trophy races—a class which, prior to this year,

has competed for the trophy presented by this

journal, but which now enjoys a Tourist Trophy
of its own.

Post-war T.T. races have proved that engines

of quite small capacity are capable of fulfilling

all the demands placed upon them ; hence de-

signers are considering multi-cylinder engines in

order to obtain a more even torque than is pos-

sible with engines of the single- and twin-cylinder

type.

Several firms have been experimenting for

some time with four-cylinder machines, and
several more have designs on paper, while the

four-cylinder two-stroke described in our issue

for February 23rd takes development one stage

further.

But why four cylinders? The two most
popular types of engines in use at the present

time are two- and four-stroke single cylinders.

A- four-cylinder two-stroke provides eight im-

pulses to the single-cylinder four-stroke's one,

and the single-cylinder two-stroke's two. Motor
cyclists will be quite content for the present with

a torque equal to a six-cylinder car engine. A
three-cylinder two-stroke will provide such a

torque. Probably manufacturing difficulties at-

tendant upon the production of. a three-throw

crankshaft with throws set at 120 preclude its

consideration as -a commercial proposition. But

the three cylinders need not be in line.

As a compromise the three-cylinder radial

engine has many advantages, since it can be

made lighter and cheaper, and if set across the

frame it is_ more easily cooled. Where two-

strokes are concerned the three-cylinder radial

with double diameter pistons is a simple, cheap,

and easily cooled proposition, and would pro-

vide three evenly spaced impulses per revolution.

Developments in multi-cylinder engines will be

eagerly awaited by a large section of the public,

and we shall not be surprised if more is heard

on the subject before the year is out.

/ / s z ^r Z Z 2 / / x / 2 2 2 Z y~ ^^'-\ --
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ccasionalj
-comments
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Life's Little Worries.
'Y machine, -being a speedster, was naturally un-

provided with a magneto shield. Its magneto,
being "waterproof," was naturally unpro-

vided with any device to prevent dirt and water from
penetrating the enormous and tight-fitting bush in .

which the timing lever works (beg pardon, should
work). The owner, being lazy, had naturally omitted
to caulk the circular gap at the weather end of this ^
bush with vaseline, as all good motor cyclists do.
The weather, being British, was naturally wet with
an unparalleled wetness. The occasion was a big
trial—at least, the fifty-ninth minute of the eleventh
hour of the eve of the trial. The ignition thus became
fixed instead of variable. The engine was of the

rather extra hot stuff order, i.e., it conks bitterly at

anything under 40 m.p.h. unless the ignition is well
retarded, and it overheats to a rich plum colour if

you run it with the ignition permanently retarded. It

took two capable men two hours to get that timing
lever working nicely. I wonder why magnetos con-

tinue to be made with bushes which seize at such
slight provocation; why they are called " waterproof "

in spite of this weakness; and why apparently know-
ledgable manufacturers continue to mount such mag-
netos, where a destroyer carries its ram. Yes, the gap
is full of petroleum jelly now, thank you.

Don't Laugh.
ESSRS. PONK-PONK went into liquidation,

and their assets were purchased by Road
Destroyers, Ltd. Before this interesting trans-

action, Mr. Smith purchased a 3^ h.p. Ponk-Ponk,
which was not unsatisfactory if we except the rear

hub, the defects of which were partly responsible for

the liquidation. .Road Destroyers, Ltd., presently

advertised their revised edition of the 3|- h.p. Ponk-
Ponk as being absolutely it, and Mr. Smith noted

that the new model boasted a different hub. He
communicated with them at Christmas, and they

covenanted to fit a new pattern hub to' his back wheel,

which was immediately dispatched. A deep silence

then brooded over Messrs. Road Destroyers, Ltd.,

broken only by a brief note at the end of February

to the intent that castings were expected shortly.

After that, silence brooded for another two months,

and, indeed, is still brooding. . Poor Smith is pro-

fessionally compelled to motor daily. In the early

stages of the affair, while he yet lived in hope, he

hired a car from day to day. Later, becoming mildly

pessimistic, he bought a second-hand W.D. Douglas.

He now writes to me to inquire :—
i. 'Wha t is the most remunerative way of dis-

posing of a 3!- h.p. Ponk :Ponk with only

one wheel ?•
.

ii. Whether there is any justice in England by

which he can exact a lingering and exquis-

itely painful revenge from Road Destroyers,

Ltd.

I don't often talk Latin, but the following line is

said to be untranslatable, and it just fits' this

tragedy :

—

Sunt lacrima rerum, et mentcm mortalia tangunt.

Engines Going " Fey."

SEVERAL readers contribute instances of engines

going "fey," and two or three of the experi-

ences were, with Rudges, like the incident origin-

ally quoted. One modest reader, describing himself

as " a novice of two years' standing " (I know lots of

experts of one year's standing), had a Rudge keep

up 40 m.p.h. on the throttle, which usually produces

15 m.p.h. ; his solution is rarefied air. on a lofty .roaoh

Another Rudgeite uses rather a dirty" fuel distilled

locally and containing occasional brown crystals of

naphthalene ; he considers that his compression is tod-

high for his normal load, and that the " mad minute "

occurs when a flake of carbon gets on to a valve seat-

ing and reduces the compression to the ratio which

chances to be ideal for the work in hand. Veteran

riders will remember more than one prehistoric engine

which pulled better under full load if a deft tweak

were given to the valve lifter. But I cannot say that

either solution really satisfies me. Any more ?

Won't Steer.

N unhappy reader enquires why his new machine

—of first-class make—evinces a marked ten-

dency to shoot across the road against, his will,
.

prefers the crooked path of wobbledom to the straight

course, and lies down incontinently at the sight of a

spot of moisture on the tar. Knowing the machine
in question to be impeccable as a general rule, I can -

only make one or two suggestions. Either there is

something radically amiss with his steering-head bear-

ings, which should be immediately inspected by a

capable mechanic, or else—if the machine has mis-

behaved since delivery—the frame was possibly bashed

about by the railway company in transit. Some years

ago I signed at a railway station for no less a machine

than a Norton, and when I took the road I found it

all but unsteerable. Thinking I was sickening for

D.T. I put a friend up on her, and he returned from

a very brief trip with numerous grey hairs. So we

cocked our respective eyes along the frame, -and fbund-

Ixion's "MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES" are :

: available in book form, price 2s. 9d. post free, from " The :

Motor Cycle" Offices, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4.

(19)
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;casional Comments.—
uit the front wheel was heeling hard over for a speed

irrier to the right whilst the rear wheel was evidently

ring to beat all records round the right-hand hairpin

1 Porlock ; moreover, the two wheels were well out

If track. Now nobody would suspect Norton's of de-

vering one of their seventy-milers in that kind of

me. If their frame-builders ever slip up, their testers

•e to the needful. The deduction was irresistible—
le railwaymen had been rather petulant in handling

hat is not a lightweight. Norton's met me very hand-

anely in the matter, and I daresay my correspond-

nt's makers will do as much for him if he can lay

is hand on his heart, say that he has never had a

oss, and that the machine was erratic when it stepped

ut of the guard's van.

Bonnie Scotland !

rHE Scottish Trials remind me of those far-off

days when I was young enough to compete in

them. One night at a crowded hotel I shared
' bed with a braw Scot. We were roused at 5.45 a.m.,

nd the operation of dressing was, naturally, mingled

: ,*ith curses. "Have a wee nip?" said my room-mate,

proffering a, corpulent flask. I declined (for the illu-

mination 6T 'Scottish readers' let me explain that
Southrons seldom . inibibe strong waters at 6 a.m.).
The Scot looked extremely puzzled for a moment

—

he could not conceive why anybody should decline
good whisky at any hour. Then a sudden smile of
comprehension illumined his features. He made a
fresh dive into his bag and produced a smaller flask

containing Kiimmel. When I again declined, he ceased
to knowjne. (For the edification of Southern readers,
let me explain that Kiimmel is the Scot's next morning
remedy for a neet which was ower Scotch.)

Bad Consciences.

S a rule I am the kindliest of men. Normally I

am capable of just three emotions—fear, amuse-
ment and love. But for once I dipped my pen

in wormwood, viz., on April 6th, anent a reader who
found his engine had become so obsolete in eighteen

months that spares were already unobtainable. Hear
the amusing sequel. The managers of three separate
repair departments wrote to me privily, enquiring if

they were the culprits. But the actual offender did
not write ; he is still slapping the pocket which holds
his nefarious gains.

Public interest in hill climbing contests is getting more pronounced, (or whenever a meeting is held in fairly close touch with a
populated district bigger crowds than ever gather. H. H. Jones (349 c.c. A.J.S.) making a good climb in the Liverpool M.C.V recent

hill climb at Pen-y-Ball, Holywell.

Il2)
a 23
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TIMING HIGH SPEED RECORDS.
Over Short Distances Modern Machines Demand Great Timing Accuracy.

A Description of the Brooklands Electrical Timer.

TIMING A BROOKLANDS RECORD ELECTRICALLY. (Left.) The tape passing through the recording machine. (Right.)

Me;sunng the markings by vernier and magnifying ghss.

OPEEJOTHG
PfflS

PEOPLE closely connected- with speed per-

formances in the motor cycle world have long

realised that for -the modern high speed

records hand-timing by stop watches is quite

inadequate- Stop watches usually have subdivisions

of the second to no smaller degree than the fifth, and

with this comparatively crude measurement of time it

is really surprising that such accurate results are

obtained. Of course, it is

obvious that there is no

guarantee on which particu-

lar one-fifth the chronograph

hand will stop when a time

is taken. Supposing a motor

cyclist takes 3.7.2s. to cover

a mile ; if the timekeeper

should be one-fifth second

late in stopping the watch as

the line is crossed there is a

resultant error of over half a

mile an hour.

How Electrical Timing
Works.

There is no doubt,' how-

ever, that our timekeepers

are extraordinarily accurate

and wonderfully reliable, but

however skilful they may
have become through long

practice, it is impossible to

get over the difficulty of the

watches to which we have
referred. There seems to be

little doubt whatever that

a 24

Detailed sketch of the electrical

under the recording pens at

controlled by accurate clock mechanism

records in the future will be electrically timed only.

There is in existence at Brooklands at the present time (

a wonderful electrical timing apparatus which was »

designed by General Sir Capel Holden and Sir I

Reginald Elphinstone.

Many years ago we published a description of the

instrument, through which passes a paper strip moved
by a very delicately governed piece of clockwork

mechanism at a uniform

speed. Three fine pens

mark three parallel ink lines

on the paper ; of these, the

two outer pens are actuated

by electro-magnets and con-

tacts connected to wires

leading to t^vo timing strips

on the track. The centre

pen is controlled by electro-

magnets and contacts work-

ing in connection with a

pendulum situated in the

lower storey of the time-

keeper's hut.

When the motor cyclist

passes over the first timing

strip on the track the mag-

:

nets cause the right-hand

pen to make an indentation

on the line, and when he

passes the finishing strip the

left-hand pen makes a similar

mark on its own particular

line. As regards the centre

line the pen which draws. this

makes an indentation at

timer. The paper strip passes

predetermined rate of speed
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Timing High Speed Records.

—

intervals of every two

seconds. The centre line,

therefore, registers time, the

top line the starting, and the

bottom line the finishing

moment. The distance,

therefore, between the start-

ing indentation and the

following two-second mark
added the distance between

the finishing mark, and the

preceding two-second inden-

tation gives an accurate

measure of time, which,

added to the total number of

complete two-second intervals between the two, gives

the time for the whole distance. The measurements

are made in a special instrument by means of a magni-

fier and a vernier scale.

Track Contact Strips.

Now as regards the strips on the track. These are_

German silver contacts separated -by air tubes in

which there is a very light pressure, of ~ air. In the

case of a motor cycle it has been found that such a

light vehicle is apt to jump clear' of the strip owing

to the unevenness of the track, and may miss it

altogether. Also, if there is . a very slight mis-

calculation in the adjustment of the strip—that is to

ppiSig^iu! 629

Lightly inflated air tubes separate the metal contact strips

which are placed across the track at Brooklands in the path of

the record-breaking motor cycle. . ;

say, if too much air is in-

serted in the tubes—the

machine is too light to re-

cord its passing. We are,

however, assured by Colonel

Lloyd that if the necessary

precaution is taken of deli-

cately adjusting the strips

and the instruments them-

selves it is quite possible to

take motor cycle records with

certainty.

There is, however, an

alternative, and that is to do

away with the tapes and

to employ timekeepers to tap

an electrical contact the moment the machine crosses

the line. At first thought the reader may be inclined

to imagine that it might be, just as well to employ

hand-timing as. to follow this method, but this

is really not the case. Even though the human
element is employed in deciding the moment the

vehicle. passes the mark, the timing must be superior

to. hand-timing because owing to the system employed

fractions recorded may be in hundredths of a second.

In Colonel' Lloyd's own words, " Given accurate

machinery, hand-timing is exact enough, the only

objection to. the usual practice being the impossibility

of using watches reading to a smaller fraction than

one-fifth second."

THE NATURALIST ON A MOTOR CYCLE.
Showing that Keen Observation adds immensely to the Interest of a Run in the Country.

A GENTLE wind blows from the south to-day,

and there is something in the air that savours

of a better season at hand. Light feathery

wisps of cloud are wafted across the clear blue of the

sky, and the cawing of rooks is borne across the

meadows from the distant elms.

The little twin-cylinder pulls evenly, and its exhaust

is a jay to hear. The engine is throttled down so that

the country may be observed and a quick stop made if

there is anything of special interest to be seen. Here

the way dips down and passes through a wood where

the air feels chill and damp, then up the hill and on

to the cross-roads where a black and white signpost

stands up gauntly by the pool. On the post is a yellow-

hammer, for curiously enough they appear to love this

vantage point, and on a hot summer's day their

monotonous chant " a little bit Of-bread and no cheese
"

sounds very sweet to the passer-by.

The chaffinches are about in great numbers to-day,

and they flv off the hedgetop at one's approach, their

many-coloured coats showing up brilliantly in the bright

sunshine. Down by the marshy lands, that border the

river it is a pleasure to leave the motor cycle and
wander along one of the many dykes. Here the lap-

wings manoeuvre around with their weird cries of alarm.

Later on, however r they will become even more excited

at the approach of the "wayfarer, and at times appear

as though they contemplate a massed attack.

Along the- little river there is also great activity, and

it is no' surprise to see some sandpipers evidently pros-

pecting for suitable nesting sites. The small bushes

on the bank harbour many linnets, and their combined

notes sound quite cheery after the silence of the dark

season.

Late afternoon brings rain clouds over the horizon,

and towards dusk the countryside takes on a dreary

aspect. It is wise now" to hasten homewards, and the

little "bus" responds well to the opened throttle. Soon

the rising wind drives the first drops of rain into the

face, and, speeding down the slope into the village, it

is comforting to see the glow from the 'window telling

that fireside comforts await within. T. L. W.

AN inter-club trial is to be organised by the Motor
Union of Liege, which will be called the De-
fence of Liege. Clubs competing will be those

sent by Erance ancKHolland, as well as those of Bel-

gium, and valuable cups have been offered to the win-

ning Belgian club by various journals. Considerable

interest is being taken in the event by the Belgian army

(16)

staff and by the Minister of National Defence. The trial

consists of an attack on Liege, which is to be defended

by the town clubs against the country clubs, and will

take place on June 4th, between the hours of 11 and 1.

On the Monday there will be a meeting of motor

cyclists in the University, while motor cyclists will also

be invited to visit one of the famous forts of Liege.

a 25
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K. Lewis (555 c.c. P. and M. sidecar) starting the climb of Abriachan. The lower road skirts the banks of Loch Ness.

Views on the Scottish Six Days' Trials from three different Aspects : An Onlooker's,

a Competitor's, and an Engineer's.

IMPRESSIONS OF A PRESSMAN.

I

ALWAYS go up to the Scottish Six Days in the

mood with which a very young rabbit crosses the

Portsmouth Road for the first time. I always

return feeling like the parrot which got out of its cage

and devoured the whole of the tipsy cake, so blithe

am I that the annual ordeal is over. This is a disgust-

ing; confession to make now- that the audacious Mrs.

Knowles has lifted a solo gold, whilst Mrs. Jansen was

only prevented from finishing by the hardest of hard

luck. So let me hastily explain my cowardice.

In the first place, I am next door to a grandfather.

In the second, I live on tarred roads, and hardly ever

see a " sticky bit " by this date in the season. In the

third place, some fools say—and actually believe it

—

that the Scot has no sense of humour. He has as

keen a sense of humour as anybody on earth. It may
be a perverted humour, hut it is there. He catches

us when we come off the night mail, all bleary and

dazed with a long railway journey; and he proceeds

to exert the full force of that massive intellect with

wfrich all Scots are notoriously blest, to put the " breeze

up " us. I always fall an 'easy victim.

Usually he effects his nefarious purpose by lurid

accounts of the new hills. By 1922 this wheeze had

a 26

got rather stale; besides, we were getting to know his

hills. So this winter the Edinburgh Committee met

in secret conclave, and decided to date the trial for.

May—and May in Scotland is to an English May
as having your dud tooth frozen by the dentist is to

eating a pound of marzipan.

We stepped off the train at Waverley Station, and

all the familiar faces were there to greet us. . Our

Northern friends stepped forward and .wrung us by

the hand with the air of the lawyer at the funeral,

who knows officially that your favourite aunt has left

her millions to a home for lost cats. We wondered

at the reverent reserve of this welcome. The Scots

began rather mysteriously to curse the A.C.U. for

dating the T.T. so awkwardly; to curse the R.S.A.C.

for holding light car trials; to curse the Scottish hotel

proprietors; to lament the record tardiness of the

Highland spring.

As I said before, we have just completed an all-

night journey in' a stuffy train, and such courage as

we possessed was of the 2 a.m. variety. Our faces

grew more and more anxious. Our eyes began to-

bulge. And the hateful Scots grew more and more'

svmpathetic. Floods had washed the bridges away

—

(32)
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lis-Days in Scotland.—

jut no matter, they would bank-

upt the club in purchasing

ilanks rather than that we
hould wet the soles of our feet,

ill the sheep north of Perth were
ring cold and stiff under 20ft. of

now. The Edinburgh Club was
iobly chartering tractors and snow
iloughs—under no circumstances

.ere we to get anxious. But, of

ourse, we did; and not until the

,'eek was well advanced did we
ealise that the entire atmosphere
raS one gigantic leg-pull. Yet
lethinks that when the club

reasurer comes to settle the bill for

he 75. gold medals, the boot mav
airlv be deemed to adorn our leg.

Dne thing I know—the 1923 Scot-

isB will obviously be some trial
;

bey won't hand round 75 golds

igain without a struggle. When
ts date is announced, I shall get

631
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E. W. Choldcroft (349 c c. A.J.S.) and Mrs. Knowles riding a similar machine on Tynron Hi]

married, or kill

iff- my umpteenth grandmother, or figure as " reason-

ibly absent," as they say at Sunday schools, on some
'round or other.

And so to our muttons. None of the new hills were
vorth yellow ochre except Blackford. Doric cruelty

igain. Fancy keeping back the worst new hill to the

penultimate mile of the trial. But even Blackford only

stopped the dud engines and the unfortunates. Before

1 hill can defeat the modern rider on a modern engine

:hree factors must be present, and all three must be
raised to the wth power ; they are

:

1. Surface; 2. Gradient. 3. Corners.

Xote once more the wiliness of the Scot. Whatever
le may say about Glendoe, he knows that Amulree is

lis worst hill. So he sends you up it on the first day,

jefore you have graduated as a chamois trying to

Tynron Hill proved an easy task. W. Woodcock (Ariel sidecar) between the two more
difficult portions.

nibble edelweiss whilst freeing from the hunter up a

glacier. From both sides. And even then he only

trips up the beginners. Inverfarigaig ? Any ordinarily

good rider can- climb it " feet on," provided (a) he has
been up it once before, and {b) no medal hinges on a

clean climb, but it is a snorter when you meet it for

the first rime, and a gold is attached to your behaviour.
Also the second corner on Amulree is never a cast-iron

certainty for anybody except perhaps George Dance
and Bert Kershaw.

However, the "weather -was kind to the Edinburgh
treasurer at one spot. I have not infrequently
" blinded " over the section;, between Grantown and
Bridge of Avon both ways. ' This year there was a great
plucking out of grey hairs Over the shavirig-glasses next
morning. The ride into Grantown on the Tuesday
had the Bodmin Moor stretch in the Land's End
knocked out in the first round; the weather was the

m same in both cases, but the Scottish
bit undulated like a lariat when a
cowboy is sending half-hitches down
it, the road varied from glue to

vaseline in consistency, and re-

sembled in surface a shellhole'

after two siege guns have been
extricated.

On the return journey next day
things were better, until we reached
the normally easy bit at the top of
Brig o' Brown. "Here there was a

hundred yards of stuff resembling
deliquescent concrete, some (jin.

deep; It pulled up cars as if their

gear boxes had jammed. As to the
two-wheelers, my friends all said at

lunch, " Did you see me go up Brig
o' Brown ? " " No' ?~" " I never took
my feet off." But I didn't believe

them. I never put my feet on.

To give readers an idea of the

hills, the writer's o.h.v. Triumph
has a bottom gear of 11.08 to r.

(13) a 31
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Six Days in Scotland.—

On this she ticked easily up the test

hills with the spark fully retarded

and the throttle in slow running

position. As some solo machines
had emergency gears of 20 to 1, and
even less, steering was obviously the

chief obsession for solo men, just as

wheel slip most bothered the side-

carists.

If the need for skid-cornering

were eliminated, the percentage of

sidecars to finish would instantly

become higher than the percentage
of motor bicycles, because a number
of the two-wheelers are outed as the

result of falls on grease and on
colonial sections, a trouble from
which sidecars are immune.

There was a fair amount of really

bad riding—I say " riding " because
men ride with their heads as well as

with their hands. Taking hills too
fast. Taking awkward hills close

behind another competitor. Wasting
time, and then blinding to make
it up. Blinding without any excuse whatsoever. : Miss :

ing the way through sheer carelessness. It would be
a sound education for any trials novice to. ride a few
miles behind such an expert as Bert Kershaw. His
entire attention is' concentrated on the job in hand.
He never goes one mile an hour faster than is necessary.

Contrasted with 1921.

There were two marked contrasts with 1921. There
were hardly any protests—the rules had been framed .

very clearly-r There w;ere far fewer jokes. At most
official stops in a Scottish the air is a-buzz with really

a 32

Enormous crown's of interested spectators watching A. A. F. Symes (678 c.c. Martinsyde sidecar)

climbing Blackford Hill.

comic incidents. Perhaps the cold and the hail and the

rain dried up our spirits, but anyhow we didn't laugh

half as much as usual.

Turning to more personal matters, I jogged round

on one of the first o.h.v. Triumphs, and had the most

comfortable ride of my experience. Never before have

I returned to Edinburgh without a few aches and pains

somewhere; but a good riding position, 3m. Dunlops,
and a Druid fork have changed all that. The clearance

of this machine is a little low for- rough riding—the
footrests got cock-eyed in a rut before ever she went

North, and ere long the exhaust pipes fouled a rock

reef, and had to have a giant poker

hammered down them one night.

The top gear was too high for

fancy roads, and I shall fit a

smaller sprocket on the next jaunt

of the kind. But even on the

highest set of gears fitted to this

model there was never the least

anxiety about hill-climbing, and the

only drawback was that a lot of

second gear was required. The
Triumph rear brake is so firm and

trusty that the front one need not

have been there. The fuel con-

sumption varied between 100 m.p.g.

and 60 m.p.g. according to wind,

speed, and road ; just over one

quart of Speedwell "White Ideal"

was used. The engine certainly

needed decoking at the end of the

trial, but had been by no means

clean at the start. The only spare

part which I carried was a K.L.G.,

and its sister in the fastness amidst

the four valves was so insulted at

the^precaution that she never sooted

up or misfired.

(29)

Campbell McGregor, the energetic secretary of the Edinburgh club, -used quite a number
of vehicle?; in his efforts to get round the trials. He is shown in a Douglas sidecar which

served him for a time.
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On the lower, steeper, but actually easier section of Brig o

Brown: W. E. McKechnie (688 c.c. McKechnie) and J. Boyd
(550 c.c, Coulson) climbing well.

Engine starting Is a first time job after the heaviest

day. Tappets were adjusted once, chain once. The
small bolt securing the front mudguard to the fork

sheared and was replaced. I can heartily recommend
this machine for docile riding as well as for speed

work, merely specifying that a small sprocket is desir-

able for ordinary touring unless ample use is to be
made of the gear lever.

As the weather was bad, some details about clothing,

etc., may be of interest. An Aquamac coat kept me
bone-dry all the week as to my upper, topped by one

Returning on the fourth day by a ciicuitous route to avoid the

snow-blocked Cabrach : D. S. Ball (800 c.c. A.J.S. sidecar).

of the cheap Ledux helmets, made out of proofed hood

fabric. For legwear I tried the Trewso with spring

steel side fastenings. These were equally waterproof,

but one of the springs occasionally jumped out of its

socket, careful fitting being necessary with this design ;

two inches of a seam also came, unstuck, and one of

the instep straps went "west." Rubber goloshes over

ordinary boots. A pair of 2s. 6d. hedger's gloves—so

cheap that you don't mind losing them, so obviously

worthless that nobody steals them, quite warm, and

tolerably waterproof. Road Rider.

AS A COMPETITOR SAW THE TRIAL.

FEW, if any, trials have occurred in which the

public might so safely pin their faith as a

genuine test of machines as the recent Scottish
" Six Days." While run on the simplest lines, it

has, nevertheless, been a most searching trial of road-

worthiness. Usually there is a chance for the crack

rider on an indifferent machine, but in this case there

was none. A machine requiring constant attention

was bound to go to the wall.

The immense distances covered, the nature of the

country traversed, the shortness of the checks, and a

hundred other elements entered into the remorseless

process of weeding out the unfit.

It has been said that premier awards were too

numerous. This is not so. Only those who took part

in the trial or who followed it can realise the terrific

gruelling that machines and riders underwent. That

there should be so high a percentage of premier-

awards is perhaps the most astounding proof we have

had of the efficiency of present-day machines.

Impressions of the Highlands.

Looking back on the trial, now that it belongs to

one's impressions of the past, one finds the mind a

chaos of disordered impressions—miles and miles of

(7)

moorland road, with range after range of rugged

indigo beyond, dazzling panoramas of widespread

lochs, with the storm-swept hills on every side. At

times we could see the storms sweeping the heights all

round us, but for the most part they were kindly and

left us alone. One sees again the rocky, pine-capped

outcrops which make the Highlands so beautiful, and

here and there we skirted for miles some majestic

mountain torrent, the beauties of which were almost

• depressing in their grandeur. We saw so much each

"day that there lives, as I say, merely a disordered

chaos, fleeting impressions, one quickly succeeding

another, but making the aggregate something very

much worth remembering.

A Comparison,

I have said that the trial w^as a simple one—a sim-

plicity rendered possible by the fact that a Highland

trial needs no frills to weed out the unfit. '_ The dis-

tance and the nature of the country do it, and I

suppose this is the longest Scottish " Six Days " ever

held. The revision of the route, owing to the snow

on the heights, did not improve matters for the com-

petitors. The distances covered in the Scottish are

always much greater than those covered in the English'

b3
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Six Days in Scotland.—

trials. I consider it a far more exhausting trial, and
I think this last Scottish was certainly more trying

than the English of two years ago. In that trial I

won a gold ; had my luck been as bad last week I

might have won a silver, but more probably a bronze.

Indeed, I am doubtful whether I should have finished

the trial at all.

Stiffening up the Rules.

The Scottish officials have always been famed for

their fairness and their friendly disposition towards

the riders. They set a stiff course, but having done

that they seem to want as many as possible to survive

it safely. This year the same genial spirit prevailed.

The officials were our friends.

The rules, however, had been considerably stiffened

up. We were allowed five minutes each way instead

of three; we were allowed to fail on one hill. Having
made these generous amendments, we were given quite

clearly to understand that we had received just about

all that we were going to get.

Last year the competitors formed the habit of pro-

testing on any grounds whatever. Anyone who failed

protested as a matter of course. Some were heard,

.

and no reasonable protest was turned down. This

year any rider who handed in a protest which was
considered frivolous was most unpopular. The entry

was so big, trade riders so numerous, each, naturally,

eager to do the best for his employer, that weakness
of any kind would have been the utmost folly. And
no weakness was shown.

Wonderful Organisation.

After any big trial it is usually easy to place a

critical finger on some weak spot in the organisation

—possibly an official lack of confidence in its own
route selection,

a sad error in

judgment, an
unfairness i n
some experi-

mental method
o f marking,
invariably there

is a chance for

the expert
grumbler t o

spread himself.

Looking back
on this trial,

however, I fail

to see a single

hitch in the

working. One
did not hear

any criticism.

Campbell
McGregor, who
h a s organised
every "Six

_Day_s " but one,

is certainly a

wonderful man
at the job. and
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his many assistants are keen and efficient as himself.

This year, however, the smooth working of the trial

calls for special praise, since everything had to be

altered at the eleventh hour owing to the snow. Yet

there was no hitch. We received our route cards with

printed slips gummed over the altered sections. The
colour car with its gigantic coffee grinder went ahead,

always an hour or so in front of the first competitor.

It marked the route faultlessly—no one was lost—and

at night we saw our names on the garage wall, indiV

cating the hotel to which we were to go. The baggage

car had already arrived, and away we went without

doubt or question to our allotted resting places, which

generally more than fulfilled our requirements.

Strenuous though the trial was, the riders were given

every available comfort and relieved of all outside

anxiety, and there was never the least hustle with

regard to obtaining petrol and oil.

Examination of Spares.

The preliminary examination of spares >vas much
more rigidly carried out this season than ever pre-

viously. Only such replacements as sheer bad luck

or legitimate mishap might demand were allowed.

Nevertheless, this proceeding was not without its

touches of humour. I saw an official snatch a piston

-and connecting rod complete from a competitor's -kit

and threaten to brain him with it.

When it came to my turn I told the burly official

what I had—a few 'chain links, two spare plugs, a

spare tube, etc.

" Open, that bag," he ordered.

I did so. His face fell. "Och!" he exclaimed,
" this man's too cunning. Come on, Ronald."

''Then," I added, "I've got in my pocket

Hold your tongue, man.

Tam-o-Shanters were very popular, many of the competitors preferring them to more orthodox
headgear. C. Guthrie (348 c.c. Raleigh), D. S. Ball (800 c.c. A.J.S. sidecar), and R. Evans

(348 c.c. Raleigh) at the lunch stop in Perth.

ordered the spare parts,

examiner geni-

ally. " We're
no' going to

feel in your

pockets."

And the y
were gone.

On another

occasion' I

b 1 i n d e d

through a

check,' thinking

I was late. An
excited official

ran out, waving

somethin g
which looked'

like an Indian

club, save that

it was black

and might in-

deed have been'

something quite

different.

"Go back,

man, go
back!" he
s h o u t e d ..

(23)
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Six Days in Scotland.—
" D'you ken you're nearly five minutes ear-r-rly ?

"

I went back, and I am glad I did not miss that

check. It was a cold day up there on the roof of the

world, and there is nothing like a swing (I almost

said swig) of the Highland club to warm one.

Heroines of the Trial.

Many times during the trial, especially during the

rocky and interminable descents at the end of a long

day, wrhen for miles one's weight was thrown on one's

wrists over difficult going, I thought to myself that

if any lady competitor survived she deserved a special

award. Among the lady soloists only Mrs. Knowles
completed the course, and everyone congratulated her,

for she has tried hard in previous trials, generally

suffering the most aggravating bad luck. She has

shown what her sex can do in yet another walk of

life, and she is the first lady to gain a solo gold in

the Scottish. Mrs. Jansen was no less of a heroine.

Finally, I feel that a word is due regarding the

Barr and Stroud Precision which I rode for the

makers, though having no interest in this concern.

The new sleeve-valve engine certainly fulfils expecta-

tions. Its wonderfully silent tick-over was widely

commented upon, and at the checks, where other riders

tLEXPERIENTIA DOCET"
THERE has never been held a fairer test for the

motor cycle than this year's Scottish Six Days'

Trials. Neither freakish nor too easy, they

were just sufficiently severe to uncloak weaknesses in

any detail, while almost completely eliminating the too

often deceptive " luck " element.

All the hills were such as the average private owner
might meet in his holiday tour ; all the roads were such

as motors must frequently traverse ; and the weather,

too, was not out of the ordinary, although happily

well varied. Why, then, the reader asks, did 43
motor bicycles and sidecar outfits retire, and of the

remainder of 121 starters only 59 gain gold medals?
The real reason embodies several factors, and, para-

doxical as it may seem, the least of these is the unreli-

ability of the defaulting 43 and only slightly less guilty

j 8 which received the lesser awards under severe but,

nevertheless, possible touring conditions.

Six Days of Grinding Tests.

The Scots have a proverb that " Mtiny a mickle

mak's a muckle," which translated implies much the

same thing as the better-known saying regarding the

cumulative effect of little drops of water on a stone.

This is what happened in the Trials.

Six successive days of grinding, but by no means

insurmountable, tests, of hard riding (for the 20 m.p.h.

schedule left no margins whatsoever, and tyre trouble

had to be guarded against), of mixed roads and often

adverse weather conditions, had a greater mass effect

than three " super-freak " English one-day trials in

succession, or 6,000 miles of holiday touring. It is

perhaps only possible to realise this fully after " fol-

lowing " the -Trials by motor cycle—and there were

three representatives from The Motor Cycle office who
did this during the week—but the fame of some of the

were waiting, I could not tell whether or not the
engine was going except by looking down at the fly-

wheel. It is a very sturdy puller. On the third day
I broke my magneto Bowden, but did not trouble
about repairing it, as the engine cannot be made to

pink, and pulls to its last gasp whether at full

advance or full retard. Unquestionably, a great

future for this engine. It cannot be made to over-

heat, and, so far as I can judge, it is as good as the

poppet valve in every respect, and a great deal better

in many ways. Both Greaves and myself did 70
miles to the half gallon over one of the most difficult

sections of the route, and oil consumption was

negligible. On the whole, the handy little Beard-

more-Precision proved an ideal machine for the job.

It is sturdy, light, and comfortable, and my only

grumble was that the steering required a little getting

used to. By the end of the second day I had ceased

to notice this peculiarity.

So the most important and probably the most
strenuous trial ever held in Scotland has come to an

end, and though the good old hardy annual of

" never again " was on everybody's lips when we
checked in at Blackford, drenched to the skin in

spite of trench coats and tarpaulins, we already find

ourselves wondering what next year will hold.

H. Mortimer Batten.

THE TECHNICAL LESSON.
names, men and machines, which rank in the list of

retired, must also bring it home to those who follow

competition matters with any regularity.

Unnecessary Speeding.

In the second place, there was not a little very ama-

teurish and some thoroughly bad driving. There was
- also much " blinding." It was not necessary to arrive

at a short distance check more than half an hour ahead

of time to be prepared for any eventuality that was not

a serious mechanical breakdown. Fewer " broken

frames," " broken chain stays," and " broken sidecar

: spindles " would have adorned the results sheet if this

rule had been recognised and acted upon.

Fourthly (or thirdly, if unnecessary speeding be

classified as bad driving), many-of the starters did not

realise the nature of the event they had entered for,

and came North without making any special prepara-

tions whatsoever. With a first-class machine, of course,

this should not have made much difference. For

example, the writer a few hours before leaving town

for the Trials was forced to make a change of mount

;

and; purchasing only a spare inner tube, he filled up

an entirely strange Sports Sunbeam with fuel, rode

-
it to Edinburgh, and then right round the Trials at

-nearer 30 m.p.h. than 20 with no more trouble than

three punctures, a broken exhaust pipe (in a deep water-

- splash), and the necessity to adjust the rear brake twice.

This incidentally serves to emphasise the excellence of

the 100 per cent, special gold medal Sunbeam success

in the competition proper.

But amongst the lightweights, the low capacity

sidecar outfits, or those machines with the magneto in

a very exposed position, a little attention to weather-

proofing and to tyres might have improved the per-

centage of gold medal winners to starters.

by
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Getting down to statistics we are able to extract from

the detailed results the following interesting figures :

Comparative Percentages.

Started. Finished. Percentage.

Motor bicycles 79 52 65%
Sidecars ...

' ... 40 22

Three-wheelers ... 4 3

25Cars 23

7°
75%
92%

Causes of Retirements.

(Motor bicycles, sidecars, and three-wheelers only.)

Broken frames or chain stays 10

Engine failures or breakages 10

Magneto failures 5

Gear box or transmission 7

Sidecar wheels or spindles 3

Collisions or falls
"

Cause unknown ... ... ... •• •• 4

43

Considered together these tables make curious read-

ing, and, at a glance, rather unpleasant reading for

the sidecar enthusiast. But things are not really as 1

bad as they seem. The chief reasons for the sidecar

retirements were fractured frames, chain stays or side-

car spindles, and these were almost all caused or aggra-

vated by skid-cornering at speed which no private owner

on tour over the same ground would think of indulg-

ing in ; although the latter would very likely cljmb the

same hills on the same machines as the competitors

used—excepting, perhaps, Inverfarigaig, which would

be, what many called it, " Infra-dig." At the same

time there is no disguising the fact" that the task was

just beyond the capabilities of some of the sidecar

people, who probably acted unwisely in entering, and

thereby discrediting, machines which give every satis-

faction under more ordinary conditions. This is borne

out when it is remembered that the solo riders had to

contend with the further difficulty of avoiding spills

on surfaces of the consistency and instability of the

Brig-o'-Brown slough of despond.

Engine failures were common to all types of vehicle,

and were of several different varieties. Among so

many starters the number eliminated for this reason

only serves to emphasise the reliability of the rest.

Retirements owing to magneto trouble, however,- call

for an enquiry, for we have long been taught to regard

this instrument as the acme of reliability. In most

cases the root cause was lack of weatherprooling ; the

remedy is obvious.

Transmission breakdowns ranged from broken. -gear

quadrants, via seized layshafts, and stripped low gear

pinions to stretched and weak rear chains and de-

fective cush hubs. When these are split into their in-

dividual causes the unreliability factor becomes almost

negligible.

Sidecar wheels and spindles may have given way.

through faulty design, workmanship, or material, but

skid-cornering again is the more likely cause.

Amazed Everybody.

One or two remarks on actual happenings may not

he out of place. There was more than one case of dis-

tinct hard lines, where really meritorious perform-

ances were camouflaged by sheer bad luck. The Harper
runabouts, for example, amazed everybody on the first

b8

two days ; one was put out of the running on Tuesday

with mechanical trouble, easily rectified, maybe, but

nevertheless a fair knock-out blow; the other was the

unoffending party to a collision; both completed the

course with flying colours, unofficially. Watson-Bourne

had retained a clean sheet until Saturday afternoon,

his Brough Superior showing up particularly well on

theJiills; then he shorted a plug on Tynron because

—a lesson to be learnt here—of water collecting under

his tank and draining down the h.t. wire ; then he fell

off on Blackford owing to a slip with a wet gloved

hand.

Mrs. Jansen's mount was unsuited to its task in

several ways, and although Mrs. Jansen herself earned

real fame for her dogged pluck, the Ner-a-car proved

too long in wheelbase, and, in this particular case,

under-geared.

Considering that it was his first trial and that he

was by far the oldest competitor, Col. McKechnie has

every- reason to feel proud of his demonstration of the

suspension of the big solo mount bearing his name.

Regarding -the medallists little need be said; the

award list (published last week) speaks for itself.

Special attention, however, may excusably be directed

to Sibley's small capacity Rudge outfit and Hubbard's

only slightly larger Rex-Acme ; both retained abso-

lutely clean, sheets. Dickson's gold on a Brough

Superior with a 7J to 1 bottom gear also deserves

praise. For the rest, as,we have said, the results need

no amplification.

When and Why They Retired.

Monday.

H. Goring (292 Hawker), collision, E. R. C. Scholefield (1,100 Ne\i

etc Hudson), accident.

C. N. Falconbridge (998 Rudge D. Scott (292. Excelsior!, cause

sc), gear box. unknown.
A. Pearson (532 Scott), fall. J. M. Watson (584 Ha_rley-D.),

cause unknown.

Tuesday.

W. L. Danskin (998 Rudge sc), J. A. Porter (482 New Gerrard),

sidecar spindle. valve rocker.

D. A. Atkin (346 Francis-Barnett)

,

W. Wilkie (1,300 American X sc.),

cush hub. overgeared, etc.

A. Brown (992 Ariel sc), sidecar W. S. C. Walker (736 Douglas sc),

spindle. chain. ,
A. Graham (269 Harper Run- J. Donaldson (420 Royal Scot),

about), engine. frame.

Wednesday. -

A. F. Downie (800 A.J.S. sc), P. H. Johnson (499 Rudge), chain

magneto, stay.
.

R, S. Macrae (988 Harley-D. sc), R. R. Grindlay (499 Rudge), chain

frame. stay.

G. Grinton (988 Harley-D. sc), R. O. Harper (269 Harper Run-
frame about), collision.

J. A. Newman (496 Douglas), J. B. Sanderson (292 Hawker),
timing gear. lubrication.

F. J. Watson (992 Ariel), gear box. F. W. Becker (688 McKechnie sc),

sidecar wheel.

Thursday.

B. L. Bird (770 B.S.A. sc), frame. J. G. Porter (269 New Gerrard),

C. W. Vallings (499 Dunelt *c), frame.
frame. R. M. Wishart (482 New Gerrard),

John Shepherd (976 Chater-Lea cause unknown.
sc), gear quadrant. J/ Boyd (499 Coulson), valve cap

B. Kershaw (248 New Imperial), blew out.

magneto. J. Wallis (688 Coventry Victor),

connecting rod.

Friday.

A. G. Cocks (598 Beardmore-Pre- R. M. Knowles (490 Norton),

cision sc), chain stay. piston.

E. Foster (698 Raleigh sc), frame. W. Chate (499 Dunelt sc), mag-
neto.

Saturday.

W. G. Donaldson (654 Rover sc), W. E. McKechnie (688 McKechnie),
cause unknown. engine.

W.. A. Hadfleld (348 Raleigh), Mrs. Janson (211 Ner-a-Car), mag-
magneto, neto.

H. Collins (490 Norton), magneto: T. F. Sleven (249 Velocette), en-

R. Humphries (249 Velocette), con- gine.

necting rod.

A. McL.

(20)
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NEW O.H.V. TWIN ENGINES.

6.17

Two New Medium-size Blackburne Twins with Overhead Valves.

THERE is no doubt that it is a modern
tendency to favour the small high-

efficiency type of engine. It is

generally speaking more easy to get- the

utmost efficiency out of a small engine

than out of one of larger capacity. The
small engine, moreover, is necessarily

A new long stroke Blackburne twin with

overhead valves, with a bore and stroke of

71 X 97 mm. = 768 c.c.

lighter, more economical and, if properly
designed, can be induced to give practi-

cally the same results as one of larger size.

Messrs. Burney & Blackburne have cer-

tainly done wisely in introducing a new
5-6 h.p. overhead valve engine suitable

for sports models and" fast sidecar outfits.

The engine is composed of two 350 c.c.

cylinders, and may be had in two pat-

terns : short stroke, 71x88 mm., 626 c.c,

or long stroke, 71x97 mm., 768 c.c.

In general appearance it is decidedly

attractive. The cylinders are set at 60°,

and the arrangement of the valve gear

is almost identical with that of the well-

known 350 c.c. T.T. engine. The model
under consideration can be supplied either

with cast iron or aluminium pistons and

with ordinary or special cams, with

which, its manufacturers claim, it is pos-

sible to attain over 80 m.p.h. The fly-

wheel is light and very close to the crank-

case, the chain sprocket being carried on

the outside. Notwithstanding, the main
bearing dimensions, 2J

r|in., have not been

interfered with.

The timing gear is of simple design,

there being one cam wheel for each cylin-

der and a single cam for each inlet and

exhaust.
On the cylinder head the fins are deep

and numerous, while the exhaust ports are

of ample dimensions.

An engine which has not been previously

dealt with is the new 8 h.p., which since

reference was last made to it in these-.

pages has undergone one of two altera-

tions. Chief among these is the fitting of

an entirely new cylinder head with greatly

increased radiating surface, deeper fins

being fitted, while the design of the ports

has been considerably improved.

The cylinder heads have been entirely re-

designed and the makers claim 80 m.p.h.

has been attained by this model.

70 M.P.H. ON 1 IN 12.

Fast times at the East Midland Centre Hill Climb.

A fine day, good organisation, a suit-

able hill, and good riding combined
to provide a crowd of some two

thousand spectators with an interesting

afternoon on the 6th inst., when the
Loughborough and District M.C.C. held a
hill climb open to East Midland Centre
A.C.U. Clubs.

Since the upper part of the hill, which
has a gradient of about 1 in 12 (without

corners) was somewhat " rutty," a

section of one half-mile of excellent sur-

face was chosen on the lower slopes.

Solo machines were allowed about 75
yards to " get going," and passenger

machines had a flying start of approxi-
mately one furlong. Some fine riding

was witnessed, but the struggle for

fastest time of the day soon became a

battle between a few first-class men and
machines. As each rider ascended the

hill in every class for which he was
entered there were plenty of opportuni-

ties for getting to know the road, but
considering the fact that a fast wind was
blowing down the hill the times were
wonderfully consistent. Outstanding per-

formances were made by F. Sisson (3£

Norton), H. M. Barron (3^ Norton),

K. S. Topping (34, Norton), H. Petty (3i
Norton), G. le Champion (3£ Sunbeam),
J. R. Sylvester (2^ Velocette), T. E.

Norris (2§ Sheffield Henderson), [>.

Tuvnhill (3£ Norton), and N. A.. Wheeler

(2f Massey Arran).

(10)

RESULTS.

Not exceeding 550 c.c. Sidecars (on time).

Section A

:

—
H.JvI. Barron (3y2 Norton sc.) "\ 31% sec.

K. S. Tupping (3Vj Norton sc.) j (tied).

Section B :
—

F._Sisson (3i/> Norton sc), 271/5 sec. (walk over).

Class 2.—Not exceeding 559 c.c. Sidecars (on

formula).
Section A :—
K. S. Topping (3% Norton EC.).

H. S. Harvey (3% Norton sc).

Section B

:

—
T. E. Sibson (4 Dunelt sc.) (walk over).

Class 3.—Passenger machines unlimited (on time).

Section A :— ,

H. Harvey {Z\'2 Norton sc), 31% sec.

K. S. Topping (3V2 Norton sc), 333^ sec

Section B :

—

F. Sisson (3y2 Norton sc), 27% sec.

F. T. Hatton (6 Douglas sc), 33 1
/, sec.

Class 4.—Passenger machines unlimited (on
formula).

Section A :- -

K. S. Topping (3M> Norton sc).

H. M. Barron (3'/u Norton sc).

Section B :— -

F. T. Hatton (6 Douglas sc).

H. J. Woodgate (10 Morgan).

Class 5.—Solo two-strokes up to 350 cc. (on time).

Section. A :
—

A. Bowerman (2% Velocette) l.,\., ... ,.

J. Savory (3 Ivy) j*H* sec. (tied).

Section B :

—

J. it. Sylvester (2% Velocette), 3&>/a sec. (walk

over).

Class 6.—Solo machines up to D50 c.c. (on time).

Section A : -

T. E. Norris (25i Sheffield Henderson), 28'/5

S2C.

N. A. Wheeler (2% Massey Arran), 33 sec.

Section 13 :—
II. Bemister (2% Coulson), 31% sec.

Class 7.—Solo machines up to 550 c.c. (on time).

Section A :

—

T. E. Norris t2-y4 Sheffield Henderson), 27 sec.

H. M. Barron (3>A Norton), 27V5 sec.

Section B :

—

F. Sisson (3V2 Norton). 24% sec. (fastest time
of day).

N. Black (-'/» Norton), 27% sec.

Class 8.— So'.o machines up to 750 c.c. (on time).

Section A :

—

H. M. Barron (31
,*. Norton), 26 sec.

G. le Champion (3Va Sunbeam), 27% sec.

Section B :

—

F. Sisson (3V. Norton), 25% sec.

H. Petty (3% Norton), 26i/
5 sec.

Class 9.—Solo machines unlimited (on time).

C ction A :—
H. Iff. Barron (3V> Norton), 25y3 sec,

P. Turnhill (3% Norton), 28% sec.

. cction B:— _
F. Sisson (31,!; Norton), 25=/, sec.

H. Petty (3% Norton), 26 sec.

Class 10.—Solo machines unlimited (on formula).

Section A :—
H. M. Barron (3% Norton).
P. Turnhill (3'/2 Norton).

Section B :—
F. Sisson (3'/2 Norton).
F. T. Hatton (6 Douglas).

Note.—" Section A " for amateurs and those

ho have never been placed first in an open hill

imb or speed trial. " Section B " for all others.
cl

b ii
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THE LONDON-EDINBURGH.
Start of Run at Hendon instead of Highgate.

INSTEAD of starting from Highgate,

the competitors in tne M.C.C. London-
Edinburgh run on Friday, June 2nd,

will leave tne London Country Club, near
Hendon, and will proceed towards the

latter place, passing under the Midland
railway line. They will then take the

second .turning to the left, cross the Great
Northern branch to Edgware, pass

through Page Street, continuing through

Mill Hill past the school, and on to High-
wood Hill. Here a turn to the right will

be followed by a turn to the left, the

Elstree-Barnet road being entered at

Barnet Gate, a blind corner at which
great care must.be exercised. The route

then turns right for Barnet, turns left

on entering the town at the end of the

Ornamental Gardens, passes through
Union Street, and enters the Great North
Road between the church and the Salis-

bury Hotel.

In the early morning, at the Doncaster
control, competitors will be handed stitf

number cards (size 6in. X 7in.) provided

with eyelets and strings, which must be
tied over the front glasses of the head-

lamps.

In their own interests competitors are

recpiested to be punctual, and to ride in

their numerical order on entering Amble-
side previous to making the climb over

Kirkstone Pass. By doing so, they will

avoid baulking and greatly assist both
their fellow-competitors and the officials.

No excuse for being baulked will be
allowed if competitors are more than three

minutes early or late of their schedule
time over this particular portion of the

road. More than 200 entries have already

been received for the run ; entries close

on Saturday.

RESULTS OF THE TRAVERS TROPHY TRIAL
THE results of the recent Travers

Trophy Open Reliability Trial have
• now been published by the New-

castle and District M.C., which organised
the event on behalf of the North-Eastern
Centre (A.C.U.).
B. Kershaw, the winner of the Trophy,

put up a very consistent performance on
his 248 c.c. New Imperial.

Results, subject to confirmation by the
A.C.U., are :—
The Travers Trophy, with enamelled gold

medal and cheque for £50, presented by Messrs.
Travers, Ltd., Newcastle:—Bert Kershaw (248
New Imperial).
Gold Medals.—R. Wilson (490 Norton), A. W

Byers (349 A.J.S.), F. Turvey, Jun. (600 Hum-
ber), " H. J. Stretton-Ward (499 Triumph),
O. Grinton (96-8 Harley-D, se.), E. Welsh (633
Norton).

Alan Robson Shield, with enamelled gold
medal for fastest time in hill climb:—Hugh
Mason (494 N.U.T.).

For Best Performance by a member of the
Newcastle and District M.C. :—R. Wilson "(490
Norton).

For the Best Performance by a private owner
on a machine under 300 c.c:—T. R. Wilkinson
(346 New Imperial).

For the Best Performance by a Private Owner
on a passenger vehicle:—Major J. D. Johnson
(7h.p. Jowett car).
For the Best ilill Climb performance on formula

by a private owner:—T. W. Toovey (490 Norton
sc).

Silver Medals.—F. G. Price (346 Diamond),
T. R. Wilkiuson (346 New Imperial), S. Bell (348

Beardmore B. and S.), R. Ellis (494 N.U.T.),
Hugh Mason (494 N.U.T.), R. Bowness (494
N.U.T.), R. C. Bennett (269 Federation), L. A.
Bees (348 Beardmore-Precision), A. Dixon (499
Rover), J. E. Reed (348 Wolf), C. L. Nordman
(292 New Imperial), T. H. Weaver (736 Verus
sc), G. M. Townsend (555 P. -and M. sc), B. L.
Bird (770 B.S.A. sc), B. Bourke (598 New Hud-
son sc).
Bronze Medals.—J. G. Doye (398 A.B.C.), A.

Brewis (494 N.U.T.), K. J. F. Dixon (499 Sun-
beam), Hugh Gibson (348 Raleigh), H. Adams.
(248 Invicta), R. W. Loughton (248 Franris-Bar-
nett)< F. Stevens (348 Coulson), Davidson-Hall
(249 Velocette), P. J. Bishop (348 Excelsior), Kaye
Don (490 Norton), G. Greaves (490 Norton), C. W.
Crosier (292 Invicta), Charles Webb (499 Sun-
beam), Harold Piehard (490 Norton). Charles
Wf*b (746 James sc). Thacker ( ). L. Ncwey
(992 Ariel sc.), J. H. Walker (770 B.S.A. ), T. W.
Toovey (490 Norton).

A FRENCH D.R.S. CLUB EVENT.

A TWENTY-FOUR-HOUR motor cycle

road race for all classes of machines
from 250 c.c. solo to 1,000 c.c. side-

car will be held in the eastern suburbs
of Paris from May 27th to -28th. The
event is being organised by the French
Despatch Riders' Club, and has attracted

thirty-four competitors. British machines
are representee! by a couple of 500 c.c.

Triumphs, a 600 c.c. Triumph sidecar, and
a Rover in the same class. The English

rider Bartlelt _will start on a 500 c.c.

Gnome and Rhone, a machine on British

lines

A very short circuit only seven miles

from the gates of Paris has been secured

for this unusual type of race. The start

will be given at "six o'clock on the Satur-

day morning, and the race, it is expected,

will finish at six o'clock on the following

morning.

AN ARDUOUS CLUB EVENT—Competitors in Noah's Ark Watersplash, which was included in the Ipswich and District M.C.C. trial.

E. T. Elliott (976 c.c. Matchless sidecar) and A. G. Mann (492 c.c. Sunbeam).
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J%ttm to tfo £cUtor
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

AN AMATEUR ASSOCIATION.
Sir,—The A.C.U. has decided to refuse permission to the

promoters of an Amateur T.T. Surely this, from a union
or club which, after all, derives the money upon which its

very existence depends from amateurs, is getting a bit too

much of a good thing?
If the A.C.U. has decided to foster professionalism to such

an extent, and in preference to the amateur members, the

sooner that a new amateur sporting riders' club is formed,

the better. I think that all your readers will agree that it is

a remarkable thing that they have dared to oppose the

interest of that section of the community that they are

supposed to represent.

If the A.C.U. intends to continue along these arbitrary lines

it will soon realise to its cost that it is better to follow out
the bold statements made in its advertisements than to

collect subscriptions from motor-cyclists, and then ignore

them until next collecting day comes round.
After all, this high-handed action, behind which can be

seen the manufacturers' dictation, only goes to pTove that
there is a time in the history of every union when only real

service to its members can give stability, and if this is

ignored, it surely means ultimate downfall.
It is high time that a new association, representing the

motorists (private) of the kingdom, was started.

Hull. AT-4320.

Sir,—Though not a prospective entrant for the Amateur
Race, I was looking forward to the event very much, won-
dering what certain machines could do in amateur hands.
There is no need for me to go over the objections raised

by the A.C.U.; I think the word "influence" would meet
the ease. I back up "R.I.C.-Umph," who ought to have
signed himself "R.I.P." PRO-UMPH.
Norwich.

Sir,—I read with interest the letter from "R.I.C.-Umph."
There appears to be no doubt that the A.C.U. does not

encourage amateur sport among motor cyclists as it should.

In the majority of sports there is certainly a line drawn
between amateurs and professionals, but in motor cycling

it is ' generally a hard task to distinguish between an
amateur and a professional rider, and an amateur could

easily enter for an A.C.U. event, thinking that it was for

amateurs, and find himself up against professional riders

with specially built and tuned machines.
The A.C.U. advertised in your issue of the 6th ult. for

suggestions as to the best method of ensuring that every

motor cyclist in the Kingdom should become a member of

that body. I should suggest that the answer to this adver-

tisement is obvious. Let the A.C.U. ask itself whether it

caters for the ordinary amateur rider. If one looks through

the list of A.C.U. trials and the winners thereof, it is

apparent that the majority—especially the big events—are

held for the benefit of the Trade.

I should very much like to see an amateur association

formed for the whole of the United Kingdom, as amateur

(f)

motor cyclists are practically out of the running in all

big events in the sporting side owing to these events being
swamped out with professional riders on specially built and
tuned machines.

Should the idea of an amateur association be carried out, I

should have much pleasure in being a member and giving

it all the support possible, and I am sure that there are

hundreds of motor cyclists who would only be too pleased

to join an association which would be for amateurs onlv.

Burton-on-Trent. A.M.I.M.E., M.I.A.E.

Sir,—I note the suggestion of " R.I.C.-Umph " of the

formation of a purely amateur association. I may say that

I sent a shillingsworth to the A.C.U. a week or two back,

suggesting that to attract more members to that body it-

must divide membership into two hard and fast classes,

amateur and " pro," the same strict rules to define an
amateur as in the few of our really clean sports. At present

to all outward seeming the A.C.U. is run "to or for," and
" by, with or from," the trade, and to the sporting amateur
is only a hindrance. There is every possibility of motor
cycling becoming a clean national sport. There seems in this

year of grace every possibility of it becoming on a par with
professional football and run like horse racing, only organised_
" stables " and professional riders having a chance.

Already the jargon of the " stable " is creeping into notes

on the T.T.
Unless the A.C.U. can realise that the private owner

makes the manufacture of motor cycles possible, and becomes
a riders' union and not a traders' union, motor cycle sport

is doomed. Unless a separate body takes charge of the sport

on strict and pure amateur lines, F.I.CM., A.C.U., and
international records (official !) are no more to the vast body
of sporting private amateurs than are the much adver-

tised wins of freak machines. How about a
Festiniog. NATIONAL AMATEUR M.C.C.

Sir,—May I say that I" am entirely in sympathy with
"R.I.C.-Umph's " suggestion as to the formation of a
separate body to control the amateur side of the sport? I

have no objection to the motor trade, in which, indeed, I

have many friends, nor have I any to- competing against

their riders, and it is obvious that the A.C.U. has no easy

job. But there is no denying that the A.C.U. is somewhat
autocratic in its methods, and that at the expense of the

amateur. The T.T. races are beyond the capacity of the

majority of amateurs, possibly as regards riding ability,

certainly as regards cost.

I would suggest, therefore, that there is room for an

amateur body, organising hill-climbs, reliability trials, and

perhaps a road race, open to all amateurs, but to amateurs

only, and freed from allegiance to the A.C.U.
In conclusion, I would repeat that the amateur need have

no quarrel with the Trade, but surely it is time that the

A.C.U., most of whose membership is composed of amateurs,

woke up and did something for the people who keep it ir

existence. COCASSE.
London, W.l.
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DEFINING A LIGHTWEIGHT.
Sir,—I was glad to see by The Motor Cycle that there

is to be a Lightweight T.T. this year, but why not make
it a real L.W.T.T. by limiting the weight of the machines
entered to 1251b. ? EDMUND CANBY.

Geneva.

ABOUT HEAT.
Marsh's letter, my example
glass box was only intended

Sir—In reply to Mr. W. E.

of enclosing the cylinder in a u
to represent a rough method of preventing the heat losses due

to the air-currents, leaving only radiation losses, and not an

accurate experiment. I hardly thought it necessary to stress

that. The average man knows that glass is sufficiently trans-

parent to heat waves to make it necessary to silver the

inside of a Thermos flask, and if I had suggested a rock-

salt or ebonite box (both of which are very much more trans-

parent to the long waves than glass) it would have ob-

scured rather than illuminated the point. And I intention--

ally said "practically transparent " to avoid such a side issue

being raised.

But if Mr. Marsh is desirous of accuracy in inessentials his

own statement that " glass will only transmit wave lengths

whose size is about 5.9xl0- 3 cm." must be examined.

Jena glass No. 0.451 has, according to Rubens' figures, a

refractive index of 1.5430 for a wave length of 24800 A.U.,.

and a refractive index cannot be measured if the body will

not transmit the wave length ; and 24900 A.U. can hardly be

considered ""about" 5900 A.U.
As for the part where my "mistake is most evident," I

will not occupy your space further than to quote from text-

books, as I ani tacitly advised ; except to remind Mr. Marsh

that I expressly pointed out that I did not mean the usual

convection currents produced by the rising of the, heated

fluid—which words, however, Mr. Marsh omits in his quota-

tion from my letter, thereby rendering it a misquotation.

(1)
" Convection—the transference of heat through the

change of position of the heated body."—"Century Dic-

tionary." .

(2)
" Heat may be propagated by the actual visible trans-

ference of matter . . . this method of propagation is called

convection."—"Watson's Physics."

(3)
" Heat may be propagated by conduction. In this case

the heat is conveyed by matter, but no visible motion of the

matter itself takes place; the heat is usually considered as

propagated by the warmer molecules heating the neighbour-

in^ colder molecules, and so on."—" Watson's Physics."

?4) "If convection is prevented we find that liquids are

o-enerally to be ranked with the worse conducting solids.

Gases are also bad conductors, worse even than liquids."—

" Poynting and Thomson—Heat,"
In conclusion, I apologise to your

readers for a letter of no interest tothe

majority, and one which I tried to avoid

bv the wording of my original one—and
failed. P. BREWSTER.

Sir,—I have been much interested,

and even entertained, by the correspond-

ence arising out of the instructive and vi,

illuminating article on the " Radiation

of Heat," by " E. N. J."

The correspondents do not seem to be

agreed among themselves as to the

physical explanation of the facts. Mr.
Brewster makes some interesting state-

ments, but is sufficiently answered by
Mr. Marsh. Mr. Edwards also enters

the arena, and "warns your readers"
against an experiment the original

author does not appear to have pro-

posed, and on which "Niger" makes a
comment.
But by far the most humorous letter

is that of " Enil Maerts." This writer
seems, not only to have exercised con-
siderable ingenuity in inverting a

common phrase for nom-de-plume, but
in attributing to the author a statement
not even remotely implied, much less

b ifi
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made, by him. I refer to the first three lines of his letter.

"Central Heating" is, I fancy, a common phrase applied
to the warming of large buildings, not usually to motor cars

of the ordinary type.
If I may be allowed a serious word in conclusion, I would

like to say, as one not entirely unacquainted with the sub-
ject, that the experiments described by "E.N.J." are not
only illuminating, but convincing. S.

IMPROVING OUR ROADS.
Sir,—I have seen one or two letters regarding the abomin-

able practice of tarring the roads and scattering loose gravel
on the tarred surface. I should like to add my protest to

the others. I have come to the conclusion, after ruining one
pair of socks per day for a week in riding over the roads
tarred in this manner, the tarry stones being flung back over
my feet and legs from the front wheel, that the British

public, or that section of the public that uses the roads,

must have infinite patience to stand this inefficient method
of road-mending year after year in the way it has done.

If the roads must be tarred and spread with gravel, they
might at least be rolled afterwards. This would break up
the stones at once instead of leaving it to the traffic to do, to

the intense annovance of cvclists, motor cvclists. and car

owners. C. S. BOOTH. -

Sir,—Touching upon the question of our present day road
surfaces, why not build our steam-rollers to a weight specifica-

tion, keeping in mind the weight of the heaviest loaded

vehicle using the roads, with the whole of its weight con-

centrated on two fairly narrow tracks.

Allowance should also be made for an increase in traffic

and heavier transport in the future.

If the above problem was considered we should probably
see on our road repairs steam rollers of twice or thrice their
present weight. Macadam under great pressure and tar

sprayed should give a good hard surface, PB-3547.
Wallington.

SHAFT DRIVE AND REAR SPRINGING.
Sir,—The spring frame and shaft-drive combination is never

seen on the road. I maintain that it is not a feasible design,

there being too much weight on one side of the wheel, which
would result in the wheel failing to maintain its alignment
in a vertical plane, uneven tyre wear, uneven wear of the
bearings of the spring frame and skids. Is this so ? It

might be counteracted by (a) a corresponding dead weight
on the other side of the wheel; (/>) springs of different rela-

tive strengths. The old T.A.C. or T.M.C. employed this

combination, nevertheless—with what success?

G. KINGDON.
'

«

IN THE MONTH OF MAY ON THE DEVIL'S ELBOW. The original plan was to

include this hill in the Scottish trtels, but as there was a likelihood of one or two- competitors

complaining of the Arctic conditions illustrated by this recent photograph it was cut out of

the route.

421)
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SIDECAR ALIGNMENT.
Sir,—Recent editorial comments upon the frequency with

which one meets badly set-up sidecar outfits prompts me to

send you a few lines which, if given the hospitality of your

columns, may help many a worried owner to locate the cause

of his inability properly and permanently to line up his

outfit.

Last summer I had a touring sidecar made by a well-known

English firm to suit an American heavyweight cycle. The
complete car and chassis cost .practically £50. The first

thing I had to do was to add another plate to each of its

four springs, though my passenger is but 9 st. Then I

found it impossible to get the car lined up so that it would

stay "put," and not until early this spring (I confess it with

some shame, since I am not precisely a novice, after forty

years' general mechanical, experience) did I discover the

cause.

I finally discovered that the chief remaining difficulty with

the car was—the shanks of the three bent connections to the

cycle were all fully 1-16 in. less in diameter than their corre-

sponding holes, or sockets ! No matter how tightly I screwed

up the nuts on the shanks, I found that, since they were
parallel, I could rotate each one by hand with comparative

ease

!

'.;
Should not these shanks, and of course their corresponding-

holes, or sockets, have Morse tapers ? It seems to me an

elementary requirement. At any rate, I proceeded to get as

near the Morse taper as would remove the cause of my diffi-

culty in the following way.
First cleaning up each shank, I made and "sweated " on

a tubular mild steel liner of 1-16 in. sheet. Working en-

tirely by hand, with files and carborundum (and of course

a lot of patience), I finally arrived at a taper fit at each of

the three bends, and since lining up the job two months ago-

I have had no further trouble in this connection.

J. ATKINSON.
!' DYNAMOS FROM OLD MAGNETOS."

Sir,—With reference to the article by "W. R.," I find

it to be somewhat misleading, and likely to complicate

matters for the amateur, instead of simplifying them. I

do not think it necessary to go into complicated calculations

in Ohm's law. If the converted magneto is capable of

generating 1 ampere at 8 volts, then the combination of lamps
should be—8 volts .75 amp. for the head-light, and 8 volt

! .25 amp. for the tail-light. Lamps of less than .5 amp. can

\ be obtained at any electrical engineer's. This combination is

suitable for parallel wiring, and the fact of either lamp
burning out or breaking would not cause all the available

I current to flow round the remaining lamp, which would
simply draw its proper current from the generator.

If a light for a sidecar is desired, the combination would

HEAD LAMP
VOLTS -75 AMP5

TAIL LAMP
8 VOLT5 -25 AMPS

SWITCH

^^ EARTH

HEAD LAMP
8V0LT5 «75 AMPS

BYrlAMO

. TAIL LAMP
4 VOLTS -2 SAMPS,

o

iO
U5YMAN0

EARTH —
SIDE LAMP
4V0LT5 -25 AMPS-

Illustrating Mr. G. R. Thompson's letter. Top : Parallel

system, providing head and tail lamps only. Bottom : Series

parallel system for three lamps.

be slightly different. Head-light, 8 volts .75 amp., tail-light,

4 voJts .25 amps., and side-light 4 volts .25 amps.,
but the side and tail-lights would have to be wired
in series. This arrangement would still keep the maxi-
mum current down to 1 amp., and the head and tail-'

lights would not be reduced at all. Another advantage of
this arrangement would be, that the side-light would serve
as a tell-tale to the tail-light, in that, if either lamp burns
out or breaks, the remaining lamp will not light, so that the
driver seeing his side-light burning knows definitely that
his tail-light is also burning.

I enclose a rough sketch of connections to illustrate my
point. GEO. R. THOMPSON.
TEMPERAMENTAL ENGINES.

Sir,—I have a 1921 T.T. Rudge Multi, which over a cer-

tain stretch of road invariably goes "mad " for a distance of

five miles.

The road in question is particularly high, and the air is

usually cooler there than in the surrounding country ; this

may account for a sudden burst, which appajjently seems
to be "all out " on a touring throttle opening. The machine
romps uphill and down dale with seemingly no limit to its

capabilities.

Apart from this fact, I have found the engine extremely
temperamental. Sometimes sluggish and unwilling, and at

others, against even a head wind, it slogs away with re-

markable endurance.
Up to the present I have resigned myself to the fact that

it was the driver and not the machine, but the experiences of

other correspondents give me hopes that I shall eventually

attain my ideal, viz., 60 on the road; not on paper.

Manchester. MULTI.
H.P. RATINGS.

Sir,—With regard to your leader, whilst agreeing with the

idea of calculating the horse-power on the cubic capacity at

100 c.c. per h.p. in the case of ordinary four-stroke machines.

I should like to raise the point with your readers as 'to "how

two-stroke machines would be treated.

I believe I am right in saying that a two-stroke machine

develops about 50 per cent, more power actually than a four-

stroke machine of the same capacity. SOLO.
Cobham.
[In practice nowadays there is very little to choose in the

comparative efficiency of two-stroke and four-stroke engines

of the same "cubic capacity."

—

Ed.]

SHAFT AND CHAIN DRIVE COMPARED.
Sir,—Although Mr. Weaver may be a designer of motor

cycles, while I am merely a rider, I cannot allow his letter

to pass unchallenged.

Any pocket-book or treatise on mechanics gives, I think,

an efficiency of at least 97 per cent, for a gear drive.

<- Absolute transmission silence and an ideal lay-out is pro-

vided by an "under" worm and shaft drive, and Mr. Lan-

chester claims an extremely high efficiency for worm gears cut

in accordance with his principles.

An efficiency of 97 per cent, leaves very little margin for

improvement, and I doubt if a chain in an oil bath could

improve on it. The 15 to 20 per cent, superiority which Mr.

Weaver claims I confess myself unable to understand. The

average cycle chain is quite unprotected, and exposed, as it

is, to all grit and dirt, its efficiency under such circumstances

is not likely to reach 97 per cent. Even if well smothered

in grease, etc., the dust, which then sticks all the more, gets

pushed and worked through into the chain to a considerable

extent.

T.T. AND 1,001st NUMBER.
On June 1st " The Motor Cycle " will celebrate its 1 ,001^

consecutive issue. Nearly twenty years ago, when this

journal was first published, the motor cycle movement
was only just developing. T1K> 1 ,00 1st issue of " The Motor
Cycle " will contain many special articles and illustrations

of exceptional historical interest; and, appearing on the

date of the Senior Tourist Trophy event, particulars of the

T.T. Races in the Isle of Man will form a feature.

Orders for copies of this enlarged issue should be

placed in good time—Fourpence as usual.

(15)
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When in. addition to being open the chain is neglected, the

horse-power which it wastes must be enormous. Such chains,

when removed, can almost be used as fishing-rods.

I bought a shaft-driven machine solely on account of its

-transmission, and though I swear at the machine for many

reasons my faith in its transmission has proved completely

justified, and my wrath is never directed thereto.

A shock-absorber is, however, very necessary on a single-

cylinder, shaft-driven machine. _ .

I think that most of the prejudice against the shaU drive

lies with the manufacturers, not with the public. 1. N.

Sir,—How anybody in the trade- could state that the dif-

ference in efficiency between- shaft drive and chain drive is 15

to 20% beats me, and the poor layman will surely be won-

dering how it is that ninety-nine out of every hundred motor

cars running about are fitted' with a form of drive showing

such an awful comparison with the chain drive. It would ,

be interesting to learn where Mr. Weaver obtained his in-

formation. ,

As a matter of fact, the difference between bevel and

chain drive is less than"l%. But, so far" as motor cycles are

concerned, \\ does not rest here. -~ ...
The comparative tests have been made with simple single

chain drive, i.e., one chain running over two chain wheels.

Chain-driver, motor bicycles are fitted with two chains,

which involve the use of four chain wheels, so that the loss

in transmission is doubled, which makes all the difference.

Incidentally, there are extra shafts and their attendant

bearings needed to accommodate the extra chain wheels, and

where there are bearings there is friction.

There are motor bicycles made in which the transmission

is a mixture of both bevel gearing and chain, and others

which drive from engine to gear box through a train of gear

wheels and from gear box to. back wheel by chain.' Neither

of these machines are exactly unpopular.

Mr. WT
eaver states that " the success of the modern motor

cycle is undoubtedly due to the fact that for its power it

is capable of doing much more work than any other machine

on the road, and this is chiefly because of its higher trans-

mission efficiency." . .

Does Mr. Weaver seriously think that the transmission

of a modern motor bicycle is higher than that of a motor

car with shaft and bevel gearing? I opine that no engineer

will agree with him.

So far as the F.N. shaft-driven motor bicycle is con-

cerned, far from finding it unpopular, its popularity in-

creases each succeeding year, and has done since it was first

manufactured in 1905.

In conclusion, perhaps I may be permitted to. refer to a

referendum of well-known trade personages taken by The
Mjiior Cycle in 1913, and concerned with the type of motor

bicycle of ten years hence. The analysis showed :

-li Twenty-one plumped for shaft drive.

Eleven for chain drive.

Seven for belt drive. HARRY G. "BELL,
Sales Manager, F.N. (England), Ltd.

STEREOTYPING THE RELIABILITY TRIAL.

Sir,—I notice from your last issue that the Competition

Committee of the A. CXI. will shortly be considering the

question of the inspection of the trials courses got out by
the various centres for open competition. The suggestion

emanates from Major Vernon Brook, and coming as
.
it

does from such a good sportsman, and so experienced an
authority, it is worthy of the closest consideration.

Personally, however, I cannot help but feel that this is

the "first blow to be struck at the liberties of the centres.

Trial courses are at present the outcome of the' delibera-

tions of some half-dozen or so, and it does seem a little

arbitrary to have one representative from headquarters

empowered to override the considered judgment of the many
who are on the spot, and have had every opportunity of

seeing men and machines working previously under given

conditions. The whole question of the advisability of the

inclusion of certain sections is entirely a matter of opinion.

I have in mind a recent trial in which the promoters wavered
whether to include a certain hill, but ultimately did so.

An experienced A.C.U. steward termed it "freakish," but
certain Pressmen thought it quite reasonable, but branded
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as "freakish " another "tit-bit " about which there had been
no hesitation. The present proposal goes to stereotype the

reliability trial, but to allow a free hand to the Centres

makes for the provision of a variety of types, which is the

spice of competition life, and also gains the confidence of the

local public. Organisers know very well that all the oppo-

sition which there is to courses of a certain nature comes
only from the same coterie of unsporting competitors.

Various promoters have various objects before them.

There are those who take numbers alone as the criterion of

success, and who try to attract a good entry annuallv by
building up a reputation for the supply of "cushy golds."

But there are others who take spirit, sport, and progress as

their ideals, and endeavour to further the evolution of the

motor cycle by tackling new problems and exploring new
territory. Approval or disapproval will be reflected in the

support accorded to future events, but it is for each centre

to work out its own destiny along whichever of the courses

it chooses to take, without having to submit to the fatherly

advice of some well-meaning person sent by headquarters.

The whole question can be traced to the want of firmness

of the Union in the Six Days' Trial of 1920 at Darlington,

and it would be a very ill-advised step indeed to force such

a weak-knee_d policy on to th-e local centres, for I am con-

vinced that a certain clique is at the bottom of the whole

business.

I am aware that it has been objected that some trials

have failed entirely to be of any service as media of propa-

ganda. But such a statement is based on the belittlement

of the powers of discernment of the public. One thing is

certain. The growing general interest of late years in these

events is making it more and more unnecessary to give the

reminder : "This is not a race," and that increasing interest

"will soon be demanding to know the relative values of these

trials, to sort out the gold from the dross^ and to differentiate

between their respective worths—on the one hand between

those in which there is a real earnestness of purpose, and

on the other between those of insincerity and " gallery play."

in which nothing is attempted unless success is assured

beforehand.
There is such a tendency now prevalent that it may not

be long before it is left to the closed local event and the

private owner to illustrate the possibilities of the modern

machine and to the open trial to provide a monotonous,

idle, and vain procession of sparkling mounts.

_Let it not be said .that by restraining the centres the

Auto Cycle Union, perhaps unwittingly, did anything which

might possibly be interpreted as the pandering to commer-

cial interests 'bv a body which has so justly declared that

it stands for the betterment of the motor cycle, for sport

and for the interests and guidance of the general public.

K. S. TOPPING.
Hon. Sec, East Midland Centre, A.C.U.

DnDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDnnDDDaDDDDa
a Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists.
n Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle. ~~

° " MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM." °

D The standard handbook on the motor cycle.
~*

price net, 2/6/ By post, 2/ro.

" HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3. D

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
pi A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying rj

them when found. Fourth Edition.
Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

"
.. TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." E:

A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's point of U
view. Price net, 3/-. By post, 3/3.

" MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
r-i Bv " Ixion," of The Motor Cycle. Q
[d Cloth Bound. Price, 5/-. By post, 5/3. r-i

t-" Paper Boards. Price, 2/6. By post, 2/9. id
" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS.

Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, D
1-1 London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6. Q
!r Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and n

Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/3.
~

D " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK. b{

With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. LJ

D Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., Q
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers

pi and Railway Bookstalls. Q
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LESSONS
FROM LIEGE.

British Clubman gives his

views on an important

Continental Competition.

BRITISH competition riders are apt
to regard all but the most important
Continental motor cycle events in

1 chary mood. Therefore the experiences
if Mr. J. N. Longfield, the Chairman of

he Yorkshire Centre A.C.U., at

L'epreuve Internationale, Cote de Mont-
I'hetix, held on the 6th inst. by the
Aege M.C.C., should prove interesting,

VIr. Longfield's story follows :

—

" It had often been my wish to go
>ver to Belgium -or France to see how
he clubs on the Continent organised and
an their hill climbs, so I jumped at the
ipportunity of accompanying Geoffrey
Boston and his cousin when they went
iver to Belgium for the Vote de Mont-
Theux event.

>
" We left London at 8.30 on the pre-

ious Friday morning, and arrived at

jiege about 8.30 the same evening, being
net by M. Maurice Bury, the ener-

;eti'c secretary of the local club, who
ilaeed at our disposal two cars, one for

he little A.J.S. and sidecar and the
other for ourselves.

" Early next morning we left Liege
or the hill, which was situated on the
nam Liege-Spa road, about twenty kilo-
netres from Liege.
" The first point which impressed usm arrival was the absolute suitability of

he hill. Starting with a perfectly level

un, for the flying start, of approxi-
mately half a kilometre on fairly good
>ave, the climb proper commenced about
)00 yards before the one and only bend,
his bend being a perfect curve to. the
eft and just difficult enough to test the
•ider.'s ability in cornering. After this

;-urve the hill continued to well over a
. dlometre past the finish, at an average
'radient of about 1 in 8. The surface
.vas the most perfect I have ever seen,

md consisted of hard macadam; I do
'iot think there was a loose stone from
the start to the finish.
" Timing was by synchronised watches,

the length of the climb being one kilo-

metre. The timekeepers were in tele-

phonic communication with each other,
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Great enthusiasm and excellent organisation prevailed at the Mont Theux hill climb—as witness

the roped course—when G. S. Boston (349 c.c. A.J.S.) succeeded in winning both the sidecar

and solo trophies. Boston sweeping up in the passenger class.

and red and white flags were used to

indicate when each competitor could start.

The whole of the course was roped on
both sides of the road, from the begin-
ning of the flying start to well past the
finish ; there was also a large body of

gendarmes distributed around the roped
section. There was no single incident,

of competitors or organisers becoming
worried or perturbed by spectators, al-

though there were a large number of the

latter present. Great care had been
exercised in roping the curve.

Punctuality.

" The climb started at exactly the ad-

vertised time, 10.30 a.m. Each class was
given a certain speed to attain, the rider

who exceeded that speed by the greatest

amount being the winner of the trophy.

Medals were also given for the best in-

crease in each class. All the sidecars

went up first, and on the last man
reaching the summit, they all returned

to the starting point, when they had
another run. After the sidecars about a

quarter of an hour was allowed for side-

cars to be removed, gears altered, etc.;

then the solos had two runs up each.

There was absolutely no delay, the pro-
gramme was strictly adhered to, and the
whole event was over by 1 p.m., although
there were in all over ninety ascents.

In short, it was one of the best organised
events it has ever been my fortune to

witness.
" Boston carried all before him, win-

ning the Coupe la Wallonie outright, and
the Coupe John Bull, the latter to be
held for one year. His solo times were
only beaten by one or two of the 1,000

c.c. macHines, and then by nowhere near
a sufficient margin to entitle the latter

to the cups. His victory was a most
popular one, the Belgians in particular

showing their admiration and pleasure.
" I have only three criticisms to make,

and they are : (1) I consider the solo

machines should have gone up before the
sidecars

; (2) a more organised park
should have been arranged for competi-

tors behind the starting line ; and (3) on
completion of the ascent competitors

should have been marshalled right off the

road."

ROYAL MOTOR RACE MEETING.

IN aid of the Middlesex Hospital and
the Industrial Welfare Fund the
Royal motor race meeting, to be held

at Brooklands by the Essex M.C. on
Saturday next, has received most excel-

lent support. It will be under the direct

patronage of H.R.H. the Duke of York,
himself a motor cycle enthusiast, who
has entered a Trump-Anzani and a
Douglas, to be ridden by his chauffeur.

The meeting will be attended - by the
Duke of Athlone and numerous other

royal personages, and is expected to attain

much prominence socially.

(12)

The first motor cycle event is "The
Duke of York Three-lap Junior Handi-
cap," distance about 85 miles, for solo

machines not exceeding 500 c.c. For this

event thirty-six entries have been re-

ceived. For the equivalent "Senior"
handicap, for machines not exceeding

1,000 c.c. (entries in this class may be

limited to machines with an observed

speed of 70 m.p.h. or more), fourteen

entries have been sent in. The last race

in which motor cycles will take part is

the Essex three-lap passenger handicap

over the same distance for 1,000 c.c. side-

cars and three- or four-wheeled cycle cars

up to 1,100 c.c. There are nineteen en-

tries.

In addition there will be several car

events. Racing begins at 1.30 p.m., but
the gates will be opened to the public at

11.15 a.m. Admission is 5s., but tickets

purchased before Saturday from Mr. A.

G. Reynolds, 95, Fillebrook Road, Leyton-
stone, London, E.ll, cost 4s.

Those who purchase tickets before the

day may participate in a competition for

a 4 h.p. Harley-Davidson, value £115,

presented by Mr. Duncan Watson.-

b23
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A TRUE LIGHTWEIGHT.
THERE has always been a very con-

siderable demand for a really light

motor cycle to fill the intermediate

gap between the pedal cycle and the

lightweight motor cycle. From time to

time various machines have been de-

signed and marketed to fill this need,

and the most recent addition to this

class is the Airolite, which is about to

be marketed by the Small Engines

Company, of 131, Coventry Road, Bir-

mingham.
The manufacturers are responsible for

'the Simplex 1-i hrp. pedal cycle ^attach-

ment, and it is a similar power unit

which is now built up in the frame of

the lightweight illustrated.

Having a bore and stroke of 50.8 mm.
x50.8 mm. (103 c.c), the engine is of

the normal three port two-stroke type,

but an overhung crankshaft is employed

and is carried on two ball bearings in a

phosphor bronze shell. The bearings

The 50'8 x 50*8 mm. two-stroke engine
which is carried within the front member of

the frame.

The Airolite,

a Pedal-
assisted
Two- Str ke

Motor C cl i

of 1| ri.jp.

are widely
spaced, and the

gap is bridged
by part of the

shell which sur-

rounds the

crankshaft, and
forms an addi-
tional p 1 a i n

bearing and compression
This engine unit is held
four long bolts which form
the down tube of a strengthened cycle

frame. It can be very easily detached
or moved with its clamping plates

for the purposes of chain adjustment.
On the rear plate is mounted a Fel-

lows' "Baby" magneto, and from the
crankshaft there is a chain drive to a

ball-bearing countershaft. This counter-
shaft, which also carries the belt pulley
for the final drive, is mounted on an
extension of the pedal crank bracket,
and in no way interferes with the
pedalling gear. The cycle parts are
neat and strong, and are specially manu-
factured by a very well-known firm of

cycle and motor cycle manufacturers.
Including luggage carrier, tool bag,

number plates, etc.. the whole machine
weighs less than 701b.. and sells at the
very moderate figure of 27 guineas.

MAY 18th, 11)22,

_„n A lightweight re-

taining the essen-

tials of the pedal

bicycle with the

addition of a small

two-stroke engine.

retainer,

between
part of

INEXPENSIVE LIGHTING BATTERY.
MANY motor cyclists who do not

wish to go to the expense of a
dynamo lighting outfit are dis-

posed to invest in battery lighting

with a battery of proved efficiency

and of large capacity. Such a lighting

battery can be obtained at a very
reasonable cost in the shape of the

Fuller block accumulator supplied to the
Services during the war

s
which are of

6 volt, 20 amps, actual capacity. They
are practically one-third cheaper than
the list prices, and are sold in an ex-

cellent box with a leather handle, being
highly suitable for sidecar outfits. The
electrodes of the cells are so constructed
that they are free from injury caused by
vibration, short-circuiting, and sulphat-
ing. The* batteries supplied are genuine
block type Fullers in 2-volt cells, sold
in groups of three, at the price of
£2 19s. 6d., by The City Accumulator
Co., 79, Mark Lane London-, E.C.3.

Fuller block accumulator sold by the City

Accumulator Co. complete with box.

A GAS LAMP DIMMER.
TO dim or not to dim, is even yet a

much-discussed question, but what-
ever be the rights of the case there

is undoubtedly a large percentage of
riders whose natural courtesy demands
that they should cut out the offending

rays on approaching a vehicle travelling

in the opposite direction. Even if one's

own lamp is not of unduly high power
it is pleasant to be able to acknowledge
the dimming of headlights on an ap-

proaching car

* It is claimed that the tiny eng

will propel a rider of normal weight

all ordinary hills without pedal assis

ance, and that it will attain a speed

15-20 m.p.h. on level roads. Such
machine should meet with a very larj

demand, for there is an immense run

ber of potential motor cyclists who hav

no desire for high speeds, and are som<

what afraid of the weight of the mor
usual type of motor cycle. With a vie\

to appealing to this public the control

have been simplified as far as possible.

Two ball
bearings in

a phosphor-

bronze shell

support the

overhung
crankshaft.

With this end in view a simpl

"shutter" has been designed by Mr. T
Wheadon, of Mentone Road, Parkstone

Dorset, for use with acetylene lamps. )

special hood is made for the lamp front

and within this hood lies a miniatun

roller blind normally held in the con

cealed position by a spring. The lowei

edge of this blind is attached by means oi

a Bowden cable to a lever surrounding thi

generator, and by moving this lever h

A dimming device,

useful and polite.

a clock-wise direction the blind can be

lowered in order to cut out the dazzling

rays. In the example which we have

examined the blind was inscribed with

the words "Thank you," presumably a;

an acknowledgement of the courtesy of

others.
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TTintes to Xigbt Xamps.
Mav 18th .. .. 9.46 p.m.

„ 20th .. .. '48 „

„ 22nd .. .. 9.51 „

„ 24th .. • .. 9.55 „

Number plates to be illuminated trnrty m-nntes
ariier, ride Road Veh.c.es Registration and
censing Order (1921).

1 British Win in Italy.

In the Cremona Circuit a private owner,

'rnesto Sironi, was successful in carry-

ag off the first prize on a Norton.

'aris-Pyrenees TriaL

On account" of the late spring, whicn
ias resulted in the passes of the Pyrenees
ieing still covered with snow, the trial

fill be postponed until June 11th to 18th.

Jo Consumption Tests in Six Days Trials.

j
Owing to difficulties in organisation

here will be no petrol or oil consumption
est during this year's A.C.U. Six Days

.'Trials.

?or Naval Officers.

To suit naval officers' leave, July 7th
ind 8th have been finally settled as being
he most convenient dates for this year's

\rbuthnot Trophy trial.

Safety in Competitions.

So as to avoid accidents to competitors
or spectators, the Auto Cycle Union has
;ent notices to clubs urging that due pre-

cautions should be taken in the running
if closed hill climbs.

Isle of Man Car Races.

Exactly the same length of course—37J
oiiles—and the identical roads as those in

the motor cycle races are to be used in

the car races organised by the R.A.C. on
June 22nd.

New President 01 Manufacturers and
Traders Society.

Lt.-Col. J. A. Cole. O.B.E., J. P.,
deputy chairman and managing director
of Humber, Ltd., has been elected presi-

dent of the Society of Motor Manufac-
tures and Traders in succession to Sir
Alfred Mayes-Smith.

Double Twelve-Hours Records.

In place of continuous twenty-four hour
records official recognition will now be
made of two twelve hours' consecutive
records. Between each there will be
twelve hours' rest, during which time the
machine must not be touched.

(2)

Yorkshire's Rough Riding Trial.

Arrangements have been made with the
Auto Cycle Union to hold the Scott Trial
this year on September 9th.

Oil in New Zealand.

Oil has been discovered in Murchison,
N.Z. A Nelson motorist writes most
enthusiastically about it, as he considers
the oil to be of fine quality.

A Motor Track for Spain.

At Barcelona, which is the centre of the
automobile movement in Spain, there is

talk of erecting a speed track. Plans
have already been got out for a two
kilometre course.

A Belgian Trial.

A reliability trial of some 80 miles in

extent was recently organised by the

Moto-Club de la West Flandre. It com-
prised a slow test and a speed test over
one kilometre. Results were : 1, Breslau
(Norton) ; 2, Givelet (Indian Scout] ; 3,

Gauchie (Norton).

Freak Consumption.

Most petrol consumption trial results

may be taken with the proverbial grain

of salt. Recently, an event in Christ-

church, N.Z., was won by the rider of

a 580 c-C twin, which covered forty-four

miles on slightly less than a pint of petrol

—356 mip.g., which just shows what can

be done by taking the matter seriously.

Two Important Continental cbr^?;titions.

Two competitions to be held on the

Continent this year which especially merit

the attention "of British manufacturers

are, among the speed events, the Grand

Prix of the U.M.F., to be held on July

12th, and, among reliability trials, the

International Six Days Trials, August

3rd to 9th. Particulars can be obtained^

from the Secretary of the Auto Cycle

Union, 83, Pall Mall, London, S.W.I.

Toll Gates.

Feeling that time is opportune for

general action directed towards the aboli-

tion of road tolls, the Automobile Asso-

ciation has approached all the interested

highway authorities. Its representatives

ha°-e been well received, and, though the

financial difficulties involved are consider-

able, it is felt that the sooner they are

faced the better. The Association holds that

the payment of toll charges conflicts with

the accepted policy that the special tax

on motor vehicles—at present iniquitous

because it is not proportionate to use-
gives the right to free passage on the

roads.

Special ^features.

TIMING HIGH SPEED RECORDS.

SIX DAYS IN SCOTLAND.

\. T.T. NOTES AND NEWS.

The Tourist's Machine in Spain.

Motor cycles and sidecars may be in-

troduced into Spain for touring purposes

if they are provided with a triptych

issued by the Automobile Association and
Motor Union of London under guarantee

of the Credit Lyonnais in Madrid.

Road Improvements in North Wales.

Formerly narrow, tortuous, and hilly,

the old main road from Llandudno to

Conway has been improved and rendered

suitable for modern conditions. In the

region of Tyn-y-Coed hill the carriageway
has been widened and a footpath added.

Improvements have also been made in the

road from Llandudno Junction and Con-
way to Llandudno, while the danger
which existed at the Llanthos cross road

near Colwyn Bay has been removed.

Daffodils.

In the springtime one hopes to find

the daffodils "beside the lake beneath

the trees," but one hardly expects to

find them in the heart of London. Yet,

the other alternoon, the yellow flowers

made a small portion of Pall Mall re-

semble the Promenade des Anglais at

Nice after the battle of flowers. The
occurrence was accidental, for a motor
cyciist, careering gaily westwards, sud-

denly shed the contents of a florist's

hamper, and scattered the highway with,

these beautiful emblems of spring.

Closing a Recent Trial Route.

As originally intended the route of the

Western Cent-re A.C.U. One Day Trial,

which goes down to history as the

"Arctic Trial," was laid up Rectory

Lane and over a rough colonial section

known as Cadbury Camp, in the vicinity

of the lunch stop at Clevedon, Som. ; be-

ing snowbound, of course, this part was
omitted.
' The landowners have since erected a

fence, and gate, with warning notices

apparently with the object of closing this

section to public use ; as it has been

a well-nsed track for many vehicles, to

say nothing of walkers and cyelists, for

many years past, naturally objection is

being raised by the local authorities; it

is stated to have been the main coach

road to Clevedon at one time.

b 27
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Buxtcn and District M.C.

Speed trials for May 28th have been
arranged at Rushup Edge, Chapel-en-le-
Frith, commencing 2 p.m., over a fly-

ing half-mile distance. The secretary is

Mr. R. H. Millington, Buxton.

Gateshead and District M.C.C.

A new club has been formed at Gates-
head and given the name of the Gates-
head and "District M.C, and already
boasts about twenty-five members..

It is intended to confine the club's
activities to social runs.

Bristol Sports Club (Motor Section).

For the Douglas Cup one-day run on
May 21st over a route laid in the Wye
Valley the first prize will be the Douglas
Cup and gold medal, and the five follow-
ing runners-up will each receive a gold
medal. Eatry forms must be sent in
to-day to Mr, F. Lane, Black Swan
Hotel, Eastville, Bristol.

Stourbridge and District M.C.C.

The opening run of the 1922 season
took place on April 30th, in the form of
a trail-less trial, over 40 miles of main
road, with two time checks and a stop
and re-start test included. A secret
check was taken to determine winners.
Results :

1, H. E. Wilson (Sunbeam sc); 2,

H. K. Palfrey (Triumph); 3, F. Ferriday
(Omega). The winner's error was lm".

32s.

Pietermaritzburg M.C.C.

Bright but gusty weather favoured the
'Maritzburg club's first trial to Camper-
down and back for the Mountford Trophy.
First on handicap : C. H. Young (3^
Triumph), but a splendid performance was
put up by R. Blackburn's A.B.C., the
rear springs of which collapsed just as
he reached home. The smallest machine
in the race was a 211 c.c. Cedos, ridden
by A. R. Morcom. The second and
third competitors in the event were
H. B. Loader (Harley-Davidson) and R.
G. Goodwin (2J Royal Ruby).

Punjab M.C.C.

A most successful gymkhana meeting
was held on the 9th \x\t., upwards of
thirty members taking

,
part. British

machines scored all round. In the
"^bending" R. McV. Hofford (Douglas)
was first, A. J. Walenn (Triumph)
second; "tilting the ring," R. McV.
Hofford (Douglas) and J. Evans (Doug-
las) first and second respectively; "catch-
ing the ball," T. O'Leary first. The
ibove results prove the flexibility and
controllability of the British engine as_
compared with those of foreign manufac-
ture.
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1. W- Ashworth (499 c.c. Rudge) climbing Pen-v-Ball, Holywell, at the Liverpool M.C.
Hill Climb.

Neath and District M.C.

The second speed final of the season

will be held in the beautiful grounds of

Margam Park (kindly lent by Captain
Fletcher, J.P.), on May 20th, at 2.30 p.m.
All classes will bo catered for, and

entries are to be taken on the course.

Bulwell M.C.

Although the weather was far from
promising, 16 members turned up to take
part in. a paper-chase on the 23rd ult.

The trail was laid by F. H. Wallis, who
finished at the Peacock, Belvoir Castle,
where the competitors had tea, W. Bales

,(2J Raleigh) was adjudged the winner of
the prize given by one of the members.

T.T * IOOrNumber
OF

OTOR(lfCIj|§

/In enlarged
issue oj/th

many special
^features.

North London M.C.C.

On Monday, May 1st, the club was " at

home " at the town headquarters, Ye
Olde Gate House, Highgate, and a most

interesting and amusing evening was

spent. This is the third social that has

been held, and judging by the attend-

ance these functions are becoming
very popular, and they are now being

held on the first Monday in each

month.

Wellington M.C. (New Zealand).

Successful racing was a feature of the

first meeting held this year on the Mira-

max course, which was in fair order In

the five-lap solo race the results were

:

Southwood (Triumph), Dimock (Triumph).

Goddard (A.J.S.). In the five-lap side-

car class McAustin (Harley-D. sc), Clous-

ton (Harley-D. sc), and Thompson (Har-

Iey-D. sc). Harley-Davidsons were first,

second, and third in the relay race. The

maximum number of points was scored by

Dimock (Triumph).

Croydon and District M.C.C.

In spite of indifferent weather con-

ditions the opening run of the above club 1

was attended by a large and representa-

tive number of riders. Numerous 1

well-wishers gathered to give the club a

send-off, and after an official photograph 1

had been taken, a start was made for 1

Bletchingley, where tea was taken at the

club" country headquarters. Tea was

followed by a short musical programme
and a surprise competition for the best-

kept machine was won by D. Knight

(Sunbeam). The skilful handling of their

machines by the two lady members
augurs well for their success in the club

competitions during the year.

(18)
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A selection ot questions oi general interest received irom readers and our replies. thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-

taining legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt

with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing stateof the roads in any
particular locality.

GINE WON'T STOP ON THROTTLE.

""T1 The engine of my 490 c.c. single

> will not run slowly, and. although— I have lowered the needle of. the

B. and B. variable jet carburetter

to its fullest extent, the engine

will not stop on the throttle. No air

leaks are present. How can I improve

jthis?—C.H.J.
r leaks or an excessively rich mixture

e usually the cause of the engine refus-

5 to run smoothly ; it may be, however,

[at the throttle barrel is badly worn in

e carburetter, or that for some reason it

prevented from closing off absolutely

len the lever is in the closed position
;

-

t

amine the control cable carefully, as

|me of the strands may be broken, thus

.eventing the throttle from reaching the

• nit of its travel.

TYRE TROUBLES.

I have had a good deal of

^T| trouble lately with my 650 x
*? 65 mm. tyres on a 499 c.c.

-1-1 Rudge, yet they are apparently

in good condition. Could you

suggest any cause for these mishaps?

—

H.G.P.
ou do not say definitely what form your

j-re trouble takes, but the assumption is

;.atyou have had more than an ordinary

imber of punctures If the punctures

e due to nails, etc., you cannot alto-

ther blame the tyres, as even the best

covers may be pierced at times. If

j outside puncturing agent has caused

le trouble, it may be that the ends of

'ie spokes project through the nipples

1 the rim and so puncture the tube, or a

tuantity of grit may have dropped into

ie eovers at some time when the tyres

! ere refitted. Various attachments are

larketed to deflect nails, etc.. and some
f the modern puncture sealing inner

ibes are quite satisfactory articles.

AN OLD ENGINE.

Twelve months ago I bought

j
|—| a motor cycle, and it has never

> run satisfactorily. It is a 2J h.p.
LS-1 four-stroke. I have recently

overhauled it and fitted the fol-

lowing parts : cylinder, valves, rings,

connecting rod, bushes, and jet, and
have had the crank-pin and shaft
ground up true. It has been returned

1

as follows : magneto retarded, ' with
piston on top centre of expansion
stroke ; exhaust valve closing on top of
exhaust stroke, inlet valve opening

(13)

immediately after and remaining open
until bottom of induction stroke. The
petrol level is l-16in. below the top of

the jet (No. 34), and the gear is 6

to 1. I should like to know if it is

timed correctly, also if the balance is

affected by the fact that the new con-

necting rod is -,jOZ. heavier than the
broken one. I can only get about 30
m.p.h. on level, and the machine will

not climb even a small inc'-ine. When
the machine is on the stand and I turn
the back wheel with my hand I can
just pull the engine over compression.

Is this good enough?—A.C.
The valve timing appears to be correct;
the magneto should be timed so that the
spark occurs on top dead centre of the
compression stroke with the ignition

important Dates.

Sat., May 20tb—S.-Western Centre
A.C.I . Open Reliability Trial,

lues.. May 30th—Junior Tourist
Trophy Race.

Thurs., June 1st—Senior Tourist Tro-
phy Race.

Fri, June 2nd. and Sat., June 3rd

—

MX. A.. London-Edinburgh Run.
Mon., June 5th, to Sat.. June 10th—
Roval Scottish A.C. Light Car Trial

.

Sat., June 10th—B.M.C.R.C. Open
Meeting at Rrooklands.

Sun., June 11th, to Mon., June 19th

—

Paris-Pyrenees Trial.
Sat., June 17th—Yorkshire Centra
A.C.U. Open " Colonial Trial."

Sat., June 17th—Ealing and Dist

.

M.C.C. 200 Mile Sidecar Race.
Brooklands.

Fri., June 23rd, and Sat., June24th

—

Irish Twenty-Four Hour Open Trial

.

Sat., June 24th—Midland Centra
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., Julv 1st—East S. Wales Centre
A.C.U. "Open Speed Trials.

Wed., July 5th—Eastern Centre A .C.U

.

Open Speed Trials.
Wed., July 12th—French Grand Prix
Sun., July 23rd—Belgian Grand Prix.
Fri., July 28th, to Mon.. July 30th

—

Anglo-Dutch Trial in Holland.
Thurs., Aug. 3rd, to Wed., Aug. 9th

—

International Six Days Trials.
Sat., Aug. 5th, and Mon., Aug. 7th

—

Irish Two-day Open Trial.
Mon., Aug. 7th—West S.Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials at
Pendine.

Sat., Aug. 12th—North Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Mon., Aug. 21st, to Sat., Aug. 26th

—

- A.C.U. Six Days Trials.
Sat.. Sept. 23rd—500 Mile Race at

Brooklands.

control two-thirds retarded. The slightly

greater weight of the new connecting
rod will not make any appreciable differ

ence to the balance of the engine. It

is possible that the new parts which you
have fitted are not properly run in

;

maybe the piston or one of the bearings
is rather tight. The engine may not de-

velop its normal power until it has been
run some distance. The compression also

will probably improve as the new parts
become bedded in with continued running.
The new piston and rings especially will

be some time before they come into their

best condition ; from your description,

however, there does not appear to be any-

thing wrong in this direction.

SPECIAL PISTON AND VALVES.

(1) Which, is preferable for

sprint racing—an aluminium alloy

or steel piston ? (2) If I have
two valves made of tungsten steel

would I be able to have the

stems drilled out, and the head hol-

lowed slightly, or would it cause break-
age ?—F.V.J.

(1) It is impossible to say which is pre-

ferable, some of the best results having
been obtained with ordinary cast iron pis-

tons, as well as with those of special

metals and design ; it does not follow

that the mere substitution of a steel or

aluminium piston will convert an other-

wise ordinary machine into a record

breaker. (2) You could no doubt have the

heads of any valves suitable for your
engine slightly hollowed without fear of

breakage, but it is doubtful whether the

stems could be drilled with any ad-

vantage.
GEAR RATIOS.

My mount being a W.D.
5-6 h.p. Clyno is geared 5f to 1

on top. I want to make this

higher for solo work, and would
like the top ratio to be about" 4j

to 1. Will you please give me the

number of teeth required on the engine-

shaft sprocket for that gear.—N.S.

As yo.u do not give the sizes of the

sprockets used in the transmission of

your machine, we are* unable to answer

your question, but you can easily calcu-

late the required size of any sprocket in

the drive by the formula :

Product of Nos. of teeth or

driving sprockets.
Gear Ratio =

Product of Nos. of teeth on

driven sprockets.
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SIMPLICITY AND COMFORT—NOT
SPEED.

Being anxious to buy a cheap

^T] motor cycle, and having had no

<f experience with engines, I am ask-

-Ll ing for advice. What I want is

something quite simple and easily

controlled, and more or less foolproof.

Twenty miles an hour would be the

maximum pace I should ever want, and
probably 10-15 m.p.h. would be my usual

speed. I am rather old to take to

motor cycles (50 years), but think a

motor scooter undignified for a man.
What I really want is some sort of

machine to take me short journeys with

a certain amount of comfort. I study
the advertisements in your paper regu-

larly, but all manufacturers appear to

make speed the most important thing,

and what I want is simplicity and com-
fort, and a fairly silent engine. Speed
or high power do not interest me.

—

W.B.D.
Fur obvious reasons we cannot specify one

make in preference to all others on the

market, but you can scarcely go wrong if

you choose your mount from any of the

old-established and first-class makes of

either two-stroke or four-stroke machines
between 2^_ and 2% h.p., selecting one

equipped with two-speed gear, clutch, and
kick-starter. Such a machine you would
find perfectly easy to control and manipu-
late, and although most of them are cap-

able of exceeding 30 m.p.h., there is no
need to use this speed if you do not require

it. For pleasant slow running qualities,

yet having ample power in reserve for hill-

climbing, we think a 2-| h.p. four-stroke

machine with outside flywheel would suit

you best. Before making your final selec-

tion, you would be well advised to obtain
;'Motor Cycles and How to Manage Them,"
as :_the chapter therein on selecting a

machine will aid you in your choice.'

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions published

under this heading should be addressed

c/o The Editor, " The Motor Cycle,''

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.C'A, when they will be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned. Requests

for experiences should be accompanied by

a stamp.

R.R. (Croydon).—532 c.c. Scott standard

solo.

J.R. (Milton Bridge).—Ner-a-Car.
R.W.M. (Cirencester).—482 c.c. Scott

Squirrel solo and sidecar : jet sizes, plugs,

and lubrication.

G.R.H. (Newcastle-on-Tyne).—247 c.c.

Veloeette : lubrication, speed, value of

15.5 to 1 low gear, plugs.

K.G.S. (Sandbach).—349 c.c. A.J.S.
semi-sports.

Tw70-stis6ke (Kettering). — 350 c.c.

Beardmore : petrol and oil consumption,
plugs, suitability for sidecar.

C.F.B. (Cambridge).—B. and S.-enginecl

machine : suitability for sidecar ; also

348 c.c. and 550 c.c. Hawker-Blackburne.
G.C.1T. (Peshawar).—532 c.c. Scott side-

car : also use of oversize tyres.

T.H.R. (Lewisham).—Any rear spring-
ing attachment for 500 c.c. machine.
F.C. (Northampton).—293 c.c. Con-

naught :' alternative carburetters.
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An Echo of the London-Land's End Trial.

On further consideration the M.C.C.
Committee has allowed G. Baxter (678

Martinsyde) to be transferred to the gold

medal class.

A Price Correction.

In our issue of April 27th, on p. 554 it

was stated that the new Sports Coventry
Eagle was offered at £67, but it was not

clear that this price referred to the chain-

cum-belt model only ; the all chain drive

machine which was illustrated costs £80.

Douglas Prices Reduced.

The new prices of Douglas machines,

in every case fully equipped, are as fol-

lows : 2| h.p. two-speed. £68; 2§ h.p.

three-speed. £82; 3£ h.p. Sports, £115;
4 h.p. solo, £110; 4 h.p. sidecar, £125;
and 6 h.p. high-efficiency sidecar, £165.

A Reference Map.

We have received a copy of the Zone
and Population Map of the British Isles,

a most useful print for reference purposes
in any office. At Is. 3d. each, which
covers price of cylinder and packing,
copies may be obtained from the Dorland
Advertising Agency, 16, Regent Street,

S.W.I.

Tyres on the Race Track.

In the Brooklands T.T. Races on Satur-
day, May 6th, the winner of the Junior
Race, 250 c.c. Class, J. V. Prestwieh (New
Imperial), and W. Handley (O.K. Junior),

who gained the third place, both used
Dunlop tyres. In the Senior Race, 500 c.c.

Class, the same make of tyre was fitted

by F. B. Halford (2nd place, Triumph)
and F. G. Edmond (3rd, also ' on a

Triumph).

Paints and Preparations.

For- motor cyclists who overhaul their
own machines, Quickways, of 30, City
Road, London, E.C.I, have a number of

preparations, among whi'cH may be men-
tioned Unit lacquers, which can be used
for freshening up the red glass of tail ;

lamps. Another compound is Argentum,
which deposits silver when rubbed on to

a clean metallic surface. We have tried

this, with considerable success.

Found on the Road.

A parcel dropped from a Douglas on the

Farningham Road, by Swanley, on May
7th, may be recovered on application to

"The Cottage." Warren Road, Bexlev
Heath.
Fishing tackle found at Ferrybridge,

Yorks., is in the care of Mr. R. Wood-
ward, Low Street, South Milford, Yorks.
A pair of gold rimless glasses, believed

to have been dropped from a sidecar on
April 30th, is reported by Mr. J. W.
Grant, Milgate Park, Bearsted, Maid-
stone.

MAY 18th, IQ22.

British Excellence Recognised Overseas.

At the Malaya-Borneo exhibition Zenith

Motors, Ltd., were awarded a first-class

diploma for their exhibit.

New Tyre for Motor Cycles.

A "cable " tyre is being placed on the

motor cycle market by D. Moseley & Sons,

Ltd., of Ardwick, Manchester.

Business Enterprise.

In their endeavour to put forward the

attractions of British-made motor cycles,

Douglas Motors, Ltd., have been enter-

prising enough to have their 1922 cata-

logue printed in a number of foreign

languages. So far, the catalogue has

been issued" in French, Italian, Dutch,

Norwegian, and Swedish, while a special

edition has been got out for the oversea?

dominions.

For Brooklands Visitors.

An attractive little publication has

been issued by the Brooklands authori-

ties, in which the attractions of the car

and motor cycle racing on the track are

clearly set forth. There is a map of

roads leading to Brooklands, particulars

regarding catering, and the attractions

of Brooklands as a week-end resort. A
plan of the track and a fixture list for

1922 are included in the booklet, which

is tastefully illustrated by photographs

which have appeared in The Autocar and

The Motor Cycle. It may be obtained

from the Brooklands Automobile Racing

Club, 83, Pall Mall, London, S.W.I.

Catalogues Received.

Robert W. -Coan, 219, Goswell Road,

London, E.C.I ; A new booklet issued b\

the pioneers -of cast aluminium number

plates.

Humphries & Dawes, Ltd., Hall Green

Works, Birmingham : A folder giving

details of the 348 c.c. O.K. Junior with

Blackburne engine.

W. H. Brookes Bros., Edith Road.

Smethwick, Birmingham : Motor Houses;

catalogue giving details of motor cycle

houses of all sizes and types.

The Service Co., Ltd., 289, High Hul

born, London, W.C. : In addition to

possessing all the qualities desirable in a

good catalogue the Service publication

goes a good deal farther, as it contains

numerous hints and tips.

Additions to the Editor's Bookshelf.

The Microscope, by Chas. E. Heath,

F.R.M.S. tPercival Marshall and Co.

Is. 6d.)

C.T.C. Handbook and Guide. (Cyclists'

Touring Club, 280, Euston Road, N.W.I.)

Practical Engraving on Metal. >

(Percival Marshall and Co. Is. 6d.)

The Simplex Motor Cah Register, by

"Col. Stanley Barry, C.M.G., C.B.E.
;

1

D.S.O., M.V.O. (Sifton, Praed and Co..

Ltd. 3s. 6d.)

Fixture List of Agricultural Shows.

("Agricultural Gazette," Dorset House,

Tudor Street. E.C.4.)

Summons Headings for Policemen".

(Police Review Publishing Co. 8d.)

Electrical Measuring Instroients,

bv H. G. Yarrill. (Percival Marshall and

Co. 2s. 6d.)

(29)
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Riders and Machines Already Testing their Capabilities on the Course.

IN the cold dawn of Monday this week
the first practising for the T.T. Races
commenced. All the entrants were

not represented, but morning by morning
the number is growing.

* * * *

The Unity Motor and Engineering
Works, 7, Oldham Street, Liverpool
(situated off Renshaw Street, by St.

Luke's Church, and half a minute from
the Adelphi Hotel), offers facilities to

the stranger in Liverpool. The garage

is open from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Motor
cycles are stored for Is. a night, an'd side-

car outfits Is. 6d. a night.

Few provincial cities can claim such a

continuous representation each year in

. the Isle of Man as Bristol. Douglas
machines have-always figured in the races,

E. Kickham was second in 1912. and
with S. L. Bailey ran each year in the
earlier contests. F. G. Ball, another
Douglas Bristolian, was also a competitor
in those days ; Philip Grout, then the
secretary of the Bristol club, was Chief
Marshal in the island in 1913. Last' year
the two brothers, F. and H. Thorpe,
were in the Douglas team. This year's,

event has brought forward two new men
from the western city, G. H. Tucker, of

the Norton team, and one of his staff,

V, Anstice, who is to ride a Douglas.
* # * *

At least two Bristol clubmen, private
owners, were making preparations to ride
in the Amateur Race, had it been
arranged.

* * * *

As their headquarters, New Imperial
Cycles, Ltd., have chosen the Nursery
Hotel, Onchan, two miles from Douglas.
The company has taken the whole hotel,

has a .private garage, and a private en-

trance to the course. The racing colour
is Imperial green.

Norman Norris will again be riding the
348 c.c. Ivy entered by Maudes' Motor
Mart in the T.T. Races. He rode for
the same firm last year, and -also made a

splendid performance on the same
machine in the 500 mile race at Brook-
lands, winning his class.

Aluminium is in great and greater de-

mand in engine construction, especially

as the material for cylinder heads ; it is

so used on the new T.T. Ivy. Six bolts
hold the head en to the cylinder barrel.

Roller main bearings are a new feature,
hut the bis- end is plain.

The T.T. Velocette power unit which has a bore and stroke of 63 and 80 mm. respectively

(249 c.c.)— The silencer shown may replace tree "T.T." straight-through exhaust pipes.

All-chain drive is fitted on the Ivy,
two machines having Moss foot-controlled
gears, an improvement on those used ex-
perimentally last year, and two carrying
Sturmey-Archer boxes. The ratios in each
case are approximately 4i, 5, and 7 to 1.

The frame is of standard design.

Special oiling arrangements are a fea-
ture of the O.K. -Junior machines for

the T.T. A separate oil pump is carried
on the saddle tube, and from this there
is an adjustable drip feed to the front

chain. Both hand and foot pumps supply
the engine.

A T.T. Norton with side-by-side valve engine ; a separate oi!

tank and an expanding front hub brake are fitted.

(3-4)

An O.K. fitted with an o.h.v. 248 c.c. Biackbume engine and
Burman 3-speed gear.

c 3
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One of the Ivy T.T models with aluminum cylinder head. The
oil pump is operated by Bowden wire and lever from the handle bar.

T.T. MEMORANDA.

The frame of the

enabling a

N

w

PRACTISING.

practising is permitted S

after 7 a.m., or on Sundays. \

THE COURSE.
Douglas, Bray Hill, Quarter

Bridge, Union Mills. Crosby.

Ballacraine, Ballig. Kirkmichael.

Ballaugh. Sulbv. Ramsey, Snae-

fell, Keppell Gate, Hillberry.

Cronk - ny - Mona, Governor s

Bridge, Douglas. (37f Miles.)

NUMBER OF CIRCUITS.
Lightweights (250 c.c), 5 laps. Total,

188 m. 6 fur.

Junior (350 c.c), 5 laps. Total,

188 m. 6 fur.

Senior (500 c.c), 6 laps. Total,

226 m. 4 fur.

LAST YEAR'S SPEEDS.
Winner of The Motor Cvclc Cup (250

c.c Class), D. G. Prentice (New Im-
perial) averaged 44.9 m.p.h.

Junior Trophv was won by Eric
Williams (349 A.J.S.) at an average

speed of 52 m.p.h.

Senior Race winner. H. R. Davies (349
A.J.S.) averaged 54.49 m.p.h.

FASTEST LAPS, 1921.

Lightweights.— I"). G. Prentice (249 New
Imperial), 49 min. 21 sec. (2nd lap).

Junior.—H. R. Davies (349 A.J.S.),

41 min. . 4 sec. (5th lap).

Senior.—F. G. Edmond (499
Triumph), 40 min. 8 sec. (4th lap).

° Record for the course.

Time and Speed Table for the

T.T. Course.

\V

H'ime per lop at
60

apeeda
m.p.h.

from 40 (o

40 m.p.h. ... 56 mins. 38 sees.
41 ... 55 Jf 15 „
42 ... 53 56 .,

43 ... 52 M 41 ,.

44 ... 51 lt 29 „
45 .., 50 20 „
46 ... 49 „ 14 „
47 ... 48 „ 12 „
48 ... 47 11 .,

49 ... 46 t> 14 ,.

50 ... 45 18 ..

51 ... 44 25 „
52 ... 43 34 ,,

53 ...- 42 44 „
54 ... 41 57 „
55 ... 41 11 ..

56 ... 40 27 ,.

57 ... 39 „' 44 „
58 ... 39 3 „
59 ... 38 23 „
60 ... 37 45 „

T.T. Velocette has been lengthened by l£in„

lower engine position tp be adopted.

Most noticeable in the O.K. pla'ns for

the T.T. is the fitting of a 248 c.c. Black-

burne engine ; four-stroke engines have not

previously been fitted on any of the O.K.

.

productions since', the war.

Other details on the O.K. are the Bur-

man gear box, with three ratios of 6, 8,

and 11 to 1, and internal Y.belt drum
brakes on both wheels. In the steering

head |in. balls are being used, the tyres

are 26x2iin. Dunlops, and the front wheel

is carried in a Druid fork. Either Amac
or Atmos carburetters will be employed.

*
. -X- - * *

Oil tanks on the saddle tube are to be

used on the Ivy. This location for the

lubricant container grows in popularity.

On this make the oil pump is worked by

lever and wire from the handle-bar.
* * *

The Atholl Motor Garage are making

arrangements to meet all boats arriving at

Douglas with petrol for Rudge riders.

J. A.P. headquarters

Atholl Garage, Douglas
will be at the

The experimental overhead valve

Norton, which may be used as

well as the side valve mode! in

the Senior T.T. race.

M

A typical example of the standard 349 c.c. J.A.P. engine for the T.T. races 'I he enu view

clearly shows the generous amount of radiating surface and the 1 J in. diameter exhaust

' pori, the same size as that of the 99S c.c. engine.

(19-20)
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T.T. Notes and News.

—

In the official list of entries the Ivy
team now consists of Gt. N. Norris, T.
A. Jones, and P. Newman.

* * * *

The 2J h.p. H.B., entered by its manu-
facturers, Hill Bros., of Wolverhampton,
is to be ridden by R. S. Hill.

» * * *

Those in need of repairs to -or spare
parts for Sturmey-Archer gears will find

the manufacturers' expert at the Mod-
wena Hotel, Loch Promenade, Douglas.

* * * *

The interests of users Of Blackburne
engines, Burman gear boxes, and Viei
carburetters will be looked after in the
I.O.M. by Mr. S. W. Cole, O.B.E., whose
headquarters will be at the Villiers Hotel,
Douglas.

* * * *

Reference was made in our issue of

May 4th to the mechanical pump fitted to

New Imperial machines. We are re-

quested to state that this interesting de-

vice is fully patented
* * * *

All Rudge riders visiting the island

are invited to call upon Rudge-Whit-
worth, Ltd., at their headquarters. Home-
field, 77, Palace Terrace, Queen's Pro-
menade, Douglas. Every visitor will re-

ceive a Rudge souvenir.
* * * *

In outward appearance the 3| h.p.

T.T. Beardmore-Precision differs but
slightly from the bigger standard model.
Actually, however, the bore and stroke
of the T.T. engine is 81 x 96, and a close

ratio gear box is incorporated in the
engine unit. A detachable cylinder head
is retained, and the shape of this head
has been a matter for careful research.
An unusual feature lies in the arrange-
ment of the carburetter and inlet pipe,
for in order to obtain an easier sweep for

the gas. the pipe and carburetter body
are inclined, though a float chamber is,

of course, arranged vertically: At the
present moment - no decision has been
made as to whether Cox or Amac car-

buretters will be used.
* # *

Steel lugs are standard on the Beard-
more, but in order to make the machine
more handy for the T.T. the wheelbase
has been shortened to 52in., and the
whole frame has been slightly lowered.
This has necessitated a slight bend in
the saddle tube ; the saddle itself is of
special construction, and is attached to
the steel tank by a short leaf spring, the

Detachable in the

same way as several

acetylene generators,

a large petrol filter

is fitted to_the T.T.

Beardmore-Precision.

IMPROVING THE T.T. COURSE

t>5'

At various parts of the T.T. course, the Isle of Man authorities are carrying out improve-

ments which will not only increase the safety margin for the competitors but will tend to

raise the possible" speeds. It will be seen that Windy Corner once a most deceptive

danger point, is practically eliminated; the width of the road at Keppel Gate is increased

100% ; and Sign Post Corner is greatly improved.

rear saddle springs being attached to the

frame by a special clip. As usual, band

brakes are used on both wheels, but the

rear brake is operated from pedals on

either side of the machine.
* * *

For racing purposes it has been found

that the "full motion of the Beardmore
front springing is unnecessary, and con-

sequently the vertical part of the leaf

spring has been replaced bv a light steel

box girder. -The engine has a compres-

sion ratio of approximately 5 to 1, and

it is probable that a larger oil sump will

be employed, carrying approximately 6

pints'of oil, which should be more than

sufficient for _ the full course. In addi-

tion to this the petrol tank is enlarged

by -suitable extensions until its capacity

is something over 2-£ gallons, 650 X 65 mm.
tvres will be used, and but for the fact

that stand, mudguards, stays, etc., are

(.=-6)

somewhat lighter than usual, the rest of

the Beardmore-fPrecision remains much

as usual. The mechanieal lubrication

system, which is a feature of the touring

model is, of course, retained. The use

of standard parts is a special feature

of this machine, since it is the intention

of the firm to turn' out a high-speed

machine suitable for sale to the general

public.

Motor cyclists taking their machines

to the Island should apply for tem-

porary licences to the purser on the

steamer when embarking at Liverpool.

The Highway Board inspector will meet

passenger steamers on arrival at Douglas,

and if the application forms are properly

filled up and the fees for registration

and drivers' licence (2s. 6d. and Is. re-

spectively) are ready, very little delay

will ensue. Motor cyclists are requested

c 7
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T.T. Notes and News.-

A business-like mount is the T.T. New Imperial with which its makers hope to win the

lightweight event again.

II

•1 1

Large warning signs which are placed on both sides of the road at .'11 dangerous parts of the

course. The abbreviations indicate the location and the diagrams the nature of the bend.

to tender the exact fees. Machines will

not. be disembarked unless the forms are

filled up and the fees paid. The cer-

tificate must be carried in the licence-

holder, but to enable motorists to get

to their destination on arrival it should
be placed in the lamp or in some other
conspicuous place.

The identical Indian machines used in

last year's T.T. "Race will compete again
this year. '--The Indian headquarters will

be at the Queen's Hotel, Queen's
Promenade, Douglas, with E. A. Bridg-
man in charge.

* * -: * *

The Coulson T.T. machines are already
on' the road, and have so far undergone
their preliminary tests satisfactorily. It
has been decided that Showell mechanical
oil pumps shall be used with an auxili-
ary foot pump in case of emergencies.
Druid forks, Webb internal-expanding

c 8

brakes front arid rear', M-L magneto,,
Hutchinson tyres; and Burman gears are
features of the Coulson racing machines.
The saddle position is peculiarly low,
being only 25in. above ground level.

Only slight modifications to the spring
frame have been found necessary to suit

chain drive, which is now used for the
first -time on this make. The new Coul-
son has been laid out by Mr. L. Niehol-

In general appearance the engine of the
3^ h.p. T.T. New Hudson closely re-

semSles that of the well-known sidecar
machine, though the bore and stroke of
the smaller engine are 79.5x100 mm.
respectively. Internally also very little

change has been made, but a roller bear-
ing big end is employed, and the main
shafts run in ball bearings. In addition
to this, two concentric springs are used
for each valve, and the sparking plug lies,

behind the inlet pipe, ribbed valve caps

being fitted over both inlet and exhaust
valves.

» * # *

On the racing New Hudson a modified

type of aluminium piston gives a compres-
sion ratio of approximately 5 to 1 and- an
external exhaust lift is fitted in place of

the usual decompressor ; 3in. filter caps

are fitted to the two-gallon petrol tank,

and a handle-bar controlled pump sucks

oil from a half gallon tank. The drive, is

through a close ratio Sturmey-Archer gear

box, a shock absorber being fitted to the

crankshaft. It has not yet been decided

whether 650x65 mm. or 700x80 mm..
tyres will be used. The carburetter is a

B. and B., and both brakes are of the

internal expanding type. _ .

* * * *

The little standard New Hudson which
was entered in last year's T.T. distin-

guished itself. This year some slight modi-

fications have been made to the engine

;

the bore and stroke of which will be

63x80 mm. A roller bearing big end and
a ball bearing crankshaft will be em-
ployed, and a copiously drilled flywheel

lies between the crankcase and the

primary chain drive. A three-speed -

Sturmey-Archer gear box, handle-bar

controlled oil pump, and 24x2-iin. tyres,

form part of its equipment. The petrol

tank is designed to carry li gallons of

,
.
<*»«> -

A slightly smaller edition of the sidecar Beardmore Precision, the T.T. Model is an

production, as might be expected from the first half of its name.

" all steel

'

(21-22)
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T.T. Notes and News.-

{pOTf(gaLIS

Although the well-known Coulson rear springing is retained ir

make, there are several modifications in othe

the T.T.
details.

053

This piston will have but a single ring, as
is usual in Sports Sunbeam practice, the
most visible alteration lies in the f-gallon
oil tank fitted behind the saddle tube

;

the main tank capacity is thus consider-
ably increased and now holds the full two
gallons.

Sunbeam motor cycles will be fitted with
mechanical lubrication, thus adding the
weight of their reputation to a steadily
growing feature, and the Showell pump
has been decided upon; a, foot-operated
pump is supplied for emergencies. Either
26x2!}in. or 26x2J,in. tyres will be fitted,

and the close ratio gjear box will provide
gears in the neighbourhood of 4.3 to 1,

5.9 to 1, and 8.2 to 1. Brakes are of the
internal V type on both wheels, as is

usual in Sunbeam motor -cycles, but the

rear brake may be operated by a pedal

on either side of the machine. '

petrol and half a gallon of oil. Trans-

mission is by chain throughout. x

* * * *

At first sight one is struck with the

enormous size of the A.J.S. exhaust pipe,

which has an internal diameter of lfin.

On account of the small and compact
design of the motor cycle, the diameter
of the exhaust pipe appears even greater

.

than is actually the case. Broadly speak-

ing, there is not very much change from

last year's T/T. machine, though a new-

cylinder head has been designed with

modified rocker gear, and the size and
design of the cams are very striking.

From centre to tip the cam is, to all in-

tents and purposes, equal to the radius of

the gear wheels, and each cam is carried

on a pair of ball bearings. Further than
this, a single row roller bearing big end .

replaces last year's double row type. Steel

flywheels are retained, and either last

year's steel piston or an aluminium piston

with four narrow rings will be used.
# * * *

The compression of the A.J.S. is slightly

higher than in last year's machines,
which won both Junior and Senior events,

being 5.7 to 1, and a slightly larger ex-

haust valve is now fitted. Another altera-

tion lies in the use of 650 x 65 mm. tyres.

As before, the head is detachable and is

held on by a steel strap. The valve
rockers are provided with return springs.*..#**
A slightly lower saddle position has

been obtained for the A.J.S. riders, and
one of the most unusual features of this

Wolverhampton production is the fact
that both front and rear internal expand-
ing brakes are interconnected and will be
applied by the same pedal. In addition
to this a hand control is fitted to the front

brake. An oil tank is carried behind the
saddle tube, and a foot oiler employed.
The three-speed gear box provides ratios
of 4.93 to 1, 6.05 to 1, and 9.26 to 1. The
specification includes Amac carburetter
and Lucas magneto.

» « * * *

There is strikingly little alteration from
the standard sporting Sunbeam to be seen
in the machines which will race on the
first of next month. The 77 x 105.5 mm.
engine remains to all intents and purposes
tmchanged, though it is possible that a
modified slipper type piston may be used.

(11-12)

With the exception of an auxiliary oil tank and mechanical lubrication, the standard long

stroke Sunbeam remains ^unchanged for the T.T. race. 2. A long stroke engine

(68 '' 80 mm.) and a primary drive " outside " the flywheel are features of the T.T.

two -stroke New Hudson. 3. Interconnected front and rear brakes are used in the latest A.J.S.
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1922 XT. RACERS

1. A new-comer to the Senior race, the New Hudson is a serviceable-looking mount.

Note the deep radiating fins and large Dunlop cord tyres.

2. An o.h.v. Blackburne engine, Burman gear, internal V brakes, and unusual top tube

design are noticeable items on the 250 c.c. T.T. Rex.

3. Another view of the T.T. Triumph, already illustrated in "The Motor Cycle," showing.

in this case, the lubrication system and the external band brake on the front wheel.

4. Engined with a standard Barr & Stroud unit, the Diamond for the Junior event is to

all intents and purposes the same as the marketed sports model.

Details of tire -Triumph machines for

the Island have already been published
exclusively in The Motor Cycle, but
hitherto it has not been possible to de-

scribe the lubrication system. This is

of the dry sump type. A double piston
oscillating pump of simple design is

driven off the inlet half time wheel,
forcing oil from a separate tank on the
saddle tube through a series of ducts
and washers into trie drilled crankshaft.
Thence the lubricant is conveyed under
pressure to the big-end, the surplus be-"

ing splashed on the cylinder walls, etc.

As soon as it drains to the bottom of

the crank case it is sucked out through
a hollow crank case bolt by the same
pump and returned to the top of the oil

tank.
* * #

The only filter in the system is in the

bottom of the tank, but in practice the

oil remains cool and. clean throughout,
and the actual consumption is extra-

ordinarily low. The tank holds just over

- two quarts, which will suffice for well

over 1,000 miles. An indicator bar tells

whether the pump is working or not.

An auxiliary hand pump is regarded as

unnecessary.
# * *

Between g in. and f in. flywheel clear-

ance is allow-ed, almost entirely eliminat-

ing any loss of power due to oil-drag.

Incidentally, of course, the return pump
relieves crank case pressure and with-

draws any floating gas or fumes which
may be there ; this may be proved by

removing the oil-tank filler cap after the

engine has been running.

In our illustrations ordinary oil-piping

is shown, but this will be eventually re-

placed with Petroflex or some similar

flexible tubing.
* * * *

Though it has been impossible to push

through the special racing Barr &
Strouct engine intended for use in the

Tourist Trophy, the makers of the Dia-

mond motor cycle have decided to run a

standard Barr & Stroud engine in the

Junior race. So as to be in keeping with

the engine, the rest of the machine also

Simplicity is not lost in the new Triumph

system of dry-pump lubrication to be used

on the racing mounts.

(27-28)
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'.X. Notes and News.—

.ill be standard except for detail modific-

ations. Even the pannier two bags and

arrier normally used on the sports Dia-

lond will be retained. Alterations con-
! ist of a petrol pipe draining the tank

'rom both front and rear, an auxiliary oil

ank behind the saddle tube, foot-rests

laced somewhat further rearward, and a

lose ratio Burman gear box with ratios

pproximately 4| 5J, and 7^ to 1.
* * * *

Webb front brake and direct action, in-

ernal V rear brake with two operating

edals, 26x2^ in. tyres, and Best mechan-
:al lubrication are employed on the Dia-

lond. The petrol tank bas a capacity of

'list over 2 gallons, and half a gallon of

;il is carried.
* * # #

-

For the lightweight race a smaller Dia-

iond will be run, fitted with 64.5 x
6- mm. side-by-side valve J. A. P. engine.

igain, Best mechanical lubrication will be
itted, and also a close ratio Burman
ngine box. Tyres are 26 x 2|in. an Amac
arburetter is fitted, and the brakes are
imilar to those on the larger model. This
ittle machine, with its sloping top tube
nd low saddle position, is a very neat
>iece of work, and so as to avoid difficult

lipe bends a large aluminium casting
eads the exhaust gases from the cylinder
o a comparatively straight tail pipe.

Those who go to the start to witness
practising should keep clear of the
i-oadway between Bray Hill and Gover-
nor's Bridge. The grand stand will be
ivailable during practice.

COMMENCEMENT OF
PRACTICE.

IN fine weather, with strong south-west
!l wind, practising started on Monday.

Over fifty machines were on the
:ourse, many of which completed two
ircuits. Fastest time was achieved by
Jugh Mason, a reserve rider of a
S'.tj.T. , who completed the course in

14 min. 1 sec. The next fastest circuit

vas made by Duggie Brown, the Manx
Norton rider, taking 45 min. 12 sec.

3n their second circuits, Norman Black
Norton) registered 46 min. 1 sec,
Davidson (Indian), 50 min. 5 sec.,- De
la Hay (Sunbeam), 49 min. 23 sec,
3reenwood (Sunbeam), 49 min. 36 sec
[n the lightweight class Padley on a
Eenderson recorded 54 min. 14 sec, and
n Junior, Horsman (Baleigh), 52 min.
50 sec, Remington (Edmund), 53 min.
(i4 sec.

The New Hudsons made a first appear-
ance, as also did Sun, Scott-Squirrel,

and six Rudge machines, all standard,
some of which completed the circuit in

just over 56 min.
The attendance around the course was

almost a record. Great enthusiasm was
manifested in the forthcoming races.
The course on the whole is very good
excepting one or. two bumpy places
which require attention. Some' eighty
competitors are already on the island.

Sidecar owners were greatly pleased
with the small crane on the pier, which
avoided the necessity of detaching side-

cars during the voyage.

(I i-l 6)

A STRONG TEAM. Triumph riders upon whom many eyes are focussed at the present time.

The mounted men are F. G. Edmond and F. B. Halford, both experts with notable performances

to their credit. The former made the record lap last year and Halford, until quite recently,

held the 500 c.c. hour record. (Above.) W. Brandish jr., whose lap times last year did not

vary 10 seconds (he finishe'd 13th), H. R. Harveyson, and G. H. Kirby (reserve).

A CRANE AT LAST ! Although die. I.O.M. authorities were willing to mstal a crane tor the

convenience of motor cyclists during the T.T. races, the British government refused to'sanct.on

the money for its erection. The Manx authorities, however, have overcome the difficulty by

erecting a land derrick which is shown raising a sidecar outfit complete.
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A SUCCESSFUL WORKS TRtAt.
Delightful Afternoon's Sport on B S.A.s. Seventy-three Starters.

IN order to encourage a spirit of friendly

rivalry, the B.S.A. Co. organised a

half-day trial for those of their em-
ployees who owned B.S.A. machines.

Their efforts were rewarded bv an entry

of 86, and 73 actually faced Mr. Alec

Ross, who officiated as starter. Amongst
the actual starters were ten solo machines,
five 10 h.p. B.S.A. air-cooled light cars,

and four Daimler cars, the remainder
being sidecar outfits of powers varying
from 3^ h.p. to 8 h.p. Commander Her-
bert, R.N., was mounted on an interesting

experimental outfit, which might be de-

scribed as a " light eight," for it con-

sisted of the 8 h.p. B.S.A. engine in the
" light six " frame. In addition, the
machine was fully equipped with wind-
shield, legshields,. and horizontal metal
shields to prevent draughts from rising

behind the windshield. At the start

B. S.A.s of all ages and descriptions were
gathered in an imposing array outside

the Small Heath works, and at 2.1 p.m.
the first man was despatched . to Strat-
ford-on-Avon. The 59 miles course was
intentionally an easy one, as many riders

had had no previous competition experi-
ence. Following the Broadway road the
first time check was at Aston-sub-Edge,
and this was immediately followed by an
acceleration test on the neighbouring hill.

Good Acceleration.

Some good performances were noticed
at this point, particularly by L. L. Sealev

(4i solo), C. Wykes .(4£* sc), F. Howard
(6 sc), and Commander Herbert, B.N.
(8 sc). As might be expected, however,
in a friendly trial of— this description,

there was a good deal of bungling and
stopping of engines. A right-hand turn
after the top of the hill led upwards over
slightly loose surface to the top of
Weston-sub-Edge Hill, and after de-

scending to the village the route led up
i aintsbury through Snowshill to Broacb
Way, up Willersey and down Saintsbury,

RULES FOR THE 200 MILES
SIDECAR RAGE.

COMMENDABLY concise and clear

regulations are now available for

the 200 miles sidecar race to be
held on June 17th at Brooklands by the
Ealing and District M.C.C.

In effect there will be three separate
races—for 350 c.c, 600 c.c, and 1,000

c.c. sidecar outfits—and the starting

times will be so arranged that all the
runners should finish reasonably near to

. each other. Each class has its own
trophy, the awards being the " Three-
fifty," " Six hundred," and " Thou-
sand " Cups;, there is also a special gold
medal for the first private owner in each
category.

Seventy-four laps of the track (201.11
miles) will constitute the race in each
case, and the following time allowances
have been fixed :

—

350 c.c. ... 6 hours ( = 33 m.p.h.)
600 c.c. ... 5 hours ( = 40 m.p.h.)

1.000 c.c. ... 4J- hours ( = 47 m.p.h.)

ci 4

No less than 73 competitors, all mounted on products of the B.S.A. factory, took part in last

Saturday's trial organised in connection with these works. A scene at the start.

thence to the finish at Slratford-on-Avon.

This loop caused outward-bound competi-

tors passing those on the return journey

—not -a very satisfactory proceeding on

narrow hilly roads. On Saintsbury Hill

some of the sidecar outfits ^performed

splendidly, particularly R. H. Cox (4^

sc), A. Allis (6-7 sc.),' J. Leek (6-7 sc).

F. Howard (6 sc), and F. Thorpe. (6-7

sc). At the bend on this hill F. Walker

(4^ sc.) came too fast on his homeward
run, and overshot the road, causing the

Entries, which close at ordinary fees

on the 27th inst., cost £4 4s., plus 21s.

subscription if not already paid, and
should be sent to Mr. J. A. Masters, 22,

Norland Square, W.ll.

IN AID OF CHARITY.
AN official sweepstake on behalf of the

Manx hospitals is being run in

connection with the T.T. races.'

As there are three separate races

there will be three first, three second,

and three third prizes. The value is

£500 first, £200 second, and £100 third,

while there will be a prize of £5 to each
holder of a ticket drawing any compe-
titor other than first, second, or third,

in any one race who finishes within half

an hour of the winner. The sweepstake
will be drawn at the Fort Anne Hotel,

Douglas, at 3 p.m. on Monday, May
29th. Tickets (5s.) are only available to

members of the A.C.U. or of clubs affi-

liated to it. These may be obtained

from the A.C.U. headquarters, the

Peveril Hotel, Douglas, Isle of Man.

outfit to turn over with more or less

serious damage to bdlh occupant and

driver. This was the only incident which

occurred to mar a splendid day's outing.

The ascent of Willersey Hill caused no

serious trouble, and the homeward jour-

ney from Stratford was uneventful. Tea

was arranged at the Swan's Nest Hotel,

and of the 73 starters all but four finished.

The B.S.A. Co. are to be congratulated

on their enterprise and on the response

which was accorded to their efforts.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.

THE value of imported motor cycles

and accessories was £8,580 for the

month of April, a low figure com-

pared' with the corresponding month in

1920 and 1921, when the figures were

£46,703 and £18,440 respectively.

MARCH IMPORTS.

1920. 1921. 1922.

Value of motor cycles £34,370 £5,836 £3,492

Value of parts and
accessories £12,333 £12,604 £5,088

£46,703 £18,440 £8,580

Motor cycles and- accessories to the

Value of £84,648 were exported last

month, a slightly higher figure than is

the average for the four months of this

year.
MARCH EXPORTS.

1920. 1921. -1922.

Value of motor cycles £85,350 £92,923 £61,326

Value of parts and '„, _ n .

accessories £40,618 £26,735 £23,322

£125,963 £119.708 £84.648

6t-*0
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JOY RIDING IN THE LAKE COUNTRY.
Cumberland County M.C.C. Open Trial. Successful One-Day Event.

IF the open event held last Saturday on

behalf of the Northern Centre

(A.C.U.) by the Cumberland County
M.C.C. can be criticised in any way, it

is only to complain that so much gor-

geous scenery should be scampered
through at such a' headlong pace.

The weather was fine throughout:

—

traces of _ mist immediately before

lunch being, almost unnoticed—and be-

cause the climatic conditions were so

delightful, the scenery, glistening lakes,

fresh spring green on the trees, and
snow-capped tops made all the more
demand for attention; indeed, we sug-

gest that next year the Alan Trophy
shall be awarded the writer of the best

descriptive essay on the beauties of the

route, providing he has qualified for this

eliminating test by completing the

course at 12 m.p.h. !

But to deal seriously with the matter
in hand. All but four of the 54 entrants

started out from Carlisle, the first man
leading off at 9 o'clock.

Easy Going.

For the. first twenty miles, although

the rather loose stony Catlands hill was
observed, the conditions gave the key
to what was to follow the greater part of

the day; the roads were dry, the sur-

faces good or middling, seldom down-
right bad.

Next came Bassenthwaite village and
another minor observed hill, then fifteen

more easy miles into the Newlands
valley. Newlands Hawse, the pass lead-

ing to Buttermere, is a long, trying

climb, rather loose as to surface in

places. It commences with a wicked
double hairpin termed the Devil's Elbow,

*57

D. W. Rhodes (Scott Sociatle) at the Devil's Elbow, Newlands Hawse.

and the two miles from this point to

the summit had to be climbed non-stop.

Almost every competitor succeeded in

doing this, although on the Elbow E.
Pape (348 Wilkin) steadied with his foot,

H. E. Banks (432 Scott) was a little

hesitant, and A. Greenwood (976

A. Greenwood (Brough-Superior) leading G. Hill (Triumph) and L. Dixon (Norton) up
Kirkstone Pass.

JBrough Superior) attempted too great
speed and side slipped on the upper
hairpin.

On the higher slopes and at the sum- .

mit it was almost impossible to distin-

guish between the performances. Pape
again wobbled and almost came off, but
the rest were able to play with the
gradient.

Exceptionally good climbs were made
by J. A. Newman (496 Douglas), B.
Kershaw (248 New Imperial)—wonder-
fully speedy for his engine capacity

—

P. L. Mayo (248 Coventry Eagle), A."D.
Reid (499 P. & M.), W. Westwood
(499 Triumph), and S. Bell (348 Beard-
more B«j& S.).

Passenger machines were equally good,
and on the Devil's Elbow only D. W.
Rhodes (578 Scott Sociable) showed any
signs of lack of power ; whether it was
necessary for himself and passenger to

concentrate weight on the back wheel is

known only to himself.
Both the other three-wheeler entrants
—F. S. Spouse (T.B.), and J. J. A.
Dias (Morgan), came up the hiil with
power in hand—but the star climb was
undoubtedly made by Duncan Bell,

whose 348 c.c. A.J.S. sidecar simply
romped up the hill.

Northwards Again.

From Buttermere a detour northwards
was made, working in another observed
hill, Moser Fell, before turning south

to Keswick. From the latter place the

line of the main road, via Thirlmere, to

Ambleside, was followed, but a deviation

to take in Rak - How, a double-hairpin
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Red Bank hill was not so difficult as this picture, of B. Bourke (New Hudson sidecar)

approaching the worst bend, would make it appear.

grassy climb, was made, which brought
the competitors out by Thirlspot.

Spouse (T.B.) provided great excitement
'on Rake How by overturning.

Before running into Dungeon Ghyll
(Langdale Valley), for lunch, Red Bank
had to be climbed. The surface was
excellent, and the majority roared up
the once dreaded 1 in 4 at high speed.

Here the ascents of J. H. Walker
(557 B.S.A.) and B. L. Bird (557 B.S.A.)

called for special comment ; the manner
in which these two riders handled their

by no means lightweight mounts could

only be described as masterly. The riding

of their team mate, H. S. Perrey, was only

slightly less commendable. W. R.
Haggas (499 Triumph) also showed how
well he can ride; D. Wright and H.
Jackson (Sunbeams) came up fast in close

company, while the Matchless sidecar

team, Ellis, Ross, and O'Brien, brought
their machines up at comfortable touring
speeds.

A Strenuous Hour.

Up to the lunch control 20 m.p.h. was
the speed that had to be maintained, but
for the first sixteen miles after the stop

one hour was allowed—it was needed

!

From Elterwater Village, Little Langdale
was entered, and from Colwith Bridge to

Oxenfell was a confused medley of ups
and downs, right and left hairpins, reefs_

and outcrops of rock, farmyards and
grass. Observations were out of the
question, the road was so narrow that a

stop was impossible—a stationary machine
would have stopped the trial.

Tilberthwaite Hill is a curiosity; the
riders enter one gate in a farmyard, turn
in the ^yard itself, and attack the hill

MAY iSth, 1922.

through another gate beside the

through whieh they have passed.

Had it Rained- . (,

Had the weather been wet Tilber-

thwaite would have been the Waterloo of

many ; af it was it was fairly easy.

Dungeon Ghyll was reached again via

Blea Tarn Pass, a rough-gullied descent

with four gates which tried the brakes to

the utmost; then came Foolstep, a short

jump from one altitude to another which
fooled no one- in his step, then to Amble-
side and over Kirkstone Pass on the run.

To prospective London-Edinburgh com-
petitors who will have to climb the pass

on Whit Saturday it may be comforting

to learn that only one or at the most two
riders failed to make clean ascents 011

Saturday. It is impossible to designate

those who made good climbs; almost all

did so well that comparisons would be

invidious.

After Kirkstone^ Ullswater was left,

near. Dockray, for Troutbeck, and a byway
course, involving one watersplash, brought
the competitors, after an enjoyable tour,

to the finish some ten miles from Carlisle.

After the final check, a formula hill-climb

was held to decide the winner in the very

likely event of a tie.

hirst Class Awards:—A, F. Morton (4 Harley);
J. P. Bennett {3V2 Sunbeam) ; J. A. Newman (3>A

Dcuglas) ; A. D. Reid (3V- P. and M.) ; W. T.
Tifien (2 1/. Velocette) ; W. "Westwood (3 1/. Tri-

umph) ; W. Wells (3V= Sunbeam) ; B. Kershaw (2'/4
New Imperial) ; W. F. Wannop (3V- Sunbeam)

;

R. Watson (3% Jlartinsyde) ; J. H. Walter (4V4
B.S.A.) ; B. L. Bird (4% B.S.A.) ; H. S. Perrey

(4Vi B.S.A.); J. G. R. Edmoodson (2'i Velocette);

L. Edmondson (2% Massey-Arran) ; G. Henderson
(4 Triumph) ; G. Hill (3'i Sunbeam) ; W. R. Kag-
gxs (3 1/-. Triumph) ; L. Dixon (3 1/" Norton) ; C.

Webb (3% Sunbeam) ; D. Wright (3Vz Sunbeam)

;

G. M. Townsend (4»,i P. and M. sc.) ; D. \V.

Rhodes (5-6 Scott Sociable) ; T. J. Ross (7 Match-
less sc.) ; F. O'Brien (7 Matchless sc.) ; A. E. Papc
{3V> Triumph sc.) ; G. E. Jackson (4^ Beardmore-
Fiecision) ; G. D. P.aiker (7 A.J.S. sc.) ; G. H. Wil-

son (2ii Edmund); R. J. Brooks (SV2 Triumph);
J. J. A. Dias (8 Morgan) ; D. Bel] (2% A.J.S. sc.).

Second Class Awards:—R. R. Grindlay (4M>

Humber) ; R. Pape (2>4 Wilkin) ; B. Cathrick (4%
Dunelt) ; K. Hodgson (3V2 Triumph) ; S. Bell (2»i

Beardmore-Precision) ; J. Dall (2 1A Sun-Vitesse)

;

H. Jackson (3V2 Sunbeam) ; B. Bourke (4Vj New
Hudson sc).

Third Class Awards:—P. L. Mayo (2V, Coven-

try Eagle) ; A. Greenwood (8 Brough-Superior)

;

A. J. Smith (2V2 Calthorpe) ; J. W. Burton (7-9

Harley-Davidson sc.) ; F. S. Spouse (T.B. 3-

wheeler) ; F. Ball (7 A.J.S. sc.) ; I. G. Bethwaite

(3V' Zenith) ; J. Monkhouse (6 A.J.S. sc).

THE LAW AND BRAKES.
RIDERS of Harley-Davidsons, In-

dians, and other motor cycles

which are fitted with two brakes,

both of which operate on the same

wheel of the machine, will be interested

in the Chertsey magistrates' interpreta-

tion of the Act. They have held that

the Act provides for a brake to be fitted

to each wheel, and that two on the back

wheel da not comply with the Act.

This, decision was arrived at on Wed-
nesday, when a London motor cyclist

was summoned for riding a motor cycle

at Addlestone which was not fitted with

two independent brakes. Defendant
pleaded not guilty, saying his machine,

a Harley-Davidson, had two independent

brakes fitted to the back wheel. The
constable in his evidence admitted that

this was so, but the Clerk advised the

Bench that the Act stipulated a brake

on each wheel, and the Bench supported

this and imcosed a fine of 19s. 5d.
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31RMINGHAM
JNTER-CLUB

TRIAL,

01 Miles Route causes Few
Retirements in South B'ham

M.C Event.

rHIRTY-FOUR out of the forty-seven

entrants completed the 201 mile

course of the inter-club trial held
iy the South Birmingham M.C. on Satur-

lay,. Satisfaction was generally expressed

S'ith regard to the choice of route which,

lthough long, was fair. The major por-

ion was divided into non-stop sections so

hat in the event of trouble the competi-

ors had little chance of making up time.

Starting from Bearwood at 9 a.m., the
iders had to cover 100 miles through the

?lee Hills district 'Via Tenbury to the
unch-stop at Bromyard, there being no
jbserved hills on this part but five non-
itop sections. The return journey was
hrough Evesham, Shipton, and Stratford

the 8 o'clock finish at Stonebridge.

Brake Test Failures.

I
In this latter half were held " stop and

e-start" and "low gear speed" tests on
iSunrising Hill. Most did well here, but
:he next, a brake test on Edge Hill, pro-
vided quite a number of failures. The
riders had to cover a measured stretch at
speed, their time being taken for the dis-

tance ; having passed the second tape
they had to pull up quickly on the hill

marks being deducted according to the
number of feet overrun.
Several riders were early in trouble, for

Hagley Hill, which is only two miles from
the start and is usually fairly easy,
caused two or three to foot-slog. R. C.

In the stop and re-start test, A. W. Thrush (499 c.c. Sunbeam) preparing to accelerate.

Cooper (Allon), however, did not get even
so far, for be seized his gear box right at
the start.

Finishers :

S. G. Orford (348 Henley-Blackburne).
W. johuson (292 Allon).
F. Whitworth, Junr. (348 Ivy).
J. C. Edkins (349 Sports Pax).
W. K. Sown (250 Bown-Jap)..
H. Greaves (349 Beardmore-Preeision)*
A. D. Mayo (350 Coventry Eagle).
L. 6. Green (349 Verus).
J. W. Moxon (350 Monopole).
S. B. Knox (349 Henley).'
T. A. Ward (350 Sirrah-Blackburne).
T. H. Bonham (245 Calthorpel
J. Drew (750 Brough-Superior).
F. V. Wood (370 Connaught).

J. S. Baton (492 Sunbeam).
A. C. Cope (494 Douglas).
H. ,T. Stretlon-Ward (4S9 Triumph).
A. W. Thrush (499 Silnbeam).
Bert Gainer (499 Triumph).
P. R. Budd (550 Triumph).
J. Rowan (499 Sunbeam sc). '

;

T. H. Richards (986 Brough-Superior sc.).
T. R. Gibbins (980 Acme sc).
Alan Watson (499 Sunbeam sc).
A. E. Salway (292 O.K. Junior sc).
H. G. Uzzell (998 New Imperial sc).
S. Wright (600 Humber sc).
W. J. Montgomery (986 Brough-Superior sc).
L. A. Bees (596 Beardmore-Preeision sc).
A. P. McGowran (550 Triumph sc).
F. A. Boggis C550 Triumph sc).
W. Ridley (1093 Now Hudson).
H. F. S. Morgan (985 Morgan).
F. G. Mann (1000 Morgan).

LONDON-COVENTRY-LONDON.
North'West London M.C. Classic Trial held for Seventeenth Time.

THE members of the North-West
London M.C. decline any sugges-

tion of abandoning the old classic

London—Coventry—London Trial, now
in its seventeenth year, but it is found
increasingly difficult to provide anything
of a serious nature which will yet bring
the two cities within the scope of a

twelve hours' trial. The timekeeping
marking has been stiffened up appre-

ciably, and the inclusion of a tricky

eleven miles non-stop in the Chilterns

helped to make it something more than a-

joy ride

Twenty competitors started out from
Hendon at 7 a.m. on Saturday, and at

West Wycombe all but one were enjoy-

ing something like a second breakfast

outside the. first check. The secret non-

stop followed immediately, and included

several hills sufficiently steep, up or

down, to make the 20-mile schedule an
effort. Bilney (2{- "Holroyd) stopped on

Small Dean with a slipping belt, de-

scended, and roared up after adjustment.
Burton on one of the cars stopped, but
nobly ditched himself ±o prevent baulking.

L. A. Goddard (Matchless sc.) was going
well on Kop when his gear-box seized

up, and he retired temporarily, but
rejoined the procession, travelling well

later. Miss Buchan (2| A.J.S.) lost her

way, and arrived late at Risborough,
apart from which her running and time-

keeping throughout the day were perfect.

Excellent Arrowing.

The course was excellently arrowed by
the Bucks Club, in which service the

Banbury Club assisted further on. Sut-

cliffe (Morgan) tore off a tyre twice in a

very dVeadful "colonial" portion; inci-

dentally this lane, which was composed
of hard-baked mud billows and ruts,

proved a joy to the treasurer, for many a

first-class award disappeared hereabouts.
Whitefield (Beardmore-Preeision) dis-

appeared after the non-stop, and Burton
shed a wheel after Suurising, but re-

sumed.

Main Road Return.

A contented party made good use of

the two hours' lunch interval at the
King's Head Hotel, Coventry.
The return journey was uneventful,

being almost wholly over main roads.

Results (subject to official confirmation) :—
First Class- Awards.—A. J. Rowe (Morgan),

F. V. Edwards (4 Harley-Davidson), E. W. T.
Howard (3'/- Sunbeam), and H. W. Deacon (3 l/2
Sunbeam).
Second Class Anards.—J . L. Johnson (Triumph).

C. King (Triumph), H. E. K Sawtell (Morgan).
Bilney (21,4 Holroyd), A. Cartwright (314 Sun-
beam).
The Brsf Performance Cups—Solo : E. W. T.

Howard (3 1/? Sunbeam). Passenger : A. J. Rowe
(Morgan).
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An Unclaimed Fortune!

The sum of £8 awaits the owner of

the undecipherable signature against
"75" in the "gold medallists" com-

petition held in connection with the

Scottish Trials. - Application should be

made to Mr. Fraser, c/o the Edinburgh
M.C., 6. Castle Terrace. Edinburgh.

Scottish Echoes.

- In this issue there appears a seven-page

article on various aspects of Scotland's

most important motor cycle trial, but that

does not quite exhaust the available news
regarding the event. New Imperial

Cycles, Ltd., wish it to be known that

their two medals (gold and silver) were

gained with standard "light tourist."

models, not sports machines; A. H.
Alexander's gold-medal winning mount
was, of course, a Douglas; and Harry
Gold (2| Francis-Barnett) gained a bronze

medal. Incidentally the Glasgow Western
M.C.C. gained the club team prize for the

second year in succession.

A LIGHTWEIGHT THAT
IS LIGHT.

One of the pioneer two-
- strokes, the Connaught, is

among the lightest of fully

equipped motor cycles.

The single gear model

weighs but 1351b. A
slightly larger type, which

has a 370 c.c. engine, is

proving itself to be an

efficient sidecar mount ; it

survived the London-

Land's End trial, and,

although at first reported

as an absentee, secured a

silver medal. It was the

only 2-stroke lightweight

sidecar to secure an award.

CLUB NEWS (continued ~V

from p. 646J
Burton M.C and L.C.C.

On Whit-Monday (June 5th) the club

will hold a reliability trial over a course

of 97 miles round Ashbourne district.

This trial will count for the Baldock
Cup, and the awards to be won out-

right are gold, silver, and bronze medals
of A.C.U. approved pattern.

Sheffield and Hailamshire M.C. and L.C C.

Extremely successful half-mile speed
trials were held on Ringinglow Road,
Sheffield, on the 6th inst before a large

crowd of spectators. Despite a high wind
some good times were put up, the fastest

time of the day being made by R. Flint

(3^ Norton) in the solo 750 c.c. Expert
Class, his time being 30 sees, from a
standing start. Three of the Sheffielders

who are riding in the T.T. were com-
peting, viz., Jack Haslam, L. Padley, and
R. Flint.

Leinster M.C.

The club held an open novices' trial on
Saturday last over a course of approxim-
ately one hundred miles in Co. Wicklow.
The route was not a very severe one, and
as the weather conditions were favourable,
the proportion of finishers was high.

Forty-four riders took part in the event,
and thirty-two of them completed the
course on time. Eight of the finishers

reported stops in the non-stop sections,

of which there were two, but on the other
hand there were only two failures to make
clean ascents of the observed hill, the
Devil's Elbow, at Glencullen.

Luton and South Beds A.C.

Very successful speed trials, the first of

the season, were held on Saturday at
Luton Hoo. Results :

275 c.c. CLASS.
A. A. Swain (New Imperial). 23% sees.
EI. Brosse (Reyre-Newson), 23% sees.

350 c.c. CLASS.
H. Brosse (Reyre-Newson). 22% sees.

A. A. Swann (New Imperial), 23 sees.

¥Cleefi=!En£ Club Events.
May IStti.—Bulwett M.C.—Run to Belper (Rin>r

Gardens).
May 20th.—North London M.C.C.—Annual Hill

Climb.
May 20th.—Darlington and ' District M.C.C.—

Social Competition.
May 20th.—Coatbridge. Airdrie. and District M.C.C-.-—Run to Callander.
May 20ih.—Bristol M.C. and, L.C.C—King Cup

Trial.

May 20-21st.—Alherton and District M.C.C.—Run
to Llandudno.

May 20th.—Dumfries and District M.C. ami C.C.—
mil Climb for Hop-Bell Cup.

May 20th.—Eelso and District M.C.C—S.A.C.U.
Meet at Callander.

May 20th.—Coventry Triangle M.C.—Run to

Birdinbury.
Mail 20th.—WaUingt.on and District M.C. and

L.C.C—ma Climb.
May 20th.—Esser M.C—Royal Meeting at Brook-

lands.

Man 20th.—Gloucester M.C. and L.C.C—Run to

Symonds Yat.

Way 20th.—Neath and District M.C.—Speed Trials.

May 20th.—Redditch and District M.C.C—Re-
liubility Trial (open to Midland Centre

A.C.VX
Man 21st.—Bristol Sports Club—Douglas Cup

Trial.

May 21st.—Colne and District M.C.—Run to

Hardcasfle Crags.

May 21st.—York and District M.C.—Run,
May 21st.—Coventry Triangle M.C—Run to

Northend.

May 21st.—Reigate, Redhill and District M.C.C—
Run to Hastings.

Man 21st.—Sheffield M.C.C.—Run to Lincoln.

Man 21st.—Newcastle and Northern. M.C—Team
Trial.

May 21st.—West Kent M.C.— Afternoon Run to

Wateringbury.

May 21st.—Leeds Motor Union—Reliability Trial.

May 21st.—Rochester, Chatham and. District M.C.
and L.C.C—Run to Crowley Common.

Man 21st.—Barrow awl District M.C—Reliability

Trial.

May 21st.—Brighton and Hove M.C.C.—Reliability

Trial for Dobson Challenge Cup.
May 24th,—Darlington and District M.C.C—

Speed Judging Competition.

May 21th.—York and District M.C.—Old Crocks.

Climb.

Man 21th.—Leeds Motor T'nion.—Impromptu Run.
May 21th—East London M.C.C—Reliability Trial 1

Han 2M.—Ashford M.C. and L.C.C—Hil
Climb.

Man 21th.—Lime Valley M.C.C—Hill Climb.

May 25th.— Worcester M.C. and District M.C.C—
Evening Main Road Reliability Trial,

May 25th.—Gloucester M.C and L.C.C—Secret

Destination Trial.

550 c.c. CLASS.
E.- C. Marshall (Matchless), 17% sees.

C. G. Dunham (Norton), 18% sees.

750 c.c. CLASS.
It, Saddjngton (James). 17% sees.

E. X!. Marshall (Matchless), 17% sees.

UNLIMITED.
G. J. Reed (Enfield), 15% sees.

O: E. Baragwanath (M.A.G.), 17 sees. I Tie.

W. A. Baragwanath (Zenith), 17 sees. 1

SIDECARS UP TO 550 c.c.

J. Hill (Douglas), 22 sees.

T. B. Dordel's (Norton), 23% sees.

UNLIMITED SIDECARS.
C. E. Baragwanath (M.A.G.), 17% sees.

O. De Lissa (Motosacoche). 19% sees.

STANDARD MACHINES RIDDEN BY
OWNERS.-SOLO.

G. J. Reed (Enfield), 14% sees.

H. Saddington (James), 18 sees.

SIDECAR.
O De Lissa (Motosacoche), 19% sees.

J.' Hill (Douglas), 21% sees.

North London M.C.C.

Results of the petrol consumption test

held on the 6th inst. are now to hand :

350 c.c. .Solo.

1 G Richardson (2',4 Velocette), 169 m.p.g.

2. S. Forbes— Robertson (2^4 Royal Ruby),

140 m.p.g.
3. T. W. Sullivan (2 !

,4 Levis), 115 m.p.g.

350 c.c. Solo.
1 R. R. T. Bowen (4 Triumph), 116 m.p.g.

2. C. E. Morris (3 A.B.C.), 115 m.p.g.

3 W. D. Mallet (3% Sunbeam),- 109 m.p.g.

4. C.-F. Baker (31/2 Zenith), 90 m.p.g.

Passenger Machines.
1. J. Hawkins ( 3 V'i Ariel sc.), 97 m.p.g.

2. R. H. Rivers (4V4 B.S.A. sc), 82% m.p.g.

3. W. A. Henderson {5-6 James sc), retired.'

Newcastle and District M.C.C.

There were 31 entrants in the novices''

trial, held on the 7th inst., which was
;

open to all clubs affiliated to the North:!

Eastern Centre A.C.U. Six competitors'

qualified for the premier award, an

enamelled club gold medal, with the result
[

that a secret check between Belsay and :

Newcastle had to be resorted to so as to I

ascertain the winner. Results :

1, R. W. Riseborough (10 Morris Cowley);

2 (Gold Club Medal), J. E. Thompson (Dunelt sc);

3, R. J. Toovey INorton sc).
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SPECIAL SHOW OF

Every model on show at

WHITELEYS
Originated in the earliest days of motor cycling, the Matchless has kept ahead of every

development and its excellence to-day is testified by the results of recent trials, as instance—

LONDON to EXETER : 24 Matchless entrants gained 20 gold and 2 silver medals

Whiteley's Showrooms have a full range of Matchless Models

, (Stripped and variously equipped) and, in add tion, a considerable

stock is carried in reserve so that we offer the great advantage of

INSTANT DELIVERY. Even if you are urable to visit

this show in person, you may order by correspondence during

this special week, for Whi'eleys own experts are here to advise

and Will see that your machine is in perfect tune before despatch.

Prices—either cash or deferred payments
include free delivery anywhere in BritainMODEL J"SUPE!t SPOCTS MATCHLESS

MODEL "J" SOLO SPORTS MODEL. CASH
(or £26 : 4:0 deposit and 1 2 monthly payments of £) : 1 : 8)

MODEL "J" SPORTS SIDE-CAR COMBINATION
(or £32 deposit and 12 monthly payments of £11 : 4 :0)

MODEL " H " STANDARD COMBINATION
(or £34 depasit and 12 -monthly payments of £11 : 18 : 0)

£130

£160

£170
MODEL " H " STANDARD COMBINATION. Complete with dynamo
lighting, hood, luggage carrier, sp.ire wheel and tyre, side-car step, leg guards,

horn, and wind screen

(or £41 : 1 : 6 deposit and 12 monthly payments O ^f\A . t "7 . 6*
cf£14:6:8) I^U'rl/ O

FAMILY MODEL COMBINATION
(or £35:10:0 deposit and 12 monthly pay- *- "I / S • | f 1 • I I

ments of £12:5:0) £ I / D • AU • V?

FAMILY MODEL COMBINATION. Compkte with dynamo lighting

set, hood, two wind-screens, spare wheel and tyre, horn, leg-shield, and
side-car step

(or £42 : 7 :6 deposit and 12 monthly payments P'll 1 . 1 "1 . /C

FAMILY MODEL MATCHLESS
MATCHLESS "H," with Commercial Carrier Side-car

(or £34 deposit and 12 monthly payments of £11 : 18 : 0)

of £14 : 16 : 8)

£170
Whiteley's Deferred Terms are only 4 per cent, on the cash price, as quoted above.

WM. WHITELEY LTD., QUEENS ROAD, LONDON, W.2

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." C2 5
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TCLEOftAMS:

"MONTGOMERY SIDECARS COVENTRY
TELEPHONE 470 COVENTRY.

SOLE PROPRIETOR I

W. Montgomery.

The Motor Cycle

slowly, but surely,

PONTGOMERY $ £Q

w. Montgomery & Co.,
SIDECAR SPECIALISTS.

LEICESTER CAUSEWAY. COVENTRY.
Manufacturer's idea of a Sidecar is a big, heavy affair which

wears the heart out of your engine and a big hole in your pocket.

Montgomery Sidecars are the product

of a firm who have specialised in Side-

cars for over 20 years. Whatever make

of Motor Cycle you choose, insist on a

Montgomery Sidecar for distinguished

appearance, easy steering, comfort of

passenger, moderate cost and excellent

road service. MONTGOMERY SPORTINC SIDECAR

//atmrrfthtSitofacfiV Art catalogue free on request. Price £23 10 complete,

1 THE Sun Vitesse ROTARY VALVE CYCLE I

I DUBLIN AND DISTRICT MOTOR CYCLE HILL CLIMB ON HANDICAP: "Sun |
Vitesse " did the fastest time in the 300 c.c. class and was placed second,

I STOCKPORT AND DISTRICT MOTOR CLUB : In their closed hill climb at Axhead, |
Buxton. B. Caldwell secured First Prize in the 275 c.c. class. .=

^ NO MOTOR CYCLE MADE HAS A BETTER PERCENTAGE OF FIRST-CLASS AWARDS
= than the Rotary-ValvedgSUN VITESSE—the motor cycle'that has removed the Curse of Vibration.

I Price from 47 Guineas. 1
= NEW LIST JUST OUT—SEND FOR ONE AND OUR LIST OF AGENTS.

| THE SUN CYCLE & FITTINGS CO., LTD., Birmingham. |

^1 i iii 1 1 ii 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 rrrn 1 1 1 1 ii 1 1 i ii ii ii i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i.i i 1 1 1 ii li 1 1 1
1 1rn in 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1n m 1 1 1 1 1 1 i i-i i iiiiiiifiEiiiiiiiiLiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiEiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiJifi f#^

C26 In answering these advertisement's it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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The Famous
"The Best You Can Buy!'

ItaP
£160MODEL No. 10, 7 h.p.

COMBINATION DE LUXE.

All-enclosed chain drive. 3 speed countershaft gear.

Hand and Heel Clutch. Interchangeable wheels, etc.

Take del ivery now of your New
Machine and " run it in in time

for the Whitsun tour.

THE JAMES CYCLE CO., LTD.,

Greet. Birmingham.

Showrooms.

London : 22, Ilolborn Viaduct, E.C.I.

Birmingham : Broad Street Corner.
Write for full Catalogue of this and other James Models.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY NO WAITING.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle-'
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41 ftp,
FLAT TWIN

For All-round Excellence

EVER since the introduction of the

Humber \\ h.p. Flat Twin model it

has given entire satisfaction to a very

large number of riders. On no machine
will the motor cyclist find so much
pleasure and so little trouble. Its uniform
reliability, remarkable silence, attractive

specification and competitive price all

combine to satisfy the discriminating

rider, while the new Sporting model'makes
a special appeal to the sporting cyclist.

Finished, if required, in black without

extra charge, the Flat Twin is ideal for

all-weather work.

4| h.p. Flat Twin Solo Model - - - £110
41 h.p. Flat Twin Sports Model - - £100
4\ h.p. Combination Outfit- - - - £144

Get a Humber; it will take
you anywhere, any time.

HUMBER LTD., Coventry.

LONDON

:

City Showrooms : - - - 32, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.I.

Export Dept.s Humber House, 94, New Bond Street, W.l
Repair & Service Depot : Canterbury Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6

G R E ATE
than ever

R VALUE
given before

A limited quantity m this wonderful boot tor disposal to the

readers of " The Motor Cycle " at

30% Less than any previously quoted prices
Every boot is brand Dew, Absolutely Waterproot, and easv to

slip on and off. Farmore serviceable than similar articles of vastly

inferior materials sold elsewhere at equal prices.

Officers' Field Service

TRENCH BOOTS
Our Price

Fostage ana backing, i/6. m Brown or Black.
Ail si2es. Guaranteed to be made of the finest
Government Leather. Sizes from 4 to 12
Smaller sizes suitable for ladies. These boots
reach to the knee, and have full length tongue:
and side buckles, which effectively prevent anv
water penetrating through the lace holes or over
the tops of the boots. The uppers are strong
and stout, and yet extremely soft and pliable"
The SMARTEST and MOST COMFORTABLE
Trench Boot procurable.

BRITISH 47m
ARMY BOOTS I I/O
OFFICERS'
E
B
L
£
c
vfS

r BOOTS
Send Postal Order or
Cheque, and state size

required.

LONDON ARMY BOOT
Government Contractors,

Dent M.C.j 186, Bishopsgate, London, E.c. i
{Adjoimn? Bishopsgtie Si-tcei Police Station.)

Policies Covering
all the

RISKS INCURRED
by

MOTOR CYCLISTS
are issued by

PROVIDENT ACCIDENT AND
GUARANTEE COMPANY, LTD.

54-55, Coleman St., London, E.C.

2

Telegrams :

PerpeDd, Ave, London."

Telephone

.

London Will 5<jo6 (4 hoes)

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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HEMICO

ZKo best
'theWopId produces

You get more miles
to the gallon with

COOLIE MOTOR CYCLE
OIL

It's not the PRICE
per gal'.on, tut the

MILES per gallcn,

that determine the cost

of your Lubricating

Oil, and it is when
judged by mileage that COOLIE
Motor Cycle Oil shows how little it

really costs. Not only that, but its

combustion is so perfect that an engine

lubricated with COOLIE Oil can be

run for longer periods without decar-

bonising than when low^r grade oils

are used, effecting a saving in mainten-

ance cost which must be subtracted

from the initial cost of COOLIE Oil.

Get the best running from your engine

by using COOLIE Oil. It is obtain-

able from most Garages and Cycle

Dealers, but if you have any difficulty

in obtaining supplies write us direct,

giving the name of your usual Garage,

and we will see you are supp'ied.

Prices—
§ gal. tin, 5/5. 1 gal. tin, 8/5

ri

THE COUNTY CHEMICAL CO., LTD., i" 1

BRADFORD STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

ELECTRIC
SPOTLIGHT

With Bracket Attachment.
Handsome
Appearance.
The light can
be thrown in

any desired

dire c t ion.
Easily de-

tachable for

use as an
in spec tion

lamp. Fitted

with Driving
Mirror, Brac-
ket, Cord,

B u Ibholder,

an d Switch
Adaptor.

" VOLEX
"

DRY
BATTERY
MotorCycle
& Sidecar

LIGHTING
OUTFIT.
British Made.

" Volex " Dry Battery Lighting Sets are the ideal no-trouble outfit.

No other battery outfit will give results equal to the " Volex."

These sets give from 9 to 12 months' service, in ordinary intermittent

use, without renewal batteries.

Specification.—6-volt " Volex " Dry Batteries in metal container,

Switchboard, Head Lamp (5*in. front), Side and Tail Lamps. Cord

and Bulbs £g \Q fj
No. Me/490, as illustrated .

.

Price «

"VOLEX" SOLO LIGHTING SETS.
Made upon the

same principle

as our "Volex"
Combina tion
Set. Head
Lamp is pro-

vided with 6

volt bulb
giving an ex-

ception ally

brilliant light,

and ample
light is pro-

vided in the

rear lamp.

Head and Rear Set, 5* in. Head Lamp, Mio/io,

Head Set only, M10/7

£4 10
£4

The
Motor

RAYONITE"
Cycle Electric

Self-contained
Head Lamp.
Recommended for Home
and Export. A Brilliant

Light at Will. Comprises

Head Lamp, 5iin. front,

Bulb, Bracket, and strong

Metal Container holding

the " Volex " Dry Bat-

tery. Price £3 10s. Also

supplied with very effi-

cient Accumulator, 14/-

extra.

Head and Rear Lamp
Outfit complete with

Accumulator, Price £4 12s. 6d.

ACETYLENE
to ELECTRIC
Conversion Set.

Complete Outfit as illustrated,

with 4-volt " Volex " Aero Dry
Battery- in Leather Satchel with
Conducting Cord and Bulb. Price

31/-.

Do. with 6--volt " Volex " Aero
Battery. Price 37/-.

In answerina these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." B3 3
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Important

to Motor
Cyclists.

THE

EVERSURE ffi
"^

jl!

FOOT
RESTS I

- '• s. PILLION
FOR RIDERS

PILLION RIDE WITH EASE
AND SAFETY

RIDERS 7f£JPER— I / ' O PAIR.
ENSURE AN gN MEVEN BALANCE §

POSTAGE 9d
Standard size to suit $

& round and i" D Sectiou

NO SIDE SLIPPING. ^M tubes. .When ordering
please state which kind

required.
Delivery from Stock.

Can be fitted in a
few minutes. b^JI Sole Manufacturers and

Patentees

:

Adaptable to fit 1

on back stay of
A. J. DAWSON, Ltd.

all machines. ^E ^ CLAY LANE,

Special terms to ^^ P COVENTRY.
trade. Tel. No. - 1343.

(VICTORS
i "The VALUE FOR MONEY" &

MOTOR CYCLE g

I

2f h.p. 350 c.c. J.A.P. or BLACK- jO £2f\
BURNE Engine. (Fixed Gear) C*»*JPV7

3 Speed Countershaft Gear, with mm4^
clutch and kick starter, chain- -*? "y f 1

Combination Model -

I

tarticuiais ij ttm ana oiiiet models obtainablefrom

VICTORIA MOTOR & CYCLE CO., LTD.
Victoria Works, Dennistoun, GLASGOW.

Phone: 514 Bridgeton. 'Grams: "Bicycle, Glasgow-'

imua h^SMS* m i

MOTOR CYCLE SENSATION

STUDY THESE PRICES.

AE.L. J.A.P.
293 c - c -: 2|~h.p. with 2-Speed Gear Box, r> Pg ipv
Clutch and" Kick-Starter - dLOvl

A EL. VILL1ERS
2-Stroke 2J h.p., with 2-Specd Gear Box, «yj o
Clutch and" Kick-Starter ------ 3i*±-0

A.E.L. BLACKBURNE
350 c.c, with overhead valves, 2| h.p., complete
with 2-Speed Gear Box, Clutch and /» *7 C\
Kick-starter ---------- dL / \J

Gent.'s Cycle - - - £6 : 0:0
Lady's Model Cycle - £6 : 10 :

SEVERAL DISTRICTS STILL OPEN FOR BONA FIDE AGENTS.

We „ challenge our competitors to

deliver machines of the same equip-
ment at anything near our prices.

Catalogue upon application to

—

The Coventry Nut & Bolt Mfg. Co., Ltd.

MOOR STREET, COVENTRY.

SPEEDOMETERS *E*KH

A. TURRELL & SONS, ™\*Z£XCt$?* %

HeiRht Height
Lth.Wth. to Ridge to Eaves

'Phone:
1268 Sydenham

Prices Carriage Paid England
and Wales.

Made in sections, with double doors, with £in. tongued and grooved match-
boards on strong framing. Roof matchboarded, and covered with good
quality felt, making same thoroughly weatherproof. Doors hung on strong
garnets, and fitted with lock and key and tower bolts. Windows glazed :

2ioz. glass. Flooring : Strong joists, one inch boards. All bolts supplied
for erecting house.

B=U In answering these advertisements tt is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
1
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MOMENTS
of JOY
The enthusiasm of the critical

moments of joy will lose their zest
if your passenger arrives cold, wet,
or dusty.

Not one element contributes more to your pleasure
and sense of motoring security than the knowledge
that your sidecarist will be efficiently protecteJ
whilst getting there and back. The discriminating
motorist demands an " Easting." It prevents ruined
clothes and provides infall ible protection from any
weather conditions, wind, rain, dust, cold, and
broken glass.

An unsolicited testimonial from U.S.A. :

—

''The other night we took the Sidehack to the theatre in a

pouring rain. Friend wife arrived dry. The Easting was
tipped clean up and the rain seems to be picked up by the

wind and spilled behind the Sidecar.—F. R. P."

ROYAL - - £5
STANDARD £3 18

BABY - - - £3

REDUCED
PRICES

SPECIAL NOTE—Complete sets of Royal fittings

for converting u Standard " models to " Royal,''

giving simplified adjustment to any position—and
quick, easy entry or exit, price 45/-.

Nezn Celluloids can be fitted and relumed m three

days. Royal and Standard 20/-, Baby 16/-.

= Trade

Ik-

Mark

EASTING WINDSCREENS LTD.,
132.STEELH0USE LANE, BIRMINGHAM.

London Office and Service Depot .

24, FINSBURY SQUARE, LONDON, E.C.2.
Telephone: Clerhenwell 1904.

WHOLESALE STOCKISTS: AUSTRALIA—J. J. Wilkins &
Sons, 586, George St., Sydnev. IRELAND—C. E. Jacob, iS.

Great Brunswick St., Dublin. SCOTLAND—Of all factors.

Sole Manufacturing Rights in U.S.A. : Messrs. Shillan, Beck &
Co., Inc., -68-72, East 131st St., New York.

H

QUE OFFER
to the Motor Cycling Public

from now until June 30th,

The average motor cyclist does not realise what it costs to the manu-
facturers of machines and accessories to have same throughly well

represented in a race like the T.T. in the Isle of Man, and such like

events. The cost is very heavy indeed, and many who are not actually

connected with the trade- have a reasonably good idea of the ex-

penditure entailed.

The Directors of Cox Carburetters, Ltd., have decided—that as the

speed capabilities of the Cox " ATMOS " were amply proved last year,

winning as it did

:

13 WORLD'S RECORDS,

40 SILVER CUPS,

250 GOLD MEDALS and

100 OTHER AWARDS, also

1st in 1921 T.T. FLYWEIGHT CLASS "THE MOTOR CYCLE"

CUP and FASTEST LAP,

and as it is a carburetLer really designed to give the ordinary rider

that pleasure of driving flexibility and economy, no fuel carbon, and
longer engine life—that instead of spending more money to prove what
has already been amply proved, to consider the ordinary user, that

from now until June 30th next, to offer 500 Cox " ATMOS " motor
cycle, carburetters to the public at a reduction of 15/- per instrument,

making the retail price

—

£3 15 instead of £4 10

Since our advertisement on May 4th announcing this

special offer, we have received a great increase in orders
from Agents and private owners.

In consequence, it is expected that before this advertise-

ment appears, that the 500 Carburetters will be sold, in

which case the offer will not extend to June 30th

NORTH-EASTERN CENTRE OPEN RELIABILITY TRIAL,

22ND APRIL, 1922,

" TRAVERS " TROPHY VALUE 200 GUINEAS,

WON ON 2i NEW IMPERIAL FITTED COX "ATMOS."

COX CARBURETTERS, LTD.,

LOWER ESSEX STREET,

BIRMINGHAM.

In answerina these advertisements it is desiraih to mention " The Motor Cycle.' B37
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We ride the " Matchless" because we know there is

no better machine on the market and we can
recommend it from actual experience.

Our showrooms have a full range of "Matchless"
machines and our arrangements with the manu-
facturers enable us to offer Immediate Delivery.

We are the official "Matchless" Service Agents for
our district and can fuily meet all your requirements.

We shall be glad to
arrange Easy Payments

over a period of

18 MONTHS
if you so desire.

Our system cf Easy and Extended
Payments is most satisfactory

and helpful. Remember—Easy
Payments are only 4% exira, and
Extended Payments mean only

J down and the balance paid over
a period of 12 18 months.

9, 10, 11, Royal Parade, Phones:

WEST CROYDON. Croydon 2450
' 245t

iliilMllllllllllllllilllllll

B38 '12 answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

1*21 (November) 4M*h.p. Ariel Combination,

r

i21 (November) 4Yjh.p. Ariel combination, all

/ chain, Lucas acce'ssories, pillion, first-class cbn-

ron- £125.—Wilson, 4, Claudius Ed., Colchester.
[7002

15 31.U1.P., 3-speed, clutch, kick start, Ariel com-
bination, overhauled, new cylinder and piston,

l ps, horn, licensed; £50, or near.—G. George,
• ouvain," Duncombe Rd., Godalming, Surrey. [6194

RIEL8, the most reliable machines on tbe road,

all models Irom stock 1 spare parts sent any-

xire; trade suppbed.—F. Speakman. Ariel Expert,

iel Garage, 7, Rochdale Rd., Harpurhey, Man-
i ster Tei. 325 Ubeecua o mil. ( b i 5b

RIEL Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange tor any new model

\m stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best
i -es allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred
• meats, see column adveitisement.—Bambers, 2,

;nbank St.. Southport. 'Phone: 607. [4927

pare Parts:

RIEL Spares for all models, post free. Ariel
'- Agents, and Spares Service Depui.—Jones Garage,
.>adway, Muswell Hill, N.10 [0804

Arno.
;35.—4h.p. Arno Combination, 3-speed, clutch, good
condition—Holt, 139, Saltram Crescent, Padding-

[6544
Bat.

h.p. Bat; offers; nearest £12 secures.—Darke,
Sycamore Place, North Malvern. [6683

Q 21 8h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, electric lighting;

sidecar, screen, tax paid, £125.—

7

Heme Hill, S.E.24.
Norwood

[8447

fully

920 (June) Beard more-Precision, all on,
£44; exchanges.—Kents, 417, Lord St.,

914 Bat-Jap 8h.p. coachbuilt Combination,
equipped, excellent condition; £65, or near

,3r.

—

8a, Culverden Down, Tuubridge Wells. [8176

9GNS., exchange.—1920 Bat-Jap 8h.p., 3 speeds,
- kick, spring frame, sporting sidecar, screen,

lipped, fast.—Seabridge, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich.
'-Jenhnm 2452. ' [4635

Keardmore
taxed

;

South-
[7096

I ih.p. Beardmore-Precision, spring frame, used 6
2 months; £50.—Howling, 180, Staines Rd.,

:
nbury, Middlesex. (D) [6613

JEARDMORE, late 1920, spring frame, un-
\f scratched, as new; cost with lamps £110, nearest
i5.—47, Hamilton Rd., Reading. [6672

>EARDMORE-PRECISION.—1922 models for im-
'*. mediate delivery. Cash, exchange, or deferred
yments.—Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing. [4833

TEW 1922 Beardmore-Precision 3V2h.p. Sports
1 model, 2-speed, clutch, kick starter ; £65 ; easy

' yments 4 per cent, extra.—Premier Motor Co.,

;ton Rd., Birmingham. [8454

*53/10.—1921 Beardmore-Precision 3%h.p., 2-speed,

ft double sprung frame, all chain drive, perfect,

[1 on; exchange late Triumph, Rudge, Douglas.—34,
)nsley Rd., Wandsworth. [6615

Blackburne.
'h.p. Blackburne and New Hudson Sidecar; £150.—

;' Muckalt, Sedbergh. [6415

922 8h.p. Blackburne, fully equipped, not soiled

;

£85.-102, Westwood Rd., Earlsdon, Coventry,
[8343

921 Blackburne 4h.p., chain drive, perfect con-
dition, speedometer; .£80.—F. Corby, 19,

rospect Rd.. Marlow. [6629

922 Blackburne 8hp. Combination, dynamo electric,
spare wheel, insured, unscratchecl; £160, cost

200.—55, Mafeking Rd., Southsea. [6787
3LACKBURNE 1921 8h.

p. 'Combination, Lucas mag-
-* dyno, Easting, speedometer, luggage carrier and

">are wheel, excellent order; £125.—The Layton
arages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [8305

920 4i4h.p. Blackburne and coachbuilt Sidecar, 3-

speed, clutch and kick starter, all-chain drive,
sod, windscreen, electric lamps, horn, speedometer,
'gshields, tax paid December, splendid order and con-
dition; £85.—D. and S. Autocar Co., 33, The Parade.
olcters Green. [8286

BIACKBURNE-HOSKTNSON 2=ih.p de Luxe
Lightweight, 1921, 3-speed, kick start, hand

'' hitch, mechanical lubrication, oversize tyres, spring

JilJfU'i every conceivable accessory and spare, tax paid,
•1st overhauled, mechanically better than new; £60;

ij ought cycle car.—Write, Vesper, 30, Essex St.,

;'\\C.2. [8428

i Synr? Parts •

BLACKBURNE Engine Spares from stock.—Maudes'
- Motor Mart, 100, Great Portland St., W.l. [8324

Bradbury.
BRADBURY 4h.p, Grado gear,

£23.-17 Heaton Rd., Mitcham.
DRADBURY 4h.p., in good condition

licensed, 11 - on

;

[6598
bargain, £25.

Victoria St., Burnham, Somerset. [6293

LQHO or

SHORT SKIRTS
OPINIONS OF COUFSE DIFFER ON
THIS POINT ; BUT THE POINT ON
WHICH ALL ARE IN ENTIRE
AGREEMENT IS, THAT FOR A
GOOD MACHINE AND GOOD
" AFTER - PURCHASE - SERVICE "

YOU MUST VISIT

PARKER'S
DEPOSIT.

£20
DIAMOND, 1921.

2$ h.p. J. A. P., 2-speed,

K.S., clutch, Lucas
accessories, tax paid,

new condition

INSTAL-
MENT.

CASH
PRICE

£55

£25
B.S.A., 1916. 4I h.p.

and sidecar.

3-speed, all-chain, tfitx
equipped, tax paid £3 11 S XUJ

£20
P. & M.
3^ h.p. and siderar,

2-speed clutch, fully
equ'ppcd, tax paid.... £3 2 9 £55

£15
CLEVELAND, 1920.

3 h.p., 2-speed, K.S. CAZ
Clutch, fully equipped £2 13 9 a.*lU

£15
BRADBURY,
3^ h.p., and C.B. side-

car, N.S.U. 2-speed,

equipped, tax paid .... £35

£40
B.A.T.,
6 h.p., New (shop-soiled)

Combination, 3-speed,
K.S., clutch £155

£30
HARLEY-DAVID30N,
1920.
7-9 h.p., electrically

equipped Combination,
speedometer, screen, tax

paid £8 1 3 £120

£50
HARLEY-DAVIDSON.
7-9 h.p., New (shop-

soiled) Combination,
3-speed, K.S. clutch. . . .

£160

£40
SUNBEAM, 1918.

3$ h.p. Combination,
3-speed, K.S., clutch,

equipped £5 7 6 £100

£25
N.U.T., 1920.

3$ h.p., 3-speed, K.S.,

clutch, Lucas dynamo
lighting, new condition. £6 5 5 £95

£35
HARLEY-DAVIDSON,
1920.
7-9 h.p., electrically

equipped, comb., hood,

screen, speedometer, new
condition £8 17 1 £135

COC ZENITH SPOUTING
%O0 COMBINATION.

Fully equipped, Ace
discs, absolutely as new £7 19 5 £125

BOLTON

:

Bradshawgate.

Tel. 1348.

MANCHESTER

:

245, Deansgate.

Tel. Cen. 864.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury.

1Q13 4h.p. Bradbury, 2-speed, guaranteed, taxed;
A«7 19 gns.—Royal Garage, Castle Gate, Blackpool,
S. L6816

4h.p. Bradbury, 2-speed, clutch, lamps, horn;
£28/10 lor quick sale.—198, King St., Hammer-

smith. 1.6145

1 Q13 4h.p. Bradbury C.B. Combination, windscreen,
J- *J equipped ; 25 gns—Royal Garage, Castle Gate,
Blackpool, S.

BRADBURY 4h.p„ about 1913,
starter, sports sidecar; £35.—Eagles and_ Co.

[6817

speeds, kick

175, High St., Acton, London. [8111

B 1

F.O.C.H. have a 3%h.p. Bradbury Combination, 3-

speed, countershaft, kick starter; bargain.— 5,

Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube). [5073

1 Q20 4h.p. Bradbury and Sidecar, 3-speed, clutch,
*-*s and kick .start, lamps, horn, speeds, tax pajd;

nearest £90.—Hawley, 12, High St., Kettering, [6251

BRADBURY 1915 6h.p. Combination, 3-speed,

countershaft, 700x80 tyres, fully equipped, good
condition; £65, any trial.—84, Miaward Rd., Hastings.

[4806
RADBURY 1914 4h.p. Combination, Cameo
windscreen (overhauled £20), not used much

since; bargain, £30.—Dobell, 50, Bridge Lane, Golders

Green, N.W. [6883

3/4h.p. Bradbury, new 1922, £60; 4h.p. model, £92;
&. 4h.p. combination, £118/10; easy terms or ex-

change.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone :

Holborq, 5777. [8491

B.RADBURY 4h.p., Sturmey-Archer 3-speed, coach-
built sidecar, Cameo windscreen, Lucas lamp set,

etc., good tyres; £45.—ICnowling, Leather Seller, 1.

High St., Slough. [7072

BRADBURY Combination, 4^h.p., 2-speed, new
belt, new lamps, re-enamelled, licensed till June,

jie.iect order, aosouue bargain; 40 gns ; alter b li.in.

—34, Terrace Rd., Upton Manor, E.13. ' [6237

>pare Ports:

BRADBURY Spare Farts and Repairs.—Agents.
Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

[8247
Brough.

"I Q16 Brough sy^h.p., flat twin, recently overhauled,
J-*J new tyres, 'new belt, 3 speeds, "very fast, acces-

sories; nearest £55.—Coombs, St. Catherine's, Guildford.
£6393

3.1 h.p. Brough, o.h.v., aluminium pistons, racing
2 camshaft, electric lighting, spares, exceeded 66

m.p.h. Brooklands; £50.—Taylor, Woodlawn, Kingston
Vale, S.W.15. [6756

3 ih.p. Brough, 1916, o.h.v., 3-speed Sturmey-
2 Archer, horn, lamp, just overhauled and in

first-class order, licence December, insured; £65, or

offer.—Address, " Brough," Wm. Porteous and Co.,

Glasgow. [6386
Brough Superior.

ROUGH SUPERIOR and Swan sporting sidecar,

as new; £140.—Rae. Annickvale, Saltcoats.
[4344

BROUGH SUPERIORS.—Order your new mount
from us. We are the Brough experts. Specially

tuned to order. Mark I., 8h.p., side valve, £150;
sporting combination, with screen, step, mat, and
apron £180; Mark I., 90mm. bore, o.h.v. 7 £160;
Mark II.. 6.5h.p. M.A.G. engine, £125; Mark II,

combination, £150. Special Service Agents; lists.—

G and J. Dawson, The Ideal Garage, Cambridge.
'Phone: 993. [0834

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co , Ltd., Service Depot,
and sole-London agents for the Brough Superior,

the sporting rider's ideal.—Immediate delivery of 1922
models at reduced prices. Mark I., 90x77y2 o.h.v., 3-

speed, clutch, and kick starter, £160; Mark I., sport-

ing combination, step, mat, screen, etc., £180, or with
special side valve J. A. P. engine, same price; Mark
II. 6.5, mag, 72x90, 3-speed, clutch, and kick
starter, £125; sporting combination, step, mat,
screen, etc., £150. Demonstration models in stock.

Catalogues sent post free on request.—The Allen-

Bennett Motor Co., Ltd., 9-10-11, Royal Parade, Lon-
don Rd., West Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450.

[0733
Spare Parts:

SPARES.— All engine, gear box, and lrame spares
for Brough Superior in stock; write for lists.-

B 1

ugh Superior in stock;
Dawson. The Ideal Garage.

Brown.
Brown,

Cambridge.
[0835

FOR Sale, 2'4h.p. Brown, 3-speed, clutch, new
tyres and tubes, 1922 tax paid, ride away; £15.

-83, Little Albany St., N.W.I.

B.S.A.
second-hand

[6879

models.—B S.A.B.S.A.—New
Specialists.

COUNTY Cycle and Motor Co., Broad St., Birming-
ham. [4678

model, new; £107.—The Morris
[8135

; £110.—The Morris
[8134

B.S.A. belt-drive
Garages, Oxlord

B.S.A.
Garage

chain-drive model
Oxford.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (U).

GJl
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B
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

U.S.A.
.A. 4>4h.p., all chain, shop-soiled; £95.—Robin-
son, 207, E.ye Lace, Peokham. [6777

1Q22 6-7h.p. B.S.A., Model E, with No. 4 side-
**' car, brand new; £155.—Below.

1Q21 6-7h.p. Combination, overhauled by B.S.A.
-*'•' Co., in absolutely new condition, spare wheel,
Equipped; 120 gns., exchanges or deferred.—Edwards,
50, Harrington Rd„ South Kensington. [8476

"D.S.A. 1913, clutch, K.S., Bosch, all on, private
-*-» owner; £30.—'Phone: Battersea 1265. [6907

"ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.-1921 B.S.A. , shop-
Model A; £118.—157b, Gt. Portland St.,

[6075
"YTEW 1921 4i,4h.p. B.S.A. combination and acces-
** series; £125.—Bounds' Garage, 223, High Rd.,
Kilburn. [8546
/|_ih.p. B.S.A. Combination, screen, lamps, etc., new** tyres; £75.—Hammond's Garage, Handforth,

W.l
soiled.

1Q12 3%h.,p. 2-speed sporting B.S.A.,
tf ning order; £28.—5, Nonvood

Hill, S.E.24.

B.S.A.
Hucklebridge,

1922
klet

Victoria 451

1Q13 3M-h.p.
-*-*-r paid; i"

Blackpool,. S.

B.S.A.
£23 gns.-

perfect run-
Rd., Heine

(8446

all models, immediate deli very.

-

133, Sloane St.. . Chelsea, Tel.:
[7454

Combination, equipped, tax
Royal Garage, Castle Gate,

[6807

MOTORIA, Regent Parade, North, Finchlev.—
1922 models B.S.A. in stock; deferred pay-

ments; repairs. [6483

B.S.A. 1919 (November) 4^£b..p. Combination, excel-
lent order, electric lamps; £75.—Clark, 7, Exhibi-

tion Rd., S.W.7. [4618

or ex-
Tel.

:

[086U

models from stock. Official Agents,
deierred payments.—Bambers, 2, Eastbank St.,

Southport. 'Phone: 607. [6292

1 il 20 B.S.A., 3-speed, fully equipped, taxed, splendid

Arlington Rd., Surbiton

1Q22 B.S.A. model, H2, in stock; terms
change.—Shepherd

Waltham Cross 31.
Enfield Highway.

TJ-S.A—All

[8231

4.1 h.p. B.S.A. Combination, perfect, taxed, 3-speeJ,
4 kick start, spares, h

—61, King's Av., Watford.

B.S.A. 1922 models for
ham

'Phone

:

TDSA
i> £30;

lamps, speedometer; 56 gn;

[6087

immediate delivery.—Newn-
Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., .W.6.

Hammersmith 80. [7015

4i4h.p,, 2-speed, all on, perfect condition,
C.B. sidecar to fit, £8/10.—Caretaker, Chel-

sea Gardens, Pimlico; after 5, [6419

OCt GNS.—B.S.A., clutch model, enclosed magneto,& *J B. and B., low position, fast (after 8 o'clock).

—

53, Swaffield Rd., Wandsworth. [6668

"I Q21 414h.p. B.S.A. and Sidecar, lamps, horn,
*-*? Easting, perrect condition; £115.—Elliott, 29,
Finstock Rd., North Kensington. [6583

B.S.A. 1921 and Sports Sidecar, all accessories, very
little used and a bargain at £90.—The Layton

Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [8301

B.S.A. 1920 41/ih.p., with 1922 sidecar, equipped,
taxed, electric lighting, perfect; £90, or offer.

&, Selwyn Rd., Walton-on-Thames. [6262

B.S.A. 414h.p., 1915, with sidecar, fully equipped,
splendid condition; £60; machine at Emsworth.

—Box 1360, C-/-0 The Motor Cycle. [6347

1 20 B.S.A. 4 I4h.p. Combination, chain drive, per-

fect condition ; £75 ; must sell.—Howick,19 2

Keeper's Corner, Barstow, Surrey. [6934

"D.S.A. 1920 4Vih.p. Combination, fully equipped,
electric lighting, tools, etc., excellent condition;

£100.-6, Broadway, Northampton. [6314

B.S.A. 41
/ih.p. Combination, splendid engine, tyres,

almost new, screen, lamps, spares; £60.—Shep-
perd, " Welney," Farnborough, Kent. [8335

B.S.A., 414h.p., 3-speed combination, kick start,

speedometer, Tan-sad, hi excellent condition;
£75._14, Phoenix St., Euston, N.W.I. [8479

B.S.A. 1922, brand new 41411. p.. model H2, in

stock; £110; easy payments arranged; exchanges.
Wilkins Simpson, Opposite Olympia, London. [6348

B.S.A. 3V2&-P- 1911, free engine, sound condition,
all accessories; what offers ? ; seen after 6.

—

Hitch, 60, Harleyford Rd., Vauxhall, SJE.ll, [6616

-| Q20 B.S.A. 3y->h.p., T.T. model, brand new, just
±*7 unerated; £50.—W.J.C. Motor Exchange, 5,

Addison Av, Holland Park, W.ll. Park 2071. [8406

B.S.A. 4Vjh-P-, 19.21, Grindlay sidecar, Easting
screen, lamps, horn, etc., tax paid, like new;

£100.—Cope, 15, Upper Hagley Rd., Birmingham.

[70754ih. p. B.S.A.. combination, absolutely as new, dene
•4 200 miles only, lamps, tools, tax paid; £95.—

Rhind and Co., Sto7ie Place. Rusholme, Manchester
T84S6

and buy a "dud.

INVESTIGATE WHAT

BAMBERS
CAN OFFER.

*9^i 5,

.1921 8

I9-I 4

1920 5,

1920 6

1920 4

1020 2

1920 2;

1919. S

1919 4

1919 6

19 15 7j

h.p. A.J.S. comb., a-seater, dynamo
lighting, every conceivable acces-

sory, mileage 2,500, as new £150

/6 ROVER comb., all-chain drive,

lamps, horn, Easting, exceptionally
good condition £120

h.p. ENFIELD comb., dynamo light-

ing, hood and screen, etc £130

i

h.p. B.S.A. comb., electric lamps,
horn, etc., perfect condition £105

/6 h.p. RU06E comb., lamps, horn,
Tan-Sad, Easting, new condition . . £85

h.p. ENFIELD comb., electric lamps,
speedometer, new tyres, beautiful

turnout £105

h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON comb.,
lamps, horn, speedometer, small

mileage, bargain £110

t h.p. METRO-TVL?R, De Luxe
model, fully equipped, only run 50
miles £50

J
h.p. EDMUND, 2-speed, all-chain,

lamps, horn, very good condition . . £45

h.p. SUNBEAM Sporting comb.,
electric lamps, horn, etc., etc.,

beautiful turnout £110

h.p. DOUGLAS comb., lamps, horn,

etc., very good condition £78

h.p. JAMES comb., fully equipped,
Easting, excellent condition £85

9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON Sport-
ing comb., exceptionally fast £75

MANY MORE.

WE HAVE ONE OF THE LARGEST
STOCKS OF NEW MACHINES IN

ENGLAND.

A.J.S., ENFIELD, DOUGLAS, B.S.A.,
MATCHLESS, ZENITH, ARIEL, etc.

FROM STOCK.

EXCHANGE SPECIALISTS.

2, EASTBANK STREET,

SOUTHPORT.
'PHONE 607.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
B.S.A.

"D.S.A. Combination 4Vih.p. (
carefully used, excel'

--» lent condition, all accessories; £65 ; consJdei
lightweight part exchange.—29, Shambles, Nottingham

"D.S.A. 6-7h.p. Twin Combination, new la-st January
-*-* mileage 300, tax paid, fully insured to end oi
year, accessories; £145.—Cole, 245, High Rd., Kilburn
N.W.6. £6242

1 Q21, July, 4i4h-P. all-chain B.S.A, and Sidecar
'

A*/ perfect cqjtdition, as new, Cowey speedometer
etc.; £115.—Brodey, San Toy, Mount Pleasant, Wey
bridge. . [Q684

"D.S.A. 6-7n.p., No. 1 sidecar, out August, 1921,
-*-* mileage 400, screen and hoed as new, leaving

England; £155.—Jeffreys, 5, Eaton Row, Victoria,
S.W.I. [837£

B.S.A. 1920, exceptionally fine condition, complete
with Easting, lamps, speedometer, and coachbuili

sidecar; £94.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St..

Oxford. [830C

B.S.A. Combination, 1915-16, 4 14h.p., 3-speed,
clutch, kick start, lamps, accessories, splendid

condition; £65, or nearest.—Sims, Station Rd., Long-
field; Kelt. [6979

B.S.A. 1915 4]4h.p., all-chain Combination, 3-speed,

kick start, Binks, Tan-Sad, tools, spares, ride
away, tax paid; £50, cr offer.—Hazelwood, 27, Doggett
Rd., Catford. [6392

"I Q19 B.S.A. 4 1/ih.p. all-chain Combination, luxuri-
J~*y ous Dunhill sidecar, tax paid, insured, screen,
hood, lamps, splendid condition ; 75 gns.—87, Gore
Rd., Hackney. [6690

B.S.A. 1921 4Vih.p., Model H2 and No. 3 sidecar,

all chain drive, with accessories, very small mile-
age, condition as new; £115.—G. Blizard, 15, Etmrv
Bridge Rd., S.W. [6822

"I Q21 4 I/lh.p. All Chain B.S.A., Lucas lamps, horn,
J- *? all accessories, tax paid, absolutely first-class

condition ; any trial; £76.—2a, Beardell St., Upper
Norwood, S.E.19. [6766

"I Q20 B.S.A. 4:1411. p., bulbous sidecar, hand or footj
J-*7 clutch, purchased new 1921, receipt shown, used
weekends, appearance equal new, spares; £95.-92,
Romford Rd., Stratford. _ [6402

LATE 1920 4%h.p. B.S.A. chain-driven Combina-
tion, fully equipped, registered, discs, in perfect

condition; a genuine bargain, 77 gns ; after 5 p.m.—
4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [6748

D.S.A., 41/1h.p. I 1920, 3 speeds, chain-belt, com-
-L* plete, lamps, horn,, speedometer, frlly insured,

taxed, as new; £70; genuine bargain.—Thomas, 28,

Church Hill Rd., Walthamstow. [8483

zfih.p. B.S.A. Combination, all chain, electric light-

ing, hood, screen, all on, nearly new, mileage

1,200; muse sell, £87/10, or nearest; any evening.—

258a, Latimer Rd., North Kensington. [6123

rQ22
B.S.A. H2 Combination, in stock, spring

*J pillar, Cowey, Lucas horn, licence; £153, or

exchange New Morgan, L.S.D., G.N., or Rover, cash

adjustment.—Foulkes, Shawbury, Salop. ;834S

B.S.A. 414h.p. Combination, No. 3 sidecar, 1921;

August, lamps, speedometer, spares, Klaxon, tax

paid for year, all out new; £115. or offer; seen any
j

cime.—Lev, 16, Tuscan Rd., Plumstead, S.E. (P)

[6562

B.S.A. 1919 Combination 4 1Ah.p., 3-speed, chain

drive, hood lamps, horn, accessories complete,

eiectric lighting, tax paid , trial , splendid condition

;

85 gns.—149, Lansdowne Rd., Seven Kings, Essex.

[8560

B-.S.A. 4*411. p., 1918, coachbuilt sidecar, all chain,

3-speed, kick start, screen, lamps, speedometer,
Klaxon, first-class condition, insured to March, 1923;

£75, or nearest.—20, Victoria Rd., Alexandra Park,

N. [6286
41/jh.p-. New 1922 B.S.A., all chain, £110; 4 14h.p.

chain-and-belt model, £107 ; 4 I/ih.p. Combina-
tion, £142 and £139; 6h.p, twin combination, £165.—
Wauehope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. Phone: Holbom
5777.

L
5489

B.S.A. 1920 Combination, 4*4h.p., chain-cum-belt,
Easting screen, speedometer, lamps, horn, spares,

belt, tube, valve, licensed, overhauled at works this

year; £97/10.—Ritchie, Kirkpatrick-Fleming, Locker-
bie. (D)

.
[6324

"1 t|21 4y2h.p. B.S.A., all-chain drive, and No. 3
-L *J sidecar, electric lighting, spring seat pillar,,

speedometer, windscreen and hood, spare tube sudd

valve, first-class order, not ridden since August, 1921;':

£135.—Heath, Bedale, Yorks. [6498-

B.S.A. 1922 models for immediate delivery; best'

prices allowed for machines in part payment;
also two 41411. p. Model K Combinations in stock,

3 speeds, kick starter; £65 and £75 each.—Eagles

and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London. L8105

B.S.A. 6-7h.p. 1921 model, improved No. 1 sidecar

and special windscreen, Lucas magdyno light-

ing, spare wheel, speedometer, electric horn, luggage

carrier, new set Dunlop Magnums, just overhauled, as

new ;
price £160.—Diment, Engineers' Club, Coven-

try St.; W. [69IC

B42 AH letters relating to advertisements should
Motor Cycles advei

quote the number nt the end of each advertisement- and the date of the issue

tised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

/fp. Douglas 1920 Combination, disc wheels, as
J! new; £95, or offer.—Sharpe, 29, Upper Addison
|l ens, W.14. [6209

2%h.p., 5-speed, K.S., clutch, all

West Hill,

[6343

16 2 54h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, lamp, licensed, tool
s, reliable; £30.—Pride, 156, Stockwell Rd.,

B ton, S.W.9. [8360

]k 16 2"^h.p. Douglas, new tyres, etc., excellent con-
' dition; £38.-Wa»staff, " 105. Woodside Ed.

B es Park, N.

I1UGLAS 1920
on, excellent

Si n ham, S.E.
condition; £60.-21,

l'
1

"I OUGLAS.— 1922
J Cash, exchange,
Bd 9t., Ealing.

models for immediate
or deferred payments.—

[6828

delivery.
Kavs, 8,

[4834

JDUGLAS 1912 23;ii.p., 2-speed, all on, taxed, ex-
cellent running condition, trial; £24.—Gibbs,

B :ont, Middlesex. [6091

, .p. Douglas Combination, late model, electric
-lights. Easting, as new; £80.—Eton, 260, Balham
Hh Rd., Balham. [8166

1Q.TJGLAS 2-^h.p., 2-speed, lamp and generator,
J horn, ready to ride away; £25 cash.—Pullen,
I.. Sittingbourne. [6404

~|!k 16 2-
T
:ih.p. Douglas, lamps, horn, excellent con-

-I|" dition, re-enamelled, plated; cearest £40.— 8,

I reri Rd., Ealing. [6573

]' OUGLAS 2 :%h.p., 1918, lieautiiul condition, fully

-i equipped, perfect, licensed ; £35 or exchange.

—

1 Priory Rd., Kew. [6688
" OUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, Bluemel screen, all

^ on, tax paid, perfect condition; .£80.—Clifton,
Itow Rd.,. Bedford. [4907
OUGLAS 2r'

4h.p., 1919, Watford speedometer, elec-
tric lamps and horn ; £50.—St^ Olaves, Mulgrave

\, Sutton, Surrey. .[8267
- OUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1917-1918 type, fine
- condition; £50.-34, St. James' Rd., Wands-
vth Common, S.W. [6561

]|20 Douglas 2"ih.p., 3-speed, fully equipped, smart;
J nearest £55.—Station Hotel, Bramlev Rd., Latt-

er Rd. Station, Met. [6674

'.OUGLAS Combination, 1920, 4k. p., fully equipped,
I clutch, kick start, good condition; £75.—Juleff,
! Bexley Rd., Erith. [6780

r16 Douglas,
tax paid

;

tone : Brixton

perfect condition,
£33.-26, Tidse

1292.

accessories, and
Hill, Brixton.

[8328

33.—Smart Douglas, 2-speed, electric light, licensed,
', copper exhaust, Klaxon, perfect; bargain.—89,

jib Hill, Wandsworth. [6622

[|20 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, equipped, new
if condition; £7=5.—37, Canterbury Rd., Balls
id Rd., Dalston, N.l. [8426

'ARGAIN.—2^h.p. Douglas, 1916, good running
(.' order, lamp, accessories, tax paid; £35.—Applv,

Market St., Watford. [8293

kOUGLAS.—All mude!3 irom stock. Official Agents,,

l" deferred payments.— Bambers, 2, Eastbank St.,

ithport. 'Phone : 607. [6289

"jOUGLAS 1916, 2-speed, tax paid, lamps, hern,*
, accessories, gcod condition; £35.— Cope, 15, Upper
gley Rd., Birmingham. £6143

'tt.p. Douglas Combination,
' under 1.000 miles; offers

cdon Rd., S. Woodford.

921 2y/ih.p.
as new,

nearly new, ridden
wanted.—Clement, 65,

[6552

ikOUGLAS 1920 2 r?ih.p.. 3-specd, clutch, kick

J"
starter, perfect order, all on; 50 gns.—26, Webbs

]., Battersea Rise. S.W. [6725

33.—Bargain, 1916 Douglas, 2 speeds, licensed.

lamps, long exhaust, perfectly sound; snip.

—

1 East Hill, Wandsworth. [6619

920 Douglas 2"!ih.p., 3-speed, clutch and kick start,

lamps. Klaxon, excellent condition ; £55.—79,
itleton Mansions, Barnes. [8258

Douglas, 3-sneed, clutch, kick starter.
perfect, going abroad ; 63 gns.—29.

'.Trinne Rd , TufineH Park. [6578

' ATE Douglas Combination, speedometer. Easting,

i
1 very smart turnout; bargain, must sell, 58 gins.

'9, Bedford Hill, Balham. [8385

year,

after- 6. 30.—97,
[6752

3.h.p. Douglas, everything fitted, in perfect con-
,4 dition, by appointment ; £35.—Sherman,
corator, High St., Southall. [6641

AOUGLAS 1922 Solos and Combinations in stock
* —Agents, Birkenhead Motor Works, Old Bidstop

ii.. Birkenhead. 'Phone: 2047. [2388

31i,p. Douglas, 2-speed, not W.D., equipped and
4 licensed, smart machine; £32.—Baker, 42,

;anmere Rd., Earlsfield. S W. [6860

"h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, kick start, re-conditioned and
guaranteed, accessories; £65; consider lightweight

f
rt.—Crown Garage, Weybridge. [6853

tOUGLAS Combination 1917-18, tax paid for
>' all accessories, and perfect; £60; aft.pr-fisn

'dvern Rd., West Kilburn.

M
CYCLES
ON EASY TERMS

All the following machines are available

from stock and may be obtained on
Harrods Convenient System of Easy
Payments. Details and latest lists free

NEW SOLO MACHINES
2} h.p. ALLDAYS-ALLON ... ... £60

4i h.p. B.S.A., Belt Drive £107
4| h.p. B.S.A., Chain Drive £110
2£ h.p. ENFIELD. Two-speed model £55
2|h.p. FR,ANCIS-BARNETT,2-spd etc. £73

2J h.p. LEVIS, Popular model ... £48
2| h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, Chain, etc. £73
2| h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, Belt, etc. £69
If h.p. McKENZIE, Lightweight £27 65.

2J h.p. O.K. JUNIOR ... £39 18s.

2i h.p. O.K., 2 sp., clutch, etc. £6!) 18s.

2\ h.p. SUN VITESSE, single speed £44 2s.

2\ h.p. SPARK, single speed ... £39 18s.
21 h.p. SPARKBROOK, single sp'd £54 12s.
2 i h.p. TRIUMPH, Two-speed ... £65
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Belt Drive ... £105
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Chain Drive ... £115

NEW COMBINATIONS
4} h.p. B.S.A., Belt Drive, No. 3 s/c £139
4 \ h.p. B.S.A., Chain Drive, No. 3 s/c £142

h.p. ENFIELD
8 h.p. MATCHLESS

h.p. HAZLEWOOD
3 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL ...

4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Chain Drive
4 h.p TRIUMPH, Belt Drive

£140
£170
£118
£145
£155
£145
£1103J h.p. INVICTA and Sidecar

SHOP-SOILED MODELS
vAT SPECIAL PRICES'

<£100

£69

£130

H h.p. HUMBER, Flat
Twin, 3sp., clutch & k.s.

2J h.p.WOOLER, Flat Twin,
Brook lands Sports
model , fully eq nipped. .

.

41 h.p. HUMBER COMBIN-
ATION. Flat Twin En-
gine, 3-speed, etc.

SECOND-HAND
If h.p. YOUNG qycle,

with Motor Attach-
ment, single speed
and clutch

2i h.p. LEVIS, Popular
Model

5/6 h.p HAZLEWOOD,
Combination, Speedo-
meter. Thoroughly
overhauled

£17 10

£42

£75

All machines sent Carriage Paid to

nearest Railway Station from London

54
condition

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

GNS.—1920 Douglas 2r;.,h.p., 3-speed, clutch
and kick start, P. and H. lamps. Klaxon, new

2, Madrid Rd., Barnes. [8257
T^OUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., 1916, good condi-
J-' tion, great snip; 40 gns.—Longman Bros., 17,
Bond St., -Ealing. Telephone 689. [6004
"T\OUGLAS 1922, brand new, 2-speed, all on, lamp!
--' horn, licence holder,
Simpson, Opposite Olympia

etc. ; £68
London.

cash.—Wiikins
[6354

"TJOUGLAS 1918 4h.p. Combination, recently over-
-1-' hauled, splendid condition ; 65 gns, offers.—12,
Cambridge Park Mews. Twickenham. [6133

"I Q GNS.—Posh 2-";4h.p. Douglas, 1914, 2 speeds,
-L«/ discs, Lucas, very smart, wants new frame.

—

Ewers, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [6653

1Q20 Douglas Combination, exceptionally beautiful
*-*} .machine, electrics, scuttledash, screen; £95;
photograph.—3, Bellevue Rd., Ealing. [7091

DOUGLAS Lady's 2%h.'p., 3-speed, hand clutch,
Amac, as new, £60; Douglas 1918 4h.p. com-

bination, £65.—Chenhall, South-Brent. _ [7033

25; Guaranteed.—Douglas, 2-speed, 1914, splendid
.

condition, spares, tools, lamps, ride 50 miles.

—

265, Franciscan Rd., Tooting, London. [6182

1Q21 (late) Douglas 2%h.p., fully equipped, tax,l" mileage 300, unscratched; £57/10.—G^ad, 122,
Maida Vale. 'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [8151

18 Douglas 2%h.p., 2-speed, tax paid, condition
as new; £45—The Q.S. Motor Co., 7, Glouces-

ter Mansions, Cambridge Circus, W.C.2. [6202

£)3h.p. Douglas, 1915, new tyres, lamps, foct-

&± boards, licensed 1922, mechanically perfect;

£30.-17, Sussex Rd., New Maiden, S.W. [6465

ARGAIN.—Douglas 1919 2?ih.p., 2-speed, fully

equipped, overhauled, fast, owner going abroad;
£40.-1, Luuham Rd., LTpper Norwood, S.E. [6881

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination. 3-speed, clutch, and
kick starter, windscreen, excellent order. After 7.

—Wheeler, 83, Beauval Rd., East Dulwich. [6577

19 2-Jih.p: Douglas, Miller lamps. Klaxon, foot-

boards, tax paid, excellent condition; £42.-9.
Buckingham Rd., South Woodford, Essex. [6820

1Q19 Douglas 2~;ih.p., 2 speeds, lighting set, horn,
it/ whole machine in excellent condition, tax paid;

£ 2

19 1

B

19 1

nearest £45.-18, Wherstead Rd., Ipswich

1920OOUTHPORT,
£5 superb condition,

E J

[6883

(December), 3-speed, Douglas,
kick starter, all on ; 59 gns.

;

exchanges.—Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport. [7097

XCEPTIONALLY fine 1919 Douglas 2%h.p., per-

fectly equipped, speedometer; 49 gns., or ex-

change—284, South Lambeth Rd., Stockwell. [6963

DOUGLAS 1921 2%h.p., tax paid, fully equipped,

perfect condition, recently overhauled; £55, no
offers.—Yearron, 29, Downscourt Rd.. Purley. ![6181

TO 20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, well equipped,

J-*/ including electric lighting, condition splendid;

£95.—Brunsdon, 44, Wellington St., Gloucester. 47046

OUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-speed, 1921, fully equipped,

speedometer, tax paid, mileage 200; £57/10.—
Hillier, 216. Portobello Rd., North Kensington. [8275

X K GNS.—1921 2%h.p. .
Douglas, 2-speed, all on,

OO including £8 extras, speedometer, etc., condi-

tion as new.— 108, Tressillian Rd., Brockley, S.E. 4.

[6216

OUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-speed, all on,- 1921, condition

i working equal to new, tax paid to December;

bargain, £59.—Bawn, Longcroft Rd.r Devizes, w ''j;s -

-iQ15 Douglas 2%h.p., aluminium discs,. Cowey
jLc/ speedometer, lamps, horn, tax pafd; £33.

—

Ward, South Western Garage, New Maiden, Surrey.
[6772

-» O20 Douglas 2")4h.p., 3-speed, P. and H. lamps.

IS Cowey horn, Bonniksen speedometer, excellent

condition; £60.-89, Hertford Rd., Edmonton, N.9.
[6952

TO 19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, all accessories, in-

J-t^ eluding windscreen, low -generator,, etc., year's

South Norwood Hill,

[6418

D c

D c

offer.—249,

D cHARRODS MOTOR SALES DEPT
116-118 Brompton Road London SW1

{Opposite the Main Bui'ding)

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

tax paid; £80,
S.E.

OUGLAS 2 5,ih.p., just reconditioned at £20 cost.

tax paid 1922; bargain, £33, all on; owner

buying combination.—Lamb, 1, King St., Twicken-

ham. t
6261

D0UGL4S 4h.p. 1915. 3 speeds, clutch, kick

starter, re-conditioned throughout, all accessories',

=•50 Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, Lon-

don. [8108

17 4h p Douglas combination, 3-speed, kick start,

Easting, Tan-Sad. tax December, 1922. all

lamps, guaranteed perfect order; £45.-1, P™ 1? *!^n
'

Kew. LB390

LATE 1920 Douglas 2}4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick

start, fully equipped, Binks. tax

paid, excellent condition; £65.-

Salop.

OUGLAS, 1921. 2Sjll.p., 3-speed, K.S., only done

600 miles: £68 or exchange 2 :stroke.—1,

bury Mews, Pembury Rd., near Bruce Grove,

ham.

D c

19 1

and insurance
-Jones, Yockleton,

;6221

Pem-
Totten-
[8394

HS
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 4h.p. Douglas Solo,
equipped, tax paid and

dition; bargain.—5, Heath
Tube).

fully
insured, excellent con-
st., Hauipstead (near

[5072

4h.p. Douglas, 3 speeds, clutch, and kick starter,
tax paid to June, recently overhauled, Bosch mag-

neto; £48, or nearest.—50, Undine St., Tooting,
S.W.17. [6754

tkm, 1919, electric light-

___,rest £70.—Station Hotel,
Bramley Rd., Latimer Rd. Station, Met. 'Phone

:

Park 3875. [6673

Yeovil.—What w
M.C.'s—nui sed

spares and repairs ; exchanges
'Phone: 50.

T^OTJGLAS 4h.p. Combinatn
-*-' ing, new sidecar; neares

MOFFAT,
Douglas

don't know about
New 1922 models,
Agents since 1908.

[5724

"TiOUGLAS 2 r,4h.p., perfect condition, free engine,
--' 2-speed, kick start, clutch, all on, tax paid;
sacrifice, £32/10.—Walker, 2, Atherfold Rd., Clap-
ham, S.W. [6594

"pvOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, equipped,
-i-' screen, hood, lamps, indistinguishable fron

wind-
from new

;

£85, or exchange.—Hillier, 216, Portobello Rd., North
Kensington. [8276

TAOUGLAS 1922.—All models for instant dispatch.
-L' Wonderful reductions in prices. Write for lists
and full particulars.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Gree-j
St., Cambridge. [6530

"T\OUGLAS 3M>h.p. Sports Model, specially tuned
-"-' engine, in stock; £115 complete; exchanges or
easy payment terms.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green
St., Cambridge, [6531

DOUGLAS 1922 models, Z^h.-p., £68; 4h.p. solo,

£110; 4h.p. combination, *135; prices include
all accessories; delivery from stock.— Rivett, 236, High
Rd., Leytonstone. [2266

4h.p. Late Model Douglas and Sidecar, finish and
mechanical condition as new, plated exhaust,

first-class

Driftway,
combination

Epsom.
at moderate price.' -Fisher,

[6608

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, late 1918, practically
new, unscratched, new tyres, accessories, Easting,

-88, Gloucester Place Mews,
[6602

tax paid; £70, nearest.
Portman Sq„ W.l.

newly plated and stoved
new heavy Dunlop tyres, lubes, guar-

tbroughout; £66.-57, Firshi"

^/fh.p. Douglas, 1918,
enamelled

anteed equal
Rd., Pitsmoor, Sheffield. [6450

ELI CLARK can give you good service both in new
machines and spares; try me. I may be useful

DOUGLAS 2^h.p.,
1919 combination 4h.p.,

to you. The pioneer agent lor Douglas motors.— 196.

Cheltenham Rd., Bristol. [0016

1918, 2-speed, 28 gns.; also

3-speed, as new, €8 gns.;

exchanges.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond
Rd., East Sheen. Open Sundays. [8552

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.—Douglas 1921 2 7,ih.p.,

3-speed. accessories, tax paid, £60; 1916 (new in

1918) 4h.p. combination, electric lamps, tax paid,

£68.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6076

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, electric light,

Lucas dynamo, windscreen, speedometer, Binks,
very good tyres, tax paid; £87—Colyer, Burnham,
Claygate, Surrey. 'Phone : Esher 351. [6997

43 (Burlington), acetylene and electric lamps,

year's licence, perfect, any trial; after 5 p.m.—20,

Treen Avenue, Hoggers Corner, Barnes. [8541

LUXURIOUS Douglas Combination, 1920-21, little

used and shines like new, licensed, speedometer,
Auster screen, perfect; £105; offer considered.—Car-
ter, The Nook, St. Mary's Av., Wanstead. [6410

IF you want to go to Brighton, with your girlie

holding tighton, do not venture on a crock, case

it lands you on a rock; get a Douglas, and don't

worry, from Knight and Wbeatley's, Coulsdon, Surrey.

Q3h.p. 2-speed, £68; 2%h.p. 3-speed, clutch, kick
<*V4 starter, £82; 3M.h. p. sports model, £115; 4h.p.

combination, £135; 6h.p. combination, £165; we have
new and secondhand machines in stock.—Below.

CALL at our showrooms and inspect; machines taken
in part exchange.—Knight and Wheatley, 4, The

Pavement, Coulsdon, Surrey. 'Phone, Purley 1277.
[8435

-I Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, purchased brand
1J new January, 1921, Easting, speedometer,
lamps, horn, guaranteed perfect and unpnnctured, any
trial; £90.—Cutchee, Paddock Rd., Oxhey, Herts.

[6750
£68.—New 1922 Douglas Models in stock for im-

mediate dispatch. Each machine complete with

best quality lamps, horn, licence-holder, pump, tools,

etc—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.
[6529.

kOUGLAS 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick start, engine
I No. 5590, undershield, legshields, specially built

large sidecar with hood, screen, and dash, lighting

sets and equipment, nice outfit, fully licensed and
Insured March last (£95), any trial; £85. or near
offer* exchange considered.—Harris, Builder, Harpen-
den. [6783

D c

Sole London and District Ag:nts (or

X.J.S.. Excelsior & Dunelt Motorcycles

GENUINE
WHITSUN
BARGAINS
4 H.P. TRIUMPH (W.D.)
We have secured a limited number of

W.D. Triumphs fitted with counters iaft

pear and T.T. bars. Enamelled Triump'i
-colours. All in thorough mechanical order
and nice condition generally.

£60
Or with Watsonian Sidecar, £85

2% H.P. ZENITH
Brand new 1921 Flat Twin Zenith, wit'i

Gradua gear, earning maker's usual

| guarantee.

'£55-10-0 !

An ideal Solo mount. Usual price, £93 9

I 5 H.P. ZENITH
I Brand new 1921 Clutch Model D Zenith,

with kick-starter and countershaft, carry-

ij ing maker's usual guarantee. A splendid

I dual purpose mount.

Usual price, £121. Can be fitted wit'i

extra strong Watsonian Sidecar to match,
Price £115

DEFERRED PAYMENTS
only 4% extra.

Send for Bargain List 01 shop-soiled and
carefully used machines—it will pay yoa.

H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd.
Showrooms—

Motorcycles and Cars,

52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington.
Accessories, Spare Parts and Repairs,

21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.I

Wholesale—
38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.I.

Garage—Tottenham Court Road, W.i.
Phones: Accessories & Repairs, Museum 1240

Motorcycles and Cars, Kensington 7260
Telegrams: "Dynametro, W;stcent, London."

W
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Douglas.
ALIFAX.—Douglas 1922 models at reduced rau
234h.p. twin, £68; 3% sports, £115; 4h.p. co

|

bination, £135; 6h.p. combination, £165. Libei

exchanges.—Motor Exchange, 25, Hortou St., liable

[SI

WANTED, reasonable offer for late 1921 4h,
|

Douglas sporting combination, splendid turnoi 4

any trial, no obligation ; no dealers.—98-100, Mai
house Road, or 20, Verulam Av., Walthamstow, E.l

,

'68

FOR Douglas 1922 2%h.p. aod 4h.p. combinatioi

'

get in touch with us; we are North London ageij

and give you the best of service; all spares in stock;

W.D. rubbisn.—Jones Garage, The Broadway, Musw«
Hill. L07i

"|Q 2 1 2 "-ih.P- Douglas, guaranteed under 1,000 mil.

J-*7 speedometer, special copper exhaust pipe, Ta
gns.—Brutoo MeSad, quite

Garage, 18,

fair, 4282.

equal to new; 60
South Bruton Mews, Bond St., W. Ma

[S3;

4 h.P .

D

_. Douglas Combination, 1917, 3 speeds, ki-

start, renovated sidecar body, smart turnout, £5
2%h.p. Douglas, 2 speeds, 1917, aluminium discs, i,

on, perfect, £33; both tax paid.—406, Garratt Lan
Earlsfield, S.W.18. [69.

DOUGLAS 1916 2r'4h.p., 3-speed, new heavy Dunk
and tube, C.A.V. magneto. Amac carburettf

run 4,100 miles, enamel hardly scratched, tax pai

electric head lamp, Watford speedometer.—Cloug
Boxford, Newbury. [67!

DOUGLAS (not W.D.) 1915-16 23/ih.p., 2-spee 1

clutch, kick start, Lucas horn, lamps, Stewa

trip, footboards. Tan-Sad, taxed year, excellent co

dition, stored 4 years, genuine; 44 gns.—30, Carltf

Rd., Leytonstone. <P) (D) [61]

OUGLAS 2^4h.p., uncrated, ^919, 2 speeds, cou

shaft, full lamp set, horn, aluminium le

shields, tax paid for the year, in very good conditit

throughout; any trial and examination; £32/10.—

1

Watson, Victoria Rd., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [81*.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, 1914.-

3V-h.p. Douglas and sidecar, 2 speeds, £32 11

also 2%h/p. 1921 Model Solo, 2 speeds, £65; anottu

2-^h.p. 1921, 3 speeds, clutch, and kick starter, £7;

and 2^ih.p., 2-speed, 1915, £27/10; extended pa

merits arranged. [85C

KICKHAM, Stckea Croft. Bristol, the Dousrla

Agent with real experience and knowledge ol

Douglas. Successes during 1920 on this mount; 3

firsts, 17 seconds, and 8 thirds, also 6 specis

trophies. Let me deal with your order. UnequaMe
service, repairs, etc. f^lS

3%h.p. New 1922 Douglas, 2-speed, £68; 2"^h.p.,

speed, clutch, and kick start, £82; 4h.p. lod

bination, £135; 6h.p. combination, £165; 3'->h.]

sports model, £115; all fully equipped; easy terms an

exchange.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Loudoi

'Phone: Holborn 5777. [84S

DOUGLAS Specialists.—Wanted, your present mete

cycle in part exchange for any new mcxU

from stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Be?

prices allowed for second-hand machines. Defesre

payments, see column advertisement.—Bam bers, i

Eastbank St., Southpovt. 'Phone: 607. [493

,OUGLASES.—a^'ih.p., reconditioned, absolutely a

new, practically all new parts fitted, the fine;

value obtainable anywhere, £45, all on; deferred tern

if desired; before purchasing elsewhere come and h

spect and let us give vou a trial and convince yoursel

—The Sulina Garage Co., 73, New Park Rd., Briito

Hill, S.W. 2. 'Phone, Streathara 40. For Dougla

spares see our advertisement under " Parts and Acce;

saries." [852

D c

Spare Varf* •

DOUGLAS Spares.-
Bond St.. Ealing

-Immediate delivery. -Kays, i

[754

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., can supply all usue

Douelas spares requirements.—157b, Gt. Portlan

St., W.l [607

DOUGLAS spares; large stocks of genuine Dougla

spares; dealers supplied at trade rates.—Rivet'.

236. Hich Rd.. Leytonstone f226

,OUGLAS Spares.—We hold a complete stock fo

all models; post. free. Douglas Agents and Epar

part stockists.—Jones Garage Broadway, Muswell l

N.10.

WHTTWORTH, Ltd.,

D c

FRANK
mingham.—Complete stock

Douglas spare parts; prompt
dispatch lowest cash prices.

[080

139, New St., Bii

genuine guarantee

attention, inimeJiat
[465

VUZMO 1921

Duzmo.
31-jh.p., o.h.v. engine, direct be!

-L' drive, very fast demonstration machine, only ru

abont 50 miles, guaranteed; £65.—John Wallace. El

field Highway. [677

Economic.
ECONOMIC—We can give yon immediate deliver

of this wonderful low-priced machine; vanab]

gear model, £34; or on easy payments. Please sen

P.C. for catalogue.—South Eastern Garage, Herr

Hill, S.E.24. t505

B46 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hd ties Davids on.

Ti JTORIA, Regent Parade, North" Fiochley.—
I\ Harleys 1922 models in stock; deferred pay-

Wi s ; repairs. [6478

I\RLEY-DAVIDSON, electric model, fully

equipped, August, 1921, mileage under 3,000,

ur ratcned condition and appearance, new ;
great

fcjaih, £125,—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St.,

Ens. Telephone 689. [8438

I:\RLEY Combination Sports, very last, T.T. bars,
i Klaxon, speedometer, D.A. lighting, kick start,

di screen, overhauled, fitted new pistons, rings,

Mingsj 'etc., tyres and enamel good; £95, or near.

—

4; Star ltd., West Kensington. [8374

IARLEY 4h.p., late 1920, 3 speeds, clutch, K.S.,

rear drive speedometer, Klaxon, lamps, spot

]i
;

,
small mileage, tyres unpunctured, perfectly

so 1 throughout, spJendid appearance, taxed; £80.—
iSAlUarthing Lane, Wandsworth. [6695

1ARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9h.p., Canoelet sidecar,

electric, discs, Easting screen, fully licensed,

sifial enclosed overhead valves, any trial, very smart

;

£ • photo.—40, Linhope St., Upper Park Place,

B:V St., N.W.I. 'Phone: Padd. 2854. [6770

]i 2 1 (late) 7-9h.p. Haiiey-Davidson Combination,
dynamo model, guaranteed absolutely un-

sqrched, special engine just tuned by Brooklands

e: rt ; £150. This machine is guaranteed as repre-

m ed in advertisement.—13, Arragou Gardens, Streat-

ti .

[6728

1 ARLEY-DAVIDSON.—All models from stock.

J 4h.p. flat twin, special clearance price, 1921, new,

fa iced from £150 to £115 ; combination, reduced

t- £175 ; the greatest value ever offered; exchanges,

d rred payments.—Longman Bros., the real Harley
ejrts, 17, Bond St., Ealing. Tel.: 689. [6001

I ARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, electric model
-I J, complete with hood, screen, speedometer,

t s, etc., delivered July, 1920, only ridden in sum-

n condition as new, overhauled last month, fully

Mired, licensed to end of .year; £160; cost £275.—
lily by letter, Burns, 63, Teignmouth Rd., Crickle-

«d; of 'Phone: Willesden 2203. [6563

274 Harley-Davidson Combination 1921, dynamo
lighting, disc fitted, speedometer, Klaxon and

] as horns and mirror, spares, 2 chains, 3 plugs.

]
ps, Dunlop EH tyre, and tools, Capjon and Mudd

i,'car (£86), with dickey seat, triplex windscreen,

t ippearing hood, and mascot, insurance, indistin-

1'shable from new; £185; A.A.A. bargain.—11,

(lor Rd,, Cricklewood. [6103

rAELEY-DAVIDSON, 1916, 7-9h.p. Combination.
I Gloria coachbuilt sidecar, 3 speeds, countershaft,

'id and foot clutch, kick start, mechanical horn,

i-ol can carrier, luggage grid, hood, windscreen,

: paid for year, nearly new tyres all round, oversize

rear wheel ; specially tuned for speed, and is

remely fast; in splendid condition throughout and
really good outfit; any trial and examination wel-

ned;" £55. a bargain.—R. Watson, Victoria Rd.,

leburgh, Suffolk. [8183

^narr Parts:

[ARLEY Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8.

I- Bond St., Ealing. [7543

Hawker.
[121 Hawker 2^4h.p., 2-speed, dynamo lighting,
v tax paid, perfect; £32.-164, Revels toke Rd.,
mbledon Park, S.W. [6716

Hazlewood.

914 2 r'jh.p. Hazlewood-Jap, 3-speecl, tax paid;
23 ens.—Roval Garage, Castle Gate, Blackpool,

- [6811

[AZLEWOOD-J.A.P. 2";4h.p., Armstrong 3-speed,
clutch, Bosch, B. and B., accessories, splendid

aning condition; £35.-82, Inverness Av„ West-cliff.

[6394

I
AZLEWOOD-J.A.P. 5-6h.p. Twin Combination, in-

distinguishable from mew, perfect in every way,
een, speedometer, lamps and spares, tax paid year;
'ii after 6; sacrifice, £90.—Mocre, 18, Marlboro' Rd.,
,19. [6885

Q20 Hazlewood Combination 5-6b.p., 3-speed,
[** clutch, and kick starter, belt and chain drive,
:t thoroughly overhauled, speedometer and horn;
'5; easy payments.—Harrods Motor Cycle Dept., 118,

; omptcn Rd., London. [6587

Henderson.
riCKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol. Sole District
» Agent for Hendersons: unequalled service, repair*
c 13145

920 Henderson Combination, Lucas, Stewart speedo-
meter; any trial; .£125; as new.—Bell, Pine St.,

orton-on-Tees. [7043
JENDERSON Combination, electric light, splendid
-*• order, all accessories, must sell; £65.—Woolger,
1, High St., Three Bridges, Sussex. [7049

MMEDIATE Delivery— 1922 Henderson de Luxe,
dynamo lighting, electric horn, etc.;' £175 —

ioneer Motors, Ltd., 50, Grindlay St., Edinburgh
[1408

All letters relating to advertisements
Motor Cycle

Do you realize
that the " Lock-out " in the engi-

neering tradeshas once again partially
crippled the motor cycle industry.

The damage is done, and if an
immediate settlement of the dis-

pute could be effected there would
still be a shortage of motor cycles

for some time.

If you are considering buying a new
machine you would do well to

decide at once and place your
order, as delay will result in dis-

appointment.

Unfortunately we in common with
other Agents are already unable to

quote deliveries of certain makes,
but at present we carT supply most
models of the following.

NEW 1922 MODELS
A.J.S.
ALLON.
ARIEL.
B.S.A.

HAWKER.
INDIAN.
LEVIS.

MATCHLESS.
MARTINSYDE.
METRO-TYLER.

N.U.T.
NEW IMPERIAL.
QUADRANT.

ROYAL ENFIELD.
RALEIGH.
RUDGE.
SCOTT.

SUNBEAM.
TRIUMPH.
ZENITH.

LIGHT CARS.
B.S.A.

BAYLISS-THOMAS.
ROVER

.

Exchanges and Deferred Payments
Arranged.

Our list of

"SECONDHANDS"
contains an excellent selection of

motor cycles which we guarantee in

sound mechanical condition.

It shows clearly the cash price and
deferred purchase figures for each

machine, and we should be pleased

to send you a copy if it would
interest you.

The Eastern Garage Co.
(Official Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U.,

A.A. and M.U.),

418, Romford Road, Forest Gate,E.7.
Telephone

:

490 East Ham.
Telegrams

'Egaraco. Loudon.'

should quote the number at the end ot each
s advertised by private owners are, when des

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Henderson.

HENDERSON 1920 lOh.p., 4-cylinder Combination,
lamps, horn; £115.—Eke, Ltd., 15-16, Bishops-

gate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue
5518. [0065

X?55.—Henderson combination, 3-10h.p., 4 cylinders,
<^ 2 speeds, clutch, kick starter, 1915-16, short
wheelbase model, Swan touring sidecar, fully equipped.
—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [6971

HENDERSON Combination, 1921, Model K, 3-

speed, reverse, dynamo lighting, Tan-Sad. Sandum
2-seater sidecar, spring wheel, V-shaped windscreen

;

nearest £150.-37, Dunsmore Rd., Stamford Hill,
N.15. [6391

NEW 1922 Model De Luxe Henderson, just arrived;
dynamo lighting set, electric horn, £17»; or, com-

plete with Milliord bulbous back sidecar, £210; easy
payments only 4% extra; tree delivery to any address.

—

Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [6032

DARKER'S Motors are agents lor the luxurious
-*-» 4-cyl. Hendersons; all new models at list prices
Eupplied carry a Iree insurance oolicy against
mechanical breakdown for 12 months. Spare Parts
supplied. Cash, deferred, or exchanges.— 194, Balham
High Rd., S.W.12. [3133

"I Q21 Henderson (late), electric dynamo lighting,
J-** electric horn, Mills-Fulford large bulbous sidecar
with their patent hood and screen, luggage grid, air
cushion, original tyres as hew, taxed, spares, outfit
perfect in every way, and fully guaranteed; £152/10.
or exchange lower power.—51, Upper Richmond Rd.,
Putney. 'Phone Putney 2754. [8559

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., the original Henderson
Importers, offer the following: 1921 electric,

with reverse, Cowey trip, Millford tandem sidecar witii
2 screens, scarcely used, £170; 1921 Standard, in per-
fect order, tax paid, £110; 1920 electric combination,
Tan-Sad, just completely overhauled, £135; 1920
Standard Capjon and Mudd, £80; sidecar, Cowey trip;
and all accessories, £135; 1920 Standard combination,
all accessories, tax paid, £120; 1.915 Standard, with
luxurious sidecar, speedometer and accessories, £75 —
157b. Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6078

Spare Parts:

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., the Henderson Ex-
perts, have the largest representative stock in

the country.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6079

Hobart.
1Q21 Hobart, new, shop soiled; £39.—Shepherd,J-U Enfield Highway. Tel.: Waltham Cross 31.

HOBART. late 1920. 2-speed. countershaft, all
on. tax paid full year; £45.-97, Cox St.,

Coventry. [4855
HOBART Combination, 3Vih.p. Twin, 3-speed and

clutch, windscreen, lamps, etc., tax paid; £40.-
or near offer.—44, Jubilee Rd., Watford. [6422

'

1 Q22 Hobarts, all models. Catalogues with
-Ltf pleasure from the agent, Sam E. Clapham
(Motors), 27, Stoekwell St., Greenwich. S.E.10. [4633
TTOBART 1920, 2-stroke, 2-speed, complete with
J--L lamps, Cowey horn, Watford, splendid running
order; bargain, £40, or nearest—Carpenter, 64
Sydenham Rd., Croydon. ;[6217

1CJ16 Itobart-Villiers 2-speed, accessories, new tyres.
-1 " electric head lamp, dynamo, excellent condition
and appearance; £27, or part exchange racing pu=h
bike.—D., 7, Leightou Rd., Ealing. [6379

Ifumber.
TTUMBER-CENTAUR 1914 3'/..h.p„ runs excellently
J-J- equipped, taxed; £19.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rri
S.W.7. [4610

HUMBER 2-speed coachbuilt Combination, new-
gears; £38, or near offer.—48, Walton Rd., East

Molesey, Surrey. [6114
TTUMBER 1919 Flat Twin, handle start, clutch
-»--- lamps, horn, perfect condition; £40.—Manse 1 !

-

Beeehurst, Sutton. [6215 '

Oih.p. Humber, 3-speed, clutch, enamel perfect,"2 any trial, lamps, horn; £27.—Ford, Sotwell,"
near Wallingiord, Berks. [6111

1Q20 Humber 3V2b.p., 3-speed, clutch, K.S., not
-*-*' run 400 miles, as new; £72, offers.—Shires,
Quarmby Lodge, Huddersfield. [6398

4h.p. Humber 3-speed, kick start, tax, insurance;
£35, or offer; also Canoelet sidecar.— 1, . Cecil

Villa, Victoria Rd., New Barnet. [6427

HUMBER 4'/jh.p. sports model; £100; immediate
delivery.—D. J. Shepherd and Co., Enfield

Highway. Tel.: Waltham Cross 31. [0342

HUMBER 3V..h.p., 2-speed, clutch, starter, Bosch,
B.B., Cowey, lamps,—etc., perfect; £38, bargain.

—Hayes, 27, Highbury New Park, N. [6825

3 111.p. T.T. Humber, licensed, new rear portion,
2 take any size, gear box; £22.-137, Highfield.

North Wingfield, near Chesterfield. (D) (P) [6945

3ih.p. Humber Combination, 1913, in good reliable

2 condition, bargain, £35: also G.W.K. 2-seater,

£130—Elms, West Hanningfield, Chelmsford. [6306

advertisement, and the date of the issue B49

ired. marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.HUMBER 3&h.p. Flat Twin, late 1919, carefully

used 6,000 miles, jperfect condition, licensed:
£62; exchange.-
Surrey.

TTUMBfi

-Malvern Rd. Garage, Thornton Heath,
[8263

1913 3-speed Combination, fully
equipped, good condition, reliable, numerous

spares; nearest £40.— "* Holmwood," Park Rd., New
Uarnet. [6553

£35, or near.—4h.p. Humber, 3-speed, clutch, kick
start, Magnums, Bosch, B. and B., brass exhaust

with cutout, any examination ; East Grinstead dis-

trict.—Box 1367, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6487

XTEW Humber Flat Twin, offered as shop soiled,
J-* 4iAh.p., 3-speed, clutch, and kick starter, £100;
or with sidecar and Easting screen, £132/10; easy
payments.—Harrods Motor Cycle Dept., 118, Brompton
Rd., London. [6589

1Q20 (late) 3V2h,p.. Flat Twin 3-speed Humber
A*7 cycle, with passenger and carrier sidecars, tax
paid for" year, perfect condition;_75 gns.—Can be seen
by appointment at Mugswell Farm, Coulsdon, Chip-
stead, Surrey. [6340

4JLh.p. Humber 1920 combination, Brooks' canti-
2 lever spring saddle, aluminium number plates,

Lucas horn, luxurious sidecar, Easting, very smart
turnout, not been used this year; £100 or nearest.—
115, St. George's Rd., Stoke, Coventry. [8480

INDIAN 1915, 2-speed,
Cecil Court, W.C.2.

Indian.
good condition

;

£35.-16,
[6548

INDIAN 1919 Powerplus, 3-speed, clutch, lamps,
etc.; £55.-202, Maxey Rd., S.E.18. [6569

Indian Combination, guaranteed^ throughout

;

Reading.
[6485

Croft, Bristol. Sole District,

Agent ior Indians; unequalled service, repairs.

etc. 13144

*60.—Indian Powerplus 1919, 3-speed, etc., licensed,
" -Waterfield, 29, Craven Hill Gardens,

"W.2. [5050

S.O.S.—Brand new Indian Scout, unridden, money
urgently required; £90; gift.—Bustin, Chilton,

Kh.p.
*J £65; or sell solo.—30, Wokingham Rd.,

"FT
- ICKHAM, Stokes

etc.

£6
overhauled.-

Thame. [6405

-1916 3-speed Indian, tax paid, perfect

£30.—Box 1376, c/o The
[8202

INDIAN 7-9h.p. 1916-1917, 2 speeds, clutch, excellent
condition, tyres new condition; £45.—Rose's Gar-

age, Uxbridge. [8245

INDIAN 5-6h.p., 3-speed, clutch, K.S., recently
overhauled, tax paid; £35.—Long, 5, Cromwell

Rd., Teddington. [7001

14 Magnificent Indian Combination, lovely side-
car, screen, etc.; 27 gns.—Roval Garage, Castle

Gate, Blackpool, S. [6819

7-9h.p. Indian, 1916, clutch model, overhauled, tyres
and enamel good ; £38.—Dear, 72, King's Av.,

BARGAIN.
order, good condition;

Motor Cycle.

19

New Maiden, Surrey. [6890

INDIAN Combination, kick start, 2-speed, new tyres,

lamps, tools; no reasonable
484a, Fulham Rd., S.W.6.

Surgery,
[6397

"I Q 20 Indian Scout and Henderson Featherweight
J-*7 sidecar, perfect running order, any reasonable
trial; £90.—Pawsey, Rayne, Essex. [6832

INDIAN Combination, 1919, all on, good appearance,
splendid mechanical condition; a gift at £65.

—

406, Gaxratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.18. [6949

£50, nearest.—7-9h. p., 3-speed Indian Coach Com-
bination, 1915, running order, K.S., needs atten-

tion; evenings.—7, Croydon Rd., Penge. [6936

-| Q19 Powerplus Combination Indian, electric lights,

A«7 Easting, etc., perfect; £65.—Rail ton, 47,

South King St., Manchester. City 2417. [8174

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 2-speed, clutch, 1914-15,
windscreen, accessories, overhauled, smart; £55;

lighter solo and cash.—28, Bourne Rd., Bexley. [8412

INDIAN, 5-6h.p., electric light, horn, K.S., 3-

speed, splendid condition, tax, insurance paid;
£49; offers.—Slater, 27, Southbrook Rd., Lee, S.E.

[6678

INDIAN Combination 1920, dynamo lighting, discs,

tax paid, perfect condition, only done 4,000 miles;

£98—Webb, 30, High St., Hampstead. After 7 p.m.
[6491

INDIAN 1916 7-9h.p. Combination, Swan sporting

sidecar, hood, Easting, clutch, 2-speed, handle
starter, all on; £50—Clarke, 47, Celtic St., Hall St.,

Stockport. [6763

T-9h.p. Indian Combination, almost new, splendid con-
dition, mileage 1,200, spares, accessories, -

eell; £100.—Ashworth.
Lancashire.

2a, Oswald St.,
must

Rochdale,
[6606

19 2 Indian Powerplus Combination, engine
73R.172, dynamo, electric and bulb horns, 3-

lane windscreen and side curtain, hood and side

curtains, mileage 4,000, all tools, spares; £110.—Sleat.
c 'o West Bros. Garage, Cranbrook Rd., Ilford.

Phone: 740. [6250

WHICH
FOR

MOUNT
YOU

Whatever you require in Motor Cycles,

you can get at " THE Birmingham
House for Motorists." All the leading

machines are here "ready for the road"
—you can carefully examine them at your

leisure and select the one most suitable.

Note these NEW mounts

A.J.S., ENFIELD, TRIUMPH,
JAMES, NORTON, B.S.A.,

MASSEY-ARRAN, N.U.T.,

INDIAN, DOUGLAS,
HUMBER, EDMUND,
ROVER, ARIEL,
NEW IMPERIAL.

All models of above makes are in stock—come
and choose your mount NOW and be ready

for the Holidays.

8 h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD Combination £140
2£ h.p. Lightweight £55

WE are here to assist you—and our aim is to
give you entire satisfaction—when you pur-
chase and afterwards.

Expert tuition free—exchanges arranged

—

deferred payments on easiest terms—regis-
tration, insurance, and all necessary details
arranged with the least trouble and expense

BJ.Evans
81-91, John Bright Street, Birmingham.
Phone ; Midland 2910. Grams :

" LYTCAR " B'ham.

THE Birmingham House for Motorists.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN 1919 Combination, as new, mileagi 2
tjres unsoiled, 60 per hour, bus if desired; 4

—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. Clc
Sundays.

[g;

INDIAN coach built Combination, 7-9h.p., 191^
speed, clutch, etc., first-class condition; oil

wanted; seen any evening.
—

" Wenduyne," Alwyn I

Maidenhead. ' r

g;

INDIAN Combination, June, 1920, mileage 3,0

'

electric lighting, condition as new; £105—Ma
ger, " Cabinet " Whisky Stores, Birkbeck Rd., I
ston, London. [51

TNDIAN.—4h.p. Scout Model G.E.21, equipped w
J- dynamo lighting, speedometer, and electric ho
new machine, fully guaranteed; £110.—P. J. Eva
John Bright St., Birmingham.

I Q 18-19 7-9h.p. Indian with 1921 Montgomery si

A*7 car, fully equipped, with lamps, horn, tw

.

etc., last machine, any trial;

Fredericks Rd., Custom House.
nearest £70-

[6«.

POWERPLUS Indian Combination, 1919-20, dyna
lighting, speedometer, Klaxon, Easting, d( 1

3,000, new condition, tax paid to December; 90 g
—Davis, 1, Wellington Buildings, Bow, E.3. [67

"I Q20 7-9h.p. Indian Powerplus Combinati
;

1«/ dynamo equipped, overhauled by Godfrey's F
,

ruary, insured, trial after 5 or Saturday afternoc

£95.—Wade, 37 :
Cawley Rd., Hackhey, E.9. [62

LANG-FORD'S, Indian Specialists, . can supply
1922 models. In stock.—4h.p. Scout, £11

Millford Junior sidecar, £134; Swan sports, £137/]

De Luxe, £147; 7h.p. combination, £175, with i

namo and speedometer; Chief, £199, with ditto;

change your present machine for one of these magn
cent models; we can allow you highest prices; wril
call, or 'phone for full- particulars.—Langford's. :

,

Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2. Hampstead 86)6.

[67
I

Spare Parts

INDIAN Spares.-
St., Ealing.

-Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bo
[75

GODFREYS', Ltd.. 208, Great Portland Bt.. Londi
W.I.—Complete stock of all Indian upare pa

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, stati

year of manufacture. 1.07

INDIAN.—The Dennis Accessories Stores, 89, Br
ton Rd., London ('Phone: Brixton 3129), supi

all parts from stock, new and second-hand. Th
alBo specialise in Indian repairs. [67

INDIAN Spares.—New and second-hand for ;

models; all second-hand spares sent on approvi

write, call, or 'phone; we can save you money
Langford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2. Baa
stead 8616. C67

Invicta.
1 Q 21 2^h.p. Invicta-Jap, 2-speed, clutch, kicke
ACJ £49.— 78, Brewery Rd., Plumstead, [62.

1 (i 2] Invicta Combination, Abingdon King Di
-i-*? engine, lamps, electric and acetylene, 3-spe

dturmey, etc., fitted aluminium disc wheels, Itf

exhaust, an exceptionally smart outfit, tax pai

£87/10.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme.
[611

Ivy.
1 Q21 Ivy 2Uh.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, as new.—16

-t«7 Temple St., Dalston, E.8. [63:

"I Q19 2 1/2h.p. Ivy, fitted brand new 2-speed, license

A *J lately overhauled. — Brewster, Southbourn
Hants. [W-

James.
1 Q21 James, 2-speed, 2-stroke, as new; £45.-1lv St.. Charles Square, W.10. [66*

Combination, Luc
5, Heath S

[501

condition, appearan

Oakfield Rd., Pent
[82'

F.O.C.H. have a James 4f4h.p,
dynamo set; also 1920 4]ih.p. solo.-

Hampstead (near Tube).

A .Ih.p. James, sporting solo
new, trial; £22.—75,
'Phone: Avenue 1001.

"I Q 22 7h.p. James Combination, unused, dynara

Air spare wheel, dickey.; best offer, any time.-

W
requej

19 2

253, MuDster Ed., Fulham. [61'

WHITBY and Son.—Immediate deliverv

new James models; no wailioE: list free <

request—7. The Vale. Acton, W.3. [331

20 James Combination 4^h.p., lamps, speedi

meter, etc., very little used, and perfect =

every way; a really good turnout; £95.-2, Elm Pa

Rd., Finehley. N.3. [69:

4ih.p. James Combiuation, 3-speed countershaft, a'

4= chain, tax paid, lamps, just thoroughly ove

hauled; bargain,. £45; exchanges.—Whisstoek ai

Lingley, Woodbridge. Suffolk. [61;

JAMES 3V'h.P- coachbuilt Combination, 1914, Stu

mey 3-speed, clutch, lamps, and equipment, pe

feet condition, tax paid; 47 gns.—Truran, 44, Hosa.

Rd., Marius Rd., Balham, S.W. [63'

JAMES Combination 5-6h.p., September, 1

splendid condition, Tan-Sad with back,

and petrol carrier, spare tyre and tube, all

£65.—Smith, Willow Cottage, Potters Bar.

luggai

lamp
[651

BCO All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ner^a'Car.

L-A~CAR, new engine, horn, speedometer; £45,
fers —MclCenna, Meyrick Crescent^ Colchester.

[6109

I-A-CAR, new September 1921, only run a few

tiles tax paid; £45.—Tilleys, The Esplanade,
outh. [7093

New Comet.
Genuine brand new 1922 New Comet, 2-speed,

H -hitch, kick starter, unpacked.—89, East Hill,

Hsworth. [6621

Tjv COMET 2-stroke, condition better than new,
vmly done few miles; Bought car; what offers?—

[SUray's Jnn Rd., London, W.C. [0845

U
New Hudson

V HUDSON 1921 2Vih.p., single speed, new;
£40.-33, Victoria St., Burnham, Somerset. [6294

i!2 Hudson de Luxe, £63. Also Popular model,
[3 £50.—shepherd, Eufieid Highway. Tel. :

iliain Cross 31. [O861

|j:0 New Hudson lightweight, lamps, 2-speed, tax

A paid; £35.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rus-
,; ,

Manchester. [8485

BUY TO-DAY
This Offer cannot be repeated.

15,000 pairs Best Quality Horsehide

DRIVING GLOVES
(As illustrated.).

Per

MV HUDSON, 2-stroke,
"condition tliioughout

;

2-speed, excellent
—157, Bumtwood

[8113

1919,
£28.

Earlsfield, S.W.17.

in 41i.p. New Hudson C.B. Combination, 3-speed,
.< K.S., real smart lot; 39 gns—Royal Garage,

a 3 Gate, Blackpool. S. [6809

r W HUDSON Combination, 6h.p , 3 speeds, Binks.

"lamps, horn, speedometer, mileage under 5.000;amps,
S -8, Martin RU., Slough [6319

t .—1920 2Vih.p. New Hudson, 2-speed, equipped,
• smart.—W.J.C. Motor Exchange, 5, Addison Av.,smart.—W.J.C. Motor Exchange
:t nd Park, W.ll. Park 2071. [8407

21 New Hudson 2 l/
L,h.p., 2-speed, large P.H. lamps,

- Klaxon, year's tax, excellent condition; £36.

—

ving's Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [6607

) l.p. New Hudson, 2-stroke, 2-speed, lamps, speedo-
j:.:— *„.. — ;.i. Trt gQS —

[6892
meter, good condition, tax paid;

iiler, 61a, Byne Rd., Sydenham. S.E.26

^ \V HUDSON motor cycles.—London Depot, 45,
ray's Inn Rd., London, W.C. 2. Immediate delivery

Trade supplied. [0851

N.S.U. 2-speed, excellent

machine, in thorough order; £30^—Ingledew^_37,
lj:y St.; Strand, W.C. 'Phone

II odels. Spares stocked.

VW HUDSON 3%h.p„

Holborn 6400.
[6268

I 22 New Hudson lOh.p light car, £230; 4'ih.p.

1 combinations. £125. solo, £100; 2V,h.p. 2-speed
3 ilar. £507"De Luxe, £63; exchanges and deterred
): lents entertained; sole agents for Cambridge.

—

A is and Easton, 104, Mill Rd., Cambridge. [0824

New Imperial.

3:Y Julians of Reading.—New Imperial No. 3 model
in stock. [5705

9, Shoe Lane, London.—2^h.p.

[8509

Pairs Pair

I at 3/2

3 ,. 2/11
6 „ 2/10
12 „ 2/9
Post Paid.

Made from Best
Quality Hide,

one Stud fasten-

er at wrist. Soft

and pliable In

Light Tan and
Grey

Value 6/6.

Trade Supplied. IF CALLED FOR

GENUINE

"TRIPLEX"
s
glas

t
s
y GOGGLES

(As illustrated) Collapsible.

pattern.

Gauze sides,

chenille

trimmed.
White or

tinted lenses.

Ideal for

wearing over
spectacles.

9/6Worth 15/-. Post free

\ AUCIIOPE'S,
New Imperial, 1922, No. 2 model; £60,

( EFFIELD Agent ior New Imperial Motor Cycles;

p all models in stock.—J A. Stacey. Ecclesall Rd.,

I field. [0813

f h.p. New Imperial. 1919, 2-speed gear, lamps,

t etc.; £35.—A. Williams, 19, Portland St.,

1 tenham. [6377

O GNS.—New Imperial, 2^,h.p., 2 speeds, B. and
tV E., good tyres, reliable (after 8 o'clock).—53,
S field Rd., Wandsworth. [6671

"|;I19 New Imperial 2^h.p., 2 speeds, lamps, tax,

W excellent condition; £35.—Goad, 122, Maida
\ '. 'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [8152.

"|20 New Imperial 2%h.p., 2-speed, tax paid,
Jl " lamps, horn, etc., good running order; offers.—
I. 1337, c.o The Motor Cycle. (D) [6274

(22 New Imperial, all chain, 3-speed, clutch,

K.S., all on, done 1,500 miles; bargain, £65.
c.jrTers.-Box 1303, c/o The Motor Cycle. {6170

SEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 2%h.p., 2-speed, lamps,

\
horn, just overhauled, tax paid, splendid con-

ton; £30.—Yeo, 92, Lyford Rd., Wandsworth Com-
n, S.W.18. [6289

IMEDIATE Delivery, of New Imperial, new 1922
i models, No. 3, all-chain drive, £73; No. 6 Super
t''rts, £84; 8h.p. combination, £145; easy payments
', extra.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-
lla. [6034
J'EW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination, 1919

(December), small mileage, condition and appear-
re equal new throughout, full set fittings and
res, tax paid, any examination invited, owner
ight -^r; 90 gns., or nearest.—Groom, Snape Bridge,
\mundham. [6955

mm? re Pnrt*

TEW IMPERIAL Spare Parts.-Londcn stockist's,
' Rev, 173, Gt. Portland St. 'Phone: 'Langham
57, Open till 7.30 p.m., 4 o'clock Saturdays. [0855

|

LEGGINGS
(As illustrated.)

Stout Fawn Twill Mackintosh.
Absolutely waterproof.
Worth 12/6 a pair.

AH sizes for Ladies' wear.

Cents' and Youths' in 12" to

14". Calf sizes. For use with
Breeches. Ideal for

Drivers and Pillion

Riders, at

Post rates : 1 pr. gd.,

3 prs. 1/-, 6 prs, 1/6.

2/6
. pair.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Scale.

22 New Scale Combination, SVjh.p. Beardmsre
Precision engine, absolutely unused; £6i'.

—

Hailtou, 47, South King St., Manchester. City 2417.
[8172

Norton.
"pREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Nortons.

9, 3i/ih.p., £80; 16H., 3-speed, £115; Big Four,
3-speed, £120; sidecars from £22; easy payments,

4 per cent, extra; free delivery to any address.—
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0865

TRY Julians of Reading.—Norton, Model 16 H.
stock.

NORTON, Model 9, Dec. 1921. all on: £65.-A.
Williams, 19,. Portland St., Cheltenham. {637S

ls new, licensed

;

Tunbridge Wells—
[8179

1Q21 3'/.h.p. T.T. Norton , Elect, light, tax paid;
J-" 49 gns.—Roval Garage, Castle Gate, Blackpool,

S [6810

TQ20 T.T. Norton, well equipped, very fast, superb
-Li/ condition; £54.-24, Balliol Rd., North Ken-

[6698

19 2

N°';

1 Q21 Norton. C17, absolutely 1

J-*/ £85.

—

8a, Culverden Down,

[5701

19 2

B 1

1 Q20 (late) 3Vjn.p
J- 9s K4 sidecar,

new, guaranteed
Putney.

19 s

144 only TAN CHROME

LEATHER HELMETS
With peak, adjustable
chin strap and ear rolls

Fleece lined.

Worth 10/6. Post 6d

5/6

289-293, High Holborn, London.

sing ton.

22 Norton, 16IL latest type, unridden, as re-

ceived from makers, tax paid; £105.—Box
1372, c/o- The Motor Cycle. [6836

THE Lavton Garages can give immediate delivery ol

the famous 16H Model Norton. — The Layton
Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. ' [8316

I Q16 Norton 16H, 3-speed, countershaft, equipped,
XtJ excellent condition, fast; £62/10.—Goad, 122,

Maida Vale. 'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [8150

NORTON 1920, Big Four, Lucas lamps, Klaxon,
Cowev, Tan-Sad, perfect condition, tax paid;

go gns.—Head, Midgehole, Hebden Bridge [7007

NORTON 1921% 16H, absolutely as new, taxed,"

equipped; 85 gns.; exchanges.—Peter Gordon,

Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [5790

IG Four Norton Combination, late 1920, special

1921 sidecar, screen, and scuttle, all accessories,

anv trial: £90.—Hollinghurst, 477, Oxford St., W.l.
[6827

.. Norton combination, Canoelet
dynamo lighting, fast, powerful, as
',£80.—51, Upper Richmond Rd.,

[8558

DE Luxe Big 4 Norton Combination, tax, all acces-

sories, Easting, looks and goes like new; £105:
offers considered.—Jeffryes, The Nook, St. Mary's Av.,

Wanstead. [6409

BARGAIN.—Norton 1917 3i/_,h.p., 3-speed, Ricardo

piston, new valves, rockers, just overhauled, fast,

owner going abroad; £60.-1, Lunham Rd., Upper
Norwood, S.E. [6880

22 16H. Norton, delivered this . month, lamp;.

Klaxon, tools, owner buying combination; first

£105/10 secures.— Pritchard, 2, " A " Camp, Lark-

hill, Salisbury. t6884

NORTON 1921, No. 9 T.T., very fast, not done
1,500 miles, equal to new; £65, or offer; good

reason for selling.—Apply, Dibben, King's Arms.
Amesbury, Wilts. [6258

NORTON 1921 (June) 16H, as new, perfect run-'

ning order, very fast, real bargain, legshields;

£85, or nearest offer ; at Deal, Kent.—Box 1363, c/o

The Motor Cycle. [6495

NORTON 1921 16H, speedometer, taxed, winner

many speed trials, £85; 1920 Big 4, Magdyno,
1921 Norton sidecar, taxed, mechanically perfect,

£105.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7 [4611

1 Q21 Big Four Norton Combination, 1922 tank.
J-*? new tyres, Lucas lamps, knee-grips. Easting

screen, full kit, spares, splendid condition; £115.—
22, Johnson Ter., New Washington, S.O. [6090

BIG 4 Norton Combination, late model, 3-speed

countershaft, with lamps?* horn, etc., 700 x8C
tyres, perfect condition, and the last word in efficiency

and economy, taxed and insured until 1923 for £100; _

accept £78.-30, Crystal Palace Park Rd., Sydenham.
[8271

NORTON Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model

from stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best

prices allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred

payments, see column advertisement.-Bambers, 2;

East-bank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [4929

UY your new Norton from the rider agent. Car-.

paid to any address in British Isles.

Machines for competition tuned free of chaTge; good ~

results guaranteed. I specialise in Norton motor

cycles Send for catalogue.—G. H. Tucker, Norton
Specialist Redcliffe Hill, Bristol. 'Phone: 4042.
y

[6509

NORTON 3yah.-p., Special Juckei 4-speed gear box,

clutch, kick starter, Bonniksen speedometer, Clay-

rite horn, latest Binks carburetter, spare engine

sprocket for racing, will climb anything where wheels

will grip, condition and appearance perfect, complete

with all fools; £75 lowest; photo.—Riach, Charlc-"-^
Grange, Bath. [6913

B 1

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end o! eacn advertisement, and th<i, date o? the issur

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Korton.

Sib.p. Norton (July, 1921), Philipson pulley, hand
2 control, slipper piston. Cox Atmos 'carburetter,

F.R.S. Major' lamp, Lowe generator, automatic oiling,

spare belt, aluminium fish-tail on exhaust, Bonniksen
speedometer; original cose £150; £65, or near offer;

owner buying car.—The Kingston (Surrey) Motur Co.,'

Ltd., 84, Eden St.. Kingston-on-Thames. {6260

Sparc, Parts

NORTON Spares, per return from stock-; postage
paid on orders of £2 "value ; we carry huge

stocks.—G. H. Tucker, Norton Rider Agent, Redclin'e
Hill. Bristol. 'Phone . 4042. [6508

N.S.U.

N.S.U. 2%h.p., M.V. magneto, all cm, tax; £12/10;
running order.—80a, High St., Besley. [8413

N.S.TJ. 3Y2h.p, 1914 Model de Luxe (85x88mm.),
spring irame, 2 speeds, kick starter; £30; also

6n.p. twin, 2-speed gear; £30.—Eagles and Co., 275,
High St., Acton, London. [8109

N.U.T.

BRAND New N.U.T., Lucas Magdyno Lighting and
horn; £86, bargain.—37, Canterbury Rd., Ball's

Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l. [8427

O.K.
16 O.K., 2 1

/4h.p., 2-speed, countershaft, perfect
order; £19.-1, Priory Rd., Kew. [8389

1Q20 O.K. Junior, 2-speed; £36, or nearest offer.—
J-«7 Particulars, 12, Stracey Rd., Harlesden, N.W...

[6278

O.K. Union, 1919, fully taxed, insured, perfect con-
dition.; £25, or offer.—Lemon, Cheapside, "Woking.

{6188
7XX Discount off of new 2-speed Villiers flywheel

2 magneto O.K.—Taylor, Cycle Agent, Ketter=.

ing. [7009

"IQ15 O.K. (o.h.Lv.), re-bored, smart, discs, Binks,
J-t/ tyres good, Year's tax; £22.—Hickman, Crown
St., Acton. [6901

"I Ol6 O.K. Junior, 4-stroke, 2-speed, tax, good
*-*J tyres and running condition; £24.—23, Barratt
Avenue, Wood Green. [6773

Omega.
OMEGA Lightweight Combination, 2?in -P-. new

June, 1921, good condition, tax paid; carriage
paid, £55, cost over £90.—Dalby, Edstone, Kirbvmoor-
side. [6681

SPECIAL 293 c.c. Omega-Ja l, 2-speed, clutch,
K.S., guaranteed 60 m.p.h , many spares, etc.

;

£50, or near offer.—Giles, Magdalene College, Cam-
abridge. [6724

OMEGA 1921 2%h.p., fully equipped., new tyres,

Tan-Sad, machine hardly used ; owner going
abroad; £35, or nearest offer.—2, Granville Square,
King's Cross Rd. [6179

1 Q21 Villiers 2%h.p , Albion 2-speed, clutch, kick
-- *^starter, speedometer, lamps. Klaxon, mileage
3,000; £45. 1919 Triumph combination wanted.—
70, Moncrieff St.', Peckham. [6175

P. and M.

P.
and M. 1918; £45, or close offer.—43A, Tennv-
son Rd., Kilo-urn. [6739

18 P. and M. Combination, good condition; £35.
—64, Church St., Edgware Rd. [8383

P.
and M. Combination, 1921, unused, shop-soiled;
£110.—The Morris Garages, Oxford. [8121

023.— 3'/2h p. P. and M., 2 speeds, clutch, good nin-
<& ning order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [8527

P.
and M-, late model, electric lamps, Klaxon, etc.;

£42; fine machine.—35, Freegrove Rd.. Holloway,
N.7. .[6118

P.
and M. 1919, re-enamelled, plated, equipped,
polislied chain case; £47/10.—38, Snerriff Rd.,

West Hampstead. [6762

P.
and M. 1919'/2, never drawn sidecar, good con-
dition; £35—McLucas, 9, Norfolk Mansions,

Santos Rd., Putney. .[6384

1 Q18 (late) P. and M. Combination, excellent con-
J-«7 dition, licensed, runs perfect; £46.-308, Baftex-
sea Park Rd., S.W.I 1. [7041

P.
and M. 1920, lamps, horn, tax paid, and in first-

class order ; bargain at £65.—The Lavton
Garages 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [8310

P.
and M. 1916 ^Voh-p. Combination, lamps, horn;
£50.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopspate Av., Camo-

mile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0066

P.M. (Aug. 1919), good condition, from maker's
last year, spares, overalls, tax paid; £60. or

Dffer—87, Glengall Rd.. Kilburn, N.W. 6. [6092

Pand M. 1918 Combination,, fully equipped, re-

bushed, 1922 colours; £48; evenings.—5, Canal
Grove, Canal Bridge, Old Kent Rd., S.E.15. [8351

P.
and M. 1918 (certificate), 1920 sidecar, year's

j

licence, lamps, grid (new Easting, chains, tyre),

written guarantee; £62.-30, Ferme Park Stroud
Green. [6957 I

19

I
ACCESSORIES

The ever-increasing demand for F.R.S. Accessories is due
to their outstanding superiority—first in 1909, tbey aie

till first to-day, as comparison will convincingly prove.

Regd.Design 679534

The famous F.R.S,
Streamline Projector Sei
50% more powerful than any other.

F.R.S. hold the World's Record for Beam Power
—and have done so since 1909. The scientifically

ground optical lens fitted to F.R.S. lamps is

a special and exclusive feature—the whole surface
is so worked that every portion gives reflection of
equal intensity.
The F.R.S. Headlight is delightful to ride behind
:—it gi,ves a continuous and unvaried, powerful,
penetrating, WHITE beam which illuminates

the road far ahead.

7" " MAJOR " Set, 1,000 ft. Beam, Soy-

s'' " BIG " 63/- 5" » JUNIOR " 45/-
When comparing the F.R.S. with any other lamp
bear this important fact in mind, that the body
diameter of the smallest size is 5 INCHES.

13" 10/6 £^15" 16/9
F.R.S. Straight HORN

—as supreme as the lamp—handsome in appear-

ance, distinctive in tone. Has no equal for

absolute quality, finish and VALUE. The special

bulb with strengthened neck ensures greater

durability.

The F.R.S.
Licence
Holder
—another ex-

ample of F.R.S.
supremacy.
Has no looss

nuts and bolts,

sharp edges or
ugly clips. Secured together by ONE patent
binding rim and ONE large nut. Absolutely
watertight, adjustable to any angle, made ot

BRASS throughout. Supplied in any finish.

GUARANTEED GOODS. Cash with Order.

Our guarantee is your safeguard. Money returned, either

through your dealer or direct, if you are not perfectly

satisfied in any direction. Ask for complete list.

F.R.S. LAMPS, Ltd, Vere St., BIRMINGHAM
LONDON: Glasgow: H. R. Wood-

7, GRAPE STREET, side, 65, West RegentSt.
ioff Shaftesbury Av.i Belfast: G. Beerj

11, Bedford Street.

Clinton- Wail.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P.. and M.

"1Q18 P. aad M. Combination, 3y»h.p., : '2^
--*-*' chain onve, horn, lamps, good condition
hauled recently; £48.—Cable, 89, Grundy St,
Iar, E.14.

"I Q16 P. and i\L and Ooachbuilt Sidecar, in ps
-*-" order, tyres all good, fully licensed tor 1
£42/10; viewed by appointment —30, Gold ers Gar
London, N.WJ.1.

T>. and M. 1918, overhauled by makers, Mills
-*- ford sidecar, new condition, screen, luggage
Lucas lamps and horn, tyres little used, tax 1

60 gns.-308, King's Rd., Chelsea.

"D ENOVATED P. and M. Motor Cycles, ex E..-" thoroughly overhauled, fitted with many
parts; solo £45, combination- £55; exchanges—,'
Porter and Co., Whitchurch, Salop. TeL : 74. [

"P- and M. (June, 1920), not R.A.F., ratchet
*- brake,- mechanical lubrication, Miillord Bid
lamps, horn, screen, any reasonable trial in hilly
trict-; nearest £80.-Weller, 10, Grange St., Bllrto

T>. and M. Combination, December, 1919 peA condition, overhauled, electric lighting' sb
meter, Millford sidecar, Easting, luggage grid
tyres; bargain,- £81—Taylor, 180, Wightman'
Harrmgay, N.8. f

p. and M. Spares Specialist. Every part in si
-*- cheap.—Inman, Durham Rd., Seaforth, Liver

p and. M.—AH parts in stock lor P. and M.'s;A stamp.—P. and M. Specialist. H. Beardwood,
Burlington St., Liverpool.

Perry.
£100.-Perry 1914 8h.p., very good condition,

hauled £40 1920.—Bennett, 47, Magdalen
Wandsworth.

Peugeot.
"IQ12 3^/oh.p. Peugeot, tax paid; 18 gns.—

E

J-t' Garage, Castle Gate, Backpool, S.

Pierce=Arrow.
THERCE-ARROW 8h.p., 4 cylinder, 2 speeds, chA shaft and bevel drive, in. sound mechanical
small mileage, tyres nearly as mew, weight u
200 lbs. unladen, £100; sidecar to fit. £11,—Li
Clrrpton, Wood-bridge, Suffolk.

Pope
"DOPE 7-9h.p

,
3-speed, clutch, kick start, o.h".v;A on, small mileage, tyres llnpunctured; £$

30, Bywater St., Chelsea.

1Q17 Pope 8-10h.p., good condition, low mil
-I-*J ideal combination machine; £65, nearest t

—Field, Jasmine House, Kettering."

Precision.
T3ARGAIN.—Brand new 8h.p. Precision, 3-s
-1-* Sturmey. countershaft, clutch, kick starter-
-89, East Hill, Wandsworth. Vi

Premier.
017.—

3

]4h.p. twin Premier, new Dunlop, tax pa
<*» King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

[;

31h.p. Premier, single-speed, running order-
's —42, Saville Rd., Silvertown, East.

'

[(

T>REMIER 3iSh.p,, recently overhauled, multi g,J- year's tax, higher power wanted; £30, near t
—16, Stanley Gardens, Belsize. ~

[(

-JQ14 2y2h.p. Premier, mechanically perfect
-•-*» scratched, tax paid, great bargain- £1
3, .Norwood Rd., Heine Hill, S.E.24. fi

J»23.—1914 2»4h.p Premier, 3-speed, clutch I
<*• exceptional condition, smart appearance; 'pa
stamp.—Bacon, Othngton Lane, Worthing. '

[£

I Oil Premier 3>/4hj>., 3-speed and clutch, Kla
-*-*J lamps, Binks. Bosch, footboards, in good or
£28, or offers.—Knowles. Arcade, Lancaster. [E

31h.p. 1914 Premier. 2-speed, clutch, counters!
-s overhauled, new tyres, lamps, horn liceo

£24, bargain.—Malvern Rd. Garage, Thornton He
Surrey-

Spare Parts:

PREMIER Spares and Repairs.—We claim to be
most competent firm to supply spares and exe-

repairs to Premier motor cycles. We served in

Premier works, and know this machine from A U
We hold the most varied stock of parts for it in

world. We are the only traders who can claim
6upply every part for a Premier machine. Our pi

are rock bottom, and our service unsurpassable. W
us full requirements ; you will receive our reply
return.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place, Leaminf
Spa. [3

P.V

P.V.—Astounding value is represented by our
range of popular models, incorporating

famous . spring frame and Villiers or J.A.P. engi

Prices from £45. Lists from agents or P.V. -Mi

Cycles. Ltd., Forest Hill, London. [2

354 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marlied (Pi
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

dTT Sociable 1921, done only 1,400 miles, in

lew condition, delivery at Bradford; price £165.

EerriUe, 30, Ormidale Terrace, Edinburgh. [6545

il/lO.—Scott 1920 (September) 3 r'
4h.p. Model, ab-

solutely perfect, mileage under 2.000, a sacrifice,

A horn, etc.; or exchange.—G. H, Tucker, Red-

fHill, Bristol. "Phone: 4042. [6510

ITH. London Scott Service Depdt.—'Phone Crcy-
»

!

don 1129 for demonstration runs; immediate de-

I; prices from £105.—John R. Kinsey and Co.,

( 550-352, Lower Addiscombe Rd.. Croydon. [8352

i32 Model Scott Squirrel, all-chain drive, speedo-

. meter, large lighting set, M-L. Amac, watch,

ge 2,500, very fast and fond oi (k)nuts; £85;
by appointment.—72, High St., Tunbridge Weils.
'

J
[6246

<20 (September) Sports Scott, double-pole plugs,

v electric and acetylene lighting, Cowey horn, big-

> flexible exhaust, posh tone, very fast, full tax

;

is: exchanges.—Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport.
[7098

i.JTT Combination, late 1920, 2-speed, kick
',' tarter, electric lighting. Easting screen, tools,

1 condition excellent, tax paid; accept £97/10
[J 5ale.—Wilkius Simpson, Opposite Olympia, Lon-

[6361

ll9 Scott 3^j,h.p. Combination, duplex frame,

.

; spring saddle, petrol tank under top tubes sur-

cited by aluminium cover-plate, lamps, horn, etc.,

|oc 60 gns., R.34 sidecar, windscreen; a Teal

idn; 75 gns.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd.,

>i Kensington. [4455

< )TT Squirrel 1922 S^h.p., actual Olympia
\ model, acetylene and electric head and tail

is, extra heavy Dunlops not done 300 miles,

t ine only done 1,400, spare sprocket, piston

1 .
plugs, covers, and tubes, insurance policy to

i of year, also tax paid, suit of overalls, wonder-
:
jargain; £85; no offers.—Bridgwater Motor Co.,

1 iwater, Somerset. [6231

tare Parts :

' UTH London Scott Berries Depot.—Scott Spares :

. Scott Repairs.—John R. Kinsev and Co., Ltd..

1552, Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. 'Phone
[8353

'.)DFREYS\ Ltd., 208. Great Portland St., London.
. W.I.—Complete stock of all Scott spare parts
1 ys in stock. Write lor free spar» part list, stating
! of manufacture. [0751

Singer.

BATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2'/>h.p.

191(1 SinerftT. 2 snefids- £25. [8499

3 Speed:

1910 Singer, 2 speeds; £25.

*| GNS.—Singer coachbuilt combination,
' clutch, enclosed magneto, B. and B., good tyres,

i {alter 8 o'clock).—53, Swaffield Rd., Wandsworth.
[6670

;^GER 2-seater, 1915, lOh.p., electric light, re-

cently overhauled, repainted, excellent condition;
1 1 £180, or nearest offer.—Tanner, High St.,

1 tonbury. [6230

;} GNS.—Singer, SHh.p., 3-speed, fast, sporting
*' machine, mechanical condition, tyres and belt
: llent, full year's tax paid.—Delancev St. Garage,
i den Town, N.W.I. [6851

liqrr Parts

:

r iE Promptest Firm for Singer Spares.—Forfield

Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [3164

Southey.
( »UTHEY 2U>h.p. 2-stroke Motor Cycles, 2-speed,
>• kick starter and clutch, complete with lamps,

1.1, licence holder and tools; price £60.—Southey
a' Co., Berkhamsted. - [3320

Sparkbrook.
PARKBROOK 1920, Villiers engine, flywheel mag-
1 neto, 2-speeds, all accessories; £39.—Eagles &
I, 275, High St., Acton, London. [8107

Sun.
JJS, Sturmey-Archer; like new, all on; £40—Mere-
I dilh, Market St., Northwich. [6489

t.lh.p. Sun-Vitesse, lamps, horn, as new; £32/10.

—

t Lerene, 17, High St. South, East Ham. [6887

; 121 Sun-Vitesse, 2 speeds, clutch, Jick start, fault-
' less; £42.—Bennett, 38, Cowley Ed., Oxford.

" [6171
UN 1920 2-stroke, 2-speed, kick start, horn; £38.—

Elce, Ltd., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,

3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0071

'OR Sun, J.A.P., or Sun-Vitesse, get in touch with
the sole North London agents. Models in stock,

gle Special, 42 gns.; 2%h.p. J. A.P., 2-speed, K.S..
gns. Send for catalogues. Trade supplied.—Jone,
rage. Broadway, Muswell Hill. N.10. T0790

Sunbeam.
UNBEAM 3Uh.pr' 1922 model; 120

Morris Garages, Oxford.

P20
3V3h.p. Sunbeam Combination, perfect; £130.
—Radford, 20, Westminster Rd., Coventry.

[6534

EXTENDED
TS

YOU deal direct with us and we will

supplj' ANY MAKE of machine
either new or second-hand on these

terms, or by arrangement to suit your
individual requirements. A full prac-

tical upkeep service is automatically
placed at your service as soon as you
become an A.B. client.

The following New Machines
actually in Stock.

A.J 5. Combination, Allon, Ariel,

Brough Superior, B.S.A., Calthorpe,
Douglas, . Dunelt, Enfield, Humber,
Levis, Massey - Arran, Matchless,

Morgan, New Imperial, Norton, O.K.,

P. & M., Rover 8 h.p. Car, Scott,

Rud ge, Sheffield-Henderson, Sunbeam
Super-Sports, Triumph, Zenith, etc.

gns—The
[8125

4 h.p. Combination Interchangeable

wheels and Spare. Cash £113 8s. or

£30 down, the balance in 18 monthly
instalments of £5 2s. Od.

REBUILT DOUGLASES.
The following machines have been
entirely rebuilt with new parts in our

own works, re-enamelled and plated

maker's colours, new tyres, etc. Fully

equipped with Lamps, Horn, Licence-

holder, Pump, Toolbags, Tools.

2{ h.p. 2-speed, £50 or £12 down, and
18 monthly instalments of £2 6s. 6d.

4 h.p., 3f-speed, £70 or £17 10s. down
and 18 monthly instalments of

£2 17s. 6d.

4 h.p. and brand-new bulbous back
sidecar, £87 10s. or £22 10s. and 18

monthly instalments of £3 12s. 6d,

FULLY GUARANTEED FOR 3 MONTHS.
MAY WE SEND YOU A PROPOSAL FORM ?

Make a note of our address and whenever in need

of advice, assistance, spares, accessories, write,

'phone or call and you will get immediate and
continuous satisfaction.

ALLEN-BENNETT
MOTOR Co., Ltd.,

9, 10, 11, Royal Parade,

West Croydon.
'Phone :

Croydon 2450, 2451.

'Grams:
' Track," Croydon.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

CROSS, Effingham Sq., is agent for Sunbeams for

Rotherham; new models from stock. [8145

LLANDUDNO.—Kelly Bros., 108, Mostyn St.,

Agents. Sunbeams in stock. 'Phone : 277.
[3311

KICKHAM, Stokes Crolt, Bristol, Sole District
Agent ior Sunbeams; unequalled service, repairs,

etc. T3143

"ITTAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.— 3i/
2h.p.W Sunbeam, 1917, 3 speeds; £75. Extended pay-

ments. [8506

3ih.p. Sunbeam Combination (1915), particulars on
2 application.—Rogers, " Holmwood," Honiton,

Devon. [6744

SUNBEAM, 1921 Sports, winner fourteen competi-
tions, one this week, equipped, taxed; 98 gns.—

"Below.

SUNBEAM, 1920, 3i/
2h.p., T.T/j absolutely un-

scratched ; 85 gns., year's tax ; exchanges.—
Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East
Sheen. Open' Sundays. [8549

8 h.p. Sunbeam Combination, as new, 1920, all on;
£130 —James, c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd.,

Paddington. [6131

8 h.p. 1921 Sunbeam Combination, brand new, mag-
dvno lighting; price £215.—Tilleys, The Esplan-

ade, Weymouth. [7092

LATE 1921 3M>h.p. Sunbeam Combination, run 3

months, amy trial; £135.-19, Richmond Grove.
Levenshulme, Manchester. I[6327

3Ah.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1916, tax paid, com-
2 plete lamp, horn, speedometer, etc.; £65; good

condition.—Hole, Broadway, Burgess Hill. [6103

4ih.p. Sunbeam, Colmore Cup model combination

;

* advertiser will give £3 to whoever takes his

delivery new.—Box 1323, c/o The Motor Cycle. |[62lO

T.T. 1922 Sunbeam, licensed, ridden 50 miles; £130,
or nearest offer; sole reason selling, owner unable

ride this season.—Eardley, Pontymoel, Pontypool.
[6326

8 h.p. Sunbeam, 2-seater, sidecar, hood, windscreen,
speedometer, Klaxon, lamps, excellent condition

;

£130.—Haslemere, Hammers Lane, Mill Hill, N.W.7.
[8373

1 Q 19 Sunbeam Combination, Cowey speedometer,
-L*7 windscreen, licensed, spare tubes, excellent con-

dition; £90, near offer.— IB, East Dulwich Rd., S.E.
[6758

QUNBEAM 1921 3%h.p:'i sports model, legshiclds,
£j lamps, etc., tax paid and very carefully used;
£110.—The Lay ton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford.

[8303
"IQ20 Sunbeam "Combination 3M|h'.p :| fully equipped,
-L*/ only 1,500 miles, perfect condition; £150, or

nearest offer; Brighton.—Box 1302, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [6169

8 h.p. Sunbeam Combination (May, 1921), spare

wheel, tyre, legshields, Easting screen, etc.;

135 gns.; owner going abroad.—Goldsack and Holness,

Saudgate, Kent. [6463

SUNBEAM, early 1921, 8h.p.. and sidecar, electric

light, hood, screen, spare wheel, all tools, in

thorough order; £150.—Watkins, Garage, Eccleston
St. East, Victoria. [6369

LATE 1921 Sunbeam &£k.p., semi sporting, mile-
age 700. as new, stored winter, Cowey horn,

speedometer, lamps; £110; appointment.— 1, Albany
Gardens, Richmond. [6435

"IQ19 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, in excellent con-
JL *J dition, tax paid, hood, screen, spara wheel.

speedometer, lamps, etc.; £120; exchanges—Whisstock
and Lingley, Woodbridge, Suffolk. [6140

8 h.p. Sunbeam Combination, dynamo lighting, elec-

tric horn, spare wheel and tyre, luggage carrier

and extras, as new, tax and insurance paid; £175, or

oHer.—Derogate Motor Co., Northampton. [3501

31h.p. New 1922 Sunbeam Light Solo, £136/10;
t£ 3'oh.p., T.T. model, £136/10; new 1922 new

pattern model, £126; easy terms and exchange.

—

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone ; Holborn
5777. [8500

SUNBEAM 3V2h.p. 1920 (late), sporting Canoelet
sidecar, legshields, Lucas lamps and horn, 700>;

80 tyres, Watford, .absolutely unscratched and
mechanically perfect; £115.—Wolverson, Horseley

Fields-, Wolverhampton. [6632

-| Q22 3Vjh.p. Sunbeam, 3-speed, clutch and kick
It/ starter, enclosed chain drive, all lamps, t*x

paid December, machine only done 40 miles, condition

as new; £120.—D. and S. Autocar Co., 33, The
Parade, Golders Green. [8285

SUNBEAM Combination, 8h.p., M.A.G. engine, hoo' 1
.

screen, aprons dynamo lighting, electric and
bulb horns, speedometer, spare wheel, luggage carrier,

all accessories; £145, or nearest.—Hallett, Albion

Works, Albion St., King's Cross. (P) [8357

Q Q GNS.—3y2h ;p. Sunbeam (1919), Henderson side-

O O car, very fully equipped, D.A. lighting,

Bonniksen, special valve covers, etc., gold medal win-

ner, just plated, enamelled, insured, year's tax, clean,

reliable.—130, London Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [6686

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when des

advertisement, and the date of the issue

iied. marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

I Q21 3'/2h.p. Brorting Model Sunbeam Motor Cycle,
-L*J complete with lump, generator, horn, and ueuai
i pares, cast aluminium platee. new in April laet, and in
exceptionally good condition, tyres unpunctured; nearest
offer to £110.—Geoffrey Smith, The Motor Cycle,
Coventry. [X4iab
CUNBEAM 8h.p. Combination, Olympia Show
KJ model, cost £259/10, receipt shown, hood screen,
spare wheel, windscreen, speedometer, Cowey mech-
anical horn, excellent condition, little used; bargain,
£200; Raleigh lightweight part exchange considered.—Ken ward, 69, St. James' Park, Tunbridge Wells

[6515

T.M.C.
TTM.C. Motor Cycle and Coachbuilt Sidecar, 7h.p.,
J- 4-cylinder, water-cooled engine, spring irame,
3-speed countershaft, shaft driven, auto oiling, wind-
screen, lamps, norn, heavy tyres practically new, and
one spare brand new, good condition; £39/10.—W.
Partington, 7, Chapel St., Sallord. Telephone : 2422
City. [6522

Torpedo.
TORPEDO 2";ih.p., 2-speed, all on, perfect; £22.—

17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [6597

Triumph.
pREJIIER Motor Co. for 1922 Triumphs.

IMMEDIATE delivery of type H, 4h.p., 3-speed
£105; type S.D., chain drive, £115; type R

SVih-P.. overhead valve, £120; type L.W., lightweight.
£65; sidecars from £20 to £50; easy payments, 4 per
cent, extra; free delivery to any address.—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0867

JULIANS of Reading have TriumphRicardo in
stock,; £120. [5706

DABY Triumph, 2-speed, tax paid; £29.—64, Church
*-* St., Edgware Rd. [8382

'paiUMPH 4h.p., 3-speed. excellent order; £60—46
-I Chauoer Rd., Heme Hill. [6195

TTRIUMPH 4h.p. belt-drive model, new; £105.—The
*- Morris Garages, Oxford. [8130
rpRIUMPH 3'/;h.p., 4--valve engine, new; £120.—The
-*- Morris Garages, Oxford. [8132

1Q13 Ti-iumph, fixed engine, good running, order;A" £18.-16, York St., Dover. [8225

T^RIUMPH 4h.p. chain-drive model, new; £J15.—
-*- The Morris Garages, Oxford. [8131

TRIUMPH 4h.p. 1918, first-class condition, spares;
£52.-49, Tonsley Hill, S.W. 18 [6586

TRIUMPH-RICARDO in stock; £120.-Premier
Motor Co., Aston JRd., Birmingham. [0868

BABY Triumph, goad order, tax paid; £35.—Shep-
pard, 108, The Crescent, Slough. [6942

TRIUMPH 4h.p., countershaft, 3-speed, clutch,
lamps; £46.-1, Priory BA., Kew Green. [6628

TRIUMPH, 1918, 3-speed, etc., guaranteed perfect:
£55.-33, Hackford Rd., Brixton, S.W. [8422

£16.—S^h.p. Triumph, Bosch, B. and B., good run-
ning order.—King. Egrove Farm, Oxford. [8531

TRIUMPH Combination, W.D., renovated; £45.-
Littlewod, Sherman Rd., Bromley, Kent. ,[6147

"IQ18-19 Triumph, not re-conditioned model, all on;
J-" £60.—Tewkesbury Garage, Tewkesbury. [4923

"I Q18 Countershaft Triumph, perfect, fully equipped;
l.ij £48.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [6696

"I Q20 Baby Triumph, Cowey speedometer, lamps,
J-" Klaxon; £40.—11, Ruskin Avenue, Kew. [6731

"I 021 Triumph 4b. p., all chain, countershaft,
A*/ equipped, tax, absolutely as new; £90.—Below.

"I Q20 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, fully equipped,
J- *7 not W.D., fine condition, £75; or with side-
bar, £85.—Below.

"IQ18 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, fully equipped,
X*7 guaranteed condition, £50; with sidecar, £60.
—Below.

T"
.T. Triumph 3V2h.p., dropped frame, Mabon clutch,
excellent condition; £28.—Goad, " Norman Lodge,"

122, Maida Vale. Phone: Hampstead 1353. [8153

7i% Discount off of new 4h.p. all-chain drive
2 Triumpn.—Taylor, Cycle Agent, Kettering.

T7008
TRIUMPH 1920 Fixed Gear Sports, practically un-

used; £55.—Clark. 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.
[4617

TRIUMPHS.—Prompt delivery and service.—Barlow
and Son, Monton, Eccles. Tel. : 160 Eccles.

[3692
"I Q20 Triumph Combination, Easting, very posh lot;
-I. £7 sacrifice, 82 gns.—79, Bedford Hill, Balham. .

[8386
|Q21 S.D. All-chain Triumph and sidecar chassis;A« £95,—Hewett's Quay, Barking. East Ham 756

[6322
TRIUMPH, 3-speed, siaecar ; £35 or offer.

—

Whitaker; 209, Northend Rd., West Kensington.
[6988

NOTE
THIS!
OWING TO LOWER
COST OF MATERIAL
AND LABOUR WE
ARE NOW ABLE
TO ANNOUNCE A

FURTHER

REDUCTION
OF APPROXIMATELY

15%
IN THE PRICE OF

PsL and gear combined
for

fllUPSONl
' PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

ULLEY
2and4STROKE
ENGINES

No gear box friction.
No grinding noises.
No wheels or pinions to chew up.

The lightest, speediest, and simplest gear
on the market for direct belt-driven 2 and
4 stroke engines.

We are now in a position to supply the
Phillpson Pulley to fit J.A.P. engines without
any alteration to the machine or '* staggering "

of the engine.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
^Send/or Illustrated Booklet/

What is your make ? Write ust

NEW REDUCED
PRICE

£6-6-0
CARRIAGE PAID

PHILIPSON &C°LTD -

Astley Bridge, BOLTON, Lanes.

(Established over 50 years.)

'Phone, 147 Eagley. 'Grams, 'Safety, Bolton.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE*
Triumph.

CROSS, Effingham Sq... is agent for the tra
Triumph for Rotherham; all models from ato

rgi

F.O.C.H. for Triumphs; latest models in stock: a
1921 solo.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tut

[60
£75.—Triumph Combination, 1919, 4h.p., tax pB

splendid condition.—6, Thurlow Rd., Hanw
W.7.

t6
-

rpRIUMPH Models H. and S.D. in stock for <

J- mediate delivery.—A. Williams and Co , Chelt
ham. rg;

rpRIUMPH, countershaft, 1919, equipped; £50 w;
J- Lug far good machine.—22, Pretoria Rd., Chi
ford. [8j

1Q18 Countershaft Triumph, in splendid or
J-*/ throughout; £50.—Lamb, Dutton House, I
minster. [6(

1Q18 Triumph Combination, fully equipped, gi
J-*J condition; £60.—James, 482, Harrow Rd., P
dington. [8]

*T>0 GNS.—Triumph SV^h.p., thoroughly overhaul& & excellent condition throughout.—Rose's Gan
"Cxbridge. [8:

"1 Q18 Triumph Combination, all on, taxed, insur
J-*/ £58.—James, c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow I
Paddiugton. [6;

"I Q20 Baby Triumph., as new; £45'; tax paii

J-t/ Joseph Rhind and Co., Stone Place, RushoL
Manchester. [6'

TRIUMPH Combination, 1914, 3-speed, good coi

tion, any trial; £55.—11, Brougham I

Dalston, "E.8. [8

MOTORIA, Regent Parade, North Finchle.
1922 models Triumph in stock; deferred j

ments; repairs. [6>

4b. p. Triumph-Gloria Combination, 1919, Ian

spares, etc., tax paid; £89.—Domaix, Kingsfi

Dartfuril, Kent. [6

TRIUMPH JUNIOR 1921, perfect condition,

accessories; £45.—Eagles &, Co., 275, High
Acton, London. [8

TRIUMPH-RICARDO, £120; just delivered, 3-sp

countershaft, hand clutch.—E. H. Macmil'
King's Langley. [*

TRIUMPH-RICARDO, brand new; sell, or excha

new Norton, Sports Sunbeam.—Wilkinsons, E:
neers, Doncaster. [8

IN Stock:, Triumph-Ricardo, also Model H; 1

prices given lor exchanges, deferred terms on
plication.— Below.

]Q19 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and kick-start, !au

-*' speedometer, horn, knee grips, licensed

year, new tyres, in superb mechanical condition .

appearance; 65 gns.—Edwards, 50, Harrington ]

South Kensington. [8

£19.—31^.p. Triumph Sports, clutch, K.S., varii

gear, tax, ride away.—Argyle Lodge, Newton- J

Burton-on-Trent. [&

X? 16.—Triumph 2-3h.p., magneto, B.B. carburet
<& perfect; exchange 3V-rh.p. less engine.—7, ^

cent St., Crewe. [6

31hp. Triumph, Grado gear, Tan-Sad, lamps, i

2 fine order; £30; push cycle part.—220, B
St., Merton, S.W. {6

TRIUMPH 3y2h. p. Combination, torpedo side

sporting lot, perfect condition; £30.-128, Sir

wood Rd., Tooting. {6

IO 18 4h.p. countershaft Triumph, fully equipi
J-«/ £48.-Hillier, Side Bell, 9, Wallingford .1

North Kensington. [6

"I Q20 Triumph, Mills-Fulford sidecar, taxed, f

L *J equipped, guaranteed ; £85,-51, Upper R
mond Rd.. Putnev. 15

3ih.p. 1913 Triumph, 3-speed, S.A. and clutch
2 good order, lamps, tools; £30.—Richards, W

St., Church Gresley. tf

TRIUMPH, T914, Coachbuilt Combination. 3-sp

all on, tax paid vear; £45.-2, Fulbrook Mi 1

Tufnell Park, N.19. [V

1A18 Triumphs.—Ten, fullv equipped, any tiXV from £45.-204, Ladbroke Grove, W
"Phone: Park 5541. 17

TITOFFAT, Yeovil, Official Triumph Service Agen'
i-*-* 1 922 models from stock ; exchanges ; all si

parts. 'Phone : 50. [E

TRIUMPH Combination. 3-speed, kick start;

gns.; take lightweight part.—57, Kenbury
Camberwell, London. [E

3ih.p. Triumph, light sidecar, N.S.U., 2-sp

2 lamps, speedometer ; £32; after 6.—Sharp,

Vorley Rd., Highgate. TJ

TRIUMPH Countershaft, 3 speeds, clutch,

start, Gloria sidecar, tax paid; £65— Hole,

Park Lane, Carshalton. ['•

IN Stock, 1922 4h.p. Triumph, Model H; £
cash or deferred.—D. and S. Autocar Co., 33,

Parade, Golders Green. [I

B58 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Villiers.

ai
—Villiers 2-stroke, any trial; take push cycle

nart —57. Kenbury St., Camberwell, London.
1 [6797

v.s.
Combination 5-6h.p„ 2-speed, clutch, pedal

stalK—29a, Riley St., Chelsea. L6720

Williamson.

p. Williamson-Douglas, 2-seater sidecar, hood,

..screen, complete, take 4 anywhere; sacrifice, £75.
' ittock, Council Houses, Radstcck. [6468

h.p. Williamson, water-cooled, underslung, coach

L combination, 2-speed, all-chain drivel tax paid,

v- lent condition; ±'55.—H. A., 5, Upperton Rd.,

'1 low, Essex. :[610i

Wolf,
rib.—4h.p. Wolf-Jap, .1915, 3-speed countershaft,

5 taxed.—Luff, 9, Victoria Rd., Staines. [6401

[ OLF 2"jh.p., Albion gears, free engine, new tyres,

V excellent order; £22; lamps.—63, Gloucester
;, Camden Town. [8101

I 21 2",

4 h.p. Wolf-Villiers, 2-speed, Sturmey-Archer,
L clutch, kick start, fully equipped, taxed; £52.
P tie : Kingston 1274.—37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton.

[S229
Woofer.

[ OOLER 27:ih.p., new appearance, sound condition.
V fully equipped, tyres good; £45.—Telford Garage,

JStreatham Hill, London, S.W.2. [8187

r 20 2\ih.p. Wooler, variable gear, spring frame,
L just overhauled, perfect, equipped; £42/10.--

"Jgle, Rozel, Hendon Av., Finchley, N.3. [6824

K1W Wooler 2^h.p. Flat Twin, Brooklauds Sports
L model, complete with lamps and horn, offered as

b soiled; £69; a bargain; easy payments.—Harrods
il r Cvcle Dept., 118, Brompton Rd., London.

[6588
Zenith.

I WARDS and Co..

f\, Harrington Rd., South Kensington, offer

t' several brand new unused 1921 5h.p. Sports

I ths, with makers' full guarantee, at 76 gns. 1

\<\ at £110. Your machine taken in part exchange,

:27 down, and 12 instalments of £4/14/7. Also
Jral brand new 1921 countershaft 5-6h.p. models,

:j:h, kick start; 84 gns. Listed at £118. Your
ii (line taken in part exchange, or £30 down and
1 instalments of £5/6/2. [6017

.jLAN GRTJZELIER, Zenith Specialist.

rj GNS. -Brand new 1921 5h.p. Sports Zeniths.

<t
GNS.—Brand
models.

new 1921 5h.p. countershaft

Established 1876.

'Phones: 7712 Central. 1297 North. City 3634

OLD JEWRY, CHEAPSIDE, E.C.2,

and at 255-257, Holloway Road, N.

;

8, New Bridge Street, E.C.

SIDECARS
We specialise in Sidecars, and can supply from

Stock to fit almost any make of machine, and will

fit free of charge.

THE SPUR RACER.

VE can give you immediate delivery of any 1922
model, and the advantage of a specialised ser-

v. backed by the experience of Allan .Gruzelier and
C t. F. C. Townshend.

(,ND us your enquiry to Ulster Chambers, 168,

I
Regent St., W. [8149

"1 0.C.H. for Zeniths; latest models in stock.— 5,

J Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube). [5066

"fc20 8h.p. Sports Zenith Combination, as new;
-7 £85.—Chattan House, Harrogate. [6416

1 3N1TH 6h.p. 1919 Sports; sell or exchange.—
' Sheppavd, 108, The Crescent. Slough. [6943

,i .p. Zenith-Jap, licensed, well shod; £32; or ex-
' change lightweight—Matthews, Ockley, Surrey.—

-

[8199

" VNKRUPT Stock.—One only, 8h.p. Zenith, brand
-'new; sacrifice, £90.—Bustin, Chilton, Thame.

[6406
:ENITH 1921 5-6h.p". Twin Sports, Gradua gear,
'l unused, shop-soiled; £104.—The Morris Garages,
t ord. [8124

ENITH 1921 3V>h.p. Bradshaw, Gradua gear, un-

used, shop-soiled; £100—The Morris Garages,
lord. [8123

ENITH 8h.p. Combination, 1921, electric, wind-
' screen, -new- condition; offers.—Capt. Rumsey,
Wracks, Devizes. [6312

i
OBERTSONS Motors, Ltd.—1922 shop-soiled

'J Zenith-Bradshaw, Gradua gear; £100.—157b, Gt.
Ttland St., W.l. [6082

mm. bore Zenith, 80 m.p.h. ; £55. — W.J.C.
Motor Exchange, 5, Addison Av., Holland Park,

11. Park 2071. [8405

56.—Zenith 8h.p. Sports 1918, completely over-
hauled, Stewart, Binks, Tan-Sad, new tyres.—84,

x Rd., Willesden. [6539

921 (late) Zenith 8h.p., o.h.v., unused 8 months,
as new, perfect aluminium sidecar, lamps,

jnniksen; fully equipped, cost £200; accept, nearest
45; 5-70 m.p.h., licensed.—Mitchell, Lindens,
rnham, [6236

0"

This sidecar is very light and strong, ;t only

weighs 60 lbs. complete, therefore specially suit-

able for lightweights, two-strokes, etc. The
Body is well upholstered and fitted with two small

lockers. The Chassis is fitted with large C
springs, and quick- detachable connection, wide

mudguard, and any size wheel and tyre. Price

complete

£13 13 O
DELIVERY FROM STOCK;

MOTOR CYCLES
Any make supplied,

DOUGLAS ALLON, 1922 £68
MATCHLESS, T combination xgzz £150
MATCHLESS, H or K combination 1922. . £170
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1919, 79 Combin-

ation, Speedom t-ter. Lamp, Tools, etc. . . £100
SPUR, 2-speed, 1922 £50
SPUR, 2J h.p. Jap, s-speed. clutch and

kick-starter, lamp, horn, and licence paid £60

RUBBER AND CANVAS BELTING.

1/? per foot; Jin., 1/- per foot;§in.,

1/- per foot ; iin..

per foot.

1/9 per foot

HEAD LAMP SETS.

5m. front with Mirror Reflector, complete

with large generator and double arm bracket.

Finished in Black or N.P.

20/-

SIDECAR CHASSIS.
The SPUR, complete with all fittings, mudguards,

wheel, etc £7 7
The SPUR Heavy, underslung, fitted with a-point

connection, valanced mudguard, etc. £10 10

The SPUR Tandem, specially suitable for Harleys

and heavy twins, will take family body, etc.,

built of heavy gauge tubing, 3-leaf spring, 5-poiut

connection, valanced mudguard, with special

fitting any size wheel £16 16

The SPUR Indian, specially made for spring

frame Indian 4-point connection, valanced mud-
guard 28m. wheel, finished in Indian red, com-

plete ... . ,-.. £15 15

A Special Show of Sidecars is always on view at

our Holloway Road Branch, which closes at

1 o'clock Thursdays and 9 o'clock Saturdays.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

rENlTIT 1921 8h.p. Sports, fully equipped, and i.i

i first-class order; ;fi75.—The Layton Garages, 30,

Holywell SI., Oxford. [8311

feet

ZEXITII-GRADUA 4h.p„ good condition, lamps
horn, tax; £35, offers; exchange.—Fuller, 19,

Trafalgar Square, Chelsea. [6311

ZENITH-BRADSHAW, Gradua Gear, 1922 mode),
sIiod soiled ; £98; exchange entertained.—Eagles

and Co.,' 275, High St., Acton, London. [8110

ZENITH, 5h.p., new and guaranteed few only left,

sports model, 76 gns.; countershaft model,
84 gns.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [8471

ZENITH and Gloria Car, electric light, hood,
sci'een, speedometer, as new; 100 gns. or offer.

—

Write or call, 30, Westbourne' St., Sloane Sq. [8411

£57/10.—Zenith Combination, 5h.p, twin, forward
countershaft, clutch, kick starter, good tyres, new

Watsonian sidecar.—8, High St., Wandsworth. [8253

20 (late) Sh.p. Zenith sports combination, fully
equipped and guaranteed, new condition, per-

£82/10.-51, Upper Richmond Rd., Putney.
[8557

"J
Q22 Zenith-Bradshaw, 3-speed, all-chain; lamps,

J- */ speedometer, taxed December, new condition

;

£90.-58, Buckingham Palace Rd., S.W.I. Victoria
4688. [6g35

^ENITII 6h.p. Motor Cycle and Coachbuilt Side-
*-* car 1913, in good order, reliable machine; £45.—
Andrews, Camden House, New Dalton St., St. Albans,
Herts. [6476

ZENITH, 6h.p. Twin J.A.P., Millford sidecar, lamps,
windscreen, Klaxon, tax paid, perfect; £60, or

offer.—221, Winchester Rd., Higham's Park, Ching-
lord. [6542

5 h.p. Zenith Sports Model, December, 1919, com-
plete with lamps, new tyres, tax, etc., in perfect

condition; £60.—Eton, 260, Balham High Rd., Bal-
aam.

[8165

ZENITH, 1921, Sh.p. countershaft combination,
speedometer, lamps, horn, taxed, new condition,

under 1,000 miles; £110.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd
,

S.W.7. [8472

ZENITH Sports 1920 8h.p., electric lamps, horn,
beautiful appearance, tyres perfect, special plac-

ing; £75 cash, offers.—Nisbet, " Easington," Wey-
bridge. [6664

1Q21 Special O.H.V., 8h.p. Zenith, faultless con-
Atf dition, late propertv famous racing crack;
nearest £87/10.—C. A., 49, Bedford St., Strand.
Gerrard 4672. [8419

Sh.p. Zenith Sports Combination, 1920y2 , lamps,
horn, speedometer, spares, re-enamelled bv

Zenith's; £100; perfect condition.—102, Cherryhintoii
Rd., Cambridge. [6316

ZENITH 1919 8h.p. J.A.P., with Dunhill coach-
built sidecar, hood, screen, lamps, etc., tax paid

till end of year; £89/15.—Wilkins Simpson, Opposite
Olympia, London. [6356

ZENITH-BRADSHAW, 1922 model, 3-speed, all-

chain drive, slightly soiled ; £112.—Newnliam
Motor Co., Is23, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone:
Hammersmith 80. [7012

LATE 1916 Sh.p. Zenith and Sidecar, lamps, horn, .

tools, perfect running order, tax, -insurance
paid; £70, or exchange lightweight.—J. Coles, Crooks
Farm, Sway, Hants. [6235

ZENITH 5-6h.p., Sports model, 1915, just de-

livered direct from Zenith works after over-

haul; great bargain, 38gs.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond
St., Ealing. Tele. 689. [8441

1Q19 Sports Zenith 5h.p., kick start, clutch, fully

JLiJ equipped, spares, new belt, tyres perfect, re
cently overhauled, excellent sporty condition, very
last.—Jones, 15, Portland Place, Leamington. [6373

/? h.p. Zenith Combination, electric lamps, sidecar," 2-seater, almost new (cost £57), 2 screens, lamp,
beautiful model, fast, any trial, taxed for year; quick
sale, £65.-57, Quarrendon St., Parsons Green. [6784

ZENITH 1920 8h.p., sports model, Lucas dynarn.

lighting, Ricardo pistons, speedometer, perfect

condition; £83.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer
smith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [702?

ZENITH 1916 8h.p. Combination, Swan Sporting

sidecar, numerous accessories, good media nica'

condition, not posh looking, unused since 1917; £65.

—J Sachs» 4, Bambovough Gardens, Goldhawk Rd.,

London, W. [6894

BARKER'S Motors can supply 1922 Zeniths, all

models, at list prices, and give an insurance

policy against mechanical breakdown for 12 month*

free Cash, deferred or exchanges.— 194. Balham High

Rd.. S.W.12 [3141

ZENITH, 90 bore special and Middleton sports side-

car, exceptionallv fast, previously owned, tuned,

and ridden bv I. P. Riddocks, the well-known 'Varsity,

rider winner of manv handicaps and hill climbs:.

£100 —The Lavton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford!
rR302

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

Motor Cycles^advertised by private owners are, when de

advertisement, and the date of the issue

sired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

ZENITH 1921 8b.p,, clutch combination, electric

throughout, luggage grid, Easting, speedometer,
special pillion, every spare, tax paid, guaranteed as
new; nearest £li0; trial 6 p!m.—252, St. Ann's Rd.,
S. Tottenham. [6199

"I Q20 8h.p. Countershaft Zenith, Swan sporting
-L*7 sidecar, disc wheels, plated tank, 3in. Magnum
tyres, fully equipped, trial by appointment; price
£170, nearest offer; fully insured.—King, Mawgan
Lodge, Reading Rd., Farnborough, Hants. [6457

8h.p. Zenith (June, 1920), clutch, countershaft,
kick start, speedometer, Tan-Sad, Klaxon,

Lucas lamps, tax paid 1922, perfect condition, only
done 2,000 miles, any examination, trial by ap-
pointment; £75.—Walters, Harold Gardens, Wick-
ford, Essex. [6843

ZENITH 1920 8h.p. Twin J.A.P. Countershaft Com-
bination, luxurious coachbuilt sidecar. Cameo

windscreen, lighting set, horn, Tan-Sad, speedometer,
oversize tyres, etc., most splendid condition through-
out, only needs seeing; £92.—Sidnev, 769, Romford
Rd., Manor Park, London, E. [7074

Spare Part?

:

ZENITH Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8;

Bond St., Ealing. [4829

Ladies" Motor Cycles.

£32.-1921 2%h.p. Lady's Excelsior 2-stroke, perfect

condition.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [8532

LADY'S motor cycle, perfect, new condition; bar-

gain.—Grattan, Port Hill, Hertford, Herts. [6448

fl3h,p. Lady's New Imperial Motor Cycle, C.K.S.,
'W 4 perfect condition ; £36.—Craig, Preesgweene,
Oswestry. [6239

I?RAN5 WHITWORTH. Ltd., 139, New St., Bir
mingham, distributing agents for the Lady's Ivy,

daintiest of all ladies* machines; £62, complete. Send
for list. [0724

VELOCETTE 1922 Models, with clutch and kick
starter, for immediate delivery ; 2-speed, £68

;

3-speed, £75; all black weatherproof finish, all-chain
drive, open frame, giving very low position; the ideal
ladies' mount; easy payments, 4% extra; illustrated
catalogue free on request.—Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd. [3023

Miscellaneous.

7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, new chassis,

new carburetter, etc.; £95.

"IQ21 2^',h.p. Martin-Jap, 2-speed and kick starter;
J-*/ £65.

OHh.p. New Imperial, 2-speed model, recently over-
/V4 hauled; £38.

3h p. Douglas, 2-speed, £45; Scott motor cycle, tax
/W4 paid, £48.

~|Q2l Ladies' Velocette, as new, 2-speed; £55.; in
J-*J perfect condition, reasonable trial or examina-
tion.—Edmondson's Garage, Ltd., 28, Main St.,

Keswick. [4768

JONES Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.lO,
and Woodside Parade, North Finchley.

NOTICE.—We are open all day even' Saturday, and
have all makes in stock. Write call or 'phone

Hornsey 2917 for big bargain list.

1 Q 19-21 Ariel 3Vi.h.p. and sidecar, Mr. F. E.
X*7 Jones's competition gold medal machine, spe-

cially tuned; £80.

ROVER 5-6h.p. Sports Solo, 3-speed, all-chain, shop-
soiled, otherwise -new, 1921; £110.

R1TDGE I.O.M., shop-soiled, £70; 8h.p. Enfield Com-
bination, Magdyno, 1921, indistinguishable from

new, £145.

1 Q 19 P. and M. Combination, exactly as new,
A*/ equipped; £70.

TTOBART-VILLIERS, shop-soiled; £4-2/10.

1 Q20 Ariel 3%h.p., equipped, £72/10; also
-L*7 .second-hand and new sidecars, from £7/10.

1 Q19 2Vth.p. Douglas, 2-speed, fine sporty little

±*J bike, as new; £37/10.

"I Q 19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, first-class condi-
X*7 tion, any trial given; £79/10.

ROVER, new, 5-6h.p., 3-speed, all-chain, and
special "coachbuilt sidecar, fully equipped to

special order (now cancelled), unused, complete price

£135. Our special bargain of the week; many more,
see display advertisement. For new machines, send
for list.

ANY of the above can be had for one-quarter down,
balance in' 6 -or 12 payments. All guaranteed

3 months. Send for particulars.—Jones Garage. Broad-
svay, Muswell Hill, N.lO. Motor 'bus from Highgate or

Finsbury Park. [8538

£25.—4h.p. J.A.P., clutch, Bosch, Amac, lamps,
horn, tax paid.—33., Balham Rd., Edmonton.

[8235
SPORTING J.A.P., 3 ]>h.p., drop frame, special tank,

long exhaust, very fast; £20.-1, Priory Rd.,
Kew. [8388

ASTRA
HIGH CAPACITY

ACCUMULATOR SET.

Solo,

£3 18 6

Sidecar,

£4 15 6

Head Lamp : €in. front, adjustable focus, fitted

with high efficiency 8 c.p. bulb. Accumulator : 4

volt, 40 amp., specially strengthened for motor

cycle work. Tail Lamp combining detachable in-

spection lamp and complete with bulb. All Lamps
fitted with seU-contained switches. Wirei up with

best quality twin rubber covered cable, ready for

jnstant fitting.

LAMP SETS complete but without accumulator:
Solo, £2 11 6; Sidecar, £3 8 6.

The above sets can be converted to Dynamo Sets for

£7 10 2 extra, including all standard fittings.

*«AN UNQUALIFIED SUCCESS"
To quote a Private user's unsolicited opinion 0*

the ASTRA DIMMER SWITCH & CURRENT
3C0N0MISER.

Turn wnw"
hwtrr.i'nuiirib

Price,

7/6
Post Pre;.

~LigM full Or*

SuliliK Off

Instantly fitted without alteration to any lamp
with standard doable contact holder and adaptor.

Fits between adaptor on headlamp lead and back
of lamp.

THE "MILESTONE" SELF ADJUSTING
SPANNER.

1 The greater the pressure, the tigliter the grip.'

Instantly adinsts itself to any nut in its

capacity.

Prices: No. i. For nuts up to i n., 3/6 > Post

No. 2. For nuts up to 1} in., 6/- ' Free.

De Luxe Rust Proof Pattern, 6d. extra.

QUICK DETACHABLE SPRING GRIP, high

tension lead adaptor.

1/-
Post Free.

For any Sparking Plug with screw on terminal.

Special internal fastening for high tension wire.

TRADE I NQUIRIES INVITED.

CATALOGUE OF DYNAMO LIGHTING SETS

LAMPS & ACCESSORIES from

THE ASTRA DYNAMO Co.,,

110, Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.

Telephone: Victoria 7544 and 7545-

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Miscellaneous.

J? 35.—4h..p. J.A.P. Combination, J.A.P. engi
c** able outfit, tax 50/-, trial given.—W 11

17, Thames St., Hampton.

FORGE Garage, 74-76, Brighton Rd., S

('phone, Kingston 3025), have tlie f.

machines for sale or exchange

—

FORGE Matchless, 1921, model H, comb
fully equipped, with hood, screen, lain

shields, etc., very small mileage, as new; £12.

T7ORGE Matchless, 1920 combination, in e
J- condition, equipped; ^100, or exchange.

FORGE Douglas combination, 4h.p., 1918, ii

lent running order, good tyres, equipped; .

exchange.

FORGE Clyno combination, 8h.p., J.A.P. erj

seater sidecar, hood, screen, speedometer,
etc., in excellent" condition ; £70, or exchange.

FORGE Triumph, 3li>h.p., clutch model, rui I
bargain; £22, or exchange.

Si .

4

"pORGE Garage, 74-76, Brighton Rd.,
'Phone, Kingston 3025.

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.— (Grea
gains.) Motor cycles, combinations

selection; exchanges; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Cheap Machines is our
Cheap machines, nothing dear; all cl

WANDSWORTH.—Easy terms. The only ;

give immediate delivery first deposit.

TH.—Triumph 3V_-h..

drive away; only 22
WANDSWORTH.—Triumph 3'Ah.p., magnet

clutch

WANDSWORTH.—Premier 3Vjh.p„ magnet
condition, licensed, drive away; 26 gns.

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Rex, beautiful coachbuil*
bination, 5h.p. twin, 2 speeds, lamps

hauled, newly enamelled ; 45 gns. Easy terms

WANDSWORTH.—Humber coachbuilt Combi
4V'jh.p. twin, 2 speeds, kick, lamps,

painted; cheap, 42 gns. Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Premier coachbuilt Combi
3'ijh.p., 3 speeds, licensed, lamps; 3

Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—P. and M. 1918 3',>!

speeds, kick; only wants seeing; 4J

Terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Levis 1916 21/ih.p., good
runs beautifully; cheap, 29 gns. Easy

WANDSWORTH.—New Hudson 1921 2ft]
speeds, almost new; 46 gns. Easy te

WANDSWORTH.—Indian 7h.p. twin, 2

first class condition; 46 gns. Easy te

\\7"ANDSWORTH.—Indian 7h.p
VV spring fia

twin, 3
newly enamelled ; 5!

B62 All letters relating to advertisements
Motor Cycles

should quote the number it the end of each
advertised by private owners are, when desir

WANDSW'ORTH.—Indian (late) Powerp)
speeds, spring frame, powerful ; 55 gns.

terms.

WANDSWORTH. — F.N., magnificent it

5-6h.p., i: speeds, disc clutcn, newly ena

newly plated; 55 gns.

WANDSWORTH.—Scott (latest) coachbuilt ;

bination, twin water-cooled, absolutely i 1

gns. Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH. — Triumph (latest) 4b

speeds', absolutely as new, unscratchi

gns. Terms.

WANDSWORTH.—A.B.C. (latest) coachbuil

bination, twin, 4 speeds, lamps, speedt

79 gns. Terms.

WANDSWORTH. — Henderson (latest), <
|

lighting, 10 h.p., 4 cylinders, 3 spee

gns. Easy term".

WANDSWORTH.—Indian (latest) coachbuil 1

bination, dynamo lighting, everything

89 gns. Easy terms.

WANDSW7ORTH.—Singer (clutch model),

dropped frame, drive away; 22 gns.

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—F.N., 5-6h.p., 4 cylinders^

disc clutch, runs splendidly; cheap, £,

Terms.

WANDSWORTH.—10 fine coachbtiilt Sid -.

Grindleys, Glorias; also wickers; prices

—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Exchanges.—Wandsworth
Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth.

Station.) 'Phone : Latchmere 4686.

F.O.C.-H. for secondhand cycles, combinatioi

runabouts at bargain prices. Exchanf
ranged. Any new cycle, combination or ca

plied, cash or deferred payments.—Fair Offt

House, 5, Heath Street, Hampstead (near

Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, in-

Saturdays.

advertisement, and the date of the issue

ed, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
ALWAYS Wanted, immediately, any number, cf

1 second-hand machines and eombvnatjons; a com-

Hetit representative will be sent to inspect and com-

pete purchase after preliminary negotiations; cash

id Rood prices paid.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St.,

alirfg. Telephone: 689. . .
[3046

I7ANTED, your old motor in part payment for any
fV make of new machine, Triumph, James, Match-

es, Zenith, etc. ; also any "machine supplied on de-

Ti'ed payments; we have a big demand for second-

ands, so can allow best prices.—Wandsworth Auto-
iart, 8, High St., Wandworth. [8255

i END " Your ' Motor' Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
5 Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. - Cash
ffer telegraphed immedia tely on receipt. Nearest
,ation Wimbledon. We will collect from any London
tation. . Machine can be included in auction sale if

esired.—Sole address, Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [8140

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
FOR Sale.—Grigg scooter, quite new; £23.-8, Coun-

cil Houses, Brackley. . , [6921

KINGSBURY Scooters and Spare Parts.—Beaufort
Works, Richmond Rd., Twickenham. [2231

ITTANTEDi Motor -Scooter, latest model, self-starter.W —Francis, "28,. Partridge Rd., Cardiff. . '[6229

BEAUTIFUL Kingsbury Scooter, seat attached, as
ne_w;_£l6.—84a, Harley Rd., Harlesdeu.- •_- [6924

A .B.C.-Skootamota, new.-unsoiled, latest model; £2.3,

(\- -Sacrifice.—Frank Whitworth, 139,' New St., 'Bir-

ningham; ,,".*.'. [4658

3KOOTAMOTA (Camplings), perfect condition, not
5 ridden 50 miles; what offers ?—Croft, 1, Herschet
;t., Slough. . .

"
[6283

V UT0-3COOTER, perfect, £8, or exchange, 2-stroke;
CI cash adjustment.—Allston, Lyndhurst, Manland
U., Harpenden. [8195

A .B.C. Scootamota, latest model, unsoiled, inspection
tl- invited; nearest £24; tax paid, room wanted.

—

Iilliard, Harlow, Essex. [8226

NEW Shop-soiled Autoped Scooters, dynamo lighting,
l^h.p.; bargain, £12/10 each.-—Percy and Co.,

514. Euston Rd.. N.W.I. [8464

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
AUTO-WHEEL (late), new tyre, perfect; £5/10.—

10, Baronsmead Rd., Barnes. - [6863

£17.—1921 Youngs Attachment on gent.'s cycle, per-
fect.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [8533

\7"OUNG Attachment, new, perfect condition, must
A sell; £15.—Huntly, " Beaulieu,"- New Barnet.

[6288
MOTOR Attachment (Young), 1921, tax paid;

£10/10.-18. Kirkside RiL, Blackheath, London.
[6371

WALL Auto-Wheel, good running order, new parts,
cheap; £7/10.—Thompson, Dhoon, Hoghton,

Preston. [8214

fjENUINE Wall Auto-wheel, complete, splendid
*-* condition; £10.—Murray, 37a, Charles St., Hat-
ton Garden, Holborn. [8341

YOUNG Motor and Cycle, in splendid condition,
electric light, etc., licensed for 1922; £24, or

near offer.—Mattock Motor Co., Mattock Lane, Ealing.w -5- [8212

YOUNG Attachment on Gent.'s Model-de-Luxe Cycle
1922, lamps, horn, year's licence, not .ridden

;

cost £33; accept any fair offer.—Rev. Arthur, Buck-
land, Faringdon, Berks. (D) [6505

MATCHLESS 1921 8h.p. M,A.G. Special Engine,
dynamo lighting, fully equipped, single-seater

sidecar, Easting screen; seen by appointment Sunday
next.—112, Rectory Lane, Tooting. [8517

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
COLLINS and Son for hoods, screens, and aprons;

hoods from 35/-.—Below.

riOLLINS and Son.—Adjustable windscreens, com-^ plete with apron; 22/6, 30/-, and 35/-; sent
on approval against cash; carriage 1/6 extra.—Below.

COLLINS and Son stock all known makes of wind-
screens; we have a few second-hand Standard

I

Eastings, fitted with new celluloid, from 45/-.—Below.

COLLINS and Son- fit celluloid panels to any wind-
screen in few hours, new -aprons,- side curtains,

etc. ; open weekdays till 8.30, Sunday mornings till

1 o'clock.—Collins and Son, rear of 84, High St.,
Putney, S.W. (D) [6025

V-SHAPED Windscreens, with apron, from £2/15.—
Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

[8248
HERCULES Hoods and Aprons ; write for list.

—

Hercules Hood Co., 698. Seven Sisters Rd., Tot-
tenham. . [0853

EASTING Windscreen, brand new Roval, guaranteed
perfect ; genuine bargain, £3 / 10.—Lloyd, 27,

Hamilton Ter., Milford Haven. , [6186

"DENT Hoops, hood fittings, straps, turnbuttons,JJ twills, etc.; hardwood polished wind ecreens.
27/6.-Henry Jones, 778, High Rd., Tottenham, Lon-
don- [3239

STOP
at this and compare prices
and quality.

;

Invitation to
inspect -before purchasing.
All Buildings carriage paid. No extras.

l his Building is complete with 1in. tongued and
grooved floor, £in. match-boards or weather-
boards, 3in. framing, strong boarded roof, best
pluvex felt. Building treated with weather-
proof composition. Prices, complete and carriage

paid to any station in England and Wales.
8x 6 £8 ii, in £27 J

iox 8 £13 i8x io £33
12X8 £17 10 ._ . 20X.10 £37 10
14X 10 £23 20X 12 £40

OLYMPIA MODEL ASBESTOS BUILDING

Specification in Our Catalogue.

I2X 8 £23 10 18x10 £42 10
14X 10 £32 15 20X 12 £46 15
16x10 £37 15 —
Delivered with iron roof complete. Fire-proot

and sound-proof. ^^

Our unsolicited testimonials should create
confidence.

27, Foxley Lane,
Purley, Surrey.

Gentlemen,
I am very pleased with Garage sent me

and think it is excellent value for the money.
Yours obediently,

W. Gordon Fowler.

74-S4, Banner Street,

London, B.C.
Dear Sirs,

The -Garage arrived and is quite satis-

factory and we have recommended several

people in Wembley to place their orders with
you." You have already supplied a gentleman
through our recommendation.

Yours faithfully,

Chater Lea, Ltd.,
(Motor Experts).

30, Brewery Street,

Pembroke Dock,
South Wales. -

Dear Sirs,

Building received, and very well satisfied

with it. Many thanks.
Yours faithfully,

A. Parkes.

illustrated Catalogue Free.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE C°
High Street, Fulham, London, S.W.

Telephone: PUTNEY 2771.

HOODS, WIND SCRfcENS, fcTC.

R ENNOC Co.—We are actual manufacturers of
-*-* hoods, screens, and aprons. Send for list.—
Rennoc Motors Ltd., 155a, Marlborough Rd., Upper
Holloway, N.19. [2321

ROBINI Manufacturing Co.—The Bower adjustable
windscreen, registered, with coverall apron, 30/-,

carriage paid. Beware of imitations. Celluloid panels
fitted, Eastings, 16/6; Coverall aprons made to order,
10/-.—Robini Manufacturing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill,
Effra Rd., Brixton, S.W. 2. 'Phone: Brixton 1535.

[8164

BODIES.
T IGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd.

LIGHT Coachbuilt Bodies, bulbous back and locker,
from £7/7; Touring de Luxe, from £9/9. Many

other models in stock. Customers' old sidecars taken
in part payment. Second-hand bargains. Genuine
Enfield body, indistinguishable from new, £7; Million!
bodies, renovated as new, from £4.-26, Tulse Hill,
Brixton. 'Phone : Brixton 1292. (Half-minute from
Brixton Skating Rink.) [8327

RENNOC Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacturers, 35
models, also several clearance, cheap to clear.

RENNOO Go. specialise in repairs, repainting, end
upholstering.—Rennoc Motors, Ltd., 155a-, M-ul-

borough Rd.. Upper Holloway, N.19. f2320

COLLINS arid Sou for coachbuilt bodies, all models
in stock, from lightweights to 2-seater.—Below.

COLLINS and Son are actual manufacturers, and
give twelve months', guarantee with every body

made by them.—Below.

COLLINS and Son repair, repaint and upholster at
moderate charges, first-class work guaranteed;

estimates free; send for catalogue.—Collins and Son,
rear of 84, High St., Putney, S.W. [4084

BARGAIN.—Coachbuilt body, nearly new, apron,
suit single; £6/10.—Webber, Eastleigh, Honiton.

[7037
LARGE Bulbous Body by Dunhill, 2 lockers, with

Easting screen; £6/10.-9, Church Rd., Harles-
den. [7054

EDWARDES Sporting Bodies, bulbous back, large
locker, beautifully upholstered; £4/15.—277, Cam-

benvell Rd., S.E. £8361

BASTONES for Sidecar Bodies, all latest models in
stock from £4.-228, Pentonville Rd.. King's

Cross, London, N.l. [5131

TTflLLOWBROOK Bodies to fit any chassis; prices
* v from £5 upwards; write for designs.—Willow-

brook Motor Co., Leicester. {Q'6-- 3

'

EDWARDES Sidecar Bodies, bulbous back, full size,
painted any colour; £4/15; my value cannot be

beaten.—277, Camberwell Rd., S.E. [8362

C"
"AMBER Sidecar Bodies from £4/17/6; bodies re-

painted and upholstered from £3.—Bright and
Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. [8249

CANE Sidecar Body, enclosed front, side door, very
good condition; £2/ 17/6.—Marshall, 45, Lock-

ford Lane, Stonegravels, Chesterfield. [7025

POSTCARD Saves Pounds re Bodies, hoods, screens,
upholstering, painting; few secondhand bodies.

—

Works, 132, Crystal Palace Rd., East Dulwich. [8400

BODIES.—Models fitted to any chassis same day;
hoods, screens, aprons, repairs.—T. Williams,

Manufacturer, 9, Lower Chatham St., Oxford Rd.,
Manchester. [6869

GARDNER and Speedy, 2-sealer, £9. "Single, £6.
Bodies to order. Painting and re-upholstering as

new, £2/15. Screens repaired, 12/-. Terms to the
trade.—67, Effra Rd., Brixton. [8556

MATCHLESS 1921 Sidecar Body and Hood only foi
sale, in splendid condition; £14, or near offer, or

exchange for 2-seater body with cash adjustment.—
Rhosha Motor Co., South St., Romford. Tel. : 95

[8291

COBB Speedman Famous Sidecar Bodies are tlu
-. cheapest on the market. Made by highly skilled

trade union labour from sound and seasoned timber;
to match your machine from £2/12/6 carriage paid;
no extras.—Vernon Cobb, 18, Midland Rd., Carlton,
Nottingham. [6870

£3/15.—Great bargains in bodies, beautifully
finished, from £3/15; 2-seaters, adaptable for-2

adults, or 1 adult and child, from £9; all bodies
finished to order. Write for particulars.—Robini
Manufacturing Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton,
S.W.2. 'Phone: Brixton 1585. [8163

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only Work-
ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of original

deafens, also workinsr drawings. fnll-si7*»d or tn prale —
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Designing Dept., established
designers to the coach trade for over 80 years. Con-
sult us when designing new ideas.— Dorset House,
Tudor St.. London, E.C.4. [0004

£4/17/6.—250 Douglas type, bulbous backed, and
locker under seat, brand new, bodies upholstered

in Texine; £4/17/6 eacli; owing to contract, we have
bought right, so sell right; they simply require a

finishing coat to complete; photo sent on request and
stamp. 'Phone: 1958 Brixton.—19, Wilcox Rd.,

South Lambeth, London, S.W.8. [8468

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the, date ol the issue A33
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s

'

pOR
CjANDHAM, the smartest sidecar specialists.

SANDUM Sidecars.—Our pre-war prices were the talk
of the show; £14 to £50. Write ior Dew catalogue.

SANDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen a hood, screen,

and apron; £2/15 and £3/18. Write for list.

SANDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen.—Our South London
agent writes: "An instantaneous success; sold

out; send further supply." Agents, get in touch with us.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
Rd., W.C.I. ' Phone : Museum 3427. T0019

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel SidecaTs are

guaranteed 3 years.

MIDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis for

high-powered machines; Zenith, Harleys, Indians,

New Imperials, Sunbeam, Blackburnes, etc,

INDIANS with kick starter on left present no diffi-

culty with Middleton's special model.

MIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs of all

kinds. Twisted motor cycle frames and forks

promptly corrected.

SECOND-HANDS of various makes for sale. Your
old sidecar taken in part exchange.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only

safer and more comfortable, but are faster on

bad roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not

bash into them.

MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established sidecar

makers, wholesale, retail, and export, 27, Stroud
Green Rd , Finsbury Park {near Tube). 'Phone, Horn-
eey 1584. (0522

BASTONES for Sidecars, no better or cheaper house.

All latest models in stock.

BASTONES.—Lightweight sidecars complete, to fit

any machine; £12/18/6.

BASTONES. — SportB model Bidecar, complete,
£17/10; several other models in stock, including

tandem, all at low prices.

BASTONES.—Distributing agents for the famous
Montgomery sidecars, all the latest 1922 models

In stock.

BASTONES for Sidecar Chassis, underslung £7/19/6.
tandem chassis £14/10, auxiliary arms 14/-.—

228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l.
'Phone : 2481 North. 'Grams : Bastones, London.

[6049

LIGHT Coachbuilt Sidecar; £6/10.—Kennard, 78,
Yerbury Rd., Holloway, N.19. [6846

good condition ; £4.—
["6722

TRITUBE Sidecars are most unique. Scientifically

designed, made of finest materials.

TRITUBE Chassis, constructed of steel lugs, straight

steel tubes, with welded joints.

TRITUBE Sidecars are light. Supplied with either
sporting or touting coachbuilt bodies.

TRITUBE Sidecars,. One price, £15/10. Write for

booklet.—Davis Bios., Church St., Rickmansworth.
'Phone: 5. [4195

LIGHT coachbuilt sidecar, new body, coverall apron;
£8.-82, Church Rd., Mitcham. , [6849

CAMBER.—Utility model; £25.—Bright and Hayles,
78, Church St., Camberwell, London.

CAMBER.—Utility tandems; £27. — Bright and
Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell, London.

CAMBER.—Semi-sports model; £17/10.—Bright and
Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. [8251

£6.—Good sound coachbuilt sidecar, fit any
machine.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [8535

SIDECARS.—Several, cheap; room wanted.—57, Ken-
bury St., Coldharbour Lane, London, S.E. [6800

£17/10, cost £35.—3,
'Phone: Putney 51.

[6158

SIDECAR, coachbuilt, re-upholstered, in new con-
dition; £10/10.-76, Dalling Rd., Hammersmith.

[6848

SIDECAR, coachbuilt, complete, medium, £7/10;
light Canoelet, £7/10.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham.

COACHBUILT Sidecar,
123, Alexandra Rd., Hampstead.

NEW Coachbuilt Sidecar
Carlton Rd., Putney Hill

"I Q22 Watsonian Sports Sidecar
lu screen; bargain, £19.—

'"

[6600
complete, wind-

High Rd., Leyton,
[6240

9GNS.—Lightweight sporting Henderson sidecar,
complef-e, perfect.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd.,

N.W.3. [7029

CHATER light sidecar chassis, springs, excellent
condition, best offer.—18, Woodbine Crescent,

Stockport. [7039

A .B.C. Sidecar, hood, screen, lamp, excellent order;
£25, carriage paid, or offer.—Howdens. Seedsmen,

Inverness [5140

BASTONES
Established 16 Years.

No Better or Cheaper House

26X2J IB
s

Is

26X22

24^ 2 . Clincher de Luxe, Heavy
24 X 2$ Hutchinson, Super Stud
26 X 3 Englebert, Passenger Rubber Stud.

.

Bergougnan, 3-ribbed, Heavy
/-Hutchinson, T.T., Robber Stud .

.

I Clincher de Luxe, Heavy
Midland, Rubber Stud, Heavy . .

.

Rom, Rubber Stud, Heavy
Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy
Rom Combination

.'Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud .

.

Midland, Rubber Stud, Heavy . .

.

J Kempshall, Anti-skid, Heavy
j Clincher de Luxe, Heavy
I Clincher de Luxe, ex-Heavy

• /Goodrich, Safety Tread

j
Dominion,UscoRubber,non-skid,Heavy

36 x 2^ I Dominion, Corrugated, Heavy
to fit" 1 Dominion, Nobby Tread, ex-heavv .

.

6x 2i I
Hutchinson, T.T., Ribbed
Midland, Ribbed,Heavy,
Hutchinson, Super Stud, ex-Strong .

.

Bergougnan, 3-ribbed, Heavy
Goodrich, Safety Tread
Midland, Rubber Non-skid, Heavy .

.

Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud
Wood-Milne, ex-Heavy
Michelin, Fine Ribbed .-

Hutchinson, T.T., Rub. Stud
Skew, Rubber, Non-skid
Englebert (Wired Edge)

, Clincher de Luxe,ex-Hvy. (Wired Edge)

Midland, Ribbed, ex-Heavy
I Wood-Milne, Special Heavy
Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy .

.

to fit J Do
5X2l- I Hu

Mil

^Hu

26X2^

26X3

650x65 1 Clincher Dreadnought.
If"

700 x 80

22 6
26/-

17/6
18/6
23/-

24/6
24/-

26/-

28/-

37/-

25/-
25/-

30/-
25/-

27/-

36/-

28/6
30/-

36/-
30/-

30/-

55/3
23/-
35/-
26/-

26/6
19/6
20/-

29/-

30/-

25/-

39/-

35/-

18/6
40/-

36/-

35/-

42/-

48/-

42/-

48/-
44/-

61/-

48/-

64/3
42/-

40/-

Clincher de Luxe, ex-Heavy
'Clincher de Luxe, Heavy
Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy .

.

Super Chain, ex-Heavy
Clincher Cross, ex-Heavy
Clincher Cross, Fine Ribbed .........

Hutchinson, Super Stud, ex-Strong .

.

1 Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy .

.

28 X 3 -[ Hutchinson, Super Studded.ex-Heavy
( Fisk, Rubber, Non-skid, ex-Heavy .

.

29 X 2.5 Goodyear, Rubber Stud, ex-Heavy ....

TUBES.
Goodrich, Clincher, Hutchinson, and Red Fox.

24x2 and 24X2^ :~

:

each 4/3

26X 2J and 26x2^ eacb 5/6

700x80, 28x3 and 650X 65 each 7/6

Goodyear Butted 28 x 3 each 7/6

The above New Clearance Covers and Tubes are sent on
approval against remittance CARRIAGE PAID.

\
Large stock oi Sidecar Bodies and complete Sidecars i

: to he cleared at low prices, also full range of
'

I MONTGOMERY Sidecars in stock.

HOURS—9 till 6 : Saturdays 9 till 1.

228, Pentonville Road,
King's Cross, London, N.l.
'Phone : 2481 North. 'Grams : Bastones, London.

m/rffORlKT-lZS

AAflDE FRO/vi

ALL-WOOL KHAKI SERGE
DOUBLE SEATS
LACED KNEES

Pffi 143 Pm.

Postage J'
4

Ditto made fhom

HEAVY ALLW00LBID7ORDC0RP
WITH LEATHER o« SELF STRAPPINGS

GivcWay mcssurviMnh t? Heigh!
-
. •

Thew «r« eosrly onepf the
£ft«r- twroqlns w*r offsnd
rwdm a th» MotmCyox.

ORDER YOURS
TO - DAY to ttod«!

FlemLng B*2-pcdcan

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
SCOTT Sidecar, ex-W.D., complete; £5/10.—W. J.

Motor Exchange, 5, Addison Avenue, Holla
Park, "TV. 11.- [84

T>OOTHS Blackpool Bargains.—Limited number, n
-"-* coach bodies, full size, with locker, £5/17/
usually £9/10,

BOOTHS Blackpool Bargains. -New £9/10 coa
!

bodies for £5/17/6; illustration free.—Boot
Motorics, Blackpool.

"DOOTHS Blackpool Bargains.—Quantity new und
!

-*-* slung chassis, 4-point attachment, £9/19/
illustration free.-Booths Motories, Blackpool.

BOOTHS Blackpool Bargains.—Several shop-soil
sidecars, cheap; Hercules coach sidecar, £9/10/

ditto Canoelet, £8/1076 ditto Farlow, £8/10/6; ca
body, 22 / 6.—Booths Motories, 294, Waterloo R
Blackpool, [50

WHITLEY Sidecars, Coventry.—Three models, £1
£29/10, £32/10. Nothing on one wheel

equal. Lists free. [08

CANOEtLET Sidecar, nearly new, storm cover, 1

tings, screen, very smart, bargain; £13.-89, Es
Hill, Wandsworth. [66

INDIAN 1919 spring-frame sidecar, excellent finis
apron, lockers, carrier, toolbox; £15.—Hamly

Limpsfield, Surrey. £85;

HEAVYWEIGHT Matchless sidecar, windscreen, e
cellent condition throughout £12/10.—DowniD

19, Regent St., Kettering. [66!

MONTGOMERY No. 1 Sidecar, 1921, comple
apron and fitting, off Triumph; ^ gns.—Bi

1373, c/o The Motor Cycle. [69 1

EXTENDED Payments accepted for sidecars; modi
for all makes.—Send for catalogue, etc., Rides

Sales, Ltd., 5, Victoria St., S.W.I. [08:

WHITLEY Sidecars, second-hand, suitable for

and M. machines only; only a few left; £9 eat

net.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St., London, [62'

O ENNOC Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens, large
JlV stock in London, actual manufacturers throug
out. Send for our catalogue, 32 pages, 80 illustratioE

PHCENIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by" tl

Rennoc Sidecar Co.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indis

motors, with left-hand kick starters, and ca

deliver.

RENNOC Co. have 50 second-hand and clear™,

•sidecars, bodies, hoods; etc., all to clear at knoc

out prices. Note; Write for special clearance list.

RENNOC Co. have the finest selection of comple

sidecars in the trade.

RENNOC Co. undertake repairs to any make of sid

car; repainting and reupholstering a speciality.

RENNOC Co. have in stock sidecars to fit all make

English and American.

RENNOC Co. again ask you to send for the

catalogue, the most comprehensive issued by at

manufacturers.

RENNOC Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marlborough Rd., Upp<

Holloway, N.19. 'Phone: Hornsey 1589. [231

-<Q19 Sunbeam Sidecar, complete, hood, scree;

XtJ grid, lamp, excellent condition; £18, bargain.

Craswell, Wig-Warn, Wolsey Rd., Ashford, Middlesex
[64c

COLLINS and Son for Sidecars, new bulbous bat

models complete with renovated underslung cha

sis, with fittings, for any machine, from £12/10.-

Below.

(COLLINS and Son.—2-Seater bulbous back coachbui

J models, with renovated undersluog chassis, fro:

£15.—Below.

ClOLLINS and Son.—New Montgomery Chassis, fittt

I with our 1922 bulbous De Luxe coachbuilt bod,

supplied with fittings for any machine, £18/10.

Below.

CLOLLINS and Son.—New Mills-Fulford Chassis, wit

f bulbous back coachbuilt body, supplied with fi

tings for any machine, £17/10.—Below.

COLLINS and Son specialise in frame and chass

repairs; all work guaranteed; send for_caialogu

Open weekdays till 8.30, Sunday mornings till

o'clock.—Below.

COLLINS and Son will take your present 6ideci>

in part payment of any model; a few secoiid-har.

sidecars in stock.—Collins and .Son, rear of 84, Hip

St., Putney, S.W. [40E

GLORIA Sidecar, 1916, with Easting windscree

good tyre, in good general condition, fit late

Triumph; £10.—Gittins, Blaby Rd., Enderby, n

Leicester. \$&

SPORTING Lightweight, Watsonian sidecar, CO]

plete with all fittings, new tyre; whole iu-nt

condition; first £6 secures.—Tennant, 37, Lewis S

Stranraer. 161;

SPORTING Sidecar Body, eqnal to new, locker i

back, convenience for carrying bags, windscree

suit any machine; £7.—Youngs, 22, Racton Rd., Fi

ham, S.W.6. t66 '

*34 AH tetters relating io advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
rHE Central Ignition Works, London.—Surplus
. magnetos, not converted from ex-W.D. starter

Djnetos,

"It AGNETOS for All Motor Cycles.

"lOSCH twins types: Z.A.2, £3/10; Z-U.2, £4/10,
J enclosed, waterproof, variable ignition.

tOSCH Singles; £3/10.

"t X single* tnly, enclosed waterproof, variable ig-

1. uition, £3/10.

"l.I.C. single and twin, enclosed waterproof, vari-

J able ignition, £3/5.

riOMSON-BENNETT single and twin, enclosed
. waterproof, variable ignition, £3.

"JUTHART, singles only, enclosed waterproof, vari-

J able ignition, £2/10.

<A.V. single and twin, enclosed waterproof, vari-

able ignition, £3.

(A.V. and Ruthart Magnetos, fitted with genuine
Rudge driving spindles. C.A.V., £3/7/6; Ruthart

£,2/6.

rTESE magnetos were formerly made exclusively
J for Rudge motor cycles, so that you can in no
w doubt their entire efficiency.

10SCH Sparking Plugs, suitable for all English
J cars and motor cycles, long and short reach, 1/6
e 1. Carriage on each plug, 2d. on orders up to

River 6, carriage free.

"1EPAIRS accepted for all magnetos.

{'ARES Stocked, all types.

LL goods despatched by the Central are forwarded
i en approval against cash. If dissatisfied, your
c refunded within 24 hours.

JUARANTEE.—We guarantee all our magnetos for
• a period of twelve months, and will willingly
r ace or repair any magneto that should .prove
d ctive within that period.

CARRIAGE on all magnetos, 1 / 6.—The Central
" Ignition Works. 14, Loughborough Rd., Brix-
ti London, S.W. Tel. ; Brixton 210. [5875

1 ELIANCE Magneto Repairing? Co. (the largest
J London repair depot) for repairs and new mag-
q s.—See below.

"jELIANCE Guarantee to Return your magneto
J within 3 days, if necessary 24 hours, with a 12
d ths

-

written guarantee.

] ELIANCE Test Every Magneto after repair under
J all running conditions, and, as we contract for
n y of the largest concerns, you need have no hesi-
1 3n in placing your repairs and orders with us.

"I ELIANCE Manufacture ana Stock Spare Parts lor
-I all magnetos. Special line, genuine platinum
5 ws for every make, 12/- per pair.

"1 ELIANCE will be pleased to give advice, free of
J charge, upon any question concerning ignition
t bles, as we place our long-standing experience at
y disposal, and old and new customers may be cer-
t ol getting the usual promptness and courtesy we
hi always endeavoured to give.—Reliance Magneto
I airing Co., 283, St. John St., London, E.C.I.

1 ELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co.. 283, St. John
J St., London, E.C.I, for new and second-hand
r. cetos.

r I0MSON-BENNETT Magnetos, brand new, en
closed waterproof type, singles, suit any engine,

to £3; twins, 45, 48. 50, 55, 60, 180 degrees,
f Douglas, Clyno, etc., price £3. See our guarantee
1 w.

1 A.V. Magnetos, waterproof, new and unused,
singles and 1 80 degrees twins, suitable for

liglas, O.K., Calthorpe, A.J.S., Enfield, Levis, New
1 lerial, Scott, Velocette, or any lightweight. These
1 netos are of the finest workmanship throughout.
l:e £3, See our guarantee below.

' EPORE Sending Elsewhere, send a P.C. for our
• small interesting booklet snowing a full range of
1 ;netos to suit every engine, with full particulars
1 prices.—See below.

i CARANTEE.—Every magneto, no matter what
the price or make, is guaranteed by us. Not

rely a guarantee that same is in good order at time
(sale, but a plainly written statement that we
grantee each machine against all defects for a period
1 12 months. This, we maintain, justifies us in
( rging a lew shillings more than certain of our
( ipetitors.

"ELIANCE Cordially Invite Customers to their
• works to see any of tho above on test. Magneto
1 giving full particulars, sent upon application. It
T pay you to deal with a firm of repute.—Reliance
Uneto Repairing Co. (1914), 283, St. John St., Lon-
c, E.C.I. Telephone: Clerkenwell 4290. Tele-
gffii : Remagco, Islung, Loudon.

_
[3882

PARKING Plugs, new, 1/6 each; copper-asbestos
I washers, 3/9 gross; motor lubricating oil, 2/-
i Ion.—Ignition, 69, Lower Essex St., Birmingham,

[6604

mm

STOKE NEWlNfiTON, LONDON,

off*-' for x
Regrindingg

Motor Cycle S
Cylinders and Fitting X

New Pistons, Pins,andRings X
SS

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

PRICES.
A.J.S., 4 end 6 h.p. ; Ariel 31 h.p.; Bradbury
4 h.p. ; B.S.A., 4J h.p. and Dome head ; Black-
lufnc2

;
and 4 h.p. ; Indian 7-9 h.p. and Pewerplus;

Jap 2}, 6, 8, and 10 h.p. Norton ; Premier 3
'. h.p.

;

Precisions h.p. ; Rudge 31 h.p. ; triumph l\ h.p.

(Dish head), 4 h.p. (Flat head), and 1914 Dome
head ; 35/- each.

Douglas1914-20 2! h.p. 36/- pair.

Douglas3i & 4h.p. 45 -pair.

First Class Material and workmanship and
quich delivery.

Carriage F.O.R. Bradford.

("lease Send Old Piston with Cylinder

HEPWORTH RINGS
conform to Air Board Chemical

Analysis and Physical Test.

HEPWORTH PISTON RINGS were used on the X
Napier "Lion" engine in ike D.H.g Biplane, J^
which broke the world's altitude record, and also on m
the same type of -engine which was fitted to the S
machine winning the British Aerial Derby, 1921. A
HEPWORTH & GRANDAGE, Ltd. S

Wakefield Road, BRADFORD. S

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
ACCUMULATORS. —Quality right; price right;

write fur list; trade supplied.—Adams Bros.
(Longton), Ltd., Accumulator Manufacturers. Longton,
Staffs. [1284

ANY Motor Cycle Magneto repaired, no matter
what condition, provided complete, for 30/-; 24

hour service.—Kays, Electrical Dept., 8, Bond St.,

Ealing, W. [4838

CHELTENHAM.—Repairs to magneton, self-starten,
lighting plants, oto. j London experts employed.—

Norwood Magneto Works, 95, Bath Rd., Cheltenham.
'Phone: 1256. 10758

DASH Switchboards, 4-way, with ammeter, 20/-;
with ammeter and voltmeter, 35/- each nett.

—

Leslie Dixon and Co. (Dept. H.l), 9, Colonial Av.,
Minories, E.l [0760

MAGNETOS Overhauled and Repaired from 15/- to
35/-; returned as new in 2 days and guaranteed

for 12 months.—Turner Bros., Magneto Repair Ser-
vice, Summerseat, Manchester. [5371

DOUGLAS Magnetos, new, 2%h.p., 45/-; singles, for
Triumph, etc., 50/-; approval against cash.—

Lynwood Garage, 85a, Upper Tooting Rd., S.W.
'Phone: Streatham 2839. [4869

JEBRON Contacts, used by Messrs. Collier Bros.,

platinum, for blades, screws, etc., cures misfiring;
Jebron screws, fit Bosch magneto, 10/6 pair ; old
screws, any make, Jebronised, 4/9 each, return post.

tfTEBRON Contacts, used by Messrs. Collier Bros.,
*J Colver, Martin, making world's records.—Jebron,
38, Herbert Rd., Woolwich, London, S.E.18. [0002

LUCAS Lighting Set, off Enfield, head, tail, side

lamp, with brackets, accumulator, cut-out, switch-
box, 6v. 6a. dynamo with housing, electric horn;

£8/10, perfect.—Dawson, Butcher, Stauford-le-Hope,
Essex. [6244

C.A.V. Magnetos.—Extraordinary bargains. Brand
new 180^ twin or single cylinder, 38/6, carriage

free. Every magneto thoroughly tested before des-

patch ; approval against cash. Kindly state rotation

required.—Langford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway,
London, N.W2.. [6712

LION, the British Magneto backed by over 10 years'

experience. The ideal magneto for single-cylinder

engines up to 3h.p., light in weight and absolutely

waterproof; retail price, £4. Trade prices and terms
on application.—€ne Britannic Electrical Co., Ltd.,

10, Warstock, near Birmingham. [6172

SURPLUS Magnetos, with written guarantee one

year: M-L single, 35/-; B.L.I.C. ditto, 42/-;

Bosch ditto, 45/.; C.A-V. single or twin, 50/-;

Thomson-Bennett ditto, 60/-. We specialise in re-

pairs and spaTes for all makes. Lists, Jd. stamp.

Deal with experts and avoid certain disappointment,

—Whitdale Magneto Service, Cherry Orchard, Croy-

don. 'Phone : Croydon 1625. . [6490

BRAND New Thomson-Bennett Magnetos, type AC2
180° anti clock, 45/-; Splitdorf Model EU single

anti clock, 38/-; large type Dixies, single clock or

anti, 30/-; 50°. 55°, 180°, 35/-. All the above .are

guaranteed perfect. None of these magnetos are con-

verted or reconstructed starter mags. They ara

the genuine article.—Marble Arch Motor Exchange,

135, Edgware Rd., W.2. 'Phone: Padd. 789. [3103

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. (estab-

lished 1912), contractors to H.M. Government,
.

and officially appointed by the R.A.C. Magneto re-

pairs of every description; all repairs at lowest pos-

sible prices, and strictly guaranteed. We can mostly

return them within 24 hours. We have several new

and second-hand single and 2-cyl. magnetos in stock,

all guaranteed.—The Magneto Repairing and Winding

Co 78 Hampstead Rd., Euaton, London, N.W.I.

"Phone: Museum 1158. T.A. : Kumagnelec, Eusroad.

London. C2445

EUSTON Ignition Co.'s 24-hour repair service.

Guaranteed repairs to all types of magnetos

;

Splitdorf and Dixie specialists; official Indian elec-

trical service station; Thomson-Bennett repairs and
spares. All repairs are tested on an approval A.I.D.

test bench before despatch, and therefore carry our

guarantee for 12 months. We hold the largest stock

of guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degrees;

spare parts for all makes in stock; charged accumu-
lators, all voltages, always ready in stock; plugs,

cables, y2-watt and vacuum bulbs, all voltages. We
give you real live service always.—Euston Ignition Co.,

329, Euston Rd., London, N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum
5034. T.A. : Magdyno, Eusroad, London [0263

TYRES.
POST your repairs to-day and have them back in

2 days.—Below.

3f£Z upwards we charge for repairing your burst
/ " tyres; tubes from 1/-.—Below.

OLD covers made equal to new again, retreaded
> with rubber studs, and guaranteed to wear as

good as new; prices 10/6, 12/6, 15/6, 17/6, and 20/-.—Below.

JUST attach tally and hand in to post office to-day,
addressed to below.

PHCENIX Tvre Repairing Co., 224, Sherlock St.,

Birmingham. [8436

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the A19
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TYRES.

ULL'S Rubber Co., Ltd., 3, Upper St. Martin's
Lane, W.C.2 (adjoining Aldridge's).

* TDHONE Gerrard 1347 for tyres and accessories of

-^ all kinds at cut prices.

S>/»\2 Avon Stonehenge, 20/-; 26x21,4 Avon,
(W" Clincher and Belgrave, etc., from 22/6; 26x2V*
Wood-Milne Keygrip, 4-ply, 38/-; 26x2% (fit 2V4 )

Clincher E.H., 27/6; Wood-Milne Keygrip, 4-ply,

10/-; 28x3 Clincher, rubber studded, sidecar, 30/-;

tubes, all sizes, 6/-.

LET us know your requirements, or call Bull's.
(0869

OCX! Dunlop Extra Heavy, 30/-.—Marble Arch*» Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2. [8431

EMANUEL'S For Tyre Bargains.—From Manufac-
turers', Bankrupt, and Surplus Stocks.—Below.

O A x2.—Hutchinson rubber studded, 22/3.

fc
i /|x2 14.—Clincher de Luxe heavy rubber studded,
<V± 22/3.

t> A-xiVi Bates, special heavy 3-ribbed; £29/9.

»-)/?x2>4 Hutchinson, Brooklands R.S.; 19/6.

rt/Jx2 IAx21
,4 Bates, special heavy rubber non-skid;

"*", 43? 7.

OQx3 Bates, special 3-ribbed heavy; 50/8.

OQx3% (to fit 28x3 American rims), heavy rubber
/V */ non-skid; 52/5.

0/?x2.—Continental standard and ribbed, 16/6;
/vD Wood-Milne Key-grip, 18/6; Hutchinson
Brooklands rubber studded, 26/9; Palmer cord heavy,

34/6.

0^1x214.—Moseley heavy ribbed, 20/6; Bates special

/OO heavy beaded, 28/3; Macintosh chain heavy,

32/3; Palmer cord 3-ribbed heavy, 34/9; Dunlop Mag-.
num heavy, 36/-.

OCx2%.—Dunlop retreaded grooved, 20/6; Palmer
/W V) cord 3-ribbed extra heavy, 35/3; Dunlop Mag-
num heavy, 35/9; Clincher de Luxe extra heavy, 24/3.

0£?x2% (to fit 2% rims).—Emanuel's All-weather,
rt/O 25/9; Hutchinson rubber studded or ribbed,

33/-; Bates special 3-ribbed extra heavy, 56/-.

OfiX2 1,t>.—Wood-Milne 3-ply, 13/6; Wood-Milne
/WO 4-ply extra heavy, 16/6; Rom. Combination,
38/9; Dunlop rubber non-skid, 41/-; Hutchinson
rubber non-skid or ribbed, 29/9; Emanuel's extra

heavy rubber non-skid, 45;'-; Englebert passenger
rubber, 32/-.

QOx2%.—Hutchinson ribbed, 25/-; Spencei Moulfon40 rubber non-skid, 30/-.-

O Qx3 (to fit 2 1/' rims).—Dunlop heavy rubber non
^ O skid, 45/-.

OQX3.—Macintosh chain tread heavy, 27/6; Dun-
/WOlop sidecar, 37/6; Dunlop heavy rubber studded,

44/-; Fisk extra heavy rubber studded, 46/-; John
Bull extra heavy rubber studded. 68/-.

<!KAX65.—Wood-Milne special key-grip, 14/6.;DOU Wood-Milne 4-ply extra strong, 25/-;

Emanuel's rubber non-skid extra heavy, 26/6; Palmer
cord light car, 40/-; Burnett grooved, 30/-; Dunlop
steel studded, 45/-.

ry/\/\y80 (to fit 650x65 rims).—Bates special
I vv heavy 3-ribbed, 52/6; John Bull extra heavy

rubber non-skid, 55/-; Clincher grooved, 47/6.

T71XTRA Heavy Rubber Studded Non-skid, 42/6.
-tui

NEW Tubes, all sizes, 7/-; clearance, 5/6 each.

H. EMANUEL and Co.—Stores, 37a. Balls Pond
Rd., Dalston, N.l. Office, 27, Belgrade Rd.,

Stoke Newington, N.16. Tele.: Dal. 3161. [0832

INNER Tubes, 26in.x2%in., 2 Hermatic, 1 Palmer,
good condition; 5/- each.—Box 1402, c/o The

Motor Cycle. [8514

MOTORISTS.—Try our 3,000 mile retreads, repairs,

etc., carnage paid.—Buxton Vulcanising Co..

Buxton, Derbyshire. C9293

O Qx3 Pedley Clearance Covers, 39/6, list 70/ ;

/Q O 24x2*4 covers and tubes, 16/3 to 22/-, carriage
paid.—Davies, Union St., Wednesbury. [4452

THE Difference between a good retread and a bad
one is its mileage. Trv us Watch results.—

Melton Rubber Works, Melton Mowbray. [0636

SCOTTISH readers will find it advantageous to pur-
chase their tyres from McArthur, Hill and Co.,

new address: 436, Argyle St., Glasgow. Lists post
tree. [6514

MISS DOOLEY.—New 28x3 Moseley Heavy Covers,
not blemished in any way, price 35/- each,

carriage extra; also new 28x3 Wood-Milne, extra
strong; price 30/- each, carriage 1/6.

MISS DOOLEY.—Tubes : New 28x3 Dunlop butt-
ended, or Palmer endless, 5/- each; 26x3 Dun-

lop butt-ended and endless, 5 / - each. Immediate
delivery.—Please apply to Miss E. Dooley, 33, Killyon
Rd.. Clapham, S.W.8. [5805

Instructionsfor
amateurs to enamel

a Motor Cycle

A COPY of the above leaflet will gladly be

sent to those writing to Jenson &• Nicholson,

Ltd., Publicity Dept., Robbialac Works,
London, £.15. Robbialac Whitby Black and
special motor cycle colours available, such as

Indian, Harley-Davidson, Matchless, etc.

Colour card free.

—ROBBIALAC TRANSPARENT.—After enamelling with
Robbialac, a final coat of Robbialac Transparent will give
an absolutely superfine finish.

—ROBBIALAC BRUSHES.—To get the best results with
Robbialac Enamel and Robbialac Transparent Finish, it

is essential to use the Special Robbialac Brushes.

Is sold by all Cycle Agents

EguUAMS

CYLINDER GRINDING MACHINES.

SSOllP
Cylinders reground
and fitted with new Pistons complete.

Two Stroke.
Enfield, Triumph, Levis, Velocette, Ivy, T.D.C.,

New Hudson, Alloo, O.K. Union, Villiers... 50/- ea.

Four Stroke Singles.
2j and 2$ Jap, Premier and F.N 38/- ea.

A.J.S., Norton, 3$ Humber and Triumph... 45/- ea.

3, 3jand 4h.p. Jap, Premier, Rover, Rudge 48/- ea.

3^ and 4I Precision, James and Bradbury 50/- ea.

Four Stroke Twins.
2l Douglas, Enfield and 3 h.p. Jap 58/- pr.

3I and 4 Douglas, 5 and 6 Jap, and 3! James 707- pr.

5/6 Indian, A.J.S., Humber, Rudge, Brough, 8 and
10 h.p. Jap, 7/9 Indian, Harley - Davidson, Clyno,
A.B.C r ... 80/« pr.

Four Cylinder F.N 115/- set.

Other Singles, 50'-. Twins, 80 -.

Prices include return carriage.

TYRES.
"P CONOMIC Tyre Co.—We have the following
-*-* gain lines in. clearance and blemished covers
goods sent on seven days' approval against remitt
carriage paid. /

"Jf
CONOMIC—24 x 214 (also- oversize for 2in.

-J--' Clincher heavy Junior de Luxe; 20/-.

ECONOMIC—26x21,4 Dunlop heavy (warran
37/3; Firestone extra heavy, 28/6; Bates *i

heavy, 27/6; special heavy tubes, 6/-.

ECONOMIC-26x2% Palmer cord heavy,
Clincher extra heavy de Luxe, 26/6; Hut

son T.T., 29/-; special heavy tubes, 6/6.

|7<eONOMIC-26x2%x2i/4 Dunlop extra heavy
*-* ranted), 55/3; Clincher heavy de Luxe,
R.O.M. Rubberstud, 25/-.

ECONOMIC—26x2% O.S. Bates special heavy,
special heavy tubes, 7/-.

ECONOMIC—28x3 Fisk extra heavy Rubber
42/6; Michelin Cable, 82/6; Goodyear Kan

72/3; tubes, 6/6.

ECONOjVIIC.-650x65 Palmer cord light car, 2

Goodrich Safety (warranted), 39/6; special 1

tubes, 7/-.

ECONOMIC—700x80 Beldam V Rubber Non
extra heavy (warranted), 50/-; Goodrich S

(warranted), 50/-; Avon extra heavy Rubber
42/6; tubes, 6/6.

IjiCONOMIC.-Fully warranted Dunlop Rubber
-J 24x2, 22/6; 24x21,4, 24/9; 26x2, 24/6; 26:

25/9.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Rd., S.

(near Town Hall.) 'Phone; New Cross :

Repairs and Re-treading. [

BURST Motor Cycle Tyres, chafed beads, reraon

made perfect, tube vulcanising, butt-ends f

retreading; send for list.—Melton Mowbray Rr
Works, Melton Mowbray. -t

STARTLING Ofier of-our well-known Cycar cc

guaranteed 6,000 miles or replaced frei

charge: 26x2%, 43/-; 26x2%, 45/6; 26x2",, fit

53/6; 28x3, 62/6; 650x65, 54/-; 700x80, 6£

Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.

CLEARANCE and Shop-soiled Bargains—

i

John Bull, 29/-; 26x21,4 John Bull, 30/-;

lop, 30/-; Dunlop extra heavy, 35/-; Palmer, :

26x2% Dunlop heavy, 30/-; extra heavy, :

Palmer, 30/-; 26x2%, fit 2%, Dunlop heavy,

26x2% Bates, 30/-; Moseley, 35/-; 650x65 .

extra, heavy, 27/6; 29x3%, to fit American
Bates 50/-, Dunlop 50/-; 700x80 Matchless, 1

rubber studded, 40/-.—Herbert Robinson Ltd., C

St., Cambridge. .

CLEARANCE Tubes, best maie.-24x2!4,
26x2, 3/6; 26x2%, 3/6; 26x2%, 3/6; 26;

fit 2%, HI-; 26x2%, 4/-; 26x3, 4/-; 650x65, 4

Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge. [

CENTRAL Garage for fair dealing. All cover

vertised under are guaranteed in stock and

be' despatched within one hour on receipt of c

and, ivhat is more, we will send with all clea;

lines a portable vulcaniser free of charge; no n

cyclist should be without one.

OR y' 2 —Dunlop htavv, 36/6; Palmer cord 1

ftO (oversize), 32/6.

OCfx 21/i—Firestone, 30/-; Macintosh, 27/6;
'.

/wQ E.H., 30/-; Clincher E.H. (oversize), :

Clincher Junior, 19/-; Palmer cord E.H., 32 6;

and Stonehenge, 21/6; Goodyear E.H., 266; V

Milne E.H. combination, 22/6.

O£ix2%.-Dunlop heavy, 30/-; E.H., 37/9; .

/**) tricar. 27/6; Hutchinson, 30/-; Beldam 1

30/-; Bates E.H., 30/-; Clincher de Luxe (for

28/-.

OC x2%—Palmer cord E.H., 32/6; Avon H., 2

At) Avon Durolith, 32/6; Clincher E.H., 2

Wood-Milne E.H., 16/6.

flR. X 2% X 214.—Palmer cord H., 32/6; Clinche

/*0 Luxe, 28/-; Hutchinson T.T., 36/6; Avon 1

28/-; heavy, 25/-.

Of? X3x2% —Dunlop heavy, 37/B; Wood-2

(SO heavy, 25/-.

OQx2%.—Clincher Dreadnought E.H., 40.'-.

OQx3.—Avon E.H., ribbed, 40/-; Clipper 3-r:

>w<5 E.H.. 35/6; Clincher E.H., ribbed, 42/6;^i

lop sidecar 30/-; Macintosh chain tread, t

Kempshall. 28/6; John Bull E.H., r.n.s., 68/.-.

H K Ax65.—Goodrich (guaranteed) safety tDOU 38/6; Palmer cord, 44/-; Rom Square!

E.H., 37/6; Wood-Milne heavy, 14/6.

<*lA Ax80.—Collier limousine E.H., 72/6; Fires

I IfU 43/-; Dunlop ,
E.H. , ribbed, 57/6;

super heavy, 44/-; Englebert passenger, 32/-; T

Milne E.H., 37/6.

TUBES.—Small sizes, 5/6; 28x3, 6/3; 650x65
700x80, 7/3.

CENTRAL Garage always open; any covers sei

7 days' approval against cash, plus 1/6 car

302, London Rd., Thornton Heath.

A40 All letters relating to advertisements snould quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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TYRES.
n T.E Repair Specialists.—H.F.. process throughout,

J including retieacuug burst covers. Every kind of

, ir to tvres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in 4

1 -The Motor Tyre Co.. 66, High St., West Brom-
,

'. [2060

rJOD Second-hand Covers, all sizes, 12/6 each;

I New Beldam covers- 26x2% for 2<A, 26x3. for

) 25/ each; 28x3. 35/ each; 650x65, 40/- each;

?'x80, 45/. eacn; new Avon steel studded Covers.

Hi 700x65, 35/- each; steel tow ropes, complete,

[1

" each.—Homeiton Rubber Works, Brooksby's

Ilk, tlomerton, E 9 (0331

TEW Covers.-26x2y4 Clinchers, 20/-; . Dunlops,

1 26'-- Avons, 25/-; Palmers, 25x2%, 29/-;

j 21.:, Sunstones, 32/6; 26x3 Dunlops, 40/-; ditto

'.bination, 50/-; Dunlop 650x65, 35/-; 28x3
lohinson, 30/-; Clinchers, 35/-.—Murray, 37.i,

;rles St., Hatton Garden, Holborn. [8340

j RAND Offer of tyres, sent on 7 days' approval

I against cash, plus 1/6 postage. 26x214 Avon,
) 6- Firestone, 32/6; Goodyear, 26/6; Clincher,

L
• Wood Milne Combination, 22/6; 26x2%

~ cher E.H., 28/-; Duiilop heavy, 30/-; E.H., 37/6;
3n 27/6; 26x2V.x2!4 Clincher E.H.. 28/-; Avon
1

'

50/-; Palmer cord, 32/6; 26x3x2% Dunlop
vy, 37/6; 28x3 *von ribbed E.H., 40/-; Dunlop
;i'«r, 30/-; Macintosh, 26/6; 650x65 Goodrich,

Ji; Palmer cord, 44/-; Horn square tread, 37/6;
fuBO Avon E.H., 44/-; Wood-Milne E.H., 37/3;
E lebert, 32/-. Tubes, small sizes, 6/-; others, 7/3.

jL these covers are guaranteed bv us.—Alwin Tyre
I Co.. 37, Red Lion St., High Holborn. t£371

C ECIAL Offer of Clearance Covers.—26x2 Hulchin-
S son Brooklands stud, 15/-; 26x2V4 New Clincher

lLuse stud, 15/-; Avon Stonehenge stud, 18/-;

an Dnrolith 4-pIy, 25/-; Avon 3-rib T.T., 18/-;

1 2% Dunlop heavy stud, 30/-; 26x2V; extra heavy

t lop, 30/-; Spencer Moulton steel stud, 17/6;
2 3 Hutchinson T.T. stud, 27/6; Beldam non-skid,

2 ; 28>;2.>.( Diamond non-skid, 30/-; 28x3 Avon
folith stud, 40/-; Avon 3-rib extra heavy, 37/6;
[ieley stud, 32/6; Fisk rubber non-skid, 40/-;

5x65 Hutchinson 3-rib, 27/6; Stepney road grip,

1.; Dunlop plain, 25/-; Dunlop grooved, 30/-;

7x75. to fit 700x65 Hutchinson 3-rib, 27/6;
7x30 Firestone grooved, 50/-; FiTest-one plain, 45/-;

J;s for any size motor cycle cover, 5/6. These
: rs are guaranteed by us. Postage' is included in

t above prices.- Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Great
f, land St, Museum 7676. [8321

TANKS
r lNKS for B.S.A., new, 38/6; 1910, 1921—Coven-
| try Tankes, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry.

[2243
ri!SKS fo. Triumph, new, 38/6; 1910, 1921—Cov-
- entry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry.

[2244
'S.NK8 Re-enamelled from 15/6.—Bright and

Havles, 78, Church St., Carnberwell, London.
[8250

'INKS for Humber, 1921 pattern, to fit 1912;
• 3876.—Coventry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works,
I rntry. [2242

I )VENTRY Tankers, Ltd., makers to the principal

'manufacturers; petrol tanks for any style supplied
u capacity.- Hearsall Works, Coventry. [2245

r iNKS of every description replaced, repaired, and
- re-enamelled. Quick service, moderate charges.

—

1 :ert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge. [6526
r W\Kd.Alade or Repaired, re-enamelled, lined, trans-

(erred; handle-bars. etc.. plated. Established 30

J s.—Attwood's, 86. Rosebery Av., London, E.C.I.
[7073

7 INKS re-enamelled to pattern; high-class work
only.— II. Jenkins and Sons, 6, Richard St., Atkin-

e St., Deansgate. MancheUer Established 25 years
(2245

' \NKS Renovated Makers' Colours; Triumph, Doug-
las, etc.; 16/6; carriage extra.—Robini Manufac-

t ng Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Effra Rd., Brixton,

I .2. . [8160

ENITH Tank for 5%h.p„ just been overhauled,
' enamelled, maker's colours, Park Tank Works;
1 38/-; accept 60/-, less fittings 50/-.—Hunter,
' berton, Boston. ro085
1 ANKS Repaired or Re-enamelled, partition leak-

age, rebuilds, and all repairs undertaken; enam-
' ng, makers' colours, and transfers guaranteed.

—

ik Tank Works, la, Paradise Rd., Highbury, N.5.
[6691

3ANKS nf every description replaced, repaired, ;d
re-e.iamelled at our own works; all kinds of

ace stocked
; quick service and reasonable chnrees.

strnted list free —A fireen. W.ite(s»St . Chnpel St..
lord. Manchester Tel.: 2191 Central. [0256
VEEY'S Stock Tanks for Douglas, Hazlewood,

B.S.A.. Triumph. Omega, enamelled makers'
<ura, plated fittings. 40/-, complete; other design or
pe to order. 12 months' guarantee with every tank.—
'Ion Street Tank Works. Coventry 'Phono: 1774.

'0770
ANKS.—All kinds made to order, 32/6 each, in-
cluding 2 plated fillers, 2 taps. Delivery 14

's, carriage paid. Satisfaction guaranteed qr money
nrned. Enamelling, one colour, 10/6; two colours,
'6.—Order forms from H. Peel, The Liverpool Tank
spital, 5, Smithdown Lane, Paddington, Livers-'

[6521

The Manufacturers of the

MOTOR POWER UNIT

PEDAL CYCLES
beg to thank all readers of The Motor
Cycle who have enquired for par-

ticulars of this production, and have
to say that IN ORDER TO ENABLE
THEM TO COMPLETE NECES-
SARY WORKS EXTENSIONS
THEY HAVE DECIDED NOT TO
SUPPLY ANY FURTHER UNITS
FOR THE TIME BEING.

The CYKELAID, although very
successful in its present form, will

then be superseded by a stronger,

simpler, and greatly improved Model
at a LOWER PRICE.

All future productions will be guar-
anteed over a considerable period,
and will be well worth waiting for.

Prospective users are requested to
watch for further announcements.

Sole Makers:

THE SHEPPEE MOTOR Co. Ltd.

59, Thomas Street, YORK.
' Phone 496. 'Grams : "Motors, York.

TO

OWNERS
We are now supplying a

LUBRICANT
Specially designed for the
makers for use on the

following parts :

—

All Spring Frame Joints,

including Front Fork Spindles.

The Clutch.

The Hubs.

Packed in 1 lb. tins—2/3 each.

If your dealer does not stock

send your order direct to us

GRAPHITE PRODUCTS, Ld.,
218-220, Queen's Rd., Battersea,
LONDON, S.W.8

TANKS.
TANKS, Radiators, Repaired or Replaced.—Hughes.

373. New John St. West, Birmingham. [8996

BELTS.
BELTS.—Clipper, new, 8ft.x%, 11/6 8ft. 6in.x%.

12/3; 81t. 6irr.x7a. 14/-.

JOHN BULL or Bates Standard (new), in any length.—%in„ 1/11; %in., 2/3; lin., 2/8; lV»in., 3/2,
per foot.—H. Emanuel and Co., 37a, Balls Pond Rd.,
N.l. [0854

BASTONES.—Brand new clearance Clincher uelts,

%in., 6ft. 6in. lengths, 7/- each, plus 1/- postage.
—See below.

BASTONES for New Belts—Dunlop, round top,

}iin„ 1/10; %in„ 2/2; lin., 2/8; lU,in., 3/2 per
foot. John Bull, %in., 1/11; Vain., 2/3; lin., 2/8;
lVsin., 3/2 per foot. Pedley, %in„ 1/9; %in„ 2/-;
lin., 2/6; iysin., 3/- per foot. Buffalo hide and
chrome, %in., 1/9; lin., 2/-; l'&in., 2/3 per loot;
plus 1/- postage.—228, Pentonville Rd , King's Cross,
London, N.l. ' [6450

BRAND New Clearance Belts, *)ix6ft. 6in., made by
Palmer; 71- each.—Marble Arch Motor Exchange,

135, Edgware Rd., W.2. 'Phone: Padd. 789. [3104

DAVIES, Union St., Wednesbury—Belts, 6ft. 6in.X'
lin., 10/3; 7ft. 6in.x%in., 11/9; Dunlop clear-

ance; carriage paid; approval; -other -sizes in stock.
{6272

BALATA and Chrome Combination V Belts, suitable
for all classes of motor cycles, %in., 1/4; Vein.,

1/6; lin., 1/9; l'/sin., 21- per foot. Fasteners 9d.

each. Postage 1/-.—W. Pollin & Son, Hollington. St.

Leonards-on-Sea. [6818

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge.—All brand new and guaranteed Dunlop,

round top: *;iin., 1/10 ft.; %in.. 2/2 ft.; lin., 2/8
ft.; Uijin.i 3/2 ft.; John Bull, %in., 1/11 ft.; %in.,

2/3 ft.; lin., 2/8 ft.; iy2 in., 3/2 ft.; any length
cut. Clearance belts, 6ft. 6in.x%in., 10/-. [6523

CENTRAL Garage offer.—Brand new Dunlop belting

in standard sizes sent on approval against cash,

plus 1/-. postage. %in., 1/7 foot; %in., 1/10 foot;

lin.. 2/2 foot; l>/8in., 3/2 foot; Dunlop fasteners, all

sizes., 1/3; punches, 2/9, all sizes. We have a few .

6ft. 6inx 7/ain. Pedley at 10/-.—Central Garage, 302,

London Rd., Thornton Heath. [8370

CARBIDE.
BEST Quality Carbide. 281bs., 8/6, drum free; any

quantity supplied from H'lb.,tins to 2cwt. drums:
only the best brands stocked; trade inquiries invited.

—Dargue, 57, Grey St., Newcastle-on-Tyne. [9140

PATENT AGENTS.

J.
E. S. LOCKWOOD, 3, New Street, Birmingham.

'Phone: 5816 C. Patents guide free. [7976

FREE, 100 Page Patent Guide, postage 6d.-The
Consulting Patent Agency, 253m. Gray's Inn

Rd., London. [2416

PATENTS Advice, handbook free.—King. Registered

Patent Agent, 146a. Queen Victoria St., E.C.

35 years' references. [0129

W. BUYSON, B.Sc., Assoc.M.Inst.O.E., Chaitered
Patent Agent, 29, Southumptou Buildings,

T.or.don. W.C..3 'Phone: Museum 3651 19242

H. N. & W, S. SKERRETT (H. N. Skerrett, Fellow. -

of the Chartered Institute of Patent Agents,
A.I.Mech.E., A.I.A.E., Associate I.E.E., etc.; W. S.

Skerrett, A.I.E.E., Registered Patent Agent).—Patents,
designs, and trade marks.—24. Temple Row, Birming-
ham. Tel. : Central 1038. T.A. : Skerrett, Birming-
ham. [1534

PATENTS.

WE Buy, Sell, and Finance Inventions and Patents,
and advise on their marketing.—Send postcard

for full particulars to ,Dept. C, Inventors' Sales

Agency, 22-24, Spencer Av., Coventry. [1432

CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Space can always be obtained under this heading for

announcements required by Clubs. Rate 3d. per
u-ord

y
minimum. 37-.

SECOND London Rally. Motor Cycles and Cars.

Hendon Aerodrome, Whit Monday, from 2 p.m.

Novel competitions, many valuable prizes. Exhibition

of new and unconventional machines. Aeroplane
flights; military bands. Admission 1/3; motor
vehicles free. [4772

AGENCIES.
WANTED, local representatives, fine opportunity

lor those with motor cycle.—Tyneside Pillion

Seat "Works, 10, Union St.,. North Shields. [8299

THE Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., require sole agents
for their celebrated motor cycles in districts

where thev are not already represented.—Write for

lists and "terms to Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., 275,
Alexanrlrn Rd., Horn?ey, N.8. [1923

EXCEPTIONAL opportunity for live salesmen to

handle good-selling speciality on commission,

basis; must have established connection garages, ac-

cessory factors, and retailers; good commission to

right men.-State ground covered and full particulars

to Box 1370, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6511

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue A4 i
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INSURANCE.
£3 Covers AH Risks lor 2%h.p., others at competi-

tive rates.—Ernest Bass, 40, Chancery Lane,
W.C.2. 'Phone: Museum 2234. [0005

ROYS, LTD., Insurance Brokers.—Agents for ail

companies and Lloyd's.—Competitive rates for

motor insurance.— 170. Gt Portland St London [0055

ECONOMY With Security.—Comprehensive policies

from £3; Morgans, £6; prompt settlements.

—

A. R. Broadmtrst, 65a, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.I. [6560

NO Increase in Motor Cycle Rates.—For prospectus
and full particulars, write or 'phone, P. A.

Porter and Co., 33> Palewell Pk., East Sheen, S.W.14.
'Phone: Richmond 511. [8466

" rpHE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy is the policy

A authorised by " The Motor Cycle," and covers

motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for private

purposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximum
benefits, minimum rates. Full particulars and pro-

spectuses on application.—The Autocar Fire and Acci-

dent Insurance Co., Ltd., 77, Cheapside, London, E.C.2.
10007

TUITION.
TUITION Free to purchasers of new or second-hand

.machines; deferred payments; large selection

leading makes.. Open till 8; Saturdays, 9.—Motoria,
-15, Regent Parade, Tally-Ho, Finchley._ [9797

SITUATIONS VACANT.
MOTOR Cycle Salesman required, . S.W. London,

must have practical experience second-hand

trade.—Bok 1404, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8555

WANTED, travellers to introduce new belt fastener,

excellent commission, all districts except Lon-
don.—Holroyd and Collier, 21, Grosvenor Rd., Alder-

shot.
' [6850

MOTOR Trade.—Wanted, a first-class sales manager,
competent to take complete charge, if necessary,

of a large retail motor business; a sound practical ex-

perience and thorough knowledge of the trade abso-

lutely essential.

SALARY and Commission up to £1,000 a year
offered to a thoroughly competent man.—Apply

by letter only, stating qualifications?- full particulars

of previous experience, and copies of testimonials, to

H. Stuart Henderson, Incorporated Accountant,
Temple Courts, 55, Temple Row, Birmingham. [6344

SITUATIONS WANTED.
FIRST-CLASS Salesman-Mechanic, 15 years' experi-

ence, all makes, expert tuner and demonstrator,
A.M.I.A.E.—D.; 60, Kingscote Rd., Addiscombe. [6279

FOREMAN-MECHANIC, 37, wants change, com-
petent, thorough, conversant all branches, cars,

motor .cycles, 7 years* chargehand leading agents;
references.—Pearse, 19, Gayton Rd., Hampstead. [8182

ADVERTISER, 14 years' experience in motor cycle
trade, extensive and sound up-to-date knowledge

design, production (all branches), repairs, high-
efficiency tuning, etc., seeks post; 35; highest refer-

ences.—Box 1183, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4746

EXPERT Motor Cycle Tuner and Tester, 10 years'

experience, seeks post. Competition riding and
track work. Extensive theoretical and practical know-
ledge of high-efficiency tuning, carburation and igni-

tion. Well ediicated and good appearance. Excellent
references.—Box 1320, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6213

FINANCIAL.—PARTNERSHIPS.
WHOLE Contents of motor and general engineer's

business, complete with all tools, accessories,
spares, must be cleared, expiry of lease; exceptional
opportunity for anyone commencing and extending
business; sale or any exchange, or would invest whole
as share in garage or engineering concern.—56. Cen-
tury Rd., Walthamstow, E.17. [6862

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

CYCLE and Motor Cycle Accessories Business for
Sale, lock-up shop, in growing town near Lon-

don, North.—Box 1383, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8190

MOTOR and Motor Cycle Garage (Kent) for Sale;
sound connection; health only reason for sell-

ing; £325.—Box 1389, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8178

STOCK, material, tools, patterns, name, etc., of

sidecar manufacturers for sale; low price for

juick sale; London district.—Box 1369, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [6496

FOR Sale, shop and tenement (with garage), suit-

able for cycle and motor business, situate in
High St., Sawston, Cambs.; offers invited.—Apply, Co-
operative Society, Sawston, Cambs. [6334

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
I.O.M., Ramsey.—Mitre Hotel, central position, gar-

age, tariff.—Apply Manageress. [6335

DOUGLAS, Collingwood Broadway.—Personal super-
vision; apply for illustrated tariff.—Mrs. Rigby.

[4758

Banish Wet Weather

Belt Troubles

Don't blame your engine if it seems to

lack power. Probably the belt slips,

especially in wet weather, in which case

io%-40% of your engine output is lost.

You can put things right by applying

to the belt. This will make a great

improvement. The engine will pull

better, and the belt will never slip, even

when soaking wet. We guarantee it I

Order a tin to-day.

If your dealer cannot supply from stock send 1/6 [plus

$d. postage) and we will forward a tin by return.

Thomas & Bishop, Ltd.,

37, Tabernacle Street London. E.C.J.

ASPINALL'S

CYCLE BLACK
(AIR DRYING)

Lieut. R.N., writes:

" A pint of your Cycle

Black and a lick of

Varnish has made my
1915 Studebaker look

like a new car."

NOTE. — A small tin of Cycle

Black will do the same for your

motor cycle combination.

Stocked by ironmongers and
accessory dealers everywhere.

ASPINALL'S ENAMEL Ltd.,

NEW CROSS, S.E.14.

Varnish Works, Telephone:
Mitcham. New Cross, 42 & 206.

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
OUGLAS.—Stafford House, Queen's Promenad
private hotel, near garage— Write tariff, Tatte

D c
[143

Manager.

I3
C

D'

OUGLAS.—Manningham Private Hotel, favouri
motorists'* house, centre of bay.—Thos Hon

[34!

DOUGLAS.—The Crawford, private hotel, centr
promenade, 80 bedrooms.—L. Wordsworth, Pi

pnetress. '

[34

"pVOUGLAS.—Santa Rosa Private Hotel; modera
J-' terms, tariff on application.—E. O'Conae
Manager, [35.

OUGLAS : Ravenscliffe Central Promenade; pt
sonal supervision; terms 10,6 per day.—Residei

Manageress. (59$

OUGLAS.—Avondale Private Hotel, central pi
menade, excellent cooking, comfort, reasonat

terms.—Proprietor, rj^

BUCKLEY'S, " Ratcliffe," Empress .- Drive, Centr'
Promenade, Douglas.—Accommodation for T.

races; Few minutes to enclosure. Terms moderate.*

[20DOUGLAS.—Cliff View, Premier Private Hot
central promenade, 100 rooms, biiriards, expe

chef; terms from 12/6 per day. Telegrams: "CI
few."—J. Ridehalgh, Manager [34

i"1RAWLEY, Sussex.—Albany Hotel (main Lontto I^ Brighton Rd.). Large gardens; luncheons ai '

teas on lawn. Electric light, garage. Terms f 1

week-end, 12/6 a day; for week or longer on app
'

cation. [64'
;

GARAGES.
BLACKPOOL.—Garage at Claremont Garaf ,

General St., North Shore. Proprietor's persoD
|

supervision. [75, ,

STOLEN.
DOUGLAS.— Substantial reward for information

j

to the -present whereabouts of Douglas mot
cycle combination, 4h.p., 1920, frame 10866, engi 1

9963, sidecar painted sky-blue; Douglas cycle (spi j

2%h.p., engine 36985.—Bingham, " Truro," Windm I

Rd., Clapham, London. [47
|

NOTICES.
TO Accessories Houses.—Mailing list, 1,200 priva

|motor cyclists customers, not catalogue huntei I

what offers?—Box 1390, c/o The Motor Cycle. [81

C5

PERSONAL.
lV"ORTH London motor cyclist desires companix" with 2-stroke for week-ends, holidays.—Box 111
c/o The Motor Cycie. [65'

GENERAL TRADE.
YCLE and M.C. Frames made to „he trade.—Lu

id Co., 80, Ashted Row, Birmingham. [42

AUCTION Sales.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting, t

oldest solely motor auction rooms in Londc
Terms 7V2%, not chargeable if machine unsold. Mot
cycles and cars bought and sold for cash. Near*
goods stations, Falcon Lane, L. and N.W.R. ; Wimb
don, L. and S.W.R. and G.W.R.—Sole addre
Palmer's Garage, Tooting, London. [SI

WANTED.
WANTED, 4h.p. countershaft bottom near stay

126, Antill Rd., Bow. [63

MORGAN, 1915-22, water-cooled; cheap, cash wa
ing.—H., 63, Solon Rd., Brixton. .[69 1

WANTED, Douglas 1911, flywheel and cranksha
perfect.—Apply 42, Linden Rd., Leeds. [62.

S'TURMEY-ARCHER 3-speed Gear Box, cheap.
' ilugridge, 225, Franciscan Rd., Touting. [651

WANTED, Cvole Car Chassis, engine or witholl

cheap.—28, York Rd., Battersea, S.W. 11. [61'

SIDECAR Wanted, Clyno or Paragon preferred.

67, Northolt Rd., South Harrow, Middlesex. [8H

WEST NORWOOD !—Let me sell your car for yc

—Douglas S. Cox, A.S.M.M., West Norwooc

'

[83 1

WANTED, Incomplete P. and M.'s or parts, a

quantity.—Inman, Durham Rd., Seaforth, Liva.

pool. '[49:-

OLD Breach Loading Central Fire Guns AVanui
12 oi 16 bore.—Box 1,301, c/o The Motil

Cycle. [61

CYLINDER for 6-7h.p. N.S.U. twin engine, 19C:

1912.—Comwell, 11, Doune Gardens, Cafelica

Glasgow. [64

CARBURETTER, %in., barrel fitting; 30/- often

Saturday, Sunday.—Pewham, 3, Salusbury R'

Kilburn. [64

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph Crank Case, also f

wheels with sbaits.—Strettell, Heron Rd., Meo
Cheshire. [85

WANTED, Cylinder and Piston complete, for 19

3"/3h.p. Premier.—Wm. Munro, Tullich, Deli

Ross-shire." I61

A42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the Issue
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WANTED.
T .NTED, 2-speed Gear Box, suitable for chain and
r» belt.—Apply, Matthew Taylor, Littlehill, Hurl-

ir( Ayrshire. [6176

3\MPTON Forts, complete, suit 3%h.p. combina-

on, and baby Easting.—Eller, Fore St., Kiaigs-

erjsllj Devon. £8345

IT .NTED, Cylinder, Piston, and Connecting Rod
t\ for 3«>h.p. Singer.—Grampain View, Baluagask

d Aberdeen. [6255

E
CENTRIC Clutch for 7-9h.p. Indian 19H model,
Perfect condition only.—Gray, 15, Mount Gold

t*a Plymouth. [6605

v UTING Swan, Montgcmery, etc., to fit Sports
5 ;cott; Rood conditibn. cheap.—13, Queen St.,

rimd, Glani. [6116

.NTED, Scott Radiator and gear shields; sale,

1912 Scott frame, perfect, 50/-.—John Gelder,
Maftcm, Carlisle. [7088

NTED, hood, windscreen, and Tan-Sad (good con-
dition) ; approval against cash.—17, Homelands
South, Sunderland. [6345

NTED, Tradesman's Bos without chassis; or
exchange Millford coach body.—Dart, 53, Ric-h-

E3 Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [6793

T .NTED, for cash or exchange, Morgans, 1915-21;
'Valso Rovers and G.N.'s—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bis-
Wite Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. "Phone: Avenue
M [0069

T NTED, A.B.C. Skootamotas, must be brand
'I new; state how many iu stock and absolute
w price for a quantity.—Archie Pitt, 9, Commer-
al d., Southampton. [6932

i/l RGAN and G.N. Cycle Cars purchased for cash,
U exchanged, or sold cm. commission.—J. Smith and
0. Motor Agents, Ltd., 52-54, Hampstead Rd.,
ft . Tel. : Museum 5938. [8292

)- j. p. A.C., V-twin engine, 90-bore o.h.v. J.A.P.
' referred; also Sturmey-Archer 3-speed gear box,

m ;te, any condition; must be cheap.—Turner, 43,

b) field Rd.; East Ham. E.6. _ [8269

[T.NTED, 1915 254h.p. Douglas crank case, sound,
'" also gear box case. " Wanted, countershaft
ri ph crank case and S.A. gear box, incomplete.

—

[0 129, Park Lane, Carshalton. [7064

1 NTED, Morgan, not later than 1920; exchange
'

' 'Hih.p. James, good condition, fully equipped,
;v vres, Canoelet sidecar, newly painted, cash ad-

is, >nt—Clarke, Valeside, Tealby, Lincoln. [8347

2' RMEY-ARCHER 2- or 3-speed gear box; also
J ngine 3V2h.p to 8h.p., single or twin, and pair

)r forks; cheap for cash.— 19^ Wilcox Rd., South
ri ith. London, S.W.8. 'Phone: 1958 Brixton.

[7260

EXCHANU6.
[ Light Car 8h.p., 1921, for motor combination.
*- 67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [8384

7. 'HANGE Furniture, value £42, for motor cycle,
-* :ash.—1, Priory Rd., Kew Green. [6627

jfHANGE Auto-scooter and Cash for 2-stroke.—
J iox 1386, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8193
"1 *GLAS 2-^h.p., enamel unscratched, for single-
* - 2-stroke.—20, Grove Rd., HitcUin. £6189

7 'HANGE 30cwt. Lacre Van for combination or
-* nnabout.—79A, Clapham Rd., S.W.9. l[6926

^ CHANGE your present machine for a new car
1 )V motor cycle at Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing.

[4837
( 2 Triumph, chain drive, for good machine and

-< cash.—Cheetham, 83, Water Lane, Preston.
[6152

^ P 12-14h.p. Landaulet, 4-speed, new tyres, splen-
id condition, exchange combination; sell £100.

—

el.

^ T 20-30h.p. Landaulet 7-seater, splendid condi-
• on, any trial ; exchange combination or solo and

I
£85.—Below.

^T 15-20h.p. Touring Car, Theater, splendid con-
ition, exchange combination or solo and cash

;

II 100.—Ward, South Western Garage, New Maiden,
j*. [5217

J
ITER, 8h.p., Bosch, Binks, perfect; £28; exchange
)lo or combination.—Guinchard, 179, York Rd.,

P -on. [6986

19 Sparkbrook 2-speed, 1912 Douglas, good order,
« for Ford tonner, or sell £70.—Turk, Benen-
SBKent. [6920

CHANGE Indian 5h.p., for 3y2h.p. Triumph
J referred ; sell £32.-47, Alexandra Rd., Addle-

Surrey. {6190

tfV Triumph Lightweight Wanted, Triumph 4h.p.,
"Lea-Francis, Rudge, near value.— 6, Biislee Av.,
naouth. [7055

7-HANGE First-class Combination, with cash, for
-light 2 or 4-seater of good make.—Newnham, 223,
anersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80.

[7019

EXCHANGES
GOOD ALLOWANCE MADE FOR
YOUR PRESENT MOUNT IN

EXCHANGE FOR ANY OF THE
FOLLOWING MAKES:

ENFIELD, DOUGLAS, NORTON, INDIAN,

MATCHLESS, NEW IMPERIAL, B.S.A.,

LEVIS, P. & M., VELOCETTE, N.U.T.,

DIAMOND, O.K., QUADRANT, ZENITH,

SHEFFIELD - HENDERSON, HENLEY,
SPARKBROOK, A.E.L., HARPER RUN-
ABOUTS and MORGAN RUNABOUTS.

ALEXANDER'S
113-115, LOTHIAN RD., EDINBURGH,

272-274, GT. WESTERN RD., GLASGOW.

EXCHANGE.
J^XCHANGE. 1918 4h.p. Douglas for I.O.M. Rudgt
tam, Surrey.

^e'e-Eastlea, Westhall Rd., Warltaf

E^ASZ^ 15J-^..^t^ for latere
Harley-Davidson.—16, Cecil

[6458
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Tan-Sad with foot and-" back rests, for electric lighting set (combination)—3, Queen St.,' n..i,im fl-ij ...:'-Dukinneld. [6266
"DLERIOT Whippet, excellent condition, for lata
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° r Norton combination.-14,
Shaftesbury Rd., Highgate. [6233
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Ral«Si Combination for
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r? 'i

1'- J3
?] 6'^ combination and cash.-Holdway, Cople, Bedford. [7047

j Q 14 8h.p. Chater-Lea, 3-speed countershaft, for
f: .

lV,eT , P°wer . countershaft—Fishwick. 167
Greenfield Rd., St. Helens. '

[753'^

EX
f£

I
o
NGE sinSel' Bo°t Repairing Machine for

-*-« J .ii.S. set or autowheel.—Porter, Central Stores
North Tamerton, Holsworthy. [6232
"C]XCHANGE Solo 4h.p. Douglas, fully equipped,
rT,

soiall cash, for hot-stuff siugle.-M„ 29, Green^
nil! Park, Harlesden, London. [6980
TfXGHANGE brand new Norton 16H, 3'/vh.p , chain
-V drive, 1922, unused, for combination, or solo, itcheap.—Shaw, Durkar, Wakefield. [6867

/»h.p. Rover, single cylinder, 2-seater, new up-to-dat*" body, Zenith, Bosch, Stepney; exchange motor
cycle, sell £50.—Cooke, Kingsclere. [6431

yELOCETTE (sales column) and cash for modern
" B.S.A. combination, sound condition.—Walters,

61, Westow Hill, Upper Norwood. [6B59

T> UDGE-MULTI, T.T., clutch, kick starter, fully
J-*' equipped, original enamel, faultless; exchanges;
sell ;£45.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [6975
"CIXCHANGE 5h.p. Minerva, 3 speeds, all 05, goodJ-J order, for lightweight; or sell £32.—Hogger,
Grasmere Cottage, Bannet Gate, Herts. [6466

HENpERSON lOh.p., equipped, as new, combina-
tion ; exchange for Harley, Douglas, Triumph

;

sell £80.-72, High Rd., Streatham, S.W. [6252

IEXCHANGE Straker-Squire 3-ton Lorry, drop-sided
-^ bodv, splendid condition, for good combination.

—Eton, 260, Balham High Rd., Balham. [8169

"|O20 Rudge-Multi Speedometer, unpunctured, and
J-*7 A.B.C. Skootamota, both taxed, or cash; A.B.C,
Scott preferred.—A., 6, Essex Grove, E.17. [7035

HARLEY 7-9h.p. Combination, 2-seater, wind-
screen, lamps, exchange good Douglas combina-

tion; sell £70—2, Tennyson St., Battersea. [6467

"IQ20 A.J.S. 6h.p Combination, all accessories, spar*
J-t' wheel, etc., equal to new; £115, exchange lower
power and-cash.—12, Garfield St., Leicester. [6429

TWO Head Lamps and Generators, sy^in. fronts,
back lamp; exchange electric head lamp; sell

45/.._Whittaker, 140, Rochdale Rd., Bury. [6400

EXCHANGE Alldays 2-seater Car and New Hudson,
4h.p. J.A.P. combination, for family outfit; cash

adjustment.— 9, Granville Rd., London, N.12. [6387

IXION 3-speed, electric lights, tax paid, good con-
dition, new tyres; exchange, Triumph, Harlev

preferred.—28, Hopedale Rd., Charlton, S.E.7. [6871

EXCHANGE 1918 4h.p. Triumph Combination,
good condition, for 6h.p. Zenith or Enfield;

sell £70—Farr, 27, Seward Rd., Hanwell, W.7i [8344

m

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the, date oi the Issue A43
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EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE 1914 3',-ih.p. 3-speed Rover, lightweight

Watsonian sidecar, and £10, ior twin combina-

tion.—Bat«helor, Redbourne Rd., Hemel Hempstead.
[6460

EXCHANGE Hnmber Lightweight, perfect order,

including tyres, ride away, for combination and

cash; no rubbish.—113, Kenilworth Ave., Wimbledon.
/ [6575

|21 Sports Motor Cycle, 3y»h.p. Houglas engine,

~-*J tax paid, perlect running) and cash, for G.P.

Morgan; or sell £60.-424, High Rd., Ley ton, K10.

EXCHANGES a Speciality ! ! ! 2- and 4-seater cars

from £50 to £500 !-Seabridge. 35, Hansler RdL,

East Dulwich. Call, write, or 'phone, Sydenham 2452

FOR Combination, 6in. lathe- by Muir, S.C., com-

plete, pillar drill, large, workshop dynamo, shaft-

ing, etc.-Engineer, 15, King William St, Greenwich.

EXCHANGE 10-12h.p. 4-cyl. Belsize 2-seater, with

dickev, for combination—Newnham Motor Co.,

223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone :
Hammersmith

80.
J.7U.2U

1 C»16 Alldays Cloverleaf 2-3-seater, dynamo lighting.

11/ 6 detachables, all fittings and accessories, for

Triumph and little cash.-Pearce, Surveyor, Hunstan-

ton.
[68M

ALLDAYS llh.p, 4-seater, flush-top body, new

Claudel-Hobson, remarkably good condition, un-

soratched; exchanges considered—63, Solon Rd., Brix-

ton. C6976

TRIUMPH, Typo H, Montgomery combination, 1921,

engine 73788, and cash for' 1921 5-6h P Raleigh

solo or combination.—Hepworth, Francis Rd., btech-

ford. I6956

EXCHANGES or Offers invited ;or the following

1921 new machines; B.S.A., Beardmore, New

Imperial, Levis.-S. E. Porter and Co., Whitchurch

Salop.
L13,b

irk 16 3',"h.p. Premier Combination, 3-speed

XU countershaft; exchange best lightweight and

cash offered.-3. Green Terrace, Rosebery Avenue

E.C.I.
[57BZ

4h.p. overhead-valved competition all-chain solo, 2

speeds, clutch, taxed, guaranteed; £34; exchange

lightweight; after 6 p.m.-255, South Lambeth Rd..

S.W.8.
Lb 'S1

EXCHANGE 3'Ah.p. 2-speed free engine Hnmber

for aMhTp. 2"speed 2-stroke, give little cash for

good machiie;
P

sell lumber £33.-75, Edndge Rd.

Croydon.

EXCHANGE Ford Landaulet, detachable wheels,

good tyres, in splendid condition, for good com-

bination and cash.-Eton, 260, Balham High Rd
Balham. [8167

riOTTON-BLACKBURNE 1922 2%hp„ J-speed,

Kj dutch, kick start, all accessories, tax £69/10,

or exchange 2-stroke and cash.-288, Sangley Rd
Catford.

[6802

INDIAN Powerplus 1919 Combination, very posh

and fast, discs, long exhaust, Binks; exchange

rower power and cash.—Ewers, Newton Rd., Burton-

an-frent. C66B7

EXCHANGE 1-ton Van, box body, solid tyres on

rear, ready to go anywhere, for combination or

solo; cash either way.—Eton, 260, Balham High Rd.
Balham. t8170

5-Seater Touring Car, central gate change, C.A.V.

dynamo lighting set, electric horn, in splendid

order exchange for good combination.—Crown Garage,

Weybridge. t6855

EXCHANGE 7-9h.p.' Twin, 2 speeds, clutch, chain

drive, for lower power or exchange power unit

lor lower power unit; after 6—198, Vallance Rd.,

Bethnal Green. [8525

CI W-K. lOh.p. 2-seater, with 1920 engine, smart,
* discs, electric lights, tax, new tyres; value £110;

exchange combination and cash.—Ewers, Newton Rd.,

Burton-on-TTent. [6656

ELECTRIC lighting set, as new, complete, 3 lamps,

6 v. accumulator; exchange for Fallolite, D.A.,

or acetylene set for combination.—58, Dynevor Rd.,

Stoke Newington. [6333

C.A.V. Magneto 1921, unused single, clock or anti-

clockwise; will exchange same for speedometer

'""'to At 26iu. wheel.—J. B. Bennett, Anchorage,

Shotton, Chester. >^ [6499

INDIAN Powerplus, 1920, dynamo lighting, speedo-

meter, splendid condition; £40 and lightweight;

Been Westbourne Park.—Billingsley, Oxford House,

Wormley, Herts. [8392

"| Q21 Carden 2-seater, electric light, sprung seat,

1*7 hood and screen, perfect condition; exchange
heavy combination, solo and cash.—C. Thompson,
Builder, 64, Matthias' Rd., N.16. 'Phone: Dalston
2108.

" [6978

CHEVROLET 4-seater, brand new, unused, guaran-

teed perfect, heavy Goodyear tyres, electric

throughout; exchange late big combination and cash;

genuine proposition given and expected; state fully or

bring.—Queen's Hotel, Grays, Essex. [6547

p ^^p,256 "fee?

W

A FEW DOORS FROM K1NGSWAV
Phone : 4676 Holborn.

DEPOT FOR THE

ARIEL'
The Motor Cyole that DCIItDIIITV
holds the Record for KLL1ABlLl 1 I

We carry a large stock of

ARIEL SPARES
and can give IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

MAKE A NOTE OF OUR ADDRESS

PARAGON Patent

WJVSIDE CCAR

SavesStorage,
L
WHEN FOLDED COMBINATION
VWILL PAB0 THROUGH SO INCH^

DOORWAY.

CALL & SEE IT DEMONSTRATED

GRADUAL PAYMENTS
arranged to suit customers' convenience

WINCYCLE COMPANY, LTD.,

236, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I.
(A ten doors from Holbom Tubs Station.)

The Great
Man for "Bargains !

NEW MACHINES (Shop-soiled).

P. & M., the pride of the R.A.F. - £85
W00LER 2l Flat Twin Tourist £58
DIAMOND, single speed, 2-stroke - £38
RUDGE-MULTI - • £69
BLERIOT WHIPPET Light Car - £130

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
TRIUMPH Comb., Gloria sidecar,

fully equipped, screen, tax paid,
a beauty - - - - -

CALTHORPE 2-stroke, go anywhere,
tax paid - - -

CLYNO 2-stroke, 2-speed -

TRIUMPH C.B. ....
A.J.S. Comb. (Aug., 1921), like new,
" equipped spare wheel, tax paid,

mileage 500 £155
5-6 RUDQE-MULTI Comb. - - £80
it, BEARDMORE PRECISION 2-

stroke, 2-speed, clutch, kick
start, tax paid, as new - - £55

Agents for A.J.S., DOUGLAS, DIAMOND,
P. & M., RUDGE-WH1TWORTH. also

BLERIOT WHIPPET Light Cars.

C.R.ALEXANDER,
Hale, ALTRINCHAM.

£120

£20
£35

£120

Estd. 101

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE 2-seater Alldays, wire wheels, 1

drive, all lamps, 3 spare tyres, tools, -etc,,

combination or solo and" cash.—Eton, 260, Bal
High Rd., Balham. [i

31.h.p. P. and M. Sports Sidecar, footboards,
{

j

32 tyres, just overhauled, for 6-8h.p. or 7-9h.li. <

bination requiring overhauling; London.—Box' 1 1

c/o The Molar Cycle. (

CLYNO.—Reconditioned machines, complete eoml
tions, excellent condition, as new; exchange;

cars or motor cycles; adjustments.—Hearn Bros., 1

Brixton Hill, S.W.2. [(

I

MORRIS-COWLEY 1917 Coupe, Lucas elei I

lighting, upholstered Bedford cord; combina
wanted and cash; private.—43, Brailsford Rd., T
Hill, Brixton, S.W.2. [f

RUDGE-MULTI, excellent condition, 1916, ck
pedal start, exchange twin Enfield or

Douglas, cash adjustment; call.—Muleaster,

Barking Road, Plaistow.

'1 Q 18 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, new P.H. lai

Iv new rear tyre and tube, exceptional condit

for 8h.p. Zenith; sell £65.—Downview Garage, \

Worthing. 'Phone : 569. [(

EXCHANGE Harley Combination, 1918, overha

.and perfect throughout for Indian or chea]

seater and cash.—Langford's, 37. Cricklewood Br

way, N.W.2. Hampstead 8616. [t

EXCHANGE.—Any make of .new car or motor i

supplied; your present machine accepted in

payment. — Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammers]
Rd.,' W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.

EXCHANGE 1920 Pearson and Sopwith; 2-3[

lighting set, horn, etc., and cash, for Dctugla

Triumph Combination, 1920 or later.—Walker,

Romford Rd., Manor Park, London, E. -

BAT-J.A.P. 6-8h.p„ 2-speed, clutch, Mills-Fill

sidecar, electric light, hood, lamps, just 1

hauled; bargain, £45; or exchange lightweight

cash.—2, Limes Ave., Mill Hill, N.W.7. [e

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., C

bridge, will take your present car or combina

in part exchange for a new model. We give a

deal for cash. Exchange or easy terms. [E

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., Powerplus, 1

complete with lamps, etc., in extra good

dition throughout; £75, or exchange for solo mart

—157, Burntwood Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.17. [f

ZENITH 6h.D. Coachbuilt Combination, f

equipped, almost new tyres and belt, in sp

did order, for higher power, cash adjustment

sidered; sell £85.—34, Seymour Rd., N.8. It

PIANO, upright, practically new, splendid t

valued 55 gns., offered in exchange for late m
combination; cash adjustment either way; Match

A.J.S., or Enfield preferred. ^Box 1322, c/o The If

Cycle.

EXCHANGE Late Model Ford Char-a-banc, IJ

body, Michelin detachable wheels, new 3

tyres, plated fittings, splendid condition, for J

combination and cash.—Eton, 260, Balham High
Balham. [£

ROVER 3l/.h.p. 1920 Tourist model, countersEafl

speed, clutch, etc., brand new never ridden,

change for Baby Grand piano, well-known m
Letter first instance—Advertiser, 144, Gt. Port

St., W.l. - I e

EXCHANGE 15.9h.p. S.C.A.R. 2-3-seater Coupe, '

dickey, dynamo lighting and staiter, for (

bination or smaller car and cash.—Newnham M
Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hami

smith 80. C'

1Q15 7-9h.p. Indian C.B. Combination, 3-sp

JLt/ K.S., electric lights and horn, excellent

dition, stored 4 years, for solo Norton, Trnui

Zenith; sell £70.—Downview Garage, West Worth

'Phone: 569. [
-6

SCOTT 3%ih.p., water-cooled, 2 speeds, 1912,

chain, engine overhauled by makers, cost

£A0 (receipt shown), very powerful; exchange S

2-stroke or 2 5
/4h.p. Douglas.—Mead, Diaper, Al

sham, Bucks. V

PETER GORDON, Ltd., have Norton, Smibe:

Harleys, Douglases, Triumphs, A.J.S., etc.,

exchange; cash either way. List free. See small

veltisements Open Sundays.—110, Upper Rielini

Rd., East Sheen.

1Q19 Tam'plin, 2-seater, 8h.p., 3-speed, £70; 3-w

i-U Runabout, similar to Coventry Premier, 91

3-speed and reverse, £120; 3V2h.p. Rudge, cli

model, £21; exchange combination.—Brown, Dai

Rd., Ingrow, Keighley.

HENDERSON Combination, lOh.p., 4-cylinder,

. cellent condition, spring luggage and can car

-Easting, etc., licence paid, any trial, for mec

power combination, single or twin. Seen after

Derby Arms Garage, East Sheen. I
1

LIGHT Car, 4-cylinder, 3 speeds, reverse, end

valves, automatic lubrication, central

change, 2-seater, re-painted, new tyres, new t

electric lighting; sell £140; exchange modem

[t

bination.— 1, Townley Rd., S.E.22.

<M4 All letters relating to advertise*. Itits should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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The Tourist Trophy Races.

BEFORE the next issue of The Motor Cycle

is in the hands of our readers the Light-

weight and Junior Tourist Trophy races

will have been won and lost. In spite of

the indifferent weather conditions prevail-

ing for the first week's practising some very

good speeds have been attained by these small
machines, and it is anticipated that, once again,

records will be broken, thus testifying to the in-

creasing efficiency of the 250 c.c. and 350 c.c.

motor cycle engine. Last year's win of a Junior
mount in the Senior event proved that these small

engines were equal at least to the 500 c.c. type

on the Isle of Man course. Next week's races

may decide several momentous questions.

normal use in the hands of the public, and there

is little doubt that, with a general adoption of

mechanical lubrication, ensuring a steady and
even flow of oil, there will be less trouble caused

by carbonisation and unevenly lubricated

engines.

Mechanical Lubrication.

THE practical utility of road racing has oft

formed the subject of discussion; no finer

example of its true worth can be quoted
than the general adoption of mechanical •

oil feed for next week's Tourist

Trophy races. The majority of competing
machines will be fitted with some form of oil

pump delivering lubricant direct to the crank case

and thus relieving the rider of much responsi-

bility. This is a step in the right direction,

eliminating as it does the personal factor in the

all-important matter of lubrication. At least one
leading make of motor cycle will have dry sump
lubrication with a constant flow of oil to and
from the engine, while another machine holding

a high position in public favour has a foot-con-

trolled oil pump only because its own rather

novel mechanical system of oiling was developed

too late to be incorporated in the T.T. -models.

It is true that at present auxiliary hand pumps
are still incorporated in most designs as a stand-

by, but as further experience is gained these

secondary systems will be found unnecessary for

Inter=Club Rivalry.

THE
enormous increase in the number of

inter-club events this year is a very happy
sign that the purely sporting side of the

motor cycle competition world is not being

so wholly swamped by commercialism as

one or two other recent happenings might cause
the uninitiated to believe.

There is everything to be said for, and nothing
against, the encouragement of this type of trial.

When men ride for the honour of their clubs the

affair breeds only the best type of friendly

rivalry, and true sportsmanship is present to an
even greater extent than in a competition con-

fined to the members of only one club. Not that

the latter usually lacks a thoroughly sporting

spirit, but, nevertheless, the very essence of

sportsmanship is only brought out when the par-

ticipants in the contest are struggling for more
than mere laurels for themselves.

To any secretary who is worried by the

apathy of his members we commend the sugges-

tion that he* endeavours to arrange, say, a team
event or hill climb with some neighbouring club

or clubs. He will find that it will prove a very
enjoyable affair and a wonderful reviver of in-

terest to boot.

Next month, the 24th prox., the annual club

team championship event of the Motor Cycling
Club is down for decision. This is the fifteenth

trial for The Motor Cycle Challenge Cup, and
usually attracts the pick of the amateur motor
cycling talent of this country to- do battle for

their respective clubs.

rr~^
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How Not to Skid.

FTER taking a tremendous toss the other day on

a greasy road, I consulted three- tame experts as

to the secret of vertically on grease. The first

remarked " Speed ! Keep the throttle wide open, and

she'll cut through it! " The second said, " Stand on

the footrests and leave the bike to balance herself !

"

The third replied, " Get a hard saddle. These modern
comfy saddles chuck your weight all over the place,

and, of course, she wobbles." In the multitude of

counsellors there may be wisdom.

Not for the Stunt Merchant.

A GAP in the competition programme is shown up

by the entry of two Harper Runabouts in the

Scottish trials : for this machine is designed for

the lady of the villa, the tennis court, the boulevard,

and the golf links, rather than for the professional

stunt-merchant. Nevertheless, the pair did miracu-

lously well. The whole design is extraordinarily in-

genious, and readers should study it in detail when
they meet a Harper in the flesh. A machine which

cannot skid, climbs practically anything, weighs, next

to nothing, and runs on air (almost) is bound to make
good. It has a mechanical starter, interchangeable

wheels, detachable rims, straight-sided tyres, and all

manner of gadgets, while the suspension is admirable.

A famous T.T. rider told me he had done his best to

capsize a Harper without success. Several of the lead-

ing agents tell me they could sell it by the hundred if

its price were a little lower ; they are all great admirers

of it from the technical and practical standpoints.

Some Engine!

iW engines always fascinate motor cyclists,

though we seldom buy them till -we get public

proof of their stamina. I have often heard of

the G.R.I. , but I did not make its intimate

acquaintance till the Land's End run, when it was ham-

pered by a lathe hand who had turned its piston to

.oo3in. clearance instead of .oo8in. I pricked up my
ears, because its weary owner remarked that he never

carried a spare valve, didn't take any stock of stain-

less steel, and would guarantee his common or garden

3% nickel steel valve till the last trump blows. So

I naturally investigated. This quaint engine has

only one valve, which alternately lets in the cold gas

and lets out the hot flame. These two streams are

prevented from mistaking the carburetter for the

silencer by an unlubricated rotary valve, which shep-

herds everything to its proper destination, and is itself

in a sheltered position aloof from the combustion

chamber. So no part of the engine ever gets really

hot.

a ?8

(hAinE^fs
£>y Ixiqtm

Sy-^tj,

More to Come.

fo) UT this is only half the tale. A nice cool valve

J CO is interesting enough. But during the war I saw

a little of various frantic attempts to super-

compress the charge in aero engines, with a view to

compensating for the frightful loss of power which

occurs when an engine is flown to 20,000ft. or so. The

Germans evolved one engine with a compression ratio

of about 6 to 1 (if memory serves me aright). We
promptly shot down a sample, but couldn't make it

work on any known fuel, and decided that the German

must run it on rum and milk, or some other weird

mixture. Five to 1 is regarded as quite a high com-

pression ratio at ground level, and 6 to 1 as the outside

edge of the absolute stunt limit. But the G.R.I.

people calmly adopt 6.5 to 1 as their standard touring

compression. If you aren't engineer enough to know

what that means," dear reader, let me say that the more

you compress one gasified drop of petrol before you

fire it, the bigger punch you'll get when it goes oft;

it's just the difference between the same boxing glove

with (a) my left inside it and (fi)
Dempsey's left inside

it. So the G.R.I, people get 16.8 b.h.p. at 4,200

r.p.-m. out of their 500 c.c. engine, and can easily run

it on paraffin if they want to. With an everlasting

valve, too. Why" isn't it in the T.T. ? I hear they

will use a ratio of over 7:1 on Brooklands ere long.

More Anatomy.

A FAIR correspondent requests me to issue a com-

prehensive invitation to all motor cycle manu-

facturers producing ladies' machines. Will they

please' attend the next dance in their neighbourhood?

If invitation, this will- be easy; if subscription,

Motorina will forward cost of tickets on request (limit,

is. 6d.). On reaching the ball, will these makers

select an average British girl apiece (not golf or

hockey champions), make the running fierce, presently

* sit out a dance, and retire to a secluded corner of

the conservatory. Having proceeded thus far, the

next order of the day is to overcome natural bashful-

ness-, take the -fair damsel's hand, and toy Avith.it.'

While toying with the hand, stroke the thumb and

forefinger^ making careful note of
.
the span. On

return to business next morning, let the several

manufacturers measure the span required to

operate the handlebar clutch levers of their ladies'

Ixion's "MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES" are

available in book form, price 2s. 9d. post free, from "The

Motor Cycle "
Offices, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4.

(18)
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Occasional Comments.—
models. They 'will then realise why, when a lady

motor cyclist changes gear, she creates a noise like

pushing a length of railway' line against the teeth of

a high-speed circular saw.

Ungallant !

DN an obscure provincial club two of the keenest

members are Mr. and Mrs. Smith, both of whom
compete in club events when their engagements

permit. Each of them owns a sidecar, and it occasion-

ally happens that only one of them can get away at a

time. The other week Mr. Smith had his day off,

competed in the club's petrol consumption trial for a

plated toast-rack presented by the local brewer, and

managed to upset his outfit on a corner. Mrs. Smith

was away from home, staying with her mother, and she

incautiously addressed the daily affectionate postcard

to "Turnover Smith, Esq." I say "incautiously," for on

the next Saturday Mrs. Smith competed in the club's

speed-judging trial, and she, too, turned over\ Fact! I

hear this sporting lady is afraid to go home.

My Idea for a Six Days.

AM fed up with the current type of Six Days' Trial,

in which machines are first racketted over a brief

colonial section to start things breaking, and then

burbled for a week over easy main roads to give the

damage time to develop. Club secretaries tell me that

their hands are tied by the problems of hotel accom-
modation. Well, here's my remedy. Rent a couple

of large fields, in the Western Highlands, for prefer-
'

ence. Erect three large marquees to serve as (1)

official garage, (2) official mess, (3) official bar. Hire

bell tents ad lib. for the competitors ; boy scouts or

ex-service men to cook. Then make the boys climb

freak hills and shudder over colonial sections all day

and every dav for the entire week.

OVER THE MOORS AND THROUGH THE VALLEYS OF SCOTLAND. (Top.) J. Richardson (592 c.c. Lea Francis sidecar)

on the moors near Tomintoul and Mrs. Jansen (211 c.c. Ner-a-Car) at Bridge of Avon. (Bottom.) A trio near Lumsden. W. E. Smtthie

(490 c.c. Norton), J. R. Fellows (499 c.c. Sunbeam), and C. Guthrie (698 c.c. Raleigh). The circle shows W. A. Carr on a De Luxe Morgan

near Dufftown. All were competitors in the recent Scottish Trials.
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ON SCOTTISH HILLS.
How a Sports Sunbeam stood up to Eleven Days' Hard Riding Without Attention.

At Craggie Inn, seven miles from Inverness. At the corner is a massive granite war memorial.

THERE is no more enjoyable means of "getting

about than on a sporting solo motor cycle.

The writer makes the statement with a sad

heart, for he has just had his own machine, which, is

of this type, stolen ! But this article relates to a

borrowed Sunbeam, taken, in fact, from the Editor's

garage at a moment's notice for the most strenuous trial

to date of 1922.

Glittering like a show-room model, and almost as

"new" internally, the Sunbeam— actually of 192

r

vintage, Sports type, and with perhaps 1,500 miles to

its credit—was dragged into the rain some three days

before the Scottish trials started, replenished with

petrol and oil, burdened with much luggage and a rider

and headed for Edinburgh. For the following eleven

days its feelings, if any, had perforce to be entirely

neglected, and it received no more attention than a

labourer gives to his wheelbarrow- But pressmen win
no gold medals

!

Hard and Fast Driving-

Lubricating oil and petrol were supplied as avail-

able. For the rest, it was simply driven—hard and
fast.

At the end, and after one or two minor attentions,.,

it was ready for the same journey again. Such service

after such treatment is surely noteworthy.
Involuntary stops, there were three. The first, very

involuntary indeed, deserves record in detail, for it was
rather a remarkable road accident. After seeing the
riders up Trinafour, I overtook the tail-end competitors
on the Pitlochry-Perth road, intending to run straight

into Perth. At the point where the route made a

detour for Aberfeldy t "was batting along at an easy

pace perhaps 30 yards behind Mrs. Hardee, the lady

Matchless driver. In front of both of us was the

yellow streak of dye running round the sudden right-

hand turn to Aberfeldy. My route was straight on,

but Mrs. Hardee's was to the right. Naturally, there-

fore, I kept right on her heels, intending to slip by,

inside, as she turned off. Unfortunately she missed

the turn, pulled up suddenly, and drew to the left to

turn .in the road. There was not time to pull up dead,

and less than two' seconds to decide whether to pass

the Matchless inside or outside. "Inside " had it; but

the passage was too narrow, and the Sunbeam's front

number plate got gently scraped off by a low stone

wall.:

I have given considerable space to this incident

because a thorough analysis of the circumstances fails

to show how it could have been avoided. Like a

quarrel, an accident sometimes takes two to make it;

more usually one at least is very much to blame ; but

in this case it appeared to be inevitable. Probably

the brakes of the Matchless were fractionally better

than the Sunbeam's, and perhaps the former was

braked fractionally before the latter.

Unfairly Branded.

This, then, was my first involuntary stop; and a par-

ticularly annoying one, for it branded the '"beam" as

one of the fallen—there were many bent mudguards

and footrests before the week was over—whereas a

machine steadier on uncertain going is not made.

Two punctures, both nails, and repaired without

removing the wheel, complete the list of troubles.

Returning, therefore, to the no-trouble miles, there

are one or two particularly noteworthy characteristics

.
(-'2)
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On Scottish Hills.—

of the machine which call for a word or two. Its

controllability, or perhaps, more exactly, the layout

of controls combined with riding position, is remark-

ably fine; and this factor, I think, accounts for the

absence of any desire to wave one's legs on such an

atrociously unsteady surface as, say, the Bridge of

Avon—Granton section on the second day. Actually

I am convinced that the Sunbeam steers no better than

any other purely solo mount of the same type ; but the

rider becomes, centaur-like, so much part of the

machine that the rear wheel may skid violently—it did

occasionally on treacherous surfaces in the Scottish

—

without causing him to. lose confidence in its eventual

stability. It is a machine that will convert the average

duffer into a good rider, in the " observed colonial

section" sense, after Jus first hundred or so miles in

the saddle.

Comfort to Body and Mind.

It has two minor faults only from the point of view
of a pressman who covers a strenuous trial- every

second week or so and who has not yet found perfec-

tion. It is undertyred; 26 x 3m. or even 28 x 3m.
tyres are a wonderful comfort to body and mind, and
I have yet to be convinced that the larger section

covers roll more readily on certain or any types of

road. Secondly, if the rear brake had a greater fric-

tional area and were more heavily built all round it

would require less frequent adjustment.

For the rest, it is almost impossible to comment
adversely. Although de-coking must have been sadly

needed before the week was half out, I made gold-

medal climbs of all the hills. On Inverfarigaig, true,

[ footed twice, and on the first occasion, too, the Sun-'

beam was not entirely guiltless ; the drip feed pump
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at the end of its stroke fouled the handle-bars, thus
failing to> allow sufficient steering lock to preserve a
wobbling balance.

The average speed must have been pretty good ; on
Saturday, for example, the writer saw every competitor
up the first hill of the afternoon, Tynron, and was
back in Edinburgh before " No. 1 " had climbed
Blackford—and this sort of thing had been going on
all the week.

Where a KicK-Starter is Needed.
Two or three yards paddle down the nearest con-

venient slope always served to get going from cold ; but
in their 1922 model the makers themselves, have recog-

nised that a kick-starter is well worth its weight in

metal on certain occasions. My procedure after a
stop for observations on a hill was simply to run down
and turn round, but the latest type would certainly

have been more convenient.

Petrol consumption averaged 65 m.p.g., which under
the circumstances was not at all unsatisfactory, but the

.
compulsory mixture of many lubricants—it was nearly

Ford oil, one day—made the figure in this respect

rather high, and is a practice to be avoided. -

Competitors' own views and the list of retirements,

commented upon last week, agree to prove that the

event was a searching test of mechanical fitness. In

my case, as I have attempted to show, this severity was
increased quite 50 per cent. Yet during the whole
time I was able to forget my mount, concentrating on
the trial and the full appreciation of Scotland's magni-

ficent scenery.

Thus, my opening remark that there is no> more
enjoyable means of getting about than oh a sporting

solo motor cycle. And for the last four words I might
fairly substitute "Sports Sunbeam." A. McL.

-- . -

On the banks of the Tay at Perth. The motor cyclist is fully prepared for rainy weather.

(13) a 31
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WHO WILL WIN?
MAY. 25th, IQ22

T
Chances of Riders and Machines in

discussed by
HE probable

winner o f

the Light-

weight Race takes

more finding than
" the lady " in the

three card trick.

The pace of this

race is compara-
tively slow (the

record lap is 9m.
13s. slower than

the Senior record),

and, so far as jockeyship goes, lots of men are class

enough to score in a no-trouble ride; in fact, in the

250 c.c. event the machine deserves more credit than

its rider, whereas in the two bigger categories 1

personally award the bulk of the honour to the man.

Battle of Proprietary Engines.

Another difficulty is that about half the entry will

use the same engine (J.A. P.); nobody knows more,

about tuning this engine than its makers, and they

will doubtless put their knowledge at the disposal of

all their customers. Last year the J. A. P. engine had

a comfortable margin of speed over the best two-

strokes—the Levis, Ivy, and Yelocette. But during

the interval some of these two-strokes have been hotted

up quite remarkably, and they stick sustained speed

much better than they used to do. I have not seen

much of the Levis lately, but it is the Abraham from

whom most two-stroke bicycles are descended, and it

is sure to be there or thereabouts at the end of the

fifth lap.

For the Velocette I have the most unfeigned respect

—the last one which I sampled had been supplied to

a private owner, and showed the kick of quite a warm

500 c.c.

Outside V. Inside Flywheels.

The Blackburne engines have had many a tussle

with the J.A.P.'s in all sizes, and have often held

their own; this year's unit is extremely attractive.

Outside those who must provide the favourite, there

are lots of promising outsiders, amongst which the

Sun-Vitesse has proved its ability to stay the course.

To get down to a tentative decision, I must admit

that the prospects of a two-stroke winning outright

do not appeal to me; they got very close last year,

but the four-stroke has equalled all their progress

since. So I expect to see a J. A. P. or Blackburne

engine win. Allowing for the usual chapter of mis-

fortunes, a big entry has the best chance, and the

New Imperial disposes of seven riders, including last

year's winner in D. G. Prentice, and a second string

whom I personally regard as the second best all-round

rider in the country—Bert Kershaw. Kershaw may
not be a super-speedster, but he is quite fast enough

to win this event, and he will make no blunders. If

I were a bookie I should regard this pair as likely to

beat the field between them. ' Danger may be specially

the Lightweight and Junior T.T. Races

"Michael Kirk."
apprehended from

the Sheffield-Hen-

derson duo. This

latter organisation

gets the last ounce"

of punch out
of the o.h.v.

Blackburne
engine, and is out

to establish a

unique speed repu-

tation in the baby
class. If J. ^C.

Whalley is half- as good a man as his brother,

the Massey-Arran will get a run for its money. Wade
looks the fastest of the Diamond crowd, Davison

should lead the Levis string, and there remain two

more teams which look formidable to a prophet who has

not yet seen much practice. The O.K. trio are all good
men : North has finished as high as tenth in a Senior

race; Hall and Handley are first-raters without Manx
experience. The Velocette I shall. tip as the speediest

two-stroke; we all know that Juddcan sit anything

on wheels over Brooklands, and Denley rode well last

year.

THE JUNIOR RACE.
The Junior race looks much less open than the

Lightweight. To follow the stable in form is always

a good rule, and the A.J.S. demonstrated so colossal

a superiority last year that a 1922 failure would be a

real shock. They are more likely to have hotted up

their 192 1 engine than to have spoilt it by any minor

alterations. They dispose of seven riders,- including^

last year's second, third-, and fourth, the 1921 Senior 1

winner, plus useful men in Harris and Longman, a

promising debutant in Grinton, and Chambers, whom
I do hot know. One or two of these men, notably

Harris, are faster than the ''' book " indicates—able

to startle us all if they have the luck to get a non-

stop in the race. Backing any stable, against this

crowd would be as plucky as pitting a cadet corps

against the Prussian Guard. Of course, H. R.
Davies and the others get no younger, and youth must

be served.

Single V. Twin.
However, when I scrutinise what they have to beat

I can only find isolated individuals whose chances

seem poor on paper, though a few hours on the moun-

tain in those chilly Manx morning mists' might fetch

out my pencil. For example, I shall be very sur-

prised if the Douglas people do not stage the abso-

lutely fastest machine in the race; but there is not

much weight to play with in designing a hot-stuff

Junior, and over five daps of bounce and racket I

prefer the chances of a solid little single to those of a

small twin. Still, the race will certainly not be won

by anybody till Pullin and Haslam are out of it.

Whalley has already earned his spurs in the select

company of men who can ride hard without running

(29)
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Who Will Win ?—

undue risks. With a non-stop he can win outright.

Le Vack is another threatening entry, but I always

think that his track work is just half a class above
his road speeding. Victor Horsman, too, carries my
money oftener at Brooklands than he does in the

Island, and the Sheffield-Henderson riders would
create a real surprise if they outrode the A.J..S.

stahle, though I quite expect their machines to streak

round the course.

I have omitted lots of dark horses, and am quite

prepared to look exceedingly foolish if in practice

some budding George Dance creates a reputation and

rides the rest of the field off their legs in the actual

race. But it must be recognised that Junior speed is

now getting precious near the limit which the course

will hold. When the field begins to circle at this kind

of bat, there are always two or three men who stand

out in a class by themselves; and if they get anything

like a clean run, the trophy is in their pockets.

Last Year's Senior Winner.

The A.J.S. team includes in H. R. Davies possibly

the finest road-racing man whom our sport has yet

produced, and behind him there are two or three

others very nearly" as good. The merest trifle will

deprive a man of all chance of victory—one tiny mis-

calculation at a corner which" is hardly worth calling a
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corner, one small nail standing up on its nasty little

head in the roadway, one infinitesimal little flaw in

any of a hundred bits of metal, one small error of
temperature in cooking a piece of steel, one slip of a
tool in the machine shop—so the isolated individual,
however formidable, can never be wisely fancied to

defeat a large team.

Honestly, I do not consider it as healthy either for
sport or industry that all the honours should stay in

one hand. When the Roman generals of ancient days
rode in their triumphal chariots to the Capitol after a
great victory, a slave stood behind them and whispered
in their ear, " Remember that thou too must die !

"

Not foi; ever will the hitherto invincible A.J.S. mono-
polise the Junior and make the Senior entrants fear a

defeat which is also a humiliation. But I can see no
ground for supposing that the A.J.S. runs very grave
risks of losing the Junior this season. If the Douglas
people had entered a bigger team of picked men, the

struggle might have been more equal. As things are,

I should expect to. see a solitary representative of some
other make—probably a Douglas—contesting the issue

fiercely with a regular horse of the A.J.S. ; and in

such cases the odds are usually on the big battalions,

Nevertheless, the Douglas is incontestably our revviest

engine nowadays, and it has not won a T.T. since

1912. Watch it; but not, I think, too hopefully,

considering its small entry.

A DISABLED RIDER'S MOUNT.
Transposing Controls on a Four-cylinder Henderson.

THE owner of the Henderson illustrated had his

leg completely severed above the knee owing

to the breaking of a cable on board one of

H.M. ships. Being an enthusiastic motor cyclist he was

afraid that he would be able no longer to indulge in

his favourite pastime. However, thanks to the in-

genuity of Messrs. Robertson's Motors, Ltd., he is riot

only able to ride but to enjoy thoroughly the possession

of the latest model 1922 Henderson.

Following American practice the kick-starter is on

the near side of the machine, and this is, of course,

an advantage to the owner, but the chief alteration has

Lt. A. G. Smith, R.N., mounted

on his Henderson, which has been

specially converted for his use.

been in the conversion of the hand lever actuating the
clutch in conjunction with the clutch pedal to control
the external brake, the lever working in a ratchet so
that the machine mav be left with the brake on when

niMi HuMffjamtffly
Details of the alterations

effected on the Henderson.

(I)

on a gradient, and .the introduction of a clip to the

clutch pedal, so' as to hold it permanently out of

engagement. This clip only comes into action at the

bottom of the travel of the pedal, allowing the clutch

to be used in the ordinary way for starting and gear

changing. If, however, it is. intended to hold the

clutch out permanently, the foot is firmly pressed down
and the clutch is held out.

Lt. Smith's machine is fitted with a welded luggage

carrier, the surface of which consists of flat strips, so

that any small parcel can be carried conveniently.

b r
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TWO STROKE ENGINES IN
PRACTICE.

Carburetter and Ignition Adjustments as they Affect

Engine Performance on the Road.

MAY 25th, 1922,

MOST average riders are more concerned with

what can be got out an engine than with its

theoretical thermal efficiency, and knowledge

is wanted on how to get the best results. This desire

for knowledge is specially manifested by owners of

two-stroke machines, and it is the aim of the present

writer to deal with a few of the strange problems con-

nected with this increasingly popular type of engine

from a practical point of view.

The question of the design of the engine, or the size

and location of the ports, is rather outside the scope

of these notes, particularly since the rider cannot, as

a rule, vary the designer's ideas.

Importance of Carburation.

The first, and perhaps most important subject ; s

that of carburation. Carburation is a process whereby

liquid petrol is converted into petrol vapour, and mixed

with the correct quantity of air to form an explosion

mixture. The chief difficulty lies in these words,

"correct quantity." Too little air, causing, a rich

mixture, will lead to " four-stroking," and it should

be noted that " four-stroking " is
.
invariably due to

excess either of oil or petrol. On the other hand, too

much air, or a weak mixture, will lead to "spitting
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Fig. I.—Above is shown diagrammatically the effect on the

engine's running of weak and rich mixtures. Below is the power

curve obtained during the same test.
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A two-stroke

engine of the

three-port type

shown with the

piston in the

exhaust and

transfer posi-

tion of the

cycle of opera-

tions. The
carburetter ar-

rangement is

that which was

employed for

determi ning
the -figures
quoted in the

article.

back." Consideration of the problems "involved i

complicated by the fact that there is often a vl
narrow margin between "four-stroking" and " spitting

back" mixtures (see fig. 1).

In obtaining the results on which the diagram i:

based an experimental air-cooled two-stroke engine

70 x 76 mm. bore and stroke was mounted on the

bench, and arrangements devised for -cooling it by 1

fan, and a Prony type brake was arranged to operate

onthe rim of the flywheel, so that the brake horse

power could be determined.

A well-known make of single jet carburetter wai

used, but it was provided with a proprietary variable

jet.

The needle valve and float were dispensed with, anc

petrol was fed to the float chamber through a sight:

drip feed.

A gauge was fitted to- the float chamber with a marl

at the correct level— r-i6in. below top of jet.

The engine was run up to 2,000 r.p.m. with ar.

approximately correct jet setting ; the throttle and

air levers were then kept constant and the petrol valve

adjusted so that the level in the float chamber was

correct and remained steady. The drops were thei:

counted over a period of one minute, and this was

taken as 100.

Next the jet was opened slightly, and further adjust-

ment of- the petrol valve was made, so that level

remained steady, and the drops again counted aiM

expressed as a percentage on the original figure.

Various other readings were taken, and in additior

the b.h.p. for each setting was determined.

The engine speed, of course, varied, but not more

than 10% over the whole range of the test.

Effect of Rich and Weak Mixtures.

From the diagram it will be seen that, for a mixture

"

4 :}i% rich, the engine commenced to four-stroke, and

for a mixture 3^% poor, it commenced to " spit back,'

and stopped at 4% poor.

d1)
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Two Stroke Engines in Practice.—
Thus the comparative narrowness of the margin^ is

seen. The upper part of fig. i should be studied in

conjunction with trie graph in the. lower part of the
drawing, which. gives the b.h.p. at each jet setting.

It will be seen' the curve slopes more steeply on the
poor side than on the rich; thus, a rich mixture, say,

3% rich, will cause less loss of power than a mixture
even 2% poor. And, no doubt, the high consumption
of some two-strokes is due in part to continually run-

ning with a rich mixture. Note; however, that maxi-
mum powe'r was obtained for the correct mixture.
The requirements of a two-stroke engine are simple,

but often difficult to realise.

It must be remembered that before a start can be
made air must' Be displaced from the induction pipe,

crank case, transfer passage, and cylinder, and re-

placed by explosive mixture.

On a cold morning especially the petrol vaDour will

condense on the way, and by the time the mixture has
reached the cylinder it will be too weak to fire.

Essential for Easy Starting.

So there must be an excess of petrol to ensure a
start in anything like reasonable time. This is require-

ment one^rich mixture for starting.

For running, however, the mixture should be just

right, and remain so for any engine speed.

When dealing with this subject it is only too easy

to go off into technicalities, which do not help the

average rider much. So we will proceed to see how
these requirements can be met in practice.

It may be noted that any modern carburetter, if once
correctly set, will satisfy these requirements. The differ-

ence between the various types is merely typical of

efforts to save the rider trouble by giving him one lever

to manipulate instead of two and a variable jet, or

something of that kind.

Some carburetters, however, especially the automatic
variety, are designed to give a fairly correct mixture at

IOOO

•3 -2
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TD.O -I" •2" -3
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Fig. 2.—Demonstrating the effect on engine speed obtained by
progressively advancing the firing point from 0'4in. late to 0'3in.

early ; the engine running light on a fixed throttle opening.
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all engine speeds ; and, if we get one to work within the
limits of, say, 2% either way, we shall not be doing
badly, and' such an instrument would be useful for a
novice.

There are many methods of altering mixture
strength : Among them we may mention these

:

1. Altering jet size.

2. Altering choke-tube size.

3. Altering petrol level.

4. Altering the air supply externally.

Our requirements are: a rich mixture temporarily
for starting, and weaker one for running.
The usual method is to- flood the carburetter for

starting, i.e. , to raise the petrol level for a short time.
This method is wasteful, and if " petroil " lubrication
be used, is filthy. One rider of a well-known make of

two-stroke, of 247 c.c. capacity, recently complained
to the writer of a consumption of 60 m.p.g. He was a
commercial traveller, and often made forty starts per
day, flooding violently for each

!

Another method, which is rather better, is to cut off

most of the main air supply by stuffing a rag into the
air inlet, or by using a leather or metal cap over the

carburetter inlet ; or by a light throttle valve in a piece

of thin tubing, replacing the cap.

Experience Must Guide.

As to the running, it is essential to keep the mixture
correct, and to the beginner who asks, how one is to

tell when it is so, the answer must be "experience,"

and the answer to _ the former—well, in most carbu-

retters the air lever gives ample range.. But in some
it does not, and a variable jet, preferably handle-bar
controlled, should be fitted, if possible; indeed, any^

carburetter is improved by such a fitment. Only three

positions are needed—one rich for starting, normal for

running, and rather weak for downhill work.

3
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Fig. 3.—When hill-climbing on a fixed carburetter setting it is

necessary to retard the spark as the speed falls off; this diagram
shows how the engine power is affected by ignition control

under a test bench reproduction of climbing conditions.
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Two Stroke Engines in Practice.

—

An intelligent use of the jet and air lever will do a

great deal towards getting the best results on the road.

Ignition and Its Effect.

Spark timing has considerable bearing on the satis-

factory working of two-stroke engines, which are

extremely sensitive to minute variations?

A two-stroke engine requires one spark per revolu-

tion, and the usual practice is to drive the magneto
at engine speed (as compared with half-engine speed in

most four-strokes), and .thus -a smaller and lighter type

of magneto may be utilised.

The speed of the magneto also tends to give easy

starting, and good slow running, and so ,
the. magneto

should not be immediately" blamed if these conditions

are absent. When dealing with magnetos, " leave well

alone" is a good motto, unless there is something'

obviously wrong.

There is no need to go - into the question of the

design of ' the magneto, or its working, as there "are

many text-books which explain all this.

Care of the Magneto.

There is, moreover, no special point to be empha-
sised in the upkeep of the magneto. Lubrication is

usually effected by grease packed in the housing of the

ball bearings, which will last for some twenty to thirty

thousand miles. At the end of this period the grease

may be replaced if necessary ; and the correct grease to

use is purest vaseline, which should be chemically

neutral, free from water, and contain no grit.

The magnets of modem magnetos do not lose

magnetism after many years' running, thanks to the

tungsten and other alloy steels which have been
specially introduced.

Any trouble with dirty points is invariably due to a

faulty condenser, or to over-lubrication ; the latter is

not likely to occur unless oil is added by the rider in

large quantities.

Sparking Plugs.

In some two-stroke engines a suitable plug is very

hard to find. It has been noted that a two-stroke

engine tends to run hotter than a four-stroke, and it

is this point wiiich causes most of the minor troubles

connected with sparking plugs.

If the plug has thin points, or electrodes, they very

soon get white-hot, and fire the charge long before the
proper moment—and it should be remembered that the

plug has only half the time to cool in a two-stroke

that it has in a four-stroke.

On the other hand, if the electrodes are heavy, and
thick, they keep cool ; but if there is any excess of

oil present in the cylinder the plug becomes " oiled

up " and useless.

No two makes of engine are alike in their preference

for a plug.

There are some in which any type of plug may be
used, notably the Scott (water-cooled). But there are

others in which only one type of plug will give satis-

faction, and this must be found by experiment, and,
possibly, expensive trials. The makers do not always
send out the best type of plug with the machine—the
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writer has personally experienced two cases of this. In

one case, the plug ran thirty miles, and in the othei

eighteen miles before giving up the ghost.

Plugs of the non-detachable type are best avoided. ,

Timing the Spark.

The average two-stroke is extremely sensitive to the"

timing of the spark, and usually can be timed rather

earlier than in four-stroke practice. .The best all-'

round setting is : Piston on top dead centre ; spark fully

retarded
; points just open.

For low engine speeds, the spark can be kept pretty

well retarded, and for fast work should be adyanced..

A two-stroke magneto should have as wide a range. as
practicable. There was a time when many single-

speed two-stroke machines were sent out with fixed

ignition! The makers have learnt better now. :

Advantages of Wide Ignition Range.

The results of some further experiments with the

air-cooled engine referred to earlier will no doubt prove

of interest as to this point.

A special arrangement was devised whereby the spark

could be varied over a wide range, without vitiating

its strength to any serious degree ; this involved the

use of two magnetos, which, by a high-tension distri-

buter, could be connected to the plug at will.

Fig. 2 shows the effect of variation of timing on

engine speed when running light, and speaks for itself.

The throttle opening was constant during this

experiment.

In diagram 3 the results of a further experiment are

shown. Unfortunately, it was not found possible to

get a series of consistent readings for this test; how-

ever, a general idea is given. The ignition was kept

constant at o.2in. advanced, i.e., before t.d.c. The
engine was run up to 2,000 revs, with a light load on

the brake.

The b.h.p. was determined ; and the load then

increased, so that the engine speed dropped, the

throttle opening being constant. The b.h.p. was found

to be less, and kept on decreasing as the load was
increased, and engine speed dropped (see full line,

fig- 3-)-

Retarding Spark on Hills.

The test was then repeated, but as the load was
increased the spark was gradually retarded to o.rin.

after t.d.c. at the end of the test. It will be seen that

the power curve did not drop to anything like the same
extent (as dotted line).

Unfortunately, owing to trouble with undue heating

of the brake at the heavier loads, the test had to be

abandoned for the time being.

It will thus be seen why retarding the spark on a hill

is beneficial to the engine (both in a two-stroke and

four-stroke), and the. writer has not seen this graphi-

cally explained elsewhere, though, of course, it may
be. The average rider retards his spark on a hill from

habit more than anything else, but if he retards it too

far he may find himself as bad, or worse than, before.

The heavy dotted line shows the effect of over-retarding

the spark under the same conditions.

Geo. F. Jones.
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The Castle Rock, which dominates this end of the Valley of Rocks ; the far side is a sheer cliff some three hundred feet high.

A Romantic District Embracing both Coastal and Inland Scenery of the Most

Attractive Nature.

BEGGAR'S ROOST and the hamlet at its foot,

Barbrook Mill, have loomed large in the pages

of The Motor Cycle of late ; the inclusion of

bis hill in the London-Land's End Trial of Easter

ast gave this charming corner of North Devon much
ree advertisement.

Lovers of Exmoor, who know their " Lorna Doone,"
.-ill remember that Jan Ridd and Uncle Reuben rode

ia " BrendontO'wn, Illford Bridge, and Babbrook,

3 avoid the great hill at -Lynmouth.

"

"Illford Bridge" is known now as Hillsford

kidge, on the Watersmeet Road out of Lynmouth,

,nd the "Babbrook " mentioned by Blackmore is the

luster of cottages on the turbulent brook at the foot

I Beggar's Roost Hill, now named Barbrook Mill.

Jan and his uncle were going this way to " Ley
.lanor," now known as Lee Abbey—a private board-

ng establishment in these days, but then the mansion

f the Baron de Whichehalse—their purpose being
' to lay an information, and sue a warrant against

he Dcones, and a posse to execute it." .

Worthy of a Visit;

Lee Abbey is situated, delightfully, on the coast

tear the end of the Valley of Rocks, though there

3 no thoroughfare for motors beyond the lodge at the

nd of the valley road ; in spite of this it is a romantic

pot well worth a deviation fro<rn Lynton.

The curious rock formations in the valley are well

[escribed by Blackmore—"at the, right hand is an
rpward crag, called by some the ' Castle,' easy enough
6 scale, and giving great view of the Channel,
facing this from the inland side and the elbow of the

valley, a queer old pile of rock arises, bold behind
one another and quite enough to affright a man, if it

only were ten times larger; this is called the Devil's

Cheese Ring."

Within the Devil's Cheese Ring.

Here it was that Jan Ridd went in fear and
trembling to visit old Mother Melldrum, "a certain

wise woman " who " kept her winter in this vale of

rocks within the Devil's Cheese Ring"; Jan went
from the Doone valley, through Lynmouth, on foot,

for fear she should cast a spell on his horse if he

rode ; one can only conjecture what would have hap-

pened could he have ridden a motor cycle. Whilst
there, seeking the witch's advice anent Lorna Doone,
he saw a

'

' black he goat
'

' disputing possession of the

crag. Castle Rock, with "a fine fat sheep"; Jan
made a great attempt to save the sheep, but as he

reached^ them the goat hurled the sheep over the cliff

to the wave-washed rocks below
; Jan was so enraged

that he seized the goat by its hind legs and threw it

after its victim.

Whether the many entrancing pages written by
Blackmore around this beautiful corner of Devon are

founded on fact, or, as seems more probable, merely

the product of a lively imagination, captivated with

the romantic spirit of the Doone country, matters little

nowadays ; it is taken for granted by the majority of

tourists who love the book, whether true or not.

For a short motor cycling holiday, in spite of the

big hills, a visit to this district, to seek out the scenes

of the history of " Gert Jan " and " Lorna," is hard

to beat. Westerner.
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1 he Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondsnts.

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

IS TOWING ILLEGAL?
Sir,—Seeing the letter of Mr. G. A. Weatherill re trailers,

I think it is up to all motorists to get the proposed regula-

tion altered, whether it applies to them or not. Stopping a

trailer being used on a motor cycle is taking away a certain

amount of freedom which we have. I do not know of any
other vehicle which is riot allowed on the road. The next

thing might be the prohibition of sidecars

!

Under that regulation, too, I suppose no motor cycle .

would be allowed to tow a machine, which, when attached

in that manner, would become a trailer.
• P. S. COLLYER.

"COOLING TOWERS."
Sir,—Referring to the numerous finned air-cooled valve

caps now on the market, I note that, as yet, they have not a

generally accepted name. -

In view of this I beg to suggest • the term '' cooling

towers." I think that this is appropriate- in that most of

'these appliances are made in the form of a miniature
" tower " of radiating fins. C. F. CAUNTER.

EQUITABLE INSURANCE.
Sir,—With regard to the question of insurance, I con-

sider that a 10 per cent, rebate is ridiculously inadequate

in the case of an experienced rider who has been insured
for years, and who has in that time made no claim.

Ten per cent, less than the last renewal would le far

more equitable. Thus, for a policy originally £10, me re-

newals would be £9, £8 2s., £7 6s. for subsequent years.

This takes account of the driver's previous history—he is

judged by results.

Also, as the effect of this system would be cumulative, it

would afford every encouragement to the motorist to keep
a " clean sheet." REVS.

Glasgow.

INACCESSIBLE DRIVING CHAINS.
Sir,—At least 75 per cent, of the sidecar outfits on the

road carry the rear driving chain between the cycle and
sidecar.

Can a fellow-reader kindly give an explanation of this

practice ?

Surely it is enough to repair a broken chain on the off-

side of the machine, without being compelled to squeeze be-
tween the sidecar and tire machine? A. M. KNIGHT.

SALT'S ACTION ON ENAMEL.
Sir,—It may interest you and your readers to know that

it is not necessary to go to East London, South Africa
(page 588), to find streets watered with salt water.
There are salt water mains in the streets of Blackpool,

Lancashire, and this water has for over twenty years been
used for watering the streets of the town. I have never
heard of any complaints about the effect on enamelling, but
the fact remains that the enamel on the mudguards of my
1921 machine is already in a parlous state, peeling off in big
patches. However, I do not attribute this to the salt water
on the streets—it leaves a slight white deposit on the road
surface—but to the fact that I believe the mudguards were
enamelled when damp. There is rust under the enamel.

Blackpool. FR 3128.
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WHAT IT COSTS.

Sir,—Possibly some figures relating to the running costs of

a moderately old machine may be of interest.

The outfit is a 4£ h.p: Model K 1916 B.S.A., with Canoelet

sidecar, bought new in October, 1916, and since driven only
by myself. No record was kept during the years 1917 and
1918, during which the mileage amounted to 3,800 miles.

1919. 1920. 192L

Petrol . . ...
Oil
Repairs
Spare Parts
Tyres and Belts
Licences, Insurance
Improvements, etc.

Miscellaneous

£6 4 8
2
3 8 6
2 2

13 1 6
5 11
2

- 2 17 5

£5 14 9
2 6 8
2 15
2 11
7 2 7
5 5 2
2 14
1 15

£4 5 3
2 17 5
4 7
6 2 4
7 19
10 2 6
4 16
3 9

Total Cost per Annum £37 3 3 £29 14 1 £42 6 9

Miles run . . . . .

.

Cost per Mile
Gallons Petrol Used
M.P.G. Petrol

3,253
23d.
41
79

3.293
2id.
44
75

2,764
3M.
39

-.71

"Petrol", includes all used for cleaning (rather lavish)

and general uses. " Miscellaneous " includes special clothing,

garaging on tour, &c. Each year's mileage includes about

1,500 miles of serious touring, extending over about three

weeks in hilly country" With sidecar and passenger; the rest

short runs, 80 per cent, with sidecar. K.B.1112.
Liverpool.

Sir,—Perhaps the following running costs may be of*

interest to your readers :

—

Machine, 8 h.p. Sports Zenith, delivered August 1th. 1920.

First cost £139
Present estimated value . . . . 90

Depreciation.. 1

. . £49
Lamps and Horn 4 5
Licences . . .

.

8 5

1274. gallons Petrol .. 19 15 lOi
Belts 6 15
Tyres 6 12 2
Milker's Engine Overhaul .

.

2 17 4 including carriage

8J Gallons Lubricating Oil.

.

3 18 1

Sundries .

.

16 7
Police.. 2 6

1 10

£102 7 61

Mileage = 10.968, or 2^d. per mile, all in.

FRANK G. HOWARD.

Sir,—The following is an actual brief account for running
a 2^- h.p. two-stroke single-geared lightweight for one year :—

£ s. d.
"

Tax on motor cycle
Driving Licence
Insurance (3rd party, fire, and theft for 2 drivers)
Petrol, 5 gallons at 3s. 6d.
Petrol, 11 gallons at 3s. .

.

Petrol. 26 gallons at 2s. 6d. - .

.

Oil (2i gallons)
Two belts and fasteners . , .. .. .. ..1
Tyre and tube
Spare parts, repairs, etc.

Total Cost £21 9}

Approximate mileage, 4,000. Cost per mile, l^d. A.B.
Leeds.
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SUPERFLUOUS FORK SPRINGS.'

Sir,—It may interest your readers to know that I have

ridden my N.U.T. a good thousand miles with both springs

broken.
. .

One of them cracked as the result of an accident just

outside Paris, and while the machine -was being straightened

out some small boys drew my attention to the fact. 1

certainly was rather worried as to what might happen if it

broke, and it was very likely to do so. Spares could nob

be obtained there, so 1 carried on with the original intention

of finishing my tour to the south" of France. It was not

long before it did break, but it did not matter, and a few

miles further on the other broke in sympathy.

I arrived home without any more trouble, and it was some

two or three weeks before I could get fresh springs from the

makers. L. ERNEST H. HILL.

TEMPERAMENTAL ENGINES.
• Sir,—In regard to the several letters complaining of

.sluggishness in running, and at times the engine going

"mad," perhaps my experience of an elusive trouble and

its disappearance may be of value. In a piston the ver-

tical side at the top of it should be turned a shade less

than that between the rings, and also of the skirt. Some
pistons are turned a little less than they should be to allow

for expansion under heat of the cylinder head, and the

result is that when the piston gets a particular heat, which

varies in different cylinders, this becomes tight, yet the

oil does not allow it to seize. I always like to see the

piston, from the top edge of the top ring" to the top of

the cylinder head, black : where one can see that the com-

bustion reaches it, and there is no valid reason why it

should touch the sides of the cylinder wall at all. I should

be very glad to hear if our correspondents find that this

is the cause of their trouble. VERITAS.
Wallasey.

. Sir,—I had a 1913 single-cylinder 3-speed James outfit

which once "went mad" in a hilly distriet. It began

roaring up hills on top which should have required middle

gear after the initial rush. After a few miles of this I

spotted the cause—an unscrewed float chamber top, which

permitted flooding (B. and B. old bottom-feed type).
' I think some of the symptoms so far described are trace-

able to a petrol level -which is temporarily either higher or

lower than normal. Experiments with a glass float chamber

OUR ENTHUSIASTIC READERS. Some time ago there was

published under " Summary of Correspondence " a three line"

r;ques> of Mr. G. Emmanuel for information as to the postal

address of a way-side temperance hotel in Wales which he lad

visited previously. Dozens of readers volunteered information,

w'.iich was forwarded to the enquirer, and now two correspondents

on an Easter tour made a special stop for photographs. " in

the hope," they say, " of setting Mr. Emmanuel's mind at rest.

The address of the house is : Minffordd Temperance, Talyllyn,

near Corris S.O., Merionethshire.

(10)

in a bench test might show that some carburetter needle
valves only pass sufficient petrol when the level is con-
siderably lowered. Excessive road vibration is a disturb-
ing factor : so also is- stiffness in the working of the needle
valve, and a ledge on which it may stick."

W. R. DEUCHAR.

Sir,—Although utterly ignorant of any deeply technical
part of motor cycling, might I traverse on your valuable
space to suggest that -inequalities of road surface tem-
porarily upset the petrol level iu the carburetter, thus alter-

jug the mixture and accounting for the sudden increase
iu power noticed by your correspondents who write under
the heading of " Temperamental Engines." I have a 1912
Triumph, and my experience is exactly the opposite. Above
20 m.p.h. it runs witii the utmost regularity ; however, when
throttleddown to fifteen, the exhaust note suddenly changes,
the speed drops to ten, and the engine seems to pull with
far less exertion than at the higher speed.

C. W. HUCKS.

Sir,—While riding, my A. B.C. I suddenly found myself
slowing, so opened the throttle to keep up my previous
rate of travel. After proceeding quite happily in this
manner for some distance, thinking that a head wind had
been responsible for the previous slowing down, without
a" warning I suddenly began to "chase the horizon."
On examination T found a piece of fluff in the petrol pipe.
Lancaster. HORIZON CHASER.

Sir,
—

" MX 599 " states that after descending moderately
steep hills (using air brake) lie is agreeably surprised at
the marked increase in power upon re-opening the throttle.
This increase -in power, however, is only maintained for
about 200 yards, when the engine assumes its "old self"
again. Now, this is not such a curious phenomenon as
" MX 599 " imagines, but is the natural result of practical
conditions prevailing at the time. The solution is this,
that, after coasting downhill with "air brake" in opera-
tion, the piston is cooled—so guarding against contortion.
The inert gas is cleared' out of the clearance space, which
provides for better combustion. Thus, you have an engine

.
running under high ideal conditions—for a period as long
as it takes to say— " JACK ROBINSON."

Coventry.

.MOTOR CYCLE TAXATION.
Sir,—Through the medium of The Motor Cycle, I desire

to draw attention to the injustice of the present basis of

motor taxation.

The motor tax was instituted for- the repair and upkeep
of the roads, but under the present system those who use
and wear the roads most (in proportion) pay the least.

The owner of a 4 h.p. cycle and sidecar (tax £4), using
his outfit for early-closing days and occasional week-ends
(mileage per year, say, 3.000). is penalised as compared with
another user, travelling 10,000 to 50,000 miles per annum,
and this applies to all users of the road, whether cars or

cycles.

The motor associations might take up this question. If

they were more militant in regard to the iniquity of this

motor tax they-would regain many of their lost members,
of whom your humble servant is one. LLOYD PITNEY.

Sir,—There are many motor cyclists to-day who cannot
afford to pay the year's tax down, so are forced to pay by
the quarterly system.

Now, by doing this the Government takes the liberty of

making these cyclists, who are not over-run with wealth,

pay more, whereas the man who has capital gets his licence

cheaper by taking the full year.

Again, I feel that pedal cycles should be taxed 5s. per

year Why should they have the free use of the road?
G. J. HICKLING.

Sir,—Can nothing be done to abolish the highly unfair

method of taxation on motor cycles?

I have just taken out my licence until the end of the year

and find that I have to pay the same (£3) as if I had taken

it out on January 1st. F. FAIRBAIRN.

b n
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Sir,—So much has been said against the present system

of motor cycle taxation that perhaps a word in its favour

might come as a welcome change.
After careful calculation it appears that if a rider of a

lightweight exceeds 2,000 miles in the year, averaging, say,

100 m.p.g., he actually pays more under, the old system

—

£1 Post Office duty and 6d. per gallon tax on petrol—than

under the present scheme.
With regard to a heavyweight solo machine and a sidecar

outfit, averaging, say, 75 and 50 m.p.g. respectively, the

mileage to be covered to equalise the amounts paid under

the old and new systems works out at 3,000 miles per year.

I would venture to suggest that the vast majority of motor

cyclists easily cover these fairly moderate mileages in the

course of a year, and if the tax suits the majority, ^why

the immediate necessity to have it altered ? TAXI.
Kidderminster.

'BUS INSPECTORS' SIDECARS.

Sir,—Mr. C. H. Step henson criticises the alignment of the

B.S.A. outfits used by the inspectors of the Bristol Tram-
ways and Carriage Co., Ltd., which he saw when passing

down west at Easter.

As the author of the article dealing with their work, which
appeared in your issue of March 30th last, I must take the

liberty of differing on this point; I have inspected this fleet

of sidecars quite recently, have travelled as passenger in one

of them, and see thern almost every day, and I can only

auggest that he must have seen one on a heavily cambered
road, which frequently gives the impression of bad alignment.

Certainly there is no visible fault in the alignment of these

vehicles, they are too well looked after to permit careless

treatment of that sort ; further, the exceptional tyre mileage
of these outfits, a fact commented on by "Ixion" in the

issue of the 4th, is sufficient proof that there is little wrong
vjith the alignment. WESTERNER.

Bristol.

TUNING A 4-H.P. TRIUMPH.
Sir,—With reference to the remarks of " Arieumph," I

think it would be much more to the point if correspondents
when writing on this subject would qualify their statements
by giving full particulars of the performance of their cycle

or engine before and after modifications have been carried
out, with gear ratio and any other particulars likely to be
of general interest. To merely inform all and sundry that
motor cycle X.Y.Z. lapped Brooklands at 60 m.p.h. does not
prove anything; in my opinion, any 4 h.p. motor cycle
geared to suit the engine's h.p. curve should reach the
above figure.

The article by Mr. K. H. Leech appeared to me to be
written primarily for 4 h.p. Triumph sidecar owners, and
described the methods adopted by the author to improve
the engine's power curve. In this connection I would like
to state that I have just completed a set of cams on the lines
described by Mr. Leech, and fitted them to my 1916 4 h.p.
Triumph sidecar outfit ; no other modifications of any descrip-
tion have been introduced.
The results substantiate the statements made by Mr. Leech

at various times to a remarkable degree. To sum up, the
benefits obtained are as follows :

—

Slow Running.—Engine will tick over at from 120 to
150 runs per min. when running free.

flexibility.—Engine will pull a loaded sidecar at any
speed down to about 8 m.p.h. without snatch, knock-
ing, or pinking.

Acceleration.—All that can be desired.
Consumption.—Appears to be the same as heretofore,

i.e., about 75 to 80 miies per gallon, according to
speed, district, and load.

Power.—In this connection the benefits must be ex-
perienced to be believed. Hills that have in the past
necessitated second gear are now romped over in top
gear, and the power at all speeds is considerably
more than before the alteration. The engine appears
to run cooler at ordinary touring speeds, and I no
longer listen for knocking and pinking when opened
out to about 35 m.p.h.

; in fact, knocking is con-
spicuous by its absence.
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In conclusion, I have no hesitation in thoroughly recom-
mending this modification to those possessing the necessary
theoretical and practical mechanical skill to carry out the
alterations successfully.
My methods differed considerably from those described bvMr Leech, but that is by the way; finally, I should like

to tender my thanks to Mr. Leech, and to The Motor
Cycle tor publishing such an instructive article
Portsmouth. A.M.I.Mech.E.

ELECTRICAL TIMING.
Sir,-Of special interest to myself and many others inmotor cycle club life are the different methods employed nthe electrical timing ot speed events, hill-climbs, etc I haveseen numerous methods of electrical timing in operation butnone reliable which the human element does nTt entet 'intolake, for an instance, a stop-watch actuated at the finish

.
ig point by an electro-magnet, which is controlled at thestarting point by button or road contact, and at the finishby closing the circuit when the cotton is broken. The oressure requ.red to start and stop the watch; the time lost

t

.operating electro-magnet from the start, even though a compensat.on battery is used; and. the condition of fhe watd,after it has been in use half an hour, all have to be Takeninto consideration, and do not tend to give accuracy in

Sent
3 St°P-Watch is a deli^e and aeS? in

To my mind the best effort that has been advanced unto the present is the electrical chronograph, used at Brooklands
,

gtving us the time in twentieths of .econdj butI fail to see why the apparatus should be operated by handeven though they be the hands of A.C.U. experts, /submit
t has been proved that it takes one-twentieth of a second tohe bram to deliver to the hand; thus, we actually lose onetwentieth before the starter has touched the button' FuMher
1 submit that it takes another four-twentieths of a secondbetore the chronograph actually starts to register. Thus weare one-fourth of a second out in starting, and if this bea flying start, I venture to state the rider is from ten totwenty yards oyer the line before the graph commences.
1 he same adjustment m time also applies to the finishing
point lo argue it is the same for everyone is getting awn
from facts. The condition of the timekeeper's brain is not
always the same.
No doubt there is great difficulty in laying contact strips

tor short distances on Brooklands. but, unless they rule out
the human element altogether in timing, they must always
be open to severe criticism. Q. c. ASHBY.

FREAK GEARS ON A TOURIST'S MACHINE.
Sir—I noted with interest "A.E.M.'s " complaint about

his gear ratios, as my machine has the same defect.
When I chose the Martinsyde I did not inquire what the

ratios were, for the machine was so well designed and
finished that I took it for granted that they would be suit-
able. It is incomprehensible to me that a man who could
design a masterpiece like the Martinsyde, showing as much
care in its construction, and more thought in its design, than
a Rolls-Royce car,. could fit it with a second gear on which
it can attain little over a quarter of its maximum speed.
However, I don't think the designer is the culprit, but

the trials' organisers who send their riders through ditches
and up banks instead of giving them a chance to demon-
strate the utility, economy, and handiness of their mounts.
Kent - JAY CAI SEE.

T.T. AND 1,001st NUMBER.
Next week " The Motor Cycle " will celebrate its 1,001st

consecutive issue. Twenty years ago, when this journal
was first published, the motor cycle movement was
only just developing. The 1,001st issue of "The Motor
Cycle " will contain many special articles and i lustrations
of exceptional historical interest ; and, appearing on the
date of the Senior Tourist Trophy event, particulars of the
T.T. Races in the Isle of Man will form a feature.

Orders for copies of this enlarged issue should be
placed in good time—Fourpence as usual.
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DOUBLE POLE PLUGS.

Sir,—With reference to Mr. H. Mortimer Batten's article

• on double-pole plugs in Scott machines, I should like to say

that I have tried Lodge double-pole plugs on my 1920

Scott outfit, which certainly improved the running in all

respects as well as petrol consumption. However, my
porcelains and plug points gave up the ghost at 300 miles,

which was the cause of my reverting to single plugs.

J. W. CLAMP.

"THIS IS PERFECTLY TRUE."
Sir,—A few weeks ago a friend of mine made the journey

from a Kentish village to Chester, a distance of about 225

miles, on a Baby Triumph. He had to catch the Holyhead
train at Chester, and to do this he made an almost non-stop

journey. He did not alight for refreshment of any
description, and as he neglected to take goggles his eyes

were bloodshot, his face was filthy with dust, and, being

half asleep, he looked rather a sorry object. Eventually

he stopped to enquire how much farther he had to travel.

The woman from whom he enquired replied : "Well, as far

as I know, it's about eighty miles; but if you have many
more you won't get there at all."

This is perfectly true. - ALAN ARTHUB..

IRISH TRIALS.

Sir,—I note in your issue of the 4th inst., reporting the

Dublin M.C.C. hill-climb on the 29th ultimo, you go on to say

that " despite the political situation the Dublin Club continues

to hold successful and well supported events, although some

of the longer distance trials have had to be abandoned this

year." In reply I beg to say that this is not quite correct, as

none of our long distance trials have yet been abandoned, nor

do we intend to do so. Our principal trials, such as the

Irish Open 24 hours' Trial, in June, will be held, but the

course slightly altered from the original, so as to obviate

at night the necessity of crossing from the " Free State
"

border to that of " Northern Ireland." We also intend to

hold our Two Days' Trial in August to Glengarrffe and back.

WM. H. FREEMAN,
Hon. Sec.

SPEED VARIATIONS ON THE T.T. COURSE.
Sir,—Ixion, in an article in The Motor Cycle, dated

June 23rd, 1921, wished that some first-class rider would do
a lap of the Manx course with a recording speedometer
fitted giving a graph of his speed variations. May I echo
this wish? Will somebody please carry out this stunt this

year? A. A. W.

THE A.C.U. CONTROL OF TRIALS.

Sir,—My attention has been called to the letter in

The Motor Cycle . for May 18th over the signature of my
friend Mr. K. S. Topping, on the subject of reliability trials.

It is quite true- that at the next meeting of the Competi-
tions Committee of the A.C.U., the question of some kind
of control being taken by the Union over open reliability

trials will be considered as the result of a proposal I made
before the General Committee of the Union, on the subject,
being referred to the Competitions Committee. An almost
unanimous vote was carried in favour of the subject being
thoroughly gone into by this Committee. I fully appre-
ciate most of the points in Mr. Topping's letter, though I

must say I am afraid he has missed the mark in some of

his insinuations.

My whole object in bringing this matter forward is in order
to safeguard the future of competitions in the hands of local

Centres of the Union, and here I may mention that being
Chairman of the Midland Centre I have the interest of this

centre, at least, at heart, as will be readily understood,
though motor cyclists in other centres, not knowing me, might
not appreciate this fact after having read Mr. Topping's
letter.

In my opinion, the question needs very careful considera-

tion for the following reasons :

—

(1) Open trials are held " under the auspices of the Auto-Cycle Union.'
and as such the Union is, or should be, responsible ior the proper conduct
of such trials.

(2) Open trials in which freak gradients and freak surfaces are included—Mr. Topping knows the sort I refer to—are liable to result in all trials,

whether open or otherwise, being looked upon as a farce.

(5)

67s

(3) Genuine amateurs will not, or cannot afford to, enter trials in which
these freak tests occur, for fear of damage to their machines, even if it
were possible to sort out the amateurs and the trade riders, which in my
opinion it is not.

(4) Tiie majority of entrants in open trials are trade riders, for the
reason given in (S). The trade is becoming tired of freak tests and may
refuse to enter trials of any kind unless it is protected by someone
obviously the Union, against being called upon to submit to such tests,
without any prior warning. If protection is given then trials organisers
generally can be assured of good entries,' though such protection need
not mean the elimination of really stiff gradients and other severe tests
which will herp to improve the breed of the motor cycle for the benefit
of the average motor cyclist,

(5) Accidents have happened as the result of inclusion of freak tests,
or the use of dangerous hills, and the Union, as the parent body, is

responsible, and may some day be called upon to carry this responsibility.
(t5) If the Union is to control the sport—aud all sport is controlled by

some body or other, from football to horse racing or pigeon flying—
though such control need not be grandmotherly or repressive, it must
have some say in the matter of arranging the course.

I could give many more reasons, but I hope these will

suffice to show that there are real reasons why the Union
should exercise its right in these matters, particularly in the
case of centres which are not over-experienced in the organ-
isation of open trials,

I do not suggest for one moment that a trial such as that
which the Yorkshire Centre wilL shortly run off should be
restricted in- any way by the Union—except where there is

real danger to competitors or other road users, and here un-
doubtedly it is the duty of the Union,. as. a, national organ-
isation, to step iri if necessary—providing that it is an-

nounced beforehand that the trial will include " Colonial
sections" or the like, as riders will then please themselves
as to whether {hey enter or not, knowing what they are
likely to be up against.

My whole object in bringing the matter forward is to
prevent the possibility of all trials becoming taboo by both
trade and private riders on account of their being too

"freakish," a tendency which becomes more and more pro-

nounced each year. Ordinary club trials are not in question

at all, but if open trials are to receive the support in the

future which they have received in the past they will have
to be run on proper lines or they will soon be a thing of the

past, and it is up to the A.C.U. to see that this possibility

does not go any further.

There is plenty of scope for purely sporting trials, up
house-sides if you will, as club events, and by becoming a

member of a club, usually by paying a small subscription,

all and sundry, trade or private riders, can participate, and
there need be no interference from the Union, except where
the Union feels that it should use its guiding influence in

the case of a club organising a trial which will possibly bring

about police activity, or in some manner bring discredit on

the sport.

Apologising for the length of this- letter.

R. VERNON C. BROOK,
Chairman, Midland Centre Auto-Cycle Union
Member Competitions Committee, Auto-Cycle Union.
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p Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists, d
D Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle*. "
° »• MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM." °
LJ The standard handbook on the motor cycle. *-*

D Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. D
"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."

Eighth Edition. Price set, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

Q "TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
1-1 A system, for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying n

them when found. FourthEdition.
Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3-

1 TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." D
P ' A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's point of D

view. Price net, 3/-. By post, 3/3.

" MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES." Q
pi Bv " Ixion," of The Motor Cycle. n
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u
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Zj Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and _
" Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8. p;D « THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK. °
D With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. D
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D Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers D

and Railway Bookstalls.
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billies to OLfgbt Xamps.
May 25th .. .. 9.56 p.m.

„ 27th .. .. 9.59 ,.

„ 29th .. .. 101 „

„ 31st .. .. 103 .,

Number plates to be illuminated tnirty minutes
earlier, ride Itoad Vehicles Registration and
Licensing Order (1921).

No. 1,000.

This is the 1000th issue of The Motor
Cycle. Next week's Special Number will

contain many articles of historical value.

The Second 500 Miles Race.

Every endeavour has been made to

secure all classes finishing together in the
1922 500 miles race, which will probably
be about 6 p.m.

Club Championship for 1922.

Entries close on June 10th for the M.C.C.
Team Trial for The Motor Cycle Challenge
Cup. This event will be run off on Satur-

day, June 24th. Further details will be
published in due course.

Sidecar Trailers.

Many readers have written protesting

against the recommendations that
trailers towed by sidecar be disallowed.

Considering the comparatively few
trailers in use with sidecars it is rather
surprising that the committee concerned
mentioned them at all.

More Norton Records.

On the 10th inst. R. N. Judd and
D. R. O'Donovan, taking turns in riding,

succeeded in considerably adding to the

many successes gained by the Norton.
In 3 hours they covered 192 miles
1,574 yards in 4 hours 256 miles 1,668
yards. They also gained the 200 miles
record in 3 hours 6 min. 26.60 sec. The
average speed was 64.36 m.p.h. Further
performances were prevented by the
breaking of an exhaust cam spindle.

Exhaust Pipe Design.

We have on several occasions com-
mented upon the risks run by motor
cyclists who carry silencers which are
not in accordance with the law. The
other evening we noticed a 2| h.p.

Douglas with a carefully designed ex-
haust system, which was by no means
standard. Ordinary diameter pipes of
burnished copper led from the exhaust
ports to two separate chambers with bell-

shaped mouths, and open ends 1 of much
larger diameter. Such an arrangement
was no silencer at all, but might more
aptly be called "a megaphone."

bi6

Nortons on the Continent.

In addition to entering for the Grand
Prix at Strasbourg, on July 12th, four

Nortons have been entered in the 500 c.c.

class in the Belgian Grand Prix, a most
sporting little event to be held near Spa on
July 23rd.

Staff Machine Stolen.

On Thursday (11th) an o.h.v. Triumph,
belonging to a member of The Motor
Cycle staff, was stolen from' the north
end of John Carpenter Street, opposite

Dorset House, Tudor Street. The ma-
chine carried the registration numbers
"H.P.3460," and was fitted with a Lucas
Magdyno (upright), Bonniksen trip speedo-

meter, doiible Pedley handle-bar grips,

and knee-grips. The engine and frame
numbers respectively are : 79938 and
318358.

A Warning.
The Chief Constable of the County of

Hertford writes asking us to warn motor
cyclists to drive carefully through Mark-
gate on the St. Albans—Dunstable road.

Owing to complaints having been made
with regard to motor vehicles travelling

at a speed dangerous to the public the

Chief Constable is taking special action

to deal with the matter by placing a

control there, and he proposes to prose-

cute drivers against whom a prima facie

case is established. The Chief Con-
stable states that he is satisfied that in

many cases the offences are due more to.

thoughtlessness than to wilful disregard

of the law, and adds that when last year
we gave publicity to similar complaints
arising at Welwyn, there a marked im-

provement immediately followed.

THE NEXT STAGE

!

MOTOR CYCLISTS interested

in small or large cars should read

Special features.

T.T. NOTES AND NEWS.
THE TWO-STROKE ENGINE IN

PRACTICE.
WHO WILL WIN?

Every Friday

the forerunner of all motoring
journals. Founded in 1895, it

remains the largest and most success-

ful automobile paper, and enjoys

the greatest circulation. It is

universally accepted as the repre-

sentative British motoring journal.

Noisy Exhausts.

For using a noisy motor bicycle in

Hampstead a reader of this journal was
recently convicted and fined £5. The fine

appears to have been unnecessarily high.

Who is the Oldest Motor Cyclist?

Mr. E. Blackburn, an octogenarian, but

nevertheless enthusiastic member of the

Middlesbrough and District M.C., claims

to be the oldest active motor cyclist in

the country. Where are the centenarians?

Enlarged Scope for 'Varsity Club.

An important change has been made in

the constitution of the Oxford University

M.C.C, and membership is now open to

anyone who is a past member of the

University. The club has also been en-

larged to admit owners of cars, and with

this end in view its title will henceforth

be the Oxford University M.C. Par-

ticulars may. be obtained from the Rev.
M. P. Sargent, Saint Edward's School,

Oxford.

Important Irish Trial.

On Whit Monday (June 5th) the Cork
and District M.C. is holding an open
trial (under permit from the M.C.U. of

Ireland), which it is suggested might be

conveniently attended by English riders

returning from the T.T., who could reach

Cork by a direct boat from Liverpool on
j

Whit Sunday. Some of the finest scenery

in the South of Ireland will be included

in the route, the award list is attractive,

and entry costs only 25s., or for members
20s. Fuller particulars may be obtained

from Mr. R. S. Russell, 4, Princes Street, I

Cork.

Ner-a-Cars and Harpers in the T.T.

, Under the ambitious heading of " Motor-

ing and Aviation," there appear, in The.

Edinburgh Evening News of May 10th,

some comments on the Scottish Six Days
Trials, characterised, to say the least, by
a most amusing air of innocence. The
following extract is certainly a gem, which .

needs no further adornment from us

:

" One will await with interest the per-

formances of the Ner-acar and the

(Harper) runabouts in the Isle of Man
T.T. races, a test which, although not so

severe, brings out to the full the capa-

bilities of any vehicle."

(21)
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he Junior T.T. Race Report.

Next week's issue will contain a report

! the Lightweight and Junior T.T, races

nd will be available in the Isle of Man
le day after the event.

olice Traps in Oxford.

An Oxford correspondent warns readers

f The Motor Cycle of police traps in

ligh Street, Oxford, in the ten-mile

mitj and on all the main roads leading

lto the city.

> Belgian Hill Climb.

At the Mont-Theux (Belgium) hill-

limb, Pisart, Jr., on a Coventry Eagle
ightweight, was classified first among the

nniors, winning the gold medal offered

iy the firm of Gillet.

booking Ahead.

There is a motor cycle club in the North
,vhich has already " issued " one or two
nvitations for its annual dinner to be held

n December next. "This ensures being
irst and getting the peogle ycu want"
>ays the secretary.

Dogs in the Southampton Area.

Motorists are reminded that any dogs
which are taken within a radius of fifteen

miles from Southampton will not be per-

mitted to leave the area, and any motor-
ists taking a dog out of the area are
liable to serious penalties.

Ether as a Fuel.

A correspondent who has been experi-

menting with ether as a fuel .writes that
he has found it quite satisfactory as re-

gards starting, but once the engine got

wanned up pre-ignition ensued. He is

of the opinion that it vaporizes too readily

for practical use.

A Record Entry.

When in 1920 381 entries had been, re-

ceived for the London-Edinburgh run, it

was thought to be a wonderful entry.

This year, however, despite the proximity
of the T.T. Races, the record has been
broken by twelve, no less than 392 having
been received (129 motor bicycles, 110
sidecar outfits, 20 three-wheelers, and 133

cars)

.

Fugitives from Justice.

A "hold-up" of motor traffic in

Nottingham on a recent Saturday for

police examination of licences and regis-

tration numbers was responsible for

numerous humorous incidents. What
amused the minions of the law as much
as anything, however, was the action of

several motorists, who " got wise" of

what was happening and turned tail

quickly to fetch their forgotten licences.

The 500 Miles Race.

Instead of there being one prize for
this year's 500 miles race to be run off

at Brooklands on September 23rd, there
will be a separate prize for each class.

The classes will be started at different

times so that an endeavour will be made
for all to finish together. Entries are
limited to fifteen per class, so that imme-
diate application should be made to the
Secretarv, The British Motor Cycle
Racing "Club, 83, Pall Mall, London,
S.W.l. Classes will be distinguished by
fciders wearing jerseys of various colours.

(15

First Aid on Brooklands.

At all long distance B.M.C.R.C. race
meetings a travelling marshal with a first-

aid outfit in a sidecar is fo patrol the
track.

An Undue Noise Ban.

Notts County Council have made a by-
law to prevent trippers and other parties

from creating annoyance or any disturb-

ance in the towns and villages of the
country. Among other things prohibited

are " horns and other noisy instruments,
loud singing pr any outcry."

50 Mile Race at Pendine.

On Whit Monday (June 5th) a 50 mile
race for machines of any capacity will be
included in the programme of the Car-
marthen and Dist. M.C. and. C.C. C. meet-
ing on Pendine Sands. Two silver cups
figure on the award list, further par-
ticulars of which may be obtained from
the joint secretaries at the Nelson Hotel,
Carmarthen.

Unconventional Machines Sought.

For his club's Second London Rally on
Whit Monday at Hendon Aerodrome. Mr.
Alan W. Day, the secretary of the North
London M.C.C., wishes to get in touch
with owners of interesting and unconven-
tional machines, a display of which will

be a feature of the meeting. Mr. Day's
address is " Claremont," Ballards Lane,
-Finchley, N.3.

Simplification of Traffic Signals.
Since the introduction of a new " stop

"

signal in Nottingham there has been some
little confusion, due mostly to many
motorists not being aware of the change
and not quite understanding what is

'

meant when a policeman on point duty
raises his right arm above his head to
stop all approaching traffic or extends his
left arm to hold up traffic in the rear.

The Pastime in South Africa.

Organised by the Cape Peninsula M.C.
and C.C., the Kloof hill-climb.was a great
success. The distance of the climb was
one and a quarter miles. Each competitor
was allowed to make two attempts, the
faster performance of the two being re-

corded on his behalf. Fastest time of the
day was made by J. -W. du Toit (Harley-
Davidson). Results were as follows :

Class A, J. W. du Toit (Harley-David-
son). 397; E. M. Cran (Harley-Davidson
sc.), 389; E. Lawrence (Harley-Davidson
sc.j, 385. Class B, L. E. Hamerton
(Indian Scout sc), figure of merit 398:
J. Buvskes (Triumph), 319; A. F. du
Toit (Indian), 317.

Next B.M.C.R.C. Meeting.
Short distance races will be features of

the third B.M.C.R.C. members' meeting
on June 10th. The programme will con-
sist of three 2-lap races, three 5-lap races,

a 2-lap passenger handicap, and a 3-lap

private owners' handicap open to any
member who signs the private owner
declaration on the form of application for

or renewal of a 1922 membership, riding

any class of machine which is his own
private property. Licences and registra-

tion books must be offered for inspection

at the start of the race. The final event at

5 p.m. will be a 5-lap passenger handicap,

open to sidecars and two-seater cycle cars

of any class.

The Cremona Circuit.

While the Norton ridden by Sironi was
the winner in the Cremona race run in

April with another Norton second ridden
by. Col. Ricci Giuseppe, it now appears
that in the second race run off on May
7th the winner rode a Sports Sunbeam.
Sironi, hov ever, was a hot favourite, but
the breaking of his left handle-bar reduced
his speed and brought him to second place.

Five Nortons finished, winning the special

team prize.

Matter Out of Place.

Recently a correspondent sent us a
-piece of battered steel wire which he had
discovered in his Triumph crank case.

At the time we were unable to account
for its presence, but since then Mr.
T. W. Loughborough, Secretary of the
A.C.U. , was driving home his Morgan,
which had just been fitted with a new
and very carefully tuned engine, and
shortly after beginning his journey he
suffered from a stuck-up exhaust valve.

He freed it, continued, and was again
delayed from the same cause. Having
had his toolkit stolen, he was unable to

do anything on the road, but proceeded
to the nearest garage on one cylinder.

The inlet valve gear was dismantled and
a 4in. piece of steel wire was found
underneath the exhaust valve. The ex-

planation is that this steel wire was used
for checking the timing, and had, un-

, fortunately, been dropped through the

compression tap. This most likely

accounts for the trouble experienced by
the Triumph owner.

The U.M.F. Grand Prix.

Entries for this important Continental
fixture are now closed at ordinary fees.

They close at double fees (800 francs)

on June 15th, and must be forwarded
through the A.C.U. , 83, Pall Mall,- Lon-
don, S.W.l. On the whole, Great Britain

is well represented in this race.; in the

250 c.c. class there are a Massey-Arran,
a New Imperial, and a Levis; in the

350 c.c. class an Englishman, Bartlett,

will ride a French A. B.C., and in the

500 c.c. class there will be three Nortons,

three Sunbeams, and two Triumphs,
Entries at ordinary fees stands as fol-

lows :

—

250 c.c. CLASS.
Armor.
Thomann.
Motosolo (Clech>
Massey-Arran.
New Imperial (Bert

Kershaw )

.

Levis (G. S. Davison).
Isoard Liadois (Isoard)
Velocette (Cottin).
Velocette (Nel).
Yvel's (Froment).
Chauviere (Chauviere).

350 C.c. CLASS

Alcyon. Garelli.

Alcyon. Garelli.

A.B.C. (Bartlett). Garelli.

Yvel's (Vernisse).

500 C.C. CLASS.

Norton. Sunbeam (Bennett).

Norton*. Sunbeam (de la Hay)
Norton' Sunbeam (Chappaz).

Alcyon.' Triumph (Finney-).

Alcyon. Triumph (Edmond).
Alcyon.
Peugeot (Pean).
Peugeot (Gillard).

A.B.C. (Naas).

It will be noted that Italian machines

will compete for the first time in - the

U.M.F. Grand Prix. -The Garelli is a

most original machine, to the perform-

ances of which we shall look forward

with interest.

b iq

Motosacoche.
Motosacoche.
Griflon (Borgotti).
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Newcastle and Northern M.C.C.

Something like 120 members turned out

for the first social run of the amalgamated
club, which was very successful.

Gravesend and District M.C.C.

Great public interest was taken in the

club's recent ninety-mile trial, which was
organised on the lines of the old A.C.U.
Quarterly trials, an idea which proved a

big success in practice.

West Kent M.C., Rochester and District

M.C.C. and Canterbury and District M.C C.

Another joint hill-climb will be held by

these clubs on the Cut, 2| miles from

Maidstone, on the 28th ins't. Private

owner riders only will be catered for. The
other Kent clubs are invited to co-

operate; fuller information is obtainable

from Capt. G. Maund, 1, Clarendon

Terrace, King Street, Maidstone, Kent.

East South Wales Centre A.C.U.

Ideal weather favoured the first reli-

ability trial on the 6th inst., which in-

cluded Thefadoc Hill as the chief test

piece.

Four teams qualified for the team prizes

with more than 285 marks, as follows :

Tredegar, Abergavenny A, Eastern Val-

leys A, Blaina A. A vase for the best

sidecar performance, and a bowl for the

best solo performance, were not awarded

pending the settlement of a dispute.

Liverpool M.C.

Some excellent sport was witnessed at

the hill-climb at Pen-y-Ball, Holywell,

carried out in the presence of some hun-

dreds of spectators. The arrangements

were capital, although it would appear

to be necessary for a more strict watch

being maintained on the whole of the hill.

G. G. Barnard, riding, a 499 c.c. Sun-

beam, got away in fine style, and with

a remarkably good rush combined with

clever cornering passed the timekeeper at

34 4-5sec, the speed working out at

approximately 41 m.p.h.—not bad for a

hill averaging something like 1 in 5 and

with sections of about 1 in 4.

Results.

Classes 1 and 2 (350 c.c).— 1, J. Cooke (2
?
;i

N Scale), 4OV5 sec; 2, H. Jones (2;4 A.J.S.).

43ys sec; 3, S. Hughes (2=1 Sunbeam), 44V5 sec.

Class 3 (500 c.c. expert barred).— 1, H. Gaskell

(31/. Triumph), 38Vs sec; 2, J. Ashworth (3%
Rudge), 40 sec; 3 (tied), S. I. Banner (3M> Sun-
beam), 40VS sec, and E. Sinclair (3Vj Sunbeam),
4OV5 sec.

Class 4 (500 c.c. general).—1, G. Barnard (3%
Sunbeam), 34V3 sec; 2, G. F. Burns (3V_> Sunbeam),
35% sec; 3, H. Gaskell (3'/2 Triumph), 38Vs sec.

Class 5 (750 c.c. expert barred).— 1, H. Gaskell

(3'/. Triumph), 38Vs sec; 2, S. I. Banner (3M,
Sunbeam), 40Vs sec; 3, Copley (3VL> Norton),

41% sec

b 20

Southampton Bohemian M.C.C.

South Harting Hill was the scene of the

club's second hill-climb, formula results

of which were as follows :

1. H
2. R.
3. R,
4. E.

Solo.
W. Hands (3% Norton).
Mines [V/z Kynoek).
James (2-;i A.J.S.).
Hitchins (11 Henderson).

Sidecars.
Dale (8 Ruby sc).
Maton (8 Sunbeam sc).
Burtenshaw (3-Ji Scott sc).
Saunders (7 F.N. sc).

North-West London M.C.

Eighteen competitors in the recent

optional route competition started from
Long Ditton, determined to circumvent

the wily map planner, who had fixed the

four points to be visited at a schedule of

20 miles per hour over roads justly

assumed to be almost impossible. In

contrast with last year's results three

were actually successful in combining the

necessary judgment with speed :

O. B. Smyth (3"/> Sunbeam).
A. H. Love (31/2 Norton).
J. D. Sangway (5 Zenith).

Frank Sisson and the 490 c.c. Norton on

which he won six firsts in the recent Lough-

borough and District M.C.C. hill climb

making fastest time of the day in both solo

and passenger classes.

Lewes and District M.C.C.

On the 14th inst. the club held 3

reliability trial over a secret 80 miles;

course within a 10 miles radius of Lewes.

There was a good entry, and the results

were as follows:—
300 c.c—1, W. J. Hylands (2V4 Verus).
Unlimited Solo.— 1, W. H. Law (2% Coulsor,

B).
Sidecars Unlimited.— 1, R. G. Martin [2"A Royal

Ruby).
Ladies' Class.— 1, Miss E. M. Dunford (2V4 Sporti

Royal Enfield).
Cycle Cars.— 1, L. Humphries (8 G.N.).

North Wales M.C.C.

On Thursday, May 11th, the club held

a fast and slow hill climb near Llandegla

when quite a good number of competitors

faced the starter. The winner' was th(

competitor who could show the greatest

margin of time between his fast and slow

climb, using the same gear in each case

gears and clutches were, of course, sealed.

Results

;

1, W. Edwards (3% Scott Squirrel); 2, S. W
Smith (3'i Scott Squirrel); 3, W. J. Kellett (3V-

Sports Sunbeam).
Silver medal for best 350 c.c. machine.—G. Jone:

(2% A.J.S.).

Atherton and District M.C.C.

Ideal weather favoured the first speec

trial and hill climb of this newly-formec

club, and a very enjoyable time was spenl

on the Yorkshire moors on the afternoor

of the 7th inst. A mile was measured or

the famous " Bills 0' Jacks " hill, whicr

has an average gradient of 1 in 8, anc

is four miles long. F. Barford and W,
Morrison, on an 8 h.p. Dot-Jap, anc

a 3^ h.p. Norton respectively, tied foi

the best time of the day in lm. 20s. J.

Mansley (2| Douglas) won the first for the

lightweights, his time being lm. 45s.

Mr. T. P. Speakman, "Journal " Office,

Atherton, the hon. secretary, will bf

pleased to receive applications for menu
bership.

Redditch and District M.C.C.

Results of the hill climb on the 26th ult.

have now been announced, as follows:—
350 c.c. Solo.

Time—1st, B. Kershaw (2% New Imperial).

Formula.— 1st, B. Kershaw (2V1 New Imperial).

600 c.o. Solo.

Time.—1st, J- Bacon (3V2 Sunbeam); 2nd, E.t

Smith (3V2 Norton).
Formula,—1st, B. Kershaw (214 New lm-

perial); 2nd, J. Bacon (514 Sunbeam).

Unlimited Solo.

Time.—1st, J. Bacon (3'/2 Sunbeam); 2nd, E.

Smith- (31
/: Norton).

600 c.c. Passenger.

Formula.—1st, C. Brown (3 '.4 Triumph sc).

Unlimited Passencer.

Formula—1st, C. Brown (3<4 Triumph sc).
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ANNOUNCING THE T.T. RESULTS.
An Alphabetical List of Prominent Positions where "The Motor Cycle" series of Telegrams

will be displayed next Tuesday and Thursday.

IT is not every motor cyclist who can
afford the time to visit the Isle of

Man in order to witness the Tourist

Trophy races—but all are interested in

this blue riband event.

The Motor Cycle telegrams, which are

displayed in prominent positions., have

always been appreciated, for only by their

aid are many thousands of our readers able

to follow the progress'of the races by the

positions of the riders at the, conclusion of

each lap.

This year the list of places where
these telegrams will be displayed has been

considerably extended, and would have

been even larger but for the fact that

there is a limit to the number which can

be handled expeditiously by the Post

Office officials.

Aberdeen.—Cruikshank, 13-19, Rose Mount,
Viaduct.
Ammanford (Carm.).—Harries, Ironmongers.
Aylesbury (Bucks.).—Eborn's Garage, 44, Walton

Street.
Bala (N. Wales).—Jones Bros., Henblas Garage.
Bedford.—J. Crawley and Sons, Motor Engineers,

4, St. Mary's Street.
Birkenhead.—H. J. Marston's, 50, Argyle Street.

Birmingham.—Amac, Ltd., Aston Cross; Colmore
Depot, 3.1, Colmore Row; County Cycle and Motor
Co., 307, Broad Street; H. Cutler and Son,
Handsworth Motor Depot, 247, Soho Road; P. J.

Evans, 81, John Bright Street; Iliffe and Sons
Ltd., Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street;
James Cycle Co., Ltd., 9, Broad Street Corner;
The Premier Motor Co., Aston Road ; Veloce,
Ltd., Victoria Road, Six Ways, Aston Manor;
Wm. Watson, Sunbeam Depot, Chamberlain
Square; Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New Street;

J. J. Woodgate, Small Heath Park Motor and
Cycle Depot.

Blackburn.—Slaters, 3, Lord Street (Market
Place); J. Walsh and Co., Central Garage, Sudell
Cross.
Blackpool.—Brown and Mallalieu, Metropole

Garage, General Street.

Bolton.—Stanley Parker and Co., Bradshawgate.
Bournemouth.—P. W. Surplice, Poole Hill.

Bradford.—A. Hodgson, 10, Horton Road; Eric
5. Myers, 52, Manningham Lane; Chas. Sidney,
Ltd., 142, Manningham Lane.
Brecon.—Fryer Bros, and Co., Motor Cycle

Agents.
Brighouse.—Blackburne's, 13, Bradford Road.
Bristol.—E. Kickham, 43, Stokes Croft; G. H.

Tucker, Redcliff Hill; J. S. Willway and Sons,
Ltd., St. Augustine"s Bridge. •

. Bromley (Kent).—J. L. Love and Co., 21, Park
Road.
Burnley.—W. H. Harrison, The Motor House;

J. Hebden and Sons, 149, St. James' Street.

Bury—Jack Pilling, 1, Rock Street.
Cambridge.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32, Green

Street.
Cardiff.—Alexander Thorn, 201, City Road.
Carlisle.—Graham and Roberts, Botchergate.
Carmarthen.—Carmarthen Motor Cycle and

Cycle Car Club, Nelson Hotel.
Cheltenham.—H. E. Steel, Ltd., Automobile

Engineers, High Street; A. Williams- and Co., 19,
Portland Street.
Chester.—Marston's, 26-31, Bridge Street.

Coventry.—Iliffe and Sons Ltd. , 1 9, Hertford
Street.
Darlington.—C. G. S. Buist, Grange Road

;

Cleveland Car Co., Ltd., Grange Road.
Doncaster.—Gray and Raynes, 10, Cleveland

Street; J. H. Wilkinson and Son, 19, Silver

Street.
Dorchester.—W. G. Churchill, Motor and Cycle

Engineer, 'The Grove.
Dublin.—J. J. Kelly, 27, Batchelor's Walk;

F. A. Wallen, Trinity Street Garage.
Dudley.—Whorton and Christopher, 220, Wol-

verhampton Street.
Dundee.—Meldrum's, Esplanade.
Dunfermline.—D. R. Engineering Co., Ltd., Hos-

pital Hill.
Eastbourne.—George Doull and Co., 48, Grove

Road. .

Edinburgh.—Alexander and Co., 113-5, Lothian
Road; Rossleigh, Ltd., 32, Shandwick Place.
Exeter.—Maude's Motor Mart, 100, Paris

Street; P. Pike and Co., Ltd., The Garage, St.
Thomas.

(12)

In order that motor cyclists may
follow the progress of the Tourist

Trophy Races on Tuesday and
Thursday of next week, " The Motor
Cycle" is following its usual practice

of circulating by telegrams all over the

country the respective lap positions.

A list of addresses where these tele-

grams will be displayed is appended.

Glasgow.—Alexander and Co. ,272, Great Western
Road; V. Jennings and Co., Ltd., 86,. Mitchell
Street; Palmer Tyre, Ltd., 2, Royal Exchange
Square. . . - - - •

Gloucester.—W. B. Gibb, 100, Northgate Street.
Graritowh-on-Spey.—W. G. Donaldson, 26, High

Street:
;

_"'/

Gravesend.—The Premier Motor Garage, 25a,
Stone; Street.
Grimsby.—Jas. Plastow, 13, Osborne Street.
Halifax.—Halifax Motor Exchange, 25, Horton

Street.
Hereford.—Fryer, Ltd., Dragon Garage.
H igh Wycombe.—Davenport Vernon and Co.,

Ltd., 14-15, High Street.
Hove.—Hewett Bros., 94, Western Road.
Huddersneld.—Earnshaw and Co., 10, Cloth Hall

Street.
Hull.—Gray Bros, and Kemp, Ltd., 362, Anlaby

Road; W. L. Thompson, Ltd., 83, Anlaby Road.
Ipswich.—Egertons, Engineers and Coachmakers,

Northgate Street.
Keswick.—J. Hodgson, 31, Main Street.
Kettering.—Harry Taylor, Cycle Agent, Mon-

tague Street.
Leeds.—A. TJ. Greenwood, 39-41, Woodhouse

Lane; W. Mitchell, The Motor House, Roundhay
Road; Palmer Tyre, Ltd., 1, New York Road.
Leicester.—Tom Cann, Ltd., 88, Woodgate; The

Colmore Depot, 62, High Street.

Liverpool—J. Blake and Co., 110, Bold Street;
Colmore Depot, 24, Paradise Street; Hitchings,
Ltd., 74, Bold Street; Victor Horsman, Ltd., 7,
Mount Pleasant; O. Wade, Camden Street.

Llandrindod Wells.—Tom Norton, Ltd., The
Automobile Palace.
London.—The Allen-Bennett Motor Co., Ltd., 9,

Royal Parade, London Road, West Croydon; Auto'
Cycle Union, 83, Pall Mall, S.W.I;. Automobile
Association and Motor Union, Fanum House,
Whitcombe Street, W.C.2; The Avon India Rubber
Co., Ltd., 343-5, Euston Road; Benetfink and
Co., Ltd., 107, Cheapside, E.C.2; Burlington
Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., 7, South Side, Clapham
Common, d.W.4; James W. Carr and Co., Ltd.,
35, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.4; S. E. Clapham
(Motors), 27, Stockwell Street, Greenwich, S.E.10;
H. Collier and Sons, Ltd., 44, Plumstead Road,
Plumstead, S.E.18; Coppen, Allan and Co., 89,
Great Portland Street, W.l; Croydon and Dis-
trict M.C.C. Headquarters, Swan and Sugar Loaf
Hotel, South Croydon; Douglas Motors, Ltd., 39,
Newman Street, W.l; Eagles and Co., 275, High
Street, Acton, W.; The Eastern Garage Co., 418,
Romford Road, Forest Gate; E.7; H. F. Edwards
and Co., 50, Harrington Road, South Kensington,
S.W.7; W. H. Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate
Avenue, Camomile Street, E.C.3; A. W. Gamage,
Ltd., Holborn, E.C.1; Godfrey's, Ltd., 208, Great
Portland - St., W.l; James Grose, - Ltd., Old
Jewry, E.C. ; James Grose, Ltd., 8, New Bridge
Street, Ludgate Hill, E.C. 4; James Grose,. Ltd..

255, Holloway Road, N.17; Homac's, 243 Lower
Clapton Road, E.5; Hutchinson Tyres, 70, Basing-
hall Street, E.O.2; Iliffe and Sons Ltd, Dorset
House, Tudor Street, E.C.4; Jones' Garage, The
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10; D. C. Lamb, 387,
Euston Road, N.W.I; D- C. Lamb, 50, High
Road, Wood Green, N.; Longman Bros., 17, Bond
Street, Ealing Broadway, W.5; Maude's Motor
Mart, 100, Great Portland Street. W.l; Norman
Reid, Barrett and Co., Ltd., 6, Warwick Street,

Regent Street, W.l; Palmer Tyre, Ltd., 119,
Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2: E. Parnacott, Penge
Lane, Penge, S.E.20; Phelon and Moore, Ltd.,.

4. Berners Street. W.l: Robertson Motors, Ltd.,

157b, Great Portland Street, W.l; The Service

Co Ltd., 289, High Holborn. W.C.I; The South
Eastern Garage, Heme Hill. S.E.24; Stanleys
Alotor Cvcle Co., Ltd., 173, Railway Approach,
Shepherd's Bush; H. Taylor and Co.. Ltd., 52,

Sussex Place, South Kensington, S.W.7; H.

Taylor and Co., 21a, Stores Street, Tottenham
Court Road, W.C.I; The Trader Publishing Co.,
Ltd., 139-40, Fleet Street, E.C.4; Turner's Stores
180, Railway Approach, Shepherd's Bush, W.12-
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, E.C.4-
Wm. Whiteley Ltd., Queen's Road, W.2; F. J
Youngs, 2, The Parade, High Road, Kilburn,

Luton.—Dickinson and Adams, Motor Engineers,
High Town Road.
Maidstone.—Root es, Ltd., Len Engineering

Works.
Malvern.—W. and B. Woodyatt, Ltd., The

Garage.
Manchester.—The Colmore Depot, 200. Deans-

gate; Tom Davies, 229, Deansgate; J. W. Gour-
lay, 3, Burgon's Building, Fallowfield; Iliffe and
Sons Ltd., 199, Deansgate; The Ruby Cycle Co.,
Ltd., 162, Deansgate; Stanley Parker and Co
245, Deansgate.
Mansfield.—Reg. Lucas, Esq., The Garage,

Brunts Street.

Middlesbrough.—Fred W. Dixon, Park Garage,
Linthorpe Road.
Morecambe.—Yates and Topping, Grand Garage.
Neath.—Kimble and Ash, London Road Garage.
NewcasUe-on-Tyne.—Travers, Ltd., 77, Pilgrim

Street; The Percy Motor Co., Ltd., 72, Northum-
berland Street; "Dene" Motor Cycle Co., Hay-
market; Hugh Mason and Co., Ltd., N.U.T.
Works, Derwenthaugh.
Newport (Mon.).—W L. Davies, 71, Commercial

Street.

Northampton.—Chas. Ashby, St. Crispin Works,
Clare Street.
Norwich.—R. O. Clark, 2a, Upper King Street;

Maude's Motor Mart, The Norwich Garage, 108,
Prince of Wales Road.
Nottingham.—Atkey's Motor Cycle Depot, oppo-

site Victoria Station; Whitfield and Mosley, Car-
rington Street.

Nuneaton.—Sam Robbins, Ltd., Leicester Road.
Oxford.—The Morris Garages, Oxford.
Peterborough.—Turnh ill, North and Co., 55,

Broad Street.
Perth.—Macfarlane's Motor Depot, 22, South

Methven Street.
Plymouth.—P. Pike and Co., Ltd., 33, Union

Street; Frank Snell, Cycle Supply Stores, Frank-
ford Street.
Pontymister (Mon.).—Marsh's S.P.Q.R., 131,

Commercial Street, Pontymister, Risca, Mon.
Portsmouth.—Palmer Tyre, Ltd., 49, High

Street.

Preston.—Loxham's Garages, Ltd., Fishergate;
Marks and Brown, Ltd., 215, Lancaster Road.
Reading.—H. Julian, 84, Broad Street.
Rugby.—Sam Robbins, Ltd., Bilton Road.
Ryde.—Downing and Donovan, Motor and

General Engineers, Union Street.
St. Albans.—Dudley R. Clarke, 98, London Road.
St. Ives.—Parker and Son, Station Road Garage.
Sheffield.—Dan "Bradbury, 224, London Road;

Henderson Sidecars, Aero Works, Fitzwilliam
Street; F. B. Roper, 166, London Road.
Sherborne.—Dyer s Motor and Cycle Works, The

Parade.
Shrewsbury.—J. C. . Pickering, 49, Mardol.
Southampton.—The Birmingham and Coventry

Cycle Co., 149-51, Above Bar.
Southport.,—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, East

Bank Street; H. F. Brockbank, 58, Lord Street.
Stevenage.—Stevenage Motor Co. r Ltd., Steven-

age, Herts. -

Stockport.—Talbot Garage, Ltdv Mersey Square.
Stratford-on-Avon.—Young and Somers, 21,

Wood Street.
Sunderland.—Grimshaw Leather and Co., Ltd.

Union Street.
Torquay.—Nunn, Farmer and Co., 73, Union

Street.
Taunton.—Hewin's Garages and Engineering

Co., Ltd., Corporation Street.
Tunbredge Wells.—R. Carey, 16-17, Crescent

Road; Read Bros.. 46, Goods Station Road; G. E.
Tunbridge, 2, Vale Road.
Walsall.—The Colmore Depot, Stafford Street;

Maude's Motor Mart, The Walsall Garages, Wol-
verhampton Street.
Walthamstow (Essex).—D. G. Lamb, 151, High

Street.
Weston-super-Mare.—D. Read and Co., Orchard

Street.
Wisbech.—Crabtree and Sons, Ltd., Motor En-

gineers.
Wolverhampton.—Cyril Williams, Chapel Ash

Depot.
Worcester.—W. J. Bladder, 52, Sidbury; Eric

Williams, Ltd., The .Motor Cycle Depot.
Wrexham.—North Wales Motor Exchange.
Yeovil.—James Moh'at. Town Hall Garage.
York.—Smith Bros.. Walmcate: The Scott Motor

Cycle Co., Ltd., Saltaire, Shipley.
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The Practising Reviewed. Form of Men and Machines Improve Day by Day.

Unfavourable Weather Conditions. Organisation Complete. Compiled from

the Daily Reports of "The Motor Cycle " Staff in the Isle of Man.

ALTHOUGH high speeds are not ex-

pected in the early stages of the

practising, some of the riders on

their very first lap put up some very good

speeds. Norman -Black (Norton), for

example, completed a circuit oh Monday of

last week in 46m. Is., averaging over 49

m.p.h., while D. M. Brown the popular
Manx rider, on a sister mount beat Black's

time by nearly a minute. On his first lap

he averaged nearly 48 m.p.h., and com-
pleted a second circuit at 50 m.p.h.

*• * * *

There are no twins entered for the light-

weight race, and only two (Douglas), in

the Junior. In the Senior event Douglas,
Scott, New Gerrard, and N.U.T. are the

only representatives of the multi-cylinder.
# * # #

Dr. Hopwood, the private owner Levis
rider, had trouble with his machine
earlv last week. He has an assembled

machine with a four-stroke engine in a
Levis frame. This machine is reported
to be named the Leboh—a title which
conceals a reference to the qualities of

the engine.

AN IMPROVED SCORING
BOARD.

Those who watch the races from the
grand stand will have less difficulty in

following the progress of the riders than
hitherto.

Competitors' numbers will be placed
between two vows of discs, while above
there is a yellow disc, which is swung
into view on the competitor reaching
Governor's Bridge. Below this is the
route disc, on which there are two dials.

Of these the outer shows by means of a
pointer the place the competitor has just-

passed, while the inner one (black) is

turned on the completion of each lap,

the lap number showing through a hole
cut in the face. The letters on the disc

In the early hours of dreary wet mornings competitors and spectators turned out tor the

practising. G. W. Tucker (490 c.c. Norton) arriving after a run over the course.

b 24

An excellent idea : the tool case on the T.T.

Rudge machine. Conveniently placed and

instantly opened without the tools dropping

on the ground.

will signify: 0, start; B, Ballacraine;

S, Sulby ; . R, Ramsey ; B, Bungalow,
C, Craig-ne-Baa. Beneath these discs are

painted the competitors' speeds for each"

lap.

O.H.V. JAP ENGINES.
In recent times in describing J.A.P.

racing -engines we have -emphasised the

fact that they have closely followed stan-

dard practice, and, notwithstanding, re-

markable successes have been obtained.

However, for this year's T.T. Races J. A.
Prestwich & Co. ' have evolved a special

single-cylinder engine which is probably
one of the dark horses in the event.

(28U
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V. Notes and News.

—

Due to the enormous radiating fins,

le 350 c.c. unit resembles one of much
rger capacity. A detachable head is

rovided, the bottom fin of which is con-

derably larger than the rest. This head
1 held on to the cylinder by means of

>ng bolts screwed into the head casting

ith nuts near their base. When these
uts are unscrewed the bolts fall down
irough holes in the crank case to the
epth of about lin., allowing the cylind-

er head to be easily withdrawn.
The most remarkable feature of the
ngine is that though it has overhead
alves it occupies no more space than a
ide valve engine—in fact, the one we in-

pected was fitted in the same New Im-
erial frame as accommodates the stan-
[ard type engine.

* * * *

A double bevel drive is employed to
ictuate the cam gear of the new J.A.P.
ngine, and is enclosed in an aluminium
asing, the rockers extending at right
ingles to the machine and protruding
hrough the casing. Since the valve gear
lesign is the subject of a patent details
annot be disclosed at the moment. A
;ravity drip feed is employed to lubri-

cate the valve gear, and any excess drains
down the shaft into the lower bevel gear
case. Situated at the base of the latter

is the relief oil pipe which is directed
on to the front chain, while the rear

chain is lubricated by means of a drip

feed at the bottom of the main oil tank.
Two oil tanks are employed, one on

the top tube for the valve gear and the
other on the saddle tube, which is pro-

vided with a pump, foot-operated and de-

livering the oil to the side of the cylin-

der. Throughout the engine ball and
roller bearings are employed, roller bear-

ings being fitted to the drive side of the
main shaft. There is only one plain

bearing in the engine, and that is the
gudgeon pin.

So as to enable the exhaust gases to be
got rid of as quickly as possible two
huge exhaust pipes, each ljin. in dia-

meter, are fitted.

An aluminium piston with domed top

and two rings is employed. The valves

are set at 90°, and the head is of spherical

pattern. The exact dimensions of the

engine are 74x80 mm., 348 c.c, while

Jpral@3U£

A startling J.A.P. departure. It will be noticed Lhat the engine, though fitted with overhead

valves, occupies no more space than a side valve engine.

the compression ratio is 5 to 1. Designed

only five weeks ago, this engine will be

fitted to a New Imperial, and will be

ridden by H. Le Vack in both Junior and

Senior races.

Compaccness in design is one of the features

of the new J.A.P. overhead valve gear.

Note the neat exhaust lifter arrangement

and the drip, feed to lubricate the internal

mechanism.

One of the dark horses of the T.T. A New
engine. Observe the

-(2)

Imperial fitted with the new 348 c.c. o.h.v. J.A.P.

large twin exhaust pipes.

So far as the rest of the machine is

concerned, the transmission is by chain,

and a chain from a sprocket mounted on

the main shaft is employed to drive the

magneto, otherwise the machine follows

New Imperial T.T. practice.

It should be remembered that it was a

J.A.P. engine that brought the New Im-
perial success in last year's 250 c.c. event

by the winning- of The Motor Cycle Cup
by D. G. Prentice.

* * * *

Special arrangements have been made
by the Chief Constable of Liverpool on

the instance of the Auto-Cycle Union, by

which motor cyclists who will he cross-

ing to the Isle of Man will be able to

reach the point of embarkation with their

machines without hindrance. Riders

should proceed by way of Prince's

Parade and No. 7 Bridge.

* * * *

The A.C.U. has also made arrange-

ments for ample garage accommodation

in Liverpool. Messrs. Theo and Co., of

Hatton Garden, Liverpool, have under-

taken to store a considerable number of

motor cycles at 9d. a night and motor

bicycles with sidecars at Is. 7d. a night.

Messrs. Blake and Co. store motor cycles

at their Hope Street branch at Is. per

night.

The official programme is now ready.

This useful document is profusely illus-

trated with photographs from The Motor

Cycle, including a complete history of

the T.T. Races from their inception in

1907. It is worth recording that the T.T.

Races owe their origin to a suggestion

made by the late Mr. H. W. Staner,

editor of The Autocar and managing

editor of The Motor Cycle, at an A.C.U.

dinner in the early part of 1907. The
programme can be obtained, price 6d. a__

copy, from the Secretary, The Auto-Cycle

Union, 83, Pall Mali. London, S.W.I.
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SCOTTS PRACTICALLY
STANDARD.

In general outline the Scotts for the

Senior Race follow the standard lines of

the Squirrel models. They have special

oiling arrangements, however, and are

equipped with Webb internal-expanding

front brakes, .large capacity tanks, and

several detail improvements.
* * * *

The Scott engine has a new form of

intake combined with the two transfer

port covers,, and the carburetter stub is

bolted on. Oil for the engine is carried

in a tank mounted on the top main tube

of the frame, and it is fed through a

separate gravity drip to each crank case.

Normally, the oil reservoir is the interior

of the two" principal frame members, but

this is used on the T.T. mounts to carry

lubricant for the gear and for the two
primary chains, on which it is allowed to

drip by gravity. A detail improvement

to the machine which is worthy of note

is the V machined in the rear chain

sprocket, in which the brake shoe beds.
1 * * * *

Special mention must be made of the

neat fitting of the Webb expanding front

brake, which is applied with some con-

siderable neatness.
* * * *

Although the Scotts have been run in

practice with two spark magnetos and
two plugs in the heads it is quite likely

that single plugs will be used in the races.

Where the Rudge secrets are kept. An old watermil! used as a garage by a Coventry

contingent which hopes to repeat the Rudge success of 1914.

BUSY SCENES ON THE QUAYSIDE AT LIVERPOOL AND DOUGLAS. Competitors embarking with their machines. (I) Not a speed mount

but a vehicle that will be appreciated in and around Douglas. (2) International entrants arriving—the Indian team awaiting their turn to embark

(3) C P Wood and his Scott arrive at Douglas. (4) F. W. Dixon takes his Indian aboard at Liverpool. (5) Bert Kershaw with his New Impenal

b28 <
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T. T. Notes and News.

—

Mr. G. E. Taylor will be in charge of.

Messrs. Best & Lloyd's interests in the
Isle of Man, and will be found at their
depot, Arbory House, 21, Christian Road,
Douglas, from to-day.

* * * #

Lodge Plugs, Ltd., will be represented
by Mr. F. W. Cave at the Sefton Hotel,
Douglas.

: * * * *

To mark the return of the Eudge to the
T.T. Races in the I.O.M. its manufactu-
rers offer a prize of a dress in Rudge
green, value ten guineas, to the first young
lady over eighteen years of age to guess
the number of corners' in the T.T. course,
and to the first motor cyclist who solves
the said problem correctly a prize worth
five guineas to be. selected from the stock
of the Athol Motor Garage or any shop
in Douglas. The judges are Messrs.
G- J. A. Brown and V. A. Holroyd. A
coupon obtainable from Rudge-Whit-
worth, Ltd., must be filled in and prizes
claimed at the Rudge headquarters, Home-
field, 77, Palace Parade, Queen's Pro-
menade, Douglas, on Wednesday, May
31st, before 12 noon.

* * * *

THREE BRAKES WITH
ONE CONTROL.

No passing glance must be given to the
Indian machines, for they are thoroughly
workmanlike, and proved themselves so in

last year's Senior event. Moreover, the

star rider, F. W. Dixon, is a motor cyclist

of outstanding capability. Dixon's machine
is fitted with a special braking system of

his own devising ; not only has it got the

usual two rear brakes, one internal and
expanding and the other a contracting

band, but the front wheel has been
specially fitted with a Webb expanding

brake. All three are controlled from the

one pedal on the right-hand side of the

machine.
The pedal pulls on the internal back

brake by a direct coupled rod, and oper-

ates the contracting band through a rod

After a stormy passage. Quite a number of the racing machines suffered through their

soaking on the decks of the Isle of Man steamers.

and spring device fractionally later than
the other brake, the degree of lag between
the two being controllable by a wing nut,

while riding if need be. Pulled also by
the pedal is. the wire control for the Webb
front-wheel brake, but the outer casing of

the control is, divided, the ends abutting
in stops capable of being separated by a

small cam plate carried on the fork gir-

ders. This cam is controlled by the
lower of a pair of ordinary carburetter
levers. According to the setting of this

lever (which virtually alters the length of

the brake cable outer casing), the front
brake may be made to operate coinci-

dently and powerfully with the back
brake, or later and less powerfully, as re-

quired. This setting will be made as ex-

perience dictates long before each indi-

vidual corner is reached.
Beautifully made and fitted, this in-

genious device gives evidence of the serious
bid which Dixon intends to make this year
for the race he came so near to winning
last year.

* * *

Hidden away in a huge quarry, the In-
dian depot is one of the most useful loca-
tions possible. It is secluded, but has
plenty of open space on which the
machines may be " chased around " with-
out getting on to the public roads.

A PRIVATE OWNERS'
RENDEZVOUS.

In a dark v/arehouse, situated in one

of those curiously contorted back streets

behind the promenade, the Norton private

owners, under the care of Graham Walker
(who is practising on the o.h.v. model to

be ridden by Vandervell), are a cheerful

little community. Spared the ill-luck

which dogged their earlier days last

year, the men are confident of a high per-

centage of success.
* * #

The Norton machines are quite a sight

as they stand in a long row outside the
headquarters while the riders take their

early breakfast. 'Meanwhile, the daily

work in the garage, which is open to the
street, provides unbounded entertainment
for a horde of urchins who are ardent Nor-
ton enthusiasts. Mrs. Knowles is keenly
interested in the progress of the work,
and is assisting in the preparation of her
husband's machine.

**&m&m&$$MiL~-

J. A. Porier and his 500 c.c. twin New Gerrard, a shapely

machine for the Senior event. A special racing side valve

J.A.P. engine is fitted snugly in the frame.

(13)

W. L. Danskin—well known as a Trials rider—one of the Rudge

team mounted on a Multi mode! ; the only representative of

all-belt drive in the Senior race.
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RACE.NEXT TUESDAY'S LIGHTWEIGHT T.T.

(Run concurrently with the Junior T.T. Race.)

DATE AND TIME OF START: 10 a.m., Tuesday, May 30th, 1922.

DISTANCE: Five circuits of 37 miles 6 furlongs each. Total distance, 18S miles

6 furlongs.

FIRST PRIZE : The Lightweight Tourist Trophy, to be held for one year. £30 in

cash, small replica of trophy, and special gold medal.

SECOND PRIZE: £20 in cash.

THIRD PRIZE: £10 in cash.

TEAM PRIZE: To be won by a nominated team, the members of which must aU

finish the course within thirty minutes of the winner.

PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION : Monday, May 29th—

Nos. 1-25 : 9.30 to 10 a.m. ; Nos. 26-50 : 10 to 11 a.m. ; Nos. 50 up-: 11 a.m.

to 12 noon.

WINNERS OF "THE MOTOR CYCLE" CUP WHICH THE LIGHTWEIGHT
TROPHY REPLACES.

1921 ... D. G. Prentice (New Imperial), 41-82 m.p.h.

1920 ... R. 0. Clark (Levis), 38-87 m.p.h.

Fastest Lap: B. Kershaw (New Imperial) 49 m. 7 sec. = 46-11 m.p.h., 1921.

ENTRIES—TriE RIDERS AND THEIR MOUNTS.

No. Entrant
No.
si

Cyls.

Bore Stroke
m.m. rn.m.

Cubic
Capacity

c.c.

Driver.

!Nevr Imperial Cycles, Ltd.
J. Jovnson

3 The "Sun "Cycle and IV-
tiugs Co.. Ltd.

Humphries tfr Dawes, Ltd.
New Imperial Cycles, Ltd.
New Imperial Cvcles, Ltd:
Harold Petty. Ltd.
G. E. Tottey

'

9 Veloce. Ltd. . . "

10 The " Sun " Cycle and Fit-

tings Co.,. Ltd.
11 ! Biitternelds, Ltd.
12 Veloce, Ltd
13 London Motors "

.

.

14 The " Sun " Cycle and Fit-
tinjrs Co.. Ltd.

15 -New Imperial Cvcles, Ltd.
16 K. W. Loughtoo .

.

17 J. C. Whallev
IS Butterflelds. Ltd.
19 The D. F. & M. Eng. Co.,

Ltd
20 L: B. Henderson
21 New Hudson. Ltd.
22 C. W. Johnston
23 C. H. Hopwood
24 Butterflelds, Ltd.
25 London Motors
26 E. H. A. Humphries
27 The D. F.'A BE Eng., Co.,

Ltd.
28 C. Edwards
29 Veloce. Ltd
30 Humphries & Dawes, Ltd.
31 Yonog & Somers
32 L. B. Henderson .

.

New Imperial
Lnvicta

Sun Vitesse..
O.K. Junior
New Imperial
>cw Imperial
Diamond - . - .

.

New Imperial
Velocette

Sun Vitesse.

.

Levis
Velocette .

.

Coulson

Sun Vitesse..
New Imperial
Francis Bamett
Slassey Arrau
Levis

Diamond .

.

Sheffield-Henderson
New Hudson
New Imperial
Levis
Levis . . ;

.

Coulson
O.K. Junior

Diamond
New Imperial
Velocette ...

O.K. Junior
Bex Acme .

.

Sheffield-Henderson

1 64.5x76 249
1 64.5 x 75 245^

1 64 >:70 225
1 60 x88 249
1 64.5 X 76 249
1 fi4..', 76 249
1 64.5 x 76 249
1 64.5 • 76 £49
1 63 X80 249

1 64 x70 225
1 67 x70 247
1 63 X 80 249
1 64 x77 248

1 64 :: 70 225-
1 64.5 x 76 249
1 64.5 X 76 249
1 60 x88 249

-

1

67 : 70 247

1 64.5 X 76 249
1 60 x88 249
1 63 x80 249
1 C4.5 70 249
1 67 ;' 711 247
1 67 X70 247
1 64 X77 248
1 60 X88 249

1 64.5 X 76 249
1 64.5 . 76 249
1 63 X 80 249

. 1 60 x 88 249
1 60 X88 249
1 60 x88 249

D. G. Prentice
Entrant

Gus Kuhn
N. Hall.
D. B. Calder

H. Petty
Entrant
S. J. Jones

BE Bishop
G. S. Davison
G. Denley
C. W. Fairweather

W. H. Lord
B. Kershaw
Entrant
Entrant
P.Pike

T. Simister
W. D. Marchant
E. Mundey
Entrant
Entrant
F. W. App'ebee
L. Nicholson
W. L. Handley

O. Wade
Entrant
B. N. Judd
F. C. North
D. Young
L. Padley

TEAMS IN THE LIGHTWEIGHT RACE.
1. DLAMOND: H. Petty- (No. 7). T. Simister (No. J9)."0. Wade (No. 27).

2. LEVIS : G. S. Davison (No. 111. P. Pike (No. 18), F. W. Applebee <No. 24).

3. NEW LJLPEEIAL : D. a. Prentice (No. 1), 1). B. Calder (No: 5). B. Kershaw (No. 15).

4. O.K. JIJNIOB: N. Hall (No. i). W. L. Handley (No/ 26). F. C. North (No. 30).

5. SUN: G. Kuhn (No. 3), BE Bishop (No. 10), W. H. Lord (No. 14).

6. VELOCETTE : S. J. Jones (No. :>>, G. Denley (No." 12), B. N. Judd (No. 29).

Generally, the Nortons aTS as fast as

r.ny. especially down the mountain, and a

win, now long overdue, would be more
than popular.

* * *

Manxmen estimate that the value of
the T.T. Races to the Island is at least

£50,000.
* * *

Budge, Kirk-Onchan, is the tele-

graphic address of the Budge Garage.
The Old Mill, 77, Royal Avenue, Glen
Onchan.

t>32

A hearty invitation is extended to

visitors to inspect the Massey-Arran
machines at the Massey-Arran Motor
Co.'s headquarters, Irwell House, next
door to the Sefton Hotel, Douglas.

* # #

Some ten years ago the Colmore Depot,
who have entered two Douglases this
year, discovered a nev.' competition rider
who had just come from abroad and
entered hirn for the T.T. He put up
a very good performance, though he did
not actually win. This was Mr. S. L.

"MAY 25th. 1922.

Bailey, who is now general manager ot

Douglas Motors, Ltd.
* * *

.

The Hawthorns, -4, Cambridge Ter-

race, Douglas, wiU be the headquarters

of Veloce, Ltd. Their racing colours

will be black and gold.
* * * . *

The following table shows how the dif-

ferent makes are represented in the races

:

Lightweight Junior Senior
Race. Race. Race.

A.J.S . — 7 3

Beardmore-Precision — — 3

Cotton ...
— 3 —

Conlson 2 2 —
Diamond ... 3 i —
Dot — 2 —
Douglas — 2 5

Duzmo — — X
Edmund .... . . — 3 —

'

Francis-Harnett 1 — —
H.B — 1 —
Indian ... — — 4
lnvicta ... 1 — _

—
Ivy .

—

4 -

—

Levis 4 -

—

—
Massev-Arran ... . 1 2 .

—
New Comet — 1 -

—

New Gerrard " .,. — % 1
"

New Hudson 1 — 2

New Imperial, ... 7 1 . 1

New Scale — 4 ' —
Norton ..-.- — — . 14

NX*.T — — , 1

O.E.C. Blackbnrne — 1 —
O.K.-Junior 3 — —
Paleigh — .1 —
Rex-Acme 1 —

—

Rudge — — 8
Scott — — 5

Sheffield-Henderson 2 2 2

Sunbeam — — 12
Snn-Vitesse ... - 3 — —
Velocette 3 — —

It will be seen from the above that

only two makes are represented in all

three races, i.e.; the New Imperial and

the Sheffield Henderson.
* * . * *

If H. W. . Hassall (Norton) has not

sufficiently recovered • from his recent

accident to 'ride, his place may be taken

by Tony -Vandervell, and if this hap-

pens the latter _ will be the first motor

cycle T.T. . competitor also to take part-

in the car T.T., in which he is to drive

a Talbot.
* * * *

Most striking feature of the fleet of

349 c.c. A.J.S. machines is the size of .

the exhaust pipes—apparently about 2£ui:

diameter—quite big enough to keep

rabbits in ! The machines left Liverpool

early last week^ and suffered somewhat
from the sea-water bath they received m '

a particularly, rough crossing.
* . * * *

New Imperial, . Massey-Arran, and

O.K. -Junior machines also received more
sea-water than was good for their con-

dition.
* i- * *

During the T.T. Baces the Alder

Garage, Queen's Drive, Stoneycroft,

Liverpool, is capable of storing a large

number of motor cycles. Its proprietors

will be-glad to send their representative

to help motorists to embark their

machines.
* * * *

A newcomer to the T.T. Baces is the

New Gerrard, entered by J. A. Porter,

of The Motor Mart, Edinburgh. Porter's

mount for the Junior has a Blackburne
o.h.v. engine, while in the Senior a twin

J.A.P. will be used.
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A WEEK ON THE T.T. COURSE.
Unfavourable Weather pre'

;ludes Highest Speeds in Prao
ice. Notes on Men and

Machines in the Isle of Man.

AFTER a good start the first week of

practising tailed away rather, and
was taken fairly quietly by the

majority.

On the second and third mornings the

weather was "impossible,"' therefore it

did not seem as though practising had
started in earnest until Thursday morn-

ing, when there was a fine turn-out of

about eighty riders.

Until Thursday, also, no great speeds

were possible, and even then there was a

considerable mist on the mountains. In

many places the condition of the roads

is not at all conducive to speed. Loose-

ness characterises almost the whole of

the mountain climb out of Ramsey, and

the quantity of loose stones in the vicinity

of the Gooseneck has demanded attention

which will no doubt be given.

The competitors, of course, were some-

what dispirited by the earlier mornings'

weather. After working hard on their

machines they merely took them out to

get thoroughly filthy, yet without the

satisfaction of testing their speed, for

the mountain mists reduced the range of

visibility to a few yards, and in many
places the surface was greasy in the ex-

treme, especially at the corner below
Craig-ny-Baa, and also on a particularly

soft section between Hilberry and Cronk-

ny-Mona.
Amoiigst the smaller machines, how-

ever, A.J.S. and New Imperial, in the

350 c.c. and 25Q c.c. races respectively,

are prime favourites. The latter, how-
ever, are threatened somewhat danger-

ously by some of the Blackburne-engined
mounts, which appear to be very healthy,

although their practice speeds have not

been high.

A Week's Practice.

On Monday, the 15th inst._ the first

morning of practice, 22 Senior, and a
large number of Junior and Light-

weight machines were on the course.

Some good lap times were achieved, as

the following figures testify :—

SENIOH.
M. s.

'1'. C. de la Hav (Sunbeam) ... 49 22
11 M. Brown (Norton) ... ... 45 12
0. H. Tucker (Norton) ... ... 51 44
C. Greenwood (Sunbeam) ... 49 36
Reg. Brown (Sunbeam) ... ... 50
W Hollowell (Norton) ... 51 30
t: E. Cowley, jun. (Norton) ... 52
G. M. Black (Norton) ... S3 45
C Waterbouee (Sunbeam) ... 51 47
A Carton (Norton) ... 50 30
N. Black (Norton) ... 46 1
it. M. Knowles (Norton) .:. 53 21
D. H. Davidson (Indian) ... 50 5
V Anstice (Douglas) ...- 50 25

RESERVES.

11 Mason (N.U.T.) ... 44 1
0. Baldwin (Rudge) ... 54 40
A E. Tavlor 1 Rudge) ... ... 54 15
H ••ddell (Rudge) ... 51 2S

—

Ewens (Rudge) ... 59 42

—

Sutcliffe (Rudge) ... 56 10
G E. Strange (.Sheffield-Henderson) ... 49 20

NEXT TUESDAY'S JUNIOR T.T. RACE.
(Run concurrently with the Lightweight T.T. Races.)

DATE AND TIME OF START: 9.30 a.m., Tuesday, May 30th, 1922.

DISTANCE: Five circuits of 37 miles 6 furlongs each. Total distance 188 miles

6 furlongs.

FIRST PRIZE: The Junior Tourist Trophy, to be held for one year. £30 in

cash, small replica of irophv, and special gold medal.

SECOND PRIZE: £20 in cash.

THIRD PRIZE: £10 in cash.

TEAM PRIZE: To be won by a nominated team, the members of which must all

finish the course within thirty minutes of the winner.

PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION : Monday, May 29th.

PREVIOUS WINNERS.
1921 Er'icWilliams, A.J.S. (74 x 81mm. = 348 c.c.) 52.1 m.p.h.

1920 Cyril Williams, A.J.S. (74 x SI mm. = 348 c.c.) 40-7 m.p.h.

1914 Eric Williams, A.J .S. (74 x 81 mm. = 348 c.c.) 46-6 m.p.h.

1913 H. Mason, V twin N.V.T.-J.A.P. (GO x 61 mm. = 344 c.c.) 43-7 m.p.h.

1912 W. H. Bashall, flat twin Douglas (60-7 x 60 mm. = 350 c.c.) 39-6 m.p.h.

1911 P. J. Evans, V twin Humber (60 x 60 mm. = 340 c.c.) ... 41-5 m.p.h.

FASTEST LAP : H. R. Davies (A.J.S.). Time, 41 m. 4 s. = 55-15 m.p.h., 1921.

ENTRIES—THE RIDERS AND THEIR MOUNTS.

No. Entrant. Make.
No.
of

Cyls.

Bore Stroke
ti.m. ni.rti.

Cubic
Capacity

C.C.

Rider.

33 A. J. Stevens & Co. (1914),

Ltd A.J.S 1 74 x81 348 H. R. Davies
34 C. G. Pullin Douglas .... 2 57 x 68 346 Entrant
35 Jackson A: Booth, Ltd. .

.

Massey-Arran 1 71 x88 348 A. Booth
36 Maudes' Motor Mart Ivy .. 1 75 x 79 349 N. Norris -

3T The Osborn Eng. Co., Ltd. O.E.C. Blackburne 1 71 x88 348 J. Bance
38 D. Hall New Scale 1 71 x88 348 Entrant
39 Dot Motors Dot 1 70 x90 346 A. W. Muirhead
40 S. Woods Cotton 1 71 x-88 348 Entrant
41 The Cotton Motor Co. .

.

Cotton 1 71 X88 348 F. G. Morgan
42 L. JB. Henderson Sheffield-Henderson 1 71 XS8 348 E. Searle

43 A. J. Stevens & Co. (1914),

Lta A.J.S 1 74 X81 348 G. Kelly
44 A. J. Stevens & Co. (1914),

Ltd AJ.S 1 74 X81 348 T. M. Sheard
45 Roberts & Hibbs New Scale .

.

1 71 x 88 348 G. E. Cowley
46 Victor Horsman. Ltd. Raleigh 1 71 >:88 348 V. Horsman
4T Porter's Motor Mart New Gerrard 1 71 :-.88 348 J. A. Porter

48 C. Edmund & Co. (1920),
Ltd. Edmund 1 71 x SS 34S E. Remington

49 A. J. Stevens & Co. (1914),

Ltd A.J.S 1 74 x 81 348 F. A. Longman
50 L. B. Henderson Sheffield-Henderson 1 71 x88 348 G.A. Strange

51 New Imperial Cycles, Ltd. New Imperial 1 70 X90 346 H. Le Vack
52 The D. F. & M. Eng. C,

Ltd Diamond 1 70 >: 90.5 346 F. 3. Price

53 A. J. Stevens & Co. (1914),

Ltd A.J.S 1

1

74 : 81
75 x 79

348
349

G. Grinton

54 Frank Whitworth. Ltd. .

.

Ivy T. A. Jones

55 Roberts & Hibbs .

.

New Scale 1 71 x3S 348 B. Gray
56 C. Edmund & Co. (1920),

Ltd Edmund 1 71 X 88 348 G. W. Shepherd

57 London Motors Coulson .

.

1 71 x88 348 A. E. Taylor

58 A. J. Stevens & Co. (1914),
Ltd A.J.S 1 74 X81 348 H. F. Harris

59 Roberts & Hibbs New Scale 1 71 x88 348 S. A. Dale
60 Dot Motors Dot 1 70 .x90 346 C. Parkinson

61 C. Edmund & Co. (1920),

Ltd Edmund 1 71 x 88 348 G. Browne
62 A. H. Haden New Comet 1 70 x 76 292

63 S. A. Newman, Ltd. Ivy .. ... 1 75 x79 349 P. A. Newman
64 Massev-Arran Motor Co.,

Ltd '
.

.

Massey-Arran 1 71 X88 348- J. Whalley

65 R. Lucas Couisoff 1 Entrant

66 The Cotton Motor Co. .

.

Cotton 1 71 ygs 348 H. F. Brockbatik

67 Jack Haslam Ivy .. 1 75 X 79 349 R. G. E. Flint

68 A. J. Stevens & Co. (1914),

Ltd A.J.S 1 74 81 348 H. Chambers
69 Jock Haslam Doualas 60.5 60 342 Entrant

70 Hill Bros H.B. ' 71 SS 348

TEAMS IN THE JUNIOR RACE.
1. A J S. : H. R. Davies (No. 33), G. Kelly (No. 43), H. F. Harris (No. 58).

EDMUND • E Remington (No. 48). G. W. Shepherd (No. 56), G. Browne (No. 61).

3. NEW SCALE : G. E. Cowley (No. 45), R. Gray (No. 55), S. A. Dale (No. 59).

4. IVY : G. N. Norris (No. 36). T. A. Jones (No. 54), P. A. Newman (No. 63).
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A Week on the T.T. Course —

v.
E.
G.
G

, JUNIOR.

Horsman (Raleigh) ...

Remington (Edmund)
W. Shepherd (Edmund)
Bi'-owne (Edmund)

M.
.. 52

. 53
.. 57
.. 57

S.

38
14

D.
L.

LIGHTWEIGHT.

Young (Rex-Acme) ...

Padley (Sheffield-Henderson)...

M.
.. 52

54

s.

2
14

G.
P.

RESERVES.

S. Davison (Levis)

Pike (Levis) ...

M.
.. 58
.. 56

s.

28
1

In connection with Che above practice

times, it should be remembered that any-

time over 56m. 38s. is less than 40 m.p.h.,

while the best time recorded—D. M.
Brown (Norton), 45m. 12s.—equals ap-

proximately 50 m.p.h. Last year's Senior

race was won by a Junior machine at an

average speed of 54 m.p.h.

The Heroes.

Yes, they deserve that title, the brave

thirty or so who faced a practice lap on

Tuesday morning.
Starting away from the grand stand, the

riders had a blinding rain carried by-

a

biting wind driving full in their faces.

In consequence no times worth considering

can be reported, although several got

round in about the hour or a little over.

All the machines on the course were in

the Senior Class, except three. Levises (or

is the plural Levii?). The first of them
to come round was the veteran F. W.
Applebee, who is 60 years of age, and he
was followed by Dr. Hopwood, who went
straight on at speed.

At 6.45, too late for further starters,

the rain was clearing away.

SENIOR TIMES.

T. C. de la Hay (Sunbeam)
W. Hollowell (Norton) ...

S. A. Crabtree (Sunbeam)
A. Carton (Norton)
N. Black (Norton)
R. Bownass (N.U.T.)
V. Olsson (Sunbeam)
G. Stead (Indian) ...

The Third Morning.
Hopes that fine weather would prevail

for the third morning of practice brought
out about 60 riders, half of them being
Senior men and the rest equally divided
in the two smaller categories. Although
the rain held off for a little while the
hopes of the previous night shortly dis-

solved away before an increasing down-
pour. Again at 7 a.m., when practising

finished, the light became brighter and
the rain abated.

No startling times seemed possible, and
the riders reported much grease on the
corners and heavy mists on the mountain.
The following makes were out on the

course : Sun, Levis, New Imperial, Shef-
field-Henderson,- O.K. Junior, Ivy, Dia-
mond, A.J.S., Dot, Edmund, Douglas,
-Triumph, Indian, Norton, Scott, Sun-
beam, Rudge, and New Hudson.
The best time by a Senior rider was

50m. 2s.' by D. S. Alexander (Indian),

while G. Grinton (A.J.S.) with 54m. made
the fastest time in the Junior class, and
C. W. Johnson (New Imperial) 59m. 20s.

among the Lightweights.

The Fourth Day.
It may really be said the practising-

itarted in earnest on Thursday morning

04 .

last, for by five o'clock over 70 machines
were in readiness to go. They were
despatched from Douglas with celerity,

75 men starting in less than 25 minutes.

A thick mist enveloped Snaefell, but,

despite the gloom, the atmosphere was
mild and still. The roads were some-
what sticky after the soaking of the two
previous days.
Hugh Mason, who rides astonishingly

well for one who has not been so long in

the game, made an extraordinarily fast

lap, taking but little over 40 minutes by
amateur timing (56 m.p.h.), although the

timekeepers declared it ait 47. Brock-
bank, whose Cotton machine was not yet

available, caused some amusement by
starting on a standard o.h.v. Triumph
borrowed from a private owner for the

occasion and equipped with lamp and
horn.
Some good cornering was to be seen

at Hilberry and Cronk-ny-Mona, and some
of the machines are going really well.

THE T.T. COURSE.

MAIN ys
Q06DS' j

frtummit
Jmalug B"*

M. S. -AViUUJKRftlNE
59 3 A^^—
59 15 7^^^.
52 53
57 40
52 55
56 43
63 20
57 35

The A.J.S.s accelerate splendidly; the

Scotts appear to be fast on the level

;

and Nortons, Sunbeams, and Indians all

possess obvious speed. As yet the Rudge
and Triumph machines did not appear to

be exceptionally fast, but perhaps they

were being taken round gently. The
same might be said of the New Hudson,
Beardmore, and Sun-Vitesse.

210 Laps by 90 Riders. _

Dry roads favoured good speeds on

Friday morning, and at 5 a.m. there was
a big assembly of riders in the paddock.

They were dispatched with celerity and
watched with interest by large crowds

which occupied most vantage points.

210 laps by 90 riders were timed. Un-
fortunately rain commenced again about

6.20, and the downpour gradually, in-

creased until late in the morning, when
the roads were awash again ; in fact, the

weather was altogether dispiriting. Coul-

son and Scale made their appearance, and
several new. riders were out.

The lap times showed some improve-

ment as the atmosphere was clear during

the first hour. In the lightweight class

the following times were recorded :

—

Simister (Diamond), 52m. 50s.; Young
(Rex), 51m. 35s.; Tottey (New Imperial),

51m. 50s. ; Padley (Sheffield Henderson),
52m. 38s.

In the Junior class Howard Davies
made two fast laps—42m. 15s., and 43m
40s. Another A.J.S. machine took about
44m. The Senior times * were :—F. G,

Edmond (Triumph), 42m. 30s. ; Alexander
(Indian), 42m. 40s.; Norman Black (Nor
ton), 43m. 3s. ; Ollerhead (Douglas), 43m
50s., and Hollowell (Norton), 43m. 58s,

Saturday's Practising.

Saturday morning saw the late arrivals

on the course. Pullin (Douglas) and Le
Vack (New Imperial) with the o.h.v.

J. A. P. engine were out, and the Invicta

and Francis-Barnett made their appear-
ance.

Once again the Scott has a sporting

chance of a place, if not a win. Langman
is putting in some good speeds, and his

cornering is superb ; nervousness is- a
word obviously not in his dictionary.

Fast laps in Saturday's practising were
made by : (Lightweights) J. C. Whalley
(Massey-Arran), 52m. 42s. ; R. W. Lough-
ton (Francis-Barnett), 52m. 48s. ; D.

Young (Rex-Acme), two laps just over

51 minutes ; and W. Handley (O.K.), two
laps of 49 and 47 minutes respectively.

(Junior) : T. M. Sheard (A.J.S.), two
laps of 455m. and 42£m. ; E. Remington
(Edmund), two laps of 45£m. and 47im.

;

H. F. Harris (A.J.S.), three laps of ap-

proximately 47m., 47m., and 44m.; and

R. Wilson (A.J.S.), 45m. 15s.

Amongst the Seniors, Bennett (Sun-

beam) made a record practice lap of 41jm,

Other good Senior times were : S. A.

: Crabtree (Sunbeam), 44m. ; W. Johnson

(Sunbeam), 44m. ; G. W. Walker (o.h.v.

Norton), 44m.
At the end of last week the best six

lightweights were :—
R. W. Lynton (Francis-Barnett), 52m.; J. O.

Whalley (Massey-Arran), 52m.; T. Simister

(Diamond), 51m.; D. Young (Rex-AcmeJ, 51m.;

I,. Padley (Sheffield-Henderson), 52m.; and W. L.

Handley (O.K.), 46m.

The best lap times among the Junior

riders were made by :

—

H. R. Davies (A.J.S. ), 42m.; G. Kelly (A.J.S.),

ao-n.: F. A. Loncman (A.J.S. ), 41m.; H. F.

Harris (A.J.S.), 44nl.; K. Wilson (A.J.S.), 45m.:

and K. Kemiugton (Blackburne), 45m.

Last Monday's Practising. ,

The practising on the morriing of last

Monday was carried out under more chilly,

damp and dismal conditions than ever, but

over a hundred men started. Few covered

more than a single circuit, however, for

although fine weather was encountered on

the Ramsey side of the mountain, thick

wet mists enveloped the top stretches.

Every make entered was on the course, the i

week-end having been a very busy time at

the various garages.

This week will be devoted to finishing

touches, but better conditions than -pre-

vailed last week are needed before tha

riders can- thoroughly test their ability in

fast cornering and open throttle down tha

mountain. Several -machines after com-

pleting their first circuit on Monday last

refused to re-start, and everyone agreed

that they- were wiser than the nderj

themselves.
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ON THE T.T. COURSE.
(1) W. Johnson (Sunbeam) on a morning spin. (2) An A.J.S

rider, A. Downie at Cronk-ny-Mona. (3) At Hilberry Corner

W. Woods, a reserve rider, on a 490 c.c. Norton.

(4) E. Mundey (496 c.c. New Hudson) at the replenish-

ment cages. (5)
" Juniors " at the Norton depot, (6) J.

Haslam (342 c.c. Douglas) preparing to start on a second

circuit. (7) Activity at the Scott depot. (8) F. W. Dixon

busy on his Indian,

c 5
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ROYAL RACE MEETING AT BROOKLANDS.
A Brilliant Day on the Track. H.R.H. The Duke of York, Patron of the A.C.U.,

among the Entrants.

ON Saturday last His Royal Highness
the Duke ot York gave his patron-

age to a motor cycle race meeting at

Brooklands. Accompanied by Wing-Com-
mander Greig, M.V.O., he arrived at the

track just after three o'clock, and was re-

ceived by the Earl of Athlone, Col. ¥.

Lindsav Lloyd, Alderman and Mrs. Dun-
can Watson, Messrs. A. G. Reynolds,

H. P. E,. Harding, and D. S. Parsons.
Princess Alice Countess of Athlone,

Lady Mary Cambridge, Dame Ethel

Locke-King, and Mr. Walter Kewlay
(Secretary of the Middlesex Hospital)
were also present.

Royal weather fittingly graced the first

Royal race meeting ever- held at Brook-
lands, and the brilliant sunshine sec-

onded the efforts of the Essex Motor
Club to secure a good attendance for

the benefit of the Middlesex Hospital
and the Industrial Welfare Society. The
crowd was not up to the average of the
ordinary car meetings, but was larger

—

and more fashionable—than a B.M.C.R.C.
gate.

"Mixed " programmes of car and cycle

races are never ideal, for the cycles are

best watched from the fork and the cars

from the stands in the paddock; as only
foot transport is allowed between these

two points of vantage nobody can watch
all the events with ease and comfort.

An Obstinate Car.

The car events were full of interest

for motor cycling spectators. For example,
Chitty-Bang-Bang refused to start at the
parade of the second race ; and on being
well and truly, pushed in motor cycle

fashion a solitary blackleg cylinder fired'

once, and instantly converted the nearside
pusher into a full-blooded negro. In the
race the leviathan reduced one of her
back cord tyres to the likeness of a fur

boa.

The Duke of York chatting with S. E. Wood,
who rode a 988 c.c. Trump-Anzani, entered

by the Royal patron of the meeting.

Three motor cycle events figured on
the card. The first, an 8£ mile race for
solo machines not exceeding 500 c.c, at-
tracted 40 entries, of whom 26 started.
Emerson's Douglas was scratch, conceding

6s. to Judd on the o.h.v. Norton. The
handicappers loyally gave the Duke of
York's standard Douglas a good start,

but S. E. Wood met trouble early in the
race. The limit man was Glandfield on
a Morris with 3m. 24s. start. A number
of "clever" amateurs were awarded in-

termediate handicaps, and a shrewd judge
remarked, " I shall not bet on this race;
if any of those boys in the middle know
anything they've got the race in their

pocket."

Modern Racing Practice.

Very few machines even distantly ap-

proached standard specification. It is

becoming quite Victorian to rely on only
one carburetter for a twin-cylinder en-

gine at Brooklands, and several of the

Douglases used a pair, though Emerson
still relies on one. Moser rode a machine
compounded of an o.h.v. Triumph engine
in a Duzmo frame. Bassett, another
Cambridge undergraduate, leaves nothing
unconsidered, and had even damped the

coil springs of his saddle with bindings
of elastic. When the betting opened,
R. E. Dicker on the chain-driven Rudge
was soon established a hot favourite, it

being rumoured that he * could lap at

75 m.p.h. The o.h.v. Norton ran him
close in popular favour, and for once in

history Brooklands bookmakers might be

heard offering 100 to 1 against outsiders

in a big field.

The race had not gone far before some
of the middle division were noticed to be
travelling so well that the scratch cracks

had no chance of overhauling them.
Attention was distracted tor a moment

by a nasty-looking smash on the banking
going- up to the Members' Hill, where
Moser and Sinnott touched each other
and fell : fortunately neither was hurt.
Meanwhile with the aid of powerful

glasses it was clear that the Rudge-

J
At speed in the 500 c.c. class. C. Moser (499 c.c. Triumph) leading the field.
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WINNERS OF THE MOTOR CYCLE EVENTS.

I. P.Riddochj998c.c. Zenith-Blackbume), win- J. Hall (748 c.c. Trump-Jap), who won G. Maund
nerof the Essex 3 lap passenger handicap.

(1m. 24s. start) could win if it could
stall off one determined challenger from
the rear. This it failed to do, and its

pursuer turned out to be Capt. G. Maund,
who, after being hotly criticised for the

speed which he credited to his A.B.C.,
demonstrated his tuning ability by 'a

comfortable victory. As S. J. Bassett's

A.B.C. does a standing start lap at 70,

enjoyed 16s. 6tart from Maund, and was
beaten by 100 yards, the latter's speed is

evidently very hot for a privately-tuned

mount.
,
Nevertheless, the Budge may be

6aid to have come back to its old speed

form, for Dicker did a flying lap in

75.2 m.p.h., which augurs well for the.

T.T. Emerson finished sixth.

1. G. Maund, 398 c.c. A.B.C. Speed,

71f m.p.h.
2. R. E. Dicker, 499 c.c. Rudge.
3. S. J. Bassett, 398 c.c. A.B.C.
The Duke's colours—scarlet jersey, blue

stripes and sleeves—were borne on a

Trump -Anzani of 988 c.c. in the 1,000 c.c.

solo event. It enjoyed 18s. start of a

sister machine ridden by Col. Stewart, and
a Royal victory was quite hoped for, but

Wood's luck was once more out. There

were 17 starters, the two A.B.C. machines

being heavily penalised for their earlier

success. The race proved a runaway
affair. Hall's Trump-Jap waltzed through

724

the Duke of York 3 lap Senior handicap.

the half-dozen men who started in front
of it, and travelled much too speedily to

let the backmarkers come up. On the
last lap the rider peered round anxiously
to see where Temple on the Harley was
lying, and perceiving that no khaki blob
was coming up with a wet sail, he eased
off, actually riding one-handed for a few
yards. Two Douglases hunted him home,
but failed to concede the set starts.

1. J. Hall, 748 c.c. Trump-Jap,
m.p.h.

2. J. Emerson, 494 c.c. Douglas.
3. S. L. Bailey, 494 c.c. Douglas.
The passenger race brought a motley

crowd to the post, including six four-

wheelers—Nash's GN., a Salmson, Crouch,
A.V. (side-by-side two-seater), Bleriot-

Whippet, and a 760 c.c. Mathis car^

driven by Mrs. Percy Butler. As the

latter was allotted a start of 3m. 45s. from
the G.N. (scr.) in the programme, it was

_ promptly made a hot favourite at 2 to 1

in a field of 17 starters.

Bookmakers and backers alike remained
oblivious that the handicappers, discover-

ing Mrs. Butler had fitted aluminium
pistons, or some such aid to speed, had
docked her start to 2m. 57s. Eventually her

car stopped in the first lap. The field in-

cluded plenty of quality—the G.N.,
Temple's Harley, De Lissa's famous

ho, on his 398 c.c. A.B.C, beat

many famous riders in the 3 lap Junior handicap.

M.A.G., and Harry Martin on an 8-valve

Morgan with two carburetters ; there were
also a number of rather raw amateurs,

more than half the entry stopping alto-

gether before the 8£ miles were covered.

When the men got away, a middle-

marker, distinguished by the glitter
_
of

his aluminium sidecar, was visibly cutting

down the long-start men and holding the

backmarkers off without much difficulty.

The glasses identified him as Riddoch, and
his Zenith romped home by over a mile.

'

Honest riding, this ! Few men would have
troubled to win by so much. The victory

was so absurdly facile that many spec-

tators, ignorant of the lap-counting

arrangements at the fork, imagined that

Riddoch had turned down the straight a

lap too soon. Incidentally, this misappre-

hension indicates the difficulty of following

a motor cycle event from the paddock.
Riddoch broke the 5m. record.

1.-1. P. Riddoch, 998 c.c. Zenith-BIack-

burne, 76| m.p.h.
. 2. J. A. Masters, 989 c.c. Harley.

3. G. de Lissa, 996 c.c. Motosacoche
M.A.G.
The Duke of York personally presented

the prizes. So concluded a pleasant after-

noon's sport, in which the handicapping ol

the motor cycle races fell far short of

that in the car events.

SOUTH WALES SPEED TRIALS.
EXTREMELY successful speed trials

were held by the Neath and District

M.C. in the beautiful grounds of

Morgan Park on Saturday last. There
were many spectators, a record number of

entries, and the racing was the keenest

witnessed on this course for many years.

The fastest time of the day was made by
C. Sgonina (Special), in 27 7-20s. Eesults :

STANDING START.
275 c.c. GENERAL.—1, R. E. Thomas (New

Imperial), 43s.; 2, Luther J. Davies (Diamond),
43 31-405.

350 C.C. GENERAL.—1, Luther J. Davies
(Cotton), 38 20-40S.; 2. Handel Davies
(Diamond), 40 16-403.

600 C.c. GENERAL.—1, C. Sgonina (Sgonina
Special), 32 32-40S.; 2, Tan Parker (Sunbeam),

33 33-40s. ; 3, Luther Davies (Cotton), 35 34-403.

750 c.c. GENERAL.—1. C. Sgonina (Sgonina
Special), 33 32-403.; 2. Tan Parker (Sunbeam),

34 l-40s.; 3, H. H. Bush (Norton), 34 2-403.

UNLIMITED C.C. GENERAL.—1, Tan Parker
(Sunbeam). 33 33-40S.: 2, H. H. Bush (Norton),

33 29-40s. ; 3, C. Sgonina (Sgonina Special),

34 12-403.
FLYING START.

350 CO. GENERAL.—1, Luther Davies

(Cotton), 3129-40S.; 2, Handel Davies (Diamond),

323.

600 c.c. NOVICE.—1, J. Parry (Sunbeam).
35 6-40s. ; 2, W. Nell (Martin-Jap), 35 31-40S.

600 c.c. GENERAL.— 1, C. Sgonina (Sgonina
Special). 27 20-40s. ; 2, H. H. Bush (Norton),
28 i 4-408.; 3, Tan Parker (Sunbeam), 28 24-403.

750 C.C. GENERAL.—1, Tan Parker (Sun-
beam), 28 16-40S.; 2, H. H. Bush (Norton),
28 28-40S. ; 3, C. Sgonina (Sgonina Special),

28 36-40s.
UNLIMITED C.c. GENERAL.—1, C. Sgonina

(Sgonina Special), 27 14-40s. ; 2, H. H. Bush
(Norton), 27 26-40S. ; 3, Tan Parker (Sunbeam),
28 24-40S.
SPEED JUDGING.—1, R. Marsh, lm. 31s.,

error Is.; 2, H. Church, lm. 28.9s., error 1.1s.;

3, E. Jones, lm. 31.8s., error 1.8s.

FASTEST TIME.—C. Sgonina, 65.81 m.p.h.

C II
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FURTHER DEVONSHIRE FRIGHTFULNESS.
Two " New " Hills as difficult as Beggar's Roost in S.W. Centre Open Trial.

(

Seme idea of the gradient and height of Linkem Hil is given by this view of W. Bray (490 c.c. Norton) and A. E. Tozer
the summit.

c.c. Rudge) breasting

ALTHOUGH the weather was fine and
the roads dry, last Saturday's Open
Trial of the South-Western Centre

A.C.TJ. was quite in keeping with its offi-

cial designation of " sporting." Two new
hills, Rock and Hunter's Inn Mule Track
(Mannacott), and one - old favourite,

Beggar's Roost, were responsible for the
majority of lost golds, but any one of the

other observed grades, mostly unfamiliar

to competitions, would have been difficult

enough, had it rained, to have failed half

the entry. As it was, there was an en-

tire absence of freakishness about the

route, and those who did not retain full

marks have little cause for complaint; in

most cases they did not deserve to.

On the whole the solo entries shone
more brilliantly ; the sidecars suffered

considerably from wheel-spin. Again, a

commendable proportion of the competi-

tors were genuine private - owners
—the proximity of the T.T. obvi-

ously - barred many of the regular

trade men—and it was heartening to

note that some of the very finest per-

formances on the hills were made by the

amateurs. There was, in all, an entry of

just one hundred.
Starting at 9 a.m. from Exeter, the

route very quickly left the roads found on
the average map and seldom returned
until within hailing distance of the Barn-
staple lunch stop.

There were three observed hills, Bick-
leigh, Linkem and Templeton, and two
watersplashes—both, so the officials

thought, disappointingly low—in the first

thirty miles, but although Bickleigh
caused some uneasiness and the splash
just before Templeton some traces of belt

slip it was not until Rock Hill that the
fun began in earnest.

Almost dead straight and with a maxi-
mum grade of 1 in 4 or 1 in 5, the latter

acclivity was rendered difficult by a fresh-

water spring which bubbled out on to

the steepest portion and lubricated the
surface from there to the foot.

Two Sports Models Excel.

The star turn of the morning was K.
Delve (499 Triumph), who came up at a
wonderful speed without wavering one
hair's-breadth from the straight path, but
L. Stagg, on a long-stroke Sunbeam, was
not far behind in the matter of pace.

J. S. Rogers (500 James) and D. Phillips

(998 Harley-Davidson) also made out-

standing ascents.

However, no marks were won by fast

times, and recognition must be given to

all of the following for sure, if sometimes
unassuming, climbs :—Mrs. Jan-sen (211

Ner-a-ear), W. G. Churchill (348 Verus)
—overtook and passed a slower rider very
cleverly—H. F. Youngs (Diamond-Jap),
A. C. West-lake (348 Rex-Acme)—looking
frightfully bored—T. G. Blundell (O.K.
Junior), E. W. Spencer (494 Douglas)—
quite fast—F. J. Adam (4§0 Norton),
J. E. J. Whittaker (499 Sunbeam), H. C.

Jennens (500 James)—these two equally

fast—A. H. S. Love (490 Norton)—after

a delayed change down—W. A. Le Brun

(499 Rudge), W. F. Bufnell (398 A. B.C.),

J. H. H. H. Veasey (498 Zenith-Brad-

sha.w), E. H. Williams (499 Triumph),

P. V. Hare (494 Douglas), J. Pruen (494

Douglas), F. A. Harris (557 B.S.A.),
;

H. C. Bouchier (498 Zenith-Bradshaw),

T. A. Slann (550 Triumph), L. Peters (633

Norton), E., H. Jones (550 Triumph)—on
second gear for some way—H. Collins"

(557- B.S.A.),G. W. Anstey (550 Triumph)
—another late change—R. O. Bellasis

(Scott), J. Caslake, j-un. (986 Brough-
Superior), G. R. Claridge (550 Triumph),

S. Jones (600 Humber), J. Wooler (349

Wooler), A. Milward (349 Wooler), C. L.

Sprosen (293 Connaught)—cheered for

worming his way past three failures—F.

V. Wood (370 Connaught)—fastest of his

team—J. F. Anderson (293 Connaught),
S. Warne (350 Precision-B. and S.), E. L.

Herring (550 Triumph), G. L. Morrish
(499 Sunbeam), S. W. - Easton (398

A. B.C.), H. H. Nicholson (496 Martin-
syde), J. T. Bashall (678 Martinsyde),
A. A. Symes (678 Martinsyde)—all the
Woking machines being excellent—S. G.
Wheeler (490 Norton).
Others of the soloists lost no marks

here, but they were not imposing, and
many more lost marks for footing—they
were even less inspiring. G. R. Pettinger

(269 Newton-Villiers) paddled; A. E.
Tozer (499 Rudge) fell off without
reason ; E. C. Collins (490 Norton) ran
into the ditch ; J. P.' Webber (481 Scott)

charged the bank ; J. E. Mellor (496 Lea-
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Further Devonshire Frightfulness.—
Francis) ran alongside the whole distance ;

W. C. Treloggen (Indian Scout) footed
and failed ; E. Hichens (1,301 Henderson)

j

claimed a baulk for his first failure, and
then came up and fell off again; H. H.
Robinson (349 Wooler) restarted nicely

after a. stop ; A. S. Gray (349 Beardmore)
was allowed a baulk, although the reason
was not very obvious; and W. J. C. Pope
(550 Triumph), coming up among the side-

cars, bumped the bank, but got away
without stopping his engine..

Few words are required to sum up the
sidecar performances. All failed through
wheel-slip except E. A. Wright (499 Sun-
beam so.) and A. G. Halson (pre-war
Bradbury sc), both unaided by Parsons
chains, and four Matchless outfits, driven
respectively by Mrs. Hardee, G. D.
Hardee, E. O'Brien, and F. J. Ellis, and
all using chains.

A Mule Track.

Barring a secret check at Mullacott
Hill, Hunter's Inn Mule Track provided
the first excitement of the afternoon.

This hill is quite a valuable discovery,

for it provides (1) a somewhat startling

, approach, which does not leave one much .

time to think, (2) a long bottom gear
. grind rising to nearly 1,000ft. above sea

level, and (3) a still more unexpected
and very acute right-hand hairpin near

;

the summit. An hour at the last-men-

; tioned point was not ill-spent, but our
j observations must be brief, for it was
more a driving test than one of reliability.

Mrs. Jansen provided a curtain-raiser

f§iS!(|pLE

by failing to "find" her emergency low

gear, stopping, and then overturning back-

wards—a great pity, for previously she

seemed to have discovered gold medal form
at iast. Particularly neat turns were
made by P. L. Mayo (249 Coventry
Eagle), W. G. 'Churchill (349 Verus),

W. E. May (269 Excelsior), E. W. Spencer

(494 Douglas), E. H. Williams (499

Triumph), J. H. H. Veasey (498 Zenith-

Bradshaw), K. Delve (499 Triumph), L.

Peters (633 Norton), E. H. Jones (550

Triumph), F. V. Wood (370 Connaughtl,

H. H. Robinson (349 Wooler), E. L.

Herring (550 Triumph), H. H. Nicholson

(496 Martinsyde), S. W. Easton (398

A.B.C.), J. T. Bashall (678 Martinsyde),

and A. A. Symes (678 Martinsyde).

Although nearly twenty of the soloists

lost marks at this point, usually for foot-

ing, none of the sidecars experienced any
real difficulty.

Beggar's Roost, the next, and, if we
ignore Countisbury, the last, test piece,

was in excellent condition, and general

surprise was expressed by the spectators

at the number of failures ; incidentally, it

was the sidecarists' turn again this time.

C. G. Clapshaw (349 A.J.S.) and A. O.

Smith (247 Sun Vitesse) were early in

need of assistance, and J. E. Mellor (496

Lea-Francis) repeated his strenuous

sprinting stunt. G. H. S. Earle (349

A.J.S.), G. R. Dettinger (269 Newton-
Villiers), H. C. Jennens (499 James) and
J. Wooler (349 Wooler) all were obliged

to use their feet.

Among the lightweights, Mrs. Jansen
and the three Connaughts were as good
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as any; but the Martinsydes and D.
Phillips's big Harley undoubtedly were
far and away the speediest of all.

As we have already- mentioned, the side-
cars enjoyed very mixed luck, S. Hall
(998 Rudge sc.) made an imposing climb
after a bad baulk; J. Durant (633 Nor-
ton sc.) was particularly good; E. S.
Powell (799 A.J.S. sc), assisted by a very
plucky elderly lady passenger, was slow
but clean ; Mrs. Hardee was perhaps least
perturbed of the Matchless sidecar entry

;

and E. J. L. Strong (998 Harley-David-
son sc), atoned for an earlier failure
on Rock. G. H. Goodall's Morgan also
was in excellent fettle.

Deserving of Commiseration.
Of the seven or eight failures, C.

Foward, the driver of a pre-war single-
cylinder Bradbury outfit, deserves
especial commiseration; he would prob-
ably have made a clean climb had his
gear lever not jumped into neutral.
The finish was at Taunton, and we are

inclined to agree with those who said
that a two-mile section of road under re-
pair between Williton and that town was
rougher than anything else in the trial.
Even at 10 m.p.h. it certainly was a

' frame-smasher.
For a newly-formed, and consequently

somewhat impecunious centre, the arrow-
ing and general organisation were exceed-
ing^ good, and we have seldom encoun-
tered such an entire absence of grumbling
or complaints in an open event. Next
year's open affair in this neighbourhood
should be well worth entering.

A DAY OF HILLS AND HAIRPINS.
OPEN to all members of the Midland

Centre A.C.U. the Redditch club's

trial which took place on Saturday
last attracted but 48 starters. Of these, .

39 completed the course. Had it not
:been for T.T. preparations and certain

other counter-attractions, the event would
lhave drawn a larger entry, as it certainly

(deserved to do. The 124-mile course,

starting and finishing at Redditch, in-

cluded the best-known Cotswold Hills in

the morning run, while some of the Clent
Hills were tackled in the afternoon. In
addition to this, there were four water
splashes, a stop and starting test, and a

flexibility test.

1 Though small, the entry was fairly re-

presentative, and at the start we noticed

the first chain-driven 2| h.p. Raleigh,

ridden by F. W. Viles, who, with his

companions, W. H. Hadfield and Hugh
Gibson, on belt-driven Raleighs, led the
field throughout the day. The inclusion

of unknown water splashes had the effect

OFFICIAL
THE Irish Provisional Government has

given its sanction to the holding of

three motor cycle races in the
Phcenix Park on Saturday, August 12th,

in connection with the Irish' Olympic
(Fail-teann) Games, and has undertaken

of producing some weird exhaust-pipe
arrangements, and the twin copper pipes
turned up vertically at the end fitted to

H. Stretton-Ward's o.h.v. Triumph were
particularly noticeable. W. E. Smith's
Norton had been similarly treated, and
W. Johnson's 2£ h.p. Allon had an ex-
haust pipe and silencer well above the
chain stay.

Gambles Lane (Rising Sun) was the
steepest hill in the morning trip, and
since the surface was dry, the perform-
ances were monotonously regular. Sude-
ley and Willersey hills were ascended on
the return trip to Redditch, lunch being
taken at the Unicorn Hotel. Within a
mile of the start of the afternoon run
lay a wide water splash some 10 in. deep
at its worst, and having a heavy mud
bottom for the last few yards. Here
several riders met their Waterloo. The
Raleigh team obviously had previous ex-

perience, for they all followed the easiest

line and made clean crossings. Shortly

• after came an acceleration on a very suit-
able hill. It was required that thirty
yards should be ridden at not more
than 5 m.p.h., after which lay a fast
stretch to the crest of the rise.

During the afternoon Swan Hill, Gravel
Pit, Beacon, Shut Mill, and Walton Hill
had to be ascended, while a final water
splash within a few miles of the finish

accounted for four or five failures.

As the roads were dry the hills caused
little trouble. F.. Spouse (8 T.B.) treated
the spectators to a fine display of acro-
batics . on Walton Hill hairpin, but, in
spite of difficulties, he kept his engine
running and climbed well. The course
was well laid out and well marked ; there
were observers wherever necessary, and
though in our estimation some of them
were perhaps a little too lenient, the
fault is so unusual as to be rather pleas-

ing. Altogether the trial was a pleasant
one which deserves larger support in

future years.

SANCTION FOR IRISH ROAD RACES.
to provide the necessary number of

soldiers to marshal the course of approxi-
mately five miles. The committee nomi-
nated by the chairman of the Southern
Centre of the Motor Cycle Union has now

tests, and the entry forms will be ready
by the end of the present week.
The races are confined to Irishmen

(birth, one year'-s residence, or Irish

parentage), and there are no restrictions

finally settled the conditions of the con- as to the types of motor cycles.

Next Thursday—"The Motor Cycle" T.T. and 1001 st Number—June 1st.
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A selection of auestions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"

Dorset House Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Correspondents are ur*ed to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-

taining legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES —By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

cf the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt

with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any

particular locality.

ERECTING A GARAGE.
I anticipate purchasing a motor

cycle and sidecar, and as my
house has a wide side entrance

(6ft. 6in.), I propose either

covering this in for a depth of

about 10ft. or else placing a portable

structure (6ft. high) immediately behind
the side entrance gates. Have I the

power to do this without reference to

the local authorities, or is it necessary

to obtain their permission? It is a

corner house.—B.R.
Whichever structure you decide to put

up it will be necessary for you to get

the approval of the local authority.

PISTON RING GAP.
I wish to lower the compres-

rr"l sion of my old clutch Triumph.™ Will it pull better at slow
I * I speeds? (1.) If so, what size

packing, would you advise me to

Use? (2.) When the piston ring is in

position, what size gap should there be?

—E.R.
(1.) Try a Vsm - washer of Hallite or

some suitable material. The effect would
be to make the engirie less likely to

knock, but you might lose a little power
at high speeds. (2.) About six

thousandths of an inch for the top ring

and four thousandths of an inch for the

subsequent rings.

REDUCING COMPRESSION RATIO.

(1.) Does lower compression
^T| make an engine more flexible?

<f (2.) Does it tend to reduce
-£J knocking on hills? (3.)> Does it

improve hill-climbing or the

reverse? My machine, an 8 h.p. twin,

is inclined to knock under load with
plenty of throttle in hand, and owing
to this fact it is impossible to use all

the power it appears to have in reserve.

-F.C.B.
(1.) It all depends upon the existing com-
pression of the engine. If this is very
high and the engine is inclined to knock,
reducing the compression would tend to

make it more flexible, and (2.) to stop

knocking on hills. (3.) In this case it

would improve the hill-climbing slightly,

though the machine would not climb

quite so fast, and would probably be
incapable of attaining such a high number
of r.p.m. The knocking of which you
complain can probably be cured either by
using less air or a mixture of benzole

and petrol, say half and half.

c 14 .

CURING FOUR-STROKING.
My 211 c.c. two-stroke fails to

^jTl two-stroke when starting off in

> first speed ; even after three to

-SJ four miles it is a trouble to start

up, and it four-strokes until I

change into second speed. It takes

full air when running. What size jet

do you advise?—W.T.
Probably the jet is on the large side;

you might try the size or two smaller.

The engine should be timed in the fol-

lowing manner : Variable Spark : Place
the piston exactly on top of the compres-
sion stroke and connect up the magneto
with the points just breaking and the

ignition lever fully retarded. Fixed
Sparh : If for a hilly country, set the

piston -j^in. before the top of the stroke ;

if for a flat country, -&in. from the top
of the stroke. When in these positions

the points should be in the act of

breaking.

Jmportant Dates.

Tues., May 30fh—Junior Tourist
Trophy Race.

Thurs. , June 1st—Senior Tourist Tro-
phy Race.

Fri., June 2nd. and Sat., June 3rd

—

M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.
Mod., June Sth, to Sat., June 10th

—

Royal Scottish A.C. Light Car Trial

.

Sat., June 10th—B.M.C.R.C. Open
Meeting at Broofclands.

Sun., June 11th, to Mon , June 19th—
Paris-Pyrenees Trial.

Sat., June 17th—Yorkshire Centra
A.C.U. Open " Colonial Trial."

Sat., June 17th—Ealing and Dist.
M.C.C. 300 Mile Sidecar Race,
Brooklands.

Fri., June 23rd, and Sat., June 24th—
Irish Twenty-Four Hour Open Trial

.

Sat., June 24th—Midland Centra
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., July 1st—East S. Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials.

Wed., July Sth—Eastern Centre A .C.U

.

Open Speed Trials.
Wed., July 12th—French Grand Prix.
Sun., July 23rd—Belgian Grand Prix.
Fri., July 28th, to Mon., July 30th

—

Anglo-Dutch Trial in Holland.
Thurs., Aug. 3rd, to Wed., Aug. 9th

—

International Six Days Trials.

Sat., Aug. Sth, and Mon., Aug. 7th—
Irish Two-day Open Trial.

Mon., Aug. 7th—West S. Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials at
Pendlne.

Sat., Aug. 12th—North Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Mon., Aug. 21st, to Sat., Aug. 26th

—

A.C.U. Six Days Trials.
Sat., Sept. 23rd—500 Mile Race at
Brooklands.

?

DIRECTION OF MAGNETOS REGARDING
ROTATION.

A question has arisen whether
a magneto is clockwise or anti-

clock— is it viewed from the

driven end or the contact breaker

end?—E.J.P.
The direction of rotation is obtained by
viewing the magneto from the driving

spindle end.

EXTRA AIR TAPS AND THETR EFFECT.

I have a 1918 4 h.p. Triumph
which will take full air. (l.j

Would it be advisable to fit an

extra air inlet in the form of a

- compression tap on the induction

pipe? (2.) Would I get greater

mileage p.g. ? (3.) Would I get more
speed? (4.) Would I be able to coast

downhill with the throttle shut, and
not suck oil so much from crank case?

—P.H.
(1.) This would be quite in. order if you.

can ensure it being airtight when shut,

(2.) You might get rather more miles to

the gallon if your carburetter' . -was

adjusted on the strong side. (3.) The
same remarks apply as regards speed.

(4.) Yes, this is so.

BENDING COPPER PIPE.

I have a length of Hin. copper
pipe which I wish to use as an
exhaust pipe for my motor cycle.

Can you advise me as to the best

way of bending this ?—E.A.F.
The most satisfactory way is to fill the

pipe with molten lead. It will then bend
quite easily if the copper has been

properly annealed bv bringing it to a-

good heat and cooling it suddenly by
plunging it into water.

A MAGNETO CUT OUT.
Can I fit an ignition cut-out to

my two-stroke (Thomson-Bennett
magneto) ; and is the use of a cut-

out detrimental in any way to

either the engine or the magneto?
—F.C.T.

Buy a magneto switch from any accessory -

firm, fit this to the handle-bars and
connect it by means of a piece of low

tension wire to the terminal on your con-

tact breaker cover. If the contact

breaker cover has no such terminal, pro-

cure one from the magneto manufacturers.

The Use of a cut-out and switch should

be in no way deleterious to the engine or

magneto.
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HEAVY OIL CONSUMPTION.

Sily 1919 490 c.c. Norton re-

quires about a pumpful of oil

every three to four miles, other-

wise it refuses to climb hills, gets

hot, and loses its compression. A
hissing noise can be heard from the

piston when the engine is turned over.

The cylinder is not scored, and I

recently put in new rings. (The oil used

is one of the very best brands.) Can
you tell me the cause of this excessive

oil consumption?—J.H.C.
'erhaps the particular oil which you are

sing is not quite suited to your engine,

nd we should advise you to write to the
'

lakers asking their opinion as to the best

il to use. We assume, of course, that

ou have made quite sure that the piston

s not unduly worn, and that the cylinder

as not become oval ; if the latter has

appened new piston rings would not cure

lie trouble. Have you also made sure

tiat the oil pump delivers a full charge?

CHAIN ADJUSTMENTS.
(1.) After about 300 miles I

adjusted the chains of my 557 c.c.

B.S.A. according to the instruc-

tions in the makers' book, as

there was a whirring sound from
the aluminium chain cases. When the

chains, are moved I find that at times

MMS
both chains will tighten and then
slacken again, and the whirring noise is

still present. ' I thought that chains
only tightened and slackened when they
were worn badly or on worn cogs.

—

W.H.L.
(1.) It is difficult to imagine what causes
the sound of which you complain ; a
machine of this type which we used was
free from all transmission noises, except a

certain amount of clashing from the shock
absorber at very low speeds. Presumably
you have made sure that the chains do
not touch any part of the cases, ai.d that
the gear box is properly charged with oil.

Adjust the chains so that they are correct
at their tightest point; it is very seldom
that chains are uniformly tight at all posi-

tions even when new,.

CHOOSING A MACHINE.
Will you give me advice on the

_| purchase of a solo motor cycle for

<! everyday use, to go backwards
-2J and forwards to business ? I

know absolutely nothing of motor
cycles, having only used a pedal cycle
up to now, and the distance I have to

go is six miles each way, with only one
hill, not a very steep : one, so you see I

only want quite a lightweight.—W.A.
A single-geared two-stroke machine should
answer your purpose. Of course, a two-

093

speed machine would be preferable, and
in this class your choice is practically un-
limited. For all-the-year-round riding an
electric lighting set is strongly to be
recommended, and such equipment can be
supplied with almost every lightweight
two-stroke on the market.

TWO-SPEED GEAR RATIOS.
Will you let we know the gear

ratios on my machine, which has
a countershaft two-speed arrange-
ment similar to the P. and lVl.

gear? The engine-shaft has two
sprockets both of 18 teeth and the
countershaft has two sprockets, one
with 40 teeth and the other with 28
teeth, and one belt pulley with lin.

belt, which gives a gear of 4£ to 1 with
back-driving wheel. The driving rim
on the back wheel is 20in. in diameter.
I would like the top gear to be 5i to 1.

—A.E.j.
Presumably, the countershaft pulley of

your machine is of 7in. diameter, although
you do not give this necessary informa-
tion. If this size is correct your present
gear ratios are 4.5 to 1 and 6.3 to 1. If

you wish to have a top gear of 5^ to 1,

you will need a 15T sprocket on the
engine-shaft driving to a 30T on the
countershaft ; the low gear will, of

course, remain the same.

The Scottish " Six Days
points. Here are D. B.

does not consist of all hard riding. Competitors had time to appreciate the beauties of the country at certain
Calder (248 c.c. New Imperial), G. K. Hubbard (248 c.c. New Imperial), D. Parsons (992 c.c. Matchless

sidecar) and J. D. Porter (269 c.c. New Gerrard) on the banks of Loch Ness.

t>33
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A weather proofed machine in a Trial. Commander Herbert's B.S.A. sidecar m the recent

Works Trial held by the B.S.A. company. There were 73 competitors.

and

STARTING DIFFICULTIES.

I have purchased a 1920 500 c.c.

single and sidecar second-hand

and find it very difficult to start.

There are no air leaks in tjje

induction system. (1) The cap

gauge covering over the air inlet

on the carburetter are missing, ex-

posing the throttle and air slides (B.

& B. carburetter). Is this partly the

cause? (2) The tappet clearances are

somewhat large, about gin. Would that

contribute? What is the correct clear-

ance, cold ?—W.J.M.B.
The trouble in starting may be due to the

congealing of the oil in cold weather.
_
If

there are no air leaks at the induction

pipe unions these may occur through the

inlet valve guide, which may be worn, in

which case one of the many proprietary

devices -on the market might be fitted and

would probably cure the trouble. (1)

This may be a contributory cause, because

the absence of the gauze allows more air

to reach the carburetter. (2) The lappet

clearances are ridiculously large; they

should be about the thickness of the blue

cover of The Motor Cycle.

"N.S." (Mont.).—3£ h.p. Norton with

sidecar.

"'M.R.M." (Edinburgh).—Stuart Mor-

ris tube protector on rigid frame machine

with 650x65 mm. tyres.

"S.H." (Brighton).—3 h.p. A.B.C.

with sidecar.
" K.S.J." (Dereham). — Montgomery

spring fork.
" Y.Y.Z." (Newport).—A.B.C. and

Scott with sidecars.
" H.H." (Repton).—348 c.c. o.h.v. Shef-

field-Henderson ; also 595 c.c. Indian

Scout.

HIAY 2jih, IQ22.

SPARKLETS.
Electric Lighting by Dry Battery

1

.

A little time ago we made reference to

the excellent dry battery lighting sets for

sidecar outfits .and motor bicycles sup-

plied by Siemens Bros, and Co., Ltd. .

Under tests the makers have found that

at the end of five weeks' vise the illumina-

tion at the finish of a two-hour period

was rather below the standard of the

ordinary type of bulb, but further periods

of lighting at- a diminished brilliancy

were obtained for another week. We are

also assured that these batteries are quite

capable of providing the required current

for full illumination over extended periods

of -several hours continuously.

A Price Reduction.

A reduction in price of the three-speed

model 3^ h.p. Corona has been made;
it is now listed at £65 by the Meteor

Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 98, Tollington

Park, London, N.4.

Hints for Chain Users.

We recently referred to the Brampton

booklet on the maintenance of chains;

this is to be obtained from Brampton

Bros., Ltd., Oliver Street, Birmingham.

Catalogues Received.

A. P. Lewis, Engineer, Charlestown,

Weymouth. Leaflet devoted to the

Lewis epicyclic two-speed gear for the

countershaft of machines up to 3£ h.p.

Douglas Motors, Ltd., Kingswood,

Bristol. A handbook devoted to the

496 c.c. Sports Douglas, containing fully

descriptive running and maintenance in-

structions.

Additions to the Editor's Bookshelf.

Specifications fob Concrete Roads.

(The Concrete Utilities Bureau, 35, Great

St. Helen's, E.C.3.)

Electric Accumulators— Their Con-

struction ajto Management. (Cassell

and Co., Is. 6d.)

Motor Dealing. By A. R. Lucas.

(The Willowbrooke Press.)

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions published

under this heading should be addressed

c/o The Editor, " The Motor Cycle,''

Dorset Bouse, Tudor Street, London,
E.CA, when they will be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned. Requests

for experiences shoidd be accompanied by
a stamp.
"B.P." (London).—4£ h.p. Beardmore-

Precision solo.

" C.E.A." (Birmingham).—Folding side-

cars.

"R.A." (Eastbourne).—2J h.p. A.J.S.
and 2} h.p. Raleigh.

b 34

A HARDY ANNUAL. Some of the competitors in the 17th annual London—Coven

London run organised by the North West London M.C.
week's issue.

This event was described in last
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"IHLAft LEY™
DAVI D<fON
SUPERIORITY
is the reason that we receive so many
letters of which the following is typical :

Surbiton, 15 22.
It may interest you to know that it is just two years ago that I took

delivery of my 1920 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson combination, and the
reaily wonderful service that it has given me impels me to let you
know a few details.

I am a rider of many years' experience, having driven most leading
makes, but this is the first Harley-Davidson I have had. I can also
add that I can now appreciate the truth of a saying that I frequently
hear, viz., " Once a Harley rider—nothing else will do."

I can honestly say that, in all my motor cycling experience I have
never had a machine that, for all-round reliability, comfort and
efficiency, could compare with my present mount. I have covered
over eleven thousand miles and am still using the original rear chain
(one new front chain), have never had a puncture, and am still riding
the original Goodyear tyres which have never been removed from the
rims since I bought the machine.

After two years of the finest motor cycling experience one could
possibly enjoy, you will not be surprised, perhaps, to hear that I

propose shortly to take delivery of a 1922 Harley-Davidson.
"Once a Harley rider. . . ."

Yours faithfully (Signed) WALTER SCOTT.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON MOTOR CO., Ltd.,

74, Newman St., IliH-IUWA'il H.i:i] London, W.I. "Once a Harley rider—nothing else will do.

Nothing short

Marvellous
// Referring to the writer's win

in the Formula Hill Climb in

the " Travers Trophy Trial ":

Newcastle-on-Tyne.

" The road grip that this tyre ob-

tained was nothing short of
marvellous, considering the roads

varied from grass sheep tracks to

loose stones, and at Combe Bridge

to that of slimy clay."—T. W. T.

Try a set next time you need
tyres, and you will find that

"once used, always used"
app'ies to Beldam Motor Cycle
Tyres.

Write for Latest Price List.

The Beldam Tyre Co. (1920) Ltd.,
Brentford, Middlesex.

Telephone: Ealing 125.

PRICES OF BELDAM
MOTOR CY^LE TYRES

-\ll Uubber.* V Design
~!£e:

3-ply. 4-pIy.

m £ s. d. i s ri.

26X2 1 16 6 2 3
26x21 1 17 3 2 5 6

26x25 2 1 6 2 7 6

26x2J 2 5 9 2 14
26x3 2 10 3 2 16 9
28x3 1 13 6 8 0!)

Also 26 x 3in. cci fitting

Motor-Cycle Tyres

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.

BELDAM RETREADS
are good for several thousands

of extra miles.
Write for Price List.

E37
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Best
Possible
Service.

I It pays to buy your motor
cycle from those who special*

I ise in one or two well-chosen
i makes — concentrating all

• their energies on those
I machines only. We special'

\ ise in

NORTON
& Velocette

because we can recommend them
as the foremost In their respective
classes. We give personal service
with every machine we sell,

specially tuning it to your Indi-
vidual need. Competition 'buses'
are tried out by, Mr. O'Donovan
himself on Brooklands track.

q All 1922 Models/or
immediate delivery
anywhere. Cash or
D efe rred Payments.

O Donovan Motors,
(D. R. O'Donovan & H. H. Beach)

76a, Gt. Portland' St., W.l:

Museum 5890. ,

"Qdononiote, Wesdo, London"

-WANTED-
VOUR machine in Part
1 Exchange for any of
the following 1922 Models

IN STOCK.
Matchless Combinations, all models £150
Ariel de Luxe, electric £173 10

Ariel de Luxe, less electric lighting .
.". £152 10

Raleigh 5-6 h.p. Combination .... £165

Norton, all-chain, Montgomery Sports sidecar £138 10

B.S.A., 4i h.p. K2 Combination £139
Ariel. 6-7 h.p. Special Combination £125
Ariel, 3j h.p. Sports Combination £112 10

SOLO.
Ariel, 3* h.p. Sports £87 10
Norton, 3»- h.p. Sports £80
Norton, 3* h.p., all-chain £115
Triumph S.D., all-chain £115
Triumph-Ricardo, 4-valve Sports. £120
B.S.A., 4i h.p., all-chain £110
B.S.A., 4I h.p., chain-cum-belt £107
Douglas, 2j h.p., all on £68
Rudgel.O.M £77
Stanger, 5 h.p. " V " 2-stroke, 3-speed £97

Sun-Jap, 350 c.c, 3-speed, chain £76 13

Sun-Jap, 2j h.p., 2-speed £63
Raleigh, 2} h.p., 2-speed £68
Levis £48
Sun-Vitesse, 2-speed, clutch £57 15

Also many others.

Open all Saturday.
For shop-soiled and second-hand bargains

(all guaranteed) see

"Miscellaneous Motorcycles Columns."
'Phone : Hornsey 2917.

JONES GARAGE,
Broadway, Muswell Hill,
and 4, Woodside Parade, North Fincbley.

NEWTON

AERO OIL
FOR

RACING MOTOR CYCLES
Newton Aero Oil is a scientific blending of

castor oil and other selected lubricants speci-

ally valuable for racing motor cycles. It is a

result of 26 years experience in the manu-

facture of lubricants. Newton Motor Oils

for Touring Machines.

COMPARE THE PRICE—THE
QUALITY IS INCOMPARABLE

Write /or prices to

A.E.NEWTON,LTD.
34, Victoria St. London, S.W.I.

Telephone: Victoria 2527—8.

Telegrams: Ancwtoyle, Vic, London.

DOUGLAS

I

DOUGLAS

MOTOR

CYCLES

Immediate delivery

£63 (°r ** a month)

Old machines in exchange- I
SPARE

PARTS

vrjwwvwv--"JW.-an«vu,LrV.v

FOR WHITSUN!
We are agents for the leading

motorcycles, such as the 2$h.p.

3-speed New Imperial costing £73*
With 24m. wheals for ladies £73*

Chain drive T.T. Model £84.

2jh.p. Sports Model £80.

Our policy is to keep in touch with you
so that you may obtain the best
results. Call and inspect our stock,

or write for current list.

IiOMA.es
MOTOR AGENTS

243, Lower Clapton Road,

LONDON, N.E.
'Phone : DALSTON 2408./WWJVJW^,%"VWVf\rW\.NVI* I

By the courtesy of " The Motor Cvcle
"

T.T. TELEGRAMS
Watch the Races Lap by Lap at

LONGMAN BROS. Showrooms
1, BOND STREET, EALING.

Telephone 689.

We are Agents for all the leading makes
and can give you expert practical service,

advice, and high efficienc\r tuning.

AGENCIES.
Triumph, Norton, A.J.S., Sunbeam, Ariel,

Rudge, E.S.A., Zenith, Matchless, Enfield,

Harley-Davidson, Blackburne, Douglas,

etc.

NEW MACHINES IN
TRIUMPH Chain-cum-Belt -

TRIUMPH All Chain -

ARIEL Sports Model, 3 1 h.p

ENFIELD Comb.
ENFIELD Two-Stroke Sports

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. Equipped -

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Comb.

STOCK.
- £105
- £115 [

£87 10s.

- £140!
- £55 8

£115 1

£175
'

Terms to suit all pockets and everybody.

Cash, Easy Payments and Exchange.

SECONDHAND MACHINES.
We regret that we are unable to publish

a list as they are in and out ot our

Showrooms too quickly to do so.

Write. 'Phono or Call.

B38 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

,)VERTISEMENTs"in these columns

-rst 12 woids 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

daal word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

•< charged double rate. Each paragraph is

l.ged separately. Name and address must

jounted. Series discounts, conditions, and

)>.al terms to regular trade advertisers will

! loted on application.

stal Orders and Che ques sent in payment for

1 rtisements should be made payable____-r-cS7

,IFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed^——
"*J"

r sury Notes, beiru untraceable if lost in

jiit. should not be sent as remittances.
'

1 adverts nents in this section should be

i ropaniel with remittance, and be addressed

1 he offices of "The Motor Cycle," Dorset

se, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. To

i re insertion letters should be posted in

1 to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

1
he first post on Friday morning previous to

1 day of issue. Advertisements that arrive

I late for a particular issue or that are

/ded out will automatically be inserted in

[ following issue unless accompanied by

uctions to the contrary.

II letters relating to advertisements should

e the number which is printed at the end of

advertisement, ani the date of the issue

tiich. it appeared.

le proprietors are not responsible tor clerical

rinters' errors, although every care is taken

oid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
r the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

;ssed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

1 this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

.ration and to cover postage on replies must be added
te advertisement charge, which must include the

sBoxooo, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only the number
iprjear in the advertisement. All replies should be

sssed No. 000, c/o "The Motor Cycle." Dorset House,

,r Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who rep y to Box No.

lisements are warned against sending remittance through

ost except in registered em-elopes; in all such cases the

I the Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope

d be clearly marked " Deposit Department."

the case ol motor cycles offered for sale under a box

ier as it is unusual lor these to be sold without first

inspected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

tate business by embodying In their advertisements

1 mention ol the district in which the maohine

ad may be seen and tried.

JW DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
rsons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

sit System. If the money be deposited with "The
jr Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt,

le time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

Is is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

unt to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount

le depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, but

le event of no sale each party pays carriage one way.

seller takes the risk of damage in transit. For all

sactions up to £10, a deposit fee of I /- is charged
;
on

sactions over £10 and under £50. the fee is 2/6 ; over

and under £75. 5/-; over £75 and under £100, 7/6'

on all transactions over £100, *%. All deposit

ters are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street,

don, E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should be

e pavable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.

le letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

ation that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equalis-

es, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

rer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

ee as an indication that the goods advertised have

idy been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

y enquiries that It Is Quite impossible to reply to

one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

1 21 A.B.C, perfect condition, tax paid, all on,
very fast; 60 gns.—Pollock, 274, Camden Rd..

M. [8730

Sign of

Service.

GODFREYS CAN DO IT
Sole Agencies for Indian, Scott and Levis.

From our large and varied stock of NEW 1922
MODELS both SOLO and COMBINATIONS you
w II tave no difficulty in obtaining at once the

machine you requ're. This week we draw special

attention to our offer ot 1918 Type 'H' TRIUMPHS
(W.D.), all thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed.

SOLO - £60, or with Millford Sidecar - £75
Only a limited number available.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES. Thoroughly
Overhauled and Guaranteed.

INVICTA, 1910, 2^ h.p., 2-speed, accessories . £42
NEW IMPERIAL, 1920, 2j h.p., 2-sp. gear,

T.A.P. engine £48
TRIUMPH, 1913, 3} h.p., 3-sp. gear, clutch,

accessories * £40
DOUGLAS, 1916, 2^ h.p., 2-speed, re-enamelled

and plated .'.... £52
CAVTHORPE, 1920, 2J h.p., J.A.P. engine,

2-speed gear, lamps, speedo., horn. ..... £40
INDIAN SCOUT, 1920, 4 h.p., lamps, horn, and

speedometer £79
TRIUMPH, 1919, 4 h.p., Model H, 3-speed,

clutch and K.S £79
LEVIS POPULAR, 1915, 2$ h.p.. 2-speed gear £32
A.J.S., 1915, 2J h.p., 3-sp., chain drive, full

equipment £42
SCOTT, 1921, 3| h.p., Sports Model £84
ZENITH-BRADSHAW, 1922, 3i h.p., belt

drive, equal to new £102
SCOTT, 1915, 3} h.p.. Standard Model £49
DOUGLAS, 1921, 2| h.p., 3-speed gear, with

accessories £68
A.B.C, 1920, 3 h.p., spring fiame, 4-speed

gear, accessories £65
INDIAN, Road Racer, 1915, 7 h.p., clutch

Model £55
TRIUMPH, 1918, 4 h.p., Model H, T.T.

handle bars £60
DOUGLAS, 1919, 4 h.p., with Douglas touring

sc, with accessories, Rotax dynamo
lighting set £88

TRIUMPH, 1918, 4 h.p., Type H, with Millford

coachbuilt sidecar £75
TRIUMPH, 1919, 4 h.p., with Millford Skiff

Sidecar £96
B.S.A., 192 1, 6-7 h.p., com. with Millford

Empress Sidecar £115
INDIAN, 1915, 7 h.p., Model C, 3-speed gear,

standard Indian Sidecar with bulbous

back, accum. lighting £84

EXCHANGES : Send lull particu-
lars of your present mount and we
will quote you our best allowance
price.

CREDIT TERMS : Our charge
is 4 per cent, only (except in a few
cases where manufacturers have
special rates). One quarter down
and balance in twelve equal
monthly payments.

LIGHT CARS.
Rover 8 h.p. . . £220
Bayliss-Thomas 10-5 h.p. £315

GODFREY'S, LTD

The Service House for B.S.A.,

Indian, Scott and Levis Spare Parts.

208, Gt. Portland St., London, W.l
'Phone : Langham 1300 (2 lines).

A.B.C. 1921,
Andover.

Rd.,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

brand new; what offers?—Randall,
[8982

A -B.C. Combination 1921, Swan, Lucas dynamo
•£* model, condition as new; £105.-8, Packington
St., N.l. [9056

B.C., special sporting model, perfect, like new,
must sell, Owner out of work: £57.— 1, Priory
Ke'-v. [1010

A .B.C., 1921, just overhauled, perfect condition, all
f*- accessories; £68, offers.—11, Clementina Rd.,
Leyton, E.10. [9584
pLATED Tank, 1920 A.B.C, splendid condition,
*- equipped, fast; accept. 66 gns., nearest; exchanges
—122, Lower Mortlake Rd., Richmond. [5583
T> OBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.-1920 A.B.C. (new in
--*' 1921) standard, with Henderson sidecar, acces-
sories; £70.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6072

A .B.C. 1920 3h.p., in new condition, all accessories;
fl- bargain, £68.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16. Bishopsgate Av..
Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5S48. [0073

fiQ GNS—A.B.C, 1921, 4-speed, speedometer,
.

Cowey lamp set, licensed 1922, as new through-
out; exchanges—12, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd

,S -W -7 - [1053
A -B.C. 1920 Swan sporting sidecar, absolutely per-
£*- feet condition, all on, any trial or inspection
mileage 2,000.—Campbell, 21, Lansdowne Terrace, Gos-
forth. Newcastle. [9466
COLE distributors for the popular A.B.C. machines-U price. £82 standard, £98 dynamo models. Best
value in the trade. Early delivery.—Maudes', Lon-
don, Exeter, Norwich, and Walsall. [9738

Snare Parts .

A .B.C. Spares.—We are the largest stockists of these
-£*- parts. Trade supplied.—Maudes' Motor Mart.
100, Great Portland St., W.l. _ [9731

Abingdon.
A BINGDON 6-7h.p. Combination 1920, coach body^»- hood, screen, S.A. gears, new tyres, lamp, horn
speedometer, recently overhauled, tax paid full eauin-
r.ient; £110.-Lucas and Co.. 390, High Rd., Chiswick.

[9222
Ace.

A.C.E. 1921 lOh.p., with Middleton C.B. sidecar
J--V spring wheel, screen, locker, soeedometer, horn
lamps, tools, hardly used, excellent condition
trial; £135.—21, Wontner Rd., Balham.

orn,
any

[6804

Acme.
ACME. 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, perfect order,

all on; £22.-55. Sheen Lane, Mortlake. [9166

A.E.L.
PERFECTLY New 1922 A.E.L.-J.A.P. 2%h.p., 2-X speed clutch, kick start, £65; accept £55.-158,Venner Rd., Sydenham, S.E. [8890

A.J.S.

TRY Julians of Reading for A.J.S. Lightweight or
Combination. [5702

I Q22 A.J.S, 2»4h.p., B.I., in stock.—Mason, MotoiJ-f Agent, Wellingborough. [8900

CROSS, Effingham Sq., is Agent for A.J.S.'s in
Rotherham. Early delivery. [9691

SHREWSBURY Agent, A.J.S., early delivery—
Pickering, Mardol, Shrewsbury. [9608

; £85,
[8984

Qilh.p. (this season) A.J.S., just from work^4 plus carriage.—Randall, And<ndover.

A -J-S^ 1922 2/Jih.p., ^Model B, m stock; £85.-Tay
;

lor's Garage, Wednesbury. 'Phone : 11. [9430

A.J.S. 1922 7h.p. Combination, in stock.—Moore,
College St., Long Eaton. 'Phone : 300. [5109

A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination, new, immediate delivery
—Rootes, Ltd., Maidstone. 'Phone : 460. [9938

A.J.S. 1922 2.'j4h.p Sports and 7h.p. Combinations
in stock.—Clifford Motories, Eastwood, Notts.

, [6506
A.J.S. (new) 2;4h.p., Bl model, immediate deli-

very; £85.—Harrison and Bunkall, Chichester.
i[9136

DAN GUY. Weymouth.—1922 7h.p. A.J.S. Com-
bination, £175: in stock. Dorset trade supplied.

[0817

IN Stock.—1922 7h.p. A.J.S. combination; £175.—
D. and S. Autocar Co., 33, The Parade, Golders

Green: [9839

A.J.S. Combination, brand new, unregistered, must
sell; offers wanted.—12, Wellington St., Eastwood,

Notts. [9252

21 A.J.S. Combination, as new.19
Kensington

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).

£135 ; ditto,

North
[9105

B4I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

MOFFAT, Yeovil, Official A.J.S. Agents.—Get in

touch with us lor prompt deliveries. Exchanges.
Phone: 50. [5723

"1Q14 A.J.S, Combination 6h.p., all chain, 3-speed,
-Lt7 cood condition; £65.-55, Montpelier Rd., Peck-
ham, S.E.15. [9386

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, hood, screen,
J-tJ electric lighting; £110.—17, St. Charles
Square, W.10. '[9256

A.J.S". Combination, late 1919, with spare wheel;
£100, or nearest offer.—Powell, Cambrian Iron

Works, Wrexham. ![8564

A.J.S. 2%h.p. Sports, new; immediate delivery; £85.
—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., Clapton, E.5.

'Phone: Dalston 2408. [9745

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, perfect order; £75; accept
solo part exchanee—Woods, 78, Allfarthing

Lane, Wandsworth, London. [9139

A.J.S. 1920 Combination, lavishly equipped, spare
wheel, original tyres; £120.—Hillier, 216, Porto-

bello Rd., North Kensington. [9467

A.J.S. Cambridgeshire Service Agents.—-All models
irom stock; complete stock spares. — King and

Harper, Bridge St., Cambridge. [9743

£76.—Late 1921 A.J.S. 2%h.p., as new, mileage
about 500, completely equipped, licensed; Essex.-—

Sox 1526, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9904

A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination; £175. Secure delivery

fox Whitsuntide by placing your order with P. J.

Evans, John. Bright St., Birmingham. [8973

-j Q22 2%h.p. A.J.S., light touring, taxed, insured,
-Lv completely equipped, new; £86/10.—Ward and
Co., 51, Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. _ [5134

1 Q 16 6a -P- A.J.S. Combination, fully equipped,Aw good condition; £90, or nearest.—Particulars,

101, Abbotsbury Rd., Weymouth. (P) [8601

1Q22 A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination for immediate de-
X*/ livery; £175, exchanges or easy payments.—Pre-
mier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [3016

B.l Model A.J.S. in stock; £85. Authorised
agents.—Clifford Wilson Mfg. Company, 177,

Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. Hop 210. [9924

"I Q 22, 2^4n -P- A.J.S., tax paid, lamps, not ridden
-*-«7 100 miles, owner buying combination.—Offers
to J. C. Pickering, 49, Mardol, Shrewsbury. [9618

FOR A.J.S. 1922 models. 2%h.p. solo, or 7h.p. com
binations, get in touch with the N. London agents.

—Jones Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill. [0785

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.—1921 A.J.S. electric

combination, luxuriously appointed, Bonniksen
speedometer; £155.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

[6073
spare wheel, hoou,
£115.—Hillier, (side

bell) 9, Waflingford Avenue, North Kensington.
,[9317

1 Q22 A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination, just delivered; im-
-L«7 mediate delivery.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate
Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.

[0077
A.J.S. 4h.p. 1916, perfect condition, interchangeable

wheels, spare; £75, near offer; trial appointment.
—Luffman, 74, Walmer Rd., Fratton, Portsmouth.

[8715

A.J.S. 1918 Combination, hood, screen, interchange-
able wheels, splendid mechanical condition; £75.—James, c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Padding-

ton. [9915

A.J.S. Combination 1920, as new, lamps, horn,
windscreen, spare wheel, fully equipped, taxed;

£120.—James, c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Pad-
dington. [9914

£70.—A.J.S. Combination 191-6-17 5-6h.p., 3 speeds,
clutch, kick starter, original enamel, fully

equipped, little used, splendid condition.—63, Solon
Rd., Brixton. [9340

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, etc, interchange-
able wheels, recently overhauled, new appearance;

£80, or lightweight and cash.—Snow, Laurel St.,
Dalston, E.8. [1013

"I Q22 A.J.S., 7h.p. combination, spare wheel, horn,
-L *J side curtain, speedometer, electric lamps, fully

-Mulliner, St. James Square,
[9447

"I C|21 A.J.S. combination, 7h.p., mileage under 3,000,
J- tJ every luxury, lamps, spare wheel, speedometer,
hood, sidescreen, &c. ; nearest £140.—Penman, Mount
Rd., Fleetwood, Lanes. [9604

A.J.S. 5-6h.p. Combination, fully equipped, speedo-
meter, lamps, Tan-Sad, first-class order and ap-

pearance, any trial or examination; bargain, £65.—
Batchelor, Town Hall, Staines. [9273

-| <V22 2^4n.p. A.J.S. Semi-sports Model, only ridden
X*/ very small mileage by expert, in beautiful order,

tax paid till end of year, bulb horn, small lamp and
generator, tyres unmarked; a bargain at £75, as these
popular machines are practically unobtainable this year.

—B- H. Davies, Lodsworth, Petworth, Sussex. [9085

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination,
X*7 screen, lovely outfit;

insured, tax paid; £205
Wolverhampton.

A Motor Cycle

for £12

and balance in 12 payments of £2 9 2.

EVerg WelUknobin make in stock.

Second-hand Machines IN STOCK.
1920 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.,

semi-T.T. bars, all acces £69 10
1914 TRIUMPH, 3J h.p.,

3-speed gear, sidecar .... £42
1919 NEW IMPERIAL,

8 h.p. comb., every acces. £95
1920 JAMES, 4J h.p. comb.
never used £97 10

1920 P. & M., 3^ h.p.,

comb., never used £97 10
1920AMERICAN EXCEL-
SIOR, 7-9 h.p. comb.,
elec.'ltg. , 1,000 miles only £105

1914 A.J.S., 6 h p comb.,
needing slight repair ... £60

1920 ENFIELD, 6 h.p.

comb., Lucas lamp £95
1920 MATCHLESS comb.,

8 h.p., M.A.G. engine,

dyno. ltg £130
191 2 NEW HUDSON,
2| h.p., 3-spd. (hub)

It. wt £15
1914 ZENITH Gradua

comb., needing repairs . . £25
1920 RUDGE, 7-9 h.p.

comb., Sporting sc. . . Offers wanted
1920 MATCHLESS comb.,

8 h.p., TA.P. engine . . . £100
1920 MORGAN, family

model, every accessory . £150
1921 LEVIS, 2-speed, hand

clutch £47 10
1916 LEVIS, 2-speed, hand

clutch ,, £27 10

1.917 B.S.A., all-chain and
B.S.A. sidecar £65

191

5

FORD van, special

body £50
WATSONIAN sidecars,

shop-soiled - £8 10
DISCOUNTS ALLOWED if de-

ferred payment account cleared in

2, 4 or 6 months.
EXCHANGES. Any make of ma-

chine accepted in part exchange*
Generous allowances.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

EUST0N ROAD, LONDON, N.W. (Opposite Gt.

Portland St. Stn.) 'Phone : Museum 4978.

WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON, N.E., 151, High St.

'Phone : Walthamstow 169 (2 lines).

WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N., 60, High Roadi
'Phone : Hornsey 1956.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S. 1920 Combination, spare wheel, hood, scri

electric lighting, speedometer, horn, low-it
age 3,200, like new, spares, tax paid Deceml
£125.—15, Jacksons Lane, Highgate.

7 h.p. new 1922 A.J.S. Combination, just delivi

irom works, £175; also a second-hand 1920 c
bination, same make, 6h.p. twin cylinder, 100 g
easy terms and exchange. 'Phone : Holbora 5777

[9

A.J.S. 1914 6h.p. Combination, fully equip]
speedometer, etc., overhauled and mechaair,

perfect, mileage 9,000, tax paid year; £30.—

H

Villa (opposite Ridge Rd.), Church St., Edmonl

A .J.S. 5-6h.p., all chain, -2-speed, clutch, K.S,
J
9

gine overhauled, new forks, frame, tank en
elled, H.B., etc., plated, P.H. lamp generator, Stew
horn, perfect; 55 gns.—Bos 1510, c/o The M
Cycle.

A.J.S. Combination, luxurious 1922 2-seater s

car, all accessories, condition good as n
reason for selling, owner's licence endorsed; Lou
district; bargain, £95.—Box 1514, c/o The M
Cycle. [9

1 Q 20 (Aug.) A.J.S. Combination, guaranteed
-LJ7 distinguishable from new-, just overhauled
makers costing £30, spare wheel, etc., Lucas, ac
sories; bargain, £135.—31, Claremont Rd., Alexau
Park, Manchester. [i

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination 1920 (December), excel:

condition, 3,300 miles, spare wheel unused, s

trie lamps, Lucas horn, Watford trip speed, scr
apron, tools; £150.—Castle, c/o 3, The Mall, Finch
N.3. 'Phone: 1257 Finchley.

"I Q20^i A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, dynamo moX *7 lavishly equipped, Cowey speedometer
horn, side screen, hood, Terry saddle, Tan-Sad,
enamelled, recently overhauled by makers ; any tr

£145.—Dumas, Longford, Cannock.

A.J.S. 1921 .
7h.p. Combination, Lucas elec

lighting, electric horn, speedometer, Binks
buretter, hood, and special side curtain, spare wl

unuse J
., small mileage, good condition, tax pf

£170.—31, Cecil Avenue, Wembley. [9'

A.J.S. Standard Combination, June, 1920, acctn

lator lighting, speedometer, hood and screen, o ,.

run 2,000 miles; stored at Messrs. King's Gari

Lynchford Rd.. Aldershot; any trial given; £13!

Apply J. P. Wills, Newdigate House, -Bexhill. [8i

A.J.S. Specialists.—Wanted, your present mo
cycle in part exchange for any new mo

from stock. No waiting. Distance no object. B
prices allowed for second-hand machines. Defer

payments, see column advertisement.—Bambers,
Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [4S

Spare. Parrs:

A.J.S. Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Ik

St , Ealing;. [7!

Alecto.

BRAND new 1921 3%h.p. Alecto 2-stroke mc
cycles, 2-speed, clutch, and kick starter, Us

£87'/10; price to clear, £45.—114, Brixton Hill.

DM

Alldays-

ALLDAYS' Villiers, 1919, perfect; £17, lowcs

Seen 30, Canterbury Rd., Kilburn. [K

ALLDAYS' Allon 2^ih.p.; £27; splendid conditi

—F. Symes, 22, Ceylon St., Battersea, S.W. [81

-|Q19 Alldays' Allon, 2-speed, clutch, excellent c

J-*/ dition; 30 gns.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham.
[9.

KICKHAM, Stokes Croft. Bristol, Solo Disti

Agent lor Allons; unequalled service, repa

etc. '
31

£38—1920 Allon 2%h.p., 2-speed, clutch, K.S.,1

miles, perfect.—11, Mosely St., Barrow-in-F

ness.

ALLDAYS' Allon, 1920. 2 speeds, clutch, ac»

sories; £40; take half down.—Bunting's 1

change, Wealdstone.

FOR Sale.—2%h.p. Allday Combination, t\

equipped as new, mileage 500; price £50.-:;equipped as -.

Castlenau Place, Barnes.

A LLON 2 7,ih.p., excellentrunning order andj:
lamps ; £2i

[9:

dition, foot-rests, T.T. bars,

Garage, 103, Castlenau, Barnes.

1 Q16 2^h.p. Allon, recently overhauled, long cop>

X.*J exhaust, splendid rnnning order; £2 y-",

Pimperton, Ingoldmells, Skegness.

-| Q19 Allon, 2%h.p., 2-speed, clutch, lamps, :

J-«/ running order, fast, powerful; £38.—Vict<

1977.—24, Page St., Westminster.

ALLDAYS' Allon 2^h .p. , 1917 model, delive

1918 good going condition and tyres; ±<so,
i

ofTer.—Sykes, H.A.A.C, Newport, Salop.

ALLDAYS' 2-stroke, fn excellent condition, eat

perfect, nearly new tyres, ruliy equipped, tax

£28. 51, Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. [9

ALLDAYS' Matchless, 2%h.p. Villiers 2-3tn

splendid condition, sporty model, tax paid; * ,

after 6 p.m.—7, Alte-nburg Av., West Ealing. [.o

£42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
U.S.A.

Combination, engine just overhauled;
£40.—Allin, 12, Bridge St., Cam-

[8840

and aeces-
High Rd..

[9707

) 13 B.S.A.
L bargain,
me-

Combination
Garage*, 223,

t:W 3921 4%h.p. B.S.A.
.. sories; £125.—Bounds,
uara.

[5.A. 1921, fully equipped and sports sidecar, equal
L to n°— ; £90.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell

tOriord.
'

[9804

USA. 1913 41,4h.p., 3-speedrall chain, lamps, etc.,

t eonditun perfect; 60 gns.— 7, Ashurst St., Batter-

S.W.ll

I 1 12 3y2h.p. 2-speed sporting B.S.A.,
It ning order; £28.—5, Norwood
I S.E.24.

IjS.A. 1922.
ii Hucklebridge,

[8634

perfect run-
Rd., Heme

[8446

all models, immediate delivery.

-

133, Sloane St., Chelsea. Tel. :

r'oria 451. [7454

ISA. 4'/|h.p. Combination, 1922, unused; reason-
I able offer under list price.—Box 1,546, c/o The
ior Cscle. [1059

liOTORIA, Regent Parade, North Pinchley.—
.1 1922 models B.S A. in stock; deferred pay-

:ts; repairs. [6483

Iil22 a^h.p. B.S.A., chain-cum-belt, in stock; £107,
lj" casn or exchange.—Toshach, Agent, Woe-a-

ge, Suffolk. 19=08

|i
S.A. 1919 (November) 4 l4h.p. Combination, excel-

li lent order, electric lamps; £75.—Clark, 7, Exhibi-

II Rd„ S.W.7. [4618

IJ22 B.S.A. model, H2, in stock; terms or ex-

I" change.—Shepherd, Enfield Highway. Tel.:

tnam Cross 31. [086U

|<|21 B.S.A. Combination, 4l,4h.p., equipped, excel-
|" lent condition; £85.-37, Canterbury Rd., Balls

»d Rd., Dalston, N.l. [8821

|21 B.S.A. 4 lih.p. chain Combination, mileage
' 500; first cheque £110; would separate.—War-

It, 50a, Belvoir Rd.. Bristol. [9221

j.S.A.—The Layton Garages have in stock all models;

( cash or deferred.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holy-

j
St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581. [9814

GNS.—B.S.A., clutch model, enclosed magneto,
B. and B., low position, fast (after 8 o'clock).

—

i SwafHeld Rd., Wandsworth. [6668

I
.S.A. 1920 Combination 4 14h.p., Easting, 3-speed,

1 chain-belt; £70.—Hunt, " Valkyrie," Northcroft
.Ealing.- Tel.: Ealing 555. [9309

|7h.p. B.S.A., late 1921, tax paid, lamps, horn,
! condition as new; seen after 7 p.m.; £120.—Day,
i Keuley Rd , E. Twickenham. [8563

LS.A. 1919 Model H, all chain, mechanically per-
i feet, seen any time; £70, or best offer.—Hall's
jage, Sutton Courtenay, Berks. [8952

[.S.A. ^h.p. 1921 Combination, all chain, electric

* lamps, accessories, spares, tax, mileage 3,000.—
Us, 29, Wellington Park, Bristol. [8646

B.S.A., 41
/
{'h. p., chain drive, lamps, horn,

)

)21

gns.- -Bugler, North St.,

Co.,

Bearainster.

tax
iti

Manchester.

1(113 B.S.A. Combination, tax paid, lamps,
/ windscreen, first-class condition; £72/10.—Rhino

[1110

tool;

)19 B.S.A., 3-speed,
dition, complete

78 gns.—14 Whitby Rd.,
[9060

to end of
High Rd.,

[8700

Stune Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [9670

countershaft, beautiful con-
accessories, year's licence;

;gI1Si—Fersfield, Westbury Rd., New Maiden. [9460

I .S.A. 1920 4 ]4h.p. Combination, chain, Easting,
! Lucas lamps, horn, tax paid, excellent condition;

gns.; evenings.— 122, Dalston Lane, Hackney. [9291

|
.S.A. 1919 Combination, 4 14h.p., windscreen, hood,

I

'

Tan-Sad, legshields, lamps, 2 new tyres, licensed,

irt, splendid condition
ith Harrow.

'.9.A. 6-7h.p Twin Combination, new last Feb
'mileage 130, tax paid, fully insured

r, lamps, Easting; £140.—Cole, 245,

Iburn, N.W.6.

i.S.A. T.T., used week-ends only, guaranteed me-
'chanically sound, plating and enamel perfect,

lipped first £40; sidecar, new 1921, £15.-6, The
een, Stratford. [8713

.S.A., late 1920 combination, B.S.A. de luxe side-

>
*

car, dynamo lighting

ial to new; 86 gns.-

ling. Tel. : 689.

lh.p. B.S.A. Combination, all chain, 1920 model
"4 3-speed, kick start, speedometer, Easting screen

lamps, etc., tax paid; £87/10,

oe. Lane, London.

A^h.p., chain-cum-belt, Canoelet sport-
Lucas accessories, tax paid, insured,

v- £110, near offer.—J. Mason, 27, Rhodesia

I.,' Leytonstone, E.ll. • [8681

J
.S.A. 6-7h.p. combination De Luxe. 28x3 tyre?,

spare wheel, electric lighting, only ridden 100
les perfect condition, .as new.—Bartram,53, Victoria

L, 'whalley Range, Manchester,

speedometer,
-Longman Bros., 17,

condition
Bond St.,

[1101

921 B.S.A.
irg sidecar,

-Wauchope's, 9,

[9880

[9789

Can To-day offer you

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

from stock of over 80

NEW 1922 MODELS

£35 to £175

i

i

AT ALL PRICES
From -

These machines. are by the most
famous manufacturers, and in

some cases are now unobtainable -

elsewhere. Full list serft post
free upon request.

SOLO MACHINES.
LEVIS, 2j h.p. " Popular "

,. .

.

£48
LEVIS, Model S, 2-specd £58
RALEIGH, z| h.p., 2-speed £68
RALEIGH, 2j h.p., 3-speed £73
NEW IMPERIAL, 2} h.p., 3-speed. ... £73
VELOCETTE, E3, 3-speed £72
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., chain-cum-belt .... £108
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., chain drive £113
JAMES, 3i h.p. " Sports " £105
NORTON, 16H, 3$ h.p., 3-speed .

'. £115

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
RALEIGH, 3 h.p.,. Montgomery £95
TRIUMPH, " H " MilUord £127
TRIUMPH, " S.D." Montgomery £138
ENFIELD, 3 h.p., 2-seater £145
ENFIELD. 8 h.p., Magdyno £158
NORTON " Big 4 de Luxe £153
JAIYIES'7 h p. de Luxe £160
RALEIGH 5-6 h.p. de Luxe £172
TRIUMPH, "S.D.C." Gloria, Magdyno £175
A.J.S., 7 h.p., spare wheel £183
HENDERSON, ir h.p., 4-cylinder,

dynamo lighting, MiUford £210

CYCLE CARS.
MORGAN " Standard Popular " -.. £150
MORGAN " Family," water-cooled . .

.

£191

ROVER " 8 " £220

Principal Birmingham Agents for

HENDERSON, LEVIS,

RALEIGH, TRIUMPH,
VELOCETTE.

Contracting Agents for A.J.S , ENFIELD,

JAMES, NEW IMPERIAL, NORTON, etc

.

Telephone :— Telegrams :—
Central 7367 " Primus,

(2 lines). Birmingham."

I

B.S.A. 1921 6-7h.p. Combination,
Cowey speedometer, Tan-Sad,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

13 .S.A. Combination, late 1914, all. chain, 3-speed
-M gear box, kick start, tax paid, fully insured,
hood, screen, Klaxon, lamps, etc., perfect, any trial;
private owner.—55, High St., Marylebone, W.l. [9277

"D.S.A. combination, with additional commercial body,
J-* completely overhauled at works, all spares, acces-
sories, fully insured ; £ 65 ; would entertain 2-stroke
part payment.—322, Shobnall St., Burton-on-Trent.

[9512
LATE 1920 4V,h.p. B.S.A. Combination, speedo-

meter, hood and screen, legshields. Lucas eJectric'
lighting, in splendid running order, insured till July;
nearest offer £80.—Apply, Goodall, Defford, Worcester.

[8769
"D.S.A. 1922 models for immediate delivery; best
*-* prices allowed on second-hand machines in pare
payment; see Exchange column.—Newnbam Motor Co.,
223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith
80. [9634

electric lighting,
Binks, luggage

carrier, tax and insurance paid, perfect," mileage 3,600,
any trial; £140; take good solo part.—Sackett, They-
don Bois. [8767

"I Q20 B.S.A. Combination; fully equipped, beautiful
J-*J condition, registered 1922, 75 gns.; also 1919
Combination, fully equipped and registered 1922, £69.
Both bargains. After 5 p.m.—4, Elm Gardens, Ham-
mersmith. [1037

1 021 7h.p. B.S.A. Combination, Lucas, dynamo
At7 lighting, spare wheel, speedometer, Easting,
magnificent turn out, new condition; cost £250, bar-
gain £155.—31, Claremont Rd., Alexandra Park,
Manchester. [1119

B.S.A. 4 14h.p. combination, believed 1916, 3-speed,
countershaft, clutch,, kick start, recently over-

hauled, lamps, taxed; £55; exchange-. P. and M. or
5-6h.p. Rudge-Multi combination.—Frank Marshall,
Hagg, -Spilsby. [9523

B.S.A. 6-7h.p. 1921 model, improved No. 1 sidecar
and special windscreen, Lucas magdyno light-

ing, spare wheel, speedometer, electric horn, luggage
carrier, new set Dunlop Magnums, just overhauled, as
new; price £140.—Diment, Engineers' Club, Coven-
try St., W. [6910

6 h.p. new 1922 twin cylinder B.S.A. Combination,
£164; also 4h.p. solo 'and combinations, all chain

and chain-cum-belt, delivery from stock, in solos or
combinations; delivery from stock on extended pay-
ments and exchange.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon-
don. 'Phone : Holborn 5777. [9879

B.S.A. Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model

from- stock. No L waiting. Distance no object. Best
prices allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred
payments, see column advertisement.—Bambers, 2,
Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone : 607. [4926

Spare Parts:

B.S.A.
St.,

Spares.

-

Ealing.
Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond

-[7539

THE Promptest Firm for B.S.A. Spares.—For field
Motors, For field. Place, Leamington Spa. [3161

B.S.A, Spares cam be had by return, post free,

from Jones Garage. B.S.A. Agents and Spares
Service Depot Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. {0805

THE B.S.A. Specialists—On the Spot.—Our spares
service is unrivalled—write for catalogue !—County

Cycle and Motor Co., Broad St., Birmingham. [4677

GODFREYS', Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London ^
W.l.—Complete stock of all B.S.A. spare part,

always in stock. Write for lree spare part list, stating
year of manufacture. [0750

Ruchet.
B-TJCHET 2%h.p., excellent condition, trial; £17/10.

294, Crystal Palace Rd., East Dulwich. [3747

Calthorpe.

3 lh.p. Calthorpe, 2-speed, excellent order; £21;
2 trial.—Fairhurst, Behind 68, Standishgate, '

Wigan. i[9265

"I Q19 Calthorpe, 3%h.p. Precision engine, 2-speed,
XtF. all-chain, equipped; £29.—Crown Garage, Wey-
bridge. [9372

33h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed, clutch, good condi-
* tion, licensed; £30.-120. St. Paul's Rd.,

N.W.I, [9354

OTORIA, Regent Parade, North Finchley.—
1922 models Calthorpe in stock; deferred pav-

ments; repairs. [6479

NEW Calthorpe 2-stroke 2%nv.p.; immediate de-
livery ; £36 ; exchange.—Percv and Co., 314,

Euston Rd- N.W. [9655

£27/10.—3y»h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, excellent condition,
variable gear, lamps, horn, smart, reliable.—89,

East Hill, Wandsworth. [9394

CALTHORPE 21
/4b..pv 2-speed, overhauled, excellent

condition, lamps, horn, tools; £27.—Write, Dakin.
110, Greenford Av.. Hanwell. W.7. [8803

CALTHORPE-PREC1SION 2i/.h.p., 2-speed, taxed,

etc., as new, 1917, trial; £23.—C, 6, Thortey

St., near Bishops Stortford, Herts. (P) [9683

Mc

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycle* advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P|.

B45
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthorpe.

-| Q 20 2}4h.p. 2-speed Calthorpe-Jap, tank just re-
i-*J enamelled, good mechanical condition; £33.

—

26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone : Brixton 1292. [9829

CALTHORPE 3h.p. Combination, 2-speed, K.S.,
fitted with M-L Maglita set, shop-soiled only;'

£75.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham.
[8977

CALTHORPE 1922 4h.p. twin J.A.P. Combination,
lamps, horn, licence paid for year, unused;, listed

£120; accept £115, all on, lor quick sale.—Motor Co.,

Ltd., Hereford. [1825

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2%h.p. 1918, Enfield gear, all

on, Hutchinson tyres, fully insured and fax paid

;

£40, or offer; write or call.—"
1 Woodbine," Ernest

Rd„ Hornchurch. [8764

CALTHORPE 3h.p. Combination, 2-speed, clutch,

1921, Henderson sidecar, Easting, electric lights,

horn, perfect; £59/10, offer.—29, Wheelwright Rd.,
Erdington, Birmingham. i[9128

Campion.
CAMPION De Luxe, 2%h.p. J.A.P., Sturmey 2-

speed, clutch, kick starter, Dunlops, Cowey, leg-

shields, electric lighting, new condition, mileage 700;
£55; seen after 5.—T., 34, Huddleston Rd., Tufnell
Park, N.7. [4800

Cedos.

KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District
Agent lor Cedos; unequalled service, repairs,

etc. r3143

Chater-Lea.

CHATER-LEA 6h.p., J.A.P. , 3-speed, splendid con-

dition; £45 with sidecar.—Barrs, Walton-on-
Naze. [9245

CHATER-LEA 8h.p. Combination, all on, ride

away; £60, or near offer.—35, Caldervale Rd.,

Clapham, S.W.4. [8602

CHATER-LEA 8h.p. Combination, overhauled by

makers, C.B. sidecar, Easting, " etc. ; £60; after

6 p.m.—1, East Acton Lane, Acton. [9407

SALE.—7h.p. Chater-Lea, lamps, horn, speedometer,

spares, hooded family sidecar, excellent order;

£80.—Woodroffe, Thurmaston, Leicester; [8766

CHATER-LEA Fafnir 3'Ah.p. Combination, 2-

speed, clutch, in good condition; £35, offers.

—

Challis, 13, Terrace Rd., South Hackney. ' [1045

CHATER-LEA 8h.p., tandem sidecar, will hold 1

adult and 2 children, hood, lamps, speedometer;
what offers?—141, Tufnell Park Rd., Holloway, N.7.

[8894
CHATER-LEA Combination 8h.p., 3-speed, chains,

kick, countershaft, recent £40 overhaul, powerful,

reliable; £90, or offer.—Write, 1, Grove Av., Tun-
bridge Wells. [9459

CHATER-LEA 8h.p. Twin Sporting Solo or Sidecar,

belt drive, single gear, adjustable pulley, fast

machine, good condition; solo, £45; extra sidecar, £5.

—74, Banner St., London, E.C.I. [9434

Cleveland.

lflZO Cleveland 3h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke, clutch,

J-" K.S., speedometer, electric lighting, recently

overhauled, working well; £40, nearest offer—Lawton,
Victoria Rd., Runcorn. [9437

Clyno.

WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2',ih. p.

Clyno, 1919, 2-speed; £37/10. [9849

1 Q18 Clyno, interchangeable wheels, new tyres

J-«7 and tubes, perfect condition; £38. — 77,

Haverstock Hill, Hampstead. [1055

-| (\\s 6h.p. Clyno, new condition, sidecar chassis,

X«J spare wheel, no body; £55; take piano and
cash.—Russell, 25, Linom Rd., Clapham. {9321

"I Q18 Clyno Combination, 3-speed, 4 detachable
J-Xs wheels, hood and apron, enamelled grey; £70.

—Mack, 81, Lower Clapton Rd., Hackney. [9448

CLYNO 5-6h.p. Combination, 2 speeds, kick start,

perfect; £50, or close offer; Lightweight part

considered.—Box 1419, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8600

£45, 6-8h.p. Clyno, 3-speed countershaft, clutch,

kick start, splendid order throughout.—Speech-

lev 86, Churchfield Rd„ Acton, W.3. 'Phone : Chis-

wic'k 1902. [8941

CLYNO Combination, 1918, spare wheel, also spare

tyre, tools, spares, just overhauled, enamelled,

plated excellent condition; £75.-10, Langley Lane,
Vauxhall, S.W.8. [9381

CLYNO Combination 5-6h.p. 1918, 3-speed, clutch,

kick start, spare wheel, lamps, also spare trades-

man's box sidecar; £75.—Urquhart, 371, EarlsfieM

Rd., Earlsfield, S.W. [8826

"1 Q18 Clyno 8h.p., J.A.P., C.B. sidecar, inter-

J~*y changeable wheels, lamps, windscreen, excellent

condition, trial, engine No. 62354; 68 gns.—72, Pem-
broke Rd., Kensington. [9533

8h.p. Clyno-Jap Combination, large 2-seater sidecar,
Bluemels windscreen, electric light, 4 inter-

changeable wheels, first-class condition, any trial

given, tax paid; £140, or near offer.—Elliott, Breach,
Sidmouth. [8893

THE
EXCHANGE SPECIALISTS

A FEW OF OUR HIGH-CLASS
SECONDHAND MACHINES.

1921 7 h.p. A.J.S. comb., 2-seater, dynamo
lighting, every conceivable acces-

sory, mileage 2,500, as new . . ... . . £150

1921 8 h.p. ENFIELD comb., dynamo light-

ing, hood and screen, etc £130

1921 5-6 h.p. ROVER comb., all-chain drive,

lamps, horn, Easting, exceptionally
good condition £120

1921 4J h.p. B.S.A. comb., electric lamps,
horn, etc., perfect condition £105

1920 7-9 h.p. INDIAN comb., dynamo,
speedometer, electric horn, leg-

shields, Easting, excellent condition £110

1920 6 h.p. ENFIELD comb., electric lamps,
speedometer, new tyres, beautiful

turnout £105

1920 5-6 h.p. RUDGE comb., lamps, horn, ,

Tan-Sad, Easting, new condition . . £85

1920 4 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON comb.,
lamps, horn, speedometer, small
mileage. Bargain Offers

1920 a£ h.p. METRO-TYLER, De Luxe
model, fully equipped, only run 50
miles £50

1920 2J
J h.p. EDMUND, 2-speed, all-chain

drive, lamps, horn, very good con-
dition £45

1919 8 h.p. SUNBEAM Sporting comb.,
electric lamps, horn,- etc., beautiful

turnout £110

3919 4 h.p. DOUGLAS comb., lamps, horn,

etc., very good condition £78

1919 6 h.p. JAMES comb., fully equipped,
Easting, excellent condition £85

1915 7-9 liP HARLEY-DAVIDSON Sport-
ing comb., exceptionally fast £75

SEND FOR FULL LIST.

OFFICIAL AGENTS FOR :

A.J.S., ENFIELD, DOUGLAS, B.S.A., MATCH-
LESS, ZENITH AND ARIEL MOTOR CYCLES.

NEW MODELS FROM STOCK.

NO WAITING.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS.
ANY MAKE OF MACHINE SUPPLIED

2, EASTBANK STREET,

SOUTHPORT.
'PHONE 607.

B^6 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desire

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE:
Clyno

1Q16 Clyno Combination, 3-speed, clutch, 4 ioh
J-*s changeable wheels, engine and gear box ovi

hauled, fine order, dissolved acetylene, horn, license .

£55; seen Sunday, or letters.—Parker, 65, Cliltou A'

Wembley Hill. [97i

CLYNO 5-6h.p., 1916-17 models, rebuilt, Teplati

enamelled black, 3 speeds, kick start, loot clutc
interchangeable wheels, chain drive, aluminium cast

combinations, £68; solo, £57, as new; deferred ten
or exchanges. One commercial 4 cwt. carrier, £75
Hearn Bros., 91, Brixton Hill, S.W. 2. [62

Spare Parts:

CLYNO Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bo
St., Ealing. [75

Connaught.
WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2'ih

Connaught, 1921, 2-speed; £45. [98

SHREWSBURY Agent, Connaught; exchanges. \
J. C. Pickering, Mardol, Shrewsbury. [9e

1 Q21 Connaught 2 7,4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, K. u
-*-*J fully equipped, as new; £45, or nearest.—'
Park View, Wigan. [9a

CONNAUGHT 254h.p., 2-stroke, excellent conditi
good tyres, tubes; £28/10; tax paid—Watsi

29, Hilldrop Crescent, N. [92

CONNAUGHT, brand new, 1922, 2-stroke, Sturm ,*

Archer 3-speed, kick; £55.—Speechley, The Mo
House, 86, Churchfield Rd., Acton, W.3. ;. [88 I

I Q22 Connaught, the super 2-stroke, lor sidecar ?
-a-*' 6olo; cash or easy terms; inquiries invited Q

Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Gre '

wich, S.E.10. [3!

Coulson.
QQGNS—1920 Coulson B., 2-speed, equipped, tax ;

OJ7 bargain.—284, South Lambeth Rd., Stockw }
[1C

BARGAIN.—Brand new 4h.p. Coulson-Blackbur
$

spring frame, Moss gears, clutch, k I

starter, horn, licensed, tools; £79.-40, Wellingl I

Rd., N.W.8. [91 I

1 Q21 Coulson-Blackburne 2%h.p., 3 speeds, k I

JL«J start, spring frame, equipped, year's t; i

58 gns.; exchanges.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Up ;

Richmond Rd., East Sheen. Open Sundays. [9:

1

COULSON-BLACKBURNE 2i;h.p., 2-speed Sturm
J

elutoh, kick start, lamps, horn, complete kit a I

spares, excellent condition, fast, reliable, insured a I

licensed for 1922; £50.—Bergne, 367, Upper Richmi ;

Rd., S.W.15. 19! I

COULSON 1922 models.—

2

1,>>h.p., £67/10; 2%h
£78; 2*ih.p., o.h.v. (T.T. model), £95; 4%h

j
£95. Cash or deferred terms. Old machines taken I

part pavment.—London Motors, 61, Holborn Viadi I

E.C.I. Telephone : City .4230. [9(

Coventry Victor.

"I 022 6-7h.p. Coventry Victor Combination, dem
|A*/ stration machine, as new; £120.—London Agei
|

Storer and Tait, 20, Bourdon St., Bond St., W.l. 1

De Luxe.

1Q20 De Luxe 2-speed, 2*:ih.p., 120 m.p.g., gi I

JL«/ appearance, mechanically sound, comple

£32.-24, Brampton Rd„ E. Ham, E.6. [It I

THE Finest Value in the Motor World lies in I

superlative De Luxe Barr and Stroud. We 'I I

save you £25 on the complete machine. See " Part L

advertisement.—Motorities, 191. Sweetman St., Woli t

hampton. ^ 8;

Diamond.
SHREWSBURY Agent, Diamond, early delivery I

models.—Pickering, Shrewsbury. '9f

KICKHAM. Stokes Croft. Bristol. Sole Distl I

Agent for Diamonds; unequalled service, repa I

etc.
r31

I

"I Q20 Diamond-Jap., specially tuned engine, t I

i-tJ hole condition; £45—Green, Leys Av., Let
j

worth, Herts. [
8t

1Q20 Diamond-Villiers 2%h.p. splendid conditi I

13 little used, lamps, tools, etc., tyres unpu I

turecl; £43.—Ashley, 5, Spencer Rd., East Ham. [8(1

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., are the London f I

Home Counties Agents for the famous DiamBii

motor cycles, fitted with Barr and .Stroud or J.A I

engines.—157b, Great Portland St., W.l. [8<1

Douglas.

H.
F.
TOWARDS and Co.

K A HARRINGTON Rd., South Kensington, ol I

O " several new, unused 2 r'ih.p. Douglas at 1

gain price; 47 gns! Your machine taken m part I

change, or £20 down and 12 instalments of £2/12 I

[6C
j

MAUDES' Motor Mart, 100, Great Portland !

London, for Douglases. [91

1

advertisement, and the date ol the issue

d. marked (P).
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.IOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

-iLate 1920 Douglas Combination, with blue

icar, all accessories, including Tan-Sad, speed-

] etc., £67/10, tax paid; also S^oh.p, 1914
Uion, 2 speeds, £35; and 2%h.p., 1915, 2
i£27/l0.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.,

[9353

illLASES.—

2

7,jh.p., reconditioned, absolutely as

1 ., practically all new parts fitted, the finest

iitainable anywhere, £45, all on; deferred terms
I'd; before purchasing elsewhere come and in-

t r] let us give you a trial and convince yourself.
^ ulina Garage Co., 73, New Park Rd., Brixton
.W.2. 'Phone, Streatham 40. For Douglas
ee our advertisement under " Parts and Acces-

[8520

I' Par'*

Don't run needless

risks.

TAYLORS
OILAS Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

»nd St., Ealing. {7541

O.IRTSON'S Motors, Ltd., can supply all usual
liglas spares requirements.—157b, Gt. Portland
jl. [6077

|j Douglas, 1910; repairs, spares.—F. W. All-
"'opp, Doxiglas Specialist, 35, Clifford St.,

Hiter, S.E. [9000

O'lLAS spares; large stocks of genuine Douglas
!ares; dealers supplied at trade -

rates.—Rivett,
Bgb Rd.. T.evtonstone. [2267

OiJLAS Spares.—We hold a complete stock for

; models; post free. Douglas Agents and spare
; '.ickista.—Jones Garage Broadway, Muswell Hill
D [0806

#.'K WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-
- ogham.—Complete stock, genuine guaranteed

'£ spare parts; prompt attention, immediate
>s 1 luw&at cash prices. [4657

Economic.

);
Economic, 8 speeds ; £34.—Morriss and Co.,

jUd., 139, Finchley Rd., N.W.3. [8849

3,'OMIC—We can give you immediate delivery

j
thi3 wonderful low-priced machine; variable

adel, £34; or on easy payments. Please send
. i >r catalogue.—South Eastern Garage, Heme
I E.24. [5056

iOMlC—The Marvellous Flat Twin, with
liable gear, within the reach of«all; £10 down,
H easy terms, or £34 cash. Catalogues with
4i.—Personally tested bv Sam. E. Clapham. 27.
$•11 St., Greenwich, S.E. 10. [3051

Edmund.
UND-J.A.P., 1921, all accessories, Enfield 2-

eed gear, hardly scratched ; £50.—The Lay ton
;, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [9808

jock.—2>4h.p. Edmund, Btackburne engine, spring
: ime, all-chain drive; £90.—D. and S. Autocar

j.'
, The Parade, Golders Green. [9841

tUND, new 1922 spring frame, Bar and Stroud
jigine, all-chain drive, 3-speed clutch and kick
I £96.—Edwards and Davies, Malpas, Cheshire.

[9463
(FUND.—Backed by a £1,000 guarantee. Ask
freeman to demonstrate latest Barr-Stroud
i. All Edmund spares available,—295, Harrow
..

,'.9. [[9164

I UND-BLACKBURNE, new, slightly shop-
led, 2%h.p., spring frame machine, Burman 2-

»;ear, £68; similar machine with 2^h.p. J.A.P.
% £58.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birming-

[8978

Enfield
lp. 1922, 2-stroke Enfield, K.S.; £57.—Ran-
idall, Andover. [8985

|2 Enfield Combination, dynamo, in stock; cash
I or exchange.—Below.

E'l Enfield Lightweight, lamps, speedometer, etc.,

fj
little used; £45, tax paid.—114, Brixton Hill.

[1033
HELD 2-stroke, 1921, tax paid; £38.—Clark. 7,

Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [6029

! IELD Twin 3h.p., 2-speed, K.S.—View at 22,
L^ingswood Rd., Moseley. [9278

t 1915 Enfield, in new condition; £35.—Baets,
i5 Wilton Mews, Belgravia. [9457

|'aND New Enfield Combination; £114.-24, Bal-
ptol Rd., North Kensington, [9103

(«6 6h.p. Enfield Combination, accessories, tax
(paid; £70.-114, Brixton Hill. [1030

"V 1922 Enfield Combinations in Stock.—Bounds,
iarage, 223, High Rd., Kilburn. [9706

J .p. Enfield, 2-speed, 1920, good condition; £35.
• —15, Toller Drive, Bradford. (P) [9497
l,*TELD 1922 8h.p. Combination, new, in stock;

'JS140.—Ginger, Enfield Agent, Banbury.
_ [9592

[3FFIELD Agent for Royal Enflelds; all modeis
jlri stock.—J. A. Stacey. 12. Ecclesnll Rd. [0573

l;,IELD 2%h.p. 1921, 2-speed, as new, lamps,
lools, etc.; £37.-19, Valnay St., Tooting. [9358

Sole London Agents
and largest suppliers

of

A.J.S, 2J h.p. Solo ..

A.J.S.. 2| h p. Comb.
A.J.S., 7 h.p.-Comb. ..

A.J.S., 7 h.p. 2-seatcr Comb

Excelsior

EXCELSIOR, 8 h.p. de Luxe Comb.
EXCELSIOR, 6 h.p. Combination
EXCELSIOR, 2} h.p. Blaokbume
EXCELSIOR, zi h.p. Sports Model

£155
£133
£75
£39 18

DUNELT

DUNELT, 4^ h.p. Combination, 2-stroke,
spare wheel and tyre . . . . . . £113

EASY PAYMENTS IF DESIRED.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms

—

Motorcycles and Cars,

52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington.
Accessories, Spare Parts and Repairs.

21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.I.
Wholesale

—

38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.I.
Garage—Tottenham Court Road, W.I.

Telephones : Accessories and Repairs, Museum r240.
Motorcycles and Cars, Kensington 7260.

Telegrams: .. "Dynametro, Westcent, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENFIELD Twin 3h.p. 1916, 2-speed, overhauled;
bargain, £35.—Olissold, Iffley Rd., Oxford. [8717

1Q20 Enfield, 2%h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn, tax paid
±*J 1922; £32.-23, London Rd., Salisbury. [5550

ENFIELD 1918, o.v., mechanical oiling, K.S. ; £38.—
Wellsman, 45, Antrobus Rd., Chiswick, W.4.

[9699

LATE 8h.p Enfield Combination, excellent condi-

tion; £75.—17, St. Charles Square, W.10.
f925»

NEW 1921 Xightweight Enfield and accessories;

£50.—Bounds, Garage, 223, High Rd., Kilburn.
[9708

1 O20 Enfield-Jap 6h.p. Combination, good con-
i-i> dition, little used; £95.—25, Airedale Rd.,

Balham. 19993

ENFIELD 1921 2-stroke, very little used, appear-
ance as new; £46.—Mylam, 197, London Rd.,

Croydon. [8919

3 h.p. Enfield, 2-speed, chain drive, mechanical lubri-

cating; £26.—Carter, Rose Bank, The Mount,
Shrewsbury. , [1124

MOTORIA, Regent Parade, North Finchley.—
1922 models Enfield in stock; deterred pay-

ments; repairs. [6480

ENFIELD, 1920, 8h.p., Magdvno Combination, tax
paid; £110; exchange Triumph C.S.—H. Rock,

Cradley, Staffs. [9280

ENFIELD.—All models in stock, Immediate delivery;

cash or deferred.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holy-
well St., Oxford. [9816

ENFIELD 1921 Combination, Colonial model, brand
new; accept £115.—The Layton Garages, 30,

Holywell St., Oxford. [9799

1Q22 Royal Enfield 8h.p. Combination, Lucas Mag-
ic! dyno, horn; £158.—Morriss and Co., Ltd., 139,
Finchley Rd., N.W.3. [884S

DAN GUY. Weymouth.—Enfield 1921 8h.p., Mag-
dyno, double-seated sidecar, hood and screen,

guaranteed perfect; £125. [0813

ENFIELD 2\ih.p., 2-speed, 1921, mileage 300,
equipped, tax paid; £42.—Hillier, 216, Portc-

bello Rd., North Kensington. [9470

£36.-1921 2-stroke 2-speed Enfield, bargain—
W.J.C. Motor Exchange, 5, Addison Ave., Hol-

land Park, W.ll. Park 2071. [9961

IN Stock.—1922 8h.p. Enfield Combination, £140;
also 2i4h.p. model, £55.—D. and S. Autocar Co.,

33, The Parade, Golders Green. [983a

I Q15 Enfield Combination, just overhauled andIw coachpainted, speedometer, Cameo; £75.

—

Warner, 3, Clyde Rd., Croydon. [9398

ENFIELD 2%h.p. twin, good condition, 2-speed,

clutch, new Dunlops; £25; tax paid.—28,

Thornfield Rd., Shepherds Bush. [9130

"I7NFIELD 3h.p., 2-speed 1917, fully equipped, will
J-J take sidecar, any trial; £33.—Naylor and Kirk,
a06, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W. [9772

£75.-1918 Enfield Combination, Easting, Tan-Sad.
speedometer, lamps, lately overhauled, insured.

—

Harris, 19, The Park, Ealing, W.5. [8658

CROYDON and District.—Sole official appointed
agent for Roval Enfields.—A. F. Pulling, 175a.

London Rd.. Croydon. 'Phone, 1619. [6951

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination 8-10h.p., perfeol

condition, tax and insurance paid; £90.—24,

Palmerston Rd., Waltharostow, E.17. [8799

BRAND New 1922 Enfield Combination, unregis-

tered, unscratched; take £135, or nearest offer.

—Hosking, Lavadra, Okehampton, Devon. [6297

ROYAL ENFIELD 3h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped,
too fast for owner; sell £38, or exchange modern

2-stroke.—3, Rhine Villas, Clacton-on-Sea. [8879

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, pleasure and trad*

box bodies, good running order and condition I

£75.—Heybourn, Grand Garage, Maidenhead. £915J

ENFLELD.—Complete range of 1922 models for im-

mediate delivery. Cash! Exchanges I Easy pay-

ments 1—P. J. Evans, John. Bright St., Birmingham.
[8974

ENFLELD-J.A.P. 1920 8h.p. Magdyno Combination,
insured March, new condition, only wants see-

ins; nearest £115.-14, Canonbury Rd-, Ramsgate.
[9600

ENFIELD 2";ih.p., 2-speed, fully equipped, tax paid,

new Duulop tyres; any trial; bargain, £25.-28,
Woodford Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone: Maryland 2598,

[9424

£,50.— 6h'.p. Enfield combination, excellent condi-

tion and appearance,, lamps, horn, tools, any
trial.—Langford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2.

[9713

ENFIELD, 1922, immediate delivery of all models.—
Standard, £140; Magdyno, £158; 2%h.p. sporti,

£55 —The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford.
[9811

1Q21 Enfield 2-stroke, kick start, as new, lamp!,
JL«7 tax and insurance paid; £40; seen by ap-

pointment.—Chappell, 37, Prospect Hill, Waltham-
stow. .

[9977

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue B49
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENFIELD 2i/2h-,p„. 2-stro-ke, 2-speed, 192.1, electric

lighting (batterv), perfect condition, new tyres ;.

£38.—Fry, 418, Strand, W.C.2. 'Phone: Regent
3215. T9070

1 Q21 Enfield-Viekers Combination, electric light-
_L«7 ing, Easting, small mileage, excellent condi-
tion ; £110; after 6 p-.iri.—58, Osborne Rd., Forest
Gate, E.

.

._ '[9161

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., dynamo lightings

hood, screen, accessories, recently overhauled
and tyred, must sell, going U.S.A.—121, Forest Lane,
Forest Gate. [9274

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, late model, about
1918, in very good condition; accept £65 cash

for quick sale.—74, Brighton Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone;
Kingston 3025. [1088

LATE 1921 Enfield 2-stroke, 2 speeds, kick start,

fully equipped as new, tax paid; any trial given;
39 gns.—28, Woodford Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone

:

Maryland 2598. [9422

1 Q17 Enfield Combination, 2-seater sidecar, fully
-L *J equipped, tax paid, electric lighting, lot like

new; 78 gns.—28, Woodford Rd.^ Forest Gate. 'Phone :

Maryland 2598. [9425-

"JQ20 6h.p. Enfield Combination, Magdyno, speedo-
J-*7 meter, Easting, Tan-Sad, spares, tax paid, in-

sured, perfect condition; £110.-19, Ardfera Ave.,
Norbury, S.W.16. [9063

ENFIELD 1922 Solo and Combinations for imme-
diate delivery; see Exchange column.—Newnham

Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone:
Hammersmith 80. [9633

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, J.AJP. engine, just

overhauled, good accessories, folding windscreen,

grand outfit; £70; take half down.—Bunting's Ex-
change, Wealdstojie. [9756

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, pre-war, excellent

running order, good general condition, lamps,
speedometer, horn, strong luggage carrier; £70.—
Brain, Strand, Bideford. T9511

"I Q21-22 Enfield Combination, practically unused,
At/ dynamo, Easting screen, child's seat, taxed,

lovely outfit; £125.—James, c/o Bradmores, 482,

Harrow Rd., Paddingtou. [9916

6tLp. Enfield Combination, in splendid order

throughout, fully equipped with all lamps, Blue-

mel sidecar screen, tools, etc., all new tyres; £65;
any trial.—Day^ Okehampton. [8716

ENFIELD 1921 8h.p. Tandem Combination, 2
Cameo screens, Tan-Sad, speedometer, etc., tax

paid, splendid condition; £130. Evenings.—343.
Grove Green Rd., Leytonstone. [9078

ENFIELD Combination, late 1920, 8h.p., Magdyno,
hood, screen, side curtains, mileage 5,000, tax

paid, as new; £100.—Rolls. 4, Little Cadogan Place,

Pont St., S.W.I. Victoria 4422-3. X8624

ENFIELD Combination, late model, completely over-

hauled, privately owned, too fast present owner;

cash offers wanted; G.N. 1920 also.—457, Brighton

Rd., Croydon. Tel. : Purley 1067. [8811

6h.p. Royal Enfield Combination, 1917 (late), re-

cently thoroughly overhauled and renovated like

new throughout, electric lamps, Easting windscreen;

£90.—White, 38, Bridge St., Banbury. {6136

ENFIELD Combination, 8h.p. new June, 1921,

ridden 5 months, perfect, lamps, speedometer,

Tan-Sad, windscreen etc., many spares, any trial;

£95.-Major Dalton, c/o Caffyns, Bexhill. [8792.

ENFIELD Combination, late 1921, 8h.p, Vickers
engine, fully equipped, Easting, mileage 600, as

new, tax paid, any trial, cost £170; sacrifice £125;
no offers.—148, Henwick Rd., Worcester. [9510

-| Q22 (April) Enfield Vickers Combination, mileage
li/ 100 only, guaranteed as new, full equipment,
tax paid, cost £152; sacrifice £130, or exchange
1922 solo and cash.—Purnell, 73, Regent St., Glouces-

ter. [895C

NEW 1922 Enfield 2-seater Combination, Magdyno
lighting, horn, hood, windscreen; £172; an ideal

outfit for the family man; easy payments only 4 per

cent, extra.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-
ham. [8455

ENFIELD 1917-18 6b.p. Combination, engine No.

57942, Lucas dynamo lighting, horn, Easting,

new cover and tube, back wheel, tax paid June

;

£90.—Penn, 82, Meadvale Rd„ Ealing. 'Phone: Cen-

tral 11767. [9359

FOR Sale.—1921 8h.p. Royal Enfield Combination,
including hood, screen, apron, mudshields, speedo-

meter, BTooks cantilever saddle, Magdyno lighting.

Tyneside pillion seat, 'all in first-class order, little

xised; £140, or near offer; owner buying a car.—
Sheppard, 59, Northwick Rd., Evesham. [8664

"DOYAL ENFIELD, 1921, Vickers 8h.p. engine,
-CV Lucas Magdyno combination, Smith's speedo-

meter, horn, Sandum dual purpose 2-seater sidecar,

windscreen, side, screens, low mileage, licence and
insurance paid, splendid order; sacrifice £130; pri-

vate owner.—143, Sunderland Rd., Forest Hill, Lon-
don,- S.E. [9583

'WHITSUN'
Awheel

—get your mount at "The Birm-

ingham House for Motorists."

Here you can obtain any leading make of

motor cycle " right away "—either for cash
or on our easy deferred payment system.
Call NOW and ensure getting your
mount in good time for "WHITSUN."

ALL IN STOCK
—ready for immediate use.

SOLO Mounts :—
ENFIELD, 2j h.p., 2-speed £55
TRIUMPH, 2i h.p., 2-speed £65
JAMES, 2j h.p.. 2-speed £55
NEW IMPERIAL, 2* h.p., No. 3, 3-sp., K.S £73
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Type H, 3-sp., K.S £105
MASSEY-ARRAN, 2f h.p, B, 2-sp., K.S £72 10
ROVER, 4 h.p., 3-speed, K.S £100
NEW IMPERIAL, 2i h.p., No. 5, 3-sp £80
NORTON, 3i h.p., Model 16H £115
H.U.T, 3I "h.p., Twin, 3-sp., K.S £100
ENFIELD, 2i h.p., 2-stroke, Sports £55
INDIAN, 4 n.p. Scout, G.E.2t, elec. equipped £110
JAMES, 3% h.p., Twin Sports model £105

SIDECAR Outfits:—
A.J.S., 7 h.p. com., Inter wheels £175
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p. com., fully equipped £135
ENFIELD, 8 h.p. combination £140
HUMBER, 4* h.p. combination £144
INDIAN, 7-9 Q-p. com., elec. equipped £175
JAMES, 7 h.p. com., Inter wheels £160
TRIUMPH, 4 h-p., Type H, special sidecar

r
. .

.

£125
ROVER, 6 h.p. combination £155

SPECIAL BARGAINS.
CALTHORPE, 3 h.p. com., 2-sp., K.S, with MX.

Maglita set complete £75
EDMUND-BLACKBURNE, 2 h.p-., 2-sp, K.S £68
Similar machine with T.A.P. engine £58
HUMBER, 4} h.p. combination £125
IWASSEY-ARRAN, ?l h.p. I.A.P,

-

2 sp, K.S £58
TRIUMPH, z\ h.p, 2 speed £55

8 h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD Combination £140
2j h.p. Lightweight £55

Expert Tuition free—exchanges arranged

—

deferred payments. We attend to registra-

tion, etc., and fix you up ready for the road.

BJ.Evans
" The Birmingham House forMotorists "

81-91, JOHN BRIGHT ST.,

BIRM&NGHAM.
'Phone : Mid 2910. 'Grams : " Lytcar, B'ham."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENFIELD 1922 Combination, Magdyno, ele

born, Bc-nniksen, hood and screen, tax paid

1922, indistinguishable from new, originally coat £!

accept £1427 10.—The Layton Garages. 30, Hdlv

St., Oxford. [£

-| Q 17-18 8h.p. Enfield Combination, stored 2 yt

L*7 mileage 6,000, perfect condition, many
provements, fully equipped, hood, screen, spares,

macintosh suit, any trial; appointment; bought
£90.—M., 369, Victoria Park Rd., London, E.9.

ft |

8 h.p. Royal Enfield Combination, new 1922 moi

£140, and dynamo lighting; also sports Z',
J

2-speed 2-stroke, £55; 1915 6h.p. combinatioi
speeds, £67/10; easy terms and exchange.—

V

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. Phone : Holl

5777;

1Q21 Enfield 8h.p. Double-seater Combination, j
JJ-«7 "dyno, speedometer, Lucas horn, lamps,- mi
j

foot Klaxon, pillion seat, picnic box, spare tyre
j

carrier, special front screen, hood, side curtains, t

spares, sidecar seats, adult and 2 children ; £1;

6, Church Rd., Erith.

ENFIELD Specialists.—Wanted, your present a
|

cycle in part exchange for any new n I

from stock. No waiting. Distance no object. I

prices allowed for second-hand machines. Deft

payments, see column advertisement.—Bambers, !

Eastbank St. Southport. 'Phone : 607.

Snare Parts:

ENFIELD Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays
Bond St., Ealing. [

ENFIELD Spares and Repairs a special!

Putting's Garage, London Rd., Croydon. "H
1619.

Excelsior

"J
Q18 British Excelsior Combination, 8h.p. 3\,

J-v electric light, in very good condition, espeti

engine; offers.—Colin Cooper, Markham, Duckmaj.
Chesterfield. [

1 Q21 (Oct.) Excelsior Combination, 4 l oh.{L

-L*7 speed, hand clutch, accumulator lighting

cellent condition, any trial; £85; tax paid.—

1

S'f, Marine Terrace, Margate.

BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 1921 De Luxe combini I
8h.p. Jap, Magdyno lighting, speedometer, 1

1

four interchangeable wheels, legshields, discs,^[i
condition; £115.—Hughes, 95, Femhead Rd., KB) I
W.9. - fl

F.N.
6 h.p. F.N., 2-speed, clutch; after 6 p.m.; £$M

Dudley Rd., Southall.

£12/10.—F.N. 2 x4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, good'ij
ride away.—Camyns, Chemist, Carshalton. I

|

F.N., 4-cylinder, excellent running order; I

offers?—Moore, Park Hotel, Wood Vale, J

I

Oak, S.E.23.
|

F.N. 1914 Combination, 7h.p„ 3 speeds, kickstil
accumulator lighting, attractive in appev I

and mechanically as new; £75.—A.J.S., 32,- Bl
Park Rd., Brentford.

LANGFORD'S, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, ho I
N.W.2.-1922 8h.p. 4-cylinder F.N., 'with I

oUi.i.v. engine, 3-speed gear, and no-trouble shaft 1
£135; 2 1

/;?h.p., £55. Highest price for -your -pi I
machine in exchange.

F.N.'s, 8Ji,p. new type, overhead valves, £135? I
sidecar, £174; 3h.p. new type, overhead valve I

kick starter, hand-controlled clutch and 2-speed' I
£72; a 2i/

2h.p., 2-speed, hand-controlled* clutcli

I

kick starter, side valves, £55. Easy terms an I
change.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, London. 'Pi I
Holborn 5777.

Spare Part* :

F.N. Spares.—We can supply for all models I
1904; prompt attention to inquiries.—Langl |

57, Cricklewood Broadway, London, N.W.2. ;

Harley-Davidson
SHEFFIELD Agent for Harlev-Davidsons; I

£120—Stacey. 12, Ecclesall Rd.

"| Q20 Harley-Davidson Combination, as new; <
J-t? 24, Balhol Rd., North Kensington.

1 (419 Harley Combination, 2-seater, not used I
J-eJ £90.—81, Dundee Rd., South Norwood. I

22 Harley Combination, not been on road; I
cash wanted.—Box 1,545, c/o The Motor m

HARLEY Combination, 2-seater, sidecar, 1 1

taxed, must sell; 60 gns. -79, Bedford Hill I
ham.

1 Q19 Harley Combination, bulbous back si I
-- *J perfect ; £80 ; or exchange.—49, Dafimal I
Wembley.

MOTORIA, Regent Parade, North Fincll
Harleys 1922 models in stock; deferred I

ments; repairs.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, electric I
bargain, £85.—Whitehead, 113, Sclhurst

I South Norwood.

19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

IAN 1915 7-9h.p. coachbuilt Combination, 3-

eed, lamps, complete, tax paid' a bargain, £49.
ire, 6, Wrolh^m Rd., Camden Rd., Londcn. [8743

..p. Powerplus Indian Outfit, late 1920, Tandem
idecar to match, take two adults, dynamo light-

it, horn, speedometer, 2 screens, hood, all accea-

,
perlect order, trial; have bought car.—K.Green,

iomwall Av., Wood Green, N. [8704

IAN Combination, late 1920 Eowerplus, dynamo,
ecial tool box and' pillion seat, electrically lit

jmeter, ditto watch and amptmeter, aluminium
elds and number plates; £105.-1, St. Leonard's
Surbiton. [8663

IAN 7-9h.p. o.h.v. S frames, 28x3 front
v-heels, less fittings, 15/ 6 ; Pet tanks, less in-

s, 12/6; every part for Indian spring-frame
from stock, new and second-hand; stamp.

—

d, 45, Handcroft Rd., W. Croydon, Surrey. [9333

,
cost £250; late 1920 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian

Combination, dynamo lighting, 3 eiectric lamps,
ic horn, speedometer, ammeter, pump, tools,

ields, tax paid, luxurious machine, any trial;

nges.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.3.
[9765

.9 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian, 3-speed, clutch,
K.S., large P. and H. lighting, mechanical horn,

etin spring wheel, girder axle sidecar, recent
aul, new bearings throughout, tools, fully in-

, tax paid, beautiful condition; £75.—Trench,
lay House, Southampton Row, W.C. Central

[3920

SATIONAL Bargain.—Indian 7-9h.p.
f spring

rame, dynamo lignting, Henderson Elite sidecar,
ic horn, speedometer, Sterling legshieMs, alu-
m number plates. This superb outfit was pur-
1 in February, and is absolutely new, having
•nly 229 miles. Owner bought car. Full year's
aid; £135.—Delannev St. Garage, Camden Tcwn,
L. [9091

31 Colonial 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian with Swan
torpedo sidecar, electric and compressed gas

ng, spot light. Ace seamless discs, direct plated
ists. T.T. handle-birs, Triplex windscreen, all

jo, tools complete, so far untouched for speed or
fully insured, tax paid, any trial, perfect; selling
abfuad: near £J30.—Capt. Bullock, Maresne'd
Uckfield. [9176

ICIAL Model Indian Sccut, 1921, electric lights,

yres like new, just thoroughly overhauled by
*s, do 70 m.p.h.j ridden by Le Vack in many
and competitions, winner of over 40 geld

3 and trophies; exceptional opportunity to se-

a reallv fast, all-round machine; £80, or ex-
e combination.—30, Belsize Park Gdns., Harnp-

'Phone: 5590. [1108

JGFORD'S, Indian Specialists, can supply all

1922 models. In stock.—4h. p. Scout, £112;
•rd Junior sidecar, £134; Swan sports, £137/10;
use, £147; 7h.p. combination, £175, with dy-

and speedometer; Chief, £199, with ditto; ex-

e your present machine for one of these raagnifi-

models; we can allow you highest prices; write,

or 'phone for full particulars.—Langford's, 37,
'ewood Broadway, N.W.2. Ilampstead 861 6.

[9717
™ PnrfK;

iA.v hpaies.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Homl
St., EalinE. [7544

DFREYS', Ltd., 208. Great Portland St.. London
W.I.—Complet** stork of all Indian eftnre vnru
s in stock. Write for free spare part list, stating
'A manufacture , i075^

IAN.—The Dennis Accessories Stores 89, Brix
on Rd., London ('Phons: Brixton 3129), supply
irts from stock, new and secondhand. They
pecialise in J ndian repairs 16788

IAN Spares.—New and second-hand for all

models; all second-hand spares sent on approval;
call, or 'phone; wo can save you money.—

rd's, 37. Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2, Hamp-
8616. [9718

Ivy

Combination 3 r;4h.p., coachbuilt,

tups ; £38 ; cycle accepted part
nock Rd., Islington.

FE 1921 2yL.h.p. Ivy,

tax paid, horn.
payment.— 180.

[9190

2-speed, clutch, and kick

tarter, perfect condition, aU accessaries; £52/10.

-J. R., 24, Sheffield Terrace, London, W.8. [E67I

June, 1920, 2Voh.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn, tax

id, excellent condition, unused, since Christmas;
after 5 30 p.m.—71 Manor Park, Lee, S.E.13.

[8762
Ixion.

1N-VILLIERS (1920), Sturmey gear box, clutch.

ick start, Klaxon, footboards, tax paid, perfect

ion* £38.—Hadden, la, Willowbrook Rd., Peck-
[8570

James.

-IES 1920 3M-h.p. Twin, brand hew

;

gain.—Ginger, James Agent, Banbury.

jJDOW, Wolsingham, Durham.—4%h.-p
combination, 1919 model

£95, bar-
' [9594

James
windscreen, lamps

;

[9134

BELOW IS A LIST OF

lew 1922 Models

THAT ARE ACTUALLY IN

OUR SHOWROOMS AND ARE

THEREFORE AVAILABLE FOR

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

MOTOR CYCLES.
A.J. 5., 7 h.p., Model D Combination, with dynamo

lishtinff £195
ALLOW, 2$ h.p., Standard Model £60
ARIEL, 3 J h.p., Sports Model £87 10
ARIEL, a* h.p., Sports Model with kick starter £90
B.S.A., 4}"h.p., Model H;, Ail-chain £110
B.S.A., a\ h.p., Model H2, combination £142
B.S.A., 4} h.p., Model K;, Chain-cum-belt £107
B.S.A., i\ h.D., Model K2, Combination. £139
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 2 speeds. AU on ! £63
DIAMOND, 2} h.p., Model F, 2 speeds, cL, and k.s. £60 18
DIAMOND, 2'] h.p.. Model F, 3 speeds, clutch and

kick starter £65 2
EXCELSIOR, 2| h.p., Blackbume engine, Sporting

Model £75
HAWKER, 4}- h.p., and Sidecar, 3 speeds, clutch and

kick starter, All-chain drive £105
LEVIS, 2} h.p., 2 speeds, clutch and kick starter. . . . £60
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., Model H2, Standard Comb.. , £170
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., Model H2, Combination, with

dvnamo lighttne; £188
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., Model J, with touring sidecar. £150
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., Model H, 2-seater Combination.

with dvnamo lighting -.
. £193 10

NEW IMPERIAL, 2} h.p.. Model No. 2, Chain-cum-
belt , • • £69

N.U.T., 3$ h.p., Twin, Mod-1 M, Chain-cum-belt £100
N.U.T., 5 h.p., Model M. All-chain drive £120
QUADRANT, 4 h.p., Combination, Chain and belt. . £100
QUADRAT T. 1 h.D.. Combination, All chain £105
ROYAL FNrlELD, 8 h.p., Standard Combination. . £140
ROYAL ENFIELD, 8 h.p., Combination, with dynamo

lishting £158
ROYAL ENFIELD, >J h.p., 2 speeds £53
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2} h.p., 2 speeds, with kick-start £57
ROVER, 4 h.p., 3 speeds, AU chain £100
ROVER, 4 h.p., with Corvette Sidecar £120
SIRRAH, 2| h.p., Blackburne engine, Model S? £67
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model H, Chain-cum-belt £165
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model S.D., All-chain £115
TRIUMPH, 2{ h.p.. 2-stroke. 2 speeds £65
ZENITH-BRADSHAW, 3! h.p., Model Gradua gear £113

LIGHT CARS.
ROVER, 8 h.p.. Standard Model £220
CALCOTT, 10 h.p., Standard Mod:-! £359

EXCHANGES AND
DEFERRED PAYMENTS

ARRANGED.

The Eastern Garage Co.
(Official Repairers to R.\.C, A.C.U.,

A.A. and M.U.),

418, Romford Road, Forest Gate, E.7.

Te'ephone : Tele; rams :

490 East Ham. "Epa-aco, London.,

1 Q14 4V4h.p.
J-»/ —Stevens,
Park.

1O20 3%h.p.
J-« £50.-26,

1019XV tyre
Willow Walk.

o'clock

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE..
James.

James, £28; or exchange lightweight.
Green Rd., Finsbury

[9345

Twin James, lamps, and tax paid;
.
Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone : Brix-

ton 1292. [9830

4Ah. p. James Combination, 3-speed, licensed, ex-
«. cellent condition, accessories; £60.-48 Lincoln

Rd., East Finchley, N.2. [9561
"CVO.C.H. have a James 4Vih.p. Combination, J_,ucasJ- dynamo set; also 1920 4'/ih.p. solo.—5 Heath
St., Hampstead (near Tube). [8990
TAMES late 1919 Combination, smart, in good run-
<J ning condition; £95; seen after 5.30 p.m.— JH
14, Thornehill Rd., Croydon, [8820

|Q 20 James Combination, 4 1/ih.p., accessories ex-it/ cellent condition; £75.-37, Canterbury 'Rd.,
Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l. [3322
JAMES 1915 Coachbuilt Combination, perfectf lamps, any trial; 40 gns. or offer; must sell —
56, Swallowfield Rd., Charlton. [9664
XKT. WHITBY and Son.-lmmediale delivery of
»' new James models; no waiting; list Iree on

'ejiiest.-7, 1 he Vale. Acton. W.3. L3312
James, 2-stroke, 2-speed, horn, tools, new

good running order; £22/10.—King, 4,
Short St., Cambridge. [9*91

1'

JAMES Combination, 4'4h.p. single, countershaft.
3 speeds, kick start, all-chain drive, after 6

£45.—156, Archway Rd., Highgate, N.6.
[9513

JAMES 2-stroke, as new, guaranteed perfect, hilly
equipped, and Tan-Sad, tax and insurance paid

any trial; £46.—Lucas, Sleight Potherne, Devizes'
Wilts. (8954

JAMES Combination, 4J,ih.p., 3-speed, kick start,
lamps, horn, all accessories, good tyres, perfect

condition.—Lee, 49, Kingsland Rd., Broadwater,
Worthing. [95 <) 7

1 Q22 James 7h.p. Combination, De Luxe ModelJ-«/ spare wheels, etc., new; £160.—Elce. Ltd.,
15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone-
Avenue 5548. [0078

JAMES (Vindec] 2-strokes, 2-speed, 2 machines,
property husband and wife buying runabout, ex-

cellent condition, any trial; £35 and £40.-13 Beulah
Rd., Tunbridge Wells [8853
JAMES 1918 41/ih.p. Combination, 3-speed, alt
*» chain, equipped, taxed, exceptional condition;
58 gns.; exchanges.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper
Richmond Rd., East Sheen. Open Sundays. [930.)

4Ah. p. James Combination, 3 speeds, countershaft,
4 kick start, lamps, and other accessories, verv

smart leather upholstered sidecar. Triplex windscreen,
etc., licensed; £85.—Percy, 25, Lindon Av., N.W.10

[8UB.

JAMES 31/yi.p. Twin, new in 1919. just overhauled,
*-* little used, equal to new, electric lighting, shields
spares, tax paid, fast, powerful, and silent, must sell-
£70, or near offer.—Siggers, 56, Denmark Hill, Cam-
berwell, S.E. [8828

NEW 1922 James Model 8A Lightweight, clutch,
kick starter; £60. 3V2h.p. twin Sports model.

3-speed. chain drive; f 105. 7:i.n. De Luxe Combina
tion; £160. Easy payments only 4 per cent, extra;
delivery free to any address.—.Premier Motor Co.,
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [8456

. 3-speed gear box.
._ heel clutch, chain cases,

Bmks carburetter, new head and tail lamp set, knee
grips, sprung footboards, two new tubes, one new heaw
back tyre, mechanical horn, front and rear stands,
tools, &c. Tax paid end 1922. Sidecar very com-
fortable and just re-enamelled. Outfit in fine con-
dition, only wants seeing; £73; without sidecar £63.
Stanton, 55, Bulstrode Rd., Hounslow, Middlesex.

[9133
Spnrc Parts:

3 Ah. p. twin James combination,
2 kick start, hand and heel c

Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,JAMES Spares.
St., Ealing.

ITBY'S lor Jamej spares
last 16 years.—7,

t'uone : Chiswick 1513
VVH fo

r
r

B and
The

service;

Vale.

Bond
[4830

«nen(*
Acton.
[3311

J.E.S. September,
Knowles, 29,

K p

K 1

J.E.S.

1920, splendid £20.
tonevcrofr,

[9035

condition
Wocdchurch. Rd

Liverpool,
Kerry.

ERRY 5-6h.p. Twin, fully equipped, tax paid;
£14.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [9364

ERRY 2h.p. Light Motor Cycle; £5/19/6.—
Madison B rsains, Littleover, Derby. [8650

KERRY 6h.p. Twin, Bosch, countershaft, 2-speed.
-til chain; £18.—Captain Collins, Simbury r^-

DiOQ. [9533
Kingsbury.

KINGSBURY New 2%h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch,
all-chain drive, must realise; £39.-155, Gold-

hawk Rd., Shepherd's Bush. [9712

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of eacn advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (Pi:
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Harring-
[1097

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Kingsbury.

KINGSBURY 1921 2%h.p., 2-speed,' speedometer,

pillion seat, tax paid, all on, perfect condition;

£3S.-Leighton, 8, Princess Mews, Belsize Crescent,

Hampstead. I." *

IflZl 234h.p. Kingsbury, 2-speed, all chain, new
IV and unused, slightly shop-soiled; 39 gns.; de

ferred payments or exchanges.—Edwards, 50

ton Rd.. South Kensington.

Lea-Francis

LEA-FRANCIS, 3tih.p. J.A.P.. September, 1919,

all on, perfect condition; £50.-smallman, fcn-

ville, Stourbridge, Worcestershire. L»s.
u0

LEA-FRANCIS 1920 3V..h.p., 2-speed, kick starter,

H. and F. clutch, all lamps, horn, tools, etc.,

only done 400 miles, guaranteed perfect; i<b.--i.

Garner, Windyridge, Park Rd., Barnsley. I8»3b

£57. 3i,:,h.p. Lea-Francis coachbuilt Combination
1916" 2-speed, clutch, speedometer, lamp, Binks,

overhauled by makers.—W. J. C. Motor Exchange, 5,

Addisou Avenue, Holland Park, W.ll. Park 207^

Levis.

"PREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Levis.

POPULAR 2i4h.p. single gear Levis *48 ;
Model

S, 2i/4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, £58; Model G., 247

cc, 2-speed clutch £56; kick starter, £2 extra,

easy payments, 4 per cent, extra; carnage paid
1

to

any address; all models in stock for immediate deli-

very—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham^

T EVIS 1915 2y4h.p., Amac, E.I.C., licensed; £20-
JL 313, St. Ann's Rd., Harnngay. L»Hb f

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, for new

1922 Levis motor cycles on easy terms. L9»'U

LEVIS 2i:.h.p„ 2-speed, all chain, very fast, foot-

boards;"^.-^, Brunswick St., South Hackney.

MOTORIA, Regent Parade. North Finchley

-

1922 models Levis in stock; deferred PW™"^
repairs.

WE are the Agents for London, S.W. Choose from

our stock-Knight's, 126, Upper Tooting^oY

S.W.17.

»18/10—Levis 21/Ji.p

[0778£., 2-stroke, newly overhauled,
1

complete, lamps? etc.-Johnstone, ^overcount.

Hawick.

LEVIS, 1921V.,, 2-speed. clutch fully equipped,

first-class condition; £43.-Graham, East Lodge,

Wargrave, -Berks. i-3 "3 "*

OO GNS—Levis, good condition throughout, acces-

4lO series, full year's tax paid—Delancey St. Gar-

age, Camden Town, N.W.I. t 909 *

X EVIS, late 1920, 2-speed, clutch,, kick starter, new

±J tyres, all accessories, tax paid; £42—!=. li,

Haydn Av., Pmley, Surrey. \-
ybm

LFVIS 2y4h.p., good condition, licensed, all on;
;

19

gns-Appointment to 4, Holly Mansions For-

tune Green Rd., West Hampstead.

T EVIS 1920, fully equipped, tyre enamel, and

- 'pfaWg perfect;' £387 "0? 'near offer-Write, A E.

Cooke, 91, College Ed., Kensal Rise, N.W. [9764

T EVIS. All 1922 models. Send your orders along.

L catalogues with pleasure.-Sam E. Clapham

(Motors), 27. Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.10. T7943

FOR 1922 Levis, the most reliable and neatest 2.

stroke upon the road, send1
or ca.l at Jones

Garage. The Broadway. Muswell HtU, N.10. [0788

LEVIS 1922 Model G2, 247c.c„ Sturmey 2-speed,

clutch, kick start, Lucas electric lighting cast

aluminium numbers, horn, spares, absolutely latest

model, mileage tinder 500, enamel etc., P"'^"^'
exchange combination considered—G. H. Peters

Windlesham Moor, Windlesham, Surrey. [8/ -9

Kvare Parts:

LEVIS —All spares or complete 1922 model cycles

from stock, carriage paid—Jones Garage, Broad-

way, Muswell Hill, N.10. [0807

GODFREYS', Ltd., 208, Great Portland St.. Londou,

W 1—Complete stock of all Levis spare parts

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, stating

year of manufacture. IU/3.S

L.M.C.

£25 —L.M.C. combination, variable gear, Bosch B.

and B., tax paid; after 6 p.m.—5, Grainger Rd.,

Isleworth. I8930

BRAND New 1921 6-8h.p.. L.M.C, Sturmey-Archer
"ear box, final belt drive, cost £125; sacrifice

£80—Shaw, 130, Harehills Av., Leeds. [8931

LM C 6h.p. Twin, Henderson sidecar 1919-20,
'

5-speed. kick start, acetylene head, accumulator

side rear, tools; £72—Apply, Pangbonrne's Garage.

64, York Rd., Twickenham. [9037

Martin.

MARTIN-J.A.P. 2%h.p., late model, 2 speeds, coun-

tershaft,- clutch, free engine; £32; apply after

6o'clock—156, Archway Rd., Highgate, N.6. [8860

MAKE

MOTORCYCLE
SUPPLIED ON OUR

NEW SCHEME
OF

Eighteen Monthly
Deferred Payments

which gives you the privilege

of paying earlier and getting

a discount.

OfTiVD/or our Extended
*J Payment Form. We
also supply the famous
Rideezi Sidecars on 12
Monthly 'Payments. Send
for Sidecar Catalogue and
Extended Payment Form

RIDEEZI
SALES LIMITED

5, Victoria Street,

LONDON, S.W.I.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Martinsyde.

IN Stock.—1922 6h.p. Martinsyde combination; £160.

—D. and S. Autocar Co., 33, The Parade, Golden

Green. [9840

MARTINSYDE.—Immediate delivery oi 1922

models. Cash, exchange, or deferred payments.-

Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing. [4835

F.O.C.H. have a 1921 Martinsyde Combination,

completely equipped, excellent condition; bargain.

—5, Heath St., Hampstead (.near Tube). [8991

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., are the London Mar-

tinsyde Service Agents; trial runs arranged;

spares stocked.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6080

MARTINSYDE Combination, 1920, hood, screen,

speedometer, lamps, tax paid, original tyre;;

.£85.—Hillier, 216, Portobello Rd., North Kensington.
[9468

MARTINSYDE 1922 3Vi.h.p. Twin Sports '

Solo,

shop-soiled only; £104.—Newnham Motor Co.,

223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith
80. [9630

FOR a 1922 Martinsyde 3'/_.h.p. Sports or 6h.p.

Combination get in touch with the North Londor.

agents, Jones Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill

N 10. !0786

MARTINSYDE 6h.p. Combination, with accessories

verv cood condition: £105.—Newnham Motoi
Phone : Hammer

[963S

MARTINSYDE Combination, October, 1921, perfect

as new, decarbonised, overhauled comnletfilv hi

makers.—Williams and Fry.
Rd., S.W.I

Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6
smith 80

Buckingham Palaci

[954!

MARTINSYDE Solo and Combinations for imme
diate delivery; best prices allowed on machine

taken in part exchange.—Newnham Motor Cu., 223
Hammersmith Rd., W.6. [962J

MARTINSYDE Combination 1921 6h.p. twin, acety-

lene lighting, mechanical horn, in splendid oide
aud condition, open to expert examination; £120.-
Borer, Builder, Kestun, Kent. [958!

Massey-Arran.
KICKHAM, Stokes Croft Bristol, Sole ."tistric

Agent for Massey-Arrans; unequalled service^ li

pairs, etc. [314
1

MASSEY-ARRAN 2%h.p., J. A. P., 2-speed, K.S,

slightly shop-soiled; £58.—P. J. Evaus. Joh
Bright St., Birmingham. [898

Matchless.

TRY Julians of Reading.—Matchless Model J, Tom
ing, in stock. [570

CROSS, Effingham Sq., is Agent for Matchless motoi

"in Rotherham. [969

MATCHLESS Combinations.—Fine assortment t

second-hand models.

"[ Q21 Double-seater Model, like new, dynamo ligb

-L»7 ing; 155 gns.; tax paid.

i A20 Model H, dynamo lighting, full accessorie

Jl*J tax paid; £130;

1 Q21 Sports Model, acetylene lighting, grand coi

J-t/ dition; £135.

1 Q21 Standard Model H, acetylene lighting; £1*
±V -Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E. >[89E

SIIREWSBTTRY Agent, Matchless, early delivery.-

Pickering, Mardol, Shrewsbury. [961

MAUDES" Motor Mart, London, Exeter, Walsa
and Norwich.—Largest Matchless agents.

[97;

1 Q 20 Matchless, M.A.G. dynamo, hood, scree

J. «7 speedometer, spare wheel, tax paid ; £ 120.-

Below.

-I Q22 Matchless H2, M.A.G. dynamo, brand m
JL*J but shop-soiled, listed £L90; accept £168.-

Daw, Matchless Agent, 114, Brixton Hill.

-j Qil4 7-9h.p. Matchless Combination, M.A.G., elt

i-t? <r= c lamps, tax paid; £70.—Daw. 114, «"'

ton Hill. [10:

MATCHLESS Combination, 1915-16, enamellt

plated like new; £82.—81, Dundee Rd., Son

Norwood. {86'

MATCHLESS.—Order your Matchless from the Li

ton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. Cash

deferred. f98

1 Q19 Victory Matchless Combination, new o v>

Xt? tion, equipped; £90; seen 50, Canterbury R'

Ivilbum. E10

ATCHLESS.—All models from stock; highest^

change allowances.—
7, Exhibiton Rd., S.W.

7

MA" VJiJLAJ4^>J.J. fill ' o V„
change allowances.—Agents, R. B. Clark and

[46

MATCHLESS 1920 M.A.G. Combination, splem

condition, tax paid; £130.-Webber, 63, Gil

parke Rd., Forest Gate, E.7.

i A19 Matchless combination, hood, screen, lam
J-& speedometer, spare wheel; £95, exchange lis

car.—18, Spring St., Brighton. P 1

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each aavertisement, and the date oi the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

X Combination -6h.p., 2-;peed, running order;
!30.— Orchard Villa, Stah ei Rd., Ashford Com-
Miriillesex. [8907

13 5-6Ji.p. Rex and sidecar, 2 speeds; £35 or
-near offer; ride away.—108, Sandymount Rd.,

-ou-Dearme. [8787

!2 New Rex Acme 2 r'
4h.p., 3-speed model;

£56 10; easy terms and exchange.—Wauchope's,
pe Lane, London. [9866

S. Sports Mi-del, 3Vl»h.p,, 2 speeds, clutch, enamel
ud eondilhn verv got.d, fullv equipped; £28.--
2. Sbir.Mvcod Lane. Highgate. [9157

.4 8h.p. Rex Combination, 3-speed A.J.S. gear
box, chain drive, fully equipped, licensed, any
£40.-37, Arlington lUl.r- Surbiton. {9331

12 Rex-Acme, 2 r,4h.p. Blackburne, all-chain, 3-

speed, kickstarter, instant delivery; £78/10.
tnges.—Kents, 417, Lord St., So-.ith.port. [9230

1 Rex-Blackburne 8h.p. Combination, dynamo
lighting, interchangeable wheels, splendid out-

bargain, £105; or exchange solo.—143, Ravens-
Rd., Earlsfield, S.W. [9929

£ 1921 8h.p. Blackburhe Combination, latest type
engine, dynamo lighting, special aluminium
porting sidecar, Auster screen, beautiful condi-
£120.—R. B. Clark & Co., 7, Exhibition Rd..
Kensington. : [1085

2 Rex-Acme, latest model G, immediate de-

livery. 'Phone: Greenwich 751. All-chain drive
Blackbtirne -engine, Sturmey-Archer gear with

I" clutch, interchangeable and detachable wheels,
3 band brakes, spring seat-pillar, etc., special

ed chassis, with luxurious sidecar; a cumbina-
bristling with refinements at £150, complete.
md inspect same in my showrooms, catalogues
pleasure.— The agent for all high-class prcduc-
is Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockweil St.,

[rich, S.E.10. [3053

Reynolds.
rNOLDS Open-frame Motor Cycle, passenger
sat, 2-speed, clutch, kick start, demonstration
cycle, run about 150 miles; £57/10.—Griffin,

jhnson St., Westminster. [1060
rNOLD3 Runabout Motor Cycle, just delivered
:ew, cost £79; owner too nervous to ride; accept
for quick sale.—Apply, Mrs. Thomas, Long-
w Cottase, Moor Sarratt, Herts. [5798

Rover
7ER 1919 Combination, well eaninned, taxed:
E70.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [4614

9 T.T. Rover, all accessories, excellent condition;
£45.—75, Cobham Rd., Seven Kings. [9506

rER 3'/jh.p., overhauled, fast and powerful; £15:
:change.-284. St. James Rd., Old Kent Rd. [1015

p Rover Combination ; £46; or exchange. -
Southill, Streatham Common North, S.W 16.

[8612
rER 3Voh.p., 3-speed, F.E.; bargain, £30, or
sar offer —14, Elphinstone Rd., Winn's Av.,
amstow. [8635
rER, new T.T. model, just arrived from makers,
ixed gear, 650 tyres; £75.—Brown,. High St.,
Button, Lines. ; " [9501

5 3''jh.p. Rover, 3-speed hub gear, in good con-
dition, tax paid, lamps, horn, etc.—Offers to
Jones, Heublas, Bala. [7085

HER 5-6h p 1919 Combination, hood, screen,
;I accessories; £75; splendid condition.—Parks,
ingley Rd., Catfcrd, S.E. [9061

.p. Rover, 3-speed, countershaft, clutch, and kick
start, condition almost as new; £55.—Rhind

o., Stone Place, Rusholme. 19673

Rover 3'/2h.p. Combination, Canoelet sidecar,
oversize tyres, long exhaust; bargain, £78.

—

12, Bridge' St., Cambridge. [8839

1 3V*h.p. Rover Road Racer, Philipsou pulley,
including accessories and tax paid; £65.—Seen

luchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [9364

7"ER 1920 3%tup., fully equipped and equal to
new; the above represents exceptional value at
The Laylon Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford.

[9802
?ER 1920-21 Combination 5-6h.p., complete,
imp, horn, spares, licence paid; 95 gns., cr
t.—Sleath, 137, Tachbrook Rd., Leamington

[8853

.p. Rover Combination, 1919-20, electric lamps,
rwey, windscreen, dashboard instruments, tools,
ionditiou; £92/10.-73, Windermere Rd., South
I- [9711

.p. Rover Combination, 1914, Sturmev^ hub,
.
Bosch, Amac, clutch, kick starter, carefully

fully equipped, licensed; £52/10.-63, Palmer-
Id., East Sheen. [8805

FER Combination, 6h.p., 1920, horn, speedo-
meter, lamps, windscreen, mileage 1,000* perfect
ion, Sheffield district; £90 or near.—Box 1492,
lie Motor Cycle. [8737

WATCH THIS COLUMN]
EVERY WEEK FOR

BANCROFTS GO

Advertisers in "The Moor Cycle" from its

first publication.

TYRES.—Manufacturers' clearance stock, not W.D.
Although clearance, they arc new and perfect.

Wood Milne extra heavy, a-ply, 26 :< 2$, combination,
35/-. Pedley, 26X2$, 3-ribbed, 25/-. Hutchinson,
26 23, heavy T.T., 27/3 ;

Passenger, 26 x 2} for z\,

39/5; 700x80 to fit 650x65 smtll car, heavy, 43/6;
light-car, 750 x 75 for 28 x 3 rim, 42/- ; heavy Passenger,

26x3, 37/6; extra strong Passenger, 28x3, 53/S

;

24X 2 T.T. heavy, 25/- ; extra h?avy, 3 -ribbed,

700 x 65, 35/- ; 650 x 65 steel studded car typs, 65'-
;

original, £6 6s. Firestone, 20X2, Auto wheel. 21/-;
original, «/- ; tube, 6/6. Palmar, 26 X 2, light, 22/6 ;

650x65 cord, 42/-; 26x2V cord, 42/-. Oylers,

650 x 65, ribbed square tread, heavy, in original

packing, 27/6 ; original, 45/-. Clincher de Lux;;, very
heavy, 26 < 2k, 37/6; 26x2 Junior de Luxe, 22/6;
26X r], 17,'S. Hutchinson wired edge cover, 26X2J
and 26X2J, 30/- each. Postage 1/6.

TUBES.—24X 2}, 4/6; 24X2, 4/8; 26.X2J, 5/6;

26x2*, 5/9; 26x23.5/8; 28 X 3, extra heavy, 7/6;

700 x 80, 7/6. Postage od.

BELTS.—Clincher clearance line, new, not W.D.
?", 6' 6", 8/6 ;

|". T 6". 12/3 ;
8' 6", 14/- ;

1", f 6",

16/-; 8', 17/-; rj*, 7', 18/- ; 8', 20/6 ;
8' 6", 21/6 ;

Bates short lengths, 3", 5', 4/6 ;
5' 6", 5/-

; I", 4' 6",

5'-; 5', 5'-; 5' 6", 5/6 ;
1", 2' 6", 3/- ; 3'. «/-

;
3' 6",

4/6; 4' 6", 6/3 ; leather belts, %" at 2/6. per foot ; belt

fasteners, 9d. and 1/-. Postage 1/-.

SPEEDOMETERS.—Slightly shop soiled. Cowey
wi th trip, £4 15s. ; Stewart with trip (£6 6s. model),

£4 10s.; Smith'* with trip, £4 10s. Also B'onniksen

in stock. All speedometer replacements in stock.

Postage 1/6.

TAN-SAD, with back seat, 28/6; original, 57/-;

only limited quantity. Carriage 3/6 extra.

GOGGLES.—Genuine Triplex, 45/- model, 10/6;

25/* model, 9/6. They are new and perfect. Postage qd.

GAUNTLETS.—Extraordinary bargains. Tan leather

gauntlets unluied. 7/11 ; lined. 10/6; new and fresh.

The greatest bargain ever offered. Chroma leather

gauntlets, with finger and thumb, wrist strap, 3/6 ;

Gloves, leather, wool lined, 4/8. Above lines worth
more than double. Limited quantities only. Order at

once. Postage 6d.

WATERPROOF SUITS.—Less than pre-war prices.

Great purchase of manufacturers' stock, consisting of
"

double-breasted coat with belt, storm cuffs, and collars,

and seatless trousers with gussets, patent fasteners,

and leather bound seats. Finest quality, extra heavy,

double texture waterproof material, dark fawn, new
and fresh, only been made recently, not half-perished

W.D. Our price to clear, £2 2s. Postage 1/6 extra.

Could not be bought elsewhere under £4 10s. The
greatest bargain ever offered. Order immediately to

save disappointment. All stock sizes.

OILSKIN SUITS.—Lined coat and long trousers,

with bib, first-class quality, colour dark green, 17/6,

worth £3 3s
1

Postage t/6.

HORNS.—Reliable Electric, Motor Cycle, up to
4-volt only, complete with wire and switch ; usual
price, 29/6, our price, 15/6. Postage 1/3 extra. Smith's
Electric Horns, black and nickel, in 6, 8, or 12 volts,

large size, suitable for heavy combinations; original

price, £2 155. ; our price, 30/-. Postage 1/6. The
greatest bargain ever offered. All new and perfect.

We can supply anything for the motor cyclist at

competitive prices.

BANCROFTIAN CO.,
78, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON, E.G.2.

'Grams ; "Chaikel, London." 'Phone : London Wall.9897

MOTOH CVCLIiS FOK SALE.
Rover

' ]R 0VEfi
'

Sol °- in S00 *-1 running order; £12—Naylor

j

-"-w and Kirk, 406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W. [9773

QQ GNS.—Rover 1914 3^h.p.. 3-speed, Binks car-*JU buretler, ccachbuilt sidecar, 3 lamps, born,
etc., tyres practically unsoiled, lull year's tax paid

—

Delaneey St. Garage, Camden Town, N.W.I. [9090

A h -P- 1322 Rover, genuine show model, 3-speed,^ H.C. & KTS., Lucas front and rear, Clayrite,
\\ .S.R. jet, spare sprocket,, tools, taxed end of year;
£90.—Particulars, Brierley, 31, Mill Lane, Southport.

[9347"DOVER 4h.p. 1914, 3-speed and. clutch, new back
-*-^ tyre, new connecting rod and piston, Best and
Lloyd, tax paid to Dec, insured, sportv and very
reliable. -Sanders, White House, Upper ' West St.,
Reigate. [8632

1 Q16 3%h.p. Rover combination, 3-speed, counter-
--*/ -shaft, K.S., clutch, extra heavv Dunlops, East-
ing, fully equipped, guaranteed perfect condition
throughout; 55 gns.—27, Wandle Rd., Wandsworth
Common, S.W.I 7. [9662

ROVER twin combination, enclosed chain, very roomy
new body, locker, natural wood finish, electric

light; this is an exceptionally good outfit, the pet of
an engineer, any reasonable examination or trial; price
85 gns.—-Apply after six, 47, Seymour Place, Edgware
Rd., W.l. [9449

ROVER Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,
Bond St.. Ealing. [4832

Royal Albert.
TJOYAL ALBERT Combination, 6h.p., 2-speed,
J-*' condition as new; sacrifice £70 or near; ex-
change for solo and cash ; trial a ny time ; exchange
offers invited.—Stace. Meophara Station, Kent. [8741

K.S.;
Sunbury Common.

Royal Ruby
-1 Q17 Royal Ruby 8h.p., 3-speed
JL«7 Captain Collin:

TJOYAL RUBY, 2&li.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, splendid
J-*' condition; £40.—Monk, New Rd., Harlow. [8892

ROYAL RUBYS.—Prompt delivery tn>m Barlow
and Son. Monton, Eccles Tel. : 160 Eccles.

£50.—
1953d

ROYAL RUBY 1921 3h.p., spring
kick start, clutch, in good running order

.3694
frame, 2-speed,

___g order; £60.—
and Davies, Malpas, Cheshiie. [9464

"OOYAL RUBY, 1921-21, spring frame, 2 speeds,
J-*' kick start, every accessory, condition absolutely
perfect, ride away ; £55

;

Avenue, Brondesbury.
after 7.-34, Summerneld

[9214

ROYAL RUBY 1920 Combination, complete luggage
carrier, windscreen, lamps, tax and insurance

paid until 1923, absolutely O.K., no extra expense
necessary, a very smart machine, trial; £112.

—

Glover, 26, Holland Rd., Brixton. [9499

-|Q20 (July) 8h.p. Royal Ruby, specially tuned and
J-*/ fitted high-lift cams, Binks carburetter and
Dunhill sidecar. whole in excellent condition,
enamelled Indian red; cost over £240; sell £85. -bar-

gain.—G.M., Finchley Lcvdge, Gainsborough Rd. F
Pinch-

ley, N.12; [9636

"I Q 19 Ruby-Villiers, new Druids, handle-bars and
Xt/ Klaxon, fully equipped, pillion, leg-shields,

spring seat pillar, long exhaust, knee-grips, mirror,
excellent finish, tyres almost new, spare belt a^nj

tube, engine just overhauled by makers; £30 or

offer.—West End Garage, West Byfleet. [8 797

1 Q22 8h.p. Royal Ruby—the spring frame combina-
*-*y tion par excellence—fitted with interchangeable
rind spare wheel, luggage and petrol carrier. Easting
Sandum screen, lamps, horn, etc., all on, at £185;
m mediate delivery frnm the aeent for all hich-cJa=s
makes, as usual.—Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27.
stockweil St., Greenwich. 'Phone, 751. [589?

Rudge.
RUDGE-MULTI, £28; another incomplete, £15.

—

Crown Garage, Weybridge. [9373

RUDOE, clutch model, good condition: £30.-146,
Estcourt Rd., Fulham, S.W.6. [8751

RUDGE-MULTI. very smart, fast; must realise; first

£32 secures.—67, Femlea Rd., Balham. [3 000

5-6h.p. Rudge-Multi, 1921, electric lighting, as new.
600 miles; offers.—81, Edward St., Nuneaton.

[8760
5-6h.p. R,ud£e Combination, spleodH condition,

take 3 any where; £50.—Rev. Peacock, Buxton.
[8E6S

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—3»>h.p.
Rudge-Multi, 1919, I.O.M.; £50; easy terms.

[9367

RUDGE 5-6h.p. Combination, 1920, tax paid, all

on, Easting; £70.—223a, Hatfield Rd., St,

Albans. [8821

RUDGE-MULTI in Stock; £77; exchanges arranged
highest prices allowed.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd.

L

S.W.7. [4620

31h.p. Rudge-Multi, lamp?, tax, first-class running
2 order; £28/10.—Rhhid and Co., Stone Place,

Rusholme. [9674

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue B59

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudye.

1Q 20 Rudge-Multi, absolutely as new, tax paid;
JL«7 £4 7/10.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme,
Manchester. T9669

RUDGE-MULTI 5y2h.p. 1916, new piston and bear-

ings, excellent condition; £42.-30, Anson Rd

O 25.—Rudge. Motor Cycle
?W throughout.— Speechley,

3i,:.h.p

86, Churchfleld

[9110

plendid order
Rd.

[8942

3 lh.p. Rudge-Multi Combination, coachbuilt, very

2 reliable machine; £38.—Rhind and Co., Stone
[9675

latest
Broadway.

[0791

icton, W.3.

>l.h.p. Rudge-Multi
reliable n

Place. Rusholme.

-| Q 22 I.O1M-. Rndge-Multis in stock at the

reduced prices.

Muswell Hill. N.10.

New I.O.M

£77.—Jones Garage.

BRAND ..

sible accessory; cost £90; accept £60
Rd.,

Rudge, used once, every pos-
- 24, Balliol

[9104

314,

North Kensmgton.

CW Rudge, 3-speed, chain drive, 3'/2h.p. ; imme-
diate delivery; £94; exchange.—Percy and Co.,

Euston Rd., N.W. C9654

RUDGBJMUL.TI 3i,ih.p. (September, 1319), pedal

starter, KJaxon, solendid condition; £60.— Letters,

51, Lennox RdV, Sheffield. [S667

~i 022 Rudge 1 U.M. model, immediate delivery from

At/ stock—Sam K Clapham (Motors), 27, Stock-

well St., Greenwich, S.B 10. [1816

3ih p Rudge, clutch, recently overhauled and re-

2 'enamelled, good condition; £28, near offer.—

282, St. Albans Rd., Watford. I8"8

£77 is the price of a new Rudge. Get it from the

Agents; in stock; cash or payments.—Knight s,

126, Upper Tooting Rd., S.W.17. [0836

1 ft 20 Rudge-Multi, in new condition, speedometer.

X" lamps, etc.. taxed year; £52/10.—James, c/o

Bradinores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [9917

1 Q21 I.OJtl. Rudge, little used, all on, speedo-

J-tf meter, spare belt, beautiful condition,

tax; £60.—Box 1422, c/o The Motor Cycle.

RUDGE-MULTI, 1921, mileage under "500, speedo-

meter, all accessories, enamel unscratched, plating

spotless, tax paid; £65.—12, Ditton Rd., Surbiton.

JQ21 3M>h.p. Rudge-Multi, I.O.M., as new, must
J-S/ sell-" £62/10, near ofier; fully equipped.—
" Kensington Park Hotel," 139, Ladbroke Grove,

W.10. E9521

X> UDGE-MULTI, 3l/oh.p., T.T. 1921, pedal

fast,
'£8597

start.

-EV copper exhaust, Lucas, Tan-Sad, '22 tax, little

used perfect; £64 or offer.—39, Napier St., New
Cross, S.E.8. l~

9406

3ih.p. I.O.M. Rudge-Multi, 1920, Cowey trip speedo

2 meter, Lucas lamps, first-class

mileage, tax paid;
South Woodford.

£55.—Bull, 22

free engine,

condition, low
Wavertree Rd..

[8449

sound proposition,
jood

406, Garratt
[9771

RUDGE SiAh.p., .

speedometer, and fully equipped, tax paid,

snorting mount; £22.—Naylor and Kirk
:

Lane, Earlsfteld, S.W.

RUDGE Combination 5-6h.p„ August, 1920 lamps,

screen, tools, touring sidecar, takes 3 comfortably,

like new, just decarbonised by makers, fast; £85,

nearest—75, Magdalen Rd., Wandsworth. [1035

3Ah.p. Rudge-Multi, November, 1914, C.B. Millford

2 sidecar, hood, lamps, and accessories, condition
-Bootmaker,

[9548
near offer.-as new, any trial; £48,

Station Approach, Sidcup.

OCTOBER, 1919.—5-6h.p. Rudge-Multi combination,

mileage only 5,000, Binks' carburetter, guar-

anteed sound condition, Klaxon, lamps, belts, leg-

shields; £70.—Headmaster, All Saints' School, Coal-

ville. [9581

T> UDGE-MULTI Combination, tax paid, condition as

JLV new, coachbuilt sidecar, hood, cameo windscreen,. re
conditioned throughout, lamps, Klaxon, all on, good

supply spares, including extra belt and one extra tube,

new set tyres, complete, bargain; £60.—129, High

St., Merton, S.W. [9414

vnnr, 1'iiTtn;

THE Promptest Firm for Rudge Spares.—Forfield

Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [3163

F .O.C.I
also 1914 combination

Scott.

1920 Scott, brand new condition;
5, Heath St., Hampstead

London.—

3

]/2h.p.

2 speeds; £45;
[9868

have
91

(near Tube).

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane,
Scott amd Sidecar, 1914-15,

easy terms.

SCOTT Combination, 1914-15, lully equipped; £65,
or lightweight and cash; any trial.—78, Florence

Rd., Southall. [9428

SCOTT, 1920, new condition, lamps, horn, speedo-
meter, 'Uileage under 5,000; £90.-92, Beverley

Rd., Hull. (D) [9244

SCOTT 19ift (May), tax paid, all on, unscratched,
mileage 1,200; £80, offer.—Tuirell, 52, Berkeley

Rd., Crouch. End, N.8. [9135

"What's in a Name?"

ALEXANDER'S
IS

THE HOUSE
THAT ASDS ECONOMISTS

J

UST think of the many ways of saving
money by dealing in the right market
for all your wants. We do claim that

we can help the cash economist in his motor
cycle purchase. Dealing as we do in most
makes of motor cycles and many light cars,

conducting exchanges, distributing wholesale
throughout our territory, we probably reach
a turnover unequalled by any motor cycle
trader in Britain.

We are always in a position to take
advantage of • any special manufacturers'
offers for cash, which we in turn are able to

offer to our clients. We carry largest possible
stocks, and naturally at the end of the Season
we are left with large stocks of previous
Season's Machines which must be cleared
quickly.

Our exchange business fills our saloons
with Secondhand Machines which, owing to
our large turnover, we are able to offer to the
public without, too closely considering profit.

The moral is that if you are wishing to

economise,

ALEXANDER'S
IS YOUR MARKET

NOW THE BEST ADVICE we can give
you is :

—

Drop us a short note,statingyour exact require-

ments, whether it be a lightweight, a medium
weight or a sidecar combination of any power.
State the approximate power, the approxi-
mate price you can afford. Mention any
special requirement or specification. Perhaps
we might put these hints into headings :

—

MAKE
POWER
2 or 3 SPEED
WITH CLUTCH or WITHOUT 7
KICKSTART or NOT
SOLO or SIDECAR
PRICE
ANY OTHER REMARKS
You will get a reply by return, .putting a

list of suitable Machines before you without
including such as are not likely to interest

you. Our advice will also be at your service,

in your selection.

And remember— if we do strongly
recommend any Machine to you—you can
take our assurance and our guarantee that
our name goes with the purchase. We are

proud of that name and we wish to preserve
it as our best advertisement.

b6o

THAT IS YOUR SAFEGUARD
THE NAME OF

ALEXANDER'S
We have hosts cE testimonials from clients, our business

methods cultivate them. One purchase at Alexander's
is like sowing a seed of com. It brings others. We
have sown seeds from Land's End to John o' Groats.

113115, LOTHIAN RD., EDINBURGH
272-274, CT. WESTERN RD., GLASGOW

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adv
Motof Cycles advertised by private owners are ; -when desired,
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

22 Scott Squirrel, unscratched, carrier, la
lamps a-nd horn, £6 insurance, licensed; £]

70, Brunswick St., Dewsbury,

1 Q21 Scott combination, sidecar just renovated,
-L£/ accessories and tax paid; £78.—26, Tulse I
Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton 1292.

SCOTT 1921 3^h.p„ complete all accessories,
'

paid for 1922, excellent order; £80.—The Laj
Garages, 30, Holywell St:, Oxford.

£55.—Scott 3":ih.p., 2-speed, kick start, condition
new, horn, licensed, small mileage.—Bees

Warford St., Newtown, Manchester.

1(j21 Scott Squirrel, well kept, lamp, horn, spe
JL*7 meter, carrier, year's licence; £75.—Glen
ning, 3, Lexham Gardens, Kensington.

SCOTT Squirrel, 1922, speedometer, Lucas la'r

mileage 450, perfect, as new, insured; £95.-
Breese, Stafford Av., Melton Mowbray.

"I Q 20 Scott Combination, Watsonian R34 side
-Li/ p. g.ntj h. lamps and horn, complete, very
order; £70.—Allin, 12, Bridge St., Cambridge. [8

COTT, 1920, in excellent condition, mechanic
S-> perfect, Binks, all accessories; £68, or excha
N.XJ.T. or Lea-Francis.—Morgan, 49, York Rd.,
chin, [S

SCOTT Combination, 1920%, mileage 3,000, bi

liew condition, electric lighting, taxed; -68 g

exchanges.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Riebit
Rd., East Sheen. [S

"I 15 Scott with roomy sporting sidecar, apj
-L *J ance, tyres, and mechanical condition ei

lent, fully equipped; lowest price £48.—Ramsay,
Sussex Rd., Watford. \$

1 Q20% Scott Standard Combiration, speedoHti
-L?J screen, luggage carrier, mechanically pefj

mileage negligible, licensed December; £85, lowe$

13, Penn Rd., Holloway, N.7.

SCOTT and Sidecar, late 1919, Easting, acceSS
tax, insurance, small mileage, excellent cc-ndk

s£75; or solo part exchange; private owner.

—

Pin
Aylton, Ledbury, Herefordshire.

£67/10.—Scott 1920 (September) S^h.p. Model_
solutely perfect, mileage under 2,000, a sacYi

lamps, horn, etc. ; or exchange.—G. H. Tucker, l
]

clifle Hill, Bristol. 'Phone: 4042.

SOUTH London Scott Service Depot.— "Phone C
don 1129 for demonstration runs; immedi"ate

livery; prices from £105.—John R. Kinsey anctj

Ltd., 350-352, Lower Addiscombe Rd.. Croydon. [I

1 Q20 Scott Sports 3^ih.p., very little used, Bi
It/ Lucas lamps, horn, tax, insurance, Bonnii
copper exhausts optional, condition perfect, gua
teed; £75.—Jessop, Wilmslow, nr. Manchester.' [1

"I Q 21 Scott Squirrel, absolutely unscratc
JL*J original tyres, plated tank, engine No. 5

fitted with lamps, horn, and tax paid, decarboi
once, guaranteed perfect; £75.—Stanley, 1, Mi
Rd., Cambridge. [:

SCOTT 1920, engiue No. 4263, and Rideezi Sp
No. 2 sidecar, Watford speed, Lucas acety

screen and spares, tyres in good" condition, run
well; would separate, solo £75, combination £9:

near offer.—Clayton, 51, Chelsham Rd., Clapham..

[

-| Q22 April 3^-jh.p. Scott Squirrel, mileage U
iJ 500, very" fast, specially tuned by ma-

Lucas lamps, horn, hand-controlled gears, special

haust pipe, guaranteed perfect, seen any time,

paid; £90.—Jessop, Hawthorn Lane, Wilmslow,
Manchester. [

I Q19 Scott 3%h.p. Combination, duplex ft

-Li/ spring saddle, petrol tank under top tubes
mounted by aluminium cover-plate, lamps, horn,

Rennoc 60 gns , R.34 sidecar, windscreen; a
bargain; 75 gns—Edwards, 50, Harrington
South Kensington [

SCOTT, 1913, with 1920 Scott sidecar, reboj
new cylinders, pistons, chains, and gear 5

double lubricator, Binks, semi T.T. bars, horn
trie light Cowey, Cameo screen, perfect order, lie*

December, 1922; £60; buying car.—Saxon, 36, S
Way, Wavertree, Liverpool. \

Spare Parts;

SOUTH London Scott Service Depot.-rScott Stf
Scott Repairs.—John R.. Kinsey and Co.,

,

350-352, Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. 'J

1129.

GODFREYS'. Ltd.. 208. Great Portland St.. La.
W.I.—Complete stock of all Scott spare,

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, st

year of manufacture.

Singer,
9, Shoe Lane.—2Uh.p. S!WAUCHOPE'S,

1910; £20.

SINGER Combination, 414b..

p

lamps, speedometer; £42,
Rd., South Norwood.

,
countershaft.

offers.—81, I>

eitisement, and the date of the issue

marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Singer.

1 GNS.—Singer coachbuilt combination, 3 speeds,
"

clutch, enclosed magneto, B. and B., good tyres,

(after 8 o'clock).—53, Swaffieid Rd., Wandsworth.
[6670

*GER Combination, 4 1,4h.p., 2 speeds, counter-

shaft, all-chain drive, tax paid; £45; exchanges,

imac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., Clapton, E.5.

ne: Dalston 2408. [9751

tare Part* .

LE Promptest . Firm for Singer Spares.—Forfieln

Motors, For field Place^ Leamington Spa. [3164

JGER Spares.—I have the genuine stock at the
right price.—Alf. Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner,

ntry. 'Phone ; 1945. [9935

Southey.
[JTHEY 2 IAh.p. 2-stroke Motor Cycles, 2-speed,

kick starter and clutch, complete with lamps,

, licence holder and tools; price £60.—Southey
Co., Berkhamsted. [3320

Spark.
, 22 Spark, Villiers engine, flywheel, magneto, in

stock; £39/18.—Toshach, Agent, Woodbridge,
.Ik. £9509

Sparkbrook.
ARKBROOK, 1921 Model, 2%h.p., 2-speed and
clutch, footboards, legshields, etc., open to ex-

exami-nation; price £40.—E. Shutler, Jones'

1, Gorley, Fordingbridge. [9159

Sun.
N-VITESSE New 1922 2"-

4h.p., 2-speed, C, K.S.,
model, in stock; £57/15.—Below.

N-VITESSE 1920 2%'h.p. 2-speed 2-stroke, C,
K.S.; £38.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,

omile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0068

h.p. Sun-Villiers, good condition, tax paid, all

on; £25.—Houchin, 189a, High St., Peckham,
L5. [8619

8. — 3oih.p. Sun-Precision, 3 speeds, clutch
(Sturmev), discs, fast.—King, Egrove Farm, Ox-

[9892

N V.T.S. 21,l>h.p., recently overhauled by makers,
perfect condition; £28 gns.—Edgell, 93, Coles-

l Rd., Harpenden. ' [9461

R Sun, J.A.P., or Sun-Vitesse, get in touch with

the sole North London agents. Models in stock.

la Special, 42 gns.; 2%h.p. J. A. P., 2-speed, K.S..

'as. Send for catalogues. Trade supplied.—Jones
ige. Broadway. Muswell Hill. N.lO (0790

Sunbeam.
tOSS, Effingham Sq., for Sunbeam in Rotherham.
1922 models from stock. [9693

h. p. Sunbeam, detachable wheels, brand new; what
offers?—Randall, Andover. T8983

NBEAM Combination 3V>h.p., £9° overhaul by
makers; £130.-15, Victoria Ter., Hove. [8582

113 3 1 .h.p. Sunbeam, mechanical condition as
' new"; £62.—25, Linom Rd., Clapham. [9320

i20 3^-h.p. Sunbeam Touring, perfect condition;
' £100?—Dosser's, Sunbeam Agents, Slingsby. [9433

jANDUDNO.—Kelly Bros., 108, Mostyn St.,

Agents. Sunbeams in stock. Phone: 277.6
[3311

|22 4 1
/ih.p. Sunbeam in Stock; solo or combina-

' tion.—Mason, Motor Agent, Wellingborough.
[8901

ICKHAM, Stokes Croft. Bristol. Sole District

Agent for Sunbeams; unequalled service, repairs
13143

'NBEAM 1921 3Vah..p., touring model, brand new;
£126 list £141.—Ginger, Sunbeam Agent, Ban-

7 .
[9589

fNBEAM Combination, 6h.p.-, 3-speed, K.S., East-
ing, tax paid ; 85 gns.—Bird, 10, Skipton St.,

1. [9986

'NBEAM.—Immediate delivery from stock; cash or
deferred.—The Layton Garages, London Rd., Bi-

sr. [9820

1 19 3V2h.p. Sunbeam Combination, Lucas, speedo-
' meter, hood, perfect; £85.—7, Gibson Sq., Lon-
,

N.l. [9658

.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1919, as new, fully

equipped, spare wheel; £110.-106; Sydney Rd.,
lbledon. [9417

"ATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—3Y2h.p.
Sunbeam, 1917, 3 speeds; £67/10; extended

nents taken. [9860

>21 Sunbeam Sports, new condition, lamps, etc.,

specially tuned, 75 ra.p.h.; £100.—Box 1522,
The Motor Cycle.

r
[9908

>21 Semi-Sports Sunbeam, indistinguishable from
brand new; £105.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place,

holme, Manchester. ' [9671

JNBEAM 3y2h.p., 3 speeds, new 1921, speedo-
meter, lamps, horn, tax paid, equal to new; £90..

iaw, Dnrkar, Wakefield; [9405

Be guided by
experience

and before purchasing
elsewhere let us know

your requirements.
~\~\ 7E have a fine selection of

%/»/ really good second-hand
* machines and an up-to-

date stock of new 1922 models
of all the well-known makes.

Our exchange system saves
you the trouble of disposing of
your present machine privately,
and if you require Extended
payments, you cannot obtain
fairer or better terms anywhere

1922 Models in Stock for

Immediate Delivery.
ARIEL, 3^ h.p., 3-speed Sports
model £87 10

ALLON, 2« h.p £60
B.S.A., from £107
CALTHORPE, zi lip £36
DOUGLAS, 2} h?p £68
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p. Combination .... £135
ENFIELD Sports £55
ENFIELD Combination £140

Ditto with dynamo lighting . . £158
IYIARTINSYDE, 3J h.p. Sports ... £110
NUMBER; 4 1 h.p Sports £100
MATCHLESS Combination, Model J £150
NEW IMPERIAL, 2? h.p, .Model 3 . £73
O.K. JUNIORS from 38 gns.

P & M Combination, 4A h.p.,

4-speed £130
ROYAL RUBY, 25 h.p. Sports, all on £70
STANGER, 5 h.p. H.O.V. twin,

2-stroke, spring frame £97
TRIUMPH, Model H £105
ZENITH-BRADSHAW, all-chain

drive £119
Etc., etc.

Special Bargains.
Brand new 1921 5-6 h.p. flat twin Brough

Combination, with hood, screen. Luces
lamps, etc., £135.

Brand new 1921 5-6 h.p. Zenith, Model D,
with clutch and kick-starter, £88. (List

price £118.)

Some Second-hand Machines.
1921 NORTON Big 4, 3-speed and

accessories £90
1919 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed, lamps,

horn, speedometer, tax £75

1919 DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 3-speed and
accessories £70

1918 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed and
accessories £63

1920-1 ARIEL Combination, 3$ h.p.,

lamps, horn, tax, screen £95
1920 SCOTT and coach-built sidecar,

accessories .
'. £90

1919 DOUGLAS Combination, lamps,

screen, discs, tax £85
Etc., etc.

Phase write and state requirements.

A MACHINE FOR EVERYBODY AND ANY
PURPOSE.
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g 289-293, High Holborn, W.C.I g
JIJ Telephone

:

W 6430 Holborn

x

Telegrams

:

JjJ
"Admittedly, London," V

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Sunbeam.

SUNBEAM Outfit, 1920, Cowey speedometer and
horn, F.R.S. lamp set, spaies; 90 gns.—

Humphrys, 269, Rye Lane, Peckham. [8829
3JLh.p. Sunbeam, 1920, small mileage, lovely coa-

2 dition, insured till March; £95, or best offer.—
Joliffe, 11, Wellington Rd., South Ealing. [9697

8 h.p. C.B. Sunbeam Combination, October, 1919,
just renovated, spare wheel, hood, screen, lull

kit; £120; exchanges.—Nicholls, Mill Rd., Cambridge.
[9217

C) 3 h.p. Sunbeam, all chain, oil bath, 2-speed, kick^4 start, lamps, legshields, tax, etc., exceptional
condition; £43.—Maude's Motor Mart, 100, Paris bt.,
Exeter. [9727
I Q21 3',..h.p. Sunbeam, speedometer, lamps, leg-
J-tf shields, detachable wheels, etc., excellent con-
dition; £108.—Maude's Motor Mart, 100, Paris St.,
Exeter. [9723
CUNBEAM 1921 3V2h.p. Sports Model, legshields,
£5 lamps, etc., tax paid, and very carefully used,
bargain; £110.—The Layton Garages, 30. Holywell

.

St., Oxford. [9806
SUNBEAM Combination, 1919, 3V2h.p., complete

with speedometer, lamps, and all accessories, ex-
cellent condition; £105.-17, Hall Rd., Handsworth,
Birmingham. [8615

TVTEW Sporting 3y2h.p. Sunbeam, not been ridden;
-1-' £3 under list price; or will take late model
2 :'

4h.p. in part exchange.—Clark, Mosley Hole Works,
Willinha-11 Rd., near Wolverhampton. [8865

SUNBEAM 1914 2^h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick
start, latest taper tank, copper exhaust, mechan-

ical condition and enamel excellent.—7, Birkbeek
Mansions, Birkbeek Rd., Honnsey, N.8. [9027

QPECIAL Sporting 3%h.p. Twin Sunbeam, M.A.G.,^ delivered June last; cost £175; sell £100. near
offer; Douglas lightweight part; evenings.— 120, Marl-
borough Flats, Walton St., Chelsea. S.W.3. [9355

lftn 3V-h.p. Sunbeam Outfit, Watford, Easting,
A«J Lucas lamps, stored 18 months, condition as
new, all accessories, tax paid, inured", trial; accept
£115, or nearest.—Cranuage, Bvfield, 5, High St.,

Bromley, Kent. [9143

SUNBEAM 1918 Combination 3V2h.p., new Easting
Royal windscreen, legshields, electric lighting, re-

cently overhauled by Sunbeam people, re-enamelled,
spares, etc., 10.500 miles, excellent cordition; £90,—
Garnett, 194, Chesterton Rd., Cambridge. [9179

"I Q21 Sunbeam 8h.p. Combination, Lucas Ma-gdyno,
-i-t/ electric horn, spare wheel, speedometer, hood,
screen, Tan-Sad, spares, mileage under 3.000, just

overhauled by makers; cost £300 March, 1921; £165
net.—73, Acre Lane, Brixton. Seen Monday to Fri-
day evenings, 6 to 8. [8862

"I Q21 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, Magdync light

-

JLtJ ing, electric horn, Cowey horn and speedo-
meter, sidecar fitted hood, windscreen, spare wheel,
dashboard fitted watch, ampmeter, and lamp, also

inspection lamp; new condition; seen by appointment;
£275.—Griffin, 154, Warwick St., Pimlico. [8583

SUNBEAM Combination, 1917, 8h.p., 3 speeds, C.
and K.S., Lucas dynamo lighting, Lucas electric

horn, Cowey speedometer, watch, leg guards, Binks
carburetter, sports sidecar, in really splendid order,

tyres excellent, guaranteed; £110.—Homac's, 243,
Lower Clapton Rd., Clapton, E.5. "Phone: Dalston
2408. [9752

8 h.p. 1920 Sunbeam Combination, electric lighting

and horn, latest Binks, mechanical lubrication,

29x3 1A back cover. Watford speedometer, Terry saddle,

Tan-Sa"d with special foot rest, many other extras,

fine condition throughout, carefully used; ,£175, oi

would exchange for Harley with C. and M. sidecar,

must be perfect.—Cox, 1, New Upperton Rd., East-

bourne. [1071
Swift.

SWIFT 3Vuh.p. Combination. Armstrong 3-speed hub.
clutch, Bosch, lamps, horn, Easting screen;

£35—12, Warlters Rd. r
Camden Rd., Holloway. [9204
T.M.C.

T.M.C. Motor Cycle and. Coachbuilt Sidecar, 7h.p.,

4-cylinder, water-cooled engine, spring frame,

3-speed countershaft, shaft driven, auto oiling, wind-

screen, lamps, horn, heavy tyres practically new, and
one spare brand new, goad condition ; £39/10.—W.
Partington, 7, Chapel St., Salford. Telephone: 2422
City. [6522

Triumph.
"DREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Triumphs.

IMMEDIATE delivery oi type H, 4h.p., 3-speed,

£105; type S.D., chain drive, £115; type R.,

3^-h.p,. overhead valve, £120; type L.W., lightweight.

£65; sidecars from £20 to £50; easy payments. 4 per

cent, extra; free delivery to any address.—The Premier
Motor Co.. Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0867

JULIANS of Reading have Triumph-Ricardn in

stock.: £120 [5706

TRIUMPH.—All new 1922 models in stock, includ-

ing new Type R.—Below.
TRIUMPH 1918 4h.p. Combination, lamps, horn, all

accessories; £68.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate

Av Camomile St., E.C.4. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.
[0069

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue b6i

Motor Cycles- advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

21 Triumph in new condition, chain-cum-belt, tax
paid, arid all accessories; £78.

"I Q1-.9 Triumph combination with 1S22 sidecar,
-Li' speedometer, lamps, horn, and large front mud-
guard, tax paid, splendid condition; £80.

4h.p. countershaft Triumph, absolutely as new; £70.
1918 Triumph, in splendid condition; £60.—26,

Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton 1292. [9825

MODEL H 1922 Triumph, new, £105; also S.D.

model, £115; cash or extended payments.—Below.

WE have several 1918, 1919 C.S. Triumphs, fitted

mew tyres, tubes, etc., and many fitted with

1922 S.A. gear boxes, splendid value, enamelled and
plated, £65.—The Hackford Engineering Co., 33,

Hackford Kd., Brixton, S.W.9. [9976

I021 Baby Triumph, as new, tax paid; £15.—Rhind
XV and Co:, Stone Place, Rusholme. [9672

TRIUMPH-RICARDO in stock; £120.-Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0868

TRIUMPH, free engine model, nice condition; £25
nearest.—24, Albion Rd., Lewisham. [8777

1Q14 Triumph, sidecar nearly new, tax paid; £50.
XV _58, Mayhill Rd., Charlton, S.E.7. [9603

LATE 1920 Ih.p. Triumph Combination, full acces-

sories; £88.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee, [8959

22 Baby Triumph, 2-speed; £65.—Morriss and

Co., Ltd., 1391 Finchley Rd., N.W.3. [8848

1ft22 Triumph 4h.p., Model H; £105.—Morriss and
XV Co., Ltd., 139, Finchley Rd., N.W.3. [8847

1 (| 21 Triumph 4h.p., all chain, countershaft,

J-U equipped, tax, absolutely as new; £90—Below.

TO 20 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, fully equipped,

XV not W.D., fine condition, £75; or with side-

car, £85.—Below.

1Q18 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, fully equipped,

XV guaranteed condition, £50; with sidecar, £60.

—Below.

TT Triumph 3V2b.p., dropped frame, Mabon clutch,
'

excellent condition; *28.-Goad, " Norman Lodge,"

122, Maida Vale. Phone: Hampstead 1353. [8153

TRIUMPHS.—Prompt delivery and service^Barlow

and Son, Monton, Eccles. Tel.: 160 Eccles
[3b9^

1fkl4 4h p. Triumph, Canoelet Minor sidecar; £60,

XV or offer.—Glynne, 31, Leinster Gardens, W.2.

iftlB Countershaft Triumph, fully equipped, per-

i-V feet; £4b.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington

CROSS, Effingham Sq., is agent for the trusty

Triumph in Rotherham. All models from stock

1 019 new September, Triumph Junior, in nearly

XV new condition; £38.—Rose's Garage, Uxbridge.
[9409

Tfkl9 Triumph Combination, fully equipped,

XV lamps, Easting, etc., taxed; £75.-114, Brixton

Hill.
ll03z

TRIUMPH-RICARDO, new, in stock, immediate de-

livery; £120.—Ginger, Triumph Agent, Ban-

bury. t9590

FOCH. for Triumphs; latest models in stock;

also 1921 solo— 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near

Tube). [8989

TRIUMPH-RICARDO in Stock, also Type B and
SD—Mylam, 137, London Rd., Croydon. Phone:

2379. [S917

TRIUMPH, 1918, 3-speed countershaft, equipped;
£48.—Hillier, 216, Portobello Rd., North Ken-

sington. [9171

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, 3 speeds ,K.S., perfect;

£50 for quick sale; evenings.—49, Dagmar Av.,

Wembley. [9213

1 Ala Triumph, 3-speed, countershaft, in splendid
XV condition; 38 gns.—64, Church St.,- Edgware
Rd., W. - [1112

1CS19 Triumph Combination, countershaft, perfect

XV condition; £62/10, bargain —9, Church Rd.,

Harlesden. [9211

-| Q21 Baby Triumph, unused, electric lighting; £45.
XV —James, c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd.,

Paddington. [9920

"I Q18 Countershaft Triumph, 3-speed, clutch, per-
XV feet, taxed, equipped.—31, Nursery Row, Wal-
worth, S.E.17. [9218

3 in. p. Triumph, T.T. bars, appearance and condi-
2 tion as new; £22/10.-60, Park St., Faru-

wortb, Bolton. [8537

MOTORIA, Regent Parade, North Finchley.—
1922 models Triumph in stock'; deferred pay-

ments; repairs. [6482

TRIUMPH Junior 1920, excellent condition, almost
as new, lamps, horn, licence paid; £42.—Perry,

Marden, Kent. [9118

TRIUMPn. 51263, 3-speed, countershaft, mechani-
cally perfect,, any trial; £58.—Ford, Watch-

, n-..,. t)..ik:il rmaker, RedhiJl. [9450

IF YOUR

MOTOR CYCLE

REQUIRES
REPAIRING

SEND TO

The Makers.

The

Sopwith Aviation &

Engineering Co., Ltd.
(In Liqn.)

Canbury Park Road,

Kingston-on-Thames.

Telephone : KINGSTON 1988.

MOTOH CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH-GLORIA, 1920, hood, windscreen, spee
meter, all lamps, &c, condition perfect, tax pa

£100.—Below.

TRIUMPH combination, 1919, Swan- sidecar, eled
light, speedometer, splendid condition throa

out, tax paid; 79 gns.—K.J. Motors, Bromley, K.»

[9!

"I Q21 Triumph-Henderson, excellent conaiti
'

""^hood. Cameo, accessories; £90.—Chilton Hqt
Sudbury, Suffolk.

.
[91

IN Stock, Triumph-Ricardo, also Model H; t

prices given lor exchanges, deferred terms on
|

plicatiun.—Below.

"IQ19 4b. p., 3-speed, clutch, and kick-start, Ian
-L *^ speedometer, horn, knee grips, licensed

year, new tyres, in superb mechanical condition j

appearance; 65 gns.—Edwards, 50, Harrington 1

South Kensington.

TRIUMPH 2i£h.p., 2-speed, new machine, sligl

shop-soiled; only £55.—P. J. Evans, John Brj
j

St., Birmingham: [8

£25 secures clutch model Triumph in good or
" Lucas lamp, horn, many spares.—Telts, ' I

Mall, Faversham [9
]

1 Q20 Triumph, Mills-Fulford sidecar, taxed, f
'

J-*/ equipped, guaranteed; £85.-51, Upper E,
jmond Rd.. Putney. [5

MOFFAT, Yeovil, Official Triumph Service Agem
1922 models from stock; exchanges; all si I

parts. 'Phone: 50. (5

TRIUMPH Late 1919 Combination, very little u
D.A. lighting, fully equipped; £90.—Mylam, I

London Rd., Croydon. [3

TRIUMPH 1919, Gloria Combination, Easting,
j

paid, insured, new condition; £95.—37, Boil
ary Rd., Walthamstow.

Combination, lamps, h, I

£65.—Fuller,. 1

[8

B&2 All letters relating to advertisements
Motor Cycle:

should quote the number <it the end of each

i advertised by private owners are, when desi

I Q18 Triumph 4h.p,
j~*J licensed, perfect condition
Trafalgar Sq., Chelsea.

4h.p. Triumph, approximately 1918, 3-speed, *j I

in excellent condition; £68.—Maude's Motor 11

100, Paris St., Exeter. [9

BRAND New Triumph, Model n, unused, unT< I

tered; .£85; carriage paid 100 miles.—51, B]l
Richmond Rd., Putney. f5

£20.—Triumph 3^h.p.," single speed, new 1

lamps, etc., excellent condition.—28, - Me<

Rd., -Brixton Hill, 3.W.

TRIUMPH Combination, 3-speed, kick start, I

trial; 38 gns., lightweight part.—57, KenH
St., Camberwell, London,

TRIUMPH.—All models in stock for immediate
livery; cash or deferred.—The Lavton Gara

.

30, Holywell St., Oxford. [9

]Q13, 3M>h.p. Triumph and Millford Sidecar, so

-V but wants tuning up, complete lamps, etc.; i\

—Cross, Agent, Rotherham. L-

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, licensed, lamps, '.

start, clutch, first caller; cash bargain, £4:

89, East Hill_ Wandsworth.

1 Q18 countershaft Triumph, 4h.p., fully equip]

.JL«7 £48.—Hillier, (side bell) 9, Walling

Avenue, North Kensington. [S I

4h.p. Triumph Combination, 1918, tax paid, all
J

splendid condition; £65.—L. Cowley, 4, Inver

Mews, Queen's Rd., Bayswater.

BABY Triumph, 1919, lamps, 2 speeds, tax ;l

till December; 28 gns., great bargain.- I

Church St., Edgware Rd., W. [1

1 Q13 Triumph Combination, good condition, il

Jl*J equipped; £75, nearest.—la, Marie He

Brockley View, Forest Hill, S.E.

-| Ol9 Triumph, Gloria chassis, fully equip
J1*7 Easting, taxed, guaranteed as new; £77/1 f

51, Upper "Richmond Rd., Putney; [!
|

1 fi 14 4h p all on and accessories, condition as il

It/ ride away; £32; tax December, 1922.-

1

Elsenham St., Southfields, S.W.18-

-| Q21 Triumph, 4h.p. Model H, mileage 1,
jX 9J lamps, horn, speedometer, tax and insnr
j

paid; £9-5.—93, East St., Epsom.

TRIUMPH 4h.p., late 1914, 3-speed, clutch, en I

overhauled, perfect throughout; 4-2 gns., or el

119, Brecknock Rd., Tufnell Park.

TRIUMPHS.—Every model in stock, including jrj

head valve; delivery immediate.—W. Brandish I

Sons, The Triumph Garage, Coventry. [I

T 18 Triumph Countershaft Combination I

J." equipment, excellent condition; £63.—37, I

terbury Rd., Dalston Junction, N.l.

1 O20 4h p. Triumph, T.T. sporting, N.S.U. 2-si I

Lis also spare pulley, like new; £75.—Mai I

Motor Mart, 100, Paris St., Exeter. ['I

SMART' 1919 Model H Triumph, original en; I

and plate, done about 3.000 miles, lamps, r

£69/10.-365, King St., Hammersmith. [I

advertisement, and the date of the issue

red, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
triumph.

||20 Triumph Combination, Paragon folding side-

l| car Easting, absolutely smartest machine run-

82 gns.—ev, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [1002

ItOYDON Agents Triumphs, all new models and
J large range of second-hand in stock.—Moore's

3t*o Motor Works, North End, Croydon. [0864

1ART. Powerful, Renovated Triumph C.B. Com-
1

bination, variable gears, complete screen, lamps,

J, etc.; £40.-169, Harvist Rd., Kilburn. [8896

jtlUMPHS, 1918 anol 1917; forty to pick from,

J some in crates, brand new, from lofty pounds.

1)4, Ladbroke Grove, W.10. Park 5541. [9742

|! 1 9 Triumph Countershaft Combination, and
equipment, excellent condition; £70.-37, Can-

Jury Rd., Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l. [8823

jLlUMPH Combination, 1918, perfect condition,

electric light, licensed year; £75; any trial.—

j,-n, Coronation House, Lambourn, Berks. [8637

i22 Triumphs, all models. Still the finest single
' Catalogues with pleasure.—Sam E. Clapham
tors) 27, Stock-well St.. Greenwich,^ S.B.10. [4634

.17 Model H Triumph, countershaft, and Mont-
gomery coachbuilt sidecar, good condition,

)s- £69/10.-365, King St., Hammersmith.
' [9982

• 14 Triumph Combination, 3-speed, good condi-
' tion, cheap.—Studio, 1a, Bloemfontein Rd.,

iherds Bush, W. 'Phone: Hammersmith 215 :

[8830

L TRIUMPHS, 1918, in perfect order, fully

" equipped; 20 1917, £40, fully equipped.

—

li Ladbroke Grove, W.10. 'Phone: Park 5541.
[9741

ftfUMPH 1920, Model H, fully equipped, tax

paid a very fast machine and in splendid order;

—The LavtoD Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford.
[9796

j
EFFIELD Agent lor Triumphs; all models in

, stock for immediate delivery.—J A. Stacey,
' mph Service Depot, 12, Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield.

[0812
1 1 19 Triumph Combination, Model H, Lucas lamps
I' and horn, Cowey speedometer. Easting, per-

1 condition; £85; after 6.—96, Pitfield St., N.l.
[9462

[HUMPH 1922 Combination, fully equipped, indis-

t tinguishable from new, recently cost £140; accept
().—The Layton Garages, 30, Holvwe'l St., Oxford.

[9795
S.D.. lamps, horn, and
condition, little mileage;

IlIUMPH 1921, Model
Bonniksen, exceptional

').—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford.
[9794

! HUMPH 4h.p. Countershaft Combination, wind-
1 screen, hood, child's seat, etc., nicely equipped;
I; call for trial.—Snow, Laurel St., Dalston, E.8.

[1014
•HUMPH, late 1919 combination, speedometer,
:

lamps, watch, &c, absolutely guaranteed condition;
ns.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. Tel.

:

[1100

;i20 Triumph-Gloria Combination, all on and
!' spares, equal to new; accept Lightweight part
;aent, or sell £120.—47, Bolton Rd., Kearslev, nr.

on. [9520
; 5.—Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, 1918, engine

I

No. 54278. renovated, new Duulop tyres.—Smith's,
i Chalk Farm Rd , opposite Chalk Farm Tube
;

ion. [9836

|19 4h.p. countershaft Triumph' Combination,
' electrically equipped, hood, perfect condition;

!.—Hillier, (side bell) 9, Wallingford Avenue,
i:h Kensington. {9315

HUMPHS.—Cambridgeshire Service Agents. All
: models from stock, including 3^jh.p. Sports.

j
rdo; complete stock spares. — King and Harper,
ge St., Cambridge. [9744

I HUMPH.—Immediate delivery of all 1922 models;
; sidecai's to suit from £20. Write for catalogue
I
particula-rs of easy payments.—P. J. Evans, John
hi St., Birmingham. . [8976

1

1 20, renovated by Triumph's, not run 5,000 miles,
' laid up last winter, condition perfect, TT.

1

lie-bars, College shields, Cowev, spare tyro, etc.

;

i,—R. P. W., Barra, Chislehurst. [3059

ItlUMPH-GLORIA Combination, 1919'/i, splendid

I

condition, fully equipped, spares, insured April
5, tax paid December; £95.—Firth, 72, Umfre-

I Rd., Green Lanes, Harringay, N. [3812

lOBERTSONS Motors, Ltd.—1921 Triumph, all

I chain, Millforcf sidecar, accessories, tax paid,
5; chain-cum-belt, Mill ford sidecar, accessories, tax
[ ; £95.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6081

'tlUMPH and Sidecar, 1920. fully equipped, Lucas
.
lamps, horn, Cameo screen, spring footboards,

perfect order; £90.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton
\

Clapton, E.5. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [9753

ItlUMPH-GLORTA Combination, 1921 tvpe.
i S.D.C., all chain, Lucas electric lighting, wind-
en, Bonniksen speedometer, new pattern mud-
:ds, very carefully used, condition guaranteed as
; £150. original cost over £220; specially picked
hine.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-
' [8459

MANUFACTURERS' STOCK

MAKINK0T brand

TO ^_C^EARED.
Fawn double texture,

interlined rubber,

MOTOR SUITS
THESE suits are

made of Fawn
double texture

cloth. Interlined
rubber.

The seams are
cemented, sewn
and taped,
making these
absolutel y
waterproof.

Will stand any
amount of hard
wear. cv

The jackets are
made double-
breasted, with
belts and wind
cuffs.

The Motor Leggin gs
are made fastening
with clips and
straps, and have
wind gussets in
leg.

These suits actu-

ally cost over 307-

to manufacture

without any profit,

but we have
several thousands

to clear.

Every suit is guaranteed absolutely waterproof,
and should these not meet entirely with your
approval, we guarantee to return your money in

full, if returned within sevea days.

SPECIAL PRICE,

29/11 Carriage 1 /- extra.

We have also several thousands heavy TwilL

Suits to offer. These are made of the heavy Twill

used for making Motor Hoods, and are one of the

finest suits made for motor cycling, interlined

lubber. They are made with sewn and cemented
seams, and taped, also the seams of these suits are

striped, making these garments absolutely water-

proof, and we are prepared to give a guarantee
that these are absolutely impossible foe water to

penetrate through. The Motor Leggings are made
in the same way with wind gussets, fastening with

clips and straps. The Suits are in sizes 34, 36, 38,

40. 42 and 44 chest, lengthsinside leg are 27, 29, 31.

Please state when ordering by post, measurements
of chest, length inside.

50/- Carriage 1/- extra.

Orders to be addressed—

The LANCASHIRE and

CHESHIRE RUBBER Co.
MAKINKOT HOUSE,

30, Thomas Street,

LIVERPOOL.
'Phone 4S91 Bank,

Liverpool

.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
triumph.

TRIUMPH-RICARDO, 1922, fitted Whitley super-
sports sidecar, fully equipped, year's tax, used

one week only; 138 gns. ; exchanges.—Peter Gordon,
Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [9301

TRIUMPH Combination, new sidecar, taxed, fully
equipped, plated parts new, beautiful condition,

any trial; £73.—40, Linhope St., Upper Park Place,
Baker St., N.W.I. 'Phone: Paddington 2854. [9369

"|Q 19 Triumph-Gloria Combination, all . accessories,
-i-tf Easting, D.A. set, same owner since 1919,
taxed, speedometer, engine overhauled: reasonable
offer.—Ewbank, Holm wood. Limes Rd., Weybridge.

[8856
Q45.—Triumph Combination, perfect running,
°* 3-speed, gears renewed throughout, original
enamel, new tyres, and belt, all accessories, insured
and taxed 1923.—145, Leander Rd., Brixton Hill.

[9077
LATE 1918 Triumph, engine No. 56267, P. and M.

sidecar, enamel indifferent, otherwise exceptional
condition, fully equipped, year's tax- and insurance,
very reliable; £65.-17, Crescent Rd., South Wood-
ford. [8679

"I Q14 Triumph, 4h.p., free engine, Bosch magneto,
-LtT lamps, horn. Lax paid, recently renovated, in
excellent condition throughout; £35 or near offer.

—

Can be seen Richardson's Garage, Rossiyn Mews,
N.W.3. . [9326
rpRiUMPH Coachbuilt Combination, 1914, 4h.p„
*- new cover fitted, others excellent, overhauled,
enamel excellent, lamps, horn, etc., 3-speed Slurmey,
J. 8.; £40, or offer; must sell.—Foster, Victoria Rd.,
Garswood. [9932

TRIUMPH, Sept., 1920, small mileage, original
front tyre still on, lamp, horn, and speedo-

meter, and kneegrips, splendid condition; £60, lowest.—Jones, c/o Cop us Motois, Edison Rd., Crouch End
Hill, N.8. [9454

60.—4h.p. Triumph, late 191 8, condition and
&* appearance equal to new, any examination and
trial; exchange for good Indian and cash.—Langford's,
37, Crieklewood Broadway, N.W.2. 'Phone : Hamp-
stead 8616. [9714

TRIUMPH 1910, renovated, with Mabon gear,
speedometer, electric lampsi and coach-built side-

car wilh adjustable windscreen ; together or singly,
what offers ?—159, Barclay Rd., Warley Woods, near
Birmingham. '

[9284
035.—3y2b.p. Triumph, C.B. Combination, 3 speeds,
<& clutch, all accessories, taxed; also 3Vm.p. clutch
model, fully equipped, Philipson, £26; bo'ih splendid
running order and cheap.— 143, Ravensbury Rd.
Earlsfield, S.W. [9936

TRIUMPH, October 1919, 4h.p. engine 65926, and
Millford sidecar, all accessories, full insurance,

exceptionally good condition, small mileage, privately
owned; £80. Seen any time.—Hill, 89, High Rd.,
Woodford Green. [9410

"I Q20 Triumph Combination, mechanically perfect,x " accumulator lighting, Cowey horn, aluminium
shield, variable jet, insured, Dunlops; £90, near offer;
higher power required.—Captain Williams, Fulwood
Barracks, Preston. (D) [8904
rpRlUMPH, late 1921, all chain, Gloria Combina-
-*- tion, Lucas Magdyno lighting, tax paid, Bonnik-
sen, luggage grid, absolutely as new; £145; present
list price, £185.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer-
smith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [9635
1 Q20 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, with Dunhill limous-
JLv ette sidecar, electric lamps, variable jet, horn,
windscreen, new tyres all round, licensed for yeai,
perfect condition ; 80 gns. ; exchanges or deferred.—
Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.

[1098

1 Q18 Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed, countershaft, kick
JL*J starter, hand clutch, engine and gear box over-
hauled, cylinder re-bored, new piston, tools, lamps,
horn, mirror, grips, perfect condition, new Dunlop,
privately owned ; £60.—Seen, " Lofts," Spital St.,

Dartford. [9505

TRIUMPH Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model

from stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best
prices allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred
payments, see column advertisement.—Bambers, 2,

Eastbank St., Southport. "Phone: 607. - [4928

-| Q19 4h.p. Triumph Combination, Gloria sidecar
JLt/ and luggage grid, Sturmey-Archer 3-speed"
countershaft, Easting windscreen, hand and foot

clutch and spares, tax paid for 1922, perfect order;
£70, or near offer. Apply evenings.—43, Dudley
Gardens, Northfields, West Ealing, W.13. [9346

TRIUMPH Motor Cycles and Combinations on easy
terms.—New 1922 models, all on show, ready for

immediate delivery; one-fifth down, remainder in 12
equal monthly payments; also good second-hand
machines, 1921 and 1920 and earlier models, from
£40.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [9861

TRIUMPH Combination, 4h.p., 1921, March, in
exceptional condition, small mileage, guaranteed

perfect, all accessories, including mechanical and
bulb horn, speedometer, tools, spare tyre, belt, tax
and insurance paid ; £95 ; private owner.—Seen
Crvspal Garage, Church Rd., Upper Norwood, S.E.,

a-iy time. [902 3

Ml letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P),
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

Snare Parts:

TRiUAIPIf Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [7545
'T'RIUMPH Service Agents.—Every part in stock;
-^ trade supplied. —Clarke's, Motor Cycle Specialists,
St. AJbans. . [9623

COMPLETE stock Triumph and Sturmey-Archer
spares, no waiting.—Ward's, 51, Upper Rich-

mond Rd., Putney. 'Phone: Putney 2754. [1247
^mrUMPH Spares.—Every part in stock, 19X0 22;
* trade * supplied.—W. L. Thompson, Ltd., 83,
Anlaby Rd., HuiL Tel. : Cen. 2820. Telegnms

:

" Petrols* [E6faS

rPKlUMI*H Agents since 1906.—All Triumph Spares
-*- at new reduced prices Irom stock; principal Bir-
mingham agents and service depot.—Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. 10798

rpRIUMPH Spare Parts for all models; also
-* Sturmey-Archer gear parts from stock, post free;
gear overhauls by specialist.—Jones Garage, Triumph
Agents, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. [0809
CEND to the Rhosha Motor Garage, South St.,& Romfortf, for Triumph and Sturmey-Archer
spares. No disappointing delays ; every part in
stock. Repairs by skilled mechanics. We are
official service agents. Telephone: Romford 584.

[7766
npRlUMPH Parts, 1904-ai, every part in stock, newA or second-hand. Why not second-hand in place
of new till prices drop? Half the price, satisfaction
guaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph
repairs and renovations a speciality, under personal
supervision of our proprietor, late with. Triumph and
Premier cycle companies Cylinder regrinding on
latest machinery.— ForBeld Motors, Forfield Place
Leamington Spa. [7361

Trump.
1Q22 Sh.p. Trump Combination, 3-speed, close-
-*-*/ ratio box with clutch, done under 400 miles,
guaranteed perfect condition throughout and capable
of over 70 m.p.h., sidecar, touring and racing tyres,
sprockets, special J.A. P. Sports engine; £110, or near
offer; any trial.—Bos 1200, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4748

Velocette.
DREMIER Motor Co., for 1922 Velocettes.

IMMEDIATE delivery of Model E.2 2-speecL £65;
E.3 3-speed, £72/10; E.L.2 lady's open frame,

£68; all with clutch, and kick starter; easy payments,
4 per cent, extra; carriage paid to any address.—
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [3020

VELOCETTE 2^h.p^ complete, perfect running
order; £28.-154, Hackney Rd., E.2.. [9444

VELOCETTE 1921 2&h.p., perfect, lamps, horn,
tools, legshields; £55.—Muckalt, Sedbergh. [6414

VELOCETTE.—Immediate delivery of all models

;

cash or deferred.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holy-
well St., Oxford. [9822

VELOCETTE, 1920, 2-speed, lamps, horn, leg
shields, condition as new; £40.—Pickering,

Churncote, Bicton, Shrewsbury. [8772

"I Q22 Special Sports Velocette, capable 65 m.p.h.,
-Ltf winner 1st and 3rd Sutton Bank hill-climb,
many spares, perfect; £65.—Dosser's, Velocette Agents,
Slingsby, Maiton. [9432

1 021 Velocette, 2-speed, chain drive, lamps, tools,
-L«7 perfect condition and appearance; ride away;
£45; appointment only.—55, Queen's Gate Mews,
Gloucester RcL, S.W.7. [9429

1Q21 Velocette, 2 speeds, adjustable jet, Bowden
JLiJ extra air aluminium, no plates, in first-class
condition, tax paid for year; £45.—Marshall, 29,
Westward Rd., S. Chiugford, Essex. [9099

NEW 1922 Velocette, Model E3, 3-speed, clutch,
kick starter, with special sports 247 c.c. engine,

aluminium piston, etc.; £75 cash; oDe only for im-
mediate delivery.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Bir-
mingham. [1115

VELOCETTE 2V4h.p., 2-speed, 1921, guaranteed
condition, not soiled, complete with Miller light-

ing set qpd born, all accessories, taxed for 1922; any
trial; ride to purchaser.—Write, Howard, Bell Bank,
Hay, Herefordshire. C8694
£29/10.—Velocette, 1919, 2-speed, chain drive, auto-

matic lubrication, aluminium footboards, T.T.
handle-bars, brand new tyre on rear wheel, recently
thoroughly overhauled, accessories.—Delancey St.
Garage, Camden' Town, N.W.I. [9093

Verus.

YERUS, 1920, 2%h.p. Blackburne, 2-speed, K.S.,
Lucas lamps, tax paid; £50.—H. Rock, Cradley,

Staffs. [9281
Vtndec.

VINDEC Special 6h p. twin, 2-speed, and clutch,
minus cylinder and magneto ; £10, or near

ofier.—Briee, 145, Waldegrave Rd., Brighton. (8932

Wanderer.
WANDERER 2%h.p., Bosch, B.B., S.P., splendid

running order, and 2-speed; £15,—Skinner, 29,
Maiden Crescent, Chalk Farm. [9020

DOUGLAS SPARKS
I guarantee to send any part by first post

;

being on the spot, if it is not in my huge
stock I obtain the same day. Try my

return post service.

EXCEPTIONAL
QUALITY

Metal-armoured Tool-bags.
Two straps. Beautifully con-
structed and reinforced.
Large size, for 4 h.p.Douglas,
10,6, usual price, ao/-; 2| h.p.

7/6, usual price, ir/-. A very
limited supply. Money back
if not satisfied.

PATENTED TWIN
RINGS

t$ per cent, increase in power*
bold compression indefinitely,

prevent carbonising, reduce
oil consumption and reduce
friction. All the racing men
and trial riders are now using
them. 4 h.p., 1/8; 2| h.p.,

1/6 each. Insist on having
tbem fitted.

A NEW TWIN RING
PISTON

Scientifically designed to prevent
distortion . Four strengthening
webbs and radiating fins, gudgeon
pins supported correctly. Much
lighter than standard pistons, yet
double the strength. Piston with
rings and gudgeon pin, 14/6-

J.S. writes :
" I fitted the new

pistons, and was astonished at the
speed and power increase."

ZOOM I ZOOM ! I

Are you Zooming it?
; This lovely

exhaust pipe gives a lovely Zoom
note and provides an expansion
chamber many times the cylinder
capacity ; it silences without back

pressure. The most efficient

system yet devised ; over 2,000
sets already fitted. Beautifully
finished in polished copper
plate, 30/-. Nickel plated,

33/6.

UNBREAKABLE
SIDECAR SPRING.
GUARANTEED FOR

12 MONTHS.

1

The Spring in its

normal position.

The Spring heavily
'oaded Movement

t inches.

Showing how (he top
'eaves absorb both
shocks and rebound.

Double the comfort. Actual
photographs reproduced
showing the wonderful 4m.
movement of the spring.
You can practically turn
this spring inside out, and
it will return to its normal
setting without fracture.

Its secret is in its^self shock-
absorbing qualities, and it

worts botn, ways, thus tak-
ings the rebound, which is

also absorbed by friction.

Have one fitted to your
chassis, and you'll be sur-
prised at the added com-
fort. Price 17/6.

The Tony Combined Footboard

an i FoOtrestS (Patented)

.

Made in burnished aluminium
; polished edge,

non-slipping surface, solid rubber pads, ideal
riding positions and keep the boots clean. Adds
greatly to the appearance oi any Douglas. Sub-
stantially made and unbreakable. Price 30/-
per pair.

THE MAN ON THE SPOT
OFFICIAL DOUGLAS AGENT.
tO nears with Douzlas Mo'ors LlJ.

140, VICTORIA ST., BRISTOL.
Telephone: 3792.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Werner.

TX7EKKKR 4h.p., fast, powerful, any trial; £20
*' push cycle part.—57, Kenbury St.. Coldharbou?

Lane, London, S.E. [9333

Wilkinson.
TX/'ILKINSON-T.II.U., 4-cvIinder. W.C., soring
'' frame, shaft drive, Zephyr pistons, 3-speed geai

bos, hand and foot control to clrrtcb and new Col
Atmos carburetter, comfortable sprung bucket seat;
coachbuilt Montgomery sidecar on sprung chassis
hood, screen, luggage carrier, perfect mechanical con-
dition and well equipped; £110—13, Queensdale Rd
Holland Park, London, W.1.1. [860*

Williamson.
TX7'ILLIAMSON, 8-lOh.p., water-cooled, latest Birds"» Bosch, 2-seater, fully: equipped, equal new
bargain, £80.—27, Stanley Rd., Wimbledon. [915:

TXTILLIAMSON Combination, 1914, in excellent con
*' dition; will take it anv distance; £60, or reason

able offer; exchange -solo.—Thomas, 24, Townley Rd
East Dulwich, S.E.22. [865;

Wolf.
TyOLP-VILLIERS 2%h.p., tax paid, not done 31" miles; £40.-104. Thames Rd., Chiswick. [867 !

OLP Motor Cycle, splendid condition; £28, bail
gam.—Flashman, 53, Ansdell Rd., Peckham.

[869
TyOLF-VILLIERS, 2-speed, just overhauled (cos
** £11), like new; £38.-82, Bingley Rd., Saltairi

Yorks. rg25

Wooler.
"IT700LER Twin, spring frame, low mileage, perfect i

>» £35.-10, Clarendon Rd., W.ll.

I Q20 Wooler, excellent condition, only done 4,00(-Lt» all on; £57/10.—Butterworth's Garage, Mi
Lane, Brixton Hill. [953

"lT7'OOIJER 2%h p., new appearance, sound cond r

T ' tion, fully equipped, tvres good; £45—Telfar
Garage, 47, Streatham Hill, London, S.W.2. [897

w

H.
Zenith.

PDWARDS and Co.,

KA, Harrington Rd., South Kensington, off*

*-* " several brand new unused 1921 5h.p. Sport
'

Zeniths, with makers' full guarantee, at 76 gos.
'

listed at £110. Your machine taken in part exchangi -

or £27 down, and 12 instalments of £4/14/7. Ah '

several brand new 1921 countershaft 5-6h.p. model .

clutch, kick start; 84 gns. Listed at £118. Yot
machine taken in part exchange, or £30 down an I

12 instalments of £5/6/2. [601

JTOP Creeping about the Roads

!

* Shoit.
Life's U

J

COST over £180.—Zenith. July, 1921, mileage 4,801

90x7714, o.h v., J.A.P. competition engine built I

;

special order, aluminium pistons, enlarged ports, snpe I

fine finish, long exhaust pipes; 28x3 Avons unpun-
tured, Brooklands pulley, detachable carrier, nr.

enamelled black and red by Zenith's, 75 m.p.h. c '

the road, lamps, horn, Bomiiksen, watch, fuIT'Ki:
valuable spares, tax paid and insured; offer.—Nee
ham, Southwold, South Downs Rd. T Hale, Cheshire. «

[862

1Q15 Clutch Model Zenith 5h.p.; £54.—Ross. 81
'<

J-C High Rd., Lee, S.E. [89«

SHREWSBURY Agent, Zenith Bradshaw model i

stock.—Pickering, Shrewsbury. [96] 1

F.O.C.H. for Zeniths; latest models in stock.—

-

Heath St.,. Hampstead (near Tube). [89*

ZENITH 1921 5h.p., as new, £20 accessories, tt
,'

paid; offers.
—

" Rodendale," Windsor. [86*

ZENITH New 1922 Models on easy terms.
Waucbope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [981

1Q 14 Zenith-Jap 4h.p., excellent condition, £3,
J-** sidecar, £5.-9, Rollscourt Av., Herne Hill.

[93"

ZENITH 1920 5-6h.p. Sports, as new, fully equippe
.tax paid ; £69.—Storer and Tait, 20, Bourdon S

,

W.l. [10'

ZENITH Sports 1919 4h.p., perfect condition, lit!,

used; £65, or offer.—22, Westwosd . Rd., Soon
may.es. » [87

"IQ22 Zenith-Bradshaw, S.A. gear, 3-speed; £1 19-

1

A" Morriss and Co., Ltd., 139. Finchley B' ,.

N.W.3. [88 I
ZENITH 1920 8h.p. Sports, excellent older, and f

bargain at £70.- The Laytou Garages; 30, Ho,
well St., Oxford. [97

1 Q 19 5h.p. Zenith Sports Mode! Combioa-tic
JLnJ > lamps, ete.; £70.—To' be seen at Bonn'

Garage, Kilburn. [86

ZENITH 8 10h.p., countershaft, electric, M01
gotnery, under 7,000; £70. Also Indu

Bought car.—Gordon Parker, Mildenhall, Suffolk. B
f85 f

B64 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at tUe end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, oiarReu IPj.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

IRTSONS Motors, Ltd.—1922 shop-soiled
nith-Bradshaw, Gradua gear; £100.—157b, Gt.
i St., W.l. [6082

rH 1919 Sports Combination, fully equipped,
ced 1922, any trial; £65.—Htibart, Park Rd.,
oug.'i, Hants. I[8871

TH-BRADSHAW, ney? model B, specially
aed, immediate delivery; £119.—Harrison and
, Chichester. |[9138

rH 1919 3VL>h.p. single, sporting model, excel-
t condition, lamps and horn, any trial; £50.
n, Harden, Kent. i[9117

PH combination, 1919, 8h.p., countershaft, con-
tion as new, all accessories; £95.—145, Wid-
3., Bromley, Kent. [9587a

TH, 5h.p., new and guaranteed few only left,
orts model, 76 gns.; countershaft model,
-Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. - [8471

Zenith 8h.p. Combination, 1919, demonstra-
1 model, bulbous sidecar, Lucas, Bonniksen.—
Garage, High Rd., Lee, S.E.13. (P) [8609

I'S Zenith, 8h.p„ May, 1920, well equipped,
pearance and running order as new; 70 gns.
jh, 6, Mount Pleasant Rd., Ealing. [9155

TH, So!o or Combination, 3%h.p., Binks, Bosch,
..P., perfect running order, ~tax paid; £40, or
offer.—Hind, The Rise, Sunningdale. [9075

!
Zenith, single, Bosch magneto, semi-T.T. bars,
!d tyres, tc.ls, licensed 1922; £25, or offer.—
ingholme Rd., Wealdstone, Middlesex. [9034

TH 8hp. Sports, new June, 1921, Ace discs,
accessories, handle starter, mileage 800, any

90.—Hansford, 56, Queen Anne St., W.l.
19112

TH Sports 8h.p., 1921 (July), perfect, ride
lywhere, must sell, best offer; take Lightweight
|R. H, Diment, West Chaldon, Dorchester.

{8865
Zenith-Bradshaw; £99; all-chain, 3-speed, per-

fectly new, never ridden, perfect, unregistered,
eed, must sell.—Slater, 88, King St., Black-

[9538

Zenith Sports Model, December, 1919, com-
3 with lamps, new tyres, tax, etc., in perfect
>n; £60.—Eton, 260, Balham High Rd., Bal-

[8165

TH 4-5h.p. Countershaft Combination, speedo-
ter, lamps, horn, tax paid, insured, recently
iled ; £70.—Hill, 47, Holland Mews, Hove,

[9456

V2 Zenith-Gradua 6-8h.p. Sports, 3in. tyres, fully
juipped, taxed, new condition ; 63 gns. ; ex-
.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond
1st Sheen. [9303

1 TH-BRADSHAW, 1922, 3-speed, all-ohaiu
,ve mcdel, shop-soiled cnlv; £110.—Newnham
Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone:
rsmith 80 [9631

|TH, 5-6h.p., 1918, clutch, kick start, just over-
ruled, <£10 spent on parts, in first-class con-

I

lamps, horn, pump, taxed ; £60.—J. Easter,
lays, Swanley, Kent. [8754

TH 1921 5h.p. Countershaft Combination,
.atest type engine, fully equipped, licensed,
I condition; £95.—R. B. Clark & Co., 7, Exhi-
itd., South Kensington. [1084

1 -Zenith coachbuilt Combination, Sf^h.p., tick
: fter, clutch, lamp, taxed, smart sporting out-
J.C. Motor Exchange, 5, Addison Ave., Hol-
lark, W.ll. Park 2071. . [9965

Zenith-Gradua. 6h.p. Sports, in perfect con-
1 dition, all accessories, and fullest spares, done
miles, tax and insurance paid; £70, or offers.

hro, 9, Bath St., Dewsbury. i[8966

[TH 5-6h.p. late 1920; £65; just overhauled

I

d- rebushed, new belt, new tyres, unpuncturable
[enamel perfect, plated exhaust; owner ill.—6,

jy Gardens, Kensington, W.8. „ [9415

i
(late) Zenith, 8h.p., o.h.v., 5-70 m.p.h., alu-

l minium sidecar, fully equipped, lamps, Bonnik-
ideage 1,200, as new, cost £200; accept reason-
fer—Mitchell, Lindens, "Farnham. [8788

j[TH Combination, only 6 months old, 8h.p.

luntershaft, dynamo lighting, Easting, luggage
|A.ce disc, oversize tyres, speedometer, spares;
-Charlesworth, 10, Batchelor St., Chatham.

[9580
5h.p. Sports Zenith (new March this year),

|with Royal Leicester sidecar, fully equipped,
il for year, maker's guarantee not expired, in
mechanical condition and.appearanee; 80 gns.;

jl payments or exchanges.—Edwards, 50, Har-
1 Rd., South Kensington. ' [1099

3IAL Sacrifice, owner taking delivery of new
kachine.—1921 7-9h.p. Zenith-M.A.G., specially
hroughout, winner innumerable medals, finished

; rooklands without trouble of any sort, ' fully
ed, 80 m.p.h., Watford, etc., looks as new;
£77.—Windermere, . London Rd., Twicken-

few

We would remind you that our
Spares Service for Douglases is one

of the special features of our
business. We have every part in

stock for these machines, and they
are mainly ex-W.D. parts and con-
sequently well below makers' prices.

Drop us a line giving your require-
ments and we shall be pleased to

quote you.

We are special agents for

CALTHORPE from £36
and

Sun ViTESSE.
of whit h we shall be pleased to

forward you a catalogue. Our
agencit s also include the following :

F.N.
B.S.A.
JAMES
VERUS
SIRRAHMORRISDOUGLASTRIUMPH

MARTIN SYDE
Any of these machines can be supplied on our

^•Deferred Payments System. 4% only charged for the

convenience 0/ paying as you -ride.

BURLINGTON MOTOR CYCLE Co., Ltd.

7, South Side, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.

'Phone : Brixton 2417. Wires : Burlington Motors, Clapham.

Just by Clapham Common Underground Station.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

ZENITH Combination, 4h.p. J.A.P., Gradna gear,

lamps, horn, tyres excellent, engine overhauled at
J.A.P.'s, guaranteed perfect; £50.—Homac's, 243.
Lower Clapton Rd., Clapton, E.5. 'Phone Dalston
2408. [9754

"I Q 20 8h.p. Sports Zenith, electric light and horn,
-I-./ 3in. rear cover, aluminium discs, tools, spares,
numerous refinements, excellent condition and ap-
pearance, decarbonised, taxed; £75.—Jephson, Rosen-
hallos, Redhill. [9203

6h.p. Zenith, latest countershaft, clutch, kick starter,

Miliford sidecar, screen, lamps, accessories, mile-
age 300, bought April, unscratched, 50 m.p.h., 65
m.p.g. ; reason selling; trial; bargain, £125.—Major
Huntbach, Market Drayton. [8698

ZENITH 90-bore Special and Middleton Sports side-

car, exceptionally fast, previously owned, tuned,
and ridden by I. P. Riddocks. the well-known 'Varsity
rider, winner of many handicaps and hill climbs; £100.
—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [9805

1 Q21 8h.p., Model H, Zenith Combination, clutch,
S-*y kirk starter, Miliford, Easting, lamps, F.R.S.,
streamline, Tan-Sad, condition perfect, sporty appear-
ance, fast; genuine bargain, nearest £110 accepted.—Stock, Chief Engineer, Electricity Works, Hind-
head. [9089

Svare Porta:

ZENITH Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,
Bond St., Ealing. [4829

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

ROYAL RUBY-J.A.P. 2%h.p. 1917, as new, 2-speed,
clutch, K.S., taxed, lady's model; £35.—C , 6,

Thorley St., near Bishops Stortford. Herts. (P) [9682

FRANK WHITWORTH. Ltd.. 139. New St.. Bir-
mingham, distributing agents for the Lady's Ivy.

daintiest of all ladies' machines; £62, complete. Send
for list. [0724

1022 Lady's Model Ivy 2-stroke, hardly ridden, in
J-«J lovely order, equal to new in appearance and
mechanically, mechanical horn, no lamps, licensed and
insured till end of year; a very cheap machine at
£45.—B. H. Davies, Lodsworth, Petworth, Sussex.

•yELOCETTE 1922 Models, with clutch and kick
starter, for immediate delivery; 2-speed £68"

3-speed. £75; all black weatherproof finish, all-chain
drive, open frame, giving very low position; the ideal
ladies' mount; easy payments, 4% extra; illustrated
catalogue free on request.—Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd. * [3023

Miscellaneous.

T-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, new chassis,
new carburetter, etc.; £95.

1Q21 2%h.p. Martin-Jap, 2-speed and kick starter;
J-t/£65.

OJlh.p. New Imperial, 2-speed model, recently over-
's* hauled; £38.

3.3h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, £45; Scott motor cycle, tax
4 paid, £48.

1Q21 Ladies' Velocette, as new, 2-speed; £55; in
"-•^ perfect condition, reasonable trial or examina-
tion.—Edmondson's Garage, Ltd., 28, Main St
Keswick. [4768

JONES Garage, The Broadway. Muswell Hill, N.10,
and Woodside Parade, North Finchley.

AJOTICE—We are open all day every Saturday, and
-1- 1 have all makes in stock. Write, call or 'phone
Hornsey 2917 for big bargain list. -

TO 19-21 Ariel 3'/_.h.p. and sidecar, Mr. F. E.
-1- t' Jones's competition gold medal machine spe-
cially tuned; £80.

ROVER 5-6h.p. Sports Solo, 3-speed. all-chain, shop-
soiled, otherwise new, 1921; £110.

,
"DUDGE I.O.M., shop-soiled. £70; 8h.p. Enfield Com-
-LV bination. Magdyno, 1921. indistinguishable from
new, £145.

1Q 19 4!4h.p. B.S.A., Model K, large Canoelet side-
J-v car, fully equipped, licence paid ; £80.

1 Q20 Ariel 3V»h.p., equipped, £72/10; also
J- .7 second-hand and new sidecars, from £7/10.

"I Q 19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, first-class condi-
J-./ dition, any trial given; £79/10.

"I Q18 4h.p. Triumph, coachbuilt sidecar, fullylu equipped, our special bargain of the week;
£77/10.
"I Q21 new 3^h.p. Ariel (slightly soiled), with new
J-.7 Montgomery sports sidecar, very posh; £100.

"| Q20 2%h.p. Allon, fullv equipped, speedometer.
i-U etc.; £47/10.

1Q15 Douglas 2%h.p., equipped; £32/10.

1 Q21 3 :Ah.P- Ariel, demonstration model, equipped;
X.U £77"/10.

ANY of the above can be had for one-quarter down,
balance in 6 or 12 payments. All guaranteed

3 months. Send for particulars.—Jones Garage, Broad-

way Muswell Hill, N:10, Motor 'bus from Highgate 01

Finsbury Park. U063

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A33

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P)
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.:
Miscellaneous.

jlh.p. Lightweight, 2-speed, 2-stroke, shop-soiled;
4, £32.—Duiant, Bonnie, Fainham. [8689

J.A.P Combination, 3-speed, Easting, good condi-
tion, £55.—23, Speldhurst Ed., Bedford Park,

W. f3228

"I Q19 7-9h.p. Indian. Motor Cycle, magnificent
A «/ machine, used exceptionally little, £65; also 1
ditto combination, £85, or nearest offer.

BINKS Racing Carburetter, as new, £3; aluminium
slipper piston for Norton, 1 ring missing, brand

new, 15/-.—Sleight, 70, Pasture St, Crimsby. [8831

3.3h.p., 2-stroke (new engine), Druids, Amac, Es^U;
* £12; good tyres, fast—Shaw, Regent St.,

Wellington, Salop. [1122

PREMIER Combination, 3-speed, perfect, £43;
Allon, 2-speed, 1916, needs half crankshaft, £28;

Singer, £28.—189b, Lower Clapton Rd., Clapton.
[8938

i?40,—3V2h.p. Sporting Twin J.A.P., overhead valves.^ 2-speed, clutch, lamps, speedometer, tax paid;
photo.—Ebbutt, " Woodcote," Stafford Rd., Walling-
ton. [8951

TTALIFAX.—Fifty second-hand machines and com-
-*--*- binations, cash, exchange or deterred payments.
Got list.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St.,
Halifax. [9844

TJ'OR Sale, 1914 4h.p; J.A.P. 3-speed hub motor
-^ cycle, good condition, any trial, tax paid (30/-);
£45, or offer.—Can be seen at 22, James' St., Coal-
ville, nr. Leicester. [8883

Qih.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1919, £.79; 3V„h.p.
*-* *• Alldays, 3-speed, countershaft, chain drive,
£33; 3V2h.p. Singer T.T., £25; all bargains.—Avden,
159, Hornsey Rd., N.7. 'Phone: North 280. [9383

SALE or Exchange.—Douglas 2%h.p., £16; another
Douglas. £30; Radco 2-stroke, £19/10; Fafnir

3-speed, £29/10; Abingdon 3'Ah.p. Sports, £28/10.
—79a, Clapham Rd., S.W.9. 'Phone: Brixton 3037.

[9377

BLACKPOOL Bargains. -1922 Rudges. 1922 Ariels,

I°22 O.TC.s. 1922 New Tmnerials, 1922 Quadrants,
1922 Royal Rubys. Quick deliveries. Good price for

your machine; exchange.—Booths' Motories, 294,
Waterloo Rd., Blackpool.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.-1919 New Imperial, 2
speeds, kick starter; £45/10.—Booth's Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—P. and M. Combination,
£47/10/6; 6h.r>. Rex Combination, £27/10/6.-

Bootlls' Motories, Blackpool.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.- Clyno Combination, lamps,
screen, spare wheel, £69/10/6; 8h.p. Premier

Combination, screen, hood, £49/10/6.—Booths' Mot-
ories, 294, Waterloo Rd.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.-Good Trump, £18/10/6;
N.S.TJ. lightweight, £13/10/6; 4h.p. Douglas

Combination, £59/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—A.J. S. Combination, lamps,
screen. £49/10/6: G.N. 1920 car, dynamo light-

ing, fully equipped, £140/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.-1920 Matchless Combina-
tion, detachable wheels, £120/10/6; A.J.S. and

sidecar, £59/10/6._Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—1917 Allon, 3-speed gear,
clutch, kick starter, lamps, speedometer,

£42/10/6;. 1920 Sun. 2 speeds, kick starter,
£39/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—1920 Wooler, £49/10/6;
3i/,h.p. Humber, £20/10/6; P. and M.,

£35/10/6; Indian Combination, disc wheels,
£45/10/6; 6h.p. 3-speed Rudge, £35/10/6.—Booths'
Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—2-speed O.K., £24/10/6;
1919 Douglas, £45/10/6; 1919 4h.p. Douglas

Combination, £79/10/6; 4h.p. Douglas, £55/10/6-
1920 Tamplin, £79/10/6; 1920 Morgan de Luxe!
speedometer, water-cooled magneto engine, £155/10/6
Several others cheap. Push cycles taken in exchange
Motor cycles purchased for cash.—Booths' Motories
294. Waterloo Rd., Blackpool. [5060
TVTEW HUDSON Combination, £45; Norton £70-
J-' 4-cyhnder F.N., £30; Royal Enfield, £20; 3h p
Lloyds, £5, 3V2h.p. Triumph, £30; 4h.u Precision
£30; 9h.p. J.A.P., £25; 3y„h.p. Rover, £15; 3-=peed
Bradbury, £16; Indian, £70. Send stamped envelope
tor lists. This business and stock-in-trade lor sale
the most successful of its kind.—Queen's Rd. Garage]
Bradford. [8626

SHOW Models, new, slightly shop-soiled only.—One
De Luxe T.D.C. 2%h.p. motor cycle, fitted with

Albion 2-speed gear, 26in. wheels, Dunlop tyres, Saxon
iorks, pan saddle, C.A.V. magneto, Amac carburetter,
and aluminium footboards, reduced price £35; one
superb Hockley 234h.p., 2-stroke, fitted with Albion 2-
s-peed gear, 26in. wheels, Dunlop tyres, Saxon forks,
tank with drip "feed, pan saddle, C.A.V. magneto, Bl-
and B. carburetter, and aluminium footboards, a hand-
some machine, take sidecar anywhere, reduced price
£38. All parts made by leading manufacturers
Address, Hockley Motor Co.. 38a, Cecil St.. Newtown
Row, Birmingham. [1067

Motor Cycle

STOLEN.

31 h.p. 1922

TRIUMPH
No. 79938

Frame No. 318358

Registered No.

H.P. 3460

Triumph colour, Lucas
Magdyno Lighting Set,

Double Handle-bar
Grips.

Stolen from
John Carpenter Street,

Tudor Street,

London, E.C.

A Reward

£10-0:0
will be paid by

The AUTOCAR FIRE and

ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED,
77, Cheapside, London, E.C.2,

to the first person giving such

information as will lead to the

recovery of the machine and
the apprehension of the thief

or thieves.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

F.O.C.H. for secondhand cycles, combinations a
runabouts at bargain prices. Exchanges

ranged. Any new cycle, combination or car a
plied, cash or deferred payments.—Fair Offer (
House, 5, Heath Street, Hampstead (near Tub
'Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-?, inclodi
Saturdays. £u

PETER GORDON, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond B
East Sheen.—Trump-Jap, 1914, 4h.p., 3-spe

26 gns. Triumph, 3 l/.'h.p., clutch, 23 gns. Doqj
renovated, 34 gns. Rudge, 3V*h.p., clutch, 19 g
-Cannaught, 2-speed, 25 gns. P. and M., renovat
brand new engine, 34 gns., all tared and equipp
See also Douglas, Harleys, Zenith, Coulson-B. f Mat
less, Scott, James, Triumph-Ricardo, advertised. ]

changes. Open Sundays. Telephone : Putney 28

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
HIRE Latest Models cycles and combinations, i

period.— Write terms, Fowler Brigden, 1 i

Euston Rd. [0'

G.N. Light Car and Douglas Motor Cycle and Si

car for hire; 8 gns. and £5 per week real

tivety; fully insured.—Rodwell, 8, Red Lion Sq., I

born, W.C.I. Chancery 7272. [8

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., for many years b

specialised m this class of work. If macftiDi

purchased, full amount of hire up to one week
allowed.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6

H
MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

"PDWAKD" and Co..

1A1' Gt - P°rfcland St., W., are cash buyers
JL"X solos, combinations, and Morgans. Hig
prices given, distance no object. Call, write,

'phone: Mayfair 4027. [C

rn.B

K(\f\ COMBINATIONS and Solos, any mute. -

w vu antee top piices given.—T. and B. M
Co., Ltd., 372, Euston Rd. Museum 6581. [J

BW 1

A CTUAL Buyers.

PLEASE Offer TJs your motor cycle or combinal
We pay cash on sight.— Write, call, or 'pi

Museum 1337.—Percy and Co., 314, Euston Rd. [( ;

B*

/•TIVEJS

H. F. EDWARDS and Co., 50, Harrington
South Kensington, will purchase lor spot

your motor evele or combination. Call, write

phone Ken 3709. t 1

WE

A LWAY3 Buy

SOLOS, combinations, cycle cars. If in town, «
'phone, cr call. If country, send to Loi fj

terminus. We collect free and send best cash off

W. T. Dunn. Ltd., 326, Euston Rd., London. MnnB
5391. [• !

MAUDES' Motor Mart are purchasers for spot

of late models Sunbeam, Triumph, Douglas;

ton, and Morgans.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland
London. [

GOOD Solo Wanted for cash.—Bos 1527, c/o
[

Motor Cycle.

fO 21 A.J.S. Combination or Morgan.—Write
-i-f Waterlow Rd., Highgate Hill. f

WANTED.—A good Combination or Solo.—24,

liol Rd., North Kensington.

2-STROKE, must be cheap, good order, moo
—10, Baronsmead Rd., Barnes.

[

WANTED, Lightweight, 1920 or later.—Full

;

culars to 28, Albany Rd., N.4.

COMBINATION Wanted, good.-Call or write,

Ravensbuxy Rd., Earlsfield, S.W.18.

WANTED, Triumph countershaft model, I

£45.—King:, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

LIGHTWEIGHT, kick start, late model; cask
ing.—4, Gaywood Rd., Walthamstow.

WANTED, Brough, flat twin model, any ceod—Box 1534, c/o The Motor GycU.

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issua

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
OXER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent

j ze for disposing of motor cycles.

AliER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a cash
^3 r at sight.

AIER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure of

ijgood cheque if you sell your machine at

me Garage.

^r ERJ> Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of men
Ffl e ftld their machines here.

iDER'S Garage,- Tooting, make a speciality of

i:or cycles in the weekly auction sale, every

irsj,- at 2.

UJER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage charge is

'Jarred until 7 days' notice is given.

ilBR'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
Jq any London railway station. The auction
ii eld every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

UiER'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash offer not ac-
.3 ted, machine can be included in auction sale

£5jry Thursday.

VIjER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fix the price

\9 we do the rest. _

1X
: 3R'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms:—Selling com-

1 sion, 7\'-2%, not chargeable unless machine is

, d no sale, a nominal auction fee is charged—
iflTr cars, 20/-; motor cycles under £50 value,

6 over £50 value, 10/-. When we effect a
IB«e charges are cancelled and commission
gf

LIER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogue free. Tele-

j ne : 208 Streatham. Telegrams : Palmer's
ig Tooting. — [9952

A 'ED, Combination, Triumph preferred; cheap
y i cash—28, Lenthall Rd., Dalston, E.8. £9098

A 'ED immediately. Lightweight, with gears,

Ksb be sound.—1, Othello St., Liverpool. [6868

ACED, Late Solos or Combinations for cash.—
J->, Railway Approach, Shepherd's Bush. [8670

"ifED, 1914 Triumph solo or B.S.A.—Particu-

lars, Bevan, 32, Hemstal Rd„ Kilburn. {8573

^CED, I.O.M. Rudge-Multi, late model; about
3,—Watts, 261, Balham High Rd., S.W.

[8724

)j 3N motor cycle and Douglas 2%h.p. ; call

;

di waiting.—Green, Wine Merchant, Reigate.
[9896

"JPED, 7-9h.p. Indian solo or sidecar, cheap,
lash.—2, Hawkswood Place, Kirkstall, Leeds.

[9703
qI WEIGHT machine, late models; about £40.

^ tters only, Treacher, 65, Pimlico Rd., S.W.
[9062

jjrED, good solo or combination, reasonable.

—

4nniie, 30, Canterbury Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6.
I" [5914

JpTED, 1916- American %, T.T. handie-bars.1-

I ite Jacobs, 55, Dundonald Rd., Kilmarnock.
'

[8633

Si "JETTE Wanted, late model.—Full particu-

Hadden. 1a, Willowbrook Rd., Peckham,
I '

- [1017

fi CED Sunbeam 3>/jh.p model, 1915-1919,

I easonable price.—Box 1533, c/o The Motor
[9886

:1 CED, Harley-Davidson Combination, 1921,

I ood
' condition.—George, 8, Mason's Avenue,

[1057

3 IPH Countershafts, any condition, cash or

A ranee.—Ward, 51, Upper Richmond Rd.,

J [5133

Ui TED, 4h.p. Triumph countershaft, good,

Equipped, under £45.—Mann, 159, Ebury St.,
^- [9927

i LAS or Triumph Combination (late) ; no
Piers—Write, 31, Langdon Rd., Upper Hollo-
1

9. [9577

I Lightweight and Cash for 5-6h.p. or 7-9h.p.

E, ian combinations.—7, Alwyne Rd., Canon-
, .1. [9515

I Wanted, not earlier than 1920; state lowest

[1 zre for cash.—DewMrs t, Great Baddow,
jjrd. . [9488

frED, Motor Bicycle in running order; cheap
I spot cash.—Particulars, Willis, 16, Grosvenor

IB.5. [8701

I E Combination or Solo, late model, cheap,

t, ate purchaser; London.—Box 1518. c/o The
llycU. [9084

II M. Solo or Combination Wanted for cash;

I .ers only.—Kenneth Kemp, 68, Belsize Park,
I N.W.3. [9763

) R Cycle. Value more consideration than
.ce. Private purchaser; cash.—Box 1321, c/o

-for Cycle. [6212 -

ttTED, Motor Cycle, any condition, not earlier
• than 1913, cheap, cash waiting.—-61, Grand
t Harringay. [9530
('TED, good Combination, not earlier' than
20; cheap for immediate cash.—Write, Will,
mford Rd., E.12. [9201

TURNERS
SPECIAL PURCHASE OF

COWEY SPEEDOMETERS
(Not Trip)

£3 3s. Od. each.
Send make of machine and size of tyre

We are stockists for the following
Manufacturers' goods :

AMAC
BINKS
BROWN & BARLOW
SENSPRAY

Carburet-

ters and

Parts

BOWDEN WIRE Ltd. { 5™kes &
[ rarts

BRAMPTON 1 Fork
DRUID

J
Parts

BRITISH HUB CO. Hub Parts

B.S.A.
DOUGLAS Engines

J.A.P. and

LEVIS Machine
TRIUMPH Parts

VILLIERS

BEST&LLOYDfLub
.

r
^
ato

f

rs

[ and Parts

LUCAS
) T

MILLERS reTP
!

POWELL & HANMERSj & rarts

RENOLDS - Chains & Parts

STURMEY ARCHER Gear Parts

TAN-SAD - Seats & Parts

NOTE.—
London Agents for
LEVIS SPARES

SIDECAR LUGS and FITTINGS
in endless variety

CAMEO 1 Windscreens and
EASTING ] Fittings

We also have large stcck of Accessories

and one of the most varied assortments

in London. We shall be pleased to

quote you for uour requirements.

l80,l8l,l82,RailwayApproacfi

Est
1901.

SHEPHERDS BUSH,
w.12.

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
WANTED, good modern Combination or Light Car

for spot cash.—James, c/o' Bradmores, 482,
Harrow Rd., Paddington. [9919

ROVER 3&h.p., 3-speed, all chain drive; also fold- -

ing car.—Write particulars, price, cash, P., 52,
The Drive, Ilford, Essex. [9193

TX/"ANTED, 1922 2%h.p. A.J.S. Standard Sports,
** new condition essential; reasonable.—70,
Minet Avenue, Harlesden. [9495

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 4h.p. engine, complete with
controls, carburetter, and magneto; state year

and price.—J. D., 14, Convent St., Swansea. {8590

WANTED, second-hand coachbuilt Sidecar, mode-
rate price, suit P. and M.—Collingwood,

Garage, Limpsfield Grange, Limpsfield, Surrey. [9209

WANTED, a few high-grade Combinations and
Solos; must bear strictest investigation.

—

Storer and Tait, 20, Bourdon St., Bond St., W.l. -

[1074
"jV/TODERN Motor Cycles and Combinations bought
-LvX for cash or sold on small commission; send details
first.—South Eastern Garage, Heme Hill, S.E.24.

[1096
WANTED, Combination, 6h.p., must have spare

wheel, nob earlier than 1920, about £100, con-
dition perfect; no dealers.—Sharp, 188, Blytbs Rd.,
W.14. [8753
CjECOND-HAND 2%h.p. 2-speed Connaught or simi-^ lar machine, with or without light sidecar; must-
be cheap; Northampton.—Write Box 1519, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [9045

TX^ANTED, Douglas or P. and M., aD? condition,
»' also good combination or light car about £100;

private buyer; after 7 p.m., or letter.—27a, Anefley
Pa-rk", Anerley. [9171

~YJ£TANTED, late combinations, solos, also Morgan
vT runabouts, G.N.'s, Rovers; cash or exchange.—

Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishoppgate Av., Camomile St.,
E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 554. [0076

PETER GORDON, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd.,
East Sheen, require motor cycles for cash, ex-

change, or part payment for new models. Opsn
Sundays. Telephone : Putney 2865. I[9?03

WANTED, Combination, 4h.p. to 6h.p., in ex-
change for Buckingham 2-seater, 8-10h.p.,

hood, screen, etc., in nice order.—Hardy, 8,' Breams
Buildings, Chancery Lane. Holborn 4752. [9484

WE are cash buyers of G.N.'s, Rover and Morgan
runabouts. Highest prices offered ; distance no

object.—J. Smith and Co.. Motor Agents, Ltd., 52-54,
Hampstead Rd., N.W.I. Tel.: Museum 5938. [9740

CASH on sight for new and second-hand motor cycles
and combinations, any make or condition.—Call,

write, or 'phone, Short and Glass, Ltd., 485-493. Upper
Richmond Rd.. East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone: Richmond
2362 and 2363. [0372

BUNTING'S Buy, Sell, or Exchange any make of
motor cycle. State your requirements. We

undertake to do your business and give you satisfac-
tion. Distance immaterial.—Bunting's Motor Ex-
change, Wealdstone. [0828

SPECIAL Cash Buyers, Triumphs. Enfields. B.S.A.'s,
Douglases, Matchlesses, A.B.C.'s, Scotts, Braa-

burys, Martinsydes, Zeniths. — Wandsworth Motor Ex-
change, Ebner St.. Wandsworth (Town Station).
'Phone: Latchmere 4686.

4-CYL. F.N.'s, Hendersons, T.ArC.'s, T.M.C.'s. wanted.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange. Ebner St.,
Wandsworth.

RED Indians, Harley-Davidsons, wanted.—Wands-
worth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth

(Town Station). [4559

F.O.C.H. always have cash waiting for sound
machines of all types; highest prices and cour-

teous treatment assured.—Fair Offer Car House, 5,

Heath Street, Hampstead (near Tnbe). 'Phone:
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

[1610
WANTED.—Motor cycles and combinations for im-

mediate cash, new or second-hand. Bring your
machine to us for a cash offer; high prices paid on
the spot. Write, 'phone, or call if possible.—Forge
Garage, 74-76, Brighton Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone

:

Kingston 3025. [3169

WANTED, good modern Motor Cycles, solo or
combination, in pare exchange for 8h.p. Rover

or other light car. Best prices allowed, extended pay-
ments arranged.—Vivian Hardie & Lane, Ltd., 23/24,
Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St. ), Bond St., W.l.
Phone: Mayfair 6559. [0772

ALWAYS Wanted, immediately, any number of
second-hand machines and combinations ; a com-

petent representative will be sent to inspect and com-
plete purchase after preliminary negotiations; cash
and good prices paid.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St.,

Ealing. Telephone : 689. [3046

SEND Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cash

offer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest

station Wimbledon. We will collect from any London
station. Machine can be included in auction sale if

desired.— Sole address: Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
[9949

Ml letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue a*S
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MOTOR SCOOTERS.
SCOOTAMOTA, practically new; £15/10; nearest.

-24, Albion fid., Lewisham. [8778

BRAND New Autoped Scooter, dynamo lighting:

liAh.rj ^15.—Percy and Co.. 314, Euston Rd.314, Euston Bd.,
[965S

KINGSBURY Scooters and Spare Parts.—Beaufort
Works, Richmond Rd., Twickenham. [2231

A .B.C. Skootamota, new, unsoiled, latest model; £23,

sacrifice-Frank Whitworth. 139, New St., Bir-

mingham. t'1658

UNIBUS, 1921, excellent condition, tax paid; £40,

or near offer.—Light Motors, 28, Tavistock Rd.,

Plymouth. t8686

ABC. Skootamota, new February, 1921, perfect

condition; £16, or otter.—Walton, Bohemia,
Marlow, Bucks. [8785

ATJTOPED Scooter 1916, electric lighting, splen-

did condition; £10.—Lawrence, Oak Lodge,

Takeley, Essex. C9054

SCOOTAMOTA, in good working order; £17.—
Apply Robertson's Motors, Ltd., 157B, Great

Portland St., W.l. t9066

AB C. Skootamota, excellent running order, horn,

licence holder, £10/10.—King, 4, Willow Walk,

Short St., Cambridge. I" 13

AUTOGLIDEB, 1921 model, 2:j4h.p., good condition,

take 2 anywhere, 2 spare tyres and tubes, &c.,

tax paid; £15.—161, Kew Ed., Richmond, S.W.
[1047

ATJTOGLIDEB, 2ijh.p. model D, clutch, upholstered

box seat, fully equipped, rapid hill-climber, splen-

did condition; £38/10.—Box 1547, c/o The Motor

Cycle.
LSM '

ELEVEN Onlv.—Genuine new A.B.C. Skootatnotas;

£17/17 each, till cleared; listed at £55.—The

London and Norwich Cycle and fiubber Co., 7, White

Lion St., Norwich. L8bb1'

AtTTOGLIDER, 1921, De "Luxe, model, with seat,

coachbuilt body, VilUers engine clutch, electric

lights, equipment, new condition; £35.—Geo. biaaaii,

Stanton, Rowsley, Derbyshire. L9obb

1 Q21 Birmingham Guild Motor Cyclette 18in

IV wheels, lVah.p., overhead valves all on tax

paid, perfect condition, suit ad, or B™tl=m|n £25
photo.-Avery, 77a, Palmerston Rd., Earlsdon, Cot

entry.

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
T.E.S. lh.p. Unit and Bicycle; £13/10.-60, Laner

J cost Rd., S.W.2. l88M

Tf>21 Young, fitted B.S.A. cycle, 25in perfect all

I» on; £22.-48, Slade Grove, Manchester. [8854

ATITO-WHEEL, perfect running order, complete,

new tyre;' *6,15.-Wyatt Manning, SoW
Canibs.

4 TITO-WHEEL 1921, and Quadrant 3-speed cycle,

A^f^ondiuon;'£18/10.-Mylam, 197, London

Rd., Croydon.

WALL (B.S.A.) Auto-wheeland^Lady's^Cycle, ex-

cellent engine

Norwood, S.E.

12

B [

ens—14, Broxholm Rd., W.
[8647

High St., Heston, Middlesex. LB='a

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.

i-IAMEO Windscreen, with apron; 30/-.-Bix 149

\y Broadway, Cricklewood. l»"^

COLLINS and Son for hoods, screens, and aprons;

hoods from 35/-.—Below.

^rt, T Txra and Son —Adjustable windscreens, com-

C°L plfte w'th apron; 22/6,. 30/-, and 35/-; sent

on approval against cash; carriage 1/6 extra.-Below.

CnTTTNS and Son slock all known makes of wind-

^reens- we have a few second-hand Standard

Eastings, fitted with new celluloid, from 45/-.-Below.

r-^riTTINS and Son fit celluloid panels to any wind-

C screen in few hours, new aprons, side curtains,

etc- open weekdays till 8.30, Sunday mornings till

! o'clock.-Collins and Son, rear o! 84. High St

Putney, S.W. (D) I6025

r-iJNDTTM V windscreens, £2/15, in stock.

—

S Houciin, 189A. High St., Peckham, S.E.15^^

it SHAPED Windscreens, with apron, from £2/15.—

V Bright andsHayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell

HFRCTJLES Hoods and Aprons ; write for list.-^-

Hercules Hood Co., 698. Seven Sisters Rd., Tot-

tenham.

HOOD and Screen, excellent condition; £4/10, or

nearest otter—Taylor "

Warwick.
16, Guy's ClLffe Terrace,

[8915

HAVING Purchased Quantity of Windscreens, I can

supply at half prices, also aprons; stamp please

enclose.—Edwardes, 277, Camberwell Rd., S.E. [9478

T> ENNOC Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacture!

RENNOO Co. specialise in repairs, repainting
upholstering.—Rennoc Motors, Ltd., '

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC,

BENT Hoops, hood fittings, straps, turnbu
twills, etc. ; hardwood polished wind sc

27/6.—Henry Jonesr 778, High Rd., Tottenham,
don.

RENNOO Co.—We are actual manufacture
hoods, screens, and aprons. Send for

Rennoc Motors. Ltd., 155a, Marlborongh Rd., 1

Holloway, N.19.

ROBINI Manic. Co.—The Bower adjustable
screen, registered, with coverall apron, 30/-

riage paid ; beware of imitations; celluloid
]

fitted, Eastings, 16/6; coverall aprons made to
10/-.—'Phone: Brixton 1585. Robind Manfc,
1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Effra Rd., Brixton, S.W.2.

BODIES.
3odies, actu;

models, also several clearance, cheap to cleai

3intini

155a,
borough Rd., "Upper Holloway. N.19.

COLLINS and Son for coachbuilt bodies, all i

in stock, from lightweights to 2-seater.—

B

COLLINS and Son are actual manufacturers
give twelve months' guarantee with every

made by them.—Below.

COLLINS and Son repair, repaint and uphols
moderate charges, first-class work guara

estimates free; send for catalogue.—Collins and
rear of 84, High St., Putney, S.W.

LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co.,
Medium touring, £7/7 ; heavy touring,

touring de luxe, £10/10.

CJECOND-HAND bargains.—Enfield body, ren^ as new, £7. Mills-Fulford body, renova"
new, £6. P. and M. body, renovated as nei
Tradesman's box carrier to fit Douglas chassis, ;

26, Tulse Hill, Biixton. 'Phone: Brixton 129!
minute from Brixton Skating Rink.)

BASTONES for Sidecar Bodies, all latest mot.
stock from £4.-228, Peutonville Rd.,

Cross, London, N.I.

WILLOWBROOK Bodies to fit any chassis;
from £5 upwards; write for designs.—

V

brook Motor Co., Leicester.

CAMBER Sidecar Bodies from £4/17/6; bod
painted and upholstered from £3.—Brigh

Hayles, 78, Church St.. Camberwell.

FIFTY bodies, second-hand, upholstered best
moid, touring shape, from £2 each; i

new, at £7 t exceptional bargain; also a few •

to clear.—Sandums, 336, Gray's Inn Rd„ W„

£3/15.—Great bargains in bodies, beSi
finished, from £3/15; 2-seaters,-adapable f>

adults or one aduit and child, from £9; all
finished to order. Write for particulars.—'I
Brixton 1585. Robini Manfc. Co., 1 and 3,
Hill, Effra Rd., Brixton, S.W.2.

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only,
j

ing, coloured pencil, or line drawings of c

designs, also working- drawings, full-sized or to i

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Designing Dept., esta
designers to the coach trad© for over 80 years.
suit us when designing new ideas.—Dorset
Tudor St., London. E.C.4.

£4/17/6.—250 Douglas type, bulbous backe.
locker under seat, brand new, bodies uphc

in rexine; £4/17/6 each; owing to contract, w
bought right," so sell right; they simply req
finishing coat to complete ; photo sent on reque
stamp. 'Phone: 1958 Brixton.—19, Wilcox
South. Lambeth, London, S.W. 8.

COBB Speedman Famous Sidecar Bodies
£2/12/6, carriage paid; second-hand spar

touring bodies from £2; bodies repainted, 25
upholstered, 30/-; alterations and repairs to e

bodies; bodies built "to customers' own designs"'*)

at low prices.—Vernon Cobb, 18, Midland Rd.
(

ton, Nottingham. Works : Burton Joyce..

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

pOR
QANDHAM, the smartest sidecar specialists.

ANDTJM Sidecars.—Our pre-war prices were tl

of the show: £14 to £50. Write for new cati

SANDTJM (V-shaped) Wind Screen a hood,

and apron; £2/ 15. and £3/18. Write for i

SANDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen.-Our South I

agent writes: " An instantaneous success

out; send further supply." Agents, get in touch v

CJANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd.. 336. Graj
O Rd.. W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 342"*

SUNBEAM Sidecar for sale, nearly new; A
Bramhall St., Cleethorpes.

SIDECAR off Harley, Easting; £15.—Flat 1'

Southampton Row, W.C.I.

A36 All letters relating to advertisements' should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date pf the issue.
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
)LETON""S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are
taranteed 3 years.

)LETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis lor

gh-powered machines; Zenith, llarleys, Indians,
iperials. Sunbeam, Blaekburnes, etc.

lNS with kick starter on left present no diffi-

v with Middleton's special model.

)LETON'S specialise in frame repairs 'of all

nds. Twisted motor cycle irames and iorks

y corrected.

NT-HANDS of various makes for sale. Your
1 sidecar taken in part exchange.

)LETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
.fer and more comfortable, but are faster on
ds than rigids. They give to the bumps, not

to them.

:HER'S Model, designed for particular precise

ople predisposed to perfection en pension.

10UGHLY Hygienic Upholstery, antiseptic,

titoxinated, Thermogene stuffing both ends, cur-

dash fitted with barometer, thermometer, ane-

r, 5-day chronometer, vibration minimised .0,

;' blood corpuscles relativity to other corpuscles

ng statistically as they were before they did,

peak; Triple Triple tyre for abnormal mileage

ith long holidays; price, with vacuum dust and
excluder, £257/9/2';;; Alpine shaped hat to

one feather at side, " not jaunty," 10/1-1%.

VLETON'S, London's oldest established sidecar

ikers, wholesale, retail, and export, 27, Stroud
Ld., Finsbury Park (near Tube). 'Phone, Horn-
4, [0522

'ONES for Sidecars, no better or cheaper house
1 latest models in stock.

'ONES.—Lightweight sidecars complete, to fit

• machine; £12/18/6.

'ONES. Sports model sidecar, complete.
.7/10; several other models in stock, including
, all at low prices.

'ONES.—Distributing agents for the famous
^nigomery sidecars, all the latest 19?.2 models

'ONES for Sidecar Chassis, underslung £7/19/6.
adem chassis £14/10, auxiliary arms 14/-.—
entonville Rd., King's Cross, London., N.l

<!4«1 North. Grams : Uastones, London.
[6049

1921 Sporting Sidecar, locker, screen; sacrifice.

5.—21, Fordel Rd.. Catford. [9558

UBE Sidecars are most unique. Scientifically
igned, made of finest materials.

UBE Chassis, constructed of steel lugs, straight
el tubes, with welded joints.

UBE Sidecars are light. Supplied with either
irting or tou ing coachbuilt bodies.

:UBE Sidecars. One price, £15/10. Write for
jklet.—Davis Bios., Church St., Rickmansworth.

5 [4195
.FORD chassis for Indian, complete with disc
heel; £5/10.—Houchin.—Below.

ITGOMERY Sidecars from- £17/10. Sporting
jiodel in stock. Trade supplied.—R. G.
'.i, 189a, High St.,- Peckham, S.E.15. '[8617

,}ER.—Utility model; £25.—Bright and Hayles,
! , Church St., Camberwell, London.

^ER.—Utility tandems; £27. — Bright and
I

lyles, 78, Church St., Camberwell, London.

1 5ER.—Semi-sports model; £17/ 10.—Bright and
lyles. 78, Church St., Camberwell. [8251

LIAR, coachbuilt, nearly new, 28x3 tyre; £14.
|Hpsy House, West Norwood, S.E. [9167

j^FORD C.B., off Triumph; £6/10.-534, Ful-
Um Rd., Walham Green (Easement). [9030

iERSLUNG Coachbuilt Sidecar, good condition;
: J.—Johnson," 172, Avenue Rd., Acton. [9483

TING Canoelet, fitted Triumph; £5; exchange
rgeT sidecar.—373, Acton Lane, Acton. [9419

.CARS, several cheap, room wanted, fitted free.

57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [9339

I: >.—Canoelet Touring Sidecar, 4-point, suit
L;.h.p.—Torrome, 10, Cathcart Hill, N.19. T8995

i^AR Chassis for Sale, new tyre, tube; £5/10.
^eardmore, Hedge Place Rd., Greenhilhe. [9187

j'T C.B. Sidecar, underslung chassis, cover-all
bron; £7/10.-11, Queen's Rd., Peckham.

[1087
jIBER coach sidecar, hood, fittings, tyre, good
pndition; £5/10.—28, Ravenstone Rd., Homsey.

[9492
i ELD Sidecar, complete, £7 ; coachbuilt side-

j
:, complete, £7.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham.

[9366
LFORD Sunbeam Sidecar, 28in. wheel, spring
union; £7/10.-107, Tylecroft Rd., Norlv-

[9361

IT Coachbuilt Sidecar; £6; suit any make
machine.— 1, Springfield Park Crescent, Catford,

[9375

All letters relating to advertisements
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IedwardsI
= & CO. I

[101, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, W.l !

= Tel. Mayfair 4027. |

I WONDERFUL I

BARGAINS
= SEVERAL BRAND NEW (Shop Soiled) I

1 21DOUGLAS 47 ensJ
TRADE SUPPLIED.

§ Several Brand New 1921 5 h.p. E

IZENITH-SPOKTSI
|T6Gns. (listed £110)1
I Also MAKER'S USUAL GUARANTEE. 1

= Several Brand New 5-6 =

ZENITH
1COUNTERSHAFT |

e Models, Clutch, Kick-Start, i

84 Gns. |

Listed £118. Maker's Guarantee, i

1918 4 h.p. =

TRIUMPH, w.D.
J

• Overhauled and reconditioned =

as new, =

57 Gns. i

NEW SIDECARS FOR \

|
ABOVE MACHINES FROM I

17 Gns.

= SECONDHAND COMBINATIONS- =

z Gns. \

z 1921 O.K. 2? comb.. 2-speed, clutch, excellent :

z condition. LKt price £97 10s., our price 57 :

z 1921 8h.p. BLACKTU^NE, with Ki Canoelet sc. 100 =

r 1921 6 h.p. BRITISH EXCELSIOR, wind screen, :

z - lamps, speedometer, licensed, Tan Sad. •

= As new 105 J

z 1920 6-7 h.p. ARIEL Comb., fully equipped. As :

S- new 89 :

= 1921 7-9 h.p. INDIAN, Magdyno lighting, speedo- =

z mster, Easting screen. Excellent con- :

= di tion 97

;

= 1920 KARTINSYDE, electric lights, screen 90 :

§ SECONDHAND SOLOS. \

z 19:9 TRIUMPH, Sports Model, Philipson Pulley,
]

~ licensed, horn, knee grips, in good
'

;

z condition 58
\

r 1920 3J- h.p ARIEL, equipped legshields, etc..

.

65 :

z 1921 2% h.p. A.J.S. Equipped, licensed, speedo. 72 ;

- 1921 3I h.p. SUNBEAM. Equipped, licensed, :

z speedo 98 :

= 1920 DIAMOND, 2-stroke. Licensed 29
j

E 1921 2| NEW IMPERIAL, 3 -speed, licensed,

~l equipped 53
= O.K., 2i h.p., single-sp^ed, equipped 26 :

= 1921 3i h.p". RUDGE-MULT!, lamps, horn,
= speedometer. Ae ri?w 59

I 1922 4 h.p. INDIAN SCOUT, lamps, Tan Sad,

z licensed. As new 93 :

z Deferred Payments & Exchanges on any of the above.

:

= WANTED—SOLOS and COMBINATIONS.
r Cash waiting.

iiiiiiiiiiiniiimniiiMMMimniJiiJtiMfiniinmiiiiiiMiimjiii

should auote the number at the end of each

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
BARGAIN.—Coachbuilt Sidecar, fit any motor, all

couplings; £5.—Box 1523, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[9907

BRAND new sidecar, Cooper body painted royal
blue, for Triumph; £19.—H. Rock, Cradiey,

Staffs. [9282

CANOELET Sidecar, first-class condition, only 400
miles; £13/10.—K. Webster, Pear Tree Cottage,

Boxmoor. [9082

"I Q20 Sunbeam Sidecar off Triumph, complete, lamp,
J-*7 windscreen; £12/10.—Sworder, Wymondley,
Stevenage. [9551

BOOTHS Blackpool Bargains.—Limited number, new
coach bodies, full size, with locker, £5/17/6;

usually £9/10.

BOOTHS Blackpool Bargains. -New £9/10 coacb.

bodies for £5/17/6; illustration free —Booths
Motories, Blackpool.

BOOTHS Blackpool Bargains.—Quantity new under-
slung chassis, 4-point attachment, £9/19/6;

illustration free.—Booths Motories, Blackpool.

BOOTHS Blackpool Bargains.—Several shop-soiled
sidecars, cheap; Hercules coach sidecar, £9/10/6;

ditto Canoelet, £8/10/6 ditto Farlow, £8/10/6; cane
body, 22/6.—Booths Motories, 294, Waterloo Rd.,
Blackpool. [5061

SPORTS Sidecar, Gloria type fittings, low body, disc,
new, smart; £15.—Letters, 19, Cleveland Ter-

race, Darlington. [8589

WHITLEY Sidecars, Coventry.—Three models, £25,
£29/10, £32/10. Nothing on one wheel to

equal. Lists free. [0856
"1 Q21 Middleton Spring Wheel Sidecar, black and
-1-*J gold; best otfer.-16, Stroud Green Rd., Fins-
bury Park. 'Phone: 1799. [9119

CANOELET Sidecar, light grey, 26in. wheel, new
tyre, good condition; nearest £10.—Cox, 1, New

Upperton Rd., Eastbourne. [1072

CANOELET C.B. Sidecar, roomy, comfortable,
Easting fitted, good condition; £16.-81, Broxash

Rd., Clapham Common, S.W.ll. [9018

B.S.A. (£45 model), new Easting, guaranteed in-
distinguishable from new; £25, or near offer.

—

5, Holborn St., Sudden, Rochdale. {8568

T^XTENPED Payments accepted for sidecars; models
-" for all makes.—Send for catalogue, etc., Ridpesi
Sales. Ltd., 5, V'ctoria St., S.W.I. [0829

CI REATEST Bargain ever Offered.—18 gn. sidecar
*~ chassis for £6, brand new, remains of contract.—

Rustic Walk, Lower Bourne, Farnham. [8691

SPORTING Rennoc Coachbuilt Sidecar, excellent con-
dition, purple and gold; £11; after 6 o'clock.—

Mayes, 51, Arodene Rd., Brixton Hill. [9514

RENNOC Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens, largest
stock in London, actual manufacturers through-

out. Send for our catalogue, 32 pages, 80 illustrations.

PHXENIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by the
Rennoc Sidecar Co.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian
motors, with left-hand kick starters, and can

deliver.

RENNOC Co. have 50 second-hand and clearance
sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear at knock-

out prices. Note; Write for special clearance list.

RENNOC Co. have the finest selection* of complete
sidecars in the trade.

RENNOC Co. undertake repairs to any make of side-

car; repainting and reupholstering a speciality.

RENNOC Co. have in stock sidecars to fit all makes,
English and American.

RENNOC Co. again ask you to send for their

catalogue, the most comprehensive issued by any
manufacturers.

RENNOC Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marlborough Rd., Upper
Hollnway. N.19. 'Phone: Hornsey 1589. [2319

SIDECAR, coachbuilt, 4-point, new tyre, apron,
electric lamps, accumulator, suit 3Vjh.p. or light-

weight; £12/10.-2, Langley Court, Long Acre. [9985

P.M. Sidecars, new, £12; bodies, chassis, stoved,

enamelled, plated fittings, tube, tyre, all fittings,

£11/10 —Welding Co. 55, St. James Rd., Bermondsey.
[1023

UNDERSLUNG Sidecar, semi touring model, with

locker, quick, detachable fittings, complete, as

new £12/10.-73, Church St., Camberwell Green,

S.E.* C 1104

BRAND. New, latest underslung handsome bulbous
coach, suit Triumph, similar; complete, £11/10,

or separate.—Taylor, 637, Seven Sisters Rd., Totten-

ham. [8933

LUGGAGE Carriers.—We make to fit any pattern
sidecar; trade enquiries invited.—Harbern Bros.,

Acetylene Welders, 37, Upper Highgate St., Birming-
ham. [8903

CANOELET Sidecar, Easting windscreen, lamp, Dun-
lop tyre, chassis repainted, all excellent condi-

tion; £16.—Wilkins, 19, St. David's Rd. South, Sr.

Annes. [8592

advertisement, and the date of the issus A17
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SIDF.CAR ATTACHMENTS.
COLLINS and Son lor Sidecars, new bulbous back

models complete with renovated underfilling chas-
sis, with fittings lor any machine, from £12/10.—
Belcw.

CiOLLINS and Son.—2-Seater bulbous back coachbuilt
i models, with renoyated underslung chassis, from

£15. -Below.

CiOLLINS and Son.—New Montgomery Chassis, fitted
' with our 1922 bulbous De Luxe coachbuilt body,

supplied with fittings for any macfiine, £18/10.—
Ueiow.

COLLINS and Son.—New Mil ls-Fulford Chassis, with
bulbous back coachbuilt; body, supplied with fit-

Lings for any machine, £17/10.—Below.

COLLINS and Son specialise in" frame and chassis
repairs; ail work guaranteed; send for catalogue.

Open weekdays till 8.30, Sunday mornings till 1

o'clock,—Below.

COLLINS and Son will take your present sidecar
in part payment of any model; a tew second-hand

sidecars in stock.—Collins and Son, rear 01 84, High
St., Putney, S.W. [4085

HAVING Purchased Quantity of Bat Parts, I
ca 1 supply new chassis, less springs, £2 each

;

please enclose stamps.—Edwardes, 277, Cainberwell
Rd., S.E. [9477

CANOELET Light and Heavyweight Sidecars, good
condition; £7/10.—Longrun Motor Company,

Stanley Gardens Mews, Kensington Park Rd.. W.ll.
Park 2151. [9968

MILLFORD 1920 Family Sidecar, windscreen,
child's seat, hood, new "condition, Dunlop 26

X2V2 new cover; bargain, £19.-123, Rugby Rd.,
Leamington. - [8851

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Saves
garage worry and expense. Attached to motor

will go througa passage 28in. Tandem and single
bodies fitted.— Hopley.

FOLDING Sidecar.—When ordering your motor
specify a Hopley folder. Suits motors up to

lOh.p. Can be changed from pleasure to commercial
in few seconds. Detachable wheels can be fitted.

Tested 7 years.— Hopley, Upper Highgate St., Birming-
ham. [0152

MONTGOMERY Sporting Sidecar, used 40 miles,
black lined grey, made specially for 8h.p.

Zenith; cost £26, accept £16.—Box 1520, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [9912

WILLOWBROOK Sidecars for any machine, smartest
designs, comfortable bodies; write for catalogue

showing reduced prices from 16 gns.—Willowbrook
Motor Co., Leicester. [0335

COMFY Sidecars, strong underslung chassis, coach
built body, bulbous back with locker, quick de-

tachable fittings, Clincher tyre; price 18 gns.—Comfy
Sidecar Co., Leytonstone. [3079

SPRING Wheel, girder axle, Middleton, cost £24
1921, fits left-hand Indian or other 28x3 ma-

chine; good reason; £8; evenings; chassis only.

—

39, Westmead Rd., Sutton. [8837

CANOELET 1921 Sporting, K4, 12 gns.; brand new
light-medium Henley, 13 gns. ; good medium

underslung coachbuilt, 9 gns.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110,
Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [9305

HAWK Sporting Sidecar, new March, 1922, hardly
used, dash, Auster Triplex screen, 3-way switch,

step, fit any machine 4h.p. to 8b.p.; nearest £25.

—

Hansford, 56, Queen Anne St., W.l.
,

i£9 1 1

3

LANCASTER Sidecars.—Superb coachbuilt sidecars
complete from 14 gns.; bodies only from 4 gns.

A good selection in stock. Call and inspect.—The
Lancaster Motor Co., 158, Norwood Rd., West Nor-
wood, S.E.27, 'Phone: Streatham 2541. [3328

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,
has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itself

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,
and, when folded, combination will pass through ;i

30in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Winovcle
Co.. Ltd.. 236. High Holbom. W-C.l. 10388

LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd.

—

Medium touring, complete, £15/15. Heavy tour-
ing, complete, £21. P. and M. sidecar, as new, £10.
Touring sidecar complete, £4. Box carrier, complete
with Mills-Fulford chassis, £5/10.—26, Tulse Hill,
Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton 1292. (V2 minute from
Brixton Skating Rink.) - [9824

DOUGLAS Chassis, shop-soiled bodies, special offer,

£11/10; P. and M. outfits, new bulbous back
bodies, fittings, etc., £14; outfit for Triumphs,
B.S.A.'s, etc., new bodies, £15; lightweights, complete,
brand new, from £11/10; 2-seaters, complete, from
£14; extended payments. Write for particulars.
'Phone : Brixton 1585. Robini Manfc. Co,, 1 and 3,
Tulse Hill, Effra Rd , Brixton, S.W. 2. [9650

OLD Man Hep has 1,000 Douglas underslung
chassis, renovated and complete, to suit all makes

of machines, for £5; or fitted with a brand new
Douglas type bulbous backel body, for £10/10 (these
bodies are upholstered with good quality Rexine, but
require a last coat of paint); this has been left for
travelling on, rail; send for photo, enclosing stamp.
We cannot be beaten for our prices. 'Phone: 1958
Brixton. (See Body column.)— 19, Wilcox Rd., South
Lambeth, London, S.W. 8. [50i5

GRADO, LTD.

sF
pfl^BRuC

-^y
mfei m

Special Pricss.

Kick-start

Model £6.
Variable ge^r, free

engine, kick-start.

Here is our world-
•ained kick star 1

Model for all ma-
chines from 3 to 10

It. p. Deltveiy from
Stock.

Plain Model
£5 0.

Lightweight
Plain Model

£4 5 0.

Two-stroke
Countershaft
Model £8 8 0.

Variable gear, free

engine, handle start

Ci-m plete with
chain, berth sprock-

ets and starter.

Postage Free.

The Grado Concentrix Valve Grinder.

Grinds Valve Absolutely Central.

VALVE
CAP

an J

(PARKING

PLUG SIZE.

American and English
- Threads.

Post Fre*

Requires No Effort

No need to take off

Cylinder.

The Grado Stand Spring Return.

STANC

Trice 5/9 Post Free.

The Grado Valve Facer,

Frice 20/

LONDON: 26, Cross St., Hatton Garden, E.C.I.

NORTHERN & MIDLAND ORDERS:
66, Pershore Street, Birmingham.

KUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
REYNOLDS Runabout, shop soiled only; bars '

£60; 2 seats.—Helliar, Honiton.

MORGAN Grand Prix, as new, lavishly eauini I

£150.-52, Thornhill Rd., Islington.

CHATER-LEA Cycle Car, practically new; £60
exchange.—24, Albion Rd., Lewisham.

[e

MORGAN 8h.p., M.AjG., 1920, o, .- £50 ml
extras; £155.—Duraut, Bourne, Far.iham, [e

"IQ2I Carden, perfect condition, hood, set
-»-«/ lamps; £75—Uompton Works, Wickford. [6

'

G.N., touring model, immediate delivery £22
Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Great Portland St., W. '" '

Uf>-SEATER Car, complete, less engine; IS g
'

<* appointment only.—67, Mayola Rd., Clapton.

[9

1 Q21 De Luxe G.N., dynamo lighting, every acJ-" scry; £130.-24, Ealhol Rd., North Kens
ton. '9

"IQ17 G.P. Morgan-Jap, lamps, discs, etc.; £1
J-t/ motor cycle part.—120, Sutherland Rd., C
don, [5

Qih.p. 1915 De Luxe 2-stroke, overhauled, etc.!*2 perfect order; £18—2, Windsor St., Learn
ton. [g

"I Q22 8h.p. Rover; cash, terms, or exchange
J-" Shepherd, Enfield Highway. Tel.: Waltl
Cross 31. [0

MORGAN De Luxe, W.C., J.A.P., small mile
as new; £155.—93, Chiswick Rd., Lower

monton. [8

BEDELIA.—The new 1922 model 8-10h.p.,
cooled or water-cooled to choice. Immed !

'deliveries.

~D EDELIA —Air-cooled model, £185; water-coi
-*-* model, £195; side-by-side armchair seats, 3 apt

and reverse, 5 detachable wheels, hood, screen, Ian

tools, jack and pump included,' trial free.

BEDELIA.—Cash or easy terms; your old car
motor cycle taken part payment.

BEDELIA—Catalogue free from L. N. Palmer, S

Concessionaire for the British Empire.—Palm
Garage, Tooting. [9

BLERIOT Whippet, dynamo, spare wheel, in

top order; £85.—Grimes, 18, Bruton Place, B
St., W.l. [9:

1Q19 Carden (Triumph), 8h.p. .I.A.P., Sturmey
it/ speed, almost new; £75.-77, Haverstock B
Hampstead. [n I

1O20 8h.p. A.V. Bi-car, good condition; £70:
J-*-' change 3-speed Norton.
Shrewsbury.

A.C. Carrier, detachable wheels, fine body, perl

order, drive away; bargain, £25.—89, East B .

Wandsworth. [9,

ORGAN Runabout, Grand Prix model, 1913.

water-cooled; £60.—Apply, G. Hyde, W
tingham, S.E.9. [SI

A.V. Monocar, 19211/,, under 1.000 miles, good r

ning crder; £60, near ufler.—Wood, Welburn J

Headingley, Leeds [81

MORGANS. — Prompt 'delivery of 1922 mod
Official agents. Trade distributors Kent, Ess

City London.—Below.

G.N.—Immediate delivery of standard model; £2
dynamo lighting, etc.—Below.

G.N.—Dynamo lighting, horn, etc., choice of fo

prices £125-£168; in guaranteed conditio:

Below.

"DOVER 1922 Standard and De Luxe Models, n

-E*J in stock, dynamo lighting, etc.; prices £220 f

£245.—Below.

ROVER 1922 8h.p. Car, dynamo lighting, horn, e

done few hundred miles only, as new througho

£197/10.—Below.

CARDEN Cycle Car, 1921, electric lighting, ho

hood, etc.; £72/10.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishc

gate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 554
b

[Of

1A20 2-seater Tamplin, £89/10; 8h.p. Morg,'

Xtf hood, screen, £75.—Halifax Motor Exchan

Horton St., Halifax.

-Ea tough, Uckingt

M^:

pi

TB., 1921 (September), lOh.p. W.C. Blackbur

1922 starting, perfect; £140.—Kins, Farm

Kennington, Oxford.

/""I W K., 2-seater, recently overhauled, new^f.

crankshaft, ball bearings

Moore, Selsey, Sussex.
£90, near offer

[81

"I Q20-21 G.N., discs, spare wheel, dynamo lighti

i-*J speedometer, well equipped; £lr"
Charles Square, W.10. [?:

£125.-1914 Morris-Oxford 2-seater, 4 cylindc

W.C , 5 detachable wheels, beautiful condlti

—King, Egrove, Oxford. [9'

8h.p. Duo-Jap, variable gear, good tyres, relial

equipped; must sell; £28.—Carter, Rose Ba

The Mount, Shrewsbury.

A38 A " letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issua
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Editorial, Advertising, and Publishing Offices : Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.
Telegrams: " Cyclist, Fleet, London." Telephone: City 2847 (13 lines).

Coventry: Hertford Street. Birmingham : Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street. Manchester: 199, Deanigate.
Tel^gr.ims: '• AutopresB, Birmingham." Telegrams; "Iliffe, Mancheflter."
Telephone : 2970 and 2971 Midland. Telephone : 8970 and 8971 City.

Subscription Rates: Home, 23s. lOd. ; Canada, 23s. lOd. ; other countries abroad, 28s. 2d. per annum.

Telegrams : " Motorcycle, Coventry.
_ Telephone ; 10 Coventry (5 linea).

The Tourist Trophy Races.

ON
pages 731-734 of this issue the Light-

weight and Junior Trophy Races are de-

scribed. At the time these lines were
penned the results .were not known, but

sufficient evidence has been forthcoming

from the practising to justify the anticipation

that, given favourable weather conditions, an

increase in speeds over those in last year's event

would be attained.

That a 350 c.c. engine is large enough for the

all-round requirements of the average solo tourist

has long been acknowledged, but it is on account

of its development in the Tourist Trophy Races

that this economical power unit has come to be

accepted by those who a- few years ago regarded

any machine under the 500 c.c. type as a toy.

As regards the Lightweight class, the known
and long-standing attitude of The Motor Cycle

concerning 250 c.c. engines has been made mani-

fest by the results. We are never tired of foster-

ing the claims of the true lightweight motor cycle.

Just as the 350 c.c. engine of to-day replaces the

500 c.c. power unit of yesterday, so will the

250 .c.c. machine ultimately attain the same posi-

tion By increasing engine efficiency, the T.T.
races automatically encourage the production of

smaller and more economical motor cycles for

the ordinary rider, for a small engine
,
permits

the embodiment of lighter parts all round, and
a lighter machine means greater economy in first

cost, upkeep, and taxation.

jTrue, the lightweight machines in this year's

races were no lighter than the large motor cycles

which competed in the first T.T. race in 1907.

This is a fact which sometimes is used' as an

argument against the modern mount, but anyone

comparing the respective specifications of 1907
and 1922 machines will appreciate that, consider-

ing the equipment and the convenience provided

by it, the weights of present-day mounts, while

still capable of reduction, are fully justified by
the results obtained.

The Senior Race.

The Senior race, held to-day (Thursday,
June 1st), promises to excel all others in point
of interest. Not only is there an international

element present, but competitors with machines
from overseas are among the prime favourites
for first place. The races, however, are not so

international in character as the public would
like them to be, and it is to be regretted that

representatives of France, Belgium, Holland,
Italy, and Switzerland are not competing, espe-

cially since the original object of the Tourist
Trophy Races was to prove the speed and re-

liability of British productions in competition
with those of other countries.

Bench tests and scientific research help consider-

ably. Brooklands, too, does a great deal to im-

prove the power and stamina of engines ; relia-

bility trials demonstrate the roadworthiness of

the machines themselves, but the Tourist Trophy
Races combine the best qualities of all these'

testing media.

Whitsuntide.

WHILE all, or almost all, the well-known
-people in the motor cycle world are this

week attending either the T.T. races or

London-Edinburgh run, or both, there

remains, as our fixture list of week-end
events would indicate, a great deal of activity

among the three hundred or so local motor cycle

clubs. -.

The roads, too, will be teeming with tourists,

and if the weather keeps to its promise all pre-

vious "records" in this respect should be

broken. There will, indeed, be few pneumatic-

tyred wheels which will remain stationary all

this week-end ; but those that are turned^-by

motor cycle engines will be particularly active.

-« .V f ' /„ ./// / ,,/
, / , / , ?/, Z .
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Our 1,000th Number.

H'

ALWAYS regret that I wasn't on the staff, when
; No. i was published, even if only as office boy.

At that date, as far as I can remember, I kept my
pot boiling with eloquent articles on poultry and

pigeons in a contemporary, whilst my secret muse
nurtured itself by publishing verse of mingled amorous -

and humorous tendencies, treatises on war, and fiction

of deplorable badness. Only in September, 1904, was

this page first inflicted on a long-suffering public.

What a staff we had in those days ! They deserve to

have things dedicated to them like the Early Chris-

tians, for only a man of remarkable faith and vision

could believe in the motor cycle, as it then was.. The
originators of The Motor Cycle w-ere not martyred for

their opinions, because nobody took sufficient interest

to be violent ^bout it;- but chaff, ridicule, contempt,

and financial loss were their portion. But tbey stuck

to their guns, they played their part in fostering and
guiding the infant sport and industry. To-day, when
all the roads of the world echo to our exhausts, when
the motor cycle is every youngster's passion and dream,

when manufacture employs thousands, they have their

reward ; and one or two of them have lived to see it.

Where's a prophet who can outline the condition of

motor cycling at the date when we publish our 2.000th

number? I don't know how the rest of the staff pro-

pose to solemnise the anniversary, but I am trying to

get hold of the wreck of a front-driven Werner and

a trailer, and go out for 100 miles.

Back to the Island Again,

HEIGHO ! Before these lines appear in print I

shall have felt the wind blowing over the dirty

surge of the Mersey, smelt the mixed odours of

the Manx- boat (cooking, hot oil—and other smells),

met those nasty cross seas an hour east of Douglas,

watched the peak of Snaefell rear itself up over—

I

hope—a smoothish sea, gazed with dismay at those

innumerable slimy green steps towering above the boat

at low tide, bribed a few of those pirates calling them-

selves porters to lug my " Ric-Umph " on to the quay,

and then, hey, for the Races ! Are any of the dark

horses top-notchers ? Will the Rudge " come back "

as it did in '13 and '14? Has the dear old Norton's

turn for a slab of luck come at last? Scott, Triumph,
Sunbeam—oh, dear! I think I'll listen, to Mrs. Ixion,

and leave all my spare cash at home this year; it is

no race to bet on.

Training for the T.T.

'OR weeks past the wiser entrants for the T.T.

have been busily training physically. For some

training means no drinks, for others beer in-

stead of whisky, whilst regular hours and less or no

fo2

ccasional
^ommtnJj

tobacco are common precautions. Golf and ordinary

motor cycling are popular, while a few riders prefer

boxing, tennis, and even cricket. What awaits a man

in the Island depends largely on his employers. Most

riders prefer to tune their own machines. One such

told me that when, his machine was handed over to

him in the Island for a previous race, it would not

climb a grade of 1 in 15, so that he and all the other

jockeys of his stable had a gruelling time, lapping

in practice on tourist mounts, and spending the rest

of the day in making new cams, etc., with very make-

shift tools, only to find that each new part must be
'

improved upon. Finally, they figured quite pro-

minently in the event. Other stables practically main-

tain a separate staff for tuning, and tell the riders to

forget all about motor cycles (if they can) as soon

as the "course is closed for each practice day.

Not There.

IWAS extremely disappointed at the absence of

the Scott Sociable from the Scottish Six Days.

Sidecars are notoriously tested to the limit in that

arduous event, and ever since I tasted the indisputably

beautiful and powerful running of the famous

"Crab," I have wanted to see it pitted against the

sidecars in what is little short of a test to destruction

for all three-wheelers except the elect. If the A.C.U.

reverse 'their 192 1 policy and adopt a machine-smasher

course for 1922, perhaps the Sociable- will weigh in.

My private acquaintances tell me that the Sociable is

cheaper to run than most sidecars, that it does 70

m.p.g. anywhere, is light on oil and tyres, can be

hosed down in five minutes, and does a hard season's

work on one decarbonisation. In speed and climb it

is pretty well up to the 1,000 c.c. class, in suspension

and weather protection it is as good as anything on

the road, and I always understand that' its appear-

ance was the only thing against it, like the defendant

with the broken nose. But its. sponsors cannot expect

the world and his wife to recognise all these merits

if they are studiously concealed under a bushel.

A Featherweight Speedster.

HOW many people are aware that it is possible to

buy a 60 m.p.h. machine, developing some 12S

b.h.p. and substantial enough to hold together,

which nevertheless weighs under 200 lbs. and only pays

lightweight tax? I refer to the Scott Squirrel. I note

that the makers employ a cute wrinkle for facilitating

the handling of these machines by railway porters,

when delivered by train. They thread a 16 in. bar

through the top front sidecar connection lug, which

completely obviates the usual trouble about finding a

grip to lift the front end of the machine.

(17)
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ONE THOUSAND
WEEKS OF

"THE MOTOR
CYCLE."

SOME REFLECTIONS BY THE EDITOR.

LAST week The Motor Cycle celebrated its thou-

sandth consecutive number. Founded at a time
when motor cycles were in their chrysalis stage,

this journal has actively fostered and encouraged the

development of a type of machine which we felt would
eventually form the motor vehicle for the million.

The motor cycle industry has experienced serious

trials, vicissitudes and set-backs. Originallv modelled
on the lines of a pedal bicycle, with its high frame,

short handlebar and comparatively large wheels, it at

first possessed a somewhat high centre of gravity which

brought it into discredit on account of its consequent

instability. The process of evolution towards its

present form has been, gradual, and we, who have
closely watched its gradual perfection, sometimes

marvel at our own early enthusiasm for its crude fore-

runners

Early Examples of Motor Cycles.

Originally motor cycles had only a single gear ; their

round or flat belts were unreliable. Gradually but

surely the machine advanced towards perfection in

reliability and comfort. Pedal gear was displaced by

foot-rests and "kick" starters, rigid forks by com-

fortable spring forks, a stand to support the machine
became a permanent fitting, luggage carriers were

added when the machines were found to be capable of

transporting the rider's necessary personal impedi-

menta, the old unreliable accumulator ignition system

gave place to the entirely successful magneto; frames

were lowered, change-speed gears—thanks to the cam-

paign initiated by The Motor Cycle in 1906—became

standard fittings ; reliable and weatherproof forms of

transmission made their appearance ; and to-day we
have a machine equal in reliability to any form of

motor vehicle on the road, and one, too, capable of

being run at an infinitesimal cost compared with that

of the more pretentious car.

The Passenger- Machine Phase.

Hand in hand with the development of the me-

chanism and design of the motor bicycle itself, the

solution of the passenger problem has progressed

through its various stages. At first the demand in

this respect was satisfied by a simple frail trailer.

Subsequently the forecar, and next the tricar, became
the vogue ; latterly the sidecar has been introduced,

and, despite its seemingly unmechanical layout, has

proved entirely satisfactory and reliable, so much so

That it is the most popular form of motor conveyance

on the road to-day.

A Case of Persistency.

On this auspicious occasion we may be pardoned
for referring to the efforts that this journal has put

forth in the directions indicated since Number One
made its appearance on March 31st, 1903. We have

often been paid the compliment that, it was owing to

the persistency of The Motor Cycle, together with the

introduction of the high-tension magneto at a critical

period, that rendered possible the great motor cycle

industry that is in existence 'to-day. Fifteen or sixteen

years ago motor cycles were in disrepute- They had
failed to satisfy all at once the over-ambitious expecta-

tions that were entertained of them- They were but

new to their work—a quite young introduction—but

the daily Press, which is ever impatient of innova-

tions, joined in a general condemnation of the. seem-

ing intruder. In this connection we have preserved

among our records articles of a most damaging char-

acter that appeared in some of the newspapers of the

time under such headings as " Death of the Motor
Cycle," " Decline of Motor Cycles," " Failure of

the Motor Cycle," etc. Years of long and patient

advocacy and propaganda work were needed to live

down these damaging aspersions and to counteract the

prejudice that they created in the minds of the un-

reflecting public. For over six years The Motor Cycle,

in face of such uncomplimentary references as those-to

which we have referred, stood alone, in hoeing, so

to speak, a long furrow, by steadily fostering, en-

couraging, and assisting design, by free comment and

constructive criticism, never wavering in our corivic-

I 30 12 W 36 38 40 « 44 46 46 50 52 3< 56 58 60 62 64 66 6670 72 74 76 78 80 82 84 86 68 90 92 94 96*98 100 102 104 106 108 110 112 114 116 H6I20 122 124-
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The continually increasing interest in motor cycles from the year 1903 onwards, mav be judged from this chart showing the average circulation

figures of " The Motor Cycle "
in thousands. Incidentally the British Army's great call upon motor cyclists during the war is graphically

conveyed by the figures recorded during 1914 to l9!6.
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One Thousand Weeks of "The Motor Cycle."—

tion that the motor cycle would win through and
eventually triumph over its carping adversaries. Our
optimism has been fully justified by results.

Reaping Where Others Had So-w n.

So soon, however, as the motor cycle had made good
by becoming a

practicable road
vehicle, and the in-

dustry showed
signs of attaining

the huge dimen-

sions it has now
reached, those
who had poured

their scorn upon it

and scoffed at it

in the days of its

weakness now be-

stowed their bless-

ing, in order, as

suppose, to

where others

sown. Be
that as it may, the

motor - cycle in-

dustry . has at-

tained to the dis-

tinction of being

in a position not

only to
.
provide

the means of

healthy recreation

and enjoyment to

hundreds of thou-

sands of b ) t

h

sexes, but to give

profitable employ-
ment to many
thousands of work-
people. It is also

a point worth
noting that the

persons w h o

favour the motor
cycle as a means
of recreation or

who use it in con-

nection with their

business are of the

active and ener-

getic type, upon
whom almost more

THE

is an article in use the whole world- over, and this

country remains in unchallenged possession of the ;

facilities fqr supplying that demand. While many
other industries flag through foreign competition, the

motor cycle industry more than holds its own. Pos-

sibly- foreign countries may have been influenced by
the pessimism of those who howled down the motor

.

,

'

cycle in its early

days, while manu-
facturers at home
heeded our - own
counsel.

m
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TO THE READERS OF No. 1.

A sS a iule the first number of a new paper is

accompanied by some sort of introductory

ixplauation, we might almost say excuse, for

its existence, but The Motor Cycle enjoys an

exceptional advantage in this respect, as it has been

established in response to a very widely-expressed

desire. At the present time there is no journal which

deals wholly and solely with the motor cycle and

motor cycling, and this is the gap we have decided

to fill in response to the general request to which

we have just referred.

Motor cycling as a pastime is now firmly estab-

lished, and its votaries are sufficiently numerous to

claim a journal'devoted entirely to the special sub

jects of interest to them. In its early days motor

cycling was regarded- either as a fpecial branch

of cycling or motorcaring ; but it has developed so

rapidly that it is impossible to deal with it ade-

quately in a cycle or autocar-publication, as there

are many people within the ranks of motor cyclists

who arc not much interested in pedal cycles, and

who are well aware that the motor car, even in its

most inexpensive form, isenlirely beyond their reach

from a monetary point of view.

The main pejints of the policy of The Motor Cycle

will be:

(i) To give' practical and useful information to

motor cyclists.

(2.) To explain the working of the motor and

every part of the machine in the clearest

possible manner.

(3) To describe new-* inventions and improve-

ments.

(4.) To record all matters of interest in the motor

cycle world.

(5>) To promote the exchange of ideas and useful

information between motor eyejists

(6.) .-To reply to queries. (Sec page 19-)

(7.) To help the motor cyclist to get the utmost

enjoyment from the pastime.

(8.) To bear in mind that many motor cyclists are

not in receipt of large incomes.

(9.) To foster motor cycling in every possible way.

We say nothing about assisting in the development

of the industry of, motor cycle building, as it is

agreed by all who understand the subject lha* the

strengthening and fostering of the pastime must of

necessity benefit the industry.

We do not believe in making great claims or p.o-

mises, as we hope that The Motor CycU and its

policy, which we have attempted briefly to outline,

will appeal at once to votaries of the pastime.. It

will not be our fault if this is not the case, and we

shall always -welcome suggestions from our readers.

Whether they can be adopted or not, they will be

none the less appreciated, and it will be our con-

stant effort to improve and strengthen the paper

in every possible way, so as to ensure its being more

and more acceptable to its readers.

No. 1 necessarily lacks certain features which will

characterise later issues ; but we have determined

to abstain from the objectionable practice too often

followed of using "dummy" letters, queries, etc.,

so as to make a paper complete from No. 1. These

features will develop naturally with the paper. They

will not be simulated, but they will be heartily enT

couraged, as we believe them to be some of the most

important sections of amedium devoted to the en-

couragement of a new pastime, and we feel sure

we can depend on the- cordial co-operation of pur

readers in these matters.

Page I, No. 1, Volume 1.

than upon any other section of the community, irre-

spective of social distinctions, the future prosperity
and prestige of the British Empire mainly depends.

An Essentially British Industry.
Besides all this, it is no small matter to be proud

of that, by pertinacity in advocating the claims of,

and focusing attention upon, the motor cycle, this

journal has been the means of retaining for Great
Britain an industry the products of which have a
wnrld-wide market. In other words, the motor cycle

D4

In peace .„ time

-the motor cycle

has been the means
of training the

minds of our
younger genera-

tion in a me-
chanical direction,

which proved of

inestimable value

to the country in

time of war.

Many of our most
daring and re- .

sourceful airmen

w ere recruited-,

from the ranks of

motor cyclists,

whilst votaries of

the single-track

motor vehicle were

found in every

branch of the

British Army,
where their me-
chanical bent was
Sound of the great-

est value. Recog-
nising the big part

that motor cyclists

ivere destined to

play in the war, I

The Motor Cycle,'

at the outset of

hostilities opened a

recruiting section,

rendering services

which formed the

subject of a letter

of warm apprecia-'

tion from the

Army Council.

During the war the motor cycle replaced the horse

as the mount for the despatch rider, and one success-

ful campaign was carried out by an army mounted on
the ubiquitous two-wheeler.

From small beginnings the motor cycle has grown
to be part of our national life.; from an exclusive-
coterie of about 10,000 riders in 1903, the number of

actual motor cyclists registered in this country in-

creased to the remarkable extent of over 370,000 by

<

the end of 1921.

C23)
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The first motor cycle, made by Daimler in (885, compared
with a modem T.T. mount—the A.J.S.

Progress since 1885. An Historical Review What will the Future bring?

TO a modern mind the oddest feature about the
birth of the motor cycle is that ii generally
thrashed the prehistoric cars of that date in

the leading competitions. This honour it sometimes

shared 'with a steam omnibus invented by the Marquis
de Dion, which derived its power from one of the

boilers standardised for French torpedo boats, and

The ^larquis de Dion

on a De Dion-Bouton

steam tricycle built in

1888

after a little wear it made almost as much noise as a

tnreshing machine; pedalling gear was fitted and
freely used. e\en against a wind on the level; oil was
inserted by hand" from a tin via a removable plug in

the crank case : the carburetter was a small tank

attached to the top tube, containing an inch or t\\ :

genuine "0.6S0 spirit, through which air- was drawn:
ignition was by a huge cylindrical non-trembler coil

and dry batteries ; the front brake was a spoon on the

tyre, and the rear brake a band on the axle. From
their first introduction these little machines were

capable of nearly 20 m.p.h. on a good road, and were

quite decently reliable.

Far more awkward to handle was the Bollee

tandem, which had a very flabby engine laid hori-

zontally along the rear chainstays. The frame was by

no means rigid, vet it carried the bearings of the gear

shafts. There was no clutch, and the rear wheel was
bodily levered forward to slacken the flat belt when-
ever a free engine was required. When new :

-

machine was drivahle until the engine ran hot ; when
old, the gearshaft bearings were so vilely out of truth

owing to frame distortion that the engine could n

1 e expected to keep cool for more than a very few
miles.

»'as ifois less experimental th the average petrol

vehicle.

Actual road vehicles were slow in appearing after Gott-

lieb Daimler invented his engines, and serious motor
;::::_ commenced about 1895 with the Bollee tandem
and the De Dion tricycle : Pennington's various motor
:ycles. notably a four-seated three-wheeler, of which
tot skeleton still adorns the conservatorv of

:; Tie
lite Lion" at Cobham, enjoyed a great deal of

pu licdty without ever "going into production." as
we should put it nowadays. The De Dion tricvele

had a small a.o.i.v. engine, mounted just behind the
rear axle, which- it drove direc: through gears, and

b 5

1 ^"^

Cue o! the early Clement motor bicycles with the small twin

engine situated near the steering head.

(27)
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X¥£> machines with their- engines behind the bottom brecfceL (Left) The Bowden ane (right) the Ormonde.

Meanwhile isolated motor bicycles began to appear

here and there. Col. Holden produced a bijou four-

cylinder, listed at about £$$, with a tiny rear wheel

driven direct by the connecting rods, if memory does

not deceive me. I never had the pluck to buy one

of these, but I was informed that they travelled at

great speed for a few miles, after which a new
tyre was required- The Humber and Riley people

turned out one or two machines, and the Hildebrand-

Wolfmiiller was exhibited, but frightened everybody

who saw its jerky motion on the road.

Earning Reputations.

Ere long three firms began to earn quite decent

reputations. In France the famous Werner brothers

produced a nice little bicycle, with an air-cooled engine

mounted above the front mudguard, flanked by a wick

carburetter resembling a biscuit tin, and a red-hot

platinum tube used for ignition purposes : the drive

was by a bootlace belt. Its most serk>us_ fault was

top-heaviness, which caused it to lie down flat in the

road at the sight of a spot of rain ; the petrol then

leaked on to the platinum tube, and the fire brig

appeared. In Belgium the Minerva people produced

a tiny single-cylinder engine, attached by two clips

to The front down tube of a light bicycle : rated at

ii h.p., it would be considered too small for a scooter

nowadays. Presently the Singer Co. marketed both

a tricycle and a bicycle, on which really creditable

mileages were attained. Miss Muriel Hine being one
if their first customers. Its power unit : mk ist<

an auto-wheel, famished with wi le, lis s I . luminium
spokes, and its reliability owed much to the Sirnms

low-tension magneto. The auto-wheel was employed
as the front wheel of the tricycle and the rear wheel

of the bicycle, both being gear-driven : until vibration

set up fatigue of the spokes, these machines ran regu-

larly, though the noise and vibration were appalling.

Early Britons.

Gradually the industrv grew more stereotype i. The
little Minervas were the first to make good. In
England the 2§ h.p. Excelsior, with an M.M.C.
engine assent led into a splendidly built frame by
Bayliss. Thomas. Ltd., set a nei standard of power
and workmanship." The Quadrant people worked jh

similar lines, producin_ first a 2 h.p., and then a

h-p. The Werner made an even better break, for

in lieu of clipping the engine to the down tube t

built it into the centre of the frame, though the cor-

rectness of their idea was not perceived for some time.

as the Ormonde Co. elected to put their engine behind

the saddle pillar tube. No sidecars yet existed,

passenger work was performed either with a two-

wheeled trailing car carrying a wicker chair, or a fore-

carriage slung between two front wheels. A few
quadricvcles were made, chieflv in France, th

Dennis Bros., of Guildford, made a. good exiLz

with the De Dion engine: the gear^driven tri

died hard—they n ad two-speed gears and eng:r.rr

with water-cooled heads, the best being the Ariel,

which had its engine insi ie the beelbase

Early models of well-known machines. (Left.) A 1905 P. & M. which even at this ear'y date risd- a two-speed gear. (Right).The tzifielcl

of 1902 with its engine over the frcnt wheel fcnt driving the rear wned by means of a belt

(4)
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The Evolution of the Motor Cycle.—

By 1903, when The Motor Cycle was first issued,

motor cycles were sufficiently numerous to claim their

own governing body- and a' separate trial, instead of

being sandwiched into car events. The Automobile

Club formed a special motor cycle committee, and

100 miles were to be covered on each of ten days.

The organisers were inexperienced, and their official

garage was a small tent -situated in a swamp within

the grounds of the Crystal Palace. The Palace regu-

lations forbade engines to be run inside the grounds,

and the exit was up quite a steep hill. Twenty out of

forty-three starters survived to compete in the conclud-

ing'speed tests on the Palace track, where an average

speed of 28 m.p.h. was attained, thanks to a liberal

time allowance for tuning up after the road trial.

Horseshoe brakes and belts were responsible for most

of the roadside stops, for the engines of 1903, if

weak, were moderately reliable. But the M.C.C.

people ran the best trials at that date. They had

gathered most of the keen men into their fold, and

had fixtures nearly every week-end, and by 1904

machines were good enough for the first Edinburgh

run to be. held, though there was heavy betting against

anybody getting through inside twenty-four hours.

For some years vague regulations permitted this event

to degenerate into something approaching a race.

1905 saw the debut of the 3 h.p. Triumph, easily the

best cycle built up 'to that date, though a few

Northerners spoke heartily of the otherwise unknown

P. & M., which actually had chain drive and a two-

speed gear.

Year by year trials were stiffened up. In 1905 the

Auto Cycle Club took us up Birdlip in the Six

Days—there was no penalty for failure, and crowds

of willing pushers were at hand. In 1906 the first

End-to-End run was held, and three single-geared

Douglas machines created a huge sensation: 1907
was a dead year, for the trade protested that the

A.C.C. was going ahead too fast. 1908 produced the

first Scott, with kick-starter and two-speed gear. In

1909 the Edinburgh Club did yeoman service to the

industry by including lots' of really bad hills in their

first Six Days, "and the A.C.U. offered a 25^ mark
bonus for clean ascents of test hills in their big trial.

So every designer began thinking about variable, gears,

and if a miserably, inadequate adjustable pulley was-

the first and most popular suggestion for a time, the

tendencies at least were right. Recent comers to the

sport will not credit how obstinately many makers,

many riders, and many technical authorities com-

bated the thesis that a decent motor cycle ought

to be able to go over any main road under its own
power.

Meanwhile, just as reliability trials emphasised the

shortcomings of the bicycle itself, racing was slowly

developing our engines. The pacing of push-bike

records was the first racing opportunity of the motor

bicycle, .and the French used to turn out cumbrous

monsters of over 20 h.p. Presently pure motor cycle

races commenced at Canning Town and the Crystal

Palace, Sam Wright, Harry Martin, Bert Yates, J.

Crundall, and the Colliers being leading exponents.

In 1904 we competed in an international race of 168

POPULAR 1903 DESIGNS

De Dion-Bouton Minerva

SPORTS MODELS OF
TWENTY YEARS AGO.

Peugeot. Starlev.

t>8 (20)
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The Evolution of the Motor Cycle-
miles at Dourdan. It was silly of us, for the French
only gave us eight weeks' notice to prepare special

machines under a weight limit of ioSlb. Our team, con-
sisting of a Quadrant, a J. A. P., and a Lagonda, was
outclassed. The next year we got nineteen machines
ready for an eliminating trial, in the Island, most, of
them big twins, and all under io81b. G. A. Barnes
actually had a twin of 94 mm. x 100 mm. inside this

weight. C. B. Franklin (J. A. P.) and Harry Collier
were in the team, with Campbell on an Ariel ; the Inter-

national was run in Austria,
.
and the native riders

won with the aid of travelling sidecars full of spares.

Our humiliations in these international events had
taught us the value of racing, and 1907 brought about
the first T.T. race and the opening of Brooklands
track. The lessons derived from such racing experi-

ence have unquestionably lifted our motor cycles to

their present pre-eminence. The first Tourist Trophy
race was- a quaint business in all conscience. Thanks
to the influence of the No. 8 hats on the Automobile
Club Committee, it was run on a fuel ration, 1 gallon
per 90 miles for singles, and 1 gallon per 75 miles
for twins. Seventeen singles and eight twins started,

Charlie Collier winning at 38^ m.p.h. At the finish

the course was sufficiently littered with derelicts to

make manufacturers study reliability. Brooklands
did not see a motor cycle race till April 20th/ 1908,
when-Jwenty-four machines started level, and a 9 h.p.

Peugeot, geared 2§ to 1, was an easy winner at

6$ m.p.h.

Passenger Attachments.

Trials and races thus combined to produce decent
bicycles with powerful engines, and the way was slowly
being paved for a satisfactory passenger-carrier. The

JUNE 1 st, 1922.

trailer, once so popular, was never- more than a tem-
porary makeshift. Never too safe, it was completely
unsociable, and its unfortunate. occupant was exposed
to the maximum of noise, smell, and dust. The fore-~

car or tricar had" greater possibilities than have ever
been realised, and it is extremely odd that no example
of this form of three-wheeler except the Morgan can
claim an existence of any standing. Originally the

fore-carriages were detachable, and we used to detach
them several times a week, for, on the one hand, we
were anxious to take our girls with us whenever the
girls could come, arid, on the other hand,, having only
one gear, we found it worth doing an hour's work to

improve climbing powers for a solo run. About .1906

tricars blossomed into- regular three-wheeled ca^s, com-
plete with gear boxes. The Lagonda was the best

;

most of the others were disfigured by bad workman- .

ship or items of clumsy design. But they did not go
at all badly. I used to climb hills like Sutton Bank
with consummate ease and at a good speed long before

1 could be sure of getting up on a bicycle.

Introduction of the Magneto.

The greatest single improvement ever introduced

was the high-tension magneto, which I used, I believe,

for the first time in the Edinburgh run of 1905. Prior

to that date our ignition consisted of : (i) a shilling

porcelain plug, which was never expected to last more
than a few hundred miles; (ii) a 20 ampere-hour
accumulator, stored in a compartment of the tank,

j

from which numerous flimsy cables issued through

small holes with knife-like edges; (iii) a coil, prefer-'

ably of the trembler variety, because its buzz was an

aid to diagnosing troubles
;

(iv) a contact-breaker

operated by a cam- on the engine, closely resembling

a watch in the minuteness and number of its parts,

1903 XL-All
with cylinders

set at 90".

EARLY TWIN CYLINDER
MOTOR CYCLES.

1906 Prim with the petrol tank as

part of the frame.

b 10
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WELL-KNOWN TWINS OF THEIR DAY.

7o5

The 6 h.p. Riley,

a 1906 model.
Observe the rid-

ing position.

Clement racer or

1903. The tank

is at the rear of

the saddle.

and made of substances which I can only describe as

metallic butter. Nobody dreamt of tackling a run

without a pocket voltmeter and spare screws and
blades for the contact-breaker, and profiteers used to

sell us German silver points camouflaged as platinum.

So deep-rooted was my ignition cynicism that years

elapsed before I dared travel without a large plush-

lined box of -magneto spares, none of which were ever

actually needed.

Passenger enthusiasts will regard all-chain drive as

an introduction of equal merit with the magneto. As
a keen soloist I still regret the almost complete dis-

appearance of the belt. Admittedly it could give

plenty of trouble. even on two-wheelers. Long after
" bootlaces " and even built-up leather V belts

became obsolete, the combination of a heavy storm

and a terrific gradient has caused me great anxiety on

belt drive. On the other hand, can any modern motor-

cycling sensation quite compare .With the old experi-

ence of adventuring oneself on a long tour amidst the

mountains with a single-geared belt drive ? The
machine was light to handle and would climb excel-

lently on a low ;ratio, while the adjustable pulley

probably enabled one to gear down to 6\ to 1 tem-

porarily—of course, the belt would not stand many
miles on so small a pulley.

The climbing of hills is not the only uncertainty

that has disappeared from 'the sport. Time was when
we used to take the road with as many as three spare

(10)

A symmetrical

twin of 1906.

the 5i h.p.'

G.B.

Predecessor of all the Douglases—the 6 h.p. Fairy, 1906.

belts furled round various portions of the machine

;

a spare 8 a.h. accumulator~in a rabbit pocket; a cheap
German gas lamp on the bracket, and a cycle lamp
in a box on the carrier

;
plus two pockets and one

toolbag full of spare parts. We might get home the

same day ; we might not get home till late on the

morrow. All this uncertainty was very thrilling, and
the road stoppages were not the least enjoyable part

of the proceedings, for there was almost always a

chance to get going, whereas if we ." pack up" in

1922 it is generally a case of waiting for a kindly

Ford van to happen along.
«

The Modern Mount.

At the present time the motor cycle is so abominably

perfect that serious trouble seems quite incredible until

on some rare occasion it overtakes one. I personally

start out on excursions qf as much as two thousand

miles into the wildest corners of Great Britain with

no spare parts except a sparking plug, and I not in-

frequently return home with the virgin plug- still under

seal. So adequate are our machines that competitions

have narrowed themselves down to three phases, two

of which are entirely illegitimate. In one type riding

is done to a split second schedule. In another the

promoters' chief obsession is to multiply road surfaces

on which 100-ton steel will unravel into its constituent

fibres, or which would make vaseline feel like con-

crete. In the third type, pure speed decides the

b n
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The Evolution of the Motor Cycle.—

guerdon, and pure speed in these days demands a

quadruple alliance, to wit, an engineering genius, an

unrivalled plant, a syndicate with a profound pocket,

and an unimaginative youth blessed with rubber muscles

and a perfect gift of physical balance. How much

better were the old days in which everybody had

trouble, and he who fought it best came out on top.

It follows that competition work 'has very largely

served its turn so far as the general progress of motor

cycling is concerned. To-day the main tendencies of

evolution point in other directions. Machines are very

little more comfortable than they were twenty years

ago, allowing for the pulverisation of our roads. \\ e

get bumped almost as much as ever. We. still get

dirty. Trusting to the new standards of reliability,

we ride in winter and so we get rather .cold. Then,

as the pastime grows more and more utilitarian, hardy

youngsters cease to be its only or its chief devotees.

There is' an increasing' clamour for cheap, light

machines suited for short-distance work in the hands

of weak, elderly, or feminine owners. The scooter

boom—silly and ill-timed—revealed the extent of this

demand.' Nothing looks specially like filling the gap,

with the possible exception of the Harper Runabout,

which is probably too " expensive at present. Again,

the problems of a passenger motor cycle have not yet

been completely solved. A glance backward reveals

the progress which has been made between, say, 1903

and 1922—the period of this journal's activities and

influence. During these twenty years, effort has been

almost exclusively concentrated upon reliability, speed,

A De Dion tricycle of the type which several

British manufacturers marketed in 1895.

A 1898 front driven

Werner—a machine
which all veterans are

wont to quote as their

first mount. It was

capable of 16 m.p.h-

on the level.

and hill-climbing. Tlie Motor Cycle, as a disinter-

ested observer, has made many suggestions, some, of

them remarkably fruitful—variable gears were a

notable instance. But, broadly speaking, our sugges-

tions have been listened 1 to far more attentively when

they were directly concerned with, speed, climbing,

and reliability, than when they affected weight, com-

fort, passengers, and price. - Now that we have at»

tained a miraculous standard of reliability ; when we

can climb any hill on a tenth part of our engine's

output; the path of progress must swing in new

directions.

Finality ?

There are people who fancy

attained. The motor cyclist of

swooned with ecstasy if some fairy godmother could

have dangled a 1922 Brough Superior before his eyes,

shown him Pullin's Douglas " kilometring " at 100

m.p.h., or displayed a handful of chosen cracks

creeping steadily up the Screw Hill. I have no doubt-

that if the readers of this issue could go to sleep till

1942, andthen awake to see the current machines of

that era, they would find equal progress had been

made in the next two decades. By that time the

" posh " mounts of to-day, perfect as we rank them,

will seem crude and ridiculous, fit only to be con-

signed to some museum where man's earlier eccentrici-

ties, the front-driven Werner and the Bollee tandem,

even now expectantly await them.

B. H. D.

finality has been

1903 would have

GUIDE TO ROAD CONDITIONS.

FROM time to time there appears in provincial

newspapers a detailed statement of the con-

dition of the roads in the counties within a

reasonable radius. It is usually a useful guide to the

state of the roads, but the western section appears
singularly deficient in geographical accuracy. Under
the heading of " Somerset " are the " Bristol to

Gloucester" and the "Bath to Stroud" roads;

except for a very few miles of the latter road, both

b 12

these routes are in Gloucester. The Axminster to Brid-

port road, which is nearly all in Dorset, is given under

Devon. Porlock Hill, which is in Somerset, is also

placed 'under Devon.
Exactly why the routes " Brendon to Porlock " 3nd

" Brendon to Simonsbath " should be given, whilst

no mention is made of the main roads to these places

from Lynton and Lynmouth, is inexplicable ; Brendon

is only a tiny village which few motorists touch.

(16)
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THE T.T.

RACES.
Scenes During the Practising

which Finished on Monday
last.

The first corner on the course—Quarter Bridge. Located at the foot of Bray Hill, this bend

calls for careful negotiation, but the road is fairly wide.

From the grand stand. The timekeepers

shelter where the speeds of the riders are

recorded.

Enthusiasm is greater than ever this year, as is evidenced by this early morning crowd in the

paddock during practising hours.

(M)

Junior competitors at Cronk-ny-Mona in the early hours.

b 13
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MILESTONES
IN THE

TOURIST

RACES.
The Origin and History of

this Classic Event.

C. R. Collier with his Matchless after

winning the first T.T. race ever held

—

the single cylinder class in 1907. He also

won the Senior event in 1910, averaging

50 m.p.h.

NO motor cycle event thrpughout the whole

world creates greater interest than the

T.T. • its progress and results are fol-

lowed with enthusiasm in every country.

It must not be thought that the T.T. was

the first motor cycle race held in the Isle of

Man. In 1905 the A.C.G.B.I., as the Royal

Automobile Club was then called, had to find

a suitable venue for the Gordon-Bennett race

eliminating trials. England was out of the ques-

tion ; Ireland was willing to receive the club with

open arms, but even Ireland had to bow before

Parliament, and the chances of getting an Act

passed to legalise the race were more than re-

mote. Then the Isle of Man was considered.

It was practically a foreign country with its

own laws and its own Parliament, ready to

legalise the closing of the roads, so a chilly,

mistv morning in May, 1905, witnessed the first

I.O.M. motor cycle race, but so inefficient were

the machines of those days that the event ended

in a complete fiasco.

Origin of the Motor Cycle T.T.

Previous to 1907 a car Tourist Trophy Race

had been successfully organised and run by the

A C. G.B.I. It owed its origin to the enter-

prise of Lord Montagu of Beaulieu, who hit

upon the idea of a race for "more or less

touring cars, and offered a valuable

trophy to encourage the development of

fast touring cars.

It is thus proved that the Auto-Cycle

Union owes a debt of gratitude to the

parent body. Now probably the boot

is on the other leg, since from the first

.event in 1907 to the present races in

1922 the A.C.U. has never missed a

T.T. (save during the war), while the

R.A.C. has only held its-Isle of Man
races spasmodically ; consequently for

its events this year it is probably

only too glad to learn at the capable

b 14

WINNERS IN
1921.

Senior—H. R.

Davies (A.J.S.),

average speed,

54-49 m.p.h.

Junior — Eric

Williams
(A.J.S.), average

speed, 52'
1

1

m.p.h.

Lightweight^
D. G. Prentice

(New Imperial),

average speed,
'

44'S2 m.p.h.

H. Rem. Fowler (Norton) who won the

twin cylinder class in 1907. It is interest-

ing to observe that in this first race the

Matchless was a single and the Norton a

twin.

and efficient hands of its prosperous offspring.

Prompted by the success of the original

Tourist Trophy and the important effect it had
on motor car design, the late and ever-respected

Mr. H. W. Staner, manager-editor of The Motor
Cycle and editor of The Autocar, the soundness
of whose judgment was acknowledged by all in

the motoring movement, suggested to the A.C.U.
(then the Auto-Cycle Club) at its annual dinner

in 1906 that a motor cycle Tourist Trophy
should be held. That this is so is officially

acknowledged by the A.C.U.

Donor of the First Motor Cycle Tourist
Trophy.

On the way back from the last International

Cup Race, held in Austria in the summer of

1906, the matter was ardently discussed by the
Marquis de Mouzilly de St. Mars, Messrs. G. F.
Sharp and H. Collier, sen. Monsieur de St.

Mars, as he now prefers to be called, a French-
man by birth and an Englishman in sympathy,
gave the first trophy, modelled on the lines of the

original given by Lord Montagu—a silver figure

of Mercury standing on a winged wheel.

Early Conditions.
Next ensued a long series of discussions on

the proposed conditions of the race, and it was
eventually decided to follow Automobile Club

rules and limit the speed by petrol allow-

ance : one gallon for 90 miles being-

allowed for singles, and one gallon per

75 miles for twins.

One '•'' leg " of the old circuit is still-

retained in the present course, and that

is the section from Ballacraine to Kirk-
michael. The actual start was from St.

Johns, close by the Tynwald Hill, on
which new Manx laws are proclaimed at

dawn. Ballacraine corner was a left-

hand bend.

It is curious to read that in the first

race C. R. Collier pedalled and one man

(30)
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PAST WINNERS OF T.T. RACES.

J. Marshall H. Reed H. A. Collier P. J. Evans 0. C. Godfrey W. H. Bashall F. A. Applebee Hugh Mason H. 0. Wood
(Triumph) (Dot) (Matchless) (Humber) (Indian) (Douglas) (Scott) (N.U.T.) (Scott)

Single, 1908. Twin, 1908. 1909. Junior, 1911. Senior, 1911. Junior, 1912. Senior, 1912. Junior, 1913. Senior, 1913

dismounted and ran on the

Qreg Willey's Hill. Next
year pedalling was prohibited,

"and the fuel allowance was re-

duced.

First Scoring Board.

In 1908 a scoring board was
erected. The next year, 1909,
marked a milestone on the

road of progress, cubical capa-

city being uti-

lised to limit the

speed .; single
500 c.c., twins

750 c.c.

We now enter

into a new chap-

ter of T.T. his-

tory. In 191

1

the lightweight

350 c.c. machine,

began to assert

itself and de-

manded recogni-

tion. A second

trophy was pro-

vided, and the

Junior T.T. first

saw the light.

Change Speed
Gears

A very im-

portant result cf

the more difficult

course now used
was the rapid

development o f

change -speed
gears, no single-

geared machine
coming nearer

than within sixth

place of the

winner in the
Senior Race of

1911.

From 1 913 on-

wards the speeds

increased little

by little, and in

1914 a single-

(5)

C. G. Pullin

(Rudge)

Senior, 1914.

Cyril Williams

(A.J S.)

Junior, 1920.

T. C. De la Hay
(Sunbeam)

Senior, 1920.

R. O. Clark

(Levis)

L'w'ght, 1920.

Riders,

S">gle. ft 1. COLLIER

MsTchtessj

J. MARSHALL

{Triumph).

Sr. F. PHILLIP

ISCOII).

F. A. APPLEBEE

(scoii).

jr. 0. HGOO
(Scall).

H. 0. WOOD
(Scall).

G. DANCE

(Sunbeam).

F. S. EBHOHO
Tnumuh

.

T#in. H. R. FOWLER

(Harlem).

W H. BASHALL

(Bat).-

H. A. COLLIER

(Matchless).

H. H. BOWEN
'

(Bat).

Jr. P. J. EVAHS

(HumberJ.

E. KICKHAM

(Oouglas).

H. MASON

(H.U.T.).

ERIC WILLIAMS

(A.J.S.).

ERIC WILLIAMS

{U.S.).

H. R OAVIES

(A.J.S.).

C. 6. PULLIN

(RuBge).

H 0. W000
(SCOII).

How speeds have increased since the first T.T. race in 1907. The top graph depicts the

figures for the fastest laps each year and the bottom one the speeds of the Senior Race
winners.

cylinder won its first great vic-

tory from the twin, Pullin's

Rudge averaging 49.4 m.p.h

250 c.c. Races.

A third important milestone

marked the races in 1920, the

first T.T. events held after

the war. This journal again

used its influence towards the

development of design, and
presented the
Lightweight Cup
for the com-
petitor . making
the fastest time

on a 250 c.c.

machine, which

was won by R.

O. Clark (Levis).

Last year saw
the fourth im-

jjortant milestone

on the road of

the T.T. history,

namely, the win-

ning of the
Senior event by
H. R. Davies's

350 c.c. A.J.S.
at an average

speed of 54.4
m.p.h. ; in this

race The Motor
Cycle Cup was
won by D. G.

Prentice on a

J.A. P. - engined

New Imperial.

This year (1922)
.the Lightweight

Class formed a

separate event

in which the pre-

mier award was a

replica of the

original Trophy.
The graphs

given on this

page show the

increase in the

speeds of Senior

machines.

br5

1 C Of LA HAY il R DAVIES

(Sunbeam). (350 c.c. A.J.S-).
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M^NY of the patents described in
these pages never reach the manu-
facturing stage; this cannot be said

-of the next on my list, which describes
the rotary valve lay-out of the Scott
Sociable engine. Mr. A. A. Scott
explains_ at length in his specification that
the design is inspired by four principal
aims, viz.

:

1. To utilise the weight of the valve and
the pressure of the gases so that the vital
surfaces may maintain a perfect fit as long

as possible.

2. To permit
of easy renewal
of wearing parts.

3. To obtain a
simple manifold
with milled faces
for the inlet and
exhaust joints.

4. To keep the
inlet and exhaust
passages adjacent
to each other for

the heating of the
charge.

The drawings
show that all

these ideals have
been admirably
attained. The
valve component
fits into a cylin-

drical casing, and
an external screw
assists towards a
good joint. -

A. A. Scott's

rotary valve

arrangement
No. 162,464.

5/7/21.

(Bottom).

A. A. Scott

rotary valve

"manifold.''

No. 162,464.

5/7/21.

Lubricating the Steering Head.

Most motor cycle designers occasionally
imitate Nelson and turn a blind eye
towards things which they do not wish to
see. Mr. C. G. Pullin enjoys a well-
earned reputation for conscientiousness,
and is one of the very few men who
refuse to ignore the unsatisfactory lubri-
cation of the steering head. He improves

bi6

it without wasting much money.
At the top of the steering head
he provides a shielded hole for
introducing oil. Just above each
of the two bearings he punches
inwards a tongue cut out of the
side of the tube ^n its rear face;
this tongue catches the oil and
turns it into the bearing. The
base of the tube may be sealed

C.G.Pullin's

lubrication

system .
'

No. 162,395.

29/4/21. - H. P. Martin's sidecar springing.

24/11/21.

No. 171,562.

by a diaphragm level with -the lower
bearing, which diaphragm may take the
place of the lower tongue ; but if there
is a pivoted cross-piece at the base of the
head tube the diaphragm will be omitted.

Twist Grip Control.

A very simple form of twist grip control

is protected by Messrs. Pullin and Groom,
all of whose notions are worth the cost
of patenting. The Bowden wire or light

Sidecar Springing.

Quarter-elliptic springs are of course, all

the rage in the car world just now, and
the Martinsyde people propose to utilise

them for mounting a sidecar body on its

chassis. Tubular brackets are provided
above both longitudinal tubes of the side-

car chassis, and the thick ends of the
quarter-elliptics are bolted to the tops of

these brackets. The thin ends of the
springs are attached to the chair by means
of lugs and links. It appears that the
construction should reduce the side roll

to which many sidecar bodies are addicted
at speed oyer rough going.

Front Springing for Lightweights.

I never like opening a spring fork
patent, because past experience has taught
me the difficulty of sizing up a new fork
until one has actually tested it on the
road ; forks have sold by the . thousand

C. G. Pullin's cable control.

17/5/21.

No. 163,397.

control rod is introduced to the interior

of the handle-bar at the point where it

is bent back towards the grip. Two in-

clined slots are cut in the bar, and two
pins or lugs on the wire, or rod, enter
these slots. A sleeve and grip complete
the equipment, which, undoubtedly, gives

a pleasant form of control.

W. Tuncliffe's spring fork.

No. 163,501. 24/5/21.

(21)
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Recent Patents.—
! which I personally should have turned
down after a glance at the drawings. So
I will only say of Mr. Tunnicliffe's fork
that it is obviously a great deal more

I

sightly than most of the spring forks now
htted to motor cycles. It should be noted
that the rubber cushioning device in front

,
of the fork crown only comes into action

|
in the event of excessively violent re-

I

bounds. Obviously, the device is intended

I

for ultra-lightweight motor cycles (or

pedal cycles), and, incidentally, it has
been already adopted on the McKenzie
machine.

Front Fork Design.

A third spring fork is designed by
Mi-. Sydney Jones, and may be described
in stud book parlance as being " by Druid
out of Triumph." It has the most com-
plicated linkage I have ever seen applied

S. Jones'

spring fork.

No. 163,532.

26,5/21.

to a fork, and I am not in the least pre-
pared to guess what it would feel like
over a pothole. If Mr. Jones has made
nip a sample, I hope he will give me a
chance to see how his hybrid rides.

Worm Drive.

Cost might prove to be the only
deterrent against Mr. W. W. Scott's
spring worm drive coming into use on
motor cycles. As all the world knows,
the problem of devising a cheap and effi-

cient shock absorber is partly to blame
for the scarcity of shaft drive on motor
cycles. The Scott layout is extremely
simple, and should be efficient, but can

hardly be cheap to make. The driving
shaft terminates in a hollow pot, with an
internal worm drive. The continuation
shaft has an external worm cut upon it;

the two shafts are connected by a sleeve
machined with both internal and external

W. W. Scott's spring drive. No. 171,201.

17/11/21.

worm of the. requisite "hands." Inside
the " pot " are springs bearing against
each end of the sleeve.

Front Brake Adjustment.

Motor cyclists commonly nourish a
whole catalogue of " grouses " against
the stirrup type of front brake, viz.,
that the shoes interfere with tyre
repairs, that the shoes may drop off, that
the adjusters consist of small, delicate
parts, and that the cable seldom shows as

Butterfield's

front brake

mechanism.
No. 170,491.

27/8/21.

long a life as other cables used on the
machine. The last of these grouses is

tackled by the new Butterfield
. patent,

doubtless intended for application to Levis
motor cycles. The spring box and adjust-
ing device are usually mounted in a lug
projecting from the top bridge of the

spring fork. This method leaves a very
short length of exposed cable. The up-
and-down movement of the fork naturally
imposes the maximum stress on such a
short cable, and in many cases the cable
actually fouls the head lamp or its

'

bracket. The invention consists of

utilising the lug on the top bridge of

the fork to carry a bracket projecting
downwards for several inches ; the
spring box and adjuster are mounted
at the foot of this bracket, so that a
much longer piece of cable is exposed.
The fork movement therefore entails

less wear and tear on the cable, which
is also removed from its old proximity to
the lamp.

Front Fork Springing.

Mr. E. J. Norton has evolved a design
embodying two single-leaf springs extend-
ing from the steering head to the fork

E. J. Norton's

spring fork.

No. 169374.

29/7/21.

ends; these are

bent in and out
in the most
revolutionary
fashion. One is in-

clined to guess off-

hand that such a fork
would possess a curious
willowy action, remini-
scent of a very slim girl

dancing the shimmy
shake. But if any intrepid rider
should ever be compelled to .

" hog " a few miles on such a
fork in a Scottish Six Days, the

probability is that the single-leaf springs
would snap about half-way between the
fork crown and their upper ends. The
resultant " fetch up " would probably
be more abrupt than comfortable.

A 500-MILE SPEEDWAY.
BRITISH manufacturers usually regard

Canada as a doubtful market for

the reason that the Dominion is so

close to the United States. It will there-

fore come' as a surprise to these makers,
and also to a large number of our readers
that there are no less than thirty mem-
bers of a Toronto club who ride

Triumphs. The secretary-treasurer of

this club—the Brunswick M.C.C.—writes
the following interesting notes on club life

in Canada. :—
"We have formed a large club here

to be known as the "Brunswick
Motor Cycle Club," with Mr. W. J.

Porter, Toronto agent for the
Triumph as president. We have
about thirty Triumph riders and 25

(3>

Reading Standard riders as members.
The British machines are just coming
into their own in Canada now by
reason of the wisdom of Mr. Porter
in equipping them with 28in. x3in.
tyres and discarding the old-fashioned
acetylene lighting and installing

electric generator sets. The only
criticism I have of the Triumph is

its somewhat noisy valve gear.

International Rivalry.
" Mr. Porter has recently imported

an o.h.v. -Triumph, and we are

hoping to show up some of the big
American machines this year in

speed work. 'We have never had a
fast English machine to compete,

although we put it all over them
when it comes to hill-climbs. •>

" We are rather amused over here
at the constant reference to ' Colonial
Sections.' Do you know that we
have one road from Toronto to New
York 550 miles long, concrete high-
way all the way? We averaged
45 m.p.h. last year in a midnight
endurance run, Toronto to Syracuse,
360 miles."

Mr. Stewart advises us that his club is

a live organisation formed to promote the
sport of motor cycling in Ontario, and
that it is the intention to organise
trials, hill-climbs, and economy tests.

- Correspondence with English clubs is

invited.

b 2i
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On the famous double hairpin of Glengesh, regarded as the most dime

Ireland.

THE promise of more settled conditions, anyhow,

than have existed during the past couple of years,

has resulted in considerable activity amongst the

Irish motor cycling clubs, and in view of the likelihood

that many English motor cyclists who in the past have

enjoyed the experience of taking part in an Irish trial

may desire to renew their acquaintance with that

country, some brief particulars of the classic reliability

trials of the sister isle may not be regarded as out of

place at the present moment.
None of the Irish trials has been in existence for as

lengthy a period as some of the classic English events,

and of the three competitions that may now be regarded

as the classic events of the Irish year the End-to-End

Trial of the Ulster Centre of -the Motor Cycle Union

is the oldest.

Although the End-to-End cannot boast of any great

antiquity, when, compared with some of the English

events, its lineal history leads us back almost to the

dark age of motor cycling. Its immediate predecessor

was the Muratti Cup event, which was run over a course

between Belfast and Dublin and back, and the Muratti

in its turn sprang out of the inter-team contests between

the Ulster and Southern Centres of the Union, which

in the early days of the century were held between

Belfast and Dublin.

The institution of the End-to-End contest was

mainly due to the desire of the Ulster Centre of the

Motor Cycle Union to promote an event which would
attract English competitors. They hardly felt justi-

fied in holding an event that would make as great a

b 22

lth

A scene at Ballyvoy ; the finish of the Irish

End-to-End Trial. Mr. and Mrs. A.W. Mooney,

for many years prominent figures in the big

Irish competitions, are the sidecarists.

History of the Big Events

Organised by Irish Clubs.

Possibility of Revival of

Irish " End'tO'End."

claim on the time of the competitors as,

say, the Scottish Six Days, and as a

compromise a contest from Mizen Head"
in Cork to Fair Head in Antrim was

selected^ To the late Mr. Walter Good more than

to any other individual the . End-to-End is due.

He induced the Palmer- Company to put up a very

valuable trophy for the event, and in addition gave

to the organisation of the contest an amount of time

that few persons would have been able to devote to

such a competition. The End-to-End conditions have

varied a good deal from, year to year, but the basic

idea of the contest has always been maintained. Tn

the last event that was held, ihat of 1915, the route,

was divided into two sections, each section occupying

approximately a day. Dublin was the resting place

on the first night, and the trial ended in Belfast. The
Palmer Cup in that.year was won by W. H. Freeman^'

who, it may be added, was also successful-in the same

year in the Dublin "Twenty-four" and the Cork
" Twenty."

It is confidently anticipated in Ireland that this

year will see a revival of the event, but so far no defi-

nite decision with regard to the matter has been fnade

by the Ulster Centre of the Motor Cycle Union. -Re-

ports as to the condition of the roads in the south of

Ireland are still unreliable, and until a personal survey

of the route has been made by some members of the

committee it is likely a definite decision with regard

to the matter will be postponed.

The Dublin " Twenty=Four."

The Twenty-four Hours' Trial of the Dublin and

District Club, while not an everit of such long stand-

ing as the End-to-End Trial is nevertheless one of

m
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Ireland's Classic Trials.

—

considerable antiquity. The first trial took place in

1911, and, as has been the case with most of the" con-

tests since held, the ascent of Glengesh Hill in County

Donegal was the crucial test of the trial. Glengesh

is generally regarded as the" severest hill in-- Ireland.

It is certainly the steepest hill to be found on any

main road in the country, and, apart from its gradient,

it affords -a peculiarly trying test by reason of the

fact that there is a steady ascent of several miles before

the actual climb of the hill commences. The presenta-

tion of a very valuable cup by the Rudge-Whitworth

Company gave an added importance to the event, and

on the first occasion it' was put up for competition it

was appropriately enough won by a rider of that make

of machine, W. J. Henderson being the fortunate

individual.

- In 1914 the cup was won by A. W. Mooney, on a

Bradbury sidecar,' and in the following year there was

a tie between T. Toole (3^ Rover) and W. H. Free-

man (7 Indian). Both were regarded as joint holders

of the cup, and by winning in 1916 Freeman made
the trophy, his own property. The contest of 1916

was not held over the usual course to Glengesh and

back. Owing to the restrictions with regard to light-

ing then in operation, the route was from Dublin to

Carlow and amongst the Wicklow Mountains. In

1920, owing to serious disturbances in the city of

Londonderry the Co. Derry portion of the course had

to be deleted, and the trial ran through Strabane to

Letterkenny. Last year, owing to some of the roads

in the County Donegal being impassable, the Donegal

section of the route had to be cut out, and in lieu

thereof the competitors were taken to the north-eastern

portion of the County Antrim, where the Dan Nancy-

Iscar section of the End-to-End was substituted. This

year's trial will take place on June 23rd and 24th,

and as the committee has already decided that the

route shall 'embrace both the Dan Nancy section of

the End-to-End and. also the ascent of Glengesh it

looks as, if this year's trial will be quite the most

important of the series.

The CorK "Twenty."
' No article dealing with Irish classic trials would

be complete that did not include a reference to the

Twenty Hours' Open Trial of the Cork and District

Motor Cycle Club. Just as the Cork Club is the junior

of the three senior organisations in Ireland, so its

chief trial is the junior of the classic events, but in

importance it is little behind the End-to-End Trial

or the Dublin and District "Twenty-four." The
event was first held in 1914, when it was run over a

distance of 340 miles. Starting from Cork at 1 a.m.

the route lay through Waterford, Clonmel, Killarney,

Waterville, and Kenmare back to Cork. Ballaghisheen

Pass in the Kerry Mountains was the test piece of the

trial, being, in fact, the only observed hill on the route.

The first contest, for which the Hutchinson rose bowl

was offered as an award, was won by that consistent re-

liability trial winner, A. W. Mooney, on a 6 h.p.

Bradbury sidecar, his wife being his passenger, as in

many other competitions. An inter-team race run in

connection with the event was won by the Cork Club.

(16)

In the following year the route was slightly altered,

and Gowlane Hill, near Kenmare, was included for

the first time. Secret checks were done away with,

and a flexibility test was included to decide the plac-

ings, and to qualify for a gold medal a certain figure

of merit had to be 'shown in the flexibility test. The
competition was won by W. H. Freeman, of Dublin,

on a 7 h.p. Indian, E. B. Russell (4 Triumph) and
R. S. Russell (2§ Douglas) being second and third

respectively.

Owing to the war it was not found possible to con-

tinue the competition after 191 5. It was revived in

1919, but the scarcity of new- machines had a great

effect on the entries. The route and conditions were

practically the same as in 1915, except that the flexi-

bility test was dropped, and those gaining full marks
were offered gold medals or prizes of equal value.

With most- of the competitors mounted on crocks of

pre-war or early war vintage, it was not surprising to

find that only three riders completed the course without

loss of marks, namely, J. Browne (2§ Douglas), E. B.

Russell (4 Triumph), and R..S. Russell (2§ Sunbeam).

The conditions prevailing in the south of Ireland in

1920 made night riding impossible, and the fixture

was consequently altered to a one-day trial. The
western portion of the route of previous years was

utilised, but Gowlane Hill was taken in the opposite

direction. Although the route was shortened to ap-

proximately two hundred miles; it was considerably

stiffened by the fifteen miles of "Colonial" going

over Sheehy Mountain and the inclusion of a rough

and twisty hill near Ovens. The placings were decided

by an acceleration test from a standing start, the

figures of merit being worked out by a formula which

took into consideration the time, e.c, and weight. The
first place was secured by a popular member of the

promoting club, J. Healy, on a 4 h.p. Norton, A. D.

Carton (3! Sunbeam) being second, and R. A. Pericho

(6 Martinsyde sc.) being third.

Last year the conditions in the south of Ireland

made it impossible to hold the trial, but this, year

it is hoped to revive it. The Motor Cycle Union has

already approved of the date fixed for the event, Whit-

Monday, but the course and conditions have yet to be

settled, and will largely depend on the condition

of the roads in the South. The officers and committee

of the club have already purchased a handsome and

valuable silver cup to be won outright as the principal

award,
s
and in addition the usual valuable prizes will

be offered. Riders from the English Midlands will

have a unique opportunity of taking part in this year's

event, as it is held after the Tourist Trophy Races.

The- direct Cork-Liverpool steamer leaves Liverpool

on the Saturday and arrives in Cork on Whit-Monday,

and there is a return boat leaving Cork on the follow-

ing Tuesday. As the greater portion of the route of

the trial lies in the western part of the County Cork

and the County Kerry, the Cork "Twenty " offers a

unique opportunity to visiting competitors who desire

to see a little of the best of Irish scenery. There is

a consensus of opinion that West Cork and the King-

"dom of Kerry include within their bounds the best in

the way of scenery that Ireland has to offer.

T.W.M.

b23
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CURRENT CHAT.
Special features.

THE JUNIOR T.T. DESCRIBED.
EVOLUTION OF THE MOTOR CYCLE.

SIDECARS OF LONG AGO.
IRELAND'S CLASSIC TRIALS.

Yorkshire's Open "Colonial" Trial.

Nothing if not thorough, the Yorkshire
Centre A.G.U. is embodying quite a num-
ber of helpful and novel features in the
regulations for its " Colonial " trial to be
held on the 17th. Machines will com-
pete only against other machines of the
same class, and prices and weights will be
included in the published results. Some-
thing exceptionally stiff in routes is to be
expected—the course will be a secret one
—but freak hills Jike Park Rash or
Summer Lodge will not be included, and
six variously mounted motor cyclist mem-
bers of the competitions committee have
already satisfied themselves that there is

nothing " impossible " about the trial.

Further particulars may be obtained from
Mr. W..A. Dovener, 26, Beamsley Road,
Frizinghall, Bradford

Many are the uses of the sidecar. In this case it is being employed to transport a load of
happiness to the sea beach—and good fun too—judging from the expressions.

limes to Xtcjbt Xamps.
June 1st .. ..10.5 p.m.

„ 3rd .. .. 10.7 ,.

,. 5th ..: .. 10.9 ,.

., 7th .. .. 10.11 „

Number plates to be illuminated thirty minutes
earlier, ride Road Vehicles Registration atid
Licensing Order (1921).

No. 1,001.

W ith this issue we start our second
thousand. What will motor cycles be
like

.
when we celebrate our 2,000th

number?

luesday's Races.

On page 731 of this issue will be found
a description of Tuesday's Lightweight aha
Junior T.T. Races.

An Unplaced Record Breaker.

Although not fast enough to beat his
handicap at the Royal Brooklands meeting,
C. F. Tem-ple (998 Harley-Davidson) was
sufficiently speedy to break the 5 mile
record in the 1.000 c.c. solo class; his
time was 3m. 5.04s. (97.28 m,p.h.)

Of Interest to Antiquarians.

As part of the Selborne Society's travel
scheme a motor tour is being planned for
July 3rd to 15th, visiting Banbury, Leam-
ington, Warwick, Shrewsbury, Ludlow,
Hereford, Forest of Dean, Wye -Vallev,
Gloucester, Cheltenham, Bath, Marl-
borough and Newbury. The guide is
Mr. Charles H. Ashdown, F.R.G.S., a
well-known antiquarian, who from per-
sonal knowledge we know to be well-
qualified for the task. Details are in tne
hands of Ifhe Travel Secretary, 27, Van-
brugh Hill, London, S.E.5.

(r-)

2nd Army D.R.s Re-union.
Provided there is a sufficient response

to this appeal, a reunion of 2nd Army
D.R.s will be held on June 9th, taking
the form of a dinner and smoking concert
in Liverpool. Inquiries should be ad-
dressed to Mr. F. A. Fox, Alexander Hall,
Islington Square, Liverpool.

Suggestion ior Whit Monday.
Unattached motor cyclists desiring an

interesting afternoon's entertainment, on
Whit Monday should certainly not forget
the North London. Rally at Hendon. A
big attendance of motor cycle clubs is
assured, but there are, in addition, many
competitions open to all for trophies and
prizes totalling £50. The grounds will be
opened at noon, the affair starting offi-
cially two hours later.

WHERE TO SEE THE
LONDON-EDINBURGH.

ON page 735 there is a com-
plete list of entries for the
London - Edinburgh run;

which starts to-morrow evening-
from Hendon. Readers, who
wish to observe the competitors
at any point, should consult the
following timetable and guide

:

Hendon.—7 p.m. Start.
Hatfield.—7.45 p.m.
Biggleswade.—9.0 p.m. Check.
Grantham.—12.20 a.m. Control

and check. Breakfast.
Doncaster.—3.54 a.m. Check.
Ilkley.—6.30 a.m. Control and

check. Second breakfast.
Settle.—8.44 a.m. Here competitors

cross the river Kibble, proceed through
Giggleswick, and over Buckabrow Hill

Ambleside.—10.52 a.m." Check; be-
ginning of non-stop section.

Summit Kirkstone Pass.—11.4 a m
Patterdale.—11.26 a.m. End of non-

stop section.
Carlisle.—1 p.m. Check. Lunch.
Moffat.—4.4 p.m. Check and con-

trol. Tea..

Edinburgh.

—

7.10 p.m.

Deigned by E. Poppe of the firm of White & Poppe, the big twin depicted above is intended
solely tor high speed solo work. The engine is the new 976 c.c. J.A.P. unit, which is giving
excellent service in s.m.lar machines. A close ratio gear box is used in conjunction with a

Brampton spring circle chain.
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Old Olavians' M.C.C.

A club is being formed for the Old Boys
f St. Olave's School, Tower Bridge, London, S.E.
"ull particulars may be obtained from Mr. E. W.
'urner, 339, Clapham Road, S.W.9.

Dartford and District M.C.
Under the above name a club has recently been

jrmed to foster motoring amongst motor cyclists
nd car owners. A nominal subscription has been
xed. Full particulars as to objects, programmes,
tc, can be obtained by application to Mr. J. W.
Eaylor, 46, Spital Street, Dartford.

Preston (Brighton) M.C.C.^

Another highly successful event was held on
be 14th inst. This was a reliability trial over
he South Downs. Results are now available as
)llows :—

1. N. Cook (394 A.J.S.).
2. J. Packham (348 Douglas).
3. R. Firth-Kettle (398 A.B.C.J.

Wallington and District M.C. and L.C.C
Thirty members attended the social run to the

lull's Head Hotel, Ewhurst. Prizes for the best-
ept machines were awarded to K. E. Bradfiekl (5
lenith), J. C. Sanford (5 Rover sc.) and L. W. G.
v"ard (10 Morgan). After tea acceleration and
low-running tests were held, resulting as
bllows :—
ACCELERATION TEST.— 1, Clifford Bowen

3 A.B.C.).
SLOW-RUNNING TEST.-Solos : 1, A. B.

_,ary (3 ]
2 Sunbeam); Sidecars: 1, A. Leeding

Sunbeam sc).

Isle of Wight M.C. and L.C.C.

The hill-climbing contests carried out on the
3th ult. were a distinct success, and in spite of a
trong head wind some excellent times were made,
fastest time of the day—49.3 m.p.h.—was achieved
>y J. G. Hann, with a 980 c.c. New Imperial.
Results: — -

300 CO. SOLO.—1, E. T. Witham (269 Spark-
jrook); 2, H. W. Parnell (245 Levis).

350 c.c. SOLO.—1, C. F. Stagg (349 A.J.S.);
I, L. Copper (349 Douglas).
500 c.c. SOLO.—1, C. F. Stagg (349 A.J.S.); 2,

Dr. E. F. W. Buckell (404 A.B.C.).
750 C.C SOLO— 1, E. G. H. Morris (490

Norton); 2, E. J.-Newcombe (678 N.U.T.).
UNLIMITED SOLO—1, J. G. Hann (980 New

Imperial); 2, E. G. H. Morris (490 Norton).
750 C.c. SIDECARS.—1, G. R. Scotney (734

Stoyal Enfield) ; 2, J. H. D. Allen (557 B.S.A.).
UNLIMITED SIDECARS.—1, G. R. Scotney

1734 Royal Enfield); 2, A. L. Donovan. (980 Royal
Enfield).
LIGHT CARS.—1, W. Heber (998 Heber) ; 2,

Dr. E. S. Craig (Morgan).

Barrow and District M.C.

One hundred and two entries were received lor
the Tecent hill climb, results of which are ap-
pended :—
275 c.c. SOLO MACHINES.—1, B. Turner (Velo-

cette), 33Vss. ; 2, B. Parkinson (Diamond), 36%s.;
i, W. B. Dall (Omega), 38%s.
: 350 c.c. SOLO MACHINES.-l, B. Parkinson
(Diamond), 28s.; 2, G. Roberts (Sheffield Hen-
derson), 29s.; 3. J. C. Dearden (Massey Arran),
29%s.
500 c.c. SOLO MACHINES.—1, H. Jackson

(Sunbeam), 25 4 -,s. ; 2, A. Hawkins (Norton),
26'^s. ; 3, B. Hill (Scott)", 27%s.

750 c.c. SOLO MACHINES— 1, H. Jackson
(Sunbeam), 26s.; 2, A. Hawkins (Norton), 271/ss.;

3, C. Whiteside. (Scott), 27%s.
UNLIMITED SOLO MACHINES— 1, H. Jack-

son (Sunbeam), 25%s.;- 2, P. Baron (Indian),
26%s.; 3, A. Hawkins (Norton), 27i/Ss.

600-o.c. SIDECAR MACHINES— 1, H. Jack-
Eon (Sunbeam), 30'/3s.; 2, G. Roberts (Norton),
34%s.; 3, R. Dixon (Douglas), 37s.
UNLIMITED SIDECARS.—1. H. T. Wilson

(Norton), 37*-5s. ; 2, R. Dixon (Douglas), 385
,5s.

;

3, B. Fisher (NoTton), 443/5s.
FASTEST TIME OF THE DAY.-Harold Jack-

son (Sunheam), 25V£s.

West Birmingham M.C.C.
Results of the recent half-day reliability trial

were as follows :

—

RILEY CUP.—P. B. Cranmore (3% Scott).
Awarded the second time in succession, and auto-
matically becoming his own.
UNDER 350 c.c. CLASS.—F. Terrv (2% Velo-

cette).
UNDER 500 e.g. CLASS.—W. C. Shelton (3V2

Sunbeam).
UNLIMITED CLASS.—Miss L. Ball (3% Scott).
SIDECAR CLASS.—A. C. Cope (6 Rex sc).

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C. & L.C.C.

On May 14th the club held a highly successful
social run to Grindon, in the beautiful Manifold
Valley. Members amused themselves by making
ascents of Grindon Hill during the afternoon.
This was one of the hills included in the 1914
Six Days' Trials, and is notable for its rough
surface and three acute hairpin bends. The dvv
weather, however, robbed it of most of its terrors,

one sidecar machine making the ascent with six

on board.
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TRIleefc=:Eno Club Events.

June, 3rd.—Bristol M.C.C.—Run to Bournemoidh.
June 3rd.—Gloucester M,C and L.C.C.—Run to -

Zoological Gardens, Bristol.

June 3rd.—Dumfries M.C. and C.C.—Run to view
London-Edinburgh Competitors at

Moffat.
June 3rd.—Birmingham M.C.C.—Lijcetl Trophy

Trial to Land's End.
June 3rd.—Oxford M.C. and Oxford University

M.C.C—Speed Trials.

June 3rd.—Atherton and District M.C.C.—Run to

Pick-mere.

June 3rd.—Prestwich and District M.C.C.—Speed
judging competition.

June 3rd.—Exeter M.C. and J.C.C.—Inter-club

Trial.

June. 3rd.—West Kent M.C.—" Lucky-bag" Trial.

June 3rd.—Coventry Triangle M.C.—Run to Hun-
ningham.

June 3rd.—Kelso and District M.C.C.—Run to

London-Ediwiburgh Trial.

June 3rd and 4th.-Shfffi.eld M.C.C—Sun to

Stratford-on-Avon.
June ith.—Atherton- and District M.C.C.—Run to

Buxton.
June tth.—Colne and District M.C—Run to Pateley

Bridge.
June 4th.—Coventry Triangle M.C—Run to Fish

Hill and Broadway.
June ith.—Leeds Motor Union.—Week-end run to

District.

June ith.—Manchester M.C—Run.
June ith.—Southampton M.C.C—Run to High-

eliffe.

June Sth.—Carmarthen and District M.C.C—Welsh
Speed Championships.

June 5th.—Cork and District M.C.C—One day
Trial.

June 5th.—llkley and District M.C.C.—Social

Event.

June 5tt.~Eastbourne and. District M.C.C—Jnter-

club Hill Climb.
June 5th.—Bulwell M.C—Run to Bakewett and

Buxton.
June 5th.—Gloucester M.C and L.C.C.—Relia-

bility Trial to Bournemouth.
June 5th.—Exeter M.C. and J.C.C.—Run to

Slapton Sands.

June 5th.—North Lodnon M.C.C.—Inter-club rally

at Ilendon.

June 6th.—Bulwell M.C—Run to Bottesford ami
Belvoir.

June 7th.—York and District M.C.—Gymkhana.
June 7th.—Leeds Motor Union.—Run from City

Square.

June Sth.—Bridgnorth and. District M.C.C.—Hill
Climb.

June Sth.—Gloucester M.C. and L.C.C.—Hill Climb
at Chatcombe.
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Warrington M.C.
On July 15th-16th this club is holding a trial

to Holyhead and back, open to all clubs in. the
Cheshire Centre A.C.U

Kidderminster M.C.C.

A recent petrol consumption trial attracted a
large number of entries and provided the follow-
ing interesting figures:

—

m.p.g.
1. J. Bush (2'A Velocette) 185
2. W. Elliot (4 Triumph) 152
3. F. J. Adam (3% Norton) 150

Cumberland M.C.C.

Results of the recent reliability trial of the
Western Section in the Lake District were :—

HEAVY SOLO CLASS.—Gold medal: A. Mar-
ley, Cockermouth (Triumph), lost half a mark.
Silver medal: K. Hodgson, Keswick (Triumph),
lost one mark. Bronze medal : L. Harrison, Car-
lisle (Sunbeam), lost five -marks.
LIGHTWEIGHT CLASS—Gold medal: Leslie

Edmondson, Keswick (Massey-Arran), lost no
marks. Silver medal : John G. R. Edmondson.
Keswick (Velocette), lost five marks. Silver

medal: W. Tiffen, Carlisle (Velocette), lost five

marks.

The silver cup presented by the organiser, Mr.
J. Wilkinson, Workington, for best performance
on any machine up to 500 c.c, was won by L.

Edmondson on a 2?i h.p. Massey-Arran.

Tiverton M.C and L.C.C.

Holne Hill, Chevithorne, was selected for the

club's first hill-climb. There were 29 entries,

and competitors were divided into six classes.

The length of climb was Just under half a mile.

T Williams (499 Triumph) made the fastest time

(33s). L. Stagg (Sunbeam) won the Committees
Cup for the best performance. Other results:—
FORMULA.— 1, L. Stagg (Sunbeam), 35s.; 2,

T Williams (Triumph), 33s.; 3, W. Pincott

(A.B.C.), 4OV5S. n -
.

-

SIDECARS UNDER 500 C.C.^-1, D. Physick

(Norton), 48%s.; -2, E. Wood (Norton), 49s.

SIDECARS, UNLIMITED.—1. D. Physick

(Norton), 48Vss.; 2, E. Wood (Norton), 4714s.;

3, F. H. Tidball (Indian Scout), 54s

SOLO, UNDER 350 C.C—1. J. Eddy (A.J.S ),

45s.; 2, R. Mawson (Rex-Acme), lm. 4s.; 3, N.

Paiminter (Sparkhrook), lm. llVsS.

SOLO, UNDER 500 c.c—1. L. Stagg (Sun-

beam), 35s.; 2, T. Williams (Triumph), 35s.; 3,

W. Pincott (A.B.C.), 40>/ss.

SOLO, UNLIMITED— 1, L. Stagg (Sunbeam),

34s.; 2, W. Pincott (A.B.C.). 40V5s.; 3, T.

Williams (Triumph), 33s.

North London M.C.C.

Results of the Staley Cup Trial, held on May
13th, are now to hand:— "

,

Staley Cup^ and Gold Medal.—R. L. Richardson

(31A Alecto). _
Gold Medal.—3. M. Greening (2^4 Francis-

Barnett). „ ", , _ „
Silcer Medals.—C. E. Morris (3 ABC), R. H.

Baxter (21,4 Radco), F. G. Mattock (7 A.J.S.),

R W. Greaves (8 Brough Superior sc), W. A.
Schooley (3V> Zenith-Bradshaw), R. II. May (4%
B.S.A.), J. W. Auckland (8 Brough Superior sc).

Bronze Medals.-L. P. Walter (4 Triumph),
A. J. Beaurain [Vh Sunbeam), F. J. Youngs (2%
O K ), F. E. Jones (8 Matchless sc), A. M. Powell
(5-6 M.T.), C. D. Malby (10 Morgan), H. V.
Bateman (10 Henderson sc), H. R. Harveyson (4

Indian Scout sc).

The annual climb, held on May 20th, resulted

as iollows :

—

SOLO UNDER 350 c.c—G. Richards (214 Velo-
cette), bronze medal, 56s.

SOLO UNDER 600 c.c.

—

Silver medal, E. C.
Gordon (3V. Triumph), 43%s."; bronze medal,
G. H. Ruscoe (3y. Norton), 45s.
UNLIMITED SOLOS.—Silver medal, R. McAn-

drews (2">4 Douglas), 41s.; bronze medal, E. C.
Gordon (3'/2 Triumph).
SIDECARS UNDER 600 c.c—Bronze medal,

E. C. Gordon (3fe Triumph), 605/,s.

UNLIMITED SIDECARS.—Bronze medal,
R. W. Greaves (8 Brough Superior), 453

/5s.

FASTEST TIME OF THE DAY.—R. M. McAn-
drews (234 Douglas), 41s.
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Warrington M.G.
At the club's first run of the season, between

tHirty and forty motor cycles made the journey.
The prizes for the best average turnouts were
awarded to : 1, Kinsey (1914 Indian) "; 2, Guest
(1915 Lea-Francis); 3, A. Collins (7 A.J.S. sc).

Norfolk M.C. and L.C.C.
Great enthusiasm prevailed at the club's most

recent climb on Ringland Hill, held on the 18th
ult. Fastest time of the day was made by A. G.
Fenn on a 499 c.c. o.h.v. Triumph rebuilt for
speed work; but S. M. Greening (Francis-Barnett)
also made a surprisingly good show.

Lee, Lewisham, and District M.C.
and L.C.C.

Particular disappointment is felt by this newly-
formed club owing to the accident to one of its

members when proceeding to the recent South-
Eastern Counties Team Trial. This unfortunate
incident apparently upset the luck of the club,
but' it hopes to do better next time.

Darlington and District M.C.
On May 20th a merry crowd assembled for

"Snakes and Ladders"; this proved a great suc-
cess, the winners being H. E. Porter, first;

E. C. Tomkins and J. H. Simpson tied for second.
The Booby prize went to a Scott T.T. rider, J. W.
i ft'et, with minus 102 marks! The-club is grate-
ful to The Motor Cycle contributor who suggested
the game".

-

Dolgelly and District M.C.C.
Some thirty motorists and motor cyclists have

been enrolled by this- club, which "has recently
been formed with headquarters at the Royal Ship
Hotel, Dolgelley, Merionethshire, It is proposed
to have a run with a novelty competition on
Whit-Monday, June 5th. The Rev. M. R. Smith,'
Llanelltyd Vicarage, Dolgelley, and Mr. W. O.
Chambers, N. P. Bank, Dolgelly, are acting as
joint lion, secretaries.

Newcastle and District M.C.
Arrangements have now been made for the

seventeenth annual all-night run from Newcastle
to Edinburgh and back, which takes place on
June 17th-18th, and is generally one of the most
successful ventures of the season. It not only
attracts a great deal of interest from Northern
motorists, but also from the publio, for last year
thousands turned out to see the start from the
Grand Hotel, Barras Bridge, Newcastle.

East Lothian M.C.C.
A'very successful outing in the form of a hill-

climb on Meg's Bank, ~near Gifford, was held on
the 13th ult. The weather was' at its best, and
fome good sport was witnessed. The following
is the prize list:

STANDING START.
Actual Handi-
time. cap. Result.

1. J. McRorie (4V> Humber) 24%s. +2 26%s.
2. W. Romanel (3 A.B.C.) 27V5S. +2 29Vss.
3. J. Rattray (2% A.J.S.) ... 35i^s. -5 30V5 s.

FLYING START.
1 W. Romanel (3 A.B.C.) 19s. +2 21s.
2. J. Rattray (2% A.J.S,) 27s. -5 22s.
3. J. C. Patullo (4 Triumph) 252/5s. scr. 252/;S.

FASTEST TIME OF DAY.—W. Romanel (3

A.B.C), 19s.
After the hill-climb, a game of " Snakes and

I adders " was played, which was a source of great
enjoyment to all members. " Tea at Gifford com-
pleted a splendid afternoon's outing,

Redditch and District M.C.C.
Results of the reliability trial described in The

Motor Cycle last week have now been issued as
lollows :

TERRY CHALLENGE CUP AND GOLD
MEDAL (best performance on any machine).—C.

Brown (31/. Triumph).
PRESIDENT'S CHALLENGE CUP and GOLD

MEDAL (best performance by Redditch member),
—C. Brown '(3% Triumph).
GOLD CENTRE MEDALS (100% marks).—F. W.

Viles (2-)4 Raleigh), "W. H. Hadfield (2% Raleigh),
T. Featherstone (2-;4 A.J.S.J, W. E. Smith (3%
iNorton), C. Brown (3V2 Triumph), W. Brown
(4 Triumph), J. S. Bacon {3 1/-? Sunbeam), H.
Stretton-Ward (3y>^Triumph), G. Kimberley (3V2
James), J. Doshor (8 Enfield), T. Ward (2%
Sirrah), W. Probert (2% Verus), F. Sibley (3V>
Rudge), S. Wright (4 Humber), B. L. Bird (4^4
B.S.A.), J. Cave (8 G.N.), J. W. Meredith (8
T.B.). and W. Ridley (10 New Hudson).
SILVER MEDALS (90% marks).-J. A. Newman

(4 Douglas), J. W. Moxon (2% Monopole),;- R.
Cooper (2V« Alldavs Allon), R. Ransom (3M> Lea-

"

Francis), P. Johnson (3V2 Rudge), E. Slader (2%
Beardmore), J. H. Walker (414 B.S.A.), L. Greem
(2% Verus), T. Weaver (2V4 Sirrah), H. Uzzell
(8 New Imperial), H. Collins {3*/- Norton), H.
Perrey (4*4 B.S.A.), F. Spouse (8 T.B.), E. Sid-
well (8 BayHss-Thomas), and F. Mann (8 Morgan).
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Liverpool M.C.
Held on the 21st ult., the amateur trial for

the Blake Cup resulted in three riders of solo
machines tieing for first place; Miss Cottle
(Triumph), G. F. Burns (Sunbeam), and J. H.

_ Fox (Norton).
In the sidecar class first place fell .to T. H.

Roberts, who put up an excellent performance
on a Dunelt.

Sheffield and HaUamshire M.C. and L.C.C.
The annual trial for the Stacey Trophy was

held over a 60 miles course in Derbyshire. Over
200 people watched the competitors ascend Litton
Slip Road, which had to be -climbed three times.
Only one failure was recorded here, although the
bad bend at the bottom was treated with respect
by "all the- competitors. A still larger crowd
assembled at the finish at Monsal Head. Official
results :

—
1. Stacey Trophy and Replica : C. W. Hayward

[SV2 Sunbeam).
2. Gold Medal: G. H. Gregory (8 Sunbeam and

sidecar).
3. Silver Medals: W. Kantlahner (4 Wilker),

C. W. Ward (3y2 o.h.v. Triumph), A. Blake (3%
Martinsyde). - - .-

Lightweight Prize (not exceeding 292 c.c.) : L.
Haywood {2V4 Levis).

Central Cornwall M.C.C.
Speed trials on Davidstowe Moors, near Camel-

ford, opened the competition season of the club.
Beautiful weather prevailed, and the couise was
an admirable one. Each competitor was timed •

over a half-mile stretch electrically, this appa-
ratus being designed and made by Mr. B. Gordon
Williams, of St. Austell, one of the joint hon.
secretaries of the club. It worked splendidly.
Some fine times were recorded, the fastest being
that of C. R. Endicott (Plymouth) oh a Sun-
beam, who covered the course in 231^s. J well over
70 miles an hour. Results :

—

SOLO EVENTS (not exceeding 350 c.c.).— 1, P.
Phillips, St; Austell (New Imperial), 29V5s.; 2,

O. G. Whitlock, Holsworthy (2% A.J.S.), 30s.
Not exceeding. 300 c.c—1, E. G. Browne,-

Plymouth (2\i New Imperial), 271/5s.; 2, P.
Phillips, St. Austell ' (2*4" New Imperial), 30s.
Special

.
class for Douglas machines.—1, W. Hos-

king, St. Austell,. 34^-; 2, E. D. Lean, Truro,
3675s. Special Triumph class.— 1, Symons,
Chftrlestown, 28-t/ss.; 2, Grant, Devonport, 29%s.
Not exceeding 650 c.c— 1, C. R. Endicott,

Plymouth [Z l
/-2 Sunbeam), 23V5s.; 2, P. Phillips,

St. Austell (3% Norton), 24V5S. At the first trial
these two riders tied with 24s. each.
SIDECARS (not exceeding 650 c.c.

1

).— 1, J.
Illingworth, Devonport (3V2 Norton sc), 29V5S.;
2, H. F. Benny, Bodmin (3 1/. Sunbeam sc), 32s/

5s.

Unlimited.— 1, J. Illingworth, Devonport (3%
Norton sc), 31s.; 2, H. F, Benny, Bodmin (3^
sunbeam sc), 324,£s.

Mid-Bucks M.C.C.
There were 28 starters out of an entry of 2S

when, on May 11th, the club held its Jrst trophy
run over a 50-mile course starting and finishing
at Aylesbury Market Square.

It was very successful, despite complications
introduced by a stray cow, just at the foot of
the steep rise past Chequers, the residence of the
Prime Minister. It will be seen that the winner
only dropped four points out of a possible 100
throughout the route. The Mayor of Aylesbnrj
(Aid. J. Robinson) acted as starter. Results :

—
1. G. Janes (Vriumph) ... ... 96
2. D. H. Musgrave (Humber) ... 94
3. G. F. Parrott (Triumph) ... 90

Croydon and District M.C.C.

The first members" hill climb was held at
Buggs Hill, near Caterham.
The proceedings passed off without ~a hitch of

any description. Fastest time of the dav was
made by T. Hornby, a private owr,er riding a
Harley-Davidson, who carried off both the Private
Owner and Trade cuds.
The results on formulaWere: —
350 c.c. SOLO (PRIVATE OWNER).—1, W N

Peet (-2% A;J.S.), silver medal; 2, M. Jones-
(2->i Douglas),, bronze medal; 3, W. Simmons (2K
Douglas).

350 c.c. SOLO (GENERAL).—!, A. J. Win-
stanley (2 :'4 Blackburne), silver medal; 2, M
Jones (2-;i Douglas); 3, A. F. Pulling (2i\

Enfield). .

l *

500 c.c. SOLO (PRIVATE OWNER).-l, M.
Jones (2*<4 Douglas), silver medal; -

2, A. C. Scarff
(3'/2 Rover); 3, L. Goddard (3 Enfield).
500 c.c. SOLO (GENERAL).—1, W. J. Hennev

(2,'i Blackburne), silver medal; 2, R. L. Bngg*
(3 A.B.C); 3, M. Jones (2=1 Douglas).
LADIES, SOLO.—1, Miss F. Davis (2Vi Enfield)

silver medal; 2, Miss S. Sedgwick (214 Enfield)-
3, Miss E. Tidy (2«> James).
UNLIMITED c.c. SOLO (PRIVATE OWNER).

—1, D. F. Brown (3V2 Sunbeam), silver medal;
2, M. Jones (2->i Douglas), bronze medal; 3, T.
Hornby (7-9 Harley-Davidson).
UNLIMITED c.c. SOLO (GENERAL).—1, A. J

Winstanley (2-?i Blaekburne), silver medal;"
2, R. L. Briggs (3 A.B.C.), bronze medal; 3.
T. Hornby (7-9 Harlev-Davidson).

500 c.c. SIDECAR (GENERAL).— 1, H. S.
Jerome (3 A.B.C. sc), silver medal; 2, W. J.
Henney {3V2 Sunbeam sc); 3, A. C. Scarff (3V'
Rover sc).
UNLIMITED -c.c. SIDECAR (PRIVATE

OWNER).— 1, H. S. Jerome (3 A.B.C. sc), silver
medal; 2, W. Bucknell (8 Matchless sc), bronze
medal; 3, L. J. Bucknell (8 Enfield sc).
UNLIMITED c.c. SIDECAR (GENERAL) -

1. H. S. Jerome (3 A.B.C. SC), silver fnertai- 2
W. Bucknell (8 Matchless "sc), bronze medal; 3'

A. Attwood (4 Hawker sc).

WHAT MIGHT BE.— If the test hills !n the reliability trials were always as accessible to a
populous district as Blackford Hill, Edinburgh, scenes such as the above would no doubt be

much more common than at present.
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WHO WILL WIN?
Possibilities in Today's Senior T.T. Race discussed by "Michael Kirk."

Danger from America?

PHEW ! What a question ! Ring for some iced

water, and wet those towels again, please, Mary.

Now for it ! Let's clear the table a little to start

with. I think that if there is one cast-iron certainty

about the raceN it is that no 350 c.c. machine will come
near winning. Last year that magnificent rider, H. R.

Davies, literally forced his small A.J.S. into first

place, but he was aided by a number of " green
"

engines and certain misjudgments on the part of faster

men. This year the little 'uns are up against a

galaxy of the best riders on earth, mounted above

engines matured by two or three years of concentrated

and continuous experiment.

Unless I am a fool, a 500 c.c. winner is assured.

If you agree, let us sort out the top-notchers.

Douglas? Looks rather as if this firm were concen-

trating on the Junior Race—no Fullin, no Emerson

—

a dark horse in Anstice, who is a newcomer to the

Island, and that unlucky sportsman, Alfie Alexander,

who has' not finished the course in his last six essays.

Indians? The same buses as last year with F. W.
Dixon, Duggie Alexander, D. H. Davidson, and

another up. Well, I don't know what you think.

Some people say Dixon takes too many risks. To my
mind, his riding- isn't half, so dangerous as it looks.

I don't think anybody can get round the Manx course

faster than he can without taking a good many more

chances than he takes. I would tip him to win out-

right if I knew what his machine could do, and, of

course, he won't tell me that.

Unluckiest of All.

I pass over a number of small entries, and come

to the unluckiest Manx visitors of all—Nortons. Our

premier speed singles for years, they have nothing but

a second place to their credit since Rem Fowler's win

on the now forgotten Norton twin fifteen years ago.

Their turn is long overdue. They Will stage the

largest team in the race—fourteen men—if all goes

well. Duggie Brown and Hassall are supposed to be

their fastest pair, with Shaw little behind, and Caw-

thorne is regarded as their most promising novice.

Everybody would enjoy a Norton win,- and Hassall

would be my selection to effect one.

The Rudge has come back at last. Neither the

names of its riders nor its long abstinence from first-

class speed work inspire any special terror. But

where the T.T. is concerned, you can never judge

Rudges by the book. They have a quiet way of sud-

denly producing a speed with which nobody credits

them, and equally of turning out half a dozen un-

known riders, all of whom can ride like blue ruin.

On paper I would not give a sooted plug for their

chances this year. They have eight riders, of whom
only that genial giant Watson-Bourne boasts any Manx
record worth mentioning. But I have not forgotten

1913 and-1914. Until the times -for the first lap

go up to-day, others besides myself will be half-

(1)

expecting another nonchalant miracle from the Rudge
factory.

Scotts? I have heard one who ought to know re-
mark that the Scott frame is worth ten seconds per
lap in the Island; and he was promptly -contradicted
by another expert with a curt

'

' You mean twenty ?
'

'

I know the Scott crowd were profoundly disappointed
that they did not win in 1921, and during the interval
they have coaxed a good deal more speed out of the
Squirrel engine. In Clarence Wood they have at
least one rider who is in the absolutely first flight;
and a top-notcher on the 1922 Scott needs nothing but
a clean run to win outright in dazzling time. The
trouble with the Scotts is that they are either in front
or nowhere.

Another Terrifying Team,
Sunbeams will parade yet another terrifying team.

It is a toss-up whether George Dance is or is not a
finer T.T. man than Dixon. Certainly the finest all-

round rider we have, his luck in the T.T. has always
been out; in 1920, a broken valve; in 1921, a toss up
Glen Helen when a friend's shout distracted him.
After the race George remarked grimly to me that he
should never take his eyes off the road again, even
if the last trump sounded during the race. Person-
ally, my secret dream is that F. W. Dixon, C. P.
Wood, and George Dance should all be blessed with a
non-stop

; given that, let me watch the last ,lap,. and
then die. But Dance is by no means the only Sunbeam
hope. T. C. de la Hay has won one Senior outright.

Finally, we come to the Triumph entry. Edmond
put up a record lap in 1921, and this is the only
public ground on which he can be ranked as the equal
of some of the men whose chances have been analysed
above. Personally, I regard Edmond 's ride last year
as magnificent. He struck any quantity of trouble, and
yet put up two simply terrific laps—it is so hard to

keep a cool head when you are anxious. 1 think

Edmond may just about win if his machine can carry
him, but I should have more hopes of. him if I defi-

nitely knew that his engine was faster up the mountain
than one or two of his rivals'. Brandish rode like a

champion last year on a machine which wanted nurs-

ing, and was never fast enough to finish very high.

Genial Harveyson -we all know as a crack speedman
whose luck has never been quite in.

Well, I suppose readers will expect a definite con-

clusion from me, though my secret convictions are

sicklied o'er with pallid doubts, and I am as reluctant

to make a definite statement as the author of " Philo-

sophic Doubt " or a diplomatic archbishop.' But if

you will have it, I wouldn't put a copper on the race

at any price—it is far too open. If somebody who
was just going to the South Pole lent me a fiver to

invest, I would invest it between F. W. Dixon and
the Sunbeam's first string. But there wouldn't be any
rash optimism about the bet, you know.

c 1
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One of the most consistently successful lady competitors—Mrs. Hardee, who now uses a Matchless outfit, and proves that she can

drive as well as any of the stronger sex.

How to Attain Success in

Motor Cycle Competitions.

TO-DAY, when practically all forms
of sport are indulged in by
women, it is surprising that more

of them do not take up the sporting side

of motor cycling. It is healthy, thrill-

ing, intellectual, and is a sport that can
be indulged in at all seasons. Consider-

ing the joy a motor cycle can give, it is

not unduly expensive.

The essence of all sport is achieve-

ment, and, like all other sports, to

achieve success one must enter whole-
heartedly into it. Neither must one be

disheartened by failure. The ability to

meet failures happily is the true .test of
a sportsman.

In the majority of districts there are

not sufficient lady riders to justify clubs

arranging special events for them, and
it is therefore necessary for ladies wish-

ing to ride to enter into competition with

men.
These remarks are addressed to my

sisters of the wheel, and to them I say :

t^r*®^;.

Our contributor, Mrs. M. C. Jennison,

who has distinguished herself in speed

trials.

Useful Hints by a Well-known
Lady Competition Rider.

Do not make the mistake of expecting

special concessions because you are a

woman. You have no right to them, and
remember that the average club man
looks upon you as an interloper at first.

He is a gentleman and will treat you

with courtesy, but .try to remember that

if you make an "exhibition" of your-

self he is sure to think something about
'

' a pack of women '

' spoiling the club

events.

If you decide to go in for sporting

work, learn to ride a motor cycle first,

and afterwards enter in the smaller club

events.

I had taken down and re-erected a

motor cycle engine complete before I

was permitted to have a ride on one.

I had been riding twelve months before

entering my first competition, and had

been riding in competitions two years

before winning a medal. I was for-

tunate to have for a mentor a very bad-

tempered engineer (I hope he will not

(13)
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Through Feminine Goggles.

—

read this), who never hesitated to give me the masculine

view of the proceedings.

Small Beginnings.

To start with, at all events, ride a low-powered

machine. Unless you are of exceptionally fine

physique you will find a high-powered machine beyond
your capabilities, and nowadays a 250 c.c. machine is

ample for everything except sidecar work, and can

be tuned to attain speeds at which you will have all

your work cut out to hold it.

There is a large choice of machines available up to

350 c.c, and you .may "choose a machine with either

a two-stroke or four-stroke engine. The two-stroke

engine has the merit of simplicity, but it is a rather

713

more difficult machine to tune for hill-climbs, etc.

(By this I mean that experimental tuning on the two-
stroke- is more expensive. There are, however, one or

two very fine examples of sporting two-strokes on
the market which do not need any experimental

tuning.)

Among the four-stroke machines I strongly advise

beginners to start with a single-cylinder engine. They
are easier to tune than multi-cylinder engines. It is

preferable to choose a machine fitted with a two-speed

gear and clutch for sporting work; it ensures a quick

get-away at hill-climbs and speed . trials, and the

clutch is an invaluable adjunct in reliability trials.

It is the general practice amongst sporting riders

to use a two-lever carburetter, but the writer uses,

and strongly advises the use of, a single-lever auto-

matic carburetter.

Misfiring.

At open speed trials it is the rule rather than the

exception for machines to misfire for the first half-

dozen yards, and there is really no necessity for this.

It -is generally due to the use of high petrol levels.

Top, left : One of the

several lady competitors

in the 1914 Scottish Six

Days Trials, Miss M. Beck

(Bat-Jap) on Cockbridge.

Top, right : Mrs. R. Lord

(Rex), who as Miss Muriel

Hine, was probably the

first lady to take up motor

cycle competition work

seriously. Bottom: An-

other lady jn , the 1914

Scottish event, Miss

Hammett (Douglas) on

Applecross.

C5
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Tuning for Reliability Trials.

Tuning for reliability trials requires rather

different methods, as, although the machine may be

required to show a good turn of speed (such as for

an acceleration test), yet more attention must be

paid to minute details in order to get good " all-

round " results. In modern trials it is very essen-_

tial that both brakes should be in good order. On'

Mrs. Baxter, another lady Scottish Trials competitor o!

pre-war days.

large jets, and other misconceptions regarding car-

buration. A good single-lever carburetter can be

tuned to fire over the first compression and give the

maximum of acceleration without misfiring, and, this

can be done a week before the event if necessary.

There is no time to twiddle levers to correct carbu-

ration during the, 26 or 27 seconds occupied in cover-

ing the half-mile. Five yards of misfiring at - the

beginning of the half mile means %s. on the time,

and this will probably lose you the first place.

If your machine is fitted with a decent magneto,

don't interfere with it, and don't make the mistake

of timing it too fast. Of far more importance than the

magneto is the sparking plug used. Consult the maker

of your machine as to the

best type of plug to use,

and use it, but discard it

immediately it starts to mis-

fire. Do not use fancy-

plugs for sports work

—

there are plugs on the market

for which claims are made
that are ridiculous. Do
not waste any time with
" gadgets," such as spark-

gaps, dopes, and other

patent appliances. These

are no doubt very excellent,

but they are out of place

for competition work.

Whilst on the subject of

speed, do not talk glibly of

50 m.p.h. Buy a Bonnik-

sen, and put the hand twelve

successive times to 40 on

the dial, choosing a straight,

clear road for the purpose.

Then get off and think about

it, remembering that you
have been at speed for one

minute, and during this time

you have covered two-thirds

of a mile.

Miss Wilson (Velocette) as she

appeared at Staxton Brow hill

climb. (Inset.) Miss Marjorie

Cottle (Triumph), a lady who
excels in freak trials.

c6

Miss Phillips (Connaught). a competitor in Northern hill climbs .

many machines sold at the

present - time, the front

brake is not so efficient as

it should be.

Three-Speeds.

Another very important

item is the question of gear

ratios. A three-speed gear is

a decided advantage, but

not an absolute necessity.

The chief advantage about it

is that there can be a greater

difference between the top

and bottom gears, thus

enabling one to use a very

low bottom gear on the

"Colonial sections" with-

out having to sacrifice a good

deal of speed on the top

gear. If the machine is

chain-driven, the chains

should be cleaned and afterwards adjusted. Do not

forget the following details

:

Oil the hubs, adjust and lubricate the steering head and

spring forks, clean out the insides of the mudguards,

drain the tank, and cleanse the carburetter and petrol pipe.

If there are likely to be water-splashes, cover the

high-tension terminal with stiff grease. If you are

riding a belt-driven machine, pay special attention to

your belt. It is very essential, to practise riding if

you are to succeed in reliability trials. Take your

machine out on rainy days and practise riding in

muddy by-lanes. Al^so find a hairpin bend on a steep

by-road, and ride round this repeatedly until you can

do it with confidence and without removing your feet

from the rests.

(21)
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Through Feminine Goggles.

—

Try to cultivate the habit of keeping your feet

on the footrests instead of steadying yourself by foot-

slogging,

tidy, but

Undue
actually

foot-slogging is

cause

not only very

skidding.

I should add a

tends to

Clothing.

few words about clothing There

is certainly no necessity to wear anything more than

a divided skirt for ordinary touring and pleasure runs ;

but this is quite unsuitable for sporting work, and

is a big handicap. Well-cut riding breeches and a

woollen jumper are commc il faut, if only because they

M
m

Mrs. Bell's many successes on her A.J.S. outfit are none the

ess .meritorious because they were accomplished in Scotland.

are the most appropriate garments for sporting

occasions. The same garments, with the addi-

tion of a waterproof coat, are also the best 'for

reliability trials, where freedom of movement is

absolutely necessary.

Finally, if you are to succeed as a sporting

motor cyclist, you must put in many hours- of

hard work, and not be discouraged by

m failures. You must understand- your own
machine, and the final adjustments should

never be left to anyone else.

The effort is well worth while, for after

your first win you will know. indeed the

joy of living. Mary C. Jennison.

AFRICANCLASSIC

I

Top. Mrs. Olive Knowles (A.J.S.), the on'y lady gold meda!!i;t in this year s

Scottish Trials. Below : Mrs. Jansen (Ner-a-Car), who:e name appears most often

of any lady motorist on the programmes of the big trials nowadays ;
she earned

- undying fame for her pluck in last month's six day event in Scotland.

(8)

SOUTH
EVENT.

N the race from Durban to Ladysmith
and back, organised by the Natal

M.C., a brilliant win was made by H.
P. Loader (7-9 Harley-Davidson), who
gained the Rudge Trophy, a cash prize

of ^50, a gold medal and a certificate,

also the Harley-Davidson Trophy for the

fastest time for a machine over 600 c.c.

The second man, R. Blackburn, riding a

similar machine, but with . a sidecar at-

tached, won the Indian shield, a cash

prize of ^25, a gold medal and a certifi-

cate, while the third man, J- Booth,

mounted on a Triumph Junior, gained a

cash prize of XIO > a gold medal and a

certificate.

An annual event of considerable import-

ance in South Africa,' the Durban—Laejy-

smith contest is generally noted for its .ex-

tremely strenuous nature, the road surfaces

in particular being more suitable for inclu-

sion, in a sporting trial than a race.

eg
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On the road in 1904. For many years the two types of three wheelers shown—the sidecar and forecar—fought for supremacy, the

latter in the end being completely discarded.

Questions Regarding the First Sidecar. Was it Attached to a Pedal Cycle or Motor
Cycle ? Breaking Down Prejudice.

" Ah, now side by side together ice glide

O'er mountain, by valley, through sweet countryside ;

Together vn truth—not he away there

And she, all forgotten, dust smothered in rear."

ALTHOUGH not exactly a slogan, these four

lines of doggerel answered very well in 1903 as

a battle cry— or trade cry, to be more accu-

rate. They were published together with an

illustration of the first sidecar ever advertised in The
Motor Cycle. That was early

in 1903, and the enterprising

firm was Components, Ltd.,

Birmingham, the makers of

the present-day Ariel. This

company was astute enough
to recognise that the sidecar

would eventually oust the

trailer and " quad," and
advertised their production

as the " Liberty '-' Sociable

attachment, an appellation

emphasising its companion-
ableness more than the bare

word sidecar would have
OOne. The first sidecar ever advertised in

The actual patentee, how- " Liberty " Sociable, marketed by

ever, of this device was Mr. W. J. Graham, of Messrs.

Graham Bros., Enfield, A\ho protected the design in

January, 1903, and sold it to Components, Ltd.

This sidecar was first shown on the Stock Exchange
walk to Brighton attached to a 3A h.p. Minerva. An
interesting point in connection with the patent was
that the idea came to Mr. Graham in the midst of a

sleepless night, and was immediately jotted down on
paper. This negatives the

probability of Mr. Graham
having ever heard of Mr. Dan
P. Morgan, of Swansea, who
claims to have attached a

sidecar to a 1^ h.p. Minerva

as long ago as 1901, or of

Mr. Durant, of the L.A.D.
Manufacturing Co. , Faro-

ham, Surrey, who con-

structed a sidecar for use

with a tandem pedal cycle as

far back as 1888.

Credit must go to the man
who first thought of the idea,

but greater credit to the men
who conceived the same idea

" The Motor Cycle "—the
Components, Ltd., in 1903.

(20)
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Sidecars of Long Ago.

—

independently,.' and backed it up with
business zeal and enterprise, for it was
owing to their perspicacity that we benefit-

as we do to-day. Among thes£ men stands

Mr. W. Montgomery, who used a
sidecar in 1902 and founded a
sidecar business in those early

days, strong in the belief that it

was a sound proposition.

When the old drawings and
photographs are examined it can-
not be said either that the sidecar

has altered fundamentally since it

was first evolved. Of course, in

comfort the modern body is quite

a different thing, but the chassis

design remains much the same as

1

IP

Plan of the sidecar chassis

patented by Graham Bros, in

1903.

Attached to a 1903 3£ h.p. Minerva, this

Graham sidecar attracted attention at the

first Stock Exchange Walk to. Brighton.

A 1904 model, in which the passenger is

exposed almost as much as the driver of

the machine^ as was the case with all the

old sidecars.

in 1903. Not
until Alfred
Scott departed
from the beaten

track with de-

liberate and
clever indepen-

dence did any-

one show much
originality in" the

design of a tri-

angulated
chassis. The
fetish of detach-

ability has, ' of

course, kept de-

signers to an
orthodox chassis

design, but now
that owners
seldom detach

their sidecars there is no excuse for adherence to old

plans and methods, which make for inaccessibility.

The most glaring instance of this is the fitting of. the

chain, case on the near side of a machine designed,

solely for sidecar work.

In spite of its undoubted advantages the sidecar was
slow in gaining favour. The tricar and the " quad "

were usurped with no crashing of cymbals, and several

years went by before the prejudice against the sidecar's

unsymmetrical appearance was overcome. In July,

1905, The Motor Cycle gave the sidecar an "extended
trial in order to determine for its own satisfaction the

most suitable form- of attachment,'
7 and emphasised in

its favour the matters of storage and freedom from
side-slip compared with the trailer, and also the lower

h.p. required to propel a sidecar compared with the

power needed for- a tricar: In conclusion the writer

said, "Altogether, it has answered all our expecta-

tions."

There is a certain amount of restraint in that favour,

able summing-up which probably reflects the general

3

A Montgomery sidecar of 1903, a type that

continued in use for many years.

(7)

A "wind scoop" on a 1909 Matchless. Messrs. Collier &
Sons were alive to the comforts of the passenger thirteen years

ago, as will be gathered from the illustration showing an

extremely " roomy " hood.

CI3
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Sidecars o! Long Ago.

—

feeling existent at that date, although we believe the

writer was far more convinced of its ultimate popularity

than many fellow motor cyclists were.

Why the Sidecar Scored.

From that time—July, 1905, onwards—sidecars
entered the big trials, competing with the forecars,

more than holding their own in spite of their " un-

mechanical" design. Compared with the three-

wheeler, too, the sidecar outfit in those days was in-

finitely cheaper, and possibly it was that advantage,

together with the talking point of " quick dstach-_

ability," that gave it supremacy in the end. It is

certainly in a very strong position now.
Probably the first coacbbuilt sidecar. It follows in design the

wicker type popular at that time— 1905.

ipi*fc~/-

MILLFORD SIDECARS OF 1903 AND 1905.

An experimental model with the sidecar wheel almost

midway between the two cycle wheels.

The first model of the castor wheel type, which became
at a later date comparatively popular.

SOLDERING FOR AMATEURS.

A SLIGHT knowledge of soldering is extremely

useful to the motor cyclist, as it enables him to

fit new Bowden wire nipples, coned pipe unions,

and the like for himself. The only requisites are a

copper bit, a small pot of liquid flux, and a stick of
" soft " solder. Hard solders are only needed for jobs

which have to stand a good deal of heat, which is

not easily applied in the amateur's garage ; and a soft

solder is intrinsically preferable for a long joint with

little clearance, as it is more easily persuaded to

coat evenly over the entire face. Soft solder should

therefore be specified, as the ironmonger will often

hand out " hard," unless the buyer is careful.

Not enough Flux.
Pocket outfits, such as the Britinol and Fluxite,

are used by many motor cyclists; but I do not recom-
mend the combined solder-cum-flux for inexperienced
users, as there is not enough flux to see the job through

if the operator makes blunders about the heat of his

iron, as all beginners will. Neither is. a very small

bit ideal for an amateur, as it does not maintain its

heat for long, and may have to be heated at some
distance from the work.

To learn the correct heat for the' iron is the be-

ginner's invariable trouble. At first he gets his bit too

CI4

hot, and the solder is either destroyed or liquefie

and runs right off the work. Then he does not g(

his iron hot enough, and the solder refuses to ru

obediently. Finally, he strikes the happy mean, an

the solder does what he wants. The old hand alwaj

does two things to'his bit before he uses it. On takin

it from the fire, he holds it near his cheek to judg

the temperature ;' then he rubs the tip on a piece c

old brick to remove any dirt which might foul th

solder.

Repairs to Nipples.
In handling Bowden wires, be careful to solder th

strands together before cutting the damaged end off

otherwise they will unravel,- and prove awkward t

thread through the nipple, besides being weakenec
The old nipple can be used again, as the solder i

it will melt under the combined influence of heat an
flux. To fit a nipple, thread the soldered end of th

wire through the nipple so that it projects, say, J^in
grip nipple in a vice, tap the projecting wire ends dow
radially, apply a little solder at a time until the joir

is full of solder to the top. Then file the head c

the nipple off neatly. If the solder ceases to rut

apply more flux—want of flux is a more probabl
cause of trouble than cooling of the bit.

Road Rider.

(19)
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GUIDE TO TO-DAY'S SENIOR T.T. RACE.
TIME OF START: 10 a.m.
DISTANCE : Six circuits of 37J miles. Total Distance, 226 miles 4 furlongs.
PRIZES : 1st, The Senior Tourist Trophy to be held for one vear, £30 in cash, a large silver medal, and special gold medal

;

2nd, £20; 3rd, £10.
TEAM PRIZE:-A small replica of the Trophy to be awarded to a nominated team, members of which must all finish the

course within 30 minutes of the winner.
CLUB PRIZES: Small replicas of the Trophy will be awarded on points to the teams, nominated by an affiliated clubt of three
motor cycles driven by members of the nominating cluh which, in the Lightweight, Junior and Senior Races respectively,

give the best performances.

Few thirty-seven mile circuits could be selected in any part of the British Isles which would give greater variety in riding conditions. Acute

and dangerous corners are negotiated at Quarter Bridge, Ballacraine, Sulby Bridge, Ramsey, Keppel Gate, and Governor's Bridge. The first 10

miles are undulating, but the next ten are almost, level, slightly falling grades predominating, Ramsey Hairpin precedes a three mile climb

which averages 1 in 11, and a slight upward grade follows for a further four miles at an average altitude of 1 ,500 feet above sea level.

13 c 17
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The Blue Riband of the Motor Cycle World.
Details of Today's Great Race. Lap Times and Winners of Previous Competitions for the

Senior Tourist Trophy.

T-0-DAY the classic event of the motor TABULATED LIST OF 67 ENTRIES FOR TO-DAY'S
1 cycle world will be decided. At CTJrVTTr^D T1 -r da c^-c

10.0 a.m. the first competitor in the OlllMUK 1.1. KALiC,
Senior Tourist Trophy race will be
despatched on his 226 miles race against
time. The course is chosen to find out

the most desirable features needed in the

motor cycje for the man who would ride

in ease and comfort without fear of

mechanical trouble, for the racing ma-
chine of to-day is the father of the touring
mount of to-morrow.

Previous Winners.
1921. H. R. navies, single-cylinder A.J.S. (74x81

mm. =348 c.c), 54.49 m.p.h.
1920. T. C. de la Hay, single-evlinder Sunbeam

(85x88 mm. =499 c.c.), 51.79 m.p.h.
1914. C. G. Pullin, single-cylinder Budge (85x88

mm. = 499 c.c.}, 49.4 m.p.h.
1913. H. O. Wood, 2-cvlinder, 2-stroke Scott

(69.8x63.5 mm. =486 c.c). 48.2 m.p.h.
1912. F. A. Applebee. 2-cvlinder, 2-stroke Scott

(69.8x63.5 mm. = 486 c.c), 48.6 m.p.h.
1911. O. C. Godfrey, 2-cylinder Indian (70x76

mm. =584 c.c), 47.5 m.p.h.
1910. C. R. Collier, 2-cylinder Matchless (85.5x58

mm. = 666 c.c), 50.6 m.p.h.
1909. H. A. Collier, 2-cylinder Matchless (85x65

mm. = 738 c.c), 49.0 m.p.h.
1908. Singles: J. Marshall, Triumph (84x86 mm

=476 c.c), 40.4 m.p.h. Twins: H. Reed,
Dot (75x75 mm. = 662 c.c), 38.5 m.p.h.

1907. -Singles: C. R. Collier, Matchless (85x76
mm. =431 c.c). 38.5 m.p.h. Twins: II. R.
Fowler, Norton (75x75 mm. = 662 c.c),
36.2 m.p.h.

Limits of Motor Cycles in Previous
Senior T.T. Raoes.

1907.

1908.

1909.

1910.

1911.

1912
to

1922.

Singles and twins raced separately. Singles
were limited to one gallon of fuel per
90 miles; twins, one gallon for 75 miles.

Singles and twins raced separately. Fuel
limits: Singles, one gallon per 100 miles;
twins, one gallon per 80 miles.

Fuel limits abandoned. One class only.
Capacity limits : 500 c.c singles, 750 c.c.
twins.

One class only. Capacity limits : 500 c.c
singles, 670 c.c. twins.

Capacity limits : 500 c,c singles, 585 c.c.
twins.

> Capacity limit, 500 c.c. for all types.

The Types that have Won.
1907.—Separate classes for singles and twins.
1908.—Separate classes for singles and twins.
1909.— 1st. V twin; 2nd, V twin; 3rd, single.
1910.— 1st, V twin; 2nd, V twin; 4th, single.
1911—1st, V twin; 2nd, V twin; 3rd, V twin.
1912.— 1st. twin 2-stroke; 2nd, single; 3rd, V twin
1913— 1st, twin 2-stroke; 2nd. single; 3rd. V twin.
1914.—1st, single; 2nd, single and twin tied; 3rd.

V twin.
1920.— 1st, single: 2nd, single; 3rd,' single.
1921.— 1st, single; 2nd, single; 3rd, single.

Some Details of the 1921 Race.
The winner's lap times

:

1st, 41m. 17s. 2nd, 41m. 53s. 3rd, 42m 55s
4th, 41m. 9s. 5th, 42m. 2s. 6th, 41m. 6s.

Total: 4h. 9m. 23s. Average speed: 54.49 m.p.h.
Fastest lap of any competitor : F. G. Edmond
(Triumph), 40m. 8s. =56.44 m.p.h. (record).

TEAMS.
1. A.J.S. : H. R. Davies (No. 1), G. Kelly (No

48), O. Wade (No. 52).
2. BEARDMORE PRECISION (riders not

selected at time of going to press) : (No. 13), (No
37), (No. 40).

3. INDIAN : D. S. Alexander (No. 22), F. W
Dixon (No. 24), D. H. Davidson (No. 42).

4. NOItTON : D. M. Brown (No. 3), J. WTShaw
(No. 39) ; (3rd man not selected at time of going to
pr6ss)

5. RUDGE (not yet selected).
6. SCOTT : C. P. Wood (No. 5), Ivor Thomas

(No. 49), H. Langman (No. 66).
7. SUNBEAM : T. C. de la Hay (No. 2) A

Bennett (No. 44), G. Dance (No. 61).
S. TRIUMPH : W. Brandish (No. 4), F. B

Halford (No. 47), F. G. Edmond (No. 64).

c IS

56 Four-Stroke Singles. 1 Four-Stroke V Twins.
5 Two-Stroke Twins. 5 Four-Stroke Flat Twins.

No. Cubic
No. Entrant. Make and H.P. of Bore Stroke Capacit Driver.

Cyls. mm. mm. c.c.

1 A. J. Stevens & Co. (1911)
Ltd 2$ A.J.S 1 74 x 81 348 H. R. Davies

2 John Marston, Ltd. 3* Sunbeam 1 77 x 105-5 492 T. C. de la Hay
3 Norton Motors, Ltd. 31 Norton .

.

1 79 x 100 490 D. M. Brown
4 The Triumph Cycle Co.,

Ltd 31 Triumph 1 85 x88. 499 W. W. Brandish
5 The Scott Motor Cycle Co.,

Ltd 31 Scott Squirrel .

.

2 70 x 63-5 486 C. P. Wood
6 Alexander & Co. .

.

31 Douglas 2 68 X68 499 A. H. Alexander
7 G. H. Tucker & Co. 3* Norton .

.

1 79 x 100 490 G. H. Tucker
8 Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd. .

.

31 Rudge .

.

1 85 x 88 499 O. M. Baldwin
9 Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd. .

.

31 Rudge .

.

1 85 x88 499 A. E. Taylor
10 Norton Motors, Ltd. 31 Norton .

.

1 79 x 100, 490 H. W. Hassall
11 John Marston, Ltd. 3} Sunbeam 1 77 x 105*5 492 C. Greenwood
12 John Marston, Ltd. 3i Sunbeam 1 77 x 105-5 492 W. R Brown
13 F. E. Baker, Ltd. 3i Beardmore

Precision.
1 81-1 X96 495 —

14 Ilkley M.C. and L.C.C. .

.

31 Scott Squirrel .

.

2 70 x 63-5 486 G. Clapham
15 Victor Horsman, Ltd. .

.

31 Norton .

.

1 79 X 100 490 V. Horsman
16 W. Hollowell 31 Norton 1 79 X 100 490 Entrant.
17 G. E. Cowley. Junr. 31 Norton .

.

1 79 X 100 490 Entrant
18 Alexander & Co. 3J Norton 1 79 X 100 490 G. M. Black
19 C. Waternouse 31 Sunbeam .

.

1 85 X88 - 499 Entrant
20 The Triumph Cycle Co.,

Ltd 31 Triumph 1 85 x88 499 H. R. Harveysoi
21 Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd..

.

31 Rudge 1 85 x88 499 J. A. Watson-
Bourne

22 W.H.Wells 31 Indian 1 79-3 X 100-8 498-82 D. S. Alexander
23 T. Sinister 31 Norton 1 79 x 100 490 Entrant
24 W. H. Wells 31 Indian 1 79-3 x 100-8 498-82 F. W. Dixon
25 L. B. Henderson .

.

31 Sheffield-

Henderson
1 85 X88 499

26 W. Watson 31 Sunbeam 1 77 X 105-5 492 G. S. Davison
27 S. A. Crabtree 3| Sunbeam 1 77 X 105-5 492 Entrant
28 A. Carton 31 Norton .

.

1 79 X 100 490 Entrant
29 Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd. .

.

3| Rudge .

.

1 85 X 88 499 H. Riddell
30 New Imperial Cycles, Ltd. 2| New Imperial .

.

1 70 X90 349 H. Le Vack
31 Norton 5lotors, Ltd. 31 Norton 1 79 X 100 490 N. Black
32 Hugh Mason & Co., Ltd. .

.

31 N.U.T 2 84-5 X76 498 R. Bownass
33 Harold Petty, Ltd. - .

.

31 Scott 2 69-85 x 63-5 436 J. H. Simpson
34 Norton Motors. Ltd. 31 Norton 1 79 x 100 490 R. T,C'awthorne
35 W. H. Dunwoody 31 Rudge 1 85 x88 499 H. Burrill
36 R. M. Knowles .

.

31 Norton .

.

1 79 x 100 490 Entrant
37 F.. E. Baker, Ltd. 31 Beardmore

Precision
1 81-1 x96 495

38 T. H. Dickinson 31 Duzmo 1 89 X 79 491 Entrant
39 Norton Motors, Ltd. 31 Norton . .

-
1 79 x 100 490 J. W. Shaw

40 F. E. Baker, Ltd. 31 Beardmore
Precision

1 81-1 X96 495

41 V. Olsson 31 Sunbeam 1 77 X105-5 492 Entrant
42 W. H. Wells .

.

31 Indian 1 79-3 X 100-8 498-82 D. H. Davidson
43 L. B. Henderson 31 Sheffield-

Henderson
1 85 X 88 499 J. Thomas

44 John Marston, Ltd. 31 Sunbeam 1 77 X 105-5 492 A. Bennett
45 Porter's Motor Mart 31 New Gerrard .

.

1 85 >:S5 482 J. A. Porter
46 Vic Anstice 31 Douglas 2 68 X68 . 499 Entrant
47 The Triumph Cycle Co.,

Ltd.
A. J. Stevens & Co. (1914),

Ltd.
The Scott Motor Cycle Co.,

31 Triumph 1 85 X 88 - 499 F. B. Halford

48 2} A.J.S 1 74 XS1 348 G. Kelly

49
Ltd. .

.

31 Scott Squirrel .. 2 70 x 63-5 486 Ivor Thomas
50 Colrnore Depot 31 Colmore-Douglas 2 68 x68 499 F. T. Hatton
51 Frank Whitworth, Ltd. .

.

31 Douglas 2 68 x 68 499 A. W. Jones
52 O. Wade 23 A.J.S 1 74 X 81 348 Entrant
53 Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd. .

.

3j Rudge 1 85 x88 499 J. H. Mathers
54 New Hudson, Ltd. 31 New Hudson .

.

1 79-5 X100 496-5 B. Bourke
55 Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd..

.

31 Rudge 1 85 X88 499 R. B. Ewens
56 W. H. Wells 31 Indian 1 79-3 x 100-8 498-82 C. Stead
57 G. Cowley, Senr. .

.

31 Sunbeam 1 85 X88 499 Entrant
58 W. Johnson 31 Sunbeam 1 77 X 105-5 492 Entrant
59 J. H. Illingwortb... 31 Norton .

.

1 79 X 100 490 Entrant
60 New Hudson, Ltd. 3£ New Hudson .

.

1 79-5 X100 496-5 E. Mundey
61 John Marston, Ltd. 31 Sunbeam 1 77 X 105-5 492 G. Dance
62 Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd. .

.

31 Rudge .

.

1 85 X88 499 W. L. Danskin
63 Massey-Arran Motor Co.,

Ltd 2J Massey-Arran .

.

1 71 x88 348 J. Whalley
64 The Triumph Cycle Co.,

Ltd 31 Triumph 1 85 X88 499 F. G. Edmond
65 Colrnore Depot 31 Colmore-Douglas 2 68 - X 68 499 S. Ollerhead
66 The Scott Motor Cycle Co.,

Ltd 31 Scott Squirrel .

.

2 70 X635 486 H. Langman
67 Alec Jackson 31 Sunbeam 1 77 x 105-5 492 Entrant
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CURRENT CHAT (CT^)
This Year's " Petrol St. Leger."

The Doncaster and DistrictJMotor Cycle
Club, whose " Petrol St. Leger Meeting "

last season was such a great success, has
arranged for its first speed trial to be held

on the Sandall Beat Road, adjoining the.

Racecourse, on Saturday, June 17th.

Overheard Last Week.
Friend (to amateur motor cyclist, after

his first run) :
" Well, how have you

managed, old man?"
Amateur motor cyclist, with enthu-

siasm :
" Fine ! Passed" everything on

the road. Never been in top gear once !

''

Police and Derby Speed Events.

Numerous complaints have been received

by the Derbyshire Police regarding the
conduct of motorists (not always competi-
tors) at hill-climbs in Derbyshire, and
Ruislip Edge is already closed to speed
events. According to the secretary of the
Buxton club the whole country will soon
be in the same state unless there is a
general improvement at these affairs.

Midland Centre's Change of Policy.

There will be nothing of a freakisn
nature in the route of the Midland Centre
A.C.U. open trial to be held on June 24th

;

in fact, "it will be in the nature of an
enjoyable day trip amongst very nice
scenery." No indication has, as yet,
been given as to how the awards will
be allotted, but full particulars will be
available shortly from Mr. J. E. Spencer,
27, Priory Street, Coventry.

The Secret Places oi the Dashboard.

H. G. Wells' latest novel, "The
Secret Places of the Heart," contains
much psycho-analytic meditation upon
which it is neither our province nor de-
sire to comment, but we certainly think
that one of the guilty parties might de-
rive more benefit from a course of motor
driving lessons. According to this
month's instalment of the serial form,
"he had come round a corner at five-and-
twenty miles an hour, and had stopped
his spark and pulled up neatly within
a yard, of the fore wheel of a waggon
that was turning in the road ..." The
italics are not Mr. Wells'.

93 Motorists Fined in Two Hours.

The Manchester City magistrates estab-
lished something like- a record recently.
In a matter of two hours they fined no
fewer than 93 motorists ~ for various
offences under the- Motor Car Act, of
which the following is an analysis :

—

Not licensed; ... ... ... ... 22
No finance licence "... ... ... 30.
Dangerous driving ...~ "... ... ... 11
No front plate .:. . ... ... ],] 3
No rear pjate ... ... ... ... 2
Not producing licence ... ... ... 2
Using unregistered car ... ... ... j.

No licence attached ... ... ... ... 2
Altering registration book ... ... ... 1
Front number not as required ... ,;.. 1
Net keeping an accurate record ..." ... 1
Front number obscured .... ... ... 2
Not giving warning for order of approach... 1
Rear lamp not burning ... ... ... 5
Aiding the use of an unregistered car . . . 1
Not inserting registered owner's name. ... 1
Failing to stop ... ... ... . . 1
Wo white light "... ... 2
Rear number obscured ... ... ... 1
Rear number plate not clear ... ... 1

No red light 1
Quitting .... ;,. :.„ :_ ... 1

; (2)

Freak Trials and the A.C.U.

Apropos the correspondence which has

appeared in our pages relating to open

"freak" routes, a correspondent suggests

that room for complaint might be removed
if the A.C.U. stewards covered the course

on a motor cycle. An observer who
merely goes from point to point does not

obtain a true idea of the nature of a trial';

especially is this the case when this

official's vehicle happens to be a car.

International Six Days' Trial Poser.

Norway is anxious to send a team to

compete in the International Six Days
Trials, to be held in Switzerland from

August 3rd to 9th. Unfortunately, the

rules state that an international team must

be composed of machines manufactured in

the country entering-, and Norway ' has

no indigenous make. The matter, how-

ever, is being left to the Swiss Motor
Cycle Union to decide as to whether or

not Norway should be allowed to enter

the British machines which they desire to

ride.

Entries for this event close on July 1st

at -ordinary fees—manufacturers' entries

300 francs (£13 Os. 5d.), private owners

150 francs (£6 0s. 2-^d.)—and at double

fees on July 20th. They should be sent

c/o the Auto Cycle Ui.ion. 83, Pall Mall,

London, S.W.I.

A Swedish Event.

During the Schevenigen Automobile
Show,, races for cars and motor cycles

were held: on the promenade. The motor
cycle event was won by a Dutch motor
cyclist, M. Herkuleyns, who riding a

Harley-Davidson made fastest time, being

credited with a speed of 94 miles an hour
over the flying kilometre.

Profitable Reading.

Irr a recent issue of Pitman's Journal,

while giving, advice as to "Profitable

Reading," Mr. Edward S. Hodgson
remarks :

—

" Shorthand-typists are generally vora-

cious readers, as I found when business in

London compelled me to journey daily

from the outlying suburbs to the City.

And—I am referring more particularly to

the ladies now—their taste is extremely
catholic, for it embraces the best-seller of

the day and the now little-read classics,

trade publications (I have seen more than
one girl with The Motor Cycle) and the

light three-halfpenny weeklies."

While thanking our fellow-scribe for his

testimony, we may tell him that The
Motor Cycle is, glad to number among its

readers thousands of ladies ; in. fact, a
regular feature, of this journal is devoted

to the interests of lady motor cyclists.

To aid spectators in following the T.T. an ingenious new score board is being used. Com-

petitors' numbers are placed above the lower row of (red) discs, and the top row. .(yellow) discs

only appear as the riders reach Governor's Bridge. The red indicator disc is shown in detail

in the inset ; besides telling the lap number, the actual point the competitor has just passed is

shown by the indicator, thus :—0. Start ; B. Ballacraine ; S. Sulby ; R. Ramsey ; B. Bungalow

;

C. Craig-ny-Baa. Below the competitors' speeds for each lap are painted.

c ai
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Final Notes on the Senior Practising. Interesting Machines in To'day's Big Race.

'"FHE Lightweight and Junior Tourist
-* Trophy races have been won and lost,

and all eyes of the motor cycle world are

again turned towards the Isle of Man,
where the Senior (500 B.C.)- machines are

competing for the coveted trophy.
* * * *

Each year sees fewer and fewer multi-

cylinder machines in the races. The 1922

Senior event has attracted but one V twin,

while five each two-stroke twins and flat

twins are included in the entry of sixty-

seven. Does' this mean that Capacity for

capacity the single-cylinder engine is the

more efficient? It would appear so. But
should th« V twin N.U.T. win, next year's

entries may be in very different propor-

tions.
* * -x- *- -

Six members of the Bradford M.C. and
L.C.C. are riding in the Senior T.T. Two
teams have, therefore, been nominated for

the club team award:
First Team.

C. P. Wood (Scott).
H. Langrhan (Scott).

J. H. Simpson (Scott).

Second Team.
F. W. Dixon (Indian).
R. T. Cawthorne (Norton).

J. H. Illi-ngworth (Norton).
* * * *

Stray horses. were- on the course at
Crosby one morning-;, but they did not
cause anything.- worse than several
anxious moments.

* • * * «

G." Cowley, sen., is almost a second
" Pa " Applebee, for he is 57 .years of
age, but has been handling his Sunbeam
well and getting round the course in

about the hour every morning.
* * # *

Scotts appear to have found an increase
in speed, for in the first week's practising
the one ridden by Langman made its offici-

ally timed circuit in 43m. 50s.
* * * *

In the first 5 days 53 riders out of the 185
competitors and reserves had put in their
qualifying laps, i.e., five laps for those
who have not previously competed, or
three laps for those who started in either
the 1920 or 1921 races. In either case one
lap had to be timed (from Douglas) and
must have been covered by Senior ma-
chines in one hour, in one* hour and ten
minutes by Juniors, and one hour thirty
minutes by Lightweights.

* * # #

Under the charge of Graham Walker
the Norton private owners' stable was a
little hive of happy industry in the early
days of the practising period. The Nor-
tons appear to be unnumbered—there are
fourteen actually, with three reserves
Walker has been putting in his practice
laps on the o:h.v. model.

The only V twin in the Senior race—the N.U.T. Observe the cushion on the top tube.

Twice winners of the Senior Tourist Trophy, the Scotts in to-day's race are expected to te well

in the running. -

Racy lines are lent to the T.T. Duzmo by its short wheelbase and compact layout.

(14)
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T.T. Notes and News.

—

Few changes have been made to the

3£ h.p. Duzmo which will compete in the
T.T. race. An inclined engine is the most
noticable alteration, but a new name pro-

lading a shorter wheelbase is now used.
This design will, in future, become the
standard sporting model.
A three-speed Sturmey-Archer gear box

is used. The Brampton front forks have
been modified, and the horizontal springs
have been removed to provide more rigid

steering. Best and Lloyd mechanical
lubrication, an Amac carburetter, and
E.I.C. magneto are employed.

Much uneasiness was caused last week
by the unsportsmanlike attitude of several

riders who persistently rode their T.T.
mounts in and about Douglas, revving
their engines unnecessarily and deafening
Bveryone with the bellowing of open ex-

hausts. Disqualifications were threatened
in consequence of riders' taking T.T.
machines on the course during the day.

The police took action in one or two
instances.

Quality in cornering and acceleration

when picking up on the level are well

watched at Quarter Bridge, for it is a
splendid test, especially' for the riders of

judgment.

G. Cowley, senr.

(492 c. c. Sunbeam),

who shares with F.

W. Applebee (247

:.c. Levis) the honour

}f being the

two oldest
entrants.

According to the Daily Mad on Mon-
day G. Estobart was to ride the 2O-4

New Hudson two-stroke, but Mundey
would race a 30^ h.p. model in the
Senior. V. Hosman was reported as

being unable to ride, and that his place
would be taken by another rider on the

20-J Raleigh. Haldervell was " down "

to ride a Norton.

A much-visited point of interest during
practising was Quarter Bridge, which is

only about a mile from Douglas. The
corner there is almost a right-angle, and
is situated at the foot of an appreciable

gradient. It is a sharp main-road bend
which may be taken at speeds up to 30

to 32 m.p.h. by a good rider.
* * * *

Wednesday morning last week was the

first really fine, summer-like morning
since the start of practising .ten days
ago, and it was signalised by the whole-

sale breaking of the record laps of 1921.
* # * *

L. Handley, riding a 248 c.c. O.K.
Junior, covered a lap in 45m. 50s., 3m.
17s. less than B. Kershaw's time last year

of 49m. 7s. on a New Imperial.
* * * *

In the Senior category, H. Langman
(482 c.c. Scott) covered a lap in 39m.

55s., as against F. G. Edmond's fastest

lap in last year's race of 40m. 8s., on a

Triumph. " Langman's speed equalled

something over 57 m.p.h.

During last week it became necessary

to substitute cast-iron for aluminium
pistons in the Norton engines, and the

camp was busy re-balancing.

Of those riders observed at Quartei
Bridge undoubtedly the best cornerists we
have seen are G. Claphani, who was
entered by the Ilkley M.C.C., and A. E.
Taylor ; they ride Scott and Budge
machines respectively, and in particular

the former leaned over quite 48° from
the vertical.

* * * #

Although the 1922 two-speed Scotts
have not the same musical capabilities as

the four-speeders used last year, C. P.
Wood's machine has vocal powers which
extend to the first bars of a eke la morte
when accelerating into the distance.

* # * *

H. R. Davies appeared to be on a bad
patch of ill-luck early last week, for he
had' trouble on both Tuesday and Wed-
nesday.

* # # *

Arriving late at the end of the first

practice week, G. Dance (Sunbeam) com-
pleted his initial circuit on Tuesday of

last week in 41 mins. 5 sees.
* * # *

A standard Barr and Stroud engine
with a Zephyr type piston is fitted in

the Diamond machine ridden by J. Price.

The engine was dismantled late last week
after several practice laps and was in

splendid condition ; the working polish

on the sleeve and cylinder bore being
perfect.

One of the best

known motor
cycle figures in

the Midlands,

but not riding in

the T.T. Mr.
Victor Holroyd

in his Sidcot

suit astride a

Rudge Multi.

Jnconventional in frame con-

duction, this Blackburne-engined

Cotton gives an exceptionally low

iding position. S. Wood, a

private owner, is shown
with the machine.

FAMILIAR FIGURES ON
THE I.O.M. COURSE.

Norman Black,

one of the
favourites of the

Norton team.

d 1
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One of the most interesting vantage points on the whole of the course—the Ramsey hairpin.

'

.

"ft

There is very little change in the Raleigh which ran in Tuesday's race.

J. H. Simpson (486 c.c. Scott) scraping a footrest at Governor's Bridge.

JUNE ISt, IQ22.

0. M. Baldwin, A. E. Taylor, and
J. A. .Watson-Bourne are selected as the I

Rudge team.
* * * #

"June 1st is the day to. show what you
can do," said George Dance, the Sun-
beam rider, when questioned on the
wonderful lap times of last Wednesday
morning.

* * * *

Carburation troubles beset the Douglas .

riders, and last week Atmos carburetters !

were being tried; A. H. Alexander, how-
ever, had a B. and B. on each cylinder;
cross-bars fitted on the timing cover con-
nect up each throttle and air slide by

'•

levers and wires, the single control wires '

thus operating both carburetters simul-
taneously.

* * * *

Two-strokes did not show to great ad-
vantage in either Lightweight or Junior
practice laps. It seems that two-stroke
engines have lagged behind in develop-
ment when compared with four-strokes

* * * *

Finding their steering somewhat
affected by the whippiness of the Beard-
more-Precision front forks, the riders
damped the springs by wrappings of cord
and insulation tape, with beneficial
results.

* * *

A thicker oil considerably improved
the excessive lubrication which affected
the Sun-Vitesse machines. They in-
creased in speed and emitted less smoke.

* * *

Owing to the change of plug position
from the centre of the head toTthe side,
Triumph compression ratio has been
lowered to about 5 to 1. .

* * » N

A distinctive feature of the Triumph
machines is the squealing of the front
brakes (which are of the contracting
cable type similar to those used for years
on the same make of pedal cycles). The
new brake has decided stopping powers.

* * *

Depending on its actual success in these
races, there is every chance of the 350
c.c. o.h.v. A.J.S. becoming a marketable
production.

* * *

Plug trouble was by no means uncom-
mon throughout the practising. It is,,

partly aseribable to excessively high com-
pressions and partly, according to some
experts, to the high pressures set up by
pre-ignition arising from the overheated
edges of very light valves.

* *

Misfiring appeared to be the bane of I
Pullin's existence; the raw morning air
apparently did not suit the constitution
of the Douglas machines, and the flaming
blow-back through their carburetters was
a sight to behold.

* * #

Brandish, the Triumph rider, corners
particularly well ; he uses both brakes on
such a corner as Governor's Bridge, de-
celerating quickly, and after cornering
safely and well, accelerating like a shot.

» * *

A number of riders are fitting a neat
spark gap (embodied in a slightly en-
larged plug wire terminal), introduced by
the makers of Lodge plugs.

d 2
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r.T. Notes and News.

—

On the real hairpin bends the Scott s

.tick as tightly to the inside as a burr
n s blanket.

# * *

When it seems desirable that the
wheels should really turn round, Edmomd
Triumph) is the man to make them do

Interconnected brakes on the A.J.S. /

Machines were abandoned early in the
practising.

* * +

One of tire few men amongst the
seniors to trail his foot on Governor's
Bridge hairpin was B. M. Knowles (Nor-
ton), but his get-away was remarkably
good in common with the other Mortons,
which appear to steer, hold the road, and
accelerate better than ever.

* * *

Controlling an Indian appears to be a
work of art, judging by the number of
things Alexander does all at once with
both hands and feet after recovering
from such a corner as Governor's Bridge;
Dixon, however, sits like a part of his
machine, handling it superbly and accel-

erating like an arrow from the bow.
Dixon's record practice lap last week
necessitated some thrilling riding.!* * *

Owing to difficulties found in holding
the Douglas machines at speed on the

• bumpy course, the steering rake Was
modified by using different fork links

;

the steering was then much more cori-

trollable.

* * # *

Dr. Hopwood, the Levis rider, has
already submitted an entry for next
year's T.T., but has not decided what
his machine will be ; in the Island he has
had a selection from his stable of ears

and cycles, consisting of " a Levis, Leboh
(own make), Scott, and A. B.C.

* * # *

Neither D.uzmo nor New Hudson
machines- have distinguished themselves
in practice, but they appear to have re-

liability in their favour, and both look

workmanlike. The latter machine, in-

deed, shorn of some weight (the sidecar

lugs in the frame, for example) should
make a fine solo mount," for the design is

exceedingly clean.

Twist-grip controls were fitted to many
machines last week. H. E. Davies
(A.J.S.) used them one morning in prac-
tice, but appeared to have reverted to

levers again.'
* * * -*

It is confidently expected that to-day's
race will be won at an average lap time
of about 38 minutes

An extra spark at the plug at very
high revolutions 180° after the proper
spark has been worrying the super-
tuners in one camp' Magneto experts
say that this is due to the high-tension
winding itself generating a current of
its own at great speeds—a low-tension
current, of course, but of sufficient in-

tensity to give a weak spark at the
moment of flux reversal tc the armature.

Few startling alterations have been
made to the T.T. Rudge.

At Governor's Bridge. It is at such a corner as this where the driver of outstanding ability—
the rare exception—excels over the average racing man. He loses fewer seconds and at the

same time risks less.

An early morning scene at Cronk-ny-Mona. A Scott rider, C. W. Fairweather, on the slight

gradient.
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At the Beardmore-Precision stable. The distinction of piloting a No. " 13 "
is shared with a -

Coulson rider in the Junior race.

Both the N.U.T. machines get along
well, and they have several fast practice
laps to their credit. Porter's 486 c.c.

New Gerrard Is another machine with
the same type- of engine (a V twin side-

valve J.A.P.). which has shown excel-

lent capabilities.
* * * *

Carburetter makers were represented in
full force, all claiming " the last ounce."
Amacs were represented by " the genial
Mr. Clibbery " and Leslie Guy, one-time
famous Scott rider, Cox Atmos by Mr.
Cox, Mr. Cox, jun., and Oswald Hayes,
the 1921 Colmore Cup winner, and B. and
B. by S. C. Toye and Neville 0.
Soresby, familiar to older motor cyclists

as a pre-war Budge comnetition rider.
* * * *

After the bright green gratuitous Budge
handkerchiefs, K.L.G booklets of

matches (Bryant and May ignition !) have
been easily the most popular thing in
everyday use in the Isle of Man. Then
there are the Levis miniature screw-
drivers, while anyone leaving a sidecar
unattended near the Sefton Hotel was in

danger of finding a J. A. P. pencil therein
on his return.

* * * *

On Thursday morning last F. W. Dixon
(Indian) set out to make a record prac-

tice lap, and by covering the circuit in

39m. lis. he succeeded in heating Lang-
man's record lap of the previous day on
the Scott by 44s.

FINISHING

TOUCHES.

JUNE ISt, IQ22.

During this circuit Dixon's descent of

Snaefell was terrific; from Keppel Gate
to Craig-ny-Baa he came like a stone fall-

ing from a cliff, and scarcely slowed for

the bend- at the latter place.
* * * *

C. P. Wood has had a pair of leather

breeches dyed Scott purple—his retreat-

ing figure offers as good a mark to the

camera man as does a scurrying rabbit

to the sporting farmer.
* . * * *

One of the most cheerful-looking

riders on the course is F. G. Edmond
(Triumph). No matter" how fast he goes

he never looks "fashed," as they sav up

North.
* * #.--*

For a chance of victory in to-day's

race, the A.J.S. riders, on their 350 c.(£;(

mounts, obviously depend to some extent

on saving fifths of seconds while corner-

ing ; to a man they are fearless in the

extreme.
* * * *

Victor Horsman suffered a fall near

Crosby last Thursday, the front tyre of

his Norton suddenly deflating at speed.
* * * *

= H. 0. Wood (Tim) was out as a Scott i

reserve man; he says that nowadays he
is past T.T. riding, but many of the

entrants envy his time of 43m. 35s.
"* * * *

To be reckoned with, even in the

Senior race, is Le Vack on the New Im-
perial; his best lap was 42m. 6s.

* * * *

Some good lap times in the Lightweight
class were made by : B. W. Loughton
(248 Francis-Barnett), two laps, 48.50

and 46,40; F. C. North (248 O.K.
Junior) , 48.7 ; G. Denley (249 Velocette),

two laps, 49.15 and 48.0.
* * * *

In the Junior class the best practice

time was made by H. B. Davies (349

A.J.S.), two laps, 41.45, 40.55.
* -* *

To sum up the lessons of the prac-
tising in a few words, we should say,

on the credit side : Mechanical oil

pumps, lower and easier steering frames,
improved braking, good chain lubrica-.

tion, improved mudguard fixings, and
sensible tyres. On the debit side

:

trouble with pistons, valves, valve
springs, plugs, and cai'buration.

._- _

Scenes at the Scott and Beardmore-Precision depots.
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M. Sheard, on an A.J.S., wins the Junior Tourist Trophy at 5475 m.p.h. ; G. Grinton
\.J.S.), second; C. G. Pullin (Douglas), third. A Levis, ridden by G. S. Davison, gains

le Lightweight Trophy, with D. Young (Rex-Acme), and S. J. Jones (Velocette), second and
third respectively.

TOTAL DISTANCE AND SENIOR LAP RECORDS BROKEN.
^HE chief features of Tuesday's

L Junior T.T. Race were the fourth
successive victory of the invincible

>j.J.S. and the first victory of a Manx-
an, T. M. Sheard, who was followed

}me by G. Grinton on a sister machine,
. G. Pullin (Douglas) being third.

The race occupied some ten minutes

ss than in 1921, Sheard winning at an
rerage speed of 54.75 m.p.h. The first

x places in the Lightweight Race fell

< ) the machines of six different makers.
•. S. Davison (Levis) finished over thir-

>en minutes ahead of the fastest four-

;roke in the shape of a very dark horse

l Dan Young, who rode the only Rex-
icme-Blackburne in the race. Another
wo-stroke rider, Jones (Velocette) ran

bird, little over a minute behind Young.

Lightweights 25-miris. Faster
than 1921.

The Lightweight winner covered the

ourse in notably faster time than his

THE 1922 LIGHTWEIGHT
RACE IN A NUTSHELL.

Winner :

G. S. Davison (Levis).

Average speed, 49.89 m.p.h.

Second :

D. Young (Rex-Acme).

Third :

S. J. Jones (Velocette).

1921 predecessor, for a reduction of over
twenty-five minutes raised the winning
'speed to 49.89 m.p.n.

As the stands filled up on Tuesday
morning the sun was quite oppressively
hot ; Snaefell was sharply silhouetted
against a glowing sky, and the roads were
dusty. Crowds were hardly so large as

usual either at the start or along the
course, but the summer attire of the
ladies added brignt notes of colour to
a gay panorama.
As the National Anthem announced the

arrival of the Lieutenant-Governor, a
silent phalanx of riders in yellow and
green and red racing colours appeared
wheeling their machines to the starting

line from the official storage tent ; Pren-
tice, last year's Lightweight winner,
moved up to "the timekeeper's box, and
as he received the word " Go " at 10 a.m.

maroons signalled to the whole Island

T. M. Sheard (348

A.J.S.), the winner of

Tuesday's Junior T.T.

Race in record time.

that another T.T. had begun. Numbers
1 to 32 (250 c.c. machines), with green
number plates, were sent off first, the
350 c.c. class, 33 to 70, with blue
numbers, following at half-minute inter-

vals. Therefore No. 70 had to stand
in the road thirty-five minutes wondering
whether his engine would start obediently

after standing twenty-four hours. Many
of the men had applied paraffin injec-

tions as a precaution before storing their
mounts on Monday, and the engines
usually fired in a yard or two.
There were some alterations to the pro-

gramme previously published in The
Motor Cycle.. L. Horton rode a New
Imperial and Stobart replaced Mundey
on a New Hudson. In the Junior entry
Victor Horsman's arm was still too stiff

for racing, and Albert Milner pluckily
decided to ride the Raleigh, although he
had not ridden one prior to the race

;

Ivor Thomas took the place of Strange
(Sheffield-Henderson) ; Schofield" (New
Comet) did not start.

Careful acceleration was the order of
the day. Cold oil in their crank cases
troubled Jones (Velocette) and Simister
I Diamond). Dr. Hopwood sucked a
cigarette nonchalantly ; Marchant and
Edwards found their engines rather irre-

sponsive ; and Woods dropped a spare
plug and actually came back for it

!

Special ovations were awarded to J.

Whalley for his plucky ride in 1921, to

/

THE 1922 JUNIOR RACE IN

A NUTSHELL.

Winner :

T. M. Sheard (A.J.S.).

Average speed, 54.75 m.p.h.

Second :

G. Grinton (A.J.S.).

Third :

C. G. Pullin (Douglas).
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T.T. Notes aud News.—

the veteran, " Pa " Applebee, who paused

at the top of Bray Mill, to Sheard as a

Manxmajr. to Howard Davies for his last

year's performance, and to Harris as the

popular tip for first in the 1922 Junior.

The rather " finicky " little progress

clocks on the scoreboard already indi-

cated changes in order, Handley's O.K.

obviously beginning to race through the

Lightweight field. Just as the last man
left, the megaphone announced Searle's

collision with Ballacraine Hotel, which

had done him no harm. Thirteen minutes

after the last man had gone a yellow

plaque indicating No. 2 had passed

Governor's Bridge suggested that Joyn-

son (Invicta) had smashed the 1921 lap

record even with -.the handicap of a

standing start, but Davison (Levis), close

on his heels, had actually cut the lap

record by nearly five minutes ; and when
Handley arrived he was eleven seconds

faster than the Levis.

Presently the first 350 c.c. machine,

Davies, came in just three seconds, out-

side the Senior record for. a flying lap

(56 m.p.h.). To everybody's dismay .he

paid a hasty visit to his depot without

stopping his engine. Then Le Vack
knocked four seconds off the Senior

record, and Harris lapped one second

fasten than Davies.

Excitement increases.

Excitement ran high, but as nearly all

starters completed their first lap some

time elapsed before the scoring board

revealed how both races stood.

Marchant (Sheffield - Henderson) hit

Sulby Bridge and damaged his oil tank ;

Dale (New Scale) crashed more heavily

at the same point, requiring medical

attention which lost him thirty-five

minutes.

G. S. Davison

(Levis), winner

of the Light-

weight Trophy

JUNE TSt, IQ22.

T. M. Sheard, the first native

of the Isle of Man to win a

T.T. His time was 3 hr.

26 m. 48 s., and his mount
an A.J.S.

Inset, G. Grinton, who was
second on a sister machine.

Kelly (A.J.S.) came off in Sulby
Village, bending his forks so badly that

lie had to retire.

First lap times (250
Handley (O.K.)
Davison (Levis)
Kershaw (New Imperial) ...

Pike (Levis) ...

J. C. Whalley (Massey-Arran)
Loughton (Francis-Barnett)...

(350 c.c.)

Le Vack (New Imperial)
Harris (A.J:S.)
Davies (A.J.S.)
Woods (Cotton)
Longman (A.J.S.
Sheard (A.J.S.)

The terrific battle signified by these
close times created wild excitement,
which deepened into thrilling sensation
as the riders used violent brake work to

slow down at depots from 70 m.p.h. to

c.c).
'44m.- 24s
44m. Shs
45m. 37s
46m. 26s
46m. 42s
46m. 52s

40m. 7s
40m. 10s
40m. lis
40m. 60s
40m. 55s
40m. 59s

d6

pick up petrol. After two laps Woods
left his engine^ running while he re-

plenished his tank with petrol, and it

caught fire, which spread to his depot.

Woods staggered across the road with

flames rising from his clothing, and men
rushed to his assistance. Pyrene came to

the rescue in the nick of time, and thirty

seconds later he continued.

Most riders kept their engines running

-for reasons justified by their times.

Price lost in trying to restart.

As twenty-seven seconds covered the

leading trio of Juniors after two laps,

the spectators along the course were very

uncertain how matters stood.

A sensational New Imperial win in

both events began to be mooted. But
Davison's engine had a lovely purr, and

four of the redoubtable A.J.S. team were
hard on Le Vack's heels.

Those on the. stands watched the

scoring board eagerly.

Third lap times (250 c.c).

Davison (Levis) ... 2h. 13m. 59a.

Kershaw (New Imperial) 2h. 17m. 46s.

Young (Hex-Acme) ... 2h. 22m: 10s.

Jones (Velocette) ... 2h. 22m. 17s.

Horton (New Imperial) 2h. 22m. 53s.

Prentice (New Imperial) 2h. 28m. 56s.

(350 c.c.)

Le Vack (New Imperial) 2h. lm. I5s.

Sheard (A.J.S.) ... - 2h. 3m. 3s.

Longman ,

(A.J.S.) ... 2h. 4m. 22s.

Grinton (A.J.S.) ... 2h. 10m. lis.

Harris (A.J.S.) 2h. 10m. 27s.

Woods (Cotton) 2h. 11m. 6s.

By the fourth lap even the crowd on

the " grandstand was somewhat befogged

a3 to the state of the racing. Discs pro-

fessing to show men's positions were not

punctually operated, times were painted

up rather slowly, and there were two

\6)
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C. G. Pullin (346 H. Le Vack (346 New
Douglas, third in the Imperial) leader in the

fourth Junior lap. Junior Race for the

first three laps.

aces to confuse the onlookers. However
rhen Sheard (350 c.c. class) came in just

head of Davison (250 c.c. class), who'
ad started earlier, and Le Vack's gear
ox was reported -seized at 'Windy
'oTner, the situation grew fairly clear,

riintou (A.J.S)., a" well-known Edin- -

urgh rider, some thirty years old, was
vidently a trifle slower than Slieard. -

tershaw was out with engine trouble,

3 we knew the leaders at any rate,

leanwhile poor Woods, who was
eartily cheered on each lap for his pluck
1 continuing after his fire, came into his

epot in a very " ricketty " fashion; oil

iakage from his charred tank had ruined

tie brake and he had to switch off and
rake with his feet a long way up the

L>ad. His cornering . suffered accord-

lgly, and he had a nasty fall at a

airpin.

Wood's performance should surely

ualify him special consideration when
warding the Nisbit Trophy offered for

I'iumph over adversity.

Thomas had lost his gear quadrant and
ad to keep the gear engaged by his

and.
There had been great slaughter of the

ivourites by this point. The Light-

eight event had been regarded through-

ut the practice as fairly open, and

?veral of the leading ten were never

ariously fancied. Of the surviving

waders Slieard and Pullin alone were

expected " by tneir supporters. The
isualtv list included Davies (A.J.S.),

,e Vack (New Imperial), Harris

A.J.S.), Kelly (A.J.S.), Remington

Edmund), Longman (A.J.S.), and

Phalley (Massey-Arran). Other retire-

lents gradually came through by tele-

hone, relieving the anxiety of watching
.

riends.
Fourth lap times (250 c.c).

G S Davison (Levis) ... 3b. 0m. 18s.

D Young (Rex-Acme) ... 3h. 10m. 25s.

S J Jones (Velocette) 3h. 11m. 25s.

Padley (Sheffield-
Henderson) 3h. 15m. 59s.

Prentice (New Imperial) 3h. 18m. 34s.

Hall (O.K.) 3mT-28m. 32s.

(350 c.c.)

Sheard (A.J.S.) ... 2h. 43m. 34s.

G Grinton (A.J.S.) ... 2h. 53m. 15s.

C. G. Pullin (Douglas) 2h. 53m. 9s.

Thomas (Sheffield-
Henderson) 2h. 59m. 18s.

Woods (Cotton) ... 3h. 2m. 57s.

R. Lucas (Coulson) ... 3h. 6m. is..

Now commenced the usual breathless

rait as the fastest men in each racs

ackled the last thrilling lap and anxious

pectators watched tiny signals indicating;

ach rider's passage through the, five tele-

ihone stations recorded on the progress

H. F. Harris (348 H. R. Davies (348 F. A. Longman (348. W. L. Handley (249

A.J.S.), second in laps A.J.S.). last year's A.J.S.), third at half O.K. Junior), leader

one and two of the Senior winner, second distance in the Junio of the Lightweights

Junior Race. in the first and second event. at the end of the fitrst

Junior laps. lap.

clocks. At the same time allow-ances had
to be calculated from differences in start-

ing 1 times. In the Junior Sheard had
started nine minutes ahead of Grinton
and had commenced his fifth lap with a
nett lead of nearly ten minutes. In the
Lightweight Race Young had started 20
minutes behind Davison and now was
ten minutes seven seconds behind him.
If either leaders sustained slight trouble
tight finishes were still possible.

The " clock " men intensified the ex-
citement by leaving the index on Davi-
son's disc pointing to "R" (Ramsey)
much too long. Several pathetic spec-
tacles beguiled the wait for real news;
Booth came through with one hand-grip
turned well up and the other well down.
At 1.45 a yellow plaeque signalled the

arrival of Hill at Governor's Bridge on
his first lap of nearly four hours, symbol-
ising some immense Odyssey of troubles.
Suddenly Davison's dial finger flew round
to "B" (Bungalow); then Sheard was
hoisted as past Craig-na-baa. Meanwhile,
F. W. Applebee (Levis) received a salvo
of cheers as he shot through on his fourth
lap.

At last up went the yellow plaque No.
44. T. M. Sheard w:as at Governor's
Bridge, and a Manxman had surely won
outright at last. Handkerchiefs were
waved, hats flew up into the air; there
were cheers and yells and a storm of
clapping. Then the band struck up
"See the Conquering Hero Comes"

—

just too slowly, for Sheard crashed past
as the opening chord sounded, and his
friends rushed to overwhelm him. He

looked pale and tired, with his legs barely
able to support him. Small wonder, for
even on the good tarmac past the stands
the fast men were off their saddles more
than they were on them.
As his last lap was only just over

43m., obviously no pursuer could wipe off

the ten minutes' lead he had held after
four laps. His lap times were as fast aa
they were consistent, viz., 40m. 59s.,

40m. 47s., 41m. 47s.. 40m. 47s., 40m. 31s.

Hardly had the hubbub subsided than a
fresh round of cheering greeted Le Vack,
walking in after his retirement. Imme-
diately after, the winning Levis purred
in, its engine running with much the
same, smooth power as at the start. It
was only some twenty minutes slower
over the course than the winning 350 c.cr.

machine, and its time marks a huge ad-
vance on the lightweights of 1921. Judg-
ing by Davison's jaunty appearance, the
Levis had given him a very comfortable
ride; he seemed tolerably fresh and full

of smiles.

When it was clear that none of the later
starters could beat the timets now regis-

tered, boy scouts hung laurel wreaths
over those columns on the board in which
Sheard's and Davison's times were ported.

G. Grinton (A.J.S.).

second m the Junior,

a popular Scotch rider.
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A Double-purpose Tool.

AN editorial blessing on Mr. A.

Rouse, a Cambridgeshire reader,

has been passed by a member of

our staff who, in his irresponsible

moments, uses- a machine of his own
constructing. Hitherto he has car-

ried a pair of "Footprints" and a. valve-

extracting tool, now the latter is left

at home, for, thanks to Mr. Rouse's

idea, the former serves a dual purpose.

Ingenious adaptation of " Footprint

grips as a valve spring lifter.

Holes are drilled in the straight leg of

the grips near the end, and a couple ot

teeth filed on the back of the movable
jaw, which for valve removing opera-

tions is reversed and used as shown in the

sketch. The only objection to this

scheme is that all motor cyclists do not

carry "Footprints," and fewer still ad-

mit it if they do ; nevertheless it is an

excellent tool in certain circumstances,

but "to use it like a giant is tyrannous."

A Selection of our Readers'

Home-made Gadgets, with

some Practical Hints on Work
in the Garage.

tin is used to make the clip; the lamp is

secured in this by one screw and nut, then

the strip passes round the speedometer

body and is. clamped by a second nut and
bolt.

For the location of the switch a position

beneath the handle-bar was deemed best,

and the construction was as follows : A
round piece of wood was bored out to

form a cylindrical shell, with a hole drilled

through the blind end; in this hole a

wooden plunger button is a loose fit. An
L-shaped piece of springy brass strip is

secured inside, touching the push button,

and above it is a rigid brass elbow. These

brass pieces form the contacts, and a

wire is led to each, the whole being

fastened to the bar with a tin clip. One
wire goes to the battery, one direct to the

Lighting the Speedometer.

TO provide a guide to lubrication by
watching the mileage counter was
the origin of Mr. C. C. King's idea

of constructing, a speedometer lamp, and

as his machine is equipped with acetylene

lighting, a readily operated switch so that

the lamp could be used intermittently had

also to be devised. Thanks to this method
of use the accumulator gives service of

long periods on one charge.

The lamp itself is made from a piece of

fin. round brass rod, filed spherical at

one end and drilled up the other to

accommodate snugly a miniature screw

bulb holder such as can be bought at any

electrical shop. A transverse slit allows

the light to pass on to the speedometer.

The bulb holder is secured .by the side

contact screw, which enters through a

hole drilled in the side of the lamp. Sheet

d 12

as to permit a petrol tin just to enter

between. Then two lin. by ^in. steel

strip brackets were bent so as to allow

them to be pushed into place between the

A useful idea for night riding.

lamp ; the other contact screw on the lamp

is wired to the other battery terminal. A
2.5 volt bulb is used and a pocket lamp

accumulator of the same voltage is carried

in one of the tool bags. Dry batteries

could, of course, be used.

Carrying Petrol Tins on a

Millford Sidecar.

CERTAIN of the most popular models

of Millford sidecar chassis are fitted

with a luggage grid extension of the

main tubes as an integral part of the con-

struction, and on this it is quite easy to

make a petrol tin carrier by very simple

means. Mr. W. G. Harrison, of Coven-

try, explains his method thus :

—
" Two

pieces of wood £in. thick, about 5in. wide,

and a few inches longer than a petrol tin

were obtained. These were secured to-

gether by two further pieces of wood fixed

on top, one at each end, in such a manner

A tried petrol carrying device of particular

interest to owners of Millford sidecars.

chassis tubes : for bending purposes' the

ends of the strips were heated in the fire.

These brackets were placed in position

with the wooden support on top. Two
tins were placed side by side between
the end pieces of wood, and the whole

gear was secured together by leading a

strap across the top of the tins, under

the chassis tubes on each side, and the

two ends finally secured on top as

tightly as possible." This device, our

reader assured us, has been in use for

many hundreds of miles, and has never

|

shown any signs of the tins shaking loose.

It will be seen that as there are no fix-

tures to the chassis, the whole support
can be readily removed when not in use.

A Spraying Jet.

BEING of a mechanical turn, Mr. G_ F.

Rose, of Doncaster, constructed the
little cap illustrated to fit over the

single jet of his old-type B. and B.
carburetter. Probably a petrol pipe
union --with the conical end "blanked"
with a .blob of solder would answer the
purpose if a suitable fitting could not
be turned out of brass. The radial holes

are -^jin. diameter, and the efficacy of

the device has proved itself to our corre-

s p n dent's

s a tisfaction,

since he has
been able to

screw up his

W.S.R. vari-

able jet
adapter half

a turn with
the diffuser

in use with-

out any dim-
inution f

power.
Converting a single jet

into a spray.
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WHAT THE PRACTISING REVEALED.
Speed Possibilities of Men and Machines in To-day's Senior T.T. Anybody's Race.

WHEN practising ended last Monday
morning the Senior Tourist
Trophy Race truly remained any-

body's victory. Seldom indeed has the -

race been so open.

To-day it will be decided, but, until

the sixth of The Motor Cycle telegrams

is despatched broadcast to agents

throughout the country, the motor cycle

world will await- the issue, wondering
whether Dixon on his Indian, either

Dance or Bennett on the Sunbeams,
Edmonds or Brandish on the Triumphs,
one of the redoubtable Scott trio, Wood,
Langman, or Clapham, or a Norton
rider, such as Black or Hassall has been
able to prove superiority of the 500 c.c.

mount against the super-efficient 350 c.c.

A.J.S. of Howard Davies, which beat
the Seniors hands down in last year's

event.

Of course, there are other possibi-

lities : the Massey-Arran, although of

350 c.c. only, will give any machine on
the course a run for its money, especially

the one ridden by J. Whalley, who
will assuredly ride to win. "Then
there are the Sheffield-Hendersons, the

N.U.T.'s, and the New Gerrard. If

these machines can survive the cracking

pace which will be set by the bigger
men, they have more than a sporting
chance, for the riders are good, if not
old, hands at the racing game.

Are Practice Speeds Deceptive?

There are many who say that the
speeds of practice laps are valueless, be-

cause the riders neither run "all out"
nor complete their laps without sundry
stops either for adjustments, refresh-

ment, or mystification. This view can
scarcely be maintained when the actual

times are considered. If one hears, for

example, that a certain rider was seen

to be going like the wind at various

Is it the Manx air that makes the Triumph men so cheerful ? A snapshot on the front at

Douglas,

places, if various other competitors say

they were passed " at 70 " by the same
man and then his lap time is announced
as a phenomenally short one, there is

no earthly reason why it should not be

taken as a true index of what he can do.

Various reasons may be advanced for

the practice speeds which have already

beaten the fastest lap of last year.

There is a slight shortening of the

course, net quite a quarter of a mile,

indeed, but the alteration has eliminated

one corner in Ramsey. Then Keppel
Gate is twice as wide, and Windy, Sign-

post, and Governor's Bridge corners

have all been eased. These improve-

ments, perhaps, make the course one
minute or a little more faster. Then

there is an increased efficiency in

machines—not a greatly improved engine
efficiency, but a better regard to frame
design, saddle comfort, steering, and
controllability, while brakes on which a

T.T. might be won or lost as easily as

on an engine have been mightily imr

proved.
All these things may be taken in re-

lation to the high practice speeds which
were attained last _ week to prove that

the latter were no mere flash in the pan.

It is safe to assume that the best laps

in the race will be in the neighbourhood
of thirty-seven minutes, and that the

leading men will average about forty

minutes per lap. Writing at the end
of the practising period, it is almost

A cheerful quartette. Dr. Hopwood, one of the entrants in

Tuesday's race ; Mr. Victor Holroyd, of the Rudge-Whilworth

Co. ; and two members of the Shell organieation.

Norton exponents at Castle Mona. Victor Horsman, who was feeling shy at the

moment, is in the centre of the group ; D. M. Brown, the Manx rider, holds the

hammer ; N. Black (smiling as usual), and R. Cawthorne (severe) on the right.
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Senior machines out for a final practice lap. A Rudge rider leeding a more cautious rider oyer

Quarter Bridge.

impossible to do more than forecast a

round dozen of men to watch as likely

winners.

In a motor cycle race such as the T.T.,

while the " form " of both man -and

machine may be fairly accurately gauged,
no one can gauge the workings of all those

things we ascribe to "lucfe>."---A broken
cotter, a fouled plug, a puncture, a leaky

tap, may all happen to the favourite, and
so an unforeseen circumstance may rob
him of victory. Then there is the

weather. Rain and mist on the mountain
will slow some men more than others, and
that has nothing to do with the machine,
except perhaps in the case of one make.
There are riders who will drive as cheer-

fully on full throttle into a clinging haze
as they will burble along a sunny prom-
enade with engine just firing—there are

others, equally daring under fine condi-

tions who would simply lose heart under
parallel circumstances. No one can test

these qualities beforehand with any

The last deceleration and acceleration test on the circuit—Governor's Bridge. It is not a case

of " slowing down to fifty " at this point
—

" five
"

is nearer the mark.
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thoroughness. During practice F. W.
Dixon (Indian) and H. Langmaji (Scott)

distinguished themselves by covering laps

under 40 minutes. For some reason the

Scott machines, although providing pre-

vious winners, have had a poor percentage

of finishers ; it is believed that the prac-

tically standard model running to-day will

stand up as well as the next best machine.

Given the same standard of reliability,

these two men should fight a hard duel in

the midst of Triumphs, Sunbeams
Nortons, and A.J.S.'s, with Rudges close

behind waiting for a crack-up of faster

machines tc slip into leadership. The
Douglas riders are handicapped by steer-

ing and carburation, but are remarkably
fast on the straights, while the dari-

horses remain to be watched.

Below in order are the fastest times re-

corded in each day during the second

week of practice. They indicate to some
extent what men are in the running, pro-

viding that propitious weather and
absence of mechanical trouble favour the

day.

Monday.
F. W. Dixon (Indian), 47m. 28s.

R. Bownass (N.U.T.), 47m. 32s.

J. W. Shaw (Nortonl, 47m. 32s.

J. Whallev (350 Massey-Arran), 47m. 45s.

N. Black (Norton), 49m. 21s.

A. W. Jones (Douglas), 49m. 40s.

Tuesday.
P. W. Dixon (Indian), 41m. 7s. and 40m. 53s.

G. Dance (Sunbeam), 41m. 5s. and 46m. 10s.

W. W. Brandish (Triumph), 42m. 16s.

J. Whalley (350 Massey-Arran
) , 43m. 25s.

H. E. Davies (350 A.J.S.), 43m. 50s.

W. Hollowell (Norton), 45m. 20s. and 43m. 50s.

J. A. Porter (New Gerrard), 44m. 44s. and
44m. 43s.

Wednesday.
H. Langman (Scott), 39m. 55s.
W. W. Brandish (Triumph), 41m. 6s.

W. Johnson (Sunbeam), 41m. 20s.

J. H. Iilinfrworth (Norton), 41m. 20s.
W. Hollowell (Norton), 43m. 20s. and 42m.
& A. Crabtree (Sunbeam), 42m. 5s.

J. H. Simpson (Scott), 42m. 31s. and 47m. 36s.
H. Le Vack (350 New Imperial), 41m. 20s.
G. Kelly (350 A.J.S.), 43m. 40s.
G. Dance (Sunbeam), 45m. 18s. and- 43m. 17s.

Thursday.
F. W. Dixon (Indian), '39m. lis., 39m. 30s.

G. Dance (Sunbeam), 42m. 20s.
A. Bennett (Sunbeam). 42m. 20s.
N. Bfaek (Norton), 42m. 25s.
G. Kellv (350 A.J.S.), 42m. 55s. and 43m. 25s.

H. W. Hassall (Norton). 42m. 20s.
D. S. Alexander (Indian), 42m. 45s.
T. C. de la Hay (Sunbeam), 43m. 15s.

Friday.

C. P. Wood (Scott), 48m 41s. and 40m. 39«.

G. Clariham (Scott), 41m.
H. Langman (Scott). 42m. 27s.
H. Le Vack (350 New Imperial), 43m. 56s.
H. W. Hassall (Norton), 43m. 34s.
G. M. Black (Norton), 45m. 20s. and 44
T. Simister (Norton), 47m. 8s. and 44m. 46

Saturday.

H. Langman (Scott), 40m. 30s.

G. Walker (Norton), 42m. 50s., 42m. 10s.,

40m. 48s.
G. Dance (Sunbeam), 41m. 5s.

A. Jaekson (Sunbeam), 41m. 56s.

L Thomas (Scott). 42m. 18s.

E- Bownass (N.TJ.T.), 42m. 38s.

H. Black (Norton), 42m. 42s.

From the above figures it is to be seen

that of those men who start out-this morn- -

ing Dixon in one week was amongst the

first three fastest laps on three days.

Dance two days, Langman two days,

Brandish two days, and Shaw, Bownass,

'

Johnson, Simpson. Kelly, Le Vack,
Bennett. Wood, and Clapham each one

day; The makes of machines making
the three fastest laps each day were Scott

(five times), Sunbeam (four times), Indian

(three). Triumph (two), N.U.T., Norton,

New Imperial, and A.J.S. (one).
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LAST WORDS ON THE
PRACTISING.

Remarkable Turn-out of Riders on Monday
Last. High Speeds Attained.
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H. Langman
Squirrel), who

ing lapped

TAKEN generally, the practising period
has passed off smoothly. No really
serious casualties have occurred, al-

though Thacker (Beardmore) lost his
left forefinger, and Hors'man (Raleigh
and Norton) could not ride. Horsman
was badly shaken at the end of last week.
A very tolerant attitude has been dis-

played by the police, and influential
natives are satisfied that the T.T. riders
have endeavoured to comply with all the
regulations and precautions for .safety.
The control of practising by the Manx-
Club has been most efficient.

At the last moment G. A. Vandervell
withdrew his machine, which leaves only
one overhead-valve Norton, to be run ex-
perimentally by Cawthorne. Graham
Walker will ride a standard Norton, re-
placing Vandervell ; Adamson replaces
Horsman.
As usual, the' week-end proved a busy

one for the competitors and the horde of
mechanics on the Island. Practically
every stable presented an animated scene
as the final overhauls and finishing

touches were being put to machines on
the eve of this, the greatest race of all

times. That competition is keener than
ever old hands at the game are fully

convinced. Generally speaking, the ma-
chines are in a more advanced state cf

completion than in. former years. Of
course, the Island is full of favourites,

but whether the winner will be found
among the 500 c.c. capacity machines is

a moot point. The A.J.S. camp by no
means despairs of a look in once again
in the Senior event.

The Eve of the Races.

As to the course, the riders seem to

agree that an improvement has been made
to the corners, and by amendments of the

route in Ramsey, which embrace a pri-

vate road, eliminating two corners, for

which privilege £150 is said to have been
paid, by which at least one minute has
been saved.
The fastest Senior machines can attain

85 m.p.h. on two or, say, three short

stretches, but Davies estimates that his

A.J.S. exceeds 80 m.p.h. under best con-

ditions.

WherSas the roads are complained of as

being very rough in parts it would ap-

pear that the buffeting is largely due to

increased speeds, and all predictions con-

cerning possible winners are accompanied
by a proviso, "if machines will stand up."
Practice times have beaten existing

records, but it has always been found that

on the actual race day the best .practice

speeds are further exceeded. That good
sportsman, P. J. Evans, winner of the
1911 Junior Race, is this year armed with
three gold cigarette cases for the trio

who are credited with fastest laps in the
three races. Due to flying stones, many
competitors have adopted Easting handle-
bar screens, which should also prove use-

ful on account of

the dust which,
this year, is far

more troublesome.
Although there are

fewer people on the
Island this year,
due to the incon- I

venience of pre-

Whit week, general
interest was never
more pronounced.
All tickets for the
grand stand .were
disposed of by the
week-end, and more could have been sold

had accommodation been arranged.
In spite of prognostications to the con-

trary, quite a number turned out for

practice ; although many merely toured
the course, a few put in serious work.
A. Bennett (Sunbeam) covered two laps

in splendid style, his first being covered
in 39m. lis., and F. W. Dixon
(Indian), who started late, got round in

39m. 59s.

During this lap excitement was caused
by Wood (Scott) flashing by just as Dixon
started, and not a few hoped to see an
interesting duel. Dixon, however, came
in alone, and Wood, who started from
Ramsey, came no further than the moun-
tain, leaving students of form still in the
dark. Possibly the brilliance of the morn-
ing was responsible for such a large
gathering so late in the day, for every-

. one had qualified, and most of the
machines were ready for sealing. A. H.
Alexander's twin carburetter Douglas is

his 1920 Grand Prix machine. Sunbeams
were out in force, and a few Triumphs
came through from Ramsey going quietly.
The speed of the Scotts has jumped up
since last year. Nortons from the private
owners' camp appeared to be having a

fuel consumption test, Knowles starting
with only half a gallon of petrol.
At the last moment it was decided to

use New Imperial side-valve machines, the
experimental overhead models not being
sufficiently advanced for the strenuous
test of the race.

THE NEXT STAGE!

MOTOR CYCLISTS interested

in small or large cars should read

Every Friday 4d.
the forerunner of all motoring
journals. Founded in 1895, it

remains the largest and most success-

ful automobile paper, and enjoys
the greatest circulation. It is

universally accepted as the repre-

sentative British motoring journal

A quintette of Sun exponents. W. H. Lord (14), Gus Kuhn (3), and M. Bishop (10) were the

three men entered for the Junior race, the other rwp riders being reserves.

<li5
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SOUTHEND
CLUB'S HILL

CLIMB,
SOMEHOW or other the.word '"Essex

"

on the programme of a hill-climb or

speed event is synonymous ""with a

great multiplicity of classes., and last

Saturday's climb of the Essex County and
Southend A.C. was no exception to the

rule.

According to the voluminous seventy-

page programme there were 1,078 entries,

236 being motor cyclists ; but, boiled down
to a basis of one man, one entry, there

were roughly twenty-five riders in all.

Langdon Hill, with its maximum
grade of 1 in 8, made quite a useful

venue, but the organisation, especially

towards the end, was not flawless.

Most of the excitement was concen-

trated in the acceleration test, in which
competitors were required to come to a

standstill between two tapes midway up
the hill and then get going as quickly as

possible. Shareholders in the. various tyre

companies looked on with particular

pleasure. Two good men made mistakes :

F. R. Cotgrove (Sheffield-Henderson") fell,

and S. 31. Greening (Francis-Barnetf;

overshot the second tape by six yards.

350 c.c. TOURING MACHINES.
1, L. P. Peaty (350 Hawker), 35»4s.

UNLIMITED TOURING MACHINES.
1, L. F. Peaty (350 Hawker), 31J

5s.; 2, W. H.
Fraser (499 Triumph), 33%s.

250 c.c. AND 350 c.c. SPORTS MODELS.
1, F. Cotgrove (348 Sheffield Henderson),

32%s. ; 2, S. M. Greening (248 Francis-Barnett-
Jap). 35s. (1st in 250 c.c. class).

500 c.c. AND UNLIMITED SPORTS MODELS.
1, K. S. Duncan (490 Sunbeam), 28MS.; 2, F. R.

Cotgrove (348 Sheffield-Henderson), 31'is.

UNLIMITED SOLO MACHINES.
I, S. M. Greening (248 Francis-Barnett-Jap),

34>/5s. ; 2, W. H. Norris (698 Raleigh), 34%s.

350 c.c. SOLO (ESSEX RESIDENTS).
1, S. M. Greening (248 Francis-Barnett-Jap).

UNLIMITED SOLO SPORTS MACHINES.
1, K. S. Duncan (490 Sunbeam), 29y5s. ; 2, H. E.

Bolton (996 Indian) and S. M: Greening (248
-Francis-Barnett) tied, 34s.

1,000 c.c. PASSENGER MACHINES.
1, L. P. Peaty (550 Hawker sc.) and S. M.

Greening (348 Omega-Jap sc.) tied, 42s.; 2, J. G.
Freeman (698 Raleigh sc.), 50s.

ACCELERATION TEST.
1, K. S. Duncan (490 Sunbeam), 39s.; 2, W. H.

Fraser (499 Triumph), 42s.

AWARDS IN S.W. TRIAL.
AFTER a tie with W. G. Churchill

(Verus), F. J. Ellis (Matchless sc.)

was awarded the South-Western
Trophy in the Devonshire Open Trial de-

scribed last week.

CLASS " A." SOLO UP TO 250 cc.

1ST Class Awards.
P. L. Mayo (Coventry-Eagle).

2nd Class Awards.
Mrs. Jansen (Ner-a-Car), D. Head (Ready),
W. E. May (Excelsior).

CLASS " B." SOLO UP TO 350 cc.
Silver Cup.—W. G. Churchill .(Verus).
Gold Medal.—S. Warne (Precision Barr and

Stroud).
1st Class Awahds.

B. R. Robins (New Imperial), G. H. S. Earle
(A.J.S.). H. F. Youings (Diamond-Jap), J F
Anderson (Connaught), A. S. Gray (Beardmore-
Precision), A. C. Westlake (Rex-Acme).

d 16

On a 348 c.c. Omega-Jap sidecar, S. M. Greening succeeded in equalling fastest sidecar time of

the day.

SOUTH MIDLAND CLUBS2nd Class Awards.
C. G. Clapshaw (A.J.S.), A. S. Milward

(Wooler), ,1. Wooler (Wooler). H. H. Robinson
(Wooler), T. G. Blundell (O.K. Junior), A. C.
Smith (Sun Rotary).

CLASS " C." SOLO UP TO 500 cc.

Silver Cup.—G. L. Morrish (Sunbeam).
Gold Medal.—J. Pruen (Douglas).

1st Class Awards.
F. J. Adam (Norton), E. W. Spencer (Douglas),

A. H. S. Love (Norton). J. E. J. Whittager (Sun-
beam), S. W. Easton (A.B.C.), G. Hancock (Sun-
beam), W. Bray (Norton), W. F. Burnell (A.B.C.),
S. G. Wheeler (Norton), L. Stagg (Sunbeam),
E. 11. Williams (Triumph), J. H. H. Veasey
(Zenith-Bradshaw), K. Delve (Triumph) V G
Tucker (Norton), C. L. Sprosen (Connaught), J. S.
Rogers (James).

2nd Class Awards
H. H. Nicholson (Martinsyde), H. C. Jennens

(James), P. V. Hare (Douglas), W. A. Le Brun
(Hudge), E. C. Collins (Norton). E. V Wood
(Connaught), J. N. lllingworth (Norton) H. C.
Bouchier (Zenith-Bradshaw).

CLASS " D.". SOLO UP TO 750 cc.

Silver Cup.—L. Peters (Norton).
Gold Medal.—E. L. Herring (Triumph).

1st Class Awards.
J. T. Bashall (Martinsyde), A. A. Svmes (Mar-

tinsyde), H. Collins (B.S.A.), G. W. Anstey (Tri-
umph), G. R. Claridge (Triumph), R. O. Bellasis
(Scott).

2nd 'Class Awards.
Eli Clark, Jn. (Douglas), F. A. Harris (B.S.A.)

W. C. Treloggen (Indian Scout), W. J. C. Pope
(Triumph), E. H. Jones (Triumph), C. Jones
Humber).

CLASS " E." SOLO UP TO 1.000 CC
1st Class Award.

J. Carslake, Jun. (Brough Superior).

CLASS " F." SIDECARS UP TO 600 cc
Silver Cup.—'E. A. Wright (Sunbeam).

2nd Class Awards.
C Forward (Bradbury),- E. Wood (NortoD).

CLASS " G." SIDECARS UP TO 1,000 CC.
S.W. Trophy and Silver Cup.—'E. J. Ellis

(Matchless).
Gold Medal.—Mrs. Hardee <Matchless).

1st Class Awards.
F. O'Brien (Matchless), G. D. Hardee (Match-

less).

2nd Class Awards.
E. J. L. Strong (Harley-Davidson), S. Hall

(Hudge), E. S. Powell (A.J.S.), J. Durant
(Norton).

AT BROOKLANDS.
DESPITE the counter-attraction of the

T.T., the. South Midland Centre

A.C.TJ. meeting at Brooklands re-

ceived an excellent entry, and provided

some exciting racing.

One- and two-lap scratch races were
the order of the day, until the concluding

events, an inter-club relay race and a

three-lap winners' handicap.. Results

:

250 C.C ONE LAP SCRATCH RACE.-
1, J. V. Prestwich (2 1/* New Imperial),; 2, A. A.
Swan (2 1/, New Imperial); 3, R. N. Stewart

(2Vz Trump-Jap). (Won at 61.15 m.p.h. oy
300 yards.)

550 C.c. SIDECARS ONE LAP SCRATCH
RACE—1,'D. F. C. Fitzgerald (3 1/. Norton sr.);.

2, J. Hill (3V4 Douglas sc); 3, R. Newitt (3^
Douglas sc.) (Won easily at 53.52 m.p.h.)

350 C.C. ONE LAP SCRATCH RACE.—
1, A. Fraser (2'i Sheffield-Henderson); 2, J. V.
Prestwich (2V, Coventry Eagle-Jap); 3, F. V.
Jones (2\(i Coulson). (Won at 64.54 m.p.h. by
20 yards.)

500 C.C. TWO LAP SCRATCH RACE.—
1. R. T. Grogan (3% Norton); 2, E. A. Marshall
(3'4 Matehless-M.A.G.); 3, A. Fraser (2»i Shef-
field Henderson). (Won at 69.19 m.p.h.)

500-750 C.C. TWO LAP SCRATCH RACE.—
.

1, C. C. Labin (6 Martinsyde); 2, R. N. Stewart
(5 Trump-Jap); 3, E. Finch (5 Zenith). (Won
easily at 75.12 m.p.h.)
INTER-CLUB TEAM RACE.—1, St. Albans;

2, North-West London.
UNLIMITED SOLO TWO LAP SCRATCH

RACE.—1. R. N. Stewart (10 Tnunp-Anzani);
2, E. C. E. Baragwanath (8 Matchless);
3, E. Finch (8 Zenith). (Won at 82.08 m.p.h.)

1,100 c.c. PASSENGER MACHINES.—1, R.
Godfrey (8 G.N-.); 2, O. de Lissa (8 M.A.G.);
3, H. Martin (10 Morgan-Anzani). (Won at
68.42 m.p.h.)
I"NTF,R-CLUB RELAY RACE.—1, Luton and

South Beds.; 2, North London; 3, N.W. London;
4, Bucks County.

The last event of the afternoon provided
an extremely exciting finish. It was open,
to the first and second men in the previous
races, and was won by C. C. Labin (6
31artinsyde) at 79.54 m.p.h., only three
yards separating him from Godfrey's G.N.
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GUIDE TO LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN.
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A Record Number of Competitors; 129 Motor Cycles, 110 Sidecars, 20 Three-wheelers,
and 133 Cars.

THIS year's London-Edinburgh run has
broken all records so far as entries

are concerned, there being 392 in all,

consisting of 129 motor bicycles, 110 side-

car outfits, 20 three-wheelers, and 133 cars.

Last year's 381 was the previous best.

The run starts on Friday evening next
from Hendon at 7 p.m. ; a skeleton route
and time-table is on page 701. Kirkstone
Pass will probably be the chief point of

interest; the leading competitors are due
there about 11 o'clock on Saturday morn;

ing.

Special caution will be required in nego-

tiating Newark Bridge, which is at present

under reconstruction, and only half the
width of the road is available.

Entrants.
Inchtding official numbers, cylinder capacity, and

registration numbers of the machines.

MOTOR BICYCLES.
L. A. Baddelev (348 Douglas). FH 709.
G. E. CufTe (269 Metro-Tyler), MD 5826.
C. Dickinson (498 Ariel). NM 1527.
C. Bourlet (498 Ariel). NK 3242.
H. Revre (498 Ariel), NK 3241.
A. R. Richardson (550 Triumph). PB 1418.

W. BurRoyne (550 Triumph). XF 8386.
W. Harrington (596 Indian Scout),
NO 5471.
J. Marks (499 Triumph). HM 2406.
W. Langford (269 O.K. Junior), XH 53.
J. Young (292 OK Junior), XK 3512.
W. Troughton (550 X.L.). XK 4894.
Brough (976 Brough Superior), HP 2122.
Karslake (976 Brough Superior), ATJ 4359.
C. M. Bellairs (976 Brough Superior),
BD 6287.

C. Rhodes (499 Triumph). NO 4406.
Sharpe (398 A.B.C.). XB 3375.
G. L. Bcorer (678 N.U.T.), Hit 1781.

C. J. Wheeler (481 Scott Squirrel). BL 9663.
J. G. Hann (976 New Imperial). BL 8551.
D. S. Baddelev (678 N.TJ.T.), J 8581.
H. W. Deacon (490 Norton), HP 2465.
H. B. Browning (349 A.J.S.), XH 9434.
W. Atkinson (550 Triumph), AJ 7627.
W. P. Brandon (499 Triumph). CR 6670.
T. S. Sharratt (349 A.J.S.). BH8541.
H. R. Lane (211 Levis). OK 543.
H. Gibson (348 Raleigh). ATJ 5296.
J. A. Levland (555 Phelon and Moore),
--WT 2022.
J. Richardson (496 Lea-Francis). XK 5531.
J. Carslake (967 Brough Superior), EL 6503.
F. W. Stevenson (496 Brough). AN 6012.
R. W. Lane (692 Brough). AL 6290.
C. C. Labin (678 Martinsvde), .

W. D. Puph (498 Zenith-Bradshaw). PC 480.
F. V. Edwards (584 Harley-Davidson),
ME 2256.

R. V. Saltmarsh (584 Harlev-Davidson),
MD 7319.

V. Tielfield (499 Triumph) XK 7540.
R. P. Purnell (169 J.E.S.). FH 2246
'A. C. Robbins (292 Edmund), XK 4667.
.T. A. Newman (494 Douglas). AD 7009.
E. Clark (494 Douglas). HT 3712.
H. H. Nicholson (496 Martinsvde). PC 433.
A. A. Svmes (678 Martinsyde). PC 916.

H. Gilford (496 Martinsvde). PC 435.
H. Mocatta (349 A.J.S.). XK 861.
McBirnie (998 Indian), MO 1161.
Stanger (538 Stanger). I.W 3318.
Stanger (538 Stanger), XF 1777.
N. Thomas (350 Hagg Tandem), NK 627.
N. Taylor (350 Hagg Tandem). MD7931.
W. Dawson (499 Sunbeam). J 8507.
L. Daniels (595 Douglas), XB 3404.
E. Beard (595 Douglas). XF 1832.

R. P. Reid (481 Scott Squirrel), BB 5625.
P. L. Mavo (269 Coventry-Eagle), HP 3015.
L. E. Chirney (350 Beardmore-Precision),

NK 2413.
J. Haworth (348 Raleigh). BN 5739.
W. E. Smithie (490 Norton). TB 5448.
C. Guthrie (700 Raleigh). BN 5681.
A. G. Wall (398 A.B.C.) XK6096.
G. Wrav (499 Triumph), FY 4831.
A. H. S. Love (490 Norton). FX 4301.
P. Street (499 Sunbeam), HO 8830.
J. J. Svkes (599 Sunbeam). OK 45.
F. K. Parsons (211 Ner-a-Car), MB 5542.
N. A. C. Runnels-Moss (211 Ner-a-Car),

MD 6808.
C. E. Bartlett (348 Omega Duplex), XK 6529.

69. A.
70. A.
71. O.
72. R.
73. G.
74. W.
75. C.

76. H.
77. G.
78. P.
79. E.
80. R.
81. P.
82. J.
83. H.
84. S.

85. G.
86. J.
87. R.
88. L.
89. R.
90. D.
91. H.
92. L.
93. C.
94. H.
95. F.
96. A.
97. P.
98. W.
99. D.

100. E.
101. J.
102. H.
103. A.

104. L.
105. R.
106. W.
107. M.
108. J.
109. .1.

110. J.
111. F.
112. D.
113. A.
114. S. I

115. T.
116. H.
117. A.
118. A.
119. R.
120. A.
121. R.

122. E.
123. G.
124. O.
125. D.
126. M.
127. E.
128. B.

129. A.

130. L.
131. G.
132. R.
133. P.
134. J.
135. T.
136. R.
137. W.
138. cm
139. G.
140. W.
141. A.
142. G.
143. E.

144. J. i

145. W.
146. W.
147. A.
148. N.
149. R.
150. W.

151. S.
152. 11

153. E.
154. J.
155. E.
156. P.
157. P.
158. J.
159. W.
160. F.
161. A.

162. W.
163. P.
164. E.

F. Plummer (349 A.J.S.), NW 944. 165. L.
F. F. Hall (349 A.J.S.), WY 1431. 166. B,
F. Collier (499 Sunbeam), EW 2913. 167. R
Ellis (500 N.U.T.), X 1. 168. J.
Packman (269 P. and P.), . 169. W
R. Preston (532 Scott), PC 1119.

. .
170. A

Waldin (350 Beardmore-Precision),
NX 1656. 171. C.
Sutton (225 Royal Enfield). DP 3289.
S. Green (532 Scott), XB 2123. 172.
H. Ingham (596 Indian Scout), EC 2630. 173.
F. Tavlor (345 Alecto). XK 8326. 174.
S. Pilcher (345 Alecto), XK 8327. 175.
C. Townshend (498 Zenith-Bradshaw). . 176.
L. Hanman (349 Coulson). XK 5123. 177.

J. Vidler (499 Triumph). MD 5856. 178.

Warne (350 Precision B. and S.), . 179.
H. Houfton (550 Triumph), AL 5434. 180.
H. Fairweather (249 Federation), . 181.
C. Bennett (249 Federation), OE 9479. 182.

A. Y. Cashmore (345 Alecto). XK 9078. 183.

L. Richardson (345 Alecto). XF 904.
Hall (220 Velocette), BB 5579.
C. Nias (499 Ariel). ME 1566.
N. Stannah (499 Rover), IIP 3658. 185.
W. Ward (499 Triumph), WA 5656. 186.
J. Greathead (348 Ivy). OK 960. 187.
Clay (293 Campion). W 5420. 188.
W. Hadley (499 Rudge), XK 2283. 189.

A. Hopkins (348 Ivv), XH 9234. 190.
Henry Wells (398 A.B.C). XK 5870.
White (347 G.R.I.). GB 435. 191.

Eland (557 B.S.A.). SS 344. 192.
A. Stedman (547 Powell). CA 4737.
W. Clendinning (976 Zenith), . 193.
S. Guthrie (350 Diamond-Barr-Stroud), 194.
XK 7658. 195.
E. Clulee (292 Alldavs' Allon), OB 7932. 196.

C. Cooper (292 Alldavs' Allon), OE 7747. 197.
Johnson (292 Alldavs' Allon), OK 2179. 198.

O'Reilly (S78 N.U.T.). PB 4122. 199.
Wooler (349 Wooler), ME 1686. 200.
F. Hull (349 Wooler), ME 1269. 201.
W. Grose (398 A.B.C), BE 6482). 202.
S. Whitfield (499 Rudge-Multi), BR 623) 203.
J. Stone (261 Orbit), ME 171. 204.
M. O. McLachla.n (349 A.J.S.). XK 1426. 205.
C. Pearce (350 Coventry Eagle), HP 3539. 206.
W. Buckle (748 F.N.)', .

207.
H. Robinson (349 Wooler), BH 7760. 208.
Mihvard (349 Wooler), MC 3640. 209.
S. Pinchbeck (398 A.B.C). PB 3442. 210.
S. Newnham (348 Raleigh). . 211.
R. H. Stewart (348 Raleigh), . 212.
Oharlesworth (498 Zenith-Bradshaw), 213.

KE 8621. 214.
M. Heller (293 Calthorpe). OH 944, 215.
W. Segrott (499 Ariel), BY 8340. 216.
S. Bridcutt (499 Dunelt). BY 8178. 217.
Read (499 Ready) YA 2994. 218.
Pearson (550 Triumph). BW 5376. 219.
W. Oholdcroft (349 AJ.S.l. DA 4517. 220.
F. C. Fellowes (345 Da Dion Bouton), 221.

AU 5874. 222.

H. Farmer (498 Zenith-Bradshaw), . 223.

SIDECARS. 225'
A. Bridgman (998 Indian Chief), SJ 80. 226'
Townsend (555 P. and M.). WY 2169. 227'
Lewis (555 P. and M.). WY 3217. 22 8'

Cunningham (555 P. and M.), WY 1683. 229
E. Pautard" (976 Chater-Lea), LE 146. 230
J. Ross (993 Matchless), XK 8436. 251
G. Boxer (993 Matchless), XK 720. 232
H. Guiver (993 Matchless), HO 6888.

(lord Wilson (654 Quadrant), XF 2530. 233.
A. Pidgeon (654 Quadrant), OK 970. 234
W. E. Clarke (654 Quadrant), XK 3831. 235.
C. Ward (550 Triumph), XA 6949. 236
Dyer (998 Harley-Davidson), XH 9205. 257.
J. L. Strong (998 Harley Davidson), 238.
TA 3274. 239.
G. Brvson (998 Harley-Davidson), ME 884.
H. Hardman (993 Matchless), NK 1266.
Bucknell) (976 Matchless), BY 8319. 240
F. Pulling (976 Royal Enfield), BY 3304. 24l'
P. O. Bradley (599 Sunbeam), NP 655. 242
H. Attwood (633 Norton). EH 2761. 243
A. Fell-Smith (976 Brough Superior), 244
HP 2929. 245
C Tait (976 Bioagh Superior). BY 8110.
Clennell (976 Bronih Superior), BY 8120. 246.
A. Wright (499 Sunbeam), FX 7892. 247
Mackenzie (499 Sunbeam), NH 193. 248
Cross (599 Sunbeam), ET 2297. 249
Pehrson (499 Dunelt), OE 341. 250
Piatt (749 Bradbury), BIT 2381. 251.
P. Le Grand (550 Rex-Acme), HP 7333. 252.
A. Jacobs (550 Rex-Acme). HP 3587. 253.
White (998 Rex-Acme), HP 3828. 254.
Greenwood (976 Brough Superior), 255.

CX 4925. 256.
E. Brough (692 Brough), AU 4209. 257.
W. White (998 Harley-Davidson), . 258.
C. Lunnis (976 Matchless), . 259.

(598 Beardmore-Precision).

184. H,

A. Willmott (976 Matchless). MX 8234
S. Allen (976 Matchless), .

H. Bywaters (976 Zenith), PB 4548.
T. BashaU (678 Martinsyde), PB 1745.
H. Bashal! (678 Martinsyde), PB 1746.
G. Cocks (598 Beardmore-Precision),

OIC .

W. Lewis
OK 105.
A. Attwood (598 Hawker), BY 8365,
Bradbury (550 Triumph), R 5692.
J. Lister (490 Norton). WR 8266.
B Clark (498 Zenith-Bradshaw), XK 4125.
A. Sweet (998 Harley-Davidson), XF 539.
S. Powell (799 A.J.S.), DP 3995.
J. Andrews (557 B.S.A.). PA 3244.
Arnold (976 Matchless), XB 1427
D. Hardee (993 Matchless). XK 5269.
J. Ellis (993 Matchless), XII 6022.
King (998 Harley-Davidson), BY 4644.
Broomfield (998 Harley-Davidson),BY 2531.
E. Crofts (998 Harley-Davidson),

Kehce (499 Rudge), BL 9612
Smith (925 Clyno), DA 5901
Hoult (993 Matchless). LW 2991.
Graham (993 Matchless), .

W. Graham (993 Matchless). PC 1128
A. Masters (998 Harley-Davidson),XX 8631.

Baxter (998 Harley-Davidson), XH 9794
O. Spence (998 Harley-Davidson),

PC 1142.
H. Nelson (550 Triumph), BY 7391
H. A. Turner (998 Indian), XK 3477.
W. Hazlewood (976 Hazlewood). HP 3598
C. Hemy (799 A.J.S.VDA 5572.

Ball (799 A.J.S.). DA 5616
L. Miserez (993 Matchless), XH 1570
MacDonald (993 Matchless). XF 1133
W. Neill (976 Matchless), XK 4409
Higgs (799 A.J.S.), DP 4152.
S. Bagshaw (799 A.J.S.), CL 5033.
T. Chapman (550 Triumph). CL 5127.
J. Barker (1301 Henderson), .

F. Farley (1301 Henderson), XK 4471.
W. Cheyney (1301 Henderson), XA 7953.
V. Crauford (496 P.V.),
S. Craufcrd (993 Matchless) XF 157
E. Ranger (976 Matchless). — .

V. Freeman (976 Sunbeam), MD 4643
E. Grange (749 Bradbury), WY 3275

S. Biss (998 Indian), XB 3435
A. Cooke (550 Triumph). FL 2123
Gold (346 Francis Barnett), GB 1007
V. Bateman (1301 Hendersonh
J. Watson (796 Ariel). ME 1615.
S. Debenham (976 Campion), AU 5534
P. Brettell (370 Connaught.) OK 1017.
L. Sorosen (370 Connaught). —

-

W. Furness (595 Douglas), XK 2468.
Haines (633 Norton). NM1883
B. McGinnell (550 Triumph), EC 2275
•Chase (499 Dunelt), HP 2259
J, Rvan (998 Rudge Twin),XK 4653.
Kuhn (595 Douglas), XK 2886.
Heller (595 Douglas). XK 94
II. Douglass (996 Bradbury). .

McK. Veale (985 B.S.A.). XK 9188
C. Barton (976 Matchless). .

S. Parsons (976 Matchless). XK 5270
Nott (993 Matchless), XK 532.
G. Bullus (555 Phelon and Moore).
KU 296.
Wallis (688 Coventry Victor). ME 1524
G. White (799 A.J.S.), GA 9489. .

E. Minett (749 Bradbury), MX 3200,
E. Jones (976 Matchless), ME 1944.
W. Becker (688 McKechnie), HP 3529
F. Peaty (550 Hawker). .

Conville (592 Lea-Francis). EM 1169.

CYCLE CARS.
F. S. Spouse (980 T.B.), XF 2207
S.-M. Greening (980 T.B.), RE 826.
R. Duke-Williams (980 Morgan) SY 1210
H. E. K. Sawtell (1096 Morgan), FX 5968
W. M. Cowper (1096 Morgan). XK 8.
R. A. Biggs (1055.5 Coventry Premier)

PB 4972.
D. W. Rhodes (578 Scott Sociable), SS 1035
R. B. Whiffen (1096 Morgan), NP 632
H. Beart (1096 Morgan), XH 3079
A. C. Maskell (980 Morgan). .

J. Robinson (986 L.S.D.), CX 4786.
C. F. Swaine (986 L.S.D.V CX 1536.
T. G. McKenzie (986 L.S.D.). C 2426
F. W. Dame (980 Morgan). HX 9951.
S. A. McCarthy (980 Morgan), XK 295.
J. W. Meredith (986 T.B.). RE 498.
C. F. Hollvoak (976 Federation), .

W. Joyce (980 Morgan), XC 2599.
S. Hall (1096 Morgan), NK 3599
W. Pattison (1096 Morgan Grand Prix). —

.
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The Editor dees not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street, B.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

SHAFT DRIVES' UNPOPULARITY.
Sir,— It occurs to me there are two points of some im-

portance not brought out by your correspondents.

(1.) The relative efficiency of fairly heavy gears, sub-
stantially mounted and tested under laboratory conditions,
is not a sure guide for lighter gears mounted on sueb a.

structure as a motor cycle frame. Whilst such a frame can
be made fairly rigid fore and aft, the road wheel cuts

out many of the. possibilities of mounting a gear shaft

soundly. When, under load, yielding takes place, it will

certainly set up binding and loss of efficiency more readilv

with a gear shaft than with chain. Chain gear is ad-

mittedly a much, more free and easy mechanism 'in. this

respect. Moreover, the resultant force of the chain pull

is direct fore and aft in line with the frame's rigidity,

whereas a gear shaft has twists and cross forces in other

directions.

(2.) The F.N. people hold such a position as regard's

excellent workmanship, that it might not be safe for an
average manufacturer with moderate resources and equip-

ment to follow their lead. C.E.H.
Tunbridge Wells.

TEMPERAMENTAL ENGINES.
Sir,—Having read "Ixion's" remarks on engines going

" fey," I would suggest that unless he means that the

engines have a premonition of impending dissolution, the
word applicable is not "fey," but probably "daft."
"Fey" does imply peculiarity of action, but also includes-

the idea of approaching death. SCOTSMAN.
London, N.W.ll.

Sir,—I have noted with interest, through your corre-

spondence columns, readers' experiences with Rudge and
other similar machines which occasionally put on the pace.

It is my opinion that so long as manufacturers will fit that

abomination, the hand oil pump, these variations will, con-

tinue.

Most riders of machines so equipped invariably over-oil,

which will not allow the engine to rev. as it should..

Occasionally the oil pump is forgotten for 8. or 10; miles,

the oil drag ceases, and the machine automatically

accelerates.

Anyone who has. a speedometer can prove this for him-
self by giving a pumpful of oil when the needle points! to*

35 or 40, and it will immediately drop back about 5.

W. F., AE-NATT.

TOO FEW FAST "SEVEN-FIFTIES."
Sir,—I was ' interested .in the description of the new

o.b.v. Blackburne twins in The Motor Cycle of May 18th,

but could- not help thinking that the cubic capacity of the

larger model (71x97 mm., 768 c.e.) was rather badly
chosen. The engine is obviously a sports model, and as

such will presumably be popular as. a speed mount, but
it will have little chance to excel, as it is just too big for
750' c.c. class, and will therefore have to compete with
such engines as the 8-valve Anzani. Surely a. few milli-

metre's off the stroke, reducing the capacity by 20 c.c.

(748 c.c), would have Kttle effect on the power out-put?

"I remember Zenith Motors used to market a " 6 h.jK
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sports model," with a J.A.P. engine of 76 mm. x 85 mm.
(770 c.c), which although a " hot " proposition, was of little

use for speed work, being just too big for the 750's, and, in

the 1,000 c.c. class, quite overshadowed by the 90-bores and
other 8 h.p. buses.

The Martinsyde and the new 6 h.p. Douglas are really

the only "hot stuff " 750's we have—and a few more are

badly needed; it seems rather absurd that at the present

moment every Class D record should be held bv a 500 c.c.

engine. J. MALCOLM McINTYRE.

THE T.T. AND A PRIVATE OWNER,
Sir,—Can you say why manufacturers who, owing to

labour troubles, cannot supply machines or spare parts, can
spare time and money, and neglect customers, to enter

the T.T.? W.F.A.
Bournemouth.

MOTOR CYCLE POLICE TO
CONTROL TRAFFIC.

Just at present the daily Press is strongly agitating for motor
cyclisr patrols to control unruly motor traffic, and, although

the dangers of the road are being greatly exaggerated, the idea is

sound. However, the Metropolitan Police already have Triumph
sidecar outfits which are being used for this purpose, and a most
favourable report on the efficiency of the scheme has recently been

issued by the Commissioner. On the other hand, one shudders

at the possibility of hordes of solo- police motor cyclists on 70

m.p.h. machines being released on the tortuous roads of Great

Britain.- - -,
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\N AMATEUR ASSOCIATION.
Sir,—I can never cease marvelling at the spirit which

ieenis to animate a number of motor cyclists. They appear
:o imagine (1) that the Trade and the A.C.U. are corn-

Dined in a gigantic conspiracy to browbeat and suppress

:he "amateur"; (2) that trade riders are a race of super-

jien mounted on super-machines mysteriously different from
,vhat you can buy; (3) that if the AU.U. were abolished

imateurs would win many more pots. I know that this

ast thus baldly stated, sounds idiotic, but it is un-
ioubtedly the impression given by many letters. It 'is, . I

suppose, impossible to convince the writers of such letters

that—except for the T.T. and in some cases for Brook-
Sands—manufacturers do not build special machines for their

:ompetition riders. Success in competitions is far more
jften won by attention to every small detail than by secret

and mysterious factory alterations, and the reason the aver-

age amateur is not successful is that he will not take the
trouble that the trade rider takes to see that everything is

sxactly right. As a rule the advocates of such things as an
Amateur Association—who nearly always hide their light

ander the bushel of anonymity—do not even begin to realise

the difficulty of defining an amateur. I will, however,
suggest a definition which should satisfy the most spartan-

minded and—incidentally—exclude practically every - keen -

and capable rider, so that the anonymous grousers should
have little difficulty in carrying off a few of the pots which
they find so elusive. "An amateur motor cyclist is one who
has never received free advice or assistance in any form,
whose machine has never been returned to the makers to be
tuned or overhauled, who does all his own tuning, and who
belongs to no motoring club or organisation." The last is

necessary, because if he is a clubman he might have
associated with some of those supermen—trade riders—and
overheard them disclosing "secrets" of tune, which natur-

ally the "genuine amateur " could not know.
J. M. PHILPOTT.

Sir,—I have followed with interest the correspondence in

your columns under the above heading, which has mainly
arisen in consequence of the very wise, and only possible, de-

cision which the A.C.U. came to regarding the proposal

to hold an Amateur Road Race on the day between the

Junior and Senior T.T. races.

The majority of your correspondents seem to suggest

that the A.C.U. refused permission under pressure from
the manufacturers, and that this being the case it, the

A.C.U., panders to the manufacturers, and therefore it is

necessary, or desirable, that an Amateur Association should

be formed.
As a member of the Competitions Committee, and as a

member for many years of the General Committee of the

A.C.U., I can most emphatically state that the manu-
facturers neither direct, control, nor influence the decisions

of the Auto Cycle Union, which is a democratic body com-
posed mainly of private riders, the very constitution of

which does not permit of anyone connected with the manu-
facture of motor cycles being on its Competitions Committee.
As one very closely in touch with the motor cycle manu-

facturers, I can state very definitely that there have been
times, many times, when the trade has been at variance with
the Union as regards competitions, competition regulations,

and even as regards the organisation of the T.T. itself,

very often because the regulations were framed, so the

trade thought, too much in the interest of the motor cyclists

of the country, and not sufficiently in their own. It is only
quite recently that the trade has been invited to place its

views before the Union in connection with matters which
might affect it, such as. regulations covering the technical, as

opposed to the sporting, side of trials, in order to avoid
putting the trade to unnecessary expense, though such con-
siderations would not be allowed to interfere with the de-

cisions finally arrived at by the Union, if they were in

any way against the interests of the motor cyclists of the
country, or liable to interfere with the development of the
motor cycle as a utility and sporting mount, which is

one of the main objects of the Union. Your correspondents
do not appear to realise the difficulties of running an amateur
road race, or, what is more important still, of defining an
amateur and ensuring that none but amateurs entered in

such a race.

This is the biggest stumbling block of all, and I think I

may safely say that the Competitions Committee of the
Union, who discussed this question at very great length, and
explored every avenue and every suggestion Jikely to over-

come the difficulties, mainly came to its decision not to

allow the race, because there were so many difficulties in

the way, particularly at such short notice, and because,
most of all, of the difficulty of ensuring that only amateurs,
whom the Union is out to protect and whose interests it is

furthering all the time, should compete.
The fact that the trade supports many of the trials

organised by the Union and its affiliated clubs does not in

the least signify that the trade has any control whatever,

either directly or indirectly, over the Union. In fact,, it

can De most emphatically stated that this is not the case.

The trials are open to all, whether trade or private riders.

The greatest difficulty which faces trials organisers is

that of deciding who is an amateur and who is not.

Most of us remember the discussion there was some time

ago on the subject of "Shamateurs," and the difficulties

to-day are as great or greater than they were then.

The A.C.U. is a thoroughly democratic body, run mainly

by amateurs and sporting motor cyclists, for amateurs, and

I challenge anvone to disprove this statement.

J. YERXON BROOK,
Chairman. Midland Centre A.C.U.

LADIES IN RELIABILITY AND SPEED EVENTS. Elsewhere in this issue there appears an article on competition riding for lady motor

cyclists, but alreadv the sport is more popular with the fair sex than many realise. These attractive piciusss are of (left) three ladies in

an Exeter trial and (right) two in South Wales speed trials.
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PILLION RIDING INSURANCE RISKS.

Sir,—Now that pillion riding has been officially pronounced

free from any additional risk, one is inclined to wonder what

excuse insurance companies have for increasing premiums

by half if pillion passengers are carried.

In view of the result of recent inquiries into the safety

or otherwise of pillion riding, the increased charge would

seem to be quite unjustifiable. " ARIEL.
Devon.

250 MILES IN A DAY WITH A TWO-STROKE.
Sir,—I read with interest your correspondent's, Mr. H. C.

Sharp's, letter concerning the reliability of his Baby Triumph.

Last year I purchased an Enfield two-stroke, and having

heard that these "babies" were not much good for long-

distance touring I decided to try for myself, and contradict

this statement. Accordingly I undertook a journey from

Chester (Cheshire) to Worthing (Sussex), and successfully

accomplished this 250 mile journey in one day.; Starting from

Chester at 6 a.m. I arrived at Worthing at exactly 6 30

p.m., having made a non-stop run excepting one hour for

lunch and onlv one road stop for a small puncture.

Chester. " BABY ENFIELD.

4 H.P. AEROPLANES.
Sir,—I have read with interest the various con-espondence

on. " 4 h.p. Aeroplanes " that started as a consequence of

" Ixion's " comment.
It is, of course, obvious from the point of view of both

theory and practice that the 4 h.p. aeroplane is a long way

off. I note that Mr. P. J. Robinson considers the h.p. limit

is 16 h.p., and quotes the de Pischof machine as a good

example. I think, however, that this figure could be con-

siderably lowered if sufficient time and research were given

to the subject. It is a matter of history that Mr. A. V.

Roe, in 1909, flew with a triplane fitted with an 8-10 h.p.

engine. I am open to correction on this last statement, but

I know it -was somewhere very near the 1,000 c.c. mark, and

it was, if my memory still serves, a V-twin J. A. P. Would
l&ssrs. Prestwich & Co. care to confirm?

In view of the extraordinary advance in aeronautics since

the year 1909, I think that it is by no means an exaggeration

to say that a 10 h.p. aeroplane of to-day would not only

be practical but would also be very economical and satisfac-

tory. All this, of course, assuming a single seater.

O. F. CATJNTER.

CLIMBING JACOB'S LADDER.
Sir,—Your correspondent, Mr. Cyril Styning, writes you

re the Jacob's Ladder road in Derbyshire. I was waiting

to see who would " discover " this hill, as it has long been

one of my favourite runs; although, I must admit, it is

rather a strenuous occupation—not only up the hill, but

down the other side to Kinder. I christened this latter side
'-' crank case gully," as I always bash my silencer in on the

projecting rocks. Mr. Styning possibly saw my wheel-marks.

I should. say that this is the worst (or best) " discovered
"

Derbyshire hill as yet, but I know a good few places that
" put the wind up " worse than the Ladder.

I should like to see a sidecar attempt.

For the benefit of those who are out for a bit of fun, the

Jacob's Ladder is on the Edale-Hayfield road.

Does anyone know the gradient ? P. H. DUDLEY.
NEGLECTING THE SPORTING SIDE.

Sir,—The Amateur Road Race controversy and Mr.
Rutherford's use of the oft-repeated contention that the T.T.

races are held with the avowed object of " improving the

breed " serve to emphasise the deplorable drift of motor
sport into the realms of commercialism. No-wadays, com-
petitions only too often are run more or less solely with the
apparent object of providing advertisement matter for the

makers. This would provide an incidental value to com-
pensate for the deterioration of the purely -sporting side,

provided that machines strictly of the " same-as-you-can-
buy " variety were used. Unfortunately, this is not done,

and members of the public are faced with the option of

basing their choice of a machine upon entirely false data,

or of buying their experience as to which type suits their

requirements best at very much their own expense. Roughly,
the makers may be divided into two classes : (1) those who
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advertise their competition machines as being " perfectly

standard," and (2) those who frankly make use of models

which bear not the slightest resemblance to those offered

to the public.

If genuine amateurs on machines bought in the ordinary

way were given greater encouragement in competitions by
the A.C.U., not only would the sport be placed upon a

cleaner basis, but the buying public would have a reliable

indication of the capabilities of the various motor cycles, and
the makers, whose products really were superior, an invalu-

able advertisement.
In brief, one good performance by an amateur on a

standard machine is worth, from the standpoint of advertis-

ing value, a cart-load of cups and trophies won by a profes-

sional mounted upon a machine " the-same-as-you-«z«no<-

buy." INTERESTED.
Kent-

Sir,—I see from your report of the performances on
Sheriffmuir Hill, in the recent Scottish trial, that a Mr.
Watson-Bourne "pushed his big Brough-Superior up at

speed." It was a large hill, and it seems to me that this

was a most remarkable performance, for it is as much as I

can do to push quite a small scooter up Dashwood. Per-

haps he will tell me whether he prefers Oxo or Bovril when
training, as I want to enter for a trial myself, but cannot

decide which of these is the better preparation. I should

be very grateful for his advice.' BEGINNER.
Oxford.
P.S.—And does not his misfortune emphasise the need

for some form of pedalling gear when a really severe trials

course has to be negotiated, as in Scotland ?

SANS MAGNETO.
Sir.—Some time ago— I believe last year—a correspondent

stated that his Levis had taken him to his destination quite

nicely and that, his magneto chain had been picked up

a quarter of a mile away by a pedestrian, who saw it drop

off.

To-day my Scott showed symptoms of pre-ignition—yes,

they were mica plugs—so I stopped to change them. Having
done so I could not restart.

After an exhaustive- and exhausting investigation, I found

I was minus the magneto chain, which any amount of

hunting for a mile along, the road failed to find. Nor was it

in" the bike.

Another correspondent (not in The Motor Cycle.—Ed.)

says lie knows a Scott which goes without oil and that he

had owned one that was quite all right without water.

Now if spmeone will cite an authentic case of running with-

out petrol or like fuel we shall be quite certain that the

Scott is the best bike. F. J. D.
Gloucester.

DDnDnnnDnnnnnnDnannnaDnnannanD
a Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists.

D
a

Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle.

E. " MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM." E
The standard handbook on the motor cycle. u

D Price net, 2/6. By post, 3/10. D
O " HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." D

Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3. Q
Q- " TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
r-r A system' for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying n
!r them when found. Fourth Edition. nQ Price net, 2/-. By post, 3/3. J£

<• TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
JJD A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's point of

view. Price net, 3/-. By post, 3/3. rj

» MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES." Q
f-i Bv. " Ixion," of The Motor Cycle.

Cloth Bound. Price, 5/: By post, 5/3.51:
2/6.Paper Boards. Price, 2/6. By post, 2/9.

" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS.
Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, O

rj London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6. rj
Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and —
Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8.

' THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK.D
CI With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. E
Q Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE &SONS Ltd., O
D Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers

and Railway Bookstalls. Q
naannnDnnaanDDDDaaanannnnnnnno
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A selection ol questions ot general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. Ail questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on ODe side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-

taining legal questions should bz marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road'Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt

with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any

particular locality.

TUNING UP FOR SPEED.
I have a 3i h.p. Norton fitted

-with a Philipson Pulley. I wish
to get it tuned up for very fast

work. Will you kindly give me
a few tips for doing so ?—E.J.E.

There is nothing much you can do to the

machine beyond seeing that everything is

in perfect order, the valves ground" in,

rings in good condition, timing correct,

and valve springs of adequate strength.

Particular attention should, of course, be

paid to such details as tappet adjustment,

and experiments should be carried out as

to the correct size of jet.

LEAKY HEAD JOINTS.
I have experienced great

^T] . trouble with the joint between

% the cylinder body and head of my
-1-1 engine; the packing repeatedly

blows out. I have tried asbestos

string and size, and various proprietary

jointing mediums, all to no avail. I do
not wish to go to the extreme of brazing
or welding, unless this is the only way
out of the difficulty.—D.F.

A proper copper and asbestos washer
should be adequate. If the surfaces of

the joint are clean and true there should
be no difficulty in getting a gas-tight

joint.

METAL CLUTCH ADJUSTMENTS.
When taking down a 1918 B.S.A.

gear box is it necessary to take
the clutch worm off, and if so,

after removing the worm nut, is

the piece that holds the worm a
cone? I have had all the nuts and
wheels off the end plate, but I could not
move this fitting. Has this gear box a

cork clutch, and if so is an amateur
able to repair it, or would you advise
new plates, as I think mine are worn,
as the machine will not start until given
a push, even when the clutch is right
in?-J.H.H.

Yes, before you can take off the clutch
operating worm you must remove the
small cone inside. The clutch consists of

metal plates, and it is rather difficult to

dismantle, and we' would advise you to

return the clutch complete to the makers
for attention. Probably the plates are
worn, or the springs may be weak ; if the
machine has had much use the trouble
may be due to slight wear on the clutch

shaft in the form of ridges on which the
plates bind, and so do not close up
properly "

. -

TYRE SIZES AND SPEEDOMETERS.
I intend to fit oversize tyres to

my machine; the present tyres are

650x65 mm. (1) Could I fit

28x3in. ,or 700x80 mm.? (2)

Would this make any appreciable

difference to the gear ratio or to a

speedometer ?—J.S.C.

(1) If the rims take 650x65 mm. tyres,

the correct oversize is 700 x 80 "mm. (2)

A slight difference would be made to the
speedometer reading.

JET SIZES.

I ride a Scott with a Binks
carburetter. What are the three
best jets to use for sidecar work?
—G.W.A.

The jets advised are 000, 2, and 7,

or perhaps 8, for sidecar work. 000

important Dates.

Thurs., Juno 1st—Senior Tourist Tro-
phy Race.

Fri , June 2nd, and Sat., June 3rd

—

M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.
Mon., June 5th, to Sat., June 10th

—

Royal Scottish A.C. Light Car Trial.
Sat., June 10th—B.M.C.R.C. Open
Meeting at Brooklands.

Sun., June llth.to Mon., June 19th

—

Paris-Pyrenees Trial.
Sat., June 17th—Yorkshire Centra
A.C.U. Open " Colonial Trial."

Sat.. June 17tb—Ealing and Dist.
M.C.C. 200 Mile Sidecar Race,

. Brooklands.
Fri., June 23rd, and Sat., June 24th—
Irish Twentv-Four Hour Open Trial

.

Sat., June 24th—M.C.C. Inter-club
Team Trial for " The Motor Cycle "
Cup.

tat., June 24th—Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., Julv 1st—East S. Wales Centre
A.C.U."Open Speed Trials.

Wed., July 5th—Eastern Centre A.C.U

.

Open Speed Trials.
Wed., July 12th—French Grand Prix.
Sun., July 23rd—Belgian Grand Prix.
Fri., July 28th, to Mon., July 30th—
Anglo-Dutch Trial in Holland.

Thurs., Aug. 3rd, to Wed., Aug. 9tb—
International Six Days Trials.

Sat., Aug. 5th, and Mon., Aug. 7th—
Irish Two-day Open Trial.

Mon., Aug. 7th—West S. Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials at
Pendlne.

Sat., Aug. 12th—North Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., Aug. 12th—Motor Cycle Races in
Phoenix Park, Dublin.

Mon., Aug. 21st, to Sat., Aug. 26th—
A.C.U. Six Days Trials.

Sat., Sept. 23rd—500 Mile Race at
Brooklands,

should be the centre, No. 2 the right,

and No. 7 or 8 left-hand. This, of course,

is looking at the carburetter from the air

intake. We should advise you, however,
to experiment with various sizes, as no
two engines are exactly alike.

TWO-STROKE EFFICIENCY.
What is an extension pipe on

a silencer for? My two-stroke
has small holes in the end plates,

but if an extension pipe is an
advantage I want to fit one. Is

variable ignition better than fixed igni-

tion for a two-stroke?—E.E.
The use of an extension pipe is for further
reducing the noise of the exhaust gases.
Variable ignition is, on the whole, more
satisfactory than fixed ignition.

VALVE TIMING AND TAPPET
CLEARANCE.

What is the correct valve
timing and tappet clearances
for a flat twin Wooler.—A.B.

The valve timing of the Wooler is quite
a simple matter as the timing wheels are
marked, and it is only necessary to get
the marks "1 ," "1," and "0," "0" to

correspond and the numbers truly in line.

The valve clearance should be equal to

the thickness of the blue cover of The
Motor Cycle.

MYSTERIOUS SPARKS.
I have a 1920 Harley Davidson

(electric model), and on starting

the engine, or when it is pulling

over heavy roads, there are

flashes just where the control
• lever fixes on to the distributor cap.

—

S.M.
The trouble is probably due to the fact

that the fibre washer at the end of the

rod, where it fixes on to the distributoi

cap, is cracked or missing, and this should

therefore be replaced.

CAUSE OF A SEIZURE.
Whilst riding a 1920 Triumph

(chain-cum-belt) with passenger
on pillion and doing fully 4(

m.p.h., the engine stopped sud

denly and the back wheel
skidded 20 or 30 yards. I could find

nothing wrong, and on restarting every-

thing appeared to be in order. What
was the cause?—H.H.W.

The trouble is due to pre-ignition owing
to the use of a faulty or unsuitable plug.

A piston seizure, even temporary, would
leave its mark on the cylinder and piston.
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In addition to the model last illustrated in " The Motor Cycle," the Henley is also obtainable

with a Blackburne engine at £73 10s. solo, with three-speed gear and final belt" drive.

UNCERTAIN SPEEDOMETER READINGS.

The pointer of: my speedometer

^TJ has suddenly ceased to move
% evenly, and swings about all over
-U the dial, the mean of- the swing

being approximately correct I

should be glad to know if this can be
put right by some simple method',, or

whether it is. a job for the makers.

—

E.H.L.
Undo the flexible tubing union under-

neath the instrument and squirt oil by
means of a. force feed oil can down the

ilexiblertnbe, when we think you will find

that the swinging of the needle will cease.

VISIBLE SPARKS AND NOISY GEAR-
CHANGING.

(1) Why (in damp weather more
rjT] especially) can I plainly see " a

y spark on the top of the carbon
Ll-l brushes of my magneto? The

magneto in question.' is fitted: to

a 1917 Clyno.. (2) I have difficulty also

when starting off in. engaging the low
gear without a terrific grinding, noise.

Is. the gear box lubrication at fault?

—

J.C.W.
(1) Probably this is a current leakage- due
to wet weather. New brush holders might
cure the trouble. (2) The trouble is due to

the clutch not being properly free before
engaging the gear ; it may be necessary

to wash out the clutch with paraffin.

REMOVING A TWIST GRIP CABLE.

I" have- a 1916 Harley-David-
son, and I cannot find a way to

get a, broken exhaust wire from
the handle control (left gripj. I

have taken the cap- from the
handle, but there I am stuck, as there
do not appear to be any other screws
and nuts to come undone;

The procedure isj as follows : Remove the
large- handlebar- end screw, and. the grip

comes straight off. Their, remove-, the two
small rollers and pins upon which it

operates. Next, with & screwdiver push
the handlebar plunger and- control wire
entirely out of the handlebar. Release
the outer casing- by removing the frame
clip, and loosen the two sleeve screws
which hold the control wires. Fit a new
wire to the handlebar plunger, feed it

through the outer casing, and re-
assemble.

C36
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ERRATIC ELECTRIC LIGHT.

A short time ago the accumu-
1 later of my Lucas lighting set

did not keep its charge for more
J - than three weeks, so I had to put

it on a. slow charge and add fresh

After this. I did not use ! the

machine for a couple of weeks, and
then, on ' starting the engine and put-

ting the switch into: the " lamps " posi-

tion^ the head lamp rose to- such a

brilliancy that it fused. Also the elec-

tric horn sounded much, louder than
usual. The voltage appears to rise

considerably above the ordinary six or

seven volts. When the accumulator is

used without the dynamo the light is

not steady and flickers slightly, and
the tone of the horn varies. Does the

fault lie in the dynamo or" the accu-
: mulator?—A.L.F.
The trouble is probably due to the follow-

ing cause : bad or loose connections on
the junction box or battery, so that the
current from the dynamo,, instead of going
through this battery,, is going, direct to

the lamps and' burns them out. We
should recommend you. to look, over all

connections, tighten everything; put an
ammeter in the circuit between the No. 5

wire and the terminal marked. No. 5.

Then start the engine and you will see

whether the dynamo is charging- or not.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
. Readers' replies to questions, published
under this heading should be addressed
cfo The Editor, "The Motorr Cycle,''

Dorset House-, Tudor Street, London,
E.CA, when: they will be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned. Requests
for experiences should be accompanied by-

a stamp.

"J.H.R." (Walton).—Triumph. Junior
with W.S.R. variable jet.

"R.W.R." (Thanet).—Challenger, Jeff,

etc., self-sealing tubes.
" A.R.S.."' (Manchester).^293 c.c. Con-

naught modifications to part design for

speed ; other timing limits ; durability.-

"H.E.R.M." (Winchester).—3.49 c.c.

A.J.S'; most suitable oil; easy, starting;:

riding, position.; Sho.w.ell pump ; reliability.

JUNE rsi, 1922,.

SPARKLETS.
Six? Nortons for Gtand Prix.

Six Nortons in all have beerr. entered for

the Grand Prix, which wilt be run off

near Strasbourg on July 12th.

Duplicated Records.

When Emerson (494 Douglas) broke the

50 miles and hour records in Class C
(500 c.c.) he also gained those in Class D
(750 c.c).

Continental Extension of Tyre Makers.

Goodyear Tyres may now be purchased

in Paris, the French company being known
as La, Sooiete des Pneuraatiqnes et Caout-

choucs Goodyear-, 49, Rue. de Ponthieu,

Paris.

Unbreakable Petrol Pipe Unions.

Specially soldered petrol- pipe unions

which are claimed- to be unbreakable are

made by W. G. Wilder; 16 and 17, Key
Hill, Birmingham. A special type of hard

solder is- employed.

. How to Get to Epsom.

We are indebted to the A.A. for lucid

maps showing- haw best to get to the

Epsom Summer Meeting. This informa-

tion will be gladly given to members who
apply for it at Fanum House, Whitcomb
Street, London, W.C.2.

Tappet Clearances on Blackburne Engines.

For the purpose of accurately setting

the valve clearance on Blackburne en-

gines, Burney & Blackburne, Ltd., Atlas

Works, Bookham, Surrey, supply a pair

of gauges at the- price- of Is. 2d., post

free.

Change of Address.

The manufacture of the Holroyd sports

model motor cycle is now undertaken by

J. S. Holroyd, Motor Engineer, East

Street, Farnham, Surrey. Mr. Holroyd is

also the manufacturer of an ingenious-

belt fastener and a transmission shock ab-

sorber.

Bat Redivivus.

It would have been a pity had the manu-
facture of the Bat motor cycle been

completely discontinued, as this machine
has been almost continuously on. the

market since 1902
1

. The stock and neces-

sary- plant of the old company have been

acquired by Messrs. S. T. and F, H.
Tessier, sons of H. T. Tessier, who con-

ducted, the manufacture successfully for

many years ; the business will be continued

on the old lines. A complete range of

J!A.P. spares will be carried; and repairs

to J.A.P; engines will be undertaken,

while a stock of Bat spares is being

manufactured and will shortly be obtain-

able.

Catalogues Received.

G.N. Motors, Ltd:, East Hill, Wands-
worth, London, S.W.18. An. excellently

illustrated: and: numbered spare parts list

for Q.N. cycle- carss-

The: Willowbrook Motor G<E, Willow-

brook: Works, 282, Belgrave:Gate-, Leices-

ter.. A catalogue of Willowbrook sidecars,

of various types and prices,, suitable for

one or two persons. Sidecar: fittings, such

as 7 hoods, screens, and side curtains are-

also listed.
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THE FAMOUS

Newcastle-on-Tyne,
March. 21, 1922.

I might say although my
" James " 4J H.P. is 1914 it

still runs like a clock; have
never - had a stop on road
through engine trouble. 1 have
averaged about 100 miles each
week-end this - winter.

Now write for full Catalogue
illustrating this and other
" James " models post free.

The JAMES CYCLE CO. Ltd.

SHOWROOMS-
LONDON : 22, HOLBORN VIADUCT, E.C. 1

BIRMINGHAM : BROAD STREET CORNER.

Model No. 6 4i h.p. ^ -| *%
Combination at - oblO
IS THE ECONOMY TURN-OUT

Powerful Big Single-cylinder Engine, 600 c.c,

economical on oil and petrol. 3-speed counter-
shaft gear and heel clutch, all-chain drive, etc.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

10 GOLD MEDALS
WITH THE SAME CHAINS

THE COVENTRY
WATCH THE " RESULTS THAT TELL"

"THE COVENTRY" CHAIN C?. U.P
COVENTRY

. ENGLAND
LONDON :: BIRMINGHAM :: MANCHESTER
NOTTINGHAM . NEWCASTLE . GLASGOW . BELFAST

UP TO LAST WEEK

3 FIRSTS
26 SECONDS

19 THIRDS

THE COVENTRY" CHAIN OF SUCCESS

TO DATE

10 FIRSTS
28 SECONDS

21 THIRDS

In answering these advertisements it is desirable, to mention " The Motor Cycle C39
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Price 30/"
Back Rest 7/- Foot Rest 5/- Handle 2/-

Get particulars of theTan-Sad Insurance Policy

—

it will protect you against all risks and provide

a considerable saving, there being no extra

premium for Pillion Riding.

Get particulars straight away from your local agent or

direct from

TAN-SAD, L^»
FREEMAN ST.

.BIRMINGHAM
Makers of the famous Tan-Sad Chair and Pram'

(F. H. Headley's Inventions.)

"Safety First"

then Comfort" i

The safety of Pillion Riding depends entirely upon the Seal. That " cushion on
carrier " method is dangerous both to body and health. The safe way;—the only

i

way—is the Tan-Sad way.

Fit a Tan-Sad Pillion Seat to your Machine. The responsiveness of its springing to e\

pothole, to every tjump, frees the Pillion rider of the possibility of.nerve-wrack, and obvii

t
he Driver's risk ofjolting his passenger off the Machine—even on the mcst potholed road

And isn't your passenger's comfort as important as your own ? Your seat is sprung, ii,

it?... Well, then, for safety's sake, for comfort's sake—fit a Tan-Sad.

"For the Rider who will have the best."

The sidecar SUPREME in

appearance and comfort.

Eight Models to choose from, for
machines from 2f h.p. to 10 h.p.

Prices to suit all purchasers,
from £17 to £3 8.
A copy of our latest illustrated catalogue
mailed free anywhere upon request.

-GRINDLAY (Coventry), Ltd., ___
II Melbourne Works,COVENTRY. |||||j||||l||||l|||iil|||||||||||||||||||||!|E

In answering these advertisements it

MOSS BROS.
Hold the LARGEST STOCK OF SECONDHAND & NEW

GENTS' CLOTHING IN LONDON:

BLUE TRENCH COATS.
WOOL GABARDINE.

45/- & /
CHECK LINED. CHECK LINED & INTERLINED,

OFFICERS' REGULATION TRENCH COATS
CHECK LINED and F£ CS /

AND DETACHABLE
OILSKIN INTERLINED 00/~ FLEECE LINED.

THE CHEAPEST AND BEST COAT IN LONDON.

HIGH-CLASS ALL WOOL SUITS
SO/-, GO/-, TO/-, SO/- & 90/-
IN THE LATEST DESIGNS IN BROWNS, BLUES & CHECKS.
DINNER and DRESS SUITS . . .

.

. . 55- to 1 15 -

DINNER and DRESS JACKETS 27 6 to 63 -

LOUNGE SUITS (Secondhand) 30/- to 70/-
LOUNGE SUITS (New and Misflt) .. .. 35/- to 90-
BREECHES 15 - to 45/-
SPORTS JACKETS .. .. 15/- to 35/-
FLANNEL TROUSERS 10/6 to 25/-

ALL GOODS SENT ON SALE OR RETURN.
MONEY RETURNED IF DISSATISFIED.

Htastrated Price List and SelJ Measurement Form sent on application.

You make it your business to calL We make it our business to satisly.

GENTS' CLOTHING BOUGHT, SOLD or TAKEN IN EXCHANGE

MOSS BROS. &%4
83-5, HIGH STREET, NOTTING HUX GATE, W.U

and 22<1, HIGH ROAD, K1LBURN, N.W.6.

desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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THE BEST VALUE
FOR MONEY.

We can give Prompt Delivery.

THE WELLINGBORO' KETTERING, RUSHDEN AND DISTRICT

RELIABILITY TRIAL.

1st and 2nd in 250 c.c. Class with a

RADCO No. 2 and SPORTING MODEL
THE REDDITCH SPEED TRIAL. SILVER MEDAL. One Entry.

No. 2

34 Gns.

London Agent:—

MAUDES' MOTOR MART

100, Ct. Portland Street, W.

E. A. RADNALL & CO. - Dartmouth Street

London District Distributing Agent :—

T. BAXTER

36, Ct. Eastern St., E.C.

No. 1

42 Gns.
BIRMINGHAM.

YOU WILL WANT TO SPEND YOUR
WHITSUNTIDE in the OPEN AIR.

cannot do it BETTER or CHEAPER.

THEREFORE INVEST YOUR RAIL AND BUS FARE IN

THE
2J-ho I^ALTHORPE &X£Z

2
n P-^LIGHTWEIGHT £Q»C?0

Read the Daily Mail of May 18th or The Motor Cycle of May 4th to learn its value,

or ask your nearest agent who has one in stock or who knows all about it and place

your order at once, so that you will not be disappointed.

Latest Successes -GOLD MEDAL, etc.

Other models :

—

3 h.p. 2-Stroke (2 Speed)..

3 h.p. Combination de Luxe (3 Speed)

Lists and name of nearest agent from

£60
JE85

THE CALTHORPE MOTOR CYCLE CO.
LION WORKS, BAIN STREET - BIRMINGHAM.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable, to mention "The Motor Cycle." C43
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Telegrams :

"Montgomery Sidecars Coventry
telephone 470 Covent

w. Montgomery & Co.,
SIDECAR SPECIALISTS,

LEICESTER CAUSEWAY. COVENTRY.
Manufacturer's idea of a Sidecar is a big, heavy affair whit

wears the heart out of your engine and a big hole in your pockc

Montgomery Sidecars are the product

of a firm who have specialised in Side-

cars for over 20 years. Whatever make
of Motor Cycle you choose, insist on a

Montgomery Sidecar for distinguished

appearance, easy steering, comfort of

passenger, moderate cost and excellent

road service. Montgomery sporting sidecar.

.^attuioftfa/li^^ Art catalogue free on request. Price £23 10 complet*

SOLE Proprietor:

W. Montgomery.

The Motor Cycle

slowly, but surely,

pONTGOMERT^O

Safety

First!

MOTSXkH
'MINOR' \y3l
REAR
LAMP
Shewn
ACTUAL
SIZE

Don't carry
j"any old j

rear lamp," \

even though
j

nights are
j

she r t ef— I

such articles <

have a knack ',

of going out J

at awkward \

moments !
\

Fitlhe HOTEX Minor Rear Lamp—tire \DEPENDABLE model that spells Cer- 5
tain Safety as far as rear .protection is *
concerned..

^Made heavy gauge brass with all joints 5riveted to withstand Uardest wear, 9
Brilliant ruby lens, bull'seyelens at side. >
Bray burner. Complete with bracket "«
for quick attachment to number plate. S
Also with special Rear Stay Clip for J
Cycle use at same price.

{Obtainable of all Agents or direct. *

STANLEY 6 HILL. LTD.
jBuckingham St. B'ham.

A Special Line in Motor Cycling Suits

Welave no hesitation in claiming thatour
" Draperstyle " Motor Cycling Suits have
no rival at the price. Satisfaction guar-

anteed or money Tefunded in full.

C 60.—Motor Cycling Suits, made from
stout dark -fawn material dustproof and
rainproof, double-breasted Jacket, sleeves

with storm straps at wrist. Slash pockets.

The Leggings have special gussetted sides

and straps to go under boot.

"All British " «*0 /C Carriage Paia

Factory Price. *"*/U to your Doo]

.

The Suit Complete.

Stocked in sires (Breast over Jacket):

34 36 38 40 42 44 ins.

C 80.—Motor Cycling Suit, comprising
j

Man's full-cut double-breasted coat,

double texture material storm collar. \

stormproof tab cuffs to tighten up wberj

driving, thoroughly proof, rubber-proofed

insulated edges. Seams sewn and taped.

Detachable belt-with shde buckles.

Leggings of same double texture material

spat frontshaped—amderstrapior instep-
tab tan shaped gussett outside, patent clip

fasteners -at side. The gussett prevents

either wind or rain from penetrating

Light in weight, thoroughly wind- and
weather-proof, tailor-made, uothing on the marKet to equalc

THE PROOFING IS GUARANTEED. Price 32/6.

c- Chest .. .. ..36 38 40 42 44 ms.
bizes

- Length .... -. 36 33 38 40 40 ins.

Suit complete, 32/6. If required with seatless trousers, 3/6 extra.

(Jacket only, 21/6. Leggings, 12/8. Seatless Troupers, 16/3.)

No. C. 81. Helmet, double texture, material guaranteed windproof

and waterproof. Superior to leather, helmets at three times the

price, specially fitted with extensions at back to cover neck and
come well down over the collar. Warm fleecy lining, adjustable

strap under chin, special ear protectors to wear open or closed,

peak at front, only 5/6 each.
Illustrated Booklet Free.

ERNEST DRAPER & CO., LTD.,
54, "AH British Works," NORTHAMPTON

044
Lit

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "TJie Motor Cycle."
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Compare this

3 h.p. two-stroke

at£39:10with any
other motor cycle

on the market
Your decision will be the same as

that of the many hundreds of Omega
riders—but not until you have tried

out and proved the wonderful effi-

ciency and value of your Omega
purchase- will you fiilly appreciate
the wisdom of your judgment.

Get the New Catalogue NOW.

~\

Deferred Payments arranged.

I J. GREEN, Ltd., Omega Works, COVENTRY, ^L^!!%™ SJsSS4it*

=M0T0R CYCLE CLOTHING OF DISTINCTION-
RITCHIE PATENT SPLIT OVERALLS
In Two Styles—" TREWSO " and " TAB." Patent No. 10677.

Specially designed to meet the requirements of the business

man, doctors, and all those wanting a quick on and off suit

without soiling hands or clothes no matter how dirty the

weather, and give absolute protection.

" TREWSO style are fastened with two long springs and tab at knee.

" TAB " style are fastened with four patent undamageable press studs.

Nothing "just as good." 'Che world's best in workmanship.

"IXION" in his' " Occasional Comments" in "The Motor Cycle" says—" The
best of its kind and I know of nothing to beat it."

THE IMPERVIOUS WATERPROOF CLOTHING
is guaranteed to keep you dry under all conditions of weather. All
prooflngs guaranteed for two years against decomposition.
The only clothing that stood the test in Copenhagen for the 200
miles Trials in a heavy downpour of rain.

Can be procured from all the

principal Rubber Shops and large
Retail Warehouses.

Wholesale from all the principal

Accessories Factors. TAB.'

Sole Manufacturers
, The IMPERVIOUS RUBBER Co., Ltd.,

38, FALFIELD STREET, GLASGOW. Wholesale and Export Only.
Telegrams :

" Impervious, Glasgow."

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." c47
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The most advanced machine in the
" big twin ' class, with electrical

equipment, is now obtainable at the

startlingly low price of only

£120
Full details of this remark-

able value-far-money twin

Will be sent on request to—
Melchior, Armstrong and

Dessau (London), Ltd.,

14E, Gt. Marlborough St.,

LONDON - - - W.l.

Grams -

'Phone •

' fcfelarm, London."

- Gerrard 2462-

This is the price of the latest model

AMERICAN "X"
This machine is ideal for either solo or sidecar work, having ample

power and speed ; the finish is now much improved, and the

lubrication system has been re-designed, ensuring perfect lubrication

in proportion to engine speed.

SPLIT LEGGINGS.
"I know oS nothing to beat it, and it deserves to be

better known."

—

" Ixion" in "Motor Cycle" of iyth

March in describing the " Split " Overalls.

The smt is pat on and off in a few

seconds, no pulling over dirty boote, nor

soiling yoof hands. They open right

down outside of leg, and are fastened

with two springs. There is absolute free-

dom and comfort, combined with neat-

ness, and they are guaranteed to keep
you dry under all conditions of

weather. This is the only suit that kept

out the terrible wet weather in the

Reliability Trials at Copenhagen, when
clothing was included in these trials.

MADE IN TWO QUALITIES

SUIT COMPLETE,
No. 1 Medium Weight 70/6

No. 2 Heavy „ 75/-

LEGGING3 ONLY.

No. 1 Medium Weight 28/6

No. 2 Heavy „ 30/-

Postage 1/- extra.
PAT. NO. IO&77.

When ordering give Chest, Waist, and Inside Leg

Measurements.

HENRY A. MURTON, LTD.,
6 to 10, Grainger St., NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE

fVICTORIA
"The VALUE FOR MONEY"

MOTOR CYCLE
f 2\ h.p. 2-stroke lightweight model

with Villiers engine (fixed gear) 38 gns.

I

2-speed, counter-
shaft gear. , .

,

£45
2-speed, counter-
shaft gear with
clutch and, kick-
starter .. .

£50

f/M

Particulars of this and other models obtainablefrom

VICTORIA MOTOR & CYCLE CO., LTD.,

Victoria Works, Dennistoun, GLASGOW.
'Phone : 5 1 4 Bridgeton. *Grams : " Bicycle, Glasgow."

Ci8. In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention The Motor Cycle.
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Buy on Deferred Terms
from the great Store of

WHITELEYS
The selection of Motor Cycles at Whiteleys is the best in London, and includes Triumph, B.S.A., Enfield, James, Martinsyde
New Imperial, O.K., Matchless, Blackburne, Lea -Francis, Douglas, Levis, Hazlewood, New Hudson, P. & M., Quadrant,

Raleigh, Rudge, Sun, Zenith and Ner-a-Car— all side by side for critical examination.

Deferred TermS : 4% extra on the Cash Price is all that Whiteleys ask for the convenience of Deferred
Payments. Whiteleys Motor Sales and, more important still, the Deferred Payment Plan (a system that
Whiteleys originated) are entirely under the control of Whiteleys and free from outside influence of any kind.

One-Fifth Deposit and Twelve equal monthly payments.

1922 MODELS-SOLO
Cash.

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model SD (a; illustration) £115
JAMES, 3^ h.p., 3-speed, C K.S. Deposit^"2i i6s. and

12 monthly pavments of £7 5s. 8d^ . . .— £105
LEVIS, 2} h.p.', single-speed £48
LEVIS, 2} h.p.. 2-speed, with clutch and K.S £60
DOUGLAS, 2? h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped £68
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 3-speed, C.K.S.. fully equipped £82
NEW IMPERIAL, 2-J h.p., 3-speed, C K.S £69
NEW IMPERIAL, 2J h.p., all-chain.'3-speed, C K.S £73
NEW IMPERIAL, 2» h.p.. Model 5, Super Sports, 3-speed,

C K.S £80
O.K.-VILLIERS, 2-stroke £39 18
O.K., Mark XII, 2-speed. C K.S £60 18
ENFIELD, z\ h.p., 2-speed. 2-stroke - £55
ENFIELD, 2l h.p., 2-speed. C K.S £57
OMEGA, 3 h.p.. Model 6 £39 10
OMEGA, 3 h.p., Model 6a. 2-speed £45 10
ALLON, 3 h.p., 2-speed, C: K.S £60
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Model H £105
B.S.A., 4t h.p., Model K2 £107
B.S.A., 4| h.p., Model H2 £110
JAMES, 3I h.p. twin. Model 7 £105 0-0
JAMES, 4\ h.p., Model 6 £105
NEW HUDSON, 2£ h.p.. 2-speed. all-chain model £63
MARTINSYDE, 3* h.p., sports model £110
JAMES, Xo. S. 2j h.p., c-speed £55
JAMES, No. 8a, z\ h.p., 2-soeed, 2-stroke, C/K.S £60
SUN, 2i h.p., 2-speed, C/K.S £57 15
SUN, 2l h.p.. J.A.P., 2-speed. with clutch and K.S £63
ZENITH-BRADSHAW, 3i h.p.. yariable gear £113
LEA-FRANCIS, 3i h.p., 3"-speed, C/K.S £110
O.K., Mark VI. 2-SDeed £55 13
CALTHORPE, 2i h.p., single speed £36
CALTHORPE, A h.p., 2-speed : £44
CALTHORPE, 2i h.p., 2-speed. with clutch £45
CALTHORPE, A h.D., 2-speed, clutch and K.S £47
CONNAUGHT, 2~i h.p., 2-speed, clutch and K.S £57 10

1922 COMBINATIONS
Cash.

FAMILY MODEL COMBINATION (or {35 ids. deposit and
12 monthly pavments of £12 5s.) £175 10

FAMILY MODEL COMBINATION. Complete with dynamo
lighting set, hood, two wind-screens, spare wheel and
tyre, horn, leg-shield, and sidecar step. As illustrated
(or £42 7s. 6d. deposit and 12. monthly payments of"
£14 16s. 8d.) £21117 6

Model "J " SPORTS SIDECAR COMBINATION (or £32
deposit and 12 monthly payments of fir 4s.) £160

Model" H" STANDARD COMBINATION (or £34 deposit
and 12 monthly payments of tiz r8s.) ; £170

Model " H " STANDARD COMBINATION. Complete with
dynamo lighting, hood, luggage carrier, spare wheel
and tyre, sidecar step, leg guards, horn, and wind
screnn (or £41 is. 6d. deposit and 12 monthly pay-
ments of £14 6s. 8d.) £204 17 6

B.S.A., 41 h.p., Model K2; with No. 3 Sidecar £139
B.S.A., 4i h.p., Model H.2, with No. 3 Sidecar £142
JAMES, 4J h.p., Model 6. with coachbuilt Sidecar £135
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., coachbuilt Sidecar £135
JAMES, 7 h.p., Model 10, coachbuilt de Luxe Sidecar. .. . £160
ENFIELD, S h.p., coachbuilt Sidecar £140
BLACKBURNE, S h.p., 3-speed, C/K.S., coachbuilt Sidecar £152 5
HAZLEWOOD, 5-6 h.p., 3-speed, C/K.S.. coachbuilt S/c. £118
B.S.A., 6 h.p.. with No. 3 Sidecar £164
MARTINSYDE, 6 h.p.. 3-speed, C/K.S.. coachbuilt Sidecar £160
OMEGA, 3 h.p.; 3-speed, C/K.S., coachbuilt Sidecar £85

1921 SHOP-SOILED COMBINATIONS.
P. & M., si h.p., coachbuilt Sidecar. £116
ROYAL RUBY, S h.p., coachbuilt Sidecar, luggage carrier,

Lucas lighting, wind-screen, spare wheel, spring frame £175
READING STANDARD, 3-speed, C/K.S., Plus One single

or double Sidecar, electric lighting, etc £182 10

REDUCED PRICE—GENEROUS TERMS.
NER-A-CAR—a unique- all-weather utility machine for lady's

or gent's use—-easy to handle,, non-skidding, efficient O /? C
and reliable t3^DO
Or £13 deposit and 12 monthly- payments of £4 11 (4% only extra for

12 months' credit accommodation).

WM. WHITELEY LTD., QUEEN'S ROAD, LONDON, W.2.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B35
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Bowns Light-weight Motor Cycles.

ENGLAND'S BEST,

FITTED WITH THE FAMOUS

Villiers, J.A.P., & Blackburne Engines

OTHER FITMENTS ALL OF THE BEST.

Prices pangs from 38 Guineas to £75

Latest Successes;

—

COLMORE CUP TRIAL - - SILVER MEDAL

VICTORY CUP TRLtf. - - GOLD MEDAL

MIDLAND CENTRE INTER CLUB TRIAL

Second best performance of the day, GOLD MEDAL

BOWSER SIDECARS

AN INVITATION TO ENQUIRERS.
-

: : ,::_.. uhsrrated catajogoe, and the name
i^L ^_ires£ of out nearest Agent to yoa.

Head Offices and Works:

BOWNS, Limited,
AEOLUS WORKS, SUMMER LANE, BIRMINGHAM.

:.—s= : -Bit— iJi ..
3imiz^-^=-'

-".'."

BOWSER SIDECARS
Our 1922 models are designed for COMFORT & APPEARANCE,
and those desirous of owning a smart Sporting Sidecar should
order our '-Soorting Model De-Luxe " as illustrated

1

! at

£28 - - 0, windscreen and disc wheel extra. The "BOWSER"
Original Two-seater Sidecar is £36-10-0.

Sami far Catalogue tBmtm&ag various imxUIs to—

i^-~ '.'.--.-5-:";?

mi9£
OILS

mxNiccrLi ct.t= — A3io

GREASES.

Sales
Manager
Wanted.

A real chance for the right man.

A WELL-KNOWN firm of Northern

Motor Cycle Manufacturers, having

big plans for the development of their

a
1

ready successful business, seeks a sales

manager capable of carrying them out.

The machine is one of the best in the

country with a fine record of successes.

The manu'"acturers realise that they must

pay the right man well, both in salary and

a percentage on sales. Applications are

invited from those possessing an intimate

acquaintance with the trade, organising

and constructive ability, and able to submit

first class credentials.

All communications (marked personal)

will be ireaied in strictest confidence by

THE MANAGING DIRECTOR,

St. James's Advertising and Publishing Co.. Ltd,

1 , ^Tardour Street, London, W. \.

A.TURRELL & SONS, "^g^W&ZF*1 -

Heich: Height
L-i-Wth. toBidss to ZsTss

Phone:

Prices Carriase Paid &t$Utttd

and Wales.
Made in sections, with double doers, with. Jirt, tcngued and grooved match-

boards on strong framing. Roof matebboarded, and covered with good

._; -:
: : ... ": ;-.."--;.:-"?..:" Z '

:-zt~ z :zz :n ::~:-i

garnets, and ftted with lock and key and tower bolts. Windows glared

;

210Z. glass. Flooring : Strong joists, one inch boards. All bolts supplied

for erecting house.

-B36 In answering these advertisements it is dutiable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

JN Stock.—1922 7h.p. A.J.S. Combination; £183;
including spare wheel, screen.—D. and S. Autocar

Co., 33, The Parade, Golders Green. [2213

A.J.S. 1920 Combination, as new, screen, spare

wheel, speedometer, etc.; £120.—James, c/o Brad-

mores, 482, Harrow Kd., Paddington. [2229

6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, new 1921, small mileage,

lamps, horn, spare wheel, perfect, tax paid.—

Seed, 2, Garstang Rd., Fulwood, Preston. [1157

TT'OR A.J.S. 1922 models. 2%ih..p solo, or 7h.p, com
T binations, get in touch with the N. London agents_

—Jones Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill. [0785

AJS. 7h.p. Combination; £175—Secure delivery

for Whitsuntide by placing your order with

P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [1536

I7h.p A.J.S. Combination, 1921, spare wheel, wiud-

' screen, lamps, horn, speedometer, perfect condi-

tion; S165.-D.R., 113, George St., Edinburgh. [1232

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.-1921 A.J.S electric

combination, luxuriously appointed Bonniksen

speedometer; £150.-157b, Gt. Portland St., w
^073

-1 t\22 Semi-Sports 2";:,b.p. A.J.S., total mileage 150,

19 licerfce and spares cost £16; first cheque for

£90 secures" W. P. Edwards, 58, East St., Taunton.^

AJS Combination, 1920, hood, pillion, low mile-

age, like new, perfect, fully Wttiipped. tax paid;

£120.-35, Mount Pleasant Rd., New Maiden, Surrey

A J S 1920 late Combination, spare wheel, hood,

screen. Lucas lamps, lovely condition; £115.-

Hillier, Side Bell, 9, Wallingford Av., North Ken-

sington.
lia 'u

SOUTHPORT.-1917 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, spare

wheel, all accessories, hood, luggage grid, Tan-

Sad taxed; £80; exchanges.-Kent's, 417, Lord St

,

Southport. >-
19zl

£50 —A.J.S. Combination 5-6h.p., all chain, 2 speeds,

clutch, kick starter, Canoelet touring sidecar, fully

equipped, splendid condition; exchanges.-63, Solon

Rd., Brixton. II 88-

1 021 A.J.S. 2%h.p., mileage 348, sports model,

X.U Bonniksen, horn, knee grips, tax paid; £85.—

Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd„ Clapton, N.E

'Phone : Dalston 2408. I2108

1 22 A.J.S. Semi-sports, 600 miles, fully equipped;

-Li* £87/10, or exchange 1922 A.B.C ,
Ricardo-

Triumph, or semi-sports Sunbeam; Kent Coast.—-Box

1659, c/o The Motor Cycle. (PI [2252

1 f»20 A.J.S. Combination,' hood, screen, spare wheel.

lit speedometer, lamps, Binks, etc., just overhauled;

perfect, any trial; private owner; £120.-Pitman 152

Barcombe Avenue, Streatbam Hill. ut>i^

A J S 1921 7h.p. Combination, Lucas electric light-

ing, electric horn, speedometer, hood, side

curtains? spare wheel, small mileage, good condition,

Uxpaid; £150.-Hudson, 20, Balby Rd., Roncaster.

1 fk20 A J.S. Combination, perfect order, new con-

J-t/ dition, hood, side curtains, spare wheel Tan-

Sad, speedometer, Lucas horn, accumulator lighting;

£115; no offers.—"Woodside," Cambridge Park, East

Twickenham. L1847

1 21 7-9hp A.J.S. Solo bought last November,
J." lamps, iiorn, tools complete, licence and in-

surance paid, run about 200 miles, practically new,

suitable for sidecar; £110.-Shlrley, Chalgrove Rd.,

Sutton, Surrey. L1633

-1 fk20 (Aug.) A.J.S. Combination, guaranteed in-

J-JJ distinguishable from new, just overhauled at

makers costing £30, spare wheel, etc., Lucas, acces-

sories; bargain, £135.—31, Claremont Rd., Alexandra

Park, Manchester. [1120

1 fl205
i A J.S. 6h.p. Combination, dynamo model,

J.«7 lavishly equipped, Cowey speedometer and

horn, 6ide screen, hood, Terry saddle, Tan-Sad, re-

enamelled, recently overhauled by makers; any trial;

insured, tax paid; £135.—Dumas, Longford, Cannock.
[6633

1 021 A.J.S. Combination, dynamo lighting, electric

AH horn, bulb horn, sidecar, side screen, apron,

legshields, low mileage, perfect condition and appear-

ance, trial and inspection invited; £150, or nearest.—

Garman, Gardener, Boxted, Colchester. [1464

LATE 1921 A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination, mileage 3,000,

tyres good, spare wheel, electric lights, hood,
speedometer, licensed December 31st, 1922, bargain,

£160; also 1920, good condition, £125.-198, King
St., Hammersmith. 'Phone: Hammersmith 2474.

A.J.S. Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model

from stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best

prices allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred

payments, see column advertisement.—Bambers, 2,

Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [4925

A.J.S. 1920 6h.p. Combination, excellent condition,

complete accessories, spare wheel, speedometer,
Binks carburetter, hand and foot clutch, pillion seat,

special platform, carefully driven, Easting screen,

full tax paid, fully insured; £110; ready to drive

away.—Apply, H. G. Gosselin, 333, Ewell Rd., Sur-

biton. 'Phone : Kingston 1779. [1516

DAYBEAM" Electric Solo Set

The Headlamp supplied with this set is our 5in.
Daybeam, a very powerful light-giver. The brackets
are of exceptionally strong and handsome design.
They carry the headlamp and also the (die cast)
aluminium case. The accumulator is specially made
for motor cycle lighting, and will brilliantly illuminate
the head and the rear lamp for 20 hours if used
intermittently. The tail lamp (our torpedo S.B.C.) is

exceptionally strong and well made, and has a very
attractive appearance. Each lamp is fitted with a
switch, and one lamp may be used independently of
the other. The outfit is despatched completely
assembled, and 4 volt bulbs are fitted. The finish is

ebony black and nickel plate.

Complete Outfit, List No. 30/1, Price £5 5

"DAYBEAM" Combination Set

The set comprises Daybeam 5in. Headlamp, Ideal

Sidecar Lamp, and Torpedo S.B.C. Tail Lamp.
Each lamp is fitted with an independent switch, and
is finished in ebony black with nickel-plated relief.

The Accumulator (capacity, 6 volt, 40 amp.) is

specially made for motor cycle lighting and will give
very satisfactory service in use.

Complete Outfits, List No. 30/2, Price £7

'DAYBEAM"
Complete

Electric Set for
Lightweights.

Solo Outfit, £3 3s.
Combination Outfit, £3 1 5s

-WRITE FOR LIST NO. 7-

Westwood Special Lines are stocked
by all reputable agents.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A .J.S. 6h.p. Combination, interchangeable whee ;.

speed, recently overhauled, enamelled and pi; j?

£82/10; call for trial.— George, "Captain C "

Howard Rd., Stoke Newington, N.16.
i

i

A.J.S. 1917 6h.p. Combination, perfect mecha .1

condition, exceptionally well cared for, ap .

ance as new, all accessories, also Cameo windsc \,

hood, hood cover, apron, spare wheel "(all inteTch; s

able), luggage grid, trip speedometer, Best-Lloyd;
t-

matic lubrication, electric light, tax, insurance,
trial ; seen Richmond, Surrey ; best offer secu: -

Write, C.L.B., c/o Streets, 30, CornbiU, E.C.3. [ 7

Spare Paris:

A.J.S,- Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, '. a
St, Ealing.

A lidays.
[

"I Q19 AUdays' Allon, 2 -speed, clutch, very sn

J-tf £32/10."—67, Eernlea Rd., Balham. [p

O 20.—Allon 2%b.p., single speed, re-enanielle<l

c^ plated, bargain.—61, Grand Parade, Harrii
.

KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole Bu £.

Agent for Allons; unequalled bervice, rer ,

ALLDAYS' Matchless 4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, B i

B. and B., fast, taxed; £25.-15, Elm Park, 1 ,

ton Hill. C
!

NEW Allday Allon, 2-speed, K.S.,' band clutch,

mediate delivery; £60; exchanges.—Percy ft

Co., 314, Euston Rd. V
'

ALLDAYS' Allon, 2%h.p., Albion 2-speed gears,

engine, new engine, Binks unused carburetter,

tyres; £33.—68, Gloucester Rd., Camden Town. [

ALLON 2->ih.p., 2-speed, 1921, new engine,

done 300, used lor demonstration, lamp,
£35.-85, Revelstoke Rd., Wimbledon Park, S.W.I

I

[:
I

ALLDAYS' Allon 2%h.p., 2-speed, clutch, lai

horn, speedometer, etc., tax paid, splendid cc

tion; bargain, £30.—Totland, Station Rd., Orping

Kent; V

1 Q21 Allon 254h.p., 2 speeds, C. and K.S., 1
|

-L *J equipped, tax paid ; £52 / 10.~Homac's,
Lower Clapton Rd., Clapton, N.E. 'Phone: Dal

!

2408. [I

ALLDAYS' 2-stroke, in first-class condition, t,

etc., as new, fully equipped, taxed, take 2

where; £27/10.—Ward, 51, Upper Richmond
Putney. [»

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Alios
stroke new 1922 motor cycles, 2-speed

model, £60; 3-speed gear model, £65; easy paym
and exchange. [£

1 Q 20 (late) Alldays'-Allon, 2-speed, clutch, f

*-*J equipped, with Tan-Sad, perfect order, i

starter, any trial; £42/10.—Birkinger," 28, Failowci

Avenue, North Finchley, N.12. [1

ALLDAYS' Matchless 4h.p., 3-speed gear box, E
all chain, Bosch, fitted Douglas underslung s

car, good condition, reliable; bargain, £45; after

11, Kersley Mews, Battersea Park. [1

American X.

AMERICAN X, 1920, Montgomery sidecar, <

driven about 1,000 miles, all on; £105.—;
London Rd., Thornton Heath. [2

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.—1921 American
shop-soiled, £88; 1921 combination^ accesso]

tax paid, £115—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6

7-9h.p. American X Combination, 2-seater side

as new, hood, screen, accessories, tax paid, met
nically perfect; £75, or offer.—92, King's Cross 1

W.C. [1

7-9h.p. American X Combination, hood, screen, t

trie lighting, E.H. Dunlops, chain-drive, f

equipped; bargain, £50.—Boot Maker, 4, College 1

Cheshunt. [2

AMERICAN X, 1921 8h.p. Coachbuilt Combinat
done only 2,500 miles, licensed, insured, Col

speedometer and all accessories, spare tyre, chain';'

plugs, good tool kit and Royal Easting screen; £li

or offer; must sell.—W. Durell, London Rd., Ri

ham, Kent.
Antoine.

ANTOINE 3V^b.p., m.o.v., less magneto; £
Capt. Collins, Sunbury Common.

Ariel.

A RIELS at Gourlay*s, Fallowfield, Manchester. [1

ARIELS from Stock from the live agents, Bar

and Son, Monton, Eccles. Tel.: 160 Eccles

F.O.C.H. have 1920 3y2h.p. Ariel Combinat:
fully equipped; bargain.—5, Heath St., Ha]

stead (near Tube). [8!

ARIEL, immediate delivery, Combinations fl

£115. Cash or deferred .—Pinn 's Garage,

High St., Fulham.

B40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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-10TOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

£11 Parts:

> £ Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bone
)'

.. Ealing. [753S

1H Promptest Firm for B.S.A. Spares.—Forfield
! tors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [3161

}.?. .
Spares can be had by return, post iree

;

J
.-n Jones Garage. B.S.A. Agents and Spares

rvi Depot Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. (0805

in B.S.A. Specialists—On the Spot.—Our spares

vice is unrivalled—write lor catalogue !—County
cl< nd Motor Co., Broad St., Birmingham. [4677

1C ''KEYS', Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London
T 1.—Complete stock ol all B.S.A. spare part,

ifa in stock. Write ior iree spare part list, stating

ar ruanulacture. [075U

Calcott.

I'-Calcott 254h.p., good condition, accessories,

i ns splendid.—143, Ravensbury Rd., Earlsfield,

lV [2182
Calthorpe

1^ ?IIORPE 2-stroke, 2-speed, new tvre, speedo-

| -ter; £18—P. Willcocks, Datchet, Bucks. [1672

g THORPE, 2-4h.p. J.A.P., late 1919, 2-speed,
1 od condition; £30.—Spark, Hyde, Wareham.

[1296
Rl THORPE 3h.p. 1920 2-stroke, 2-speed, excellent
' mdition; £40.—Rogers, 42, Church Rd., Hen-
n . [1891

.3 0. Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed, 1919. lamps, horn,
3 good condition.—Sydney, Hampton Rd., Wor-
,t Park. . [1329

r
' Calthorpe 2-stroke 2 1^h.p.; immediate de-

' very; £36; exchange.—Percy and Co., 314,
is Rd., N.W. [9655

p p. Calthorpe, 2-stroke, 2-speed. fully equipped,
I perfect condition, cost £60; accept £35.—Sim-
1 Pimlico, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. [221t

!. THORPE-PRECISION 2>4h.p., 2 speeds, free,
Dimtershaft, lamps, horn, mirror, etc., running

1 splendid bargain, £20.—91, Fairfield Rd., Bow,
i [1270

THORPE-J.A.P. 1916 2?jh.p., 2-speed, clutch,
iiuipped, licensed, excellent condition; £27, bar-
( alter^7.—Gray, 52, Sumatra Rd., West Hamp-

[1227

p. Calthorpe-Jap 1917-18, Enfield 2-speed, per-
feet condition, spare chains and belt, horn, leg-

1, licensed; £30.—"Ferhdale," Albert Park Rd.,
tn. [1928

. IGAIN.—S^h.p. Calthorpe, variable sear, nearly

. Dew tyres, lamps, licensed, beautiful condition,
d enamel, smart; £27/10.-89, East Hill,
sworth. [2144

.p. Calthorpe-Precision, new tyres, Mabon
countershaft gear, Amac, Bosch, lamps, taxed,

, all on; £35, or nearest.—4, Furlev Cottages,
1 Sq., Peckham, S.E.15. [1770

Garfield.

IFIELD 1920 2";ih.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, lamps,
?tc, tip-top condition^ £33.—TJrquhart, 371,
ield Rd., Earlsfield, S.W. [2368

Cedos.
3KHAM, Stokes Croft. Bristol, Sole District
Agent for Cedos; unequalled service, repairs,

13149
Chater.Lea

21 Chater-Lea 8h.p., Lucas Magdyno, spare
wheel. 2-?eater sidecar, hood, screen, Tan-Sad;

-29, Brixton Hill. [1598

ATER-LEA 4h.p. Combination, coach sidecar, 2-
speed. clutch, tax paid, guaranteed; £39.-295,
ow Rd., Paddington.' [1354

ATER-LEA Combination 8h.p. J.A.P., 3-speed;
58 gns. ; take lower power part; any trial.—57,
ury St., Camberwell, London. [2241

ATER-LEA 4h.p. J.A.P. Combination, 3-speed,
:lutch, excellent condition, coach sidecar, tax,
n; £70.-25, Gayhurst Rd., Dalston, E.8. [1647

ATER-LEA 2-seater, 9h.p. J.A.P. engine,
practically new, 3-speed and reverse, tax and
ance paid; 70 gns.—" Milestones," Rydens Rd.,
on-on-Thames. [2508

ATER-LEA 8h.p. Twin Sporting Solo or Sidecar,
selt drive, single gear, adjustable pulley, fast
ine, good condition; solo, £45; extra sidecar, £5.
Banner St., London, E C.l. [9434

ATER-LEA 1920 8h.p. Combination, 3-speed
5ear box, plate clutch, electric horn and lights,
icreen and apron, spring seat; £100; exchange
2-stroke and cash.—G. Plummer, 111, Wood St.,
hamstow. - [1719

Chater-Precision.
ATER-PRECISION Combination, 3-speed, clutch,
Bosch magneto, coachbuilt sidecar, Orto screen,
3ad, electric light, licensed, hardly used, con-
las new; 65 gns. or offer.—Thatcher, 106, Fircroft
Tooting. [1714

ALWAYS
FIRST

NO WAITING.
The FOLLOWING NEW MODELS
ACTUALLY IN STOCK.

COMBINATIONS.
rj,22 7 h.p. A.J.S. Comb £175
19228 h.p. ENFIELD Comb £140
ro.22 8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb., dynamo .

.

£158
^224 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb £135
ra22 6 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb £165
r922 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Comb £170
1922 6 h.p. B.S.A. Comb £164
ro.22 4i h.p. B.S.A. Comb £142
1922 3J h.p. ARIEL Comb £125

SOLO.
1922 2} h.p. DOUGLAS, all on £68
1922 2j h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-speed, K.S. ... £82
19223} h.p. DOUGLAS, Sports £115
1922 2J h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed £55
1922 3} h.p. NORTON, 16H £115
1922-3* h.p. ARIEL, 3

:speed, K.S £95
ro22 4i h.p. B.S.A., All chain £110
T9224 h.p. TRIUMPH, Model H £105
1922 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, All chain £115
1922 3} h.p. ROVER, All chain £100
19223* h.p. ZENITH-BRADSHAW £119

ANY MAKE SUPPLIED.

HIGHEST PRICESALLOWED
FOR SECONDHAND MACHINES
IN PART EXCHANGE.

A FEW OF OUR RELIABLE

SECONDHAND MACHINES.
1922 2i h.p. ENFIELD, shop-soiled .-, £50
r9cr 7 h.p. A.J.S. Comb., 2-seater £150
1921 8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb., dynamo .. £130
1921 5-6 h.p. ROVER Comb., All chain . .

.

£120
I92r 4^ h.p. B.S.A. Comb., as new £105
ig2r 7-9 h.p. INDIAN Comb., perfect £110
19206 h.p. ENFIELD Comb., a gift £105
1920 5-6 h.p. RUDGE Comb., as new £80
r02o 3* h.p. METRO-TYLER, S-tvpe .... £50
r920 2§ h.p. EDMUND, 2-speed £45

SEVERAL MORE.

DEFERREDPAYMENTS

R. BAMBERS Co L,
2, EASTBANK ST.,

SOUTHPORT.Thone
607.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2V.h.i>
Clyno, 1919, 2-speed; £37/10. [2404

£25.—5-6h.p. Clyno, 2 speeds, clutch, K.S., go<xl
running order.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [2070

CLYNO Combination,. 1918, spare wheel, Lucas ac-
cessories, any trial; £69.-42, Southsea At., W;it-

ford. [1657

1Q17 6h.p. Clyno Combination, 3-speed, K.S., de-
J-*J taehables, spare wheel; £45.—Capt. Collins,
Sunbury Common. [2297

6 h.p. Twin Clyno and Canoelet Sidecar, re-enamelled
and plated, 2-speed, electric light; £50, near

offer.—21, Woodbury St., Tooting. {1703

CLYNO Combination, 1918, splendid order, lamps,
Easting, spare wheel; £55, or near offer.—Duff,

50, Haydon Park Rd., Wimbledon. _ [1455
rf^lLYNO 1918 Combination, discs, h.ood IBscreen, spare^ wheel, wants cylinder, piston, connecting rod;
£40, offers.—Kemrod, Garage, Garratt Lane, Tooting.

[1228
j Q18 Clyno Combination, 3-speed, 4 detachable
J-«J wheels, hood, and apron, fully equipped;
£47/10.-204. Ladbroke Grove, W.10. 'Phone: Park
5541. [-1711

CLYNO 6h.p. Combination, guaranteed mechanical
condition, 3-speed, all on, black and gold; reason-

able offer; seen any time.—48, Orlando Rd., Clapham
Common. [1658

CLYNO 6h.p. Combination, spare wheel, all wheels
interchangeable, 3 speeds,, clutch, kick starter ; £48.

complete.—74, Brighton. Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone:
Kingston 3025. [2438

CLYNO 5-6h.p. Combination, 1913, bulbous sidecar,
lamps, speedometer, horn, licensed, excellent

puller, £50; or exchange lightweight and cash.—Cross,
3a, Queen St., Oxford. [1156

CLYNO 1920 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, Cox Atmos,
electric lighting, Klaxon, speedometer, tyres un-

punctured, 2,500, tax paid, mechanically perfect; £37.
—C, 117, Inverness Terrace, Bayswater.. After 5.30.

. £1691

LATE 6h.p. Clyno Combination, 3-speed, clutch

,

kick start, coachbuilt sidecar, electric lighting.

Bosch, hood, screen, spare,, grid, Klaxon, superb con-
dition, taxed, insured, gift; £68.—Oscroft, 212, Bow
Rd., E.3. [2345

CLYNO 5-6h.p., 1916-17 models, rebuilt, replated,
enamelled black, 3 speeds, kick start, foot clutch,

interchangeable wheels, chain drive, aluminium cases;
combinations, £68; solo, £57, as new; 'deferred term;
or exchanges. One commercial 4 cwt. carrier, £75.—
Hearn Bros., 94, Brixton Hill, S.W.2. [6224

Snare Pnrtu:

CLYNO Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [7540

Connaught.

W' AUCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-2 '/.h.p.

Connaught, 1921, 2-speed; £45. [2405

QIli.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, just overhauled, perfect^2 condition; £25.-34, Hereford Rd., Westbourne
Grove. [2086

CONNAUGHT 1920 2V2h.p., Sturmey-Archer 2-speed,
clutch, kick start, good condition, spare tyre,

tax paid; £40.—Phillips, 32, Leigham St., Plymouth.
[1506

"j Q22 Connaught, the super 2-stroke, for sidecar or
J-*y solo; cash or easy terms; inquiries invited.—
Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Green-
wich, S.E.10. [3259

CONNAUGHT 2%h.p., 2-speed, clutch, K.S., lamps,
horn, pillion seat, dress guard, tax for year,

carefully driven for 1 year only, original front new
back tyre, first-class running order; owner buying
car; £45; Derby.—Box 1648, c/o The Motor Cvcle.

[1528

Cotton.

COTTON 2^ih.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed gear, brand new,
1921 model; £49.—Hopkins, New St., Ledburv.

[2469

Coulson.
Oft GNS.—1920 Coulson B, 2-speed, equipped, taxed,

,O*/ snip.—284, South Lambeth Rd., Stockwell.
[2323

-| Q20 Coulson-Blackburne, 2%h.p., 2-speed, brand
-»-«7 neWi shop-soiled only; £65.—Jones, 28, Lichfield
St., Wolverhampton. [1330

1 Q20 Coulson B 2%h.p., 2-speed, spring frame, goud
J- *7 condition, equipped, taxed, accessories.—IVlor-
ling, 9, Blatchington Rd., Seaford. [1(337

COULSON 4h.p. 1920, 2-speed, E.I.C., Capac, elec-
tric light, horn, tools, condition and running

order good; £40.—Seymour, St. Mary's, Chatham.
[1644

i Q21 Coulson-Blackburne, 254h.p. f
3-speed, kick

Xt/ start, spring frame, equipped, year's tax;
53 gns.—Peter Gordon, Limited, 110, Upper Rich-
mond Rd., East Sheen. Exchanges. Photograph.

;[J381

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Coventry Eagle.

COVENTRY EAGLE 1915 2V2h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed,
overhauled by makers, electric lighting, perfect

order; £28.—26, Webbs Rd., Battersea Rise, S.W.
_ [I860pOVENTRY EAGLE, 1921, 2%h.p. J.A.P., Star-
ve mey, fully equipped, tax, spares, better than
new, any trial; £43.—Linzell, 108, Carlingford Rd.,
West Green. [1518

|Q20 Coventry Eagle, 3'^h.P- Abingdon King
J-tf Dick, countershaft, fully equipped, splendid
condition, under 3,000, tax paid; £60 or offer.—
Harris, " Ardlui," Avonmore Avenue, Guildford.

[1321
COVENTRY EAGLE, 1921, 2V.;h.p. Villiers engine,
vy flywheel, magneto, Amac, Sturmey-Archer gear-
box, 2-speed, clutch, kick start, 2 Miller lighting
sets, horn, etc., new tyres, aluminium footboards,
mileage 1,000, tax paid 1923, machine as new; £40
exchange.—284, St. James's Rd., Old Kent Rd., S.E 1

[2344
Coventry Victor.

1CJ22 6-7h.p. Coventry Victor Combination, demon-J-f stration machine, as new; £120.—London Agents
Merer and Tait, 20, Bourdon St., Bond St., W.l.

"

[1076
Dalm.

TTJALM, 2-stroke, 2-speed, 1918, tax paid, all on-
±f £30.-Apply at shop, 67, Hammersmith Rd.,Wl4 - [2008

Dayton.
Oh.p. Dayton 2-stroke Lightweight, weight 100 lbs
*" splendid running order, lamps, tax, etc.; £14 —
82, Mill Hill Rd., Acton, W.3. [2080

De Luxe.
T\E LUXE 2"l4h.p., 2-speed, late model, perfect;J-' would pull sidecar; sacrifice, £27, near offer
—35, Bective Rd., Putney, S.W. [1570
THHE Finest Value in the Motor World lies in the
-«- superlative De Luxe Barr and Strond. We can
save you £25 on the complete machine. See " Parts "
advertisement.—Motorities, 191, Sweetman St., Wolver-
hampton. [2300

Diamond.
DIAMOND Barr and Stroud Sports Model, in stock

;

81 gns.—Moss, Wem. [2106
KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol. Sole District

Agent for Diamonds; unequalled service repairs
etc. r3i46
DIAMOND-J.A.P., 2?ih.p., 2-speed gear, 1921 model

excellent condition; £36, cash.—74, Brighton
Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone ; Kingston 3025. [2440
ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., are the London and

Home Counties Agents for the famous Diamond
motor cycles, fitted with Barr and Stroud or J.A P
engines.—157b, Great Portland St., W.l. [8443

Douglas.
PI 7 Cash,
cV
TO MONTHLY Payments of £4/11, will secure a
r:f~ brand new fully guaranteed 1922 model Douglas,
2%tl,-p., 2-speed, including lamps, horn, etc., ready
lor the road.

Write forALL other
proposal
II.

"TVOUGLAS, all
*-* Manchester.

~|Q17 Douglas 2?4h.p., 2-speed,-l" North End, Croydon.

models on similar terms.
form and full particulars.

LAKEMAN, Ltd., Douglas Distributors, 26,
Long Acre, London, W.C.2. [6342

models, _ at Gourlay's., Fallowfield,
[1197

; £37.-143,
[1493

T\OUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, good condition" £75
-«--' —Hopkins, New St., Ledbury. [2475

DOUGLAS 1918 2->ih.p., accessories, ride away; £40,
or offer —Stprn T.inwJn OWn-J ["1186

K.S.,
[2069

sburv
787

or offer.—Stern, Lincoln, Oxford.

P33.—3-speed 1915 • 2SJh.p. Douglas, clutch
c*' tax paid.—King, Egrove, Oxford.

1 Q15 T.T. Douglas 25ih.p.; £31.—Navarino, Salisb
-•-« A v., N.3. 'Phone: 1119 Finchley. [1

pah.p. Douglas, 2-speed, 1918; £38.—Rhind and Co.,^4 Stone Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [[2489

DOUGLAS 1922 3V»h.p., all on, sports, new; £115.—Ginger, Douglas Agent, Banbury. [9591

19

19 19

IS 4h.p, Douglas, 3-speed, clutch, kick start; £47
£1692—21, Linton Crescent, Hastings,

4h.p. Douglas Combination, as ni

24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington.
£65.—
[1822

sportv

;

[1680

Palfrev
IU804

DOUGLAS 2''4h.p., 2-speed, 1915, disc,
£35.—45, Bolton Terrace, Lewisham.

| Q21 4h.p. Douglas Combination; £90.—59,iv Place, Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W.8.

late model, fully equipped, ex-
£30.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [1862

"TVOUGLAS, 2^h.p., 2-speed, 1915, all

DOUGLAS 2&h.p
sell; 45 gns.—

4

DOUGLAS 2";ih.p.,
cellent; ~

appointment.—72, Lillington St., Victoria.

brand new, unregistered,
Devonshire Rd., Holloway.

£32,
2309

A REAL
RUBBER
NON-SKID

MOTOR CYCLE COVER.
bas been designed to withstand the kick
of any motor cycle engine yet made and
to last out any other make. These covers
are a combination of everything that is
best in tyre manufacture based upon ex-
pert knowledge obtained during the past
12 years we have been advertising
motor cycle tyres of various makes in
this journal.

THE ELITE SUPER NON-SKID
is a true non-skid, not merely a fancy pattern,
as we have embodied all the true principles
that go to make a non-skid—viz., Side Ribs,
Cross Bars and Suction Cups.

THE ELITE SUPER NON-SKID

GUARANTEES YOU AT LEAST

33F/o MORE MILEAGE
than you have obtained from any other
make, no matter what the price.

As certain sizes will shortly be withdrawn from
a 1 manufacturers' lists as non-standard, wa
have not laid down moulds in the Super Non-
skid pat em ; but for the convenience of our
customers have made arrangements to supply
these non-standard sizes in a Three-Ribbed
Pattern which is exactly of the same con-
struction and weight.

ELITE SUPER
NON-SKID COVERS.

Size. Cover. Tube.
26x2i 37/6 6/9
26 « 211
X2JJ 49/6 S/3

28x3 62/6 9/6
26^3 "I

or 59/6 8/9
700 x 80 '

ELITE THREE-
RIBBED COVERS
Size. Cover. Tube,

26x2
26x2
26x2

for
2\ rims

36/-

47/6

49/6

6/3
7/3

8/3

SEND YOUR ORDER TO-DAY&
F1TONE READYFOR WHITSUN

ORDER THE

'Die Name

WAY
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE

266, Vauxhall Bridge Road,
Victoria, S.W.I.

Telephones : Victoria 6553 and 6554.
Steele Publicity.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas

KNIGHT and Wheatley, Official Douglas Agen|
Coulsdon and District; models in stock.—

B

4>i fl -P-- 2-speed, £68; 2%h.p., 3-speed, clutcb,^2 £82; 4h.p. solo, £110; 4h.p. combination,'!
6h.p. combination, £165.—Below.

are fully equipped; deferred payi
your present machine taken in

Below.

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-speed, all brand new;
few only left.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd.,

ALL Model;
arranged

exchange.-

CALL at our showrooms and let us fix you M
Whitsun.—4, The Pavement, Coulsdon, St

'Phone: Purley 1277.

t») _3b.p. Douglas, 2 speeds, perfect condition^
~4= little used; £40.-16, Gainsboro' Rd., Cr«i

DOUGLAS 2 r;ih.p. ( 1917, as new, not don*
miles; £38.—Durant, Lower Bourne, Farnli

[

47

8.1

DOUGLAS Combination, licensed, fully equi]

excellent condition, cheap.—47, Silchester Rd.

DOUGLAS 1920 2%h.p., 2-speed, as new; A
Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. B

689. [

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1915, good mechanically, U
£30.—Johnson, 192, Belsize Rd., West H

stead.

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-speed, thoroughly oyerluf

excellent condition ; £40.—Snelling,- Cot

DOUGLAS" 4h.p. 1918 Combination, fullv equij

Binks, Easting; £60.-46, Vernon Gardens, t

Kings.

1Q 21 Douglas 234.h.p., 2-speed, taxed, insured"
li/ tember; £47/10, or offer.— Dr. Millar,,

caster.

19 14
d

i

2^'ih.p. Douglas, 2 speeds, lamps, etc.,.*

did condition; £34.—225, Willesden 1

N.W.2. [

DOUGLAS 2%h.p„ 1916, splendid conditions
tyres, all accessories; £45.—Crook, Sail

m1

Tut

Horley.

4_h.P . . clutch, K.8.,
Undine St.,

Douglas 1916, 3-speei

overhauled; £45.-50,
S.W.17.

DOUGLAS 1915 2%h.p., good tyres, excellent

dition; £28.—2, Palmerston Rd., Southfl

S.W.18.

DOUGLAS 1917 Model
condition throughout

Ledbury.

1Q14 Douglas 2»ih.p
A *s horn,
Langley.

[

2^ih.p., 3-speed, first-

£45.—Hopkins, New
E

in first-class condition, la

speedometer; £33.—Macmillan, K

DOUGLAS Combination 1920 4h.p., fully equil

clutch, kick start, fine condition.—40, 7.

BRAND new
exchanges

Rd., Erith. ' t

2%h.p. 2-speed Douglases; 47 {

entertained.—Clark, 7, Exhibi
Rd., S.W.7. [!

-| Q IS Douglas Combination, 4h.p., electric ligfel

-*-*/ speedometer, tax paid; £60.-107, Greyhi

Rd., Fulham.

4h.p. Douglas Combination, fully equipped, ei

tional condition; £58/10.-71, Windermere
South Ealing.

-| Q16 2%h.p. Douglas, equipped, tax paid, good
J-tJ dition; £40, or nearest.—R. Hobbv, High
Milford, Hants. [!

DOUGLAS Combination, splendid condition;

after 7 p.m.—Wilkins, 41, Crusoe Rd., Mitel

Tel. : City 628. [1

DOUGLAS.—1922 models for immediate doth

Cash, exchange, or deferred payments.— Kaji

Bond St., Ealing. [4

3h.p. Douglas 1915, Wooler 1921, sell, exchu
hut offers ?—Write, B., 14, Lambton '.

[1

2-speed, 1921, fully equip:

200,

(2

and accessories,

*i "what offers ?-

West Wimbledon.

DOUGLAS 2%h.p.
licence paid; i

Portland St., W.l.

-| Q20 2%h.p. 3-speed Douglas
JLtf good condition; £55.—Bounds Garage.

High Rd., Kilburn. [1

23,h.p. Douglas, 2 speeds, perfect condition thro!

4 out, including tyres; £28 lowest— 106, Ch«

St., Chelsea, S.W.3. [1

,nd1Q17 (late, not W.D.), overhauled, P.
i-V lamps, very fast; £38/10.-34, Hereford!
Westbourne Grove.

DOUGLAS 2y4h.p.,
for trip; £23,

ton Rd. Villas, W.ll.

DOUGLAS 2J4h.p
all on; £42,

Wandsworth, S.W.18.

perfect, fast,

near; after
1913. trial, it

6.-37, Leani
[1

smart, good condition, tax pi

nearest.—323, Earlsfield I

B44 All letters relating to advertisements should guote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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)TOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hobari,

T-VILLIERS 1919 2^4h.p., speedometer,
, etc.; £28.-7-4, Fairview Rd., Stamford

[1497

'win Hobart (countershaft), 2-speed and kick
t, tax paid; £28.-26, Tulse Hill, Brixton.
trixton 1292. [2209

T, new, shop soiled, single speed, £39; 2-

kick start, £59.—Shepherd, Enfield High-
: Waltham X 31. [0875

T-J.A.P., spring frame, 2-speed, clutch and
starter; cost £94 April 21st; mileage 2,500;
gns.—Rufiett, Toddington, Beds. [1857

Hobarts, all models. Catalogues with
;asure from the agent, Sam E. Clapham
27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.10. [4633

Humber.
imber Twin 25^h.p., fast.—71, Foster Hill
Bedford. [1764

sh.—

2

34h.p. Twin Humber, suit learner

;

ain.—89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [2145

lumber, 2-speed, excellent order, gears new

;

3/10.—37, Lowther Rd., Brighton. [1333

Humber, discs, long exhaust, ride away;
3.—Fox, 301, Hornsey Rd., Holloway, N.19.

[1357
5R-CENTAUR 1914 3 l/.h.p., runs excellently,
)ped, taxed; £19.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd.,

[4610

3R Combination, good condition, go any-
;, ride away,

J

tax paid; £28.-19, Chaldon
am. [1173

imber, good condition, running order; £17,
offer. — Heaven, The Elms, Driffield,

r, -Glos. [[1689

CR 3'v.h.p., 2-speed, clutch, in perfect condi-
take sidecar anywhere; accept £17.—H.

dley. Staffs. " [1912

SR Combination 3K'&.p., 2-speed, windscreen,
sories. spares; £35.—Churchman, 39, Ken-
ftd., Clapton. [1477

3R 4%h.p. Sports Model,- £100; immediate
ery.—Shepherd and Co., Enfield Highway.
Itham Cross- 31. [0877

ER Combination 1919 flat twin, perfect
:r ; £75.-56, Lordship Lane, Tottenham,
rottenham 2067. [1666

3R, SV^h.p., 2-speed gear, free engine, splen-
;ondition ; £15 cash.—74, Brighton Rd., Sur.
hone : Kingston 3025. [2441

ER, 3V.,h.p., 3-speed, clutch, starter, perfect,
on ; £46 ; with cosy re-decorated sidecar.
Queen St., Southminster. [1336

ER SVoh.p. Combination, 2-speed, quickly
ichable sidecar, accessories; £30.—68, Derby
k) Rd., Forest Gate, E.7. [1610

ER 41
/2n -P- Flat Twin Combination, new

trine, slightly shop-soiled; £125.—P. J.
Dhn Bright St., Birmingham. [1541

ER Flat Twin Combination, every possible
isory, new condition, tax paid; £90.—Wil-
,
Sack Rd., Upper Clapton, E.5. [1748

ER 1914 3.V2h.p., 3-speed, clutch, K.S., ad-
iable pulley, unused till 1921, coachbuilt
£50,—Wean, 67, Telford Avenue, Streatham.

[1613

.—

2

?
4h.p. Twin Humber-Centaur, perfect,

le rebushed, Bosch; exchange for similar
Lrs, cash.—Goodacre, 3, Brothertoft Rd.,

• [1501

ER 3y2bvP-, 2-speed, free engine, handle start,

h- sidecar, tax paid, lamps, all on, any trial;
•Woodford Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone : Mary-
3. [1951

SER Lightweight, 4-stroke, perfect order,
es excellent, ride away; owner bought corn-
absolute gift ; £20, or offer.—113, Kenil-

[1596

*m 1 1 1 1 n 11 fm 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 t r 11 1 r r 1 1 1 1 r 1 n 1 r i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 n r m n r 1 1 1 1 1 n 1 r 1 1 J 1 1 1

'_:

EDWARDS!
= & CO. =

[101, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, W.I
f

Tel. Mayfair 4027.

WONDERFUL f

BARGAINS
I

SEVERAL BRAND NEW (Shop Soiled) E

21DOUGLAS 47 Gns. |
TRADE SUPPLIED.

venue, Wimbledon.

{late) 3V2h.p. Flat Twin 3-speed Humber
cle, with passenger and carrier sidecars, tax
year, perfect condition; 75 gns.—Can be seen
ntment at Mugswelf Farm, Coulsdon, Chip-
ixrey. [6340

Indian.
^HOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, for new
Hans on easy terms. [2427

Indian, perfect condition, new, clutch; £40.
:ar, Newton, Thombury, Glos. [2032

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, dynamo light-

g; £70; no offers.—Catt, Jnr., Northampton.
U51G

M 5-6h.p„ sporting sidecar, 1916, perfect con-
i; £50 lowest.—26, Lower Park Rd., Peckham.

[1771

I Several Brand New 1921 5 h.p. |

I ZENITH -SPORTS

!

1 76 Gns. (listed £110)!
= Also MAKER'S USUAL GUARANTEE. |

= Several Brand New 5-6 =

ZENITH
[COUNTERSHAFT I

i Models, Clutch, Kick-Start, I

I 84 Gns, J

i Listed £118. Maker's Guarantee, i

1918 4 h.p. 1

|TRIUMPH,w.D.I
Overhauled and reconditioned e

: as new, e

57 Gns. e

iNEW SIDECARS FORI
I ABOVE MACHINES FROM =

|
17 Gns. I

[ SECONDHAND COMBINATIONS. =

~ Gns. 5
~ igao 3 h.p. ZENITH and Gloria sc., speedo., =

E wind screen, hood, elec, light, excellent ;

z order .- 89 S

- 1921 O.K. 2
-J

comb., 2-speed, clutch, excellent 1
= condition. List price £97 10s., our price 57 :

= 1921 8 h.p. BLACKBURNE, with K3 Canoelet sc. 100 =

= 1921 6 h.p. BRITISH EXCELSIOR, wind screen, =

z lamps, speedometer, licensed, Tan Sad. ~

= As new 1 05 =

= 1921 7-9 h.p. INDIAN, Magdyno lighting, speedo-

z meter, Easting screen. Excellent con- ^
= dition 97 r

z 1920 MARTINSYDE, electric lights, screen 90 z

z 1920 American EXCELSIOR. 7 h.p., Electric I
~ Model, speedometer, screen, etc 75 z

I SECONDHAND SOLOS. =

= 1919 TRIUMPH, Sports Model, Philipson Pulley,
- licensed, horn, knee grips, in good :

z condition 58 :

z 1920 3* h.p. ARIEL, equipped legshields, etc... 65 E

= 1921 3I h.p. SUNBEAM. Equipped, licensed, :

E speedo 98 :

= 1920 DIAMOND, 2-stroke. Licensed 29 =

E 1921 2} NEW IMPERIAL, 3-speed, licensed, :

z equipped 53 :

- O.K., 2J h.p., single-speed, equipped. . .... 26
'

E 1921 3^ ii.p. RUDGE-MULTI, lamps, horn,
- speedometer. As new 59
E 1922 4 h.p. INDIAN SCOUT, lamps, Tan Sad,

E licensed. As new 93 :

= 1921 2J h.p. KINGSBURY, 2-speed, clutch 35 :

= 1913 3$ TRIUMPH, elec. lights 25 :

= 1916 7"h.p. INDIAN, clutch 30 !

= Deferred Payments & Exchanges on any of the above. :

= WANTED—SOLOS and COMBINATIONS.
Cash waiting.

(lllllllilllNIIIIIII llillli IINII Mill lllll illlllll 111 illlll IMIHtiMI,
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District
Agent ior Indians; unequalled service, repairs,

etc. [3144

1 Q 19 7-9h.p. Indian Powerplus Combination forAv sale, or exchange for 2-seater.—Ufton, Bourne
End, Bucks. [9687

rQ15
7-9h.p. Indian, clutch model, splendid order;

« £28.-28, Woodlord Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone:
Maryland 2598. [1950

"IQ14 Indian 7-9h.p., 2-speed, clutch, electric lamps,
Xt/ horn, dynamo lighting, self-starter; £45.-67,
Little Heath, Charlton, S.E.7. [1815

I Q20 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p. Powerplus, tax
-*-«/ paid, equipped, fine condition; 75 guineas.—
13, Vambery Rd., Plumstead. [1574
TNDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, kick start,
J- 1916, very fast, splendid condition, disc wheels;
£50.-19, Valnay St., Tooting. [1871
TNDIAN 1919 7-9h.p„ 3-speed, tax paid, lamps.A small car generator, Bluemels, splendid outfit;
£78.-152, Bearton Rd., Hitchin. [1960

ftjh.p. Indian Combination, 3 speeds, clutch, kick
*^ start, Easting, perfect condition; £55—19 Fair-
field, South Kingston-on-Thames. '

[23G9

X»45 !—7-9h.p. Indian Coachbuilt Combination, 2* speeds, clutch, electric lamps, £ood condition,—
30, Canning Crescent, Wood Green. [1484

T,AfE 1919 Indian Combination 7-9h.p., 3 speeds,
Hick start, tax, as new, smart lot: £75 ornear.—L. Firstbrook, Old Mill, -Darenth. [2048

TNDIAN 1915 7-9h.p. Combination, 3-speed, KSJL dutch, and spring frame, in good running order;£37.—A. and H., Ltd., 17, Crouch Hill, N.4. [1244

IND^/L 5h
;

p - 3 -sP^ed model, very nice condition.

i" ^T /;L
2 ,.

o; or Wlth sidecar, £6 extra.—74, Brieh-
ton Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone: Kingston 3025. [2443

15 7-9hp Indian Combination, fully equipped
with hood and windscreen, trial; £55, or light-weight and cash.-43, Yalding Rd., Bermondsey. [1242

£48
'r".

In
i?

ia
?- Combination 1915-16 5-6h.p„ 3 speeds

clutch, kick starter, sporting Canoelet, licence,
etc., splendid condition.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [1884
TNDIAN 7-9h.p., 3-speed Combination, electric

r"" 1

a
5£n a°d „

horn
.

ta x and insurance paid; any
trial; £75.-H. S. F 33, St. Stephen's Rd., Bow, E
-1Q15 Indian 7-9h.p. Spring Frame Combination, 2-W speed, clutch, K.S., new tyres, Millford sidecar
bargain, £50.—Yeates, Chislehurst Rd., Orpington.

[224C1Q16 5-6h.p. Indiaai Combination, kick start 3-
-1-*' speed, turnout like new, any trial; £55 —28
Woodford Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone : Maryland 2598!

[1949
X» 57/ 10.—1918 Powerplus Indian Combination, 3oW speeds, hand, foot clutch, kick-starter, excellent
engine, good order, trial.—89, East Hill, Wandsworth.

[2149
1Q19 Indian Powerplus and Grindlay spring wheelJ-*' sidecar, discs, electric light, really smart out-
fit; see Exchanges.—Bell, 106, Gaisfcrd St., Kentish
Town, N.W.5. [1221

"J
Q20 Powerplus Indian Combination, dynamo light-

J-«/ ing, screen, licensed, speedometer, absolutely
as new, hardly used, perfect; £90.-8, Barmouth Rd.,
Wandsworth. [2013
7-9h.p. Indian, late 1921, condition as new, dynamo

lighting, electric horn, speedometer, etc., absolute
bargain; £90 cash.—Juno Cycle and Motor Co., 248.
Bishopsgate, E.C.2. [1317

"IQ15 7-9h.p, Indian Combination, Millford, AraarAv carburetter, recently overhauled, new Dunlop, all
on, tax paid ; bargain, £55.—Boldero, Nunnery,
C. Hedingham, Essex. [2039

-| f|16 Indian Spring-frame Touring Combination,
J-tf electric lighting, hood, windscreen, luggage
carrier, excellent condition ; £75, or nearest.—Apply,
15, Porchester Mews, Bayswater. \ [1486

£45.—7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 2 speeds, clutch,
kick starter, new Millford coachbuilt touring side-

car, luggage grid, lamps, etc., excellent condition;
exchange solo.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [1885

INDIAN Combination 7-9h.p. 1915-16, spring frame,
3-speed, K.S., tax paid, thoroughly overhauled,

perfect condition, absolute bargain, quick sale; 65 gns.

—"Eureka," Bath Rd., Coin Brook, Bucks. [1450

1 Q 20-21 Indian Powerplus, Swan sidecar, wind-
X«7 screen, mileage 5,000, insurance, tax paid,

spare tyres, chains, perfect; £95; appointment.—
Bomford, Kingsmuir, Sutton. 'Phone: 392. 1320

INDIAN Scout 4h.p. Model, GE-21, equipped
with dynamo lighting, electric horn, speedometer;

new machine, fully garanteed. Bargain! £110. Side-

car to suit, £20.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St..

Birmingham. [1538

INDIAN 1920 7-9h.p. Big Valve Powerplus and
de Luxe sidecar, dynamo lighting, windscreen,

nearly new Goodyears, new chains, spares, excellent

condition, tax paid; £95; owner bought car.—11,
Winterstoke Gardens, Mill Hill, N.W.7. [1478

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

1'NDIAN 1920 Powerplus, Henderson Elite sidecar,
mileage 3,500, electrically equipped, speedometer,

special windscreen, insured, perfect condition, prac-
tically unscratched, any trial; £125; appointment.^
A. J. Elliott, 19, Shakespeare Rd., Hanweil, W.7.

[1845
7-9h.p. 1919 Powerplus Indian, 3-speed, right-hand,

kick start, handsome spring wheel, rocmy coach-
built sidecar, with dickey seat, and windscieei), lamps,
horn, enamel and plating -excellent, mechanically
sound-; £75.—Owen, 94B, High Rd., East Finchley.

[2156
DYNAMO model Powerplus Indian Combination,

luxuriously equipped, aluminium discs, Easting,
Tan-Sad, taxed, faultless, new 1921; 98 gns. ; ex-
changes.—-Peter Gordon, Limited, 110, Upper Rich-
mond Rd., East Sheen. 'Phone: Putney 2865.
Photograph. [2383

INDIAN 7-9h.p. 1919 Powerplus Combination, spring
frame, 3-speed, Cowey speedometer. Millford In-

dian de luxe (£42) sidecar, new 1920, brakes re-

lined, new piston fitted, tools, spares^ smart outfit,
believed good sound condition; £67 or £54 solo;
appointment only.—Edward Potts, Benthall House,
Broseley, Shropshire. [1838

LANGFORD'S, Indian Specialists, can supply all
1922 models. In stock.—4h. p. Scout, £112;

Millford Junior sidecar, £134; Swan sports, £13"/10;
De Luxe, £147; 7h.p. comoination, £175, with dy-
namo ahd speedometer' Chief, £199, with ditto; ex-
change your present machine for one of these magnifi-
cent models; we can allow you highest prices; write,
call, or "phone for full particulars.—Langford's, 37,
Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2. Hampstead 8616.

[9717

Snare Parts

:

INDIAN topares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
St.. Ealine. i75aa[7544

GODFREYS'. Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., LondoL
W.I.—Complete stock of all Indian spare pan-

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, stating
year of manufacture. |075is

INDIAN.—The Dennis Accessories Stores. 89, Brix
ton Rd., London ("Phone : Brixton 3129), supply

all parts from stock, new and second-hand. They
also specialise in Indian repairs. [6788

INDIAN Spares.—New and second-hand for al/
models; all second-hand spares sent on approval;

write, call, or
, phone; ws can save you money.—

Langford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2. Hamp-
stead 8616. [9718

Invicta.

"I Q 20-21 Invicta Sporting Combination, AbingdonAv King Dick engine, 3-speed, Sturmey^Arcber gear
hox, aluminium disc wheels, electric and acetylene
lighting, an exceptional y smart outfit, in first-class
condition, bargain; £85.—Rhind & Co., Stone Place,
Rusholme,. Manchester. [2485

Ivy.
"1 Q22 Ivy 3h.p., sports model, all chain, 3-speed,
-A*' clutch, K.S., horn, new condition, done 300;
£50.—Stutfield, Grove House, Hampton, Middlesex.
„ [1851

"I Q20 Ivy 2-stroke, 2 speeds, C. and K.S., fully
-L*/ equipped, tax paid; £35.—Homac's, 243, Lower
Clapton1

Rd., Clapton, N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408.
[2113

James.
O70.—SV^h-p. James 1920, perfect running, all oh.—
=?* The Ridge, Haywards Heath, Sussex. [1479

JAMES 1920 3M<h.p. Twin, brand new; £95, bar-
gain.—Ginger, James Agent, Banbury. [9594

JAMES 6h.p. Twin Combination, new; £150.—Hed-
ley, -Gunnersbury. 'Phone : 1581 Chiswick.

[1584TAMES 2%h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed gear, new; £50.—
S* Hedley, Gunnersoury. 'Phone: 1581 Chiswick.

[1586
1 Q21 James 2-stroke, 2-speed, all on, almost new
-*-*s £45.-30, Credenhill St., Streatham, S.W.16.

JAMES New 1922 Models in Stock; easy payments
4% extra.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Bir-

mingham. [2449

JAMES 1915-16 3%h.p. Twin, 3-speed countershaft,
K.S.. clutch, lamps, etc.; £55.—25, Lyttelton

Rd., Leyton. !['226l

F.O.C.H. have a James 4V2h.p. Combination, Lucas
dynamo set; also 1920 4^h.p. solo.—5, Heath

St., Hampstead (near Tube). [8990
JAMES 6h.p. 1919 Combination, smart, in good

running condition; £90; seen after 5.30 p.m

—

14, Thomehill Rd., Croydon. "[1607

XfiT. WHITBY and Son.—Immediate delivery of
* * new James models; no waiting; list free on

request.— 7. The Vale. Acton. W.3. [3312

4_lh.p. James Combination, 3-speed complete with
4 lamps, and tax paid December, 1922; £40 —

Reynolds, 147, High St., East Ham. [1721

JAMES 1922 7h.p. Combination, spare wheel,
dynamo, dickey, done 50 miles, cost £191; sell I

£158.—253, Munster Rd., Fulham. [1750
,

YOUR

WHITSUN MOUNT
awaits you at

'The Biggest Dealers

in the South."

1922, A.J.S., 7 h.p. Combination, £175

1922. MATCHLESS MODEL,
"
J

" touring Combina-

tion .... £150

1922. ENFIELD, 8 h.p. Com-
bination ... £140

1922. TRIUMPH, Model " H " £105

1922. TRIUMPH, Model "R" £120

1922. TRIUMPH, Model SD - £115

1922. ARIEL, 3I h.p. - - £95

T922. LEVIS, Popular - - £48

1922. LEVIS, 2-speed, "S" - £58

With kick start, £2 extra.

1922. NORTON, 16 H - £115

1922. RALEIGH, 2j h.p., 2-

speed - ' - - £68

1922. ZENITH BRADSHAW,
complete as new - 90 Gns.

1922. MATCHLESS, Combina-
tion, mag. dyno., screen,

spare wheel, as new 165 Gns.

1921- NEW ZENITH, 5 h.p.,

kick start, clutch - - £88

1922. MORGAN DE LUXE,
water-cooled Jap - - £186

H. JULIAN,
84, Broad Street,

Reading.
'Phone ; 1024.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

I Q20 James 2*6troke, 2 speeds, fully equippt
J-%/ paid; £35.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapfco
Clapton, N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408.

4 h.p. James Combination, bulbous model e

lamps, etc., all-chain, in first-class con
£75; Rhind & Co., Stone Place, Rusholme, Mi
ter.

"I Q20 5-6h.p. James Combination, recently
J-*' bonised, in capital running order, tfltx

full particulars and trial any time.—Geo I

Printer, Dereham, Norfolk.

TQ 14 James 3%h.p. Coachbuilt Combination
-*-*J mey 3-speed, condition perfect, full equi
taxed for year; £38, or nearest.—Truran, 44 ]

Rd., Marius Rd., Balham, S.W.

. 3 speeds, gea
enclosed chain driv

run small mileage, well kept; £48.—74, Bright*
Hurbiton. 'Phone: Kingston 3025.

Spare Parts

:

JAMES 4 14h.p. Combination,
clutch, kick starter,

JAMES Spares.
St., Ealing.

Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8

WHITBY'S lor James spares and service;
for last 16 years.—7. The Vale,

Phone: Chi&wick 1513

Kerry,

KERRY 5-611. p., excellent order, tax paid, equ
£14.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham.

Kingsbury.
1 Q21 Kingsbury, nearly new, 2-speed all on; li

-Lt7 £35.-204, Earl's Court Rd., S.W.

KINGSBURY 1921 2%h.p., 2-speed, speedc
pillion seat, ^tax paid, all on, perfect coni

£35.—Leigh ton, 8, Princess Mews, Belsi2e Ot
Hampstead.

Lea Francis

LEA-FRANCIS 3%h.p.- 1920, under 4,000, ,

perfect; £57.-132, Widmore Rd., Bromley,

LEA-FRANCIS, 1920, perfect condition guan
2-speed, hand and foot clutch, licensed,

equipped; £65.—B„ 11, Pleasant Place, N.l.

LEA-FRANCIS Combination, 1921, 3 r̂ h.p., M
2-speed, Stewart's, Tan-Sad, excellent con

tax paid, too speedy for owner; reasonable oft

appointment.—Brown, 96, Camden Rd., N.W.I,

LEA-FRANCIS, M.A.G. twin, late 1920, onlj

5 months, new condition, K.S., 2-speed,
and foot clutch, all-chain enclosed drive, lamps,
valves, etc., not used this year; £65.-15, Ha
Rd., Leytonstohe.

Levis.

DREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Levis.

POPULAR 2i,4h.p. single gear Levis, £48;
S, 2»4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, £58; Model Q

c.c, 2-speed clutch £56; kick starter. £2
easy payments, 4 per cent, extra; carriage P
any address; all models in stock for immediafi
very.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmifigt

-f Q21 Levis, 2-speed; £38.—59, Palfrey Pla«
J-tf set Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W.8.

"IQ20 Levis 2Vih.p., tax paid, perfect; £30
*-<J Tennyson Rd., Stratford, E.15.

£19.—

2

1/S,h.p. Levis, tax, good tyres, smart, fa

—Ewers, Newton Rd., Burton-ou-Trent.

1 (121 Levis, new condition, alt on; nearest
J-tf Howe, 97, Manor Park Rd., N.W.10.

TyAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, foi

** 1922 Levis .motor cycles on easy terms.

2ih.ii. Levis Popular, 1921, excellent order th
4 put, accessories; £30.-88, Park Rd., Di

WE are the Agents for London, S.W. Choo&
our stock.—Knight's, 126, Upper Tootini

S.W. 17.

Olh.p. Levis Popular, excellent condition, 4** lighting; £27.—Peacock, Trinity Pats
Buxton.

LEVIS 2%h.p. 1918, electric light, disc wheel
smart appearance; £29.—Blake, 63,

Rd., Tottenham, N.17.

Olh.p. Levis, engine No. 7078, splendid COB<^2 single gear; £23, no offers.—La Hive, All
Brewery, Northampton.

LEVIS Popular Model, complete with lamps,
excellent tyres, tax paid; £24.—Apply at

67, Hammersmith Rd., W.14.

1 CI 20 Levis, perfect condition throughout, l

J-t7 photo; £28; only used by lady.—Brooke!
House Farm, Salters Rd., King's Lynn.

FOR 1922 Levis, the most reliable and nea
stroke upon the road, send or call at

Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10.

LEVIS. All 1922 models. Send your orders
catalogues with pleasure.—Sam E. CI

(Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.10.

B50 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number* at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

B.S 1920 Popular, new belt, all accessories, run-
llng beautifully, exceptionally good engine; £32.
H^rson, Charlcombe Cottage, Lansdown, Bath.

[1828
US New 1922 Models, 2i;h.p. Popular, £48;
thh.p.. 2 speeds and clutch, £58; Leyis sports
di £56; all models supplied on easy terms .and
h :e. Mne-nftu. down.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
11 . [2421

H i- Parts:

S. S—All spares or complete 1922 model cycles
rim stock, carriage paid.—Jones Garage, Broad-
r/.uswet! Hill, N 10. [0807

ilt'EETS , Ltd., 208. Great Portland St.. London
iJW.l.—Complete stock of all Levis spare parts
«:ia Etock. Writ© tor free spare part list, stating

[0753ri manufacture.

L.M.C.
>. 1920 4 I ih.p. Combination, 3 speeds, about
O00 miles, perfect mechanical condition, licence

ij£68. offers, no dealers.—132. Merton Ed.,
a forth. S.W. [1844

6 L.M.C. 1920, suspension frame, beautiful
liindlay spring wheel sidecar, under 7,000 miles,
d scratched, cost £193; near Lewes; £110.—Box
H ,'0 The Motor Cycle. [4839

Martinsyde.
\ Martinsyde Combination; £160.—E. T. Morris
Bind Co., Ltd., 139, Finchley Rd., London,

[1302
". TINSYnE.—Immediate delivery of 1922
s odels. Cash, exchange, or deferred payments.—

, Bond St., Ealing. [4835

jJTJNSYDE Combination, 1920. original tyres,
illy equipped, tax paid; £87/10.—Surgery,

Birtobello Rd., TV.11. {193'7

ESRTSONS Motors, Ltd., are the London Mai
isyde Service Agents; trial runs arranged;

J-tocked.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6080

JTINSYDE Combination 6h.p., new last July,
Barely used, tax paid, all on; 100 gns. quick
jurgery. 27, Sydney St., South Kensington.

. [1856
a 1922 Martinsyde 3>:>h.p. Sports or 6h p.

I.mbmation get -in touch with the North Lon-
jents. Jones Garage, The Broadway, Muswell
J-
10 - [0789
TINSYDE Solo and Combinations for imme-

diate delivery; best prices allowed on second-
rachines in part payment.—Newnham Motor
15. Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammer.
-
;0

' [1730

Massey»Arran.
jiHAM, Stokes Croft. Bristol. Sole District
:ent for Massey Arrans; unequalled service, re-
[c [3147

3EY-ARRAN 2^h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, K.S.,
ightly shop-soiled;

. £58.—P. -J. Evans, John
St., Birmingham. [1542

OF
READING

And the

WHATEVER
THE WINNER
WE CAN SUPPLY

TRIUMPH
NORTON

LEVIS
NEW IMPERIAL
RALEIGH

O. K.

.Matchless
CHLESS, all models, from Gourlay's, Fallow-
ld, Manchester. [1201

S, Effingham Square, is Agent for Matchless
tors in Rotherham. [2254

I 1918 Matchless Combination, all on; £78.—
ath, 28a, High St., Hampstead. [1582

Matchless Combination, Model H, practically
mw; £125.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington.

[1824
Matchless 2-seater, Magdyno, speedometer, all

in, just arrived.—Robinson, 207, Rye Lane,
a. [1991

CHLESS Combination for Sale, 6h.p., perfect
Inning order; £55.—Queen's Head Garage,

J-y,
N.3. [1249

I CHLESS Combination, 1920 Model, perfect
eder: £110.—110, Fulham Palace Rd., Ham-
Ith, W.6. [1511

8h.p. Matchless-Mag. Combination, fully

| eauipped, tax paid ; £90.—Lidderdale, New-
jRd., Stone. [1259

[CHLESS.—AJ1 models from stock ; highest ex
N&nge allowances.—Agents, R. B. Clark and Co..

Jibition Rd., S.W.7. [4619

j
CHLESS Combination 3>£h.p., Mabbn clutch.

Iny trial; £25.-56, Lordship Lane, Tottenbam.
I: Tottenham 2067. [1665

^CHORE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Matchless
lepr 1922 models always in stock; easy terms
f-han-ge. 'Phone: Holborn 5777. [2429

i
Matchless-M.A.G. Combination, excellent con-

i dition, .speedometer, Easting, fully equipped

;

pranks, Town Hall, Stratford, E. fl800

Matchless, M.A.G., Lucas Magdyno light-
ing, speedometer, splendid condition; £140.

—

Ia, Bloomneld Rd., Plumstead. [9023

All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked <P).

H. JULIAN,
84, Broad Street,

Phone 1024. READING.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

(\FFER Wanted for 1919 8h.p. Matchless, sparev^ wheel, everything on, just overhauled, insurance
policy—Baker, 332, Hackney Rd., London. [1215

SHEFFIELD Agent for Matchless. All models in
stock. Sporting models £130, standard models

£170.—A. J. Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield. [0574
TITATCHXESS Sporting T.T." Model, 3'/.h.p. o.h.v.
J-'J- J.A.P.. variable belt drive, last; bargain, £37/10
—Pioneer Motors, Ltd.. 50, Grindlay St., Edinburgh.

[1171
^150 is the price of a new Matchless Combination;
&* see our showrooms, all models in stock; cash or
payments.—Knight's, 126, Upper Tooting Rd., S.W. 17.

[0759
fyASSELL, la, Bloomneld Rd., Plumstead, for
-*- Matchless" Combinations; deferred payments;
spares of all dates; trade supplied where agents not
appointed. [2241

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 5-6h.p. Combination, counter-
shaft, 2-speed, kick starter, speedometer, lamps,

exceptional mechanical condition; £27/10.—1, Priory
Rd., Kew.

[2364
TVTATCHLESS 1921 Model H Combination, lamps,lu- horn, windscreen, etc.; *110.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16,
Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone

:

Avenue 5548. [0070

MATCHLESS 1922 Combinations for immediate de-
livery; prices from £150; exchanges.—Newnham "

Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone:
Hammersmith 80. [1732

MATCHLESS Combination, Victory -model, good
condition, accumulator, electric lighting, hood,

screen, spare wheel; price £90.—Seen at Oaklev's,
Ilford Hill, Ilford, [0871

1Q21 late Matchless Combination, M.A.G. engine,
J-*J Magdyno lighting, spare wheel, hood, screen,
condition unscratched ; £140.—Hillier, Side Bell, 9
Wallingford Av., North Kensington. [1971

MATCHLESS Combinations.—Book your orders with
Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E., or 'Phone Le'e

Green 744 for immediate delivery of 1922 models. Ex.
changes and gradual payments arranged. [3480

1 Q22 Matchless-M.A.G. 8h.p. 2-seater Sidecar Com-
J-tf bination, tax paid, equipped unusual extras,
electric lighting, mileage 600, cheaper and better than
new; £185.—Coote. Council Offices, Woking. [1505

1 O20 Matchless Combination, Lucas dynamo light-
-L«X ing, speedometer, hood, and screen, mileage
5,600, spare wheel, every accessory, insured; £135
or near offer.—Skudder, 83, Maple Rd. Surbiton. [1377
"I Q21 Matchless Combination H, dynamo lighting,
-!-** windscreen, hood, disc wheels, 1 spare wheel,
speedometer, Tan-Sad and luggage grid, mileage
2,500; £140.—2, Reading Rd., Henley-on-Thames.

MATCHLESS 1920 Combination, Magdyno, spare
wheel, hood, screen, side curtains, step, speedo-

meter, Binks, legshields, horn, tax and insurance paid-
£140.-Newbatt, 35, Central Hill, Upper Norwood
S -E -

, [1316

"I Q2J. (July) Matchless Combination, 8h.p. M.A GJ-" Lucas, dynamo lighting, spare wheel, wind-
screen, etc., just thoroughly overhauled at makers

-

bargain, £160.—34, Bradshaw St., Moss Side, Man-
chester. [112l

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination, late 1917,
complete spare wheel, windscreen, lamps, horn,

tools, tax, just been renovated as new; bargain, £78—Young. Ironmonger, 1238, Coventry Rd., Yardley!
Birmingham. r2247
1 O20 Matchless-M.A.G. Combination, Easting, Tan-
J-tF Sad, clock, electric lighting, tax, insurance
paid, perfect order, recently overhauled makers; £125
nearest.—Dr. Woodhouse, Windleston, Bray. Tel. ;

Maidenhead 455. [2219

l(j-' Matchless Touring Combination, with dynamo
J-*^ lighting set, windscreen, speedometer, horn,
front band brake, legshields, spare wheel and tyre, mot
done 1,000 miles; 180 gns., very good bargain.—H.
Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading. [1193

DYNAMO-LIGHTING Matchless Combination,
Model H, spare wheel, hood, screen, speedometer,

mileage 5,000, faultless; 128 gns; exchanges.—Peter
Gordon, Limited, 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East
Sheen. Open Sundays. Photograph. [2384

MATCHLESS' 1921, Sh.p. M.A.G., special tandem
sidecar for 2 adults, hood and screen, Lucas

lighting and horn, mirror, rear drive speedometer,
mileage 900, tax and insurance paid to next Decem-
ber; £145.—Oscroft, 212, Bow Rd., E. [1367

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H, J.A.P., hood, screen,
speedometer, H.A.H. electric lighting, legshields.

extra seat, spares, etc., tax paid, small mileage, good
condition; £125; appointment.—34, Temple Sheen
Rd., East Sheen. 'Phone: London Wall 3769. [1241

MATCHLESS 1922 Model H2 Combination, dynamo
lighting, speedometer, screen and spare wheel,

electric horn, front band brake, magnificent condi-
tion throughout, special sports M.A.G. engine, mile-
age under 800, cost complete over £215. very great
bargain; 165 gns.—Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading.
'Phone : 1024. [139=
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

IT-9h.p. Matchless Combination, M.A.G. engine, all

I accessories, speedometer, spare wheel, hood.

Easting screen, foot pump, etc., tax paid; price 100

»us, or near offer; seen any time.—Freeman, Kmsale,

Langley Park Rd., Sutton, Surrey. 'Phone: Sutton

955. _ L1507

MATCHLESS Combination, model H, 1920, J-A.P-,

Magdyno lighting (Magdyno new), legshields,

hood, windscreens, spare wheel, pillion seat, speedo-

meter, mileage 4.779. just thoroughly overhauled and

re-enamelled, fax paid; £135.-G. Haines, 59, Brady

St., Whitechapel, E.l. I1""

NEW 8b p 1922 Matchless Combinations, 2-seater

model, spring frame, £187; 8h.p. standard model,

£170- 8h.p. sports model, £160; easy payments.one-

fifth down, remainder in 12 equal monthly pay-

ments or more.-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London

•Phone : Holhorn 5777. .
t2 * 11

MATCHLESS, late 1919, Victory model, 8h.p. J.A.P.

combination, hood, Orto screen, College guards,

speedometer, acetylene, spare wheel, Tan-Sad, tax

paid December, 1922, insured £140 to April, 1923,

overhauled, any trial; price £105.—Graham, 13,

Champion Grove, Denmark Hill, S.E.S. [2055

MATCHLESS, 8h.p. M.A.G., Victory model, Lucas
dynamo lighting, Watford speedometer, Binks,

electric and bulb horns, Easting, mirror, spare wheel,

luggage and petrol carriers, tax paid to December and
fully insured, in perfect order; £105.—Marshall and
White, Cedars Rd., Clapham Common, S.W.4. [1286

MATCHLESS Specialists.—Wanted, your present

motor cycle in part exchange for any new model

irom stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best

prices allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred

payments, see column advertisement.—Bambers. 2.

Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [4931

MATCHLESS, Model H, M.A.G., Magdyno, double

sidecar, hood, pillion, front band brake, watch,

speedometer. Klaxon, spare wheel. 2 new Dunlop extra

heavy covers, tubes, bulbs, valves, etc., 2 screens, tools,

helmet, leggings, tax, insurance paid, complete, per-

fect, cost over £270; accept £165; exchange light car,

cash adjustment; seen by appointment.—Gaydon, 41,

Sefton Rd., Croydon. [1831

1Q22 Matchless. 'Phone: Greenwich 751. The
Xtf Combination that scores every time. See re-

sults of Land's End Trial. You can do the same if

your Matchless is supplied by Sam E. Clapham. Send
your orders along and secure satisfaction. Imme-
diate delivery, all models, cash, exchange, or easy

terms.—Matchless Service Depot, Sam E. Clapham
(Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich. S.E.10. [3052

Spare Parts

:

TVfATCHLESS Spares.

ALEXANDER'S
"The Store

that aids Economists.'*

MID-SEASON SALE

l'J- 8, Bond St., Ealing.
Immediate delivery.

-

Kays.
[4828

A GENERAL CLEARING OUT OF SURPLUS STOCK
AT BELOW PRESENT MARKET VALUES.

NOTETHE SAVINGS TO BE EFFECTED.
COMBINATIONS.

IQ22 8 h.p. MATCHLESS, M.A.G. ,"

engine, Sports Combination, fully

equipped with lamps, horn, spare

wheel, Easting screen, specially

tuned for competition work. Mileage

about 1,500, tax paid. List price

^177 8s. 6d. Two of these to

clear at £145
1922 8 h.p. B.S.A. Combination,

29 X 3i tyres, only used 50 miles,

owner bought car, as new, tax paid.

List price /185, going at ' JJ165
1922 7 h.p. INDIAN Powerplus Com-

bination, electrically equipped, tax
paid, as new, only used about 100

miles. List price £1 75, now offered at £1 50
1919 8 h.p. SUNBEAM Combination,

fully equipped, windscreen, perfect

running order £1-20

1918 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination,.
newly overhauled, fully equipped. . £85

IQI9 3j h.p. P. & M. Combination,
2-speed, just overhauled £70

1921 4J h.p. B.S.A. Combination,
3-speed £90

1914 4 h.p. BRADBURY 2-speed
Combination : £45

MATCHLESS Spares for J.A.P. or M.A.G. by re-

turn, post free.—Jones Garage, Matchless Agent,
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. [0808

McKenzie.
McKENZIE-HOBART Ultra Lightweight motor

cycles, "26 gs. ex works; immediate deliveries of
these wonderful little machines.—Colonial Motors,
104a, Finchley Rd., Hampstead. 7822. [2400

Metro.

TO 20 Model S Metro-Tyler, indistinguishable from
J- £7 new; cost £95; sell £38.-37, Arlington Rd.,
Surbiton. [2042

"I Q20 Metro-Tyler, 2-speed, new tyres; bargain,
J-*7 30 gns.; exchanges.—Kent's. 417, Lord St.,
Southport. • [1918

METRO T.T., discs, just rebushed and overhauled
by expert, lamps, mechanical horn, good tyres,

licensed, good condition, mechanically perfect; not
Saturday morning, Sunday; £26 cash.—Sharpe, Hawks
Rd., Kingston. Two-up trial. [1544

Minerva.
perfect condition, 2-speed, low

MINERVA 3y2h.p.,
Lordship Lane, Tottenham,

ham 2067.

MINERVA 8h.p.,

and sporty; £28

COMPLETE 8h.p. TJmit, side-by-side valves, Schebler
carburetter, long exhaust pipes; £18.—53, London

Rd., Wembley. [1134

magneto, any trial; £15.-56,
'Phone : Totten-

[1664

£16/10.—Minerva 3M;h.p.; trial allowed; carry 2;
take push cycle part.—57, Kenbury St., Camber-

well, London. [2239

BJLh.p. Minerva coachbuilt Combination, Sturmey-
— -2^ Archer countershaft gear, nice appearance and
good ~ru;rning order, reasonable offer accepted.—Box
1682, clo'-Thc Motor Cycle. [2392

Mohawk.
MOHAWK Motor -Cycle, 3J4h.p.. and delivery side-

car, for tradesmen's use, nearly new; £95.-282.
Alexandra Rd., Hornsey. [8843

MOHAWK Cycles new, 01- second-hand, at lowest
prices, for cash or easy payments.—Mohawk Cycle

Co., Ltd.. 276, Alexandra Rd., Kornsey, N.8. [1924

SOLO MACHINES.
1922 2j h.p. T.T. NEW IMPERIAL,
Super J.A.P. 250 c.c. engine, very
specially tuned, 3-speed, all-chain

drive, tax paid. You can win on
this mount. As new £70

1920 3* hjj. T.T. TRIUMPH, belt

drive, speedometer, tax paid, as new,
very little mileage £55

1918 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed, fully-

equipped, tax paid £65
1922 2J h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-speed.

clutch and kick-start, fully equipped,
tax paid, onlv run 200 miles £70

2J h.p. MOTO-REVE, single gear,

good running order £15
1919 2J h.p. NEW HUDSON,

2-stroke, 2-spetfd, fully equipped,
tax paid £40

1922 4J h.p. B.S.A. , Model H2, all-

chain, lamps, horn, used about 150
miles, as new, tax paid £98

Late 1921 LEVIS POPULAR, -z\ h.p.

as new, tax paid £40
1919 2-J h.p. ENFIELD, 2-stroke,

2-speed, fully equipped, tax paid . £35

The above machines are all ready to ride away.

THE VALUE IS UNDOUBTED.

WIRE US TO RESERVE
OR YOU MAY BE TOO LATE

ALEXANDER'S

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Motosacoche.

MOTOSACOCHE 2%.h.p., Bosch, Druids, B. am
good condition; £16.-57, Linnell Rd., CaE

well. t

MOTOSACOCHE 2h.p., sound and good dim
£16—Roberts, 10, Aulay St., Ossory Hd„

Kent Rd.

MOTOSACOCHE 2h.p. Engine, just overhauls!

makers, B.B. carburetter, very fast; £25.-
King's Rd., Chelsea.

New Hudson.

NEW HUDSON 2-stroke, 2-speed gear, first-

condition; £32.—Hopkins, New St., Ledbar

NEW HUDSON 1920 De Luxe Lightweight, e

lent condition, tax paid; £40.—Rogers,
Church Rd., Hendon.

NEW HUDSON motor cycles.—London Dep6t,

Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.C.2. Immediate del

all models. Spares stocked. Trade supplied. . Jj

3ih.p. New Hudson, 3-speed, clutch, very last,

2 able, thoroughly overhauled and re-ehaim

all accessories; £38.
Hill, Chingford.

-Langley Cottage, King's

L

113-115, LOTHIAN RD., EDINBURGH
272-274, CT. WESTERN RD., GLASGOW

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked fP).

-1 Q22 Hudson de luxe, £63; also Popular n
J-" £50; 3 new lightweights, 1921 models, 1

new, to clear, £53.—Shepherd, Enfield Highway.
I

Waltham Cross 31.

1Q22 New Hudson lOh.p light car. £230; 4!

J-U combinations. £125, solo. £100; 2V,h.p. &
Popular, £50, De Luxe, £63; exchanges and del

payments entertained; sole agents for Cambnd
Wallis and Easton, 104, Mill Rd., Cambridge.

I

New Imperial.

NEW IMPERIAL, No. 3 Model, in stock.—Wi|
Goldthorpe, Yorks.

-1 Q22 New Imperials in Stock.—Premier Motor
Li7 Aston Rd., Birmingham.

TVTEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed, countershaft, spl

IN condition; £36.—80a, High St., Bexley. -,]

£24.-^2%h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, good

ning order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. ;

EW -IMPERIAL, 2-speed, new April, 1921,

iped; £47.—Sharpe, 325, Essex Rd.,"]N
SHEFFIELD Agent for New Imperial Motor C:

all models in stock.—J. A. Stacey, Ecclesall

Sheffield.

"1 Q16 2*;h.p. New Imperial, 2-speed, lamps,
JL *7 excellent order; £24.-18, Hestercombe
Fulham,

£)3h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, just overht

/« bargain; £32/10.-19, Fairfield, South Kin
on-Thames.

NEW IMPERIAL. 8h.p. Combination, 1919,

lent condition; reasonable offer.— 104, Fenl

Rd., S.W.8.

EW IMPERIAL 2r
f4h.p., 2-speed, condition

feet; nearest £30 secures.—55, Robinson
Tooting, S.W.17.

8 h.p. New Imperial . Solo, Barman 3-speed, 1

re-enamelled, 1919; £60.—L. J. M. f Pymmes
House, Edmonton.

33h.p. New Imperial, 2 speeds, in good cone

4 complete with lamps, tax paid; £22/10,
Sidmouth St., Devizes.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2-_,h.p.

Imperial-Japs, 1922, No. 3, £73; No. 2,

easy terms and exchange.

N1

Qfi> GNS.—New Imperial, 2^4h.p., 2 speed!,
O/V B., good tyres, reliable (after 8 o'clock)

E

"IQ20 New Imperial, Sjj.p-, Sunbeam sidecar,
X *s ing, excellent- condition ; £80.—Lucking

Swaffield Rd., Wandsworth

20 New Imperi
ing, excelleni

Churchfield Rd. East, Acton.

1 Q20 Sh.p. New Imperial Combination, pX*/ mileage 3.500; £90.—Fitch, Chrysantni
Nurseries, Merstham, Surrey.

1 Q21 2Jih.p., 2-speed, New Imperial, lamps,
lv tax paid, in perfect condition; 35 gns.; c

seen at Julian's, 'Broad St., Reading.

-| Q20 8h.p. New- Imperial, fully equipped
J-*J coachbuilt sidecar, perfect order; £90,-

clirfe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

1 Q20 8h.p. New Imperial, fully equipped
X«J coachbuilt sidecar, perfect order; £100.-

cliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

22 New Imperial-Jap 2%h, p., 3-speed, c'

kick starter, 24in. wheels, 2 lamps, Smith'!

speedometer, bulb horn, Klaxon, mirror, licen

December, insured to April, 1923, mileage 60, si

£80.—Coffin's Garage, Rake, Liss.

19 2
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

New Imperial, 2 speeds, J.A.P., just over-

hauled, excellent condition, any trial; £35.—
t&2, Maida Vale. 'Phone : Hampstead 1355.

[2128
Imperial-Jap Albion 2-speed, tyres unpunc-

:ured, fully equipped, E.I.C. magneto, perfect
(art turnout; £27; photo.—128, London Rd.,
Lynn. [2516

- IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 2^,h.p., 2-speed, 1922,
mac, good appearance and running order,
etc.; bargain, £27.—Satchell, 80, Gwynne Rd.,
ea, S.W.

.
[1421

New Imperial Sh.p. Combination, 80 miles per
gallon, mileage 1,500, guaranteed perfect, con-
as new, all accessories, taxed; 115 gns.—29,
ill, E. Dulwich. [2362

New Imperial Combination, 8h.p., 3 speeds,
all lamps, horn, Easting, tax paid; £85.

—

's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., Clapton, N.E.
; Dalston 2408. [2115

i. New Imperial, No. 2, 3-speed, as new,
£52/10; also 2^,h.p. 1916 model, 2 speeds,
aiid kick start, £35; insured for 12 months.—
>pe's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [2431

e Part* *

Every machine below is

a Trophy worth getting.

BIKES
for every use, pottering,

competition or touring, they

cannot be

BEATEN.
First Twelve

Cash Pay- Monthly
Price. Make and Description, ment. Payments.

£80 Norton No. 9 £28 £4 13

£115 Norton 16H £40 £S 13

£120 Norton Bis 4 £42 £6 18

£153 Norton Big 4 and de Luxe £53 £8 17
Sidecar.

£130 Indian Scout with electric £45 £7 11

equipment.

£160 Indian Chief with electric £55 £9 6

equipment.

£199 Indian Chief with electric £69 £11 10
equipment and sidecar.

£105 Scott Squirrel £37 £6

£110 Scott Standard £38 £6 8

£48 Levis Popular £17 £2 15

£60 Levis 2-speed, clutch and £21 £3 9
kick-starter.

£66 Levis Model G £23 £3 16

£110 Martinsyde 3! twin sports. £38 £6 8

£85 Quadrant 41 single, chain £30 £4 18
drive, solo.

£105 Quadrant 41 single, chain £37 £6
drive, combination.

£110 B.S.A. Ah chain drive ... £38 £680
£65 Velocette 2-speed £23 £3 15

£72 10 Velocette 3-speed £25 £4 4

£130 Raleigh 5 h.p. solo £45 £7 11

£165 Raleigh 5 h.p. combination £57 £9 11

£6S Raleigh 2; h.p. 2-speed . . £23 £3 19 6

£141 15 Sunbeam 41 h.p. solo £50 £8 5

£182 14 Sunbeam 41 h.p. No. 1 £65 £10 12
sidecar.

£126 Sunbeam 3! h.p. solo £45 £7 5

£166 Sunbeam 31 h.p. No. 3 £60 £9 11

sidecar.

£136 10 Sunbeam 31 h.p. Light solo £47 £8

£136 10 Sunbeam T.T. Sporting £47 £8
solo.

£168 Sunbeam 8 h.p. solo £58 £9 16

£217 7 Sunbeam 8 h.p. No. 2 £75 £12 15
sidecar.

Distance no object.

REAL
SERVICE
AFTER
SALE.

VICTOR MOBSMAN
LIMITED,

7, Mount Pleasant, L'pool.

IMPERIAL Spare Parts.-London stockist's,
ey, 173, Gt. Portland St,. 'Phone: Langkam
Open till 7.30 p.m., 4 o'clock Saturdays. [0355

New Ryder
RYDER 2-stroke, 1917, Dunlops, Amac, perfect
inning order, powerful; £23.—Sibley, 106, Mar-
ice, Romford. [1431

New Scale.

SCALE Combination, 3 l jh.p. Beardmore-Pre-
sion, 1922 model," absolutely new; £65.—Rail-
', South King St., Manchester. City 2417.

T2197
Norton.

VIIER Motor Co. for 1922 Nortoris.

3, 3M-h.p., £80; 16H., 3-speed, £115; Big Four,
-speed, £120; sidecars from £22; easy payments
cent, extra; free delivery to any address.—

r Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0865

TON 1922 3 J,-.h.p. Sports, new, in stock; £115,
-Ginger, Noiton Agent, . Banbury. [9593

j. B.R.S. Norton, winner of races; £52/10; seen

at Waucho-pe's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [2432

fON T.T. 1921, No. 9, lamps, licensed, speedy;
3.— Brown, Leaholme, Marehav, Derbyshire.

[1135
Norton 3^.h.p., 3-speed, absolutely as new,

any trial or examination; £85.—Percy, Mount-
Preston, [1934

I late Big Four Norton Combination, new sille-

car last September, fully equipped, as new;
any trial.-—47, Evington Rd., Leicester. [2021

Norton, new July, Model 9, sporting, in per-

fect condition, tax paid; bargain, £65.—
- Motors, Ltd., 50, Grindlav St., Edinburgh.

[1170
' Stuff.—1921 3-V->h.p, Norton, Philipson pulley,
md-controlled, 80 miles at Brooklands, winner
gold medals; £70, or offers.—2, Queen St.,

jfcer. [1265

J Norton SVi^h.p), 3-speed countershaft, lamps,
speedometer, tax paid, good tyres, any trial;

3.-Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone: Hamp-
1353. [2127

TON 1920 3Vi'h.p., 3-speed, kick starter, mileage
der 5,000, enamel, plating excellent, tax paid,
3ssortes; £73/10, no offer.*.-—" Sycamores," Bar-
, Worcester. [1147

ND new 1922 Norton 'l6H, just delivered, un-
igistered, Lucas Magdyno, oversize tyres, cost
best offer, must realise.—Heath, 168, Welling-
1. South, Hounslow. [2057

TON 3'/jh-P' Countershaft, polished crank case,

mg -copper exhaust, appearance brilliant, mech-
y perfect, equipped, photo; - sacrifice, £58.—
rth, 26, Brett St., Sheffield. [2190

3 Norton 4h.p., T.T., single 'speed, equipped,
speedometer, horn, etc., under 500 miles, guar-
; £65.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., Clap-
i.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [2116

.TON'S New 1922 Models, big 4 and De Luxe
sidecar, £153; also SVfeh.p, 3-speed, allodia in
£115 ; exchange and easy terms arranged.—

tope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [2422

:TON 1921 16H, speedometer, taxed, winner
nany speed trials, £85; 1920 Big 4, Magdyno,
Norton sidecar, taxed, mechanically perfect,
-Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7 [4611

'.TON Big Four 1920 and Millford Sidecar, low
ileage, new tyres, electric lighting. Easting,
id, Klaxon, spares, properly overhauled, . ready
>ur; £95, or offer for quick sale; appointment,
Raskin Walk, Heme Hill. 'Phone : 652 Brix-

[9686

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

jVTORTON Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
-*-" cycle in pait exchange for any new model
from stock. No waiting. Distance no obiect. Best
prices allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred
payments, see column advertisement.—Bambers, 2,
East-bank St., Scuthport, 'Phone: 607. [4929

BUY your new Norton from the rider agent. Car-
riage paid to any address in British Isles.

Machines for competition tuned free of charge; good
results guaranteed. I specialise in Norton motor
cycles. Send for catalogue.—G. H. Tucker, Norton
Specialist, Redcliffe Hill, Bristol. 'Phone: 4042.

[6509
NORTON, late 1916, T.T., splendid throughout,

fully equipped, £48; Noiton, 1921, Model 16H,
condition new, fully equipped, £80; Norton, 1922,
B.R.S. certificate, 70 m.p.h., scarcely ridden, £70

;

Norton, 1922, brand new, 1611, fully equipped, 3in.
tyres, £105; all tax paid.—Write or call, 32, High
St., Reigate. [1650

Spar Paris

TVTORTON Scares, per return from stock; postage
-1-" paid on orders of £2 value; we carry huge
stocks.—G. H. Tucker, Norton Rider Agent, Redcliffe
Hill, Bristol. 'Phone : 4042. - [6508

N.S.U.

Sh.p. Twin N.S.U., 2-speed, clutch, spring frame, all
on, tax paid; £22.—Houchin, 189A., High' St.,

Peckham, S.E.15. 1602

N.S.U.. 3V_.h.p., 1914, Model de Luxe {85x88 mm.),
spring frame, kick starter, 2 speeds, £30; also

6h.p. twin, 2-speed gear, £30.—Eagles and Co., 275,
High St., Acton, London. [1797

N.U.T
1 Q20 {October) 3Vjh.p. N.U.T., practically as new.
-*-•-' Brooks cantilever, and lamps, licensed 1922;
£75.— Boulton, Saffron Walden. [1990

N.U.T., 1916, 3'l.h.p. o.h.v. twin, discs, straight
through?, complete, perfect, £50; exchange

I.O.M. Rudge.—Goddard. Brandon House, Cheltenham.
J1801TQ21 N.U.T. Model, 3 speeds, clutch, K.S., lyres

-l*J good, 1915 J.A.P. 6h.p. twin fitted, perfect,
coachbuilt sidecar, accessories; £57, bargain. -Link,
Newchnrch, Romney, Kent. [8726

O.K.
/VK. Junior 2-^h.p., 1917; £23; . excellent ccurdi-" lii'ii, running order.—44, Waveney Av., Peckham
R.ve, S.E. [U68
1Q20 O.K. Junior 2"':'

th.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, .uck
J-*' start, hand clutch, like new; £35.-1, Priorv
Rd., Kew. [2366

O.K.-VILLIERS, splendid condition, tax paid; bar-
gain, £30, or offer.—258, Goldhawk Rd., Shep-

herd's Bush. [1429

O.K. 1922 Lightweight, Villiers, magneto flywheel,
lamps, horn, tax, as new; 29 gns.—H." Rock,

Cradley, Staffs. [1911

"I Q20 O.K. Junior, fully equipped, tyres and appear-Lv ance as new; £27, or nearest.—Oswell, Brough-
ton-Astley, Leicester, [1580

I Q21 O.K. Junior, 2%h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick
J-«" start, Lucas lamps, horn, guaranteed: £40.—.
40, Warley Rd., Blackpool. [2000

O.K.-UNION 1920, splendid condition, tax paid,
mechanical horn, lamps, C.A.V. magneto, Amac

carburetter; £28.—Connor, Haven, Red bourn, St.
Albans. [2196

Omega.
1 Q19 Omega-Jap 2%h.p., 2-speed, lamps, speedo-
J-t/ meter- good condition; £36/10.-217, Beisize
Rd., Kilburn. {19.34

"1Q19 2%h.p. Omega-Jap, 2-speed, fully
' equipped,

J-*J licensed, tyres new; £30.—Cawthra, Chester
Place, Boothtown, Halifax. [1440

OMEGA 2%h.p. 2-stroke, discs, registered, magneto
requires repair; £15; seen by appointment only.—Write, Hudson, 44, Scaforth Av., New Malden.-

Surrey. [1693

' P. and M.
and M. 3M>h.p., 2-speed, K.S., late; bargain, £42.—62b, Highgate Rd., Kentish Town, [1651

19 P. and M. Combination, all on, perfect con-
dition; £60 42, Forest Rd., Kew. [1295

P.
and M., 1917, all on, tax paid, recently over-
hauled; £50.—23a, Lower Rd., Eastbourne.

[1659

P.
and M. 1914 Combination, complete; £35; run-
ning order.—Bramble, 81, Canbury Av., Kingston.

[1424
3.1 h.p. 1919 P. and M. CombinaLion, nice condition;

2 £75; tax paid.—Wauchope's, 9, Sboe Lane, Lon-
don. [2433

P.
and M... 1919, with 1920 sidecar, as new, all

accessories; £75.—Legge, Manor, Willenhall.
Staffs. [1360

P
19

B53
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and .

P3>£ Cr~:.-itksi. 1918. eit^llein copdjiku;
£40.—yn.es :: Cii.hei-.e: Hi. Wes: Kilburo.

S W E [2349P1919, :ii=o. ;T--erhaa3ed;
£f: 10; or easy Terms.—50. HiTeri.::> Hi"."..

K.W.3. 1;-:

P: 1L GaialNB&iiati, K^e-ri l?Ic. limps, horn.
. ". :;:i::.- rrUl —3c^i:d=::ns Lirk-

field, nr. XaidstOBe. ;:-f2

PHELOX azi if: I - Be—as S-:. W.1,
~t£ec -:

. g friaalei zaachi'^es. whica
-arry osr "s-il c^s.riz:ee :

—

-L ** sneed Semeastraiacai node] .. — cl^3::c2i. lolly
."--"

Lase. Terpen, supply P.
Ct-i^s and ." s on ex-

:enn=, [243*

TJtrAUCHOPK-S,
» asd JL Mel
,L;r i~i easy

"D. and SL. 1918. reconstrccted 1920. tai psiS. f*
ceUeir. ::r-i:::;z r.ir i~^v. LszDps,-et<:

p
1 - ZK

first

P
Copi

P
*dew
\\w

p

£65.—
T1925

;q M. and C<-ackbuilt Sidecar, in nerfect order.

__ all good, fall? licensed :':: £922; 39 gns.:
'

.
— - " - i - --.---*'f^* — r " G;.ders Gardens-, Ec-cdcn.

psses

" '

I . _-.r R.A.F.. ^ -

:~..ii.f Lied and plated, well equipped,
-frizl. ~C £47.—4S. Scu:hsea At..

pes*

LATH "_;_5 I and M. Solo, reconditioned January.
1;I2. :2s: ;:: reli^V-e. Isrnrs. '.irezsed. 2x7 trii.:

Rd., Reading.
4h.p. Douglas.—104, Wtking-

11370

Pa&d 31 -
~5- ,— z . 19X7. . a

i

b$s : Texnauiea ana
fnia~-'"-~" —^--7 n=w pans, spares, splendid con-

ditioa : cash
Rothes Hd^ Porting

p. :i "
: : :

Isa be seen and tried 2: 53,

fully equipped. Cower trip.

A_t7 Lucas lamps. K_lx::: t Tar-Sad. mileage 5.500,
-- sveHiaQled makers, sriendid condition, tax paid;

£T5 —236 Leainrsi R<L, Bother Green, SJE. [1604

P. and 3kL. late 1920, with B4 CsEoe3et sidecar,

fully eqmpped, makers* legshieldsv Tan-Sad,_jai
paid Email mireage, excellent condition; £f5.

—

"HoaBes,"* Gold HUL Cna~-i:z: 3t Petes', Bwfc 52

RENOVATED P. and M. 3£otOT Cycles, ex E^JF^
:'zz7z~-zzly :~tr^Lz.ti t'.'.ei ^ilJi ~i^7 r:-

-^

puts; s^lo £45, combination £55; excnange~.—S. E.
Porter ar:i Cfe., Wiiicimrch, Salop. Tel: 74. £6270

TD. z~± M. GombiiiatioE, 1918, Sited new alTirniiiimn

fi?W 10.
: 1 3 : =

P. and M. C-ombinar. -. :ri= ^T "? =idecar, enamel
and r'liiz;: l&E new; £55.—Jennex, _11.

S seise* Bd I tteniram SJ.7. . [3 M
BAPGAIX.—S^n-p. P. and M.. 2 speeds, ki "• stall

1918 or 1919, sloped top rail: fiist .. = -:

ens.—Gea™. 115. ?Ioor St~; Bunoa-on-TreET. [350C

and M^. 1 = 1- UHferd coachbidft a -

etec^r: : j hi ir_ ;:. good condition ; £50. : r-rT s

.

appcintanest.—55. Drakeaeid B<L, BalfcanL (

1

1 1
'-

S^eed P. 2nd 3£. Motor Cycle, Bosch, watex-
31 magneto, good rrreSi needs little attentatm;

§iss £::"—B s If;: c c Tie Motor Cvcit. [1527

aad M. 1919 Combinatica. splendid coBdiocn.
- i:i s>::::: ligbtirg. "hrm. etc:

; V.

;

7 ; .-_ :.; r- Hd-, Birmingsam. _

asplete all accessaries. Hcessed 1922: £4S.

—

Mst-
sard. 151, Bowes Bd„ Bowes Pare, ff.ll. Those:
Palmex's Gree- >?. _ C2026

P. and M. S^-b-r.. 2~r-eei. cl":ii. lad steal aln~
miniiim discs, long copper exhaust- new *si*s,

s
; Magdyno rigMing; hem. licensed, enamel.

plating, mecnanical conditaos perieci: £.~Z- _r bbbx i

: zer.—Got aland, Bencombe Bi, Porler. "Pfcone: I

245. ; : 5 : r

VOLTAIRE Motor ^Torks^can supply a limited I

nmbec c£ laxe type ex-R_A.F. P. and M.T re-
|

bnDt, re-e»aiBeSed, ixned and piated. Stted _wi»h ^e^
and B. m2.gr. rT:^ B. and B. carbcre"::^;.

and rcbes. ^r.i gaara&tceo pesfecs; 40 zr.= : le_irery I

t-san.—Voltaire ?'I::or Worts, 4, Voltaire
|

R-iL, . - - _ ~:i^::r:. S.W.^.. Phone: Latch- I

mere 4;4f lzl~

Sr»ar* ParU:

P : :e:l-/..f- Z"=r- r ; r- :-

ihei' ..—Ir.m :i Imizm Ei.. Seaiirt.- L.-t— :.:

Pa-f M.—A:: carzs in stock for P. and i£.*s; send
5 i~ . —^r and 1_. ;;^;i^.ii:. H. Beardwood, 147,

B"--z:-/- S:-. LiTexpooL ~-~;

Paragon.P3h.T.. 2 speeds, spring frame,
..

"

. - prs :::aBy new, lamp, Lorn;
--Zz ex -r 1 T^_ t Dosgl&s^l, Ardgowan Ed.,

- E.& 11503
Peugeot-

^?20.—Grtmtex=ha!t - ztzi Combanar r_. 3-

i& spssd, elc-ch, K-S^ good rnnning crder.—King,
E 7. .. . ;;::-:

mWATERPROOF
CLOTHING FOR
ALLWEATHER
CONDITIONS

WATERPROOF
MOTOR CYCLE

SUITlFi?. 1)

SPECIFICATION
MADE from hart wear-

ing double texture
material with an interlinins

ot Robber.
Double Breasted Jacket,
with all-rouml plaited

Leather Belt, large Patch
Pockets, and converted
collar to button right up to

neck, to fasten with Tnroat
Tab. Wrnd Caffs in sleeves.

All seams of the Suit are

rubber cemented and taped
with extra material, making
the garment absolutely
waterproof.
Overall Trousers with spat-

shaped leg ; wind gussets to

keep the wind from the leg

and boots : fastened with
patent crasp fasteners, en-
abling the trousers to be
pulled of? in a moment

SUIT COMPLETE
35 =

Jacket onlv .... 25 -
NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR CARRIAGE
POST YOUR ORDER EARLY

are

pen,'

ing

F-s.

re^-jud^i ,- ;.:• ncnts :': returned

Waterproof nC/
Trench Coat '«/-.

Fig. 2, Fawn raateiial rubter

lined, wind
cuffs,

Hg. 2

18.-

VATERPfiOOF OVERALLS.
Double texture material, clasp

fasteaers, perfectly waterproof,

- 12 6 -
THESE SARMEKTS ARE NEWLY
MADE FROM FRESHLY
PROOFED MATERIAL BY EX-
PERIENCED WORKMEN AND
NOT HALF PERISHED CLEAR-
ANCE LINES OR W.D. SURPLUS.

Zend fit pcit&uv &aicA

Actual Mana factorers :

Martin Waterproof Co.,
208 01 dharoRcL,New Cross^Manchester

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Precision.

PRECISION* 2-\b,r„ 2-swed, equipped, oTerfci
tax paid; £17/10.-17, Heatcn Rd. Mitcfc

PRECISIOX Junior 21 -.n.p., 2-speed. new !vre
paid, perfect; £17.—13. Vernon. Rd.. Eaii X

Premier.
£16.—4h.p. Twin Premier, goc-d rnnnirj

—King, Egiove Farm, Oxford.

PREMIER 5 ! -h.i?.. clatch, £16: another, «
shaft model, £25.-17, Heaton Rd., MittA

PREMIER 3 1 -h.r.. T.T\ first-class sportT ma
disc, etc; £26.—Gibbons, 54. Holland R4,

sington.

• >i*i.p. Premier. 2 speed;, claicL, starw
w' 2 smart appearance, tax paid; £16.—27, Sidi

St.. Derixes.

3-=peed. lamns, hon
i22.10.—Hud..- Enj"
ID)

PREMIER 1914 2"^>h.p.,

uaid, nerfect order;
Offixe, G.W.R., Taunton.

Premier Coach Combination, lamps,
.. -5-speed, clutch, uial given; best orw

—Collins, Reccrd R<L, Emrworth.

PREMIER 2Uh.p.. fully equipped, tax paid,

to ride awar. exceUent condition. T^rhi

£20, or cfier.—2, Mkscotte Rd.. Pntney. ;Wi5

3ih.P .

2 et.

PREMIER
B., adr

5i-h.p.

B.. "adjustable
low, tax paid; £30.-

;-:-:. K.S.. variable B,
cnlleT. good : vres. ream

-f. Read. Cross Hill. Herosi

PREMIER 1914 3*..h.p., free engine, gears, i

low frame, recently oTerhauIed. new Bint
buretter: £24.-68, Gloucester Rd., Camden Tci

1Q14 Preniie? Combination S1-*.-).. "

J-«7 K.S., B. and B.. Bc^ch. excellent

stored during war: reasonable.^60 - :

Varwicx.

31_h..t>. Premier, in splendid order, icng exl

2 "nillion, lamps, licensed, srares

quired, "ready lor touring; £35.-90. High Rd^
"

ford Green.

Spare Parts z

PREMIER Snares.—All parts in stock for

- machine. Best and cheapest in

Renairs bv Coventry's best mechanics.—Alf. Hw
HearsaH Lane Ccrner, CoTentry. "Phcne : 19*

PREMIER Spares and Repairs.—We claim to
jj

most competent firm to supply spares and ex
repairs to Premier motor cycles. We served ii

Premier works, and know this machine from A
We hold the most varied stock of parts for it !:

world. We are the only traders who can das
supply every part for a Premier machine. Our |

are rock bottom, and our service unsurpassable. J
ue full requirements; you wiR receive our renh
-eturn.—Forfieid Motors, Forneld Place. Leans
Spa.

P.V.

P.V.—Astounding value is represented by our
range of popular models, incorpcratiag

famous spring frame and Villiers or J.A.P. em
Prices from £45. Lisrs irom agents or P.V. 5

Cycles, l>id., Forest HilL London.

Quadrant.
CLIFFORD WILSON Company, 16 years exper

with Quadrants.

a^tualtQUADRANT Combination, new 1922, a<

st-ock; £105; no waiting.—-Moss, Wem
L^ne. London.-^!

I speeds, kick sttfl

WArCHOPES, 9, Shoe
Quadrant- Combiaarion,

clntch, 1920; -£77, 10.

i Q22 .Quadraut 4Vjh.p. "Combinations;
it/ Agents for Cambridge.—Wallis and Ei

104. Mill Rd.. Cambridge. P

3_lh.p. Quadrant. A.I.V., magneto, sprin:
2 nirip order; sacriSce. £9 T

carriage paidr-^

well, 56, Lawrence- Hill, Bristol.

FRANK. WHITWORTE. Ltd.. Distributors,

Ne~ S:.. Bi:-::.r.i-.-Quadrant £100 4W

CcmbinaticE, delivery frrm stock.

25.—Quadrant 1915 4**>h.p. 3-^peed^ Solflk

overhauledT—Clisord Wilson Manufaciuring
: . . ; Westminster Bridge Rd.,

/CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg
S.E.1.

Company,
V> Works Representatives and Sole Whok
tributors for Louden, -Southern and East* t

official repairers and spare part tic :k"st£

payments; exchanges; all models in stock.

insurance -facilrties applicable to Quadraots
177. Westminster Bridge Rd., London, S.E.1, «Pf
Waterloo Station : Approach. Telephone : Hop" 2

Radco.
£12.—

2

:"ih.p. Radco, 2-stroke, sew tyres, ran

order.—Bong, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

VTEW 1922 Radco 2-spee.L clutch, kick s:ai

,i.\ £47 5: easy payments 4 V extra.—Prenuei

Co, Aston Rd., Birmingham.

:r

:

All letters relating to adverlitements snould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date or the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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incomplete, £15.—
[1880

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
R.S.

5-6h.p. R.S., Bosch magneto, B. and B. carburetter,

drop frame, valanced mudguards, legshields,

countershaft 2-speed and clutch, all chain, recently

overhauled and enamelled, smart and powerful; £25;
worth seeing.—Newman, 43, Arthur Rd., Mostyn Rd.,
Brixton. £1783

Rlidge.

RUDGE-MULTI, £28; another
56, High St., Tooting.

RUDGE, fast, clutch, tax paid, fine condition.—A.,
135, Horton Hill, Epsom. [1328

RUDGE Combination, 3l4h.p.; cheap, £28; disc

wheels.—226, Wick Rd., E.9. [1616

I Q20 Rudge-Multi Combination; £80; tax paid —
Li* 10a, Sunnyhill Rd., Streatham. £1390

£27/10.—Rudge, clutch model, equipped, fast.—71,
Forest Drive West, Leytonstone, E.ll. [1176

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London—3>/2h.p.

Rudge-Multi 1919 I.O.M.; £50; easy terms.
[2414

X*38.—Rudge-Multi, foot oiler, smart, fast, all on;^ exchange.—97, Hamilton Rd., West Norwood.
[1979

IUDGE-MULTI <new) 3»/!,h.p. T.T. models in stock.

-Hill's Garage, Crooklog, Bexley Heath, S.E.
[1152

A Q GNS.—1919 Rudge-Multi I.O.M., equipped,
ito1 snip.—284, South Lambeth Rd., Stockwell.

[2324

RUDGE-MULTI 5-6h.p. Combination, Rudge coact-

built sidecar; £30.—H. Rock, Cradley, Staffs.

[1914

=

R l

1 Q 20 3'Ah.p. Rudge-Multi, lamps, new belt, licensed

;

-L" bargain. £49. near.—160, London Rd., Reading.
[2223

bargain, £49, near

3Ah. p. Rudge-Multi and Rudge sidecar, unused, per-

2 feet; quick sale, £80.—Hill, Birchwood, Alfl'e-

ton. tl2»5

£20.—Rudge 1920 3'Ah.p., perfect, approval, small

deposit.—Mason, Three Tuns, Tancred St., Taun-

ton.. [1468

RUDGE-MULTI 3'/»h.p. 1922 Model in stock, im-

mediate delivery; £77.—Smith's Garages, Gran-

tham. • [1438

3Ah. p. Rudge-Multi, all on; £55, or offer; exchange
2 combination.—Williams, 23, Lansdowne Rd.,

Dalston. [1149

RUDGE-MULTI 5-6h.p., excellent condition; 29

gns. ;
guaranteed; must Tell.—79, Bedford Hill,

Balham. [2329

1 O20 Rudge-Multi, lamps, etc., taxed year; £54.—
XU James, c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Pad-

dington. [2230

1Q20 5h.p. Big Single Rudge, complete with side-

1D car; £75.—Rateliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland

St., W.l. [20M

"1 Q22 IO.M. Rudge-Multis in stock at the latesl

-L«7 reduced prices, £77.—Jones Garage, Broadway,

Muswell Hill, N.10. [0791

1 Q14 3V'h.p. Rudge Combination, in good order;
A«J £48^ or near offer.—Harris, 15, Rochester
Mews, Camden Town. [1255

NEW Rudge, 3-speed, chain drive, 3Vbh.p. ; imme-
diate delivery; £94; exchange.—Percy and Co.,

314, Euston Rd., N.W. [9654

RUDGE-MULTI Combination 3VA.p. 1919, any
trial; £50.-56, Lordship Lane, Tottenham.

'Phone : Tottenham 2067. [1668

1 Q21 I.O.M. Rudge-Multi, low mileage, tax paid,
-Lt/ all accessories, lovely condition; £58.— 151,

[1465

equipped, condition and
£57.—Godfrey's Garage,

[2187

Globs Rd., Bethnal Green.

-| Q21 Rudge-Multi 3V2h.p.X *7 appearance as new

;

Cranbrook Rd. Ilford 83.

"I i|22 Rudge, IO.M. model, immediate delivery from
-1 *J stock.—Sam E Clapham (Motors), 27, Stock-
well St., Greenwich, S E.10. [1816

RUDGE 1921 I.O.M. , fully equipped with Lucas
accessories, licence paid; £65. — Rateliffe Bros.,

200, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [2097

RUDGE-MULTI 3'/4h.p. coachbuilt Combination,
electric lighting, Tan-Sad, taxed, equipped;

38 gns. ; photograph.—Below.

RUDGE 3V:*.p,.
don. Limited

good order ; 1 8 gns.—Peter Gor.
110, Upper Richmond Rd., East

Open Sundays. Exchanges. [2388

£77 is the price of a new Rudge. Get it from the
Agents; in stock; cash or payments.—Knight's,

.126. Upper Tooting Rd., S.W.17. ' [0836

RUDGE-MULTI 3V2h.p., 1919, recently overhauled
and in good condition; £40, or nearest offer ,—r

46, Osborne Rd., Palmer's Green, N. [1592

BUDGE-MULTl 3V2h.p. C.B. Combination, excellent
condition; £45; apply after 6 p.m.

Mews, Norfolk Crescent, Edgware Rd.

"1Q16 Rudge-Multi, new tyres, belt,
-I-«J bars, Klaxon, speedometer, lieem
ling and Judd^ Beacon Hill, Hindhead.

17, Norfolk
[1413

semi-sporting
-").—Til-

[1128

Sole London and District Agents for

A.J.S., Excelsior & Dunelt Motorcycles

*

1922 T.T.
WATCH THE

Winner of the following
TOURIST TROPHY RACES.

Junior

19 14
1 920
1921
Senior

A.J.S., 7 h.p. Combination
A.J.S., 7 h.p. Combination, 2-seater
A.J.S., 2:} h.p. Combination
A.J.S., 2% h.p. Sports or Touring...

£175
£185
£110
£85

Get your A.J.S. from the Sole London Agents
and largest suppliers. Cash or Easy Payment
terms.

H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd.
Showrooms

—

Motorcycles and Cars,

62-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington.
Accessories, Spare Parts and Repairs,

21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.1

Wholesale

—

38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.1.
Garage—Tottenham Court Road, W.i.

Phones: Accessories & Repairs, Museum 1240
Motorcycles and Cars, Kensington 7260

Telegrams :
" Dynametro, Westcent, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

1 Q15 Rudge-Multi coachbuilt Combination, in excel

-jL*J lent running order, bargain; £38.—Rhhid an>

Co., Stone Place, Rusholme, M&ndiesteT. [248

WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 192

Rudge, 3V.h.p., I.O.M.; £?7; easy terms « I;

ranged.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [242.

RUDGE-MULTI 3M>b.p. 1921, pedal starter, speedt

meter, horn, new spare belt, tools, mileage 90C

£60.—turner, 15, Princes Gardens, Kensington. [136 '.

RUBGE-XTJXTI Combination, sporting sidecar, fast
I

splendid condition, lamps, Windscreen ; bapgaii .

£40—Terrace Garage, Turnliam Green Ter„ Chiswick.

(in
RUDGE-MULTI T.T. 3'/2b-P-. clutch, lamps, ped£

start, good condition, small rmleage, also 2 sidi

cars; what offers :
J—Lowe, Nursery, Hatton, Warwic)

' [156

RUDGE 7-9h.p., complete with Mills-Fultord L'

Luxe sidecar, hood, screen, speedometer, lamp

licence paid; £90.—Rateliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portlan

St., W.l. [209
,

-1 Q22 Budge 7-9h.p., Easting screen and horn, ta •

At/ and insurance paid for year, under 200 mile;'

£145.—Tromans, Bellows Makers, Blackheath, hi

mingham. [15'

1021 3 l/'b.p. Rudge-Multi, pedal start, electric ligh

It/ guaranteed perfect; £63; Canoelet Minor h

above, £8.—Chandler, 56, Clavering Rd., Wansteo

Park, E.12. U«
20 3'/'h.p. Rudge-Multi Combination; 50 gn

(would separate); beautiful condition, comple:

-

' licensed.—Fersneld, Wes

'

19
[16!

accessories, mileage" 3,457,

bury Rd., New Maiden.

3'/.h.p., 1913, clutch model, r

and plated, engine overhauled 1

makers, lamps, tax paid, any trial, bargain -6 >

Grand Parade, Harrinsay. [21!
,

RUDGE-MULTI.—5-6h.p., shop soiled, £79; 7-9h.
'

Combination, shop soiled, £105; 3'/oh.p.,_192

£29.—Rudge
enamelled

I.O.M., £77; 3i/
2h.p., £27/10.—Shepherd,

Highway. Tel. : Walthani X 31.

Enfie

[081

£65.—3V,h.p. Rudge combination. October, 191

licensee!, insured, tools, new tyres tbroughoi

good mechanical condition, hood, windscreen, apron.-

1

Seen, Blaise's, 218, Westbourne Grove.

RUDGE-MULTI, specially made for T.T. Race pi
I

r war, finished second, done 6.900 miles only, pre

tically as new, probably fastest Rudge made; be

reasonable offer.—Roger Bate, Dee Banks, Chester.
[n;

SPECIALLY Tuned Rudge-Multi, capable exceecln

60 Wex racing carburetter, special piston, lot
i

exhaust pipe, enamel and nickel like new all accl

sories; £52/10.-45, Rosedew Rd., off Fulham Pija

Rd., W.6.

S-nrtr Parts :

rpHIS Promptest Firm for Rudge SpaTes.—Fort! ;

X Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [31'

Scott.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-3i(.h.

Scott and Sidecar, 1914-15, 2 speeds; £45; ea

terms. ™
,

FO.C.H. have a 1920 Scott, brand new conditio

also 1914 combination— 5, Heath St., Hampste

(near Tube). t
83

1Q15 Scott, splendid condition, very little US!

i-iJ speedometer, lamps; £42.—Connolly, 33, Pal

side, S.W.19.

3 3 h.p. Scott, 2-speed, kick start, chain drive, smi

4 mileage, almost as new; £55 ;
guarant—

Warley Rd., Blackpool [20

SCOTT, -1921, August, semi-T.T. bars, speedomet

Cowey, Tan-Sad, licensed 1922, ready to
J

i

Hall, 91, St. Peter's St., St. Albans.

SCOTT Sociable 1921, done only 1,400 nines,

new condition, delivery at Bradford; price 6n

—Somerville, 30, Ormidale Terrace, Edinburgh. V"

SCOTT 1920, just overhauled, lamps, speedomet

mileage 4.000, any trial; £75, or near offer I

away; £60, or best offer.—Yule, Kirkuey, HfWIi

Wood. .

SCOTT, 1915, with Phoenix sidecar, splendid coB'<

tion, chains new, lamps, tax paid, would sepil

ate; seen evenings; £45.-48, Frankfurt Rd.. Beit

Hill, S.E. LI'

1A15 Scott Combination, new parts, perfect, M
13 photo; £45; exchange Triumph, Rover, B.B

solo, from 1915.-G., 25, Brook View, Ingretoul

Park, R.ainham, Essex.

£67/10.—Scott 1920 (September) 3%h.p. Model, I

solutelv perfect, mileage under 2,000, a sa«J? I

lamps, horn, etc.; or exchange—G. H. Tucker, *
cliffe Hill, Bristol. 'Phone: 4042. lM

i Q20>i Scott Combination, mileage 3,000, b" I

-Lf new condition, electric lighting, windscK

taxed; 68 gns.; exchanges.—Peter Gordon, Limit

110, Upper Richmond Rd„ East Sheen. Photogra

B56 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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OTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

5r'4h.p. Scott Combination, as new, mileage

der 1,000, complete with Miller lamps, tool

Cowev horn, licensed December, 1922; what
'artridge, Floor Mills, Pershore. [1409

London Scott Service Depot.—'Phone Croy-

1129 lor demonstration runs; immediate de-

rices from £105.—John R. Kinsey and Co.,

1-352, Lower Addiscombe Ed.. Croydon. [8352

I ; London Scott Service Dep6t.—Scott Spares :

sa Repairs.—John R. Kinsey and Co., Ltd.,

1 Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. 'Phone
[8353

i: SETS', Ltd.. 208, Great Portland St., London,
1 .1—Complete stock of all Scott spare parts

i 1 stock. Write foe free spare part list, stating

G nanufacture. [0751

Singer.
r?HOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2y,h.p.
jger, 1910; £20. [2416

fiR 2%h.p., perfect order, fully equipped; £20.

•]8, Wandsworth Rd., S.W.8. [1802

tO.—Singer 2%h.p., overhauled, all on.—11,
reniont Place, Rotherhithe, next Hippodrome.

[1639
J NS—Singer 3^h.p., 3-speed, fine condition,

J,-ear's tax paid.—Delancey St. Garage, Camden
1 .W.l. C1744

I R Combination 4%h.p., 1917, 2-speed, coun-

jhaft, Bosch, B.S.A., licensed, good condition;
£ near offer.—Ranford, Garage, Malvern. [1235

I NS.—Singer coachbuilt combination, 3 speeds,

\ atch, enclosed magneto, B. and B., good tyres,

•jr 8 o'clock).—53, SwafBeld Rd., Wandsworth.
[6670

LR Combination, 4i4h.p., 2-speed countershaft,

; chain, equipped, tax paid; £45.—Homac's,
liver Clapton Rd., Clapton, N.E. 'Phone; Dal-

J08. [2118

I Parts:

Promptest Firm for Singer Spares.—Forfield
;ors. Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [3164

IR Spares.—I have the genuine stock at the

it price.—Alf. Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner,
[1877

all on.
College,
[2031

'Phone : 1945.

Slade.

. Slade-Jap, 1921, perfect condition,
lew tvres; £48. — Mitchell, Didsbury

I
iter.

Sparkbrook.
KBROOK 1916, Villiers engine, 2 speeds, can

I 40; £25.—Beckess, Butcher, Heston, Houns-
[1381

I Sparkbrook 2V^h.p., 2-speed, electric lights,

•lorn, little used", sound machine; £40.—Lyn-

l
Tilehurst, Reading. [1254

! KBROOK. 1920, Villiers engine, flywheel mag-
to, 2 speeds, all accessories, little used; £38.

—

I and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London. [1795

Spur.
! Olympia Model Spur-Villiers 2";4h.p., 2-stroke,

. bsolutely perfect condition; cost £75; acces-

ses; accept £45, or near offer: reason for sale,

j jyment.—9, Petherton Rd., Highbury. [1190

Sun.
I 'ILL1ERS 2 1/>h.p., lamps, horn, tax paid, splen-

I condition; £25.-15, Deal Rd., Tooting. [1833

I Sun-Jap, as new, all accessories ; want higher
I power; after 6-.—East View, Stanhope Rd.,

ite, N.6. [1114

Q 2'-jh.p. 4-stroke, with 2-speed gear, excellent

I ining order; £25.—Newnham Motor Co,

Jk rsmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone :

fg VITESSE 1920 2%h.p.,
T\ k start, clutch, horn; £34.-
sw gate Avenue, Camomile St
pi 5548.

223
Hammersmith 80.

[1739
2-speed. -2-stroke,

-Elce. Ltd., 15-16,
, E.C.3. 'phone

:

[0065

Sua, J. A.P., or Sun-Vitesse, get in touch with
! e sole North London agents. Models in stock,
Special, 42 gns.; 2%h.p. J.A.P.. 2-speed. K.S..

Send for catalogues. Trade supplied.—Jones

I
Broadway. Muswell Hill. N.10. [0790

Sunbeam.
1EAMS, all models, from Gourlay's, Fallowfield,
anchester. [1199

i
1. Sunbeam, detachable wheels, brand new; what

(offers?—Randall, Andover. [8983

|;3, Effingham Square, for Sunbeams.—New
".h.p. and 414I1.P. models from stock. [2255

Ip. Sunbeam 1921, ridden 6 weeks at evenings;
£115.—Peet, 27, Alma Rd., Retford, Notts.

{1339
WIHXDNO.—Kelly Bros., 108, Mostyn St.,

JVgents. Sunbeams in stock. 'Phone: 277.
[3311

BlAYTO^GAWCK^J

Find out
for yourself!

Find out for yourself
the vital advantages of
Layton's service, and what
its policy of ** satisfaction
above all things " may mean
to you.

Find out for yourself
how Layton's advice can
help you to choose the best
possible machine for your
purpose and purse.

Find out for yourself
how Layton's exceptional
organization can give you
the utmost value for your
money.

Find out for yourself
_ what bargains in guaranteed
slightly-used machines Lay-
ton's can offer you.

Find out for yourself
how Layton's terms for
exchange and extended pay-
ments are adapted to meet
your individual needs.

Find out for
yourself the reason
cf the confidence and
the friendliness that
have always existed
between Layton's and
their customers—all

over the country.

Earliest possible de-
liveries of i922.

Ariel. B.S.A..
B rough-Superior.
Diamond, D uglas,

Edmund, Enfield,
Humber, Indian,

Massey A rran.

Matchless, Norton,
Rooer-Scott, Triumph and
Velcette.

Always a
u ni q u e

stock of
specially

guaranteed
ii-iedmach-

i n e s at
real bar-

gainprices

Let us
know your
require-

ments.

wmufism

araees
90, High St, OXFORD

And at Bicester.

" Integrity," Oxford and Bicester.

581 and 784 Ox'ord.
35 Bicester

/. W. TollaJy,

Qcneral Manager.

=J>

S1

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

KICKHAM, Stokes Croit, Bristol. Solo District
Agent tur Sunbeams; unequalled service, repairs,

etc. 13143

UNBEAJI 1921 3V->h.p., touring model, brand new;
£126, list £141.—Ginger, Sunbeam Agent, Ban

bury. [9589

SUNBEAM 3V>h.p., black and gold, 3-speed, late
model, good condition; £58.—Pike, 102a, Church

St., Chelsea. [142b

WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—3V^h.p.
Sunbeam, 1917, 3 speeds; £65; extended pay-

ments taken. [2417

3M;h.p. Sports Model, brand new,
only; £115.—Jones, 28, Lichfield

[1331

Combination dynamo lighting,
^7 spare wheel, tax paid; £105.—Tomlinson, 194,
Church Rd., Hove, Sussex. [1836

SUNBEAM Combination, 8h.p., 1922, recently re-

ceived from the makers, cost £250, guaranteed
perfect; £198.—Moss, Wem. . '[2106

3 ill. p. Sunbeam Combination, 1920, very fully
2 equipped, engine perfect, as new; £120.—But-

ler, 117 Green St., Cambridge. [1707

SUNBEAM 3Y2h.p„ 3 speeds, 1919. (late), Lucas
lamps, horn, tools, licensed, equal to new; £80.—

TQ21 Sunbeam
-*-*J shop-soiled
St., Wolverhampton.

QUNBEAM 8h.p.
17 „...

106, Church St., Chelsea, S.W.3. [1780

SUNBEAM Combination, brand new, late 1921, de-

tachable, wheels, leaf spring fork; £160; ex-

change.—Parker's Garage, Derby. [1588

SUNBEAM Combination, J.A.P,
with child's seat. Easting.

Forthbridge Rd., Clapham,

BRAND New 3V2h.p. Sports Sunbeam, equipped
best Lucas accessories, cost £155; accept £110.

engine, large body
s new; £95.—64,

S.W.ll. l[2076

—24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [1819

all enclosed chains, countershaft.SUNBEAM 2%h.p. _

clutch, K.S., dependable, tax paid; £36.—Bin-
field, 20, Obelisk St., Camberley, Surrey.

Olh.p. Sports Sunbeam, 1921, June, lamps,

[1695

peedo-
2 meter, horn, spare sprockets, special engine;

£100.—D.R., 113, George St., Edinburgh. [1231

1 Q22 3V2h.p. T.T. Sporting Sunbeam, used for a few
jL*J demonstration runs only; special price.

£117/10.—Apply, 44, Bromsgrove Rd., Redditch. [1581

"I Q 21 Sunbeam 3Voh.p. Touring, interchangeable
A*/ wheels, lamps, "etc., new condition; 90 gns —
Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. Tel.: 689. [2458

1 Q20 3J4h.p. Sunbeam Combination, tax paid Dec,
X*7 completely equipped, condition as new; £120.

—

Cass's Motor Mart, 5, Warren St.

623.
W.l Tel.-: Museum

[1204

sidecar. Klaxon,

3ihp --

S 1
"

-I Q19 8h.p.
XE? fully

6h.p. Sunbeam Combination,
screen, speedometer, every accessory electric and

gas, oversize tyres; £75.—Lear, 6, Villiers Rd., Isle-

worth. [1675

SUNBEAM C.B. Combination, about 1919, hood,
screen, lamps, horn, in perfect order, carefully

used, any trial; £80.-23, Streatham Rd., Mitcham
Lane end. [2045

Sunbeam, late 1920, Cowey legsEields, new-

chain and back tyre, perfect condition, and
carefully looked after; £95.—Fenton, 55, Stirling Rd.,

Bournemouth. [1379

PECIAL Sporting 3>/.h.p. Twin Sunbeam. M.A.G.,
delivered June last, cost £175; sell £90, nc

offers; evenings— 120, Marlborough Flats, Walton St.,

Chelsea, S.W.3. [1931

Sunbeam Combination, little and care-

...ed, smart, sound, just thoroughly over-

hauled aud enamelled makers; about £100.—12, Park
St., Cambridge. [1964

SUNBEAM, early 1921, 8h.p., and sidecar, electric
* light, hood, screen, spare wheel, all tools, in

thorough order; £150.—Watkins' Garage, Eccleston

St. East, Victoria. [1595

LATE 1920 3M,h.p. Sunbeam Combination, Special

Canoelet sidecar, screen, speedometer, Cowey
horn and lamps, tax paid; £95 only.—Lidderdale,
Newcastle Rd., Stone. [1260

21 3V»h.p. Sunbeam Combination, delivered Sept.

from maker's, very small mileage, condition as

new; owner buying car; £135; Maida Vale—Box 1578,

c/o The Motor Cycle. [1206

LATE 1921 Sunbeam 3'/=h.p., semi-sporting, mileage

700, new condition, stored winter, Cowey horn,

speedometer, lamps; £110; appointment.—1, Albany
Gardens, Richmond. [1504

31h.p. Sunbeam, 3-speed, clutch, kick start, chain
2 —drive, enamel and condition excellent, tax

and insurance paid; best offer over £50.-23, Egre-

mont Rd., Exmouth, Devon. [1282

6h.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1914, everything thor-

oughly overhauled, new Amac, gear box, care-

fully, little used, fully equipped, perfect; £130.—
Benham, Church Lodge, Barnet. .

[1251

1 Q21 3y2h.p. Sunbeam, Montgomery sports sidecar,

111 tax paid, Magdvno lighting, not soiled, 300

miles only, any trial; £150, or offers—Garden Cot-

tage Wevbridge Park, Weybridge. [1671

19 2

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

3 ill.p. Golden Sunbeam and Light Sidecar, January,
2 1920, complete lamps, speedometer, first-class

appearance and mechanically, tyres good, low mileage.
—Jackson, 20, Brook Lane, Chester. [1258

~|Q17 Sunbeam Combination, 8h.p., Lucas dynamo,
Li/ electric horn, Cowey, Binks, legshields, guaran-
teed faultless; £l 10.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton
Rd., Clapton, N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [2117

1 Q20 Sunbeam Combination, Montgomery sidecar,
A«7 complete overhaul, 2 new tyre covers, C.A.V.
slectric light and accumulator, luggage carrier, tax
paid 1922, splendid condition; £130.—Holmes, Wood-
land Chambers, Colwyn Bay. [2178

|
Q20 Guaranteed 3%n.p. Sunbeam Combination, in-

i-t/ terchangeable wheels, lamps, mechanical born,
licensed year, perfect in every respect and in new
condition; £115.-198, King St., Hammersmith.
'Phone: Hammersmith 2474. [1900

SUNBEAM 3%h.p. Combination 1919, about 1,000
miles, unscratched and guaranteed as new, has

not been out of garage for 18 months, £20 worth of
extras, including Easting and legshields, privately
owned; £110.—Gillett, 3, Garden Mews, Bayswater.

[1351
SUNBEAM 1918 Combination 3%h.p\, new Easting

Royal windscreen, legshields, electric lighting, very
thoroughly overhauled, 1922 Sunbeam engine, re-

snamelled, spares, insurance, 10,500 miles, excellent
condition; £80.—Ison, 72, Chesterton Rd., Cambridge.

[1765

Taplin.
"IQ20 Taplin-Dalm . 3h.p., 2-speed gear box, lamps,
J-S7 discs, licensed; £35; or exchange sidecar, suit
Triumph, and cash.—Torrome, 10, Cathcart Hill, N.19.

[8994
T.D.C.

1 Q19 T.D.C, 2-stroke, good condition; good tyres,Aw tax paid; best offer.—E. Soames, 34, Cvprus
St., London, E.2. [1661

Triumph.

"PREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Triumphs.

IMMEDIATE delivery of type H, 4h.p., 3-speed,
£105; type S.D., chain drive, £115; type R.,

3ll,h.pj; overhead valve, £120; type L.W., lightweight,
£65; sidecars from £20 to £50; easy payments, 4 per
cent, extra; free delivery to any address.—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston- Rd., Birmingham. [086'<

TRIUMPH, all models, from Gourlay's, FallowfieM,
Manchester. [1198

TRIUMPH-RICARDO
Motor Co., Aston Rd

n stock; £120.-
Birmingham.

BABY Triumph, as new, tax paid; £45.-3, Orsett
St., Lambeth. [1187

£20.—Clutch model Triumph, taxed, equipped; bar-

gain.-47, Leigh Rd., East Ham. [2074

i Q20 Triumph Combination, as new ; £80.-24,
J-JJ Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [1825

Premier
[0868

TRIUMPH, Ricardo model, just delivered; list price.

—Forrester, Graham's Rd., Falkirk. [1212

TRIUMPH, 1918, in perfect order, fully equipped;
£45.-155, Ladbroke Grove, "VV.10. [1709

£25.—Special sporting 1912 SV^h.p. Triumph, clutch,
fast.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [2063

TRIUMPH 1922 Models in Stock; gradual payments.
—Laffeaty, 308, King's Rd., Chelsea. [2172

QA COUNTERSHAFT Triumphs. 1918, from £40.
&\J —24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [1820

LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd.
—Come and see our stock of Triumphs.

"I Q21 Triumph, in new condition, all accessories, and
J-f/ tax paid; £78.

rQ20
Triumph-Gloria Combination, Easting wind-

w screen and many accessories; £85.

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, 1922, renovated, indis-

tinguishable from new; £70.

BRAND New 1918 Countershaft Triumphs, mot re-

novated, just uucrated; £85.

ANY 1918 Triumphs (countershaft), in really good
condition; £60.

Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd.
1, Brixton. 'Phone: "~

minute from Brixton Skating Rink.)

M
LIGHT Car and

26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone : Brixton 1292.
[2208

MODEL H 1922 Triumph
model, .£115; cash or extended payment

£105; also S.D.
Below.

W'E have several 1918, 1919 C.S. Triumphs, fitted

new tyres, tubes, etc., and many fitted with
1922 S.A. gear boxes, splendid value, enamelled and
plated, £65.—The Hacklord Engineering Co., 33,
Hackford Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. [2314

"I Qi4 Triumph, 3-speed, lamps, horn, tyres, new;
J-tf £28.—Hampshire, Electric Works, Slough.

[1144

CROSS, Effingham Square, is Agent for the Trusty
Triumph lor Rotherham.—All models from etock.

[2256

No matter what the spares or the
accessories are that you require on
your trip—if it's for a Douglas, we've
got it—and if it's a motor cycle you
require we offer you the two finest

propositions obtainable.

Burlington Reconstructed 2| h.p. Douglas.
2-speed gear, fully equipped with lamps, horn,
tools and purop.

Cash Price £50
Easy Payment Terms : £13 5s. down, and

12 monthly instalments of £3 6 3.

Burlington Reconstructed 4 h.p. Douglas,
with new Burlington sidecar, 3-speed gear, clutch
and kick-starter. Fully equipped with lamps,
horn, tools and pump.

Cash Price : Solo 75 gns.

Easy Payment Terms : £20 18 6 down,
12 monthly instalments of £5 4 3

Cash Price : Combination 93 gns.

Easy Payment Terms: £25 16 6 down,
12 monthly instalments of £6 9 6.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

i

7, South Side,

Clapham Common, S.W.4.
'Phone : Brixton 2417.

Wires: Burlington Motors, Glapham.

Just by Clapham Common Underground Station.

Bj8 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adv
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SA
Triumph.

TRIUMPH 2-3h.p„ going order; £17,
Sutch, Herbert Rd., Plumstead Comn

RICARDO Model R Triumph, new, in 1

frey's Garage, Cranbrook RcL Ilford

"I Q14 4b. p. Triumph, 3-speed hub, machin
J-t» condition, £43.—2, Chudieigh Rd., Lad

TRIUMPH ^ih.p., 3-speed gear, good
condition; £55.—Hopkins, New St.,

TRIUMPHS.—Prompt delivery and serv
and Son, Monton, Eccles. Tel. : 1&

TRIUMPH, clutch model, 3%h.p., in si

dition; £26.-54, Brondesbury Villas

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph Combination
Palfrey Place, Dorset Rd., Clapham

"I Q18 3-speed Countershaft Triumph, i

J-t' dition; £45.-64, Church St., Edgw

TRIUMPH, 1918, nearly new; £58; gi

Mosedale, 30, Canterbury Rd., Kilbi

RICARDO-TRIUMPH actually in stock

;

mediately.—Meeten Motors, Dorkinj
163.

TRIUMPH-RICARDO, new, in stock, in
livery; £120.—Ginger, Triumph A

bury.

£39/10, BaTgain.—Countershaft Trium
licensed, sound, reliable.—89, East I:

worth.

F.O.C.H. for Triumphs; latest models
also 1921 solo.—5, Heath St., Hamp

Tube).

TRIUMPH Combination, 1918. counter
sonian, lamps, K.S.; £66.-43, G

Ilford.

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Decompressor, Philipson
anteed mechanically perfect, tax ps

Below.

TRIUMPH-GLORIA, 1922, gear box; \

11, Chichester Rd., West Kilburn, N.l

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., No. 52,131, excellent

spares; £48.-49, Tonsley Hill, V
S.W.18.

£38.—Triumph Combination, 3-speed, any
lightweight part.—57, Kenbury St., I

London.

-| Q13 3-speed Triumph, complete lamps, t

It/ but wants tuning up; £29.—Cr
Rotherham.

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, elect

any trial; £70.—The Haven, 120,

Rd., Croydon.

TRIUMPH, 1917, Model H, countersh
gomery sidecar; bargain, £67.—365,

Hammersmith,

"I Q21 Triumph 4h.p., all-chain drive, as
J-«7 —28, Woo<»,-rd Rd., Forest Gate.

Maryland 2598.

1Q21 Triumph-Henderson, excellent

J-t'hood, Cameo, accessories; £90.—Chilt
Sudbury, Suffolk.

1Q14 Triumph, clutch, lamps, horn, et(

iu condition, guaranteed; £32/10.—21

Rd., Hampstead.

CLUTCH Model H'A.p. Triumph, kick st

tax paid, new tyres; £25.—Rhind and
Place, Rushoime.

1Q1S 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, fully

Xfr licensed; £65; after 5 p.m.—100,
Rd., West Croydon.

Tl/TOFFAT, Yeovil, Official Triumph Servia
1*1 1922 models from stock; exchanges;
parts. 'Phone : 50.

TRIUMPHS, 1918, 20 to pick from, some
new; £40 to £60.-204, Ladbroke Gr

'Phone : Park 5541.

TRIUMPH 1919, Gloria Combination, Ei

paid, insured, new condition; £95.

—

I

ary Rd., Walthamstow.

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Combination, 1920, new
been stored; £95. — Hedley, Gu

'Phone : 1581 Chiswick.

TRIUMPH 3V-;h.p. clutch model, fine

machine, £22 cash.—74, Brighton Rd.,
'Phone : Kingston 3025.

~|Q18 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, M
L*s sidecar; £62/10, or separate.—2, For
Rd., Harlesden, N.W.10.

1022 4-valve Model R Triumph, SMJi.p.
J-'J £120.—E. T. Morris and Co., Ltd., 1

ley Rd.. London, N.W.3.

31. T.T. Triumph, licensed, fully equippe
2 running order; £20.—Enfield Engine

31, Silver St., Enfield, N.

ertisement, and the date of the issue

marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

3JMPH combination, 1921, lamps, horn, etc.,

(as /paid, splendid condition ; £105.-33, Hack-
i.d.. Brixton, S.W.9. • [2315

51
Triumph, model H, all on, low mileage, excep-

ionai condition, any trial, tax paid; £75.—M. C,
J581,

The Motor Cycle. [2336

!f_

TMPH Combination, 1920, electrically equipped,
lax paid, as new; £82/10.—Surgerv, 216, Porto-
Jld.. North Kensington. [1938

!<3

Countershaft Triumph, perfect condition, fully
equipped; £48.—Hillier, side bell, 9, Walling-
\.v., North Kensington. [1972

1—3b.p. Triumph, B. and B. magneto, tax paid,
il on, good condition, ride awav.—Bergin, Ros-
^ark Rd., New Barnet. [1685

IJMPH, 3^h.p., clutch model, licensed 1922, well
quipped, first rate condition ; £30.—Bunting's
1 Exchange, Wealdstone. [2496

I—Triumph 1913 3','oh.p., 3-speed hub gear, re-

ntly overhauled, excellent condition.—Dominy
'p., Jewry St., Winchester, [2236

TCK Triumph and Wicker Sidecar, tax paid,
:ood condition; low price for quick sale.—Wood-

,

Baring Rd., Beaconsfield. [2052

UMPH Junior 2-stroke, 2-speed countershaft,
'ootboards. practically new; £50.—Hart, 153,
d Rd., East Dulwich, S.E. [1813

UMPH, 1920, never been used; sell £70, or
exchange lightweight, cash adjustment.—Hum-
,
Baker, High St., Bracknell. [2225

-Clutch Model Triumph, 1913, 31/oh.p., 1 Lucas
mps and horn.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd.,
te Chalk Farm Tube Station. [2195

UMPH. all-chain, only done 300 miles, speedo-
leter, Easting, lamps, horn, cost £175; offers.

—

son, 207, Rye Lane, Pecknam. [1992

UMPHS.—Every model in stock, including over-
ead valve; delivery immediate.—W. Brandish and
The Triumph Garage, Coventry. [5985

Triumph Combination, countershaft, excellent
condition, accessories; £75.-37, Canterbury

Ball's Pond Rd„ Dalston, N.l. [1416

9 Triumph-Gloria Combination, Easting screen,

all lamps, tools, etc.; £75.—Hillier, side bell,

lHngford Av., North Kensington. [1973

UMPH Countershaft Combination, hood, wind-
creen, etc., splendid condition; £75; trial anv
-Snow, Laurel -St., Dalston, E.8.- [2341

'E 1919 Triumph Combination, Easting, speedo-
teter, electric horn and lamps, every accessory;
mip.—130, Lowfield Rd., Stockport." [1159

UMPHS, 7, 1918 countershaft models, with
imps, etc., from £48; all perfect.—James, c/o
lores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [2228

iYDON Agents Triumphs, all new models and
irge range of second-hand in stock.—Moore's
1 Motor Works, North End, Croydon. [0864

UMPH 1919 4h.p., mechanically sound, small
lileage, enamel and plating unscratched, lamps,
etc.; £65.—Perkms Bros., Wokingham. [219£

1 4h.p. Chain Drive Trusty Triumph, new last

Julv, practically new condition;. £100, or equit-

ffer .—Box 1662, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2249

UMPH 1918-19 4h.p., countershaft, Bosch mag-
eto, fullv equipped, Tan-Sad, just overhauled

;

Glenlhorpe, Sandfield Rd., St. Albans. [1214

UMPH Combination 3Vjh.p., 3-speed, clutch,

itarter splendid condition; £45.-56, Lordship
Tottenham. 'Phone: Tottenham 2067. [1667

—Triumph 3M>h.p„ clutch, fully equipped,
,axed, excellent condition and appearance; bar-

-143, Ravensbury Rd., Earlsfield, S.W. [2181

.—Triumph coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed,
;iutch, accessories, excellent condition, licensed.

Amyand Park Rd., Twickenham. (D) [1611

!2 Triumphs, all models. Still the finest single.

Catalogues with pleasure.—Sam E. Clapham
rs), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.10. [4634

10 4h.p. Triumph Combination, C.B. sidecar,
lamps, Klaxon, all accessories, insurance,
;-£90.—74, St. Stephen's Rd., Hounslow". [1427

UMPH-GLORIA Combination 1513, 3-speed,
ew tyres and belt, all on, excellent condition;
-7, Alexandra Parade, Muswell Hill, N.10. [1338

. 1914 Triumph, Sturmey 3-speed and clutch,
[enderson light sidecar, in good order, tax paid,
, tools; £38/10.-20, Forrest St., Latchford.

[2245
TJMPH-RICARDO Model, 1922, absolutely as
new, dynamo lighting, cost £145; accept £130.—
nan Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. Tel. : 689.

[2457
PFIELD Agent for Triumphs; all models in
lock for immediate delivery.—J. A. Stacey
iph Service Depot, 12, Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield.

[0812

WATCH THIS COLUMN
EVERY WEEK FOR

BANCROFTIAN GO.'S

Advertisers in "The Motor Cycle" from its
first publication.

TYRES.—Manufacturers' clearance stock, not W.D.
Although clearance, they .are new and perfect.
Wood Milne extra heavy, 4-pIy, i6X2\, combination,
35/-. Pedley, 26x2^, 3-ribbed, 25/-. Hutchinson,
26 x 2|, heavy T.T., 27/6 ; Passenger, 26 x zh for 2j,
39/6 ; 700X 80 to fit 650X 65 small car, heavy, 49/6 ;

light car, 750 x 75 for 28 x 3 rim, 42/- ; heavy Passenger,
26X3, 37/6; extra strong Passenger, 28x3, 53/6;
24X2 T.T. heavy, 25/-; extra heavy, 3-ribbed,

700 X 65, 35/- ; 650 x 65 steel studded car type, 65/-
;

original, £6 6s. Firestone, 20X2, Auto wheel, 21/-
;

original, 45/- ; tube, 6/6. Palmer, 26 X 2, light, 22/6
;

650X65 cord, 42/-; 26x2^ cord, 42/-. Oylers,
650 x 65, ribbed square tread, heavy, in original

packing, 27/6 ; original, 45/-. Clincher de Luxe, very
heavy, 26X2i, 37/6; 26x2 Junior de Luxe, 22/6;
26X1J, 17/6. Hutchinson wired edge cover, 26x2^
and 26 X 2 J, 30/- each. Postage 1/6.

TUBES.—24 X2i, 4/6; 24x2, 4/6; 26X2I, 5/6;
26X2^,5/9; 26x2-1,5/6; 28 x 3, extra heavy, 7/6 ;

700 x 80, 7/6. Postage gd.

BELTS.—Clincher clearance line,

-2", 6' 6", 8/6; £", 7' 6", 12/3;
16/-; 8', 17/-; ij", 7', 18/-;
Bates short lengths, J", 5', 4/6

new,
8' 6", 14/-

;

, 20/6 ; 8
:

5' 6", 5/-
;

not W.D.
i", 7' 6",

6", 21/6;

. F, 4' 6",

5/-
;

5', 5/-
;

5' 6", 5/6 ; i", 2' 6", 3/-
;

3', 4/- ;
3' 6",

4/6
;

4' 6", 6/3 ;
leather belts, |" at 2/6 per foot ; belt

fasteners, 9d. and 1 /-. Postage 1/-.

GREAT PURCHASE of Genuine " B0BJ0N " LAMPS.
Nickel-plated on brass or black and plated. Large
size, 5£" front with powerful back lens, large

generator sufficient for two lamps, suitable for a heavy-
weight machine. 25/t complete, as illustrated, original

price, 55/-. Smaller set, 4 -J-" front, suitable for light-

weights, 16/3. The greatest bargain ever offered-
When cleared can never be repeated at near the price-

Postage and packing, 1/6 extra. Special quotation for
quantities.

SPEEDOMETERS.—Slightly shop soiled. Cowey
with trip, £4 15s. ; Stewart with trip {£6 6s. model),
£4 10s.; Smith's with trip, £4 10s. Also Bonniksen
in stock. All speedometer replacements in stock.
Postage 1/6.

TAN-SAD, with back seat, 28/6; original, 57/-;
only limited quantity. Carriage .'3/6 extra.

GAUNTLETS.—Extraordinary bargains. Tan leather

gauntlets unlined, 7/11 ; lined, 10/6; new and fresh.

The greatest bargain- ever offered. Chrome leather

gauntlets with finger and thumb, wrist strap, 3/6 ;

Gloves, leather, wool lined, 4/6. Above lines worth
more than double. Limited quantities only. Order at

once. Postage 6d.

WATERPROOF SUITS.—Less than pre-war prices.

Great purchase of manufacturers' stock, consisting of

double-breasted coat with belt, storm cuffs, and collars,

and seatless trousers with gussets, patent fasteners,

and leather bound seats. Finest quality, extra heavy,
double texture waterproof material, dark fawn, new
and fresh, only been made recently, not half-perished

W.D. Out price to clear, £2 2s. Postage 1/6 extra.

Could not be bought elsewhere under £4 10s. The
greatest bargain ever offered. Order immediately to

save disappointment. All stock sizes.

HORNS.—Reliable Electric, Motor Cycle, up to

4-volt only, complete with wire and switch ; usual

price, 29/6, our priced 15/6. Postage 1/3 extra. Smith's
Electric Horns, black and nickel, in 6, 8, or 12 volts,

large size, suitable for heavy combinations; original-

price, £2 15s.; our price, 30/-. Postage 1/6. The
greatest bargain ever offered. All new and perfect.

We can supply anything for the motor cyclist at

competitive prices.

BANCROFTIAN CO.,
78, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON, E.C.2.

'Grams : "Chaikel, London." 'Phone: London Wall 989 7

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

055.—Triumph 4h,p., countershaft, 1918, engine No.
c**' 54278, renovated, new Dunlop tyres.—Smith's, 86,
Chalk Farm Rd., opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station.

[2194

"J
OI 7

. 4h.p., gear box," clutch, new Rennoc sidecar,
A*/ perfect condition, Klaxon, -lamps, windscreen,
etc.; nearest £75.—Stimpson, Mav Place, Basingstoke.

[1275
BRAND New 1922 4h.p. Triumph Model S.D., all

chain, £115; Gloria pattern sidecar to fit, £35.—
Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Walden. 'Phone: 45.

[1532
1 Q20 Triumph Combination, under 2,000 mileage,
J-*/ as new, including £25 set of accessories; £110;
after 6.—Rose, 40, Bracewell Rd., Wormwood Scrubbs.

riBSG
4h.p. Triumph' Combination, C.S., new sidecar,

lamps, horn, licensed, any trial; £68.—40, Linhope
St., Upper Park Place, Baker St., N.W.I. Padd. 2854.

[1852
£44.—Triumph, countershaft, 3-speed, hand clutch,

kick start, tax for year, splendid condition
throughout; bargain.—H., 1, Priory Rd., Kew Green.

[1850
TRIUMPH 1919 Combination, fully equipped and

in absolutely first-class • condition throughout;
£72/10.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. Tel. :

689. [2453

2D 14 Triumph- 4h.p., 3-speed, fully equipped, ex-
-*J cellent condition; £35; seen Luton, London, by

appointment.—Low, The Green, Caddington, Luton,
Beds. [1705

riiRIUMPH 1913 4h.p. Combination, lamps, horn,X all accessories; £68.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishops*
gate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue
5548. [0066

£17.— 3'/2h.p. Triumph, Bosch, T.T. bars, fast and
sporty, dropped frame", taxed.—W.J.C. Motor Ex-

change, 5, Addison Av., Holland Park, W.ll. Park
2071. [2355

"I Q20 Triumph and Sidecar, all on, Cameo, in ex-
J-*s cellent order, guaranteed; £95.—Homac's, 243,
Lower Clanton Rd., Clapton, N.E. 'Phone: Dalston
2403. [2119

"I 018 late Triumph countershaft, first-class cqn-
J-£/ dition guaranteed, £55; with Mills-FuHord
sidecar, £65.—Ward, 51, Upper Richmond Rd„
Putney. [2377

1 Ql 8-19 Triumph Combination, screen, speedometer,
J- *J fully equipped, tax paid, splendid condition

;

£75, no offers.—La Hive, Abington Brewery, North-
ampton. [1145

4h.p. Triumph 1919, condition and appearance per-

fect, little used, all on, full tax paid; £70;
seen bv appointment.—Swayne, Hazelhurst, Uxbrid«r
Rd., Slough. [1410

rQ 12 4h.p. Triumph, T.T., clutch model, recently
•J overhauled, Bosch, B. and B., very fast, smart,

good order; 16 gns.—W. Green, 1, Southgate St..

King's Lynn. [2078

TRIUMPH, 1921, all chain' drive, 4h.p., 3 speed?,
kick starter, all accessories, low mileage; £85

cash, quick sale.—74, Brighton Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone :

Kingston 3025. [2436

TRIUMPHS.—Cambridgeshire Service Agents. All
. models from stock, including 5%fi.p> Sports

Ricardo; complete stock spares. — King and Harper,
Bridge St., Cambridge. [9744

TRIUMPH 3^h.p., clutch, plate, and enamel per-
fect, overhauled, new wheels and bars, lamps,

engine decarbonised, fast, reliable; £35.—Flack, 118,
Dunediu Rd.. Leyton. [1684

TRIUMPH 1914, hub gear, speedometer, watch,
horn, etc., in thoroughly perfect condition

throughout; £45.—Barker, 24a, Lidfield Rd., Stoke
Newington, London, N. [1133

1 Q 18 4h.p. Triumph, recently thoroughly over-
JL*7 hauled, perfect condition, barely ridden, owner
going abroad; £60; lamps, horn.—Macnab, Wis-
borough Green, Sussex. [1268

-1 Ai8 (late) 4h.p. countershaft Triumph, completely
\-*J equipped, taxed year, splendid condition,

enamel, plating as new; £60.—K. Baker, 11, Ridg-

mont Rd., St. Albans. [2357

TRIUMPH.—Immediate delivery of all 1922 Models.
Sidecars , to suit from £20.—Write for catalogue

and particulars of easy payments, P. J. Evans, John
Bright St., Birmingham. ' [1559

1 13 Triumph 4h.p. , 3-speed, clutch, just over-
3-*J hauled, good condition, with light sidecar,

lamps, tax paid; £33.—Goad, 122, Maida Valve.
'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [2129

TRIUMPH 1922, 4h.p. Model H, Bonniksen. tax,
mileage 100, absolutely as new; £105.—Newn-

ham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [1740

"D ICARDO-TRIUMPH, foot oiling, 2-gallon ' petrol
.CL tank, £20 worth racing and other parts, will guar-
antee well over 70 m.p.h., perfect condition, cost

£150. fast, and insurance paid; £110.—Moser, Trinity
College, Cambridge. {1815

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desire

advertisement, and the date of the issue

d. marked (P).
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[2386

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1 Q19 4b. p. Triumph, just overhauled and repainted
LtJ by makers, equipped and year's tax paid, new
Ivres; highest offer—A.S.C., 166, Great Portland St.,

WM. Tele. : Museum 6626. [12a9

RICARDO-TRITJMPH, 1922, fitted Whitley super-

sports sidecar, fully equrpped, year's tax, run

300 miles only, won three medals hill-climbing last

tveek; 13S gns; exchanges.—Below.

TRIUMPH, Model H, Lucas magdyno. disc wheels,

large tank, spotless condition, smartest Triumph
on road; 88 gns.; exchanges.—Peter Gordon, Limited

110. Upper Richmond Kd., East Sheen,

Putney 2865.

"IQ19 Triumph-Gloria Combination, delivered 1920,

-Ltf perfect order, appearance as new, oversize Dun-
lops Easting's, tax paid, only wants seeing; £78.

—

1, Norwood Rd., Herne Hill, S.E.24. [2477

TRIUMPH combination, 1922, done 500 miles,

fitted with lamps, horn, speedometer, wind-

screen, &.C., tax paid, smart turnout; £115, exchanges.

—33, Hackford Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. [2316

1Q18 (late) Triumph eountershalt, in first-class con-

J-*} dition throughout, fully equipped, taxed, guar-

anteed, £58; with Mills-Fullord sidecar, £68.—Ward
51, Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. [2378

1Q 14 Triumph 4h.p., Mills sidecar, hood, screen.

At? Tan-Sad, child's seat, lamps, sreedometer. over-

alls, tax paid year, 3-speed hnb; S45.—Hawksley, 37,

Reginald Rd., Northwood, Middlesex. [1507

1 Q19 Triumph-Gloria Combination, all accessories,

i-fJ Easting, DA. set, same owner since 1919,

•axed, speedometei, engine overhauled; reasonable

jlfer—Ewbank. Holmwood. Limes Rd., Weybridge
[8856

1 O20 Triumph 4h.p.. 3-speed countershaft, combina-

J-tJ tion (or separate), complete with lamps, tools

etc tyres good, tax paid, excellent condition, good

running order; £95.—Bourner, Horsmonden, kent.
[1508

TRIUMPH late 1921, all-chain drive, Gloria com-

bination Lucas dvnamo lighting, Bonniksen, tax,

ibsolutelv as new; £145.—Newnham Motor Co.. 223.

Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80

TRIUMPH combination, 1919, new Binks, A.C.E.

di=c* fullv equipped, licensed 1921, Rennoc

Mecar with Blumell windscreen, spare belt, chain,

.-alves, tools, &c; £85, bargain.-B., 11, feasant

Place, N.2. t2"1

1 f»20 Triumph Combination, Mills-Fulford Model H,

iy hand and foot clutch, speedometer, tax paid,

overhauled, as new, Lucas lighting set, mileage 3,780;

bargain, £65 gns.-A. Thrower, 35, All Saints St.,

Kings Lynn. ^ali

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p. Henderson sidecar. Easting

screen,- unused lighting set, 30,'- horn, original

vre= and belt, verv little used; £95; cost £175; £6/10

insurance, tax paid: aitei 7-9, Alceste: Crescent

LondoD, E.5. l11B1

TRIUMPH S'.h.p. clutch model, overhauled April,

re-enamelled makers' colours, new Amac, T.T.

bars belt, lamps, and horn, splendid engine, excep-

tionally fast, any trial; £30 or near.—68, Rattray

Rd., Effra Rd., Brixton. [1843

1 O20 Countershaft Triumph, in absolutely showroom
J-«/ condition, original tyres, and complete with all

accessories,_tool kit, and knee grips, tax paid 1922;

£70 Maynard, 161, Bowes Rd., Bowes Park, N.ll.

'Phone: Palmer's Green 19. [2023

TRIUMPH 1919, Montgomery sidecar, speedometer,

horn, lamps (2 electric, 1 acetylene), almost new

tvres carefully driven, well looked after, fullest ex-

amination invited; £70 for quick sale.—Cross, Sbjagos

Garage, Hythe Bridge St., Oxford. [1155

TRIUMPH, late 1920. engine 70882, privately

ordered special sidecar, Easting, luggage grid,

step Tan-Sad, all accessories mileage 4,000, perfect

condition throughout only wants seeing; £95: no

offers.—D. Burns, 27, Hoxton St., London, N.l. [1849

£3g 1914 -(date guaranteed) coachbuilt combina-

tion 2 speeds, K.S., clutch, lamp, windscreen,

Sc machine just had £9 overhaul, good running

order reliable, taxed.—W. J. C. Motor Exchange, 5,

Addison Avenue, Holland Park, W.ll. 'Phone : Park

2071. [2352

TRIUMPH-MONTGOMERY 1920 Combination, 3-

speed clutch, kick start, full equipment, in-

cluding large Miller head lamp, patent Low generator,

Smith speedometer, Clayrite horn, latest model side-

car with apron and mat, tax paid; 85 gns.—Hedroofs,

Oxshott. 'Phone: Regent 3160. [1529

TRIUMPH Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model

[rom stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best

prices allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred
pavments see column advertisement.—Bambers, 2,

Eastbank St.. Sonthport. 'Phone: 607. [4928

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, 1921 type.
- S.D.C., all chain, Lucas electric lighting, wind-

Ec^cen, Bonniksen speedometer, new pattern mud-
luards, very carefully used, condition guaranteed as

new; £150, original cost over £220; specially picked

machine.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-
ham. [8459

RIDEEZI

ANY MAKE OF

MOTORCYCLE
SUPPLIED ON OUR

NEW SCHEME
OF

Eighteen Monthly
Deferred Payments
which gives you the privilege

of paying earlier and getting

a discount.

f^EJVD/or oar Extended
*-* Payment Form. We
also supply the famous
Rideezi Sidecars on 12
Monthly "Payments. Send
for Sidecar Catalogue and
Extended Payment Form

RIDEEZI
SALES LIMITED

5, Victoria Street,

LONDON, S.W.I.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAL1
Tr-umph.

TRIUMPHS.—New 1922 4h.p. Conibinati

chain drive, £155; chain-cum-belt coed p|

£145; 4h.p. S.D., all-chain, £115; Model
cum-belt, £105; Junior, 2i4h.p., £65; alsc \\

second-hand Trinmphs from £40, and one 3^1
o.h.v., done 500 miles, £115; second-hand
taken in exchange, remainder on easy tern

allowed on old machine accepted as first

down.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
Holborn 5777.

Spare Parts

.

TRIUMPH Spares.—Immediate delivery.—I I

Bond St.. Ealing.

COMPLETE stock Triumph and Sturme
spares, no waiting.—Ward's, 51, Uppe

jmond Rd., Putney. 'Phone: Putney 2754.

TRIUMPH Spares.—Every part in stuck,
-»• trade supplied.—W, L. Thompson, L
AnTaby Rd., Hull. Tel. : Cen. 2820. Te
" Petrol."

'pRlUMPH Agents since 1906.—All Triurop
-*- at new reduced prices from stock; prim:
mingham agents and service depot.—Premie
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

TRIUMPH Spare Parts for all model
Sturmey-Archer gear parts from stock, pi

gear overhauls by specialist.—Jones Garage,
Agents, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10.

SEND to the Rhosha Motor Garage, Soi
Romford, for

,
Triumph and Stunne;

spares. No disappointing delays; every
stock. Repairs by skilled mechanics,
official service agents. Telephone : Romford

TRIUMPH Parts. 1904-21, every part in stc

or second-hand. Why not second-hand
of new till prices drop? Half the price, sat
guaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials,
repairs and renovations a speciality, under
supervision of our proprietor, late with Triun
Premier cycle companies Cylinder regrim
latest machinery.— Forfield Motors, Forfield
Leamington Spa.

Velocette.

T>REMIER Motor Co., for 1922 Velocettes. .

IMMEDIATE delivery of Model E.2 2-speec

E.3 3-speed, £72/10; EX.2 lady's* open
£68; all with clutch and kick starter; easy pa
4 per cent, extra; carriage paid to any ac

Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

VELOCETTE 1921 2 1/ih.p., perfect, lamps
toots, legshields; £55.—Muckalt, Sedbergh

VELOCETTE Zy^h.p., 2-speed, 1921, gua
condition, not soiled, complete with MilTe

ing set and horn, aH accessories, taxed for 191

trial ; ride to purchaser.—Write, Howard, Bell

Hay, Herefordshire.

VELOCETTE, 249 c.c, 3-speed, Sports,
1922, run '600 miles, unscratched, extraorc

fast and powerfuL no fault, Ahcol mileage in

and h.b. variable jet, licensed; cost £80/2,
£70.-30, Chaffinch Rd., Beckenham.

Verus.
TTERUS-BLACKBURNE 2^h.p. Sports, i

clutch, insured, fast; £50.-300, South Li

Rd., s.w.a.

VilUers.

-| Q20 Villiers 2-stroke, 2-speed, tax paid, eqi

It/ bargain, £27/10.—67, Fernlea Rd., Bali

-| O20 Villiers, 2%h.r>., 2-stroke, 2-speed, perft

XJ7 dition, like new; £26.-1, Priory Rd.,
j

Werner.
WERNER 2^ih.p., good running order,

licensed; £10/10.-17, Heaton Rd., Miti

Wilkin-
WILKIN-BLACKBURNE 4h.p. 1920 Combi

3-speed, h.b. clutch, chain drive, handsc
pearance, mechanically perfect, fully equippei

£160; sacrifice £95.—Newitt, 52, South St., R<
Essex.

Williamson.
TXriLLIAMSON 8-10h.p., water-cooled, 2-seati

VV car, lovely condition; lower power wan
Fitzroy Av., Ebbw Vale, Mon.

8h.p. Water-cooled Williamson, family moiii

ginal condition, Bosch, B. and B., 1917; i

ready cash.—"Atalanta," Hoole, Chester.

£58, Bargain.—Smart 8h.p. Williamson Coa
Combination, water-cooled, hood, screen,

clutch, starter, excellent condition, any trial, {

outfit.—89, East Hill, Wandsworth.

Wolf.

WOLF, 2-speed, clutch, kick start; £30 or

Write Squire, 39, Manor Park Rd., N.t

WOLF 2Vzh.p. 2-stroke, fully equipped,
paid; £30.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. P

St., W.l.

b6o All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Wolf.

)LF-J.A.P. 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch,, kick start,

good condition; £36.—43, Ewhurst Rd., Brock-
;.E.4. [1683

)LF 2'i;h.p. 2-stroke, Sturiney-Archer 2-speed
gear with clutch, Bosch magneto, B. and

, B.
retter. new Dunlop Magnum on back, new belt,

od running order, tax paid December, 1922;
-Rivert, 236, High Rd., Levtonstone. [1449

THE MOTOR CYCLE.—Supplement. Advertisements, xli.

Wooler,
..p. Wooler, 1920, verv little used; £40.—D.R.,
113, George St.. Edinburgh. [1233

>OLER, 1920-1, little used, original tyres, lamps,
*c; £38.-73, Sutherland Rd., Edmonton, N.

[2331
:l Actual I.O.M. T.T. Wooler; £55; or exchange
countershaft Triumph.—22, Brent St., Hendon.

[1776
iOLER 2"

4h.p., fully equipped, footboards, _tax
paid, perfect, mileage 800; £50.—Dancer, Crox-
ark, St. Neots, Hunts. [1810

iOLER 234 h.p., 1920/ stored long period, 2-

speed. clutch, fully, equipped, smart mount;
-Telford Garage, 47, Streatham Hill, London,

[2192

Yale.

.p. Tale Solo, handsome machine, Bosch B. and
111, Swabv

E1322
I., clutch, equipped discs; 35 gns.-

Earhfield. f

Zenith.
.AX GRUZELIER and

'T. F. C. TOWNSHEND,

CH Zenith Riders of 10 years' standing, offer you
!heir soyices, the benefit of their united experi-
and the following machines, for immediate de-

. Countershaft, new, 84 gns.; 90 bore o.h.v.
:921. small mileage, £65; 1922 Bradshaws, all

;; all 1922 J.A.P. models.

MEMBER, we are the specialists. Pay us a
:all at Ulster Chambers, 168, Regent St., W.l.

[2212

ITH-BRADSHAW, slightly soiled; price to
^lear, £100.—Below.
iITH 5h.p., countershaft model, immediate deli-
very; £118.—Motorists' Advisory Agency, Ltd.,
'igmore St., W. [1621

C.H, for Zeniths; latest models in stock.—5,
[eath St., Hampstead (near Tube). [8987

S3J£h.p. Zenith-Gradua combination, coachbullt
idecar, good order.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [2062

ITH, new 1922 models on easy terms; list appli-
:at'ion; exchanges.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe ' Lane,
n. [2418

1919, sports model, fully insured
£75.-156, Norwood Rd., West

'[2318

Sports, Stewart, Biuks, Tan-Sad,
completely overhauled.—84, Ilex

[1678

Gns.—Zenith-Gradua 6h.p., equipped, taxed, per-
fect, small mileage, new tvres

;
photograph ; ex-

;s.—Belcw.

ITH, 8-10h.p.,
and equipped;
'0d.

—Zenith 8h.p.
ipper exhaust,
tfillesden.

TTH-GRADCA, 6h.p., 1920, perfect order,
equipped, taxed, 3in. tyres, as new ; 63 gns.

;

ages; photograph.—Peter Gordon, Limited, 110,
Richmond Rd., East Sheen. Open Sundays.

i[2387
-'1918 Zenith Sports Combination; cheap, quick
ale.—Cole. 457, Rathgar Rd., Loughborough
ion, S.W.9. [2279

ITH Combination 4h.p., twin, countershaft,
imps, speedometer, accessories; £55.-11, Streat-
ftd., S.W.16. [1702

3ERTSONS Motors, Ltd.—1922 shop-soiled
Senith-Bradshaw, Gradua gear; £100.—157b, Gt
tnd St., W.l. . [6082

ITH 6h.p., J.A.P., modern engined, excellent
imily combination, all on, tax paid; £45.—72,
it Rd., Wealdstone [1690

10 (Sept.) Zenith 5h.p. Sports, tax paid, insur-
ance, equipped, perfect condition; £63.-12,

s Rd., Gunnersbury. [1577
mm.-bore Zenith. 80 m.p.h.; £55; exchanges —
W.J.C. Motor Exchange, 5, Addison Av. Hol-

Park, W.ll. Park 2071. [2354

I Zenith-Jap, Sports model, lamps, horn, tax
aid for the year, good condition; what offers?—
Marina, St. Leonard's-p.n-Sea. [1234
riTH-GRADUA 8h.p. C.B. Combination, excel-
Bfit condition, new tvres ; 55 gns. ; after 6
Q, 270, High Rd., Chiswick.'

[13
"

64
'. Zenith Sports Model, fully equipped, with
Lucas accessories,- licence paid, perfect condition:
-Ratclitie Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l

[2096

James

GROSE
LTD.,

Established 1S76.

'Phones: 7712 Central. 1297 North. City 36S4
OLD JEWRY, CHEAPSIDE. E.C.2,
and at 255-257, Holloway Road, N.;

8, New Bridge Street, E.C.

SIDECARS
We specialise in Sidecars, and can supply from
Stock to fit almost any make of machine, and will

fit free of charge.

SPUR RACER.
Light sporting coachbuilt body, with small
locker fitted, on light underslung chassis, com-
plete with all fittings, and studded tyre—

. £13 - 13 - O.
Body only £4 - 15 - 0.

THE SPUR.
Light touring coachbuilt body, well upholstired,
with locker under seat, light underslung chassis,

complete with all fittings, and studded tyre—

£14 - 14 - O.
Body only £6-6-0.

SPUR LA GRANDE.
The smartest Sidecar on the road. Best coach-
built body with large bulbous back giving a large
locker, spring upholstering and special shape door,
chassis heavy underslung, four-point connection,
valauced mudguard, etc., and complete with
Hutchinson tyre

—

£23
Body only £10 - 10 - 0.

SIDECAR SUNDRIES
CHASSIS:—Light under- U bolts, 4d. and 6d.

;

slung, complete with all body bolts with plate,
fittings, £6 6s. ; heavy 3d. ; right angle chassis
underslung 4-point con- bends, 5/6 ; shackles, 2",

nections, valanced mud- 3/6, 3", 3/9, 4", 4/-f 5",

guard, and all fittings 4/6, 6", 5/-. pair; cross
complete, £9 9s. ; special bars, 2/6. Springs :

—

for Indian complete, 2-leaf standard pattern,
enamelled red, £14 14s. 18,6 pair, 3-leaf, 30/-
Arms :—Four-point con- pair ; rear springs for
nection, 6/6 and 12/6; Douglas, 6/6 ; any spring
seat stay arms, complete, made to order. Mats:

—

18/6; ' 2 9,66,96.
A Special Show of Sidecars is always on view at

our Holloway Road Branch, which closes at 1

o'clock Thursdays and 9 o'clock Saturdays.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

1 017 Zenith 4h.p., all accessories, splendid cocii-
-*-y tion, guaranteed; £37/10; or exchange light-
weight.—217, Belsize Rd., Kilburn. [1935
£75.-1919 8h.p. Sports Zenith, Phoenix sidecar, er- -™ cellent order, fully equipped, appearance as new.—Beauheu, Avenue Rd.. St. Albans: [1640
VE.XITH 1922 8h.p. Combination, special sports en-
fJ gine, iully equipped; best offer over £125.—Grif-
fith, 19, Purley Rise, Purley, Surrey. [1614
VENITH-BRADSHAW, Gradua gear, 1922 model,

,
shop-soiled; £95; exchange entertained.—Eagles

and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London. [l'/9j

r^ENlTH, 5h.p., new and guaranteed few only left,CJ sports model r 76 gns.; countershaft mode.,
84 gns.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [8471
Oh.p. Zenith Sports Combination, 1920%, lamps
y .

horn, speedometer, tools, spares, re-enamelled bjZeniths.—102. Cherryhinton Rd., Cambridge. [1443
fih.p. Twin Zenith, Gradua gear, long exhaust pi P 3>
v» lamps, and accessories, last machine; £3t»

—

Roberts, Kenniore, Trinity St., Llandudno. [199d
"I Q20 6h.p. Sporting Zenith, Swan sidecar, all acces-J-y sones, taxed, perfect condition; £100, or near
otter.—45, Weymouth Mews, New Cavendish St., W.l.

VENITH Combination 8h.p. twin, Gradua clutch
fJ kick start, 1916, all on; £55; any trial.-56
Lordship Lane, Tottenham. 'Phone: Tottenham 2067

!

^ENITH Combination, 4h.p„ Gradua gear, luu?
f-i equipped, guaranteed: £55.-Homac s, 243Lower Clapton Rd., Clapton, N.E. 'Phone: Dalston2408 -

[2120
ZENITH 1915 Combination, 5-6h.p., lamps horn^ speedometer, etc.; £63.-Elce, Ltd., 15-16. Bishops-
gate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue
5S48 '

[0069

fjh.p. Zenith, clutch model, nearly new, Middleton
** touring sidecar, electric horn, exceptionally good
condition; bargain, £85._Peastou, 1, Station Rd
Epsom. [1855
VENITH-BRADSHAW 3-speed, chain drive model
t-i in stock; cash or exchange.—Newnham Motor
Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammer-
smith 80. [1731

_ model, lamps, speedo-
. icensed, splendid condition:

£42/10.-37, Arlnigton Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone: Kirjcs-
ton 1274. r2oaO
V'ENITH Combination 6h.p., kick, clutch, Bosch,U Amac, mew tyres and tubes, all spares, lamps;
£55; any trial; seen at Morris's Garage, Freezvwater,
Waltham Cross. "

[1724
7EXITH-BRADSHAW, brand new, Gradua gear
A* model, immediate delivery; usual price £113; mv
price this week, £95, or nearest offer.—334, Shirley
Rd., Southampton. [1153

ZENITH 1916 6h.p. Countershaft Coachbuilt Com-
bination, accumulator lighting, speedometer, East-

ing, tax, insurance December; £70.—Redlands, Tenny-
son Rd., Harpenden. [1148

BARGAIN.—1915 4h.p. Zenith Coachbuilt Combina
tion, appearance and mechanically perfect; owner

unemployed; accept £49; must sell.—28, Banchorv
Rd., Blackheath, S.E.3. 1140

"I Q20 (late) Zenith, 8h.p. sports Gradua combina-
J-*7 tion. fully equipped, taxed, guaranteed in new
condition, fast and powerful; £80.—Ward, 51, TJpper
Richmond Rd., Putney. [2374

20 Zenith-Gradua, 3V2h.p. M.A.G. twin, 70 m.p.h..
2nd hour race Brooklands 1920, Canoelet side-

car, very flexible, splendid condition.—141, Brooke
Rd., N.16 (by appointment). [1348

QOUTHPORT.—1922 Zenith-Bradshaw. guaranteed
special sports model, brand new, done 350 miles.

^/f -5h.p. Twin Zenith, sportii^ meter, Lucas horn, licei

19 2

s
long plated exhaust, fully taxed; 94 gns.; exchanges.-
Kent's, 417, Lord St., Southport. [1919

ZENITH 1919 8h.p., sporting Camoelet sidecar,

Cameo windscreen, lamps, Cowey horn, fast 'bus,

appearance like new; £70.-50, Haverstock Hill,

N.W.3. 'Phone: Hampstead 6609. [2347

1 Q22 Zenith-Bradshaw, licensed and completelylv fitted up, absolutely as new, beautiful running,
machine, mileage under 1,000, very great bargain; 90
gns.—Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading 'Phone: 1024.

[1396
ZENITH Countershaft Combination, 1920, clutch,

kick start, 8h.p., luxurious coachbuilt sidecar.

Cameo windscreen, lighting set, horn, Tan-Sad, speedo-
meter, etc., splendid condition throughout; best offer

over £80.—Sidney, 769, Romford Rd., Manor Park.
London, E. [2038

1 Q21 Zenith Sports 5h.p., Fallolite head light, dis-
JLi/ solved acetylene, Bonniksen speedometer, and
Canoelet K4 sidecar, torpedo, apron, windscreen,
luggage grid, condition perfect; any trial; £105 com-
plete.—Allen, Greycot, Willow Tree Rd., Altrincham.
Tel. : Altrincham 41 [2002

Svarr Parts

:

ZENITH Spares. Immediate delivers'.—Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [482S

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ladies' Motor Cycles.

£30.—1921 lady's Excelsior 2-stroke, perfect condi-
tion, taxed.—King. Egrove Farm, Oxford. 12068

T\OUGLAS 2?4h.p. lady's, just overhauled, Amac,J-' tax paid, fine running order; £50.—Robinson,
" Chirrhurst," Selby Av., St. Albans. [2270
2ih.p. New 1922 New Comet, lady's machine,
4 fitted with Comet sidecar; £80; easy terms ar-

ranged.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [2425
T ADIES' Radco motor cycle, 2y,h.p., run under 100
--J miles; no reasonable offer refused, tax paid up
to January, 1923.—Box 1680, c/o The Motor Cycle1[2520^EANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Hit

minghnm, distributing agents for tha Lady's It,
daintiest of all ladies' machines; £62, complete Sen?
for list. r 724
y-ELOCETTE 1922 Models, with clutch and kick

- t starter, for immediate delivery; 2-speed £68'
3-speed, £75; all black weatherproof finish, all-chairdnye^ open frame, giving very low position ; the ideal
lames mount; easy payments, t% extra; illustrated
catalogue free on request.—Premier Motor Co., Aston

„. „ [3023
Miscellaneous.

TONES Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10,
** and.Woodside Parade, North Finchley.
T\TOTICE.—We are open all day every Saturday, an?** have all makes in stock. Write, call or •phone
Hornsey 2917 for big bargain list.

"1 Q 19-21 Ariel 3y2h.p. and sidecar, Mr. F. E
-•-•' Jones's competition gold medal machine spe-
cially tuned; £80.
TJ OVER 5-6h.p. Sports Solo, 3-speed, all-chain, shop
-*-*' soiled, otherwise new, 1921; £110
TJUDGE I.O.M., new; £70.

|019 4V,h.p. B.S.A., Model K, large Canoelet sitle-
-*•** car, fully equipped, licence paid; £80.

I Q20 Ariel 3i/
2h.p., equipped,

X./ second-hand and new sidecars.
£72/10; a

from £7/10.

1Q19 4b. P. Douglas Combination, first-class Condi
-tt-*' tion, any trial given; £79/10.

"JO 18 4h.p.
_
Triumph, coachbuilt sidecar, fully

19 21
>
new 3y2h.p. Ariel (slightly soiled),

Montgomery sports sidecar, very posh

T Q 20 2^h.p^ Allon, fully

with new
£100.

etc.; £47/10.

15 Douglas 2%h.p., equipped19
T Q21 3V->h.p. Ariel,XU £77/10.

Qh.p. Enfield Combination,

equipped, speedometer

£32/10.

demonstration model, equipped;

Lucas Magdyno electric
lighting equipment, brand new 1921, unused

outfit, complete; £140; our special bargain for this
week.

ANY of the above can. be had for one-quarter down,
balance in 6 or 12 payments. All guaranteed

3 months. Send for particulars.—Jones Garage, Broad-
way, Muswell Hill, N.10. Motor 'bus from Highgp +p
Finsbury T*ark. [2445

ALLBER Garage, Thornsett Ed,, Earlsfield, London,
•S.W. (opposite station, L.S.W. Railway). 'Phone:

Latchmere 4388. Terms, no extra with good deposit.
Immediate delivery. No inquiries. Satisfaction guar-
anteed.

ALLBER.—Clyno 1920 2-stroke, 2 -speeds, clutch,
accessories, tax paid, in new condition; £39.

all

1916, 2P£b..p., all accessories,ALLBER.-Sun-Villiers
good order; £21.

ALLBER.—Ixion-Villiers 2 l'->h.p.
t complete

lamps, in running order; £24.

ALLBER.—Levis 1916 2i/
2h.p„- 2-speed, all

sories, good order; £32.
acces-

-Invicta-Villiers, 1920,ALLBER.-
£29.

ALLBER.—Humber. 1914 3%h.p.,
start, all accessories, tax paid;

practically new

;

2 speeds, handle
£25.

ALLBER.—1922 Metro-Tyler, sports model, 2-speed.
clutch, kick start, as new, tax paid; £45.

ALLBER.—1922 New Hudson Sports, 2-speed, alu-
minium piston, all accessories, tax paid, abso-

lutely like new; bargain, £46.

ALLBER.—1918 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, un-
erased 1921, little used, in splendid condition;

£58.
ALLBER.—Triumph 3V£h,p. T clutch model, all acces-

sories, Philipson pulley, tax paid, good condition;
£28.

ALLBER.—1915 A.J.S. Combination, 5-6h.p., coun-
tershaft, 3-speed, clutch-, kick starter, enclosed

chain, all accessories, tax paid, splendid condition;
£56l

ALLBER.—1917 Humber 5-6h.p. water-cooled Com-
bination, countershaft, 3 speeds, clutch, kick

s-taYt, enclosed chain drive, oversize tyres, electric
lighting j all accessories, tax paid; £55.

ALLBER.—New Hudson Combination 4h.p., 3 speeds,
clutch, ~all accessories, tax paid, splendid order

;

£39. [2207

Have you ever been
disappointed ?

Not when you order your
Douglas or Williamson Spares
from me. Any part for any
model by return of post. Try
my service.

You will appreciate this convenience
for 4 h.p. Models. A funnel, Oil Filler,

and Crankcase Compression Reducer
combined. Neat and out of the way
of dirt. You can get the last drop out
of a can without soiling your hands

;

fitted in a jiff. Price only 10/6.

A
A

DOUGLAS !

DOUGLAS !

The luck - bringer for 1922.
Douglas badge with a silk tartan
muffler in Douglas tartan colours
for the coat or blouse. Only
LIGHTER PISTONS not only
mean more speed and power,
but less load on the con. rod and
big ends. This new radiated
piston is beautifully made and
fitted with gudgeon and light

twin rings. It will give you at
least 1,000 more revs, per minute
and 10 m.p.h. more speed.
Price complete, 14 '6 each.

ZOOM ! ZOOM ! !

is now recognised as not only the
fashionable but the most efficient

exhaust system designed. It has
a lovely Zoom and has a volume
many times larger than the
cylinder. Absolutely no back
pressure, beautifully made, and
finished in burnished copper or
nickel plate. Price only 30/- in

burnished copper finish; or 33/5
nickel plated.

Honestly adds £10 to any
JjVmglas.

The Original and still the best
alloy valve cap for 4 h.p. and
2^ h.p. Douglases. Prevents
knocks. Keeps engine cool.

Used by T.T. riders and Grand
Prix winners. Price 4/- each.

The Tony Combined Fcotrest and Footboard is

beautifully made and finished. It gives a change of
position and keeps your feet clean, smartens up your
mount and makes it look an R.R. Great value.
Only 30/- per pair.

WHY RISK damaging a new tube when you can
carry it safely and securely in an all-aluminium tube
carrier ? Cannot chafe and preserves the tube.
L'sed by most competition riders including J. A.
Newman, Esq. Price 10/6.

A.C.U. Official Repairer, E.I.C. Magnetos, West
of England Service Depot.

OFFICIAL DOUGLAS AGENT.
10 years with Douglas Motors Ltd.

140, VICTORIA ST., BRISTOL.
The-Man on the Spot—who sells the

55 m.p.h. 2J H.P. Douglas.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALi
Miscellaneous.

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.—Great I
Motor cycles, combinations

; prices rig
changes. Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Cheap machines is our
Cheap machines, nothing dear, all cheaj

WANDSWORTH.—Easy terms; the only
give immediate delivery first deposit.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph, almost new.
speeds, countershaft, unscratched; 89 gm

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Scott, almost new coml
water-cooled, everything fitted, unscratc

gns. Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Douglas, almost new, 2?

speeds, lamp, unscratched; 58 gns. Eas;

WANDSWORTH.—Indian 7h.p., 3 speeds,
frame, newly enamelled, plated; 55 gns.

WANDSWORTH.—F.N., beautiful machine.
2 speeds, clutch, lamps, newly enamel

plated; 55 gns.

F.N. combination, 5-6
clutch, lamps licensed ; 49 gns

WANDSWORTH
speeds

WANDSWTORTH.—1920 New Hudson Z\
speeds, like new; 45 gns. Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 A.B.C. combinatio:
, 4 speeds, lamps, licensed; 79 gns. Easjr

WANDSWORTH. — 1920' Indian Com!
dynamo lighting, screen, speedometer, ver;

89 gns. Terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1921 Scott Combination
cooled, lamps, licensed, as new; 89 gnE

terms.

"IT7ANDSWORTH.—1921 Douglas 2 sih.p., 2
VJ lamps, speedometer ; offers ; exchanges,

WANDSWORTH.—Indian
7li.pM 3 speeds, kick,

terms.

coachbnilt
lamps; 59

coml
gns.

WANDSWORTH.-
4h.p., 3

Premier coachbuilt coml
speeds, countershaft, lamps;

Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Premier Coachbuilt ?£
tion, 3^. p., 3 speeds, lamps, licensed}

Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.-Rudge, T.T. type. Vj$&
tyres, ride away; 26 gns. Easy terms

WANDSWORTH.-Rudge 3^>h.p., clutch
kick starter, drive away; 29 gns. Eas;j

WANDSWORTH.-F.N. 2l£h.p.,. 2-speed gc
clutch, shaft drive; 23 -gns. Terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Kerry-Abingdon 3V-h.p.,
belt drive, drive awayr~23 gns. Easy t<

WANDSWORTH. — De Dion 2-:.,h.p., s
licensed, drive away, very cheap;. 13 gns

terms.

WANDSWORTH Exchanges, Wandsworth
Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth

Station). 'Phone : Latchmere 4686.

LEVIS Popular 1916, £23; 2ruh.p. Fafni
licensed.—11, Stromness Place, Southend.

4h.p. o.h.i.v. J.A. P., Mabon clutch, fast, clim
- £28, offers.—Hall, 49, Thornton Av, S.WJ

6 h.p. Twin and Sidecar, good order; take
near offer.—Vesty, 75, Shardeloes Rd.

MOTOR Cycle, 4h.p.,
Mabon gear; £35.'

Rd., Holloway.

MOTOR Cycle 2^h.p„ re-enamelled
new tyres, bargain ; £20.—Slade,

Rd., Thornton Heath.

LIGHTWEIGHTS from £16 to £65, all i

order ; terms if desired over £30.—

B

Motor Exchange, Wealdstone.

VILLIERS 234h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, good co
take 2 anywhere, lamps, - horn, and ta:

£24.-31, Cromer Rd., Watford.

COMBINATION 4-6h.p., reliable make, not
1919, roomy sidecar, good condition, chea

—Box 4637, c/o The Motor Cycle. (D)

85x98 engine,
-Styles, 135, !

E

fittf

even

and
44,

Twin, M.A.G., 1917
rt, all chain, fully

exceedingly fast.—7, Cowdrey Rd., Wimbledon

HALLFAX.—50 Second-hand Machines anc
binations; cash, exchange, or deferred pa

Get list.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horti
Halifax.

1919 Rudge-Multi Combination, \m
hauled, splendid condition, must sell,

going abroad, tax paid; £55.—Harrison, 101, B
Rd., St. John's Wood, N.W.

OYAL RUBY, Villiers engine, excellent
lamps, horn, licence, only £29 ; also I

Singer, £24; and 2>4h.p. Kerry, less earburett*
—Lane, Saxmundham, Suffolk.

£35.—3h.p. Twin, M.A.G., 1917, 2 speeds;
kick start, all chain, fully "equipped,"

3ih '? -

Rc

i-Oi AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous

j. Combination, 1917, 3 speeds, clutch, K.S.,

naker"s colours, just overhauled, also Tan-Sad.
cmdition, take three anywhere; owner buying car;

ic6) £45.-61, Piatt St., Leigh. [1841

AND New LightweigM, frame fitted with Druid

arks and sloping tank with drip feed; also 1922

[
Albion, 3-speed gear box, complete; £18 the

Hall, 66, Coronation St., Blackpool. [1136

tY 1921, Sunbeam Semi-sports, Cowey horn,

Lucas lamps, Tan-Sad, handle-bar muffs, and

lis £110; also Darracq 15h.p. 4-cvlinder car, in

og order, £30.—Itugeley Rd., Hednesford, Staffs.

ACKPOOL Bargains. -1922 Rudges. 1922 Ariela,

92-> OKa 1922 New Imperials, 1922 Quadrants,

Royal Rubvs. Quick deliveries. Good pr ice for

machine; exchange.-Bootha' Motorics, 294,

:loo Bd., Blackpool.

ACKPOOL Bargaina.-1919 New Imperial. 2

speeds, kick starter; £45/10.—Booth's Motories.

ACKPOOL Bargains.—P. and M. Combination,

£47/10/6; 6h.p. Pex Combination, £27/10/6.—

is' Motorics, Blackpool.

iCKPOOL Bargains.- Clvno Combination, lamps,

screen, spare wheel, £69/10/6; 8h.p. Premier

ination, screen, hood, £49/10/6. -Booths* Mot-

294, Waterloo Rd.

ACKPOOL Bargains.—Good Trump, £18/10/6;

S STJ lightweight, £13/10/6; 4h.p. Douglas

ination, £59/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

ACKPOOL Bargains.—A.J. S. Combination, lamps,

screen, £49/10/6; G.N. 1920 car, dynamo light-

fully equipped, £140/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

\CKPOOL Bargains.—1920 Matchless Combina-

tion, detachable wheels, £120/10/6; A.J.S. and

r, £59/10/6.— Booths' Motories.

\CKPOOL Bargains.— 1917 Allon, 3-=peed gear,

clutch, kick starter, lamps, speedometer,

.0/6 ; 1920 Sun, 2 speeds, kick starter,

0/6.—Booths' Motories.

ACKPOOL Bargains.—1920 Wooler, £49/10/6;
5y2b.p. Humber, £20/10/6; P. and M.,

0/6; Indian Combination, disc wheels,
'0/6; 6h.p. 3-speed Rudge, £35/10/6.—Booths'
ies.

ICKPOOL Bargains.—2-speed O.K., £24/10/6;
1919 Douglas, £45/10/6; 1919 4h.p. Douglas
ination, £79/10/6; 4h.p. Douglas, £55/10/6;
Tamplin, £79/10/6 ; 1920 Morgan de Luxe,

imeter, water-cooled magneto engine, £155/10/6.
tl others cheap. Push cycles taken in exchange.
• cycles purchased for cash.—Booths' Motories,
Waterloo Rd., Blackpool. - [5060
£ one cheap for cash.—1922 B.S.A. 8h.p. twin
;ombination, electric light; 1921 B.S.A. 6-7h.p.
combination, electric light; 1920 Metro-Tyler
p., 2-stroke; all in good condition, taxes paid;
* owner.—Simpson, 14, Stanley Terrace, York
ftipon. [1760

C.H for secondhand cycles, combinations and
runabouts at bargain prices. Exchanges ar-

J. Any new cycle, combination or car sup-
cash or deferred payments.—Fair Offer Car

i, 5, Heath Street, Hampstead ( near Tube

)

e : Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including
3ays. [1611

iON, 1918, Countershaft, 24 gns. ; Connaught,
!-speed, 24 gns. ; Trump-Jap, 4h.p., 3-speed,
is. ; Triumph, 3^h.p., clutch, 29 gns. ; Rudge,
1., 18 gns. All equipped and taxed; photo-
s free; exchanges.—Peter Gordon, Limited,
Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. 'Phone

:

y 2865. Open Sundays. . i[2389

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
IE Latest Models cycles and combinations, amy
oeriod.—Write terms. Fowler Brigden, 130,
a Rd. [0795

. Light Car and Douglas Motor Cycle and Side-
:ar for hire; 8 gns. and £5 per week respec-
; fully insured.—Rodwell, 8, Red Lion Sq., Hol-
W.C.l. Chancery 7272. „ - [8776
5ERTSONS Motors, Ltd., for many years have
jpecialised in this class of work. If machine is

assd, full amount of hire up to one week is

d.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6083

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

-VARD3 and Co.,

t, Gt. Portland St., W., are cash buyers of
*- solos, combinations, and Morgans. Highest
given, distance no object. Call, write, or

;: Mayfair 4027. [0870

)D Solo or Combination for cash.—Clayhall, Old
'ord Rd., Bow, E. [2517

We can give

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
of any of the following T.T.
Models. ALL BRAND NEW
mounts ready for your own
T.T. at WHITSUN:

8 h.p. BROUG H.SUPERIOR
The Super Twin ... ... SI SO

65 h.p. BROUG H-SUPERIOR
Light Sports Model S 1 25

3! h.p. RICARDO-TRIUMPH
O.H.V. Engine, 3 Speed ... £120
16 H. 3 1

, h.p NORTON
The Leader of its Class ... £ 1 1

5

3\ h.p. SCOTT-SQUIRREL £105

3J h.Pi SPORTS ARIEL 3 Speed
A Mile a Minute machine at a. pre-

war price ... ... £87-10

2? h.p. HENLEY - BLACKBURNE
The " Value for Money"
mount £67-10
VELOCETTE TWO-STROKE
2-Speed, K.S. £65

and many other models.

Easiest of Fasy Terms for Extended Payment],
direct with the Purchaser.

EXPERT TUITION FREE
Registration, Insurance, etc., arranged with
minimum amount of trouble and expense.

EXCHANGES A SPECIALITY,

Full market value allowed.

nCTRANKH^tAM
Dalton Street

(2 doors from Bull Street)

and 88, Bristol Street,

BIRMINGHAM.
'phones :

Dalton St., Cent. 7317. - Bristol St., Mid. 1472.

rTVB.

w
MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

ANT

KAA COMBINATIONS and Solos, any make, euar-tlW antes top prices given.—T. and B. Motoi
Co., Ltd., 372, Euston Ed. Museum 6581. [5554

Ew
KG

CTUAL Buyerj.

PLEASE Offer Us your motor cyclo or combination
' We pay cash on Bight.— Write, call, or 'phons

Museum 1337.—Percy and Co., 314, Euston Rd. [081S

ESTB 1

pRICES

piVEN

H. F. EDWARDS and Co., 50. Harrington Rd.,
South Ken'ington, will purchase for spot cash

your motor cycle or combination. Call, write, or
'phone Ken. 3709. [0603

EW1

A LWAYS Buy

SOLOS, combinations, cycle cars. If in town, writ-
'phone, or call. If country, send to London

terminus. We collect tree and send best cash otter -

W. T. Dunn, Ltd., 326, Euston Rd., London. Museum
5391.

t033J

Tl/TAUDES' Motor Mart are purchasers for spot cash
-"-*- or late models Sunbeam, Triumph, Douglas, Nor-
ton, and Morgans.—Maudes', 100. Great Portland St
London. [11.23

SCOUT Indian wanted ; must be cheap for cash —
89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [2143

£20 to £30 for the best Triumph offered —Clark
15, Churohville Rd.. Bedford. [llti-J

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent plai e
for disposing of motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a cash
offer at signt.

"PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure of
-L a good cheque if you sell your machine at
Palmer's Garage.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of men
have sold their machinees here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality or
motor cycles in the weekly auction sale e'verv

Thursday at 2.

TJALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage charge is
J- incurred until 7 days' notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
from any London ra-T.vay station. The auction

sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash offer not
accepted marnuie can be included in auction "ale

held every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage,, Tooting.—You fix the price
and we do the rest.

T>ALMER'S Garage, Tooting—Terms : Selling com-
J- mission Tii%', not chargeable unless machine is
sold. If no sale a nominal auction fee is charged

—

for motor cars 20/-, motor cycles under £50 value
5/-, ditto over £50 value 10/-. When we effect a
sale these charges are cancelled and commission
charged-

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogue free. Tel -

208 Streatham. T.A. : Palmers Garage, Toot-
ln B- [2393

COMBINATION wanted, about £40 cash.—Letters
63, Arlingford Rd., Brixton, S.W.2. [1893

8

W
W

h.p. Twin water-cooled; cheap; full particulars —
Buchanan's, 'Phone 109 Leatherhead. [1163

ANTED immediately, Lightweight, with gears
must be sound.— 1, Othello St., Liverpool. [6868

ANTED, good Countershaft Sports, single; reason-
able price, cash.—88, Lord St., Southport. [1924

WANTED, Douglas 4h.p., incomplete, damaged, any
condition ; -cheap.—41, Gap Rd., Wimbledon.

[1219
OTOR Cycle wanted, must be running order; under
£16.—11, Lindfield Rd., Pitshanger Lane, Ealing.

[2275

M
RIUMPH, similar, twin considered, privately;

.reasonable: letters.—Maslew. 29. Wi"
W.4.

reasonable; letters.—Maglew, 29, Wilton Av.,
[1423

23h.p, Douglas; or good 2-stroke; cheap for im
4 mediate cash.—91, Bnrntwood Lane, EarlsfieM

S.W. [1869

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue B63
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked tl'i.
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED
COMBINATION Wanted, 5-6h.p., known make, good

order.—131, Pathfleld Ed., Streatham Common,
S.W. [2267

SOLO, not earlier 1919, speeds, good condition, pri-

vate; -West Herts.—Box 1664, c/o The Motor
CycU. [2248

WANTED, Combination, must be in good condi-

tion, cheap.—20, Hubert Rd., Wimbledon,
S.W. 19. V.2TL

WANTED, countershaft Triumph, cheap.—Ricketts,
33, Davenport Avenue, Withington, Man-

chester. [1290

FIRST-CLASS Combination or light car, also good
solo, immediately.—24, Balliol Rd., North Ken-

sington. [1826

WANTED, 1921 combination, cash waiting ; call

of write.—Hillier, 9, Wallingford Av., North
Kensington. H975

COMBINATION Matchless, A.J.S., Sunbeam, 2-

seater sidecar, 1920-21; spot cash.—14, Mount
St., Aylesbury. [1226

ABOUT £30, modern solo, requiring attention not
objected to; no Lightweights; letters.—105, Well-

ington Rd., E.6. [1556

WANTED, late combination, B.S.A-, Sunbeam,
Triumph, all on; no fancy prices.—Gooch, Tun-

nel Rd., Retford. [1435

GOOD Combinations or Solos for' cash on sight —
198, King St., Hammersmith. 'Phone; Ham-

mersmith 2474. [1897

WANTED, Motor Cycle, any condition, not earlier

than 1913
Parade, Harringay.

cheap, cash waiting.—61, Grand
[9530

H.A.H.
Complste
Electric

Lighting

Ssts.

Manufacturers or

ACCESSORIES, PATENTS, SPECIALITIES.
POWERFUL LONG RANGE LAMPS.

November 15th, 1921.

1922 PRICE GUARANTEED.
Mo alteration will be made in Current List Pricas

FOR ONE YEAR FROM THIS DATE.

HUB-GEARED Triumph, 1914, wanted; exchange
cash and 1913-14, clutch, decompressor Triumph.

-57, Stopford Rd., E.13. [1238

MODERN Motor Cycles and Combinations bought
for cash or sold on small commission; send details

first.—South Eastern Garage, Heme Hill, S.E.24.
[1096

WANTED, a few high-grade Combinations and
Solos ; must bear strictest investigation.

—

Storer and Tait, 20, Bourdon St., Bond St., W.l.
[1074

WANTED, Combination, 3%h.p., 3-speed, clutch,

cheap, good condition.—Full particulars, Burn-
ham, Cambridge House, Cheam Rd., Sutton, Surrey.

[1278

WANTED, good modern combination or solo in

exchange for 1921 Tamplin 2-seater, small mile-

age, perfeot condition.—Hardie, 23-24, Woodstock St.,

W.l. U19I

~V\TANTED, late combinations, solos, also Morgan
»3 runabouts, G.N.'s, and Rovers; cash or exchange.

Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile St..

E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0073

CASH on sight for new and second-hand motor cycles

and combinations, any make or condition.— Call,

write, or 'phone. Short and Glass. Ltd., 485-493. Upper
Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone: Richmond
2362 and 2363. [0372

SPECIAL Cash Buyers, Triumphs. Enfields. B.S.A.'s
Douglases, Matchlesees, A.B.C.'s, Scotts, Braa

buryB, Martinsydes, Zeniths. — Wandsworth Motor Ex
change, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station!
'phone: Latchmere 4686.

4-CYL. F.N/s, Hendersons, T.A.C.'s, T.M.C.'s, wanted—Wandsworth Motor Ex change. Ebner St.,

Wandsworth.

RED Indiana, Harley-Davidsons, wanted.—Wands-
worth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth

iTown Station). [4559

F.O.C.H. always have cash waiting for sound
maohines of all types; highest prices and cour-

teous treatment assured-—Fair Offer Car House, 5,

Heath Street, Hampstead (near Tube). 'Phone

:

Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.
[1610

WANTED.—Motor cycles and combinations for im-
mediate cash, new or second-hand. Bring your

machine to us for a cash offer; high prices paid on
the spot. Write, 'phone, or call i! possible.—Forge
Garage, 74-76, . Brighton Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone

:

Kingston 3025.
'

[3169

\\TANTED, good modern Motor Cycles, solo or
VV combination, in part exchange for 8h.p, Rover

t>r other light car. Best prices allowed, extended pay
ments arranged.—Vivian Hardie & Lane, Ltd., 23/24.
Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.), Bond St., W.l.
'Phone : Mayfair 6559. [0772

ALWAYS Wanted, immediately, any number of
second-hand machines and combinations ; a com-

petent representative will be sent to inspect and com-
plete purchase after preliminary negotiations; cash
and good prices paid.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St.,

Ealing. Telephone : 689. [3046

SEND Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cash

offer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest
Btation, Wimbledon. We will collect from any Lon-
don station. Machine can be included in auction sale

if desired.—Sole address, Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
[2396

H.A.H. MOTOR CYCLE HEAD LAMPS.

Fig. 805. "DAYLITE" HEAD
LAMf\ 6|* front. Patent brackets,
tdjustable bayonet holder.
Highly polished
reflector. Asillus- «^ __,»__ _Sj
trated. Price
Nickel
60/- ea.

Black
65/- ea.

Set G1—For Medium Solo Machines

fries as illustrated (with bulbs— less wire) £3 15

H.A.H. REARLAMPS.
Fig. 576 to take
Bayonet Bulb.
Supplied less
Bulb and Wire.

Price 4/9 each

^^
Fig. 574.

S up plied!
with screw-in Bulb

and Wire.

Price 5/9 each.

Fig. 347. Speedolite.

Price 7/6 each.

H.A.H. Insulating Tape.
Fig. 455-

\" small roll, 7Jd. each.
Fig. 456.

\" large roll, 1/- each.

Fig. 457-
\" smairroll, 6d. each.

MOTOH CYCLES WANTED.
BUNTING'S Buy, Sell, or Exchange any mf

motor- cycle. State your requirements,

undertake to do your business and give you sa

tion. Distance immaterial.—Bunting's Moto
change, Wealdstone.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
£20.—Cnater-Lea 5h.p., water-cooled, Bosch,

perfect condition, coachbuilt ; also easil;

verted to box carrier.—42, Crieff Rd., Wandswc

3-SEATER Tricar, interchangeable wheels,'

drive," 3 speeds and reverse, air-cooled eng
first-class condition, licence paid, spare wheel,

etc.; £140, or offers.—L: Newbigin, Alnwick.

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
KINGSBURY Scooter, with seat, as new;-

Rogers, 42, Church Rd., Hendon.

KINGSBURY Scooters and Spare Parts.—B<
Works, Richmond Rd., Twickenham.

"J
Q21 Auto Scooter, perfect, £18; or exchang

J-t* lightweight.—70, Titterton St., Sheffield..

SKOOTAMOTA, brand new, cost £55; accep:

or near otter.—Hopkins, New St., Ledbury.

SKOOTAMOTA, excellent condition, for sale
offers?—Scott, 1, Belgrave Mews West, S.'

BRAND New Autoped Scooter, dynamo li

lV«h.p.; £15.—Percy and Co., 314, Eusto
N.W.

AUTOGLIDER 2^ih.p., coachbuilt seat, as nei
£55, take £27; licensed.—59, Romilly Rd.

Cardiff.

A .B.C. Skootamota, new, unsoiled, latest mode
sacrifice.—Frank Whitworth. 139, New St

mingham. .

KINGSBURY 2-stroke Scooter, new conditk
paid; £15.—Clubb, Russell Place, Cross

Shrewsbury.

KINGSBURY Scooter, lVjh.p., C.A.V. mi
£11/10; nearly new, excellent order, comj

saddle.—68, Gloucester Rd., Camden Town.

"I Q21 Birmingham Guild Motor Cyclette,
J-*J wheels, l'/oh-P-, overhead valves, all o

paid, perfect condition, suit lady or gentleman
photo.—Avery, 77a, Palmerston Rd., Earlsdoi
entry.

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
AUTO-WHEEL, in good condition, Dunlop tyn

£6, bargain.—Howley, Devizes.

£16.-1921 Young's Attachment on Gent.'s

new condition.—King, Egrove, Oxford.

J.E.S. Motor Attachment, excellent condition
" Aldwick," Sunnydene Rd., Purley, Surrey

1 Q21 Young Engine Attachment and Cycle, j

-i-il licensed; £15/10.—Dunham, Chapel St.,

derson, Hawthorn Cottage, Moor, CockerW
-| Q21 Young, fitted to James cycle, all on, t

x\J insurance paid; £20.-109, Kentish To?
N.W.
"VTEARLY New Lady's and Gent.'s Cycles,

ll Young attachment; £18 each; bargain—8,

Rd., S.E.18.

WALL'S Auto-Wheel, including new Amac
etter; £7/10; good order.—68, Gloucest

Camden Town.

21 Young Attachment and Cycle, perfect

tion; £20.—D. and S. Autocar Co., 3

Parade, Golders Green.

C1YCLOTRACTEURS, shop-soiled; price £
J duced to clear, send for price, stamp • I

Edwardes, 277, Camberwell Rd., S.E.

SIMPLEX Attachment fitted to gent's SI

built cycle, hardly used, new tyres, tip-t

dition, licensed; bargain, 19 Ens., or exchal

motor cycle, about 4h.p., running conditlon.-

mont St., Chalk Farm.

HUMBER gent's cycle, l :>4h.p. Young rr)C

tachment, new, mileage under 50

guarantee, accessories, tax paid, light coachbu:

car, can be separated- '•"'

House, Cheam Rd

19 2

£35.—Burnham, C&;

Sutton, Surrey.

Fig. 410. Cut-out.

Price 2/- each.

Fig. 449. 2-way.
Price 3/- each.

Fig. 428. i-way
Price 2/- each.

A. H. HUNT, Ltd.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road, CROYDON, Eng.

Telephone

—

Croydon 2223.

Telegrams—
' Keyage, Croydon.'* I

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ET
COLLINS and -Son for hoods, screens, and-

hoods from 35/-.—Below.

COLLINS and Son.—Adjustable windscreen

plete with apron; 22/6, 30/-, and 35,

on approval against cash; carriage 1/6 extra.-

COLLINS and Son stock all known makes <

screens; we have a lew second-hand S

Eastings, fitted with new celluloid, from 45/-.

COLLINS and Son fit celluloid panels to ar

screen in few hours, new aprons, side (

etc open weekdays till 8.30, Sunday mora
f o'clock.-Collins and Son, rear of 84, H,

Putney, S.W. (D)

g64 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at tne end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue
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Editorial, Advertising, and Publishing Offices : Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.
Telegrams: " Cyclist, Fleet, London." Telephone: City 2847 {13 lines).

Coventry : Hertford Street. Birmingham : Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street. Manchester: 195, Deans;ate.
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Telephone : 2970 and 1371 Midland.

Telegrams: " IHffe, Mi-nch^ter."
Telephone: 8970 and S971 Gily.

Subscription Rates: Home, 23s. 10d.; Canada, 23s. I0d.; other countries abroad, 28s. 2d. per annum.

The Tourist Trophy Races.

ANY critic who favoured a change from the

Isle of Man for the Tourist Trophy Races
must have wavered in his opinions after

last week's events. No more thrilling and
instructive races have ever taken place.

They were a triumph of organisation for the Auto-
Cycle Union, and the results were a triumph for

British manufacturers and riders. The races

were fought out with remarkable keenness, all

previous records were broken both for individual
laps and for the full duration of the course.

The Senior event in particular provided remark-
ably keen competition, and the pace was so hot

that the proportion of survivors—22 out of 67
starters—was inferior to the other events. In

the Lightweight Race fourteen of the thirty-one

starters reached home, and of the thirty-seveil

starters in the Junior Race, sixteen survived the

ordeal. On the question of valve disposition,

apart from the runaway victory of overhead valve

engines in the Junior Race, aud the ascendancy
of the two-stroke engine in the small and large

classes, no definite conclusions may be drawn
by the public.

Varied Types of Engines.

The Senior Race in particular provided a
remarkable medley of engine types, for whereas

a side-by-side valve engine led the field through-

out, an overhead four-valved engine was second

with two-strokes in the third and fourth positions.

This result would confirm that progress in design

is of a general all-round character, and not con-

fined to any one type or design ; capacity is the

paramount factor, of course, and whether over-

head, side-by-side valve or two-stroke engine be

used, the best designs exhibit little advantage

one over, the other either in speed or hill-climbing.

Single-cylinder machines, assisted by their pre-

ponderating numbers, commanded the . greatest

attention,, and once again the' seal of success is

placed upon- two- or three-speed gears and chain
transmission.

'

Last year's report that the Isle of Man course
was unsuited to 500 c.c. machines and tended to

favour slower mounts were to some extent belied

by the truly phenomenal speeds attained last

Thursday. On the other hand, we have the evi-

dence of this year's winner that no racing track

in his experience introduces such a large personal

factor as the Manx Snaefell mountain course.

Points to Criticise.

One suggestion which we would throw out now
for immediate consideration by the A.C.U. is the
banishment of a marquee for the storage of com-
peting machines. Unless a permanent shelter

under lock and key can be arranged, it would
be preferable for the examination process to be
simplified down and effected on the morning
of the event. Competitors emphatically are not
content to entrust their mounts to the bare pro-
tection of a tent, competition being what it is in

modern times. _
Reports from all quarters would indicate con-

vincingly that never has interest in the Motor
Cycle Tourist Trophy Races been so pronounced,
and though fewer actual visitors were on the
Island, this can at once be explained by the

unsuitability of the date chosen. Clearly a pre-
Whit-week for the T.T. is wrong, seriously

interfering as it does with works' outputs at the

busiest season of the year, and furthermore
restricting the influx of visitors to the sporting
little island.

One other matter calls for comment, i.e., the
undesirable bartering which precedes the races in

connection with items of equipment. Last-minute
changes in this direction were numerous, and,
unless checked, the practice will tend to jeopard-
ise the present high esteem with which motor
cycle racing is regarded.

I')
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An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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The Return of the Two-stroke ; the Invincible A.J.S. ; and two ill-starred " Dark Horses.

order on the

on two main

AN entree can never be as satisfying as a joint,

but it is often more savoury. Pursuing the

analogy, the Lightweight Race is the lion

d'cetivre of our Manx meal, the Junior is the entree,

and the Senior is the roast beef. All. three are to be

anticipated with pleasure, and < rolled on the palate;

but the order of their importance .
is inexorably the

same, viz.: 1, Senior; 2, Junior ;.. 3,

;

Reverting for the moment to then-

menu, one may enjoy a good dinner

systems. By the first method you •

select your favourite dishes, know ...

exactly what is going to be dished up,
j

and like it because it is better than,

ever it was. Or, alternatively, you |
may put yourself, bound and. blind-

fold, in the hands of the chef and
j

await delicious surprises. The Baby
;

race was on these latter lines.

Grandfather of all 2=stroftes.

Said 1 to myself, said I, " These

babies are all a little young. Some

precocious engine will come out all by

itself. Two.-strokes melt their pistons

in sustained speed. So the dominat-

ing stable will be four-stroke. Per-

haps the J. A. P. Perhaps the Black-

burne. Certainly not a two-stroke !

"

What fools we mortals be. The
Levis is the great grandfather of all

the two-strokes. Even the Scott is

merely its great, overgrown hobble-

dehoy of a son.

At the end of lap 1 Handley's

ba

T. M. Sheard being escorted back

alter winning the Junior Tourisl

Trophy

O.K. was leading the fastest Levis by ns., and Pike's

Levis stood fourth, sandwiching a J. A. P. engir.e with

that prince of riders, Kershaw, sitting over it. Did
I sober my opinions? Not a bit. The O.K. will

crack, I thought. It did^but only- by_the miracie-of

a stainless steel inlet valve (of all incredibilities) snap-

ping across the stem. The two Levises will melt their

pistons or burst their magnetos by revving. the arma-
tures too fast and too long. Kershaw will ride on
pawkily and win. And I noted two more J. A. P. en-

gines lying off fifth and sixth waiting

for things to happen. Also I re-

marked that in. the comparatively

slow Baby Race machines count for

more than men, as a mere tyro can

lap at. 44-46 minutes. So I lit a pipe

and waited for the field to reappear

in lap 2.

After lap two.

No Handley. Ah, a fluke, of

course. - Davison at the head. If a

two-stroke can stand two laps, need

five, puzzle it? Kershaw's New Im-
perial—the alleged 9,000 r.p.m. type

—24s. slower than its first lap, and

the Levis only 5s. slower. If Ker-

shaw holds a watching brief, there

was too much " watch " and not

enough "brief." Pike's Levis had
vanished, it was true. But only a

fire : and any machine may catch fire,

of course. Whalley accelerating, as

I expected. But a Velocette coming

up, though slower than the Levis :

(171
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WHERE COMPLETE CONTROL IS ESSENTIAL.

743

(Top.) Some idea of the extent of H. Chambers's (A.J.S.) leap at Ballig Bridge Is indicated by bis "floating" shadow.

(Bottom.) His machine leaning at a seemingly alarming ang'e, P. Newman (Ivy) cornering in Ramsey.

(?)
b 3
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Lightweight and Junior Impressions. —
and I .chanced to know what a

pushful kick the latest Velocettes

have. I began to wonder whether
a novelty in hors d'ceuvres was
being dished up.

Lap 3 saw the Levis with a

nice, fat little lead of 2m. 33s.,

and its sweet little engine roaring

away with as clear a timbre as

ever. Eight minutes faster than
the Velocette over 112 odd miles.

I conceived a profound respect for

the Levis. And whatever was
Kershaw doing ? The Levis was
leaving him at the rate of rather

over one minute per lap : and there

are no flies on Kershaw as a rider :

or on the New Imperial crowd ;is

an organisation. Hereabouts is

the crux, I thought. If Kershaw
does not open his throttle here and
now, and come through with a wet
sail, the Levis has got him beat,

and need only stand up to win.
I considered the lap speeds. Davison up to this

point had averaged nearly 51 m.p.h. In 1921 Pren-
tice's New Imperial had won at less than ,45 m.p.h.
An advance of 6 m.p.h. in twelve months ! I took
off my hat to Davison and the Levis, and focussed

my glasses on the nasty, illegible little progress disc

above Nos. 11 (Davison) and 15 (Kershaw) on the

gaunt hoarding opposite me. The finger of the

JUNE 8th,

Li
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'^

'

.'

Well round the Ramsey hairpin. R. U. Judd (Velocette) is probably thinking how much faster

he might be going on the Brooklands banking.

B
I

htv eight competitors undergo ng the trying preliminaries to th? start of their race

D. Prentice (New Imperial), last year's winner, has just moved into the starting position

New Imperial disc abode stationary—he was not lyirij

doggo, but down and out in a whole-hearted effort tc

overhaul a faster machine. But Davison's inde:

crept steadily on. Lap 4 saw him leading by ove:

10 minutes. Lap 5 saw him win by over 13 minutes".

Then his marvellous little engine was dismantlet

by the jaundiced cynics of the A.C.U. management
who naturally suspected it of being Temple's Brook

lands Harley. Its bore was a men
62 m.m. The stroke a beggarl)

82.5 m.m. Two forty-eight c.c.

No more. The piston head was
innocent of carbon—scavenged by

the turbulent blast of a potent ex-

haust and an eager intake. The
cylinder head was clean enough to

please a Dutch housewife. Just a

trace of soot on the ports— no

more. And the bearings all tight.

Some two-stroke. How nice to see

such an assorted crowd backing up
—Rex, Velocette, Sheffield-Hen-

derson, New Imperial, O.K. No
haughty monopoly here. The
hors d'oeuvre had certainly given 1

one much to retract, much to think

-about.

And so to the entree.

The T.T. entree is based on the

other dining principle mentioned

at the start of these notes. You!
greedily meditate, select youri

favourite dish, smack your lips,

and wait rather impatiently while

the waiter is setting the forks pre-

cisely parallel and flicking away
imaginary crumbs from the cloth.

My favourite entree is made of

minced kidney and mushrooms.
When I was twenty-one I once

(23)
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Lightweight and Junior Impressions.

—

had a little money for about six weeks. I ordered
kidney and mushrooms every day. ; I grew rather

tired of it then. The A.J.S. is a very nice bike.

I have one. I like nothing better. It won the Junior
in 1914.- And again in 1920. And once more in

192 1. It displayed every intention of scoring again
in 1922. It is developing an invincible habit. So I

felt towards the Junior as I felt towards kidneys and
mushrooms in the fifth week of the temporary opu-
lence described above.

Lap one of the Junior.
'" Howard Davies starts first of the 350 c.c. class

and streaks round in 40m. ns. from a standing start.

Very nice, - too. But somehow I have tasted kidney
and mushrooms before. What's that? Le Vack,
starting 9m. later, has lapped in 40m. 7s.? Weird
yells from all around. No hostility to the A.J.S.
Still less, anything depreciatory, to that pocket marvel,
H.R.D. Just a moist glistening of the eye at the

aroma of a new and very savoury entree. Harris is

round in 40m. 10s. ? More kidney and mushrooms
in fact. The Cotton in 40m. 50s. What is a Cotton,
anyway? Then two more A.J.S. 's, and the whole
six inside 52s. of each other. Praise be to Allah
for a gorgeous race anyhow, with at least two chances

of a surprise. We did not take the Cotton seriously

enough, . I admit. (Woods, in my opinion, would
have won outright if he had not caught fire. His
machine was a very lame duck indeed after that un-

lucky second lap flare-up at which moment it was
over half a minute ahead of Sheard. Tinder the

terrific handicap of a split oil tank, the loss of its

main brake, the waste of a full minute, and the shock

to Wood's nerves, it finished less than 14m. behind

Sheard. (Watch Woods in 1923!).

David against Goliath.

But Le Vack thus early stirred all our pulses. His
engine was only designed eight weeks ago. It was
what card players call a Singleton—No. 2 hasn't been

made yet. He was up against the formidable A.J.S.
battalion. He was David against Goliath. Belgium
confronting Germany, Jimmy Wilde challenging

Dempsey. And a clever, likeable fellow, too.. The
crowd rose at him just as they had done with Whalley

in the previous year.

Here was no such camouflaged certainty as the Baby
Race had given us. It was a pack of sleuth hounds
straining to pull down a solitary thoroughbred. We
waited breathlessly for the end of lap 2 : and the

worst of it was that with Davies starting at

ioh. *6m. 30s. a.m., Le Vack at ioh. 25m. 30s. a.m.,

and Harris (A.J.S.) at 10.29 a.m., we had to puzzle

our heads with dreadful calculations before the

painters brushed the all-important times up and ended
our suspense.

At last the vital lap 2 figures were complete. String-

ing out a little—it took im. 40s. to cover the first

six now. Still four A.J.S. machines among them.

The lonely Le Vack had pulled out his 3s. lead to

-ios. Woods round in 40m. 29s. (Ugh! And that

horrible flare-up fifty yards along lap 3 !) Another

(11)

long wait whilst we watched the fingers creep round
the B(Ballacraine), S(Sulby), R(Ramsey), B^Bunga-
low), and C(Creg-na-baa,) of the dials. Noted mean-
while that Harris, the popular Island tip for the
winner, had impertinently stolen a 17s. lead of
Howard Davies. There came to mind, too, the rumour
that Davies is too good a rider for a 350 c.c. engine
over the Manx course. He can flog it harder than any
350 c.c. can reasonably stand. If Harris is even more
ferocious—why, who can catch Le Vack? There
appeared to be no answer.

What's the megaphone saying? " No. 33 (Davies)
retired at Crosby with engine trouble !

" Well, he
will insist on winning the Senior now following last

year's precedent. Look at Harris's dial—he's had
a stop at the back of the Island somewhere. So lap 3
saw Le Vack leading by nearly two whole golden
minutes. Good-bye, kidneys and mushrooms. But,
bless me, here's Sheard catching up hand over fist :

and Grinton, on yet another A.J.S.—is there no end
to these fellows? And that plucky Cotton still in the
first six after a blaze and losing so much time. AVell,

well !

Consolation.

Lap 4. Sheer tragedy from the menu standpoint.
The new dish—truffles in aspic, let us say—brandished
under the nose : its appetising scent inhaled for a
moment : then a grimy paw substitutes the old familiar
kidneys and mushrooms. But certain consolations.
If the plucky Le Vack is padding home afoot leaving
his solid gear box by the roadside, here is a Manxman
leading in the great Manx race. Salaams to him and
to the Island which bred him; and greets us so warmly
every year. And, after all, if the A.J.S. has cornered
the Junior for four successive races, honour to whom
honour is due.

Could any other team drop cracks like Davies and
Harris and Longman and Kelly and still canter home
first and second, beating the field by 10m. and 20m.
respectively? The hollow character of the A.J.S.
supremacy; is the , most convincing proof of quality

which motor racing has yet afforded. At the particu-

lar combination of speed and stamina which road
racing demands in a victorious team, they are trans-

cendently invincible at present, as they have now been
for eight years in the 350 c.c. class. They will not

be displaced from their unique pre-eminence until a
first-class metallurgist, a first-class engineer, and six

first-class road racing jockeys take them on. And
perhaps not then.

Next Year?
The Sheffield-Hendersons, however, made a remark-

ably fine show for a first attempt, and, with J. Thomas
third in the Junior, and L. Padley fourth in the Light-

weight event, they are certainly amongst the makes
which will be watched next year. No firm nowadays
wins a T.T. on its first year of entry; generally it

takes three years of hard trying, but the Sheffield pro-

duction allied with the o.h.v. Blackburne may well

reduce the waiting period to a little over twelve

months.
B. H. Davis.
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The winner, A. Bennett (Sunbeam^ crossing the line at the end of his history-making ride.

A. Bennett wins the Senior T.T. on a Side Valve Sunbeam in the

Record Time of 3h. 53m. 0'2s. = 58'33 m.p.h. Average Lap Time
beats all previous fastest Lap Times. W. W. Brandish (o.h.v.

Triumph) Second, 4h. Om. 22"6-. = 56'52 m.p.h. H. Langman
(Scott), Third, 4h. 2m 148s. = 5609 m.p.h. Thursday's Wonderful

Race.

THE 1922 Senior T.T. was run in

gorgeous weather and resulted m a
superb victory for A. Bennett (Sun-

beam), who led throughout, and won in

3h. 53m. 0.2s. at the astounding speed of

58.33 m.p.h., his second lap being just

one second slower than, 60 m.p.h., a feat
which all riders who ' know the Manx
course will appreciate.

The second man was W. W. Brandish
(o.h.v, Triumph), who finished in 4b. 0m.
22.6s. ; he had been running third and
fourth during the earlier laps, and finished
with his engine in perfect condition.
H. Langman and C. P. Wood, both on

Scott Squirrels, were third and fourth
respectively. Several famous riders were
unlucky. George Dance retired with a
buckled wheel in the first lap, and F. G.
Edmond broke his nandle-bar at Ballig
on the second circuit, when he was lying

b6

fourth. The cruellest luck befel F. W.
Dixon, who retired with tyre trouble at

Ramsey on the final round, when he was
riding second some three minutes behind
the winner. Grahame Walker (Norton)

was fifth. A complete list of finishers

will be found on p. 773.

In spite of the high speeds, there was
a notable absence of accidents. The- win-
ning machine was entirely British, down
to the smallest item of its equipment.

Thursday dawned with a blistering sun,

and even in the small hours there was no
mist on the mountain. The Highway
Board did its best with water-carts, cover-

ing most of the course, but dust threat-

ened to bother the competitors, and the

heat was evidently going to be oppressive

for the spectators. Every boat arriving

since Wednesday morning had been
packed, and long before 9 a.m. crowds

were streaming out to the various points

of vantage along the course. The narrow
hill leading up from the promenade at

Douglas to the grandstands was full of

every imaginable kind of vehicle, crowded
to excess on the ascent, or returning
empty for a fresh cargo ; and the air was
full of dust and exhaust fumes.
The phenomenal speeds recorded ini

practice had considerably intensified the

excitement which is the usual prelude of

a Senior Race—the tensest excitement of

the whole motor cycling year ; and on

Thursday a special anxiety was dis-

cernible, since the 500 c.c. machines are

now capable of speeds which sound abso-

lutely perilous over such a course, so that

the dread of serious accidents was present

to many minds. _
At 9.50 a.m. the National Anthem noti-

fied the arrival of the Governor, and

(27)
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R. T. Cawthome at Quarter Bridge; he rode one of the experimental overhead valve Nortons.

imultaneously the riders wheeled their

laehines down the road, in ranks of
iilitary. precision. Eight in front of the
iniekeeper's box was a small oblong,
larked in white on the tarmac, from
inch each rider started in turn. Its

rst occupant, by right of last year's

ietory, .was Howard Davies, a workman-
ke figure in tight brown leather, dis-

abling gauds. But the 66 men behind
ini resembled a flower garden 111 their

arish racing colour&r—Indian red, Scott

iolet,- Norton grey. Douglas blue and
ilver, Sunbeam black and gold, with
re .vivid grass-green helmets, jackets,

ud breeches of the Rudge men standing

ut above all.

.Among the Tritons were five plucky
linnows—the three A.J.S. 350 c.c.

laehines of Davies, Wade, and Kelly,

,e Vack's J.A.P.-engined New Imperial,

nd Whalley's Massey-Arran. The oiiiy

.vins were five Scotts, five Douglases, one
lew Gerrard, and one N.TJ.T.

Two minor changes were made in the

rrangements at headquarters, both in-

ured by Tuesday's experience : riders

ere ordered to stop their engines during

epot stops to reduce the risk of another

re, and an extra board was erected to

xfiibit the numbers of the ten leading

len as each lap was finished.

The Start.

Davies evidently realised that conttnd-

lg against 500 c.c. engines was a sterner

isk for his A.J.S. than in 1921, for he
ad streamlined his front number disc

ith celluloid. He got a great cheer. So
id de la Hay, No. 2, as the 1920 winner^
id No. 5—Duggie Brown—as a native
E the island. C. P. Wood's arrival on
le starting oblong stirred sympathy, as

le rule against preliminary warming-up
f engines was deemed unfair to the
ater-cooled two-strokes; but Wood
ushed off, and his engine was firing from
one-cold within ten yards.

A. H. Alexander, who had elected to

ide his 1920 Grand Prix machine in lieu

E the 1922 model, which he had tested

1 the recent Scottish Six Days, made the
est get-away up to this point ; but some

(4)

riders obviously preferred to spare a cold
engine at the outset. Greenwood's Sun-
beam smoked as if his pump had been
leaking overnight. F. W. Dixon, whose
dashing practice work had earned him
many backers^ had a great send-off, and
probably carried more money than any
other entrant.

Methods of Mounting.

Quite half the riders stepped on to

the near footrest when tlieir engines fired,

and the old-fashioned leap clean into the

saddle—once regarded as essential in

speedy events—was used by few. Le Vack
got an ovation in recognition of

Tuesday's great ride, and so did
Davison, as the lightweight winner.

Simpson, regarded in knowledgeable
quarters as the Scott dark horse, tried to

start with no gear engaged. By the time
he got away twenty men w'ere signalled

through Ballacraine ; only No. 13 was
missing at that point. Davies still led at

Sulby, where Clarence Wood had already
caught Duggie Brown and Brandish.
Meanwhile about half the field had got
away. Vivian Olsson says he competes
because the island is the only pla^e where
one can have a real blind ; but he got

away like a winner.
Searle's . Sheffield-Henderson showed

terrific acceleration. Bennett, probably
co-favourite with Dixon, went off slowly,

adjusting his goggles' after mounting.
The board showed that Hassall's Norton
was already gobbling up men who had
started ahead of him, and Clapham's pro-

gress dial was equally promising. One
felt that the race had really started.

Few pictures give a better impression of the leap made at Ballig Bridge by fast machines than

this wonderful photograph of F. W. Dixon with both wheels of his Indian well off the ground.

b 7
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G. Clapham (486 ex. Scott) opening out into the fast section below Craig-ny-baa,

A buzz of comment arose when de la

Hay was posted as first man at Ramsey,
but Davies' number was substituted a
minute afterwards. "Pa" Cowley got
a special cheer as the oldest starter in

the Senior : he has a beard and his years
coincide with his racing number, i.e., 57;
his son was also riding.

Three of the most dangerous entrants
were among the last half-dozen to leave-
Dance (cheered before he took his stance,
in the oblong), F. G. Edmond (whose
Triumph had been kept under lock and
key), and Langman (riding one of the
speediest Scotts). The last man left at
lOh. 33m. 50s. ; so if the rumoured 37-

minute laps were to be produced, there
would only be the briefest interval before
the early starters completed their fiist

circuit. ,

The First Lap.

This interval brought news of a catas-
trophe. The discs showed that de la Hay
had caught H. E. Davies on the moun-
tain, and after the latter's index had been
stationary for a long time it transpired
that his petrol pipe had broken without
the rider's knowledge, and near the Bun-
galow drained his tank.
Bownass (N.U.T.) was reported repair-

ing after a tumble at Quarter Bridge.

Around the course Dixon, the Indian exponent, was a hot favourite, and he was popular with the

children especially, who cheered him at Governor's Bridge and other points on the route.

b8

Then Brandish's (Triumph) disc went u I

signifying arrival at Governor's Bridg
necks were craned, and almost instant
neously the distant hum of his engii I

struck the ear. Nearer and. nearer,
came at 70 m.p.h. in giant creseend
The crowd drew a breath of appreci
tion, and perhaps 20s. later de la Hay
Sunbeam, which had lost its minute's sta

of Brandish, ripped past, followed
quick succession by many others.

The Bend at Bray Hill.

Nearly everybody cut out momentaril
on sighting the curve to Bray Hill, an
having thus slowed down took the ben
with their engines running. Brandis
had done a standing start lap in 39m. 38;l

—good earnest of the nineteen separat
beatings which the 1921 record was t
sustain. Meanwhile the board shower
that Dixon had caught seven men befor>
the Bungalow ; that Edmond had caugh
George Dance; that Bennett was-cuttinj
out a truly frightful pace ; and, finally

that Dance had stopped. No. 44 (Ben
nett) was signalled at Governor's Bridgi
immediately after No. 34, Cawthorm
(o.h.v. Norton), who is himself no slug

gard ; and a sigh of astonishment wenl
round when the Sunbeam's standing starl

lap was announced as 38m. 14s.

The crowd was much interested in the
Scotts : the musical drone of their ex-

hausts is pleasant to hear, and varies in

pitch as the rear wheel spins over a bump.
Everybody was curious to know how the
later starters had done, especially the
three cracks whose numbers were among
the sixties. Alas ! George- Dance was
reported as down and out near Craig-ny-
baa with few spokes left in his back
wheel. But Edmond came through very
early, though with goggles down, suggest-
ing trouble next time he entered another
man's dust. Scarcely had he passed be-

fore Langman's Scott streaked through,
gradually overhauling their starting dif-

ference. Porter (New Gerrard) visited

his depot. Norris came through very
late, as did Bownass, whose pluck in con-

tinuing after a bad toss was duly recog-

nised. "At last the position at the end
of lap 1 was clear :

Positions after the First Lap.
H. M. S3

Bennett (Sunbeam)
Langman (Scott-Squirrel)

. W. Brandish (Triumph)
G. Edmond (Triumph)

II. Alexander (Douglas)
W. Dixon (Indian)
Clapham (Scott-Squirrel)
W. Hassall (Norton)

I W. Hollowell (Norton) 1

A. Crabtree (Sunbeam) j '•

T. Cawthorne (o.h.v. Norton)
H. Le Vack (New Imperial-Jap) ...

fNOTE.—The first four men with a standing
start all beat Edmond's 1921 record of 40m. 8s.

for a flying; lap. These placings included a sur-

prise or two. Brandish had exceeded his practice
form ; Hollowell and Crabtree had done remark-
ably well ; and no praise is too high "for the

fashion in which Le Vack's 350 c.c. J.A.P.-
engined New Imperial outstripped over fifty bigger

engines,

In the early stages with over sixty men
still running, the small progress dials were

not so useful as they became later on,

when the keenest interests had narrowed
down to comparatively few men, and

many starters had dropped out or lost all

chance of victory. But with a dozen

(20)

1. A.
2. •H.
3. "W
4. •P.
5. A.
6. F.
7. G.
8. H.

9.
IW
' s.

11. H..

12. H.

38 14
38 15
39 38
40 V

40 12
40 14

40 26
40 28

40 34

40 37

40 47
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International Senior T.T. Race.—
leaders practically within two minutes of

each other, the crowd spent the interval

in studying- the dials, and the attendants

at the cages fidgetted over their prepara-

tions as the bulk of the men were due to

stop for fuel and oil after two laps.

The ranks were beginning to thin,

though lap 1 had retained a record per-

centage of survivors. During lap 2 Keg.

Brown was put out. near Sulby with en-

gine trouble. G. Cowley, jun., withdrew
after his machine had caught fire on the

first round. Poor Bownass stopped at

Sulby with a broken steering column,

due no doubt to his crash on lap 1.
~ News came through that Simpson's dis-

appearance was due to his petrol tank

bursting at Ramsey in the opening, circuit.

The Duzmo never regained the starting

point. Ivor Thomas had engine trouble

at Bishop's Court cm his second round,

and a similar fate overtook Hatton's

Douglas at Ramsey. A. W. Jones (Doug-

las) survived lap 1 to vanish on the

.

next lap. (We heard later that his tyre

came off in a crash following a frightful

wobble after Governor's Bridge.) Stead's

failure to return was reported as due to

tyres, and Ollerhead's Douglas gave up

,at Union Mills in the second round.

A 350 c.c. Machine Gaining Ground.

These misfortunes left less of the board

to be~ studied. Le Vack was gaining more

ground than anybody, despite his small

engine. Consternation was rife when
Edmond's dial seemed to indicate a

stoppage, and a groan went up when the

megaphone announced that a broken

handle-bar had put him out of the race

near Union Mills. He felt it giving way,

and was therefore able to avoid a fall.

Wood's Scott appeared to be pressing

Brandish, now the chief hope of the

Triumph team ; indeed, the Scott was

clearly travelling at a furious pace.

A. H" Alexander met some brief trouble,

but Hollowell's Norton was accelerating.

Scarcely had these features been recog-

nised before the yellow discs began to

herald the second lap arrivals, and neat

deceleration at the depots was the order

of the day, very few men wobbling or

overshooting their cages, whilst the brakes

were quiet, firm, and smooth as con-

trasted with the squeaks and skids of

previous years. In fact, observers opined

that improved brakes shared the credit

for the faster lap times.

Advantage of Large Tanks.

On the second lap practically-everybody

stopped to replenish at the cages, but

Wood (Scott) and Hassall (Norton) shot

through, having fitted large tanks so as

to accomplish six laps on a single depot

stop, thus saving at least fifteen seconds

on. any rival who stopped every other lap.

Brandish, having started No_. 4, was
first man into the cages, but quick as he

was, Wood hummed past ere he could get

away : the Scott was travelling like

forked lightning at this point, but Wood
presently found it wise to restrict himself

to threequarters throttle in the interests

of his ignition. Ere Ire did so, he cut

the Bennett's new lap record (38m. 14s.)

by nine seconds, but. as it turned out,

(8)

One of the fastest sections of the course—from Craig-ny-baa to Hillberry. H. R. Harveyson

(499 c.c. Triumph) approaching the latter corner.

the Scott was not to hold the record for

many minutes.
As we waited to see how the later men

were faring, the megaphone reported that

Jackson ( Sunbeam) had gone over his

handle-bars at Ballig Bridge, but was
quite unhurt. The "crash" helmets
have now many lives to their credit, and
do not tear off the men's ears, as the
croakers had prophesied.

A record lap was expected from F. W.
Dixon : 39m. 18s. was certainly hot, but
not hot enough to push him right in

front. Then Whalley passed still on his

first lap—trouble dogs this fine rider

;

and Mather's (Rudge) was in a similar

predicament. All eyes were glued to

Bennett's column on the big board, and
his yellow disc, swung down before his

most sanguine friends expected it. He
shot up to his cage, and was off again

in a matter of seconds, while the crowd
guessed at his lap time.

At last the man with the paint brush
approached column No. 44 on the board
—"37m. 46s." Phew! For is not

H. W. Hassall (490 c.c. Norton) overtaking G. Cowley Senr. (499 c.c. Sunbeam) on the

Governor's Bridge hairpin.

b 9



Beautiful comer.:ng was a feature of last week's races. F. B. Haiford (499 c.c. Triumph) making a neat attack on Ramsey hairpin.

37m. 45s. a level sixty miles an hour?
Yet Bennett's Sunbeam engine is so

quiet and smooth that few would suppose
him to be fastest past the stands.

Speculation.

Could any of the late starters among
the sixties beat this? Slowly then-

pointers crept round the dials. Suddenly

a cheer arose up the road—surely it

couldn't be Tangman so absurdly soon?
"He's done a thirty-five-minute lap!"
proclaimed some Scott enthusiast. But
no ! It was Howard Davies, sadly tour-
ing in after obtaining a supply of petrol.

Two of the formidable "sixties" in

Dance and Edmond were now out of the
race, but Landman fought hard for his

\
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The riding of F. W. Dixon (49S'8 c.c. Indian! is extraordinarily daring, and be
bridges Kke those at Baliig and BaJJaugh in the manner shown,

b ic

jumped

'

end of the list, and when he ran into
his depot, his lap time was 39m. 10s.

2nd Lap Positions.

The leaders after two laps were then
posted as follows :

1. A. Bennett (Sunbeam) .. .. .. 1 16
2. H. J.angman tScott-Sqairrel) .. 1 18 25
3. C. P. Wood (Scott-Squirrel) .. 1 19 8
4. W. W. Brandish (Triumph) .. 1 IS 13
5. F. W. Dixon (Indian) .. .. 1 19 32
6. W. Hollowell (Norton) .. .. 1 20 52
7. H. Le Tack (New Imperial-Jap).. 1 21 11
8. G. Chapman (Scott-Squirrel) 1 21 13
9. H. W. Hawaii (Norton) .. .. 1 21 16

10. H. T. Cawt&ora (o-h.v. Norton).. 1 21 S3
11. S. A. Crabtree (Sunbeam) .. .. 1 22 11
12. T. C. de la Hay (Sunbeam)- .. 1 22 53
Note.—The outstanding leature of this time-

sheet is the quality of Bennett and his Sunbeam :

his 'opening laps in 38m. 14s. and 37m. "46s. had
giyea him nearly 2V->m. lead of - the field in a
most furious race. C. P. Wood actually jumped
his Squirrel from thirteenth to third position in
one frenzied circuit. Of the first laD leaders.
Edmond had. retired, - A. H. Alexander - had
dropped back, de la Hay was working in toward?
the yan, and the astounding 350 c.c. New Im-
perial had gone up fiye 'more places, .actually
outstripping all but six of the SeDior machines.

Already victory seemed assured for

Bennett, provided he and his mount
could stick six laps of such a cracking

pace under an almost tropical sun. The
prophets began to quarrel—all the hares

would stop by the wayside, and one of

the tortoises would quietly annex a

pawky victory. For our anxiety and
excitement there was no vent but to use

glasses and watch in conjunction with

the progress dials : and when a Boy Scout

was late in shifting a fast man's pointer

round the dial, the hearts of that rider's

supporters almost stopped beating with

anxiety.
Meanwhile G. Cowley, inn., toured in

ou his fire-blackened mount and retired

at the grandstand. Norton enthusiasts

grew anxious, for Hollowell, their fastest

man was not signalled from Sulby when

due there. Lar.gman's Scctt signals

(24>
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Iaternational Senior T.T. Race.—
anee now that half the distance had
been covered, and it was easier to pick
out those who threatened danger. Some
of the slower men seemed to be tiring
physically : at any rate, a number of
them were plainly taking the simple bend
at Bray Hill with reduced dash, cutting
out sooner and longer.

Half Way Positions.
H. M. S.

1. A. Bennett (Sunbeam) 1 54 20
2. C. P. Wood (Scott-Squirrel) ... 1 57 24
3. F. W. Dixon (Indian) 1 59 9
4. W. W. Brandish (Triumph) ... 1 59 20
5. H. Langman (Scott-Squirrel) ... 2 29
6. H W. Hassall (Norton) 2 1 51
7. G. Clapham (Scott-Squirrel) ... 2 2 54
8. H. Le Vack (New Imperial-Jap) ' 2 3 18
9. R. T. Cawthorne (o.h.v. Norton) 2 5 38

10. T. C. de la Hay (Sunbeam) ... 2 5 44
j! N. Black (Norton) ... \ „ s „

S. A. Crabtree (Sunbeam)... I
""

_
° °3

Note.—Bennett had thus added another 39 sec.
to his lead. Dixon had caught Brandish and
Langman. Wood, now standing second, had picked
up 4 sec. only on Bennett Hassall had gone up
from 9th to 6th place, and Norman Black replaced
the missing Hollowell.

The usual wait for the late starters'

times ensued, but at last Langman's
came up, and the half-time positions
could be calculated.

Unable or Unwilling?

Thus the fourth lap was contested in a
growing tension. If the riders knew
their approximate positions, nobody ex-
cept Wood seemed inclined to go hard
after Bennett; the others seemed to have
set themselves a certain pace, and to be
unable or unwilling to exceed "it.

As it happened, the first information
obtainable from the progress dials proved
that something was amiss with Wood.
The pointers were not always reliable, but
they indicated that Brandish had caught
Wood and even reached Craig-ny-baa be-
fore the Scott got moving again, and was
telephoned as past the Bungalow.
" Nothing serious, but a short stop and
a slow lap !

" said everybody. Meanwhile

Dixon's pointer spurted on regularly,
marking a new sector every few minutes,
and so did" Bennett's. La'ngman, on the
other hand, seemed to be getting his
pointer round faster again.

Retirements.

Occasional news dribbled in of the
slower men and the missing ones. Har-
veyson had been delayed with a stuck
valve at Crosby on lap 3, and finally re-
tired. Davison's back tyre had deflated
twice. Greenwood walked in after engine
trouble at Ballacraine on his third cir-
cuit. Tucker pulled the valve clean out
of his front tube at Creg Willey. Simis-
ter (Norton) met engine trouble at Sulby.

'

Carton broke a piston near Ballacraine.
Burrill burst a tyre down Bray Hill.
During the fourth round Shaw (Norton)
also dropped out, and Searle's Sheffield-
Henderson, after a fine debut, relin-
quished the struggle near Crosby, after
averaging over 51 m.p.h. to that point.
Soon the big clock indicated that the

early starters were due in on lap 4. Up
went Brandish's yellow disc. He roared
in with his stand down, overshot his cage,
and was chocked by the stand when he
tried to wheel back. He got away some
five minutes before Wood appeared, and
got a tremendous cheer. Wood was late

in arriving, the fourth circuit having cost

him no less than 46m. 38s.—an 8 min.
excess which ultimately cost him two
places ; he went through without stop-

ping and whatever had delayed him was
clearly remedied by this point.

Dixon's Difficulty.

Presently Dixon free-wheeled neatly in-

to his depot, effected a lightning fill-up,

and departed at speed, but still troubled
by that haunting hiccup in the beat of
his engine ; it was only just noticeable,

but sufficient to ruin his chance of
riding down Bennett. The spectators
waited feverishly for Bennett, whom

JUNE 8th, I?22.\

many people thought incapable of stai.B
ing the racket of six laps at his openi la

speed. But the next cheer was for III
mond, who toured quietly in, steeriH
with half a handle-bar.
Then somebody with a watch remark |m

that the pointer on Bennett's dial h I
j

stood' at " R " (Ramsey) for 15 mil
Just when his friends were growing n< I

j

vous his pointer suddenly revived, spi fl

round feverishly, gave place to the yelk I

j

" Governor's Bridge " signal, and in '. I
came, having lapped in 42m. 50s. Tt 13

was slow time for the Canadian, and fl

later transpired that shortage of oil bill

worried him. He spent rather a loiH

time at his cage, and left amidst friend

cheers. Mundey now came in on hfl

third lap, looking rather weary. Most il

the faster men made depot halts on til

fourth round, which naturally compbl
cated calculations for the fifth lap. Whe

j
Langman, the latest starter of the fa:

men , came into the pits, the position i
'

the end of four laps was made out J

folloVs :

—

Fourth Lap Positions.

H. SI. I

1. A. Bennett (Sunbeam) ... ... 2 3/1
2. F. W. Dixon (Indian) 2 38
3: W. W. Brandish (Triumph) ... 2 39 1

4. H. Langman (Scott-Squirrel) ... 2 40 2

5. H. W. Hassall (Norton) 2 43 2

6. C. P. Wood (Scott-Squirrel) ... 2 44
7. U. Clapham (Scott-Squirrel) ... 2 44-
B. H. Le Vack (New Imperial) ... 2 46 1

9. K. Cawthorne (o.h.y. Norton) ... 2 47
10. N. Black (Norton) ... ... 2 47
11. G. Wa)ker (Norton) ... ... 2 47 3

12. T. C. de la Hay (Sunbeam) ... 2 48-
Note.—The sensation of these figures was tna

Dixon had cut down Bennett's winning lead fron
3h. 4s. to a beggarly 53s. and Bennett's Ion;

depot stop had reduced the Sunbeam vantage b)

perhaps another half minute.

A tight finish began to look possibli

after all. Wood had lost four places, and
Grahame Walker had replaced the missing

Crabtree. Langman was probably warriet

at the Scott cage that his chances wert
now better than Wood's, and the atmo
sphere became full of electricity.

Comparisons in riding attitudes: On the left is D. S. Alexander "getting down to it" at Quarter Bridge, while W. Brandish, second place

winner, takes the hairpin cautiously, sitting fairly upright

b t2 (26)
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£%* SeniorTCTC
PRIZE WINNERS

*** 1922
r'

ALEX. BENNETT, Senior Tourist Trophy
winner with the side-by-side valve engined
Sunbeam (85 X 88 mm. -- 499 c.c.) on which
he averaged 5833 m.p.h. for the 226 miles
of the Isle 01 Man course. Bennett first

came into prominence as the winner of the
Grand Prix in France last year.

WALTER BRANDISH (Jun.). son of the well-known
Coventry Agent. He rode his o.h.v. Triumph
(85 X 88 mm. = 499 c.c.) into second place, showing con-

summate skill in the handling of the machine. For

the total distance he averaged 56'52 m.p.h.

HARRY LANGMAN, to whom all

credit is due for once again bringing

the Scott into a position in " the first

three." His " mount was a Squirrel

model (70 X 63'5 mm. = 482 c.c.) and

in the first lap he had a fall which

broke away the right footrest com-
pletely. Landman's average speed was

5609 m.p.h.

Y
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International Senior T.T. Race.—

J. A. Porter (New Gerrard) turned up,

having spent some two hours on his second

lap, and appeared to leave the course just

past the stands. Strange came in to re-

plenish his Sheffield-Henderson, and re-

ported that his average of 46-J m.p.h.

would have been much higher but for a

long stop with tappet trouble. The callous

crowd by this time ' P begun to ignore

the men who were rarely doing fifty miles

an hour, and attention was concentrated

on the half-dozen columns which might

record the history of a winner.

At last the early starters became due in

on lap 5. Brandish was the first of them,

and raced past at top speed, his engine

running by faultlessly. The next comer

was a false alarm, and proved to be

. Bourke (New Hudson), who walked off the

course from the depots, haying encoun-

tered trouble in his second circuit.

Immediately after, C. P. Wood took his

Squirrel pasf faster than ever, but too far

behind Brandish to cherish any hopes of

overtaking him in a non-stop final lap.

Scarcely had he passed before F. W. Dixon

was signalled in. As the Indian had

started" 9i minutes after the Scott, and

10 minutes after the Triumph, an Indian

victory was to be expected if misfortune

befell Bennett. And Bennett had started

10 minutes behind Dixon, so another fever-

ish delay occurred.

Meanwhile de la Hay came along, but

not fast enough to be formidable. The
men were looking extraordinarily swarthy,

with the combined effects of sunburn and

dust and dirt. Then Watson-Bourne ar-

rived, and made a lengthy stop at his pit.

Presently somebody remarked :
" We

should get Bennett's disc up in five

minutes, if he is all right !
" Hardly had

he spoken when "44" was signalled, and

the Sunbeam flashed past, travelling mag-

nificently, and apparently faster than any-

body had yet taken this stretch. Tired

as he must have been, and in spite of an

engine which was being rationed for lubri-

cant, he had actually ridden the 5th lap,

including a substantial pause at his depot,

in 37m. 59sec. As his engine was running

perfectly, whereas Dixon's was still miss-

ing a trifle, nothing but disaster seemed
likely to change the order.

The times for five laps were :

The Leaders at the End of the Fifth

Lap.
H. M. S.

1. A. Bennett (Sunbeam) ... ... 3 15 9

2. F. W. Dixon (Indian) ... ... 3 18 25
3. W. W. Brandish (Triumph) ... 3 20 18
4. H. Langman (Scott) ... ... 3 21 by
5. O. P. Wood (Scott) 3 25 25
6. G. Walker (Norton) 3 28 44
7. K. T. Cawthorne (Norton) ... 3 28 52

. (T. C. de la Hay (Sunbeam) , -, _
B - 1H. Le Vack (New Imperial) s 31 "
10. A. H. Alexander (Douglas) ... 3 31 55
11. G. Clapharn (Scott) ... ... 3 33 5
12. V. Olssoh (Sunbeam) ... ... 3 34 20

The first three men seemed firmly estab-

lished in their places. Hassall's Norton
was gone, Wood had lapped in 41m. 23s.,

Grahame Walker was going up hand over
fist. Clapharn had evidently met minor
troubles, de la Hay was accelerating, and
A. H. Alexander made a welcome appear-
ance in the first dozen, much to the credit

of his 1920 engine.

Everybody now began to figure out
feverishly the times at which the leaders

were due to finish if they retained their

b 14
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Last year's Senior winner, H. R. Davies, on a 349 c.c. A.J.S., starting away in the 1922

Senior Race on a similar mount.

order. A confusing business at any time,

and doubly so after five hours under a

blazing sun. But the gods of chance sim-

plified the task for all amateur mathemati-
cians. Incredulously we saw Dixon's

pointer become rigid on its dial. It had
reached "Sulby." It was due to move to

"Ramsey." But it did not. Bennett's
pointer moved relentlessly round the clock,

but malevolent fortune seemed to have
pinned the Indian down. And so it was.

A fine engine, still amply willing. A
superb rider, as great as Bennett. And
the Achilles' heel of motor cycling, a tyre,

grudged him even the second place after

half a day of danger and effort. The
megaphone announced, " No. 24 has re-

tired at Ramsey with tyre trouble !

"

Bennett v. Blandish.

Then Brandish clocked in amidst
frantic cheers. He won the hearts of

the crowd on his Rover last year, and
the Triumph is popular everywhere. He
had started twenty minutes ahead of

Bennett. If Bennett came in within that

period the Sunbeam was first : otherwise

the Triumph. Slowly, inexorably, the

minutes ticked away, but Bennett's

pointer kept pace with them. Now he
was at the Bungalow.
Who's this? Strange's Sheffield-Hen-

derson, "revving" finely in its fifth lap.

Bennett's at Craig-ny-baa. Suddenly,

up went the yellow "44," and the in-

comparable Sunbeam roared home, winner

of far and away the fastest T.T. on

record, more than seven minutes ahead

of Brandish, at an average speed of

58.33 m.p.h.

Langman's Scott had started No. 65

—eleven minutes later than Bennett, so

a brief wait was still necessary before

the laurel wreath could be formally hung
over the Sunbeam's number on the

board.

Langman arrived too late for this, but

both he and Wood were cheered to the

echo. The former's slowing down was
explained by his finish—he shot two or

three hundred yards past the box, witli

low gear engaged, hisbrakes being weak.

He had lost his right footrest at the half

distance, and so had an uncomfortable

ride.

All honour is due to the Sunbeam,
which stood so terrible a racket un-

dauntedly, and hardly less to the

Triumph, which ran so good a second in

the hands of a youngster just of age.

Old Firms do Well.

The table of finishers on page 773 speaks

for itself, most of the old firms having

covered themselves with glory. Of the

twenty-two to finish, the Sunbeam se-

cured first, sixth, eighth, seventeenth,

nineteenth, and twentieth places.

Tiiumphs were second and thirteenth.

The three Scotts all finished high up-*.,

third, fourth, and ninth. Nortons
claimed five places. Alexander, on an

unofficial Douglas eritry, was seventh.

The Indians had to console themselves

after Dixon's mishap with the eleventh

place, but without them the race would

have been shorn of its chief interest in

the later stages.

Wade can be proud to have driven

a 350 c.c. into twelfth position in so

fierce a struggle; and the A.J.S. people

can be proud of the machine which

carried him. The Rudge has not quite

come back to its old supremacy, but

Baldwin's place is satisfactory. The
Sheffield-Henderson, on its first appear-

ance, has finished very creditably in all

three T.T. races. Mundey's New Hud-
son was much faster than fortune per-

mitted it to demonstrate. The winner's

time was actually 15m. 22s. faster than

in 1921—4m. 5£s. less per lap.

(3°)
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THE SENIOR T.T. WINNER'S EXPERIENCES.
Bennett apologises for allowing his oil supply to run low. One narrow escape.

ALEXANDER BENNETT, who won
the Senior Tourist Trophy Race
last Thursday at an average speed

of 58.33 m.p.h.j won the French Grand
Prix, also on a Sunbeam, in 1921. At
that time we mentioned that he was born
at Vancouver, B.C., and is 25 years of
age. Employed at the Sunbeam factory
at Wolverhampton, he has been a favour-
ite during all the practising period,
partly by reason of his magnificent rid-

ing last year and his French success.
Bennett is of a retiring disposition, and
finished the ordeal in surprisingly fresh
condition, 'though he

(

is frail, weighing
but 9st. 101b. His was not exactly a no-
trouble ride, though he was full of "apolo-
gies to his manager for running out of
oil, for that represented his , only worry.
Stopping twice at the replenishment
depots (at the end of the second and
fourth laps), he learned that he was lead-
ing, but on the last occasion was told
that F. W. Dixon, the Indian rider, was
hot on his heels. Since Bennett had run
out of oil at Ramsey on this lap and had
actually suffered a momentary stop on
the mountain climb due to the piston
running dry, he was stirred to redoubled
efforts. To this point he had run on

three-quarters throttle, but now he really

bent his back and let his machine go.

His time for the fifth lap—37m. 59s.

—

which included a stop for petrol and
oil, is sufficiently indicative of this asser-

tion, and on the sixth lap Bennett esti-

mates that he would have comfortably
beaten his own record but for the fact

that his tank again became depleted dur-
ing the mountain climb, and he slowed
appreciably, and had, in fact, to
" nurse " his engine all the way to the
finishing line. From all points of the
course we had learned of Bennett's mag-
nificent cornering, his speed round Hill-
berry Corner exciting praise from all and
sundry except on the last lap, when he
gave every onlooker a thorough fright
by swinging out after rounding the bend
at a good miie a minute, and scraping by
" a thousandth of an inch," as one ob-

server put it, the bank by the roadside.

A Temporary Lapse.

Bennett explained this temporary lapse

by the remark that he had to listen care-

fully to the engine, as he realised he was
forcing it along without oil and risking a
seizure. In so doing he for once mis-
judged the corner—but this was his only

mistake. Compared to other tracks over
which he has raced Bennett is emphatic
that the Manx T.T. introduces a much
stronger personal factor than any other.

Trouble with Goggles.

He was troubled by squashed flies on
his goggles due to the speed at which he
travelled, until finally he had to discard

them. Bennett was a popular winner,
stentorian cheers and waving handker-
chiefs greeted his arrival, and on entering

the enclosure Mr. A. S. Bowers, managing
director of John Marston, Ltd., made a
personal present to Bennett of the machine
he rode. On removing the cylinder one
recognised that naturally the single-ring

aluminium piston had not been improved
by lack of oil ; indeed, it was quite dry and

tight on its pin. Both piston and conn,

rod were drilled, little or no carbon was
evident, and otherwise the machine was
in astoundingly - good fettle. The Sun-

beam's average lap time of 38m. 84s. beats

all previous record laps comfortably. It

is of the standard -Sunbeam T.T. type.

The equipment included M.L. magneto,

K.L.G. plug, Amac carburetter (the first

six used this carburetter), Miracle oil in

the petrol, Dunlop tyres, Brooks saddle.

W. W. BRANDISH AND HIS TRIUMPH.
Young Midland giant expresses satisfaction with his dry sump lubrication system.

WALTER WILLIAM BRANDISH,
jun., the second man home, after
occupying third or fourth positions'

until the end of the fifth lap, is the
21-year-old son of a well-known motor
cycle agent of Foleshill, near Coventry.
Standing 6ft. 3in. and weighing 13-£

stones he is a fine youth. Though natur-
ally bespattered with oil and dust after
227 miles at nearly 57 m.p.h., we found
him in remarkably fresh condition and
showing no outward indication of exhaus-
tion as a result of his strenuous ride.

Standing by his Triumph machine as the
official examiners removed the cylinder for

measuring purposes, his young eyes glis-

tened as he saw the magnificent state of

the piston and rings which were covered
with a fine film of oil. Neither piston

nor connecting rod was drilled in any
way. The piston was of the now well-

known Ricardo aluminium slipper type

with two rings at the top, and the first-

rate internal condition was undoubtedly
due in a large measure to the positive

system of feeding oil to and from the

crank case. Brandish 'was loud in praise

of the oiling system, which relieved him
from any anxieties in this direction, and,
moreover, the Triumphs had no auxiliary

pump as a stand-by, though many other

makes adopted this precaution. Though
. Brandish never learned his position during

the race, he naturally knew he was well

up, for he enjoyed a no-trouble run, and
only had two stops for replenishments,

and was urged on by enthusiastic crowds
at the different corners. Actually he
might have improved his time but for one

little incident. On the third lap at Sign-

post Corner he found his second gear in-

operative, and thereafter he had to use

first and third only, which handicapped

him, particularly when climbing Snaefell.

Asked if he was "all out," Brandish as-

sured ns that his overhead-valve Triumph
was capable of higher speed than he at-

tained, but the state of the road surface

would not permit him to let it go. Dust
did not worry him unduly until after

four laps, when, his goggles having be-

come choked, he cast them aside.

Brandish used home-made kneegrips, Shell

spirit, Speedwell oil, B.T.H. magneto

with K.L.G. plug, Coventry chains, and'

Brooks saddle. We examined the Dunlop

Cord tyres which were fitted to the

machine, and, though naturally the tread

of the driving tyre bore slight traces of

wear, the front cover might have been

new. Brandish rode in last year's T.T.

on a Rover, and was noticed by_ The
Motor Cy.de at the time as a consistent

rider. He occupied thirteenth place on

that occasion, and his lap time variations

were extremely slight.

SHEARD'S POPULAR SUCCESS.
Nail found in rear tyre of Junior winner's machine.

NEVER was a T.T. won by a .more

modest and retiring rider than
Thomas Mylchreest Sheard, who is

self-effacing to the point of shyness. Im-
mediately on the conclusion of the race
he went home, leaving his wonderful
A.J.S. for the crowd to admire.
A Douglas man by birth, his success

was very popular; in conversation he con-

fessed he did not know his position until

his replenishment stop at the end of the

(3)

fourth lap, when he was told that Le
Vack was leading. He had no outstanding-

incidents, experienced no involuntary

stops, but had to climb the mountain
slowly on his second and fourth laps

owing to oil shortage.

Excepting blistered hands, Sheard was
quite unaffected by his fine ride. This

was his sixth T.T. Last year, third in

the Junior and ninth in the Senior, he is

thirty-four years old.

During the examination a nail was
found in the rear tyre,, but the front

cover was unmarked. He used Hutchin-

sons, with Impervio. His machine was
geared 5, 6, and 9.5 to 1; his engine

was as good at the finish as at the start.

Steel pistons were used on all the A.J.S.

machines.
The variation in Sheard' s lap times was

2ra. 43s., his fourth lap being the fastest

and his last lap the slowest,
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[E RAGE FROM DIFFERENT POINTS OF THE COURSE.
ONE cannot consider the Isle of Alan

course to be ideal, but it has many
good points, of which not the least

is the fact that, provided the visitor

keeps outside it and rides a good mount,
he may see the race from many different

places and at all different points of the

compass. I chose Ballacraine as a
_
sort

of centre : it has a telephone and is in

touch with headquarters at the start, a

narrow passage is left behind the barrier,

through which a solo mount can be
wheeled on to the Peel road, and some
magnificent riding can be witnessed there.

Here the course turns to the right to-

wards Glen Helen, an easy curve, it is

true, but this makes it exciting, and the

Senior men knew it to a fraction. Com-
parison with the performances in the

Junior Race was most interesting, and
after making a careful study of the

machines at five different places, I have

no doubt in my mind that generally the

Senior mounts travelled as if made
for the course. The Senior men as a

whole cornered much better than those in

the Junior event, and the machines held

the road in a wonderful manner.

Lap One from Ballacraine.

At 10:8 No. 1. H. B. Davies (548

A.J.S.). hove in sight, swooped majestic-

ally round the corner and disappeared.

De" la Hay, who had slowed down at the

warning boards, actually accelerated

before taking the bend, which he nego-

tiated with all the skill of which he is

master. Greenwood (492 Sunbeam) ar-

rived with his stable companion, Brown,

a length behind, but once on the Kirk-

michael road Brown took the lead. Clap-

ham (486 Scott-Squirrel) took the corner

in dashing style, and the change of riote

as ne altered his gear caused many a

laugh among the crowd. Hollowell (490

Norton) was one of the many who knew
just how far he dared lean over, and I

could swear his exhaust pipe cleared the

ground by no more than an inch. Anstice

{499 Douglas) gave us the first thrill as

he shaved the wall of the inn, but Balla-

craine itself was devoid of incidents, so

I hied me to Ballig.

The Bridge of Leaps.

Ballig, with the accent on the " ig,"

is one of the favourite viewpoints of the

T.T.j being highly spectacular, but not

dangerous, if taken properly. Poor Jack-

son (Sunbeam), last man on the entry

list, was the victim of an error of judg-

ment. Alas ! he steered too central a

course, came off head over heels, and for

him the race was finished, as his machine
suffered the damage which he himself had
fortunately escaped, and this in his first

lap.

An excellent view of the jumps was
obtained from the wall of a ruined cot-

tage. Wood (Scott-Squirrel) made a
splendid leap, and one heard his forks

crash as he regained Mother Earth, but

never the sign of a swerve could be
detected.

Even more sensational was Dixon
(Indian), who took the bridge in his usual

daring manner. Then came Bennett,

whose wonderful riding was even then

appreciated, as amateur timekeepers were

already crediting him with a record lap.

But enough of Ballig.

Creg Willey's Hill.

So my own mount was put to the

rough road to Ballavaish and left outside

a gate ; next followed a lovely walk down
the hillside along a path leading to beau-

tiful Glen Helen, out of which rises Creg

Wiiley's hill—the terror of early T.T.
events. Here Greenwood (Sunbeam) met
engine trouble, and, knowing he was
finished, ran down the hill, like the good
sportsman he is, to help Tucker (Norton),

who had had the valve pulled out of Lis

front tube. Both worked like heroes, and
Tucker was off again just as Wood's
buzzing Scott sped by on its fourth hp.

A Fast Stretch.

Cronk-y-boddy, a fast stretch, but si ill

on the upgrade, was not far away, so
;

thither I went. Here men flashed by

without incident, so back to Ballig, where
all was proceeding merrily, and then to

Ballacraine again. Competitors were now
passing on tlieir fifth lap, when suddenly

a doctor was heard to remark, " isot 1

serious, but a hospital case most, certainly.

We must have him X-rayed." But who
was it? Evidently the doctor had ueen

too busy to note, and people wanted k
know badly, so on by foot to the Haw-
thorne Inn.

It appears that Johnson (Sunbeam) was

in the act of passing No. 13, f\ orris

(Beardmore), who clearly ought to have

met misfortune with such a number, but

no! No. 58 skidded and fell, and was

somewhat damaged, but well able to sit

up and take notice on our arrival, and

eager to watch the racing. His t.elmet

saved his life. Here Carton (Norton]

was reported to have retired with a

broken piston, and poor Tucker was again

in trouble with his front tyre one mile

east of Ballacraine. Back over the lulls

to Braddan, where the observer reported

the retirements of Harveyson (Triumph)

and Ollerhead (Colmore-Douglas), and

the stopping in his second lap of Dauskm
(Rudge) for ten minutes to replace a

valve. E. M. P. B.

IMPRESSIONS AT BALLAUGH.

A SLIGHT haze failed to temper the

heat of the sun, but discomfort
was forgotten by the spectators at

Ballaugh, when the first man, H. R.

Davies (A.J.S.) came through at about

10.20 a.m. with a substantial lead.

Then followed Brandish and Wood, the

Triumph and Scott exponents.

Ballaugh Bridge is in some ways more
troublesome to the riders than Ballig

Bridge. The approach to Ballaugh is on

the twist, a jump is almost inevitable,

and before a safe landing is made the

steering must be corrected to enable the

narrow village street to be negotiated.

Generally, the exhibition of riding at

this point was admirable, and 1922

machines obviously hold the road better

than last year's mounts, for there was
very little actual jumping, although

most back wheels came off the road at

the crown of the bridge. Clapham's
Scott was the only machine that
" aviated " quite clear of the ground,

and he had quite a wobble on recovering.

Even so early in the race as the first

twenty miles one or two engines appeared
in distress. Cowley's (jun.) Norton
knocked badly when picking up at Bal-

laugh, and so did Davison's Sunbeam.

b 22

At Sulby, too, the cornering was of

such a high standard that thrills were
denied to the large gathering which lined

the banks beside the road.

It must have been the excitement of

the race that caused Clapham again to

go a little too fast, this time with more
serious consequences, for he struck the
wall and stopped, restarting again almost
immediately ; on his subsequent laps he
rode much more cautiously. Riddell and
Watson-Bourne showed how well the
Rudges steer, for they took the approach
to Sulby Bridge at a tremendous angle.

Consternation.

R. Bownass's accident created some
consternation amongst the crowd at

Sulby. He was coming down the

straight approaching the bridge at a

high speed when the steering column of

his N.U.T. broke away; with only the

top links holding the forks to the

machine he fell, j
Tet came to rest un-

damaged.
Brandish also nearly came to grief at

Sulby on his second lap—either he
missed his gear change or got confused,

but anyway, he only missed the bridge
wall bv fractions of an inch.

Good riding marked the bulk of the

performances on Ramsey Hairpin. Since

last year, indeed, there seemed to be

not only a marked appearance of greater

surety but also a visible increase in the

speed at which the acute bend was

rounded. Undoubtedly, the most in-

formative incident occurred in the third

lap, when Strange (Sheffield-Henderson),

Ejiowles (Norton), and Riddell (Rudge)
came round the hairpin in a cluster on

the third lap ; the former showed in-

finitely superior acceleration, leaving the

others well behind. Langman's Scott

showed such engine power that the rear

wheel spun as he opened the throttle

and he narrowly averted a skid.

Missing.

Porter (New Gerrard) stayed here

some time, but after adjustments he

was still in trouble with his engine,

and although he restarted, he did not

reappear on another lap. At Ballaugh,

Sulby, and Ramsey, great excitement
was created by the ding-dong duel be-

tween Brandish and Wood, but the

Triumph rider ultimately came round
alone, leaving the Scott man well behind.

(19)
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THE SHEFFIELD-HENDERSON ASSERTS ITSELF.
Third in Junior and Fourth in Lightweight Races.

BY scoring third place in the Junior

T.T. and fourth in the Lightweight
Race the Sheffield-Henderson ma-

chines have crowned a long list of

cesses in competition. The rapid rise to

fame of this machine is the more note-

Third in the Junior Rac<

J. Thomas (348 c.c. Sheffield-

Henderson). who survived a hard

ride with great credit to the

machine he was riding, for it was

its first appearance m a long

distance road race.

worthy when it is realised that it is a
machine introduced as recently as 1921.
Jack Thomas occupied third place in the
Junior race, occupying 3h. 47m. 28.5s.

In the telegraphic report of the Junior
race which appeared in our last issue,

C. G. Pullin (Douglas) was inadvertently
credited with third place, a position he
occupied on the fourth -lap and indeed to
within ten miles of the finishing point
when a connecting rod broke. This con-
tretemps let up J. Thomas (Sheffield-

Henderson) from fourth place to third,
and with his Blackburne overhead-valve
engine running better thaa ever at the
finish he romped home a comfortable
third.

So "far as the lightweights were con-
cerned, L. Padley
(Sheffield-Hender-
son) came home
fourth. Again
using a Black-
burne engine,
Padley rode mag-
nificently, and
might have been
higher in the list

but for unex-
pected events.

He fell once and
also had io
change a plug
twice

3
the first

time due to fit-

ting a long plug
which the high-

tension wire
would not reach.

Again, on the
third lap he nar-

rowly missed a.

fall
* on the

Gooseneck which
without thinking

he charged all

out and had to

shoot up the

L. Padley and his 248 c.c. Sheffield-Henderson,

on which he performed very creditably,

finishing fourth in the Lightweight T.T. Race.

bank before he could regain the road
again. No manufacturer was more
pleased with the showing of his men and
machines than L. B. Henderson—a clever

metallurgist who had tended his T.T.
machines with almost loving care. Mr.
Henderson has but one leg, and he was
showered with congratulations on all

hands.
The rakish lines of the Sheffield-

Henderson were the object of much
favourable comment at the last Olympia
Show.

T.T. INCIDENTAL NOTES.
Never has the weather been more per-

fect—not a drop of raiu fell throughout
the events.

* * *

Thursday's crowds for the Senior

Race were noticeably larger than on Tues-
day, and a general holiday was pro-

claimed in Douglas on that dav,
* * *

The Rudge slogan was :

•

' When you see the Rudge go by
Cheer and wave your Hank—y !

"

There were literally hundreds of green
handkerchiefs distributed round the course

the firm.
* * *

The Sheffield-Hendersons were the sur-

prise packet of the Junior and Lightweight

races.
* -. * *

Condolences to C. G. Pullin (2| Doug-
who had to retire ten miles from

home with engine trouble when actually

in third position of the Junior race

June 1st, 1922, will go down in his-

tory as the day of the hardest motor

cycle race ever 'run. There was a more

serious atmosphere over this event than

the other two. perhaps naturally since

it is the oldest event of all.

* * *

W. W. Brandish's first lap in 39m.

38s. on a Triumph opened spectators'

eyes. He is the son of a well-known

Coventry agent, and a leading member
of the Coventry and Warwickshire Motor

Club. Another meteoric opening lap was

H. Le Vack's. on his " Junior " 350 c.c.

New Imperial-Jap, in 40m. 47s. Of

course, Bennett's Sunbeam record in the

second lap of 37m. 46s. took the palm,

and with a side-by side valve engine too

!

a * *

T. C. de la Hay had a no-trouble run,

but misunderstood" the message he picked

up at the depots, or he might have opened

out more.

Seepnd and third Senior men carried re-

gistration number plates H.P. 29o3 and
A.U. 15.

C. Waterhouse, possibly the youngest

rider, punctured three times, but otherwise

suffered no troubles. He finished twen-

tieth.
* =? *

Blackburne engines showed np con-

spicuously well in both the Lightweight

and Junior Races. In the Lightweight

Race they were second, fourth, seventh,

and ninth, and in the Junior third,

fourth, fifth, eighth, and ninth.
* * *

It is said that the Senior winner will

net between £1,000 and £2,000. Good
luek to him!

* » »

Every event produced a British success,

but one would prefer to see a more inter-

national flavour about the T.T.
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TYPICAL RIDING ATTITUDES IN THE SENIOR RACE

JUXE 8th, IQ22:

G. H. Tucker. V. Ols:

T.T. Incidental \otes —
The engine of one solitary make which

let its rider down badly on the mountain
was attacked by him with a hammer.

* * *

Davison, who won the Lightweight
Race on a Levis, used Price's Huile de
Luxe. Miracle Oil, the new fireproof

cylinder lubricant, was used by all the
winners. * * *

E.I.C. Magnetos, Ltd., who presented
small pen-knives to contributors to their
charity fund, were able to hand to

Noble's Hospital the sum of £43 6s. 6d.

i. H. Langman.

Last minute changes of equipment
caused much annoyance and adverse criti-

cism throughout the island.

Ivys were the only two-strokes in the
Junior event and finished seventh, tenth,
and twelfth.

* # *

The New Hudson senior entry was in
the nature of an experiment, since the firm
have not attempted speed work for some
time. Under these circumstances Mundey
did well to finish on a modified standard
machine, averaging 45.58 m.p.h.

J. W. Shaw. A. Carton.

Once again—for the third year in

succession—the Junior Race became a

duel between A.J.S. and Blackburne en-

gines. While the former secured the two
premier honours, Blackburne engines were
fitted to the Sheffield-Henderson (third),

Coulson (fourth), and Cotton (fifth).
* * *

The sight of the competing machines as

they are massed for the start must warm
the hearts of manufacturers of insulating

tape. Surely in this year of grace there
is some better method of securing
fittings

Hurtling through the town of Ramsey. F. A. Longman (A.J.S.), who gained a place for one lap in the Junior race.

THE TROPHIES PRESENTED.
OX Thursday night, after the Senior

Race, an absolutely packed audience
witnessed tne presentation of the

prizes by the Lieut. -Governor of the
Island. Bennett, the Sunbeam rider, who
made such a fine winning ride, was called

for loudly.

Brandish also received loud and long

cheers, and although both were called

b28

upon to speak, only the former was able
to express his feelings : his speech, how-
ever, was quite inaudible to most.
Bennett's friends, of course, promptly

seized him and chaired him round the
spacious dancing-floor, despite a crush of
some thousands of people.

Keen disappointment was felt at the
non-arrival of the Scott contingent from

Ramsey to receive their gold medals, and,

in Langman's case, the third prize also

—

the explanation of this absence was made
later, when it was learnt that the taxi

which was bringing the party from Ram-
sey missed a turning, and in the subse-

quent crash some damage was done, espe-

cially to Langman and C. P. Wood, who
had to be removed to hospital.

1x81
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I Recant.

VARIOUS diseases are incidental to youth. Measles
is one of them. A few years later you get stage

door fever. When I was at that age
:
a musical

corned v called San To\ used to .wheedle the monev
from youthful pockets. Its cast included a fat

emperor, who quivered with joy like a jelly when the

premiere danseuse pirouetted in front of him. Which
things are a parable. The other day I went to a

cinema. The Yankee comedy hinged round a Ford
car, which dithered violently in huge 3ft. tremors when-
ever its engine was running. This also is a parable.

For these two motions—the infinitesimal but .eternal

quiver, and the large-abrupt jolt—are characteristic

of the road vibration -to which motor cycles are liable

on modern roads. The original solution of this

problem was the spring frame. Latterly, we had heard

a lot about the merits of 3m. tyres, I wobbled in my
convictions. Finally, sanity has returned. I still hold

that 3in. tyres will confer a vast deal of comfort. But

I further plead that when we get the .perfect spring

frame we shall prefer it to a mere big-tyre-and-good-

fork solution.

And Why
[Y change of heart on this burning topic is due to

practical demonstrations of two more or less

experimental spring frames. On one of them

I have seen the inventor ride over the most appalling

surfaces. Side by side with him travelled other men
on other frames. They vibrated so rapidlv that the

eye could not follow their movements quickly enough
to pick out the details of their personal appearance

and attire ; and, in addition to this quivering, remini-

scent of the emperor in San Toy, they bounced enor-

mously, like the Ford car on the invisible mechanical

oscillator in the film comedy. But the spring frame
demonstrator moved forward as steady as a statue on
its pedestal. You could almost count the separate hairs

of his moustache, examine the pattern of his tie, note

the ornamentation of his cuff links. And he did not

bounce. The point of his nose followed an even track .

precisely conforming to the hilt contour. The con-

trast was extraordinary. Bentley and Draper, who
handle the Ricardo piston in town, also have a new
spring frame of which I hear the most glowing
accounts. Wait and see.

Spring Frames on the Track.

THE average club speed merchant would scoff at

the notion of a spring frame having anv record-
breaking value on Brooklands. But the No. 8

hats are veering round to the conclusion that 90 miles
in the hour on a 500 c.c. motor cycle and 100 mies
in the hour on a small car, together with other.keenlv

OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By •IXION."

coveted records, depend almost as much upon spring-
ing as upon engine design. Come to think of it, when
your saddle is jerked a foot off the concrete, it is engine
power which lifts you: and vou don't get that engine
power back. You are wasting power in the vertical
plane, which is urgently needed to knock those few

nds off the lap time of Pullin. or whoever set up
the figure you are out to beat. Then, too, while vour
back wheel is off the ground ix is wasting more power
in beating the air. power which might as well be utilised
in propelling you on towards the timekeeper. If these
notions are sound, we may see the record-breakers
scurrying about to get hold of super spring frame
designs, and that in a not too remote future. I am
sorry that my brain doesn't run to surds and such
symbols as the square root of x». or I might make this
bald, suggestion absolutely convincing.

Magneto Reliability.

Tq^ EADERS should not grow nervous when they read
jlv£ of magneto failures in the big trials or on the

track. No deterioration of workmanship is

implied, and the tourist magneto is as good as ever it

was. or better. But in a good many competitions
magnetos are run up to absurd speeds, and this over-
running sometimes lasts for quite lengthy periods. For
example, if you are trying to climb Tornapress on a
sidecarette in a trial, and your emergency ratio is about
25 to 1. whilst the hill demands full throttle for nearly
half an hour, that poor magneto is going to be sub-
jected to stresses—heat stresses, mechanical stre-- --

and electrical stresses—which could hardlv be produced
by any test possible to a Saturday-afternooner. (Rather
proud of that last phrase. Just thought of it. Hits
off a certain type of rider, doesn't it?

A Strong Man's Tears.

Tq)ERCY was lying awake every night. It was true

]_t/ that he had reached the final of the golf
-cup, for which purpose he was temporarilv domi-

ciled at Bunker-on-Sea. But had not papa recently

unloaded the needful for a B.S. Norton? Cruel that

the thoughtless and selfish engineers should cease work
just when Percy's engine was being assembled prior to
its final track tune. So Percy spent white nights, lving

on his back staring at the ceiling, and picturing him-
self taking blind corners at 80 m.p.h. One morning
came a letter from little sister. He glanced idly

through its artless prattle—hey, what's this? " Mummy
told me to tell you that the postman savs there is a
motor bicycle at the railway station." Percv vol-

planed out of bed, upsetting his undrunk morning tea.

He ripped on clothes somehow, hurtled down to the
golf club, drew a heavy pencil line through the first

half of the secretary's notice, " FINAL : I
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Occasional Comments.—
Smithers (S) v. the Hon. Azure Gore (2)." added three

neat letters to his name (scr.-), howled for a taxi, goaded

its elderly driver to T.T._ speeds, caught the express,

dived on to the home platform before the train had

slowed to 20 m.p.h., and burst into the parcels office

like Ludendorf's s1urm1ruppcn.

Propped against the wall, swathed in corrugated

cardboard, was a dinky little motor scooter labelled with

the name of the vicar's elderly wife.

So Percy wept. D'vou blame him?

w
Scared Stiff.

HEN 1 get wind up on the road, it is usually

other idiot is driving as he shouldn't. But
t'other afternoon you might have seen me proceeding

along with my eyes popping from my head and my rap
perilously poised on the extreme tips of my hairs. Yes,

you are right first time— it u<as a speed wobble, one
of the worst I ever suffered from. The speed was
18 m.p.h.—no more; and the vehicle— as you have
doubtless guessed by this time—was a scooter, of all

things. It had a nasty vertical sort of" rake 0:1 its

front fork and. a Lilliputian front wheel about 'as big

as a sparking plug washer, and after '"proving that 1

could manage her at her normal speed of 10 m.p.h.,

I rashly opened out to an adventurous 18. At this

gait the unspeakable front wheel went into a wobble,
quite as violent and irresistible as the wobble a rat

gets into when a sturdy terrier has it by the nape of

up

the "neck. Why didn't 1 jump off? Well, for one
thing to jump off isn't as easy -as it looks when you
are seated in an armchair on a wide platform and the

handle-bar is level with your nose; for another, my
right ankle is bandaged up as thick as an elephant's;

but that is another story. How did the wobble end ?

As most wobbles do. My left ankle is now bandaged,
too. So is my proboscis. And something else—I am
not sure whether he called it a femur or a tibia.

That Dud Bulb.

NUMBER of electrical correspondents are still

waging mighty battle in private letters to me
about my tail lamp bulb which refused to' light

ut continued to transmit current. The latest and
most authoritative evidently hails from the Emerald
Isle, since he talks of the ' presence " of a vacuum.
The purpose of a vacuum in a bulb is to prevent

combustion of the white-hot filament, and so to .pro-

long its life. He does not believe that the -filament

would survive many seconds if a tiny blowhole punc-

ture existed in the glass. So—cheers for me—he

votes heavily for my original suggestion, to wit, that

die current was shorting through a crack in the cement

of the bulb socket. He considers it common for the

cement to be cracked whilst the owner is inserting the

Bulb into its holder, after which the cement rapidly

goes to powder under the vibration. Moral : never

remove a bulb without" due cause, especially if it is

head lamp size, with a big glass exerting markec
leverage on the cement.

*?3

!-!

A fine speed impression at Craig-na-baa : T. M. Sheard (348 c.c. A.J.S.) winner of the Junior T.T. Race on the heels of L. Nicholson

(248 c.c. Coulson).

(13)
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Opinions on Motor Cycles and Sorne

Experiences with the Ner^a'Car.

By OWEN JOHN, of "The Autocar."

NOT a motor cycle, not a scooter, not a car—but

a " wheeler." This is how the firm respons-

ible for the* Ner-a-Car describes its new
machine.

T write in fear and trembling of it in The Motor
Cycle, for I have always had it instilled into me that

this is a journal conducted, written and read entirely

and solely by experts and that the least departure from
strict accuracy is fraught with heavy and immediate
penalty.

Confessions of a Non=
Motor Cyclist.

But I will be brave and fear not.

I am not a motor cyclist (cries of
" Shame i "). I am too old at

umpty-eight, too heavy at nearly fif-

teen stone, too valuable 'as a bread-
winner, and quite happy as a car-

owner and a self-appointed guide,
philosopher and friend to several generations of four-
wheel motorists. But I have succumbed to the charms
and the speed and the safety of this new invention,
and if I can only be assured that ordinary motor
cycles^ are as easy, simple and
safe to use, you may per-

chance find me in the

Ardennes, in Ireland, in the

Isle of Man, or wherever the

next big motor cycle race may
be, buzzing round the course

clad all in leatiier and en-

tirely cognisant of all the

names of all the competitors

and their mounts.

Collective Experimenting

For a new era has opened
to me—or, "rather, it would
have had not my family also

appreciated the simplicity

and hardiness of my new ma-
chine. I experiment vicari-

ously, they do it almost all

for me; only now ^aad then
do I take it out and amaze
my friends and acquaintances
with my apparent relapse

into gay boyhood. It seems
very simple, it seems -very

(9)

The average woman thinks that she could
manage a car -while she regards the motet
cycle as something too complicated. There
are men—especially elderly men—who share
the same opinions.
Why is th is >

The explanation appears to be in the fact
that the mechanism of a car is unobtrusive
and silent. Owen John's contribution seems
to confirm, this.

Variable friction-gear of the Ner-a-car, showing rack and pinion
kick starter and countershaft brake.

safe, I know it is very economical ; when the sun gets

warmer I am sure it is going to be very delightful

indeed. For there seems so little

in the Ner-a-Car that can go

wrong, its accessibility is quite

good, and its moving parts are

nearly as few as those of a steam-

engine, always my beau ideal of

economy in machinery.

I have not had it long enough to

be able to judge of its wearing
qualities, a test for which only time

and distance can tell, but it seems hardy and, con-
sidering that several people already have set their raw
hands to it and promptly ridden off upon it, I think
that it shows marvellously few signs of collision or of

inexperience. Possibly the

fact that one can ride on it as

slowly as one can- pedal a

cycle may have something to

do with the surprising con-

fidence that beginners show
upon it; a mount that goes

off at twenty miles an hour
with a roar often frightens

away tyros by the mere
thought that prodigies of

skill are required 'to control

the monster.

For the Multitude.

" A gentle and docile ma-
chine is a standing invita-

tion for a new scale of

humanity to take up motor
cycles, for it cannot be

denied that hitherto the

movement, as we know it.

has been more attractive t >

the young' and hardy than to

the man or woman who is

more in search of comfort
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A Car Owner on Two Wheels.

and convenience than

mere speed.

Thousands of po-

tential buyers exist

amongst the latter

class ; they want a

mount that can do its

50 m.p.h. up and
down, ordinary hills,

that can steer like a

fish, make its own
light, and can carry

an extra passenger

when necessary on the

flapper-bracket. - The
Ner-a-Car does all

these things, and yet

all the time, owing to

its centre of gravity

being so low, the ridei

does not seem to . be
doing anything bolder
than just sitting on a

cushion. Perhaps the

fact that it possesses

The extremely low riding position will be gathered from this illustration

a chassis, clutch.

two-stroke engine, five speeds, a footbrake, and' that
it steers like a car may lend it an extra sense of secur-

ity. I do not know ; all 'that I am aware of
16 that through it I have learned to appreciate

,#"

the value and the

economy of the two-
' wheeler, and in future

shall be able and
happy to count myself
among the number of

its devotees.

A curious thing was
1 found the pleasure

derived from the

handling of a motor

cycle quite different

from the pleasures of

car driving ; alto-

gether apart from
the motor cycle's

handiness, its sport-

ing appeal alone

made it attractive.

A cheap, handy,

well-made machine

that, to parody the

words of "Mr. Jor-

- rocks, can give " all

the joys of the motor

cycle with only twenty-five per cent, of its (imaginary)

dangers " is something that an extraordinary number

of people are looking for.

Constructional details of the Ner-a-car indicating how car

principles enter into its design, the chief feature of which is

the pressed steel chassis replacing the conventional tubular frame.

OIL WHERE IT IS NOT NEEDED.

OIL, as the mere tyro knows, is essential for the

good running of every piece of mechanism.

.

Dirt has been described as "matter out of

place." When oil is out of place, this lubricant and
dirt are synonymous. The proper place for engine oil

is in the crank case, the oil tank, and the various bear-

ings. Engines can be, and are,- made oiltight, but

unfortunately . there are makers who do not appre-

ciate the quality of cleanliness in this direction. The
motor cycle should be everybody's mount. Although
the movement has progressed to an enormous extent-

it will never reach the popularity it deserves until

c 6

the only necessity for overalls is concerned with the

weather. Special or improvised attire to protect the

rider against oil - flung from the engine or gear is an

indictment against the machine he rides.

We most earnestly assure manufacturers of motor
bicycles that the point to which we have drawn atten-

tion is a most: important one, and once a machine
gains a name for cleanliness from oil it should, pro-

vided it is equally satisfactory in all other respects,

gain a most enviable reputation. This is a point which

the A.C.U. could consider. Why not serve out six

da-ys' competitors with white overalls.

(-1)
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What Passengers Should Not Do. The 2,000-mile'a'Year Sidecar Owner and the

Present Taxation,

By "FRIAR JOHN."

NO more pleasurable occupation exists than that of

planning out a summer tour, especially when
seated by the fireside with good maps on a cold, wet

night, buoyed with the knowledge that the holidays

are near and the machine ready
1

for the road
;
yet not

a few write to the Editor asking him to plan a tour

for them. Such a query is intelligible when one wishes

for the best and most direct route to a given place, or

details of interest in a particular district, but for

someone else to plan where I should travel, and pos-

sibly where I should eat and sleep for fourteen to

twenty precious days, and what views to admire, surely

takes the spice from the curry. I desire the passenger

also to take an intelligent interest in the map and to

maintain a celestial indifference to the idiosyncrasies

of my machine and my driving, especially on steep

hills; to join in my enthusiasm for exploring by-roads

which I confess have often led to disaster and igno-

minious retracing of the track. In short, when on

holiday I like to go whither the spirit takes either my
passenger or myself. There are many who tour in a

like manner, for I have met them on the road, wander-

ing along to the north, to the south, or the east, or

the west, on any route they fancy.

O <!> <s- o

MUCH has been written and spoken about the

desirability of flexible sidecar connections, and

it is generally admitted that absolute rigidity is by

.

no means ideal. A slight amount of flexibility in the

rear attachment is almost essential and will save much
frame distortion; already more than one patent has

been filed on sub-

jects relating to

this important

point.

The illustration

shows the inven-

t i o n of Mr.
W . H . M .

H i g h a m ,

A.M.I.A.E., of
56, Moorpool
Avenue, Har-
borne, Birming-

ham, and it may
test be described

as a '* c-ush
"

(S)

connection, since it is somewhat similar in principle

to a well-known type of "cush" hub.

It will be seen that the Lug bolted to the chain stay

carries a conical boss having opposed vanes en. its inner

diameter and a spherical outer face. Into this boss fits

a rubber block suitably slotted to take the vanes, and
bolted lightly to similar vanes mounted on the outer

or sidecar attachment member. These parts are held

together by a central bolt, and form, to all intents,

A device tor those who dislike goggles, but des.re protection lor the eyes and iace. T"he

illustrations also show how the " Phace " screen is carried when not in use. Messrs. Coupe
Windscreens, 74, Lennox Road, Portsmouth, are the makers.

The Higham flexible sidecar connection dismantled to show the

construction.

a universal joint slightly flexible in all directions.

How the vertical flexibility is obtained will be quickly

grasped, but it is perhaps necessary to explain that a

slight degree of lateral flexibility is allowed by the

spherical faces of the inner and outer members work-
ing over each other against the pressure of the rubber

block. Broken lugs become a thing of the past.

QUR sister^ journal,
The Autocar,
has ever cham-
pioned the cause
of the owner of

little cars, in

spite of its repu-

tation as| a " big

fellow's " .paper,

and I was :

;

glad

to see that -it did

not intend to let

the question of

eg
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Fassengcr Machine Topics.

—

taxarion remain undisturbed, neither does the A. A.,

which is shortly making representations to the Govem-
.ment. We suffered the present rates at the time they

were imposed under protest, though some motor cyclists

persuaded themselves they were necessary if any road

improvement at all was to take place. A reduction in

the taxation wilLnaturally be particularly welcomed by
owners of very small and old cars, and by the same
calculation sidecar owners will appreciate a more
equitable application of the tax. There are thousands
who do no more than 2,000 miles a year, and this

works out at nearly -id. per mile for taxation, a much
too big amount, considering the sidecar's light weight.

The agitation for the more just taxation' of petrol at

die source must eventually have the desired effect, in

spite of the supposed difficulties of collecting the
revenue.

<s> o o <•»

IT is not every man who cares to purchase a new out-
fit each year, or even every two years. Apart from

the question of cost, there' are 'certain advantages
in retaining the old bus for a lengthy period; although
sooner or later one is confronted with the alterna-
tive of having the sidecar repainted by coach-painters
or enamelling -it oneself. Probablv because Messrs.
Robbialac's instructions led one to believe that the
operation is a simple one, I undertook the job of
painting the old shopping bus. the " ever-ready " and

!
always reliable vehicle of convenience which is used
at any time and at all times between trial runs on new-
outfits. Well ! enamelling is simplicity itself. Not
being a coach-painter by instinct. I simply cut out the
Robbialac instructions by half, so to speak, rubbed
down the body with- a felt pad and pumice powder,
then washed it. When dry I brushed"on the enamel ;

when that was dry I gave it a wash with clean water,
afterwards applying the varnish. Two evenings \vvork
was quite sufficient for the job, and reallv it was not half
the business I thought it was going to "be.

o <•» -o o
^fHERE is the cheap four-wheeler " which was—

and is—according to some prophets, to oust
the sidecar? This question has grown into quite a
hoary-headed old poser, and bids fair to remain a querv

and a topic for many moons. From time to time we
publish details of most promising designs, we hear

rumours of wonderful schemes of mass production, of
the " perfect substitute for a sidecar. " But the rumour
soon fades away, and we hear no more of these promis-
ing designs. The meritorious little Carden and Tamp-
1-in are very much" aTive and kicking to show the way

;

but the sidecar still holds pride of pla'ce,» and insists

not only on retaining its just popularity, but on increas-

ing its remarkable vogue.

o <s> o <3>

A MOXGST the letters which have reached me this
^^ week, there is an offer to find mf a house with

garage space at the side—ideal, of course, in situa-

tion, elevation, and sanitation-—an offer in response

to my remarks on lack of garage space in many of

the new houses at present being erected ; another letter

contains a request from an old sidecarist for further

assurance anent the back wheel of three-wheelers

before he abandons the sidecar. L gave him all the

assurance I could, and by now he is probably satisfied

that the rear wheel of the three-wheeler need not be

more trouble than a pair of hind tyres on a four-

wheeler ; another correspondent deals with racing side-

cars, and asks the following startling query :
" Why

not a sidecar T.T. ?
"

<E> <> <«- <•>

I WONDER what the A.C.U. would think about a
l sidecar T.T. ? And w"hilst we are on the subject

it had better be put to Mr. Loughborough; he really

should not escape this question. He has apparently

got rid of the private petrol consumption test problem

and the amateur race problem ; now what about a side-

car T.T. ? I wonder what O'Donovan would say, or

Pullin Davies, Dance, De la Hay. and a host of others

who have had sidecar experience at Brooklands and at

hill climbs where phenomenal speeds are obtained and
where bends are negligible—I Wonder what they would

think of hurtling around the T.T. course on a sidecar?

My correspondent did not give his reasons why a

sidecar road race ought to be held. Maybe the same
good reasons that apply to die holding of the three

T.T. solo races would justify a sidecar event. Surelv

"we have not reached finality in sidecar- chassis design ?

SIXTEEN YEARS OLD AND GOING STRONG.
Built by the owner himself, Mr. Oliver Barker, of Retford
this outfit has covered thirty thousand miles. The engine is

m old Stevens a.i.v., 89 V. 95 mm., and still pulls splendid!

#*S'i.
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WINNING A T.T.
First Place in the I.O.M. Races, the most hardly-earned Honour in the Sporting World.

OTHER
s p orting

events —
the Derby, the

Cup Final, a

Test Match, the

Golf Champion-
ship— may at-

tract larger
crowds, provoke
far more betting,

and excite more
attention all the

world over, but I

have always held

that the Senior

T.T. Race is in-

li n iie 1 y t he
greatest fixture on the programme of international

sport; and a very good case can be argued for this

audacious assertion. Consider first the other news-
paper boomed events.

In the Derby the horse counts for more than the

jockey—a Flying Fox can win with almost anybody
"up." In cricket and football and golf, the man is

certainly everything, but in these events there is room
for a bad blunder without the payment of any heavy
penalty. Hobbs may give a catch in his first over,

and be missed ; Islip may miss an open goal, yet

enjoy 89 minutes in which to work another opening ;

Duncan mav drive into a bunker, and drop his second
stone dead with a niblick ; and in all these sports

-' your opponent may balance your blunder by one of

his own.

Men, not Machines.

In a T.T. there are usually at least twenty

machines good enough to win in record time. Which
*-. of them wins will be decided by the men who sit

them. Moreover, the enemy makes no blunders. For
in the T.T. a man does not have to beat another man
—indeed, he seldom has more than a vague idea how
the other men are running. He has first of all to

master himself ; and secondly, he has to master the

inexorable laws of Nature, cold," impersonal, pitiless.

Last year, for example, our very finest rider failed to

finish. He was not beaten by the ultimate winner.

H. R. Davies. He was not beaten by a finer machine,

the A.J.S. He was beaten by himself and by physical

laws. With the race in his pocket, he glanced up for

the fraction of a second when a friend hailed him on
a bend ; in an instant his machine was plunging about
on the rough at the roadside—then a stone fouled the

front wheel, and he was out of the race. For_such a

tiny error there is no pardon in road-racing. The
punishment is out of all proportion to the crime ; it

is as if a dropped catch at cricket always cost you
200 runs; as if every bunker at golf lost you 10

strokes ; as if a ballooned shot at football meant your

being pinned on your own goal line for the rest of the

game.

i7)

Reflect, also, . that this inexor-

able ordeal lasts for four mortal
hours. The Derbv lasts less than
three minutes ; the Cup Final takes
an hour and a half, but is full of

opportunities to recover lost

chances; a Test Match occupies

three days, full of

long -breathers,

with victon- in-

cessantly tossed

to and fro. But
in the T.T. the

riders are at full

stretch for 240
minutes without

so much as a

single second's

respite, and during, every second of those 240 minutes

their nerves are tense, ' their brains concentrated, their

muscles tested to the uttermost. . Moreover, the

penalty which they court if failure comes is not limited

to personal disappointment, or public humiliation, or

financial loss. It includes a very real risk of physical

injury. I know no event which provides so complete
or thorough a testing of manhood in all its aspects.

Six Essential Qualities.

Six factors, raised to the utmost limit, go to the

composition of a first-class road racer. Eminent
amongst them is the " reaction period/' Pretend to -

throw something at the heads of two friends. One
man's hand will fly up in self-defence a fraction of a

second sooner than the other's. In the T.T. the speed
with which the senses wireless the brain, and the speed
with which the brain operates the muscles, are of prime
importance. This factor counts at ever}' corner. It

counts in every emergency, as when the fellow just

ahead does something he shouldn't. It counts par-

ticularly in overtaking along a rough, narrow road at

50, 60, 70 m.p.h. ; and jhe winner overtakes some-
body perhaps 200 times in the race. Then that inde-

finable sense of balance, so needful to excellence in

every sport, is most of all demanded in driving a
vehicle devoid of natural balance over so fierce a route

as the T.T. course at T.T. speeds. Judgment of speed
and distance—you, gentle reader, sometimes take easy

corners at 30 or 40 m.p.h. With what indecision

—

throttle off and on again, brakes off and on again!

That will not do in the T.T., where speed must be
maintained up to the last inch, sliding round with just

nothing to spare, and not a tenth of a second wasted
in the roar with which she opens out once more.

Daring—too. timid a first lap has lost a man the race

before now—yet not too daring, for even' year a num-
ber of men start off too furiously, and are missing after

a lap or so. Daring must be balanced by that cool

restraint which never funks, and yet never shuns -a legi-

timate or a possible risk.

As the slow hours wear on, and the body tires, and
the familiar danger-points loom up like lightning, and

e 13
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Winning a T.T.—

pass yet once again, the aching body and the weary

brain "must keep up all these virile qualities at then-

absolute zenith. So the perfection of physical fitness

is essential.

In trade circles you may hear cynical remarks now

and then about the financial aspects of victory, rumours

of hard bargains driven by men with a name, and the.

like. You cannot run a world without a currency, and

it pokes its ugly head into every sport. The Cup Final

is won with the' aid -ef somebody's boots, the golf cham-

pionship with somebody's ball. Any good rider on the

right side of thirty, with his career to carve", naturally

makes the most of his abilities on a keen market; and

with competition cut so fine as it is to-day. the firms

bid high for the few real cracks to ride their bicycles.

But once these inevitable preliminaries are settled,

sport comes into its own ; and the fact that the rider

is paid, and paid as well as he deserves, does not alter

the fact that his manhood is passed 'through a very

fiery crucible in the actual race. Indeed, the fact that

some of the riders are riding for cash as well as for

ilory rather adds to the romance and the humanity

of the race. For after all. cash" is always convertible

into something—perhaps something as domestic as a

little home, and the consent of her papa, or a first-

class education for that squaller in the bassinette. ' In

-racing, as iii war. promotion is rapid, though pur-

chased at grave risks ; and once a man's foot is on the

ladder, he may climb right away from what he used

to be.
Real Romance

Nor do I personally forget or dislike the commercial

interests at the back of the men. On paper a limited

liability company is a soulless, unlovable thing ; ami

(he novels of the day try to make you visualise it as a

little coterie of greedy, bald-headed old men. But if

you have ever been put in charge of a concern which

was none too prosperous, dropping money month by

month and losing ground to better managed rivals, the

JUNE StJi, 1922.
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struggle to pull things round is fascinating enough, and
human to its core. Many a T.T. entry has been in-

spired by that kind of motive ; whilst others who have,

must try to hold. Ere now a big firm has grandilo-

quently decided, ''We will win the T.T. !
" The Board

has allotted huge sums—perhaps ,£20,000—to the

effort, and met only failure ; while anetty little con-

cern has done better on an expenditure of a few

hundreds.
The Designer's Part.

This brings us to a forgotten personage, who has

more to do with our thrills in the Island than some
people trouble to remember. I mean the designer. It

might to be plural, for there are many of them

—

tyres, ignition, carburetters, sparking plugs, valves,

and the like, quite apart from the frame and the

engine. To-dav almost any competent engineer can

produce a 500 c.c. engine which with the aid of a

decent gear box. can lap as fast as human nature can

circle the Manx lap. I feel a special respect for the

metallurgists—those quiet, spectacled folk in the labo-

ratories—who give us valves that wont snap or stretch,

springs which flex and reflex without tiring, and pis-

tons that won't grow. Every detail tells'; and most of

all, perhaps, the frame—watch the Scott frame on a

corner like Hillberrv.

The tuner? Sometimes he is the rider, too, some-

times not. But in the Senior event the tuning doesn't

mean so much as it does- at Brooklands. So fast are

the 500 c.c. engines of to-day that one must tune for

reliability rather dian for speed.

So let nobody say that winning a T.T. is not team
work. Eleven men lift the Football Cup ; eleven men
win the "ashes." But the teams which have bee-'i

labouring for months nast to ensure victory in the T.T.
embody the massed brains and hands and tools of

many a factory, and the little leathered figure which

flashes past us with a roar and a dust-cloud. is just the

physical incarnation of those myriad thinkers and
workers—the last man in the relay. As his is the

sternest and the hardest task, so his is the main
honour, when Fortune smiles.

Road Rider. .-.

1 At" Sulby. D. Young, who

finished second in the Light-

weight T.T. Race on a 249 c.c.

Rex Acme the only machine of

this make entered. „

c 14
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What better fun than an al-fresco lunch on the hill-side

IT
was with great joy that " Passenger " and I

accepted an invitation to join an old touring mate

on a short visit to the Lake District during the

latter part of last year's glorious summer.

While " Passenger "got ready I busied myself with

packing up the camera, a few ground-sheets, and also

lowering the gear to obtain a 1 4-10-1 bottom—low

enough for anything, I thought, " up there."

As we desired to make a call on friends at Stockport,

two days were occupied in the journey from Birming-

ham to Blackpool, where my friend lives, leaving there

the following morning—he and his passenger on a

4 h.p. Wolf-Jap outfit and we on our 3 h'.p. Regal two-

stroke ditto.

Our way was via Garstang, Lancaster and Keadal,

the ascent leading out of the latter town necessitating a

change down to second gear

for the first time after leav-

ing Blackpool. With moun-

tain peaks now clearly in

view the scenery ~ improved

considerably.

Nearing Windermere.

When nearing Winder-
mere a rather striking notice-

board came into view at the

top of a hill, telling us to
'' descend with great caution.

or even dismount, as many
fatal accidents have oc-

curred," but we reached the

Lakeside town without add-
ing to the list of fatalities,

(3)

The two outfits on which the tour was accomplished, a 4 h.p.

Wolf-Jap and a 3 h.p. Regal two-stroke.

One of the finest mountain panoramas in the Lake
district—Langdale Pikes.

Touring in the Lake District. A Five

Days' Itinerary for Medium-powered
Passenger Machines.

and,, bearing left, proceeded to Bowness and
halted to admire the wonderful scenes all

around. Then, slightly retracing, we took the

picturesque road by the lake to Ambleside.

Soon after starting for Langdale Pikes next

morning the clutch on the Wolf commenced
slipping, and on examination we found one of the six

bolts broken. This was an "incident " not expected
or desired, "and being unable to obtain a new one,

tilings had to be taken cautiously.

The eight-mile run up the Langdale Valley is one
of wonderful grandeur, with a surprise picture at every

turn, and it was difficult to decide what not to photo-
graph.

Here we had our first al-fresco lunch, and as- my
friend's equipment included a spirit stove," the meal
went down appetisingly, as only such a one should,

after which "vsre proceeded as far as are could possibly

go—till the "road," in fact, dwindled away through

a gate and we found ourselves in a field, out of which
Langdale Pikes soared up to 2,401 ft. Vet the return

journey to Ambleside was just as enjoyable. " This
Langdale Valley run should
never be missed by tourists.

Over DunmaU Raise.

Our next halt was
in Grasmere, Wordsworth's

snug little place, and then

up the stiff climb of Dun-
mail Raise towards Thirl-

mere, with giant Helvellyn

on our right. We got up,

but not as well as we wished,

for besides my friend's slip-

ping clutch I experienced

misfiring for the first time,

and to make matters more
difficult, rain commenced to

fall and a strong wind blew.

c 17
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On the Cumbrian Hills with a Sidecar.—

Next morning was spent by Denventwater and in

Borrowdale Valley, where in a quiet spot (exceptor a

billion flies) attention was paid to my magneto,, the

platinunV points of which were found t<J be very badly

worn, arid needed very careful handling indeed.

After a lunch we returned to Keswick via the west

'

side of the lake—the worst and most dangerous stretch,

of road we encountered. Our running was certainly

better as we proceeded via Troutbeck to Ullswater—

indisputably the loveliest spot in England; with the

glorious tints in the foliage, truly the scenes were

bewitching on all sides—and we hadn't a care in the

world ! Through loitering we were late for tea at

Pooley Bridge, at the foot of Ullswater, where we

"stayed the night. '

Next morning was glorious, and the eight miles to

Patterdale, by the water's edge practically the whole

way, was a very slow run of enchanting delight. Mid-

way we viewed Air'a Force ; many trippers were doing

likewise, and after more photographing we moved on,

until another halt by the side of the lake was called

for lunch, etc.—this " etc." being a final '-' go " at

my magneto "and shortening the belt on the other

machine. Then for the big climb !

A Struggle over KirKstone.

Starting off

not proceeded

my misfiring

Wolf, owing

in the gayest of spirits, we had

far beyond Brothers Water when

became very pronounced, and the

to its heavy load and slipping

crutch, struggled on only for a few yard

A rest by beautiful Ullswater.

more and then shut off steam. I carried

on, but soon had to stop owing to the mis-

firing, which became more pronounced as

the revs, increased. To ease matters our

passengers decided to walk ; but, not being

able to assist one another, our progress wras

very slow-. Having no kick-starter (I've

never needed one), it was not easy getting

my outfit in motion, and, when I did, the

distance travelled was infinitesimal ; but by

ci8

perseverance we " got a move on," and eventually

climbed to the "Traveller's Rest" (well-named), a

distance of three miles, in two hours, thereby creating

the world's " slow" record ! It is some consolation

to add that during our progress we witnessed four

failures on Kirkstone ; they were an 8 h.p. sidecar,

a 4-]- h.p. ditto, a 3A h.p. 'single with a pillion passen- >

ger, and a 2| h.p. light-weight, all engines konking

out.

Mountain Echoes.
We'. had reward for our labours, however, in the

shape of a musical treat from the merry miss at the inn,

who sang a succession of selected harmonising notes

towards the mountain, the resultant echoes being ex-

quisite sustained chords as if from a choir. Needless

to say, we demanded many encores ere we dropped

down the four-mile descent .to Windermere; and it

was a drop, requiring exceptionally strong braking at

some points, my back brake block being completely

worn out in the run down.
After tea a visit was made to Orrest Head, and for-

tunately we saw one of those gorgeous sunsets of Lake-:

land'; together with the fine panoramic view—this a

special item no visitor should miss when at Winder-

mere. There is still something else of further interest

on this eminence, but what it is I must leave the

tourist to discover.

Heading South Again.
Reluctantly we turned southwards, via Lakeside

and Grange, where a " lovely " sidecar tyre puncture

was mended, followed by our last roadside lunch, after -

which the route •wa~s Lancaster, Garstang, and back
to Blackpool.

With new platinum
1

points fitted, to-

gether with two carbon brushes at the

driving end, all went well on the run back,

to Birmingham via the Peak District of

Derbyshire—a route to be recommended.
My total mileage was 620. I used

9 galls, of petrol, averaging 68 m.p.g.—

a

wee bit low in my -opinion, and due to the

low gear used ; oil 3 pints. The Wolf-

Jap used only 7J galls, of spirit, giving the

excellent mileage of 82 per gallon.

A. A. S.

At the summit of Kirkstone Pass. " The Traveller's Rest," one of the

highest inns in the country.

(15)
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Disappearing Eye Protectors. New Electric Horn.

When not in use the

eye-protector of the

Pidko cap folds flat

in the peak. (Norrish

& Pidcock, Ltd.,

27, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.2.)

To Cure Hot Plug
Troubles.

For two-stroke and other

hot-running motor cycle

engines, a new K.L.G. plug,

the HJ5.I., has been intro-

duced. (The Robinhood

Engineering Works, Ltd.,

Putney Vale, London, S.W.

15.)

Self-contained Electric Lighting.

Carrying a four-volt accumulator of large

capacity on the handlebar, the W.T. self-

contained lamp, which includes tail-lamp

and separate switches, is sold by the Service

Co., Ltd., 289, High Holborn, London.
W.C.2, at £4.- 17s. 6d.

(2' . -

Of the " trembler " type with only two

actual moving parts, the new Clayrite motor

cycle electric horn is sold complete with

flex and switch at 42/6. (Clayton-Wright,

Ltd , Gt. Hampton Street, Birmingham.)

Rests for the Pillion Rider.

Foot rests for pillion

riding have been in-

troduced by Norrish

& Pidcock, Ltd.,

27, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.2. The
step portion, which
is of aluminium, is

adjustable. 12s. 6d.

per pair.

Secure Luggage Straps.

Four angle pieces through which the straps

are threaded, thus acting as pads, form the

chief item of originality in the device of

Capt. K. H. McCartney (The T.O.M. Co.,

Ltd., 6, Princes Street, Hanover Square,

London. W.I ) for securing luggage to a side-

car locker lid.

Neat
Inspection

Lamp.

-In the compact and
well made Hunt
inspection Lamp
the bulb is pro-

tected by a coil

spring. (A. H.
Hunt,Ltd.,H.A.H.
Works, Tunstall

Road, East Croy-

don, Surrey).

Combined Helmet and Goggles.

Goggles are incorporated in the peak of

the Bednall Helmet, which otherwise •fol-

lows R.A.F. lines. (H. Bednall, 55, Sutton

Crescent, Walsall.)

Sparking Plug and
Compression Tap.

Motor cyclists.whose machines

are not fitted with compression

taps, will be interested in the

Parson's combined tap and

sparking plug, which has a

hollow central electrode and a

cup above the insulator ; in

the central electrode there is

screwed a cone pattern valve.

The plug is selfrcleaning by

simply opening the valve.

(Quickways, Ltd., 30, City

Road,' London, E-.C.l).
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Eccles and District M.C.

The name and address of the acting hon. secre-

tary of this club is now as follows::—Mr. S. Bethel

(Jr.),, 16, Clarendon descent, Eccles.

Basingstoke M.C.C.

On May 23th an 86-mile reliability trial took

place for the Porter Cup and medals over rather

difficult country. The Cup was won by F. G.

Hedges on a 4-valve Triumph.

Neath and District M.C.
" Bumper " speed trials in Margam Park are

being organised- to take place on July 22nd, in con-

junction with the Port Talbot fete and gala, when
the whole of the proceeds are to be devoted to

local charities.

Suez M.C.C.

A club has recently been formed at Suez under
the above title, and the first two runs have proved
undoubtedly successful. Any communications may
be addressed to the hon. sec, Mr. E. M. W. Alex-

ander, at E.T.C. Staff Mess, Suez.

Birmingham University M.C.C.

On Saturday, May 27th, the club held a gym-
khana on the Athletic Grounds, the events includ-

ing " ridiug the plank " (slow and fast), " potato
race," and acceleration tests, finishing up with a

hockey match played on motor cycles, which proved

a great success.

Knock M.C.C. (Belfast).

Neill's Hill was the starting point for a recent

paper-chase, the trail being laid by N. P. Metcalfe
and W. R. Boyd in a " Steliile " car and II.

McCleery on an Indian. The hounds followed on
bnndiciip 20 minutes later. The first to overhaul
the car was C. Duffin (2-^ Douglas), followed bv

AC Bothwell (Norton), Trevor Cather, and S.

Bolster (Rudge Multi's).

Ashrord (Kent) M.C. and L.C.C.

Over fifty entries were received for the hill-climb
nn May 24th at New Barn Hill, Hastingleigh.
Although the club has only been in existence for

a matter of two months, the membership numbers
nearly 100. R. B. Eddleston (SV> Douglas) and
Capt. Maund (3 A.B.C.) put up the fastest times,
theirs being 53^5sec. and 53sec. respectively. Miss
Burnage (single-speed Levis) also did well. The
hill is 1.040 yards long rath a nasty hairpin
bend in the middle, which tenders fast cornering
out of the question.

Aberdeen and District M.C.

Xiie club recently travelled to Potarch to witness

a scooter competition on a hill about 150 yards

in length, with an average gradient of 1 in 13*/2 .

T-ji" the ladies' class. Mrs. Dawson took first place

(32-HfSec); whilst H. Kitson (28 3-10sec.) was first

in the gentlemen's class.

Sto2ksbridgc and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Twenty competitors entered for the " Padley
Cup Trial " on May 20th, the route for whicn
included two circuits at 20 m.p.h. of typical Pen-
nine country. Results: —

(1) Cup and Gold Medal.—W. P. Archer (V\
B.S.A.); (2) G. Moor-house J3 5

i Scott); (3) W.
Sutton (3V- Rudge-MuUi).

Cheshire Centre A.C.U.

A rally of the clubs in this newly-formed centre
is to be' held at Knutsford Heath at 2.30 p.m.
on June 25th, when the " Blake Cup " will be
awarded to the club turning out the most members,
multiplied by the number of miles travelled to

the "rally"; other prizes will be awarded for

individual events.

Scarborough and District M.C.
About 40 machines were entered for a 37 miles

handicap reliability trial, held on May 24th over
the country surrounding Scarborough, which had
to be completed at an average speed of 20 m.p.h.

There were several ties, so that it will be necessary
to re-run the event over , a similar course to

decide the winners.

Salisbury and District M.C.C.

The first run organised by this new club took
the form of an 80-mile reliability test, and was
very successful. The route included an observed
bill" at, Alvediston with an average gradient of 1—7.
IT. Edwards on a 3\? h.p. Sunbeam made a good
ascent on top gear. Other good climbs were made
bv A. R. Hitchiugs (4 Norton sc), W. II. Burt
14 Triumph sc), E. J. Longman (Vfa Douglas), and
D. B. Ware '(3?i Scott).

Kingswood and District M.C. and L.C.C.

A speed hUl-climb on May 20th. held at Warren
Hill, Dursley, resulted in the following awards:—
[350 c.c. class] (1st) C. H. King (2% Douglas);
(2nd) E. G. Edwards (2r

r.'t Douglas). [Solo un-
limited class]: (1st) J. B. Williams {Z\<2 Norton).
the fastest time of the day; (2nd) P. E. Hale
(3';. Norton); [Sidecar class]: P. E. Hale (3%
Norton sc).

Ferryhill and District M.C.

A course of 100 miles was covered in a relia-

bility trial held on May 21st over a route lhat.

without being particularly severe, required skilful

driving to maintain a minimum speed of 20 m.p.h.

Chas. Jones (4 Triumph) took first place with a

loss of 11 marks, whilst E. W. Jones (6-7 B.S.A.
sc.) came in a close second, losing lVfa marks.

A 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson sidecar outfit, driven

by H. Winn, was third with a loss of 12 marks.

Ipswich and District M.C.C.

A successful hill-climb was carried out by mem-
bers at Cook's Hill, Manniugtree, recently, when
over 100 entries were received for the 17 classes.

A. G. Mann did well with his 3V2 h.p. Sunbeam,
whilst B. A. Katcher (o.h.v. Triumph) and F. K.
Portway (Norton) also put in some very good
work. A Barr and Stroud was entered and ridden

by A. Blowers, securing third place of the tour-

ing motor cycles (class C) with a time of 27sec.

Bargoed and District M.C.

Results 'of the hill climb on May 11th, which
was open to all clubs affiliated to the East South
Wales Centre A.C.U., are now available:—

SOLO (up .to 300 c.c.).—1, Luther Davies, New-
port (2 x

/4 Diamond-Jap), 54s.

SOLO (up to 350 c.c.).— 1, H. Davies, Garnant
(2% Diamond-Jap), 53V5s.
SOLO (up to 600 c.c.).— 1, L. C. Ramsay, New-

port (2% Douglas), 53M;s.; 2, Fred Davies, Tre-

degar- (3V> Sunbeam), 56%s.
UNLIMITED SOLO.—1, L. C. Ramsay, Newport

(2^ Douglas), 51 44s.; 2, Luther Davies, Newport

(2'i Diamond-Jap), 552^s.

Glasgow M.C.C.

On May 13th -the club held an open handicap

hill climb on Bowhouse Hill, a recently discovered

gradient near Bankerton. There were 19 classes,

of which four were abandoned, and in all the

entries numbered 108. Electric timing was em-
ployed over a half-mile stretch which was perfectly

straight with fairly good surface. The best time

was 30 seconds, made by two riders—James Beck

and E. A. Small—both on 499 c.c. Sunbeams.
These riders tied in classes 7 and 10, while Beck
also scored in three of the sidecar classes. A. Best,

ridin" a 250 c.c. New Imperial, won classes 1,

5 6,° 8, and 9, while John Deas (A.J.S.t was the

winner in three classes. J. Kinney (A.B.C.) and

W. M. Henderson (Matchless sc) were also suc-

cessful in obtaining firsts.

(M)
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Oil/ EFFICIENCY
TEXACO PRODUCTS PRODUCED, REFINED AND
DISTRIBUTED BY THE TEXACO ORGANISATION

The equipment of the company responsible for this important

development in automobile lubrication consists of :

—

5 Refineries.

18 Terminals.
Chemical and Physical Laboratories at all

Refineries and Terminals.
A large Fleet of Ocean-going and Coastal

Vessels.

Over 4,000 miles of Pipe Line.
Over 5,000 Tank Cars.

Branches, Representatives and Storage
facilities in nearly every country of
the world.

Shipyard, where Texaco Tank Steamers,
Cargo Vessels, Tugs, Barges, Motor
Vessels, etc., are built.

2 Research Laboratories.
Barrel, Case and Can Factory.
Staff ~of over 27,000.

With such facilities, equipment and means of service, it is

possible to produce and market a range of motor oils which
are remarkable for their high-grade lubricating properties.

Texaco Motor Oils are the embodiment of scientific develop-
ment and all that practical experience teaches. Specially
prepared and tested to meet all automobile requirements, each
grade can be depended upon for efficient and economical service.

Texaco high-grade Motor Oils are sold in gallon, half-gallon

(Easy-Pour) and quart sealed cans ; 5 and 10 gallon sealed

drums, barrels and half-barrels. Askyour dealerfor particulars.

^@^\(g(£)

The Texaco
"Easy-Pour" Can

The can that enables you to pour into the

breather without using a funnel, without gulping

or dripping, without waste or oily mess. The

Texaco "Easy-Pour" can costs you no more

than the ordinary half-gallon square can.

SOLE MARKETERS U.K. :

THE TEXAS OIL CO., LTD.
Imperial House, 15-19, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

Telephone :—Gerrard 6550. Telegrams :
" Texacoil, London."

(4)
In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' C23
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With no loss of marks 99

JL ST as the G.N. in open com-
petitions repeatedly gams the

highest award, so. year after year.

in the Great 565 Days Tria to

which even." private owner takes

part, the G.N. comes through with-

out the less of a single mark.

Every claim is substantiated. Owners
are unanimous in paying the highe.t

tribute fo the powerful and econo-

mical running of the car, its

durability, reliability, an^, moreover,

the service that we give them
after they buy their cars.

Pries of J c-j""ag

2 el. luxuriously
c r _ . z r :i

£225

Send far ulastraf&l catalogue.

G.N. MOTORS, Ltd.
222, GT. PORTLAND ST., LONDON, W.l.

VT03KS AT EAST BILL, WAXDSW05IH. S.W.

Your Garage Roof
Does it leak ? Does the r_ =

c:rrugated iron condense and
let drips fall on the coachwork?

Scrap it and cover it yourself

with ACE Roofing, and stop

all trouble. It's easy to lay

—

only nails and a hammer are

required — it's cheap — only

7 5 per rofl of 12 sq. yards

—

and its extra bitumen coating o 1

both sides makes it wind, water,

and weather proof for years.

Think it over and act ! It

wiH make a lot of difference

at a trivial cost
. _ . . - .

.

ROOFING
afoays use .ACE

f. McNeill &
COMPANY, LTD-

i South Place.

Finslurry S q-,E.C2

- ± - : -_- -
; .

- -

::.= lead :: Qk racing "cracks

and bare your petrol and oil piping «

takes =tnv bead, naaDji flexible. Can'z

break; can't leak- Staadard <oa speed

PETRO
-FLEX-
State type oi carburettor and
name of machine, or preferably

send us present piping. Send
cash with order. Tube and unions
come by post within 4S hours.

Prices: up to 6'' long, 3 5: to

g 4-' to 12", 5 6; to ij'' 6 6

to 18 7 6 to 24", 9 6, post free

PETROFLEX TJUBING CO.. LTD.
Cos 3iobury WorAs

ST. ALBANS ROAD WATFORD
:24 - " it is d=siraMt to mention ': Tl



?TrmLer x^t-r- to be Hhzmmazzn iii-rry minutes
raiSer, tiie K&sd Vehides i-r^traa.a and
Licensing Older (1&21).

Special features.
TOURIST TROPHT RACES.
TOURING TX CUMBRIA..

THE LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN.

The Club Team Championship.

Etaaties chat on Saturday .the 10th
inst for the M.C.C Team Trials tor Th<
Mctor _ at-. The event will take
place on the 2-:.

An Official Function.

The Mayer and Corporation of Douglas
entertained A.C.U. officials and the I

to dinner on 'Wednesday :: las:
—

s-ek at

_ [linson's Cafe. Dca^

The Scott Triai.

Owing to the origin ;_:iaaa with
another important competition, the date
::' the Scott Trial has been changed to

16th. This event is regarded by
all hardened soloists as the most difficult

and sporting "day-out" ::; oised in I

country.

Exiles.

We understand thai a Midland T-T.
rider intends to reside it the Isle of Man
permanently. It appear- b wife.

who crossed with him during the pre-
beat-wave storaaas. refuses to retnm until

" he Irish Sea is bridged.

Winner of Boyal Meet Competition.

Our congratulations to Mr. F. V. Brad-
ley, 25, Birchwood Read. West BySeet,

-inning "the 5S4 •;:•:. Harley-Davidson
motor cycle offered by Mr. Duncaaa Wat-
son, on the occasion -:-:' the Royal Brook-
lands neeting on the 20th ult. The num-
ber of Mr. Bradley's entrance ticket given
up at Breoklands was 5732.

An Inter- "Varsity Hill Climb?

It has :
--'

- -. ;;aai that aaa iaaaer-

'Tar;:: " hfl] : inns might be held between
such Universities as Sheffield.

bester. Aberystwyth, London, Binning-
aa:.. on July 15th this year, the hill

to be somewhere in the Midlands. The
Packman Cup " has been promised as a

challenge trophy, to be retained by i

winning University for one year. The
Birmingham M.C.C. is prepared to

organise the eveat this year should ihe
idea be welcomed in University and
other circles.

AE Praise to them.

There are more old eroeks in London
:i at. it. :r :aha: :itv— :at£ :

" -- a:

Thanks.

Onr thanks to the many readers who
have 'written congratulating us on attain-

ing our 1,001st number.

In Another Transport Sphere.

Zai: Geddes has been elected a

member ox the Board of the Duslop
Rubber Company, Ltd.

Hoist with his own
A smaM boy -who she-- :aa ataa^aa?:

pipe a: a be&y s:aale with sioees had t -

SHrpriss- :: his fife. He was bombarded
:wn missiles when the rider

started up.

Increase in Swiss Motorists.

At - presatta :aa::a :rs l. a

—

mote: vehicles at Switzerland, wha_s t-

1S20 there were ::> 1
-" - ababTy

the Bumher of cars in German
S— ::T:hti increases the motrt tourist

will : - aation

at the hands :: th* aahorities-

-The Motor Cycle" r. Time.

7h:se of our readers who, oil reading

in the Isle of Man on Wedaaa-
Tt-ort of Tuesday's -Junior

race, little realise that the memfc-fi-

ihe start responsible—both in the island

and in London—held a kind of T. _

ox their own: Ti

Motor TehJeles Prohibited.

71ae Hatha :a ?:atland and Earl 1

- have decided to open aa-aa:- -

Wc ie -. Park and Th: - Park :at

the DtLkeries, to the general patfelic forth-

with, but the concession so far as

vehicles are concerned, is limited to a_a:se

which are horse-drawn. A3 motor
vehicles, ^hick igcidcBta&y convey the

majority of visitors to the Dukeries, are

barred.

A i^rtrtie '—.

tajft

It takes longer t:t a triegram to come
from the I sir of Mas on T.~T. days than

;t tits i:. B-aaaaaett to cover the 226 miles

of the eoan-se.

A Popular Wines.
T. 1C Sieard is the first Manxmaat to

win a T.T. race. Xatarally he was a
greater hero i^aa any previous winner of

the coveted trophy.

~ The Motor-Cycle " Lap BoHetrns.

As tsttal. ahaaasaaaas .: "at ;.:-:: taaaar-

^:,i in the T.T. races gathered te::aa

h " i rle<ram boards which
were displaved aB over die conn": 7

Pocket Leviathans.

Ihe sraasliest aaaiaaa aa~ - tot aaaa

London-Edinhnrgh run, described a st-

-
.

- : this issaa. ----- i
- LF_S

- : - -" ""at t :-aaaaa as

_ - ; - 1- ~ L'a-is-itt's — itaaerrtt-

La is

?:-=i2S.

Judatttt- ay tia tanmber of veterans

who commence aa tar eyrling

career :tt a rne ttont-dri-en msa
t tat :t :a:a a : " :^ aaaa:

have been -a:~ hirh indeed. Perhaps
:a:a:;i a - - - a-aaha

Eotta- Cycle Qnh Assise Poaee.

The rziahaaa csmdition ox the roads :tt

Durla a: I : aas has proved so great at:
- st'-hhe a tata;atat.:aa t: ya-attag aaaa

th: athtless ?
- ^ i : .

- "
' '

. - h: "t J - -
; " mg tat: a

hatasi-r. —a:: ; salted in a
number of prosecutions. The -a

M.C. and L.C.C. has aSered to support

t: l::a ~-~ sttttt-sstrat: tkas tataasaaa:a.

and has thjcnton?d te rem-a-vs -

books : - : aa: at »sy member esBvitsed

for this offenee.

dl
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LAP SCORES OF THE 1922 TOURIST TROPHY
RACES.

Individual Lap times and Total times of all Survivors in the three races. Lap times

of all the Starters.

SENIOR T.T. RACE.
Distance, 2265 Miles (6 laps of 37*75 miles). 67 starters ; 22 survivors.

Weight.

Rider, Capacity and Machine. Bore and
Stroke.

First

Lap.

Second Thin1 Fourth
Lap.

Fifth

Lap.
Sxth
Lap.

Total Average
Speed.Machine. Rider. Lap. Lap Time.

lb. 1b.- h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s. m. s. h. m. s. m.p.ri.

1 A. BENNETT (492 Sunbeam) . 77X105.5 251 136 38 14 •37 46 38 20 42 50 37 59 37 51 3 53 0.2 58.33

2 W. W. BRANDISH (499 Triumph) 85X 88 293 1S1 39 38' 39 35 40 - 7 39 57 41 1 40 47 4 22.6 56.52

3 H. LANGMAN (486 Scott-

70x63.5 253 145 39 15 39 10 42 4 40 41 30 40 15.8 4 2 14.8 56.09

4 C. P. WOOD (486 Scott-Squirrel
70x63.5 258 155 40 59 38 9 38 16 46 38 41 23 40 45 4 6 10 55.20

5 G. W. WALKER (490 Norton) . 79x100 "285 172, 42 46 41 48 42 8 40 49 41 13 40 24 4 9 8 54.55

6 T. C. DE LA HAY (492 Sunbeam) 77x105.5 249 141 41 4 41 49 42 48 42 23 43 31 42 30 4 14 5 53.48

7 A. H. ALEXANDER (496
Douglas, 2-cyl.) 68x68 297 169 40 12 44 10 42 45 41 8 43 40 43 1 4 15 56 53.30

8 V. OLSSON (492 Sunbeam) . .

.

77x105.5 261 167 43 47 42 22 42 46 41 46 43 45 42 1 4 16 27 52.99

9 G. CLAPHAM (486 Scott-

Squirrel, 2-cyl.) 70x63.5 254 170 40 26 40 47 41 41 41 11 49 44 58.4 4 18 3.4 52.67

10 J. W. ADAMSON (490 Norton). 79x100 295 204 44 20 43 1 43 31 42 30 43 51 42 0.6 4 19 13.6 52.41

11 D. H. DAVIDSON (498.8 Indian) 79.3X100.8 285 134 43 . 27 42 ~ 39 44 3 43 51 45 57 48' 40 4 28 37 50.60

12 0. WADE (348 A.J.S.) .... 74x81 214 185 45 17 44 29 40 30 45 42 . 46 8 44 45 4 32 -51 49.80

13 F. B. HALFORD (499 Triumph) 85x88 283 146 43 54 43 5 43 21 45 57 • 54- 9 43 2 4 33 28 49.70

14 0. M. BALDWIN (499 Rudge)

.

85x88 294 144 43 55 44 29 46 31 45 30 46 55 45 47
'

4 33 37 49.67

15 R. M. KNOWLES (490 Norton) 79x100 300 156 45 2 45 1 46 47 44 59 46 55 46 47 4 35 31 49.41

16 G. A. STRANGE (499 Sheffield-

85x88 255 146 42 ,26 44 31 45 51 53 46 45 42 44 59 4 37 15 49.01

17 G. S. DAVISON (492 Sunbeam) 77x105.5 268 129 45 26 45 55 47 28 47 43 50 36 54 17 4 51 25 46.63

18 E. Ml'NDEY (496.5 New Hudson) 79:5x100 297 140 45 42 1 58 46 34 46 38 52 7 46 11 4 58 10 45.58

19 G. COWLEY, Sr. (492 Sunbeam) 77x105.5 259 132 49 26 49 51 1 49 26 52 27 51 59 5 3 19 44.80

20 C. WATERHOUSE (499 Sun-
85X88
79x100

248
297

124
162

43 36
41 55

43 10
41 44

43
1 15

52
40

1 29
47 55

48 917 8
45
42

11
26

5 12
5 16

58
48

43.40

21 G. M. BLACK (490 Norton) 42.90

22 G. H. TUCKER (490 Norton) . . 79x100 300 146 43 53 45 52 1 12 6 50 3 1 20 11 50 38 5 42 43 39.61

F. COLLARD (495 Beardmore-
81-1X96 299 151 49 30 1 57 16 50 54 47 48 51 IS — —

J. A. WATSON-BOURNE (499
85x88 297 196 1 6 55 43 56 45 34 43 33 1 41 40 — —

H. RIDDELL (499 Rudge) 85x88 268 150 47 38 47 24 45 50 1 36 45 48 35 — —
W. L. DANSKIN (499 Rudge) . . 85x88 261 159 44 28 1 32 57 46 1 10 31 47 18 — —
D. S. ALEXANDER (498.8

79.3X 100.8 291 142 42 16 41 48 43 30 43 51 45 32 — —
H. LE VACK (349 New Imperial) 70x90 261 162 40 47 40 24 42 7 42 57 45 20 —
R. T. CAWTHORNE (490 Norton) 79x 100 300 134 40 37 40 56 44 05 41 26 41 48 — —
F. W. DIXON (498.8 Indian) . . .

.

79.3x100.8 299 144 40 14 39 18 39 37 38 54 40 22 — —
J. H. MATHERS (499 Rudge) . .

.

85x88 262 180 1 13 27 55 33 1 30 45 1 8 28 — —
E. R. JACOBS (495 Beardmore-

81.1x96 306 149 40 23 1 51 57 53 55 52 15
,

~
A. E. TAYLOR (499

81.1x96 290 157 44 33 44 57 46 56 1 21 13 ^- — —
R. B. EWENS (499 Rudge)....' 85x88 261 153 48 27 47 22 1 3 14 47 15 — — —
J. WHALLEY (348 Massey-

71X88 269 175 1 4 15 41 52 42 50 . 40 42 . — — —
D. M. BROWN (490 Norton) 79x100 . 289 139 43 11 43 22 43 38 42 41 54 56 — —
N. BLACK (490 Norton) 79x100 296 162 41 49 41 44 42 22 41 12 — — —
H. W. HASSALL (490 Norton) . . 79x 100 295 144 40 28 40 48 40 35 41 32 — — —
N. NORRIS (495 Beardmore-

81.1x96 306 175 1 9 10 59 15 1 14 5 — — — — ^
G. KELLY (348 A.J.S.) 74x81 "227 142 41 37 42 20 47 34 — — — —
E. SEARLE (499 Sheffield

85x88 255 141 43 18 42 16 45 36 — — — —
]. W. SHAW (490 Norton) 79x100 291 139 42 5 45 17 42 48 — — — —

-

S. A. CRABTREE (492 Sunbeam)
J. A. PORTER (482 New Gerrard,

77x105.5 266 128 40 34 41 37 43 44 — — — —
2-cyl.) 64.5x76 278 133 49 38 1 59 33 — '— — =

—

—
H. BURRILL (499 Rudge) 85x88 293 174 44 26 1 6 55 — — — —
V. ANSTICE (496 Douglas, 2-cyl.) 08x68 291 141 43 36 44 2 — — —

-

:

—

A. CARTON (490 Norton) ...... 79x100 295 175 43 53 43 43 45 48 — — —
G. GREENWOOD (492 Sunbeam) 77x105.5 258 157 42 58 42 22 — — — — —
T. SIMISTER (490 Norton) 79x100 289 140 41 55 42 54 — — — —
H. R. HARVEYSON (499

Triumph) : 85X88 291 147 42 21 42 23 —

.

— — —
W. HOLLOWELL (490 Norton)

.

79X100 301 145 40 34 40 18 — — — —
G. E. COWLEY, Junr. (490

79x100 293 150 1 46 24 — — — — — —
R. BOWNASS (498 N.U.T. 2-cyl.) 64.5X76 284 142 1 2 4.6 — — — — — .

—

F. T. HATTON (496 Douglas,
2-cyl.) 68x68 261 150 46 20 — — — — —

B. BOURKE (496.5 New Hudson) 79.5x100 29? 169 44 3 2 8 38 — — — — —
W. R. BROWN (492 Sunbeam) .

.

77x 105.5 249 167 42 42 — — — — -.'
—

'

I. THOMAS (486 Scott Squirrel)

.

70x63.5 251 178 42 29 — — '— .. — —
S. OLLERHEAD (499 Colmore-

68x68 286 138 42 26 — — — " — —
A. W. JONES (496 Douglas, 2-cyl.) 68x68 288 135 42 1 — — — — —
F. G. EDMOND (499 Triumph) .

.

65x88 278 150 40 7 _

The following did not complete one lap T. H. Dickenson (491 Duzmo) ; C. Stead (498.8 Indian) ; H. R. Davies (348 A.J.S.) ; G. Dance (492 Sunbeam)

;

W. Johnson (492 Sunbeam) ; J. H. Simpson (486 Scott) ; A. Jackson (492 Sunbeam).

da
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JUNIOR T.T. RACE. Distance, 18875 Miles. 35 starters; 16 survivors.

773

Weight.
-.

Bore and
Stroke.

Second
Lap.

Third
Lap.

Fifth

Lap.Rider, Capacity and Machine. Machine. Rider. Lap Lap. Time. Average Speed.

lb. lb. h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. h. m. s. m.p.h.
54.751 T. H. SHEARD (348 A.J.S.) 74x81 229 151 40 59- 40 47 41 17 40 31 43 14.2 3 ?0 4R1

2 G. GRINTON (348 A.J.S.). ." 74;; 81 209 141 43 38 42 34 43 59 43 4 42 2.8 3 37 178 52.10
3 J. I. THOMAS (348 Sheffied-

71 x 88 241 44 55 44 32 35
55

48 10.6
44 9.2

3

3

28.6
10

49.79
49.194 R. LUCAS (348 Coulson) 71x88 257 134 55 30, 45 16 45 41 50

5 S. 'WOODS (34S Cotton) 71 X 88 247 148 40 50 40 19 49 57 51 51 47 36.2 3 50 33 ?, 49.13
fi T. HASLAM (340 Douglas) -57X 68 245 140 49 10 47 42 49 17 48 "3 50 50.4 4 5 >? 46.16

75x79 232 . 147 49 20 48 40 49 34 48 BB 49 20.2 4 46.2 46.08
8 G.W. SHEPHERD (348 Edmund) 71 x 88 252 177 48 16 51 14 51 1 46 3 50 52 4 ?fi 45.79
8 J. BANCE (348 O.E.C.-Blaek-

71x88 262 146 51 26 48 2 52 43 49 34 46 27.6 4 8 12 45.63
10 T. A. TONES (340 Ivv) 75 x 79 227 140 49 48 49 3 50 53 49 4? 51 12 4 16 38 45.19
11 H. F. BROCKBANK (348 Cotton) 71x88 241 155 46 20 48 36 55 52 47 44 53 55.4 4 1? 27.8 44.85
12 R. G. E. Flint (349 Ivv) 75x79 227 157 50 29 48 20 56 18 48 53 49 38.8 4 13 38 8 44.64
13 A. W. MUIRHEAD (346. Doc). . 70 90 223 136 49 7 48 57 57 3 50 19 51 49.2 4 17 15.2 44.01
14 H. CHAMBERS (348 A.J.S.) . . 74: 81 188 116 46 4 46 16 47 4 1 27 5 55 36.6 4 42 5.6 40.14
15 F. G. MORGAN (348 Cotton) . . . 71 X 88 221 161 45 43 46 14 1 17 59 47 57 1 20 17 4 58 10 37.98
16 S. A. DALE (348 New Scale) 71x88 240 134 1 56 55 ' 48 -37 46 21 50 1? 54 48 16 53 35.72

C. G. PULLIN (346 Douglas) .

.

57x68 •273 158 42 36 43 51 47 16 44 26 —
A. BOOTH (348 Massey-Arran) .

.

71x88 253 147 47 18 46 29 51 17 55 3 — —
H. LE VACK (346 New Imperial) 70; 00 260 164 «*40 7 40 11 40 57 — — —
F. A. LONGMAN (348 A.J.S.) . . 74 x 81 234 152 40 55 41 3 42 24 .

H. F. HARRIS (348 A.J.S.) .... 74x81 229 , 162 40 10 40 18 49 59 —
E-. REMINGTON (348 Edmund)

.

71x88 255 163 42 41 42 10 48 31 —
G. BROWNE (348 Edmund) . . .

.

71 X 88 254 148 46 22 47 54 45 51 —
F. T. PRICE (346 Diamond) 70 90.5 223 158 51 21 47 14 50 3 .

H. R. DAVTES (348 A.J.S.) 74 81 234 154 40 11 40 34 — — —
G. E. COWLEY (348 New Scale) 71x88 232 352 41 24 41 38 — — — —
J. A. PORTER (348 New Gerrard) 71x88 253 137 42 54 — — — — —
R. GRAY (348 New Scale) 71x38 246 159 47 — — — — —
JAS. WHALLEY (348 -Massey- 49 41 — — — — —

71-- S8
70,; 90

257
221

177
146

49
1 11

59
11

— — — — —
C. PARKINSON (346 Dot)
A. E.TAYLOR (34S Coulson)... 71X88 253 147 1 15 42 — — — — —
A. MILNER (348 Raleigh) 71 X 88 238 158 — — — — — —
E. SEARLE /348 Sheffield-

71 X 88 237 141 — — — .

—

G. KELLY (348 A.T.S.) 74x81 233 144 — — — — — —
liS. NORRIS (340 Ivy) 75X 79 231 182 — — — —

Heaviest Junior. "t Heaviest Junior Rider. ** Fastest Lap=56.46 m.p.h.

LIGHTWEIGHT T.T. RACE. Distance, 18875 Miles. 32 starters 14 survivors.

Rider, Capacity and Machine. Bore and
Stroke.

We ght.

First

, Lap.
Second
Lap.

Third
Lap.

Fourth
Lap.

Fifth

Lap.Machine. Rider. Time. Average Speed.

lb. lb. h. ra. s. h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s m.p.h.
1 G. S. DAVISON (248 Levis) . .

.

62 •• 82.5 159 136 44 35 44 30 44 54 46 19 46 38.8 3 46 56 8 49.89
2 D. YOUNG (249 Rex-Acme) ... 60 88 243 162 47 32 46 31 48 7 48 15 49 52.6 4 17.6 47.12
3 S. J. JONES (249 Velocette) .

.

63 X 80 218'
'

158 46 57 46 59 48 21 49 8 50 0.6 4 1 31 6 46.90
4 L. PADLEY (249 Shcffield-

60x88 233 153 47 52 51 22 48 - 5 48 40 4S 42 4 4 41 46.29
5 D. G. PRENTICE (249 New

64.5x76 217 133 49 17 49 50 39 49 38 52 65 4 n 9 45.10
6 F. C. NORTH (249 O.K.) 60x88 237 128 48 25 47 34 48 59 1 O 33 50 44.2 4 16 152 44.28
7 N. HALL (249 O.K.) 60 X 88 234 146 51 47 : 49 51 55 15 51 39 50 35.4 4 19 7.4 43.68
8 C. H. HOPWOOD (249 Levis) . 63x80 207 169 53 51 54 16 54 54 53 4 54 33.4 4 30 3.2 41.83
9 L. NICHOLSON (248 Coulson) . 64.x 77 257 151 52 47 53 36 1 7 19 48 15 50 20.6 4 31 17,6 41.57

10 R. W. LOUGHTON (249 Francis-

Barnet) 64.5X76 220 145 46 52 1 10 28 48 40 47 51 1 5 23 4 H0 "8 40.56

11 G. E. STOBART (249 New
63x80
64x70

193
226

173
170

- 57 13
54 53

1 45
1 3 53

57 37
58 1

56 7
1 2 21

1 8 59.8
1 19 22

O
5 18

41. S
30

37.66

12 G. KUHN (225 Sun-Vitesse) . . 1 35.56

13 W. H. LORD (22.5 Sun-Vitesse)

.

64X 70 227 142 55 13 53 59 1 26 33 16 6 1 4 10 ;> 26 10 34.72
14 O. WADE (249 Diamond) 64.5x76 225 188 54 18 54 15 55 30 1 42 59 1 57 5 27 59 34.53

F. W. APPLEBEE (249 Levis)

.

63x88 109 133 54 45 58 12 51 10 49 8 — - —
T. SIMISTER (249 Diamond) . 64.5x76 217 143 54 28 53 36 52 27 53 20 — —
B. KERSHAW (249 New

64.5X 76 216 122 46 1 45 37 46 8 — — —
L. HORTON (249 New Imperial) 64.5x76 214 157 47 19 47 12 48 2 — — —
R. N. IUDD (249 Velocette) 63x80 215 133 48 7 48 10 49 17 — — —
G. DE'NLEY (249 Velocette) .

.

63x80 219 141 48 32 1 9 39 1 11 54 — — —
I. JOYNSON (249 Invicta) 63 X 80 221 139 47 34 2 14 34 49 43' — — —
JNO. C. WHALLEY (249Massey-

60x88 237 147 46 42 45 59 — — — —
G. E. TOTLEY (249 New

64.5x76
60x88

208
233

152
145 »44 24

50 1 50 33

W. L. HANDLEY (249 O.K.) .

193 142 46 26
- H. PETTY (249 Diamond) 64.5 X 76 224 156 51 31 — — — — —

D. B. CALDER (249 New
64.5x70 213 254 57 49 — —

C. W. JOHNSTON (249 New
Imperial) 64.0X 70 189 130 1 44 — — — — —

.

C. M, FAIRWEATHER (248
64 X 77
64x70

254
222

134
156

— —
_M. BISHOP (225 Sun-Vitesse) .

W.D. MARCHANT (249 Sheffield-

60 X 88 223 149 ~
-

"
C. EDWARDS (249 New lm-

64.5 X 76 219 156 — — — — _

Fastest Lap = 51 m.p.h.
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At Hendon last Friday evening. This year the start took place

in much less picturesque surroundings, and public interest was
naturally less pronounced than when the competitors were

dispatched from Ye Olde Gate House at Highgate.

Out of 245 Starters in the M.C.C. Classic Whitsuntide Event, 219 Complete the Journey

IT hardly seems natural to start the
London-Edinburgh run from Hendon,
which is not—and does not want to be

—London. Gone is the old glamour of
starting from Highgate in that fine wide
open space thronged with people beyond
the Gate-House Inn. This year the fates

and the Metropolitan police ruled other-
wise, and the start, on Friday night last,

took place in the open country outside
the premises of the London Country
Club, the hospitality of which, extended
to members and officials, was highly ap-
preciated. Unfortunately, the space
wherein the competing vehicles were
marshalled was somewhat restricted.

Two people started exceedingly late

and did not sign the checkers' sheet:
Stannah (499 Rover) left well over half
an hour after his schedule time, owing
to a garage refill of petrol and water,
while Heller (293 Calthorpe) omitted to
sign the sheet and started 20m. late.

Lighting Equipment.

Acetylene lighting held its own. Dis-
solved acetylene cylinders were used in a
number of cases, and, as on the Exeter
and Land's End runs, "Rhode's Triumph
was illuminated by means of two Lucas
King of the Road headlights placed side
by side.

'Boorer (678 N.U.T.) had wrapped his

d 4

route card round a roller and covered it

.

with celluloid. This roller was mounted
on brackets and so placed that it could
be rotated so as to show the route at

every stage throughout the journey
merely by turning it the required amount.
Browning (349 A.J.S.) had rigged up an
ingenious home-made arrangement, con-
sisting of a case with a glass top through
which a home-made route card, mounted
on rollers, could be seen, and turned as
required by wing nuts on the outside.

Fellowes competed as usual on the De
Dion, the engine of which is slightly

older than he is ; its 1922 improvements
consist of a new T.B. magneto and new
piston rings.

We noticed a new o.h.v. flat twin
Brough with a short wheelbase frame,
saddle tank, and unit engine and gear
box, which was being piloted by F. W.
Stevenson. The new Hagg tandems were
fitted with Barr and Stroud single
sleeve-valve engines and ran very
quietly. Hugh Gibson (Raleigh) was
amongst those who had returned from
the Isle of Man in time to take part in

the event, and H. Glendinning turned
out on one of the new 976 c.c. J.A.P.
engined Zeniths, with three-speed gear
and all-chain drive.

The inseparable friends, Jacobs and Le
Grand, now united after the war, were

riding identical Rex-Acme sidecar outfits,

both fitted with WattaHte generators and
both equipped with Belgrave tyres, a
new make of cover hailing from
Wembley. The two P. and M. sidecar

outfits, ridden by Townsend and Lewis,

embodied new. types of sidecar bodies;

the former's was- of the semi-sporting

type, with a scuttle which hinged side-

ways, and the latter's was built of three-

ply cedarwood.
The first three-wheeler driver, Spouse

(T.B.), started with a vase on the dash-

board filled with white narcissi, but
Biggs (Coventry-Premier three-wheeler)

went further than this, leaving for Edin-
burgh with three up. *

There were only eight non-starters

among the solo riders. There was a fair

crowd of spectators, not particularly well

marshalled, for only one policeman was
on duty, but, on the whole, the competi-

tors ha'd little difficulty in getting away,
the later starters learning that the best

way to get through the throng was to

make a good deal of noise and- to speed

up, when a clear passage was quickly

made. Among the 110 sidecars there

were only six absentees, and only two
three-wheelers did not line up for the

start.

From Hendon to Bar-net the roads were
quite good and adequately marshalled.
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The London-Edinburgh Run.

—

Rain for a Moment.
Heavy rain 'fell in the neighbourhood;

of Barnet.
After the stifling heat of the preceding

day the evening's run was pleasant, and
the well-tarred roads prevented dust from
becoming a serious trouble, though the

later competitors complained slightly on

this score. By four o'clock in the morn-
ing the weather had become chilly, and
passing through the Trent Valley it was
bitterly cold.

G. Packman (P. arid P.) was late at

Grantham, having broken his petrol pipe,

but he subsequently made up time. Near
Grantham, also, C. C. Labin (678 Martin-

syde) experienced a mysterious fire, but
fortunately neither he nor his machine
were seriously damaged, and he was able

to continue. Muskham Bridge, north of

Newark; is in the process of being

widened, and to prevent competitors

driving over the edge and into the Trent
observers had been posted to give due
warning.

Doneaster and a Sleepy Checker.

Just short of Doneaster G. E. Cuft'e

(269 . Metro-Tyler) broke a magneto
chain, but by a stroke of luck he had
a spare chain with him, and was under

way again in a few minutes. B. N.
Thomas (348 Hagg tandem) experienced

continuous lamp trouble, and used a hand
torch for a considerable distance. For-

tunately, however, the period of darkness

was short, and even the earliest numbers
were able to extinguish their lamps at

Doneaster. At this point the. official

checker was late, and the men were not

required to sign on.

With a chill head wind but. a bright

morning the competitors made for the

breakfast stop at Ilkley, and experienced

poor road surfaces for the first time for a

stretch before that town. At the Middle-
ton Hotel, Ilkley, all the arrangements
for the riders' comfort had been admir-
ably carried out, and the sporting pro-

prietor had himself superintended the

lighting of the kitchen fires at 3 a.m.

The men arrived in good order, and ma-
chines were parked in the hotel drive,

where petrol and oil were obtainable.

J. G. Hann (876 New Imperial) had the

misfortune to run out of petrol within

sight of the check, and since he walked
into the control without his machine he
was behind time. Had he pushed his

machine in he would have saved his gold
medal.
By 7.30 the first men were once again

ready to continue their long run north-

wards, and good roads were the order
of the day. Not a few took things easy,

and near Skipton we passed an Ariel team
resting by the roadside, while George
Brough was sitting on a sunny wall dis-

cussing matters with a friend. Just be-

yond Settle a number of local enthusiasts

had gathered at the summit of a long

upward grade (Buckhaw Brow), but it

was a top gear climb for most machines:

In Kirkby Lonsdale competitors were
diverted from the main road and passed

on to Kendal via Old Hutton, an excel-

lent road, though rather dusty in places ;

thence onwards to Windermere and
Ambleside, and so to the long steep

ascent of Kirkstone Pass.

Kirkstone.

Perhaps the steepest pitch of this climb

occurs on leaving Ambleside village, but

thereafter there is along engine-heating

pull of about a mile, then an easy stretch

including a slight descent, and, finally,

after two sharpish corners, a long grind

of nearly 1 in 4. known as "the
struggle,''' the summit being 1,476 feet

above sea level. With so huge an entry

it is impossible to mention each individual

performance, especially as the hill is no

more than a middle gear climb for many
350 c.c. machines, but some outstanding

performances are worthy of note.

Among the Early Arrivals.

Amongst the early arrivals, G. Brough
(Brough Superior)," C. Wheeler (Scott),

H. Deacon (Norton), W. Brandon (o.h.v.

Triumph), and R. Lane (Brough) made
fine climbs of the upper stretch ; G.

Cuft'e (Metro-Tyler) was' slow, and was
passed by A. C. Rhodes (o.Ikv. Triumph).
G. Lanford (O.K. Junior) found the long

grade too much for his engine. Hugh
Gibson (Raleigh) toured up with his hand
on his hip, and C. Labin (Martinsyde),

H. Lane (Levis), V. Belfietd (o.h.v.

Triumph), A. Symes. and E. Gifford, on
Martinsydes, made splendid ascents.

Next came R. Purnell on his little

J.E.S., the tiny engine purring up the

steep grade and running well within its

power. This was quite one of the most
noticeable performances of the day. R.
Reid (Scott), A. Wall (A. B.C.), 0. Col-

lier (Sunbeam), T. Harman (Coulson),

and H. Nias (Ariel), came up fast, while

G. Wray (Triumph), F. Townshend
(Zenith-Bradshaw), S. Warne (Precision

On the worst portion of Kirkstone Pass, as will be gathered from the crowd. W. H. Hardman (993 c.c. Matchless sidecar) and a

non-competitor.



Judging by their nonchalant riding attitude, the hairpin on Kirkstone gave this trio no trouble

whatever. J. and A. Stanger (538 c.c. Stangers), followed by L. E. Chirney (348 c.c.

Beardmore-Precision).

Barr and Stroud), H. Glendinning
(Zenith), and T. Buckle (F.N.) were
noticeably quiet. H. Sutton (211 Enfield)

failed; F. Parsons (Ner-a-Car) stopped
momentarily, and his team mate, N.
Runnels-Moss, just got up by a piece of

clever driving,, a good performance for

a machine which is not designed for

"stunt " hill climbs.

C. Bartlett (Omega) ran beside his

mount, and A. Stanger (Stanger) and
E. Clark, Jun. (Douglas) made clean

ascents, though their engines were mis-
firing. The next batch of fast climbs
was made by E. Eland (B.S.A.), W.
Wells (A.B.C), A. Guthrie (Diamond
B. and S.), T. Grose (A.B.C), and R.
Charlesworth (Zenith-Bradshaw). L.

Cashmore (Alecto), ran, as did D. Stone
(Orbit), while F. Whitfield on an old

pattern Rudge-Multi found his machine
to be too highly geared, and stopped. B.

Fellowes, on the veteran De Dion, made a

clean climb with not too much in hand.
Not until the sidecars arrived was there

any serious baulking, but L. Arnold
(Matchless sc.) failed and baulked W.
Sweet (Harley-Davidson sc), who failed
after scraping round Arnold's stationary
outfit. On the whole, the many Match-
less riders put up very fine performances,
being quiet as well as fast.

Three of the four Henderson four-
cylinder outfits went up very fast, but J.

Cheyney, on a 10 h.p. model, failed badly
and baulked an early three-wheeler. Per-
haps the best performance in the sidecar
class was that of H. Gold on a 348 c.c.

Francis-Barnett, though C. Sprosen (370
Connaught sc.) made a fine, steady climb.
There appeared to be no reason for the

passenger of W. Chase's Dunelt to per-
form acrobatics, as the outfit went up
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well. E. Bridgeman made a fine climb

on his Indian Chief, as did all the P.

and M. outfits, and Clifford Wilson
(Quadrant sc.) and. the Brough Superiors

climbed well, S. Tait having a windscreen
which he preferred to look round. Of
the remainder the following were notice-

able : P. Piatt (Bradbury sc), P. Peter-

son (Dunelt sc), W. H. Bashall (Martin-
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syde sc), W. King and J. A. Masters
(Harley-Davidson sc), Frank Smith
(Clyno sc), and L. Peaty (550 Hawker
sc).

Failures.

The following failed or ran : J. Brad-
bury (Triumph sc), R. Andrews (557
B.S.A. sc), A. Graham (Matchless sc),
T. Ryan (Rudge sc), A. Conville (Lea-
Francis sc), I. Brettell (370 Connaught),
and F. Douglass (Bradbury), who ap-

peared to be in trouble with his change-
speed Quadrant.
Of the three-wheeled runabouts S.

McCarthy, R. Duke-Williams, H. Beart,

S. Hall, A. Haskell, and W. Pattison on
Morgans all made first-class climbs, and
D. Rhodes (Scott Sociable) made a won-
derful ascent for so small an engine. F.

Spouse (T.B.) and J. Meredith (T.B.)

performed well, and C. Hollyoak piloted

a newcomer named the Federation.

Toward the Border.

After crossing Kirkstone there followed

a picturesque drop into Patterdale requir-

ing care, and thereafter delightful Lake-
land scenery was enjoyed until the out-

skirts of Carlisle were reached. Here in

the open space outside the County Hotel
competing machines were marshalled in

most orderly form, the foremost machines
in the ranks being despatched after the

luncheon interval, while the latest ar-

rivals lined up at the tail end of the long

procession. Lunch at 4 p.m. was a new
experience for many of the cycle car

drivers !

Here we learned that Pattison (Mor-
gan) had been delayed by a broken water
connection, Vidler (Triumph) had seized

his engine near Otley, and Farmer
(Zenith-Bradshaw) had collided with a
competing sidecar and suffered injuries.

McGinnell had lost the petrol filler cap

Martinsydes of varying capecity on the hairpin. A. A. Symes, riding a 678 c.c. model, and

E. H. Gifford on a mount of 496 c.c. capacity.
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The London-Edinburgh Run.

—

of his Triumph, and had stuffed his now
sodden handkerchief into the orifice. A
better plan would have been to transfer

the oil cap and cover the oil tank, since

lubricant does not plop out as petrol does.

Cranford (V. V\) suffered a broken sidecar
spindle and then transferred as passenger
to his brother's Matchless.
On to Gretna Green, one observed that

the enterprising A.A. had erected a yellow
banner over the border bridge "The A.A.
Welcomes the M.C.C." Regular running
was the order over magnificently surfaced
tarmac roads, undulating but slightly.

Outside Carlisle, Eli Clark, Jun., had to
stop to clean the jet; one or two others
suffered a similar experience, but mostly
when groups were overtaken they were
chatting or smoking cigarettes, trouble
being rare.

Tea was arranged at Moffat, where the
usual crowd had collected. Small boys
found amusement in collecting the empty
oil tins, and had a fine array with useful
dregs for their bicycles and scooters. A
magnificent climb over the mountains fol-

lowed after Moffat.

Emergency Dyeing Arrangements;
There was no risk of losing the way;

apart from well placed arrows checked bv
G. Pettyt, W. H. Wells, the captain,
made sure of things by carrying small
sweet bags full of blue dye which, thrown
heavily on the ground, produced a first

rate line denoting the route.

Hereabouts we spoke to Frank Smith,
who, driving a Clyno sidecar, had J.

Cocker (formerly of Singers and Triumphs)
in the sidecar as passenger. This connec-

tion may form the subject of an interest-

ing announcement in the near future.

Near Crook Inn, White (Sunbeam) was

As was the case in the 1920 London-Edinburgh run, when Kirkstone Pass was included,

a big crowd gathered at the summit to watch and criticise the competitors. R. L. Richardson

(345 c.c. Alecto) followed by P. A. Hopkins (348 c.c. Ivy).

passed by the roadside with his front chain

case off. Through Liberton to Edinburgh
crowds lined the route, a large number
of owners of cars and motor cycles of all

descriptions having motored out of the
city for some miles to meet the dusty and
tired riders.

A slight idea of the long climb up Kirkstone is conveyed by this photograph taken at an

elevation, showing G. Wray (499 c.c. Triumph) and J. J. Sykes (596 c.c. Sunbeam) making an

effortless climb.

Most complained of smarting eyes, some
going so far as to carry eye lotion in order
to bathe their eye at the controls. Not-
withstanding, a magnificent and enjoyable
run was the general verdict, and from a
large percentage which succeeded, some
were asking if the M.C.C. would willingly
dole out so many gold medals, or whether
they would make the event much stiffer

next year—something to compare with
the Eastertide London-Land's End Trial.

SURVIVORS AND
RETIREMENTS.

PROVISIONAL SUMMARY OF AWARDS,
Gold Silver Bronze

Medals. Medals. Medals.
Solos 99 12 2
Sidecars . . . . 78 12 1

Cyclecars . . ... 15 — —
A.B.C.

A. G. Will (398), W. Henry Wells (398), J. W
Grose (398). A. S Pinchbeck (398).

Itetircd: W. Sharpe (398).

A.J.S.
H. B. Browning (349), C. H. Mocatta (349),

A. F. Plummer (349), A. F. F. Hall (349).
A. M. O. McLachlan (349). E. W. Choldcroft
1349), W. C. Hemy (799 sc), J. Ball (799 sc).
A. S. Bagshaw (799 sc). T. G. White (799 ac.)

E. S. Powell (799 sc:.).

Retired: W. HiKKs (799 sc).

ALECTO.
E. F. Taylor (345). R. S. PUoher (345). L. A. Y

Cashmore (345), R. L. Richardson (345).

ALLDAYS-ALLON.
R. C. Cooper (292), W. Johnson (292).

ARIEL.
C. Dickinson (498). C. Bourlet (498). H. Revre

(498). G. W. Segrott (498). F. J. Watson
(796 sc).

Retired: H. C. Nias (498).

BEARDMORE-PRECISION.
L. E. Chirnev (350), C. Waldin (350). S. Warns

(B. and S.) (350), C. W. Lewis (598 sc).

BRADBURY.
P. Piatt (749 sc), F. H. Douglass (996 ec).

W. E. Grange (749 sc). G. E. Min«U (749 sc).

BROTJGH.
F. W. Stevenson (499). R. W. Lane (692), W. E.

Brougta. (692 so.).

d II
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High-powered twins on Kirkstone. J. S. Biss (998 c.c. Indian sidecar) and S. S. Debenham
(llOOc.c. Campion sidecar)

BROUGH SUPERIOR.
G. BroUEh (976), H. Karslake (976). W. A Fell-
Smith (976 sc), S. C. Tait (976 So.), H. Clennell
(976 sc), A. Greenwood (976 sc).

B.S.A.
B. Eland (557), R. J. Andrews (557 sc).

R. McK. Veale (985 sc).

CALTHORPE.
Retired: E. M Heller (293).

CAMPION.
S. S. Debenham (1.100 sc).
Retired: P. Clav (293).

CHATER-LEA.
Retired: J. E Pautard (976 sc).

CLYNO.
F. Smith (925 sc).

CONNAUGHT.
I. P. Biettell (370 sc), C. L. Snrosen (370 sc).

COULSON
J. D. Hanman (349).

COVENTRY EAGLE.
P. L. Mayo (249). S. C. Pearce (350 sc).

COVENTRY VICTOR.
Retired: J. Wallis (688 so.).

COVENTRY PREMIER (CYCLE CAR).
R. A. Biggs (1055.5).

DE DION BOUTON.
B F. C. Fellowes.

DIAMOND
B. F. C. Fellowes.

DOUGLAS.
L. S. BadJeley (348), J. A. Newman (494),

E Clark, Jnnr. (494), T. L. Daniels (595), J.

E. Beard (595).
Retired: H W. Fnrness (595 sc), G. Kuhn

(595 sc), L Hel'er (595 so.)

DUNELT.
O. S. Bridcutt (499). P. Pehrson (499 sc),

W. Chase (499 sc),

DUZMO.
F. J. Wallis (496)

EDMUND.
A. C. Robbins (292).

FEDERATION.
J. H. Fairweather (269), R. C. Bennett (269).

FEDERATION (Cvcle Car).
C F. Hollyoak (976).

F.N
T. W. Buckle (748).

FRANCIS-BARNETT.
H. Gold (346)

G.R.I.
D. White (349).

HAGG TANDEM.
R. N. Thomas (350), B. N. Taylor (350).

HARI.EY-DAVIDSON.
F. V. Edwards (584), R. V. Saltmarsh (584),

E. J. L. Strorg (993 sc), J. G. Bryson (998 sc),
P. W. White (998 sc), W. A. Sweet (998 sc),
W King (998 sc), F. Broomfleld (998 sc),
H. E. Crofts (998 sc), J. A. Masters (998 sc),

G. Baxter (998 sc), E. O. Spence (998 sc).

(Il2

HAWKER.
A. A. Attwood (548 sc), L. F. Peaty (548

SC).

HAZLEWOOD.
J. VV. Hazlewood (976 sc).

.HENDERSON.
W. J. Barker (1,301 sc), S. F. Farley (1,301

sc), H. V. Bateman (1,301 sc).
Retired: J. W. Cheyney (1,301 sc).

INDIAN.
H. W. Harrington (596), J. McBhnie (998),

P. H. Ingnam (596), L. A. Bridgman (998 sc),
J. S. Biss (998 sc).

IVY.
H. J. Greathead (348), P. A. Hopkins (348).

R. P. Purnell (169).

LEA-FRANCIS.
J. Richardson (496), A. Conville (592 sc).

LEVIS.
H. R. Lane (211).

L.S.D (Cycle Cab).
Retired: J. Robinson (986), T. G. MacKenzie

(986)

MARTINSYDE.C C. Labin (678),. H H. Nicholson (496),
A. A. Symes (678), E. H. Gifford (496), J.
T. Bashall (678 sc), W. H. Bashall (678 sc).

MATCHLESS.
T. J. Ross (996 sc), R. G. Boxer (996 sc),

W. F. Guive (996 sc), W. H. Hardman (996
sc), W. Bucknell (976 sc), E. C. Lunniss (976
sc), L A. Willmott (976 sc), B. S. Allen (976
sc), L. Arnold (976 sc), G. D. .Hardee (996 sc),
F. J. Ellis (996 sc), J. Hoult (996 sc), J.
Graham (996 sc)., A. W. Graham (996 sc), H.
L. Miserez (996 sc), F. MacDonald (996 sc), F.
W Neill (976 sc), P. S. Crauford (996 sc),
T. E Ranger (976 sc), E. C. Barton (976 so),

D. S. Parsons (976 sc), G. Nott (996 sc), F.
E Jones (976 sc).

McKECHNIE.
F. W. Becker (668 sc).

METRO-TYLER.
G. E. CuHe (269).

MORGAN (Cycle Car).
R. Duke Williams (986), H. E. K. Sawteil

(1,096), W. M. Cowper (1,096), R. B. Whiffen
1.096), H. Beart (1.096), A. C. Masiell (986),
F. W. Dame (980), S. A. McCarthy (980), S.

Hall (1,096).
Retired: W. Pattison (1,096).

NER-A-CAR.
F. K. Parsons (211), N. A. C. Runnels-Moss

(211).
NORTON.

H. W. Deacon (490), A. H. S. Love (490),
R. H. Attwood (633 sc), G. Haines (633 sc).

N.TJ.T.
J. G. D. Boorer (678), D. S. Baddeley (678)

R. S. Ellis (500), M. O'Reilly (678).

„ „ O.K. JUNIOR.
G. W. Langiord (292), F. J. Youngs (292).

OMEGA-DUPLEX.
C. W. Baftlett (348).

ORBIT.
D. J. Stone (262).

.
' P. AND M.

J. A. Leyland (555), G. Townsend (555 sc.)

R. Lewis (555 sc), P. Cunningham (555 sc.).

Retired: T. G. Bullus (555 sc.).

P. AND P.
G. Packman (250).

POWELL.
J. A. Stedman (547).

P.V.
Retired: R. V. Crauford (496 sc).

QUADRANT.
C. Wilson (654 sc). G. A. Pidgeon (654
Retired: W. W. E. Clarke (654 sc).

RALEIGH.
H. Gibson (348), J. Haworth (348),

Newnham (348), A. R. H. Stewart (348).

READY.
1 D. Read (358).

REX-ACME.
, ,„

'

J. P. Le Grand (550 sc), W. A. Jacobs (550
sc), F. White (986 sc).

ROVER
Retired: L. N. Stannah (499).

ROYAL ENFIELD.
H. Sutton (225), A. F. Pulling (976 sc).

RUDGE.
A. W. Hadlev (499), F. S. Whitfield (499),

E. Kehoe (499 sc), R. J. Ryan (998 sc).

SCOTT SOCIABLE.
D. W. Rhodes (578)..

SCOTT. m
C. J. Wheeler (481), R. P. Reid (481), W. R.

Preston (532), G. S. Green (532).

STANGER.
A. Stanger (538), J. Stanger (538).

SUNBEAM.
G. W. Dawson (489), J. J. Sykes (596), O. F.

Collier (489), E. A. Wright (770 sc), E. Cross

(599 sc). L. V. Freeman (976 sc).

Retired: R. Street (489).

T.B. (CYCLE CAR).
F. S. Spouse (986), S. M. Greening (986), J. W.

Meredith (986).

TRIUMPH.
A. R. Richardson (550), G. W. Burgoyne (550),

S. J. Marks (499), A. C. Rhodes (499), W. Atkin-

son (550), W. P. Brandon (499), V. Belfleld (499),

G. Wrav (499), G. H. Houfton (550), C. W. Ward
(499), M. Pearson (550), J. Bradbury (550 sc).

H. T. Chapman (550 sc); S. A. CoOke (550

sc), J. B. McGinnell (550 so.).)

Retired: H. J. Vidler (499), A. C. Ward (550
sc), A. H. Nelson (550 sc..).

VELOCETTE.
Retired: D. Hall (220).

WOOLER.
J. Wooler (349), J, F. Hull (349), H. Robinson

(349). A. Milward (349).

ZENITH-BRADSHAW.
-W. D. Pugh (498), F. C. Townshend (498), H.

Glendinning (986), R. Charlesworth (498), R. H.
Bywalers (986 sc), R. B. Clark (498 sc).

Retired: A. H. Farmer (498).

IRISH RELIABILITY
TRIALS.

THE Dunlop Cup " reliability trial of

the Dublin and District Club on the
27th ult. was won by T. E. Greene

(496 Douglas), whose margin of error at

the secret checks was less than any of
the other riders who completed the course
with full marks. The sidecar prize was
won by J. Healy (598 James), and the
team prize by Allen, Hill and Hurse.
Gold medals were won by twenty-five of
the finishers—an expensive result for the
club treasury.

The Whitsuntide trial of the Dublin
and District Club took the form of a
novices' trial, most of the club experts
being engaged in the open event of the
Cork Club. Major Waters got together
a very good entry, and over forty riders
took part in the event. With good
weather and easy conditions most of
them completed the course.
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Welsh Speed Championships. A Contest on the Beach at Pendine.

DN Whit-Monday Pendine Sands was
once again the scene of successful

motor cycle racing in connection

,vith the Welsh speed championships of

,he Carmarthen and District Motor Cycle

md Cycle Car Club. The racing com-
menced punctually at 10.30 a.m., and a
rery large crowd of spectators had as-

iembled to -witness this popular event.

Several of the competitors had been stay-

ng at Pendine over the week-end, getting

n fettle for the day, and some very close

racing was the result.

Machines Prove Staying Power.

A marked improvement in the staying

oowers of machines was noticed this year

)ver preceding years, very few competi-

;ors falling out through mechanical break-

lowns. In the 2£ miles sprint for nil-

Baited machines, a nasty accident befell

r. P. Board of Bridgend, who had a

miraculous escape, his machine, a Norton,

jeing very seriously damaged.

Prominent Welsh Speedmen.
The entries included the cream of South

Wales riders, among others being J.

rhomas (Neath), mounted on his I.O.M.
Sheffield Henderson, which made such a

»ood performance in the Junior~T.T., Dr.
Lindsay on his Norton, Sgonina on his
;

' Sgonina Special," and an A.J.S., the

brothers Bush, and brothers Davies, Morris

Isaacs, Wm. Edwards, etc.

Morris Isaacs (Carmarthen) did exceed-

ingly well on his New Imperial, and was
the winner by a comfortable margin of

the 25 mile Welsh championship for ma-
mines up to 275 c.c.

Long Distance Races.

The 25 miles championship for machines
up to 350 c.c. was won bv L. Davies

(Newport) on a o.h.v. Cotton-Blackburn;
although Sgonina would have been an easy
winner had his machine (Sgonina Special)

not been quite so new, he had to fall

out in the last lap. The second man home
was Jack Thomas (Neath) on his Sheffield

Henderson, who ran practically neck and
neck with L. Davies.
Great excitement prevailed, and the

mounted police were kept busy at the start

of the 50 mile Welsh championship for

solo machines (unlimited c.c), there being
a considerable entry for this event.

The winner, F. Bush (Harley-Davidson),
led from the start, maintaining this posi-

tion throughout, finally winning by over a
mile. Dr. Lindsay (Norton), after a tussle

with H. Davies (Brough Superior), secured

second position, the last mentioned rider

THE NEXT STAGE

!

MOTOR CYCLISTS interested

in small or large cars should read

Every Friday 4u.

the forerunner of all motoring

journals. Founded in 1S95, it

remains the largest and most success-

ful automobile paper, and enjoys

the greatest circulation. It is

universally accepted as the repre-

sentative British motoring journal.

coming in third. The results are as
follow

:

2i/
2 MILE SPRINT FOR. SOLOS UP TO

350 C.C.
1. C. Sgonina, Cardiff (A.J.S.).
2. J. Thomas, Neath (Sheffield-Henderson).
3. Luther Davies, Newport (Cotton Blackburn).

21/o-MILE SPRINT, UNLIMITED C.C.
1. F. P. Bush, Neath (Harley-Davidson).
2. Dr. A. Lindsay, Neath (Norton).
3. C. Sgonina, Cardiff (S. Special).

25-MTLE CHAMPIONSHIP UP TO 275 c.c
1. Morris Isaac, Carmarthen (New Imperial).

25-MILE CHAMPIONSHIP UP TO 350 C.c.
1. L. Davies, Newport (Cotton).
2. J. Thomas, Neath (Sheffield-HendersonK
3. T. G. Thomas, Carmarthen (Sheffield-Hender-

son).

. 50-MILE WELSH CHAMPIONSHIP, UN-
LIMITED C.C.

1. F. P. Bush, Neath (Harley-Davidson).
2. Dr. Lindsay, Neath (Norton).
3. H. Davies, Garnant (Brough Superior).

T.T. FCHOES.
. The Lucas Electrical Co. is to be con-

gratulated on producing a twin two-spark
magneto which withstood the searching

test of the T.T. on the Scott machines.
It is probably the first time that such an
instrument has stood up successfully to

such a gruelling, and this reflects

pleasantly on the state of the British

magneto industry.
.* * *

It is rumoured that a well-known de-

signer of an o.h.v. single lapped the

course in 60 min. with a sidecar at-

tached, afterwards remarking that he
was driving carefully, as he did not wish
to make the passenger (his father) ner-

vous. With all due respect to the un-

doubted prowess of the driver, we are

prepared to confess that had we been

in the sidecar we might have felt the

breeze.

d 13
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SIR EDWARD M. ILIFFE.
WE regard it as an honour to the

technical Press in general and- to

The Motor Cycle, The Autocar,
and sister journals in particular, that the

list of His Majesty's Birthday Honours
includes the name of Edward M. Iliffe,

who is invested with a knighthood.
Sir Edward is joint proprietor with his

brother -Mr. W.- Coker Iliffe—of the firm

of Iliffe and Sons, Ltd., owners and
publishers of our sister journal, The
Autocar, and the large group of technical
and lay journals known to many as The
Iliffe Press.

Naturally we are proud of the honour
bestowed upon our director, especially

since we know how deserved is the
distinction.

During the war Sir Edward joined the
Ministry of Munitions, of the machine
tools department of which he subsequently
became controller. After the Armistice
lie was appointed liquidator of machine

tool and small tool contracts. Early in

1918 he received a C.B.E., and the fob

In the Birthday Honours List.-

Sir Edward M. Iliffe.

lowing year he became an officer of the

Legion of Honour.
Sir Edward Iliffe is a Justice of the

Peace for Warwickshire ; President of

the Coventry Chamber of Commerce and

a member of the Association of British

Chambers of Commerce; and President

of the British Association of Trade and

Technical Journals.

A Pioneer Motorist.

An enthusiastic motorist since the

earliest days—when he drove an Enfield

Quad in the historic Thousand Miles

Trial of 1895—Sir Edward is also a

skilled tennis player, and frequently

plays for Warwickshire County.
_

In extending our congratulations, we

feel that we are writing on behalf of a_

large number of our readers, many of

whom have at some time or another come

in contact with the personality chiefly

responsible for our success.

ENJOYABLE LONDON RALLY.
LAST vear somewhat inclement, weather

spoilt the North London M.C.C.
Rally at Hendon ; this year it was

almost too hot. Nevertheless, the attend-
ance at the aerodrome on Whit-Monday
was quite good, although, considered in

relation to the number of motor cyclists

in London and the Home Counties, it was
very disappointing.

A Longer Hun Wanted.

Perhaps Hendon is too near the Metro-
polis for the average motor cyclist who is

a great traveller and ignores distance, es-

pecially when favoured by a long week-
end like Whitsuntide.
This theory is confirmed by the fact

that the Wakefield and District M.C. and
L.C.C. easily won the Challenge
Shield presented by Mr. A. J. F. Beau-
rain for the club travelling furthest to

the meet, the mileage figure, of course.

being multiplied by the number of mem-
bers present. Wakefield gained 2,958

points, and the Connaught M.C.C, with
a score of 2,478, was second, gaining the
Triumph Challenge Cup (presented by the
Triumph Cycle Co.).

Gymkhana events occupied the after-

noon and evening, but neither the tent-

pegging nor the apple bobbing, nor even
the bun-eating competition was half so

amusing as the remark of one of those

present as he toured into the grounds on
an ancient, certainly pre-war, twin in an
advanced stage of decrepitude. " I won-
der," quoth he, to his friend, "if I can
have a blind here. I'm doing seventy-

five just now !
"

What struck the North Country visi-

tors most was' the number of old crocks
present ; but our representative was
even more impressed by the popularity
of Rudge-Multis and Connaughts. They

were as numerous as insects on the un-

mown grass.

A Surprised Prize Winner.
The usual competition for the most in-

genious "gadget" provided an unusual

denouement ; it was won by J. Dennis

for a nail and copper wire repair to his

gear box effected as a first aid measure

to his Royal Ruby on his way to the

rally—a case of turning misfortune to

good account if ever there was !

An exhibition of "new models and un-

conventional makes " was better sup-

ported on the programme than in the

grounds; and the ice-cream stall, gener-

ally, attracted greater crowds.

Two hire aeroplanes, there by special

arrangement, were seldom allowed to re-

main long out of the air, and generally

speaking there was always something

happening until the approach of dusk

broke the meeting up.

THE LIGHTWEIGHT AND JUNIOR T.T. RACES.

H. Petty (249 c.c. Diamond) accelerating at the start. Competitors awaiting their turn for the word to go.
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The O.K.-Junior in-
npi%A *¥* HP broke all Lightweight lap

JL llV M. # S. m records, putting up the

in the race itself making

the fastest lap
(Time 44 mins. 24 sees., over 51 m.p.h,)

* ever recorded, and that

from a standing start.

-took 2 prizes out
of 7 with only

3 entries.

2 O.K.'s finishing 6th & 7th.

The National

Swedish May
RaCeS— 2,300 Kilometres
•

" FIRST
HUMPHRIES & DAWES LTD., HALL GREEN, BIRMINGHAM.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." DIj
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THE SENSATION OF
1922 T.T.

A NEW LUBRICATION METHOD DISCOVERED

FIRST IN THE LIGHTWEIGHT
FIRST IN THE JUNIOR

FASTEST LAP IN THE LIGHTWEIGHT
FIRST IN THE SENIOR

FASTEST LAP IN THE JUNIOR
FASTEST LAP IN THE SENIOR

The winners of the above had the upper end of

piston and cylinder walls lubricated by means
of a new oil which was added to the petrol and
supplied through the carburetter. The engines,

when stripped for examination, were found to

be in perfect condition and perfectly lubricated.

The oil was

MIRACLE OIL
and the majority of the T.T competitors, after

severe test in practice, decided to use it in the
races, being satisfied after examination of their

engines that MIRACLE OIL was indispensable.

IWllvA.W»L.tii OIL is of even more im-
portance to the ordinary user of internal com-
bustion engines, as the perfect lubrication of the

upper end of piston, cylinder walls, valves, valve
stems and guides, means not only a faster and
better engine, but an economy in upkeep which
saves the pocket many pounds per year.

p-oz. of Miracle Oil to 1 gallon of Petrol
is all you require to complete your lubri-

cation and make it perfect.

MIRACLE OIL WILL SHORTLY BE STOCKED BY EVERY FIRST
CLASS AGENT, BUT PENDING CIRCULATION OF SUPPLIES TO ALL

DISTRICTS, INQUIRIES SHOULD BE ADDRESSED TO :—

CONCORD CO. LTD.
18 BERNERS STREET, LONDON.

di6 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

VHERE TO TOUR.
Sir.—Having myself often been in doubt as to where to

ake my summer holiday, I presume that some of your other

eaders may have been so too. May I be allowed to suggest

these people that they should visit North Wales? There
ire numerous .attractions about the place for the motor
:ycli=.t on tour; seaside towns with plenty of amusements
tnd good accommodation, inland rides amidst gorgeous moun-
ain scenery, and excellent roads with plentv of hill climb-

Jig. are but a few. SUMMER CYCLIST.
Epsom.

AN AMATEUR ASSOCIATION.
Sir.—Although I think the A.C.U. has. made rather a

mistake in stopping the amateur race altogether, I do think
[Here -is something to be said for the objection that such a

race held in between the Junior and Senior T.T. would, to

rmite a considerable extent, deteriorate their value. If this

race became an annual one (held in between the Junior and
Senior T.T.), I am sure the public would soon begin to take
more interest in it than the trade event, in which case the
most important motor cycling event of the year would lose

its significance. Also, makers are not going to spend all the
money and trouble necessary for competing in the T.T. -it'

it is not spent to some good purpose.

Why not, therefore, have an Amateur Race, but hold it.

as far apart from the usual T.T. as possible, when the two
evenU would not clash.. D. GOODMAN.

Sir,—Messrs. J. M. Philpott's and J. V. Brook's letters

have interested—and amused—me not a little ; they have not,-

1 am afraid, instructed me much.
Mr. Philpott, whom I know as a thorough good sports-

man, misses the point of the matter altogether. He speaks

entirely in terms of reliability trials, where, as he says; the

amateur stands in just as favourable a position as the trade

man. In $peed events—road, track, or I.O.M.—he, I am
sure, will agree the average amateur, however much he
" pays attention to every small detail," is setting himself a

hopeless task in attempting to compete -against riders of

special factory machines.
The second letter is mainly a very stereotyped crede of

the A.C.U. , as it is supposed to be, butr Mr. Brook makes
one interesting confession. The biggest stumbling block in

tlie way of the proposed Amateur Race was the difficulty

of defining an amateur. . Now, in the first place, I under-

stood that the Manx M.C.C. had prepared some very ex-

cellent rulings on this matter. Were they considered, or

ignored? Secondly, if the A.C.U. cannot define an amateur,
surely it is time that we had some organisation which could.

In conclusion, Mr. Philpott mentions "anonymous
grousers."- I am afraid I must retain my anonymity, for

reasons quite unconnected with any desire to "carry off

. pots," but the Editor can vouch for the fact that I have
no axe to grind. R.I.C. UMPH.
W.C.2.

TEMPERAMENTAL ENGINES.
Sir,—My machine would carry on at 15 to 20 ni.p.h.

.with" very little gas, and suddenly, without warning, would
tear away "all out." Thinking the carburetter to be at

fault, I fitted a different type, but the mysterious madness
was not cured. On dismantling the engine, however,-I found
that the exhaust rocker had worked loose on its bearing,

and was running partly on the inlet cam, thus producing a

"decompressor" effect. The fitting of new rockers and
cams cured the mania, and the machine now gives such ser-

vice as one would expect from a Rudge Multi. Usual dis-

claimer. THREE PLY.
Birmingham.

Sir,—I am very sorry to see that no one has come forward
with any possible explanation. I do not think the rarified

atmosphere referred to by " Multi " can be held responsible.

I can assure any experts, who may be interested that this

is a real problem, to which there must be one definite solu-

tion. Surely it is not going to get the better of us ? I

fear my case' must be the worst, or else the others would
demand a further explanation. I may say I have further

experimented since my letter in your issue of May 4th, and
have definitely ruled out the cause put forward by most
people to whom I have mentioned the trouble, i.e., the mag-
neto. This may be taken for granted. I suggest that
" Ixion " peruses carefully all the instances, and comes to

a conclusion—the right one—without delay ! Thereby his

reputation will be further enhanced. I can assure him I

do not go on any lofty tablelands, nor does my compression
vary—as-far as I. know.' R. S. A. BOOTE.

STEREOTYPING THE RELIABILITY TRIAL.

Sir,—In your last issue Major Vernon Brook replied in

very friendly spirit to some criticism I had ventured to

make upon his resolution that a representative of the Com-
petition Committee should in future inspect the courses got

out by the centres for the purposes of open competitions.

One can always feel sure that his suggestions are ever

prompted by a very keen desire to forward whatsoever shall

^be in the best interests of motor cycling, and I, therefore,

trust that he may deem worthy of consideration the follow-

ing comments upon the reasons he gives for his jproposal :

(1) Major Brook puts as his first reason that the union is

responsible for the proper conduct of such events. Person-

ally, I consider the various centres as the component parts

of the Union, and as such some confidence should be placed
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in their experience and their discretion. 'After all, the in-

spector representative from the Competitions Committee

would generally be a prominent centre official—though he

might come with his instructions.

(2) Trials results on courses of such a nature that the

secret check has to be resorted to in order to find a winner

are much more of "a farce" than those issued from "the

lively course." I am told by a prominent trials rider that

in a recent open event performances of equal merit were

made on the course and declared time checks by a, very

large number. The secret check was consulted, and whilst

one receives the premier award, another through a four or

five minutes' error of judgment receives a "bronze." I can

imagine nothing more galling than this to the manufacturer.

(3) It is not my experience that the genuine amateur does

not enter the so-called " freals trial." Thi6 centre last sea-

son ran an event over the same course as that upon which

there has been so much controversy of late, and secured

nearly a hundred amateur local entries, and no grumblers.

The reason open trials fail to attract the amateur is, first

of all, because there are very few of the genuine type who
can get away from business for the day (open events cannot

be run on Sunday), and secondly on account of the high

entrance fees necessitated by the gold medal tradition.

(4) Respecting the value to the trade, I dealt with this

matter in my previous letter. It seems to me quite unneces-

sary that any warning should be issued regarding the nature

of the tests. To give opportunity of fitting any special

equipment would detract considerably from the value of the

trial. "The courses are as a rule got out by enthusiastic

amateurs on standard machines.

(5) Accidents on reliability trials are very rare, and I

cannot recollect one which has been due to the nature of the

course.

(6) Your correspondent finally states that the union should

have control of the sport. I agree, but the pivot of"the
question is, "Who is the Union?"—a matter which comes
under the first heading.

Major Brook refers to the forthcoming Yorkshire Centre
jpen trial, which is quite in order, as all have been advised
what to expect. A few' weeks ago we read that it was to

be all " rough, heart-breaking stuff,'.' but now we are ear-

nestly assured that there are to be no freak surfaces and no
freak hills. In my first letter I ventured to suggest that the

proposal in question would go to stereotype the open trial.

Is it possible that one of the most sporting and enterprising

of centres has in any way, been influenced by the present
controversy, arid that amongst the wonders of the Yorkshire
dales we are not to have something really distinctive for
this very reason ? K. S. TOPPING.

' Hon. Sec, East Mid. Centre A.C.U. .

A 365 DAYS' TRIAL?
Sir,—To many motor cyclists the average reliability trial

—

when reported in the Press—is somewhat unconvincing. ' •

This, one supposes, is probably due to the fact that nothing
can persuade the man-in-the-street that the machines, entered
by the makers and ridden by their experts, are not in many
ways un-standard, being specially equipped and made suit-

able for the particular class of trial undertaken.
One does not entirely blame the manufacturer—he is out

to win—and such precautions -as are undoubtedly taken with
the machines entered (for example, the recent Scottish Six
Days' Trial) may be justifiable.

Now the makers are perfectly aware that these suspicions
still lurk in the mind of motor cyclists, and for this very
reason would, I think, welcome the chance of dispelling
them.

Allow me, therefore, as an amateur, to suggest the follow-
ing scheme for what it is worth, the details to be worked
out by a more skilled mind than mine.
At the beginning of the competition season let such firms

as Sunbeam, Triumph, A.J.S., and the remainder of the
senior (and more opulent) manufacturers invite the A.C.U.
to select, say, four of their standard productions from any
agent anywhere in the British Isles.

These machines would be retained by the A.C.U. through-
out the year', being handed out to the firms in question in

time to be ridden to the start of the trial, at the end of

which the machines would be " returned to store."
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Any subsequent replacements and adjustments would, of

course, be noted by the A.C.U. at the time; these being
completed, the machines would once more remain under lock

and key till the next trial.

At the end of the year the combined report of the manu-
facturers' successes " and that of the A.C.U.'s observations
would be highly interesting, informative, and truly con-

vincing.

One is aware that the scheme would cost money and con-

siderable trouble, but in the end it would be well worth it,

especially to the man about to buy a machine, and, after

all, he is the one that matters.
There is already, one knows, a stock machine trial, but

this, I think, hardly goes far enough.
Perhaps manufacturers would be sufficiently interested to

send their "views on the above to the Editor ?

I am in no way interested or connected with the motor
trade. NELBIK.
London, W.2.

ON THE LOWES. REACHES OF THE THAMES.
Sir,—Can you, or any of your readers, tell of a suitable

place for picnicing, accessible to motor cyclists, on the north

bank of the Thames between, say, Barking and Southend?
Plenty such spots seem to show during a trip on the water,

but none seem to be visible or accessible from the main road.

A day's rest on one of the banks of the lower reaches of

the Thames with its endless and interesting traffic would
make a pleasant change from the purely country picnic.

Leytonstone. DOOGOROHT.

ABOUT HEAT.
Sir,—In the correspondence "About Heat," if Mr. Brew-

ster is desirous of accuracy, he should consider his statement
" a refractive index cannot be measured if the body will

not .transmit the wave-length."
Apparently " Brewster's Law " has escaped Mr. Brewster's

notice. He will find it in Watson's " Physics," page 577.

It is thus that the refractive index of opaque solids, e.g.

ebonite, is found. L. H. WAKEFORD.

Sir,—I should like to amplify Mr. W. E. Marsh's remarks
on the subject of the radiation of heat, as they seem to me
to convey a very misleading idea of the true state of affairs.

First, as to the greenhouse. Mr. Marsh seems to imply

that the sun's light produces the heat in the greenhouse.

..-, :',: ''tWAsM&W

THE ISLE OF MAN CAM!
From this unusual contour plan of .the T.T. course—the idea of

Messrs. A. J. Stevens, Ltd.—one can obtain a remarkably graphic

illustration of the chief gradients of the famous Manx circuit over

which last week's races were run.
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The fact is that glass is opaque to the radiation emitted by
bodies at a comparatively low temperature, but is as trans-

parent to the radiation produced by bodies at a high tem-
perature as it is to light itself. Hence the sun's heat radia-

tion enters the greenhouse readily, but the heat radiation of

the objects inside cannot pass out.

Next, as to the cooling. Air is the best heat insulator

known. The heat is conducted from the cylinder to a

minutely thin layer of air in immediate contact with it, and
the rest is. done by convection, the heated air being con-

tinuallv carried away and taking the heat with it.

A. K. GORDON.

SEAR RATIOS FOR THE TOURIST.
Sir,—We ha-ve read with interest "Jay Gai See's " letter

n your issue of the 25th ult., and while we fully appreciate

lis kind remarks regarding the- construction and finish of

jar standard sidecar outfit, we must confess ourselves con-

iiderably surprised that he does not find our gear ratios to

lis liking, these actually being top 5£ to 1, 2nd 11 to 1,

ind low 17£ to 1, i.e., practically the same ratios as used on

ill the best-known makes. Should he be using the machine
,p\o, our close ratio box, giving 5£, 7.87 and 14, would, of

lourse, be more suitable.

We note that your correspondent states that his Martinsyde
an only attain a little over a quarter of its maximum speed

bn second gear. Since our standard product can always

ittain well over 20 m.p.h. on second, we feel that there

dust be some other cause, such as carburation, for his

trouble. We shall be glad if " Jav Cai See" will com-
nunicate with us direct. MARTINSYDE, LTD.

GEO. TILGHMAN RICHARDS.
General Manager.

TAXATION.
Sir,—Replying to Mr. G. J. Hickling re,"JVIqtpr Cycle

Taxation," I should suggest that jiot only push-bikes pay
5s. tax, but that childrens' toy motor-cars, tricycles, scooters,
and the like, should pay 2s. 6d., also that roller skates should
be taxed at, say, 6*d. per annum. Perhaps the' A.C.U.
could take this up instead of trying to suppress private
trials. 3A TRIUMPH.

Westcliff.

CAMPING ON THE SOUTH COAST.
Sir,—Can any of your numerous readers assist me to find

places on the coast between Portsmouth and Folkestone
where the pitching of tents for week-end camping is not
objected to?' KE 8411
Westerham.

R.A.C. SALUTES.
Sir,—I should like to hear the opinion of your readers

as to whether they are saluted by patrols of the R.A.C.
I have been a member of the A.C.U. for "three years, and
I think Lhave only been saluted six times (twice yesterday)

;

yet I do not remember a single occasion oh which an A. A.
patron "has not saluted, although I have only been a member
for the same period. They (the A. A.) lay it down as a rule

that there is something wrong if a patrol does not salute,

and I wondered if the same rule applied to R.A.C, or

is it they hold an A.C.U. member below the dignity of a
salute?

It is not that I desire in any way to be saluted—as a

matter of fact it is rather difficult to return it on a nasty

bend, but I just enquire as a matter of interest.

London, W.14. ICtin Bish.

WINNER OP THE LIGHTWEIGHT T.T.

G. S. Davison (247 c.c. Levis), at the Ramsey hairpin, which tests driving skill, the general design of the machine, and the acceleration of

the engine.
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7 TO 1 COMPRESSION RATIOS.

Sir,—It is with much interest that I read the remarks

of "Ixion " in your issue of the 25th ult., anent the G.K.t.

engine. ..

Being responsible for the design of this engine. I would

ask the indulgence of a little space in your valued journal,

in order to provide some justification- for the seemingly

drastic departure from what has hitherto been considered

possible, or shall we say, advisable in the matter ot com-

pression ratios.
. ,

. As "Ixion" remarks, much was done during the war with

the use and maintaining of high compression ratios at high

altitudes, as in addition to the increased power obtained up

to a point, this higher compression has a direct effect on

fuel consumption which was, and of course still is, an an-

:mportant factor. . , , ,

The limitation of this high compression ratio was brought

by the presence of some "hot spot" in the combustion

chamber, which set up " pre-ignition.

"

It is the absence of any "hot spot in the L-..K.1. engine

combustion head which has made it possible to use a com-

pression ratio of 6.5 to I in a standard production.

With regard to "Ixion's" reference to a ratio ot ovei

7 to 1 being used, this is, of course, for a special purpose,

and one wherein all the factors remain more or less constant,

such as, with an accurately machined combustion chamber a

.riven piston speed and even distribution of temperaturesifoi

a given power output. Although detonation undoubtedly

takls PLe, it. can, under these circumstances, be regarded

as a useful agent,- rather than otherwise-

GEORGE R. INSHAW, A.M.T.A.E.

PRICES OF ALUMINIUM PISTONS.

Sir,—I was much interested by "D.C.O.V' letter re

" SDeeialloid " aluminium pistons. I am glad to hear that

they are so nearlv perfect as I thought about trying them

until T received theP Specjalloid' pamphlet with he pre

of the piston, when I rapidly changed my wind. I wonde

why " h C O." did not mention the price ? Because aftei

oil, the price can be an advantage or otherwise-can^it^not

.

Tynemouth. - .

[The price of " Specialloid " pistons varies acording to size

For an A.B.C. ear the charge is JB6, including gudgeon

pins.—En.]

" IXION'S " REMINISCENCES.

Sir—On behalf of a small party of non-expert enthusi-

asts, 'will you allow me to thank " Ixion for many an

uproarious evening this last winter, through one of our

number chancing on his " Motor Cycle Reminiscences.

We made it a habit to take it in turn to read aloud a

chapter on -one night per week, and when we had finished

we were so pleased that we started all over again !

We would now like to know, if we are not troubling you

too much, if you are publishing, or have published, any

more reminiscences, because, as MacAndrew says (that isn t

his real name!), "I'd rather miss a 'gold' than another

book like that."

Again thanking him for the wonderfully pleasant evenings

we have spent with him. J. Dexter- Waits.

For and on -behalf of "The Hounds."

[A second volume of " Reminiscences " will appear in due

course.

—

Ed.]

DYNAMOS FROM OLD MAGNETOS.

Sir,—In reply to Mr. G. R. Thomson's letter, I beg to

contradict his statement, that " 8 volt bulbs of less than

5 amp. can be obtained at any garage or electrical shop,'

which I suppose come under his rather ambiguous name of

'electrical engineers." Even Tf they were easily obtainable,

their use in conjunction with the particular dynamo under

consideration would not be advisable, since in the event

of the head light bulb burning out or breaking the whole

of the available current would flow through the other bulbs,

unless the road speed were very low.

To convince Mr. Thomson of this fact would be rather

difficult, since he seems to find even simple elementary

calculations in Ohm's law rather complicated ; but if lie

will carefully read my first article on this subject, and will_
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also look up some standard book dealing with alternator

characteristic curves, and the effect of armature reaction

and reactance on permearat, or separately excited field

systems, he will," no doubt, be able to understand why
a small amperage bulb of the same voltage as the head

light would burn out at, say, a road speed of 20 m.p.h., if

the latter bulb was cut out of circuit in any way.
Mr. Thomson's series-parallel circuit is quite sound, pro-

vided two 6 volt 5 amp. bulbs be used in the series part

of the circuit. These bulbs, in the event of the head light

burning out; are quite capable of withstanding the surplus

current without any serious danger of burning out.

I have proved the truth of my statements from experi-

ments carried out with one of these dynamos, and -if Mr.

Thomson will construct one and do likewise, I think he also

will be convinced. W.R.

RAIN AND RHODESIAN ROADS.
Sir,—I should like to know what part of Rhodesia "Over-

'

seas Triumph " lives in, and- if he will tell me if he knows
of a ten mile run where he can keep over 35 m.p.h. (also

the road).
As he states, rain improves sandy roads, but he does

not mention what it does to the country waggon track over
red soiL S412M

Rhodesia.

ELIMINATE THE PRIMARY CEAIN

!

Sir,—In a very interesting article on "Modern Practice
in Engine Design," there is the statement that "although
the Scott engine has been little changed in the last decade, .

it is 'still advanced in many details." This view I am?
sure will be fully endorsed by enthusiastic Scott riders—and
what Scott rider is not enthusiastic over this fascinating
mount ?

The pity is that such an advanced engine, fitted into a

remarkable frame, studied in every detail, with unexcelled
mudguarding, has its reliability impaired by a ten-year-old

transmission from the engine to a very_ satisfactory and
fool-proof countershaft two-speed gear. It is surprising how
the double chain system has survived on this engine, not-

withstanding its obvious drawbacks, such as the impossi-

bility of keeping both chains in proper tension at the same
time, and notwithstanding the smooth torque of the engine,

the short life of the chains themselves.

The Indian Scout, with its unit engine and gear box is
.

a notable advanced example of what the future transmission

between engine and gear box will be. Whv are British

machines, which are so much to the fore in engine design,

general finish, and scrupulous attention to appearances and
details, so conservative in retaining that bit of chain be-

tween the engine and gear box? M. L. L.

Aldeburgh.
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n Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists, d

Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle. *J

£J
" MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM." °

The standard handbook on the motor cycle. ^
Q Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. Q
D " HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."

Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3. Q
" TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES." Q

r-i A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying q
them when fonnd. Fourth Edition.

Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.a
D •• TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." Q
D A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's point of D
p view. Price net, 3/-. By post, 3/3. D

" MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES." Q
PI Bv " Ixion," of The Motor Cycle.

rj Cloth Bound. Price, 5/-. By post, 5/3. _
^ Paper Boards. Price, 2/6. By post, 2/9.

u
" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS.

Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, D
r-i London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6. pj

D Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and .-.

Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8. £J
1 THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK.

Q With 32" pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. O
D Obtainable bypost (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., Q
D Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers

and Railway Bookstalls. p
D D DDDDDDDDDDDDOaPDDDDDa D O
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BINKS CARBURETTORS ESiSE
A New SPORTS MODEL
CARBURETTOR giving the

ENORMOUS speeds and power

of the famous " Mousetrap " combined with

flexibility and slow running.
This Carburettor is ideal for Hill Climbs and fast touring

where acceleration and speed count for everything.

PRICE ON APPROVAL ~ _ _ -.

with spare Jets and Key -f- tr% • f"| • 1

1

For Singles or Twins. <*** • VJ • V
The slow running is obtained by a pilot jet under- the throttle, and
the-correct suction on the main jet is maintained by the variable

venturi tube which passes gas without loss at high speeds—in

fact it even helps to cram tire gas into the cylinder.

It is not an extravagant Car-
burettor, as non-spilling jets

are fitted. ,

Beautifully made— accessible

—swivelling float chamber—

a

delightful thing to own.

Order it to be supplied to you
fitted to your Sports model.

QUALITIES OF THE BINKS 3-JET

DAMPING CARBURETTOR.
Marvellous slow running, flexibility, lively

acceleration and power, and a truly auto-

matic mixture are the recognised attributes

of this world famous instrument, but the

astounding fact is that in ad-
dition, the mileage per gallon
is definitely increased from 30
to 75 per cent.

EXAMPLES.
4 H.P. SOLO MOUNTS doSOLO MOUNTS do 120 150 m

„ SIDECAR ,. „ '65/90

6 & 8 H.P „ 50,65
including Big Harleys and Indians:

DOUGLAS MODELS 2! do 1157150
„ 4 H.P. with Sidecar 5565

SCOTT SOLO 65/70

„ SIDECAR .

.

. about 50
Lightweight Two-Strokes ... 120140

If you do not get this rhileag

you can do so.

THE FAMOUS 3-JET DAMPING BINKS
CARBURETTOR. For Town and Country.

Price - £3 15 + 2/- postage.

AN OPEN LETTER TO MOTOR CYCLISTS.
Ladies and Gentlemen,

We are presenting to you by this advertisement two of our verv

.'latest productions, and we are sure they must be of interest to riders

of all machines.
The new Sports model is a revelation in acceleration and potter—in fact it is the record winning Mousetrap Carburettor with a pilot-

jet to give il slow running and flexibility. I can personally recommend
you to fit it to your " Sports Sunbeam " or " N.qrloyi,'* and you will

get two to five more miles per hour, and. more violent acceleration.

It is an ideal sporting Carburettor to Jiave, and fulfils a long-felt want
where extreme economy is not the first consideration.

The three-jet model is the Carburettor for touring, and gives

.you a control -over your machine which is delightful in iotvn and
country alike. It really saves you money. Thelotv petrol consump-
tion is no mystery. The simple fact of controlling the jets by dampen
and gMing a perfect mixture at all speeds ensures this economy by

preventing waste.

To enable you to try the Carburetter and to prove its merits the

Carburettors are all sold on approval. By this we mean tliat if you

find tliat the Carburettor does' not do as we state you return the

Carburettor to us and we refund you your money less 7/6. This off-'.r^

in the past- luis been greatly appreciated by the public.

•'We invite you to call at the works personally either for a talk on
Carburaiion, or to have your machine fitted, and we ask you to apply

for our literature and book on Carburaiion free of charge.

Yours sincerely,

Harold Binks.

C. BINKS (1920) Ltd., Eccles, Manchester.

In-answering thes advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."

Outstanding Features of

the Binks 3-Jet.

1. The control is by one lever

—

smooth and gradual in action

.

2. The jets are easily got at,

permitting you to adjust the*

Carburettor to perfection to
the requirements of your
individual machine.

3. The mixture is automatic
and flexible because th .' 3
jets in their sequence of
operation provide a perfect
mixture.

4. Economy is obtained by
having 3 jets controlled by
dampers. At slow speeds
one jet works whilst the two
big ones are sealed, and it is
only when power is wanted
that the big jet is allowed to
work

.

5. Starting is easy from cold.
You simply close the shutter
at the side—then open.
Very useful on two-strokes.

6. An Extra Air Valve is fitted to
enable you to coast down hill

—using your engine as a
brake and cooling it at the
same time.

C3i
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Insurance Policy
Issued by the Autocar Fire and Accident Insurance Company, Ltd.
(Incorporating "The Autocar" Insurance Dept. Established 1904).

COVERING MOTOR CYCLES or CYCLES and SIDECARS—
Used by Owners for private or professional purposes or personal business Journeys,

SCHEDULE OF
PREMIUMS.

a

IT
1-1

A u

FuU
Policy.

All

Sections
i to 6.

Third Party,
Fire, and
Theft.

i, 3, 4, and 6
only.

s2 h.p. £4 10 £2 8

4h.p. £6 10 £2 14

5 h.p. £7 £3

10 h.p. £9 £3 12

If value exceeds £100, a<M 15/-
under Table A or 1 0/- under Table
B for each additional £50 °f
part thereof.

1. THIRD PARTY.
Legal liability up to an
unlimited amount, inclu-

ding law costs. Also in-

demnifying Insured whilst

driving any private motor
cycle not belonging to him.
Defence of any police sum-
mons for driving to the
danger of the public when
an accident as insured is

concerned, free of legalcosts

2. DAMAGE TO CYCLE
by accidental external
means. Reasonable repairs

may be put in hand at once.

3. FIRE
including tyres and
accessories.

4. THEFT
including tyres and access-

ories when machineisstolen.

Damage by attempted theft

included.

5. TRANSIT
by road, rail, or inland
waterway, also short sea
journeys to continent, etc.

6. BONUS.
10% reduction off renewal
premium if no claim.

EXTRAS.

To extend Policy to cover
use by and to indemnify

—

one additional rider, 33j%
extra. Any licensed rider,

50% extra.

Cycle used solo to carry
passenger on pillion seat or
luggage carrier—50% extra.

ACCIDENTS TO OWNER.
Benefit*! Death £250.
Loss of two limbs, or sight
of both eyes, £250.
Loss of one limb or sight of

one eye, £125.

Total disablement, limited
to 26 weeks each accident,

£3 per week.
Premium 30/-

Half Benefits—Half Premium

PASSENGER IN SIDECAR.

Benefits as for Owner:

Covering any passenger not
suffering from physical in-

firmity, and not less than
17, or more than 55 years
of age. Premium 30/-

REDUCTIONS.

To be taken off premiums
(A) only.

15% if Insured bears first

50/- of each accident.

20% if Insured bears first

£5 of each accident.

33% if Insured bears first

£10 of each accident.

PROPOSAL FORM. Particulars of
Motor Cycle*

Make of Cycle. State whether
Sidecar attached and Seating

capacity.

Makers'
H.P. and
Frame No.

Year of
Make.

Date of

Purchase
Price Paid
by Owner.

New or
Second
hand.

Present Value,
including Accessories Registered Letter

and Number.
Cycle. Sidecar,

-

1. Owner's name (in full)

.

2. Address

7. Will Cycle be solely driven by owner

If not, please give particulars , . ..

o. Occupation (if any) , .. Age ....„.*

4. Have you any physical defect or infirmity, defective vision or

bearing ?

5. Will Cycle to be insured be solely used for Private Pleasure

Purposes?

Jinot, please give full particulars ,, ,

6. Will passengers be carried otherwise than in sidecar?

8, Have you been or are you now insured in respect of a Motor

Vehicle?

Please state (a) Name of Company insured with

(b) Whether any Company or Underwriter has ever
declined, cancelled, or refused to renew your

- insurance, or required you to carry first amount
of any loss, or increased your premium because
of claims experience ?

9. What accidents during the past two years have occurred in connection
with any Cycle owned by you ?

19 Number.,... Amount paid £,„

19. Number.. Amount paid £..

3 hereby declare tJiat all the particulars slated above are true and correct, and I hereby agree that the proposal and declaration
thall be the basis of the contract between tne and The Autocar Fire and Accident Insurance Co., Ltd. _ .

Date. Gamer's Signature

Immediate protection can be obtained by forwarding this form, filled in, and remittance for first premium to

The Autocar Fire and Accident Insurance Company, Limited
Telegrams—" Autoinsure. Cent, LotuUm." ?J% Cheapside, London, E.C.2.

Branch Offices at Birmingham ; Phoenix Chambers, Colmore Row.
Leeds: 28, Bond Street.

Telephone—City 9831-2

Cardiff: 15, High Street.

C32 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention '^The Motor Cycle
"
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Have you taken advantage

of the new price - reduction ?

HENDERSON
7OUR-CYLINDER

DE LUXE

IOTORCYCLE
NOW COSTS ONLY

including full

e Henderson,' alone

ong motorcycles, can

fitted with a reverse

sidecar use, at an

extra cost of

£7 IO O

ril

Note the massive front fork
design and the way in which
the front wheel is trailed, so
that shocks are met easily and
naturally ; note the accesssible

position of the chain (the only
one) on the off-side; note the
free saddle suspension and low
riding position.

Further details post free from

MELCHIOR, ARMSTRONG &
DESSAU (LONDON), LTD.,

14E, GT. MARLBOROUGH STREET,
: : LONDON, W.L : : :

'Grams - - "Mclnrm, London."

'Phone ... - Gevr.irrt 2462.

electrical equipment

This is precisely the same
1922 model that we have
been advertising for the

past few months, and is

not altered in any detail

of specification, the drop
in price being a purely

natural outcome of im-
proved trade conditions.

The Henderson gives far

more in proportion than

is represented by its price

as compared with singles or

twins. The four-cylinder

is in a class of its own, as

was proved in car practice

a decade or more ago.

The luxury of having 1 1 .5

h.p. at your disposal, and
in such a velvety, sweet-

running form, can only

be realised by experience.

In answerina this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." C35
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BENETFINKS
Great Tyre Offers

WOOD-MILNE HEAVY RUMER 5TUD0ED

26x2

26X2JJ

SATISFACTION ASSURED: We stand by All we Sell.

Size. Description. Our Price.
24x2 PALMER 3-Ribbed 15/6

I
PALMER 3-Ribbed 16/6

I BURNETT Suction Cup 17/9
I BURNET Suction Cup . 17/9
I WOOD-MILNE Combination 25/6
fCLINCHER DE LUXE Extra Heavy 25/-

26x 23 \ AVON Tricar 26/9
i.PALMER Cord, Rubber Studded 34/3

2Sx 2J ( Extra Heavy, Rubber Studded (New) 257-
to lit 2i \ PALMER Cord, Rubber Studded 37/9
--.,,, fWOOD-MILNE 3-ply 13/9

1 1 fit ?> i CLIPPER Reflex, Extra Heavy, 3-Rib 27/6in z*
I BATES Special Heavy, 3-Rib 32/6
, WOOD-MILNE Special 14/-

650x 65 I WOOD-MILNE Light Car, Extra Strong 30/-
( SPENCER MOULTON 3-Ribbed, Very Heavy . . 30 -

38x2*/ c '-,NCHERDE LUXE Extra Heavy 18/9x **
\ CLINCHER Dreadnought 21/6

f
AMERICAN Rubber Non-Skids, Very Heavy ' 43/-

28x3 GOODRICH AND FIRESTONE Ruober Non-Skids 44/-
l GOODYEAR Diamond All-weather, Rubber Non-skids 45, -

/SUPER CHAIN Rubber, Non-Skids, Extra Heavy, New 42/6
HENLEY Combination, Light Car 57/6

.; 45/"

"
|
PALMER Cord, Heavy
PALMER Cord, Ribbed

PLEASE NOTE -.—All Covers sent Carriage Paid,.

BENETFINKS BESTBELTING
We have contracted for a season's

,

supply, and although our prices are ]

Sjze

33i% lower than leading Manufac-| 24x2
hirers, we give the same guarantee. 1 Z
Every belt fresh and flexible, made

!

2DX2
by one of the largest makers in the

!

26 X 2-I-
Country, of finest Canvas and Rubber,

I

*
with a good deep drive :

—

;

26 X 2§
Size OUR PRICE Other Makers! 26x2?, X 2i

EXTRA HEAVY NEW
INNER TUBES
Made of finest quality Extra Heavy Red
Rubber, GUARANTEED to give

trouble - free service for 3000 miles.

Specially-manufactured for us by one of
the biggest tyre makers in the Country
Fitted with standard valves and bolt

valve plate, complete in bos. Give one
a trial. You will be surprised at their

strength and good value.

OUR PRICE Other Makers

7X1
7'6"xF
7'Xj"
7'6"xF
8'xJ"
T 6"X r
6'xf
8'6'xJ'
6' 6" XI"
7' 6"x l"

6'6'Xi"

6/-
6/9
7-9
86
9 3
10/6
11/3
11/9
11/6
13/3
15/-

10/-

10/3
11/-

11/9
12/6

13/9

M/9
15/9
16/-

18/6
21/-

26X2J
26X3
26X3X2?,-
28X2J
28X3
650 X 65
700 X 80

4/9
4/9
5/-

5/3
5/6
5/6
6/-
6/-
5/9
6/-
5/6
6/-

Post 9d.

7/6

8/-

8/3-

9/-

9/6

9/6
10/6
10/-

10/6

«/•
10/-

10/6

CELLULOID
SPECIAL OFFER

FACE SHIELDS.
The most popular protection
on the market. Very light
and compact. Bound "

Chenille. Price - -

Post Free. 1/3
BENETFINKS

MOTOR -CYCLE GOGGLES
The famous Touriste Pattern, wide
vision with detachable Glasses.
Post 4d. 1/9

"THE CITY'S
OWN STORE.''

CHEAPS1DE, LONDON, E.C. 2.

I

—

Never mind the weather-^
Hood complete,

£3-3-0
Screen, £2-2-0

Side Curtains,
complete, per pair

£1-5-0
Set complete as

illustration,

£6-6-0
Hood envelope. L^j

"COSY" HOOD and V WINDSCREEN
withstands wind or rain, showers or storms,

with equal efficiency. The smart V fronted wind.
screen, of non-inflammable transparent material,

opens and closes With the door to admit of easy
ingress and egress, while the whole can be neatly

folded away when not in use.

When ordering please state name of sidecar,

if known, length from dash to back of
body at widest place.

Descriptive Illustrated Folder on request,

COVENTRY EQUIPMENTS LTD.,
Empire Works, Clarendon Street, Coventry.

This is a reliable piece of
Engineering at a price which
makes motor cycling really

economical.
EASY FIRST COST

and easy in maintenance.

\fe\i Owe xjourself

the grdiificatioiv.
of owning a machine that
gives you everything—except
TROUBLE.

The " FEDERATION " is a sound investment.

It is perfectly designed and engineered to secure

SPEED, POWER, and TRUSTY RUNNiNG.
Send to C.W.S. Motor Cycle Works,
Tyseley, Birmingham, for specification of

this reliable and powerful "Federation."

1

C36 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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5AER & STKDUD
SLEEVE VALVE
4-STROKE ENGINE
J%& the SngUtg, that Gowritb
Fitted b}? the makers of the following machines :—Banshee, Beardmore Precision, Coventry Mascot De
Luxe, Diamond, Edmund, Hagg, New Gerrard, P.V. and Royal Scot.
Messrs. Warnes, Ltd., 46, Churchfield Rd., Acton, London, W.3., specialise in fitting the B. & S. engine
to existing machines
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CLUB

FINISH

ENAMEL COMF*

LOOK FOR THE TRADE MARK
ON THE ACCESS-

IT IS A

QUALITY,

CLUB

VALUE,

DRIES YOU BUY.

GUARANTEE OF

RELIABILITY.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

SILICO ENAMEL CO. STRATFORD, LONDON.

w
r-
w
-I

o
>-

o
re

o
r-
o

ii
Q.

OO

CO

CO
CO

ENAMELS.
CLUB BLACK ENAMEL.

Special Hard Drying . . Jars 11 id. & 1/6

CLUB COLOURED ENAMEL.
Dries Motor Cycle size Tins

Made in
Royal

Large Tins
Mail Red. Black.

Elswick Green. White.
Emerald Green. Cream.
French Grey. Brown.
Light Blue. Lavender,
Dark Bluei Primrose.

1/9
3/-

ENAMEL FINISH.

Enamel Look Like New.

.. 1/6
. . 31-

n
24

hours.

Does not
crack
or

chip.

CLUB TRANSPARENT
Makes Worn and Dull

Motor Cycle or Sidecar size Tins

Large Tins

CLUB ALUMINIUM ENAMEL.
Petrol Resisting Jars

ANTARNISH INVISIBLE LACQUER.
Prevents, Rust and Tarnish . . Jars

ANTARNISH BLACK LACQUER.
Gunmetal Finish . . . . . . Jars

CLUB ENGINE BLACK.
For Radiators, Exhaust Pipes, etc. Tins 1/- & 1/«

CLUB JOINTING GOLD SIZE.
Makes Oil, Air and Water-tight Joints.

Tins 1/-

1/6

V-

1>

zSgB
>-t°>

OSJrc
Ticrj z
r OSO

>Om£rzzz

Omnrmo>m
.-"tiSz
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a. CLUB 4
^ENAjEJLtWlWSttf
igNPON, ENGLANV

|mi\cis Bar^ett)

2| h.p. STANDARD MODEL £73

THERE is a long specialised manufacturing experience behind Francis-Barnett

Motor Cycles which is a sure guarantee to you of quality in workmanship and

reliability in service. Yon buy no unknown, untried newcomer when you buy a

Francis-Barnett, Yon buy a proved first-class machine perfect m detail and

construction that combines efficiency and comfort with lasting service.

The Specification is bristling with original features.

2J b.p. J.A. P. engine with Sturmey-Archer Two Speed Gear and Kick Starter,

Quick-action Chain adjustment. Quick-action Rear Brake, adjustment. Saddle

Tank (large capacity with clean contour). Detachable Aluminium Chain Case.

Footboards combined with Toe Shields and Undershield in one unit. Effective

Mudguards with large valances, etc.

No machine can pass you if

you ride a FRANCIS-BARNETT
Write fov Specification and Catalogue to-day—

FRANCIS & BARNETT LTD., LOWER FORD ST., COVENTRY.

|»o cc. SPORTING MODEL £85 2} h.p. STANDARD MODEL £73 |

C40

The " BONNIKSEN " Speedometei

is rapidly achieving a popularity with all

classes of motorists who desire accurate and
reliable readings, It has been extensively

TRIED
with great success in Trials and Competi-
tions, users being delighted with the results

obtained, and subjected to every test the

instrument is

NEVER FOUND WANTING
PRICES :

MOTOR CYCLE TYPE
Trip Non-Trip .

£5 5 £4 15
(Rear Drive for American

Machines 10/- extra)

CAR or CYCLECAR TYPE
Trip Non-Trip

£7 £6 10

SEND for ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET
to the Manufacturers,

ROTHERHAM & SONS, Lt|.

COVENTRY.Telephones

:

752 and 753.
Telegrams

:

Rotherhams, Coventry.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle"
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OFFICERS' ARMY TRENCH COATS
THE GENUINE "WESTO" TYPE

47/6
Post Free in Great
Britain and the
Irish Free State.

With All-Wool Detachable Fleece Lining

62/6 each.

Reduced from 75/- and 70/-, at which prices over

35,000 have been sold in the last S months.

Quite 75% below present-day prices.

These goods can never be duplicated at the price.

POINTS FOR TRENCH COAT

BUYERS.

1. A Genuine Officer's Army Trench Coat made
with Government Surplus materials wilt last for

years. An inferior one will " crock up " in a few
months.

2. See that the fleece lining is ALL WOOL.
3. See that the fleece lining extends down the sleeves

to the wrist.

4. See that the interlining is oilskin or oil cotton

and not a rubber solutioned fabric which is

perishable.

5. See that you deal with a "MONEYBACK"
Firm, so that if the coat does not meet with
these requirements you can demand a refund.

WE have foreshadowed for some time in our advertisements that the stock of

Government Material for Officers' Army Trench Coats was becoming
rapidly exhausted. That time has nearly arrived, and in order to rapidly clear

our remaining stocks we have reduced our price to the above amazing figure. We
confidently anticipate that this Sale will clear our stocks; thereafter coats of
this quality will not be obtainable under FIVE GUINEAS each.

Brand New, Tripleproof Gabardine, check lining, oilskin inter- lining, and with de-

tachable All-wool fleece lining. Four Coats in One.

These Coats are impervious to weather. Worn with the fleece lining, they combine the

warmth and comfort of an ulster with the rain-resisting qualities of a stout mackintosh.

With this lining detached they are a light, elegant raincoat. Thousands of officers and

ex-officers testify to their worth. They will last for years—even war conditions could not

wear them out.

This is the only coal made THROUGHOUT with surplus Government materials,

which we control.

OUR GUARANTEE.
We guarantee tbis coat to be as described above and tbat the description Is in no way
exaggerated. If the customer is not satisfied with his purchase we guarantee to return
his money in full without question provided the coat is returned unworn and undamaged
within seven days of purchase.

MAMrVD ipy DDTMPIDI I? All our business is conducted on the " Moneyback " principle. Inasmuch as a Mail
IVlUilll IDA^/Jv Fl\lllvlrLEi« Order Customer has no opportunity of inspecting his goods before purchasing, this is

the only fair and satisfactory way of conducting a Mail Order Business. An announce-
ment such as ours forms a legal contract between the Seller and the Purchaser, and, therefore, fully protects the latter.

Chest sizes, 34, 36> 38, 40, 42, 44 ins. When ordering state height and chest measurement over waistcoat. Outsizes (i.e., over.44 ins.), 10/- extra.

SEND YOUR ORDER TO-DAY—IT WILL BE EXECUTED TO-MORROW.
Art Catalogue illustrating this and other Bargains in wearing apparel FREE ON REQUEST.

Cheques, Money Orders and Postal Orders should be crossed Barclays Bank. Limited. Treasury Notes should be registered.

GEORGE WESTON & CO.
Clothing Contractors, "Monet/back " Merchants,

Offices (Dept.M.C.)

:

1, Bath Road,
j HOUNSLOW, MIDDLESEX.

Warehouse at Stores: Inverness Rd, , )

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' C43
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Nothing short of

Marvellous I

1
\

//
Referring to the writer's win
in the Formula Hill Climb in

the " Travers Trophy Trial ":

Newcastle-on-Tyne.

" The road grip that this tyre ob-

tained was nothing short of

marvellous, considering the roads

varied from grass sheep tracks to

loose stones, and at Combe Bridge

1 to that of slimy clay."—T. W. T.

\ Try a set next time you need

\ tyres, and you will find that

j
"once used, always used"

1 applies to Beldam Motor Cycle

j
Tyres.

t Write for Latest Price List.

j The Beldam Tyre Co. (1920) Ltd.

j
Brentford, Middlesex.

J Telephone : Ealing 125.

^..^.».-^»»-^»>-*j»..'*»..» j'**eT

PRICES OF BELDAM
MOTOR CYCLE TYRES

:--ize
All Klibber. V Design

3-ply. 4-ply.

in. £ s. d. 1 s. d.

26x2 I 16 6 2 3
26x21 1 17 3 2 5 6

26x2i 2 1 6 2 7 6

26X2J 2 5 9 2 14
26x3 2 10 3 2 16 9
2SX3 2 13 6 3 9

. Also 26 x Sin. cci fitting.

BELDAM RETREADS
are good for several thousands

of extra miles.
Write for Price List.

*.« »«*.«»-*.« »-*.«»^»**^h.«*-^«»^b.«f^<t^fc4*J j

All British

Motor-Cycle Ty

The Smith Motor Cycle Speedometer.
Price £5 5 each.

Birmingham : 122. Alma Street.

Manch- sier : 1 2, Jackson's Row.

SMITH'S
MOTOR CYCLE ACCESSORIES

of a better kind.

Smith's Motor Cycle Accessories embrace every want of
the motor cycling public, and include Speedometers,
Revolution Indicators, Mechanical and BulbHorns, Lighting
Sets, Tank Gauges, Watches, etc., etc.

Write for further particulars to

SMITH'S (M.A.) LIMITED,
Motor Cycle Dept.

Cricklewood Works, London, N.W.2.
Phone: Willesden 2335. Telegrams: Speedo/ac, London.

London Showrooms: 179-185, Great Portland Street, W.l.

The Smith Motor Cycle Horn.
Price £1 10 each.

Glas ow: 23-25, Renfrew St.

Belfast: 39. Don-sal Slreet.

PORTABLE BUILDING WORKS.
FOREST HILL, S.E.23.

'Phone:
1268 Sydenham

A.TURRELL&SONS,
Height Height

Lth.Wth. to Ridge to Eaves
ft. ft. ft. in. ft. in.

7X 5 « 7 o
8x 6 ... 7 6
9X 7 .. 8 o
10 x 8 .. 84
12 x 8 ... 84
14 x 8 ., 8 7
16 x 9089
l8x g , t 8 9
20 x 10 . . 90
Prices Carriage Paid England

and Wales.
Made in sections, with double doors, with fin. tongued and grooved match-
boards on strong framing. Roof matchboarded, and covered with good
quality felt, making same thoroughly weatherproof. Doors"hung on strong
garnets, and fitted with lock and key and tower bolts. Windows glazed :

2ioz. glass. Flooring : Strong joists, one inch boards. All bolts supplied
for erecting house.

KEEP HIM OFF !

This little beggar works

whilst you're asleep or

busy — takes pound)
and pride of! your
" outfit. " Stop his ac-

tivity with "Corrosine'

the Rust-Preventerand

"Derusta " the Rust-

Remover.

In 1/6 and 2/6 sizes, at Halford's shops and all

other enterprising dealers, or direct from

UAWCC'C —The Rust-Preventer Firm*—
rlUW OL O Union Works. SMETHWICK.

Postage 4d. and 6d, each size extra.

C44 In answer'mn these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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VIuz

N daily service and open competition the

MARTINSYDE has proved that for

reliability, economical running, speed, and

appearance it cannot be surpassed. Amongst
our recent successes are :

DUBLIN M.C.C. OPEN TRIAL.
One Martinsyde entered. One Gold Medal.

LONDON—LAND'S END TRIAL.
Three Gold Medals.

SCOTTISH SIX DAYS TRIAL.
Four Special Gold Medals and Sidecar Team
Prize (Tie).

WINNERS' HANDICAP. Brooklands, May 27th.
First. Average speed, 79-5 m.p.h.

500 MILES RACE (MILLER CUP).
Team Prize.

KOP HILL CLIMB, Princes Risborough.
First in 750 c.c. Class.

MARTINSYDE, Ltd., *$8&£"'

Oy )teri» i*st«! / "-W° 0'- Cym

THE

TWIN TO TWIN.

Send for illustrated

Catalogue and details

of our Easy Payment
System.

London Agents :

ROBERTSON'S
MOTORS, LTD.,

1S7, Great Portland St..
W.l.

The Symbol of
Success
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S

I-Q21 7h.p. - A.J.S. Combination, Lucas dynamo
X«/ lighting, hood and screen, spare wheel, con-
dition as new, tax paid, any trial; £135.—Bos 1788.
c/o The Motor Cycle. [2967

1 Q22 7h.p. A.J.S. Combination, Magdyno, spare
J-e/ wheel, in stock for immediate delivery.

—

Ward and Co., 51, Upper Richmond Rd.,
'Phone : Putney 2754.

Putney.
[2956

"I Q19 A.J.S, 6h.p. Combination, excellent condition,
J-** tax paid, lull Lucas electrical, equipment,
speedometer, side screen, spare wheel; £140.

—

Houchin, 189a, High St., Peckham, S.E..15. [3466

A.J.S. 1916 Combination, 4h.p. twin engine, 3-speed

countershaft gear, Millfcrd-built car, good going
condition, tax and insurance paid year; nearest to

£75; private.-15. Belle Vue Terrace, York. [2722

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination 1914. fully equipped, inter-

changeable wheels, trip speedometer, etc., mileage

9,000, overhauled and mechanically perfect, taxed and
insured; £80.—Hope Villa, 'Church St., Edmonton.

[3191

A.J.S. 1920 Combination, just overhauled and re-

painted, detachable wheels, speedometer, dissolved

acetylene lighting, windscreen, many spares, taxed,

condition and appearance excellent; £128.-38, Cowley

Kd., Oxford. C2723

1 Q21-22 A.J.S. Combination, de luxe, smartest on
-*-*» road, only 2,000 miles, dynamo, electric horn,

watch, side balance, hood, screen, spare wheel, and

many extras; £3 55; absolutely new.—James, C/o Brad-

mores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. [3237

A.J.S. Again Demonstrate their superiority by

winning the Junior T.T. race for the fourth

time in succession. Secure early delivery of the

famous 2-y4h.p. model by placing .your order with

P. J. Evans, Jonn Bright St., Birmingham. [3313

A.J.S. Specialists.-Wanted, your present motor

cycle in part exchange for any new model

from stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best

prices allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred

payments, see column advertisement.-Bambers z,

Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [4925

1ft 22 2%h.p. A.J.S., semi-sports model, only ridden

1*/ very small mileage by expert in beautiful

order, tax paid till end of year, bulb horn, small

lamp and generator, tyres unmarked; a bargain at

£75, as these popular machines are practicably un-

obtainable this year.-B. H. Davies, Lodsworth, Pet-

worth, Sussex. ivuhj

Sjmrr Parnt:

.J.S. Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond

St. Ealing. I7538

Alldays.

kl9 Allon 2%h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, overhauled,

nice condition.—Coles, Cardington
:

Stretton/

A-

19 1 Chi
[2738

NEW Allday Allon, 2-speea, K.S., hand clutch, im-

mediate delivery, £60; exchanges.-Percy and

Co., 314, Euston Rd. I2460

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Allon

2-stroke new 1922 motor cycles, 2-speed gear

model, £60; 3-speed gear model, £65; easy V^VfeoU
and exchange. isiju

American X.

AMERICAN X 7-9h.p. Combination, fully equipped;

£50 ; snip.-Hillier, Side Bel>, 9, Wallingford Ave

North Kensington. l312°

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.—1921 American X..

shop-soiled, £88; 1921 combination, accessories,

tax paid, £115.-1570, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6074

Ariel.

ARIELS from Stock from the live agents Barlow

and Son. Monton, Eccles. Tel.: 160 Eccles
Looyl

ARIEL 1920 SM'h.p. Combination, complete, in

verv good order; £80—The Layton Garages, 30,

Holywell St., Oxford. [2789

LATE 1920 6-7h.p. Ariel Combination, every ac-

oeasory, mileage only 400. taxed; £85—24,
Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [3033

5-6h p Ariel Combination, 3-speed, clutch, K.S.,

Tan-Sad, hood, screen; £75; solo part exchange.

—Ratcliff, Butcher, Wadhurst. [3196

£85 t Ariel 1921 3y:-h.p., 3-speed, countershaft,

hand and foot clutch, coachbuilt sidecar, Tan-

Sad equipped.—Dean, 67, Telford Avenue, Streat-

hani. t3943

ARIEL 1921 Combination, with dynamo lighting,

perfect condition; £115—Newnham Motor Co.,

223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith
ao. [3272

A R.IEL 6-7h.p. chain drive Combination; £140; imA mediate delivery here or from works, distance

im^n'erial.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone,

Middlesex. [2906

A R1EL Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model

from stock. No. waiting. Distance no object. Best

prices allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred

payments, see column advertisement.—Bambers, 2,

Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [4927

NOTE
THIS!
OWING TO LOWER
COST OF MATERIAL
AND LABOUR WE
ARE NOW ABLE
TO ANNOUNCE A

FURTHER

REDUCTION
OF APPROXIMAIELY

15%
IN THE PRICE OF

HlLIPsoNi
PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

ULLEY
AND GEAR COMBINED

for

2and4STROKE
ENGINES

No gear box friction.

No grinding noises.
No wheels or pinions to chew up.

The lightest, speediest, and simplest gear

on the market for direct belt-driven 2 and
4 stroke engines.

We are now In a position to supply the

PhilipsoiwPulley to fit J.A.P. engines without

any alteration to the machine or " staggering "

ol the engine.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Send for Illustrated Booklett

Whal is your make ? Write BS.

NEW REDUCED
PRICE

£6-6-0
CARRIAGE PAID

PHILIPSON & C° L
TD -

Astley Bridge, BOLTON, Lanes.

(Established over 50 years.)

'Phone, 147 Eagley. 'Grams, 'Safety, Bolton.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

F.O.C.H. have 1920 SVsh.P- Ariel Combination, full f

equipped, bargain.—5, Heath St., Hanipsteai
(Near Tube.) [289

ARIEL new 1922 3^1vP- Sports model Combinatioi 1

3 speeds, clutch, and kick start; £115.—Wai
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London; easy payments an
exchange. 1341

ARIEL Twin 5-6h.p., 3-speed, excellent conditio i

and appearance, insured and tax paid, Glori

sidecar, trial, full equipment; £75.-545. Green Lane:
Harrin&ay. T261

j

6-7h.p. Ariel Combination 1921, August, ehain f3riv. I

No. 1 sidecar, windscreen, accessories, under 1,50

miles, perfect condition; £120.—Bonning, 182, Whit,

ladies Rd., Bristol. [318 I

ARIEL Combination, 6h.p., 1920, very fine orde
full equipment; £82/ 10^—Vivian Hardie an

Lane, Ltd., 23-24, Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.

Bond St., W, Mayfair 6559. [259

"I Q21 (July) 6-7h.rx Ariel de Luxe Combination, aj
;

X.9J chain drive, hand and foot clutch, dynam
lighting, electric horn, windscreen, all aceessorie

1]

any trial or test; best offer.—Mortons, 25, Duke? Av
N.10. Hornsey 2215. [258

\ R1ELS, the most reliable machines on the roac
-"i. all models from stock; epare parts ' 6ent an;

where; trade supplied.—F. Speak man. Ariel Exper
Ariel Garage, 7, Rochdale Rd., Harpurhey, Mai
neater. Tei. 325 Cheetnam Hill. [513

Snare Parts

:

ARIEL Spares for all models, post free. Ari
Agents, and Spares Service Depot.—Jones Garag

Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10 [080

Arm is.

OJlh.p. October, 1920, Armis-Jap, 2-speed, K.E
j^4 speedometer, horn, mileage 4,100; £40.—Tuso:

Haslar Barracks, Gosport. [32C

ARMIS 3Vi:h.p., Precision engine 1921, 2-speed, K.S
jDunlop tyres, unpunctured, Hopley folding sid

car, apron, all lamps, mileage 1,300, illness eausir,
\

sale; £75.—Seen Burton's Cycle Works, Gillingham."
[30E

Bat.
8h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, 2-speed, perlect; £31

|

—I'"
_

-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [309

BAT-J.A.P. 5-6h.p., good condition, fast, sport;

£45.—Walter, Stoke-under-Ham, Somerset. [2_S£

NEW Shop-soited Bat, 6h.p., 3-speed, spring framj
. £90, ox near offer.—Percy and Co., 314, Eusto

Rd. ' [349

1 Q21 6h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, mileage 4.QQJ 1tv lamps, speedometer, horn, very good conditio
any trial; £95; owner going abroa-d.—Rcdwell, Grei

Milton, Oxon. .
f_323

1 Q21 8h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, electric lightini

J-v Cowey speedometer, detachable and sp&i

wheels, Easting's, tax paid; £125; would conside

lighter machine part.—7, Norwood Rd., Heme Hil

S.E.24. T247

Beardmore-
BEARDMORE-PRECISION,—1922 models for in

mediate delivery. Cash, exchange, or deferre

payments.—Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing. [483

BEARDMORB-PRECISION Combination, sprin

frame, 3Y2h.p., 2-stroke, 3 inch tyres, variabl

jet, Lu^as headlamp and horn, new August, 1921

done 1,600 miles; £80.—Pnddy, 24, Lancaster Rd
Stroud Green, London. :[295

Blackburne.

BLACKBURNE Combination, single cylinder,

speeds, countershaft, good condition; 55 guinea;

Thompson, 12, Trinity Rd., Balham (above shop).

Sparc Partit t

ALL engine spares from stock.—Maudes' Motor Mart
100, Great Portland St., W.l. [3251

Bradbury.
BRADBURY 3V.h.p., good condition, ride away; filE

or offer.—Write, P. T., 87, Eversleigh Rd., S-V
[897.K

BRADBURY, 2-speed, enamelled black and gold*

guaranteed; 19 gns.—Royal Garage, Castle Gatd
Blackpool, S.S. [267<t

F.O.C.H.' have a SVsh.p. Bradbury Combination
3-speed countershaft, kick starter; bargain.—

5

Heath St., Hampstead. (Near Tube.) [289':

[294.

£35.—Bradburv 4h.p., coachbuilt sidecar, 2 speeds

clutch, K.S., all accessories, very good conditio!

and cheap.—7, Cowdry Rd., Wimbledon, S.W. [3311

£14.—3y>h.p. Bradbury, tax, good tyres, Senspray

Bosch, ride awav, first wire; another, £18. Se<

Humber, J\N., Levis, Calthorpe, etc.—Ewers, Newtor

Rd., Buxton-on-Trent. [330<

h.p Bradbury, new 1922, all-chain, 3 speeds, kicl

starter, and clutch, £92; also new 1922 2&b,f.

speed gear, etc., £60; easy terms and exchnnge.--

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [341*

4

B38 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield

\Q GNS.—1921 Royal Enfield Combination 8h.p.,

*v Vickers engine, Dunlop Magnum tyres, Stewart
:eedometer, Lucas lamps, Iegshields, windscreen, tax

iaid; exchanges.—Smith's, 86 Chalk Farm Rd., oppo-

te Chalk Farm Tube Station. [2193

Dh.p. Royal Enfield Combination, new 1922, £140;
J dynamo lighting model, £158; 2*4h.p. sports

laodel, 2-stroke, £55; with kick starter, £57; easy

ayments, one-fifth down, exchanges arranged.—
•Pauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone: Holborn
•,777. [3418

ENFIELD Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model

irom stock. No waiting Distance no object. Best
>rices allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred
ijayments, see column advertisement.—Bambers, 2,

ilastbank St. Southport. 'Phone: 607. [4924

BARGAIN.—6h.p. Enfield Combination, electric and
-jas lighting, speedometer, screen, Tan-Sad,

lorn, etc., also spares, tax paid till 1923, thoroughly
iverhauled at considerable expense, appearance as

iew; compelled to sacrifice; £80.—Apply, between 7-

\i p.m., 94, Camden St., Camden Town, N.W.I. [3135

! Syarp Parts

.

N b LftLD Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8.

Bond St.. Ealing. [7542

ENFIELD Spares and Repairs a speciality ."-

Pulling's Garage, London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone,
1619. [6952

Excelsior.

1 Q18 British Excelsior Combination, 8h.p. J.A.P.,
Xt/ electric light, in very good condition, especially
engine; offers.—Colin Cooper, Markham, Duckmanton,
Chesterfield. [2587

098.—1920 Excelsior, J.A.P. 8h.p., Magdyno, 3
oV speeds, clutch, K.S., 2-seater sidecar, hood,
screens, electric horn, fully equipped, excellent condi-
tion and appearance ; real bargain.—143, Ravensbury
Rd., Earlsfield, S.W.18. [3311

1 Q21 234h.p. Excelsior-Blackburne, 2-speed Sturmey-
A*/ Archer, clutch, kick start, Bonniksen, speedo-
meter, perfect condition, 2,000 miles only, driven by
lady, splendid lady's machine, fast, quiet, reliable;
£55.—Shaw. Sunnyside, Pinner Rd., Northwood,
Middlesex. [3505

Fafnir.
3h,p. Fafnir, 2-speed, Bosch, perfect running order;

£17.—52, Birmingham Rd., Stratford-on-Avon.
[2937

F.N. -
F.N. 4-cyl. 6h.p.,' Bosch, dropped frame; £20.—-Cap-

tain Collins, Sunbur" ommon, [33S1

F.N. 2 1/->h. p., 2 speeds, clutch, new tyre, etc., must
sell; £14.—C., 6, Thorley St., near Bishops Stort-

ford. Herts. [3054

£25.—F.N, 5h.p., 4-cylinder, excellent condition,
taxed; or exchange lightweight.—Lee, 239, Bal-

ham High Rd. [3246

1 Q22 F.N. 2V2h.p., brand new, 2-speed, kick start,
J-*/ clutch, shaft drive; 40 gns.—15, Caird St.,

Queen's Park, W.10. [2933

1 Q GNS.—5-6h.p.' F.N. 4-cylinder, 2 speeds, clutch,
-Lt/ fast, Bosch, Amac, good tyres, tax; ride away:
first wire.—181, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [3306

LANGFORD'S, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, London,
N.W.2.—1922 8h.p. 4-cylinder F.N., with new

o.h.i.v. engine, 3-speed gear, and no-trouble shaft drive.
£135; 2V2h.p., £55. Highest price for your present
machine in exchange. [3369

F.N.'s, 9h.p., new type, overhead valves, £135; with
sidecar, £174; 3h,p. new type overhead valves,

with kick starter, hand-controlled clutch, and 2-speed
gear, £72 ; a 2y2h.p., 2-speed, hand-controlled clutch
and kick start, side valves, £55; easy terms and ex-

change.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane London. 'Phone :

Holborn 5777. [3419

Svarr Parts:

F.N. Spares.—We cart supply for all models from
1904. Please send frame (number or old parts

1 37. Cricklewood Broadway. London, N.W.2. T3370

Gamage.
Q21 Gamage 2y2h.p., 2-stroke, Villiers engine, Bur-

-Lt/ man 2-speed, complete tools, lamps, and licence,

excellent condition; £35.—Box 1775, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [2800

Barley-Davidson.
SHEFFIELD Agent for Harley-Davldsons; from

£120—Stacey. 12. Ecclesall Rd. [0577

' ry-9h.p. Harley Combination, good condition, about
i 1916; £60.—Dickson and Co., Hollinwood, Man-
chester. [2730

HARLEY Combination, double-seater sidecar, wind-
screen; sacrifice. 60 gns.; exchanges.—67, Ferniea

Rd., Balham. [3460

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 4V2h,p. Solo, late model, new
condition; £80.—Cook, Foresters Arms, 27, Lord-

ship Lane, East Duiwich.
<

[2683

1 Q18 Harley Combination, 7-9h.p., double-sea ter,
JLt/ excellent condition, all on; £75; after 6 p.m.—
18, Eastbourne Rd., Tooting, S.W.17. [3066

TO BUYoonotTO BUY
a visit here will solve the question.

If you cannot come, get our latest List.

SPECIAL BARGAINS
STANDARD, 11.6 branc new 2-seater..... £485
FORD, 4-seater, detachable and spare

wheels, wants overhaul £49 10

REX, 5-6, M.O.V. twin, 2-speeds, F.E,
handle starting, sidecar £29 10

TAMPLIN. 1920, 8 h.p. 2-seater £89 10

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS
SOLOS.

ARIEL, 3^ 2-speed £29 10

ARIEL, 1920, 3*, 3-speed countershaft .. £69 10

B.8.A., 31, single speed £25
BRADBURY, 3J, single gear £28
DOUGLAS, 2}, 2-speed, tax paid £40
DOUGLAS, 1920, 2J, 3-speed £59 10
DOUGLAS, 1921, 2j, 3-speed, tax paid £65
HUMBER, 1914, 31, 3-speed £-5

LEVIS, 1922, 2-speed, tax paid £51

RUDGE MULTI, 1920, 3J I.O.M £59 10

RUDGE, 31, requires slight attention £19 10

SCOTT, 1920, 33 h.p., 2-speed £79 10

TRIUMPH, 31, 2-speed F.E., tax paid . . £32 10

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4 h.p. 3-speed hub £37 10

WOOLER, 23, 1920, accessories, tax paid.

.

£47 10

PREMIER, 3t, 2-soeed F.E £35

PASSENGER MACHINES
ACME-JAP, 1920, 8 h.p. comb., Tax paid £105

A.J.S., 1915, 6 h.p. comb., spare wheel, etc £87 10

ARIEL, 3J, 1920, 3-speed comb £79 10

COVENTRY VICTOR. 5-6, 1921, flat twin. £105
ENFIELD. 6 h.p. comb.. Tax paid £65
ENFIELD, 1915-16, 6 h.p. combination.. £79 10

HARLEY, 1918, 7-9, 1920 Grindlay s,5. . . £105
HARLEY, 1919, electric comb £115

INDIAN, 7/9, 3-speed, eleciric comb £75
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. coach combination.. £57 10

N.S.U., 6 h.p., 2-speed comb., Tax paid £49 10

REX M.O.V., 6 h.p., 2-speed comb £39 10

REX BLACKBURN, 1920, spare wheel, etc. £110

REX J.A.P., 8 h.p., 2-speed comb £52 10

ROVER, 6-8, 1920, unused 1920. New
Rover sidecar. Electric Lighting £120

RUDGE, 1920, 5-6, and sidecar. Tax paid. £75

RUDGE, 7 h.p., 1920 comb £89 10

SCOTT, 1920, 2-speed comb., special £105
TRIUMPH, 3',, 2-speed, F.E., 1920 engine £42 10

SUNBEAM, 8 h.p. M.A.G., 3-speed comb.

.

£105

NEW 1922 LIGHT CARS
B.8.A.. CALTHORPE, COVENTRY PREMIER,

LAGONDA, L.S.D. AND RHODE.

NEW 1922 MOTOR CYCLES
B S.A.. BRADBURY, DOUGLAS, ENFIELD,
EDMUND, LEVIS, MARTINSYDE, NEW IMPERIAL,
NORTON, QUADRANT, RALEIGH, REX, ROYAL

RUBY, SCOTT, SUNBEAM and TRIUMPH.

Halifax Motor Exchange,
25, Horton Street, Halifax.
'Phone: 1400. "Grams- ''Perfection."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hurley -Davidson.

HARLEY Combination, 1919, bulbous sidecar, Enet
ing, Tan-Sad, splendid condition; 75 gns.—Terrace

Garage, Turnham Green Terrace, Chiswick. [3' V5

HARLEY Combination, electric model, excellent con-
dition, very beautiful, tax paid; £95, bargain —

Terrace Garage, Turnham Green Terrace, Chiswick.
[3476

LATE 1918 Harley Combination, discs, repainted,
beautiful mechanical condition ; 72 gns. ; even-

ings, week-ends.—17, Redfern Rd., Harlesden, N.W.10.
[3077

I Q 20 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson 2-seater Sidecar,
J-t/ lamps, horn, speedometer, windscreen, hood, as
new, guaranteed; £110.—40, Warley Rd., Blackpool.

[3204

1 18 Harley 7-9h.p. Combination, Bosch magneto,
-Lt/ exceptionally fast, perfect mechanical condition;
owner buying car; any trial; £75.—57, Harrow View,
Harrow. [2686

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. 1919, de luxe side-

car, Bosch magneto, dynamo lighting, tax, in-

surance paid; £105.—Tricker, Private Kd., Long
Ditton, Surrey. [1459

£58.—Harley-Davidson Combination 1915 7-9h.p.,
3 speeds, clutch, kick starter, large sidecar,

lamps, licence, accessories, etc., splendid condition.—
63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [3068

HARLEY 7-9h.p. de Luxe Combination 1919, elec-
tric lights, Klaxon, speedometer, screen, per-

fect; £100; exchange Morgan.—Ansell, 184, New
North Rd., Islington, N.l. ![2950

I Q22 Harley- Davidson; book now tor early delivery,
At/ all models; also a few 1921 at special prices,
atalogne with pleasure.—Sam. E. Clapham (Motors',
il Stockwell St.. Greenwich. S.E.10. [5986

HARLEM Combination, 1918, Canoele-t MM4 side-

car, in excellent condition throughout, lamps,
horn, any trial; £80; or exchange for Indian or
Triumph and cash.—Langford's. 37, Cricklewood
Broadway, N.W.2. [3366

1 Q19 Electric Model 7-9h.p. Harley, mechanically
Xt/ splendid, just re-enamelled, roomy sidecar, screen,

speedometer, retreaded tyres, outfit looks as if just

left makers' works; £120; appointment.—Stanley, 21,
Parkview Rd., Croydon. [3082

1Q20 4h.p. Flat Twin Harley Combination, 3-speed,
X ** clutch, kick start. Swan sporting sidecar,

speedometer, lighting set, horn, etc., most beautiful
engine, in practically new condition throughout; £88.
—Will, 769, Romford Rd.. Manor Park, London, E.

[3376
Spare Parts;

HARLEx Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [7543

Hawker.
1 Q21 Hawker 2^4h.p., 2-speed, splendid condition,
Xt/ tax paid; £50.-164, Revehtoke Rd., Wimble-
don Park, S.W. [3155

Hazlewood.

NEW Shop-soiled 1921 Hazlewood Combination,
6h.p.; £110, or near offer; exchange.—Percy and

Co., 314, Eustoa Rd., N.W. [9657

H.B.

H.B., 1922 Models, 2%h.p. Blackburne engine.
2-s-peed Burman gear box. chain belt. C. and

K.S.. £72; with 3-speed gear box. £75; 4h.p„ 3-speed.

£82; 4*4h.p., 3-speed model, clutch and kick start.

£100; cash, deferred terms, or exchange.—Below.

H.B., 1922 Models for earliest deliveries.—Write
London Motors, 61, Holborn Viaduct. E.C.. sole

distributing agents for the following counties :—Kent.
Surrey, Sussex, Hants, Berks, Oxford, Bucks,

Northan ts, Beds. Hunts, Cambridge. Norfolk. Suffolk.

Essex. Herts. Middlesex (including London). T2612

Henderson.
HENDERSON 1920 4-cyl. Combination, lamps, horn,

Easting, Tan-Sad, good condition throughout, tax

paid; £105; private owner.—Box 1730, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [2648

REDUCTION in Price of the new 1922 Model De
Luxe Henderson, dynamo lighting set, electric horn

;

now £165; easy payments only 4% extra; free de-

livery to any address.—Premier Motor Co., Aston

Rd.,* Birmingham. [2448

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., who have handled

these famous Henderson machines since 1911,

can give trial rims with the latest model at any
time by appointment. 1922 De Luxe model in stock

at the new reduced price ol £165.—157b, Great Port-

land St., W.l. C1092

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., the original Henderson
Importers, offer the following: 1921 Standard, in

perfect order, tax paid, £110; 1920 electric combina-

tion Tan-Sad, just completely overhauled, £135; 1920
Standard Capjon and Mudd, £80; sidecar, Cowey trip,

and all accessories, £135; 1920 Standard combination,

all accessories, tax paid, £120; 1915 Standard, with

luxurious sidecar, speedometer and accessories, £70.

—

157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6078

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Henderson.

Spare Parts:

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., the Henderson Ex-
perts, have the most representative stock in

the country.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [607!j

Hobart.
OiLh.p. Hobart, 3-speed, clutch, excellent order; £20.
-•4 —17. Heaton Rd., Mitcham. 13096

HOBAST, new, shop soiled, single speed, £39; 2-

speed. kick start, £59.—Shepherd, Enfield High-
way. Tel. : Waltham X 31. [0875

1 Q22 Hobarts. all models. Catalogues with
-*-*' pleasure from the agent, Sam E. Claphan
(Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.10. [463r

1Q20 Hobart-Villiers, 2-speed. all accessories, tax
X*7 paid, magnificent condition; £32/10.—36,
TJlIeswater Rd., Southgate, N.14. 29 'Bus route. [3005

numberHUMBER-CENTAUR 1914 3V-h.p., runs excellently,
equipped, taxed; £19.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd.,

S.W.7. [4610

HUMBERETTE 1913 A.C., 3 speeds and reverse,
excellent condition; £65.—Wessex Motors,

Ltd., Salisbury. T2921

£18.—3}*>h.p. Humber, sporting model, last, tax,
new back forks for gear box.—181, Newton Rd..

Burton-on-Trent, [3303

HUMBER Combination 1914 3M.h.p., new 3-speed
gear, lamps, speedometer, tax paid; cash offer —

14, Stuart Rd., Acton. [3012

3JLh.p. Humber. Bosch, B. and B., low frame, spring
2 forks, footboards, excellent condition; £16.—

Read, Aston, Nantwich. [2721

HTIMBER 4'i,h.p. Sports "Model, £100; immediate
delivery—Shepherd and Co.,- Enfield Highway.

Tel. : Waltham Cross 31. [0877

HUMBER 4V.h.p. Flat Twin Combination, new
machine, sli~ght.lv shop-soiled; £125.—P. J. Evans.

John Bright St., Birmingham. [3318

016.—23£h.p. Twin Humber, also Singer Combination.
cV many others; exchanges arranged; call or write
for particulars.—89, East Hill. Wandsworth. [309?

HUMBER 3Ub.p„ 2-speed, clutch, in excellent con-

dition and runs well, lamps and accessories, and
tax paid for year; £17/10.-74, Brighton Rd., Sur-

biton. [2890

4h.p. Humber, 3-speed, kick start, long exhaust.
Bosch, B. and B., suitable for sidecar, perfect,

any examination; offers.—Box 1804, c/o Tfce Motor
Cycle. [3347

MOTOR Cycle 6h.p., water-cooled 1917 Humber,
overhauled, new tyres, Millford sidecar, Teliable

machine; price £80.—Gimson, Woodlands, Lough-
borough. [2850

3ih.p. Humber, 2-speed, Bosch, B. and B., new
8 tyres, tubes, and belt, ju3t overhauled, lamps,

good running order, horn; £25.—Box 1786, c/o Tit*

Motor Cycle. [2920

HTIMBER 3^h.p. 3-speed Combination, modern,
C.B. sidecar, windscreen, hood, lamps, horn,

clutch kick-starter, just overhauled, sound; £50.—
10, Grove Avenue, Hanwell, W.7. [2694

£17.—Humber Lightweight, excellent condition, ride

away ; owner bought combination ; tyres perfect

:

great bargain; first cash secures: seen after 7 p.m.—113. Kenilworth Avenue, Wimbledon. [2953

HUMBER 3V;>b.p. 2-speed Combination, coachbuilt,
excellent running order and condition, strong

tvres complete; £35, or solo, £29/10; fitted semi-T.T.
handle-bars; sidecar. £5/10.—Young, Lenbury, East-
wood, Essex. [3113

3ih.p. Humber, 3-speed, S.A-, enamel perfect, en-

2 gine overhauled, new parts, etc., lamps, horn,
trial, no tax, £25. no offers; Philipson pulley, fit

1915-16-17 Triumph, perfect, £4.—Ford, Sotwell, nr
Wallingford, Berks. [3079

Indian.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, for new
Indians on easy terms. [3420

INDIAN SCOUT, 1921. perfect condition, ride 50
miles; £82/10.-51. Bread St., Loughborough.

[3235

INDIAN 7-9h.p., clutch, electric, insurance, tax paid,

perfect, any trial; £45.—Painter, Marcham, Abing-

don.
- 12986

1 Q19 7-9h.p. Indian Powerplns Combination for

Xt7 sale, or exchange for 2-seater.—Ufton, Bourne
End, Bucks. [9687

7-9h p. Indian, 2-speed, hand and foot clutch, fully

equipped, perfect; £40.-10, KhatchbuJ] Rd.,

CamberwelL [3228

INDIAN 1919 7-9h.p. Powerplus, 3-speed, clutch, kick
starter; £75.—A. E. Hughes, Crankhall Lane,

Wednesbury. [3063

INDIAN and Sidecar, 7-9h.p., 1914; sell or exchange
Douglas or Triumph preferred.—Padfield, Bowlish,

Shepton Mallet. [3083

E44 All letters relating to advertisements
Motor Cycles

SUCCESSES OF OUR

SECOND-HAND
MACHINES §N
COMPETITION
Our second-hand stock machines, without
special tuning, have recently won the
following successes :

—

April 19th. Walhngton M.C.C. President's

Cup Trial (Xon-stop). 3J- h.p.
NORTON, Silver Medal, "second
best performance, 100 per cent,

marks.
May 10th. Surbiton M.C.C. Trial (Non-

stop). 3i h.p. SUNBEAM, Silver.

Medal (Premier Award).
May 13th. Woolwich M.C.C.'s Team

Trials (100 miles). 3\ h.p. SUN-
BEAM, Silver Medal (Non-stop
performance).

May 20th. North London M.C.C.'s
Annual Hill-climb at Rop. 3i h.p.
TRIUMPH and Sidecar, first in

600 c.c. solo, first in 600 c.c. sidecar,

second in 1,000 c.c. solo, second best

time of day. (Winning 2 silver and
1 bronze medal.)

3i h.p. NORTON, second in 600
c.c. solo (Bronze medal).

May 2 7th-28th. Reigate and Redhill

M.C.C. All-night Trial. 3| h.p.
TRIUMPH and Sidecar. Special

Gold Medal for best performance of

day.

Thus our second-hand stock machines
have won 1 Gold, 5 Silver, and 2 Bronze
medals in the last few weeks. We pride

ourselves that ALL our second-hands are

capable of similar results, and we sell

ALL machines under . a three months
guarantee. Exchanges undertaken.

SELECTION FROM FRESENT GUARANTEED
STOCK.

Gns.

Alldays Allon, 2-stroke, countershaft 24
Ariel, iQ2r, 6 h.p. combination 89

B.S.A., 4J 3-speed, chain-cum-bert 45
B.S.A., 4J, 3-speed, all-chain 48
Connaught, z\ h.p., 2-speed 24
Coulson-B, 2j h.p., 3-speed, 1921 53
Douglas, 2| h.p., 2-speed 24
Enfield, 1918, 6 h.p. combination 69
Harley, 1921, brand new 4 h.p. twin, unsoiied.

.

89
Indian, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed - 45
Indian, 7-9 h.p. comb., 1920, dyn. lighting .... 98
Lea-Francis combination, 3J h.p. twin J.A.P. .

.

48
Norton, 3| h.p., 16 H Model, as new 79
P. & M., 3^ h.p., 2-speed, renovated 35
Triumph, 1914, 4 h.p., 3-speed 34
Triumph, Model H, Magdyno, as new 89

Triumph, I92r, all-chain, 3-speed ._
88

WestwTood-Jap, I92r, 8 h.p. comb., dyn. light. 89

Peter Gordon, Limited,
110, Upper Richmond Rd.,

EAST SHEEN, S.W.14.
TeL : PUTNEY 2863. Open 8 p.m. & Sundays.

Nog. 33, 37, 73 Buses pass door.

Nearest Station, MORTLAKE, L.S.W.R.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN S^h.p. Twin, 3-speed, lamps, all accessories,

as new; £40.—Apply, 213, Bowes Rd., New
Southgate, N.ll.

INDIAN 7-9h.p.,
bargain, £30.-

Woolwich, S.E.18.

spring frame,
Achurch, 29,

3716

running order;
Herbert Rd.,

[2549

NEARLY New Indian Scout, dynamo lighting,

speedometer, etc., perfect; best offer.—Collum, 1,

Thames Side. Windsor. f2808

INDIAN 1919 Powerplus Combination, been used

solo, 2 sprockets, T.T. bars, perfect, fast; £76.-
247, High Rd., Lee, S.E. [2748

INDIAN Scout, 1922, immediate delivery of this

famous machine; £112.—The Layton Garages,

30, Holywell St., Oxford. [2782

INDIAN Mills-Fulford Combination, 3-speed, hand
and foot clutch, tax paid, equipped.—13, Vam-

bery Rd„ Plumstead, S.E.18. [3292

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, 1915-16, 3 speeds,

spring frame, electric lighting; £65.—Eagles and
Co., 275, High St., Acton, London. [2772

1 Q14 7h.p. Indian and Special Millford 2-seat«
J-*/ Sidecar, good condition, re-enamelled, electrically. .

equipped; £75.—Seymour, Ivy Hill, Hitchin. [3134

l'Q20 Indian Powerplus Combination,, all on, splen.

-L*7 did condition, any trial, licence paid; 95 gns.:

8 till 5.- -H.B., 74, East Hill,

Indian, late

Wandsworth. [2630

T.T. bars, electrical

7-9h.p.
Eas

7-9h.p. Indian, late 1921,
equipment, mudshields, only run 1,500 miles,

owner buying car; £90—Tod, R.A. Mess, Aldershot.
|

[3389

SCOUT Indian, 1921, unpunctured, lamps, licensed, I

as new, ideal outfit, absolutely perfect, excep-

tionally fast; bargain, £85.-89, East Hill, Wands,
worth.

'

[3093

Indian Combination, 1914, 2 speeds, clutch,

Easting, speedometer, new tyres, tubes; no reaeon-

ible offer refused; exchange solo.—34, Poolstock,

Wigan. [3186

7-9h.p. Indian Powerplus Combination, dynamo,
j

speedometer, new tyres, beautiiul sidecar, thorough

good order; bargain; exchanges considered.—8, Spring-

copse Rd., Reigate. [2681

£35.—1915 Indian, 5-6h.p., sports model, clutch',

Disc wheels, speedometer, T.T. reversible bars,

in excellent condition ; or exchange lightweight.—Yea,
|

Turk's Head, Taunton. [3243

"I Q18 Indian 7-9h.p., spring frame, kick starter, 3-

1J; speed gear, complete in every way, guaranteed

excellent condition throughout; accept first reason-

able offer.—Bridges, Ltd., Cirencester. . [2607

7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian Outfit, 1920 tandem side.
I

car, take 2 adults, dynamo lighting set, horn,

speedometer, screens, hood, perfect order; £125.—K. 1

Green, 44, Cornwall Ave., Wood GTeen. [2846

"1 Q20 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, very little used.

-L«7 mileage 2,300, dynamo lighting, electric horn.

Alills-Fulford sidecar, screen, in excellent condition:

nearest te £100 accepted.—Redfern, Honiton. [2883

INDIAN-SCOUT 4h.p., Model G.E.21, equipped wit*

dynamo lighting, electric horn, speedometer, new

machine, fully guaranteed; £110; sidecar to suit, £20
—P. J. Evans, John Bright St.. Birmingham. [331f

I

£98.—Late 1920 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian combina-

tion, dynamo lighting, 3 electric lamps, electru :

horn, speedometer, ammeter, pump, tools, legshields I

tax paid, luxurious machine, any trial; exchanges.- I

Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.3. [2601
j

INDIAN 1921 7-9h.p. Combination, electric and ga
j

lighting, electric horn, speedometer, luggage oar

rier, De Luxe sidecar. Easting and sidecar cover, pain

and tvres as new, small mileage; 100 gns.—Sparkes t

7-13, 'Upper Gloucester Place. N.W.I. Paddingtoi
;

2900. f2"! I

FOR Latest 1922 Indians, try Scouts, from £112 i

standards from £140; and Chiefs £160. Tr;

Horswill's. Indian Specialists. Overhauls a speciality I

over 10 years' experience with Indians. Large Btocl I

of spares always kept in stock.—Horswill, 42, Bridg- I

St., Chester. 'Phone : 943. [259; I

LANGFORD'S, Indian Specialists, can supply al I

1922 models. . In stock.—4h. p. Scout. £112 |

Millford Junior sidecar, £134; Swan sports. £137/10
j

De Luxe, £147; 7h.p. combination. £175. with dj I

namo and speedometer; Chief. £199, with ditto; a\
change your present machine for one of these magnir-l

cent models; we can allow you highest prices; write!

call, or 'phone for full particulars.—Langford's, 371

Ciicklewood Broadway, N.W.2. Hampstead 8616. I

Snnrp Parte:

IMJlAiN spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bon I

St.. Ealing. ['54 I

GODFREYS', Ltd.. 208. Great Portland St.. Londoi I

W 1 —Complete gtocK of all Indian spare pan

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, etatao I

year oi manufacture 1075 5

INDIAN.—The Dennis Accessories Stores 89, Brill

ton Rd . London ("Phone: Brixton 3129), suppl !

all parts from stock, new and second-hand.

also specialise in Indian repairs. [678

should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Triumph.

^rCHPn-RICABDO in stock; £120-—Premier
- Motor Co.. Astcn Ed., Birmingham. ;::::

flBXTMPH 1922 Models in Stock; gradual payments.
1- -^Lafieaty, 303, King's Ed.. Chelsea. [2172

^.O.CH. for Trinmphs, latest models in stock.—5,
Heath St., Hampstead. .Near Tube.) [2894

9:a -r :

.-~-'i ::aa:er = a;:":. 3-=-.eei. K.5.. teste::
order; S50._9, Church Ed.," Harlesden. "

[2 ; : -

XODEL H 1922 Triumph, new, £105; ale: S.D.
* model, £115; cash cr exie-dei payments-—Bel: •*.

JETE. have several 1918, 1919 C.S- T-— r -= Sited
-, Dew tyres, tabes, etc.- sad r=" fitted -::_
-- - - : e . -ilae. eaeaaedei i:.i
ated, £65.—The Hackford Engineering Co., 33,
ickford Ed., Brinon, S.W.9. :--=

919-20 Triumph, standard, speedometer, vearlv tax,
perfect; 75 gns.—160, King St, Gt. Tarmonth.

i :ir.
; iTEl L MPHS.—Prompt delivery and service.—Bartow
- --- Son, Monton, Ecc:es. ' TeJL : 160 Eccles.

G-- Baby Triumph, nearlv new; bargain, £40.

—

!-«/ JeSenes. 37. Fraser St., Bedminster, Bristol.

9-- -,v
'--"-

--n.p. Triumph, little repairs; £9; stamp,
particulars.—Box 1747, c o TAi Motor Cyds.

. [3712
Q20 Triumph Junior, all on, spares, licensed, anvv trial; £43.—Wrav. 169, Tufneli Park Ed.. >" ~.

[2977
rEmUPH-GLORlA Combination, electric lamp, per-

fect condition; £70.-120, Sutherland Ed.,* Crov-
t>n- [3283

PEirMPH 1918. in perfect order, fnllv- eouiDtJed.
* £45; new sidecar, £10.-155. Ladbrcke Grove.
MO. [3175

[TRIUMPH. 1914. clutch, lamns. horn, etc., guaran-
• teed condition; £30.—217, Belsize Ed., Hamn-

[5213

Triumph, perfect, fully equipned. taxed;
Princes" Ed, PenkhulL Stoke-on-

rent. [3145
' Q-5 4h.ri. Triumph and accessories, in Eood con-
^«7 dition; £55.—Bounds" Garage, 223, High Ed..
alburn. [32S7

FRITMPH Clutch Model, lamps, generator, watch;
£22.—Terrace Garage, Tumham Green Terrace,

in 23
"•«/ £75.-326,

hiswick

FOR Sale, 1922 Eicardo-Triumph, ox exchange for
1922 Norton to take sidecar.—Eedfearn, 53, Cogan

t_ Hull. [2536

windscreen,
; 95.—Aiwa v.

[253C

[
Q20 TriumOb-Gloria Combination.

Lt7 lamps, not ridden 5,000 miles;
ionmouth.

Kh-p. Triumph, 1921, Lucas Magdyno, speedometer,
licence, insurance, complete; £110.—Basford.

'Ufiegrance. Market Drayton. "_5ra

_JlCARDO-TRrrMPH. actually in stock. £120;
-*» also model SD. chain drive, £115.—Hitchinss^and
on. Evesham. f2627

3XFOBD-—4h-p. Countershaft Triumph, sound
condition, fully equipped; £52.—Kina, Bgrbve

bs, Oxford. [2840 I

Blh.p. Triumph, Olivos spring frame, fast, perfect I

S running order; £30.—Barrett, 86, Hizh St..
|

Tandsworth. ~_1 : = 3

IR1 L _NIPH 1913 sporting Combination, good con-
diton. accessories; £65, near offer.

—

17a, Dean
Id., Cricklewood. ; : ri

918 Countershaft Triumph, fully equipped; £48.—Hillier, Side Bell, 9, XTailingford At..
Jorth Kensington. 3:1;

918 Triumph 4h.p, countershaft, fnllv eaairjped,
perfect: £48.—37. Canterbury Ed., Balls Pond

Id., Dalston, N.l. 12962

LC0FFAT. Yeovil. Official Triumph Service Agents—
t% 1922 models from stock: exchanges; all spare

•arts. 'Phone: 50. [5725

rRrCMPH Combination, 2-speed, clutch, good coa-
lition. £45: Philipson Eear. £3.—Ashford. Hiah-

:-:
itlon. £45: Philinson gear. £3.-
Farm. Leatherhead.

T.T.

3-speed. good rannip£ order, lamps,
r; £55, or near o5ex.—66, Sermon
. E-11. .-= = :

L9z7

mi. SiareJ

rRIUMPH Combination. 1920. electrically equipped,
tax paid. as new; £82 10.—Surgery, 216, Port-o-

lello Ed., North Kensington. "1933

r'RTUMPH combination, 1921, lamps, horn, e::..

^tex paid, splendid ccnditioc; £105.—53, Hacx-
J'ord Bd.. Brixton, 3.W.9. I----

TRIUMPH Coontershait irom £45: renovated and
guaranteed. £55.^J. Rhind and Cc.. 5:-:ze

Place. Rusholme, Manchester. [3278

"pRIUMPH Combination. 1920, tax paid, splendid
J- condition, privately owned; £85 or near offer.

—

Corner Garage, Amesbury, Wilts. [2811

"I Q22 Renovated Triumph, countershaft, as brand
A*7 ne-n-. unregistered: first 59 gns. secures.—Clifton
Parage, Abingdon St., Blackpool. [2567

Every machine below is

a Trophy worth getting*

BIKES
for every use, pottering,

competition or touring, they

cannot be

BEATEN.
Cash
Price.

£80

First

Par-
Make and Description. inert.

Norton No. S £28

T»» i!

Monthly
Payments.

£4 13

S115

SIM
£153

Norton 15H £40

Norton Bi« * **2

Norton Big 4 and de Luxe £33

« 13

£6 18

£8 17
Sidecar

£130 Indian Scoot with electric £43 £7 11
equipment.

£160 Indian Chief wits electric £33 £9 6
equipment.

£199 Indian Chief with electric £69 £11 10
equipment and sidecar.

£105 Scott Squirrel £37 £6

£110 Scott Standard £38 £6 8

£43 Levis Popular £17 £2 15

£60 Levis 2-speed, dntcn and £21 £3 9
kick-starter.

£66 Levis Model G £23 £3 16

£110 Martinsyde3i twin sports. £33 £6 8

£85 Quadrant 41 single, chain £30 £4 18
drive, solo.

£105 Quadrant <£ single, chain £37 £6
drive, combination.

£110 B.S.A. 4:- chain drive £38 £6 8

£65 Veloeette 2-speed £23 £3 15

£72 10 Veloeette 3-speed £25 £4 4

£130 Raleigh 5 h.p. solo £45 £7 11

£165 Raleigh 3 h.p. combination £57 £9 11

£63 Raleigh 2£ h.p. 2-speed . £23 £3 19 6

£14115 Sunbeam 41 h-p. solo £30 £8 5

£182 14 Sunbeam 41- h.p. No. 1 £S3 £10 12
sidecar.

£126 Sunbeam 3.- h.p. solo £45 £7 5

£165 Sunbeam 31 h.p No, 3 £50 £9 11

sidecar.

£136 10 Sunbeam 3: h.p. Light solo £47 £8

£136 10 Sunbeam T.T. Sporting £47 £8
solo.

£163 Sunbeam 8 tup. solo £38 £9 16

£217 7 Sunbeam 8 h.p. No. 2 £75 £12 15
sidecar.

Distance no object.

REAL
SERVICE
AFTER
SALE.

VICTOR HORSMAN
LIMITED.

7, Mount Pleasant, L'pool.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

T^RIUMPH. late 1915, attractive : zf :::=. Eas^E
- ;z_;- r £ I : rt :

. -
'
"

Combination, ccachbuilt.
equrpped, eicellenE order, ride away; £55--

-- Weal^toee
TATE .1913 Tri-=-l

~~--r—. - :. ;- :i=~=

£2€.-ri-:;> Miiel Tt;-~". ll-lr 5^-Ku^ L»35
famps iz- z;r^.—5 — ::z; i =5. Cia:zi.zJ=rz_ -

:;: sue Cbalk Far™ 7;- 3 atioa. '/--'• =

4?50-—Triumph, 1913, dotcb., &:i= -=^± izrearance

l~ ^~i =r.z-_z:_2-l li z:- :i^t :="_ iz'-i ir-:

—

52, Wriir-TTigioa R<L, Leicester. ID) [25*1

~| Q

-

: '-
"- ~z~.-z?~-ii~. Z~l~—~-

J- C/ beantifni cenditicn. siz-ir
- somplete; ^ =: -"-

:i^rr=.—£5, E^: HUL Wandsworth.
*

"IQ13 Trirzrzz. C:r=b:zj.:::z. =x:el-=z:
' eqmpped; _£S5; will separate,—la.

£5 =

.:

iEarie
Ho^Lse, Brociley Vie^. F"rr=: HlO. ::7.:

TTRITCiLPH. dutch, lamps, new tyre. Bosch, pillion.
^~ ::::res:i :=.=-red taxed do i?3..-:i — : ; _^tt:
R(L, Clapham Park, S.W.4. (erenings). [3 Q 17

'T'RrtrVrPH cooEtershaic wizh Canoelet sidecar.
-- windscreen. itsHt eqtUDped, eiceHenr coeditioar
£55.—51, Upper Bichmood Bd., PnfeEey. IrEf

^ROYDON Az3ZT; Zz.i~z^= £.11 z = - — :-l=l? izi

Presfa; Motor Worts, Korth Eed, Croydon. [0864

TRIUMPH ;-:; Mr-fel H. wiih ;:i:zl-:;: stiecar.
1= listiagnishable tro=r. Tie?r: £112 10.—Tne

. .- Ftanig^, 50, Holywell St^ Oxford. :;~r5

4Q-P- Triiimpa, 1913, 5-speed ceiinterszjL;: . ?

fairy equipped, £60; guaranteed.—jose;

THI_::?^ 19i: S.~. zirlel izl sifec^r. I.-:
mileage, ccnditicn as new; £~.Z~ 10.— The

Layton Garages. 30, Holywell 51 Oxford. [273

.
ditto

and Co^ S.one Place. Bnsheime. Mancheszer. [S279

4h.p. 1914 Triumph. Stnrmey 3-speed azz dstcfa,
Her.dez-:z light sidecar, in z: :z :zz=z :zz zi;i

lamos, reels; £58 10.—20. I :~~ 5z LatcfiSoed.

[2245
SHEFFIELD Ages: for Triumphs; all Botifefa ia

stock for izzzze-izi le delivery .—J. A S racer,
Triamph Serrica Depot. 12, Eeclesall Rd.. S2z=tiield

.ill
£55.—Triumph 4h.p., co<xc:erszz::. 1918, eagrpe So.

542 : zew Dzmiz? Eyrea.—Snatlh's 36
Chalk Farzn Rd.., cpoosite Chal> _-zrzz _z:-e Station

"1 r-
BRAXD Xe™ 1922 4h.p. Triampii Model S.D".. all

:z::-. £115; Gloria oattern sidecar :c gt, jSSS.—
Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Safiron Waiden. 'Phone : 45.

[1532
TRIUMPH 1918 4h.n. C : mbiz i : : rr lamps z : z b

complete; £68.—E3ce, -Lcd„ 13, 15 and 16. Bt
BepsE^te At., Camcmile 5:., E.C.2. "Phcrze: A"k ?
: ':~: Li:
rRIUMPH 1922. Model H. fairy eqnipped and tax

paid, very tittle mileage: £95 cash; approval
-z.~~~-t~z — _ he
Oxford.

LaytoB Giri-ci. 51 H; - -="1 ?:.

[2791

19 1

TKmiPH-—DeKrerr from stock of sH 1922
models. Enquiries isriEed. Cssi :r l?-

lerred.—Tile Lavton Garages, 50, Holywell 5- .

Oe::: !:"£-

THTCMPH 1922 Combination, fatly eqnipped. tax
:::: iz£: = :i- Z-UV :.'z f :.-.— :.:- ; - £.-:

accept d£120.—The Layton Garases, 30, Hblywel: St
Cxiiri. I--£5

TTEIirSIPH 1921, all-chain drire. lamps, hort ud
-*- Bcuniksen. exceodonal conditiGn, little mile-
age: £10O.—The La—en Gm; -?:".:
Oiiord. ;:-;

riTRmrPH Model H 19;;. &:--"iKZ :si '-:— -:-
-J- 50 miles. unscratch-:i il : f —Ve^-ii.— M:::r
Co., 223. Hammersmith Hd^ W.S. Thone : Ha— :==:-

smith SO. [33 r

14 Tr-:™r=pb- 3-speed Stm-mey-Arcisr Dejfect
cond:-.::- ::i paid, speedometer, lamps, all

! tools; cash wanted; £45.—Newman, 92, Corporation
5: y—iiion. IF.";

TEIUMPH 4'"-p. C:n.-:er;'^a:T. ;'^st rsl^r^si :*r:zi

makers after thorough orerhanl, access :r:es:
— -s: dispose; what rr'srs :'—B^dge, 42, Hammersmith
B-:5r5 ei. wjb. ::;:;

\tW May! Triamph. Ricardo S^ik-p. oir_ with
-3 all accessories, licence, insurance paid; best oSer;
no iault; Kncrsrrrd. C"aes. di=:r:::.—3:s 1 :: : :

T*r Uetor Cgelc. [30«
rpETCirPH Combination, Model H, mileage 1,109,X lamps, Bcnniksen, horn, new June, 1921, un-
used September to Arrii; £110.—E3thbone, 211, Bar-
::- Ed.. 5:ria::ri [3122

TErOlPHS-—Cambridgeshire Se—i.-e J-jsa— . AH
models :;:— s:?ck. includmg 3I^h.'p. Sports

Ricardo; complete stock spares. — King and Harper,
Bridge 3t„ Cambridge^ ;;"4^

BARGAIN ::" the wesi.—H:::ss; Tr:~=Ti :- "ij
road, fully equipped, registered 1?;2: 53 r^s_f?-

auick sale: only wants seeing: alter a P-tat-—- E L3
Gardens, Hammersmith. ;?--4

All letters relating to advertisements snould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLfcS tOH SALE.
Triumph

TRIUMPH 1921 4h.p., all-chain drive, fully

equipped, low mileage; £85, or exchange for

lower power and cash.—74, Brighton Rd., Surbi-ton.
"Phone : Kingston 3025. [2888

TRIUMPH S'Ah.p., single-speed, clutch, fully
equipped, lamps, dissolved acetylene tank,

Klaxon, licensed, fast 'bus, excellent shape; £35.-66,
Union Grove, Clapham. [3453

"I Q20 Triumph Combination 4h.p., countershaft,
-*- *J equipped every possible accessory, condition as
new. guaranteed; £80.—37— Canterbury Rd., Balls
Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l. i[2961

TRIUMPH.—Immediate delivery of all 1922 models.
Sidecars to suit from £20. Write for catalogue

and particulars of easy payments.—P. J. Evans, John
Bright St., Birmingham. [3316

TRIUMPH Gloria, 1920, hood', windscreen, etc.*
lamps, speedometer, original tyres, finest com-

bination on the road, tax naid ; £100.—145, Wid-
more Rd., Bromley, Kent. '.[2939

NEW 1922 Triumph chain drive coir^ : '

shortly due from Triumph works; advertiser
cannot use, and would be glad to dispose of same.

—

Box 1783. c/o The Motor Cycle. [2882

"I Q21 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, tully equipped,
J-«7 literally new; £80, or with brand new Coupette
sidecar, the sidecar with rigid disappearing hood
(come and see one), £110.—Below.

1 Q IS Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, fine condition
J-*7 throughout, fully equipped, tax paid ; £58/10.
—Below.

"IQ 13 Triumph, 3 speeds, clutch, lamps, tools, etc.,
JLt7 excellent; £32/10.—Goad, Norman Lodge, 122,
Maida Vale. W.9. 'Phone : Hampstead 1353. [3334

T Q 19 Triumph-Gloria Combination, delivered 1920,
A«? perfect order, appearance as new, oversize Dun-
lops,- Easting's, tax paid, only wants seeing; £78.

—

1, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill. S.E.24. [2477

£?ty GNS.; exchange.—Triumph 4h.p.. believed 1917,
*J • 3 speeds, clutch, K.S., new Mills-Fulford side-
car, equipped; any examination.—Seabridge, Hansler
Rd., East Dulwieh. Sydenham 2452. [3076

TRIUMPH combination, 1922, done 500 miles,
fitted with lamps, horn, speedometer, wind-

screen, &c, tax paid, smart turnout; £115, exchanges.
-33, HaekEord Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. [3446

T Q19 Triumph Gloria Combination, Easting screen,lw legshields, luggage grid, all lamps, tools, tax
paid, splendid condition; £78.—Hillier, Side Bell,
9, Wallingford Av., North Kensington. [3115

TRIUMPH 4h.p. countershaft, new lamps, mechani-
cal .horn, and long exhaust pipe, tools complete,

driving suit, condition excellent, licensed, many spare
parts; £53.-153, Strathyre Av.. Norbury, S.W. f3504

-| Q20 Triumph 4h.p. 3-speed Countershaft Combina-
J-*7 tion {or separate), complete with lamps, tools,
etc., tyres good, tax paid, excellent condition, good
running order; £95.—Bourner, Horsmonden, Kent.

[2865
TRIUMPHS, 1918; all £45; 40 to pick from, in

sound condition, any trial, new Dunlop tyres,
fully equipped; we really have 40 for you to pick
from.~204, Ladbroke Grove, W.10. 'Phone: Park
5541. [3176

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Combination, engine No. 63461,
new Lucas Magdyno, Cowey horn, speedometer,

Gloria sidecar, Easting, excellent condition, tax paid,
tools, spares; £130.—Welsford Holgan, Mawney's Rd.,
Romford. [2660

WE Have a large number of 1918 countershaft
Triumphs in excellent condition ; prices from

£45 to £65. One only brand new 1918 Triumph, just
u ncrated, £85.-26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone

:

Brixton 1292. [3323

"I Q12 (3'/oh.p ) Triumph, 3-speed, foot clutch, splen-* ** did condition, roomy sidecar, screen, head light,
good tyres, ready for immediate use, fully insured, tax
paid December; £45.—Trotter, 116, Manor Rd., Wel-
lington, Surrey. [2754

"I Q21 Triumph 4Hh.p., tools, spares, inner tubes, 3
-I-*/ electric lamps and acetylene, perfect condition,
with lightweight Sandham sidecar, new February,
1922; £90, or offer; solo, £70-; owner returning India.—Captain Morgan, Rostrevor, Seaford, Sussex. [2709

FOR Quick Sale, perfect condition guaranteed, .4

h.p. Triumph combination, November, 1920, grey
MiDford sidecar, all on, powerful and speedy 'bus,
carefully used, fully licensed and insured; £95 cash;
any trial by appointment.—Write, Green, 22, Tem-
plars Av., Golders Green, N.W.ll. - [8968

TRIUMPHS.-New 1922 4h.p. Combination, all-chain
drive, £155; chain-cuni-belt combination £145;

4h.p. S.D., all-chain, £115; Model H, chain-cum-belt.
£105; Junior 2Vth.p., £65; also several second-hand
Triumphs from £40; and one 3y2h.p., 1922, o.h.v.,
done 500 miles, £115; second-hand machines taken
in exchange; remainder on easy terms, value allowed
on old machine accepted as first payment down.—
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. 'Phcue : Holbcm
5777. [3437

WATEKFROOF
CLOTHING FOR
ALLWEATHER
CONDITIONS

MOTOR CYCLE
SUIT(F1«. 1)

With Plaited Leather B»\t.

SPECIFICATION
MADE from hard wear-

ing double texture
material with an interlining

of Rubber.
Double Breasted Jacket,

with all-round plaited

Leather Belt, large Patch

Pockets, and converted
collar to button right up to

neck, to fasten with Throat

Tab. Wind Cuffs in sleeves.

All seams of the Suit are

rubber cemented and taped

with extra material, making
the garment absolutely

waterproof.
Overall Trousers with spat-

shaped leg ; wind gussets to

keep the wind from the leg

and boots ; fastened with

patent clasp fasteners, en-

abling the trousers to be

pulled off in a moment

SUIT COMPLETE
35/-

Jacket only .... 25/-

NO F.VTRA CHARGE FOR CARRIAGE

OUR ILLUSTRATED "STAND MTTERN
BuNCH OF CLOTHS, TOGETHER WITH SELF-

MEASOREMENT FORM, WILL BE SENT POST

FREE ANDWITHOUT ANY OBLIGATION UPON
HojnSr* OF YOOR NAME AND ADDRESS.

Fig. 2.

Waterproof QE/
Trench Coat'"/"

trig. 2. Fawn material, rubber

lined, wind
euffs,

guaranteed
waterproof.

SEAT-
LESS
Trousers
Fawn
double
texture
material
rubber

interlined

wind gus-

set & chsp
fasteners.

All sizes.

Guaranteed
Waterproof.

18/-

WATERPROOF OVERALLS.
Double texture material, clasp

fasteners, perfectly waterproof.

12/6 f*
THESE GARMENTS ARENSWLY
MADE FROM FRESHLY
PROOFED MATERIAL BY EX-
PERIENCED WORKMEN AND
NOT HALF-PERISHED CLEAR-
ANCE LINES OR W.D. SURPLU
// you cannot call, said money wti

breast measurement and height.

POST YOUR ORDER EARLY
\Satisfactwn guaranteed or money \

{refunded if garments are returneu*
{to us within y davs. >

CARRIAGE
PAH) ON

ALL ORDERS
Actual Manufacturers

Martin Waterproof Co.,
208 Oldham Kd..NewCross,Maacbester

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH Specialists.—Wanted, your present motoi

cycle in part exchange for any new mode
from stock. No waiting Distance no object. Bes;

prices allowed for second-hand machines. Defer**
pavments, see column advertisement.—Bambers, 2
Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [492(

TRIUMPH-GLOR'A Combination, 1921 type
S.D.C., all chain, Lucas electric lighting, wind

screen, Bnnni^e speeds etei ,

r ew pace n m-ad
guards, very carefully used, condition guaraQt*e<i *
uew, £lbo, ongiual cost over £2zU; special^ picltej

machine.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming
ham. [846$

Spare Parts.

rKiUMPH Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8
r»„„,» at Tiling f?S4!

TRIUMPH Service Agents.—Every part in stock

tra-de supplied.— Clarke's, Motor Cycle Specialists

St. Albans. [3911

LMJAlrl.ETE stock Triumtm and Sturmey-Arcbe
' spares, no waiting.—Ward's, 51, Upper Rich

mond Rd.. Putney 'Phone: Putney 2754. [124-

1TRIUMPH Spares.—Every part in stock, 1910 22
trade supplied.—W. L. Thompson, Ltd., 83 !

Anlaby Rd., Hull. Tel. : Cen. 2820. Telegnms ,

' Petrol."
-

[fc&W i

iKlUMPH Agents since 1906.—All Triumph Spare '

•* at new reduced prices from stock; principal Bir
ningham agents and service depot.—Premier Motol I

Co., Aston Rd.. Birmingham __ JQ79f (*

TRIUMPH Spare Parts for all models; als< I

Sturmey-Archer gear parts from stock, poet lr« r

gear overhauls by specialist.—Jones Garage. Triumpt ;

Agents. Broadway Muswel! Hill, N 10 [080$ '

SEND to the Rhosha Motor Garage, South at. 1

Romford, for Triumph and Sturmey-Arche: 1

spares. No disappointing delays; every part h I

stock. Repairs by skilled mechanics. We an
official service agents. Telephone: Romford 584.

[7766 I

rRIUMPH Parts, 1904-21 every part in stock, dot J
or second-hand. Why not second-hand in plaa

ul new till prices drop" Half the price, satisfaction,
guaranteed. HundreJs of testimonials. Triumph
repairs and renovations a speciality, under persom*
supervision of our proprietor, late with Triumph anc
Premier cycle companies Cylinder regrinding. or 1
latest machinery.— Forfield Motors. Forfield Place 1

Leamington Spa. [7361 ;

Velocette.
~

pREMIER Motor Co., for 1922 Velocettes.

IMMEDIATE delivery of Model E.2 2-speed
r

£65;
E.3 3-speed, ±72/10; E.L.2 lady's open frame,

j

£63; all with clutch and kick -starter; easy paymenSM
4 per cent, extra; carriage paid to any address.—

j
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [3020 '

3.1 h.p, Velocette, 2-speed, ail-chain, tax ; given away,
2 24 gns.—Roval Garage, Castle Gate, Blackpool, 1

S.S. « [2676

VELOCETTE 1921, Lucas horn, Dunlops, 2-spee4,

chain drive, good condition; £45.—Glazebrobft, I

Castle Rd., Kenilworth. [3396

£27/ 10-—Velocette, 2-speed, chain-drive, automatic
lubrication aluminium footboards, T.T. handle-

barsr brand new tyre on rear wheel, accessories.—
Delancey St, Garage, Camden Town, N.W.I. -.'31 iO

Verus.

"JQ 20 Verus 2^h.p., single-speed, good as new, eleciiXv trie light outfit, good accessories, suit overalls-

(5ft. 6in.), insurance, tax paid; lot cost over £75;
40 gns., no offers; appointment onlv.—Schofield, 25,

Santos Rd., Wandsworth, S.W.18. [1020

Villiers.

EW spring frame P.V.-Villiers 2 rj ili.p., kick-starter,

H.B. clutch, Burman 2 speeds; £55.—Write 81,

Greyswood St., Streatham, S.W. [3284

-|Q17 Villiers 2-stroke 2^ib.p. 2-speed Countershaft
-*-*' Model, recently overhauled, horn, lamps, nice

appearance, fast, low riding position; £28.—Cable,. 89,

Grundy St., Poplar, E.14. [3203

Vindec.

VINDEC 5-6h.p., running order, Bosch, Aniae, single

iever; mnst sell, £17.—Milnes, 1, Church St.. Caldew-
gate, Carlisle. T3060

Wanderer.
£25.—Wanderer S^bb.p., 3 speeds, countershaft^

clutch, kick starter, Buraan box, good order,

taxed.—211, Garratt Lane, Wandsworth, [3127.

Wilkinson.
WILKINSON T.M.C. Combination. 4-cylinder,

W.C., leaf-spring frame, very comfortable, shaft

drive, 3-speed, gear box, hand and foot control ft-

clutch and carburetter (new), perfect mechanical
condition, fully equipped ; £95 ; (see Exchange).—13,

Queensdale Rd., Holland Park, London, W.ll. [304,4

Williamson
8h,p. Water-cooled Williamson Combination, hood*

screen, new tyres, lamps, perfect; £58.-89. East

Hill, Wandsworth. [3090

N

U52 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the ena o» each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycles advertised by orivate owners are. when desired, marked (PI.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Williamson.

T7TLLIAMSON 8h.p. 2-seater Sidecar Combination,
'» W.C., speedometer, lamps, 1 new and 2 almost
iw tyres, splendid turnout.—G. Lamb, Norman Ter-
ice, 285, High St. South, East Ham. [2976

Wolf.
T7'OLF 1914, 2?ih.p. J.A.P., new condition; £12,
'» bargain; taxed.—Guinchard, 179, York Ed.,
lington. [3136

GENUINE Bargain.—Woll-Villiers 2-speed, appear-
T ance like new, guaranteed sound condition; £38,
west.—Williams, 82, Binglev Rd., Saltaire, Bradford.

[3015

Wooler.
»3h.p. Wooler, 1920, very little used; £40—D.R.,
'* 113, George St.. Edinburgh. [1233

Q20 Wooler, Binks, and B.B. carburetters, Watlord,
*» all lamps tax paid, perfect; £45.-18, Winter

-

ook Rd.. Heme Hill. S.E.24. [3062

XT'OOLER 2&h.p„ 1920, stored long period, 2-speed,
' clutch, fully equipped, smart mount; £40.—
afford Garage, 47, Streatham Hill, London, S.W.2.

[2902

X.L.
yHITE, Holmes and Co., Ltd., are able to offer
» one perfectly new X.L. motor cvcle, originally
.ted at £110. for £95. This machine is worthy of

amination, and all interested motor cyclists are cor-
ally invited to inspect it at Primes Garage. Down
ace. Hammersmith. W.6. [3058

Zenith.
TiOUR Firsts and Second, fastest time of the day.

k LLAN GRTJZELIER. on 3l!.h.p. Bradshaw, atX Wallington M.C.C. Hill-climb.

"F you want the best machines, come to Allan
Gruzelier and Capt. F. C. Townshend, the Zenith

:perts. We can give you immediate delivery of all
radshaw models, and enable you to do the same in
impetitions.
^ODELS from £113, Gradua gear; £119, touring,
'J- chain drive; £127, sports.

and 4. The
[3359

7«.O.C.H. for Zeniths, latest models in stock.—5,
Heath St., Hampstead. (Near Tube.l [2892

I h.p. Zenith, in good condition, replated and painted;
c £40.-79. Fitzneal St.. Shenherd's Bush T2877

JLSTER Chambers, 168, Regent St
Pavement, Coulsdon.

£40.-79, Fitzneal St., Shepherd's Bush [2877

rENITH, 4h.p., 1917, guaranteed good condition;
* £37/10.—217, Belsize Rd., Hampstead. [3214

rENITH 1920 8h.p. Sports, excellent order; £70.—
i The Layton Garages, 30, Holvwell St., Oxford.

[2 792
TENITH 8h.p. 1920, Swan sidecar, delivered 1921;
gi must sell, offers.—B, 1. Park Lane. Waltham
:oss. [2629

fENITH 4h.p., 1920 engine, Binks, lamps, belt,
*i tyres good; £48/10.—Nevols, Longdon, Wellington,
ilop. [3209

! Htp. Zenith-Jap, C.B. combination, K.S., lamps,
^ tax; 27 gns.—Royal Garage, Castle Gate, Black-
iol, S.S. [2675

TENITH new 1922 models on easy terms; list on
^ application; exchanges.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
ane, London. [3438

iOBERTSONS Motors, Ltd.—1922 shop-soiled
Zenith-Bradshaw. Gradua gear; £100.—157b, Gt.

ortland St., W.l. [6082

?33.—354h.p. Zenith Combination, Gradua gears,
* coachbuilt sidecar, sound condition.—King,
grove Farm, Oxford. • [2841

921 Zenith Combination, clutch model, lamps,
spares, tax paid, condition as new; best cash

fers.—5, Jackson St., Baldock. [2881

920 Zenith Combination (Swan), clutch, kick
starter, fully equipped, splendid condition;

leap.— Gillingham, Prospect, Chard. [3084

.JPORTS Zenith 8h.p. 1920, well equipped, in first-
* class condition; £65; exchange Norton, Sunbeam.
Loweth, 6, Mount Pleasant Rd., Ealing. [2866

7ENITH, 5h.p., new and guaranteed few only left.

J sports model, 76 gns.; countershaft model,
I gns.—Clark, 7. Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7. [8471

[fENITH Combination, 8h.p. twin J.A.P., Gradua
M gear, speedometer, lamps, spares, splendid Condi-

Ion; trial; £70.—F. Carter, Hale St., Staines. [2636

FENITH 5-6h.p. J.A.P. 1921 Sports model, new
J condition, all accessories, tax paid; £62.

—

agles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London. [2773

FENITH 1921 8h.p. Countershaft Combination,
J fully equipped, perfect order; best offer over
100.—Sergt. Bvrne, Malplaquet Barracks, Aldershot.

[2641
922 Zenith-Bradshaw. £95, list £119;' all chain,

3 speeds, kick, new, never ridden, perfect, un-
'gistered, guaranteed.—Slater, 174, Revidge, Black-
arn. [3358

RIDEEZI
^ 9

ANY MAKE OF

MOTORCYCLE
SUPPLIED ON OUR

NEW SCHEME
OF

Eighteen Monthly
Deferred Payments
which gives you the privilege

of paying earlier and getting

a discount.

r>ENDfor our Extended

Srr "Payment Form. We
also supply the famous
Rideezi Sidecars on 12
Monthly Payments. Send
for Sidecar Catalogue and
Extended Payment Form

RIDEEZI
SALES LIMITED

5, Victoria Street,

LONDON, S.W.I.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

VENITH BRADSHAW new 1922 model, Gra.Jua^ gear, slightly soiled; £95; exchange emy
tamed.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton,
London. [2775

VENITH, 1920, 8h.p., countershaft, smart semi-
. , sports sidecar, lamps, tools, luggage grid, tax

paid, fine condition, fast; any trial; £100.-5, Princa
Arthur Rd., Hampstead. [2648

RENITH 1920 Sports Combination, fully equipped,^J Easting screen, in excellent condition, tax paid;
£80; seen by appointment after 6 or week-ends.—Cross.
19, Kensington Court, W.8. [3174
VENITH late 1922, 8h.p. clutch combination, elec-
*-* trie throughout, very completely equipped, guar-
anteed perfect; any trial after 6 p.m.; must sell; £130.

[3075—252, St. Ann's Rd., Tottenham.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of eacn adv
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired.

VENITH Combination 8h.p. 1920, countershaft, Mill-
*-* lord sidecar, original tyres, spare cover and
tube, indistinguishable from new, tax paid; 85 gns.—145, Widmore Rd., Bromley, Kent. [2940
VENITH 1915 Combination 5-6h.p., countershaft,^ complete with lamps, horn, speedometer, spares;
£63.--Elce, Ltd., 13, 15 and 16 Bishopsgate Av.,
Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0067

/^.ENUINE Bargain.-1919 8h.p. Zenith-Jap, withv-" Dunhill sidecar, hood, screen, lamps, horn, etc..
tax paid till 1923; make sure and secure now; £82/10.—Wilkins Simpson, Opposite Olympia, London. [3406
VENITH 8h.p. Sports, 1914, Senspray, Bosch.^ F.R.S., Lucas horn, Dunlop belt. Dunlop and
Wood-Milne tyres, all in exceptional condition; no
reasonable offer refused.—Wadev. Five Oaks Billines-
hurst. r3052

1 Q22 Zenith-Bradshaw, chain drive, actual showJ-*' model, special sports engine, large overhead
exhaust, speed 65 easy (guarantee), winner 5 awards,
condition and appearance perfect, just overhauled

;

£90—C. C. Labin. 53, Piccadilly. Phone: Regent
32. [2634

RJ-6h.p. Sports Zenith, complete less unit, aluminium
*J discs, T.T. bars, knee grips, tool bags and gear
all new, enamel good, only requires seeing, owner
broke; sell £35, or exchange 23,4h.p. Enfield or
similar.—Spooner, Asylum Lodge, Warley Rd., Brent-
wood, Essex. [2980

"I Q20 Zenith 8h.p. Combination. Henderson sidecar,J-v undersjung with locker, screen, mat, spare belt,
Cowey horn, tools, J.A.P. engine No. 71170. hardly
been used, anil in exceptionally good condition, licenca
paid to end 1922; price £135; private owner.—Reply.
Dorking Motor Co., 56 Dorking. [2762

ZENITH, 1920, 6h.p., countershaft, clutch, kick
starter, in very fine condition, Dunhill triangu-

lated sidecar with superb limousette body, dove
coloured upholstery, electric lighting throughout,
hood, screen, Lucas horn, spare tube and belting,
tools, punvp, etc.. tax paid to 1923; 85 gns.—Delan-
cey St. Garage, Camden Town, N.W.I. [3109

JULY (19191 8h.p. clutch model Zenith and Swan
sidecar, fully equipped, thoroughly renovated

and in perfect condition throughout, spare unused
extra heavy Dunlop, unused Dunlop on sidecar, spare
belt, 2 spare tubes, Palmer cords, makers' kit with
many extras. The machine has not been used since
December, 1921, as owner is unable to ride, which
is sole reason for sale; £75, or close offer for immedi-
ate disposal.—Seen The Manor House, Dogsthorpe,
Peterborough. [2632

Spare Parts:

ZENITH Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kays. 8,
Bond St., Ealing. [4829

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

FRANK WHITWOHTH. Ltd., 139. New St., Bir-
mingham, distributing agents for the Lady's Ivy,

daintiest of all ladies' machines: £62, complete. Send
for list T0724
~| Q22 Lady's Model Ivy 2-stroke, hardly ridden, in
-L*J lovely order, equal to new in appearance and
mechanically, mechanical horn, no lamps, licensed
and insured till end of year, a very cheap machine
at £45.—B. H. Davies, Lodsworth, Petworth, Sussex.

[9086
VELOCETTE 1922 Models, with clutch and kics

starter, for immediate delivery; 2-speed, £68;
3-speed, £75; all black weatherproof finish, all-chain
drive, open frame, giving very low position; the ideal
ladies' mount; easy payments, 4% extra; illustrated
catalogue free on request.—Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd. [3023

Miscellaneous.
20 Villiers, 2-speed. nicely equipped; 27 gns.—67,
Fernlea Rd., Balham. [3461

33.h.p. Villiers, recently overhauled, new tyres, good
4, condition; bargain, £25.—Mayne, The Hut,

Hivings Hill, Chesham. [2720

BUNTING'S undertake to execute your requirements
(whatever they are) with motor cycles; but they

are closed Sundays.—Bunting's, Wealdstone, Middlesex.
[2909

HALIFAX.—50 Second-hand Machines and Com-
binations; cash, exchange, or deferred payments.

Get list.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St.,

Halifax. [1401

ertisement, and the date of the issue B53

marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

TONES Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10,
*j and Woodside Parade, North Finchley.

"VTOTICE.—We are open all day every Saturday, and
-L' have all makes in stock. Write, call, or 'phone
Hornsey 2917 for big bargain list.

KOVER 5-6h.p. Sports Solo, 3-speed, all-chain,

shop-soiled, otherwise new, 1921; £110.

(TJDGE I.O.M., new; £70.

19 454h.p. B.S.A., Model K, large Canoelet side-

car, fully equipped, licence paid; £80.

20 Ariel 3V2h.p., equipped, £72/10; alsp second-

hand and new sidecars, from £7/10.

19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, first-class condi-

tion, any trial given; £79/10.
18 4h.p. Triumph, coachbuilt sidecar, fully

equipped; £77/10.
20 2%h.p. Allon, fully equipped, speedometer,

etc.; £47/10.
15 Douglas 2%h.p., equipped; £32/10.

2

19
19
19
19
19
19
1 Q21 3 J/»h.p. Ariel, demonstration model, equipped;
J-U £77710.
8h.p. Enfield Combination, Lucas Magdyno electric

lighting equipment, brand new 1921, unused out-

fit, complete; £140; our special bargain for this week.

1Q19 3U>p.h. Ariel Solo, a. beautiful machine, in
J- £7 perfect condition; £62/10.
"1 Q20 2%h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, equipped, very
•1*7 smart; £45.

JLh.p. Connaugbt, 2-speed, fully equipped, leg-
SB shields, taxed for 1922, perfect; £45.

3h.p. Precision, excellent condition, tax paid, starts
easily and climbs anything; £15.

ANY of the above can be bad on our easy payment
system. It is the easiest of all; simply fill in

a simple form, pay your deposit, wait two or three
days, and in 99 cases out of a 100 the machine is

yours. You are missing the best if you have not
seen our terms, etc., and list of bargains.

ALL Guaranteed 3 Months.—Jones Garage, Broad-
way, Muswell Hill, N.10. Motor 'bus from High-

gate or Finsbury Park. £3001
|

6h.p. Rex Combination, £45; 1922 lightweight, £25;
sidecar, £3/10-; B.B. carburetter, 10/-; 2-seater

Wolseley car, £40.-W W. Evers. Wath. [3481

P. and M., engine 9873 S, 10 months' wear, per-

fect throughout. £55: also 1912 TT. Triumph,
last, mechanically perfect. £22/10.—Benfield, 67, Can-
terbury Rd.. Margate. [2617

INDIAN 1915-16 7-9h.p. Combination, overhauling
costing £35, new Binks; sell or exchange Triumph,

Scott, similar; also 2?Jh.p. Douglas, 3-speed, £45.—
Bridge, Loderland, Askerswell. Dorchester. [3020

4h.p. Overhead-valved Competition All-chain Solo,

1914 '-. speeds, clutch, long exhaust, aluminium
footboards, taxed 1922, guaranteed: exchange Triumph
or Douglas; £27. offers.—255, South Lambeth Rd
S.W.8. [3051

BLACKPOOL Bargains. -1922 Rudges. 1922 Ariels

1°,22 OKs 1922 New Tmnerials, 1922 Quadrants

1922 Royal Rubys. Quick deliveries. Good price for

your machine; exchange.—Booths' Motorics, 294.

Waterloo Rd., Blackpool.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.-1919 New Imperial, 2

speeds, kick starter; £45/10.—Booth's Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—P. and M. Combination,

£47 '10/6; 6h.p. Rex Combination. £27/10/6.-

Booths' Motories, Blackpool.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.- Clyno Combination, lamps,

screen, spare wheel, £69/10/6; 8h.p. Premier

Combination, screen, hood, £49/10/6.—Booths' Mot-

ories, 294, Waterloo Rd.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—Good Trump, £18/10/6
NSU. lightweight, £13/10/6; 4h.p. Douglas

Combination, £59/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—A.J. S. Combination, lamps,

screen, £49/10/6; G.N. 1920 car, dynamo light-

ing, fully equipped, £140/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—1920 Matchless Combina
tion, detachable wheels, £120/10/6; A.J.S. and

sidecar, £59/10/6.—Booths* Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains—1917 Allon, 3-speed gear,

clutch, kick starter, lamps, speedometer.

£42/10/6; 1920 Sun, 2 speeds, kick starter,

£39/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains—1920 Wooler, £49/10/6:
3V.h.p. Humber, £20/10/6; P. and M.,

£35/10/6; Indian Combination, disc wheels,

£45/10/6; 6h.p. 3-speed Rudge, £35/10/6.—Booths'
Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—2-speed O.K., £24/10/6,
1919 Douglas, £45/10/6; 1919 4h.p. Douglas

Combination, £79/10/6; 4h.p. Douglas, £55/10/6;
1920 Tamplin, £79/10/6; 1920 Morgan de Luxe,
speedometer, water-cooled magneto engine, £155/10'6
Several others cheap. Push cycles taken in exchange.

Motor cycles purchased for cash.^ Booths' Motories,

294, Waterloo Rd., Blackpool. [5060

STOP
at this and compare prices
and quality. Invitation to
inspect before purchasing.
All Buildings carriage paid. No extras.

Tnis Building is complete with 1 in. tongued and
grooved floor, Jin. match-boards or weather-
boards, 3in. framing, strong boarded roof, best
pluvex telt. Building treated with weather-
proof composition. Prices, complete and carriage

paid to any station in England and Wales.
8x 6 £8 I6XIO £27
iox 8 £13 i8xio £33
I2X 8 £17 10 20x10 £37 10
14x10 £23 soxn £40

OLVMPIA MODEL ASBESTOS BUILOiriii

Iff I SaVfi"!^ -iriUii
Ifc III JMJKiiiil

!#-Pitfl
Specification in Our Catalogue.

I2X 8 £23 10 18x10 £42 10
14X10 £32 15 20x12 £46 15
16x10 £37 15 —
Delivered with iron root complete. Fire-pro^f

and sound-proof.

Our unsolicited testimonials should create

confidence.

Shun Park Lawn Tennis Chib,
May 22nd, 1922.

Dear Sir,

I aminstructed by my Committee to say
they are very pleased with the Pavilion you
erected for- them.

Yours faithfully,

John O. Griffits.

23, London Road,
Leicester.

Gentlemen,
1 find the Building you sent me very

satisfactory, and consider it very good value
for the money.

Yours faithfully,

J. Crosby.

2S Dover Road,
Moseley,

Birmingham.
Dear Sir,

Garden Shed received in good condition;
thanks for promptitude.

P. Hastings.

L

illustrated Catalogue Free.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE G?
High Street, Fulham, London, S.W.

Telephone: PUTNEY 2771.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.—Fine selection,

motor cycles, combinations; prices right. Ex?
changes. Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Cheap machines is our mottpj
Cheap machines. Nothing dear, all cheap. '4

WANDSWORTH.—Easy terms. The only firm to

give immediate delivery, first deposit.

WANDSWORTH.—1921 Clyno (brand new) 214I1.P.,'

2 speeds; sacrifice 48 ens. Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1921 Douglas (almost newl
2%h.p. twin, 3 speeds, lamps;. 58 gns. Terms.,

WANDSWORTH—1921 New Hudson (almost new)
2 1/lh.p., 2 speeds, lamps; 49 gns. Terms.-

WANDSWORTH—1920 New Hudson 2l(ih.p., J
speeds, lamps, licensed, beauty; 45 gns.

Terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1921 Triumph (almost newS
4h.p., 3 speeds, lamps; 89 gns. Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH—1920 Scott (almost new) Coach-
built Combination, twin, watercooled, lamps;

85 gns. Terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 Indian Combination, cltf.

namo lighting, 3 speeds, lully equipped; 95 gns.

Terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 Henderson lOh.p., 4-cyl.,

3 speeds, dynamo lighting; 89 gns. Easy
terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 A.B.C. Combination, twin,

4 speeds, spring irame, lamps ;_ 79 gns. Terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1919 Triumph-Gloria Combina!
tion, 4h.p., 3 speeds, lamps; 79 gns. Terms,

WANDSWORTH.—1919 Triumph Combination,

4h.p., 3 speeds, lamps; only 69 gns. Easy

terms.

WANDSWORTH—Swift Coachbuilt Combination;,

4h.p., 3-speed gearbox, kick, lamps; 65 gns.

Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Indian 7h.p. Twin, 3 speeds,

spring frame, newly enamelled, plated; 55 gns.

WANDSWORTH—Premier Coachbuilt Combination;

4h.p., 3 speeds, countershaft, kick, lamntf

49gns. Terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Premier Coachbuilt Combination,

3>^h.p., 3 speeds, lamps, licensed; 39 gu-:.

Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Grandex-Precision Combination,

334h.p., 2 speeds, lamps, licensed; 35 gns.

Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.-Indian Coachbuilt Combination,

7b.p., 3 speeds, kick, spring frame, disc wheels;

59 gns. Terms.

WANDSWORTH.-Rudge T.T., 3'^h.p., good tyres,

runs well; bargain, 26 gns. Easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Tourist 3'Ah.p., 2-speed gearbox,

low buit, drive away; 26 gns.

WANDSWORTH.-F.N. 2V:
h p., 2 speeds, clutch,

shaft drive, wants attention; 16 gns. Terma

WANDSWORTH Exchanges.—Wandsworth MotolAN
Exchange Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town

Station). 'Phone: Latchmere 4686. 12852

FO C H lor secondhand cycles, combinations an<l

'

'runabouts at bargain prices. Exchanges ar

anged. Any new cycle, combination or car sup-

died cash or deierred payments.-Fair Offer Cal
• Heath Street, Hampstead (near Tube).

louse, 5, -
Phone : Hampstead 375^
Saturdays-

Hours 9-7, including
[1611

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
'

3 and combination"
terms. Fowler Brigden,HIRE Latest Models cycles^and combinations, ra

period. Write 130

Euston Rd. C??fj

GN Light Car and Douglas Motor Cycle and Side
'

car for hire; 8 gns. and £5 per week respec

tively- fully insured.—Rodwell, 8, Red Lion Sq., Hoi

born,
' W.C.I. Chancery 7272. [8771

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., for many years havi

specialised in this class of work. If midline 1

purchased, full amount of hire up to one week I

avowed.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [608*

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

H
F
TjlDWARDS and Co.,

101 Gt. Portland St., W., are cash buyers e

solos, combinations, and Morgans. Highes

prices given, distance no object. Call, write, o

'phone: Mayfair 4027. [0871

1 022 New 2%h.p. A.J.S.—Bayley, Market Plata

11/ Uttoxeter, Staffs. [263:

Douglas 2%h.o., modern; £30.—B«
c'/o The Motor Cycle. [271

WANTED
1748

Bj4 All letters relating to advertisement should quote the number at the end of each aavertisement, and the date 01 the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
B

jkNT

\(\ COMBINATIONS and Solos, any make, euar-
J\s antee top pi ices given.—T. and B, Motor
Ltd., 372, Euston Rd. Museum 6581. [5554

rE

IE

3TUAL Buyers.

jEASE Offer Us your motor cycle or combination.
We pay cash, on sight.— Write, call, or 'phone

eura 1337.—Percy and Co., 314, Euston Rd. [0815

EST

HOES

[VEN

: F. EDWARDS and Co., 50, Harrington Rd..

South Kensington, will purchase for spot cash
* motor cycle or combination. Call, write, or

me Ken. 3709. [0604

LWAYS Buy

LOS, combinations, cycle cars. If in town, write,

'phone, or call If country, send to London
linua. We collect free and send best cash offer.

£\ Duun, Ltd., 326, Euston Rd., London. Museum
g [0332

AUDES' Motor Mart are purchasers for spot cash

of late models Sunbeam, Triumph, Douglas, Nor
and Morgans—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St..

don. [1128

rANTED, P. and M. old pre-war model; about
£20.—Kins, New Rd., Oxford [2843

20 Cash Offered for Best Motor Cycle.—23, Tun-
nard St., Boston, Lincolnshire. [3162

rANTED 1920 B.S.A., Model H solo, perfect con-

dition.—20, Goldsmiths Row, E.2. [3061

(VLMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent
place for disposing of motor cycles.

ELMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a cash
offer at sight.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure of

a good cheque if you sell your machine at

mer's Garage.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of men
hare sold their machines here.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of

motor cycles in the weekly auction sale every

irsday at 2.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage charge is

incurred until 7 days' notice is given.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
from any London railway station. The auction

\ is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash offer not
aeccepted, machine can be included in auction

> held every Thursday.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fix the price and
we do the rest.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms : Selling com-
mission 7V2X not chargeable unless machine is

l\ If no sale, a nominal auction fee is charged:
motor cars, 20/-; motor cycles under £50 value,

; ditto over £50 value, 10/-. When we effect a

j, these charges are cancelled and commission
rged.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogue free. Tel.

:

206 Streatham. T.A. : Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
[3041

RANTED immediately, Lightweight, with gears,

must be sound.— 1, Othello St., Liverpool. [6868

ATE Triumph, or similar, good condition; no fancy
prices.—Borrow. Cowplain, Cosham. Hants. (P)

T2547

"J21 Norton Big Four Combination for cash; pri-

J vate purchaser.—84, New Rd., Uttoxeter, Staffs.

[2623

.OUGL^S or good lightweight, not earlier 1919,
1 reasonable; cash waiting.—36, Ulleswater Rd.,

4. . - - [3006

RITTMPH or Sunbeam Combination, modern,
eauipped, reasonable.—Write 43, Dover Rd.,

2. E2830

fODERN Solos and Combinations for cash, or in
L exchange.—R. B. lark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd.,

7.7.
' [3492

TANTED, for cash. 1919-20 Sunbeam, A.J.S.,
' Triumph.—Jefferies. 39, Esses St., Bedminster,
sfcol. T2573 J

55 M.P.H. GUARANTEED
Special Offer of new
1922

Fitted with "Zoom! Zoom!!" exhaust system,

alloy air-cooled valve caps, special pistons, combined
footrest and aluminium footboards, special valve

springs, low saddle position, tuned and guaranteed
to do 55 m.p.h.- Delivered anywhere. Price £69 10s.

inclusive. This is only 30/- above list price and is

an opportunity you should not miss if you are

purchasing a motor cycle. Not shop-soiled or

second-hand, but new ax Douglas works, with full

guarantee. Fully equipped as makers' specification.

A NEW TWIN RING
PISTON.

Scientifically designed to prevent
distortion. Four strengthening
webbs and radiating fins, gudgeon
pins supported correctly. Much
lighter than standard pistons, yet

double the strength. Piston with
rings and gudgeon pin, 14/6.

ZOOM ! ZOOM ! !

Are you Zooming it This lovely

exhaust pipe gives a lovely Zoom
note and provides an expansion
chamber many times the cylinder

capacity; it silences- without back
pressure. The most efficient system
yet devised ; over 2,000 sets already

fitted. Beautifully finished in polished

copper plate, 30/-. Nickel plated,

33/6.

T00LBAGS, metal armoured,
two straps and buckles, fines

t

quality for 4 h.p. Douglas. Usual
price 20/-. My price 10/-.

Smaller size for 2J h.p., two straps
and metal covered real leather.

List price 11/-. My price 7/6.

A SADDLE OF REAL MERIT.
Pan Seat covered in real leather,

adjustable springs, gives a low
riding position on 2% h.p. and does
not foul the 4 h.p. Sidecar Stay.
A real comfy seat. List 35/-.

My price 25/-.

LEATHER TOOL ROLL
A real heavy affair that will stand rough usage.

Fitted with leather pocket, two side flaps, leather

centre tool holder and leather strap. 5/- each.

THE TONY COMBINED ALUMINIUM FOOTBOARD
AND FOOTRESTS (patented). 30/- per pair.

DOUGLAS SPARES.
I guarantee to send any part by first post: being

on the spot, if it is not in my huge stock I obtain the

same day. Try my return post service.

OFFICIAL DOUGLAS AGENT.
10 years with Douglas Molars Ltd.

140, VICTORIA ST., BRISTOL.
Telephone: 3792.

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
WANTED, Motor Cycle or Combination, cheap:

cash waiting.—18, Cambridge Rd., Barnes,
S.W.13. [3167

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 2-seater Wanted, 1921 or
1922.—Write, Wood, Belle St., West Stanley,

Durham. [3156

WANTED immediately, good combination and
countershaft Triumph.—24, Balliol Rd., North

Kensington. [3035

WANTED, 2%h.p. New Imperial, Omega, similar
lightweight; reasonable price.—King, Egrove,

Kennington, Oxford. [2842

I.O.M. Rudge.Multi, V/oh.-p. Rover, 2%h.p. New
Imperial, or similar; reasonable.—Watts, 261, Bal-

ham High Rd., S.W. [3143

SOLO Wan ted ; cash for cheapest machine offered

;

£35 limit.—Write. Fould, 55, Queen's Gate Mews.
Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. [2849

WANTED, modern 8h.p. Zenith, countershaft, en-
gine, frame number.—" Sandleford," Bramber

Rd., N. Finchley, N.12. [2929

ENFIELD or Matchless Combination, 1919-20, per-
fect, condition, private owner.—Full particular?.

309, Lillie Rd., Fulham. [2705

P.
and M., Triumph, Enfield, similar combination,
1918-20; trial Sunday morning here.—65, Clifton

Av., Wembley, Middlesex. ._ [3216

ENFIELD (large sidecar), similar, under £80; ex-

change Matchless combination and £30.—Box
1791, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2959

WANTED, S'Ah.p., or over, Combination, not
earlier 1918; about £50.—R. Porter. 4, Scott's

Villas, Thorkill Rd.. Ditton. . T2565

WANTED, N.U.T.; exchange Renault limousine,
guaranteed; cash adjustment; no dealers.—Box

1746, c/o The- Motor Cycle. [2711

tf)3h.p. or 3h.p. Solo, good running order, must be
<~V 4 cheap, for spot cash, Douglas preferred.—Par-
ticulars, 14, Mill Rd., Salisbury. [2745

WANTED, Lightweight, must be cheap; give

3-speed ladies' Rover cycle, as new, and cash. -

13, Whitehill Rd., Gravesend. (P) [3177

WANTED, Henderson . Combination, must be good
. as new and fully equipped; cheap.—17, Wilcox

Rd., South Lambeth. London. S.W.8. r2589

LET me sell your machine—only 5% commission and
a" quick sale.—Write, F. L. C, 42, Northampton

Buildings, E.C.I. 'Phone: Finchley 1778. [1363

SEVERAL good combinations and motor cycles

wanted, cash waiting, distance immaterial to our
drivers.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [2908

MODERN Motor Cycles and Combinations bought
for cash or sold on small commission; send details

first.—South Eastern Garage, Heme Hill, S.E.24.
[1096

EXCHANGE Humber w.c. Combination, dynamo
lighting and cash, for equally good 2-seater com-

bination.—Thomas, 235, Victoria Rd., Wood Green.
[3298

PETER GORDON, Ltd., require modern motor
cycles for cash or exchange; good prices paia.

Open Sundays.—110. Upper Richmond Rd., East
. Sheen. [3264

WANTED, Late Combinations, Solos; also Morgan
Runabouts, G.N.'s, and Rovers; cash or ex-

change.—Elce. Ltd., 13, 15 and 16. Bishopsgate Av..

Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. T0076

LATE Solo or Combination; exchange exquisite

platinum, diamonds, and pearl necklace, also

platinum spray diamond brooch ; cost £100 ; no
dealers; London district.—Box 1517, c/o The Motor
Cycle. £9083

CASH on sight lor new and second-hand motor cycles

and combinations, any make or condition.—Call,

write, or 'phone, Short und Glass, Ltd.. 485-493, Upper
Richmond Rd.. East Sheen, B.W. 'Phone: Richmond
2^62 and 2363. [0372

BUNTING'S Buy, Sell, or Exchange any make of

motor cycle. State your requirements. We
undertake to do your business and give you satisfac-

tion. Distance immaterial.—Bunting's Motor Ex-
change, Wealdstone. [0828

SPECIAL Cash Buvers, Triumphs. Enfields, B.S.A.'s.
Douglases, Matchlesses, A.B.C.'s, Scotts, Braa-

barys, Martinsydes, Zeniths. — Wandsworth Motor Ex-
change, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station).

'Phone: Latchmere 4686.

4-CYL. F.N.'s. Hendersons, T.A.C.'s, T.M.C.'s. wanted.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,

Wandsworth.

RED Indians, Harley-Davidsons, wanted.—Wands-
worth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth

(Town Station). [4559

F.O.C.H. always hare cash waiting for sound
machines of all types; highest prices and cour-

teous treatment assured.—Fair Offer Car Houfle, 5,

Heath Street, Hampstead (near Tnbe). 'Phone:
HaniDstead 3752. Tlours 9-7, including Saturdays.

tiein

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement. nn<i the, il.-ile ot the Issue B55
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KINGSBURY Scooters and Spare Parts.-

Works, Richmond Rd., Twickenham.

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
WANTED.—Motor cycles and combinations lor im-

mediate cash, new or Eecond-hand. Bring your
machine to us for a cash oiler; high prices paid on
the spot. Write, 'phone, or call ii possible.—Forge
Garage, 74-76, Brighton Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone:
Kingston 3025. [3169

WANTED, good modern Motor Cycles, solo or
combination, in part exchange ior 8h.p. Rover

or other light car. Best prices allowed, extended pay-

ments arranged.—Vivian Hardie & Lane, Ltd., 23/24.
Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.). Bond St., W.l.
'Phone: May fair 6559 [0772

SEND your Motor Cycle to Palmer's' Garage and
Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cash

offer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest
station Wimbledon. We will collect from any London
station. Machine can be included in auction sale if

desired.—Sole address : Palmer's Garage. Tooting. T3038

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
MOTOR Scooter, new; £12.—Parkinson, 714, Old-

ham Rd., N.H., Manchester; [2656

-Beauiort
[2231

A .B.C. Skootamota, new, unsoiled, latest model; £23,

sacrifice.—Frank Whitworth. 139, New St., Bir-

mingham. [4658

A .B.C. Skootamota, perfect running order, owner
too elderly; £19—Gelston, 10, Winchester St.,

Basingstoke. [2714

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
WALL Auto-Wheel, good condition; £7/10.—156,

Windmill Rd., Gillingham, Kent. 13081

\ UTO-WHEEL, perfect working order; price £7.

—

A Baker, Cycle Stores, Ealing Green. [2876

WALL Auto-wheel, verv good, can be seen running;
£10.—Coles, Cardington, Church Stretton. [2739

"VOTING Motor and Cvcle, complete, new and
J- unused; £20.—Stirling. 115, Allison Rd., N.4

[2658

AUTO-WHEEL, with cycle, fast, licensed, spares:

£12; trailer, £4.—luo, Belmont Rd., Maiden-
head. [2761

WALTHAM Cvcle, engine attached, excellent run-
ning order; £17—Hume, Hagg, Cornhill-on-

Tweed. [3227

WALL Auto-Wheel, splendid condition, taxed De-
cember; £11.—Hunter, 24. Ridyard St.,

Hemberton, Wisan. [2671

WALL Auto-wheel, tip-top condition, take almost
any hill lOV-.st. rider; £13; licence paid.—44,

Durban Rd., Watford. [2988

"I Q21 Young Attachment and Cycle, perfect coudi-
J-*7 tion; £20.—D. and S. Autocar Co., 33, The
Parade, Golders Green. [2214

YOUNG'S 1921, complete with strong cycle Dunlop
Magnum tyres, scarcely used, almost new; take

£17.-33, West End Lane, Kilburn, N.W. T3469

JE.S. Cycle, complete, good running order, new
belt, etc.; £18, offers. Also a 1921 Young cycle

attachment, complete,
Cricklade Rd., Swindon.

cycle, £10.-118.
[3339

HOODS, WINDSCREENS, ETC.
COLLINS and Son for hoods, screens, and aprons;

hoods from 35/-.—Below.

COLLINS and Son.—Adjustable windscreens, com-
plete with apron; 22/6, 30/-, and 35/-; sent

on approval against cash: carriage 1/6 extra.—Below.

COLLINS and Son stock all known makes of wind-
screens; we have a few second-hand Standard

Eastings, fitted with new celluloid, from 45/-.—Below.

COLLINS and Son fit celluloid panels to any wind-
screen in few hours, new aprons, side curtains,

etc • open weekdays till 8.30, Sunday mornings till

1 o'clock.—Collins and Son, rear of 84, High St.,

Putney, S.W. (D) [6025

V-SHAPED Windscreens, with apron, from £2/15.-
Brieht and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

[3100

HERCULES Hoods and Aprons; write for list —
Hercules Hood Co., 698. Seven Sisters Rd., Tot

tenham. [0853

HIGH-GRADE Hoods, polished hoops, brass fittings,

30/-; hoops, twill, etc.—Ilemy Jones, 778, High
Rd., Tottenham, London. [3502

RENNOC Co.—We are aotuai manufacturers ot

hoods, screens, and aprons. Send for list.—

Rennoe Motors Ltd.. 155a. Marlborough Rd., Upper
Holloway. N.19. [2321

BASTONE'S for windscreens, Sandum V type,

£2/15; Easting Standard, £3/18; Easting Baby,
£3; Montgomery Bo-Peep, £3/10.—228, Pentonville Rd.,

King's Cross, London, N.l. [3496

ROBINI Manfc. Co.—The Bower adjustable wind-
screen, registered, with coverall apron, 30/-,

carriage paid; beware of imitations; celluloid panels
fitted, Eastings. 16/6; coverall aprons made to order,

10/-. 'Phone: Brixton 1585.—Robini Manfc. Co., 1

and 3, Tulse Hill, Effra Rd.. Brixton, S.W.2. [3352

MOTOR CYCLE TYRES.
All perfectly new—we guarantee every tyre ourselves,
and ifyou are not perfectly satisfied with our tyres

ne will refund your money,

26X3 Englebert Touring 18/6
26X 2 Englebert Passenger 20/6
26 x 2\ Hutchinson Tourist Trophy 22/6
26 X 2J Hutchinson Passenger 25/-
26x2J Wood-Milne Combination, Steel

Studded : . . 26/-
26 X zl Firestone Rubber Non-skid 28/6
26 X 2| Dunlop Heavy Rubber Studded .... 27/6
26X 2I Clincher Extra Heavy de Luxe 26/6
26 x 2f Avon Tricar Rubber Studded 27/6
26 x 2g Palmer Cord Heavy , 32/6
26X 2| Dunlop Heavy Rubber Studded. . . 32/6
26x23 Dunlop Extra Heavy Rubber Std, 35/-
26 X 2^ Bates Special Heavy Ribbed 29/-

26X2*X2i Extra Heavy Rubber Studded 27/-
650 X 65 Lutetia Ribbed 20/-
650 x 65 Wood-Milne Extra Strong . . 30/-
650 x 65 Bergongnan voiturette 40/-
650 X 65 Michelin square voiturette 42/6
650X 75 Hutchinson Light Car 33/6
700x80 to fit 650x65 The Euston Special

Super Chain Extra Heavy Rubber
Stud 42,<6

700X So Excelsior voiturette 47/6
28 X 2$ Clincher Dreadnought 30/-

SPEC1AL OFFER OF 28 3 AMERICAN TYRES
for American Rims.

All perfect stock in original wrappers,.
Republic Rubber Non-skid 43/-
Portage Rubber Non-skid : 43/-
Federal Rubber Non-skid 43/-
Goodrich Safety Tread 44/-
USCO (United States) RNS 44/-
Firestone Rubber Non-skid 44/-
Goodyear All Weather Tread 45/-

Any of the above tyres will be despatched by next
passenger train immediately after receipt of order,

accompanied by remittance and 1/6 for carriage.

MOTOR CYCLE TUBES.—All sizes in 24" and 26"

at 5/6 each. Butt ended 1/6 extra. 28"X3"and
2S"X2£" at 6/6; 650X65 at 6/6; 700x80
at 6/6 ; Butt ended 1/6 extra.

Euston Special Inner Tubes, extra superfine

quality.—26 X2j at 7/6; 26X2$ at 7/9;
26X2^X2i at 8/-; 26X2J at 8/3.

Firestone, Dominion and Puncture Proof tubes.

—

26xsi, 26x2-3, 26x2$, 650X65 at 6/9.
All Tubes post free,

MOTOR CYCLE BELTS.—Clipper, regular stock,

in original boxes. 8'x£" at 10/-; 8'6"x£" at

10/6; 8'6w x£" at 12/6.

Sensational offer in %" belting, any length ordered,

at 9d. per foot.

Clearance stock of 6'6"x }" at 7/11 each ; io'3''x £-"

at 12/6.

PEGAMOID WATERPROOF MOTOR CYCLING
SUITS for " all weather " motor cyclists, 15/-

per suit.

MOTOR CYCLING HELMETS.—We can offer you
a splendid assortment at low prices—send for

3ur illustrated leaflet.

MOTOR CAR TYRES.—We are the cheapest in

the trade—send for our price list.

OUR REPUTATION ENSURES THAT YOU WILL
HAVE THE UTMOST SATISFACTION.

HOODS, WINDSCREENS, ETC.
SANDUM V Windscreens, £2/ 15; in stock.—HouchI

189a, High St., Peckham, S.E.15.

AUTO-WHEEL and Raleigh Tandem, perfect ru

ning . order; £18; apply after 6.—Meadva]

Montagu Gardens, Wallington.

R
BODIES.

ENNOC Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacturer?,
models, also several clearance, cbeap to clear.

RENNOO Co. specialise in repairs, repniuting, B

upholstering.—Rennoe Motors, Ltd., 155a. Ma
borough Rd.. Upper Holloway. N.19.

COLLINS and Son for coachbuilt bodies, all modi

in stock, from lightweights to 2-seater.—BelOfl

COLLINS and Son are actual manufacturers, a

give twelve months' guarantee with every bs

made by them.—Below.

COLLINS and Son repair, repaint and upholster
moderate charges, first-class work guarantee

estimates free ; send for catalogue.—Collins a u J S<

rear of 84, High St., Putney, S.W. [40

LOVELY Sidecar Body, hood and cover, screen,

1921 Sunbeam, as new; £5.—Eton, 260, High B
Balham.

COACHBUILT Bodies for old type chassis, i

many others from £5.—Willowbrook Motor C

Leicester. [03

BASTONES for Sidecar Bodies, all latest modal*
stock from £4.-228, Pentonvilte Rd.. Km

Cross, London, N.l. [5]

CAMBER Sidecar Bodies from £4/17/6; bodies-

painted and upholstered from £3.—Bright i

Hayles, 78, Church St.. Camberwell. T3]

AUCTION Pending, selling privately, 6 new origi

bodies, comfortable and well finished; your 0!

and choice if early.—Russell, 270, Goswell Rd., EX
[31

1 (\fi SIDECAR Bodies, De Luxe and Stand
J-\J \j models, canoe shape, quite new, coaehbu
low price to clear in 1 or several lots.—C.A.C.-I
High Rd., Kilburn, N.W. " [I'

FIFTY bodies, second-hand, upholstered best p*
moid, touring shape, from £2 each ; a I

new, at £7, exceptional bargain; also a few cha
to clear.—Sandums, 336, Gray's Inn Rd,, W.C.I

LQI

4? 3^15; great bargains in bodies, beautifully finis};

3* from £3/15; sports bodies for P. and M.'s, .1

2-seaters, adaptable for 2 adults, or 1 adult i

child, from £9; all bodies finished to order. Write;
particulars.—Robini Manfc. Co., 1 .and 3, Tulse I
Effra Rd., Brixton, S.W. 2. "Phone : Brixton 153

m
SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. W<

iug, coloured pencil, or line drawings of origj

defiipns, also working- drawjnes. full-sized or to seal

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Designing Dent., establis

,. designers to the coach trade for over 80 years. C
suit us when designing oew ideas.— Dorset Hoi
Tudor St., London. E.C.4. [0'

£4/17/6.-250 Douglas type, bulbous backed, 1

locker under seat, brand new. bodies upholstt
in rexine; £4/17/6 each; owing to contract, we 1

bought richt. to sell richt; they simply reqnin
finishing coat to coniDlete; photo sent on rectuest i

stamp. 'Phone: 1958 Brixton.—19. Wilcox 3

South Lambeth. London. S.W.8. f2

COBB Speedman Sidecar Bodies for all powers i

types of machine at from £2/12/6. The lieh

attachment on the market. Don't overload J

machine. If you want "a lively outfit, fit a C
Speedman racer weurhins 20 lbs., with door compl
from £3; second-hands, alterations, etc., a-t low pri

—Vernon Cobb. 18, Midland Rd- Carlton. Nott

ham. Works : Burton Joyce. T2

LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Lt
We have a few brand new lightweight coachn

bodies at £5. Medium weight with bulbous b
£7/7. Heavyweight model, specially suitable

Triumphs, £10/10. Semi-sports model, large kx

in rear, £10. Second-hand Millford, renovated as 1

£6; box carrier, 30/-; renovated sidecar compl

£8/10; Touring lightweight sidecar, complete, £5.-

Tulse Hill, Brixton. "Phone: Brixton 1292. 1

minute from Brixton Skating Rink.)

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

JPOR
CJANDHAM. the smartest sidecar specialists.

SANDUM Sidecars.—Our pre-war prices were the

of the 6how; £14 to £50. Write for new catalo

SANDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen a hood, sci

and apron; £2/15 and £3/18. Write for lisl

SANDUM (V-shaped) Wind Screen.—Our South Loi

agent writes: "An instantaneous success;

out; send further supply." Agents, get in touch wiM

ANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's

Rd., W.C.X. 'Phone: Museum 3427. NS J

zb All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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> AST0NE3.
* any machine

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
LTIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are
"* guaranteed 3 years.

ITIDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis ior
*X high-powered machines; Zenith, Harleys, Indians,
ew Imperials, Sunbeam, Blackburnes, etc.

"NDIANS with kick starter on Jeft present no diffi-

• culty with Middleton's special model.

TIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs of all
'-* kinds. Twisted motor cycle frames and forks
romptly corrected.

JECOND-HANDS of various makes for sale. Your
» old sidecar taken in part exchange.

jTIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
'*• safer and more comfortable, but are faster on
id roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not
,sli into them.

lEACHER'S Model withdrawn owing to lack of
feathers for special hat, the birds of Finsbury

irk having moulted through heat wave.

THOROUGHLY Hygienic Upholstery, antiseptic,

antitoxinated, Thermogene stuffing both ends, cur-

mium dash fitted with barometer, thermometer, ane-

jmeter, 5-day chronometer, vibration minimised .0,

suring blood corpuscles relativity to other corpuscles
cnaining statistically as they were before they did,

to speak; Triple Triple tyre for abnormal mileage
nal with long holidays; price, with vacuum dust and
crobe excluder, £257/9/2%; Alpine shaped hat to
itch, one feather at side, " not jaunty," 10/11%-.

IIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established sidecar
makers, wholesale, retail, and export, 27, Stroud

een Rd., Finsbury Park (near Tube). 'Phone, Horn-
- 1584. [0522

J
ASTONE3 for Sidecars, no better or cheaper boose.
All latest models in stock.

Lightweight sidecars complete, to fit

£12/18/6

> A8TONES. Sports model sidecar, complete.
* £17/10; several other models in stock, including
idem, all at low prices.

» ASTON ES.—Distributing agents for the famous
Montgomery sidecars, all the latest 1922 models

stock.

iASTONES for Sidecar Chassis, underslung £7/19/6.
tandem chassis £14/10, auxiliary arms 14/-.-

i, Pentonville Rd., King's Gross, London. N.l
tone : 2481 North. Grams : Bastones. London.

[6049
(OUGLAS Sidecar, in good condition; £9/10.—217,

Belsize Rd., Hampstead. [3212

OACHBUILT Sidecar, nearly new; what offer?—
193, Earlsfield Rd., S.W.18. [2728

ORPEDO Sidecar, fit Douglas, Cameo; £10.-40.
Forest Hill Rd., East Duhvich. [3107

RITUBE Sidecars are most unique. Scientifically
designed, made of finest materials.

RITUBE Chassis, constructed of steel lugs, straight
steel tubes, with welded joints.

RITUBE Sidecars are light. Supplied with either
sporting or touring coachbuilt bodies.

RITUBE Sidecars. One price, £15/10. Write for
booklet.—Davis Bros., Church St., Rickmans-

th. 'Phone: 5. [1534

4.MBER Utility Tandems; £27.—Bright and
Hayles. 78, Church St., Camberwell. T3102

\MBER Semi-sports Model; £17/10.—Bright and
riayles. 78, Church St., Camberwell. [3103

EARLY New James No. 2 Sidecar, Easting wind-
screen; £15.-79, Droitwich Rd.. Worcester. [3240

DIAN Sidecar, complete; £6. Several coachbuilt
sidecars; cheap.—17, Heaton Rd,," Mitcham.

[3098
ALIFAX.—Second-hand Sidecars from £7/10.-
Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.

[1406
GHTWEIGHT Chassis, nearlv new, 26in. wheel
and tyre, complete; £5/10.-26, Enfield Rd.,

on. [2655

OUGLAS Sidecar, complete, indistinguishable
from new; £15/10, near offer.—33, Land St.,

?don. [2836

1 22 Canoelt Semi-sporting, blue, off Triumph, 28 x
' 2'/i Dunlop, apron, done 50 miles; £21.—Forth,
ilington. [3335

0OTHS Blackpool Bargains.—Limited number, new
coach bodies, full size, with locker, £5 / 17 / 6

;

illy £9/10.

0OTHS Blackpool Bargains. -New £9/10 coach
. bodies for £5/17/6; illustration free.—Booths
ories, Blackpool.

30THS Blackpool Bargains.—Quantity new under-
slung chassis, 4-point attachment, £9/19/6;

;tration free.- Booths Motories, Blackpool.

DOTHS Blackpool Bargains.—SeveraJ shop-soiled
sidecars, cheap; Hercules coach sidecar, £9/10/6;

d Canoelet, £8/10/6 ditto Farlow, £8/10/6; cane
I

j, 22/6.—Booths Motories, 294, Waterloo Rd .

:kpool. [5061 ]

T.T. WINNERS
The famous 1\ h.p.

rJ

Again WINS the
JUNIOR T.T.
obtaining FIRST and SECOND places,
covering the 188J miles at an average

speed of 54f m.p.h.

A.J.S., 2j h.p., Model B 3-speed
Touring, with Kick Start. . .

.

£85
MODEL Bl, Semi-Sports ... .. £85
MODEL B2, Stripped Sports .

.

£85
7 h.p. COMBINATION, Inter Wheels £17 5
SOLE BIRMINGHAM AOENT-P. J. EVANS.

tt

The Trusty
TRIUMPH j >

2nd in the SENIOR T.T.
completing the course in 4 hrs. 22 sees.

TRIUMPH, 3t h.p., Type R, O.H.V.
engine £120

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Type H..T.T. bars £105
4 h.p., „ S.D., „ „ £115
21 h.p. 2-speed ... .. £65

„ 4h.p.withSpecialSideiar £125
Call and see thesefamous proved machines
at "THE Birmingham House for Motor
ists." Expert Tuition, exchanges and
deterred terms arranged.

BJEvans
Winner 01 ine iyu uu. ,iun 1 . 1

.

81-91, JOHN BRIGHT ST.,

BIRMINGHAM
'Phone: Mid. 2910. 'Grams: Lytcar, B'ham."

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
WHITLEY Sidecars, Coventry.—Three models, *25,

£29/10, £32/10. Nothing on one wheid to
equal. Lists free. C0856

SPORTING Rennoc sidecar, 1922, apron, screen, off
Indian Scout; bargain, £16.-77, Cranbrook

Rd., Iford, Essex. [2737

CJTANFORD Sidecars, with tvre and apron, are
*J priced from £15/12/6 to* £27/7/6; a dozen
models meeting all requirements.

STANFORD Sporting Windscreens in Celluloid, most
convenient in use, 37/6 ; Universal windscreen,

60/-; spring-slung child's seat, small 32/6. large 37/6;
all fit bodies of any width.—Stanford Sidecar Co.
Sampson Rd. North, Birmingham. • [2652

COACHBUILT Sidecar, off Triumph, good condi-
tion, 4-point attachment, complete; £5.-107.

Pulborough Rd., Southfields, S.W. [2816

MONTGOMERY Sidecars from £17/10; sporting
model in stock; trade supplied.—R. G. Houchin,

189a, High St., Peckham, S.E.15. [3463

I^XTENDED Payments accepted for sidecars; models
i-J for all makes.—Send for catalogue, etc., Rideezi
Sales. Ltd., 5, Victoria St.. S.W.I. [0829

B.S.A. No. 4 Sporting Sidecar, Easting, good, con-
dition; £22; or exchange for B.S.A. No. 3 tour-

ing.—Drew, Instow, The Gardens, West Harrow. [3386

Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens, largest
stock in London, actual manufacturers through-

out. Send for our catalogue, 32 pages, 80 illustrations.

PHQCNIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by the
Rennoc Sidecar Co.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian
motors, with left-hand kick starters, and can

deliver.

RENNOC Co. have 50 second-hand and clearance
sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear at knock-

out prices. Note; Write for special clearance list.

RENNOC Co. have the finest selection of complete
sidecars in the trade.

RENNOC Co. undertake repairs to any make of side-
car; repainting and reupholstering a speciality.

RENNOC Co. have in stock sidecars to fit all makes,
English and American.

RENNOC Co. again ask you to send for their
catalogue, the most comprehensive issued by any

manufacturers.

RENNOC Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marlborough Rd., Upper
Holloway, N.19 'Phone: Homsey 1589. [2319

SPORTS Model Sidecar, 4 attachments, 26x2% tyre;
±,21; many others from 16 guineas. Write for

list.—Willow brook Motor Co., Leicester. [0335

WATSONIAN Canoelet Sidecar, first-class condi-
tion, suitable for Douglas or two-stroke; £10

or near offer.—K. Keer, Wickham. Market. [3000

IDECAR Bargain.—A.B.C. Hughes, beaten alu-
minium body, locker, smart appearance, dona

only 100 miles; £30.—Tullis, Engineers, Clydebank.
[2170

P.M. Sidecars, complete with £12 bodies, tube
and tyre. £11/10; 2 second-hand, new paint,

upholstery, £9/10.—55, St. James' Rd., Bermondsev.
•[3454

COLLINS and Son for Sidecars, new bulbous back
models complete with renovated underslung chas-

sis, with fittings for any machine, from £12/10.—
Below.

S 1

2-Seater bulbous back coachbuilt
with renovated underslung chassis, from

COLLINS and Son
model:

£15. -Below.

CCOLLINS and Son.—New Montgomery Chassis, fitted
f with our 1922 bulbous De Luxe coachbuilt body,

supplied with fitting* for any machine, £18/10.—
Below.

ClOLLINS and Son.—New Mills-Fulford Chassis, with
f bulbous back coachbuilt body, supplied with fit-

tings for any machine. £17/10.—Below.

COLLINS and Son specialise in frame and chassis
repairs; all work guaranteed; send for catalogue.

Open weekdays till 8.30, Sunday mornings till 1
o'clock.—Below

COLLINS and Son will take your present sidecar
in part payment of any model; a few second-hand

sidecars in stock.- Collins and Son, rear of 84 Hi^h
St.. Putney S.W [40I5

TAYLORS' (30 years' experience).—Sidecars, brand
new, underslung, bulbous back, coach,

£10/10; bodies, £3/10.-637, Seven Sisters Rd., Tot-
tenham.

. [2923

glDECAR.-Have a Hopley folding sidecar
garage worry and expense. Attached to

will go througa passage 28in. Tandem and
bodies fitted.— Hopley

Saves
motor
single

motor
up to

Clinton-Wall

FOLDING Sidecar.-Wheo ordering your
specify a Hnpley folder Suits motors «

lOh.p Can be changed from pleasure to commercial
in few seconds. Detachable wheels can be fitted.
Tested 7 years. -Hopley, Upper Highgate St., Birming-
ham [0152

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue 5 57
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
WATSONIAN Sidecar, coupe, 4-point, off Ilarley,

ideal lor touring,- late model, new condition: bar-
gain, 15 ens.—Seen at Middleton's; or write. 81, Emp-
ehott Rd.. Southsea. 12574

NEARING the End. Only' -few left. 18 gn. sidecar
chassis for £6 / 10 ; bankrupt stock ; any size

wheel, and large luggage grid included.—Liquidator,
Durant, Bourne, Farnham. • f2806

SIDECARS.—The Burbury, over 85 stock, sporting,
touring, tradesman's, lightweights; Jew soiled

from £10, complete with tyre.—Only address lor side-

cars, Cadby's, 392, Farm St., Birmingham. [2640

I"
ARGE Millford Sidecar, bulbous back, 4 points of

J connection, screen, dashboard, electric head lamp,
dash lamp, complete with all fittings, almost as new;
£15.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.3. [2604

« « "TLfUDGUARDS Fallen Off ! "—Has it? Well,
±YX you should fit one of our new Car type

on to the body; that's the place for it; 17/6 com-
plete, any colour.—Jones Garage, The Broadway,
MusweH Hill. [3003

PINNACLE Sidecars for comfort, durability, and
elegance; a model for every purpose; prices from

18 to 48 jrns.—Particulars from W. G. Fearn and Co.,

Albion Works, King's Cross; North 3541; or through
your local agent. [3290

LANCASTER Sidecars.—Superb coachbuilt sidecars

complete from 14 gns.; bodies only from 4 gns.

A good selection in stock. Call and inspect.—The
Lancaster Motor Co., 158, Norwood Rd., West Nor
wood, S.E.27. 'Phone: Streatbam 2541. [3328

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,

has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itself

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,

and, when folded, combination will pasB through a

30in doorwav. Call and see it demonstrated.— Wincyele
Co Ltd.. 236 Hich Holborn. W.C.l (038

DOUGLAS Chassis, shop-soiled bodies, special offer,

£11/10; P. and M. outfits, new bulbous back
bodies, fittings, etc., £14; sports outfit for P. and
M.'s, £14; outfit for Triumphs, B.S.A.'s, etc., new
bodies, £15; lightweights, complete, brand new, from
£11/ 10 ; 2-seaters complete, from £14; bodies only,
£9; extended payments. Write for particulars.—
Robini Manfc. CO., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Effra Rd.,
Brixton, S.W.2. 'Phone : Brixton 1585. [3356

OLD Man Hep. nas 1,000 Douglas underslung
chassis, renovated and complete, to suit all makes

of machines, for £5; or fitted with a brand new.
Douglas type bulbous backed body, for £10/10 (these
bodies are upholstered with good quality Rexine, but
require a last coat of paint); this has been left for
travelling on rail; send for photo, enclosing stamp
We cannot be beaten for our prices. 'Phone : 1958
Brixton. (See Bodv column.)—19. Wilcox Rd., South
Lambeth, London, S.W.8. T2591

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
BEDELIA.—The new 1922 model 8-10h.p„ air-cooled

or water-cooled to choice: immediate deliveries.

BEDELIA.—Air-cooled model, £185; water-cooled
model, £195, side-by-side armchair seats, 3 speeds

and reverse, 5 detachable wheels, hood, screen, lamps,
tools, jack and pump included; trial free.

"D.EDELIA.—Cash or easy terms; your old car or
X> or cycle taken part payment.

BEDELIA.—Catalogue free from L. N. Palmer, Sole
Concessionaire for the British Empire.—Palmer's

Garage, Tootin* [3036

1 Q14 Morgan, 8h.p. J.A.P., A.C., licensed, equipped;.
J-t/ £57.-35, Marlow Rd„ Anerley, S.E.20. [3086

G.N., touring model, immediate delivery; £225.—
Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Great Portland St., W.

[439fi

G.P. Morgan, new 1922, in stock; £180.—Rey, 173,
Gt. Portland St. "Phone: Langham 1257.

[3472
MORGAN 1919 Sporting, lOh.p. Precision, 4 speeds,

perfect; £110.—Haslett, Garlands, Caterham.
[3192

G.N. 1920 Model, complete with spare wheel and
dynamo lighting, mileage 4,000: £125.—Elce, Ltd.

—Below. -

MORGAN 1921 De Luxe Model, Lucas dynamo
lighting. lOh.n W.C. M.A.G. engine: £157/10.

—Elce. Ltd., 13, 15 and 16. Bishopsgate Av.. Camo-
mile St.. E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. T0074

CARDEN, late 1921, scarcely used, electric light;
. quick sale, £65.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd.,

S.W.7. [3491

MORGAN Runabout, Grand Prix, dynamo lighting,
brand new; £193/10; exchange.—Parker's

Garage, Derby. [1587

"I Q21 Seal Sociable, 8h.p. J.A.P., lamps, horn, spare
Lt/ wheel, small mileage; £160, nearest.—3, Abbey
Rd., Liverpool. [3230

1 Q20-21 Bleriot Whippet, spare wheel, good run-
-L*7 ning order, bargain; £60; any trial.—H.
Wright, Arlesey, Beds. [2974

IIGHT Cars, 3- and 4-wheelers, including several
J 1920 models, from £50 to £150; cash, terms, or

exchange with motor cycles; distance immaterial.—
Bunting's Motors, Wealdstone. Middlesex. [2905

The open road is calling you. Enjoy every hour you
can in trouble-free motor cycling. For this you want
the right sidecar, spares and accessories—we have them.
Here are a lew of many. If it's for a Douglas, we have
it. Write for list of machines and Easy Payment Terms.

WHY RIDE SOLO?
BURLINGTON No. 1 TOURING MODEL SIDECAR
and DOUGLAS CHASSIS. Re-enamelled, with new
springs, new
mudguards,
wheel and
tyre. Com-
plete with
apron.

Price

£15 10

Carryyour luggage without discomforting your passenger

LUGGAGE GRIDS
FOR SIDECARS.

Body Fitting.

Made of strong
steel tubing.
Attached to the
body by two nickel

plated bra kets in

which the grid

swings up or down
as required.

Complete with strap, screws, and staples. Price 35/_

To 4 h.p. Douglas Owners
No more broken drawbolts.

A new form of operating
mechanism for the 4 h.p. Douglas
Motor Cycle, by which the Draw-
bolt is entirely diminated.

Write for full particulars.

19 2

FOOTBOARDS lor 2J h.p. and 4 h.p. Douglases
covered with lino; brass beading; with clips

1 2/6 per pair. Postage 1/6.

Spares for Douglases. We carry a larger stock of spares
for Douglases than any other agent in this country.

Write lor what you want and get it by return

TRADE SUPPLIED.

Burlington Motor Cycle Go., Ltd.,

7, South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4.
'Phone : Brixton 241 /.

Wires: Burlington Motors, Clapham,
Just by Clapham Common Underground Station.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
"I Q17 G.P. Morgan, disc, lamps, etc., complete:
J-*J £120; motor cycle part.—The Haven, 120,
Sutherland Rd„ Croydon. ' [3282

MORGAN.—New 1922 Models In atock.—Agents,
Birkenhead Motor Works, Old Bidston Rd.,

Birkenhead. 'Phone: 2047. [2389

HALIFAX.—1920 2-Seater Tamplin, £89/10; Rangei
8h.p. 2-seater light car, £75.—Halifax Motor Ex*

change, Horton St., Haliiax. £1404

SWIFT, 2-cyIinder engine, just overhauled, gear box
and radiator for same; £40; sell separately if re-

quired.—H. Slade. Chipping Sodbury, [252$?

"I Q21 Carden, two-seater, dynamo lighting, hood
J-«J screen, perfect mechanical condition, any trial*

£75.—Courtfield, Ross Rd., Wallington. [3011

G.N. new 1922 Touring model, dynamo lighting!

£225; easy terms and exchange—Wauchope's, 9.

Shoe Lane, London. Phone: Holborn 5777. r34«

1 Q 21 Morgan de Luxe, W.C, J.A.P., speedometer,
It/ discs, lovely condition; £135.—Hillier, Side
Bell, 9, Wallingford Av., North Kensington. t311B[

MORGAN 1916 G.P., J.A.P., excellent condition,

hood, screen, speedometer, lamps, discs; £110'.—
Write 15, Roolcfield Avenue, Muswell Hill.N.10. [2769

1 Q20 Tamplin 2-seater, stored since 1920, splen„
J-*/ did condition, taxed; £75; take good motor
cycle and cash.—7. Portland Place, Leamington. I

[3175

G.N., 1921, de luxe, dynamo, spare wheel, as new
?

4,000; £130, nearest; exchange combination.-r-
James, c/o Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddingtori.

[3236

NEW ard Second-hand Light Cars and Cycle Cars,

all makes ,
good selection in stock ; cash, easy

payments, or exchange.—Service Co., 292, High Holbcrh,

W-G.l. - [0673

21 Coventry Premier 3-wheeler, dynamo lighting,

spare wheel, dickey; £160; exchanges.—
Hillier, Side Bell, 9, Wallingford Av., North Ken-
sington. [3117

PRACTICALLY brand new 1921 Coventry-Premier,
dynamo lighting, spare w^eel; £150; part ex-

change combination.—24, Balliol Rd., North Ken-
sington. [3034A

BAILISS-THOMAS, 1922 lOh.p. model, 4-cyl. water-

cooled engine. 3 speeds, Magdyno; 300 gns. ; im-
mediate deli\ery.—Godfrey's, Ltd.. 208. Gt. Portland St..

London. W.l. 10736

BLERIOT Whippet, 1920, handle starter, thois?

oughly overhauled, unused twelve months,
licensed; no reasonable offer refused.—98. Foster Hiir
Rd., Bedford. T2550

£50.—Sizaire.Naudin 9h.p. 2-seater, with dickey,

dual ignition, condition and tyres perfect; take
motor cycle part.—Pryor, Off License, Newchapel,
Lingfield, Surrey. [3050

£38.—A.O. Sociable, excellent condition, tax paid,
nearly new tyres, pump, jack, tools, hood and.

screen ; any trial ; exchanges.—Smith's, 86, Chalk
Farm Rd., N.W.3. [2602

LATE 1921 Bleriot^Whippet, interchangeable wheels,
1 spare, dynamo lighting, taxed, spares, any

trial ; £90 ; exchange combination.—24 Balliol Rd.,
North Kensington. . [3034

CHATER-LEA 2-seater, 9h.p. J.A.P. engine,
practically new, 3-speed and reverse, tax and

insurance paid; 70 gns.
—"Milestones," Rydens Rd.,

Walton-on-Thames. [2508

CARDEN 2-seater, 1921, fully equipped, hood and
screen, lamps, tax paid; £77/10; ready to drive

away; motor cycle as part payment.—Wauchope's, 9,.

Shoe Lane, London. [3441

1 Q 22 Morgan Popular, £150 : Grand Prix, £1 80 *
J- «/ 8h.p. Rover, £220

:
in stock for immediate delivery; I

easy payments only 4% extra.—The Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0773

GRAND Prix Morgan, 1920, November, guaranteed
new condition, fast and powerful, wattr-cooled

M.A.G. ; £135; equipped.—James, c/o Bradmore's, 482,
Harrow Rd., Paddington. [3239

BLERIOT-WHIPPET, 1920, electric lights, horn, I
spot light, side curtains, spare wheel, luggage

grid; £84. Exchange solo, Indian preferred.-—Smith,
38, Sydenham Hill, S.E.26. [2952

G.N. Sporting Light Car, engine and gears over-
hauled, electric lighting, etc.; sell £76; exchange

A.B.C., Sunbeam, Scott Squirrel, solo.—J. Wigley,
Walgrave, Northamptonshire. [3122

COVENTRY-PREMIER 4-wheeler 1922 model, only
recently from works, standard except no dickey

seat; £200; usual price. £230.—Frank Whitworth,
Ltd., 139, New St., Birmingham [6055

TAMPLIN 1921 2-seater, perfect condition; first

reasonable offer accepted, or exchange combina-
tion.—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 23-24, Woodstock
St. (off Blenheim St.), Bond St., W. Mayfair 6559.

[2597

B5S All letters relating to advertisements should emote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
„C. Sociables by the A.C. Co., dependable run-

L abouts, case 2 persons anywhere, good, condition
d appearance, fnlly equipped; from. £40 to £55;
aL—29, Allsop St., Upper Baker St.. London, >\W.

"574.

'AMPLIX. 1921, Sh.p. J.A.P., Binka. Stnrmey-
Archer 5-speed, 2-seater, heed, screen," lamps,

ason. alnminiuni discs, spares, lnggage carrier, ex-
ient condition, ran about 600 miles; £80.-79.
stleton -Mansions, Barnes. [3484

'OR Sale. Morgan Grand Prix, late model, just
overhauled and repainted primrose and black,

R.S. 6in. head lamps, discs, completely equipped

;

y trial; oners: would exchange for combination or

o machine.—112, Gorton Rd., Coventry. [3289

'XCEPTIONAL Bargain. —Brand New 1922
' Coventry-Premier, water-cooled, dynamo lighting,

ire wheel and tyre, fully guaranteed, full compre-
asive insurance, no dickey; accept £197.'10.

—

ilkins Simpson, Opposite Olympia, London. [340S

.V. Monccars, with dickey seat, J.A.P. engine,
i. 2-speed gear, lighting set, Klaxon, windscreen,
>rty appearance, painted red, black mudguards, re-

ble, last; exchanges considered; price £45 (1919) tc

(1921-.—A.V. Snecialist. Garage, 105, Castlenau.
rnes. [3483

920 Tamplin 2-seater, in excellent running order.
extra large dashboard with special sight feed

d oil pump, lamps, horn, all-weather hood, spare
tin carrier, large tool box, fully equipped, tax

id; £75.—Dunns, 326, Euston Rd.. S.W.I. "Phone :

lseum 5391. [2189

I
ORGAN 1921 1 - Aero Special Model, lOh.p.,

w.c, M.A.G. engine, Lucas dynamo lighting.

axon and electric horns, special body with 2
iplex screens, hood and special cover, aluminium
ihboard, with speedometer, clock, switchboard,
;h light, oversize steering wheel, petrol earner,
£3, tools, taxed, dark blue, with white lines,

illy pretty, do 60, guaranteed perfect throughout.
it £285; accept £180.—Stockwell, 6, Northdown
., Margate. (See Exchange column.) .[3308

[ORGAN".—All spares from stock.—Maudes' Motor
Mart. 100. Great Portland St.. W.l. T3256

[ORGAN Spare Parrs Depot.—Spares for all models
from stock.—Elee. Ltd.. 13. 15 and 16. Bishons-

e Av., Camomile S;.. E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.
[0075

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.
r"torSTx\" Sh.p. B.S.A. Sidecar Taxis, as licensed
<J throughout the country-—Write ior full parties
s. County Cycle and Motor Co., " Originator?."

), Broad St.. Birmingham. [5353

CARS FOR SALE.
917 Deemster 2-seater, electric lighting. 5 detach-

able wheels, perfect; 115 gns.—Below.

/|h.p. Humber Covered Van, 4-cyl., 3 speeds, perfect:
* £35-—Below.

915 Marshall-Arter 12h.p. 4-seater, dynamo. 5
Saukeys, leather upholstery, beautiful condition

roughout ; £150.—Below.

915 Singer 2-seater, dynamo lighting, 5 Sankeys;
any trial: exchanges; 115 gns.—20, The Arch-

y, Walmer Rd., North Kensington. [3398

55.—Bedford-Bnick 2-seater, dickey, good tyres, fine
1 running order.—King, Egrove Farm. Oxford. [2844

h.p. Rover 2-seater, 1911, good condition; £48,
offers.—15. Blomfield St., Burv St. Edmunds.

[2684
IOTTR-SEATER Touring Car, 1913. for Sale, or

exchange Combination; £65.—15, Deal Rd.,

oting. [3210

• 100.—Perrv 1914 8h.p_, very good condition, over-
' _ hauled '£40 1920.—Bennett, 47, Magdalen Rd..

indsworth. [6911

tUVEE Care.—1922 8h.p- model; price £220; eaity

deliveiv.—Godfreys'. Ltd. 208. Gt Portland St..

mdon \T 1 [0350

|7*EST Norwood ! 60 cars, absolute bargains, list

I free, exchanges.—Douglas S. Cox, Laasdowne,
est Norwood. [1932

'AST and Comfortable 2-seater R.M.C., 1914, unused
during war; £75.—11, Ashmere Grove. Acre

ne, Brixton. S.W. [3473

fyh.o. S.M.C. 4-seater, 1917, lighting and starting
I "set, nice condition; £115.—Scrase, 381,

ttersea Park Ed., S.W. [3474

914 Humber, two-seater, splendid car; £100; or ex-

change combination, cash adjustment.—56.

abouxne Rd. Bournemouth. [3008

IOVER C-ara.—The lamcua 8h.p. model in stock
it £220; for immediate delivery.—Eaglea and Co
5 High St.. Acton. Loudon T0751

COVENTRY PREMIER. 1922. 4-wheeI model: £230.
/ immediate delivery; cash or deferred payments.—
atcliffe Bros.. 200. Gt Portland St.. W. [0730

IA "NT) lOh.p.. 4-cylinder, water-ccoled. dynamo
lighting and starter, double dickev ; £300.—

iteliffe Bros.. 200. Great Portland St.. W- [4395

MALL 4-seater 15h.p., R.M.C. starting/ and light-
ing set-, nice condition, rery low running co=:s:

15.—Scrase, 381. Battersea Park Rd.. S.W. T2598

[

The
machine

<£ CF Before you settle
on your next season's
mount.getintouchwith
us. We specialise in the
two machines named
here. Let us tell why we
concentrate on them.

Nand ON THOSETWO ONLY.
5 We think our
reasons for so doing
may interest you

—

Reven more, they may
convince you that
either the Velocette

Tor the Norton is the
machineYOL" should
buy. Which of the two

Oyou will choose depends
entirely on your require—

N
ments. But we do main-
tain that thev both rep-
resent the best of their
respective types — and
that you can't do better.

?CA very special feature
of our service deals
withSportsandCom-
petition Machines.
We tune up new
machines for Com-
petition work free
of charge. Or, we
will overhaul your exist-
ing mount, giving you
better spesd and batter
results in every way, on
reasonable terms. Our
many years of competi-
tion experience is at
your disposal.

We have all
19 2 2 Models
for immediate
delivery a ny-
where. Cash or

Deferred-Terms

V
E
L
O
C
E
T
T
E

O'Donovan
Motors ^.'Kr
76a,Great Portland Street,
London, W.l. : : : : :

" Odonomote, Wesdo, London."
Museum 5890. :::::::

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMER S Garage. Tooting.—£55 down and 12

monthly payments £5 secures smart 12-14^-p.
Panhard landaulet.

PALMERS Gar2ge. Tooting.—£10 down ani 6
monthly payments £3 secures 14-18h.p. Darracq

light lorry.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£10 down and 12
monthly payments £3 secures excellent Napier

long chassis.

PALMERS Garage, Tooting.—£30 down and 12
monthly payments £6 secures 2-ton Karrier

lorry chassis, new tyres.

PALMERS Garage, Tooting.—£30 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures 3.C.A.T. 10-seater

wagonette.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—£30 down and 12
monthly payments £4 secures 14-16h.p. Darrarq

torpedo touring car.

TJALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£125 down and 12
-- monthly payments £10 secures modern 15.9h.p.
Swilt touring car, dynamo lighting.

pALMERS Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
J- montnly payments £7 secures 20h.r>. Studebaker
landaulet, dynamo lighting, self-starting.

"DALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
-*- monthly payments £7 secures 12-14h.p. Fiat
light van.

pALMERS Garage, Tooting.—£50 down and 12
J- monthly payments £3.10 secures Piceard-Pictet
•ij landaulet, dynamo lighting.

"DALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£50 down -and 12
-»- monthly payments £6 secures modern 15-20h.i.
r tat landaniet.

"DALMER'S Garage, Tooting £50 down and 12
*- monthly payments £6 secures solendid 16h.p.Adams -^ landaulet.

"D MMERS Garage. Tooting.—£40 down and 1'
J- monthly payments £5 secures verv smart 14-1^
n.p. Darracq landaulet.

"DALMERS Garage, Tooting:—£25 down and 6J- monthly payments £5 secures excellent Renau..
taxicab.

"DALMERS Garage, Tooting.—£10 down and 6J- montnly payments £3 secures 12h.p. Talbot 4-

"DALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£65 cash securesJL^ modern 12h.p. Gregoire 2-searer, 4 cyls., gate

PALMER 'S Garage, Tooting.-£l50 cash secure.J- modern 15.9h.p. Napier 30-cwt. van.

pALMERS Garage, Tooting.-£40 down and 12^ monthly payments £10 secures SOh.p. Berlintouring car, 6 cyls.
•>»»-h>. ">«'"

pALMERS Garage, 187, High St., Tooting, willJ- accept your old car or motor evele as part nav-

fo?' r;°„
r aD

l car in
?
toct For ca

"

sn P"ce, deduct10* from above totals. [30^2DOVER Sh.p. Light Car, 1922 models dvna-nu^ lighting; £220 cash, deferred payments 42extra.-Rateline Bros.. 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l

JJE MARCAY lOh.p., electric lighting. 5 detachab.e*-* whee.s. tyres almost new, a last, quiet comfcr^^^2°-T^i G^e. 47,
•

S?reatha'm
m
HU'.

J

London, S.W.2.
[2901

TXALIFAX.-1922 B.S.A., Calthorpe, CoventrvJJ- Premier Lagonda and Rhode. Latest modelsCash or exchange.—Haluax Motor Exchange, Hortoo
St., Halifax.

[1405
f^LYDE lOh.p. 2-3-seater. hood, screen, 4 lamps

". .
£Pa

,
r
.
e

.
rm»,and tyre, orerhauled, guaranteed pei-

lect condition, handy, reliable little car; £115 Wait
and Co.. Ltd.. Leicester. [2644
"prCKiXGHAM 10h.p. 2-seater Car. with dickev
•*-* seat, dynamo lighting, aluminium body; 199 giii
—Latest model from stock at Tvrrell and Clissold'.
Garage, Iffisy Rd., Oxford. [2643
OLYDE 10-12h.p., £8 tax. 2-3-seater. White andvy Poppe engine, new hood, screen, Stepnev wheel,
thoroughly overhauled, guaranteed, handv little car-
ess.—Wait and Co., Leicester. [2645

1Sj-20h.p. Flanders Covered Van, 4-cylinder, 3-speed.
*J reverse, inside gate change, engine overhauled,

body repainted; £60; consider motor evele part.—
Snodgrass, Lightwater, Bagshot. [3189

G.N.. 1922, Touring, £225; All-Weather, £250;
fully equipped; inspection and trial invited. De-

ferred payments arranged. From Agents and Show-
rooms, 222, Gt. Portland St. Museum 2271. [1629

"I Ah.p. New 1922 B.3.A. Light Car, just delivered
-1-V ex works, fully equipped, dynamo lighting, elec-
tric starting, etc.; £340; exchanges or easy terms ol
payment entertained.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet
St., London. 'Phone : Holborn 5777. [3443

G.N. 8h.p. Standard Touring, detachable whee'-
dynamo lighting, hood, screen, hern, jack, pump,

tools, tax paid to December, ex works August. 1921.
first used January, 1922, readv to drive awav: £]S5
—Telford Garage. 47, Streatham Hill. LondcD S.W 2

[290C
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EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
TRY Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London,

easv terms Phone. [Iolborn 5777
I.0.4, tor

T7218

HALIFAX.—Second-hand Models at special rates.—
Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.

[1402
T?OE Best Treatment and nest terms for light *.urs,

±- cycle cars, or motor cycles of any make, new or

second-bond, write Service Co.. 292. High Holborn,
W.C.l 10S72

ANY make of cycle or any combination completely
equipped; licensed, insured on 12, 15. 18 months'

extended payments system.—Write for particulars,

Rideezi Sales. Ltd 5 Victoria St.. S W.l (0830

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge, will supply any make of motor cycle

or light car on easy terms at the lowest possible

price obtainable anywhere. Catalogues and full par-

ticulars by post. [1626

ENGINES.
DOUGLAS 1920 2?4h.p„ unused, new C.A.V., Amac;

J517/10.—4, Auckland Rd., Doncaster. [2562

VILLIERS Engine Spares from Stock.—Maudes'
Motor Mart, 100, Great Portland St., W.l.

[3257

Q3hp. J.A.P., re-bushed, new piston, rings and
/54 con. rod; £4/ 10.—Corner Garage, Amesbury,
Wilts. t2812

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Engine and Carburetter, good con-

dition; £14.—Houchin, 189a, High St., Peckham,
S.E.15. [3465

P.
and M., 1918, fine condition; £8,. near offer.

—

Coulson, 22, Lupus St., Victoria (2 knocks,

after 6). t2924

WHATEVER type of engine you require, we can
supply.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place, Leam-

ington Spa. [8453

GAS Engine, equal to new, magneto jgnition, lOh.p.;

can be seen running by appointment.—J. Thorn
and Sons, Valley Mill. New Mill. Huddersfleld. T2606

4JLh.p. Levis Flat Twin 2-stroke, carburetter, and
2 magneto, new condition, perfect; £10.—Cole,

457, Rathgar Rd., Loughborough Junction, S.W.9.
12280

BARR and Stroud Engines, the bar none engine.

140 miles per gallon, 60 miles per hour. See

Parts advertisement.—Motorities, 191, Sweetman St.,

Wolverhampton. [2299

VILLIERS Engine, 2-stroke, flywheel, magneto, com-
plete with brackets and Senspray carburetter,

pulley, nearly new, ready lor fitting, perfect; price £14.

-Jlall, Preston Rd.. Chorley. T3507

ENGINES. — Coventry-Premier pattern, 1916,

3V;h.p., with silencer, new ; we have a few of

these splendid engines to clear at £10/10 each, car-

riage paid; all spares in stock.—Planet Engineering

Co., 15. Francis St.. Ashted. Birmingham. [9546

HEPPELTHWAITE'S.—5-6h.p. Clyno and Bosch
magneto, £10: twin Precision. £9; 2%h.n. Faf-

nir, £3; 2h.n. F.N.. £2; 5-6h.p. Peugeot and magneto.

£6; and tons of 5h.p. J.A.P. spares; stamp, please

'Phone: 1958 Brixton.—19. Wilcox Rd., South Lam-
beth, London. S.W.8. [2593

LOOK.—New lMjh.p. air-cooled Whippet scooter,

engine suitable cycle attachment, scooter, mow-
ing machine, dynamo, pump, etc. Note, 4-stroke and
brand new, with carburetter and magneto: £8/10;
worth double; offered subject unsold.—Worthau Blake
and Co., Waltham Cross. [1530

IfiNITION. LIGHTING. ETC.
MAGDYNAMO Engineering Co., Ltd., for magnetos,

spares, and repairs.

BOSCH Enclosed Waterproof Type D.A.L. Magnetos,
Government surplus, ready to fit on Indian, Par-

ley, J.A.P., or any big single or twin, gives powerful

spark at all engine speeds, makes your engine a real

live engine, give you easy starting, smooth and rapid

acceleration, high speed, and low fuel and oil con-

sumption with increased power; price only £5 each,

postage 1/6 extra; a 12 months' written guarantee

sent out with each magneto We give you satisfaction

or refund cash.

PLEASE Note, the above type magnetos were origin-

ally manufactured for 200h.p. aircraft engines;

therefore we have every confidence in claiming them
to be the magneto you require for your big machine.

Fit one to-day, and see life with a live machine.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Owner writes : " Magneto to

hand; many thanks for prompt despatch "'

factory in every way; will recommend to my friends.'

ZENITH Owner writes : " Since fitting magneto have
completed a run of 250 miles; highly satisfied;

will certainly recommend these magnetos."

REMEMBER your magneto is sent on 14 days' ap-

proval against cash per return on receipt of

your order; there is no obligation to keep it until

you have used it for 14 days on your machine and
are satisfied ; let us send you one now.

MAGDYNAMO Engineering Co., Ltd., 28, Bateman'9
Row, E.C.2. 'Phone: London Wall 4570. ("ne

minute from Brown Bros.) [8522

ACCUMULATORS. — Quality right; price right;

write for -list; trade supplied.—Adams Bros.

(Longton), Ltd., Accumulator Manufacturers. Longton,

Staffs. [1284

fFRANK HALLAMj

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
TIB I. Co

H.B. fnr new and second-hand magnetos: ail spare

stocked.

H.B. Specialise in Thomscin-BenDett complete Ic

fixing to Triumph.

1>.M., J.A. P., Douglas, 2-stroke engines, etc.; £3.

f^.A.V. New, twin and single clock p.nd anti; £3.

TTvIXIE, Single and twin, all degrees; £2/5.

I I -B. Guarantee all

H B

magnetos one year,

take your old machine in part paymeir

We can give ^^
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
of any of the following T.T.

Models. ALL BRAND NEW
MOUNTS ready for the road.

8 h.p. BROUGH-SUPERIOR
The Super Twin £150
65 h.p. BROUGH-SUPERIOR
Light Sports Model £125
3 h.p. RICARDO-TRIUMPH
O.H.V. Engine, 3 Speed ... £12 3

16 H. 3 1 h.p NORTON
The Leader of its Class ... .£115

Zh h.p ; SPORTS ARIEL 3 Speed
A Mile a Minute machine at a pre-

war price ... ... £87-10
2f h.p. RALEIGH Sports Model
2-speed, Kick Starter ... £68
3-speed, ,, „ .. £73

Special "T.T." Model
" LEVIS"

2-speed, Kick Starter £>0O
Winner of the Lightweight Trophy.

VELOCETTE TWO-STROKE
2-Speed, K.S £65

and many other models.

Easiest o£ Easy Terms for Extended Payments
direct with the Purchaser.

EXPERT TUITION FREE
Registration, Insurance, etc., arranged with
minimum amount of trouble and expense

EXCHANGES A SPECIALITY,

Full market value allowed.

FRANK HAILAM
Dalton Street

(2 doors from Bull Street)

and 88, Bristol Street,

BIRMINGHAM.
'phones :

Dalton St., Cent. 7317. Bristol St., Mid. 1472.

H.B. Despatches all goods per- return, carriage pale

on appruval against casli, or through The' Motl
Cycle deposit system.

H.B. Ignition Co., 78, New Park Rd.. Brixto
Hill. London. 'Phone : Brixton 610. [069

ROWN, Gardiner and Co.B
Ci.A.V. 2-cylinder, clockwise, aeroplane starting ms|

S netos, platinum puints, guaranteed unused, 'a,

working parts interchangeable with C.A.V. type KUJ

THESE Magnetos can t>e converted for use an an
1- or 2-cylinder engine of less than 5n.p.; 25,

each, carriage paid.

OPEC1AL Prices lor quantities.

/HASTINGS and brass armature ends; 10/6 yer m

|" ONG Came necessary lor single cylinders; 3/- «acl

SAMPLES fient on approval against cash.

BROWN, Gardiner and Co., 8. Bevis Marks, E.C.2
1082

f^OUNTY ol London Engineering Works, Ltd. •

TITAGNETO Factors and Repairers.

A LL Magneto Spares Stocked.

"OOSCH Single, Type D.A.L., variable ignition; £3^!

M-L Single, enclosed, waterproof, variable ignition

£3/15.

THOMSON-BENNETT, single or ., twin, enclosed
waterproof, variable ignition, all degrees; £2/1

each.

THOMSON-BENNETT, large type, single or twn
enclosed, waterproof, variable ignition, all dt

grees; £3/10.

C.A.V., single or twin, enclosed waterprooi, variabl
ignition; £2/15.

T> TJTHARDT, single, enclosed, waterproof, variabl
XVi ignition; £2/5 each.

TDERLING, single, enclosed, waterproof, variabl
ignition; £2/5.

PLITDORF, single,
ignition; £2/5.

enclosed, waterproof, variafolS :

DIXIE, single or twin, enclosed, waterproof, var
able ignition; £2.

ANY of the above single-cylinder magnetos- can' o

supplied with the special long driving spindli

suitable for Rudge.

THESE Magnetos are fitted with leads and baa
plates, ready to be immediately fitted; sprocket

can be supplied if required. Please state make (

engine when ordering.

GUARANTEE.—We guarantee all our magnetos fc

12 months, and will willingly replace or repai

any that should prove defective within that period.

Send your magneto t

will pay you. We ca
despatch all repairs within 3 days, and, if requiret

24 hours, and guaranteed for 12 months.

PECIAL Terms to Trade. Write for list.

ALL Repairs Gxiaranteed.
us for quotation. It

S 1

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd., 2'

Stock-well Rd., London, S.W. (1 min. from Stool

well Underground Station). T.A. : Ignitionac, Ch\]

road, London. Tel. : Brixton 2841. [271

C.A.V., Ruthart, spare parts specialists.—Writ
Wigan Magneto Works, Acton St., Wigan. J263

OPARKING Pings, used, standard makes, testeO 4/- doz.—Urquhart, 371, EarlsfieM Rd., Londo:

S.W. [871

BOSOH and Ml singles, 30/-; C.A.V., 37/6; ?K
able ignition guaranteed.—84, Green side Rd

Croydon. [324

K.L.G. W.T). Plugs, 4 for 2/6, postage 9d„ vah
unprecedented; money returned if dissatisfieov

Thompson, 59. Queen St.. Wolverhampton. 18K
YNAMOS, Lucas 6v. 6 amps., with cut-out, char
ing and liehting, £6 each; junction boxes, 3/6.-

Jenner (Dept. M.C.), 165, Church St., Mitcham. [261
D^

B6o All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
ALE Engineering Syndicate, 8-11, Brown'i Build-
ings, St. Mary Are, E.C.3.

.A.V. Magnetos, 1- or 2-cylinder, clock or anti,
variable ignition, with short-circuiting terminal

i platinum points; price 50/- each; all working
ts are standard, and interchangeable with C.A.V.
es KU1 and 2.

HOMSON-BENNETT, types A.M.I and 2, variable
ignition, clock or anti, fitted with ehort-circuiting

minal and platinum points; price 52/6 each.

HOMSON-BENNETT, and M-L'b of Coventry, 1-

oylinder, types A.D.S. or P.L.R., especially 6Uit-

e for stationary engines, price 35/- each; fitted

h variable ignition, 10/- extra.

HOMSON-BENNETT 4-cylinder, variable ignition,
clock or anti, fitted with short-circuiting terminal;

:e £4/10.

OSCH, D.A.L., waterproof, variable ignition, 1-

cylinder, clock or anti, with 'short-circuiting ter-

lal; price £3 each.

UARANTEE.—All magnetos are guaranteed to
give satisfaction, ami are despatched in perfect

king order; any machine not in accordance with
guarantee will be replaced or money refunded,

returned to us as sent, and within 30 dayi of

;ipt.

ERMS.— Net cash with order; samples 6ent on ap-
proval against cash; all goods carriage paid.

EFORE ordering elsewhere, write lor samples, and
compare our quality ami finish with other sup-

is.

ALE Engineering Syndicate, 8-11, Brown's Build-
ings, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3 'Phone; Avenue 4564

{0698
HE Largest Organisation in Europe for ignition

and automobile electrical equipment.
HE Runbaken Repair Service has eight fnlly staffed

and equipped Service Depots throughout the
ntry, each ready and competent to carry out the
;t difficult repair to any make or type of magneto,
,amo, starter, accumulator, or battery.

OMPLETED Work is fully guaranteed and or the
highest finish. Send your machine for a free

mination and quotation.

HE Runbaken Magneto Co.. Ltd. Head office and
works : Cbeetwood Lane, Derby St., Manchester

ty 8266) (3 lines). Manchester: 288, Deansgate.
ntral 7342). London: 142, Gt. Portland St
L (Museum 3905). Leeds: 94, Albion St. (27219)
erpool : 16, Colquitt St. (Royal 605). Binning-
i: 192, Corporation St. (2059 Central). Bristol:
Colston St. (3728). Glasgow: S. W. Murray, 34
;h St. (Douglas 1784). Paris: 7, Rue Brunei
agram 50-11). [0841
ELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. (the largest
London repair depot) for repairs and new mag-

js.—See below.

ELIANCE Guarantee to Return your magneto
within 3 days, if necessary 24 hours, with a 12

iths' written guarantee.

ELIANCE Test Every Magneto after repair under
all running conditions, and, as we contract for

ly of the largest concerns, you need have no hesi-
on in placing yonr repairs and orders with us.

ELIANCE Manufacture ana Stock Spare Parts for
all magnetos. Special line, genuine platinum

:ws for every make, 12/- per pair.

ELIANCE will be pleased to give advice, free or
charge, upon any question concerning ignition

lbles, as we place our long-standing experience at
r disposal, and old and new customers may be cer-
i of getting tho usual promptness and courtesy we
e always endeavoured to give.—Reliance Magneto
lairing Co., 283, St. John St., London, E.C.I.

ELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., 283, St. John
St., London, E.C.I, for new and second-hand

[netos.

HOMSON-BEVNETT Magnetos, brand new, en-
closed waterproof type, singles, suit any engine,

:e £3; twins. 45, 48, 50. 55, 60, 180 degrees
Douglas, Clyno, etc., price £3. See our guarantee
>w.

.A.V. Magnetos, waterproof, new and unused,
singles and 180 degrees twins, suitable for

aglas, O.K., Calthorpe, A.J.8., Enfield, Levis, New
serial, Scott, Velocette, or any lightweight. These
jnetos are of the finest workmanship throughout
ce £3. See our guarantee below.

EFORE Sending Elsewhere, send a P.C. for our
small interesting booklet showing a full range of

jnetos to suit every engine, with full particulars
.
prices.—See below.

UARANTEE.—Every magneto, no matter what
the price or make, is guaranteed by us. Not

*ely a guarantee that same is in good order at time
sale, but a plainly written statement that we
rantee each machine against all defects for a period
12 months. This, we maintain, justifies us in
rging a few shillings more than certain of our
ipetitors.

ELIANCE Cordially Invite Customers to their
' works to see any of the above on test. Magneto
, giving full particulars, sent upon application. It
I pay you to deal with a firm of repute.—Reliance
gneto Repairing Co. (1914), 283, St. John St., Lon-
., E.C.I. Telephone : Clerkenwell 4290. Tele-
ms : Remagco, Ishng, London. [3882

WATCH THIS COLUMN
EVERY WEEK FOR

BANCROFTIAN GO.'S
BARGAINS.

Advertisers in "The Motor Cycle" from its
first publication.

TYRES.—Manufacturers' clearance stock, not W.D-
Although clearance, they are new and perfect-

Wood Milne extra heavy, 4-ply, 26X 2j, combination,
35/-. Pedley, 26X2I, 3-ribbed, 25/-. Hutchinson,
26x2$, heavy T.T., 27/6; Passenger, 26x2^ for 2$,

39/6 ; 700 X 80 to fit 650 X 65 small car, heavy, 49/6 ;

light car, 750 x 75 for 28X3 rim, 42/- ; heavy Passenger,

26x3, 37/6; extra strong Passenger, 28x3, 53/6;
24x2 T.T. heavy, 25/-; extra heavy, 3-ribbed,

700 x 65, 35/- ; 650 X 65 steel studded car type, 65/-
;

original, £6 6s. Firestone, 20x2, Auto wheel, 21/-;
original, 45/- ; tube, 6/6. Palmer, 26X 2, light, 22/6 ;

650x65 cord, 42/-; 26x2^- cord, 42/-. Oylers,

650 X 65, ribbed square tread, heavy, in original

packing, 27/6 ; original, 45/-. Clincher de Luxe, very
heavy, 26x2^, 37/6; 26x2 Junior de Luxe, 22/6;

26xif, 17/6." Hutchinson wired edge cover, 26x2^
and 26 x 2\, 30/- each. Postage 1/6.

TUBES.—24X2I, 4/6; 24x2, 4/6; 26X2J, 5/6;
26x2^, 5/9; 26x23, 5/6; 28x3, extra heavy, 7/6;
700 x 80, 7/6. Postage od.

BELTS.—Clincher clearance line, new, not W.D.
r, 6' 6", B/6 ; I', 7' 6", 12/3 ;

8' 6", 14/- ; 1", 7' 6",

16/-; 8', 17/-; if, 7', 18/-; 8', 20/6 ;
8' 6", 21/6

;

Bates short lengths, £", 5', 4/6 ;
5' 6", 5/- ; fr\ 4' 6",

5/- ; 5', 5/- ;
5' 6", 5/6 ;

1", 2' 6", 3/- ;
3', 4/- ;

3' 6",

4/6 ;
4' 6", 6/3 ; leather belts, |" at 2/6 per foot ; belt

fasteners, 9d. and 1/-. Postage r/r;

GREAT PURCHASE of Genuine " B0BJ0N " LAMPS.
Nickel-plated on brass or black and plated. Large
size, 5V' front with powerful back lens, large

generator sufficient for two lamps, suitable for a heavy-
weight machine. 25/- complete, as illustrated, original

price, 55/-. Smaller set, 4A-" front, suitable for light-

weights, 16/6. The greatest bargain ever offered.

When cleared can never be repeated at near the price-

Postage and packing, 1/6 extra. Special quotation for
quantities.

SPEEDOMETERS, -Slightly shop soiled. Cowey
with trip, £4 15s. ; Stewart with trip (£6 6s. model),
£4 10s. ; Smith's with trip, £4 10s. Also Bonniksen
in stock. All speedometer replacements in stock.
Postage 1/6.

TAN-SAD, with back seat, 28/6 ; original, 57/-
;

only limited quantity. Carriage 3/6 extra.

GAUNTLETS.—Extraordinary bargains. Tan leather

gauntlets unlined, 7/11 ; lined, 10/6; new and fresh.

The greatest bargain ever offered. Chrome leather

gauntlets with finger and thumb, wrist strap, 3/6

;

Gloves, leather, wool lined, 4/6. Above lines worth
more than double. Limited quantities only. Order at
once. Postage 6d.

WATERPROOF SUITS.—Less than pre-war prices.

Great purchase of manufacturers* stock, consisting of

double-breasted coat with belt, storm cuffs, and collars,

and seatless trousers with gussets, patent fasteners,

and leather bound seats. Finest quality, extra heavy,
double texture waterproof material, dark fawn, new
and fresh, only been made recently, not half-perished

W.D. Our price to clear, £2 2s. Postage 1/6 extra.

Could not be bought elsewhere under £4 10s. The
greatest bargain ever offered. Order immediately to

save disappointment. All stock sizes.

HORNS.—Reliable Electric, Motor Cycle, up to

4-volt only, complete with wire and switch ; usual

price, 29/6, our price, 15/6. Postage 1/3 extra. Smith's
Electric Horns, black and nickel, in 6, 8, or 12 volts,

large size, suitable for heavy combinations; original

price, £2 15s.; our price, 30/-. Postage 1/6. The
greatest bargain ever offered. All new and perfect.

We can supply anything for the motor cyclist at

competitive prices.

BANCROFTIAN CO.,
78. B1SHOPSGATE. LONDON, E.G.2.

'Grams : "Chaikel, London." 'Phone : London Wall 989 7

IGNITION, LIGHTING. ETC.
ANY Motor Cycle Magneto repaired, no matter

what condition, provided complete, for 30/-; 24
hour service.—Kays, Electrical Dept., 8, Bond f*t.,

Ealing, W. [46JB

/ "lfcLELTENHAM.—Repairs to magnetos, telf-stm ier».
Vy lighting plants, etc.; London experts employed.

—

Norwood Magneto WorkB, 95, Bath lid., Cheltenham.
'Phone: 1256. [0753

DASH Switchboards, 4-way, with ammeter, 20/-;
with ammeter and voltmeter, 35/- each nett.

—

Leslie Dixon and Co. (Dept. H.l), 9, Colonial At.,
Minories, E.l [0760

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.—We repair
Continental magnetos only. By specialising on

Bosch, U.H., Eisemann, Mea, Splitworf, Dixie, and
Berling magnetos, we can naturally give you better
service.

PRICE: Rewinding 18/-, condensers 10/-, platinum
screws (Bosch standard) 6/-, remagnetising 2/6,

slip rings, 6/6, H.T. terminals 4/6. Our price for
overhauling a motor cycle magneto ranges between
20 / - and 35 /

-, and never exceeds the latter figure-
Guaranteed for 12 months, and redespatched to you
in 2 days.

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co., 13, Hardwick
Rd., Chiswick, London. [2504

C.A.V. Magnetos.—Extraordinary bargains. Brand
new 180 J twin or single cylinder. 38/6. carriage

free. Every magneto thoroughly tested betore des-
patch; approval against cash. Kindly state rotation
required.—Lar.sford's, 37. Cricklewood Broadway.
London. N.W.2. f33tt5

SURPLUS Magnetos, with written guarantee one
year; ML single, 35/-; B.L.I.C. ditto, 42/-;

Bosch ditto, 45/-; C.A.V. single or twin, 50/-;
Thomson-Bennett ditto, 60/-. We specialise in re-

pairs and spares for all makes. Lists, 2d. stamp.
Deal with experts and avoid certain disappointment.
—Whitdale Magneto Service, Cherry Orchard, Croy-
don. 'Phone: Croydon 1625. [2718

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. (estab-
lished 1912), contractors to H.M, Government,

and officially appointed by the R.A.C. Magneto re-

pairs ol every description; all repairs at lowest pos-
sible prices, and strictly guaranteed. We can mostly
return them within 24 hours. We have several new
and second-hand single and 2-cyl. magnetos in stock,
all guaranteed--- The Magneto Repairing and Winding
Co., 78, Hampstead Rd., Euston, London, N.W.I.
'Phone: Museum 1158. T.A. : Kumagnelec, Eusroad.
London. [2445

EUSTON Ignition Co. 'a 24-hour repair servicw.
Guaranteed repairs to all types ol magnetos;

Splitdorf and Dixie specialists; oflicial Indian elec-

trical service station; Thomson-Bennett repairs and
spares. All repairs are tested on an approval A.I.D.
test bench before despatch, and therefore carry our
guarantee lor 12 months. We bold the largest stock
of guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degreei;
spare parts for all make* in stock; charged accumu
lators, all voltages, always ready in stock; plugs,
cables, Vs-watfc and vacuum bulbs, all voltages. W*
give you real live service always.—Euston Ignition Co.,
329, Euston Rd., London, N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum
5034 T.A. : Magdyno, Eusroad, London [0263

THE Central Ignition Works, London.—Surplus
magnetos, not converted from ex-W.D. starter

magnetos. Magnetos for all motor cycles. Bosch
twins types: Z.A.2," £3/10; Z.U.2, £4/10, enclosed,
waterproof, variable ignition. Bosch singles, £3/10.
M.L. singles only, enclosed waterproof, variable igni-
tion, £3/10. E.I.C. single and twin, enclosed water-
proof, variable ignition, £3/5. Thomson-Bennett
single and twin, enclosed waterproof, variable igni-
tion, £3. Ruthart, singles only, enclosed waterproof,
variable ignition, £2 / 10. C.A.V. single and twin,
enclosed waterproof, variable ignition, £3. C.A.V.
and Ruthart magnetos, fitted with genuine Rudge
driving spindles: C.A.V., £3/7/6; Ruthart, £3/2/6.
These magnetos were formerly made exclusively for
Riidge motor cycles,;so that you can in no way doubt
their entire efficiency. Bosch sparking plugs, suitable
for all Engish cars and motor cycles, long and short
reach, 1/6 each. Carriage on each plug, 2d. on orders
np to 6; over 6, carriage free. Repairs accepted for
all magnetos. Spares stocked, all types. All goods
despatched by the Central are forwarded on approval
against cash. If dissatisfied, your cash refunded
within 24 hours. Guarantee.—We guarantee all our
magnetos for a period of twelve months, and will
willingly replace or repair any magneto that should
prove defective within that period. Carriage on all

magnetos, 1/6.—The Central Ignition Works, 14,
Loughborough Rd., Brixton, London, S.W. Tel.

:

Brixton 210. [291ft

TYRES.

OPECIAL Offer of clearance covers: 26x2 Hut-O chinson, Brooklands rubber Btud, 15/-: 26x2*4
Hutchinson, Brooklands rubber stud, 17/6 ; 26x2'/^
to fit 2 I

,4, extra heavy rubber non-skid, 27/6; 26 x
2V2 Hutchinson, passenger rubber non-skid, 30/-;
26x3 Hutchinson T.T. stud, 27/-; 26x2 34 Diamond
rubber non-skid, 30/-; 650x65 Hutchinson 3-rib,

27 / 6 ; Dunlop plain , 25 /- ; 750x75 to fit 700 x 65
Hutchinson rib, 27/6: 700x80 Firestone plain, 45/-.

These covers are guaranteed by us; postage is in-

cluded in above prices.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100.

Gt. Portland St., W.l. Museum 7676. [3252

AM letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue b6i
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TYRES.
EMANUEL'S For Tyre bargains.—From Manufac-

turers', Bankrupt, and Surplus Stocks.—Below.

Q^fl x2.—Hutchinson rubber studded, 22/3.

0/|x2 14.—Clincher de Luxe heavy rubber studded.

/C^± 22/3.

(T>
i
J_x2Vi Bates, special heavy 3-ribbed; £29/9.

6>f2x2'4 Hutchinson, Brooklands R.S.; 19/6.

0/2x2^x214 Bates, special heavy rubber non-skid;
&** 43/7.

OQx3 Bates, special 3-ribbed heavy; 50/8.

OQx3V2 (to fit 28x3 American rims), heavy rubber
/W *7 non-skid; 52/5

Q/?x2.—Continental standard and ribbed, 16/6^U VVood-MUne Key-grip, 18/6; Hutchinson
Brooklands rubber studded, 26/9; Palmer cord heavy
34/6.

0^ x214-—Moseley heavy ribbed, 20/6, Bates special

&\J heavy beaded, 28/3, Macintosh chain heavy.

32/3; Palmer cord 3-ribbed heavy, 34/9; Dunlop Mag
num heavy, 36/-

0^x2%-—Dunlop retreaded groored, 20/6; Palmei
/WO card 3-ribbed extra heavy, 35/3; Dunlop Mag
num heavy. 35/9; Clincher de Luxe extra heavy, 24/3

O £2x2'^..—Hutchinson rubber studded T.T., 27/-;
&y* Hutchinson rubber studded or ribbed, 33/-;

Bates special 3-ribbed extra heavy, 56/-.

* X2V2-— Wood-Milne 3-ply,/W 4-ply extra heavy, 16/

€

13/6; Wood-Milnp
Rom. Combination

38/9 ; Dunlop rubber non-skid, 41/-; Hutchinsoi:
rubber non-skid or ribbed, 29/9; Emanuel's extn:

heavy rubber non-skid, 45/-; Englebert passenge>
rubber, 32/-.

Hutchinson ribbed, 25/-
rubber non-skid. 30/-.

; Spencer Moultoi:28 x2^
OQx3 (to fit 2 l

/2 rims) .—Dunlop heavy rubber non*0 skid, 45/-.

OQx3.—Macintosh chain tread heavjr, 27/6; Dun
/WO lop sidecar, 37/ 6;, Dunlop heavy rubber studded.

44/-; risk extra heavy rubber studded, 46/-; John
Bull extra heavy rubber studded, 68/-.

OQx3-In original wrappers for (American rims),

/WO posfage, rubber non-skid. Republic, 43/-,

United States uid Firestone rubber non-skid, 44/-;

Goodyear all-weather, 45/-; new tubes, 7/-.

ft K Ax 65-—Hutchinson three-ribbed, 32/6; Wood-OOU Milne 4-ply extra strong, 25/-; Emanuel's
rubber non-skid extra heavy, 26/6; Burnett grooved,

30/-; Dunlop steel studded, 45/-.

ry/\Ax80 lto fit 650x65 rims).—Bates special

I Vf\t heavy 3-Eibbed, 52/6;-John Bull extra heavj

rubber non-skid, 55/-; Clincher grooved, 47/6.

TjlXTRA Heavy RubbeT Studded Non-skid, 42/6.

XI "Rd""DaTstonT N.l. Office, "27, Belgrade Rd
Stoke Newington, N.16 Tele.: Dal. 3161 T083'

MOTOR Cycle Tyres on Easy Terms, standard

makes: list post free.—J. G. Graves. Ltd.. Shef-

field. 10589

BRAND new Clincher rubber-studded tyres, 26x
2Vi, 26x214, 33/6 each.— 1. Ebner St.. Wands

EW Tubes, all sizes, 7/-; clearance, 5/6 each.

EMAN0EL and Co.—Stores, 37a, Balls Pond

[2854

MOTORISTS.—Try our 3,000 mile retreads, repairs,

etc., carriage paid.—Buxton Vulcanising Co..

Buxton, Derbyshire. [9293

flOx3 Pedley Clearance Covers, 39/6, list 70
24x2^4 covers and tubes. 16/3 to 22/-, carria«

paid.—Davies. Union St.. Wednesbury (4452

BULL'S have your size in bargain covers and
tubes. If you do not see what you require

below, write or call on us, or phone Gerrard 1347

Oft>'2 I4 standard cord rubber, non-skid, 37/6;4u Beldam 3-ply, 29/6; 4-ply, 32/6; Avon Druid,

17/6; heavy 3-ribbed, 21/6: tubes, 5/3.

n/»x3 Goodyear cord 5-ribbed, 42/6; Beldam all-

./*D rubber 4-ply, 37/6; 3-ply. 32/6; tubes, 7/-.

OCX2V2X 1
/, Wood-Milne Keygrip. 4-ply, 37/6;

/WO Beldam rubber non-skid, 4-ply, 39/6; 3-ply,

32/6; Clincher de Luxe, 30/-; tubes, 5/6.'

•>ftx2 1/. Avon Stonehenge, 27/6; Tricar, 32/6;*U Goodyear cord, 5-ribbed, 40/-; Clincher rubber
uon-skid sidecar, 27/6; tubes, 5/9

Of*x2% Beldam all-rubber 4-ply, 37/6; 3-ply, 30/-;4D Wood-Milne Keygrip, 4-ply, 35/-; Clincher de
Luxe, 27/6; tubes, 5/3.

TUBES and all other sizes and makes on applica-
tion. Accessories stocked.

BULL'S Rubber Co., Ltd., 3, Upper St. Martin's
Lane, London, W.C.2. (next door to Aldridge's).

Phone: Gerrard 1347. [0869
QCOTTISH readers will find it advantageous to pur-
C3 chase their tyres from McArthur,

; Hill and Co.,
tow address : 436, Argyle St., Glasgow. Lists post
iree. [6514

MAUDE RUBBER CO."
58, PRAED STREET, W. 2

'

4484 Padd.

WE GUARANTEE YOUR SATISFACTION
and our Special Mai! Order Dept. dispatch all goods

immediately on 7 days' approval against cash.

HOURS.—9-7. Sat. 9-6.

24X2J Avon Ribbed. Heavy 18/5

Clincher de Luxe. Ex.Hvy. .. 21/-

Palmer. 3 Ribbed 21/-

26x2 tnfeieoert Passenger. Heavy.. 17-6

Avon Ribbed. Heavy 17/6

26X2I Wood-Milne Comb. Ex. Hvy. 22/-

Dunlop Rubber-studded. Heavy 27/6

Firestone Safetv. Ex. Heavy . . 28/6

Hutchinson T.T. Heavy...... 23/-

Avon. 3 Ribbed Heavy. . 22/6

Michelin Comb 25/-

Wood-Milne Heavy 19/-

26X2} fjumop Kubber-stud. Ex.Hvy 36/6

Clincher do Luxe. Ex.Hvy... 26/6

Hutchinson Rubberstud. Hvy. 26/3

Dunlop R/S. Heavy 30/-

26X2JX2J Palmer Cord. Heavy 32/j

Clincher de Luxe. Heavy 28/6

Kempshall Anti-skid. Heavy 27/6

Maude R/S. Extra Heavy. . . . 28/6

Dunlup Heavy. Rubber Stud. 4o7-

Dunlop. Extra Hvy. Rubber
Stud t 53/-

26x2} Wood-Milne Kev-grip. Heavy 16/5

Bates Ribbed. Ex. Heavy.... 30/-

Avon. Heavy. Rubber Stud. 18/8

HutchinsonRubberStud. Hvy. 26/6

Englebert Passenger. Ex.Hvy. 22/6

26X3 Englebert Passenger. HeaVv. . 30/-

Avon. Ex. Hvy. Rubber Stud 40/-

TVRES.
MISS DOOLEY.—New 28x3 heavy Moseley cover i

not blemished in any way, price 35/-, carriaf i

extra; also new 28x3 Wood-Milne at 30/- each, ca

riage extra,

MISS DOOLEY.—Tubes : New 26>;3 Dunlop, but
ended or endless, 5/- each.—Please apply to Mi

E. Dooley, -33, Killyon Rd., Clapham, S.W.8. [33''

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.—We have the fallowing t»
gain lines in clearance and blemished cover

All goods sent on 7 days' approval against remittanc
carriage paid.

run

Large Purchase of American
and English Covers.

28 x 3
All brand new in makers' wrappings and

guaranteed perfect.

Stocks Cannot last le-ng as demand already un-

precedented, when such goods will never again

be obtainable at these low prices,

FIRESTONE, RUBBER NON-SKID 44/-

600DYEAR, DIAMOND 45/-

GOODRICH, SAFETY 44/-

PORTAGE, SUPER EX. HEAVY 43/-

FEDERAL, EX. HEAVY 42/-

USCO, SUPER EX. HEAVY 44/-

FISK, RUBBER NCN-SKID 42/6

AVON, 3-RIB, EX. HEAVY 42/-

IUNL0P R/S, EX. HEAVY 50/-

AVON COMB., EX. HEAVY 50/-

050x05 Wood-Milne. Grov. Ribbed
Extra Heavy 30/-

Englebert Sq.Tread. Ex. Hvy. 22/6

Avon. 3 Ribbed Heavy .... 32/-

„ Extra Heavy 36'-

Dunlop S. studded, Light Car 35'-

Dunlop. Grooved. Ligfat Car 37/6

700x80 ffiehelinSt. Stud. Ex. Hvy.. . 45/-

Firestone Grooved. Lt. Car.... 45/-

RodaceSq. tread. Ex.Hy.Lt.Car 42/8

Maude Super-Ex. Heavy .. 45/-

Avon 3-rib Lt. Car 45/-

Avon Sunstone 50/-

Tubes. Brand new Dunlops, Palmers, and Avon
26* x 2", 2i\ 2%" and 2$" 5/6 each.

26x3, 28x3, 650 & 700 6/6 „

RUBBER

Actual
value
45/- BOOTS

(WADERS)

ECONOMIC—24x2',4 (also oversize for 2in.
Clincher heavy Junior de Luxe, 20/-.

ECONOMIC—26x2*4 Dunlop heavy (warranted
37/3; Firestone extra heavy, 28/6; Bates spflfii

heavy, 27/6; special heavy tubes, 6/-.

ECONOMIC—26x2% Palmer cord, heavy, 40/
Clincher extra heavy de luxe, 26/6; HutcbiSst

T.T., 29/-; special heavy tubes, 6/6.

ECONOMIC—26x2y2x2i4 Dunlop extra heavy (vft

ranted), 55/3; Clincher heavy de Luxe, 30/

R.O.M. Rubberstud, 25/-.

ECONOMIC—26x2V2 O.S. Bates special heavy, 30/
special heavy tubes, 7/-.

ECONOMIC—28x3 Fisk extra heavy rubberstn
42/6; Clincher extra heavy de Luxe, 47/i

Clincher Dreadnought passenger, 50/-.

ECONOMIC—650x65 Goodrich safety tread, blei

ished (warranted), 39/6; especial heavy tube
7/-.

ECONOMIC—700x80 Beldam V rubber non-sk
extra heavy (warranted), 50/-; Goodrich Safii

(.warranted), 46/-; Avon extra heavy Rubberstu
42/6.

ECONOMIC—Fully warranted Dunlop Rubberstu
24x2, 22/6; 24x2 l

„i, 24/9; 26x2, 24/6; 26x~2>
25/9.

CONOMIC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Rd., S.E.:

(near Town Hall).E
Hepairs and Retreading.

'Phone: New Gross 139

TYRE Repair Specialists.—H.F. process throughot
including retreading burst covers. Every kind

lepair to tyres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in

days.—The Motor Tyro Co., 66, High St., West Broi
wich. [201

LONG-DISTANCE Retreads, three-ribbed patter
returned like new. 26in. tyres, 20/-; 28in. ty^

25/-; burst tyres made perfect, chafed bead§"l
moulded, tube vulcanising, butt ends fitted; best wdi

in the country.—Melton Robber Works, Melton Mfc*

bray. [03'

CENTRAL Garage for fair dealing. All covers a

vertised under are guaranteed in sfock and wj

be despatched within one hour on receipt of orda
and, what is more, we will send with all clearan>
tines a portable vulcaniser free of charge; no mofl
cyclist should be without one.

0/ix2.—Dunlop heavy, 36/6; Palmer cord heai»0 (oversize), 32/6.

OAx2Vi.—Firestone, 30/-; Macintosh, 27/6; Bat
«*> E.H., 30/-; Clincher E.H. (oversize). 28/
Clincher Junior, 19/-; Palmer cord E.H., 32/6; Ave
Stonehenge, 21/6; Goodyear B.H., 26/6; Wood-Mill
E.H. Combination. 22/6.

OCx2%.—Dunlop heavy, 30/-; E.H., 37/9; Art I

*v» tricar, 27/6; Hutchinson, 30/-; Clincher il
Luxe (for 214), 2&1-.

OCX21/.-Palmer cord E.H., 32/6; Avon H„ 27/(1
ri/\J Clincher E.H., 29/6; Hutchinson T.T., 26/6.'

Oft X2y3x2>4.—Palmer Cord H., 32/6; Clincher (I
*WV Luxe, 28/-; Hutchinson T.T., 30/-; Avon EJ I

28/-; heavy. 25/-.

QiJx3x2'/i.—Wood-Milne heavy, 25/-; Dunlop E.B

OfixJ'/i-Clincher Dreadnought E.H., 40/-.

35/6; Clinch! 1

fibbed, 42/6; Duniop sidecar, 30/
Macintosh chain tread, 25/-; Goodyear Diamond, 45/
Firestone, 44/-; Goodrich, 44/-; Portage, 43/-.

/? K A X 65.—Goodrich (guaranteed) safety treaiOJV 38/6; Palmer cord, 44/-; Rom Square Trea<

E.H., 37/6; Hutchinson H., 32/-; E.H., 37/6.

TAAxSO.—Bates, 45/-; Collier E.H.. 72/6; Firi
I \f\t stone, 43/-; Dunlop E.H., ribbed, 57/6; Avci
super heavy, 44/-; Englebert passenger, 32/-; Wool
Milne E.H., 37/6.

TUBES—Small size, 5/6; 28x3, 6/3; 650x05, an
700x80, 7/3

CENTRAL Garage always open; any covers sent'c
7 days' approval against cash, pins 1/6 ca rrii _

—302, London Rd., Thornton Heath. (339

C^OOD Second-hand Covers, all sizes, 12/6 each
* New Beldam covers, 26x2% for 2',4, 26x3 fa

2V2, 25/- each; 28x3, 35/ each; 650x65, 40/- each
700x80, 45/- each; new Avon steel studded cover:
W.D., 700x65, 35/- each; steel tow ropes, completl
10/- each.—Homerton Rubber Works. Brooksby'
Walk, Homerton, E.9. f033

O Qx3.—Clipper 3-ribbed E.H.,
<*0 B.H.,

B&3 All letters relating to advertisements should nuote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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TYRES.
"""TTS.—Do you realise that you are offered motor
fk cycle tyres at less than cost? Is it worth riding
ubtful tvre? You will want these when it is too

M Dunlop heavy, 26x2%, 26/6; 26x2V2 ~ for
9 65 or old-size rims,- 28/6; ditto Clincher, extra
M.-, 25/-; inner tubes, 2&in. 4/-, 2%in. 4/6, 2VL-in. (

I end, 5/6; carriage paid.—Deacon, 58, Blagdon
•a New Maiden. - [3482

HlAND Offer of tyres, sent on 7 days' approval
I against cash, plus 1/6 postage. 26x2 14 Avon,
1' ; Firestone, 30/-; Goodyear, 26/6; Clincher,
1. Wood-Milne Combination, 21/6; 26x2V8
irher E.H., 27-; Dunlop heavy, 30/-; E.H., 37/6;
It, 27/6; 26x2V-x2i-i Clincher E.H., 28/-; Avon
I, 28/-; Palmer cord, 32/6; 28x3 Avon ribbed
I. 40/-; Dunlop, 28/-; Macintosh, 24/-; 650x65
I rich 38/6; Palmer cord, 44/-; Rom square tread,

f ; 700x80 Avon E.H., 44/-; Wood-Milne E.H.,
B ; Englebert, 32/-. Tubes, small sizes, 6/-;

Irs, 7/3.

(X these covers are guaranteed bv us.—Alwin Tyre

j Co., 37, Red Lion St., High Holborn. [3392

TANKS.
kXKS re-enamelled from 15/6.—Bright and Hayles,

J
78, Church St., Camberwell, London. [3106

[iNKS, Radiators, Repaired or Replaced.—Ilughes.
373. New John St. West, Birmingham. [8996

[lNKS lor B.S.A., new, 38/6; 1910, 1921.—Coven-
1 try Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry.

[9779
'INKS lor Triumph, new, 38/6: 1910, 1921.—Cov-
entry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry.

[978t,

jiNKS for Humber, L921 pattern, to fit 1912;
1 38/6.—Coventry Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works,
lintry. [9778

SPECIALISE in Repairs, Rebuilds, etc., to any
oatlern; first-class enamelling; reasonable charges
,"27, St. Luke's Rd., Birmingham. [8188

. and M.—R.A.F. tanks, brand new, 1922 colours,
55/..—Kenneth Kemp, 4, Berkelev Mews, Con-

ght Sq., Marble Arch, W. Padd. 1177. [2873

INKS of every description replaced, repaired, and
re-enamelled. Quick service, moderate charges.—
bert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge [1627

OVENTRY Tankers, Ltd., makers to the principal
manufacturers, petrol tanks for any style sup-

d extra capacity.—Hearsall Works, Coventry. [9781

ANKS Made or Repaired, re-enamelled, lined, trans
ierred ; handle-bars. etc.. plated. Established 30

rs.— Attwood's. 86 Rosebery Av.. London. E.C.I
[7073

ANKS Renovated, makers' colours, 15/6; trade
supplied,—Robini Manfc. Co., 1 and 3, Tulse

I, Effra Rd., Brixton, S.W.2. 'Phone : Brixton
15. [3354

ANKS re-enamelled to pattern ; high-class work
only.

—

d. Jenkins and Sons, 6, Richard St., At-
son St., Deansgate, Manchester. Established 25
rs. [2245

ANKS of any make repaired or re-enamelled in 6
days, partition leakage, rebuilds, fastenings, dents,

[ every repair undertaken, makers' colours, designs,

l transfers guaranteed ; private or trade.—Park Tank
rks, 1a, Paradise Rd., Highbury, N.5. [3146

ANKS of every description replaced, repaired, rtnd

re-e.iamelled at our own works ; all kinds of

ings stocked; quick service and reasounhle chorge*
strated list free.—A. Green. Water St.. Chapel St

lord. Manchester Tel.: 2191 Central. [0256

VERY'8 Stock Tanks for Douglas, Hazlewood.
E.S.A.. Triumph, Omega, enamelled makers'

mrs, plated fittings, 40/-, complete; other design or

pe to order. 12 months' guarantee with every tank.—
don Street Tank Works. Coventry 'Phone; 1774

'0770

ANKS.— All kinds made to order, 32/6 each, in-

cluding 2 plated fillers, 2 taps. Delivery 14
s, carriage paid. Satisfaction guaranteed or money
urned. Enamelling, one colour, 10/6; two colours.

6.—Order forms from H. Peel, The Liverpool Tank
ipital. 5, Smith-down Lane, Paddington, Liverpool

[6521

BELTS.
ELTS.—Clipper, new, 8ft. x^, H/6 8ft. 6in.x'i.
12/3; 8ft. 6in.x%, 14/-.

3HN BULL or Bates Standard (new), in any length—^io.. 1/11; %in., 2/3; lin., 2/8; lVfein., 3/2,
foot.—H. Emanuel and Co.. 37a, Balls Pond Rd..

[0854

ASTONES.—Brand new clearance Clincher oelts,
1

^iin., 6ft. 6in. lengths, II- each, plus 1/- postage

ee below.

ASTONES ior New Belts.—Dunlop, round top,
1

3:in., 1/10; %in., 2/2; lin., 2/8; l%in., 3/2 per

t. John Bull, %in.. 1/11; %in„ 2/3; lin., 2/8;
in., 3/2 per foot. Pedley,. s^in., 1/9; %in., 2/-;

., 2/6; l^in., 3/- per foot. Buffalo hide and
ome, %in., 1/9; lin., 2/-; li&in., 2/3 per i*x)t;

si/- postage.—228, Pentonville Rd, King's Cross,

idon. N.l. '8450

lAVIES, Union St., Wednesbury.—Belts, 6ft. 6in.x
'lin., 10 3; 7ft. 6in.x%in., 11/9; Dunlop clear-

e; carriage paid; approval; other sizes in stock,

f6272

M^W.E.LINE,
89, GT. PORTLAND ST.,

LONDON, W.I.

Beg to announce that they have

purchased from Messrs. Coppen,

Allan & Co. a number of

SHOP-SOILED genuine

EADING

STANDARD
8-10 h.p.

MOTOR-CYCLES
and are offering these direct to the

public at the remarkably low figure

of

IOO Gns.
ANY TRIAL RUN GIVEN WITH

PLEASURE.

The machines are of the 1921-22

type, complete with Dynamo
Lighting, Electric Horn,

ETC., ETC.

SPARE PARTS.
Do not forget that the READING
STANDARD SPARE PART
SERVICE is SECOND TO NONE.

Many Sidecars in stock suitable for

the above from £25.

Cheques should he made payable to W. E. LINE.

89, Gt. Portland St.,

LONDON, W.I.
LANGHAM 1601.

BELTS.
HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-

bridge.—All brand new and guaranteed Dunlop,
round top: %in., 1/10 ft.; %in„ 2/2 ft.; lin., W»
Jt.; li(,in., 3/2 ft.; John Bull, =Ain., 1/11 ft.; %™-,
2/3 ft.; lin., 2/8 ft.; l'Ain., 3/2 ft.; any length

cut. Clearance belts, 6ft. 6in.x%in., 10/-. [1628

CENTRAL Garage offer.—Brand new Dunlop beltine

in standard sizes sent on approval against cash i

Plus 1/- postage. ~'iin., 1/7 foot; %in., 1/10 foot

lin., 2/2 foot; l'iin., 3/2 foot; Dunlop fasteners, all

sizes, 1/3; punches, 2/9, all sizes. We have a fev,

6ft. 6in.x%in. Pedley at 10/-.—Central Garage, 302
London Rd,. Thornton Hejth. [339J

BALATA and Chrome V Belts—A customer writes :

" The other belt which I had from you has given

excellent service, and I think you may safely sa>

you have the ideal belt for variable gears, as this

belt gives at least twice the service of a rubber
belt." ?4in., 1/1; %in., 1/6; lin., 1/9; lVsin., 2/-

per foot; fasteners, 9d. each, postage 1/-.—Sole Manu-
facturers : W. Pollin and Son, Hollington, St.

Leonard's-on-Sea. [8710

PATENT AGENTS.

J.
E. S. LOCKWOOD. 3. New Street, Birmingham.
'Phone: 5816 C, Patents guide free. [7976

PATENTS Advice, handbook free-King. Registered
Patent Agent, 146a, Queen Victoria St., E.C.

35 years' references [0129

PATENTS.
VAN GEERT and Co., . 540, Chaussee de Waterloo.

Brussels, Belgium.—Get your foreign patents
directly through a Continental firm. Our prices are

at least 507. lower. [2652

ADVERTISER having patented simple device

which instantly locates air leaks in induction
systems, invites manufacturers' inquiries.—5, Lans-
downe Square, Weymouth. [2732

WE Buy, Sell, and Finance Inventions and Patents,
and advise on their marketing.—Send postcard

tor frill particulars to Dept. C, Inventors' Sales

Agency, 22-24, Spencer Av., Coventry. [1432

CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Space can always be obtained under this heading for

announcements required by Clubs. Rate 3d. per

word, minimum 31-.

AGENCIES.
REQUIRED, energetic men with some capital, to

take up the sole agency for our motor cycles in

the West End of London and other large towns.—
Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., 281, Alexandra Rd., Horn-
sey, N.8. 13841

THE Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., require sole agent;

for their celebrated motor cycles in distriota

where they are not already represented.—Write foi

lists and terms to Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., 275,

Alexandra Rd., Hornsey, N.8. [1923

INSURANCE.
£3 Covers All Risks lor 2%h.p., others at competi-

tive rates.—Ernest Bass, 40, Chancery Lane
W.C.2. Phone: Museum 2234. [0005

ROYS, LTD., Insurance Brokers—Agents for all

companies and Lloyd's.—Competitive rates for

motor insurance.— 170. Gt. Portland St.. London [0055

ECONOMY With Security.—Comprehensive policies

from £3; Morgans, £6; prompt settlements.—
A. R. Broadhurst, 65a, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.I. U599

THE Motor Cycle" Insurance Policy is the policy
autnurised by " Tne Motor Cycie,' and covers

motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used lor private
purposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximum
benefits, minimum rates. Full particular and pro-

spectuses on application.—The Autocar Fire and Acci-
dent insurance Co., Ltd., 77, Cheapside. London, E.C.

2

10007

TUITION.
HOUSE and Estate Agency, Auctioneering, etc. —

Train by post for this paying profession. Start
a business of your own. Prospectus free.—Agricul-
tural Correspondence College (Dept. T), Ripon. £0383

TUITION Free to purchasers of new or second-
hand machines; deferred payments; large selec-

tion leading makes; open till 8, Thursday 1 p.m.
—Motoria, 15, Regent's Parade, Tally-Ho, Finchley.

[8794
SITUATIONS VACANT.

LOCAL Representative wanted, with or without ex-
perience.—Tynesider Pillion Seat Works, Union

St., North Shields. [1211

SITUATIONS WANTED.
COMPETITION Rider, 8 years with Douglas, track

experience, requires situation.^Mr. H. Thorpe,
4, 'Worcester Rd., Kingswood, Bristol. [2685

FINANCIAL.—PARTNERSHIPS.
PARTNERSHIP Offered in sound motor dealing

business, etc.. capital required for extension, could
live on premises.—Write, Box 1799, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [3133

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue B63
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FINANCIAL, -PARTNERSHIPS.
CAPABLE Mechanic seeks partnership, preferably

established business, giving immediate returns for
hard worker; £150 invested if necessary.—Box 1796,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [3023

AN Unusual Opportunity occurs for a gentleman
to finance a sole concession for a high-class

lightweight 2^h.p. 2-stroke motor cycle, selling at
an exceptional attractive figure, with a substantial
interest in the production company; capital required
£2,000.—Apply, Box J2389, A. J. Wilson and Co.,
Ltd., 154, Clerkenwell Ed., E.C.I. [1109

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET. OR WANTED.

FREEHOLD Motor Garage for sale; £750; vacant;
executors selling.—Milton Bridger, Crawley.

[2698
FINEST Business Position, London, main road, W„

motors and cycles, now ample room for adding
cars, area 156ft. x20ft., over 3,000 ft., front shop
(6ft. 6in. sideway, built over and glass-roofed 40ft.
deep), 2-floor brick-built factory with covered work-
shop, all concreted, of an area of 1,000ft.; lease over
44 years at ground rent of £7/10; price for premises
£1,500; stock, fittings, etc., at valuation.—Write par-
ticulars, 54, Whitehall Park Ed., Chiswick. [2483

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
DOUGLAS.—Stafford House, Queen's Promenade,

private hotel, near garage.—Write tariff. Tatter
sail. [1414
DOUGLAS.—The Crawford, private hotel, central

promenade, 80 bedrooms.—L. Wordsworth, Pro-
prietress. [3413

DOUGLAS : Ravenscliffe Central Promenade; per
sonal supervision; terms 10/6 per day.—Resident

Manageress, [5987

GARAGES.
BLACKPOOL.—Garage at Claremont Garage,

General St., North Shore. Proprietor's personal
supervision. [7530

STOLEN.
£20 Reward.—Stolen from Tavistock Drive, Notting-

ham, on night of 26-27th May, ' 4h.p. Norton
solo bicycle, Tan-Sad pillion seat, leather knee-grips,
two battery boxes, one on each side of rear stays,
electric tail lamp. Miller acetylene head lamp, less
generator, broken glass in celluloid licence holder, on
left, handle-bar slightly cracked near clutch control,
large brass compression tap, small dab of green
paint and small dent behind the front number-plate.
The above reward will be paid to any person or
persons giving such information as will lead to the
conviction of the thief or thieves.—Apply Powell and
Son, Burton Buidings, Parliament St., Nottingham.

[2770

GENERAL TRADE.
CYCLE and M.C. Frames made to the trade.—Luke

_ and Co., 80, Ashted Row, Birmingham. [4266

AUCTION Sales.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting, the
oldest solely motor auction rooms in London.

Terms 1\'->X, not chargeable if machine unsold. Motor
cycles and cars bought "and sold for cash. Nearest
goods stations: Falcon Lane, L. and N.W.R.: Wimble-
don, L. and S.W.R. and G.W.R.—Sole address

:

Palmer's Garage, Tooting, London. [3039

WANTED.
WANTED, A.B.C. Sidecar.—Watkins, 32, Manor St.,

Cathays, Cardiff. [2559

LIGHT Sidecar, any condition if cheap.—H. Ruth.
Castle St., Eye, Suffolk. [2618

QUAD Wanted, any make; state particulars.—Adams,
43. St. Anne St.. Liveroool. T261S43, St. Anne St., Liverpool. [2615

MOTOR Scooter; state price, make, and condition.

—

Box 1749, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2715

WANTED, cylinder and piston, 1916 4Vih.p. B.S.A.—
Box 1734, c/o The Motor Cycle, [2616

WANTED, P. and M. chassis with wheel, R.A.F.
model.—Garlick, Chemist, Chesham. [3217

SPORTING Norton Sidecar, or similar, for Nor-
ton.—Bolt, 26, Brent, Dartford, Kent. [2575

WANTED, front cylinder 5-6h.p. twin Rex, a.i.v.

—A. R. E., 10-12, High St., Wem, Salop. [2758

SPEEDOMETERS.—Stewart and Watford; state
lowest cash price.—97, Latchmere Rd., Battersea.

[2642
MILLFORD Sidecar, 7 to 8, cheap for cash, condi-

tion of enamel immaterial.—H. G., 56, London
Rd., E.5. [2765

WANTED, 6h.p. J.A. P. back cylinder, pisu-n, En-
field forks.—Bridge House Garage, Crayford,

Kent. [2561

DOUGLAS clutch and kick-starter for 23ih.p. -gear
box.—P. Wareham, Bradford Rd., Trowbridge,

Wilts. [2750

WANTED, motor cycle syren, ball bearings, ap-
proval.—Canham, Langley Vicarage, Newport,

Essex. [2740

WANTED, A.V. Steering Wheel, complete with fit-

tings; cheap.—Allerton, 39, Sunnyside, Diss,
Vorfolk. [2821

ET the best out of

your engine byG
fitting-

FORWARD
—the British made
plugs that ensure per-
fect ignition.

Type "M" illustrated is a detach-
able mica plug which isgiving the
greatest satisfactiononthousands
of motor cycles. Ideal for two
strokes, as it will not o erheat or

oil up quickly ; carefully made
with finest quality ruby mica and
extra heavy pure nickel firing

points. Every plug tested and
guaranteed gas - tight — easily

taken apart for cleaning— two
parts only and no loose packing_

Send for list showing the full

range.

FORWARD FASTENERS
never fall.

MT.NS
184-38/09

Forward with unbreak-
able steel links .

.

Forward Leather
-Links

1/9

1/6

KING HOOK—the strongest
hook fastener in the world.

Detachable 1/3
Adjustable . . 1/6
Kin'g Hook Leather Links 1/-

Forward Plug Co.
35, SUMMER ROW,

BIRMINGHAM.

DISAPPOINTED
The T.T. Rider using the

Juckes Patent

4 SPEED GEARS
is unable to obtain Government leave at

the last moment owing to pressing duties,

but for full particulars of these famous
productions send to the

Efficient Motor & Engineering Co.,

Bilston Road, W0LVEHHAMPT0N.

WANTED.
"1X7"ANTED immediately, Morgan, water-cooled; i

»* be sound and reasonable.— 1, Othell i

Liverpool.

WANTED, Triumph, B.S.A., Douglas spares,
j

21, engines, etc.—23, Jupiter Terrace, i

Hall, S.E.9.
j

N.S.TJ. Gears, Triumph, etc., any condition, i I

also Philipsons, Grados.—Box 1805, c i

Mvtor Cycle.

\TTANTED, a Hopley folding sidecar, light,
;*" body, cheap for cash.—76, Stormont Rd., Lai

. a.W.il. -

T IGHTWEIGHT Sidecar, cheap, to fit Bean-
J-J Precision spring frame.—Cunuder, 10, I
ton Place, Brighton.
TyANTED, cylinder and piston for 6h.p. 1
r ' long base-plate type, cheap.—Great E:

Cvcle Co., Lowestoft.
CECOND-HAND 5-6h.p. Twin Engine, known
l*J perfect condition; lowest price.—Bull, 6, Si
Grove, Lenton, Nottingham. (D)
CTURMEY-ARCHER 2- or 3-speetT gear bW^-" engine 3>'

2h.p. to 8h.p., single or twin, an<
spring forks; cheap for cash.—19, Wilcox Rd
Lambeth, London, S.W.8. 'Phone: 1958 Brixt

VyANTED, Coarhbuilt Sidecar, suitable lor 5
»» motor; exchange Derwent sporting sidecai

massive marble timepiece, in perfect order.—Br
Clothiers, Catherine St., Grimsby.
\yANTED, to purchase outright, lor cash,.
» r rapt stocks, W.D. spares, miscellaneous s
motor cycles, any make; send full particul
McNeille and Piatt, 57, Great George St., Livei
Phone : 1092 Royal
TXALIFAX.—1922 B.S.A., Douglas, Edmund,
•*--•- field, Levis, Martinsyde, New Imperial, IN

Quadrant, Raleigh, Rex, Roval Ruby, Scott, Sunt
Triumph, and Henderson Motor Cycles. Exeh
quoted.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Ha

"CiNGINES, gears, frames, wheels, sidecar cb
*-* etc., incomplete or out of order not objecte
in exchange for new or second-hand motor cycle i

sories, lamps, horns, tyres, tubes, speedometers,
cash adjustment either way.—Snodgrass, Lfehu
Bagshot.

EXCHANGE.
MOTOR Van for Car or Runabout; sell £95.

Brighton Rd., Surbiton.

LATE A.V. Light Car for motor cycle and sid«
67, Fernlea Rd., Balham.

\\E- DION Chassis, twin, for combination or si
-•-' 51, Brighton Rd., Surbitou.

1Q16 Sun-Vitesse and cash for single-geared
-««' lrers.-43. Bushey Grove Rd.. Watford. I

T7XCHANGE Nearly New Binks 3-jet for KodAJ Withers, 60, Orchard St., Weston-super-Mar

TTXCHANGE your present machine for a new
J-' or motor cycle at Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealitt

TNDIAN, 5-6h.p. (see Sales column), sports m
«- for lightweight.—Yea, Turk's Head, Taunto

EXCHANGE Motosacoche, racing, B. and B., Dr
Brooks, licensed; offers.—Bostock, Byron

Ilkeston.

EXCHANGE Wilkinson T.M.C. Combination
Sale column) for 2-seater light car, cash

justment.
[;

5-6h.p. P.N. 4-cylinder, 2 speeds, clutch; exch
lightweight, cash either way.—181, Newton

Burton-on-Trent. [;

DOUGLAS 1918 4h.p. Combination for mil.

light car and cash, or sell cash.—Cave,
corator, Windsor. [;

8h.p. 2-seater 3-wheeled Runabout, for good sol
combination, or sell.—Medley, 24, Coptfold

Brentwood, Essex. [j

1Q19 Harley Combination, bulbous sidecar;
-»-*-' change lower power, late model.—49, Dag
A.V., Wembley Hill. [i

8-10h.p. Reading-Standard Combination, all on, l

condition, for smaller mount and cash.—23^,
ratt Av., Wood Green. [;

EXCHANGE Ford Landanlet, detachable wh
splendid condition, for combination, or sell.'—

H

'60, High Rd., Balham. [!

EXCHANGE First-class Combination with casB
good modern light car.—Newnham, 223, Ham;

mith Rd., London, W.6. Q
1Q19 5-6b.p. Rover Combination, well equip
*-e7 any trial; exchange for higher power.—Min
Tilton, Weston-Super-Mare. [2

8h.p. Zenith Sports Combination, in fine ooudit
level, for 4h.p. countershaft solo.—Falmouth M

Kentish Rd., Belvedere, Kent. [2

JARDINE Gear Box. £4/10; Clyno frame CM
tank, SE2/10; exchange Clyno sidecar Vassififc

Ouurlas St., Tradeston, Glasgow. £2

CHATER-PRECISION Combination, 3-speed,
new, for Douglas, lightweight, and cash, or'

£65.-106, Fircroft Rd., Tooting. (2

B64 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at tiie end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue
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The Sport and the Masses.

IF,
as was claimed in these pages recently,

the motor cycle Tourist Trophy race is the

premier sporting event of the year, why is

the general public so apathetic ?

The Derby and the Grand National are

common topics of conversation throughout the

country for days before they are held, yet fully

90% of those who gravely discuss these fixtures

have no particular interest in horse-racing, nor

is betting the real attraction in the majority of

cases.

The Boat race fascinates thousands who can-

not row, and thousands more who have never

seen Oxford or Cambridge. The chief billiards,

boxing, and golf championships are breathlessly

followed by like numbers who are ignorant of

the most elementary rules of these sports. Yet

the man-in-the-street does not know what the

letters
n T.T." stand for, and thinks most

likely that "A.C.U." is some kind of trade

union. It is a great pity.

The Motor Cycle film has done, and will do,

a great deal to break down this barrier of ignor-

ance, but until everybody of licenceable age is a

motor cyclist it rests with the daily Press to

stimulate the interest of the non-motoring masses

and help the T.T. races to attain the importance

in . the sporting world which they have long ago

reached in their own sphere.

The Conservative Car Owner.

THERE is more than would at first sight

appear in the article in last week's issue

by a car-owner dealing in an unsophisti-

cated manner with his impressions of a

two-wheeled vehicle. His unconcealed

surprise that anything not soundly bedded on

four wheels can provide even the slightest road

pleasure is amusing.

The author, a distinguished contributor to

The Autocar, confesses to a profound ignorance
" of motor cycle matters, and, in a way, he typi-

fies a class which has no great incentive to be
other than ignorant of the controllability and
reliability of the modern motor cycle.

In his case the conversion was effected by an
unconventional lightweight of- low power, de-

signed to attract the timid, but we venture to

suggest that he would have experienced even
greater surprise and pleasure had he gone a step

farther and tried, say, any first-class semi-sport-

ing solo mount of to-day. In performance, con-

trollability, and reliability he would have found
little to choose between the motor cycle and a
car costing ten times as much. The pity is that

the average car-owner simply refuses to believe

this.

Heat Wave Comfort.

IF,
as we are told, the summer of 1922 is going

to be a repetition of last year's, the motor
cyclist will more than ever have cause to be
pleased with his7choice of a recreation.

Not many pastimes share with motor
cycling its attractiveness on a broiling hot day,

not only as a means of reaching the shadiest

country nooks or the ever-refreshing sea, but in

itself as a way of keeping cool. When the tem-
perature is high there is nothing to compare with

a swift rush through the air on a motor cycle.

True, with the heat comes the dust, but off the

beaten track the nuisance is seldom very notice-

able, and a good pair of goggles provides a ready

and efficient antidote. Incidentally we fear that

the average motor cyclist is inclined to minimise

the importance of this latter item of his equip-

ment—very false economy indeed.

On the whole the motor cyclist will be the last

to grumble at the continuance of a heat wave
or drought of the severity likely to be experienced

in these islands.

.f..f..^ \^vv^v

(i6
;

An index to the advertisements in this issue will ba found on the pa^e facing the back cover.
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w Bad Debts.

'E all notice that motor cycles have fallen in -

price since 1919. One economy Adopted by
most firms is the No Credit stunt. I have

just learnt it to my cost. The other day my stand
wilted like a wax candle in August, and simultaneously
I required a peculiar washer, unobtainable except at

the factory. Having been a customer since 1906, and
knowing many of the factory staff intimately—not to

speak of my eminent position in motor journalism
(ahem !)—I presumed on all these things to order a new
washer without enclosing the dibs (didn't know the

cost) and to ask for a new stand to be forwarded iii-

stanter, instead of waiting till they had microscoped
the wilted article and satisfied themselves that it was.

super-heat-treated by a tight mechanic, or something of
that kind. Not a bit of. it. For seven long days I

watched the post, and finally there arrived the coldest

of formal notes promising to dispatch a new washer
on receipt of 3d., and guardedly indicating that a new
stand might or might not be forthcoming after their

laboratory experts had done their what-d'ye-call-it on
the old stand. I feel so small. I have meekly for-

warded 3d; For the nonce my machine rests with one

'

footrest on an inverted flower-pot in the garage. And
I had thought I was a small somebody. So you can
guess what you'll get, dear ordinary reader, j

The Rudge's Mad Moment. x

F late our columns have contained assorted com-
munications anent the curious manner "in which
certain Rudge engines behave, travelling at one -

moment like perfect little ladies and at another like
infuriated buffaloes. Various amateur physicians diag-
nosed the symptoms as being due to mountain • air,
temporary relief of high-compression ratios by frag-
ments of carbon, and the like. At last- a prophet has

'

arisen in Israel. I haven't a Rudge at" hand at the
'

moment, so I cannot verify his theory, but it strikes
me as far more plausible than its rivals. From time
to time, so runs his rede, Rudge's have modified their
inlet valve springs and domes in sundry. petty respects.
If you happen to'put a new spring of a certain type
on a dome of a certain type, the spring may find some
difficulty' in bedding down dead true around the valve.

'

In that case its normal working attitude may be a
thought cock-eyed. The valve stem will bind in its
guide a little possibly the valve may not even seat
perfectly. Super-rudging will be impossible under such
conditions. Anon, perhaps when the tail of the sprint
chances to work round the dome, the spring may ten>
poranly become axially concentric with the valve.

. a 26

Extra h.p. will then be available, disappearing again
if the spring once more emulates the leaning tower of

Pisa. Sufferers please verify and report.

"Private" or "Pirate" Owner.

SOME of the trade representatives in the Isle of
Man brought away unpleasant impressions of the

baser type of " private " owner. Individual en-

trants are not required to sign contracts in return for

goods supplied, but are treated as gentlemen, i.e., the

traders take it_for granted that- such applicants bona
fide require the supplies in connection with the race.

What are they to think of so-called amateur riders who
calmly tap all the rival firms for motor cycle equip-
ment free of charge, plus a contingent bonus for finish-

ing, for mileage, and even for starting, and who are
then seen to be shipping back to England after the race
sufficient stuff to start a small garage—a dozen outer
covers of assorted makes, two or three crates full of
tins of lubricating oil, a bucketful of sparking plugs,
a furlong of chain, three or four carburetters, etc.,

etc. ? Thorny as the amateur question certainly is, I

believe the time has come for-the A.C.U. to display-

some energy in the matter. The trade requires pro-

tection from such barefaced piracy. Even more em-
phatically, . the best type of amateur will be driven
out of the racing game if it becomes a pastime for per-
sons who ask for presents to be made them and then
.sell, those presents. The whole business comes peril-

ously near obtaining money on false pretences. If the
trade does not :care to prosecute, the A.C.U. might
surely suspend or disqualify for this offence?

A Remarkable Debut.

MOTORING history surely affords no parallel to
the audacious behaviour of the Sheffield-Hen-
derson machines. Their first season ostensibly

caught them between the devil and the deep sea.
Machines with a special cachet for speed could cer-
tainly.not abstain- from the T.T. On the other hand,
how could a newcomer hope to accomplish anything ?

Moreover, as the machine is built in three, sizes/ the
obvious alternative was to enter in all three events ot
in none. ; The bold course was taken. ' The aspiring
infant was started in the Lightweight and the Junior
and the Senior. What is far more to the point, it ran
well forward in all three races at the very first time
of asking. I believe the explanation is that the de-
signer is an exceptionally skilled metallurgist. Rumour
whispers that' by 1923 he may develop an engine of
his own. When, and if he does, we shall look forward
to something remarkably special. \

(32)
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Another "Series Wiring" Puzzle.

EHAD taken a solemn oath to print no more elec-

trical puzzles, for the last one embroiled me with
a horde of hot-headed experts till 1 felt like the

pancake when the Westminster boys have done with it.

But now comes a solemn" appeal from a person of
exalted station in the trade. He has a sidecar, with
its tail and side lamps wired in series. The two bulbs
are alleged to be identical, but they aren't. At least

he thinks not. For they will not both bum brightly

simultaneously. If he swops them round, thej.one

which aforetime was brilliant now becomes pallid, and
vice versa. Moreover, one or both of them burn out

with annoying frequency. And when he purchases an
alleged duplicate, the old story goes on. Solutions

may be sent to our Correspondence columns. When
these electrical high-brows really get on the bummel
across me, I feel as Little Tich would feel if he had to

referee a championship fight between Dempsey and

Jack Johnson. I refuse to act as intermediary in any

more set—what is the plural of " set to "—of this

character.

Close Ratio Gear boxes.

THE -gear box people will say we are insatiable, but

a reader puts forward a suggestion which is at

least worth considering. He rides a modern
sports machine equipped with a close-ratio gear box.

He doesn't state his actual ratios, but I rather fancy

that his bottom gear is 8 to 1. A ratio of 8 to 1 is

quite low enough for aay modern solo bus of 350 c.c.

or over on main roads ; it would laugh at Sutton, and

Porlock ought not to alarm it. But he occasionally

desires to accompany a freak trial, and dislikes making

an ass of himself in public. The competitors in such
trials often use bottom ratios of 16 to 1. On the other
hand, his existing bottom gear (of say 8 to 1) is prac-
tically useless in ordinary fast' road work. He starts

with a push on second gear. Second gear will climb
anything where the surface allows him to let his engine
rev.

. So he asks for a " sports " . gear box, with
" close " top and second ratios for road burning, and a

"climb anything" bottom gear. We cannot expect
gear box makers to upset their organisation for the sake
of a very limited market. A four-speed gear box seems
the simplest solution of his trouble, and a four-speed

- box weighs vety little more than a three. But I agree
with him that a genuine "close ratio " box is not verv
suitable for all-round work.

Sideslip and Big Tyres.

DHAVE written so often and so deliriously in praise
of big tyres—say gin. on a 500 c.c. machine—that
honesty compels me to ventilate the one doubt

troubling my mind about them. I should love to hear
a discussion between half a dozen cute men with varied
experience as to whether the 3in. tyre skids more than
the 2§in. Naturally it would do so if blown "pud-

-—dingy;" because it would roll. So when dangerous
grease is about, one blows the big tyre harder than
usual. Blown hard, it is very resilient, it sets the

machine jumping, and a jumping machine side-slips.

There are so many other factors concerned with a skid

—centre of gravity, design of tyre tread, steering rake,

local geology, nerve of rider concerned, and the like

—

that I haven't the pluck to dogmatise. But my present
impression is that the small tyre is steadier on bad
grease, if only fractionally so.

*?%!

ANOTHER SCOTTISH SIX DAYS' TRIAL. Last week the R.S.A.C. held a six days' reliability trial in Scotland for light cars. Although
none of the ' best " Highland hills—Applecross, for example—are any longer snow-bound, the club chose an easier route than usually figures

in the motor-cycle event. Nevertheless some interesting data were obtained, particulars of which, and a full report of the event, are contained

in this week's issue of " The Autocar." A competing Riley crossing the bridge at Connel Ferry.

(2) a 27
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Levis 248 c.c. (two-stroke). A.J.S. 348 c.c. (o.h.v.). Sunbeam 492 c.c. (side-valve).

Contemporary Motor Cycle Design Reviewed and Criticised in the Light of the

T.T. Races, the Most Searching Test of the Year.

for

EVERY year T.T. machines show definite

evidence of advancement. The last two years,

in particular, have shown an enormous
improvement, not only in engine performance, but

also in general motor cycle construction.

It is, however, not only to the winning machines
that we have to look for the future of our touring

mounts, but also to the general run of competing

machines, for many manufacturers utilise the Isle of

Man course as a testing ground for next year's

special features.

Cooling.

On the two-strokes the use of aluminium
cylinder head construction was very-

noticeable. Levis machines retained

their shrunk-on head and barrel cover,

the Velocettes employed very thick and
deeply ribbed bolted-on aluminium
head. A bolted-on head of similar

material was used on the Ivys, while

the Sun Vitesse went the whole hog by
employing a complete aluminium cylin-

der with cast iron liner. The Levis win
in the lightweight event was a triumph
not only for the two-stroke but also for

the composite cylinder, especially as a

Velocette ran into third place. In the

senior event also Scotts finished 3rd,

4th, and 9th.

As yet the four-strokes have not come
into line in this respect, largely because
of the difficulty of fitting valve seats of
a suitable material and still finding

room for valves of sufficient diameter.
The extent to which aluminium was

employed in piston manufacture was
only- obvious to those who had the

opportunity of seeing the engines
stripped for examination, but it may be
stated tha.t by far the greater number of

a 28

An o.h.v. Norton engine used experi-

mentally in the Senior T.T.

engines were so fitted. To quote but a few examples,

alloy pistons were used in such well-known machines
as Sunbeam, Triumph, Norton, Indian, Rudge,
Velocette, New Hudson and J. A. P. and Blackburne
engines, the Rudge piston being peculiar in that the

bearing surfaces were divided into diagonal lozenges.

In some cases these pistons were of slipper construc-

tion with the walls cut away right up to the piston

rings except on the thrust surfaces, in others full

skirted pistons were employed, notably in the case of

the J. A. P. ridden by Le Vack, but in almost every

case the importance of aluminium pistons for internal

cooling as well as—or even more than—for weight

reduction, was more fully appreciated. This point is

most important, for so long as ultra light,

thin-walled alloy pistons are employed,
so long shall we suffer from " slap,"

burning, and distortion troubles, while

the introduction of slightly heavier

types will lead to the general employ-
ment of aluminium pistons for touring

purposes.

Alloy, Steel and Iron Pistons.

Brandish's Triumph piston finished in

perfect condition. Bennett's Sunbeam,
however, was dry from want' of oil on
two occasions. Sheard employed a light

steel piston, and Davison's Levis was
fitted with a very light cast iron piston,

which finished well but had obviously

been very hot in the head.

There was some improvement in the

arrangement of cooling ribs, but it does
not seem to have been fully realised that

it is of little practical use to have ultra

deep ribs if the pitch is too fine or that

it is preferable that the ribs should be
arranged so as to lie parallel to the-

cooling draught.

The new o.h.v. J. A. P. is a fine

(18)
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example of air-cooling as it should be. We were not

surprised, therefore, to find that Le Vack had decided
to use the same engine as he had ridden in the Junior

race for the Senior event. In fact, he did little more
than change the valves and springs.

The Triumph Mechanical Lubrication.

Perhaps the most striking feature of "all was the

almost universal adoption of some' form of mechanical

oil feed. Triumph, Indian, New Imperial, Beard-

more-Precision, Sunbeam, and Velocette have all de-

veloped satisfactory systems of their own ; the first-

mentioned firm employed a double pump ' of the

oscillating plunger type in conjunction with a dry sump
system, a scheme which has the advantage of assist-

ing internal cooling since the temperature of the

circulating oil is cooled to some degree in its passage

to and from the tank. Undoubtedly the wonderful
condition of Brandish's machine at the end of the

race was largely due to the lubrication system, which

ensured a constant film of clean oil on every working
(surface. In most other cases a mechanical pump
only was used to feed the requisite amount of lubri-

cant to the engine. Even this is a big step in the

right direction, and it is to be hoped that manu-
facturers will remember that some such device is even

more badly needed by the average tourist than by
the T.T. rider, whose knowledge and experience

enable him to oil his engine, regularly. In the Isle of

Man it was usual but by no means universal practice to

find an auxiliary hand pump fitted for emergencies, but

it should be possible to omit this precaution from
touring machines of the near future. Showell or Best

oil pumps appear to be the favourite proprietary

articles, but the Lamplugh pump was used in at least

one instance ; amongst the machines fitting one or other

of these pumps were, Coulson, Sunbeam, Diamond,
Massey-Arran, Rudge, Sheffield-Henderson, H.B.,
O.E.C.-Blackburne, Cotton and New Gerrard.

In addition to this list, another firm of high repute

intended to employ an ingenious lubrication system of

their own design, but had insufficient time to try it -out

previous to the races. Once the mechanical oil pump
becomes an accepted part.-of standard machines we
may look forward to a steady improvement not only

,in lubrication systems but in motor cycle performances.

The 249 c.c. Velocette engine. In the Lightweight race the

Velocette reached third place at 46'90 m.p.h.

Valve Position.

While on such first-class racing engines as the Sun-

beam, Indian and, in the main, Norton and J.A. P.,

the side-by-side valve position was retained, there was

a big increase in the number of o.h.v - engines in all

races. The Triumph organisation has definitely

accepted the practice for fast work; Nortons show a

tendency to follow suit. New Imperials have a

decided leaning in that direction, and the makers of

J.A.P. engines are flirting with the idea, as instanced

by Le Yack's most interesting engine, which

employed two short bevel-driven camshafts, one for

each valve, thus eliminating push rods. With this ex-

ception all overhead valve gear was operated by push

rods, and it is a sorry commentary on the system
_

as

applied to motor cycles to find that some riders carried

as many as four spare rods. The A.J.S. had overhead

valves for the third year, Douglas sporting models

have been so equipped for some time past, side

valves have never been used on the Duzmo, and a

host of machines were fitted with o.h.v. Blackburne

Arrangement of the overhead valves on the

T.T. Triumph. The design varies but

slightly from the standard model.

(6)

Valve gear of the new o.h.v. J.A.P.

engine which performed so well in

the Junior race.

Diagram of the

dry sump lubri-

cation system
used on the T.T.

Triumphs.

a 29
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engines. Even those retaining the side valve system
are in many cases aware that, given equally good de-
sign and workmanship, the overhead valve engine
scores for speed, acceleration, and economy, but not
all of them are prepared to risk their reputations on
standard touring overhead engines without further road
experience. Triumphs retained their four-valve engine,
but on the remaining makes two valves only are
employed.

Valve trouble, though common enough in practice,
was not unduly prevalent in the races, and o.h.v. en-
gines sinned in this respect no more than other types.
One is not apt to associate valves with two-stroke

engines, yet the Sun-Vitesse employed a simple form
of rotary valve in the crank case by which means the
mixture charge could be correctly timed while an addi-
tional and scavenging charge of air is drawn in through
a piston-controlled port - and forms a buffer between
the burnt charge and the-mixture proper.

"
In this con-

nection one is constrained to wonder whether the two-
stroke of the future will not incorporate some such
simple form of valve gear by means of which output
per capacity may be increased and fuel consumption
reduced. With the exceptions already mentioned,
single-cylinder two-strokes appeared outwardly to have
altered but little, though, results prove that internal
improvements resulting in an increase of speed have
been effected.

Transmission.
Undoubtedly a feature of the 1922 T.T. was the

amount of care expended on the lubrication of the
primary chain. An oil-bath- chain case, as is exempli-
fied by the Triumph and Sunbeam, appears to be
easily the -best solution of the question, but there are
some who prefer instant accessibility to the risk of
trouble in an enclosed part. Thus we find the majority
employ exposed chains and either a breather pipe
from the crank case directed 01 to the chain or a
small auxiliary oil tank for the s.ile purpose of chain
lubrication. Amongst those using auxiliary oilers were
to be found O.K. -junior, Levis, Scott, Sheffield-Hen-
derson, and New Hudson, the ingenious saddle-
operated oil pump of the Sheffield-Henderson being
particularly noticeable.

Close ratio three-speed countershaft gear boxes were

almost universal, though the Scott retained its selective

clutch two-speed, which enables lightning changes to

be effected. Racing gear boxes usually provide extreme

ratio variations of slightly less than 2-1, -and one
might quote 4.25, 5.5, and 7.75 to 1 as being roughly

typical of the normal range. Apart from firms manu-
facturing their own gear boxes the field is divided

between a number of proprietary gears all of which

are familiar to our readers, though the foot-controlled

Moss gear which made its debut in the 192 1 Junior

race should appeal to a large class of rider. Out-

wardly gear boxes have changed but little, and even

internally the improvements, hinge chiefly on better

production methods.

"" Brakes.

Of vital importance to both touring and T.T. riders,

brakes showed a very considerable amount of im-

provement. It is essential that brakes should be not

only powerful but also smooth and perfectly reliable.

Belt rim brakes, or more properly " dummy belt rim "

brakes, were still used on many machines. If pro-

perly designed these brakes are excellent, and besides

being cheap to manufacture and replace' they carry

out their allotted functions admirably. The internal

V type has become the most popular, as it does not

interfere with wheel removal. One of the best

examples of the correct application of internal V
brakes was to be found on both wheels of the Sun-
beams and the rear wheel of the Triumphs. Contract-

ing band brakes were fitted to the Beardmore-
Precisions and to the Triumph front wheel and Indian

rear wheel, but the most noticeable feature as regards

brakes lay in the enormous increase in numbers of

internal expanding brakes. The Webb internal ex-

panding front brake was a very popular fitting, and
rear brakes by the same makers were to be found on
some machines—undoubtedly it was time that up-to-

date brake specialists should make their appearance in

the motor cycle world.

Quite a large number of motor cycle manufacturers
have designed their own expanding brakes either for

the rear wheel only or less commonly, as in the case

of the A.J.S., for both wheels. Amongst those who
fitted at least one expanding brake are Norton, Indian,

,

Velocette (2), A.J.S. (2), New Imperial (2), Coulson

DUPLEX AND LOOP FRAMES ON T.T. MACHINES.
Scott. New Imperial. Cotto

a 30
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(2), New Hudson (2), Diamond, Sun-Vitesse, Levis,

Francis-Barnett, Invicta, New Gerrard, Cotton, Scott,

N.U.T.
• Other types of brake which have proved to be most

effective and do not interfere with wheel removal are

the Rudge shoe type operating on large diameter flat

drums, and the Douglas external V type. The im-

portance of good front wheel brakes should not be
under-estimated ; there was a time when badly designed
" horse-shoe " types brought front brakes into dis-

repute; but a check on the front wheel, provided it is

not too violent, is most usefubunder any circumstances,

and the makers who entirely dispensed with front wheel
brakes in the T.T. were few and far between.
A new era as far as motor cycle racing is concerned

was inaugurated by the A.J.S., who, for practice,

Section of the Showell

pump showing the

simplicity of construc-

tion.

The Best mechanical

oil-pump with the new
hand-pump and sight

feed.

coupled both front and rear brakes to a single operating

pedal. This system was discontinued only on account

of a fault which is not inherent to the system but only

to_the application thereof, Dixon's Indian being fitted

with three interconnected brakes.

Frames and Fittings.
An overwhelming majority of frames were of the

curved top tube type, and though the straight top tube

is mechanically the sounder job, there are certain advan-
tages in the curved tube, while the disadvantages can
be overcome by a matter of an ounce or two of extra

weight. One is apt to consider that the curved frame
tube is liable to weakness, but Mr. Henderson is no
mean engineer or metallurgist, and is not likely to

encourage faulty frames
;
yet the Sheffield-Henderson

exhibited some fantastic curves in the lower tank rail.

New Imperial and Indian machines represented the loop

frame, a construction which has many good points,

since it provides rigidity and relieves the engine from
stresses which it is seldom designed to absorb. All-

steel construction is making steady progress, and Rudge
and Beardmore- Precision should be mentioned in this

respect, though O.K. -Junior, Raleigh, Douglas and
others have many steel lugs in their construction.

With the exceptions already mentioned, and with

the addition of the Cotton which appeared to hold the

road admirably, there were no frames of unorthodox

design. The Scott, of course, is unusual in this

respect, but its admirably scientific construction has

been with us so long that one is apt to overlook its

(13)
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merits except in the Isle of Man, where the excellent

weight distribution renders the machine ideal for the

course, and consequently for touring purposes.

Even some of the best-known concerns have some-
thing to learn as regards the effects of frame design on
steering ; one large and important entry found it neces-
sary to change their frames a few days before the race,

while another would ' have done better if they had
followed the example.
The two-lever carburetter retains its position as a

standard fitting, though single-lever Cox carburetters

were fitted to quite a number of machines. Amac car-

buretters secured most of the winning places in Junior,
Senior, and Lightweight events, though Davison's Levis
had a new Senspray. A. H. Alexander's Douglas had
a separate two-lever Amac carburetter on each cylinder.

Large tyres have not gained much ground for racing

purposes, though a few 26in. x 3m. and 700 x 80 mm.
tyres were to be found.

Ignition.
The high-tension magneto was universal, Scotts using

a two-spark instrument ; and some sort of nail-catcher

was usual. The Isle of Man is not the place to study
improvements in mudguard design.

Plug trouble was comparatively rare in spite of the

trying conditions, K.L.G. plugs securing the lion's

share of awards. The difficulties of the plug manufac-
turer can be more fully realised when it is stated that

a well-known make of engine started practice with a 7-1

compression ratio.

The Easting windscreen, which first made its appear-

ance in the 1921 event, was fitted by quite a number of

riders, and should be of service in affording protection

from dust and flying stones.

Something of a novelty also appeared in the form of

Miracle oil, a high flash-point oil, a small quantity of

which is mixed with the petrol in order to lubricate the

valves, and the upper portion of the cylinder. It is

early yet to make a definite pronouncement on the effects

of this mixture, but certain it is that many team man-
agers and riders were convinced that it had decided

advantages, and most of the leaders used it.

As regards the actual winners, the Lightweight race

was won by a two-stroke, with an o.h.v. single second,

and another two-stroke third. The Junior event for the

third year in succession developed into a duel between

A.J.S. and Blackburne engines, J. Thomas's Sheffield-

Henderson with the latter engine lying third to two of

the former make, while the first six places went to

o.h.v. engines. Finally, the Senior honours were

divided between all types, side-by-side valves first,

o.h.v. second and two-stroke third.

It is perhaps interesting to examine the different

type of engine to finish in each of the three events.

The lists below are instructive :

Lightweight. Junior. Senior.

Started 33 36 67

Finished 14 16 2?.

Overhead valves... 5 - 11 5

Side by side .... 3 2 13

Two-stroke ... 6 3 3

I. over E 1

In studying the weights of machines published in

our last issue, it is necessary to remember that fuel and

oil alone may total some 251b., while spares and tools

may easily account for another 51b.

a 31
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A fine panorama showing how extraordinarily well wooded are the Blue Mountains of Australia.

A Tour 10 Australia's Counterpart of the Cheddar Caves.

There is nothing of "the bash" in ihis account of a holiday trip in New South Wales. The writer refers to

tourists' cars, garages and hotels, not to mention turbine-generated electric light.

OFTEN had I longed to tackle a fairly long and

interesting run on my old but trusty 3^, h. p.

Singer, but time had not permitted. At last,

however, I had four days to myself, and careful

arrangements were made for a trip to the Jenolan

Caves—a round journey of

251 miles.

I enlisted the sympathy of
.

another rider, who owned a |

z| h.p. Douglas, and we

planned to leave home on 1 ;

Saturday morning at six >!

o'clock. The spares we car- I,

ried" consisted of one inner F

tube, a repair outfit, spare

belt, and two plugs.

Near Sydney the roads I

were very greasy, but as we |

cleared the suburbs we came
|

upon roads which had evi- I

dently not experienced rain
;

for several months, judging

by the dust we raised.

Very bad roads were en-

countered near Parramatta.

There were some bad hills,

and a surface resembling

ploughed ground, which,

combined with the head
wind, made it extremely hard

for the machines.

Into the Mountains.
We were now beginning

the ascent of the Blue Moun-
tains. Lapstone Hill, near
the commencement, is one of
the worst climbs in the State,

and caused me to drop to the

bottom ratio of my N.S.U Looking towards the Grand Arch from the Caves House.

a 32

gear; the 2-speed Doiiglas followed suit. The sur

face was very loose, and it entailed some careful,

riding to avoid spills. Notwithstanding, after run-

ning nearly red-hot, we managed to reach the top,

where the wind soon cooled our engines.

Here the road followed
the railway track, and, ob-

serving a train, we acceler-

ated quickly . and raced

alongside. We had an ad-

vantage in that we could

climb faster, and conse-

quently soon lost sight of the

hard -worked locomotive and
its burden.

After covering fifty miles

we. arrived at Springwood, a

delightful tourist resort on

the Mountains, and stopped

to refresh the inner man. It

had taken us four hours tc

cover the fifty miles, but

delay had been caused by
the bad roads, and' the

last twenty miles had been

one long continuous climb..

Over 3,000ft. above
Sea Level.

Once more in the saddle,

we opened up, and although

j we encountered a number of

loose patches on the road,

we made fairly good time

3 into Katoomba. We were by

this time 3,336ft. above sea

level, and had climbed to

.

that height in the last

twenty-seven miles. So far.

I had only been in low gear

(29)
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Through the Blue Mountains to Jenolan.

—

for about two miles, but the Douglas rider had not

been so fortunate.

Although beautiful, Katoomba could not detain us

beyond the time spent in filling, up at a garage pump,
for dinner was awaiting us at the hotel at Mount
Victoria only eleven miles- away.

Four Miles of Downhill Road.

Then we set out for Jenolan over the most tortuous

and steepest road I have ever seen. The surface was
excellent, and, trusting to our brakes to act satisfac-

torily, we descended at a fast rate.. Having dropped

1,500ft. in four miles, we came to an excellent four-

mile stretch of level road and then hills again.

A mile or so to the rear we could see six cars

loaded with tourists for the Caves, and the dust they

were raising was great. We decided to keep ahead
if we could, so we opened out.

The next fifteen miles were undulating, and then

came a short, sharp rise. We were now on the

summit of the famous "Five Mile Hill." At the

side of the road is a notice board informing drivers

of vehicles of pertain hours when no vehicle "is allowed

to descend, as all traffic would, then be ascending the
•' hill," and there is not sufficient room for two

vehicles to. pass.

This "hill '.' drops 2,000ft. in five miles, and'ends

with an exhilarating rush through a natural tunnel in

Mount Jenolan. At the bottom we- came to what
appeared to be a big tunnel, but what was really a

huge hole right through the mountain, through which

the road passed. This Grand Arch, as it is called, is

4,50ft. long, 70ft. high, and iSoft. wide.

We were thankful to reach Jenolan, and so after
garaging our steeds we entered the magnificent Caves
House.

The dinner bell soon rang, and so to the dining-
room via an electric lift. We were dumfounded with
the magnificent meal placed before us, and could
hardly believe that we were 115 miles from Sydney,
with the nearest house fifteen miles distant. The
whole of the surroundings of the Ca/es House, the

house itself, and the interior of the world-famous
limestone caves, are lit by electricity produced by
water turbine.

We stayed there Sunday and Monday inspecting the

Caves, and at six-thirty on Tuesday we departed, and,
through a mountain mist, commenced our 2|-mile
climb up the Oberon Hill out of the Jenolan Valley.

We then passed over good and fairly easy roads
until about twenty-five miles .from the Caves, where
we struck a continuous descent of five miles. Another
two miles and we had reached Tarana.
The next eight miles were covered in 2? minutes.

Very indifferent roads constituted the nineteen hiiles

into Rydal, where, as it was but six miles to Mount
Victoria, we decided to continue and have our lunch

there at the hotel.

We had now 74 miles to cover before we reached

home, but as the greater part was down-grade, we
did not mind. We arrived home at 6.45 p.m., after

having covered 74 miles since half-past 1, and

altogether 150 miles since 6.30 a.m
Such was the end of a glorious vide of 251 miles

which is unsurpassed in beautiful scenery and yet

which is very seldom tackled by motor cyclists.

Singer.

(1)

THE GRAND ARCH, 450ft. long, and 70ft. high, was, during the course of ages, cut through the solid limestone

mountain by the running waters of the creek.

b I
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A PRESSMAN'S MANX WEEK.
Things Seen, Heard and Considered during

of the

By "ROAD

NORMALLY I wear a starched double collar

—

rather high. On the morning when I leave the

office for the T.T. I don a soft .collar, rather

low—for obvious reasons.- Normally, as my wife tells

me, I gobble my. food. In America there is a certain

Professor Fletcher, who holds that we should' all live

to be 100 years old if we chewed every mouthful of

food thirty times. On $63 clays of the year I ignore

his doctrine, but on the Monday before the T.T. and

again on the Friday after the race I am the most

punctilious of F-letch'erites—for obvious reasons.

Shakespeare says :

"There is a soul of goodness irt things evil,

Would one observingly distil it out.''

For many years, having a queasy stomach, I . have

wondered what the " soul of goodness " in sea-sickness

"The Motor Cycle" Man's Busiest Days

Year.

RIDER."

might be. T-bis year I solved the problem. Our roads

ate vilely pot-holed. We grumble and grouse about

them. The sea also is full of pot-holes. Road pot-

holes are -shallow and stationary. Sea pot-holes

are deep and in a state of constant motion. The pur-

pose of sea-sickness, therefore, is to make discontented

motor cyclists more satisfied with the comparatively

innocuous undulations of the roads.

Thus prepared in- bod}' and mind for the voyage, I

started for the T.T. on an o.h.v. machine. At the

tenth milestone, where the road rises sharply, my
engine missed three consecutive revolutions. It chipped

in again for ten more, and then stopped. I gingerly

extricated a red-hot K.L.G., which appeared O.K.
Rule of thumb methods, I admit, but they indicate

my simple trust in the reliability of my engine: and
1 had certainly been over-oiling. I went round to the

other side, and noticed that my exhaust

valve, was opening but not shutting.

In other words, the engine could force

it down, hut a mere spring could

not return it. Irreparable, too.

Assorted Transport.
I went sadly into a near-by building,

which proved to lie a poorhouse, and
'phoned for a taxi. Presently there

arrived a Ford—of the most decrepit,

as our French friends would put it. So
by the slow but reliable train to Liver-

pool. Then the s.s. Monet's Isle. And
finally a horse, tram to my Douglas
hotel. Truly a quaint assortment o(-

vehicles for one journey.

,>ig
îi[

y«*;

(Top) At Ballacraine corner. F. C. North (249 c.c. O.K. Junior), who was sixth among the lightweights, followed by A. Booth (348 c.c

Massey-Arran). (Left) G. S. Davison (248 c.c. Levis), winner of the Lightweight Race, receiving attention from the boy scouts and

the petrol replenisher. (Right) S. Woods (348 c.c. Cotton), on the Ramsey hair-pin. He finished fifth among the Junior entrants after

riding magnificently in the face of a handicap that probably lost him the race.

b2 <J3)
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k Pressman's Manx Week

—

The outward voyage safely astem of me—ugh,
how I loathe all those nautical terms and their

associations—I enjoy, the Island. One meets every-

body who is anybody in the motor cycle world.
They all yarn to one. Thuswise. You meet
Smithkins, who sells sparking plugs. He tells

you confidentially that his 1922 plug will posi-

tively stand up in the Conx engine (a notorious plug
devourer). Then you meet Mr. Conx, and congratulate

him that his team have at last solved their plug
troubles. .To your amazement he foams, erupts,

explodes. It is true his men are lapping in forty-one

minutes, but they could lap in thirty-five minutes if

the plugs didn't melt as soon as they opened their

throttles.

The next person you run into is Brownjohri,

another plug merchant. Partly to rag him, partly

on the off chance of his helping Mr. Conx, you

whisper in his ear that the Conx boys are in sad trouble

with plugs. Brownjohn laughs consumedly, and slaps

you on the shoulder in his hearty fashion. '' Don't
vou believe it,- old chap! " : Then, after- a furtive

glance right and left, he whispers confidentially. A
fortnight ago he gave the Conx team plugs which
would freeze in the flame of a welding blowpipe. The
Conx trouble isn't plugs at all. It's the Jones and Jones

valve. They have to use it because the Jones brothers

are on the. Conx board of directors. But, as he

. needn't tell me, the Jones valve is as brittle as a

carrot, and as heatproof as tallow. "Then you espy

Fitzwillinm. a carburetter expert, sulking in a corner

799

of the Sefton bar. You discuss the Conx chances 011

the great day. He is roused to a cold, angry anima-
tion. " It's their carburetter, old man ! They mil
use it, because their managing director owns the patent.
It simply chucks great blobs of wet juice into tfee

cylinder, and sluices out all the lubricant. I couM
put 'em right to-morrow. It's heart-breaking, simply
heart-breaking. Such fine lads, too. And so keen.
Robbed -of victory by their bosses' financial affinities.''"'

Finally you call at the Conx camp. The riders don't
display any very exttberant joic detvivre. You try to

comfort them with reliable stories of the ' secret

adversities of their chief rivals. At last their best
man says, "Well, there's only one thing the master
with our buses

—

they're too darned- slow!
Truth, says an Indian proverb, lives at the bottom

of a well. ... I doubt if anybody's bucket has a long
enough rope to reach to the bottom of the T.T. well.

More and More Power.

Perhaps my main' observation in Manxland was the
quite extraordinary power developed by the modern
hot-stuff engine. I myself own an engine with a Marv
Ann punch capable of just about 70 m.p.h. When .(t

is running slowly in neutral, shortly after receiving a
charge of oil, a haze of blue vapoor lazily exudes from
the open exhaust piper. But when its Manx cousin
ticks over under similar conditions, a fat clot of stink-

ing asphyxiation is violently projected in a solid lump
to a point 20ft. in the rear of the machine. Which .

shows^how engines are getting on. Especially the

baby two-strokes. A few years ago the valveless type

At the right-angle bend entering Ramsey. C. W. Shepherd (348 c.c. Edmund), who finished eighth in the Junior race.

6)~ b\
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A Pressman's Manx Week —
of 250 c.c. engine was extremely woolly, a rickety,

anasmic relation of the poppet valve type. This year
it beat them, and its. performance was superb. Natur-
ally, these wee racing engines are not in all cases

comfy to sit over. But their detuned touring editions

are becoming extraordinarily' capable. As a spectacle

and in sporting interest the Lightweight event is no-

where by comparison with the Junior and the Senior,

but I fancy it will exert an even larger influence on
the future of lift sport and the industry. I foresee

the day when perfected 250 c.c. engines will .fulfil

all ordinary touring needs, and the Manx week is

accelerating that consummation.

The Three Races Compared.
The most careless observer must note profound

differences between the three T.T.'s. The Baby event
is still an " engine " race. . Almost any rider—even
an ordinarily capable" scrap-loving amateur—can get

round the course" fast enough to win, if his engine is

good enough. The Junior is a " man and engine "

race, for only a first-class rider can conquer the tempts
and threats of that awful lap with the requisite blend
of devil and restraint, whilst only a magnificent

350 c.c. engine can do ils 80 m.p.h.. accelerate like

a projectile, and display the durability of a doormat.
The Senior is a " man " race. Oh, I know well

enough that 37J miles of twists and hills, taken at

nearly 60 m.p.h., rack both engine and frame to the

very limits of endurance. But, nevertheless, the real

emphasis is on the man in this event. At least half of

'the entry cherished no fond dreams of finishing within

30 min. of the winner. " I am far too scared !
" they

said. All they wanted was a comfortable blind at

their own pace ,; if they could crowd in six laps before

the course was opened, so much the better. If not,

they had for once savoured the unique sensation of

going as fast as they had a mind to, with no police or

traffic to worry ahout. Perhaps six men nourished

genuine and secret hopes of victory. So if I intended

to market a machine, and a T.T. victory was a definite

part of my sales policy, I would not waste brains on

designing the machine or money on producing it until

I had found the man to ride it. Bennett, Dixon,

Wood, H. R. Davies. One or two others.' Or some
precocious unknown youngster, possessing equal

calibre, but not yet known to fame. Sixty-seven men
started in the Senior Race. I suspect we might mount
fifty of them on an imaginary machine 25% better than

the winning Sunbeam in every racing factor, and yet

watch it being thoroughly well beaten.

JUNE 15th, IQ22

Nevertheless, an amazing lack of common sense is

noticeable in details. Why start rnen with vital parts

sure to be lost if a solitary unlocked nut comes adrift ?

Why spend thousands on competing when your junior

tester could prove to you that nothing but humiliation
can result? Why compete without taking any of the

obvious and rational precautions- against tyre trouble?
Why start without verifying your oil consumption?.
"Why make depot stops after the second and fourth

lap, when a single stop after three laps wou Id. suffice i

The extra stoppage entails a loss of at least half a

minute aiett, . allowing for weakening, of acceleration

and climb by dint of the .extra weight carried^ and
some year soon the race will be won and lost by less

than 30 sec.

Or, again, it was fairly common knowledge last

January that a maximum speed of 85 to 90 m.p.h.

would be needed to win the Senior Race. Lots of

firms entered without utilising Brooklands to discover

what speeds their engines could produce, or even how
their valves and pistons and plugs stood up at even

70 m.p.h. A marvellously casual habit of taking

chances was discernible in many camps.

Next Year?

There are many weird suggestions afoot for the

1923 T.T., some good,- some bad, some indifferent.

Three, at least, deserve attention. With plenty of time

available the problems of a real Amateur race might
not prove quite insuperable. If such an event can be

organised, the reformers who wish to give large and
small firms an equal chance by'limiting entries in the

Open race to three machines of each make will find

their path eased. Then there are those who consider

that in 1922 too much depended on the man and too

little on the engine. Their prescription is a 500 mile

T.T. with a change of driver every third lap. We
shall see.

The return journey ? Oh, yes. I crossed in com-

pany with one of those incredible persons who owns a

small yacht for pleasure-! ! 1 At breakfast, in Douglas,

he kept pointing out the "magnificent surf" in the

Bay (as if I couldn't see the -infernal surf through the

coffee room window, and as if 1 hadn't listened to its

roar all night). I stood things pretty well till we
were half an hour out from Douglas. Then he

crashed a great fist on my back.- " I say, old man,

come and watch these gorgeous billows tumbling on

the port bow !

"

* -
1 * * . * * *

" Those billows " were dot. all that tumbled.

HARDENING AND
THE other day I saw an amateur motor cyclist

trying to reduce the size of a nut, which was
tapped with the correct thread for the job in

hand, but projected too far. He was working away
with a file and sweating profusely, but making no im-

pression on the nut, which had been case-hardened.

Needless to say, the nut was easily softened by heat-

ing it red-hot and allowing it to cool off ; the alternative

was to grind off the surplus metal without first soften-

ing the nut; filing, of course, was perfectly hopeless.

b 8

SOFTENING.
If re-hardening is necessary for any reason, the part

may be hardened by raising it to a red heat and
cooling it instantaneously by plunging it in either water

or oil, providing the hardened skin is not entirely

removed. Iron parts may be case-hardened by heating

them red, covering with a case-hardening compound
(purchasable at any ironmonger's), fe-heating, and
cooling off rapidly in water.- Discretion must, of

course, be observed in annealing and hardening special

steels designed for peculiar duties. Road Rider.

(18.1
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THE BONUS BUGBEAR-SUBSIDY SCANDALS.
An Interesting Sidelight on one Hidden Aspect of the T.T. Races.

ALL our readers are familiar with the two chief

aspects of the T.T.—namely, its sporting

eminence as perhaps the most thrilling athletic

contest of the year, and its technical importance as a

grim test of design, material, and workmanship. It

has a third side, which is generally kept in the back-

ground so far as the- general public are concerned.

The entire motor cycle trade is intimately affected by

the T.T. The shares of the companies which manu-
facture the successful machines are instantly quoted

at higher figures on the Stock Exchange. The sales

of those companies' machines increase. Excellent

advertisements accrue to every item of the equipment

of the winning machine—tyres, oil, petrol, magneto,

sparking plugs, chains and belts, carburetters, etc.,

etc. An advertisement is always worth paying for,

and the representatives of the firms which manufac-
ture motor cycle requisites strain every nerve to.

induce as many entrants as possible to use their com-

modities. Where such keen competition exists, a

system of subsidies naturally follows. This year, for

" example, at the beginning x>f the practising, the tyre

companies were offering a cash award of ^250 to

any rider who won his race on their ty*es. Every

entrant was promised so much in cash for every mile

he covered in the race on tyres of this make or that.

-,, The different tyre firms began to bid against each

other, and by the start of the race the riders of the

winning machines stood to receive ^1,000 from the

makers of certain tyres, whilst every starter could

get 2S. 6d. per mile. Some tyre companies abstained

from this crazy auction, but the representatives of

other firms toured the_various " camps " in the island

daily. On Monday the Blizzard team practised on

Speedster tyres before breakfast, but by lunch time

they had all been tempted by a higher bid to sub-

stitute Standing tyres. On Tuesday another bid pro-

duced a' further change to a third make of- cover.

Simultaneously a similar process was occurring with

half-a-dozen other proprietary articles. Acrimonious

scenes occasionally occurred at hotels and depots. Not

until the machines are actually placed in the custody

of the A^C.U. does this unseemly scandal of bid and

. counterbid finally terminate.

Pointers-

The folowing comments on the practice seem to the .

point :

—

1

.

The best riders loathe it. These notes are in-

spired by a previous winner.

2. Many makers of motor cycle, equipment will not

stoop to these methods. Their specialities are

consequently absent from the race, but may be

equal in quality to those used by the winner.

3.—The cost of these subsidies is ultimately ab-

stracted from the pockets of the general public.

4.. Similar practices killed, cycle racing as a sport

twenty years ago, in spite of strict laws on the

amateur question, laws which are not applied

to motor cycling.

(10)

There is only one possible argument in favour of
-this un-English, unsporting, and unpleasant practice.

It assures a substantial reward for the winner, who
might receive little compensation for his skill, toil,

and risk if he were left at the mercy of the firm who
engaged him, particularly if he chanced to be an
unknown man. The public would wish every T.T.
winner who is not a man of-large private means to

pocket upwards of ,£1,000, as he does to-day, but
they would prefer him to receive this sum by better

channels.

Can a Remedy be Found?
Remedies are not easily found. One proposal has

been that the Auto-Cycle Union shall compel every

competitor to specify at the date of his entry complete
details of his equipment. This plausible scheme over-

Jooks a real problem. Now and then every accessory

maker may be hampered by a batch of inferior stuff

coming through his" works—a rule which might force

a good rider to use an inferior magneto could not be

accepted.

A second proposal is that the manufacturers of the

machines should decide what equipment is to be used

;

should receive any subsidies paid by accessory firms;

and should remunerate their riders adequately.
If the trade and the; A.C.U. can put their heads

together and eliminate these unpleasant customs before

1923, they will do the race a great service. This year

the chaffering has been far worse than in any previous

event. Many of the riders and some of the offending

firms are sick of it. B. H. D.

For many years Col. R. N. Stewart has been a regular competitor at

Brooklands, and, if his easy win in the recent South Midland

Centre meeting is any criterion, his new mount, an eight-valve

Anzani-engined Trump, should cause his name to occur with

some frequency among the prize-winners of the future. Mr. H.

H. Hagens, the designer of the power unit congratulating the

successful rider.
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BY FRIAR JOHN

Besides offering the excitement of racing, Brooklands provides an admirable venue for a picnic. A typical paddock scene on a

hot afternoon.

The " Road Sense " of the Novice : Sidecars to Carry Six Passengers : A Note on

Sensations, Speed and Otherwise.

T WONDER whether after all that '_' road sense ''

1 which the experienced motor cyclist prides himself

on possessing does come from prolonged experience,

or whether it is second nature, sff> to speak, tosome

people? . Last week, for instance, J taughjra man who

had a leg amputated to ride a sidecar. After two

lessons of about .15 minutes each, he tackled my 6h.p.

outfit alone. The next clay he took possession of a

4h.p. Douglas sidecar and persuaded a confiding youth

10 accompany him in the sidecar, and managed a 20-

mile journey without incident. This man had never

even ridden a bicycle or driven a car, yet he never once

swerved or lifted the sidecar wheel. He took to side-

car driving like a duck to water. Yet another indivi-

dual may ride for years and always remain a. duffer.0000
WHERE is there most room for experiment in

"sidecar design ? New ideas continue to blossom

forth at Olympia each year, even though the

height of perfection had apparently been reached at

the previous show, but no outstanding features or revo-

lution in design has startled us lately unless it be the

amateur post-impressionists and cubists who mistake

their sidecar bodies for canvases. Take the question of

springing : there are vastly more well-sprung sidecars

on the market- to-day, but the majority are not much

better sprung than were the best in 1914- I think

this can be said of cars also, and would point to the

Speedy but economical transport was required by Messrs. Winter,

Ltd., Confectioners, Birmingham, for their travellers; vehicles

which could be started easily hundreds of times a day without

fatigue and which could carry samples were essential. All these

requirements are fulfilled by the 350 c.c. four-stroke, and the three

all-chain-drive outfits selected are shown.

b 12

fact that springing can advance to a certain point and

no further unless the size and weight of the vehicle is

increased. Yet one may contend ..
that Alfred Scott

has evolved. a triangulated vehicle which surpasses, all

sidecars in comfort so far as the springing'is concerned.

Personally I think it is in the direction of suspension

that»the average sidecar needs the most improvement.
o <j> <•> o

VY7HEN the B.S.A. screen, which gives protection

" to the rider, first made its appearance, quaint*

were the comments it inspired. But, in spite of the

almost irrepressible desire one has to paint two golly-
'

wog eyes on the sinister-looking shield, there are attrac-

tive features about the fitment. ' One" has only to rick-

about 50 miles against a wet and 'easterly wind to

appreciate its worth. A criticism that I refute em-

phatically was one passed by an observer who, on see-

ing a similar contrivance, said :
" Ah ! another effort

showing how far short is the sidecar of what a cheap

passenger vehicle should be." This statement infers

that the sidecar has never been the ideal cheap passen-

ger vehicle, and that these shields simply emphasise

its shortcomings. Perhaps the shield does draw
' attention to the obvious want of protection for

the rider, but the sidecar still remains the " ideal cheap

passenger vehicle " in spite of its so-called short-

comings. There must be, a mysterious and subtle

attraction about the sidecar that one cannot well analyse

or the query below would never have been addressed

to me.

S a hardened sidecarist I can quite understand Mr.

H. W. A. Mason's desire to use a sidecar in pre-A
ference to a car. But " six up Read the follow-

ing extract. Mr. Mason will not mind my making

public his requirements, I'm sure.

"Gold Coast Govt, Ely.',

"Accra, British West Africa.
" .... At the end of 18 months, I come to England

for a six months' leave, during which period 1 generally use

a motor cycle combination for self and family.
" What' i really want is a good motor cycle combination

capable of doing the work of a car, but 1 want one with

sufficient room to accommodate myself as driver, my wife

and four children as passengers, ages respectively 14, 13,

30, 5, for week-ends and during any holidays the kiddies

may have during my next leave. . . .

22
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Passenger Machine Topics.

—

" .... In the event of you not think-"""

ing the proposition advisable, I am afraid I

shall -have to turn to a cai\

much prefer the sporting
cycling."

It would be instructive

readers say on the subject.

although I very
side of motor

to hear what

CEVERAE outstanding performances
•** with sidecars have been, made
recently, hut comparatively little comment
has been passed upon them. Sibley's per-

formance in tbe Scottish trials was one.

He piloted a 499 <\r. Rudge sidecar (the

smallest sidecar in the trial) up and down
the dales and across the mountain passes,

yet finished up with, a gold—a line ride,

and a tribute to the engine and Sibley's

judgment. Another ride worth more than

passing thought was I. P. Riddoch's ride

at Brooklands on a 998 e.c. Zenith and
sidecar. He averaged 79-83 m.p.h. for

8|- miles, thus setting up a. record for the

distance. Riddoeh is a member of the

Oxford University Motor Glub, the only

amateur to hold a Brooklands record.

Eighty miles an hour !

In the

before.

o NE of these days I hope to try one of these phe-

nomenal sidecar Outfits, but not at 80 m.p.h. The
sensation of slipping along even at 60 m.p.h. must be

supreme. Yet a colleague who recently attained the

staggering speed of 140 m.p.h. at Brooklands on one

of the fastest cars in the world said he had no particu-

lar sensation to record. I suppose after all one gets

more sensation on the road, especially at week-ends on

routes abounding with intersecting roads. There one

meets all kinds of different and indifferent drivers, not

to mention the inconsiderate lorry man without . a

mirror, and is there anything more aggravating than

being imprisoned in the du.sty rear of one. of these

Given a soundly designed ^nd well-made outfit, depreciation, if

care is taken of the machine, need only be negligible. This 1909

P. and M. is still in regular use, and a moment's calculation of its

probable cost and present-day value will show that depreciation

cannot be more than a few pounds yearly.

(II)

cool of the plantation. This Enfield passenger must have picnicked

for she realises the advantage of taking the loaf and knife in preference

to sandw iches cut at home.

juggernauts for mile after mile? That -is "where, the

soloist scores : he can shoot past the brutes in the width

of a razor's edge—almost.

D EVERTING a moment to the topic of sidecar
* * speeds, I should imagine the 1922 P. & M. has

astonished many who have always, and quite rightly,

considered this -make an ultra-reliable but compara-

tively slow machine. Although my test was not over

long Welsh hills with a heavily loaded sidecar—a ride

more than once undertaken on a 19 12 pattern—the

model -I rode was fast enough to whizz the indicator

""round to 45 m.p.h.
<> <> <s> ,<s>

TTHE signposting of many cross roads round about
* the west and south-west of Eondon is truly re-

markable. It is so good generally,—and yet there are

road junctions quite bare of any directions. Of
course, at all the important points there are posts.

constables, or scouts, but maybe a mile or so farther

_on one will be in a quandary. In many cases either

direction boards are missing altogether or else they

are placed in an obscure position. I recently
.
saw

three sidecarists hunting for a signpost in Surbiton

to direct them to a particular destination. Ridiculous

to the inhabitants, perhaps, but not so simple to

strangers Of course, there is seldom any real diffi-

culty ; my grouse is in having to stop and inquire the

way so frequently.

""PHIS little tip for renovating faded upholstery has
*

. proved useful. Get a bottle of Indian ink and a

small bottle of waterproof drawing ink near to the

colour of the leather or pegamoid, as the case may be,

mix-a little of the black with the coloured ink, other-

wise it will be too vivid, then apply with a cloth,

rubbing evenly all over the" faded portions ; when this

is thoroughly dry, finish off with polishing wax.
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The Chain-driven Zenith-Bradshaw Sidecar Outfit.

ENGINE: "Oil-cooled" flat-twin,

6S x CS m.m. = 49$ c.c.

TRANSMISSION: J/n. chains.

SPECIFICATION.

GEAR BOX : Slurmey-Archer three-

speed, clutch and kick starter.

TYRES: 26 X 2\in.

CARBURETTER
FORKS: Druid.

PRICE: £741.

Amac

WHEN first introduced the oil-cooled Zenith-

Bradshaw excited somewhat of a stir in motor

cycle circles. Mr. Bradshaw is nothing if not

original, and the adoption of his engine by Zenith

Motors, Ltd., proved that his efforts had been appre-

ciated by manufacturers who had long been wedded to

engines of standard design. Full descriptions of this

oil -cooled flat twin have already appeared in The Motor

Cycle, and this article therefore deals with the

behaviour of the machine on the road, pulling a Mill-

ford sidecar chassis fitted with a comfortable semi-

sports body—an entirely new role for this model.

On Two Surrey Test Hills.

The first part of our test consisted of a journey com-

prising two of the principal Surrey test hills, one a

wejl-known main road hill of ordinary severity, of

which the worst gradient is about 1 in 9, and- the other

a stiff hill culminating in a gradient of 1 in 5,

approached by a sharp corner. On this occasion a pas-

senger was carried. /
'. '-,

From the very outset it was clear that the machine

under our charge was designed by a practical rider.

Everything was to hand; small details such as the

position of the control levers and pedals had been

carefully studied so that one instinctively did the right

thing even though the machine was quite strange. Its

excellent steering was also particularly noticeable, and

so was its flexibility, for there was a good deal of

!i 16

winding road work to be accomplished before the Ports-

mouth road was reached at Fsher. Thereafter an

excellent turn of speed was kept up until the fork

leading to Newlands Corner.

Passing through- West Clandon and carefully cross-

ing the Leatherhead- Guildford road, the outfit was
speeded up to take the first " step '' up Newlands
Corner. This occurs suddenly round a bend, and is

out of sight until actually tackled. The engine made
a splendid climb on second speed until the gear lever

dropped out of engagement, which necessitated a few
yards on first, when almost immediately afterwards

second was again engaged and the climb was finished

on top in magnificent style. .

After taking photographs the long down grade

towards the SilentOPool was taken under easy steam,

and next the hairpin bend on to the road approaching

Coombe Bottom was negotiated with certainty, as was

the r in 5 portion following.

Good Pulling Powers,

The return journey to the Zenith Works was made
by exactly the same route, and just before the entrance

to the Silent Pool the outfit was let go. Here the

engine properly "took hold," and, notwithstanding

the hard work it was doing, there was not a trace

of knocking on acceleration; in fact, the impossibility

of making the engine konk was noticeable throughout

the test. At the Zenith works the passenger was

'23)
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Road Tests o£ New Models.—

dropped and the .remainder of the trial was made with
an empty sidecar. Appallingly rough roads were
traversed, but throughout the whole period a commend-
ably high speed was kept up, entailed by the necessity

of accomplishing a certain amount of work in a certain

time—a task more fitted for a solo mount.
Reviewing the test, we can safely say that an earlier

remark by our passenger that the engine would not tire

was absolutely true. The unit also proved to be well

balanced, its slow running was good, and its accelera-

tion all that could be desired. Flexibility is one of
the features of the engine, but the carburetter, though
almost automatic, was not so entirely.

So easy was die steering that mile after mile the

80s

capable of climbing any hill with two up, and that

bottom speed is very rarely likely to be required.

Later we had occasion to'try the same machine solo.

Gear ratios, etc., were unaltered, and the test as a test

would have been a joke were our journey not a

strenuous trip to Devonshire for a sporting trial which
included Beggar's Roost and Hunter Inn hills in its

route.

The Zenith-Bradshaw, however, was more than equal
to the occasion, and we '

' got there ' '—the collo-

quialism aptly denotes a series of rushes to points of

interest on the course—with great regularity and con-

siderable rapidity.

As it turned out the machine was actuallv under-

scared for both the stiff acclivities mentioned; had

In its chain-driven form the Zenith-Bradshaw retains much of the simplicity and well-balanced .appearance of the earlier belt model.

machine could be ridden with one hand, and on certain

occasions with the hands off; there was very little

tendency for the outfit to leave the straight path unless

the camber of the road was severe. Dummy belt rim

brakes are fitted to both wheels ; either proved sufficient

to stop the machine in a very short distance.

There were a few instances of oil leak, one rather

tiresome one at the oil indicator which spattered the

rider's offside boot.

It was obvious, considering the distance the machine

was driven and the nature of the route, that it is

THE CARE

THE novice who is new to chain drive should

beware of two common blunders. The first

is to take it for granted that his front

chain will seldom need adjustment, because it is

encased and lubricated. The best new chain,

running under these high-speed conditions, will gener-

ally sag enough to foul the case within 1,000 -

miles, at which distance its tension should be verified

and adjusted. (Should the rear chain- be enclosed,

the 1,oooth mile will be soon enough for an examina-

tion ; if it is naked, 500 miles will probably find it

slack.) The second blunder consists in lubricating a-

naked chain by pouring oil on it or rubbing it with

grease. Tt is possible that this makeshift system is

(12)

there been no critics present we should have attempted

a spectacular ascent of Beggar's Roost with its dreaded

1 in 3.3—or 1 in 2 over the hump—on second gear.

As far as we can judge there was quite a sporting

chance of success.

The journey supplied us with but one subject for

criticism, and that has already been referred to.

Before we reached home the whole engine and rider's

right foot were liberally coated with oil slung out by
the indicator. Some means of usefully trapping this

surplus lubricant should not be difficult to devise.

OF CHAINS.
better than running the chain bone dry ; but what-
ever lubrication may be effected is more than balanced
by the dust and,, dirt which are birdlimed by the

lubricant, and slowly worked into the joints of the

chain. Dust and dirt act as a powerful abrasive, and
accelerate chain wear. The only sensible way of

treating a naked chain is to remove it at regular in-

tervals—every thousand miles is not too often—wash
it thoroughly in paraffin (two separate baths are de-

sirable), and, when perfectly clean, give it a third bath

in some melted lubricant such as Russian tallow, which
will fill the joints and seal them for a long distance

against the entry of abrasive dust, without forming a

magnet for the collection of more dirt.

b rg
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AMONG the ACCESSORIES

Non-Leaking Petro) Tap.

Quite a new system is

embodied in the con-

struction ol the Con-
centric Patent Petrol

Tap, the only moving
part of which is a flat

strip' of metal with a

hole in the centre,

which slides (by ex-

ternal pressure
through two cork
washers compressed

by means of nuts.

The tap is guaranteed

to be free from leaks,

and is sold at 5s., or

6s. 6d. including a

filter. (W. R. Vol-

rath, 28, Victoria
Street, London

S.W.I.)

W\3Em>

Carrier and Bath for Plugs.

Designed to carry two spare sparking plugs.

and at the same time to clean them by

means of petrol contained in the cup por-

tions, this useful holder is sold at 4s. 6d. by

the Guison Engineering Co., Ltd. Gu'son

Road Works. Coventry

Oiling Inaccessible Parts.

The flexible spout on the Mac Stan oiler is

very useful for reaching inaccessible places.

3s. 9d (P. Thomas, Old HaM Road
Wolverhampton.)

b 20

Rear or Inspection Lamp.

By unscrewing the insulated portion of this

tail light.' the lamp can be withdrawn and
used for inspection purposes. (A. H. Hunt,
Ltd. H.A.H. Works, Tunstall Road; East

Croydon. Surrey.)

Moderately Priced
With coverall apron and

all-metal frame, adjustable

to any angle, the Robmi
Windscreen is marketed al

30s. (The Robini Manu-
facturing Co., 1 and 3,

Tulse Hill, Effra Road,

Brixton, London, S.W. 2.)

New Tyre for Big Sidecars.

Quite a new produc-

tion of the North

British Rubber Co.

is a 28 X 3in. (flat

base rim) tyre for

heavy sidecar outfits.

The tread consists of

ihe usual Clincher

cross pattern, and the

cover is built up on

four layers of canvas.

(The North British

Rubber Co., Ltd., 204, Tottenham Court Road.

London, W.l .)

Well-made Electric Horn.

Manufactured by a firm which

was engaged in making special

telephones (or the Navy during the war, the

Graham electric horn is an excellently de-

signed warning signal. Its mechanism is of

the buzzer type, and will work off a 4 or

6-volt accumulator £1 16s. Od (Alfred

Graham & Co., St. Andrew's Works.

Croflon Park London, S.E.4.)

Windscreen.

Novel Licence Holder,

Attachment of the licence-holder to

part of the horn is the (protected)
Mr. W. Winkle, 47 Etruscan St..

Stoke-on-Trent.

the fore

idea of

Etruria.

Miniature Map
Measurer.

Familiar to ex-reconnaisance officers and
others, the map measurer is an extremely use-

ful addition to the pocket kit of the motor
cyclist. The neat example illustrated has

been introduced by J. B. Brooks, the well-

known saddle manufacturers, at 3s. 6d-
(complete in leather case).

(24)
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IMPROVING AN EX-W.D. MACHINE,
Describing Alterations to an Old 4 h.p. Douglas carried out by a Reader.

Air leak-

preventer on
valve guide.

BEING " ex 'W'.D." myself, perhaps it is only,

natural that my financial resources could only

go the extent of procuring another war victim

—

a 4 h.p. Douglas. The obvious" task, after a casual

glance round, was a complete overhaul, and this gave
an opportunity to attempt a few alterations (such as

amateurs love) ; these were mostly successful, and are

detailed below.

Eliminating Air Leaks.

The question of reducing air leaks in the slightly

worn valve guides was first considered, and the outer

ends of both inlet valve guides were

countersunk and a felt" washer well

soaked in graphite was placed on
the valve stem, up to the countersink.

This was kept in position by a steel

washer and spring, the w-asher being
" dished

:
' so as to squeeze the felt

washer, in conjunction with the counter-

sunk guide, on to the valve stem. The
spring, which was a fairly light one,

rested against the inside of the valve

spring collar. Care must be taken not

to use a very large steel washer, as the

valve spring must clear it in working.

This arrangement was found to be very-

effective for easy starting, and it avoids

the unnecessary pressure which is—present when the

valve spring itself is used to keep the felt washer in

position.

Far Greater Comfort.

Memories ("tender" at times) of some "joy" rides

on some of the approaches to London, brought the

saddle under review, and it was resolved to use a

spring pillar fixing. A short length of light tubing (a

free fit in the saddle pillar tube), was dropped inside the

frame tube, to act as a distance piece or stop for the

compression spring. This spring was about 8in. long,

being carefully se-

lected to suit the

weight of the rider.

The tubing of the

seat pillar itself may
be more substantial,

preferably stea m
pipe, and should be
a nice sliding fit in

the frame tube. It

was drilled near the

top end to receive the

pm wnich keeps the

two pivoting arms
in ' position ; these

arms are held in

place at the front by
the original bolt which held the pillar clip (this was done
away with), and a small piece of tubing was placed
between them to keep them against the framework of
saddle. The clip on the top tube is U-shape, and was

(4)

Spring seat pillar which greatly

enhanced the comfort of the driver.

fixed by using the bolt in the nose of saddle. It will

be seen that the pivot arms have slots where they are
connected with the sliding tube ; this was necessary to
allow for the radial movement from the clip on the
top tube. As if was desirable to limit the downward
movement of the saddle a hole was tapped in the frame
lug, and a corresponding slot cut in the sliding tube to

accommodate^ a steel stud ; the position of the slot was
regulated so that the rear saddle springs were just
coming into action before the end of the slot was

.

reached. Although this was rather a crude arrange-
ment, it improved the comfort of the saddle 100
per cent. -

Oiling System Modifications.

The tank being a 1915 pattern, was designed for a
lubricator on the outside; however, a 19T8 type lubri-
cator was obtained, and the original tin. diameter hole
in the tank was slotted -forward in line with top tube
to make room for the two oil pipes on the new lubri-
cator; a tin sleeve of the required shape was. then
soldered in. While on the lubrication question, it was
found that a new glass was required for the gauge in

the sump, but remembering the unfortunate case of a
friend, 011 a similar mount, who had his glass smashed
by a flint from a passing vehicle, a copper plate disc
was inserted instead. No doubt the oil gauge is con-
venient (when clean), but I prefer- to unscrew the sump
cap to examine the oil rather than to risk being drained
of oil a few miles from anywhere.
On a trial run solo, the clutch pedal on the front,

cross tube was found to require rather an effort to
reach, so an
attempt was
made to fix up
a pedal simi-

lar to the
1920 type,
which pivots

from the back
cross tube.
The^clutch re-

lease arm was removed, and by taking advantage of

the double thread was replaced with the arm below-;

the sketch of the new pedal control is sufficiently

dear to explain without further word. Saxon.

Alteration to clutch control, bringing pedal to

a more convenient position for operation.

DOGGED BY ILL LUCK.

SOME machines of undoubted merit invariably fail

to justify themselves in public trials. An in-

geniously designed French machine, the Vira-

telle. which has a water-cooled engine, had such an

appalling run of bad luck in the International Six

Days trials last year, and its rider was so plucky and

persevering that the English riders subscribed to give

him a consolation prize. In the recent Tour de France

trial of 2,300 miles a similar machine ran through the

whole trip without trouble until within 62 miles of the

finish, when it broke its front fork. Hard luck

indeed !

b 23
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PILLION RIDI1S1G INSURANCE RISKS.
' Sir,—I was pleased to see " Ariel's " letter on the above

subject. I think it is about time something was done in

the matter of insurance charges 'on pillion riding. It is

one of the^safest of sports. I have been a pillion rider over

twelve years, and I consider that, if anything, insurance,

charges should be less. My experience is that greater care

is exercised when a machine is used for pillion riding.

There are firms which advertise. " No extra insurance for

pillion riding." This offer should be properly examined

before entering into the scheme.- Only the non-tariff com-

panies can make this offer, and none of the better

known and therefore reliable companies makes such an offer.

F. M. Davidson.

SPRINGING ON A SIDECAR SUBSTITUTE.

Sir,—As an owner of a Scott Sociable, I was much in

terested in "Ixion's" remarks -concerning- this machine,

which I can bear out very fu'.ly. " Ix'ion " does not mention

the excellence of the springing, which I consider far ahead

of any of the light cars 1 have possessed, though, in my
opinion, it would be improved by the employment of friction

shock absorbers.

As an example of the easy, riding of the Sociable, I re-

cently made a trip of approximately 200-miles, and packed

in the back of the car was an Aladdin paraffin oil lamp, com-

plete with mantle, the latter having been in use for about

six months. These mantles are, of course, exceedingly

fragile when" once burnt off, and will crumble to bits if

severely jolted in the hand, yet it survived the journey

perfectly safely, and is still in use! B.

East Lothian.

CONGRATULATIONS TO "THE" SENIOR T.T. RIDER

Sir.—I should like to express my admiration of the per-

formance put up by Mr. G. Cowley, Sen., in T.T. on

Thursday.
When one- considers this gentleman's age, it has to be

admitted that his riding was nothing short of magnificent.

Is a "disclaimer" necessary? ' 21.

Cardiff.

AMERICAN SUPERIORITY!
Sir,—Further to the "Scott incidents," by 'F. J. D." in

New
your "1,001st," "I could a tale unfold/

Last year an English tourist was hiring a car-

York for touring. Having chosen one, a trial run was

started; the car travelled but four miles down town whe
it came to rest. On opening the bonnet the driver

found that the manufacturers had forgotten to put in the

engine. Though mechanically' ignorant the tourist was doubt-

ful. The manager, however, explained to the incredulous

tourist that thecal' had run four miles on its reputation.

L. E, A. HARVEY.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE MOTOR CYCLE.

Sir.—The article in the 1,001st
' number, entitled - "The.-

Evolution of the Motor Cycle, was most interesting and

enlightening; -it prompts the reflection^ that England was

surelv a land of heroes twenty years ago.

Various examples of the machines. mentioned in the above

article are exhibited at South Kensington Science Museum;
they include a front-drive Werner, and a De Dion tricycle

with its engine sectioned. The modern 'bus is represented

by a 1916 Rudge-Multi—-n a glass case..

a ASH BY.

C. G. Pull

b 24

(346 c.c. Douglas) passing another competitor who fell at Sulby Bridge. The Douglas, die only flat twin in the Junior T.T.

race, made a splendid performance, being third until 10 miles from the finish.

(16)
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Steering within inches of the kerb, leaning at seemingly impossible angles, an! utilising the least camber of the road as a banking, are

all to be thought of in lightning flashes by the successful T.T. rider, who must never loose even a fifth of a second by momentary
inattention. F. W. Dixon, the rider of Indian machines, has all the qualities of a super road-racer in his make-up.

WHAT IT COSTS.

Sifs^jEtie. enclosed schedule of my running expenses with
a 1912 free 'engine Triumph may be of interest. I may say
I do all my own repairs except rebushing of the connecting
rod, which has been required more often than- should be
the case, as the bush has on two or three occasions turned
in the housing and wrorked loose that way, instead of
legitimately on the crank pin.

I used benzole when I could get it till early in 1921, when
the price of petrol was so much reduced. The engine ran
rather hot on it; a half and half mixture with Shell gave
the best results. The mileage on benzole in 1914 was some-
times as good as 150 m.p.g., but now I can only do about
90 on Shell. I cannot account for the big difference, as I
have recently fitted a -new cylinder and throttle piston,
without any improvement. A new piston might be an advari-'

tage, but it would hardly make so much difference in the
consumption. B. T. VINES."

Item. 1912. 1913. 1914. 1915. 1919. 1920. 1921.

M leage .

.

4,000 4,046 3,266 2,013 2,493 2,421 2,210

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

Fuel and -

Oil. 3 3 2 2 6 2 2 6 1 12 1 3 12 7 5 8 7 2 10 9

Gals. Fuel 38 35i 23} 26 22 22} 21
Miles per

gal. • 105 114 1374 112J 1131 105 105

£ s. d. / s. d. £ s. d. I i. d: £ s~ d\ £ s. d. f s. d.

Tyres 1 2 6 3 7 8 3 1 10 1 8 7 2 2* 4 15 6 2 16 6
Belts .

.

1 10 1 015 1 — — 17 6 —
Engine .

.

10 7 6 3 10 17 H 8 3 5 4 4 18
Lamp

Sundries 2 10 — 4 2 2 2 — 2 1 1*

Sundries 10 3 1 4* 13 2 14 8i
— 11 8 5 7J-

Spares .

.

7 6 — — — — — —
Permanent

Fittings 3 — 3 4 11 1 12 — — —
Police

Traps.

.

— — — 1 10 — — — _

Licences 1 10 1. 5 1 5 1 5. 15 1 5 1 15

Total cost £11 4 £7 14 1'. £11 10 6 £9 5 3 £5 8 01m 13 9 £7 19 8

Total cost

per mile .661d. .457d .641d. .76d .520d. 1.85d .87d.

PILING IT ON.'

Sir,—In June, 1920, as a novice I bought a single speed
motor cycle; in December,- 1920, I converted it to 2-speed

(c. and k.s.), and in July, 1921, I had the impudence to

attach a Canoelet Minor sidecar. The experiment has been
fully justified, and in spite of mishandling through my inex-

t7-i"5)

perience over 5,600 miles (sometimes with 3 up), it haa not
yet let me down, neither has the engine been touched by
a repairer.

On the 28th alt. with sidecar and passenger it was capable
of doing Brighton to Redhill (29£ miles) in lhr. 20min.
through the dense Sunday evening traffic, and this in spite
of baulking by char-a-bancs, entailing a loss of at least

8min.
- I have no connection with the makers of this excellent
machine (2§ h.p. O.K. -Union 2-stroke), and my only object
is to give voice to my thorough satisfaction.

London, E.16. " CITY CLERK."

SOLDERING BOWDEN NIPPLES.
Sir,—In reference to " Road Rider's " recent hints on

soldering, these will prove useful to many. There is, how-
ever, one defect in the use of solder for Bowden wires.
The heating necessarily anneals the wire just at the point

where the. friction is greatest ; this causes it to break
again near the nipple. Has not every motor cyclist

experienced this ? The solderless nipple is therefore
the ideal stop. A. E. Bottomley.

Sir,—After reading " Road Rider's " article, I

thought a few supplementary hints from an old hand
might be useful.

For heating the iron a gas flame is preferable, as

then the end can be watched. The correct h'at is

reached when the tinning on the point begins to dis-

colour ; and if, instead of rubbing the- iron on a brick,

it is dipped for an instant in the flux, better results

will be obtained. -

To solder a nipple, I find that the best method is

as follows :

—

Thread the wire through the nipple and bend the

end so that when- the nipple slides up to the bend it

is in its right place.

Apply some flux to the wire at the small end of

the nipple, then, while holding the wire with a pair

of pliers about an inch from the nipple and with the

nipple down, apply some solder with the iron. Hold
the iron there "for a time until the solder runs

through the cut end of the wire about one-eighth of an inch

from the nipple, and turn down the strands radially.

Another touch of the iron will put a blob of solder on the

turned down ends. This seems complicated, but is far better

than gripping the nipple in a vice.

Cambridge. G. R. H.

c 3
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TUNING A 4 H.P. TRIUMPH.
Sir,—With reference to the letter

from " A.M.I.Mech.E.," is he quite sure

that he can get his engine to tick over
at only 120 r.p.m. ? One exhaust note

per second ! ! 240 r.p.m. perhaps, but
120 ! I have met few engines that will

tick over slower than mine, and I can
hardly get below 300 r.p.m.
London, E.C.2. MACCABEUS.

TUNING A TWO-STROKE.
Sir,—Now that a Levis machine has

again won the Lightweight T.T.. there
must be quite a number of enthusiastic
riders of these machines who would
like to tune up their machines in order
to get a few more m.p.h. from them.
To these I pen the following hints, 1
taking it for granted that the engine
is spotlessly clean outside as well as in- ;

side, and that the bearings are in per-

fect order :

—

(1) Do not lighten the reciprocating
parts or alter the size of the ports.

'

(2) Thoroughly clean the inside of
the exhaust pipe where it is bolted on
to the cylinder.

(3) Fit a good plug with thick elec-
trodes and a one inch "reach" so that
it projects slightly inside the cylinder walls.

(4) For those machines that have variable E.I.C. magnetos
a minute screw will be found in the end plate of the mag-
neto just underneath the contact breaker. This screw deter-
mines the range of control of the spark lever. Take it out
and the speed of the engine will be increased by several
m.p.h., as the range of control has been increased by about
50 per cent. Do not make the mistake of over-advancing the
ignition.

(5) Fit a variable jet, as without one the best cannot be
expected to be obtained from the engine.

(6) Do not alter the silencing arrangements of the machine
or fit a straight through exhaust pipe, as the same is very
much noisier and actually decreases speed by several m.p.h. to give you the

Adjusting goggles or enjoying a final cigarette—that is how the riders assembled on the
eventful morning, ready to prove their mounts and themselves in the big event of the

year—the Senior T.T.

Safely round the corner at Craig-ny-baa ; A. H. Alexander (499 c.c. Douglas) entering the

speedy stretch to Hillberry. one of the fastest portions of the course, where Senior T.T.

mounts develop their highest speeds.

(7) An extra air valve is a slight advantage if used
correctly.

(8) For T.T. models it pays to alter the position of the.

float chamber from behind the carburetter (Senspray) to the
front of it, as. a rich mixture is obtained when climbing hills

and weak when descending them.
Oxford. SOLDER.

LIGHTWEIGHT TWO-STROKES FOR LONG DISTANCE
TOURING.

t.
S
i
r
;Tv '[erring *° a correspondent's remark about his Royal

it doing 250 miles in one day, I should like
following particulars :—My machine is

a .standard pattern 1920 "Enfield" light-

weight, and I rode in the London-
Edinburgh Trial.

I left Bagshot at 5 p.m. for Hendon
(35 miles) on Friday evening, and left
Hendon 7.38 same evening, arriving at
Edinburgh, on schedule time, Saturday
evening (408 miles), and on Sundav
morning left Edinburgh (11 a.m.),
arriving Northallerton (Yorks) 8 p.m.
same evening (168 miles); left Northal--
lerton 9 a.m. Monday, and arrived
Bagshot 12.30 p.m. (approx. 256 miles).

'

Can any correspondent beat this on a
standard pattern 190 Enfield light-

weight. Further, throughout the whole
of the journey I did not use a tool—

:

nothing but an oilcan. I am purely an
amateur rider. H. STJTTON.

Sir.—I read with interest the letters

from Mr. H. C. Sharp and "Baby
Enfield," as I am, or was during the
winter, the owner of a two-stroke
Hawker.
During the winter I have regularly

on Sunday, with my wife on the pillion,

done journeys to York and back, Car-
lisle and back, Scarborough and back,
from this city (Newcastle). Last Sun-
day we both went to York in 3^ hours

without touching the ground or stopping
in any way, and "we returned the same
afternoon in the same time. The total

distance is 160 miles.

A. E. STORY.

(23-31)
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RUBY mmmm mi

f Perfection.»»

The most up-to-date

Motor Cycle on the

market, manufactured
throughout in our own
Works. The only
efficient system of

springing. Powerful
and supremely comfort-

able. Eminently suit-

able for business and
professional use. Royal
Ruby 375 c.c. Engine,

3-speed Gear, clutch

and kick-starter. Patent

adj ustable spring frame
and fork.

£90 ALL ON

. Twin Combina-
Patent adjustable

g frame and side-

rheel.
'

' Luxury in

lsis." Ah wheels

changeable. Large
coachbuilt body,

•ed with weather-
: " Atholeather."

; wheel and carrier,

ige and petrol

;rs, windscreen and
I sidecar step,

horn and lighting

set complete.

tandem 2-seater

iecar £12 extra.

.85 ALL ON
.i.-"

the Ruby Catalogue, free on application. Splendidly illustrated.

orks: Altrincham. Agents Everywhere,
eich, S.E.I 0. The Pneumo Motor Works, 169, Lower Clapton Road, N.E. Referee Cycle Co., Ltd..

S. Kensington. IVauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., E.C. Wm. Whileley, Ltd., Queen's Rd., Bayswater, W.

MM

4.1; In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle
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i(Motor CarPractice atMotorcycle Cost.

"

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OF THE WONDERFUL SHAFT DRIVE 8 h.p.

4-CYLINDER MACHINE, the Engine of which is illustrated. A super=engine of moderate size.
~

F.N.
Easy Terms Arranged.

2J h.p. Standard Touring
Model A, 2-speed, kick-

starter, hand - controlled

clutch .. .. £55
3 h.p. New Model de Luxe
with overhead - valved
engine .. .. £72
8 h.p. 4-cylinder de luxe
(see illustration of engine)

.

New Model, with over-

head inlet valve. . S 135
Sidecar Combination with
Hood and Screen £174

Full of vim, but docile and tradable Withal.

a

The new overhead-valved F.N. engine of the 8 h.p. de luxe "F.N." A section of the
crankcase is cut away to show the liberal dimensions of -the crankshaft and big ends.

Roller bearings to valve rockers. Ball bearings to crankshaft.

A CAR ON TWO WHEELS.

F.N
Send for Handsome
Booklet and name of

nearest AGENT.

F.N. (England), Ltd.

Efenmo WorKs,
Kimberley Road,
Willesden Lane,
LONDON. N.W.6.

Telephone : Willesden 2395.
Telegrams :

" Efenmo, Brond, London."

»»

In answerma these advertisements \t is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle 0-28
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Ballaugh Bridge, ons of the lesser-known danger spots on the Tourist Trophy Course. The fastest machines jump at this point, yet,

immediately, they have to be steered into a narrow and curving village street. J. Joynson, in the Junior Race, is shown with both wheels
of his Invicta clear of the road.

WITHOUT INVOLUNTARY STOPS.

Sir,—I "noticed recently that a machine was said to have
run for a whole week without an involuntary engine stop. It

occurred to me that this cannot be any great feat nowadays.
I am but a clerk with few tools (mostly of the " Woolworth "

tyP6)> yet I manage to keep an old machine running all the
year round. I see from -my wife's records that our last

involuntary engine stop was in October, 1920 (6,000 miles
nearly). Barring actual breakages, there seems no reason
why a machine should stop if it is looked over occasionally.

Surely -some of your readers could supplement this, real

experts I mean, and not mere M. U. UDDLERS.
London, S.W.

PISTON CLEARANCE.
Sir,—With reference to the comments by " Ixion " on the

G.R.I, engine, I was amused by his remarks on the piston
clearance.

Being partly concerned in the design of the piston, I

would like to point out to " Ixion " that :

1. The piston was designed to have a clearance of .004in.

2. The pistons were not finished to size by a "lathe hand,"
but, as is the usual practice, they were ground accurately to

size, a tolerance of plus or minus .0005in. being the maximum
allowed. "AMUSED."

Gloucester.

GOOD SAMARITANS.
Sir,—May I through your columns thank the unknown

driver and passenger of a Brough sidecar outfit; who, when
the front wheel spindle of my own outfit broke at 6.15 a.m.
three miles north of .Ferrybridge in the London-Edinburgh
runr drove to Ferrybridge in quest of a spare? Failing in

this, they returned to me and took my wife to Pontefract,

where they went to much trouble in finding first the owner
and next the manager of the only likely motor cycle depot,

but unfortunately no spindle could be obtained.

In the meantime I had discovered a small garage at Fair-

bnrn, owned by Mr. John Thomas. On my wife's return,

this gentleman rode off to Castleford on a similar quest,

(8-16)

again without success. He then sent his assistant per
Douglas sixteen miles to Leeds. His wife meanwhile gave
us a most welcome breakfast and a souvenir in the form of
a giant cauliflower. (I wish I could have it embalmed.)
The spindle obtained, it was soon fitted, and Mr. Thomas
made us the almost foolishly small charge of 7s. 6d. inclu-

sive. Needless to say, the long delay robbed us of any
chance of even a "bronze." A. H. Nelson.

[We do not usually make a practice of publishing in full

instances of sportsmanship on the road—geiierajiy there

are too many—but we feel justified in making an excep-

tion of this double proof that "the fraternity of the

road " is no mere empty phrase.

—

Ed.]
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Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists.
Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle.

" MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM."
The standard handbook on the motor cycle..

Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10.

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying
them when found. Fourth Edition.

Price net,. 2/-. By post, 2/3.

" TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's point of

view. Price net, 3/-. By post, 3/3.

» MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
By " Ixion," of The Motor Cycle.

Cloth Bound. Price, 5/-. By post, 5/3.

Paper Boards. Price, 2/6. By post, 2/9.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland,
London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6.

Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and
Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8.

" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6, By post, 2/10.

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE &SONS Ltd.,

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers

and Railway Bookstalls.
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A tussle between a pair of Sunbeams. P. G. Kennedy and W. L. Kenning in the 5-Lap Solo class.

A WIN FOR THE DUKE OF YORK.
. The B.M.C.R.C. Third Members' Meeting at Brooklands.

NUMEROUS short distance handicap
races, fine weather, and a fair

attendance were features of last

Saturday's third members' meeting of the

British Motor Cycle Racing Club.
Had it not been for the aftermath of

the T.T. races more publicity might have
been accorded to this meeting, and a
larger attendance might have resulted,

but as it was the park was not uncomfort-
ably crowded. A party of paralysed ex-

soldiers from the Alexandra Hospital,

Who had been invited to the track,

formed a proportion of the spectators.

Event 1, a two lap race for motor bi-

cycles up to 350 c.c, saw nineteen com-
petitors on the starting line, and among
these Le Vack was noticed mounted on
the identical machine he rode in the Isle

of Man, and J. V. Prestwich, who rode
a J.A.P.-engined Coventry Eagle, with
side-by-side valves. F. A. Longman rode
the A.J.S. entered by Harry Martin.

The Second Lap.
At the end of the first lap Jones (Coul-

son) was leading, Watson (Douglas) and
Fairweather (Coulson) were striving for

second place, while s the remainder of

the leaders passed in the following

order :—Reyersbach (Trump), Hall

(Trump), Greening (Francis-Barnett),

Baxter (Holrovd), Dequin (Ivy), Holrovd
(Holroyd), and Williams (Sheffield-Hen-

derson). Weatherell (Weatherell) retired

with a sheared fly-wheel key, and Dequin
failed to finish owing to a choked jet.

The result was an easy win for the

first-lap leader.

F. V. Jones (346 Coulson).
S. M. Greening (249 Francis-Barnett).
G. H. Williams (348 Sheffield-Henderson).
Winner's speed, 59.29 m.p.h.

The second event was a similar race for

r

1
..

WINNERS AT BROOKLANDS LAST SATURDAY.
Lt. R. T. Crogan, R.N. (490 c.c. Norton)— S. M. Greening (346 c.c. Francis-Barnett 0. M. Baldwin (994 c.c. Matchless)—two-

sidecar)—two-lap handicap for sidecars lap solo handicap for machines betweensolo handicap for machines between 350
c.c. and 500 c.c. ; speed 67'52 m.p.h.

c 12

and cycle cars ; speed 5405 m.p.h. 500 c.c. and 1,000 c.c. speed 85'07 m.p.h.

(T8-26)
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The Duke of York's rider, S. F. Wood, who won the 5-Lap Solo

Handicap on a 994 c.c. Trump-Anzani. His speed was 86'12 m.p.h.

H. Martin (1,074 c.c. Morgan-Anzani), winner of the 5-Lap Passenger

Handicap for Sidecars and Cvcle Cars of any class. His speed was
7058 m.p.h.

machines with engines between 350 and
500 c.c. In this, Lieut. R. T. Grogan,

R.N., took part. This officer is certainly

one of the Navy's most skilful motor
cyclists, as he won one event and was
placed in two others. He took part in

last year's Arbuthnot Trophy Trial, while

other naval men who assisted at this com-
petition, Lieut. Evans Graves, R.N.,
winner of the first Trophy Trial in 1919,

and another Arbuthnot Trophy competi-

tor, Lieut. H. C. Hovenden, R.N., helped
to push him off. Yet another naval com-
petitor was Lieut. A. G. Smith, R.N.,

F.V.Jones (348 c.c. Coulson), winner of

the 2-Iap solo handicap at 59*29 m.p.h.

(6-I4)
=

whose picture we recently reproduced in

The Motor Cycle. He lost his leg in an
accident at sea, but notwithstanding rode
a plucky race in Event 7. So the Senior
Service was well represented.

500 c.c. Race Falls to a Naval Man.
In the second event Emerson was

mounted on a racing Douglas, with gate
change and a Flexi carburetter, while
two machines not often seen on the track
were Cunningham's P. & M. and Mallett's
Zenith-Bradshaw.
Halfbrd (Triumph) rode next to Emer-

son, and before the start the former asked
the latter, jokingly, to wait for him

;

his machine was. the original o.h.v.

Triumph.
Marshall (Matchless) made a bad start,

but a .quick recovery. Mallett, whose
Zenith-Bradshaw was fitted with a gauze
shield to protect the front cylinder tap-
pets from dust (he used no front mud-
guard) succeeded in leading at the end of

the first lap, but unfortunately he was no
stayer. Others in the first rank were
Grogan (Norton), Sheraton (Norton),
Williams (Sunbeam), and Marshall
(Matchless). Ill-luck befell Sheraton and
Kehoe (Rudge), whose engines seized;
Mallett retired with a faulty plug.
Grogan had an easy win.

Lt. R. T. Grrjan, R.N. (490 Norton).
E. A. Marshall (496 Matchless).
A. G. Williams (496 Sunbeam).
Winner's speed, 67.52 m.p.h.

Also a two-lap handicap, the third
race was for motor bicycles with engines"
between SCO and 1,000 c.c.

Overhead Valve Twins.

Several interesting mounts took part.
Stewart's Trump was fitted with one
of the new 8-valve Anzani, engines, and
was provided with additional back frame

stays to stop . whip, while Baldwin's
Matchless had one of the latest M.A.G.
racing engines and a Zenith carburetter.

Temple (Harley) seemed to be too highly

geared to get off the mark really smartly,

but even if he had it would have availed

him little, as the handicapping was as bad
in this race as in any other during the

afternoon, since not a single close finish

can be recorded.

Results o! Poor Handicapping.

Hall (Trump) took the lead . in the

first lap, while Baldwin (Matchless) and
Gifford (Martinsvde) fought sensation -

C. M. Fairweather (249 c.c. Coulson) who
won the 5-lap handicap at 61 '7 m.p.h.

CI3
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A Win for the Duk*. jJ York.
ally all the way for second place. Land-
man (Ariel) rode next, followed by Bain-

bridge (Martinsyde) and Allchin (Har-

ley). As usual, the winner came in

streets ahead of the rest of the field.

O. M. Baldwin (994 Matchless).
T. R. Allchin (989 Harley).
J. Hall (744 Trump).

'"

Winner's speed, 85.07 m.p.h.

Next followed a series of five-lap

handicap races, Event 4 being for light-

weights and juniors. There was an excel-

lent entry, but as the limit man had
4 min. 20 sec. start of the scratch man,

he and others near him had finished their

first lap before the scratch man had
started. Consequently the public became
thoroughly confused and doubted the

results.

C. M. Fairweather (346 Coulson). -

F. A. Longman (349 A.J.S.).
A. Watson (350 Douglas).
Winner's speed, 61.17 m.p.h.

Some excitement was provided for a

change in the next race, as Emerson
(Douglas) worked up from scratch to

winner amongst the . 500 c.c. machines.

Grogan (Norton), whose handicap had
been reduced to lm. 50s. from 2m. 20s.

acquitted himself well. Whitaker (Sun-

beam) had his plug blow out, and Ken-

nedy (Sunbeam) had a.broken piston ring.

Gradually working to first place Emerson

won easily, but missed breaking the ten

miles record.

J. L. Emerson (499 Douglas).

C. Volk (499 Douglas).
Lt. R. T. Grogan (490 Norton).
Winners speed, 81.39 m.p.h.

A Royal Win—By Proxy.

The last five-lap handicap was that

for motor bicycles with engines between

500 and 1,000 c.c. Its chief feature was

Jf5BlI((jpus

the fine riding of the driver and the ex-

cellent performance of the Anzani-engined
Trump entered by His Royal Highness
the Duke of York and driven by his

chauffeur S. E. Wood. True, Wood had a
start of 2m. 10s. on scratch, but his

machine was a dark horse, and he not

only led in every lap but won with ease.

Allchin (Harley) put up an excellent fight

for second piace, which he attained in the
fourth lap, but the handicap allowed to

Temple (scratch) did not permit of his

getting better than third place.

H.R.H. The Duke of York (.994 Trump),
,

(driver, S. E. Wood).
' T. R. Allchin (989 Harlev). -

C. F. Temple (989 Harley).
Winner's speed, 86.12 m.p.h.

Next on the programme was a two-lap

passenger handicap for sidecars and cycle

cars of any class, but it provided no
special excitement. Its winner, Greening,
had 2m. 26s. start over the "scratch man,
Ware (Morgan-Jap), who, though travel-

ling well, only managed to finish seventh.

Harry Martin driving an Anzani-engined
Morgan rode fourth in the first lap, and
managed to finish second, while Greening
came in an easy winner.

S. M. Greening (346 Francis-Barnett sc.).

H. Martin (1.074 Morgan-Anzani).
R. Deriuin (349 Ivy sc).
Winner s speed, 54.05 m.p.h.

Private Owners' Handicap.

A private owners' three-lap handicap

followed, open to a private owner mem-
ber driving any class of machine, his own
private property.

Jones (Coulson) kept the lead for two
laps, and then dropped to fourth place.

In the second lap Williams (Sheffield-

Henderson), Whitaker (Sunbeam), Shera-

ton (Norton), Capper (Morgan), and
Grogan (Norton) rode in a bunch after

'JUNE 15H1, 1922.

(-he leader, but Whitaker disengaged him-
self from the group and rode in an easy
winner.

J. E. Whitaker (496 Sunbeam).
G. H. Williams (348 Sheffield-Henderson).
Lt. R. T. Grogan, R.N. (490 Norton).
Winner's speed, 66.02 m.p.h.

A five-lap passenger handicap was the
last race. E. B. Ware (Morgan), scratch,

retired with a broken propeller-shaft in

the first lap, in which Dequm (Ivy sc.)

was the leader. Dicker (Rudge sc.) led
in the second lap, and in the third
dropped to fourth place'; afterwards
Martin (Morgan) took the lead, which he
maintained to the end, and won easily.

Meanwhile Le Vack (Zenith-Jap - sc.)

forged ahead and had a splendid tussle
for second place with the veteran rider

de Lissa.

H. Martin (1,074 Morgan-Anzani).
H. Le Vack (983 Zenith-Jap sc).
O. de Lissa (994 Motosacoche sc).
Winner's speed. 70.53 m.p.h.

200 Miles Sidecar Races.

SOME forty entries have been received
for the 200-mile sidecar races pro-

moted by the Ealing and District

M.C.C., to be held on Saturday at

Brooklands.
There are three classes, viz., 350 c.c,

600 c.c, and 1,000 c.c, and the machines
in each category will be started at 12
o'clock (noon), 1 p.m. and 2 p.m. respec-
tively. By starting the machines in this
way it is" anticipated that all three
winners should finish at about 4.30 p.m.
Entries -.have been made by such well-
known riders as Le Vack, Temple, Dixon,
Don, Stewart, Davidson, Pullen, O'Dono-
van, Horsman, Emerson, and Prestwich,
so that some high speeds may be ex-
pected.

THE HARE
THAT JUMPED.
ALTHOUGH he found that the greater

portion of the London-Edinburgh
iun, through which, he drove a

Brough Superior sidecar, was "monotony
itself," W. A. Fell Smith has described

for us this extraordinary incident that be-

fell him between Leadburn and Penicuik.

"On approaching a cross-roads where
several people were standing," he writes,

"my passenger pointed to a very large

hare which was crossing the field to our
left. We reached the corner of the field

simultaneously with th6 hare, which ran
into the road, apparently jumped to avoid
the sidecar wheel, and" struck my pas-

senger full in the face with sufficient

force to knock him senseless for two or

three minutes!
"Fortunately no serious damage was

done beyond a broken pair of Triplex
goggles and a black eye, and after a ' wee
drap ' of whisky had been administered
by a kindly onlooker we were soon able
to proceed. The only thing that really
worried my passenger was that the hare
wasn't killed for him to take home as a
souvenir"! Can anyone equal this for a
remarkable accident, I wonder?"

c 14

Great enthusiasm was shown by the public on the arrival of the London-Edinburgh competitors

at the Scottish capital. Far bigger crowds gathered than were seen at the start at Hendon.

. . - (22-30)
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THE CLUB- TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP.

M.C.C. Team Trial for "The Motor Cycle" Cup.

THE MOTOR
CYCLE "CHAL-
LENGE CUP.
Presented in 1909
by the proprietors

of " The Motor
Cycle " after the

original " Motor
Cycle " Cup had
been won outright

in 1908.

HICH club will produce the

champion team this year ?

Since the popular M.C.C.
'team trial for The Motor Cycle Cup
was inaugurated in 1 904 there has been

very keen rivalry between the more
enterprising clubs for the honour of

holding the trophy, which can be Avon

outright by three successes.

This year 27 clubs are'competing in

the event, which takes place on Satur-

day, the 24th.

In 1 90S the Coventry Club won the

first Cup outright, and a second trophy

was- presented by this journal in 1909.

Since/this date the M.C.C. has been
twice successful , as have members of

the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
and _the Sheffield and Hallamshire
M.C.C. One of the clubs, therefore,

has only to win this year to secure the

trophy for all time.

In the days when the M.C.C. team

trial was first instituted both The
Motor Cycle and the industry were

very young. At that early stage every encouragement
was needed for the pastime to obtain new supporters.

The Motor Cycling Club was not only the leading

club in 1904, but a hoary veteran even at that period

(it was founded in 1901); it was only natural, there-

fore, that The Motor Cycle should present the

challenge trophy to this group of enthusiasts.

The original conditions of the trial stipulated that

teams should consist of four solo and two passenger

machine riders, who should endeavour to make non-

stop runs over a course of 100 miles.

The Lonely Sidecar.

Only one sidecar competed in the first event, most of

the passenger machines being tricars or motor bicycles

towing trailers. Naturally, of the competing clubs

the Coventry team produced the most skilful riders,

men whose names are famous even to present-day

readers of this journal. Frank Hulbert, who joined

the Triumph Co. in that year and only retired in 192 r

S. Wright, who then drove an Excelsior with trailer,

who now with his companion, B. Yates, is still con-

nected with Humber & Co. ; R. W. Ayton, a clever

inventor and the originator of aluminium cylinders

with steel liners ; A. W. Wall, inventor of the Auto-
Wheel, who drove a Roc and trailer; and W. H.
Wells, of Indian fame, who then rode a 2f h.p.

Vindec.

• It will be seen from the number of clubs support-

ing the event how small the movement was in those
days, but the advent of the magneto just about that

time gave a great fillip to the industry, and when The
Motor Cycle presented another trophy in 1909, 17
club teams lined up for the start.

, ;Not only did 1908 mark the general adoption of
magnetos, but it saw also the' increased popularity of

the sidecar and the waning of' the tricar'/ in ^09 each
team produced one sidecar machine. •

A record entry was received in 1913, when 41 teams
entered, consisting of 246 competitors, 82 passengers
and 100 "reserve men.

Welcome Innovations.

Revived after the war, in 1919, the M.C.C. team
trial made important progress. The composition of
the teams was altered to three solo and three passen-
ger machines, and a really sporting course was found
in the Chilterns, starting from Tring and including
many surprises. This innovation of awarding the
trophy more by merit in overcoming difficulties than
.by speed judgment, into which the element of luck

so largely enters, was greatly appreciated. The cir-

cuit, consisting of many single-figure gradient hills with
rough surfaces, was 32^ miles in length and was
covered three times. Again the Coventry club added to.

its long list of victories, the I lkley L.C. and M.C.C.\
being second and the M.C.C. third. So soon after

the war, machines were difficult to get, and only 15
teams entered.

In 1920, exactly the same course was utilised ; 28
teams competed, and there was considerable improve-
ment in the organisation and arrowing. The trial

has always been run on rigid non-stop lines, and all

fuel has to be carried on board and replenishments

made while riding. In 1920 the winners wyere the

Leicester and District M.C.C.

Direction of Course Reversed.

Last year 26 teams rode over the same course, but, as

suggested by The Motor Cycle, in the reverse direc-

tion, rendering the trial equally severe, but being a

welcome change. As was to be expected in 192 1, the

day was exceedingly hot, and tyre troubles were pre-

valent. There were numerous 'casualties apart- from
punctures, and the Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.
was the only team to finish complete—their second
win in Team Trial history.

Up to date the winners year by )
rear h^ve been ss

follows :

—

No. of Teams
Date. Competing. Champion Club.

1904 .. 5 Coventry M.C.
1905 .

.

— M.C.C. (Walk-over) ' .

1906 .

.

5 Motor Cycling Club.

1907 .

.

5 Coventry M.C.
*1908 .. 9 Coventry M.C.
1909 .

.

17 Motor Cycling Club.

1910 .. IS Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
1911 .. 20 Derby and District M.C.C;
1912 .. 25 Nottingham and District M.C.C.
1913 .

.

41 Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.
19H .. 31 Motor Cycling Club. .

.1919 .. 15 Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
1920- .

.

28 Leicester and District M.C.C.
1921 .. 26 Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

^ In -1908 the Coventry M.C. won the first cup outright,
and the proprietors of The Motor Cycle presented a second
trophy in which the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.C, the
M.C.C. and the Sheffield and Hallamshire Club each hold
two shares. . - .

c 19 .
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FOURTEEN HILLS IN A ONE DAY TRIAL.
The Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Club's One Day Trial in the Cotswolds.

OPEN to all members of clubs affili-

ated-to the Midland Centre A.C.U.,
the Coventry Club's one day -triai

was well organised, well marked, and
well laid-out, and was altogether worthy
of better support than was received. Of
the thirty-two motor cycle and sidecar

entries and three three-wheelers, three

failed to start and three more failed to

complete the very sporting course, while

of the finishers quite a number spoiled

their clean scores by mistakes at one or

other of the numerous tests.

Quite soon after the start C. R. Little

(688 Coventry Victor sc.) retired, having
damaged an experimental aluminium
piston. Saintbury Hill was the scene. of

the first test, a stop and re-start affair,

which, in spite of a specially prepared
surface of loose stones and small boughs,
failed to penalise anyone. The best per-

formances were put up by E. A. Barnett

(346 Francis-Barnett), A.' D. Mayo (346

Coventrv Eagle), H. Stretton-Ward (499

Triumph), W. Brandish (600 Humber),
H. Uzzell (964 New Imperial sc), A.
Watson (599 Sunbeam sc), and S.

Wright (600 Humber sc).

Few Failures in Midland Test Hills.

Thereafter the usual Midland trial

route was followed, up Sudeley Hill and
via Roel Gate, but missing Cheltenham,
the competitors were taken from
Andoversford past the Air Balloon Inn
to the foot of Birdlip.
Neither Sudeley nor Birdlip hill is a

serious proposition to the modern machine
when the roads are dry, and the next
point of real interest was the rough and
narrow lane, known as Stancombe Hill,

which lies within a. few miles of Stroud.
Here came the first batch of hill

failures, for, besides being steep, the sur-

face of the lower part of the hill is a little

tricky, even in dry weather. T. Brown,
who, though entered in the solo class,

had elected to fit a sidecar to his 539 c.c
Bex-Acme, came to a momentary stop

with wheel slip. His passenger, in an
endeavour to save the situation, leant out
hurriedly, shedding his watch and other
odds and ends, which were hurled after

him by the official observer.

Other momentary stops were debited to

C. Dyer (600 Humber), B. Roberts (549
Triumph sc), and T. Gibbins (976 Rex-
Acme sc). With these exceptions, the
majority of machines played with the
gradient, though at the top of- the hill

the Rev. J. M. Philpott's 249 c.c
Velocette was misfiring rather badly.
He retired at the lunch stop in Stroud,
and it was subsequently discovered that
the, trouble was due to the magneto
points closing up.

Test for Flexibility.

Within a mile of the lunch check came
a flexibility test on Rodborough Lane,
in which the following appeared to be the
best performances in their respective
classes. Slow Section :—E. A. Barnett
(346 Francis-Barnett), G. R. Butcher (499
Sunbeam), A. W. Thrush (499 Sunbeam),
A. Watson (599 Sunbeam sc), H. Uzzell

„ :..:.: . : .1. ..-.:.-.:„ ~^^_

Coventry and Warwickshire Midland Centre Trial. A. Watson (599 c.c. Sunbeam sidecar) at

the start of the brake test on Saintbury Hill.

(964 New Imperial sc), and S. Wright
(600 Humber sc). Fast Section -.—A. W.
Thrush (499 Sunbeam), C. Dyer (600

Humber), D. Brandish (600 Humber), T.

Hazelwood (950 Hazelwood sc), H.
Uzzell (964 New Imperial sc), and A.

Watson (599 Sunbeam sc).

Hills in the Stroud District.

In the next twenty miles were included

no less than eight hills, of which Knapp
was the most severe test. It is impos-
sible for a spectator to see all the points

of interest on this long climb, but the

following observations were made at the

hairpin near the top :—Here the small

solo machines shone, in particular E. A.
Barnett and D. A. Atkin (34S Franeis-

Barnetts), F. Whitworth (245 Calthorpe),

T. Moxon (346 Monopole), E. Broughall

'and A. Mayo (346 Coventry Eagles), A.
Thrush (499 Sunbeam), R. Grindlay and
W. Brandish (600 Humbers). D. 'Bran-

dish, on a similar machine, had his gear

jump out and ran back. Good sidecar

performances were made by T. Brown
(539 Rex-Acme sc), F. Sibley '(499

Rudge sc), H. Uzzell (964 New Imperial
sc), while G. Goodall (999 Morgan) went
up without a falter.

The failures were : G. Butcher (499 Sun-
beam), fell. T. Nickson (494 Douglas),
foot down. C. Dver (600 Humber) fell.

T. Smith (245 Calthorpe), T. Hazlewood

(950 Hazlewood sc), and R. Roberts (549

Triumph sc). On Gambles Lane not a
single failure was noted, the dry surface
making the notorious hITi too easy except
for the

, loose and rutty surface near the
top. Saintbury was the scene of the last

test, a brake test, which was of consider-'

able interest. Competitors had to cover a
distance of 73 yards in not less than 15
seconds and pull up between two tapes
placed nine feet apart. A local but heavy
rainstorm made the task no easier,

though trees protected the road at the
most important point.

Severe Brake Test.

The best performances appeared to be
those of D. Brandish (600 Humber), F.
Whitworth (245 Calthorpe), R. Grindlay
(500 Humber), T. Nickson (494 Douglas),
H. Stretton-Ward (499 Triumph), A. D.
Mayo (346 Coventry Eagle), D. Atkin
(346 Francis-Barnett), R. W. Duke (499
Triumph), H. Uzzell (964 New Imperial
sc), S. Wright (600 Humber sc), A.
Watson (599 Sunbeam sc), and G. H.
Goodall (993 Morgan). The- last-men-
tioned performance was exceptionally
fine and was assisted materially by large
diameter front wheel brakes.
The homeward route via Shatford and

Warwick was without incident. The
route was marked with blue stain only,
and this method was most successful.
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A SCIENTIFIC LAYMAN CRITICISES.
Some Points of Interest Raised by the T.T. Races.

IT
is probable that the particular points which interest

different spectators of the T.T. preparations and
races are in no two cases exactly similar. The

following points are those which particularly appealed

to a man with practical, yet scientific, ideas who is

more concerned with the efficiency and performance of

the machines than with the riders of them. .

An outstanding thing"was the large number of reports

of breakages of parts of the machines. These may be

divided into two sections, which are : those dealing

with engine breakages and those dealing with the frac-

turing of frame members and other components. Now
to the careful observer it was interesting in the ex-

treme to notice the ingenious devices which were incor-

porated in the machines to ensure quick replacements

in the case of fracture, but on 110 occasion did one

actually hear of the prevention of breakages by any

other method than that of excessive section and weight

of- various components.

Special Steels and He»t Treatment.
It is obvious that: in the majority of cases no special

steels or alloys were employed in the manufacture of

those parts which gave most trouble, otherwise break-

age would not have occurred. If correctly treated

alloy steels were used instead of plain carbon steels,

-or wrought iron, it is almost certain that the great

majority of breakage troubles would vanish. The
great trouble experienced with valves constitutes an

excellent example of wrong material or wrong treat-

ment. If valves are made of stainless or, preferably,

tungsten steel carefully and correctly heat-treated,

they will not break, because their tensile strength at

high temperatures—even when red hot—is ample to

withstand all the strains they can possibly be subjected

to. Therefore the sooner manufacturers consult first-

class metallurgical chemists as to the composition and
' correct treatment of their valves, the sooner the troubles

will Vanish and incidentally valves of smaller section,

and much lighter, could be employed owing to the

terrific strength at high temperatures possessed by these

special steels, the lack of this being the cause of all

the trouble with other steels.

. Similar remarks to the above apply to such unneces-

sary fractures as those of mudguard stays, bolts,

frames, etc., and if steels like high and low carbon

nicke'l-chrome, chrome vanadium, and others are em-
ployed, then these troubles will almost certainly vanish.

Vegetable or Mineral Oils ?

A third point of interest, which was frequently com-
mented upon, was the very prevalent-smell of castor oil

noticed in nearly all the exhaust gases. This is rather

surprising, because what the exact advantages of this

oil are it is difficult to say, but its disadvantages are

well known. Undoubtedly, the smell of burnt castor

oil is. rather more pleasant than otherwise, and its

great popularity is partly due to this fact and partly

due to the fact that it has been used by so many record

breakers in the past. . It is, however, certain that

other oils could have been used with equal or superior

results than those obtained with oils containing castoi
oil. -The only distinct advantage of .this oil is that
it is practically insoluble in petrol, and for this reason
it is used for certain rotary and radial aero engines in

which the oil is liable to come into contact with the
liquid petrol. For other aero engines it is seldom
used.

The chief disadvantage of castor oil is that owing
to its. being of vegetable origin it contains several com-
ponents which-, when heated sufficiently highly, are
decomposed and split up into what are known as fatty
acids. These fatty acids are extremely detrimental
to all parts of an engine because they attack and cor-
rode-all parts with which they come in contact, result-
ing in worn pistons, cylinders, bearings, etc. Proof
of this fact is found if one examines the tin or
metal bung in which castor-oil has been kept.
The etching of the parts is very apparent, and any
brass becomes coated with a blue matter which is a
combination of copper and these fatty acids. If this

occurs at normal temperatures it is obvious that it is

infinitely more liable to occur at extreme tempera-
tures which readily break up the constituents of castor 1

oil. Furthermore, many people imagine that this oil

is one of the
' :

thickest " obtainable. This is parti

v

true at low- temperatures, but at high temperatures it

is wrong, and if the viscosities of this oil be compared
with those of thick mineral oils it will. be found that
they are in favour of the mineral oils, which do not
break up into objectionable acids when heated.

Of course it will perhaps be stated that although
the smell of castor oil is noticeable, actually the per-

centage of this ingredient is small ; but even so its

advantages are doubtful and its disadvantages are

obvious ; so why use it at all. when better oils are avail-

able? Kemist.

GUARDING T.T. MACHINES.
THF. following extract from a letter received from

Mr. T. W. Loughborough,"" Secretary of the

Auto Cycle, is intended to clear up any mis-

conception which may exist regarding the storage of

T.T. machines by the Union during the period between
" weighing in " and handing over to the riders on the

morning of the race :

—

Under the heading "Points to Criticise," you rather infer

that the machines entered for the T.T. are left for some
time in a marquee unguarded, and you suggest that some
better arrangement to prevent possible interference with
them should be adopted next year. As a fact, during the
whole time that the machines are in the storage marquee they
are guarded—not Only by two particularly stalwart police

sergeants in plain clothes, but also by a leading official of

the Union. No entrant, no competitor, or any member of

the general public whomsoever is allowed access on any
pretext to enter the marquee. At night the police guard is

retained, and a principal official of the Union remains con-

stantly in the tent.

This, I think, should satisfy any of your readers who may
be inclined to doubt whether the A.C.U. adequately protects

the competing motor cycles while they await their ordeal.

c 21
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Lee, Lewisham and District M.C. and
L.C.C.

A reliability trial is being held on June 25th
fcji the Ranger dip, full particulars of which
'ten.be obtained from the honorary secretary, Mr.
H. W. Allen, 23, Boones St., Lee, S.E.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.

Speed trials, organised by this club, and open
*o all clubs affiliated to the Yorkshire Centre
A.C.U., commence at twelve noon on Saltbum
Sands- on Saturday. July 1st, when motor cycles,

sidecars, and light cars may be entered. Last
year, it is claimed that these trials were wit-

nessed by as many as 50,000 spectators.

Cumberland County M.C.C.

The Whit-Monday trial was run over a course
of 130 miles of Lakeland bye-roads. Kirkstone
Pass and Red Bank "were observed in the morn-
ing, but no failures occurred. Wrynose Pass, the
6'tumbling block in last year's open trial, proved
too much for all except W. Tiffen [Yelocette)
and J. Fendley (Rhode light car).

North West London M.C.

Last Saturday's hill-climb on an entirely fresh
hill in Herts showed some close finishes. Entries
were limited to 500 c.c. Judged on time the
results were as follows : Solo : 1, D. F. C. Fitz-
gerald (490 Norton) ; 2, J. A. Peacock (398
A.B.C.). Sidecar: 1, H. James (490 Norton);
2, D. F. C. Fitzgerald (490 Norton). Handicap :

1, H. J. Pooley {498 P. and M.}; 2, A. Cart-
wright (492 Sunbeam).

Sale and District M.C.C.

Two all-night runs are being organised, one
to take place on Saturday, July 8th, to Winder-
mere and the Lakes, and the other on Saturday,
August 5th to Snowdon. All motor cyclists and
neighbouring clubs are invited to co-operate.
Names and addresses of those intending to par-
ticipate should be sent to the honorary secre-
tary, Mr. E. C. Bramley, Landfield House,
Hesketh Road, Ashton-on-Mersey.

Cork and District M.C.C.

First-class awards in the open trial held on
Whit-Monday were as follows : First Class : J.
Gibbings (549 A.J.S.), WT

. Waterman (595 Douglas
sc.), tied for the cup; J. A. Wilson (398 A.B.C.).
J. A. Carville (557 B.S.A.), J. P. Frost (499
Blackburne sc). T. O.'Sullivan (349 A.J.S.), R.
Daly (550 Triumph), A. Holmes (976 Enfield
sc), and J. F. Slein (249 Velocette).

* -- r - ;
N\

Competitors warming up their engines preparatory to the start of the 50 mile race on Pendine

sands on Whit-Monday.. This event was described last week in " The Motor Cycle."

Epsom and District M.C.C.
The opening meeting of this new club was held

at Ewell on Wednesday, June 7th,- and was very
"successful. Applications lor memberships, etc.,

should be addressed to Mr. G. E. Himing, at The
Laurels, Park Hill Road, Ewell.

Worcester and District M.C.C.
The last day for receiving entries for the speed

trials, to be held on Thursday, June 22nd, is

Saturday, June 17th. The Flying Half-mile will

take place on the Gloucester Drive, by kind per-
mission of Earl Beauchamp, K.C.

South West London M.C.C.
An invitation run is being held on June 18th,

starting from the White Horse, Brixton, at three
o'clock, and proceeding to Crawley, full par-
ticulars of which may be obtained from the
honorary secretary, Mr. H. S. Carter, 37, Half
Moon Lane, Heme Hill, S.E.

Geo. Kelly and Douglas Alexander at the Scottish Auto Cycle Union hill climb at Da'grain
Brae, Sorn on Saturday last. Awaiting the word to go but more interested in the photo-

grapher than the timekeeper at the moment.

Newcastle and District M.C.
In the Travers open reliability trial held re-

cently, the club report omitted the fact that
J. A. Newman (499 Douglas) was awarded a silver

medal. Next week-end Will be held the seven-
teenth annual all-night reliability trial from New-
castle to Edinburgh via Berwick, _ returning
through Otterburn, starting from the club head-
quarters at 8 p.m. on Saturday.

Surrey M.C. and L.C.C.

The eighth annual Exeter reliability trial for

the" Swain and Jones and Feeny Challenge Cups
will take place on Saturday, June 24th. The
event is open to all types of machines up to 1,500
c.c. capacity, and entries should be sent in by
June 20tb. The start will be made from Guild-
ford at midnight on June 23-24.

Blaina and District M.C.C.
On Tuesday .of last week, a reliability trial

was carried out over a 150-mile course, when
twenty-one competitors lined up at the start from
Blaina, and only eleven checked in at the finish.

Gold medals were awarded as follows ; H. Dickin-
son (Scott), C. Bowen (Triumph}, A. Colcombe
(Indian), J. Marsh (Sunbeam), A. Miklin (Tri-

umph), A. Ford (Triumph), H. Westwood (James
sc), and A. Williams (G.N.I. - A silver medal
was won by F. Hawkins (Raleigh).

Scottish A.C.U.
On Saturday, June 10th, an open scratch hill-

climb was carried out by the S.A.C.U. on Dal-
gaim Brae.- The entries numbered 114, and some
excellent times were accomplished over a course
half a mile in length. Electrical timing was
used, and the fastest time was 30 l-16th sees,
registered by G. M. Black (490 Norton), who
obtained first place in no less than five classes,
besides doing fastest time of the day from flying
and standing starts. He was closely followed by
E. A. Small (492 Sunbeam). Hundreds of spec-
tators witnessed the event, which was carried
out under very favourable weather conditions.

Northern Centre A.C.U.
Under the auspices of the centre, speed trials

were held on Saturday last at Eskweals, Cumber-
land, organised by the Barrow and District M.C.
The course was half a mile in length, and the
weather conditions were excellent. Results

:

Not exceeding 350 c.c. (solo).—1, Shepherd 348
Edmund), 33.96s.; 2, Sayers (249 Velocette),
39.45s. .

Not exceeding 550 c.c. (solo).— 1, H. Jackson
(499 Sunbeam), 30.85s. (fastest time of the day);
2, A. Baxter (490 Norton), 33.45s.
Not exceeding 750 c.c.— 1, H. Jackson (499 Sun-

beam), 31.25s.; 2, A. Baxter (490 Norton), 32.5s.
Unlimited c.c. (solo).— 1, H. Jackson (499 Sun-

beam), 32.20s.; 2. W. Barron (998 Indian).
32.24s.
Unlimited cc. (sidecars and three-wheeled

cycle cars).—1, H. Jackson (499 Sunbeam), 35.9s.;

2. W. Barron (998 Indian). 37.22s.
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Again the distinctive " DUNELT" has added to its list

of unbroken successes, running consistently through the \$^
London-Edinburgh Trial and once again demonstrating its

unfailing efficiency. - Va»

3 Entered 3 Finished
Decide to own a " DUNELT "—the proved successful

outfit with its powerful engine, interchangeable whee's, special

spring fork and roomy sidecar, it makes an ideal touring

outfit and is unquestionably the finest value offered.

We can give IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Write us NOW for List and let us arrange

for a demonstration.

DUNFORD & ELLIOTT
(Sheffield) Ltd.,

Bath Street, Birmingham.

London Agents: H. TAYLOR & CO., Ltd
Susses Place, South Kensington.

COMBINATION
with Spare Wheel
SOLO MACHINE

108 gns.
82 gns.

JHUHHinUlH"
Cl'm'on-W'alZ

%%%%%%%%%%%
WOOLEg) Motor Cycles have

/Ji

shewn consistently good results

in Reliability Trials, the A.C.U.
One Day Trial, the S.W. Centre
Sporting Reliability Trial and
the London-Edinburgh. In each
instance all entrants finished

without experiencing any trouble

whatever throughout the trials,

which proves conclusively that
the choice of a ifVOQLEI?)
is a safo

###

WOOLER

CONSISTENT RELIABILITY
LONDON EDINBURGH TRIAL

4 WOOLERS ENTER
4 WOOLERS FINISH
Making trouble-free runs

OFFICIAL RESULTS AWAITED

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention

##
###

##
#̂

Prices ranging from

£65
Write for particulars.

PEHHHKDM

"'/,%%%
ALPERTON.

LONDON.

%%%%%%%%'//1

The Motor Ci/de.'
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TRAINING FOR THE 1932 T.T.! Illustrating the controllability of the modern sidecar.

Master Harry Younie, aged 14 years, weight 4st. lOlbs., climbing the 1 in 3 portion of

Manifold Hill, a Derbyshire test piece with an average gradient of 1 in 5, on a sports Martinsyde

outfit.

Birmingham M.C.C.
Copies of the artistically-produced official hand-

look are now available, while the supply lasts, to
tnyone who applies to Mr. W. A. Egginton, 76,
Earlsbury Gardens, Birchfield, Birmingham.

Brighton and Hove M.C.C.
The South-Eastern Centre A.C.U. hill-climb,

iVhich is being organised by this club will be
aeld near Brighton on Saturday, June 24th. Full
particulars of the event may be obtained from
the hon. sec, Mr. Cecil Volk, 24, York Villas,
Brighton.

Kidderminster M.C.C,
At Angel'Bank, near Cleobury Mortimer, on the

17th inst.. a hill climb of about half a mile will be
held, open to all clubs in the Midland Centre
A.C.TJ. The secretary of the meeting is Mr. A. J.
Wilkes, Pelham Lodge, Kidderminster, from whom
full particulars may be received.

West Kent M.C.
On Saturday, July 1st, the combined Kent clubs

are holding a race meeting at Brooklands for their
members. The races vary in length from one to
three laps, and will include both scratch and
handicap events for "sports" and "touring"
machines. Entries for these events should be
sent by Tuesday nest to Mr. E. Jessop, c/o Love
and Co., Park Road, Bromley, Kent, who will
Eurnish full particulars.

North Eastern Centre A.C.U.
The team from South Shields, which won the

team trials organised by this Centre, included
T. Braid (Indian Scout), G. Heath (8 Matchless
;c.) and S. Dunn (3% N.U.T.). Second place was
taken by the Newcastle and District Club team,
composed of W. Richardson (3 l/2 N.U.T.),
T. Toovey (3^ Norton sc.) and R. P. Reid (Scott
Squirrel ) . The course was from Newcastle to

Allendale and back.

Surrey M.C. and L.C.C.

A hill climb was held on Saturday. June 3rd,
when the fastest time of the day was made by
C. B. I'Anson (Zenith-Bradshaw). C J. Feeny
(Francis Barnett) took first place in the 350 c.c.

class, and the winner of the larger solo class was
C. R. Jenkins (4 Triumph), followed by C. B.
I'Anson (Zenith-Bradshaw). Class VII., reserved
for " 1914 machines," wa3 won by S. Manners-
Smith <1912 Triumph).

Warrington M.C.
A stiff course covering 92y2 miles of difficult

conn try was chosen for the reliability run for
the Blake cup, recently, held from the Angel Hotel
at Knutsford. The North Cheshire Club officiated.
First man home was W. Bolton (Westwood) with
a total loss of six marks, followed by F. Doward
(3Vo N.TJ.T. ), also with a loss of six marks (missed
first place by being two minutes behind time at a
secret check). H. Lee {3% Sunbeam), 'who put up
a very good performance, came in third with a loss

of only nine marks.

Musselburgh and District M.C.C.
Although but recently formed^ this club has

a membership of sixty-one. and held a successful
hill climb not long ago, when 40 machines took
part. The fastest time was made by J. Murray
(Harley-Davidson) at l&Vs sees. D. Lowe made a
close second at 19% on a Sunbeam. H. J.
Mcintosh (8 Excelsior sc.) won the passenger class
in 32% sees, and T. K. Hubbard (2% New Im-
perial) also did -very well.

Scarborough and District M.C.
The Scarborough Rally organised by the Scar-

borough and District M.C. will be held on the
24th inst, to which an invitation to all motorists
has been issued. Clubs are asked to be in their
allocated positions on the Marine drive by
3 o'clock. On the 25th a freak" hill climb has
been arranged, to take place at Johnson's Beck,
near Fyling Hall Station, to start at 3 p.m. A
silver cup, silver medal, and bronze medal will
be awarded in each of the following classes

:

(1) solo machine, (2) sidecars (including three-
wheelers), (3) four-wheeled cars.

Mid Bucks M.C.C.
A reliability run for the Putnam Cup was held

on Saturday, June 3rd, when, out of 39 entries,
38 competitors started and 34 finished. The
course included such hills as Kingston, Kop. and
Ashton Clinton. R. T. Roberts (Zenith-Jap) was
first, losing only two points, and he was closely
followed by C. H. Wright (A.B.C), who lost

three points. In addition to the cup, Roberts
carries off a gold medal for his performance, and
Wright a silver one. A bronze medal was
awarded to H. J. Coales (Triumph), who came in
third with a loss of six points, a very creditable
performance on a 1912 model.

Evesham M.C.C.
Some fast times were put up at the recent

climb on Hipton Hill, a hill one-third of a mile
long and with a 1 in 4 gradient on the rough
crest. The fastest speed averaged 58.8 m.p.h.,

last year's record of 24s. being beaten by 3%s.
Winners :

—

350 c.o. Private Solo.—H. Bleckley (2% Shef-
field Henderson), 25%s.
350 c.c. General Solo.—H. Bleckley (2% Shef-

field Henderson), 24s.

500 c.c. Private Solo.—E. A. Locke (3 l/2 Sun-
beam), 214/5S.
500 c.c. General Solo.—F. Morrall (I.O.M.

model 3% B.S.A.), 21s.

750 c.c. Private Solo.—E. A. Locke [Z% Sun-
beam), 21%s.

750 c.c. General Solo.—R. E. Eveson (3^
Norton), 20%s.
500 c.c. General Sidecar.—L. Paynter (314

Norton), 25%s.
1,000 c.c. General Sidecar.—R. E. Eveson (3Va

Norton), 25s.
Best on Formula.—L. Paynter [Vh Norton),

19.76.
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Brixton M.C. and L.C.C.
This club, although quite recently formed, lias

an interesting programme for the next two mouths.On June 18th a run to Tunbridge Wells, with tea
at bevenoaks, has been arranged.

Newcastle and Northern M.C.
What promises to be a verv successful and inter-

esting event is being organised in the form of a
club gymkhana to be held on Saturday, which is
open to all clubs affiliated to the North Eastern
Centre A.C.U. Particulars may be obtained from
Mr. E. S. Nash at 6, Moore Avenue, Dunston-on-
Tyne.

Ilkley M.C. and L.C.C.
Although there was not a large entry, the hill-

climb held on Sunday, June 4th, produced some
good riding. L. A. Runton (2% Velocette) was
the winner of the Dixon trophy and gold medal,
whilst G. Heap (3 1

/;. Sunbeam) was awarded the
silver medal. The bronze medal was won by J.
H. Holmes (3% Scott).

Gravesend and District M.C.C.
The club has made an interesting innovation in

deciding to adopt The Motor Cycle policy of insur-
ance for all accidents, etc., to its members. Arrange-
ments have been made with the Autocar Accident
and Insurance Co. for the adoption of the policy
advocated by The Motor Cycle, and the scheme
will result in the club members getting more than
favourable terms for their insurances. The club
is affiliated to the A.C.U., and a scheme is on
hand by which a unique trophy will be given in
place of medals to members 'who win competition
prizes. The trophy is to consist of a silver oxy-
dised

.
mascot of S. Christopher, the Patron of

Travellers.

Westmorland M.C.C.
The annua! speed trials were held at Lowther

Park by kind permission of the Earl of Lonsdale,
when some good times were put up over a half-
mile course. Results : 275 c.c. Solo Class : 1, Ayer
(Velocette), 40,82s.; 2, Turner (Velocette), 41.20s.
350 c.c. Class, Solo: 1, Baxter (Sheffield-Hender-
son), 31.90s.; 2, J. C. Dearden (Massey-Arran),
35.30s.; 3, Mrs. Roberts (Sheffield-Henderson),
35.58s. 500 c.c. Solo Class: 1, H. Jackson (Sun-
beam), 31.10s.; 2. A. Hawkins (Norton), 32.58s..
Unlimited Solo Class: 1, H. Jackson (Sunbeam),
31s.; 2, A. Hawkins (Norton), 32.50s. Novices'
Unlimited Solo Class : 1, J. C. Dearden (Maseey-
Arran), 34.20s.; 2, J. Dunning (o.h.v. Triumph),
35s.. 500 c.c. Sidecar Class : 1, H. Jackson (Sun-
beam sc), 39.11s.; 2, J. Baxter (Norton sc),
39.11s. Unlimited Sidecar Class: 1, H. Jackson
(Sunbeam sc), 35.32s.; 2, S. Barron (Indian sc),
36.05s.

Falkirk and District M.C.
A hill-climb was held recently with the follow-

ing results : Class 1: Members (expert barred),
350 c.c. formula, W. Fleming (2% Wolf). Class
2 : Members (expert barred), 350 ex., time, J.
S. Hunter (2% Douglas). Class 3: Open, 350
c.c, formula, J. G. Porter (2% New Gerrard).
Class 4: Open, 350 c.c, time, H. E. Fairley (2Y\
Hawker). Class 5 : Members (expert barred) 600
c.c, formula, R. Mather (3% Norton). Class 6

:

Members ( ex pert barred) , 600 c.c, time, J. W.
Morton (33 Douglas). Class 7: Open, 600 c.c,
formula, H. E. Fairley (2% Hawker). Class 8:
Open, 600 c.c, time, D. Cairns {$V2 Douglas)..
Class 9 : Members (expert barred), unlimited,
formula, R. Mather {3y2 Norton). Class 10:
Members (expert barred), unlimited, time, J. W.
Morton (3Mj Douglas). Class 11 : Open, unlimited,
formula, H. E. Fairley {2% Hawker). Class 12

:

Open, unlimited, time, J. Alexander (3^ Sun-
beam).

Rochester, Chatham and District M.C.C.
An inter-club hill-olimb over a course of nearly

half a mile was held recently at the Cut, Stour-
bridge, near Maidstone, in which the West Kent,
Canterbury, and Rochester clubs took part.
Fastest time of the day was put up by Capt.
Maund (A.B.C.) whose time was 25?s. Results

:

250 c.c. CLASS.— 1, S. T. Smith UVs. New Im-
perial), 44s.; 2. H. Ash (2% Enfield), 46s.

350 c.c CLASS (experts barred).—1, A. Frasei
(2% Sheffield-Henderson), 29s.; 2, Mid. Bolus (2%
Sheffield-Henderson), 31s. Experts: 1, A. Frasei

(2^ Sheffield-Henderson), 28?s.; 2, F. S. Short
(2 54 Rex-Acme), 31fs.
600 c.c CLASS (experts barred).—1, W. H.

Sheriton (3V2 Norton), 26|s.; 2, A. Fraser (2^
Sheffield-Henderson) , 27|s. Experts : 1, Capt.
Maund (3 A.B.C), 26s.; 2, W. H. Sheriton (3V;
Norton), 26|s.
1000 c.c. CLASS (experts barred).— 1, W. H.

Sheriton (3V2 Norton) , 26s. ; 2, C. Volk (3VS
Douglas), 28£s. Experts: 1, Capt. JVIannd, (3

A.B.C), 25fs., 2, W. H. Sheriton (3y2 Norton),

600 c.c CLASS (Sidecars).—1, A. Clark (£

Triumph sc), 27|s.; 2 C. Volk [3\'2 Douglas sc),
284-s.

1,000 c.c. CLASS (Sidecars).— 1, A. Clarke (A

Triumph sc), 36|s.; 2, C. Volk (3% Douglas ac),
38|s.
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A selection 01 que-Uons oi general interest received lrom readers and our replies tnereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for feply.

Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-

taining leg-1 questions should b? marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the RoadService Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt

with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any

particular locality.

BENT REAR FORKS.

The previous owner of my
^TJ second-hand Triumph, inputting
^T it up on its stand, let the ma-
-IJ chine down so heavily that the

forks running from the engine

-to the hub of the back wheel are bent.

If I have these straightened, will the

-machine be safe to ride, or would you
recommend having those forks entirely

replaced ?—I.V.L.
In all probability it would be better to

have new tubes brazed into the rear forks

of the machine, although if they are not
badly bent they could be quite easily

.straightened if warmed by a brazing
lamp.

TIMING A PRE-WAR MACHINE.
(1.) Will you kindly inform me

TO REMOVE GEAR BOX BALL
RACES.

I am overhauling my Sturmey-
Archer countershaft gear box and
am desirous of renewing some of

the ball races. I am, however,
. unable to get the old races out.

How is this done?—C.H.
The proper method is to warm up the
aluminium casing and then strike this

smartly on the corner of a bench, when,
owing to the high expansion of the alu-

minium, the bearings usually become
quite loose. If this is not successful the
only alternative is to drill two holes at

the back of the bearing and punch it out,
afterwards filling up the holes with
screws, rivets, or solder.

^T] of- the best valve timing for my
^ 1912 Singer ? The variation of
-SJ the ignition lever is too great,

so that if timed as usual, i.e.,

piston t.d.c. spark two-thirds retard,

the spark obviously occurs too soon
with lever fully advanced. (2.) What
is the greatest distance the piston
should be down the cylinder on com-
pression stroke with the lever fully

advanced? (3.) When turning the
engine shaft in the proper direction,

the contact breaker gives a consider-
able jump forward on reaching a cer-

tain point. Should the points break
before this point is reached or after-

wards ?—S.D.T.
(1.) Time your • valves as follows :

—

Rotate the engine until the piston reaches
the top-dead centre, and in this posi-

tion insert the cam wheels so that the
exhaust valve is just about to close and
the inlet just commencing to open. (2.)

Connect the magneto drive when the
piston is |in. from the top of compres-
sion stroke, and the- contact breaker
points are just separating, having the
ignition control fully advanced. (3.)

When fully advanced, separation of the
contact breaker points should be coinci-
dent with the tendency of the armature
to jump forward.

c 26

important 2>ates.

Sun., June 11th, to Mon., June 19th
Paris-Pyrenees Trial.

Sat., June 17th—Yorkshire Centre
A .C.U. Open " Colonial Trial .

"

Sat., June 17th—Ealing and Dist.
M.C.C. 200 Mile Sidecar Race.
Brooklands.

Fri.. June 23rd, and Sat.. June 24th
Irish Twentv-Four Hour Open Trial

.

Sat., June 24th—M.C.C. Inter-club
Team Trial for " The Motor Cycle "
Cup.

Sat., June 2Mb—Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., Julv 1st—East S. Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials.

Wed., July 5th—Eastern Centre A.C.U.
Open Speed Trials.

Wed., July 12th—French Grand Prix.
Sun., July 23rd—Belgian Grand Prix.
Fri., July 28th, to Mon., July 30th

—

Angle—Dutch Trial in Holland.
Thurs., Aug. 3rd, to Wed., Aug. 9th
International Six Days Trials.

Sat., Aug. 5th, and Mon., Aug. 7th—
Irish Two-day Open Trial.

Mon., Aug. 7th—West S. Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials at
Pendine.

Sat., Aug. 12th—North Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., Aug. 12th—Motor Cycle Races in
Phoenix Park, Dublin.

Mon., Aug. 21st, to Sat., Aug. 26th

—

A.C.U. Six Davs Trials.
Sat., Sept. 16th—The Scott Trial.
Sat.. Sept. 23rd—5U0 Mile Kace at
Brooklands.

THE RIGHT TO CARRY A CREST.
Please inform me if it is legal

to have a monogram on a side-

car. I have been informed that

there is a tax of £10 per year

for a monogram on any vehicle.

—A.D.
You may have a monogram, or device, on

a vehicle, provided it is not a crest or

coat of arms. The right to use a crest

or coat of arms costs one guinea . per

annum, or two guineas per annum if car-

ried on a vehicle.

A CARBURETTER HINT.
Since having a new cylinder

fitted to my engine I find that it

starts at first kick with the air

full open and a quarter throttle,

- after which it answers well to

the throttle up to about three-quarters

of the way, when it "chokes" and
pulls up. An extra air is fitted to the

induction pipe, but does not improve
matters at all. The carburetter is in

good order, and has a jet marked 32.

—W.G.
Probably you will find you have to close

the air when you open the throttle fully.

This is not unusual with some carbur-

etters.

CHANGES TO A TWO-STROKE TWIN.

I have recently purchased a
second-hand Scott, which I find

hard to start from the cold. (1)

Would putting an extra plug to

each cylinder improve it? (2)

How would this affect petrol consump-
tion and general efficiency? (3) What
percentage of oil to petrol is generally

used in the petroil system ? (4) Should
the ordinary oiling system be used at

the same time?—P.O.
(1) The fitting of an extra plug would not

affect matters so far as starting is con-

cerned. (2) A plug in the cylinder head
might improve general efficiency to a

slight extent. (3) The proportion is half

a pint of oil to one gallon of petrol. (4)

If this is used the ordinary system of

lubrication need only be employed occa-

sionally., to oil the crankshaft, bear-

ings.
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HUB GEAR TROUBLE.
I have a difficulty with "the

Armstrong three-speed hub gear

of my old Premier motor cycle.

The low gear does not act—noth-

ing appears to be broken, the top
and middle work all right, but when the

. lever is moved into the low no change
takes place. The rod does not jam in

the hollow spindle—L.H.
You do not mention the type of Arm-
strong gear. The push rod should project
from the end of the -axle -$$ in., so as

f*i be sure of engaging ail gears properly.

It' - the gear is mark VI or VII, the
trouble may be due to the sliding sleeve

being worn, with the result that it will

not push the small pinion in far enough
to engage with the right clutch. If the
gear is mark II, III or V, the difficulty

may be caused by too weak an axle

spring.

MISFIRING AFTER STARTING.
Each time I start my ex-W.D.

^Tl single cylinder machine from
> cold it will not fire regularly,
-SJ and does not take any air for

about half a mile. After that
distance it takes full air and works
splendidly ; but should the engine get
cold again the trouble reappears for
the first haif-mile. The carburetter is

quite clean, petrol pipe clear, and
everything as clean as possible. My
magneto has been in use for four years
without a hitch, and. to all appear-

ances, is in order. Can this have any-

thing to do with it ?—A.L.K.
The trouble with your engine is most
probably due to the fact that the inlet

valve is worn in its guide, thus rendering

starting difficult ; also notice if there is

clearance between the tappets and valves

when the engine is cold. Since the

engine runs perfectly when ' warm, it

seems unlikely that there is any defect

in the magneto.

At the conclusion of the 50 mile Welsh Speed Championship Race on Pendine Sands,

F. Bush (998 c.c. Harley-Davidson) and Dr. Lindsay (490 c.c. Norton), respectively first

and second men home, surrounded by an interested crowd of spectators.

SPARK 1NTENSIFIER ON THE TANK.

As I am desirous of fixing a

^Tl spark intensified on to the tank

% of my two-stroke I propose fixing

JLJ a long h.t. wire from the magneto
to one end of the spark intensifier

and a second wire from the other end

to the plug. Owing to the great speed

at which the current flows from the

9

^Considered

descent, the

to be the mos. dangerous corner on the T.T. course. Half-way down a long

bend at Craig-ny-baa can be negotiated " all out by a skilled rider. W. Brandish

(499 c.c. Triumph) hugging the inside edge,

magneto I assume the extra distance
that the current will have to travel

before it reaches the plug will in no
way affect the timing.—P.L.P.

Your method of fixing the spark intensifier

is quite in order, and the length of high
tension wire will make no difference. Of
course it would not be advisable to fit an
open spark gap on the tank anywhere in

the vicinity of the petrol filler, as by so
doing you would run a grave risk of
igniting the fuel should there be any over-
flow after filling. ~A gap which is en-
closed or protected by gauze would be
quite safe.

CONDENSER NOT FUNCTIONING.

I have had a second-hand mag-
neto recently fitted to my light-

weight four-stroke. It func-
tioned perfectly for about forty
miles, when the engine com-

menced to misfire badly, -finally stop-

ping altogether. Examination of the
contact breaker revealed that the pla-

tinum points were fused, and pitted

with deep holes. After filing the points

flat the engine fired perfectly for a

further forty miles. I have since ex-
perienced this trouble four times, at.

intervals of forty miles, and at the ex-

pense of two sets of new platinum
screws. What is the cause of this peri-

odical fusing of platinum tips, and the

remedy ?—H.O.J.
We should say that the condenser connec-

tions are at fault. A small spark may
take place between the platinum points,

but. if excessive sparking occurs the con-

denser or its connections are usually the

cause of the trouble. .

c 29
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While everyone inclines to the belief that riding in the T.T. is a " young man s game, such
veterans as G. E. Cowley, here shown on his Sunbeam in the Senior Race, and F. W. Applebee.
who rode a Levis in the Lightweight event, prove that they are not too old for racing even

when nearing 60 years,

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions published

under this heading should be addressed
: The Editor. '.' Tlie Motor Cycle."

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.CA, whin they will be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned.

"J.C." (Ayrshire).—^suitable jets for
Cedos 2-stroke.

"R.G.P." (Cork).—Degory carburetter
fitted to Sun-Vitesse 2-stroke.

" Y.O.G." (Ipswich). — Automatic
valved 4-cylinder F.N.

"• E.P.S." (London).—Indian chief with
sidecar.

"G.A.E." (Leeds).—Powerplns Indian.
"E.K." (Surrev).—Auto-wheels.
J.Y.C.S. (Oundle).—ABC.
J.B.J. (Fence Houses). — Weatherell

Automatic Lubricator on 550 c.e. Triumph.
E.J.T. (Wadhurst). — Seal Sociable:

durability, road holding qualities, and
climbing.

A.H. (Leicester).—4 h.p. Corona, solo.
Puzzled (Kimberley, S.A.).—Consump-

tion of 550 c.e. Douglas with standard-
Atuae and other carburetters; also anv
improvement tips.

RECOMMENDED ROUTE.
TUBACOJEBE TO MELTON MoiTEBAY

W.H.T.

__
Ilfraeombe, " Braunton. Barnstaple.

Swimbridge. South Molton, Stuckeridce
_= The Exeter Inn, Bampton,
ingfoxd, Venn doss Station. Wivelis-

eombe, Milverton, Norton Fi'tzwarren,
Taunton, Bathpool. Durston Lvno
Othery, Piper's Inn, Street, Glastonbury.

• Pnddy. Cheddar, Westburv. Wells,
bton Easton, Farrington Gnrnev -: Haifa-'
trow High Littleton, Farmborough.
Marksbury. Corston. Bath. Swainswick'
^allsworth, Stroud. Painswick, Shurdino-:
ton, Cheltenham, Prestbnrv. Winchcomb
Broadway, Willersey, WestGn-snb-Edcre'
Mickleton. Stratford-on-Avon. Warwick,'
.Melton Mowbray. Aprjroximately 262A
miles.

' 2

c 3°

Found on the Road.

Found at Hendon Aerodrome, after
Xorth London Rally on Whit-Monday, a

lady's umbrella and a gauntlet glove.
Apply to Mr. A. TV. Day, " Clareniont,"
Ballards Lane. Finchley, X.3. organiser
of the rallv.

Mr. E. A. Freakley, 101, Blackheaih
Hill, Greenwich. S.E.10, reports a case of
luggage found between Redbourne and
Markyate, on the London-Holyhead road,
on Saturday. June 3rd.

Some Recent Improvements.
Some considerable improvement has

been effected in the appearance of the
j h.p. single cylinder and 8 h.p. 4 cylin-
der EX. by the adoption of a blue taper
panel in the tank and on the toolbox.
Forks similar in design to those on the
8 h.p. . with ball bearing links, are now
fitted to the 6 h.p. model.

Additions to the Editor's Bookshelf.
" Wireless at Home." (Percival .Mar-

shall & Co. "Price 6d.

)

" The Great Xorth Road."—London to
York. By Charles G. Harper. (Cecil
Palmer, 7s. 5d.)

"The Great Xorth Road."—York to
Edinburgh. Bv Charles G. Harper
(Cecil Palmer, fs. 6dL)

To Avoid Possible Misunderstanding.
In our London-Edinburgh report a cer-

tain rider was mentioned as being in
trouble with his " change speed quad-
rant." Unfortunately, the word " quad-
rant " was printed with a capital!}, which
might have led some readers to associate
the failure with the machine of that name.
As a matter of fact both the Quadrant
machines in the run qualified for fold
medals.

Price Correction.

The price of the 595 c.e. Douglas sidecar
outfit is now £155.

Oilcans for the Admiralty.

An Admiralty order for 1,728 of their

seamless serrated oilcans has been received
by Joseph Kaye and Sous, Ltd., Lock
Works, Leeds.

Chtnge of Address.

Staffed by experienced engineers and
carrying a large stock of bearings, the
new London office of the Hofrniann Manu-
facturing Co., Ltd., is now at 2, Bedford
Square, London, W.C.I-

Lubricants Now Cheaper.

From the beginning of this month all

motor lubricants sold by Prices' Co., Ltd.,

Battersea, London, S.W.ll, have iTeen re-

duced in price, a new list having been
published giving full particulars.

More Price Reductions.

Considerable reductions have been made
in the prices of specialities sold by
Saxessories, George Street Works, Coven-
try. Their pillion seat is now 25s., and
their air spring pillion 17s. 6d.

Carburation on the T.T. Machines.

It speaks well for the manufacturers of

the Amac Carburetter that in the Senior

Race all the finishing machines were fitted

with Amacs, except three. In the Junior
Race 15 out of the 16 finishers were Amac
equipped, and in the Lightweight Race
these carburetters were used by all the
competitors except four—a record of which
the firm have good reason to be proud.

Puncture Sealing Compounds.

Among the successful puncture sealing

compounds may be mentioned Jackson's

Impervo. This preparation was injected

into the tubes of the machines finishing

first, second and third in the Junior T.T.
Race, and we are given to understand
that a nail was pulled from one of

Sheard's tyres at the conclusion of the

race. The address of the makers of

Jackson's Impervo is 48, Dover Street,

London, W.l.

Oil in the I.O.M.

One of the greatest contributing causes
to the efficiency which has been demon-
strated by the results of the T.T. Races
is the high pitch of excellence reached in

the accessories. It is worthy of note, for

example, that Wakefield Castrol was the
lubricant used by the winners of both the
Junior and Senior Races this year. This
makes the third time in succession that
Castrol has been used by the winner of the
Junior Race and the seventh time in the
Senior.

Hutchinson Successes in the T.T. Races.

An excellent series of successes in the
T.T. Races must be credited to Hutchin-
son tyres. Seven out of the first twelve
lightweight machines,- including the first,

second, and third, eight out of the first

twelve Junior machines, including the I

first, second, and fourth, seven out of the
first twelve Senior machines, and 90 j

per cent, of the gold medals won in all I

races were gained by riders using
Hutchinson's.
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CODFREY'SLTD.
Are able to make the \n-

tetesting announcement
that they have been ap=
pointed the sole London
and District Distributors
for the well known

The Remedy CHALLENGER PUNCTURE

is Simple SEALING TUBES.

and

Prices are

Reasonable.

PRICE LIST.

fhe-perrect PBOCtore-Sealing Tut>e discovered a: last. -- ' -

Challenger Patent Punctore-Seafing Tubes are prac- 2+x^J
tically indistinguishable from ^fae ordinary old- -t i\

fashioned tube. They : are absolutely pneumatic- - - -
[

throughout and contain no messy or sticky substar.;-^. 26X2|
r.or is there any solid filling, coc anything which will - -

collect in a lump in the tyre while the car 5 standing. : 3

The only difIerence~from an ordinary -tube, is that the 650 x 65
tread portion is very slightly thicker and is built of

"

three layers so adjusted as to be self-sealing ; the centra 30x3
layer "being composed of the patent hole-proof com- 30x3!
position, which instantly closes up when the nai: or 7roxoo
article canning the puncture is withdrawn. : : : : 5

£0 14
15
IS
16
18
18

:

1 5
1 8
1 18
1 12
2 8

The sa.'es of these rubes have increased to an
unprecedented extent justified by the prac=
ticable nature of the Patent and testified by an
ever growing list of thoroughly satisfied riders.

Arrangements are now complete for increasing
supplies and immediate deliveiy can be given
of all sizes.

TRADE ENQUIRIES IXYITED.
3 by Messrs. tl. Taylor & Co., Ltd., sra, Store Street,

W.C.r : Messrs. Thr Servile I :~r ----- :• : - H --.;:. z :
—

WJC;'JL W. Gamage, Ltd.. Holbom, E.C-t, arid ali leading

Agents.

WRITE FOR FULL PRICE LIST AND
SAMPLE SECTION to

GODFREY'S LIMITED,
208, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W.1

!lillillllllll!.lll,!llllll!llllllllllllilllllllllilllliilim

I GAMAGES Great Offer of I

! " HUTCHINSON " TYRES I

— Having purchased the huge quantity of 3,000~ ** Hutchinson " Motorcycle Tyres, we are offering— them at

= BARGAIN PRICES— to clear quickly.— These Tyres are not " \Y.D. ?
' or old stock, but ail are_

= PERFECTLY NEW AND
| FRESH GOODS.
— The action of the manufacturers in altering the
:= pattern of their tread has enabled us to purchase— their stock at a low rate.— As usual, we are passing on the advantage to our~ customers, thus creating a unique opportunity—one— that is too good to miss.

= PLACE YOUR ORDER
NOW TO SECURE.

^ The demand is sure to be heavy. All orders dealt— with in strict rotation.— REMEMBER! These Tyres although offered as— ** Clearance " are guaranteed by us to be fresh and= perfect

:

iillltl[llllllllllll!lllllllllilllllllllll!!IT1llilll!!l[lllllll!llllll!lll

A. W. GAMAGE, Ltd.,
HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I.

SIZE.
OUR USUAL

^kajje.. PRICE. PRICE.

26 x 2i Rubber Studded "Brooklands" 18/9 27 6

26 2| Tourist Trophy, Heavy Cover 21/6 37 3

26 x 2J Passenger, Extra Heavy Cover 1 23 6 47/-
J

26 2£
l

Tourist Trophy, Heavy Cover! 22 9 416

to fit 2i"|
Passenger, Studded or Ribbed 24/9

Tread. Extra Heaw Cover

49-

26 x 2h Passenger. Extra Heaw Rub- 25/-
to fit 2\ ber Studded

57 6

28 x 2| Passenger, Extra Heavy Rub-

ber Studded

21/- 57-

i

CaTfiagz Paid.

/n anstcerintj these advertisements it is desirable to meni i ; Motor Cycle."
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We can give you immediate
delivery of any make of Motor
Cycle, Cash Exchange or Easy
Payments.

Place your order with the firm
who are riders as well as Agents
and know your wants.

Full range of Trium ph and
Sturmey Archer spares in
stock.

W. Brandish & Sons
Triumph Garage, Foleshill Road,

COVENTRY. *»«••

DOUGLAS

I

DOUGLAS

MOTOR

CYCLES

Immediate delivery

3B68 <or £4 a month)

Old machines in exchange. I
SPARE

PARTS

Send to us.

We carry large stock—
—and dispatch next post,

FRANK
[ITWORTKI
139. NEW STREET

BIRMINGHAM
The Douglas Agents.

('Phone Mid. 2221.

""•*-
'.ltoTi

Instructionsfor
amateurs to enamel

a Motor Cycle

A COPY of the above leaflet will gladly be

sent to those writing to Jenson &• Nicholson,
Ltd., Publicity Dept., Robbialac Works,
London, £.15. Robbialac Whitby Black and
special motor cycle colours available, such as
Indian, Harley-Davidson, Matchless, etc.

Colour card pee.

-ROBBIALAC TRANSPARENT.—After enamelling with
Robbialac, a final coat of Robbialac Transparent will give
an absolutely superfine finish.

—ROBBIALAC BRUSHES.—To get the best results with
Robbialac Enamel and Robbialac Transparent Finish, it

is essential to use the Special Robbialac Brushes.

Is sold by all Cycle Agents

the Motorcyclist's

Pass Word.

No. 1, Lightweight Motorcycle
Horn. A model that has become
popular by reason of its clear,

arresting note, neat appearance
and excellent work- * o /
manship. X<£*/"

No. ai, Observation Mirror.
Fitted with 3*in. Convex Lens
Mirror, giving a wide field of vision
without distortion, fully adjust-

able as illustrated. Beautifully
made and finished. ! •* /

AUDesmo Accessoriesare
guaranteed again st de-

fective materials or work-
manship. Failures
through same remedied
free of charge.

" DESMO HOUSE,"
264/265, Broad St.,

Birmingham .

SELFRIDGES
for

MOTOR CYCLES
6 h.p. Twiu B.S.A. Combination £164

4-J h.p. B.S.A., all-chain „ £135
4 h.p. DOUGLAS , £135

3l h.p. RUDGE, all-chain „ £114
2$ h.p. ALLDAYS ALTON £90 0.0
8 h.p. MATCHLESS, with double-seated

sidecar, completely equipped ....... £207 12 G
8 h.p. MORGAN Runabout £157 10

2J h.p. XTRA CAR, 2 Speeds, etc *99 15

4i h.p. BEARDMORE-PRECISION, spring
frame £105

a| h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-speed, clutch, etc. . . £82
2$ h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed £68
23 h.p. CONNAUGHT, 2-speed, clutch ... £57 10
2j h.p. BABY TRIUMPH, 2 speeds £65
at h.p. METRO-TYLER, 2 speeds £55 0.0
3^ h.p. NORTON, 3 speeds, clutch etc. .. £115
2>, h.p. CALTHORPE, single-speed £36
if h.p. MCKENZIE Lightweight £27 6

WHERE MAKERS' PRICES ARE AT WORKS
CARRIAGE IS EXTRA.

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF MOTOR
ACCESSORIES, MASCOTS, ETC.

Full detailed Catalogue of above or any machines
obtainable forwarded upon application. All machines
can be purchased on our well-known deferred terms.
Let us have your inquiries or, better still, give us a call.

MOTOR CYCLE DEPT.,

SELFRIDGE & CO. LTD., Oxford St., W.l
'Phone : GERRARD 1.

Price
£2 15
£3 18The

\f-shaped
V SANDUM

Windscreen
/TS scientific design, its

common -sense * V 9 shape,
are not tfie only features that dis-
tinguish the Sandutn Windscreen above
all others. It excels, too, in its most
attractive appearance, adding the
happiest finishing touch to any outfit.
It is unapproachable also in the range
and simplicity of its adjustments, in I
its fine tuorkmanship and material*
Yet it is sold at a price that tnak.es it

the best value of any accessory on the
market.

1 Write for full details of Both models.

The Sandbam Engineering

SllIliiilllilii|[
Co" Ltd > 336> Grays Inn

1.Q.i. Road, London, W.C.I.

£26 in answerino these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.**
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If you want a reliable four stroke touring

mount at a low price — this is it.

Model 3 is of " Omega '.' quality throughout—a term synonymous with all that is best in motor-cycle design, finish and value.
The specification comprises J. A. P. 70 x 76 m.m. Engine, Sturmey-ArcHer two-speed , gear with hand-controlled clutch and
kick-starter, Omega special frame with web-strengthened, one-piece head lug, Dunlop tyres, aluminium footboards. A sturdy,
Itighly-efncient, handsomely finished mount—at a price which makes it, according to "The Motor Cycle," " amazingly
cheap." Write now for details of Model 3 and other Omega Motor Cycles.

Model 3—-J2^h.p. Omega J.A.P. with
Sturmey - Archer 2-speed

"

clutch and kick- g//
starter St00
Or with plain 2- C/l(\
speed gear dDOU

o>\Em
W. J. GREEN, LTD., Omega Works, COVENTRY.

Birmingham Dept. : 183a, Broad Street.

London : Bartletts, 93, Gt. Portland St., W.

To Agents. —
taken, write
Agency. It w

to do

Where
NOW

ill pay
so.

not
for
you

For the Owner-Rider
PRIVATE owners wish to make necessary running

adjustments themselves and thus keep down
Garage bills. ___

This point has been carefully watched in the design

of the 4 h.p. Powell—everything is made easily

accessible.

Note the detachable head which makes decarbonising and valve

grinding easy—then look over the other many points of advantage.

Send Simply drop a
,
postcard at once

_, . ~ asking for the full facts and a copv
lO-Clay of Booklet M.C.45.

\pmK
Riding—A real Pleasure on a Powell.

Powell Bros., Ltd., Wrexham.

ONLY THE BEST IS GOOD ENOUGH !

!

Canoelet Sidecars
appeal to all discriminating Motor Cyclists by
reason of their ELEGANCE, COMFORT AND
PROVED RELIABILITY. These qualities are
displayed only in a sidecar of scientific design,

constructed by experienced hands.

THAT IS WHY CANOELET SIDECARS
HAVE A WORLD-WIDE REPUTATION.

Price

£24

MODEL K. TOURING.
BODIES ANY COLOUR. FITTINGS FOR ANY MACHINE.

Write to-day for Iliustrated Catalogue

MEAD & DEAKIN
TYSELEY. BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Curie-. B29
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A Special Line in Motor Cycling Suits
We have no hesitation in claiming thatour
" Draperstyle " Motor Cycling Suits have
no rival at the price. Satisfaction guar-

anteed or money refunded in full.

C 50.—Motor Cycling Suits, made from
stout dark fawn material dustproof and
rainproof., double-breasted Jacket, sleeves

with storm straps at wrist. Slash pockets.

The Leggings have special gussetted side?

and straps to go undf r boot.

"All British" OO/C Carriage Paid
Factory Price. **OjU to your Dooi

.

The Suit Complete.

Stocked in sizes (Breast over Jacket)

:

34 36 38 40 42 44 ins.

C SO.—Motor Cycling Suit, comprising
Man's full-cut double-breasted coat,

double texture material storm collar,

stormproof tab cuffs to tighten up wheu
driving, thoroughly proof, rubber-proofed
insulated edges. Seams, sewn and taped.

Detachable belt with slide buckles.

Leggings of same double texture materia!

spat front shaped—understrap for instep-
tab Ian shaped gussett outside, patent clip

fasteners at side. The gussett prevents
either wind or raip from penetrating
Light in weight, thoroughly wind- and
weather-proof, taUor-made, nothing on thematitei to equal c

THE PROOFING IS GUARANTEED. Price 32;6.

Si7P* ?hest 36 38 +° 42 44 i«5.
Dlzes

- Length 36 33 38 40 401ns.
Suit complete, 32/6. If required with seatless trousers, 3/6 extra.

(Jacket only, 21/6. Leggings, 12/6. Seatless Troupers. .16/3.1

No. CI 81. Helmet, double texture, material guaranteed windproof
and waterproof. Superior to leather helmets at three times the
price, specially fitted with extensions at back to cover neck and
come well down over the collar. Warm fleecy lining, adjustable
strap under chin, special ear protectors to wear open or closed,
peak at front, only 5/6 each.

Illustrated Booklet Free.

ERNEST DRAPER & CO., LTD.,
54, "All British Works." NORTHAMPTON

PT.od"] 32 {n.sih u&'rated-—Black finish Nickel-plated

bezel. Indicates speeds to 60 miles per hour. Total
mi'eaee counter to 10.0TO and repeats. Quickly
reset trip-counter.

Price £S 5 (or without trip morfel JO) £5 15

Back wheel drive for

Triumph, 5s. extra-

Back wheel drive for

Indian or Harley-David-
ton. 10s. extra.

Hanufac ured by
NORTH & PONS,
Ltd., WATFORD, &
U,Sjho ^q..London,W.l

RENT-FREE ADVERTISING
Advertisers and advertising agents who are investigating economical

publicity methods should carefully consider the merits of

WINDOW
TRANSFERS
Always clean and attractive, they are appreciated by retailers.

Once in position they cost nothing, yet continually produce business.

Write for New Booklet and Specimen
THE BRITISH TRANSFER PRINTING CO., Ltd.,

Quinton Works, COVENTRY.
London : Dorset Honso, Tudor St., E.C.i. Manchester: 199, DetrasgaW.

B30 In answering these akvertiseninnts it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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lube irotectb

OWING TO DIFFICULTIES WITH
THE WORKS, DELIVERY OF TUBE

PROTECTORS WILL BE DELAYED
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION

Liberal terms to factors and
retailers.

PROTECTORS for MOTOR CYCLES, 17/11 each

Sole Agents:

A. Stuart Morris & Co.,

Head Office : 101, Leadenhall St., E.C.3

Fits between
the outer cover

«nd the inner*

tube

SILICO ENAMEL CO., STRATFORD, LONDON.
3/-

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." r-,3
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
U.S.A.

1 Q22 B.S.A., all chain, with Swau sporting sidecar,
*-** equipped, licensed tu Dec. 1922, mileage 1,000;

£105.—Tyrrell and Clissold, Oxford. [3606

4 I/ih.p. B.S.A. Combination, perfect, " fully
equipped, licensed, windscreen ; nearest £90

;

exchange fast solo.—Bus tin, Chilton, Thame. [-38J33

peedometer,
u n scratched, mileage 2,600, all
St. Charles Sq., W.10. [4074

bargain,

19 2
e

ngi

4Ah. p. B.S.A. Combination, new 1921
•A Easting, taxed,

accessories; £90.-17,

"D.S.A. 1916 4i,ih.p., o-speed, clutch,
light, accessories, good tyres, tax

K.S., electric
~ paid, perfect

condition; i638.—Jassamine Cottage, Svmdridge, Kent.
T4417

"D.S.A. 4Vih.p. Combination, 1919, luggage "grid,
-*-» cJastmg screen, lamps, born, mirror, licensed,
excellent condition; S80.— Shirlev," Wick. Devizes.

[3886
JjASS : S Motor Mart, Ltd.—B.S.A. and sidecarV> chassis, 1912-13 3l,ik.p., 2-spced, lamps, tax
paid Dec; £27/10.-5, Warren Sfe, W.l. Museum
623. L42J9

JQ20B.S.A. 4%b.p.' Combination, electric lighting,

«
lully equipped, splendid condition; £90, or

offer.—White. 36. Avoudale Bd., Sparkhill, Birming-
ham. ,-4719

"D.S.A. 1921 Combination, 4i£h.rj., all-chain drive,J-' lamps, horn, screen, tax, insurance paid, scarcely
used; £110.-166, Lausdowne Rd., Seven Kings.
Essex. [4129

D.S.A. Combination. 1921, Grindlay spring wheel
-1 -. sidecar, fully equipped, tax paid. Easting equal
new; £97/ 10.—Cope, 16, Upper Hagley Rd., Edgbaston.
Birmingham. [4049

B.S.A., with No. 2 sidecar. An ideal -com-
bination. New outfit but offered as slightly

shop soiled; £130.—Harrods Motor Sales Rooms, 118,
Brompton Rd., London. [3858

-Look! B.S.A., 1922, brand new, but

41h.p,

T\OJN'T Delay,
J-* slightly shop-soiled, 4'ih.n,, Model H.2; -accept
for quick sale £97/10; usual price £110.—Wilkins,
Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [3781
TD.S.A. 1919 Combination, 4 ],:ih.p., 3-specd, chain
J-*- drive, hood, lamps, horn, accessories complete,
electric lighting, tax paid; trial; perfect condition;
79 gns.—149, Lausdoivne Rd.,' Seven Kings, Essex.

_^ . . [3732
XJ.S.A. 6-7h.p. 1921 Combination, Lucas Magdyno
J-r lighting, special windscreen, spare wheel, speedo-
meter, electric horn, indistinguishable from new;
accept £135.—J. Hillier, 216, Portobello Rd., North
Kensington. [3973

1Q19 4>/(h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed. kick starter, Millford
sidecar, C.A.V. electric lighting, screen, Klaxon,

trip speedometer, lugga,
small mileage, tax paid
Hammersmith.

grid, excellent
£78/10.-391,

B.S.A.
perfect; also

condition,
King St.,

[3911

4.^4hip., all-chain -drive. 3 speeds, 46 gns.

;

another, similar, chain-cum-belt,
44 gns.; sidecar to suit, £7; photos, exchanges; open
Sundays.- Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond
Rd., East Sheen. [4260

B.S.A. 6-7h.p. Combination, electrically equipped,
No. 1 sidecar, Easting Royal windscreen, sidecar

mat, step, horn, and tools, purchased Xmas, 1921;
cost £210, what offers? New condition. Buying car.—
Bugden, Edward's Rd., Amesbury, Wilts. - [3573

1 Q21 B.S.A, Combination, De Luxe, 7h.p., Lucas
At/ dynamo lighting, spare wheel, windscreen, elec-
tric horn, speedometer, etc., magnificent turnout, cost
£250, absolutely perfect; bargain, £145.-31, Clare-
mont Rd., Alexandra Park, Manchester. [4622

-Wanted, your present motor
exchange for any new model

from- stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best
prices allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred
payments, see column advertisement.—Bambersj 2,

Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [4926

.S.A. and Sidecar, genuine late 1921, appearance
as new. perfect running order, 4^&h,p., all-chain

drive, aluminium chain covers, 3-speed, latest locker
back sidecar, Easting screen, Lucas horn, present list

price represents over £1 50 ; accept £ 1 00 ; A. H.
Hunt, electric light fitted, remove or include.—Box
1,883, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4338

Model H2 Combination.
No.- 3 B.S.A. sidecar,

slightly soiled, £127; without sidecar, £100; 6h.p.
B.S.A. twin Model E ~ combination and 4^h.p. K2
Model, in stock for immediate delivery ; also one second-
hand B.S.A. 4^h.p. Model K 3-speed combination,
£55.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London.

[4524
Snam Parts:

B.S.A. Specialists.-

cyole in part

B

B.S.A. 4Vih.p. New 1922
chain drive,- 3 speeds,

B.S.A.
St.

Spares.

-

Ealing.

"D.S.A. Spares
-"-* from Jones

-Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Poor
[753S

can be had by return, post free

Garage, B.S.A. Agents and Spares
Service Depot Broadway, Muswell Hill. N.10. [0805

THE P S.A. Specialist^—On the Spot —Our =r>aref

service is unrivalled—give ae & trial.—County
Cycle and Motor Co., Broad St , Birmingham [4677

Sole London and District Agents
-A.J.S.. Excelsior K' Dunelt Motorrv

(or

Are you willing
to be advised?
If so, then just send us the
following brief particulars of
your motorcycling require-
ments and we will give you
our expert advice—FREE.

1. Type of engine preferred : Single,
Twin, Two-stroke, Four-stroke, etc.

2. Solo or Sidecar combination.
Is machine required for solo riding only,
for dual purposes, or as a combination
only ?

3. Maximum price you are pre"
pared to pay, also what is amount you
would prefer not to exceed ?

4. Speed. Is great speed required, or
will a go-anywhere mount capable of
putting up a good average speed answer
your purpose?

5. Method of payment. Do you
wish to pay cash or would an Extended
Payment arrangement suit you better ?

6. Exchange. Have you at present a

motorcycle which you would require us
to take in part payment for a new one ?

If so, please give full particulars.

We feel there are great numbers of potential
purchasers ready to buy, but undecided as to
what make would suk them best and where,
in their best interests, they should get it. As
Agents for ALL first-class machines we can
give unbiassed advice, and owing to our large
contracts we can offer one of the best
selections in the countrv.

Send for Bargain List ol shop-soiled and
carefully used machines—it will pay you.

H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd.
Showrooms

—

Motorcycles and Cars,

52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington..
Accessories, Spare Parts and Repairs,

21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.I

Wholesale—
38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.I

Garage—Tottenham Court Road, W.i.
Phones: Accessories & Repairs, Museum 1240

Motorcycles and Cars, Kensington 7260
Telegrams - " Dynaraetro, Westcent, London.'*

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S;A.

Sparc Parts:

GOD*RE¥d, Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London
W.l.—Complete stock of all B.S.A. spare part*

always in stock. Write lor tree spare part list, stating
year ol manulacture. IQ75G

Calthorpe.
3JLh.p. Calthorpe, 2 speeds; excellent bargain, £2£..

* —Fairhurst, Behind 68, Standishgate, Wigan:,*
[429

"I Q17 Calthorpe, 2sAh.p. J.A.P., Enfield 2-*peed,
J-*J accessories, tax paid; £27—391, King St., Ham--
mersmith. [3910

"I Q18 Calthorpe-Jap 4h.p. Twin Combination, good-'
A*/ condition, all on, h,pod and screen; £52.—Rost".
worthy, Harrow Rd., Wejnbjey. [3983

f)3h,p. Calthorpe-Jap, 192(5 model, lamps, horn, toole,

^4 etc., fully insured; excellent condition; £42.—
;

227, Gladstone St., Peterborough. [4116

4ih.p. CalthorDe-Precision, C.B. Combination, cylin-

I

4= der re ground, Sturmey countershaft, 1922;
£48 or offer.—Houchin, 189a,

[3870
B.B, windscreen, etc.;

High St., Peckham.

1Q16 Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed, clutcU; new cylinder^
A«7 piston, December. 1919, B. and L. automatic
pump, Saxad, just rebushed, spare chain, lamps, etc.,

J

£35, no offers.—Buekner, Laurels, Barking Rd., Easfc^

rlam. [3690

Chater-Lea.

CHATER-LEA 5%h*p.,. 2-speed, overhauled. lamps,i

tax paid.—Hussey, 162a, Estcourt Rd.," Fulham./,
[3959 .

£15, near offer.—3V>h.p. Chater-Lea, mechanical a

valves, C.A.V., B. and B., tax, running order.— -,

181, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [4307

1 Q 22 Chater-Lea 2%h.p. Popular Lightweight 2-1
J-«7 stroke, Villiers engine, only ridden 100 miles ja

£45.-30, Ravenswood Rd., Balham, S.W.12.
[4103J

CHATER-LEA Combination, 8h.p. J.A.P., 3-speed-J
countershaft, splendid condition; 58 gns. ; take-:

lower power part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, Lon-1
don. [3544 i

CHATER-LEA Combination, tax paid, splendid^
condition; bargain, £55 gns., or nearest offer.—

J;

Brooke, 255, Wellington Buildings, Ebury Bridge ?
Rd., S.W. [3908^

Chater=Lea=Jap.
7h.p. Chafer-Lea-Jap Combination, 3-speed, etc.; £55,3

or near offer.—Oakville, Bouverie Rd., Chelmsford.J
[3522 I

Chater Lea-Precision.

CHATER-LEA-PRECISION 1915 8-10h,p. Coach-\i
built Combination, Bosch magneto, 3-spee& I

countershaft, chain drive, electric rear light and horn,J!
2 acetylene head lights, luggage carrier, spare wheel, N
recently overhauled, splendid order, large sidecar with.3
screen and apron; £80.—Walch, Milston, Durrington,^
Wilts. . [3703

Clyno.
£24.—2^ih.p. Clyno, 2-stfoke, 2-speed, clutch, just

overhauled.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [4389
'

CLYNO 5-6h.p. Combination, as new, 3-speed; bar-
]

gain, £55.—Locke, Draper, Penge. [3968

"J
Q16-17 Clvno Combination, lamps; £35, exchange.— ?

-*-«7 2, Fortune Gate B,d„ Harlesden, N.W.10. [4062
-|

Clyno Combination, splendid condition, all on;
-18, Clairville Gardens, Hanwell.

K-6h.p
*J 40 gns.
ings.

/~"1LYNO (late 1920) 2%h".p.
guard

Cinderford.
fully

Even-
[4360 •

2-speed, disc wheels, leg

equipped; £35.—Bower, High St.,
;

[3583

2-stroke, 2-spced, clut-ch, tax paid

;

15, Upper Hagley Rd., Edgbaston,
[4050'

twin-cylinder engine,
£45._Wauchope's, 9, ,

London. [4591

CLYNO 1920
£34.—Cope,

Birmingham.

6h,p. Clyno Combination,
speeds and kick starter

Shoe Lane,

REAL Clyno Combinations, with Clvno sidecars,
3-speed, clutch, kick start; £60-£70 each.—Box

'

1797, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3024

CLYNO 6h.p., late model, absolutely
;

enamelled black and gold, 3-speed, kick
£42.-64, Framfield Rd., Hanwell, W.7.

CLYNO 6h-p., 2-speed,
good sidecar machine;

new,
tarter;
[4407

kick start, fast, powerful,
£35; take lightweight part.!

57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [3543

S[-6h.p. Clyno, 2-speed, K.3., spring wheel sidecar,^v all on, tax and insurance paid ; trial- after 7 ; -]

£45.—Andrews, 25, Park Hill, Carshaltou. [4166

"I Q20 Clyno 2Voh.p., 2 speeds, clutch, all on, ma
-i- *-* excellent condition; best offer over £30.—Coote,

1

92, Canterbury Rd., West Kilburu, N.W.6. [3667J
-Qih.p. Clyno Lightweight, 1920. 2-speed and clutch, 3^2 just overhauled, tax paid 1922; £37/10. Easy
payments if desired.—Harrods Motor Sales Rooms, 118,

;

Brompton Rd.,_ London. [3856

52/10.—1917 5-6h.p. 3-speed Clyno combination, i

year's licence, new tyres, spare wheel and cover, *

chains, valves, all tools, lamps, etc.—Sykes, Winslade,
Mbntem Rd., New Maiden. [4239

je
B

b38
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

th.p. 1921 2-speed Douglas, all on, £60 solo; also

t 3Uh.p. 1914 Douglas combination, 2 speeds,

; and 25£h.p-.. 1915, 2 speeds, £27/10.—Wau-
?e's, 9, Shoe Lane; Fleet St., London. [4531

)R Douglas 1922 2^h.p. and 4h.p. combinations,
get in touch with us; we are North London ageqta

gire rou the best of service; all spares in stock; no
). rubbish.—Junes Garage, Tha Broadway. Muswell
.: L0786

OUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1917, almost- new
'engine and gear box, fully equipped, lamps, horn,

. paid, windscreen, new Dunlop tyres, insurance,

ran teed; £63.— Navlor and Kirk, 406. Gairatt Lane,

hficld, S.W.
"

.

[4084

|18 Douglases, absolutely like new, fitted with
" brand new tyres, tubes, carriers, stands, nrud-

rds, handle-bars, brakes, footrests, tanks, etc.,

iplete minus engine and gear box; only. £15/15,
1 gear box £19.—Dawson Uros., 34, Ampthill Rd.,

ford. [3924.

38.—Douglas 4h.p. motor cycles, completely re-

novated as new, stove enamelled and finished in

iers' colours, new magneto, tyres and tubes, and
v equipped, guaranteed 3 months.—Effra Motor
rks, Ltd., 59-63, High St., Clapham, S:W.4.
one: 1115. [4275

47/10.—Douglas 2^4h.p. motor cycles, completely
renovated as new. stove enamelled and finished

makers' colours, new magneto, tyres and tubes,

I fully equipped, guaranteed 3 months.—Effra
tor Works, Ltd., 59-63, High ' St., Clapham.
one: Brixton 1115. ![4274

OUGLAS Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model

q stock. No waiting? Distance no object. Best.

;es allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred
ments, see column advertisement.—Bambers, 2,

thank St., Sontbport. 'Phone: C07. [4930

lOUGLAS 1921 Combination, electric lighting,

speedometer, Easting, Tan-Sad, complete kit \<1

Is, 3 new outer covers, 5 inner tubes, new chain,

gs and other spare parts, also overhaul, tax paid
end of 1922 and insurance, engine perfect, the up.
stering and paint of sidecar as new; accept 89
. ; first deposit secures; seen after 7 p.m.—-161,
renslea Rd., Balham Station. [3921

BARGAIN.—Douglas, specially tuned r .fast and
. splendid hill-climber, December, 1916 (Al engine
t), 2%h.p., 2-speed, not used till 1920, cafeiully

Sen since in summer only, just overhauled and in

feet order, long copper, exhaust pipe, aluminium
abined footboards and rest, lamps, horn, tools, and
.res, adjustable jet. 100 m.p.g. : ,£44, including
.nce.—Owneij 5, Eaton Terrace, N.AV.8. - [4656

MOTO
Hnlield.

1 Q22 Enfields in stuck. -Premier Motor Co.
mmguani.

Bir-
[460

1

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 1914; £60.-152,
Hi,'ligh lid., East. Finchley. [4291

ENFIELD 2%h.p., single-speed, excellent order; £16.
—17, Heat'on. Rd., Mitcham:

—

[4175

Enfield Combination; £114.—24,

N. Kensington. [4139

field Combinations in stock-

1Q15 5Ii.li. Euficld Twin, 2-speed, clutch; 25 gns.—
J-J* —Edwards, 101, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [4447

SHEFFIELD Agent for Royal Enflelde; all models
,

in stock.—J. A. Staoey. 12, Ecelosall Rd. ro571

19 2
°,,

nrt

'

19 21
£4l!

ghp.

u.p.

[parti Parts

:

lOyGLAS Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,
' Bond St.. Ealing. [7541

OBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., can supply all usual
» Douglas spares requirements.—157b, Gt. Portland
, W.l. [6077

kOUGLAS Spares.—Large stocks of genuine Douglas
spares. Dealers supplied at trade rates.

High Rd., Leytonstone. ~.

-Rrvett.
[2679

Enfield 2-sfcroke, 2 speeds, excellent
on : .£34.—Ben Scott, Dunstable. [4059

.p. Enfield, tax paid, fullv equipped

:

s new.-204. Ladbroke 'Grove, W.10. [4066

Enfield Combination; £55 or nearest:—Robin-
a, 4, Giantham Terrace, Stockwell, S.W.9.

r3811

ENFIELD 2',ih.p. 1920, tax paid, fullv equipped;
J. Hillie^, 216, rortobello Rd.,

"
£36.—J.

sington.

kOUGLAS Spares—We bold a complete stock for
' alt models; post free. Douglas Agents and spare
t stockists.—Janes Garage Broadway, Muswell Hill
10. [0806

IRANK WHITWORTH,..Ltd.. 139, New St., Bir-
mingham.—Complete stock, genuine guaranteed

uglas spare parts; prompt attention, immediate
patch lowest cash prices. [4657

Economic.
ECONOMIC —We can give you immediate delivery
I of this wonderful low-priced machine; variable
it model, £34; <jr on easy payments. Please send
3. for catalogue —South Eastern Garage, Heme
11, S.E 24 15056

ICONOMIC—Sole Agents for Croydon, Thornton
' Heath and Norbury district. Immediate delivery

6-speed model; £34, or easy payments; cheapest
ired raacliine on the market.—Petty's Garage, 3,

rbuvy Parade, Norbury, S.W. [4073

Edmund.
N Stock.—1922 2 r,ilr.p. Edmund, Blackbunie engine,

spring frame, Model No.' 4B; £90, cash or. de-

red.—D. and S. Autocar Co., 33, The Parade, Colder?
•een. [4640

jlDMUND-J.A.P., spring frame. 2-speed, perfect
!i order, £40; immediate deliveries of

,
all 1922

odels, from £70 upwards.—Marston, 31, Bridge St.,

lester. [4576

JDMUND-J.A.P. 1921 2%b.p., spring frame machine,
J Burman 2-speed gear, new machine, fully guar-
iteed; £58.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Bir-
ingham. [3771

\f\ GNS.—Practically indistinguishable from new,
b" 1920, 27

'!ih.p., Edmund-J'ap, spring frame, 2
leed, clutch, chain-drive, tax paid; anv trial; ex-

langes.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd.„ N.W.3.
[4282

7DMUND, Olympia Show model, practically new,
-i 2 r'jh.p. J.A.P., Enfield, 2-speed, clutch, chain-
rive, spring frame, Amae, Dimlops, lamps, licence,
'cessories, unscfatched; £55; exchanges.—63, Solon
d., Brixton. ![4147,

£73
£27 6
£39 18
£60 18
£42

£47 5
£35 14
£77
£94
£39 18

ROYAL ENFIELD 2 1,Jh.p., 2 speeds, kick starter;
£57.—Shepherd, Enfield Highway. Tel.: Waltham

Dross 31 [0879

I^NFIELD 3h.p., 2-speed, kick start, lamps, horn,
<* etc., tax paid; £45.—Frith, Wheston, Tides'well,

Buxton. [4386

ENFIELD 2-stroke, 1921, small mileage, tax pakl,
all on, perfect; trial; £45.—Park Garage, Hamp-

ton Wick. [3510

LOOK.—Brand new 1922 Enfield 2Vih.p., 2-speed,
kick starter, solicd; £63/10.—391, Kins St.,

Hammersmith. [3913a

THE Latest 2-stroke Enfield, £35, or near offer;
call any time after 6 p.m.—45, Doddington Grove,

Battereoa. [4672

2 ih. p. 1920 EnfieVl, 2-speed, lamps, horn, enamel
4 and plating I'Oie new; £34.-10, Hamlet, Rd.,

[4480

6 h.p'. Enfield C.B. Combination, lamps; nearest £60.
bargain.—Service Motors, St. Chad's Rd., Head-

ingley, Leeds.

31h.p. 1922 2-stroke Enfield.
A nearest

Northampton.

19

cash

ON EASY TERMS
AH the following machines arc available

from stock and may be obtained on
HaiTpds Convenient System of Easy,
Payments. Details and latest lists free.

NEW SOLO MACHINES
2jh.p. ALLDAYS ALLON,
Model de Luxe £60

4 i h.p. B.S.A., ^speed/belt drive £107
4i h.p.~ B.S.A., vspeed, chain

.drive "..: £13
i\ h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed . . . £55
25 h.p. FRANCIS BAR-
NETT, T-A.P. engine £73

2| h.p. LEVIS, Popular model £48
2? h.p. NEW IMPERIAL,

T-specd, belt drive £69

2f h.p. NEW IMPERIAL,
}-spced, chain drive

1
J h.p. McKENZIE Lightweight

2i h.p. O.K., single speed ....

2 J h.p. O.K., 2-speed, clutch, etc.

z\ h.p. RADGO, 2-specd-. . .

il h.p. RADCO, 2-spced and
kick-starter

2.V h.p. RADCO, single speed . . ;&oo . Chelmsford.
3-1 h.p. RUDGE, Multi gear

7,1 RUDGE, 3-speed, chain drive

2 1 h.p. SPARK, single speed . .

2I h.p SPARKBROOK, single

speed £54 1

2

2i h.p. TRIUMPH Lightweight,

2-speed £65
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-spced,

belt drive .- £105
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed,

chain drive £115
NEW COMBINATIONS

2 J h.p. ALLDAYS ALLON, de
Luxe £85

4-ili.p. B.S.A., belt drive. No..

3 sidecar £139

4
J
f h.p. B.S.A., chain .drive, No.

3 sidecar £142
8 h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed £140
8 h.p. ENFIELD, dynamo

lighting £158
8 h.p. MATCHLESS, 3-speed,

spring frame ". £170
8 h.p. MATCHLESS, Family

2-seater sidecar £175 10

6 h.p. HAZLEWOOD, 3-speed £118
8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, -Warner, 3, "Clyde Rd., Croydon.

3-speed £145
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed, belt

drive
'. £145

4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed,

chain drive . £155
SLIGHTLY SHOP-SOILED.

4I- h.p. B.S.A., belt drive, No.
'

2 sidecar £130
All machines sent Carriage Paidfrom
London to nearest Railway Station.

HARRODS MOTOR SALES DEPT
116-118 Brompton Road London SW1

(Opposite the Main Building)

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cvcles advertised bv orivate owners are when desired marked (l'l

BRAND New
Balliol Rd..

NEW Enfield Combinations in stock.—Bounds, Gar-
age, 223, High Rd., Kilburn, [4350

ill-chain drive Lightweights in stock;
;'s Garage,. Watford. [4209

LATE 8b. p. Enfield Combination, all accessories;
£80.-17, St. Charles Sri., W.10. [4076

ENFIELD, 1922, latest models, lightweight and com-
bination, in stock.—Moss, Weill. [4630

-1 Q22 Enfield
-L£» £55.-Gn

North Ken-
[3975

[4255

K.S., new; £50, or
ofi'er.—Iiunn, 14, Bridge St.,

[3958

GNS—Enfield 3h.p. sporting twin, 2-speed,
clutch, year's licence.—20, Treen Av., Hoggers

Corner, Barnes. [4003

ih.p. Twin, Binks, etc; accept £25;
how prospective customer.—Goodman,

Plumpton, Sussex. [3571

ENFIELD Twin, 2-speed, splendid condition and
appearance, equipped, any trial; £24.-269,

C'amberwell New Rd. 13914

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Enfield 1921 8h.p„ Mag-
dyno, double-seated sidecar, hood and screen,

guaranteed perfect; £125. [0818

ENFIELD 8h.p. 1921 Combination, dynamo light-
ing, hood and screen, almost new; £112.—151,

ENFIELD ;

ride to

Globe Rd., Bethnal Green. [3919

1 Q18 Enfield 3h.p. Combination, lamps speedometer
-*-,*^ licence . ,£85.—L. Ogden,
Walkden, Nr. Manchester.

Whitehead St.,

f4697.

1Q22 Enfield Sli.p. Combination, Lucas Magdvno
J-J7 lighting, mileage 1.500f £130.—King, 4, Willow
Walk, Short St., Cambridge. [4490

"1Q19 Enfield Combination, dynamo lighting, Ea>t-
-»- *J ing, windscreen, Tan-Sad, new condition; £75.
—64, Church St., Edgware ltd. " [3849

1Q15 Enfield Combination, just overhauled and
J-v coach-paiuted, hood. Cameo, speedometer; £58^

[4087

"JT'NFIELD 1921 2' ih.p., equipped; £39, or cx-
JLj change B.S:A. 1919 combination, cash adjustment.
-40. Fullerton Rd., Wandsworth. [3706

ROY DON— and District.—Sole * official appointed
Pulling, 175a.

[6951
c agent for Royal En fields.—A. l'\

London Rd.. Croydpn; 'Phone, 1619.

1ENFIELD 1918 6h.p. Combination, specially Rood
J condition; 69 gns.; photo.- Peter Gordon, Ltd.,

110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen.
,

[4264'

/»li]). 1915 Enfield Combination, 2 speeds, £65; al-o
O 2 J,4h.]'. 1921 Roval Enfield, 2-speed 2-stroke,

£47/10.—Wanchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [4594

-| Q-16 Enfield Combination,
,

Easting-, speedometer,
X»7 lamps, tools, spares, excellent condition, tax

naid" £84 —Jones, 76, Kenvon St., Fulham Palace Rd..
[3623

BJ.I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

3h.p. Twin Eufidd, M.A.G., 1917, hilly equipped,
smaranteed, lovely condition, 50 m.p.h.; trial;

*35 r 'exchange.—7, Cowliey Rd., Wimbledon. [4722

1Q19 3h.p-. Enfield, 2-speed, coaehbuilt sidecar, new
A*/ tvres, enamel and plating good, 'ittle used,
uerfect; 60 'gns.—Barton, 26, Union St., Deal. [3646

JQ21 8h.p. Enfield Combination, speedometer, many
Lt7 extras. Easting screen, mileage negligible, tax
paid; £125.—31, Thmsby Ed., Northampton. [4508

£35.—3h.p. Enfield, twin M.A.G., 1917, 2 speeds,

-clutch, kick start, all chain, iully equipped, per-

fect, exceedingly fast.—7, Cow-drey Ed., Wimbledon.
[4723

ENFIELD —Complete range of 1922 models, for

immediate delivery; cash, exchanges; easy pay-
ments.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham.

[3768
ENFIELD, 1922, brand new 2Uh.p„ 2-speed, kick

starter, in' stock; £57; easy payments arranged;
exchanges.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olvmpia, Lon-
don.

;
[3782

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., March, 1920, iully
equipped, perfect, stored since December; nearest

£100.—Applications first to Eoyal Jones Garage, Ox-
ford. [4097

IN Stock.—1922 8h.p. Enfield combination. £140;
also 2 I/.h.p. 2-stroke model, £55 ; cash or deferred.

-D. and S. Autocar Co., 33, The Parade, Golders
Green. [4637

^NFIELD 2i,4h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke," tax paid.
speedometer, lamp, horn, tools, spares, perfect

condition; £42.—Holmes, 131a, Church Rd., Barnes,
S.W.13. [3619

ENFIELD 1921 8h.p, Combination, complete with
Lucas dynamo TiKhlhre: £123.—Elce. Ltd.. 13. 15

w

and" 16, Bishopsgate Av„ Camomile St.rE.C.3.
Avenue 5548.

'Phone
[0071

FOR Sale, 8h.p. Royal Enfield Combination;-
with lamps, horn, windscreen, tools, tax.

3h.p. Enfield Twin, 3I.A.G. engine, 2-speed, fully

equipped, speedometer, etc., a genuine snip, tax paid,
any trial; £29.— Naylor and Kirk, 406, Garratt Lane,
Earlsfield, S.W. [4081

SPORTS Enfield 2"4h.p., just delivered carefully run
in, Lucas lamp set, horn, J.B. knee grips, tax

vear; highest secures.—Park Garage, Kingston Bridge.
Hampton Wick. [5928

1922,
insur-

ance, etc.; what offers ?—Burdon, 17, Tankerville St.,
West Hartlepool. [3634
"1 Q19 (July) 3h.p. Enfield, not ridden 200 miles
X*/ since overhauled by makers 1921, excellent con-
ditionj £45; after 7 p.m.—174, JIuswell Hill Rd..
Muswell Hill, N.10. [3644

ENFIELD 1922 Brand New 8h.p. Combination, Mag-
dyno lighting; £158: in stock; easy payments

arranged; exchanges.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite
Olympia, London. [3784

TfNFIELD Combination, 'late 1917, Magdyno, speedo-
-*-J meter, pillion, licence, tax, spares, trial, condition
perfect; £87.—Wallace, 39, Old Deer Park Gardens,
Richmond, Surrey.

. [4401

ENFLELD, 1922, brand new 8h.p. model, with
double-seater sidecar; £145; in stock; easy pay-

ments arranged; exchanges.—Wilkins, Simpson, oppo-
site Olympia, London. [3785
T7NFIELD, 1922, brand new, 2-stroke, 2Vih.p., new
-Li sports model, just arrived; secure now; £55;
easy payments arranged; exchanges.—Wilkins, Simp-
son, opposite Olympia, London, [3783
"IQ17 Royal Enfield, 6h.p. JA..P., 2-seater sidecar,J-t7 hood, 2 windscreens, speedometer, horn, electric
lighting, good condition, tyres unpunctnred; any trial;
£85.-37, The Grove, Palmers Green. " [4154

"I Q22 Enfield Combination. Lucas dynamo lighting,
J-*/ in stock for immediate delivery; exchanges or
deferred 4% extra; £158.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clap-
ton Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2*408. [4434

"C^NFIELD Combination, late model, as new, speedo-A-' meter, complete lighting, new tyres, full acces-
sories, Tan-Sad, Easting, hood, D.A. cylinder and -&fc-
tings; £115.-15, Audrey Rd., Ilford, Essex. [3850
"PNFTELD, 1922, brand new 8h.p. model, with
J-J double-seater sidecar, Magdyno lighting; £163;
in stock; just arrived. Easy payments arrarjged; ex-
changes.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, Lon-
d01J -

. [3786
T>OYAL ENFIELD Combination 6h.p., 1917, JAP.-" engine, enamel, plating perfect, hood, screen,
Jones trip speed, lamps, low mileage, any trial and
expert examination; tax paid; offers wanted.—French
Oxted. [2i 79

Qfi GNS.-1921 Royal Enfield Combination 8h.p.,
** " Vjckers eng.ne, Dunlop Magnum tyres, Stewart
speedometer, Lucas lamps, legshields, windscreen, tax

• paid; exchanges.—Smith's, 86 Ohalk Farm Rd., oppo-
site Chalk Farm Tube Station. [2193

"E^NFIELD Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
*~* cycle in part exchange for any new model
from stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Be3t
prices allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred
payments, see column advertisement.—Bambers, 2,
Eastbank St. Southport. 'Phone : 607. [4924

FOR
MOTORING and

EVERY-DAY WEAR.
-> jr ->_ ii -*_ ji -»_ jr -«_ ii ~» i ,

—-^ ——^..^

WE have purchased 500,000 yards

of Cloth in three shades, and two

qualities from manufacturers who
require ready-money, and we are now
offering this to the puhlic in garments at

SO% LESS THAN TO-DAY'S
COsT PRICE.

CHILDREN'S
CAPES and
HOODS in
various shades

of BLUE.
All sizes, 2iin., 24111.,

27m., 30m., 33111. and

ALLONEPRICE
I i for postage.

Worth 12/6.

GENTS'
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACE COATS

AND
HEAVY FAWN or

NAVY RUBBER
LINED COATS.

Sizes, 34-in., 36in.
3

38m., Q t

.join. j
42m. and 44m. Chest.

'"

ALL ONE PRICE
Postage i K / Worth
1/- extra. ' **/ 42/-

LADIES' HEAVY
FAWN RUBBER
SURFACECOATS

AND
HEAVY NAVY

RUBBER- LINED
COATS

(Just the thing for

Motor use).
Sizes, 42in., 44111.,

46111., 48m., 5oin.

length.

ALL ONE PRICE
15/-

Postage ii- extra.

Worth 35/-

HEAVY

THIS offer cannot
repeated

be
when the

cloth is sold. We secured
this cloth during the trade
slump, and if bought to-
day we could not offer
the garments at even
double the price.

Jf clients are- not satisfied on receipt of garment, the

money will be refunded in full upon return of'the

clothing.

All orders, together with remittance
to be addressed to :

—

THE LANCASHIRE AND
CHESHIRE RUBBER CO

.

MACINCOAT HOUSE,

j 34, North John St., LIVERPOOL.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

33h.p. Enfield, 2-speed, clutch, Bosch,, new Amw
4 all new chains, taxed December, any trial; £23

—Osborne House. North Malvern, Worcestershire. [3901

*|Q19 Enfield 8h.p. J. A.P., double seater, all sfi

J- *J minium sidecar, bulbous back, Goodyears m
punctured, Bosch, Stewart speed* jmeter, sjxires, D
cently overhauled and fitted with three new chajft

etc.; will take lour up; any test run of 50 miles; cb

be seen in London or SoutheDd-on-Sea; £95; offers art

sidered, except dealers ; seen by appointment.—Pei

rott, 98, Southchurch Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. \m
don 'phone: Central 3176.

Spare Parts

.

ENFIELD Spares.—Immediate
Bond St.. Ealing.

ENFIELD
F "

1619.

Spares tind Repairs
XU Putting's Garage, London Rd.

delivery. -Kav3, -3

speciality
Croydon. 'Pnooj

[893

Excelsior.

"I Q21 Excelsior 8h.p. Combination. lirence, D'j
J-*/ cylinder, lamps, horn, screen, low milea®
£98.—Blake, Park Crescent -Mew- iEa=i>, Great PJa
laud St., W.l. L43C

-|Q21 (September) 8h.p. Excelsior Combination,

J

J-«7 chain, 700x80 tyres, equipped, licensed. 1|
shields, screen and dash, low mileage; £110; good gQ

taken part.—Watkins, Rayner Place, Swansea. [36(

BRITISH Excelsior de Luxe Combination. 8hj

J.A.P., 3 speeds, Lucas ^Magdyno, detacOT
wheels, spare wheel, 28iu. tyres, hood, screen, 2-s«&t

sidecar (one seat removable), many other acce*soHj

photo, run 5,000 miles only, year's tax; 110 grf

exchanges.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Riehraoi

Rd„ East Sheen. [42i

Fafnir.
03.h.p- Fafnir (incomplete) Engine, sound; £5,
^W4 Platts, 602, King's Rd., Fulham, S.W. 6. [381

Fainir for Sale, or exchange Auto-Wheel ai3h.p. Fa
cycle tax paid.—138, Wycliffe Rd., H;itterK

[39!

F.N.

F.N. 4-cyl., good condition ; £28,
Brooks, Austey, Leicester.

F.N. 4-cylinder, 2-speed, hand and foot clutch, fcwi

. grip control, Claudel, new tyres, discs; iafl

or near oueJ/
[40i

38, .Cumberland St.. Luton. [39;

tax, ride away.-

F.N. 1920 7h.p. 4-cyl. Combination, hood, scree

comi^lete, nearly new condition; £85.—Mototffl
Advisory Agency, Ltd., 89, Wiymore St., YV. [3?i

1 Q GNS.—5-6h.p. F.N. 4-cylinder, 2 speed-, ctutc

A«7 sporting Bo^ch, good tyres, dropped iraB

181, Newton Rd., Burton-on-TiJ
[43

2^h.p., 2-speed, handle-bar clutch •^^verhaui
new rings, goo<l co.ndit.jnn ; £20.— Allison. S

HigK St., Camden Town. Ring bell side iurniffi

shop. [42

014 only.—F.N. 5h.p., 4 cylinders, Bosch magnftri

&* Amac, tax paid, fast, excellent condit ion, ri

away; first wire securer bargain.—18, Whoritea,\_R
Ipswich. [42

T Q21 F.N. 2 1/'h.p., 2 speeds, C. and K.5., ^i
11/ driven, fully eq.uipped, absolutely ae new; <

changes or terms.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton It

N.E. 'Piione: Dalston, 2408. [44

LANGFORD'S, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, LonS
N.W.2.—1922 8b. p. 4-cylinder F.N., with m

o h i.v. eiigin*1
, 3-speed gear, and no-trouble shaft dri'

£135; 2V2h.p., £55. ' Highest price for your nresfi

machine In exchange. [33

$T)are Parts:

F.N. Spares.—We can supply for all models fr*

1904. Please send frame number or old

37, Cricklewood Broadway, ^London, N.W.2. [33

Gamage.
GAJMAGE Lightweight 4-stroke, 3-speed. hub, clufc

Bosch, B. and B. little wear, requires tuiffl

£15, cfTera^-rronhyfryd, Llwyngwril, Merionethsh]
[42

HarleyDavid^on.
SHEFFIELD Agent for Harley-Daridsons: f«

£120 -Stacey 13 Eccleaall Rd. [05

£60.—Solo 7-9h.p. Harley, T.T. bars, gocd cundit*

—Knall Corner, Brighton Rd., Purley. '[3

HARLEY Combination, double-seater, excellent o
diiion; 60 gns.—•67,_Fernlea Rd., Balham. [4|

1 019 7-9h.p. Harley, incomplete; £42, exchanjft
X«7 2, Fortune Gate Rd., Harlesden, N.W.10. [4(

HARLEY 7-9h.p. Combination, late 1919, new a
dition, not W.D., eciuipped; £85.—Clark, 7, %

hibition Rd.. 3.W.7. [46

LATE 1920 Harley 7-9h.p. Combination, almost*
new; £116.-28, Woodiord Rd,. Forest 6»

'Phone: Maryland 2598. [4C

1 Q 20-21 4h.p. Harley, 3 speeds, clutch, and k,

X.*s starter, small mileage, eqnal to new: ^85,,.

exchange.—198,TCing St. 'Phone; nammerErriitL 24

B42 All Iettei'6 relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

New Imperial Combination, 8h.p. J.A.P.. 3 '

speeds. C. and K.S., all lamps, horn. Easting '

. an exceptional bargain, tax: paid; £85; ex-
j

es or deferred.—Homac <. 243, Lower Clapton ,

N\E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [5*440
|

'EPTTONALLV Smart 8h.p. 1920 Imperial-Jap, I

e=t made Grimley sidecar, leaf sprung, wide nnid-
I

aluminium nose and seal tie. Triplex screen, i

luggage carrier, dashboard in sidecar fined,
switchboard, electric cigarette lighters, clock,
iynamo lighting, T.T. bars, Bonniksen speed-
meclianical horn, aluminium discs all round,

;ds, K.S., hand and foot clutch, large flexible

it pipe, perfect condition, as new; nothing to
ready for any tour; smartest outfit- on the road:
£140 ; accept 100 gns. ; impossible to repeat

argain.— U'.J.C. Motor Exchange, Addison At..
d Park, W.ll. Park 2071. "45S7

t IMPERIAL Spare Parts.—JLondm stbc&iU's.
ley, 173, "Gt. Portiaod St. 'Phone: Lanpham
Open till 7.30 p.m.. 4 o clock Saturday;. 0855

Xew Ryder.

I
RVDER-J.A.P.. 2-speed. practically new,

iucas equipment, .splendid little machine; £^2.

—

391, c o The Motor Cycle. [4519

Norton.
MIER Motor Co. for 1922 Norton's.

9, 3^»n.p\.£80; J 611., 3-speed, £115; Big Fonr,
pfipeed, £120; sidecars from £22; easy payments.
cent, extra , free delivery to any address.—

t Motor Co.. Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0865

[AN'S, of Reading, hare Norton 16TT in stock.
[4505

}.H. have 1922 Norton 16H, new condition,
ardly used, licensed.—5, Heath St., Hampstead
nbeL [3806

TON, late 1920, B.R.S. 1922 tank, bar^.~ per-

ect. 60 m.p.h. easy; lowest £50.—4S, Hales-
Rd., Lewisham. [4035

TON, 1920, 3-speed, Lucas lamp, speedometer;
;78; 1920, T.T. bars, £48; both tax paid.—H.
Cradley, Staffs. [3750

—1921 3V2h.p. 16H Norton, equipped, very fast.

-W.J.C. Motor Exchange, Addison Av., Holland
W.ll. Park 2071. [4692

£R3.—1916 - Norton 3^h-p:, 3-speed, fully

quipped; anv trial.—Goad, -122, Maida Vale,

: Hampstead 1353. [4007

TON, latest No. 9 model in stock, £80; also
921 model, Philipson, lamps, etc., £55.—Mar-
31, Bridge St., Chester. [4575

p. Racing Norton, close ratio gears, B.R.S.,
winner of 50 firsts, will do 82 m.p.h., nearly
£90.—Williams, Pilton, Somerset. [4302

TON 1920 (late) 3%h.p., 3-speed. K^S., in prac-
icnlly new condition throughout, fully equipped,
l">ares, gruarantead ready for anv tour; best offer,

."arren, Hindon, Wilts. [3887

TON 1921 16H, speedometer, taxed, .winner
lany speed trials, £85; 1920 Big 4. Magdyno,
Norton sidecar, taxed, mechanically perfect,

-Clark. 7. Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7 [4611

I 16H Norton, Canaelet Combination. Standard
and latest mousetrap Binks carburetters, Bon-

, 3 sprockets, tyres good, insured, taxed year,
competition awards, fine condition; accept £98.

oe, Headstone Drive, Weakistone. [3816

TON Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
ycle in part exchange for any new model
rock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best
allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred

ats, see colnmn advertisement.—Bambers, 2,
nk St., Scuthport. "Phone: 607. [4929
" your new Norton from the rider agent. Car-
ige paid to any address in British Isles,

tes for competition tuned free of charge; good
guaranteed. I specialise in Norton motor
Send for catalogue.— G. II. Tucker, Norton

ist RedclifTe Hill, Bristol. 'Phone : 4042.
[6509

N.S.U.
7. Motor Cycle enamelled, ride away: . £1G.—
landing, 15B, Acre Rd.. Kingston-on-Thames.

T3684
[J. 3h.p. Twin,, 2-speed, spring frame, ntf-on;
:i8.—Houchin, 189a, High St., Peckham. S.E.15.

[4680
7. Motor Cycle. light twin, 2-speed gear, lamps,
>rn, etc; bargain. £19/15; exchange typewriter
niture; stamp, please.—277. Camber we: I Rd.,

T3950

3. 1914 4h.p. Twin, spring frame, 2-speed, mc-
hanical lubrication, little used, lamps, etc:,

condition? £25.—Lowe, 4, Carlton Terrace.
Hill. N.W.2. . :3664

N.IJ.T.

) (October) 3^h.p. Standard N.T7.T.. excellent
condition throughout. Brook cantilever, lamps:

TheB

Boulton, Saffron Walden. [3680

BRAMPTON
BI-FLEX SPRIAG FORK.

A Telling Testimonial.
Tlie following is a copy of unsolicited letfer re-

ceivedffo'm'a user of the Brampton Bi-Flex Spring
Fork, resident in Oxford, dated May 2fih, 1922.

Dear Sirs.

The Spring Forks I ordered from you arrived
safely and in good order on Tuesday. Yesterday
and to-day I have bsen testing them on someTof
the roughest roads round here and they are a fairly

good test. Naturally my expectations were high,

but I am glad to say they were exceeded by the
efficiency of your Fork. The comfort of the
machine has been trebled and it steers itse!f almost
without assistance.:

Yours sincerely.

Illustrated and descriptive
booklet free on request.

BRAMPTON BROS. Ltd.

Oliver Street. BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.U.T.

""WM7.T. 1920.3'ih.p. Twin, Stnrraey 3-speed, Lucas
-*-" Magdyno lighting set, speedometer, special en-
gine, very fast; £92.—Davis. 18. Ctanrch St., Rick-
rnansworth, Herts. "3621

O.K.
1Q13 2ijh.p. O.K.. equipped; 20 gns.—Edwards.
4-V 101. Gt. Portland St., W.l. [4446

1Q21 O.K. Junior, 2 1.-_.h.p., 2-speed. clutch, all on:
-«-" £42.-305. High St. North, East Ham. [3638.

/"V.K.-M.A.G. 2iih.p., 2-speed, economical, enamel^ good; £25.-44, Curzon St., Nottingham. [4203

fY«v. Junior: new 1921. Marie IX. Model: £33.—V^ Eagles and Co., 275. High St., Acton, London.
14522

|
Q21 O.K. Junior, 2^h.p ; , perfect condition, very

-*-'" little, used, iully equinped. licensed; £30,

—

loster. Bazaar, Chc-rt^y. 73863

O.K., 25 gns.; 1920. 25Jh.p., P. and II. lamps, horn,
tax paid until 1922, anv trial; bargain.—Smith's,

86. Chalk Farm Rd., K.W.3. [4283

1 Q21 2*±h.p. O.K. Junior, 2-speed. clutch, kick star..
-L*' Lucas lamps, horn, licensed: £40; guaranteed.
—24, "Wai-ford St., Newtown. Manchester. ' [3992
£>3h.p. O.K.-BIackburne, 2-speed, P. and M. band^4 brake, larniis, like new. fast: anv trial; perfect
condition

; £38.—Horace, 61, School Rd., Woking.
[3577

fVK. Junior Ideal Lightweight, everything perfect.
v^ overhead inlet. Albion 2-soeed, good as new, fullv
equipped; bargain, £26.—Box 1890. c/o The Motor
Cycte [4518

1 21 2-ih.p. O.K., both Dunlops and all accessories.
J-tf perfect running order, footboards; bargain.
£28. or near offer.—G., 424, London Rd.. Thornton
Heath. '

3572
Omega.

1Q16 2[-Ji.p. Omega-Jap, 2-speed". equipped: 26 gns.
-*-*' —Edwards. L0L. kit. Portland St., W.l. [4445

"IQ19 Omega-Tap 2"!h.p., 2-speed, speedemeter,
-1"*7 lampsr horn; £35; or exchange higher power.

—

217, Be'.size Rd.. Hampstead. [4178
"1Q20 Omega-Jap 2' vij.p.." 2-spcert, clutch, kick
-1-w start, lamps, accessories, splendid condition
throughout; £40.-12. Portland Av., Stamford Hill.

[3718
Orbit.

/"VRBIT. 1922. 2-speed and clutch, kick-start, nearly
^-

' new. black and gold finish, verv smart; £44:
cost £54.—11. Elleiby St.. Fulham, S.W.6. [3864

P. and M.

P.
and It., 191S: £45. or best offer; after 4.—43a,
Tennyson Rd., Kilburn. [3602

arid M\. 1918, renovated 1920. *axed, ride awav;
£36.-43. Ripplevale Grove, Barnsbury. [3668

3.1h.p. 1919 P. and M. Solo, fullv equipped; £55.—
2 Wancliopes, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [4592

P.
and M. 3t[>b.p., good order; £21. or offer, ouick
sale.— llavev. 6. High St., Lewisham. S.E 13. 2725

P. and M. 1917, all on, tax paid, recently over-
hauled; £50.—23a, Lower Rd., Eastbourne. T4130

"T>. an'l M*. Machine/- solo. 1917. in good condition:
£32.—Cooper, 55, Avenue Rtl., Camberwell.

3.E.5. [5830.

P. and M. 1919, sidecar, excellent condition; £55.—
Write. Brooker, 55, Ladv Margaret Rd., Kentish

Town. T4115

P.
and M., .1919, perfect order, fully equipped, fast,

good appearance; £45.-50, Haverstock Hill.

N.W.3. [4665

55—P. and M.. 1918. fully equipped, excellent
"^ condition, l:>argain.—143, Ravensbury Rd., Earls-
field. S.W. [4494

"I Q13 P. and M., lamps, pump, horn. Tan-Sad, ride
-Lt/ 30 miles to see purchaser; £35.—Davis, 53.

Lennard Rd.. Penge. [3694

O 38.—1913 3'jh.p. P. and M"., completely rebuilt.^ verv smart, new engine: bargain.—1, Molesev Rd..
Hersham. Surrey. (D) [4695

WATCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane. London, supply P.
and M. motor cycles and combinations on ex-

change and easy terms. [4586

1 Q.19 P. and M. renovated, guaranteed: 33 gns.:
-Ltf photograph.—Peter Gordon. Ltd.. 110. TJpper
Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [4268-

"I Q!8 P- and M"., M"ontgomery sidecar, lamps, tax:
X*J £48, exchange; ri.le 60 pules to purchaser.

—

2, Fortune Gate Rd.. Harlesden. X.W.10. [4060

"I Q22 4-speed Combination, shop-soiled only, £i20;
J-*/ 1913 renovated P. and M., guaranteed, £45.

—

Tnman, Durham Ed.. Seaforth, Liverpool. [4485

"3 Q21 P. and M, Combination, demonstration model,
-L«/ mileage 300. Lucas equipment; 110 gns.: tax
paid.—Romano, 49, High St., Wimbledon. [3616

P.
and M. Combination, late 1919, electric lighting,

splendid condition, tax paid, insured ; £65.—Cope,
15. Upper Hagley Rd., Edgbaston, Birmingham. -[4051

T>. an 1 M. Combination, late 1920. electric speeds
meter. Easting, excellent condition throughout,

manv spares, must sell; offers.—113. Browning Rd..

Manor Park. -- T3842

V

All lett°*-5 relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of- each
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when de

advertisement, and the date of the issue

sired, marked (P)
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

P.
and M,. 1919, reconditioned model, new sidecar,

all Hutchinson tyres, -new sidecar and" lamps,
horn, etc.; bargain, £52/10; or exchange good iur-

niture: stamp, please.—277, Camberwell Rd., S.E.
T3949

"I Q18 P. - and M. Combination, fitted aluminium
X«7 chain cases, new Dunlops, fully equipped, tax
paid for year, perfect order; .£45.—Mayn a id, 161,
Bowes Rd., Bowes Parte, N.ll. 'Phone : Palmers
CJreen 19. [3891

BARGAIN, P. and M. combination, brand new
condition, new tyres, aluminium chain cases,

Jong exhaust, new bulbous back sidecar, wind screen,

accessories, only wants seeing, guaranteed ; £75.

—

142, Alexandra Rd., Hampstead, TST.W.8. [3984

P.
and M., ex R.A.F., late type Solos, re-built, re-

enamelled, lined and plated, fitted with new T.

and B. magnetos, B, and B. carburetters, tyres, and
tubes, 40 gns.; P. and M. sidecar chassis, complete,
£5/10; P. and M. Sporting Canoelet sidecar, £8/10 —
Voltaire Motor Works, 4, Voltaire Rd., Clapham,
London, S.W.4. [4615

Spare Parts:

P. and M.—For P. and M. spares see Kenneth
Itemp, under Parts and Accessories. [2872

SPARE Parts, early deliveries.—Maudes' Motor
Mart, 100, Gt. Portland St.. W.l. [4375

P. and M. Spares' Specialist. Every part stocked.
Stamp brings list.—Ionian, Durham Rd., Seaforth,

Liverpool, [<?484

P.
and M,—All parts in stock for P. and M.'s; send
stamp.—P. and M. Specialist. H. Beardwood, 147

Burlington St.. Liverpool. [0839

Precision.

PRECISION Junior, 2-speed, tax paid, excellent
order; £18.-17, Hoaton Rd., MiLcham. [4172

-0£h.p. Precision, Bosch, B. and B., drip feed, clutch,
w4 etc.; sacrifice £15.—Fisher, Springwell Rd.,
Heston, Hounslow. T4099

4ih.p. Precision Combination, 3-speed, K.S.,
4 countershaft, all on, won iu raffle; £35

;

write.—20, Wade Rd., E.16. [4648

Premier.
PREMIER 2r;ih.p., very good condition and running

order; first with cash £18.—Hole, 129, Park Eane,
Carshalton. [3519

PREMIER 2'/ih.p., fully equipped, tax paid, ready
to ride away, excellent condition, overhauled;

£20, or offer.—2, Mascotte Rd., Putney, S.W.15.
![3978

PREMIER 2%h.p., 3-speed, Bosch, B. and B., lajnps,
speedometer, Dunlop and Palmer, drop foot-

rests, good running order, licence; what offers?—17,
Pyrmont Rd., Ilford. [3643

"|Q14 Premier 3^h.n,, 3-?peed, kick starter, coach-
A«J built sidecar, Easting, re-enamelled, overhauled.
perfect; .£50,' or nearest, genuine ' proposition.—
Thomitt's Garage, Banbury. [4096

3ih.p. Premier C.B. Combination, 3-speed hub gear,
2 hrst-class condition, all accessories, tax paid,

wind screen, any trial; £35.—Blackshear, Meadow
Walk, Walton-on-Hill, -

; Surrey. * i[3997

PREMIER. 4h. p., 2-speed, K.S., Bosch, lamps, horn,
re-enamelled overhauled; sound, reliable machine,

go anywhere; first £25 secures; exchange piano.—8,
Hartington Rd., .Chiswick. Tel. : 1779. [3681

Syarp Parts :

PREMIER Spares and Repairs.—We claim to be the
most competent firm to supply spares and execute

lepairs to Premier motor cycles. We served in the
Premier works, and know this machine from A to Z.

We hold the most varied .stock of parts for it in the
world. We are the only traders who can claim to
supply every part for a Premier machine. Our prices
are rock bottom, and our service unsurpassable. Write
us full requirements; you will receive our reply per
return.—For field Motors, Forfield Place, Leamimrtni-
Spa. [3167

P.V.

P.V.—Astounding value is represented by our new
range of popular models, incorporating our

famous spring, frame and Villiers or J.A.P. .engines.
Prices from £45. lists from agents or P.V. Motor
Cycles, Ltd., FO'rest Hill, Loudon. [9555

Quadrant

CLIFFORD WILSON Company; 16 years" experience
with Quadrants. ..

; [9925

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-^'/ah.p.
Quadrant combination, 3 speeds, kick start"and

clutch, 1920; £77/10. [4587

-j Q22 .Quadrant 4V«h.p. Combinations; £100J-W Agents for Cambridge.—Wallis and Easton.
104. Mill Rd., Cambridge. [0825

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd.. Distributors, 139.
New St., Birmingham.—Quadrant £100 4y2h.p.

Combination, delivery frnm stock. [0767

£25.—Quadrant ,1915 4'^h.p. 3-speed Solo, works
overhauled.—Clifford Wilson Manufacturing Co.,

177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [2463 I

WATERPROOF
CLOTHING FOR
ALLWEATHER
CONDITIONS

^WATERPROOF
MOTOR CYCLE
SUIT (Fig. 1)

Wjfh Plaited Leather Belt.

SPECIFICATION
MADE from hard wear-

ing double texture
lit' li\ material with an interlining

ot Rubber.
Double Breasted Jacket,

with all-round plaited

Leather Belt, large Patch
Pockets, and converted
collar to button right up to

neck, to fasten with Throat

Tab. Wind Cuffs in sleeves.

All seams of the Suit are

rubber cemented and taped

with extra material, making
the garment absolutely

waterproof.
Overall Trousers with spat-

shaped leg ; wind gussets to

keep the wind from the leg

and boots ; fastened with
patent clasp fasteners, en-
abling the trousers to be

pulled off in a moment.

SUIT COMPLETE
35/-

Jacket only .... 25 -

NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR CARRIAGE
OTJR ILLUSTRATED LIST AND PATTERN
BUNCH OF CLOTHS, TOGETHER WITH SELF-
MEASUREMENT FORM, WILL BE SENT POST
FREE AND WITHOUT ANY OBLIGATION UPON
RECEIPT OF YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS.

Waterproof OC/
Trench Coat' •'A

(Fig. 2.1 Fawn material, rubber

•tauaSMRf lined, wind
cuffs,

guaranteed
waterproof.

*~lFig. 2

18/-

WATEP.PR0OF OVERALLS.
Double texture material, clasp

fasteners, perfectly waterproof.

,iei 12/6 f"
THESE GARMENTS ARENEWLY
MADE FROM FRESHLY
PROOFED MATERIAL BY EX-
PERIENCED WORKMEN AND
NOT HALF-PERISHED CLEAR
ANCELINESOR W.D. SURPLU-
// you cannot call, send money UlU

bfeast measurement and height .

POST YOUR ORDER EARL.Y
\Satisjactwn guaranteed or money J
\fefunded if garments are rcturne

J
\to us within 7 davs.

Actual Manufacturers

:

Martin Waterproof Co.,
208 Oldham Rd.,NewCross,Manchester

R

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Quadrant.

I Q20 Quadrant 4',!.b.p. Combination, 3-speed, chiteh,
-*-*' kick start, all chain. Canoelet sidecar, East-
ing, all on, fine condition; £65.—29, Hart-lev Rd.,
Leytonstone. [4678

QUADRANT (May, 1921) 5h.p. all-chain Combina.
tion, Watford, Easting, Tan-Sad, Millers, 2 brand

new extra heavy Dunlops, excellent order; £85.-22,
Cambridge Rd., Teddington. [4067

QUADRANT 4V2h.p. 1920 Combination, taxlM
equipped, overhauled, mechanically perfect, all

chain, Stu-rmey 3-speed, clutch, Amac, Canoelet,
Cameo, hood; £68.—Seen Taylor's Garage, 239, Wood
St., Walthamstow. [3692

CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Company, Quadrant
Works Representatives and Sole Wholesale Dis-

tribntors for London, Southern and Eastern Counties;
official repairers and spare part stockists ; deferred-
payments; exchanges; all models in stock. Special
insurance facilities applicable to Quadrants only.

—

177, \Vestniinst.er_Bridge Rd., London, S.E.I, opposite'
Waterloo Station Approach. Telephone: Hop 210.

[9926

Radco.
ADCO 1915, Albion 2-speed, engine sound, mag-
neto overhauled by maker, equipped, tax paid ; £23,

lowest.—Cook, 4, Causton Rd„ Highgate. [4069

NEW 1922 Radco, 2>,ih.p., 2-speed clutch, kick
starter, £47/5; easy payments 4% extra; free

delivery.—Premier Motor Co. Aston Rd., Birmingham^
[4606

Raleigh.
"DREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Raleighs.

IMMEDIATE delivery of 2S4h.p. 4-stroke lightweight?.

2-speed, £68; 3-speed, £73; also 5-6h.p. flat twii^,

spring frame, detachable wheels, solo, £130; sidecar

combination, £165; easy payments, 4 per cent. extras
free delivery to any address.—The Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0866

JULIAN'S, of Reading, have 2%h.p. Raleigh ijS

stock; £68.
r
4501

ALE1GH 2%h.p„ 2-speed, kick start, iu stock;

£68.—Clark. 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [1280

RALEIGHS.—All models; delivery now.—Harlow:
and Son. Monton, Eccles. Tel.; 160 Ecclss.

[3693*

RALEIGH 3h.p., 3-speed, kick starter; immediate
delivery from stock.—Gray's Garage, Watford. ,.:

[4207'

RALEIGH—Immediate delivery of 1922 models,'

Cash, exchange, or deferred payments.—Kays,. 8,

Bond St., EaliDg [4836

RALEIGHS —1922 2'ih.p. and combinations always^

in stock delivery anywhere.—Clifford Motories/
Eastwood, Notts. r3383

RALEIGH.—Immediate delivery of 192'2 models; ex-

changes or deferred payments arranged.—Edwarda,.

50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. '"-. [4547Q

NEW 1922 3h.p. 3-speed Sports Raleigh) £78; or

with Hughes aluminium sidecar, £99; easy pay-

ments A% extra.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birj.

minghani. ,
- - t4607

RALEIGH, latest 1922 a%h.p., 2-speed model,

«68-; 3-speed model, £73; 6,h.p., ,
spring frame

model, £130 complete.—All in- stock at Marston, 31,5

Bridge St., Chester. 14567

Reading-Standard.

READING - STArtDARD. — 1921 8-10h.p., D.vno

lighting, ejeetric-horn, in splendid condition; £80.-

—W. E. Line, 89, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [4314

READING-STANDARD—See our displayed advertT

for shop-soiled unused 1921-22 machines at £105.
—W. "E. Line, 89, Gt. Portland "St., W.l. 4315

Ready.

READY.—1922, 2";ih.p. J.A.P. engine,. Bunnau gear,

box, shop-soiled, unused; £55.—W. E. Lino. 89,

Gt. Portland St., W.l. ! 4316

R

R
Rex.

EX 3>',h.p., Philipson pulley, all on. any trial;

£25.—B. Mitchell, Chapel Terrace, Pool, Leeds. -

[3591

£16710—Rex 3V>h. p. .-splendid condition; take push
cycle part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, Lon-

don. [3545

~|Q22 New Rex-Acme 2-*jh.p., 3-speed model;
It/ £66/10; easy terms and exchange.—Wau-
ehope's, .9, Shoe Lane, London. [4588"ijC

032.—Sporting 5-6h.p. Rex, condition perfect, iapa-

~V ble of 60 m.pm-., all accessories.—Batchelor, I

Trulls Hatch, Rotherfield, Sussex. '. [4321

REX 2";.ih.n.,- mechanical .valves, magneto, low
dropped frame, good tyres, .runs beautifully; 16

gns., or near offer.—53, SwaffieM Rd., Wandsworth.
4359

1 Q 22 Rex-Acme, all models. Note performance in

-L*7 lightweight T.T. race. A marvellous produc--

.

tion.—The agent is Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27,

Stockwell St., Greenwich. S.E.10. [3498

B4S All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

l.p. 1913 Res Combination, 2 speeds, in excellent
condition, any trial, coachbuilt, speedometer,

son; £45, or near offer; alter 6 p.m.—H, R. Crew,
Bramcote Rd., Bermondsey, S.E.16. [4399

IVEN Away, £65.—1919 4h.p. Model 77 Rex
combination, dickey seat, countershaft, mechani-

lubrication, detachable interchangeable wheels, tax,

)0 insurance paid; buying bigger outfit.—91, Lons-
> At., Wembley. [3657

Rover.
OVER 1919 Combination, well equipped, taxed:

£70.-C]ark, 7, Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7. [4614

OVER, 1922. latest model in stock, £220; also

Coventry Premier, £230.—Moss, Wem. [4634

18.—1913 3Vih.p. Rover, clutch model, splendid
running order.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [4395

OVER 3y^h.p., 3-speed, Bosch, good tyres, lamps,
tax paid; £30.—P. Willcocks, Datchet, Bucks.

[3980
OVER 3V'h.p., overhauled, in good order; £10;
exchange.—284, St. James's Rd., Old Kent Rd..

.1. .
[3822

Lh.p. T.T. Rover, good condition, accessories, tax
2 paid.—Write, Garrett, 3, Richborough Rd.,

Alewood. [4220

57/10.—1914-15 Rover- 3.'/2h.p„ 3 speeds, clutch,

starter, licensed, lamps, original? condition, perfect.

East Hill, Wandsworth. [4331

53.—Rover combination, 3'/;h.p., 1915-16, 3 speeds,

clutch, kickstarter, fully equipped, splendid

er.—63, Solon Rd.. Brixton. ![4149

OVER. 1914 Combination, Easting, Tan-Sad, 3-

speed, clutch, excellent condition; bargain, £38.

30, Beulah Hill, Norwood, S-E. ![3893

)21 Rover 354h-B-, road racer, Philipson pulley,

including accessories and tax paid; £65.—Seen
Waucnope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [4589

J21 Rover Sh.p., spare wheel,- dynamo lighting,

/ speedometer, small mileage; £160.—Hillier,

i Bell, 9, Wallingford Av., North Kensington.
[4466

fOOD Green.—Rover 3y2h.p., £50; with sidecar.

£70 ; or exchange Douglas Combination. Photo,
ticulars on request.—Smith, 134, Hewitt Av., Noel
k. [3961

il8 6h.p. Rover Combination, Lucas accessories,
* Easting screen, splendid condition; accept £90;

arrange terms.—Bunting's Motor Exchange,
ildstone. [4712

119-20 Rover 5-6h.p. Combination, electric light-

7 ing, dashboard instruments, windscreen, "side-

ens- £35. Wanted, late Douglas.—71, Winder-

e Rd., South Ealing. [4655

)19 3V'h.p. Rover Combination, 3-speed counter-

shaft, lamps, horn, Easting, luggage grid,

:ndid condition throughout, licensed; £62.—37,

ington Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone: Kingston 1274
[4419

OVER 3V'h.p., T.T., special tuned engine, ligut

countershaft, K.S., clutch, long exhaust, heavy
olops, laps Brooklands in touring trim at 55
i.h., guaranteed perfect, really hot stuff; £45; must
.-1, Park Hill Rd„ Ewell. [3647

;J21 Rover 5-6h.p. J.A.P. Combination; equip-
y ment includes dynamo lighting, Easting
ral, Cowey speedometer, luggage grid, horn, watch.
Tor, etc.; splendid climber, powerful and flexible;

le 4,000 miles. Cost £212; new value to-day,

35; bargain at £130, or near offer.—Box No.
II, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4643

Ivnrf Parti :

OVER Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8.

I Bond St., Ealing. [4832

Royal Ruby.
OYAL RUBYS.—Prompt delivery from Barlow

> and Son, Monton, Eccles. Tel. : 160 Eccles.
[3694

.O.C.H. have 8h.p. Royal Ruby Combination, fully

licensed; bargain.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr.

De). [3805

OYAL RUBY, 1916, 2-speed, lamps, horn, tyres
' good; £33, offers. — Mansbridge, Cliddesden,
iingstoke. [4201

h.p. Royal Ruby, J.A.P., 1919 combination, speedo-
meter, etc.; £80.—Edwards, 22, Parkholme Rd.,

lston, E.8. [3565

1 OYAL RUBY, 1919, 2%h.p. Villiers, good condi-
1 tion; £20.-24, Winsham Grove, Clapham Com-
n, S.W.ll. [4107

I OYAL RUBY, 2-stroke Villiers, excellent condi-
j tion, all accessories; £18.—Hamilton, Cambria
., Ellesmere. [4196

I OYAL RUBY 1921 3h.p., spring frame; £60, or
1/ offer; seen by appointment.—Todd, 225, Shooter's

U Rd., Blackheath. [3640

3 GNS.—Royal Ruby 1919 2-stroke, 2-speed, well

equipped, licensed, perfect.—20, Treen Av.,

tggers Corner, Barnes. [4002

5GNS.—Royal Ruby-Jap 2?Jh.p., late model, 2

speed, licensed. Klaxon, fast, reliable.—20, Treen
'., Hoggers Corner, Barnes. [4001

A FEW EXAMPLES
FROM OUR STOCK

C0NNAUGHT £39 18 Ocash, or £10 7 6 down
and 12 monthly instalments of £2 11 1t.

ENFIELD 8 h.p. Comb. £140 cash, or£36 8

down and r2 instalments of £9 2 0.

RALEIGH 2} h.p. £68 cash or £17 13 7

down and 12 instalments of £4 8 5.

MATCHLESS Standard £170 cash or £45
down and 12 instalments of £10 19 8.

MORGAN from £150 cash or £39 down
and 12 instalments of £9 15 0.

EVERY WELL KNOWN MAKE OF MOTOR
CYCLE IN STOCK.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

DISCOUNTS ALLOWED IF ACCOUNT PAID
IN 2, 4, OR 6 MONTHS.

EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W. (Opposite Gt.

Portland St. Stn.) . 'Phone : Museum 4978.

WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON, E., 151, High Si

'Phone Walthamstow 169 (2 lines).

WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N., 60, High Road.
'Phone : Hornsey lQ5o>

19 2

19

R

R

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Royal Rub\

1Q21 Royal Ruby 234h.p„ 2-speed, kick starter,

i7 .2„ been u^ed smce December, insured; £48.—
Fox, 12, Conduit St., Lichfield. [4044

20 3h.p. Royal Ruby, spring frame, 3-speed, kick
starter, horn, lamp and tools; £38.—King, 4,

Willow Walk, Short St., Cambridge. [4488
4*62/10.—Royal Ruby 1918 8h.p. J.A.P. Combina-«' tion, 3 speeds, clutch, kick starter, will ride 50
miles to purchaser.—211, Garratt Lane, War .sworth.

_^ [4176
X> OYAL RUBY Combination, lamps, horn wind-" screen, Tan-Sad, speedometer, absolutely as pew;
bargain, £100.-3, Eldon Villas, Brownlow Rd..
Finchley. [4406

1 022 8h.p. Royal Ruby—the spring frame combina-
-Lt/ tion par excellence—fitted with interchangeable
and spare wheel, luggage and petrol carrier. Easting
Sandum screen, lamps, horn, etc., all on, at £185-
immediate delivery from the agent for all high-class
makes, as usual.—Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27,
Stockwell St., Greenwich. 'Phone. 751. [5893

Rudge
21 Rndge, only done 1,000 miles; £55.^ox 12
Conduit St., Lichfield.

, [4046

UDGE-MULTI 5-6h.p., 1914, in perfect condition;
£35.-5, Derby Villas, S.E.23. [4222

T> UDGE-MULTI, late 1921, as new, accessories.—J-t 126, Junction Rd.. Highgate. [3533
UDGE-MULTIS, incomplete surplus machines; £15
each.—998, Garratt Lame, Tooting, S.W.17 [4168

OJLh.p. Rudge-Multi Solo, trial; £35, or near offer.
t-' a —Harris, 15, Rochester Mews, Camden Town.

Olh.p. Rudge-Multi, 1915-16, excellent, £38; coach«£ sidecar, £8,H0.—21a, Brent St., Hendon, N.W.4.
[3970

I Q21 3V2h.p. Rudge-Multi, equipped, absolutely as
J-«J new; 59 gns.—Edwards, 101, Gt. Portland St.,
W.l. [4459

RUDGE-MULTI S'/,h.p. Touring; immediate de-
livery from stock; new models.—Gray's -Garage,

Watford. {4208

RUDGE Combination, superb condition; nearest
£35.—AVright, Inglewood House, Porlingtdn Rd.,

Leyton. (P) [3610

RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, electric lamps, horn,
licensed, perfect condition; £47.-132, High Rd.,

E. Finchley. [4287

RUDGE-MULTI and Sidecar, fully equipped, East-
ing, perfect, 1919 (late); £60.-132, High Rd.,

East Finchley. [4290

RUDGE-MULTI, clutch, new tyres and belt, re-
enamelled, accessories; £26.—Seen at 85. Camden

Mews, N.W.I. [3824

31_h.p. Rudge-Multi and Sidecar, tax, trial, £40;
2 4h.p. Star, S.S.V. magneto, £20.-108, Halifax

Rd., Todmorden. [3592

1 Q22 feO-.M: Rudge-Multis in stock at the latest
-L«/ reduced prices, £77.—Jones Garage. Broadway,
MusweN Hill. N.10. [0791

RtjDGE 3-speed All-chain Drive Model interchange-
able wheels, y/ih.-p.; £94, in stock Marston,

31, Bridge St., Chester. [4571

"I Q21 Rudge-Multi 3V'h.p. , equipped, condition and
A*/ appearance as new; £57.—Godfrey's Garage,
Cranbrook Rd. Ilford 83. [3759

LATE 1920 I.O.M. Rudge-Multi, pedal starter,
taxed, absolutely like new; 55 gns.—284, South

Lambeth Rd., Stockwell. [3874

1 Q22 3Vah.p. T.T. Rudge brand new, in stock; £77;
Xtf easy payments arranged.—Wilkins, Simpson,
opposite Olympia, London. [3789

NEARLY New 3V2h.p. I.O.M. Rudge-Multi, taxed,
equipped; £60, snip.—Kensington Park Hotel,

139, Ladbroke Grove, W.10. [4068

£77 is the price of a new Rudge. Get it from the
Agents; in stock; cash or payments.—Knight's,

126, Upper Tooting Rd., S.W.17. [0836

RUDGE-MULTI 1919 3%h.p'. Combination, electric

light, good condition; £70, or best offer; Becken-
ham.—Box 1821, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3551

£28.—Rudge-Multi, hand clutch, foot oiler, W.D.
model, good order.—W.J.C. Motor Exchange,

Addison Av., Holland Park, W.ll. Park 2071. [4689

RUDGE Solo, 3M>h.p., free engine, fully equipped,
tax paid, tyres good, only wants seeing; £20.—

Navlor and Kirk, 406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.
[4082

RUDGE Combination, 3-speed Sturmey, Rudge side-

car, splendid order, fully equipped, ready any-

where; genuine, £36—Box 1889, c/o 77ie Motor Cycle.
[4517

7-9h p. Rudge-Multi Standard Combination. 1920,

fine condition; 80 gns; photograph, exchanges —
Peter Gordon. Ltd.. 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East

Sheen. 14269

RUDGE 3V.h.p., 1920, I.O.M. model, perfect order

throughout, tyres very good, lamp set, horn,

etc • sacrifice, £40; quick sale—Cold Harbour Farm,

Ems'worth. t36n

All letters relating to advertisements should

Motor Cvcles adve
quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue

rtised bv private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

1 Q16 6h.p. Rudge-Multi Combination, good running
-Lv order, just overhauled
all

Wick,
. £50.—Sraithbone,
Middlesex.

spare tube, cover, belt,

60, High St., Hampton
[3620

RUDGE-MULTI, 1919, Tourist Trophy model, new
tyres, all accessories, tax paid, in topping con-

dition; £45.—50a, Church Rd., North Wimbledon,
S.W. 'Phone : Wim. 2270. [4180

LATE 1920 oVjh.p. I.O.M. Rudge Combination,
brand new sidecar, taxed, insured, equipped,

speedometer, fine order; must sell, £67/10, or near.—139, Ladbroke Grove, W.10. [4319

RUDGE-MULTI Combination, 5-6h.p., lamps, horn,
hood, etc.; £45.—Gordon R. Croxford, The Motor

Cycle House, 461, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen,
S.W. 14. 'Phone: Richmond 322. [4379

RUDGE-MULTI.—5-6h.p., shop soiled, £79; 7-9h.p.
Combination, shop soiled, £105; 3V>h.p., 1922,

I.O.M., £77; 3"/2h.p., £27/10.—Shepherd, Enfield
Highway. Tel. : Waltham X 31. [0874

"DUDGE-MULTI 5-6h.p. 1920, T.T. bars, perfect
-"* condition; £55; exchange I.O.M. Rudge. Zenith,
Triumph.—Knight and Wheatlev, 4, The Pavement,
Coulsdon, Surrey. 'Phone: Purley 1277. [4325

"DUDGE-MULTI 1916 3%h.p., new Dunlops and
-*-^ belt, engine and cycle parts completely over-
hauled, semi-T.T. bars, knee-grips, splencITd order;
£40, or offers.—Davidson, 50, Grafton Rd., Acton.

[4725
Svn.re Parts .

•

THE Promptest Firm tor Rudge Spares.—Forfielcl
Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [3163

JULIAN'S,
stock.

of

Scott.

Reading, have Scott Squirrel in
[4503

"I Q22 Scott Sociables and Motor Cycles.—Scott Ser-
vice Depot, 99, Gt. George St., Liverpool. [4477

start, cone
Warley Rd.

3«5h.p. Scott, 2-speed, kick start, conditon as new,
•* guaranteed; £55.- -40, Warley Rd., Blackpool

[3991
F.O.C.H have a 1920 Scott, brand new condition;

also 1914 combination.— 5, Heath St., Hamp-
stead (nr. Tube). [3800

SCOTT SQUIRREL, 1921, fully equipped,
new condition throughout: £72.—R.

and Co.. 7. Exhibition Rd., S.W. 7.

SCOTT, 1921, August,
mileage 4,000, any

Hall "

taxed,
B. Clark

semi-T.T. bars,
trial; £75, or

Peter's St., St. Albans.91, St.

"IQ22 Scott Squirrel, as new, Lucas.
J-v Sporting Canoel
Brunn, 7, Victoria Rd., Milton Regis, Kent

r3486

speedometer,
near offer.—

[1299

perfect, £90:

[4382

SCOTT, 1920. just overhauled, lamps, speedometer.
Cowey, Tan-Sad, licensed 1922^_ ready to ride

away; £60, or best offer.—Yule, Kirkney, Hadlev
Wood. [1178

"I Q20 Scott Combination, electric lighting and all
-*-*/ accessories, tax paid, sidecar repainted; genuine
bargain. £70.-26. Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone:
Brixton 1292. [4527

LATE 1920 3%h.p. Sports Scott, fully equipped,
excellent condition throughout, tax paid; £70;

exchange 4h.p. countershaft Triumph.—Elliff, 11, New
Walk Terrace, York. [3569

with 60 gn. R34 Rennoc sidecar, fully
discs, windscreen, absolutely perfect

all round; a real bargain, 75 gns.—Edwards, 50, Har-
rington Rd., South Kensington. [4548

£105; new touring
£90: 1922 Souirrel

model, slightlv used, licence paid, £90 complete.

—

Marston. 31, Bridge St., Chester. [4568

SOUTH London Scott Service Dep6t.—'Phone Cr«v
don 1129 for demonstration runs: immediate de-

livery: prices from £105.—John R. Kinsev and Co..

Ltd . 350-352. Lower Addiscombe Rd.. Crovdon. [8352

SCOTT (July, 1921), perfect mechanically, over-
hauled Godfrey's, Cowey, Dunlop Magnum 26x3

back, spring-up stand, Cowey, Lucas horn; £75; seen
Stevenage.—10, Crag Path. Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [3743

"JO 19 Scott,
-*-*7 equipped.

SCOTT, latest Squirrel model,
model, slightly shop-soiled.

Spare Parts;

SOUTH London 8cott Service DepSt..—Scott Spares :

Scott Repairs.^Tohn It.

350-352. Lower Addiscombe
1129.

Kinsev and Co., Ltd.
Rd.. Croydon. 'Phone

[8353

GODFREYS', Ltd.. 208. Great Portland St.. London
W.I.—Complete stock of nil Scott spare parts

always in stock Write lor free spare part list, stating
year of manufacture. [0751

Seal.

SEAL Patent 2-seater (1920-21)
dition, lamps, tools, spare

£110.-21, Cecil St., Chester.

Q K GNS.—Singer& tl year's tax paid.

Town, N.W.I.

8h.p., perfect con-
wheel, etc.; nearest

[1631

Singer.

3V.'b.p., 3-speed, fine condition,
Delancey St. Garage, Camden

[4228

OPEN LETTER TO

RIDEEZI SALES,
LIMITED.

Dear Sirs,

Without placing me under

any obligation whatsoever,

kindly quote me for 1922

Model together with

Lamp Horn

Licence Holder, and the various

other Accessories which I have

placed on the back of this

letter. I shall require to be

fully insured for 12 months

and also require you to pay

the tax, therefore, kindly show

me exactly the amount of

deposit which you would

require on this transaction,

and the monthly payments

which I should have to pay for

18 months. It must be dis-

tinctly understood that.when I

pay the first deposit that I am
not called upon to pay one

penny more other than the

usual monthly instalment.

Yours faithfully,

P.S.—I understand that your

new Scheme allows the hirer to

pay off the instalments in a

shorter period than 18 months

and to obtain a rebate, so that

the machine shall not have cost

him one penny more than if he

had originally agreed to com-

plete the payment in the time

taken.

RIDEEZI SALES, Ltd.

5 Victoria Street, S.W.I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Singer

SINGER 2V-h.p., clutch model. 2 speeds, kick start,

excellent running order; £30.-48, Connaught
Rd., Harlesden, N.W.10. [3957

3A.h.p. Singer, clutch, taxed, 45 m.p.h. guaranteed,
2 overhaul Easter cost £10 (receipt shown);

£25.—Holmes, Priory, Pontefract. [3539

£32/10, Bargain.—4h. p. Singer Countershaft, 2-speed,
clutch, lamps, licensed, coachbuilt combination,

perfect.—89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [4332

sINGER Combination 4y2h.p.,

£40, or near oifer.- Ranlord, Garage

refused

1917, 2-speed, eoun-
_Md cone
Malvenn. [1235

NO Reasonable offer refused: 1914
combination, 3 speeds, clutch, enclosed

3V^h-p. Singer
valves,

also 2 1/<h.p. lightweight, 2-speed, both machines run
splendidly.—53, Swaffield Rd., Wandsworth. [4357

Swnrp Part*.

THE Promptest Firm for Singer Spares.—Forfield
Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [3164

ride away.—15,
[3868

Sun.
GNS.—Sun-Villiers, late model,
Deal Rd., Tooting.

SUN-VITESSE 2-stroke, nearly new condition; £30;
bargain.—Parkin, 49, Elgin Rd., Croydon. [3622

26.—3Vi>h.p. Sun-Precision, 3-speed, clutch (Stur-

mey), discs, good running order.—King, Egrove,

Oxford. [4396

UN-VITESjSE 1920 2%h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke, kick

starter, clutch, horn; £36.—Elce. Ltd.. 13. 15

and 16, Bishopsgate- Av., Camomile St., EC. 3.

'Phone : Avenue 5548. f0065

FOR Sun, J.A.P., or San-Vitesse, get in touch with

the sole North London agents. Models in stock,

eingle Special, 42 gns.; 2%h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, K.S..

60 gns. Send for catalogues. Trade supplied.—Jones
Garage. Broadway, Muswell Hill. N.10, - [O790

19

£ 2

Ox)

-All
Notts

Sunbeam.
models.—TrySUNBEAMS.

Eastwool,

KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole
Agent for Sunbeams; unequalled service,

SUNBEAM 8h.p., M.A.G. engine,
tion; £135.—2, Palmerston

S.W.18.

LATE Sunbeam Combination, C.B.,

59, Palfrey Place, Dorset Rd.,

very
Rd.,

Motories,
[3385

District
repairs,

[3558

good condi-
Southfields,

[3712

3V.»h.p.; £65.-
Clapham Rd.,

S.W.8. [3934-

RAND New Semi-T.T. 3V.h.p. Sunbeam. Lucas
equipment, used once; £110.—24, Balliol Rd.,

Kensington. [4136

'

21 Sports Sunbeam, 3%h.p., fully equipped,

licence, insurance; £100.—French, 43, Old Park
Rd.. Palmers Green, N. [3719

SUNBEAM, 1922. sporting model, only run 800

miles, guaranteed as new, Lucas equipped,
[4631

fully equipped, tax

guaranteed; £95.—
(4055

B 1

N.

19 2

licensed; £125.—Moss, Wem.

1Q21 Touring 3Vah.p. Sunbeam,
paid, condition perfect.

Dosser, Slingsby, Malton, Yorks.

1 Q19 Sunbeam 3V-h.p. Combination, hood, lamps.

i-tJ horn, speedometer, Dunlops, any trial; £ 85--T
B., 7, Gibson Square, London, N.l. [3361

8h p Sunbeam Combination, 1916, spare wheel, 6he

condition and appearance; £100; no offers.—

Hayes, 105, Central Park Rd., East Ham, E. [3553

-IQ21 8h p. Sunbeam Combination, lamps, horn,

X*J tools, spare wheel, licence paid, splendid order;

first cheque £160.—Crawley, Chatteris, Cambs. [3528

SUNBEAM 4'/4h.p., 1922, special high-speed engine,

new, cost £142; will sell cheaply to quick buyer,

or exchange.—Outram, Rectory-Rd., Southport. [3575

-| Q20 Sunbeam Combination, new sidecar, Sandum-
lt? Easting screen, licensed year, lot equal to new;

£120, or exchange.—198, King St., Hammersmith.
[4110

1Q16 Sunbeam 3'Ah.p. Combination, machine just

J-<l7 overhauled by makers, engine perfect, 3 speeds,

clutch, K.S., all tools; £85.—Wadlow, Orpington,

Kent. M371

SUNBEAM Sports, 1921, electric lighting, fully

eauipped. in splendid condition, very fast, tax

paid; £100.-Cope, 15, Upper Hagley Rd., EdBbaston

Birmingham. I4048

SUNBEAM Combination, 1918, Easting windscreen,

Tan-Sad, very fast, perfect condition; accept

reasonable offer; must be sold.-14, Bennett Park

Blackheath, S.E. l37
,

zi

ASS'S Motor Mart, Ltd.—Sunbeam combination,

late 1920, 3V->h.p., spare wheel and tyre.C
plete equipment, tax paid Dec.; £115.—5,

St., W.l. Museum 623.

22 3 J/2n.p\ Swebeam, 3-speed

19

com-
Warren

[4278

drive,
ridden

40 miles
The

lamps, tax paid December, machine only rid

£110.—D. and S. Autocar Co.. 33.

*M AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement,

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

Parade, Golders Green.

and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam

919 (late) 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, dynamo
lighting, electric horn, all accessories, spare

leel unused, tax and insurance paid, perfect condi-
>n; £160.-31. Thursby Rd., Northampton. [4507

919 (September) 3y2h.p. Sunbeam Combination,
Easting, Tan-Sad, luggage carrier, Klaxon.

;cas head lamp, 2 new Dunlop tyres, mileage 4,500;
00.—Homedale, Saxton St., Gillingham, Kent. [4132

919 Sunbeam 3y2h.p. and Sidecar, new cylinder
and piston, lamps, Easting windscreen, tax

id, overhauled, -very carefully looked after; £85.

—

.wlins, 60, Wrotham Rd., Canfden Town, London.
[3594

UNBEAM 3'/2h.p. C.B. Combination, late model,
all-chain, and 3-speed, lamps, Klaxon screen,

3d, enamel and plating in splendid condition, any
si; £78.—" Westonby," 71, Ureyswood St.,

:eatham. [4474

UNBEAM 1914 2%h.p„ 2-speed, kick start, hand
clutch, latest taper tank, copper exhaust,

chanical condition and enamel excellent, equipped

;

8, offer.—7, Birkbeck Mansions, Birkbeck Rd.,

rnsey, N.8. C4106

917 Sunbeam Combination, 3 speeds, C. and K.S.,

Lucas dynamo lighting, Lucas electric horn,

wey, Binks, leg shields, tyres excellent; £110;
:hanges or deferred—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton

„ N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [4441

921 3>/.h.p. (499c.c.)- Sunbeam, new April, makers'

sidecar, screen, apron, tank, front chain case,

t works-enamelled, nearly new 3in. Dunlon Magnum
d tyres on detachable, interchangeable wheels, leaf-

ing fork, speedometer, Cowey horn, all lamps,

:urious outfit, perfect order; driven only by original

ner, who loves her; medical reasons for disposal;

e opportunity for wise buyer; £135.—Write, C. P.

>wman, A.C.IT. Consul, 6, Clarence Crescent,

ndsor. T3755
Swift.

WIFT 3'Ah.p., 3-speed, clutch, overhauled, enam-
elled, tax paid; £35, or near—16, Daleham

ws, Hampstead. [3530

Taplin.

120 Taplin-Dalm 3h.p:, 2-speed, equipped, licensed;

J £28: bargain; after 7.30 p.m.—Torrome. 10.

heart Hill, N.19. [3807

Triumph.
REMIER Motor Cc. for 1922 Triumphs.

(MEDIATE delivery of type H, 4h.p., 3-speed,

£105; type S.D., chain drive, £115; type R.,

ti.p., overhead valve. £120; type L.W., lightweight,

i; sidecars from £20 to £50; easy payments, 4 per

t extra; free delivery to any address.—The Premier

tor Co., Aston Rd.. Birmingham. [086"

ULIAN'S, of Reading, have Model R Triumph in

stock. I4500

OUNTERSHAFT Triumph, perfect; £44.-104,
Malvern Rd., N.W.6. [3705

RITJMPHS. solo or combinations.—Try Clifford
[3382

Garage,
[4352

Motories, Eastwood, Notts.

EW 4h.p. Triumph in stock.—Bound
223, High Rd., Kilburn, N.W.

RITJMPH-RICARDO, new, actually in stock ; also

Types H and SD.—Moss, Wem. [4632

"\18 Triumph, good condition, any trial; £48.-77,
7 Haverstock Hill, Hampstead. [4660

OCH for Triumphs; latest models in stock.—5,
Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Tube). [3801

RIUMPH-RICARDO in stock; £120.—Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0868

EW Triumph, Ricardo model; what offers ?—A.
Bursnall, Mareham le Fen,- Boston. [3582

[118 Countershaft Triumph, fully equipped; £48.
l» —24, Balliol Rd., N. Kensington. [4135

lh.p. Triumph, 2-speed, T.T. bars, good order

;

2 £18.—P. Willcocks, Datchet, Bucks. [4277

ABY Triumph, 2 speeds, in good order; £30.

—

! " Sheppard, 108, The Crescent, Slough. [3876

)20 Triumph, as new; bargain, £68.—Rhind and
Co.. Stone Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [3728

ENUINE 1918 Triumph, very fine condition, per-

fect; £50.-^19. Dagmar Av,, Wembley Hill. [4027

"ODEL H 1922 Triumph, new, £105; also S.D
- model, £115; cash or extended payments.—Below.

fE have several 1918, 1919 C.S. Triumphs, fitted

new tyres, tubes, etc., and many fitted with

2 S.A. gear boxes, splendid value, enamelled and
ed, £65.—The Hacklord Engineering Co., 33.

yrford Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. [3862

RITJMPHS.—Prompt delivery and service—Barlow
and Son. Monton. Eccles. Tel.,: 160 Eccles.

[3692
RIUMPH-RICARDO. Model R, ne?/, in stock.—
Godfrey's Garage, Cranbrook Rd.' Ilford 83.

[3758

)18 Triumph, 3-speed, countershaft, good condi-
tion; 40 gns.—64, Church St.. Edgware Rd.

[3848

LIMITED QUANTITY OF

Best Quality HORSEHIDE
DRIVING GLOVES

(As illustrated.)

Value (J/6 for 2/8
Don 9

t Delay—Order To-Day

Made from Best

Quality" Hide, one

stud fastener. Soft

and pliable. In

Willow Tan and
Grey.

Pairs Per pair
i at 3/2
3 „ 2/11
6 „ 2/10
12 „ 2/9

Post paid.

Trade
supplied.

500 pairs Best Quality Split

Hide GAUNTLET GLOVES.
In naturil Colour, short Black water"

proof gauntlet. Strong and Durable.

Worth 9/6 a pair.7

Single pair at counter 2 /O

4/11
A PAIR
Post 6d'.

144 only TAN CHROME
Leather Helmets
With peak, adjust- . '. __
able chin strap and C / £1
ear rolls. Fleece ^J J \J

lined.

Worth IO/6. Post 6d.

250 prs. Best Quality HORSE-
HIDE Gauntlet Gloves.

In Willow Tan with short Black

waterproof gauntlet. Soft and pliable

Worth io/6 a paiF.

5/11
A PAIR
Post 6d.

25 ONLY. LADIES' MOTOR SUITS

57/6
Post paid.

Best quality Cotton Cashmere.

Double Texture Macintosh Jacket.

36 ins. long, D.B. Belted. Seated

Trousers to match. All sizes.

To-day's value 84/- a suit.

289-293, HIGH HOLBORN LONDON.
Telephone : Telegrams ;

Holbom 6430. Admittedly, London.

X
stead.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
1 1 iLimpn

1 f)
13
„!

1,;-'h - Pi Triumph, single-speed, electric lights;J-" 22 gns.-Edwards, 101, Gt. Portland St., W.l!

'pRIUMPH Combination, countershaft, licensed 1923,
,

™ly equipped; 68 gns.-Petty's Garage, Norbury,
°' w ' '

[4091

19 18
.
TrUlmPb. in perfect order, 4h.p., 3-speed,xy fully equipped; £45.-155, Ladbroke Grove,wiu -

[4063

1 9 18
cTri

?.
m

,

ph Combination for Douglas and cash.—*^ 59, Palfrey Place, Dorset Rd.. Clapham Rd.,SW '8 - [3936
TRIUMPH Combination, 1918, guaranteed condi-tio^ trial

; £57.—77, Haverstock Hill, Hamp-
[4661

Qlh.p. Triumph, clutch, Philipson pulley, trial-"* £27.—Fairhurst, Behind 68, Standishgate.
Wigan.

[42 33
'T'RIUMPH and Milford sidecar, 1920: £90- all on
-*- taxed, beautiful condition.—Standard Garage',
Oxford. [3796
HPRIUMPH 4h.p., countershaft, just been overhauled
J- aud renovated; £55.—Hole, 129, Park Lane, Car-
shalton. [3520
Qlh.p. Triumph, Bosch magneto, long exhaust, per-
¥~., fe

J
ct running order; £24.-116, Woking Rd.,

Guildford. [4164
rpRIUMPH T.T., variable gear, fully' equipped.
*- licensed, very fast; £25.—Petty's Garage, Nor-
bury, S.W. "

. [4089
rriRIUMPH-RICARDO Model, £120, in stock; also

o"7 £v
her mod els from £65.-Marston, 31, Bridge

St., Chester. [4572
TPRIUMPH 3V,h.p., Bosch, magneto, N.S.TJ gear

excellent condition; £23.-44, West Side, Wands'worth Common. [3836
'TiRIUMPH 4h.p. Combination, countershaft model
o"T &,. c°nd_ition; £58; call any time.—Snow, Laurel

[4654
St., Dalston, E.8

I O20 Triumph Combination, equipped every pos-

r J„„ e accessory, condition equal new through-
out; £82.—Below.

1 9 20
,-
Triumph-Gloria Combination, discs, electricJ-" lighting, magnificent outfit; £92.—Below.

I .ft 19 Triumph Combination, completely renovated bvJ-" Triumph at cost of £30; bargain, £78.-Below.
1 Q18 Triumph Combination, fully equipped, ex--"-" cellent condition; £67/10. Below.

'

ABOVE guaranteed absolutely perfect, call and
n i i

'
Ve

i'';
al_37

' Canterbury Rd., Balls Pond Rd.,Dalston, N.l.
[4673

JUNIOR Triumph, 1921, perfect order, small mile-« age, lamps tax paid; £52/10.-Minihane, King's
Parade, Isleworth. [3829
rpRIUMPH

; countershaft, fully equipped, tax paidX good condition; £39/10.-51, Upper Richmond
Kd., Last Putney. [4683

1 9 18
"i?

Counter*aft Triumph, lamps, horn,
7 r ,

llcensed, beautiful condition; £58.-100 Hand-
croft Rd., Croydon. [4412
lO 18

,
Triumph and Milford sidecar Combination.J-y fully equipped; £52.-37. Chesterton Rd., North

Kensington, W. 10. [4064
\TOFFAT, Yeovil, Official Triumph Service Agents —
-'-•-* 1922 models from stock; exchanges; all snare
parts. 'Phone : 50. - [5725
rpRIUMPH, 1920, D.A. lighting, Al condition; £60J- or offer.—Bromley Engineeis, Ltd., Plaistow
Lane, Bromley, Kent. [3898

IN Stock.—1922 4h.p. Triumph Model H; £105- cash
or deferred.—D. and S. Autocar Co., 33 The

Parade, Golders Green. '

[4639

npRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, electric "lampsA .Klaxon, etc., fine condition; £70, offer—120*
Sutherland Rd., Croydon. '

[4471
1Q19 4h.p. Triumph and Cauoelet sporting- sidecar-It/ all on: £72/10 (solo £65).—Smith, 555 Fai-ham Rd.. London, S.W. 6. [4667
045.—Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, like new, money
&* wanted, will ride 50 miles to purchaser.—211,
Garratt Lane. Wandsworth. [4175

IN Stock.—Triumph-Ricardo; highest exchange allow-
ance or deferred payment.—Edwards, 50, Harring-

ton Rd., South Kensington. [4551

TRIUMPH 3'/2h.p., Grado gear, good tyres,
horn, good running order, licensed; £25.^

ward, Watledge, Nailsworth.

lamps,
-Wood-
[4070

TRIUMPH Combination 1921, electrically equipped,
tax paid, as new; £82/10.—J. Hillier, 216, Porto-

bello Rd., North Kensington. [3977

T Q 18 Triumph, Gloria sidecar outfits in first-class
JLtJ condition; £75 each.—Rhind and Co., Stone
Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [3727

TRIUMPH Combination, 3-speed, kick start, fast,

powerful; £38; take lightweight part.—57, Ken-
bury St., Camberwell, London. [3548

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cvcles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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19 1

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

£26.—Triumph S^h.p., clutch, Philipson pulley,
fully equipped, taxed, excellent condition.—143,

Ravensbury Rd., Earlsfield, S.W. [4495

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, new and
spare tyres and belts, tools, etc., little used;

£50.—Tyson, Buckley, Chester. [3600
"I Q19 Triumph Model H, new sidecar, cost £24,-
-*-*/ lamps, horn, tax paid, mileage about 3,000,
excellent condition; £80.—Below.

T Q 17 Triumph Modei H, Montgomery sidecar, lamps,
-Lv horn, etc., splendid condition; £70.-391, King
St., Hammersmith. [3912

4h.p. 1914 Triumph and Sidecar, 3 speeds, £50;
and 1914 solo Triumph, 3 speeds, £45.—Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [4597

TRIUMPH 3y:h.p., clutch- model, very smart
machine; £22.—50a. Church Rd., North Wimble-

don, S.W. 'Phone : Wim. 2270. [4183

£45.—4h.p. Triumph, countershaft, good condition,
smart.—W.J.C. Motor Exchange, Addison • Av.,

Holland Park, W.ll. Park 2071. [4693

"I Q21 Triumph Combination, perfect condition, tax
J-« paid, mileage about 1,000; £110, or near offer.
—24, UpsdeU Ay., Palmers Green, N. [4120

"IQ19 Triumph-Gloria Combination. Easting screen,
J O luggage grid, tax paid: £78.—Hillier, Side Bell,
9, Wallingford Av., North Kensington. [4465

/"^ROYDON Agents Triumphs, all new models and
*~S large ranee of second-hand in stock.—Moore's
Presto Motor Works. North End. Croydon. [0864

1 17 Triumphs, in perfect order. 4h.p„ 3-speed.
' fully equipped; £40; ten to pick from.—204.

Ladbroke Grove, W.10. 'Phone : Park 5541. [4065

1 18 Countershaft Triumph, splendid condition,
' mechanically and otherwise; £44.-37, Arling-

ton Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone: Kingston 1274. [4418

rpRIUMPH X'/Jh.p. coachbuilt Combination, fitted
-* 1921 Stunney 3-speed. good condition, all acces-
sories; £35.-91, Headcorn Rd., Thornton Heath. [3844
CHEFTTELD Agent for Triumphs; all models in
*^J stock for immediate delivery.—J. A Stacey
Triumph Service Depot. 12, Ecclesail Rd.. Sheffield

T0812O K GNS.—Clutch Model Triumph, 1913, 3V2h.p.,™i» Lucas lamps and hn»n; exohanges.—Smith's, 86,
Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station).

[4531
^f h.p. Countershaft Triumphs, handle-bar control,
"3C clutch and kick start, guaranteed; £45.—Joseph
Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme, Manchester.

[3724"1Q19 Triumph Combination, in excellent condition,
-*-" under 2,000 mileage, new tyre, tax paid: £78,
bargain.-Hibberd, " Oaklands," Farnham Rd., Slough.

rpRIUMPH 1918 4h.p. Combination, lamps, horn.
-•- complete; £68.—Elce, Ltd.. 13. 15 and 16. Bis-
honsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue
5548. T0066
rpRIUMPH 3V2h.p., 1913, clutch, kick start, excel-
-*- lent condition; £32, or exchange lightweight.—
Avery, Little York Cottage, Back Pantiles, Tunbridge
Wells. [3612
SOUTHPORT.—1920 renovated countershaft Tri-

umnh Combination. 1921, R34 sidecar, wind-
screen, all on; 72 gns. Exchanges.—Kents, 417, Lord
St.,. Southport. £4365
T ATE 1920 Triumph-Henderson Combination, per-
*-* feet condition, fully equipped, any trial; £100,
or exchange good solo.—Box 1863, c/o The Mo'or
C'Jde- [3653
"] O20 Countershaft Triumph, Canoelet sidecar, ae-
-* *^ cumnlator lighting, speedometer, perfect mech-
anical condition; £80.—Box 1873, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [3717
"I Q21 Baby Triumph, fully equipped, licensed for
-*- ** year, absolutely as new : 40 gns. ; exohanges or
deferred.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Ken-
sington. [4549

k 18 Countershaft Triumphs, 3-speed countershaft
' models, in first-class condition, guaranteed;

£55.—Joseph Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme.
Manchester. [3725

TRIUMPH Combination, coachbuilt sidecars; £55,
£60, and £65 each; absolute bargains.—Joseph

Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Wilmslow Rd., Rusholme.
Manchester. [3726

REFLATED, enamelled. 1918 Triumph Combination,
new tyres, full equipment, sneedometer, spares, tax

paid; £80; smart turnout.—37, Harvard Rd., Gunners-
bury, W.4. 13839

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination. October. 1919.
fullv equipped, spares, tax paid, insured Anri 1

1923, splendid condition; £80.—Firth, 72, Umfrevitlo
Rd.. Harringay. [3964

1Q16 Triumph 4h.p. and Sidecar, lamps, horn,
X*7 licence, tools, good appearance, first-class

running order; £55.—King, 4, Willow Walk. Short
St., Cambridge. [4487

£30.—Triumph, 3-speed, perfect running, gears re-

newed throughout, original enamel, new belt, etc.,

all accessories, taxed 1923; sidecar £5.-145, Leander
Rd., Brixton Hill. [3828

19 1

We have pleasure in again giving you a few brief

particulars of these machines. They are becoming
more and more popular because they are equal to new
in reliability, appearance and performance—they give

absolute satisfaction.

We shall be pleased to forward you full details on
application. Drop us a line.

Burlington Reconditioned 22 h.p. Douglas, S speed
gear, fully equipped, fully guaranteed for three months.

Prices : Cash - - - £50.
Deferred Payment Terms : Deposit £13 5, and Twelve
Monthly Instalments of £3 6 3.

The ideal mount for theSolo riderand the most convenient
for traffic riding and long distance work,

,

Burlington Reconditioned 4 h.p. Douglas, 3 speed gear,
kick-starter and clutch, complete with new Burlington
No. 2 Touring Model Sidecar. Fully equipped and
fully guaranteed for three months.

SOLO.
Prices: Cash - - - 75 Guineas.

Deferred Payment Terms : Deposit £20 18 6, and
Twelve Monthly Instalments of £5 4 3.

COMBINATION.
Prices : Cash - - - 93 Guineas.

Deferred Payment Terms : Deposit £25 16 6, and
Twelve Monthly Instalments of £6 9 6.

The "Economy Combination.''''

A real value for money proposition and well worth the

consideration of the man who has to study his pocket.

Remember :

—

(1) In performance they equal new machines.

(2) In appearance they are indistinguishable

from new.
(3) They are covered by a guarantee similar to

that which a maker gives with a new machine.

TRADE SUPPLIED.
Spares for Douglases.

It is impossible to advertise a list of our prices a$ same
would fill the book.

However, we have in stock every part for Douglases.

Our prices are right—our service is right. Drop us a
line and let us quote you for your requirements.

Burlington Motor Cycle Co., Ltd.,

7, South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4.
'Phone : Brixton 241 1

Wires: Burlington motors, Clapham.

Just by Clapham Common Underground Station.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

K Q GNS.—4h.p. Triumph, fully equipped, regis-" ** tered, indistinguishable from new, guaranteed
a sound machine; bargain; after 5 p.m.— 4, Elm Gar-
dens, Hammersmith. [4191

"I Q20 Triumph and Sidecar, Lucas lamps, horn,
J-*f Cameo screen, in perfect order; £95; exchanges
or deferred.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Ed., N.E.
'Phone : Dalston 2408. [4442

T ATE Triumph Combination, excellent condition
J-i throughout, windscreen, speedometer, watch,
lamps, tools, licensed, insured, photo, any trial.—Alec
Howard, Broad St., Chesham. [3670

^ih.p. Countershaft Triumph Combination, n~* condition, not ridden 3,000, very. fast, Sturmey-
Archer 3-speed, lamps, horn, tools; £70, or near.— I

645, Harrow Rd., Willesden. [3686

K rV GNS., Exchange.—1917 Countershaft Triumph," • 4h.p., nearly new Mills-Fulford sidecar,
equipped, any examination.- Seabridge Hansler Rd.,
E. Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. [4031

TRIUMPH.—Immediate delivery of all 1922 models.
Sidecars to suit from £20. Write for catalogue

and full particulars of easy payments.—P. J. Evans,
John Bright St., Birmingham. [3770

GNS.—Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, 1918, en-
gine No. 54278, renovated, nearly new Dunlop

tyres; exchanges.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (op-
posite Chalk Farm Tube Station). [4530

TRIUMPH Combination or Separate. 1919-1922
renovation, showroom appearance, all on, speedo-

meter, tax paid, ride to customer; £78.—Seen, 106,
North End Rd., West Kensington. [4157

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, thoroughly overhauled,
in perfect condition, all accessories, tax paid,

been well looked alter; £48. —Richardson, Rosslyn
Mews, Rosslyn Hill, Hampstead, near Tube. [4086

RICARDO-TRIUMPH, delivered June 5th, regis-

tered, unridden; owner selling because unable
dispose 1921 Scott; £118; seen Tpswich at Triumph
agents.—10, Crag Path, Aldeburgh, 8uffolk. !3742

"I 021 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, - literally new,
J-i/ fully equipped, guaranteed unridden 1922; £80,
or with 1922 Coupette sidecar, the sidecar- with rigid,

disappearing hood, perfect combination, £110.—Below.

"I Q18 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, not renovated,
J-t/ machine nearly new throughout, lamps, horn,
tax paid; £62/10, fine lot.—Below.

"I Q13 Triumph, 3y>hj)., 3 speeds, clutch.'lamps, tax
JLi/ paid, nice condition; £28/10, bargain.—Goad,
122. Maida Vale. "Phone- Hampstead 1353. [4004

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, 1922, 4h.p., all-

chain drive, electric lighting, Bluemel screen, cost-

£175, tax paid, fully insured, not run 100 miles;

accept £150.—Kershaw, 103, Foxholes Rd., Rochdale.
r4041

£39.—4h.p. Triumph combination. 1914 (late), 2

speeds, K.S., clutch, windscreen, lamp, taxed, J

£9 just spent on engine overhaul.—W.J.C. Motor Ex-
change, Addison Av., Holland Park, W.ll. Parlr-

2071. [4690

BRAND new 1915 shop-soiled Stunney hub 3-speed

4h.n. Triumph. 1922 improvements, unscratched

and unridden. magnificent machine; £55;. any trial or

examination; £10 worth accessories.—190, Divinity R.d.,

Oxford. W559

TRIUMPH Countershaft 3-speed 4h.p. Combination,
1918. fully licensed, spares, horn, lamp set, pump,

etc. recently overhauled, smart, guaranteed; 65 gns.;

must sell.—32, Fontarabia Rd., Lavender Hill, Clap-

ham Junction, S.W.il. [3699

1 Q21 Triumph 4f4h.p., tools, spares, inner tubes, 3

J- .7 electric lamps and acetylene, perfect condition,

with lightweight Sandham sidecar, new February,,

1922- £90, or offer; solo, £70; owner returning India.

Captain Morgan, Rostrevor, Seaford, Sussex. [2709

4hp Triumph Combination 1921, Gloria sidecar, -

Easting screen, Tan-Sad pillion seat, speedometer,

electric lamps and set of accumulators, horn, etc., tax

paid 1922; £120 Easy payments if desired. -Harrods

Motor Sales Rooms, 118, Brompton Rd., London. [3857

TRIUMPH 3V-h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped, cylin-

der, piston, valves, bushes all renewed last

December, machine little used since, tyres, belt, good

as new, excellent going order, fully licensed, must
sell- £25.—Stevens, 24, Woodwarde Rd., East Dul-

wich. ["345

£60. Triumph 4h.p. countershaft motor cycles,

completely renovated as new, stove enamelled and

finished in makers' colours, Bosch magneto, new
tyres and tubes, guaranteed 3 months.—Effra Motor

Works, Ltd., 59-63, High St., Clapham, S.W.4.

•Phone: Brixton 1115. C4273

4Up Countershaft Triumph (late model), 3-speed,

clutch, K.S.. completely equipped lamps, me-

chanical horn, pump, toolbags. etc., tax paid year,

enamel, plating almost as new, in excellent running

order, reliable and last; £58.—K. Baker, 11. Ridg-

mont Rd., St. Albans. [4613

TRIUMPH Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model

from stock. No waiting Distance no object. Best

prices allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred-

payments, see column advertisement.—Bambers, 2.

Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [4928

A,6 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each aavertisement, and the date ot the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (Pi.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

,22 Ricarclo-Triumph, mileage 300, 110 ens.; 1921
Triumph, 4h.p., chain drive, 85 gns. ;

1914
mph, 4h.p., 3 speeds, 34 gns.; all taxed for year,

pped, guaranteed; photographs on request; second-

I sidecars to suit above at all prices; exchanges;
Sundays.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Rich-

i Rd„ East Sheen. [4270

3HT Car and Motor Cvcle Engineering Co., Ltd.

—We have several 1918 countershaft Triumphs,
lanicai condition guaranteed, £60; 1918 combina-
touring sidecar, £73; 1918 combination, semi-

s, £75; countershaft Triumph. 1922, renovated

•w, £70.-26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone : Bnx-
1292 (Vi minute from Brixton Skating Rink.)

[4525

UTJMPHS, Triumphs—6 genuine 1918 new W.D.
unused Triumphs. Irish surplus. £85; also large

c of used machines from £55 to £65; we supply

lew parts for Triumphs, also all Sturmey parts, by

rn post; also large stock of cheap sidecars.—S.

is, Motor Engineer and Government Surplus

es, 19a, Carburton St., off Gt. Portland St., W.l.

me : Museum 1824 and 2075. See Miscellaneous

imn. t4618

lore Parts. -

HUMPH Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

H»r-rt St Paling [7545

HUMPH Service Agents.—Every part in stock;

trade supplied.-Clarke's, Motor Cycle Specialists,

Ubans. C2916

MPLETE stock Triumph and Sturmey-Archer
spares, no waiting.—Ward's. 51, Upper Rtcn-

3 Rd., Putney. 'Phone: Putney 2754. [1247

HUMPH Spares.—Every part in stock, 1910 22;

trade supplied.—W. L. Thompson, Ltd., 83,

iby Rd., Hull. Tel. : Cen. 2820. Telegrims

:

trol." [fc0bS

HUMPH Agents since 1906.—All Triumph Spares

at new reduced prices from stock; principal Bir-

gham agents and service depot.—Premier Motor
.*sfc»n Rd.. Birmingham. [0798

atTMPH Spare Parts for «11 models: also

Sturmey-Archer gear parts from stock, post free:

overhauls by specialist.—Jones Garage, Triumph
its. Broadway Muswell Hill. N.10 [0809

ND to the Rhosha Motor Garage, South St.,

Romfc-d, for Triumph and Sturmey-Archer
Bs. No disappointing delays; every part in

1. Repairs by skilled mechanics. We are

al service agents. Telephone : Romford 584.
[7766

MUMPH Parts, 1904-21 every part in stock, new
or second-hand. Why Dot second-hand in place
ew till prices drop? Half the price, satisfaction
anteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph
irs and renovations a speciality, under personal
rvision of our proprietor, late with Triumph and
nier cycle companies . Cylinder regrinding on
:t machinery.—Forfield Motors. Forfield Place,
nington Spa. [7361

Velocette.
tEMIER. Motor Co., for 1922 Velocettes.

MEDIATE delivery of Model E.2 2-speed, £65;
E.3 3-speed, £72/10; E.L.2 lady's open frame,

; all with clutch and kick starter; easy payments,
extra ; carriage paid to any address.—Premier

or Co., Aston Rd.. Birmingham. [4609

i21 Brand New Velocette, in crate; £53.—Fox, 12,
' Conduit St., Lichfield. T4045

>21 Velocette, splendid, wonderful, economical,
equipped, licensed; £55.—Hollicot, Mere Green,

oingham. [3645

3W 1922 Model E.3 Velocette, fitted with 247 c.c.

Sports engine, specially picked machine; £75
only.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-

[4609

3LOCETTE 2i4h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, counter-
shaft, 1 all-chain drive, lamps, horn, taxed, Dun-

, perfect condition, trial; £28.—154, Hackney
. E.2. [3918

5LOCETTE, 1921, brand new, 2l4h.p., 2-speed
model, Lucas lamps and horn, aluminium leg-

Ids; £60.—J. Hebden and Sons, 71, Scotland
Nelson, Lanes. Tel. : 91. [4510

SLOCETTE, 249 c.c, 3-speed, sports, March, 1922,
run 600 miles, unscratched, extraordinarily fast

powerful, no fault, Ahcol mileage indicator and
variable jet, licensed; cost £80/2, accept £64.—
Chaffinch Rd., Beckenham. [4658

Verus.
CRUS, 1920, 2%h.p. Blackburne, Lucas lamps,
tax paid; £48.—H. Rock, Cradley, Staffs. [3751

2RUS 1922 2%h.p., box carburetter, excellent con-

dition throughout; £50.—R. W. Tanner, New
(se, Kingston Bagpuze, Abingdon, Berks, [3756

)20 Verus-Blackburne 2 :?4h..p., 3-speed, clutch,
kick starter, equipped, taxed; 49 gns,, or ex-

oge—284, South Lambeth Rd., Stockwell. [3875

)20 Verus 21/ih.p„ single-speed, good as new, done
under 1,000 miles, electric light outfit, good

issories, insurance, tax paid; £40; no offers;

ointment only.—25, Santos Rd., Wandsworth.
.18. [1020

WATCH THIS COLUMN
EVERY WEEK FOR

BANCROFTIAN CO.'S

BARGAINS.
Advertisers in "The Motor Cycle" from its

first publication.

TYRES.—Manufacturers' clearance stock, not W.D-
Although clearance, they are new and perfect-

Wood Milne extra heavy, 4-ply, 26 X 2£, combination.
35/-. Pedley, 26xaJ, 3-ribbed, 25/-. Hutchinson,

26x2$, heavy T.X., 27/6; Passenger, 26x2^ lor 2J,

39/6 ; 700X 80 to fit 650X 65 small car, heavy, 49/6 ;

lightcar, 750X 75for28x 3 rim, 42/-: ; heavy Passenger,

26x3, 37/6; extra strong Passenger, 28X3, 53/6 J'

24X2^ T.T. heavy, 25/-; extra heavy, 3-ribbed,

700 X 65, 35/- ; 650 X 65 steel studded car type, 65/- ;

original, £6 6s. Firestone, 20X 2, Auto wheel, 21/-;

original, 45/- ; tube, 6/6. Palmer, 26 x 2, light, 22/6 ;

650 X 65 cord, 42y- ; 26 x 2'£ cord, 42/-. Oytefs,

650X65, ribbed square tread, heavy, in original

packing, 27/6 ;
original, 45/-. Clincher de Luxe, very

heavy, 26x2!, 37/6; 26x2 Junior de Luxe, 22/6;

26X1I, 17/6." Hutchinson wired edge cover, 26X2J
and 26 x 2J, 30/- each. Postage 1/6.

TUBES.—24X2I, 4/6; 24x2, 4/6; 26X2I, 5/6;

26x2!, 5/9; 26X2|, 5/6; 28x3, extra heavy, 7/6;

700 x 80, 7/6. Postage ad.

BELTS.—Clincher clearance line, new, not W.D.
|", 6' 6", 8/6 ; F, 7' 6", 12/3 ;

8' 6", 14/- ; ,i", 7' 6",

16/-; 8', 17/-; if, 7', 18/- ; 8', 20/6 ;
8' 6", 21/6;

Bates short lengths, |", 5', 4/6 ;
5' 6", 5/- ; £"> 4' 6",

5/-; 5', 5/-; 5' 6", 5/6; 1", 2' 6", 3/-
;

3'.*/-; 3' 6".

4/6 ;
4' 6", 6/3 ; leather belts, |" at 2/6 per foot ; belt

fasteners, 9d. and 1 /-. Postage 1/-.

GREAT PURCHASE of Genuine "BOBJON " LAMPS.
Nickel-plated On brass or black and plated. Large
size, 5-}" front with powerful back lens, large

generator sufficient for two lamps, suitable fo- a heavy-

weight machine. 25/- complete, as illustrated, original

price, 55/-. Smaller set, 4V' front, suitable for light-

weights, .16/6- The greatest bargain ever offered-

When oreared .can never be repeated at near the price.

Postage and packing, 1/6 extra. Special quotation for

quantities.

SPEEDOMETERS.—Slightly shop soiled. Cowey
with trip, £4 15s. ; Stewart with trip (£6 6s. model),

£4 10s. ; Smith's with trip, £4 108. Also Bonniksen
in stock, All speedometer replacements in stock,

Postage 1/6.

TAN-SAD, with back seat, 28/6; original, 57/-;

onlv limited auantity. Carriage 3/6 extra.

GAUNTLETS.—Extraordinary bargains. Tan leather

gauntlets unlined, 7/11 ; lined, 10/6; new and fresh.

The greatest- bargain ever offered. Chrome leather

gauntlets with finger and thumb', wrist strap, 3/6 ;

Gloves, leather, wool lined, 4/6. Above lines worth
more than double. Limited quantities only. Order at

once. Postage 6d.

WATERPROOF SUITS.—Less than pre-war prices.

Great purchase of manufacturers' stock, consisting" of

double-breasted coat with belt, storm cuffs, and collars,

and seatless trousers with gussets, patent fasteners,

and leather bound s=ats. Finest quality, extra heavy,

double texture waterproof material, dark fawn, new
and fresh, only been made recently, not half-perished

W.D. Our price to clear, £2 2s. Postage 1/6 extra.

Could not be bought elsewhere under £4 10s. The
greatest bargain ever offered. Order immediately to

save disappointment. All stock sizes.

HORNS.—HenaDie Electric, Motor Cycle, up to

4-volt only, complete with wire and switch ;- usual

price, 29/6, our price, 15/6. Postage 1/3 extra. Smith's

Electric Horns, black and nickel, in 6, 8, or 12 volts,

large size, suitable for heavy combinations; original

price, £2 15s. ; our price, 30/-. Postage 1/6. The
greatest bargain ever offered. All new and perfect.

We can supply anything for the motor cyclist at

competitive prices.

BANCROFTIAN CO.,
/». BISHOPSGATE, LONDON, E.C.2.

'Grams : "Chaikel, London." 'Phone : London WalloSo. 7

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Victoria.

"I Q20 4h.p. Victoria-Jap Combination, 3-speed,
J-t/ clutch, K.S., equipped and licensed, as new;
55 gns.—Edwards, 101, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [4455

Vindec.
lOl Vindec - Villiers 2-stroke, 2-speed, fully
J-*J equipped, tax paid; a bargain, £26.—Naylor and
Kirk, 406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W. [4085

VINDEC 5-6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed,
Bosch, tax paid, complete overhaul, perfect con-

dition ; £35 ; after 6 p.m.—Reynolds, 22, Swanage
Rd., Wandsworth, S.W. 18. i[4286

Werner.
WERNER,, complete less battery, Amac; £4.—Box

1841, c/o T.he Motor Cycle.- [3597

Wilkin.
"I 0.21 Wilkin 4h.p., Blackburne, 3-speed, Luca"5 dy-
-*-*J namo lighting, electric horn, automatic oiler,
really perfect, licensed for year; 73 .gns.; exchanges
or deferred.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South
Kensington. [4550

Williamson.
8h.p. Williamson Combination, perfect condition;

£70; or exchange.—5, Lidy. St., Brighton. [4231

£52/10.—Williamson Combination 8h.p., water-
cooled, lamps, new tvres, hood screen,' perfect.

—

89, East Hill, Wandsworth. 14334

WILLIAMSON Combination, with 8h.p. Douglas
engine," magnificent machine, "fully equipped,

very comfortable, any trial.—20, Maxwell Rd.,
Bournemouth. [0883

Wooler.
WOOLER 1920 Flat Twin, hardly used, perfect;

£35.-21, Fordel Rd.. Catford. [4100

WOOLER, 1921, not used last 9 months, owner in
Ireland, lamps, horn, speedometer, watch, as

new; £55.—Carpenter, 45, Pember Rd., Willesden.
[4095

Yale.

T-9h.p. Yale, 1918, splendid condition, new tyres, all

on, tax fully paid, too powerful for owner; £60;
lighter machine will be considered as part payment.—
Attfield, 54, Lewisham Rd., S.E.13. [3965

Zenith.

ZENITH 3y3h.p., running order, all on; £24.-21,
Norman Rd., Thornton Heath. [4216

ZENITH-BRADSHAW Lightweight, slightly soiled;
price to clear, 90 gns.—Below.

ZENITH 5h.p., countershaft model, slightly soiled;
price to clear, £110.—Motorists' Advisory

Agency, Ltd., 89, Wigmore St., W. [3764,

F.O.C.H. for Zeniths; latest models in stock.—5,
Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Tube). [3799

ZENITH 6h.p. Combination; quick sale, £35.—
Pickett, 58, Alexander Rd., Holloway. [3994

ZENITH 6h.p. Sports, fast, special oiling to front
cylinder; £40.-14, Phcenix St., Euston. [3846

ZENITH-BRADSHAW, quite new, Gradua gear; 95
gns.—Marston, 31, Bridge St.,/Chester. [4577

ZENITH-BRADSHAW, 2 months old, Gradua gear,
lamps, etc.; 90 gns.—Box 1,902, c/o The Motor

Cycle. [4649

ZENITH Combination 8h.p. Sports Model, perfect
order; £60.—Hawke, Millswood, South Brent,

Devon. [4042

ZENITH 8h.p., countershaft, almost as new; £47/10;
—28, Woodford Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone: Mary-

land 2598. [4020

HONEST Bargain.—6h.p. Zenith-Gradua, T.T., over-
hauled, good condition; first £35.-15, Sidney

Rd., London, N.22. [4088

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd.—1922 shop-soiled
Zenith-Bradshaw, Gradua gear; £100.—157b, Gt.

Portland St., W.l. [6082

8h.p. Zenith 1920 Countershaft Combination, in

splendid condition; £115.-18, Doricote Rd.,
Wandsworth Common. [3957

ZENITH, 5-6h.p. J.A.P., 1921, sports model, new
condition, all accessories, tax paid; £62.—Eagles

and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London. [4521

ZENITH-BRADSHAW, new 1922 model, Gradua gear,

slightlv soiled ; £95 ; exchange entertained.—

Eagles and "Co., 275, High St., Acton, London. [4523

ZENITH Combination, J.A.P., Gradua gear, per-

fectly reliable, anv trial; £30; exchange 2-stroke.

—Seed, 22, -Mount Pleasant Rd., Crouch Hill, N.4.
[3999

ZENITH Sports, bought new last March, ridden 500
miles, tiU paid, all tools, very fast; £80; no

offers—101, Upper Tollington Park, Stroud Green.
[3841

-| Q21 5n -P- Zenith, countershaft, clutch, K.S., brand
A-ts new, makers' guarantee; our price 88 gns;

listed £118.—Edwards, 101, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
[4451

8h.p. Zenith, countershaft, clutch, K.S., believed

1916-17, perfect condition; £55, or nearest; owner
tnvin up riding.—G. Smith, 39, Wood Av., Folkestone.

° i [4426

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private o\vners are, when desired, marked (P).
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ZENITH August (1920) Combination,
beautiful condition,

McDougall
476,

57,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith

8h. p., all on
4,000 miles ; what offers

Pagoda 'Av., Richmond. Tel. : North
[3650

5h.p. Sports Zenith, late 1919, 4,000 miles, good
condition, speedometer, horn, etc., practically new

3in. Dunlop; 50 gns., bargain.—100, Newmarket Rd.,
Norwich. .... - [42<3B

"I Q22 Zenith-Bradshaw, lamps, horn, licensed, mile-lv age under 800, magnificent condition; very great
bargain, 88 gns.—Julian's, 84, Broad St., Reading.
'Phone: 1024. ... [4498

8h.p., as new, 1,000 miles only,

lamps, Bonniksen. aluminium,
cost £200, accept £100.—Mitchell.

[4250

ZENITH 1921 o.h.v.
lull equipment,

iidecar; 5-70 m.p.h.;
Lindens, Farnham.

1 Q19 Zenith 6h.p. Countershaft Combination, Swan
-A- *7 sidecar, discs, all accessories, excellent condi-

tion, any trial ; 80 gns.-
'Phone: Hounslow 366.

ZENITH 1919,
Hobson,

-65, High St., Hounslow.
[4549

3h.p. A.B.C. engine, o.h.v.. Claudel-
Thomson-Bennett magneto, T^y

equipped, tax paid 1923 ; £30 ; exchange.—284, St.

James's Rd.. Old Kent Rd., S.E. [3821

Canoelet Sidecar,
Cowey horn, fast

'bus, appearance like new; £70".—50, Haverstock Hill,

N.W.3. 'Phone : Hampstead 6609. [4666

rENITH Combination, 4h.p. J.A.P., Gradua gear,

Lucas lamps, horn, etc., guaranteed; £55; ex-

changes or deferred.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton
Rd., .N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [4443

twin,
start, speedo-

meter, electric outfit, tax paid; £70.-12, Eton Stables,

Eton Av., N.W.3. 'Phone: Hampstead 2970. [4198

ZENITH 1915 Combination 5-6h.p., countershaft,
complete with lamps, horn, speedometer, spares;

RENITH 1919 8h.p. Sporting
*d cameo windscreen, lamps,

Z"
E1N

J

"I Q19 Zenith 5h.p. Countershait Combination,
J- *J. splendid condition, clutch, kick

£63.—Elce, Ltd., 13,
Camomile St.. E.C.3.

15 and
'Phone :

16 Bishopsgate A v.

Avenue 5548. f0067

1 Q20 5-6h.p. Zenith Motor Cycle, Milford sidecar,
J. J/ fully equipped, pillion, lamps, horn, licence

paid to end year, only done about 1,000 miles, trial;

private owner; £100.—Jackson's Garage, Horsham.
[3529

GENUINE Bargain.—1919 8h.p. Zenith-Jap, with
Du-nhill sidecar, hood, screen, lamps, horn, etc.,

tax paid till 1923. Make sure and secure now;
£82/10.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, Lon-
don. [3790

G E

ZENITH 6-8h.p.
plete Gradua and plungers,

Combination, renovated, new corn-
new belt, tyres good,

tradesman's box and 2-seater cane sidecar ; trial ; £50
'cash.—Titshall, 28, Loughborough St., Kennington
Lane, S.E. [4238

SOUTHPORT.—Two special competition 1922 Zenith-
Bradshaw all-chain models, few weeks old, one

actual winner Scarisbrick Cup, other speed model;
bargains, 90 gns. and 94 gns. Exchanges.—Kents,
417, Lord St., Southport. [4362

"I Q20 8h.p. Zenith Combination, countershaft-
J-tF clutch, kick start, Milford sidecar, speedometer,
F.R.S. electric lighting, disc wheels, and accessories,

perfect condition; 89 gns.—Smith, 9, Johnson St.,

Notting Hill Gate, London, W.ll. Park 3447. [4668

8h.p. Zenith 1919-20 Countershaft. 1921 Henderson
Elite sidecar, windscreen, lamps, horn, all tyres

good, nice outfit, enrineer pwev *>rd careliillv driven:

£100, no offers; sidecar cost £50 last vear; would
exchange for a^h.p. 1922 A.J.S., or 1921-22 3lAh.p.
Sunbeam solo.—Zenith, 40, Heber Rd., Cricklewnod,

N.W.2. . 14056

Spare Parts

IVENITH Spares. Immediate delivery.-

Bond St., Ealing.
Kays. 8,

[4829

LADY'S
used,

Ladies' Motor Cycles. . ^
Velocette," 2^h.p., 1919, 2 speeds, little

grand condition; £30 for quick sale.

—

Bunting's Exchange, Wealdstone. L4711

FRANK YVHITWORTII, Ltd.. 139. New St.. Itir

mingham. distributing agents for the Lndy's Ivy,
Senddaintiest of all ladies* machines; £62. complete,

for list.

LADY'S 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, hand clutch, ex-
cellent mechanical condition and appearance,

lamps, horn, tool bags; £35.—Miss" Thome, School
House, Davidson Rd., South Norwood. [3877

I Q22 Lady's Model Ivy 2-stroke, hardly ridden, in
X*7 lovely order, equal to new in appearance and
mechanically, mechanical horn, no lamps, licensed
and insured till, end of year, a very cheap machine
at £45.—B. H. Davies, Lodsworth, Petworth, Sussex.

[9086
VELOCETTE 1922 Models, with clutch and kick

starter, for immediate delivery; 2-speed, £68;.
3-speed, £75; all black weatherproof finish, all-chain
drive, open, frame, giving very low position; the ideal
ladies' mount; easy payments, 4% extra; illustrated
catalogue free on request.—Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd„ Birmingham. [4610

»W. E. LINE,

89 ST.,GT. PORTLAND
LONDON, W.1.

Beg to announce that they have pur-

chasecMrom Messrs. Coppen, Allan &
Co. a number of

SHOP-SOILED genuine

READING
STANDARD

8-10 h.p.

MOTOR-CYCLES
and are offering these direct to the

public at the remarkably low figure of

lOO Gns.
A FIGURE THAT WILL NEVER BE REPEATED.

The machines are of the 1 92 1-1922

type, complete with Dynamo Light-

ing, Electric Horn, etc., etc.

SPARE PARTS.
Do not forget thaf the READiNC STANDARD

SPARE PART SERVICE is SECOND TO NONE.

10 ONLY, SHOP-SOILED

PLUS ONE SIDECARS,
with Hoods and Screens,

£37 10 O each.
Retail Price £60 12s. 6d.

6 ONLY, SHOP-SOILED

M.C. CANTILEVER SIDECARS

£24
Retail Price £39 18s. Od.

We have also a number of

PLUS ONE SIDECAR CHASSIS,
Complete with Wheel and in Best Enamel at

£6 10s. each.
These will carry the heaviest body with TWO persons,

or are very suitable for Box Carriers.

MUST BE CLEARED.

See small advts. for our Bargains in Misc. Motor Cycles.

Cheques should be made payable tc W. E. LINE.

89, Gt. Portland St.,

LONDON, W.I.
LANGHAM 1601.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous

JONES Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10,

and Woodside Parade, North Finchley.

HERE You Are!—We are open all day every

Saturday, and have all makes in stock. Write,
call, or 'phone Hornsey 2917 for big bargain list.

TJUDGE I.O.M., new; £70.

"j Q19 4%b.p. B.S.A., Model K, large Canoelet site
J- *J car, fully equipped, licence paid ; £79/10.

J Q20 Ariel 3Vi»h.p., equipped, £72/10; also second-
-L*/ hand and new sidecars, from £7/10.

1 Q 19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, first-class condi
-Ltf tion, any trial given; £79/10.

1 Q18 4h.p. Triumph, coachbuilt sidecar, fully
-1-*/ equipped; £75.

"I Q15 Douglas 2%b>.p., equipped; £25.

I Q22 Matchless Combination, 7-9h.p. M.A.Ol
-I-*/ engine, indistinguishable from new, spare
wheel, etc. ; £160.

VERY Special.—1919 3%h.p. Ariel, in perfect

condition, with brand new Ariel sidecar (1922)]
this weeks bargain, £79/10. -

8 h.p. Enfield Combination, Lucas Magdyno electric

lighting equipment, brand new 1921, unused out-

fit, complete; £140.

"I Q 19 3 l/oh.p. Ariel Solo, a beautiful machine, in
-L*/ periect condition; £62/10.

"I Q20 2%h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, equipped, verj
J-O smart, K.S. and clutch; £50.

Qih.p. Con naught, 2-speed, fully equipped, leg-

/"W2 shields, taxed for 1922, perfect; £45.

3h.p. Precision, excellent condition, tax paid, starts

easily and climbs anything; £15.

ANY of the above can be had on our easy payment
system. It is the easiest of all; simply fill ic

a simple form, pay your deposit, wait two" or- thtet
days, and in- 99 cases- out of a 100 the machine it

yours. You are missing the best if you have not
seen our terms, etc., and list of bargains.

ALL Guaranteed 3 Months.—Jones Garage, Broad
way, Muswell Hill, N . 10. Motor 'bus from

Highgate or Finsbury Park. [462C

good running order, speedometer
£20, or near.—41, Grove Rd., Soufcfc

[353t

gears, all-chair

£55, offer.—4ft
[35fig

31h.p, J.A.P.,
2 accessories;

Woodford.

J.A.P. 6h.p. Combination. B.S.A.
drive, Bosch; genuine bargain,

Clifton Rd., Kingston Hill, S.W.

HALIFAX.—Fifty second-hand machines and com
binations; cash, exchange, or deferred payments,

Get list.-

fax.
-Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Hali-

[377C

BARGAIN.—3Vjh.p. Motor Cycle, running order, fret

engine, adjustable oullev, Bnsch, B. und B.; first

10 gns. secures.—Brock, 31, Aberdeen Walk. Scar
borough. [4051

ALLBER Garage, Thornsett Rd., Earlsfield, Lou
don, S.W. (opposite station, L.S.W. Railway).

'Phone : Latchmere 4383).—Terms, no extra with gooc
deposit. Immediate delivery; no inquiries; satisfaction

guaranteed.

ALLBER.—Clyno, 1920, 2-stroke, 2 speeds, clutch
all accessories, tax paid, in new condition; £39

complete witi

2-speed, all acces

1920, practically new

Humber, 1914, 3*&h.p., 2_ speeds, handli

sports model, 2-speed
V~
2-speed

ALLBER.—Ixion-Villiers, 2%h.p.
lamps, in running order; £24

ALLBER.—Levis, 1916, 2V2h.;
- sories, good order; £32.

A LLBER.—Invicta-Villiers.
J*. 29.

ALLBER.
.start, all accessories, tax paid; £25.

ALLBER.^1922 Metro-Tyler,
clutch, kick start, as new, tax paid; £45

ALLBER.—1922 New Hudson, sports,

aluminium piston, all accessories, tax paid, abso

lutely like new; bargain, £46.

1918 Triumph, 4h.p., countershaft, tin

1921, little used, in splendid condition

£58.

ALLBER.—Triumph, 3%h'.p., clutch model, all ac

cessories, Philipson pulley, tax paid, good con

dition; £28. .

3V2h-p., 2 speeds, new tyre

in good condition : £35

ALLBER.-
crated,

ALLBER.—D.ouglas,

all accessories, tax paid.

ALLBER.-
.with all accessories, no,

dition; £65.

A LLBER.-

tax paid, in splendid con

2 speeds, kicl

paid, in goo<
1918 P. and M., 3i/

2h.p.,

start, fitted all accessories, tax

order; £38.

ALLBER.—New Hudson combination, 4h.p., 3 speeds

clutch, all accessories, tax paid, splendid order

£39. [461-

A38 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
MKcellan-n...

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange (Great Bargains),
—Motor cycles, combinations; plenty to choose

Q.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Cheap motor cycles is our motto.
Cheap motor cycles; nothing dear; all cheap.

WANDSWORTH.—Easy terms; easy terms. The
only firm to give immediate delivery first de-

WANDSWORTH. — De Dion 23Jh.p.
dropped frame, licensed, drive awav;
terms.

magneto
16 gns.;

WANDSWORTH—F.N. 2i/;h.p., 2-speed gear box,
clutch, wants attention; 16 Ens. ; terms.

'"ANDSWORTH.—Triumph _3i/
2h.p., clutch model,

lamps; nice condition; bargain, 26 gns.; easy
as.

WANDSWORTH.—Tourist Sporting type 3y2h.p., 2-

speed, countershaft, very low; 26 gns.; terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Rudge 3V2h.p., good tyres, kick
starter, licensed, drive away; 29 gns.; terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Roc 5-6h.p., twin, 2 -speeds, disc

wheels, kick;. 33 gns.; easy terms.

rANDSWORTH.—Abingdon King Dick 3M;h.p., 2

speeds, kick, lamps; 38 gns.; easy terms.

rANDSWORTH.—Premier Fine Coachbuilt Com-
bination 3y2h.p., 3 speeds, countershaft, lamp:

gns.; terms.
rANDSWORTH.-.Tames (late) Coachbuilt Com

bination 4i,4h.p., 3 speeds, countershaft, kick

dometer, lamps; 65 gns.; terms.

rANDSWORTH.—Rover Splendid Coachbuilt Com
bination 3i

/2h.p., 3 speeds, lamps; 49 gns.; cass-

rANDSWORTH.—Indian Coachbuilt Combination
7h.p,, 3 -speeds, spring frame, disc wheels; 59

rANDSWORTH—Indian, beautiful machine, 7h.p.,

3 speeds, spring frame, newly enamelled; 55 gns.

rANDSWORTH.— 19191-2 Scott, almost new, Coach-

built Combination, water-cooled, lamps; 79 gns.;

terms.

'ANDSWORTH —Swift Coachbuilt Combination

3V»h.p., 3 speeds, countershaft, lamps; oflers;

terms.

"ANDSWORTH.—Singer Coachbuilt Combination

4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch; cheap, 39 gns.; easy

li.

'ANDSWORTH.—Levis genuine 1916 254h.p., nice

little machine; very cheap, 29 ens.; terms.

"ANDSWORTH.-T.D.C. 2%h.p., good tyres, fine

machine, only wants seeing; 22 gns.; terms.'

'ANDSWORTH.—E.N. 2i4h.p., 2 speeds, clutch,

shaft drive, wants attention; 16 gns.; terms.

"ANDSWORTH.—Gregoire 3y2h.p., good tyres,

aropped frame, runs well; only 22 gns.; terms.

"ANDSWORTH.—Minerva 3y2h.p., magneto, low

built, wants overhauling; gift, 8 gns.—Below.

'ANDSWORTH Exchanges.—Wandsworth Motor
Exchange. Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town

ion). 'Phone : Latchmere 4686. [4367

LACKPOOL Bargains.— 1922 Rudges, 1922 Ariels,

1922 O.K.'s, 1922 New Imperials, 1922 Quad-

s, 1922 Royal Rnbys. Quick deliveries. Good
e for your machine; exchange—Booths' Motones,

.erloo Rd., Blackpool.

LACKPOOL Bargains.—New 1921 4h.p. Brad-

bury, all chain, £78/10, with sidecar £95/10.
»oths' Motories.

jACKPOOL Bargains—S'ih.p, Triumph, £18/10/6;
ditto, 2-speed, £22/10/6; countershaft model,

/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

LACKPOOL Bargains—3V2h.p. Humber, £20/10/6;
1920 Wooler, £39/10/6; 6h.p. 3-speed Rudge,

/10/6; 31/ih.p. Premier, £24/10/6. — Booths'

ories.

LACKPOOL Bargains.—3V>h.p. Singer, speed gear,

clutch. £27/10/6; Phelon and Moore, £19/10/6;
lP. Triumph, 3-speed, £22/10/6—Booths' Motories.

LACKPOOL Bargains—l^h.p. JJ3.S., £10/10/6;
N.S.U. lightweight, £13/10/6; 2-speed O.K.,

/10/6; 6h.p. 2-speed Rex, with Montgomery side-

£25/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

LACKPOOL Bargains.—24ih.p. Douglas, £25/10/6;
4h.p. Douglas, new sidecar, £69/10/6; A.J.S.

bination, £49/10/6; 8h.p. Premier combination,
/10/6; 6h.p. Enfield combination, £39/10/6.—
ths' Motories.

LACKPOOL Bargains.—120 G.N., dynamo lighting,
spare wheel, £110/10/6; 1920 Tamplin,

'/10/6; Morgan de Luxe, £147/10/6; two 1920
chless combinations. £115/10/6 and £120/10/6;
Rudge combination, dynamo lighting. £79/10/6;

3 Rudge, £55/10/6; Indian Combination,
/10/6; 1920 Sun. £35/10/6; another, £39/10/6;
lays' Allon. £36/10/6; another, £42/10/6; 1922
., mileage 600, £34/10/6; several others cheap;
Q cycles taken in exchange.—Booths' Motories, 294,
terloo Rd., Blackpool. [4538

"v e.sr

FOR MOTOR CYCLES

BRITISH MANUFACTURE

N.B.
1L

o
ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET

N APPLICATION.

A€EWmg
it®

eq=ie(3 ctfdsd©

AStlO=l7 = 6 SET, BUT WITH
ADAPTERS INSTEAD OF LAMPS.

FLEXIBLE DRIVE
PAT. APPLN . 516/22

TERMS 30^£^^walc^amii£eiA

ENGINEERING SYND.
8to 1 1, BROWNS BUILDINGS*

ST MARY AXE, E.C.3.
*t*e:l.ef»hon e. :

AVENUE 4-564-.

AlOlOK CYCLfcS i-OM SALfc.
Miscellaneous

LIGHTWEIGHT Bargains.—Clyno, 1921, hardly
soiled, £45; James 2-stroke, good, £25; In-

victa, 1920, 2-stroke, splendid mount, £35 ; Douglas,
1916, good condition, £33; all equipped and ready
for use; easy payment if required; come by Bakerloo
and see us.—Bunting's Exchange, Wealdstone. [4713

F.O.C.H lor secondhand cycles, combinations and
runabouts at bargain prices. Exchanges ar-

anged. Any new cycle, combination or car sup-
lied, cash or deferred payments.—Fair Offer Car
louse, 5, Heath Street, Hampstead (near Tube),
'hone : Hampstead 3752 Hours 9-7, including
rnrHa« C1611

TRIUMPH Combination, £38; Minerva combina-
tion, £32; Chater-Lea combination, 8h.p., 58

gns.; Levis, £28; Rex, 3V>h.p., £12/15; Minerva,
3V>h.p., £16/10; Lincoln-Elk, 4%h.p., countershaft,
£25; scooter, 1920, £16; Clyno, 6h.p., £35; ex-
changes; call any time.—r57, Kenbury St., Camber-
well, London. {4125

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
HIRE Latest Models cycles and combinations, any

period Write terms. Fowler Brigden, 130,
PiiFtnn Rd. [0795

FOR Hire, July 1st, Rex-Jap 6h.p. combination,
moderate charge. For sale, 3V2h.p. engine, un-

used, magneto, carburetter; £8.—Write particulars, 20,
Westwood Rd., Tilehurst, Reading. [4000

G.N. Light Car and Douglas Motor Cycle and Side-
car for hire; 8 gns. and £5 per week respec-

'

tively; fully insured.—Rodwell, 8, Red Lion Sq., Hoi-
born, W.C.I. Chancery 7272. [8776

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., for many years have
specialised in tins class of work. If michine is

purchased, lull amount of hire up to one week is

allowed.—157b, Gt. Portland Stw W.l. [6083

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
H
F
"C<nWAEDi and Co.,

1 {\~l ' ^" P°rt Ian|3 St., W., are cash buyers of
-L"-L solos, combinations, and Morgans. Highest
prices given, distance' no object. Call, write, or
'phone : Mayfair 4027. [0870

rp.B.

V\,r ANT

5(\(\ COMBINATIONS and Solos, any make, euar-" Vf antee top piices given.—T. and B. Motor
Co., Ltd., 372, Euston Rd. Museum 6581.

E
[5564

W b

A CTUAL Buyer,.

PLEASE Otter Us your motor cycle or combination.
We pay cash on sight.—Write, call, or 'phone

Museum 1337.—Percy and Co., J14, Euston Rd. [0815

T-»EST

DRICES

rtlVEN

H. P. EDWARDS and Co., 50. Harrington Rd.,

South Kensington, will purchase lor Bpot cash
your motor cycle or combination. Call, write, or

'phone Ken 3709. [0604

E Lw*
ALWAYS Bay

SOLOS, combinations, cycle cars. If in town, writ*,
'phone, or call. IE country, send to London

terminus. We collect free and send best cash offer.—

W T. Dunn. Ltd.. 326, Euston Rd., London. Museum
5391. [0332

MAUDES' Motor Mart are purchasers for spot cash
of late models Sunbeam, Triumph, Douglas, Nor-

ton, and Morgans.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St.,

Tondon. [1128

LATE Model Solo or Combination for cash.—Clayhall
Tavern, Old Ford Rd., Bow, E. [3894

ENFIELD 2-stroke, K.S., equipped.—A. J. Slatter,

3. Cliff Terrace, St. John's, S.E.8. [3629

£50-60 cash for best late Combination offered.—2,
Hawkswood Place, Kirkstall. Leeds. [4255

W
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at iue end of each

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desl

ANTED, late model B.S.A. solo, must be good
condition; tax.—Howley, Deyizes. [3884

COMBINATION Wanted, about £80; alter 7 p.m,
or letter.—27A, Anerley Park, Anerley. [3945

advertisement, and the date of the issue A39

red, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
fc>3.h.p. Douglas, 2-speed; £25 or near, cash.—Write,
'y* . 35, Shepherd's Bush Rd., Hammersmith. [3969

WANTED, good Combination; call or write.—143,
Ravenstmry Rd., Earlsfield Rd.. S.W.I 8. [4497

WANTED, Triumph Solo, 1916-19; cheap ;
particu-

lar^.—Powell, 215, Belgrade Gate, Leicester. [3693

QUNBEAM Solo wauled, not earlier 1918; about
£3 £50.- Wheeler, Chantry House Stables. Sevenoaks.

[3709

HOT StulT modern Solo wanted: spot cash; appoints
ment—E. J. H., " Brockenton," Belmont, Surrey.

r375o
NORTON, Triumph, or similar; cash waiting; call

or write.—Green, Wine Merchant, Reigate.
[4381

WANTED, Indian Motor Cycles, age a.nd condi-

tion immaterial.—17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham.
[4174

NORTON, No. 9, 1920 earliest. -Biddulph, 16, North
Ay., Model Village. Rainworth, Mansfield, Notts.

[4043

WANTED, Matchless 1921-22 combination, new con-

dition, cash.—Hill, 31, Westbourne Rd., Sunder-

land. t3576

WANTED, solo, late model, must be cheap, cash

waiting; no dealers.—Box 1823, c/o The Motor

Cycle. t3554

MODERN Solos and Combinations lor cash, or-in

exchange.-R. B. lark and Co.. 7. Exhibitioni -Rd

g vf f [3492

SOLO, no lightweights, Triumph preferred, any date.

^-Letters only, 3, Hermit Place, Belsize Rd.,

Kilburn. t 3=81

WANTED, Indian clutch model, also I.O.M. Rudge,

cheap lor cash.-Bramwell, Market Sq., Stony

Stratford. [*257

ROVER required, 8h.p.; must be cheap and in

good condition.—Morgan, 138. Gower St., W.CU-
Museum 3418. Vibai

Tift 14 3'mh.p. Twin Motosacoche, De Lissa frame,

l3 fork, and parts; cheap. -P. Tyler. 23, Barrack

St., Colchester. L;>t>3 '

WANTED 2?4n.p. Douglas, 1916-19 ;
cheap; iulPpar-

ticulars.-Moorcrolt, Ormsid-* Appleby, West-

morland. (D) I-
3737

JAMES 4'Zih.p.. Solo or Combination, about 1917

or 1918-Naylor and Kirk, 406, Garratt Lane

Earlsfield, S.W. .
L4083

LONDON.-Wanted, priyately, lor cash, cheap any

solo, with gears; state year, etc.—Box 1822, 0/0

The Motor Cycle. L3sbu

WANTED motor cycle, and condition, not earlier

than 1913; cheap, cash waiting.—61, Grand

Parade, Harringay. L41ol

WANTED good combination, late; cheap for im-

mediate cash.-James, c/o Bradmores, 482, Har-

row Rd., Paddington. L««U

WANTED 4h p or more twin combination, not pre-

1920;'give about £80.-Full particulars, Turner

85, Lyall Mews West, Lyall St., S.W. [3942

LET me sell your machine—only 5% commission and

a quick sale.-Write, F. L. C, 42 Northampton

Buildings. E.C.I. 'Phone: Finchley 1778. [1363

WANTED—Good Solo or Combination, 1920-21

model; cash on sight; distance no object.—

Hillier, 9, Wallingford St., North Kensington. [4469

MODERN Motor Cycles and Combinations bought

for cash or sold on small commission ;
send details

first.-South Eastern Garage, Heme Hill, S.E.24^^

PRIVATE, wanted, high power sporting combina-

tion, not earlier than 1919; Harley, Zenith,

Brough Superior, Indian preferred; after 5 P.m.-_4,

Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [4193

WANTED 1921 Matchless or Enfield, fitted with

makers' 2-seater sidecar, fully equipped, must

be reasonable.—Engine number and full particulars to

Slemon, Lodge Hill House, Rochester. Kent. [3939

WANTED Late Combinations, Solos; also Morgan
Runabouts, G.N.'s, and Rovers; cash or ex-

rhan^e —Elce, Ltd., 13, 15 and 16. Bishopsgate Ay..

Smomile St.. E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0076

CASH on sight for new and second-hand motor cycle*

and combinations, any make or condition.—Call,

write, or 'phone. Short and Glass Ltd\ 485^193. Dpper

Richmond Rd.. East Sheen. S W. 'Pbone: Richmond

2362 and 2363. t0373

WANTED for Cash, Motor Cycles or Combina-
tions, anv make, late or old models.—Write,

call or 'phone North Wimbledon Cycle Stores, 50a,

Church Rd., North Wimbledon, S.W. 'Phone:

Wimbledon 2270. 14184

SPECIAL Cash Buyers, Triumphs, F.nfields. B.S.A. '9.

Douglases, Matchlesses. A.B.C.'s. Scotts, Braa-
burys, Martinsydes, Zeniths. — Wandsworth Motor Ex-
change. Ebner St.. Wandsworth (Town Station),

'phone : Latchmere 4686.

4CYL. F.N.'s. Hendersons. T.A.C.'s, T.M.C.'a, wanted—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St..

Wandsworth.

RED Indians. Harley-Davidsons, wanted.—Wands
worth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.. Wandsworth

(Town Station). [4559

Motor Cycle

STOLEN.

y, h.p. 1922

TRIUMPH
No. 79938

Frame No. 318358

Registered No.

H.P. 3460

Triumph colour, Lucas
Magdyno Lighting Set,

Double Handle-bar
Grips.

Stolen from
John Carpenter Street,

Tudor Street,

London, E.C.

A Reward

£10:0:0
will be paid by

The AUTOCAR FIRE and

ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED,
77, Cheapside, London, E.C.2,

to the first person giving such

information as will lead to the

recovery of the machine and
the apprehension of the thief

or thieves.

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

K

BUNTINGS buy. ben, 01 kxchange any mak
motor cycle. State your requirements,

undertake to do your business and give you satii

tion. Distance immaterial.— Bunting's Motor
change, Wealds-tone. [(

Vi
1 O.C.H always have cash waiting tor sc

-L. - machines of. all types; highest prices and c
teous treatment assured.— Fair Offer Car House,
Heath Street, HainpsLead (near Tube). 'Phe
Hampstead 3752 Hours 9-7 including Saturday

H
WANTED, good modern Motor Cycles, solo

combination, in part exchange lor 8h.p. R
or other light car. Beat prices allowed, extended
ments_arranged.—Vivian Ha rdie & Lane, Ltd., 23
Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.). Bond St., 1

Phone: Mavfair 6559 [(

ANY Number of Second-hand Machines and C
binations" purchased for cash. A representa

will be sent to any part of the country to ins;

and complete the transaction after preliminary n
tiations. Write, 'phone, or call.—Longman Bi
17, Bond St., Ealing. Tel. : 689. [4

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
INGSBTJRY Scooters and Spare Parts.—Beau
Works, Richmond Rd., Twickenham. [2

KINGSBURY 2h.p. Scooter, unused, complete i

a quantity of spares; £15.-28, Boston Rd., I
well. [3

ATJTO-WHEEL Scooter, 1920, powerful; £16; t

push cycle part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberv
London. *- [4

A .B.C. Skootamota, new, unsoiled, latest model; i

sacrifice.—Frank Whitworth 139, New St.,
|

mingham. L*

1 Q21 Aut-oglider De Luxe, coachbuilt body, s

J-*7 clutch, electric lights, equipment, as new;d
or exchange motor cycle.—Geo. Liddall, Stan
Rowsley, Derbyshire. [3

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS^-./,*
Iihip. 1921 Auto-Wheel Attachment, fitted *t*

4 B.S.A. cycle' with: 2-speed gear; £17/1
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [4

AUTO-WHEEL 1921, Briggs and Stratton, 2t
perfect condition, only run 260 miles; £18;

j

£36.-83, Overstrand Mansions, S.W.I 1. [3

NEW Cyclotracteur, to fit cycle; maker's price, £
would exchange for good typewriter; stai

please.—Edwardes, 277, Camberwell Rd., S.E. [3

AUTO-WHEEL, excellent condition, £11; lac

B.S.A. Special oicycle for same, £8/8; seen
appointment.—G. 122, Beaufort St., Chelsea. T
2721 Kensington. [3

HOODS, WINDSCREENS, ETC.
COLLINS and Son for hoods, screens, and aprc

hoods from 35/-.—Below.

GOLLINS and Son.—Adjustable windscreens, c

plete with apron; 22/6, 30/-, and 35/-; <

on approval against cash.- carriage 1/6 extra.—Bel

COLLINS and Son stock all known makes of w:
screens; we have a few second-hand Stand

Eastings, fitted with new celluloid, from 45/-.—Bel

COLLINS and Son fit celluloid panels to any w:

screen in few hours, new aprons, side curta

etc.; op^n weekdays till 8.30, Sunday mornings
1 o'clock.- Collins and Son, rear of 84, High
Putney. S.W. <D) [6

HERCULES Hoods and Aprons ; write for list

Hercules Hood Co.. 698. Seven Sisters Rd., '.

tenham [0

EASTING Windscreen (Royal) , new, never ui

list £5; accept £3; postage 3/-.—H. Rock, Ci
ley, Staffs. [3

HIGH-GRADE Hoods, polished hoops, brass fitti

30/-; hoops, twill, etc.—Henry Jones, 778, K
Rd., Tottenham, London. [3

ONE Royal Easting Screen, complete, only
;

bought, used once ; price £4. — Richard:
Braeval, Seend, Wilts. (D) [3

RENNOC Co.—We are actual manufacturers
hoods, screens, and aprons. Send for lis

Rennoc Motors Ltd.. 155a. Marlborough Rd., Up
Holloway N 19 -[2

EOBINI Mfg. Co.—The Bower adjustable w
screen, registered, with coverall apron, 30/-,

j

riage paid. Beware of imitations. Celluloid pa:

fitted, Eastings 16/6; Coverall aprons made to on
10/-.—Robini Mfg. Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixi

S.W.2. 'Phone : Brixton 1585. [4

BODIES.
COLLINS and Son for coachbuilt bodies, all moi

in stock, lrom lightweights to 2-seater.—Belo

COLLINS and Son are actual manufacturers,
j

give twelve months' guarantee with every b

made by them.—Below

COLLINS amd Sou repair, repaint and upholster
moderate charges, first-class work guaranty

estimates free; send for catalcgue.—Collins and £

rear of 84, High St., Putney, S.W. [41

A40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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Saturday's Club Championship
Event.

TWENTY-SEVEN clubs will meet in

friendly rivalry next Saturday to contest

the club championship of 1922. Repre-

sentative teams have been nominated by

all the leading motor cycle clubs, and a

course in Hertfordshire abounding in hills has

been again selected, 'with Tring as the rallying

point.

Contests such as the Team Trial for The Motor

Cycle Challenge Cup do an untold amount of

good for the pastime, for the majority of the

entrants are keen amateur owners of the machines

they ride, and enter upon the trial with the ut-

most enthusiasm for the benefit of the clubs which

they represent.

We have no doubt that, with the efficient or-

ganisation for which the Motor Cycling Club has

become famous, an entirely successful and

enjoyable event will result. Although few will

be concerned by the announcement, it may be

of interest to record that the Auto Cycle Union

at first, unaccountably withheld a permit for this

event, though, without having disturbed the

M.C.C. arrangements in any way, the original

decision was rescinded and a- permit issued as,

late as last Thursday.

What good and useful purpose has been

served by . attempted interference with an

annual event of recognised importance the A.C.U.

best know, particularly as the M.C.C. Team
Trial has for years past attracted a representa-

tive entry (it is always the largest and most

representative inter-club gathering of the year)

and the date of this year's event was announced

months ago. The A.C.U. is running a risk of

getting into disfavour by the arbitrary actions

of some of its busybodies whose actions tend to

nullify the undoubted good work carried out by

the governing organisation.

Cylinder Capacities.

NOW that the A.C.U. is recommending the

classification of motor cycles on the

basis of 1 h.p. per 100 c.c, it will behove
riders, and even certain manufacturers, to

obtain some definite knowledge of the

cylinder capacity of the machines in which they

are interested.

Not long ago we had occasion to point out how
misleading were existing horse-power rating en-

gines, varying by as much as 130 c.c. in the case

of units of the same nominal horse-power. It

was these discrepancies and the attention which
they received that resulted in the new ratings

being considered and recommended by a

specially appointed committee.

Examination of the programme of most of the

prominent open reliability and speed trials shows
that there is quite an appreciable lack of know-
ledge of cylinder capacities amongst the entrants

of machines, and this failing is not confined solely

to private owners, who might be forgiven a lack

of knowledge of the exact internal dimensions of

their engines.

In one important event recently a number of

machines of one make embodying a well-known
proprietary engine were credited with three dif-

ferent capacities, while another maker using the

same engine stated its capacity at a figure slightly

higher than any of the other figures quoted by

the other entrants.

Another proprietary engine is frequently en-

tered in trials, by makers and riders who use it,

with statements of capacity which vary by as

much as 20 c.c.

Of course, these things do not matter greatly

as they do not bring the machines concerned into

another class, but for the good name of the en-

gineering section of the motor cycle industry trade

entrants in trials should at least specify their

cylinder capacities with accuracy.

-

'*. /</'. //;//;// y 7- y /. / V. S.S. X .S..S..S. V-,^..S.,W V x \ -v. \ ^ v. V V^xWK^va
il6;

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the pa =e facing the back cover.
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Those Were Stirring Times.

HHAVE been swopping yarns this week with an

eminent member of the trade, whose memory goes

back about as far as my own. We got to the

point where, after tremulous solo adventures, we dared

to invite the one and only fair to accompany us. He
hired a push-bike trailer for a run from town to the

sea. The coast was reached well enow, as the poets

put it. But the return journey was arduous. The
automatic inlet valve took a dislike to its cotter, and
spat it out into the road. At that date there were no
such things as garages, and it is doubtful whether a

spare cotter existed in the British Isles; moreover,

even the blacksmiths had downed tools for the 'day.

So he borrowed a hairpin from his passenger. It

lasted two miles. He borrowed another. And so on.

The demure Victorian maiden who started out with

him was transformed into rather a saucy, stagey

flapper before the trip ended. Later on the accumulator

gave out. Also the spare accumulator. Such trifles

did not worry us in 1903. He woke up an electrician,

bought some dry cells, caused his passenger to nurse

them on her lap, and connected them up from her

lap to the coil under the bicycle tank, with some six

vards of bell-wire. In fact, he felt rather more com-
fortable- on this improvised ignition; for the trailer

connection was a thought dickey, and so long as the

engine went on firing he knew -the trailer-—and its

contents—were still there.

Forget About Your Oil.

HHAVE recently fitted a Best and Lloyd mechanical

oil pump, and have finished for ever with the

- adjustment of drips, the watching of ^miles on

my speedometer, the anxious ear eccked at the

sound of the engine. I just see that there is plenty

of oil in the tank, and then—well, I just ride. When
the toy was new I found a certain fascination in

watching a fat little splodge of Summer Huile de luxe

eject itself every few seconds from the downturned
pipe, and slide across the tiny tilted basin to the hole

leading to my engine. But now I know that the
splodge never fails to appear when due, I forget all

about such mundane matters as lubrication, and let

my thoughts wander to the scenery or the bobbies or

the latest her. The engine appears to prefer this

regular ration to the boa-constrictor regime of alternate

gorges and fasts dictated by a hand 1 pump ; and my
oil bill looks like being appreciably smaller, for since

I know what I am doing, I no longer over-lubricate.

Of course, the critical mind of the professional

a 26
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journalist is never quite satisfied. These " stick on "

pumps must necessarily be mounted in somewhat ex-

posed positions, and I suppose that some day I shall

neatly wipe the pump clean off the engine when I am
cutting a kerbed corner -too fine. So in theory I

should prefer a pump designed as part of the engine,

and tucked out of harm's way. Secondly—though

here I meekly bow my ignorant head to the Best and

Lloyd trained metallurgist—I wonder why the pump
designer is so fond of nickel plating. I had already

quite enough to keep clean, and it reflects the sun into

my eyes. I suppose he will retort that motor cyclists

in general prefer something bright. So do magpies.

You can't knock sense into a magpie's head. I know.

Round v. Square Tanks.

ELSE both adjectives in a Pickwickian sense, no

motor cycle tank being truly round or square.

This is merely a mild enquiry as to whether other

riders find that the rain is far -more apt to run round

to the underside of a more or less circular tank than

with a tank of roughly rectangular contours.

"Mixed" Meetings at Brooklands.

O, I don't mean what you mean; I am querying

the wisdom of mixing motor cycle races with

car races. Colonel Lindsay Lloyd holds that

if you have a nice pair of prismatic lenses, and take a

stance on the club-house or the member's hill, you

can follow a motor cycle race quite as nicely- as you
could from the fork. Some lucky people are blessed

with the perfect vision immortalised by Sam Weller

as "double extry million horse-power magnifying."

Others have the kind of glass that is marked " 12X,"

whatever that may mean. I have just ordinary eyes,

and my glass is only marked " 8x." I won't go to the

fork, or anywhere else on the edge of the track, when
interesting cars and interesting people can only be

viewed close up in the paddock. So on these

occasions I know no more about the vicissitudes of a

motor cycle race than I know what Queen Elizabeth

would have done with Lloyd George if he had risen to

eminence in her reign. And I like to know what's

what in these events. So I prefer my motor races like

my drinks—one sort at a sitting, please. Not but

what the Royal meeting was very good fun. D'd you

see Chitty-Bang-Bang misfire into that pusher's eye?

.- 1

\ Ixion's "MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES" are
\

available in book form, price 2s. 9d. post free, from " The i

: Motor Cycle " Offices, Dorijet House, Tudor Street, E.C.4.
;
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Occasional Comments.

—

More Trouble.

(
N May 18th I described how a medical reader

bought a 3\ h.p. Ponk-Ponk, which was quite
satisfactory, barring its rear brakes. The

makers got into difficulties, and Road Destroyers, Ltd.,

took over. Our reader sent them his back wheel at

Christmas, and they kept it—to his infinite chagrin

—

until this month. At last it returned, and he had some-

great spins. One day he was descending a rough

1 in 7 lane, which abutted at right angles into a very

main road. The brakes failed. He crossed the main
road at " 60 " or so, much assisted by a temporary

vacuum in the traffic. Is he thirsting for the blood

of Road Destroyers, Ltd. ? No. He is kicking him-

self because he did not think of stopping the runaway

jigger by caressing the outside- flywheel with his boot-

sole. Which reminds me of Tommy taking the Hun's
frightfulness as a matter of course, but complaining

bitterly of plum and apple jam. At present the 3^ h.p.

Ponk-Ponk is in the hands of a capable local

mechanic, who is eliminating from the brakework the

tiny keys, feathers and threads beloved of Road De-
stroyers, Ltd., and substituting large squared portions,

with visloks, castellated nuts, split pins, spring

washers, seccotine and other holdmefasts.

Asking for It.

SOME weeks ago I rashly announced that this year

I was going to enjoy a non-stop season on the

road, and explained how the trick w:as to be done.

One never gets in a mess without discovering that old

daddy Adam went through it aeons ago in the Garden
of Eden. At any rate, a lot of small sagacities which

seem to date back to him crop up in your mind imme-
diately afterwards. F'rinstance

—
" Don't

halloa till you're out of the wood !
" " The

best laid schemes of mice and men," etc., etc.

Am I having a non-stop season? Of course

not. I'm not having common troubles. But
I get regular _packets of weird misfortunes

which never happened to anybody else, or to

me previously. For example, I was riding

along a beautiful street when a horrible jangle

occurred in my transmission, and an enormous
piece of copper wire—as thick as telegraph

wire—was trying to lash my rear hub and
chain to the frame. A day or two later the

ENGLAND'S HIGHWAYS.
The motor cyclist who carries a camera on his jaunts

certainly adds to his pleasures by obtaining records
of his journeyings, but possibly the artist's pleasures

are even greater, for the slightest of sketches carry

more meaning—to the artist—than the best of

photographs.

rear stand of my machine wilted as a

protest against the weight of - the jigger.

When things were going too well with the
Roman emperors of old, they used to dump
the crown jewels in a quicksand, or take other
radical measures to prevent the gods from
feeling jealous of them. I am considering

some step of the kind—perhaps I might fill

up my dynamo bearings with carborundum

—

there's a chance that Jupiter doesn't know
how late lighting-up time is under the. Daylight
Saving Bill.

(2)
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GEAR CONTROLS ON MODERN MACHINES
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A SELECTION OF CHARACTERISTIC METHODS IN USE TO-DAY.
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Practical Notes on the Scott Sociable.

THE ignorant jeer, the foolish grin, the conven-

tional are coldly superior, but the truly in-

telligent are always interested. That ris the

summing up of one's fellowmen from behind the wheel

of a Scott Sociable.

Jeers become less prevalent, however, as the sight

of the little machine becomes more familiar, but that

idiotic grin of the fellow who thinks you are trying

to be funny just because you drive a machine out of

the ordinary comes in time to irritate.

The sidecar unquestionably has advantages over the

light car, but its disadvantages are enormous. If one

can rule out these disadvantages while retaining its

unique and favourable points—that is, if one can

obtain* car comfort and shelter in a machine which

has the mobility and economy of the sidecar, one has

obviously realised something very much worth while.

This was M r.

Scott's aim in

evolving the three- ^-
wheeled Sociable,

and certainly he has

succeeded. The
Scott Sociable is as

sporting as a well-

powered sidecar
outfit to drive;
owing to its wonder-
fully lively engine,

smooth torque, and
light weight, i t s

acceleration and
n i p p i n e s s are

astounding. As
to comfort and
weat herp roo f-

ness, more anon.

&3°

By H. .MORTIMER BATTEN.

Handsome is as Hand'ome Does.
The appearances of this machine offend the man

driving it least of all, and so he becomes rather tired

of those who wave aside favourable points as over-

whelmed by the so-called ugliness of the Sociable.

I have had a good many of these gentry as passengers

from time to time, and invariably they prove the

easiest converts. At the end of the ride you are more
than likely to hear the man who only an hour or so

previously was condemning the Scott Sociable on the

grounds of its appearances, arguing in perspiring

wrath with anyone who dares to call the machine ugly.

Personally. I have ceased to regard the Scott

Sociable as ugly, but even if it were I hold that its

ugliness would be entirely permissible on the grounds
of its distinctly practical design—I selected it because
I saw it was the work of a genuine engineer.

the Scott Sociable—distinctive in design and possessing certain advantages over
both car and sidecar. The engine, 76'2 X63'5 = 578 c.c, is a water-cooled twin.

Tyre Wear.

After 6,000 miles

driving, 3,000 of

which was under
most strenuous trials

conditions, I found
it necessary to re-

new the driving
wheel tyre. It was
not worn out, but

it was too smooth to

obtain a good grip.

The other three
tyres (including

spare wheel) are
still perfectly
sound, after close

upon 9,000 miles,

though quite smooth.

(22)
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8,000 Miles on a Sidecar Substitute.

—

My .machine was one of the first

to. leave the factory, and during the

first two months of my ownership it

developed one or two weaknesses.
These were amended as they

occurred, and during the last 6,000
miles., the machine has been in daily

use over moorland roads and under
generally .trying conditions, practi-

cally without attention of any kind.

It has not even been decarbonised.

It will be seen from the foregoing
that rather remarkable results have
been obtained as regards tyre economy, and the makers
themselves do not claim such good results. On the

whole, my Scott Sociable, providing car comfort for

two and even three passengers, has actually cost less to

run than various. 3i h. p. sidecar outfits I have owned.

Petrol Consumption,
Petrol consumption on the Scott Sociable seems to

N

vary more than on most machines, which is doubtless

due to its lightness. .Normally one runs the engine as

one runs a car engine—that is, at a much wider

throttle opening than one runs a motor cycle engine.

Road surface and wind affect petrol consumption
enormously. On a smooth surface with a following

wind, I have regularly obtained 90 m.p.g. and put up
a good average speed. Under normal conditions of

main road travel, petrol consumption hovers on and
about the 80 m.p.g. mark. -With a strong headwind
and heavy roads in a mountainous district I have had
my fuel consumption up as high as 30 m.p.g. Oil

consumption is negligible. The Scott Sociable uses

exactly a quarter of the oil of a baby two-stroke I have

had in my possession at the same time.

Eliminating Weakness.
There is hardly a moorland track in Yorkshire or

Cumberland, that Mr. Scott and his satellites have not

travelled during their road tests of this machine. This

process naturally revealed various weaknesses in Mr.

Scott's original design, and one by one minor points

Showing how to set. the points of

the two-pole plug so that the gap
will not be immediately widened

Hy burning.

83I -

were altered and strengthened, till

the Scott Sociable reached the stage

whereby it was considered safe to

place it in the hands of the public.

A stud of factory machines under

test is, however, an entirely different

proposition from a number of

machines in the hands of the public,

and it must be admitted that the first

machines turned out gave a certain

amount of trouble. The "public will

find - weaknesses that the factory
tester never finds. The tester at

once perceives any minor defect, and
With' the Ordinary owner, however, itsets it right.

is a case of minor defect upon minor defect, till the .

aggregate results in the development of some serious

weakness and the machine breaks down. Thus, there

is only one tester to decide whether a new machine is

or is not a worthy road proposition, a»d that tester

is the public" for whom the machine is made.
The outstanding weaknesses in the first Scott

Sociables that were turned out were in the trans-

mission, but, having carefully followed the various re-

visions in the design that have been made, and this

backed by my own experience, I feel confident that

transmission weaknesses have now been overcome.

My own experiences were as follows : My first mis-

hap, which occurred during the initial 1,000 miles,

took the form of a stripped key, which conveys the

load direct from the clutch to the driving pinion.

This meant removing the engine from the frame and
taking the whole unit adrift, which I did myself, fit-

ting a new key, which is still doing service. In the

new design this key is an integral part of the driven

member, so that the likelihood of breakdown of the

kind I experienced no longer exists.

While on this repair I found that my universal

joint was wearing badly, and I sent it back to the

makers. They supplied me with a much stronger pat-

tern of a kind they had just started to fit, and have

fitted ever since. This shows no signs of wear as yet.

My second breakdown was caused by the small bevel

Th( wheels are easily detached, the simple stand being

much more quickly operated than a jack.

(13)

The removal of the cover gives access to the engine and gear

box, an operation of a few seconds only.

a 31
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8,000 Miles on a Sidecar Substitute.—
'

in the final drive choosing to shed its teeth. A new

one was fitted, and has proved satisfactory, but the

makers are now employing a new type of spiral bevel,

which is not only infinitely stronger than the old one,

but is also quite silent. The old straight bevel was

very noisy.

It will be seen, then, that the three outstanding

weaknesses in the transmission of the very early

machines have been set right, and, so far as one can

judge, the transmission of the present-day Scott

Sociable is as infallible as that of the best .car.

Frame Repairing Possibilities.

The frame tubes now used in the Scott Sociable are

very much stronger than those originally fitted. The

old-type tube was apt to fracture at the ends, but in

the present type the ends are reinforced and prac-

tically unbreakable. One tube in my front bracket

used to fracture regularly every three weeks. The

breakage did not matter much, it was simply that the

tube cracked and went on doing its work in that con-
'

dition. I then fitted one of the new type tubes, which

has had 4,000 miles and is still as sound as a bell.

As an example of the convenience of the nut-and-

bolt method of frame construction, as distinct from

brazed junction lugs, I had the misfortune last summer
to collide with a taxicab and completely crumple up

-the front wheel bracket. At first . it looked. an awful

tangle, but having taken the bracket to pieces I found
that only three tubes were damaged. At the time I

foolishly had no spare tubes by me, but I took the

damaged portion of ihe frame to bits in twenty-two

minutes, and wired to the works for new tubes. These
came on the following day, and the damaged bracket

was reassembled equal to new in thirty-three minutes
working time. Any sort of frame breakage can be

mended in this way at an absurdly low cost, and
naturally one keeps a spare tube of each type, three

in all, in case of breakage.

The Advantages of the Machine.

The advantages of the Scott Sociable are very

highly appreciated by those whose motoring in the

past has been confined to the sidecar type of vehicle.

Round its economy its chief advantages are centred.

The point is that it offers far more for one's money
than any other machine on the road. The windscreen
and "hood keep out the weather, and one can travel

in decent clothing and keep perfectly dry during the

most villainous winter gales. A spacious dash tray

is at hand for buns, sandwiches, or one's tobacco
pouch, while the seats are deeply and comfortably,
upholstered. One needs to bear in mind that all three

wheels are sprung, and the entire chassis insulated

from road shock. Eggs can be carried unpacked in

the dash tray, so excellent is the springing, and
naturally the tool boxes do not shake their contents
badly. Luggage travels in the spacious dickey with-
out fear of damage to leather suitcases and their con-
tents. When the dickey seat is not in use there is

enough room in the rear for two large suitcases, a
spare cover, petrol and oil tins, spare frame members,
jack, and various other oddments. ' Thus one can tour

'JUNE 22nd, 1922.

comfortably with all the luggage required and with

all necessary accessories. The spare wheel fits under

the seat, and as for minor accommodation, one is

much better off than with most cars. .

Extra Passengers in Comfort.

The dickey seat is ample for a passenger up to ten

stones in weight, but I do not think it was intended

for a much heavier passenger, though apparently some
Scott Sociable owners do not share this opinion. I

have several times carried a dead weight of 2 cwt.

on the back of the car, as I have been dependent upon
it all winter for transportation of various kinds.

Two normal adults, a small child, and a medium-
sized dog may be accommodated in the front seat.

Another point which the erstwhile motor cyclist

highly appreciates is the fact that all wheels are acces-

sible and immediately interchangeable. It is only
three minutes' work to remove the spare wheel from
under the seat, and to change over when a puncture
occurs. Moreover, it is a clean job. Again, one

, enjoys the benefit of decent wheel bearings which are
not exposed to mud and water, and which have no
unspeakable adjustable cones. Over and above these

advantages the machine fully realises " Ixion's "ideas
as regards being hoseable. Two minutes' work with
a bucket of water and a wet sponge after the most
sloppy ride restore its original lustre.

Speed and Safety.

As regards maximum speed, the machine will

accelerate to over 40 m.p.h. on any good high road.

The efficiency for the engine size is marvellous, for

it must be borne in mind that the capacity is approxi-

mately the same as that of the ordinary 4 h.p. single.

If one is content to keep the speedometer on at

about 30 m.p.h., the petrol consumption is normally
good, but if the machine is driven continuously at

37 to 40 m.p.h. speedometer reading, the petrol con-

sumption at once drops to the tune of about 20 m.p.g.
lower than before.

With regard to safety on corners it is practically im-

possible under any conditions to lift the side wheel.

I have tried it driving solo, but, the weight of the

driver being inside 1 the wheel track, there is no ten-

dency for the side wheel to lift. In turning, to the

right it would be possible to raise the driving wheel

from the ground, but it would take an insane and
wicked wrench to do it, and I cannot imagine any
normal driver accomplishing the feat. The spring-

ing of the Sociable is, of course, excellent. Should
a spring break it can be renewed in a few minutes,

and one or two spares are always carried. Most of

my driving has been over abnormally rough roads,

and so far I have experienced but one broken spring.

Coil springs are used throughout ; they are light, and
take up little room.

The Scott Sociable is a machine which needs

very little attention. It is not a mount for the man
who loves to tinker, as one can find nothing to do to

it. The present two-pole plug system requires a little

attention, as the plug points are apt to burn wide,

whereupon they spark inside, resulting in terrific pop-

ping back through the carburetter.

(=9)
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Simple Hints on the Care of the Ignition Apparatus.

SO efficient and foolproof has the modern magneto
become that even when the bus is down for a

thorough overhaul the magneto is usually left

severely alone, with the one exception, perhaps, of

trimming the contacts.

At the same time, it is advisable to " get wise " to

the most common troubles which might occur sooner

or later and leave the rider stranded, when a know-
ledge of where to look for the trouble would enable

a repair to be easily effected.

Owing to the fact that the magneto is revolving

continuously at a high speed, mechanical defects are

more frequent than electrical ones, most of them
emanating from the contact breaker.

Care of Contacts.

The contact breaker is located at the opposite end

of the magneto to the driving spindle, and can be

examined and adjusted by removing the metal or

ebonite inspection cover, which is held in position by

a flat spring.

The contacts should be examined for signs of over-

heating and pitting, and if necessary the contact sur-

faces filed clean with the aid of a special magneto file.

This must be done carefully, as it is absolutely essen-

tial that the faces of the contacts are parallel. After

the contacts have been cleaned and trued up they

should be adjusted for maximum opening with the

special feeler gauge supplied with the magneto.

Causes of Misfiring.

Dirty or burnt contacts will cause the engine to

miss intermittently, while contacts not opening to their

full extent will have much the same effect.

Another cause of intermittent missing, especially in

wet weather, is the fibre bush in

the centre of the bell crank
swelling with the moisture and
producing a dragging effect on
the contacts, sometimes causing
them to stick up altogether.

To cure this trouble the bush
should be eased out very care-

fully with a small reamer, just

sufficiently to enable the bell

crank to work freely but without
any side play. It will be noticed

that the bell crank contact is

held in position by means of a spring, and when this

is lifted with the finger and moved to one side the

bell crank may be removed intact.-

Should the retaining spring become weak in time
it will allow the bell crank- to lift and " chatter " at

high speeds ; this can be remedied by bending the

spring down very slightly.

(1)

The contact points

should be parallel, un-

pitted and perfectly free

from oil and dirt.

The contact breaker does not improve by being run
in oil—m fact, neither oil nor grease should be allowed
to get on the contact breaker or to collect on the inside
of the cam-cage under any circumstances.

Roadside Cures.
Let us now deal with a few of the troubles which

may occur on the road, together with their remedies.
Should the magneto cut out ex-

amine carefully the whole of the
high-tension leads and the spark
plugs for signs of a short circuit

;

in the majority of cases the fault
will be found here. If the mag-
neto is of the type fitted with a
cut-out terminal on the inspection
cover, a " short " in this circuit

will cause the whole trouble.

A noticeable weakness in spark-
ing may be due to weak mag- „, . .

nets, which, however, is unlikely wT ?8
m7-

°

v-r ,1 -,, . ,
J brush is held in position.

it the magneto is less than eighteen
months old. It will probably be traced to the contacts
not opening to their correct distance, and an adjustment
will_ usually put matters right. Old or worn high-
tension leads will cause a weak spark at the plug points
through electrical leakage.

Sticking contact breakers have already been dealt
with, but it may be mentioned that, should a C.A.V.
magneto give trouble, due to the fibre roller in tha
contact breaker mechanism becoming worn, this should
be replaced at the first opportunity.

It is a good plan to carry a spare carbon brush
obtained from the makers of the magneto. No attempt
should be made to utilise a brush which has broken
off short, as it is an impossibility to obtain the correct
amount of pressure by stretching the spring.

If the magneto gets hot and the contact breaker and
camcage show signs of burning, the trouble can almost
certainly be put down to a " burnt-out " condenser.
The magneto should be returned to the makers—it will
work out cheaper in the end !

General Remarks.
It is always a good plan, before commencing any

magneto adjustments, to look over the petrol system
and carburetter jets and strainer. In cold weather
glance at the exhaust valve to see whether it is stuck
up with oil.

With regard to the slip-ring on the armature, if this

is dirty it should be wiped clean with a rag soaked in

petrol, but any signs of burning should be left until

the magneto is sent to the makers for overhaul.
In conclusion, the writer would like to add that,

unless the magneto really does give trouble, it should
be left to take care of itself. Spark.

b 1
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The 496 c.c. V-Twin
Martinsyde.

SPECIFICATION.

ENGINE : 70 x SO mm. TRANSMISSION : |in.

(496 c.c.) V-twin. chains.

VALVES: Exhaust over LUBRICATION : Drip-

inlet. feed.

GEARBOX: A.J.S. Type CARBURETTER: Amac.
three-speed, clutch, and WEIGHT: 290 lbs.

kick-starter. PRICE: £110.

AFTER nearly 400 fleeting miles on the 496 c.c.

V-twin solo Martinsyde we are quite unable to

explain the real reason of its undoubted

fascination.

It may be an excellent clutch, it may be absence of

vibration or transmission shock, it may be its lively and

. efficient engine, or again it may be only the impressive

purr which answers an outward movement of the

throttle lever. Perhaps—and more likely, it is all

these qualities, and one or two more combined, which

made a hardened devotee of the sporting single wonder

if he had not been just a trifle prejudiced in his views.

One of a Select Few.

There are not half-a-dozen medium-weight V-twins

on the market to-day, and one is inclined, after

sampling the Martinsyde, to wonder why. A twin of

any sort has certain unquestioned advantages over

the single, advan-

. tages which par-

ticularly apply
when the engine is

of the high effi-

ciency, hefty type.

No 60 m.p.h.

chain-driven
'

' one-

lunger" is

pleasant to drive

at lower speeds

unless a very well

designed trans-

mission shock ab-

sorber forms part

of its equipment.

The flat twin is

b 2

It

usually immune from this defect, but usually, too, the

difficulty of housing such a unit in a motor cycle frame

makes the machine, as. a whole, somewhat ungainly.

With the V-twin, however, the standard
'

' diamond

frame forms as perfect a union as bacon with eggs.

Does Appearance Count ?

Nowadays there is little to choose between the

leading motor cycles and appearance therefore becomes

quite an important factor.
.

The designer of the

Martinsyde has made the most of his opportunity,

is a very pretty machine indeed.

At the same time a sporting and symmetrical appear

ance on a solo mount does not go very far unless the

riding position is right. In the machine under dis

cussion; it is—for 90 per cent, of the people, likely to

buy it. From the minority there are possible two

criticisms: (1) the gear control rod is inclined to get

in the way of the long-legged rider ; and (2) the

handle-bars—perchance this is the lone voice of

faddist—are too wide and the grips too far behind the

steering head for full controllability at maximum
- speeds.

For the rest,

one is comfortable

at all ordinary

speeds, and the

control levers, in-

cluding the rear

brake pedal, are

fully accessible

without undue leg

or arm movement.
This somehow
brings us to the

brake itself, which

is a pity, for we
had fully intended

to write a great

many nice things

(fully deserved)

about the machine,

(24)

Flexibility was a

feature of the Martin-

syde that was much
appreciated when
throttled down in free

engine. (Inset) Ad-
justing the clutch, an
operation quickly

effected.
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Road Tests of New Models—
and this is another, albeit almost the last, point

that we must criticise. As a brake, this member
is quite efficient, indeed, as efficient as the most
nervous (or hair-raising) driver could desire, but
it requires more pressure by the foot to bring

it into action than should be necessary, and, on
our particular mount anyhow, slight eccentricities

' in the belt rim were felt at the pedal, very probably

necessitating the weighty push complained of. Like

the -entirely admirable front one, of the dummy belt

rim type, the rear brake, however, does its work,

although, until one gets used to it, it may not seem so

efficient as some.

Freedom from Noise and Vibration.

For the rest the machine is a thoroughly delightful

little solo mount. Mechanically it is very silent

;

indeed, the only noise of note at all is the subdued

crackle, already referred to, which responds to the

admission of more gas, on hills or on the level. Up
to 50 m.p.h. or so there is no vibration of any sort,

but thereafter to the maximum of something creditably

in the neighbourhood of the elusive mile-a-minute gait

there is, or was on our particular mount, a distinct

trace of handle-bar tremor which, as the grips were

devoid- of rubbers, was inclined to give one that un-

pleasant sensation popularly termed "pins and

needles." This, we should imagine, was very pro-

bably peculiar to the actual machine .which we rode:

Very liberal open-

ings of the drip-

feed for 400 miles

failed to find any
sources of oil leak-

a g e— a pleasing

trait which not all

motor cycles of

1922 possess.

The overhead ex-

haust gear, exclu-

sive to this make, is

only really unusual
in its absence of
noise and its sturdy,

simple design, the

latter a quality which the power-unit, as a whole,
equally possesses.

Petrol consumption figures, too, were . eminently
satisfactory; hard driving gave an average of
75-80 m.p.g.

Top Gear Hill-climbing.

It would be quite futile to say much about hill-

climbing ; the Martinsyde is as good a top-gear climber
as any single or twin of equivalent capacity which we
have sampled, and a fairly low bottom allows ample
reserve for the' freakiest of 1 in 3 grades ; as,

incidentally, recent trials have well demonstrated.
Two pairs of foot-rests are fitted. The majority of

riders will find the front pair entirely superfluous
except as a permanent prop-stand.

The gear box is of A.J.S. design, the most marked
feature of which is the progressively smooth clutch.

One soon learns that there is no need to get down to

bottom to effect a start; and on the road it is seldom
necessary to change down to pick up speed after traffic

delays.

Summarising, we would say that the 496 c.c. Martin-

syde is a very sensibly designed solo mount, combining
several attractive qualities seldom found together, yet

fast, silent, and reliable—we experienced no involun-
tary stop during our test, nor did we fear one.

A twin ol pleasing appearance, particularly suitable lor tast solo work, the 496 c.c. Martinsyde.

ALTERNATIVE TAXATION SCHEMES.
THE Departmental Committee on the Taxation

and Regulation of Road Vehicles is shortly to

commence its enquiry, which will be confined

in the first instance to an investigation of alternative

methods of taxation, the question of the incidence of

the tax being dealt with at a later stage. The Com-
mittee, therefore, invites suggestions, which, it should

be noted, must be submitted through motoring or other

organisations, and not by individuals.

Any recommended alternative to the present horse-

power tax must be capable of producing a gross annual

sum of approximately ^10,250,000, exclusive of

receipts in respect of licences for horse-drawn vehicles,

fees for drivers' licences, and penalties for offences.

All schemes put forward must be restricted to

(2)

definite methods of taxation only, and they should
show the method, or methods, in detail, so that the

Committee may be in a position to judge of the

probable receipts, both gross and nett, . therefrom.
Figures capable of substantiation must be submitted
in support of any estimate of revenue.

Any memorandum submitted should state the ad-
vantages which it is considered the scheme would have
over the existing system, and it is pointed out that

mere statements of opinion, unsupported by any con-

crete proposals, cannot be considered.

Suggestions— which, by the way, must be con-

fined to mechanically-propelled vehicles—should be

submitted on or before September 1st, 1922.

—

The
Autocar.

b 3
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A Circular Tour
Embracing Bristol,

Cheddar, Wells,
Glastonbury, and Bath.

M
beauty

has its

cannot

Each

ANY of the English
counties are well

noted for their

spots, and each
own claim which

be disputed.

tourist mav have
his own happy hunting
ground and will tell you
that this or that, district

is second to none for its

beauty spots.

However, I think the south-western counties can
well hold their own in the list. Here the motorist
can enjoy hill or dale, the moors with its ever-open
road, or the rough sea and rocky coast dear to the
heart of the man shut up in an inland town or city all

the year round. Again, he can find in abundance
those beautiful old links with the past which recall

the names of many men and places which have gone
to make history.

There are several good centres, and in taking
Bristol as one it is only a selection of many.- This
city itself is rich in sights, many of the lovely old
churches and buildings being well worth a visit, while
the famous gorge of the Avon, crossed by the well-

known Clifton Suspension Bridge, has few pouals in

grandeur. Many day runs can be arranged from this

centre. The coast can be fol-

lowed to include Clevedon,
Weston-super-Mare, Burn-
ham, Minehead, etc., or

tours may be taken, visiting

the many old-world towns
and villages of Somerset,

Gloucestershire, Wilts, or

Devon.

A Run to Glastonbury.

Perhaps it will be inter-

esting to select one such
day's run out of the many
possible ones, and I will

take the tourist out of
Bristol by the Weston-super-
Mare road and continue
through the pretty village of
Flax Bourton to Congres-

b 4

Cheddar Gorge, Somerset.

well repaid,

berry gardens,

BRISTOL

The route taken is indicated by arrows, the darkened portions showing
where the main roads were followed.

bury. Here we leave the

Weston road and branch

to the left to the little old-

fashioned town of Ax-
bridge. We have now
covered about 24 miles,

and from this point we
can look forward to see-

ing many items of in-

terest. Leaving Axbridge,

a 3 mile run brings us to

the famous Cheddar
Gorge, with its wonderful

natural caves, through

which parties are - con-

ducted at all "times during

the summer months, and
a run up the gorge for a

couple of miles will be

Cheddar also boasts some fine straw-

and here the visitor can indulge in

fresh strawberries and cream to his heart's content.

Continuing our journey through Westbury, we next

arrive at Wells. Here a day could easily be spent,

and the lover of architecture will find much of interest

in this beautiful old city. Standing at the foot of

the Mendip Hills, it is truly a link with the past,

possessing a fine cathedral, an ancient Bishops' Palace,

surrounded by a moat, and many other features too

numerous to mention. Wells occupies a prominent

place in the history of England, and the inhabitants

are proud of repeating many of the stirring times

through which the' city has passed. The interior of

the cathedral is very beautiful, and contains a clock

which marks the hour by two knights riding out on

horseback and fighting a

duel. The "Vicars Close"
and the " Eye Tower " are

also well worth a visit, both

being near the very re-

markable Cathe'dral.

If we are going to continue

our tour we must not linger

too long, but strike the road

leading to Glastonbury.

Here a visit must be made
to the ruins of the stately

Abbey, with its fine Norman
doorways and Abbotts'
kitchen, and the " Old

George " hotel in the centre

of the little town would tell

you many thrilling stories,

Could it but speak.

This will be the limit of

our outward journey, and .

(23)

KEYNSKAM

BATH

BRADFDRD-
Tlft-ON-AVON

-MIDPORD^
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'
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TO SALISBURY

SHEPTON MALLET

ST PENNARD
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Beauty Spots of the West.
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from this point we work back home via West Pennard
to Shepton Mallet. This town, like many others in

Somerset, contains a remarkable old market cross.

Leaving Shepton Mallet, we strike the Bristol road

for about 6 miles, until we reach the " Old Down "

Inn, where we turn sharp to the right on to the Trow-

bridge road. This leads us to Stratton, with its fine

Abbey, known as Downside Abbey, through the pretty

village of Kilmersdon and on to Norton St. Philip.

Here a halt should be made and a visit paid to the

quaint old " George " inn. This is said to be the

oldest licensed house in England, but how far this is

true I am unable to say. It is a timber building, and

boasts, of having received the patronage of many
English Kings and Queens. The landlord conducts

visitors over the house, and in one of the rooms the •

bullet marks can still be seen where the Duke of Mon-

mouth was fired at while looking out of an upstairs

window.

The End of the Journey.

From Norton several ways can be taken back to

Bristol. We can go via Bradford-on-Avon and
through Bath, or we can take the road through Mid-
ford to Newton St. Loe, where we strike the main
Bristol to Bath road, through Keynsham, home.

This trip, touching, as it does, a number of inter-

esting places, is only one of many, and the views to

be obtained, especially from some of the villages on

the Mendips, are beautiful. Should any motor

cyclists make up their minds to visit the western

counties this summer, I can assure them that they will

find that the scenery here compares very favourably

with anything which they may consider the finest spot

in England.

A fine group of old world buildings, rich in historical associations and beautiful in their picturesque setting. The Square, Wells.

KEEP TO
CONSIDERABLE discussion has been, and still

is, taking place on the rule of the pavement for

pedestrians, but dating from July 1st many

London districts have decided on the establishment

of local rules, abolishing the old " keep to the right
"

idea in favour of the safer and perhaps more popular

one of keeping to the left. 'Amongst the districts con-

forming to this alteration are Barking, Brentford,

Camberwell, Chiswick, Deptford, Hampton Wick,

(3)

THE LEFT.
Holborn, Lewisham, and Poplar, but at present the

new rule will not be universal by any. means ; the City

of London has decided against it. On behalf of the

change, it is urged that a large percentage of street

accidents is caused by pedestrians stepping off the pave-

ment with their backs to oncoming traffic. Recognising

that uniformity of practice must be secured, the Home
Office is at present in consultation with the Ministry

of Transport.

b5
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Some Hints, primarily to Novices, on the Selection of a Mount.

BEFORE a comparative novice can choose

his mount, he needs two distinct kinds of

information. The first is technical—will a light,

medium, or heavy machine suit his needs best ? The

second is commercial—which firms provide the best

goods in that line.
' The former question can be

answered in a few paragraphs. The second can be

answered by the enquirer himself, if he will devote an

evening to the job.

A lightweight machine weighs under 200 lb., is rated

at from 2 to 3 h.p., and varies almost as widely in

cost as any other type, according to the luxury or

austerity of its specification. One of the few draw-

backs to motor cycles is the physical effort of hand-

ling a dismounted machine; therefore a lightweight

is a necessity for weakly people, and is desirable for

any owner whose work entails short runs interspersed

with innumerable stops. The present writer, an

athlete and an old hand, always gives a lightweight

the preference for short-distance, multi-stop riding.

Two Warnings.

There are, however, two warnings to be added to

the above. The first is that a lightweight is seldom

as . comfortable as a medium or heavyweight for

long-distance work. If an occasional tour or lengthy

cross-country journey figures in the programme, most

riders would vote for not less than 3% h.p. A light

machine usually dithers more than a heavy one, and

a small engine buzzes rather tiresomely when it is driven

fast. The second feature is that, if you have 3^ h.p.

at your disposal, you can afford to let the engine sink

below par, and still have enough power to get along

with; but if" you have only 2 h.p. at the best, a very

small derangement will cause a severe hill to become
alarming. It is desirable that the owner of a light-

weight should possess mechanical instincts, and look

forward to taking an intelligent interest in his machine.

Its mechanism is really absurdly simple, and a very

few months will put him au fait with its possibilities,

whether in the way of curing derangements or of tuning

it up to run better than when it was first delivered.

It is fair to add that particular care should be exercised

in choosing a lightweight. Engines, gear boxes, and
other components can be purchased very cheaply.

Next to no capital enables any tiny garage to assemble

one or two machines under some high sounding name.
First-class lightweights exist, but they are accompanied

by crowds of duds. Wherefore the buyer" should

study the advice in the second section of these notes.

b6

The medium-powered roadster of 3^2-4 n-P- is

easily the most popular machine on the road, as it

is powerful enough to pull a sidecar over any roads

at a modest pace; it will do its solo work when it

is in very poor order, as it disposes of a large reserve

of power. It is not too heavy for the ordinary man
to manage in runs which include numerous stops.

It rides very comfortably over a long journey. It is

also the most highly developed 'bus in the world,

having undergone intensive cultivation from the

cleverest motor cycle industry in the world for some

fourteen years. Numerous first-class examples are

obtainable, and depreciation on resale is comparatively

low. On first acquaintance it feels rather heavy, for

nearly every type weighs well over 2 cwt. But when

the knack of keeping a balance in wheeling the machine

is leamt, the rider ceases to be conscious that his

mount is heavy. It will go absolutely anywhere with-

out a sign of faltering, and in expense it is a sensible

compromise between the two extremes. One or two
.

of the very best 2^-3 h.p. machines are beginning to

trespass on its preserves, being a shade lighter and

quite as reliable.

Value of the Big Trials.

If the above analysis has decided any bewildered

novice as to the type of machine which is likely to

suit him best, the next question is that of " Which
make ?

'

' There are two unmistakable tests which

enable a sheer novice to read off the public form of

the rival makes. The first is to procure the reports

of the Scottish and English Six Days Trials for the

past year or two, and to note which makes have

earned plenty of gold medals, noting especially

whether all—or nearly all—the entries of that make
finished? The second is to consult the advertisements

of second-hand machines in The Motor Cycle, jot down
the prices asked for 1921 models of the machines

which he is considering, and note which commands
the highest percentage of its original cost.

There are a few items of specification which deserve
• brief comment. If a machine is to be used regularly

after dark, electric lighting is almost a sine qua non.

It is nowadays quite reliable, much cleaner and less

troublesome than gas, but far more expensive. Some
form of dynamo is desirable, as is proved by the

fact that all modern cars have dynamos. The
use of accumulators is not advised except where the

owner has access to a really good charging plant.

The belt drive is obsolescent where medium and

heavy machines are concerned, -chiefly, it may be

(22)
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Ihe Choice of a Solo Machine.
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added, because it is hardly, equal to pulling a sidecar
in wet weather. On lightweight machines or purely
solo machines, however, the so-called "combined"
drive (chain from engine to gear box, belt from gear
box to wheel) is quite sound. Direct belt drive should
be eschewed except on sports models. The all-chain

drive is now constructed so admirably that it is practi-

cally as smooth as any belt, and gives much less

trouble.

The Question of Comfort.
Now that roads are almost uniformly bad, the

question of comfort deserves special study, but it has
baffled too many of our lightweight designers. On
touring machines comfort is wooed in three principal

methods. Some makers adopt a fully-sprung frame.

Others are content to fit 3in. tyres, which can be run
at low pressures and smooth out a rough road quite

incredibly. Others again fit very large and expensive

saddles. The large tyres are to be warmly recom-
mended from every point of view. They are extremely

economical in wear, and very seldom puncture, besides

conferring a large immunity from' road shocks. A
spring frame in conjunction with small tyres only

attains two out of these three desiderata. A super-

saddle can be added to large tyres or to a spring frame.

Multi-cylinder engines are not specially desirable for

novices, and a single-cylinder is probably the best for

the beginner if an engine is being selected with a

view to ten years' work. The flat twin deserves

careful thought, as it is better balanced than most
of its rivals. The four-cylinder is delightful for the

expert, but is hardly the beginner's choice. He needs

ROUND ABOUT THE CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.
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something as simple and free from complication as he

can possibly buy.
As most of the local agents are a little anxious

about finding customers for all the machines for which
they have contracted, the present is in one respect

an excellent time to buy. The agent will take un-

limited trouble to secure a sale, and there will be no
difficulty about getting punctual delivery.

How and Where to Buy.

When the list of possibles has been whittled down
to two or three probables, an actual road trial may be

obtained on application to the local agent. I wish to

enter two pleas for the local agent, who is often a mis-

used individual. In the first place, especially in these

hard times, it is cruel to put the local man to a lot

of trouble and expense, and then to purchase elsewhere.

He should not be bothered unless there is a real inten-

tion of buying from him, provided the trial is satis-

factory. It is, of course, up to him to prove that his

machines are better than those of a rival local agency.

Further, it is foolish for a beginner to buy from some
distant source. Sooner or later he will either be

puzzled by some elementary ignorance of his own, or

encounter some petty trouble with his new purchase.

If he has placed his order locally, the local agent will

see him through, possibly without charge. If he has

bought his machine 100 miles away, he will be a forlorn

little figure, crying in the wilderness, with nobody to

befriend him except by a " postal put-off." B.H.D.

Motor cyclists of Cape Town are offered a variety of

conditions under which they may ride. There is

magnificent coastal and mountain scenery, and some
exceptionally fine reads are to be found.

' l

Sportirg

courses" need little seel-ing as one picture shows.

(6) b 7
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A neat little cycle car embodying motor cycle practice in its construction, the Bow-V.

A FOUR-WHEELER ON MOTOR CYCLE LINES.
Air-cooled Twin Engine, Proprietary Gear Box and Chain Drive on the Bow-V Cycle Car.

CONSTRUCTED on motor cycle lines,

though giving the comfort and pro-

tection of a small car, the Bow-V
car is intended to take the place of the

ultra-expensive sidecar outfit. No actual

chassis is to be found in its construction

since the bodywork serves as a frame,

but at the rear there is a tubular frame-

work on which is mounted the 1,090 c.c.

Precision V twin (85x96 mm.) engine,

fan-cooled, and provided witn a Degory
carburetter. In the centre of this tubular

framework are two longitudinal members
which carry engine and gear box, the

latter being adjustable for the purpose of

taking up any slack in the engine chain.

From the engine power is transmitted

through a chain to the clutch on the

Jardine four-speed gear box, while the

final drive is from the gear box by chain

to the back axle, which latter runs in

four ball bearings, two at each extremity

and two in the centre. For adjustment
of the second chain provision is made for

sliding the axle bearing housings along

the frame.

Hand Starting from Driver's Seat.

Situated at the right-hand side of the

chassis is a lever on which an exhaust

lifter is mounted. This is connected by
means of a rod to the " kick-starter

'

'

mechanism in the gear box. Cable and
bobbin steering is provided, and this is

well caried out, there being shock absorb-

ing springs at the ends of the cables

where they are connected to the steering

arms.
So far as the control is concerned,

change speed and side brake levers are

centrally situated in the body, which
latter, together with the wings, is con-

structed of three-ply wood. Brake,

clutch, and accelerator are disposed car

fashion, while the design of the clutch

and brake pedals is worthy of mention.

A roller is interposed between the pedal

and the lever to which the actuating rod

is attached, and the position of this

roller can be so varied that the leverage

may be adjusted to suit requirements.

Two brakes of the external contracting

pattern are fitted.

Mounted on the instrument board are

the lighting switches, speedometer, and
usual fittings, and there, is a locker with
a " roll-top " cover for maps and other

oddments. Illumination of the instru-

ments is provided for by windows in the

scuttle adjacent to the side lamps.

Passengers Insulated from Power-Unit.

Cantilever springs are employed for the

suspension, these being anchored with

rubber buffers, so as further to lessen
• the road shocks. It will be seen, how-
ever, that the power and transmission

unit is carried as unsprung weight. The
little vehicle is fitted with five Lynton
650x65 mm. interchangeable disc wheels.

The wheelbase is 7ft., the track 3ft. 5in.,

and the overall width 4ft. 3in. It is

manufactured by the Plycar Co., Stoney
Lane, Church Road, Upper Norwood,
London, S.E.19, and is designed by
Mr. C. F. Beauvais, who has studied this

type of vehicle for a number of years.

Its price complete is £180. £200 with

dynamo lighting set.

No attempt has been made slavishly to

imitate car practice by fitting a dummy
radiator.

Arrangement of power unit and trans-

mission, showing location of the Jardine

four speed gear box.

b 8

Change speed and brake levers are centrally

situated, and a well-equipped instrument

board fitted.

THIS YEAR'S
INTERNATIONAL
SIX DAYS TRIAL.

Now that the T.T. is over, a trial comes
into prominence which is well worthy of

the consideration of British manufacturers.
This is the International Six Days Trial,

organised by the Swiss Motor Cycle

Union. Each country belonging to the

Federation of Motor Cycle Clubs is in-

vited to send a team to compete for the

handsome trophy presented by the British

Motor Cycle Manufacturers' Union. The
trophy was won by the Swiss club last

year, consequently this year's trial will

again be held in their delightful country
The organisation for this year's trial is

now complete, and route cards and road •

maps are being despatched to all likely

entrants, while the final programme -mil

be issued during the present month. A
distinct improvement lies in the fact thai

there will be one day's rest at Lugano,
on August 6th, when competitors will be

able to watch an interesting hill climb on

Monte-Bre. A special scheme has been

devised on the coupon system by which
competitors and officials will be relieved

of all anxiety as to meals and lodgings,

and special terms are being arranged.

(13)
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A REVISED
SPOR TING
FLAT TWIN.

Detail Modifications to the

497 c.c. Sports Brough
Engine and Gear box Unit

Assembly.

FOE many years past the productions
of W. E. Brough, Ltd., of Basford,
Nottingham, have been confined al-

most entirely to flat twin engines, the
692 c.c. sidecar machine and 497 c.c.

overhead valve solo machine being al-

ready well known. It is not, therefore,
surprising to find that the latest sports
model retains the same general outlines
in that it has opposed cylinders with
overhead valve gear. - Bore and stroke
remain the same (70x64.5), but very
considerable modifications have been
made in the cylinder head and various
other vital points.

A special head is bolted down to each
cylinder by six studs, a deep spigot is
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One valve port has been removed to show
more clearly the construction of the new

Brough cylinder head.

;—— ;
;,^^:_^;;";'""

The experimental 497 c.c. Sports Brough engine is at present fitted in a standard frame ;

the salient features are very clearly visible.

employed having ground surfaces to en-

sure close contact. The inclined valves

seat directly in the head, but the valve

ports are detachable and held on by
three studs in each case; one of these

studs is both longer and larger in dia-

meter than the other two and serves to

hold the forked rocker bracket in posi-

tion. The sparking plug lies between

the rocker brackets and is inclined

at a considerable angle. Cooling ribs

are embodied with these parts wher-

ever extra surface has been found to be

desirable. Tubular push rods are em-

ployed, and these are operated from the

camshaft through roller-ended tappets,

an adjustment being supplied at the

lower end of the rods. There are four

cams on the solid camshaft, which is

mounted on roller bearings. Supported

in combined plain and roller bearings,

the crankshaft has plain big ends and i:

connected to the light aluminium pistons

by H section connecting rods, the com
pression ratio being approximately 5 to 1.

On the end of the magneto driving

spindle a Best mechanical pump is fitted,

and the ribbed engine base is extended
backwards to carry a three-speed Stur-

mey-Archer gear box, so that a unit is

formed by the main power and trans-

mission plants.

Roller ended tappets are operated direct

by the cams.

SEEKING THE IDEAL
An Owner-built Big Twin

Solo Machine.

FROM time to time our mail bag con-
tains descriptions of home-built
machines which illustrate the ideals

of the constructor. Often these are in-

genious and sometimes they are practical,

but it is seldom that we come across a
machine so thoroughly well turned out
in every detail as that which has been
constructed by T. F. Parkes, of The
Croft, Madeley, Salop, for his own use.

A 993 c.c. M.A.G. engine and Burman
three-speed gear box form the main es-

sentials round which the machine has
been designed.

Strictly speaking, the frame is conven-
tional, but the slightly sloping top tube
combined with a long easy downward
curve produces very pleasant lines and
provides a low saddle position. The

(5)

Built to a rider's ideal. A 993 c.c. M.A.G. engined machine assembled by one of our readers.

saddle, by the way, is a Lycett hinged
from the top tube at the nose and sup-

ported at the back by very large coil

springs mounted on a combined mud-
guard support and fork bridge. Both

the M-L magneto and the carburetter are

controlled by twist grips, and a speed

indicator on the top tube is driven from

the rear wheel, the necessary gears lying

inside the driven sprocket.

b 9
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THE CLUB TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP.
Next Saturday's M.C.C. Inter-club Team Trial for "The Motor Cycle" Challenge Cup.

List of Teams with Order of Starting.

AS on previous occasions in recent years

the Rose and Crown Hotel, Tring,

is the headquarters of the M.C.C.
for the Inter-Club Team Trial for The
Motor Cycle Challenge Cup. Punctually
at 1 p.m. the first team will be started

at a point near Tring on the 33 mile
circuit which each team will have to

cover three times in succession.

Those who wish to witness the event
had better proceed to Kop Hill, taking
care not to impede the course with their

machines.

Team No. 1.—Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.
and L.C.C.

H. M. S.

1 ... 11 C. E. Turner (6 Martinsyde).
1 30 ... 12 S. Sawer (4 Norton sc).
1 1 ... 13 E. Searle (2% Sheffield-Hender-

son).
1 1 30 ... 14 J. A. Stacey (8 Matchless sc).
1 2 ... 15 E. Wheatley (4 Triumph).
1 2 30 ... 16 F. James (10 Morgan three-

wheeled cycle car).
Reserves: C. Ward (4 Triumph) solo, J. M.

Younie (6 Martinsyde sc.).

Team No. 2.—Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
1 3 ... 21 W. Brandish (4V- Plumber).
1 3 30 ... 22 8. Wright (4ty> Humber sc).
1 4 ... 23 L. Crisp (4y2 Humber).
1 4 30 ... 24 H. Finch (4V2 Triumph sc).
1 5 ... 25 K. Grindlay (4>A Humber).
1 5 30 ... 26 F. G. Edmond (4" Triumph ac).
Reserves: E. A. Barnett (2% Francis-Barnett),

D. Atkin (2% Francis-Barnett), A. P. McGowran
(4 Triumph sc), F. T. Sibley (3% Eudge sc).

Team No. 3— Motor Cycling Club.
1 6 ... 31 R. B. Clark (3% Zenith).
1 6 30 ... 32 G. W. Nott (7 Matchless sc).
1 7 ... 33 P. W. Moffat (3>A Douglas).
1 7 30 ... 34 F. J. Watson (7 Ariel sc).
1 8 ... 35 W. R. Preston (3% Scott).
1 8 30 ... 36 E. A. Bridgman (7 Indian sc).
Reserves: I,. A. Baddeley (2'ji Douglas), P. Cun-

ningham (4% P. and M. sc).

Team No. 4.— Leicester and District Motor Club.
1 9 ... 41 J. Simpson (3V> Scott-Squirrel).
1 9 30 ... 42 W. Chapman (7 A.J.S. sc).
1 10 ... 43 A. Bowerman (2% Velocette).
1 10 30 ... 44 F. Hatton (6 Douglas sc).
1 11 ... 45 J. Dearden Smithie (2'4 En-

field).

1 11 30 ... 46 M. S. Collis (10 Morgan three-
wheeled cycle car).

Reserves: K. Topping (8 Zenith sc), J. Willcox
(3>/2 Douglas).

Team No. 5.—Nottingham and District M.C.C.
1 12 ... 51 H. Karslake (8 Brough

Superior).
1 12 30 ... 52 I. Cohen (7 Campion sc).
1 13 ... 53 F. W. Stevenson (5 Brough).
1 13 30 ... 54 J. R. Sylvester (5-6 Raleigh sc).
1 14 ... 55 ,G. Brough (5 Brough).
1 14 30 ... 56 S. S. Debenham (7 Campion sc).
Reserves: C. F. W. Nott (5-6 Raleigh). E. A. G.

Barnes (3y2 Norton sc).

Team No. 6.—Worcester and District M.C.C.
1 15 ... 61 J. A. Newman (3'A Douglas).
1 15 30 ... 62 B. Bladder (8 New Imperial sc).
1 16 ... 63 B. Kershaw (234 New Imperial).
1 16 30 ... 64 E. W. Choldcroft (7 A.J.S. sc).
1 17 ... 65 J. A. Chadwick ( ).

1 17 30 ... 66 E. Williams (7 A.J.S. sc).
Reserves: E. Main (3 JA Zenith-Bradshaw), F.

Townley (3y2 Norton sc).

Team No. 7—Birmingham University M.C.C.
1 18 ... 71 G. Butcher (3'A Sunbeam).
1 18 30 ... 72 F. Halham ( sc).
1 19 ... 73 J. H. Park (2% A.J.S.).
1 19 30 ... 74 J. Hector (7 A.J.S. sc).
1 20 ... 75 G. Packman (2V4 P. and P.).
1 20 30 ... 76 H. H. Watling ( sc).
Reserves: J. H. Crowe (4 Norton). G. H. Jolly

(4 Norton sc).

Team No. 8.—Bucks County Motor Club.
1 21 ... 81 C. F. Michell (7 A.J.S.).
1 21 30 ... 82 D. Youers (7 A.J.S.).
1 22 ... 83 R. Pugh (4 Triumph).
1 22 30 ... 84 C. B. Smith (7 Indian sc).
1 23 ... 85 R. Newitt (3'A Douglas).
1 23 30 ... 86 G. Slade (3% Norton sc).
Reserves: A. Bass (5-6 Raleigh), T. Harris (3>A

Norton), J. Gibson (4 Triumph), and E. Burnett
(4 Triumph).
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Team No. 9—North West London Motor Club.

H. M. S.

1 24 ... 91 O. B. Smyth (3'A Sunbeam).
1 24 30 ... 92 J. A. Peacock (8 Matchless sc).

1 25 ... 93 F. V. Edwards (4 Harley-
Davidson).

1 25 30 ... 94 L. W. Goddard (8 Matchless sc).

1 26 ... 95 E. W. T. Howard (3'A Sun-
beam).

1 26 30 ... 96 A. C. Rowe (10 Morgan three-
wheeled cycle car).

Reserves: J. L. Johnson (4 Triumph), H. V.
Davidson.

Team No. 10.— Norfolk M.C. and L.C.C.
1 27 ... 101 E. H. Gowling (3'A Sunbeam).
1 27 30 ... 102 H. D. Wheeler (8 New Imperial

sc).
1 28 ... 103 D. Gowing (3V2 Norton).
1 28 30 ... 104 A. S. Bagshaw (7 A.J.S. sc).
1 29 ... 105 R. A. Daniel (3*A Norton).
1 29 30 ... 106 F. Ebbage (4 Triumph sc).
Reserves: T. B. Hensman (3% Norton). P. Sher-

wood (3V2 Triumph).

Team No. 11.—Woolwich, Plumstead and District
Motor Club.

1 30 ... Ill B. J. Sims (31/- Triumph).
1 30 30 ... 112 F. MacDonald (8 Matchless sc).
1 31 ... 113 E. Atkins (3>A Ariel).

1 31 30 ... 114 T. J. Ross (8 Matchless sc).
1 32 ... 115 C. Clease (3V2 Triumph).
1 32 30 ... 116 F. J. Ellis (8 Matchless sc).
Reserves: J. A. Hoult. G. W. Hardee, J. Peter-

son, F. Motley, and C. Steytler.

Team No. 12.—Luton and South Beds. A.C.
1 33 ...121 C. Dickinson (3>A Ariel).

1 33 30 ... 122 C. G. H. Dunham (4 Norton sc).
1 34 ... 1'23 F. H. Burley (3>A Sunbeam).
1 34 30 ... 124 L. Kell (4-5 New Hudson sc).
1 35 ... 125 C. Bourlet (3J/

2 Ariel).

1 35 30 ... 126 E. J. O. Sansome (8 Enfield sc).
Reserves: S. Grigg, J. Simpson.

Team No. 13.— Herts M.C. and L.C.C.
1 36 ... 131 G. G. Smith [3V> Sunbeam).
1 36 30 ... 132 W. H. Harman (8 Matchless

sc).
1 37 ... 133 P. H. Jones (3>A Sunbeam).
1 37 30 ... 134 8. Hall (10 Morgan three-

wheeled cycle car).
1 38 ... 135 C. F. Plowman (3V> Sunbeam).
1 38 30 ... 136 A. H. Wright (8 Matchless sc).
Reserves: T. D. Chapman, P. H. Jones, L. E.

Chirney.

Team No. 14,— Ipswich and District M.C.C.
1 39 ... 141 E. C. Rose (3'A N.TJ.T.).
1 39 30 ... 142 H. O. Goldsmith (5-6 Brough

1 40 ... 143 V. Olison (3«A Sunbeam).
1 40 30 ... 144 E. C. Lunniss (8 Sunbeam sc).
1 41 ... 145 L. C. Solomon (3'A Sunbeam).
1 41 30 ... 146 J. W. Pretty (8-10 Morgan

three-wheeled cycle car).
Reserves: D. Potter (4 1

/-. Beardmore-Precision
sc). C. O. Rose (Barr and Stroud), G. Turner (2%
A.J.S.).

Team No. 15.— Ilkley M.C. and L.C.C.
1 42 ... 151 C. P. Wood (3% Scott).
1 42 30 ... 152 H. Langman (3% Scott sc).
1 43 ... 153 J. H. Holmes (3% Scott).
1 43 30 ... 154 W. F. Scott (3% Scott sc).
1 44 ... 155 W. Moore (3% Scott).
1 44 30 ... 156 J. S. Duxbury (3% Scott sc).
Reserve: H. Pearson (3 54 Scott).

Team No. 16.—Wallington and District M.C. and

1 45 ... 161 F. c! 'Townsend (3"/2 Zenith-
Bradshaw).

1 45 30 ... 162 E. Vallis (8 Matchless sc).
1 46 ... 163 C. M. Bowen (3 A.B.C.).
1 46 30 ... 164 E. C Gordon (8 Excelsior sc).
1 47 O ... 165 G. Gilbertson (5 Rover).
1 47 30 ... 166 G. Baxter (7-9 Harley-David-

son sc).
Reserves: A. B. Lavy (3*A Sunbeam), J. C.

Sanford (5 Rover sc).

Team No. 17.—Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.
1 48 ... 171 A. R. Naylor (3>A Sunbeam).
1 48 30 ... 172 W. R. Haggas (3'A Triumph sc).
1 49 ... 173 H. S. Moorhouse (3i/

2 Triumph-
Eicardo).

1 49 30 ... 174 G. M. Townsend (4V2 P. and
M. sc).

1 50 ... 175 W. Marriott (2% Coventry-
Eagle).

1 50 30 ... 176 S. M. Haigh (4% P. and M. sc).
Reserve: J. C. Neilson (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc).

Team No. 18.—City and Guilds M.C.C.
1 51 ... 181 J. H. Wells. (3 A.B.C.).
1 51 30 ... 182 A. B. Bourne (8 Brough

Superior sc).
1 52 ... 183 D. Carden (8 Zenith).
1 52 30 ... 184 B. Lyons (8 Matchless sc).

H. M. s.

1 53 ... 185 D. A. Griffith (3'A Norton).
1 53 30 ... 186 A. G. Mansell (8 Matchless sc).
Reserves: J. H. Brass (4 Triumph), R. A. Bull

(8 Matchless sc), D. S. D. Fraser (7-9 Harley-
Davidson sc).

Surbiton Motor Club.
Charlesworth (3'A Zenith-
Bradshaw).
Don (8 Zenith sc).
Green (3V2 Norton).
H. Davidson (7-9 Indian sc).
C. Staunton (4 Triumph).
R. Harveyson (4 o.h.v.

Triumph sc).
ttock (3% Scott sc), W. Ji

Team
1 54- ...

No. 19 —
191 R.

1 54 30 ..

1 55 ..

1 55 30 ...

1 56 ...

1 56 30 ..

192 K.
193 R.
194 D. ]

195 R.
196 H.

Reserves:
Kelly (3i/

2

E. J. Pit
Norton).

Team
1 57 ..

1 57 30 ..

No. 20.-
201 H.
202 H.

1 58 ..

1 58 30 ..

203 C.
204 K.

1 59 ..

1 59 30 ..

Reserves:

205 C.
206 H.

Public Schools M.C.C.
B. Browning (2% A.J.S.).
W. Glendinning (8 Zenith
sc).
H. Mocatta (2% A.J.S.)
P. Tweedie (8 Harley-
Davidson sc).
C. Labin (6 Martinsyde).
R. Wright (7 Indian sc).

Team No. 21.—Lewes and District M.C.C.
2 ... 211 W. H. Law (2% Verus).
2 30 ... 212 S. Dunford (7-9 Harley-David-

son sc).
2 1 ... 213 E. Chandler (3V> Norton).
2 1 30 ... 214 S. H. Colbourne (7-9 Harley-

Davidson sc).
2 2 ... 215 J. H. Duart (3>A Sunbeam).
2 2 30 ... 216 G. E. Stacey (3% Norton sc).
Reserves:

Team No. 22.— Oxford Motor Club.
2 3 ... 221 E. Colegrove (4 Triumph).
2 3 30 ... 222 N. V. Young (4>A Sunbeam sc).
2 4 ... 223 M. Pearson (4 Triumph).
2 4 30 ... 224 L. Avery (7-9 Harley-David-

son sc).
2 6 ... 225 J. A. C. Kempster (4 Triumph).

.2 5 30 ... 226 J. G. Avery (7-9 Harley-David-
son sc).

Reserves: L. A. Welch (2i/
2 O.K.-Junior), S.

S. Hancox (3% Zenith-Bradshaw sc).

Team No. 23.—North London M.C.C.
2 6 ... 231 B. Staley (4 Triumph).
2 6 30 ... 232 R. W. Greaves (8 Brougb

Superior sc).
2 7 ... 233 L. P. Walter (4 Triumph).
2 7 30 ... 234 L. V. Freeman (8 Sunbeam sc).
2 8 ... 235 R. L. Richardson (3% Alecto).
2 8 30 ... 236 H. V. Bateman (10 Hender-

son sc).
Reserves: R. R. T. Bowen (4 Triumph), W. E.

Line (10 New Hudson cycle car).

Team No. 24.— Ealing and District M.C.C.
2 9 ... 241 C. F. Temple 14 Harley-David-

son).
2 9 30 ... 242 F. H. Douglass (6 Bradbury sc).
2 10 ... 243 W. G. Boyer (31/2 Norton).
2 10 30 ... 244 J. A. Masters "

(7-9 Harley-
Davidson sc).

2 11 ... 245 S. E. Longman (3"A Zenith-
Bradshaw).

2 11 30 ... 246 E. G. Mundy (10 Morgan three-
wheeled cycle car).

Reserves:

Team No. 25.—Essex Motor Club.
2 12 ... 251 S. M. Greening (2% Francis-

Barnett).
2 12 30 ... 252 H. McCardle (7-9 Harley-David

son sc).
2 13 ... 253 T. Davies (3»A Sunbeam).
2 13 30 ... 254 S. Biss (7-9 Indian sc).
2 14 ... 255 H. W. Harrington (4 Indian).
2 14 30 ... 256 D. S. Parsons (8 Matchless sc).
Reserves: S. J. Marks (3y2 Triumph), D. Stuart

(8 Acme sc).

Team No. 26.—Camberley Club.
2 15 ... 261 P. Street (3'A Sunbeam).
2 15 30 ... 262 P. W. White ("8 Sunbeam sc).
2 16 ... 263 A. H.' S. Love {3V- Norton).
2 16 30 ... 264 E. O. Spence (7-9 Harley-David

son sc).
2 17 ... 265 G. Green (3'j4 Scott).
2 17 30 ... 266 E. J. Over (7-9 Harley-David

son sc).
Reserves: E. Elsegood, W. Sutton.

Team No. 27.—Basingstoke M.C.C.
2 18 ... 271 T. Mansbridge (2)i Metro-Tyler).
2 18 30 ... 272 G. Bickerton (3y2 Norton sc).
2 19 ... 273 W. Osmond (3V2 Triumph).
2 19 30 ... 274 G. Gammon (3'A Norton sc).
2 20 ... 275 B. Fleming (4 Harley-Davidson).
2 20 30 ... 276 M. Scales (3V2 Sunbeam sc.)

'

Reserves: C. Hedges (i 1/* Triumph), E. Stevens
(8 Enfield sc).
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A GENUINE
LIGHTWEIGHT.

Tiny TwoStroke Engine in a
Special Open Frame Pedal

Cycle.

WEIGHING less than 701b., and sell-

ing complete at 25 guineas, the
Silver Prince featherweight is

likely to attract a large number of
cyclists who wish to extend their normal
radius of action.

The little engine which is fitted is of
the three port type, having a bore and
stroke of 63x60 mm. respectively (187
c.c.), and plain bearings throughout.
The crankshaft is carried in single long
bearing with an outside flywheel well
clear of the pedalling gear; direct belt
drive with a ratio of 7 to 1 is employed,
and the tank has a capacity of just over
a gallon of petrol and oil mixture.

In its latest form this miniature motor
cycle has a lower frame, the saddle of

843

Suitable for either

sex ; the 187 c.c.

Silver Prince—a true

ghtweight motor-
assisted bicycle.

which is the same height from the
ground as that of an ordinary lady's
cycle. With the exception of a
strengthened head lug and somewhat
heavier gauge tubing, all parts are stan-
dard cycle sizes, the front forks are
stiffened by auxiliary girders, chain and
belt guards are fitted, and an expansion
chamber of considerable dimensions will
be part of the standard specification.

The tyres are 26 x I5, and brakes consist

of an Eadie back pedalling brake in the
rear wheel, and an ordinary cycle brake
in front. We took the opportunity of a
short trial run on an experimental ma-
chine, and found it extremely flexible

and easy to handle. In addition to this

the engine is wonderfully well balanced,
and appears to have ample power for all

normal hills.

RESULTS OF THE CAR T.T. RACES.
' The Autocar " Series of Telegrams denoting Progress and Results-

A LARGE percentage of our readers
will be interested in the Tourist
Trophy Car Races to be held in the

Isle of Man to-day, Thursday. The same
course as was used for the Motor Cycle
Races has been adopted for the car races
organised by the Royal Automobile Club,
and the two events will be run concur-
rently, starting at 9.30 a.m. In the

case of the International T.T. Race for

cars of 3,000 c.c, eight circuits= 302

miles, will be covered, and in the case

of the 1,500 c.c. Trophy, six circuits =
226g miles—the same distance as the

Senior Tourist Trophy Race for motor
cycles. Our parent journal The Autocar

has arranged to issue a series of tele-

grams (as was the case with The Motor
Cycle in connection with the Motor Cycle

Races) throughout the country denoting

the progress and results of the two events.

In 1914 the winner of the Car T.T.,

which occupied two days, averaged 56.44

m.p.h. for 600 miles. This year's Senior

T.T. winner, A. Bennett (Sunbeam)

averaged 58.33 m.p.h. There seems very

little doubt but that Bennett's wonder-

ful performance will be eclipsed in to-

day's race. Appended is a list of the

points at which The Autocar series of

telegrams will be displayed.

Bala (N. Wales).—Jones Bros., Henblas Garage.
Belfast.—J. B. Ferguson, 60-76, Chichester

Street.
Birmingham John Bryant and Sons, 125, New

Street; P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright Street;

George Heath, Ltd., John Bright Street; Iliffe

and Sons Ltd., Guildhall Buildings, Navigation
Street.
Blackburn.—Thompson Bros. (Blackburn), Ltd.,

15, Preston New Road.
Blackpool.—Brown and Mallalieu, Metropole

Garage, General Street; G. and J. Jackson,
Station Road, S.S.

Bolton.—Parker's, Bradshawgate.
Bournemouth. — Gros'tenor Garage (Bourne-

mouth), Ltd., Poole Hill.

(8)

Bradford.—Eric S. MyerB, 52, Manningham Lane;
The Thornton Engineering Co., Ltd., Belle Vue
Works, Manningham Lane.
Bristol.—Bristol Motor Co., Ltd., Motor Car

Dept., 138, Victoria Street; Pirelli, Ltd., 26,
"Victoria Street; J. S. Willway and Sons, Ltd.,
St. Augustine's Bridge.
Burnley.—W. H. Harrison, The Motor House.
Cambridge.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 2, Resent

Street.
Cardiff.—R. E. Jones, Ltd., 84, Queen Street.
Carlisle.—J. Dias and Co., 63, Lowther Street.
Castle-Douglas.—A. C. Penman, Ltd.
Chester.—Grosvenor Motor Co., Ltd., 41, East-

gate Street.
Coventry.—Iliffe and Sons Ltd., T7ie Motor Cycle

Offices, 19, Hertford Street; H. C. Berry, Ltd.,
Gosford Street.
Darlington.—Cbas. G. S. Buist, Ltd., Grange

Road.
Dover.—Martin Walter, Ltd., Market Square.
Dublin.—Tbomas and Rogers, 42-5, Soutb King

Street.
Dumfries.—A. C. Penman, Queensberry Motor

Works. St. David's Street.
Dunfermline.—D. R. Engineering Co., Hospital

HilL
Edinburgh.—Alexander and Co., 115. Lotbian

Road; Rossleigb, Ltd., 32, Sbandwick Tlace.
Exeter.—Motor Mac's (Exeter), Ltd., 167-9, Sid-

well Street; Stanfield and Wbite, Ltd., 8, Sidwell
Street.
Folkestone.—Martin Walter, Ltd., 62 and 64,

Sandgate Road.
Glasgow.—Claud Hamilton, Ltd., Smith Street,

Hillhead; Pirelli, Ltd., 89-95, Pitt Street.
High Wycombe.—Davenport Vernon and Co.,

Ltd., 14 and 15, Hijrh Street.
Hull.—Darmody and Lamplugh, Ltd., 362, An-

taby Road.
Huntingdon.—G. Maddox and Sons, Hartford

Road.
Leicester.—Midland Counties Motor Garage Co.,

Ltd., Granby Street.

Leeds.—Appleyard's, 119, Albion Street ; R ow-
land Winn, County Garage.
Lincoln.—R. M. Wright and Co., Ltd., Newland.
Liverpool.—J. Blake and Co.. Ltd., Bold Street;

Central Motor Co., 18, Newington, Bold Street;
W. Watson and Co., Rensbaw Street.

London.—Armstrong Siddeley Motors, Ltd., 10,
Old Bond Street, W.l ; Austin Motor Co., Ltd.,

479, Oxford Street, W.; Automotive Clearing
House, 175-9, Oxford Street, W.l ; Barker and Co.
fCoachbuilders), Ltd., 66, South Andley Street,

W.l; Bentley Motors, Ltd., 3, Hanover Court,
Hanover Street, W.l; Malnolm Campbell (London),
Ltd., 27, Albemarle Street, W.l; Car Mart, Ltd.,
297-9, Euston Road, W.l; Car Mart, Ltd., 173,
Piccadilly, W.; The Eastern Garage Co., 418,
Romford Road, Forest Gate, E.7; A. W. Gamage,

Ltd., Holborn, E.C.I; Harrods, Ltd., Motor Show-
rooms, 118, Brompton Road, S.W.I; Humber,
Ltd., Humber House, 94, New Bond Street, W.l;
Iliffe and Sons Ltd., Dorset House, Tudor Street,
E.C.4; C. H. Parkes and Co., 27, High Street,
Notting Hill Gate, W.ll; Pirelli. Ltd., 144, Queen
Victoria Street, E.C.4; Rootea, Ltd., 8 and 9,
Long Acre, W.C.2; S. Smith and Sons (M.A.),
Ltd., 179-85, Great Portland Street, W.l; Sunbeam
Motor Car Co., Ltd., 12, Princes Street, Hanover
Square, W.l; The Royal Automobile Club, Pall
Mall, S.W.I; The Trader Publishing Co., Ltd.,
139-40, Fleet Street. E.C.4.
Luton.—Dickinson and Adams, Ltd., Frederic

Street.
Maidstone.—Rootes, Ltd., Len Engineering

Works, Mill Street.
Malvern.—W. and H. Woodyatt, Ltd., Garage.
Manchester.—Alexander and Garner, 265, Deans-

gate; Finnigans, Ltd., 123, Deansgate; Iliffe and
Sons Ltd., 199, Deansgate; Midland Hotel; Pirelli,
Ltd., 5, Cambridge Street; The Sunbeam Motor
Car Co., Ltd., 106, Deansgate; Leo Swain and
Co., 237, Deansgate.
Newcastle-on.Tyne.—Travers, Ltd., 77, Pilgrim

Street.
Newport (Mon.).—Wellsteeds County Garage,

Ltd.. 74 and 75, Commercial Street.
Northampton.—Pytcbley Autocar Co., Ltd., 3,

Sheep Street.
Norwich.—Mann, Egerton and Co., Ltd., 5,

Prince of Wales Road.
Nottingham.—R. Cripps and Co., Ltd., Lower

Parliament Street.
Plymouth.—H. Andrew and Co., Ltd., The Gar-

age, Athenasum Place; R. Humm and Co., Motor
Engineers.
Portsmouth.—LInington Bros., Ltd., 54, Com-

mercial Road.
Reading.—Wm. Vincent, 101, Broad Street.

Ross (Herefordshire)—Ross Engineering Co.,

Ltd.
Rugby.—Sam Robbins, Ltd., Bilton Road.
Sheffield.—Frank B. Roper, 166. London Road.
Shrewsbury.—Samuel Withers, Welsh Bridge.
Southampton.—Motor Mac's (Southampton),

Ltd.. 25-7, London Road; Pirelli, Ltd., 22, Bridge
Street.
Southport.—Bamber and Co., 33, Liverpool Road,

Birkdale; Kent's, 417, Lord Stretet.

Sta**ord.—Attwood's Garage, Lichfield Road.
Stalybridge.—The Waterloo Garage Co. (Staly-

bridget, Ltd., Waterloo Road.
Trevor (near Ruabon).—J. A. Richards.
Weybridge.—Brooklands Motor Course.

Wlgan.-H H. Timberlake, King Street.

Wolverhampton.—The Sunbeam Motor Car Co.,

Ltd Moorfield Works; The Victoria Hotel: Cyril

Williams, Chapel Ash Depot. ^
Wrexham.—North Wales Motor Exchange,

Chester Street.

bi3
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Darlington. W. B.

Sir —Good izzk to the next LOCO
--- -"-" _:;h.

Has."
A. 0. E.

;_r — r tender 7- otrr best -wishes on the occa-

sion of the 1.000th consecutive number of toot most es-

ceHait journal. EOLEOTD AND" COLLIER.

Sir.—In sending besi wishes on the occasion of attaining

your LGtHst zzzzber. I should like to fhanV you for the

rhich you have helped to guide the fortunes of

MAXlTACTTTBES .

7z=zyr;ei m
-_hi 77:777 17:.; i7.zz5

z: ~ -

-

'

Sir,—Many happy returns of the day. My fszzi-y =r_i I
"r_:

_
e Daily one fault to find with The Jloi&r Cycle—it ought

to be a dailv. From Tfcarsdav to Thursdav is a long, long

time. OLIVER TWIST.
3 ~18.

—Alth&ngh perhaps a little late, I must congratulate
yon on your 1.001st number o£ The Motor Cycle. I was
Terr ranch interested in seeing the early patterns of motor
irycles, with all their troubles, etc, on the road, and especi-

ally the 2f h-p. Minerva. I shonld like to say that I owned
one for a long time and can well remember the dry ba:
becoming exhausted when least expected. There was no
magneto ignition in thos-e 77- -till, I had lots of fan on
it, :zz r-.::;-5:rier have pleasant recollections of the same.
5™Luge to say, my next mount was a 3^ .h.p. Minerva,

but Shis was fitted with a low tension magneto. On the
- Minerva machines I covered nearly 9,000 miles.

_ [prite agree with the remarks : J. Denie Watts respeet-
ing " _zi::i"5 Reminiscences," and am eagerly looking for-

ward to more of the same sort being published. I think I
--" - V - " -- '

-
~ - r z:

-
~-- '--'-- ' '

' -• - '-- --':':'

Cycle is another ext.z pb : : z honest -aloe. Best wishes
- '-- r --- T. 2955.

THE FATHER OF THE TWO-STROKE.

Sir.—_z 7 : tz := = z^ :: the 8th inst., we nGte with surprise
ha Mr. B. EL Davies' article, the Levis is referred to as the

Jrandfathes : ; 7 - rid even the Scott is its

great overgrown hobbledehoy of a son." Sorely some mis-
lake has oeen made here, as the Scott was on the road manv
years before the pnbKe ever heard or the LeTis.

- - :: it —zs in 1904 when the
rzizz^ was patented and the complete machine was

marketed in 1909, bet in a previous year the machine ap-
peared in conn ad hill climbs,'both in the Midlands
and in the i because of successes the two-
stroke — s h ziieapped by the A.C.IT. L52 capacity formula.

B ihinfc we are ::. . fc Mr. i ::"-_: has an
engine fitted to a boat similar in principle to the one on
^e fnaehmp, which was made in 3901, and is still giving

THE SCOTT MOTOR CYCLE CO.. LTD.
H. 0. WOOD, Technical Adviser.

h 16

H0VT STEEP IS IT?

Sir,—Can one 01 your readers tell me the name and
gradient of a bin which lies on the outskirts oi St. George's,

on the way to Wellington, Salop?
It is. I shonld imagine, about 1:5. I am rather proud of

my performance of coming up this bill on a 494 c.c. twin sc,
with a bottom gear of approximate!. 8 to 1. and 22 stone

aboard. OE. 2990.

Birmingham.

SPRIXG FRAMES AXD RACIXG.
Sir,—I noticed "Ixion's" comment on spring frames and

racing with interest, and from personal experience thoroughly
th him. I possess a Triumph-engined machine

(engine considerably hotted up), with the latest "' Warner "

spring frame. My mount steers perfectly np to 60 m.p.h.

.imft}, and holds the road far better than a rigid frame,
potholes and ripples having absolutely no effect on steering.

I think it is only a matter of time before our real speed
merchants adopt a spring frame. C. M.

Coventry.

FUEL CONSUMPTION.
Sir,—Perhaps this may be of interest to some of your

readers :—I recently covered a 100 mile run, through Strat-

lord-on-Avon, Stow-on-the-Wold, Broadway, etc., over billy

country, on three-quarters oi a gallon of benzol, that is, over
17\ - ; j --' r. - :- :. .. : .'.

. :-.-. --;-'
:
__ -.--

-_

old, with 10.000 miles to its credit, fitted with Binks' car-
buretter and F.E.W. valve attachments. " Spots " were
used in the fuel I have also obtained over 95 m.p.g. with
heavy sidecar and passenger. O.B. 8537.

Many of the ILA.C. scouts have for a long time past been
equipped with motor cycles. The two shown are part of a

consignment of lvys recently delivered to the rLA.C for

patrol work, aD of them being finished in RA.C blue.
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IXFLVEXCE MACHIXES FOR I.C. ENGINES.
Sir,

—

I was interested to know of Mr. Freeman T_e -

knowledge of the superiority of such machines over the
induction coiL As an experimenter I have made and used
several static machines for iDnminating vacuum tabes of
my own construction, arm I fhfnV the cnrrent from the
coil is by far the inferior. A tube lit from an influence

machine is beautifully filled with soft light, but with a coil

it :£ rather of a forced nature. Enclosed is a sketch ::' the

lay-out, for use with an internal combustion, engine. The
static machine is enclosed in a strong wooden bos kept
pressure of three or four atmospheres by means of the :;:.e

valve, the air being pumped in now and then by means of

a cycle pump. A tray of phosphoric acid dries the air

Larout of static machine suggested by our correspondent.

inside the box, and ensures the working of the machine in

all weathers. The high tension break is composed of an
insulated box of small size made preferably of ebonite:

inside are two brass contacts placed opposite one another,

and a piece of round brass placed on the top of an insulated

rod actuated by a cam completes the orant it the sparking
stroke- The break should be filled with castor oil, so that

no discharge takes place imfi! the cam rod rises and touches
the contacts- The machine may he :: the Wnnshurst type,

and the plates about four or Sve inches in diameter. 1 have
made a machine with the plates four inches in diarte:-"

and it gives a continuous spark threectziriers :: an inch-

The sparking plug points may be used a little wider than
usual owir.c :: the Levden iars beitr :i-itei :: such a high
potential.

" A. LUTMAN.'

JACOBS LADDER.
Sir.—Referring to Mr. Dudley's letter on page 753 of

your issue of June 1st, I have pleasure in encksi::.: here-

with i ::tt:ir =£:::! :: :te -::" r i: si::" m : - -tite

- lis ::
-
erei tie nil :

-

irst mtihue— i 1 11; :
—

—

=e --:
r—te :; :: tiis iltss :: work.
I don't think the hill :- :le for sidecars: part ::'

tie tun :-- - : r :
_~i "ills ii;n ite - -~-~ : ;r:_::

CYEH. STTB1XG.

. H. Dudley's remarks about
d i_

Jacob's Each
le — eiiiins wis ii :;_--- it

- -Hi :~::iit i ::ty ::
7'

- he —ii'. i: : :'i:--..-:i : - .:

he mentions. E.D. 1622.

his iii::-re— :: ; ireih hiii

I have an idea thi: the hill

:he English tin hij: ~ 111-.

I ant sure that ii Mr. Dsdle
for J :

~ It: i 111-

tez : : tz the hill

Mrraeld.

[In the ACE. Six Days Trial of 1914 the competi- :ts

----- ;-: L_i -:-:.ri i hii. n:. .. ii ."=::: ; _t -r

which, however, is not the hit! referred to by oar corre-

spondents.

—

Ed.]

SOT TWO-STROKES.
Sir.

—

In reference to the letter from "F. J. D." {Glen ses-

tet . rat Scstts rtinrdng without oil or petroL in ~i3tei _

saw Seotts run without ^=»»w Tketf vxn dka

.

Southsea. W. E. B.

3.A.C. SALUTES.
- —With regard to " K - Z : letter, may I saw that

my own experie-ce entirely corroborates his? Thete fe i

scout at Banbury and I have only been saluted by him :

aithirrh. I ht~e tossed him ~~ ~~— :::.--;::t;. ii:::r:
A.C.7- iyillst here tells —e he hi; hii ent::> :he stme en-

tetienie - ; :nlv here it: teit L.tlin. z 1. :-.

h:t:>le-.

Sit-—It is ~-e--—— r t: :;;! ".'."-: rentrh; :; Hit En;

in reteret-te :: :he :missi-:n :: the ::::-: :: :te E.i -

to salute. I find the real grievance is where to find

the tin:!;, s: re" mi lit between it ::i:ttr:;:i :-: tte

ii One fa" journey many miles along the main roads

without meeting an B-A.G. ">an in fact, it would be tt: ;
-

esiing to know how many patrols are employed withm t

: = i:~5 :: t::
_ ~'— i: t _.::". i r. Its AC t ii-: & =

'-"-

testiits :: ttrtlarise the 7:.::: ::: 1
—
::-t rttrest :tt: t

list Jw >-i i iq where its uatrols are to be found should he
-tei :: etth :t its rterih-ers. A 3IABTTX CTDEB.

Ealhig.

ELIMryATE THE PRIMARY CHATS'.

Sir.—i shttli ~ery rtt:h "the t: til tty s~" :t::i :i

congratulation and criticisiri to that of "' M. L. L.**

trs :7:htr — it ~ ten i; t

<?maI1 boy at school, proud and joyful, I brought home —7

Xcrt.-li.

in^:lnn:t

on it to
1 ttt tt

— ;-—-

_:t::_r :r ;:::'; _i:

gradients on dineren: sections. _ie nrnres

: :e lit Ctinnie mt. ~l:e:i :; :ne :i:
250ft. in j mile This is an average figi

gradient is constantly varying.

tell.

(12)
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THE NAVY AT BROOKLANDS.

A group of naval motor cyclists at a recent Brooklands meeting.

On the saddle is Lt. A. G. Smith, R.N., who, despite the fact

that he has only one leg, put up a good race on his Norton and
sidecar. Behind him, standing on the right, is Lt. E. S. K.
£vans Greaves, R.N.. winner of the Arbuthnot Trophy in 1919

and A.C.U. consul for the Royal Navy, while on the left is

Lt. R. C. Hovenden, R.N., who took part in last year's Arbuthnot
Trophy. The passenger is also a naval officer. A feature of

the meeting was the success of Lt. R. G. T. Grogan, a naval

rider who won one race and came in third in two.

NO AGE LIMIT.

Sir,—My attention has been drawn to a letter which
appeared in a recent issue from a reader wishing to know
if 58 years of age was too old for motor cycling.

I am a regular and consistent rider ; on Saturday afternoon

last I took with me a Jady passenger, and our united ages

are a few months short of 160 years. Is this a record ?

W. A. DYER.

MOTOR CYCLE TAXATION.
Sir,—G. J. Hickling suggests that " push-bikes " should

be taxed 5s. Let me just suggest to him and others, through
the medium, of your valuable paper, that as things are
going on it doesn't seem as though the Government will

alter the present system of taxation yet awhile, and we are
taxed enough as it is, so I say don't suggest anything else
should be taxed. Probably 75 per cent, of motor cyclists

use pedal cycles at one time or another, and I'm sure they
don't want an extra 5s. tax just " thrown in for luck."

Hitchin. N. K. 1660.

DOT AND CARRY ONE STROKES.
Sir,—While traversing the main Oxford-London road I

observed a single-speed two-stroke approaching me at about
15-20 m.p.h. The machine was running quite regularly, but
cutting out for two revolutions at the end of every seven or
eight, as far as I could judge. The rider did not appear
to be disturbed, and behaved as though his bike always ran
in this extraordinary fashion. "Have any of your readers
experienced this erratic running with two-strokes ?

I should be much interested to know the cause. The mo'.t
remarkable fact was that the engine did not splutter or mis-
fire once. I could hear the engine for about a quarter of a
mile. "CELERITAS."

Oxford.

b 20

OVERSIZE TYRES.
Sir,—It may interest some of your readers to know that

the 26in. X 2|in. Dunlop Magnum cover fits a 24in. X 2in. wheel.
I have been running one of these covers on the back wheel
of my Omega-Villiers for the last five hundred miles, mostly
with a passenger, and have found it a great success except
for a slight roll on corners. D. V. AKEROYD.

35, Falkner Square, Liverpool,

A VERY FULL WEEK.
Sir,—As one who was in the Isle of Man for a week, and

left by the 4 o'clock boat Thursday, travelling all night to
reach London in time to start for the London-Edinburgh,
and having successfully completed the run, returned by the
night train from Edinburgh, arriving in London again on
Sunday morning, I should be very interested to hear if any
other rider in the Edinburgh run did the same amount of

travelling in such a short time. F. J. YOUNGS.

GEAR RATIOS FOR THE TOURIST.
Sir,—I consider it high time the subject of gear ratios on

sidecar machines received further ventilation, and can heartily

sympathise with "Jay Cai See."
For the tourist who desires to keep up a fair average

speed up hill and down dale it is essential that the second
gear should be considerably closer to the top than is the
usual practice at the moment, and in this respect the high-
class sidecar compares very unfavourably with the average
European car.

For the last 12 months I have been riding one of the most
famous 8 h.p. sidecars—undoubtedly an excellent machine

—

but the top gear is so low that really steep hills can be sur-

mounted without a change, and at 35 m.p.h. vibration be-

comes very unpleasant owing to the excessive engine speed,

also the maximum is limited to just over 40 m.p.h. When
second gear is resorted to the speed drops to a wretched
15-18 m.p.h. unless the engine is unmercifully raced.

From memory I believe my top gear is just under 5 to 1,

and the second is about 8g to 1, i.e., less than 70 per cent,

drop, and I am astounded to see in the letter from Messrs.
Martinsyde, Ltd., that on their machines the top and second
gears are respectively 5£ and 11 to 1, i.e., over a 100 per
cent, drop !

Personally, I do not think we shall reach the ideal until
'. the four-dpeed box becomes standard practice, and I hope by
the time the next Olympia Show comes round we shall see

some of the leading makes fitted with such a box giving
ratios of, say, 4J, 6£, 9^ or 10, and 14 or 16 to 1, which should
suit the ordinary 8 h.p. outfit admirably, and would also

add considerably to its average speed and increase the
pleasure of driving immensely. F. SMURTHWAITE.
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Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists.
Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle.

" MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM."
The standard handbook on the motor cycle.

Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10.

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

" TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying
them when found. Fourth Edition.

Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

" TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's point of
view. Price net, 3/-. By post, 3/3.

" MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
By " Ixion," of The Motor Cycle.

Cloth Bound. Price, 5/-,

Paper Boards. Price, 2/6.
" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS.

Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland,
London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6.
Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and
Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8.

" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10.

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE &SONS Ltd.,
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C-4, or of leading Booksellers

and Railway Bookstalls.

By post, 5/3.
By post, 2/9.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,**
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope lor reply.
Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters con-
taining legal questions should be marked " Legal *' in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.
ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of " The Motor Cycle '* desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt
with by the AA. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads is any
particular locality.

TO FIX TRANSFERS.
Having purchased a set of

transfers for my tank, I should
•> be obliged if you could let me

know the best way to put them
on.—G.D.

Take a very small quantity of copal
varnish, gold size, or any quick-drying
varnish, coat the face of the transfer as

thinly as possible (a short hog-hair brush
is recommended for this), and let it remain
for a few minutes, when it should be just
tacky. Cut away all paper from around
the transfer, then place it face downwards
on the tank, pressing well down, either
with a pad or roller, taking great care
that the transfer does not move. Damp
back of paper with a moist rag or leather,
slightly at first, and again press down,
gradually increasing moisture until well
soaked. The paper may then be lifted off.

Wash over the face of the transfer lightly
to remove any gum which may be left on
the surface, otherwise the transfer is liable

to crack, especially if it be a coloured one.
When quite dry give a thin coating of

varnish, which will improve the appear-
ance of the transfer and also prevent it

being damaged.

REMOVING VALVE GUIDES.
I am dismantling my B.S.A.

^j engine
;
please tell me : (1) What

"5 is the thread of the set screw in
-U timing pinion (left or right).

(2) Also the best way of re-

moving the old valve guides.—A.S.
(1) The B.S.A. small timing pinion is

secured with a right-hand thread conical
headed screw which expands the shaft on
to which the pinion is pressed. (2) Drop
a set pin through the valve guide with a
head which will not pass through the hole,

then punch the head of the pin and the
guide will drop out.

VALVE TIMING.
Please give me the timing of

valves for a 1914 4 h.p. J.A.P.
engine. (2) Distance between
magneto points when fully

opened?—S.G.O.
(1) Set the exhaust valve to close just
after the completion of the exhaust stroke.
It will then commence to open when the
piston is about one-seventh of the length
of the stroke from the bottom of the firing

stroke. The inlet should commence to
open as the exhaust closes, and remain

Smportant Dates.

Fri., June 23rd, and Sat., June 24th

—

Irish Twenty-Four Hour Open Trial.
Sat., June 24th—M.C.C. Inter-club
Team Trial for " The Motor Cycle "

Cup.
Sat., June 24th—Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., July 1st—East S. Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials.

Wed., July 5th—Eastern Centre A.C.U.
Open Speed Trials.

Wed., July 12th—French Grand Prix.
Sat., July 15th—B.M.C.R.C. Mem-

bers' Meeting at Brooklands.
Sun., July 23rd—Belgian Grand Prix.
Fri., July 28th, to Mon., July 30th—
Anglo-Dutch Trial in Holland.

Thurs., Aug. 3rd, to Wed., Aug. 9th

—

International Six Days Trials.
Sat., Aug. 5th, and Mon., Aug. 7th—

Irish Two-day Open Trial.
Mon., Aug. 7th—West S. Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials at
Pendine.

Sat., Aug. 12th—B.M.C.R.C. Mem-
bers' Meeting at Brooklands.

Sat., Aug. 12th—North Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., Aug. 12th—Motor Cycle Races in
Phcenix Park, Dublin.

Mon., Aug. 21st, to Sat., Aug. 26th—
A.C.U. Six Days Trials.

Sat., Sept. 16th—The Scott Trial.
Sat., Sept. 23rd—500 Mile Race at
Brooklands.

Sat., Oct. 21st—B.M.C.R.C. Cham-
pionship Meeting at Brooklands.

open for a little more than one complete

stroke of the piston, or while the flywheels

turn through about 200°. (2) The dis-

tance the magneto points should be opened
is 4 mm.

FITTING A TWO-SPEED.
My machine is a 269 c.c. O.K.

^Tl Junior, with direct drive, and, in

^ view of this fact, -I am having a

_£J 2-speed gear and clutch fitted.

Will you tell me whether :

(1) The magneto should have a control

fitted? (2) The present 26x2in. tyres

should be changed for 26x2£in. (3)

Whether the last-named size of tyre will

go on a rim designed for 26 X 2in. only ?

—T.H.P.

(1) This is optional, but it is a great ad-

vantage to have variable ignition. (2)

Yes, they would be advisable. (3) The
26 X 2in. rim is the one for which 26 x 2^in.

tyres are made, but they will fit the
B.S. D2 rim, which is slightly wider
than the older rims of the first-mentioned

MAGNETO QUESTIONS.
Having taken a Thomson-

Bennett magneto (twin) to pieces,

(1) Will you tell me the positions

of the brushes and their func-

tions. (2) How can I tell which
way the magneto should run ? There
are no marks. (3) Is there any method
of telling whether a magneto requires
re-magnetising or not?—E.N.M.

(1) There are two carbon brushes conduct-
ing the high tension current from the col-

lector ring and a carbon brush behind the
contact breaker, earthing the back plate

of the latter to the body of the machine.
(2) The drive on the machine from which
the magneto was taken should tell you
this, but if it is not available examination
of the contact breaker will provide the
necessary information ; the rocker arm of

the breaker has a trailing action, i.e. : the
fibre heel follows on rocker pivot in rela-

tion to the direction of rotation. (3) The
surest indication is whether or not the
magneto gives a good spark.

CARRYING AN ACCUMULATOR.
What is the best position to

carry an accumulator on an
A.B.C. motor cycle? I do a con-
siderable amount of riding over
rough roads. Do you think it

would save the accumulator from road
shock if I fitted a sprung platform in the
bottom of the accumulator box, or
would fixing to the handlebars be of any
advantage ?—J.H.B.

The position in which the accumulator
would receive the least vibration is some-
where approximately half-way between the
handlebars and saddle. A sprung plat-
form at the bottom of the accumulator
box would probably cause more trouble
than a rigid fixing. Our own experience
is that delicate articles suffer least the
more securely they are fixed to the main
frame of the machine.

MISSING AT LOW SPEED.
The front cylinder of my

350 c.c. flat twin continually
" misses " at slow speeds and
when the engine is running idle

throttled down. It never misses at
high speeds. The engine nearly always
starts on the back cylinder unless a very
rich mixture is given, then it will tick
over on both cylinders. There are no
air leaks and the plug is all right. The
points of the magneto contact breaker
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do not separate quite as far for the

front cylinder as for the back one; this

appears to be due to the position of the

contact breaker cams. The spark ap-

pears to be the same ; changing over the

plugs makes no difference. Can you
suggest the cause of the trouble ?

—

F.W.E.
The trouble may be due to one of three

things : the tappets have not been care-

fully adjusted for the cylinder, which mis-

fires, the absence of a warming device to

the carburetter causes condensation on

the inlet pipe, or an inlet valve guide may
be worn and thus cause an air leak. The
last suggestion is the most probable.

STARTING DIFFICULTIES.

I am a rider (novice) of a 770 c.c.

twin, and am having difficulty in

starting up the engine, due to

the power needed to work the

kick-starter, which sometimes can

hardly be depressed, even after running

a few miles. Is this caused by too

much or too thick oil being used?

—

H.J.B.
It is difficult to say what is the cause of

the trouble without actually seeing the

machine. Cold weather may cause the

engine to gum up, and paraffin injections

may be necessary, but at this time of the

year no such trouble should be experi-

enced. You cannot go far wrong if you

use the oil recommended by the makers.

LOSS OF POWER.
A 250 c.c. two-stroke which has

just been fitted with new main
bearings throughout has since lost

much of its former power. Igni-

tion appears to be correct, the

carburetter, a Senspray, with 30 jet,

also seems all right, and the com-
pression is very good. (1) What do you
think is the cause of this loss of power ?

(2) What is the correct timing for this

machine? (3) What is the cause of

constant four-stroking ?—V.F.G.
(1) The loss of power may be due to the

bearings being somewhat tight and the
power may return after further use. (2)

The engine should be timed as follows :

—

(If variable spark :) place the piston

exactly on top of the compression stroke

and connect up the magneto with the

points just broken and the ignition lever

fully retarded. (Fixed spark :) If for a

hilly country, set the piston j^ in. before

the top of the stroke; if for a flat coun-

OTQEOOLffi JUNE 22?ld, IQ22.

The extensive widening and straightening of many main roads during the last few years

marks the beginning of a complete evolution in our road system—it is to be hoped.
On the London-Folkestone road showing the alterations in progress between Swanley

and Maidstone.

try
i|-

in. from the top of the stroke.

When in these positions the points should
be in the , act of breaking. (3) The
symptoms mentioned here seem to indi-

cate that a smaller jet would be desir-

able.

SIDECAR ON SOLO LIGHTWEIGHT.
(1.) Would it be detrimental

?to a 350 c.c. three-speed Douglas
to attach a light sidecar occa-

-^-1 sionally, passenger weight never
exceeding 9 stones. (2.) Sug-

gested make of sidecar and recom-
mended weight of same. (3.) What
gradient might I expect the outfit to

negotiate without passenger dismount-
ing? (4.) Maximum speed advisable

with passenger, on ordinary give-and-

take roads. (5.) Best gear ratios?

—

F.A.R.
(1.) It would do no great harm to use

a light sidecar, although it is not a

machine made or recommended for side-

car work. (2.) Almost all the principle

sidecar manufacturers produce a light-

weight model which would be suitable

;

you should choose one weighing not more
than 70 lb. (3.) This question is almost
impossible to answer, as much depends

upon the method of driving and the

weight of the outfit with passenger. It

should negotiate ordinary main road hills,

however, up to about 1 in 10. (4.) You
should be content with an average speed
of about 18 to 20 m.p.h. (5.) 5| or 6

to 1 top gear ratio.

REBORING CYLINDERS.

(1.) Which of the two is the

better for speed, pulling power,
and general efficiency—a piston

with one ring at the top and one
at the very bottom (scraper ring),

or a piston with two rings at the top and/
one scraper ring at the bottom? (2.)

Does regrinding a cylinder weaken it or

shorten its life to any considerable ex-

tent and how much is taken out of the

cylinder bore in the operation?—

-

" Arno."
(1.) In all probability you would not find

any observable difference in the running
of two engines of similar design if the

piston ring arrangements were varied, as

you suggest. (2.) Unless the cylinder is

a very light casting, it will not weaken
it appreciably if it is reground ; the

amount to be taken out of the cylinder

bore depends entirely upon the degree of

~z~z^:\
'——.——

.£&

THREE-WHEELER p. SIDECAR. E. B. Ware (1,074 c.c. Morgan) leading C. F. Temple (998 c.c. Harley Davidson) and H. Le
Vack (976 c.c. Zenith), at a recent meeting at Brooklands.

b 2j
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ovality which has to be corrected ; if the

cylinder is as much as 10-l.OQOths out of

round, it would be advisable to submit it

to a thoroughly reliable firm of cylinder

grinders, and to take their opinion as to

whether the cylinder would be. safe in use
afterwards.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions published

under this heading should be addressed
c/o The Editor, " The Motor Cycle"
Dorset House, _ Tudor Street, London,
B.CA, when then U'M be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned.

R.Q. (Bootle).—350 c.c. New Scale and
sidecar.

S.F. (Sutton).—654 c.c. Quadrant solo,

rn.p.g., comfort, etc.

J.A.H. (Harrogate),—Weatherell auto-

matic engine lubricator, on 976 c.c. twin
J.A. P. engine. Oil consumption and dis-

tribution to cylinders. .

L.L.P.-. (Birmingham). — Barr and
Stroud engine. .654 cc. Quadrant and
sidecar.

E.K. (Sanderstead). — Auto - Wheel.
Petrol consumption, vibration, overheat-

ing-'

H.W.R. (Earls Colne).—Hopley or

Paragon folding "sidecars.

H.B. " (Norwich).—976 c.c, Enfield

(Vickers engine), and sidecar.

WJi.P. -.(Dewsbury).—348 c.c! A.'J.S.

Suitable sidecar, gears, etc.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Burtos-on-Trentto Greenock.—O.A.H.
Burton on-Trent, Derby, Matlock Bath,

Matlock Bridge, Rowsl'ey. Chesterfield,

Worksop, Doncaster, Ferrybridge, Weth-
erby. Harrogate, Ripley, Ripon, Catte-

rick, Scotch Corner, Greta Bridge, Bar-

nard Castle, Bowes, Brough, Appleby,

Penrith. Carlisle, Rigg, Clarencefield,

(edge of) Mouswald. Dumfries, Thorn-

hill, Avr. Troon. Ardrossan, Fairlie,

Largs, Wemyss Bay, Greenock. Approxi-

mately 273i miles.

A Tour from Southampton.—P.M.
Southampton, Millbrook. Redbridge,

Totton, Ower, Wigley, West Wellow,
Newton. Whaddon, Alderbury. Salisbury,

Firgglestone, (edge of) Stapleford, Dept-

ford, Codford St.. Mary,. Heytesbury,
Warminster. Beekington, Woolverton,
Limpley Stoke, Claverton, Bath, Corston,

Marksbury, Farmborough. High Little-

ton. Farrington Gurnev. Stone Easton,

Wells, Priddv. Cheddar, Westbury,
Wells, Glastonbury, Street, Piper's Inn,

Greinton, Othery. Durston, Taunton,
Wellington, Waterloo Cross, Cullompton,

Exeter, Pocombe Bridge. Tedburn St.

Mary, Crockernwell, Whiddon Down,
Sticklepath, Okehampton, Downton,
Tavistock, Grenofen, Horrabridge, Ro-
borough, Plymouth, Plympton, Ivy-

bridge, South' Brent. Shinner's Bridge,

Totnes, Paignton, Torquay, (edge of)

Kingskerswell, Newton Abbot, Kings-

teignton, Kennford, Exeter, Honiton

Clyst, Fenny Bridges, Honiton, Yar-

combe. Chard, Crewkerne, West Coker,

Yeovil, Sherborne, Henstridge Ash, East

Stour, Shaftesbury, Fovant, Wilton,

Salisbury, Southampton. Approximately
383 miles.

(5-i 1)

Revised. Prices for Tyres.

Improved trade conditions have enabled

the Goodyear Tyre and Rubber Company
to reduce the prices of their motor cycle •

tyres. The revised prices are effective as

from June 1st, 1922.

Prices oi Aluminium Pistons.

In the issue of June 8th, under this

heading, it was inadvertently stated that

the price of Specialloid pistons for an

A. B.C. car was £6 per pair. This should

have read as £10 10s. per pair, complete
with gudgeon pins.

Enfield Trophy Reliability Trial.

The sixth annual reliability trial for

the Enfield Trophy will be held on

Wednesday, June 21st, together with

gold, silver, and bronze medals. En-
trants have to maintain an average *speed

of 20 m.p.h. from Leeds to Aysgarth and
back. The organiser is Mr. A. I. Green-
wood, 39 and -41, Guildford Street, Leeds.

Chains in (he T.T.

A remarkably large percentage of the

competing chain-driven T.T. machines
were equipped, 'with.. Reilold chains. In

the Senior Race'~ the winner, third,

fourth, to twenty-second and 96 per cent.

of chain-driven motor cycles were fitted

with Renolds, whilst every chain-driven

machine in the Junior .Race was fitted

with these chains.

A Stretched Cover.

In the issue of June 1st,., it was stated

in the report of the Junior T.T- that Hill

(No. 70) arrived at Governors Bridge

after four hours. Hill Bros., of Wolver-

hampton, manufacturers of the H.B.

motor cycle, point out that' the rear

tyre came off after passing through Kirk-

michael, and, owing to it having

stretched, it was found to be impossible

to refit the cover. This explanation

should remedy any suggestion that the

failure was due to engine or frame trouble.

Uses of Dissolved Acetylene.

At a luncheon recently given by Allen-

Liversidge, Ltd., at the Hotel Cecil, a

film demonstrating the use of dissolved

acetylene in various industries ^was shown.

Several interesting facts were demon-

strated, among which it may be men-

tioned that dissolved acetylene only occu-

pies one-hundredth of its original bulk,

and that the acetone with which the kapoc-

ftlled cylinders are packed absorbs twenty-

five times the amount of acetylene gas to

every fifteen lb. per square inch pressure.

A sidecar fitted with dissolved acetylene

lighting was shown on the screen ;
while

-the fog-piercing qualities of acetylene illu-

mination were also demonstrated, and an

illustration shown of an acetylene stove

boiling a kettle out of doors, the acetylene

flame being unaffected in a high wind.

Stolen Machines.

Matchless H., frame H 3868, engine

3868, sidecar 2814 (Ref. 101).

Found on the Road.

A spanner and a pair of pliers on the

Guildford Road last Saturday, found by

Mr. W. H. Wherson, "Glenhurst," Lin-

den Gardens, Leatherhead.

On the Great North Road, 10 miles

from Catterick Bridge, Mr. A. B. Jelly,

of 42, Danes Hill Road, Leicester, found

a kit of motor cycle too'.s.

C.A.V. Magnetos in the T.T.

During practice laps and the race, Nor-

ton motor cycles fitted with C.A.V mag-

netos covered an aggregate of over 20,000

miles without any sign of trouble, while

the machines which started in the race

got straight off the mark in the morning,

from cold, without the slightest hesita-

tion.

In the Dublin Trial.

A gold medal has been secured by a

Coulson machine in the Dunlop Cup Trial

held recently in Dublin, when the ma-
chine was entered by Cumming and

Dillon's Auto-Service Agency. It will

be remembered that the Coulson also

gained fourth place in the Isle of Man
Junior Race, being ridden by.R. Lucas.

A Belgian Resort.

A booklet describing all that is of in-

terest in Spa, that charming town in Bel-

gium which has given its name to so

many watering, places in various parts of

Europe, 'has been sent to us by M. Paul
Dommartin, Rue David, Spa, Belgium.
This point of the Ardennes" is of particu-

lar beauty and has delightful surround-

ings. The roads are wide, straight and
smooth, while in the neighbourhood is

the famous " Fraricoi'champs - Malmedy -

Stavelot 1 course of the Belgian Grand
Prix.

Value of Crash Helmets.

It will be remembered that whilst C.

Parkinson (D.O.T.) was riding in. the

Junior T.T. this year, he had the mis-

fortune to break his handle-bars when
travelling at speed. The front wheel broke
away and the rider turned a somersault,

landing on his head. He was. wearing a

crash helmet supplied by Herbert. Robin-

son. Ltd., of Cambridge, and is
. of the

opinion that it is to this helmet he owes
his life.

- Catalogues Received.

W. G, 'Fearn and Co., Albion Works,
Albion Street. King's Cross, London, N.l.

illustrated catalogue of various types of

Pinnacle sidecars.

The Dederich-Wooler Engineering Co.,

Alperton, London. A folder referring to

the 1922 Dederich-Wooler, listing a three-

speed chain-driven model at £78 10s., a

touring model at £66 10s., and a semi-

T.T. model with belt drive and variable

pulley sear at £65.

The Fellowes Magneto Co.. Ltd.. Cum-
berlind Avenue, Park Royal. Willesden,

London, N.W.10. A we'l illustrated

booklet concerning the Baby Fellows

magneto for lightweights, giving a de-

scription of the working of the magneto,

and concluding with a list of spare parts

and illustrations.

c 3
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Official Results.

On page 860 will be found the official

results of" the recent London-Edinburgh
Trial.

A Cinema Star.

Mr. Henry Edwards, the cinema star,

was an interested spectator at the recent

T.T. Races.

Club Team Championship.

A list of the riders in the teams com-
peting in the M.C.C.. team trial for The
Motor Cycle Cup appears on page 842.

Car T.T.

All eyes are again turned towards the

Isle of Man, where the Car T.T. races

are - being contested to-day. Motor-

cyclists who wish to learn the progress of

the race should refer to page 843, which
contains a list of places where The Auto-
car telegrams are being displayed.

Attracting Motoring Visitors.

In Scarborough the local motor club is

co-operating with the Townsmen's Asso-
ciation in running first a rally of the

"Richmond type" on the 24th, and on
the following day a freak hill-climb at

Johnson's Beck, apparently open to all.

This idea of a motor club augmenting
the season's attractions at a seaside re-

sort is worthy of further development.

To Avoid Nottingham's Traffic.

Nottingham City Council have ap-

proved of a scheme for the construction

of a new road from Parliament Street to

London Road for the diversion of traffic

going east and west and having no occa-

sion to pass through the central streets

of the town. It is the biggest street

improvement undertaken in hand in Not-

tingham for many years, and will cost

£316,940.

T.T. Sweepstake.

The following are the numbers of the

winning tickets in the A.C.U. T.T.

Sweepstake :

Lightweight: 22966, Davison; 22904,

Young ; 8032. Jones.

Junior : 10214, Sheard ; 8316, Grinton ;

1487, J. Thomas.
Senior: 1823, Bennett; 7354, Brand-

ish ; 5099, Langman.
Finishers were drawn as follows :

_

Lightweight : 9710, Padley ; 1117,

Prentice; 9875, North.
Junior : 1223, Lucas; 963, Woods.
Senior : 20, Olsson ; 7391, Horsman ;

7458, de la Hay; 3087, Clapham; 8490,

Wood; 7894, Illingworth; 9476, A. H.
Alexander.
A sum of over £200 was presented to

the I.O.M. hospitals.

c 4

Tae Magneto.

The ignititn aparatus' of the modern
motor cycle requires so little attention

that generally it is neglected altogether.

An article on this subject appears on

page 833.

A Silent Warning.

Motor cyclists whose machines are inno-

cent "of adequate silencing arrangements
would be well advised to avoid St. Albans
at present. We are informed that the

local police are displaying a certain act'-

vity in this direction and offenders if

caught are not likely to escape unpunished
for their sins.

London-Edinburgh Souvenir Badges.

Marry members of the Motor Cycling
Club, who won gold medals for the first

time this year in the -London-Edinburgh
run, would doubtless like to obtain one
of the badges which are issued for fixing

to machines. Members desiring souvenirs
of this historical event should apply for

particulars to Mr. W. H. Wells, Cap.
tain of the M.C.C., 366, Euston Road,
London, N.W.I.

If

June 22nd 10.19 p.m.

:

„ 24th 10.19 p.m.

.. 26th 10.19 p.m.

.. 28th 10.19 p.m.

Number plates to be illuminated thirty minutes
earlier, vide Koad Vehicles .Registration and
Licensing Order (1921).

1922 Olympia.

The dates of the Cycle and Motor
Cycle Show have been fixed for Novem-
ber 25th to December 2nd, both dates in-

clusive. The Show will therefore open
on Saturday instead of on Monday, as

has hitherto been the case. It has also

been decided to make an alteration in

the hours during which the exhibition
will be open to the public.. which will be
from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.

French Appreciation.

Our contemporary Mccano in review-
ing our 1001st number writes, " We have
just received this number of our special
(sic) English confrere, The Motor Cycle.
This time it is more interesting than
usual, and shows on its cover the 1001st
number—that is to say, it is 1,000 weeks
since our contemporary first appeared.
One thousand weeks represents something
like 20 years since this English journal
first saw the light. Who would then
believe that motor cycling would reach
the present state of its development! "

Motor cyclists who are strangers to London and wish to see all the buildings and streets

without danger and obstruction from traffic can do so in brilliant sunlight if they rise

sufficiently early. The illustration shows the outfit owned by a cinema photographer, who
has just filmed an early morning cinema " stunt " staged in a locality usually teeming

with vehicles of every type.

(17-23!
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A SUMMER NUMBER

WILL BE PUBLISHED ON

Thursday, July 6th.

1 Special articles and illustrations of

! an appropriate nature are in course
! ofpreparation for this enlarged issue

.

To prevent disappoinment definite
orders should be placed with News-

The Longest Day.

To-day the sun rises -at 4.45 a.m. and
sets at 9.18 summer time.

The U.M.F. Grand Prix.

British competitors proceeding to the

Grand Prix race at Strasbourg on July
12th will have their interests looked

after on their journey by Mr. A. Mellano,
who has already approached the A.C.U.
for customs papers and other details.

The Sidecar and the Stage.

The sidecar has at last appeared on the

musical hall stage as a subject for bur-

lesque. The Anartos are emulating
Harry Tate's famous motoring sketch
with a sidecar outfit of doubtful 'origin

and efficiency.

A Midland 24-Hours TriaL

The M.C- and A.C., always a live club,

are organising a 24-hour trial from Bir-

mingham to Holyhead aud back, to take
place on July 7th and 8th. Particulars

will shortly be available from Mr. T.

Blumfield, 52, Edgbaston Road, Birming-
ham.

Recovered from Accident.

Both C. P. Wood and H. Langman,
the Scott riders, who were involved in a
taxi accident in the Isle of Man after the
Senior T.T. have now recovered ; Lang-
man rode (against advice) in Saturday s

Yorkshire Centre Open Trial, and was
first in his class.

A R.N.A.S. Reunion.

A Reunion Dinner for No. 8 Squadron,
R.N.A.S. (Zanzibar) will be held to-

morrow, June 23rd. All members of the
R.N.A.S. who served in East Africa will

be welcome. Communications to Mr. S.

Thompson, 383, Wharncliffe Gardens, St.

John's Wood, N.W.8.

Handicapping Innovation for Brooklands.

At Brooklands, on July 15th, the chief

feature of the B.M.C.R.C. race meeting
will be a ICO-miles race for which Mr. A.
Mellano, of Hutchinson tyre fame, has

presented as first prize a cup value fifty

pounds, or its full value in cash. He has
suggested a novelty in handicapping,

based on the 100 miles records. Each
competitor will be credited with so many
laps on the scoring board at the beginning
of the race. No credit will be allowed to

class E men (1,000 c.c), and ail riders

will start together. The handicaps will

therefore be by distance and 'not by time
allowance, and interesting results are

anticipated.

(6-12)

Next Big International Event.

The French Grand Prix, which will be
held at Strasbourg on Wednesday, July
12th, is the next big international event.

Two Hours 1000 c.c. Record Broken.
Riding a 994 c.c. Trump-Anzani, Colonel

R. N. Stewart succeeded in breaking the
two hours' record at a speed of 78.85
m.p.h. at Brooklands. The weather was
cold and threatened to rain with a strong
north wind blowing. He intended to

attempt the 2, 5, 4, arid 5 hours' records,
but owing to a unfortunate breakdown
was unable to continue.

The Belgian Grand Prix.

Already quite a good number of

British machines have been entered for
the Belgian Grand Prix to be held on
July 23 next. Mr. Paul E. Kelecom,
of the F.N. Company, of Liege, who
attended the Tourist Tr<iphy Races in

the Isle of Man, sportingly approached
one or two manufacturers with the object
of inducing them to compete in the event,
and his efforts met with success. The
entry fees are 750 francs per machine, up
to July 8 next.

Silencer Prosecutions.

Four motor cyclists were fined £2 each
at Bristol recently for, in the opinion of

the Bench, creating undue noise and smoke
by riding their machines without silencers.

The constable, in evidence, said that one
machine made a noise like " a rifle being
fired down a drain-pipe."
Much discussion took place as to the

standard by which noise could be judged

;

one defendant asked for a police guaran-
tee of compliance with the law when the
necessary additions had been made to the
machine, but this was refused.

Imports and Exports.

Importation of motor cycles showed an
increase last month of over £8,591, the
number of machines received being 194,

valued at £10,508 ; accessories accounted
for £6,663, a total of £17,171. Exports
have not brightened up as we hoped they
would. Certainly last month's figures

are more than maintained, but compared
with Mav, 1920, the value is down by
half.

ExroiiTS.
1920 1921 1922

Value ol machines £120.350 £66.893 £55,880
Value oi Accessories £47,732 £21,095 £25,936

Total £168,082 £87,993 £81,816

864 855No. of machines 1,599

The Grand Prix.

Two of the T.T. winners, G. S. Davi-

son (Levis), in the lightweight class,

and A. Bennett (Sunbeam), in the senior

class, have entered for the French Grand
Prix. The second Sunbeam will be

ridden by De La Hay, while one of the

three Triumphs entered is to be ridden

by F. G. Edmond, and one of the Nortons

by W. Hollowell. Forty-two entries in

all have been received, in which four

nations are represented : England by

Triumph, Sunbeam, Norton, Massey-

Arran, New Imperial, Levis, and Velo-

.cette ;' France by" Armor, Thomann, Moto

Solo,' Isoard, Liaudois, Yvels, Chauviere,

Terrot, Alcyon, Peugeot, Griffon, and

Koehler Escoffier; Switzerland by the

Motosacoche ; and Italy by three Garelli's,

a very interesting type of two-stroke.

Trial for Naval Officers.

Notice is given by the Royal Naval and
Royal Marine Sports Control Board that
entries for the Arbuthnot Trophy trial

will close at noon on Friday, July 7th.
The trial is open to any officer or mid-
shipman in H.M. Navy, Naval Reserve,
and Naval Volunteer Reserve, on ' the
active list on the date on which entries
close. Entrants must compete on solo
motor bicycles which may be of any make
or power, and must report at the trial

headquarters at the Burford Bridge Hotel
not later than noon en July 7th, with their
motor cycles filled with petrol and oil,

. to be ready to start at 2 p.m. sharp.
Such is the gist of a notice appearing in
The Times under the heading " N'aval
and Military," which clearly shows that
the Arbuthnot Trophy trial has the official

recognition of the Admiralty. We sin-
cerely hope, therefore, that commanding
officers will grant the necessary leave, to
intending naval competitors who take part
in this unique event.

500 Miles Motor Cycle Race.

The second five hundred miles motor
cycle race to be promoted by the British
Motor Cycle Racing Club at Brooklands
Track, Weybridge, on Saturday, Septem-
ber 23rd, is already arousing much in-

terest. There will be a race over five

hundred miles for solo motor cycles in
each of the five recognised classes, A, B,
C, D, and E, all the contests being run
together as one event of unique interest.

Intending competitors are reminded that
the number of entries is strictly limited

to fifteen in each class, and that priority

will be given to those who make appli-

cation for entry first. Application should,

therefore, be made at once to Mr. T. W.
Loughborough, Hon. Secretary, British

Motor Cycle Racing Club, 83, Pall Mall,

London, S.W.I, a remittance of £6 6s.

for each entry being forwarded.
The race is confined to members of the

B.M.C.R.C, and others making applica-

tion for entry should at the same time
apply for membership of the Club.

SMALL CAR PROGRESSION j

"THE AUTOCAR' — pubhslud

from the offices of " THE MOTOR
CYCLE " and conducted on the

same enterprising lines— is the com-
plete automobile journal embracing

small, medium, and large cars. Every

motor cyclist contemplating the pur-

chase of a light car should read

Every Friday 4u.

Founded in 1S95, " THE AUTO-
CAR" is the largest and most suc-

cessful automobile paper and enjoys

the greatest circulation. It is uni-

versally accepted as the representa-

tive British motoring journal.

c 7
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SIDECARS AT SPEED.
Two Hundred Mile Sidecar Races at Brooklands; Many Records Broken at Ealing

Club's Event.

Off! The big twins of the 1,000 c.c. class crossing the starting line.

FULL of incidents, though somewhat
tedious to watch and difficult to

follow, the two hundred miles side-

car races held by the Ealing and District

Motor Cycle Club resulted in the beating
of several records, though these were not

ready for publication at the conclusion of

the meeting. Particulars of these, how-
ever, will be found on the next page.

Cool, but not unpleasant, weather
favoured the event, and suited the specta-

tors admirably, though there was too

much wind to please some of the com-
petitors.

Pullin's 346 c.c. Douglas brought him
records and a splendid victory by nearly
half an hour in the 350 race; Bridgman's
(499 Indian sc.) in the 600 c.c. race by
over three-quarters of an hour was a bril-

liant success, but Le Vack's 998 Zenith-
Jap sc.) brave fight against Davidson
(998 Indian sc.) provided the most ex-
citement of the whole meeting.

Three Sepaiate Events.

There were really three separate events
in all, the 350 c.c. race (sidecars painted
blue), the 6C0 c.c. race (sidecars painted
red), and the 1,000 c.c. race (sidecars
painted yellow). To give a coherent
account of the proceedings each race must
be treated by itself.

Beginning about 10 minutes after
schedule time^—noon—the race for the
350 cc. cup attracted 15 starters. Several
of the machines possessed interesting fit-

ments, and all of every class had to be
equipped with special skids so as to sup-
port the outfit in the event of the side-
car wheel coming off. Fortunately they
were never needed, but the idea was a
good one, all the same. The skid on

Young's O.K. was equipped with a ball-

bearing roller skate Vvheei. Most of the 350
c.c. competitors got off the mark smartly,

but two of the Weatherells started late.

That driven by Weatherell himself was
delayed by the breakage of a brake pedal,

but, notwithstanding, he is reported to

have broken record. Tudor Thompson
(346 Douglas sc.) rode instead of Holroyd.
Thompson led easily for three laps, but

I THE 200 MILE SIDECAR I

RACES IN BRIEF I

THE WINNERS.

For the " 350 " Cup.
1. C. G. Pullin (346 Douglas sc.)—

51.76 m.p.h.
2. L. F. Peatv '348 Hawker sc.)—*!&.32 m.p.h.
3. V. Baxter (649 Holrovd-Jap sc.)

—43.73 m.p.h

For the " 600 " Cup.
1. E. A. Bridgman (499 Indian sc.)

—53.92 m.p.h.
2. V. E. Horsman (596 Norton sc.)

—44.42 m.p.h.
3. F. E. Jones (498 Ariel sc.)—

38.02 m.p.h.

For the " 1,000 " Cup..
1. D. H. Davidson (998 Indian sc.)

—65.44 m.p.h.
2. H. Le Vack (998 Zenith-Jap sc.)

—64.88 m.p.h.
3. T. R. Allchin (989 Harley-D.

sc.)—60.64 m.p.h.

a choked petrol pipe delayed him ; then

Pullin, who was similarly mounted, as-

sumed the lead and kept it. throughout

the race, doing better and better as he

proceeded. All the Weatherells suffered

lubrication trouble, since their simple and
ingenious constant-level float-feed system,

though satisfactory for ordinary use, was
not up to racing requirements. Early in

the event the leaders were posted at the

end of every ten laps, but later in the

afternoon this posting of progress lagged

behind somewhat.

After Ten Lap?.

When ten laps had been completed the

leaders were ; Pullin (Douglas sc).

Youngs (O.K. sc). and Peaty (Hawker
sc). By the time (1-10 p.m.) that the

600 c.c. mnchin°s wove r-*-.," i: .

had accomplished 20 laps, Youngs 19, and
.Peaty 18, and at 20 laps also the three

leaders' positions had not altered.

There were naturally plenty of inci-

dents. Dequin (Ivy sc.) broke the bot-

tom of the saddle tube of his frame just

above the bottom bracket on his 14th lap.

Weatherell retired with a seized piston

on his 8th lap. In his 49th lap Prestwich
(Jap engined -Coventry Eagle sc.) was de-

layed by a broken chain, and King Smith
(Morris sc). after 30 laps, experienced

a broken gudgeon pin.

Half-way.

At practically half distance Pullin was
not only leading, but bettering his posi-

tion, and was four laps ahead of Peaty,
while Baxter (Holroyd-J.A. P.) held third

place. Thereafter their positions never
altered.

When the leaders in the 40th lap

were posted, Pullin had covered 58

(iS-V
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C. G. Pullin (346 c.c. Douglas), winner of the " Three-Fifty Cup
"

. at a speed of 51 '76 m.p.h.
D. H. Davidson, who won the " Thousand Cup " on his 998 c

Indian at 65'44 m.p.h.

laps. By the time Pullin had completed
70 laps, Peaty had done 63, and Baxter
61, the leader of the 600 c.c. race had
finished 57. and the leader of the 1,000

c.c. race 43.

Just after 4 p.m. Pullin crossed the
finishing line.

C. G. Pullin (350 Douglas sc.).. 3h. 53nr. 101/js.

L. F. Peatv (346 Hawker sc.) .. 4h. 20m. 29-',5s.

V. Baxter (349 Holroyd-Jap so.) 4h. 35m. 22s.
J. V. Prestwih (349 Coventry-

Eagb sc.) 4h. S6m. 58s.
.9. T. GlanfieM (348 Morris sc.) .. 5h. 23m. 49s.

H. .Teluke 348 Weiitherell sc) .. 51i. 39m. 46s.
A. Kins Smith (348 Morris sc.).. 6h. 15m. 9s.'

Tudor Thomp.on (350 Douglas sc.) 37 laps.

P. C. C. Passmore (348
Weatherell sb.l 26 „

H. H. Robinson (349 Wooler sc.) 21 „
R. Deguin (348 Ivy sc.) .. .. 14 „
R. Weatherell [348 Wentherpll so.).. 12 „
S. M. Greening (349 Francis-

Barnrtt sc.) 9 ,.

* Outside time limit.

At the end of the race Pullin referred

to his ride as " 'a comfortable half-

throttle job." He was troubled by the

slower riders who " rode well on the 50ft.

line," and said it was curious how the

speed varied according to slight changes

in the wind direction, though the throttle

was set in one position and never altered.

In one lap his passenger sat up in the

sidecar and it made a difference of

3 m.p.h. Peaty, who made an absolute

non-stop run, had an auxiliary tank be-

hind the sidecar and a hand pump for the

pressure • feed, complete with gauge.

Prestwich, who finished fourth, had a flat

sidecar tyre in his 50th lap, repaired it,

and continued.

The 600 c.c. Sidecars.

When the time came for the 600 c.c.

sidecar outfits to line up for the start,

Col. R. N. Stewart stationed himself on
the track with a yellow flag so as to keep
the juniors clear of their larger confreres.

In this class there were only seven
starters, but some first-class riders were
among them. Bridgman was mounted on
a single-cylinder T.T. Indian, and of

course his red sidecar matched the natural

(2-8)

colour of his mount. Harwood's Hazle-
wood J.A.P. had two carburetters, while
the Norton riders were all first-class men.
Maintaining the same delay as on the
occasion of the " 350 " men, the larger
machines left at 1.10 p.m., all getting
away well except Bridgman, and at the
end of lap one O'Donovan was leading, fol-

lowed by Horsman, Emerson, and Tucker,

RECORDS MADE DURING
THE RACES.

350CC. Class B/S. 5
50 miles.—C. G. Pullin (346 Douglas J

sc), 55m. 45.36s. = 53.81 m.p.h. f
100 Miles.—C. G. Pullin (346 Douglas S

sc), lh. 54m. 56.52s. = 52.20 m.p.h. j
200 Miles.—C. G. Pullin (346 Douglas I

sc.l, 3h. 51m. 51.39s. = 51.76 m.p.h. i
1 Hour.—C. G. Pullin (346 Douglas J

sc.l, 53 miles 1.378 vards = 53.78 m.p.h. »

2 Hours.—C. G. Pullin (346 Douglas »
sc), 104 miles 665 yards= 52.19 m.p.h. I

3 Hours.—C. G. Pullin (346 Douglas \
sc), 156 miles 1,239 yards = 52.23 m.p.h. J

4 Hours.—C. G. Pullin (346 Douglas I
sc), 201 miles 189 yards = 50.28 m.p.h. »

5 Hours.—C. G. Pullin (346 Douglas 1

sc), 201 miles 189 yards = 40.22 m.p.h. f

600cc. Class F. •

100 Miles.—V. E. Horsman (596 Nor- B
ton sc). lh. 44m. 5.20s. = 57.64 m.p.h. 1

200 Miles.—G. H. Tucker (588 Norton «

sc), 3h. 40m. 9.86s. = 54.50 m.p.h. " *
2 Hours.—G. H. Tucker (588 Norton •

sc), 114 miles 511 yards = 57.14 m.p.h. j
3 Hours.—G. H. Tucker (538 Norton f

sc), 166 miles 1,683 yards = 55.65 m.p.h. 5

l.OOOc.c Class G. t
_. 200 Miles.-H. Le Vack (998 Zenith- I
Jap sc), 3h. 5m. 4.70s. = 64.84 m.p.h. J

2 Hours.—H. Le Vack (998 Zenith- 6
Jap sc), 134 miles 465 yards =67.13
m.p.h.

3 Hours.—H. Le Vack (998 Zenith-
Jap sc), 193 miles 1,060 yards= 64.53
m.p.h.

The jolloiring distances and times were
made by D. 71. Davidson, but may not be
passed as records us the tyre on the side-
car was smaller than allowed vnder
F.I.C.M. Rules:—

200 Miles.—D. H. Davidson (998 In-
dian sc), 3h. 3m. 21.78s. = 65 miles
44 yards m.p.h.

3 Hours.—D. H. Davidson (998 Indian
sc), 196 miles 259 yards=65 miles 38 yards
m.p.h.

•«

but in the early stages the race resolved

itself in a duel for first place between
Horsman (Norton sc.) and Emerson
(Douglas sc.), but at the 10th lap the

leaders were Horsman (Norton sc), Emer-
son (Douglas sc), and Tucker (Norton sc).

Then misfortune overtook Emerson, as,

somewhere about his 15th lap, a stripped
gear pinion caused his retirement. Har-
wood had also experienced bad luck and
withdrew .with a burnt-out plug and a
slipping clutch. O'Donovan also' retired,

but by the 20th lap Horsman was leading

and Tucker second, while Bridgman's
consistent running had brought him up to

third place. By the time thirty laps had
been accomplished the order remained un-
changed. At forty laps Tucker took the
lead, with Horsman second and Bridgman.
third. A broken inlet valve then caused
Horsman delay, and only four men were
left in the running. .Tucker was easily

ahead, but as he changed a wheel with
assistance away from his depot he was
disqualified, but later raised a protest.

Result :
—

E. A. Bridgman (499 Indian sc.) - 3h. 43m. 47^,s.
V. Horsman (596 Norton sc) .. 4h. 31m. 41%s.
.F. E. Jones (498 Ariel sc.) .. 5h. 17m. 20%?.
J. Emerson (499 Douglas sc.) .. 16 laps.

. D. R. O'Donovan (588 Norton sc.) 15 ,,

J. E. G. Harwood (498 Hazle-
wood-Jap sc.) 3 „

The 1,000 c.c. Machines.

By far the most exciting race was that

started at 2.10 p.m. between the 1,000 c.c.

sidecar outfits. Eleven starters lined up
before the timekeeper. Packman's Pack-
man-Jap used a double induction pipe (in

one casting) leading to two carburetters, :

and perhaps the greatest novelty was
Dixon's Harley-Davidson, the sidecar

wheel of which was driven by chain off

a sprocket attached to a shaft running
underneath the sidecar chassis and

driven direct off the countershaft. Le
Vack was using a Scheblcv carburetter

on his Zenith-Jap sidecar.

An excellent start was made, but Kaye

eg
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A. G. Fenn (739 c.c.
'
Martinsyde) (31), Kaye Don (998 c.c Zenith J.A.P.) (38), T. R. Allchin (989 c.c. Harley-Davidson) (34), followed by

C. G. Pulhn (346 c.c. Douglas) (14). .These two photographs were taken within two or three seconds of each other, and show how the

riders' positions changed. »
'

'

Don rolled in at the end of his first lap

with his rear tyre deflated. Fenn
(Martinsyde sc.) stopped early in the
race. At the end of the tenth lap, Le
Vack, travelling at high speed, was lead-

ing easily, Davidson (Indian sc.) was
second and Allchin (Harley-D. sc.) third,

but at thirty laps, though the first and
second positions were unaltered, Dixon
(Harley-D. sc.) occupied third place. Mean-
while, Longman (Zenith-Jap sc.) was held
up by plug trouble, and a piece of . the
plug entered the cylinder. By the time
forty laps had been covered, the order of
the leaders remained the same. Temple
(Harley-D. sc.) stopped and replaced his
petrol pipe, and at forty-four laps Le
Vack paid a call at his depot and
hurriedly changed a rear wheel, and
Allchin (Harley-D. sc.) was delayed by
clutch trouble.

When about fifty-five laps had been
covered the excitement became intense.
Le Vack's tyre trouble and the fact that
he had been delayed far away round the
track gave Davidson a three-lap lead.
Le Vack got going again, and travelling
well (he had clearly the faster machine),
struggled hard to regain the lead, but
tyre trouble again pulled him up in his
67th lap. Once on the traek again, he
renewed his desperate efforts, and once
more began to overhaul his rival, but
the time was too short; passing him at
the 71st lap, Le Vack was still a lap be-
hind, and finished second, 1 min. 38 sec.

A duel between C. G. Pullin (346 c.c. Douglas) and H. H. Robinson on a 349 c.c. Wooler.
The former won.

behind the winner, who carried off a
second Indian victory (if Tucker's pro-
test is. not allowed). Result :

—
D. H. Davidson (998 Indian sc.) 3h. 4m. 20s.
H. Le Vack (998 Zenith-Jap'' sc.) 3h. 5m. 58s.
T. R. Allchin (989 Harley-D. sc.) 3h. 18m. 55s.
R. Charleswoi th (998 Zenith-Jap

sc.) .. .. 3h. 37m. 6s.

C. P. Temple (989 Harley-D. sc.)

Kaye Don (998 Zenith-Jap sc.)..
A. G. Fenn (739 Martinsyde sc.)

G. Packman (998 Packman-Jap
sc.)

S. E. Longman (998 Zenith-Jap
sc.)

F. A. Longman (994 Ariel sc.) ..

F. W. Dixon (989 Harley sc.) ..

3h. 44m. 15s.
4h. 7m. 3iy5s

52 laps.

30
26
23

HOW THE CRASH HELMET ORIGINATED.
EARLY in 1914 Dr. Eric Gardner,

Medical Officer for Brooklands track,
noticed in his case book that about

every fortnight he had a hospital case of
a motor cyclist who had fallen on the
track and received injury to the head. If
the rider was travelling at 60 miles an
hour or over he was usually practically
unhurt, but if going at only 45 m.p.h.
serious bodily damage usually resulted.
After some-thought Dr. Gardner came to

the conclusion that at the higher speeds a
man who crashed was projected forward
and struck the ground with a glancing
blow, and not directly, as happened at

c 10
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the slower speeds. Having witnessed a

man part company with his machine
through fork breakage while passing

under the bridge leading to the track,

Dr. Gardner thought of the helmet idea,

and got Mr. Moss, of Bethnal Green, to

construct a canvas and shellac helmet de-

void of all projections, stiff enough to

stand a heavy blow, and smooth enough
to glance off any object against which it

came in contact. When the design was
first submitted to the A.C.U. it was uni-
versally condemned, and when the
A.C.U. became converted violent opposi-
tion was encountered from the riders.

Nevertheless, Col. Lloyd took 94 of these
helmets with him to the Isle of Man.
One rider who hit a gate struck it a
glancing blow and, thanks to the helmet,
was uninjured. Later, Dr. Gardner re-

ceived a letter from one of the principal
medical officers in the Isle of Man asking
why, when after the T.T. races their hos-
pitals had always " several interesting

concussion cases," there was now none.
All credit must therefore be given to Dr.
Eric Gardner for an innovation which
has not only rendered motor cycle racing
a comparatively safe sport, but has saved
countless riders from serious injury.

(14-20)
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"ROUGH HEART-BREAKING STUFF. »?

Yorkshire Centre (A.C.U.) Colonial Trial. Two Grueliing Circuits of a 70 Miles Course.
ACCORDING to "Ye Booke of Ye

Great Colonial Trialle on ye Seven-
teenth Day of ye month of June in

ye yeare of Grace 1922 a-d.," otherwise
the programme of last Saturday's open
one-day event in Yorkshire, the competi-
tion was termed a Colonial Trial.
The term so used was explained by the

following note :
". Portions of the course

will be over rough, though perfectly ride-
able, ground, and the conditions, so' far as
possible, will be such as a motor cyclist
would expect to meet in some of the
colonies"—looking back on the trial we
are inclined to agree that no one would
expect much worse.

Two Circuits over Same Course.

Harrogate was the starting, lunch, and
finishing point of the trial, and the course
embraced some of the lesser-known roads
in Wharfedale and Nidderdale. No freak-
gradients were included; surface, or lack
of it, described some time ago by one of
the route-finders as rough, heart-breaking
stuff, being relied upon for elimination
purposes on a system of marking based
on observation of riding ability and
machine performance; the observer at
each of the twenty-five selected points
awarding marks from to 5 on the spot.
From Harrogate the route led circuit-

ously over lanes and grass tracks, with
some decent going to Pately Bridge,
where a sharp turn, almost- a hairpin, in
the cobbled main street led to a lane up
Brownstay Ridge, a northern flank of the

It was this tvpe of surface which made th

Ruby) and A. Bowie (349 c.c. Wooler) on the

Nidd Valley. Up and down again to the
river's level involved about three miles of
farm tracks, minor waterspJashes, and

In the River Washburn, at Mogington Bridge, on the West Yorkshire Moors. The rider is

S. Lawrence (499 c.c. Sunbeam). This was only one of the many watersplashes in the
Yorkshire Centre Trial.

e trial so difficult. C. Dodson (349 c.c. Royal
disused track to the lead mines near Greenhow.

grassy hairpins, as a foretaste of what
was to follow.

Re-entering Pateley Bridge the famous
Greenhow Hill was attacked, but only the
lower section was climbed before the route
switched to the right along the edge of a
valley carved in the moors by a moun-
tain stream. Having climbed some
500 ft., crossing the stream meanwhile, .

the competitors, rounding a bluff, came to
a grassy and rutted descent into a verit-
able valley of desolation—no vegetation,
rocks and stones innumerable, and the
ruins of a lead mine, crumbling with fifty
years of decay. Here was the most ter-
rible bit of track in the trial.- The route
recrossed the stream by a thickly bo'ulder-
strewn ford, from which the forgotten
track wound upwards, in gentle curves
over fearsome lumps of rock. Few would
have thought a clean passage was possible
to a solo rider, yet Bert Kershaw (250
New Imperial), P. L. Mayo (348 Coven-
try Eagle), j. Whalley (348 Massey
Arran), and J. A. Watson-Bourne (976
Brough Superior) all made astoundingly
clean performances at this point; if any
distinction can be made Kershaw and
Watson-Bourne were the best, the former
all concentration on the business in hand,
the latter cheerful as ever, with time for
a side glance and a greeting to an ac-
quaintance by the wayside.

Speed on Freak Surfaces.

Only slightly less outstanding wera
J. A. Newman (496 Douglas), W. Back-
house (499 Triumph), C. W. Ward (499
Triumph), J. T. Bashall (688 Martin-
syde), and J. H. Holmes, W. Clough,

c 15
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G. C. Booth (598 c c. Beardmore-Precision sidecar) followed by W. Ridley ( 1098 c.c. New
Hudson) on the ascent to the Hardcastle control.

and C. B. Haigh (532 Scotts). J. g. Dux-
bury (532 Scott) was exceptionally fast,

but after a valiant effort to keep his feet

off the ground at last had to touch. Very
little baulking occurred, but on one oc-

casion seven competitors came in a string,

led by Mrs. Janson, now mounted on a
211 c.c. Levis. This lady stopped, and
had great difficulty in moving her mount
from the course ; thus several were
baulked.
Out of 66 starters. 47 rode solo mounts,

for although two tracks gave stability,

the possibility of surviving the course on
a passenger machine seemed somewhat re-

mote. On the. above described section

the sidecars naturally had some fearful
buffeting, but with one exception ap-
peared to be surviving well. . The three-
wheelers (there were five) did not appear
to be quite so happy—two were giving
signals of engine distress.

Down the Valley Again.

Thereafter the competitors might have
expected some respite—but no ! Down
the valley again by a hill used in former
Scott trials, then up again, parallel to it,

by a tolerably smooth but steep ascent to
the moorland plateau once more, then a
glorious "blind " viA Greenhow village

(1,400 ft. altitude), down to Skyreholme,
near Appletreewick in Wharfedale, Then
up the disused grass track over Pock
Stones Moor, all on old Scott trials route
again, through a deep watersplash at Hey
Slack, another at Bramley Head, and an-
other shallew one at Mogington Bridge.
Of these three, that at Mogington was

reported -to be worst, but Kershaw (249
New Imperial). J. Whalley (348 Massey
Arran), H. Gibson (349 Raleigh), H. S.

Moorhouse (499 Triumph). E. L. Boston
(486 Scott), S. Laurence (499 Sunbeam),
VV. Brandish (700 Humber), and J. M.

c 16

Younie (683 Martinsyde), treated it with
indifference.

Quite outstanding amongst the solo

men, however, were P. L. Mayo (248
Coventry Eagle), H. Langman (486 Scott),

and Watson Bourne (976 Brough Superior).

The other Brough Superiors were not
nearly so dexterously handled. A. K.
Fitton, on this make, floundered and then
broke a chain, while A. Greenwood, his

team mate, charged into the water at

speed, only to scramble out at the other
side. T, A. R. Arthurs (550 Triumph)
experienced bad luck, 'for his exhaust
pipe fell away from the cylinder.

Generally speaking, the sidecars were
het'er than the soloists, and some good
driving was exhibited. This remark can-

not be passed on the methods of some of

the three-wheeler drivers. W. A. Carr
(1098 Morgan), and W. Ridley (1098 New
Hudson.) negotiated the crossing skilfully,

but the others were far too dashing.
After this point no severe obstacle was

encountered until Harrogate was reached
again, but the surfaces, the countless
humps, bumps, and corners, all contri-

buted to the difficulties of maintaining
a satisfactory average speed.

The Same Dose Repeated.
Somewhat refreshed by the excellent

provision made for everyone's comfort
during the luncheon hour in Harrogate,
the survivors, numbering abeut forty-

five, embarked again on their second
circuit. Footrests were dangling or point-

ing to one-fifty o'clock, lamps were
battered, mudguard stays broken, and
silencers loose, but the hardy crowd
went on.

The afternoon's run was a repetition of

the morning's trip, except for a timed
hill climb, but some of those not pre-

viously familiar with the type of road

traversed had learnt a lesson or two.
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Others were so tired . of holding the

dithering and plunging handlebars that

they fell off where they had previously
'

excelled.

Although on the first circuit the ford

at Mogington Bridge was deemed worst,

on the second round the Bramley Head
splash was considered to be the real test

of seamanship ; and most of the soloists

had difficulty therein—one even laying

down altogether. Amongst the sidecars,

the two P. and M.'s driven by G. M.
Townsend and R. Lewis, distinguished

themselves—the high engine and mag-
neto position favouring them. E. C.

Gilford's Martinsyde sidecar was also

good, and H. S. Perry's 770 c.c. B.S.A.
twin was undoubtedly the healthiest

sounding sidecar macliine in the trial.

As in the morning's circuit, the weather
remained fine throughout, and except near

the water-splashes, roughness of surface

was the only real obstacle to time-keep-
ing

; at the splashes, of course, consider-

able wheel spin was experienced.
Naturally there were many inci-

dents and difficulties. G. E. Jackson
and G. C. Booth (598 Beardmore-Precision
sidecars) had both dropped out with
tyre troubles ; W. E. Grange (750

Bradbury sc.) had damaged his gearbox by
slamming in low as a brake ; R. Horsley
(633 Norton) had a gear box ball race go;
Hugh Gibson (348 Raleigh) was gamely
riding with one hand on the petrol tap

owing to a punctured float ; B. L. Bird
(537 B.S.A. sc.) kept going, and well at

that, despite a broken inlet spring, and
C. B. Haigh (532 Scott) was sticking on
to a broken saddle.

Everything- concluded satisfactorily.

The results were announced the same
evening, and .beyond a few minor
grumblings as to the arrowing, which
for the most part were raised on small
grounds, the trial was most enjoyable,
although more than an ordinarily strenu-

ous day's riding had been done, again to

quote the programme, between "eight of

ye morne-to setting of sun."
Results :

—
(Maximum marks, by observation. 250; by final

examination. 10; total, 260.1
Premier Awards of equal value were given in

each class, with second and third prizes as men-
tioned.

CLASS A.—SOLO UP TO 250 c.c.
Marks.

1. B. Kershaw (248 New Imperial) ... 244
2. P. L. Mayo (248 Coventry-Eagle) ... 208

CLASS B.—SOLO UP TO 350 c.c.

1. J. Whallev (348 Massey-Arran) ... 244
2. H. Gibson (34S Raleigh) ... ... 226
3. C. F. Nott (348 Raleigh) 220

CLASS C—SOLO UP TO 500 c.c.

1. H. Langman (486 Scott) ... ... 253
2. IT. S. Moorhouse (499 Triumph) ... 247
3. W. Westwood (499 Triumph) ... ... 245

CLASS D.—SOLO UP TO 750 C.C.

1. C. B. Haigh (532 Scott) ... ... 253
2. W. Moore (532 Scott) :.. ... ... <io0

3. G. S. Boston (532 Scott) .., ... 249
(Note.—J. T. Bashall (688 Martinsyde) also

secured 249 marks. -but was slower in timed hill

climb.)
CLASS E.—SOLO. UNLIMITED.

1. J. A. Watson-Bourne (976 Brough-
Superior) ... ... ... 235

CLASS G.—SIDECARS UP TO 500 c.c.

l.~P. Pehrson (499 Dunelt sc.) ... ... 195

CLASS H.—SIDECARS UP TO 750 C.C.

1 B. L. Bird (557 B.S.A. sc.) ... ... 250
2. G. M. Townsend (555 P. and M. EC) ... 248
3. E. C. Gifford (688 Martinsyde sc.) ... 231

CLASS I.—SIDECARS, UNLIMITED.
1. A. R. Stacey (989 Harley-Davidson sc.) 255

CLASS J.—THREE-WHEELERS.
1. W. Ridley (1098 New Hudson) ... ... 191
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A New Feature in which Insurance Questions are Answered and Discussed.

NONE but the rich can afford to run an uniasured

motor cycle ; none but the heedless and careless

ever do so. The benefits and contentment of

mind obtained by covering a machine by insurance are

undeniable. That the necessity of insurance is recog-

nised by the average motor cyclist is shown by the

number of letters and queries we receive on the sub-

ject. Some of these questions are knotty ones requiring

expert advice, and in this new feature it is proposed

.to deal impartially with the various problems our

readers are so frequently presenting to us.

No good purpose can be served by recalling the

calamitous passing of big insurance bodies recently,

or of dwelling on the' parlous. state of several existing

organisations except that they throw into strong relief

the reputable organisation's who are seeking patronage

of motor cyclists to-day. These companies stand on

solid foundations and reflect the greatest credit on

British Insurance, which stands to-day in the premier

position amongst insurance organisation of the world.

When motoring insurance was in its infancy, our

sister journal The Autocar perceived a great need for

motorists and founded The Autocar Insurance Depart-

ment, 'the main object being that the motor vehicle

insurer should have amongst other things unquestioned

security, due and prompt recognition of the motorist's

point of view, and equitable premium basis, prompt

claim settlements, and all those things which the insurer

is entitled to expect. From that company grew

the Autocar Fire and Accident Insurance Co., from

which office is issued The Motor Cycle Insurance

policy.

As previously stated, we propose to assist readers

wherever possible on any insurance matters, and

problems needing elucidation will be dealt with

promptly and impartially, and if of general interest

discussed in these columns. Enquiries will be wel-

comed and should be marked " Insurance " on the

left-hand corner of the envelope and addressed to

The Motor Cycle, Dorset House, Tudor Street,

London, E..C.4.

Deducting Assessment of the value of a stolen motor

ior Deprecia- cycle is a point of greatest interest. Mr. J.

tion. A. Coulder, Nottingham, wants to know if a

'machine be stolen three months after purchase

(the original cost being £155), whether the full insured value

is claimable from the insurance company, or may depreciation

be deducted.

The fundamental principle governing all insurance trans-

actions is, that the policy of insurance is a policy of in-

demnity and not of profit.

A motor cycle, purchased new to-day, and lost or destroyed

after three months' usage, cannot possibly be of -the value

at the time of less which it was at the time of insurance.

It is the usual practice to settle total losses arising from any
cause eovered under the terms, of an insurance policy on

the basis of market value at the time of loss. . .

A reputable office would look upon a loss occurring after

three months of insurance, in the case of a brand new
machine, on the basis' of very little and probably no

depreciation having taken place at all. .
Should it .be the

case that the particular machine lost had been reduced -in

price for the new model, by the makers, then this is a

consideration which must govern the settlement.-
* * * *

Who has the Like many others Mr. C. W. Clarke, Harnp-

Last Word? stead, wonders what constitutes " Reasonable

precaution against theft," -and he wishes to
_

know, too, who has the last word in this matter- Pertinent"

questions not briefly answered.

"Reasonable precaution" is very difficult to define in

actual set terms, but in practice, it presents very little

difficulty indeed. Reasonable precaution, as the term is

used in connection with insurance matters, is whether an

insured person • has looked after his property in such a

manner as he would undoubtedly do were that property not

insured.

Cases have happened, within our own experience, where

machines have been left outside offices in public thorough-

fares in London from 10.30 a.m. until 2.30 p.m. and no

care at all exercised, either in padlocking or otherwise, to

see that the machine was not criminally removed.

"In no case has The Autocar Insurance Co. repudiated

liability, however extreme the conditions attaching to a

claim of this nature may have been, but in one or two cases

the insured has had to' bear some small portion of the loss

where it was considered that there was grave negligence.

It must be remembered that the majority of insurance

companies in transacting motor insurance have their big re-

putations to maintain, and it would obviously be inimical to

their interests were they to adopt an attitude which could

not be strictly maintained in a Court of Arbitration or other

court.
.,

As to " Who has the last word in this matter the answer

is undoubtedly the insured.
* * * *

A Boundary The following interesting query to hand as

Hit and we go to press raises a point on which

Broken Spokes, readers may speculate during the week. An
answer will be given ne,xt Thursday.

A party of motor cyclists recently stopped to see a cricket

match in a village, writes "Sportsman." One of the batsmen

sent a hard, fast drive, which hit one of the machines and

smashed several spokes. The question arose amongst us as

to whether the insurance company should make good the

damage. It was no fault of the batsman or of the motor

cyclist, as the machine had been placed in what appeared

to be a perfectly secure position. The machine does not

appear to be covered, unless by the clause in the policy

which says "accidental damage whilst on the road under

ordinary' riding conditions." It was an unlucky accident.

and it certainly does raise a nice point, namely, who has

to pay?

ciy
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Meefc=;Eno Club Events,

June 24th.—Scarborough and District M.C.—Open
Yorkshire Rally. Scarborough Sea
Front.

June 24th.—Bulwell M.C.—Bun to Hathern
Loughboro'.

June 24th.—North Wales M .C .C.—Speed
Climb.

June 24th.—West Kent M.C—S.E. Centre
Climb at Brighton.

June 24th.—Oxford M.C.—Motor Cycling Club Inter

Team Trial.
June 24th.—Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.—

Midland Centre A.C.U. Open Trial.,

June 24th ,

—

North West Londo-n Motor Club.—
M.C.C. Team Trials.

June 24th.—Kelso and District M.C.C.—Reliability
Trial.

June 24th.—York and District M.C.—Yorlcs Centre
Gymkhana at Scarborough.

June 24th.— Eastbourne and District M.C.C.—
Brighton and Hove M.C.C. Bill Climb.

June 24th.—Coventry Triangle M.C.—Run to

Temple Balsall.
June 24th.—Yorkshire Centre.—Rally at Sear-

borough.
June 24th.—Darlington and District M.C.—Picnic

at Dryderdale.
June 25th.—Rochester, Chatham and District M.C.

and- L.C.C—Run to Leysdovm.
June 25th.—Leeds Motor Union.—Reliability Trial.

June 25th.—Darlington and District M.C.—Relia-
bility Trial for President's Clip.

June 25th.—Coventry Triangle M.C.—Run to

Bentley Woods.
June 25th.—Eastbourne and District M.C.C.—

Team Trial.
June 25th.—York and- District M.C—Mr. C. S.

Russell's Run at 11 a.m., St Samp-
son's Sq.

June 25th.—Scarborough and District M.C.—Freak
Hill Climb.

June 25th.—Southampton M.C.C.—Run to Bognor.
June 25th.—East London M.C.C.—Club Run.
June 25th.—Halifax and District M.C. and L.C.C.—

Hinchclijfe Reliability Trial.
June 25th.—Barrow and District M.C.—Open Trial.

June 25th.—Colne and District M.C.—Run to

Rathmell.
June 25th.—Sheffield M.C.C—Run to Lalhk ill Dale.
June 25th.—Wolverhampton M.C.C—Social Run.
June 25th.—Exeter M.C and J.CC—Club Run.
June 25th.—Newcastle and Northern M.C—Picnic

to Middleton.
June 28th.—Leeds Motor Union.—Impromptu Run.
June 28th.—York and District M.C.—Paper Chase.
June 29th.—Mid Bitcks M.C.C—Captains Cup.

ILBBBBRaEBBBBB&ClBBUUlUElSnBftQ

Barrow and District M.C.
Following are the formula results in each

class of a hill-climb held at Buckman Brow by
the Club : A.—1, B. Parkinson (Diamond) ; 2,

B. Turner (Velocette). B.—1, B. Parkinson
(Diamond) ; 2, J. C. Dearden (Massey-Arran)

;

C.—1, B. Parkinson (Diamond); 2, B. Dill
(Scott). D.—1, B. Parkinson (Diamond) ; 2, J.
C. Dearden (Massey-Arran). E.—1, B. Parkinson
(Diamond); 2, H. Jackson (Sunbeam). F.—1, J.
C. Dearden (Norton). G.—1, J. C. Dearden (Nor-
ton) ; 2, D, Channing (Sunbeam). I.—1, H.
Jackson (Sunbeam); 2, G. Roberts (Norton).
K.—1 , H. Jackson ( Sunbeam)

.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C. & L.C.C
A twenty-four hours' reliability trial was held

at Whitsun, from Sheffield to Barmouth and
back, starting on Sunday evening at 8 p.m.
Awards as follows: Gold medals, H. Beeden (499
Sunbeam), C. E. Turner (688 Martinsyde), J.
Carter (1,098 T.B.). J. Younie (688 Martinsyde),
G. W. Wilkin (9.5 Deemster), A. Flint (348 Ivy),
C. Hollister (348 Ivy), J. Wildblood- (688 Martin-
syde sc), R. May (10.5 A.B.C.), C. W. Ward
(499 Triumph). Silver medals: R. Stacey (993
Matehless sc), B. Jepson (598 Harley-Davidson),
R. Denby (9.5 Deemster). On the homeward run,
failure to climb Bwlch-y-Groes Hill resulted in

the loss of a gold medal.

C 18

In addition to the usual items at the motor cyclists' gymkhana at Exeter, acceleration and
speed tests took place. R. Clark all out on his 633 c.c. Norton sidecar.

Nottingham and District M.C. and L.C.C.
The team representing this club in the M.C.C.

Team Trial is composed of resident members of

the Nottingham Club, and all the machines being

used have been manufactured in Nottingham.

T.T. SPEEDS IN ITALY.

Averaging slightly more than 59 m.p.h.

over a distance of 134 miles, A. Marcoli

recently won the Circuito Internationale,

Padova, Italy, on his 499 c.c. o.h.v.

Triumph. Incidentally he beat the 1,000

c.c. record for the same course held since

1921 by a British big twin.

Austin L.C. and M.C.C.
It is proposed to hold a ChaiTty Gymkhana on

Saturday, July 1st, at the Austin Playing FieMs,
Rednnl, in aid oi thp Birmingham hospitals and
other charities if sufficient support is given to
the movement. Motorists entering lor -this event
may he sure of enjoying n good programme, and
some valuable prizes are being offered. '

Essex Motor Club.
Speed trials have been arranged in conjunction

with the Essex County and Southend Automobile
Club to be held on Wednesday, July 5th, at
Westcliff-on-Sea. Particulars " of the events are
now available together with entry forms, and
may be obtained either from Mr. E. J. Bass, 40,
Chancery Lane. W.O., or Mr. Maitland Keddie,
Hintlesham, The Leas, Westcliff. Entries close
on June 22nd.

North London M.C.C.
The following are the results of the Slow Hill

Climb held on Thursday last at Handpost Hill,
Northaw :—Solo Class: (1) H. Williams (499
Rudge-Multi), silver medal. (2) L. P. Walter
(550 Triumph), bronze medal. Sidecar class: (1)
J. Hawkins (796 Ariel sc), silver medal. There
were twelve and five entrants respectively in the
solo and sidecar classes. An inter-club -hill climb
in conjunction with the N.W.L.M.C.C. is being
arranged to take place on Saturday, July 22nd.

Bury St. Edmunds and District M.C.C.
Inter-club speed trials were held jointly by

this club, Ipswich and District, and Cambridge
Town and County clubs near Six Mile Bottom,
over a course half a mile in length, when 150
entries were received Results :

350 c.c. (Solo).— 1, McKechnie (349 A.J.S.)

;

2, Spencer (349 A.J.S.).
500 c.c. (Solo).— 1, Bassett (398 A. B.C.); 2,"

D. Robinson (492 Sunbeam), and Ludlow (490
Norton).
750 c.c. (Solo).— 1, Fenn {499 Triumph); 2,

D. Robinson (492 Sunbeam).
1,000 c.c. (Solo).— 1, Bassett (398 A. B.C.); 2,

Ludlow (490 Norton).
600 c.c. (.Sidecars).—1, Fenn (499 Triumph;

2, N. Robinson (492 Sunbeam).
1,000 c.c. (Sidecars}.— 1, Hinde (936 Trump-

Jap); 2, Fenn (499 Triumph).
These results were obtained from standing

starts with engines off. The winners in the
flying starts were as follows

:

350 c.c. (Solo).—McKechnie (349 A.J.S.).

500 c.c. (Solo).—Basset (398 A.B.C.);
750 c.c. (Solo).—Bassett (398 A.B.C.).

1,000 C.c. (Solo).—Bassett .
(398 A. B.C.).

600 c.c. (Sidecars).—Fenn (499 Triumph).
1,000 c.c. (Sidecars).—Hinde (986 Trump-

Bassett's speed for the standing start was 59.8

m.p.h., and for the flying start 84.9 m.p.h.

Hinde in the flying sidecar race reached 65.4

ra p.h. These three results gained special prizes.
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West Kent M.C.
The Wilson Cup Trial has been postponed

antil Saturday next, June 24th. Intending com-
petitors should communicate with Mr. A. E.
Jessop, 91, Park End, Bromley, Kent.

Epsom and District M.C.C.
A general meeting of members is being held

to-night, at 7.45 p.m., at the Spread Eagle Hotel,
Epsom, when matters for discussion will include
the aims and objects of forming the club, rules,
subscription, and the programme for this year.

South Eastern Centre A.C.U.
An open reliability trial is being held on July

8th, starting from Caterham and including various
parts of- Kent and Surrey. Further details of the
run may be obtained from Mr. Alan Gruzelier,
605, Ulster Chambers, 168, Regent Street, Lon-
don, W.

Aberdeen and District M.C.
A hill-climb was held last Saturday" on Cairn

0' Mount (South Side), when R. Dempster (499
Triumph) took first place. H. S. Dawson (499
Sunbeam) came second, and G. K. Ferres (349
Massey-Arran) third. The sidecar class was can-
celled, as only two machines were entered.

Loughborough College M.C.C.
In a speed judging competition over a 33-mile

coarse the principal results were: (1) Fr A.
Beardmoje (998 Indian), 2 1/om. error; (2) S. C.
Wells (499 Sunbeam), 5V>m.; (3) Miss D. A.
Travers.{496 N.U.T. sc), 6y2m.; (4) S. Hillyer

'

(498 P. and M.), 6%m;; (5) D. L. David (998
Indian sc.) and H. J. Baker (599 Sunbeam), 7m.

N Essex County and Southend A.C.

The "knock-out " hill-climb took place last
Saturday afternoon, when a large number of

competitors mustered at the club's headquarters
to proceed to Bottiedown Hill. The winner of
the event was K. S. Duncan (499 Sunbeam), who
was awarded the silver cup, doing the slowest time
of the day in 89s.

Annfield Plain and District M.C.
The results of the Whit Monday reliability trial,

when the Skilbeck challenge cup and prizes were
competed for, are as follows: (1) Cup and gold
medal. T. Brown (700 Humber sc); (2) gold
medal, G. Humphrev (498 Ariel); (3) silver medal,
J. Almond (550 Triumph); (4) bronze medal, F.
Hunter (550 Triumph); (5) E. Wilkinson (633
Norton); (6) J. Crawford (688 Coventry Victor).

Surbiton M.C.
Starting at 1.30 p.m., the Ealing M.C.C. and the

above club are holding a joint hill-climb at Kop
Hill, Princes Risboro', on July 1st. Motor
cycle classes will be run on time only, and each
machine will be allowed two runs up the hill, the
fastest time to count. If sufficient support is

given to what promises to be a sporting affair, it

is hoped to make this an annual event.

Yeovil M.C.C.
The results in the Yeovil-Land's End trial held

recently are as follows

:

Moffat Cup (open to teams of three), presented
by Mr. P. W. Moffat, of Yeovil : won by Yeovil
team—D. Southcombe (490 Norton), max. marks -

,

B. R. Robbins (293 New Imperial), lost 10
marks; F. W. Cole (lOh.p. Wolseley), lost 6
marks. Motor cycle and sidecar : 1, S. Hall
(998 Rudge).

'""

THE GREASY PLANK FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS. An item on the programme of

the Exeter M.C.C.s gymkhana was riding along a well-greased plank, a more difficult feat

than one would imagine on a sidecar. A lady member making a good performance.

S.E. Durham M.C.
A reliability trial held not long ago attracted

a good attendance of members. Silver shield and
gold medal : E. Welsh. Gold medal : P. Bell.

Silver medals : H. Greenwell, J. Trimdon, W.
Langrin. Bronze medals : J. Graves, J. Trimdon,
B. Raine, and M. Bates.

East South Wales Centre A.C.U.
An open hill climb is being held on Satur-

day, July 1st, on Catsash Hill, near Newport,
starting at 1?, noon, when various challenge cups
and other prizes will be competed for. Par-
ticulars cai be had from Mr. A. ' B. Adams.
" The Croft," Clevendon Road, Newport, Mon.

Plymouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Excellent weather prevailed for the hill-climb
arranged at Huccaby on June 14th. The course
is rather " freakish," and in the three-eighths of

a mile ascent three hairpins call for skilful

negotiation. A number of spectators assembled
to witness the event.

Ian Spo me: (499 Sunbeam) madp the fastest
time, 68-/5S., in the class for solos under - 600 CC.

;

while his time in the solo unlimited section was
74s. A. Browne (293 New Imperial) finished in
83s. for the solo class under 350 c.c.; and 86755..
was recorded by J. lllingwoith (490 Norton).

At the Avonmouth Speed Trials organised by
winning the unlimited class on a 494 c.c. Douglas.

L.C.C. A. T. Koehler

South Birmingham M.C.C.

In an inter-club trial held recently by South
Birmingham clubs the winner was H. Greaves
on a Beardmore Precision fitted with a Barr &
Stroud engine, who gained the Palmer Cup and
a silver cup for the best performance of the
day.

Exeter M.C. and J.C.C.

A good attendance marked the first of an
annual series of gymkhanas held by the club at
Woodbury Common on June 11th. Slow Race:
solo machines, O. Fotd; sidecars, L. Jones.
Acceleration Race (open) : 1, O. Ford; 2, L.
Peters. Needle-threading for Sidecar Passengers

:

1, Mrs. Medlin; 2, Miss Clark. Egg and Spoon
Race: sidecar. Fry Allen; solo, J. Bliss.

Blackpool and Fylde M.C.
Fine weather favoured the 100-mile non-stop

reliability- trial for the Chadwick Trophy, held
on June 18th, when fifteen machines started and
only four succeeded in finishing. The course,
which was fairly rough, had to be covered three
times: 1, W. Lyons (532 Scott); 2, G. W. Nabb
(494 Douglas), and J. Rilev (499 Sunbeam) ;

and 4, O. V. Jennings (532 Scott).

North Western Centre A.C.U.
The Premiership Reliability Trial, over a course

approximately 150 miles in length, which is being
held on June 25th for the " 200 Deansgate

"

Cup, will be open to all members of clubs in
the North-Western Centre. Particulars and
entry forms may be obtained from Mr. - J. H.
Place. " Girsee," Manchester Road, Burnley, to
whom all communications should be addressed.

Isle of Wight M.C. and L C.C.

In tile Speed Trials held recently, under ex-
cellent weather conditions, fatest time of the
day was made by E. G. H. Morris (490 Norton},
at 63.1 m.p.h. 275 c.c, 2-stroke, solo class: 1,
S. Russell (225 Royal Enfield). 48 m.p.h.; 2,
C. G. Fox (225 Royal Enfieldl, 44.4 m.p.h.
350 c.c. solo class : C. P. Stagg (349 A.J.S.),
.58.8 m.p.h.; 2, N. G. Chinchen (349 A.J.S.),
53.5 m.p.h. 500 c.c. solo class : E. G. H. Morris
(490 Norton), 63.1 m.p.h.; 2, C. F. Stagg (349
A.J.S.). 58.8 m.p.h. 750 c.c. solo class: 1,
E. G. H. Morfis (490 Norton). 63.1 m.p.h.; 2
O. F. Stagg (349 A..T.S.). 57.7 m.p.h. Unlimited
solo class: 1, E. G. H. Morris (490 Norton), .

63.1 m.p.h.; 2, C. F. Stagg (349 A.XS.).; 60
m.p.h. 600 c.c. sidecar class : J. H. D. Allen
(55? B.S.A. sc), 40 m.p.h. Unlimited sidecar
class: 1. E. G. Loe (988 Royal Enfieldl. 51.7
m.p.h.; 2, H. W. Linington (988 Royal Enfield),

and G. R. Scotney (735 Royal Enfieldl. 48
m.p.h. Light car class : Dr. E. S. Craig (Mor-
gan). 45 m.p.h.
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LONDON-EDINBURGH RESULTS.
of Motor Bicycle Starters awarded Gold Medals; Sidecars 70°/

o ; Cycle Cars 60°/
o ,

and Cars 76°/ .

AS usual, this popular event, the fif-

teenth annual club run of the

Motor Cycling Club from London
to Edinburgh, resulted in a host of gold

medals being awarded. Analysed with

the characteristic thoroughness of Mr.
F. T. Bidlake, the M.C.C. timekeeper

and trials secretary, the summarised en-

tries and awards stand as shown in the

schedule :

Solos. Sidecars. Cycle cars. Cars. Totals.

Entries . . . . -

Retirements

Gold Medals
Silver Medals
Bronze Medals

129
121

8
113
94
17
1

1

110
101
13
91
rs
13
2
3

20
18
3
15
11
2

2

133
123
14

109
94

' 13
1

1

3 2
i>66

3S
328
272
45
4
7

Gold medal.
Gold medal.
Gold medal.

Gold medal.
(349). Gold

A.B.C.
A. G. Wall (398). Gold medal.

\V. Henry Wells (398). Gold medal.

J. W. Grose (3981. Gold medal.

A. S. Pinchbeck (398). Gold medal.

W. Sharpe (398). Retired. .

A.J.S.
H. B. Browning (349).

C. H. Moeatta (349).
A. F. Plummer (349).

A. F. F. Hall (349).
A. M. O. MeLachlan

medal.
E. W. Choldcroft (349). Gold medal.

W. C. Hemv (799 sc). Gold medal

.

.1. Ball (799 sc.l. Gold medal.

T. G. White (799 sc). Gold medal.

A. S. Bagshaw (799 sc). Bronze
medal.

E. S. Powell (799 sc). Retired.

W. Higgs (799 sc). Retired.

ALECTO.
E. F. Taylor (345). Gold medal.
R. S. Pilcher (345). Gold medal.

K. L. Richardson (345). uuid medal.

L. A. Y. Cashtnore (345). Silver

medal.

ALLDAYS-AULON.
R. C. Cooper (292). Gold medal.
W. Johnson (292). Gold medal.

ARIEL.
C. Dickinson (498). Gold medal.
C. Bourlet (498). Gold medal.
H. Keyre (498). Gold medal.
G. W. Segrott (498). Gold medal.
F. J. Watson (796 sc). Gold medal.
H. C. Nias (498) Retired.

BEARDMORE-PRECISION.
L. E. Chirney (350). Gold medal.
C. Waldin (350). Gold medal.
S. Warne (B. St S.) (350). Gold

m edal.

C. W. Lewis (598 sc). Gold medal.

BRAEBURY.
P. Piatt (749 sc). Gold medal.
W. E. Grange (749 sc). Gold medal.
G. E. JMinett (749 sc). Gold medal.
F. H. Douglass (996 sc). Silver

medal.
BROUGH.

W. Stevenson (496). Gold medal.
W. Lane (692). Gold medal.
E. Brough (692 sc). Gold medal.

BROrGH SUPERIOR.
Brongh (9 76). Gold medal.
Karslake (9761. Gold medal.
A. Fell-Smith (976 sc). Gold
medal.
C. Tait (976 sc). Gold medal.
Clennell (976 sc). Gold medal.
Greenwood (976 sc.l. Gold medal.

F.
R.
W.

G.
H.
W
S.
H.
A.

B.S.A.
E. Eland (557). Gold medal.
R. MeK. Vea'.e (935 sc). Gold
medal.

R. J. Andrews (557 sc). Silver
m edal.

CALTHORPE.
E. M. Heller (293). Retired.

CAMPION.
S. S. Debenham (1,100). Gold
medal.

F. Clay (293). Retired.

CHATER-LEA.
J. E. Pautard (976 sc). Retired.

CLYNO.
F. Smith (925 sc). Gold medal.

CONNAUGHT.
C. L. Spfosen (370 sc). Gold
medal.

I. E. Brettell (370 sc). Silver
medal.

COVENTRY EAGLE.
P. L. Mayo 1249). Gold medal.
B. C. Pearce (350 sc). Gold medal.

C22

COVENTRY

R.

PREMIER (Cycle
Cab).

A. Biggs (1,055.5). Silver medal.

DE DION BOUTON.
B. F. C. Fellowes- (327).. Gold
medal.

DIAMOND.
A. S. Guthrie- (550). Gold medal.

DOUGLAS.
J. L. Hanman (494). Gold medal.

L. A. Baddeley (348) Gold medal
J. A. Newman (494). Gold medal.

T. L. Daniels (595). Gold medal.

J E. Beard (595). Gold medal.

E. Clark, Jun. (494). Bronze
medal. „ . .,

H W. Furness (595 sc). Retired.

G. Kuhn 1595 sc.l. Retired.

L. Heller (595 sc). Retired.

DUNELT.
O S. Bridcutt (499). Gold medal

V Pehrson (499 sc). Silver, medal.

W. Chase (499 sc). SiU-er medal.

DUZMO.
F. J. Wallis (496). Retired.

EDMUND.
A. C. Robbins (292). Silver medal.

FEDERATION.
J. H. Faivweather (269). Gold medal.

R. C. Bennett (269). Gold ,.,edal.

FEDERATION (CYCLE CAR).
C. F. Hollyoak (976). Disqualified.

F.N, "

T. W. Buckle (748). Gold medal.

FRANCIS-BARNETT.
H. Gold (346). Disqualified for noisy

exhaust.
G.R.I.

D. White (349). Gold medal.

HAGG TANDEM.
R N. Thomas (350). Gold medal.

B. N. Taylor (350). Gold medal.

H 1RI.EY-DAVIDSON.
F. V. Edwards (584). Gold medal.

'

R. V. Saltmarsh 1584). Gold medal.

E. J. L. Strong (9S8 sc). Gold medal.

J. B. Brvson (998 sc). Gold medal.

P. W. White (998 sc). Gold medal.
W. A, Street (998 sc>. Gold medal.

W. King (998 sc). Gold medal.
F. Broomfield (998 sc). Gold medal.

H. E. Crofts (998 sc). Gold medal.
3. A. Masters (998 sc). Gold medal.
G. Baiter (998 sc). Gold medal.

E. O. Spence (998 sc). Gold medal.

HAWKER.
A. A. Attwood (548 sc). Disquali-

fied; advertised award before
Committee meeting.

E. F. Peaty (548 sc). Disqualified:
advertised award before Com-

. mittee meeting.
HAZLEWOOD.

J. W. Hazlewood (976 sc). Gold
medal.

HENDERSON.
W. J. Barker (1,301 sc). Gold medals
S. F. Farley (1.301 sc). Gold, medal.
H. V. Bateman 11,301 sc). Silver

medal.
J. W. Cheyncy (1.301 sc). Retired.

INDIAN.
H. W. Harrington (Scout) (596).

Gold medal.
J. McBirnie (998). Gold medal.
P. H. Ingham (Scout) (596). Gold

medal.
L. A. Bridgman (Chief) (998 sc).

Gold medal.
J. S. Bliss (998 sc). Silver medal.

IVY.
H. J. Greathead (348). Gold medal.
P. A. Hopkins (348>. Gold medal.

R. P. Purnell (169).' Gold medal.

LEA-FRANCIS.
J. Richardson (496). Silver medal.
A. Conville (592 sc). Silver medal.

LEVIS.
H. R. Lane (211),- Gold medal.

L.S.D. (CYCLE CAR).
J. Robinson (936). Retired.
T. G MacKenzie (986). Retired.

MARTINSYDE.
C. C. Labin (678). Gold medal.
II. H. Nicholson (496). Gold medal.
A. A. Symes (678). Gold medal,
r.. H. Gilford (496). Gold medal.
J. T. Bashall (678 sc). Gold medal.
W. H. Bashall. (678 sc). Gold medal.

MATCHLESS.
T. J. Ross (996 sc). Gold medal.
R. G. Boxer (996 sc). Gold medal.
W. F. Guiver (996 sc). Gold medal.

W. H. Hardman (996 sc). Gold
medal.

W. Bucbnell (976 sc). Gold medal.

E. C. Lunniss (976 sc). Gold medal
B. S. Allen (976 sc). Gold medal.

G. D. Hardee (996 sc). Gold medal.

F. .1. Ellis (996 sc). Gold medal.
J. Henlt (996 sc). Gold medal.
3: Graham (996 sc). Gold medal.
H. L. Miserez (996 sc). Gold medal.
F Ma.'Dcnald (996 sc). Gold medal.

F. W. Neill (976 sc). Gold medal.
P. S. Crauford (996 sc). Gold medal.

T. E. Ranger (976 sc). Gold medal.

E. C. Barton (976 sc). Gold medal.

D. S. Parsons (976 sc). Gold medal.

G. Nott (996 sc). Gold medal.
F. E. Jones (976 sc). Gold medal.
L. A. Willmott (976 sc). Silver

midal.
L. Arnold (976 sc). Silrer medal.
A. W. Graham (996 sc). Bronze
m edal.

MrKECHNIE.
F. W. Becker (668 sc). Gold medal.

METRO-TYLER.
G. E. Cuffe (269). Silver medal.

MORGAN (CYCLE CAR).
R Duke Williams (986). Gold medal.

H. E. K. Sawtell (1,096). Gold
medal.

W. M. Cowoer (1.096). Gold medal.

R. B. Whiffen (1.096). Gold medal.

F W. Dame (980). Gold medal.

S. A. McCarthy (980). Gold medal.

S. Hall (1.096). Gold medal.
A. C. Maskell (986). Silrer medal.
W. Pattison (1.096). Retired.

H. Beart (1,096). Disqualified.

NER-ACAR.
F K Parsons (211). Silver medal.

N. A. C. Runnels-Moss (211). Silver

medal.
NORTON.

H. W. Deacop (490). Gold medal.

A. H. 3. Love (4901. Gold medal.

R. H. Attwood (633 sc). Gold medal.

G. Haines (633 sc). Gold medal.

N.U.T.
J. G. D. Boorer (678). Gold medal.
r> S. Baddelev (678). Gold medal.

R S. Ellis (500). Gold medal.

M. O'Reilly (678). Gold medal.

O.K. JUNIOR.
F. J. Ynunas (292). Gold me3al..
G. W. Laneford (292). Silver medal.

OMEGA-DUPLEX.
C. W. Bartlett (348). Silver medal.

ORBIT.
D. J. Stone (262). Silver medal.

P. AND M.
J. A. Leyland (555). Gold medal.
G. Townsend (555 sc). Gold medal.
R. Lewis (555 so. Gold medal.
P. Cunningham (555sc). Gold medal.
T. G. Bullus (555 sc). Retired.

P. AND P.
G. Packman (250). Disqualified.

POWELL.
J. A. Stedman (547). Gold medal.

P.V.
R. V. Craulord (496 sc). Retired.

QUADRANT.
C. Wilson (654 sc). GoZd medal.
G. A. Pidgeon (654 sc). Gold medal.
W. W. E. Clarke (654 sc). Retired.

RALEIGH.
H. Gibson (348). Gold medal.
J. Haworth (348). Gold medal.
R. S. Newnham (348). Gold medal.
A. R. H. Stewart (348). Gofd medal.

READY.
D. Read (350). Gold medal.

REX-ACME.
J. P. LeGrand (550 sc). Gold medal.
W. A. Jacobs (550 sc). Gold medal.
F. White (986 sc). Gold medal:

ROVER.
L. N. Stannah (499). Retired.

ROYAL ENFIELD.
A. F. Pulling (976 sc). Gold medal.
tl. Sutton (225). Silver medal.

RUDGE.
A. W. Hadley (499). Gold medal.
F. S. Whitfield (499). Silver medal. '

E. Kehce (499 sc). Silver medal.
R. J. Ryan (998 sc). Silver medal.

SCOTT SOCIABLE (CYCLE CAR).
D. W. Rhodes (578). Go7d medal.

SCOTT.
C. J. Wheeler (481). Gold medal.
R. P. Reid (481). Gold medal.
W.'R. Preston (532). Gold medal.
G. S. Green (532). Gold medal.

STANGER.
A. Stanger (538). Gold medal.
J. Stanger (538). Silver medal.

SUNBEAM.
G. W. Dawson (489). Gold medal.
J. J. Sykes (596). Gold medal.
O. F. Collier (489). Gold medal.
E. A. Wright (770 sc). Gold medal.
E. Cross (599 sc). Gold medal.
L. V. Freeman (976 sc). Gold medal.
R. Street (489). Retired.

T.B. (CYCLE CAR).
F. S. Spouse (980). Gold medal.
S. M. Greening (980). Gold medal.
J. W. Meredith (986). Gold medal.

TRIUMPH.
G. W. Burgoyne (550). Gold medal.
S. J. Marks (499). Gold medal.
A. C. Rhodes (499). Gold medal.
W. Atkinson (550). Gold medal.
W. P. Brandon (499). Gold medal.
V. Belfield (499). Gold medal.
G. H. Houfton (550). Gold medal.
C. W. Ward (499). Gold medal.
M. Pearson (550). Gold medal.
H. T. Chapman (550 sc). Gold medal.
S. A. Cooke (550 sc). Gold medak
3. B. McGinnell (550 sc). Gold

medal.
A. R. Richardson (550). Silrer medal.
G. Wray (499). Siher medal.
3. Bradbury (550 set. Silver medal.
H. J. Vidler (499). Silver medal.
A. C. Ward (550 sc). Retired.
A. H. Nelson (550 sc). Retired.

WOOLER.
J. F. Hull (349). Gold medal.
H. Robinson (349). Gold medal.
A. Mitward (349). Gold medal.
3. Wooler (349). Silver medal.

ZENITH-BRADSHAW.
F. C. Townshend' (498). Gold medal.
H. Glendinning (986). Gold medal.
R. Charlesworth (498). Go7d medflJ.

R. H. Bvwaters (986 sc). Gold medal.
R. B. Clark (498 sc). Gold medal.
W. D. Pngh (498). Sili-rr medal.
A. Ft. Parmer (498). Retired.
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A "CLO>¥ C\» DAD A Cf^T^Tf**A "SOLO" FOR A SONG.
JNDOUBTEDLY the Allen-Bennett Lightweight is

the finest value to-day. It has been manufactured

for us bv a well-known firm of high repute in the

tor cycle trade and represents the perfection of trouble-

solo mounts. No expense has been spared to make this

orthy product of the Allen-Bennett Motor Coy., and to

end we have incorporated in its manufacture every

nement conducive to the most comfortable solo riding,

s certainly the cheapest machine on the road to-day and
clever design makes it suitable for either lady or gentleman

fere, again, our EXTENDED PAYMENT SYSTEM is

.liable for your use.

i. payment of £\o down and twelve monthly payments of

13s. gd. may be arranged or, if you prefer, a payment of

down and eighteen monthly payments of £1 16s. 8d.

these unique arrangements the liability incurred by you
.lmost negligible in comparison with the pleasure and real

lity the Allen-Bennett Lightweight affords you.

Vhv not visit us at Croydon and examine this or any other

del you may prefer. Our services and advice are at your
posal and you will find an atmosphere of friendliness and
mraderie at once apparent. Motorcycling makes many
v friendships. Why not join in with us ?

Proposal Form for the Purchase of
THE ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR CO.

Telephone : Croydon 2450.

NTLEMEN,
I have selected from your Stocks :

—

.;- h.p Motor cycle, your price being
Sidecar

Accessories .'

Please supply me with the above selection on your Deferred Payment System,
ir which I agree to pay before delivery

id agree to pay you the balance of

yable in monthly instalments of £ : :

[State number of months, 12 or 18.)

une (in full)

SPECIFICATION.

2} h.p., 2-stroke, " Best & Lloyd " Drip Feed Lubrication,
Chain-cum-Belt Transmission, Burman 2-speed Gear Box,
Special design Frame, extra strong, Patent Pan Saddle, Strong
Mudguards, Comfortable Footboards, Finished Black. Gold,
usual bright parts heavily nickel-plated, complete with equip-
ment to standard specification. Price £40.

Motor Cycle.

LTD., 9, 10 and n, Royal Parade, Croydon.
Telegraphic Address : Track, Croydon.

Date. 192

r
... c
... z_

... C

... £_

- £

Total

e you a Householder? Private Address
>w long here? Years Months (If less than twelve ninths kindly state previous address.)

inters and Branch Address
iture of Employment

Signature of Purchaser
(// not a houseJwlder, please submit a Guarantor who is a householder.)

GUARANTOR.
all Name ..

ivate Address
inkers and Branch Address

Age.

ay make of machine supplied.

Signature of Guarantor

Over 100 machines actually in stock. Open Saturday till 7.30 p.m.
Catalogue post free on application.

Trade supplied.

7N7NETT
In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B25
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THERE IS ONLY ONE WAY TO JUDGE
results in the T. T. Races and it shows that the

"COULSON"
more than holds its own among the Leading Makes.

Make. Started. Finished.

i New Imperial 8 I

; A.J.S. . . - .

.

8 4

Sheffield Henderson.
* « 4 2

i Diamond 4 I

4 2

COULSON 3 2

New Scale 3 1

Velocette 3 1

Douglas 2 1

Raleigh 1

nTHE T.T. Races are first and foremost tests of DURABILITY. Only motor
1 cycles which are reliable in all emergencies, which are consistently efficient and

equal to constant strain can possibly FINISH in these trials. Hence to finish
is an achievement and the only correct way to judge the merits of the makes of
machines competing is to find out the proportion of STARTERS who FINISHED.

A large percentage of " finishers " says more for the standard of efficiency of a
make of machine than a spectacular^.win—however brilliant—discounted by a big
percentage of starters on the same make who failed to finish.

Judged in this way, which are the machines reaching the highest average of
efficiency ? The Table opposite, compiled from The Junior and Light-weight
results, is enlightening, and demonstrates the splendid efficiency of The Coulson.

// you want a thoroughly' reliable mount send for specification and other particulars to

61, HOLBORN VIADUCT,
LONDON, E.C. 2.LONDON MOTORS,

('Phone: City 4230).

SMITH'S MOTOR CYCLE LIGHTING SET.

Smith's Motor Cycle Dynamo
with Automatic Cutout is absolutely foolproof

and reliable.

Birmingham : 122. Alma Street.
Manchester : 1 2, Jackson's Row.

'T'HE new Smith Motor Cycle lighting Set is complete in everyx
detail. The Dynamo has an Automatic Cutout rendering it abso-

utely foolproof, while the whole wiring is absolutely simple.
Complete Sets from £1 7 5s. Sd.

Smith's Motor Cycle Speedometer is specially built for motor cycle
work, the pointer remaining rock steady no matter how bumpy the road.
Trip and total mileage recorder. £5 5s. Od.

Write for further particulars to

SMITH'S (M.A.) LIMITED,
Motor Cycle Dept.,

— . fl - „- - - "- M „. . The Smith Motor Cycle Speedometer.
Lncklewood Works, London, IN.W.2. Price £550 each.

'Phone: Willesdcn 2335. Telegrams: Speedo/ac, London
v Glascow * 23 25 R f ^t

Belfast: 39, Donegal Street.London Showrooms: 179-185, Great Portland Street, VV.l.

BOWSER SIDECARS
Our 1922 models are designed for COMFORT & APPEARANCE,
and those desirous of owning a smart Sporting Sidecar should
order our "Sporting Model De-Luxe" as illustrated) at
£28 -0-0, windscreen and disc wheel extra. The "BOWSER"

Original Two-seater Sidecar is £36-10-0.
Send for Catalogue illustrating various models to—

BOWSER SIDECARS
46, Burley St.

LEEDS.

SjaSf

MIMES
B26 tn answering these advertisements it. is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle,'
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lube Jrotector

OWING TO DIFFICULTIES WITH
THE WORKS, DELIVERY OF TUBE
PROTECTORS WILL BE DELAYED

UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION.

Liberal terms to factors and
retailers.TheFVotectintf

layer or stee"

Mail PROTECTORS for MOTOR CYCLES, 17/11 each.

Sole Agents:

A. Stuart Morris & Co.,

Head Office : 101, Leadenhall St., E.C.3

V

I
I

CLUB

FINISH

c ENAMEL COMPA^

14

LOOK FOR THEj^TRADE MARK

THE ACCESS-

IT IS A

CLUB ORIES YOU BOY.

GUARANTEE OF

QUALITY, VALUE, RELIABILITY.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

SILICO ENAMEL CO. STRATFORD, LONDON.

CO

CO

CO

CO

r-
w
_I

o
>•

o

O
r-
O
5
_i

<
o
r-

O
<
a.

>
CO

ENAMELS.
CLUB BLACK ENAMEL,

Special Hard Drying

CLUB COLOURED ENAMEL.

Jars Hid. & 1/6

Dries
in

24
hours.

Does not
crack
or

chip.

Motor Cycle size Tins

Made in : Large Tins

Royal Man Red. Black.

Elswick Green. White.
Emerald Green. Cream.
French Grey. Brown.
Light Blue. Lavender.
Dark Blue. Primrose.

1/9
3/-

CLUB TRANSPARENT ENAMEL FINISH.

Makes Worn and Dull Enamel Look Like New.

Motor Cycle or Sidecar size Tins . . 1/6

. Large Tins . . . . . . . . . . 3/-

CLUB ALUMINIUM ENAMEL.
Petrol Resisting Jars 1/6

ANTARNISH INVISIBLE LACQUER.
Prevents Rust and Tamish . . Jars 1/-

ANTARNISH BLACK LACQUER.
Gunmetal Finish . . . . . . Jars 1/-

CLUB ENGINE BLACK.
For Radiators, Exhaust Pipes, etc. Tins 1/- & 1/8

CLUB JOINTING GOLD SIZE.
Makes Oil, Air and Water-tight Joints.

Tins 1/-

°Ps

MS
Oairc

r-°£°om^ro

5oS>rzzz
>33 ro
ftmrsr
pjO>rn

r>Tj2z

On*
-n-

"OZTJO

b mrxrnm

CLUBji

EKGINEBIACK'I

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B29
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"AQUAMAC 99

JCHAIN STRAPS]

AQUA VIA® OVERALLS. Cunningly constructed self-locking non-
water conducting openings. Just a few pulls at the sides and the

leggings fall to the ground.
Price 17/6 per pair.

is the foremost Motor
Cycling Suit.

It is a real WATERPROOF. No " imitation/e
about the " AQUAMAC." Guaranteed to bs
absolutely impervious to rain. Fly side openings
are fitted with patent Non (Water) Conductor
and PNEUMATIC edges throughout the suit. No.
water can percolate through the seams.
It is smart as well as serviceable. We catgr for

the discerning man by our "Made to measure"
offer. No extra charge if you decide to make use
of this facility.

It is comfortable. No need to struggle out of dirty

overalls—JUST A FEW PULLS AT THE SIDE
SEAMS AND THE TROUSERS COLLAPSE
TO THE GROUND.
" AQUAMAC " is the riding habit for dress and
storm occasions.

Price per Suit £2 15s. Od. !>«""

""•J Price for Overalls 17s. £d.
When ordering give chest measurement, inside
leg from fork to floor and state height.

SEND NO MONEY.
JUST WRITE FOR FREE
CATALOGUE AND PATTERNS

to the Patentees and Actual Manufacturers.

The Express Manfg. Co (M/C). Ltd.

Manufacturing Waterproof Motor Clothing Experts,
AQUAMAC WORKS,

431-7 Rochdale Road, MANCHESTER.
"A qttamacs" can be inspected without obligation

to purchase at our London Showrooms.

The SERVICE CSSSSl Ltd.,
289-293 HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON W.C.I.

Price COAT only , fully Fleece Lined O7 /O

Bowdert

ARE you needing
Replacement Parts for

the Bowden Brake or Control

Fitments on your motorcycle ?

If so, send for copy of the " Bowden
Motorcycle Replacement Parts " List

No. 146—giving illustrations, prices

and distinguishing numbers of all

BOWDEN MOTORCYCLE

REPLACEMENT PARTS
for Bowden mechanism, completely-

fitted handlebars, etc. It is sent post

free on request.
A Special Department facilitates their

quick supply, also the prompt repair

and renewal of all Bowden Fitments.

Let us knowj^YOUR requirements.

The Bowden Brake Co., Ltd,,

Tyseley - - Birmingham.

R.H.S.

A.TURRELL&SONS, PORTABLE BUILDING WORKS.
FOREST HILL, S.E.23.

'Pbone

:

1268 Sydenham

7X 5
8x 6
9X 7
iox S
12 x 8

14 X 8
16 x 9
18 x 9
20 x 10
Prices Carriage Paid England

and Wales.
Made in sections, with double doors, with Jin. tongued and grooved match-
boards on strong framing. Roof matebboarded, and covered with good
quality felt, making same thoroughly weatherproof. Doors hung on strong
garnets, and fitted with lock and key and tower bolts. Windows glazed :

2ioz. glass. Flooring: Strong joists, one inch boards. All bolts supplied
for erecting house.

KEEP HIM OFF

!

This little beggar works
whilst you're asleep or

busy — takes pound 1

and pride off your

"outfit." Stop his ac-

tivity with "Corrosine
'

the Rust-Preventerand
" Derusta " the Rust-

Remover.

In 1/6 and lib sizes, at Halfords shops and all

other enterprising dealers, or direct from

UAWCr'C —The Rust-Preventer Firm,—nU Vf OL, tJ Union Works. SMETHWICK.
Postage 4d. and 6d. each size extra.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS" in these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words
are charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must
be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable.,_—t~co.
to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed.—-*

—

'

Treasury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances.

All advertise nents in this section should be

aceompaniel with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices oi "The Motor Cycle," Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. To
ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach theofliees of " The Motor Cycle,"
by the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue. Advertisements that arrive

too late for a particular issue or that are
crowded out will automatically be inserted in

the following issue unless accompanied by
instructions to the contrary.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the

words Box ooo, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only the number
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
addressed No. ooo, c/o "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House,
Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers whorep y to Box No.
» dvertisements are warned against sending remittance through

the post except in registered envelopes; in all such cases the

use of the Deposit System is recommended
t
and the envelope

should be clearly marked " Deposit Department."

In the case of motor cycles offered for sale under a box

number, as it is unusual for these to be sold without first

being Inspected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers wil

facilitate business by embodying In their advertisements

some mention or the district in which the machine
offered may be seen and tried.

3WT DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money lo unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit th^

amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amoun'
to the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, but

in the event of no sale each party pays carriage one way
The seller takes the risk of damage in transit. For alJ

transactions up to £10, a deposit fee of 1 /- is charged ; en
transactions over £10 and under £50, the fee is 2 /6 ; over

£50 and under £75, 5/-; over £75 and under £100, 7/6
and on all transactions over £100, \%. All deposit

matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street

London, E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should be

made pavable to Ilirfe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

Indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself 01

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an indication that the goods advertised have

already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it Is quite impossible to reply to

each one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

1920, Lucas lighting, horn, 7,000 miles, good
£75, or offer.—Morris, Mun-

A -B-C
-£*- condition, tyres new
desley, Norfolk. [5340

The
Sign of

Good
Service.

The following list represents only a
small selection from Godfrey's large

and representative stock of all the best

makes.

Full detailed lists sent on request.

A.J.S., 7 h.p. Comb.
ARIEL, 31 h.p.

ALL0N,?2 ; h.p.

B.S.A., 4, h.p., K2
B.S.A., 4] h.p., H2
B.S.A., 6 h.p, "E"
B.S.A., 8 h.p, "F"
COVENTRY-EAGLE
DOUGLAS, 2] h.p.

ENFIELD, 2; h.p
ENFIELD, 8 h.p Comb.
ENFIELD FAMILY S C
HAWKER, J h.p.

HAWKER, 4} h.p.

INDIAN SCOUT
INDIAN STANDARD
INDIAN CHIEF
LEVIS POPULAR
LEVIS, Mod. "S"
LEVIS, Mod. "G2"
MATCHLESS "J"

MATCHLESS H2
NEW IMPERIAL No. 3
NEW IMPERIAL No. 5
„ „ Comb., 8 h.p.
RALEIGH, 2J h.p.

RUDGE MULTI
RUDGE, 31 h.p., 3 sp.

SCOTT, 3fh.p.
SQUIRREL, 31 h.p.

TRIUMPH, "H"
TRIUMPH, "S.D."
TRIUMPH, "L.W."
ZENITH BRADSHAW
ZENITH SPORTS

SIDECARS.
MILLFORD
B.S.A.
TRIUMPH
INDIAN, Etc,

ANOTHER SMALL CONSIGN-
MENT OF 1921 INDIANS.

1921 7 h.p. Powerplus Indian, with
Spring Frame and full electrical equip-
ment. Solo, £110. Combination, £140.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Godfrey's thoroughly overhaul and

guarantee ever}' secondhand machine

Many attractive bargains now
available.

GRADUAL PAYMENTS.
ANY MACHINE can be purchased

on our Delerrea .payment System.

TERMS : 4% extra, payable £ down
and balance in 12 months.

EXCHANGES.
Godfrey's are prepared to offer

exceptional prices for good modern
secondhand machines.

Send full details of your present
machine and a quotation will be sent
per return.

GODFREY'S, LTD

208, Gt. Portland St., London, W.i
'Phone : Langhant 1300 (2 lines).

Repair Depot, 14, Miller Street, Camden Town, N.W
'Phone Museum 2434.

Service House for all B.S.A. Spares.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

GNS.-1920-31 A.B.C.. fully equipped, taxed
December, perfect.—40, Aynhoe Ed., W.14. [5369

A .B.C. 3h.p., 4-speed, late, as new, all on, last, any
-i-»- trial: nearest £70.—Fuller, 1, College Hill, E.C.2.

[4790A.BC. 1920 Model, front forks and T.T. handle-
-£».. bars with controls.—Lowe, 13a, Eccles Old Rd.,
Manchester. [4831
1 Q 21 A.B.C., as new, very fast; 60 gns., or ex-
„ y change old Matchless and cash.—57, Claude
Kd., Plaistow. [5679
"IQ21 A.B.C. 3h.p., 4-speed, electric lighting, acces-

1 -r,-
so™s, excellent condition and fast; £65.—

1, Dingwall Rd., E. Croydon. [5313
ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.-1920 A.B.C. |new in
~ xy£W standard, with Henderson sidecar, acces-

sories; i£70.-157b. Gt. Portland St., W.I. [6072

£ 85
i7T
ABC ' Combination, sports Swan, 1921,

tVv.rf u£°
n

-
accu™ l

,
a tor, lighting, tyres excellent,taxed, like new.-ll, Warwick St., Oxford. 'Phone:833 -

[4814

A'B;^w ^?ch m
?? e1

'
deli«red 1922, fitted Sopwith

-£». new pattern sidecar, screen, lamps, tools, spares,
' Bo* V«? £

,

16
S.i°?,

ers
'
™ e Wight; reasons silling—Box 1933, c/o The Motor Cycle [4803

^narf farts :

gjPARE Parts.-We are the largest stockists of

PortfanT3^1^ -^'^-Maudes', !0O, Great
[000a

Abingdon.
ABINGDON 6-7h.p. 1914, folding sidecar, lamps,a speedometer. Easting; £60, offers.—27 St. Ger-mams Rd., Forest Hill. '

;[6009

Ace.
A .C.E., 1921, 4-cylinder, Middleton C.B. sidecar.-CV spring wheel screen, locker, speedometer, horn
tt?J ' J??},*' ^ ar<

?
Iy used excellent condition any

trial, £130.-21, Wontncr Rd., Balham. [3674

Acme

A C!
nSo

4h -?- Blackburne, 3-speed, clutch; £32; re-
liable.—1, Boro, Isleworth. [4833

1 Q20 8h.p. Acme-Jap Combination, fully equipped

bar^xirf
PPM Wh

S
ee1

' £UC^,S ',
amps

'
speedometer, etc.

»», G
9
r

8
ee^c

m
h
E
S.E

C1
ro
Pham ,M°t0rS)

' "' %°
8%

4.J.S.

A'J
^ock

Ne
f«^

2
\r

Sp ° r w g Model B1
-
actM»y ia-"» stock, £85.—Moss, Wem. [5805

^.J£ 2i41,.p 2-speed all on, good condition; £28.-J. —box 2021, c/o The Hlolor Cycle. [5110
Ch.p. 1914 A.J.S. Combination; £67/10- easy terms« -Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [sirs
A..T.S. 1922, latest 2%h.p. model; £85.—Wilkins-O. Simpson, Opposite Olympia, London. [5074
A .J.S., 3-speed, K.S., excellent condition, 5-6h n-d- tax paid.-Davis, 22, Tooting Bee Rd. [5024

A'^Ir 01^ ?
5
'ih P-,B1 model; immediate delivery;11 £85.-Harnson and Bunkall. Chichester. [4752

1Q18 A.J\S. Combination, bought car; cheap, 85J-«J gns.-Byrom, 18, Fleet St., Lancaster. [5290
.S. 2%h.p., brand new, actuallj
man Bros., 17, Bond St., EaliA J ^ l

L,
2!'''iu l'• b

,

r
J
ud ue]». actually ,n stoc'k.-Long-

^^MnjL TeL fiR<T

O18/10.-2%h.p. A.J.S., splendid running order
2
,Sit good climber.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

DA
h
N °UY, Weymouth.-1922 7h.p . A.J.S. Com

1

a-' bination, £175: in stock. Dorset trado supplied.

A JS
-

(

I9
t
2 rW., S£°rts and 7h -5- CombinaMo"»-» in stock.—Clifford Motones. Eastwood, Notts.

"I Q14 A.J.S. Combinalion, excellent condition- £70-If -244, Old Christchurch Rd., Bournemouth.
[48251Q20 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, full accessoriesJ-f tax paid; £123.—Ross, 86, High Rd., LeeSE - [5663

"1 021 7h.p. A.J.S. Combination, as new; £150. com-J-" plete.—665, Didsbury Rd., Heaton Mersey, Man-
Chester. [5119
MOST Luxurious Late 1920 A.J.S. Combination,

every equipment; £112.-24, Balliol Rd., North
Kensington. [5465

1Q17 2'4h.p. A.J.S., 3-speed. kick starter: what
J-«J offers, bargain.—Took, 120, High Rd.. South
Tottenham. [5296

\ .J.S. Combination, 4h.p., December, 1915, recently
xi. overhauled, re-enamelled makers, spare wheel.
Cameo, speedometer, lamps, horn, tools, spares, 1920
Senspray, fully licensed, excellent condition, expert
examination; nearest £75.—Heatherlea, Albany Rd.,
Fleet, Hants. [4761

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each
Motor Cycles advertised by private owner? are, when desire

dvertisement, and the date o! the issue

d, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

CROSS. Effingham Sq., is agent lor A.J.S.'s in
Rotherham. New 7h.p. outfit from stock. [5781

£49.—2%h.p. A.J.S., 3-speed, clutch, K.S., electric,* new tyres.—50, St. James' Rd., Leicester. [4731
-MOFFAT, Yeovil Offici., A.J.S. Agents.-Get in-"A touch with us for prompt deliveries. Exchanges
Phone: 50.

[5? 23
A -J.S. 7h.p. Combination; £175.—Immediate delivery
tr~ Sn °B obtained from P. J. Evans, John Bright
£>t., Birmingham. [5135
A .J.S. Combination, equal " to new, magnificenta

,
turn-out; cost £250; sell £140, or lightweight

and cash.—Guise, Hunstanton. 15554

A •J£"-J19£2,- 6
,
h 'p:

Combination, spare wheel, tax
i;J™ ; * 9

,

5 for immediate sale.—74, Brighton Rd.,
BurDiton. Phone: Kingston 3025. [5889

li)^r?„.A*
-

m'
a
i'

models
- Again the sensation of

<hJ, i? ni
T
J
ophy

,.?ces - Catalogues with : pleasure.—Sam iL. Clapham (Motors), Greenwich. [3499
A .J.S. 1920 Combination, fully equipped and taxed
f*- speedometer, spare wheel, etc.; £112.—James, c/o
Bradmores, 482, Harrow Rd.. Paddington. [5716
XfioK A.J.S. 1922 models. 2 4̂u.p soiu, or 7h.p comJ- nmations. get in touch with the N. London agents—Pones Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill. [0785
pOBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.-1921 A.J.S. electrica«- combination, luxuriously appointed, Bonniksen
speedometer; £150.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

A -J.S. 1920 Combination, dynamo lighting, best

'i7'„~
or Ll°J'd mechanical, hood, curtains, spare wheel;

£128.—Day, 87, Uxbridge Rd., Shepherds Bush.

A -J-S. 6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, interchangeable
i .
,**• recently overhauled, enamelled and

plated; £80; call for trial.—Snow, Laurel St., Dalston,
*"8 ' [6013
A -J-S. 1922 Combination, £175, In stock. Orders-d booked for the famous 23/ih.p. A.J.S. Motor and
motor cycle accessories of all kinds.—J. E. Beale, Ltd
Bournemouth. [4885
A .J.S. 1921 Combination, spare wheel, windscreen,

.J~\. side screen, lamps, horn, speedometer, tax fully

S?'
d'^?.e^

fect condition; £150.—Roberts, 68, North
St., Chichester. [4993
A .J.S., 1921, December, finest on road, luxuriously

-*-»- equipped,, dynamo, hood, screen, many refine-
ments; £150-James. c/o Bradmores, 482. Harrow
Rd., Paddington. [5718
"I Q21 A.J.S. Combination, dynamo lighting elec-J-« trie horn, Best-Lloyd feed, sidescreen, cover
spare wheel, legshields, any trial; £165.-45, Water-low Rd., Highgate. [5151
A -J-S 1919 (late) Combination, spare wheel, speed-

-ca. ometer, Lucas lamps, screen, tax paid, lovely
condition; £90.-Hillier, Side Bell, 9, WaUingford
Av., North K-ensington. [5655
"IQ 2? Brand New A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination. £183.-»-f including spare wheel, windscreen, etc.; easy pay-
ments; free delivery to any address.—Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [4599
A .J.S. 6h.p. 1914 3-speed Combination, chain drive,

-** 700x80 tyres. Cameo windscreen, speedometer,
tax paid; £48, or hear offer.—Eagles and Co., 275,
High St., Acton, London. [5774
A .J S.—Distributing Agents for Cambridgeshire,

-Ci Huntingdonshire, and Bedfordshire. All models
from stock; complete stock of spares.—King and Har-
per, Bridge St., Cambridge. ' [5816
CjOUTHPORT.-A.J.S. 6h.p. 1917 Combination,
^f spare wheel, lavishly equipped, including hood,
windscreen, luggage carrier; snip, £79; exchanges —
Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport. [5280

1CJ21 A.J.S^fh.p. Combination; £150; Lucas lamps,J- tf horn, Speedometer, windscreen, dickey seat,
spare wheel, spares, tax paid, fully insured.—10
Orchard Rd., St. Margaret's, Twickenham. [4887

1 Q21 A.J.S. 2";ih.p., Sports, B.l Bonniksen speedo-
J-*s meter, Xucas horn, knee grips, etc., mileage
348, like new, tax paid; £85; exchanges.—Homac's,
243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone Dalston 2408.

I Q21 7h p. A.J.S., sidecar, D.A. lighting, spare
Li* wheel, Tan-Sad, W.R.S., aluminium plates,
many spares, insurance; £152; appearance, mechanical
condition, and running really exceptional.—6, High
St., Sydenham. ('Phone: Syd. 375.) [5175
A .J.S. 6h.p. Combination, fully equipped, pillion.

•£»- spares, tools, enamelled, plated, overhauled
makers, like new; £140; exchange, cash adjustment,
2%h.p. A.J.S. or Douglas, 1921,-Harrison, Boston
Hotel, Boston St., Hulme, Manchester. [5449
A.J.S. Specialists— Wanted, your present motor

cycle in part exchange for any new model
from stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best
prices allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred
payments, see column advertisement.—Bambers 2
Eastbank St., Southport. • 'Phone: 607. [4925
"IQ14 2%h.p. Special Competition I.O.M. Racin"
J-ir A.J.S., winner of over 100, first lap leader in
1914 Junior T.T., condition as new, mechanically per-
fect, 60-70 average speed, Binks and Amac racing
carburetters, £20 spares; cost £200; accept £85 or
highest offer.—Crabtree, Bridgefoot, Warrington, [s'694

J

&

Can To-day offer you

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

at the new

REDUCED PRICE

of the Model G. 247 c.c.

i

with sloping top tube, improved pattern

tank, 247 c.c. super-efficient engine.

JJ

Of more imposing appearance, faster,

and comfortable on the worst roads,

it is a great advance on all previous

LEVIS models.

Gl, single gear, belt drive ... £51
G2, 2-speed, clutch £61
G2, K.S. (kick starter) £63

Principal Birmingham Agents for

HENDERSON, LEVIS,

RALEIGH, TRIUMPH,
VELOCETTE.

Contracting Agents for AJ.S., ENFIELD
JAMES, NEW IMPERIAL, NORTON, to

Telegrams :

—

" Primus,
Birmingham.'

\

\

"34 All letters relating to advertisements
Motor Cycles a

should quote the number at the end of each
dvertised by private owners are, when desired

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

Spare Parts

:

A.J.S. Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
St. Ealing. [7538

Alecto.
"1 Q21 3i/

2h.p. Alecto, fully equipped, tax paid; £40.
-«-«' 114, Brixton Hill. [6035

Alldays.

ALLDAYS' Allon, 2-speed, as new; £45.-7, Mel-
bourne Grove, East Dulwich. [5217

KICKIIAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District

Agent for Allons; unequalled service, repairs,

etc. [3559

VERY Late 2?ih.p. Allon, 2 speeds, clutch, kick

starter, fully equipped, taxed, as new; £32; trial.

—7, Cowdrey Rd., Wimbledon. [5736

1 Q 20 Alldays' Allon 2%h.p., 2-speed. clutch, kick
Iw start, in new condition, lamps, horn, etc.; £55.
—Luck. 17a. Camden Rd., Tunbridge Wells. [5221

ALLON 1920 2%h.p., 2-speed, clutch and kick

starter; £39.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Ham-
mersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [5616

1 A21 Alldays Combination, 2-speed, clutch, Kick
Itf start, mileage 700, tax paid, accessories, new
condition; £80, or near offer.—79, High St., West
Norwood. [5032

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Allon 2-

stroke, new 1922 motor cycles, 2-speed gear

model, £60; 3-speed gear model, £65; easy payments
and exchange. [5973

1 Q21 Alldays Allon 2%h.p. 2-stroke, 2 speeds,
lu clutch and kick starter, all lamps, horn, leg

guards, tax paid; £52/10; exchanges.—Homac's, 243,

Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [5847

ALLDAYS' Allon 234h.p., new April, 1921, De
Luxe model, 2-speed, clutch, kick start, fully

equipped, P. and H. lamps, Lucas horn, legshields, tax

paid, spare belt, excellent mechanical condition, any
trial; £42.—Molliex, The Gate, Carrog, near Corwen,
Merioneth. [5422

American X.

AMERICAN X, 1919, 7h.p. Combination, dynamo
lighting, perfect condition; £90.—28, Calbourne

Rd., Balham. 15179

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.—1921 American X,
shop-soiled, £88; 1921 combination, accessories,

tax paid, £115.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6074

"I Q21 American X, new, ran 400 miles, examination
-L«J or any trial with all accessories; £90, or ex-

change late model.—Henderson, 11, Cromford Rd.,
East Putney. [4828

"I Q21 American X Combination, dynamo lighting,
J-*/ aluminium sidecar, luxuriously equipped; 110
gns.; exchanges.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, "Upper
Richmond Rd., East Sheen. (Photograph.) [5872

AMERICAN X 8-10h.p. 1921 Combination, only run
3.000 miles, luxurious sidecar, leather upholstery,

windscreen, Oamelina lamps, Cowey speedometer, full
range spares and tools, licensed December, ride 50
miles to purchaser; £125.—Durell, Rainham, Kent.

[5207
Ariel.

ARIEL 3V2U.p., splendid order; £18.-28, Woodford
Rd„ Forest Gate. [5375

3_lh.p. Ariel Sport Model; any trial; £27.—Fairhurst,
2 behind 68, Standishgate, Wigan. [5446

31h.p. Ariel 3-speed Combination; £48.—Hart, 27,
2 Walpole Rd., New Cross, S.E. [5057

ARIELS from Stock from the live agents, Barlow
and Son, Monton, Eccles. Tel.: 160 Eccles.

[36°l
ARIEL 3i/,h.p. 1922 (April), Sports model, d.*ie

150, tax paid, horn; £75.-279, Hither Green
Lane. [4982

F.O.C.H. have 1920 3y=h.p. Ariel Combination, fully
equipped; bargain.— 5, Heath St., Hampstead

(nr. Tube). [3798

"IQll Ariel Motor Cycle, 2%h.p., single-speed, good
J-v running order; £16.—Parker, Johnson St.,
Lower Hopton, Mirfield. [4822

ARIEL 3V2h.p. Combination, 3-speed, clutch, K.S.,
electric lighting, Tan-Sad; £45; trial after 6.—

25, Bawdale Ed.. E. Dulwich. [5216

"J
Q20 Ariel 6-7h.p. Combination, overhauled, coach

-L«/ painted, perfect; bargain, £95.—Greenfield,
255, South Park Rd., Wimbledon. [4990

ARIEL 3'/2h.p. 1920 Combination, in first-class con-
dition and well cared for; 60 gns.—Longman

Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. Tel. : 689. [4561

SOUTHPORT.—Superb 1920-21 Ariel Countershaft
Combination, excellent condition, all on; £78:

exchanges.—Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport. [5279

ARIEL.—All models cash or gradual payments.
Spares supplied from stock.—West Central Agency,

Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0704

ARIEL 3i4h.p. Sports Model, new, in stock, £87/10;
best value for money, 60 m.p.h., guaranteed.—

Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. Tel. : 689.
[4563

advertisement, and the date of the issue

, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 1916, 2-speed, overhauled; 29 gns.—
Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd.,

East Sheen. [5874

T\OUGLAS.—R. B. Clark andCo—Brand new 2}ih.p
2-speed. 47 gns.;
S.W.7.

few only left.—7, Exhibition
T3489

Oik.p. Douglas, all on, good running order; must
sell, £26, or nearest.—Pumping Station, Hadley

Rd., Enfield. [4777

OUb.p. Douglas, all on, ride awav, splendid appear-
"*•* anoe; bargain, £37/10.-16, Portland Rd.,
London, W.ll. [5722

DOUGLAS 2^h.p., nearly new, all on, only wants
seeing; genuine bargain, £46.—1, Alexandra Rd.,

Kingston Hill. [5208

DOUGLAS Combination 1919 4h.p., special sidecar,
hood, screen, lamps, etc.; £67/10.-38, Burlington

Rd., Bayswater. [5395

1Q16 2^4h.p. Douglas, fully equipped, licensed, re-
-A-«7 liable mount; £32/10.—76, Herongate Rd.,
Wanstead Park. [4923

DOUGLAS.—1922 models for immediate delivery.

Cash, exchange, or deferred payments.— Kays, 8,

Bond St.. Ealing. [4834

1Q16-17-18 2%h.p. Douglases, 2-speed, reoon-
Xi/ ditioned throughout; £35; guaranteed.—Daw,
114, Brixton Hill. [6033

1 Q20 Douglas 2%h.p., 3 speeds, fully equipped, new
X£/ condition; £55.-37, Canterbury Rd., Balls Pond
Rd., Dalston, N.l. [6056

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, all accessories, ha r
'

little wear, perfect; 52 gns.—73, Windermere
Rd., South Ealing. [5209

£70.—Douglas combination, late model, lamps, horn,
licence, perfect running order.—211, Garratt

Lane, Wandsworth. [5835

DOUGLAS Combination 1920 4h.p., aluminium disc,

fully equipped; £85.—J. Hillier, 216, Portobello
Rd., North Kensington. [3976

DOUGLAS 2%h.p„ 1918 model, perfect condition,
tax paid; £30.-74, Brighton Rd., Surbiton.

'Phone ; [5893Kingston 3025.

DOUGLAS.—1922 Models ready for instant des-
patch, all complete with lamps, horn, licence-

holder, pump, tools, etc.

»82.—2%h.p. 3-speed, clutch, Douglas, all on.£ 8

O110.—4h.p. 3-speed solo Douglas, all on.

0115.—3%h.p. Sports Douglas, all on.

0135.—4h.p. Combination Douglas, all on,

EXCHANGES and special payment terms ar-
ranged; correspondence invited; catalogues and

full particulars by return post free.

HERBERT
bridge.

ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
[6112

05.b.p. Douglas, tax paid, horn, etc., perfect run-
**4 ning order; £15 cash; ride away.—Collins, 9,

Riversley Rd.*, Nuneaton. T5084

2-speed, good tyres,

-Lawson, 8, Athen-
lay Rd., Nunhead, S.E.15. ,[5654

DOUGLAS 254h.p., a.i.v., 2-speed, £31 overhaul,
mechanically perfect, any trial; offers.—9, Dun-

flonald Rd., Ramsgate, Kent. [3632

4h.p. Douglas Combination, coachbuilt, late model,
splendid condition ; £55.—4a, St. John's Wood

Rd., Maida Vale, London, N.W. [4511

45.—Douglas 2%h.p. motor cycle, never ridden,
can be seen by appointment.—F. W., 20,

Romola Rd., Heme Hill, S.E. I[6119

DOUGLAS 1922 Solos and Combinations in stock
—Agents, Birkenhead Motor Works, Old Bidston

DOUGLAS 1915 2 :fth.p.
equipped, year's tax; £30,-

£

Rd . Birkenhead. 'Phone: 2047. [2388

"I Q20 (June) Douglas Combination, well shod, splen-
-«-*' did condition, 3 new tyres; £70.-244, Old
Christchurch Rd., Bournemouth. [4826

-I A21 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, all on model, tax
It/ paid; £55.—Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27,

Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.10. [5865

DOUGLAS 2%h.p„ 3-s^ed, 1920, dynamo, and
acetylene, lavishly equipped; best over £52/10.—

Geoffrey, 1, Goding St., Vauxhall. [3754

"I Q20 Douglas Combination, equipped every possible
-L*7 accessory, new condition; £75
Rd., Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l.

37, Canterbury
[6055

4h.p. Douglas Combination, late 1918, good as new,
all on, discs; £78; wanted, late 2%h.p. Douglas.—

Wethered, 24, Gwendolen Av., Putney. [5477

DOUGLAS, late 1921, 23,4h.p., complete accessories,

Tan-Sad, oversize Dunlops, year's1 licence; 48 gns.

—Fersfield, Westbury Rd.. New Maiden. [6314

.p. Douglas Combination, 1918, e:

small mileage, hood, screen, and spares, tax paid

MANUFACTURERS' STOCK

MAKINK0T brand

TO BE CLEARED.
Fawn double texture,

interlined rubber,

MOTOR SUITS
THESE suits are

made of Fawn
double texture

cloth, interlined
rubber.

The seams are
cemented, sewn
and taped,
mavlng these
absolute! y
waterproof.

Will stand any
amount of hard
wear.

The Jackets are
made double-
breasted, w ' t h
belts and wind
-uffs.

The Motor LefifS'ngs
are made fastening
w'th clips and
strans, and have
wind gussets in
leg.

The«p suite actu-

ally cost over 30/-

to manufacture
without any profit,

bat we have
several thousands

to clear.

Every suit is guaranteed absolutely waterproof,

and should these not meet entirely with your
approval, we guarantee to return your money in

full, if returned within seven days.

SPECIAL PRICE,

29/ I1 Carriage 1 /- extra.

We have also several thousands heavy Twill

Suits to offer. These are made of the heavy Twill

used for making Motor Hoods, and are one of the

finest suits made for motor cycling, interlined

rubber. They are made with sewn and cemented

seams, and taped, also the seams of these suits are

striped, making these garments absolutely water-

proo' and we are prepared to give a guarantee

that these are absolutely impossible for water to

penetra'e through. The Motor Leggings are made
in the same way with wmd gussets, fastening with

clips and straps. The Suits are in sizes 34, 36, 38,

if a 2 and 44 chest, lengths inside leg are 27, 19, 31.

Please 9 ate when ordering by post, measurements

of chest, length inside.

50/- Carriage 1/- extra.

Orders to be addressed—

The LANCASHIRE and

CHESHIRE RUBBER Co.
MAKINKOT HOUSE,

30, Thomas Street,

LIVERPOOL.
'Phone 4S91 Bank,

Liverpool.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1920, accessories, Cowey
speedometer, spares, little used, perfect condition,

trial; offers.—S.P., 45. Cecil Rd., Enfield. [4729

1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, all on, electric
-*-*' side and rear light, screen, good condition, per-
fect engine; £70.-48, Burchell Rd., Peckham. [4875

| Q 20 Douglas Combination, engine No. 11304, East-
J-v ing, oversize tyres, full equipment, splendid
condition; £85.-37, Church Gate, Leicester. [5104

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 1917, 3 speeds, clutch, kick starter,
reconditioned throughout, all accessories; £55.—

Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London. [5777

DOUGLAS 1922, brand new, 2-speed, all on, lamps,
horn, licence holder, etc. ; £68 ; cash, or easy pay-

ments.—Wilkins Simpson, Opposite Olympia, London.
[5067

TT)OUGLAS 234h,p., 3-speed, without clutch, abso-
lutely as new

Hammersmith Rd.,

30

£59.—Newtnhain Motor Co., 223,
W.6. 'Pihone: Hammersmith 80.

[5619
GNS.—Douglas, 1915, long copper exhaust pips,
footboards, tyres as new, accessories, tax

paid to 1923.—Delancey St. Garage, Camden Town,
N.W.I. [5646

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1918, general and
mechanical condition, equivalent new, fully

equipped, tax paid, trial; £70.-17, Station Rd.,
Ilford. [5087

"I Q 20-21 Douglas Combination, blue sidecar, East-
--& ing, everything as new, fully equipped, taxed
for year; bargain, £85.—7, Riverdale Terrace, Rich-
mond. i[6010

33.h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, In good condition, tyres
4 nearly new, lamps, horn, and tax paid; £17.

—

Anthony, 1, Townshend Cottages, St. John's Wood,
N.W.8. [5741

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 3-speed, kick start, horn, licensed,

top-hole condition; best offer to £60; or consider
lightweight in part.—Deeming, Hadley Highstone,
Bamet. [4766

Douglas, improved W.D., 2-speed, all on

;

best value on the market; £68 complete; de-
livery from stock.—The Spalding Motor Co., Ltd.,
Spalding. [4770

GNS. I—4h..p. Douglas Coach Combination, 3-

speed, K.8., etc., fully equipped and guaran-
teed; givem away.—Clifton Garage, Abingdon St.,

Blackpool. [4985

don't know about
New 1922 models.
Agents since 1908.

[5724

£45.—Irish M.T. surplus, brand new enamel soiled
2%h.p. Douglas motor cycle, never ridden ; every

part new except saddle.—43, Brailsford Rd., Tulse
Hill, Brixton. [6118

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., 1920; 76 gns.; well
equipped, Easting, etc.; licensed year; new con-

dition, mileage 2,000; after 7.—60, Parkfield Rd.,
South Harrow. l[5188

"I 021 4h.p. Douglas Combination, lamps, horn, etc.,
J-*7 purchased Sept., unscratched, mileage, u^der
500, tax paid; 90 gns.—9, Hatherley Gardens, Crouch
End. Hornsey 356. i[5639

DOUGLAS 1922 Models: 2%h.p. £68, 4h.p. solo
£110, 4h.p. combination £135; prices include

2|h.P .

49

MOFFAT, Yeovil.—What we
Douglas M.C.'s—nuf sed.

spares and repairs; exchanges.
'Phone : 50.

all accessories ; delivery from stock.-

Rd., Leytonstone.
-Rivett, 236, High

[2680

1 Q 19 Sporting Douglas 2%h.p., 2 speeds, nickel
-LJ/ plated exhaust, disc wheels, lamps, Klaxon, new
tyres, tax paid,, perfect condition; £46.-66,
St., Westminster.

Marsham
[5060

191, 4h.p. Douglas Combination, lamp sets and
horn, recently overhauled, not W.D., good cott-

dition; £68.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Wal-
den. 'Phone : 45. [6094

DOUGLAS 1917 2%h.p., engine and gear box been
overhauled, old worn parts replaced, like new,

in perfect condition; bargain, £35.—179, Brixton
Rd„ London, S.W.9. '[6075

3in.p. Sports Douglas, latest, mileage 300, Bonnik-
'• sen, knee grips, speedy mount; sell £110; ex-

cash adjustment.—Taylor,
[5427

change Sunbeam. Triumph,
Habrough, Grimsby.

3j£h.p. Douglas, 1915, fully equipped, footboards and
<l copper exhaust, excellent running order and

appearance, licensed 1922
Rd„ O.T., Manchester.

J

£33.-97, Northumberland
[5450

ELI CLARK can give you good service both in new
machines and spares; try me. I may be useful

to you. The pioneer agent for Douglas motors.—195,
Cheltenham Rd., Bristol. [0016

33Lp. Douglas, 1915, 3-speed, Miller lighting set,

4 Klaxon, speedomet
sd, guaranteed perfec
thdown Av., Margate.

4h.p. Douglas, solo, 3-speed, clutch, K.S.,

Klaxon, speedometer, tools, etc., long exhaust,
taxed, guaranteed perfect ; accept £35.—Stockwell, 6,

NorthdowQ Av., Margate. [4869

1 O 19
J- */ licensed, equipped, powerful, nearly new con-

dition, engine No. 6549; any trial; 59 gns.; lightweight

part.—95, North Rd., Brighton. [5523

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1918, excellent order,
small mileage, hood, screen, and spares, tax paid;

£55.—" Homestead," Albert Rd., Ashtead. [4955

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the isp««* B39

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1 O20 Douglas 2%h.p., 3-speed, new tyres, lamps,
It/ footboards, fully equipped, as new; nearest £55.
—Station Hotel, Bramley Rd., Latimer Rd. Station,
Metropolitan. "Phone : Park 3875. [5520

"I Q19 Douglas 2%h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped,
•*• *J licensed, in excellent mechanical . order and
condition; 40 gns.; exchange or deferred.—Edwards,
50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [4545

23h.p. 1921 2-speed Douglas, all on, £60 solo; also

4 3V2h.p. 1914 Douglas combination, 2 speeds,

£55; and 2%h.p. 1915, 2 speeds, £27/10.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. [5972

A Q GNS.—Douglas 4h.p., sidecar, Nov., 1915, Binks,
rk& engine 2583, lamps, 2 generators, perfect

throughout, good tyres, exceptional engine, taxed; any
trial; 7 o'clock.—90A, Belvedere Rd., Crystal Palace.

[4905

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-speed, late 1914, new Amac
carburetter, 2in. copper exhaust, enamel, plating,

and appearance as new, tax paid for year, very fast;

trial: £30.-44, Stoneleigh St., N. Kensington, W.ll.
[4918

1Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, nice order, £70;
-LnJ also 1920 2%h.p. Douglas, K.S. and clutch,

tax paid, full accessories, £56; also 1917 4h.p.

Douglas, £44, tax paid.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee,

S.E. [5664

4hp. Douglas, 1917, 1921 engine, fully equipped,

whole machine in perfect condition throughout, tax

and insurance paid; £50, or e-xchange for extra good

lightweight.—P. West, Grocer, St. Cuthbert's St.,. Bed-

ford. E4859

7^1OR. Douglas 1922 2%h.p. and 4h.p. combinations,
-- get in touch with us; we are North London agents

and give you the best of service; all spares in stock; no

W D. rubbiso.—Jones Garage, The Broadway, Muswell
Hill. 10786

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 1916 coachbuUt Combination, 3

speeds, kick start, goods tyres, powerful, fast, per-

fect throughout, guaranteed, lamps, tools, trial; bar-

gain, £58.—Owner, 45, Charles St., Exmouth St.,

Stepney. [5318

RACING 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, specially tuned
engine, will do 60 m.p.h., was third at Brook-

lands on June 10th, total mileage since new 450,

absolutely the fastest standard Douglas on the road

;

£50 —Watson, 203a, Buxton Hill, S.W.2.. at rear of

205. 15441

17-ICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, the Douglas
»- Agent with real experience and knowledge of a

Douglas. Successes during 1920 on this mount: 38
firsts, 17 seconds, and 8 thirds, also 6 special
trophies. Let me deal with your order. Unequalled
service, repairs, etc. [3557

DOUGLAS Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model

from stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best
prices allowed for second-hand machines.. Deferred
payments, see column advertisement.—Bam bers, 2,

Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [4930

DOUGLAS.—£68. New 2%h.p. 2-speed models de-
livered from stock;, all machines complete with

best lamps, horn, licence-holder, pump, aud tools

;

exchanges and special payment terms arranged ; cor-
respondence invited; catalogues and full particulars
by return post free.'—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green
St., Cambridge. [6111

DOUGLAS New 23,;b.p„ 1922, 2-speed models, fully
equipped, £68; 2 54h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and kick

start model, all on, £82; 4b. p., all on, £110; 4h.p.
combination, all on, £135; 3M>h.p. sports model, £115;
6h.p. combination, all on, £165; your old machine
taken in exchange and treated as payment down, tbe
remainder in twelve equal monthly payments or more.
—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [5942

Spare Parts •

DOUGLAS Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

Bond St.. Ealing. [7541

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., can supply all usual
Douglas spares requirements.—157b, Gt. Portland

St., W.l. [6077

DOUGLAS Spares.—Large stocks of genuine Douglas
spares. Dealers supplied at trade rates.—Rivett,

236, High Rd., Leytonstone. [2679

DOUGLAS Spares.—We hold a complete Gtock for
all models; post free. Douglas Agents and spare

part stockists.—Jones Garage Broadway. Muswell Hill
N.10. [0806

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-
mingham.—Complete stock, genuine guaranteed

Douglas spare parts; prompt attention, immediate
dispatch lowest cash prices. [4657

Dunelt.

"I Q21V6 Dunelt, Maglita, Bonniksen. 28x3. small
S-& mileage, £20 accessories; 82 gns.; exchanges
considered.—57. High St.. Banbury. T5257

Economic.
£34.—Economic, 6-speed, clutch, vibrationless twin

motor cycles, heavy tyres, Druid forks, for ladies
or gentlemen.—North London agents : Jones' Garage,
Muswell Hill, N.10. [5916

WILLIAM NICHOLS & CO.
GLOUCESTER MANSIONS, CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS
Tel.- Ger. 6472. LONDON, W.C. 2

MOTOR

CYCLISTS!

Bargains:

Clearance

Line.

NEW MOTOR

CYCLE TYRES.H utchinson R ubber-St lidded. B

Size. Make.
Our
Price.

26x2 Hutchinson, Brookland, rubber-

16/6

19/6

23/6

29/6

33/6

24/9

30/6

22/6

30/9

34/-

32/-

36/6

39/-

26X2^ Hutchinson, Brookland, rubber-

26X2J Hutchinson, Tourist-Trophy, rub-

26X2$ Hutchinson, Tourist-Trophy, three-

26X2J Hutchinson Passenger, rubber-

26X23 Hutchinson, Tourist-Trophy, rub-

26X2§ Hutchinson, Passenger, rubber-

26X2^ Hutchinson, Brookland, rubber -

26X2* Hutchinson, Tourist-Trophy, rub-

26X2^ Hutchinson, Passenger, rubber -

650X 65

700X75

Hutchinson, Light Car, three-ribbed

to fit 650X65 rim, Hutchinson,

75oX 75 to fit 750X75 rim, Hutchinson,

SPECIAL.

30/- each
Limited Quantity Only.

26 x 2j 1 BELGRAVE, rubber
26 x z\ J studded, cable-cord

Carriage Paid.— Three days' approval against
remittance.—All goods guaranteed. mm

Motor Cyclists ! ! !

Replace your exhaust valve
caps with our alu minium air- n
cooled plug. *
As used in the T.T. «
Keeps your valve and engine
COOl. _-

Increases your power.
Reduces petrol consumption. «
Stops pinking. *
Supplied to fit any engine. m
Made of pure aluminium. H
Machined all over. _
Aero-engine quality.

free. Any engine
8 When ordering—state make of engine and H.P. H
Leather Driving: Gloves B

g| Soft and p! able
gussetedat v\ri;t,

Q with tab & press-

button fastener.

Made of best
selected skins.

Will stand the
tests of heat,

steam, water and
washing.

O /Ck Ideal for Motorists,
«*/•» Cyclists, etc

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Economic.

ECONOMIC—We can give yon immediate delivery
of this wonderful low-priced machine; variable

gear model, £34; or on easy payments. Please send
P.C. lor catalogue.—South Eastern Garage, Heme
Hill, S.E. 24 [5056

Edmund.
EDMUND Motor Cycle, damaged in accident; what

offers?—Crawford, c/o Waters. Hatfield. [4771

NEW 1921 Edmund-Jap, 2-speed, spring frame;
£62, or near offer.—Percy and Co., 314, Euston

Rd. [5823
Enfield.

"I Q22 Enrields in stock. -Premier Motor Co., Bir-
i-V mingham. [4601

£16.—

2

7;ih.p. Enfield, single speed, all on, perfect.

—

17, Heaton Rd., Mltcham. [5336

"IQ20 6h.p. Enfield Combination; bargain, £80;Aw tax paid.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [5666

SHEFFIELD Agent for Royal Eufleida; all modeu
in stock.—J. A. Stacey. 12. Ecclesall Rd. [0573

ENFIELD 2V4b.p. Sports, six in stock; £55.—
Cleare k Co., 125, High St., Woolwich. {6060

ENFIELD 3h.p., recently overhauled; £35.—Bald-
win, Bakehouse Farm, Bledlow, Bucks. [5219

3 in. p. Royal Enfield, almost new; £35; exchange
4, higher power.— 1, Upper Rd., Wallington.

• [5286
"I Q14 6h.p. Enfield Combination, fully equipped, good
-Lt7 condition.—Marbrook and Kirby, Sandwich.

[5428
ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1916, splendid con-

dition; £65.—Stanley and Sons, Marden, Kent.
[4909

£45.-1919 combination Enfield, 3h.p. ; solo, £39;
trial, appointment.—87, King Henry's Rd., N.W.3.

[5475
ENFIELD 2"ih.p. Twin. 1914, 2-speed; £20 —

Houchin, 189a, High St., Peckham, S.E.15.
[6040

6h.p. Enfield Combination, lamps, horn, tax paid, in
good condition; £55.-76, Brighton Rd., Surbi-

ton. [5895

£35, near offer.—3V^h.p. Enfield, 2-speed, overhauled,
lamps, tax paid, pillion, perfect.— 11, Queen's Rd.,

S.E.15. [5594

3h.p. Enfield, late model, twin magneto engine, fast;

no reasonable offer refused.—88, Eleanor Rd..
Dalston. [5315

ENFIELD 2V,h.p. 1920, tax paid, fully equipped;
£36.—J. Hillier, 216, Portobello Rd., North Ken-

sington. [3975
1Q22 Enfield Combination, Lucas equipment, mile-
A«7 age 800; £120.-24, Balliol Rd., North Ken-
skigton. [5464

E40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired.

ENFIELD Lightweight, 1921. new condition, tax
paid; £45.-5, Matthews St., Latchmere Estate,

S.W.ll. [5040

ROYAL ENFIELD 2<4h.p., 2 speeds, kick starter;
£57—Shepnerd, Enfield Highway Tel.: Waltham

Cross 31 [0879

ENFIELD Lightweight, with kick starter, in stock;
£57; best value extant.—Bunting's Exchange,

Wealdstone. [5584

~l Q20 Enfield 2V!h.p., 2-speed, all accessories, tax
i-*-r paid, hardly ridden; £35.—26, Leighton Grove,
London, N.W. [5479

ENFIELD 1921 Lightweight, 2-specd1

, K.S., all on,
little used, perfect order; £40.—97, Rosebery

Rd., Muswell Hill [5197

ENFIELD Lightweight, 1921, soiled only, fully
equipped, tax paid; £42/10.—Owen, 94b, High

Rd., East Finchley. [5764

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1916. mechanically
perfect, accessories, any trial; £60.—119, Dal-

meny Avenue, Norbury. '[5183

DAN GDY, Weymouth.—Enfield 1921 8h.p„ Mag-
dyno, double-seated sidecar, hood and screen.

Guaranteed perfect: £125. [0818

FAST 1917 3h.p. Enfield, Senspray, new chains,
Bonniksen, Klaxon, spares; £45, or offer.—109,

East Dulwich Grove, S.E.22. [5016

1 Q21 Enfield Combination, dynamo. Easting Royal
J-*/ screen, tax paid, perfect condition.—H. Sedg-
wick, 4, Shipka Rd., Balham. [5178

ENFIELD, August, 1S21, Lucas Magdyno. horn,
Cowey speedometer, double sidecar, taxed; £110

—19. The Park. Golders Green. [5307

£36.-1921 Enfield, 2-stroke, 2 speeds, K.S., fully
equipped, taxed, as new; bargain.—Allery, 30,

Thornsett Rd., Earlsfield, S.W.18. [5814

1 Q20 Enficld-Jap Combination, Magdyno, hood,lv screen, fully equipped, new condition; best offer
accepted.—20, Goldsmith's Row, E.2. [5390

ENFIELD 3h.p. twin, 2-speed, 1914, full equipment,
back tyre faulty, machine otherwise O.K. ; £30.

—Box 2041. c/o The Motor Cycle. [5979

CROYDON and District.—Sole official appointed
agent lor Roval Enfields.—A. F. Pulling, 175a,

London Rd.. Croydon. 'Phone, 1619. [6951

advertisement, and the date of the issue

marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

TAL ENFIELD, 1916, tax paid, all on, perfect
;ondition, guaranteed £80, or near offer.—Siat-

,
Fulbrook Mews, Tufnell Park, N. [5478

ENFIELD Combination, in fine condition, enamel
like new, £57; a sidecar, in new condition, suit

Triumph, £12.-55, Holland St., Brixton. [5590

ENFIELD, £28, or nearest; 2%h.p., twin, 2-speed,
tax paid, good tyres and running order.—Her-

bert, 2, Belmont Terrace, St. Ives, Cornwall. [5052

6h.p. 1915 Enfield Combination, 2 speeds, £65; also
2^4h.p. 1921 Royal Enfield, 2-speed 2-stroke,

£47/10.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [5959

"I Q21 8h.p. Enfield Combination, speedometer, many
J-*/ extras, Easting screen, mileage negligible, tax
raid; £125.-31, Thursby Rd., Northampton. [4508

£35.-1921 2&h.p. Enfield, 2-speed, taxed, iully

equipped; bargain.—W.J.C. Motor Exchange,
Addison Av., Holland Park, W.ll. Park 2071. [5920

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, late model, as new;
69 gns.; photograph; exchanges.—Peter Gordon,

Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [5875

ENFIELD.—Complete range oi 1922 models for im-
mediate delivery. Cash I Exchanges I Easy pay-

ments.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham.
[5131

ENFIELD 6h.p. Late 1920 Combination, in first-

class condition, all accessories, tax paid; £92/10.
—74, Brighton Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone : Kingston 3025.

[5891
•QjJh.p. Enfield, 2-speed, all chain, tyres perfect, re-

*^4 enamelled, tool ba-gs, horn, stored, no tax, trial,

Bosch, latest Amac; £17.—Ford, Sotwell, nr. Wa-lling-

iord, Berks. [5365

*j Q21 Late Enfield Combination, Vickers engine,
J-*/ complete outfit, mileage only 2,500, tax paid;

child's seat.—Box 2026,best over £ll0
Motor Cycle.

c/o The
[5698

ENFIELD Combination 6h.p., J.A.P., recently over-

hauled by makers, perfect; £85; exchanges; easy
payments.—Geo. Smith, 268-270, Lavender Hill, Clap-
ham Junction. [5125

ENFIELD 1922, brand new, 2-stroke 2*4h.p. mew
sports model, just arrived; secure now; £55; easy

payments arranged; exchanges.—Wilkins Simpson, Op-
posite Olympia. [5065

ENFIELD 1922, brand new 8h.p. Combination,
Magdyno lighting; £158; in stock; easy payments

arranged; exchanges.—Wilkina Simpson, Opposite
Olympia, London. [5068

ENFIELD Combination 8h.p., excellent condition,

hood, screen, speedometer ; £85, or near offer.—Kirk-

wood, Builder, 83a, Maria St., Kingsland Rd., E.2.

'Phone: Dalston 3151. [4863

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.—Enfield 1922, 2-stroke,

2-speed, kick starter, tax paid, better than new,

only done 30 miles ; accept £52.—Wilkins Simpson,
Opposite Olympia, London. [5073

ENFIELD Combination, tandem sidecar, late 1921,
fully equipped, mileage 500, absolutely as new,

tax and insurance paid; £125; evenings.—Gatward,
19, Mehetabel Rd., Hackney, E.9. [5007

1Q22 Enfield Combination, Lucas dynamo lighting,
-L«7 in stock for immediate delivery; exchanges
or deferred 4% extra; £158.—Homac's, 243, Lower
Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [5850

"IQ21 2%h.p. Enfield, 2-speed, a3 new, £42; 1916
JL*J 6h.p. Royal Enfield Combination, accessories,

tax paid, £58; "new models in stock, for cash or ex-

change.—Daw, Enfield Agent, 114, Brixton Hill.
- [6031

ENFIELD Combination 6h.p. J.A.P., electric light,

speedometer, clock. Cameo windscreen, side wings,

grid, railed pillion seat, little used, and as

new

;

ford.

£115.-19, Wilton Rd., Highams Park, Ching
[4963

8h.p., appearance and
. all lamps, speedometer,
windscreen ; £120, no
Abington Park, North-

[4747

"I Q21 Enfield Combination
•*-*? condition as brand new,

Tan-Sad, spring handle-bars,

offers.—Catt, Jnr., " Thanet,"
ampton.

ENFIELD 1917-1918 Combination, 6b.p., fully

equipped, including Jones' speedometer, sound
mechanical condition, excellent appearance, luggage

grid, tax quarte1' paid; £85.—27, South End Rd.,

Hampstead. [5258

ENFEELD Combination, 6h.p., 2-seater sidecar,

Cameo screen; this combination been completely
overhauled, new tyres, re-enamelled and plated,
machine equal new, licensed; £75.—5, St. Peter's Rd.,
Hammersmith, W.6. [5830

8h.p. Royal Enfield Combination, new 1922, £140;
dynamo lighting model, £158; 2 1,4h.p. sports

model, 2-stroke, £55; with kick starter, £57; easy
payments, one-fifth down; exchanges arranged.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone : Holborn 5777.

[5943
ENFIELD Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor

cycle in part exchange for any new model
Irom stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best
prices allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred
payments, see column advertisement.—Bambers, 2,

Eastbank St. Southport. 'Phone: 607. [4924

Special Offer,
EEEEEEEEEEEEEEr
q Q In order to

introduce these
Covers, we are
prepared to allow
a special discount
of 25% off the
first 1,0
covers sold.

This offer

cannot be
repeated.

THE

EXTRA HEAVY
MOTOR CYCLE COVER

has been designed to withstand the kick
of any motor cycle engine yet made and
to last out any other make. These covers
are a combination of everything that is

best in tyre manufacture based upon ex-
pert knowledge obtainedduringthe past
12 years we have been advertising
motor cycle tyres of various makes in
this journal.

THE? ELITE SUPER NON-SKID
is a true non-skid—not merely a fancy
pattern. It embodies ail the true
principles that go to make a non-skid-
Side Ribs, Cross Bars & Suction Cups.

THE ELITE SUPER NON-SKID

GUARANTEES YOU AT LEAST

33^ per cent,

more mileage
than you have obtained from any other
make, no matter what the price.

ELITE SUPER NON-SKID COVERS.
Size. Special Price. List Price.

Cover. Tube. Cover. Tube.
26x2}.... 29/6 5/9 4Q/- 7/6
26x2£x21 42/- 6/9 56/- 9/-
28x3 51/- 7/11 68/- IO/6

700x80... 54/6 7/6 69/6 9/9

As certain sizes will shortly be withdrawn from
all manufacturers' lists as non-standard, we
have not laid down moulds in the Super Non-
skid pattern ; but for the convenience of our

customers have made arrangements to supply

these non-standard sizes in a Three-ribbed

Pattern which is exactly of the same con-

struction and weight.

ELITE THREE-RIBBED COVERS.
Size.

26x2
26x2?....
26x2£....
26x3

Special Price.

Cover.
29/-
37/6
42/-
49/6

Tube.
5/3
6/-
6/9

7/6

List Price.

Cover.
3»/6
50/-
56/-
66/-

Tube.
71-
81-

9h
9/9

ELITE COVERS ECLIPS ALL OTHERS

'Grams

:

"Tyrelidav,
I London."

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE.
266.VAUXHALL BRIDGE RD., S.W.I.

to where all post ordeis should be addressed.

And at 44,Surbiton Road, Kingston-on-Thames.
Telephone—Kingston 3355.

""""""""""'""fi

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
f-.niield

1 Q12 2i4h.p. Royal Enfield, tax paid, all-chain drive.A" 2-speed and clutch, fitted with F.R.S. lamps
and horn, original tyres, machine has done about 400
miles only, plating and enamel in very fine condition,
complete with all tools and spares; £38, bargain.

—

Allen. Station House. Aldeburgh. Suffolk. [5761
S/iarr I'arTn.

ENFIELU Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,
Bond St.. Ealing. [7542

P',
N£I^?jD Spares and Repairs a speciality.—

J-J Pulling s Garage, London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone,
1619- [6952

Excelsior.
"DRAND new 1922 2V.,h.p. Excelsior, 2 speeds,
•*-» kick starter, shop soiled, only £45.—Walbro
Motor Cycle Co., .Saffron Walden. 'Phone : 45. [6088
TjlXCELSIOR 1921 De Luxe Combination, 8h.p.

"V it?'' MaEdyno lighting, 4 interchangeable
wheels, Binks, speedometer, legshields, etc., perfect
condition; £115.-Hughes, 95, Fernhead Rd., Kilburn,ua [5812
"OR1T1SH Excelsior do Luxe Combination, 8h.p.
--». J.A.P., 3 speeds, Lucas Magdvno, detachable
wheels, spare wheel, 28in. tyres, hood, screen, 2-seater
sidecar (one seat removable), many other accessories,
photo, run 5,000 miles only, year's tax; 110 gns :

exchanges.-Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond
Rd., East Sheen. [4265

F.N.
A -CYL,. F.N., single-speed, overhauled, reliable; best
^•r offer.—M., 30, Millais Rd., Leyton. [4880
T7I.N. 5-6h.p., mechanical valves, 2-speed, clutch,

good order, f™ spares; offers?—215, Gladstone
1[5289

good order, few

F.N.
sn

1Q21 F.N.
-1-tF driven,

St., Peterborough.

"I Q22 F.N. 2i/
3h.p., brand new. 2-speed, kick start,J-tr clutch, shaft drive; 40 gns.—21, Mostyn Gar-

dens, Kensal Rise. N.W.10. [5425
T^.N., 1914, 4-cylinder, 2-speed, clutch, perfect con-
J- dition, sporting appearance; £28, or exchange.—
130, Beulah Hill, Norwood, S.E. [5640
"IQ14 F.N. Combination 7h.p., accumulator light-J-*' ing, mechanically perfect, in good condition;
£70; after 7 or week-end.—Stanton, 32, Boston Park
Rd., Brentford. [4796

1914 7h.p. Combination, 5 speeds, clutch,
speedometer, examination invited, too fast for

owner; for quick sale, £65.—G. Cheny, 161, Dalling
Rd., Hammersmith. [4786

2'/2h.p., 2 speeds, C. and K.S., shaft-
. fully equipped; £37/10; absolutely as

new; exchanges.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd.,
N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [5851

F.N. (England), Ltd., have several second-hand ma-
chines for sale, used only for competition or

demonstration purposes.—For prices and particulars
apply, F.N. Works, Kimberley Rd., Willesden Lane,
London, N.W.6. [4965

LANGFORD'S, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, London,
N.W.2.—1922 8h.o. 4-cvlinder F.N.. with new

o.h.i.v. engine, 3-speed gear, and no-trouble shaft drive,

£135; 2i/
2h.p., £55. Highest price for your present

machine in exchange. [3369

9h.p., new type, overhead valves, £135, with
sidecar, £174; 3h.p. new type, overhead valves,

with kick-starter, hand-controlled clutch and 2-speed
gear, £72; a 2%h.p. 2-speed. hand-controlled clutch
and kick start, side valves, £55; easy terms and ex-

change.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone

:

Holborn 5777. [5954

Spare Parts :

F.N.'
s

F.N.
19

37,

Steele Publicity.

Spares.—Wa can supply for all models from
1904. Please send frame number or old parti
Cricklewood Broadway, London, N.W.2. [3370

F.N. Spares.—Wo can supply for all models from
1904; prompt attention to all enquiries.—Lang-

ford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, London, N.W.2.
[5887

Francis=Barnett.
n31i.p. Francis-Barnett standard model in stock;
z*4 £73..—Read Bros., Tunbridge Wells* Tel.:

Rebro. 'Phone: 1139. [4481

rRANCIS-BARNETT 2%h.p., J.A.P., Stnrmey gen
box, kick starter and clutch, well equipped.—

Bunting's Exohange, Wealdstono. [5588

FRANCIS-BARNETT 2%h.p. 1920 model, 2-speed

and clutch, lamps, speedometer, perfect condi-

tion; £45.—Garaged at 78, Church St., Camberwell
Green. [5530

Gamage.
1Q21 Gamage, 2V2h.p. Villiera, flywheel magneto,
X-*J Bnrman 2-speed, good condition; £33.—Seen

London, or Court Lodge, Horton Eirby, Kent. [5230

Grandex.

GRANDEX-J.A.P. 2V2h.p., 2-speed, very good order;

£28.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [5620

SHEFFIELD
£120.—Stacey

Harley-Davidson.
Agent lor Harley-Davidsons;

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement.

Motor Cvcles advertised bv orivate owners are. when desired, marked (Pi.

12. Ecclesall Rd.

and the date of the Issue B41

from
[0577
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9t.p., 1917-18, splendid
condition ; best offers.—Central Garage, Crawley.

' [5268
"I 015 Harley-Davidson Combination, 7-9h.p., 3-speed,A« lamps, Eastina; £65.-97, Chesnut Ed., Plum-
stead. [5433
"I Q19 Harley 7-9h.p., overhauled, plated, re-J-« enamelled, discs; £85.—6, Exeter Rd., Cedars
At., TTalthamstow. 15273
"I 015_Harley Combination, 7-9h.p„ 3 speeds, clutch,
-*•" K-S-; after 7 p.m.; offers.—68, Ashmore Rd..
Paddington, vT.9. [5309
"IQ19 Harley 2-seater Combination, extremely small
-*** mileage, fully equipped, tax paid; £115.—Daw,
114, Brixton Hill. [6034
TTARLEY 7-9h.p. Combination, late 1919, new con-
--«- dition, not W.D., equipped; £85.—Clark, 7, Ex-
hibition Rd., S.W.7. [4533
l_l ARUEY-HENDERSON Combination, very smart,
---*- as new; £105, lower power part.- The Haven,
120, Sutherland Rd., Croydon. [5715
"TVOUBLE-SEATER Harley Combination, excellent
-*-' condition, tyres, eto., mechanically perfect; first

53 gas. secures.—67, Fernlea Rd., Baiham. [5996
*T-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, just over-
• hauled, frrst-dass condition; seen after 5 p.m.;
65 gns—Phillis, 21, Cole St., Borough, S.E. [4758

HARLEY 7-9h.p. Combination, 1918, Bosch mag-
neto, perfect mechanical condition, owner bought

car; £75; any trial.—57, Harrow View, Harrow. [5506
"IQ20 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, 2-seater sidecar, lamps,
-1- horn, speedometer, hood, windscreen, guaran-
tee perfect; £110.-40, Warley Rd., Blackpool. [5378

1Q16 7-9h.p. Harley Combination, just overhauled,
J-*/ all accessories, smart appearance; £85; ex-
change considered.—Ross, 5, Hall Rd., East Ham, E 6

[5002
HARLEY 7-9h.p., 1917, large coachbuilt sidecar,

hood, screen, electric lamps, horn, etc., perfect
mechanical condition; £77/10.—Owen, 94b, High Rd..
East Finchley. [5762
I Q20-21 Harley 4h.p., low mileage; expert examina-
J-tf tion; fully equipped, lamps, horn, discs, speedo-
meter; £85; exchange 7-9h.p. Harley.-Jenkins, 20,
Duffryn Rd., Waunllwyd, Mon. [5440
"I Q22 Harley-Davidson; book now lor early delivery.
•m-*J all models; also a few 1921 at special prices;
catalogue with pleasure.—Sam. E. Clapham (Motors).
27. Stockwell St.. Greenwich, S.E.10. [5986
"I Q18 Sports Harley 7-9h.p., magneto model, 3-speed,J- l/ Swan sporting sidecar, Easting, electric lights,
taxed, splendid condition End very smart; £78.-164,
Revelstoke Rd., Wimbledon Park, S.W.18. [5360
7-9h.p. 1915 Harley Combination. 1920. 2-seater side-

car, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., Easting's, £25 over-
haul, smart turnout; any trial; £85; exchanges con-
sidered.—16, Burton St., Gorton, Manchester. [5495

HARLEY-DAVTDSON 7-9h.p. Late Combination,
luxuriously equipped, electric lighting, speedo-

meter. Tan-Sad, windscreen, perfect running order,
little used; £75, no offers.—1, Priory Row, Kew. [5651

"I Q21 7-9h.p. Harley Combination, electric model,
. ,

luxurious outfit, speedometer, discs, mud-
shields, hood, screen, tyres new, excellent condition,
unscratched; £150; nrost selL—21, Wontner Rd.,
Baiham. T3675
/^JENTJINE Bargain.—1919 Electric Model Harley-
*~* Davidson Combination, fully equipped, discs,
Tan-Sad, Easting, all in very fine condition; £110, or
exchange for good Sunbeam.—49, Dagmar Avenue,
Wembley Hill.

[60o6

T ATE 1920 Harley, beautiful tune and condition,
-IJ 72 m.p.h., 75 Jn.p.g., will maintain 50 without
effort in^finitaly, very comfortable and mechanically
silent, any examination after 6; £90.—Phillips
195a, Albany St., N.W. [5312
XTARLEY-DAYIDSON 1918-19 7-9h.p., Watsonian
-*-*• coupe sidecar (not enclosed), discs all wheels,
Tan-Sad, large lamps, Stewart horn, etc.-, smart
sporting appearance, only wants seeing; £35.—Lyme
Villa, Mottingham, S.E. 9. [4767

1 Q20 4h.p. Flat Twin Harley Combination, 3-speed,J-" clutch, kick start. Swan sporting sidecar,
speedometer, lighting set, horn, etc., most beautiful
condition throughout, only needs seeing; £85.—Will,
769, Romford Rd., Manor Park, London, E.12. [5254

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918-19 Combination, 1921
Henderson Elite sc. screen, dashboard, clock,

speedometer, electric lighting, disc, thoroughly over-
hauled, repainted, whole outfit in perfect *

order •

85 gns.—33, Streathbourne Rd., Baiham, S.W. (5222

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1922 7-9h.p., never ridden,
latest pattern combination, luxuriously fitted,

hood, screen, speedometer, lamps, Klaxon; advertiser
cannot take delivery; will sacrifice deposit £25,
leaving £184 to P3y.—Letters only, C, 41, Ashford
Rd., Cricklewood. [3608

SMARTEST Outfit on the Road; Harley 7-9h p
overhauled, replated, enamelled by Harley'sl

Cowey, Lucas, new lamps, Bosch, insured £140 March'
1923, year's tax paid, Sandum 1921 2-seater, double
hood, front and side screens, £56 car, easily converted
to 1-seater; photo; giving up; cash needed, any test-
offers.—160, Cowick Rd., Tooting, London. [5681

"TO FULLY APPRECIATE

THE0PEN ROADYOU MUST
BUY A MOTOR CYCLE."

BAMBERS
CAN SUPPLY THE FOLLOWING

FROM STOCK.

1922
1922
1922
1922
1922
1922
1922
1922
1922
1922
1922

1922
1922
1922
1922
1922
1922
1922
1922
1922

NO

SOLO.
2! h.p. DOUGLAS, all on £68

2i h.p. DOUGLAS, ?-sp., K.S £82

^J h.p. DOUGLAS, Sports £115
2j h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed £55
3i h.p. NORTON, 16H £115
3I h.p. ARIEL, 3-sp., K.S £95

4i h.p. B.S.A., all chain £110
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, all chain £115
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Model H £105
3* h.p. ROVER, all chain £100
3! h.p. ZENITH-BRADSHAW . : £119

COMBINATIONS.
7 h.p. A.J.S. Comb £175
8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb £140
8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb., dyn. £158
4 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb £135
6 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb £165
8 h.p. MATCHLESS Comb £170
6 h.p. B.S.A. Comb £164
a} h.p. B.S.A. Comb £142

3i h.p. ARIEL Comb £125

WAITING : ANY MAKE SUPPLIED.

TIP-TOP PRICES ALLOWED
FOR SECONDHAND MACHINES
IN PART PAYMENT.

DEFERREDPAYMENTS

1922
1921
1921
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1919
19*5-

1914

SPECIAL BARGAINS.
2J h.p. ENFIELD, shop-soiled £47
5-6 h.p. ROVER Comb., all-chain . .

.

£120
2| h.p. DIAMOND-JAP, 3-sp., etc .

.

£47
7-9 h.p. INDIAN Comb., perfect £105
6 h.p. ENFIELD Comb £105
4J h.p. B.S.A. Comb., new 1921 barg'n £90
2jh.p. METRO-TYLER, "S" type.. £50
2f h.p. EDMUND, 2-sp £45
5-6 h.p. JAMES Comb £85
16 7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON
Comb £70

3! h.p. JAMES Comb., a gift £45

MANY MORE.

May we send you full particulars?

R.BAMEER&G..L,
2, EASTBANK ST.,

'Phooe

607. SOUTHPGRT,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley^Davidson

DISSOLUTION of Partnership Sale.—4h.p. Harley,
last year's, unregistered, £105, fully equipped,

or best offer; Canoelet K4 sporting sidecar, painted
and made specially to fit last year's 7-9h.p. Harley,
23x3 wheel and tyre, £18; Bamco bulbous back side-
car, 7-point attachment, welded chassis, joints painted
and made specially to fit last year 7-9h.p. Harley.
£28, or best offer.—76, The Mount, York. [5038

Spare Parts.-

HARi_lLi bpares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [7543

X
Hazlewood.

EW 1921 Hazlewood Combination. 5-6h.p. twin
J.A.P., 3-speed; ,£110, or near offer; exchanges.—Percy and Co., 314, Euston Rd. [5824

Henderson.
HENDERSON 1920 10h:p., 4-cylinder, 3 speeds,

clutch, well equipped; £78.-5, Victoria Av.,
Siubiton. [5638

KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District
Agent for Hendersons ; unequalled service, re-

pairs, etc. 13560

"JQ22 Henderson Model de Luxe in stock, £165;
J-& easy payments 4% extra.—Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Rd., Birmingham. [4602

HENDERSON 4-cyl. Combination, splendid condi-

tion, overhauled, new coachbuilt sidecar; £70.

—

164, Tylecroft Rd., Norbury, -S.W.16. [4872

HENDERSON Combination, lOh.p., 4-cyl., very good
condition, large sidecar, windscreen, electric light,

must sell; £58.—146, Lower Richmond Rd., Putney.
[5111

HENDERSON Late 1920 4-cyl. lOh.p. Combination,
all accessories, tax paid, splendid condition; £95.

—74, Brighton Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone : Kingston
3025. [5890

1 Q!6 4-cyl. Henderson Combination, electric lamp,
J-*/ horn, speedometer, tyres good, semi-sporting side-

car; £45, for qu»ck sale.—Flat 17, 122, Southampton
Rd., W.C.I. 'Phone Museum 5200 [5999

ROBERTSONS Motors. Ltd., who have handled
these famous Henderson machines since 1911,

can give trial runs with the latest model at any
time by appointment. 1922 De Luxe model in stock
at the new reduced price of £165.—157b, Great Port-

land St., W.l. [1092

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., the original Henderson
Importers, offer the following: 1921 Standard, in

perfect order, tax paid, £110; 1920 electric combina-
tion, Tan-Sad, just completely overhauled, £135; 1920
Standard Capjon and Mudd, £80; sidecar, Cowey trip,

and all accessories, £135; 1920 Standard combination,
all accessories, tax paid, £120; 1915 Standard, with
luxurious sidecar, speedometer and accessories, £70.

—

157b. Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6078

Spare Parfs:

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., the Henderson Ex-
perts, have the most representative stock in

the country.—157b, Gt. Portland ^St., W.l. [6079

Hobart.
OBART, 2-speed Villiers, Mark 3, lamps, tax
paid; £31.—Davis, 22, Tooting Bee Rd. [5029

"I Q20 2^ih.p. Hobart-Jap, Sturmey-Archer, in splen-
X«7 did condition, tax paid; £47.—Jordon, Shelley,
Netherwitton, Morpeth. [5661

HOBART, new, shop soiled, single speed, £39; 2-

speed, kick start, £59.—Shepherd, Enfield High-
way. Tel.: Waltham X 31. [0875

"I Q20 Hobart-Villiers, 2-speed, all accessories, mag-
Xi/ nificent condition; trial will convince; £32/10,
or near.—36, Ulleswater Rd., Southgate, N.14. [5538

1 Q22 Hobarts, all models. Catalogues with
A«7 pleasure from the agent, Sam E. Clapham
(Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.10. [4633

Humber.
"I K GNS.—2%h-P. Twin Humber, light, fast, pri-
J-O vateiy owned.—Flitt, Amptbill, Beds. [5089

2.1 h.p. Humber, 3 speeds, clutch, perfect ; bargain,
2 £18.—Fisher, Springwell Rd., Heston, Houd-

slow, [5266

T.T. Humber Twin 2^4h.p., 3-speed and sidecar,
lamps, new belt, etc.; £20.—Write, 19, Linden

Grove, Peckhani, S.E. [5056

HUMBER 4 1,4b.p. Sports Model, £100; immediate
delivery.—Shepherd and Co., Enfield Highway.

Tel. : Waltham Cross 31. [087~7

HUMBBR 4ioh.p. Flat Twin Combination, new
machine, slightly shop-soiled; £125.—P. J. Evans,

John Bright St., Birmingham. [5133

1 Q 2i Humber 4Vjh.p. Combination, perfect condi-
X.*} tion, Klaxon, electric lighting, speedometer;
£110—Glencairn, Chase Green Avenue, Enfield.

'[5X98

HUMBER Agents.—All 1922 Models ; write for
catalogues- and full particulars by return post

free; exchanges and special payment terms arranged;
correspondence invited.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd.,

Green St., Cambridge. £6114

H

B4J All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P),
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.

3JLh.p. Humber, M.O.V., motor cycle, Bosch, B.
2 and B., new tyres (Dunlop), spring forks, run-

ning order, cheap; £16.—Hall, Preston Rd„ Chorley.
[52053 ih. p. Humber, late 1919, flat twin, 3 speeds, clutch,

2 kick start, careiully used, and as new, equipoed,
licensed; £60.—Malvern Road Garage, Thornton Heath.

[6019
"1Q15 Humber Combination 3Vjh.p\, 3-speed. clutch,
A«7 tick starter, windscreen, hood, splendid con-
dition and appearance; £45, or nearest.—10, GroTe
At., Hanwell, W.7. [4873

HUMBER 1914 3i
2h.p., 3-speed, splendid order and

condition, with Bramble coachbuilt sidecar—com-
bination or separately—what offers?—Gemmell, 8,

Maybole ltd., Ayr. [4930

HTIMBER ZKh.x>., - in splendid running condition,
2-apeed, lamps, tools, and new pillion seat, tyres

good; £25, or near offer.—Write or call, C. J. Tonkin,
X7, Cleveland Rd., South Woodford. [4916

Indian.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, for new
Indians on easy terms. [5955

JNDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., perfect order, all on;
£55.-27, Warren Rd., Merton. [4913

7-9h.p. Indian Powerplus, new condition, electric,

perfect; £65.-19, Bristol Drive, Lincoln. [5386

7-9h.p. Indian, clutch model, tax paid; £40. or

near offer.—18, Horsell Rd., Highbury. [5274

KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District
Agent for Indians; unequalled service, repairs,

etc. [3561

JNDIAN 7-9h.p., 2-speed, clutch, sporting sidecar;

£45, or offer.—Bridge House Garage, Crayford,
Kent. T4755
7-9h.p. Indian Combination, excellent condition

;

£70, or offers.—15, Acre Rd., Collier's Wood,
Mertou. [5163

7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian Combination, fully

equipped, good running order, taxed and insured

;

C65.—Shoobridge. Hoo. [4854

£40.—7-9h.p. Indian coachbuilt combination, 2-speed,

clutch, electric lamps, running.—30, Canning
Crescent, Wood Green. [4957

1Q14 2-speed 7-9h.p. Indian Combination; £45;
J-*/ exchange lightweight.—42, Coombe Rd., New
Maiden, near Kingston. [4902

INDIAN Combination 7-9h.p. 2-speed, clutch, per-

.

feet, just overhauled, all on; £48; solo part.

—

28, Bourne Rd., Bexley. [6000

TO 16 5-6h.p. Indian Combination, 3-speed, kicklO start; £45.-28, Woodford Rd., Forest Gate.
'Phone : Maryland 2598. [5373

"I Q19 Indian 7-9h.p. Powerplus, 3 speeds, clutch, kick
J-«7 starter, new 1921 sidecar; £79.-101, Adelaide
Rd., Chalk Farm, N.W.3. [5471

£55.—Combination 1916 5-6h.p. Indian, T.T. bars,

3-speed, Canoelet sports sidecar, fast, any trial.—

121, Wilton Rd., Victoria. [4792

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Powerplus Combination, 3-speed,
equipped, licensed, good condition; 70 gns.—13,

Vambery Rd., Plumstead. [3985

INDIAN, 1919, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, perfect order, as

new; 58 gns.—Peter Gordon, Ltd.. 110, Upper
Richmond Rd.. East Sheen. [4266

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, 1915-16, 3 speeds,
spring frame, electric lighting; £65.—Eagles and

Co., 275, High St.. Acton, London- [5775

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h-p., spring frame, elec-

tric lighting, spare tyre, tax paid, speedometer

;

40 gns.—11, Avenue Gardens, Acton. [5308

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Powerplus, 1916 model, and side-

car, good order; £100, or nearest offer.—Petersen,

46, King's Rd., Willesden Green, N.W.10. [4883

INDIAN 5-6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, kick start,

etc., insured, tax paid, splendid condition, hood,
screen; £75.-46, Aldborough Rd., Seven Kings. [4892

1 Q19 7-9h.p. Indian and sidecar, 3-speed, K.S.,
-L *J speedometer, Easting, lamps, etc., like new

;

£75 ; tax paid.—Monk, Sun St., Waltham Abbey.
£5260

INDIAN 1919 Powerplus, handsome spring wheel
sidecar, with child's seat, screen, lamps, etc., per-

fect order; £75.—Owen, 94b, High Rd., East Fincbley.
[5763

OFFERS.—1915 7-9h.p. Indian Roadster, new Wex
carburetter, new tyres, very fast ; any trial ; per-

fect.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone : Hampstead
1353. [5771

LATE Electric Powerplus Indian Combination, every
desirable gadget, handsome condition; best offer.

—Call or write, 19, Clipstone Rd., Attercliffe, Shef-
field. [4836

INDIAN 1918-19 Powerplns, 3-speed, K.S., electric

lighting. Middleton sidecar. Klaxon, excellent

condition; £70.—Lees, 17, Fairbridge Rd., Highgate.
N.19. • [4784

INDIAN Powerplus Combination, dynamo lighting,
new chains and tyre, mileage 5,000, speedometer,

as new, unscratched; £85.—8, Barmouth Rd., Wands-
worth. [5364

THIS

Motor Cycle
FOR

£
down and 12 instalments.

C0NNAUGHT, 38 guineas cash.

This motor cycle for £10 down and 12 instalments.

CALTH0RPE, £36 cash.

This motor evele for £20 down and 12 instalments

DOUGLAS, £68 cash.

This combination for £25 down and 12 instalments.

ENFIELD Comb., £130 cash.

This motor cycle for £30 down and 12 instalments.

WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON, K, 151, High St
'Phone Walthamstow 169 (2 lines).

WOOD GREEN. LONDON, N., 50, High Road.
'Phone : Hornsey 1956.

EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W. (Opposite Gt.
Portland St. Stn.) 'Phone: Museum 4978.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

TNDIAN 7-9h.p., 3-speed spring frame model, over-

•
,.

lla
'il

e<3 by makers a ' cost of £33. unused since,
with Montgomery-Indian sidecar ; £95, bargain —
Moss, Wem. [5806
"I Q20 T-9h.p. Powerplus Indian Combination, good
-»-«f condition, P. and H. lamps, Lucas horn, tax
paid; bargain to clear, £80.—CrabtTee, Bridgefoot,
-arrmgton. [5693

15 5-6h.p. Indian Combination, 3-speed, electric
light, new tyres, new Binks, splendid condi-

tion; £75. or nearest offer.—74, Hunsdon Rd.. New
Cross, S.E.14. £5,52
iP35.-Indian 7-9h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick start,«* engine overhauled, lamps, Klaxon horn, tax paid,
insurance, beautiful machine—Penny, Post Office Rd..Oooham, burrey. [3609
"REAL Bargain.—Indian combination, splendid eon-

nm*£ltIon
:.
an

i

V reasonable offer considered; just thor-

ite
7

, XdhdaeUrsefideMSPeilCer
'
123

'
Whi^ *<" **»

19 1

19 1

F c

[4952
19 Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, spring frame. 3-

,lefo «fP
e8

?',
d
?
ub

!
e clntch- kick starter, lamps, com-plete set of tools, in excellent condition; bargain £75-Lewm, 25, Athelstan Rd., Kettering. [4950

CCOUTS.—Indian Scouts actually in stock. Dvnamo,
~f t

*130;
.

second-hand (one), £85. Your present

?l.
c „ JS exchange. Call for demonstration.-

Walworth.
Garage

'
I"dian AgeatS

-
89

'
East

**>};

JNDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, dynamo lighting 2
-"- large bead lamps, Ace disc wheels, speedometer,tax insurance, condition as new; £138.—Newnham
-Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone:Hammersmith 80. [5615

1Q 20 Indian Powerplus Electrical Combination, D«
Luxe sidecar, with hood and windscreen, per-

fect order, tax and insurance paid, stored 16 months,
mileage 3,600; £125; or exchange for 2-seater.—Alex-
ander, R.G.A. Mess, Sheerness. [4787

T ,

ATE
,
192 1 spring frame Indian 7-9h.p„ dvnamc

J--* lighting. 3 speeds, clutch, and kick starter, real
drive speedometer, tax paid, practicallv new and in
perfect running order; £90.—M.C. Dep't., Juno Cycle
and Motor Co., 248, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2. [4541
QPECIAL Racing, low centre of gravity, 3-speed,
*J 7-9h.p. Indian, Ricardo pistons, drilled rods, V/t
gallon petrol tank, new condition, tvres, chains, pis-
tons, etc., not done 300 miles, English controls; £80,
or oners.—115, Rosebery Rd., Muswell Hill, N.10.

C5195OR Latest 1922 Indians, try Scouts, from £112-
standards from £140; and Chiefs £160. Try

Horswill's, Indian Specialists. Overhauls a speciality-
over 10 years' experience with Indians. Large stock
of spares always kept in stock.—Horswill, 42 Bridge
at., Chester. 'Phone : 943. [259i
ONIP 1—1915 3',2h.p. twin Indian, 3 speeds, kick
>Y starter, lamp sets, horn, tax paid, recently com-
pletely overhauled, enamelled, and plated, fitted Binks
carburetter, brand new studded Dnnlop tyres, Eng-
lish controls, fast, in perfect order, appearance like
new; £43.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Walden.
•Phone 45.

[6096
-I Q21 Super-Sports 7-9h.p. big valve Indian Com-J-*/ bination, well-known Tourist Trophy rider's
nicked competition machine. 1922 Clandel-Hobson car-
buretter. £50 de luxe sidecar, magnificently equipped,
speedometer. Easting, Lov and Lucas generators,
Tan-Sad, powerful Klaxon, large plated head lamp
many spares, chains, etc.; price £95; privately ownea—67, Fennlea Rd., Balham. [5998
LANGFORD'S. Indian Specialists, can suDnlv all

1922 models. In stock.—4h.p. Scout £112-
Millford Junior sidecar, £134: Swan sports. £137/10-
De Luxe. £147: 7h.p. combination, £175. with dy-
namo and speedometer; Chief. £199. with ditto; ex-
change your present machine for one of these magnifi-
cent models; we can allow you highest prices: write
call, or 'phone for full particulars—Langford's 37*
Cricklewood Broadway, N.W. 2. Hampstead 8616 '

[3373

'

Snnrp Pnrta

TNDIAN .Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8. Bono
* St.. Ealing. [7544

GODFREYS'. Ltd.. 208. Great Portland St.. London
^ 1 —Complete stock of nil Indian ooare Darte

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, stating
vear of manufacture f0752

TNDIAN.-r-The Dennis Accessories Stores 89, Brix
*- ton Rd.. London ('Phone-: Brixton 3129), supply
all parts from stock, new and second-hand- They
alsn specialise in Indian repairs [6788

TNDIAN Spares.—New and second-hand for aE
-1- models; all second-hand spares sent on approval;
write, call, or 'phone; we can 'save you money.—'
Langford's. 37, Cricklewood Broadway, N*W.2. Hamp-
stead 8616. T3374

Invicta.
O-lh.p. Invicta, smart ooachbuilt sidecar with ad-*J2 justable seat and locker at back, new outfit
offered as shop-soiled at clearance price; £100.—
Hatreds Motor Sales Roorn3, 118, Brompton Rd.
London. [59 2£

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number nt the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue
Motor Cjclee advertised by private owners are, when desired, marfeed (P).

R43
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Invicta.

INVICTA, Villiers engine, 2-speed, Cowey speedo-

meter, horn, lamp, not done 3,000; bad health;

£50.—386, Hoe St., Walthamstow. [5480

Ivy.

IVY 1920 2y>h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn, tax paid,

excellent condition; £42; evenings—71. Manor
Park, Lee, S.E. t5046

IVY Zfth.-p., Lucas lamps, tyres, plating, enamel per-

fect, small mileage, tax paid; must realise, *|3-—

36, Erpingham Rd., Putney. [5396

IVY 1921. 2-stroke, Sturmey 2-speed, clutch and

kick starter; £45.—Newnham Motor Co. 223,

Hammersmith Rd;, W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80.

James
TAMES 4>/4h.p„ good order; £25.-59, Palfrey Place,

« Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W.8. [5331

£25.-2%h.p. James 2-stroke 2-speed. just over-

hauled, periect condition.-King, Egrove, Oxford.

1 f.17-18 James 5-6h.p., sporting sidecar, 3 speeds,

IV) lamps, horn; £90.-2, Forest Glade, Leyton-

stone. . _

F.O.C.H. have a James 4V2h.p. Combination Lucas

dynamo set.-5, Heath St., Hampstead <nr

Tube). .
[380

f
-I Q19 6h.p. James Combination, equipped, wind

XV screen, good condition, 67 gns.-Edwards, 101

Gt. Portland St., W.l. I6907

5-6hP 1919 James Combination, electric, speed-

ometer. repainted, in fine condition; £70.-Watts

200, Horold Rd., Illord. L504I

TAMES 1918 Combination, 5-6h.p. twin, 3-speed,

J countershaft, electric light, tax paid; £65-18

Burma Rd., Green Lanes. I030*

-i t\22 7h p James Combination, as new, dynamo,

ly spare wheel, dickey, best offer; seen any time

—253. Munster Rd., Fulham. 15245

TAMI g 1917 4iAh.p. Combination, 3-speed, kick-

J^rf, mrnps, hood, screen, speedometer, etc.;

.£55. 127, Wards Av., Fulham. lo^oi

1 O20 3%h.p. Twin James, 3-speed and kick start,

iy tax paid, for quick sale; £45.-26. Tnlse Hill

Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton 1292. [6067

W WHITBY and Son.—Immediate delivery oi

•

new James models; no waiting; lis» iree on

request.-7. The Vale. Acton. W.3. t"l<<

TAMES Late 1920 Model 5-6h.p. Combination, in

J perfect condition, lamps, windscreen, and full

kit; £85.-Male. Hendford, Yeovil. [5037

TAMES 5-6hp. Combination, in first-olass condition;

JA
£^-Newnham Motor Co

:

223, Hammersmi h

Rd W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. laoii

TAMES 4VJi.p. Combination, 3 speed all-chain,

JA
^uipped, Exceptional condition; 55 gns -21

Mostyr? Gardens, Kensal Rise, N.W.10. [54<!b

-TAM-E-t! All 1922 models in stock; call and in-

J^t.-The Agents, S^rer and Tait. 20. Bour-

don St. Bond St.. W.l. Mayfa.r 625. [5933

<-. i v, „ Snorting Twin James, 3-speed, clutch, K.b.,

S¥^\lf^X excellent condition. 100 ».p*. £
sured- £47/10.-25, Cranley Gardens, N.10 [4935

nn'n 1S21 Sports Twin James, fast machine, good

243, Lower Clapton BO., nja. *""
[5852

J«mf<? 2i',hp 2-speed, 2-stroke, shop-soiled only;

^S-ial price £45; exchanges; easy payments—

Geo. SmHh, 26
C
S-270, Lavender Hill, Clapham June-

'!!*',„, 56n u 1920 Combination, electric lighting,

J ^™ screen good sound bus, tyres excellent

;

t» horn, screBUi &"""„ Ame=burv Av., Streatham
£100; seen after 6 p.m.-63, Ame.Dury a.v., ^^
T ,'OT <! Bi" Single Combination, Canoelet, 3-speed,

JAS
cS?ch kick start, guaranteed Pg"«' »^»»«1

condition, full accessories, spares. £55.-Pnddy bt.

Michael's Av., Yeovil. Loioh

TAMTTS 4Vjh.p. Combination, 1918, fust over-

Jli'ufd, replated, sidecar repainted, reupholstered,

lamps. 3-speed kick-starter, very smart; £75.-42

Sandtoft Rd.. Charlton. l"M

JAMES Combination. 4%h.p.. 3-speed. countershaft

^iars. clutch, kick starter, enclosed chain drive

throughout, Lucas dynami lighting set. Easting wind-

,?reen! machine in perfect
=
condition; £65.-Jackson

Jeweller. Wolverhampton St., Willenhall. [4901

Sparc Parts :

JAMES Spares. Immediate delivery —Kays, 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [1830

WHITBY'S for James spares and service; agents

for last 16 years.—7. The Vale, Acton.

•Phone : Chiswick 1513 [3311

J.E.S.

JES Liehtweight, splendid condition; £14.-50,
Church Rd, North Wimbledon. S.W.19. Tel. :

Wim. 2270. [5489

SIDECARS
APPROVAL.

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

CARRIAGE PAID.

No. 2.

£24
No. S.

£16 10
No. 7.

£26 10

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Kenilworth.

Iih.p. 1921 Kenilworth Cyclette, suitable for lady
4 or gentleman; £35.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,

London. [5974

Kingsbury.
"1(120 Kingsbury 2%h.p., all on, tax paid; £35.—
i-U 119, Eleanor Rd., Hackney. [5045

-| 021 2%h.p. Kingsbury 2-speed, clutch, equipped;1J 33 gns.—Edwards, 101, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
[4457

KINGSBURY Junior, October, 1921, De Luxe model,
dynamo lighting, 5 lamps, special windscreen,

nickel finish, as new; £210.-35, Northey Rd., Cov-
entry. [4969

Lea-Francis
LEA-FRANCIS, twin J.A.P., 2-speed, electric,

spares; £44.—Cyril Mills, Sawley, Derby. I[5292

NEW 1921 Lea-Francis Combination, 3V2h.p.
twin J.A.P. ; £95 or near orler.—Percy and Co.,

314, Euston Rd. (5825

LEA-FRANCIS 5h.p. Combination, M.A.G. engine,
3-speed, kick starter, Dunlop Magnum tyres,

lamps, trip speedometer, horn, Cameo windscreen, tools,

tax paid, purchased new last February, not run 200
miles; ill-health; bargain, £130. — Frost, - 172, Effra
Rd., Wimbledon, S.W.19. [4959

Levis.
"DREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Levis.

POPULAR 2V4h.p. Single-gear Levis, £48; Model
S, 2V4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, £58; Model G, 247

c.c., 2-speed, clutch, £61; kick starter £2 extra; easy
payments 4% extra; carriage paid to any address;
all models in stock for immediate delivery.—Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [5881

LEVIS Popular 2%h.p., 1918, perfect running; £25.
—1, Priory Rd., Kew. [5652

LEVIS 21
(
£h.p., single-speed, excellent running order;

£25.—Phillip, 155, Lessingham Av., S.W.17.
[5429

WE are the Agents for London, S.W. Choose from
our stock.—Knight's, 126, Upper Tooting Rd..

S.W.17. [0778

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, for new
1922 Levis motor cycles on easy terms; de-

livery from 6tock. [5956

excellent order, taxed, equipped;
-Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Rich-

mond Rd., East Sheen. [5876

LEVIS Lightweight, 2-speed, in splendid running
order and condition as new; £35.—Bramlea,

Charlton Rd., Shepperton-on-Thames. [5580

FOR 1922 Levis, the most reliable and neatest 2-

stroke upon the road, send or call at Jonea

LEVIS Popular,
26 gns.-

-

Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. [0788

LEVIS. All 1922 models. Send your orders along;
catalogues with pleasure.—Sam E. Clapham

i Motors!. 27. Stockwell St "

LEVIS 1921, 2-stroke,

lent order; £45.—Newtnham Motor Co
mersmitn Rd., W.6

. Greenwich. S.E. 10 17943

2-speed and clutch, excel-
. 223, Ham.

Phone : Hammersmith 80 [5622

"I Q22 Levis, 2 speeds, Sturmey, hand clutch, for
J-t/ immediate delivery; £58; exchanges or deferred

Models for all Makes
EXTENDED PAYMENT TERMS.

Model 2.

Model 3.

Model 4.

Model 5.

Model 6.

Model 7.

Model 8.

Deposit.

£6 4

£9 15

£8 5

£5 10

£6 9

£7

£6 10

12 monthly
payments of

£1 11 8

£2 811

£2

£1

£1 11

£1 15

£1 12

1 3

8

Or with
Standard
Easting

windscreen.

£1 18 8

£2 15 11

£2 8 3

£17
£1 18 8

£2 2

£1 19 8

RIDEEZI SALES LIMITED,

5, VICTORIA STREET,
S.W. 1.

4% extra.—Homac's, 243,
'Phone : Dalston 2408.

Lower Clapton Rd.,

London.

N.E.
[5853

LATE Model Levis 2y2b.p. 2-stroke, all chain, Enfield
gear, cush hub, perfect mechanical condition, alu-

minium rims, Dunlops, enamel rough; £28; any trial
any time,—13, Terrace Rd., South Hackney. [6029

LEVIS.—New 1922 models; 2^h.p. Popular, £48*
2%h.p., 2 speeds and clutch, £58; Levis Sports

model. £56. All models supplied on easy terms and
exchange, one-fifth down.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,

[5957

£29; Rudge
. etc., £38;

2%h.p. Douglas, long exhaust pipe, largest size- lamps,
nice condition, £37/10.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place,
Rusholme, Manchester. [5141

Svarp Part* .

LEVIS.—All spares or complete 1922 model cycles
from stock, carriage paid.—Jones Garage, Broad-

way, Muswell Hill, N.10. [0807

ODFREYS, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St., London,
W.l,—Complete stock of all Levis spare parts

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, stating
year of manufacture. [0753

Lincoln-EIk.

LINCOLN-ELK 4^h.p.. 2-speed, K.S., good order;
£24.—Margrave, Dean Head, Audenshaw, Man-

chester. [5455

LINCOLN-ELK; £12/10; 3h.p., a perfect and speedy
machine, just overhauled.—Warden. 24, Lister

St., Rotherham.

"I Q20 Levis, exceptionally fine machine,
*- *^ coachbuilt combination, lamps,

G c

Martinsyde.
TtTARTINSYDES^—AH models;

[5420

easy t3rms.-
immediate delivery;

•Clifford Motories, Eastwood, Notts.
T3384

MAKTINSxTDE—Immediate delivery of 1922
models. Cash, exchange, or deferred payments—

Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing. [4835

E44 All letters relating to advertisements
Motor Cycles

should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Martinsyde

LATE 1921 6h.p. Martinsyde Combination, lavishly

equipped, run lew miles; £110; exchanges.—24,
Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [5466

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., are the London Mar
tinsyde Service Agents; trial runs arranged;

spares stocked.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6080

FOR a 1922 Martinsyde 3'bh.p. Sports or 6h.p.

Combination get in touch with the North Lon-
don agents, Jones Garage, The Broadway, Muswell
Hill. N.10. [0789

MARTINSYDE Solo and Combination foT imme-
diate delivery; cash or exchange—Newnham

Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone :

Hammersmith 80. [5600

Massey-Arran.
KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District

Agent for Massey-Arrans ; unequalled service, re-

pairs, etc. [3562

MASSEY-ARRAN 234h.p., J.A.P., 2-speed, K.S.,

slightly shop-soiled.—P. J. Evans, John Bright

St. Birmingham. [5134

Matchless

GROSS, Effingham Sq., is agent for Matchless motors
in Rotherham. [5779

MATCHLESS for Sale. 5-6h.p. ; £60.-16, Brunner
Av., Shirebrook, nr. Mansfield. [4851

7-9h.p. Matchless Combination, splendid condition

;

genuine bargain, £90.-22, Queen's Rd., Basing-

stoke. [4948

8h.p. 1917 Matchless Combination, 3 speeds, clutch

and kick starter; £75.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, London. [5975

MATCHLESS Combination, 6-8h.p. J.A.P., perfect

condition; sacrifice, £55.—Furminger, Hacken-
den, East Grinstead. [5497

LATE 1920 Model H Matchless Combination, wind-
screen, etc., genuine bargain ; 100 gns. for qnick

sale—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [5993

ATCHLESS 8h.p. Combination, 2-speed, over-

hauled, new tyres, pillion, lamps, taxed; £55.M
84, Meeting House Lane, Peckham.

\X7ATJCHOPE'S, 9 * Shoe Lane
.«

London.-

S

[4837

-MatchlessW new 1922 models always in stock; easy terms

and exchange. 'Phone: Holborn 5777. '5958

MATCHLESS Combination 8h.p., 2-seater, sidecar,

spare wheel, electric light, ridden 500 miles;

£140.-109, High St., Walthamstow. [4779

MATCHLESS, 8h.p. J.A.P. twin, S.C., every acces-

sory, splendid condition; seen evening, Sunday

morning.—H., 553D, Lordship Lane, Dulwich. [5985

SHEFFIELD Agent for Matchless. All models in

„5 stock. Sporting models £130, standard models

£170.—A. J. Stacey, 12. Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield. [0574

MATCHLESS 1917, M.A.G., Tan-Sad, carriers,

hood, screen, electric lighting, re-enamelled;
foe 39 Kvrle Rd.. Clapham Common, S.W.ll.x.oo. ». *

[5181

£150 is the price of a new Matchless Combination;

see our showrooms, all models in stock; cash or

payments.—Knight's, 126. Upper Tooting Rd., S.W.17

MATCHLESS Combination 1920, Model H, Lucas
dynamo lighting, spare wheel, hood, screen; £125

—J Hillier, 216, Portobello Rd , North Kensington.
[3974

~t f\22 Matchless, all models; cash, exchange, or easy

X*J terms The agent to serve you best is Sam E.

Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich.

S.E.10. [5863

TASSELL, la, BlooroSeld Rd.. Plumstead, for

Matchless Combinations; deferred payments;

spares ol all dates; trade supplied where agents not

appointed. [2241

1Q20 Matchless-M.A.G. Combination, Lucas dynamo
-Lt/ lighting, speedometer, electric born, mechan

GUARANTEED
SECONDHAND
MACHINES.

EVERY ONE OF THE MOTOR-CYCLES LISTED
BELOW HAVE BEEN THOROUGHLY OVER-
HAULED, AND CARRY OUR FULL GUAR-
ANTEE. MAY WE SEND YOU FULL PARTI-
CULARS OF ANY OF THEM?
ROVER, 1919, 3* h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and kick-

starter, lamps, horn and Millford Skiff sidecar. . £78
ROVER, 1920, 5-6 h.p., Countershaft, 3-speed gear,

all-chain drive, lamps, horn, speedometer, wind-
screen, Tan-Sad seat and Millford Empress sc. . . £115

ARIEL, 192O, 3i h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, clutch

and kick-starter, tax paid £80
F.N., 1920, 2i h.p., 2 speeds, clutch and kick-starter,

shaft drive, lamps and horn £40
CLYN0, 1916, 6 h.p. Combin ion, 3 peeds, clutch and

kitk-startex, detachable wheels £90
ENFIELD, 1916, 6 h.p. Combination, lamps, horn,

luggage grid £65
DOUG1 AS, 1916, 4. h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, clutch

ai d kick-starter, lamps, horn £68
DOUGLAS, 1913, 2$ h.p., 2 speeds, lamps, horn, tax

paid £30
DOUGLAS, 1916, 2$ h.p., 2 speeds, lamps and horn. . £37
LEVIS, 1919, z\ h.p., Popular Model, lamps, horn, tax

paid ." £35
JUNO, 1918, 2i h.p., 2-stroke, Villiers engine, tax .

paid, new condition £29
ROVER, 1921, 8 h.p. Light Car, dynamo lighting,

hood, screen, horn, speedometer, spare wheel and
tyre, finisn^cl in grey, tax paid £160

WOLF, ro.15, 2! h.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds, clutch and
kick-starter, lamps, hom, tax paid £25

TRIUMPH, 1919, 4 h.p., and sidecar, 3 speeds, clutch

and kick-starter, lamps, hom. Easting screen,

tax paid £73
EXCELSIOR, 1921, 2% h.p., Blackburne engine,

» speeds, clutch and kick-starter, tax paid £52
D0U5 AS, 1922, 2| h.p., 2 speels, lamps, horn,

tKcnce holder, tax paid, indistinguishable from

new £60
B.S.A., 1920, 4 h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, clutch and

kick-starter, all-chain drive, hood, luggage grid,

tax paid £85

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

"I Q21 Matchless, Magdyno, spare wheel, hood, screen
A*/ Jegshields, Lucas, horn, speedometer, heaps of

spares, guaranteed; £140.—51, Upper Richmond Rd.,
Putney. 'Phone: Putney 2754. [5194

cally perfect

;

Plumstead.
£115.—Tassell, 1A, Bloomfield Rd.,

15171

MATCHLESS 1921 J Combination 8h.p., Magdyno
fighting, all accessories, hood, spare wheel; £135;

exchanges.—Geo. Smith, 268-270, Lavender Hill, Clap-

ham Junction. [5124

LATE Victory Matchless Combination, detachable
wheels, equipped; 75 gns.; photograph; ex-

changes.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Bichmond
Rd., East Sheen. [5877

MATCHLESS, 1920, Model H, J.A.P., Lucas, acety-

lene lighting, spare wheel, screen, etc., tax paid;

£105.—Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St.,

Greenwich, S.E.10. [5864

1 Q15 Matchless-M.A.G. Combination, excellent

J-*7 condition, just overhauled throughout, triplex

screen, good sidecar; £85.—Write, 149, Brudenell

Rd., Upper Tooting. [5153

MATCHLESS—Immediate delivery all models. We
allow best prices for exchanges or liberal easy

Serins. Enquiries irvited.—Edwards. 50. Harrington

Rd., South Kensington. ,
[4546

WE ARE ALWAYS PREPARED TO EFFECT

EXCHANGE
TRANSACTIONS, AND IF YOU WILL SEND
US DETAILS OF YOUR MACHINE WE WILL
QUOTE YOU BY RETURN AN APPROXIMATE
ALLOWANCE PRICE FOR IT, IN PART PAY-
MENT FOR A NEW ONE.

1922 MODELS.
WE CAN GIVE IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OF
PRACTICALLY ALL MODELS OF THE FOL-
LOWING FIRST CLASS MAKES

:

A.J.S., ARIEL, ALLON, B.S.A., DOUGLAS, DIAMOND,
HAWKER, INDIAN, LEVIS, MATCHLESS, MARTIN-
SYDE, METRO -TYLER, N.U.T., NEW IMPERIAL,
QUADRANT, ROYAL ENFIELD, RALEIGH, RUDGE,
ROVER, SCOTT, SUNBEAM, SHtRAH, TRIUMPH,

ZENITH.

"I 1121 Matchless-M.A.G. Family Combination, hood, ?
J- *J screens, leg shields, lamps, horn, taxed, insured
splendid condition, spare wheel; .£150, or reasonable
offer.—Kelly, 25, Chatsworth Rd., Bournemouth. [543£

"I Q21 (July) 8h.p. Matchless Combination, Lucas
J-«7 dynamo lighting, spare wheel, windscreen, etc.,

absolutely equal new, unscratched; bargain, £150.—
31, Claremont Rd., Alexandra Park, Manchester.

[4621
MATCHLESS Victory Model, spare wheel, Lucas

best gas lamps, windscreen, speedometer, pri-

vately owned, and in splendid condition; £115.

—

Batchelor, 18, Duke St., South Normanton, Aifreton.
i[5419

MATCHLESS 8h.p., August,, 1921, 2-seater sidecar,
M.A.G. engine, Magdyno lighting, horn, speedo-

meter, hood, side curtains, spare wheel unused, abso-
lutely perfect; £156.—Drapper, 40, Royston Rd., Penge,
S.E. [5234

"I Q 21 Matchless Combination, dynamo lighting,
J-*/ speedometer, hood, spare wheel, very nice
order, £145, tax paid; also 1920 Model H, dynamo
lighting, £130, tax paid.—Ross, 86, High Rd.,
Lee. [5668

MATCHLESS Combination, September, 1921, M.A.G.
engine, Magdyno, Lucas horn, speedometer, spare

wheel, hood, screen, extra spares, done about 1,200
miles; £160, or exchange modern light car.—29, Fitz-
warren Gardens, N.19. [5210

MATCHLESS, 1921, M.A.G. engine, very little

used, in good condition, guaranteed perfect,

spare wheel, Magdyno lighting, horn, Easting wind-
screen, and £10 worth extras; £140 lot.—A.G.L.,
468, Harrow Rd., Paddington, W.9. [3642

NEW 8h.p. 1922 Matchless Combination, 2-seater
model, spring frame, £187; 8h.p. standard model,

£170; sports model, £160 ; easy payments, one-fifth
down, remainder in 12 equal monthly payments or
more.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone :

Holborn 5777. [5962

MATCHLESS Specialists.—Wanted, yonr present
motor cycle in part exchange for any new model

from stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best
prices allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred
payments, see column advertisement.—Bambers, 2.

Eastbank St.. Southport. 'Phone: 607. [4931

MATCHLESS Combinations.—T. J". Ross, of 86, High
Rd., Lee, S.E. {'phone Lea Green 744), will be

pleased to take your orders for prompt delivery.
Exchanges and deferred payments arranged; demon-
stration model always in stock. Purchasers taught
free. Large assortment of new and second-hand motor
cycles always in stock. [5669

MATCHLESS 8h.p. Model H Combination, only
done 5,000 miles, in excellent condition, new Pal-

mer cord tyres .spare wheel and luggage carrier, wind-
screen, lamps, tools, speedometer, etc.; genuine bar-
gain, £110; any trial or examination.—Eric Gnapp
and Harrison, Montpelier Rd., Queen St., Hammer-
smith. 'Phone : Hammersmith 2432. [5122

Spare Parts: *

MATCHLESS Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kavs.

8, Bond St., Ealing. [4828

MATCHLESS Spares for J.A.P. or MAG. by re-

turn, post free.—Jones Garage, Matchless Agent,
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. [0808

Metro.

1 Q19 Metro-Tyler Sports, fast, perfect order, taxed,
J- *J insurance ; £27.—Firholme, Hurstpierpoint,
Sussex. [5727

O ftf GNS.—Metro-Tyler 1919 2%h.p., fine condition,
/Vt/ tyres as new, tax paid to 1923.—Delancey St.

DEFERRED
PAYMENTS

CAN BE ARRANGED FOR THE PURCHASE OF
EITHER NEW OR SECONDHAND MACHINES
TO SUIT THE CONVENIENCE OF EACH
INDIVIDUAL CUSTOMER, PROVIDED A
MINIMUM DEPOSIT OF ONE-FOURTH IS
PAID DOWN, AND THE INSTALMENTS DO
MOT FXCEED TWELVE MONTHS.

Garage, Camden Town, N.W.I. [5647

MINERVA 3M>h.p., running condition, sporty, Bosch
licensed £15.-

MATCHLESS 1922 Solo and Combinations for im-

mediate delivery; prices from £150; exchanges.

—N'ewnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.

'Phone ; Hammersmith 80. [5601

Spa.
12, Clapham Terrace, Leamington

[5043
THE EASTERN GARAGE CO.

(Official Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.),

418 Romford Road, Forest Gate, E.7.
Tlerhone: Telegrams:

400, East Ham. "Egaraco, London."

Abetters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue b45

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, rrinrked (P).

"I Q20 Metre-Tyler- 2%h.p., single speed, in perfect
J-J/ order, tax paid; £27/10.—Homac's, 243, Lower
Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [5854

i\ K GNS—Metro-Tyler 1920 2%h.p., disc wheels,4y long plated exhaust, tax paid for the year,
ready to ride away; bargain.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm
Rd., N.W.3. [5564

McKenzie
Lightweight Motor
immediate deliveries

of these wonderful little machines.—Colonial Motors.
104a. Finchley Rd. Hampstead 7822. [4800

McKENZIE-HOBART Ultra Lightweight Motor
Cycles, 26 gns. ex works: immediate deliveries

of these wonderful little machines.—Colonial Motors,
104a, Finchley Rd. Hampstead 7822. [5925

Minerva.

£14, or offer.—3V>h.p. Minerva, Bosch, B.B., ride

away.—56, Manor Rd., Enfield. [5633

McKENZIE-HOBART Ultra
Cycles; 26 gns. ex works;

£12.—3V2h.p. Minerva, dropped frame, variable gear,

waterproof magneto, smart, good running order.

—Bacon, Ofnngton Lane, Worthing. [5352
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
. Mohawk.

MOHAWK Cycles new, or_ second-hand, at lowest
prices, for cash or easy payments.—Mohawk Cycle

Co., Ltd., 276, Alexandra Rd., Hornsey, N.8. [1924

Moto-Reve.
Spare Parts:

MOTO-REVE Spares for aU models, also repairs,
overhauls.—Motor Snpply Co., Sole Concession-

naires, 22aa, High St., Lewisham, S.E. [6107

Ner=a-Car.

NER-A-CAR, new Nov. 1921, perfect condition, pil-

lion, new back tyre; £45, or near offer.—Miller,
3, Church St., Basingstoke. [4861

NER-A-CAR.—The 1922 wonder, 2%h.p. 2-stroke,
electric and gas lighting, excellent finish, per

lected friction drive; £65. We can give a limited
number of immediate deliveries.—South Eastern Gar-
age, Heme Hill, S.E.24. [3495

New Comet.
rtiLp, New 1922 New Comet, lady's machine, fitted
/V4 with Comet sidecar; £80; easy terms arranged.
—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [5964

New Hudson.
EW HUDSON 4-h.p., 3-speed, C.S., sporting outfit,

all on; £45.—Davis, 22, Tooting Bee Rd. [5030

"I Q21 New Hudson De Luxe, accessories, tax, excel-
A*/ lent; 31 gns.—10, King's Rd., Kingston-on-
Thames. . [5283
6h.p. Hudson Combination, countershaft, 3-speed,

hand clutch, speedometer; £50.-23, Countess Rd.,
Walthamstow. [5756
"I Q21 (August) 2^&h".p. New Hudson, all accessories,
J- *-* licensed, any trial ; £37.—Paul, 7, Victoria
Place, Bourne, Lines. [4849

NEW HUDSON 3%h.p. f clutch model, fine sporting
machine; £22.-74, Brighton Rd., Surbiton.

'Phone : Kingston 3025. [5894

31_h.p. 2-speed New Hudson, bought new 1921,
4 beautiful condition, licensed; bargain, £33 —

Jeavons, Draper, Lye, Stourbridge. [6084

NEW HUDSON, 2-stroke, new, shop-soiled; £35

;

exchanges; easy payments.—Geo. Smith, 268-270,
Lavender Hill, Clapham Junction. [5126

A h.p. 3-speed New Hudson, hub gear, coachbuilt
.* sidecar, lamps, horn, good running order; 30 gns.

atfM»irnjmiut»j»i'immmo»«i

N

-Owen, 94b, High Rd., East Finchley. [5766

NEW HUDSON motor cycles.—London Depot, 45-
Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.C.2. Immediate delivery

fill models. Spares stocked. Trade supplied. [0851

NEW HUDSON 6h.p. Combination, splendid condi-
tion; £55; tax paid; will take Douglas 2%h.p.

is part payment.—Vialls, Murrow, Wisbech. [6123

I Q20 New Hudson, 2-stroke, 2-speed, lamps, horn,
M-is tax paid, in fine running order; £35.—Rhind
ind Co., Stone Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [5137

-| Q22 Hudson de luxe, £63; also Popular model.
-L*' £50; 3 new lightweights, 1921 models, brand
new, to clear, £53.—Shepherd, Enfield Highway. Tel.

:

Waltham Cross 31. [0876

NEW HUDSON Outfit, 3y2h.p., Canoelet, 3-speed,
clutch, K.S., aluminium boards, just overhauled,

neat, economical, reliable, low tax, accessories, etc.

;

£39; or separate.—Saj'ers, 76, Langham Rd., Tedding-
ton, [4890

NEW HUDSON 4%b,p. Combination, late 1920,
nearly new condition, screen, speedometer, electric

and acetylene lighcing, fully equipped; £110; 50 miles'
trial.— Collett's Garage, opposite Norwood Junction
Station, S.E.25. [5246

BRAND New 1922 4-5h.p. New Hudson Combination
in stock, wonderful value, £125; also shop-soiled

New Hudson de Luxe lightweight, all-chain, kick
starter, £53.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Wal-
den. 'Phone: 45. [6089

NEW HUDSON Combination, 4V^h.p., 1922, tax
paid to December, and full accessories, cost ap-

proximately £135, only run 200 miles; owner visiting
U.S.A.; will sell £115, or near offer.—Apply. White
Bungnlow, Bernards Heath, St. Albans. [4926

-JQ22
T$ew Hudson lOh.p light car. £230; 4V2h.p

J-*y combinations. £125, solo, £100; 2^h.p. 2-speed
Popular, £50, De Luxe, £63; exchanges and deferred
payments entertained ; sole agents for Cambridge.

—

Wallis and Easton, 104. Mill Rd.. Cambridge. [0824

New Imperial.

NEW IMPERIAL 2%h.p., 2-speed, splendid condi-
tion; £24.-163, Lower Kennington Lane. [5316

"IQ19 New Imperial, 2^h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed; £33,
J-t/ trial evening.—27. Doneraile St., Fnlham. [5023

NEW IMPERIAL (new) 2%h.p. model; immediate
delivery; £73.— Harrison and Bunkall, Chichester

T4753
NEW IMPERIAL 2%h.p., 1916, 2-speed, lamps, over-

hauled, running order; £26.—Tennanfc, Masham,
Yorks. . [5591

SHEFFIELD Agent for New Imperial Motor Cycles;
all models in stock.-^J. A. Stacey, Ecclesall Rd.,

Sheffield. [0813

WAlLKr'KOOf
CLOTHING FOR
ALLWEATHER
CONDITIONS

WATERPROOF
MOTOR CYCLE
SUIT (Fie. 1)

With Plaited Leather Belt.

SPECIFICATION
MADE from hard wear-

ing double texture
material with an interlining

of Rubber.
Double Breasted Jacket,

with all-round plaited

Leather Belt, large Patch
Pockets, and converted
collar to button right up to

neck, to fasten with Throat
Tab. Wind Cuffs in sleeves.

All seams of the Suit are

rubber cemented and taped

with extra material, making
the garment absolutely

waterproof.
Overall Trousers with spat-

shaped leg ; wind gussets to

keep the wind from the leg

and boots ; fastened with

patent clasp fasteners, en-

abling the trousers to be

pulled off in a moment

SUIT COMPLETE
35/=

NO
Jacket only .... 25/-

EXTRA CHARGE FOR CARRIAGE
ODE ILLUSTRATED LIST AND PATTERN
BUNCH OF CLOTHS, TOGETHER WITH SELF-
MEASUREMENT FORM, WILL BE SENT POST
FREE AND WITHOUT ANY OBLIGATION UPON
RECEIPT OF YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS.

Waterproof 0E/
Trench Coat' J/-

(Fig. 2. Fawn material, rubber

lined, wind

WATERPROOF OVERALLS.
Double texture material, clasp

fasteners, perfectly waterproof.

*" 12/6 »air

THESE GARMENTS ARENEWLY
MADE FROM FRESHLY
PROOFED MATERIAL BY EX-
PERIENCED WORKMEN AND
NOT HALF-PERISHED CLEAR.
ANCELINESOR W.D. SURPLUS
// yott cannot call, scitd money^ t> iih

breast measurement and height .

POST YOUR ORDER EARLY
,SattsJaction guaranteed or money 1 CARRIAGE
\refunded if garments are rcturne \ pArntOW
\to us within 7 davs.

J ^ 0RDER3
Actual Manufacturers,

Martin Waterproof Co.,
208 Oldham Rd., New Cross.Manchester

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

NEW IMPERIAL 2%h.p., 2-speed, 1917, lamps,
horn, good condition; £26.-65, Shrewsbury Rd.,

New Southgate. [5097

1Q21 2^h.p. New Imperial, 3-speed, equipped, excel-
J-Cr lent condition; 53 gns.—Edwards, 101, Gfc.

Portland St., W.l. [5910

NEW 1921 New Imperial Combination, 8b. p., 3-

speed; £115, or olier; exchanges.—Percy and
Co., 314, Euston Rd. {5826

OFFERS.—1919 2r»4h.p. New Imperialjap, equipped,
perfect condition; trial.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale.

'Phone : Hampstead 1353. [5772

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London—

2

54h.p.- New
Imperial-Jap's, 1922, No. 3 £73, No. 2 £60;

easy terms and exchange. [5941

23h.p. Countershaft New Imperial, 1915, accessories,

4 licensed; £29; exchange Rudge-Multi; after 5.—12, Dulverton Mansions, Grays Inn Rd. ]£5185

NEW IMPERIAL, 2%h.p. J.A.P., K.S., 1921, small
mileage, perfect, lamps, horn, spares; £45.—

King 10, North Mews, W.8. Museum 6632. [6058

NEW IMPERIAL, 2r?ih.p., 1916, speedometer, all

on, engine almost entirely renewed makers last

year, trial; 29 gns.—Write, Wallace, 11, Crusoe Rd.,

Erith. [51 68

LATE 1919 New Imperial, Mills-Fulford sidecar,

electric lighting (accumulator), excellent con-

dition; £95.—P. R. Buckingham, 1, South Place,

Worthing. [5344

OQ GNS. I—Late Model 2%h.p. New Imperial-Jap,
&*s 2-speed, etc., taxed, equipped, and guaranteed;

deliberate sacrifice.—Clifton Garage, Ab_^ion St.,

Blackpool. [1986

1 Q16 2%ih.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, engine re-

-L«7 bushed, new valves, piston and rings, Dunlop
tyres nearly new, lamps, horn; £30, near offer.—53,

Warham Rd., Harringay, N.4. [5986

NEW IMPERIAL 2%h.p., specially picked J.A.P.

engine, 2 speeds, kick start, lamps, horn, speedo-

meter, perfect condition, just repainted; £40; after

7.-7, Albert Bridge Rd.. Battersea. [4773

23.h.p. New Imperial No. 2, 3-speed, as new,

4 £52/10; also 25ih.p. 1916 model, 2 speeds,

clutch and kick start, £35; insured for 12 months.—
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [5952

1 022 New Imperials in Stock.—No. 3, 2»lh.p., chain

J-O drive, £73; No. 3 with Maglita, £83; easy pay-

ments <>.% extra; free delivery and tuition—Premier

Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [588Z

tft 22 New Imperial 2%h.p., 3 speeds, C. and K.S.,

A «/ all-chain drive, for immediate delivery
;

4.73

;

exchanges or deferred 4% extra.—Homac's. 243, Lower

Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [5855

22 New Imperial, model No. 4, 2!>4h.p., all chain,

3-speed, clutch, K.S., all cm, tax paid Decem-

ber, Insurance, done 500 miles: £65, or offers; Huih-

gate district.-Box 1930, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4807

20 New Imperial Combination, 8h.p. J-A-P-, 3

speeds, C. and K.S., all lamps, horn. Easting

screen, an exceptional bargain, tax paid; £85; ex-

changes.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., £*.&.

•Phone : Dalston 2408. [5856

Son re Porta:

NEW IMPERIAL Spare Parts.-London stockist's,

Rey, 173, Gt. Portland St. 'Phone : Langham
1257. Open till 7.30 p.m., 4 o'clock Saturdays. [0855

Newton.
-| Q21 Newton, Villiers engine, flywheel magneto,
It* 2-speed, Amac, lamps; £35.—S. Lambert,

19 2

19 2

[5368Heathleigh Cotts, Horsmonden, Kent.

Norton.
T5REMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Nortons.

NO. 9, 3i/
2h.p., £80; 16H., 3-speed, £115; Big Four,

3-speed, £120; sidecars from £22; easy payments,

4 per cent, extra; free delivery to any address-
Premier Motor Co.. Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0865

NORTON 1921 Big 4, shop-soiled only; best offer.—

Stour Cycle Depot, Stourbridge. [5270

3 Ah. p. Norton, Brooklands model, Philipson, Binks,

2 perfect order; £50—Ayres, Ashwell, Herts.
f4772

FOCH have 1922 Norton 16H, new condition,

hardly used, licensed.—5, Heath St., Hampstead
(nr. Tube). [3806

1Q21 (July) Norton, C17, low mileage, perfect con-

J-EF dition; snip at £80.-15, Boundary Rd., Tun-

bridge Wells. [4847

NORTON, Isle of Man model, used in the 1922
TT guaranteed absolutely perfect; £115.—Box

2003, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4975

NORTONS.—All models from stock; supplied upon
deferred payments; exchanges arranged—King

and Harper, Bridge St., Cambridge. [5817

ORTON Big Four, 1920, Lucas lamps, Cowey,

Klaxon, Tan-Sad, tax paid, insured; 80 gns.;
[5631

Nc „
offers.—Head, Midgehole, Hebden Bridge.

B46 A11 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

NORTON.—New 1922 models. Big Four and De
Luxe sidecar, .£153; also 3Vi'Q.p. 3-speed, all-

chain drive, £115; exchange and easy terms arranged.
—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [5953

NORTON 1921 16H, speedometer, taxed, winner
many speed trials, £85; 1920 Big 4, Magdyno,

1921 Norton sidecar, taxed, mechanically perfect,
£105.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [4611

"I 021 3%ti-p. Norton Racing Combination, close
J-«7 ratio, Ricardo, etc., fully equipped, winner over
dozen open speed events, excellent condition.—Wil-
liams, Beechlea, Springfield Rd., Altrincham. [5051

1Q22 16H Norton 3V2h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick
-I-«7 start, BrookLands special engine and certificate
for 75 m.p.h., complete with all possible accessories
value £20, 1922 tax paid, brand new; £130.—Will,
769, Romford Rd., Manor Park, London, E.12. [5256

"j Q20 Big Four Norton, luxurious sidecar, fitted
J- ** windscreen, etc., oversize 700 x 80 tyre, new
chain, valves, spare sprocket for solo, perfJCt me-
chanical condition ; best offer secures ; or accept 4-

stroke lightweight part.—Spalding, Photographer,
Chelmsford. 15417

NORTON Big Four (June, 1917) Coachbuilt Com-
bination, 3-speed, 700x80 tyres, 3 lamps, 2

generators, horn, in perfect condition, 75 m.p.g., as
docile as a lamb and fast as the modern flapper,
licensed and insured; £75.-30, Crystal Palace Park
Rd., Sydenham. [5403

NORTON Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model

from stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best
prices allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred
Davments, see column advertisement.—Bambers, 2,

Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607." [4929

BUY your new Norton from the rider agent. Car-
riage paid to any address in British Isles.

Machines for competition tuned free of charge; good
results guaranteed. I specialise in Norton motor
cycles. Send for catalogue.—G. EL Tucker, Norton
Specialist. RedclifTe Hill, Bristol. 'Phone : 4042.

[6509

N.S.U.
5h.p. Twin N.S.U. motor cycle, 2-speed, Bosch, fine

machine; bargain, £22/10.—SpeechJey, 86, Church-
field Rd., Acton, W.3. [5731

N.U.T.

1 Q20 (Oct.) 3'/2h.p. Twin N..TJ.T., Brooks cantf
lever, lamps; a snip at £75

Walden.
Boulton, Saffron

[5481

N.U.T. 1920 3%h.p., Magdyno, Lucas horn, licensed,
tyres excellent, guaranteed perfect condition;

£85.-51, Cairns Rd., Sheffield. [5555

N.U.T. 2%h.p. o.h.v. Twin, 3-speed, clutch, K.S.,
very fast, condition excellent, equipped and

taxed; £45.-52, Barons Court Rd., W. [5744

N.U.T. 1920 3V2h.p., Magdyno, condition as new,
year's tax ; £80 ; exchange Douglas or Harley

combination.—Dickinson, Thome Rd., Doncaster.
(.5424

N.U.T. 3h.p., sports model, twin J.A.P. overhead
Talve engine, Binks carburetter, copper exhaust

pipes, fast; £60.—Green and Co., Haslemere, Surrey.
[4815

O.K.

LATE 1920 O.K.-Villiers 21/>h.p., 2-speed, licensed,
Derfect; £36.—Davis. 212. Stapleton Rd., Bristol.

T4734
1Q21 O.K. 2 r'',h.p., kick start, 2-speed, clutch, per-
J-i/ feet condition; £37/10.—Kays, 8, Bond St.,
Ealing. [5501

3X GNS.—O.K. 1920 2%h.p., P. and H. lamps,
*J horn, tax paid until 1923; any trial; bargain.

—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.3. [5563

BRAND New 1922 2V2h.p. O.K.-Villiers, 2 speeds,
kick starter, slightly shop-soiled only; £50.

—

Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Walden. 'Phone

:

45. [6091
Omega.

1 Q 18 Omega-Jap, 2-speed, nicely equipped, guaran-
-*-*7 teed; £27/10.-67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [5994

1Q21 Omega, 2-speed, kick start, lamps, Klaxon, as
X«7 new; £45.-120, Fairbridge Rd., Highgate,
N.19. [4983

3Sh.p. Omega-Jap, 1919, 2-speed, clutch, all on,
4 grand condition; £35; offer.—Ansell, 184, New

North Rd., Islington, N.l. [5786

OMEGA-J.A.P. 2%h.p., 1920, 2-speed, clutch and
kick start, speedometer, lamps, etc., tax paid

December; £40.-6, Exeter Rd., Walthamstow. [5272

OMEGA-VILLI3RS 1921 2%h,p. Combination (box
body), 2-speed, clutch, kick start, flywheel mag-

neto, lamps, taxed, as new; 40 gns.— 18, Marlborough
Rd., Old Kent Rd., S.E.l. [5898

P. and M.
18 P. and M., £25, less magneto and few bits.—

26n, Ingleton St., Brixton. [5483

1Q20 4h.p. P. and M., perfect condition; £57/10.—
*-*? Kays, 3, Bond St., Ealing. [5503

P.
and M., good order; £28.-59, Palfrey Place, Dor-
set Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W.8. [5330

19

26x23
26x2Jx2i

ti

28x3

70o" : 80

AMAZING OFFER
PERFECTLY NEW

PALMER
MOTOR CYCLE COVERS.

FULLY GUARANTEED.
These covers are not " W. D." Although
offered as ** Clearance " are guaranteed
by us to be fresh and ordinary

STANDARD STOCK.
Our

Pattern.Size.

26X2J Cord
Cord, Heavy .

Cord
Cord
Cord, Heavy . .

.

Cord
Cord, Heavy .

.

Light Car

Price.

32/6
35/10
34/3
36/-

42/5
47/3
53/-
45/-

List
Price.

43/4
47/9
45/8
48/-
56/6
63/-
71/6
60/-

If you require a reliable article you must pay
a reasonable price. All these special clearance
lines are sent on 7 days' approval against remittance,
carriage paid.

Size.

24x2
24x2i
26X2

26x 2i

26x23

26x2J\
X2i)

26x2i

28x3
550 65

1700:80

Make.

Palmer, ribbed
Clincher de luxe, ex. heavy
Englebert, passenger, R.S.
Englebert, touring, rub. std.

Bates, special hvy.,wired-on
Dunlop, heavy, rub. std. .

.

Bates, special hvy., beaded
Clincher de Luxe,' heavy .

.

Dunlop, heavy, rub. std. .

.

Hutchinson, rubber stud..

.

Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy
Clincher de Luxe, heavy .

.

Goodrich, safety tread ....
Bates, special heavy
Clincher de Luxe, heavy .

.

Clincher, Dreadnought
Goodrich, safety tread ....

Clincher de Luxe, ex. heavy
Soly, rubber, non-skid ....
Beldam, Bulldog

Our
Price,

18/6
28/9
17/6
14/-

32/6
28/6
27/6
24/6
29/6
25/-

35/6
32/-

40/-

29/6
25/-

57/6
40/-
30/-

21/6
61/-

List

Price.

29/6

40/3
53/-
46/3
38/6

37/3
40/-
35/6
41/6
49/6 1

49/-
47/-
52/6
56/-

28/3 f
70/-
67/6
64/6
63/ '

MOTOR CYCLE TUBES. Best Quality Guaranteed.
\ 24 x 2, 4,9 ; 26 x 2, 5/3 ; 26 x 2J, 5/9 ; 26 x 2|, 6/-

;

|26x2ix2i, 6/9; 26x2i, 6/9; 28x3, 7/11;
700x80, 7/6.

1 MOTOR CYCLE BELTS. In Standard Lengths.
' Per foot |in: 1/-, Jin. 1/5, Jin. 1/9, 1in. 2/-, 1 Jin. 2/6.

c* ,;„; t;„, CLINCHER BELTS FOR
i,pecuu Lme. DOUGLAS MACHINES

6 ft. 6 ins. x f in. 5/9 each.
Carriage gd. extra.

'

In order to encourage post trade we are prepared
I to refund the cash on every 100th order—no

I
matter the amount. Counter customers excepted.

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOVSE.
, 266, VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, S.W.I.

to where all post orders should be addressed.

' And at 44, Surbifon Road, Kingston-on-Thames.
Telephone—Kingston 3355.

BgMjMjBBMjIuljtfMfrlHtftHi

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

P.
and M., 1917, minus a few parts; £18.-1, Spring-
field Park Ores., Catford, S.E.6. [5327

3Ah.p. 1919 P. and M. Solo, fully equipped; £55.—
2 Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [5961

1 Q18 Si^h.p. P. and M., 2-speed, clutch, kick start;
*•* £37.-21, Linton Crescent, Hastings. [5710

P. and M. Combination, 1918; £45.—Miles, 11,
Chichester Ed., West Kilburn, N.W.6. [6048

1 Q14 P. and M. Combination, 3M;h.p. ; real bargain,
J-£» £32/10—Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing. [5502

P. and M. Combfnation, perfect condition, all on;
£65.—94, Aldborough Rd., Seven Kings. [5389

P.
and M. 3 l/2h.p., good order: £21, or offer, quick
sale—Davey. 6, High St., Lewisham, S.E 13. [2725

£22.—3^&h.p. P. and M., 2-speed, clutch, splendid
running order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

[5544

P. and M., Standard Model, running order, rida
away; £15.—Hockerill Works, Bishops Stort-

ford. [5794

I Q 18 P. and M. Combination, fully equipped ; £45.

—

J-" 28, Woodford Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone : Mary-
land 2598. [5374

P.
and M. 4h.p. Combination, overhauled by makers,
licensed; £75, offers.—Walmsley, Lumley St.,

Grangemouth. '[5165

P.
and M., 1919, good order, condition, tax paid,
insurance ; £45 ; appointment.—2, Risingholme

Rd., Wealdstone. [4939

P.
and M., 1918. completely reconditioned, equipped,
electric light, Tan-Sad, tyres, spares; £53.—Styve-

chale, Borrowash. [5287

P.
and M., 1919, taxed, fully equipped, perfect con-
dition throughout; 40 gns.—38, Sherriff Rd., W.

Hampstead, N.W.6. [6057

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, supply P.
and M. motor cycles and combinations on ex-

change and easy terms. [5965

P.
and M., 1918, in good condition, £30; sidecar

complete, £6.—Apply, Mrs. Edwards, 8, York
Terrace Mews, Regent's Park, N.W. [5982

TO 17 3I/'h.p. P. and M. Combination, excellent con-

JL*7 dition, tax paid; exchange with £10 cash, for

good 4i-4h.p. James combination.—141, Cambridge St.,

Norwich. [4942

Pand M. Late 1920 Combination, electric light,

ratchet hand brake, Cowey speedometer, horn,

tyres nearly new; £75.—Scrase, 234, Battersea Park
Rd„ S.W.U. [5729

P.
and M., new July, 1921, mileage under 2,000, new
C.B. sidecar, Sandum screen, Lucas lamps, horn,

as new; nearest to £85—Write A.W., 34, Fairhazel

Gardens, Hampstead. [5987

"I Q 20 3V>h.p. P. and M. Motor Cycle, complete with
-Li/ lamps, horn, tool kit, and sidecar lugs, all in

beautiful condition, done 2,000-3,000 miles; £65 —
Pytchley Autocar Co., Ltd., Northampton. [5582

"I Q20 P. and M. Combination, electric and acetylene
J-*s lighting, Cameo screen, insured, low mileage,

very carefully used, exceptional condition; accept

£70.—Hare, 15, Caird St., Queen's Park, W.10. [5672

1 O-O 3%t.p. Phelon and Moore, 2 speeds, kick
-LtJ starter, late type, delivered November, lamp
sets and horn, little used, condition and appearanca
exceptionally good, tax paid; £65.—Walbro Motor
Cycle Co., Saffron Walden. 'Phone: 45. [6099

Spire Parts:

P. and M. Spares' Specialist. Every part stocked.

Stamp brings list.—Inman, Durham Rd., Seaforth,

Liverpool. K484

P. and M.— All parts in stock lor P. and M.'s; send
stamp.—P. and M. Specialist. H. Beardwood, 147,

Burlington St., Liverpool. [0839

P. and S.

1 Q20 Pearson and Sopwith, 2%h.p. Villiers 2-stroke,

ltl 2-speed, lighting set, horn, etc., beautiful run-

ning engine, and in splendid condition; £32.—Will,

769, Romford Rd., Manor Park, London, E.12. [5253

Paragon.

"I Q 22 New Paragon 3h.p. Motor Cycle, as new, beau
J-«7 used for demonstrating only; £25; any trial

or examination.—Motor Works, Oessing Rd., Rrain-

tree. C4868
Peugeot.

5-6h p. Peugeot Combination, 3-speed, Bosch, B.

and B., windscreen; £30; any trial after 6.30.

.—French. 2, Lisburne Rd., Hampstead, N.W. 3.

15379
Premier.

31h.p Premier, 3-speed, drop frame; snip, £16.—
2 16, Mason St., Walworth. r5200

rtU6.—4h.p. twin Premier, splendid running order,

ob taxed.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [5543

PREMIER 1916 3>/2h.p., 3-speed, lamps. Klaxon,
tax paid, perfect condition, any trial; £35; ex-

changes: cash either way.—Daley, 154, Burdett Rd.,

Bow, E.3. (4856
Steele Publicity

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

032.—4h.p. Premier Combination, 2-speed box,
oW equipped, perfect.—17. Heaton Rd., Mitcham.

[5337
£15.—Premier 21 -

2h.p., sporting model, low, fast,

fnllv equioped, solendid condition.—63, Solon Rd.,
Brixton." [5354

PREMIER Combination, countershaft, 2-speed, con-

dition lite new; £55.—Chapman, 58, Grand
Parade, Harringay. 1.4738

PREMIER 2%h.p., fully equipped, tax paid, ready
to ride away, excellent condition, overhauled

;

£20, or offer.—2, Mascotte Rd. t Putney, S.W.15.
[3978

1 Q15 Premier 3^£h.p. 5-speed, countershaft, C. and
XJ/ K.S., coacnbnilt sidecar, windscreen, splendid
condition; £50, near offer.—S. Tite, 115, Lavender
Hill, S.W. [5362

"IQ15 Premier Combination SVjh.p., countershaft,
-1-v H.S., new Dunlap, Binks. horn, lamps, etc.,

splendid condition; offers.—31, Oliver Grove, South
Norwood, S.E.25. [4893

PREMIER Coachbuilt Combination, 3^h.p., 3-

speed, countershaft, clutch, Bosch, electric,

pillion, spares, excellent condition, smart set, expert
examination, trial; 55 gns.; buying car.—18, Kinver
Hd. S., Sydenham. £5492

PREMIER T.T. S^h.p., Philipson, Bosch, Senspray,
tyres new, re-enamelled, replated, engine com-

pletely overhauled, specially tuned, and racing camt
fitted, £10 worth spare and equipment; owner bought
car; inspection after 7 p.m.; £60.—Dykes, 23, Mount
Park Rd., Ealing. [4915

$rmre Parts:

PREMIER.—All parts in stock. By Return Ser-

vice.—Aid. Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner, Cov-
entry. 'Phone: 1945. [5550

PREMIER Spares and Repairs.—We claim to be in
most competent firm to supply spares and execute-

repairs to Premier motor cycles. We served in th»
Premier works, and know this machine from A to Z
We hold the most varied stock of parts for it in thf
world. We are the only traders who can plain) tc

supply every part for a Premier machine. Our price
are rock bottom, and our service unsurpassable. Writ*
us full requirements; yoa will receive our reply pe;
return.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place, Leamingto
Spa. [3167

P.Y.

NEW spring frame P.V.-Villiers 2^h.p., kick starter,

HU. clutch, Burman 2 speeds; £55.—Write 81.
Greyswood St., Streatham, S.W. [3284

P.V. 1914 Combination, J.A.P. engine, 2-speed, new
B. and B. carburetter, Bosch magneto, new East-

ing windscreen, all on; £35; or exchange lor solo.

—

County Motors, Whyteleaie. [4735

Quadrant.
CLIFFORD WILSON Company, 16 years' experience

with Quadrants. [9925

3h.p. Quadrant, single-speed, tax paid; £17/10.—
Whyman, 33, Prospect Rd., Cheshnnt. [4793

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—4^h.p.
Quadrant combination, 3 speeds, kick start and

clutch, 1920; £77/ 10. [5963

-a Q22 Quadrant 41
J
*>h.p. Combinations; £100

It/ Agents for Cambridge.—Wallis and Easton
104. Mill Rd.. Cambridge. [0825

OJLh-P- Quadrant, a.i.v., magneto, spring forks, run-
/W4 ning order; bargain, £9, carriage paid.—Kenwell,
56, Lewrence Hill, BristoL [5294

FRANK WHITWORTH. Ltd., Distributors, 139.
New St., Birmingham.—Quadrant £100 4^h.p

Combination, delivery from stock. [07S 7

025.—Quadrant 1915 4!~h.p. 3-speed Solo, works
cV overhauled.—Clifford Wilson Manufacturing Co.,

177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.1. [2463

QTTADRANT Combination, 1919, lamps, horn, B.S.A.
3-speed gear, perfect condition, mileage 2.000;

£68, nearest offer.—3, Elmbrock St., Well Hall, S.E.9.
[5264

CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Company, Quadrant
Works Representatives and Sole Wholesale Dis-

tributors for London, Southern and Eastern Counties

;

official repairers and spare part stockists ; deferred
payments ; exchanges ; all models in stock. Special
insurance facilities applicable to Quadrants only.

—

177. Westminster Bridge Rd., London, S.E.1, opposite
Waterloo Station Approach. Telephone: Hop 210.

[9926
Radco.

tf>3.h.p. Radco, 2 speeds, drip oiling; bargain, £20.

—

*"• 4 Fisher, Springwell Rd., Heston, Hounslbw.
[5267

RADCO 2-stroke. in perfect order; £25; before 7.—
1 6, Fulton Mews, Porchester Terrace, W.2.

[6025
"VTEW 1 922 Radco 2i2h,p., 2-speed, clutch, kick
-1-1 starter, £47/5; easy payments 4% extra; free
delivery.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[5883
l Q-i Radco 2%h.p„ 2-stroke. 2-speed, good con-
J-*J dition. lamp, horn, speedometer, accessories, tax

paid, run 1,000 miles; £40.—Ferguson. 154, Chobham
Rd Stratford. 'Phone: Maryland 1612. [4874

Are his Satisfied Clients

Dear Sirs,

The 4 h.p. Douglas " Clutch Conversion
Set" you supplied me with has given
complete satisfaction.

Having had to take the clutch down on
five occasions last year to replace a broken
draw bolt, I decided upon trying your
" Patent," which, I may add, has since

given splendid results.

I have a perfect sense now of confidence

and security, instead of, as previously,

getting the " wind up," as to when I

should get let down with a broken draw
bolt. From my personal experience,

therefore, I can most highly recommend it

and add that the " Conversion Set " is

simply IT.
Yours faithfully,

(Sgd.) C. G. EMERY.

To 4 h.p. Douglas Owners
No more broken drawbolts.

A new form of operating
mechanism for the 4 h.p. Douglas
Motor CTjcle, by which the Draw-
bolt is entirely eliminated.

We shall be phased to forward you our descriptive

leaflet upon request. .

BURLINGTON UNDERSHIELDS.
Enamelled black and with fittings for 2$ h.p. and 4 h.p.

Douglas, 5/- each. Postage, 1/-

and 1/3 respectively.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

BURLINGTON MOTOR CYCLE Co.,Ltd.
7, South Side, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W. 4.

Phone : Brixton 2417. Wires : Burlington Motors, Claph-ira.

Just by Clapham Common Underground Station,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Radco.

£17.—Radco 2 1
2h.p., equipped, good order; bargain.

—W.J.C. Motor Exchange, Addison At., Holland
Part, W.ll. Park 2071. [5922

RADCO, 2-speed, 2-stroke, as new, perfect; £35;
exchanges; easy payments.—Gev. Smith, 268-270,

Lavender Hill, Clapham Junction. [5127

Raleigh.
"pREMTEK. Motor Co. for 1922 Raleighs.

IMMEDIATE delivery of 2%h.p. 4-stroke lightweight,
2-speed, £68; 3-speed, £73; also 5-6h.p. flat twin,

spring frame, detachable wheels, solo, £130; sidecar
combination, £165; easy payments, 4 per cent, extra;
free delivery to any address.—The Premier Motor Co.,
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0866

f)3h.p, Raleigh in stock.—Parks, 10, Sangley Rd.,
^4 Catford. 'Phone: Lee Green 2011. [5176

RALEIGH 2%h.p., 2-speed, kick start, in stock;
£68.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [1280

RALEIGH, new, 1922 2%h.p. lightweight model,
actually in stock; £68.—Moss, Wem. I[5807

RALEIGHS.—All models ; delivery now..—Barlow
and Son. Monton, Eccles. Tel.; 160 Eccles.

[3693
33h.p. Raleigh in stock; £68.—Read Bros., Tun-
4 bridge Wells. Tel. Rebro. 'Phone: 1139._ £4482

T> ALEIGH.—Immediate delivery of 1922 -models.
J-4, Cash, exchange, or deferred payments.—Kays, 8,
Bond St., Ealing. £4836

RALEIGHS.—1922 2^h.p. and combinations alwayc
in stock delivery anywhere.—Clifford Motories,

Eastwood. Notts. r3383

"| Q~l 5-6h.p. Raleigh Combination, excellent con-
-*-tf dition; any inspection; £140. — Rusholme,
Petergate, York. [5385

RALEIGH 5-6h.p. Combination, spare wheel, elec-
tric light, licensed; £120, offers.—Walmsley,

Lumley St., Grangemouth. [5164

RALEIGH.—Immediate delivery of 1922 models; ex-
changes or deferred payments arranged.—Edwards,

50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [4547

MEW 1922 3h.p. 3-speed Sports Raleigh, £78; or
Ll with Hughes aluminium sidecar, £99; easy pay-
ments 4% extra.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Bir-
mingham. [4607

RALEIGH 5-6h.p. Solo and Combination for im-
mediate delivery; exchanges.—Newnham Motor

Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammer-
smith 80. [5599

RALEIGH 2%h.p. models in stock for immediate
delivery ; 2-speed model. £68 ; 3-speed, £73

;

spare parts in stock. We secured 2 more gold medala
in the London-Edinburgh run at Whitsun, showing
100% efficiency. Catalogue on request. Raleigh agents
and specialists for many years.—Newnham Motor Co..

223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith
80. [5598

Reading<-Standard.
READING-STANDARD lOh.p., 1921, shop-soiled,

with Canoelet- MJSL4 sidecar to match, dynamo
Lighting; must clear; exchanges.—Brockbank, 58, Lord
St., Southport. [5685

Rex.

OA GNS.—Ride away, 5-6h.p. Rex, 2 speeds, good
& vf running order.—Ives, Longfield Rd., Tring.

T4844
REX Combination, 8h.p. twin, coachbuilt sidecar,

free engine, Grado gears; £38.—66, Brook Rd.,
Brentford. [5243

1 Q22 New Rex-Acme 2%h.p., 3-speed model;
J-U £66/10; easy terms and exchange.—Wauchope's.
9. Shoe Lane, London. [5969

REX Combination 6h.p., 2-speed, handle start, in

perfect running order; £22/10.—S. E. Porter and
Co.. Whitchurch, Salop. [4798

REX Combination {1914), 6-7h.p., good condition.

Bosch, Amac carburetter, 2 speeds, lamps, and
spares; £35.—B., 66. Stanmore Rd., Harringay, N.

[5211

1 Q22 Rex-Acme, all models. Note performance in
-L«7 lightweight T.T. race. A marvellous produc-
tion.—The agent is Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27.

Stockwell St.. Greenwich. S.E.10. [3498

Reynolds.
REYNOLDS Runabout/ 2^4h.p. slightly shop-soiled

only, 2-speed, kick starter; £45.—Main, 36, Par-
ade, Leamington. [5493

Roc.
4h.p. Roc, 2-speed, clutch, Bosch, 2.E.1, Amac,

Saxon forks; appointment; £30.—10, Brisbane
Rd., Reading. [5202

Rover.

ROVER 1919 Combination, well equipped, taxed;
£70.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [4614

19 Rover, 3-speed, excellent condition ; £65,
offer.—Fairhurst, behind 68, Standishgate, Wigan,

[5444

19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Uover

DOVER 3V2I1.P. Combination, countershaft, Tan-Sad,
XV all on, as new; £75.-10, Chalk Farm Rd.,
fr.W.l. [4732

A fa. p. Rover C.B. Combination, 1914, Easting, Tan-3 Sad, excellent condition; £35.-130, Beulah Hill.
Norwood, S.E. [5641

ROVER 1920 3V2h.p„ T.T., Philipson, fast, reliable,
condition perfect; £56. — Tinson, Ronalda,

Station Rd., Netley. [5009

"I Q20 Rover, 5-6h.p. J.A.P., semi-T.T. handle-bars,
X** tax paid, splendid condition; £100.—Carver,
52, Eastover, Bridgwater. [5841

£35.-1914-15 Rover 3V2h.p., 3 speeds, clutch,
starter, lamps, licensed, new condition, perfect.

—89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [534 7

"I Q17 Rover, single-speed, S^h.pi, excellent condi-
J- v tion outside and inside; £33; exchanges.—Brock-
barrk, 58, Lord St., Southport. [5682

~| Q21 Rover 3V2fa-P-. road racer, Philipson pulley,
J-*J including accessories and tax paid; £65.—Seen
at Waucbope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [5971

"DOVER 3V2h.p., 3-speed, all on, including Tan-Sad
J-V and electric lighting, in splendid condition

;

£37.-7, Teddington Park, Teddington. [5839

ROVER, ridden in 1921 T.T., close ratio gear box,
accessories, spares; £80, or exchange chain drive

Triumph.—Stannah, Ranworth, Horley. [5220

3ih.p. T.T. Rover, complete with exception of power
, 2 unit and tyres, just re-enamelled and tank

painted; £20.—Snow, Laurel St., Dalston, E.8. [6015

K-Sh-P- Twin Rover 1919 Combination, dynamo light-

*/ ing, scuttle dash, windscreen, luggage carrier, ex-
cellent condition; £100.—22, Leybourne Rd., Ley ton-
stone. [5187

ROVER 1919 3%h.p-. Combination, excellent sound
condition; any trial given; lamps, spare tube,

tyre, valves, ring; £75.-47, St. Johns Park Man-
sions, N.19. , [4997

ROVER 6h.p.„ Combination, with Lucas dynamo
lighting, in excellent condition; £105.—Newt. ham

Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone :

Hammersmith 80. [5613

"| 019 3 l/.>h.p. Countershaft Rover Combination,
J- *J lamps, horn. Easting, extra heavy Dunlops,
splendid condition; £60.-37, Arlington Rd., Sur-

biton. 'Phone: Kingston 1274. [5637

31h.p. Rover Combination, Mabon variable gear, kick

2 start, e'.eHric lamps, Best and Lloyd mccnani ai

lubrication, good order throughout; £32, or exchange.
—Malvern Road Garage, Thornton Heath. [6021

-| Q21 Rover Sh.p., dynamo lighting, spare wheel,
JL*/ speedometer, small mileage, any trial; £155.
or exchange combination and cash.—Hillier, Side

Bell, 9, Wallinglord Av., North Kensington. [5659

R

19

R

OVER Spares. Immediate delivery.— Kays. 8,

Bond St.. Ealing. 14832

Royal Rutjv-

18 8h.p. Roval Ruby, like new; £65.—Ross,
86, High Rd., Lee. [5667

OYAL RUBY 2VL>h.p., new engine, electric light-

£25.-31, Hosack Rd., Balaam. [5630

ROYAL RUBYS—Prompt delivery from Barlow

and Son Monton. Eccles Tel.: 160 Eccles.
I3W

NEW 1421 Royal Ruby, 3h.p„ 2-speed, spring

frame; £70, or offer.—Percy and Co., 314.

Euston Rd. [5827

ROYAL RUBY' 1921 (Junel 2%h.p., sports model,
fullv equipped, excellent condition; £50.—Whit-

taker, 39, Owen Rd., Wolverhampton. [5556

-|.f»21-22 Roy" 1 Ruby Sports, 2-speed, clutch, kick

-L*7 stait. m'leage 800, absolutely unscratched; bar-

gain, 44 gns.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [5997

ROYAL RUBY (late 1921), spring frame, 3h.p.,

clutch, 2-speed, ti'k start, just overhauled, tax

paid to December. eve-v»hi"g as new: £68.—Burh'^v.
back of 4, Primrose Hill St., Coventry. [6080

£65.—Royal Ruby Combination, 1918-19, 8h.p.,

J A P., 3 speeds, clutch, kick starter, all chain,

Dunlops, iarge Milliord touring sidecar, thoroughly

overhauled, splendid condition.—63, Solon Rd., Brix-

ton. C5355

-| Q22 (April) Roval Ruby 2%h.p., touring model, 2-

J-*J speed, complete with lamps and horn, as new,

only run 2,500 miles, licence paid to end of year,

owner going on foreign service, must sacrifice for

quick sale; £50; original cost £86/2.—Birch, Little-

j
cot, Sutton-at-Hone. Dartford, Kent. [4799

I 1 Q22 8h.p. Royal Ruby- the spring frame combina
: _L«7 tion par excellence— fitted with interchangeable

j
and spare wheel, luggage and petrol carrier. Easting

! Sandum screen, lamps, horn, etc., all on. at £185'
J immediate delivery from the agent for all high-class

I makes, as usual.—Sam E. CJapham (Motors), 27.

Btockwell St., Greenwich 'Phone. 751 [5893

Rudge
RUDGE-MULTI, new, in stock: £77.—R, B. Clark

and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [5914

Mm&dk

ON EASY TERMS

ANY MAKE
SUPPLIED
Details and latest lists free

NEW SOLO MACHINES
:J h.p. ALLDAYS
de Luxe

ALLON, Model

4$ h-P-

4i h-P-

H h.p.

2| h.p.

2j h.p.

2| h.p.

£60
£107
£110
£55
£73
£48

£73
£27 6

£39 18

£60 18

£42
£35 14
£77
£94
£39 18

£65
£105
£115

B.S.A., 3-speed, belt drive . .

B.S.A., 3-speed, chain drive.

ENFIELD, 2-speed

FRANCIS-BARNETT, JAP.
LEVIS, Popular model
NEW IMPERIAL, 3-speed,

chain drive

if h.p. McKENZIE Lightweight. . . .

2 1
- h.p. O.K., single speed

2| h.p. O.K., 2-speed, clutch, etc. .

.

2j h.p. RADCO, 2-speed
2-| h.p. RADCO, single speed

3| h.p. RUDGE, Multi gear

~>X h.p. RUDGE, 3-speed, chain drive

2 J h.p. SPARK, single speed
2-1 h.p. TRIUMPH, Lightweight
2-speed

4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed, belt ....

4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed, chain

NEW COMBINATIONS
2| h.p. ALLDAYS ALLON, de Luxe £85

4i h.p. B.S.A., belt drive. No. 3
sidecar £139

4i h.p. B.S.A., chain drive, No. 3
sidecar £142

8 h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed £140
8 h.p. MATCHLESS, 3-speed .... £170
8- h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 3-speed.. £145

4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-sp-, belt drive £145

SLIGHTLY SHOP-SOILED
4i h.p. B.S.A., belt drive, No. 2

sidecar £130

3 J hp. INVICTA, 3-speed, Classic

"sidecar £100

SECOND-HAND
4 h.p. TRIUMPH Combination

1921. Many extras £120
i\ h.p. CLYNO, 2-speed and clutch

192? £37 10

AM machines sent Carriage Paid from
London to nearest Railway Station.

HARRODS MOTOR SALES DEPT
116-118 Brompton Road London SW1

{Opposite tile Main Building)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

RUDGE, late 1919, Canoelet sidecar, excellent condi-
tion; £65. oner.—61, Mesnes St., Wigan. [5447

MEW 1922 Rudge 3-speed; £94; exchanges or easy
-1-1 terms.—Percy and Co., 314, Euston Rd. [5820
"DUDGE 3y.,h.p., fine machine, any trial; £19/10.—
*-•' Speechley. 86. Churchfield Rd., Acton, W.3. [5733
1020 I.O.M. Rudge-Multi, fully equipped, as flew;J-f accept £55.—L. Sharp, 2, West Drive, Brighton.

[5214
RUDGE-MULTI, 1921, as new, all on, guaranteed;

bargain, £60.—Wright, Pavement, Bumham-on-
Crouch. [4741
YX7AUCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1922»» Rudge 3i(,h.p., I.O.M. ; £77;, easy termi
arranged. [5944
T> UDGE 3^h.p. Combination, 2-speed, all on, ex-J-t oellent running order; £32.-50, Taybridge Rd..
Clapham. [5228
1Q19 I.O.M. Rudge-Multi, equipped, taxed, spares;

H ,

4
,?

ens. or exchange.—284, South Lambeth Rd.,
Stocltwell. [6003
K K GNS.-1921 I.O.M. Rudge-Multi, taxed, abso-yy lutely like new, snip.—284, South Lambeth Rd.,
Stockwell.

[6ooi
"DUDGE-MULTI 1916 3y2h.p.. good condition.

i." ,''«nsed; £30.-TUlinK and Judd, Beacon HilL
Hindhead. [5749
"1Q20 Rudge-Multi. excellent condition; £50, orJ- t' near offer.—Green, 2, Howard Rd., Morpeth,
Northumberland. [4763
DUDGE-MULTI 3%h.p., 1917-18, lamps, just over-

i l
,

hauled, inspection invited; £35; no oilers.—25.
High St., Reigate. [4789
"DUDGE-MCLTI, excellent condition, all on, in-
-«-•' surance; must sell; £36.-12, Alexandra Villas,
Finsbury Park, N. [5081
1 Q Gns.—1913 3'/2h.p. T.T. Rudge, fast, reliable,
-•;«' tax paid; bargain. — Spencer, Potter St.,
Bishop s Stortford. [5293

I Q22 I.O.M. Rudge-Multis in stock at the latest
*-ts reduced prices. £77.—Jones Garage. Broadway,
Vlnswell Hill. N.10 [0791
K-6h.p. Rudge-Multi Combination, 1920, equipped," excellent condition; £60, close otter.—C, 19,Church St., Trowbridge. [5300

| Q22 3i/
2h.p. T.T. Rudge, brand -new, in stock; £77

j

J-*' easy payments arranged.—Wilkins Simpson.
Opposite Olympia, London. [5061

RUDGE-MULTI 1916 3>/,,h.p., overhauled and
plated, good condition, very little used; £35.

—

10, Barrington Rd., Colchester. [5473

,P?7 is the price of a new Rudge. Get it from the
°^ Agents; in stock; cash or payments.— Knight's
126. Upper Tooting Rd.. S.W 17 [0836
3!h.p. Rudge-Multi Combination, good condition!

2 seen by appointment; £40, or nearest.—G.P.C.,
7, Florence Terrace, Ealing, W.5. [474a

1 Q12 3i,;,h.p. Rudge, 2-speed and clutch, fullj
J-*^ equipped, tax paid, excellent condition; £35 —
Edwards, 101, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [5911
£»52/10 Secures Special Sporting Rudge, 1920-21,
&* 68 m.p.h., perfect, fully equipped; exchange con-
sidered.—134, Bromham Rd., Bedford. [4759
31h.p. 1916 or 1917 Rudge-Multi, excellent con-

2 dition, new Dunlop, brilliant enamel and plater
£37.—Cross, 20, Carey Place, Watford. [6030
"1019 (Sept.) 3%h,p. Rudge-Multi, clutch, pedalA*/ start, sound condition (stored 1921), new heavy
Dunlops; £45.—Morris, Printer, Worcester. [5443
"DUDGE-MULTI 3i/

2h.p., lamps, spares, little used,
J-«J as new; £65; exchanges; easy payments.—Geo.
Smith, 268-270, Lavender Hill, Clapham Junction.

[512t
RUDGE-MULTI, 5-6h.p. Combination (removable

dickey seat), spares, guaranteed perfect condi-
tion; £65.—29, Aveling Park Rd., Walthamstow.

[5173
I Q22 Rudge-Multi, I.O.M. model, not done 500 miles,
J-*/ lamps, horn, speedometer; sacrifice, £67/10.
33, Hackford Rd., Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton 3062.

[6079
T5UDGE-MULTI 31/jh.p. Combination, good order
-*-»' and appearance; £50.—Newnham Motor Co. 223,
Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'phone: Hammersmith 80.

[5611RUDGE 1922 I.O.M. model in stock for immediate
delivery; £77; or exchange.—Newnham Motor Co_

223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith
80- [5603

"IQ16 3'/;h.p. Rudge-Multi, just thoroughly over-
J-t/ hauled, re-enamelled, and plated; £42; exchange
considered.—Pittuck, Rly. Station House, East Ham,
E.6. [5001

"I Q22 Rudge-Multi, touring, lamps, horn, Tan-Sad,
J-*7 guaranteed perfect; selling through illness!
£70.—Fuller, 603, Chorley New Rd., Horwich, Lanca-
shire. [5083
7-9h.p. Rudge-Multi Standard Combination. 1920,

fine condition; 80 gns; photograph, exchanges.—
Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd.. East
Sheen. [4269

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

RUDGE-MUI/TI, 3%h.p., June, 1921, I.O.M., kick
start, completely equipped, new tyres, first-class

condition; £55.—Roy, 12, St. Andrews Square, Sur-
biton. [5988

3 l.h.p. Rudge, Mabon gear, kick start, licensed,
2 lamps, new tyres, perfect condition through^

out; £28, or exchange-—Malvern Road Garage, Thorn-
ton-Heath. [6018

RUDGE-MULTI, August, 1921, condition and appear-
ance as new, electric light, speedometer, Klaxon,

tools, spares, insurance; £70.-91, Grove Pari, Den-
mark Hill, S.E.6. [5725

RUDGE-MULTI, I.O.M. model, very good order;
£55; or exchange lighter machine.—Newnham

Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
JPhone:~

Hammersmith 80 [5623

RUDGE-MULTI 3&h.p., 1920, clutch, kick starter,
electric lighting, many extras, perfect condition

throughout, unused last 14 months; £48.—Dixon-Bate,
Dee Banks, Chester. Tel. : 243. [4829

RUDGE-MULTI.—5-6h.p., shop soiled, £79; 7-9h.p.
Combination, shop soiled, £105; 3\':h.-p., 1922,

I.O.M., £77; 3 l/»h.p., £27/10,—Shepherd, Enfield
Highway. Tel. : Waltham X 31.

"

[0874

RUDGE-MULTI I.O.M., 1922 (February), starter,

lamps, Klaxon, belt and tubes case, insured, mile-
age about 1,000; £70, or nearest; Highgate district.—
Box 2002, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4979

/f GO c.c. Single Speed Rudge, in sound mechani-
st */ «7 cal order, makers overhaul cost £11, guar-
anteed. £30; N.S.U. gear to suit if wanted, £5/5.—
Ashley House, Glastonbury, Somerset. [5431

3ih.p. Rudge-Multi and* Sidecar, 1917, fully
2 equipped, perfect, . just repainted, £50, offer

;

also unused aluminium sidecar, less tyre, £12.—Jones,
251, Cromwell Rd., Kensington. 'Phone : Western
1203. [5263

"I Q22 Rudge 7-9h.p. Combination, 3-speed, all-chain
A*/ drive, electric" light, horn, mirror, Easting, Tan-
Sad, aluminium discs, spare wheel, licence, insurance,
any demonstration; £170.—Sidebotham, Berwyn, Wed-
nesfield. [4812

1 Q20 I.O.M. T.T. Rudge, Used, equipped, speedo-
J-*7 meter, etc., spares, -condition and appearance
good as new, ridden carefully, open to expert ex-
amination, guaranteed ; nearest £55 ; exchange.—Rap-
ley, C.F.S., R.A.F., Upavon, Wilts. [5054

3.1 h. p. Rudge-Multi, pedal start, 1915, just over-
2 hauled makers, £10 worth new parts, speed-

ometer, 2 lamps, D.A. cylinder, new tubes, belt,

copper exhaust, fast, sporty; £40; write first (moving").

—C. Patrick, 7, Poppleton R.d., Leytonstone. [5631

ABSOLUTE Gift.—Rudge-Multi 3V2h.p., late 1916,
recently overhauled, enamelled, fitted new gear,

clutch, tyres, tubes, belt, silencer, exhaust, etc., sport-

ing bars, foot oiler, excellent machine, unused 2 years,
health and financial reasons selling.—8 Rfverdale Rd.,
Plumstead. [4834

GUARANTEED 60 m.p.h. !—Special 3M>h.p. Rudge-
Multi, # 1920. Ricardo piston, Schebler carbur-

etter, Harley twist grips, Showell mechanical immp,
2 saddles, 4 good tyres, lamps, horn, speedometer,
A.J.S. silencer, loads of spares, mileage 6,000, con-
dition perfect, the fastest. Rudge on the road ! Quick
sale, £62; any trial.—Apply, 45, Queen's Gate Gar-
dens, S.W.7. [5031

Spare Parts

:

THE Promptest Firm for Rudge Spares.—Forfielrl
Motors, Forfield Plare T,eamington Spa- [3163

Ruffles.

1Q20 Ruffles-^lliers 2-speed, very smart little
J-*7 machine; bargain 26 gns.—67, Fernlea Rd.,
Balham. [5991

Scott.

SCOTT, just arrived, new 1922, Squirrel model;
£105.—Simister, Jordangate, Macclesfield. [4377

1 Q22 Scott Sociables and Motor Cycles.—Scott Ser-
J-«7 vice Depot, 99, Gt. George St., Liverpool. [4477

"I Q20 Scott Sporting Combination, new condition,
J-t? all on; £72.-48, Plough Lane, South Wimble
don. T5507

SCOTT, 1920, complete Lucas accessories, tax paid,
condition as new; £60.—Stour Cycle Depot,

Stourbridge. [5269

SCOTT Squirrel 1921 3%h.p.. 2-speed. all chain, kick
start, tax paid; £80.—Maudes', Walsall Garage,

Walsall. [6127

"1 Q19 Scott, in splendid order, licensed, 1922,
-L*7 lamps, etc.; £52.-5, St. Peter's Rd., Hammer-
smith, W.6. [5829

SCOTT Combination, perfect order; £40; licence
paid; must sell.—Wright, 79, Chesterfield Rd.,

Staveley Town. [4737

33h.p. Scott, 2-speed, kick start, condition as new,
4 guaranteed; £55.—Beesley, Warlord St., New-

town, Manchester. [5577

SCOTT (July, 1921), mechanically perfect, done
4,000 miles, Dunlop 26x3 back, Cowey, Lucas

horn, semi-T.T. bars; £75.—Seen Stevenage, 10, Crag
Path. Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [5418

MOTOR CYCLE TYRES.
All perfectly neic—we guarantee every lyre ourselves,
and if you are not perfectly satisfied with our tyres

we will refund your money:

26x2 Englebert Touring 18/6
26x2 Englebert Passenger 20/6
26xai Hutchinson Tourist Trophy S2/3
26 x 2.\ Hutchinson Passenger 25/-
26X2J Wood-Milne Combination, Steel

Studded 26/-
26 X si Firestone Rubber Non-skid 28/6
26X2i Dunlop Heavy Rubber Studded. ..

.

27/6
26 X 2| Avon Tricar Rubber Studded 27/6
26X z\ Palmer Cord Heavy 32/6
26X2I Dunlop Heavy Rubber Studded. .

.

32/6
26x2} Dunlop Extra Heavy Rubber Std. 35/-
26 x 2& Bates Special Heavy Ribbed 29/-
26X2iX2j Extra Heavy Rubber Studded 27'-
650X 65 Lutetia Ribbed 20/-
650 X 65 Wood-Milne Extra Strong . 30/-
650 x 65 Bergougnan voiturette 40/-
650 x 65 Michelin square voiturette 42/6 -

050X 75 Hutchinson Light Car 33/6
700x80 to fit 650 XO5 The Euston Special

Super Chain Extra Heavy Rubber
Stud 42 8

700 X 80 Excelsior voiturette 47/6
28 X 2i Clincher Dreadnought 30/-

SPECIAL OFFER OF 28 3 AMERICAN TYRES
for American Rims.

All perfect stock in original wrappers.

Republic Rubber Non-skid 7 43/-
Portage Rubber Non-skid 43/-
Federal Rubber Non-skid 43/-
Goodrich Safety Tread 44/-
USCO (United States) RNS 44/-
Firestone Rubber Non-skid 44/-
Goodyear All Weather Tread 45/-

A ny of Vie above tyres will be despatched by next
passenger train immediately after receipt of order,
accompanied by remittance jind 1J6 for carriage.

MOTOR CYCLE TUBES.—All sizes in 24" and 26"

at 5/6 each. Butt ended 1/6 extra. 28"x 3" and
28"X2j" at 6/6; 650x65 at 6/6; 700x80
at 6/6 ; Butt ended 1/6 extra.

Euston Special Inner Tubes, extra superfine
quality.—26 X2j at 7/6 ; 26 x 2 J at 7/9 ;

26X2iX2j at 8/-; 26x2! at 8/3.

Firestone, Dominion and Puncture Proof tubes.

—

26x2$, 26x23, 26X2J, 650x65 at 6/9.
A II Tubes post free.

MOTOR CYCLE BELTS.—Clipper, regular stock,

in original boxes. 8'xf" at 10/-; 8'6"x3'' at
10/6; 8'6"x J* at 12/6.

Sensational offer in \" belting, any length ordered,
at 9d. per foot.

Clearance stock of 6'6"x &" at 7/11 each ; io'3"x §"

at 12/6.

PEGAMOID WATERPROOF MOTOR CYCLING
SUITS for " all weather " motor cyclists, 15/-

per suit.

MOTOR CYCLING HELMETS.—We can offer you
a splendid assortment at low prices—send for

our illustrated leaflet.

MOTOR CAR TYRES.—We are the cheapest in

the trade—send for our price list.

OUR REPUTATION ENSURES THAT YOU WILL
HAVE THE UTMOST SATISFACTION.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

F.O.C.H have a 1920 Scott, brand new condition; c

also 1914 -combination.— 5, Heath St., Hamp-
stead (nr. Tube). [3800

SCOTT 3%h.p., 1920, Binks semi-T.T. bars, little

used, and in excellent condition; offers.—Thom-
son, Glassville, Markinch. [6083

SCOTT SQUIRREL, 1921, fully equipped, taxed, I

new condition throughout ; £72.—H. B. Clark

and Co.. 7, Exhibition Rd..'S.W.7. - 13486

1 Q20 Scott Combination, lamps, horn, lax paid, in I

J-«7 perfect order; bargain, £70.—Rhind and Co.,
.

Stone Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [5138 I

SCOTT 3r;ih.p., 1921 (August), speedometer, tyres

new, perfect running order; £65; any trial.—IK

Hall, 91, St. Peter's St., St. Albans. 1=142

SCOTT, 1920, little used, Lucas lamps,, electric tail,

Watford speedometer, lovely condition; £65.—
Fred Hogg, 111, Coton Rd., Nuneaton. [4924

1 Q22 Scott-Squirrel, not done 500 miles, <»"{«. '

J-«* extra air, powerful electric lighting and other.-,

extras, perfect; £95.-101, Holly Rd., Northampton.^

1 Q19 Scott, with 60 gn. R34 Rennoc sidecar, fully

i-J' equipped, discs, windscreen, absolutely perfect

all round; a real bargain; 73 gns.-Edwards, 50, Har-

rington Rd., South Kensington. L"43to

SOUTH London Scott Service Depot. -'Phone Croy-

don 1129 lor demonstration runs; immediate de-

livery; prices from £105.-John R. Kinsey ,
and Co

Ltd. 350-352. Lower Addiscombe Rd.. Croydon. [8354

SCOTT 1920 3%h.p., Binks carburetter, 3 in. tyres,

T T bars, Bonniksen, total mileage 2.100, thor-

oughly overhauled, excellent condition, tax and in-

surance paid; £75.-Newell, Carlton Hotel, Southend.

OTARY Valve Scott, extremely smart, Parker

1 frame, beautifully enamelled royal blue, discs,

fully equipped, recently overhauled by Parkers at cost
j

of £80, receipt shown; sacrifice, £65; exenaneea.—

I

Brockbank, 58, Lord St., Southport. t!><>»8

Spare Parts:

SOUTH London Scott Service Depot.—Scott Spares;

Scott Repairs-John R._ Kinsey'and Co^Ltd.,

w

350-352, Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon

1129.

Phone

;

[8353

GODFREYS', Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St., London,

W.l.-Complete stock of all Scott spare parts

I always in stock. Write lor free spare part list, stating

year of manufacture. Lu ' a 3

Sheffield-Henderson.

SHEFFIELD-HENDERSON. - Henderson Motors, -

Ltd, 73, Fitzwilliam St., Sheffield, have for dis-

posal a limited number of genuine T.T. machines as|

used in Tourist Trophy Races.

ALSO 4h.p. Combinations (demonstration models)..

Enquiries for these machines solicited from agents

and riders.

Singer.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-2iih£

Singer, 1910; £20. t59"5

4»18.-Singer 2%h.p„ good condition-Baldwin, 105

3ii Marsala Rd., Lewisham. By appointment. [4886

SINGER Combination, condition as new ;
sacrifice, ..

£45.-Willmott, 242, Markhouse Rd., Waltham-

stow.

CINGER 2=/4h.p.. 2 speeds, countershaft, clutch, en-

& closed valves, cheap; offers.-53, Swaffield Rd.,

Wandsworth. lbs="

SINGER 2-fih.p., 1914, good running order ready

for road, lamps, tools, any trial; £19.-HU1,

Berewyk Hall, Earl's Colne. i*""1

41hp 3-speed Singer Coachbuilt Combination new

4 cylinder, piston, rebushed, fully equipped, ex-

cellent condition: -no reasonable offer refused —2U,

Fitton St., Nuneaton. Lasuc
|

4Xhp Singer Combination, 1914, only had 3 years'

4 actual use, engine perfect, 2-speed gear box,

B.B. carburetter, Bosch, new belt, good tyres, spaies,

tools lamps, whole newly painted Matchless, colour,

good reliable bus, quite smart appearance; owner wishes

dispose, special circumstances; will accept first 38 gns.,

and at this snip price would buy back if not entirely

satisfied of fortnight's trial ; any evening. - Engineer,

349, Goldhawk Rd., Shepherd's Bush. [498U

Spare Parts

:

THE Promptest Firm lor Singer Spares.—Forfield

Motors. Forfield Place. Leamington Spa [3164

GENUINE Singer Parts by Return Service—Alf.

Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner, Coventry.

'Phone 1945. f5551

Sirrah.

SIRRAH 1922 2%h.p., 2-speed, clutch and kick

starter, as new; £48.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,

Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80.
[566']

Sparkbrook.

SPARKBROOK 1918, fast, 2Vjh.p. Sports, single,

countershaft, lamps, horn, tax; £25.-279, Hithet

Green Lane, S.E.13. [4981

434 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Spai kbrook.

CJPAEKBROOK 1918 2?4h.p„ 2-speed, all acces-

t
sor 'e?', P"fect condition; £30.—Taylor, 45, Walm

Lane, Cncklewood, N.W. [4739
CJPAEKBROOK. 1920, Villiers engine, flywheel mag-
J~>

neto 2 speeds, all accessories, little used; £38.^
xxgles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London. [5776

Sun.
J-strc

gores Sq., Gid'ea Park.S 17^".-
?-?-'-

2^-> ?
Phone

:

-Atherton, Bal-
East Ham 721.

STTN-V.T.S.. believed 1918, 2'ih.p., 2-stroke,
tyr°= •--

Ed., Kew
res, guaranteed perfect; £22/10.— 1,

new
Priory
[5670

CjUN-VILLIERS, 2-stroke, single speed, good going

ci %,J- alL^-n: £19/10.—Davies, 75, GoseertonRd- Balham, S.W.12. [5915
TfOR Sun-J.A.P., or Sun-Vitesse, get in touch with

• ,
tbS ™e North London agents. Models in stock,

single Special, 42 gns.; 23ii.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, K.S.,
BU gns. bend for catalogues. Trade supplied.—Jones
Garage, Broadway, JIuswell Hill, N.10. [0790

SUNBEA.ViS.-AH
Eastwooi, Notts.

Sunbeam.
models.—Try Clifford

19 2

B 1

Motories,
[3385

/""•ROSS, Effingham Sq., is agent for Sunbeams in^ Kotnerham. New models from stock. [5780
TTICKHAM Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District•"- -agent for Sunbeams

; unequalled service, repairs,
elc - {3558
£75-3iyi.p. Sunbeam, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., over-«- named, re-enamelled, perfect—King, Egrove, Ox

[5545
WATTCHpPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-3Vih.p.

mV» Sunbeam, 1917, 3 speeds; £65; extended pay-ments taken. [5946
21 Smart Sunbeam, sidecar with apron and wind-

_ _. scre?n . as new; £30, or nearest offer—E. Hind,ine Rise, bunningdale, Berks. [5053
RAND new 1922 3i/

2h.p. Sunbeam, £126, in stock,
exchanges; easy payments.—Walbro Motor Cycle

Go., baffron Walden. Phone : 45. [6086
Cjh.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1919, Swan sporting" sidecar, electric lighting, discs; cost over £230;
bargain, £110.—Bygott, Wem. Shropshire. [5275
Qih.p. Sunbeam Combination, late .1914, unused
$**. during war, perfect condition; first reasonable
offer;- uo dealers.—46, Victory Rd., Wimbledon. [5237

CjUNBEAM 1922 3l/
2h.p. Combination, Bmks. car-k-' buretter, 6-voit accumulator lighting, speedometer,

screen; £140.—Box 2024, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5215

Oih.p. Light Solo Sunbeam; immediate delivery of
*J2 this exclusive model; 130 gns.—Sunbeam
Agents: The Spalding Motor Co., Ltd., Spalding.

[4769
3ih.p. Sunbeam Combination, late 1918, excellent

2 condition, carefully kept, all accessories; £90.
—Wilson, 82, Farquhar Rd., Edgbaston, Birmingham.

[5558
*|Q21

i
8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, Magdyno light-Aw log, Cowey speedometer, spare wheel, wind-

screen, etc., splendid condition; £185.—Walbro, Ely,
Cambs. [5842

SPEED Model Sunbeam, 1922, done 400 miles, holder
of several awards in spee

"

L.J.,m.p.h., as new
'Phone : 1152.

£125.- 11. High St., Purley.
[5017

SPECIAL Sporting Sunbeam 3V;.h.p.. twin M.A.G.
engine, delivered June last; cost £175; evenings;

£98, near offer.—120, Marlborough Flats, Walton St..

Chelsea, S.W.3. [5388

6h.p. Sunbeam, 1914, with Gloria coachbuilt spring
wheel sidecar, several replacements; £95: trial

in East Finchley by appointment.—Box 2020, c/o The
Motor Cycle.. (D) [5109

3in. p. 1915 semi-T T. Sunbe'am, Lucas accessories,

2 mechanical and general condition excellent,

I licenced December, 1922; £65.—R. W. Lovell, 71,

(Thurlow Park Rd., Dulwich. [5341

SUNBEAM Combination, 1919. 4h.p., 3-speed, kick

start, hand clutch, chain-cum-belt drive, Burbury
i coachbuilt sidecar; luggaee grid, all lamps; £85.—
'Maudes'. Walsall Garage. Walsall. [6130

3in. p. T.T. Long Stroke Sunbeam, 1922, only done
2 200 miles, unscratched, licensed, lamps, etc.,

'very fast engine, owner buying car, cost £145; will

| accept £130.-44, Barbourne, Worcester. [4765

3ih.p. Sunbeam Combination, excellent mechanical
2 condition, overhauled makers (receipt), tax

jpaid December, lamps, speedometer, Tan-Sad; death
cause sale.—Vincer, Boreham Wood, Herts. [4818

i*1 Q 19 (late) 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, dynamo
J-t7 lighting, electric horn, all accessories, spare

I wheel unused, tax and insurance paid, perfect condi-

jtion; £160.-31, Thursby Rd., Northampton. [4507

SNIP '—3V2h.p. Sunbeam Combination,
v
brand new

February, 1921, detachable wheels, 'spare wheel

(and tyre, lamp sets and horn, tax paid, apron, wind-

iecreen good tyres, ready to ride away, and in excel-

lent condition; £110.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saf-

fron Walden. 'Phone : 45. [6097

Why Not
Select your

comfortin

motor cycle

at home ?

y

f

Send to us

for our lists.

Wherever you live

we can serve you best.

We can send you catalogues
and full particulars of any of

the well=known makes, or, if

you are desirous of purchasing-
a secondhand motorcycle, you
may rely upon the descriptions

of our machines being
absolutely accurate, and the
machines themselves beyond
reproach.

Our Extended Payment system
will bring the machine you
require within your reach.

We can accept a minimum
deposit of one=fifth of the cash
price and the balance paid,

while you ride, in 12, 15 or 18
equal monthly instalments.

The extra charge for credit is

very small and carries a bonus
for regular payment.

Any make may be purchased
on these terms, and our present
stock of 1922 models available

for immediate delivery in=

elude :

—

A.J.S., Allon, B.S.A.,

Douglas, Enfield,
Hawker, Martinsyde,
Matchless, McKenzie,
New Imperial, New
Comet, Norton, O.K.

Junior, P. & M. Rudge,
Ruby, Stanger,
Triumph, Zenith, etc.,

etc.

Before buying elsewhere let us

know the make of machine you
wish to purchase, the access=

ories you require, the amount
of deposit you wish to pay and
how you require the balance.

We can then send you quota=
tions which we are certain will

appeal to you. A list of

secondhand machines sent

post free on request.

[Ve have the goods at

a price you can pay.

W

289-293 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

1Q19 (September) 3'/2h.p. Sunbeam Combination,
J-«/ Easting, Tan-Sad, luggage carrier, Klaxon,
Lucas head lamp, 2 new Dunlop tyres, mileage 4,500;
£100.—Homedale, Saxton St., Gillingham, Kent. [4132

]Q 21 Sunbeam 3i/oh.p., interchangeable wheels, leaf
-*-*' springing, Bonaiksen, lamps, legshields, Hen-
derson sidecar, knee grips, spares, tax paid; price
£115.-22, Johnson Ter., New Washington, S.O.

[5423
1 Q21 Semi-Sports Sunbeam, good condition, com-
-*-*' plete with Bonniksen speedometer, acetylene
and electric lamps, tax paid, Klaxon horn, etc.; £100,
or nearest offer.—Crabtree. Bridgefoot, Warrington.

[5692
Ch.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1920 model, electric" lighting, spare wheel, hood, screen, speedometer,
Tan-Sad, etc., just overhauled, perlect condition, tai
paid; £160.—Edmunds, Oattands, Church Lane, Alder-
shot. [5474

31h.p. Sunbeam, brand new, 1921, touring model,
2 Lucas head, tail lamps and horn, mirror, licence,

and full insurance paid to December, 1922, detachable
wheels; £115, complete.—G. Schebesta, 4, Hatterslay
St., Burnley. [4954

"I Q19 Sh.p. Sunbeam Combination, lamps, speedo-
-*-*-' meter, spare wheel complete, shields, screen,
etc.; trial willingly; £98, or near offer.—86, Church
Rd., Upper Norwood, S.E.19. 'Phone: Sydenham
2363. [4995

SUNBEAM, 3VL>h.p., T.T. Sports, purchased June,
1922, Cowey speedometer, fully insured, tax paid,

run 200 miles, exceptionally fast; cost £150, will sell

£130 or near offer.— 173, Longfellow Road, Worcester
Park, Surrey. [5990

1 Q22 Isle-of-Man Sunbeam, same as won the race,
--»/ lapped, in race in 40.34, special petrol and
oil tanks, automatic aud foot pump oiling, tax paid,
many other gadgets, condition as new; £150.—Crab-
tree, Bridgefoot, Warrington. [5691

1 Q17 Sunbeam Combination, 8h.p., 3 speeds, C.
A*/ and K.S., Lucas dynamo lighting, Lucas elec-

tric horn, Cowey, Binks, leg shields, tyres excellent;
£110; exchanges.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd.,
N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [5857

"I Q21 3Vu.h.p. (499c. c.) Sunbeam, new April, makers'
J-t7 sidecar, screen, apron, tank, front chain case,

just works-enamelled, nearly new 3in. Dunlop Magnum
cord tyres on detachable, interchangeable wheels, leal-

spring fork, speedometer, Cowey horn, all lamps,
luxurious outfit, perfect order; driven only by original
owner, who loves her; medical reasons for disposal;
rare opportunity for wise buyer; £135.—Write, C. F.
Plowman, A.C.U. Consul, 6, Clarence Crescent,
Windsor. T3755

Swift.

have 3y2h.p. Swift Combination, 3-speed,
licensed, lamps, Easting, etc.;

bargain.—5, Heath St, Hampstead (Near
[5149

T.DX.
T.D.C. 2-stroke, good condition, good tyres, tax paid;

£22, or offer.~Soames, 34, Cyprus St., London,
E.2. [5482

T.D.C. De Luxe 2V=h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, licensed;
best offer; ride away.—H.W.S., 59, Victuria St.,

F.O.C.H.
excellent condition,

£27/10
Tube).

Belvedere, Kent.
Torpedo

[5384

TORPEDO 2h.p., 2-stroke, excellent condition and
appearance; £19.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,

Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80
[5625

Triumph.
Xi FFRAMOTA.—Irish M.T. surplus.

rpRIUMPHS, countershaft; £48 each.

£60.—Triumph 4h.p. countershaft motor cycle*,
completely renovated as new, stove enamelled and

finished in makers' colours, Bosch magneto, new
tyres and tubes, guaranteed 3 months.—Effra Motor
"Works, Ltd., 59-63. High St., Clapham. S.W 4.

'Phone: Brixton 1115. [6120

pREMlER Motor Cc. lor 1922 Triumphs.

IMMEDIATE delivery or type II. 4h.p., 3-speed,
£105; type S.D., chain drive, £115; type R.,

3^h.p„ overhead valve. £120; type L.W., lightweight.
£65; sidecars from £20 to £50; easy payments, 4 per
cent, extra; free delivery to any address.—The Premier
Motor Co.. Aston Rd . Birmingham. [086"'

1Q17 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, K.S-, good condition;
A«7 52 gns.—Below.

*| Q 13 3V'h.p. Triumph, electric lightins. equipped

;

J-*? 23 gns.-Edwards, 101, Gt. Portland St.. W I.

TRIUMPH for Sale; £35.-
brook, nr. Mansfield.

[5909
Brunner Av., Shire-

[4850

1 Q21 Baby Triumph, fully equipped, tax paid, abso-
*J-*7 lutely as new; £48.—Below

1 Q18 4h p. Triumph, little used, accessories, tax
-L«? paid; £62— Daw, Triumph Agent, 114. Brixton

Hill. [6032

TRIUMPHS.
Motories,

solo or combinations.
Eastwood. Notts.

-Try Clifford
- 13383

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of eacn advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (Pi.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Triumph.

TRIUMPH and Sidecar, clutch model, perfect order;

£35 —109, Beam St., Nantwich. [5801

TRIUMPH,
also S.D.

Ricardo, new
and H.—Mos

1922 model
Wem.

in

[5801

stock

.

[5808

; countershaft ; £60, or offer.—

230, Undei'hill Rd., Dulwich, S.E. [4911

TO 18 Countershaft Triumph, perfect; £48.-; 24,

JLt/ Balliol Rd., North Kensingtons [5462

rpRIUMPH 19J7,
4h.p.,

F.O.C.H. lor Triumphs; latest models in stock.—5,
Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Tube). [3801

n stock; £120.—Premier
, Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0868

QPORTING Triumph _ 3}&h.p.± perfect condition

TRIUMPII-RICARDO
Motor Co., Aston R

[5671

;ion, per-

[6008

new, £105; also S.D.
-Below.

bargain^ £20.-1, Priory' Rd.', Kew.

GENUINE 1918 Triumph, very fine condit:

feet; £55.-9, Church Rd., Harlesden.

£15_3i/,h.p. Triumph, Bosch, new B. and B., good

running order.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [5546

1 013 3-speed Triumph, complete lamps, horn; £28.

J_ U -Cross, Effingham Sq., Rotherham. . [5783

LATE 1917 Triumph Combination, perfect through-

out; £58.-64, Church St., Edgware Rd. [5700

TRIUMPH-RICARDO in stock.—Parks, 10, Sangley

Rd., Catford. "Phone;. Lee Green 2011. [5177

TRIUMPH, clutch model, 1911, guaranteed, tax

paid; cheap—59. High St., Hampton Hrll. [5096

MODEL H 1922 Triumph, new, £105;
Model, £115; cash or extended payment

WE have several 1918-1919 C.S. Triumphs, fitted

new tyres, tubes, etc., and many fitted with

1922 SA gear boxes, splendid value, enamelled and

plated, £65—The Hackford Engineering Co., 33,

Hackiord Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. 'Phone ; Brixton 3062
[00/ 1

TRIUMPHS—Prompt delivery and service^Barluv.

and Son, Monton, Eccles. Tel. : 160 Eccles
[3692

1Q17 Countershaft Triumph, fully equipped; £45.—
J.J; 11 Blechvnden Mews, Lancaster Rd., W.ll.

[6044

TRIUMPH 3i,!,h.p., 3-speed, clutch, just overhauled,

splendid goer; £30.—Davis, 22, Tooting Bee Rd
[5028

TRIUMPH Countershaft, 1919, new gear box; £58 —
Miles, 11, Chichester Rd., West Kilburn, N -W.6.

agent for the trusty

All models from stock.
[5782

-| Q 18 Triumph Combination, excellent condition

;

It/ cash, £65.—Tann, 120, Chippenham Rd., W.9.

1 Q 20 Countershaft Triumph for late Harley or

At/ Henderson.—Fish Market, Shipston-on-Stour.
[5522

3 Ah.p. Triumph, splendid order throughout; bargain.

2 £22 -Speechley, 86, Churchfield Rd.. Acton

W.3. -
[5732

BABY Triumph, 1921, 2-speed, hardly soiled, lamps

and horn; £55/10.—Stanley and Sons, Marden,

Kent. [4910

in 18 Triumph Combination, just overhauled, per-

il* feet condition; £72/10.—Kays, 8, Bond St.,

Ealing. [55°4

£22/10—Triumph 3%b.p., sporting model, fully

equipped, fast, splendid condition.—63, Solon Rd .

Brixton. .
t5356

TRIUMPH 1920 Gloria Combination, electric light-

ing, absolutely perfect; £95—Davis, 22, Tooting

Bee Rd. t5026

TRIUMPH 3y2h.p., Philipson pulley, perfect order,

fast; £22.—Margrave, Dean Head, Audenshaw,
Manchester. [5454

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, S.A., electric

lamns perfect order; £65.-120. Sutherland Rd.,

W. Croydon. [5714

1A12 3'ih.p. Triumph, fitted drop frame, counter-

J-U shaft, tank, etc.; £22.-Box 2037, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [5711

TRIUMPH Countershaft Models, £45 each. Come
earlv and take your choice.—Broadway Motor
Tooting. [5406

58.—Triumph combination, 1920, fully taxed, all

on- a bargain.—11, Warwick St., Oxford.

'Phone : 833. [4898

TRIUMPH, 1913. clutch, lamp, horn, good tyres,

splendid order, tax paid; 27 gns.—15, King's

CROSS, Effingham Sq., is

Triumph in Rotherham.

Co.

Ed.. Hitchin. " [5251

£48/10.—Late Countershaft Triumph, perfect con-

dition, fast, reliable, renovated; snip.— 7, Cowdrey
Rd., "Wimbledon. [5737

TRIUMPH S^.h.p. Combination, C.B. sidecar, vari-

able gear, splendid machine; £32/10.—Davis. 22,

Tooting Bee Rd. [5027

1 Q18 Countershaft Triumph, in splendid condition

X*7 all round; £46.-164 r

don Park, S.W.18
Revelstoke Rd., Wimble

[5361

JUNIOR Triumph, 1921, perfect order, small mile-

ace, lamps, tax paid; £52/ 10.—Minihane, King's
r.___J„ Tcliutnrtll [3829Parade, Isleworth.

A36

TURNERS
SPECIAL PURCHASE OF

C0WEY SPEEDOMETERS
(Not Trip)

£3 3s. Od. each.
Send make of machine and size of tyre

We are stockists for the following

Manufacturers' goods i

AMAC
BINKS
BROWN & BARLOW
SENSPRAY

Carburet-

ters and

Parts

B0WDEN WIRE Ltd.
j f*^*

&

BRAMPTON 1 Fork

DRUID J
Parts

BRITISH HUB CO. Hub Parts

B.S.A.
Engines

and

Machine

Parts

DOUGLAS
J.A.P.
LEVIS
TRIUMPH
VILLIERS

BEST& LLOYDJ 1^^8

LUCAS )

r

MILLERS rffL
POWELL & HANMERSj * rarts

RENOLDS - Chains & Parts

STURMEY ARCHER Gear Parts

TAN-SAD - Seats & Parts

NOTE :—
London Agents for

LEVIS SPARES
SIDECAR LUGS and FITTINGS

in endless variety

CAMEO ) Windscreens and

EASTING j Fittings

We also have large slock of Accessories

and one of the most varied assortments

in London. We shall be pleased to

quote you for your requirements.

l80,l8l,l82,RailwayApproaGfi

SHEPHERD'S BUSH,
w.12.

Est
1901.

'Phone :

Western
6177

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

MOFFAT, Yeovil, Official Triumph Service Agents.—.5

1922 models from stock; exchanges; all spars
'

parts. 'Phone: 50. [5725

£48/10.—Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, as new, lamps,^
horn, ride 50 miles to purchaser.—211, Garratt

Lane, Wandsworth. [5832 -

|Q19 Triumph Countershafts, guaranteed branda
J t7 new; £72/10.-204, Ladbroke Grove, W.10.

Thome: Park 5541. J5381

draft, 1919, last used October,-'— 2032, :

[5708 :

Combination, fully:

three, £50.-155,-
[5383

4h.p. Triumph, counte
1920, splendid c

c/o The Motor Cycle

"1Q18 Triumph Countershaft
J-t/ equipped, tax, £68; 191

Ladbroke Grove, W.10.

1 Q 12 Clutch Model Triumph, just overhauled and

LU all accessories; £25.-26, Tulse Hrll, Brixton

'Phone: "Brixton 1292. [6065,

„. Triumph, Grado gear, handle start, splendid

condition, any trial; £24.-Jarv.s, 202, Uxbr.dse

Rd., Hanwell, W 7. (D) f486°

-1«"»14 Triumph Combination, overhauled and reno-

ly vated, tax paid; £45.—Delia, 104, St. Johns,

glh.p.

Hill, Clapham Junction. [5201

1

rpRIUMPH 1921 Model H ;
Combination,'_jj$m

1 equipped and spares; any trial; £100, or near

71, North Rd., Brentford. Wtym

1 Q20 Triumph Combination, Gloria sidecar fully

;

i-U equipiwd, condition as new; price £110.-A.

.

Foreman, Chelsfleld, Kent.

4h.p. Countershaft Triumph and sidecar, all araSi
|

sories; £45,-50, Church Rd., North Wimbledon,-

S.W.19. Tel. : Wim. 2270. [5487 I

TO 22 4h.p. Triumph Combination, H model, new '

LU February, fully equipped; what offers .'—Billett,

,

22, Sutton Rd„ Southend. 14B3B
,

TRIUMPH-GLORIA 1921 Combination, all-chain, in.^

perfect order; £110; will separate.—Harvey, 47, •

South Lambeth Rd., S.W.8. t0885
!

£65 —Triumph countershaft combination, lamps,

horn, licence, ride 50 miles to purchaser.—211, <

Garratt Lane, Wandsworth.

TN Stock.—Triumph-Ricardo

[5834

-, highest exchange allow-

- ance or deferred payment.—Edwards, 50, Harring-

ton Rd., South Kensington.

TRIUMPH Combination 1921, electrically equipped,

tax paid, as new; £82/10.-J. Hillier, 216, Porto- ;

bello Rd., North Kensington. [3977 I

£22 —3V'h p Triumph, clutch model, Bosch, new pis'-

J

ton, cylinder, and Senspray ; any trial.—47. Ban-

don Rd., Victoria Park, B.2. [49S9,

1

COUNTERSHAFT Triumphs from £45; renovated'*

and guaranteed, £55.-Rhind and Co., Sfafl
Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [5139

1 f»20 4h p. Triumph and Sidecar, Easting, fully

1JJ equipped, tax paid; £75; exchanges.-Brock-
__

bank, 58, Lord St., Southport.

1 r»19 2'Ah.p. Baby Triumph, all lamps and tax paid,
1"

in nice order; £40.-Walbro Motor Cycle 0o./\

Saffron Walden. 'Phone : 45.

TRIUMPH 3V2h.p., equipped,

bars, lamp, horn, taxed;

St. Paul's Terrace, Colwyn Bay.

4h p 1914 Triumph and Sidecar, 3 speeds,

and 1914 solo Triumph, 3 speeds, £45,

[6092

new Philipson, D.R.
£27/10.—" Cartref,"

[5451

£50;
-Waur

chope's7 9, Shoe Lane, London. [5970

TRIUMPH Combination. 4h.p., engine 51561, C.S.

3 speeds, C.B. sidecar, Easting, all on, ready

for tour.-22, Estelle Rd., N.W.3. [5435

irkl9 Triumph Combination, tax paid, bargain,

It/ £77- also one at £60, and several solo models

in stock.-Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [5665

£32—1914 4h.p. Triumph, 3 speeds, clutch,

starter, lamps, licensed, horn,

feet.

staimi, i*>"y., ...-..•- , —
-89, East Hill, Wandsworth.

1Q18 Triumph and Coachbuilt
-Lt/ condition, lamps, accessories,

condition per- ,',

[5346
'

Sidecar, splendid'

., nearly new Dun-

lops: £63.-52, Bancroft. Hitchin. [4760
j

£120—Brand new Triumph-Ricardo 3%h:p., over-.,

head valve model in stock.—Triumph Agents : The

Spalding Motor Co., Ltd., Spalding.

TRIUMPH Combination, C.B., countershaft,

all on, spares; £65, or exchange higher

Grou, 73, Duncombe Rd., Holloway.

"1Q21 2'.4h.p. Triumph,
_L t/ horn, tools, etc. :

as newf

power.

—

[5981

splendid condition, lamps*
.. bargain, £40.—R. E. Hall,

27, Lee Crescent, ' Portobello, N.B. [5090

TRIUMPH Gloria 4h.p., all-chain Combination;

£95 —Newham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [5612;

TRIUMPH-RICARDO, delivery ex stock; cash, exi

change, or easy payment; demonstration if neces-

sary.—Meeten, Triumph Agent, Dorking. [5345

1018 Triumph Coachbuilt Combination, excellent.

it/ condition, equipped; £65; will separate—U,
Marie House, Brcckley View, Forest Hill. [5391

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each aavertisement, and the date ot the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH Combination, new sidecar, 3-speed,
-j clutch, kick starter; bargain, £67/10.—Rhind and
3, Stone Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [5138

)18 4h.p. Triumph, Montgomery combination, tiri-

top condition, tax paid year, any trial, anv
Be.—13, Terrace Road, South Hackney. [6028

(ROYDON Agents Triumphs, all new models and
* large range of second-hand in stock.—Moore's
l-sto Motor Works, North End, Croydon. [0864

"jil8 Triumph Combination, fully equipped, licensed,

P lovely condition; £65; guaranteed.—37, Canter-
tjy Rd„ Balls Pond Rd. r Dalston, N.l. [6054

;25.

—

3y2h.jt. Triumph, fully equipped, speedometer,
I 1920 tank, carburetter, etc., appearance, condition
k silent.—Bacon, Offington Lane, Worthing., [5351

l.O.C.H. have 1913 Triumph Combination, 3-speed,
»j excellent condition, equipped, licensed; £35. bar-
iji.— 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube). [5148
"[119 l^umph-Gloria Combination, Easting screen,

j& luggage grid, tax paid; £7.8.—Hillier, Side
Ijl, 9, Wallingford Av., North Kensington. [5656

)18 Triumph Combination, coachbuilt sidecar, com-
plete with all accessories, excellent condition;

a 5.—Morris's Garage, Rosenau Rd., Battersea, S.W.
[5677

'JATE 1919 Triumph Combination,' fully equipped,
rj .splendid condition; Rennoc sidecar, hood and
hen, tax paid; £85.-33, High St.. Hampstead.

[5432
fl IEFF1ELD Agent for Triumphs; all models m
Ij stock for immediate delivery.—J. A. Stacey.
: umph Service Depot. 12, Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield

[0812
TRIUMPH Combination, all-chain drive, 1921, Mag-
1 dyno lighting set, Cowey speedometer, all spares,
deage 500; £145.—Stour Cycle Depot, Stourbridge.

[5271
)20 Triumph Combination, equipped every possible

accessory, fully licensed, condition equal new;
t2.~37, Canterbury Rd., Balls Pond Rd., Dalston.
I - [6053

if* GNS. (^Renovated T.T. Triumph, Philipson
'yJ pulley, Ace discs, lamps, horn, tax,; a beauty.
d ranteed.—Clifton Garage, Abingdon St., Black-
1

] - [4984

flRIUMPH, 3-speed, Tan-Sad, lamps, horn, tax
paid, £25; another clutch model, £20.—Noving-

q. Terrace Garage, Turnham Green Terrace, Chis-
< k - [5802

1[i20, Renovated by Triumph, not run 5,000 miles,
\J perfect condition, Cowey, College shields and
ares; £65, or offer.—R. P. W., "Barra," Chisle-
pt. ICS162

i^20 Triumph-Gloria Combination, electric lighting,

P disc wheels, magnificent outfit, condition as
\t, £90.-37, Canterbury Rd., Balls Pond Rd.. Dal-
fi- N.l. [6052

)20 Baby Triumph, fully equipped, licensed for
year, absolutely as new; 40 gns. ; exchanges or

erred.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Ken-
fl?ton. £5869

)20 Triumph and Bulbous Sidecar, Lucas lamps,
horn, in perfect order; £95; exchanges.—

1 mac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone:
i;.ston 2408. [5858
'121 Triumph Coupette Combination 4h.p., coun-

I
" tershaft, brand mew sidecar, the sidecar with

Ci/ppearing hood; come and see one; £110; deferred
t ns.—Below.'

":120 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, literally new,
' fully equipped ; £70 ; deferred terms.—Below.

)13 Triumph, fully equipped, 3 speeds, etc.;

£28/10.—Goad, Norman Lodge, 122, Maida
lj e, W.9. 'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [5937

TRIUMPH 3VU1.P., sports model, with Philipson
.'•j pullev, first-class condition throughout; £55.—
Iivnham' Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
•; one : Hammersmith 80, [5626

"121 4h.p. chain-drive -Triumph, with Henderson
dJ lightweight sidecar, splendid condition, all ac-

ihories, extra wide mudguard, copper exhaust, etc.;

fci.—Tippen, Maiden, Kent. [5304

f RIUMPHS.—Only a limited number, few parts

missing. Call early and have your pick; £35 —
p» Hackford Eng. Co., 33, Hackford Rd., Brixton,

^/.9. 'Phone: Brix. 3062. [5901

ijRIUMPH Combination, unscratched, aluminium
Swan sporting sidecar, licensed, accessories, very

art, engine guaranteed; £82, bargain.—Dixon, 60,

Jinn Rise, Ealing. Tel.: 560. [6004

* RIUMPH-RICARDO Model, nearly new, dynamo
I lighting, speedometer, magnificent machine, to

Isold for a client at great loss, enormous bargain;
4'20.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. Tel. :

f >. [5862

fcRIUMPH 3M»h.p. Very Late" 1920 Combination,
1 lighting set, perfect in every way, only used few
1 es, tax paid for 1922, complete with all tools;

cier going abroad, will accept £78 cash.—Seen at

funer'5 Garage. 70. Camden Mews, Cantilowes Rd.,

Inden Rd., London, N.W.I. [6363

WATCH THIS COLUMN
EVERY WEEK FOR

BANCROFTIAN CO.'S
BARGAINS.

Advertisers in "The Motor Cycle" irom Its

first publication.
TYRES.—Manufacturers' clearance stock, not

W.D. Although clearance, they are new and perfect.

Wood Milne extra heavy. 4-plv, 26: zj, combination.
35'-. Hutchinson, 26 2|, heavy T.T., 276: Pas-

senger, 26 X 2} for 2}, 39/6
;
700 ;

80 to fit 650 ':: 65
small car, heavy, 49/6 ; extra strong Passenger,

28x3,53/6; 24 2 T.T. heavy. 25/-
;
extra heavy,

3-ribbed, 700 " 65, 35/- ; 650 65 steel studded car

tvpe, 52/-
; Firestone, 20 -; 2, Auto wheel, 21/-

;

original, 45/- ; tube, 6/6. Palmer, 26 2, light, 22 6 ;

650;; 65 cord, 42/-: 26 ; 2^ coarl, 42/-. Oylers,

650x65, ribbed square tread, heavy, in original

packing, 27/6 ; original, 45/-. Clincher de Luxe, very
heavy, 26 x 2^, 37/6 ; 26 X 2 Junior de Luxe, 22 6 :

26X 1$, 17/6. Hutchinson wired edge cover, 26:-yzh

and 26 ; 2£, 30/- each. Postage 1/6.

TUBES.—24 2j, 4 6; 24 X ay 4/6; 26 12^5/6;
26x2*, 5/9; 26X2$,5/6; 28x3, extra heavy, 7.6;

700 X 8o, 7/6. Postage od.

BELTS.—Clincher clearance line, new, not W.D*
£";<7'6", 9/6; i*> 7' 6", 11 '3. Bates' short lengths,

f"X5', 4/6; 5' 6"; 5/-; |*X 4 ' 6", 5'-; 5', 5.'6
;

5' 6", 6/- ;

1" ': 2' 6", 3/- ;
3', 3 9. Leather belts,

%" at 2/6 per ft. Belt fasteners, 9d. and 1/-.

Postage if-.

GREAT PURCHASE of Genuine " BOBJON " LAMPS
Nickel-plated on brass or black and plated. Large
size, 5f* front with powerful back lens, large

generator sufficient for two lamps, suitable for a
heavyweight machine. 25/- complete, as illustrated,

Price

original price, 56/-. Smaller set, 4V' front, suitable

for lightweights, 16/6. The greatest bargain ever
offered. When cleared can never be repeated at near
the pxiee. Postage and packing, 1/6 extra. Special

quotation for quantities.

SPECIAL PURCHASE of SMITH'S JACKS.
No. 7. y\" extend n£" • 7/6

„ 8. %\" „ 13I" 8/6

„ 9- W „ -i5i"---. 9/6
Above half usual prices.

SPEEDOMETERS.—Slightly shop soiled. Cowey
with trip, £4 15s. ; Stewart with trip (£6 6s. model),

£4 103.; Smith's with trip, £4 10s. Also Bonniksen
in stock. All speedometer replacements in stock.

Postage 1/6.

TAN-SAD, with back seat, 28/6 ; original, 57.'-
;

only limited quantity. Carriage 3/6 extra.

GAUNTLETS.—Extraordinary bargains. Tan
leathergauntletsun!ined,7/11 ; lined, 10/6 ;

newand
fresh. The greatest bargain ever offered. Chrom?
leather gauntlets with finger and thumb, wrist strap,

3/6 ; Gloves, leather, wool lined, 4'6. Above lines

worth more than double. Limited quantities only.

Order at once. Postage 6d.

WATERPROOF SUITS.—Less than pre-war prices.

Great purchase of manufacturers' stock, consisting of

double-breasted coat with belt, storm cuffs, and
collars, and seatless trousers with gussets, patent

fasteners, and leather bound seats. Finest quality,

extra heavy, double texture waterproof material,

dark fawn, new and fresh, only been made recently,

not half-perished W.D. Our price to clear, £2 2s.

Postage 1/6 extra. Could not be bought elsewhere

under £\ 10s. The greatest bargain ever offered.

Order 'immediately to save disappointment. All

stock sizes.

HORNS.— Reliable Electric. Motor Cycle, up to

4-volt only, complete with wire and switch ; usual

price, 29/6, our price, 15/6. Postage 1/3 extra.

Smith's Electric Horns, black and nickel, in 6, 8, or 12

volts, large size, suitable for heavy combinations
;

original price, £2 15s. ; our price, 30,'-. Postage 1/6.

The greatest bargain ever offered. All new and
perfect.

We can supply anything for the motor cyclist at

competitive prices.

BANCROFTIAN CO.,
78 BISHOPSGATF, LONDON. E.C.2.

'Grams: "Chaikel,London." 'Phone: LondonWallop?-

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when des

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
1 1 lump ti

rpRIUMPH.—Immediate delivery of all
1 1922 models.

-1* Sidecars, to suit from £20. ".\
r

rite for catalogue
and full particulars of easy payments.—P. J. Evans,
John Bright St., Birmingham. [513J.

TRIUMPH 4h.p., late 1921, only done 1,500, lamps,
speedometer, footboards, ; snip, £90 ; before 6

o'cloc k, 62, Virginia Rd., Shoreditch; alter, 45,
Warneford St., Hackney, E.9. [5157

TRIUMPH Combination, Model H, mileage 1,100,
lamps, Bonniksen, horn, new June, 1921, un-

used September to April; £110.—Rathbone, 211, Bar-
ton Rd., Stretford, Manchester. [3112

"1Q20 Sports Triumph, condition equal to new,
J-t7 licence, lamps,- horn, knee grips, tools; for sale
or exchange lightweight, clutch and gears, not earlier
than 1921.—Hillary, Mortimer, Berks. [5678

3ih.p. Triumph, 1913, free engine model, good con-
2 dition and running order, tax paid 1922, ride

away; best offer; seen any time.—W. H. Sedgwick,
Station View, Armitage, nr. Rugeley. [4946

"IQ20 W.D.B. Triumph, Swan sporting combination,
-L*/ 3 speeds, kick starter, disc wheels, speedometer,
luggage grid, fully equipped, tax paid, perfect out-
fit; £85.-66, Marsham St., Westminster. [5061

1 Q 19 Triumph-Gloria Combination, Cameo screen,
-i-«-' hood, luggage grid, electric lighting, tools, etc.,
tax and insurance paid, excellent condition; £90.—
Cooper, 15, Gloucester Rd., Kingston Hill. [5020

TRIUMPHS. Triumphs—Countershaft, 1918, fully
equipped, perfect condition, carry guarantee, from

£45; 1917 from £40; we have 30 to pick from.—204,
Ladbroke Grove, W.10. 'Phone: Park 5541. [5382

TRIUMPH 4h.p., late 1917, 3-speed Sturmey, clutch,
kick start, new lamps, toolbags, etc., very fast;

nearest £55.—Station Hotel, Braraley Rd., Latimer Rd.,
Station, Metropolitan. 'Phone : Park 3875. [5519

WE have several 1918 Triumphs at £60, in good
condition, not renovated; 1918 combination, £73.

—Light Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd.,
26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. 'Phone: Brixton 1292. [6066
"1 Q21 Triumph, all-chain model, exceptional engine,
Xt/ no m.p.g., perfect throughout, low mileage,
speedometer, horn, lamps, 95 gns.; C.B. sidecar,
10 gns.; Maidenhead.—Box 2028, c/o The Motor Cycle

[5696
RICARDO-TRIUMPH, 1922, special machine, foot

oiler, 2 tanks, 3 carburetters, 5 sprockets, 2
cylinders, 1 3 pistons, etc., ideal competition rider's
machine, winner many firsts, cost £156; accept 112
gns,—Below.

TRIUMPH, 1921, all chain, as new, 83 gns.;
Triumph 1921 2-stroke, 42 gns.; Triumph 4h.p..

3-speed, 32 gns., all equipped, licensed, and guaran-
teed; photographs on request:—Peter Gordon, Ltd.,
110, Unper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. Tel.: Put-
ney 2865. (Open Sundays.) [5878
"I Q19 Triumph Countershaft Com-bi nation, fittedXv with late type bulbous back sidecar, glass wind-
screen, trip speedometer, new Dunlop Magnum tyres,

guaranteed perfect; £75.-239, Goldhawk Rd., Shep-
herd's Bush. T5005

SPORTING Triumph, Model H, countershaft, 39990.
Lucas lamps and horn, Cowey speedometer, alu

:

minium number plates, the whole in exceptional con-
dition and guaranteed perfect; £60.— 2, Montrose Av.,
West Kilburn. [5494-

TRIUMPH Agents.—All Models from stock; cata-
logues and full particulars by return post free;

exchanges and special payment terms arranged; cor-
respondence invited.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green
St., Cambridge. [6115

BRAND new 1922 4h.p. Triumph, model S.D.,'aIl
chain, in stock ; exchanges, easy payments ; also

used 1921 4h.p. model S.D., all chain, in sound
order, £85.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Wal-
den. 'Phone : 45. [6085

"I Q19 4h.p. Triumph, overhauled twice by makers
J-«J (receipts shewn), spare engine chain and sproc-

ket, valve,, belt, plugs, etc., pillion seat and foot-

rests, excellent order ; £65.-115, Blenheim Gardens,
Wallington, Surrey. [4891

TRIUMPHS.—Cambridgeshire Service Agents. Com-
plete stock of spares. All model machines, in-

cluding 3^h.p. Ricardo, from stock. Supplied upon
deferred payment. Exchanges.—King and Harper,
Bridge St., Cambridge. [5815

"| Q21 Triumph-Gloria all-chain Combination, Lucas
-i-tl lamps with extra electric rear and side, Coifey

horn, Easting, spares include new chain, cover, etc.,

good as new, expert examination welcomed; £115.—
Barker, Norwood Court, Southall. [4862

4h.p. Triumph Combination, 1921, Gloria sidecar,

Easting screen, Tan^Sad pillion seat, speedometer,

electric lamps and set of accumulators! horn, etc., tax

paid 1922; £120; easy payments if desired.—Harrods
Motor Sales Rooms, 118, Brompton Rd., London.

[5927

SOUTHPORT.—1921 Triumph, M-illford S.D. Com-
bination, all chain, electric lighting,

. splendid

condition, £108; also 1920 renovated countershaft

Triumph combination, 1921 R34 sidecar, windscreen,

all on, 72 gns.; exchanges.—Kents, 417, Lord St.,

Southport. T5278

dvertisement, and the dnte of the issue A37

ircd, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumpn.

TRIUMPH Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model

Irom stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best
prices allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred
pavments, see column advertisement.—Bambers, 2,

Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. ["4928

TRIUMPHS.—New 1922 4h.p. Combination, all-chain

drive, £155; chain-cum-belt Combination, £145;
4h.p. S.D. all-chain, £115; Model H chain-cum-belt,

£105 ; Junior 2*4h.p., £65 ; also several second-hand
Triumphs from £40; and one 3Mjh.p. 1922, o.h.v.,

done 500 miles, £115. Second-hand machines taken

in exchange, remainder on easy terms. Value allowed

on old machine accepted as first payment down.—
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone: Holborn
5777. £5947

Spare Parts

:

TRIUMPH Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

Bond St.. Ealing. [7545

COMPLETE stock Triumph and Sturmey-Archer
spares, no waiting.—Ward's, 51, Upper Rich-

mond Rd., Putney. 'Phone: Putney 2754. [1247

TRIUMPH Agents 6lnce 1906.—All Triumph Spares
at new reduced prices from stock ;

principal Bir-

mingham agents and service depot.—Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. 10798

'"pRIUMPH Spare Parts for all modela; also
-*- Sturmey-Archer gear parU from stock, post free;

gear overhauls by specialist.—Jones Garage,. Triumph
Agents, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. [0809

SEND to the Rhosha Motor Garage, South St.,

Romford, for Triumph and Sturmey-Archer
spares. No disappointing delays; every part in
stock. Repairs by skilled mechanics. We are
official service agents. Telephone : Romford 584.

[7766
rpRIUMPH Parts, 1904-21. every part in stock, new
J- or Eecond-hand. Why not second-hand in place
of new till prices drop? Half the price, satisfaction
guaranteed. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph
repairs and renovations a speciality, under personal
supervision of our proprietor, late with Triumph and
Premier cycle companies. Cylinder regrinding on
latest machinery.— Forfleld Motors, Porneld Place,
Leamington Spa. [7361

Velocette.
"PREMIER Motor Co., for 1922 Velocettes.

IMMEDIATE delivery of Model E.2 2-speed, £65;
E.3 3-speed, £72/10; E.L.2 lady's open frame,

£68; all with clutch and kick starter; easy payments,
4% extra; carriage paid to any address.—Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [4609

4>ih.p. Velocette, 2-speed, good condition; £17/17
/W2 secures.—R. Belcher, 7, Station Rd., Southwold.

[4962
"yELOCETTE 1922, perfect, as new, licensed, horn,

speedometer, tools; £55.-439, Foleshill Rd.
Coventry. [4852

VELOCETTE, 1921, shop-soiled, 2Vih.p., 2-speed, all
chain, complete with tools; £56.—Maudes' Wal-

sall Garage, Walsall. [6125

1 Q 21 ( October) Sports Velocette, 3-speed, special
J-*/ engine, several firsts, 64 m.p.h., P. and H.
lamps, also electric lighting, horn, tools, mileage neg-
ligible, unscratched, perfect condition throughout,
guaranteed; £55.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone:
ITampstead 1353. [5773

Verus.
"IQ20 Verus-Rlackburne 2^h.p., 3-speed, clutch,
--•' kick starter, taxed; 49 gns. or exchange.—284,
South Lambeth Rd., Stockwell. [6002

Victoria.
1 O 20 4h.p. VictoTia-Jap Combination, 3-speed,
-"-•J clutch, K.S., equipped and licensed, as new;
55 gns.—Edwards, 101, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [4455

Victory.
"IQ21 Victory 23-4h.p„ 2-speed, K.S,, hand clutch,
-i-*J 2-stroke, everything on, in Al condition; £45,
•flers, exchanges.—118, Cricklade Rd., Swindon. [5236

Wanderer.
£25.—Wanderer 3%h.p. 3 speeds, Burman counter-

shaft, kick start; snip.—211, Garratt Lane,
Wandsworth. [5833

Wilkin.

1Q20 4h.p. Wilkin-Blackburne, 3-speed, clutch, K.S.,
-*.«/ Millford touring sc., full equipment, excellent
condition; any trial; cost £160; sell £85, a gift —
Newitt, 52, Sonth St., Romford, Essex. [5034

"I 021 Wilkin 4h.p., Blackburne, 3-speed, Luca"5 tfy-At/ namo lighting, electric horn, automatic oiler,
really perfect, licensed for year; 73 gns. ; exchanges
or deferred.—Edwards. 50. Harrington Rd., South
Kensington. [4550

Williamson.
8h.p. Williamson Combination, perfect condition -

£70; or exchange.—5, Tidy St., Brighton. [4231

"I Q 15 8h.p. Williamson Combination, hood, screen,
J~*y speedometer, tax paid, perfect; cash or instal-

ments, £65.-20, The Archway, W*almer Rd., N. Ken-
sington. [5115

IVY MOTORS
give another proof of

their reliability.

In the London Edinburgh
Trials TWO Standard Ivy

Three's were entered and
secured TWO Gold Medals.

We make various models, but

only in one quality. Send for

Art Catalogue and select your

machine now. We carry heavy

stocks and give prompt delivery.

Model G. Ivy Three, All -chain Drive,
Cush Hub, - 3-speed Gear, Clutch and
Kick-start .. .. £77

Model D. The Ladies' Favourite, with

2-speed Gear, Clutch & Kick-start .. £62

Model K. Combination, All-chain Drive,

Cush Hub, 3-speed Gear, Clutch and
Kick-start .. .. £103

S. A. NEWMAN, Ltd.,

IVY MOTOR,
LICHFIELD ROAD,
BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Williamson.

WILLIAMSON Combination, with 8h.p. Dong
engine, magnificent machine, fully equipp

very comfortable, any trial.—20. Maxwell fi

Bournemouth. [08

"I Q20 Williamson Jap 8h.p. Combination, Stnnij
J-*-' Archer gear bos, all-chain drive; exreptio|
bargain, £55.—Norrington, Terrace Garage, Turnhi
Green Terrace, Chiswiek. [51

Wolf.
3h..p. Wolf, 1915, overhauled; must clear, £17.—Pa

hurst, behind 68, Standishgate, Wigan. [5i'

£35.—Wo If-Jap 4h.p., Bosch, Senspray, excellent o
dition, sporty.—Stott, 28, Grove Terrace, Hoii

Rd., Bradford. [5S

3 Ah.p. 2-speed Wolf, 2-stroke, 1916, overhaul]
4 licensed, equipped legshields, smart appe

I

ance; £24.—Malvern Road Garage, Thornton Heafli
160

£19.—As new, Wolf 2%h.p., replated and enamel!
refitted throughout, new tyres, unridden, res'

for road; must be sold to clear debt.—Box 2022,1
The Motor Cycle. IS}

Wooler. ,

1 Q 20_Wooler; £35; must sell; good order—Wri
14, Lampton Rd., W. Wimbledon. [48

"I Q20 Woolers, equipped; £28 and £32 each; i

J-*7 changes.—Brockbank, 58, Lord St., Southpc
[56

TXroOLER, May, 1921, Flat Twin, spring fraj
" * little- used, beautiful mount; bargain, SA\

Beck, 41, Aubrev Rd., Small Heath, Birmingham.,
[5(

Zenith.
ALLAN GRUZELIER

OFFERS you very early delivery of the new 8h
chain drive model.

rpHE Price, £130, with Super-Sports engine.

~W7"E maintain that this model is the finest J
*» purpose mount yet produced, and we stroB

advise you to place your order early and avoid!
crush. -J
WE are Zenith Specialists, and can. give you

-J
best service; 5h.p. countershaft models, la

new; 84 gns.

ALLAN GRUZELIER, Ulster Chambers. 168. Regi
St. Works. Knight and Wheatley's Gaj|

Coulsdon. [ffi

F.O.C.H. for Zeniths; latest models in stocks-
Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Tube). [37

ZENITH 3%h.p. f Gradua gears; £27; good ordei
68, Gloucester Rd., Camden Town. [4?

ZENITH Sports, 6h.p., Magdyno, Canoelet ; £55,
exchange.—11, Chesterton Rd., Plaistow. [3

"IQ16 4h.p. Zenith-Gradua, lamps, speedometer, el

J-t/ excellent order; £32.-114, Brixton Hill. J

[60

SPORTING Zenith-Gradua, discs, long exhaB
sporty 'bus £38.—323, Queen's Rd., Peck&a

S.E.14. [4£

"I Q15 Zenith-Gradua 5h.p., fully equipped, tax pi
J-t/ £33 ; exchanges.—Brockbank, 58, Lord I

Southport. [5(

"I Q20 Sports Zenith 6h.p., excellent condition, fi]

J-«/ equipped; 50 gns.—69, Kingston Rd., New JJ

den, Surrey. [K

ENITH Combination 1916 4V2h.p., J.A.P., Boa
£65.—Write appointment, Owner, 48, Barmesl

Rd., Catford. [52

Z 1

ZENITH.—New 1922 models on easy terms; list

application ; exchanges.—Wauchope's, 9, S
Lane, London.

model B, specfcj

£119.—Harrison, j

[41

ZENITH-BRADSHAW , new
tuned ; immediate delivery

BunkaJl, Chichester.

ROBERTSON S Motors, Ltd .—1922 shop-soi

Zenith-Bradshaw, Gradua gear; £100.—157b,J
Portland St., W.l. [6<

ZENITH 5h.p. Countershaft, new and guaranfe

few only left; 84 gns.—R. B. Clark and, (

7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [5!

ZENITH-J.A.P. 1920 Sports Combination, fi

equipped, speedometer; £100, nearest.—Monagffl

Telephone Exchange, Walden. [5;

ZENITH-GRADUA, 6-8b.p. J. A. P., very power]

fully equipped; £45, or offers; sidecar.—Gila
5, Aldred St., Chorley, Lanes. [41

5-6h.p. Zenith, clutch, kick start, in first-class coll

tion, complete, taxed; £60, offer, or exchafia

Easter, Five Ways, Swanley, Kent.

ZENITH 1920 Countershaft Combination. Lucas e

trie lighting, first-class condition ; £85.—Rj]
Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [5J

ZENITH-BRADSHAW, Gradua gear. 1922 m«
shop-soiled; £95; exchange entertain^.—Eja

and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London. [55

A38 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

'ENITH 1919 6h.p. Sports Combination, fully
' equipped, licensed- 1922. condition guaranteed;
0.—Hobart, Park Rd., Farnboro, Hants. [5227

Q20 Sh.p. Zenith Sports Motor Cycle, run only.
V 2,000 miles, complete with full range o^ acces-
ses, electric lighting, disc wheels., etc.; £80.

Q20 8h.p. Kick Start Clutch Zenith Combination,f with 2-seater sidecar, Tan-Sad saddle, condition
new. run only 200 miles; £110.—Wray Park Garages,

,
London Ed., Reigate, Surrey. [4966

'ENITH C.S. Combination, 5h.p., 1917. screen, fully
1 equipped, many improvements, excellent con-
.ion; £65, or near offer.-8, The Avenue, Chingtord.

Q21 5h.p. Zenith, countershaft, clutch, K.S., brand
l ,

new, makers' guarantee; our price 88 gns;
ted £118.—Edwards, 101, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

[4451
'ENITH. 1920 (late), 8h.p. Sports Combination,
1 completely equipped, low generator, as new
aranteed; £74.—51, Upper Richmond Ed., Put-
'

. [5193
i.h.p. Zenith-Gradua, excellent order, lamps, horn,
•*

.
tyres good, any trial, £25; coachbuilt sidecar

suit, £10.-Christall. 43. Stafford Rd., Wallinglnn
rrey- [5310
ENITH-BRADSHAW, 1922 model, shop-soiled only,
3-speed, chain-drive model; £110.—Newnham

tor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6 'Phone'
mmersmith 80. [5627
'ENITH 5-6h.p. Sports, 1921, excellent condition,

run 500 miles, fully equipped and licensed for
ir, very fast; £80.-Braine. Church St., Stavelev
wn. Derbyshire. [5293
'ENITH Combination, 4h.p. J.A.P., Gradua gear,
I Lucas lamps, horn, etc., guaranteed; £55; ex-
mges.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E
lone

: Dalston 2408. [5859
Q20 8h.p. Zenith, clutch, K.S., Gloria spring" wheel sidecar, screen, hood, electric lighting,
sdometer, excellent condition; 89 gns.—Edwards
I, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [5908
ENITH-GRADUA 1919 4h.p., countershaft, kick

start, 52 gns., or with coach sidecar, hood screen
gns.; photograph.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110. Upper
:hmond Rd., East Sheen. [5879
'EW 1921 Zeniths at bargain prices.—8h.p. sports
model G, £100; 8h.p., clutch model H £110-

p.. clutch model D, £88.—Storer and Tait 20'
rrdon St., Bond St., W.l. Mayfair 625. [5933
ENITH 6h.p. 1914 Sports Coachbuilt Combina-

tion, new Gradua gear, new tyres, tubes, and
t, electric lights, horn, Klaxon, all in splendid
ler, tax paid; bargain £65.-34, Seymour Rd.,
' [5059
ENITH Canoelet Sports Combination, late 1920,

special plating and finish, windscreen, electric
ating, and all accessories, as new ; anv trial or ex-
t examination

; 98 gns.—53, Chetwynd Rd., Tufnell
rk - [5173

:
ENUINE Bargain.-1919 8h.p. Zenith-Jap, with
Dunhill sidecar, hood, screen, lamps, horn, etc.,
paid till 1923; make sure and secure now;

>/15—Wilkins Simpson, Opposite Olympia, Lon-
'• [5069

ENITH Combination 8h.p., 1920. countershaft,
clutch and K.S., Milford sidecar, with luggage

d, 2 lockers, original tyres, spare cover and tube
listinguishable from new. tax paid; 85 gns—145
dmore Rd., Bromley. [5437
Q21 5-6h.p. Zenith, countershaft, sold new April
if last, still carrying makers' full guarantee
istinguishable from new, lamps, Klaxon, etc.,
tnsed June; £88; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards!
Harrington Rd., South Kensington.. [5870
DUTHPORT.—Two special competition 1922 Zenith.
Bradshaws, all chain, few weeks old, one actual

mer Scarisbrick Cup, other speed model; bargains,
gns. and 94 gns. respectively; exchanges.—Kents,

', Lord St., Southport. [5277
ENITH 1920 6h.p., countershaft, clutch, kick

starter, in very fine condition, Dunhill triangu-
id sidecar, with superb limousette body, dove
jured upholstery, electric lighting throughout, hood,
sen, Lucas horn, spare tube and belting, tools'
np, etc., tax paid to 1923; 85 gns.—Delancey St
rage, Camden Town, N.W.I. [5648
Syart' Part a :

ENITH Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kays 8
Bond St., 'Ealing. [4829

Ladies' Motor Cycles.
ADY'S 25ih.p. Douglas, 3-speed, K.S., lamps, horn
good running order and condition; £47/10—67*

torn Rd., Bearwood, Birmingham. (D) [4879
ELOCETTE 1922 Models, with clutch and kick

starter, for immediate delivery; 2-speed £68-
jeed, £75; all black weatherproof finish, all-chain
re.^ open frame, giving very low position; the ideal
les mount; easy payments, 4% extra; illustrated
ilogue free on request.—Premier Motor Co., Aston
., Birmingham. [4610

J. M. MILLET & SONS.
LARGEST GOVERNMENT SURPLUS CONTRACTORS
SUPPLYING G00D8 DIRECT TO THE PUBLIC.
HUGE DELIVERIES DIRECT FROM THE STORES
TO OUR WAREHOUSES FROM ALL PART8,
IRELAND, SCOTLAND AND ENGLAND. WE OFFER
SAME TO THE PUBLIC AT GREATLY REDUCED
PRICES.

1,000 PAIRS FLANNEL TROUSERS, of
best workmanship, permanent turn-ups,
light and dark grey. 34 to 44m. waist
meas., length 28 to '32m. Best quality at 12/6 pair

WE HIGHLY RECOMMEND THESE.

10,000 LEATHER HELMETS. New. At. 5'6each
5,000 NEW SPORTS COATS. Donegal
Tweeds (also other tweeds). All wool.
34in. to 36in. At 25/-

20,000 LONG GAUNTLET GLOVES.
r7iin. Leather (lined) 10'- pair

20,000 LEATHER JERKINS. Without
sleeves. New. At 7/6 each

5,000 CANADIAN LEATHER GLOVES. At 3 •..,:,

7,500 GAUNTLET GLOVES, LEATHER.
• At 1/9 „
5,000 GOVERNMENT BOILER SUITS.
JEANS. Sizes 3's to 8's 12/11 suit

10,000 OFFICERS' TRENCH COATS. Oil-

skin underlined. Fleeced lining. Most
wonderful value ever been, offered. At.. 55/- each

1,000 NAVAL BLUE TRENCH COATS.
Oilskin underlined check or shot silk

lining. At 55/-
1,000 PAIRS REAL WITNEY BLANKETS,
WHITE. All wool, ri lbs 32/6 pair

5,000 PAIR REAL WITNEY BLANKETS.
7oin. x aoin. At 27/6

5,000 GOVERNMENT COLOURED BLAN-
KETS. Part worn. Condition good. At 4/- each

20,000 GROUND SHEETS. 6ft.x 3 tt.

Part worn. Condition good 2/6
5,000 GROUND SHEET CAPES. 6ft.x 3ft.

(Either as ground sheets or capes) 3/6
1,000 OFFICERS' KHAKI SHIRTS. Breast

pockets and shoulder straps. All wool.
New 5/6 „

7,350 UNBLEACHED TWILL SHEETS.
7oin.xaoin. Heavy quality 10/6 pair

Do. 8oin.xiooin. do 12/6
1,000 OFFICERS' KNEE TRENCH BOOTS.

Willow calf. New. Lace up to front.. 37/6 „
Do. do. (Black) 20'- „

5,000 OFFICERS' BROWN BOOTS. Willow
box calf glace 27/6 „

Do: do. SHOES. (Brown) ... 25/- „
1,000 FUR-LINED HELMETS. Short pat-

tern. New. 12/6 each
50,000 FELT SOCKS FOR B0OT8. (In

r dozen bundles). At Id. pair
20,000 OILSKIN JACKETS. New 4/8 eaoh

Do. TROUSERS. New 4/6 pah-
Do. GREAT COATS. New . 7/6 each

10,000 R.I.C. MACKINTOSHES. Part
worn. Condition good 7/6 „

20,000 R.I.C. JACKETS. (Suitable for car
cleaning.) All wool 3/6 „

5,000 WOOL GABARDINE RAINCOATS.
Shot silk lining. All wool 50/- „

5,000 GENUINE ARMY MOTOR LEG-
GINGS. Wool-lined to knee 12/6 pair

10,000 KILTS. Part worn, Reduced price.

7 yds. material 7'6 each
5,000 GENUINE ARMY LEATHER WAIST-
COATS . With sleeves 22/6 „

2,500 GENUINE ARMY LEATHER WAIST-
COATS. With sleeves. Wool-lined.
(Most wonderful value) 25/- „

WE HAVE A HUGE QUANTITY OF YEOMANRY
HARNESS WHICH WE SHALL BE PLEASED TO
GIVE PARTICULARS OF UPON RECEIPT OF YOUR
REQUIREMENTS. ALL GOODS CARRIAGE PAID
AND MONEY RETURNED IF NOT SATISFIED

TERMS: NETT CASH WITH ORDER ONLY.

J. M. MILLET & SONS,
GOVERNMENT CONTRACTORS,

SOUTHAMPTON.
J

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Lady Motor Cycles.

J^RANK WHITWORTH, Ltd.. 139. New St., Bir-
mingham, distributing agents for the Lady'a Ivy,

daintiest of all ladies' machine*; £62, complete. Send
for list. [0734

Miscellaneous.
£17.—Precision Junior, 2-speed, tax paid, perfect

order.—17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [5338

3h.p. J.A.P. engine motor cycle; £12/10.—Speeoh-
•* ley, 86, Churchfield Rd„ Acton, W.3. [5730

JONES Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10,
and Woodside Parade, North Finchley.'

HERE You Are t—We a're open all day every
Saturday, and have all makes in stock. Write,

call, or 'phone Hornsey 2917 for big bargain list.

UDGE I.O.M., new; £70.

2

19 4^h.p. B.S.A., Model K, large Canoelet side-
car, fully equipped, licence paid; £79,10-

Ariel 3 l,i-h.p., equipped, £72/10; also second-
hand ana new sidecars, from £7/10.

19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, first-class condi-
tion, any trial given; £79/10.

IS 4h.p. Triumph, coachbuilt sidecar, fully
equipped; £75.

15 Douglas 2*ih.p., equipped; £25.

22 Matchless Combination, 7-9h.p. M.A.G.
engine, indistinguishable from new, spara
etc.; £160.

R 1

19

19

19
19
19
19
wheel

TfERY Special.—1919 Si/nh.p. Ariel, in perfect
condition, with brand new Ariel sidecar (1922)

;

this week's bargain, £79/10.
Qh.p. Enfield Combination, Lucas Magdyno electrio
<-7 lighting equipment, brand new 1921, unused out-
fit, complete; £140.

"I Q19 3y2h.p. Ariel Solo, a beautiful machine, in
-L *-f perfect condition; £62/10.

"I Q 20 2^h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, equipped, very
J-tf smart, K.S. and clutch; £50.

3ih.p. Connaught, 2-speed, fully equipped, Iej[-

2 shields, taxed for 1922, perfect; £45.
3h.p. Precision, excellent condition, tax paid, starts

easily and climbs anything; £15.

ANY of the above can be had on our easy payment
system. It is the easiest of all; simply fill in

a simple form, pay your deposit, wait two or thre»
days, and in 99 cases out of a 100 the machine i%
yours. You are missing the best if you have not
seen our terms, etc., and list of bargains.

A LL Guaranteed 3 Months.—Jones Garage, Broad-
-£»- way, Muswell Hill, N.10. Motor 'bus from
Highgate or Finsbury Park. [4620
rpRIUMPH Engined 3y2h.p. Motor Cvcle, runnin"
J- order; £18, quick sale.—50, Westbourne Rd ,

Forest Hill. [5144
23h.p. 1917 Villiers, 2-stroke, overhauled, licensed,

equipped; £18.—Malvern Road Garage, Thorn-
ton Heath. [6023

2ih.p. Precision Junior, 2-speed, tax paid, all on,.
2 perfect mechanically, take two; £17.—Collins,

Clock Arcade, Nuneaton. [5085

J.A.P. 2*lh.p., excellent condition; £20; would con-
sider exchange, cash adjustment.—10, Mildmay

Grove, Canonbury, N.l. I[5203

£15, or nearest offer; 1915 motor cycle, S'-jh.p., just
re-enamelled, licence paid, good running order.

—

Selway, 47, Victoria Rd., Frome, Somerset. [4821

23h,p, Precision, Bosch magneto, B.B. carburetter,
4 new Hutchinson tyres and belt, ride away;

22 gns.—Buck, " Holmside," Finboro' Rd., Tooting
Junction. [4816

DIAMOND 2-stroke, like new. 1919, all on, tax
paid, £28/10; Motor-Reve lightweight, £10/10,

good running order.—Jenning
Stevenage, Herts.

Garage, Broadwater,
[4971

3JL.h.p,, Palmer spring frame, Hnmber engine, Bosch,
2 B. and B., variable pulley, recently overhauled,

enamelled and plated, lamps, good condition; £35.—
Lippiatt, Bell Hotel, Radstock. [4744

SPARKBROOK 2^>h.p., cost £52/12/6; Sun-Jap
2 3/4h.p., cost 63 gns.; both purchased May 3rd,

1922 ; owing to unforeseen circumstances, must sell;
best offer.—R. Pettitt, Builder, Upper Dicker, Sussex

[4877
HALIFAX.—Cash bargains : Premier 3V>h.p., Grado

gear, £22/10; ditto 2-speed, £27/10; 6h.p. Rex,
2-speed, and sidecar, £24/10; Ariel 3V>h.p., Grado
gear, £24/10; 2%h.p. New Imperial, £22/10; 8h.p.
Matchless Combination, £39/10.—Collier's Motories,
Horton St., Halifax. [5787

"I Q21 M.A.G. 4h.p. Twin, 3-speed, kick start, hand
-I-*/ clutch (Sturmey gear box), nickelled wheels,
sloping tank, etc.. handsome mount, fast, reliable,
guaranteed absolutely faultless, appearance indistin-
guishable from new, mileage under 2,000, fully
equipped, expert examination, absolutely any trial,

licensed for year, engineer owner selling through ill-

new; £65. no offers; guarantee given.—1, The Nooks,
Dorset Rd., Mottingham, Eltham, S.E.9. [5689

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—1922 Rudges. 1922 Ariels,
1922 O.K.'s, 1922 New Imperials, 1922 Quad-

rants, 1922 Royal Rubys. Quick deliveries. Good
price for your machine; exchange.—Booths' Motories,
Waterloo Rd., Blackpool.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—New 1921 4h.p. Brad-
bury, all chain, £78/10, with sidecar £95/10.

—Bcoths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—5>/2h.p. Triumph, £18/10/6;
ditto, 2-speed,, £22/10/6; countershaft model,

£65/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains—3'/-h.p. Humber, £20/10/6;
1920 Wooler, £39/10/6; 6h.p. 3-speed Rudge,

£29/10/6; 3V2h.p. Premier, £24/10/6. —Booths'
.Motorics".

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—SVih.p. Singer, speed gear,
clutch, £27/10/6; Phelon and Moore, £19/10/6;

3V2h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, £22/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—l^h.p. J.E.S., £10/10/6;
N.S.TJ. lightweight, £13/10/6; 2-speed O.K.,

£23/10/6; 6h.p. 2-speed Rex, with Montgomery side-

car, £25/10/6.—Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains.—2%ih.p. Douglas, £25/10/6;
4h.p. Douglas, new sidecar, £69/10/6; A.J.S.

combination, £49/10/6; 8h.p. Premier combination,
£47/10/6; 6h.p. Enfield combination, £39/10/6.—
Booths' Motories.

BLACKPOOL Bargains— 120 G.N., dynamo lighting,

spare wheel, £110/10/6; 1920 Tamphn,
£59/10/6; Morgan de Luxe, £147/10/6; two 1920
Matchless combinations, £115/10/6 and £120/10/6;
1920 Rudge combination, dynamo lighting. £79/10/6;
1920 RudEe, £55/10/6; Indian Combination,
£45/10/6; 1920 Sun, £35/10/6; another, £39/10/6;
Alldays' Allon, £36/10/6"; another, £42/10/6; 1922

O.K., mileage 600. £34/10/6; several others cheap;
push cycles taken in exchange.—Booths' Motories, 294,

Waterloo Rd., Blackpool. [4538

PRECISION 4i4h.p., 3-spced, K.S., with latest

2-seater sidecar, windscreen, apron, tools, spare

tyre, overalls, etc., an absolutely perfect combination,

ready for 1.000 miles' tour, powerful hill-climber;

any trial; £75, or near—11, Cottage Green, Southamp-
ton St., Camberwell, S.E.5. [4936

F.O.C.H for secondhand cycles, combinations and
runabouts at bargain prices. Exchanges ar-

ranged. Any new cycle, combination or caT sup-

plied cash or deferred payments.—Fair Offer Car
House 5, Heath Street, Hampstead (near Tube)
'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including

Saturdays. [1611

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
HIRE Latest Models cycles -and combinations, amy

period.- Write trrms. Fowler Brigden, 130.

Euston Rd. [0 795

G.N. Light Car and Douglas Motor Cycle and Side-

car for hire; B gns. and £5 per week respec-

tively; fully insured.—Rodwell. 8, Red Lion So.., Hol-

born, W.C.I. Chancery 7272. [8776

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., for many years have
specialised in this class of work. If machine is

purchased, full amount of hire up to one week is

allowed.—157b. Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6083

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
H
F
PDWARDo and Co.,

-| Ai, Gt. Portland St., W., are cash buyers of
X"JL solos, ccmbinations, and Morgans. Highest
prices given, distance no object. Call, write, or

'phone: Mayfair 4027. [0870

rTVB

WANT

P\ AA COMBINATIONS and Solos, any make, cuar-
tsYJVr an tee top prices given.—T. and B. Motor
Co., Ltd., 372, Euston Rd. Museum 6581. [5564

W1

A CTUAL Buyers.

PLEASE Offer Us your motor, cycle or combination.
We pay cash on sight.—Write, call, or 'phone

Museum 1337.—Percy and Co., 314, Euston Rd. [0815

BEST

/^IIVEN

H. F. EDWARDS and Co., 50, Harrington Rd.,
South Kensington, will purchase for spot cash

your motor cycle or combination. Call, write, or

'phone Ken 3709- [0604

BAST0NES
Established 16 Years.

No Better or Cheaper House

SPECIAL LINE.

28 x 3 Extra Heavy Covers

Goodrich Safety Tread 44/=
Goodyear All Weather Tread 45/-
Firestone Rubber Non-Skid... 44/=

25X'2j

26X2*
to fit

26x21

Vv

24x2 Clincher de Luxe, Heavy 22/6
24X2£ Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud 22/5
26x2 Englebert, Passenger Rubber Stud 17/6

Bergougnan, 3-ribbed, Heavy 18/6
/ Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud 23/-

Spencer Moulton, Sq. ribbed 18/6
I Clincher de Luxe, Heavy 24/6
Midland, Rubber Stud, Heavy 24/-

Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy .

.

28/-

Michelin, Semelle Steel Stud 25/-

Rom Combination 37/-

l Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud 25/-

Midland, Rubber Stud, Heavy 25/-

26X 2|
-J

Kempshall, Anti-skid, Heavy 30/-

Clincher de Luxe, Heavy 25/-
' Clincher de Luxe, ex-Heavy 27/-

Goodrich, Safety Tread ex-Heavy..

.

36/-
Clincher Dreadnought, ex-Heavy. . .

.

36/-
Dominion,UscoRubber,non-skid,Heavy 28/6
Dominion, Corrugated, Heavy 30/-

Dominion, Nobby Tread, ex-heavy .

.

36/-

Hutchinson, T.T., Ribbed 30/-

Midland, Ribbed, Heavy 30/-
Hutchinson, Super Stud, ex-Strong .

.

55/3
Bergougnan, 3-ribbed, Heavy 23/-

Goodrich, Safety Tread •. .

.

35/-

Midland, Rubber Non-skid, Heavy .

.

28/-

Hutchinson, T.T.. Rubber Stud 26/8
Spencer Moulton, 3-ribbed ex-Heavy 22/6
Michelin, Fine Ribbed 20/-

Spencer Moulton, Steel Stud 25/-

Skew, Rubber, Non-skid 30/-

Englebert (Wired Edge) 25/-

Clincher de Luxe,ex-Hvy.(Wired Edge) 39/-

Mtdland, Ribbed, ex-Heavy 35/-

f
Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy .

.

40/-

650X63 Clincher Dreadnought 36-
v Clincher de Luxe, ex-Heavy 35/-

(

Clincher, 3-ribbed, ex-Heavy 47/-

Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy .

.

48/-

Super Chain, ex-Heavy 42/-

Clincher Cross, ex-Heavy 48/-

Clincher Cross, Fine Ribbed 44/-

Hutchinson, Super Stud, ex-Strong .

.

61/-

/"Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy .. 44/-

< Hutchinson, Super Studded,ex-Heavy 64/3
I Goodyear, Allweather Tread,.ex-Heavy 45/-

Goodyear, Rubber Stud, ex-Heavy 40/-

26x2}

26x3

700x80

23 X 3

a0X-22

TUBES
Goodrich, Clincher, Hutchinson, and Red Fox.

24x2 and 24 X2\ each 4/3

26X2J and 26X2J each 5/6

700x80, 28x3 and 650x65 each 7/6
Goodyear Butted 28 X 3 each 7/6

The above New Clearance Covers and Tubes are sent on
approval against remittance CARRIAGE PAID.

j Large stock of Sidecar Bodies and complete Sidecars i

; to be cleared at low prices, also full range of
1

j
MONTGOMERY Sidecars in stock.

BELTS.
Dunlop Round Top, %" 1/10, i" 2/2, 1" 2/8, ij" 3/2 per

foot.

John Bull, F 1/11, \" 2/3, 1" 2/8, ij" 3/2 per foot.

Buffalo Hide and Chrome, }" 1/9, r"J/-, ij 2/3 per foot_

SIDECAR SCREENS.
Sandum V type £2 15s.

Easting Standard £3 18s.

Easting Baby £3 0s.

Montgomery Bo Peep £3 10s.

HOURS 9 till 6 : Saturdays 9 till 1.

228, Pentonville Road,
King's Cross, London, N.l.
Phone: 2481 North. 'Grams: Bastones, London.

w*
MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

ALWAYS Buy

SOLOS, combinations, cycle cars. If in town, write,.;

'phone, or call. If country, send to London
terminus. We collect free and send best cash offer.—,)

\V. T. Dunn, Ltd., 326, Euston Rd., London. Museum'
5391. - [0332

MAUDES' Motor Mart are purchasers for spot cash

of late models Sunbeam, Triumph, Douglas, Nor-
ton, and Morgans.—Maudes', 100, Great Portland St.,

London. [1128

INDIANS, late and earlv type, cheap for cash.—'
17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [5339

PALMER'S Gara-ge, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place
j

lor disposing of motor cycles.

'

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a cash]
offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure of
j

-a good cheque if you sell your machine at Palmer's
Garage.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of merf
have sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of
motor cycles in the weekly auction sale every.

Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage charge is]

incurred until 7 days' notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines"
from -Any London railway station. The auction

sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—If cash offer not
accepted machine can be included in auction,

sale held every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fix the price and
we ~do the rest.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms : Selling com-
mission 7V2%. not chargeable unless machine is

sold. If no sale a nominal auction fee is charged—for.
motor cars 20/-, motor cycles under '£50 value 5/-,

ditto over £50 value 10/-. When we effect a sale

these charges are cancelled and commission charged.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogue free. Tel.

:

208 Strealhain. T.A. : Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
[5579

ODERN 2%h.p. A.J.S., Scott Squirrel, or 2*ih.p.M
W
o

Levis.—51," Queen St.i Sheffield^ [5758

ANTED, Scott, not earlier 1920, good condition;
cheap.—29, Friars Ed., Stafford. [5008'

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 1920 or later; duds ignored; cash,

I

—Ashworth, 26,' Brett St., -Sheffield. [5755.

LD Quadricvcle wanted. State particulars. —

]

Adams, 43, St. Anne St., Liverpool. [4795

SUNBEAM, modern, equipped; reasonable; no]
dealers.—Write 6, Limes Grove, S.E.13. [4830-

WANTED, countershaft Triumph and good com-|
bination—24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington.

[5470!

WANTED, Levis or Velocette, 2-speed, clutch, not]
earlier 1920.—Box 2004, c/o 27ie Motor Cycle.]

[4974!

WANTED, motor cycle, 2?4h.p.. 4-stroke, about)
£16.—Reg. Knapp, Bourton, Shrivenham, Berks, i

[5235.

WANTED, S'ih.p. Rudge-Multi, Norton, Rover,;
Philipson or similar—Write 24, The Broadway,

N.8. [5539

WANTED, 2?ili.p. Douglas Motor Cycle, 2-speed, inj

good running order.--Box 2001, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [4978J

GOOD Motor Cycle or Combination, Norton pre-j

ferred, cash waiting.—Green, Wine Merchant,:
Reigate.

[5414J
MODERN Solos and Combinations lor cash, or in]

exchange—R. B. lark and Co.. 7. Exhibition Rd.,

S.W.7. [3492

WANTED, Triumph combination or solo, 1918 or

later; lowest price.—Western, 7, Artillery Rd.,

Guildford. [5560

WANTED, late 6h.p. Zenith Sports; exchange late

B.S.A. and cash. — V. Quertier, Slinfold,

Horsham. [5367:

JAMES 4'ih.p. Cylinder, 1915, new or good second-]

hand preferred.—Bailes, Thornhill Garage, West-
Hartlepool. [4953

WANTED, good W.D. renovated Triumph.—Writer
full particulars, engine No., etc., 34, Amwell

St., Hoddesdon. [5581.

WANTED, motor cycle, and condition, not earlier

than 1913; cheap, cash waiting.—61, Grand
Parade, Harringay. [4161

WANTED, modern solo, 2?/ih.p. New Imperial pre-

ferred.—Write, Deacon, St. Joseph's Terrace, High
St., St. Mary Cray. [5342

SINGLE-CYLINDER Combination, countershaft
gears, K.S., recent model, known make.—Allsop,

Rosengrave St., Derby. [5536

A in All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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Editorial, Advertising, and Publishing Offices : Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.
Telegrams: " Cyclist, Fleet, London." Telephone: City 2847 (13 lines).

;

COVENTRY : Herttord Street. BiRMINCHAM : Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street. Manchester: 195, Dears^ate.
Telegrami : "Motorcycle, Coventry."
Telephone : 10 Coventry (5 lines).

Teleyen-
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: "' Autopress. Birmincha
2970 and 2971 Midland.
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Telephone

:

'Iliffe. Mi-ncnester
id 8971 Cily.

Subscription Rates: Home, 23s. lOd. ; Canada, 23s. lOd.; other countries abroad, 28s. 2d per annum.

Motor Cycle Patrols for I.O.M.

A
REPORT which has just been presented to

the Isle of Man Government recommends
the adoption of motor cycle police

patrols. We agree, with the Depart-

mental Committee of the Isle of Man
Constabulary, that considerable financial economy
and additional efficiency can be derived from
abandoning the present practice' of stationing

police in isolated rural localities. With motor
cycle patrols the policing of rural districts could

be more effectively carried out by attaching to the

police stations at the important towns police

officers to act as motor cycle patrols, the motor

cycles being provided with sidecars for the con-

veyance of additional officers, w-hen necessary.

If sidecar stub axles could not be relied upon,
the logical remedy would be to enclose the wheel,

using a spindle of the cycle type supported at

both ends. The regulations of the 200 mile races

apparently took no cognisance of this type of

sidecar chassis,

Sidecar Skids.

IN
several ways the regulation vi iich necessi-

tated the fitting of skids to t e chassis of

machines entered in the rec it 200 miles

sidecar races is worthy of notice.

Primarily it would seem to be but a sorry

commentary on the security of sidecar axles when

subjected to the stresses of continued high speed.

In actual fact no occasion arose during the event

which called the skid into action; thus a regu-

lation praiseworthy in its effort to safeguard the

riders was just a little over-anxiously conceived.

Stub axles on cars very, very seldom come

—adrift, and, although there are occasional in-

stances, no one regulates that racing cars shall

be fitted with skids. In the earlier days of side-

cars a stand was actually marketed which had a

small wheel at its foot, so that in the event of

the axle breaking, the chassis would run on the

safety wheel until the outfit could be pulled up.

With the high tensile and shock-resisting steels

available to-day no open-sided wheel need be

carried on an axle so lacking in strength and re-

liability as to need the safeguard of a skid.

Ladies in Colonial Type Trials.

WHILE no one can fail to acknowledge the

pluck of ladies who enter some of the

more arduous trials, instances . fre-

quently occur where the wisdom of

ladies competing in severe events is

questionable.

Despite unlimited courage, riding ability, and

grit, the physique of many ladies who can handle

a machine to perfection is not such as to enable

them to deal effectively with every situation

which may arise. A case in point came under

our observation in a recent trial of the frame-

smashing variety. On a particularly .
difficult

section a lady competitor led a string of seven

tor eight solo riders ; at the culminating point of

the observed section the lady fell and' had in-

sufficient strength to lift her machine clear of

the course. Before she could do so, indeed, six

riders had been stopped, and one at least

definitely lost half-a-dozen places.

It is only in such circumstances as these that

the lady competitor is out of place. In club

events, of course, she may ride for sport and do

no serious harm. In open trials of the rougher

variety her presence is seldom of value from a

propaganda point of view, for the general public

is not edified by the sight of one of the fair sex

struggling with a barely controllable machine

amidst rocks and boulders—it is not in this phase

of competition work in which ladies will find

their best sphere of activity.

-

-

v

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the pa^e facing the back cover.
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The Scottish Light Car Trials.

THIS recent event attracted several entries of
interest to motor cyclists, amongst which the
brace of G.N.'s-certaihly stand first. The new

sports model G.N. driven by L. A. Cushman was one
of the select seven (out of 44 starters) to register an
absolute non-stop. I am told that this model (actually
one of Frazer Nash's own competition cars) is to be
standardised and sold under a speed guarantee of
70 m.p.h., though the price, I fear, must be propor-
tionate to- the guarantee. The trials route pointedly
evaded Inverfarigaig Corkscrew, though passing, so
to speak, within inches of it. Incidentally, there is

-..good' news for our competition riders, for I hear that
the cars widened the top corner on Amulre'e quite per-
ceptibly, knocking large slabs off the bank just at the
crucial point. Several of the modern " baby four "
cycle cars competed—a Salmson, two Amilcars, and
two Mathis, and they all did tolerably well. George
Griffiths, the famous Zenith expert, handled a 12 h.p..
Talbot with consummate skill, and was one of the
wee band of non-stoppers; but I am sorry he has
fallen from grace. Two wheels for sport, George you
know

;
three for safety ; and four for swank. Or so

they say. But Griffiths' taught the car. men something
the hill-climbing marks went by formula. Car
formulae as. we all know, put an absurd value on
weight. Griffiths naturally had to accept any old
observer the club might choose to give him. But he
collected the best-fed assortment of passengers you
ever saw. Regular Glaxos, both of them. You cannot
do an old hand like G. G. by forbidding competitors
to stack lead in the bottom of the body.

A Question of History.
PURELY our contributor's memory slipped up in^ a recent issue when he called the Levis the

" great-grandfather of all two-strokes." In its
early phases it did not frequent the competition world
and I am unable to trace from our files the date at
which the first Levis took the road. But A. A Scott
patented his engine in 1904, and was riding an experi-
mental machine with front wheel drive before that
date. The Scott, -much as we know it to-day com-
plete with the famous frame, kick-starter, two-speed
gear, and water-cooling, made its trials bow in 1008
when it created a positive furore at two northern hill-
climbs finally making Coventry sing rather small on
formula at the Newnham hill-climb, as a direct result
of which the A.C.U. formula was modified to keep

two-strokes in their place. When did the first Levis

appear on the road? I have rather wobbly memories

..of riding one a mile or two in 1906, but am rather

foggy about the date.

A Frank ^Opinion of the Scott Sociable.

LONG interes'riPg letter to hand from a Scott.

Sociable enthusiast who has never before keP t

a mount over the second year or placed a

repeat order. He sings its pra;ies most judiciously.

Economy its strong point—70 m.prg..- °'l consumption

negligible, tyres still showing their hlgn sPots so

that 10,000 miles per set seems assured: .,

He doesn t

object in the. least to its lopsided appear?nce
—

'
n.°

good horse was ever yet a bad colour.''"- To n ' s

thinking the chief crabs are that, like the;.
rest of

passenger machines, it has only one driving wnee
).

which it is apt to spin on greasy gradients, wi 1^3' ' (

is less skidproof than a sidecar. Slightly fastelr 0D

hills than a 550 c.c. single-cylinder outfit, but
.,,

not

capable of living with a good 1,000 c.c. It can not

wisely, be hosed down at -random.,', as . the hubs -

al"
1^

brakes are not waterproof. The joints of the suspen-
sion are exposed, to mud. But he prefers it to any-
thing else he has. driven, .and will continue to rid.'

e

it until somebody brings out a three-wheeler with twi°
driving wheels, which he regards as the ultimate moun ;t

for the - seven-day-a-week economist who lives or:
1

•nasty roads.

Where We Score. n

K
SPENT the other day watching a car trial in the
chamois country. You should hear some of these
four-wheeler experts change gear. You couldn't

\
create a nastier noise if 'you dropped a Ford car off i

the Eiffel Tower. Thank heaven I am merely a motor I

cyclist. When my sports single is doing fifty I can
declutch and drop in second gear with the calm cer- ftainty that no shrieks of agonised steel will rend the
heavens. But what are the car designers doing? We
must lend them a motor cycle engineer or two.

Some Engine.

FEW experiences are more interesting than a trial {

of some standard engine adapted by a clever
engineer to his own peculiar purposes. One of

my acquaintances still clings to the single gear belt

j
Ixion's "MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES" are \

;
available in book form, price 2s. 9d. post free, from "The '

\
Motor Cycle " Offices, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4. i
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Occasional Comments.—
drive, which he employs on an elderly Matchless with

a 1913 6 h.p. J. A. P. twin engine. Internally there

is very little of the original engine left. Ricardo

pistons, steel flywheels,' special cams, and air-tight

inlet valve guides are a few of his gadgets. The nett

result is a machine which can be paddled off on a

3! to 1 gear, ridden round a small flower-bed with the

engine firing regularly, and accelerated to 65 rh.p.h.

He has a penchant for Continental touring, and spends

his holidays—still single-geared—on Alpine passes, all

of which he can climb. How is it done? Certainly.

He has juggled with his carburetter so that he gets

a very strong mixture at small throttle openings, thus

the engine will slog round the elbow of a Tyrolese

hairpin at 5 m.p.h. As you open up, the mixture is

weak over the remainder of its range: Needless to

say, I found the bus -rather puzzling to handle on

first acquaintance.

Acceleration.

DHAVE just been looking through a batch of The
Autocar photographs taken during the recent

Scottish light car trials, and I notice that the

wily Scots adopted a simple test which would assist

motor cycle clubs to find a winner. The cars were
stopped, and one end of a 50-yard cord was hitched

to their tails. The rest of the cord was wound round
a drum mounted on ball bearings and coupled to a
rev. counter, the far end having a drop-off attachment.

Drivers were then encouraged to tread on everything,

and the man whose car spun the drum fastest got a
banana or something. The fifty yards being ended,
the cars were once more stopped whilst the cord was
retrieved.

Trie Two-jet Moose Trap.

THERE "is, of course, only one mousetrap car-

buretter, and for years past the speed boy's wail

has been that you couldn't use a mousetrap Binks
on the road, because it really hardly functions at all

except at track speeds. Maison Binks has now evolved

a touring mousetrap, complete with pilot jet for the

tick-over. I am playing with one now, and am
inclined to accept the inventor's claim that it puts

several m.p.h. on to any sports 'bus. We are still in

the honeymoon ,stage, and I haven't quite eliminated

a bit of a flat when the engine hops over from the
" Nice Mr. Policeman !

" to the " Horizon, get out !

"

gait. But I think we are going to be pals for life.

AT THE YORKSHIRE CENTRE COLONIAL TRIAL. A certain method or stopping rushing tactics on hills is to find one
with a watersplash at the foot. That illustrated even necessitated a left turn in the water before the ensuing grassy slope was

negotiated. The rider is P. Pehrson (499 c.c. Dunelt sidecar) who made the best 500 c.c. sidecar performance.

16
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On the by-road from which the racing at Brooklands can be well observed.

Brooklands .Impressions of the 200 Mile Sidecar Races.

By 'FRIAR JOhlN."

A COMBINATION of healthy exhausts, some high-

pitched and screaming like great circular saws
cutting pinewood, others resonant and deep-throated,

booming or roaring," as the wind varied its direction.

Such were the sounds on Brooklands at the recent 200-

mile sidecar race.

In the paddock I watched the procession passing
and repassing, and passing again—the winners
actually encircling the tremendous lap 74 times.

Occasionally a lame duck would' be seen pushing his

outfit round the distant bend. This sight would
galvanise the watchers at the replenishing depots of

that particular make into instant activity, and off they

would sprint to aid the disconsolate driver. Some-
times it would be plug trouble, sometimes petrol

shortage, but often it was a " Blighty one " and meant
complete retirement. And all the while the yellow,

blue, and crimson sidecars streaked by, a roaring,

screaming procession.

<s> o <> <s>

rpOR one hour, two hours-, three hours, four hours,

V the engines of some of the lightweights propelled
at 50 miles an hour a loaded outfit—prodigious ! There
is no other word for it ; the more I see of these pro-

longed tests at abnormal speeds the more I respect the
engines. The mile and the short distance records at

phenomenal speeds may receive greater acclaim, but
these long distance tests play, unquestionably, an
important part in the evolution of the motor cycle
engine. I wonder if the J. A. P. experts during their

great experience have found that prolonged track tests

reveal more than speed bursts over short distances, or

a 26

whether the test bench, so far as the engine, plugs,

magneto, and gear estimating are concerned, answers

just as well. Nothing, of course, can take the place

of the track for a test of die complete machine, and I

am inclined to think the bench never can give the

necessary varying conditions that the track or road

offers even for testing engines alone.

<s> <> <> <>

SUCH were the thoughts provoked as the procession

filed by. A group of lightweights came along
at what seemed a terrific speed, then a yellow
sidecar—maybe Le Vack or Davidson—streaked by

them with a roar, and was gone. The riders of the

lightweights glanced out of the corners of their eyes

at the passing 70 m.p.h. whirlwinds, and then settled

down again to potter along at a comfortable 50 m.p.h.

And of all that crowd one man appeared to be just

a little faster than the rest. It was Le Vack steering

a course round that vast amphitheatre apparently on
his own particular route, for he varied his course hut
little. -

O <•> <S> <s>

MERITORIOUS as were the 350 c.c. and 500 c.c.

outfits, one's interest 'was focussed on the " big

ones "—on the pilots that shot like an arrow up the

steep banking when- passing the slower moving craft

on the lower reaches below. But the most exciting

instances of this nature were not for those who took

their stand in the paddock, the most thrilling part of

the racing was witnessed from the little branch road
leading to the left just before passing under the tunnel-

when leaving the. course.
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From this point the steep banking slopes down gradually to

are made when

On one occasion Fenn (739 Martinsyde), Allchin-

(989 Harley Davidson) ~ Davidson (998 Indian)., Le
Vack (998 Zeni.tn J.A.P.), Horsman (596 Norton),

Tucker (588 Norton),, and two or three lightweights

came from under the bridge together. The little chaps

kept their low course, but Le Vack and Davidson took

the lead up the steep banking, 'and with a roar passed

Fenn and the rest of the crowd. No ! Fenn drew

up again, and neck and neck the three swooped down
the bank. But Le Vack had most in hand, he opened

the throttle a fraction and drew ahead.
O ' <5> <S> O

FROM this spot one faces the steep banking which

looks like a great wall of cement, and standing-

close to the iron gate leading directly on to the track,

the riders are only a yard or so away. Just beyond
the high banking there towers a clump of pine trees,

and on the right is a cliff of sandstone—a quiet and
beautiful spot—quiet, that is, except for the roar of

exhausts. Here in sylvan solitude and miles

away—apparently—from the bookies and the mild

the " railway straight," and it is at this spot that the fastest speeds
the wind is following-

commotion of the paddock was the best part of
- the 'racing"- witnessed." . Here w?ere weil staged private

"tussles, meaningless, true, but mbs,t interesting, and it

. -w^as here 'on the last lap or 'so" that the best duel of

"the day w^is witnessed. ' Two' light-coloured sidecars

came tearing, along high up
:
the banking—Le Vack

"and Davidson, the former several yards behind, but

creeping up foot by foot. Davidson knew that it

could only be ''. the one " as louder and louder be-

came that inevitable roar.
,
They were both high up

on the concrete wall, surely too high for a sidecar!

Neck-and-neck they raced for a yard and then the

Zenith drew away, and as suddenly dropped behind,

giving way to Davidson ; then up came Le Vack again

and swooped down the hill with a mighty rush on to

the level again, with everything behind him.
<•> o <> <>

PIEN again, Fenn arrived with his right-handed

sidecar sitting his mount more firmly than
t

many ; at his heels were two big twins gradually

drawing nearer. He climbed high up the banking

T

In order to maintain contact with the track when passing over the

bad portions, F. W. Dixon (989 c.c. Harley-Davidson) fitted a

drive to his sidecar wheel from the countershaft. Observe also

the skid which was required by the regulations governing the race.

13

Capt. L. F. Peaty, obviated frequent stoppages for petrol by fitting

this big auxiliary petrol tank. The fuel was supplied to the motor

cycle tank through the drain tap by a pressure pump fitted on the

sidecar and worked by the passenger.

a 31
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Passenger Machine Topics.

—

until it seemed as. if the sidecar must topple over, but

he kept his lead and swooped at a mighty speed on
to the railway straight, leaving his followers yards

behind. For a moment or so the track was clear, then

one or two lightweights passed, a few of the 600 c.c.'s

and half-a-dozen big twins, but Le Vack was missing.

,

Surely trouble could not have overtaken this intrepid

rider once again? But fate deemed that it was to be a

day of ill-luck for him, his tyre had given up. And
so the race went on untii the end, when the drivers,

free from their mad ride, walked from their machines

dazed by the sudden change from a roaring gale to. a

gentle summer breeze, and the passengers crawled from

their cramped quarters straightening their limbs and
unkeying their tensioned nerves.

O <•> <5> O
""THOUSANDS of sidecarists have never seen a side-

* car travel at 70 m.p.h., yet very few availed

themselves of this opportunity: But then there is no
wonder, Brooklands attractions are not meant to be

popular. To charge 10s. admission for driver, passen-

ger and machine is more than absurd. However, it is

a most effective method of keeping Brooklands private

and secluded—it is such a peaceful retreat.

'JUNE 29th, 1922.

TESTING AN EXPERIMENTAL
FLEXIBLE SIDECAR.

.

. .... ^

A Martinsyde outfit on Brooklands track. This type o( sidecar

is used on the dirt tracks of America where there is no banking

at the corners of the course.

It is quite easy, al the present time, to imagine Ireland an impossible country in which to tour, but such is a false estimation.

Motoring, whilst not to be compared with its pre-war activity, is much in evidence. The scene depicted is in the Ballagh-

Bema Pass, Co. Kerry, a district of wild grandeur-.

a 32 29
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Points in Favour of a Passenger Attachment on the Right-hand Side of the Machine.

T'HE writer has always held a strong preference

for sidecars attached to the right-hand side of

the motor cycle, instead of to the left, as is

customary by British practice. There may be disad-

vantages in the right-hand sidecar, but most of them
are trivial, and often a matter of personal taste,

whereas the advantages are important ones. The chief

reason why sidecars are fitted to the left is for the com-

_ parative safety of the passenger in case of collision,

but surely the first thing to aim at is eliminating the

collision !

Left-hand Bends.
We may take it that the most dangerous turns are

to the left. One cannot see round a left-hand corner

without transgressing the rule of the road on approach-

On a left-hand corner the re-

stricted vision of the driver is

offset by the fact that the sudden
lifting of the sidecar wheel is

impossible if a sharp swerve be

made to avoid oncoming traffic.

Under similar circumstances the

driver of a left-hand sidecar has

only a little better view and has

the danger of the sidecar lifting.

The dotted line shows the course

taken in the latter event.

ing the bend. The wise rider, of course, does this so

far as prudence permits, but if his sidecar be on the

customary left hand side, he may be called upon to

make a sudden swerve in order to avoid an approaching

vehicle, which, possibly, he is prevented from seeing

sooner owing to the fact that the other driver is slightly

on his wrong side. The sudden swerve may result in

the lifting of the sidecar wheel, especially if there is

no passenger, and once the wheel is up all control is

lost. More likely than not a collision occurs, and,

moreover, it occurs in the other man's favour—that is,

on his right side of the road and- on your wrong side.

You have to foot the bill..

Now the man with his sidecar on the right is,

admittedly, in an even worse position as regards seeing

round the corner, but this disadvantage is more than

counterbalanced by the fact that he can make any
kind of swerve in absolute safety. Thus a slight dis-

advantage is offset by a big advantage. He is .really

the safer of the two where danger is most likely to

occur.

Turning to the Right.

So much for left-hand corners, and now as regards

turning to the right.

Should the sidecar be on the right-hand side, and
should it lift—the greatest danger in sidecaring—the

vehicle, is turned off the road instead of being thrown

out of all control into the traffic. Generally speaking,

it is less undesirable to run into hedges and the like

than it is to run into other vehicles. Also it is

cheaper. It might be added for the benefit of the

uninitiated that the danger of a lifting sidecar is not so

much in capsizing the vehicle as in the fact that the

driver, instinctively striving to keep his sidecar wheel

on the road, is forced on in more or less his original

line of travel.

In spite of the fact that the camber of the road

increases the tendency of a~ right-hand sidecar to lift

in turning to the right, it is nevertheless seldom that

embarrassing circumstances occur when turning in this

direction, as the rider, by adhering strictly to his

proper side of the road, obtains the first possible

glimpse round the corner. The man whose sidecar is

on the left, on the other hand, is really in greater

danger of the sidecarist coming in the opposite

direction. He sees him a few seconds later, and if a

smash is imminent owing to the other man's sidecar

lifting, he is more likely to be in the middle of it.

With the sidecar on the left the

driver has a restricted and late

view round the corner on right-

hand bends.

may lift, the driver has an earlier

view round the corner.

bi
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Which Side for the Sidecar ?—
Thus it will be seen that, so far as corners are

concerned, the major advantage is with the man having

his sidecar on the right, eveoT though the minor

disadvantages may be his lot.

Other Points.

Quite apart from the question of mishap, however,

there are other advantages in the right-hand sidecar.

Lifting does not occur when a passenger is carried,

unless", of course, one is riding at an excessive and

dangerous speed. It is,' however, likely to occur in a

sudden- emergency when the sidecar is empty,- and my
point is that with the left-hand sidecar the effect of

lifting is likely to lead to far more serious results.

In addition, chain and magneto adjustments have

generally to be made at the left-hand side of the

machine, and with the sidecar on that side inacces-

sibility is much increased. Indeed, one has to under-
take most adjustments in a more or less inverted

posture !

Finally—a motor cyclist was very severely injured

recently and his wife killed through the sidecar wheel
striking an obtrusion of the kerb on the left-hand

side. The result was that the whole outfit was spun
to the left, and bouncing up the kerb crashed into a
stone wall. I have myself narrowly escaped one or

two bad crashes, particularly at night time, through not
noticing some obstruction on the kerb side, such as an
out-jutting stone on the hillside, of the kind carters

are supposed to make vise of for. resting their horses.

It may be argued that moving traffic constitutes a

greater danger in the unorthodox fitting, but this is not

so, as one naturally watches the traffic, while obstruc-

tions on the far side easily escape notice. . -

H. Mortimer Batten.

LIGHT CAR v. MOTOR CYCLE.
Comparing TwoWheder and Four'Wheeler Experiences in the Scottish Trials.

By B. H. DAViES.

IN
the, course of Press duties it fell to the writer's

lot. to go round the Edinburgh M.C.C. Six Days
on one of the most comfortable motor bicycles

made (an o.h.v. Triumph), and a month later to

accompany the R.S.A.C. Light Gar Trials over much
the same course at the wheel of a small car. A com-

parison of the two experiences may be of interest to

some readers, and is possibly not without its lessons

for designers. The weather during the two trials was

by no means identical, the cycle trial being run under

cold, wettish climatic conditions, whilst the small car

trials enjoyed almost unbroken sunshine over dTy and
rather dusty roads.

So far as average speed is concerned, no compari-

son is possible. The motor cycle is infinitely the faster

machine over such a course. Its acceleration is tre-

mendously superior. It requires far less space and
can therefore be cornered more boldly. It climbs hills

almost as fast as safety permits. The car, on the

other hand, picks up very slowly, must approach blind

corners .at a crawl, and creeps, up really steep ascents.

Where a high average is necessary or desirable, the

motor bicycle is without a rival over difficult roads.

Fatigue of Muscle and Mind.

From the standpoint of fatigue, it might be thought

that the motor cycle would again display an advantage.

On paper it is easy to argue that the physical exertion

of steering and braking a cycle is less than the corre-

sponding effort which a car imposes. Similarly, it

might be thought that the mental concentration of

handling a broad vehicle over narrow and dangerous
roads would prove very exacting. Actually, although

the total mileage of the car trials considerably exceeded

that of the cycle event, taking a car over the course is a

positive picnic to any rider accustomed to drive a

bicycle. After a comparatively short day on the motor
cycle, it is a relief to dismount and to feel that driving

is over for the day, whereas a longer day at the helm,
of a car over the same roads engenders no perceptible

b2

fatigue of muscle or mind. Endeavouring to analyse

'this contrast, two factors stand out quite decidedly

The first is that on the good main roads and the gritty

moor tracks of which the Scottish course is com-
pounded, • sideslip is practically unknown' with a car,

whereas in bad weather it is an ever-present peril with

a motor bicycle. The second is that the rider is far

better insulated from road shock on a car of ordinary,

suspension than he is on one of our most comfortable

motor bicycles.

Finally, of course, there is a contrast in economy.
The upkeep of a solo motor cycle for a thousand
miles is trivial. Such a week leaves no real mark on
the tyres. The petrol replenishments are a matter of a

shilling or two,. The sole impression of expense which
such a week leaves is due to the hotel bills. With a

caT, even if no covers are . destroyed, no tubes burst,

no springs are broken, the week feels costly from start

-to finish. The daily replenishment -at -a garage leaves'

little, if any, change out of- a pound note. And this

Contrast is emblematical of similar differences fn the

overhead charges—depreciation, insurance, wear and
tear, and -the like.

So the motor cycle scores on the grounds of superior"

speed and economy. But until motor cycles become
rriftre comfortable and require less " holding up," the

car makes far less demand on the rider's physique.

' NEXT WEEK.

ENLARGED SUMMER NUMBER.
Many Special Articles of interest to all
who use Motor Cycles and the Open Road.

To avoid disappointment an order should
be placed with a newsagent.

THURSDAY. JULY 6th.
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ON A NEW DEVONSHIRE HILL,

A Gradient Discovered which is

Claimed to be Steeper than

Beggar's Roost.

BEGGAR'S BOOST has been considered to

be Devon's steepest hill, with its gradient

of 3.6 to 1 on a small section, but the

discovery by Exeter motorists of Sim's Hill,

Islington, seems to oust the "Roost from the

(1) A Triumph rider making a good ascent of Sim s Hill. Islington, Devon.

(2) Taking no chances with the Norton sidecar. (3) Lad.es preventing the too

swift descent of Man. (4) A spectacular ascent by a Triumph sidecar.

premier position. The new discovery is not a

by-road or one in occasional use on a farm, but

an old main road running to Ashburton from

Hey Tor. Its surface is extremely good when

the gradient of 2.8 is taken into considera-

tion. (This, by the by, is the approximate

gradient of the entire hill, not a small section.)

The hill is approached from the village of

Islington; at the foot is an acute right-hand

bendt and then the steep portion, some 500

yards, is encountered. It is narrow, and like

many of the Devonshire roads, has high wooded

banks at either side, but it was climbed by

Triumph and Norton sidecar machines. In

fact, both made the. ascent with three up.

What proved a problem was the difficulty in

getting the machines down again, and resort

was made to a rope on which six or more

people hung.
b-3
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The 349

TAKING a machine to the Isle

of Man for the Tourist

Trophy races, as was done
with the 349 c.c. Royal Ruby
under review, involves a far more
thorough test than can ordinarily

be given a machine submitted for

editorial approval. First comes
the 180 mile journey to Liverpool,

and then nearly a week's strenuous

riding in the island—probably
amounting to 300 miles in all.

Delivered brand new, the

machine was collected at Euston,

then divested of its wrappings and
heavy coating of vaseline, filled

with petrol at a neighbouring

garage and the kick-starter

vigorously and, we regret to say,

fruitlessly applied. Finally we
discovered that the high tension

wire had been torn from the

magneto in transport, and once this -was replaced

the first trip of 25 miles was accomplished with-

out incident ; the flexibility of the semi-automatic

carburetter was all that could be desired, and the

power and acceleration quite remarkable for so small

an engine.

The Run to Liverpool.

Another feature of our road test was the carrying

of luggage, as the little mount had to carry an old and

favourite bag first initiated to the joys of motoring in

1903, which contained practically all that was required

SPECIFICATION.

ENGINE: Royal Ruby, single,

four-stroke, 74-5 X SO m.m.;
side by side valves.

GEAR: Royal Ruby 3-speed clutch

and kick-starter.

TRANSMISSION : chain and bell.

TYRES: 26 x 2\in.

CARBURETTER: two-lever semi-

automatic.

FORKS: Royal Ruby.

PRICE: £70.

A well-tried lightweight built throughout in one works, the 349 c.c. tour-stroke Royal Ruby.

b 4

top tube, as the weather was warm and they were only

for use in rain.

The first 20 miles of the journey were not particu-

larly successful, as one of those runs of bad luck

ensued which befalls us all at some time or other.

Stoppage in the petrol supply occurred before 7 miles

had been covered, which involved half-an-hour's delay.

This entailed clearing not only the petrol pipe, but

the tap, which had to be detached from the tank anc
cleaned with one finger blocking the tank orifice. Why
this did not happen in the 25 miles of the previous day

is difficult to un-

derstand. At last

Ave re-started, but

the obstruction

had been only

partially r e -

moved, as the air

had to be kept

closed all the

Passing
through Hemel
Hempstead . the

machine sud-

denly shot ahead,

the air lever was
shoved wide open

and mentally we
shouted for joy

that all was
clear But, alas !

we shouted too

3'
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Road Tests of New Models.—

soon. Mounting a steep hill on the^ way to a
friend's house, we were suddenly bumped in the air

and landed on the ground with the sickening thud
whieh proclaims a. deflated tyre. Our friend's house
was almost in sight, and as he possessed a large motor
house, a tiled yard, and a chauffeur, we pushed on and
on up a 1 in 20 grade until the lightweight seemed
to turn the scale at the same point as a big twin.

Investigation showed that a flint had penetrated the

cover once and the tube twice. However, the John
Bull outfit's largest patch carefully applied made a
satisfactory repair, and we restarted at least ih. 20m.
behind schedule, accompanied by our friend on his two-

seater car.

A Swift Means of Transport.
The route lay through Tring, Aylesbury, and Bicester.

The Royal Ruby clearly " had the legs " of our

friend's small car which followed it. After Bicester

we passed through Aynho and Banbury up to the

summit of the Edge hills, down Sunrising, and on to

Stratford-on-Avon, Alcester and Kidderminster.

After the latter town two good main road hills are

encountered which were special observation points in

one of the early A.C.U. Six Days' Trials. These

were successfully surmounted on top. Remarkably
pretty country was traversed on approaching Bridg-

north and the quaint village of Quatford, approached

through a cutting in the rocks, will long be remem-

bered. The roads were not altogether ideal, but

much good work was being done to improve them.

Passing through Whitchurch we made for Chester,

and there stayed the night.

Leaving early next morning we made for Birken-

head, and nearing there were overhauled by a

colleague who had left Kenilworth in the early hours

of the morning. We both caught the ferry comfort-

ably from Birkenhead, and shipped our machines on

the Mona's Isle with no trouble.

REAR LIGHTS
RECENTLY in the House of Commons Mr. T.

Thomson asked the Parliamentary Secretary to

the Ministry of Transport whether he was

aware that since the committee on lights on vehicles

reported considerable improvements had been and were

still being effected in reflectors and similar mechanical

catch-light devices ; and whether, before introducing

any Bill amending the law orr lights on road vehicles,

he would - further . investigate the efficiency of these

methods of protection as compared with the best rear
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Serious Work in the Island.
During our stay on the island the machine was used

as a hack and for serious work in viewing the T.T.
at different points. This entailed climbing mountain
paths strewn with boulders, and as bad as any found
in a Scottish Six Days, in dodging up rough by-roads

and in getting from place to place as quickly as pos-

sible. On not one single occasion did the machine fail

to do its duty.

Now as regards the machine itself, we were par-

ticularly pleased to find that the engine was really

oiltight. During the ten days it was in our possession

leg overalls were not worn, and during the last week

hardly a trace of oil was to be found on a pair of

new grey flannel trousers. This is an exceedingly

important feature, as no one wishes to wear extra leg

coverings in such heat as was experienced during the

latter part of May and the early part of June. The
engine developed plenty of power, was reasonably

flexible, and controllable in the densest traffic.

Points of Criticism.

So far as points of criticism are concerned, both

tool-bags and carrier were on the small side, the

carrier only being just able to accommodate our

luggage, which, however, it must be mentioned, was on

the generous side. It is a pity also that the tool

roll was too large for the tool-bag, and considerable

effort had to be exerted to insert it. It was also very

hard to find accommodation for all the necessities

required on tour, and when the machine was delivered

certain important parts of the repair outfit were not

packed in the tool -bags.

Some improvement is necessary in both brakes. The.

stopping powers of the front brake were negligible,

and those of the rear brake none too good, and also

the latter had to be entirely removed when the rear

wheel had to be withdrawn—this being necessary

owing to the damaged tyre previously referred to.

ON VEHICLES.
' lamps, which experience showed were difficult to keep

alight on certain classes of roads.

Mr. Neal said that he should be happy to instruct

a technical officer to attend a demonstration of any

new reflectors and similar mechanical catch-light

devices which it might be desired to bring to his

notice. A reply to this effect had been addressed to

a letter from the National Cyclists' Union, dated

January 30th last, but at present no proposal for any

such demonstration had been received from them.

THE PARIS-PYRENEES TRIAL.

THREE competitors riding, respectively, a solo

machine, a sidecar and a cycle car, alone suc-

ceeded in going through the reliability trials from

Paris to the Pyrenees and returning without the loss of

a single mark. They were Ring (557 B.S.A.), Sigrand

(1,000 D.S. sc.) and.De Belleville (Derby cycle

car). Ring, who is a B.S.A. agent in Alsace, punc-

tured about 20 miles from home and finished on the rim.

Owing to there being snow on the mountains, the

event had to be postponed, and the change of date

caused several competitors to drop out. There were

only seventeen starters, of whom nine were on motor

cycles or sidecars and eight on cycle cars. Of this

group eleven returned to Paris; they comprised six

solo machines or sidecar combinations and five cycle

cars. In addition to Ring on the B.S.A., Vattier

(499 B.S.A.) finished with a loss of 28 points and

Berrenger (557 B.S.A.) lost 107 points.

b 7
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V 3GHTON IPOAD

Records of long ago on Foot, Horse, Velocipede, and Steam Carriage.

OF route-books, helping the driver to find his way,
there are many ; and the local guide has been

written for every part of England. But none

of these served the same purpose as the Motor-Coach •
Shilling Route Books issued by our sister journal,

Motor Transport.

These little handbooks have been designed primarily

for the ever-increasing number of persons who enjoy

their motoring in a modern motor coach, but secondly

they serve as a guide to all who use the roads.

One volume is devoted to the various roads to

Brighton, regarding which the author says :

—

One always speaks of "The Brighton Road" as if there
were but one, but actually there are several roads to Brighton.
Probably the one most spoken of as "THE" Brighton
Road is that through Redhill, which is actually the shortest,
though not by far the most picturesque. But even this
road is not one and undivided ; many prefer to use the
older loop in Sussex and go through Cuckfield. A third
alternative section is the road through Sutton and Reigate,
joining the first at Povey Cross.

All these really count as variants of the Brighton Road

;

but there are two other roads, often called the "Worthing"
and the " Eastbourne " Roads, both of which lead to
Brighton by short branches.

Sporting records have ever been made between London
and Brighton. The very first of them was on July 25th,
1784, when the then Prince of Wales, afterwards King
George the Fourth, rode horseback from his irew Marine,- --

Palace, the Pavilion, to his residence at Carlton House,
London, and back again. We have the time in which he

b 8

made this performance : 4h. 30m. going, 5h. 30m. returning.
The earliest coaching record was that of June 19th, 1831,
when the "Red Rover" coach, leaving the "Elephant and
Castle " at 4 p.m., reached Brighton at 8.31 : time, 4h. 31m.
In 1834 this feat was beaten, and the record then set up
has never since been equalled by coach : on February 4th
the "Criterion" coach took the King's Speech down from
London to Brighton in 3h. 40m.

Some Other Records.
In October, 1833, Walter Hancock ran his "Autopsy"

steam carriage to Brighton in 8h. 30m. A "record," one
may exclaim, "in a record long time! " But wait a while,

we have to deduct three hours for his being obliged to halt

that time on the road.

Cyclists have had a special fury after record making
and breaking on the Brighton Road. The first of them, the
Old Master, so to speak, was John Mayall, junior, who on
February. 17th, 1869, rode a velocipede from Trafalgar Square
to Brighton in " about " twelve hours. On March 6th of

the same year W. M. and H. J. Chinnery walked to Brighton
in llh. 25m. The latest of the many organised walks was
that of April 29th, 1922, when there were nineteen com-
petitors, the best performance being that of H. B. S. Rhodes
in 9h. 13m. 55s.

Mayall's initial velocipede ride was followed in that same
year of 1869, on April 14th, by C. A. Booth, who got
down to Brighton on a machine of the same description in

9h. 30m. On September 19th, 1872, came the first amateur
bicycle club's race, won by A. Temple, -on r the then new
44in. bicycle, in 5h. 25m.

It would be a long story to tell all these struggles, which
went on- for -years,. The present Brighton and back unpaced
bicycle record js that by T. H. Grubb, 5h. 9m. 41s., Juna
19th, "1912.
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A New Feature in which Insurance Questions are Answered and Discussed.

It is now generally accepted that insurance is a vital necessity in the case of every motor cyclist. The number of

communications received on insurance matters, too, indicates that readers are very keenly interested in this subject;

some of the questions requite expert advice, and this new feature has been formed to deal impartially with the various

problems that are presented to us.

The close associations of "The Motor Cycle" and our sister journal, "The Autocar," with the Autocar Fire and
Accident Insurance Co:, Ltd. {a company evolved from the old Autocar Insurance Department, founded IS years ago)

enables " The Motor Cycle " to keep in very close touch with all matters pertaining to insurance—an undoubted
advantage to our readers.

Enquiries will be welcomed and should be marked " Insurance " on the left-hand corner of the envelope and addressed

to "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4.

A Boundary " Sportsman "" asked last week if an insur-
Hit and ance company should make good damage to

Broken a motor cycle sustained at a cricket match
Spokes. whilst the machine was parked hear the

boundary line.

This is a long question which can be answered in a few
words. It is not within our knowledge that any company
issues policies using terms " Accidental damage whilst on
the road under ordinary riding conditions." We do not
say that no company has ever done it, but if they have
they are certainly a company to avoid. Accidents of the

nature indicated by your correspondent would most cer-

tainly come within the scope of the accidental damage se-

tion of the policies issued by any reputable company.

After Twelve Mr. C. Canthall, Croydon, asks what amount
Months' an insurance company would pay on a

Wear. machine insured for £100 in January and
stolen in December after twelve months'
running.

The question of the value stated in the form of proposal,

or in the policy when issued, is for purpose of guidance

only, the determining fact at the time of "loss being present

market value.

Presuming
Non=rec»very.

Immediately a motor cycle is stolen the very

first question the owner asks, and quite

reasonably too, is, how long will it be before

he can replace the machine. Mr. W. Wil-

kinson, of Liverpool, sends us the query

:

" How long after the theft of a motor cycle

is an insurance company entited to wait

before the machine is presumed to be irre-

coverable and the company pays the claim?"

The reply here is that generally the insurance companies
act according to circumstances. It is usually possible to

ascertain in the course of two to four weeks whether a

recovery is likely to be made of a stolen machine.
It occurs in some cases that clues are obtained which

involve some difficulty in following up, and until the possi-

bility of recovery is exhausted, naturally the company with-

holds payment. Generally speaking, four weeks is ample
time in which to ascertain a definite position.

Physical An owner of Douglas sidecar outfit writes

:

Disabilities. " I have been refused a policy by a well-known
company owing to the fact that my leg has

been amputated. The controls of my motor
cycle are easy to operate and are most effec-

tive ; the tone of the company's letter, too,

was objectionable and independent to a degree.

They did not even offer to accept me at a'

higher premium. Do all companies object to

insuring disabled men?"

A great deal of sympathy is due to the disabled man
desiring to insure, and the difficulty arises how to accord

that sympathy which will, from the insurance company's

standpoint, keep the risk on the basis of fair insurable

hazard. The attitude of the Autocar Fire and Accident

Insurance Company is to accord sympathetic consideration

to each case and deal with the insured equitably. Where

the degree of disability is of a minor. nature, or such, even

if of a major nature, as not to increase unduly the hazard,

they generally agree to grant policies, subject to the insured

bearing, say, a small portion of each claim arising under

the accidental damage and third party sections. This

would appear to be the only solution possible. It will be

appreciated that there is a possibility of the degree of dis-

ability being such as to make the proposition quite impossible

from an insurance company's standpoint.

FILING TEMPERED STEEL.

TAKE an old file (a smooth or second-cut is best). Put

on it some thick grease and dip it in a tin of fine car-

borundum powder. The file so charged will bite dead hard

steel, and ordinary tempered steel it will take down at a

very fair speed.

If it is desired to re-colour the steel, support it on a piece

of thin iron plate over a bunsen flame, having first removed

all trace of grease (e.g., with petrol), and taking care to

avoid fingering it. Stop just before the original colour is

reached, and let it cool in the air.

bn
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THE BONUS BUGBEAR.
Opinions of Chain and Tyre Manufacturers and those of a Private Owner.

A Unique Scheme for Awarding Marks.

IN
our issue for June 15th we gave some par-

ticulars of the very unsatisfactory measures adopted

in the Isle of Man in connection with bonuses and

subsidies paid to riders by manufacturers of accessories.

As we anticipated, our remarks have aroused great

interest in the pernicious bartering which threatens to

undermine the present high position motor cycle racing

holds in the sporting world. We pointed out that there

was a danger that in future races the question of bonus

might weigh more with the rider than the quality or

suitability of the equipment used.

Several letters have now been received which endorse

the sentiments expressed in our article. Below we give

a selection of these.

A Tyre Firm's View.
"The pernicious bartering was certainly more in evidence

this year," writes Mr. Jack Randle, the competitions

manager for the Leicester Rubber Co. "Speaking on

behalf of my firm, who stood aloof from all matters of

bonus simply because they had spent a great deal of time

and money in producing a specially designed tyre for

tourist trophy work, I think that the time has come when
either the British Cycle and Motor Cycle Manufacturers,and
Traders' Union, Ltd., or the Auto Cycle Union, should take

a firm stand against what is unquestionably a deterrent

against the sport of motor cycling and the best interests of

the motor cycle tyre trade.
" At present, as your article ably points out, it is merely

a question of the largest purse which shall get the best

results—quality, the obvious deciding factor, is not allowed
to play its part.

" Some assistance to the winner of these events is

obviously due, but when such actions lake place as they did

. in the Island this year and offers made reach such senseless

proportions, it is time some standard rate of bonus was
instituted, and no firm allowed to exceed this figure under
penalty. Then we should see tyres fitted to machines
entirely on their merits, which after all is the whole essence

of the need for the Tourist Trophy Races.
" Might I, with your permission, congratulate the number

of motor cycle tyre manufacturers who disassociated them-
selves from the hectic bidding and counter-bidding, and
express the hope that they will join hands with us in an
endeavour to get the matter brought on a normal level,

and enter into competition with the watchword not
' Money First ' but ' Quality First.'

'

From a Famous Chain House.
The following letter has been received from Mr.

H. M. Andrew, the technical manager. of Hans
Renold, Ltd. :

-

" As you specifically mention chains in the general indict-

ment, we venture to ask of your courtesy sufficient space to

make it clear that the chain makers cannot by any possi-

bility be classed as offenders in this matter.
" We have been strongly recommended by officials of the

A.C.U. to give more publicity to our particular scheme of

awards, as they are good enough to say that they entirely

approve of them, and this seems to us to be a suitable
opportunity of giving a little explanation of the ' Renold '

award scheme.
" The object of the scheme is to support the invaluable

work of the A.C.U. in developing the motor cycle on
suitable lines as a touring machine, and we feel that awards
of this kind, of which the primary object is to encourage
the use of accessories under proper conditions, can only
be of benefit to the community as a whole.
"The scheme does not confine itself to the winner of the

race, nor to the rider of the machine, nor to the wrticvlar
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make of chain effiployed. It is an award made to the manu-
facturer of the machine according to the degree of attention

such manufacturer has given to those requirements essential

for securing the best practice -in the chain drive.
" The method of operating the scheme is to make a full

examination of the chain drive on the machines as entered

for the actual race and award each machine a certain

number of marks based on the number of teeth in the

chain wheels employed, the method and degree of lubrica-

tion, and the existence, or otherwise, of cranked links. The
marks for the wheel teeth increase with the number of teeth

employed, and the relative classes of lubrication are awarded
marks in the order of their value. No award is made unless

the entrant obtains at least 250 marks, and the award is

confined to gold medal winners, the amount awarded being
£1 per 25 marks, which worked out this year at from £10
minimum to £21 maximum per machine. The only dis-

tinction we make as regards the winning machine is that
its award is doubled.

" It will be seen that this scheme is a direct incentive

to the manufacturer to embody in his machine those features

which we, as experts, consider are essential to the proper
development of chain transmission, and the scheme is more
than justified when it is considered that some valuable
applications have been lost to chain driving not because
the method of transmission was wrong but solely because
of the trouble caused by improper application and use.

Countershaft or High
Number of Teeth Gear Drive. Rear Drive.

in Pinions.

Jin. |in. A-in. Sin.

14 ..

15 32 40 16 20
16 60 74 - 30 37
17 .. 82 102 41 51
18 .. 100 126 50 03
19 no k

146 58 73
20 128 160 34 80
21 .. 138 172 69 86
22 148 184 74 92
23 . .- 156 — 78 —
24 164 ! 82 —
25 170 85 —

Countershaft or High
Lubrication. Gear Drive Rear Drive.

1. Oil bath 270 270

Com- Com-
pletely Semi- pletely Semi-
End. End. Open. End. End. Open.

2. Oil drip feed 200 90 60 200 90 60
3. Occasional oil feed from

tank 100 50 30 100 50 30
4. Crankcase release or timing

gear case re ease 75 40 20 75 40 20

Countershaft or High
Gear Drive. Rear Drive.

No cranked links 50 50

How the Hans Renold Co. awarded Marks in their Bonus
Scheme for the 1922 T.T.

A Kendal motor cyclist signing himself " Inter-

ested " writes :

" I was pleased to see the article commenting on the
' Bonus and Subsidy scandals ' in connection with the T.T.
What is wanted is the elimination of the bartering, of

which everyone connected with the trade is fully aware, at

the same time assuring successful competitors of substantial

monetary rewards. I would suggest that the A.C.U. makes
a rule that no monetary or other prize be offered to com-
petitors by accessory firms, except through the A.C.U., the

amounts or value of such pri-zes to be notified to that body at

least fourteen days before the race."

(tS)
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cr to tfic Glitor
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and most be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

THE HARE THAT JUMPED.

Sir,—Referring to the above incident reported in last week's
issue of The Motor Cycle by Mr. W. A. Fell-Smith, whom
I had the pleasure of accompanying as the passenger he men-
tions, I would like to state that, extraordinary as the acci-

dent may appear to be, it is hard fact. Personally, I found
it such a very hard one and, driven into my face with so

unexpected and considerable force, it was impossible for

me to argue or withstand it.

It has struck me on many occasions (not the hare) that a

man will expend a considerable amount purchasing the bus
of his choice, but when it comes to buying the goggles a low-

priced pair of rubber and glass is deemed good enough.
Surely the wonderful gift of sight is so valuable, particu-

larly to our younger " brethren of the road " who have all

their life before them, with all the consequent joys of many
years of motor cycling, that the choice of goggles, it would
be thought, would be as important as the bus, if not more
so. Even in the mildest of crashes there is always the very

grave danger of glass goggles im--
perilling the sight by becoming broken f

and splintered. It is worth considera- 1

tion, and I bring this point of equip- 1

ment forward, as the accident which 1

befel me would have left me a blind 1

man to-day had I been wearing the 1

ordinary glass goggles. Mr. Fell-Smith
|

and those who have seen the ones I |

was wearing, are firmly convinced that
it is solely due to the fact of their
being Triplex that I retain my sight,

and as a measure of gratitude that I

still retain full vision I felt I could
not do less than utter a warning word to

all motor cyclists to take proper pre-

cautions in this part of their outfit.

May I trespass a little further in

order to record my appreciation of the
very efficient services rendered by
Patrol Bull of the A.A. ? (With Hares
and Bulls running about I cannot agree
that the run was monotonous.) He
seemed to arrive on the scene in a
most miraculous way—perhaps he also

jumped—and examined my eyes in a
most careful and capable manner for

broken glass, and gave us all the help
possible under the circumstances.
Tae the kindly Scots leddy wha pro-

duced the whisky Ah wud also tender
ma verra sincere thanks—twice ower

—

aince for the first drink that brocht me
round and again for the second which
by then Ah was in ma richt senses tae

enjoy. Aye, it was guid.

GEO. TEMPLE.

Sir,—Seeing your article on the above I thought my
experience of May 31st, 1922, might be of interest.

Returning home from Hunstanton on my James outfit, and
on taking a hill at about 30 miles per hour, a hare suddenly
appeared from the fence in front on the motor side of the
outfit. Finding that it could not clear the machine it tried

to jump it, and succeeded. Passing between myself and
the lamp set, it struck the top of the sidecar windscreen,
bending the metal beading and leaving a lock of its fur

on the screen screws. Needless to say, my passenger's

nerves were a bit upset for a few minutes, and I must
confess I felt a bit queer for a time.

We turned back to see if the hare was damaged, but
evidently no vital parts were hurt, as Sally was gone.

J. CLIFFORD THOMPSON.

Sir,—I think I can equal, or even better, the incident

described by Mr. Fell-Smith.

On April 29th last my twelve-year-old son and myself

were returning from Sutton Bank hill climb via Thirsk, and

A rider of a 976 c.c. Brough Superior in Zanzibar, who speaks in high praise of his mount,

eulogizing both its speed'capabilities and comfort. An interesting point about the milestone

is that it gives London 8,064 miles. What an adventure to ride to London by motor cycle,

touching the sea only in crossing to the mainland, at the Suez Canal and the Dover Straits.
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Until quite recently screens on sidecars used in America were in
the minority, but the advent of the Easting in that country will

no doubt mark the commencement of greater appreciation of

the unquestioned comfort a screen affords. A Henderson
owner with a fully equipped outfit.

as is usual, there was some chasing one another to get clear
of the front man's dust. We were travelling about 20 m.p.h.
when a black hen came out of a gateway oh our left, and
made across our track. Without warning it rose into the
air and made as if to fly over us, then disappeared. I feared
that it had got into the sidecar wheel when, to my surprise,
it flew out of the sidecar amidst a shower of feathers. What
really had occurred was that I had hit the hen first as it

was passing the windscreen, and my speed had caused it

to crash through the celluloid screen into my boy's face,
and it dropped into his lap. The impact had evidently not
killed it. Luckily the screen was not glass. We were like
the men with the hare—we were disappointed that we did
not secure a Sunday dinner on the cheap.

R. T. SWIFT.
A SCIENTIFIC LAYMAN CRITICISES.

Sir,—Having followed the profession of chemistry for a

food many years, I read with interest the article written
y " Kemist " and published by you last week.
As regards the metallic part of the question, I think he

is perfectly correct in saying, well—(in a nutshell)-
—" Pre-

vention is better -than cure."
I once pointed out to a representative of a very well-known

oil firm the formation of these fatty acids and the probable
liberation of . water, and the detrimental properties to the
metals to which they come into contact. He said very little,
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probably he didn't understand, or perhaps he agreed. At
the same time, when we drained castor oil from my crank-

case it has been castor oil through and through, and no
watery fluid whatsoever, as far as my eye could detect. Also,

the users of " Castrol R" in the T.T. Before they have
completed a circuit of 37 miles the oil should be hot enough
to have undergone this chemical change.
Why, in this case, does it lubricate'?

The oil is of practically uniform temperature, ami. each
molecule of it is as liable to chemical change as the next
one, therefore, why not empty H.COOH into the oil chamber
and save the engine the trouble of converting the oil ex-

pressed from Sicinus Communis into this.

If, of course, the engine is driven in the correct manner
for manufacturing these acids and chemicals generally, we
shall be very much surprised, on draining the crankcase, to

find crystals of oxalic acid, which in formulae is very close

to formic acid.

Perhaps "Kemist" would some time mention if the change
is chemical or physical. Because, if castor oil is used (pure)

and fatty acids are formed to the maximum degree, do they
re-dissolve in the remaining 100 per cent, oil on cooling,

so as to avoid being detected on inspection ?

Having turned over a few pages of the same issue, I see.

Castrol has been mentioned for its efficiency, and has been
used by the winners of the T.T. race for years and years

(and it is used by many other speedmen too).

I should think the " Castrol " firm have in their employ-
ment chemists who pass their opinion on the subject, and
surely no firm would sell formic acid as an oil indirectly.

I suppose if castor oil could be thrown out, prior to its

reaching the temperature of changing chemically, it would
be absolutely perfect as a lubricant, as in aero-engines.

Doncaster. METALLIC.

Sir,—In an article in your issue of June 15th under the
title " A Scientific Layman Criticises," one is given to
understand that castor oil, or oil containing castor, is inferior

to mineral oil as a lubricant. That being so, it would be
interesting to hear the views of manufacturers who market
such an oil for racing purposes. Castrol "R " and Speed-
well "White Ideal" are both of vegetable nature; surely
these oils do not possess all the disadvantages named bv
your contributor. ARTHUR S. COOK.

"

Sir,—Your correspondent " Kemist " commences and con-
cludes his article with marks of interrogation, a sign which
leads one to suppose that his criticisms are not criticisms
at all, but a subtle way of interesting his readers in a
subject which has created much discussion of recent years,
and which has been settled in no indefinite way by experts
of proved ability in the motor racing world. One cannot
believe that a scientific layman would be so dogmatic, as to
say that castor oil is not only a poor lubricant, quite
unfitted for internal combustion engines, but is extremely
detrimental, in view of the overwhelming evidence in its

favour.

Flights to Australia and across the Atlantic have been
made using Castrol " R," an oil which contains a large
proportion of castor oil, and not a small percentage, as
suggested; it has enabled records to be beaten and races to
be won_ The ever present smell of castor oil at all motor
race meetings proves that it has gained a popularity over
pure mineral oils which will not readily be eclipsed. Not
only is it used in the racing engines where the very last

unit of energy is extracted from the engine, and where it

is important that the piston should not be corroded right
away or the bearings wholly disappear before the race is

finished, but upon the touring cars, which oh such occasions
often have their strength taxed to the uttermost, and change
their oil after several thousand miles running.

I have seen drums of castor oil which have stood several
years untouched, but still they are quite -sound and no
corrosion is apparent. One ventures to suggest that the
castor oil which Kemist had examined had the " blues

"

and was anxious to part with them.
True, many people imagine that castor oil is one of the

most viscous oils—so it is as far as motor oils are concerned.
If one endeavoured-. to. use ail oil whose viscosity were
greater than castor oil at a temperature " of -. 140° . F. or
200° F., it would be •. very thick indeed. '; at .atmosphere
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temperature, so thick, in fact, that in cold weather it would
not flow and in warm weather would offer serious resistance

to the moving parts of the engine until the oil had become
hot, a resistance which would prove fatal to the racing

man. But viscosity is not a direct measure of the lubricating

value of an oil, and cannot therefore be relied upon as the
only guide. To deal with the obscure advantages of castor

oil is a lengthy, highly scientific subject.

C. C. WAKEFIELD & CO., LTD.,
E. A. EVANS, Chemist.

LIGHTWEIGHT TWO-STROKES FOR LONG DISTANCE
TOVRINC.

Sir,—I have noticed, in your recent issues, riders'

remarks on the performance of lightweight two-stroke
machines ; and since there seems to be some doubt as to

the suitability of lightweight two-strokes for long-distance
touring, I w.ould like to give particulars as to the perform-
ance, of a real ultra lightweight machine, viz., the 1J h.p.

J.E.S., which, as you know, has a cubical capacity of

169 c.c. only, and we think that the performances of these

tiny machines should leave no question as to their suitability

for long distance touring. \

On December 31st. last the . London-Gloucester-London
Reliability Trial took place. A J.E.S. was driven from
Gloucester to London, a distance of: 115 miles; on the next
day was driven from London to Gloucester and back, over

a route of 130 miles, completed the course within the

scheduled time, and on the next day was driven back to

Gloucester.
Then, again, in the recent London-Edinburgh run, a If

h.p. J.E.S. was driven from Gloucester to Hendon, and in

the evening at 7.20 p.m. left Hendon for Edinburgh^ arriving

there dead on scheduled time, having checked in at each
section exactly to time; not one second's trouble of any
sort was experienced. The machine was driven next day
into Kilmarnock and then back to Gloucester, a distance

altogether of well over 1,000 miles, and without the
slightest trouble.

Just one other instance of the capabilities of the modern
small two-stroke. In a freak trial recently held over the

Cotswold Hills, which included the most freakish hills that

could be found, one of these little machines succeeded in

completing the course according to schedule, very much to
the surprise of all the competitors. As a matter of fact, not
one of them expected the machine ever to get through the
course. However, it not only succeeded in doing this, but
succeeded in obtaining a silver medal, together with a gold
centre medal, for the second best performance of the run.

J. E. SMITH.

Sir,—I do not think that there is anything in the least

remarkable in touring long distances on lightweight two-
strokes. By taking adequate time for meals it is neither

tiring nor difficult to do 300 miles in a day. Twice I have
ridden from the Midlands to Edinburgh between sunrise and
sunset, once on a 220 c.c. Velocette (distance 325 miles, time

15| hours, less 3 hours for meals), the second time on a
249 c.c. Velocette (distance 320 miles, time 14 hours less

2 hours 10 minutes for meals). On the 220 c.c, machine I

rode a total of 1,285 miles in eight successive days.

Nuneaton. "63x80."

Sir,—I have observed recently in your columns discussion

as to the demerits of the lightweight two-strokes " as a

potterbus'; but really, why they are held up to ridicule by
a certain section of motor cyclists I fail to appreciate. One
must admit that modern two-strokes are remarkably reliable,

and whilst I continue to ride solo I should never think of

procuring any other grade of motor cycle. True, they have
disadvantages, combined with advantages, over four-strokes,

but I certainly can boast of some remarkably fine rides on

my 2£ h.p. De Luxe sports model New Hudson. In the

course of three to four thousand miles' riding I have never

had a suggestion of a breakdown, except for adjustments,

and since using a "K.L.G." H.S.I plug I have never had

a case of overheating, although I am constantly averaging

over 20 m.p.h. over" fairly lengthy journeys. Recently I

went from Finehley to Brighton, 60 miles, in 2J hours.

I should certainly recommend two-stroke riders to make
use of Castrol " C " oil and "K.L.G." H.S.I plugs. I can

That the French are masters at carnival decoration is generally

admitted, and this snapshot confirms the statement. The
elaborate device depicted won a prize at the recent Fete de

Narciss at Montreux.

hardly explain the improved running on my machine since

using them. PERFECTLY SATISFIED.
London, N.l.

PILLION RIDING AND INSURANCE.
Sir,—I think F. M. Davidson's letter on pillion riding

calls for a reply, from us, as we -are the only firm in a posi-

tion to advertise " No extra premium for pillion riding."

This concession we won for motor cyclists after conclusively

proving to the General Accident Fire and Life Assurance

Corporation that pillion riding was safe on a Tan-Sad.

Mr. Davidson could surely never have investigated this

offer, and cannot be the least acquainted with the standing

of the firm who. issue the policy, or he would never have

offered such advice to others. A perusal of the proposal

form will convince the most sceptical of the genuineness of

the offer; a glance at the name of the company backing it is

also in the highest degree convincing.

Yes, we know pillion riding is safe; we made it so, and

converted one of the largest and most important insurance

companies in the country to our view, and all for the benefit

of F. M. Davidson and his fellow motor cyclists, and we
are hoping to gain a still further concession for them in the

near future.

W. T. O'BRIEN, London Manager,
" Tan-Sad " Works.

3-inch TYRES AND SIDESLIP.

Sir,—I admire our old friend Ixion for the candour which

has impelled him to ventilate his one doubt about 3 in. tyres

on a 500 c.c. machine, after the eulogy he has expressed

for this size of tyre. My experience has been that these

tyres, on a medium-weight machine; are a mistake. Being

too large for the weight they carry, they create bouncing and

rolling, and without any question they are more liable to

sideslip under conditions that the 2f in. tyre. The latter,

however. I have found too small. My mileage with all sorts

and sizes of tyres exceeds 70,000. From experience, I have

found that an extra heavy 2S in. tyre fitted to a 2£ in. rim

is the best size for a medium-weight machine, being faster,
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and more comfortable and resilient, than the 650x65 fitted

to a round base rim. For road gripping qualities, extreme

comfort, and for fast cornering, the new super-studded

26x2i x 2i T.T. Hutchinsons, with their double rows of

studs each side of the large central studs, are indeed a reve-

lation in tyres. "ENTENTE.

Sir,—Mr. Harry G. Bell, having shaft drive cycles to sell,

can see no virtue in a chain direct and parallel drive, but

has, as good salesman, nothing but praise and clever pub-

licity for spur and right-aDgle drives.

I can imagine nothing- more efficient than direct chain

drive from the engine to the back wheel. The maintained

efficiency of an enclosed chain drive is over 98%. Engineers

are agreed that spur or mangle gearing (which Mr. Bell

advocates because it happens to be present car practice)

under ideal conditions, conditions which do not exist in the

motor cvele, lose in each reduction not less than from 8%
to 10%." A. E. PABNACOTT, M.I.Acto.E.

TEMPERAMENTAL ENGINES.
Sir,
—"Ixion," in your issue of June 15th, puts forward

another theory regarding the "Budge Mad Moment," i.e.,

the use of a certain type of inlet spring causing the valve to

seat unevenly and work "cock-eyed." -Slice starting this

correspondence I have tried most remedies, and they in-

clude :

(1) A standard conical Budge spring.

(2) A Perry, with top and bottom coils of equal diameter.

(1) Is much stronger than (2), and the running is not per-

ceptibly affected by the charge, the " mad moment " not

being affected at all.

The theory put forward in your issue of June 8th concern-

ing wear in the exhaust rocker causing the inlet cam to lift

the exhaust valve, thus forming a decompressor, struck me
as hitting the nail on the head : however, I've inserted new
rockers, in which there is no lateral play whatever, and re-

timed, without improvement. I don't think I've missed

any possible explanations, and I've exploited all my own,
and I have not, as vet, in three months' trying, touched the

trouble. R. S. L. BOOTE.

Sir,— I think there is something in your reader's solution

of rarefied air being the cause of mad engines. I use my
priming tap as an extra air valve, arid some days on open-

ing it the engine goes mad, at other times no difference is

noticed. The air lever on my carburetter (Senspray) is

hardly any use once the engine is warm, being full open
all the time. I get 90 m.p.g. on petrol, and 100 on benzole.

South Bank. SPARKS R.E.

Sir,—Re "Ixion's " remarks on Budges' " super-Rudging
it." Yes! Mine did, before I left England, of course.

One would be tootling along like a little old gentleman,
when suddenly she seemed to gather her skirts about her

knees (N.B.—This is not a mixed metaphor), and fairly

"beat it " for a few yards, and then settle down again.

Everything was well-nigh perfect, yet most things were re-

newed, as every brain-wave was put to practical use. The
carburetter was changed to no effect, and air leaks so elimi-

nated, that with the jet stopped up the whole carburetter
inlet dome and valve complete would hang pendulous from
one's mouth if one sucked hard enough. Everything was
tried, until the one thing, of necessity, possible of doubt
was the magneto, a C.A.V. that would have blushed if it

thought I didn't trust it, from sheer pride. But I had
to be firm, and couldn't have trusted Lloyd George himself
at that time. The makers returned it as perfect. A local

repairer said he rarely had the pleasure of seeing a
"machine" in such -delightful order. The third time I
took it to the repairer I took a Service revolver with me,
and dared him to say it was all right, and also to under-
stand that to mention "petrol supply," "valve-timing," or
:l compression " was certain death. When I called a week
later he wore that awful smile that tells of perfect con-

fidence, and beyond telling me to try it, wouldn't utter a
ivord. The Rudge started over the first compression and
ran quite well for the rest of the time I had her, with no
sign of "super-Budging." In the absence of data I am
wondering if now she always "super-Budges" or just

'Budges." Anyway, I quite fail to see how a magneto
b 20

could "cause the trouble, but that was my experience. Can
some of our magneto Marconis enlighten us ?

I should be delighted to give " Ixion's " friend the re-

pairer's address, but don't know if he can do it again!

He has completed his masterpiece, and now peacefully awaits

the end.

The last straw would, be to find "Ixion's" friend has

my machine—if journalist's friends ever have such a thing

as -a second-hand one. But that is- too cruel, almost, for

Fate. The registration number, I think, was HC-1664.
Karachi. CECIL W. USHER.

THE AMATEUR ROAD RACE.
Sir,—Much paper and ink has been used in aiscussing an

amateur road race without running up against the one thing
which would, to my mind, put tne " kybosh " on it

—"the
question of expense." How many real amateurs are there
who could afford £30 (the very minimum) for the pleasure
of hurtling round the Island at about 60 m.p.h. tor four
or five hours ?

My scheme rests on two facts. First, that practically
every other body governing various sports allows an amateur
to have his expenses paid by his club witnout loss of status.

Secondly, that most clubs offer some sort of trophy for the
best amateur rider.

The thing to do is to combine the two. I am not sug-
gesting that every club is wealthy enough to provide the
necessary funds, but different clubs in the same city, county,
or even the different centres, might combine with this

object, or alternatively the rider might pay a certain portion
of the expenses. I would suggest the following rules as

necessary :

That the secretary of the entering club must guarantee
the following :

(1.) That the rider is a bona-fide amateur (i.e., that he
is not in any way riding for profit, neither has he in any
way done so, and if he is engaged in the motor trade he
must not use any machine, accessory, etc., in which his firm

is in any way interested).

(2.) That he must have qualified by obtaining a gold

medal in any centre one-day trial or a M. C.C. trial or

such others as the A.C.U. may determine, such trial not

to be organised by the entering club.

(3.) That his machine is capable of, say, 50 m.p.h.

(4.) That the same machine will be used throughout
without any alteration and without being overhauled by the

manufacturer.

(5.) That the machine is a standard macnme, such as

can be bought by the general public.

The actual selection of the rider would be left to the

club.

The club would, of course, be heavily penalised in the

event of their statement being incorrect.

J. L. HANMAN.
DDDDnDDDDDDnnnnDnDDDDDDaanDDDD
a Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists,

Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle. *-*

E ti Mrvrnn cvrr.KS a ism HOW TO MA^AfiK THF.IVf • P
The standard handbook on the motor cycle. "-1

Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10.

'• HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." D
Eighth Edition. Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3. .

" TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES." Q
[-, A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying p

them when found. Fourth Edition.

Price net, 2/-. By post, 2/3.

' TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES.'
A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's point of D
view. Price net, 3/-. By post, 3/3. Q

'• MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
e-t By " Ixion," of The Motor Cycle. q
1= Cloth Bound. Price, 5/-. By post, 3/3. .-.

" Paper Boards. Price, 2/6. By post, 2/9. \~
" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS.

Q Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, Q
London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6. rj

pj
Book post, 5/ro. Set of Two Maps—England and _

Q Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8.
~

n " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK. °
Q With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. LI

D Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from IL1FFE & SONS Ltd.,

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers

and Railway Bookstalls. Q
anaannannnnanannnnnnnnanannana
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A front view of the Autogear three-wheeler, which has been tested on rough roads and farm tracks.

The Autogear Three'Wheeler, a Three^four Seater Runabout of Individual Design.

SERIOUS efforts to seek and adhere to

first principles have characterised

the planning of the vehicle under
review.

Undoubted advantages are associated

with front wheel driving, but so far the
cycle car industry in this country has

eschewed the arrangement-, with the ex-

ception of one designer, whose earlier

products are fairly familiar in .West
Yorkshire. The Stanhope three-wheelers,

driven and steered on the single front

•wheel, were lively and stable little

machines, chiefly handicapped by lack of

wide gear ratios.

The Autogear three-wheeler is the

logical outcome of the principles tried

out in the same designer's earlier

machines, but it is manufactured by
Autogears, Spring Grove Works, Hyde
Park Road, Leeds.

Advantages of thelLay-out.

Before describing the machine in detail

some passing remark may be made on the

advantage of front wheel driving, com-
bined with steering on the same wheel

or wheels. The most valuable point in its

favour obviously is the fact that on a

corner the power is directed round the

bend, the mass of the vehicle following

—

thus steering stresses on the chassis are

much reduced in comparison with the

ordinary back wheel driving machine,

where the whole mass of the machine has

to be deflected from the straight path
against the tendency of the power-driven
wheels to continue to run forward without
deviation. It is this latter consideration

which necessitates the stiff springing of

most three-wheeled machines ,to avoid
rolling of the back wheel. Apart from
any mechanical advantage, the location

of the entire power, transmission, and
steering mechanism in front leaves the

rear of the machine free for almost un-
limited length and carrying capacity.-

All Wheels Interchangeable.

Hitherto, the employment of front
driving and steering has involved the use
of a comparatively inaccessible wheel, but
in the Autogear the difficulty has been
cleverly overcome and open-sided wheels
are used throughout, all being inter-

changeable with the spare carried beneath
the body.
A tubular chassis consisting of two

1^-in. parallel members 18 in. apart, con-

nected by suitable cross tubes, is em-
ployed, and in front of the engine are

two inverted U-shaped tubes which
bridge the front wheel. These U tubes

are joined by two horizontal tubes parallel

with the chassis and about 12 in. high

and by a similar tube at the top imme-
diately above the wheel.

Swinging on the near side of the

chassis and on the short horizontal tube

above it, between the U members^ are

two malleable brackets, which at their
free ends carry in trunnion bearings a
large axle box in which, on heavy ball

bearings, runs the live spindle of the
wheel. On the Tiub is an internally
toothed ring, and also running in the
axle box is a short shaft carrying a
pinion engaging with the ring. Joining
the two tubes on which the brackets
swing is another casting, on which, runs,
also on large diameter self-aligning ball

races, a shell carrying the chain sprocket.

The drive is conveyed from the sprocket
to the small gear in the axle box by
means of a short shaft having universal

joints of the ball and yoke type at each
end. None of this mechanism is exposed.

Seeking Ideal Springing Conditions.

So far we have not dealt with the

springing. The upward movement of the

swinging brackets carrying the front axle

box is controlled by a C spring secured

to the tube bridging the top of the

inverted U tubes and to the upper bracket

Having the whole of the power plant and transmission in front of the dash, advantage is

taken of the possibility of fitting a three-four seater body.
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The entire mechanism of the 1,098 c.c. Autogear revealed by lifting the bonnet. A
chain case is fitted normally.

at a point immediately above the steering

pivot ; by employing deeply dished

Lynton steel wheels, the points of spring

attachment, the steering pivots and the

centre of the tyre tread are all in the

same straight line without canting the

wheel or tilting the pivots.

Steering is effected by a rocking lever

mechanism actuated by a quick thread on

the base of the steering column.

A 1,098 c.c. air-cooled Blackburne twin

engine supplies the power, and it is

mounted behind the front wheel, slightly

to the off-side. In the flywheel is a

ANOTHER CHAIN-DRIVEN
SPORTS TWIN.

Zenith Three-Speed Model
with 976 c.c. J.A.P. Engine.

A DEPARTURE- from Zenith stan-

dard practice has been introduced
in the shape of a 976 c.c. J.A.P.

engined machine with all-chain drive.

The bottom portion of the frame is of

the duplex variety, the chain stays ex-

tending forward to a cross member be-

neath the front engine lug. The Sturmey-
Ai'cher gear box is carried on a special

bracket extending from the top of the
rear engine plates to a cross stay joining

the duplex members behind the box. A
special bracket which carries the change
speed lever is fixed above the gear box
by- two of the clamping bolts; thus the
control slides with the box for chain
adjustment purposes, without interfering
with the operating rod adjustment.
The particular machine illustrated is

a special racing variety of the model
under consideration; it took part in last
Saturday's 200-mile sidecar race. The
main, design of the stanaard model is

essentially the same, except that the ex-
haust pipes lead first of all into a large
expansion chamber underneath the mag-
neto, and terminate in a long exhaust.
Manufactured by Zenith Motors, Ltd.,

Hampton Courts Middlesex, the price is

£126 with standard J.A.P. engine, or
£130 with the special super-sports unit.
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single-plate fabric clutch, and in the

centre of the flywheel is a ball bearing

in which fits an extension of the gear

box mainshaft. The gear box is specially

produced by the makers of the Autogear
and is of the usual car type, having three
speeds forward and reverse (gear ratios,

5, 8, and 14 to 1, and 15 to 1 reverse).

Two lugs on the gear box engage with
two lugs on the near-side chassis tube,
bolts passing through clearance holes in

each, the gear box being located by the
shaft in the flywheel bearing above men-
tioned. This original method of mount-

ing appears to be quite satisfactory and
ensures self-centering alignment.

On each end of the tubular rear axle

are ball-bearing axle boxes, in which run
live spindles carrying the rear wheel
hubs. Springing from the chassis tubes

outwardly at a point just behind the back
of the driving seat are two long lam-
inated springs with practically no
camber ; these springs are bolted to the

axle boxes, again, as at the front, im-

mediately above the point of contact

between tyre and road. Internal expand-
ing brakes are fitted, a pedal control

being used, with an interconnected hand
lever beside the central gate change.

An "Occasional" Four-Seater.

Although not recommended for foui

adults (with the standard springing), a

body of the type known to the car world
as the occasional four-seater has been
adopted. Two adults and two children

would find ample room, and even so thers

is still some luggage accommodation,
while the hood covers everything.

Having driven the machine, which in-

cidentally costs £215 with Lucas dynamo
lighting, we can vouch for its comfort,
silence, and easy steering. The driving
tyre (700x80) appeared to receive amaz-
ingly little wear, and good climbing
powers were exhibited. Very much more
powerful brakes, we think, might be
incorporated, for a machine capable of
fairly high speeds needs ample stopping
power. Unfortunately, we could not try
the machine on a wet, greasy hill, but
with a lighter body it gave the impres-
sion of being a most likely mount for
freak trial work. A large diameter cool-
ing fan permits long periods of low gear
work without overheating.

Close-up view of the engine and transmission units of the 976 c.c. all-chain drive Zenith
This machine is actually a racing model but is practically identical with that to be supplied

as a standard sports model.
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FRANCE'S PREMIER EVENT.

s79

The Grand Prix at Strasbourg on July 12th. List of Entries.

Course—and How to Reach It.

Particulars of the

ENTRIES have now definitely closed for the French
Grand Prix Motor Cycle Race, to be run st

Strasbourg on July 12th, with 44 machines in

the three classes. Unless last minute entries have been

received in England on behalf of the French Club,

there will be 23 machines in the 500 c.c. class, 6 in

the 350 c.c. section, and 15 in the 250 c.c. class. Many
of the riders have not yet been announced, so that the

following list, while complete so far as the machines

are concerned, is incomplete for the men :

soo c.c.
1. Norton. 350 C.C.
2. Norton. 1. Alcyon.
3. Norton. 2. Alcyon.
4. Alcyon. 3. Garelli.
5. Alcyon. 4. Gaieili.
6. Alcyon. 5. Garelli.
7. Peugeot (Gillard). 6. Terrot.
8. Peugeot. 250 C.C.
9. A.B.C (Bartlett). 1. Armor.

10. A.B.C. (Naas). 2. Thomann.
11. Sunbeam (Bennett). 3. Motosolo, Clech.
12. Sunbeam (de la Hay): 4. Massey Arran.
13. Sunbeam (Chappaz). 5. New Imperial (Bert Kershaw).
14 Triumph (Finney). 6. Lexis (G. S. Davison).
15. Triumph (Edmond). 7. Isoard Liaudois (Isoaro).
16. Triumph. 8. VelccefTe (Cottin).
17. Motosacoche (Pelisier)7 9. Velocette (Nel).
18 Motosacoehe (Ziud). 10. Yvel's (Froment).
19. Griffon (Borgotti). 11. Yvel's (Vemisse).
20 Norton (Bastide). 12. Cha-uviere (Chanviere).
21 Norton (Francisquet). 13. Terrot.
22 Norton (Hoilox-?l!). 14. O.K. (Handler).
23 Koehler (Escoffier). 15. O.K. (Woods).

Undoubtedly the start of the race will be made
at eight o'clock on the morning of Wednesday, July
12 th, in three groups, with a very short interval be-

tween them. The course, which is about 8^j miles

round (exactly 8.3158 miles), has to be covered 20
times by the small machines, 25 times by the 250 c.c.

mounts, and 30 times by the 500 c.c. racers. It is not

intended to publish times lap by lap, as is usually done
in French road races, but to show the number of laps

covered by the individual machines, the time only
being given at the end of the race.

Course in Good Condition.

The Strasbourg course promises to be in. excellent

condition for the race next month. The whole of the

surface has been relaid, hard granite from the Vosges
mountains being used, and there will be a final treat-

ment with calcium chloride in order to render the sur-

face absolutely dustless. The* fact that this race is

followed by a couple of motor car races on the 15th
and the 16th makes it possible to prepare the roads

much more thoroughly than could be done if the motor
cycle event only were on the programme. As an in-

dication of the elaborate nature of the preparations,

one of the local authorities has granted 150.000 francs

(more than .£3,000 at present exchange) for the relay-

ing of the roads only, while the Municipality of the

City of Strasbourg has voted a subsidy of more than

£6,000 towards general expenses.

It is expected that the practice period will be from

July 1st to 8th, certain of these days being for cars

and others for motor cycles. In former years practice

has only been tolerated by- the local authorities, the

public being warned that cars and motor cycles would
be on the road at certain hours, but no power exist-

ing to keep people off the highway. This year it is

expected that the Prefect will pass a decree closing

the course entirely to ordinary traffic during the prac-

tice period, so that riders will have the certainty, when
out during the official hours, of not finding outsiders

on the road.

Honour for Winner.

The proposal has been made, and doubtless will be

followed up, of giving the winner of the Motor Cycle

Grand Prix the honour of starting the motor car Grand
Prix on the morning of

July 15th. Instead of the

more usual method of

sending the cars away at

regular intervals, it has

been decided to place

them in rows a few

hundred yards from the

actual starting line, and

HOW TO GET TO THE GRAND PRIX COURSE
'?Mr.r.c:<

>3TRASBS0Sq

" THE AUTOCAR " ROUTE. Calais-Strasbourg {via Arras). 372J rrules ; Boulogne-bcrasbourg 3811 (via Douai, >i mJes further).

Via Cambrai, Reims and R.A.C. Route, Calais-Strasbourg. 374 miles; Boulogne-Strasbourg, 3S2J miles. R-\C. ROUTE. Havre

—Strasbourg (via Sarrebourg), 406 miles ; Dieppe-Strasbourg, 367 miles. The Lunevjle Route saves 5 miles ;
Verdun—Metz Koute

adds 6f mile;.
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France's Premier Event.

—

to send them off in a group. The winner of the motor
cycle race will be placed at the head of the group,

"and will lead the racers down to the starting" line at' a

fairly rapid pace. Immediately the line has' been cut,

the motor cyclist will pull well over to the right and

allow the racing cars to go past. This method has.been

adopted as an honour to the winner of the motor cycle,

event, and also because a two-wheeler can slip out of

- the way of the oncoming racers much quicker than a

car While the drivers of the racing cars cannot change

their positions until the motor cyclist has given the

signal, it is obvious that they will remain hard oh the

heels of the starter.

The Course Described.

Entzheim, a village 6J miles south-west of Stras-

bourg, is the nearest point of the course to that city.

It is interesting that the whole of the circuit is on by-

roads (ckemins vicinaux), which are very different

from the by-roads in England, being mostly straight

and with fine surfaces. Half-way between Entzheim

and Duttlenheim is Dup.pigheim, where the start and

finish take place and where the grand stand and re-

plenishment booths are situated.

The race proceeds in an easterly direction, and then

turns an acute angle southwards along a perfectly

straight road to Innenheim. Here is a right-angle bend

forming the base of the triangle, where there is another

right-angle turn bringing the competitors back to the

start, a distance of just over S miles.

From the grand stand the road falls away slightly,

but after the Entzheim turning rises about 100ft, and

then falls down towards the southern end of the tri-

angle. After that point it rises slightly, falls to

Duttlenheim, and is slightly on the down grade to

the grand stand. These gradients are very slight, the

'-JSPJ) ff9 2a
* a JV- :,.• -

".-

B
1

maximum up-grade being no worse than five per cenlM
(1 in 20).

Last year's winner of this French classic race was:
A. Bennett (Sunbeam), the winner of this year's Senior
T:T. His speed was 59.9 m.p.h., as compared with:

58.3 m.p.h. averaged in the T.T.
"

Thus it will be seen that, irrespective of twelve

months' advancement in engine efficiency, the figures-

reveal that the Grand Prix course is nearly 2 m.p.h.""

faster than the Isle of Man circuit. Considering that

there are no serious hills, one may estimate that the

race this year will be won "at a speed exceeding
60 m.p.h.

How to Get to the Course.
Strasbourg is just over 400 miles from the coast^

and is most conveniently reached from Dieppe o>£.>

Havre. The roads are mostly in good condition, and
pass through many towns on the late French front,

but it is not necessary to pass through Paris.

Readers of The Motor Cycle who contemplate visit-

ing either Strasbourg for the Grand Prix, or Geneva in

connection with the International Six Days, are re-

minded that an article which appeared early this year

gives full information as. regards the formalities for

taking a machine to the Continent. This article has

now been brought up to date and reprinted, and a

copy will be sent on application to anyone interested.

An excellent route from the coast to Strasbourg was
published by our sister journal The Autocar on June
17th. This route is shown in the map together with

an alternative, available from either Dieppe or Havre.!'

The dotted lines in the map show alternatives passing

through various places of interest. It will be seen that"

of the most direct routes The Autocar route from Calais

to Strasbourg is just over 372 miles, while the most

direct route from Dieppe is 367 miles.
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-UP- THE GRAND PRIX COURSE.

CONTOUR SECTIONS OF THE
STRASBOURG CIRCUIT.

It will be seen that the route of the Grand
Prix is totally different from that of the T.T.

in the Isle of Man. The contours above

are of the three sides of the triangular course

;

the start and finishing point is indicated on
the first contour.
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ALL-NIGHT RUN INTO SCOTLAND.
Newcastle Motor Club's 224 Miles Trial.

FULLY fifteen hundred spectators
assembled in the Haymarket, New-
castle, pn June 17th, to witness the

i departure of the sixty competitors in the
I Newcastle and District Motor Club's
1 17th All-night Reliability Trial, which
a covered a course-ef 224 miles with Edin-
i burgh as the farthest point.

Policemen struggled hard to keep an

J
opening for the competitor's, but with

I little avail, for, immediately a com-
B petitor had little more_than "squeezed"
i| his way through, the crowd, with craning

| necks, closed in again in an endeavour
I to get a glimpse of the next man and
( hazard a guess as to what his mount was.
E Brewis (N.U.T.) shot off at speed,

i; wobbled badly in the crowd, and came
E off—to the amusement of the onlookers

—

but fortunately escaped serious injury.

An Early Secret Check.

The first check was at Alnwick, and
the main North Road being, on the

whole, in good condition, many of the
competitors were soon ahead of time
and were neatly caught at a secret check

is which was being worked at Newton-on-
s the-Moor, about two miles from the old

l{ Northumbrian county town. At Ber-

1)1 wick the competitors were more watchful,

A the first man, R. Reid (Scott), pass-

:] ing into Scotland at 11.6. Here W.
i5 Richardson had trouble with the electric

a lighting of his N.U.T., and although
he managed to purchase another set of

.

z lamps, decided to retire, having lost

I almost an hour. A head wind had now
I developed, and, despite the late—or early

—

I hour, a goodly crowd of enthusiasts was

t assembled at the Dunbar check. In

$ Musselburgh a secret check was in

it operation, but became a fiasco, the
' checker, though aided by two policemen
I who seemed to enjoy the little diversion

from their usual round, failing to dis-

A pair of Norton riders on Otter Caps during the All-Night Trial to Scotland organised

by the Newcastle and District M.C.

tinguish the numbers on the majority of

the machines. The outward journey

—

120 miles—terminated at Edinburgh,
where one hour was allowed.

As dawn was breaking the first man
was despatched on the return jour-

ney, the route through the Lowlands
being via Dalkeith, Soutra Hill, Lander,
Earlstown, and St. Boswell's to Jed-
burgh—and a second breakfast stop.

Three secret check sections of ten miles

each were included in the remaining fifty-

six miles, the first commencing four miles

from Jedburgh, and the second on the

climb over the Otter Caps after leaving

Otterburn. The morning was gloriously

fine, and the gorgeous moorland scenery

provided an excellent tonic for the now
tiring riders, who had to keep a sharp

look out for the sheep which, grazing

by the roadside, became greatly alarmed

and galloped for miles along the road.

Punctures, from which the competitors

had been practically immune, now began

to cause trouble, S. Fullerton (Rover),

who up to this time had been well on

schedule, losing his chance of a gold

25 miles from the finish, whilst nearer

home still J. Stewart (A.J.S. ec.) also fell

a victim, but, speedily slipping in the

spare wheel, made up his lost time. A
badly cut up road, with huge pot holes,

provided the last stretch, the competitors

being timed in a mile from Newcastle.

AUSTRALIAN SOLUTION OF THE TYRE PROBLEM.
Puncture^free and Unburstable Construction Evolved by a Sydney Inventor.

HERALDED as the "last word in

pneumatic tyres," the tyre in-

vented by Mr. J. H. Channon, of

Sydney, is at any rate something out of

the ordinary. The inventor has tested it

severely, and claims it to be unpunctur-

able and unburstable under present-day

conditions.

The principle of the tyre is the enclos-

ing of a number of air inflated balls made
of stock tubing within a specially

moulded rubber tyre having perfect

spherical cavities. These balls can be

inflated to any pressure, and are placed

in the rim under pressure, the method
being adaptable to the ordinary tyre, and
it is claimed that it is possible to put

on the tyres quite easily.

The new idea, the inventor claims,

eliminates all ordinary tyre worries and
troubles. There being a series of balls,

if one should happen to burst, which

13

it would do only under extremely hard

conditions, it is scarcely feasible to be-

lieve that the whole lot would burst at

Claimed to be unpuncturable, the Channon

tube, cut open to show how the air inflated

balls are moulded with the tube.

once. Even allowing for the very remote
possibility of the lot bursting the machine
might be run home without injury to the

bead of the tyre because of the support

accorded by the rubber between the balls.

It will be seen from the illustration

that the cavities are of such a shape

that they completely consolidate the air

in the balls to a given space, wjth thin

rubber supports in between, which

directly take the weight of the load, the

air-balls taking the pressure gradually,

thus offering a cushion and a resiliency to

the shock on the axles.

Four years is said to be the life of

the tyre, and it is to be guaranteed

20,000 miles.

The ultimate object of the inventor is

to produce a combination tyre with a

higher rim than the present-day one.

which will lend support to the balls under

weight, thus doing away with, or taking

the place of, the present-day cover. The

tyre will be known as the "Channon-

Marshall."
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An American Excelsior at Pleinmont. A
typical Guernsey country lane.

TRIALS in the, Channel Isles have

a fascination and environment all

their own, and early this month

54 machines were brought up to the

starter for an 80-mile run for the A.C.U.

Cup in Guernsey, the isle where every

road is a hill and. every hill a corner.

The riders were dispatched in pairs

at one minute intervals. The first ob-

served hill—Petit Bot—occurred at the

end of 13 miles, and was composed of

hard gravel to the first of five hairpins,

all particularly nasty, along little more

than a goat track. Two of the three

lady competitors, Miss Niles and Mrs.

A CHANNEL
ISLES CLASSIC.
Inter-Island Reliability Trial

;

54 Entries for the A.C.U. Cup.

Mauger (Guernsey), fell on the worst

bend. E. Le Caudey (Jersey) also fell,

but E. Winterflood, M. Slaytor (Guern-

sey), S. T. Blundell (Jersey), were all

good.

In the Talbot Valley a freak hill, The
Niaux, caused a thousand or so spec-

tators to gather to watch the climbs.

A. Holland (654 Coventry Eagle, Guern-

sey), E. Pirouet (678 Martinsyde sc,

Jersey), P. Mauger (499 Verus). Miss

Niles (348 Wolf), E. "Winterflood (499

Coventry Eagle, Guernsey), and B. Ellett

(490 Norton), E. C. Oldham (633 Norton),

E. Charlton (490 Norton), were all clean

and steady in their attempts.

Following a lunch interval at the

western point of Pleinmont," a resump-

tion was made with a climb up the

ragged surface of a grass lane. Mrs. E.

Oldham (550 Triumph sc, Jersey) made
a clean ascent here, but both S. Peek
(595 Douglas) and E. de Putron (633

Norton, Guernsey) came off on the 1 in 4

portion. The Griffon hill gave trouble

to F. Touzel (499 "Rudge, Jersey), who
konked out, and to E. Le Maitre (293

Connaught, Guernsey). Clean ascents

were effected by T. Le Cheminant (499

Coventry Eagle), W. Blondel (348 Coul-

son), A. -Gorman (550 Triumph sc,

Guernsey), and V. Bryant (496 Brough),

A. Kempster (550 Triumph), and D. Le
Caudey (550 Triumph, Jersey).

Pluck and sand must be in the make-
up of a rider who can complete such a

run on a 1910 fixed geared Win-Precision

JUNE 2Qtll, Ig22.

£?#*"- -; .;-
:

Mrs. P. Mauger (left) and Miss N. Niles,

Guernsey's two most accomplished lady

motor cyclists.

—a feat accomplished by E. H. Le Brocq
(Jersey), and almost equalled by C.

Millard (Guernsey) on an old two-speed
Clyno two-stroke. The home riders were
very clean on hills, but in the majority
of instances too early in controls.

Steadiness sent the A.C.U. Cup to Jersey.

Results.—A.C.U. Cup and gold medal

:

E. Pirouet (678 Martinsyde, Jersey).

Silver medals : A. Holland (654 Coventry
Eagle sc, Guernsey), B. Ellett (490
Norton), E. Le Brocq (1913 348 Doug-
las), H. L. Cutbush (633 Douglas sc),

all Jersey. Ladies, first : Miss N. Niles

(349 Wolf, Guernsey).

A FULL POWER CARBURETTER.
A New Binks Model for Sporting Mounts.

FOR some years past the Binks "rat-

trap " carburetter has held a high

position amongst the racing frater-

nity. Unfortunately, the racing Binks

carburetter being built for racing pur-

poses was not sufficiently flexible for use

in more normal circumstances.. Neverthe-

less, there have been steady demands for

such an instrument in a modified form,

and this demand is now being met by.

the latest product of C. Binks, Ltd.

Similar in most respects to the racing

models, the new carburetter has a piston

throttle in the normal position, and
directly below this throttle but some-

what to the rear of the barrel is fitted a

pilot jet; the expanding choke is ar-

ranged in much the same manner as

before—that is to say, the top portion

of the rectangular section passage is

hinged at the front end, the rear end

being controlled over a fairly wide range

by a separate cable control. Just inside

the mouth of the air intake at the point

of highest air speeds lies the main jet,

which is easily accessible should a

b32

A modified form of the racing type Binks

carburetter (or use on any sporting

mount.

change be necessary. The float chamber
is detachable and adjustable for position,

and a filter is fitted above the petrol

inlet to the carburetter body.
This new carburetter has been sub-

jected to tests on a modern high effi-

ciency engine, and we have found that it

bears out the claims of the manufacturers
in every respect. The slow running on
the pilot jet is good, and with the
throttle open and the main jet in action,

it is possible to obtain very high speed,

since the air passage is entirely unre-

stricted, except for a very slight choke
near the main jet. In addition the

acceleration is very rapid. The makers
do not claim that the new carburetter is

exceptionally economical or automatic in

action, but it has been produced with the

idea of supplying the need of a carburetter

for sporting machines—that is, an in-

strument which will enable the highest

speeds and good acceleration to be ob-

tained while the engine can be throttled

down and easily controlled in traffic and

other normal road conditions.
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XTiiues to Xigbt OLamps.
June 29th .

.

. . 10.19 p.m

July 1st .. 10.18 „

„ 3rd .

.

.. 10.18 „

., 5th .

.

.. 10.17 ..

Next Thursday.

Next week's issue of The llotor Cy-lc
is the annual Summer Number.

Distinctions.

"Two wheels for sport, three for
safety, and four for swank/' writes
"Ixion '.- in chiding an old motor cyclist

for abandoning his earlier love for a
motor car. , —

The Bonus Bugbear.

A unique system of awarding marks of

merit has been devised by Hans Renold,
Ltd., to overcome the bonus bugbear, re-

ferred to in our issue of the 15th. Par-
ticulars of it will be found on page 872
of this issue.

Loss to Motor Cycle Sport in Ireland.

It is with sincere regret that we have
to announce the death following an acci-

dent of Mr. Bernard M'Givern, son of

Mr. Peter M'Givern, J.P.. Newry Street,

Banbridge, and vice-captain of Ban-
bridge and District M.C.C.. a photo-

graph of which appeared in the March
16th issue of The Motor Cycle.

Relativity.

Americans always assume an innocence

regarding the size of Great Britain, and
pretend that in motoring in our country

they are always in fear of '"going over

the edge." British motor cyclists who
have not visited the Isle of Man some-
times refer in similar terms to motoring

in the I..O.M. What will the majority

of our readers think of the 80 mile trial

in the little island of Guernsey, referred

to on page 882.

Trials not Prohibited.

Mention was made last week at the

Bromsgrove Rural Council of the danger

occasioned to the public by motor cyclists

using narrow lanes in the Romsley dis-

trict, and taking corners at high speeds.

It was suggested that motor testers

should be controlled, and that motor
charabancs should not be permitted to

use unsuitable roads. Eventually it was
decided that permission should be given

for motor cycle trials on condition that

the course was properly policed, and that

a contribution of £5 was made towards

the damage to the roads.

5-i i

Finality not in Sight.

Those who sometimes express th|3

opinion that finality in motor cycle de-

sign will soon be reached may not live

to see the day. So far as reliability is

'OD' erned British motor cycles have cer-

tainly reached a high standard, but to-

day there is no more indication that de-

sign is settling down to one pattern than
was the case a decade ago.

A SUMMER NUMBER

WILL BE PUBLISHED NEXT

Thursday, July 6lh.

Special articles and illustratious of

an appropriate nature are in course

of preparation for this enlarged issue.

To prevent disappointment definite
orders should be placed with News-

agents.

Special features.

A FOUR-SEATED THREE WHEELER.
THE BONUS QUESTION.

Motor Works Purchase!.
The well-known motor cycle manufac-

turers, A. J. Stevens, Ltd., of Wolver-
hampton, have purchased the Briton

Motor Works from the receiver in liqui-

dation, Mr. R. H. Johnston. The Briton

Motor Company was established in 1906

in Stewart Street, Wolverhampton, and
moved in August, 1920, to the present

large premises in Lower Walsall Street.

Presentation to T.T. Riders.

An interesting gathering took place
on Monday. June 19th, at the offices of

the Triumph Cycle Company, Ltd., when
W. W. Brandish, Jun., and F. B.

Halford were presented with gold chron-

ometers suitably inscribed in recognition

of their successful efforts in the recent

Tourist Trophy Race. Brandish (499

o.h.v. Triumph), it will be remembei-ed,

finished second in the Senior Race at an

average speed of over 56£ m.p.h.

THE "COSTER AND GAL." Mr. and Mrs. Le Brun (499 c.c. Rudge-Multi) who won

first prize for solo mounts in the Fancy Dress procession organised by the Bristol M.C.C. on

the recent Hospital Saturday.

C3
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At tKe recent Neath and District Speed Trials.

Luther Davies (349 c.c. Cotton), of Newport made
fastest times in both 350 c.c. standing and flying starts.

Loughborough and District M.C.C.

Readers -will be interested to learn that Clii>stone

Drive, the well-known speedway, has again been

granted for the rise of the Club fcr the Speed

Trials which me being held on Jnly 29th under

the auspices oi the Mansfield and Loughborough
Clubs.

Sutton' Coldfield and North Birmingham
A.C.

Permission has been obtained to held a hill-

climb ou Angel Bant, a main road hill near
Cleoburv Mortimer, and numerous classes will be

run in ' this event. Full particulars may be ob-

tained from Mr. W. S. Banner, 30, Cromer Eond,
Baleall Heath; or Mr. W. 'Watson, 40, Edmnnd
Street, Birmingham.

Southport M.C.

Birkdale Sands was the scene ofthe race meeting
held by this club, when some excellent performances
were put up. The following riders gained prizes:—

C H Foster (349 New Scale). H. Porter (499 Sun-
beam). E. Head'.am (49S Zenith-Bradsnaw), A.
Houlding (349 Matador-Bradshaw), O. Waterhonse
(499 Sunbeam) ana S. Ollerhead (494 Douglas), who
made fastest time of the day.

Neath and District M . C

.

Competitors for the Margam Trials on July 22nd
will be interested to learn that, in addition to

the Silver Cups offered by the Port Talbot Fete
and Gala Committee, the Neath Club intends

putting up the Eyans-Bevan Silver Cup for the

competitor making fastest time on the Margam
course for motor cycles and sidecars.

Lichfield and District M.C.C.

F H. Twvman (499 Sunbeam) gained a 1st

class award, and H. Hines (998 Blackburne) a
' 2nd class award in the reliability trial held re-

cently at Lichfield. Another trial of a similar

nature is being held on July 2nd, starting at

2 p.m., particulars of which may be obtained
from the Hon. Sec, Mr. H. Hoskison, " Fradley,"
Lichfield,

Keighley M.C.C.

A strenuous course was selected for the reli-

ability trial which took place on June 18th. Some
difficult hills were encountered, both from the
ascending and descending point of view, and
several retirements had to be recorded. Creditable
performances were made by W. Smith and
E. Ackrovd (499 Sunbeams) and B. Green (549

A.J.S.I. H. Pearson (486 Scott Squirrel so.) had
to retire in the early part of the trial with a

- broken sidecaT spring, and G. Shore (557 B.S.A.
pe.) met with brake trouble and had to drive into

the moorland bordering the track to avoid worse
results.

C4

The Motor Cycling Club.

The ninth members' race meeting of this club

is being held on Brooklands track. Weybridge, on

SatuTdav, July 8th, full particulars of which can

be obtained from Mr. J. A. Masters, 22, Norland

Square. Kensington, W.ll. Three prizes will be

riven for each event if sufficient entries are re-

ceived; there will be twelve races, the first of

which is timed to start at 1.30 p.m.

Keighley M.C.
The course chosen for the reliability trial held

on June 18th was rather strenuous, and eventually

proved too much lor the sidecar class, which was

completely eliminated from various causes. In the

solo class there were only three survivors, and

they received awards as follows: 7. W. Smith (499

Sunbeam), trophy and gold medal; 2, E. Green

(349 A.J.S.), silver medal; 3, E. Ackroyd (499 Sun-

beam), bronze medal.

Grimsby M.C.C.

On Saturday, July 1st, at 3 p.m., a Gymkhana
will be held in aid of the Grimsby and District

Hospital. Entries for the various events are free,

but a silver collection will be taken. A number of

sporting events and competitions have been^arraneed,

and tea will be .provided free o£ charge. Intending

competitors are asked to notify Mr. FPlastow
(Chairman of the Humberstone Fifties syndicate) as

soon as possible at 13-15, Osborne Street, Grimsby.

Cookstown M.C.C.

Excellent weather conditions favoured the 30-mile

Road Race held recently, and considerable interest m
the event was displayed by a large number of spec-

tators. Eesnlts were as follows :-(l) Mallon (499

Sunbeam) ser . 38V.,m.: (2) Fearon (490 Norton).

2m K. 45s - (3)" Hamilton (490 Norton), 46m.

47s. The average speed of the winner was 48 m.p.h..

who also put up the fastest lap (about 6 miles) in

7V, minutes. In the Half-mile Speed Handicap

Weir (499 Triumph) was first, Mallon (499

Sunbeam) second and Forsythe (499 Sunbeam)

third. , „_
Northern Centre A.C.U.

Organised bv the Barrow and District M.C., the

formula results of the Speed Trials held at Esk-

meals are as follows, the numbers after each

name indicatins the "figure of merit": -Class

B- (1) G. W. Shepherd (292 Edmund), 990:

(2 K. Saver (249 Velocette). 1559: (3) W. G
Hardman (349 Conlson B.), 2063 Class O: 1

G. W. Shepherd (292 Edmund), 1084; (2)

H. Baxter (490 Norton). 1440: (3) F. Dunning

(499 Triumph), 1500. Class D: (1) G. W. bhep-

herd (292 Edmund). 967-9: (2) F. Dunning (499

Triumph). 1303. Class E: (II G. W Shepherd

(292 Edmund). 1092: (2) H. Baxter (490 Norton).

1374 Class L: (1) H. Jackson (499 Sunbeam),

1356; (2) P. Barron (998 Indian), 2065.

Sussex County and Eastbourne A.C.
Tuesday, July 4th, has been chosen for holding a

Motor Gymkhana at Gildredge Park, Eastbourne,
in connection with Eastbourne Carnival Week, and
the event should prove both interesting and amusing.
Particulars and entry forms can be had from the
Club Secretary at 41, Terminus Eoad, Eastbourne.

Western M.C.C, Glasgow.
The official results of the "Bates " Trophy Trial

held on Saturday, June 17th, are given as fol-

lows : —Winner of the Cup: G. Hope-Wilson (New
Gerrard B. and S.),-with a time-error of 3m. 16s.;
First Class Awards: H. Mackie, 3m. SS^sS.

;

T. Cnrrie (799 A.J.S.. sc, 4m. 5Vss.; J. C. Trotter
(490 Norton). 4m. 2iysS. ; B. Campbell (799 A.J.S.
sc), 4ih. 21^53. There were several retirements
from various causes. .

Essex M.C.
Joint Open Speed Trials are being held on

Wednesday, July 5th, at Westclifi-on-Sea, for all

clubs belonging to the Eastern Centre A.C.TJ.,

when, special attention is being given to the pri-

vate owner. The trials will take place on the
Westera Esplanade, commencing at 2 p.m., the
distance being one kilometre, standing start. A
special prize is offered for the winner of a match
between the fastest car and the fastest motor
cycle. Details- are available from Mr. E. J. Bass,

40, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.

Natal M.C.C.
Below we give the results of the Speed Trials

held at Durban on May 27th, when much in-

terest was displayed in the event. Fastest time

of the day was made by J. H. Nicoll (998 Indian).

D A. Scott (349 A.J.S.), ISV5S.. 56.96 m.p.h.;

D. Brink (349 A.J.S.), 163/53., 54.22 m.p.h.

500 c c. Class:—L. Van Bergen (490 Norton),

12s., 75 m.p.h.; T. Kenyon (499 Triumph), 12=4s.;

72 58 m.p.h.- A. V. Baker (499 Triumph), 13yiS.,

68 18 mp.h.- O. H. Toung (499 Triumph), 13%s.,

67 17 m p h • C. A. Woodward (490 Norton), 14s„
64'29 mTp.h.'; J. H. Moulder (499 Sunbeam),

14s7, 64.29 m.p.h.; E. J. Bell (486 Scott

Squirrel), 14>/ss., 63.38 m.p.h,.

Wallington and District M.C. and L.C.C.

The night trial held on June 17th proved quite

successful, the course being from Coulsdon to

Brighton and back, when competitors were re-

quired to ride to a schedule speed of 20 m.p.h.

Only three competitors succeeded in gaining awards,

secret checks being responsible for the downfall

of the remainder. The winner of the Silver Cup
for the best solo performance was E. C. Gordon

(499 o.h.v. Triumph), whose time error was only

lm. 50s. Bronze medals were won by G. Baxter

(998 Harley-Davidson sc). 2m., and E. Vallis

(976 Matchless sc), 2m. 30s.

17-23
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To Club Secretaries.

Trials secretaries of motor cycle and cycle car
ilnbs are requested by the competitions manager of
John Jardine, ±ji<L, of Nottingham, the makers of
the Jardine fonr-sneeS gear-box, to forward fixture
lists of .their competitions and events for tbe pre-
sent year.

North Western Centre A.C.U.
Permission has been obtained to hold a hill-

climb on July 29th on a good stretch of road over
20ft. wide and in excellent ' condition. Situated
between Garstang Station and Oakenclough Vil-
lage, the road is easily accessible from Garstang,
which is on the main Preston to Lancaster road.
Applications for entry forms should be ad-
dressed to Mr. J. H. Peace, ", Girsee," 258,
Manchester Road, Burnley.

Ealing and District M.C.C.
The first annual joint hill-climb between this

club and" the Surbiton Motor Club has been
arranged to take place at Kop Hill on Saturday,
July 1st, starting at 1.30 p.m., and is open to
members of either of these clubs. The programme
includes classes for solo machines, sidecars, three-
wheelers, and cars. All entries and other com-
munications should be sent to Mr. Frank A. Long-
man, organising secretary, 17, Bond Street,
Ealing, W.5.

Nottingham & District M.C. & L.C.C.
The results of the Bennis-Bayley Challenge Cup

reliability trial, which has been held annually
since 1908, axe as follows, there being 27 starters
for the event. The course was over a 100 miles of
varying country. The best performance on time
was made by F. W. Stevenson (496 Brough), who
won the trophy last year, whilst other principal
finishers in order of merit were: J. Cohen (225
Campion), A. G. Robinson (976 Matchless sc), and
S. S. Deb?nham (976 Campion sc.).-

Coatbridge, Airdrie anl District M.C.C.
Saturday, July 8th, has been chosen for the open,

fast hill-climb on Bowhouse Brae, Thankerton.
.Members are requested to assemble at Kyle Bros.'
Garage, Coatbridge, not later than 2 p.m. All
rlasses are being catered for in the programme,
and a prize will be awarded to the competitor
obtaining the fastest time in each class, and a
special gold medal for the fastest time of the day.
Further particulars may be obtained from the hon.
sec, Mr. W. A. Morris, Carradale House, Coat-
bridge.

Aberdeen and District M.C.
A large number of members and their friends

attended the speed trials which took place near
Aberdeen on June 17th, when some creditable
>peeds were accomplished. The distance of half a
mile was over an excellent road surface, rendering
high speeds safe.

350 c.c. CLASS.— 1, G. K. Ferries (349 Massey-
Arran), 24%s. ; 2, T. Smith (225 New Imperial),
28%s. ; 3, C. Farquharson (349 Sheffield-Hender-
son). 29%s.~
1,000 c.c. CLASS.— 1, A. Brown (490 Norton),

21%s., a speed of 84 m.p.h.; 2, G. K. Ferries (34S
Ma-ssey-Arran), 24s., a speed of 75 m.p.h. ; 3,

R. Demster (499 Triumph), 24^5.; 4, W. Cheyne
(499 Sunbeam), 24-^s.

An enjoyable run also took place to the Linn
of Dee, leaving the Bridge of Dee at 10 a.m. and
arriving at about 1 p.m. Tea was provided by the
club during the afternoon.
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1st.—Bristol M.C. an/1 L.C.C.—Gymffliana dl

Clifton Zoo Gardens.
1st.—Gloucester M.C. and L.C.C.—Social Run.
1st.—Reigate, RedhiU and District.— Single

Gear Trial.

1st.—Coatbridge, Airdrie and District M.C.G.C—Fast Hill Climb on Formula (Open).
1st.—Dumfries ami District M.C. and C.C.—

Social Run.
1st.—Oxford M.C—Reliability Trial.

1st.—Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.—
Sutton Coldfield Hill Climb (Centre).

_ 1st.—Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.—
Picnic.

1st.—Yorkshire Centre Speed Trials at Salt-

bum.
1st.—Rochester, Chatham and District M.C.

and L.C.C.—BrooldandsMeetingUi lee-

club event).

1st.— Wolverhampton and District M.C.C.—
Competition for Committee's prize..

1st.—Austin L.C. and M.C.C.—Charity
Gymkhana.

1st.—York and District M.C.—Speed Trials on
Saltburn Sands.

1st and 2nd.—Coventry Triangle M.C.—
Matlock and Dovcdale (Week-end Run).

2nd.—Barrow and District M.C.—Speed Trial.

2nd.—Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.—
Church Parade.

2nd—Exeter M.C. and L.C.C—Club Run to

Brixham and Bern/ Head.
2nd.—York and District M.C. Mr. E. F.

Wilson's Run.
2nd.—Southampton and District M.C.C.—

London to Stonehenge.
2nd.—Colne and District M.C.e.—Sun to

Redmire.

2nd.—Bulwell M.C—Secretary's Run.
2nd.—Presticich and District M.C—Social

Run.
2nd.—Sheffield M.C.C—Run to Cleethorpes.

2nd.—Bridgnorth and District M.C.C—Run to

Clcnt Hilts.

2nd.—Manchester M.C—Social Run.
2nd.—Atherton and District M.C.C—Run to.

Colwin Bay.
2nd.—Leeds Motor Union.—Run to Patcley

Bridge and Stump Cross.

4th.—Gloucester M.C. and L.C.C.—Champion-
ship Trial for Gibb and Bo.v Cups.

4th.—Worcestershire M.C. and District M.C.C.—Evening Main Road (Reliability)

Competition. Amateurs only.

4th.—Sussex County and Eastbourne A.C—
Motor Gymkhana.

5th.—Essex M.C—Speed Trials at Westcliff-

on-Sea.
oth.—Leeds Motor Union—Impromptu Run

from City Square,
oth.—York and District M.C—Burnsall Trial.

6th.—AHerton and District M.C.C.—Run to

Belmont.
6th.—Gloucester M.C. and L.C.C.—Visit to

Royal Enfield Works, Hedditch.

32EE^::;

Mansfield M.C.C.
In the recent hill-climb held by this club

1. Sissoos 1490 Norton) did the half-mile in 23s.
and at a speed of 78. 2.m.p.h. O. W. Redgate (499
"b (field-Henderson | did tbe distance in 24s.

Crystal Palace M.C.C.
The inauguration meeting of this newly formed

club was held on June 20tli. when it was decided
to cater for the requirements of the competition
rider and tourist by organising sporting events
and various runs and lectures throughout the
year. Application for membership should be made
to the hon. sec. at the club headquarters, 44,
Arrerley Hill, Upper Norwood, S.E.

Bath and West of England M.C.
About thirty members of the club took part in

a midnight run to the Druid Stones at Stone-
henge recently to watch the sun rise, through
the table stone. The run commenced at 2 a.m.,
and the riders were rewarded by seeing the sun
on the Druid altar stone, reported to be the first
time for eight years that it has been visible from
here.

Stockbridge & District M.C. & L.C.C.
The two-circuit 20 m.p.h. reliability trial held

recently over a remarkably strenuous course pro-
duced the following resu'.ts : 1, C. W. Hayward
"(96 Martinsyde); 2, W. H. Clarke (490 Norton);
3. W. P. Archer (557 B.S.A.). In the lightweights
H. Webb was the winner on a 225 c.c. " Weill's
Velocity."

Auto Cycle Union.
The Secretary of the A.C.U. (Mr. T. W. Lough-

borough, 83, Pail Mall, London, S.W.I.) invites all

interested in the motor cycle movement to com-
municate to him any suggestion lor an improved
;md more equitable scheme for the taxation of
motor vehicles. Suggestions will be carefully con-
sidered with a view to embodiment in the Union's
representations fo the Government Committee which
will shortly consider the matter.

Oxford M.C.
A members' map reading and 20 m.p.h. reliability

trial is being held on Saturday, July 1st, over a
60-mile course, starting at 2.30 p.m., at Cowley
Place, Magdalen Bridge. Oxford. A silver medal
will be awarded to all competitors who do not lose
more than 8 marks ( total error), and a bronze
medal to those losing net more than 14 marks
: total error). The course, which is in the neigh-

- bourhood of the Chiltern Hills, does not include
any freak hills, and will not be arrowed. Com-
petitors will receive at the start a list of names
of all places occurring in the route, with, the dis-

tance between each.

York and District M.C.C.
A successful hill-climb was held June 17th at

Garrowby Hill. The entries numbered nearly
100. and the results were as follows. Class 1,

275 c.c: (1) F. Reynard (249 Monopole), lm. 3s.;

2< G- Bower (249 Sew Imperial), lm. 10s.
Class 2, 350 c.c: (1) R. Wood (349 Massey-
Arran), 57s.; (2) G. W. Shepherd (349 Edmund),
53s. Class 3, 560 c.c: (1) R. T. Cawthorne
(490 Norton), 51s. (fastest time of the dav) ; (2)

W. Wilkinson (492 Sunbeam), 541
/5==. Class 4,

750 c.c: (1) W. Wilkinson {492 Sunbeam), 53^5;
(2) R. T. Cawthorne (490 Norton). Class 5
unlimited c.c. : (1) R. T. Cawthorne (490 Norton)
52s.; (2) G. Bower (490 Norton), -53%s. Class 6.

standard touring: (1) D. Fletcher (560 Triumph),
lm. 3s.; (2) C L. Burley (560 Triumph), lm. 8^s.

YORKSHIRE CENTRE COLONIAL TRIAL-RESULTS

IN
our report of the Yorkshire Centre
(A.C.U.) open trial last week, the

principal trophy winners were given.

A full printed list is now to hand from

the Centre; this shows the total number
of marks allotted to each finisher. In

addition, it gives such useful information

as the weight and price of all the

machines, and the instances in which the

timed hill-climb figures were used to de-

cide between the performances of riders

who were equal on marks in other

respects.

beparate trophies, to be won outright,

were offered in each class. The full

results are :

FIRST PRIZE TROPHIES: B. Kershaw (249
New Imperial), J. Whalley (349 Massey-Arran),
H. Langman (486 Scott), C. B. Haigh, (532 Scott),

J. A. Watson-Bourne (976 Brough Superior), P.

Pehrson (499 Dunelt), B. L. Bird (557 B.S.A. sc),

A; E. Stacey (9B9 Harley-Davidson sc), W. Fid-

ley 1098 New Hudson).

6-12

SECOND PRIZE TROPHIES : P. L. Mayo (249

Coventry Eagle), H. Gibson (349 Raleigh), H. S.

Moorhouse (499 Triumph), \V. Moore (532 scott),

G M. Townsend (555 P. and M. sc).

THIRD PRIZE TROPHIES: C. F. Nott (349

Raleigh), W. Westwood (499 Triumph), G. S.

Boston (532 Scott), E. H. Gifford (678 Martinsyde

^CERTIFICATES : J. W. Moffatt (349 Beard-

more-Precision), H. J. Greathead 1349 Ivy). W.

H Hadfleld (349 Raleigh), W. E. Hope (349
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j
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j
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J

Cotton). R. P. Walker (349 Excelsior), J. A. New-
man (496 Douglas), A. R- Evans (499 Sunbeam),
C. W. Ward (499 Triumph), W. Backhouse (499
Triumph), E. L. Boston (486 Scott), S. Lawrence
(499 Sunbeam),. W. Smith (499 Sunbeam), J. T.
Bashall (678 Mrrrtinsvde), W. Brandish ;60O Hum-
bert S. Du.xbnry (532 Scott), W. Clough 1532
Scott), J. M. Younie (678 Martinsvdel, T. A. R.
Arthurs (550 Triumph), J. H. Holmes (532 Scott),

4. Greenwood (976 Brough Superior), H. Hains-
worth (499 Sunbeam sc). R. Lewis (555 P. and
M. sc), H. S. Perrey (770 B.S.A. sc), F. Smith
'925 Clvno sc.), W. A. Can (1,098 Morgnnj, C.

R. Waddington (1,098 Morgan).

NO AWARD : T. H. Blackburn (249 Diamond).

RETIRED : A. Lucas (249 Coventry Eagle, J.

Ball (225 Sun-Vitesse), Mrs. G. M. Janson (211

Levis), C. Dodson (349 Royal Ruby), W. Marriott

(349 Coventry Eagle), A. Bowie (349 Wooler),

E. Searle (349 Sheffield-Henderson), L. Dixon (490

Norton), R. May (490 Norton). J. S. Whitley

(499 Sunbeam), J. E. Wilkinson (486 Scott),

J. H. Walker (557 B.S.A.), A. K. Filton 1976

Brough Superior). W. Wells (499 Sunbeam sc)

W Kantlehner (499 Wilkin sc), R. Horsley (633

Norton sc), G. E. Jackson (598 Beardmore-Pre-

cMon sc), G. E. Booth (598 Beardmore-Precision

sc ), W. E. Grange (750 Bradbury SC.), C. i-

Swaine (976 L.S.D.), J. Robinson (976 L.S.U.).

C ?
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On a steep bye-road near Tring, W. R. Haggas (499 c.c. Triumph sidecar), followed by another Triumph rider. This short incline

more low-gear work than Kop Hill.

sed

Seven Teams accomplish notvstop runs in M.C.C. Inter-Team Trial. ' The Motor Cycle
"

Cup won by a few seconds only over a thirty-three mile course traversed three times.

THE Woolwich, Plumstead, and
District M.C. holds the Club Team
Championship for 1922 by a win in

one of the closest contested events which
have ever been run for The Motor Cycle

Cup.

The scene fn the courtyard of the

Rose and Crown Hotel, Tring, and the

space -in front of the hotel on Saturday
last was the subject, as usual, of consider-

able local interest and keen rivalry when
no fewer than twenty-seven clubs assem-

At the crest of Kop Hill where a good number of spectators gathered. F. James (1,09b c.c.

Morgan) and J. A. Stacey (976 c.c. Matchless sidecar), both members of the Sheffield and

Hallamshire M.C. and L.C.C.

cS

bled to compete for the club champion-
ship this year.

As evidence of the keenness with which
the M.C.C. team trial is contested year
after year, it is only necessary to call

attention to the mileage which clubs will

accomplish in order to participate in the

event. From Yorkshire alone there were
three representative clubs competing, as

well as many teams from other far distant

centres, but the sporting members of the
Ilkley M.C. and L.C.C, mounted with-

out exception on Scott machines, and the
Bradford M.C. and L.C.C. hold the.

record for long distance.

i59 Competitors.
One hundred and fifty-nine competitors

assembled at the "starting point, and it

was observed that the sidecars were chiefly

occupied by male members for time-keep-

ing purposes. No club was leaving any-

thing to chance. The results of the trial,

in which _seven teams accomplished non-

ston runs, show how remarkably close

several of the teams were, particularly

the first three :

Club.
(1) Woolwich, Plumstead, and

District M.C
(2) Worcester and District M.C.C.
(3) Nottingham and District M.C.C.

(4) Coventry and Warwickshire
M.C

(5) North-West London M.C.
(6) Norfolk M.C. and L.C.C.

(7) Ilkley M.C. and L.C.C.

Total Time Error.

3m.
3m.
3m.

4m.
6m.
6m.
9m.

lis.
43s.
46s.

29s.
24s.
42s.
16s.

18-24
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1922 Club Championship.

—

The scores of the Woolwich, Plumstead,
and District M.C. were as follows, and
the riders are to be congratulated upon
a very" excellent performances

B. J. Sims (499 Triumph), 9s. error.

F. Macdonald (976 Matchless se.), 57s. error.

E. Atkins (498 Ariel), 23s. error.

T. J. Ross (976 Matchless sc), 17s. error.

C. Clease (499 Triumph), lm. 9s. error.

F. J. Ellis (976 Matchless), 16s. error.

They were closely followed by the

Worcester "and District M.C.C, whose
time error only totalled 3m. 43s., a differ-

ence of just 32s., and these in turn only

beat the Nottingham and District M.C.C.
by 3s., their -time error amounting to

3m. 46s. The Worcester team were as

follows :
—

J, A. Newman (494 Douglas).
R. Brown (496 Martinsyde sc).

J. M, Dosher (976 Royal Enfield).
E. W. Choldcroft (799 A.J.S. sc).
J. A; Chadwick (—).

E. Williams (799 A.J.S.'sc).

A Last Minute Change.

Rather a curious incident marked the

introduction of the Martinsyde sidecar

into the Worcester team. R. Brown
intended riding a 499 c.c. Sunbeam side-

car in place of B. Bladder (976 New
Imperial J.A. P. sc), who was unable to

compete, but on Saturday morning his

gear box seized, rendering the machine
unfit for use Nothing daunted, however,
Reg. Brown set off on a tour of the local

garages in search of a substitute, and
was eventually rewarded by discovering a

Martins\-de solo. Further search produced
a sidecar from another source, and with

this hurriedly assembled outfit he pluckily

prepared to distinguish himself and his

club. But his troubles were not yet over.

During the last few minutes before the

start, whilst demonstrating the capabili-

ties of his new mount, the clutch cable

elected to die a natural death. Even a

catastrophe such as this, however, failed

to vanquish him, and he eventually

started—and finished—on the exhaust
valve lifter. The Worcester Club ought
to be, and probably are, proud to number
such an indomitable rider amongst their

members.

[Of®®(QgpttB 887

A trio of the Oxford Motor Club on Kop Hili. Observe the curious formation of the rising
—ground which projects into the fertile valley like a cape into the sea. N. V. Colegrove
(550 c.c. Triumph), L. Avery (998 c.c. Harley-Davidson sidecar), and J. A C. Kempster

(550 c.c. Triumph).

The Nottingham and District M.C.C.
were represented by:—

H. Karslake (976 Brough-Superior).
I. Cohen (976 Campion sc).
F. W. Stevenson (692 Brough).
J. R. Sylvester (698 Raleigh sc).
G. Brough (976 Brough-Superior).
S. S. Debenham (976 Campion sc).

Starting about half a mile south of

Tring, the course totalled 100 miles in

all, competitors covering three circuits, of

just over 33 miles.

The roads, where the course included
winding lanes and sudden hills, were bad
owing to the previous dry weather ; the
surface being dangerously loose and very
rough. We say "previous" dry weather
with some truth, as no doubt the com-
petitors will agree, because the trial was
finished at about 7.30 in a mild form of

Hood. The weather, which had been
threatening during the earlier part of the
dav, broke at 2.30.

From 2.30 onwards it rained without
stopping, and yet to say that it rained
seemed hardly to describe the exact con-
dition of the elements. It deluged. At
first it was more or less ignored, as the
roads certainly required a little moisture
to " settle " them, but things passed the
possibility of "ignoring" when competi-
tors splashed past, soaked from head to

foot, covered in mud. and raising a minia-
ture tidal wave as they plunged from
puddle to puddle. This was a great
pity as many of the riders, starting in

fine weather; were hatless, and, in many
cases, inadequately dressed to cope with
the downpour. But such is the nature of

the motor cyclist that this did not appear
to trouble them in the slightest, and
everybody, except perhaps the time-
keeper, judges, and spectators seemed
perfectly happy.

shmmmmmmnmni

In a Chiltem village, Butler's Cross. A. S. Bagshaw (799 c.c.

A.J.S. sidecar), of the Norfolk M.C. and L.C.C., and J. Hector

(799 c.c. A.J.S. sidecar), of the Birmingham University.

2-8

Members of the Nottingham and Dislrict M.C.C. at the turning

into Aylesbury road from Kop Hill. H. Karslake (976 c.c.

Brough Superior) and F. W. Stevenson (692 c.c. Brough).
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ON KOP HILL.

W. Backhouse (499 c.c. Triumph) and H. S Moorhouse
(499 c.c. Triumph).

H. W. Glendinning (976 c.c. Zenith sidecar) and H. B. Browning

(349 c.c. A.J.S.).

In the first round Kop Hill did not pre-

sent a very serious obstacle, and quite a

number of machines roared up on top

gear without turning a hair. The sur-

face this year was very loose, but some
excellent climbs were made in spite of it.

Kop Hill Not a Serious Obstacle.

The Scotts, ridden chiefly by members
of the Ilkley team, did remarkably well

here, and several "'Sports " Humbers
made a very good show.

George Brough on a Brough Superior

solo could hardly be described as dawd-
ling on the hill. His machine with the

polished petrol-tank flashed past^.at an
amazing speed—and this at the worst

part of the hill too. No. 144 of the

Ipswich and District M.C.C. riding a

976 cc. Matchless and sidecar succumbed
to the 1-5 gradient, that spiteful last

30 yards of the climb, and commenced
running backwards, but spectators and

observers came to the rescue and the

machine was pushed on to the grass side-

track with a flat sidecar tyre. C M.
Bowen (398 A. B.C.), a member of the

Wallington and District M.C. and
L.C.C., was ' forced to retire with

back tyre trouble. An Enfield two-

stroke belonging to the Camberley Club
was making a plucky ascent when, on
getting within about twenty yards of

the summit, the gear lever slipped into

neutral position. The rider jammed it

back into gear again, but it was done
too suddenly. The strain on the engine,

already labouring severely, was too much,
and it stopped dead. G. Bickerton (490

Norton sc.) was beaten oil almost iden-

tically the same spot that finished the

little Enfield.

These were the only mishaps that

occurred on the hill, and it speaks

volumes for the efficiency of the present-

day motor-cycle that 156 out of 159 com-

This year's winners of "The Motor Cycle " Challenge Cup in the M.C.C. Team Trial—The
Woolwich, Plumstead, and District Motor Club. From the left E. Atkins (498 c.c. Ariel),

F. J. Ellis (976 c.c. Matchless sidecar), C Clease (499 c.c. Triumph), T T. J. Ross (976 c.c.

Matchless sidecar), B. J. Sims (499 c.c. Triumph), F. MacDonald (976 c.c. Matchless sidecar).

They won by a margin of 32 seconds.

petitors should be able to make non-stop

climbs on a hill of this gradient, and at

the speed at which many of them took it.

George Brough raised a laugh in the

second round when he shot over the top

of the hill between 35 and 40 m.p.h. with

a cheerful " There you are then !
" and

disappeared in a shower of stones and
grit round the next corner. Some very
pleasing ascents were made by one -or

two of the A.J.S. machines and sidecars

and the Matchless outfits as well.

Fairly early in the trial H. B. Browning
(349 A.J.S.), of the Public Schools

M.C.C, had the misfortune to snap Irs

clutch cable, making some of the tricky

earners none too easy to manage; in fact,

he nearly came to grief on one or two ",

occasions, but pulled out of them skil-

fully.

On the whole, Chalk Hill was climbed
very well, taking into consideration the
roughness and looseness of the surface

and the difficulty of some of the corners.

A. Bowerman (220 Velocette), the only

Velocette entered, as it happens, was
forced to retire with magneto trouble,

and was towed home about 5 miles by a
non-competitor's sidecar.

Avoiding Stops at all Costs.

Certainly some wonderful feats of en-
durance are achieved by competitors
during a run of this kind in order to

complete non-stop runs and so gain

marks for their clubs. A case in point
occurred this year which is worthy of

note. S. Sawer, a member of Sheffield

and Hallamshire M.C. and L.C.C., riding

a 633 c.c. Norton and sidecar, was un-
lucky enough to brea,k a sidecar spring

in the second circuit, but this was not
considered a sufficient reason for retiring

by any means. The sidecar passenger, to

prevent the mudguard from hearing on

the sidecar wheel, held it up with his

hands for many miles until it seemed that

after all they might yet do a non-stop

run. In the end, however, they were
obliged to give in.

It is interesting that S. Wright (600

Humber sc), of the Coventry and
Warwickshire M.C, has ridden in every

team trial for Coventry dating from as

(14-20)
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In the picturesque Chilterns ; a scene on Kop Hill. H. O. Goldsmith (692 c.c. Brough sidecar), followed in the distance by
E. C. Lunniss (976 c.c. Matchless sidecar) and L. C. Solomon (482 c.c. Sunbeam).

far back* as the old days when trailers

took the olace of the 1922 sidecar.

Also, P.W. Moffat (494 Douglas), of the
M.C.C., has succeeded in scoring his

seventh consecutive non-stop in the trial.

Complete teams at the end of the first

circuit and second circuit give a fair idea

of the progress of the trial. At the end
of the first round the following clubs

were complete :
—

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C. and L.C.C.
Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
Leicester and District M.C.
Nottingham and District M.C.C.
Worcester and District M.C.C.
Bucks County M.C.
North-West London M.C.
Norfolk M.C.C. and L.C.C.
Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.
Ilklev M.C. and L.C.C.
Public Schools M.C.C.
Lewes and District M.C.C.
Oxford M.C.

The finish of the second round saw the

following teams entire:—
Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
Nottingham and District M.C.C.
Worcester and District M.C.C.
Bucks County M.C.
North-West London M.G.
Norfolk M.C. and L.C.C.
Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.
Ilkley M.C. and L.C.C.
Lewes and District M.C.C.
Oxford M.C.

As a matter of fact, the first complete
team to finish the 100-mile course was the
Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.C,
followed by Nottingham and District

M.C.C. - and Worcester and District

M.C.C. ; then came North-West London
M.C, Norfolk M.C. and L.C.C, Wool-
wich, Plumstead and District M.C, and
Ilkley M.C. and L.C.C. Oxford M.C.
would have made an eighth club finishing

complete had it not been for a piece of

extraordinarily bad luck. One of their

members, N.V. Young (550 Sunbeam
bc), who has only one arm, dropped his

spare petrol-can a few miles from home
on the last circuit and stopped to recover
it, thus spoiling the chance of a non-
stop run.

Another Jittle incident illustrating
clearly the lengths to which competitors
will go in their anxiety to secure the
coveted trophy concerns one of the
M.C.C. team, G. W. Nott (976 Matchless
sc). He finished the last 20 miles of the
course on a flat front tyre. Although
sporting in the extreme, had he but known
it the ordeal could have been avoided,
because F. J. Watson (796 Ariel sc."),

another member of the M.C.C. team, had
retired with a puncture during the first

lap.

Tarn o' Shanters the Vogue.

Various styles of clothing were adopted
by the competitors, and tarn o' shanters of
wonderful hues were immensely popular.
Stocking caps were also worn, but the
majority of the riders were wearing the
favourite flying helmet. One sportsman,
regardless of custom or anything else,

carried out the trial in a Sidcot fiying-

suit and a battered felt hat, much to the
amusement and enjoyment of some of the
spectators, but there, was a certain reck-

less air of ill-concealed triumph about the
riders who had taken the precaution of

wearing overalls, as they passed their

less fortunate brethren, churning through
the mud and water in what had once
been handsome and delicately coloured

golf stockings—" as now worn."
It was certainly a pity that the weather

turned out as wet as it did, but it cannot
be said that the rain in any way inter-

fered w-ith the event ; in addition to this,

it was not altogether unexpected, with
the result that many of the competitors

had set out prepared for the ducking
which they received.

Amongst the other competing teams a
number of individual non-stop runs were
made which were highly creditable to the
riders concerned, although, unfortunately,
of no value as far as actual team results

go. They are given below. -

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C. and L.C.C.
(holders of the trophy for 1921).—C. E. Turner
(678 Martinsyde), E. Searle (349 Sheffield-Hender-
son), J. A. Stacey (976 Matchless sc), E. Wheat-
ley (550 Triumph), F. James (10 Morgan).

Leicester and District M.C.—J. Simpson
(4S-1 Scott-Squirrel), L. Baxter (494 Douglas sc),
F. Hatton (749 Douglas sc), J. Dearden Smithie
(225 Royal Enfield).
Birmingham University M.C.C.—J. H. Park

(349 A.J.S.), J. Hector (976 A.J.S. sc), E. Poppe
(White and Poppe).
Bucks County M.C.—R. Pugh (550 Triumph),

C. B. Smith (998 Indian sc), R. Hewitt (494
Douglas), G. Slade (490 Norton sc).
Luton and South Beds. A.C.—C. Dickenson

(498 Ariel), F. H. Burley (499 Sunbeam), C.
Bourlet (498 Ariel).
Herts M.C. and L.C.C.—G. G. Smith (499

Sunbeam), P. H. Jones (499 Sunbeam), S. Hall
(10 Morgan), H. Rear (498 Ariel).
Wallington and District M.C. and L.C.C.

—

A. B. Lavy (499 Sunbeam), E. Vallis (976 Match-
less sc), G. Gilbertson (654 Rover), G. Baxter
(998 Harley-Davidson sc).
Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.—W. Backhouse

(499 Triumph), W. R. Haggas (499 Triumph-sc),
G. M. Townsend (555 P. and M. sc), W. Marriott
(293 Coventry-Eagle.)
Lewes and District M.C.C.—W. H. Law (349

Verus), E. Chandler (490 Norton), S. H. Col-
bourne (998 Harley-Davidson sc), J. H. Duart
(499 Sunbeam). G. E. Stacev (490 Norton sc).
Oxford M.C.—E. Colegrove (550 Triumph), M -

Pearson (550 Triumph). L. Avery (998 Harley-
Davidson sc), ,T. A. C. Kempster (550 Triumph),
J. G. Avery (998 Harley-Davidson sc).

North London M.C.—R. W. Greaves (976
Brough-Superior sc), L. P. Walter (550 Triumph).
L. V. Freeman (976 Sunbeam sc).

Ealing and District M.C.C.—P. Cunningham
(555 P. and M.), F. H. Douglass (749 Bradburv
sc), Hall (350 Tnrmp-J.A.P.), J. A. Masters (993
Harlev-Davidson sc).

Camberley Club.—P. W. White (976 Sunbeam
sc), A. H. S. Love (490 Norton), E. O. Spence
(998 Harley-Davidson sc), G. Green (532 Scottl.
Basingstoke M.C.C.—G. Gammon (490 Norton

sc), W. Osmond (499 Triumph).
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A JOURNEY
WITH AN

OBJECT.
The Midland Centre Open
One-Day Trial to Bala and

Back.

OF 85 starters in the Midland Centre
(A.C.U.) One Day Trial; only nine

failed to check in at the finish.

Summed up by several riders as the
easiest trial in the year, the event was
nevertheless not -without interest, and
formed a welcome change from tire al-

ready too well known routes in the Cots-
wolds and Clent hills.

In brief the route may be described as

a main road journey from Birmingham
to Bala and back with two severe non-
stop sections, totalling about twenty
miles, thrown in. These sections, from
Dinas Mawddwy to the top of Bwlch-
y-Groes, and from Bala to Lake Vyrnwy,
over the Hirnant Pass, were the object
of the long trip, and under the prevail-
ing conditions of mist and torrential rain
proved a severe contrast "to the other-
wise easy outward and homeward trips.

True, a third observed hill (Lincoln
Hill,, near Ironbridge) was included, but
after the Welsh passes "its steep, dry-

surface was a negligible quantity.

An Optimist.

Amongst the starters at the "Parson
and Clerk" at Streetley, on the Chester
1'oad, were one or two interesting
machines. No. 1 was a 2 h.p. Argson
invalid's chair. Its owner was undoubt-
edly a sportsman, but if he took the
trial seriously he was also an optimist.
The vehicle is a very neat little concern,
with a tiny two-stroke engine geared to
the rear axle, all gears being enclosed in
an aluminium case. The. suitability of
this little three-wheeler in its own par-
ticular sphere was amply proved by the
fact that it toddled merrily along the
road at something below the set average
for a very considerable distance, and
though we lost sight of it some sixty
miles from the start, for all we know it
may still be sticking it somewhere round -

the course. George Dance, ori his T.T.
Sunbeam, was trying out a Senspray
carburetter and also a frameless saddle
supported on leaf springs both front and
rear. W. G. Hough rode a Diamond-
B. and S. instead of the A. B.C. on which
he was entered, and Frank Smith ap-
peared on a 925 c.c. Clyno and sidecar.
The route through Brownhills, Shrews-
bury, Welshpool, Cann Office, and Mall-
wyd to Dinas Mawddwy is fortunately
well known, so that the almost entire
lack of route marking caused but little

trouble. On the return journey, how-
ever, in spite of a rather more liberal
display of "Dunlop'' arrows, we came
across several groups discussing possible
roads, and a few more arrows would eer-
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BwIch-y-Groes is one of the most famous test hills in Great Britain. This pass, which com-
mences with an acute bend on a single figure gradient and rises 1 ,790 feet in two miles, is

considered to be the most fair and severe test for air cooled engines.

tainly have been beneficial. Seventeen
miles beyond Shrewsbury was the first

time check, and large groups of riders

were waiting outside so as to run in on
time. Near Welshpool, typical Welsh
scenery and also typical Welsh weather
were encountered, a light ram beginning
to fall, which by the time the non-stop

section was reached had converted the

surface of the narrow lanes into a trea-

cherous slime.

Bwlch-y-Groes, with its two miles of

steady gradient averaging about 1 in 7,

still remains one of the most fair test

hills in the country, and since the last

half-mile is also the steepest there is but
little chance for an engine in poor tune.

On Bwlch-y-6roes.

On this occasion the performances
on the top steep stretch were char-
acterised by a few surprising failures,

an average performance by the majority,

and one or two outstanding climbs, not-

ably those of A. Webster (349 Calthorpe
sc.) and T. H. Weaver (269 Sirrah sc.).

Besides these all the New Hudson, T.B.,
and Morgan three-wheelers climbed well,

and further first-class ascents were made
by B. Kershaw (249 New Imperial),

J. T. Bashall and A. A. Symes (678 and
496 Martinsydes). B: W. .Duke (499
Triumph), E. E. Pugh and Mrs. Janson
(211 Levises), H. Stretton-Ward (499
Triumph), A. Bennett, and G. Dance
(499 Sunbeams), W." Hough (349 Dia-
mond-B. and S.), T. Whalley (349 Massey
Arran), J. Watson-Bourne (976 Brough-
Superior), A. E. Evans (499 Sunbeam),
J. N. Boberts (249 New Imperial), B.
Aldridge and H. V. Collings (976
Brough-Superiors), P. Platts (688 Cov-
entry Victor), the Connaught team, and
G. Kuhn (595 Douglas). Two of the
little 225 c.c. Sun-Vitesses also, climbed
wonderfully, but W. Parkes, on a similar
machine, was in trouble and had to run.

Of the sidecars H. G. Uzzell (976 New
Imperial), W. H. Bashall (678 Martin-
syde sc), F. W. Giles (800 A.J.S. sc),
T."F. Blumfield (796 Ariel sc), were the
best, though P. W. Bischoff (550 Sun-
beam sc), Frank Smith (925 Clyno sc),
and L. A. Bees (598 Beardmore-Precision
sc.) put up excellent performances.
Amongst the failures were :. F. Downs
(349 Hobart), T. L. 'Handley (398
A.B.C.), H. G. Catterall (596 Indian-
Scout), and A. T. Wilson (269 Mono-
pole), while on the winding descent to
the main Bala road B. Aldridge's Brough-
Superior was being pushed along.

Officials in Hiding (?)

There had been mist and rain during
most of the ascents, but during the lunch
stop at Bala rain began to fall heavily,
and steadily increased on the homeward
journey till at' Lake Vyrnwy the down-
pour assumed the proportions of a cloud-
burst, and the roads were under water
for long stretches. Under these condi-
tions the long, rough, and gully-be-
sprinkled ascent of the Hirnant Pass
was most trying. If there were any
observers on this hill during the early
climbs they were so well hidden as to be
invisible, and it is to be hoped that they
were present, as it seems a pity to -take
competitors a 190-mile trip for the pur-
pose of climbing two severe hills- and
then to leave one unobserved." It is true
that there were officials on the reverse
slope, which was almost more trying for
the rivers of water flowing down the hill

made it impossible to pick a path. Near
the foot of the descent the surface was
appalling, and^ many riders steadied with
their feet, and there were several stops
in the prohibited section for flooded mag-
netos and drenched sparking-plugs.
Most of these passed unnoticed.
The Hirnant Pass, which was included

in the 1919 Six Days' Trials, is now in
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poor order, and 'since the~ surface is

rough and there is a considerable drop
on the right-hand side, it is not a place
to practise passing. Near the top the
gradient is fairly "severe, but not suffi-

ciently steep to cause serious trouble.

After the fearful' downpour near Lake
Vyrnwy the rain eased off and' stopped,

and the journey home was without much
incident. Near- Shrewsbury,- however,
W. Hadfield (349 Raleigh), who had pre-

viously experienced magneto trpuble,

fell on rounding a corner and.damaged
his fork and front wheel. He was forced
to retire, but though bruised and shaken
he ' was not seriously hurt. Soon after

leaving Shrewsbury a right-hand turn
led to Ironbridge and Lincoln Hill,

which as' previously mentioned was not a

very severe test, though the gradient is

considerable. Onward .thence to Bridge-
north and along the Stourbridge Road
led to the finish at the Stewponey Hotel,

where the checking-in process was well

and expeditiously handled.
Of those who failed to finish to time

the case of Hadfield has just been men-
tioned. It was particularly unfortunate,

as it spoiled the fine team performance
of his stable companions Hugh Gibson
and F.

.
W. Viles. F. Downs (349

Hobart) rode on No. 13, and his"" engine

was badly out- of time, so he threw his

hand in at Bwlch-y-Groes. H. R.
Millington (269 Federation) had ' not

much power in hand as he crept over the

summit of the hill, and his eng'ine did

not sound' healthy, but C. Webb (269

Robust! climbed well, and the cause of

his delay was unknown. Wilson (269

Monopole) was in trouble on the hills,

Aldridge (Brough Superior) struck trouble

on the descent to Bala, and W. H. Bashall

(678 Martinsyde sc.) struck a patch of tyre

trouble directly after the lunch stop, and
was last seen festooned with tubes and
with two wheels detached. S. R. Philpott

(678 Martinsyde sc. ) finished to time, but

reported losing his watch during the

morning run, and T. H. Weaver (269

Sirrah sc.) pluckily finished with a badly
damaged sidecar. The fearful surface

after the descent of the Hirnant Pass
proved too much for his little sidecar

frame, which was badly damaged at this

point of the run, with the result that at

fjoraiQgLa Sgi

A SIDECAR RECORD

G. H. Tucker who, on his 588 c.c. Norton sidecar, won the recent 600 c.c. 200 mile sidecar

race at Brooklands, and at the same time broke the 200 mile record in Class F. His protest

against disqualification was upheld by the committee, and consequently E. A. Bridgman
(499 c.c. Indian sidecar), who was awarded the race in the first instance, takes second place.

Ironbridge the axle parted, and some
thirty miles were covered in this con-
dition.

It is difficult to summarise an impres-
sion of the trial as a whole ; one hundred
and ninety miles is a long way to take
the entrants for only two severe hills,

but on the other hand, it was a trip that
might have been undertaken by any en-

thusiastic motor cyclist, and freak sur-

faces were confined to a few yards, while
both Bwlch-y-Groes and the Hirnant
Pass are hills worth going a long way
to try. The reason for the sparse route-
marking may have been due to laudable
motives of economy or some other motive,
but it is not an experiment which should
be repeated, for, though everyone suc-

ceeded in following the course, there was
considerable delay at certain points,

which led to much making up time at

others.

Competing against, amongst others, F. W. Dixon and E. Searle, R. T. Cawthorne (490 c.c.

Norton) made fastest time of the day (80 m.p.h.) at the Bridlington speed trials on

Wednesday of last week. Cawthorne winning the sidecar clas-.

TWELVE-HOUR 500 c.c.

RECORD BROKEN.
ON Monday, June 19th, a 490 c.c.

Norton, ridden by D. R. O'Dono-
van and R. N. Judd, broke the 300

mile, 5 hours, 600 mile and 12 hour
records. The two riders changed over
about every thirty laps, and the figures

would have been considerably better, but
for delays due to tyre repairs and a

broken valve rocker. The machine was
a side valve model, and Dunlop tyres,

Speedwell oil, C.A.V. magneto and Shell

Spirit were used. The times and dis-

tances are as follows :

—

300 miles 4h. 48m. 10|s. 62.46. m.p.h.
600 miles lOh. 22m. 52^s. 57.79

5 hours 313 miles 365 yards 62.63
12 hours 683 miles 1,651 yards 56.99 „

A NEW 24-HOUR RECORD.
WHILST English riders have been

busy breaking records in the Isle of

Man and at Brooklands, a remark-
ably fine performance has been achieved in

America. Wells Bennett, mounted on a
four-cylinder Henderson (De Luxe
Model), celebrated Decoration Day on the

Tacoma speedway by completing 1,652.54

miles during twenty-four hours' con-

tinuous riding, at an average speed of

65.1 m.p.h. His speed for the first 1,000
miles averaged 63 m.p.h., whilst at some
periods of the ride he touched 76 m.p.h.
Bennett also succeeded in creating a new
time record on the 1,000 miles, covering

this distance in 15h. 47m. 15s., the pre-

vious record, set up by Baker, being
16h. 14m. 15s. The track, which is two
miles all but -234 feet, was covered 806
times in the twenty-four hours. It is

interesting to note that owing to the
poor condition of the track, which is a
board one, six rear wheels were required

during the event.

c 17
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Caught Napping.

Sudden showers, drenching downpours,
and gusty winds found many riders and
their passengers unprotected against cold
and wet over the week-end.

Misleading Advertisements ani the T.T.

A stand against the practice of certain
motor cycle manufacturers in issuing mis-
leading advertisements in connection with
the classic A.G.U. competitions, is being
taken by the organising body. Several
advertisements bearing upon the results
of the Tourist Trophy Races have been
observed, to which strong exception is

taken. These advertisements are so
worded that to the casual reader it would
appear that the machines advertised
gained successes, which, in fact, they did
not; in one case, indeed, the machine
idvertised was not even entered for any
of the T.T. Races.

Clyno in the Field Again.

After a lengthy absence from competi-
tion work, the Clyno machines will once
again be prominent in motor cycle
events; the new 925 c.c. spring-frame
outfit has already made its appearance in

the hands of that famous hill-climber of
the past, Frank Smith, who is managing
director of the reconstructed Clyno En-
gineering Co., of Wolverhampton. Mr.
Smith is being assisted by two other
well-known riders, G. E. Stanley and J.
Cocker. Both the 225 c.c. two-stroke
lightweight and the 925 c.c. sidecar out-
fit have been much improved, and will

be dealt with in our columns in the near
future.

Out of some thirty Sunbeam private owners who competed in a trial organised by the

Birmingham depot for that make of machine—Watsons, Chamberlain Square—only seven

retained clean sheets. Eventually the awards went to W. H. Fortington (sidecar) and E. M.
Tomkinson (solo). C. D. Jones making -\ good ascent of Flagstaff Hill.

A Family Outfit.

Elsewhere in this issue is described a

family three-wheeler which provides the
same accommodation as the "three-four"
seater cars. It should appeal strongly

to the " family '-' driver.

Biitish Team in International Six Days.

It has been previously announced that
the three T.T. winners—G. S. Davison
(Levis), T. M. Sheard (A.J.S.), and A.
Bennett (Sunbeam)—had been invited to

represent England in this trial. The
invitation has been accepted by the
makers of the machines concerned.

Local Support.

In the team trial last Saturday all mem-
bers of the Nottingham team rode

machines of local manufacture, as did the

representative of the Coventry and
Warwickshire Motor Club and the Ilklev

M.C. affd L.C.C.

To Keep the Sport Clean.

To avoid the possibility of further con-

fusion, the A.C.TJ. is approaching the

British Motor Cycle Racing Club with a

view to preventing in future years cer-

tain manufacturers advertising successes

in the Brooklands T.T. Race in such a

way as to imply that the successes were
gained in the classic road contests. Next
year the B.M.C.R.C. will probably alter

the title of its track race open to T.T.
machines.

SMALL CAR PROGRESSION

"THE AUTOCAR" —published
from the offices of " THE MOTOR
CYCLE" and conducted on the

same enterprising lines— is the com-
plete automobile journal embracing
small, medium, andlargecars. Every
motor cyclist contemplating the pur-
chase of a light car should read

Two riders well known in Scottish trials circles : R. Wilson (349 c.c. A.J.S.) and R. Watson
(4% c.c. Martinsyde) in Baytswood Square, at the start of the Glasgow Western M.C.C.

twelve hours reliability trial.

Every Friday 4u.

Founded in 1S95, " THE AUTO-
CAR " is the largest and most suc-

cessful automobile paper and enjoys

the greatest circulation. It is uni-

versally accepted as the representa-

tive British motoringjournal.
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A selection 01 que-uuua 01 general interest received ironi readers ana our replies wereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply.
Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only,,numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy-tor ease of reference. Letters con-
taining Ieg-1 questions should b3 marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.
ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union,- readers"of "The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of tie Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be deait
withby the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads is aay
particular locality.

BATTERY CHARGING FROM
MAGNETO.

Please tell me if I can charge
a 4 volt accumulator off the mag-
neto, and if so, where can I

get the necessary fittings.

—

w.s.c.
You cannot charge an accumulator from
a magneto unless some special form of

commutator or low tension collector giving
a uni-directional flow of current is used

;

that employed in the B.T.H. Sparklite
equipment is an example. It cannot be
applied to any kind of twin-cylinder -

motor cycle magneto.

OLD ENGINE VIBRATES BADLY.
How does one test the balance

of a 2j h.p. Precision engine
(single-cylinder, four-stroke), as
it vibrates badly at speeds over
15 m.p.h. ?—E.W.H.

If the engine has not been altered since
it left the makers the vibration is

-probably due to wear of the bearings, or

it may he caused by the engine not being
securely fixed in the frame. Examine the
engine-holding bolts and also the holes
through wfiich they pass, as both may be
worn slightly. The fitting of a non-
standard piston, of course, would alter

the balance if the weight was not care-

fully adjusted to coincide with that of

the old one. To test balance accurately
would probably be beyond you, and your
best plan would be to return the engine

to the makers if none of the above sug-
gestions provide a clue to the trouble.

GEAR RATIOS.

My machine has gears similar
^Tj to the P. and M., having two
^ sprockets on the engine shaft
_SJ with 18 teeth on each. On the

countershaft there are two
sprockets and one 'belt pulley ; the high
gear has 40 teeth, the low gear has 28
teeth, and the pulley is 6in. in diameter,
but the belt sinks in the pulley and
makes it only about 4^in. The belt

rim on back wheel is 20;n. As far

as L can judge the countershaft belt

important Dates.

Sat., July 1st—East S. Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials.

Wed., July 5th—Eastern Centre A.C.U.
Open Speed Trials.

Sat. July 8th—M.C.C. Meeting at
Brooklands.

Wed., July 12th—French Grand Prix.
Sat., July 15th—B.M.C.R.C. Mem-

bers' Meeting at Brooklands.
Sun., July 23rd—Belgian Grand Prix.
Fri., July 28th, to Mon., July 30th—
Anglo-Dutch Trial In Holland.

Thurs., Aug. 3rd, to Wed., Aug. 9th—
International Six Days Trials.

Sat., Aug. 5th, and Mon., Aug. 7th—
Irish Two-day Open Trial.

Mon., Aug. 7th—West S. Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials at
Pendine.

Sat., Aug. 12th—B.M.C.R.C. Mem-
bers' Meeting at Brooklands.

Sat., Aug. 12th—North Wales Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., Aug. 12th—Motor Cycle Races in
Phoenix Park, Dublin.

Mon., Aug. 21st, to Sat., Aug. 26th

—

A.C.U. Six Days Trials.
Sat., Sept. 16th—The Scott Trial.
Sat., Sept. 23rd—500 Mile Race at
Brooklands.

Sat., Oct. 21st—B.M.C.R.C. Cham-
pionship Meeting at Brooklands.

pulley and back wheel rim give a ratio

of about 4^ to 1, and I want a top gear
of 5i to 1.—A.E.J.

The present gear ratios are 7 to 1 and
10 to 1 respectively ; if you wish to have
a 5| to 1 top gear you need a 24-tooth

sprocket on the engine shaft driving to

the 28-tooth sprocket on the countershaft.

You will understand, of course, that if

you fit a new belt which rides higher in

the countershaft pulley the gear will be
raised. It is very unlikely that the final

belt drive will be satisfactory specially

on low gear, if the effective diameter of

the countershaft pulley is only 4£in.

SPARK GAPS.

Are the " spark intensifiers

"

at present on the market much
use, and have they any detri-

mental effect on the magneto ?

—

M.W.
Spark intensifiers or gaps will not do any

harm to the magneto, and, although they
do not necessarily improve the running,
they may be of considerable assistance in

preventing the sooting up of the sparking
plug, or the short circuiting of the points
in an over-lubricated cylinder.

PETROL-PARAFFIN MIXTURES.
A friend states that it is pos-

sible to run my two-stroke on
paraffin oil, so I tried it by
squirting some into the air
intake after starting the machine

on the stand. It ran as long as the
paraffin lasted. Do you think that if

I run my machine on half petrol and
half paraffin it would make any differ-

ence to the lubrication or to any other
part of the machine?—W.W.

It is quite possible to run a motor cycle
engine on paraffin, but it is not advisable,
as the running is usually very harsh. It
is necessary, of course, to use petrol for
starting purposes, and it is also advisable
to retard the ignition considerably to
obtain smooth running. A mixture of
half petrol and half paraffin is fairly

satisfactory, but the running is still

rather harsh. During the war many
machines were run on paraffin and para-
ffin-petrol mixtures, but no one did this

for choice.

CRANK-CASE JOINTS LEAKING.

(I.) The small bolt-holes of

JT1 my Triumph crank case leak

> lubricating oil. Could this be
-iJ stopped? I have already fitted

leather washers, and still there is

no change after tightening up. (2.) Is

this the cause of the engine overheat-
ing?—J. P.

(1.) Unless you are prepared to dismantle
the crank case completely and make sure

that it is properly jointed, preferably

using seccotine or shellac as a jointing

material, there is probably no permanent
cure. (2.) The leakage of oil would
have to be excessive before it caused
overheating,- and it is scarcely likely to

escape through the bolt-holes to such an
extent as to cause .the engine to run dry.
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ENGINE REPLACEMENTS.
Having recently purchased new

pistons for a 596 c.c. Douglas, I

find the gudgeon pi« boss (inside

piston) is shorter on one side

than the other. Is there a par-

ticular way to fit these pistons, and
what is the reason for this? Also I

have new gudgeon pins and bushes, and
find the gudgeon pins will not go into

the bushes. Are the bushes reamered

out after being fitted into the connect-

ing rods?—T.C.
The connecting rod small ends on this

engine are slightly off-set in order to

bring the pistons as near to the centre

line as possible, and this necessitates the

bosses inside the piston being of unequal

length ; examination of the parts when
the crankshaft assembly is replaced in

the crank case will enable you. to replace

the pistons correctly. The bushes usually

need to be reamered after they are fitted

into the connecting rods.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Headers' replies to questions published

under this heading should be addressed

c/o The Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
R.CA, when they will be forwarded
direct to the querists concerned.

W.G. (Stockton-on-Tees).—Method .
of

reducing valve clatter on 557 c.c. B.S.A.

G.H.S. (Tipton).—Gibbons cycle car.

. R.M.H. (Gerrards Cross).—4.5h.p. New
Hudson and sidecar. 654 c.c. Quadrant
and sidecar.

"L.C." (Liverpool).—Orto windscreen.

"J.T.K." (Battersea).—225 c.c. Royal
EiiSeld with featherweight sidecar.

Strength of frame, hill-climbing capacity.
" J.H.D." (Rochester).—499 c.c. Rudge-

Multi. Lubrication system, belt slip

and wear, speed.

"J.E.B." (Streatham).—Indian Scout

and Harley-Davidson flat twin, solo, with
pillion.

"L.C." (Wavertree).—4J- h.p. Beard-
more^Precision. solo and sidecar.

"J.S.H." (Northwich).—654 Hazle-

wood-J.A.P. and sidecar.

"G.A." (Devon).—225 c.c. Royal En-

field; 293 New Imperial: 398 A. B.C.
"G.W-.-T." (Westcliff).—770 crc.

Zenith-J.A.P. (direct drive). "Quad-
ruple belt. Wear and grip on low gear.

"M.A.C." (Kent).—318 c.c. Dalm,
power, speed, and petrol consumption.
"E.V.D." (Bradford). — 499 c.c.

Triumph. Showell or Best mechanical
oil pump: W.S.R. variable jet adaptor.
"X.Y.Z." (Hendon).—490 c.c. Norton,

494 c.c. Douglas ; 499 c.c. Sunbeam. Hill-

climbing ability; suitable gear ratios for
touring in hilly country.
"K.P.G." (Golders Green).—499 c.c.

Triumph, suitability of 3-jet Binks car-

buretter ; correct jets for fast touring.
"H.H.C." (West Lothian).—976 Royal

Ruby and sidecar; 698 c.c. Raleigh and
sidecar ; 598 Beardmore-Preeision and
sidecar. Dependability of frames, etc.,

for touring work.
"C.F.B." (Rutherglen). — McRenzie

Lightweight. Petrol consumption ; cor-

rect proportions of petrol mixture; reli-

ability.

A NEW HOME FOR THE WESTERN
M.C.C., GLASGOW. Following the lead

of other big motor cycle clubs the Western

M.C.C., of Glasgow, has now been

formed into a limited company and will

in future be known as the Scottish

Western M.C., Ltd.

READER'S REPLY.
CHANGES TO A TWO-STROKE TWIN.
As I purchased a second-hand "Scott"

sidecar 15 months ago, and experienced

the same trouble as "P. 0.," perhaps

my solution of the problem might
interest him 1

If "P. O.'s " engine is later than 1912

he - will find two plugs with hexagon
heads screwed into the cylinder-heads.

I first of all removed these and replaced

them with two compression taps, short

type, with sparking plug threads ; these

will enable him to prime each cylinder

before starting. I then removed the

leather washer from a petrol can cap

and trimmed it to an exact fit in the

main air intake cap; finally, I bored a

small hole in the centre of this washer
and inserted a loop of wire to project

on the outside, and fastened the washer
to the carburetter by means of a valve-

cap chain so that it cannot be lost.

When starting I prime both cylinders

and place the leather plug in the air in-

take cap and open the throttle about half

way ; the engine then invariably starts

at first or second kick.

"P. 0." should not attempt to open
the extra air inlet until the engine is

well under way; he should also verify

his jet sizes. I find 000, 2, and 9 the
best for sidecar work, and a " long
reach" plug to project slightly into the
combustion chamber might improve
matters.—F.N. 2861.

T.T. Machines on Exhibition.

Davison's Levis .and Langman's Scott

machines are on exhibition during the

present week at Godfrey's, Ltd., 208,

Great Portland Street, London, W.l.

A Saddle and Tank Cover.

Delivery of the " Alldry " combined
saddle and tank cover is now being made
at a cost of 7s. 6d. This article is sup-

plied by Mr. G. J. Coverly, 25, Deyn-
court Gardens, TJpminster, Essex.

An Efficient Magneto.

jAn "M-L" magneto was used by M.
Cottin (249 Velocette) when he secured

the second position on the Circuit de

Montargis, a distance of 167i miles. His

average speed was 46 m.p.h. He also

covered the fastest lap at 49£ m.p.h.

Valve Coolers.
'

In the 200 mile sidecar race at Brook-

lands on June 17th, D. H. Davidson (998

Indian sc), winner of the class not ex-

ceeding 1,000 c.c, used spiral valve coolers

manufactured by Beard and Fitch, Ltd.,

34, Aylesbury Street, London, E.C.

Price Reduction.

We have received a communication

from Buckland and Burrell, engineers,

Foots Cray, Kent, to the effect that the

Burland dimmer and economiser, de-

scribed in our issue of March 30th, has

been reduced in price to 9s:,' inclusive

of gasbag.

A Good Performance.

A folder has been issued by Douglas
Motors, Ltd., Kingswood. Bristol, in

commemoration of C. G. Pullin accom-
plishing 100.61 m.p.h. on a 500 c.c. ma-
chine on March 23rd last. It is illus-

trated with a facsimile of the Brook-
lands certificate and various photographs.

Agents for Spare Parts.

Being aware of the difficulty of ob-

taining spare parts by certain riders, the
Villiers Engineering Co., Ltd., Blaken-
hall, Wolverhampton, has started a

spare part service. In most important
towns motor cycle agents have been ap-
pointed, and the prices of the spare
parts are now as low as possible.

Catalogues Received.

Hugh Mason and Co., Ltd., N.U.T.
Works, Derwenthaugh, Newcastle-upon-
Tyne.—An illustrated booklet giving full

particulars and prices of the various
models of N.U.T. motor cycles.
Light Production Co., Ltd., 60-66,

Rochester Row, Westminster, S.W.

—

A
catalogue of L.P.C. piston rings and
price list of gudgeon pins.

F.R.S. Lamps, Ltd., Beam Works, Vere
Street, Birmingham.—An illustrated leaf-

let containing particulars and prices of
their various productions in lamps, horns,
and other accessories.
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Another Record Falls to the Invincible British Anzani Engine

8h.p. Overhead 8 valve British Anzani .Engine Standard Sports Model

QN June 14th, 1922, COLONEL
STEWART riding a Trump

machine fitted with an 8 b.p. British

Anzani Engine broke the 2 hours

record in Class E. 1,000 c.c.

SPEED 7885 m.p.h.
Total distance 156 miles 301 yds.

Previous record 73'48 m.p.h.

Write for details-

The British Anzani Engine Co., Ltd.

32, Scrubbs Lane, Willesden, N.W.10
•Phone : 2214 Willesden.

Manufacturers of high grade engines for

Light Cars, Cycle Cars and Motor Cycles.

A COLONIAL'S OPINION
of the FAMOUS

Wg0
Durban, South A frica.

Dear Sirs, May 29th, 1922.
As a constant user of one of your 4\h.p. motor cycles and' sidecar , I would like

to express my satisfaction of the serviceability of this mount. I have had the
machine constantly on the road for the last three years in all weathers and on roads
of all descriptions , and although at times it has not been possible to give the machine
any attention, it has never failed me and repairs have been very light.

I have on occasions carried a load of 30 cwt. to the highest point of the Berea (the

residential suburb of this city) on top gear, which lakes some beating.

With nothing to say except in praise of your machines.
I am, yours faithfully, R. T. Johnson.

No. 6 4ih.p.
COMBINATION,

£135
—the economical
Combinati on.

Powerful Big Single
Cylinder Engine
600 c.c, economical
on oil and petrol.
3-speed countershaft
gear and heel clutch,
all chain drive, etc.

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

THE JAMES CYCLE Co., Ltd., GREET, BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON SHOWROOMS—22, HOLBORN VIADUCT, E.C.I.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." b33
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Extended manufacturing

facilities and a huge

turnover enable us to

cut Ferodo Prices

by

The quality remains the same.

On and after July 1st the list prices of FERODO
BONDED ASBESTOS, FEROBESTOS, AND
FERODO FIBRE will be reduced by 10%.

The reduction is solely due to the savings effected
by large production and extended manufacturing
facilities.

The quality of Ferodo Friction Linings will remain
as before—the very best possible—and this reduction
in price is not being made at the expense of quality.
Our first principle has always been and always will

be to put the finest possible materials into our pro-
duct, and upon this principle the Ferodo reputation
has been built. Ferodo Fabrics are just as
superior to competitive materials to-day as they
were 10 years ago.

It may be that Ferodo Fricton Linings are slightly
higher in price than certain competitive materials,
colourable imitations of our own; but the extra
durability and the perfect reliability of Ferodo
Linings repay the extra first cost a hundredfold.
Hundreds of thousands of motor drivers all over
the world show their appreciation of this fact by
their continuous use of Ferodo Friction Linings for
Brakes and Clutches.

See the nnme on every piece.

FERODO
FRICTION LININGS

Sole Manufacturers;

FERODO Ltd., Chapel-en-le-Frith.

Service Depots: London, Birmingham, Manchester, Leeds, Bristol,
Belfast, Coventry, Newcastle, Llandrindod Wells, Glasgow.

<gi7

b34 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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PILLION RIDING
"Safety First"

then Comfort'

Price %5U/~
Back Rest 7/- Foot Rest 5/- Handle 2/-

Get particulars of the Tan-Sad Insurance Policy

—

it will protect you against all risks and provide

a considerable saving, there being no extra

premium for Pillion Riding.

Get particulars straight away from your local agent,

The General Accident, Fire and Life Insurance Company
Depots, or direct from

TAN-SAD, I/-2-

FREEMAN ST.

BIRMINGHAM
'Makers of the famous Tan-Sad Chair and Prami

(F. H. Headley's Inventions).

The safety of Pillion Riding depends entirely upon the Seat. That " cushion on the
carrier " method is dangerous both to body and health. The safe way—the only safe
way—is the Tan-Sad way.

Fit a Tan-Sad Pillion Seat to your Machine The responsiveness of its springing to every
pothole, to every bump, frees the Pillion rider of the possibility of nerve-wrack, and obviates
the Driver's risk of jolting his passenger off the Machine—even on the most potholed roads .

And isn't your passenger's comfort as important as your own ? Your seat is sprung, isn't

it?... Well, then, for safety's sake, for comfort's sake—fit a Tan-Sad.

s4 For N
\

20Years-I
FOR twenty years Millford Sidecars have

been famous for quality and comfort.

There are 8 models for 1922.

A Millford Sidecar costs from

£22. You know what your

favourite solo machine costs.

Add the two and see what you
save compared with the price

of a Combination.

Write for Folder B,

MILLS-FULFORD, LTD., COVENTRY.
The Original Sidecar Makers^-

{Eslablislud 1S99.)

fl

.QUALITY
ÛlftA*

/COMFORT
In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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onEm
the motor cycle

you can be sure of

The Omega Model 6, depicted

Engine is the 3 h.p. two-stroke,

sively in our now Works, and is

experience and study of two-

is an Omega production, has a
thened, and guaranteed to stand

roads. Throughout, the finish and
the best, and the tout ensemble

"The Motor Cycle's" verdict of

for full details of this and other

aDOve, SLanub 111 a. ciass uy ils'

three h.p.
above, stands in a class by itself for value and efficiency. Its

designed and constructed exclu-

the happy result of years of

stroke principles. The frame also

one piece head lug, web streng-

/* 6^ d^^ ^ ^\ ^\ up to the ravages of the roughest

•J- ^^*Jm I I JhI I workmanship of Model 6 are of

(AJ%J %J M. \jf \# f such value as to fully merit

easy payments arranged. "amazingly cheap." Send now

Omega Models.

W. J. GREEN LTD.,
Omega Works, COVENTRY.

Birmingham Depot : - - 183a, Broad Street.

London Agents : Bartletts, 92, Great Portland St., W.

Minimi ! H

The

"NEW AUSTIN" PILLION SEAT
^%^ LIGHT. NEAT. COMFORTABLE.

I Entirely new method of springing, weighs 6 lbs. only. No side

rock whatever. Finished in Solid Saddle Leather.

fe^j Low Saddle Position only 4" from top of carrier.

""""^3' Seat - - 26/6 each 1 Foot Rest" - 4/9 each 1 State width of carrier

^T Back Rest - 7/- „ Hand Grip - 2/- „ when ordering.

W. H. JENKS, Snow Hill, Birmingham.

You RIDE in COMFORT and obtain QUALITY and VALUE
IF YOUR MOUNT IS A

SPRING FRAME MOTOR CYCLE.
2J h.p. 2-Stroke,

from £45.
2f h.p. JAP,

from £51.

3 h.p. Barr & Stroud,

from £60.

OTHER MODELS AT EQUALLY FAVOURABLE PRICES. WRITE FOR LISTS.

P.V. MOTOR CYCLES, LTD., Forest Hill, London, S.E.23.

b38 In answering these, advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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r^ 1922 Sporting Model.

Supplied to fit any make of Motor Cycle.

The product of 20 years' riding and manufacturing experience*
More comfortable than most heavy touring models. Graceful
and distinctive appearance. Strong enough for use with 8 h.p-
machines, light enough for use with 3' h.p. sporting mounts*
£23 10 ready for the road.
COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE FREE ON REQUEST.

W. Montgomery & Co., Coventry

M

PRATTS
PERFECTION SPIRIT

To ensure Perfection Get "Perfection.

"

Insist on having Pratt's—the Motor Spirit

that always ensures a vigorous, even pull for

your engine—easy acceleration and clean run-

ning—economy and dependability at all times.

Yi2/

From the Golden Pump
(Approved by the Standards Dept. of the Board of Trade.)

the Green Can.

AVAILABLE EVERYWHERE.
ANGLO-AMERICAN OIL COMPANY, LTr>*

Office: 36, Queen Anne's Gale, London, S.W. I.
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'Against RAIN, WIND, & DUST is-

"AQU AM AC"
Adequate protection is assured in the worst of weather if you are

a wearer of " AQUAMAC "•—the real waterproof. Every garment
is built by an expert craftsman. The TRIPLE fly side openings

,

are fitted with Non (water) Conductors and PNEUMATIC edges

throughout the suit. You are also assured of the best style and
fit. We caterforthe "particular" manby our "made-to-measure "

offer. No extra charge for this. Money refunded in full if not

satisfied. "AQUAMAC" is the suit for Protection with Comfort.

Price per Suit . . £2 15 0. Coat Full Fleece Lined . . 37/6
Trousers..^, .. 25/6 Overalls 17/6

When ordering give Chest for Coat, Height, Waist and Inside Leg
Measurements from fork to floor.

This Suit can be inspected at our LONDON SHOWROOMS

:

TU~ CE"DA7T/~'17 COMPANY T T1"* 289-293, HIGH HOLBORN,
ine DHrvVM_.ll \--london, A-i Lf., london, — w.ci
The A quantac Suit is exclusively the invention ofthe actual Manufacturers.

SEND NO MONEY until yon have seen our Patterns and Illustrated

Catalogue, tree on request to

THE EXPRESS MANFG. CO. (M/C), LTD.,
Manufacturing Waterproof Motor Clothing Experts,

" AQUAMAC " WORKS,
431-7, Rochdale Road, MANCHESTER.

The new models of Brampton Motor Cycle Chain which
have been evolved to meet the ever increasing load and
speed conditions of the modern motor cycle, possess larger
wearing areas and greater breaking loads than the chains
they supersede to ensure maximum durability, and can
be relied upon to take their full share of responsibility for

the efficient service of machines on which they are used.

When you buy a chain look for the name "BRAMPTON" on each
outer plate, the chain that has made good by Good Making.

I BRAMPTON BROS. LTD.,

= Oliver Street Works

,

§ BIRMINGHAM.

Our
booklet

*CHAT CN
CHAIN," which

contains a fount of

invaluable hints for chain

users, will be forwarded post

free on request, applications for

which are invited.

E.3

THE CASE-HARDENED
pi IMPROVED MODEL

E3
_3
E3

S3
E3

£3

11

S3
.3
E3

S3

S3

£Ke

j
fabes BeltAdjuster
A /or MOTOR CYCLES _^~rs!*&0

The wearing parts of this Adjuster have been
case-hardened. This gives them tremendous
wearing power, and leaves the rider free to get

the maximum life out of them by intelligent use.

PRICE
4/- each

If your trader does not stock it, write to

TIMSON BROTHERS
7 Grape St., Shaftesbury Ave., London, W.C.2
Moor Street, Birmingham Duke Street, Liverpool

Strawberry Lane, Newcastle-on-lV11®

EDINBURGH RUBBER CO.
178-182 Rose Street, Edinburgh

S3

F3

£3

S3
£3

£3
£3
S3
S3

S3

ti

VtLXtLXtLX*X1LXlLttXKXh.iSKXUXh.XKHUXKXlL}mXh.xt£MH.XKXKXttXKXkXkXKXKXK

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES

ADVERTISEMENTS* in these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. lor every ad-
ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words
are charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must
be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable...

—

?~co-
to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed.—-*
Treasury Notes, being untraceable it lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances.

All advertisB.nents in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle." Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. To
ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"
by the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue. Advertisements that arrive

too late for a particular issue or that are

crowded out will automatically be inserted in

the following issue unless accompanied by
instructions to the contrary.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end 0!

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience ol advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost oi

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the

words Box ooo, c /o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be

addressed No. ooo, c/o "The Motor Cycle," Dorset House,
Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who rep y to Box No.
1 advertisements are wanted against sending remittance tkroui'

thepost except in registered envelopes; in all such cases the

use of the Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope

should be clearly marked "Deposit Department."

In the oase of motor cycles ottered lor sale under a box

number, as It Is unusual lor these to be sold without first

being Inspected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

facilitate business by embodying In their advertisements

some mention ol the district In which the machine

offered may be seen and tried.

m* DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

Deposit System. If the money be deposited with ."The
MotorCycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the araouni

to the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, but

in the event of no sale each party pays carriage one way
The seller takes the risk of damage in transit. For all

transactions up to fio, a deposit fee of 1/- is charged ; on
transactions over £10 and under £50, the fee is 2 /6 ; over

£50 and under £75. 5/- \ over £75 a^d under £100, 7/6
and on all transactions over £100, *%. All deposit

matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street,

London, E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should be

made pavable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.

The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

Indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself ot

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an indication that the goods advertised have

already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that It is quite impossible to reply to

each one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

F.O.C.H hove A.B.C., dynamo lighting, excellent
condition, licensed, bargain.— 5, Heath St., Hamp-

«tead (near Tube). [6532

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
ABC.

A .B.C. 1921, mileage 1,000, as new; £70- cash"». wanted.—Sheppard, 108, The Crescent, Slough.

A.B.C., 1921, Lucas dynamo lighting, Apollo horn,''

i i
JP™d">„ condition; £70.-605, Garratt Lane,

Earlsfield, S.W.18. [7146
1Q20 A B.C., lamps, horn, speedometer, splendid

Sin i.

C
°Sl'

tl05' taxed; £65; seen after 7 p.m.-64,
Balloch Rd., Catford.

[6 680
ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.-1920 A.B.C. (new in

1211 standard, with Henderson sidecar, acces.
lories; £68.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6072
A -B.O. 1921, lamps, horn, spares, in splendid condi-

-"»- tion recently overhauled, verv small mileage; £70.
-Larcombe, Margaretting, Ingatestone, Essex. [6354
I Q 21 A.B.C, Grecesmill 50-gn. sidecar, Lucas Mag-
-L" dyno lighting, tax paid for the year, Bonniksen
speedometer, Klaxon horn, excellent condition; price
76 gns.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensing-
ton - [7355
©PORTING A.B.C. 3VJl.p., 1914 type, but onlyKJ erected this year, leaf sprung, licensed for year,
new extra heavy tyres, etc., all in perfect condition and
open to closest inspection and trial; price £55.— Dowell,
Pyrford, Surrey. (Byfleet Station, 1 mile.) [6663

A .B.C. Spare Parts.—We are the largest stockists of
-£*• these parts; trade supplied.—Maudes', 100, Great
Portland St., W.l. [7203

Acme.
"I O20 8h.p. Acme-Jap Combination, fully equipped,
-L*/ spare wheel, Lucas lamps, speedometer, etc.;
bargain, £98.—Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stock-
well St., Greenwich, S.E.10. [5866

Aero.
A ERO-GREEN 2%h.p., o.h.v., Sturmey gears, prao-

-r*> tically new, exceedingly fast; £55; exchange
Norton.—Weybourne Cottage, Farnham. [6881

A.J.S.

CROSS, Effingham Square, is agent for A.J.S.'s in
Rotherham. [7240

<>3h.p. Bl Sports A.J.S.

,

^ * Chatteris. 'Phone

:

in stock; £85.-
34.

Wilderspin,
[6876

£85.-Wilkins
[6455

easy terms.—
[7257

A.J.S. 1922, latest 2S4h.p. model;
Simpson, opposite Olympia, London.

6h.p. 1914 A.J.S. Combination; £55;
Wauehope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

A.J.S., the Invincible. Free delivery.—Merrick's Stores,
Listerhills Rd., Bradford. 'Phone: 2439. [6310

"I Q19 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination complete, lamps and-*" tax paid; £92.—Cross, Agent, Rotherham. [7246

"I Q14 A.J.S., thoroughly sound throughout; offers.-
-Lv 244, Old Christchurch Rd.. .Bournemouth n

AJ.E

Bournemouth. [6212

2%h.p., brand new, .actually in stock.—Long-
man Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. Tel. : 689.

[4562
1 Q16 A.J.S., mechanical condition excellent, new
J-t/ chains; £85.—Ackrill, Bishop's Castle/Salop.

[6697
1 Q22 2^ih.p. A.J.S. and sidecar, complete, equal to
J-*/ new; £105.—Carnforth Motor Co., Carnforth.

[6523
DAN GUY, Weymouth.—1922 7h.p. A.J.S. Com-

bination, £175; in stock. Dorset trado supplied.
[0817

A.J.S. 1922 2%h.p Sports and 7h.p. Combinations
in stock.—Clilford Motories. Eastwood, Notts

[6506
J.S. 234h.p., T.T. model, very fast, tax paid;
£38/10.—Guest, Unionist Club, High St., Guild-

ford. [6210

equipped regardless,
-24, Balliol Rd., North

[«640

A
]C|21 A.J.S. Combination,

if £140; ditto 1920, £115.-
Kensington.

MOFFAT, Yeovil, Official A.J.S. Agents.—Get in
touch with us for prompt deliveries. Exchanges.

'Phone : 50. [5723

6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, good running order, tax
paid; privately owned; £70. — On view, Cripp's

Garage, Sidcup. [6399

A.J.S. 6h..p. Combination, complete, excellent condi-
tion, mechanically perfect.—Lines, Broad St.,

Alresford, Hants.

J.S. 7h.p. CombinationA.J.S. 7h.p.
can be obtained from P. J. Evans

St., Birmingham.

A.J.S. (1914) Combination,

[7040

Immediate delivery£175. _
John Bright

[6521

6h.p. twin, coachbuilt
.idecar, as new; £70; ride away.—254, St. Ann's

Rd., Tottenham, N.15. [6287

A.J.S. Combination, 1920, as new, spare wheel,

lamps, windscreen, tax paid; £125.—Flitt, Wel-
lington Rd.. Watford. [6184

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked <P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A .J.S. 2%h.p., 1914, 2 speeds, clutch, all chain, in
Al condition, lamps, horn, etc.; £35.—Penney,

Buns-call, nr. Chorley, Lanes. [6182

A.J.S. Combination, 1920, splendid condition, fully
equipped, tax paid; £112.—James, c/o Bradmore's,

482, Harrow Ed., Paddington. [7336

122 A.J.S., all models. Again the sensation oi
H-*J Tourist Trophy races. Catalogues with pleasure
—Sam E. Clapham (Motors;

Again
Catalogs
Greenwich. [3499

1Q22 A.J.S. 2 :i4h.p., "model Bl, equipped Lucas
A«J lamps, horn, variable jet, tax paid, ridden 50
miles; 80 gns.—27, Sidmouth St., Devizes. [7313

T^OR A.J.S. 1922 models. 2%h.p. solo, or 7h.p, com
J- binations, get in touch with the N. London agents.
—Jones Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill. [0785

"I Q19 A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, Lucas light-
J-«J ing, licensed; £100, or exchange lower power
ftnd cash.—Warwick, Hinckley Rd., Leicester. [6809
*f Ql9 A.J.S. 6h.p Combination, spare wheel, spesdo-
j*«J meter, screen, splendid condition; £90.—Hillier
(side bell), 9, Wallingford Ave., North Kensington.

[7054
A .J.S. Combination, 1921, Magdynamo, electric horn,
*-* speedometer, hood and screen, mileage 800; £135.—M. Hilher, 216, Portobello Rd., North Kensington.

[7028
A.J.S. Bl and Sports Models actually in stock, £85;

7h.p. combination, £175.—Ward and Co., 51,
Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. 'Phone : Putney 2754.

A
[7443

.J.S. 1921 Combination, full equipment, under
1,000 miles, spare wheel never used, insurance,

condition as new; £150.-16, Devonshire Place,
Chester. [6910
A .J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, lamps, horn,
^*- screen, speedometer, all accessories, mileage 9,000,
taxed and insured; £70.—Hope Villa, Church St.,
Edmonton. [6737

"I 022 A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination, hood, curtains,
-*-*' Lucas accessories, tax paid, insured December;
£160; buying car.—Noyes, Leighton, Ironbridge,
Shropshire. [6251

A .J. 8., 1921, dynamo, speedometer, hood and cover,
side curtain, Tan-Sad, expert examination; £155;

tax and insurance paid.—Angus, 119, Woodwarde Rd.,
Dulwich, S.E.22. [6596

1 Q14 5-6h.p. A.J.S. and Sidecar, lamps, hood,
J-«/ screens, horn, speedometer, insurance, tax paid,
tyres new, ride away; bargain, £75.—D., 12, Amble-
side Rd., Wil/esden. [6196

£47.—A.J.S. combination, 5-6h.p., 2 speeds, hand
clutch, kick

-
starter, Canoelet touring sidecar,

fully equipped, splendid condition; exchanges.—63,
Solon Rd., Brixton. [6723

-| 021 7h.p. A.J.S. Combination, electric lighting.
J-t7 electric horn, Bowden air inlet, small mileage,
beautiful condition, only ridden by an expert; £160.—
52, Sidbury, Worcester. [6841

A.J.S. 1921 Combination, Lucas dynamo lighting,
hood, screen, side screen, speedometer, electric

horn, spare wheel, etc.; £160.-112, Stroud Green
Rd., Finsbury Park, N.4. [7129

SOUTHPORT.—A:J.S. 6h.p. 1917 combination, spare
wheel, lavishly equipped, including hood, wind-

screen, luggage carrier; snip, £79; exchanges.—Rents,
417, Lord St., Southport. [6712

A.J.S.—Distributing Agents for Cambridgeshire,
Huntingdonshire, and Bedfordshire. All models

from stock; complete stock of spares.—King and Har-
per, Bridge St., Cambridge. [5816

*|Q22 Brand New A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination. £183.
J-*' including spare wheel, windscreen, etc.; easy pay-
ments; free delivery to any address.—Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., .Birmingham. [4599

"I Q 21 7h.p. A.J.S. Combination, fully equipped,
J-t/ celluloid side screen, spare wheel, absolutely as
new, tax paid ; £145.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton
Ed., N.E. "Phone: Dalston 2408. [7217

1920 Combination, 6h.p., spare wheel, speedo-
, hood, side curtains, D.A. lighting, Tan-Sad,

back rest, Lucas horn, fine condition; bargain, £100.

—

W. Fowell, 37, Avondale'Rd., Luton, Beds. [6385

A.J.S. Combination (Aug. 1920), spare wheel, Lucas
accessories, etc., guaranteed unscratched and equal

brand new, £30 overhaul at makers; bargain, £130.—
31, Claremont Rd., Alexandra Park, Manchester. [6197

"1Q14 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, 3-speed, Binks car-
it' buretter, detachable spare wheel, speedometer,
electric lighting, legshields, windscreen, excellent con-
dition, insured; £72.-269, Copsterhill, Oldham. [7041

A.J.S., 1916, K.S., 3-speed, clutch, new tyres,

engine just overhauled, excellent condition, all

spares, Binks, 100 mile to gallon; what offers? By
appointment.—" M.," 1, Hempstead Rd.. Waltham-
Btow. [6574

7h.p. Combination, 2-seater sidecar De
windscreen, spare wheel, Cowey speedo-

meter, watch, legshields, Tan-Sad, Lucas lighting, horn,
mirror, spares, etc., perfect condition, tax and insurance
end of year, Tufnell Park; £150 or offer.—Box 2137, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [6375

A.J.S.
-Xi. meter,

2f h.p.

1 Q21 A.J.SXV Luxe,

rBASTONES
Established 16 Years.

No Better or Cheaper House

1

SPECIAL LINE.

28 x 3 Extra Heavy Covers

Goodrich Safety Tread 47/6
Goodyear All Weather Tread 55/=
Firestone Rubber Non-Skid... 45/=
Portage Rubber Non-Skid ... 43/-

24 X 2 Clincher «"e Luxe, Heavy 22/6
24X 2j Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud 22/6
26x3 Englebert, Passenger Rubber Stud 17/6

Bergougnan, 3-ribbed, Heavy 18/6
{Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud .... 23/-

Spencer Moulton, Sq. ribbed 18/6
Clincher de Luxe, Heavy 24/6
Midland, Rubber Stud, Heavy ...... 24/-

Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy .

.

28/-

Michelin, Semelle Steel Stud 25/-

Rom Combination 37/-

I Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud 25/-

[ Midland, Rubber Stud, Heavy 25/-

26X 2j < Kempshall, Anti-skid, Heavy 30/-

Clincher de Luxe, Heavy 25/-
> Clincher de Luxe, ex-Heavy 27/-

,-Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy .

.

36/-

Clincher Dreadnought, ex-Heavy .... 36/-

26 X 21 Dominion,UscoRubber,non-skid,Heavy 28/6

to fit" J Dominion, Corrugated, Heavy 30/-

26 X 2j \ Dominion, Nobby Tread, ex-heavy .

.

36/-

Hutchinson, T.T., Ribbed 30/-

Midland, Ribbed, Heavy 30/-

f Hutchinson, Super Stud, ex-Stromf.

.

55/3
Bergougnan, 3-ribbed, Heavy 23/-

Goodrich, Safetv Tread 35/-

Midland, Rubber Non-skid, Heavy .

.

28/-

26 x 2| J Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber Stud 26/6
Spencer Moulton, 3-ribbed ex-Heavy 22/6
MiChelin, Fine Ribbed 20/-

Spencer Moulton, Steel Stud 25/-

Skew, Rubber, Non-skid 30/-

Englebert (Wired Edge) 25/-

26x3 midland, Ribbed, ex-Heavy 35/-

{
Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy .

.

40/-

Clincher Dreadnought 36/-

Clincher de Luxe, ex-Heavv 35/-

/"Clincher, 3-ribbed, ex-Heavy 47/-

| Goodrich, Safety Tread, ex-Heavy . . 48/-

»„„v »„ J SuPer Chain, ex-Heavy 42/-
700X SO

-J
Cliather Cr05Si ex.Heavy 48/-

| Clincher, Fine Ribbed 44/-

V Hutchinson, Super Stud, ex-Strong .

.

61/-

Hutchinson, Super Studded.ex-Heavy 64/328x3

TUBES.
Goodrich, Clincher, Hutchinson, and Red Fox.

24x2 and 24X2$ each 4/3

26X2J and 26x2} each 5/6

700x80, 28x3 and 650X65 each 7/6
Goodyear Butted 28 X 3 each 7/6

The above New Clearance Covers and Tubes are sent on
approval against remittance CARRIAGE PAID.

Large stock of Sidecar Bodies and complete Sidecars

to be cleared at low prices, also full range of

MONTGOMERY Sidecars in stock.

BELTS.
Dunlop Round Top, J" 1/10, j' 2/2, 1" 2/8, ij* 3/2 per

foot.

John Bull, }" 1/11. i" 2/3, 1* 2/8, ij* 3/2 per foot.

Buffalo Hide and Chrome, J"1/9,i"2/-, ij 2/3 per foot.

SIDECAR SCREENS.
Sandum V type £2 15s

Easting Standard £3 18s

Easting Baby £3 Os
Montgomery Bo Peep £3 10s

HOURS—9 till e : Saturdays 9 till 1.

228, Penfonville Road,
King's Cross, London, N.l.
Phone : 2481 North. 'Grnm^ : Bastones, London

IQ21 7h.p.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S., sidecar, D.A. lighting, spare
wheel, Tan-Sad, W.R.S., aluminium plates,

many spares, insurance ; £145 ; appearance, mechanical
condition, and running really exceptional.—Salmon,
Stationer, 6, High St., Sydenham. 'Phone: Syd. 375.

[7134

AJ.S. Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model from

stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best prices

allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred pay-
ments. (See column advertisement.)—Bamber's, 2,

Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [7325

Svare Parts

:

A.J.S. Spares.—Immediate delivery .-

St . Ealing.
-Kays, 8, Bond

[7538

Alldays.

ALLDAYS' 2-stroke, fully equipped, taxed, perfect:

£23.-51, Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. [7441

NEARLY New Alldays' Allon 2:j4h.p., lamps, horn;

bargain, £34.—Cobby, Felpham, Bognoi. [7098

1 Q18 Alldays' Allon, good condition, kick start and
J-«* clutch, 2-speed; £35, offers.—Stroud, Lechlade.

[6775

KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District

Agent for Allons; unequalled service, repairs,

etc. 13559

ALLON 1922 Engine 2%h.p. ;" £25 ; tax paid, good

order, new tyres.—68, Gloucester Rd., Camden
Town. [7123

Allon Combination, 2-speed ,_
kick

~[6246

4h.p. Alldays-Matchless Combination, new Sturmey
3-speed hub, new tyres; £40, or near.—37. O

1 Q18 Alldays'
J-*7 start, goo
Sudbury, Harrow.

chard St., Dorchester. [6677

X>35.—1920 Allon, 2-speed, clutch, kick starter, tax
0* paid for the vear, trial; exchanges.—Smith's. 86.

Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.3. [6870

23h.p. Alldays Allon, 2-speed, hand clntch and K.S.,

4= splendid mechanical condition, late model; £34.
—26, Tulse Hill, BTixton. 'Phone Brixton 1292.

[7285

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Allon 2-

stroke, new 1922 motor cycles: 2-speed gear

model, £60; 3-speed gear mode', £65; easy payments ami

exchange. [7258

21 Alldays' Allon 234h.p., 2 speeds, clutch and

K.S., fully equipped, tax paid; £52/10; ex-

Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E.

'Phone: Dalston 2408. [7216

ih.p. Alldavs' Matchless 1914, engine recently

2 ov
exchange,
purchaser.

19
cha
PI

3 or

with cash, 3h.p. Enfield; ride 30 miles

-52, Lodge Rd., West Bromwich. [6759

American X.

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd.—1921 American X.

shop-soiled, £88; 1921 combination, accessories,

tax paid. £115.— 157b. Gt. Portland St., W.l. T6074

COMBINATION 7-9h.p„ 1922, American X, C.A.V..

accumulator, electric lighting. Klaxon and Bull

honns, full equipment, mileage under .300; £1 35 —
Pioneer Motors. Grindlay St., Edinburgh. [6219

Antoine.

ANTOINE 3fAh.p., less magneto;
Collins, Sunbury Common.

£7/10.—Captain
[7465

Ariel.

ARIELS from Stock from the Hve
and Son, Monton, Eccles. Tel.:

agents, Barlow
160 Eccles.

[3691

ARIEL 3>/,h.p., Bosch magneto, good running order;

£17.—Chemist, 40, Seymour St., Euston, N.W.I.
[6500

ARIEL Combination, good condition; £50; apply
after 6—Smith, 443, Green Lanes, Harringay,

N.4. [6557

30.—3Vi>h.p. Ariel Combination, nice condition,

splendid order, all on; bargain.—50, Lowfield St.,

Dartford. [6561

ARIEL 6-7h.p. Combination, about 1920, thoroughly
reliable and smart; bargain, £100.—Jones. Broad-

way, Newbury. [6818

ARIEL 1920 3V-h.p. Combination, complete and in

first-class condition; £75.—The Layton Garages,

30, Holywell St., Oxford. [7180

21 Ariel 3Vnh.p. and Sidecar, licensed for year,

under 3,000 miles, condition perfect; £80.—
Richardson, Rayne Lodge, Braintree. [6168

ARIEL 3V*h.p. 1920 Combination, in first-class con-

dition "and well cared lor; 60 gns.—Longman
Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. Tel. : 689. [4561

OUTHPORT—Superb 1920-21 Ariel countershaft
combination, excellent condition, all on; £78: ex-

changes.—Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport. [6713

ARIEL 3V2h.p. 1919-1920 Combination, 3-speed, kick

starter, lamps, horn, tools, spares; any trial;

£72/10.—Guiver, 6, Broadway, Fleet, Hants. [7097

£ 3

19 2

S°

b46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthorpe.

tf)ih.p. Calthorpe motor cycles, new 1922 models; £36,^2 or £7 down and 12 monthly payments oi £2/9/6.—Wanchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. London. E.C.4. [7263

CALTHORPE Combination, 4-5h.p. twin J.A.P.,
Sturmey countershaft gears, hood, screen, smart;

58 gas. : exchanges—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper
Richmond Rd., East Sheen. Photograph. [7291

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 1917 2">ih.p., 2-speed, clutch,
"tyres excellent, electric lighting, horn, spares,

taxed December, ride 40 miles to buyer; £37/10-
Pledger, Satanita Rd., Westcliff. 'Phone : Avenue
2166. [6221

Campion.
CAMPION Lightweight, countershaft gear smaTt;

accept any machine with cash.—Box 2184, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [7312

CAMPION 1920 8h.p. 2-seater Combination, Mag-
dyno, new condition, licensed 1922; £150.—Brad-

ley, 23, Madeira Rd., Margate. [6683

CAMPION-J.A.P. Combination 8h.p., 1920, in per-
fect order, windscreen, speedometer, lamps, horn,

luggage grid, tools, spares, tax paid; £80.-176,
Walmer fid., North Kensington. [6620

Cedbs.

CEDOS 21411^., 2-speed, new condition, all acces-

sories, tax paid, cost £170; cash offer.—Smith,
British Arms, Irthlingboro', [6823

Chater-Lea.
"I Q14 Chater-Lea 3V-h.p., 3-speed, sidecar, all acces-
-*-«? sories, J.A.P. "engine; £35.—Gilbert, Binfleld
Heath, Henley-on-Thames. [6617

BARGAIN—31/jh.p. Chater-Lea, White and Poppe,
Bosch, B. and B., 2-speed, running order; £22.—

107, Mitcham Rd., East Ham. [6136

CHATER-LEA 8h.p., 2-speed, forward and reverse;

£85, or near offer.^tax and insurance paid-
Thorpe, Pyports, Cobham, Surrey. [6615

8i.p. Chater-Lea Combination, 3-speed, excellent

condition, fullv eanipped; must sell, £60.—B.,
106, St. Donate Rd., New Cross, S.E.14. [6170

1 Q21 Chater-Lea, 2%h.p. Villiers engine. 2-speed
X.9J gear, lamps, horn, licensed, guaranteed perfect;

£32.-37 Arlington Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone : Kingston
1274. [6769

Chater-Lea-Jap.
1Q15 4h.p. Chater-Lea-Jap, 2-speed—570, High St..

-L« Sydenham. [6179

Chater-Lea Villiers.

CHATER-LEA-VILLIERS 2%h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed,

splendid condition, all on, tax paid, trial; £22/10;
after 6.—31, Cromer Rd., Watford. [6558

Cleveland.
3h.p Cleveland, 2 speeds, kick start, chain drive,

as new; cost £95 1920; accept £39/10.-93,
Ormerod Rd„ Burnley. [7080

CLEVELAND 1921 3h.p„ 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch

and kick starter, run about 50 miles, as new;
£l'7.—Newnham Motor Co., 223. Hammersmith Rd.

W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [5618

Clyno.

1 O20 Clyno, 2y2h.p., 2speed, clutch, new condition;
-Li/ £35.—172, "Eastcombe Av., Charlton, S.E.7.

[7002
1 Q20 Clyno Lightweight, 2-speed and clutch, perfect
19 condition; £37/ 10—Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing.

[5499

T Q 17-18 6h.p. Clyno, 3-speed, K.S., and clutch, reno-

X.U vated; £35—Captain Collins, Sunbury Common.
[7464

CLTNO C.B. 5-6h.p., any trial; £45; no reasonable

offer refused.—Railway Hotel Garage, Wembley,
Middlesex. [6313

1 Q18 Clyno Combination, 5-6h.p., 3-speed, kick
li? starter, new, unused; £50.-204, Ladbroke
Grove, W.10. [6993

CLYNO 1920 2y2h.p., very little used, 2-speed and
clutch, lamps, horn, etc., excellent condition;

£35.—Stubbs' Garages, Loughborough. [6148

£47/10.—1918 5-6h.p. Clyno combination, good
order; bargain.—W.J.C. Motor Exchange, Addi-

son Av., Holland Park, W.ll. Park 2071. [7156

CLYNO 1921 8h.p. Combination, detachable wheels
and spare wheel, fully equipped and tax paid

;

£100.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford.
[7184

CLYNO Combination, 1918, spare wheel, clutch,
K.S.. lamps, also trade box body, excellent con-

dition; £60.—TJrquhart, 371, Earlstteld Rd., London
S.W. '

. [6303

CLYNO 5-6h.p. 3-speed, Clyno sidecar, detachable
wheels, spare wheel, complete, hood, screen,

beautiful turnout, not W.D.; photograph; guaranteed;
58 gns.

ALSO Clyno Lightweight, 2Mh.p., 2-speed, clutch,
mileage 3,000, as new; 33 gns.; exchanges.—Peter

Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen.
. [7294

MANUFACTURERS' STOCK

MAKINK0T brand

TO BEJCLEARED.
Fawn double texture,

interlined rubber,

MOTOR SUITS
THESE suits are

made of Fawn
double texture

cloth, interlined
rubber.

The seams are
cemented, sewn
and taped,
making these
absolutel y
waterproof.

Will stand any
amount of hard
wear.

The jackets are
m ade double-
breasted, with
belts and wind
cuffs.

TheMotor Leggings
are made fastening
with clips and
straps, and have
wind gussets in
leg.

These suits actu-

ally cost over 30/-

to manufacture
without any profit,

but we have
several thousands

to clear.

Every suit is guaranteed absolutely waterproof,

and should these not meet entirely with your
approval, we guarantee to return your money in

full, if returned within seven days.

SPECIAL PRICE,

dsf 11 Carriage 1 /- extra.

We have also several thousands heavy Twill

Suits to offer. These are made of the heavy Twill

used for making Motor Hoods, and are one of the

finest suits made for motor cycling, interlined

rubber. They are made with sewn and cemented
seams, and taped, also the seams of these suits are

striped, making these garments absolutely water-

proof, and we are prepared to give a guarantee

that these are absolutely impossible for water to

penetrate through. The Motor Leggings are made
in the same way with wind gussets, fastening with

clips and straps. The Suits are in sizes 34, 36, 38,

ao. 42 and 44 chest, lengths inside leg are 27, 29, 31.

Please state when ordering by post, measurements
of chest, length inside.

50/- Carriage 1/- extra.

Orders to be addressed—

The LANCASHIRE and

CHESHIRE RUBBER Co.
MAKINKOT HOUSE,

30, Thomas Street,

LIVERPOOL.
'Phone 4S91 Bank,

Liverpool.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

CLYNO 8h.p. J.A.P. Combination, spare wheel, all
original tyres still on and unscxatched, tax paid,

fully equipped, new condition; £80.—Bunting's Motors,
Wealdstone. [7383

1Q18 Clyno 8h.p., J.A.P., C.B. eidecar, inter-
-!•' changeable wheels, lamps, windscreen, excellent
condition, trial, engine No. 62354; 68 gns.—72, Pem-
broke Rd., Kensington. [6171

"I Q 17-18 Clyno Combination, 3-speed, kick start, all
-*-*' on, spare wheel, 700x80 tyres, new engine, 1921,
receipt shown, condition as new, tax paid; any trial;
£65.-337, Devon Buildings, Tooley St., London, S.E.1.

[698?
CLYNO 5-6h.p., 1916-17 models, rebuilt, repWed,

enamelled blaok, 3 speeds, kick start, loot clutch,
interchangeable wheels, chain drive, aluminium cases;
combinations, £68; solo, £57, as new; deferred terms,
exchanges.—Hearn Bros., 94, Brixton Hill, S.W.2.

[4842
,snnrf Parts.

CLYNO 3par-es.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
at., Ealing. [?:><+u

Comet.
£42.—New Comet 2M»h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch

and kick starter, "tax paid, done 600 miles, like
new; or exchange with cash for A.B.C., Sunbeam, or
16H. Norton.—C, P., 107. Highbury New Park, N.5.

[7037
Connaught.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Londoii.-2VMi.p.
Connaught 1921, 2 speeds; £45. [7254

1 Q21 Connaught, 2 speeds, equipped, tax paid,
J-*/ guaranteed perfect; £28/10.—Homac's, 243,
Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408.

[7219
I Q22 Connaught, the super 2-stroke, for sidecar or
X*7 eolo; cash or easy terms'; inquiries invited.—
Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockweli St., Green-

,

wich, S.E.10. [3259

"I Q22 Connaughts.—All models for immediate de-
A*7 livery: single-speed, £39/18; Sturmey 2-speed,
clutch and kick starter, £57/10; 3Vih-P.. 3 speeds,
clutch and K.S., all-chain drive, £75; 3M>h.p. com-
bination, 3 speeds, clutch and K.S., £95; deferred 4%
extra.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E.
•Phone: Dalston 2408. [7218

Cotton.
COTTON-VILLIERS, 2-speed, 1921 model, flywheel

magneto, footboards, discs, lamps, horn, sporty
machine, good condition, licensed 1922; 38 gus., bar-
gain.—Atkinson, Heathfield, Sussex. [6274

Coulson.
OJ*h.p. Coulson, 2-speed, equipped, excellent condition;^4 43 gns.—Pembrook, Grange Rd., Deal. [6333

APRIL.—Coulson 2%h.p., o.h.v., 3-speed, extra
racing cam, piston, Lucas lamps, horn, excellent

condition; Dearest £80.—Hanman, Eastgate, Glou-
cester. (D) i[5158

COULSON-B 1920 2%h.p., 2-speed, h.bx. clutch, tax
paid, complete with accessories; £42.—EJce, Ltd.,

13, 15, and 16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.
Phone : Avenue 5548. {0068

COULSON-BLACKBTJRNE, 1920, 2%h.p.,- 2-speed,
spring frame, taxed, equipped, guaranteed; 42

gns. ; photograph.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 1 10, Upper
Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [7292

COTJLSON-B 2%h.p., 2-speed, absolutely unscratched,
as new throughout, oversize tyres unpunctured,

semi-T.T. bars, footboards; £58; exchange sloping tank
Levis, Velocette, Ivy.—Box 2169, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[7236
Coventry Eagle.

NEW 1921 Coventry Eagle, 4h.p., 3-speed; £75, or
near offer.—Percy and Co., 314, Euston Rd. [7164

"I Q21 Coventry Eagle, 2%h.p. J.A J?., absolutely per-XU feet, clutch, K.S.; nearest 45 gns.—62, Market
St., Watford. [6962

COVENTRY EAGLE-J.A.P., 1920, 2%b.p., Sturmey
2-speed, K.S., hand-fbot clutch, all on; £38/10.—

80, Louise Rd., Stratford, E.15. [7118

COVENTRY EAGLE, 2V2h.p. Villiers, not done 200
miles, tax paid, all on, like new; accept £50;

cost £78/15.—Bell, 36, Station Rd., Blackpool. [6268

Coventry Victor.

1 Q21 Coventry Victor-engined 5-7h.p. Twin Combina-
JLfJ tion, perfect condition, all on, tax paid, wind-
screen and pillion ; exchange considered for lightweight.
—Abby, Watton, Norfolk. [6502

Dalai;

DALM 1921 2-speed, clutch, kick start; £40, or
exchange.—Kinch, 1, Allison Rd., Acton, W.3.

[6760
Dayton.

"1 Q14 Dayton, 2-stroke, splendid order, 120 to the
J-tf gallon, modern low frame; £14; trial; no ob-

jection to dealers; exchanges considered.—34, Glengall

Rd., S.E.15. [6545
De Luxe.

£20.—De Luxe 2%h.p., almost new tyres, in first-

class condition; bargain.—61, Grand Parade,
Harringay. [6733

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oi each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P)
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Diamond.

1020 Diamond, perfect order; 20 gns. ; real bargain.

i-U -Royal Garage, Castle Gate, Blackpool. L641;5

KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District

Agent lor Diamonds; unequalled service, repairs, -

etc. £3556

TO 21 Diamond-Jap, 2 speeds, clutch, all accessories,

i-*y splendid condition, unpunctured; great bargain,

what offers ?—Home, 166, Chancery Lane, St. Helens,

Lanes. [71 28

ROBERTSON'S Motors, Ltd., are the London and
Home Counties Agents for the famous Diamond

motor cycles, fitted with Barr and Stroud or J.A. P.

engines.—157b, Great Portland St., W.l. [8443

Douglas.

H
P
"CiDWARDS and Co.

K/V Harrington Rd., South Kensington, offer

v" several new unused 23Ah.rj. Douglases at bar-

gain price; 47 gns.I Your machine taken in part ex-

change; or £20 down and 12 instalments of

£2/ 12/6. [4544

017 Cash,

1 fi> MONTHLY Payments of £4/11, will secure a

A ^ brand new hilly guaranteed 1922 model Douglas,

2%h..p., 2-speed, including lamps, born, etc., ready

lor the road.

ALL other models on similar terms. Write for

proposal form and full particulars.

A . H. LAKEMAN, Ltd^ Douglas Distributors^ 26
Long Acre, London, W.C.2.

T^FFEA Motor Works for Douglas Machines.

[6342

£12/5.—Douglas 2%b.p. 2-speed, completely
structed, stove enamelled and finished in i

recon-
maker's

colours, new tyres, tubes, guaranteed 3 months, secures,
and 12 monthly payments £3/1/4; cash £45.—Below.

£85.—Douglas 4h.p. Combination, completely re-
novated as new, stove enamelled and finished in

makers' colours, new sidecar body finished in Douglas
snxe blue, arid fully equipped, guaranteed for 3
mouths.—Below.

£68.—Douglas 4h.p. motor cycles, completely re-
novated as new, etove enamelled and finished in

makers' colours, new magneto, tyres and tubes, and
fully equipped, guaranteed 3 mouths.—Effra Motor
Works, Ltd., 59-63, High St., Clapham, S.W.4.
'Phone: 1115 Brixton. [6539

WILLIAM NICHOLS & CO.
GLOUCESTER MANSIONS, CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS
Tel.- Ger.6472. LONDON. W.C. 2

MOTOR

CYCLISTS!

Bargains:

Clearance

Line.

NEW MOTOR

CYCLE TYRES.
Hutchinson Rubber-Sluddecl.

i I Our
Price.

£52.-FEW New Douglases, all on;
bition Rd., S.W.7.

"1Q15 23ih.p. Douglas; real bargain, £27/10.—Kays.J-" 8. Bond St.. Ealinff. reenr

Clark. 7. Exln
[3490

8, Bond St., Ealin;

"! Q19 Douglas 2~:ih.p., all on;
J-t/ TVnltham Ed., Sontiall.

[5500

£50, near offer— 16,
[6351

33b.p. Douglas 1921, 3-speed, good condition; £50.—4 Bewlev. Church St... Tnswir-h rc7o/iBewley, Church St., Ipswich. [6794

1Q19 Douglas 4h.p., all on, good condition: £55.—J-" 38, Payne St., Deptford, S.E.8. [6986

Oib.p. Douglas, 1916, fast, excellent condition, all™4 on.—French, Plumpton, Sussex. [6423

DOUGLAS 1916 2%lh.p., perfect condition, all on.—
E., 125, High Rd., S. Tottenham. [6634

DOUGLAS, brand new, 2%h.p., ex-W.D.; £42/10 —
R. Toms, 307, Euston Rd.. N.W.I. [6235

DOUGLAS, brand new, 2?4h.p., ex-W.D.; £42/10.—
33, Flask Walk, Hampstead, N.W.3. [6234

OJLh.p. Douglas, buffer forks, accessories, perfect;
**4 29 gns 17, Vernon Rd., Mortlake. [6989

£30.-1915 2%h.p. Douglas, 2 speeds, smart machine,
fully eauinned.—Kine. Eerove. Oxford. r70R5[7087

"1 Q16 Douglas 2-speed, good condition, fully equipped;
J-" £32.-49, Brooke Rd.,- Walthamstow. [6777

£28.—2%h.p. Douglas, 2 speeds, new condition, real
bargain.—106, Church St., Chelsea, S.W.3. [6850

*|Q19 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, new condition; £40.
J-'J —53, Cleveland Park Ay., Walthamstow. [.6178

D.OUGLAS 2%b.p., 1917, perfect condition, must
sell ; 35 gns.—25, Ravensbourne Ed., Catford. [6481

33h.p. Douglas 1914, 2-speed, good condition; bar-
4 gain, £29.-66, Raglan Rd., Bromley, Kent.

[6846
DOUGLAS 2%h.p., in good running order, new belt

and back tyre; £25.-93, St. Clements, Oxford.
[6388

"I Q17 Douglas Combination, good condition, equipped.
J-t' trial; £40.-77, Haverstock Hill. Hampstead.

[6889
DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1916, beautifully equipped,

Dunlops, perfect; £39.-56, Ormeley Rd., Balham.
[6633

"|Q19 Douglas Combination, excellent condition,
A.O guaranteed; 58 gns.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham.

[7420

Size.

26.X 2l

26X2J

26X2I

26X2I

26X2I

26X23

26X2J

650x65
700X75

Hutchinson,
studded

Brookland, rubber

Hutchinson, Brookland, rubber-

studded

Hutchinson, Tourist-Trophy, rub-

ber-studded

Hutchinson, Tourist-Trophy, three-

ribbed

Hutchinson Passenger, rubber
studded

Hutchinson, Tourist-Trophy, rub-

ber-studded

Hutchinson, ' Passenger, rubber
studded

Hutchinson, Brookland, rubber
studded

Hutchinson, Tourist-Trophy, rub-

ber-studded

Hutchinson, Passenger, rubber
studded r

Hutchinson, Light Car, three-ribbed

to fit 650x65 rim, Hutchinson.
Light Car, T-ribbed '.

to fit 750x75 rim, Hutchinson,
Light Car, T-ribbed

16/6

19/6

23/6

29/6

33/6

24/9

30/6

22/6

30/9

34/-

32/-

36/6

39/-

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Douglas.

1 Q16 Douglas 2%h.p., 2 speeds, a.11 on, tax, as new,
A«7 perfect; 30 ens—1, St. George's Rd., Becken-

ham. t6165

1Q If Douglas 2%h.p., 2-speed, splendid condition,

Lis ta-x paid; £36—Robinson, Green St.. Royston_.

Eerta.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, -

Binks, Easting; £60.-46, Vernon Gardens, Seven

SPECIAL.

30/- each

Limited Quantity Only.

Carriage Paid.— Three days' approval against

remittance.—All goods guaranteed.

26X 2l 1 BELGRAVE, nibber-

26X 2! j studded, cable-cord

Motor Cyclists ! !

Replace your exhaust valve
caps with our aluminium air-

cooled plug.

As used in the T.T.
Keeps your valve and engine
cool.

Increases your power.
Reduces petrol consumption.
Stops pinking.
Supplied to fit any engins.

Made of pure aluminium.
Machined all over.
Aero-engine quality.

free. Any engine

.

When ordering—state make of engine and H.P.

Leather Driving Gloves h
Soft and pli ~rm

gusseted atwrst
_

with tab & press,

button fastener.

Made of best
selected skins.

Will stand the
tests of heat,

steam, water and
washing.

Ideal for Motorists,

Cyclists, etc.

[6646

fully equipped,
Seven

Kings. [7034

1 Q20 Douglas Combination; £70. or near; first-class

i-V condition.-244. Old Christchurch Rd., Bourne-

mouth. t6211

QA GNS—1918 254h.p. 2-speed Douglas. jery fast;

0\f bargain; trial.—Smith's. 86,-

N.W.3
Chalk Farm Rd.,

[6867

OUGLAS 254h.p. 1915^ perfect ^condition.^tax paid

[7111

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed, 1921, well

equipped, nearly new; £80.-19, Valnay St

Tooting. C692S

DOUGLAS Combination, perfect; £55; after 7

o'clock.-Wilkins, 41, Crusoe Rd., Mitcham. Tel. .

City 628. t7416

1019 4h.p. 3-speed Douglas, fully equipped; £45.—
BM no w™,Unrrj TtA Fnrpst Gate. 'Phone : Mary-

[6997

1913, countershaft, ride away;
- -lino -Pnirhnlme. Sunbury-

[6339

land 2598.

D' £22/10; gift^Capt. CoUins, Fairholme, Sunbury

on-Tliames. lba3,

DOUGLAS—R. B. Clark and Co.—BTand new 2%h.p.

2-speed, 47 gns.; few 'only left.-7. Exhibition

Rd.. S.W.7.
|Moa

VERY Good 1919 4h.p. Douglas Comhination, com-

plete equipment; £67.-24, Balliol Rd., North

Kensington.
[f639

A GIFT—2%h.p. Douglas, Bosch magneto, splendid

order, quick sale; 19 gns.-Holt, 4, Poplar Ay.,

Great Harwood. v>" ai

DOUGLAS.-1922 models lor immediate delivery.

Cash, exchange, or deferred payments.- Kays B

Bond St.. Ealing. I
*00 *

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1918, 2-speed, a
„
ccess0J??;Aard2

y

used, splendid order; £42, offer.-Stewart 2

Auriol Rd., W.14. „/ f
33h.p. Douglas, 1916, splendid condition; £33; ride

4 40 miles to definite purchaser.-50, Claremont

Rd.. Luton, Beds. Lbl"
DOUGLAS 4h.p„ 1915, 3 speeds, clutch, renovated,

£45; also 1917, £50.-Eagles and Co., 275, High

St., Acton, London. [7322

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., 1920, as new insur-

ance and tax paid; £90, near offer.-Hunter 20

Acacia Rd., Norbury. Loal °

F.O.C.H. have 1919 4h.p. Douglas Solo 1920 clutch,

fully equipped, licensed; bargain.-5, Heath St.,

Hampstead (near Tube). I003 '

DOUGLAS—1922 Models ready for instant des-

patch all complete with lamps, horn, licence-

holder, pump, tools, etc.

« 82 . 2%h.p. 3-speed, clutch, Douglas, all on.

OHO.—4h.p. 3-speed solo Douglas, all on.

r>115.—3V2h.p. Sports Douglas, all on.

0135. 4h.p. Combination Douglas, all on.

"OXCHANGES and special payment terms ar-

Vj ranged; correspondence invited; catalogues ana

full particulars by return post free.

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd.. Green St., Cam-
bridge. [6112

33hp. Douglas, 2-speed, 1916, fully equipped and
4 exceptionally fast; real bargain, £34.-42, Tran-

mere Fd., Earlsfield, S.W. [6983

DOUGLAS 1920 3%h.p„ 3-speed, clutch, kick starter,

tax paid and as new; £65.—The Layton Garages,

50, Holywell St., Oxford. [7189

DOUGLAS 1920 2%h.p., 3-speed, fully equipped, and

tax paid for 1920; £50.—The Layton Garages,

30, Holywell St., Oxford. (7188

£18.—Douglas 2%h.p. 2-speed, tax paid, good tyres,

belt, stand, carrier, etc., perfect; ride "^ny.-l5.

Achilles Rd., W. Hampstead. L«345

1 O20 Douglas 2',ih.p., 3-speed, fully equipped, prac-

J-O tlcally brand new; £55.-37, Canterbury Rd.,

Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l. [7438

4h.p. Donglas Combination, coachhnilt. lato model,

splendid condition; £55.-4a, St. John's Wood
Rd.. Maida Vale. London. N.W. [4511

-| 016 2%h.p. Douglas, Bosch, Klaxon, 2 tool bags,

-1-f equipped, splendid condition, very fast; after 6.

—68, Lytton Rd., Leytonstone. T6820

tax. insurance onid,
""'octon,

[6374

-|021 Dougla", mileage 2,500. .

J. U any inspection first £48 secures—Padaincton,

Box 2136. c'o The Motor Cycle.

b50 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

h.p. Royal Enfield Combination, new 1922, £140;
odel, £158; 2%h.p. Sports model,

2-stroke, £55- with kick -starter, £57. Easy payments,
one-fifth down; exchanges arranged.—Wauehope's, 9,

Shoe Lone, London. 'Phone: Holborn 5777. [7268

iOYAL ENFIELD 1921 model Combination, dy-

namo lighting, interchangeable wheels, complete
equipment, speedometer, etc., first-class turnout, con-

dition and appearance as new, very little used; £155.
—Smith Motors, Ltd.. High Rd., Goodmayes. 'Phone:
Illord 1082. [6228

ENFIELD Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
cycle in part exchange for any new model from

stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best prices

allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred pay-

ments. (See column advertisement.)—Bamber's, 2,

Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [7324

l Q21 2 ^4 h.p. Royal Enfield, tax paid, all-chain drive,
Xt/ 2-speed and clutch, fitted with F.R.S. lamps
and horn, original tyres, machine has done about 400
miles only, plating and enamel in very fine condition,
complete with all tools and spares ; £38, bargain —
Albn, Station House, Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [5761

Svfirp Pari ft.

ares.—Immediate delivery.— Kays. R,

ling- T7542

ENFIELD Spares and Repairs a speciality.—
Pulling's Garage, London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone :

^pcAamuf

ENFIELD Sparc
Bond St . Ea

1619
Excelsior.

EXCELSIOR-J.A.P., 2 speeds, all

dition, speedy; bargain,

[6300

Leicestershire.

on, splendid con-
£48.—Roper, Birstall,

[6487

"1Q21 Excelsior 8h.p. Combination, only in use two
X*7 months, lamps, D.A. cylinder, Easting screen,
licence to end of vear; onlv £95.—Blake. 4. Park Cres-
cent Mews (East), Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6973

EXCELSIOR 2-stroke, 2V>h.p. Villiers, 2-speed, tvres
and condition as new, only ridden 300 miles,

owner having car, accessories- bargain, £35; apply after
6-— 10, Tide3well Rd., Putnev or telephone 1370 Putney.

[6318
F.N.

F.N. 5-6h.p., 4-cyl., 2-speed, recent £25 overhaul,
guaranteed, running as new; £30.-110, York Rd..

Southend. [6544

INCREDIBLE.—2V4h.p. F.N., 2-speed, clutch, h^b-c,
good condition; only £16.-40, Maiden Rd..

Kentish Town. [7406

F.N. (England), Ltd., have several second-hand ma-
chines for sale, used only for competition or

demonstration purposes.—For prices and particulars
applv, F.N. Works, Kimberley Rd., Willesden Lane,
London, N.W.6. [4965

LANGFORD"S, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, London.
N.W.2.—1922 8h.p. 4-cylinder F,N.. with new

o.h.i.v. er.gin-\ 3-speed pear, and no-trouble shaft drive.

£135; 2y2h.p., £55 Highest price for your present

machine i:i exchange. T3369

F.N.'s 9h.p., new type, overhead valves £135, with
sidecar £174; 3h.p.. new type, overhead valves

with kick, starter, hand-controlled clutch and 2-speed

gear, £72; a 2Mh.p. 2-speed hand-controlled clutch

and kick-start, side valves, £55; easy terms and ex-

change.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone :

Holborn 5777. [7269

fit iiar Part n:

F.N.—We can supply spares for all models from
1904. Please send frame -number or old parts

37. Cricklewood Broadway, London. N.W.2: ("3370

Grande*.
GRANDE5-J.A.P. 2iAh.p., 2-speed, very good order;

£28.—New^iham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [5620

Harley*Davidsoa.

SH EFF1 ELD Agen t lor Harley-Davidaons; Irom
£)20-Stacev 12 Ecclesall Rd .- T0577

1Q19 Harlev 7-9h.p., fine runner, perfect; real cheap,
X«J £60.-9, Church Rd., Harlesden. [6766

4h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, cost £190.
scarcely used; £125.-10. Alexandra Gardens,

Folkestone. [6736

HARLEY 7-9h.p. Combination, late l§19-,. new con-

dition, not W D., equipped; £85.—Clark, 7, Ex-

hibition Rd., S.W.7.
* [4533

DOUBLE-SEATER Harley Combination, 3-speed, 2

clutches, K.S., excellent condition; 53 gns.—67.
Fernlea Rd., Balham. [7419

HARLEY Combination 7-9h.p., 1917, all on model
and spares; £70; by appointment.—Wallis,. 7,

3henley Rd., Camberwell. [6958

HARLEY Combination, in thorough order, 1919,

in present owner's hands 12 months; £85.-76,
Dalling Rd., Hammersmith. [6768

HARLEY Combination, overhauled and renovated

as new; £105; lower power part.—The Haven,
L20, Sutherland Rd., Croydon. [6912

£85—1917 Harley-Davidson, accessories, brand new
model de luxe Millford sidecar.—Premier Motor

Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [7346

NEW OR SECOND HAND
Prompt quotations combined with expeditious

delivery. Deferred payments quoted.

NEW 1922 LIGHT CARS
B.3.A.. CALTH0RPE, COVENTRY PREMIER,

LAG0N0A, L.S.D. AND RHODE.

NEW 1922 MOTOR CYCLES
B.S.A., BRADBURY, DOUGLAS, ENFIELD,
EDMUND, LEVIS, MARTINSYDE, NEW IMPERIAL,
NORTON, QUADRANT, RALEIGH, REX, ROYAL

RUBY. SCOTT, SUNBEAM and TRIUMPH.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS
SOLOS.

A.V. M0N0CAR, 8 h.p., J.A.P., 2 speeds ... £75
ARIEL, 3*, 2-speed £29 10

ARIEL, 1920, 31, 3-speed countershaft . . £69 10

B.S.A., 31, single speed £25
DOUGLAS, 2J, 2-speed, tax paid £35
DOUGLAS, 19i1. 2,. 3-seeer, tax paid £65
ENFIELD, 21, 2-speed, 2-stroke, tax paid. . £37 10

EXCELSIOR, 21, 2-speed, k.-s., tax paid £37 10

HUMBER, 1914, 31, 3-speed £35
HUMBER, 3.J, wants attention £14 10

1916 2 ,, 2-speed J.A.P., tax paid £29 10

LEVIS, 1922, 2-speed, tax paid £51

NEW IMPERIAL, 22, tax paid £27 10

O.K.-J.A.P., 2j, 2-speed, tax paid £29 10

PREMIER, 31, 3-speed, spring forks £32 10

RAOCO, i) Lightwelgnt £22 10

RUDGE, 31, clutch model, wants attention £19 10

RUDGE MULTI, late 1919, 3i, tax paid £49 10

RUDGE MULTI, 1920, 31 I.O.M £55

RUDGE MULTI, 1920, 5-6 h.p., tax paid . £62 10

RUDGE MULTI, 1920, 7-9 h.p £70

SAROLEA, 3>, Belt-drive, Low frame.. £24 10

PREMIER, 31, 2-speed F.E £35

WOOLLER, 1920, 2 j, flat rim, tan paid £47 10

PASSENGER MACHINES
ARIEL, 31, 1920, 3-speed comb. £79 10

COVENTRY VICTOR, 5-6, 1921, flat twin £97 10

DOUGLAS, 1921, 4 h.p. comb £105
HARLEY, 1918, 7-9, 1920 Grindlay s.c. . £105

HARLEY, 1919, electric comb £115

JAMES, 4], 2-speed comb £49 10

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. coach combination. . £57 10

P. & M., 3V, 2-speed and s.c, tax paid .. £47 10

REX M.O.V., 6 h.p., 2-speed comb £39 10

REX J.A.P., 8 h.p., 2-speed comb £52 10

ROVER, 5-6, 1920, unused, 1920. New
Rover sidecar. Electric Lighting £120

RUDGE, 1920, 5-6, and sidecar, tax paid £75

RUDGE, 7 h.p., 1920 comb £89 10

SUNBEAM. 8 h.p. M.A.G., 3-speed comb. £105

TRIUMPH, 31, 2-speed comb., tax paid. .
.

£39 10

TRIUMPH, 31, 3-speed comb £42 10

WrtY WALK?
£7 10 deposit and 10s. weekly buys

REX, 1911, 6 h.p., 2-speed comb £32 10

REX, 1912, 6 h.p., 2-speed comb £37 10

REX, 1913, 6 h.p., 2-speed comb £42 10

REX-J.A.P., 8 h.p., 2-speed comb £47 10

B.S.A., 1912, 31, single gear £25

PREMIER, 31, Grado gear £25

BRADBURY, 31, 3-speed, tax paid £32 10

BRADBURY, 31, single gear £25

HUMBER, 1914,31, 3-speed £32 10

HALIFAX MOTOR EXCHANGE

25Hortori Street

mLIPX> .

'Pliofluej*oo '<^am5:''Per]ecE.9rz

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson

HARLEY 1918 7-9h.p. Combination, hood, screen,
splendid condition; £75.-28, Woodford Rd.,

Forest Gate. 'Phone : Maryland 2598. [6995

HARLEY, late model, electric light, roomy sidecar,
dickey seat, in perfect order; owner buying car.

—Smith, 109, Moyser Rd., Streatham. [6832

1 Q 20 Harley-Davidson with sidecar, chassis fully
J-v equipped, in good mechanical order, London;
price £90.—Bos 2100, c/o The Motor Cycle. (6237

HARLEY, 1919, Canoelet sidecar, Bosch magneto,
re-enamelled and plated, not nsed for two years;

price £80 —Hainault, The Crescent, Croydon. [6386

~| C| 19 Harley Combination, electric model, roomy
X *J sidecar to match, Easting, perfect condition

;

£100; quick sale.—43, Ashcroft Rd., Cirencester. [6682

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., 1919, 3-speed and
clutch, electric lighting, splendid condition, tax

paid;
ham.

£67/10.—Cope, 15, Upper Hagley Rd., Birming-
[6693

F.O.C.H.
elect rii

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1919, not W.D.,
excellent condition, fully equipped; great bargain,

£75.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. Tel. :

689. [7477

have 1919 Harley Combination, 7-9h.p.,
ic model, Henderson sidecar, licensed, excel-

lent condition, bargain.— 5, Heatfc St., Hampstead {near
Tube). [6533

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918 Combination, excellent
condition, fast, new sprocket, accumulator light-

ing; £95; dynamo £10 extra.—Blakeney, Stanley Rd.,
Orpington. [6494

"I Q 15 Harley Combination, electric model, olive
Xt7 brown, in excellent condition, recently over-
hauled; any trial; £65.-2, George Place, Dongola
Rd., N.15. [6657

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918 Combination, new
sporting sidecar, well tyred, equipped, licensed,

perfect; 70
wick, S.W.

gns.—43, Turaham Green Terrace, Chis-
[6304

1 Q 19 Harley Combination, 7-9h.p., electric lights
XtJ Klaxon, discs, Easting,
surance paid; £105
Tel. : 7213.

tools, etc., tax and in-

George," 36, Pelham St., S.W.7.
[6393

HARLEY 1915 7-9h.p., 3-speed, bulbous sidecar,

hood and screen, magneto model, splendid condi-
tion; any trial; £55.-28, Woodford R-d., Forest Gate.
'Phone : Maryland 2598. [6996

I Q19 Electric Model Harley Sporting Combination,
X */ nearly new, oversize tyres, disc wheels, wind-
screen, apron, tax paid; £85, or exchange.—198, King
St., Hammersmith. 'Phone : 2474. [6785

1 Q22 Harley-Davidson; book now for early delivery,
X*7 all models; also a few 1921 at special prices;

catalogue with pleasure.—Sam E. Clapham (Motors),
27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.10. [5986

HARLEY Combination, 7-9h.p., electric model,
discs. 2-seater sidecar, hood, windscreen, thor-

oughly overhauled recently by makers; £100.—N.C., 43,
Gloucester Rd., Regent's Park, N.W. [7425

NEW 7-9h.p. Harley De Luxe Electric Combination,
delivered late May, fitted £85 Harley sidecar with

disappearing hood, screen, discs, Tan-Sad; accept £185,
near.—Parsons, 1, Acton Lane, Chiswick. [7012

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1918, with 1920 improve-
ments, 2 bodies, sporting and touring; real bar-

gain, £120 cash, all in; seen any time after 7 p.m.

—

Young's, 22, Racton Rd., Fulham, S.W.6. [6404

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., June, 1921, standard
sidecar, hood and screen, dynamo lighting, elec-

tric horn, Tan-Sad, small mileage, splendid condition;
£130.—Levers, 37, Daleham Mews, Belsize Lane.
Hampstead. [6848

"I Q18 Sports Harley 7-9h.p., magneto model, 3-speed,
X *7 Swa.n sporting sidecar. Easting, electric lights,

discs, taxed, perfect condition and recently re-

enamelled; £78.-164, Revelstoke Rd., Wimbledon
Park, S.W.18. [6965

1 Q 20-21 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, hood,
X *J Autoscreen, acetylene and electric lamp sets,

speedometer, in perfect condition, mileage 2,000,
guaranteed; £145, or near offer.—"Phone appointment:
Hammersmith 1035. [6925

ARLEY-DAVIDSON, exceptional chance, latest

1922 model combination, 7-9h.p., brand new but
lightly shop-soiled, unused, usual price £188/10; first

£165 secures; usual guarantee.—Motoria, Regent
Parade, North Finchley. [6358

HARLEY 1919 Combination. 7-9h.p., 3-speed, clutch,

kick start, lighting set, horn, Easting windscreen,

large coachbuilt sidecar, speedometer, in most splendid
rondition throughout- £95.—Will, 769, Romford Rd.,

Manor Park, London, E. [7046

HARLEY Combination, Bosch magneto, electric and
gas lights, 3 each, Orto windscreen, hood, recently

overhauled, perfect order; sacrifice, £90. inclusive of

portable garage; seen any time.—Carpenter, 31, Hasle-

mere Av., W. Ealing. 'Phone: 1664 Ealing. [7142

-j Qi9 Harley, guaranteed, licensed December, 1922,
It/ good condition, fully equipped, fitted legshields,

separate dmamo lighting, speedometer, rear drive,

2-seater sidecar, hood, screen; £105.-198. King St.,

Hammersmith. "Phone : 2474 Hammersmith. [6789 .

LP
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xxiv. Advertisements.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

"I Q21 7-9h.p. electric Harley Sporting Combination,
J-*s dynamo lighting set, disc wheels, T.T. bars,

R38 sidecar, choice of 2 screens, engine Ruaranteed
perfect, extremely fast and powerful, any trial; £120.
—At Ralph's Garage, Bathurst Mews, Sussex Sq.,

W.2. T6232

"I Q 20 Harley-Davidson Combination, electric light
It/ model, in perfect condition, complete with all

accessories, and licensed to the end of the year: bar-
gain, £125; deferred payments ii desired.—The Pytch-
Tey Autocar Co., Ltd., 216, Great Portland St., W.l.
'Phone: Museum 7964-6. [6877

1Q21 Harley Combination and £60 C. and M. sidecar,
X«7 7-9h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick start, dynamo
lighting, -electric horn, speedometer, screen, disc wheels,

1922 tax paid. This combination did over 69 m.p.h. on
Brooklands. In beautiful condition throughout; £125.—
Will, 769, Bomford Ed., Manor Park, London, E. [7045

Spare Part*:

THE MOTOR CYCLE.—Supplement. June 29TH, 1022.

HARLEY.
Bond St.

bpares.—Immediate
Ealing.

delivery.—Kays, 8.

[7543

Hazlewood.

NEW 1921 Hazlewood Combination, 5-6h.p. twin
J.A. P., 3-speed; £110, or near oSer; exchanges.—

Percy and Co., 314, Euston Ed. [7166

Henderson.
KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District

Agent for Hendersons; unequalled service, re-

pairs, etc. [3560

T Q20 Henderson Solo, real good condition, mileage
17 5,000, lamps, horn, tax paid; £80.-11, OBbome
Ed., Birkenhead. [6337

1(120 Henderson Combination, fully guaranteed, ap-
-Lt/ proval willingly; particulars.—E. Dunstan,

Kingsand, Plymouth. [6819

"I Q22 Henderson Model de Luxe in stock, £165;
JL^t/ easy payment* 4% extra.—Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Ed.; Birmingham. [4602

HENDEESON 1921 Coupe Combination, dynamo;
cost £350, accept £200; solo £125; any trial

13. Victoria Rd., Sheffield. [6503

-Henderson, 1916, with sporting sidecar,

exchanges.—Smith's 86,

T> OBERTSONS Motors. Ltd.,

tuning
N.W.3

A K GNS. ,.

rtO lOh.p., 4-cylinder, 2-speed, clutch, kick starter,

lamps speedometer, tax paid, running order, but wants
. £._;.».... oc chalk Farm Ed.,

[6865

who have handled

-EX< these famous Henderson machines since 1911.

can give trial runs with the latest model at any-

time by appointment. 1922 De Luxe model m stock

at the new reduced price of £165.-157b, Great Port-

land St., W.l. t1092

SPOETING Henderson Combination. Swan Sports

sidecar, Lucas lamp set, disc wheels, T.T. bars,

long exhaust pipes with cut-out; this machine has

been well kept and in perfect mechanical condition;

real bargain, £65.-Riehardson, Eosslyn Mews, Rcsslyn

Hill, Hampstead (near Tube), [6847

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., the original Henderson

Importers, offer the following : 1921 Standard, in

perfect order, tax paid. £110; 1920 elect™ combing

tion Tan-Sad, just completely overhauled, £135, 1920

Standard Capjon and Mudd, £80; sidecar, Cowey trip,

and all accessories, £135; 1920 Standard combination,

all accessories, tax paid, £120; 1915 Standard with

luxurious sidecar, speedometer, and accessories; £68 —
157b. Gt. Portland St., W.l. 16078

Spare Part*:

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd., the Henderson Ex-
perts, have the most representative stook in

the country.—157b, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6079

Hobart.

HOBAET 2?4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, nice condition,

trial; £18.-17. Heaton Ed.. Mitchani. [7062

HOBAET, new, shop soiled, single speed, £39; 2-

speed, kick start, £59.—Shepherd, Enfield High-

way. Tel.: Waltham X 31. [0875

1(122 Hobarts, all models. Catalogues with
X«/ pleasure from the agent, Sam E. Clapham
(Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich. S.E.10. [4633

-iQ20 Hobart-Villiers, 2-speed, electric lighting.

At/ Klaxon, tax and insurance to December, mag-
nificent condition; £40.—Box 2170, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [7237

HOBART-VELLIEES 1919 2'/2b.p., 2-speed, all on,

good condition, Tan-Sad, insured September, taxed

year, £30, or offers ; also lightweight chassis, nearly

new, £4/10.-26, Enfield Ed., Acton. [6398

Holroyd.

HOLEOYD 2 1
/.ih.p., sports model, 1922, 2-speed,

handle-bar clutch, specially tuned for racing,

only done 170 miles, as new, £60.—Baxter, "Sunny-
hurst," East St., Farnham, Surrey. [6516

Hoskinson.
23h.p. Hoskinson-Blackburne Sporting Combination,
4 1920, lamps, speedometer, horn, tax paid, in-

sured, any trial; real bargain, £75.—Gwennap, Staf-

ford. [6722

"They'll have it"

IN STOCK
SOLO.

1922 o.\ h.p. DOUGLAS, alien..' £68
1922 2J h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-sp., K.S £82
1922 3i h.p. DOUGLAS, Sports £115
1922 2j h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed £55
1922 3* h.p. NORTON, 16H £115
1922 3i h.p. ARIEL, 3-sp., K.S £95
1922 4I h.p. B.S.A., all chain £110
1922 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, all chain £115
1922 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Model H £105
1922 3} h.p. ROVER, all chain £100
1922 3* h.p. ZENITH-BRADSHAW £119

COMBINATIONS.
1922 7 h.p. A.J.S. Comb. ' £175
1922 8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb £140
1922 .8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb., dyn £158
1922 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb .- £135
1922 6 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb £165
1922 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Comb. £170
1922 6 h.p. B.S.A. Comb rr £164
1922 4i h.p. B.S.A. Comb £142
1922 3b h.p. ARIEL Comb .\_. £125

NO WAITING : ANY MAKE SUPPLIED

USED MACHINES.
1922 2j h.p. ENFIELD, shop-soiled £47
1921 3-6 h.p. ROVER Comb., all-chain £120
1921 3i h.p. RUDGE-MULTI, bargain £55
1920 7-9 h.p. INDIAN Comb., perfect £105
1920 6 h.p. ENFIELD Comb £105
1920 4J h.p. B.S.A. Comb., new 1921 £90
1920 2i h.p. METRO-TYLER, " S " type . . £50
1920 2j h.p. EDMUND, 2-sp., all-chain £45
1919 5-6 h.p. JAMES Comb £80
1915 7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON Comb .. £70
1914 4j h.p. JAMES Comb., a gift £45

ALL MACHINES LICENSED.
MANY MORE.

May we send yon full particulars?

CASH
EXCHANGES

DEFERREDPAYMENTS

R.BAMBER&CLd.
2,

'Phone

607.

EASTBANK ST.,

SOUTHPORT.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
[lumber.

HUMBEE 3'Ah.p. Combination; £40.-90, Warwick
Ed., New Southgate. [6396

HUMBEE 3V2h.p.; £14; good order,

68, Gloucester Ed., Camden Town.
tax paid.

—

[7124

3ih -"-- Humber, Bosch, Binks, clutch; £20, or
offer.—Winter, High St., Minster, Sheerness.

[6429

TWO 3'/2h.p. Humbers, 2-speed; £18 each.—59, Pal-
frey Place, Dorset Ed., Clatiham Ed., S.W.8.

[6949
3.3h.p. Humber, 3 speeds, clutch, perfect; £24, offers;

4 bicycle part.—255, South Lambeth Ed., S.W.8.
T6921

HUMBEE Combination, 2-speed, starter, coach side-

car; given, 19 gns.—Eoyal Garage, Castle Gate,
Blackpool. [6409

HUMBEE 234h. p., twin, 3-speed, lamp, horn, .

licensed 1922; bargain, £20.—Atkinson, Heath-
field, Sussex. [6275

HUMBEE Lightweight, all on; £20; seen by ap-
pointment.—S. E., 72, Eadcliff, Bourne Estate,

Holborn, E.C. [6828

HUMBER 1920 4>4h.p. Flat Twin, fully equipped
and tax paid; £60.—The Layton Garages, 30,

Holywell St., Oxford. [7175

HUMBER 4Vjh.p. Sports Model, £100; immediate
delivery.—Shepherd and Co., Enfield Highway.

Tel.: Waltham Cross 31. [0877

Twin Combination, new
P. J. Evans,

HUMBEE,
machine, slightly shop-soiled ; £125

4',ih.p. Flat
Blightly shop-soiled; il^s.-r. j. jl

John Bright St., Birmingham. [6519

HUMBEE 4V2h.p. Flat Twin Combination, Novem-
ber, 1920, insured, licensed, lamps, horn, splen-

did condition; £75.—County Motors, Whyteleafe. [6175

31i.p. Humber, engine rebuilt for speed, new pis

2 ton, etc., very fast, sporty bike, any trial after

7 30; £20.—W. Eix, 149, Broadway, Cricklewood,
London. [6564

HUMBEE Combination, 1916-17, 6h.p. fiat twin,
water-cooled, 3 speeds, clutch, kick starter, fully

equipped, splendid condition; £65; exchanges.—63,
Solon Ed., Brixton. [6726

HUMBEE Agents.—All 1922 Models; write for
catalogues .and full particulars by return post

free; exchanges and special payment terms arranged;
correspondence - invited.—Herbert Eobinson, Ltd.,
Green St., Cambridge. [6114

Indian.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, for new
Indians on easy terms. [7270

INDIAN 7-0h.p. B-oad Enoer, tax paid, perfect; £30.
—17, Heaton Ed., Mitcham. [7060

reasonable
[6369

INDIAN, 1920, dynamo, speedometer, as new; £87.
—Smith, 38, Sydenham Hill, S.E.26. [6576

£28.-1915 7-9h.p. Indian, clutch, splendid running
order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [7089

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, spring frame,
£45: separate.— 17. Heaton Ed., Mitcham.

1Q15 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, overhauled, good
J-t/ condition; £64.—Walter, West Moors, Dorset.

INDIAN Combination, good condition
;

offer.— 83. Glenparke Rd., Forest Gate.

!-speed

:

[7061

1 Q 16 5-6h.p. 3-speed
At/ licensed year; £40.-

[6801
Indian, fully equipped,
Cyril Eawlins, Eugeley. :

[6683
5-6h.p. India-i Combination 1915, 3-speed, clutch,

K S., good order; £55.—" Fairlight,'" Brookwood-.
[6660

INDIAN 1916 Combination, fully equipped; offers.-

7, Goldsmith Lane, Eoe Green, Kingsbury, N.W.9
[6267

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, 3-speed, perfect con-

dition; £63.-34, Beechwood Av., Thornton Heath.
[6579

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, English con-

trols; £67.-23, Alexandra Park Ed., Mnswell Hill.

[6392

KICKHAM, Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District

Agent for Indians; unequalled service, repairs,

etc. t3561

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., splendid mechanical
order and condition; £60.—'Phone : Streatham

1596. [6257

INDIAN Solo, 1919, practically unused, 300 miles

only; £70.—Manley, Cleve Hall, Denmark Hill,

S.E.5. [6578

£45.—Indian Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed, clutch,

perfect order:—Dudley, 77, High St., Putney (side

entrance). - [6325

1Q19 Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, fully equipped;
-It/ £65.—Hillier (side bell), 9, Wallingford Ave., North
Kensington. [7056

1A14 7-9h.p. Indian with sidecar, clutch model,
-It/ splendid condition; £50.-2, Empress Av.,

Manor Park, E.12. [6555

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 1915, 2-speed. clutch, horn, good

running order; offers.—Houghton, "Grove," Asford-

by, Melton Mowbray. [6366

b'-u A" letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Matchless
new 1922 models always In stock; easy terms

and exchange.—'Phone : Holborn 5777. [7275

MATCHLESS 6h.p. Twin Combination, 1912 J.A.P.
engine, V.S., 2-speed gear; £34; tax paid.—Eagles

and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London. [7320

MATCHLESS Combination, 1919, D.A. lighting,
spare wheel, luggage grid, all accessories, trial;

74 gns.—Box 2166, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6591

SHEFFIELD Agent for Matchless. All models in
stock. Sporting models £130, standard models

£170.—A. J. Stacey, 12, Eccleaall Rd., Sheffield. [0574

£150 is the price of a new Matchless Combination;
see our showrooms, all models in stock; cash or

payments.—Knight's, 126, Upper Tooting Rd., S.W.17.
[0759

"IQ21 (October) Model H2 Matchless Combination,
Xt7 acetylene lighting, spare wheel, windscreen, per-
fect order; trial; £135.-86, Market St. Poole, Dorset.

[6744

1 Q20 Matchless, Magdyno, all on, sidecar step, Tan-
XtJ Sad, Watford trip, Stewart horn, spare chain,
valve, etc.; £120.—Taylor, 14, Radley Rd., Tottenham,
N.17. [6562

MATCHLESS. Matchless.—Seabridge can supply
you and take your old machine in exchange.

—

Seabridge, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich. Sydenham
2452. - [6940

MATCHLESS Model H, Combination, late 1920,
Magdyno lighting, engine as new, fully equipped,

tax; £112; bargain.—143, Ravensbnry Rd., Earlsfield,
S.W.18. [7392

"I Q20 Matchless Combination, fully equipped, elec-
Xi/ trie lighting, etc., excellent condition, mileage
6,000; £135.—Bradford, 66, Chardmore Rd., Upper
Clapton. [6807

TO 22 Matchless, all models; cash, exchange, or easyXt7 terms. The agent to serve you best ia Sam E.
Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich,
S.E.10. [5863

TAS3ELL, la, Bloomfleld Rd„ Plumstead, for
Matchless Combinations; deferred payments;

spares ol all dates; trade supplied where agents not
appointed. [2241

*| Q20 Matchless-M.A.G. Combination, Lucas dynamo
-i-*' lighting, speedometer, electric horn, mechani-
cally perfect, £115.—Tassell, Ia, Bloomfield Rd.,
Plumstead. i[5171

MATCHLESS Combination, Model H, 1920, spare
wheel, Easting screen, lamps, etc., good condi-

tion, trial run; £90.—Featherstone, Ninfield Rd., Sid-
ley, Bexhill. [6780

"I Q 2 1 Matchless-Jap Combination, small mileage,
X«7 exhausts untarnished, complete except head
lamp, guaranteed, appearance all new; £150.-82,
Market St., Colne. [6226

MATCHLESS, 1920, Model H, J.A.P., Lucas, acety-
lene lighting, spare wheel, screen, etc., tax paid;

£105.—Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St.,
Greenwich, S.E.10. [5864

MATCHLESS.—Immediate delivery all models. We
allow best prices for exchanges or liberal easy

terms. Enquiries invited.—Edwards. 50, Harrington
Rd., South Kensington. [4546

MATCHLESS 1922 Sports Combination, complete
with Lucas Magdyno and equal to new, originallv

cost £178; accept £147/10.—The Layton Garages, 30,
Holywell St., Oxford. [7176

O.H.V. 8h.p. Sporting Matchless, Zenith racing gear,
tax paid year, speedometer, tyres as new, very

fast; £52/10, or exchange.—198, King St., Hammer-
smith. 'Phone : 2474. [6784

MATCHLESS 1922 Solo and Combinations for im-
mediate delivery

; prices from £150 ; exchanges.
—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [5601

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H Combination, Lucas
dynamo lighting, perfect condition; £120.—Elce,

Ltd., 13, 15, and 16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,

E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0067

"I Q21 Electric Model Matchless Combination, spare
X%7 wheel, tyres as new, full equipment, first-class

order, tax paid; £140, quick sale.—198, King St.,

Hammersmith. 'Phone ; 2474. [6788

MATCHLESS Combination, late 1917, 8h.p. J.A.P.,
spare wheel, lamp, horn, tools, windscreen, etc.,

lovely condition, anv trial given; £70.—Young, 1238.
Coventry Rd., Yardley, Birmingham. [6207

MATCHLESS Combination, 1921, M.A.G., splendid
condition, Magdyno, electric horn, speedometer,

spare wheel, hood, screen, 6,000 miles; bargain, £140.
—4, Kenllworth Gardens, Seven Kings, Ilford. [6648

MATCHLESS Combination, 1919 Victory model,
8h.p. J.A.P., year'B licence paid, new tyre on

Bpare wheel, acetylene and battery lighting, perfect,

owner buying enr
;
£100.—Carr Brothers, Purley. [6344

MATCHLESS, late 1921, M.A.G. special engine,
- guaranteed perfect, any trial, equipped , cost

nearly £200; accept 12S gns.—Hynard,- Fanner, Eyns-
tord, Kent. 'Phones : Famingham 43, or Padd. 5788.

[7044

All letters relating to advertisements
Motor Cycles

WATERPROOF
CLOTHING FOR)
ALLWEATHER
CONDITIONS

'waterproof
MOTOR CYCLE
SUIT (Fig. 1)

With Plaited Leather Belt.

SPEC IFICATION
MADE from hard wear-

ing double texture
material with an interlining

ot Rubber.
Double Breasted Jacket,

with all-round plaited

Leather Belt, large Patch

Pockets, and converted
collar to button right up to

neck, to fasten with Throat

Tab. Wind Cuffs in sleeves.

All seams of the Suit are

rubber cemented and taped

with eitra material, making
the garment absolutely

waterproof.
Overall Trousers with spat-

shaped leg ; wind gussets to

keep the wind from the leg

and boots ; fastened with

patent clasp fasteners, en-

abling the trousers to be

pulled off in a moment

SUIT COMPLETE
35/-

Jacket only .... 25/-
NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR CARRIAGE

OUR ILLUSTRATED LIST AND PATTERN
BUNCH OF CLOTHS, TOGETHER WITH SELF-
MEASUREMENT FORM, WILL BE SENT POST
FREE AND WITHOUT ANY OBLIGATION UPON
RECEIPT OF YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS.

Waterproof AC/
Trench Coat £J

/

(Fig. 2.) Fawn material, rubber

lined, wind
cuffs,

guaranteed
waterproof.

WATERPROOF OVERALLS.
Double texture material, clasp

fasteners, perfectly waterproof.

pec 12/6 Pair

THESE GARMENT8ARENEWLY
MADE FROM FRESHLY
PROOFED MATERIAL BY EX-
PERIENCED WORKMEN AND
NOT HALF-PERISHED CLEAR-
ANCE LINES OR W.D. SURPLUS
11 you cannot call, send moneyw in

breast measurement and height.

POST YOUR ORDER EARLY
iSalisfaction guaranteed or money \

\refunded if garments are returned]

\to us within 7 days.
J

CARRIAGE
PAID ON

ALL ORDERS
Actual Manufacturers!

Martin Waterproof Co.,
208,OldhamRd.,NewCross,Manchester

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

TV/fATCHLESS 1922 Combination, -double seat side-
-L'J- car, M.A.G. engine, Lucas electric lighting set,
electric horn, tax paid; cost £118 seven weeks ago;
accept £185.—Cope, 15, Upper Hagley Rd., Birming-
ham. [6692

MATCHLESS, late Victory model, 8h.p. J.A.P.,
interchangeable wheels, coachbullt sidecar,

equipped, guaranteed; 75 gns.; photograph, exchanges.
—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East
Sheen. [7297

MATCHLESS, 1922, Model J, Super J.A.P., Mag-
dyno, front band brake, Bonniksen, electrio

Klaxon, sports sidecar fitted, Easting, luggage grid,
spare wheel, mileage 3,000; £170.—Pullings Garage,
Croydon. [6606

1 O20 Matchless Model H Combination, recentlyJ-f overhauled, excellent condition, legshields, Mag-
dyno lighting, speedometer, Easting, 2 new covers,
spare wheel, latest Binks; £125.—E.A.G., 31, Anerley
Parlt, S.E.20.

[6e63

TITATCHLESS, Model J, late 1920, Easting, electrio"* lighting, spares, Klaxon, Insured to 1323, mile-
age 7,000, just recently overhauled, sidecar re-painted,
outfit as new and guaranteed, any trial; £120.—Ripper,
Bowmans Lodge, Crayford. [6902

MATCHLESS 1920 8h.p. Combination, M.A.G.,
dynamo lighting, horn, speedometer, hood, screen,

spare wheel and tyre, tools, tyres practically new,
condition excellent; a genuine bargain, £125; tax
paid.—Jenkins, 27, Gt. Darkgate St., Aberystwith.

[7471
TV"EW 8h.p. 1922 Matchless Combination, 2-seater
J-l model, spring Irame. £187; 8h.p. standard
model, £170; sports model, £160; easy payments,
one^fifth down, remainder in 12 equal monthly pay-
ments or more.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
Phone: Holborn 5777. [7276

MATCHLESS Specialists.—Wanted, yom present
motor cycle in part exchange for any new model

from Btock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best
prices allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred
payments. (See column advertisement.)—Bamber's 2
Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. [7329
~Vf"ATCHLESS Combination, 1920, excellent oon-
J-'-S- dition, perfect running order, just been over-
hauled, tyres practically new, low-seated sidecar, spare
wheel, all accessories and spares, mileage 6,500, tax
paid 1922; £115; view by appointment any 'day 'after
4.30 p.m.—12, St. John's Park Rd„ Blackheath. [7006
MATCHLESS Combinations.—T. J. Ross, of 86 High

Rd., Lee, S.E. ('phone Lea Green 744), will be
pleased to take your orders for prompt delivery.
Exchanges and deferred payments arranged; demon-
stration model always in stock. Purchasers taught
free. Large assortment of new and second-hand motor
cycles always in stock. [5669
1 Q22 8h.p. Matchless Combination, Model H2Atr M.A.G. engine, fully equipped, Magdyno light-
ing, speedometer, horn, spare wheel and tyre, leg-
shield, luggage grid, sidecar step, hood, hood cover,
windscreen, etc., front brake, external compression
type, tax and insurance paid, perfect condition

; great
bargain, cost *217, accept £155: seen by appoint-
ment.—Apply to Hy. Bath, " Broughton Rd., West

[6462Ealing, W.13.

Spare Parts:

MATCHLESS Spares. Immediate deliverv.-Kays.
8, Bond St., Ealing. [4828

MATCHLESS Spares lor J.A.P. or M.A.G. by re-
turn, post free.—Jones Garage, Matchless Agent,

Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. [0808

Metro.
METRO-TYLER for saJe, special model;, cost £75;

take £52/10, bargain; mileage about 400.—17,
Mile St., Hammersmith. [6542

METRO-TYLER Motor Cycle, 1920, in perfect con-
dition; view an; time; no reasonable offer re-

fused.—Apply 90, Old St., E.O. [6582

METRO-TYLER 1921 2-speed, tax paid; £42 —
Howard's. 72 and 74, Chase Side, Enfield and

246, Lordship Lane, Wood Green. [6433 -

~|Q20 Metro-Tyler 2%h.p., single-speed, in perfeot
J-*7 order, tax paid; £27/10.—Homac's, 243, Lower
Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [7223

1Q21 Metro-Tyler Sports Model, 2%h.p., 2-speed,
-L*7 lamps, horn, discs, long exhaust, tax paid,

splendid condition throughout; £33.-161, Kew Rd.,
Richmond, S.W. [6286

1 ft 22 Metro-Tyler Sports Model, 2-speed, specially

1*/ tuned 45-50 m.p.h., long plated exhaust, taxed,

fully equipped, small mileage, as new; bargain, £45.

—

—W.J.O. Motor Exchange, Addison Av., Holland Park,
W.ll. Park 2071. [7157

McKenzie
"I Q23 McKenzie, new, equipped, licensed; £26 cash;
J-*7 or deferred payments.—Godfrey's Garage, Cran-
hrook Rd.. Ilford. 'Phone : 83. . 17210

McKENZIE-HOBART . Ultra Lightweipht Motor
Cycles; 26 gns., ex works; immediate deliveries

of these wonderful little machines".—Colonial Motors,

104a. Finehley Rd. Hampstead 7822. [7317

should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. b57

advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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100 miles,

11 on, cost £31.—
S.E.18. [6382

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
McKenzie.

MCKENZIE Lightweight, perfect, run
bought combination ; 25 gns.

Willis, 364, High St., Plumstead,

Minerva

MINERVA 2i,4h.p., running older, suit learner; £5;
alter 6.—16, Christie Ed.. E.8. [7036

MINERVA 3V2h.p., 1920 frame, tax paid; 18 gns.; a

gilt—Royal Garage, Castle Gate, Blackpool. [6414

MINEEVA 2%h.p., M.A.G., Amac, lamps, horn,

ride away; £16.-8, Baxlby Gardens, North

Kensington. L~
6988

MINEEVA Combination, 3%h.p., 2-speed, handle

start; any trial; £32; lightweight part.—57, Ken-

bury St., Camberwell, London. [7018

Mohawk.
second-hand, at lowest

Mohawk Cycle

Co.. Ltd.. 276, Alexandra Rd., Hornsey, N.8. [1924

MOHAWK Cycles new, _.

prices, for cash or easy payments.—Mohawk Cycle

Moto-Reve.
Svare Parts

:

MOTO-EEVE
overhauls.-

Spares for all models, also repairs.

Motor Supply Co., Sole Concession-

223a, High St., Lewisham, S.E. [6107

Motosacoche.

2Ah p. Motosacoche. variable gear, free engine, Amac,
2 Bosch, excellent condition, 40 m.p.h., 110 m-p.g.;

£15.—Herbage, 28, High St., Hampstead. [6308

MOTOSACOCHE 2%h.p., Bosch, Amac, Druids, vari-

able gear, mechanical valves^ all on, licensed.
Mus
[6685

running
Station
[6225

rile away, look's new; 20 gns.—4, Coniston Rd
well Hill London.

Ner-a-Car.

NER-A-CAR, good condition and better

order than new; £53.—W. Johnson,
Rd., Long Sutton, Lines.

NER-A-CAR, 1921, October, fitted with 1922 handle-

bar and clutch controls, perfect condition; £45.
—244. Old Christchurch Ed., Bournemouth. [6470

NER-A-CAR.—The 1922 wonder, 2%h.p. 2-stroke,

electric and gas lighting, excellent finish, per

fected friction drive; £65. We can give a limited

number of immediate deliveries.—South Eastern Gar-

age. Heme Hill. S.E. 24. [3495

Nevv^ Comet.

NEW 1922 New Comet 2-stroke, single-speed; £34.
—Percy and Co., 314, Euston Ed. [7171

New Hudson.
jf»50.—New Hudson 2|<h. p., shop-soiled; £45.—Atkin

Eon, Agent, 102, High St., Mexboro'. [6825

1 Q14 New Hudson 2V,h.p., 3 speeds, excellent; £25.
S.U —Captain Collins, Sunbury Common. [7467

NEW HUDSON 4h.p., overhauled, solo or combina-
tion; what offers?—3, Eoland Mews, S.W.7. [6826

all on, as new;
Barnes, S.W.13.

[6140

1Q14 New Hudson, 3-speed, clutch,
A*/ a bargain, £30.-2, Lillian Ed.,

LATE 1920 New Hudson Lightweight, 2 speeds, fully

equipped. legshields; £30.-7, Cowdrey Ed.
[7138

. ilri limit] inn i iillllliintll iim n I n 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 "'

;

EDWARDSl
1 101, CREAT PORTLAND STREET, W. 1

1

Tel. Mayfair 4027. =

z We have been appointed Sole Distributing z

E Agents for London and 50 miles Radius for =

1 the PRIORY 2J-H.P. J.A.P. 2-Speed, Clutch, E

I KickStart. Price 52 Gns. Also, the 2J-H.P. £

= PRIORY 2-Stroke, 2-Speed, Price £38. E

E Specification on request. =

E SEVERAL NEW (shop-soiled)

1 2f DOUGLAS47 Gns
[

E TRADE SUPPLIED.

i Several Brand New 5-6 I

ZENITH
|COUNTERSHAFT |

| Models, Clutch, Kick-Start, i

|
84 Gns.

j

E Listed £118. Maker's Guarantee. E

|
1922 3} h.p.

j

jZENITH-BRADSHAWl
I Belt drive,Brand New(shop soiled), 1

82 Gns.
I Listed £113. e

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

1 Q 17 New Imperial 23,4h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped;
£29.—Broadway Motor Co., Tooting. [7067

1 Q 19 New Imperial 8h.p., fine condition, perfect, a
J-t' real bargain; £66.-9. Church Ed.. Harlesden.

[6765
clutch, K.S.,

Fairlight," Brook-
wood. [6661

Oilh.p. Imperial-Jap 1916, 2-speed,'

etc.; £35.-speerometer,

SHEFFIELD Agent for New Imperial Motor Cycles;

Sheffield. [0813

1Q1S New Imperial 254h.p., fully equipped, tax paid;
1JJ £30—James, c/o Bradmore's, 482, Harrow R.d.,

Paddington.

NEW 1921 New Imperial Combination,
J.A.P. ; £115, or near offer.—Percy and Co., 314,

[733S

8h^p. twin

'[7168

2%h.p., 2-speed, com-
-80, Mysore Ed., Clap-

[6756

Wimbledon

HUDSON Lightweight De Luxe, 1920NEW
condition,

St., Widnes.
complete; £40.—Baker, 54,

NEW HUDSON
Gray's Inn Ed., London,

19 2

new
Viaduct

[6249

Motor Cycles.—London Depot, . 45,
W.C.2. Immediate delivery

all models Spares stocked.' Trade supplied. ["0851

NEW HUDSON 1920 6h.p., Mills-Fnlford sidecar,

tax paid; £65; genuine; seen Sunday morning
or evening next week.—115, St. Stephen's Rd., Houns-
low. (P) [6612

1 22 Hudson de luxe, £63; also Popular model.
£50; 3 new lightweights, 1921 models, brand

new, to clear, £53.—Shepherd, Enfield Highway. Tel.

:

Waltham Cross 31. (0876

NEW HUDSON 1921 2-stroke, 2-speed, absolutely
as new, taxed, equipped, guaranteed ; 35 gns.

;

photograph.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Rich-
mond Rd., East Sheen. [7298

5-6h.p. New Hudson Combination, 3-speed, hub
geared, kick 6tart and clutch, lamps, horn, wind-

screen, and In perfect condition; £45.—Rhind and Co.,

Stone Place, Wilmslow Rd., Rusholme. Manchester.
[6379

~|Q22 New Hudson lOh.p light car, £230; 4v^n.p
XtJ combinations. £125, solo, £100; 2V4h.p. 2-speed
Popular, £50, De Luxe, £63; exchanges and deferred
payments entertained ; sole agents for Cambridge.

—

Wallis and Easton, 104, Mill Rd.. Cambridge. [0824

LATE 1919 New Imperial,
plete, trial, perfect; £39.

ham. Junction.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2%h.p. New
Imperial-Japs, 1922,- No. 3, £73; No. 2, £60;

easy terms and exchange. [7278

3-speecL,

£75, or close offer.—
[6900

New Imperial.

EW IMPERIAL, No. 3 model, in stock.-

Goldthorpe, Yorka.
-Wigfield.

[6187N ;

1 Qis 2%h.p. New Imperial-Jap, equipped, 2-speed,
It/ perfect, any trial; £35.—Below.

"I Q20 2%h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, fully
JL*/ equipped, perfect condition, as new, any exam-
ination; £43.-25, Canterbury Terrace, Maida Vale.

[6861

1 SECONDHAND COMBINATIONS. §
= Gns, ~

E 1920 American EXCELSIOR Comb. 7h.p., electric =
= model, speedometer, hood 75 =

E 1920 8 h.p. ZENITH and C.'oria s.c. speeio, wind =

E screen, hood, electric light, excellent order 89 E

E 1920 4 h.p. VICTORIA J.A.P. 3-speei, clutch, E
E and k/starter. Equipped and licensed. .

" 55 =

E 1919 6 h.p. JAMES Combination, equipped with E
E licence E
E 1920 B.S.A. Combination. Lucas Magdyno, E
E speedo 80 E

I SECONDHAND SOLOS. P.

1 1922 ZENITH-BRADSHAW, belt drive, indis- =

z tinguishable from new ._ 75 =

£ 1921 2Jh.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 3-speed, equipped, z
^ excellent condition 53 z
E igai 8 h.p. BLACKBURNE, excellent condition 80 E

E 1917 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed, clutch, kick =
= start 52 =

= 1913 RUDGE, N.S.U., 2-speed, clutch 33 z

1 1913 3i n.P- ARIEL, equipped, taxed 20 E

E Deferred Payments & Exchanges on any of the above. E
= WANTED—SOLOS and COMBINATIONS. =

E Cash waiting. —

MEW IMPERIAL 8h.p. Combination.

N E

Kinj

19 1

countershaft gear, tax paid

;

Petersen, 51. Archer St., N.W.I.

NEW IMPERIAL 1922 2%h.p. Sports Model, tax

paid for 1922, equal to new; £75.—The Layton
Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [7187

BW IMPERIAL, 2%h.p. J.A.P., K.S., 1921, small
mileage, perfect, lamps, horn, spares; £45.—

King, 10, North Mews, W.C.I. Museum 6632. [6058

19 2%h..p. New Imperial-Jap, 2-epeed, clutch,

kick start, lamps, discs, spare tube, tools, tax

paid, perfect condition; £45.-11, Uphall Rd., Iliord.

[6586

A (\ GNS.—New Imperial, 1920, 2-speed, 2V,h.p.

rk\J J.A.P., indistinguishable from new, tax paid

for the year, any trial; exchanges.—Smith's, 86, Chalk

Farm Rd., N.W.3. [6869

"I Q 19 2%h.p. New Imperial, 2 speeds, clutch, kick

X-*J start, fully equipped, excellent order; £35.—
Mavnard, 161, Bowes Rd., Bowes Park, N.ll. 'Phone:
Palmers Green 19. [6952

NEW IMPERIAL 2y4h.p„ J.A.P. free engine, speeds

and all on; £26; has been lightly used, take any

hill with passenger.—Hunt, 24, Sektorde St., St.

John's St., Clerkenwell. [6575

SOUTHPORT.—1917 8h.p. New Imperial combina-

tion, 3-speed, kick starter, all-chain, electric light-

ing, Cowey horn, wonderful puller; £68; exchanges —
Kents, 417, Lord St., Southport. [6710

1 Q22 New Imperials in Stock—No. 3, 2%h.p., chain
A-*J drive, £73; No. 3 with Maglita, £83; easy pay-

ments 4% extra; free delivery and tuition.—Premier

Motor Co., Aston Rd.. Birmingham. [5882

NEW IMPERIAL 2%h.p„ 2-speed, engine, tyres,

enamel and plating as new, licensed, lamps, horn,

tools, spares, long copper exhaust, no reasonable offer

refused—60, Doggett Rd., Catford, S.E. [6216

OR Sale.—8h.p. New Imperial, dynamo lighting,

electric horn, good tyres, .nice sidecar, screen,

good condition, any trial; £80; reason selling, bought

car- seen after 6 o'clock.—11, Standish Rd., Hammer-
smith. [65«
"I Q20 New Imperial Combination 8h.p., J.A.P., 3

J-i' speeds, clutch and K.S., all lamps, horn, East-

ing screen; an exceptional bargain, tax paid, £85;

exchanges.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E.

'Phone: Dalston 2408.

F<

[7224

Snnr? Part* :

"EW IMPERIAL Spare Parts.-London stockist's,

Rev, 173, Gt. Portland St. 'Phone: Langham
1257 Open till 7.30 p.m., 4 o'clock Saturdays. [0855
NB

Norton.
)REMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Nortons.

"VTO. 9, 3'/>h.p., £80; 16H, 3 speed,

19 2

£115; Big Four,

3~s'peed, £120; sidecars from £22; easy payments,

4 per cent, extra; free delivery to any address.—

Premier Motor Co.. Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0865

NORTON 1920 3>Ah.p„ 3-speed, Lucas lamps, horn,

tax; 75 gns.—H. Rock, Cradley, Staffs. [7402

NORTON Big Four with sidecar, in stock for imme-
diate delivery; £153.—Robbins Garage, Rugby.

[6202
,22 unridden 16H Norton, large wheels, 3in.

tyres, tax paid; £110—Green, Wine Merchant,

Reigate. t6753

FO C H. have a 1922 Norton, 16H model, little used,

excellent condition, licensed, bargain.— 5, Heath
Hnmpstead (near Tube).St.,

in new
offers.

—

[6242

LATE 1921 Norton, with close ratio gear,

condition, very fast; price £79; no

Lewis, 21, London St., Basingstoke.

NORTONS.—All models from stock; supplied upon
deferred payments; exchanges arranged.—King

and Harper, Bridge St., Cambridge. [5817
TlllllllllllllHliMllllllllllUlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll?

b58 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Heading Standard.

READING STANDARD 1922 Combination, 8-10h.p.,
as new throughout, dynamo lighting, electric

horn, etc., mileage under 600, guaranteed perfect;
£125 or offer.—1, Wellmeadow Rd., Hither Green, S.E.

[7430
Rex.

"DEX Combination 1914 6h.p., good condition; £50,
-»•' or near offer.—25. Montagu Gardens. Walline-
ton. [6270

"1 Q22 new Rex-Acme 234h.p. 3-speed model; £66/10;
-*•*' easy terms and exchanges.—Wauehope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, London. [7249

"DEX, 25Jh.p,, Bosch, stand, carrier, etc.; first £8
J- 1* secures; carriage paid.—Guinohard, 179, York
Rd., Islington. [6960

REX Combination 6h.p., 2-speed, handle start, in

perfect running order; £22/10.—S. E. Porter and
Co.. Whitchurch, Salop. [4798

"I Q 22 Rex-Acme, all models. Note performance in
-1-*J lightweight T.T. race. A marvellous produc-
tion.—The agent is Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27,
Stoekwell St., Greenwich, S.E.10. [3498

REX fine coacbbuilt Combination 6h.p., twin, 3-

speed gear box, clutch, kick, chain drive, lamps;
cheap, 49 gns.; exchanges; easy terms.—Wandsworth
Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town
Stationl. [7454

Reynolds.
REYNOLDS Runabout, quite new, list price £75;

any reasonable offer accepted.—Smith, Garage,
Redditch. [6478

KEYNOLDS Runabout, 2%h.p. slightly shop-soiled
only, 2-speed, kick starter; £45.—Main, 36, Par-

ade, Leamington. [5493

REYNOLDS, mew February, tyres unscratched, Lucas
lighting, perfect condition, licence paid, designer's

own machine.—Apply Reynolds Jackson, Sarratt,
Herts. [6250

Roc.
5-6h.p. Roc, 2-speed, clutch, handle starter; £20.—

—Box 2171, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7305

Rover.

ROVER 1919 Combination, well equipped, taxed;
£70.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [4614

"1 Q20 Rover Combination, 3y,h.p., excellent condi-
J-t» .tion; 75 gns.—180, Grangehill Rd., Eltham.

[6603
3ih.p. Road Racer Rover, with free engine clutch,

2 £37/10.-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. London.
[7248

£28.—Rover 3V2h.p., 2-speed, clutch, lamps, etc.,
licensed (£4); inspect.—89, Rectory Lane, Toot-

ing. [6220
3ih.p. Rover, 3-speed hub model, running, acces-

2 sories; £18.—Cranleigh, College Slip, Bromley.
Kent. [6420

ROVER Sports Combination, 3%h.p., in stock for
immediate delivery; £137/10.—Robbins Garage,

Rugby. [6204

ROVER 3>/2h.p„ Philipson pulley, clutch, perfect
running order; £30.—Premier Motor Co., Aston

Rd., Birmingham. [7349

ROVER 1920 31/ih. p.. T.T., Philipson, fast, reliable,
condition perfect; £56. — Tinson, Ronalda,

Station Rd., Netley. [5009

ROVER 1914 Combination, hood, screen, fully
equipped, taxed, fine condition; bargain, £58.—

505, High Rd., Tottenham. [7003

£55.—3V2h.p. Rover combination, insured, genuine,
spares; trial run after 6 or week-ends.—Dowell,

13a, Moye Street, Shoreditch. . [6498

"DOVER 1921 3V2h.p., Philipson pulley, lamps,
-t* mechanical horn, tools, tax paid; £55.—Cope, 15,

Upper Hagley Rd., Birmingham. [6694

ROVER, 8h,p., 1921-, dynamo, speedometer, un-
scratched; £155.—Hillier (side bell), 9, Walling-

ford Avenue, North Kensington. [7059

- "I Q21 Rover 3V2 h.p. road racer, Philipson pulley, in-XU eluding accessories and tax paid; £65.—Seen tit

Wauehope's, 9. Shoe Lane, London. [7250

£35.—Rover 3V:h.p. 1917, lamps, Klaxon, faultless

condition, low mileage.—Hole, The Shrubberie,
Buckingham Rd., Hampton, Middlesex. [6673

ROVER Combination, 3V2h.p., splendid condition;
80 gns.; complete accessories, tax paid; seen by

-iyrpointment.—1, Coteford St., Tooting. [3833

ROVER 1920 3Mjh.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick starter,

completely equipped and in excellent order; £60.—
The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. [7177

"I Q21 (July) 5-6h.p. Rover, Grindlay Tourist sidecar,
±.*J all accessories, as new; £150.—Particulars,

Huddleston, 98, Hawcoat Lane, Barrow-in-Furness.
[6796

£50.—Rover combination, 1915-16, 3%h.p. ( counter-
shaft, 3 speeds, clutch, ^ick starter, fully

equipped, splendid condition.—63,' Solon Rd., Brixton.
[6727

1 Q19 5-6h.p. Rover Combination, in perfect
i-*y mechanical condition, looks like new, tax paid,

lamps, horn; £85.-98, First Av„ Bush Hill Park,
Enfield. [6602

All letters relating to advertisements
Motor Cycles

NOTE
THIS!
OWING TO LOWER
COST OF MATERIAL
AND LABOUR WE
ARE NOW ABLE
TO ANNOUNCE A

FURTHER

REDUCTION
OF APPROXIMATELY

15%
IN THE PRICE OF

HIUPsons
1

PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

ULLEY
AND GEAR COMBINED

;

for

2and4STROKE
ENGINES

No gear box friction.
No grinding noises.
No wheels or pinions to chew up.

The lightest, speediest, and simplest gear

on the market for dlroct belt-driven 2 and
4 stroke engines.

We are now in a position to supply the

Philipson Pulley to fit J.A.P. engines without

any alteration to the machine or " staggering
"

ol the engine, -,

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Send for Illustrated Bookleti

What is your make? Write us-

NEW REDUCED
PRICE

£6-6-0
CARRIAGE PAID

PHILIPSON &C°-'LTD-

Astley Bridge, BOLTON, Lanes.

(Established over 50 years.)

'Phone, 147 Eagley. 'Grams, 'Safety, Bolton.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

I Q 19-20 6h.p. Hover, Henderson Elite sidecar, disc
A«-r wheels, electric lighting, Watford speedometer,
Binks, condition as new; any trial; £100.—Burgess,
2. Middle Hill, Egham. [6907

ROVER, 5-6h.p. Combination, August, 1919, lamps,
Bonniksen trip, horn, collapsible luggage grid,

spare covers, tube, chain, excellent condition; £80;
Coventry—Box 2175, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7316

ROVER 6h.p. Twin J.A.P. Combination, fully
equipped, tax paid, original tyres still on and

in first-rate order, 1919 model, not W.D. ; 85 gns.—
Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone, Middlesex.

[7384
g nnrr Part* "

OVER Spares. Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. ("832

Royal Ruby.
ROYAL RUBYS.—Prompt delivery from Barlow

and Son, Monton, Eccles. Tel. : 160 Eccles.
[3694

NEW 1921 Royal Ruby 3h.p., 2-speed, spring frame;
£65, or near offer.—Percy and Co., 314, Euston

Rd. [7169

spring frame, as new, per-

fect, mileage" 100; £70.-76, Lichfield Rd., Staf-
[6813

II

"I Q21 Royal Ruby 3h.Iw feet, mileage 100:
ford.

EOYAL RUBY 2%h.p., 1915; £25; good condition;
tax paid.—Hall, 15a. Chatterton Rd., Bromley,

Kent. [6844
£>3.h.p. Royal Ruby-Jap, late model, racing cams.^4 long exhaust, dynamo lighting, very fast, tax
paid year: £38, offers exchanges.—115, Holland Park
Av„ W.J.1. [6428

I Q 19 Royal Ruby, 2Vih.p. J.A.P. engine. 2-speert,
-*-" electrically equipped, any trial; £32/10.-99,
Cannon Hill Lane, Merton, S.W.19. [6771

"J
Q22 8h.p. Royal Ruby—the spring frame combina-

JL£/ tion par excellence—fitted with interchangeable
and spare wheel, luggage and petrol carrier, Easting
Sandum screen, lamps, horn, etc., all on, at £185 ;

immediate delivery from the agent for all high-class
makes, as usual.—Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27,
Stoekwell St., Greenwich. 'Phone. 751. [5895

Rudge.
RUDGE-MULTI 5h.p., good condition; £50—Hyf-

rydle, Glan Conway, North Wales. [6189

RUDGE 1919 5-6h.p., speedometer, all on, splendid
condition; £55.-3, London Rd., Buxton. [6778

31h.p. Rudge, single gear model, in fine order; £25.
2 —Cross, Effingham Square, Rotherham. [7245

RUDGE-MTJLTI 5-6h.p„ Henderson, 1915; any
trial; £48.-41, Florence Rd., Smethwick. [6408

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-New 1922
Rudge 3^h.p. I.u.M. £77- easy terms arranged.

[7251

1 Q19 I.O.M. Rudge-Multi, equipped, excellent con-
-"-« dition; £47 .—Stevens. 8, Upton Park, Slough.

[6926
O40.—5-6h.p. Rudge-Multi Combination, kick starter,
<& splendid condition.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

[7092

RUDGE-MULTI actually in stock; exchanges, de-
ferred.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd.,

S.W.7. [7363

RUDGE Coach Combination, 2-speed, kick, guaran-
teed order; 25 gns.—Royal Garage, Castle Gate,

[6410

£94; ex-
Percy and Co., 314,

[7170

superb condition ; nearest
£35.—Wright, Inghjwood House, Norlington Rd.,

Leyton. (P> [3610

1 <Ch21 (late) I.O.M. Rudge-Multi, lamps, horn, taxXv paid, absolutely as new; £60.—Jowett, Brook
Lane, Chester, [6153

1 022 I.O.M. Rudge-Multis in stock at the latest

J-*/ reduced prices. £77.—Jones Garage, Broadway,

Blackpool.

NEW 1922 Rudge, 3-speed. chain drive;
changes or easy terms,

Euston Rd.

T> UDGE Combination,

Muswell Hill. N.10. [0791

-| Q22 3y2h.p. T.T. Rudge, brand new, in stock: £77
- cash, or easiest of easy payments.—Wilkins Simp-

son, opposite Olvrnpia, London. 16449

£77 is the price of a new Rudge. Get it from the

Agents; in stock; cash or payments.—Knight's,
126. Upper Tooting Rd., S.W.17. [0836

"IQ16 Rudge-Multi, excellent condition, fast, good
la tyres, taxed; £39; exchange.—Brookes, Mill

House, Upperhulme, Leek, Staffs. [6504

£60, or near offer.—Practically new 3V2h.p. I.O.M.

Rudge, fully equipped; jmip.—Kensington Park

Hotel, 139, Ladbroke Grove, W.10.

21 5-6h.p. Rudge-Multi Combination,
19 2

[CC95

almost

new, tax paid; £98, or offer; seen 1 to 3

Saturday.— 8, Redoubt Rd., Eastbourne. /6468

RUDGE-MULTI Tourning Model, splendid conditio]!

and appearance, tax paid; £32.—Naylor and

Kirk 406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield. S.W. [7007

should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue bfix

adverHsed bv private owners ~>-e, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge

RUDGE-MULTI 5-6h.p. 1917 Combination, Easting,
complete; offer; accept part exchamge late 4h.p.

Triumph.—47, Victoria Rd., Finsbury Park. [6585

RUDGE 1922 Combination, 7-9h.p., 3-specd, spare
wheel; £150. Immediate delivery, deferred pay-

ments.—Mororia, Regent Parade, North Finchley. [6360a

RUDGE-MULTI 3%h.p. Combination, good order
and appearance; £50.—Newnha.m Motor Co., 223,

Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.
[5611

*| Q22 I.O.M. 3V2n.p. Rudge-Multi, speedometer,
J-*7 lamps, Klaxon, Tan-Sad, insiwed, mileage 915,
appearance as new; £69".—25, Clit'den Rd., Brentford,
W. [6353

EUDGE 1922 I.O.M. model in stock lor immediate
delivery; £77; or exchange.—Newnham Motor Co.,

223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith
SO. [5603

1 Q22 Rudge-Multi, I.O.M. model, only done a few
J-v miles, fully equipped, as. new throughout; £65,
or "best offer.—Pride, 156, Stockwell Rd., Brixton,
6.W.9. [7104

3Ih.p. Rudge, clutch, adjustable pulley, thor-
2 oughly overhauled, enamelled, new parts,

pillion, lamps; trial; £28.-6, Bolden St., St. John's,
Deptiord. [6144

RUDGE, 2-speed, sidecar, new Easting, satisfaction"

guaranteed; any trial; drive 100 miles to pur-
chaser; £39, or near.—9, King's Parade, Church End,
Finchley. [6630

RUDGE-MULTI Combination, 2917, 3%h.pr, very
sporting outfit, tyres good, discs, long exhaust,

excellent condition; cheap.—Castle Garage, Camden
Rd.. N.7. [6738

RUDGE 1921 I.O.M. 3V2h.p. Multi, equipped,
licensed, new appearance; £54 cash ; or deferred

payments.—Godfrey's Garage, Cranbrook Rd., Ilford.
'Phone: 83. [7209

"I Q 21 I.O.M. Rudge-Multi, enamel unscratched,
J-*7 mileage under 1,000, fully equipped, licensed;
£54; exchange higher power.—17, Sussex Rd., New
Maiden, S.W. [6159

RUDGE-MULTI 3 J/2h.p. 1914, coachbuilt sidecar,

tyres, belt, engine good, insured till June, 1&23,
lamps ; £37 or offer ; would separate.—1 7, Mnyfair
Ave., Ilford. [6355

RUDGE-MULTI, 1921, special Brooklands gear, full

equipment, speedometer, spare belt, etc., hardly
used; £60, or offer; too heavy lor owner.—Horsley
House, Dudley. [6424

*| Q21 Rudge Combination, 7-9h.p., all-chain drive,
JLtJ spare wheel, windscreen, all accessories, con-
dition perfect; near Weymouth; £120.—Box 2068, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [6156

T> UDGE-MULTI, I.O.M. model, very good order;
-tV £55 ; or exchange lighter machine.—Newnham
Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone:
Hammersmith 80 [5623

"DUDGE 7-9h.p. Combination, 1920. new condition,
S\i little used, taxed, equipped, guaranteed; 80gns.;
photograph.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Rich-
mond Rd., East Sheen. [7299

RUDGE-MULTI T.T. 1920 3Vjh.p., starter, Lucas
lamps, Cowey horn, Tan-Sad, knee grips, tools,

etc., tax paid, excellent condition ; £55.—121 , St.

George's Rd., Coventry. [6779

RUDGiE-MULTI, T.T., pedal start, August, 1921,
condition and appearance as new, electric light,

speedometer, Klaxon, tools, insurance; £65.-91, Grove
Park, Denmark Hill, S.E.5. [6975

RUDGE-MULTI.—5-6h.p., shop soiled, £79; 7-9h.p.

Combination, shop soiled, £105; 3V"h.p., 1922,
I.O.M., £77; 3V2I1.P-. £27/10.—Shepherd. Enfield
Highway. Tel.: Waltham X 31. [0874

31h.p. Rudge, fitted with Grado gear, good con-
2 dition, 1920 Senspray, new tank, drip feed

lubrication, lamps, horn, spare belt; first £33
eonres; no offers.—152 Union St., Dunstable. [7016

"I Q 21-22 Rudge 7-9h.p., 3-speed, all chain, latest
-L*7 1922 improvements, P. and H. lamps. Klaxon,
Terry saddle, oversize tyres, just overhauled, perfect
for sidecar; 80 gns.—40, Inverness Terrace, Bayswater,
W.2. [6854

RUDGE-MULTI 1920 3»£h.p. I.O.M. Model, kick
starter, handle-bar controlled clutch, all acces-

sories, mileage 2,000, tyre3 as new, guaranteed perfect
condition; £50.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Bir-
mingham. [7350

RUDGE-MULTI 1919 3V2h.p., excellent condition,
tyres almost new, Smith speedometer, Klaxon,

6In. Miller head light, £10 worth spares; owner
abroad; £50, or offers. Also lightweight sidecar; £10;
used 2 months.—Pearson, The Downs, Ashtead, Surrev.

[6670
Smrp Parts:

THE Promptest Firm tor Rudge Spares.—Forfield
Motors, Forfield Place. Leamington Spa. [3163

Scott.

Q COTT Combination, good running^ order ; £38

EXTENDED
PAYMENTS

Spread over

EIGHTEEN
MONTHS.

We will supply you with any
make of Motor Cycle, Solo or

Combination, completely fitted

with Lamps, Licence Holder,

Horn, all to your own "choice,

fully insured and tax paid, on
payment of quarter deposit

and balance spread over

18 MONTHS.
Send for our Application Form and
full particulars of this new scheme,
it places you under no obligation
whatsoever.

If you only require a

SIDECAR
on the Extended Payment System,
send for our latest Art Catalogue

;

prices include colours to choice,

fittings for any make and carriage

paid; there are seven models.

EXAMPLE :—

£26 . 10 . 0, or £7 down and

twelve payments of £1.15.0.

CALL AND INSPECT.

RIDEEZI SALES,
5, VICTORIA STREET,

LONDON, S.W.I
GiHett, 9, Spencer Rd., Acton, W.3

b62 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

1 Q21 Scott Squirrel, periect order; price £65.—
J-« Welford's. St. James's St., Brighton. [6143

p3h,p. Scott, standard model, with sidecar attach-^4 ment; £22.-7, High St., Roehampton. [6405

ry K GNS.— Scott Combination, excellent condition,
t *J late model—31, "Underbill Rd., Dulwich. [6312

"I Q 22 Scott Sociables and Motor Cycles—Scott Ser-
X*J 7jce Depot, 99, Gt. George St., Liverpool. [4477

SCOTT 1914-15, engine, gear, overhauled, all on,
sound; offers.—Hawell, Eskdale, Cumberland.

[6261

SCOTT 1921 3?*h.p., fully equipped and tax paid;

£80—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St..

Oxford. [7178

£55.—Scott 3%h.p., 2-speed, kick start, condition as

new. guaranteed perfect.—Beesley, 40, Warley Rd.,
Blackpool. [6671

SCOTT Squirrel 1922 actually in stock, very

special engine, £105.—The Layton Garages, 30,

Holywell St., Oxford. [7196

f1Q22 Scott SquirSel, licensed, 1,000 miles, carrier,

dl*/ Lucas horn; £85.—Johnson, 2, Cecil St.,

Greenheys, Manchester. [6186

SCOTT 1916 Combination, perfect; 48 gns.; would
separate.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110, Upper Rich-

mond Rd., East Sheen. [7300

I.O.M. Scott, Amac, racing gears, special features;

offers or exchange Ner-a-Car; Bradford—Box
2101, c/o The Motor Cycle-. [6236

1 Q20 Scott Combination, lamps, horn, perfect running
i-U order; £10—Rhmd and Co., Stone Place, Wilms-
low Rd., Rusholme, Manchester. [6376

SCOTT, 2 speeds, Bosch, T.T. bars, beautiful con
dition, photo; £25/10; exchange Levis, similar.—

20, Frankfort St., Birmingham. [7099

SCOTT 3%h.p., as new, guaranteed perfect, Cowey
trip speedometer, large Lucas lamps and horn,

complete with spares; £92—50, St. John's Rd., Birk-
dale, Southport. [6193

1Q19 Scott, with 60 gn. R34 Rennoc sidecar, fully

-*-«/ equipped, discs, windscreen, absolutely perfect

all round; a real bargain; 73 gns.-

rfngton Rd., South Kensington.
50, Har-

[4548

sc

SCOTT Combination, July, 1920, perfect running
order, cost £150, any trial, speedometer, wind-

screen, electric lighting, lamps, and horn; rare bar-
gain, £75.—B-, 76, Minories, E.l. [7405

OUTH London Scott Service Depat—'Phone Croy-

don 1129 for demonstration runs; immediate de-

livery; prices from £105.—John R. Kinsey and Co.,

Ltd., 350-352. Lower Addiscombe Rd.. Croydon. [8352

Spare Parts t

SOUTH London Scott Service Depot.—Scott
Scott Repairs.—John R. Kinsey and Co.

' Croydon.

ares;
Ltd.,

Phone

:

[8353

London.—2V-rh.ii.

[7252

25

350-352, Lower Addiscombe Rd
1129.

GODFREYS', Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St., London,
W.I.—Complete stock of all Scott spare parts

always in stock. Write for free spare part list, stating

year of manufacture. [0751

Singer.

WAUOHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane,
Singer 1910; £25.

GNS.—Singer 3V,h.p., 3-speed, fine condition,

year's tax paid.—Delancey Street Garage, Cam-
den Town, N.W.I. [6708

Syare Vn.rtft :

THE Promptest Firm for Singer Spares.—Forfield
Motors. Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [3164

GENUINE Singer Parts.—" By return service."—Alf.
Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner, Coventry.

'Phone: 1945. [6666

Sirrah.
"1Q21 Sirrah, clutch, kick 6tarter; must sell; bar-Iw gain, £50—C. H. Barradell, Brome, Eye, Suf-

folk. [6505

SIRRAH 1922 2%h.p., 2-speed, clutch and kick
starter, as new; £48.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,

Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.

[5624

Sparkbrook.
Oih.p. Sparkbrook, 2-speed, fast, good condition,
/W2 licensed; £28.—Young, Mount Aden, Hamil-
ton, Scotland. [6137

BRAND New 2%h.p. Sparkbrook, 2-speed, clutch,

lamps and accessories, tax paid, beautifully fitted

up, ride away, cost £66; a bargain at £63/10; owner
buying combination.—D. Kingsland, 42, Leigham Court
Ed., Streatbam. Thorn? : 539. [6323

Sun.

1 Q20 Sun-Vitesse, lamps, tax, horn, 2-speed; £27/10;
JLJJ exchanges.-l, Park Hill Rd„ Ewell. [6525

SUN-VITESSE, late 1920. 2-speed clutch, kick start,

lamps, horn, etc., mileage 1,000, tax paid Decem-
ber 22nd; £33.—Hilder, Sackville Rd., Bexbill. [6335

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sun.

Qilh.p. Sun, T.T. bars, tax paid, etc., nice condi-
^4 tion; £22/10.-3, Parker Lane, Burnley. [7079

FOR Sun-J.A.P., or Sun-Vitesse, get in touch with
the sole North London agents. Models in stock,

single SpeciaL 42 gns.; S^ih.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, K.S.,

60 gns. Send for catalogues. Trade supplied.—Jones
Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. [0790

Sunbeam.
20 3V',h.p. Sunbeam, complete and licensed; £80.
—Carnforth Motor Co., Carnforth. (7197

CROSS, Effingham Square, is agent for Sunbeams in

Rotherham. New models from stock. [7242

SUNBEAMS.—All models.—Try Clifford Motorie3,
Eastwool. Notts. f3385

3ih.p. Sunbeam Combination; £65.-59, Palfrey
2 Place, Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W.8. [6948

KICKHAM; Stokes Croft, Bristol, Sole District
Agent for Sunbeams; unequalled service, repairs,

etc. [3558

SUNBEAM 3^>n.p., late model, beautiful condition,
accessories; £66.-61, Clarence Rd., Teddington.

[6613
"I Q20 3%h.p. Sunbeam, all on, perfect; £90—2,
J-t/ Ramillies Rd., Chiswick. Call after 8 p.m.

[6790
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Lono.on.-3i/ih. p.

Sunbeam, 1917, 3 speeds; £65; extended pay-
ments taken. [7253

SUNBEAM 1922 Light Sporting Model, very little
used, guaranteed as new ; bargain, £118.—Moss,

Wem. [7389
QUNBEAM 6h.p. 2-seater, sidecar, hood, speedometer,
*3 lamps, horn; £75; good order, tax paid.—Wood,
10. Station Rd., Horiey. [6327

SUNBEAM Combination, twin -J.A.P. engine, new
condition, perfect order, trial; £85.--54, Forth-

bridge Rd., Clapham, S.W.ll. [6319

"I Q22 Sports Sunbeam, mileage 800, Lucas acces-
M-*J sories, Bonniksen speedometer; £120.—Good-
man, Ellesmere, Northampton. [6837

1Q20 3\'->h.p. Sunbeam, Montgomery sidecar, Easting
J-tf screen, electric lamps; £105.—Jefferies, 37,
Eraser St., Bedminster, Bristol. [6556

"IQ15 6h.p. Sunbeam, large sidecar, fully equipped,
J-*' ready for tour, entertain solo exchanges; £75.—
Lear, 1, Thornbury Rd., Isleworth*. [7106

"1Qi9 Sunbeam Combination, 8h.p., electric light-
J-*' ing, speedometer, fully equipped; £130, or
offers.—Camroyd Motor Co., Ltd., Leeds Rd>, Dews-
bury. [6139

WHAT Cash Offers.—Special sporting 3^h.p. twin
Sunbeam, M.A.G., cost £175, delivered June last.

Evenings.—120, Marlborough Flats, Walton St., Chel-
sea, S.W.3. ~ [7025

SUNBEAM 3V2h.p., 1921 model, long exhaust, .3-

speed, Lucas lamps, horn, tax paid, in new con-
dition.—Hesselgrave, Shray Hill, Waters Upton, Wel-
lington, Salop. [6806

SUNBEAM 3k-h.p. Sports 1922, unscratched, fully
insured, tax paid; sacrifice, 116 gns; reason for

selling, owner buying car.—Wright, Lion Hotel,
Uttoxeter, Staffs. [6688

SUNBEAM Combination, 1916, 8h.p. M.A.G. en-
gine, just been overhauled, new tyres, tax paid;

nearest £85; owner buying car.—Richardson, 5, Lower-
head Row, Leeds. [6437

3 .lh. p. Sunbeam Combination, new last year, lamps,
2 horn, windscreen, small mileage, perfect con-

dition; £130, or nearest.—Senior, West End Villas,
Horbury, Wakefield. [6367

CASS'S Motor Mart, Ltd.—Sunbeam combination,
latej 1920, SVjh.p., spare wheel and tyre, com-

plete equipment, tax paid Dec; £112/10.—5, Warren
St., W.l. Museum 623. f6239

"I Q16 3 l
/2n -P- Sunbeam, not used during the war,

S.ZF perfect order, new tyres, 3-speed, clutch, K.S.,
lamps, tools, recently overhauled; bargain, £75.—F.
Matthews, 29, Cople Beds. [6732

SPORTS Sunbeam 3V2h.p., June, 1921, electric light-

ing, Cowey horn, Bonniksen, speedometer, tax
paid, new covers; 100 gns.—Houghton, " Grove,"
Asfordby, Melton Mowbray. [6365

8h.i>. Sunbeam, sidecar outfit, late model with dy-
namo, had little use, not used this year, owner

must sacrifice; £125, or nearest; any inspection.—
101, High St.', Shirley, Southampton. [6338

"1 Q19 (late) 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, dynamo
JLt7 lighting, electric horn, all accessories, spare
wheel unused, tax and insurance paid, perfect condi-
tion; £160.-31, Thursby Rd., Northampton. [4507

*| Q22 (April) Sports Sunbeam, kick starter, Lucas
J-*7 lamps, horn, knee-grips, tax, insurance, con-
dition perfect, very fast, mileage 1,500, just decar-
bonised; cost £144; accept £120.—Hill, -Yelverton
Rectory, Norwich. (D.)

* [7117

3ih.p. Touring Sunbeam, fully equipped, run 5,000,
2 excellent condition; £80. 1922 light solo,

Lucas equipment, speedometer, as new, £135; all

guaranteed; new models from stock.—Dosser's, Sun-
beam Agents, Slingsby, Yorks. /7095

All letters relating to advertisements s

Motor Cycles

WATCH THIS COLUMN
EVERY WEEK FOR

BANCROFTIAN CO.'S
BARGAINS.

Advertisers in "The Motor Cycle** from its

first publication.
TYRES.—Manufacturers' clearance stock, not

W.D. Although clearance, they are new and perfect.

Wood Milne extra heavy, 4-ply, 26 x 2|, combination,

35/-. Hutchinson, 26x2^, heavy T.T., 27/6; Pas-

senger, 26 x 2* for 2±, 39/6 ; 700 x 80 to fit 650 x 65
small car, heavy, 49/6 ; extra strong Passenger,

28 X 3, 53/6 ; 24 X 2 T.T. heavy, 25/- ; extra heavy,

3-ribbed, 760x65, 35/-; 650x65 steel studded car

type, 52/-; Firestone, 20X2, Auto wheel, 21/-;

original, 45/- ; tube, 6/6. Palmer, 26 X 2, light, 22/6 ;

650x65 cord, 42/-; 26x2^ cord, 42/-. Oylers,

650X 65, ribbed square tread, heavy, in original

packing, 27/6 ; original, 45/-. Clincher de Luxe, very
heavy, 26 x 2 J, 37/6 ; 26 x 2 Junior de Luxe, 22/6 ;

26 x if, 17/6. Hutchinson wired edge cover, 26 X i\

and 26 x z\, 30/- each. Postage 1/6.

TUBES.—24 X2i, 4/6; 24x2, 4/6;"26X2£, 5/6;
26X2*t-, 5/9; 26X2f,5/6; 28x3, extra heavy, 7/6 ;

700 x 80, 7/6. Postage od.

BELTS.—Clincher clearance line, new, not W.D'
-J"X f 6* 9/6; i"X7'6", 11/3. Bates' short lengths,

F*5', 4/6 ;
5' 6"' 5/" ; £" x 4' 6". 5/-I 5', 5/6;

5' 6", 6/-; i"X2' 6
W
, 3/-; 3', 3/9. Leather belts,

|" at 2/6 per ft. Belt fasteners, 9d. and 1/-.

Postage 1/-.

GREAT PURCHASE of Genuine " BOBJON " LAMPS
Nickel-plated on brass or black and plated. Large

size, 5*" front with powerful back lens, large

generator sufficient for two lamps, suitable for a

heavyweight machine. 25/- complete, as illustrated,

Price

original price, 55/-. Smaller set, 4J" front, suitable

for lightweights, 16/6. The greatest bargain ever
offered. When cleared can never be repeated at near
the price. Postage and packing, 1/6 extra. Special
quotation for quantities.

SPECIAL PURCHASE of SMITH'S JACKS.
No. 7. ?V extend n£" 7/6

„ 8. 8K „ 133" 8/6

„ 9- 9i* „ *S¥ 9/6
Above half usual prices.

SPEEDOMETERS.—Slightly shop soiled. Cowey
with trip, £4 15S. ; Stewart with trip (£6 6s. model),

£4 10s.; Smith's with trip, £4 10s. Also Bonniksen
in stock. All speedometer replacements in stock.

Postage 1/6.-

TAN-SAD, with back seat, 28/6 ; original,. 57/-
;

only limited quantity. Carriage 3/6 extra.'

GAUNTLETS.—Extraordinary bargains. Tan
leather gauntlets unlined, 7/11 ; lined, 1 0/6 ; new and
fresh. The greatest bargain ever ctferea'. Chrome

'

leather gauntlets with finger and thumb, wrist strap,

3/6 ; '.Gloves', leather, wool lined, 4/6. Above lines

worth more than double. Limited quantities only.

Order at once. Postage 6d;
WATERPROOF SUITS.—Less than pre-war prices.

Great purchase of manufacturers' stock, consisting of

double-breasted coat with belt, storm cuffs, and
collars, and seatless trousers with gussets, patent

fasteners, and leather bound seats. Finest quality,

extra heavy, double texture waterproof material,

dark fawn, new and fresh, only been made recently,

not half-perished W.D. Our price to clear, £2 2s.

Postage 1/6 extra. Could not be bought elsewhere

under £4 10s. The greatest bargain ever offered.

Order immediately to save disappointment. All

stock sizes.

HORNS.—Reliable Electric, Motor Cycle, up to

4-volt only, complete with wire and switch ; usual

price, 29/6, our price, 15/3. Postage 1/3 extra.

Smith's Electric Horns, black and nickel, in 6, 8, or r2

volts, large size, suitable for heavy combinations

;

original price, £2 15s.; our price, 30/-. Postage 1/6.

The greatest bargain ever offered. All new and
perfect.

We can supply anything for the motor cyclist at

competitive prices.

BANCROFTIAN CO.,
78, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON. E.G.2.

'Gram?: "Chaikol,London."_'Plione: LondonWal]Q8o7

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

Oih.p. Sports Sunbeam, April, 1921, speedometer,
*J & lamps, horn, fully equipped, only done 4,500,
unscratched and unpunctured, carefully driven, andm beautiful condition; seen any time; £110 —
L. Bailey, 72, Mitcham Rd., Croydon. [6618

"IQ21 Sunbeam 3>/;.h.p. Combination, Magdyno, elec-
J-*J trie horn, Cowey speedometer, Binka car-
buretter, Flexekas, Brooks cantilever saddle, spare
wheel. Easting Royal, luggage carrier, legshields,
quantity tools, spares, in beautiful condition, £135;
private.—Write Avenue House, Cranford, Hounslow.

[6397
CJtlNBEAM 3y2h.p. and Super-sidecar, July, 1921,
*^ 2,500 miles, 4 interchangeable wheels, speedo-
meter, and many extras, tyres unpunctured, tax paid,
insured; to be sold with specially strongly-built sec-
tional shed; £180, or close offer; owner buying car;
a really exceptional offer.—Turner, 14, Underbank,
Stockport. [6686

Swift.
Tj\O.C.H. have 3Vjh.p. Swift Combination, 3-speed, ex-
J- cellent condition, licensed, lamps, Easting, etc.

;

£25; bargain.— 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube).
'

' [6534

T.D.C.
i^-15.-T.D.O. 2-stroke Thomson-Bennett, magneto,
o*1 black tank, smart appearance.—King, Eerove,
Oxford. [7093

Oj.3h.p. T.D.C. 2-stroke, 2 speeds, good 'condition

;

ri*> trial or photo; £22.—Broadfields, Letchworth,
Herts. (D) [6467

Torpedo.
£17/10.—Torpedo 2i4h.p., late model, T.T. bars, very
°*» smart machine, Lucas lamps, tax paid, any trial.
—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.3. [6866

Triumph.
JJREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Triumphs.

IMMEDIATE delivery of type H, 4h.p., 3-speea,
£105; type S.D., chain drive, £115; type R.,

3'4>h.p„ overhead valve, £120; type L.W., lightweight,
£65; sidecars from £20 to £50; easy payments, 4 per
cent, extra; free delivery to any address.—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0867

"piPFRA Motor Works.—Countershaft Triumphs.

£16/7/7.—Triumph 4h.p. countershaft motor cycles,
completely reconstructed, stove enamelled and

finished in makers' colours, Bosch magneto, new tyres,
tubes, guaranteed 3 months, secures, and 12 monthly
payments £4/1/11; cash £60.—Eflra Motor Works, 59-
63, High St., Clapham, S.W. 'Phone: Brixton 1115.

[6538
TRIUMPH and Sidecar, clutch model, perfect order;

£35.-109, Beam St., Nantwich. [5801

h.p. Triumphs, 1918; from £50.-9, Church Rd..
Harlesden. [676T

LATE Countershaft Triumph, perfect; £45.-82
Princess Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6. [6894

10

EW Ricardo-Triumph from stock, tax paid; £113.—
Box 2167, o/o The Motor Cycle. [7244

17 4h.p. Triumph, good condition; £44.-77,
Haverstock Hill, Hampstead. [681i

3

N
19
TRIUMPH, 1918, perfect, C.S.—Lobban, 34, Bur-

ton St., near St. Pancras Church. [6408

TRIUMPH-RICARDO in stock; £120.—Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0868

lh.p. Triumph, 2-speed, free, new belt, excellent

2 condition; £28.-63, Surrey Sq., S.E. [6778

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, 1920, Luca»
lamps; 80 gns.—H. Rook, Oradley, Staffs. [7401

MODEL II 1922 Triumph, new, £105; also S.D.
model, £115; cash or extended payments.—Below.

WE have several 1918-1919 C.S. Triumphs, fitted

new tyres, tubes, etc., and many fitted with 1933
S.A. gear boxes, splendid value, enamelled and plated.

£65.—The Hackford Engineering Co., 33, HaokfonJ
Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. 'Phone : Brixton 3062. [7407

TRIUMPHS.—Prompt delivery and service.—Barlow
and Son, Monton, Eccles. Tel. : 160 Eccles.

[3692
3ih.p. T.T. Triumph, lamps, horn, tax paid, nio«

2 condition; 25 gns.—3, Parker Lane, Burnley.
[7078

CROSS, Effingham Square, is agent for tho Trusty
Triumph in Rotherham. New models from stook.

[7243

TRIUMPH, 1919, new sidecar, Easting, lamps; £73.
—18, Bawdale Rd., Lordship Lane, E. Dulwlch,

S.E. [6802

1 OlS Triumph 4h.p. Countershaft, in perfect order,
J.i' fully equipped; £47/10.-204, Ladbroke Grove,

W.10. [6990

F.O.C.H. for Triumphs, new and second-hand, in stock

at tempting prices.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near

Tube). [653E

TWO Triumph Combinations, one £70, other £38.—
59, Palfrey Place, Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd.,

S.W.8. [6950

liould quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue

advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., fitted N.S.U. 2-speed gear; £25.-
tieiger, 24, Mansfield Ed., Gospel Oak, London,

N.W.3. [7343

l(kl8 Triumph Combination, just overhauled, per-
J-tf feet condition; £72/10.—Kays, 8, Bond St.,

Ealing. [5504

"BQ14 Triumph, 3-speed, Tan-Sad, and suit, little
J-*/ used; £45; after 7 p.m.—20, Grandison Rd.,

-3.W.11. [6464 I

TRIUMPH 2-stroke, 1920, 2-speed, fully equipped;.
£37/10.—M. Hillier, 216, Portobello Rd., North

Kensington. [7032

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, electric lamps,
Klaxon, new condition; £65.—120, Sutherland

Rd., Croydon. [6911

I Q 21 Triumph combination, complete, accessories,Av year's licencej 80 gns.—Fersfield, West-bury Rd.,
New Maiden. [6982

T1UUMPH Combination, gcod condition, go any-
where, tax paid; £42/10.-30, Vestris Rd.,

Forest Hill, S.E. [6241

JUNIOR Triumph, 1919, perfect condition, £40;
also Binks carburetter, £2/10.-24, Hartley St.,

West Hartlepool. [6466

18 Triumph-Gloria Combination, perfect condition,
|

fully equipped, any trial; £60.-77, Haverstock
|

II, Hampstead. [6890
|

TRIUMPH 1910- 3V2h.p., Bosch, adjustable pulley,

good condition, tax paid; £19.—Donnelly, Kotree,
Caterham, Surrey. [6981

JUNIOR Triumph, 1921, perfect order, small mile-
I

age, lamps, tax paid; £52/ 10.—Minihane, King's
Parade, Isleworth. [3829

'

£38, or near.—1914 Triumph combination 3-speed,
clutch, perfect, spares.—Davies, 73, Furness Rd.,

Harlesden, N.W.10. [6391

MOFFAT, Yeovil, Official Triumph Service Agents.—
1922 models from stock; exchanges; all spare

parts. "Phone : 50. [5725

~| Q18 Triumph Combination, in perfect order, fully
J- & equipped ; £57.-155, Ladbroke Grove, W.10.
'Phone: Park 5541. [6992

TRIUMPH, re-enamelled, many new parts, clutch,
Bramton gear; £30, all on.—17, Grenville Rd.,

Hornsey Rise, N.19. [7005
|

TRIUMPH Combination 1917-18, 4h.p., lamps, horn,
tax June, splendid condition; £6-2.—Fuller, 19,

Trafalgar Sq., Chelsea. [7110
i

"I C| 2 1 Triumph Lightweight, not done. 500 miles,
Lt/ guaranteed as new; £45.—Premier Motor Co.,

I

Aston Rd., Birmingham. [7352
|

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, not renovated, as new,
mileage 500; £65; evenings 8.-2, Camden Hill

j

Rd., Upper Norwood, S.E. [6655

£45.—Countershaft Triumph, good order; bargain.—
W.J.C. Motor Exchange, Addison Av., Holland

Park, W.ll. Park 2071. [7158

1 Q18 Triumph Combination, engine No. 38076, D.A.
J-*7 lighting, Cowey, spares; any -trial; £70.-2, St.

Nicholas Mansions, Balham. [6607

TRIUMPH-GLORIA 1921 Combination, all-chain, in
perfect order; £110; will separate.—Harvey, 47,

South Lambeth Rd., S.W.8. [0885

TRIUMPH 1918 Sporting Combination, all on, ac-
cessories; offer wanted.—17a, Dean Rd., Crickle-

wood, between 6 and 8 p.m. [6401

TRIUMPH 1918, T.T., single-speed, splendid con-
dition, lamps, horn, tax; £35; alter 7.—Dutfield,

22a, Cornwall Rd., Lambeth. [6593

"1 Q 20-21 Triumph Combination, splendid condi-
J-*/ tion; any test; spares and accessories; £85.—
3, Albert Rd., Walthamstow. [6418

TRIUMPH 3V2h.p. Fast Roadster, new overhead
valve engine, in stock for immediate delivery;

El 20.—Robbras Garage, Rugby. [6201

TRIUMPH Countershaft, Lucas lamps, heavy Dunlops,
horn, sidecar, tax, perfect condition ; £65 ; ex-

clinnges.-l, Park Hill Rd., Ewell. [6526

TRIUMPH, 1918, Millford sidecar, tax paid, well
equipped; £85; not W.D.—Bunting's Motor Ex-

change, Wealdstone, Middlesex. [7386

TRIUMPH Junior, 1922, new, slightly shop-soiled,
£58, or deferred payments arranged.—Motori a,

Regent Parade, North Finchley. [6359

3ih.p. Triumph Lightweight Combination, 2-speed,
2 excellent condition, lamps, speedometer; £30.

—Sharp, 11, Vorley Rd., Highgate. [6908

TRIUMPH Countershaft, late model, perfect, £49/10;
with sidecar, £56; guaranteed.—Ward and Co.,

61, Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. [7444

rriRIUMPH 1921 Combination, tax paid, beautifully
J- equipped, unscratched; £82/10.—M. Hillier, 216,
Portobello Rd., North Kensington. [7032

-| Q18 Countershaft Triumph, speedometer, all ,A" accessories; licensed; appointment.—Shipway, 32
King's Rd. Ealing. 'Phone: 1773. [6672

THE MOTOR CYCLE.—Supplement. June 29TH, 1922.

Messrs.W. J. Green

Limited :: Coventry

thcHVlanufacturers of

the well-known

" O M E G A"
MOTOR CYCLES,

GIVE NOTICE
that it is their inten-

tion to

STOP THE UN-

AUTHORISED
use by Manufacturers

of Motor Cycle

parts of their

REGISTERED
TRADE MARK

"OMEGA"
and the following

is a copy of an

undertaking which

has been given to

them in avoidance

of legal proceedings

191h June, 1922.

To Messrs. W. J. Green Limited.

I the undersigned Arthur John
Avery of Gordon Street Works, Coventry,

hereby undertake that I will not in the

future advertise or offer for sale, or sell

any tank or other article under the name
"Omega" which is your registered

trade-mark, or in any way to give the

impression that such article is made by
you, and I apologise for the unauthorized
use of this trade-mark. I agree to this

undertaking being published by you,

A. J. AVERY.

All enquiries for parts for

"Omega" Motor Cycle
should be addressed to the

Makers, Messrs. W. J. Green

Limited ... Coventry

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

"1 Q20 Triumph Combination, equipped, every possiblelv accessory, new condition; £80.-37, Canterbury
Rd., Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, N.l. [7437

TRIUMPH Combination, 1918, 4h.p., tax paid, in-

surance, coachbuilt sidecar, good running order

;

£57.—11, St. Stephen's Rd., Baling. [6650

TRIUMPH Combination, 2 speeds, clutch, lamps,
good tyres, tax paid, machine in good condition;

£22/10.-27, Sidmouth St., Devizes. [7314

1 Q18 Triumph Combination, tax paid, Canoelet side-

J-t/ car; £65, or near; all on, good condition; would
separate—32, Pitcairn Rd., Mitcham. [6290

£72.—Triumph, 1918 Sturmey-Arclier, exhibition

C.B. sidecar, fully equipped, - condition perfect.—

V., 37, Bruce Rd., London, N.W.10. [7069

TRIUMPH, 1921, belt driven, fully equipped, tax

paid, every detail in good order; -£80.—Bunting s

Motor Exchange, Wealdstone, Middlesex. [7337

£25.—Triumph 3Vih.p., clutch, Philipson pulley,

iully equipped, taxed, splendid order; baTgain.—
143, Ravensbury Rd., Earlsfleld, S.W.18. [7394

TRIUMPH 1920 Model H., fully equipped, tax paid,

perfect mechanical condition, mileage under

5,000; £75—White 9, Park Rd., Ipswich. [6190

CROYDON Agents Triumphs, all new models and
large range nf second-hand in stock.—Moore's

Presto Motor Works, North End, Croydon. [0864

1 QH SV'h.p. F.E. Triumph, re-enamelled, tyres, belt

i-tJ good, lamps, horn, engine perfect; any trial;

£25.—Ford, Sotwell, nr. Wallingford, Berks. [6905

TTRIUMPH Combination, 1918, in splendid running
I

J- order; £60, or near offer; seen and tried in Lon-

|
don—Write Box 2163, c/o Ttie-Motor Cycle. [6570

1Q18 4h.p. countershaft Triumph, splendid condi-

J- ** tion ; 40 gns. ; apply between 6 and 8 p.m.

—

7a, Northwick Ter., Maida Vale, London, W. [7432

TRIUMPH, 1914, modernised, re-enamelled, new
Amac, hot stuff, top-hole condition; £40, or near

offer.—Webb, 78, Osborne Rd., Forest Gate. [7138

"1Q19 Triumph-Gloria Combination, Easting green,

XU luggage grid, condition perfect; £78.—Hiluei

(side bell), 9, Wahrngford Ave., North Kensington. [7055

SHEFFIELD Agent for Triumphs; all models lu

stock for immediate delivery.—J. A. Stacey.

Triumph Service Depot. 12.- Ecclesall Rd.. Sheffield.

[0812

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 1914, 3-speed, clutch, light side-

car, speedometer, all on, tax paid; ride away;
bargain, £38.-17, Springfield Rd., East Ham, E.6.

[6651

"I Q20 4h.p. Triumph, fully equipped, tax paid and
JLt/ in tip-top condition; £68—Maynard, 161, Bowes
Rd., Bowes Park, N.ll. 'Phone : Palmers Green 19.

[6954

1 019 Triumph Combination, in excellent condition,
JL«/ under 2,000 mileage, new tyre, tax paid; £74,
bargain.—Hibberd, " Oaklands," Farnham Rd., Slough.

[6674

K GNS.—Clutch Model Triumph, 1913, 3>£h.p.,

/vO Lucas lamps and hern; exchanges.—Smith's, 86,

Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station!.
[7358

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 1920, Model H, countershaft, ex-

cellent condition, including accessories; £70; tax

paid.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London.

TRIUMPHS.—Immediate delivery of all 1922 models.

We allow best prices for exchange, or liberal easy

terms.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensing-

ton. t'356

TRIUMPH 1915 4h.p., countershaft, thorough over-

haul makers, costing £32; must dispose; £60,
or nearest offer.—Budge, 42, Bridge Rd., Hammer-

i-
smith. [6435

t Q~18 Countershaft Triumph Coachbuilt Combinations,
J_*7 £60, £65 and £75; absolute bargains.—Rhind
and Co., Stone Place, Wilmslow Rd., Rusholme, Man-
chester. [6378

1 Q18 Countershaft -Triumphs, 3-speed, K.S. models, in

X«7 first-class condition, guaranteed ; £57.—Rhind and
Co., Stone Place, Wilmslow Rd., Rusholme, Man-
chester. [6377

TRIUMPH 3<Ah.p., clutch model, horn, pump, tyres

good, new back tyre and tube, tax paid, condi-

tion good ; ride away ; £30, or nearest offer.—T. Taylor,

Carlisle. [6509

TRIUMPH, - 1921, model H, Terry's saddle, Miller

31H, lamp. Lucas horn, mirror, spares, engine
carefully run in; bargain, £85.—Dean, The Swan,
Crawley. [6888

TRIUMPH, Type R, Ricardo engine, 1922 machine,
guaranteed, winner of two cups this season; accept

£110 to clear; tax paid for 1922.—Smith, Garage,

Redditch. [6477

TRIUMPH, Precision o^h.p. engine, countershaft,

clutch and kick start 1919, engine 1921, con.

dition perfect; £55.—Billingshurst, Wordsworth Rd.,

Worthing. [6328

1 Q18 Countershaft Triumphs, 10 to pick from,
Ai7 guaranteed for 6 months, £45; 1917, 10 to

pick from, £40.-204, Ladbroke Grove, W.10. 'Phone:

I Park 5541. [699]

by 4 All letters. relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issp-

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

UNSCRATCHED Triumph Solo or Combination, late
model, all accessories, speedometer, tax paid; £70;

ride out to customer.—Seen 106, North End Rd., West
Kensington. [6681

£47/10.—Triumph, countershaft, lamps, horn, reno-
vated, overhauled, perfect, fast; ride 50 miles to

purchaser, or can be
Wandsworth.

seen any time.—406, York Rd.,

t6772

TRIUMPH 4h.p. -3-speed Combination, absolutely new
condition throughout, accessories ; £95.—Newn-

ham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone :

Hammersmith 80. [7361

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, Model H, 1921,' light
sidecar, all on, bought July 1921 7 price £85;

solo, £75, bargain; any trial.— 6, Lytton Rd., Claren-
don Park, Leicester. [7134

*T1RIUM-PH, 1918, renovated, never been usecT since
J- renovated; everything new except " ta'nk,~ engine,
and gear hnx; £55:— ft. and S. Autocar" Co., 33, T"e
Parade, Golders Green. ' • [7323

TRIUMPH, W.D., Watsonian sidecar,' renovated
makers, delivered 1921, Easting, lamps, acces-

sories, tax paid; £80, or near offer.—Evans, 19, Bar-
forth Rd., Peckham Rye. [6822

"TIRIUMPH-RICARDO, as mew, 300. miles, Bonnik-
•*• sen trip, Lucas head,' tail and j generator, D.A.
cylinder, knee grips licensed, cost £135, accept £115.—
Vos, Spring Bank, Bradford. [7077

1 Q21 4h.p. chain-drive Triumph, with Henderson
At/ lightweight sidecar, splendid condition, all ac-

cessories, extra wide mudguard, copper exhaust, etc.;

698.—Tippen, Marden, Kent. [5301

TRIUMPH.—Immediate delivery of all 1922 models.
Sidecars to suit from £20. Write for catalogue

and full particulars of easy payments.—P. J. Evans,
John Bright St., Birmingham. [6518

TRIUMPH C.B. Combination, 1914, 3-speed, clutch,
Boscb, good tyres and condition, lamps, horn,

tools; £28.—Burns, 16, Trafalgar Sq., White Horse
Lane, Mile End, London, E.l. [6426

TRIUMPH, 1921, 3-speed and clutch, Mills-Fulford
sidecar, Brooks cantilever saddle, Lucas lamps,

horn, numerous accessories, tax . paid ; £85.—Cope, 15,

Upper Hagley Rd., Birmingham. [6691

A Q GNS.—Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, 1918, en-

flO gine No. .54278, renovated,- nearly- new Dunlop
tyres; exchanges.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (op-,

posite Chalk Farm Tube Station).
, . ,

. . [7359

TRIUMPH, 1919 (not. W.D.), fully equipped, tax

paid, Rennoc tandem sidecar, every detail in ex-

cellent condition: £90, or' terms.—Bunting's Motor
Exchange, Wealdstone, Middlesex. [7385

057/10—Triumph combination, countershaft, lamps,
c%* horn, renovated, overhauled,- perfect, fast, reli-

able ; ride 50 miles to purchaser, or can be seen any

time.—406, York' Rd., Wandsworth. .
;

- -. [6773

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph Combination, 1919-20,

indistinguishable from new, new tyre, belt, acces-

sories, taxed, really reliable machine; £78.-88,
Gloucester Place Mews, Portman Sq„ W.I.. . [7476

TRIUMPH, 1920,". model H, 3-speed, countershaft,

with Swan sidecar, equipped with lamps," hooter,

and licensed; £77 cash; or deferred payments.^-God-

frey's Garage, Cranbrook Rd., Ilford.' 'Phone i 83.

1 Q20 Triumph-Gloria Combination, Brooks canti-

X«7 lever saddle. Easting, speedometer,- lamps, -foot-,

boards, spares, licensed, insured, carefully used, -per-

fect condition; £100.—G. Ashurst, Fyfleld, Ongar.
. i

.' [6849

TRIUMPH Agents.—All Models from stock; cata-

.

logues and full particulars by return post free;

exchanges and special' payment' terms' arranged; cor-

respondence invited.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green
St., Cambridge. . ... ... [6115

1 Q22 Triumph, 4h.p., S.D. model, brand new, but
J-*7 used twice only ; .10% -under'list price, tax paid,

insured, Lucafs lighting, horn, speedometer, at valuation

if desired; owner, buying combination.—Oakleigh, Edg-
ware. tPhone : 8. » [7340

TRIUMPHS.—Cambridgeshire Service Agents. Com-
plete stock of . spares. All model machines, in-,

eluding 3 lMi.p. Ricardo, from.. stock. Supplied -upon
deferred p'avment. Exchanges.—King and Harper,
Bridge St., Cambridge. [5815

-| Q21 Triumph-Gloria chain-drive : Combination,
xy Lucas

,
electric - .lighting, Cameo screen, leg-

shields, Bonnikseh" speedometer, perfect condition
throughout, tax paid; £140.—Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Rd., Birmingham.' - [7351

TRIUMPHS.—They are all here in stock. Model H,
£105: model SD, chain .drive, £115; Ricardo.

£120; Model. H and spepial sidecar, £125. Approval
anywhere, easy payments', ', exchanges.—The Layton
Garages, 30, Holywell St:, Oxford. [7193

TRIUMPH, 1919, model H, 3-speed, countershaft,

with Middleton sprung wheel sidecar, Lucas lamp
set Easting windscreen, licensed, speedometer, good
mechanical order; £70 cash; or deferred payments.—
Godfrey's Garage, Cranbrook Rd., Ilford. 'Phone : 83.

[7213

Here is a brief specification of the

BURLINGTON RECONDITIONED 4h.p.

DOUGLAS COMBINATION.
We leave you to judge for yourself.

ENGINE—595 c.c. With the exception

of a few minor parts, this unit is entirely

new. y
GEAR BOX—entirely new, -s^'speed,

kick-start and clutch, fitted with
Ferodo Rings.

CARBURETTER—1922 Amac.
MAGNETO—C.A.V., re-conditioned by

the manufacturers.
TANK—new .1922 type with all new

fittings.

HANDLEBARS—new, semi T.T.

TYRES—new, 2'6" x 2js" Hutchinson's or

other first-class make.
TRANSMISSION—new Sprockets, new

chain, new Belt.

FORKS-—entirely new 1922 pattern.

WHEELS—all new. -

MUDGUARDS—valanced front and rear

and undershield, all new. -
FOOTBOARDS—new lino covered,

brass edging.

EQUIPMENT— (new) Acetylene head
lamp, tail lamp, sidecar lamp, two
generators, two to'olbags, tool kit, pump,
horn, licence'holder.

SIDECAR—chassis fitted with new
springs, mudguard and wheel.

" BURLINGTON " No. 2 touring body
complete with apron.

Fully guaranteed for three months.
Trade supplied.

Prices : Cash - - 93 Guineas.

Deferred Payment Terms : Deposit

£25 16 6, and Twelve Monthly Instal-

ments of £6 9 6.

SPARES.—If it's for a Douglas—we have it,

Burlington Motor Cycle Co., Ltd.,

7, South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4.
'Phone: Brixton 2417.

Wires: Burlington Motors, Clapham.

Just by Clapham Common Underground Station.

MOTOIt CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

T ATE Model Triumph-Montgomery combination, in
-*-* nice condition, full equipment, registered, speedo-
meter, spare tyre, 59 gns.; also 1921 Triumph, reno-
vated, as new, fully equipped, registered, bargain for
quick sale, £\;5; after S p.m.—4, Elm Gardens, Ham-
mersmith. [6829
C0UTHPORTW921 Triumph-Millford S.D. combina-
V *l°n »

alI<V>n. electric lighting, splendid condi-
tion, 100 gns.; >Iso 1920 renovated countershaft
lriumph-Montgomery combination, Easting windscreen,
all on; 69 gns.r exchanges.—Kents, 417, Lord St.,
South port. [6711
31h.p. Triumph, single-speed, clutch, kick starter,

2 recently overhauled by Triumph Co., and fitted
with £35 worth new parts (receipts shown), complete
with lamps, horn, tools, spares, 30/- tax paid for 1922,
guaranteed perfect; any trial; £35.—Beaney, 122, St.
George's Rd., Hastings. (P) [6756
rpRIUMPH Specialists.—Wanted, your present motor
-*- cycle in part exchange for any new model from
stock. No waiting. Distance no object. Best prices
allowed for second-hand machines. Deferred pay-
ments. (See column advertisement.)—Bamber's,. 2.
Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone : 607. . [7326
npRlTTMPH, great bargain.—Brand new Model H,
J- Whitley sporting sidecar, specially selected
engine, No. 81964, Ricardo bars, ace dark blue discs,
Lucas best equipment, a fast and powerful outfit,
cost over £146; genuine reasons for sale; reasonable
offers invited.—S. Metcalf, Mold, Flintshire. [6684-
rpRIUMPHS.— 1921 4h.p. chain drive combination,
J- 102 gns.; ditto solo, 84 gns.; another, 4h.p.,
chain-cum-belt, Sturmey 3-speed countershaft, 42 gns.

;

another, 4h.p., 3-speed solo, 32 gns.; another, 4h.p.,
3-;Speed solo, 27 gns. ; another, S^.h.p. 3-speed com-
bination, 38 gns. All equipped, taxed for year, and
guaranteed; photographs free; exchanges.—Below.

RICARDO-TRIUMPH, 1922, well-known' racing
model, 75 m.p.h. guarantee, winner many events,

"

£30 worth racing spares, 2 spare carburetters, spare
cylinder, 3 pistons, 2 tanks, 5 sprockets, and other
parts too numerous to mention; ideal speed merchant's
machine; cost £156; small mileage; 112 gns.; ex-
changes.—Peter Gordon, Ltd., 110. Upper Richmond
Rd., East Sheen. Open Sundays. Tel. : Putney 2865.

[7301
TRIUMPHS.-New 1922 4h.n. combination, all-chain

drive, £155. chain-cum-belt combination, £145:
4h.p.

, S.D. nil-chain, £115; Model H, chain-cum-belt,
£105 ; Junior 2 1/,li.p,, £65- also several second-hand
.Triumnhs' from £4C and one 3%hVp. 1922.* n.h. v., done
500 miles, £110. Second-hand machines taken in ex-
change; remainder on ensv terms. Value allowed on
old machine accepted as . first payment down.—Wan-
ohope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone: Holborn
5777. [7254

LIGHT. Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., Ltd.—
To prospective buyers of countershaft Triumphs, the

following will interest you. Special offer for the week:
4-sDeed and K.S. '

countershaft - Triumph,*, £65; 1913
Triumph, exceptional condition, not renovated, £60\
1917 Triumph, new tyres,- mechanically perfect, £50;
countershaft Triumph, 1922 renovation, . £70. with
shop-soiled semi-sports sidecar/ £82; countershaft Tri-
umph, overhauled and renovated, all accessories, and
taxed, £50. Liberal allowances for vnur old 3J-£h.p.
Triumph.—26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. "Phone :- Brixton
1292. . [*A minute from Brixton Skating Rink.) [7283

Spare PartB.

TRIUMPH Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

-Bond^St.y Ealing. [7545

COMPLETE Stock Triumph and Sturmey-Archer
spares; no waiting.—Ward's, 51, Upper Rich-

mond Rd., Putney.
(

'Phone : . Putney 2754. ; [1247

TRIUMPH Agents since 1906.—All Triumph spares
- at new reduced prices from stock; principal Bir-

mingham agents and service depot.—Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. . [0798

TRIUMPH Spare Parts for all Models; also
Sturmey-Archer gear parts from stock, post free;

gear overhauls by specialist.—Jones Garage, Triumph
Agents, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10. [0809

SEND to the Rhosha Motor Garage, South St., Rom-
ford, for Triumph and Sturmey-Archer spares.

No disappointing delays ; every part in stock. Re-
pairs by skilled mechanics. We are official service
agents.—Tel. : Romford 584. - [7766

TRIUMPH Parts, 1904-21, every part in stock, new
or second-hand. Why not second-hand- in place

of new till prices drop? Half the price, satisfaction

guaranteed.. Hundreds of testimonials. Triumph re-

pairs and renovations a speciality, under personal
supervision of our proprietor,' late with Triumph and
Premier .cycle -companies. Cylinder regrinding on
latest machinery.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place,
Leamington Spa. -

i [7361

Velocette.

"PREMIER. Motor Co., for 1922 Velocettes.

IMMEDIATE delivery of Model E.2 >2-speed, £65;
E.3 3-speed, £72/10; E.L. 2 lady's open frame.

£68; all with clutch and kick starter; easy paymem .

4% 'extra; carriage paid to any address.—Premi^
Motor Co., Aston Rd.. Birmingham. [46Cf

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each a

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired,
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Velocette.

VELOCETTE, 2-speed, ehain-drive, guaranteed
gns.—Royal Garage,

19
[6412Castle Gate, Blackpool.

(T>lh.p. Velocette, 1921 model, shop-soiled; price to

^1 clear, £50.—Stevenson's Garage, Tunbridce
Wells. 'Phone: 425. T6231

1Q21 VelocetteJ new November, 2-speed, equipped,
X«7 licensed, splendid condition; £48.—Blake, Sur-

veyor, "Westbury, Wilts. [6245

FINAL Clearance Offer.—Brand new 1921 Model D2
2-speed Velocette, £50; model D3 3-speed, £55;

the last 2 machines; unbeatable value.—Premier Motor
Co., Aston Kd., Birmingham. [7353

| A;i Velocette, 3-speed, sports 249 c.c, engine, 64
Xtl m.p.h.., Lucas and electric lighting, mileage
negligible, unscratched, perfect, any examination; £53.
—25, Canterbury Terrace, ^Maida Vale. [6862

VELOCETTE, 3-speed, October, 3 921, special com-
petition machine, electric lighting, handle-bar

watch, Bpecial legshields, etc., specially tuned;1 nearest

£50.—Len. Judge. Veloce, Ltd., Aston, Birmingham.
. [6326

Verus.

f Q20 Verus 2Vih.p.. single-speed, good as new, done
-L«7 under 1,000 miles, electric light outfit, good
accessories. Insurance, tax paid;_X40; no offers; ap-
pointment only.—25, Santos Rd., Wandsworth, S.W.18.

[1020
Vindec.

VINDEC 2-stroke, 1921, all on, nice condition, 2

tpeeda; £25.—Naylor and Kirk, 406, Garratt
Lane, Earlsfield, S.W. ' [7012

6b. p. Vindec Special, Bosch, free engine, dropped
frame, broken cylinder; £6/10.- Ball. 49, River-

side, Kingston-on-Thames. [6340

Wanderer.
3-speed countershaft ? £28.-59,

" Clapham Rd.,,S.W.8.
[6947

Werner.
low, powerful; trial; lower power

".London. [7019

234h-P-. new T.B. mapnetn. recently
overhauled.—A. Baker, 40, West St., Croydon.

[6880
Wilkin.

"I Q21 Wilkin 4h.p., Blackburne, 3-speed, LucaS dy-
-*-*/ numo lighting, electric horn, automatic oiler,
really perfect, licensed for year; 73 gns.; exchanges
»r deferred.—Edwards, 50. Harrington Rd., South
Kensington. [4550

Williamson.
WILLIAMSON Combination, with 8h.p. Douglas

engine, magnificent machine, fully equipped,
very comfortable, any trial.—20, Maxwell Rd.,
Bournemouth. [0883

"I Q20 Williamson Combination, 6h.p. J.A.P. engine,
-L*' 3-speed Sturmey-Archer gear bos, chain drive,
F.R.8. lamps, horn, guaranteed mechanically sound;
£75.-37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone : Kingston
1274. [%77Ti

Wolf.
33h.p. Wolf, 2-stroke, 2-speed, licensed, lamps, fine
« condition; £24; exchange.—Malvern Road Gar-

age, Thornton Heath. [6740

£19.—As new, Wolf 2%b.p., replated and enamelled,
refitted throughout, new tyres, unridden, ready

lor road; must be sold to clear debt.—Box 2022, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [5108

Wooler.
-| Q21 Specially Built Actual I.O.M. T.T. Wooler,
-1-tJ small mileage; £43.-22, Brent St., Hendon.

[6436
BRAND New 2 3ih.p. Wooler, unregistered ; £45.—

28, Woodford R(
land 2698.

8ih.p. Wanderer,
2 Palfrey Place, Dorset Rd.,

£22.—Werner 4h.p.
part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell,.part.-

T^ERNER

Forest Gate. 'Phone: Mary-
[6998

TOOLER, 1920, tax paid, speedometer, every ac-
cessory, spares, splendid order; £38, or offer.—

Menzies, 170, High St., Montrose. [6742

W c

Zenith.
MILES.200

ALLAN GRUZELIER, Ulster Chambers, 168, Regent
St

V|
W., can supply you with a similar all-chain

" Eight " Zenith to those which put up such a re-
markable periormance for £130.

WE can also supply you with any other model, new
or second-hand.

TX7E are the specialists, pay us a visit."*
[6875

5-6h.p. Zenith, Gradua gears; bargain, £29.-12, Gar-
field St., Leicester. [6810

"I Q22 shop-soiled 3V>h.p. Zenith-Bradshaw; £102 —
-«-t/ Oaraforth Motor Co., Carnforth. {6524
"T_> ARGAIN.—Zenith-Gradua, sporting 6idecar; must
-*-» sell, £35.-144, Clarence Rd., Wimbledon. [3987
4h.p. Zenith, in new condition, fully equipped, tax

paid, any trial.—268, High Rd., Lee, S.E.13. [7004

NEW 1921 Zeniths at Bargain Prices.—8~h.p. sports,
Model G, £100; 8h.p.\ clutch Model H, £110;

5h.p., clutch Model D, £88.—Storer and Tait. 20,
Bourdon St., Bond St., W.l. Mayfair 625. [7370

Motor Cycle

STOLEN.

3}h.p. 1922

TRIUMPH
No. 79938

Frame No. 318358

Registered No.

HP. 3460

Triumph colour, Lucas
Magdyno Lighting Set,

Double Handle-bar
Grips.

Stolen from
John Carpenter Street,

Tudor Street,

London, E.C.

A Reward

£10:0:0
will be paid by

The AUTOCAR FIRE and

ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED,
77, Cheapside, London, E.C.2,

to the first person giving such

information as will lead to the

recovery of the machine and

the apprehension of the thief

or thieves.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

F'.O.C.H. for Zeniths, new and second-hand, in 6tock
'

at tempting prices.— 5, Heath St., Hampstead inear
Tube). [6536

ZENITH 1920 8h.p. Sports Combination, all on, as
new, guaranteed; £72.—51, TJpper Richmond Rd.,

'

Putney. [7445

with 1920 sidecar, very
will separate.— 2, Belvoir Rd.,Z

[6842'

ZENITH.—New 1922 models on easy terms; list on
application ; exchanges.—Wanchope'e, 9, Shoe Lane,

London. [7255

ZENITH 1919 Sports, 8h.p.,
iast machine; £69; will :

E. Dulwich.

ZENITH Sporting Combination 6h.p., late model, allj
on; £45.—Lucking, 12, Churchfield Rd. East,

Acton, London. [6624

RuBERTSONS Motors, Ltd.—1922 shop-soiled
Zenith-Bradshaw, Gradua gear; £100.—157b, Gt.

Portland St., W.l. [6082

ZENITH-GRADTJA 6h.p., -sports model, perfect*
condition; any trial; £40.—Weeks, 7, Church

Rd., Bagshot. Surrey. ' [6501

ZENITH 1920 8h.p. Sports Model, fully equipped)
and in new condition; £70.—The Lavton Garage's, ,;

30, Holywell St., Oxford. [7179

ZENITH New All-chain 8h.p. Super Sports in stock; •

£130; exchanges.—Agents, R. B. Clark and Co.,
7. Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [736,7

and guaranteed,
Clark and Co.,1

[5913

l'aax, 90 mm bore, O.H.V., very little

perfect condition; £75 or near offer.—Box'
2168, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7239

ZENITH 5h.p. Countershaft, new
few only left; 84 gns.—R. B.

7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.

ZENITH,
used,

K-6h.p. sports Zenith, condition, appearance, perfect,
** all' on, very last; £45, would exchange combinaO
tion.—40, Walford Rd., N.16. [7436

BRAND New 1922 5h.p. Sports Zenith; no reason-A
able offer refused; makers' guarantee.—5, Bex-.'

hill Rd., St. Leonards-on-Sea. [6422

ZENITH 1921 5h.p. Sports, mileage 800, unpunc-

j

tured, any examination; £85.—Faber, 19, Park-
field Rd., Manningham, Bradford. [6364

SUPER-SPORTS 8h.p. Zenith, exceptionally fast, 61
speed awards, fully equipped, purchased March; '

[6445-

1920. excellent
£95.—" Loch- I

[6317

£110.-43, The Avenue, Egham.

ZENITH Combination, 8h.p. Gradua
condition, all accessories, trial

voil," Gloucester Rd., New Barnet.

rQ22
(April) Zenith 234h.p. Flat Twin, lamps, horn/'i

*J tax paid, only ridden 1,500 miles; £50; even-;
ings.— 16, Rotherwick Rd., Goldeis Green. [6463

ZENITH 1920 Countershaft Combination, Lucas elec-

tric lighting, first-class condition; £85.—R. B.
Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [5912

6h.p. Zenith combination, two-seater, C.B. sidecar, all

on, many refinements perfect running order, bar-
gain; £60.—Baker, High St., Ealing, W.13. [7l08-=j

ZENITH-GRADUA 5h.p. twin, countershaft, clutch; -

kick start, Binks, fully equipped, little used; £48';

seen any time.— 98, Jiardley Rd., Streatham.
[6927J

ZENITH sports, 1920, 5h.p., very hot, all complete; j

£68, or exchange.—Moore's Presto Motor Works,;:
Ltd., North End, Croydon. 'Phone : 2624. [7397J

"I Q21 6h.p. Sports Zenith, beautifully equipped,^
-L*7 mileage negligible; 62 gns.; only wants seeing;

alter 5 p.m.— 4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [6830 !

TQ19 8h.p. Zenith-Gradua, Phcenlx sidecar, fully
*

Atl equipped, excellent condition, 20 miles to pur-
-|

chaser; £70.—Write Hart, 77, Darnley Rd., Graves-

end. [6306

ZENITH 6h.p., sports model, fully equipped, diso

wheels, recently successful at Eastbourne hill-

climb; 35 gns.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing.

Tel. : 689. . [7478

ZENITH 8h.p. Combination, 1920, first registered
March, 1921, electric light, speedometer, etc.,

condition perfect; £90.—Kemp, 40, Fairmile Av.;

Streatham. [6559

fully

May-'
Phone

:

[6953

4h.p., J.A.P., Gradua gear,

etc., guaranteed; £55; ex-
Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. -

[7225

*| Q20 Zenith 8h.p. Clutch Combination, electric,

JL«7 light, all on, licensed, condition perfect; £95:
no offers; owner buving car; seen by appointment.—

-

H.S., 165, Church St., Kensington. [6227 :

ZENITH 8h.p. late 1921 countershaft Milford
favourite, 1922 sidecar, child's seat, mileage

only 1,300, as new, full equipment; best cash offers.

—5, Haichlands Rd., Redhill, Surrey. [6571,

ENITH-GRADUA 6h.p. Combination, hood, screen,

grid, equipped, taxed, guaranteed; 55 gns., solo

45 gns.; photograph; exchanges.—Peter Gordon, Ltd.,

110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [7302

"|Q14 6h.p. Zenith Coachbuilt Combination.
13 equipped, tax paid, Cameo screen; £38.
nard, 161, Bowes Rd., Bowes Park, N.l
Palmers Green 19.

ZENITH Combination
Lucas lamps, horn,

changes.—Homac's, 243,
'Phone: Dalston 2408.

Z1

a-34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
COLLINS and Son for Sidecars, new bulbous back
J models complete with renovated underslung
lassis, -with fittings for any machine, from £12/10.—
eTow".

"COLLINS and Son.— 2-seater bulbous back coachbuilt
J models, with renovated underslung chassis, from
15.—Below.

COLLINS and Son.—New Montgomery Chassis, fitted
J with our 1922 bulbous De Luxe coachbuilt body,
ipplied with fittings for any machine, £18/10.—
elow.

COLLINS and Son.—New Mills-Fulford Chassis, with
^ bulbous back coachbuilt body, supplied with- fit-

ngs for any machine; £17/10.—Below.

COLLINS and Son specialise in frame and chassis
^ repairs ; all work guaranteed ; send for catalogue,

pen weekdays till 8.30, Sunday mornings till 1

clock.—Below.

COLLINS and Son will take your present sidecar
J in part payment of any model ; a few second-hand
decars in stock.—Collins and Son, rear of 84, High
;., Putney, S.W. [6200

GREATEST Bargain Ever Offered.—18 gn. sidecar
X chassis, complete less tyre and body; £5/10; re-

ams of contract, limited number.—Durant, Bourne,
arnham. [6513

ATEST New Underslung Bulbous Coach, £10/10;
-i chassis, £7; bodies £3/10; repairs, alterations;

) years' experience.—Taylor, 637, Seven Sisters Rd.,
:ttenham. [6782

70R. Sale.—Genuine Indian sidecar, fitted with East-
ing windscreen, for 7-9h.p. Indians, perfect order;

llv £15 ; owner leaving country.—Davies, 7, Stanley

U Blackwood, Mon. [6331

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Saves
* garage worry and expenses. Attached to motor
ill go through passage 28in. Tandem and single

>dies fitted.—Hopley.

FOLDING Sidecar. — When ordering your motor
. specify a Hopley folder. Suits motors up to

)h.p. Can be changed from pleasure to commercial

l few seconds. Detachable wheels can be fitted,

ssted 7 years—Hopley, "Upper Highgate St., Birming-

im. [0152

>
GNS.—Practically new large semi-sporting sidecar,

underslung chassis, complete; another at 8 gns.;

chassis at 3 gns. ; a sporting body at 2 .gns.—Smith's,

5, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.3. [6871

>. and M. Sidecars with new £12 bodies, chassis

stove enamelled, plated fittings, tube and tyre,

•mplete, all fittings, also 2 second-hand, £9; sent on
>proval against cash.—55, St. James' Rd., Bermond-

y, S.E. [7426

ANCASTER Sidecars.—Superb coachbuilt sidecars

J complete from 14 gns.; bodies only from 4 gns.

good selection in stock. Oall and inspect.—The
incaster Motor Co., 158. Norwood Rd., West Nor-

Dod, S.E.27. 'Phone: Streatham 2541. [3328

iPECIAL Purchase—Manufacturers' stock to be
) cleared at .unheard of prices (stock soiled). Com-
ete sidecars with coachbuilt body, tyre and fittings,

11/10; coachbuilt bodies, £3/10; limited quantity;

nnot be repeated.—Bastones, 228, Pentonville Rd.,

fng's Cross, London, N.l. [7342

"\ORWAY Folding Sidecar, saves garage. When
J folded (10 seconds) combination passes through

Jin. doorway. Ordinary unnoticeable appearance
hen open, no freakishness ; demonstration, any time.

;nd for full description.—Retail agents, Frank Whit-
arth, Ltd., 139, New St., Birmingham. [6064

JARAG ON" (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,

has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itself

isolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,

id, when folded, combination will pass through a
Jin. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated—Win-
cle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0388

)LD Man Hep. nas 1,000 Douglas underslung
chassis, renovated and complete, to suit all makes

machines, for £5; or fitted with a brand new
ouglas type bulbous backed body, for £10/10 (these
dies are upholstered with cood quality Rexine, but
quire a last coat of paint): this has been left for

avelling on rail; send for photo, enclosing stamp.
e cannot be beaten for our prices. 'Phone : 1958
-ixtonT (See Body column.)—19. Wilcox Rd., South
imbeth. London, S.W.8. T2591

)OUGLAS Chassis, shop-soiled bodies, special offer,

£12 / 10 ; P. and M. outfits, new bulbous back
tdies, fittings, etc.; £14; sports outfits for P. and
.'s, £14; ' outfit for Triumphs, B.S.A.'s, etc., new
>dies, £15; lightweights, complete, brand new, from
LI / 10 ; 2-seaters, complete, from £14 ; bodies only,

J; extended payments; outfits, complete, brand new,
r Indians, £24; second-hand outfits, complete, from
i; bodies onlv from £3. Write for particulars —
obini Manfc. Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Effra Rd.,
rixton, S.W.2. 'Phone: Brixton 1585. [7233

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
i.C. Sociable; £35; any trial allowed.—86, King
V Maidstone.

St.,

[6298
"1 .N., touring model, immediate delivery; £225.—
% Ratcliffe Bros.. 200, Great Portland St., W.

[4396

WHY YOU
SHOULD

WRITE US
now, or

we shall

from you

If you are buying a Motor-
Cycle or Light Car, either

at some time—
be glad to hear

<I We believe that

our service, our resources,

our " out-of-the-rut " way
of doing business can be of

help to you; that we can save
money for you, and give you
a measure of satisfaction in

any purchase you may make
from us that will come to

you as a pleasing revelation.

Therefore we ask you to let us hear
from you. Of course, we want to sell

you a machine, if we can—but more
than that we hope to have the
pleasure of adding YOUR name to
the already very long list of those
who—from all over the British Isles—
have come to Layton's—and having
come once have come again and tell

their best friends to do likewise.

•J We have these T922 models for
earliest possible delivery :

—

ARIEL, B. S.A., BROUGH-
SUPERIOR, DIAMOND,
DOUGLAS, EDMUND, ENFIELD,
HUMBER, INDIAN, MASSEY-
ARRAN, MATCHLESS, NORTON,
RUDGE, SCOTT, TRIUMPH,
VELOCETTE:
while our to-day's stock of high-
quality used machines comprises
many exceptional bargains.

Ask for details.

90, High Street, OXFORD,
and BICESTER.

'Phones : 581 and 784 Oxford : 35 Bicester.

'Grams : "Integrity," Oxford and Bicester;

J. W. ToIIady,

General Manager.

19

S

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
MORGAN Runabouts, new Grand Prix and Popular

models in stock—Moss. Wem. [7390

20 8h.p. A.V., absolutely unscratched ; 48 gns.—
67, Fernlea Rd„ Balham. [7421

C. Sociable 6k. p., good running order; £45. 01
offer.—27, Eastnor Rd., Rebate. [6913

COTT Sociable, late 1921, in new condition.—Somei-
ville, 30, Ormidale Terrace, Edinburgh. [6417

BEDELIA.—The new 1922 model 8-10h.p., air-cooled

or water-cooled to choice. Immediate deliveries.

BEDELIA.—Air-cooled model £185, water-cooled
model £195; side-by-side armchair seats, 3 speeds

and reverse, 5 detachable wheels, hood, screen, lamps,
tools, jack and pump included; trial free.

BEDELIA.—Cash or easy terms. Your old car or
motor cycle taken part payment.

BEDELIA—Catalogue free from L. N. Palmer, Solo

Concessionnaire for the British Empire, Pal-

mer's Garage, Tooting. [6966

4h.p. Carden Monocar, licensed. 2 new tyres, sporty

looking; £35; exchange—Fowler, Ash, Surrey.

O 68.—Morgan, 8h.p. J.A.P. a.c, well equipped, good
-^ condition.—Seen, 4a, County Grove, Camberwell.

[6644
iftll Coventry Premier, dynamo lighting, spare
i-U wheel; £148—24, Balliol Rd., North Kensing-
ton. [6642

MORGAN Sporting, 1915, M.A.G. engine, A.C, fully

equipped; £70.—Mylam, 197, London Rd., Croy-

don. [7133

MORGAN, 1915, a.c, special body, reupholstered,

engine rebushed; £70.—Highdene, Ridgeway, En-
field.

'

[6698

TO 21 Grahams White 2-seater, lamps, horn, etc.,

J-f splendid condition; £55.—J. Bowskill, Arlesey.

Beds. [6883

G.N., 1920, standard model, dynamo lighting set,

spare wheel, finished blue; £127/10.—Elce, Ltd.

(below).

MORGAN, 1921, De Luxe model, w.c. JYLA.G. en-

gine, * Lucas <"

Elce, Ltd. (below).
gine,* Lucas dynamo lighting set; £152/10.-

CARDEN, 1921, electric lighting, just overhauled;
£77/10.—Elce, Ltd., 13, 15, and 16, Bishopsgate

Av., Camomile St., E.C3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548.
[0069

"IQ20 Morgan de Luxe, beautiful condition, very
13 carefully used; quick sale, £115.-33, Gra-nvilla

Rd., Watford. [6957

"I
021 Scott Sociable, speedometer, spare wheel, per-

il/ feet order; price £155.—Welford, St. James's

St., Brighton. [6142

MORGAN, A.C. J.A.P. engine, good running order,

tyres good; £85, or near offer.—Evans, 137, Quein
St., Rushden, Northants. [6188

SEAL Sociable, black model, bought June, 1921, full

fitment, spare wheel unused, tax paid; £137/10.
—20, Redlam, Blackburn. [7082

MORGAN.—New 1922 Models in stock.—Agents,
Birkenhead Motor Works, Old Bidston Rd ,

Birkenhead. 'Phone : 2047. [2389

1 aa GNS.—1914 Morris-Oxford 2-seater, 4 cylin-

XvrU ders, W.C, perfect condition, tax paid, in-

sured.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [7094

1 Q21 Bleiiot Whippet, dynamo lighting, latest

J-«/ starter; £85; exchange combination.—24,
Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [6643

£25.—A. C Sociable, new tyres, hood, screen, good
order.—W.J.C. Motor Exchange, Addison Av.,

Holland Park, W.ll. Park 2071. [7150

A.V. Bicar, 1920, 8h.p., new cylinders, electric lights,

good condition, seen A.V. Works, Teddington

;

£75.-4, Stratford Sq., Nottingham. [6937

BLERIOT Whippet, late 1920, overhauled, re-

painted, excellent condition, insured; £100.—
G., 3, Parkholme Rd., Dalston, E.8. [6598

3-WHEEL Car for Sale, with or without engine, or

exchange Ford car, or lathe and cash.—13, Wol-
verhampton St., Darlaston, S. Staffs. [6195

COVENTRY-PREMIER, 1922, latest model, brand
new, just arrived; £230. Trials and tuition free.—

Wilkins Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [6453

8-10h.p. J.A.P. Cycle Car, 4-wheeler, friction drive,

2-seater, hood, spares, very smart; any trial;

£85—Write, 18, Roe Lane, Kingsbury, N.W. [6839

GILBON'S Cycle Car, 4h.p. Precision, very economi-
cal, exceptionally good condition throughout, any

trial; £40.-105, High St., Colliers Wood, Merton.
[5077

1Q21 Morgan De Luxe, M.A.G. engine, water-cooled,
JL*J drnamo lighting, fully equipped; £160.—Hilliei
(side bell), 9, Walliugford Ave., North Kensington.

[7058
MORGAN Grand Prix, w.c; 70 gns.; excellent con-

dition, discs, hood, screen, 1915-16, trial after

7 or all week-end.— 5. Kingsdown Av., S. Croydon.
[6878

BARGAIN.—8h. p. J.A.P. cycle car, torpedo body
shaft drive; £25, offers; separate; exchange with

cash, Zenith.—Webb, Church Sq., Leighton Buzzard.
[6720

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue ajg
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange have some nice

light cars, going cheap. Exchange motor cycles;

ilso easy terms.

A.C. Sociable 2-seater, hood, screen, overhauled,
newly painted; 49 gns.; exchanges; easy terms.

fTIOLETTE Bogey 2-seater, 4 speeds, hood, screen,
V lamps; 68 gns.; exchanges; easy terms.

DUO 2-seater, 8h.p. twin J.A.P., 4 speeds, hood,
screen, lamps; 49 gns.; terms.

TRIBET 2-seater, lOh.p., 4 cylinders, 4 speeds, spare
wheel, lamps; 68 gns.; easy terms.

HUMBERETTE 1914 2-seater, 8.7h.p., hood, screen,
speedometer, lamps, overhauled; 69 gns.; easy

terms.

HUMBERETTE 1915 Beautiful 2-seater, 8.7h.p„
hood, screen, speedometer, lamps; 79 gns.; easy

terms.

GARDEN 1921 2-seater, hood, screen, dynamo light-

ing, nearly new; offers; easy terms.

who

The Home
of the BIG TWIN
Motor Cycles

GIRLING 2-seater, good tyres, shaft drive
wants? gilt, 29 gns.: exchanges; terms.

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange, Ebner St., York
Rd., Wandsworth (Town Station). 'Phone:

Latchmere 4686. [7458

BLERIOT WHIPPET, 1921, November, reverse,
electric light, speedometer, luggage grid, prac-

tically new; offers.—Dr. Gibson, Guisboiough, York-
shire. [6979

MORGAN 1922 Popular, complete lamp, horn, hood,
screen, side door, tax; £125; exchanges, solo or

combination and cash, good makes.—H. Rock, Cradlev,
Staffs. [7403

RILEY 3-wheeler, 3-speed and reverse, in running
order, expeiiuientnl 2-sent body fitted, short trial

given : £27.— Gill, 51, Nassington Rd., Hampstend.
N.W.3. [6933

CASTLE THREE 1921, dynamo lighting, spare wheel
(unused), mileage oulr 800, guaranteed; £170.—

Hillier (side bell), 9*, TYallingioid Ave., North Ken-
sington. [7057

NEW and Second--hand Light Cars and Cycle Cars,
all' makes;*' good selection in stock; cash, easy

.payments, or exchange.—Service Co., 292. High Hol-
born, W.C.I. [0673

CARDEN 2-seater 1921, fully efjuipped, hood, screen,
lamps, .tax paid

;
_£77/10 • ready to drive away;

motor cycle as part "payment.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, London.' [7256

BAYLIS3-THOMAS 1922 lOh.p. Model, 4-cylinder
water-cooled engine, 3 speeds, Magdyno; 300

gns,; immediate delivery.—Godfrey's, Ltd., 208, Gt.
Portland St., London, W.l. [0736

"J Q22 Morgan Topulur, £ 1 50 : Grand Prix, £ 1 80
J- *J Bh.p. Rover, £220: in stoek for immediate delivery
essy payments only 4% extra.—The Premier Motor (:o

Aston Rd., Birmingham. [077i

1Q21 Carden 2-seater, electric lighting, tyres per-
At/ feet, hood and screen, perfect order; £70; ex-
:hanges.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E.
Phone : "Dalston 2408. [7227

^ (\ GNS.; exchange, cash either way.—BuckinghamwO 1914 streamline 2-seater, 8h.p. twin, water-
cooled, hood, screen, lamps.—Seabridge, Hansler Rd.,
East Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. [6941

£120.—Morris-Oxford 2-seater, lOh.p., electric lamps,
speedometer, detachable wheels, tax paid; exchange

for motor cycle and cash.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm
Rd. (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station.) [7357

Q-SEATER 1921 Coulson 8h.p., 3-speed, hood, screen,
/W D.A. lighting, Smith's speedometer, clock, taxed,
brand new, absolute bargain; £105; solo combination
part.—27, Wandle Rd., Upper Tooting, S.W.17. [7141

COVENTRY PREMIER, new March, 1922, 4-

wheeler, dickey, tax and insurance paid; -£210,

or nearest offer; would take good solo motor cycle in
part payment.—Barker, West Mersea, Colchester.

[6479
-|Q22 Morgan Be Luxe lOh.p,, a.c. ^VI.A.G., Stan-
J-*J dard equipment; delivery from stock; £182/10;
Easy payments 4%.—Homac's, Morgan Service Depot,
243, Lower , Clapton Rd., N.E. "Phone: Dalston
2408. [7228

RICHARDSON Light Car, new September, 1921,
dynamo lighting, spare wheel and tyre, dickey

seat, tax paid to year end, petrol consumption 50
miles per gallon; £135.—Dawes, 60, Park St., Farn-
worth, Bolton. [7084

O-Seater J.A.P. Cyclecar, lOh.p., fan-cooled engine,
/W Bosch, Solex carburetter, dynamo lighting, friction

drive, hood, screen, fast and reliable; best offer, or

exchange modem twin combination.— 18, Darley Rd..
Wandsworth Common. [6589

COVENTRY PREMIER 4-wheeled super runabout.
8h.p. water-cooled, spare wheel, dynamo, fully

insured, etc.; £230. Motor cycles, etc., taken in part
exchange; instalments if desired.—Frank Whitworth.
Ltd., 139, New St., Birmingham. [6063

J.A.P. 8h.p. Special Overhead Valve Cycle Car, fric-

tion drive, 3 speeds and reverse, detachable
wheels, beautiful, comfortable 2-seater body, only done
300 miles; £55; exchange motor cycle.—88, Gloucester
Place Mews, Portman Sq.', W.l. [7475

y —where examples of magnificent^^
Motorcycle Engineering are always
on view—including such notable

mounts as the 6 -

5 h.p.

BROUGH- SUPERIOR
The Super Twin

phones:
Dalton St., Cent. 731 7- Bristol St., Mid. 1472.

Fitted with M.A.G. Engine, 3-speed

gear. Heavy Dunlop Tyres. Petrol

consumption 80 m.p.g. Speed—Solo

65 m.p.h., .with Sporting Side-car

55 m.p.h. .,"*.;
The" Brough-Superior" is superlatively

finished.

PRICE, Complete with Pump and Tools £125
with Sporting Side-car - - - - £150
BROUGH-SUPERIOR Mark! " £150
—and the 7-9 h.p. Electrically Equipped

HARLEY-DAVIDSON
THE WORLD'S MOTORCYCLE.

3-speed, Clutch with hand and foot control,

Goodyear Tyres.

PRICE, with luxurious Sidecar CIQfi 1

A

1921 Model - SlOO 1U
7-9 h.p. with Speedometer and Highest CITC
Grade Sidecar 1921 Model - - - ** • *»

4 h.p. Sports, complete with Lamp, Horn, CI 1 C
Speedometer, etc., 1921 Model - - *>**«*

special 2-Seater Sidecar - XOO
Sidecars 0! all Types to suit

ONLY A FEW 1921 MODELS LEFT
AT ASTOUNDING PRICES

AVe have other famous Motor Cycles including :

—

16H 35 h.p. NORTON - " £115
3i h.p. Sports ARIEL £87 10

3 h.p. RALEIGH - - £73
2i h.p. Sports RALEIGH - £68
Two-stroke VELOCETTE - . - £65
Special T.T. Model LEVIS- - - - £61
All Brand New—Ask for complete List and Prices.

SOLE MIDLAND AGENT
and Super Service Depot

for the above Big Twins

.

/" Dalton Street \^
(2 doors from Bull Street

and 88, Bristol Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
"I Q21'/o Morgan, Aero model, J.A.P., special body, I
J-»7 hood, Lucas dynamo Hunting, electric horn,

discs, speedometer, Van den Phis rings, demonstration i

model; 200 gns.; exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50, *

Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [4552

1Q16 Morgan, Grand Prix model, w.c, J.A.P. en-

J

J-" gine, hood, screen, discs, all lamps, speedo-J
meter, mileage to date only 6,000, in exceptional]

condition; £120.—Homac's, Morgan Service Depot, 243,3
Lower Glapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408.

[7226 ,

Syare Part*

:

MORGAN.—All spares from stock.—Maudes', Great-j

Portland St., W.l. C7206 i"

MORGAN Spare Parts Depot.—Spares for all models.fi

from stock; list free.—Elce, Ltd.. 13, 15, and 16,

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone-)!
Avenue 5548. [0°'™

MORGAN Service Depot.—Officially appointed bjrj
tile Morgan Motor Co.; overhauls and repairs I

executed ; every conceivable spare in stock.—Homac's,j
243. Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : DalstonB
2408. [7229,,-

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.
" /BOUNTY," 8h.p. B.S.A. Sidecar Taxis, as licensed!
vy throughout the countrv.—Write for full particu- $

lars, County Cycle and Motor Co., " Originators." >

300, Broad St., Birmingham. [5353

CARS FOR SALE.
RILEY 2-seater Chassis, ride away; £25.—Fred]

Collins,, Neston, Cheshire. [6859 ,

8 h.p. Rover, 2 seat, Zenith, magneto, hood, screetfjj

£35.—9, Waldegrave Rd„ Teddington. [67583

PREMIER Car, 2-seater, perfect running order;!
£85 or near offer.—109, Beam St., Nantwich. \

[5800 ;

OVER 1922, brand new 8h.p. ; £220. Trials and!
1 tuition free.—Wilkins Simpson, opposite Olympia.J

London. [6461 1

1 Q14 Briton 2-seater, dickey, perfect order; sale oil
-LO exchange ; 75 gns.—Royal Garage, Castle Gate,«
Blackpool. [64101

ROVER Care.— 1922 8h.p. model; price £220; eartrj
daliveiy.—Godfreys'. Ltd.. 208. Qt. Portlnnd St,

R c

London. W.l. [0350

"IT/EST Norwood ! 60 cars, absolute bargains, list\
»' free, exchanges.—Douglas S. Cox, Lansdowne,;!

West Norwood. [1932

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£35 down and ..121
monthly payments £5 secures smart 12.15h,p.->

Panhard Landaulet.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£25 down and 123
monthly payme ite £5 secures 12-i4h.p. -Swift

Limousine, seats 5 inside.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£25 down and 1!|
monthly pay nents £5 secures 2-ton Karrier:

Lorry chassis, new tyres.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£125 down and 12
monthly payments £10 secures modern 15.9h.p.

Swift Touring Car, dynamo lighting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£20 down and 121
monthly payments £5 secures 12-1 4h. p. Fiat

Light Van.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting—£40 down and 12i
monthly payments £7 secures 20h.p. Studcbaker

j

Landaulet, dynamo lighting, self- ; tarting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£50 down and i2.i

monthly payments £8/10 secures Pic-card Pictet;

% Landaulet, dynamo lighting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£25 down and 61
monthly payments £5 secures excellent Renault

Taxicab.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£10 down and 189

monthly payments £3 secures 12h.p. TaJbot

'

4-seater, 4 cylinders.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-£150 cash secureS

modern 15.9h.p. Napier 30-cwt Van, covered body.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting,—£150 cash secures

1914 lOh.p. Unic 2-seater, dickey, 4 sj.eedsl

dynamo lighting; extra smart.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£90 cash secures!

modern 10-12n.p. Belsiz9 light 4-seater, 4-cyhnder

bloc engine, gate change.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£60 cash secures 8h.p.'

Humborette light 2-seater, equipped.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£50 down and 121

monthly payments £6 secures 12-16h.p. Standard,

Cabriolet, 4 cylinders, detachable wheels.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-£40 down arid
12J

monthly payments £10 secures 30h.p. Berliet

Touring Car, small six.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£75 down and 121

monthly payments 4.10 secures 16-20h.p. modern^

Wolseley Touring Car.

PALMER'S Garage, 187, High St.. Tooting, wil
accept your old car or motor cycle as part pay-

ment for any car in stock. For cash price deduetl

10 per cent, from above totals. [69?.:

a40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue
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CARS FOR SALE.
917 Calthorpe 2-seater. egg back, (iiscs, as new; sale

or exchange; 100 gns.—Koyal Garage, Castle Gate.

aekpool. [6415

Oh.p. Singer, dynamo, spare wheel, repainted as

new; £125, or exchange.— Clayhall Tavern, Old

•rd Rd., Bow, E. [6748

I
OVER 1922, Model tie Luxe, 8h.p., brand new;

£245. Trials and tuition tree.—W ilkina Simpson,

'posite Olympia, London. [6452

> OVER Cars.—The iamous 8h.p. model in stock,

i £220; for immediate delivery.—Eagles and Co.,

5, High St., Acton, London. [0761

COVENTRY PREMIER. 1922. 4-wbeel model; £230.
/ immediate delivery; cash or deferred payments.—
itcliffe Bros.. 200. Gt. Portland St., W. [0730

IAND lOh.p., 4-cyIinder, water-cooled, dynamo
lighting and starter, double dickey; d£300.—

itcliffe Bros., 200, Great Portland St., W. [4395

iOVER 8h.p. Light Car, 1922 models, dynamo
lighting ; £220 cash, deferred payments 4 X

:tra.—Ratchffe Bros.. 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
T0729

TALIFAX.—1922 B.S.A., Calthorpe, Coventry Pre-

i mier,- Lagonda, and Rhode, latest models; cash

exchange.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St.,

alifax. [7201

1TTJMBERETTE, 8h.p., fine mechanical conditionn and appearance, spare wheel, speedometer, etc.;

gns., or offer.—Woodcote, -Benhill-wood Rd.,

utton, Surrey. [6595

: Q18 Ford Van, complete with lamps and detach-
Lv able wheels, in absolute perfect condition, or

^change motor cvcle; £65.—Rhind and Co., Stone

lace, Wilmslow Rd., Rusholme. Manchester. [6381

^.N., 1922, Touring, 41225; All-Weather, £250.
JT fully equipped; inspection and trial invited. De-

erred payments arranged. From Agents and Show
ooms, 222, Gt. Portland St Museum 2271. [1629

1 Q21 Ford iVton, English body, hood and wind-
Li/ screen for sale, cheap, or exchange for smart
ouring car body complete ; cash adjustments.—H.
Vood, White House Farm, West Ardsley, Wakefield.

[6205
f7I0NIS 2-seater Car, 4 cylinders, water-cooled, new

tyres, tax paid, spare wheel, dynamo lighting, in

.plendid condition; £125, or near offer, or exchange
ate Harlev-Davidson combination.—16, Seldon St.,

Battersea. * [6324

SCRIPPS-BOOTH Coupe, 13.2h.p.. 1916, dynamo
lighting, self-starter, fully equipped, appearance

md condition as new; £175, or exchange good com-
bination or light car and cash.—Owen, 94b, High Rd.,

East Finrhlry [5767

4-SEATER Alldays, 12h.p., flush top body, fully

equipped, many spares, £35 just spent, dark blue,

nnscratched, excellent condition; £130; driving taught
free; exchange 2-seater Morgan or motor cycle.—63,
Solon Rd., Brixton. [6728

1Q20 Emscote 2-seater. 8.9h.p., W.C.. J.A.P. engine,
*-*J 3-speed, reverse, dynamo lighting, spare wheel,
complete, hood, screen, an absolute barcain; £140, or
nearest offer.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Wilm c1 °w
Rd., Rusholme, Manchester. [6380

WAVERLEY 1915 Roomy 2-seater with dickev,
13.9h.p., perfect running order, 5 detachable

wheels, electric lighting, 5 brass temps. Chapuis Dor-
nier engine, speedometer, rew hf^d, trial f»ny time hv
appointment; £145, or offer.—M., 76, Huron Rd..
Balham, S.W.17. [6174

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES".
4-CYLINDER Darracq Van ; 2%h.p. Ziedle motor

cycle, la^ge-- sidecar with Magnum tvre; what
offers ?—6, Halls Terrace, Hillingdon Heath, Middle-
sex. [6384

"I A-CWT. Chassis, covered van body, pneumatic, 2
-I" spare covers and tubes, _ 3-speed, reverse, new
gears, with radiator, sound; would sell cheap, or ex-
change with cash for combination.—80, Bishopric.
Horsham. [6476

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
TRY Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.O.4. for

mw (»r mG 'Phone, Holborn 5777. [721*

ROBERTSONS Motors, Ltd.'s hire purchase terms
could not be simpler.—157b, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. [7375

HALIFAX.—£7/10 deposit, 10/- weekly, purchases
6h.p., 2-speed. Twin Rex and sidecar.—Halifax

Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [7199

FOR Best Treatment una best terms for light cars,

cycle cars, or motor cycles of any make, new or

second-hand, write Service Co.. 292, High Holborn.
W.C.I [0672

I^ASIEST of Easy Payments for any make of motor
J cycle or car. AsIc us to quote you for easy pay-

ments on any make,—Wilkine Simpson, opposite Olym-
pia, London. [6457

ANY make ol cycle or any combination completely
equipped: licensed, insured on 12, 15, IB months'

- extended payments system'.—Write fnr partlc"'*".
Rldeezl Sales. Ltd.. 5, Victoria St., S.W.I. [0830

^ BROS. <*

200, GT. PORTLAND ST., W
'Hioue—i.:inguauu i7o(.

Any make of machine can be

supplied on our Payment out of

Income Scheme. Write for full

particulars, and state machine
you are interested in.

JAMES No. 10

£160 cash or £41 12s. down and 13 monthly
payments oi £9 lis. 4d.

RALEIGH, 2j h.p.

£68 cash or £17 13s. 7d. down and 12

monthly payments of £4 8s. 5d.

OMEGA, 2j h.p. Jap.

£66 cash or £17 3s 3d. down and 12
monthly payments of £4 5s. 9d.

OMEGA, 3 h.p.

£61 cash or £15 17s. 3d. down and 12

monthly payments of £3 19s. 3d.

B.S.A.

£107 cash or £27 16s. 3d. down and 12
monthly payments of £6 19s. Id.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

ENGINES.
BEOLEE 3',-li.p. 2-siroke, runs on Irall and rolle!

bearings. The engine you cannot overheat.

WHAT Users say.—" Pulls with sidecar like a 5h.p.

twin."—Birmingham.

YOUB engine is the only 2-stroke we have found

that will not overfieat, and is 10 miles per Hour

faster than any we have yet handled."—London.

I HAVE the pleasure writing you to let you know I

raced a 2%h.p, the other day. I waB doin^

over 50 rn.p.h. with two up."-Loughborough.

WE have a pile of these unsolicited testimonials in

our office.

THE best value for money on the market ;
less mag-

neto and carburetter, £10/15. Iranies to suit, will

take sidecar, £4/17/6.

OTJE goods are not cheap rubbish, but sound engineer-

ing practice, and cannot be produced under the

price.—Broler Engines, Sarborough, near Leicester.^

PEUGEOT Twin Engine, 2 Minerva engines; cheap

—P., 602, King's Rd., Fulham, S.W.6. ,6834

23 h.p. Precision engine, good running order; £6_
10.

4 —Head, Waterloo St., Burton-on-Trent. ibia^

JAP. 2%h.p., March, 1922, roller bearings; £16;

offers.-Dempster, 864, Argyle St., Glasgow.
_
[6181

1Q14 Sunbeam, magneto and carburetter, frame.

lit forks; £30, oHers.-Belmont Garage, E10
j7U4

6hn Water-cooled Single, magneto; ^.-•Particu-

lars, Agate, Durrants Hill, Hemel Hempstead^
^

r^lLYNO Twin, good second-hand, no magneto or

L/ carburetter; £5.-West, 50, Maldon Ed., Acton.

W.3.

T>. and M. Engines, £4/10; overhauled and com-

P pleted, £6/10; spares.-7, Hereford Rd., Ba^
water.

SF^l^i^^ea^Slffi^nlSrfg
Stockport.

TTTTTATirVFR type of engine you require, we ,/anWHA
supJlf.-For

P
field Motors, Forfleld Place, leam.

ington Spa.

TAN. 4-cylinder Engine, Bosch, carburetter, good con-

X1

dition; £6/10, near offer.-\\ right, 111, •
'

w

St., Ashford, Kent. l"ba

OTATIONARY Engines to drive machine U»,s,

IS pumps, dynamos, etc.; see displayed advert^

Holland, Macclesfield.

rpRIUMFH Engine, SV.h.p., about M^"*h ™t
1 neto and silencer, in good order, cheap, £16

Baron's, Ltd., Wood St., Acormgton. L»«D

21h.p. Minerva, re-bored, m.o.i.v., B. and B.. $«*£
4 £3- complete machine, less above unit, £2 lot

£4/10, all sound.-25, Briton St., Leicester.

Ohn Da Dion, water-cooled, perfect order, ideal

8 'stationary engine, big flywheel, "rag^and ca -

buretter and tank; £10.-55, St. James Rd., Ber^

mondsey.

VILLIEES, Blackburue, and A.B.C. engine spare.

tatek; trade supplied; 8h.p. 1919 air-cooled

TAP engine, new,. £32; also mew water-cooled 10h.r>.

UAG.. £35.-Maudes', 100, Great Portland St.^W-U

fTlRIUMPH Countershaft Engines, complete, perfect

1 £15, carriage extra; Sturmey-Areher 3-speed

gear box complete, perfect, £10, carriage extra^-Haik-

ford Engineering Co., 33, Hackford Rd., Brixton

S.W.9. 'Phone; Brixton 3062. L74U8

LOOK—New l'/.h.p. air-cooled Whippet scooter, en-

gine suitable" cycle attachment, scooter, mowing

machine, dynamo, pump, etc. Note :
^troke and

brand new, with carburetter and magneto £8 10,

worth treble; offered subject unsold.-Wortham-Blake

and Co., Waltham Cross. lbl"
HEPPELTHWAITE'S 5-6h.p. N.S.TJ ('»''"'•

£4/15; 5-6h.u. Clyno and magneto, £9; 8-10h.p.

W.C. Twin Rex, £8; 2h.p. F.N.. £2 ;
4h.p. W

TAP as new £10; and all the 5h.p. J.A.P. spares

at low priS' 'Phone: 1958 Brixton.-19, Wilcox

Rd„ South Lambeth, S.W.8. L5868

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
TIB. I. Co.

H.B. for new and second-hand magnetos; all spares

stocked.

H.B. Specialise in Thomson-Bennett, complete for

fixing to Triumph.

"D.M., J.A.P-, Douglas, 2-stroke engines, etc.; £3.

i^t.A.V. New, twin and single, clock and antij £3.

"pvIXIE, single and twin, all degrees; £2/5.

TT.B. Guarantee all magnetos one year.

TT.B. will take your old machine in part payment.

H.B. Despatches all goods per return, carriage paid

on approval against cash, or through Ike Motor

Cycle deposit system.

H.B. Ignition J2o., 78, New Park Rd., Brixton

Hill, London. 'Phone; Brixton 610. [0694

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. 41a
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

A
"D EAL Bargain

TN Magnetos can be secured from the Marble Arch
Motor Exchange.

& K A -
M

.
*01' Cycle Magnetos to be cleared.— See

below.

SINGLE-CYLINDER
C.A.V.,

45/-; U.H.
38/-

35/-

PLEASE Note our stock consists oi genuine motor

cycle magnetos, not converted or reconstructed

aeroplane starter magnetos.

WE Guarantee we can supply you a magneto cheaper

than anyone.

Anti-clock Splitdorf, 35/-;

Ruthardt. 40/-; Thomson-Bennett,
Berling, 30/-; Dixie, 30/-.

SINGLE-CYLINDER Clock Dixie, 30/-; Berling,

30/-.

IDA Anti-clock Thomson-Bennett Type AC2,
OU brand new, 45/-; C.A.V., 37/6, suit Douglas.

1 OA° Clockwise Splitdorl, 35/-; C.A.V., 37/6, suit

J-OU Douglas; Thomson - Bennett, 40/-, suit

Douglas.

SPLITDORF 55° and 42° Clock, 35/-; Dixie, 30/-;

and hundreds ol others in stock, all guaranteed

and sent on approval against cash.—Marble Arch Motor

Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2. 'Phone

769. 'Grams : Archmotex, Edge, London.

IEOWN, Gardiner and Co.

Padd.
[4676

B 1

C.A.V. 2-cylinder. clockwise, aeroplane starting mag-

netos, platinum points, guaranteed unused all

working parts interchangeable with C.A.V. type JiUZ.

THESE Magnetos can be converted lor use on any

1- or 2-cylinder engine o! less than 5h.p. ;
25/-

each, carriage paid.

QPECIAL Prices -for quantities.

/"HASTINGS and brass armature ends; 10/6 per set.

T ONG Cams necessary for single cylinders; 3/- each.

OAMPLES sent on approval against cash.

"DROWN, Gardiner and Co., 8, Bevis Marks, E.C.3.

rpHE Central Ignition Works.

T OOK, Look, Look.

TTJST Arrived, large consignment.

"l^OT Converted, starter magnetos.

A LL Enclosed, waterproof, and variable ignition.

npo Suit all Makes of Motor Cycles.

"OOSCH, Type ZA2, enclosed, twins; £3/5.

"DOSCH, Type ZEV, enclosed, twins; £3/7/6.

"DOSCH ZE1, enclosed, single; £3/7/6.

/-*1 .A. Singles, same as Bosch; £3.

"jl/T-L Singles, same as Bosch; £3.

pt.A.V. Singles Only; £3.

"CVI.C. Singles and Twins; £3.

rpHOMSON-BENNETT Single and Twins; £2/10.

rpRIUMPH Magneto Sprockets, genuine; 4/-.

rriHOMSON-BENNETT New Contact Breakers; 10/6.

Wire, 7mm., 5d. per yard, new,HIGH-TENSION
unperished.

"DOSCH Sparking Plugs;

LL Goods Forwarded

1/6, in boxes.

Approval on
ided if dissatis

\ LL Magnetos guaranteed for 12 months.

ALL Goods Forwarded on Approval on receipt
cash. All monies refunded if dissatisfied.

/"CARRIAGE on Magnetos, 1/6.

THE Central Ignition Works, 14,
Brixton, S.W. London. Tel. :

BOSCH and M-L Singles 30/-, C.A.V. .

ignition, guaranteed.—84, Greenside Rd.,

Loughborough Rd.,
Brixton 210. [7452

37/6, variable
Croydon.

[7014
MAGNETO Repairs and Spare Parts, all types.—

R. J. Loverock, 151, High St., Itchen, nr. South-
ampton. [6247

PRACTICALLY New C.A.V.
bargain, £3/10.—Thomas

brokeshire.

Magneto, off Douglas;
Twycross, Tenby, Pem-

[6215

32/6 each, carriage
-A. Baker, 40, West

[6879

7-tooth to 24-
202-4, Southampton

[3564

STANLEY BELTS
and FASTENERS.

MILLIONS ordered and in use by
H.M. WAR OFFICE and our ALLIES

ABOX OF 8TANLEY SPARES is a complete
belt equipment outfit—the best and
cheapest Insurance you can effect

against belt trouble on the road. It contains

The 8TANLEY FASTENER with the BEND that
NEVER BREAKS, the BEST at any price.
Hardened & tempered hook and flanged pins

liie STANLEY SPARE LINK which is the best
belt length adjusteryetinvented, Savestime,
trouble & money. Saves the cost of anew belt

TtieSTANLEY SHIELD, which protects the belt
fastener, prevents wear of the pulley, and
conserves power. Specially designed for use
with the Philipson Pulley, gd.

STANLEY ADJUSTING HOOKS, foradjustingthe
length of your belt in one second. Set of 3, 6d.

"Never be without a box of Stanley Spares."
Frtce 3/6 post free. Send size of belt when ordering

The LION FASTENER, guaranteed for 6,000
miles

—

lid.

Our Goods are World-renowned /or their Reliability

A 8TANLEV FASTENER ires with each oolb

Stanley Motor Belts & Fasteners
BRITISH THROUGHOUT

(STANLEY WEBB, inventor of the original Hook
Belt Fastener and other Practical Belt Aids.)

32, London Road,
BROMLEY, KENT. |jgv

8o6

The VRIL STICK MECHANICAL DKCARBONISER
Prov. Patent No 22127—21.

By using the VRIL STICK, Cylinder

Heads may be easily and rapidly decar-

bonised. Used either in an ordinary

hand drill brace or portable electric

drill holder. A few turns under pressure

decarbonises and burnishes the cylinder

head in a few seconds. Will last

for years.

4 h-p. Triumph and 31 h.p. Standard

Sunbeams (other makes shortly).

Price 16/9 P°« free 17/6
BLIC, T.B. and Nilmiltor;

paid
;

guaranteed perfect.

St., Croydon.

MAGNETO Sprocket Manufacturers,
tooth stocked.—Kid ington,

St., Camberwell.

a42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement,

R. B. ENGINEERING CO.,
25. Clyde Rd.. West Dldsbury,

MANCHESTER-

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
/"BOUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.

j

"TITAGNETO Factors and Repairers. ^

A LL Magneto Spares Stocked.

TVOSCH Single, Type D.A.L., variable ignition; £3/!

M-L Single, enclosed, waterproof, variable ignitioi

£3/15.

THOMSON-BENNETT, Bingle
waterproof, -variable ignition,

or twin, enclosei
all degrees; £2/1

THOMSON-BENNETT, large type, single or twii

enclosed, waterproof, variable ignition, all "d
grees; £3/10.

C.A.V., single or twin, enclosed waterproof, variab
ignition; £2/15.

RTJTHARDT, single, enclosed, waterproof, variah
ignition; £2/5 each.

BERLING,
ignition;

single,
£2/5.

enclosed, waterproof, variab

SPLITDORF, single,
ignition; £2/5.

enclosed, waterproof, variab

enclosed, waterproof, vai

C.A.V. Magnetos, 1-

variable ignition.

DIXIE, single or twin
;

able ignition; £2.

ANY of the above single-cylinder magnetos can 1

supplied with the special long driving spindl
suitable for Rudge.

THESE MagnetoB are fitted with leads and ba
plates, ready to be immediately fitted; sprocke

can be supplied if required. Please state make
engine when ordering.

GUARANTEE.—We guarantee all our magnetos f

12 months, and will willingly replace or repa
any that should prove defective within that period;

ALL Repairs Guaranteed. Send your magneto
us for quotation. It will pay you. We ci

despatch all repairs within 3 days, and, if requira
24 hours, and guaranteed for 12 months.

QPECIAL Terms to Trade. Writ© for list.

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd., 2
Stockwell Rd., London, S.W. (1 min. from Stoc

well Underground Station). T.A. : Ignitionac, Cla
road, London. Tel. : Brixton 2841. [27

YALE Engineering Syndicate, 8-11, Brown "s Bui
ings, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3.

or 2-cylinder, clock or ah
with short-circuiting termii

and platinum points ; price 50 /- each ; all worki
parts are standard, and interchangeable with C.A.
types KU1 and 2.

THOMSON-BENNETT, types A.M. 1 and 2, varial
ignition, clock or anti, fitted with short-circuiti

terminal and platinum points; price 52/6 each.

THOMSON-BENNETT, and M-L's of Coventry,
cylinder, types A.D.S. or P.L.R., especially su

able for stationary engines, price 35/- each, fitt

with variable ignition, 10/- extra.

THOMSON-BENNETT 4-cylinder, variable igniti<

clock or anti, fitted with short-circuiting termini
price £4/10.

GUARANTEE.—All magnetos are guaranteed
give satisfaction, and are despatched in perf<

working order; any machine not in accordance wi

our guarantee will be replaced or money refund*

if returned to us as 6ent, and within 30 days
receipt.

ERMS—Net cash with order; samples sent on i

proval against cash ; all goods carriage paid.

EFORE ordering- elsewhere, write for samples, a
compare our quality and finish with other si

plies.

VALE Engineering Syndicate, 8-11, Brown's Bui
ings, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 45i

[06

HHHE Largest Organisation in Europe for igniti

and automobile electrical equipment.

B 1

j.

THE Runbaken Repair Service has eight fully stat

and equipped Service Depots throughout 1

country, each ready and competent to carry out 1

most difficult repair to any make or type ol magne
dynamo, starter, accumulator, or battery.

COMPLETED Work is fully ^guaranteed and of
j

highest finish. Send your machine for a f

examination and quotation.

THE Runbaken Magneto Co., Ltd. Head office s

works : Cheetwood Lane, Derby St., Mancnes
(City 8266) (3 lines). Manchester : 288, rieanb&t

(Central 7342). London: 142, Gt. Portland !

W.l (Museum 3905). Leeds: 94, Albion St. (272)

Liverpool: 16, Colquitt St. (Royal 605). Birmt

ham : 192, Corporation St. (2059 Central) Brist.

14, Colston St. (3728). Glasgow : 134, West Nile

(1605). Paris: 7, Rue Brunei (Wagram 60-11)

and B. carburetter. Best I

all as new; £5 lot.—Homeste
Sharnal'St., Rochester. [6:

OSCH Magnetos, enclosed waterproof, type ZI
and 2, guaranteed, a few only; £4 each.—Lucki

12, Churchfield Rd. East, Acton, London. £t'

C.A.V. Magneto, B.
Lloyd lubricator.

B c

..nd the date ol the issue.
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CARBURETTERS.
For

Heavyweights,

Lightweights,

Two-strokes,

THEY GET
THE BEST
RESULTS
FROM YOUR
ENGINE.

SEND FOR
DESCRIPTIVE
BOOKLETS
(Post Free)

Telephone—East 301.

Telegrams—" Carburet,
liirmingham."

BROWN & BARLOW, LTD.,

Carburet Works, Witton, Birmingham.

"Ixion" knows how to keep dry!
" Finally I bought a first-grade suit of grey Oilskins matte by Barbour*
" of South Shields, and fotind I could ride my 200 miles of a trial,
" stand in a steady downpour through two hill-climbs per diem, sit on
"wet grass banks when my legs wearied, and get into the hotel at night
" bone-dry ; moreover, if the oilics were hung up over night in a wall-
"less stable lor the draughts to play around them, they were invariably
"bone-dry long before the first competitor got away next morning."

"Ixlon," In his Occasional Comments—"The Motor Cycle."

33Ss Beacon Oilskins
fail on any point DON'T GO STICKY OR LEAK.

The Beacon Motor Cycling Suit will keep you as
dry as it does "Ixion," and will enable you to
drive all day against wind-driven Rain and Sleet
without letting you get wet or chilled.

Black double lightweight Jackets with Windcufls,
double fronts, and two roomy pockets, 27 /g

i-buttoned Legging Overalls, 15/-,

SUIT COMPLETE (K) 42/6
In Bronze — Jackets 32 '6- Semi-

buttoned Legging Overalls, 17/6 Suit
complete, post free, SO/-) with Seated
Trouser Overalls in place of leggings, 55 / -

^nd 62/6 the suit respectively.

Prices given are for Jacket length 33*. For
36" & 39* length please add 2/6
and 5/- per jacket respectively.
Overalls : Prices are for 28" to 33'
inside leg, and for Seated Trouser
Overalls up to 40" waist.

Postage Free V.E. ; extra abroad
lAllow also extra time for special
Seasoning of Overseas Orders.

)

To order, kindly state colour needed,
give jacket length, chest and insUle Ita
measures, and enclose remittance

ILLUSTRATED LI8T POST FREE
Send a postcard to-day for this
Booklet of " Weather Comfort."

J. BARBOUR & SONS, Lt4,
26, Beacon Buildings, xtx

South Shields, England. (it W

A Telegram:
T.T. RACES,

DOUGLAS, 30/5/22

"Davison on Levis
Winner Light-weight, using

Summer Huile de Luxe,

broke all records for light-

weights, averaging 50 miles

per hour."

An Editorial:
(The Motor Cycle, June 1 122.)

"
1mmediately after,

the winning Levis purred in,

its engine running with much
the same smooth power as

at the start... -Judging by

Davison's jaunty appear-

ance, the Levis had given

him a very comfortable ride ;

he seemed tolerably fresh

and full of smiles."

SUMMER HUILE DE
LUXE had much to do with

this splendid result.

An Offer:
We gladly place at the

disposal of Motor Cyclists

a gratis supply of helpful

literature dealing with all

problems of lubrication.

Remember, Price's are

practical people on these

points.

V.S. :

SUMMER HUILE
DE LUXE, sold by

Motor Agents every-

where, is identical

with that used on the

winning Levis.

PRICES' Company Limited,

BATTERSEA, S.W.ll

In answering these advertisements it u desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Sooted Plugs
A common error is to suppose that it

is the sparking points that soot up and
cause misfiring.

It is very seldom the points. — It is

nearly always the insulation.

You should be able to clean the surface
of the insulator inside the plug in case
of any over-oiling.

Look at this illustration of

THE

The insulator is expressly

designed to witbsfana
excessive lubrication.

CAUTION.
War Surplus Lodge plugs adcerthed for saleby

johbers and olhf.rs outside the motor trade are

unsui'.ed for use on cars or motor cycles. I hey

were made far special aeroplane engines, from

three to six years ago, and are now obsolete.

Moto:isls can, koweoer, make sure of getting

up-le-daie designs of Lodge plugs by buying

them In their sealed metal boxes of all dealers

In high-class motor accessories.

LODGE PLUGS LTD.,

RUGBY.

FLUG
It is detachable (2 parts only).

See how easy it is to get at the in-

terior and wipe over the insulation

should it require cleaning. The
plug can then simply be screwed

together again as tight and as good

new.

Standard Model (C3)
Detachable (two parts
only) for cleaning

Price 5/-

Packed in sealed red
metal box with lead seal

bearing name Lodge
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